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GEMS!

That's what the critics call the REVIVIFIED BRONCHO
BILLY pictures of the hills and plains. Ten superb dramas
now booking. To be followed by others. Run one every week
George Kleine System
Distributors
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/ can ft stand it any longer!
11 this mystery memn?"

What does

r&

1
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1MWEBER

PRODUCTION

»

>GHWBIJKD iHARMS

An Intimate Disclosure of Life as We Live It.
Taken from Mary Roberts Rinehart's "IT"— The Story that Had
Two Million Readers
--Publishers, Houghton, Mifflin Co.

Book thru anv Jewel Exchange

or Jewel Production*

Inr 1600

Rrnaduiav

Ntnu'Ynrk

f you want to know who the wmman is
—take a good look at me!

!I«MM]
PRODUCTION

3
A^'»MDPED
WM

HARRIS

An Intimate Disclosure of Life as We Live It.
Taken from Mary Roberts Rinchart's "K"
The Story that had
Two Million Readers
--Publishers, Houghton, Mifflin Co.

Book thru any Jewel Exchange or Jewel Productions Inc. 1600 Broadway, New York

And all for the love of a good lookin
doctor — isn't it so, dearie?"

aA

LOISWEBER

PRODUCTION

^/^MilDPEDHARRI

An Intimate Disclosure of Life as We Live It.
Taken from Mary Roberts Rinehart's "K" — The Story that had
Two Million Readers
Publishers, Houghton, Mifflin Co.

H

in

?

t r> r\n

O

v__i:

thought you were
leard about her"

wonderful — till I

UTin
PEODllCTroN

"MIIDDED HARRIS

An Intimate Disclosure of Life as We Live It.
Taken from Mary Roberts Rinehart's "K" — The Story that had
Two Million Readers
Publishers, Houghton, Mifflin Co.

EQUALS

THIS FOR CASH P

GENTLEMEN!

to
At last we have a
new
standard
by which
demonstrate commercial success in pictures.
Released only five weeks,

"The KAISER, the Beast of Berlin" has scored such a staggering triumph that
already it has become the new measure of money-getting for exhibitors — the picture
by which you will hereafter judge all others for Gross Business — for Net Profits — for
Attendance — for S. R. 0. — for crowds turned away — for "holdovers"— for "repeats" — for almost deafening applause — for recordsmashing in every single detail of the show business.
There's
just one thing to do with "The KAISER, the Beast of Berlin."
Don't wait to ponder, or hesitate, or figure, or delay for any cause
whatsoever.
Simply
wire your nearest
Jewel
Exchange
and

GRAB
IT!
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again — then say to yourself — "I'm
going
e^ to get my share of this biggest money
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history — and get it quick!"
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to your
nearest
Jewel
Exchange
and make immediate arrangements for
booking this stupendous money-maker.
Better still — reserve your run by wire.

Productions ,Ne
160O BrodcH/ay-. 'Ne^'^brk QXty
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Its sweeping the Country
To win the record number of bookings on a serial,
"THE LION'S CLAWS"

has to possess one essential virtue.

It has to be there "with the goods." That "THE LION'S CLAWS" is
sweeping the country is most strikingly indicated by the records on the
booking ledgers.
That's where the figures show whether a serial is there or not.
Hundreds of careful Exhibitors have chosen "THE LION'S CLAWS" because of the
star, MARIE WALCAMP — the story — direction and thrilling action. Why haven't you booked it as
yet? Your Exchange will project it for you. Also see the big Ad. Campaign Book with all the
helps— THEN BOOK.
Book thru your nearest Universal

UNIVERSAL

Exchange, or communicate

with

the

FILM MFG. CO.

Largest Film Mfg. Co. in the Universe
CARL LAEMMLE,
President
1600 BROADWAY
- - - - NEW
YORK

m
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Is this Hand^burs

The Exhibitor who bool<§ ALL the

AUTCUAFT
Picturos

Holds tho power that inevitably
is destined to niakp him tho most
prosperous, tho most distinguished
Exhibitor in his Community.
■■>*-»»-•—

FAMOUS

PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
rGcn

ADOLPH

Prvs JESSE L.LASKY Vkt Pn-s CECIL B.DE MUXE
• OIEW VOHIO •

ZUKOR

DinxtorQtmvul

May 4, 19 U
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A Gray Thread
And A Bit of Ash
From A Ci^ar —
f\N these two clues hung the fate
^-* of the one she loved best in all
the world — her own father.
Meanwhile the web was woven to
enmesh not only her father but the
boy who loved her dearly.
You can realize from these hints the
emotional and melodramatic
strength of

am
THE YACE in the DARK
by lrvin S. Cobb

Dh-ected by Hobart Henley

With each new Goldwyn Picture Mae Marsh gains in world-wide popularity and strength.
In Goldwyn Pictures she is an even more superb artist than ever before in her career.
Her charm is greater; her skill is greater. She has added new millions to her following.
"The Face in the Dark" is released April 21.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel

Goldfish.

Prericftnl

Edgar

16 East 4-2*,/ Street

Sslwyn.

Vice President

New York City

^EH

Mil
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The Most Profitable Name
in the World for Motion
Picture Exhibitors
IS the name REX

BEACH.

It is the name

of

* the most powerful and popular author of the
present generation.
It is the name that builds a half-million or million
circulation for great magazines.
It is the name behind "The Spoilers," "The Ne'erDo-Well," "The Barrier" and "The Auction
Block" — tremendously successful productions
that live up to Rex Beach's enormous box-office
drawing power.
All of his prestige and drawing power as the
most virile author of our times are once more at
the command of all exhibitors when

Goldwyn

offers*

ELCHof'theS Great
L BClassic
WScreen

Southwest

Ttesurtof
the Sunset
Directed

by Frank. Powell

Now opening to capacity business in the great
American cities and pronounced by the public
—your patrons— to be "Rex Beach's biggest
picture." Write our nearest branch office at
once for prices and booking dates.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION I
16 East 4-2 „</ Street

New York City

\\< >RLD
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YmilingBill Parsons
newflationalJTpostlQ

oPGood Cheer.
OF

the New York Strand's pre-release of
the first "Smiling Bill" Parsons comedy,
"Bill's Baby," The Motion Picture News says:

"Smiling
comedian
has found
when the

Bill" Parsons is the sure-fire brand of
— without slapstick . . . Goldwyn
a winner and there was not a moment
audience was not laughing.

The Moving Picture World says: Capitol
Comedies will be enjoyed by the nation . . .
is a joy.
They
are clean, full of laughs and "Bill Parsons
And The Exhibitors' Trade Review says: Here
is a brand new and sure-to-be-popular comedian
. . . Right from the start he is a laugh-getter.
This joyous personality is the star of the
two-reel

APITOL
0/\EDIE5
26 a year.

Every Second Monday.

Produced by the National Film Corporation
of America for exclusive release through
Goldwyn. The first three successful releases are:

"BILL'S BABY"
May 6:
May 20: "BILL'S PREDICAMENT"
June 3: "BIRDS OF A FEATHER"
Wire or write at once to your nearest Goldwyn
office for prices and playing dates.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING NewCORPORATION
York City
16 East 4-2.,./ Street

.V\\\VVNV^\V^N\\\V\\\\\>^\\NX\\\\N\\\VNNS^^^

vV\XX\\\VC^\Vi\\\\\\\>W^^
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THE WOP LO
Caph Edwin Bower Hesser

NOW-

— While the nation's pulse beats fast
— While the Allies are marshalling every resource to rout the invading enemy
—While

the great $3,000,000,000 Liberty Loan campaign is at its height

GOLDWYN

ADVISES

Every exhibitor to reap the huge patronage that Ira M. Lowry's great patriotic
spectacle draws into the theatre.
Every exhibitor who has played "For the Freedom
once for an immediate repeat date.

of the World" to re-book it at

Every exhibitor who has not played it to write or telegraph at once for the first
open date.

This Remarkable Production Is the Screen's
Most Thrilling Patriotic Drama
It is a capacity business attraction. More than three thousand theatres have
broken their best previous attendance records with it and every exhibitor who
has played it has urged other exhibitors to book it and reap a sure profit.
"For the Freedom of the World" can be booked only through the twenty-five
North American offices pf

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
16 East A2»d( Street

New

York
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IF f WERE AN
EXHIBITORK ND my own

personal experience had taught me

■*T that my audiences always enthused and cheered
big emotional dramas —
And I knew that productions with backbone and heartinterest always packed my house to capacity —
I would at once book through the nearest Goldwyn
office the big Selexart trio of special productions:

HOWARD

BLOOD"
HICKMAN ?n "BLUE
Directed by Elliott House

By J. Grubb Alexander

CROSS"
RHEA MITCHELL a. "HONOR'S
Directed by Wallace Worsley

By H. B. Daniel

RHEA MITCHELL and HOWARD HICKMAN
in

"SOCIAL
By W. E. Wing

AMBITION"
Directed by Wallace

Worsley

— Because they each contain the tremendous dramatic interest and power that I
know my audiences like and demand.
These

three

Selexart

productions are available
for immediate showing,
are sold under a single
contract at fair prices
and can be booked only
. through

the

offices

of

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING NewCORPORATION
York City
16 East 4-2n<^ Street

R. WILLIAM

RUSSELL

The First Picture From tiik Studios
ok William Kusskll Productions, inc

»/ 1

"HEARTS3Jv William
OR Hamilton
DIAMONDS?"
Osborne
Readable April 29 at Exchanges of the

*

a

J7Wutual Film Corporation

■

- •

. . .

. r>
•\

MilMir0SJBiiiSI«ri

PRODUCTIONS

-

*t)

1) 1 I
CHAPLIN—
NOW

r

is the time to play

and repeat on the master
comedies

of the world's

greatest artist — the
comedies made with
unlimited facilities,
unlimited purse and no
padding — two full reels of
box office value.

"THE FLOORWALKER"
"THE FIREMAN"
"THE VAGABOND"
"ONE A. M."
"THE COUNT"
"THE PAWNSHOP"
"BEHIND THE SCREEN"
"THE RINK"
"EASY STREET"
"THE CURE"
"THE IMMIGRANT"
"THE ADVENTURER"

i
t

A special proposition for
Your Theater NOW

At the Mutual Exchanges

r

\

THE BIGGEST OFFERING
OF 1918
FEATURING

THE

INCOMPARABLE

AND

A NOTED
CAST

FOR

TERRITORIAL
RIGHT5
APPLY

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORPORATION
7Z9 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

PHONE BRYANT 7046
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AR.E.

3ACON-BACKER

TWO

ITO

PAOPUCTION

OF

HARRY S.SHELDON'5
POWERFUL MODERN DRAMA
OF NEW YORK LIFE

PERR.V

Vekroff

TO <v»EET THE- D£*v*AiND
WITH £XCEPTiO/NAU
"RE/^EiNDOUJ"
AlND

AR.R.ANGE.

DATE/

U.S.EXHHMTDRS'
CORPDRATIDN ]
Frank. BOOKINB
G . Hall., President
Top o' The. Times Building
BOOK

THRU

FOURSQUARE

New

Yob.k_'

EXCHANGES

iv 4, 1918
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SPECIAL-

BOOKING CORPORATION
\TTRACTI
THE

ON S

TREMENDOUS

AUTHOR 5'*F/IM

COMPANY

SUCCESS

NG

\D'AIWOND
GRACE
■UK'
DAPTED FROM
HE GREAT STAGE
IT"FAIRFAX"BY
ARTLEY CAMPBELL

PSCTUR.E.
AiNCiLE.
\'/&tL.UE

"OR. U MUTUAL
*DVE(VrS.TiiNGi
SO
OFF!

1/vsmELDIATELY
£00* r/irw
FOURSQUARE
NEW YORK
BUFFALO
DETBOIT
CHICAGO
DENVER
SEATTLE

729 Seventh Ave.
47 W. Swan St.
304 Jos. Mack Bldg.
207 S. Wabash Ave.
1735 Welton St.
2014 Third Ave.
FOREIGN

PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES

127 Fourth Ave.
514 W. 8th St.

PHILADELPHIA
CINCINNATI
ST. LOUIS
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
MINNEAPOLIS

RIGHTS
TO ALL
"U.
ROBERTSON-COLE

VineBide.
St.
301 Strand 1325'
Theatre
301 Empress Theatre Bldg.
310 Sloan Bldg.
1120 Walnut St.
191 Golden Gate Ave.
206 Film Exchange Bldg.

S." PRODUCTIONS
COMPANY,
Times

CONTROLLED
Building,
New

SOUTHERN
STATES
FILM
CO.
ATLANTA
114 Walton St.
DALLAS
1900 Commerce St.
GLOBE
FEATURE
FILM
CO.
NEW ENGLAND. 20 Winchester St.. Boston, Mass.
FRANK
GERSTEN,
Inc.
NEW JERSEY
220 W. 42d St.. New York City
SUPER-FEATURE
FILM
CO.
CANADA
59 Victoria St, Toronto
EXCLUSIVELY
York.

BY
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An Announcement Exclusively
Upon Pictures of
Robertson-Cole Company, of
Singapore and Sydney; and
New York, control the rights
following schedule and offer

New York, London, Calcutta,
Arrow Film Corporation, of
of the motion pictures in the
them for your consideration:

"The Eagle's Eye" — There isn't any conversation capable of telling
the world-appeal of the only great serial ever made. Produced by
Wharton, of Ithaca, a name that spells volumes.
"The Woman Eternal" — A picture as big as all out-door; as thrilling as primal impulses can make it; as charming as Elaine Hammerstein is. Advanced Pictures Corporation.
"The Struggle Everlasting" — Florence Reed at her best in Milton
Royle's great play. A Harry Rapf masterpiece.
"The Eleventh Commandment" — A picture that sounds the depths
of purest love and stirs every emotion. Starring Lucille Lee Stewart.
Another production of Advanced Pictures Corporation.
"The Eyes of the World"— Harold Bell Wright's triumph in novel
writing expressed on film in compelling pictures. Has played to
$200,000. Produced by W. H. Clune, of Los Angeles.
"The Finger of Justice" — The story of "over the top" in the trenches
of morality. The Biggest question answered in the biggest way.
Done in pictures by Paul Smith, of San Francisco.
"The Great White Trail" — A thrilling tale of the frozen wildernesses
of Alaska. Tense melodrama in a novel setting. Wharton, Inc.,
made it up to their standard.
"The Accidental Honeymoon" — Captain Robert Warwick — now
with Gen. Pershing — and delightful Elaine Hammerstein in a delicious drama of sustained interest to the end of the film. Harry
Rapf's interesting contribution.
"Ramona" — Helen Hunt Jackson's wonderful story of humanity
Another W. H. Clune offering.
in its makings.
"Souls Redeemed" — An Edward Warren Production in sumptuous
setting, with an all-star cast.
"Weavers of Life" — Just a nice little picture that never fails to
please.
Another Warren production.
"The Master Crook" — Starring Edmund Breese — a corking bit of
drama greatly worth while.
Produced by Apollo Pictures, Inc.
"Raffles" — With John Barrymore.
This is as big a winner as
the play was. It merits a whole page of exploitation.
Picturized
by L. Lawrence Weber Photo Dramas, Inc.
"Passing of the Third Floor Back"— With Sir Johnston ForbesRobertson — the foremost English star; directed by Herbert Brenon.
Owned by The Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson Passing of the Third
Floor Back Company.
"The Fall of the Romanoffs"— With Iliodor. A Brenon picture of
the most thrilling scenes of Russian war and politics. Owned by
Al. H. Woods.
"Free and Equal" — An Ince production dealing with social equal-

May 4, 1918
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or Buyers of Foreign Rights
World-wide Interest
j
ily; a play upon llic whole gamut of human emotion. Another Al.
II. Woods production.
"Sunny Jane" — With Jackie Saunders,
and the ollur live Horklieimer Balboa features with this popular star — "Hat), the Fixer,"
'The Check Mate," "Betty, Be Good," "A Bit of Kindling," and
The Wild Cat."
"The Pendleton
Round-Up" — Three reels of the most thrilling
photography of the big events of the great West.
"The Public Defender" — A patriotic number of real merit by the
Apollo Pictures Corporation.
"Jester Comedies" — Twede-Dan is a tremendous favorite in foreign
countries and William Steiner is making comedies that are with
him as a star.
Also the following Robertson-Cole Company's Exclusive Offerings
THE U. S. EXHIBITORS' BOOKING CORP'N'S FEATURES
"The Zeppelin's Last Raid" — Thomas Ince's successor to "Civilization." Starring Howard Hickman and Enid Markey.
"Those Who Pay" — Another of Thomas Ince's gems of genius, featuring Bessie Barriscale.
"The Belgian"— With Valentine Grant and Walker Whiteside;
directed by Sydney Olcott.
All that its name stands for.
"Just a Woman" — Directed by Julius Steger and featuring Charlotte
Walker.
Pages of publicity can say no more.
"Nine Tenths of the Law" — Featuring Mitchell Lewis, the famous
star of "The Barrier" and "The Bar Sinister."
"The Crucible of Life"— With Grace D'Armond and Jack Sherrill in
the star's role.
The Fighting Chance" — A notable production by E. K. Lincoln.
And FOUR "FOUR-SQUARES"
"The Silent Witness"— With Gertrude McCoy.
"The Sin Woman" — With Irene Fenwick.
"Fringe of Society"— With Milton Sills and Ruth Rowland.
"The Cast-Off"— With Bessie Barriscale.
THE CREST PICTURES
"The Grain of Dust"— With Lillian Walker and Edith Day.
"The Lust of the Ages" — Featuring Lillian Walker.
Directed by
Harry Revier.
For terms, rates and screening of all these subjects communicate

ROBERTSON-COLE

with

COMPANY

Singer Building
NEW YORK
Times Building
Arrow Film Corporation, Times Building
Exclusive Purchasers
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CLASSICS

inc

MY OWN
UNITED STATES
WM.L.SHERRILL'S

C4 Screen Ctasstcsmchox office triuvnphj
made by Fwhman Amusement Corporation

with Mr. ARNOLD

DALY

at the RivoliHteatre
'New Ijork is

cAfier a record
breaking run

sweeping the country on
a tide of patriotism*

Every Exhibitor owes it as a duty to
Lis -patrons to show this greatestof all patriotic attractions
ii

mill

1MABELcontinuing
cash
attractions
TALIAFERRO in
EMILY STEVENS in

Draft 15%
METRO

HIw Slacker

PICTURES

CORPORATION
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World

SUCCESSES

minute rejyovbs

REVELATION

LEST WE FORGET

WITH

WITH

NAZIMOVA

RITA JOLIVET

"Revelation (Metro Ni;imovj) — "Business
mc.i-Iv
Picture
fiivr
wonderful
satisfaction"
days)
Liked by everybody"
(Five days)

Motion

held
(Four

-Lest
We Forget"
cess
" (Four
days )

(Metro-Rita

Jolivet)— " Big

sue-

/M

Motion Tictwe

Picture
7(eu>s

EDITH

STOREY

in

dke LEGI0N#5 of DEATH
CA Traduction, of the day and hour
VIOLA
NA
LV\>

BLUE

pi JEANS

cJ.n eternal triumph of the screen

G
C O M I N£uxe
Y
Ihe
Screen ClasstcsiNc.de
entertainment
The attraction of beauty, romance and thrill with the first
screen appearance o£ the international stage favorites

^ / r\e 'wonderful

DOLLY

^MILLION

SISTERS
i*r

DOLLAR DOLLIES

Directed hy LeoncePerret

EXCLUSIVE

DISTRIBUTORS

THE
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unusuaL
withplaagyreat
star

l^s>.

Jne onty

METRO

EDITH

PICTURES

CORPORATION

presents

STOREY

in the superb attraction

TREASURE
of
the
Written hy Ceighton Osmun andLAlhevt

SEA
S.Levmo

Directed Jyy Frank Relcker in 5 acts

Released £*/ MTTP

Q ^Prli ^3**
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Vital Questions
Answered
Exhibitors By Exhibitors

IS HODKINSON-PARALTA

SERVICE

PROFITABLE?

Answered by Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Milwaukee
"We
did capacity business at every performance during the entire three days of
A Man's Man.'
They came so strong on the third night that it was necessary to run
an extra show, and even then we turned people away from the box office."

Q. 2- IS THE

QUALITY
Answered

CONSISTENT?
by Oliver Whaley,

Grand Theatre,

Bemldji, Minn.

"All the subjects are good.
In our experience we cannot recall receiving, so generally,
favorable comment from so large a percentage of patrons as we had from those seeing
A Man's Man,' 'Madam

Q. 3 — IS IT WORTHY

Who'

OF LONGER

Answered by O. Olnns,

and A Turn of the Card.' "

THAN

USUAL

Queen Theatre,

RUNS?

Wilmington, Del.

"These are pictures that measure up to the finest masterpieces, and it is a pleasure to
commend their productions worthy of a long run."

Q. 4— WILL IT SATISFY
IN PICTURES?
Answered

PEOPLE
by W. H.

WHO

ARE

LOOKING

FOR THE

BEST

Clune, Auditorium, Los Angeles

"Criticism in the six daily newspapers of Los Angeles actually graded A Man's Man
100%. Unanimously they complimented everything connected with the picture; espedaily the fine, clean work of Mr. Kerrigan, Miss Loise Wilson and Miss Ida Lewis ; the
devotion to details in the settings, the practically faultless direction, superb photography,
and the excellence of Mr. Kyne's story as adapted for the picture. At Clune's Auditorium this seven-reel production pleased all who attended. Praise was unstinted. I
consider 'A Man's Man' exceptionally acceptable to the public."

Q. 5— HOW
DOES HODKINSON^PARALTA
OTHER HIGH CLASS PRODUCT?
Answered

SERVICE

COMPARE

WITH

by John F. Cooney, Union Square, Pittsfield, Mass.

"As 1 am running only high class features, namely, Select, Greater Vitagraph, Artcraft,
and Paramount, you can readily see that Paralta, to score in this company must be in
Class l'A, which it certainly is."

Q. 6— ARE THE STORIES CLEAN?
MAKE SEVEN REELS?
Answered

IS NOT

THE

ACTION

PADDED

TO

by ti. Bluechel," Lyric Theatre, Norfolk, Neb.

"One thing in particular that appealed to me in A Man's Man' was the elimination of
all padding, making the story move along so that there was something doing all the time.
And it is clean all the way through, which is a big factor in causing favorable comment
from a certain class of patrons."

Q. 7— CAN I GET
PKICE ?

HODKINSON^PARALTA

SERVICE

Answered by Alton Crosby, Opera House,

AT A KEASONABLE

Willmar, Minn.

"If you keep future issues up to the grade established and continue to give exhibitors the
fair deal inaugurated (as indicated by my contract with you) every exhibitor ought to be

W. W. HODKINSON
for you."

527 FIFTH AVE., NEW

YORK

COPxP.
CITY

Hodkinson Service at All General Film Exchanges

minium
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bessie m
BARRISCALE

BARRISCALE
m

E. Richard Schayer
Author

"BLINDFOLDED"

Robert

Directed by
RAYMOND

Erunton,

Mgr. Productions

B. WEST

It is our main ambition
to have every Paralta Play
contain that which is called
Heart Interest;
; .,■.■.■ •;.■

because the human heart
is the biggest thing in the world.
Right now the world is aching.
Stern spectres confront us
wherever we turn.
So let us be concerned with the heart.
Let's have the smile, the chuckle,
and that quick catch in the throat
which conies from happiness
caused by the heart.
Let us consider the heart
as the greatest God-given gift!

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc. I

WEST
E W

48th STREET
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

IN SON SERVICE
HO AT UK
ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES

\
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BARRISCALE
in

E. Richard Schayer
Author

"BLINDFOLDED

Robert

Directed by
RAYMOND

Mgr.

Brtxnton,
Productions

B. WEST

Peggy Muldoon was trained to believe
that the law was made
to keep the poor poor; and the rich rich;
that the best way to make a living
was to break safes.
And Peggy thought the life of a yegg
was a glorious one.
Then she read a little book.
Emerson's Essays.
She read the words with her eyes
but the meaning went straight to her heart.
And her heart told her
she was wrong.
and her heart showed her
the path of righteousness.
And she went that path.

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc. J

WEST
EW

48th STREET
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

HO&
KINSON SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
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YOU MAY NOW BOOR PATHE FEATURES ON EITHER THE SELECTIVE SERVICE (OPEN BOOKING) OR THE PROGRAM PLAN ! TAKE YOUR CHOICE !

Wivy tke Selective Service Flan
BTO Pi CT 51 1!fS jRTl iffff
1[He may pick the pictures his patrons want;
He may, by selecting his features, reduce his "poor
days" to a minimum;
HHe doesn't
have Mindly.
to buy a pig
in a run
poke,"house
for program,
ing isbooking
A first
cannot hookafford to book blindly. A picture which may jam a
competitor's house mayTZm%\be PTT^TTTSn
a frost inKis;
m •tTfTTWETi TSai
of what his patrons should have. He may book only
those
on which he knows he cart make
moneypictures
;
1tA family trade house must he very careful as
i

f

*m

f

»»

*M

y%

1

1

»•

■

•]

■

»j

1*4

1

»

*

■

4.1

!<■

■

1

1

ivM^ii'*

Nali':

selective service plan an exhibitor can
keep out the pictures which only hurt
his trade but which he must take
^
under the program plan .

>

May 4, 1918
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Pathe

Why the Program Plan L
TKe Best For The Smaller House s
TThe Program plan is ckeaper; it is obvious that abetter
price can be made on twenty-six features on one contract
than on the same twenty-six sold individually;
HThe small town exhibitor is often too faraway from the exchange centre of his district to select his features personally:
He has well justified confidence in the Pathe branch tnaivThtis he is saved the time and expense of frequent visits to the exchange;Three
H
out of four of tke Pathe features have been winners for
himlle has wade money on three and broken even on the four. He
may well be satisfied with such a consistent showing and be is!
"W■
r A - " ' % tke Ritke features
atures were selected
for him by the Pathe branch manager and the salesman serving him. Why sbould he change the
system which is making money for

him?

THE SELECTIVE SERVICE PLAN
IS THE BEST FOR ONE HOUSE, THE
PROGRAM PLAN FOR ANOTHER..
AGAIN WE SAY- TAKE YOUR PICK!

(MQ)PICTURES
LEWIS

J.

CONSTANCE
in

5ELZMICK

presents

TALMADGE

"UP THE ROAD WITH SALLIE

ttfSTRIBUTED BY
.

5?

^PICTURES

ALICE

BRADY
in

"AT THE

MERCY

DISTRIBUTED BY

OF MEN"
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Through all things to the end you'll love one another.'

HERBERT

BRENON

Sir Johnston F orbes-RWrtson
Supported by a Notable Cast in

-bu-

Jerome

K.Jerome

A'First National"Attraction

— good enough for the First National,
good enough for you.

May 4, 1918

^

*•*.•>

******
.•**

Ambassador James "WGerards

itrlbURlEARSlNG

On Monday, April 8th

at the National Capitol
under the auspices of the Washington Chamber of Commerce "My Four Years in Germany" was shown to an
invited audience of Senators, Congressmen, Diplomats and
the Leaders of the National Liberty Loan Campaign.
The vast Auditorium was packed to suffocation —

Next day
the

conservative

Stje tttosljuujtcm

■ o,

said

Newspapers
the Country
over have the word
Washington to boost it for its patriotic value.

HIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

from

**.*.+ Jt.
Ambassador James WGeranls

>ir JourIears In Germany
itkA

Mr. HAROLD EDEL
Mr. S . liARRET McCOKMICK
Manager, the Strand
Manager, The Circle

Two of the leading Exhibitors of America break their
house rules for it
cTVIr. Harold Edel, manager of the Strand, New York will
run it while it is still running at the Knickerbocker. Both
houses are on Broadway and it has been running at the
Knickerbocker for six weeks to capacity business.

It is the first "second run' film ever
shown at the Strand.
cJMr. S. Barret cTWcCormick of the Circle Theatre,
Indianapolis,
raised his price to $1.00 "Top" and ran it
two weeks
This is the First time the Circle ever raised its prices.

It is the first film ever given a 2 weeks
run at the Circle.
They got exceptional Results by
unusual treatment.
VTIRST NATIONAL

'

ATTRACTION

******
.***

Ambassador James "WCeraids

Hears In Germany

It is one of the two Big Money
attractions of the year.
Here's
why—
In New York, Boston, Indianapolis we have demonstrated
that there are thousands of Americans who will gladly
pay a dollar per seat to see this remarkable picture.
Moreover — they thank the Exhibitor who shows it.

We are not guessing — we have
Proved it.

Percentage Bookings
now being arranged
This is your big chance to combine Patriotism and Profit.
V V

XXv

J_L/

any First National Exhibitor s Circuit Exchange

The First National Exhibitor's
Circuit, Inc.
General Offices 18 E. 41st St., New York City

HIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

Ma) 4, 1918
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One of the really big films of ihe year

She FALL of the
ROMANOFFS
with ILIODOR former
confidant of RASPUTIN

See it and you will book it
A" FIRST NATIONAL'

ATTRACTION

In Answering: Advertisement*, Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

I

^ William Jox -presents

WILLIAM

FARNUM
TRUE BLUE
in the William Farnum de luxe production

^
Written and staged hy Franli Lloyd
Qyi smasliin^ fi^litm^ tale of the Rocky Mountains !
An all-wool and world-wide American cowboy liin £
throws away a coronet to rule an Arizona ranch !

BOOK IT NOW profit by mWVMpopulatity !
STANDARD PICTURES

FILM CORPORATION

WILLIAM

FOX

Presents

WILLIAM
FARNUM

a*.

in the William Fari-ium deluxe produdion

TRUE

BLUE

tected ty Frank Uov

--

<t&-

WwWHOIf
jhe absorbing story
of an adventurous Beauty
and some bold bad men

iar»

'**! '/

WILLIAM

%

FOX

Presents

\

PEGGY HYXAND
m

PEC4PMTES
Written and Directed By O. A.C.LUND
T AT SEA
SUI
PUR
ING
ILL
THR
GIRLS BATTLE WITH ROBBERS
RACE FOR HIDDEN TREASURE

^^

/

1921

Tine

June 20, 1918

Romance
Road
(5 parts)
(Mutual-Star) —
June -i . 0-1882 . R 1890 , \ 1896
Up She Qoes (Mutual-8trand)
Mar. 26
Dp iii.- Road with Sally (o parts) ( Select) April ; R
0 ; A-7,VJ.
V
Vial of Death, The (No. 18 of The Ho
Hate)
i- parts) (Pa the \ tra).
June
luce
iii parte)
(World)
Mai
20;
R
U86; A-l 190; C I
Vengeance and The Woman (No. 15, The Reckoning) (2 parte) (Qtr. Vltagraph) Apr.
I; (
Venue Model, The (6 parts) (Qoldwyn) -June
16 ; a 1620.
Vlllgantes, The (Bear State Film Oo.)
Vlviette
Juno (•">
!» ; pan-,
K-lt;i iI ; (Famous
C-1616 . A Players
1619, i.
.11 Destiny, The (0 parts) (Pathe-Dlando)
—Juno 23; i' 1892; R 1889; \ h'n
tlntelen, the Deatroyei
(No.
I of The
ton Ile's Ky.-i (2 parts) (Fouraquare-WharThe

("■ parts)

(Triangle )— Apr.

7;

A-

W
Walter's Wasted Life, \ (2 parts) (Fox-Sunshlne)— Apr. 7; R-687; C-589.
Walos. Picturesque (Pathe)— Apr. 28; C-690;
R.11S1.
Wales, Picturesque -Langollen— and Picture
ots in England t Pathe)— Apr. 2S ; K687.
War Qarden Hints: American Rifles and Riflenun ; Cartoon by Bray Studio (ParamountBray)— May 20.
War Garden Hints; Building the Liberty Hospitals (Paramount-Bray) — June 3; R-1558.
War Garden Hints No. 2 (On Paramount-Bray
Pictograph) — June 24.
Way 1616.
Dp In Society (Gen. Film-Diamond) — CWe

Should Worry (5 parts) (Fox-Special) —
June 16; A-1336; C-1892; R-188S.
Western Blood (6 parts) (Fox-Special) — Apr.
1 I ; A-4S7 : R-742; C-740.
What She Did to Her Husband, and Almost
Lucky
(Crystal Film Co.).
What the Ice Age Left (Educational Films
Corp.)— May 8.
What the Wind Did (Mutual-Strand) — June 4 ;
C-1474.
What's in the Trunk?
(Crystal Film Co.).
When Greek Meets Greek (Vitagraph-Drew) —
June 24.

movinc.

l'un kk

world

When
Men
Betraj
(I
(Graphic)— Juno
;;, R n.t I..' 1616
\ 1899
When Bltppery Slim Mat the Champion
Film Essanay ) .
When Two Plaj ■ Same
(Vltagraph D
Juno I |
Where the Sun Seta Red (Qen. Film Rancbo).
Which Woman?
(0 parts) (Bluebird)
A 1702;
i
C 1891 . R 1890
w blrlpool, The (Selei I | Juai
Whispering Chorus, The (5 parts) (Artcraft) —
' Mar
1869 . i; 128 . 0 180.
Whispering
Wires
ol War
(Pathe)
\pr. 14;
Whistles
Windows
(Vltagraph-BIg
\>
Apr
22and
White
Man-,
i.aw. The
(6 parts.
(Famous
Plaj
R-7 IS ■
gOg
Whither Thou Goes! (Foursqua
Who is to Blame?
(5 parts) (Triangle)
May
19 : A-i 190; R-1332 ; C 1884.
I 1892,
Who's Your Wife? (Universal-Nestor)
May 21 :
Who's22 : Zoo
(2 parts)
(Unlversal-L-KO) — May
C-1334.
Who Killed Walton? (5 parts) (Triangle)
\i ip.
I l . V-438 : R 589 : 0-590.
WhosoII : Baby
(Universal-Star)May
c 887 Are You?
Whoso Wife?
(Christie Film Corp.)
Why— the Bolshoviki
(5 parts)
(Export & Import Film Corp.)— A-1039.
Widow's Camouflage, A (Gen. Film-Clover).
Wild
Animals
of the Yellowstone
(UniversalFlnley I R 234,
Wild
llahios
(Educational
Films
Corp. — Ditmars') — May (i.
Wild
Goats
and
Sheep
(Educational
Films
Corp.-Ditmars') — Apr. 22.
Wild Women
and Tame Lions (2 parts) (FoxSunshine) — June 2; R-1615 ; C-1616.
Winning of Beatrice, The (5 parts) (Metro) —
May 20; A-1190; R-1330 ; C-1333.
Witch
Woman,
The
(o parts)
(World) — Apr.
S ; A-132 ; R-281 ; C-285.
With Hoops of Steel (5 parts) (W. W. Hodkinson-Paralta)—
Apr. 29; A-902 ; R-1035 ; C1037.
With Neatness and Dispatch (5 parts) (Metro)
—Apr. 15 ; A-439 ; R-745 ; C-897.
With
the Drifters
and Mine
Sweepers
in the
Danger
Zone
(Britain's
Bulwarks
No. 5)
(Pathe)— June 9; C-1616.
Wolfe
Lowry
(5 parts)
(Hiller & Wilk-W.
S.
Hart ; Reissue).
Wolves
of the Border
(5 parts)
(Triangle) —
May 12 ; A-1041 ; R-1187 ; C-1188.

Woman in the Wab. The (No I, Caught i" the
Web)
(2 part ) I Vltagraph)
Apr. s ; itWoman
In » »■ * - Web,
The
(No. 2, The Open
Switch | (2 pai
i
papb I Ipr 10
Woman
in the web, The (No ■"•. The Bneedlng
I mi (2 pari
raph)
Apr. 22,
Woman iii the Web, The Mo. I, The Clutoh of
ph)
Apt
29.
Woman
In the Web, The (No. a, The Hand or
,11 1 2 (2panpari . (Vltagraph)
Mystery)
May 6,
Woman
In the Web,
Thl
(No. 6, Full
Woman
in the Web
Death I (2 pan
Woman in the Web
Woman

The No. 7. The Crate) of
i .\
|
| May 20.
The (No. 8, The Plunge of

or)
12 w
pai ' i ■ ' fo.
'' 9,
apbThe
I May
in the
Fire '27.
Trap)

12in parts)
Juns 10,
•';. Oul ol the
in the (VII
Web, The (No.
Dungeon)
(2 parts) (Vltagraph)
-June 10,
Woman in the Web, The (No. 11, In the Di
i (2 parts) (Vltagraph)June I i
Woman in the Web, The (No, 12. Hurled to Destruction) (2 pari: i (Vltagraph)
-Jon.' 21.
Woman of Redemption, A (5 parts) (World) —
June 21 . C 1892; R-1890; A-1897.
Woman's
181. Honor. A No. 1 of The Lion's Claws)
i 2 j, arts) (Universal-Special)— Apr. (i ; C590.
Woman's Scream. A (Xo. 4 of the I, Ion's Claws)
(2 parts) (Universal-Special) — Apr. 27; CWomen in the World of Work ; Hawaii ; The
Beautiful; Cartoon
by Earl I-Iurd (Paramount-Bray—i Apr. 15.
Women in the World of Work ; Scenic Gems of
America ; Beauty to Order, Cartoon by Wallace Carlson
— June 17.
—R-745;
C-896.(Paramount-Bray)
Wooing
of Coffee-Cake
Kate (Gen. Film-Clover)
Wrong
Flat. TheC-1333.
(2 parts) (Jester Comedy Co.)
— R-1333;
Y
Yellow Ticket, The (5 parts) (Pathe-Astra) —
June 2; R-1471 ; C-1475 ; A-1479.
Yellowstone Park, A Day at, and Beautiful
Devon — the Land of Romance — England
(Finley Nature Studies No. 12) (UniversalSpecial) — Apr. 6.
Yesterdays in Samoa (Paramount>Burton
R-1558.
Holmes) — June 17.
Yosemite in Winter (Pathe) — June 9; C-1475;
Yosemite Valley (Lincoln & Parker) — R-531.
You Can't Believe Everything (5 parts) (Triangle)—June 23: A-1899.
Youthful Affair, A (Metro-Drew) — Apr. 8.
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W
Until the last minute to prepare
your copy for the Seventh Annual Convention, 8th — but get
it into this office no later than
JULY

1st

This issue will have a lasting
reference value that should appeal to the advertiser who buys
space in the publication which
produces results.
No change in rates. Estimates
for special printing and layouts
given on request.
Reserve your space now in the
leading trade paper of the industry.
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PROFESSIONAL
POWER'S 6B
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For

All

Purposes

EDUCATIONAL
ACME PORTABLE

T
E
s
E
R
V
I
C
E

HALLBERG

For
the
Manager's
Office
and for Traveling Exhibitors.

HALLBERG
Portable or Stationary

Electric Light Plants

MOTOR-GENERATORS

WE GUARANTEE
PROJECTION
SUPREME
WITH

FOR PERFECT AND BRILLIANT PROJECTION
"EVERYTHING

Where electricity cannot be obtained, for the
operation of Projector Lamps, from the. ElectricLightCompany,
Gasoline-driven
Electric
Plants complete
can be furnished
for 110, 60
or
30 Volts, as required.
These Plants are complete and come ready
to run and consume less than 2 Pints of Gasolene per Hour.

Gardiner Velvet Gold Fibre
Screen — Hallberg Motor Generators— Power's Projectors
— National Carbons, and
UTE Service— BE WISE!
FOR

THE

M. P. THEATRE

BRANCH

EXCEPT

THE FILM"

OFFICES:

New York, N. Y. — 729 Seventh Ave.
Detroit, Mich.— 57 E. Elizabeth St.
Boston, Mass. — 28 Piedmont St.
Omaha, Neb. — 13th and Harney Sts.
Philadelphia, Pa.— 1233 Vine St.
Minneapolis, Minn.— 16 N. 7th St.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— 910 Penn Ave.
Cleveland, O.— 714 Huron Road.
Cincinnati, O.— 115 W. 7th St.
Chicago, 111.— 514 S. Wabash Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.— K. C. Machine & Supply Co., Inc., 813 Walnut St.

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

Largest

Pres.

J. H. HALLBERG,

Executive Offices:

1604 Broadway, New York

Moving

Equipment

Picture

House

in the

Vice-Pres.

World
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"Over the
with

Power's Excelite
Top"
ttyeCop
>>

C

B

WIMBISH,

"*,

MANAGER

HIGH

Z. CHRISTIANSON.

A»tT. MO*.

CLASS

ENTERTAINMENT
P.O. BOX 931

Southern Theatre Equipment Go.,
1815 Main St. ,
Dallas, Texas.

fort worth, texas.

May 2nd,

1918 •

Gentlemen:-

a

We are, as you know, using Power's Model 6B machine
equipped with a 5" No. 1 Gundlach Manhattan Lens. We have in
use on this machine the latest type 50 Amp. - 25 Volt - 750 Watt
Edison Mazda Type C Lamp. In connection with this lamp we are using
a 110 volt - 60 cycle thru type "1" Fort Wayne Compensarc.
We show a 9 x 12 picture at a distance of 74 ft. on
a ourtain of our own design, which is an imitation of Minusa
Fibre Screen.
Our show has been in operation for 60 days today and light
we burned out our first lamp yesterday. We find we get a fine
at 29 Amps. This one lamp has run us 265 actual burning hours.
Our light bill for last month was only $24.10 including
the operation of 9 ceiling fans and 1200 watts of lighting. Being
as we have to pay 10^ per K.W. for current we feel this is an exceptional low bill and we give all the credit to the Machine lamp.
In fact we are so thoroughly pleased with this new lamp
we feel we would be doing you a grave injustice if we did not write
and tell you about it. No Exhibitor that wants to make money can
afford to be without this long hoped for achievement in light
projection.
We are absolutely with you on this light and want you
to use this letter in any way that you may see fit, we are,
Yours very truly,
OVER THE TOP THEATRE,

By M&iJiZvvUvJL.^.vA
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ACTION ! ACTION
PEGGY

HYLAND
in

VIGofthe
PIRATES
Jr lucky American $rl,
seiied by Pirates, fi^nts
lier way to liner ty

3 other sure money makers
omeaweekFOX SPECIAL FEATURES
GLADYS BROCKWEIL
in

HER ONE
MISTAKE
A dramatic story of the unwritten law
By George Scarborough
Staged by Edward Le Saint

GEORGE

m

5^ayear

WALSH

BRAVE and BOLD
Mile a minute action from
"Four-Forty at Fort Penn!'
by Perley Poore Sheehan
Staged iy Carl Hartaugh

VIRGINIA PEARSON
in

OkHffiBRAND

SMGIALFEiffURB

A love that survived
the fires of Late
Scenario Ly ELloyd Sheldon
Staged Ly Edmund Lawrenee

J1IM CORPORATION
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The Grip of the Demon!
WI1XIAM

FOX Presents

BUNDLES
^DIVO
WRITTEN

AND DIRECTED

My FRANK

LLOYD

ff FILM CORPORATION

Society struggling against a monster evil
A tragedy of womanhood !
Book this great STANDARD PICTURE now today!

y
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FIFTEEN HILLIOM DEADIMC
CIDCULATIOH A MOKTU
A*,** JTUE EACLE* EYE

k

r/te ncrfeh'zed 'story of 7/l& dtaglef
<fye ' in 20 chapters, one to an,
episode,
is beingyjpeU
published
'seriaJty
one chapters.
in- each
of the
follow
iriQ papers.
are country
among
the
br&ypsr
and best*7hey
in the
Others are bein^ added dailuS
NEWSPAPER
CIRCULATION
Now York American
705,224
Albany, N. Y., Telegram
25,913
Troy, N. V., Observer
10,500
Atlanta, Ga., Constitution
106,116
Charlotte, N. C, News
16,508
Macon, Ga., News
15,590
Boston, Mass., American
380,281
Bridgeport, Conn., Herald
24,476
Buffalo, N. Y., Express
39,923
Rochester, N. Y., Herald
27,233
Chicago, 111., Examiner
519,854
Louisville, Ky., Courier-Journal
49,418
Springfield, O., News
18,435
Canton, O., Repository
14,975
Houston, Tex., Post
39,117
El Paso, Tex., Times
18,000
Austin, Tex., American
16,196
Denver, Colo., News
47,000
Colorado Sp'gs, Colo., Eve. Telegraph. 4,403
Salt Lake City, Utah, Tribune
45,947

In addition, the
story in.isPhotoplay
bein&"
published
serially
Magazine rtifkJfrO.OOO ]circu1ation
a month, and in 76e CentJexhmatu
'Magazine
I.500, OOO
circulation., vOith
monlhh
NEWSPAPER
CIRCULATION
Lansing, Mich., Slate Journal
19,139
Lincoln, Neb., State Journal
35,331
Los Angeles, Cal., Examiner
143,433
Minneapolis, Minn., Tribune
178,486
Sioux Falls, S. D., Press
9,000
Fargo, N. 1)., Forum
12,418
Philadelphia Eve. Public Ledger
110,072
Washington, I). C, Times
43,000
Erie, Pa., Times
27,39*
Wilmington, Del., Star
9,000
Pittsburgh, Pa., Press
108,674
Wheeling, W. Ya., News
18,934
San Francisco Examiner
230,198
Boise Idaho Capital News
10,593
Montreal,
Que., Standard
61,514
Winnipeg, Man., Free Press
80,000
Hamilton, Ont., Spectator
27,000
Calgary, Alia., News-Telegram
16,500
Quebec,
Que., Telegraph
11,067
Phoenix, Ariz., Gazette
6,046

MO OTHER SEMAL Oft PRODUCTION OF ANY CHARACTER CIYE/TWE
EXHIBITOR /UCU UNPRECEDENTED Atfl/TANCE IN /ELLINC Ml/
PATRON/ BY DIRECT LEGITIMATE PUBLICITY IN SUCII
-* -c
TREMENDOU/ VOLUME At
II

THE EAGLE/ EYE

WILLIAM
( RFCENTUT

4 a

RETIRED

FLYNN

II

)

CHIEF OF THE U.S.XECRET SERVICE
WITH

TI4e

POPULAR

KING BACGOT^z^-
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RANDOLPH

FILM CORPORATION

announces

THE
MILLION

DOLLAR
MYSTERY
Now Offered as

A State Rights Feature in Six Reels
The records prove that "The Million
Dollar Mystery" was the most successful serial film ever released. Exhibitors everywhere coined money
with it. The public raved over it.
Its success has never been duplicated.

Re-titled, re-edited, a thousand times
more snappy and entertaining than
when first issued, "The Million Dollar
Mystery" is now ready for showing as a sixreel feature production. Once more it will reap
a golden harvest for every theatre showing it.

47,000 Feet of Thrills Crammed Into 6,000
All the thrills, sensations, "stunts" and
action of the original picture are retained.
The best only from the 47,000 feet of the
former serial are presented as a 6,000 foot feature crammed with action — thrills — SURPRISES !

Marguerite Snow
Sidney Bracy

Never before in the history of the film industry was there a feature on which so much
time, effort and money was expended. All the
marvels of stage-craft created to keep the public coming for 23 weeks can now be seen in one evening.

F E A T U R I N G
James Cruze
Frank Farrington

In the leading roles of "The Million Dollar Mystery" will be found an array of players, each of
whom enjoys a personal following of millions.
Fans the world over know and admire stars like
James Cruze, Marguerite Snow, Florence LaBadie,
Sidney Bracy, Frank Farrington and Irving Cummings. In this picture they did the best work
of their entire screen careers.

Florence LaBadie
Irving Cummings

Remembering the phenomenal profits, every exhibitor who originally ran the serial will jump at the
chance to show it again as a feature. The mere announcement that you own rights for your state on
this feature will flood your office with bookings.
Here is the greatest opportunity ever offered the
state right buyer. A demonstrated success — a "surefire hit"— 47,000 feet of thrills crammed into 6,000.

For Territory : DON'T WAIT ! -WRITE ! -WIRE !
Times Building

ARROW

FILM
CORPORATION
SALES AGENTS

New York City
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Wherein King Solomon Setteth an
Exhibitor Right
AY, my Zuleika, I have hi^h hopes for the Movies
Yea, the Movies be here to stay and brin^ happy
days.
Knockers there be who exclaim, "What careth
Solomon for the Little Guy ? He hath a thousand
wives who fill his picture show every day."
Yea, my wives do attend the Solomon Theatre with
great regularity. But woe is me for the bill at the
end of the moon; 'tis a sorrow to the King.
But yesternoon did come to my palace the Son of
Beelzebub, who is the Son of Hardluck, the Son of
Folly, who is the Son of Highprices.
And lo, he did prostrate himself and cry aloud, "Woe is me, O King, I
am afflicted with a great sorrow and do seek thy counsel.
The people no
longer come to my Movie Show.
I show good pictures and have a goodly
theatre.
Yet is mine business sorely depressed, and the cashier doth put
sackcloth and ashes on his head and his groans do keep the wife awake
nights cussing a blue streak."
"And dost thou bid against thy
neighbor for the open booking picture
which the wise promoter doth boost in

"Now, O thou Son of Folly, hast thou
looked into thy business? Dost thou
pay the reel tax?"
"Yea," moaned the afflicted one.

"Yea," moaned

"And, O Son of Balaam's Ass, dost
thou pay high prices for pictures because they have stars?"
"Yea," moaned

the

the witless one.

"And dost thou deal with those who
know not the fair and square, open and
above-board policy?"
price?"
"Yea," moaned the fallacious one.

asinine one.

"Now, wherefore, O Son of Folly, dost thou not mend thy ways and look
to thy vine and fig-tree? Why dost thou not turn to TRIANGLE and thus
enable thy harem to blossom out in styles that will knock the dames of thy
competitor's harem dead?"
Whereupon the enlightened one did make a glad cry of exaltation and
did sing the praises of the King and did seek him out a
TRIANGLE Exchange.
Yea, Wisdom is the source of all happiness, and
TRIANGLE the source of many an exhibitor's success.
SELAH !

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457 Broadway, New York
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Hello!
— Is this the Moving Picture World?

>>

"Yes, this is the Moving Picture World."
"Well, this is A. B. Ginner from Connecticut. I received
your reply to my letter and called up to thank you for all the
information you gave me; that's great dope. I can go right
ahead now and get out the plans for the new theatre. By
the way, when can I get the book you mentioned?"
"Do you mean Modern Theatre Construction by Kinsila,
or Motion Picture Handbook for Managers and Operators
by Richardson?
We have them both on hand and can send
them at once."
"Better send me a copy of each, I will need them, and will
send the check to-day."
"Say, getting back to that information you sent me, how
do you get all that?"
"Why, we keep records here in the office, together with
catalogues of goods made by our advertisers, and when
some one in the trade needs certain information we give it
to them."
"That's service, isn't it?"
"You bet."
"Well, when I get my new house built will you run a picture of it?"
"Sure, and an article, too, when you're ready."
"What is the yearly subscription rate for the World?"
"Three dollars a year."
"All right, send it to me; good-bye."
"It is a good buy — good-bye."
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Florida Film Corporation
KLUTHO

STUDIOS,

JACKSONVILLE,

FLA.

J^Ir^tate- Right Buj^er
DONT

MISS

&

'GUSb'
J03H

FATTY

BINNEV

FILBERT

CO/IED^
For Your Next Run— It'll Be A

Winner

1/3 STORY, 1/3 PLOT, 1/3 SLAPSTICK, NEW SCENERY
NEW PEOPLE, NEW IDEAS.
GET THE FIRST RELEASE

FUNNY FATTY FILBERT
IN

FABULOUS FORTUNE FUMBLERS
(Also completed)

FRED'S FICTITIOUS
FOUNDLING
AND
FREDA'S FIGHTING FATHER
ONE A MONTH

ERNEST

TO FOLLOW

SHIPMAN

1 7. W. 44 ST. N.Y.

.■_»_■.

REPRESENTATIVE
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Honest-to-John Laugh Producers that Appeal to Fans of
All Tastes and Ages
Showmanship means suiting the majority. EBONY

COMEDIES

— with their novel presentation of real negro players beaming with
quaint racial happiness — please every audience.
Every picture theatre now can have a "colored act" on its bill,
just as every vaudeville house carries one as an indispensable
feature. It is a reliable box-office help. Book the series —
beginning with:
A BLACK SHERLOCK
SPYING
THE
SPY
THE PORTERS

HOLMES

Produced by EBONY
Distributed

FILM
by

A MILK FED HERO
A BUSTED
ROMANCE
SPOOKS

CORPORATION

General
Film Company,
Thirty Exchanges

New
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Facts and Comments
FRED B. WARREN of the Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation has just returned from an extended
trip through the west and brings with him a roseate
view of business conditions, especially as regards the motion picture business. Mr. Warren is no casual, untrained observer with optimistic tendencies, but a hardheaded business man who knows the meaning of surface
indications and is sufficiently keen to penetrate to the
kernel. He says that business is good in all picture
theaters and gives reasons that are unmistakable. Consequently his statements will hardly be questioned. The
article in question will be found elsewhere in this issue.
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I
of the
the members
past week
NG ltheExhibito
DURINationa
rs Circuit
have been
in Ni
York attending the first annual meeting of that
organization. According to reports t lie business to be
transacted has been disposed of without friction and to
the satisfaction of all concerned. One important event
was the selection of Robert Lieber of Indianapolis for
the office of president, made vac ant by the resignation of
S. 1.. Rothapfel. Mr. Lieber is especially fitted for the
position to which he was elected. Since films were first
made for "movie" shows he has been in the picture busi
ness and is highly qualified by experience for his executive duties, lie is also a business man of the highest
integrity and in whom the greatest confidence may be
reposed. We congratulate the members of the First
National upon their choice of executives.
* * *
attention of the Moving PictUKE Would has
THE
been called to a recent move on the part of the Government, through the Committee of Public Information, to engage in the moving picture business in a way
that is disturbing to the established concerns now engaged in making and distributing pictures. The circumstances, as explained to us, are these : The Government,
which has heretofore given such news pictures as have
been taken by cameramen under its employ or direction
to the several firms issuing news weeklies, has decided,
through the newly instituted Division of Films of the
Committee of Public Information, to secure some revenue
from its moving picture product sufficient to cover the
overhead, but mainly to get before the public the sort of
information the Government wants disseminated.
Fear has been expressed by some of the distributors
that the Government is planning to establish its own
system of distribution and thus supersede the regular
commercial channels. This, the distributors say, is unfair competition, especially in view of the gratuitous
services the motion picture people generally have given
the Government.
When the Government first considered the project, C.
S. Hart, who is in charge of the Division of Films, discussed itwith the editor of the Moving Picture World,
seeking advice as to the best method to adopt. He was
advised at that time to make use of the regular machinery
of distribution established by the trade as the best and
simplest means of accomplishing the purpose he desired.
Since then we have heard nothing that would lead us to
believe he intended to do anything else. In fact, we have
it in an unofficial way that such is the plan upon which
he intends to work. This being the case w-e cannot see
that the distributors have any cause for alarm. From
our present knowledge of the matter we believe that Mr.
Hart will show every disposition to work in harmony
with the established distributing companies and that it is
the duty of the distributors to co-operate with him in
this matter to the fullest extent.
THERE
is a large measure of credit due Marcus
Loew for the energetic and very efficient manner
in which he has stirred the motion picture industry
in New York to action on the Third Liberty Loan. Acting upon the request of the Liberty Loan Committee Mr.
Loew called a meeting of the trade at the New York roof
on Wednesday, April 17, with the result that $700,000
was subscribed for Liberty Bonds and an organization
effected to carry on the work during the continuance of
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the drive. The plan now is to hold daily meetings at the
same place. This is splendid work and a credit to the
patriotism of Mr. Loew.

Truth Pleasantly Told
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
REASON with entertainment instead of storming
from the pulpit. According to Bernard Shaw, our
religions take themselves too seriously to convince,
much less convert, apparently unaware of the comedy in
their widely-differing conventions. "This Christian
Church," he says, "founded gaily with a pun, has been so
largely corrupted with rank satanism that it has become
the church where you must not laugh, and so it is giving
away to that older and greater church where the oftener
you laugh the better, because by laughter only can you
destroy evil without malice and replace it with goodfellowship."
What he says of the stage play may well apply to moving pictures.
They reach a larger audience, one entirely receptive to
the progressive spirit, and are a medium eminently suited
.to telling the truth agreeably. They can be made a powerful instrument for enlightenment as soon as we stop
groping for the unknown quantity, what people are supposed to want, and strike out straight for their sane convictions. We really heighten their enjoyment of a presentation bypresenting something definite, such as Maeterlinck has in "The Blue Bird." We are grouping for the
unknown quantity by serving our stuff, au gratin, principally seasoned with cheese.
Why should we look to non-thinkers for ideas ?
Why lock out the live wires of our generation? Even
men like Mark Twain, who have attained a world audience while still in the land of the living, who have enriched our thoughts in a good-humored way, would find
studios closed to them unless they consented to subordinate all definite purpose in their stories to the exactions
of the story interpreters. Even Mark Twain would be
asked to build a wobbly old vehicle for stellar conveyance
at bargain prices, or, declining to go into the- carriage business, be politely informed that his stories did not meet
"requirements."
What is entertaining about inanity?
Unless it be farce, it is far from interesting, still more
remote from good taste, and no amount of technical skill
can enable it to escape merciless criticism from audiences
of intelligence. What is a vehicle, as a rule, but a crass
inanity, conveying nothing but the star it exploits? It
repeats his gestures, copies his tricks, merely, putting him
on display, to dwell in an unreal stageland of unreal
people midst an atmosphere which contains no light on
what is going on every day in common experience.
"It is a clockwork mouse which will kill the cat who
swallows it in good faith."
The most amazing thing about the supposedly-sophisticated, in newspaperdom, quite as well as in the studios,
is an inability to grasp the value of truth pleasantly told
in a drama. While the common people, from pit to dome,
quickly recognized the charm of Shaw's plays, reviewers
worked long and hard to place the secret of his success.
He paid the usual penalty of being brilliantly witty. He
was supposed to be merely frivolous. It was finally admitted that he let in a vigorous current of new ideas on
the English drama, together with some well-authenticated
old ones injected with refreshing vitality. He discovered
our sorest need, ideas, and furnished them while secretly
laughing at us.
"I lis the ironic laughter at a demented world."
And why not?
We laugh at ourselves as we are por-
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trayed in comedy, only we do not publish that fact. Why
should not the dramatist laugh at us and with us? We
mortals are but fools, though not particularly inclined to
admit it as individuals. We are amused at our own foolishness so long as it is ascribed to some other fellow.
When the truth is pleasantly told about him, we recognize
it easily because it unmasks what we have glimpsed in
ourselves.
The idol of self is made of ordinary mud.
You have your own little secret idol of yourself, and
you can worship it as long as you don't get noisy, but
when you expect others to kneel at that shrine, you are
furnishing material for a tragi-comedy, with the "tragi"
part on your side of the hyphen. The gentleman who
looks down on you Sunday from a pulpit may have told
you the same thing in more elegant terms, and correspondingly ambiguous ones, but he fails just as the doctor
does, who advises you not to smoke and right after asks
you for a cigarette. You may have your faults, but you
are
cept. as good as he is, and example counts more than preThe pictured story is not disagreeably edifying.
It is not so directly personal. Your own particular sins
are not pointed out solemnly, until you feel that to enjoy
yourself is to be a horrible example. So exquisitely
adaptable is your nature that you may be pursuing a
maiden just as the villain does and yet you can swell with
righteous indignation over the way he is treating the poor
girl. In other words, the play lets you down easy. It
does not jar your descent from lofty self-admiration. It
very gently suggests that you quit paying rent for that
conscience you put in cold storage last season.
We are guilty partners in a defective society.
We are full of faults as moral beings and the structure
we have built up to regulate ourselves is almost as far
from perfect as we are ourselves, but the truth about it
need not be unpleasantly set forth. It can actually please
while showing us up for what we are. We can not only
picture to those unobservant crowds for whom experience
means little or nothing the life that is, but we go a step
beyond the actual into fields of new beauty and higher
interest, into imaginary realms, leading morals and manners instead of following them, as some of the bookstruck producers of today are in the habit of doing.
There is general revolt against the tyranny of outworn
custom.
Nietzsche says there is not a single thought exalted and
divinely transfigured in days gone by which modern
science has not proved utterly false. However as this
may be, there is no doubt that we lose reverence for
frazzled old ideals as we advance in intelligence. Nearly
all the ancient social petrifications have been shattered so
badly by healthy cynicism that they can never be restored.
Their decay is as beyond remedy as natal idiocy. Only
nature and the emotions survive the buried past.
Any truth today, in order to be one, must make good.
We are sanely practical about that. Bare assertion
does not go on the screen any more than it does in argument, if one may judge from the cold and unresponsive
way audiences receive illogical plays. On crowd
psychology we must depend for a rational comprehension
of the secrets of story appeal. Those audiences are also
developing a healthy cynicism about the exceptional, the
arbitrary and the coincidental, all drawn from ancient
sanctuaries of unreality. Such picture plavs are too
childishly superficial for grown-up minds. Going down
into the well where truth is said to be hid, perhaps we
may discover that the secret of holding audience interest
lies in not showing what has been observed so much as
what has been lived through. We can only see events
from the outside.
Hence when we relate what we have
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observed or heard about, the audience is unaffected. I he
thing to do is to make people live through whal seems to
be an actual experience. Avoid shocking common sense
with stale absurdities; be sincere, and make truth felt.

Call The Came
\\\

Ki>w \ki>

\\'i 1 1.

ng
IT is time the stage and the screen stopped throwi
spitballs at each other. All the adherents of the two
factions are not engaged in the undignified sport. En
fact, bul a small portion of both parties are taking part
in the pastime and they are doing so because of willful
prejudice or from having neglected to stud) the other
fellow's game. If Mr. Metcalfe of Life, Haywood
Broun of the New York Tribune and Lawrence Reamer
of the New York Sun choose to write articles exposing
their failure to grasp the merits of the moving picture
drama, that is not a good and sufficient reason why am
one connected with the screen should rush into print with
articles of a like nature directed against the stage. There
i- not a virtue or a vice belonging to one medium of expression that is not offset by a corresponding virtue or a
corresponding vice in the other. The normal human being will find quite as much beneficial mental stimulation
Copperhead." as
in' Augustus Thomas' stage play, "The
in D. \\". Griffith's -Hearts of the World." Both teach
devotion to lofty ideal-, and the spoken word is able to
bring the soul of Abraham Lincoln to life just as impressively as the pictured story re-enacts the heroism and the
splendid courage of the men in the great war. We all
need the lessons taught by both arts. Mutual respect,
squabbling, should be the attitude of the spitnot petty
ball
throwers on either side of the fence.
Variety and Its Relation to Spice.
Within the past year attention has been called to the
fact that the stage is now averaging one play of serious
purpose to ten of its lighter forms of entertainment. The
screen, on the contrary, has produced more dramas than
comedies, notwithstanding that the three biggest drawing
cards in the film business are Mary Pickford. Charlie
Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks. Melodrama, once an
important adjunct to the stage, is now to be found practically only on the screen. When of good quality, it is
well patronized. That is as it should be. Melodrama
has its place in the amusement world. Highbrow plays
with their strong moral uplift are necessary to our wellbeing, but no sensible person wants to be preached at all
the time, no matter how eloquent the preacher. Melodrama, with its spotless hero and its equally spotless villain :one all white virtue and the other all black villainy,
can furnish many worthy men and women with harmless
amusement. It also has the ability to teach a surprising
number of people the difference between right and wrong
more quickly by using its kindergarten method than by
showing them humanity in its true and more complex
phases.
The spice that variety lends to life is doubly essential
at the present time. It is equally as senseless to throw
things at the stage for putting on clean but light entertainments that fill its theaters as it is to berate the screen
for producing self-respect melodramas that give pleasure
to its patrons.
Quality, not kind, is the first point to be
considered.
* * *
If there is one solid and immovable tradition in the
amusement world it is the knowledge that no one knows
what it is that makes the public, without warning, refuse
a previously well relished form of entertainment, and
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slu.w a decided preference foi something that ninet) nine
out of a hundred experienced managers would have b
positive hail no chance of success. < >ne thing is certain
people do H"t gO to the theater

from a sense of duty and

consequent!} have not the slightest compun< tion in sta
away when the mood strikes them, Thai is \\h\ il is
well to give them as much variety a- the) will stand, h
exhibitors insist on serving patrons, even their favorite
relaxation, too often the) will suddenl) take a dislike
to it.
\ leaf from theatrical history is worth reading. It has
been stated that the screen killed stage melodrama. It
was dead before the photopla\
was strong enough to he

a rival to anything.
The screen merely buried it. The
disease that killed stage melodrama was satiety. A circuit
of theaters that covered the country gave its patrons
nothing but melodrama, season after season. ( )ne man
wrote the major pari of the plays. Audiences gol s,, they
knew what was going to happen before it took place on
the stage. The thrill they had paid for was no longer to
be obtained, so they Stopped spending their money on that
class of entertainment.
History has been known to repeat itself.

Something About Standards
By Roisert C. McElravy.

A

CRITIC of ability not long since, speaking
generally of moving pictures, said : "The cost
of production is great, and the product must
please vast numbers of people. The only standards
many of these have were created by the movies themselves, and new films must conform to those standThis, with its context, is one of the sweeping generalities of the derogatory sort with which moving pictures
have been confronted for years. To say' the
ards."it reveals
least,
a decided unfamiliarity with what the
films have been and are successfully doing. It justifies repetition of a remark once made of another
critic : "Few things are more painful than the nonsense which an exceedingly clever man may write
about an art with which he has no real sympathy7, to
which he has ceased to give any serious thought."
To do full justice to moving pictures, it is first
necessary to regard them with the seriousness they
deserve. One must go to see the films with the expectation of being entertained, not with a determination to be bored. The attitude of mind is of first importance, and we cannot feel that the people who
crowd moving picture houses, knowing from past experience that they are about to enjoy themselves, have
an\r lower standards than one who goes in another
frame of mind.
As a matter of fact, the greatest art of anv kind is
bound to please the masses, for it is created with the
best interests of the common people at heart. The
masses love Shakespeare and Dickens and Scott ; they
love Michael-Angelo. Millais and Corot ; they loved
Edmund Kean and Booth and Joe Jefferson. There
is nothing "precious" in the attitude of the people as
a whole. They seek and find the best, usually- without having it pointed out to them. When the masses
flock repeatedly to see great film entertainments, you
may be sure the standard is right, both as to the people and the product.
When it comes to the matter of standards moving
pictures constitute a separate form of art with their
own resources and possibilities.
They are not cir-
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cumscribed by the limitations of time and space, as
is the legitimate stage. They draw freely upon the
world at large for atmosphere and settings. They
compete successfully with the stage in every department except in the matter of the human voice. There
is a lesson in this for the legitimate drama — where
are the compelling voices of the stage today? Where
are the successors to Modjeska, Kean, Salvini, Rachel
and Booth? We still have Bernhardt and Forbes
Robertson, but they are passing. It is hard to believe
there are no successors for these great artists among
the younger actors ; but are the new aspirants being
encouraged in the direction of true greatness?
The word "standard" as applied to any art is a
doubtful one at best. It conveys the impression of
a fixed pattern, or model, with which every new product must be measured up and compared. But there
really are no such models in the art world, as past
experience has proved. Anyone who succeeds in doing
something new in any of the arts blazes his own trail
in the wilderness. To follow established methods is
simply to become an imitator, or adapter. Shakespeare violated repeatedly the three unities that had
come down from the time of Aristotle: — the unities
of time, place and action. Rodin admired and assimilated the classic styles in sculpture, but disregarded
them later for his own characteristic and thoroughly
individual forms. Monet and Manet, who led the impressionistic school of painters, succeeded eventually
in establishing new and revolutionary principles.
Why look for standards, when the whole experience of the world is that art is a constantly dissolving,
kaleidoscopic thing? Only the dilettante, steeped in
traditions and admiring accepted things which in
themselves were once considered daring, hesitates in
the presence of change. It is not so much standards
we need in American art of all forms, as it is originality and what Theodore Roosevelt has called "practical, working ideals." We need to reflect, fearlessly
and without apology, true hopes and aims of our nation. At the risk of getting our politics a little mixed,
we would say that the war messages of President
Wilson come nearer to expressing these aspirations
than the artistic genius of the country has yet been
permitted to do. But, as the late and unlamented Dr.
Munyon used to say, "There is hope !"
Why should our critics hesitate to admit the value
and accomplishments of moving pictures as an art
form? The French, with their high artistic precedents, have long since recognized the films as preeminent in their field. They are patronized not only
by the masses, but by the more educated people as
well. You find the same attendants at the cinema that
you find at the Louvre or the Comedie Francaise.
There is no aloofness or disposition to look down upon
the screen as a medium of entertainment. The Paris
Temps and other journals of distinction recognize the
achievements of the cinema and its powerful democratic appeal.
The French are a free people in an artistic sense ;
they respond with the simple delight of children to
any form of real genius. In this respect their democracy is superior to our own. We have not yet learned,
but are rapidly beginning to understand, that true art
is the very soul of democracy, for it may be trusted
to reflect the best interests of the people as a whole.
A commercialized or perverted art weakens the moral
fibre of a country beyond measure.
Moving pictures today exercise a broad, democratic
sweep. With all their crudities, which are now disappearing, they have behind them a valuable and en-
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ergizing impulse. Our American film output is measuring up with the best made in other countries and
our producers should undoubtedly have greater encouragement from the critical press.

Sunday Option Is Not Dead
By Sam Spedon.
IT is bad enough to have a few zealots take a stand
against Sunday motion pictures, because they might
corrupt the morals of the masses, but when it comes
to the opposition of political representatives who cater to
prejudices and takes a stand against the wishes of the
people, a majority of whom have put them in office, it
is time for the people to take a stand in the future against
all such office seekers.
It's a Sad,

Sad

Tale.

The Motion Picture Option bill which was introduced
in the New York Legislature is the only fair solution of
the Sunday question, leaving each municipality and township to exercise its will in the matter and determine by
majority vote whether it should or should not permit the
showing of the pictures on the first day of the week. The
same kind of bill was introduced in Alabama and Texas.
You probably have heard that the bill in New York State
was sidetracked, notwithstanding it had been reported
favorably by the Senate Codes Committee and it was kept
on the general orders calendar and was still there when
the Legislature adjourned.
The principal objectors to the bill were Senators Alfred
J. Gilchrist of Brooklyn and George H. Whitney of
Saratoga, who were, with the assistance of Senator
Elon R. Brown, instrumental in keeping it shut up in
general orders.
A

Power

for Good.

The screens of the motion picture theaters are ablaze
with propaganda for the people (not for politicians) in
the great struggle for the establishment of universal
democracy. Let the good work go on ! But do not lose
sight of the power of the screen for the overthrow of
those political demagogues, who would deprive the people
of the proper exercise of their rights and liberty. At this
very moment motion pictures are helping tear from the
face of the Kaiser the "mask divine" that covers the face
of a demon. When the stranglers of just legislation present themselves for election and approval, let the screens
of the theaters by double exposure strip them of their
saintly masquerades and demolish their self-adjusted
halos.
Keep

It Alive.

Sunday local option is only in abeyance. It is not a
dead issue. It will be brought up again at the next session of the Legislature as a demand from the people, by
the people and for the people. Invite an expression of
your community and see that it gets what is good and
right in the judgment of the majority. The question of
Sunday motion pictures must be decided, sooner or later.
on its merits.

"Movies" at the Authors' League
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
IN

succession Channing Pollock, Rex Beach, Augustus
Thomas and Daniel Frohman addressed the Authors'
League at a dinner April 9 at a Broadway restaurant,
with a view to reaching a better understanding between
story writer and motion picture maker. It was a remarkable occasion in more than one respect. The four speakers
bear names to conjure with; they are representative of
older arts of expression, and all four of them have studied
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the new art from an inside point of view. Vet, in spite of
their united
eil'ort to bring
about obvious
a timelytliat
rapprochement
of
author
ami producer,
tt became
the first three
named were too Strongly attached to the older sisters to
care very much about that Cinderella of the family, the

much-knocked "mo> ie."
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germs of immortality.
They are good for a brin
ami then lit only lor the second-hand store or the junk pile.
Aside from a natural doubt on the part of a master of
technic as to that of the screen story, the remarks ol Rex
Beach were so sane and sound that they would be a valuable
contribution to general criticism of motion picture evolution, lie spoke from the fullness of experience. He has
proved that he call write a successful screen story, and he
advocates that other authors should study visualization
requirements more carefully SO that they may write their
own scenarios. This is good hard sense. The same
Structive ability shown in writing novels and plays can be
utilized intelligently by grasping a few essential principles.
The average author otters too many interiors, forgetting
that to set them up with studios renting for a hundred
dollars a day adds destructively to the cost of production
without contributing material to interest in the product.
Mr. Frohman offered some timely and very practical suggestions and delegated Whitman Bennett to amplify what
he had said. Mr. Bennett took a clear and comprehensive
view of the entire subject in his address, but neither he nor
Mr. Frohman pointed out how the author is to obtain copyright on a story first shown on the screen. Mr. Thomas
held the authors entranced by an address so beautiful in
both sentiment and language that it seemed as though he
was passing through a restricted flower garden of thought,
culling at will what is forbidden to most of us, stirring
within our hearts a secret envy of his power to extemporize
in terms what we can only find by strenuous searching.
The high honors he paid to language constituted an apotheosis, which to his auditors seemed to find its impersonation
in himself. As to his doubts about any expression of mentality through the pictures under present circumstances, I
shall reply in an editorial on that subject, together with
comment on some possible results of this important meeting.

Mr. Pollock provided some sharp spurs for discussion with
his brilliant wit and keen satire. Not always just and logical
in his conclusions, and to that extent less entitled to credence, he is the man needed to put speed into the movement, lie can otter more incentive to action in live minutes than a more careful man might in an hour, this without
proving anything m particular, unless he proves too much.
He can select from a published list of release captions of
the lurid kind and raise a laugh, but he could do the same
thing with titles from current story magazines without
impairing confidence in literature. He may really feel indignant that the intellectuality of Conrad and Long has not
been visualized, though it was ably set forth in a speech
following his own that mentality is not to be expected of
moving pictures at this stage of the game.
Channing Pollock appears to be so biased by personal
experience in dealing with producers that he finds it difficult
to speak without prejudice on any subject concerning moving pictures, but there percolates through much that he
-av s a deep sincerity of purpose and a lot of wholesome
truth. He has the common fault of regarding moving pictures as reflective. The art of printing is purely so, but the
author's
is far
from The
being
a sacredhasthing
with the
producer script
of stage
plays.
dramatist
to revise
his
work and himself several times before attaining successful
appeal to his audience, and the scenario for visualization
may even have less structural resemblance to the novel
than has the drama. For the printed word of one and the
uttered word of the other is substituted the psychology of
a silent performer. In this chance there is quite naturally
involved a specific story form and method of treatment.
ADOLPH
ZUKOR MOVING PICTURE DAY.
The idea that moving pictures are, or should be, purely
In spite of inclement weather Saturday, April 20, proved
reflective seems most strongly planted in the minds of novto be an unusually successful day at the Liberty theater on
elists in love with their own medium and revering notable
Fifth avenue, in front of the Public Library. This was
performances in literature which have disclosed creative
Adolph Zukor Moving Picture Day, and was voted the best
and constructive genius throughout the ages. This false
impression is not so general among dramatists because of
day of the
the Stage
Women's War amounting
Relief drivetoforover
the $300,000.
Liberty
Loan,
total subscriptions
the readjustments in their work. Both are aware of a difOne
hundred
thousand
dollars
worth
of
bonds
were
purference in artistic execution so far as their respective prochased for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation by Jesse
fessions are concerned, but neither Mr. Pollock nor Mr.
L. Lasky, Arthur S. Friend and Emil Shauer; and in addition
Beach seemed to think there was any such thing as technic
to this another $25,000 worth were bought by the office and
in the screen story. They are gifted men in the way of
studio employees of the company.
imaginative conception, and their methods are so strongly
Unfortunately Adolph Zukor was called out of town at
individual that they are probably unconscious of the methe last moment and was therefore unable to be present.
chanical part of what they write. Then there is something
Governor Whitman addressed the crowd shortly after noon
very irritating about the word "technic" — it is "techy" — it and introduced Elsie Ferguson, who was followed later by
arouses antagonism when applied to an art in its babyhood,
other prominent picture stars, including Rita Jolivet, Billie
but one has only to consider the difference in methods of
Burke, Alice Brady, Mildred Manning, Marshall Neilan,
presentation to realize that of manipulating scenes and
Anita Loos, Edward Jose, Courtenay Foote, Thomas Meighan,
characters, to say nothing of the audience effect.
Gertrude McCoy and Jack Pickford. William A. Brady made
In order to avoid a source of dispute, let us dispose of
the closing address of the d^y.
the word "technic" and substitute "craftsmanship," which,
so far as technical skill of manipulation is concerned, means
the same thing. There is a vast amount of hidden craftsJOHN BOWERS TAKES TO HIMSELF A BRIDE.
manship involved in holding the attention of an audience,
while clearly visualizing the story strongly impressing its
The first intimation the offices of the World Film had
purposes and suiting characterization to the silent performthat John Bowers had taken to himself a bridge was when
ers. To put it briefly, the novel may wander where it likes,
just prior to the leaving of June Elvidge and her supporting
even into delightful by-paths of philosophy, for it can be
company, under the direction of Travers Vale, for North
laid aside and taken up at will. The stage play accords
Carolina, to take the exterior for "The Echo Girl," he made
two or three brief periods of mental relief from strain beapplication for a stateroom. Heretofore on out-of-town
tween the acts. But the screen presentation must hold
trips he had been content with a lower berth. Upon inquiry
unbroken interest from start to finish or fail of its purpose.
as to why he needed a stateroom he replied that in renewing
his contract for two years with the World Film Corporation
The "unities" of Aristotle apply to it more decidedly than
to other forms of expression, especially in one line of action,
he
had celebrated the event by marrying Rita Heller, a nonwith as close adherence as possible to unities of time and
professional, who resided at 135th street and Riverside
Drive.
place. There is a deeper raison-d'etre for the scenario
writer and the "continuity man" than is apparent at a glance.
In the absence of anything like enough original stories
to meet requirements, producers have been compelled to
FILM CLUB TO EAT ON MAY 1.
resort to adaptations from novels and stage plays, but these
The
F.
I.
L. M. Club of New York has postponed its
do not contain enough story material, as brought to light
monthly dinner to Wednesday, May 1. On this occasion it
by Rex Beach, to fill five reels. He might have put it less
will give a genuine old-fashioned beefsteak dinner. Many
conservatively. They do not, as a rule, contain enough to
of the prominent exhibitors have expressed their desire to
fill three reels, the average not enough for two. Who is to
attend, and May 1 is looked forward to as a red letter day
supply material for the other reels? Who is to contrive
for the F. I. L. M. Club.
new incidents and situations, to say nothing of attending
to character development if not the scenario writer? To
this is added a tremendous labor of reconstruction from old
materials which he must sort out after they have been
knocked apart. It is true that he has the framework of a
story to build on, but it is "old stuff" in most cases and has
to be revitalized and suited to constantly changing audience
ideas of what the story should be. Very few contain the

BUY A THIRD
LIBERTY LOAN BOND
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Motion Picture Industry Boosting Bond Sale h h
He was followed by National Chairman William A. Brady,
who called on the moving picture business for its own good
to bend every effort to making a worthy showing. He said
that the moving picture business has given a greater service
to the cause than any other industry in the country and that
the President had recognized it. The dignity of this service
has added to our prestige in the community during the past
induspicture
motion
the
of
women
THE men and
year marvelously and he warned us that we cannot afford
try are keeping up their work for the Third
to lie down on our laurels. He said that it was not only
Liberty Loan, so effectively started on April important to make a splendid showing, but it was as necessary to keep a clear record of all that we do. He called on
6. Exhibitors and players, manufacturers and disexhibitors, the players, the producers and everybody in
tributors, are working together. In New York on . the
the business both to give and to get others to give.
Among those prominent in the business recognized among
April 17, at a meeting at Loew's Roof Garden, $700,000
was raised in a session lasting an hour. This was a those present were William A. Brady, national chairman of
the Motion Picture Section of the Bureau of Information;
preliminary meeting, to be followed by others at noon
Sydney S. Cohen, New York State president of the Exhibon every day of the week following that stirring getitors' League; Sam Berman, secretary of the State League;
together.
Jesse L. Lasky and Arthur Friend, of the Famous PlayersLasky
Corporation ; Carl Laemmle and R. H. Cochrane, of the
Throughout the eastern part of the country, Charles
Universal
Film Manufacturing Company; L. J. Selznick,
have
Fairbanks
Chaplin, Mary Pickford and Douglas
Select Pictures ; William L. Sherrill, Frohman Amusement
attracted immense throngs, which have been exhorted
Company; Marcus Loew, Harry Rapf, P. A. Parsons, representing Paul Brunet of the Pathe Exchange, Inc., and
to "Buy, buy, buy." In the west, William S. Hart has
many others, including a number of the Loew theater manbeen performing similar public service. Other players
agers and executive officers. Among the leading exhibitwho have been taking part in the campaign are Alice
ors was William Brandt of the New Albany and Carlton
Brady, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Madge Kennedy,
theaters in Brooklyn. The meeting lasted an hour and $700,000 was subscribed by those present in large amount and
Emmy Wehlen, Marie Dressier and Marguerite Clark.
in small.
From all indications, when .the record is completed,
William A. Brady led off with a subscription for $50,000
anyone for his daughter, Alice Brady, for $30,000. This was
the leaders of the country's
the industry will be among
grouped workers for the Third Liberty Loan.
followed by a subscription from the Universal of $100,000
and by Carl Laemmle, its president, of $15,000; L. J. Selznick,
$50,000; Jesse L. Lasky, $50,000; Marcus Loew, $50,000: Fatty
NEW YORK FILM MEN WAKE UP.
Arbuckle,
$50,000;
the managers
Loew'sS. theaters,
Nicholas M.
Scheneck,
$5,000; of
Sydnev
Cohen, $72,000;
$10,000;
Marcus Loew Calls on Exhibitors to Put Shoulder to Liberty
Arthur S. Friend, for his baby daughter, $20,000; William L.
Loan
Wheel — Noontide
Meetings
at Loew's
Roof
Sherrill, for the Frohman Amusement Corporation, $5,000 and
Garden Begin Monday, April 22.
a guarantee to sell $45,000 more.
York
New
of
MARCUS LOEW as a leading exhibitor
The other subscriptions include the following:
City and on behalf of the National Liberty Loan ComWilliam
Brandt
$2,000
Mr. Valenci
1,000
mittee called a meeting of exhibitors and producers at
David Picker
5,000
Some
Schneider
2,000
Elias Mayer
2,000
J. H. Lubin
500
Loew's Roof Garden on Wednesday, April 17, at noon, more
David Bernstein
5,000
Fred Mitchell
500
effectively to organize the whole motion picture business to
Rudolph
Sanders
1,000
Walter Keefe
500
aid the Third Liberty Loan. Over a hundred were present,
Rudolph
Sanders
(for
Joseph Levy
500
babies)
2,000
Harry Rapf (for baby)
500
although the morning newspapers had announced the meetLoew's
Southern
Circuit
Harrv Swift
300
ing as for the evening after the shows.
Employees
5,000
Frank Gersten
2,000
the theaNorris Needles
2,000
Dr. Lamberger
1,000
The Liberty Loan Committee desires to haveof all
present
the
Coleman
Bros.,
Bronx
2,000
Charles
Potsdam
300
week
last
the
aside
set
ters in the country
Henry Rosenberg
5,500
Henry Loew
300
loan drive as Patriotism Week and to make all that week a
Schwarts,
Oxford
Theater,
Max Obendorf
250
Brooklyn
2,500
Samuel Berman
1,000
special effort to sell bonds and still more bonds. The meetunder way. FrederManager
Loew's
Majestic
—
Al
Bernstein
250
ing was primarily to get this movement
Eugene
Meyers,
Newark.
.
250
Kalem
Company
10,000
the
of
ick H. Elliott, secretary of the National Association
Employees of Eclipse Film
Erbograph Company
10,000
Company
1.S00
Strand Theater Employees. 25,000
Motion Picture Industry, was chosen chairman of a Committee on Organization with power to choose any to serve
Eddie Fover
600
"Wid" Gunning
2,000
Gus
Koenigswald
500
Pathe,
New York Exchange
3,000
with him he pleased. Rita Jolivet, who was present, and
Isaac Hartstall
1,000
who made an eloquent and stirring address, was chosen as
chairwoman of a committee to issue an appeal to the screen
Boston Misses Little Mary.
players all over the country to subscribe to the Loan. David
Wark Griffith was chosen as chairman of a committee to
Mary Pickford, the most beloved of them all in New Engwaken the directors to the same duty. Arrangements were
land, was secured by the New England Liberty Loan Committee to address three big Liberty Loan rallies in Boston
made to hold daily meetings at Loew's Roof Garden at noon
on April 17. A score or more of newspaper men and women,
beginning with Monday, April 22. Mr. Loew promised everyphotographers and a crowd of over 500 people were at
thing would be done to make the meetings attractive. The
South Station at 6:30 in the morning to welcome her. She
trade papers were asked to lend the aid of their encouragedid not come. For some hours the Liberty Loan committee
ment and give publicity to the movement. A promise of
literally burned up the wires, locating Miss Pickford in New
full co-operation was given by three papers, including the
York, where she had been unavoidably detained through
Moving Picture World, who had representatives present.
two civil suits in the New York courts from which she
Marcus Loew explained the object of the meeting and incould not get excused.
troduced as the first speaker a Four-Minute man, Dr. Hone.
She was to speak at a big rally on Boston Common at
In the opening part of his appeal this man told of a terrible
noon, a rally at Fenway Park in the afternoon and at
yet deeply beautiful experience of a friend of his who,
Mechanics Building and Tremont Temple in the evening.
walking along behind the trenches occupied by the AmerAt all these places, through the failure of the public to get
ican troops, came on the dead body of a young man whom
notice that she was not to appear, there were thousands
he had known in New York. He had gone out in the vigor
who came only to see the most popular of all moving picture
of his gallant manhood and his friend came upon him lying
stars.
on the ground. There was a bullet hole in his forehead and
the blood was trickling through it. As he stood looking
Alice Brady, well known star, and daughter of William
down at him this thought came to him like words whispered
A. Brady, appeared. Three thousand girls employed in Boston department stores listened to Miss Brady make an
in
his this
heart:
"This onis my
bodyof that
was brokenof for
From
he went
to tell
the greatness
the you."
need
impassioned appeal to them to buy Liberty bonds at the
and finally asked how at this time we could keep our money
Mechanics building rally. She was given a tremendous
and our self-respect, too.
reception at the big Liberty Loan rally in Tremont Temple.

Exhibitors and Players, Manufacturers and Distributors Combine to Aid the Government
in Maintaining a Full Treasury
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Mr. and Mi--. Sidnei Drew, who are in Boston for an
indefinite stay, have been selling Liberty Bonds. At an
afternoon in a \>\k department store Mr. and Mrs. Drew met
over two thousand men and women and sold $15,000 worth
of Libert] Bonds. They were guests oi the Film Club at a
special club night at the Brunswick Eietel, where Miss
Marion Braziei Howard of the Film Club was hostess.
Mary

Pickford

Stirs

Broadway

Audiences.

Mary Pickford wound up her tour in New York City in
connection
with theaters
the Third on
Liberty
Loan atviz.,
the the
"big Strand.
three"
motion picture
Broadway,
Rivoli and Rialto. Thousands jammed the vicinity of the
theaters clamoring for admission. Her speeches were extemporaneous and stirred her audiences deeply. Her
appearance at all three theaters was greeted with a storm of
applause, and upon concluding Iter remarks men, women
and children leaped to their feet in demonstrations of

enthusiasm.

Brooklyn Very Active for Loan.
Due to the tireless activity of William Brandt, chairman
of the Brooklyn Motion Picture Division of the Third
Liberty Loan drive, and Samuel Berman, vice-chairman,
starting Wednesday, April 17, and every night until the
close of the drive, thirty Four-Minute Men assigned to the
motion picture theaters of Brooklyn spoke on the new Liberty bonds. These speakers were assisted by 120 solicitors
from the Brooklyn Boys' High School, authorized to take
up subscriptions at the conclusion of the plea to audiences.
In addition to the boys, each speaker had several sailors in
full uniform assigned to him.
Newark, N. J., Puts Up a Stiff Campaign.

Not only by subscribing heavily to the Third Liberty Bond
issue have the exhibitors of Newark aided the present campaign, but in various other ways. Practically all the downtown houses used their big illuminating sign all week for
the purpose of calling attention to the Loan. AJ1 the playhouses ran slides advertising the Loan, in addition to having
special Four-Minute Men speak. Several of the houses also
had booths, with attendants of the theaters in charge.
Proctor's theater had a booth, and placed one of the performers in charge. Many of the performers appearing at
local theaters volunteered their services in selling bonds
at the booths in the department stores.
Baltimore Doesn't Forget the W. S. S.

A big W. S. S. drive was held at the Garden theater, Baltimore, Sunday night, April 14. At 8.15 the crowd which
was around and in and on the roof garden of the Garden
theater on Lexington street at Park avenue was about
12,000.
L. A. DeHoff, the manager of the New theater, who also
books the pictures for the Garden, arranged the affair.
Credit must also be given him for the idea of selling thrift
stamps as admission tickets, the stamps, of course, being
the property of the purchasers. Two 25-cent stamps admitted to the first floor, while one admitted to the balcony.
Seventeen
thousand dollars' worth of Thrift Stamps were
bought.
On Thursday night. April 11, Emmy Wehlen came to Baltimore and went to the Fifth Regiment Armory to make a
personal appeal to the people to aid the Liberty Loan buying. During the day she was presented at Loew's Hippodrome theater by Manager George A. McDermitt and made
an appeal to aid the cause there also.
Philadelphia

Busy as a Hive.

Somewhere on Vine street, Philadelphia, many men of
the film industry are devoting a considerable amount of
time and expense to the Third Liberty Loan drive. Also
1,500 theaters throughout Pennsylvania, Delaware and New
Jersey are reporting excellent results on the sale of Liberty
Bonds, through the aid of the Liberty pictures.
Lawrence W. Beggs. chairman, and Frank W. Buhler, subchairman of the Motion Picture Liberty Loan Committee of
the Third Federal Reserve District, state that owing to the
excellent service rendered by the film men and exhibitors
in this district the results have been gratifying. Those who
have done more than their share and are continuing with
full steam ahead are : Jules E. Mastbaum, president, and
A. L. Einstein, B. F. Tickner, George Meeker and J. Hennessy, of the Stanley company enterprises ; A. R. Boyd,
Arcadia and Great Northern theaters ; Lawrence W. Beggs,
Frank W. Buhler and W. K. Goldenburg of the Central
Market Street Company : F. G. Nixon-Nirdlinger and T.
Dougherty, Nixon-Nirdlinger Enterprises ; Sablosky and
McGuirk Enterprises ; Judge J. O'Donnell, Premier theater
and president of the Exhibitors' League; George Ames,
Select ; George Dembow, Fox ; Robert Lynch, Metro ; R. V.
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Pathe; John Clark, Famous
Playeri La Icy; Max
Milder,
Garrick, Universal:
John Gill, Mutual;
* ii Goodwin,
Superioi ; William J. Heenan and 0 Bower, Goldwyn: Jo
eph Hebrew, Vitagraph; F, E. Samuels, General Film; M R
watnee and \v. |. Hagerty, Triangle; Bert Moran, Kleine
Edison; .1 Schwalbe, Electrh ; A. G Buck and J Flynn,
Peerless; W. EL Priest, World: C Stamper, Freihofei I
prises; George Bennethum, M Comertord, Can and Shad
of Reading, George
Kline, Herbert
Effinger, Strand and
Leader theaters; J. M. Graver, H, M. S. Kendrick, Zimmei
man's
Earle Overbrook
Fort, Sherwood
and Baltimore
theaters;Enterprises;
Albert Brown,
and Grand
theaters,
and Elliol M Goldman, Bluebird.
Madge Kennedy, Goldwyn Pictures star, addressed 3,000
students of the South Philadelphia Girls' High School,
Philadelphia, Pa., Friday night, April 19, on behalf of the
Third Liberty Loan.
Miss Kennedy was escorted from her hotel to the school
by a committee of pupils and was met at the entrance by
the Philadelphia Police Band. Escorted by Jules Mastbaum, Miss Kennedy then motored to the Stanley theater,
where a capacity audience greeted her. A special Liberty
Loan film, showing Miss Kennedy speaking in pantomime
before a background of the Third Liberty Loan posters,
flashed out to reveal the little star on the stage. Her
patriotic address was followed by a deluge of loan subscriptions.
Chaplin

Appears

in

Petersburg,

Va.

On Thursday, April 11, Charlie Chaplin appeared in person
at the Academy of Music in Petersburg, Va., to aid in promoting the Third Liberty Loan campaign. Although there
was a heavy snow storm on this day, the playhouse was
packed to the doors. An interesting program was arranged
for by the management and Mr. Chaplin was the principal
speaker. Three hundred and fifty thousand dollars were
subscribed to the loan at the novel meeting. This, however,
included large subscriptions of $100,000 from an insurance
and a banking company of Petersburg.
Douglas

Fairbanks

Helps

in

Buffalo.

On April 11 Douglas Fairbanks made a whirlwind tour of
Buffalo theaters, using a voice that had become husky by
constant speech-making and supplemented it with a tremendously enthusiastic personality to boost the Third
Liberty Loan, as part of a drive that will put Buffalo "over
the top" of her $31,000,000 quota by the end of the campaign.
Arriving in Buffalo at 8.40 P. M. he rushed about the city
like mad for a couple of hours, urging audiences to buy
bonds until it hurts. He first spoke before the Liberty Loan
committee's workers at the Iroquois hotel, jumping on a
table to make himself heard, as his voice was then vanishing. Before the end of the evening it was little more than
a whisper and although urged by his manager to make only
two or three talks the star refused to consider the suggestion, carrying out the program arranged for him.
When he couldn't make himself heard he waved his arms,
pranced about the stage and made unmistakable signs urging everybody
to could
buy anotbond.
At the
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo,
thousands
get into
theater.
At this
playhouse Doug offered to climb to the roof of the building
if someone would buy a $50,000 bond. At the Teck theater
he started a $7,000 bond sale by buying one of $500 denomination himself. At each of the other theaters visited,
including the Elmwood, Regent, Colonial, Victoria and
Maxine, large crowds testified to his popularity.
Emmy Wehlen, Metro star, arrived in Buffalo Tuesday,
April 16. Miss Wehlen was escorted to the Iroquois hotel,
where she sang at a luncheon of Liberty Loan workers selections from her light opera successes and patriotic numbers. In the evening she appeared at the Strand theater
and at Shea's Hippodrome, where she secured subscriptions
for over $30,000, herself buying $6,000 more bonds on that
occasion. She sang at both houses and spoke for the loan.
She was vigorously applauded by large audiences, and on
account of her good work received praise and warm tributes from the Liberty Loan campaigners in this city. From
Buffalo she went to Boston, where she addressed and sang
to thousands. From newspaper reports it is estimated that
she has sold, at this writing, $2,000,000 worth of bonds. Her
personal subscriptions amount to $40,000 worth.
After being dark a week the Majestic theater, Buffalo,
reopened Sunday, April 21, with the screen presentation of
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany." The
film helped stimulate the sale of Liberty Loan bonds.
Emmy

Wehlen

and Fairbanks Boost Loan in Cleveland.

On Monday, April 15. Emmy Wehlen came to Cleveland on
behalf of the Liberty Loan and at noon spoke from the tank
in the Public Square.
At 3.30 she gave a talk and sang
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"Overrepeated
There" this
at the
Mall
Theater and at 8.30 that evening
she
at the
Alhambra.
On Friday, Douglas Fairbanks arrived. At noon he addres ed a monster meeting in the Hippodrome, speaking to
more than 5,000 people. Afterward he appeared in the sales
booth and signed receipts for bonds. The sales were unusually big. At 1 p. m. he gave a short talk at the City Club
and later visited the Mall and Alhambra theaters. In the
evening he talked to a big audience in Grays Armory, and
left later for St. Louis.
Marie Dressier and Fairbanks

Aid in Michigan.

Four cities in Michigan had the extreme pleasure on April
11 and 13 of being visited by Douglas Fairbanks, Artcraft
star, and Marie Dressier, now making comedies for the
World. Both were in the Wolverine State while on tour to
stimulate the sale of Liberty Bonds. Both got tremendous
receptions everywhere and succeeded in getting many hundreds of people to buy bonds. "Doug" visited Detroit, Flint
and Saginaw on April 11, and Adrian and Toledo on the 12th.
Miss Dressier visited Detroit.
Pep Enough

Left for Indianapolis.

Thousands of Indianapolis film fans turned out Saturday,
April 13, to watch Douglas Fairbanks inject some of his
screen "pep" into the selling of Liberty Bonds. It was the
screen star's first visit to Indianapolis.
When he arrived Saturday morning his voice had deserted
him and the only thing left for him to do in putting over
his bond message was to convey his thoughts in actions
rather than words. And this he did by occasionally punctuating afew sentences with a leap over a chair or some
other Wild West maneuver.
Mr. Fairbanks was met at the train by a reception committee composed of S. Barrett McCormick, of the Circle,
chairman; Charles Olson, of the Central Amusement Company; A. C. Zaring, of the North Star theater; Edward
Sourbier, of the Keystone and Palms ; Edward Bingham, of
the Colonial; Robert Lieber, of the Circle; Roltaire Eggleston,
of Keith's.
After
an informal breakfast at the Claypool hotel, Doug
was escorted to the theater by a street parade headed by
a military band, a platoon of mounted police and a squad of
Boy Scouts. He was presented at the Circle to an audience
which fairly overflowed the big theater and then proceeded
to drive home the gospel of Liberty Bonds.
While in the city Mr. Fairbanks was the object of a goodnatured joke at the hands of Mr. McCormick and other
members of the receiving body. The strenuous life of the
past week, it seemed, had shown its greatest effect on a
near-tattered hat which the screen star wore. During the
breakfast it disappeared mysteriously. After an extended
search Fairbanks was escorted to the L. Strauss & Co. store,
where he was presented with a fine piece of headgear by
Jerome Lyon of the company.
After attending
a luncheon
at the Hotel Severin, Mr.
Fairbanks left shortly after the noon hour for Louisville, Ky.
"Doug" Covers All Downtown Louisville.
On Saturday evening, April 13, when every moving picture
and other theater in Louisville, Ky., was jammed with interested spectators, anxious to hear Douglas Fairbanks deliver
a talk on "Liberty Loan." A schedule was worked out
whereby Mr. Fairbanks delivered short talks at intervals of
fifteen minutes at all of the downtown houses, and long
before his appearance at any of the houses the lobbies were
jammed, and people blocked up the sidewalks in an effort to
see, if not to hear, the popular actor.
He showed the result of his long trip and continuous campaigning for the Liberty Loan. However, the vim which
characterizes his picture productions was also shown in his
patriotic talks, which produced much applause wherever
heard.
Mr. Fairbanks also talked at Macauley's theater, and
some that were not down on the published schedule, which
included the Alamo, Strand, Majestic, Walnut, National and
Mary Anderson. In fact Mr. Fairbanks was a glutton for
work and covered as much territory as it was possible to do.
Marie

Dressier

Does

Good

Work.

In and around Cincinnati no less than one hundred
theaters are carrying slides advertising the Third Liberty Loan. Arrangements have also been completed only
recently by Isidor Rauh, assistant field representative of
the Civilian Personnel Division, Ordnance Department, with
the Moving Picture Exhibitors' League, for the use of slides
urging qualified persons to volunteer their services — at good
salaries — in Government work such as chemistry, drafting,
machinery, stenography, etc. The Government has recognized the efficacy of this form of publicity to the extent of
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try.
having special men to handle it, and more than once has
acknowledged its indebtedness to the moving picture indusDuring the first week of the Liberty Loan drive Marie
Dressier appeared in full uniform in Cincinnati and made a
tremendous hit by her songs and speeches on behalf of the
loan. Emmy Wehlen, the Metro star, who is touring the
country under that company's auspices to help along sentiment for the bond issue, likewise appeared in Cincinnati at
the same time, making addresses at a number of theaters,
notably at the Strand.
Marguerite Clark Sells in Kansas City.

When it comes to doing things along patriotic lines, Kansas City always is equal to the occasion. On April 10, 11,
and 12 the Jewel feature, "The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin."
was shown free to the Kansas City people at Convention
Hall. The picture was contributed by Jewel Productions.
The local operators' union contributed two operators to the
cause. The big hall was likewise a gift for the occasion.
There were four shows daily and a total attendance of
78,000. The music was furnished by thirty-five musicians of
the musician's union. The two men in the active handling
of the show were Frank Newman, owner of the Royal and
Regent theaters, and Milton Feld, manager of the Universal
office.
Marguerite Clark was a visitor at two of the shows.
There is perhaps no city in the country where the love and
admiration for this little actress is so intense as in Kansas
City. She arrived at 7.45 A. M. Thursday, April 11, and left
the next day at 5 P. M. While here she spoke, sang, visited,
and enlisted. But her principal purpose in visiting Kansas
City was to sell Liberty Bonds, and sell them she did in
bunches. She had only been in Kansas City a few minutes
when she sold $80,000 worth of bonds to two people alone,
one sale amounting to $50,000 to Ford Harvey, the remainder
being taken by a little girl whose name is known only to
Miss Clark. She made a flying visit to many of the Kansas
City theaters at which she spoke in behalf of the Third
Liberty Loan.
D. O. Reese, sales manager for Song Hits in Photoplays,
New York, more than did his part, when he sang "Over
There" before each showing.
Oklahoma

City

Theaters

Contribute.

The nine theaters of Oklahoma City, Okla., of which four
are exclusively moving picture houses, subscribed a total of
$30,000 for the Third Liberty Loan, the intensive campaign
for which ended locally Friday, April 12. Each of six theaters— Lyric, Liberty, Empress, Folly, Palace and Majestic —
took $1,000 of bond as theaters. John Sinopoulo, manager
of the Lyric, subscribed for $5,000 personally, and B. H.
Powell and E. Croak, $2,000 worth each. One feature of the
theatrical boost to the third loan was the fact that the entire
amount subscribed was paid in full.
Included in the subscriptions to the Third Liberty Loan
were four from local film exchanges — Mutual. Metro, Universal and Pathe — and from three independent Booking
offices — R. D. Lewis, the First National Exhibitors of Oklahoma and the Favorite Film company.
NORMA TALMADGE SUBSCRIBES $200,000.
Norma Talmadge, the popular Select star, has done her
bit in the large way typical of this actress by subscribing
$200,000 to the third Liberty Loan. Her subscription, which
is one of the largest individual purchases in the New York
district, was made through the Harriman National Bank on
Fifth avenue, where Miss Talmadge keeps her account. The
officials of the bank have confirmed the reports of this sale.
The bank's representative secured Miss Talmadge's signature to her subscription blank by calling in person at her
studio in East Forty-eighth street, where she is at work on
"De Luxe Annie," which she is making to follow "By Right
of Purchase" in her Select Star Series. The banker volunteered to wait until the scene was finished since he realized
the cost of keeping the entire company waiting while the
star affixed her "John Hancock" to help lick the Kaiser, but
she would have none of it. So the Kliegelights were turned
off, and the star wrote her signature.
ATTENTION,

LIBERTY

LOAN

EVERYBODY!

4:30 P. M. SUNDAY,

MEETING
APRIL

28

William A. Brady's PLAYHOUSE
Everybody in the Industry Invited.
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Lieber Heads First National Exhibitors H @
f irst Annual Session of Circuit Members Marked
by Enthusiasm— Tally, Schwalbe and
Williams Re-elected —
Delegates Entertained
stockholders of the First
111',
first annual
session iiiciui
of the was
at me
the Hotel
National
Exhibitors
Circuit
nuiwiii
Eaxuiuuurs
wag held
uciu ai
nmri
■*■
AstOl
from
April
15
to
17,
and
judging
by
the
full
at.ttendance and the enthusiasm with which members ofdaily
the
circuit speak of the work accomplished t was a success
from every point of view.
The first important business transacted was the election
of a president. It would seem the ideal man for the position
was secured in the person of Robert Lieber
of Indianapolis, whose
wide popularity was
attested by the
approval with which
h i s nomination was
greeted. T. L. Tally of
Los Angeles was reelected vice-president,
Harry O. Schwalbe of
Philadelphia was reelected secretary and
treasurer, and approval
was expressed of the
work accomplished by
J. D. Williams as manager of the circuit, in
which capacity he will
continue.
Two changes were
made in the board of
directors, Walter
Hays of Buffalo being
elected the New York
representative; while
J. Von Herberg was
the new man chosen
from the Pacific Coast,
Robert
Liebt
succeeding Fred Dahnken of San Franciso. The five directors re-elected for the
coming year include Aaron Jones of Chicago, E. H. Hulsey of
Dallas, Robert Lieber of Indianapolis, T. L. Tally of Los
Angeles and Harry O. Schwalbe of Philadelphia.
A general feeling of
gratification
was
expressed by the entire
membership
in
the
solid achievements
of
the organization
since*
its inception
a year
ago.
It has
been
proved
beyond
the
shadow of a doubt that
the leading exhibitors
of the United
States
and Canada
can
get
together
on
a
operative basis and
handle their own
cothe
ductions
with
maximum of profit and
prothe minimum
of friction and expense.
From every section of
the continent
exhibitors brought news of
the
remarkable
returns that are being
Thomas
L. Tally.
realized on productions
already
released
by
the circuit, aqd it was the unanimous opinion of the membership that with three attractions of the calibre of "Tarzan
of the Apes," "My Four Years in Germany" and Charlie
Chaplin in "A Dog's Life" to begin the second year with the
future of the organization should be one of assured prosperity.
One of the pleasing features of the meeting was the vote

of thanks extended to T. I.. Tally for the tmc diplomacy he
had displayed in carrying pin tin- personal negotiations with
Charlie Chaplin incidental t<> his signing the contract that
gives the First National exclusive right
to his $11000,(XK)
comedy series.
The mutual exchange of ideas by
exhibitors was also a
noteworthy feature
of the meeting, and
many werethat
heardthey
to
declare
considered it alone
worth all the time
and money involved
in coming from all
points of the map
just to get
extremelythis
valuable,
first-hand information
regarding the vital

Harry O. Schwalbe.

problems.
As the financial executivezation
of the Harry
organiO.
Schwalbe came in for
sincerely expressed
praise, it being freely
stated that without
his well- balanced
judgment
and many-of
sided knowledge

all factors in film distribution many of the big things already accomplished would not be actualities. In this same
connection J. D. Williams was also complimented for his
unflagging zeal in promoting the things that have made the
circuit a factor to be
reckoned with in the
future of motion picture exploitation.
Robert Lieber, the
new president of the
First National, is one
of the veteran film distributors of America.
Twelve years ago he
was a controlling
factor in this branch
of the business in
Indianapolis, but did
not enter the exhibiting field until eighteen
months ago, when he
organized the company that built the
Circle theater in his
home city, which is
generally acknowledged to be one of the
three premier motion
pictures houses of this
country. Mr. Lieber
was a schoolmate of
Booth Tarkington, and
numbers the celebrated
novelist among the
regular patrons of his
theater. In addition to
his motion picture interests he operates one
James D. Williams.
of the big manufacturing plants of Indianapolis. It is safe to say that under his
administration the First National Exhibitors' Circuit will increase its prestige for progress on the highest level of business efficiency.
A complete list of the stockholders who attended the
session is as follows: Robert Lieber, Indianapolis; T. L.
Tally, Los Angeles; Aaron Jones and Nathan Ascher, Chicago; H. O. Schwalbe, Philadelphia; E. H. Hulsey and S. T.
McDonald, Dallas; Frank Ferrandini, Richmond; Lieutenant
J. P. Anderson, Atlanta; J. H. Kunsky and G. W. Trendle,
Detroit; C. S. Jensen and F. V. Fisher, Seattle; H. T. Nolan
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and W. H. Swanson, Denver; W. P. Dewees, Vancouver;
E. V. Richards, Jr., New Orleans; Thomas Saxe, Milwaukee;
Jacob Fabian, New Jersey; E. Mandelbaum, Cleveland; N. H.
Gordon, Boston; E. R. Pearson, Minneapolis; A. H. Blank,
Des Moines; Colonel Fred Levy and L. L. Goldberg, Louisville; E. I. Church, New Jersey; William Sievers, St. Louis;
Winthrop Allen and N. J. Flynn, Kansas City; H. Brouse
and B. F. Stapleton, Ottawa; J. B. Clark, Pittsburgh; J. D.
Williams, New York.
Three Banquets Tendered

First National.

As a relief to the duties which consumed their daylight
hours the members of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
which has been in convention in New York during the past
week, have-been entertained at a number of social functions
during the evening hours.
On Tuesday evening Madame Petrova was hostess at a
banquet in the -College Room at the Hotel Astor, following
an afternoon visit to the studio in which the forthcoming
Petrova feature, "Patience Sparhawk," is being produced.
Madame Petrova expressed herself as being in favor of the
closest co-operation between releasing and producing
mediums, and signified her desire to receive suggestions and
comments as to the type of productions best suited to the
various photoplay audiences.
Short speeches were also made by other representatives
of the Petrova organization and by Messrs. Lieber, Tally,
Bru, Mandelbaum, Hulsey, Levy and Schwalbe. Among
those present, in addition to the speakers, were: Ralph
Ince, Richard A. Rowland, Joseph Unger, F. V. Fisher, Aaron
Jones, A. H. Blank, John H. Kunsky, Tom Saxe, William
Sievers, Nathan Gordon, Tom Moore, James Clarke, H.
Brouse, Jake Wells, Fred Levy, E. V. Richards, William H.
Swanson, H. T. Nolan, J. T. Turner, Fred Dahnken, W. P.
Dewees, T. E. Larson, Frank Ferrandini, Jacob Fabian, Ed
I. Church, Harold Edel, J. D. Williams, Max Spiegel, Moe
Mark, M.
J. Flynn,
D. and
P. Howells,
Walter Hays', Nathan
Ascher,
Aaron
J. Jones
M. R. Rothacker.
Wednesday evening Jacob Fabian, president of the First
National Exchange of New Jersey, was the host at a dinner
given at Crawford's restaurant in Paterson, the party being
conveyed thereto in automobiles. Speeches were made by
A. M. Fabian, Robert Lieber, the newly elected president of
the circuit; Thomas F. McCran, president of the New Jersey
Senate, and John J. Fitzgerald, secretary of the Paterson
Board of Trade. The guests then visited Mr. Fabian's
Regent theater, where "My Four Years in Germany" is
being shown.
Among those present were Harry Schwalbe, E. Mandelbaum, E. V. Richards, Jr., Frank Ferrandini, J. D. Williams,
W. P. Dewees, William Sievers, Nathan H. Gordon, Maurice
F. Barr, Thomas Saxe, Nugent J. Flynn, Lieutenant Jim J.
Anderson, H. H. Bru, Winthrop Allen, Seymour Talley, E. R.
Pearson, Jacob Fabian, Mrs. Jacob Fabian, A. M. Fabian,
S. H. Fabian, Philip Diamond, Edward J. Church, R. H.
Clark, G. R. Grant, Mrs. G. R. Grant and May Allison.
Again on Thursday evening Harry Reichenbach, in behalf
of the National Film Corporation, producers of "Tarzan of
the Apes," acted as host at a dinner held at the Arrowhead
Inn. Sixty-five guests were present, many of the members
of the circuit who attended the other banquets attending.
Speeches were made by Marcus Loew, J. D. Williams, T. L.
Tally, Joseph Schenck; also by Messrs. Swanson, Nolan,
Hulsey, Jones, Dewees, Ascher, Saxe, Kunsky and Blank.
Norma Talmadge passed among the guests and succeeded
in obtaining subscriptions for $35,000 of Liberty Bonds.

HARRY

RAVER

PROMOTES

SUCCESSFUL

BENEFIT.

The New York Hippodrome was packed to capacity Sunday
evening, April 21, when an excellent entertainment was
furnished by the Society of American Musicians in conjunction with the Showmen's League of America, plus a
delegation from the naval training station at Pelham Bay
and the entire Seventy-first Regiment. The drive for Liberty
Bonds netted more than $50,000, and the net result of the
benefit undertaking will be about $7,000 for the Showmen's
Hospital Fund. Harry Raver, the moving picture showman,
promoted the benefit and .is entitled to all credit for the
successful culmination of his effort.
SELIGSBERG FORMS NEW PARTNERSHIP.
Walter N. Seligsberg announces the removal of his office
to 55 Liberty street and the formation of new partnership
for the general practice of law under the name of Seligsberg, Lewis & Strouse. Clarence M. Lewis and Alexander
S. Strouse are the other members of the firm. Mr. Seligsberg, while engaging in general practice, will continue as
general counsel of Triangle Film Corporation and the other
film interests that he has represented in the past.
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"The Belgian" Has New York Showing
Belgian

Consul

and Vice Consul
Attend
Presentation
Eighty-first Street Theater.

at

THE New York premiere of "The Belgian," Sydney 01cott's dramatic spectacle, released by U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking Corporation, and featuring Valentine Grant
and Walker Whiteside, took place at the Eighty-first Street
Theater April 18. Among the prominent guests were the
Belgian consul and vice consul with their entire staffs, in
full uniform. The house was decorated with the flags of the
United States and Belgium, together with flags of the other
allies. The Belgian national anthem was played by the orchestra, while the audience sang.
Valentine Grant made a stirring speech calling for contributions for the restoration of the down-trodden kingdom.
A number of Belgian girls who came to this country for
refuge took up a collection which amounted to $35820; this
sum being raised in eight minutes.
After the showing of the picture the Belgian consul congratulated Miss Grant upon her splendid portrayal of the
Belgian peasant girl and thanked her for her efforts in behalf of the stricken kingdom.
"The moving picture folk of America have done much for
Belgium and Belgian people are thankful," he declared.
"Benefits in many cities of the United States under the auspices of the motion picture men and women have brought
us large sums of money, all of which you may be sure was
greatly needed for our people. Belgium some day will repay
its debts to America and surely will not forget those who
make the movies."

Brady Sends Call for Final Figures
State Chairmen

Are Asked to Telegraph at Close of Campaign What Industry Has Done for Loan.

WILLIAM A. BRADY, chairman ex-officio of the War
Co-operation Committee of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry, has sent a notice to
the forty-eight state chairmen requesting them to ascertain,
as nearly as possible, the amount of subscriptions which
have been made to the loan by individuals and companies
of the trade in their respective states and to secure the
total amount of subscriptions which have been received
through the use of the motion picture theaters and by personal solicitation.
Reports from the state chairman are to be telegraphed to
the headquarters of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, Times Building, New York, at the close
of the campaign, Saturday, May 4.
It is confidently expected the total of all subscriptions in
the United States from the motion picture interests and
others received through the motion picture theaters will
approximate seventy-five to one hundred million dollars.

Tom Bret Announces Comedies
Six Subjects Already Have Been Made at the Victor Studios
in New York.
Bret Enterprises, with offices at 220 West
Tom ond
THEForty-sec
street, announce the completion of a new
series of comedies, written and titled by Tom Bret, who
collaborated with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew on the titles
of the famous Metro Drew Comedies.
The pictures are being directed by Arthur Ellery, who put
on the Falstaff and Princess Brand Comedies for Thanhouser.
Bret is featuring James Aubrey, formerly of the Big "V"
comedies. Playing opposie Mr. Aubrey is Miss Virginia
Clark, who has done some excellent work on Billy West
comedies and other one-reel productions.
The Bret comedies are to be released through independent
exchanges, and it is contemplated releasing three one-reelers
and one two-reeler a month.

CHANGE IN TITLE FOR MINTER PLAY.
The name of the latest Mary Miles Minter release from
the American Film Company studios at Santa Barbara has
been changed from "The Greater Call" to "Social Briars.
The picture is a story of the ambitions of a little country
trirl who had a wonderful voice and of the social briars thata
impeded her progress until she found both romance and
career in the bie city of which she had so often dreamed.
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Motion Picture Exhibitor

Texas Amusement Managers Convene
Only

One

THE

Business
Gathering
Held
at Third
Session, Which Adjourns to Meet at
Galveston in July.

meeting of Texas film men

Annual

at San Antonio, April 8

and 9, was a success. There were more than a hundred of em, but the attendance of exhibitors was a bit
light. They know now what they missed.
Cine bit of business transacted was the decision to establish a claim department, which will look after adjustments
of claims members may have in case of failure to secure
amusements or films contracted for. President E. H. Hulsey
was unable to attend, being in New York, and the sessions
were presided over by Vice President Wm. Lytle of San Antonio. Work of Secretary R. H. Campbell was highly commended and dates for the formal convention of the association were set at July 8, 9 and 10 at Galveston.
Among the many exhibitors present were Pere Levy,
Hippodrome theater, Fort Worth; Managers Dittman,
Brownsville; Rembshell, Gonzalez; Henry Stearns, Kingsville; Raymond Carnes. Farmersville ; Paul Barraco, Houston; Harold Norfleet, Camp Travis; Charles Kimball, McKinney; B. H. Hunter. Hondo; Thompson, Carb and Bailey,
Fort Wrorth ; Cheteau and Von Puhl, Dallas; G. Laskin,
Cozy, Houston; Colonel George Walker and A. B. C. McCormick, Austin; Roy Reeder, Ballinger; J. C. Couch, Italy;
Sergeant A. Bugs Raymond, in charge of all entertainment
at Camp Travis, and Messrs. Christensen, Wildman and
Sohafer, who now are in the army, but were connected with
tne amusement industry before entering the service of Uncle
Sam.
On Monday evening a barbecue and barn dance was held
on the Soledad Roof Garden. Over 400 persons connected
with the show busniess were in attendance, and the festivities continued until the "wee sma'." James B. Kelly, special
representative for the General Film Company in Texas, was
master of ceremonies, and during the course of the evening
made a short speech thanking Messrs. Lytle, Box, Pulitzer,
Doughty, Morris and Wyler for the wonderful time they
were having. On Tuesday Mr. Kelly gave an informal entertainment and dance at the Pals Club.
Among the prominent exchangemen present were Managers Dugger, Vitagraph ; Depinet, of the Consolidated ;
Leaves, of the World; Baxly, of the Matinee; Underwood,
Morrow and Shivers, of the United Theaters; Buchanan, of
the Metro; Reed, of the Mutual; Evans, of the Consolidated;
DoctorofT, of Paramount; Remy, of Goldwyn; Harrington,
of Fox; Scott, of Consolidated; Hall, of Kleine, and Roberts,
of Select.
On Tuesday a special exhibition of feature productions
was held at the Empire theater; among those being shown
were "The Kaiser," by the Consolidated Film and Supply
Company; "The Unbeliever," by George Kleine, and "An
Alien Enemy" and "Within the Cup," by Paralta.

Reviving Exhibitors' Association in Ontario and

President
Baillie Has
Secured
Many
New
Member*
Active Efforts to Better Conditions Are Begun.

A

REAL effort is being made to revive the activities of
the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association
of Ontario by President Baillie, who is a Toronto
exhibitor. Mr. Baillie has spent considerable time in personally interviewing many theater managers and during the
past few weeks has been able to secure a large number of
memberships in Toronto and throughout the Province.
On Friday, April 12, the association started active steps
toward securing an amendment of the regulations which
prohibit the admission of all children under fifteen years of
age into a theater unless accompanied by a parent or guardian. On that date a delegation representing the organization waited upon the Ontario Government with a request
that children be permitted to attend special matinees on
Saturdays and holidays without restriction, in turn for
which
exhibitors
an "official
guardian"
in each the
theater
to take would
care ofprovide
the audience.
The exhibitors
also asked to be allowed to sell tickets to children just over
the age limit for those under the official limit, when they
apply at the box office together.
President Baillie declares that many exhibitors have
shown anxiety to join the organization when they have
been approached because they have learned the value of
co-operation. Some whom he had classed as possible objectors have been the most eager to join after a little talk.

SURPRISE
PARTY FOR AL LICHTMAN.
THE thirtieth birthday of Al Lichtman was celebrated
on Tuesday evening of last week by the office associates of the general manager of the Famous PlayersLasky Distributing Department at Keen's Chop House. The
affair was a surprise to Mr. Lichtman.
A host of telegrams were received by Mr. Lichtman, many
of which came from John C. Flinn, who at the time was
making a Liberty Loan tour with Marguerite Clark.
Many words of praise were bestowed upon the guest
by those present, and every one felt in accord with the
sentiment expressed by the toastmaster when he said that
"the party was not held because Al Lichtman was their
immediate boss, nor because he was the person who O. K.'d
their raises in salary, but because he was a regular fellow."
FAY TINCHER
RETURNS
TO CALIFORNIA.
Fay Tincher, noted comedienne, who has signed with
World
Film to from
release
its' regular
to Hollywood
Newon York
to beginprogram,
work athas
oncereturned
in the
Willis-Inglis studio on her first World-made picture. It is
scheduled for release July 1, following the release, on May
1 and June 1 respectively, of the first Fay Tincher-World
features, "Some Job" and "Main 1-2-3." En route west she
stopped in Chicago, where she made a talk in the interests
of the third Liberty Loan drive.

Coming (Secretaries
LeagueAre Requested
and Other
Exhibitors' Conventions
to Send Dates and Particulars Promptly)
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Ohio Exhibitors at Tullers Hotel, Detroit, Mich

April 25

Northwest Branch Exhibitors' League at Minneapolis, Minn

May 6 and 7

Florida Branch Exhibitors' League at Daytona, Fla
National Exposition Moving Picture League of America at Boston

May 7, 8
Week July 13
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week, it was stated that the booking of the film in the states
of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and southern Wisconsin was
controlled by the United Film Service. The owner of the
World's rights of the production calls our attention to the
fact that the state of Michigan has not yet been disposed of.
This state, as well as the balance of the United States territory, will be offered for sale on a state rights basis in the
very near future.
D. W. Griffith in Chicago.
D. W. Griffith, who had been scheduled as one of the
speakers at the Liberty Loan meeting held in the La Salle
theater Monday afternoon, April IS, was not on hand owing
to his train being six hours late. He did not disappoint the
evening meeting, however, when he delivered a stirring and
patriotic address. He was accompanied by George Fawcett,
with whom he left for Los Angeles the same night.
The opening of "Hearts of the World" at the Olympic, set
for Sunday, April 21, was postponed by Mr. Griffith until
Wednesday, April 24, when it will be given its premiere
showing here. Mr. Griffith explained his haste to get back
to Los Angeles by saying that he is about to engage in the
making of another big picture, and that a large company
of players were awaiting his arrival.
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Binney to Make Two-Reel Comedies
Long-Tiime

Director
Organizes
of Which He Will

tured under
direction
and Binney's
were
exploited with success.
The M a s t e r pictures
and Lion Comedies
next occupied Mr. Binney's attention, his duties including those of
president i n addition
to director general,
and the popularity of
this product was but a
further evidence that a
master h a rud was a t
the helm.

* * *
Picture

at Colonial.

Adolph Linick, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, when seen the
other day, announced that the Colonial theater will again
make way for moving pictures on Monday, April 29, when
former Ambassador Gerard's feature, "My Four Years in Germany," will open an indefinite run. Two shows daily will
be given at admissions from 25 cents to $1.
Mr. Linick expects that Mr. Gerard will be present for
the opening night. The Colonial's twenty-piece orchestra
will play the accompanying music, and the regular stage
settings for moving pictures will be used.
I

H. L. Walleck

Buys

Theater in Iowa.

H. L. Walleck, well known in Chicago film circles, is now
sales representative in Iowa for the Golden Pictures Corporation. When in the city recently Mr. Walleck stated that
he had purchased the Strand theater in Mystic, Iowa, which
is showing to good business at 10, 15 and 20 cents admission.
A daily change of program is made. Mr. Walleck has
appointed a manager for the Strand while he attends to
his duties with the Golden company.

"My

Own

United States" at Hamilton

Club.

Cresson E. Smith, manager of Metro's Chicago branch
office, announces that "My Own United States" will be
given at a private showing before the members of the
Hamilton Club, this city, Saturday night, April 20. The
members of this club take a particular interest in the feature, as the character of Alexander Hamilton, for whom the
club is named, is prominent in the cast.

** * *

Marie

Dressier

Aids

Loan

Drive.

Marie Dressier arrived in the city Sunday, April 14, to
take part in the third Liberty Loan drive. She appeared
the same night at a number of Chicago picture houses, and
the following day went out to the Elgin Watch Company's
plant, where she made a stirring address to employees in
support of the loan.

**

Flaherty

Buys

Interest

* *

in Foursquare

Offices.

F. J. has
Flaherty,
manager
branchin
office,
announced
that of
he Chicago's
purchased Foursquare
a half interest
the Chicago and Minneapolis offices of the company April 1
last.

Corporation,

identified with the production of high-class
Josh Binney,ures'
-T°mu£yT,.feat
Binne>'- better
as
and R
the Jannouncement
that known
he has organized aproducing company under the title of the Florida
Film Corporation, the purpose of which will be a monthly
release of a two-reel "Josh" Binney comedy, will prove of
interesting news to buyers and exhibitors.
Initial co-operation
with
Mack
Sennett
started
"Josh"
Binney off right with Filmdom's foremost
laugh producer.
Then followed
a season of Vogue comedies for the Mutual
Program, which established Mr. Binney as a
capable director.
Sunshine comedies
were next manufac-

"A Dog's Life," Charlie Chaplin's first three-reel comedy
for the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, drew extraordinary business to the Rialto and McVicker's, where it was
shown during pre-release week by Jones, Linick & Schaefer.
Mr. Linick states that the business has shown a daily
increase of $500 over the average business done at these
houses. During the week beginning Monday, April 22, the
comedy will be shown at the Bijou Dream, adjacent to the
Orpheum, on State street, and at the Rose, Alcazar, Pastime
and Star, on West Madison street, within the Loop.
Gerard War

Florida
Film
Be President
.

CLOSELY

"A Dog's Life" Does Big Business.

I
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H. J. Binney.

Mr. tionBinney's
reputaas a producer
of
successful comedies
naturally brought him
many offers of affiliat i o n and including a
most flattering propos i t i o n submitted b y
capitalists of Jacksonv i 1 1 e , Fla. After a
careful i n v e stigation

M
Binney was
.
AT-»- r* .. j-miiiv,^
waa conconvinced that in these overtures were conditions and opportunities which would permit of his putting into operation
certain ideas regarding photoplay production which had
long been in his mind, inasmuch as he would have the
hearty co-operation of H. J. Klutho, one of Jacksonville's
most influential business men and owner of the renowned
Klutho studios. The Florida Film Corporation was organized, the policy of production being the monthly release of
a two-reel comedy. Mr. Binney claims he now is equipped
to produce the best releases of his career as a director and
that it will be his sole ambition to supply the market with a
product that will compare most favorably with the best
obtainable.
Funny Fatty Filbert, also known to hosts of audiences as
Nathan Dewing, occupies the stellar position in Mr. Binney's acting company and is a guarantee that the mirth-provoking situations are in most capable hands. His reputation as a laugh-getter has placed him in the foremost ranks
of the funny fat men of the screen.
Fatty Filbert has the support of well-known and wellliked artists, including Fred Bezerril, that "different" comedian from South America; the beautiful Vivian Dart as
leading woman; Glen Lambert, Rox Renfro, Florence McLaughlin, Gertie Fishback and Ira Wentley. A. A. Porchet
is photographer.
In presenting the "Josh" Binney comedies it is Binney's
intent to carry out different thought in each release and incorporating in addition to its comedy possibilities stories
of human and gripping interest and plot.
Three of the new series are now completed, and a most
vigorous advertising campaign is now being outlined covering these as well as the releases to follow.
Arrangements have been consummated whereby Ernest
Shipman and his organization will exploit the "Josh" Binney comedies and act as sales representative for the Florida
Film Corporation, with headquarters at 17 West Fortyfourth street. New York City.
These ideas of construction are based upon Mr. Binney's
wealth of experience and are calculated to work out to the
advantage of his- company, the buyer, exhibitor and the picture viewing public.
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\ News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By

G.

P.

UNIVERSAL
CITY
A BUSY
SPOT.
A reporter for the Moving
Picture World
spent an
interesting afternoon recently at Universal City, which is
now showing signs of great activity. Ten companies are
at work.
Frank) yn Farnum, the Bluebird star, was just finishing a
picture, in which he was directed by Douglas Gerrard.
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran were in the throes of one
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enhance the value of the production it would be advisable
to have as many scenes as possible made there for incorHayakawa
says that on account of the interest taken in
poration in it."
his native land in the first motion picture company to be
headed by one of her own sons the Japanese authorities,
according to cable advices he has recevied, have offered his
players every facility in their work, and thus they have been
enabled to obtain views which will contribute largely to
make the first of the Hayakawa productions unusually
attractive.
At the L-Ko
Under the management of Louis Jacobs the numerous
L-Ko slapstick companies are actively engaged in producing
their well-known brand of humor. J. G. Blystone has just
finished an Alice Howell feature.
Mr. Jacobs is now assisted at the studio by his brother,
Oscar, who has recently come from New York to this
position.

Eddie

Lyons

and Lee Moran.

of their comedies, in which a baby girl had a prominent
part.
Dorothy Phillips was being directed by her husband, Allen
Holubar, in an emotional drama. Mr. Holubar has a new
assistant in the person of Reeves Eason, formerly of the
American and Balboa companies.
Robert Leonard and Mae Murray were starting for San
Francisco with the members of their company in order to
shoot some scenes along the waterfront.
Harry Pollard, recently a Goldwyn director, is now back
on the Universal lot after an absence.
L. E. Sistrom, Carl Laemmle's personal representative and
western business manager, has engaged P. J. Lynch as
scenario editor, succeeding Colonel Jasper Ewing Brady.
Mr. Sistrom is expecting Mr. Laemmle soon.
George Fitzmaurice of the Astra Company is directing
Fannie Ward in Pathe plays. This company, as well as the
George Beban company, has leased studio space at Universal
for future productions.
Real Japanese Backgrounds in Hayakawa Subject.
Sessue Hayakawa makes an interesting announcement in
connection with his first picture, which is to be released
through Haworth Pictures Corporation. In effect it is that
part of his recently organized independent company has
been spending a month or more in Japan filming scenes
which are to be incorporated in the prologue of his initial
production.
"As the picture has considerable atmosphere it was quite
essential to obtain real scenes in my native land," said
Hayakawa, "and nearly two months ago I decided to send
part of my company across the ocean, thoroughly equipped
to obtain these scenes. My instructions to them were to film
the most picturesque sections of the country so as to make
the forthcoming picture additionally attractive, and I am
confidently expecting results which will be satisfactory in
every particular.
"Japan, as every one knows, is famous for its natural
scenic beauties, which are entirely dissimilar from those
found in other lands, and in view of the fact that Japan
figures to such an extent in the pictuse I decided that to

Hal Roach Buys Whiting's Interest in Rolin.
A deal was consummated on Wednesday, April 3, by which
Dwight Whiting, secretary and treasurer of the Rolin Film
Company, relinquished his interests in this organization to
Hal E. Roach, president of the company. The deal was
negotiated through Pathe Exchange, Inc., which has been
releasing the Rolin comedies for several years past.
C. H. Roach, father of Hal E. Roach, the president, takes
Mr. Whiting's place as secretary and treasurer. The organization otherwise remains the same. The Rolin Film Company will from now on release two one-reel comedies a week,
one with Toto and the other with Harold Lloyd. Hal Roach
will remain director-general and personally supervise all productions. There are four other directors connected with
the Company, Alfred Goulding, Gilbert Pratt, Albert Glassmire and Charles Avery. Mr. Avery is the latest acquisition
to the Rolin Company. He was for several years connected
with the Mack Sennett studios and until recently a comedy
director at Triangle Keystone.
Walter Macnamara has been appointed production manager, Harry Burns is the studio manager, Tom Kreiser is
head of the laboratory department, and Harry G. Oliver,
technical director. Rex Taylor has been added to the
scenario department.
Louis

J. Gasnier Arrives

on Coast.

Louis J. Gasnier, president of the Astra Company, who is
producing for Pathe, arrived in the city Wednesday, April 10.
Mr. Gasnier will look after the Astra affairs, and will exercise supervision over the new serial, "Hands Up," shortly to
be produced with James Home directing. The story is by
Gilson Willets. Jack Cunningham prepared the scenario.
Mastercraft

to Start

Production.

Mastercraft is shortly to commence production of four of
Thomas Dixon's novels, and F. Eugene Farnsworth, president, is busy engaging the cast and arranging for production.
It is likely the pictures will be made at the Paralta studios,
and every detail is being carefully arranged for.
The first of the Mastercraft productions will be "The One
Woman," an anti-Socialist story, and the cast will be headed
by Lawson Butt and Clara Williams, while the supporting
cast will be a strong one, including Hershall Mayall,
Thurston Hall and Joe Dowling.
The three other Dixon pictures to be made by Mastercraft
are "The Root of Evil," "The Victim" and "Comrades."
Two New Triangle Players.
Two new faces have been added to the large force of
Triangle players. They are a new leading woman,
Jane
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Miller, who was engaged especially for "High Stakes," in
which she supports J. Barney Sherry, and Leila Rooks Hart,
who will be with the playing forces indefinitely. Miss Hart
was formerly with the Keystone comedies and is a character
woman of high reputation. She will be used in Triangle
feature productions.
A new film publication, Camera, edited by E. M. Robbins
at 804 South Olive street, has made its appearance on the
new-stands. It will be issued each Saturday. The first
number is an eight-page, four-column news sheet, devoted
to reviews of first-run pictures, news of the theater and
studios, and several columns of short, newsy personals.
Brunton Busy on War

Work.

' Few men in the motion picture business are more patriotic
than Robert A. Brunton, manager of production for Paralta
Plays, Inc., and what
is more,
Brunton
is
sincere
in his patriotism.
Here are a few of
the things he has
done to help Uncle
Sam win the war:
Charged admission to
pre-views at studio
and turned proceeds
over to Red Cross ;
collected drab clothing worn by employes
and donated to war
department ; saved
tinfoil and other waste
material for war societies ; urged every
employe to buy Liberty Bonds and War
Savings Stamps, and
purchased several
thousand
worth himself.dollars'
This
patriotic work by Mr.
Brunton should serve
as an inspiration for
others to do likewise.

Robt.

A. Brunton.

Sayer Appointed Triangle Casting Director.
J. S. Sayer has been appointed casting director at the
Triangle Studios, replacing Arthur Hoyt, who is now a fullfledged director. Heretofore Sayer has been in charge of
the employment bureau and will continue to keep this
department under his supervision with the aid of an
assistant.
Franey
Joins Engineers.
Another star has been added to the many on the Triangle
Film Corporation's service flag floating proudly over the
Culver City plant. The latest Triangle player to leave is
Billy Franey, well-known comedian, who has enlisted in the
Engineering Corps and has left for Camp Fremont, Palo
Alto, Cal.
Exhibitors
Enthuse
Over
War
Films.
The Official War Films are under way, and first run
exhibitors of Los Angeles are enthusiastic about them.
Among the theaters which have volunteered to contribute
screens and nominal rental on the films are the Kinema,
Gauman's Million Dollar, the Reviera and the Garrick,
Tally's Broadway, Quin's Rialto and the Alhambra and
Miller's theaters.
Miss Eicks to Assist Purchasing Agent.
Miss Mary Eicks, for years connected with the motion
picture industry, has been appointed assistant to Purchasing
Agent L. H. Buell, at the Triangle Culver City studios. Miss
Eicks is filling the post left vacant by the enlistment of S.
C. Comer in the Aviation Signal Corps at San Diego.
Enid Markey Coming Back to Screen.
Enid Market is to return to the screen again very shortly.
Miss Markey has been playing in stock at San Diego for
several weeks, but will come back to filmland once more to
play the leading feminine role in the sequel to "Tarzan of
the Apes," which the National Film Corporation will produce.
Ethel Teare to Support "Ham."
After three years Lloyd V. Hamilton, or "Ham" as he is
known wherever pictures are shown, has his leading woman
back with him once more — Ethel Teare, who used to play
with "Ham" in the old Kalcm comedies, which were so
When "Ham" joined
popular on the General Film program.
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the Sunshine
Comedies,
which
William Fox releases,
tried to get Ethel Teare for his leading woman, but
was tied up under contract.
That has now expired.

he
she

All-Star Feature Buys "A Modern Lorelei."
All-Star
Feature
Distributors
have
recently
purchased E. Philip Hansen's production, "A Modern Loreli,"
in which Tyrone Power is featured.
This production was
made by Henry Otto and produced on the Santa Cruz Islands.
Harry Rattenbury Returns to Christie.
Under the direction of Al Christie, director-general of the
Christie Film Company, Bobby Vernon for the first time in
his comedy life is playing the role of a girl.
Harry Rattenbury has returned to the Christie Company
after having played several dramatic features, and will again
be seen in the one and two-reel comedies of the Christie
organization.
Wells Resigns from Triangle.
Raymond Wells, the director, is no longer on the Triangle
pay roll, having resigned this week.
Diando
Treasurer Goes
to New York.
The

Leon T. Osborne, vice-president and treasurer of the
Diando Film Corporation, has left for New_ York. City on
business connected with the serial his company is making
for Pathe.
He will be absent about two weeks.
Kathleen Conners to Support Tom Mix.
Tom Mix, the William Fox star, has a new leading woman
in his new feature in the person of Kathleen Conners, formerly of the Rolin Film Company.

Frank Lloyd to Make Grey Stories
WITH

the statement from William Fox that his organization is to film two Zane Grey stories, "Riders of
the Purple Sage" and "3?he Rainbow Trail," comes an
announcement of the decision^to entrust Frank Lloyd with
these productions.
Mr. Lloyd unquestionably ranks high among the screen
directors of the country. Although he has
been a member of the
Fox forces for only a
year and a half, he has
produced within that
period many photoplays
which have
attracted wide attention.- Chief on the list,
of course, is his
masterwork, "L e s
"A Tale of Two
Miserables."
Cities," one of the
finest and most striking pictures
of 1917;
"When
a Man
Sees
Red," the drama laid in
the South Seas, and
"The Blindness o f
Divorce," the propaganda play, released a
short time since, are
other examples -of Mr.
Lloyd's
"True Blue,"handicraft.
in which
William Farnum i s
starred, is his latest
production.
The
greater part of Mr.
Lloyd's work has been
Frank
Lloyd.
done with Mr. Farnum.
Frank Lloyd w a s
born in Glasgow, but his parents moved to London while
he was still a lad. He attended Westborne School in the
metropolis, and then hired out as an apprentice to a turner
and fitter in the Woolwich Arsenal. He commenced his
career as a professional player at Hammersmith Palace,
near London, with impersonations as his specialty. After
an extended vaudeville tour throughout the British Isles
and Canada he came to the United States and entered
pictures.
In the fall of 1916 he became

affiliated with William Fox.

His first feature was "Sins of Her Parent," starring Gladys
Brockwell. Then he was placed in charge of the destinies
of William Farnum. In addition to the films named, Mr.
Lloyd has been responsible for "The Price of Silence,"
"American Methods^' "The Heart of a Lion" and "The Girl
with the Champagne Eyes."
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Big Days These for Western Theaters
Fred Warren of Coldwyn Brings Inspiring Story
of Conditions Among Coast and MidWest Picture Men
thousand monthly increase in population for Seattle;
from six to ten thousand increase for Portland, Ore.;
from eight to twelve thousand increase for San Francisco and Oakland considered jointly and six thousand
monthly increase in population for San Pedro, the harbor
of Los Angeles.
These are the conspicuous economic things happening to
the principal cities 01 the Pacific Coast, all of which are at
once making themselves felt in bringing new patronage
into motion picture theaters, as detailed by Fred B. Warren, vice president of Goldwyn Distributing Corporation,
who has returned to New York alter five weeks in the
in touch with Goldwyn's customers and exhibitors in
general.
"1 found, of course, that exhibitors from Omaha westward
had escaped the rigors of our eastern fuel situation during
the early mouths of the present year," said Mr. Warren.
"They had escaped our severe winter weather and the ice
and snow. They did not suffer as the East did, and now
that spring has opened up business is at flood tide.
"In Los Angeles J. A. Ouinn, Grauman's, Kehrlein's
Kinema. Tally's Broadway, the two Clune houses and
Miller's two theaters are all doing record business and
already there is in contemplation by outside interests another big first run house as pretentious and splendid as the
Grauman. Miller is building another theater that will be
ready in the summer months and J. A. Quinn has taken
under long time lease the theater adjoining his successful
Rialto. where he will open another house. Work on this is
already under way. Los Angeles exhibitors have risen to
the realization of the growing importance of music in the
presentation of pictures, and much of the drawing power of
their houses is attributable to their excellent orchestras.
T

"It is my belief that the tremendous and well-conceived
motion picture advertising employed by Los Angeles exhibitors is the vital element that keeps the population of that
city so well keyed up to attendance at the theaters. The
newspaper exploitation is tremendous, and the major portion of it is conceived and prepared by a special local
organization which shows great originality and sales power
in its retailing of pictures to the public. There are at least
eight large users of newspaper advertising space, and the
copy published is extremely effective.
"Personally, I should rate Seattle exhibitor advertising as
being the most effective sales copy in the United States. It
has an atmosphere and value all its own and it fits its
community like a glove. Los Angeles I should rate as second in advertising efficiency in America, with Cleveland
third and Toledo fourth. Exhibitor advertising in most of
the larger cities of the East lacks distinction, individuality
and selling power, and I believe that an improvement in
Eastern exhibitor advertising would increase patronage 20
per cent at least.
"In San Francisco, Turner & Dahnken's Tivoli is enjoying
its usual tremendous patronage and Eugene Roth's California, a wonderful new house, has been tremendously successful from its opening day, without in any way lessening
the popularity of his long established Portola, next door to
the new million dollar house. Messrs. Sheehan and Lourie
are
splendidly
with their
and Mr.
Sheehan's
flair doing
for excellent
promotion
and Rialto
advertising
has given
him
a distinctive place in San Francisco.
"Like the other coast cities I have mentioned, San Francisco's recent and future gains in population are due to the
heavy shipbuilding program of the Coast yards in an effort
to meet the government's demand for tonnage. Seattle is
booming, Portland, Oakland and San Pedro are in active
shipbuilding competition. There is a surplusage of work
over human labor and wages are high. These pay rolls
make themselves at once felt in the mercantile and amusements channels of cities.
"Near there
Spokane
and' Los Angeles
are large
camps
where
are thousands
of soldiers,
and military
these numbers
will be increased by the successive drafts. These camps are

a ■

contributing a heavy military patronage to the houses in
the adjacent large cities and in addition exhibitors have
built theaters beside these camps with thousands of patrons
voices and are playing 'first run
of atheir
within sound
pictures
for such
patronage.
•■The sudden boom in the Wyoming oil fields has brought
a great influx ol population to two score oi towns in Montana and Wyoming and exhibitors in both states are enjoyIdaho and
ing heavj patronage. Our eastern conception ofThe
fact is
Wyoming is that they are snowbound states.
that territory enjoyed virall
and
Laramie
thai Cheyenne,
tually a snowless winter.
"In Denver, Samuel L. Baxter, of the Isis, one of the
pioneer Colorado exhibitors, has had a remarkable winter
is now at flood tide.
for patronage and his spring business figures
of his region,
Mr. Baxter is one of the outstanding
its
a splendid showman who never deserts his house from his
morning opening until its midnight closing. He watches
seen,
ever
have
I
audiences more closely than any exhibitor
and in this lies the secret of his success. Mr. Ellison of the
Rialto and Princess theaters feels that patronage was never
better assured in Denver than at the present time and
Mr. Talbot, of the America, the other big new house of the
town, says his patronage is at its high water mark at this
moment.
"It will be good news to his many friends among both
exhibitors and producers in the East that Jim Clemmer,
owner of the Clemmer Theater, Seattle, has come back on
the high tide of success. His musical program, which is
inseparably linked with his picture showmanship, was the
remarkable
Guterson's
of Chicago.
westmusical
heardbest
thing isI the
finest
and
of Seattle,
organization
orchestra
Clandge)
the
Guterson, who used to be at Rector's (now as you
would
New York, is merely Guterson in Seattle,
attributes
speak of Caruso or Melba. To him Mr. Clemmer
much of the credit for the present splendid success of the
Clemmer Theater. Messrs. Jensen and Von Herberg, with
houses in both Butte and Portland, have four excellent
theaters in Seattle, all of them with big seating capacity,
and are playing to enormous patronage.
"A remarkable example of newspaper co-operation is
furnished by the Seattle Times, through its owners, Joseph
and Clarence Blethen, and their able picture editor, George
H. Bellman. I believe that the Seattle Times gives the
exhibitor better co-operation than any other newspaper in
the United States. Next to it I would rank the Los Angeles
Evening Herald under the direction of Guy Price.
"Some day'the rank and file of the exhibitors will learn
that inefficient local newspaper exploitation is the weakest
spot in the amusement mechanism, and by correcting tothis
30
anywhere from 15rt
gross patronage
enlarge their nt
will
.
per ce
,
"Beyond question at this moment the country from Umana
west is on the boom. In the latter city A. H. Blank is about
to open his big new Sixteenth street theater of great seating
capacity. Much to my surprise, war conditions are not
holding up the construction of new theaters."
"BILL"
FARNUM
GETS
LOVING
CUP.
What was to have been a privately managed theatrical
scoop on the part of Jack Root, manager of the Strand
Theater in Pasadena, Cal., recently turned out to be a spontaneous mass meeting in honor of William Farnum. Farnum had never before appeared in person at a moving picture theater, but Root had prevailed upon him to come to
the Strand.
"Les Miserables" was the attraction at the house, and
many recognized the William Fox star sitting in the rear.
The result was a great demonstration and the presentation
to Mr. Farnum of a two-foot sterling silver loving cup, inscribed with a message to the actor. Mr. Root presented
the token to Mr. Farnum after the reception.
CHANGES

IN TRIANGLE

LIST.

The title of "The Finger Print," Triangle, April 21 release,
has been changed to "The Hand at the Window." This is an
adaptation of John A. Moroso's Collier's Weekly story "In
the Spring," and features Joe King and Margery Wilson.
"Hundredth Night," the second feature on the Triangle,
has been postponed and "The Mossback"
May 26 schedule,
substituted
in its place.
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Theaters Reopening All Over Canada
New

Picture Houses
Are Building and Dark
Ones Are
Brightening the Promise of Coming Prosperity.
A
DISTINCT feature of the recent theater developments
in Canada is the reopening of many houses after long
periods of darkness. No less than twenty theaters
can be named right off the list which have been reopened
or sold, or for which negotiations are pending. Film distributing companies have taken a number of the theatres
and the exchange people have received a fair number of
offers to sell theaters from owners which h.we not yet been
really considered.
Brand new theaters are being built in Toronto and
Hamilton, the new house in the latter city being the Regent,
erected by the MacKay Brothers. In Montreal the Canadian
Universal has made a new theater of the Holman and the
house has enjoyed marked success since the change. Another exchange company has an option on the Crystal
Palace, Montreal, a long established theater. The Comet
Theater, Cote St. Paul, Montreal, has been reopened by
Mr. Picard, while the Circle Theater, Montreal, has been
reopened, after being dark for two whole years, by the
management of the DeLuxe Palace, Montreal. A. Lebeau
has also acquired a lease of the Maisonneuve Theater, in
the suburbs of Montreal.
In Toronto the Idle Hour was recently reopened by
William Dineen of the Strand, Toronto, after being dark
for a considerable period. The Moss Park Theater, Queen
and Sherbourne streets, Toronto, is now doing nicely although itwas dark for many months. The Garrick, Toronto,
has been secured by A. L. Hall of Montreal. The Beaver,
West Toronto, was recently purchased by the Aliens of the
Famous Players' Film Service, while the Garden, one of the
oldest theaters in Toronto but yet a good house, was
recently acquired by interests closely associated with the
Regal Films, Limited. Another recent announcement in this
direction was that Mr. Aber had purchased the Brighton
Theater from J. A. Barclay.
The Empire Theater, London, Ontario, has changed hands
and a big film company has an option on the Majestic, also
of London. In Halifax the Orpheus has been bought by
L. A. Acker, who owns another large theater in that city.
On the other side of the continent, the Pantages Theater of
Vancouver, B. C, is being rebuilt by Alexander Clemes, a
local hotelkeeper. The old Pantages was closed for a year
and when it is reopened it will be called the Regent.
At Hamilton, Ontario, the Savoy, the only burlesque house
in the city, is being converted into a moving picture theater
temporarily and the Grand Opera House, Hamilton, has
also arranged to present special pictures during the summer season. It is also announced that the Aliens, who
control the Famous Players' Film Service and many theaters
in the Dominion, are securing the Temple Theater, formerly
the largest vaudeville and stock company house of Hamilton.
Not long ago the Aliens secured the Regent Theater, one
of the large picture theaters of Ottawa, and thousands of
dollars are being spent in renovating and remodeling the
structure. The Flower Theater, Ottawa, was also secured
by Regal Films, Limited, about the same time.
It was only last December that Canadian film interests
were agreed that the moving picture business had been
shot to pieces by influences of the war, war taxes, elections,
Government bond issues, storms, conscription and other
details. It was generally felt that the adverse conditions
were only temporary, however, and the present situation
only proves that belief. There are, apparently, plenty of
purchasers for moving picture enterprises and the theaters
of many centres are turning them away nightly. Nearly
every theater in Toronto did a wonderful business during
the week of April 8. Every night at the Regent Theater,
for instance, people were lined up four and five deep for a
block waiting to see "Lest We Forget," starring Rita
Jolivet.
These are, apparently, thrilling days for Canadian exhibitors.

POPE AGAIN UNDER

ARREST.

Charles F. Pope, who on April 6 was arrested on a criminal
indictment and admitted to $2,000 bail, was taken into
custody again in the afternoon of the same day.
The indictment on which Pope was first arrested was
handed town by the Grand Jury of New York County and
charge^ Jarceny of $1,750 from the Trinity Trading Corporation, afirm engaged in exporting motion pictures to
Scandinavia. After the defendant had been released on
bond, Chester Beecroft, president of the Trinity Trading
Corporation, accompanied by Deputy Sheriff Murphy, again
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sought Pope at a hotel in West Forty-ninth street. This
time he caused his arrest on the execution of a civil judgment for about $1,800 and Pope was taken to Ludlow Street

jail.
Five

Porto Ricans Protest Against Film Tax
Per

Cent,

on Absolute
Value
Collected, but Under

of Pictures
Protest.

Is Being

THE end
the first
operationraised
of theby new
nue taxoflaws
findsmonth's
the question
the revefilm
exchanges in Porto Rico concerning the payment of
the 5 per cent, tax still unsettled. It may be necessary to
submit it to the Attorney General.
The new internal revenue law imposes a tax of 5 per cent.
on the value of all films made in Porto Rico or brought or
imported into the island. The film men protested that if
the government interpreted this as referring to the absolute
value of the film it would be not only unfair but ruinous to
them since they ordinarily leased pictures for short periods,
the value of which sometimes runs into many thousands of
dollars. They proposed that the tax be collected on the
leased price for Porto Rico. The treasurer, while not acceding to the proposal, was apparently willing to give it
his consideration.
Meanwhile the Revenue Bureau has gone ahead collecting
the tax, which is paid under protest. Since no shipping
invoice accompanies the films the Bureau appraises the
value and collects on a bond deposited by the importer.
The picture theaters are doing public work here as elsewhere. At present they are boosting public libraries. One
hundred and fifty visitors a day to a library located in a city
of 50,000 is in the opinion of the library board of the Carnegie Library so unsatisfactory that it has started a
publicity campaign to stimulate the growth of the library
habit among the people of the island. It has called on the
theaters to help by showing slides and the exhibitors have
readily agreed.

Christine Mayo
of advenE roles,MAYO,
CHRISTINturess
is one ofMetro's
the firstpopular
women player
of the stage
with
the right to wear the button of the Liberty Legion.
Miss Mayo is a confirmed seller of Liberty Bonds, and not
content to rest upon past laurels is working hard in the
present drive. At present she is devoting her energies to
the outlying districts, considering that the metropolitan section of New York is already well covered by
other workers. Even
though
is at present busyshe
in preparation
of Metro's all star production, "The House of
Mirth," which is being
directed by Albert Capellani, she sells bonds
after her work for the
dayPatriotic
is over. service i s
nothing
new Last
to Christine Mayo.
year
she did valuable work
in the
of recruiting andway
selling
Liberty
Bonds, making a tour
under Government auspices. Miss Mayo was
formally detailed to the
rec ruiting department
of the navy.
Arrange-to
ments were made
have a detachment of
enlisted men travel
with her to give all
necessary a i d . Christine Mayo is a New York girl. She was first trained as a
singer, but went on the stage after losing her singing voice.
Her first theatrical experience was in stock companies at
Scranton and Wilkes-Barre. She appeared in "Excuse Me"
and "Seven Keys to Baldpate."
Miss Mayo's motion picture experience has included three
Metro pictures previous to the present one — "The Spell of
the Yukon," "The Iron Woman" and "The Snowbird." She
played in "The Supreme Sacrifice," "A Mother's Confession,"
ing," 'Who's Your Neighbor?" "Raffles" and "The Life
Christine

Mayo.
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spicuous feature ia the presence of picture fans at each
performance persona who have paid not over 25 cents to
these players, and seem perfectly willing to pay $2 to hear
tlicni. I sat in front of a screen devotee who did not like

By Marion Howard

ROTHAPFLL was added to the roll of honorary members of the Film Club at its meeting on
Sunday evening, following a tribute paid him by the
club founder, Miss Marion H. Brazier, who has retired from
the presidency. She was presented with money and flowers
and made honorary president and chairman of the inspection
committee, whose duties are to see pictures, report on those
worth while, and recommend forthcoming releases. Her
successor is Mrs. J. Wentworth Brackett, a devotee of the
films. At this meeting a reception was planned for Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Drew, to be a brilliant affair at the Hotel
Brunswick on Tuesday, April 23. Mrs. Caroline B. Nichols,
founder of the Fadette Orchestra, was present and told of
the value of music as an accompaniment to the pictures.
She referred to the work of her players at the Boston
theater nine months ago when
it first became
a picture
house.
SAMUEL

* * *

"Wild inYouth"
was with
liked the
here
and animated
had a distinguishing
feature
connection
titles,
in allegorical
fashion, with none other than Ruth St. Denis and "Hubby"
Ted Shawn dancing with their pupils in riotous fashion.
Here we had the Blackton touch. What a splendid piece
of work James Cruze gives as the Chinaman, for he looked
the part to the life. Theodore Roberts lived up to his
reputation as an ideal brute — on the screen — making a
terrific contrast to little Huff in this picture. Jack Mulhall,
the cheerful; his romantic mother, Adele Farrington, one of
the screen beauties in that line of work, and all certainly
put over a fine bit of team work, a credit to the author, Sir
Gilbert Parker, and producers.
* * *
What a fine picture "The Cross Bearer" is, and how well
Montague Love plays the Cardinal. It is flawless and gave
much pleasure to crowded houses at the Park. A different
angle is here, on the invasion of Brussels, being less repellant than the average picture has shown. To those of us who
have visited Belgium and the Louvain cathedral it seemed
as if we were again on that sacred spot. Much credit is
due those who reproduced the interior and all else so well.
Much has been written about this picture, and I am glad to
add evident approval of all of it here, more especially the
scene with the Pope so reverently done.

* * *

Mrs. Ayer gave us a treat in "La Tosca," with our own
"Polly" Frederick, Frank Losee and other capable players.
Such atmosphere — every detail thoughtfully worked out
under Edward Jose. Playgoers everywhere are familiar with
the story and with "Jerry" Farrar's operatic version, but
here we get something more elaborate than stage limitations
furnish. Rather sombre ending for most fans 1 To relieve
the tension
on the
samethe evening
and
how wewedidhadlaugh
over
efforts "Naughty,
to transferNaughty,"
a bit of
Broadway to the small town with its prunes and prisms !
Weren't those women funny! Enid Bennett was the instigator, and she really got by, too. Many of us were willing
to bet that the wardrobe she displayed in this picture was
a part of her recent wedding outfit, for now she is Mrs. Fred
Niblo, and this is her first picture since the happy event.

* * *

Those who did not like to see Harold Lockwood's bare
feet in a previous picture had the bad taste removed in "The
Landloper," starting with Harold at Palm Beach sipping tea
with the fair sex and tossing a ten-dollar bill to a passing
tramp. This leads to a bet, whereby he masquerades as a
tramp and finds himself, through the influence of a little
child. He is made aware of life, its needs, and opportunities,
away from the idle rich, and so he busies himself and earns
a tidy bet made in the first reel. On a title we get this :
"He gropped!"
* * *
Not in many years has the Hub experienced such an "embar as ment ofriches" in the line of theatrical treats as at
this writing. We have three of the big screen plays —
"Hears of the World," "My Four Years in Germany," and
"Tarzan of the Apes," to say nothing of first runs of "Woman
and the Law," "The Blue Bird," and some recent Goldwyn
and Paramount releases. The Sidney Drews are making a
big hit with capacity houses and here for a run. A con-

the way De Witt Jennings spoke of Drew. "The idea of
that curtain
horrid man
a shrimp
During
the
call calling
speech dear
Mr. Mr.
DrewDrew
extolled
his 1"
wife,
and
convulsed the house when lie said that they had been called
Mi. and Mrs. Sapolio of the screen, presumably as a tribute
to the clean pictures they have given us. For the reception
to the Drews given by the Film Club several screen players
have been bidden, Arthur Ashley, Charlotte Greenwood, and
Alexandria Carlisle, who has at least one picture play to her
credit, "Creeping Tides." Miss McVey, understudy for her
sister, Mrs. Drew, and other players in their company are
invited.

* * *

"The Naulahka" has wonderful scenery and seems a
creditable adaptation from Kipling's story. Then, too, it is
well cast, with Tony Moreno, Warner (Hand. Mary Alden,
J. H. Gilmour and the dancer Doraldino. These are good
box office names to add to that of Kipling. Poor little
Helene Chadwick struggled with her part, and there was a
little moral in not trying to upset Far Eastern ideas by trying to introduce American ones, especially in the hospitals.
The planting of the lovers in India was consistent, the loyalty
of the hero to his native town deserved all that came his
way, and we liked the last picture — the railway train
silhouetted in action. Pathe
* *has * a "good seller" here.
"Sunshine Nan" furnished good entertainment, starting
in with the slums, and a lot of alley fighting which some
folks like. I have not read the book, "Calvary Alley," by
Alice Hegan Rice, so do not feel able to pass any comments
on the dramatization. Ann Pennington injected a lot of pep
and a bit of pathos, but the play lacks an appeal. Young
Barthelmess and John Hines furnish good contrasts as to
types, and, of course, the happy ending strikes a chord.
Quite
is "Little
Miss This
No-Account,"
Leslie in
as contrast
the youthful
heroine.
is a fairly with
good Gladys
story,
well done by the Vitagraph players, including Eulalie Jensen,
Frank O'Connor and little Stephen Carr, a prototype of
Bobby Connelly. Speaking of that chap, did you see the two
last of the Drew comedies, "Gas Logic" and "A Youthful
Affair"? Well, Mr. and Mrs. D. must take a back seat
right here, for Bobby made a big hit. These pictures get a
hand at all the theaters where shown.

* * *

Normand,
once called
"Keystone
Mabel"herbecause
of Mabel
her success
in slapstick
comedies,
has shown
public
that she can do better work as illustrated in "The Floor
Below," which so many liked. I did not see her first Goldwyn
picture. A man said he thought the title ought to have
been "All Over the Place," as the floor below was a mere
stopping place, compared with the other floors, etc.

* * *

"The Shuttle" turns out to be a melodrama, with some
good moments and new situations. Constance Talmadge,
as the live-wire American girl whose sister has married a
brute for his title, puts the play over well. Helen Dunbar,
so long with Metro, adds dignity to it.

* * *

"Amarilly" in the hands
other than a well-directed
to work with, so far as the
as the star. Somehow, we
stuff.

of Marshall Neilan could not be
picture, and he had good material
players went, with Mary Pickford
did not care for this hodge-podge

* * *

What abutsplendid
"Thetime.
Coward"
Triangle
seen forpicture
the first
It is
here we get Charles Ray as a slacker and a
of war (at the outset), but game later on.
Southerner is great.
Splendid ending and
at any time.
* * *

is — yes, too,
an for
old
timely,
coward, in time
Keenan as the
highly patriotic

I saw two good Metro pictures recently at the Park,
"Breakers Ahead" and "Social Hypocrites," featuring Viola
Dana and May Allison respectively. The first has quite a
bit of pathos, a story of the sea, a motherless child, the
victim of village gossips, but sheltered by a real woman.
Right here why did they not cast a younger man as the son
of Mabel Van Buren and as the lover of little Dana?
The other play had some cast, in Frank Currier, Joseph
Kilgour, Henry Kolker, Stella Hammerstein and Ida Darling.
Good card playing scenes, and pretentious settings, with
scenario by Albert Capellani and June Mathis, a perfectly
safe picture to boom, and good to see more than once, for
the detail work and the stir it gives all through.
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Pictures for the Schools
Interest Manifested by Educationalists in Our Recent Article
on the Subject.
IT IS with pleasure that the Educator finds that the recent article entitled "Educational Conventions and Moving Pictures" is drawing comments from educationalists
in many parts of the country. This is gratifying and only
good can result, with, no doubt, an increased interest in the
use of pictures for educational purposes. It is absolutely impossible to publish either the criticisms or favorable comments together with many good points in the letters received. We have before us now, however, one from a western college which affords some points worthy of attention.
The writer of this letter does not wish "to rush into print,"
neither is he anxious for his name to appear, he desires especially to seek to establish a basis for practical educational
pictures in agreement with us.
Beginning with the opinion that the term "Educational"
is too generally applied to moving pictures, and that "much
of the stuff that is called Educational is so named merely
as a camouflage." We must here very candidly say that our
correspondent is very wide of the mark; in the world of
moving pictures we differentiate between the educational
powers of moving pictures in general, and the educational
picture in particular; therefore when an exhibitor uses the
word "Educational," it ought surely be within the power
of every intelligent person to know just how the term is
applied. Referring to our statement that the Moving Picture World publishes lists of educational films, our correspondent writes.
mentioned
that there
a published Now
list
of "You
thousands
of pictures
classedis asnowEducationals.
I do not doubt the fact that such a list is published,
but my doubts do begin with the word Educational.
Your suggestion that some means should be found
whereby school people could be informed of such a
list, is truly laudable. Why not suggest to the publishers of such a list that they have a number of
reputable educators inspect and review the film with
recommendations as to use with accompanying synopses and explanatory remarks. I believe that educational periodicals will fall in line, and give the
movies a boost while they are contributing something
useful to the school men in general." ■
We are glad that our correspondent does not doubt our
word that such an educational list exists, this is equal to a
confession that the writer is in ignorance of this list; unfortunately and unpardonably he is one of many thousands
of educationalists who do not know of this list. The very
object of the present propaganda in the educational department of the Moving Picture World is to come in touch with
these thousands of school men and let them know what
educational powers are awaiting them in the realm of educational pictures; further, it is a regrettable fact that
through the lack of knowledge of these things, hundreds of
thousands of school children are deprived of the great help
to be derived from these hundreds of valuable and — in
schools — little used films. It seems necessary, therefore, for
us to repeat that the Moving Picture World is the publisher
of this list, and, that a reputable and competent staff have
already passed upon them and that no picture is listed that
does not fill its appointed purpose.
We cannot fail to notice that our correspondent says,
"School men are rather reluctant to get very much excited
over anything until it has become quite a common practice,
hence we are sowing seed each year." Of this we are fully
aware, one school authority once wrote us that "he could
not encourage moving pictures educationally until they synchronized with a talking machine." in turn we could not
help suggesting to him that it would be equally wise to ad-

vise boys not to go into the water until they had learned to
swim. But we are glad to add that our correspondent is optimistic, he is evidently a picture "fan" for he says of the
"seed sowing" that while some falls upon stony ground or
among thorns, other falls upon good ground; he further
expresses the most welcome opinion that "within the next
few years we will have moving pictures firmly established in
the schools of the state."
This is the sort of information we are looking for and
which we are out to encourage and help, we too are desirous of getting "the producers and schools together." We
cannot help referring our readers to the experience of a
school principal as given in a recent issue in which he said
that the lists published by the Moving Picture World were
his greatest helps and that he could not do without them;
we only desire that his experience may be that of thousands
of others; help us to prove that the moving picture is in deed
as in word an Educator, and that it has a specific educational
purpose to fill, and further, that it does not enter into its
rightful place, until it is as much a part of a school equipment as the school library.
Struggling Through to Success..
Strange though it may seem, although the way is ready
and the equipment at hand, the general use of the moving
picture in the schools is only secured after a struggle.
Minor difficulties are allowed to seem as though greater
than the production of pictures themselves, the purchase of
a projection machine is made a greater problem than the
making of one. The opinion of a board of trustees is made
of more importance than the needs of a school full of children. Trained with text books in their hands, many teachers cannot broaden themselves to the use of pictures because they are not condensed into the compass of a cut and
dried plan, or included in a prescribed and well planned
curriculum. When ultimately a school is equipped in nine
cases out of ten it is because some enterprising principal
has shouldered the burden and struggled through with it.
This is written from the actual experience of many men, and
is not the imagination of the writer; it is astonishing how
few school authorities are really acquainted with the good
and great side of the moving picture, to many of them their
sole knowledge of the value of pictures is the picture house
with its flaming posters, and they think that pictures in the
schools means to transfer a picture house to the school
auditorium.
Several communications have been received by the Educator in which the opinion is expressed that the pictures and
the schools must be "kept separate." How to combat this
flagrant error is a great problem, we are going to try it with
all our powers. It seems a terrible thing to have to think
that it is necessary to imagine the publication of series of
testimonials after the manner of a quack nostrum, yet so
main- arc waiting for the other fellow's experience.
Some time ago we published an article. "Educating the
Educators." It begins to look as if the re-publication of that
article in pamphlet form might be a good thing. What is
the trouble? Our educators are all splendid men, a finer
body of men could not possibly get together than those assembled at Atlantic City for the recent convention; they are
all anxious for the best for their schools; the answer seems
to lie in the fact that they are not yet familiar with the
value of moving pictures, as we who are on the inside are.
We must, therefore, be charitable and do all we can to let
them know that which we are privileged to know through
the more favored positions we enjoy, rather than through
any superiority we possess: for the present we know of no
better motto than "Carry On!"
"Carry On!"
Our Greatest Optimist Experience and Enthusiasm Make a
Prophet.
As a result of reading in this paper of the success of the
moving picture campaign conducted in Mingo, Ohio, several
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have written of their determination to make some definite
move in the same direction. So elated is the projector of the
Mingo success that he writes ^ that the time is coming in
his opinion when the educational pictures will be one-half
Of the moving picture business. Next to war (he Says) we
Spend most of our public money
on education, and predicts
that Hist as now there are great firms of school text bi
publishers, so in like manner there will he large producers
oi films for purely school purposes. Our correspondent's
optimism is delightful, the hot thing about it is the fact that
it is catching and not only are other scholastic institutions
seeking for that information which shall secure for them a
similar measure oi success, hut other journals and magazines
asking for particulars so that they, too, may encourage
that which has proved so valuable in large rural community
centers. Writing strictly up to date our ambitious friend
says :
"By the way, last night we showed the government picture
of (.'amp Sherman entitled 'The Remaking of a Nation' to 600
farmers, taking in a good round sum of money and proving
that we gave one hundred per cent, of value in educational
results." This is up-to-dateness in every respect and is the
one way to command success. With regard to cheering predictions concerning the future, there is no doubt that here
Isewhere, the war is having a most pronounced effect
upon the educational value and power of the pictures in that
the war scenes are sought for in a way that baffles the power
to meet the calls for them. The Libe'rty Loan, the Red Cross,
the Four Minute propaganda owe a large percentage of their
success to the educational uses of the picture, and the President of the United States has been the first to acknowledge
this value. Under these circumstances it seems impossible
to be too optimistic or to make unseemly prophecies; these
are days of conspicuous educational progress and the picture machine is in the lead.

Italian War Pictures
Scenes

in

the Engagement
from
the Adige
River
to the
Brenta Presents Interesting Details.
THE
fourth instalment of the Official Italian War
Pictures shown at the Rivoli theater includes scenes
in the mountains of Italy during the engagement from
the Adige River to the Brenta. One of the first things that
attracts attention is the splendid condition of some of the
roads leading into the mountains, and over which we see the
troops, supplies and big guns being transported. Again we
see pictured the transportation of cannon to the Italian
position by man power when the tractor fails to work, and
also the constant passage of motorcycle dispatch bearers.
The covering over of all signs of activity with huge branches
of trees when the approach of an Austrian aeroplane is
heralded, and the rapid removal of the camouflage when the
danger has passed, is also of interest. The advance into
action of the Italian cavalry, the setting of a concrete base
for a big gun, and the bombardment with officers watching
with field glasses the effect of the havoc wrought in the
lines of the enemies are among the closing .scenes of this
instalment.

Newman's Next is "Tidbits of Travel"

Educational

Films
Corporation
to Release
Entertaining
Scenes of Native Life in the Philippines,
China and Japan.
THE next Newman release to be made by the Educational
Films
Corporation
is "Tidbits
of Travel," a reel of
unusual and entertaining scenes of native life in the
Philippines, China and Japan.
E. M. Newman, responsible for the interesting travel
pictures issued by the Educational Films Corporation of
America, and which are being shown regularly at the Rivoli
theater, was one of the party that accompanied Theodore
Roosevelt on his famous African expedition some years ago.
Mr. Newman, who is a man of remarkable strength and
physique, was the only member of the company who did not
succumb to illness while on the trip.

Good Combination of Subjects
Universal Piles Up Stock of Interesting Material for Use in
Future Issues of Screen Magazine.
THE 70th and 71st issues of the Universal Screen Magazine for release
respectively on May
11 and 18 will
be found
unusually
interesting.
No. 70 contains,
in
addition
to such
subjects
as "A Day
with
Our
Future
Admirals," and "Bread Making As They Did It a Thousand
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Nr.us
\ro," ;, subject which the children especially will
like "Ilumpty Dumpty Circus Appears in Never-Ncver
Town." This incorporates the dream of a child who wanted
t,. jo to a circus, Inn could not because
he had the mumps.
liie performers in the Humpty-Dumpty circus are dolls and
animals, which are comically
realistic in action.
The 71st issue contains splendid illustrations of the strawberry industry, and the rubber shoe industry, as well as
some delightful scenes photographed at a chow dog kennel,
and considerable footage of a patriotic nature, in which
Colonel Roosevelt is interviewed. Views also of our soldiers
at one of the camps training for the trenches, and also in
parade, are shown, and Willie Hopkins displays the
patriotic spirit in an animated clay illustration of "The Iron
Ring," which may be bent but cannot be broken.

Interesting Educationals
Three

Travel

Subjects,

Reviewed

Two
Topical,
and Two
Subjects.
by Margaret I. MacDonald.

Zoological

"Picturesque Wales" (Pathe).
SPLENDID scenic number, showing the town of
Llangollen, with its fourteenth century bridge, quaint
houses and the Abbey of Via Crucia. The canals and
pastoral surroundings are also very attractive. This comprises ahalf-reel, the scenes all being in colors. Glimpses
of the simple fashions worn by the natives make a good
feature.
A

"Picture Spots in England" (Pathe).
A half-reel of tinted scenic views, taken in various parts
of England. The first scenes are in Worcester county, in
and about the town of Doitwich, famous for its brine springs.
Gardens, picturesque cottages and parks are shown. Some
of the latter views are taken along a rugged strip of coast
near the Irish Sea.
"Silent Wonderlands of the West" (Educational).
The second instalment of "The Silent Wonderlands of
the West" opens with morning in the hills, after which
the picture takes us to the banks of the Gunnison River,
famed for its splendid trout fishing. Chipeta Falls, Billboard
Rock and the Royal Gorge, which is the gateway to the
Canyon of Arkansas, follow next. The cameraman focusing
his camera from a lofty position gives us a view of a halfmile stretch down into the canyon. Then there is also shown
Skyline Drive near canyon city and some views in Big
Thompson
Canyon in Rocky Mountain Park.
"Horse Training by Experts" (Paramount-Bray).
The 116th issue of the Pictograph contains some good
scenes on the training of horses for the mounted police force
of New York City. It shows how horses brought from the
western plains are trained to perform remarkably intelligent
feats. To accomplish the many hazardous duties that fall
to the lot of a mounted policeman, his horse must be
schooled to do his bit. He must be able to pick his way
without guidance through a crowded street while his rider
is snatching at the reins of a runaway horse. Or he must
fearlessly charge at an angry mob of men should the occasion warrant. Then again, while his master is dismounted,
he must stand still even though surrounded by all sorts of
uncanny noises. The picture illustrates how these noble
animals are taught to respond to the touch and voice of a
master.
"Training Russian Wolf Hounds" (Universal).
In the 69th issue of the Screen Magazine will be found
some entertaining scenes photographed at the farms of John
L. Kuser. Some fine specimens of Russian Wolf Hounds,
both young and old, are exhibited in the picture, and also
the methods used in training them for the hunt. Some of
the stunts performed by the dogs are tremendously interesting, especially that of a daredevil puppy who mounts a
ladder set up for the purpose and leaps from the top to the
ground, which is a considerable distance.
"Chameleons
of the Sea" (Paramount-Bray).
Under the direction of Dr. R. A. Spaeth. Professor of
Biology at Yale University, the Bray Studios, Inc., have
produced some truly remarkable subjects, many of them
heretofore considered impossible of accomplishment. In
the 116th release one of the wonders of nature, the change
of color in fish, is graphically illustrated. So-called ground
fish — fish that live on the ocean's bottom, such as flounders —
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are able to change their color instantly to conform with the
tone of the ground they are on. This transformation is
provided by nature as protection against the sharp eyes of
their enemies, and so perfectly do they conform with the
bottom that they are almost invisible. When over white
sand they are practically white; when over dark they are
dark, and when over a vari-colored bottom they assume a
mottled color, surprisingly like a scattered handful of black
and white pebbles.
Under the microscope the ebb and flow of the pigment
as the fish is transferred from a white to a dark and then
a mottled surface presents a startling spectacle and one
that will give a new understanding of the wonders of nature.
"Night Animals"
(Educational).
An attractive and also instructive number of the Ditmars
series of nature studies is "Night Animals," which deals with
the opossum, the pigmy opossum, the pigmy ant eater, and
the sloth. Splendid closeups of these animals are shown,
and we are made acquainted with important facts concerning
them. The opossum found in the Eastern United States is
a stupid animal which when frightened starts clumsily to
climb and is easily caught. The pigmy opossum is a native
of tropical America and has a prehensile tail and feet like
the hands of a monkey. It prowls at night in search of fruit,
and is a peculiar looking little animal with bulging eyes.
The pigmy ant eater of South America is not pleasing in
appearance in spite of the fact that it has a thick coat of
silky hair. It also has a prehensile tail which it uses skilfully in conjunction with its feet. Its tongue is long and
narrow and well adapted to the task of gathering ants. The
sloth, which is introduced to us as the strangest of mammals, appears to have little interest in life save that of
lounging in its basket. It takes advantage of an opportunity
for food in a lazy manner, and its appearance would lead
one to suppose that it once belonged to the reptile family.
This number is intensely interesting and should be welcomed
by educators.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
An educational number exhibited at the Strand theater
during the week of April 7 is entitled "Strange Fishermen
of Russia." This picture, which can be had from the Educational Films Corporation of America, has been commented
on in these columns before and is of unusual interest. The
fishing port at which the scenes were photographed is a
village on the Kur River. The picture shows the unloading
of sturgeon, carp and bream and later the entire population
of the village at work preparing the fish for the market.
There is much of interest in this picture.

* * *

The Gaumont Graphic No. 3, which was released April 12,
contains interesting material, including a glimpse at a maple
sugar bush in Vermont with the sap dripping from freshly
tapped trees, smelt fishing on the Columbia River, American
troops arriving on the Aisne front, burning oil to try to save
the Oregon fruit crop, and other subjects of patriotic and
otherwise current interest.
BESSIE LOVE IS HONORED.
Bessie Love, the young Pathe screen star, recently was
decorated for "meritorious service" by Motley H. Flint.
chairman of the National War Savings Committee of Los
Angeles. This high honor has been conferred on but three
other citizens of that city, and Miss Love consequently is receiving many congratulatory letters and telegrams.
The decoration of Miss Love followed her vigorous campaign throughout Los Angeles in the interest of the sales of
United States War Savings stamps. It is estimated that she
brought more than $10,000 to the government through her
eloquent appeals. She made a whirlwind campaign in her
automobile.
JULIAN BACK IN LOS ANGELES.
After an absence of several weeks in New York, where he
supervised in person the presentation at the Broadway theater of his master production, "The Kaiser, the Beast of
Berlin," Rupert Julian has returned to Universal City, and
has begun work on a detective drama, in which he and
Ruth Clifford will be starred.
CINEMA CAMERA CLUB IN NEW QUARTERS.
The Cinema Camera Club announces that it has moved
its headquarters to the sixteenth floor of the Candler building, 220 West 42d street, New York. Its telephone number
is unchanged — Bryant 6558.
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Smith to Distribute War Pictures
WITH the ceived
greatly
of negativesentbeing
refrom the increased
large forcesupply
of cameramen
abroad
by the United States, the organization of the Division
of Films is being rapidly expanded by Charles S. Hart, its
director. An announcement is made of the appointment of
G. A. Smith as Manager of Distribution, to arrange for the
widespread handling of
the official war pictures
of this country. For
more than three years
Mr. Smith has been
connected with Pathe
in executive positions.
A short time ago he
w a s appointed assistant director general oi
productions, from
which position he resigned to accept the
vision of Films.
appointment
to the DiMr. Hart is building
up an organization of
practical motion picture men, another addition to his staff bei n g H. C. Hoagland,
formerly general manager of Selig and more
recently head o f
Pathe's scenario deMr. Smith has had
partment.
thorough experience in
handling war films,
having managed the
s u c c essful campaigns
of Official Government
G. A. Smith.
Pictures, Inc., which
controls the British
War Pictures. For eight years before entering the motion
picture business Mr. Smith was a newspaper man in New
York. He entered the service of Pathe in 1915 as serial
manager, and in that department handled the advertising
campaigns on fifteen serials. He is a man of experience in
the important angles of the motion picture business, production, distribution and executive work. Extensive plans for
the distribution of official pictures of the great war have
been mapped
out by rapidly.
Mr. Hart, and the work of the department is progressing
GEN. PERSHING

THANKS

UNIVERSAL

FOR ALBUM.

The Universal Film Manufacturing Company has just received a letter from General John J. Pershing, commander
in chief of the American Expeditionary Forces in France,
acknowledging the Pershing Album. President Wilson and
all the members of his cabinet placed their autographs
beneath the sentiments contained in the gold-mounted book,
which was much appreciated by General Pershing as the
following excerpt from his reply bears witness.
"The receipt of the war album has touched me very
deeply," writes the General. "The letter of cheer contained
in the album will prove a great inspiration to the American
Army in France, and it is my greatest desire that we may
prove ourselves worthy of the love and confidence of our
people at home as expressed therein. The album is indeed
a handsome souvenir and will remain in my family as a
priceless memento for all time. Many, many thanks."
HART

AND

DAVIDSON

IN

WORLD

PICTURES.

Two well-known members of the acting profession are included in the cast of "The Judge," a forthcoming World Picture starring June Elvidge, in the persons of Albert Hart and
Dore Davidson.
Mr. Hart, a former comic opera basso, commenced his
career with Augustin Daly. Among the comic opera and
musical comedy successes he appeared in were "The Wild
Rose," "Queen's Mate" and a hundred other successes. Mr.
Hart has been playing character parts with World Pictures
for some time.
Dore Davidson is equally familiar with the acting profession and playwriting. He has written a number of plays
and sketches that were numbered among Broadway successes.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

e|1

by EPES WINTHROP
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McCormick
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a
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"The music is a ceremony
of The Siren of The Nile,

cicowu&/i|\

and during the course of the week became associated with the play.
These are all three nines. It was not desired to lay undue emphasis
upon the advanced prices charged for this production, yet it was necessary to call attention to the advance, so these advertisements read
in order :
father's jewels

It cost Caesar an empire to see Cleopatra.
It will cost you, etc.
Anthony gave up Rome to see Cleopatra.
You will only have to give up, etc.
In each case the humor of the announcement lifts the curse from
the raise in prices even while it gives emphasis to the idea. And
note that "fifteen or twenty-five cents." It is more elegant than "and"
and means just what it says. "Admission 10 and 15c" strictly means
that admission is twenty-five cents.
The Sunday advertisements are good even for McCormick, and more
is expected of him than would be asked of almost anyone else. The
one on the left is five columns wide and the other four. Both trust
more to the illustration than to type argument, for the picture is a
spectacle and lends itself well to the spectacular treatment. Everyone
knows of Cleopatra. It is necessary only to name the play and then
give a hint of its gorgeousness. About half of the daily advertisements
are also pictorial, but not all. Some of them ran very free verse
along these lines :

To them, however,
and others she
proclaims open house each day
this week
(except Tuesday),
beginning at 11 o'clock preceding
the midday.
Cleopatra expressed regrets that
she would be unable to appear
Tuesday for the reason that
Heatless Days were unknown in
Egypt during her reign and she
came unprepared for this
emergency.
She likewise
ordered
a Tablet
made
bearing the following inscription :

worthy

possessing sensuous delights of
moonlit nights idyllic charms to
lure Venus
from her Star-Crowm d
Throno
and tho Passions
and
Pageants of Egypt
were never
before
expressed
in such regal
manner."
To Max Well she
bestowed the Order of the Sacred
Scarab.
She was, however,
surprised
to learn that
while Antony
gave u|> Rome,
Caesar a
Throne and Pharon the Family
Jewell to
see her that Indianapolis only had to give
up 15c or 25c in the mornings and
afternoons, or 15c, 25c or 35c at night.
There
are several
of these styles of advertisements,
run with a
striking cut, but the Puritans
got after Cleo (after they had had
their own good look Monday)
and appealed to the Mayor, as is evidenced by a press clipping.
The Mayor ordered
four cuts made
in
the film, and the next morning Cleo came out with this comment :

\ f.

Her Sirenic Majesty,
Cleopatra,
commands her Imperial
Cryptographer to herald her
delight at the great number of
friends and reincarnated admirers
who called at the Shrine of the
Silent Art yesterday to see her and
express sorrow for those who
unfortunately
could not get within
a Pyramid's length of the Temple.

•

•>_:>, •■■•■ -"■'. vji?- •> ^.-> -^ ■>» •> •> -^ -^

Lady.

Pharon, heir to Egypt's throne, gave up his
to see Cleopatra.
You get off easier.
15c or 25c In the mornings or afternoons.
15c, 25c or 35c at night.

■■■■■''

■

_■_-■■'

IfoCORMICK, of the Circle, Indianapolis, sends In his
SUAKKKTT
campaign on Cleopatra. There are too many advertlsmenU to be
reproduced here ; we can give only a hint of the good stuff, but we
give a few cuts that will hint at the display. The first example shows
the stuff run before the opening. Note that all three have the same
style of border. This style of border is used throughout the campaign
for the smaller advertisements, for which reason a regular border
was not used, but one fabricated from the squares used for color work
It is simple and distinctive,
in one of the A. T. F. series, we think.

THCOA.O/lfi/l

SARGENT

"Well,"
remarked
Cleopatra
this morning
as she emerged
from under the anesthetic of her operation and glanced at the
Pink Teddy
Bear that had just been delivered in a Ford by
a grinning Ethiopian,
"Human nature hasn't changed very much in the two thousand years that I've been dead. Back there in the days when
Lotus Buds bloomed in my back yard, in the spot where some
bespectacled Egyptologist is now digging around looking for
the true history of my life,
A green-eyed Jane got sore just because of my perfect 36
and knocked me. And ever since I've had a bad reputation
and been accused of playing the leading role in the great
domestic drama,
'Why Men
Leave Home.'
"Now," she continued, giving the string of her new R & G
a jerk, "take that little incident where I camouflaged Caesar.
To me that was the most brilliant coup in my entire femimilitary career.
"Ouch !" she grimaced
in pain as the scissors fell on the
Antony episode.
"Now
I can fully realize what
Shakespeare
meant
when
he said 'That was the most
unkindest
cut of
Evidently the last paragraph
not say a very great deal, but

gave rise to this two fours that does
leaves much to the imagination. There

all.'"

oJaatKa
i>f'V o
4fiiMM*tomF\
is not any direct argument to such an advertisement, but it is a clever
capitalization of the excitement of the moment, and one line that
hooks up with a local flurry is worth a column that doesn't.
Just two more lines and we are done, though the film will be running for some time yet, and this all live material for those who have
not used it. One runs
Absence
makes
the heart grow
fonder.
Cleopatra
has been dead for nearly two thousand
years ;
But she came back strong.
Ask the neighbors who got in yesterday — ■
Also those who could not get in.
The last two lines are set in smaller type than the first three, but
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8tlU large enough to be easily read. For the Friday advertisement
the message ran "Back to the Pyramids after tomorrow. Better try
to get in tonight."
As we have said before, it would pay feature people to let McCormick have first crack at their stuff in order to get a press book that
is practical and not merely junk. It seems funny to read his thirtyfive cent "top" for Cleopatra and remember that it was not so long
ago that he fairly had to threaten
Denver
exhibitors
to make
them

■
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says it made a lot of talk, including the talk some wives gave their
husbands after they got home for looking longer at the ushers than
they did at the show. There are only four girls in the cut because
Ruff knew that if he put all ten in line it would make them too
wide a cut to rise very high in the column, and that if he grouped
them, the costumes would not show with proper detail.
That's where

J

THEDA BARA

f CLEOPATRA
ALL THIS WEEK
■"

Doors

Open

11:00

a.

m.

As

Shakespeare
Says:
"That Was the Most
Unklndest
Cut

^Circle
bs
■

m

of All."

■

m

m

m

m

m

m

■■
■ ■

shove the price from five to ten cents ; in fact, he had to change
from newspaper work to manager to show them how, but he certainly
did give them an object lesson before his abilities gained him recognition in a wider field.
More power to him.

Ruff Stuff.

the real press agent shows.
He plans his cuts so they will rise high,
but not too high in the column, and he plans his pose to get the best

Lately we showed some samples of Ralph Ruffner's work in Portland,
but these were before he got his artist trained.
This week we are

MARK TWAIN'S IMMORTAL
IN PICTURES AT LAST

BOY HERO

For an Hour and a Half Be a Kid One*.
More TOMOROW at the

COLUMBIA
going i" take moi paci and show him In ii is normal form, but Ruff's
normal form is like a thermometer on a hot morning — constantly
ascending. One of the best things Ruff has done in n long time was
for Tom
Sawyer.
This was put out around
Christmas time, which
explains the legend on the bandage. Note the "one of the 5.000 feet"
just below the eut. The advertisement made a lot of talk, and talk,
of course, makes business. It was a little thing, in 8 way, but it
takes a lot of thought anil a natural aptitude to think up such "little"
things in a way to make
then
It is sale to say that this
is easily the, best advertisement for Tom Sawyer that was put out.
It is right In the atmosphere of the story. It ,\v Tom Sawyer. In this
•connection we show how the lobby display for the same subject, in which
it will be noted that the idea Of the toe is used again to hook up
with the newspaper display. They played to a run of eight days straight
to tremendous
business;
and eight days in B town the si/.e of Portland
is a record to be proud of.
Just by way of diversion.
Huff got an idea for advertising
Sadie
McAllister In rants by putting his girl ushers in trouserettes,
Ruff

effect, and he does it almost unconsciously. These outfits cost the
house $2.26 each. There were ten of them, so the total cost was $22.50.
The newspaper CUt alone was worth more than that to boom a four<1.>\ showing, but the newspaper work was merely incidental to the
real purpose of the costumes, which brought to all the patrons of the
house tor seven days before the showing the fact that Pants was
coming. He had all of the regular patrons talking, he had a lot of
strangers coming in to see the girls in their unusual costumes, who
probably came again to see the play, and he got a lot of talk from
people who did not come, perhaps, but who have the house more solidly
remembered than ever before, and all for a cost of $22.50. It is not
what advertising oostaj it is what it brings in that counts, and generally the inexpensive advertisement — the one that doesn't cost anything but a superior quality of brains — is better than pages of newspaper space. Ruff believes in telling all he has. He doesn't fall all
over himself yelling about the feature and forget utterly that he has
a first-class comedy. He tells about the comedy, too. For Fatty Out
West
he has a most impossible
looking animal,
looking like a cross
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between
■ cow
and a dropsical
At the side ho uses this verse:

mule,

with

via freight he landtdi
On the desert st landed,
With
his pants all full of
An Injun chased him,
A rabbit raced him —
C.et the rest for lit) cents.
Its

better

poetry

than

Georgo

Editor

writes,
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Wonderful'

rhymes ami the business-like touch at the end is sharply pointed.
We
didn't know
it was in Kurt to be a regular poeter.
And not only does

COLOMBIA
Try to Get In
For France
he play up Arbuckle comedies, but he plays his fillers, too.
In Arms, a Sunday filler, he took a special two twelves— twenty-four

WUOWAt IT?
W»Hon»l

PloUW

»l6TB,,0

A Clia-au HliaV »il P. A lie

NOW

PLAYINC-

Vi

COLUMBIA

Was
SO Btupld
as to overload
bl |.n..
Ill all tin
known
do not
recall to a Hayllllgll
adv. Hi . no-nt.
than thatbin it »■'would
he hard
of a "■ttlffad"
man,
Booming

vents.

Nalvre » children photographed '" th«u' nativa baunU by
the i!ltr*io| eya of lha motion-ptetura camera Bird and
animal Ufa )u»t »» the fraalor «ndowad thrm Pauie a
rootnant in your mad rush through lift and *<•<■ how goe«
th« world. A rare acraan contribution by Wen I. Kirilej.
Naiaraliat of lb* Orojon Kt*h and Cane Commiaaloa.
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column-inches — for a filler, one out of the ordinary, it is true, but
a filler none the less. It is a fine example of the use of white space,
but we have a better one to show in a moment. For that matter, the
advertisement for the Finlcy Nature-pictures is good enough to he
cited for white space. This is the lower three and a half inches of
a three seventeens. It is a local production, and, of course, attracts
special interest, but even at that, we imagine that there are few
Oregon houses handling the film that have the good sense to boom
the pictures.
Ruff has taken two of his old slogans and applied them to his
new charges. The Liberty invariably carries the "Go !" and the
Columbia the "Try to get in" that Ruff used to such good effect for
his old house in Spokane. That they have sunk in is amply proven by
the fact that Reynolds, the chief cartoonist of the Oregonian, used it
lately as the caption for one of his front-page cartoons. It is something more than a slogan and has become a part of the local language.
Also, as a part of the system. Ruff used some of his Iggleteewiggletees
for the Columbia heading. They were always working on the unsteady
1' with some such line as "We're working on U," "WTe'll get U yet,"
"We'll get U in line." Now he has them in line he does not have to
use them, but those Iggles are all right (except the way they spell
their names) and should be made more of.
For some reason Ruff says that this copy made a lot more talk
than might be supposed :
YOU
KNOW
how you stick around home just waitin' for the
RIGHT KIND of a picture to make its appearance in town.
This is it. Put the cat out and
come down.
The number of persons who then and later spoke of having put out
the cat before they came down to the show proved that the line sunk
in for some reason.
It doesn't sound very brilliant, but it brought the
bacon".
This last example was used for Triangle's The Argument, but a
better title has been supplied. It is five sevens, and though it runs
in a lower corner of the page, it takes the entire attention for the
page.
It is a good example of open-space work, but then Ruff never
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A.I.I this to your Collection Of t-iinl. •.-, Hail ll.nold
B, l-'ranklln,
oi Shaa'i Hippodrome,
Buffalo, N. v.. lendi it la.
Bill Hart kissing
t girl Is a far more unu tial figure, than 1*111 pulling a pair of guns,
and will attract more ati. in Ion, we think. In this
cut Mr Franklin uses a
slightly heavier border than
usual,
though
none
too
lie.i\\
lor the si/.. 111 i liihe
takes,
and
by
h r .- a k 1 n k
the
tableau
through
the hordi r he gels
a departure from the monotonoui
regularity of the
usual enclosed
space.
Hut
there le one thing about the
Hippodrome adv. rtisi mi ate
that is just as much of a
trademark as that hardworking orchestra that is
always shown at the bottom
of the space. We have
never seen a Franklin-built
advertisement that was not
as neat and as attractive
as the handsome house itself. You never see a Hippodrome advertisement that
suggests that eight dollars
is being spent to hold nineteen dollars worth of type. It is all clean-cut, elegant,
of a type to appeal to the higher grade of patronage — and
appeals with equal force to the gallery patrons, as well.
ten-cent patron will stand for more black type, but that docs not mean
that he will not be more strongly attracted by a better-looking advertisement. Of course not all exhibitors can afford to pay for special
drawings and special cuts from those drawings. Some of them have
to skimp a little in order to pay for the space alone, but if they can
only afford type-set advertisements they can at least keep them open
and clean, and an all-type should work as well as a drawing if it is
well set. Mr. Franklin also sends a photo of a patriotic drop used on
Washington's Birthday to boom the W. S. S. It was shown with the
legend :
Washington stopped at nothing to achieve Victory.
War Savings Stamps mean Victory and Prosperity.
The Government needs unlimited capital to supply the needs
of her fighters and it is up to her stay-at-homes to lend even
their quarters to help out.
War Savings Stamps are miniature
Government bonds.
Buy ! Buy ! Buy !
Of course
few houses
have
a scenic artist as a member
of the
staff and cannot make these elaborate productions,
but they can use
lantern slides on the picture sheet.
The Hip's production was given
6%
inches across three columns
in the evening
papers,
and it was
pure reading.
Probably
Mr. Franklin
did not consider
this when
he
prepared the display, but he is too alert a manager to overlook the
opportunity once it presented itself.
Encouraging.
We are glad to see the interest with which "The Son of Democracy"
has been taken up by exhibitors. The Parkway, Baltimore, gave a
special showing at one of the leading hotels to invited guests, and
Walter H. Brooks, of the Y. M. C. A. Auditorium, Coatesville, Pa., not
only gave a special showing with Rose Tapley to talk to the educationalists, but got out a special booklet. Special showings seem to be
general. This is a healthful sign, for it shows that perhaps exhibitors
are coming to realize that it is not always the five-reel feature that
brings the most money or does the house the greater good. Did YOU
ever try to find out how many come to your own house to see the
scenics or the news weekly? Would it surprise you to find that some
did?
Get ready to be surprised, and then rubber around and find out.
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Egoist, tyrant
madman —
William
of Hohenzollern.
The greatest crime in all history
Was perpetrated that ONE man
Might find for HIMSELF
A place in the sun.
Blinded

NOTICE.
Owing to Illness, Mr. Sargent will be unable to reply to any
inquiries whether a return envelope accompanies the questions
or not. No exceptions to this rule can be made, perhaps, for
several months.

By the Gods,
There flashed forth in the mind
A fatuity,
Of
this one man a madness,

Leaders.
HODES, of the Universal press department, is lost in amazement to discover that the leaders of "The Kaiser, the Beast of
Berlin" make pretty fair vers libre when run with a couple of
transpositions and a half dozen changes in the tenses of the words. As
a matter of fact the leaders do make a running comment on the story
that gives some idea of the story, but their, chief interest lies in their
smoothness and appeal to the ear. Not alone as a curiosity, but as a
study in leader writing they are offered here for the benefit of the
student of title writing, and they will well repay the attention given
them. We believe that this is the first time that the entire set of
leaders in a multiple reel has been placed at the disposal of the authors
for intimate inspection.
Summer, 1914,
And the world was at peace.
Love and friendship ruled
The glad business of every day.
God looked down from Heaven
And was pleased.
Gentle breezes
Panned
the swaying fields of grain ;
The world hummed with the pleasing sound
Of bees and birds and laughing girls.
How many Belgian maids in time gone by
Had
trod those ancient stones
To happiness.
Marcas,
The Blacksmith of Louvain,
Was a mighty man.
This man, Marcas,
Lived in faith and love and friendship,
And, by the sweat of his brow,
Had won peace and prosperity.
There was
Another man who lived
In a palace in Berlin.
He was twice a king,
Eighteen times a duke.
Twice a prince, nine times a count —
Besides being a bishop.
William, of Hohenzollern,
King of Prussia,
Emperor of Germany.
The blacksmith of Louvain
Was a better man
Than the Hohenzollern.
The blacksmith owned
But two suits of clothes,
One for work and one for the Sabbath.
The Kaiser owned
Three hundred and sixty-six.
August 1st, 1914,
And
William
of Hohenzollern
Spoke the word that set the world afire.
Came the crash, titanic, colossal —
Staggering.
Joy died,
Hope fled.
Desolation
Became supreme.

A mania fatal,
Malignant,
Satanic.
From beyond the dim horizon
Began the tireless thudding of guns.
The rich fields,
The peaceful farm,
The busy city
Became the barracks, the arsenal
And the hospital.
In two years
Twenty-two million men
Were killed, maimed, or made prisonersTwenty-two million families
Mourned.
But Hunger and Suffering
Do not lend themselves
To the process of arithmatic —
Blasted homes and stunted lives
Are not to be interrupted
By mathematics.
Then
Came the Master crime.
An unoffending people
Was ground into extinction
Beneath an iron heel.
A nation was destroyed.
The crime against Belgium
Completed to its fullest,
The Prussian stalked onwards
With his twin comrades,
Frightfulness and Horror.
A new blotch of infamy —
The Lusitania
Was
added to —the Black Name
Of the Beast
There
Was another man
Who lived in a White House.
The Chief and Spokesman
Of a Great Nation that believes
All people were born
Free and Equal,
With a right to Peace and Happiness.
The men and women of that Nation
Rose as one person
In support of their President,
And the ground trembled with the shock
Of Marching Patriots.
Then
Came the End.
The Dark
curtain
which,
Like a shroud, had enveloped the earth,
Cleared away.
And
When the echo of the last cannon
Had died upon the air.
The silver-throated bells of all the world
Rang forth the glad tidings —
"William of Hohenzollern
Has Fallen !"

Upon that day
The world passed
Into twilight,
A dark curtain
Descended upon a condition that,
Please God,
Will never be seen again.
The baneful autocracy
Of Prussia had spoken.
An autocracy of hate
Which for decades
Had been deceiving a great people,
Poisoning their minds,

of Devastation.

By
trick
Of aCircumstance
the weal of mankind
Was placed for a moment
In the hand of an arrant
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Preaching the virtue
And necessity of War,
Had applied the torch

TECHNIQUE
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THE

PHOTOPLAY

By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
A book replete with practical pointers on the preparation
of stories for the screen, answering the hundred and one
questions which immediately present themselves when the
first script is attempted. A tested handbook for the constant
writer of picture plots. "Straight-from-the-shoulder" information from an author with a wealth of real "dollars- andcents" experience.
By Mail, Postpaid, Three Dollars
Published and For Sale by
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Manufacturers' Notice.
IT IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed cr recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.

Forest
Down
article,

Important
Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, It Is Impossible to
reply through the department In less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mall, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
la neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Hither booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.
Apologies.
The
Man
Is Right.
John S Captuo, Astoria, Long Island, corrects the editor as follows :
The change-over 6eems
to be kicking up a terrible muss.
The projectionist must have some sort of signal.
The most
convenient form the do-it-the-easy-way projectionist finds is the
punch, each one selecting a punch of easily recognized design.
He punches a few (Huh, few?
I've seen samples of film in
which
one operator
had carefully
punched
a hole in every
fourth or fifth picture for nearly twenty feet. — Ed.) holes and,
from hi3 viewpoint, all is well.
He thinks he has done right,
too.
But the exchange manager makes an awful heller about
the punches,
especially when
one or two more projectionists
have added
samples of their pretty little punch to the film.
The exchange manager thinks he is right (and he is, too. — Ed.).
In a recent issue you comment on Brother Telland's automatic
signal and say you don't know
whether
or no the theater
manager will buy the device for his operator.
Wrong, Brother
Richardson ! He won't be buying it for his operator, but merely
purchasing
additional
and needed equipment ! 1 think it is
about one year since you first asked
film producers
to incorporate some sort of change-over signal in their films.
I
suppose they refused because it meant some slight added bother
or expense.
The producer probably reasons that when he has
put out a first-class production that settles it, so far as he is
concerned.
It is up to the other fellow then.
Well, I think
we've been kidding ourselves.
I don't think we can get the
change-over
signal
incorporated
in the film, and that the
only real relief will be found in some device such as Brother
Telland's, which is practical and an excellent piece of equipment to put into theaters which can afford it. The next best
thing is for the exchange to send slips with every multiple reel
release, describing scene at which change-over is made.
Next
to this comes the punch, but if it is to be used, why not have a
standard punch and let the exchange do the punching?
I stand corrected.
The thing really is additional
and necessary
equipment.
My "buy it for the projectionist" was thoughtless and illadvised, though some exhibitors would, I think, look at it exactly that
way — for the operator, I mean.
As to impossibility to get producers to
do their duty in this matter, why
it really does seem
impossible to
drive a new idea having to do with film conversation into their brain
with anything less than a sledge hammer.
The exchange-put-in-a-slip
sounds good, but is impracticable.
The standard punch, used by the
exchange, is better than as now, but that is saying darned little. This
department has indicated the RIGHT method and does not feel inclined
to suggest makeshifts.
The magazine indicator, such as Telland's, and
the signal-in-the-negative are the only two things we can recommend.
Improvements in Power's Machine.
This department is advised by the Nicholas Power Company that on
and since April first all Power's Cameragraphs are, without addition to list price, equipped with a new style carbon known as Grip-o
glass peepholes in the upper magazine, both sides so that the operator
can look right through and see how much film remains at any time,
and revolving spindle in upper magazine.
All these improvements are good and will be appreciated by the projectionists. Especially will he like the glass in the upper magazine.
This glass does not in the least degree reduce the fireproof qualities of
the magazine.

-
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City, Pa.

in Forest City, Pa., Is the little theater described
In a recent
which
formed
the basis for Samuel
Itotbapfel's
real start in
life. W!n ii I was there
with Mr' Hothapfel it was
my good fortune to meet
his,
old "boss"
and Rothapfel's,
present father-in-law,
Julius Freedman. Also the
man who operated for him
in the Family theater, Forest City, John Kovaleskie,
who is very proud of that
particular thing and wbo
writes as follows :
As per your request,
made while visiting our
little city, I. am sending my photograph. It
certainly was an uni xpectcd honor to have
you with us, if for an
hour or two, in this
little coal camp. The
visit of friend "Roxie"
and yourself means to
us something very much
out of the ordinary.
Sorry we were not able
to show you a sample
of our projection. We
would have made you
think you were in the
Rialto,
provided
you

the
screen.
Hope soon
but
at nothing
lookc<1
Julius Freedman.
in position to submit
something
of interest to our department. Don't forget to tell the boss about
"Roxie's"
wonderful
first theater.
I
have
already
done
that,
though
not
in the
department.
We
shall be
glad
to hear
from
you
when
that "something
of
interest"
materializes.
I
assure you it was a pleasure to meet
you,
friend
Kovaleskie.
Glad to know
you
are
maintaining
a
high standard of projection.
Your
equipment
certainly
is up to date for a theater
of that size and class — one
Power's
6-A and one
6-B.
■ ranee.
to be

somewhere
in
L. S. Usher, an old
department correspondent
formerly of Winnipeg, Manitoba, writes interestingly
and at length, and theh,
gosh hang him, marks it
"personal." Well, of course,
his wish must be respected,
but I will take the liberty,
for which I am sure he will
forgive me, of quoting just
a few lines :
Many weary
months
have passed since last I
addressed the old MovWorld.
* * * ing
Am Picture
now a Section

John

Kovaleskie.

Sergeant.
• • • Want
you to know
I have not forgotten
you.
• • » Have come
into contact with the Y. M. C. A.
show here, and the old familiar click and arc purr has induced a spell of homesickness.
* • • Am
at present
endeavoring to construct a spot lamp from a five-gallon oil drum,
an old German machine gun, and some odds and ends.
• • •
French
machines and theaters are fair.
Have
carefully observed theaters, equipment, and methods wherever I have been,
and have been, except for a few isolated cases, disappointed.
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Am sending subscription to the World, so that I may keep In
touch with civilization. » • • My very best to yourself and
to the World.
Hope that spot works. Oil drum, machine gun, and odds and ends.
Some considerable combination ! Hope you'll forgive publication, as I
have cut out all things you could possibly have any objection to having
given publicity. Good luck, old man, and a safe and early return to
God's Country.
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the negative connections to one of the terminals of the entire battery
series, B positive being the other connection. This connection supplies
32 volts for house lighting. The Mazda lamp, designed for use with
this outfit, is a 25 volt, 30 ampere, 750 watt Edison T-21J lamp, and a
connection is made from B 25 negative to another negative battery
terminal which cuts in twelve cells, thus giving 25 volts for the Mazda
projection lamp. The outfit will supply the Mazda lamp and 25 32 volt
incandescent lamps for auditorium lighting.
The prime idea in the marketing of this outfit is to enable theaters
to have current for incandescent projection in places where current Is

Electric Light Plant.

It was the privilege of the editor recently to witness the operation
and to examine the mechanical construction of an electric light outfit
consisting of a gasoline engine (can also use kerosine), a generator
and a storage battery, all of solid, substantial and compact construction. This little plant is now being marketed by the Independent
Movie Supply Company and is intended primarily to supply current for
Mazda projection lamps.
It is to be known as the "Imsco" generating

Bli-

plant. After careful examination I pronounce it a corking good set,
well calculated to give good service in return for intelligent care. As
will be seen by referring to figure 1, the engine is direct connected to
the generator, which latter is a shunt wound I. K. W. General Electric,
specially constructed for this outfit. The engine is a 4 cycle 3 h. p.
at 1,200 r. p. m., has a 3" bore and a 4" stroke. It has but one
cylinder. Firing current is provided by a Bosch magneto. The
Schebler carburetor is used. Oiling is by splash. Coupling between
engine and generator shafts is flexible, allowing armature to "float."
Batteries are the "Willard," SO ampere hour. Weight of the entire
outfit, 696 pounds, including batteries ; 425 without.
Figure 2 shows the switchboard. Between the ammeter (upper right
hand corner) and automatic cutout (upper center) you will note a
switch with projecting handle. The outfit is what Abe Kabibble would
call a "Self Commencer,"
and this is the starting switch.
Once the

batter; is charged, iis power is used to start tin- engine, connection
being by this switch, .lust below the automatic cutout is a S. P. S. T.
switch controlling the magneto ground. Opening this switch stops the
motor. Engine cooling is accomplished by means of water, the coils
being in the form of ;in automobile radiator. Circulation is by
menus of a small pump.
The engine and generator are, of course,
mounted on one frame, the rigidity 01 Which it shown m figures I and '-'■
Figure three shows switchboard wiring. It will be noticed that both
voltmeter and ammeter are provided. The various connections are
shown below. At the left is the connection to the Generator negative.
and Immediately
to the right of it the connection
to the Generator
positive.
These
are permanent
connections.
The "B 32" is one of

B25-

very poor, not available at all, or extremely expensive to secure.
The manufacturers' claim is that the engine operates for one hour at
full capacity on one pint of gasoline, so that the prospective customer
can very easily figure out exactly what his current is going to cost
him, based on the local cost of gasoline or kerosine. Where it is intended to use kerosine, a special carburetor is supplied with the outfit
for the purpose of using that fuel, or at an extra charge the customer
may have curburetors for both fuels.
I must compliment Mr. Rabell, president of the Independent Movie
Supply Company, on the excellence of the book of instructions which
goes with this outfit.
It is the best of the kind I have ever seen.

White

A. C. Special Carbon

Excellent.

For some time this department has been carefully scanning mention
found in correspondence concerning the White A. C. Special carbon
being marketed by the National Carbon Company. Later we have been
actively investigating the merit of the carbon in question for some
weeks past. Only in a few cases has there been criticism of the White
A. C. Special ; on the other hand there have been many commendations
by projectionists. The chief criticism has been the tendency to purple
tint in the light when the arc becomes long. This is explained by
the company as follows : "With regard to the purple in the light from
White A. C. Special carbons, the A. C. operator has been accustomed
to and obliged to pay strict attention to his arc, feeding it regularly
and constantly. With the White A. C. Special, however, there is no
noise until the arc becomes very long and the projectionist, overlooking
the fact that an arc length of from 1/16" to 1-s" should be maintained,
lets it burn to a wider gap before adjusting it, or in other words carries a longer arc than he should. It is only when the arc lengthens
that the color of the light changes."
I have investigated this statement and find it to be true, hence the
color objection does not hold. Purple tinge in the light is the fault of
no one but the projectionist himself.
But, while a comparatively few criticisms have been received, very
many more commendations of the carbon have reached us, some of
them quite enthusiastic. I am therefore prepared to say that from
my own investigation results from the White A. C. Special are distinctly high class : far in advance of results obtained with ordinary
carbons. The light is white, excellent in tone if the arc is properly
handled and very penetrating. Also the carbons last longer than
ordinary carbons.
1 have asked L. C. LaGrow, Ossining, New York, and John Griffiths,
Ansonia. Conn., to test the White A. C. Special for this department.
At this writing Mr. Griffiths' report is not yet at hand. LaGrow reports
as follows :
I received the White A. C. Special carbons sent by the
National Carbon Company, at your request, for test. Have
tried them out thoroughly and am pleased to report that these
carbons are by far the best carbon I have ever used on alternating current. I. of course, expected something better than
the ordinary, but they exceeded my expectations. White A. C.
Special carbons are superior in many ways. A few of their
main points of excellence are as follows: A perfectly white.
steady (LaGrow says "non-flicker." — Ed.) illumination.
Silence in burning. Uniform density — no hard spots. Crater
deep, medium in size and very hot — though my thermal test
was, of course, only comparative. Binder and bake excellent.
Absolutely non-explosive. Installed new arc condenser at beginning of test, and to date it does not show a single "pit."
Ease in holding arc. Economy in general, as they disintegrate
to a very fine deposit, and very little of that.
Light is truly
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wonderful.
lllni^h white and almost
as steady us A. 0.
I
cannot oommend the White a. 0. Special too highly.
From whieii you may gather that friend LaOron
Llkai tha White
\ c, Bpoolal at least tolerably well, and LaGrow'i opinion li to ha
relied mum. but it does not follow that you, friend projeetloalit, oaa
get White \ C. Special, stick them into your lamp any old way. strike
an tire, lean out ot the operating room window observing the ecenerj
for live minutes at a streteh and get the results l.nCrew got Those
are gotten by projectionist* who attend strietly to their buslresults
ness. DOt seme of the time, hut all of It.
Griffiths' report will be published later, but in view of faets already
in hand 1 feel fully justified in giving to the White A i\ Speelal carbon this department's full approval and commendation, with the remark that It Is up to the National Company to maintain the high
standard
they have set.
1 feel deeply gratified In being able to make this report. When
the war began there were but few projection carbons made In this
country, and those few were of decidedly punk quality. Today we
have two large projection carbon manufacturers In the United States,
both of whom make distinctly high grade goods — goods which will
compare favorably with the product the German factories were turning
out before the war. and far In ndvance of quality of goods received
from that country since the war began, and thc«e factories gave of
their skilled men to fight against us. And now we have alternating
Current carbons lrom two domestic factories, either or both of which
are far in advance of anything the German factories ever turned out.
And so I say we are deeply gratified at the way our factories have
risen to the occasion, saw the German and went him, not one, but four
or five, better. Three cheers and a tiger for The National Carbon
Company and for the Speer Carbon Company. They have both put
the l\ S. of A. on the map for projection carbons, and by the Beard
of the Prophet Its there to STAY.
Pulley
Dimensions.
Kenneth C. Browne, Poughkeepsie, New York, asks :
Will you kindly supply dimensions for taper pulleys for "homemade speed control described page 279 of Handbook?
In the first place there are several excellent speed controls on the
market now aside from those supplied by projection machine manurers. I would advise the purchase of one of them rather than
the construction of one. You will find two illustrated, Figs. 115 and
lit!, and described in the Handbook. However, if carefully and well
the one you name will deliver the goods in good form. The pulley
dimensions may vary considerably, except that both must have exactly
the same slope. I am not myself quite certain as to the necessary
length and slope, but most certainly five inches long, one end 2 and
the other 3 inches in diameter, ought to supply sufficient speed regulation ; also plenty of belt grip. But if you think not you can make
them 6 inches long and 2 inches at one end by 314 inches at the other,
to use a ' .. inch flat leather belt, you can purchase one from the Enterprise Optical and Mfg. Co., 564 West Randolph street, Chicago. Your
pulleys may be quite close together, but that will preclude the use of
a belt tightener, and you must arrange for the bearings of one of the
pullies to rest in a slot, with proper arrangement for drawing it back
by means of a thumbscrew to widen the distance between the pulleys
and thus tighten the belt when it stretches. This is the more necessary
because a leather belt will alter its length with changes in humidity of
atmosphere. As I said before, if you construct the control carefully
and along intelligent lines it will deliver the goods in good form. It
is quite practical to make just one control and belt it to a line shaft
to handle both machines, using a clutch. In this event the control
may be made larger and set on the floor or a convenient shelf. Make
the rollers, say, 6 inches long, same dimension (2 inches and 3% inches).
Make your rollers of some comparatively light, fairly solid hardwood.
Speers Alterno
Favorably
Reported.
John Griffith, Ansonia, Connecticut, to whom the Speer Company
sent sample of their new Alterno carbons for test at my request, reports as follows :
It is with pleasure
I submit
my report on the "Alterno"
carbons, of which the Speer Company sent me generous sample
for trial at your request.
I used the % upper and lower with
60 amperes a. c. Found that size to be correct.
Results were
excellent, well justifying
claims
of the manufacturer.
They
are practically noiseless, emitting only a low humming sound,
which same is not audible when projectors are running.
The
light seems to be of equal brilliancy, but much whiter and of
a softer tone, a. c. light from
ordinary
carbons
appearing
yellow by comparison.
The arc is unusually
steady for an
a. c. arc, and the Alterno burns to a small, concave crater
having a very definite edge.
The crater diameter is a trifle less
than with ordinary carbons, but the crater itself is much better
defined.
The alterno lasts about 20 per cent, longer than ordinary carbons under the same conditions.
In the test I used
what is known as the "modified jack knife set, the lower carbon
being parallel with the condenser plane, and the upper angled
out to meet it, its incline being about 30° from vertical.
All of which is well and good.
The evidence is that Speer Alterno
carbons
form a very satisfactory
electrode
for a. c, and that they
are far ahead
of the ordinary
carbon
in every respect.
They
have
the unqualified
indorsement
of this department,
which
recommends
them to users of a. c. without reservation.
Soldier Boy Called from Arizona.
March
2 Howard
Threlkeld,
formerly
a projectionist
at Flagstaff,
Arizona, now of the 378th Aero Squadron, bound Franceward soon, called
at our office.
For the sake of the mountains and desert we still love
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we took htm home, pal bin up overnight, and thoroughlj enjoyed a
talk over the Land >>t the Oaotua, Iron whence be came i" bla exmanager and friends o( F"lai tall 1 will aaj fhrelkeld li looking well;
ais... he is quite s,.in. considerable loldlsr boy, anyhow, friend daugb
tar ..•in.'. 1 t.. Hunk s... tor >"■ kidnapped blm nszl morning; thsy wsnt
time to put on
downtown
the ai anlngandI a<wed aaw no mere of Thrslkald until it wuh
Warm
Friends
in the South.
Wesley Trout, projection engineer, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, writes:
1 must compliment you on your wonderful work In the department, and the way you try to help operators. Were It not
lor you, Friend Richardson, we would not have the projeei
we have today ; also you should bo praised for your excellent
ideas on lighting systems. You have many warm friends in the
South, as well as all over the country. Your lecture tour added
very largely to the list. Your Handbook is something no operator should bo without. The latest, Third Edition, Is great. I
have them all, and am very proud of them. Would not take
double their price if I could not duplicate them.
I will be with the Billboard hereafter.
Leave for Cincinnati
almost at once.
Will send in some matter descriptive of projection along the way.
Would be glad to send some of my ideas to
the department If you want them.
Ideas for the advancement of the profession
Why not?
Sure, Mike!
those you'send in will be in that class.
and I am sure
is what wenot want,
of work you were to do on the Billboard,
line
what
say
You did
but presumably
it will be projection.
If so, the Billboard
is to be
and one listed
man
a progressive
secured
on having
congratulated
him.
put
you
among his fellow men as a darned good scout wherever
loss
City's
Oklahoma
:
phrase
time-worn
editor's
To use the country
is Cincinnati's gain.
Honorary Membership for E. S. Porter.
Local Union 306, New York Motion Picture Projectionists, has
elected E. S. Porter, of the Precision Machine Company, to honorary
membership, in evidence of which friend Porter possesses an honorary
membership card and an appropriately engraved sterling silver case
in which to keep it, all of which was presented to him at the Executive Board meeting held March 12. And now, friend Porter, just remember that you are my Brother-in-I.A.-Law, and relations have the
privilege of bawling each other out, borrowing money from each other,
etcetera. Glad to welcome my new relative into the family ; also glad
you have a projectionist's card. Certainly the owner of a four-wheeled
gasoline cyclone, built so low you have to crawl into it on all fours
so as to lessen the wind pressure when traveling at (deleted by traffic
men) miles per minute ought to hold a card of that sort. But, Brother
Porter, I feel that the only time and place I could do justice to the
item of welcoming you would be Sherry's, with one of those cute little
du dabs beside the table, filled with cracked ice, from the summit of
which projects a gold-tipped glass object — you know the kind.
Operators
Win
Substantial
Increase.
Local Union 359, Trenton, New Jersey, has won an increase in wages
amounting to 25 per cent. This increase was needed. It no more than
keeps pace with increased cost in living, in fact it does not do even that.
It would not, however, have been secured, had not the Trenton projectionists stuck together and the members of 359, which is a 100 per
cent, organization, by the way, acted as a unit. We congratulate both
the projectionists and the exhibitors of Trenton on this increase ; the
projectionists because the increase was due them, and the exhibitors because the increase will, in the long run, operate to their benefit and
advantage to a larger value than the added outlay will n mount to.
H. R. Manner is President of the Trenton union. He is a progressive
man.
Pure

Graphite.

There has been much trouble caused by use of graphite in intermittent movements, and many movements have been entirely ruined in
this way. This is not due to the graphite itself, but to impurities
contained therein. Pure graphite is one of the finest lubricants known
to science. Please understand that I will not, under the circumstances,
recommend the use of graphite in the intermittent, but if you presist
in its use then get what is known as Deflocated Graphite from the
Acheson Graphite Company, Niagara Falls, New York. This is a
chemically pure graphite, and the only kind I know of which may be
used for all lubrication purposes without fear of damage.
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Inquiries.
QUESTIONS
in cinematography addressed
to this department will
receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mall when four
cents In stamps are inclosed.
Special replies by mall on matters
which cannot be replied to la this department, $1.
Manufacturers' Notice.
It is an established rule of this department that no apparatus er
ether goods will be indorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.
Photographers
Wanted.
The Signal Corps authorizes the following statement :
One thousand men, trained in photographic work, are needed by the
Signal Corps.
A new school for instruction in Aerial Photography has
just been opened at Rochester, N. Y., preparatory to going overseas.
This ground force for America's aerial photography requires three
types of men :
1. Laboratory and dark-room experts, especially fast news photographers, familiar with developing, printing, enlarging, retouching, finishing, and panchromatic photography, who can take a plate from the
airman and hand it over ten minutes later a finished enlargement to the
staff officers. These men will work in motor lorries as close to the
front and to the staff as possible.
2. Men able to keep the whole delicate equipment in good condition,
such as camera and optical construction and repairmen, lens experts,
cabinet makers, instrument makers, etc.
3. Men to fit the finished prints into their proper places in the
photographic reproduction of the German front, to work out the information disclosed, and to keep the whole map a living hour-to-hour
story of what the Germans are doing. This includes men familiar with
map compilation, map-reading and interpretation, topographical science
and drafting, and requires keen analytical powers.
The primary training at Rochester will cover four weeks, and will
be standardized along the highly specialized developments brought out
in the war. At its close the successful graduates will be sent on for
a month of advanced training, after which they will be organized into
units and sent overseas.
The best men, however, will be given still further training for commissions as Photographic Intelligence Officers first at one of the schools
and then in actual flights at the flying fields.
Many men not physically fit for line service are eligible for this socalled limited military service, as defective vision corrected by glasses
and other minor physical disabilities are waived. The proportion of
officers and non-commissioned officers to privates will be higher here
than usual, so that the opportunity for advancement is good.
Men not registered for the draft and who possess the necessary
qualifications should write to the Air Division, Personnel Department,
136 K street, N. E., Washington, D. C, for information as to enlistment, accompanying their letter with evidence of their qualifications.
Men registered for the draft in the States of New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
Rhode Island, and Maryland who desire to be voluntarily indicted for
this service should apply to their local board and submit evidence of
their qualifications. At present these are the only states to which this
call applies.
Owing to the shortness of time it is requested that only men fully
qualified apply for this service.
An Interesting Letter from Texas.
Motion Picture Photography Dept. :
Desire you to add my name to the correspondents' list of M. P.
cameramen and will be especially" pleased to hear from any one interested or engaged in any line of M. P. photography in order to exchange
Ideas in this kind of work. I have been a free lance worker for five
years, made lots of weekly stuff and animated ads and have used nearly
all makes of machines now on the market, besides several I have
designed and built, and still at it.
If any of the boys own one of the old type slip claw Pathe cameras
which they desire to change to a modern straight in and out pin movement, will be glad to send drawing showing how by a simple attachment
they can be changed in thirty minutes to run backward and forward
and never miss a frame, also to be perfectly rock steady.
I have nothing to sell in this connection and offer this little tip as
a means of assisting some one to secure better results than would be
possible with that old type Pathe movement. I graduated from the
Bliss Electrical School in 1909 and have made a special study of static,
and would like to hear from some member who is having that trouble
and unable to get rid of it.
I have, however, one kick to register.
Your photographic department
•Copyright, 191S, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.
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is too small and you miss out too many weeks. Keep the good work
up and, if possible, give it more space ; let's have an article on printers
and printing — tripod design and construction — and the thousand and
one things that enter into the making of a motion picture. Seems to
me that the cameraman's end of this business has been sadly neglected
in favor of the projection end, when we must first secure a good picture
before we can expect good projection, even though I consider the articles
on projection in each issue worth many times the price of the magazine. I can appreciate them, as my operating days date back to bag
take-ups and water rheostats of road-show days.
Trust that this has not taken up too much of your time.
Respectfully,
GEORGE
ROY
CLOUGH.
2419 Q, Galveston,
Texas.
Send along a copy of your drawing illustrating how to change a slipclaw movement to an in-and-out pin movement, as it will be of interest
to many and would be a valuable contribution to the department. You
also hint strongly that you know of a good method preventing static ;
if you do let us hear from you on that subject and many readers of the
department will rise up and call you blessed.
"Motion Picture Education."
By Ernest A. Dench. The Standard Publishing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
$2.00, postpaid.
Motion pictures are playing today a constantly growing part in tie
education of the people. They are being used more and more In connection with the work of schools, colleges, churches, hospitals, clubs,
industrial plants, technical institutions, settlement houses, playgrounds,
missions, etc. The uses to which the motion picture can be put are
practically inexhaustible. What are these uses? How can I employ the
motion picture in my work? What will it cost? Has motion picture
education any limitations?
All of the above questions — and a good many more — this book answers
in a complete and practical way, besides submitting many practical
suggestions for using motion pictures in new and unique ways.
The application of the scheme of motion pictures is constantly becoming greater and greater. From a beginning, which catered merely
to amusement, its possibilities have become so greatly enlarged that at
the present time it has become an important and almost an Indispensable factor in education, science, art and commercial life. But its
significance, as an aid to education, is predominant. It opens up a field
the value of which the public is just beginning to appreciate.
Prom all departments comes the question, "How best to employ this
versatile means to the best purpose." Its worth is fully established,
but the best means of application to special purpose is the most pertinent consideration. What is wanted is practical information on the
subject, from someone who thoroughly understands the method of exploiting it and presenting its qualifications.
The work before us by Ernest A. Dench fills this requisition adequately.
Mr. Dench has worked intensively in bringing the pre blem to a succesful conclusion in his various publications. He is an expert in this
field, and he fully appreciates the needs of those who want to make
application, giving evidence of his extensive acquaintance in the pages
of the present work. The book is well written and full of excellent
suggestions and should be in the hands of every educator.
Look Out for Your Job, Boys!
A number of inquiries have recently come to this department from
women Inquiring why women could not become camera operators, and
asking where they could receive the necessary instruction in order to
become proficient in that line.
The war seems to have wakened the women up to a realization that
if they so desire they can fill almost any position which the male
sex has heretofore regarded as peculiarly its own. There is no particular reason why a woman should not become an expert camera
operator ; certainly, a large number of them have won considerable distinction in the field of still camera work, and we need not be surprised
if in the near future we find them taking the laurels away from some
of our men photographers.
Correspondence
Club.
Arthur Waterhouse, Hollls Centre, Maine. — Laboratory work.
Donald Wlxpn, 137 E. Kennedy St., Syracuse, N. Y. — Amateur.
H. E. Wisten, 6432 Marshfield Ave., Chicago, 111.— Camera construction.

Help Win The War!
Do Your Share!
Buy Liberty Bonds!
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Notice.
addressed to this department, will reQUBSTIONS regarding music,
4
ceive a carbon copy of the department's reply by mall when
matter which canon
mall
by
replies
Special
.
enclosed
are
answered In this column $1.00.
not becents
Pictures.
Factor in Presenting
The Organ a Mighty
of the organ and
IN a recent Issue we discussed the relative merits exhibitor select a
orchestra for the express purpose of helping the
ion, cautioning him regardproper medium for his musical presentat
and
ing the placing of the organ, guiding him in his choice of organist
calling to his attention possible weak points in organ playing.
the orchestra to a close analytical InIn An earlier issue we treated
spection showing its possible flaws, also.
We desire to clearly state our position regarding both mediums of
picture expression. Played together, by competent musicians, they
become the highest form of picture presentation. Nothing can fill out
the orchestra like an organ, neither can we find another instrument with
adsuch solo possibilities. The organ, well played, has a distincttempi
vantage over the orchestra because of its smoothness in changing
InNo
felt.
are
key
of
changes
and selections. No abrupt nor harsh
strument has its varied color nor can an orchestra hope to show such
swift changes of color.
must not misWe thoroughly believe in the organ, and exhibitors
construe our attitude. Xo disparagement of this noble instrument is
we use the
When
use.
its
to
as
suggestions
offering
meant when
velvet covered hammer upon some of the big orchestras, there is no
rancor in the swing, but a desire for better musical results.
Be not misled. The organ is a mighty factor in the presentation of
pictures. Our aim is better music for you and whatever medium you use
(organ or orchestra), do it justice by procuring the best musicians
available.

Light and Music.
Many exhibitors throughout the country possess beautiful theaters
with the latest electrical devices. They have a perfect switchboard back stage, footlights, "spots" and "colors." They are careful
to properly diffuse the light from the dome and side lamps. The
exit signs receive much attention with a view to preventing a confiction of refractory rays with good projection. Orchestra lights are
not allowed to affect the screen and thought is given to the screen
border lest it impair the projection lighting. Still there are exhibitors
who do not take advantage of these facilities in enhancing their
orchestral overture.
Music's first cousin is color, and light holds Inherent within it
many colors. Light is seen, sound is heard, and a linking of these
powerful elements brings deeper comprehension. There is no connection of action in a simultaneous use of the eye and ear. Proper
lighting is interpretative to a remarkable degree and acts instantly
upon our emotions. Greater interest is created in music if accompanied by varied lighting effects, synchronized to the changes of
musical moods.
Imagination is strong within us, and everyone likes to visualize
a scene musically described. Each will have a different mental picture so far as the details are concerned, and it is impossible to
accurately portray those details, yet a suggestion of the dominant
idea is quite practical. Back drops of atmospheric designs add greatly
to the general tone of the music, and if clouds, stars, etc., are projected thereon, the scene becomes very realistic. By the further use
of side projectors blue and red colors can be judiciously blended for
specific effects, pleasing to the eye.
The overture, "Roumanian Poem," was recently given in the Strand
of New York, using as a background a drop showing a placid lake,
encircled with foliage. With the stage lights up the orchestra began
the number. Slowly the lights faded, twilight came and blended
Into night. The moon rose from behind the foliage, clouds gathered,
effacing the moon, and the storm began. Back-stage traps portrayed
the thunder and rain while a side projector flashed lightning upon a
dark stage. As the music rose higher, the flashing became more frequent and brighter ; the thunder roared louder and the rain fell more
heavily. As the music died down the thunder became more faint and
gradually the storm ceased. The stage lights came up and later the
entire theater was flooded with brightness typical of the sunlight
again.
In the presenting of the "Blue Bird" at
opened with a drop made to take the form of
tain of untold height. It was a sombre drab
As the orchestra worked into a lighter vein,
the mountain top, diffusing a red glow. The
that red down with it, which meant much

the Rivoli, Mr. Rothapfel
a huge and barren moungradually turning to blue.
the sun slowly crept over
screen descending brought
to the thought behind
it.

Happiness frequently is brought down to our plane if our hearts are
ready to receive it.
Another theater used the screen as an additional aid to put over
"William Tell" Overture. With house lights full and stage lights up
the andante movement opened the overture. Gradually the dimmer
brought the lights down as the movement progressed until the entire
theater was in utter darkness when the orchestra reached the allegro.
Then the storm began, Intermittently at first, but increasing in force.
Lightning flashed and thunder rolled. At this instant, a picture showing a dilapidated homestead being deluged with rain was projected upon
the screen.
This made a pretty effect and concentrated the attention of the
audience. As the storm died down the rain slowly diminished in the
picture, the sun came out, and while the orchestra proceeded into the
andante, we saw the sheep coming over the horizon. The scene was
held until the finish of the movement, which brought the sheep and
shepherd into a close-up, and faded out.
Immediately the allegro vivace was picked up by the orchestra. The
lights slowly came up, and as the overture ended in a grand finale the
theater was flooded with light. It provided real entertainment of a
high-class order.
Nothing can be overlooked in the proper presentation of pictures, nor
can one afford to merely depend upon the overture in its natural and
usual form to win pleased patrons. Special lighting effects are comparatively inexpensive in operation and are within the reach of even
the small exhibitor. The theater is a place of entertainment, primarily,
and must keep pace in every department with the upward march of
progress. Patrons look for novelties, and when you can give it to
them in the form of an enhanced performance, thoughtfully prepared
and brilliantly carried out. it is suicidal to overlook your opportunity.
Music

at the Rialto.

Some shows are spectacular, some are grandiloquent, others are beautiful, but the performance given at the Rialto theater during the week
commencing April 14 was decidedly PRETTY.
The overture, selections from Giaconda, was played as if every note
meant something, and the usual excellent conducting of Hugo Reisenfeld accounted for it. The Rialto Chorus joined in the finale, and though
adding little to the volume of sound, made a very pretty picture in
their operatic costumes.
This number was well received by the audience.
"The Clang of the Forge," rendered by Greek Evans, dressed as a
blacksmith, was well staged, having the assistance of the Rialto Male
Chorus and wonderful lighting effects. The first performance of this
number showed need of a rehearsal in the ensemble singing and took
away a degree of credit that should have gone to Mr. Evans. He possesses a wide range and pleases his listeners immensely. His stage
presence is especially good.
Gloria Gale sang "It is Only a Tiny Garden," by Haydn Wood, very
sweetly.
She has a pleasing voice and looks pretty.
Sandwiched into the show in a careless manner, seemingly, but for
that very carelessness, effective, was an old folk-song, "In the Gloaming." The Rialto Chorus sang this number inconspicuously seated about
the fringe of the orchestra. It is a song loved by everybody and was
sung well. The lighting effects were especially good ; distinctly a la
Rothapfel.
Mr. Rothapfel Is gradually drawing away from the big operatic
arias and getting closer to the hearts of the people by the introduction
of the beautiful old songs. It is especially appropriate at this time of
war and clamor that a few of those simple, yet kindly, melodies should
soothe the bleeding hearts about us. They are typically American and
breathe patriotism in their very simplicity. We must have entertainment ;the quieter the better.
The musical setting to the feature was a bit disappointing. Vivian
Martin in "Unclaimed Goods" was as dainty as ever, while the story
was good. Numbers of Western scenes and beautiful landscapes created
great opportunities for music ; not big stuff, but melodious and dainty
melodies. There were too many one-steps played to suit us. The agitatos were too long, and the Indian number used to indicate the atmosphere of a Western mining town, was out of place. We expected to
see Indians, but only heard their music. By the greatest stretch of
the imagination we could not think Mr. Rothapfel fitted this picture.
The theme "Dearie" was most appropriate, and the scenes selected for
Its use could not be improved upon, but why does such a magnificent
body of musicians continue to play cheap "hurrys"? Let the little
fellow play them. They meet his requirements and can be easily
played, but from the Rialto Symphony Orchestra we expected something better.

BIGGEST SHOW
— Godard.
— Moderato.

Musical Suggestion
Synopsis.
ON EARTH, THE (Paramount— Five reels)— Theme
Suggest "Circus Day in Dixie" or "At the Hamlet"
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This is distinctly circus atmosphere, and would suggest using "A Day
with the Circus" — Lampe, and "County Fair"— Armand. Lots of
work for the drummer to get lion roars, cracking of whip, etc.
Many marches, two-steps and fox-trots are needed. Cue sheets can
be obtained from the Paramount exchange.
CONQUERED HEARTS (Ivan Film Co.— Eight reels)— Theme— Andante.
Suggest "A Little Song" — Erdody, "Last Dream of the Virgin" —
Massenet, or "Even Song" — Martin.
Open with "Old Timers" by Lake, as It fits the situation as no other
piece will. Dramatic music is needed throughout. Note the direct
cue for "There's a Long, Long Trail," by- Elliott. Catch the Egyptian Dance and use Ballet Egyptian No. 2, by Luigini. A couple
of marches and two-steps are needed. Cue sheets can be obtained
from the Ivan exchange.
HAND AT THE WINDOW, THE (Triangle— Five reels).— Theme for
the Hero — Andante. Suggest "Nina" — Tanara, or "A Night in
Venice "^Tanara.
The story holds Italian atmosphere, but takes place in America. Use
as many folk songs as possible, such as "Marguerite," "Amuri
Amuri" and "O Sole Mio." Dramatic pieces will find a place, but
hurrys are not needed. Note the direct cue for "Home, Sweet Home,"
in the last reel. Cue sheets can be obtained from the Triangle
exchange.
HOOPS OF STEEL (Paralta — Six reels) — Theme — Andante. Suggest
—"Melody
Ganne. D'Amour" — Hurst, "Claire de Lune"— Thome, or "Extase"
The atmosphere is Western throughout and the story dramatic. A
couple of Spanish numbers can be used in the scenes of the Spanish
half-breed woman. "Hansel Und Gretel," by Humperdinck, will
suit the children's scene. Cue sheets can be obtained from the
Paralta exchange.
LOVE-BROKERS, THE (Triangle — Five reels) — Theme— Andante. Suggest "Love Song" — Flegier, "Dream of the Flowers" — Cohen, or
"Elysium" — Speaks.
This is a society drama and needs big stuff ; no hurry required. Cue
sheets ca'n be obtained from the Triangle exchange.
MASKS AND FACES (World — Six reels) — Theme for the Heroine —
Gavotte.
Suggest "Frills and Furbelows" — Crespi.
The atmosphere is old English and would suggest the use of "Songs
from Shakespeare's Time" — Borch and "Sounds from England" —
Langey, "The Wind that Shakes the Barley." Note the violin solo
bits throughout this picture. Cue sheets can be obtained from the
Triangle Exchange.
MRS. SLACKER (Pathe — Five reels). — Theme for the Heroine — Andante.
Suggest "Roma" — Edwards, "Rosemary" — Elgar, or "Serenade" — ■
Titt'l.
The picture is dramatic, with a patriotic touch. Use "Over There" in
the second reel and open the fifth reel with a pathetic. Note the
storm effects, but don't overdo them. Cue sheets can be obtained
from the Pathe Exchange.
PRIMITIVE WOMAN, THE (Triangle— Five reels). — No theme
necessary.
Many pastorales are needed for this outdoor picture. Light serenades
and waltz intermezzos will be most appropriate as fill-ins. Cue
sheets can be obtained from the Triangle Exchange.
SOCIETY FOR SALE (Triangle — Five reels). — Theme — Andante. Suggest "By the River" — Morse, "Bagatelle" — Heimendahl, or "Daffodils"— Carvel.
The atmosphere is English, and old English airs can be used nicely.
The picture is light society comedy. Cue sheets can be obtained
from the Triangle Exchange.
THE LAW OF THE GREAT NORTHWEST (Triangle— Five reels). —
Theme- — Andante Sostenuto. Suggest "Romance from King Manfred"— Reinecke, "Reverie" — Rissland, or "Twilight" — Cesek.
This is a story about the Northwest,
rich in Indian
atmosphere.
It
would be well to play an Indian characteristic as a second theme
for Monast.
Note the fight in the third reel, requiring
a short
agitato, and the fight in the last for the same
length.
Much
pastorale music is needed, and would suggest :
"Whispering Flowers" — Intermezzo — Blon.
"Canzonetta" — Moderato — Nicode.
"Forest Whispers" — Gavotte — Losey.
"Hustles of Spring" — Allegro — Sinding.
Cue sheets can bo obtained from the Triangle Exchange.
TYRANT FEAR (Paramount — Five reels). — Theme — Andante. Suggest
"On the Banks of the Saskatchewan"— Caryll, or "Meditation" —
Williams.

is a Canadian story, and by using "Carillon March" — Laurendeau —
This you
will establish the character at screening. Furioso in first reel,
dramatic tension and fox-trot in second, dramatic tension in the
third, and agitato in fourth. Note church chimes in first and
fourth reel. Cue sheets can be obtained from the Paramount
Exchange.
WHITE MAN'S LAW. THE (Paramount— Five reels). — Theme — Andante
and Oriental. Suggest "Arabian Serenade" — Langey, "Serenata" —
Tarenghi, or "Moresque" — Lack.
The atmosphere is East Indian and needs Oriental setting. This picture is dramatic and requires big stuff. Haendel's Largo will fit
nicely just before the close of the picture. Cue sheets can be
obtained from the Paramount Exchange.
WHO KILLED WALTON '(Triangle— Five reels). — Theme — Andagio.
Suggest "Prelude" — Chopin, "Rhapsodle" — Stleger, or "Where
Blooms the Rose." — Johns.
A light drama with the following twists — Restaurant scene in second reel
requiring Valse Lento . cabaret scene in third reel requiring rag
music. Shortly after a Spanish intermezzo is needed and a popular
two-step in the last reel. Cue sheets can bo obtained from the
Triangle Exchani e
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UNCLAIMED GOODS (Paramount— Five reels).— Theme for the Heroine
—"Twilight"
Andante.— Ayer.
Suggest "Dearie," "Sweet Ponderings" — Langey, or
There is a western atmosphere to this picture, but no Indian music is
needed. The story is light and pretty. Choose dainty stuff except
for the fight scenes in the fourth and fifth reels. Cue sheets can be
obtained from the Paramount Exchange.

Leaders
Questions

Service

Bureau.

Answered — Suggestions

Q. — "I am an exhibitor and try to put my
My leader repeats continually, and tells me
just what the cue sheet calls for. How can
A. — "Investigate his library and ascertain
classified for quick action. It looks to us
matter of cue sheets as laziness."* • •
Q. — "How

Offered.

show over with good music.
as his excuse that he plays
I get relief?"
whether he has it properly
as if it was not so much a

can I procure a good organist capable of playing the pic-

properly?"
A. — tures
"Tell
us how much you can pay and we can supply one. The
Wurlitzer Organ Company of New York or J. P. Seeburg Piano Company of Chicago always have capable
* * men
* ready to go to work."
Q. — "I noticed your classification of instruments in a recent issue of
The Moving Picture World, such as 'strings,' 'wood-wind,' etc. To what
section does piano belong?"
A. — "The piano is not originally an orchestral instrument, but in view
of the fact that the harp is placed in the 'string' section and the Biano
usually does the same work in a smaller combination, we suppose it
should be classified under the same
* head."
* *
q. — "What is the difference between snare and kettle drum?"
A. — "Snare drums are side drums, across the lower head of which are
stretched several gut strings— the 'snares'— whose jarring against the
head reinforces the tone ; while kettle drums consist of a hollow brass or
copper hemisphere (the kettle) resting on a tripod, with a head of
vellum stretched by means of an iron ring and tightened by a set of
* *as *timpani."
These are usually known
screws.

orchestras placed to conform
in symphony
q. "Are the musicians
with any set rule, or are the various sections so arranged at the conductor's pleasure? Are house acoustics taken into consideration?"
A.— "House acoustics are not taken into consideration. The usual
form of the placing of players in a symphony orchestra is as follows :
on the left of the conductor are the first violins, backed up by the bassi
on
and harp ; in front are the 'cello, backed by the wood-wind ; while and
the right are the second violins and violas, backed by the brass,
are
basses
double
the
beyond are the drums and timpani. Sometimes
placed far back in the front, especially if it is a large orchestra, and
once in a while you will find the harp on the extreme right if the drums

are also in the front at the rear."*

* *

wrote Pershing's March and where can it be purchased?"
Q_"Who
A —"Pershing's March was written by A. S. Watt, and is published
* * 505
* Fifth avenue. New York City.
by the Astoria Publishing Company,
"Has the Paramount discontinued scores for their special produc?" all their productions owing
Bird' for
for 'The Bluescores
tions? Is one available
has discontinued
"Paramount
to the lack of support given by the exhibitor. It was announced that
James R. Bradford was to write and arrange special orchestral score
* • the* promise was not fulfilled."
lor 'Blue Bird,' but for some reason
q.
A

Q_"In combination of piano, violin and cello, should the pianist
keep strictly to piano part or 'cue-in' other parts when possible so as
sound fuller?"
make"Bytheallorchestra
to A.—
moans have the pianist play all of the cued parts which
* » «
are not handled by the other instruments."
that they hear the same
complain
patrons
my
times
"Many
repeated so often. I am not a musician and would not know
What can I do?"
leader were guilty of the offense.
"There are two ways to handle the situation. Get a musical
note the repetition, or arand
show
of
change
to sit in at each
range with your leader to give you a list of his selections each week.
They can readily be checked up."
Q. — "We
have an organ
of the
'The
in our
those seated
and theater.
brand
pipes are situated on either side of the auditorium
near them get the full benefit of the noise without music. In the
back or in the centre it sounds all right. What is the reason for this?"
overA. — "The acoustic properties of your house were evidently unless
looked In the misplacing of your organ. Nothing can be done
j on change the pipes. Behind or around the proscenium arch is
generally regarded as the proper• place
• • for them."
q.
music
if my
A.—
friend

Q— "Because of additional numbers, recently bought, my library
must be re-classified to be of value. Give me an idea of the best
to adopt."
system
your music under characteristic heads, number each piece,
A. — "List
beginning with No. 1 in each set, then catalogue them alphabetically,
(2) character and (3) composer.
according to (1) movement,
in the March
"See our article upon 'Classification of Your Library,9th Issue of the Moving Picture World, page 1373. You can procure
get it from
to
unable
are
you
if
cents,
19
us
this number by sending
the files of your employer."
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Completing a Cinema-Symphony
Hadley
Photodrama Will Be Accompanied by Music That Will Tell

With That on Screen.
the firsi time the highly develfor
COMBINING equally
oped descriptive power of music with the newer art oi
• v telling by pictures, Hopp Hadley is completing
the first symphony tor motion pictures or, as he calls it, a
Cinema -Symphony.
The new idea picture is in five reels, and is, when seen
upon the screen without the music, similar to any high-class
photodrama with novel artistic photographic effects. When
seen with the orchestra playing the symphony, however, the
photographic effects take on a special significance, as they
of
only a loverAlso
the story
pictures he theablepartto ol"follow
tell in would
orchestration.
in thewhich
.music
the action of the story ami the strains of music are found
to bear a closer relation than in the ordinary picture with
a regulation orchestra accompaniment.
Mr. Hadley, who has been closely identified with the theatrical and motion picture business for many years, having
been a theatrical manager before entering the motion picture
business as scenario editor of the Majestic and Reliance
panies in the old studio on West Twenty-first street
when single reels were features, has always taken a keen
interest in the development of a closer relation betwen pictures and music, as he has been a violinist of more than ordinary ability since childhood.
He gives Strauss' Symphonia Domestica (Domestic Symphony) the credit for keeping his thoughts on the subject
until Cinema-Symphony took form in his mind and also for
convincing him that, once correctly worked out, its popularity with both lovers of pictures and music would be assured. He reasons that picture audiences will be more
deeply stirred by the drama without realizing why, while
music lovers will get the full benefit of the double entertainment.
a Story

Identical

Strauss'
domestic
symphony
tells a complete
story the
in
music:
Three
characters
are introduced;
the father,
mother and the child, and it is said the action may be followed as easily as if it were told in words or given in pantomime.
For the first Cinema-Symphony, Hopp Hadley saw the
necessity of finding a subject especially well adapted to the
idea. It came to his hand unexpectedly two months ago
and he has been working on it ever since with the result
that he hopes to announce its definite release in a few days.
He claims that the story is on a par with that of any feature
production and that it is made stronger by the fact that the
original music which accompanies it and which the story
in turn illustrates, is given equal prominence with the drama;
each dominating in turn — the nature of the action determining when the burden of stirring the emotions shall fall
most heavilv upon the music and when the music shall act
only as a support.
Reasoning that the importance of music in the presenting
of photodramas is now generally recognized, many of the
most successful theater managers having made their music
a prominent feature of their programs with excellent box
office results, Mr. Hadley thinks that the producers and distributors have not kept pace with the exhibitors in this
respect and looks forward to the day when music will come
into its own and be considered as necessary to pictures as
the actors.
PICTURES FOR MAN-O'-WARSMEN AT SEA.
Through the efforts of the War Camp Motion Picture
Committee the various ships of the navy on which there is
motion picture equipment will be enabled to obtain supplies
of recent pictures for their use while at sea. The Bureau of
Navigation of the Navy Department has asked the committee
for several hundred complete schedules of exchanges for
distribution through the Navy Department, and they have
been forwarded. Price lists with special rates for entertainments while the boats are in port are also being furnished, together with detailed information as to methods of
securing motion picture programs to take to sea. The War
Camp Committee has requested the Army and Navy Commissions on Training Camp Activities to furnish the Navy Department with the bulletin lists of pictures selected by the
National Board of Review for the Commissions. This will
make it practicable for the chaplains on board more than
two hundred ships to visit the exchanges nearest the ports
of
landing of their vessels and obtain such pictures as they
desire.
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Rolfe Severs Active Connection with Metro
While Retaining Financial Interest in Company
Will Make
Eight Productions
a Year — Florence Reed Engaged.
As cicd
r \ Iliis
I'M active
l NT ti.i
.hi B. ons
V Rolfe
with says
tin- thai
Metrohe company,
although retaining his financial interest, in ordei thai
he may devote Ins entire time to a pfoducing company which
he has recently formed and which he has been working on
for some liionl lis past.
It is the plan of Mr. Rolfe's company to make about eight
super features a year featuring stars of known box office
value in really high class productions which will not have
to depend on the player's drawing power alone to receive a
welcome. Mr. Rolfe will supervise all direction and production and says he already has under contract a number of
authors and scenario writers.
The first name to be announced in the list of stars for the
new company is that of Florence Reed. For her photoplays
special material will be secured, the features given a highclass production in every way and will be as nearly perfect
as money and brains can make them.
Mr. Rolfe states that announcements as to other stars and
matters of interest will be forthcoming within the next week
or two.

Great College to Teach Scenario Writing
Class Started at University of California Will Study ScriptBuilding at Tivoli Opera House.
THE University of California has given official recognition to scenario writing as a profession and a class is
now being enrolled at the San Francisco office of the
University Extension Division, 62 Post street. The T. & D.
Tivoli Opera House has been chosen as the classroom for
the course, which will be commenced at an early date. Both
morning and evening classes will be given and an opportunity will be presented to those having ideas for good
moving pictures to learn how to place them in the form of
salable manuscripts.
A course of fifteen lectures will be given by Earl Snell,
formerly with the California Motion Picture Corporation,
and more recently scenario writer for Beatriz Michelena.
As soon as a working foundation is laid the study will be
confined largely to an analysis of photoplay successes, which
will be projected for the benefit of the class. In some instances the selected pictures will be supplemented by portions of the actual scenarios from which they were produced. Many prominent scenario writers have indorsed the
course, among these being C. Gardner Sullivan, and the
initial enrollment is very satisfactory.
FARNUM MAKES PICTURE FOR BOND CAMPAIGN.
One hundred and twenty prints of a smashing Liberty film
in which William Farnum, Fox star, plays the principal role,
have just been requested by William G. McAdoo, Secretary
of the Treasury, for use in floating the Third Liberty Loan.
For more than a month Farnum, his director, Frank Lloyd,
and their company of picture players have been utilizing
every spare moment at Hollywood, in the production of the
film, which is said to be a striking argument for national
support of the Liberty Loan in addition to being a highly
interesting feature aside from its patriotic aspect.
Arrangements are being made for distribution of the
copies
through the twelve Federal Reserve stai£ xaiBtnittees
throughout
the United States. j feffifrffiyV
A
MARIE DORO FORMS HER OWN COMPANY.
Marie Doro has seen the advantage of a star having her
own producing company and has just formed an organization for the purpose of turning out Marie Doro Feature
Photoplays. The star will be seen in a series of pictures
directed by a man who has had years of experience and
written by some of the foremost authors who are preparing
scenarios especially suited to the well-known talents of this
stage and screen star.
Miss Doro will engage her supporting company, which will
include a leading man favorably known and other players
whose names are familiar to lovers of motion pictures. Negotiations are now under way with a newly-formed releasing organization.

GENERAL'S

NEW

YORK

EXCHANGE

MOVES.

General Film Company's New York sales office has moved
from its downtown location to 729 Seventh avenue. The removal was begun April 20. These new quarters consist of
the whole ninth floor.
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With Thornton Fisher

This Kind of a Guy Is—Hairoil
FLORIDA, U. S. A., April 8, 1918.— It was indeed an effort to
locate Mr. Hairoil, the famous film man, but after a protracted search through the Everglades and scrub palms
we at last succeeded in discovering him aboard his skiff "The
Mary P. Oyster." We wanted to learn from his own lips the
reason why everybody in the industry loves him. What have
been the factors in his make-up that cause the birds and
bees and things to make a confidant of Mr. Hairoil?
So after bearding the lion in his lair, so to speak, we
sought an answer to these interrogations. He was fishing
at the time of our arrival and as we approached the famous
film developer we breezily inquired if "anything was biting."
"Yes, the mosquitoes," he quickly returned in that repartee
for which he is so justly renowned. At his answer the assistant interviewer fell out of the boat and into the water
roaring with laughter. Mr. Hairoil is noted for his instantaneous thinking. He is the man to whom the Moon Picture Corporation gives all the credit for the success of the
organization. Mr. Lemonpeel, the president of the company,
says that if it was not for the exceptional manner in which
Mr. Hairoil develops the pictures the company would
be wearing patches on the seat of its pants. Such a statement coming from a man of Mr. Lemonpeel's calibre is
significant. You would love Horatio Hairoil. The only person we found who doesn't is his wife. However, let us resume. Mr. Hairoil has been down in Florida for the past
two weeks recharging himself for the strenuous duties of
the coming year. Incidentally, he has been kidding the
fishes.
of "Where
the films.were you born?" we asked the celebrated wizard
"Let me see," he mused, "I think it was Covington, Kentucky, or maybe — no, on second though I believe it might
have been Superior, Wisconsin."
"How old were you when you learned to whistle through
your teeth, Mr. Hairoil?" we interrogated.
"Ah, those happy days of boyhood," whispered the great
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film developer. Whereupon he extracted an old, faded photo
from his hip pocket and parried our question with one of his
own asking. "Does this picture resemble Horatio Hairoil
at whom you are now looking?" We gazed long and intently
at the turned-up pantaloons and the merry eyes of a boy of
perhaps thirteen who almost eclipsed by a huge straw sombrero was wading a stream. . Try as we would we could not
identify the great man as the freckled-face country lad in
the picture.
"Surely this photo of bygone days does not look like the
celebrated Horatio Hairoil of today." we ventured.
"Well, it isn't," said he, as he replaced the photo in his
jeans. We had been completely taken in by Mr. Hairoil in
one of his light vacation moods.
"Mr. Hairoil," we again asked, "do you believe that the
idiosyncrasies of the star should be shown in pictures?"
"No," he almost shouted (just like that), "No!" "We use
to could," he continued, "but you can't get away with that
stuff with the censors nowadays." Finally we got around
to that inevitable question and felt that Mr. Hairoil might
have an interesting opinion concerning it, so we put the
question pointedly: "Mr. Hairoil, what do you think about
the war?"
Instantly he asked, "What war?"
By thus questioning him one discovers those subtle qualities in him that cause him to be loved and followed by the
squirrels in the park where he takes his morning run.
All great men who have attained Mr. Hairoil's distinction
have ever had before them some sound slogan of success
such as "Never put off 'til tomorrow what you can do today" or "Honesty is the best policy." We wanted to learn
for ourselves the pet inspirational phrase of Mr. Hairoil so
we asked him to enlighten us. It was short but characterof the man.
favorite phrase
is "Here's how."
His isticearly
years His
in business
were unconsciously
years of
preparation for his present elvated position in the picture
field. For two years he was a barber in Ft. Wayne. Indiana, but his ambition led him to seek richer pastures for
the distribution of his talents and endeavors so he procured an engagement as lunch counter man in the Cumberland Railway Depot. He made himself conspicuous in that
position by his unerring skill in shooting crullers and sandwiches across the counter to customers in less time than any
other lunch man in the place. Such talent as this had to be
reckoned with, so he went east on a freight train, for, as he
explained, he could not stand the stuffiness of the ordinary
coach. That was six years ago. Today — well, everyone in
the business knows Hairoil. Why does everybody love him?
What has made him the object of affection of all who come
in contact with him? There can remain but one answer, and
it is this: the color of his socks.
Such a man is Hairoil.
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The Trouble with the Film Columnists
Remarks Which Seem More or Less Remotely
Related to Something Recently Said
by Our Newark Contributor
SOME of the more recently ordained film columnists have
a lot of fun panning the press agents. But we press
■ us have .i lol ol tire trouble with the papers, too.
Ami we recognize these complaints as signs oi film verdancy
— otherwise evidence of the starting of the film season for
the columnist. The film columnists start out with the premise that we depend upon them and that they have space to
protect rather than to till judiciously.
1 believe that the film columnists depend far more on our
copy than we do on their space. 1 may lose my job for
saying this — ii the boss sees it for there has long been a
on that we depend on the good-will of the papers. But
if the worst came to the worst and the film columnists cut
^ out altogether 1 feel certain that we could still wiggle
along and produce pictures and sell them at good prices to
the exhibitors.
1 may be a press agent ; but I have also done time at a
newspaper desk : and in a film magazine office as well. So
1 know something of both sides of the story. I have faced
the raging horde of press agents when they had stuff to
offer and 1 had space to till and many's the time they have
ii me a tip on a good story that I was glad to get.
The trouble with a lot of the film columnists is that they
know nothing about their work and care less. These are
the ones who are apt to do the most complaining. The
conscientious ones work hard to rill their columns and
appreciate the help of the press agent. When the G. M. of
the paper decides on a film column, the city editor remember^ one of the chaps who has been known to attend a
motion picture show, calls him over and tells him he is the
new film editor. "Make it peppy, old man," he says, and
forgets all about it.
The new film editor makes a virtuous roar all over the
office about having more work hung on him when he is the
only one around the office who works, anyhow, and then
asks everybody but the copy boy how to get stuff for his
first column. And he is glad enough of the dope sheets from
the press agents then. It is only after he has been on the
job a week or so, gets free tickets for all the picture shows
and languidly tacks up a lot of star pictures around his
desk for the other fellows to exclaim over that he begins
to put on dog and assume that the press agents fear him.
As a matter of fact, in nine cases out of ten, he could not
write half as good stuff as the press agents put out. But it
takes a twenty-rive-dollar-a-week film columnist to criticise
the work of a hundred-dollar-a-week press agent. All film
editors demand "short, snappy, interesting stuff with a local
flavor." But they really don't know what they do want.
They have the old-fashioned newspaper idea of having an
"exclusive." And with four or five hundred newspaper and
magazine editors to supply with pictures and press stuff,
you know, we can hardly give each of them "exclusive stuff
with the local viewpoint."
If the film columnist were really interested in his job, he
would realize that it is a part of his work to know the
picture companies, the stars and the pictures, by name, just
as the political editor knows every inch of the political
situation in his department. Xo other writer on the paper
would sit at his desk and complain of the press agents who
supplied him with all the dope from which to get his rewrite
—the other writers sort of expect to get out every day and
do a little work on the street as well as at their desk.
When I was a film editor I kept a filing cabinet. When
publicity was received from the motion picture concerns I
filed all that might come handy, together with pictures and
other press matter. When I needed data for a story I had
it right at hand — and did not denounce the press agent
because it was not written to my liking. I rewrote it to my
own purpose. Of course, that meant work; but I did not
belong to the afternoon Kelly-pool club or the bowling alley
bunch nor did I have to hurry to sit in on the meeting of
the
noon.strategy board at Finley's bar at four-thirty every afterI have observed a few of these film columnists at work.
The usual method
of procedure
is to wait until the last
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minute, hastily run over the disorderly bunch ol pi'
on the desk, clip like mad to hll a lolnuin, write in a lew
heads and shoot it out to the composing room, with sarCastic remarks on the tool pi ess agents who had done the
real work.
When
the papers use m\ own
Stuff verbatim, as
they often do. l do not take any credit for it. 1 realize that
it is merely that when the foreman yelled down that he was
short a Stick on that lilluin stuff and my press matter lay
handy
plain view
it went
is." as from most offices,
When in pictures
go out
from upmy"asoffice,
they bear on the back the name of the company, the picture
and the star, and are accompanied with a printed sxiiopsis
of the story. The film columnist promptly throws away the
pictures, drops the synopsis into the waste basket and
when he has to write a review of this picture he curses the
press agent on general principles for not having the Stuff
ready to hand. With four or live hundred pictures to go to
a like number of editors we are not going to stop to print a
general history of the star on the back of each — it is up to
the film columnist to have that in his filing cabinet.
The trouble with the film columnist is that he wants a lot
of distinctive pictures of beautiful stars to tack up in his
gallery, while we press agents are enthused with the thought
that our company is producing pictures at considerable cost
to bring to the attention of the exhibitors for the clamoring
populace. And we pay for every notice we get in the
papers, mind you. Don't forget that. Go down and have a
heart to heart talk with the business end of the paper and
with the exhibitors if you don't believe it.
Some day the press agent will rise and tell the other side
of the story, Mr. Just and Fair. And don't you get us
started, for if we once begin to tell what we know about
the other side — Oh Boy !

Brooklyn's Biggest Picture House Opens May 1
Embodies
Every
Essential
to Comfort
To Be Named
the Brevoort, and

and Convenience —
Will Seat 2,500.

IN one of the most thickly populated residential sections
of Brooklyn, one of the largest motion picture theaters in Greater New York City has been built, and
will open on May 1. It is located on the corner of Bedford
avenue and Brevoort place, one block south of Fulton
slreet, Brooklyn's main business artery.
The exterior construction is of tapestry brick and limestone of artistic design and imposing appearance. The
lobby is finished in polished marble, with large mirrors and
ornamental tiling, which, with the liberal electric lighting,
make a most attractive entrance to still greater attractions inside.
On the mezzanine floor is a promenade foyer, with alcove,
waiting and lounging rooms, open fire-places and other
architectural considerations. Smoking rooms for men and
retiring rooms for women have received most careful attention to make them as homelike and comfortable as possible.
It will seat 2,500 persons comfortably in the most up-todate opera chairs of full size and modern upholstery. Loge
boxes in the balcony, beautifully furnished, to accommodate
those who wish to indulge in their evening smoke and
witness the performance. These boxes are provided with
every convenience, even to the minutest detail, such as the
complete outfit of the smokers' tables. Every seat affords
an uninterrupted view of the screen, as the auditorium is
without pillars and built on the amphitheatre plan. The
ventilation is of the typhoon order, supplying a transmission of fresh air continually, sustaining an even temperature according to requirements.
The mural decorations are both artistic and chaste, after
designs made by the best artists of this country. Draperies
for the proscenium and boxes harmonize with the general
theme of coloring, making the whole most delightful and
restful. A complete symphony orchestra will furnish a
musical program of the choicest selections, as well as
special scores to suit the character and tempo of the pictures shown. In short, neither pains nor money has been
spared by the architect and the Brevoort Holding Company,,
by whom the theater was built, to make the Brevoort theater a monument and a credit to Brooklyn. The projectors
of the Brevoort are A. H. Schwartz and H. C. Miner, both
well-knowm promoters of theatrical enterprises.
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A Modern Picture Director's Problems ByHanfordC-Judson
was a well-rounded melodrama; yet no one could find fault
with it as a report except perhaps in the coloring of the
characters, and this to no great degree. Mr. Walsh is an
artist. His imagination sees meaning in things that happen
and he is bound to express that meaning. The exact color
of the characters is not important, beside the things that the
characters
modern
life.reacting together are setting forth as a part of
the
IT is interesting rather than strange that so many of
Mr. Walsh never uses a scenario, and that may be one of
really competent motion picture directors of today, and
of these Raoul A. Walsh, of the Fox Film Company, is the reasons why the continuity of his pictures is so often
clear-cut. In the first place it is almost impossible for him
beyond caviling among the ablest, have like him learned
to begin on a picture till he has digested it, till he knows
their art under David Wark Griffith. Mr. Walsh says picjust what he wants. In the process of reaching this while
ture making is particularly an American art. In the first
the theme is held fluid in him his mind must be looking at it
place an American is naturally an outdoor man and making
pictures is an outdoor job.
all the time in the same attitude as a spectator.
A spectator hates irrelevant impositions and likewise the
Mr. Walsh got deeper into the spirit of the matter in that
very burden of clarifying his conception must work to keep
quick statement than he perhaps fully realized on the ina director from admitting anything that hinders the result.
stant. Not only are pictures taken out of doors, but they
have the outdoors spirit; they are free and unafraid like
Experience has taught Walsh how much he will need of any
outdoor men. It is not that they have no laws to follow;
one thing and also how easy it is for the central theme of
but they follow real
his story to get out of focus due, it may be, to his own imlaws like democrats.
mediate interest in some sidelight scene, so he never permits his mind to sit down and rest on the cushion of a writAmong all the arts
ten script. He carries the whole plot alive and fluid in him
picture-making is the
real democrat.
through every scene and then in the editing. He writes his
M r . Walsh shows
own sub-titles and does his own cutting. No one but him
that he is in tune
touches the product and no one touches it half-heartedly.
Even the players do not know what the result will be.
with this spirit by his
a c k n o wledgment of They are not dramatists. He doesn't want them to work
consciously or unconsciously to affect the final sum. He
the sources of his intells them what he needs for the moment and he molds the
spiration. He is never
reaction of one character on another as a sculptor thumbs
outside of the crowd.
He is not like a man • the damp modelling clay, changing the expression of the
cheeks and eyes to go with the smile on the lips. In a big
finding something i n
himself which h e scene with hundreds of players where he can't be in all
makes and shows to
places at once he depends on a corps of able assistants.
the crowd; but is a They have worked with him for years and know his mind.
He saves his voice. A signal to them is enough.
part of the crowd exIn smaller scenes he is close to his medium. Here he must
pressing what the
crowd thinks. This is be even more than an artist. They are human beings, willing enough to make the picture, and he has got to keep them
why pictures made by
him and others like
willing. He has to work through their minds as they would
work of their own volition. A motion picture director, he
him have such an astonishing success.
says, must have a very quick response to the intuition that
I asked him why so
comes from suggestions in the work as it progresses. Imagination shows him what he wants ; he has to know how to
many
d i - get it immediately. The same conditions that suggested the
Raoul A. Walsh.
rectors would-be
fail. I could
see that the subject
desired thing to him are working on all, and the moment when
it can be got surest is soon gone. This quickness comes
was not one he had pondered over and wasn't wholly pleaslargely from training and is a knowledge born of experience
ing. He answered doubtfully, "I don't know; perhaps they
that tells him how to get what he wants.
didn't have the right training." I don't hesitate to say that
Finally he impressed on me this, that few realize to what
in the back of his mind was a recognition of his own eyeextent the films are standing behind the Allies today by
partwas
He
work.
Griffith
watching
of
experience
opening
ly right. His memory shot a glance back over the work of
clarifying the air. The Kaiser's propaganda uses a whispered word in the dark. It works in secret ; is whispered
many men. He saw apprenticeship blunders, lack of conagain and grows like contagion. Against this is the open
tinuity, things used again that were once fine in another picpicture. It is seen by millions and is incontrovertible.
ture, and all the gaucheries. Yet not all who have worked
Without films insidious propaganda today would be almost
with Griffith have attained mastery. The essence of failure
unconquerable.
in making pictures is more likely due to lack of understandMr. Walsh in his office being interviewed is quite a difing the spirit of the art. Some will reach understanding,
ferent person from R. A. Walsh, the director. In the office
some never will. Mr. Walsh broke in with the right answer: "They don't make pictures commercially. They like
he
is
reserved,
almost shy. He doesn't talk freely. Surely
to make one kind of picture and they keep on making that
he doesn't pose and even presents himself at a disadvantage.
But
walk
into
his
studio with a big scene on and hundreds
kind of picture." That seems to get right into the heart of
of players, you get at once an impression of order. There
the trouble. They lack sympathy enough with the crowd to
be like the crowd, multifarious and eager for all kinds of
is a quiet man walking about or standing on the camera
platform. He seems bigger physically ; there's a different
life and experience, rich in goods that can't be stored in a
warehouse.
look on his face. Everything moves at his voice or gesreit
that
is
work
Walsh's
Mr.
of
ture. You recognize mastership, it isn't thrust at you.
One of the qualities
flects contemporary life. His "The Pride of New York" of
last winter expressed the chief concern of everybody last
NEW
GENERAL FILM EXCHANGE MANAGERS.
autumn when the young drafted men were being called to
Installation
of new managers at four of its exchanges is
the colors to be commanded by the Plattsbtirgers. Would
reported by General Film Company. E. W. Dustin, formerly
the boys In- well led? we were asking, and the picture showed
manager of the World, Pathe, Select and Triangle exchanges
that behind the Plattsburgers were the competent regular
at St. Louis, has become manager of General's exchange in
and releasarmy men with experience, choosing good leaders the
that city. He is one of the best known film men of the
drafted
ing the poor ones, choosing good material from
men and making the American Army such as it really is Southwest.
Graham Sirwell. who has been connected with the Pathe
today. It was just a story, not a bit of propaganda in it;
and
Select, is now manager for the General at Kansas City.
comforting and valuable as a patriotism-maker
it was
yet
Other well-known film men who have joined General Film
last degree.
to the
are J. F. Conant, new manager of the Cleveland branch, and
Again move recently Walsh's "Woman and the Law followed a trial that had attracted everybody's attention. It George Weeks, now in charge of the Detroit exchange.

R. A. Walsh, of the Fox Film Company, Talks
to World Representative About
His Job
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li 'attach .Arrives in New York

Foreign Representative of North American Motion Pictures,
Inc., Discusses Present Conditions in the South
American
Market.
H

STAUNTON
WALLACH,
general
South
American
manager for the North American Motion Pictures, Inc.,
* rrived in New York from Buenos Aires two weeks
ago and will probably be on bis way back about the time
this issue goes to pros.
Mr. Wallach's experience in the film business and the rapid
Strides made by his company during the past year give considerable weight to his opinion on the Latin-American markets. Buying agencies
have been established
in New York for practically every important
exchange doing business in the Southern
republics, and this department keeps in pretty close touch with the
men in charge, but
there are a few points,
such as the evolution
toward American p i c tures, the inauguration
o f continuous
p e r theaters, and
nce
forma
"
*
rBF—
SJ-JjH.
the outlook for 1918,
*e
that we wished to disa representawithAmerican
cuss tive
^m
J^atm*
film man
fresh from those territories. Needless to say,
we grasped the opportunity as soon as Mr.
Wallach walked into
the office of the Moving Picture World.
"One of the first
things I noticed upon
my arrival in Buenos
Aires about three and
a half years ago," said
Mr. Wallach, "was the
chaotic condition of
the film business. At
that time the market was being flooded with second-hand
film, mostly of European make, and such a thing as a firstrun house had never been thought of. The public was antipathetic— a great proportion of it, in fact, antagonistic on
account of this cheap second-hand stuff. It did not take me
long to arrive at the conviction that if a North American
program, made up of selected pictures, were put on the
market, it would be the means of obtaining a rapid change
for the better.
H. Staunton Wallach.

"With this idea as a basis, I came up to the United States
about two years ago for the purpose of organizing the company known today as the North American Motion Pictures,
Inc. A few months later our campaign was launched in
Buenos Aires with a complete program, and, modesty apart,
I believe that our company is entitled to some of the credit
due to every pioneer. Our efforts blazed the trail for the
American manufacturer, and we were instrumental, to a
great extent, in starting the evolution of taste toward
American-made photoplays.

"The first continuous show
Argentine
was started
of
storm by
a veritable
us, in the Theater La Princesa,in under
ridicule. The venture was a success from the beginning,
despite the fact that our program consisted of only six reels
— an unheard of innovation in Buenos Aires, where pictures,
although rainy and scratched, were given to the public on a
first-run
several
besides,
control,
We
basis.
wholesale

■ii— -— r- ■> -.-■ \r_^_ii_j^

houses. One of them, the Cine- Real, is reminiscent of the
typical North American theater to people waiting in line
to see the daily program. Although the Real is not the
most aristocratic theater in Buenos Aires, it certainly is
one of the most popular.
"Our service follows as closely as possible the American
style of presentation as to length, music, etc., and this plan
has given excellent results.
"During 1917, we have shown Universal, Metro and World
productions weekly, in addition to purchasing outside features and program pictures. In the present year we shall
continue to distribute World and Metro productions, to
which we have recently added the Selig output, and the Universal brand will be handled by the Sud Americana, one of
the local exchanges working in combination with our company. We have sub-agencies in the following cities of Argentina Rosario,
:
Tucuman, Santa Fc and Mendoza ; Montevideo, Uruguay; Valparaiso and Santiago, Chile. Our territory also includes Peru and Bolivia, which will be opened
up on my return to Buenos Aires.
"During the coming year, in addition to our regular program service we have organized a separate company for the
distribution of feature films exclusively, and we have already
purchased 'Lest We Forget' (to be called 'The Sinking of
the Lusitania'), 'Blue Jeans,' 'Ramona' and 'The Garden
closing, I wish to congratulate you on the success
of "Before
Allah.'
of
your international edition, Cine-Mundial. It is doing
wonderful work. Its reviews, special articles and news items
of the American film world are copied so repeatedly by the
local press, that it is playing the leading role in popularizing
American plays, actors and directors. The exhibitors swear
by it in Buenos Aires."

Sidney Garrett on Export Conditions
European
Restrictions
Emphasize
the Importance
of the
Spanish
and Portuguese-Speaking
Markets.
SIDNEY GARRETT, president of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc.,
in a lengthy statement that lack of space prevents us
from publishing in full, sounds a warning to American
manufacturers.
Mr. Garrett makes these two claims:
1. It has become almost impossible, from a business point
of view, to purchase film for France without the granting of
duping privilege by the manufacturers, and this condition
will also apply to Great Britain within a very short time.
2. Manufacturers wishing to keep up exporting must give
up the idea that duping is a "terrible thing" to allow.
He brings forward the following points to back up his contentions (a)
:
Buyers will pay royalty, but insist on securing
a black and white print and one full-titled print, tinted.
(b) Shipping is in an abnormal state and the cargo space
allotted to film is being reduced to the minimum. Essential
war merchandise is given the preference in all cases and film
is not considered as such, despite the desire of all governments to keep the people in good spirits.
(c) In countries like Great Britain and France, which take
a considerable amount of prints, the duping privilege lessens
the amount of space taken on outgoing steamers, and in this
way helps the government, reduces freight expenses, an item
of vital importance at this time, and aids the exhibitor, who
otherwise would have to pay a larger importation tax.
(d) Apart from the saving of freight and importation,
there would be the saving of insurance, reservation of space,
etc.
(e) Under present conditions, the manufacturer makes his
profit on whatever royalty is paid for a subject and not on
the number of prints sold.
(f) The export business with Europe should be facilitated
to the utmost, because, even if all kinds of facilities are
given, there still is the possibility of a general closing down
of all the theaters in the WTestern allied countries.
What
Mr. Garrett proposes — and we understand that he
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is only following specific instructions from his principals in
Europe, who have practically made it clear that they will not
buy on any other basis — may not seem to be a good business
policy for the American manufacturers to adopt. There is
no doubt the result would be ruinous in ordinary times.
But the question is : Will its adoption become, or has it
become already, absolutely necessary?
There is nothing academic in this question, it is a plain
matter of dollars and cents, and it would be fatuous on our
part to give any advice. Each manufacturer will decide it
according to whatever his interests may dictate.
But there is an angle to this problem that should be called
to the attention of every producer and distributer in this
country. Even if Air. Garrett's deductions were unduly pessimistic, and granting that these are trying times for all
exporters, no man in touch with foreign conditions will deny
that we are rapidly reaching the stage in which anything
may happen at any time. The crisis in the motion picture
business of Europe is becoming more and more acute, and
although it is hard to believe that the authorities on the
other side will decide on anything so foolish as a general
closing down of the theaters, it must be admitted that all
present signs indicate further restrictions, which only emphasize the growing importance of Latin-America as the motion
picture field of the present and one of our biggest customers in the future.
And although the effect of these restrictive measures,
which at any time may become prohibitive, cannot be entirely neutralized, they still may be parried and their force
partially broken by an intensive campaign in the Southern
republics, which have been rapidly forging ahead in motion
picture development during the past two years and their
importance to our manufacturers is bound to become greater
and greater as the war goes on.

Goldwyn Sells British Rights to Stoll
Offices

Will
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Theaters and Pictures in Porto Rico
An Account of Business Conditions— Prices Asked for Seats
of the Shows.
and Popularity

By Harwood Hull.
San Juan, Porto Rico. U. S. A., March 20.
IF you want to see 9 per cent of the population of San
Juan sitting at its ease and thoroughly enjoving itself
make a flying visit to the cines of the city any night.
There are nine picture houses, including one in Puerta de
Tierra, and six in Santurce. and you can gratifv vour curiosity. The crowd will be there laughing at Charlie Chaplin,
thrilled by Pearl White and charmed by Marv Pickford.
San Juan is the banner city of Porto Rico. There are more
cines here than in any other town in the island and more
people attend them. But there is probably not a town in
the island without at least one theater, and four nights a
week they entertain about two per cent of the entire population, that is to say, there are four evenings every week
when you could find 20.000 people distributed in 65 moving
picture houses in Porto Rico. Taking 25 cents as the average
admission charge, and only where competition exists is the
price less, this means that about $20,000 a week is spent in
seeing the films. Yet Porto Rico is not a movie countrv to
the same extent that the United States is.
The $20,000 a week spent here in picture shows, though
from a patron's point of view an investment in transient
pleasure, is from the point of view of the film producer and
theater owner a legitimate return on relatively large investments of capital. The value of the films in the island at
present will run up to about $300,000. In all the moving
picture business as it stands today in Porto Rico represents
an investment of nearly half a million dollars.
Porto Rico cannot complain of high admission charges, for
the same pictures in the United States are frequently exhibited at a much higher price. Here the admission was
never over 50 cents. The star picture is the one that takes
here.
People
about the
play.will go to see a star picture without a thought

Be Established
Throughout
the United Kingdom— Eight Productions Already in Hand.
THE biggest foreign alliance made by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is announced to the effect that exclusive distribution of all Goldwyn productions for
England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales will be under the name
and direction of Oswald Stoll, one of the amusement magnates of the world.
Negotiations with Mr. Stoll have been conducted by R. S.
Edmondson, the London representative of Goldwyn, and the
arrival in Great Britain of the first eight Goldwyn productions is hailed by the British trade press and the principal
amusement journals of the empire as an event of significance.
In less than eight months from the date of its first American release Goldwyn has completed a world-wide organization, with representation in every part of the habitable globe
with the exception of the Teutonic powers and their allies.
The British distribution will be made under the name of the
Oswald Stoll Film Company, with offices throughout the
United Kingdom.
Link by link Goldwyn is forging its chain of representation around the world, and its English and Australasian
affiliations, taken in conjunction with Goldwyn Pictures
Ltd., of Canada, constitute the most important alliances of
all.
In Australia Goldwyn Pictures are distributed by J. C.
Williamson Films, Ltd. Goldwyn's New Zealand distribution is under the direction of New Zealand Picture Supplies. Ltd., Harry Hayward being chairman of the board of
directors.
In Scandinavia Goldwyn is successfully launched through
John Olsen & Company, and in South Africa the South
African Film Trust is the Goldwyn distributor.
Goldwyn Pictures are distributed in Argentine, Uruguay
and Paraguay through Saenz & Gonzalez: Chile, Peru. Bolivia and Ecuador distribution is made through the Mutual
Export and Import Company; Mexico and Central American business will be handled through Lescale, Goni & Co.,
and Egypt through Joseph \dda.
In Brazil the Pan- American Trading Company for the
Compania Cinematografica Brazileira of Rio de Janeiro, the
largest film concern in the country, owning eighteen of the
biggest houses in Rio de Janeiro and Santos, will be
Goldwyn's distributors.
Final negotiations are now in progress for the distribution of Goldwyn Pictures in France. Italy, the Dutch East
Indies. Switzerland, India, Burmah and Ceylon. China and
the Philippines. Cuba. Japan. Holland. Spain and Portugal,

The Salao Central is finishing running "The Great Secret."
by Beverly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman, and if the public were not so tired of serials, it would have appreciated
it better, as it is the best picture of its kind ever seen here.

where the leading film interests of each country are to" be
drawn into immediate alliance with Goldwyn's American
organization.

"Invicta-Film." a company established in Oporto, has decided to produce Portuguese plays with Portuguese actors.

Portuguese Xotes
By Alberto Rocha.
Lisbon, March 9. 191S.
To those who still think that Lisbon is in Spain and Portugal in Africa, go these half-monthly notes. The "CineJournal." a Paris trade paper, said in one of its last issues
that Portugal had seen "Madame Tallien" (The Birth of
Democracy), by Lyda Borelli, before it was shown in France.
The French paper seemed to imply that we should always be
the last ones to see a picture.

* * *

The American Cimena Commissioner who has lately been
in Spain. I think made a mistake in saying that Portugal
could be furnished with films by an American agency in
Cadiz. This may be regarded as a question of economy, but
the right thing to do would be to send an experienced man to
Lisbon and find out whether it would pay the American manufacturers to establish their agencies there. We in Portugal
have at least twenty important cinema houses and we can
see them packed every night. What would producers say to
have their own agencies and picture palaces in Lisbon and
Oporto?
* * *
Fox. Goldwyn. Jewel, Select. Paramount and several other
well-known brands have never been seen here. One of the
most enthusiastic cinema proprietors told me some days ago
when talking of American pictures that those shown were
nearly all serials and the people got tired of them. When
I mentioned Petrova. Mary Pickford. Madge Kennedy. Clara
Kimball Young. William Farnum and othrs, he confessed he had never heard of them.

* * *

There are rumors from France that producing companies
in that country have decided to open branches in Lisbon to
save themselves from the intervention of Spanish agents in
Barcelona. Is this the beginning of a campaign against the
granting of rights for Spain and Portugal to Spanish agents?

* * *

* * *
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It counts upon a French "metteur en scene" and some Italian laboratory men to teach the Portuguese all the tricks
of the game. One of the directors went to Italj and her
first picture is announced as the masterpiece "Amor de
licao" of our late well-known writer, Camilo Castelo
Bi anco.
Among

the Exporters.

1' II. Kaufman, in chaise of the distribution of Spoor carbons for the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, is negotiating
tor a number of other supplies anil accessories for the foreign markets in which he has so successfully placed the
Spool. He is at the present moment at the Spoor Carbon
factory, in St. Marys, Pa., arranging to ship an entire carload oi carbons to an Atlantic port tor consignment abroad.
The orders
to be tilled from tins shipment
arc a-, follows :
Spam. 77,000; Argentina, 26,000; China. 20,000; Peru, 1S.000;
Dutch East Indies, 18,000; Manila, 10,000; Japan, 1,000.
* * *
Joseph l.amv. of the Piedmont Pictures Corporation, reports that "Shame," "Human Orchid" and several Thanbouser productions have boon disposed of for Argentina,
Uruguay and Paraguay as well as for the West coast of
South America.
"Sins oi Ambition," "Shame" and several Selburn comedies
have boon placed in Croat Britain; the rights on the former
two as well as on "Married in Name Only," "Human Clay"
and "Life or Honor" have recently been sold for Porto Rico,
Santo Domingo, llayti and St. Thomas.
"The Cray Seal" was sold for Brazil early in the week.

* * *

William A. Brady is offering "The Whip." "Stolen Orders"
and "Bought and Paid For" in the Latin-American markets.
J. Parker Road has already left for Brazil with several
copies
Whip,"
and we
understand
he will isrepresenl oi
Mr"The
Brady
in that
territory.
M. that
Weissberg
in
charge of the New York export office of the firm.

**

*

* *

Iney Garrett, of 1. Frank Brockliss, Inc., reports to have
made the following purchases for the Mundusfilm company,
of Paris: First National pictures, Charles Chaplin forthcoming series. "The Barrier." "Submarine Eye." "Bar Sinister,"
Metro program pictures, Paralta pictures, "The Whip," "Cold
Deck," Selig productions and
* *Billy
* West comedies.
Louis Brock, manager of the Sales Department of the
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, sailed for Havana at the beginning of the week. Cuba is one of the few worth-while
foreign markets where the Inter-Ocean stills lacks suitable
representation, and, as a result of this trip, the company expects to arrive at a satisfactory understanding with some
of the local exchanges or establish a direct branch. Mr.
Brock will also visit Porto Rico.

* * *

Alberto H. Zumsteg, representing J. R. Staffa, one of the
large exchanges doing business throughout Brazil, recently
arrived in New York. He is interested in the purchase of
feature and program pictures and will remain in town for
three or four months.

* *

*

B. J. Brandon, manager of the Oceanic Film Corporation,
a Chicago company handling Mutual pictures in foreign markets, will be in Xew York within the next thirty days. His
visit is connected with the exportation of film.
Mabel Xormand's picture "Mickey" has been secured by
Jacobo Glucksmann for Argentina and Uruguay. The purchase was made through the Western Import Company.

* *

*

The rights for Brazil on Ambassador Gerard's picture. "My
Four Years in Germany," have been sold to Alberto Sestini.
The deal was closed through Hiller & Wilke.
Inquiries from Abroad.
The addresses of these firms may be obtained from CineMundial, 516 Fifth avenue, Xew York. We do not assume
responsibility as to the standing of the inquirers, and the
usual precautions should be taken in all cases. All inquiries
are received direct by the Moving Picture World and CineMundial, the Spanish monthly edition of the Moving Picture World. Please mention number when writing:
28. A man in Valparaiso, Chile, is in the market for new
and second-hand film. Payments will be made through a
Xew York banking house.
30. A man in Agua Prieta, Mexico, is in the market for
new and used film.
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31, a tii iii in Bueno

\n<

. Argentina, is in the mat

foi I henm .lis.
32, \ in in in Havana, Cuba, is in the markel
io.it in os and set ials,

foi great

33, A in. in in Portuguese VV< I Africa wishes to rout or
purchase films foi exhibition in S. Thome and Angola.
34. A man in San Salvador, C V. wishes to acl a agent
foi id in manufacturers in ( entral and South Americi
35. A in. in in Venezuela is interested in securing a pro
gram ol aboul ten pictures to be renewed ever) threi
months.
Pictures should be al least Eoui tools long.
36. \ in in doing business in Panama wishes to obtain a
I a routing basis.
supply ol lil
weeklj
GOLDWYN

OPENS

IN AUSTRALIA.
I. C. Williamson Films,
from
Correspondence just received
13, tolls of the gala Australian
Ltd., dated Sydney, March
opening of Coldwyn
Pictures in the Commonwealth at the
greatest amusement
Sydney's
Royal,
Theatre
So enthusiastic are the executives
of the big institution.
Willian
interests that Hugh J. Ward and F. W. Thring, the managing
director of Williamson
Films, delayed the inauguration of
Goldwyn production until the theatre had boon entirely
renovated and redecorated, and while this was in pro;
a special orchestra was organized and publicly announced as
"the Coldwyn Symphony Orchestra." This marks the introduction in Sydney of the American method of picture
presentation in conjunction with large orchestras. The subject chosen for the initial showing was "The Auction Block."

First National Issues Handsome Booklet
Souvenir

Published
Coincident
with First Annual
Meeting
of Circuit's Stockholders.
COINCIDENT with the first annual meeting of the
National Exhibitors' Circuit,
stockholders of the First
which was held beginning April 15, at the Hotel Astor,
Xew York, the publicity department of the circuit has issued
a souvenir plan book, outlining the purpose and principles
of the organization.
The publication, which measures 9]/2 by 12 inches in size,
is printed on the finest quality of glazed book stock, with a
heavy embossed cover, showing the circuit's geographical
chain design, surmounting the rather quaint title: "The good
fellows
by getting
together."
At theget
front
of the book
a 24 by 36 inch insert has been

tipped in, bearing half-tone cuts of ninety-eight theatres
owned or controlled by members of the circuit. This is a
most impressive spread, giving in one glance a vivid idea of
the massed power back of the First National. Altogether,
the theatrical property represented amounts to some $40,000.000.
Then follow the text pages, each bordered by interior
views of theatres pictured on the spread. The various
angles of the organization are covered in brief, breezy paragraphs, explaining the co-operative idea of the circuit; how
productions are selected: the ratio of productions purchased
to the number viewed: the position that has been adopted in
regard to stars, taking the Charlie Chaplin contract as an
example.
In the center of the book one comes across a striking
double-page layout showing a map of the United States,
marked off in alphabetically lettered selling districts, with
portraits of the members of the circuit.
The art work throughout is of an unusually high order,
having both beauty and dignity. It is printed in light brown
ink. which contrasts pleasantly with the cuts and letterpress.

DENVER

OPERATORS

DANCE.

Operators of the city of Denver, Local Union 230. I. A.
T. S. E., and M. P. M. O., gave their fourth annual ball at
Caldwell Hall on Wednesday evening, March 27. That it was
a social, financial and artistic success goes without saying.
Caldwell Hall was filled to capacity; all the film companies
were represented and the exhibitors honored the Union by
their presence. The grand march disclosed several novelties and its patriotic setting stirred up a wave of enthusiasm.
The stars and stripes together with the flags of the Allies
were dropped from places of concealment to the strains of
the national anthem while the assembled merrymakers, inspired by the spectacle, sang the song, the spotlights concentrating on "Old Glory." It was a moment long to be
remembered. The dance broke up at 1 o'clock when the
party were conveyed to one of Denver's most popular restaurants where plank steaks and trimmings were served. Thus
finished one of the jolliest affairs the men of Xo. 230 ever
enjoyed.
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is only following specific instructions from his principals in
Europe, who have practically made it clear that they will not
buy on any other basis — may not seem to be a good business
policy for the American manufacturers to adopt. There is
no doubt the result would be ruinous in ordinary times.
But the question is: Will its adoption become, or has it
become already, absolutely necessary?
There is nothing academic in this question, it is a plain
matter of dollars and cents, and it would be fatuous on our
part to give any advice. Each manufacturer will decide it
according to whatever his interests may dictate.
But there is an angle to this problem that should be called
to the attention of every producer and distributer in this
country. Even if Mr. Garrett's deductions were unduly pessimistic, and granting that these are trying times for all
exporters, no man in touch with foreign conditions will deny
that we are rapidly reaching the stage in which anything
may happen at any time. The crisis in the motion picture
business of Europe is becoming more and more acute, and
although it is hard to believe that the authorities on the
other side will decide on anything so foolish as a general
closing down of the theaters, it must be admitted that all
present signs indicate further restrictions, which only emphasize the growing importance of Latin-America as the motion
picture field of the present and one of our biggest customers in the future.
And although the effect of these restrictive measures,
which at any time may become prohibitive, cannot be entirely neutralized, they still may be parried and their force
partially broken by an intensive campaign in the Southern
republics, which have been rapidly forging ahead in motion
picture development during the past two years and their
importance to our manufacturers is bound to become greater
and greater as the war goes on.

Goldwyn Sells British Rights to Stoll
Offices

Will

Be Established
Throughout
the United Kingdom— Eight Productions Already in Hand.
THE biggest foreign alliance made by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is announced to the effect that exclusive distribution of all Goldwyn productions for
England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales will be under the name
and direction of Oswald Stoll, one of the amusement magnates of the world.
Negotiations with Mr. Stoll have been conducted by R. S.
Edmondson, the London representative of Goldwyn, and the
arrival in Great Britain of the first eight Goldwyn productions is hailed by the British trade press and the principal
amusement journals of the empire as an event of significance.
In less than eight months from the date of its first American release Goldwyn has completed a world-wide organization, with representation in every part of the habitable globe
with the exception of the Teutonic powers and their allies.
The British distribution will be made under the name of the
Oswald Stoll Film Company, with offices throughout the
United Kingdom.
Link by link Goldwyn is forging its chain of representation around the world, and its English and Australasian
affiliations, taken in conjunction with Goldwyn Pictures,
Ltd., of Canada, constitute the most important alliances of
all.
In Australia Goldwyn Pictures are distributed by J. C.
Williamson Films, Ltd. Goldwyn's New Zealand distribution is under the direction of New Zealand Picture Supplies, Ltd., Harry Hayward being chairman of the board of
directors.
In Scandinavia Goldwyn is successfully launched through
John Olsen & Company, and in South Africa the South
African Film Trust is the Goldwyn distributor.
Goldwyn Pictures are distributed in Argentine. Uruguay
and Paraguay through Saenz & Gonzalez; Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador distribution is made through the Mutual
Export and Import Company; Mexico and Central American business will be handled through Lescale, Goni & Co.,
and Egypt through Joseph Adda.
In Brazil the Pan-American Trading Company for the
Compania Cinematografica Brazileira of Rio de Janeiro, the
largest film concern in the country, owning eighteen of the
biggest houses in Rio de Janeiro and Santos, will be
Goldwyn's distributors.
Final negotiations are now in progress for the distribution of Goldwyn Pictures in France, Italy, the Dutch East
Indies, Switzerland, India, Burmah and Ceylon. China and
the Philippines, Cuba, Japan, Holland, Spain and Portugal,
where the leading film interests of each country are to" be
drawn into immediate alliance with Goldwyn's American
organization.
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Theaters and Pictures in Porto Rico
An Account of Business Conditions— Prices Asked for Seats
and Popularity of the Shows.
By Harwood Hull.
San Juan, Porto Rico, U. S. A., March 20.
IF you want to see 9 per cent of the population of San
Juan sitting at its ease and thoroughly enjoving itself
make a flying visit to the cines of the city anv night.
There are nine picture houses, including one in Puerta de
Tierra, and six in Santurce, and you can gratify vour curiosity. The crowd will be there laughing at Charlie Chaplin,
thrilled by Pearl White and charmed by Mary Pickford.
San Juan is the banner city of Porto Rico. There are more
cines here than in any other town in the island and more
people attend them. But there is probably not a town in
the island without at least one theater, and four nights a
week they entertain about two per cent of the entire population, that is to say, there are four evenings every week
when you could find 20.000 people distributed in 65 moving
picture
house's
in Porto
Rico.where
Takingcompetition
25 cents as exists
the average
admission
charge,
and only
is the
price less, this means that about $20,000 a week is spent in
seeing the films. Yet Porto Rico is not a movie country to
the same extent that the United States is.
The $20,000 a week spent here in picture shows, though
from a patron's point of view an investment in transient
pleasure, is from the point of view of the film producer and
theater owner a legitimate return on relatively large investments of capital. The value of the films in the island at
present will run up to about $300,000. In all the moving
picture business as it stands today in Porto Rico represents
an investment of nearly half a million dollars.
Porto Rico cannot complain of high admission charges, for
the same pictures in the United States are frequently exhibited at a much higher price. Here the admission was
never over 50 cents. The star picture is the one that takes
here.
People
about the
play.will go to see a star picture without a thought

Portuguese Notes
By Alberto Rocha.
Lisbon, March 9. 191S.
To those who still think that Lisbon is in Spain and Portugal in Africa, go these half-monthly notes. The "CineJournal," a Paris trade paper, said in one of its last issues
that Portugal had seen "Madame Tallien" (The Birth of
Democracy), by Lyda Borelli, before it was shown in France.
The French paper seemed to imply that we should always be
the last ones to see a picture.

* * *

The American Cimena Commissioner who has lately been
in Spain. I think made a mistake in saying that Portugal
could be furnished with films by an American agency in
Cadiz. This may be regarded as a question of economy, but
the right thing to do would be to send an experienced man to
Lisbon and find out whether it would pay the American manufacturers to establish their agencies there. We in Portugal
have at least twenty important cinema houses and we can
see them packed every night. What would producers say to
have their own agencies and picture palaces in Lisbon and

* * *
Oporto?
Fox, Goldwyn. Jewel, Select. Paramount and several other
well-known brands have never been seen here. One of the
most enthusiastic cinema proprietors told me some days ago
when talking of American pictures that those shown were
nearly all serials and the people got tired of them. When
I mentioned Petrova, Mary Pickford. Madge Kennedy. Clara
Kimballfessed he Young,
and othrs, he conhad neverWilliam
heard of Farnum
them.
* * *

There are rumors from France that producing companies
in that country have decided to open branches in Lisbon to
save themselves from the intervention of Spanish agents in
Barcelona. Is this the beginning of a campaign against the
granting of rights for Spain and Portugal to Spanish agents?

* * *

The Salao Central is finishing running "The Great Secret,"
by Beverly
and of
Francis
and appreciated
if the public were notBayne
so tired
serials,X. itBushman,
would have
it better, as it is the best picture of its kind ever seen here.

* * *

"Invicta-Film," a company established in Oporto, has decided to produce Portuguese plays with Portuguese actors.
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It counts upon a French "metteur en scene" and some [tal
ian laboratory men to teach the Portuguese all the tricks
of the game. One of the directors went to Italj and her
ii r > t picture i> announced as the masterpiece "Amor de
Perdicao" of our late well-known writer, Camilo Castelo
Branco.
Among

the

Exporters.

E. II. Kaufman, in oharge of the distribution of Speer carbons for the Inter Ocean Film Corporation, is negotiating
for a number of other supplies and accessories for the foi
eign markets in which lie has so successfully placed the
Speer. lie is at the present moment at the Speer Carbon
factory, in St. Marys, Pa., arranging to ship an entire earload i>! carbons to an Atlantic port for consignment abroad.
The orders
to be tilled from this shipment
are as follows:
Spain. 77,000; Argentina, 26,000; China, 20,000; Tern, 18,000;
Dutch
East Indies, 18,000; Manila.
10.000; Japan, 1,000.

* »

*

Joseph I.amy, of the Piedmont Pictures Corporation, reports that "Shame." "Human Orchid" and several Thanliouser productions have been disposed of for Argentina,
Uruguay and Paraguay as well as for the West coast of
South America.
"Sins of Ambition," "Shame" and several Selburn comedies
have been placed in Great Britain; the rights on the former
two as well as on "Married in Name Only," "Human Clay"
and
or Honor"
been sold for Porto Rico.
Santo"Life
Domingo,
Haytihave
and recently
St. Thomas.
"The Gray Seal" was sold for Brazil early in the week.

* *

*

William A. Brady is offering "The Whip," "Stolen Orders"
and "Bought and Paid For" in the Latin-American markets.
J. Parker Read has aiready left for Brazil with several
copies of
Whip,"
and we
understand
he will isrepresent"The
Mr. Brady
in that
territory.
M. that
Weissberg
in
charge of the New York export office of the firm.

/*

*

*

*

Sidney Garrett, of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., reports to have
made the following purchases for the Mundusfilm company,
of Paris : First National pictures, Charles Chaplin forthcoming series, "The Barrier," "Submarine Eye," "Bar Sinister,"
Metro program pictures, Paralta pictures, "The Whip," "Cold
Deck," Selig productions and
* Billy
* * West comedies.
Louis Brock, manager of the Sales Department of the
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, sailed for Havana at the beginning of the week. Cuba is one of the few worth-while
foreign markets where the Inter-Ocean stills lacks suitable
representation, and, as a result of this trip, the company expects to arrive at a satisfactory understanding with some
of the local exchanges or establish a direct branch. Air.
Brock will also visit Porto Rico.

* *

*

Alberto H. Zumsteg, representing J. R. Staffa, one of the
large exchanges doing business throughout Brazil, recently
arrived in Xew York. He is interested in the purchase of
feature and program pictures and will remain in town for
three or four months.

* *

*

B. J. Brandon, manager of the Oceanic Film Corporation,
a Chicago company handling Mutual pictures in foreign markets, will be in Xew York within the next thirty days. His
visit is connected with the exportation of film.
Mabel Xormand's picture "Mickey" has been secured by
Jacobo Glucksmann for Argentina and Uruguay. The purchase was made through the Western Import Company.

* *

*

The rights for Brazil on Ambassador Gerard's picture, "My
Four Years in Germany," have been sold to Alberto Sestini.
The deal was closed through Hiller & Wilke.
Inquiries from Abroad.
The addresses of these firms may be obtained from CineMundial, 516 Fifth avenue. Xew York. We do not assume
responsibility as to the standing of the inquirers, and the
usual precautions should be taken in all cases. All inquiries
are received direct by the Moving Picture World and CineMundial. the Spanish monthly edition of the Moving Picture World. Please mention number when writing:
28. A man in Valparaiso, Chile, is in the market for newarid second-hand film. Payments will be made through a
Xew York banking house.
30. A man in Agua Prieta, Mexico, is in the market for
new and used film.
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A turn in Bueno
Vir< . Argentina, is in tin- market
for31.chemicals.
32. A firm in Havana, tub... i- in tin market for great

teat ui es and -i i ials,
33. A ni. in in Portuguese West

Africa wishes to rent or

purchase
filmsm foiSanexhibition
Angola.
34. \ man
Salvador, in(. S V.["home
wishes ami
to act
a agent
for film manufacturers in ( entral and South An ■ i ■
35. A in. hi m Venezuela is interested in securing a pro
gram
of about
ten pictures
to be renewed
every
three
months.
Pictures
Should be at least foul reels long.
36. A firm doing business
m Panama
wishes
t,, obtain a
supply of film on a renting basis.
week!)
GOLDWYN

OPENS

IN

AUSTRALIA.

Films,
received
Correspondence
gala Australian
of ('.theWilliamson
tells J.
13, from
dated Sydney, justMarch
Ltd.,
opening of Goldwyn
Pictures in the i ommonwealth at the
I heatre
Royal.
Sydney's
greatest
amusement
institution.
So enthusiastic are the executives of the big \\ illiamsor
interests that Hugh J. Ward ami I'". W. Thrmg, the managing
director of Williamson Films, delayed the inauguration or
Goldwyn production until the theatre had been entirely
renovated and redecorated, and while this was in progress
a special orchestra was organized and publicly announced as
"the Goldwyn Symphony Orchestra." This marks the introduction in Sydney of the American method of picture
presentation in conjunction with large orchestras. The subject chosen for the initial showing was "The Auction Block."

First National Issues Handsome Booklet
Souvenir

Published
Coincident
with First Annual
Meeting
of Circuit's Stockholders.
COIXCIDKXT with the first annual meeting of the
stockholders of the First Xational Exhibitors' Circuit,
which was held beginning April 15, at the Hotel Astor,
Xew York, the publicity department of the circuit has issued
a souvenir plan book, outlining the purpose and principles
of the organization.
The publication, which measures 9l/> by 12 inches in size,
is printed on the finest quality of glazed book stock, with a
heavy embossed cover, show-ing the circuit's geographical
chain design, surmounting the rather quaint title: "The good
fellows
by getting
together."
At theget
front
of the book
a 24 by 36 inch insert has been

tipped in, bearing half-tone cuts of ninety-eight theatres
owned or controlled by members of the circuit. This is a
most impressive spread, giving in one glance a vivid idea of
the massed power back of the First Xational. Altogether,
the theatrical property represented amounts to some $40,000.000.
Then follow the text pages, each bordered by interior
views of theatres pictured on the spread. The various
angles of the organization are covered in brief, breezy paragraphs, explaining the co-operative idea of the circuit : how
productions are selected; the ratio of productions purchased
to the number viewed; the position that has been adopted in
regard to stars, taking the Charlie Chaplin contract as an
example.
In the center of the book one comes across a striking
double-page layout showing a map of the United States,
marked off in alphabetically lettered selling districts, with
portraits of the members of the circuit.
The art work throughout is of an unusually high order,
having both beauty and dignity. It is printed in light brown
ink, which contrasts pleasantly with the cuts and letterpress.

DENVER

OPERATORS

DANCE.

Operators of the city of Denver, Local Union 230, I. A.
T. S. E., and M. P. M. O., gave their fourth annual ball at
Caldwell Hall on Wednesday evening, March 27. That it was
a social, financial and artistic success goes without saying.
Caldw-ell Hall was filled to capacity; all the film companies
were represented and the exhibitors honored the Union by
their presence. The grand march disclosed several novelties and its patriotic setting stirred up a wave of enthusiasm.
The stars and stripes together with the flags of the Allies
were dropped from places of concealment to the strains of
the national anthem while the assembled merrymakers, inspired by the spectacle, sang the song, the spotlights concentrating on "Old Glory." It was a moment long to be
remembered. The dance broke up at 1 o'clock when the
party were conveyed to one of Denver's most popular restaurants where plank steaVs and trimmings were served. Thus
finished one of the jolliest affairs the men of Xo. 230 ever
enjoyed.
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Canada's Large Use of Instructive Films
Moving Pictures Show Farmers How to Get Better Profits
and

Aid

PICTURE

Government Generally.
THE Ontario Provincial Government is employing for
the production of official films covering a wide variety
of subjects the Pathescope of Canada, Ltd. The company also is manufacturing a large number of commercial
subjects for business enterprises of the Dominion, and recently a representative of the Pathescope took more than
10,000 feet of pictures of Canadian institutions for convalescent soldiers and military schools. These views will
be screened in military hospitals in England and France to
show what Canada is doing to reconstruct disabled warriors for future occupations.
The Province of Ontario is far ahead of any other province or state in the adoption of moving pictures for educational purposes among farmers, miners, school children,
houswives, factory employees and others. It has an official
Provincial Motion Picture Bureau serving as an exchange
under the direction of an experienced film expert, S. C.
Johnson. In this bureau are hundreds of reels of films, the
majority of which are designed to instruct farmers in their
work. So important has this official film feature become
that the Provincial Legislature, at its recent session, voted
$52,000 for the extension of the work this year.
The Ontario Department of Agriculture now has scores
of educational films for use at meetings in rural communities which are arranged by the Government's Agricultural
representatives. When the use of these films became general over the province the average attendance at the district meetings sprang from fifteen to eighty-five — mainly
because of the moving picture demonstrations. During
four weeks of the past winter meetings held in forty-five
counties at the rate of three each week attracted a total
attendance of 67,801 farmers.
More than five thousand farmers saw a special woolgrading picture during the past winter. During three
weeks no less than 1,500 women saw farm household pictures at meetings held by the Women's Institutes of Simcoe County alone. One very popular film has been "The
Marketing of Live Stock," which shows the farmer what
happens to cattle after it has been sold by him. Gardening
films have introduced many new methods to vegetable producers. A number of films show how to take care of orchards and how to prevent the destruction of trees or fruit by
blight or insects. A very valuable picture at the present
time covers the subject of backyard gardening for city
people.
Five films have been made of road-building and repair
and several films cover the subject of "National Service on
the Land."
It isloaned
interesting
note that
prints
of these
films
have been
to theto United
States
Government
for similar recruiting work.
Ten thousand feet of film show the new farms, mines and
other attractions in New Ontario for settlers. Returned
soldiers who have taken up farming in New Ontario have
the benefit of the entertainment of a moving picture show
several times each week through the use of the interesting
films which are supplied from the Government Bureau. The
Whitby High School is teaching agriculture by means of
the films made available by the Provincial Bureau, which
has more than three hundred releases in its stock. Practically all of these films were prepared by the Pathescope
with the co-operation of the Ontario Government. Many
Canadian manufacturers are also sending their trailers out
with projectors and films which show how various products
are made and used.
The Ontario Government is also arranging for the use
of dramatic, comic and scenic subjects to add an entertainment feature to its agricultural film shows, but these pictures will only be incidental to the main issue.
The Pathescope people at Toronto have established a
model film factory at its new address. The company started out to supply moving picture projection machines and
films to churches, schools and private homes. The machines and films were imported from France, but soon after
the outbreak of war it was found impossible to procure
further machines from France. Similar types of projectors
made in the United States were imported.

RUSSELL TO OPEN CAMP
THEATER.
William Russell is billed to appear at Camp Kearny to
officiate at the opening of the camp's picture theater, the
initial run of which will be a Russell feature. The camp has
also invited Mr. Russell to bring with him a mascot which
the camp will adopt.
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A. S. Winterhoge, one of the old timers of the show business, who operated one of the first theaters in California,
the first theater in San Jose, is once more back in the game,
although not in the show end of the business. He is a traveling representative for the All Star Features Distributers'
production
"Birth," of the Eugenic Film Company, which is
tory.
playing throughout Southern California and Arizona terri-

MacMahon Joins Educational Films
Has

Been Appointed General Press Representative
cational Film Corporation.

of Edu-

HENRY
MACMAHON has been appointed general
press representative of the Educational Film Corporation, the appointment to take effect on April 29. Mr.
MacMahon is a pioneer in educational presswork. Back in
the nineties he established the press department of the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences and reported the
first local showing of Edison's kinetoscope, the predecessor
of the modern motion picture machine. Some years later
he managed for the Shuberts the nation-wide publicity campaign of Maeterlinck's "The Blue Bird," the stage play that
enlisted the attention of educators and cultivated people
generally. He was then engaged by J. J. McCarthy to hanpublicityassignment
of "The Birth
a Nation."
Outdle theofmagazine
this interesting
grew ofmany
connections
with the literary side of the films, and Mr. MacMahon has
written much about the informative value of pictures and
the possibilities of combining sound instruction with lively
entertainment. President Earl B. Hammons, of the Educational Film Corporation, has offered every facility to Mr.
MacMahon to popularize the knowledge of worth-while films
both among the exhibitors and to the public generally, so
that the appointment is in the nature of an unusual opportunity to resume a congenial field of work, Announcement
of important expansions of Educational's activities will be
made as soon as Mr. Hammons has closed several big negotiations which are now pending.

Harry David on Trip East
Associate

Manager

of San Francisco's
California Theater
Visiting Larger Cities.
headquarters in New York has had a welcome
SELECT
visitor during the week in the person of Harry David,
associate manager and publicity director of the California theater, San Francisco, the beautiful house of which
Eugene H. Roth is the managing director.
Manager David arrived in New York April 12 and proceeded to make himself at home at once in the office of
General Manager Arthur S. Kane, who was expecting him,
apprised of his coming by Select's San Franhavingciscobeen
branch manager, Harrj- H. Hicks.
Mr. David has been making an extensive tour since leaving the California metropolis. On his way east he stopped
at Denver, Chicago and Detroit, and visited the principal
theaters in each of these cities. He has also seen all the
fine houses in New York since his arrival here, and has
announced his intention of visiting Philadelphia, Chicago
and Los Angeles on his way home, his purpose being to
get acquainted with the best motion picture houses in the
United States, with a view to learning any new wrinkles
they may have to offer in the way of house arrangements
or presentation of subjects.
SPANUTH HAS NOVELTY TWO-REELERS.
Hans A. Spanuth, president of the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation of Chicago, visited New York during the
past week, bringing with him a novelty in the form of a
two-reeler; something out of the ordinary, and designed to
take the place of comedies or other short subjects.
Further announcement as to the nature of these subjects
and method of release will be made shortly. It is expected
one will be offered to exhibitors each month.

MARIE DRESSLER SIGNS CONTRACT WITH
WORLD.
Marie Dressier, the noted comedienne, has just signed a
long-term contract to produce a series of two-reel comedies
for^World
Dressier
the comedies— which Pictures.
will be in Miss
two reels
— withwill
her produce
own company,
the
Marie Dressier Corporation having just been incorporated
for this purpose. Release dates for the first comedies in the
scries will be announced by the World within a short time.
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Canadians Give Dinner to Richardson
Toronto Operators, Exhibitors and Exchangemen
Projection Expert at Toronto — Will Smith
nounces Overseas Service.

Entertain
An-

ALTHOUGH it had not been able to have an official dinner >>r banquet of any kind since the start of the war
Local No.
in 1(M4, Toronto Moving Picture Operators' ative
17.i turned out more than ISO strong, with represent
local exchanges and prominent local exhibitors, for the dinner at Young's Cafe on Wednesday evening, April 10, in
honor of F. II. Richardson, of the projection department of
the Moving Picture World. So interesting was the practical
talk by Brother Richardson and the speeches of others thai
the gathering did not break up until 5 o'clock in the morning.
At the end of the session the operators and others present
freely voted that the game was worth the candle, almost
literally speaking.
During the day Brother Richardson had been shown the
sights
"New York
of had
Canada"
opening
his
address,of hethedeclared
that he
been and,
shownin one
arsenal,
eleven military hospitals and one graveyard. Therefore, he
figured that he would have to be very careful what he said.
But when he got under way he roasted the operators, the
exhibitors, then the exchange managers and even the theater architects — all for one purpose, namely, to improve the
standard of moving picture presentation in the city of Toronto. During the course of his speech he paid one marked
compliment to the manager and staff of the Regent Theater,
Toronto. When he had visited this theater early in the
evening he had found people standing four and five deep
for a block waiting to gain admission. Upon entering, he
noted that the picture was not being speeded in order to
empty the house a little more quickly and projection congenerally, were good. "There is a real manager,"
said Mr. ditions,
Richardson.
He impressed upon the operators the fact that they were
handling films every day which were worth, on an average
$125 per reel. The equipment in the projection room is worth
$450 and every detail in the production of a picture was more
or less costly. Yet the projectionist had it in his power
to make or mar the whole picture and to throw the theater
into disrepute. He went into various mechanical details and
asked many pertinent questions. He declared that in 106
different addresses, he had been able to secure only six correct answers to a certain simple question and two of the
correct solutions were provided in Vancouver, B. C.
Interesting exhibits which Brother Richardson presented
were a sample of the new Hodkinson film, which is of special width, and Biograph's film No. 191, which was one of the
first made by that company. The latter was considerably
different from the present-day type of moving picture film.
Will C. Smith, general manager of the Nicholas Power
Company, was also present. Air. Smith was cheered when
he announced that he had made all but final arrangements
to enlist for special service with the United States Army in
France. He expected to be overseas within a very few
weeks.
In proposing the toast to "Our Brothers Overseas," James
Simpson of Toronto, vice president of the Dominion Trades
Congress, announced that forty members of Local 173 were in
the Canadian Army and eight of the members had returned
from overseas after doing their bit. He pointed out that,
while many of the workers were serving the colors, it was
the duty of organized labor in Canada to use every effort to
improve working conditions throughout the country.
T. A. Stevenson, a prominent labor man of Toronto, forlowed this up by stating that since the election of the Canadian Union Government last December representatives of
the workers had been called to a number of conferences of
importance at Ottawa so that the voice of the workingman
could be heard in various matters. He pointed out that such
revelation had been made to the representatives of organized labor with regard to the war situation that he was
more impressed than ever with the need for co-operation and
united assistance of all in order to win the war.
"Bud" Lennon, Ontario manager for the Canadian Universal Film Company, spoke for the exchange managers. Mr.
Lennon declared that he, alone with President Clair Hague
of the Canadian Universal, had been given honorary membership cards in the I. A. T. S. E. as being two of the pioneer
"Crank
turners"
of the
moving of
picture
business
He compared
several
conditions
the early
days in
withCanada.
those
of the present.
W. Baillie, a Toronto exhibitor, who is president of the
Moving Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of On-
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tario, spoke in behalf of the exhibitors briefly. H< declared
lie had just been doing a i"i "t hustling to gain a live membership toi his association and that there were everal important legal matters which required immediate adjustment.
The association had these matters in hand and condil
would undoubtdly he improved.
GLADISH.

Thanhouser to Resume Production
To

Make

Six

Features
and

a Year, Together with Propaganda
Program
Pictures.
rumors Hying about in motion picture
to
ACCORDING
circles the Thanhouser Film Corporation will shortly
resume active production at its studios in New Rochclle.
Plans have been perfected, it is said, tor the filming of six
big super features a year, which will he released through
the Arrow Film Corporation, as well as a number of propaganda and program pictures.
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film Corporation, who is also treasurer and the active manager of
the Thanhouser Film Corporation, was non-committal when
asked about Thanhouser's future plans. He admitted it was
probable the company would soon resume making pictures,
but said he could not announce any definite plans at the
present time.
Thanhouser has been out of the production field for some
time. For a number of years it was one of the best known
producing organizations in the world and some noteworthy
pictures were filmed in its studios.
Unlike many other picture organizations Thanhouser temporarily discontinued producing with money in the bank.
This has never been withdrawn, it is said, and will probably
remain intact until the company launches its new activities.
The Thanhouser studios in New Rochelle were among the
best equipped of their kind in the country. Many Eastern
producers have tried to buy the studios, but the Thanhouser
company has always retained them.
A few weeks ago the Thanhouser company held its annual
meeting and elected Crawford Livingston president; Wilbert
Shallenberger, vice president; A. E. Jones, secretary and
W. E. Shallenberger, treasurer. The following were elected
directors: Felix Kahn, Crawford Livingston, Wilbert ShalGerald Livingston, W. E. ShallenA. E. Jones,
berger andlenberger,
Jessie
Bishop.
Following this meeting it was announced that W. E. Shallenberger would take over the active management of the
Thanhouser company and studios.

What Goes Into Making of Pictures
World

Film

Compiles
Statistics as to Amount of Material
That Goes Into Year's Program.
AN efficiency expert at the World studio at Fort Lee has
compiled the following figures of the amount of
material required that goes into the making of a year's
To those who are not familiar with studio activiprogram:
ties it may be of interest to know that in the past year, for
the sets built for fifty-two pictures, it was necessary to use
1,500,000 feet of lumber, 12,000,000 nails, 100,000 screws, 5,000
locks, hinges and door knobs, 75,000 feet of wall paper, 1,500
gallons of paint, over 100,000 pieces of furniture and 300,000
props. There was consumed in lighting these sets 1,000,000
1,500,000 feet of film and a countalso cows,
of current,
amperes
less number
of horses,
sheep, goats, birds, goldfish,

dogs and oxen were employed. As for bears, snakes, raccoons, lions and elephants, the number of these animals used
would equip the Barnum & Bailey Circus several times over.
MAX LEVENSON GETS BAY STATE APPOINTMENT.
Max L. Levenson, of the well-known firm of Levenson &
Levenson of Boston, has been appointed Assistant AttorneyGeneral of Massachusetts by Attorney-General Henry G.
Attwill, and his appointment has already been confirmed by
theMr.Governor's
Levenson Council.
has long been identified with the motion
picture industry, both in a legal and business way. He and
his brother, Joseph M. Levenson, have been personal counsel
to Hiram Abrams and Walter E. Greene, the executives of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, for many years, as
well as New England counsel for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Mr. Levenson has also been counsel
for and associated with the late Mitchel H. Mark and Moe
Mark in all of their theatrical enterprises. He is also
director and assistant treasurer of the Boston Photoplay
Company, and director of the Metro Pictures Corporation
of New England and the American Feature Film Company.
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How It Is Done at the Strand
A Discussion of Methods Which Have Actually Been Worked
Out Successfully.
By Harold Edel, Manager-Director.
ARE you getting maximum co-operation from your local
newspapers? If you are not, you have a matter before
you which demands immediate attention. No exhibitor
can afford to neglect the great assistance the newspapers in
his town can and will give him, if properly handled. The
exhibitor of the big motion picture theater can afford a publicity expert. Newspaper publicity is not a luxury, it is an
investment. Some exhibitors feel satisfied with their showing when the papers give them a few lines announcing forthcoming attractions. This is not enough for the more progressive exhibitor.
If you are a small-town manager and cannot afford to
engage an expert to take care of this end of your business,
give it your own supervision at least. Do not put it up to
the stenographer or the office boy to send out the customary
announcement each week. Develop the acquaintanceships of
every dramatic editor in your town. Become a personal
friend. Be liberal with passes and extend every courtesy
possible. When a critic roasts your show do not become
indignant to the extent of writing him a letter "balling him
out." On the other hand, should he give you an unusually
nice notice, write him your appreciation. Tell him how encouraging his remarks are to you and that they act as an
incentive for greater things. In other words, pat him on the
back.
It's you
human
to like
thing, him
and feel
the
fact that
took nature
the pains
to this
writesort
him ofmakes
that his work is taken seriously and he will then be glad to
give you a stronger boost at the very next opportunity. Of
course, there are some exceptions, but the general rules of
human nature apply here as everywhere else.
The matter of getting free space in newspapers has become
more difficult since the war news has crowded out other
material, all of which makes it more imperative that exceptional care be exercised in this direction. An occasional
luncheon with a representative of the press "to talk things
over" is desirable. You must sell yourself and your theater
to the newspaperman just as if you were a salesman selling
him a typewriter. No matter how big an exhibitor you are,
it is advisable to occasionally meet the dramatic editor in
this way. Get his ideas and advice. Much may be impracticable but then again you get the outsider's view and very
often ideas that prove a great help. The newspaperman is
the medium between you and the public. The good critic
knows your business of showmanship and can judge it from
the viewpoint of your audience. While many reviewers place
their own personal ideas above everything else, most of them
review your activities from the viewpoint of the audience.
Never wait until the last minute to get your photographs
and stories into the hands of the newspaperman. Get these
to him well ahead of the time he makes up. Always send
,the material to the person who is in charge of the motion
picture news of the paper. Get his name, develop his acquaintance and become familiar with his wants. After you
have done this, provided you have no press agent of course.
see that the right kind of matter is sent to him at the right
time. It is only through personal contact that a genuine
.knowledge of his exact requirements can be had. Stories
should be kept short, giving as many facts as possible. Photographs should be glossy prints; cuts or mats should be
sent when they are preferable. Announcements should be
double spaced, to allow room for editing. So much for the
routine newspaper publicity.
Special publicity is more difficult to get, particularly dignified publicity. One good way to get the name of your
theater in public print, is to establish it as a local institution
as much as possible. Offer the use of your house to worthy
causes. Red Cross, Liberty Loan and other benefits oi patriotic or charitable nature are desirable. Some of the biggest stories the Strand Theater has ever received, were the
rsults of allowing it to be used in such work. At this time
it is your duty to put your theater at the disposal of patriotic
movements as much as possible. From your personal point
of view it is a patriotic duty, from the showmanship's angle.
it is good business. The theater that can become established
in any community as a local institution, a gathering place of
the best classes in your locality, whether il be in order to see
your show or in the morning when your house is idle, wins
popularity. In this way we have brought to the Strand
people who would never visit a picture theater. Once inside
they are impressed with its appearance and later come to see
just what kind of entertainment it offered here.
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If you have an orchestra, go after the music editors of
your city. Establish the name of your orchestra in your
community. Mention it in your advertising and stories
whenever possible. Invite the music critics. Go after them
separate and apart from the dramatic critics. Break into
the music departments of the newspapers. Even if you only
have an organ, an occasional recital or special setting for a
picture should be called to the attention of the music editors.
In the case of a big special show hold an advance performance for the benefit of the press. Dignified publicity can be
obtained without circus sensationalism. Primarily, of course,
advertise.

Many Theater Combinations in Cleveland
Tendency Is for Successful Exhibitors to Take Over Two
Three Other Houses.

or

WITHIN the past year a remarkable situation has been
developing in the picture industry of Northern Ohio,
especially in Cleveland. This is the combining of
theaters in groups of two, three or four, for purposes of
economy. In all such cases, however, money changed hands,
and it was not merely written agreements to operate together. In fact nearly every combine represented the sale
of one or more theaters, or sale of part of the stock of the
companies operating them.
When interviewed by the World man many of the heads of
these combinations stated they were not brought about principally to fight film exchanges or other units of the industry,
but rather by the ambitions of owners to have more than
one theater, although it was admitted that experience so far
has resulted in some cutting of expenses.
At present nearly fifty theaters in Cleveland are controlled
in one way or another, these being owned in groups of two,
three and four. These groups, however, do not work together, many of them being competitors. Nor has there
been an organized method of bringing about this situation.
The most successful owners just seemed to branch out buying or getting control of a theater here and there.
Several of these combinations transpired since January 1.
They include those Cleveland houses in which Louis Zoffer
is interested, the Alvin, Corona, Reel. Liberty and Gordon
Square. Since January 1, the Corona and Reel, both downtown theaters, were acquired.
Another recent deal brought the Gaiety, Bronx and Wonderland, all within a block on East Ninth street, Cleveland,
under the control of Max Lefkowich.
J. V. Wolcott, owner of the Princess, a downtown house in
Cleveland, within the last month bought the Milo and the
Iris, and in May will open a theater in Geneva.
April 1 Messrs. Schuman, Fine and Kramer, of Cleveland,
who have operated the Dennison Square, bought the Yale
and announced plans for building a new 1,000-seat house on
Lorain street, near West Twenty-fifth.
Another combination which was brought about April 10
was that whereby Paul Gusdanovic and J. E. Surrcll. owners
•of the Orpheum, a downtown house, Cleveland, bought the
Savoy, in the East End.
Within a tew weeks, the deal whereby Dave Adler and associates, who now own the Strand, take over the Fairyland,
on West Twenty-fifth street, Cleveland, will no doubt be
settled.
Last fall Frank Spoth and his partners bought the Park
National and the Enjoyu and combined the interests of these
two houses with their Alt. Lebanon.
Montgomery & Balke, by buying the Wade Park Orpheum
combined the Camera and the Golden Eagle with it.
The Home and Crown are controlled by Ike Morris and
Louis W'ilk; the Angela. Erie and Avenue by Schwartz and
Lustig; the Bijou, Dream and Crescent, by Flanigan. Nolan
and Schwartzer; the Columbia and Boulevard by Sam Bullock; the Doan and Madison, by E. Mandelbaum: the Ezella
and Sunbeam by Scoville and Essick: the Fountain by
Messrs. Israel and Horwitz; the New Palace and Olympia
by the Horwitz interests.
The Polcar interests operate the Lakeview. American and
Empress. Among the first-run houses, the Mall and Alhambra are under joint management, while the Metropolitan,
Knickerbocker
Amusement Co. and Lakewood are operated by the Atlas
Besides the above mentioned combinations in many Ohio
towns the same thing has been going on. Among these are
Fremont. Flyria. Sandusky. Kenton, Wooster, Delphos. Cambridge.ot Martin's
Akron and
Iters. Ferry, Bellaire, Marietta, Bellefontaine,
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FM honor
of Edward Earl, of V. e Nicholas
quote this rel
I o tinskill and urbanity - of G. W. Landon
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"Judge Moore wrote the sleeping car
material I used at the dinner." said Mr.
Landon when interviewed. "He's a real
judge, a Virginian, and lately was secretaryiation.
of the American
Manufacturers'
Likewise Pulp
he was
at one time
lent of the Pleiades Club, and the
material I used appears in the club's
year book for 1S15-16. Judge Moore is an
orator of splendid accomplishmentwriter of clever verse and prose, and is
a noted wit. A personal acquaintance
of President Wilson he has been a diligent
worker and speech-maker in the interest
of every patriotic movement in connection with the war, particularly in ading the various Liberty Lc
The opportunity to reproduce Judge
Moore's contribution to the Pleiades
Book, copyright waived through the
courtesy of Mr. Landon, and with the consent of Judge Moore, will give readers of
Rambles a chance to sample some of the
good things that so pleased the friends
of Edward Earl who assembled at
McAlpin dinner.
Here she goes:
Ups and Downs.
(By Judge
Charles
F. Moore.)
There are many things I do not understand, which at the same time do not
bother me; but I must confess that the
information one gets from the average
ticket agent at a railway station is not
only confusing, but intensely irritating.
To illustrate. I went into the Pennsylvania station in New- York City to make
a Pullman reservation to Washington, and
this is what happened:
"Let me have sleeping accommodations
on the midnight train to Washington," I
said toat the
at the whether
window, who
seem
all man
concerned
I tookdidn't
the
trip or stayed home.
"For a single passenger?" he finally inquired.
"No." I replied, "I'm married, but I'm
not taking anybody with me. A single
shelf will answer."
"Upper or lower?" he asked.

P

tklng
•• him suddenly on
time pointing

i.i.5..

If the members of the Fleiades were all
■ s of the World
there would
be no
Expressions
of surprise
that
«; Warren
n had "made
good" outside of club
confines, for he has long
an active
spirit in what we have reason to believe
most interesting and intellectual
circle. Members of the World staff who
attended the Edward Earl dinner came
back with an especially enthusiastic report of -Mr. Landon's dexterity as ringr at t"he oral joust. In particular
did they severally expatiate upon considerable he had to say about sleeping
car reservations, and the Rambler determined to question Mr. Landon further
upon this specific point of his general
line of remarks.

Publicity.

K. HILL.

■ > -. : -- -

. <> of the immediate activities at the
!e:
•Mr.
Landon
made
a distinct
hit as
master.
The standing vote of thanks
him by the diners at the clos
speaking
program
was
a well deserved tribute to one who hid contributed
so materially
to the enjoyment
of the
! >od lor a press agent.
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a difference of fifty cent
• r. "Our pru-es to Washingt<

the

"Then let me have the one that's Ion
Id.
"You understand, of course," explained
the agent, "t":
uher than the
upper.
The higher pri
the up]
berth.
If you want
it 11 lower
you'll have
than the li
use the upper is 1.
than the lower.
It didn't use to
but we found everybody wanted the 1
In other words
the higher the fewer."
"Whyin. do they all prefer the lower."' I
broke
"On account of its convenience," he replied. "Most persons don't like the upper,
although its lower, on account of its
ing higher, and because when you occupy
an upper you have to get up when you
go to bed, and then get down when you
get up.
Now. and
if you
don't
careto togetgetup,upI
to bed
to get
down
would advise you to take a lower, although
it's higher than the upper, for the reason,
as I
- ted, that the upper is lower
than the lower because it is higher. You
can* have the lower if you'll pay higher;
but if you're willing to go higher it will
be When
lower."he got through elucidating I was
- k. and decided I wouldn't go at all
if I could get out of it. Upon consulting
my attorney I found I was not obliged to
go; for. fortunately, I had bought a round
trip ticket, which, lie explained, was a
contract under the terms of which the
railroad company agreed to deliver me at
the end of the journey right where I was
before startii.Inasmuch, he said, as I was already
where I would be when properly returned
the supreme Court has repeatedly held
that I would not have to go at all unless
I wantedcounts forto.
I didn't
acmy So
being
here: go,
but which
I did buy
an upper, not to use it, but to save fifty
cents difference between the upper and
lower.
No

Friendly
Son of German
Freedom.
To get in shape for the big fight 5
in which he takes part in "Treasure."
Edith Storey's forthcoming Metro production, Lewis Willoughby, who plays the
heavy, has been boxing every mornjng at
Metro's west coast studios with Danny
("Kid' i Hogan. Hogan is chief propertymaster and an ex-pugilist who in the days
when he was fighting Joe Gans and other
famous lightweights was known as "One
Round" Hogan. He is still able tsome and has a prodigious wallop.
Willoughby is an Englishman, just arrived from Australia and making his
debut, both in this country and on the
screen, in Miss Storey's picture. He is an
athlete, but feels the need of a little exercise after his long journey overseas.
In his first encounter
with Hogan
the
caught Danny a stiff jolt on the jaw
which
ruffled the latter's feelings.
Lowering his head he rushed in to mix it up.
but suddenly stopped and pulled his punch.
"Gee." he exclaimed with a dawning
grin.
"I can't
hit, asked
that guy""
"Why
not?"
Director Frank
Reicher. who was enjoying the bout as a
spectator.
"Because he's one of the Allies!" rejoined Hogan, who is a son of Italy, despite the Celtic flavor of his nom de prize
ring. He was born Daniel Bertona. The
"Hogan" is a pugilistic camouflage.

When he calif
.t an
or
hour, the:
r>. and
tell him you juout.
It will impress
him with your imBj no '
him to enter
Slake
port;! him pay. If he asks for a ticket for
his wife tell him to buy.
Wl..
:id him press notices about
•ming
show
have
the
stuff
single
his pre:orial
corrections and blue penciling, and insui •
_ in, in its entirety — in the waste
.et.
:han five
There is nothing an editor likes to
do more than blue pencil such a mass of
words — if he has nothing else to do.
Should there be anything else to keep him
awake, paper used on such stories comes
in handy for starting the fire.
Always send him photographs the day
after he makes up his Sunday layout.
This always makes him happy, for then
he has a good excuse for throwing away
the pictures
Never allow any of your staff to treat
him cordially. The dignity of the theater
must be upheld. Of course, it is imperative that you never buy him a drink or a
this breeds familiarity.
Never send him a mat or cut: this might
prove of assistance to him and make his
job of giving you space too easy.
Alw.i>s write him stern letters criticizing his reviews of your shows. This will
put him in his place and show him how
much more you know about pictures than
he does.
Never, in any case, write him any letters of encouragement or appreciation of
his efforts, it would make him like you
and your theater.
Never give him any ideas that would
present a good feature for his paper and
at the same time boost your business. He's
paid to create his own ideas.
If you MUST advertise, take a threeline adv. using pica type only.
Never use Paramount or Arteraft trademark cuts, for that would tell the public
that you are showing the best pictures
made, and would crowd your theater so
that the folks would have to wait in line
in. the
Of course,
it's always
bestany
to
have Ihalf
house empty,
so that
people who arrive in the middle of the
show can be comfortably seated.
Above all things NEVER • press
agent. He might tell untruths and would
get the name of your house in the reading
columns. This would set people talking
about your theater!
— w s s—
Mixing
Metaphors
for Mary.
The spectator is held more by the play: Mary Carden than by the story. -She
is a magnificent mirror for the moods of
a passionate
woman,
and she plays on
them
till the
result
looks
like
music
sounds.
No other player in the picture is
more
than momentarily
interesting,
but
they
make
a good
chorus
behind
the
soloist. — Moving Picture World.
Candidates
for Interment.
The eighth carbon copy of a single
ed effusion from press agents.
Gustav von Seyffertitz, who plays "Uncle
Sam" in the Fairbanks half-reel Liberty
Loan film, "Swat the Kaiser."
"Prince of Pilsen" played at Shea's
Buffalo
Hippodron the
tableau.
"The Third Liberl
Girl."
Pres- _ s who use DPPER CASE in
mentioning plays and > - This is a
"repeater."
It should be kept standing-
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Windy
City Hails Sour Bath.
Under heading- of "Chicago's Vinegar
Supply Periled by Goodwin's 'Jag' Absorber," the Journal of that fair city proceeds:
Vinegar is tho best known ingredient
possessing the quality of pickling. But
now comes forward Nat C. Goodwin, night
watchman of Broadway, with the discovery that vinegar
can also "unpickle."
The merry Nat's wonderful discovery
of an antidote for a pickled condition was
divulged in New Tork in his suit for
$13,000 against the Mirror Film Company
for an alleged broken "movie" contract.
The prescription caused keen interest
among
toriums. the managers of Chicago's sousa"Mr. Goodwin would come home occasionally before 5 a. m. and I knowed he
wanted his vinegar bath," testified John
Cryan, his valet.
"Why the bitter penance?" quizzed a
lawyer.
"Well, Mr. Goodwin would be kinda
groggy, you see," replied the indiscreet
valet, "and he said the vinegar bath would
recuperate him."
Joseph Turek, manager of the Hotel
Morrison baths, was excited over the news.
"If it's true he has discovered a panacea," he said, hopefully. "He is entitled
to a Nobel prize. Odd, you think it to
p-ickie a pickle? Not at all. What do we
do now? Why, we give them an alcohol
rub.
No difference at all."
H. J. Garnet, manager of the Lynch
baths, 5 North Clark street, studied the
news as a botanist examining a strange
plant.
"Wonderful — if true," he gasped. "We
use the alcohol rub. But we're beginning
to miss too many bottles of alcohol. Next
time Nat Goodwin comes to town we'll
have to find out how many quarts of
vinegar
go toat a the
tub."Palmer House baths
The clerk
misunderstood when asked about a cure
for the pickled state.
"Send
him over," he invited.
"There's
three more of 'em here now."
— w s s
Somehow This Sounds Familiar.
"Some of the subtitles I see on the
screen," says Tom Bret, the scenario
editor, "reveal as much ignorance as one
Patsy Donovan. Patsy had just been
elected to the Board of Aldermen, and was
determined that his friends and relatives
should not regret it.
"At the very first meeting of the board
one of the members said, 'Mr. Chairman,
inasmuch as we all chew tobacco, I move
that six cuspidors be installed in the
Aldermanic Chamber.'
"Patsy was on his feet In an instant.
And I move,' he shouted, 'that me brother,
Mike, is one av them!' "
— w s s—

Heroes Are Born, Not Trained.
By Hanford
C. Judson.
Sargeant William J. Moore has won a
croix de guerre, French decoration of
honor, for conspicuous courage in a battle with the Germans. They have found
out in France that he is a bit more of a
man than most. Well, he just happens to
be. God decorated his soul when he was
born and It comes natural to him to be
brave and do brave things. They can
train good soldiers to show all kinds of
courage; but Willie Moore — I call him that,
because five or six years ago when what
I'm going to tell about him happened he
was a red-headed youngster — didn't need
to be trained. His is the kind of heart
and hand that need no spur to do something spontaneously courageous, Even
before this every-day bit of heroism that
I'm speaking of, lie hail won a Carnegie
silver medal for saving- a life. That was
when he was a mere boy — twelve years
ago.
I didn't see this thing happen. It was
just behind my back. Those who saw it
Watched it doubtless with an instant's apprehension— it was over in an instant —
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then they got Willie out to a surgeon.
Most of those with backs turned never
knew of it. No one said anything because they feared to frighten women who
were present viewing a picture for the
National Board of Censors, now called the
National Board of Review. It was in a
dark cubby-hole of a projection room on
Fourteenth street. New York. Small and
narrow; its projection booth, with open
door, was at the back just beside the
only entrance and exit. This was before
there were adequate fire regulations.
Willie was at the machine. Several
other employees of the company were present in charge of the showing. Somehow
while Willie was turning the crank a coil
of film fell out of someone's hands and
spread itself out snake-like on the floor
beside the machine and it happened that
at that minute a spark of carbon, thrown
out of the lamppost, fell right on the
film.
When celluloid is exposed it burns fast
— so fast that it gives a burst of the hottest kind of flame. There was probably
enough celluloid in the booth to have filled
the whole room with fire. If Willie had
waited for someone else to do something,
if he hadn't done the right thing fast
enough to get ahead of that flame, it is
probable that I would not be writing now.
An instant is short, but the human mind
can do some fast thinking in it. One can
jerk his hand away from a snake-bite, and
that implies a lot of quick recognition.
A man likes to have a hat or something
to cover hot flame with. He is apt to look
around for something. But Willie Moore
had only his bare hands and he put them
on to the job. Almost instantaneously he
was down on that fire — and it was a real
celluloid fire by the time he reached it.
Celluloid burns slowly even under smothering hands before it is quite extinguished.
He kept a cool head to begin with and
endured bare hands on that hot flame till
the job was done.
— w s s—
Cigarette Rescues Press Agent.
A cigarette thrown carelessly to the
floor bv Anders Randolf, one of the prina
cipal players in "Reclaimed," caused
McRae
near panic in the studio of HarryYonkers,
in
Webster Productions, Inc.,
during a recent rehearsal. But for the
quick action of Niles Welch the incident
seriously for all conmight havecerned.resulted
As it is, Mabel Juliene Scott
a gown valued
minus
today
finds herself
at $370, and her nerves considerably
shattered.
d folThe company had just assemble
lowing the noon recess, and director,
their
giving
were
players and cameramen
entire attention to the work of Miss
Scott, who was enacting a scene in an
elaborate restaurant setting. "Throw
dithe floor!"Theshouted
to Randolf.
your cigarette
rector Webster to
actor did
so instantly, and in less time than it takes
to record the result Miss Scott's gown was
ablaze.

Here

We

Have

a Movie

Fan.

Mondays

for Ambulance.

The male
employees
of Marcus
Loew's
theaters
propose
to refrain
from smoking
one day during the week, and donate the
money that would have been expended to
a fund with -which an ambulance to be
known as "Loew Theater Employees' Ambulance" will be maintained on the western fighting front. An appeal to all Loew
employees has been issued and reads as
follows:
"A committee representing the various
employees of the theaters controlled by
Marcus Loew have decided to donate an
ambulance for special service abroad, and
will be given in honor of our fellow employees who are in the service.
"In order to raise funds for the purchase of this ambulance it has been decided to inaugurate a "smokeless day" for
the employees or any one connected in
any way with Loew's thsatrical enterprises.
"Commencing Monday, April 22, and
every Monday thereafter, until further
notice, every employee is requested to refrain from using tobacco in any form, and
the money thus saved is to be given to
the house manager, who will in turn forward same to a committee in charge to be
deposited in a fund for this great cause.
"Your support is needed and requested.
Whether your average daily expense for
smokes is 5 cents or 50 cents is not the
question; but, whatever it is, donate it to
this good cause. Now, boys, let us all work
hand in hand to make this a great big
success. Show your true spirit; start on
the 25th and keep it it up."
Announcing
an Important
Feature.
Just as soon as the matter of recompense can be adjusted this department
will introduce a feature that will be appreciated by publicists — especially now
that the baseball season is here upon us.
Suffice it at present to say that the department will be styled:
First Aid to Press Agents.
have the man and we have his picture. When we print his picture you will
not care to know -who the man is. He
has a face so expressive that it speaks
for itself. He is not a New York publicist.
If he -were we could not run, as -we intend
to, a Mail Order Correspondence Academy.— Advert.
We

— w s s—

It's All in the Last Sentence.
"The Whispering Chorus," which is an
Artcraft picture, called all of the studio
forces into play in the securing of research data concerning the staging of a
murder trial, the scene of which is laid
in Ohio some years ago.
The first difficult point came when it
was necessary to arrange for the proper
costuming of a police chief from the Buckeye city. The Lasky studios telegraphed
to the chiefs of police in the leading cities
of Ohio for information in this regard.
That matter settled other difficulties
came up in connection with the accurate
slaving of the murder trial, which is one
of the intense dramatic scenes in the production. "Get an Ohio judge to help us,"
was
C. B. directors
De Mille'sand
order.
the
assistant
the Then
scenario
department and research workers got
busy, scouring all Southern California for
a former Ohio judge.
Former Judge Henry B. Parker from
an Ohio court was prevailed upon to come
out to the Lasky studio and supervise the
staging of the trial. He informed the art
directors as to the arrangement of the
courtroom, and the wardrobe department
as to costuming, thus guaranteeing that
the details were technically correct. Any
photoplay fans who were ever tried for
murder in Ohio may now rest assured
that they will observe in the films a trial
which is staged correctly in every detail.
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Another
Cluck
to Co with Muck.
An enemy alien, tried and convloted, is
Interned behind steel bars at Metro's
studios in Hollywood, and the judge
iiini jury In the ease was Edith Storey,
ive the prisoner thirty days
In which
to recant
and learn to Bins
"Tho star Spangled Banner."
The Metro
would
have Insisted on a salute to
tho flag also, but tin- enemy
alien happens to be a parrot, whoso offense conI in swearing in German.
The bird, which is a recent acquisition
at the Metro studios, had a place In tho
sun until its disgrace. That is, its cage
lungfedin it
Miss
and she
the Storey's
choicestdressing
seeds. room.
Until
one day the parrot said something. It
was a twelve-cylinder word. Miss Storey
listened, aghast.
The word began with "Yerdammte."
But that wasn't the half of It. Miss
Storey reached for the cage and hauled
It down. Then she held a drumhead court
martial, and pronounced the following
sentence:
lly, you are now a prisoner of war.
You're to be put in a steel-barred cage
until you learn how to sing "The Star
Spangled Banner." Meanwhile, you're to
have your feathers dyed red, white and
blue. Tou're too noisy for the silent
drama anyway."
Investigation revealed that the parrot
before coming to Metro belonged to a
German family, and was raised on a diet
of noodles, weinerwurst, and Rhine wine.
— w

s s—

As One Critic to Another.
Harriet Underhill, screen reviewer of
the New York Tribune, admits that Haywood Broun, of the New York Tribune,
Is her favorite dramatic critic. Will Haywood Broun kindly give us the name of
his favorite screen reviewer? It's a poor
rule that doesn't work both ways.
— w s s—
Wouldn't
Be Mrs. Powder-Her-Nose.
With an interpreter as first aid to
Cupid a Yaqui chieftain proposed by proxy
to Anna Q. Nilsson, leading woman for the
Metro star, Bert Lytell, when Lytell and
his supporting company were at Arivaca,
Ariz., recently. The players were on location when the chief, who was a daily
spectator, became smitten with Miss
Nilsson's blonde beauty.
The chief gloried in the name of Proudof-His-Nose. He pestered Director Carewe
to death, finally reaching Carewe's ear
through a half-breed interpreter. The
Yaqui swore that the pretty paleface,
"with eyes like the stars," was the only
woman he had ever loved. As an inducement he added that he had a thriving alfalfa ranch and owned twenty-two ponies.
"You tell Chief Proud-of-His-Nose that
he's been drinking brandy, and had a pony
too much," said Carewe to the interpreter.
'Miss Nilsson won't be anybody's squaw.
She's already wedded to her art, and is
afraid of the Indian sign anyway."
Free and Unlimited Conage.
While the nation-wide beauty competitions of the Gaumont Company is being
handled by a man named Bryan he is not
the silver-tongued orator of that name
who prophesied that in the event of a war
with Germany a million men would volunteer over night.
But the Gaumont representative of this
Illustrious name states that the prophesy
might better be applied to the number of
men who are willing to volunteer their
services in the selection of the hundreds
of beautiful houris for Gaumont's forthcoming spectacular features.
"If there is a single — or married — man
who doesn't envy me my job, or who
hasn't volunteered to act as my assistant,"
says Mr. Bryan, "I have failed to meet
him"!
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i h .ir Rambler: i not e it la now Margarita Fischer. Sort of I
things
around and taking tho Sea out of the
Flan, fir.'
i'.i. US.
Avoiding Spell of Germanism.
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Rosemary Thebj
la going to compose a
series of lectures, the subject be
Away
from the Movies,"
and which
are
intended
to show
young
«irls with film
aspirations the dangers ot
home
to seek a career in screen art. Miss
Theby is at present the leading lady of tho
Billy West King-Bee comedies, and has
been a screen artist for the past five
years. She Is negotiating with a newspaper syndicate to release her stories.
Billy Sunday, Please
Write.
— w s s
E. Mason Hopper, Triangle director,
and Larry Gardner, third baseman of the
Boston Red Sox, years ago were mates on
the same local baseball team. Larry
harkened to the lure of the diamond and
played in two world championship teams.
Now Larry hunts up the pictures which
are "Directed by— E.
Hopper."
w sMason
s—
Something
New
In State Rights.
Olga Petrova has recently been the recipient of a unique honor bestowed upon
her by several prominent society girls of
Hagerstown, Md. Under the leadership
of Julia Clagett fifty of the Southern
city's prominent social leaders have
formed an exclusive organization under
the name of the "Petrova Club." It is
planned to extend the activities of this
new fraternity by establishing branches
in all of the important cities of the United
States, and steps toward this end have already been taken.
— w

s s—

One night recently when the Publicity
Department of The Whartons happened to
be working overtime, a messenger boy
remarked, when he received several telegrams with laconic instruction to "Charge
'em; Wharton account":
"I use to have some night calls where
I could make money."
This gave an idea to the Publicity Department, which developed into the following story:
"One night recently a number of still
photographs on the third episode of 'The
Eagle's Eye' were lying on a desk in the
outer office of The Whartons suite, when
a messenger boy was waiting for some
telegrams. He spent his waiting time
glancing over the pictures. The messages were handed over, but the boy made
no motions to leave.
"'Well, what's the matter?' he was
asked.
" 'I was just wondering if I would be
lucky enough to be called sometime when
that guy is here,' said the lad.
"He was pointing at a picture of King
a messenger a dollar."
Baggot
When giving
this story was shown to the person who had called forth the remark from
the messenger boy, it went rather sour.
Either version is still deemed serviceable
by the Wharton Publicity Department.
Likewise By This Department.
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One
Never
Knows
One's
Luck.
[*V( i ii on ' to- staff of t he
no r iii i aid for I
. and Pys
been r< adlng the s< tiff j on press
been
handing, ■ .sout,
i
to
Wv\
\ ..i
vu andfellow
i ■me few
ni
ml all
I need
Odl . .i I'm
an honest. show
> oil I. How I t hat I'm
wiih the roo, is. There's a Job here
for
in \.w
York.
You give me a
couple of namei . and let me show you how
I am by getting up a story about
ot this game down pat.
I got
Tho Hpeakor in appearance radiated conaa he spoke to the crowd In the
publicity ib |.. ii i no m of World Pictures.
"Allicm."
I want is a chance," continued
Berkixner Henry. "I got a system that

you"All
can't
beat."hop to It," said the World
right,
Pictures publicity manager. "Here is
your 'chance.' Director Harley Knoles is
taking a company to Bat Cave, North
Carolina, to take exteriors for a picture
to be called 'The Oldest Law.' Now put
your
system
work on of
that."
After
a lewto moments
heavy thought,
and fifteen minutes of wrestling with a
typewriter, Henry turned in the following gem of purest ray serene:
"When Harley Knoles and his World
Pictures company of thirteen left New
York City on the thirteenth of the month
for Bat Cave, North Carolina, to take
exteriors for 'The Oldest Law' all sorts
of dire things were predicted to happen
to them.
"It was declared that the prominence
• of the figure '13' in their departure would
have a grievous effect on the trip. As
the figure showed up with increasing
prominence the superstitious members of
the company became highly aroused, and
declared that the trip would settle once
for all the question of whether or not the
figure was really unlucky.
"The train on which they left New Yortc
was scheduled to depart at 11:05, but was
held up eight minutes, thereby leaving at
11:13 on track number 13. The car they
rode in was also numbered 13. When dining they were served by waiter number
13. After dinner Mr. Knoles, upon looking
for his Pullman chair, found it to be number 13. One their arrival the baggage
checked amounted to 13 pieces, but one
of the trunks was missing.
" 'What could you expect?' asked one
member of the company. 'Thirteen is a
hoodoo number, and that's why we lost
the trunk.' But just at that moment the
missing trunk was located in a second
baggage wagon.
"Now every member of the World Pictures 'Oldest Law' company is firmly convinced that the number '13' is really a
lucky number, and far from the unlucky
number It has always been thought to
Smiling contentedly, Herkimer Henry
proferred his 13 story to the publicity
manager.
"Some story!" ejaculated Henry. "And
some
eh?"manager read the story
The system,
publicity
carefully.
"Some story, all right," he replied, "and
some system. But I'm afraid there's no
job"W-w-why
for you innot?"
this gasped
office." Henry.
"Yourbe." system's
all wrong,"
was
the
reply.
"You played an unlucky number.
News is publicity— wheres —s —straight news."
Three Kinds of Contributions.
The very essential, patriotic and good
business contributions to the Third
Liberty Loan.
The money saving, economical and
fiandy method of contributing to Victory
by purchasing Thrift and War Savings
Stamps.
•
Then, too, there is the matter of contributing nifty verse, prose or piffle to
Slip the dope to
THE
RAMBLER.

Rambles.

Margurite Had Mumps.
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£/. S. Exhibitors Secure "The Crucible of Life'
Authors Film Company's Production Base d on Bartley Campbell's Play "Fairfax," to
Be Distributed
Th rough Foursquare.
release from the Advance Film Corporaannouncethe
upon
closely
ING
FOLLOW
tion with 'which he has been associated,
ment that the U. S. Exhibitors' Bookand will make three productions for the
ing Corporation had secured from
on
their inBacon Backer Film Corporati
Polish star in addition to "Tempered
Steel," which is already complete, and
itial feature production "Men," founded on
"Patience Sparhawk," on which he is
Edward Sheldon's powerful play of the
now
working. This means that five of the
same title, comes the further announceeight pictures to be made under the presment that this company has also secured
ent agreement between Madame Petrova
"The Crucible of Life" from Authors Film
and Frederick L. Collins will have been
Company.
directed by Ralph Ince.
This production is a patriotic drama,
It is stated that Mr. Ince believes in
in seven reels, dealing with society and
many
of the ideals that Madame Petrova
the great war, and founded upon the stage
has always stood for, such as, that pictures
success "Fairfax" by Bartley Campbell.
shall not only tell a story but consistently
It was produced under direction of Captain
develop a character, giving much the same
Harry Lambert. This picture is said to
•be a strong dramatic production and to
light and shade as the speaking stage affords; that they shall bring a message of
possess an abundance of sentimental interest, the variety of dramatic possibilities
feminism by having strong-charactered
virile-minded, big-souled women for their
covering a wide scope; there is the meloheroines, and that every emotion expressed
dramatic and the straight dramatic, the
shall be clearly defined by the art of
social side and the merest touch of war.
Grace Darmond and Jack Sherrill are the
facial expression. The Petrova Pictures
Company claim that the fact that the
featured players, while Frank O'Connor,
understanding by the public of the art of
Winifred Harris and Edwin Fosberg are
repression and the school of mental rather
cast in prominent roles.
than purely physical acting is on the in"The Crucible of Life" will be distributcrease, is evidenced by the rapidly growed in the same manner as "Men," that is,
ing following which the Petrova pictures
by Foursquare Pictures through their exare building up throughout the country.
changes in principal cities of the United
States, and Superfeatures, Limited, in Canada. Foreign distribution, outside of the
Katzenjammers
in Camouflage Comedy.
Dominion of Canada will be handled by
The first of the International Film ServRobertson-Cole Company, whose chief ofice "Katzenjammer Kids" cartoons, refices are located in New York and Lonleased this week through the Educational
don, with branches in Singapore, Calcutta,
Films Corporation of America, is said to
Sidney, and other large foreign cities.
be an unqualified success as a laugh provoker.
The title is "Vanity and Vengeance" and
Southwestern
to Handle Foursquares.
the action deals with a dog in a fox's skin,
With a view to enlarging its operations
a
cat in a muff, and the Katzenjammer
in Southwestern territory, a contract has
family in church.
been entered into by Foursquare Pictures
Unfortunately the fox's skin, which the
and the Southwestern Film Corporation,
Kids annexed to camouflage their dog,
by which the latter organization will dishappened
Mamma
tribute all of the Foursquare products in
neckpiece, toandbe the
muff Katzenjammer's
in which they
the states which it covers.
hid
the
cat
was
Mamma's
muff, and Mam"Our arrangement with Messrs. F. M.
ma, being late for church and not as discerning as usual, placed the neckpiece
Sanford and L. C. McHenry," said Treasand the muff in their customary positions
urer Jacob Wildberg, of Foursquare, "is
for the purpose of obtaining the utmost
efficiency for our patrons. To secure such
efficiency the element of distribution cost
is an essential, and because of the admorable organization the Southwestern
Film Corporation has effected and maintains it is possible to secure a higher
degree of service for the exhibitor, and to
photoplays on the comhim basiswith
provide mercial
I regard as imperative for
his needs.
"Operating cost is one of the fundamentals in the distribution of pictures
which must have the closer attention — I
believe — of those in the business who wish
to see distribution placed upon a basis of
lasting satisfaction. Therefore, whenever
.such an arrangement similar in advantage
to that made with Southwestern can be
made a1 row other points it will be brought
about."
Ince to Make Five Petrova Pictures.
In accordance with contract recently entered into between Madame Petrova and
Ralph Ince, referred to In our Issue of
April 20. by which Mr. Ince will devote his
talents exclusively to Petrova productions,
a
that he has obtained
It Is announced

without noticing the presence of the
household pets. Apparently this particular dog and cat were not in the habit of
attending church and a discordant note
was in the atmosphere. The dog had been
eyeing the cat with a not too friendly
gaze, and when she lifted her voice in
song it was too much to expect any selfrespecting dog to stand, and a fight ensued.
The congregation looked upon the dog as
a wild animal and stampeded for the doors,
windows and other means of egress, climbing over benches, on the roof, and even
to
the
top, Kids
in their
fright.
climax steeple's
shows the
hiding
underThea
seat, the organist playing a hymn and the
Captain exercising his authority in time
with the music.
War Subjects in Gaumont News No. 4.
Current issues of the Gaumont News and
the Gaumont Graphic are fully up to
the standard set by the first issues of
these News reels. At this time, naturally,
the greater part of each issue is devoted
to wartime subjects, and in Gaument
News No. 4 shipped to exchanges on April
16. at the time when the entire universe is
watching with breathless interest the
grapple between the Allied forces and the
invading Huns, every subject relates to
the war. There are shown in detail the
biggest rifle range in the world, fitted with
the
latestare
equipment,
Uncle expert
Sam's
soldiers
becomingwhere
the most
marksmen; a big sham battle, •where the
marines are given hard practice in almost
actual 'warfare; aerial photography, by
■which submarines may be detected beneath the surface of the ocean; the visit
of the Secertary of the Navy to the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, where more
than 10,000 men are in readiness; and,
among other timely scenes, the thrilling,
death-defying aerial stunts performed by
Lieutenant Flachaire, the famous French
"Ace" who is aiding in the instruction of
American aviators, which amazed official
Washington.
The "News" is shipped every Tuesday
morning and the "Graphic" every Friday
morning, and exhibitors are enabled to
show these reels as soon as received, without having to wait for a release date.

Scene from "Conquered

Hearts" (Ivan).
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M.llrr & Wilk Make a Quick Sale.
When J, J. Qoodsteln, of the Keystone
Distributing Companj of Philadelphia,
oame to the office of HUler & vviik. Incorporated, In the Longacre Building, N ■••
York, recently to Inquire for the rights
to "Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman," for
Color. ciio. Wyoming, Utah and Nev Mexico,
he was Informed that tins territory was
still available. Knowing the success that
Attended the exploitation of "Raffles, the
Amateur Cracksman," In Southern New
Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania, be was
anxious to secure another territory tor
similar exploitation, but when he left their
office had not definitely decided to take
this territory. He returned to their ofBce three hours later and when he asked
it' territory was still available he was surprised to be Informed that during the
three hours that he was away a sale had
been consummated for the rights, contracts drawn ami executed and the purchase price paid In cash. Before starting
tor Philadelphia, Mr. Qoodsteln admitted
that this was doing business
last.
Further details regarding this purchase
and distribution plans for above mention.d territory will be announced later.
Advertising for "Satan's
Pawn."
W. ii. Productions Company are getting
Dp for the use of exchanges handling the
first Bessie Barriscale feature, "Satan's
Pawn," an elaborate broadside of advertising matter, facsimiles being- shown of
the posters, lobby display, newspaper cuts
and press stories.
Reports from exchanges announce that
some of the leading theaters in the country have contracted for this picture.

"Hula Hula Dance" Chaplin
Reissue.
Magnet Film Exchange, New York, announces that the first of the series of tworeel Charlie Chaplin reissues by W. H.
Productions Company, entitled "The Hula
Hula Dance," adapted from "His Prehistoric Past," will be released May 1. The
advance bookings are said to be very
encouraging.
The advertising matter on this comedy
Will be composed of a lobby display of
photographs, and one, three and six sheet
posters.
Steiner
Complimented
on Lithographs.
The line of lithographs issued in connection with the Jester Comedies has
brought William Steiner many letters of
congratulation for its quality and distinctiveness.
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Eye"
"Eagle's
Publish
Newspapers
Many
NOVELIZATION
OF FLYNN toSERIAL
T3 BE Story
RUN IN of
TWENTY
INSTALMENTS
IN
A

SIXTY

SEVEN
PROMINENT JOURNALS— ALSO
IN ANOTHER MONTHLY MAGAZINE.

campaign
In
I
Inaugurated bj The w bartons, which
they announce will Include the publication
weeklj ol a page of reading matter and
ploturea In Blxty-seven newspapers said to
have an aggregate sworn circulation of
nearly four million.
The newspapers which have already
signed contracts are: New York American;
Albany, N. v.. Telegram; Troy, N. v.. Observer; Atlanta, Constitution; Charlotte,
News; Macon, Ga., News; Boston, American;
Bridgeport, Herald; Buffalo, Expn
Rochester, N. 5 , Herald; Chicago, examiner; Louisville, Courier- Journal; SpringHeld, O., News; canton, i >., Repository;
Houston, Post; El Paso, Times; Austin,
Tex., American; Denver, News; Colorado
Springs. Evening Telegraph; Salt Lake
City, Tribune; Lansing, stair Jornal; Lincoln, State Journal; Los Angeles, Examiner; Minneapolis, Tribune; Sioux Palls,
Press; Fargo, Forum; Philadelphia, Fublic
Ledger; Washington, Times; Erie, Times:
Wilmington, Del., Star; Pittsburgh, Press;
Wheeling, News; San Francisco, Examiner;
Boise, Capital News; Montreal, Standard;
Winnipeg, Free Press; Hamilton, Spectator; Calgary, News Telegram; Quebec,
Telegraph.
The campaign consists of the novelization of the picture, the newspapers having
agreed to publish five thousand words a
week, each article dealing with only one
episode of the picture, the publication to
occur for twenty consecutive weeks in the
order in which
the episodes are released.
Negotiations for fifty-three other territories not entirely covered by the sixtyseven papers already signed are pending
and will be announced later. In most
cases the Sunday editions will be used.
In some instances other editions were selected as being more advantageous to exhibitors, and where the papers do not issue
Sunday editions, the one with the largest
home circulation was chosen. All installments will be run under the general caption "The Eagle's Eye" and each installment will be published under the sub-title
covering the episode.
Publication will start in some of the
papers the last -week in April, and others
will begin shortly after that. While the
contracts do not specify any amount of
advertising the newspapers must do, it is

Scene from "The Handy

PUBLICITY
with "The

Man"

(King-Bee).

TO

APPEAR

a Id

thai each Indh Idual paper h i
i .in advertising campaign to call
the attention of the public to the novelexhibitors.
Isatlon, which will mean ad
■ nt to
previously announced the novellzatlon of "The Eagle's Bye" is appearing In
Photoplay Magazine, co-incident as near
as possible tor a monthly magazine to do
BO, with the release of the episodes. In
addition, the same novelizatlon win appear In "The Gentlewoman," a magasine
having a large circulation In the United
and Canada;
the installments
bepublished
oni
monl b lal er than in
Photoplay, which should be of advantage
to exhibitors not using first runs.
The
[ion for newspaper
syndication is being handled bj Allen Lock, of
the Press Service Bureau, who early in the
production of the picture received a number Of requests
lication rights. from his clients for pub-

Keeney's Picture
Shown at Sing Sing
"A Screened
Romance for Prisoners
of
the and
Underworld"
Praised
in Institution's Official Organ.
THE test of expert knowledge was applied to "A Romance of the Underworld" when that picture, the first
production of the Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation, was shown recently at
Sing Sing Prison before an audience composed of 1,050 inmates of that institution.
The picture is an expose of the cocaine
and opium traffic in Greater New York and
it is doubtful if anywhere an equal number of persons so familiar with the conditions and types of character depicted in
this photoplay could have been gotten together.
Evidence of appreciation of the faithful
presentation of underworld conditions in
the metropolis was furnished by the
favorable comments and rapt attention
throughout. No word of criticism was
heard. Of a rather unusual character is
a review of the picture, written by George
Gordon Wade, a member of the Mutual
"Welfare League, composed of inmates of
the institution, for the Star-Bulletin, the
official organ of the league.
"The two greatest evils in the world today," declares Mr. Wade in his review, "are
Prussian kultur and the 'dope' habit, and
although the former sooner or later will
be crushed, the latter will continue to
wreck the minds and bodies of men and
kill their souls, just so long as drugs can
be obtained in an unlawful manner. The
theme of 'A Romance of the Underworld'
deals with the drug traffic in and about the
Chinatown slums and portrays in a vivid
manner the power of the ward 'Boss' that
makes possible the existence of this horrible menace, so deadly to the moral atmosphere of any community."
The review reflects the evident admiration of the audience for the star, Catherine Calvert, by referring to her "charming
personality, graceful movements and
facial beauty" as convincing evidence that
she will take her place "in the 'A' class of
successful screen stars." It also pays high
tribute to the work of Edwin Forsberg,
"who plays O'Leary, the political leader,
giving a true portrayal of the type that
dominates the denizens of the underworld," and finds nothing but commendation for the rest of the all-star cast.
"I value this review," says Mr. Keeney,
"possibly more highly than any other
which could be written. If such an audience is not capable of passing judgment
on a story of the underworld, no audience
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Comedies

Twenty,

Single and Two-Reelers,
Now
Being
Re-edited — Also
Report
Strong Demand for Harts and Keystones.
Hamilton
two-reel reissues for Ohio and
W. H. to Reissue Chaplin Comedies.
Kentucky.
((TTTE are working on the principle of
» * *
Ivan Film Productions announce the
VV supplycial ofand
says an ComoffiW. demand,"
H. Productions
sale of "One Law for Both" to Foursquare
pany. "The State Rights market from our
Pictures, 73 Walton street, Atlanta, for
standpoint is in a healthy condition. We
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
find a demand for good subjects of one and
Florida, and Alabama, and to Foursquare
two-reel lengths, and due to the increase
Pictures, Minneapolis, Minn., for northern
in production cost of short subjects, it
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South
seems to be impossible for the majority
Dakota.
» * •
of film producers to turn out the required
subjects at a price within the means of
Superfeatures, Limited, 59 Victoria
the independent exchange man.
street, Toronto, have secured from Ivan
Film Productions, Inc., the rights for
"W. H. Productions Company is in position to supply this demand because of the
Canada to "One Law for Both," "Married
fact that the negative cost of our short
in Name Only," and
* * "Sins
* of Ambition."
subjects is reasonable, and we can sell
the rights for various territories at a price
Educational Films Corporation of Amerassuring a fine profit to both exchange and
ica has disposed of the following rights
the exhibitor. This is proven by the fact
on the Katzenjammer Kids and Happy
that we have disposed of the world rights
Hooligan Cartoon series; for Minnesota,
to our Hart features, all but about ten
Wisconsin, North and South Dakota to
per cent, of the country on our twentyEducational Film Company, Minneapolis;
eight Keystones, and the series of twofor California, Arizona, and Nevada to
reel Shorty Hamiltons are being sold in
Consolidated Film ■ Corporation, San
record-breaking time.
Francisco; for Oregon, Washington, and
"We have now also decided to release to
Montana to Northwestern Consolidated
the State Right market a series of twenty
Film Company, Seattle; for Pennsylvania
single and two-reel Charlie Chaplins, all
to Electric Theater Supply Company,
being re-edited and the price exceptionPhiladelphia, and for New England to
ally low.
Federal Feature Film Company, Boston.
* * *
"Our first Bessie Barriscale feature,
'Satan's Pawn,' is being taken up quickly,
Ernest Shipman announces the sale of
and we are now working on the second
rights for the series of Shorty Hamilton
feature, with this star."
features which he is handling to R. M.
Savini, Atlanta, for the Southern states;
Gertrude McCoy
in Piedmont Film.
to H. V. Hodupp, Indianapolis, Ind., for
For a photodrama that will appeal to
the state of Kansas, and to All-Star Feathe masses it is said that the Piedmont
ture Distributors, Incorporated, San Francisco, for Pacific Coast territory.
Pictures Corporation's special feature "His
Daughter Pays" fills the bill. This picture is an adaptation of the stage play
Outing-Chesters Prove Popular.
"La Bacarrat," by Frederick H. James, and
that it contains all the elements that go to
Jesse J. Goldburg announces that he is
the making of a photodrama of universal
daily in receipt of telegrams and letters
appeal, that is thrills, an interesting story,
from exhibitors throughout the United
plenty of suspense, good acting, together
States booking the entire series of Outwith being well produced and containing
ing-Chester travel-scenics one each week,
which he is distributing. He states that
many elaborate scenes. This, the producers say, is the general opinion of those
a total of one hundred and seven letters
who have seen it, including many state
and telegrams have been received coverrights buyers and others competent to
ing every state in the Union, and accounts
judge the merits of a motion picture, and
for this by what is claimed to be the unusual character of the releases and the
it is claimed to be a feature production
that will meet with the approval of the
verdict of trade critics as to their entertaining and instructive character.
"fans" and furnish exhibitors with an attraction that will make itself felt at the
While the general trend of the combox office.
munications indicate that single-reel
travels or scenics are largely used as
"His Daughter Pays" stars Gertrude
McCoy, an actress of ability and one who
fillers,
Mr.
Goldburg
in all contracts
has a large box office following, being well
known and liked by many theatergoers
who have seen her in Edison productions
and special features. Her name should
prove an asset in advertising and publicity
campaigns in connection with the picture.
In addition it is said that there are many
other features that can be played up by
the live-wire exhibitors.

specifies that the Outing-Chester series
must be featured as an independent attraction, and not used merely to consume
twelve to fifteen minutes of an exhibitor's
program. It is stated in this connection
that several releasing concerns endeavored
to secure the series, but as they were not
willing to agree to exploit the series independent of any other attraction they
handle, Mr. Goldburg determined to continue to exploit them on a state rights
basis, and where the desired medium of
distribution is not found in any particular
territory to fill the wants of exhibitors
direct.

"Mickey" The Result
Of Fine Direction
The Best Work of Five Experts Represented in Western Import Company's
Production.
A

REPRESENTATIVE of the Western
Import Company, in speaking of conditions, stated:
"There seems to be an opinion among
many who are closely connected with the
film industry that it has attained its maximum limitations in the sense of expansion
and innovation. In former periods progress and improvement went by rapid jumps
and bounds and decisions required quickfire judgment because delay in consideration of propositions often proved fatal.
"Instead of the industry reaching the
'bumper' end of the line of progress, it has
reached in reality a junction of ingenuity.
This is the era of finesse, and evidence of
this deep finesse, such as Griffith, Ince and
others have shown, is again brought forth
by Mack Sennett in his new comedy drama
'Mickey.' This production displays Mr.
Sennett's new form of technique. In substance, this new form is that of the modern trend — quick action filled with value
and composed of all essentials.
"Mr. Sennett, after giving the story of
'Mickey' the most careful treatment, became convinced that it was possessed of
five important parts: humor, pathos,
thrills,
adventure
He corps
then
surrounded
himself and
with 'heart.'
a capable
of directors, each a leader of his particular
field from the above angles. He caused
the production to be constructed from five
different viewpoints and then personally
supervised its final preparation, using such
parts from each director as were most
fitting to make 'Mickey' the greatest as
well as the first of all comedy dramas constructed under this new form. He further
believes that it will be the epic of this
particular
a long
time to come."
"Mickey" type
willforsoon
be released
by the
Western Import Company.

Sales of the Week
Activities
in the State Rights
Market
During the Past Seven
Days.
PRODUCTIONS COMPANY anWH.
% nounce the sale of "The Two-Gun
.Man" in "The Bargain," "The
Bandit and the Preacher," and "The HellHound of Alaska" to Mammoth Pictures,
Incorporated. 729 Seventh avenue, New
York, for northern* New
* * Jersey.
Rights
series of
ton's, as
reissues,
New

to "Satan's Pawn" and the
sixteen two-reel Shorty Hamll
well as twenty Charlie Chaplin
have been sold by W. H. Productions to Globe Feature Film Corporation, Boston, Massachusetts, for the entire
England States.

• •

•

Standard Film Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, has secured from W. H. Productions
Company
the rights
to sixteen
Shorty

Scene

from

"Mickey"

(Western

Import).
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Francis Ford to Make Short Subjects.
In addition
to the
feature
pro
which has been laid out for Fordart Films,
work on which la tq be commenced at the
n>'« studios in Los Angeles within ■
time, Francis
Ford, the director-general,
also has planned to make one and two-reel
subjects in series of aix.
These short pictures are destined to oreate a sensation
when shown
to the pub-

Edna

Emerson, Featured in Francis
Ford Productions.

lie. They are complete stories, and are said
to be an innovation for this character of
releases, and to be entirely different from
the short pictures which have been produced in the past.
Announcement will shortly be made regarding the first series of six and the
manner in which they will be released to
exhibitors.
M. C. Hughes Now With Foursquare.
Foursquare Pictures have just contracted with M. C. Hughes to take complete
charge of its Buffalo and Pittsburgh exchanges. Mr. Hughes, though one of the
youngest managers in the business, is also
one of the most active and successful. A
college graduate, he brings to his aid the
essentials of a charming personality and
a persuasiveness which is one of the chief
factors in selling.
In addition Mr. Hughes is an executive
of proven ability — as his record as manager of the Metro Film Service, of Canada, has demonstrated. His association
with the Foursquare exchanges is one in
■which he participates in the prpfits, and he
may be counted upon to consider the
needs of his patrons to the extent of keeping them permanently on the books of this
organization.
Goldburg Moves to Larger Quarters.
After May 1, 1918, Jesse J. Goldburg,
state rights and special exploitation representative of motion picture attractions,
will move his offices from the Times Building, New York, to 120 West 41st street.
This removal is occasioned because of
Increased business, and in his new offices,
which are larger and more commodious
than those occupied by him in the Times
Building, Mr. Goldburg will have a perfectly equipped projection room for the
viewing of attractions which he is handling.
"The Wrong Flat" Shown to Exhibitors.
"The Wrong Flat," the May release of
the Jester Comedies, featuring Twede-Dan,
was given a screening to a gathering of
New York exhibitors several days ago, and
it is stated that the consensus of opinion
was "The
Wrong so Flat"
is the best of the
Jester
Comedies
far released.
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Petrova Represent a tires Complete Tour of Exchanges
Herbert

Lubin

and
Bert
Ennis
Made
Flying
Trip in Interest
of Polish
Star's
Productions — Visited
Principal
Cities in United
States.
the \i
Film attractions of PhilaHERBERT
LUBIN
ntati\ e ol Mada i
ova ami ■
delphiahe
, i Unll sd Business it Delation of
repreaental
i ;. neral
!■• mi . of Cleveland, the State Film ComEntei
v\ nil Berl Enp my of i »etrolt, the tJnll y Photoplays
nis. director of publicltj for the Petrova
Company
of Chloai
Standard
Film
Picture Compa ny, retui ned i o New
Corporation of Minneapolis, the standard
poral Ion of 0
the Sta oda rd
on Monday
follow
trip n hich
Film Corpor.it ion of St. Louis, the Standembraced the principal points of the United Stairs.
ard Film Corporation of Kansas City, the
Messrs. Lubin and Ennis p
11 to
Swanson-Nolan
supply company
of
each office of i he Firsl National Exhibl
ver, the Western
I
Film Company
of
San
Francisco.
It.
M.
Savin!
Of
Atlanta,
Circuit, which Is distributing the sp
tabran Film Company of Charlotte,
productions
featuring
Madame
'>h;. i ivtrova made under the auspices of her own
the Foursquare Pictures, inc., of l>
the
Foursquare
Pictures,
Inc.. of New
personal production organizi
urlng
Orleans, and the R. D. Marson Attractions
the tour arrangements
were
completed
With each one of the OXCl
■any of Boston
have sent in the most
optimistic
reports, and in many
of the
new scheme of exploitation is to be
territories
have ordered
extra
prints to
worked out commencing with the fourth
Petrova feature, "Patience Sparhawk."
n
is planned to apply a considerable amount
demand." the first release, went
'The the Recruit,"
over with a rush, and business increased in
of intensive publicity covering each picand bounds with each release.
The
ture
in
the
various
localities
embraced
by
the excha n
fourth release, "The Wrong
Flat." which
Tentative plans were also laid with the
goes out in May, gives promise of breaking
all records so far achieved.
representatives of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit and the various news"Yes, I am more than satisfied," contiued
papers throughout the United States lookMr. Steiner. "with my venture into the
iv lield. Whether I will go in again
ing toward a personal tour by Madame Olga
for the feature dramas is hard to say at
Petrova to be made during the near future.
this time, but one can never tell what the
She will probably appear in leading phomorrow will bring forth. At present, all
toplay houses of the country for the purmy time is devoted to the Jester Comedies,
pose of aiding the present drive now in
and between the studio and the business
effect for the sale of War Saving Stamps.
Messrs. Lubin and Ennis report that
end, I have my hands full."
the franchise holders of the First National Exhibitors' circuit were enthusiasPetrova
Declared
"Best
Dressed
tic regarding the personal appearance of
Madame Petrova in their respective terAfter a long and careful study of the
ritories and the utmost co-operation will
be forthcoming from the different exleading personages of the theatrical and
changes in the carrying out of this scheme.
screen world, the
Women's Institute of
Woman."
Thus far but three of the new special
Domestic Arts and
Science of Scranton,
productions in which this star has apPennsylvania, have conferred on Madame
peared have been released from coast to
Olga Petrova the appellation "The Best
coast, and it is said that "Daughter of
Dressed Woman in America"; this decision,
it Is said, was reached only after several
Destiny," the initial release, has more than
lived up to the expectations of the Petrova
conferences between the creators and leadPicture Company and the franchise holders of fashion for this country.
It is also announced that several exers of the circuit, while "The Light Withclusive photographs of Madame Petrova
in," the second production, has also met
with the approval of those exhibitors who
will be used to illustrate a book entitled
have played the picture, and the box-office
"The Secrets of Distinctive Dress," by
results on these two pictures have more
Mary Brooks Pickens, an authority on
than justified the expectations of all conmatters of this kind. This work deals
cerned.
with style, design and color harmonies of
clothes, together with the principles unIt is believed by Madame Petrova's representatives that the arrangements conderlying the development of social ease,
summated during their recent tour will
beauty and personal charm, and it is used
in connection with courses of study laid
result in bringing the producer and exhioitor more closely together, as special pains
out by the Institute. Madame Petrova
were taken to ascertain the type of picture
will contribute a preface to the above
most in demand by the picture showmen,
volume, dealing with the selection of
as well as the exact wants of the exhibitor
gowns for use by women of the picture
worldrelative to the proper exploitation materials needed to best advertise Petrova Productions.
William
Lampe
in "Moral
Suicide."
William Lampe, who plays the role of
Dr. George Daniels In Graphics' latest production, "Moral Suicide," has had a stage
experience of twenty-one years. His
Says Exchanges Are Sending In Optiwork, though mainly dramatic, has at
mistic Reports and Ordering Additional Prints.
times called for comedy roles. Under the direction of the Frohmans he appeared with
TO make comedies is one thing; but to
Nat Goodwin; with James K. Hackett in
make comedies that will command a
"Don Caesar's Return" and "The Crisis";
ready market is entirely a different
with Wilton Lackaye in "The Law and
matter," said William Steiner, of the Jesthe Man"; with Henrietta Crossman in
ter Comedy Company. "When I decided to
"The Real Thing"; with William Collier
go in for comedies, I realized the woods
in "Take My Advice"; with Hilda Spong
were full of them, and they were being
in "The Firm of Cunningham"; with
ground out in bunches every day. It
Blanche Bates in "Madame Butterfly."
seemed that everyone in the manufacturFor three years he played the part of
ing end was making comedies, and with
Tilford Wheeler in "The County Chairthis in mind. I knew that I had a hard
man." Other roles he has played Include
road to travel but that did not deter me
Lem Sanderson in "Way Down East," the
from going ahead, as I felt sure of TwedeDan. as a drawing power and had secured
stellar role in "Mrs. Temple's Telegram"
and a leading part with Cyril Scott In
stories that would meet with the approval
"The Prince Chap." For many years he
of the fans. That I was right in my judgstarred in his own sketch "One Flight Up."
ment, can be proven by the way the Jester
In "Moral Suicide" he is said to have porComedies have been received.
trayed a difficult role in an excellent
"The exchanges, which include the Photo
manner.
Drama Company of New York City, N. Y.;

Steiner Talks of Jesters
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which will be handled on a state rights
basis. The first four are already finished,
and others are in the course of preparation. A further account of this transaction will be found on another page of
this issue.
Mr. Shipman has also made arrangements to release on state rights basis
the six and seven-reel feature productions being made by the Titan Feature
Photoplay Company, of Spokane, Washington.
He also reports gratifying success in
disposing of rights to the Shorty Hamilton series of features, and states that the
third picture, "The Rangers," is now complete. W. H. Clifford, of the W. H. Clifford
Photoplays, which is producing this series,
is expected to reach New Tork within
the next few days, when he will inaugurate an intensive drive in connection
with these subjects.

Gertrude McCoy in "His Daughter Pays'
(Peidmont).

Key Speaks About
Foursquare Quality
Also Reviews

Achievement of This Organization During Its First Year,
Which Will End Shortly.
IN speaking of their first anniversary,
which is fast approaching', P. V. R.
Key, an official of Foursquare Pictures,
called attention to the fact that optimism
based upon a foundation of stability is one
of the attributes of that organization, and
that when conditions in the motion picture field looked the most gloomy. Foursquare held to the belief that all would
be well before a great while.
Mr. Key further stated: "The effort to
attain a quality standard, which George
Backer insisted should be the ultimate
achievement, is being insisted upon, and
it is gratifying to have exhibitors express
their opinion as to the value of the new
Foursquare photoplays and the service
rendered.
"Jacob Wildberg and George Backer
have insisted upon the acceptance of only
those photoplays which would please to
an unusual degree, and have held that
the secret of success meant the securing
of a superior article of merchandise, and
selling it at a fair price. AVith such pictures as 'The Cast-Off,' 'The Bar Sinister,'
and 'One Hour,' and the U. S. Exhibitor's
productions, 'The Zeppelin's Last Raid,'
'Those Who Pay,' 'The Belgian,' and 'Just
a Woman,' and the Wharton serial, 'The
Eagle's Eye,' Foursquare would appear to
be working in the direction of its quality
standard.
"But Mr. Backer and Mr. Wildberg have
arranged for other correspondingly fine
product for distribution, and when these
pictures reach the exhibitors there will be
evidence that the quality idea is the only
one which may be counted on to last."

Shipman to Handle "Berlin via America."
"Berlin via America," the first Fordart
Production, in which Francis Ford and
Edna Emerson are starred, will be released
on the state rights basis, as announced.
Mr. Ford has selected Mr. Ernest Shipman,
17 West 44th street, as sales agent for
the handling of this production. He is
said to have a number of buyers interested
in "Berlin via America" and expects to
close out several territories within a short
time.
Billy West Writes a Scenario.
Billie West, star of King-Bee Comedies,
announces that a comedy written by himself is soon to be produced by the KingBee Films Corp. It will be titled "The
King of Volcano" and it is said that Billy
will have a hot time from start to finish,
and that in addition forty pretty girls will
be specially engaged for this production,
which will be in two reels, and ready for
release within a short time.
Heavy Booking of Hart Reissues.
Magnet Film exchange reports that
bookings on the "The Two-Gun Man" in
"The Bargain," "The Bandit and the
Preacher," and "The Hell Hound of
Alaska" have exceeded expectations, and
that several of the most representative
houses in New York territory have
booked
these features.
"Big Bill" Contemplates
Another
Trip.
William Steiner, of the Jester Comedy
Company, is contemplating making another tour of the country on behalf of his
Jester comedies featuring Twede-Dan, the
"International Mirth-Maker."
Cole Placing Jesters
in Jersey.
Henry Cole, the well-known Bronx exhibitor, is now engaged in placing Jester
Comedies with exhibitors in northern NewJersey.

Madge Kennedy Making
"The Fair Pretender"
in "The
successannounce
marked
on her
CLOSE
s
Goldwyn
Game"
Danger
Madge Kennedy in "The Fair Pretender," by Florence C. Bolles, to be released May 19. The high praise from
critics, exhibitors and the public evoked
by the former vehicle cannot fail to help
make the latter photoplay a success. Steadily Madge Kennedy has advanced in favor.
Indeed, with the strongest assets a player
in the silent drama can have — namely,
wonderful eyes and a compelling smile —
she relies as much on the technique of
an actress as if she were not endowed
with these rare gifts of attraction.
As "The Fair Pretender," she has every
opportunity to employ her eyes and her
smile and her technique. For the play is
one of constant movement and her part
of Sylvia Maynard is distinctly an acting
one.Throughout the play Madge Kennedy
wends here way, a charming figure, bowed
down with mock grief, reviving under the
spell of her sweetheart's lovemaking and,
in the end, proving her interest, womanhood and heroism.
To Issue Pathe
Scenic
Fortnightly.
Beginning May 12 the Pathe colored
scenics and travelogues, which have artistically rounded out the programs of exhibitors all over the United States, will
be released every other ^eek instead of
weekly. The exquisitely colored scenics
and travelogues are in such demand that
a large number of new ones are now in
process of completion. The decision to
issue them every other week is to afford
exhibitors an opportunity of using both
scenics
series. and the "Britain's Bulwarks" war
Bairnsfather's
Cartoons
Make a Hit.
The most lucrative one-reel subjects
ever put on the British market have been
Captain toons.
Bruce
film carWith anBairnsfather's
eye for the humorous
amid the bloody strife on the Western
front the artist created a couple of delightful characters — Ole Bill and Alf.
These two have created more genuine
amusement than any other characters
evolved from the titanic struggle. As
drawings the artist's work first appeared
in The Bystander, and created a record
for popularity.
The appearance of the film cartoons was
the signal for an unprecedented rush of
business. One London contract alone* was
for $16,000, and the provincial bookings
were proportionately good. Where Great
Britain did so well there is abundant opportunity in the United States to do better. The Cartoon Film Company, Ltd.,
76 and 7S Wardour street, London, England, are prepared to sell the exclusive
United States rights.

Arthur F. Beck to Visit Cropper.
Arthur F. Beck, president of the Sterling Pictures Corporation, will leave for
Chicago Wednesday to confer with R. C.
Cropper, western district manager of the
Sterling Pictures Corporation.
.Mr. Beck will arrange with Mr. Cropper
i" handle tin- new "de luxe" features to be
released under the "Sterling System."
H. R. Ebenstein, manager of sales, is
now mi liis way to the coast, screening
"The Hypocrites" and "The Natural Law"
for independent exehangemen in the important film centres he is visiting,
Ernest
Shipman's
Activities.
Announcement is made by Ernest Shipman that he has just closed a contract to
handle the Josh Binney two-reel comedies.

Scene from "De

Luxe Annie"

(Select).
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Fojc's
"77i£ Caillaux
Case" Delayed
for and
Develop
quitted of murder,
she and ments
her husTHE
temporary
withholding
from reband continued In their ambitious course.

lease of William Fox's historical fiimdrama, "The Caillaux rase," to await
publication of recent disclosures made by
nolo I'asha to the French Government is
announced as the most Btrlklng instance
in screen history of a picture play following hard on the heels of current events.
The picture was completed, and was
ready for the public. All the leading
characters had been disposed of not only
in the play, but in real life. Bolo Pasha
had been condemned to death for treason^
Joseph Caillaux, once Premier of France,
had been imprisoned on a similar charge.
Mine caillaux had been disgraced in the
eyes Of her countrymen. Every sensation
in
the had
principals'
highly sensational
careers
been recorded.
It seemed
that the whole story had been told. Then
came Bolo's sudden revelations, which
now promise to add new chapters, involve
other prominent figures, and make the
picture more far-reaching than was at
first expected.
Commenting on the situation last week,
Mr. Fox declared:
"We have determined to give the story
complete not only as a bigger and better
picture, but because we want it to be a
patriotic warning to any who would put
other interests before love of country.
Fact is a hundred times more impressive
than fiction, and here is a group of persons who astounded two continents with
their attempts — and their tragic failure —
to betray the Allies to the Germans. It
matters not whom Bolo may involve
either in France, England, or America;
we shall not hesitate to film his story to
the end. 'The Caillaux Case' on the
screen will be the Caillaux case in reality
— the most notorious international intrigue of modern times."
The three chief figures in the picture
are announced to be Mme. Caillaux,
Joseph Caillaux, and Bolo Pasha. The
drama, in order to reveal the ruthless
ambition of Mme. Caillaux, shows that
she forsook her first husband and ruined
his life in order to make a brilliant marriage with Caillaux, then Minister of
Finance. When Gaston Calmette, famous
editor of the Paris Figaro, implicated
Caillaux in dishonorable public acts, Mme.
Caillaux
took
Calmette's
life, was
acSome Facts About Hal Cooley.
Hal Cooley, Universal juvenile, was born
in Brooklyn twenty-three years ago. He
has been on the Universal lot for nearly
four years and during that time has appeared in many photodramas in various
types.
Previous to his appearance on the
screen Mr. Cooley was an actor on the
legitimate stage. He played in "Man
from Mexico," and "Kingdom of Hearts
Content," as well as several short sketches.
Before signing with the Universal,
Cooley appeared with Selig, Thomas H.
Ince, American and the Mutual motion
picture companies. He is now playing the
juvenile lead in "The Bull's Eye," a multireel serial being directed by James W.
Home.
Mr. Cooley is six feet tall, has brown
hair and gray eyes, and weighs 169 pounds.
His favorite sports are baseball and football.

When war broke out, so the film story
shows, Caillaux became active among the
pacifists and "defeatists," extending his
machinations not only throughout France,
but to Italy and America. Through Count
Von Bernstorfl huge sums of money were
sent from Berlin to finance pro-German
propaganda, which was spread by agencies
closely associated with Caillaux. Bolo
Pasha was one of the ringleaders in this
intrigue, and the reward to the Caillauxs
for their efforts to bring about a German
peace was to be supreme power in a
Prussianized
France.
The United States Government unearthed in America a mass of evidence
that completely defeated this plot, and
sent the conspirators to punishment.

Rolinda
Bainbridge Again
with Brabin.
Nine years ago Charles J. Brabin was a
leading man with the Edison Company,
and Rolinda Bainbridge was his leading
woman in one-reel comedy pictures. Today Brabin is directing his former leading woman. In casting "The Heart of a
Butterfly," an original story by Katharine
Kavanaugh, Brabin decided that the ideal
person to play Mrs. Ames in this picture
starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne was Rolinda Bainbridge. The
first thing that Miss Bainbridge asked the
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director when assigned the pari was
whether
there were any risks to be taken
in
t tie role
"1 a Iwa \ s a
harlic lirabin wit h
risks." saui Miss Batnbrldge between
scenes the other day, "In the old days
with Edison he was the man who took all
the risks. Whether he was playing the
hero or villain it made no difference. As
his leading woman I naturally had to
work with him in many of the stunts done
for comedy pictures, and we had plenty
of thrilling escapes."
Ebony Releases "The Porters."
'The Porters," the third of the series
of Ebony comedies, released this week by
General Film Company, is said to be alive
with the quaintest of screen humor. Sufficient punch and action to make a tworeel slapstick comedy are crowded into
one reel by the capable company of negro
players. The innovation of real blackface on the screen has met with the
general approval of exhibitors, General
Film says. Following "The Porters,"
General Film, will release "A Milk-Fed
Hero," a fast-stepping farce comedy.
Carey Plays "The Three Bad Men."
Harry Carey has commenced work under
the direction of Jack Ford in a new
epic of the desert, which the author calls
"The Three Bad Men." Eugene B. Lewis
wrote the scenario fro man original story
told by Ford and Carey.

Gerard Film to Have Spectacular Showing at Strand
ACCORDING to reports filed by Carney
Wilson, the energetic sales manager
of the First National Exchange, Inc., of
New York, "My Four Years in Germany"
shattered some records that were considered impregnable during the week of
April 15.
To begin with, an arrangement concluded with Moe Mark, Max Spiegel and
Harold Edel sets a wholly new precedent
in the American field of motion picture
exhibition. This is nothing less than the
decision of the Strand executives to show
"My Four Years in Germany" for the
week of April 28, coincident with its run
at the Knickerbocker
theater.
During the four years that it has been
operated the Strand has exhibited one
feature picture each week, or a total of
some two hundred and ten productions.
Not one picture out of the entire number was ever before shown in another
Broadway theater before being booked at
the Strand. When this fact is properly
taken into consideration one gets some
idea of the remarkable compliment that
has
Ambassador
screen been
story.paid
Moe Mark,
who was Gerard's
chiefly
instrumental in arranging the deal with
the sales manager of the First National
exchange, when asked his motive for his
unprecedented move, said:
"At this tremendous crisis, when civilization is threatened by the most arrogant and cruel military power the world
has ever seen, I consider it nothing less
than our duty as loyal Americans to show
Ambassador Gerard's masterly expose of
the Kaiser and his clique. There are
occasions when it is wise to forget business policies in order to do good whe,re
it will count most. I consider that such
an occasion presents itself here, in the
opportunity we have of showing 'My Four

Years in Germany' to our particular
clientele. If the picture has the same
effect on others that it had on me personally, I will believe our object well
In putting over this double showing in
accomplished."
an appropriate manner a most ambitious
advertising and publicity campaign will
be undertaken. An appropriation of $10,000 equally divided between the Strand
management and the First National, will
be utilized for newspaper and billboard
exploitation of the Gerard picture. Despite the fact that over one thousand
24-sheet stands are at present working
in the vicinity of New York, another full
edition of paper will be used to announce
the Strand engagement.
Max Spiegel further emphasizes the
patriotic motives of his associates in featuring "My Four Years in Germany" by
declaring that the full gross receipts of
the theater for the week will be used to
purchase Liberty Bonds. Following out
this timely suggestion, the First National
Exchange has also pledged itself to convert its entire rental income for the week
into the same kind of securities.
Harold Edel, managing director of the
Strand, has arranged to erect three booths
in the lobby of the Strand — one to stimulate recruiting, one for the sale of Liberty Bonds, and one to help popularize
War Savings Stamps. An armored car,
containing recruiting and Liberty Bond
speakers, will also tour the city under the
auspices of the Strand management.
Orders have also been given to further augment the fifty-six piece orchestra
at the theater with the idea of giving
"My Four Years in Germany" the most
effective musical presentation that any
picture has ever had at the big house.
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"Tarzan of the Apes"
Going Strong All Over

Scene

from

"Paying

His

Debt"

(Triangle)

'Lonely Woman"
and "PayingMorton,
His "vanishing
Debt" bandit,"
Lead saves
Triangle
the life
most popular maga-

Triangle's
writer contributors is John A.
zine
Morosco, author of "The Lonely
"Woman," the opening release of the week
beginning April 28. This well-known
fictionist also wrote "The Shoes That
Danced" and "The Hand at the Window,"
recent Triangle releases. The keen understanding of human nature and dramatic
values which characterized the two former
plays are apparent in "The Lonely
Woman." This is a story of how a
woman's unshaken belief in the character
.of the man she loved resulted in his acquittal and exoneration of a crime of
which he had been unjustly accused. Belle
Bennett has the featured role. Lee Hill,
Percy Challenger, Anna Dodge, Blanche
Grey,
Lee, and Walter Perkins are"
in the Alberta
cast.
AMONG

"Paying His Debt," the second release
of the week, was written by Alvin J.
Neitz. This drama presents Roy Stewart
In his first dual role under the Triangle
banner. He appears as Frank Borden, the
man, and Steve Morton, the vanishing
bandit. Cliff Smith directed. Steve
Pounds, cameraman, took numerous difficult double exposures for the picture.
Roy Stewart, Cliff Smith, and Steve
Rounds have worked together in many
Western productions, the most recent of
which are "Boss of the Lazy T" and
"Faith Endurin'." Spectacular feats of
riding and beautiful photography are features of the play.
In this story Steve

Bushman to Toe In in
"Cyclone Higgins, D.D."

MOTION picture "fans" will see a new
Francis X. Bushman in Metro's
forthcoming production, "Cyclone
Higgins, D. D.," which will have an early
release — a Bushman they never knew existed. In the leading role of this five-act
screen romance they will see not a Beau
Brummel of the screen, but an out-andout "character" actor. As C. Higgins in
this Metro photodrama written and directed by William Christy Cabanne, Mr.
Bushman wears goggles and ill-fitting
garments of a non-descript type, stray
locks of hair insist on tumbling about his
forehead, and he "toes in." At no time
throughout the five acts does he appear
in the ordinary habiliaments of society
either polite or near-polite, being frankly
and consistently a struggling preacher of
a backwoods community. For this reason,
Higgins, D.D.,"
"Cyclone
other,
for no
if
should
arouse
wide
interest and comment,
but the entire production is one of vital
interest and warm human qualities.

of Frank Borden, a human derelict. The
two bear an astonishing likeness to one
another. When Bordon recovers his health

he
pays benefactor,
his debt byandplaying
"alibi man"
to his
very nearly
pays
the penalty of the other's guilt. Josie
Sedgwick is leading woman. Harry Yammamoto, -well-known Oriental actor, supplies a humorous touch as Ching, the
Chinese cook. The cast includes Walter
Perkins, William Ellingford, William
Dyer, and Arthur Millett.
A "darktown" ball is a feature of "Mr.
Miller's Economies," the two-reel Keystone comedy release of the week. Mrs.
Kate Corbaley wrote the story. William
Beaudine
directed.
Loew
Books
"A Pair of Sixes."
It has been announced by George
Heine's New York Branch that a contract has • been closed with the Loew
houses in Greater New York to play "A
Pair of Sixes" for sixty-five days. "A
Pair of Sixes" is an Essanay production
in six reels. The picture sparkles with
humorous situations.
Taylor
Holmes'
clean, wholesome
comedy appeals to all.

THAT "Tarzangagementof
Apes," In theater,
its enat thetheBroadway
New York, was not playing an abnormal engagement, is attested by the remarkable business this picture is pulling
throughout the entire country. Reports
to the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
from every point at which their biggest
picture has played shows extraordinary
results.
At Laramie,
the day's
receipts exceededWyoming,
seven hundred
dollars.
The picture was produced there on a
sixty-forty contract and returned over
four hundred dollars as rental for one
day's showing.
The Strand theater, Minneapolis, broke
the house record during an entire week's
run and returned over two thousand dollars as rental on a percentage agreement.
The Isis theater, Denver, Colorado,
broke its daily and weekly record, while
the Goodwin theater at Newark, N. J.,
originally booked the picture for one week
and is keeping over for a run. The Tivoli, at San Francisco, is doing likewise,
while Hulsey's Hippodrome at Dallas
broke the record for admissions.
James D. Williams, of First National,
states that in his opinion and that of
his associates, "Tarzan of the Apes" will
be the biggest moneymaker the box office
has ever known and that bookings are
so numerous and of such unusually long
runs that in a number of instances extra
prints are necessary to take care of them.
And this in face of the fact that already
ninety prints are in operation in the
United States and nine in Canada.
O'Garry Story Released This Week.
The changes worked by a pretty young
school teacher in bringing to an end a
bitter mountain feud are cleverly and
entertainingly pictured in "Mountain
Law," a Blue Ridge Drama featuring Ned
Finley and Marion Henry, released this
week by General Film Company. This is
the second of the series of western and
. mountain stories being produced by the
creator of the famous
"O'Garry"
role.
Production plans for the "Blue Ridge
Dramas" are rapidly being worked out in
advance by Ned Finley, according to reports which have reached New York. Two
subjects announced in preparation are
"O'Garry Rides Alone," his second
"O'Garry" story, and "The Man from Nowhere." The stories were written by L.
Case Russell.

Orders'
Brady'
ernment has s
also "Stolen
furnished material
taken
way Showing for W. A.in France
Broad
WILLIAM A. BRADY announces that
to build up others.
his big picture, "Stolen Orders,"
which is said to equal "The Whip"
in its thrilling qualities, is finished and is
now undergoing its final cutting, titling
and printing and will be shortly shown at
a Broadway theater. Harley Knoles and
have been working on this picMr. Brady
ture off and on for five months, but the
ons at Atlantic City durc
conditi
climati
ing January and February delayed its
completion.
It is to be released in eight reels and
will be disposed of to territorial buyers.
William Jury, who handled "The
Sir
Whip" in Great Britain, sent a special
messenger across the ocean to bid for it.
He saw it run in the rough at the Paragon laboratories and bought it on the
$60,000 for the rights in
paying alone.
spot, Britain
Great
The picture is a Drury Lane drama of
the hair-raising type. It has the merit
been Americanof being timely, having
ized, and deals with the work of secret
States beGerman agents in the United
fore and after the beginning of the war.
Mr. Brady has had the assistance of the
Government in supplying the locale for
The English Govsome of the big scenes.

Kitty Gordon is said to do the best
screen work of her career as the wife
of an American admiral who is led temporarily astray by the trickery of a German agent, acted by Montagu Love.
Carlyle Blackwell figures strongly in
the picture as a young American lieutenant and June Elvidge plays his sweetheart, doing some remarkable feats of
daring in the big balloon and aeroplane
scenes. Madge Evans and George MacQuarrie also have important parts.
During the next year Mr. Brady will devote his screen activities to the production of five famous plays — "Way' Down
East," which is renowned as one of the
most successful plays the American stage
ever knew, having played nineteen consecutive years in American theaters;
"life," a melodrama so big that it could
never be produced outside of the Manhattan opera house, where it ran a full
season; "Little Women," Louise Alcott's
book, the greatest selling book ever written by an American writer; "Cheer, Boys,
Cheer," another famous Drury Lane
drama, and "Sinners," Owen Davis' play
about "New York life that ran a year at
the Playhouse.
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Mrs. Rinehart Objects to
Misleading Advertisements
Rinehart, author of "K,"
Roberta
besl Bellers, and from which
of Hi"
oneM;u\
the Jewel Production. "The Doctor and
the Woman," waa plcturlsed, has protested to the executives of Jewel over the
manner In which certain theater managers
bave endeavored i>y advertlBln
the impression that the picture is in that
category upon which censor boards look
asknii
The attention of the author was called
to'
the advertising
out bywasa referred
Chicago
theater
in which theputpicture
to as the "confession of a woman." The
intimation is that the woman has transgressed from the path of morality.
"Wat is the kind of advertising to
which I strenuously object," Mrs. Rineluirt writes. "Your picture follows the
story of 'K' very closely, and there certainly is nothing in the story to indicate
immorality. If it is in your power, please
Bee that the theater men desist from using
this sort of advertising."
As a result of Mrs. Rinehart's protest,
Jewel executives have sent a request to
exhibitors who have booked the picture
to desist from the suggestive and make
their big drive on the fact that "The Doctor and the Woman" is the screen version
of Mary Roberts Rinehart's "K" and that
Mildred Harris, as "Sidney" appears at
her very best in the picture.
Eddie Polo Beats Out Locomotive.
With the eighteenth episode jammed as
full of thrills as any of its predecessors.
"The Bull's Eye," the Universal serial of
international complications, was brought
to a conclusion last ■week at Universal
City. Eddie Polo, the fearless star of
the chaptered melodrama, with utter recklessness, risked his life for a spectacular
effect. Tied to a railroad track with a
runaway engine approaching at terrific
speed, Polo was supposed to drop into a
culvert beneath the ties. Instead, when
the locomotive 'was almost upon him, with
a mighty jerk he pulled his feet out of
his boots, did a backward somersault,
wrenching loose the cords that held his
hands, and leaped to safety just as the
locomotive
ground
his boots to atoms.
"Social Briars" Title of Next Minter.
The next production from the studios of
the American Film Company, Inc., starring Mary Miles Minter will be released
as "Social Briars." It was produced under
theis working
title of
"TheMutual
Greater
Call."
It
set for release
on the
schedule
May 6.

Scene from "Hearts or Diamonds"

Russell's First Independent Release Comes April 29
THE first picture produced by William
Russell Productions, "Hearts or Diamonds," is the feature of . Mutual's
schedule of releases for the week of April
29. The play was selected by Mr. Russell
as one offering opportunities for characteristic Russell spectacular action. The scenario is by William Parker from a story
by William Hamilton Osborne, whose
magazine stories have attracted wide attention.
Miss Charlotte Burton makes her reappearance on the screen in the role of
Adrienne. Miss Burton, 'who made a sensational success in the' mystery-serial
sucess of the Mutual, "The Diamond from
the Sky," has played lead in some other
Russell successes, notably "Soul Mates,"
"The Highest Bid" and "The Love Her-

Adoo opening the Liberty Loan drive in
Philadelphia; the visit of Marguerite
(lark, the tiny screen favorite, to Chicago,
to boost the sale of Liberty Bonds; baptizing of negroes in the chilly waters of
the Mississippi at St. Louis; scenes from
the training camps and up-to-the-minute
war pictures are some of the features of
recent issues of Screen Telegram that
make for popularity of the Mutual newsreel.

Screen Telegram Issues Nos. 18 and 19
are released May 1 and 5. American soldiers taking their places in the line to
check
offensive;
Secretary
Mcmit." the Hun

Fox Finishes Five Plays
At East and West Studios

Lytell
Subject Leads Metro's Release
Program for May
BERT LYTELL'S initial Metro picture
This is a "truly human" story of an
heads the quartette of screen attractions which will be released under the
parrot trade mark in May. Both the
western and eastern studios are represented in the release schedule. The first
and last releases of the month were made
at the California studio and those underlined for the middle date are New York
productions. Following Lytell, the stars
who will appear in May are Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne, May Allison
and Harold Lockwood.
"The Trail to Yesterday." which will be
released on May 6, introduces Lytell as a
Metro star. This western drama is an
adaptation by June Mathis of Charles
Alden Seltzer's novel of the same name.
Edwin Carewe, assisted by his brother.
Finis Fox, directed the production, which
was staged in Arizona and in California.
Lytell plays an Easterner who goes West
and makes good in the face of great obstacles. The star is an expert rider and
all-round athlete, and in this red-blooded
tale of the plains and ranches he has
many opportunities to display his abilities
along these lines Anna Q. Nilsson is
leading
woman.
"Cyclone Higgins, D.D." is the second
May release, being scheduled for the 13th.

(Mutual)

itinerant preacher and a girl of the
mountains, written and directed by William Christy Cabanne. Francis X. Bushman appears as Cyrus Higgins, D.D., the
preacher who becomes known as "Cyclone," and Beverly Bayne plays Sally
Phillips, the belle of Yellville.
May Allison makes her second app
ance as a Metro star in "The Winning
of Beatrice," an original story by May
Tully, which will be released on .May 20.
Miss Allison plays Beatrice Buckley,
whose ability to make different homecandy fortune
by a "secret
process" Harry
wins
for her made
both
and happiness.
Franklin directed this picture, which was
adapted for the screen by June Mathis and
Katharine Kavanaugh. Hale Hamilton,
leading man.
Harold Lockwood is the star of "Lend
Me Your Name," the final May release
which will be offered exhibitors on the
27th. It is a delightful comedy-drama
adapted from the novel of the same name
by Francis Perry Elliott. The screen version was prepared by Fred J. Balshofer
and John B. Clymer. Pauline Curley plays
the leading feminine role. Bessie Eyton.
a player of reputation, essays Sophronia,
the domineering
wife.

"Spotted," the Mutual-Strand comedy
release of April 30, casts Billie Rhodes,
the celever comedienne, in a double role.
It is built around a novel idea, prettily
staged and well directed. The Rhodes
comedies are becoming more and more
popular and are being booked in big
houses in every section of the country.

ly be
will probab
photop
Fox studios
the William
at lays
finished
FOUR
in the East and one in the West this
week. The pictures which are nearing
completion in the New York and New
nd," star"The, Firebra
Jerseyringplants
Virginia are
under the direcPearson
tion of Edmund Lawrence; "Blue-Eyed
.Mary," which June Caprice is making and
Harry Millarde is directing; "Peg of the
" Peggy Hyland's second producPirates,
tion for the Fox forces, which is being
staged by O. A. C. Lund, and George
and Bold,"
Walsh's
h.
Harbaug"Brave
by Carl vehicle,
in work newest
GladysRoad"
Brockwell
will somewhat
complete later
"The
Scarlet
at a date
than was planned originally owing to an
accident to Bertram Grassby, her leading
man. Grassby's
substitution of Charlesinjury
Clary forced
in histhe
part
and
the rephotographing of all the scenes in
which Grassby had appeared. The subject that will be finished at the Coast
studios this week or early next week will
be "Ace High," which Lynn Reynolds
wrote and is directing with Tom Mix in
the starred role.
William Farnum is to leave Hollywood
behind this week for "location work" in
Arizona on the first of the two Zane Grey
Is he is to do.
Jane and Katherine Lee are almost halfway through a photo-comedy which
Kenean Buel is supervising.
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Triangle's Best Players Are Featured
in May
Releases
Man Worth While,"
was written
by Alvin
J. Neitz, and deals with life on the

THE Triangle Distributing- Corporation
has announced its May schedule of
releases, which include in addition to
society dramas and Westerns a romance
of the Adirondacks and a Japanese-American drama. Margery Wilson, William Desmond, Roy Stewart, Gloria Swanson, and
J. Barney Sherry are among the featured
players of the month.
William Desmond heads the May Triangle card in "An Honest Man," which
is described as an interesting psychological drama with a keen sidelight on
the power of suggestion to mold character. This theme has been embodied in
an amusing and diverting play. Mary
Warren has the leading feminine part.
Ann Kroman and Graham Pette have supporting roles. Henry P. Dowst wrote the
story.
Frank
Borzage
directed.
"Mile. Paulette" is the second release of
May 5. Frank Condon, a writer who has
recently
joined
the
Triangle
forces,
scenarioized the story by George Cowell.
The Adirondack
Mountains
provide
the
locale for the greater
part of the play;
the remaining scenes show society life in
New
York.
Wallace
MacDonald
and
Claire Anderson
have the leading
roles.
This marks
the second dramatic appearance of the former
Keystoner.
George
Pearce,
Walter
Perry, Dot Hagar,
Anna
Dodge, George Hernandez, and John Lance
are. in the cast.
Raymond Wells directed.
The week
of May
12 opens with "Her
Decision." which Jack
ConwayGloria directed
drama,
features
Swanson this
in
her second
dramatic
role.
The play is
based upon a girl's sacrifice to save her
sister.
She deliberately offers herself in
marriage
to a man
she admits she does
not love for the purpose
of obtaining
a
share of his money.
J. Barney Sherry has
the leading masculine role.
Darrell Foss
and Ann Kroman have prominent parts.
Roy Stewart is featured in "Wolves of
the Border," the second release of the
week.
This
story,
formerly
titled
f'A

Northrup Still Hears the
Pretty Birdies Singing
BERT LYTELL, who is an amateur boxer
and as hard as nails, admits he had
the stiffest fight of his career in "The
Trail to Yesterday," the feature production in which he will make his bow as a
Metro star. Lytell is muscled like a
middleweight, but he drew a tough customer in Harry S. Northrup, who plays
a villainous ranch foreman in the Metro
picture.
In the big fight scene, "Dakota," played
by Lytell, used his hands alone, while
Duncan, played by Northrup, is armed.
The battle was staged before the camera
in a rocky canyon at Arivaca, Arizona.
Edwin Carewe, directing the picture,
called for a regular he-man fight, and both
the star and Northrup were willing —
Lytell to try out a new punch and
Northrup from force of habit.
"Come on," said Northrup, "hit as hard
as you like. I have been playing 'heavies'
for twenty years, and I don't feel right
unless somebody is beating me up. I
cany more marks than Kid Broad or Joe
Grimm."
They mixed it up. Finally il was up fo
Lytell to put over the knockout, and he
swung a vicious right for the point of
Northrup's jaw. The blow was a few
inches high, and landed on the hitter's
left ear.
He went down for the count.
Although
the
light
was
staged
two
works ami, Northrup says ho can still hoar
the pretty birdies singing all day long.
Double Role for Billie Rhodes.
Billie Rhodes, playing in MutualStrand comedies, does a double role In
"Spotted," the release for April 30. Begoggled, mustached and in livery. Billie
plays the part of chauffeur and. In black

Mexican frontier, showing the struggle of
the cattle kings with the Mexican bandits
and cattle rustlers. Josie Sedgwick, leading woman, executes many daring feats
of horsemanship. Jack Curtis has a
"heavy" role as a crooked foreman in
league with the Mexican rustlers. The
cast includes Frank McQuarrie, William
Jeffries, Louis (Bull) Durham, and that
quintet of buckaroos, Pete Morrison,
Curley Baldwin, Billy Patton, Abe Farra,
and R. M. Thompson. Cliff Smith directed
and Steve Rounds photographed.
A Japanese-American drama, "The
Loyalty of Taro Sam," heads the May 19
program. This is a screen adaptation of
the story by the same name by E. Magnus
Ingleton, author of "Her American Husband." Jack Livingston has the title role
of the young American lawyer. Jack
Abbe is Taro Sam. He was seen in "Her
American Husband." Maud Wayne, of the
comedy forces, makes her initial dramatic
appearance in this drama as leading
woman. Lillian "West and Lillian Langdon are in the cast. The Triangle wardrobe and research departments have been
called upon for elaborate work in this
production. Among the effects to be
realized are a tearoom in the Nipponese
Empire, many luxurious Oriental costumes, jinrikishas and costumes for jinrikisha drivers.
William Desmond has the title role in
"Old Hartwell's Club." This is in line
with the part he played in "The Sudden
Gentleman." Thomas N. Heffron handles
Bebe
Daniels
in Racing
Togs.
the megaphone. Mary Warren has the
leading feminine role. Walt Whitman is
cast as the venerable parson of a small
Western town. Eugene Burr, Percy Challenger, Dorothy Hagar, Graham Pette, and
William
Ellingford
are in the cast.
Here is an unusual photograph of Bebe
"Old Loves for New," with Margery Wilson and Lee Hill, and "The Mossback" are
Daniels, who recently succeeded in perscheduled for May 26 release.
suading her mother to allow her to enter
the races at Ascot Park, Cal. Bebe was
most enthusiastic and each day added
speedtrack.
to her practice spin around the
dress and white
apron,
she
is a most
mile
fetching
maid.
A newspaper man called on Miss DanThe plot revolves around the desire of
iels for an interview and made the casual
a pretty heiress to be "loved for herself
remark: "I hope you win. Miss Daniels. It
alone," who turns her house over to a
is
distinction
worth
couple of friends for the entertainment
lifesurely
for!" a Bebe's
mother
heardrisking
him! one's
And
of a handsome young relative, who falls
the result was that she withdrew her
in love with the maid, confesses to her
permission and Bebe had to break off
"twin brother" the chauffeur and finds
diplomatic relations with the racers and
that he has proposed to a vigorously
discontinue
her thoughts of outclassing
Old
field.
wooed
debutante.

Trained to the Hour,
Mother Called It Off

Jewel Issuing 30,000-Word Novelette
of "The Kaiser'
similar to those which are pictured in
TO

the already record-breaking list of
stunts, advertisements, posters, scarehead newspapers, heralds and lobby
displays, for "The Kaiser, the Beast of
Berlin." has been added a novelization in
thirty thousand words, which makes it
easily the most heavily munitioned feature
offered to the exhibitor in years. The
advertising and publicity departments of
the Jewel, which purchased the Rupert
Julian picture, had the most wonderful
opportunity over presented for their efforts.
It remained, however, for Georgia to, demand a thirty-thousand word novel on
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin." In
Georgia the American Defense Society and
the Atlanta Constitution combined in sponsoring the picture, in the belief that the
patriotic spirit of the state would be deeply stirred by the presentation, spreading
broadcast the message that the photoplay conveys.
This request came by telegraph, which
stated that the Atlanta Constitution had
agreed to run a four-page magazine supplement in the shape of a thirty-thousand
word novelization of "The Kaiser, the
Beast of Merlin." Jewel was fortunate in
being able to induce Marjorie Howard, who. in Belgium,
witnessed
scenes

the descent of the Hun hordes upon Louvain in Rupert
Julian's masterpiece, to
undertake
this novelization.
Scores of papers in the South have telegraphed Jewel, asking for the right to
run the novelization. Jewel is now busily
engaged in turning out matrices of the
four pages, which can be obtained at reasonable cost by any exhibitor who desires
his local paper to run the story. It will
also be published
in bock
form.

Who's Who in "The Only Road."
The east of "The Only Road," Viola
Dana's next picture to be produced at
Metro's West Coast studios, Hollywood,
has been completed. Casson Ferguson
plays opposite Miss Dana in the leading
male role of Bob Armstrong, "who .became a Westerner because in the East he
put a isgoat
professor's
Vied."
Blue
east inas his
Pedro
Lupo, son
of a Monte
highcaste Mexican lawyer, and is the young

"heavy."

Others in the cast are Paul Weigel,
Marie Van Tassel, Edith Chapman, and
C. E. Geldert. Frank Reicher will direct
the production, and the photography will
be by John Arnold.
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National Is To Produce
Two-Reel Western Dramas
General Pilm Company shortly is to ana series
dramas, tonouncebe
known « • t"
as two-reel
the Ranoho western
These subjects are being produced by the
National Film Corporation of Denver, of
which O. D, Woodward Is president, Tins
is the same company thai makes the
Clover comedies with Bud Duncan, Dot
Farley and Kewple Morgan,
The Rancho dramas win be two-reel
productions Issued every other week and
will contain all-western atmosphere, Storj
value and thrills will be featured.
The Bret release In the series will be
"in tiie Shadow of the Rockies," a gripping story of romance and action, In
which
Palmer
Bowman
and Dolly Dale
are the principal players. The Story deals
with the adventures
of a rich man's sou
in the west, In which he unwittingly plays
the leading- part in the unraveling
of s
drama Of mystery and suspense. Succeeding stories are In preparation, written by Richard Goodall and directed by
Otis B. Thayer.
More Judge
Brown
Stories Coming.
Another forthcoming group of Judge
Brown Stories Is promised to General
Film Company, the distributors, by the
Boy City Film Corporation. New subjects in the series are "Love of Bud,"
"Dog vs. Dog" and "A Boy-Built City,"
which are intended for release in April
and May. These subjects are said to be
even better than the first ten already
released, which have scored a tremendous
commercial and artistic success.
One of the most popular of the Judge
Brown stories released to date is "I'm a
Man," a juvenile patriotic story with an
unexpected punch, in which a youngster
finds a new way to aid his Government.
Initial bookings for this story have more
than equaled the record established by
"Bud's Recruit."
Lytell's First Metro Completed.
"The Trail to Yesterday," in which Bert
Lytell will make his debut as a Metro
star, has been completed at Metro's West
Coast studios. A preliminary showing of
the picture in the projecting room revealed that Lytell has done splendid work
in the stellar role of "Dakota," grim, silent
ranchman, and by his personality has
given a new and fascinating twist to this
type of hero.
Edwin Carewe, who directed the star
in his first Metro production, is especiallypleased with the photographic results he
obtained while on location for two weeks
in Arivaca, Arizona. There the company
was quartered on a big cattle ranch.

Scene

from "With

The L-KO Beauties have another opportunity to display their charms in a
two-reel comedy, "Her Movie Madness."
with Gale Henry and Hughie Mack, which
shows to what lengths a girl who desires
entry into pictures will go.

of Steel"

(Paralta)

William Fox Announces Schedule of Releases for May
WILLIAM FOX'S
of May re-is
leases in the schedule
special features
now made up. The pictures will
be these issued in the order given: George
Walsh in "Brave and Bold," Peggy Hyland
in "Peg of the Pirates," Virginia Pearson
in "The Firebrand," and June Caprice in
"Blue-Eyed Mary." Henry Lehrman's
first Sunshine comedy production in May
will be released under title of "A Neighbor's Keyhole."
"Brave and Bold" is a mile-a-minute action story seasoned with romance. Carl
Harbaugh
the athletic
star's
director
this film, is.
also
based on
Perley
Poorein
Shehan's "Four-Forty at Fort Penn." The
plot revolves about the hero's efforts to
get a big war order. In Mr. Walsh's support there appear Regina Quinn. Mabel
Bunyea, Dan Mason, and Francis X. ConIon.
Peggy Hyland's
second other
Fox
production,
will befeature,
notable,heramong
things, for its splendid ocean scenes. The
company spent more than six weeks on
the Atlantic
and along
the coast near

The Two-Souled Woman" Heads
Mayrelease6
Another Universal
comedy on the for
weekly

HEADING the list of Universal releases
for the week of May 6 is "The TwoSoul Woman," a Priscilla Dean special production. It is a mystery story
based upon hypnotism, in which the star
doubles in her role. In one part she is
under hypnotic influence — a wayward, impossible woman, the lure for men. with
her thoughts continually seeking the
bright lights. In the other portrayal she
is her natural self, a clinging, confiding
girl. The picture is one that will cause
considerable discussion and will possibly
reopen the old controversy between believers in hypnotism and the non-believers. Miss Dean has the support of Ashton Dearholt, Joseph Girard and Evelyn
Selbie.
Three comedies, one of the two reels
and the others one reel each, entitled,
"Whose Baby Are You?" is a laughter
machine.

Hoop

is the Nestor,
"A Kitchen Hero,"
featuring
Eileenentitled
Sedgwick.
The fourth episode of the ten-reel Boy
Scout serial, under the general title of
"Boy Scouts to the Rescue." also will be
presented in more than fourteen hundred
theaters. The episode title is "The Spies."
This is the serial which hundreds of exhibitors later on are planning to run as
a complete show for the purpose of appealing to the four hundred thousand
members of the Boy Scouts throughout
the country.
"The Bull's Eye." with Eddie Polo, is in
its fourteenth episode, entitled "The Firing Squad."
"The
Lion's Claw." with Marie Walcamp. the latest Universal serial to be
released, is in its sixth episode, entitled
"The Dungeon of Terror." The atmosphere of this serial is something entirely
iit'iv with its setting in the jungles of
Africa and the Far East.
The regular weeklies, consisting of the
Universal Screen Magazine, Universal
Current Events and Universal Animated
Weekly,
complete
the releases.

Charleston.
of
the drama. O. A. C. Lund was in charge
A powerful drama of wartime Russia is
the vehicle in which Virginia Pearson
will next be seen. The direction is by
Edmund Lawrence. Victor Sutherland returns to play the leading masculine part.
The last special feature of the month
will be "Blue-Eyed Mary," an appealing
screen story in which June Caprice has
stellar honors. Harry Millarde is staging the production. The cast includes
Helen Tracy, Blanche Hines, Bernard
Randall, Thomas Fallon, Jack McLean,
Florence Ashbrooke, and Henry Hallam.
The Bud Fisher-Mutt and Jeff animated
cartoons for the first three weeks will
he "A Fisherless Cartoon," "Occultism,"
and "Superintendents." The fourth release will soon be announced. The other
Sunshine comedies for May also will be
made
known
shortly.

Hodkinson Headquarters
Enlarged Twice Again
THEthe past
one at
home week
officeshasof been
the W.a busy
W. Hodkinson Corporation at 527 Fifth avenue.
With the increasing activity and expansion of business it was found necessary to
enlarge the offices to take over considerably more than three times the original
space. The Hodkinson offices now occupy
the entire front section of the third floor
above the Harriman Bank. One thing
that is noticeable to anyone entering the
offices is their quiet simplicity, which is
according to the ideas of Mr. Hodkinson.
C. ]•;. Shurtleff, general sales manager
of the corporation, also returned during
the week from his trip to the various
exchange centers and reports satisfactory
progress being made everywhere. Several
changes were made in the management of
the offices, all of which have been anCompany. nounced elsewhere by the General Film
C. S. Nordlie, special representative of
the corporation, also left Saturday for an
extended trip covering Buffalo, Cleveland,
Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati. Louisville,
and a section of West Virginia, during
which he will talk with the exhibitors in
these territories upon the subject >f the
Hodkinson co-partnership plan, which is
now developing in a manner most satisfactory to the Home office.
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Normand, Kennedy and Marsh Featured in Goldwyns
IN announcing two new productions, starring vehicles for Madge Kennedy and
Mae Marsh, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is directing the attention of exhibitors to its three latest pictures. Following "The Face in the Dark," written by
Irvin S. Cobb and starring Mae Marsh,
come the followng:
May 5 — Mabel Normand in "Joan of
Plattsburg,"
by Porter Emerson
Browne.
May 19 — Madge Kennedy in "The Fair
Pretender," by Florence C. Bolles.
June 2 — Mae Marsh in "The Glorious Adventure," by Edith Barnard Delano.
George Loane Tucker made over "Joan
of Plattsburg," which was ready for release several months ago when the Government stepped in and asked that certain of the scenes showing details of the
military training methods in vogue at the
great Plattsburg training camp for officers be eliminated.
"The Fair Pretender" offers Madge Kennedy a part delightfully different from
those she has essayed since her entry into
motion pictures six short months ago.
Famous as a luckless bride in "Baby Mine,"
"Nearly Married" and "Our Little Wife,"
this charming star became a society crook
in the serio-comic "The Danger Game."
Now she is a widow — a girl bereaved by
her own fancy. She never had a husband,
but to meet the exigencies of the occasion she rids herself of one by way of the
cemetery. The unsought trouble this
brings about when she ventures into so-

Private Jaccard Visits
Pals at University City
HOPING his company, Battery A of the
144th Field Artillery, would soon receive orders to entrain for "somewhere over there," and fearing that he
might not have an opportunity to say
"good-bye" to comrades with whom he had
been associated for several years, Jacques
Jaccard, one of the best known serial
producers and director of such well-known
thrillers as "Liberty, A Daughter of the
U. S. A." and "The Red Ace," paid Universal City a flying visit recently.
The ovation he received from his old
friends nearly disrupted the usual routine of work at the plant, and the hour
spent by the director was in the nature
of a public reception.

Private Jacques

Jaccard.

"My short experience in the army has
entirely changed my viewpoint on everything." said .laeeard. "and work that at
first seemed drudgery and the veriest routine has now become an absolute pleasure. Only those who have donned the uniform will really understand what I mean,
as the enthusiasm of the men at Camp
Kearney.

ciety is the hub about which the story
revolves. Charles Miller is directing "The
Fair
Pretender."
Hobart
Henley, who directed Mae
Marsh's "The Face in the Dark," is in
charge of her newest production, "The
Glorious Adventure." This production is
a blend of stirring, forceful drama.

Fox Buys Rights of
Two lane Grey Stories
WILLIAM
FOX has purchased the
photoplay rights of two of Zane
Grey's most famous and widely
read stories of romance and adventure,
"Riders of the Purple Sage" and "The
Rainbow Trail." The picturizations will
be William Farnum de luxe productions,
and work on the first of these stirring
Western photodramas has already commenced at the big Fox studios in Hollywood. They will be filmed for the chief
part in the picturesque regions of Arizona.
To insure so nearly as possible the attainment of success in bringing the spirit
of the novels to the screen arrangements
have been made for Mr. Grey, himself, to
watch the transfer from type to celluloid.
Zane Grey is already on his way to Los
Angeles, and upon his arrival the large
company of photoplayers headed by Mr.
Farnum will leave with the star and the
author for Arizona.
Mr. Farnum and Mr. Grey are strong
personal friends, and they have collaborated on much of the detail of the forthcoming productions. Among the striking scenes will be many in the Grand
Canyon of Arizona and on the great desert
wastes.
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Congress Gets Measure
for fifteen-Cent Coin
'T'HE idea for a fifteen-cent coin has,
A within a year of its conception, attained the dignity of congressional
recognition. It went into the hopper of
the National House the other day in the
shape of a bill introduced by Representative O'Shaughnessy of Rhode Island authorizing the coinage of a fifteen-cent
The fifteen-cent coin was proposed a
year
piece. ago by Terry Ramsaye, who saw,
with the general adoption of the fifteencent admission price at picture theaters,
a necessity for a coin to replace the inconvenient nickel and dime. The idea
was put up to John R. Freuler, president
of the Mutual Film Corporation, who said
"Push
it through."
Immediately the idea met with favor
among exhibitors and gradually its merit
was realized in other lines of business.
It was presented to the director of the
mint
not long ago by a committee
of

Dolores Cassinelli In
Dolly the
Sisters'
Picture
Cassinelli,
first woman
star

Dolores
to win a photoplayers' popularity contest,
returns to the screen in "The Million
Dollar Dollies," a Screen Classics picture
released by Metro, in which the celebrated
Dolly Sisters are starred. This romantic
fantasy was written and directed by the
noted French producer, Leonce Perret.
Miss Cassinelli has been off the screen for
some time, having retired to take up concert work, as she possesses an excellent
soprano
voice.
In this elaborate picture Miss Cassinelli plays an East Indian princess, and
she lends the same charm to her portrayal
that first endeared her to motion picture
audiences. She was one of the first screen
stars to attain popularity with the public,
and when a leading "fan" publication inaugurated theshe
first received
photoplayers'
larity contest
more popuvotes
than any other woman player.
Miss Cassinelli was born in Italy, but
came to the United States when a young
girl. She is an excellent linguist, speaking Italian, French. Spanish and English.
Besides being a singer of ability she is
also an accomplished pianist. She has
been in considerable demand as a model
for paintings and etchings by distinguished artists, and among others she
has posed for Natty ers, the Belgian;
Warshowsky, the Russian, and Pizzela, the
Spanish painter.
Manager Williams Joins Signal Corps.
Louis Williams, manager of William
l'..\ s Star theater, at 107th street and
Lexington avenue, has enlisted in the
United States Army. He is now stationed
with the 321st Signal Corps at Camp
Upton as a telegrapher. Mr. Williams
became twenty-one since the passage of
the Draft bill, and was probably one of
the youngest theatrical managers in the
metropolis, if not in the country. The
employees of the theater presented him
with a wrist watch before his departure.

Terry

Ramsaye's CentDesign
Coin. for a Fifteen-

motion picture exhibitors. A general sentiment in its favor has been developed in
many sections of the country, and it is
more than likely that the O'Shaughnessy
bill will meet with early action in committee and favorable action on the floor
of the house.
An investigation carried on by Mr.
Ramsaye's department within the last few
weeks revealed the fact that there are
practically as many fifteen-cent sales in
retail trade today as dime sales. Congress' ea/rly recognition of the fifteen-cent
coin idea is evidence of the widespread
adoption of fifteen cents as a standard
of barter in American business.
When the idea for a fifteen-cent coin
was first suggested, Mr. Ramsaye prepared a design, in which was embodied
the head of Helen Holmes, popular star
in hair-raising picture serials. The design caused much comment and helped
materially in drawing attention to the
fifteen-cent-piece
proposal.
Gerard Film Gets High Prices.
Two contracts of exceptional interest
were closed by the First National Exchange of New York for "My Four Tears
in Germany'' during the past few days.
The first was with the management of
the Crescent theater of Brooklyn for a
two-weeks' run of the picture at the unprecedented figure of S4.500 for the initial
seven days and $2,000 for the second week.
Edward
Fay, proprietor
Fay'sof theater in Rochester,
was the ofparty
the
second part in the other deal. Mr. Fay
made a special trip from Rochester to
close his contract for the Gerard film, and
seemed well satisfied to pay the sum of
$ 1,000
for a week's run of the picture at
his
house.
These figures, which are vouched for
by the First National executives, are said
to top any known records for film contracts in the respective cities.
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Universal Puts Out
Stirring Training Film
HOW tho iinai toucheg are i>ut on the
training
of Uncle
Sam's lalada
khaki
for
servloe
In France
the tnfeature
of Universal Animated Weekly No, 80. This

is one of the host military features ever
put out in news reel. The pictures carrj
the story right through the ordinary routine of training, to trench attacks with
the bayonet am! mass advances under actual barrage tire.
The pictures w.re made at Camp Wadsworth, Spartanburg, S- (.'.. whore the
Twenty-seventh Division under command
Of Major General John P. O'Kvan. is stationed. It is explained that before tho
rookie can think of undertaking the bayonet attacks practice his muscles must be
hardened, and then the scenes show the
various forms of calisthenics through
which the boys are put. Boxing- is included in the hardening process and there
are regular boxing classes.
Then follow scenes of bayonet drill, concluding with sweeping attacks on "enemy"
trenches, in which "trench moppers" take
a hand. A camouflaged dug-out is shown.
At first appearance this seems innocent
enough, but when the removable cover is
lowered a trench mortar is revealed. Several shells loaded with "T. N. T.," the
highest explosive known, are fired.
The "baptism of fire" opens with the
"shock" troops, armed to tho teeth, mobilizing for the attack. While the infantry formations are taking place, the field
artillery takes up positions in the hills.
The artillery is then seen firing the open
shots, and then the lines of men are shown
advancing behind the barrage of bursting
shells.
Concluding this exceptional military feature are pictures of all of the officers of
the Twenty-seventh Division photographed
together in one gigantic panorama; Major
General John F. O'Ryan, commander of
the division, and last a striking picture of
General O'Ryan reviewing
the division.
O. Henry Story Is of Shop Girl.
"The Buyer from Cactus City," an attractive heart-interest story with a characteristic last minute O. Henry surprise,
is the current release in General Film
Company's
Broadway-Star
William Dunn
and MiriamFeature
Miles,series.
who
have been featured in a number of other
successful O. Henry stories, are the principal players in this subject, which is perhaps the most famous of O. Henry's heart
stories of New York shop-girl life.

Scene

from "Danger

Within" (Bluebird).

Loos-Emerson Script of Sardou ture Play
for Billie Burke
and other appointments were selected

BEAUTY is the keynote of production
in "Let's Get a Divorce," the latest
Paramount picture starring Billie
Burke, which is scheduled for release April
29. The settings, appointments and costumes are elaborate, and the exteriors
were filmed in Florida.
In order more forcibly to show the injustice of the easy divorce laws Victorien
Sardou created his characters in an atmosphere of wealth, so that Cyprienne, the
romantic bride played by Miss Burke, was
showered
with including
everythingthea honest
woman's love
heart
could desire,
of
an indulgent husband.
As the bride Miss Burke displays an
elaborate trousseau, which will no doubt
prove interesting to women patrons. The
interior settings were constructed to harmonize with the exteriors, and the furni-

with extraordinary care.

"Let's Get a Divorce" is based upon "Divorcons," and was adapted to the screen
by Anita Loos and John Emerson. The
spirit of the play has been well preserved
in this picturization, both by the adapters
and by Charles Giblyn, who directed.
Unique comedy is presented in the methods
the husband uses to get rid of a man who
covets his wife, and the interloper is
placed in a ridiculous light.

Miss
Pickford
Plays Hoyden
"M'liss."
When
the admirers
of Maryin Pickford
see her in "M'liss" they will again recognize the versatility with which she is
blessed as well as her ability to portray
the unusual character. "Stella Maris" was
an eye-opener for those who thought that
the Mary with curls was the only Mary
who could hold and satisfy their demands.
Then she did "Amarilly of Clothesline
In "M'liss" Miss Pickford is the hoydenish creature who rules the western
mining camp with a slingshot and saucy
Alley."
tongue. Bret Harte wrote the story. Frances Marion made it a picture. Marshall
Neilan made the production and directed
it. Miss Pickford has achieved another
triumph it is assured exhibitors and the
public by the producers.

Scene

from "Blue

Blood" (Goldwyn).

Paralta Prepares for War.
War activities are about as bustling
with business at the Paralta studios in Los
Angeles as they are at any of the Government plants; that is, in proportion to
the size of the wars in which Paralta and
the Government are participating. Three
war pictures, one with Louise Glaum as
the star and two featuring Bessie Barriscale, have already been completed at the
studio, and although no announcements
have yet been made as to any that will
follow, there is plenty of ammunition and
artillery ready, waiting for some fiery
author to write a story in which they can
be used to kill off a few of the actors on
the Paralta pay roll.
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ssanay Is Commended
on "A Pair of Sixes"
THEPairlatest
George has
K. Spoor
feature
"A
of Sixes,"
received
exceptional commendation from the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures.
The board in passing this picture declares
the entertainment value is excellent, the
dramatic interest of the story is good, the
coherence of the narrative clear, the acting excellent, technical handling good, the
atmospheric quality of scenic setting good
and the moral effect good.
The board goes on to say in its general
comment:
"As aInplay,
Pair of Sixes'
was
a comedy hit.
the 'A
photoplay,
the story,
the partner, the lawyer, the wife, the
financee, the cook and the star, Taylor
Holmes, have all combined to make it the

scene from "The Older Law" (World).

Bill Hart Boosting Liberty Loan by Speech and Putse
BEFORE

beginning his tour of the Pacific coast on the drive for the Third
Liberty Loan, William S. Hart subscribed for this issue of the bonds to the
amount of $105,000, bringing his holdings
of the three issues up to a total of nearly
half a million dollars.
In a telegram to Adolph Zukor, president
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
the Artcraft star says: "I cannot wear the
khaki myself, but I am going to make my
money fight for me with the boys who
have given themselves up to fight for us
to make this world a safe place for every
American to live in. I leave Thursday for
a campaign of the Pacific coast at the
request of Secretary McAdoo. My one regret is that I cannot do more."
In the allotment of territory to be covered by the picture stars in the sale of
the Third Liberty Loan the extreme western states were assigned to Hart by Secretary McAdoo, who no doubt took into
consideration the physical requirements
of the undertaking in that part of the
country, with long railroad jumps and a
crowded itinerary which would admit of
little sleep. The popularity of the star
was also important, in a whirlwind campaign of this kind, where quick action was
vital.
When the call came Hart was engaged
in the production of "Selfish Yates," and
in order to get the picture completed in
time to devote his entire attention to th?
Liberty
Loan work
he was compelled
to

"Over
There"
Going
Strong.
"Over There," Select's patriotic photodrama featuring the work of the Red
Cross, is the subject of daily unsolicited
testimonials which pour into the home
office ami branch offices of Select Pictures
Corporation. Patriotic societies as well
as theatre owners throughout the land are
finding it advantageous to show this stirring photoplay, and are linking it up with
drives for the Liberty Loan, War Savings
Stamps and the forthcoming Second War
Drive of the American
Red Cross,
The Chicago office reports that "Over
There" was seen by Thomas II A.dams,
who is the proprietor of The Daily Commerclal, the leading newspaper «( Vincennes, End., and also the chairman of the
State Council of Defence, Mr. Adams was
so enthusiastic about "Over There" that
he voluntarily advised theater managers In
his locality to book this picture, which
thej did to their own substantial pecuniary
profit.

work day and night for several weeks.
Fortune favored him, and but few retakes were necessary, and before leaving
the studio to start on his trip he saw the
completed picture, entirely assembled, in
the private projecting room of the plant.
It is expected that Hart's convincing
and forceful character will result in establishing a record in the sale of the
bonds.
Rupert Julian Again in Action.
"The Shadowed Man" is the working
title of Rupert Julian's next photodrama.
The creator of "The Kaiser, the Beast of
Berlin," will play the detective role, as
the name suggests. Ruth Clifford, who
has been co-starred with Julian and with
Monroe Salisbury during the past few
productions, will have the stellar feminine
role.
The Julian-Salisbury-Clifford combinabirds.tion has been a prominent factor in Blue-

As

a Moving

funniest
playis ofonethe ofseason."
The cook
the cleverest characters in the photoplay, the part being
taken by Maude Eburne. The other leading players are Robert Conness and Alice
Mann.
The picture already has been released in
several of the larger cities and everywhere
there has been reported a record-breaking
attendance, with audiences more than satisfied. The George Kleine offices announce
that the bookings are coming in fast and
that the picture promises to make a record run for Essanay. The other recent
George K. Spoor features, "Ruggles of Red
Gap" and "Uneasy Money," featuring Taylor Holmes, and "Men Who Have Made
Love to Me," featuring Mary MacLane.
also are reported to be having exceptional
runs.
Gerard Plays
Highbrow
Role.
Charles Gerard, who will be remembered
as
in "The Legion
Death."
theCount
MetroOrloff
production
de luxeof starring
Edith Storey, has a part in Miss Storeys
newest picture, "The Demon," now under
production
at Metro's West Coast studios
in
Hollywood.
Gerard, who is the vain possessor of an
esthetic mustache, was a deep-dyed
villain in "The Legion of Death." In "The
Demon" the Irish knight is cast as a
regular highbrow, with tortoise-rimmed
spectacles and a frock coat. He wears
other clothes, too, but he simply can't get
used to those "cheaters." He says they're
so large that he loses the combination,
and, besides, they scratch the walls of his
dressing" room.

Picture, Lockwood
This "Ain't."from ItCarrying
Does, However,
off Viola Show
Dana. How

Lytell

Stopped

M.iv 4, L918
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Chaplin's New Comedy
Breaks Many Records
THE showing of A Dog's Life," Brst of
Charlie Chaplin's comedies, In all
houses operating under First .National
franchises during the week of V.prll 11 resulted In unprecedented business. Attendance records have been broken In many
of the largest theaters of America, and it
would not be surprising If the First National stockholders get back on this single release most of the monej they have
Invested In the entire series.
At tin' Strand In Now York 16,141 peom [ii<- opening day of the run. paid
S.Vtiio to see Charlie and his trusty hound.
The strand
management
announced
that
all attendance
records
in the history of
-Manhattan's
largest and
motionseveral
picturethousand
house
had boon smashed,
patrons
had
boon
turned
away
because
they could not be accommodated. At host
estimates it is declared
that the week's
business would top $27,
The
strand
management
played
the
Chaplin picture on a percentage arrangement, because they believed the flat rental price asked by J. D. Williams was too
high. The First National Exhibitors' Circuit will receive three times as much
money as Mr. Williams wrote into the
booking contract that was presented
Manager Edel.
Clean-up business on "A Dog's Life" is
also reported from other sections of the
country. Thomas Saxe, proprietor of the
Alhambra theater. Milwaukee, who cancelled Chaplin's previous series, because
they were not at that time money-makers
for him, states that "A Dog's Life" doubled
the
run. business of the Alhambra during its
According to Aaron Jones, it has proven
a veritable sensation in Chicago, where the
greatest picture audience in the history
of McYieker's and the Rialto have greeted
its first-run week.
The United Booking Offices in New York
lost no time in securing "A Dog's Life"
for the Keith circuit, breaking a hitherto
iron-clad rule against booking any picture on which they are not guaranteed
first-run privileges. An extended run will
begin at the Palace Theater, Xew York,
the week of April 22.

Scene from "Queen
"Patria" Cast in Coining Pathe Play.
Irene Castle, Milton Sills, and Warner
Oland, who played the three big parts in
the serial, "Patria," again appear together
in the five-part Pathe Play, "The Mysterious Client," coming on May 19.
The picture was made under the direction of Fred Wright from a scenario by
Roy Somerville. It meets with the insistent demand of the public for something new. Inspired by the fact that
"truth is stranger than fiction" the
anonymous author of the original story
has chosen a number of thrilling incidents
from real life and woven a dramatic story
about them with astonishing results.

Walthall Takes Cowboy Roletakenin on"With
Hoops of Steel'
the cattle ranges of Texas and

DURING the years that Henry B. Wal
thall has been one of the most popu
lar stars in the realm of the silent
drama he has appeared in a great variation of types, from the Little Colonel
in "The Birth of a Nation" to a judge of
the Supreme Court of the State of New
York in "His Robs of Honor." Until the
making of his latest Paralta plav, "With
Hoops of Steel," Mr. Walthall had never
appeared in the role of a cowboy. The
reason is easily understood, for Mr. Walthall has never consented to appear in any
story the basis of which was overdrawn
to any great extent from life as it is reallv
lived. In "With Hoops of Steel," however,
Mr. Walthall has found a story that depicts the life of the cattle ranges of Texas
in a true and graphic manner, at the same
time containing all the elements of redblooded action and romance that are needed to carry a story of this kind.
In the role of Emerson Mead he portrays the character of a man at the head
of the independent cattle owners, who have
been oppressed by the high-handed methods of a large cattle syndicate. He is accused of murder by the head of the syndicate, and is captured after a series of
thrilling incidents. Circumstantial evidence is so strongly against him that conviction seems certain. Then there comes
that twist in the story when gunplay, law
and prejudice are swept away by the vindication of the man through love. Admirers of Walthall are likely to be greatlyinterested in his "Cowboy."
Most of the scenes of the picture were

in the desert country of Arizona.

Roosevelt to Appear
in Animated Weekly
Former President Roosevelt's military
preparedness doctrines will be promoted
largely
through the screen. talks
The Colonel's
straight-from-the-shoulder
will be
carried into every city and hamlet in the
United States through the medium of the
Universal Screen Magazine, which has
prepared the feature for distribution with
a prospective release in about five weeks.
The animated interview opens with a
close-up of the Colonel sitting on the lawn
of his Oyster Bay estate beginning a
casual conversation, which gradually turns
to the subject of preparedness. Then all
the dynamic action in the man comes
to the front. He leaps to his feet, and in
short, snappy, biting sentences tells Americans of their shortcomings and the proper methods to remedy
them.
To make the animated interview even
more realistic Manager Jack Cohn has
caused fade-ins to be insert id, Illustrating
the points made by the Colonel, as ho marshals his facts one by one and drives
home his points.
It is generally predicted that the animated interview by President Roosevelt
will be the most popular of the animated
talks as yet released by the Universal
Screen Magazine. This is to be followed
by talks by other well-known
men.

of the

Sea" (Fox).

Trio of Biy Thrills in
F ox-Keller mann Picture
with
am the
with ra
is out weathe
Fox warm
Willi
calend
INGar,pace
KEEP
promise of release very soon of a
new surf spectacle with the incomparable
A nnette of the Kellermann symmetry and
the
daring of the heroine. "Queen oftion,
Sea" is the title of the new produc
and extreme as were the wonders of "A
al Foxter
origin
the Gods,"
Daugh
rine
e and the
pagsubma
Kellermannof marin
eant-drama, they are said to be excelled
immeasurably, at least in thrills, in the
new venture.
For one thing Miss Kellermann is seen
taking the highest dive of her career.
The drama of the spectacle gives Miss
Kellermann but one chance of escape from
a tower of great height. This one chance
means that the refugee must walk a cable
running from the turret of this tower to
the shore. Midway in this walk. Miss
Kellermann dives to the surf below.
The explosion of the tower, a colossal
edifice suggesting the proportions of a
giant's castle, with its substance shot into
the air in fragments, is a realism that
immediately
precedes the dive.
A ship so photographed that it resembles a phantom vessel of the type of
the Flying Dutchman is the final of the
trio of big thrill spots of the new picture.
Symphony
to Show Mutt and Jeff.
New York's newest motion picture theater, the Symphony, a modern palace of
amusement now being constructed at
Broadway and Ninety-fifth street, is to
show Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
daily. These Hud Fisher products have
been contracted for through William Fox,
by whom the cartoons are released.
"My Parisian Sweetheart" (Universal).
Carmel Myers has been cast in the role
of a little French maid in "My Parisian
Sweetheart." The final touches will be
given to the drama next week under the
direction of Joseph De Grasse. A cast including Edwin August, Andrew Robson
and Lule (Motlier) Warrenton is seen in
support of the vivacious star.
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Ouida Berg ere to Open
Office in Los Angeles

Scene from "Saucy Madeline"

(Paramount-Sennett).

Bessie Love'sin a"How
Could You,"Poisoned
Caroline?"
Leads Pathe
Darts" is the title of the
delightful comedyBESSIE LOVE
drama, "How Could You, Caroline?"
the ninth episode of "The House of
Hate," "Our Fighting Ally — the Tank,"
a war thriller, and another laughgetter
featuring Harold Lloyd are the headliners
of Pathe's program for May 5.
Bessie Love is more captivating than
ever in "How Could You, Caroline?"
adapted from the story by Izola Forrester
and Mann Page by Agnes C. Johnston. The
story deals with the exciting and amusing adventures of Caroline Rogers, an
ultra-romantic school girl at the caramel
and novel-devouring age. In an exclusive
boarding school she becomes affected with
"affinityitis" through reading a luridly
romantic novel, and things happen quick
and fast.

Paramount to Release "Resurrection."
Pauline Frederick's next Paramount pic
ture to follow "La Tosca" is the sensational expose of Russian conditions in
"Resurrection," the story written by Count
Leo Tolstoy, which was adapted to the
screen by Charles E. Whittaker.
Count Tolstoy was one of the most famous philosophical writers Russia ever
has produced. He was as fearless in his
scathing arraignment of social, economic
and political conditions existing among
the Russian people during the fifty years
preceding the overthrow of the throne as
he was daring in his advocacy of the
principles of truth, liberty, freedom, justice and education. When he wrote "Resurrection" his purpose was to expose the degrading conditions by which fallen peasant women became social outcasts without hope of redemption, while the noblemen, responsible for their ruin, were rewarded with the highest honors.
Mr. Whittaker spent many years in Russia and is thoroughly conversant with its
social, economic and political life.
"Lest We Forget" Going Big.
Reports of the success of "Lest We Forget," the world-war love drama produced
some time ago by the Rita Jolivet Film
Corporation, and now being distributed
through Metro exchanges, are gratifying
to those financially interested in the production. The feature was the attraction
at the Regent theater, Toronto, during
the week beginning Monday, April 8, and
broke all previous records at the house.
Rita Jolivet, star of the picture, appeared
In person during the early days of the
engagement and aroused enthusiasm with
her patriotic speeches. Miss Jolivet is a
great favorite in Canada. More house
records were smashed by « the picture in
Waterbury, Conn., the first three days of
the week of April 15, and in the Loew
houses in New York City the following
week.

ninth episode of the exciting and highly
successful Pathe serial, "The House of
Hate," featuring Pearl White and Antonio Moreno, with a fine supporting cast.
"Our Fighting Ally — the Tank" is an
intensely interesting war special in line
with the numerous other features of this
character released by Pathe. The pictures
were taken by the Official Government
Pictures, Inc., and show the tank Britannia being used by the boys of the National
Army in their intensive training.
"Kicked Out" is the title of Harold
Lloyd's new one-reel comedy produced for
Pathe by Rolin. In it the inimitable
comedian performs a "Julian Eltinge" and
appears as a buxom, blithe and debonair
young woman.
Hearst-Pathe News Nos. 38 and 39 are
released on this program.

the
step in
an important
MARKIN
rapid Ggrowth
of the business
which
she has been conducting in New York
City during the past two or three years
Miss Ouida Bergere is soon to open a
branch office in Los Angeles. Miss Bergere is scheduled to leave New York for
the Pacific coast in the near future, and
arrangements have already been completed
which will enable her at once to become
active in that field.
Miss Bergere has for a long time been
identified with the moving picture industry
in various ways, and most recently at her
offices at 516 Fifth avenue, New York, she
has been specializing in the business of
placing moving picture principals with
producing companies and in providing the
producing companies with scenarios and
plays suitable for use on the screen. She
also takes care of the publicity interests
of moving picture stars, and in general
acts as their agents in their relations with
the producing companies and the general
public. The business established in New
York has grown to considerable proportions, Miss Bergere says, and the need of
a Los Angeles office has been apparent for
some time. When this branch office opens
the interests of twelve important stars
will be handled through it, in addition to
the work that is now being done in New
York.
The New York office of Ouida Bergere,
Inc., will not be discontinued, but will con-

nay Getting Ready
for "Young America"
OLD SOL has been a little tardy this
spring, but he now promises to get
busy and arrange Essanay's outdoor
settings for the next George K. Spoor feature, "Young America." For the outdoor
settings in this picture require that the
trees be in full foliage.
Everything practically now is ready to
begin work on the picture and Essanay
is waiting only for the buds on the trees to
turn into full-fledged leaves. Several of
the indoor sets have already been built in
the Essanay studios and others planned
so that they
can be
erected also
at a moment's
notice.
Outside
locations
have all
been chosen awaiting nature's carpenter
to complete the work.
The picture, taken from the Cohan and
Harris Broadway success written by Frank
Craven, will carry an all-star cast. Most
of the players have been tentatively selected for engagement at a moment's notice.
Arthur Berthelet will direct the production.
"Yellow

Ticket" Coming

Ouida

Bergere.

tinue as heretofore under the direction of
H. R. Sanger, formerly casting director
at the Selznick studios and one time in
the employ of Pathe. Miss Bergere will return to New York after she has established
the Los Angeles office, and expects to be
of
the
time in Broadway
the fall. colony once more some

June 2.

The release date of Pathe's screen version of the famous A. H. Woods' play,
"The Yellow Ticket." produced by Astra
under the direction of William Parke, lias
been decided upon, and this important picture is set
for Service
June 2 Plan,
under
Pat it
lie'sis
Selective
Feature
while
announced that a number of important
houses have already applied for dates on
this picture.
Tn addition to Fannie Ward, Warner
Oland, and Milton Sills in the three biggest parts are Helen Chadwick, Armand
Kalisz, J. H. Gilmour, Leon Bary, Anna
Lehr, Nicholas Duneaw. Charlie Jackson,
Edward
Elkus, and Richard Thornton.

Pathe Finishing "The Bells."
The finishing touches, including 'a beautiful set of artistically illustrated titles,
are
madestarring
on Pathe's
presentation
of
"Thebeing
Bells."
Frank
Keenan, at
the New York office. The celebrated play
made famous by Sir Henry Irving will be
released as a 5Pathe Play on the Selective Feature Service.
The illustrated titles are similar to
those which were so highly praised in
the Pathe Plays "Innocent" and "The
The supervising staff at the home office,
aided by cutting experts, has been busily
Naulahka."
engaged in perfecting the technical work.
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Clara Kimball Young
To Wear 1
Gorgeous Gowns

m
ect
a ad pia
.
en) Sel
i-i,i ure, "The
i [ouie of ■
i llara
K imiia n >i
her latesl pi ■ » • 1 1 1 • - 1 ion,
"The Reason W
week
in April, appi a i -. mi t he ici een attin

sett Inga, too, of "The Re i la]on splenwii v"
areTheft
or after the Bret stage of the
,i i ii,\ a re laid a Imoi i entirely in the fashionable haunts of London's Mayfalr, i-'uii scope, therefore, is
given Miss foung for the display of beautiful gowns, and the star does not fall to
the must of her opportunities in this
I r.l.

Milton sills, Miss v.niir.-'s leading man,
and Frank
[Josee, both s<
ictors
from t he spea I
•■ chief In t he
Seleol star's support.
"The
Ri I ID Why"
11
st rugg li IN iiing
9 i fe to i
lish her posii i
a t hi
ral Ic family Into which she has married shortly
a fter her an ItbJ I n B3ng] tnd fi om the
Continent, where she has led i somewhat
eventful existence.

y to Put Out a Second Block of Ten Bronchos
EtSSANAY announces that it lias met
with such a success in the first ten of
its revivified Broncho Billy dramas of
the hills and plains that it will follow with
another set of ten Broncho Billy pictures,
probably
beginningMayfirst10,ten.
a week after
the last release
of the
The pictures, which are being- released
through the George Kleine system, are
one-reel subjects and have been found by
exhibitors to be an excellent addition to
any program. They have been booked in
the majority of cases by the entire block
of ten, the exhibitor running them on a
special night each week.
New prints are made on all the pictures
by new process photography which has
enhanced the beauty greatly. Mostly outdoor scenes, the photography, under the
new process treatment, stands out with
unusual clearness.
The western scenery and the daring riding have proved a great attraction to young
and old alike, and exhibitors report that
all the pictures so far released have boon
received with enthusiasm.
It is also probable that another block
of ten of the Snakeville comedies also
will be released. They feature the comedians Slippery Slim, Sophie Cultts and
Mustang
Pete.
These
comedies
have

Louise Glaum at Work
On Second Paralta Play
THE company of players which is now
engaged at the Paralta studios in Los
Angeles upon the second Paralta Play
to feature Louise Glaum is being worked
to capacity every moment allowed by the
sunlight. Director Wallace Horsley, who
is staging the production of "Shackled,"
from the Lawrence McCloskey story, is
rushing the filming of the interiors, due
to the great demand for Miss Glaum's
Paralta Plays created since the recent release of her initial production for this organization, "An Alien Enemy."
Mr. Horsley expects to have completed
all of the interior scenes within another
few days and he will immediately leave
with Miss Glaum and the entire company
for Del Mar Beach, in Southern California,
where he will remain for four days taking
exterior scenes. When these have been
filmed and a few more exterior locations
near the studio have been taken, the production will be practically completed.
"Shackled" will no doubt be ready for release within a very short time.

proved to be excellent attractions with
feature programs and have been favorably received by the photoplay public.
They are exceptionally fast-moving slapsticks and provocative of hilarious laughter. The screen is taking the place of
"Wild West Shows" in public favor.
Kerrigan
Getting
Ready
for Work.
After an absence of eight months from
the studio J. Warren Kerrigan is completing arrangements to appear before the
camera at the Paralta plant in Los Angeles
within the next twro weeks. Mr. Kerrigan
has been incapacitated since an accident
which occurred during the filming of his
second Paralta play, "The Turn of a Card,"
and which resulted in a broken leg. The
vehicle chosen for his return to the screen
is "Toby," from the book of the same
name by Credo Harris, which is particularly adapted to Mr. Kerrigan's type of
interpretation, and which has just been
purchased by the Paralta company. Thomas
J. Geraghty, of the Paralta staff of authors, has been engaged for some time past
in the preparation of the screen version
of Raymond
"Toby."

B. West will direct the production. The supporting cast for "Toby"
has not yet been selected, but it is quite
probable that Lois Wilson will play
opposite him. Miss Wilson has also been
absent from the Paralta screen since Mr.
Kerrigan's last picture.

In "Britain's Bulwarks"

c scenes from all
D andof graphi
VIVIphases
the World War are shown
in the gripping series of twelve official British pictures set for exclusive
release by Pathe at weekly intervals beginning May 12 under the main title of
Bulwarks."
"Britain's
These remarkable pictures bring the
great war with its hardships, suffering,
indomitably courageous soldiers, and
dramatic incidents to the screen for the
benefit of the American public, showing
what England's power has meant to us
and to civilization.
The release of these official pictures is
in line with the new policy of America and
her Allies to take the people into the
confidence of the Governments, and to let
them see the heroic sacrifices and achievements of the soldiers, sailors, and women
of Great Britain. They lend themselves
to booking as three four-reel features if
exhibitors so desire.

De Luxe
Finishing
First Subject.
Doris Ki'iiynii is rapidly completing
work on "The Street of Seven Stars." the
Mary Roberts Rlneharl story which will
Initial offering of De Luxe Pictures,
Inc., with Miss Kenyon at the head of her
own company. Director John B. O'Brien
has practically finished all of the interiors
and expects to leave with Miss Kenyon
and other principals within a few days
for Virginia in order to secure a few
scenes in which dense foliage is required.
The feature is being made in six reels.
Immediately following the completion
of "The Street of Seven Stars" Miss Kenyon will start on the second picture to
be made by her own company. The author is one of the foremost writers in the
country, whose works are in as great demand for the screen as are those of Mrs.
Rinehart.
Enid Bennett Appears in Circus Story.
In the story of "The Biggest Show on
Earth," in which Enid Bennett, the Thomas
H. Ince star, -will appear for Paramount
shortly, is embodied a tale of life under
the big tops with a romance and a mystery combining with many thrills. Florence "Vincent wrote the story, which tells
of Roxie Kemp, seventeen, and daughter
of Matt Kemp, half owner of the K-T
Mammoth circus. Her whole life has been
spent in the atmosphere of the circus, but
on her birthday her father tells her that
her mother was a woman of high social
position and that she is to be educated
according to her wish. But the circus
does not pass out of her life .as events
prove.
Jerome Storm directed the picture.

Pathe
Has
Scenes from

Strong

Serial

the sun-scorched valley of
the Tigris showing the hardships of the
soldiers in the Mesopotamia campaign
from the shell torn hills of Vimy Ridge,
where the Canadians are at grips with the
Hun, and from the fighting top of a destroyer in a naval battle with the enemy
are included in this remarkable series of
pictures.
The first picture of the series shows the
women munitioners of Great Britain busily engaged in their work of shellmaking.
Three-fourths of all the ammunition in
Great Britain is turned out by women.
The first picture also shows British
cavalry at the front, with the horses leaping trenches, and the squadron occupying
the smoking ruins of a village.
The second picture shows Messines
Ridge, which is now the center of the
heaviest onslaughts of the German troops
in their new drive. An additional appeal
is sure to result from locating episodes in
these historic scenes.
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Western Pathe Studios
Working at Capacity
ON of Pathe features starPRODUCTIring
Frank Keenan, Fannie Ward,
Bessie Love, and Bryant Washburn
is going forward with high sped in West
Coast studios together with Baby Marie
Osborne photoplays, two new serials, and
comedies featuring Harold Lloyd and
Toto.
At the Paralta studio, Frank Keenan is
completing his forthcoming comedy,
"More Trouble," and is preparing to begin work in "The Sierra Sixties," an adaptation from "The Lyons Mail," a gripping
Western melodrama. Maude George, one
of the best known and most capable
"heavy" actresses on the screen, has been
selected to play opposite Mr. Keenan in
the part of Nita, taken from the role of
Jeanne in the original story. This is the
strongest woman part in the play.
Fannie Ward is nearing the completion
of Sir William Young's famous play, "A
under the direcNightingale,"
Japanese
tion of George
Fitzmaurice.
Bryant Washburn is busily at work on
"All Wrong," a farce comedy by Mildred
Considine. He has just completed "The
Range Rider," a drama of the Southwest.
William Worthington is directing the picture.
Final conferences have been held on
"Hands Up," the great Western serial that
is to be made at Universal City for Pathe
by Astra. Gilson Willetts, author of the
story, which is interwoven with the
mysterious rites and traditions of the
Incas, is in constant touch with James
Home, the director, and Jack Cunningham, of the West Coast Pathe force, who
is doing the scenario
for the serial.
"The Wolf-Faced Man," another Pathe
serial of romance, mystery and action, also
is on its way at the Diando studio under
the direction of Stuart Paton. George
Larkin, the leading man, and Betty Compson, leading woman; Horace B. Carpenter,
True Boardman, Frederick Malatesta,
William Quinn, Harry O'Connor, and Ora
Carew are playing the big parts.
At the Diando studio the Baby Marie
Osborne Company has just completed "The
Soul of a Child," and Director William
Bertran is now cutting and putting the
finishing touches on the film. The title
of the next picture upon which Baby
Marie will begin work within a few days
is "The Record."
At the Rolin studios, Harold Lloyd,
Bebe Daniels, and Harry Pollard are hard
at work on a new series of one-reel Lloyd
comedies for Pathe. In another part of
the studio Toto and his leading woman,
Clarine Seymour, are turning out Toto
laughs under the direction of Hal Roach.
In other words the activities of producers for Pathe on the West Coast are
at full blast.

Edith Storey Departs
from Dramas of West
"The Demon," Edith Storey's forthcoming feature picture in the Metro program,
will mark a radical change in the character of the versatile star's screen impersonations. It will signalize the departure
of Miss Storey from dramas of Western
life into the field of romantic comedy and
light satire. The production is well
under way at Metro's West Coast studios.
As I'erdita in "The Demon," Miss Storey
has a stellar role as different from those
in her recent pictures, "Pleasure of the
Sea." "The Claim," and "The Legion of
Death," as salt is from sugar. The characterization, that of an American girl sold
iii childhood iii an Algerian slave market
and
reared
in the bandit -ridden hills of
Corsica, runs the range of emotions.
"The Demon"
is a picturization of the
novel by C. N. and A. M. Williamson.
George D. Maker, manager of productions
at Metro's Western studios, made the
adaptation tor the screen. He also is
directing Miss Storey.
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Conkwright Supporting Farnum.
A. M. Conkwright, well known as a character actor, will be seen in dramatic episodes in "Brave and Bold," William Fox's
forthcoming special feature starring
George
Walsh.
One of Mr. Conkwright's recent portrayals was that of the blood-thirsty
Socialist in James W. Gerard's "My Four
Years in Germany." The whiskers that
adorn him in the picture are entirely real,
as he grew them for the part.
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Raemaeker's Cartoons
Offered to Americans
IT may not be amiss to say that Louis
Raemaeker's cartoons first opened the
eyes of the British public to the full
reality and horror of the war. Before the
war he was a landscape painter and an
illustrator of books, but henceforth he
will be known only for his cartoons.
The work of this distinguished Dutch
cartoonist received a tremendous impetus
when filmed, and the exhibition of the
cartoons throughout Great Britain has
been extraordinarily successful. The exclusive rights for the film cartoons
throughout the United States and Canada
are now offered by the Cartoon Film Company, Ltd., 76 and TS Wardour street,
London. England. These wonderful cartoons prove that there are few if any
living
artists
with soul
Raemaeker's
power and
of
depicting
the very
of an episode,
be combines with this a keen wit, so that
the cartoons are often the most biting
satire imaginable. It is a significant fact
that the great cartoonist of the war is a
neutral, and the American and Canadian
public will see that these cartoons form
a historical document, the value of which
can hardly be over-estimated.
British exhibitors did exceedingly good
business with the films, and on this side
there is opportunity for even larger busiFilm presentation
Raemaeker'sin
cartoonsness.will
be of immenseof assistance
fortifying public opinion in a vigorous
prosecution of the war.

Goldwyn Expects Much
of "Joan of Plattsburg"
MABEL

A. B. Conkwright.
Broadway knows Conkwright best, perhaps, as a dancer, although, in addition
to acting in films, he has written many
scenarios. Conkwright is therefore the
only bewhiskered exponent of terpsichore
on "The Great White Way." A short time
since he wrote to Secretary of War Baker
offering his services to teach the men in
camp how to dance, as part of their course
in physical
training.
Paralta Studios Expanding.
In accordance with the plans recently
approved by the executives of Paralta
Plays, Inc.. the expansion of the Paralta
studios in Los Angeles is now well under
way, and no time is being lost in the construction and completion of the new buildings that are to surround the live big
stages on the studio grounds.
Already some of the elaborate new
dressing rooms have been practically finished and one or two of the stars are
awaiting final touches of paint before occupying them. The gorgeous greenroom,
which will be an innovation to the motion
picture studio, is still in the course of
construction, bul will be completed before
long. The dressing rooms of the stars will
consist of a suite elaborately furnished
and will really contain "all the comforts
accordance with the Paralta plan that
of inhome."
everything used in the manufacture of
films «iU 1"' made on the -rounds, a flora]
department has been established and several men arc continually at work making
art ificia] (lowers.

to promote the
The patriotic movement
sale or Liberty Bonds to everybody in the
in a special rally
will culminateindustry
Playhouse, Sunday. April 28, at
at4:30 Brady's
p. m.

NORMAND
"Joan ofachievePlattsburg" is the mostin notable
ment of the Goldwyn organization.
This is the opinion of everyone concerned
in the production's making. Its reception
by the public is waited with no doubt of
the overwhelming- success of "Joan of
Plattsburg." The popularity of Mabel Normand in Goldwyn Pictures will, it is predicted, rise after May 5, the release date
of the patriotic comedy-drama.
Plattsburg"
notEmphatically
a war story, "Joan
nor areofthere
any of theis
depressing features usually found in a
photodrama dealing with the great conflict. Yet "Joan of Plattsburg" holds all
the thrills, all the patriotic appeal of the
most obvious battle story.
George Loane Tucker has taken the original version of the Porter Emerson Browne
play, some scenes of which were disapproved by the Government when it was
first produced by Goldwyn, and has injected imagination, emotional appeal and
spiritual beauty. Many scenes showing
details of training at Plattsburg have
been eliminated, and in their place Mr.
Tucker has substituted a story of charm
and depth, relying for its interpretation
on extraordinary photographic effects and
direction.
Another

Reissue Chaplin May 4.

"A Night Out." the ninth of the EssanayChaplin new editions, is released May 4
by General Film Company. This story recounts Charlie's misadventures in high
life and is said to be one of his best
comedies. In its new form this subject
is presented in even a snappier style than
when it was first released.
Lambs
Watch
Farnum
Battle.
Thai all the world loves a lover, especially a fighting lover, was demonstrated
at the Lambs Gambol recently, when the
famous theatrical club watched William
Farnum. their fellow member, in the terfight scene climax
from "Rough
Ready."
The rific
dramatic
of the and
picture
was
screened amid thunderous applause from
the Lambs.
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fox Players Score in
Rio Janeiro Contest
One of William Fox's South American
representatives has just sent to the organisation the issue of the "Correlo Da
.Manha" (Morning Post), of Rio de Janloro,
one of the foremost newspapers of the
country, containing the results "i a motion picture contest just concluded. The
■cures published
show
the popularitj
ol
l-'.'\ stars in the Latin-. Vnicrioa u republics.
The contest «as divided Into two parts.
The Brst was for beauty, Oul of a total
Of 118,000 votes >ast. ten William Fox
players heading
the list scored 90,000 ol
them — more than tint.' times as man\
as
that obtained
by the other twenty-four
actresses listed.
The second part of the contest was devoted to what Is translate, 1 as "appearance" and "dress." Eight Fox players,
again heading the list, compiled 86,000 out
Of the US, "(in votes,
almost
three
times
the number
secured
by forty-two
comi etli
Marie
Dressier,
Liberty
Bonder.
This is not a picture of Marie
nressler. the comedienne,
posing as Napoleon
Bonaparte, but registering the expression
as attached
to her pronunciamento:
"Is

Marie

Dressier.

there a man with soul so dead who to the
world at large has always said. 'Shall I
buy a Liberty Bond?' I dare you to refuse!"

Scene from "The Lie" (Artcraft).
"Up
the Road
With
Sallie" L:ked.
Constance Talmadge lias been hailed as
captivating In her April release for Select
Pictures, "Up the Load With Sallie," In
which she is presented by Lewis J. Sc!znick. Reviewers and exhibitors who have
seen this latest production by the Select
comedienne have pronounced it "Constance
Talmadge's
Constance best."
Talmadge is supported in this
Select Picture by* Kate Toncray and Norman Kfirry. The picture was directed by
William Desmond Taylor.
Arbuckle Brings Hone "Moonshine."
A tier being marooned in the mountains
for ten days and going- through thrilling
. Ivi ntures that weren't in the story RosC02 "Patty" ArbUCkle and his company of
brave comedians and comediennes have
returned from San Gabriel Canyon, California, with the completed film of "Moonshine," the round one's latest conn dy.
Roscoe Fatty. Al St. John and Buster
Keaton all havs tales of escapes. Flood
waters caused by the recent rains raged
through the canyon, carrying trees before
them and causing many cave-ins of land
where the embankment was steep.
In spite of hardships the members of
the company returned in splendid physical
condition.

Picture Theaters Projected,

Ebony
Production
Plans.
Following- the arrangement with General Film Company to distribute its regular releases of one-reel comedies, the
Ebony Film Corporation of Chicago has
begun a number of new subjects to continue its series, the first six subjects of
which have already been completed and
scheduled for release. Some attract
ive
paper is now available for these.
In the Ebony comedies these casts are
composed entirely of colored players.
They are slapstick productions intended
to rate as standard. In addition they have
an appeal of novelty, and on top of that
the distinctive humor of the negro as
brought
out by the plavers.

LOS BANC).-;. CAL. — A. P.
purchased Crescent theater
Puccinelli.
OAKLAND. CAL. — Avenue
59th street and San Pablo
been remodeled and seating
creased to 1.200.

Telegram Features Liberty Day.
America's celebration of Liberty Day
and the start of the third Liberty Loan
drive is pictured in Screen Telegram No
13. released by Mutual April 14. Screen
Telegram correspondents in all parts
the country contributed to the reel. Thereof
are views of President Wilson speaking
at Baltimore, of Madame Sarah Bernhardt
leading the profession at Xew Orleans, of
regular troops on parade in Indiana
and of the big military pageant inpolis
Chicago.

STOCKTON, CAL. — Ackerman & Harris
of Hippodrome circuit of theaters contemplate erecting theater
here.
PUEBLO.
COLO. — Rialto theater on N.
Main street, between
6th and 71
has opened
under
management
of W. C.
Robert. ■ n
HERTFORD.
CONN
" Poli
2' Church
stree*.
is by Thomas
W. Lamb,
fill Eighth
avenue
New
York,
for alterations to Poli
PEN'SACOLA.
FLA.— Empress
thi
remodeled and reopened as Libtheater.

Cor— Air by Nitrates
ALA.
SHEFFIELD. poration
(controlled
Government)
will erect two moving picture theaters at Plant No. 2, with seating capacity
for 2 S00 each.
for

ALAMEDA, CAL. — New Hamilton theater on Park street, with seating capacity
1,500, has opened.
Toscano has
from Robert
theater at
avenue has
capacity in-

ATLANTA. GA. — Rialto theater
been remodeled and reopened.

has

Bennett has
Clarence
, GA.—
SAVANNAH
and will make
theater
i ,1 Savannah
to structure.
improvements
CHICAGO, ILL. — -Theater is being
erected at 17th street and Marsh field avenue by the Peoples Theatre Co. House
will have seating capacity for 2.200 and
cost $300,000.
CHICAGO. ILL.— Harry Miller has purchased Le Grand
.'.211 N. Clark
street and
renamed theater
it the atAcme.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Fred W. Popp has
purchased theater building at Irving
I 'ark boulevard and Crawford avenue
from Charles O. Race.
GOOD HOPE, ILL. — Old rink building
is being converted into moving picture
theater for Lloyd Jones.
KANKAKEE, ILL. — Gaiety theater has
been leased by Jack Pierce and Mark
Shannon.
MONTICELLO, ILL— Edward Thorpe
has purchased Prince theater from C. W.
Joehrendt.
PAWNEE, ILL — Tony Sena will erect
moving picture theater on East Douglas
street.
BROOK. LND. — Temple theater has
opened.
RUSHVILLE, LND— Karl Albright and
Zachary Cordon have purchased Gem
theater from Mary Mason.
GRAND JUNCTION, IA.— J. M. Wiggins
has purchased Eagle theater from Fred
Huughart.
NEW HAMPTON. IA.— E. E. White has
taken over Idle Hour theater.
SIOUX CITY
IA. — New Orpheum theater
ed by T. S. Martin Estate at cost of
$200 000 will open soon.
WAUKEE,
IA.— Plaza
theater
has
1 under management
of J. R. Mann'ngMURRAY, KY.— Woodruff theater will
be remodeled.
VDRIAN,
MINN. — Eldon
Kilpatrick has
purchased
theater.Ray Libavie's interest in PrinHIBBING, MINN.— Lyric theater has repened under management of Julius Edel,ui d N. Morosco.
IC'CKCi:
CENTER,
MINN.— E.
E.
Lynch has disposed of his moving picture
business to M. M. Harmer.
WABASHA,
MINN.— Irving
Burkhardt
■1 Princess
theater
from
h Mars.
WARREN.
Strand
Paul.

MINN.— C. F. Hansen
has
theater to F. Emrich
of St.
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ST. LOUIS, MO. — Clyde Carson has purchased Chippewa theater at Broadway and
Building will be reChippewa street.
modeled and reopened under management
of Joseph J. Walsh.
FORT BENTON, MONT. — I. O. O. F. has
plans by Edgar A. Payne, Carthage, 111.,
for $10,000 theater and lodge building.
ROUNDUP, MONT. — Partnership existing between J. D. Austin, George Bennett
and E. M. West in Rialto Amusement Company has been dissolved.
WHITEFISH, MONT. — Old city hall
property has been purchased by Peter
Arena as site for new moving picture
theater.
ATLANTA, NEB. — Sarah Abbott has
taken over moving picture business of
Crane & Hammon.
AUBURN, NEB. — Rex theater has opened.
AURORA, NEB. — A. Calkins has taken
over management
of Lyric theater.
DAKOTA CITY, NEB. — J. S. Sortly of
Seattle, Wash., has purchased Princess
theater from Jacob E. Schlank.
OMAHA, NEB. — Cassel Realty Co., 522
Bee Building, has plans by J. P. Guth,
516 Paxton Block, for an addition and
remodeling theater building, to cost $20,000.
PALISADE, NEB. — Moving picture theater will be opened here by Krehmeyer &
Wright.
ULTSSES, NEB. — Crystal theater has
been leased by P. H. Tobey.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — Seaside Realty
Company has been incorporated, with
capital of $10,000, by James P. Hedges
and John Rauffenbart. They will erect
buildings.
amusement
DEMING, NEW MEX. — J. B. Carigien
has sold his interest in Crystal theater
to Brown & Munro Producing Co. H.
L. Brown will be manager. House will
be known as the Broadway.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Olympic Theatre Operating Corporation has been incorporated with $75,000 capital. by Morris Slotkin, Herbert L. Himes and Mathew W.
Weimer to operate theater or moving
picture house.
COLLEGE POINT, L. I., N. Y — M. J.
Gerson has purchased site for vaudeville
•and moving picture theater, with seating
capacity
for 1,000.
HEMPSTEAD, L. I., N. Y. — Pat Casey
Agency, Inc., 1499 Broadway, New York,
has plans by Thomas W. Lamb, 644 Eighth
avenue, New York, for a two-story theater, to cost $75,000.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Vanderbilt theater
on West 4Sth street has opened. Owners
are Joseph F. Moran and Lyle D. Andrews.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — B. S. Moss, head of
Moss Theatre Enterprises, will erect theater at Broadway and 181st street.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — S. D. Kriney is
preparing plans for remodeling Palace
theater.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — J. H. and Sidney
McAdam, this city, and Edward G. Gidley,
Athens, Ga., will remodel building for
Strand theater
GREENSBORO, N. C— S. M. Hill will
erect brick moving picture theater.
M W'DAN, N. D. — J. L. Maitland succeeds H. L. Hartman as manager of Palace
theater,
PIERRE, N. D. — Conrad Hammerstein
has sold Crystal theater to George B.
w x ckoff.
RUGBY, N D. — Lyric theater has been
purchased by Dr. Shiveley.
AKRON, O. — Firestone Park Theater
Company has plans by Practical Engineering Co., 535 Akron Savings & Loan
Building, for a moving picture theater,
36 by 100 feet, to cost $22,000.
DOVER, O. — Weber theater has been
purchased
by E. A. Stephens.
MIDDLETOWN, O. — Bijou theater recently purchased by Steve Chakiris is being remodeled.
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PA. — Soisson theater

FARREL, PA. — Max and Herman Stahl,
proprietors Lyric theater, have purchased
Colonial.
READING, PA. — Majestic theater has
been taken over by Frank A. Gould, owner of Rex.
ANDERSON, S. C. — Bijou theater has
plans by Casey & Fant for improvements
to theater to include removal of second
balcony, redecoration of interior, making
screen fourteen feet square, installing
ventilating and heating systems and indirect lighting.
GREENVILLE, S. C. — Sevier Amusement
Company has been incorporated with $50,000 capital. David B. Traxler is president.
HOT SPRINGS, S. D.— Lease of Grand
theater has been purchased by Ruth
Wright.
MORRISTOWN, S. D. — Moving picture
theater will be established in Grand
Building
by John Ritter.
MARYVILLE, TENN. — Dreamland theater is being remodeled.
MEMPHIS, TENN.— E. A. Schiller is
preparing
plans for $80,000 theater.
HOUSTON, TEXAS. — Raymond E. Elder
succeeds Henry C. Sterns as manager of
Isis theater.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.— August Weilbacher will erect theater building on McNew
avenue,
to cost $3,000.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. — August J.
Weilbacher, 1821 N. New Braunfels avenue, has let contract to Moeller & Weilbacher to erect moving picture and vaudeville theater, 40 by 106 feet; frame and
hollow tile, composition roof, wood floors;
cost, $3,500.
WACO, TEX.— L. R. Halsell has been engaged as manager of Orpheum theater.
WACO, TEXAS. — War Department will
erect Liberty theater at Camp MacArthur.
WACO, TEX. — An airdome will be
erected on Washington street, near 6th,
by A. L. Mitchell and A. H. Simon. It
will have seating capacity for about 3,000,
and cost $5,000.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. — Extensive
improvements are being made to Liberty
theater.
PETERSBURG, VA— New Columbia theater has opened.
RICHMOND, VA. — Jake Wells will erect
new Colonial theater on site present structure, with seating
capacity
for 1,500.
LOCK SEVEN, W. VA.— War Department will erect theater near Government
explosive
plant.
BREMERTON, WASH.— New Rialto theater has opened under management of
Osran Amusement
Co.
CENTRALIA, WASH. — New $50,000 theater under construction at corner Tower
avenue and Maple street, has been leased
by Joe Lucas, manager of Grand theater.
MT. VERNON, WASH.— A. G. Seibert has
sold Pastime theater to R. K. Dunham.
MABTON, WASH— J. A. Humphrey will
take over Mabton theater.
MARYSVILLE, WASH. — Lloyd Morgan
is now sole owner of Marysville theater,
having purchased interest of O. P. Hanson.
PROSSEU, WASH. — Extensive improvements are being made to Princess theater
and seating capacity
increased.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Strand theater will
reopen soon under management of J. Von
Herberg.
TACOMA, AY ASH. — Pantages theater has
been remodeled and reopened as a moving picture house under management of
Edwin F. James.
TACOMA. WASH.— Melbourne Theatre
Company has plans by Lundberg & Mahon
to remodel Majestic building, to cost
$10,000.
ALGOMA,

WIS.— W.

L. McLaughlin

has
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purchased Majestic theater from David
Burke.
BLACK RIVER FALLS, WIS.— Fred O.
Dressel has purchased moving picture
business here.
CLEAR LAKE, WIS. — O. M. Bussewitz
of Turtle Lake has purchased Rex theater
from C. A Steindorff.
DENMARK, WIS. — Ben Hendricks has
plans by W. E. Reynolds, 109 Roosevelt
street, Green Bay, Wis., for two-story
opera house, 32% by 115 feet.
GREEN BAY, WIS. — Charles H. Carey
has leased Grand
theater.
KAUKAUNA, WIS.— Alex Conkey and
John Cleland have purchased Nugent theater recently damaged by fire. New owners
plan to erect new building on site.
KEWASKUM, WIS. — Kewaskum Amusement Company has opened moving picture theater here.
LANCASTER, WIS. — Luverne Heil has
disposed of his interest in moving picture
theater here.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Toy theater on
Second street, near Grand avenue, will
reopen under management of Charles Toy.
NEILLSVILLE, WIS. — P. Broustad has
disposed of his interest in Badger theater.
OCONTO, WIS. — Bijou theater, which
was destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt.
PESHTIGO, WIS. — Star theater has been
leased by Ben Anderson.
REDGRANITE, WIS. — August Berkholtz has assumed control of Eagle theater.
SHEBOYGAN, WIS. — Fairyland theater
has been leased by William Dietrich.
SOLDIERS' GROVE, WIS. — Chris Halverson has disposed of his moving picture
business
to Clarence
Erickson.
SUPERIOR, WIS. — Frank Campbell has
taken over management of Broadway theater.
SUPERIOR, WIS. — Elmer L. Finstad
succeeds Frank Campbell as manager of
Broadway
theater.
WAUKESHA, WIS.— R. E. Oberst, 3 53
National avenue, Milwaukee, Wis., is preparing plans for two-story theater and
store building, 63 by 111 feet, to cost
WEST BEND, WIS. — C. Davis & Son
$50,000.
have leased Mermac theater.
WINTON, WIS. — Moving picture theater
has been opened here by L. Bailey and
Elmer Brookman.
BASIN, WYO. — Edwin Schaffer succeeds
A. Clipp in management
of Rex theater.
GLENROCK. WYO. — Henry Brennan
plans to erect new moving picture theater.

liifeii
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HUNGER.
For tliree years America has
fought starvation in Belgium
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Trade News
Brevities
L
sixth streets, Newark. The Jury in the
Bupreme
Courtof brought
in ■
\\nii
16 in favor
J;ms. Williams
testified
in- bad been Induced, through the slowing
statements of Jans about huge profits the
theater was making, to purchase the
BhOWhOUSe.
The plaintll
mired the
■i- iii November. 1916, and inside "i
two years, according to his testimony,
had lost about $3,500. Jans entered a
denial to the statements of Williams, and
Bald the latter owed him a bill amounting
to $3S6.70, for which Mr. Jans put in a
counter
claim.

Boston's Eyes Turn Toward Screen Players
Many

Big Picture
By

Productions Attract Attention During Liberty
Several Leading Stars Are in the City.

Robert

N.

Howe,

No.

SO

BOSTON, MASS. — This city is enjoying a
photoplay carnival such as it has
never known before. Moving picture
films have crowded the legitimate drama
oft' the dramatic pages, and moving picture actors have been headliners in the
news of the day.
This comes at a psychological time.
The great National Moving Picture Exposition is to be held in Boston in July.
The exposition needed some extra
stimulus. Thanks to former Ambassador
James W. Gerard, David W. Griffith, Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Mary Pickford,
Alice Brady, and many others this added
attention to the film drama has come, and
nothing but a hugh success can be predicted for the national convention.
All the Boston papers on Sunday, April
6, carried a larger amount of moving
picture advertising than was carried by
the legitimate
playhouses.
More than two thousand people attended the first showing of the film, "My
Four Tears in Germany," at the Boston
opera house, given under the auspices of
the New England Liberty Loan Committee
as a patriotic contribution to the drive
and a stimulus to the workers who are
taking an active part in the work.
Governor Samuel W. McCall and Mayor
Andrew J. Peters made speeches, and it
was after midnight before the show was
completed. The film opened its regular
Boston run at Tremont Temple, where
it has been enjoying big business.
man
Harry
Jones
Will
Guide
the Cod
Square Theater.
The Codman Square theater, a new motion picture and vaudeville house, of
Dorchester, Mass., is rapidly nearing completion, and the opening date will soon
be announced. The new theater will be
under the management of Harry E. Jones,
well known in theatrical circles throughout New England, and there will be two
performances each day.

Loan

Drive

when

Summer
St., Boston, Mass.
Film Co., Boston, and a salesman for the
Fox Film Corporation, has recently joined
the Wakefield Rifle range.
.Maurice Noones, formerly a booker for
the Boston Universal, joined the force of
the Boston Photoplay
Company,
April 15.
Beatrice Roberts, of Winthrop, Mass.,
who won the beauty contest at the 1916
Arena Screen Ball, and who has been leading the life of a motion picture actress
in New York for several months, has returned home for a short visit. Her stay
will be a brief one, for she Is anxious to
get back to the Gay White Way.

Paterson

Fitchburg Theater Changes
Hands.
Boston, Mass. — (Correction.) In last
week's issue of the Moving Picture World
it was stated that the Majestic theater at
Fitchburg was taken over by the United
Film Service, which is under the management of S. M. Moscow; it should be, the
Majestic theater was taken over by the
Bay State Theater Company, of which
Mr. Murphy is president and S. M. Moscow is the manager, and the United Film
Service has secured the New England
rights for Gotham Patriotic Films.

Jacob

J.

Kalter,
25 Branford
Newark, N. J.

Company.

Films
Aid Orange
Hospital.
Orange, N. J. — A substantial sum was
realized from a benefit performance last
week at the East Orange High School
Auditorium for the benefit of the St.
Mary's Hospital. The attraction was the
"Victim." The proceeds will be used to
defray expenses incurred in aiding any
wounded men who may be brought to the
institution to recover.

Newark, N. J., News Letter
By

Exhibition

Paterson, N. J. — The Paterson Exhibition Company has been incorporated here
for motion picture exhibiting purposes.
The concern, which filed papers of incorporation April 5, is capitalized at $10,000.
David V. Proskey, with offices at 126
Market street, is listed as registered
agent. The incorporators include Mr.
Proskey, John R. Shields, and Robert A.
Zoeller.

Newark
Company
Incorporates.
The Newark Exhibition Company, with
offices in the Union building, 15 Clinton
street, has been formed for the purpose
of conducting a general theatrical business. The concern is capitalized at $10,000, divided into 200 fifty dollar shares.
George D. Mulligan is listed as statutory
agent. The other incorporators include
O'Rourke.
William J. Hodkinson and Joseph' E.

Place,

Theater Misrepresentation Suit Lost.
T ERSEY CITY, N. J. — Dwight S. WilJ liams, of 247 Webster avenue, lost his
suit to recover $5,000 damages from
Herman F. Jans, of South Orange, for
alleged misrepresentation of facts in the
sale of the Roseville theater, Orange and

New Management for the St. James.
The St. James theater, of Boston, will
be under the management of Mr. Gulesian
beginning September 1. The theater at
present is managed by Loew's Theatrical
Enterprises, and is doing an exceedingly
fine business out of high class moving;
pictures and vaudeville. Mr. Gulesian is
contemplating some new features for the
house which are expect-ed to bring great
results. Announcement of these will bs
made during the coming summer season.
Fire Damages Theater in Lawrence.
The Strand theater, of Lawrence, Mass..
was badly damaged by fire, the projection
machine and operating booth being totaly
destroyed.
Manager Albert Brodie estimated that
the damage was about eight hundred and
fifty dollars. The fire was confined to the
operating booth, thus causing no excitement in the audience. The projection machine was insured.
Worth a Passing Glance.
Carl Crawford, formerly of the General
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Filmdom Doings in Philadelphia Last Meek
Changes

at

Local
Distributing
Exchan ges
and
Theaters — Benefits
and
Patriotic Work of the Week- —Records of Notable Pictures.
By F. V. Armato,
144 North Salford St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Get Rights to Keystone Comedies.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — B. Amsterdam,
of the Masterpiece Film Company, announces that he has secured the exclusive rights in this territory for the release of the Keystone comedy reissues,
which will be released beginning May 1.
Benefit for Hospital at Rivoli.
G. J. Burley, manager of the Rivoli
theater, contributed the sum of $121.41,
which was collected from a special performance held recently for the benefit of
the Rush Hospital. The new organist
now delighting the patrons of this theater is Miss Thelma Delmar.
Sugden Alaska Films Shown,
"The Lure of Alaska," an unusual exhibition of natural color photography projected through the Prizma process, showing scenes taken in the most interesting
land in the far Northwest, opened an engagement at the Garrick theater Monday,
April 15, and Dr. Leonard S. Sugden,
former sugeon of the Northwest Mounted
Police, who filmed the production, described the various scenes in a lucid manner. The Sugden pictures bring the
wonders vividly before the spectator in
such a way that it will never be forgotten.
Records of Notable Pictures.
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," was
extended for a week at the Palace theater, where it has been playing to crowded houses.
"Tarzan of the Apes," which has been
doing a record business at the Victoria
theater, commenced the final week of its
presentation, which promises even bigger
attendances than before.
A new Metro feature entitled "The
Landloper" presented at the Regent theater commanded the applause of the large
attendance, and was well done in every
ay.
Bert Moran Leaves Kleine for Pathe.
Bert Moran, the popular manager of the
ine-Edison exchange, has resigned to
take
chargewill
of be
onesucceeded
of Pathe'sby exchanges.
Mr. Moran
L. Berger,
manager of the Washington branch, who
will arrive on Monday, April 15, to take
entire charge of the Philadelphia office.
Announcement is also made that the
"Washington branch will be discontinued,
and all of its business will be transferred
to the Philadelphia exchange.

Other

Sales Manager Oscar Morgan Promoted.
Oscar Morgan, sales manager of the Artcraft and Paramount, left "Wednesday,
April 10, to assume entire charge of their
Washington as branch
offices.
Morgan's
promotion
manager
comesMr.after
three
and a half years of faithful service, having startedtheater
as manager
of Mr.
Paramount
in Newark,
from Smith's
which
position he became publicity manager of
the Paramount, working his way to sales
manager by consistant enterprise and
proven ability. Mr. Morgan leaves with
the best wishes for his success from his
many friends among the local exhibitors
and his business associates, the latter
having tendered him a beautiful brass
desk set as a small token of their esteem.
Will Give Dinner to Rita Jolivet.
A dinner will be given by Jules E.
Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Company, at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel on
Monday evening, April 29, in honor of Rita
Jolivet, the international screen star, who
will be here for the purpose of attending the first Philadelphia showing of her
new film drama, "Lest We Forget," which
will begin
a week's presentation at the
Stanley
theater.

Cleveland News Letter
By

M.

A.

Malaney,
218 Columbia
Cleveland, O.

Bldg.,

Bell Film Takes Cleveland Exchange.
CLEVELAND, O. — The Bell Film Service,
which operates a successful exchange
in Pittsburgh, Pa., has taken over the
United Business Association exchange in
Cleveland.
Joseph Spero, manager of the Bell, in
Cleveland last week announced plans for
the new jexchange.
The U. B. A. handled the Jester comedies
and other features in Ohio from their
office in the Columbia building. The new
Bell exchange will be located in the Belmont building.
Among other new features which the
Bell will acquire is a big patriotic picture entitled "Mothers
of Liberty."

Mr. Spero is an old-timer in the film
business, and can be relied upon to take
good care of the exhibitors of Ohio. The
Bell Film Service makes a big bid for
business on a very liberal policy.
Akron Operators
Dance.
Akron Moving Picture Operators' Union
gave their annual ball on April 3 in Stanley's Dancing Pavilion. There was a big
attendance and everybody enjoyed themselves. Many out-of-town film men were
on hand, including representatives of machine manufacturers and supply dealers.
Three Victor Film Men Called.
The Victor Film Service, Cleveland,
which handles the Universal pictures, lost
three of its most efficient men in the
recent call to arms. They were Jack
Levy, roadman; Tom Colby, city salesman,
and John Flackbush, shipper.
Manager Schmidt had a hard time replacing these men and was indeed sorry
to lose them. F. L. Davis was engaged
for road work, and the city work was
done temporarily by Lew Thompson, the
assistant manager.
Jack Conant Managing General Branch.
Jack Conant is the new manager of the
Cleveland branch of the General Film
Company, succeeding Dan Phillips, who
is now special road representative.
Irwin's
Lyric
Theater
Made
New.
Fairport Harbor, O. — The Lyric theater,
owned by C. H. Irwin, has blossomed out
like a new house, after many improvements.
STRAY NEWARK, N. J., NOTES.
Cleopatra
Held Over at Terminal.
Theda Bara in Cleopatra did such excellent business at the Terminal theater,
S4 Park place, Newark, N. J., that the picture was held over another week, thus
showing two weeks in succession, the engagement ending April 21.
Film of
at April
Keeney's.
DuringLocal
the week
15 a picture
showing local actors and local scenes was
screened at Keeney's Newark house. The
film is called "Making Movie Stars," and
the actors in the cast ■were selected from
among the audience. A scene of the picture was taken at each performance during the preceding week. Louis Fosse is
the manager of the theater.

C. M. Rapoport Entertains Children/
Five hundred members of the Kindness
Club were the guests of Charles M.
Rapoport, manager of the Ideal theater,
19th and Columbia avenues, on Tuesday,
April 16. Several reels of comedy, especially selected by Mr. Rapoport to please
the children, was shown, and the story
of a complaint of cruelty made to the
Pennsylvania S. P. C. A. was told in a
most interesting way by means of moving pictures. The entevla imnent was held
under the auspices of the Evening Telegraph, originator of the Kindness Club.
Aviation Films Help French Orphans.
An exhibition of moving pictures and
paintings showing the latest phases of
aerial wariare was otlicially opened to the
public at the Bellevue Stratford tor ovei
two weeks, and ended Tuesday, April 16, to
be offered next in Washington, 1>. C, Lieut.
Henri Farre, celebrated French artist, who
has been decorated with the war cross,
and who is the painter of the 140 canvases.
was accompanied by Comma nd:i nt Tulasne,
Captain llenrlaux. Lieutenants Flaehairc.
Soulier, and Lieutenant Benoes, of the
French Army. The proceeds of the sale
of
t'ickets
given
the funds
for the
benefit
of were
orphans
of to
French
aviators.
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Baltimore IAAONewsIf! ILetter
jqew Brunswick Proposes
> . . . ■ , 1 ' I' . • t • l ■ i . • t •
'
Drastic Show Tax

» . .-in

By J. M. Bhellman, 190J Mt. Royal Ten
Baltimore, Md.
Two Baltimore Theaters Change Hands.
the
Orpheum
MIX- The
BA1.T1MOKK,
ater, 8801 Jefferson street, which has
for some
time been under
the man
mont of C. Alexander,
was pold at auction on Wednesday,
April 10, bj
tioneers Sam
W. Pattison A Company
to
n Qem Amusement Company, which
operates the Xcw Gem theater, 611 North
Duncan Btreet, of which N. B. Burns is
the manager.
The amount Involved In the
be $3,s.~>o. and
od toBaltimore
understo
ts
on
transacti
The West End
theater,
Qllmor streets, of whloh Paul Emmart is
the manager, has been conveyed from
. \. Bolter, trustee to George \\ .
Walther. About two months ago the
property
was sold at public auction for
"00.

Atlantic City Theater Changes Hands.
While no anouncement has come direct
from the offices of the Parkway Theater
Company it Is generally understood that
large property has been acquired by this
company In Atlantic City, X. J., including
a moving picture theater which will
shortly be thrown open to the public of
that popular resort. Harry \Y. Webb is
the president of the Parkway Company,
and Bernard Depkin, Jr., who has general
supervision of the three large moving
picture theaters of this company in Baltimore, will also have direct charge of the
theater, which will probably be opened
about May 1 in Atlantic City. Joseph
Bowden, who has been helping Mr. Depkin
at the Parkway, it is stated, will act In
the capacity of house manager of the
Atlantic City project.
Floor Gives Way in Cumberland Theater
Cumberland, Md. — On April 13, while the
performance at the Leader theater, on
Virginia avenue, in this city was progressing in a favorable manner during the
second show, the floor suddenly began to
sag, and gradually fell down into the
basement, forming a bowl shape. Confusion was rampant for a time, but as the
lights did not go out there was no loss
of life or any
serious
injury.
Hagerstown
Theater in Court.
Hagerstown, Md. — On Thursday, April 4,
a bill was filed by the Colonial Real Estate
Company to restrain the 'Washington
Street Amusement Company from remaining in forcible possession of the
Colonial theater, which was sub-leased by
the defendant from Fred. C. Wright, who
had leased it from the plaintiff for five
and a half years from November 12, 1917.
Ernest Westfall is manager, and Fred
G. Nixon Nirdlinger is president of the
Washington Street Amusement Co. It is
alleged that the theater has only been
operated for five days, although it was
agreed to operate it for not less than 35
weeks each year. Judge Keedy granted
a temporary
injunction.
Baltimore Personals of the Trade.
S. Feldstein, who has been associated
with the Baltimore Film exchange as
representative of the Universal, which is
under the management of P. Oletsky, it
is understood has now returned to his
former location at Clarksburg, W. Va.,
to handle that territory for the Universal.
Carrol E. Stem, who has managed the
Majestic theater, 320 South Broadway, for
some time, has now been called to the
colors, and will take up the duties of a
soldier at Camp Meade.
Sophia K. Levine, who for several years
acted as bookkeeper at the Mutual, when
it was located in Baltimore, has now
become associated with the Famous
Players exchange in Washington, D. C,
as bookkeeper.
J. L. Schanberger, who has for about
two years been associated with his father,
Frederick C. Schanberger, president of the
James L. Kernan Co., in the management
of the Maryland theater, has now joined
the United States Naval Reserves.

Would

Charge

Picture Theaters a Percentage of Net
Comparison
Between
Net and Gross

Bj

ST.T. JOHN,
JOHN,

Alios

Palrweather,

drive

them

out

of

husn

Where
the net c.iiiim
theater are not more than flve per cent.
of its gross earnings the proposed tax rate
shall be one per cent. Where not earnings
are more than live hut not more than Si
and one-half
per cent, the rate shall be
one and one-iiuartcr per cent.
Win ■
net earnings are above seven and one-half
per cent, the rate shall be one and onehair per cent. T. P. Regan, who represented the motion picture theater owners at a
bearing, asked that the porn I
hOUld
be reduced to read one-half, instead of one,
three-quarters instead of one and onequarter, and one instead of one and onehalf.
At the present time the city Imposes a
seal tax of thirty cents per seat per year
up to one thousand seats and fifteen cents
per seat in excess of one thousand. Mayor
Hayes of St. John stated that the passage
of the new- bill would rescind the seat tax
and if desired a section to that effect could
be included in the bill.
Commissioner. McLellan said that motion
picture theater men had not consulted the
public when they wished to advance their
prices of admission and they could not be
classed as educational institutions, for
some of the pictures shown had no educative quality. He had seen pictures passed
by the present board of censors that should
never have been passed. [Since the board
of censors
is offcial, what has the commissioner to say?]
J. M. B. Baxter said that the picture people and others affected who were complaining of the rates proposed had not filed
statistical statements as to their inability
to pay. There was no such evidence before the committee in any of these cases.
St. John

Film

Situation

Not

Rate

Scaled

by

"Standard," Bt John, N. B
W. H, Goldln

x. BB 'i'io
Therere Is
Is i real i
Hon
anion:-;x. the
the theater
theater
men r<
H cI irdlne
irdlng
i ion among
men
the proposed
tax to be Imj
d bj the
1 . i in e ,n th is session.
Ms i
exhibitors olaim that 11 Is prohlbltorj and
will

Earnings at
Earnings.

Promising.

The situation in St. John proper as regards film is not promising, there being
only three houses running an entire screen
program — the Imperial, the Unique and
Nickel theaters. The Imperial, it is understood, is tied up with a Paramount contract
extending over a considerable time. This
leaves very little chance for a film exchange to book a first-run picture. As
there are nine exchanges in the city it is
a scramble among them. The Unique theater seats five hundred only. The Nickel is
a five-cent house.
Ackers
Reopens
His
Halifax
Theater.
L. R. Acker's theater at Halifax reopens on the 20th of April. The house has
been practically made over with new seats,
new projection booth, new hardwood
floors, tiled lobby and raised roof. With
new decorations it is going to look splendid. For the first half of the week beginning on Saturday the Universal Weekly,
with a single-reel comedy, will be shown
in addition to the vaudeville. The second
half "The Bull's Eye" serial is shown.
Donaghy
Gets Managerial
Position.
The Superfeatures Film Co. has a new
manager in St. John, Albert Donaghy.
Business is excellent and all its specials
are doing well.
Maritime Theater Jottings.
The Imperial theater, St. John, X. B.,
good success in the showing of "The
Kaiser," running it for three days with a
double matinee on Wednesday. The American troops received loud and hearty applause whenever they were Introduced.

theater, st. John, X. i: , b
nclenl
Ij to 1
i ii u i naal Iny, nli
but family.
I, ,,i ,
. al oi Illness
i
i number

..r rtii..i Bui i. ol
i . opened his thi atei al ter being oloi i d for
four months
on aocounl
"i smallpox
In
the tow n. "Th(
■ i'in< Wife"
time wit ashadrun-to
be closed I Mr. Burl uses I'athe pict
ami the serial Will be continued.
N. W. Mason, of the Academy at
Glasgow, x. B., will open with some new
Pathe play shortly.
Business is very poor
in New
Glasgow
at present owing to peculiar local
conditions.
The

King Edward
theater, Halifax, has
at d George X. Couture, manag.r.
The Orpheus, Halifax, under the manlit of I,. R, Acker, opened on .Monday,
April 8, with the finest orchestra to be
i in the Maritime Provinces, it is
claimed. The picture policy is to be the
best out of all exchanges, rather an open
booking, with special. Jewel productions
and Universal
specials will be shown.
The Gem theater, St. John, will run two
Pathe features each week with its vaudeville program. The vaudeville is that
used by T... R. Acker before the time of
the Halifax explosion and is now used
again in Halifax and at North S..
Glace Kay and St. John. It will probably
be booked at several other places.
Independent
to Leave
St. John.
It is rumored that the Independent Film
and Theater Supply, Ltd., St. John, N. B.,
is moving from St. John to locate in Halifax, or it may do business from the head
office at Montreal. The Regal Film Company may move into the quarters now occupied by the Independent Company on
May first.
Personal
and General
Items.
"Sirens of the Sea" failed to pass the
Board of Censors in St. John recently. They
failed to charm the members of the board.
Arch Mason, of Wolfville, N. S., is in St.
John, N. B., for a short visit.
L. E. Ouimet, general manager of the
Specialty Film Import, was a welcome
visitor in St. John. On leaving St. John Mr.
Ouimet will go on an inspection tour of
the
West.Specialty film exchanges through the
Pathe News

Items.

"The Price of Folly," a new series featuring Ruth Rolland, is booked in the following theaters: Imperial, Halifax; Savoy,
Glace Bay; Khattar's, Whitney Pier; Grand
Opera House, Springhill; Unique, St. John;
Star, St. John; Empress, West St. John; H.
R. Walker, Dartmouth, and at the Spencer
houses in Amherst, Charlottetown, Fredericton, Woodstock and Truro. None of
the managers of these theaters have as yet
seen the series, but they are booking them
on the excellent reputation of the past
Pathe productions.
"The House of Hate" will be in the territory from June 3 till July 21. It Is booked in a number of houses, including six of
the F. G. Spencer theaters, the Imperial at
Halifax, and the Star and Empress, St.
John.

w. s. s.
War Savings Stamps Pay 4 Per
Cent. Compound Interest. It Loosens Good.
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Pleasing Small Town with Picture Shows
R. A. Schornstein

Talks with World Representative on Showmanship
in Castile,
N. Y., a Village Where They Are Particular.
By Joseph A. McGuire,
152 N. Elmwood Street, Buffalo, N. T.
of Commerce building to the spacious
BUFFALO, N. T. — Film fans of Castile,
quarters formerly occupied by the VeriN. Y., are sticklers for clean shows.
best Pictures at 47 West Swan street, BufMany features which draw the crowds
falo.
in Buffalo would nearly play to vacant
seats in that village. This is the opinion
"In the first thirty days one hundred
and two theaters in the state have conof R. A. Schornstein, who has conducted
tracted for all of the Billy West comedies
the Photoplays theater in Castile for the
past ten years. He has the only picture
for one year," said T. R. Gardiner. "We
have
that
many more contracts since we
house in the village. The wholesome
atmosphere of the place, he says, has a
took over this business. Thirty-two of
direct bearing on the screen tastes of
the theaters are in Buffalo."
the inhabitants.
Al Sherry is road representative of the
Gardiner Syndicate.
"I know just the kind of clean plays
L. D. Hatfield, assistant manager of
my patrons want," said Mr. Schornstein,
this concern, has resigned to enlist in
"and never show anything I cannot recthe Canadian
artillery.
ommend. They expect me to stand beMr. Gardiner says he is after state
tween them and the picture. I would be
satisfied to break even rather than show
rights features, but they must be good
ones.
a picture that would
give offense."
Mr. Schornstein is a great believer in
Manager Mack Publicly Thanked.
occasionally giving free picture shows
W. A. V. Mack, Buffalo manager of the
outdoors during the hot weather for the
Mutual, has received from Hamilton Ward,
benefit of his townspeople. He expects
chairman of the Home Defense Committee
to develop this idea extensively after
of Erie County, N. Y., a letter of thanks
peace is declared.
for Mr. Mack's work in connection with
"I would be willing to close my theater
that organiaztion. Mr. Mack arranged for
when
giving
these
outdoor
shows,"
he
said.
"four minute men" at the theaters and
Mr. Schornstein is chairman of the Red
other details in the Home Defense camCross and Four-Minute Men of Castile and
paign. He also represented the local moving picture theaters in the work of the
frequently devotes his time and theater
to these worthy causes.
War Saving Stamps publicity committee.
This campaign was handled here by the
A. B. Davis Will Steer Pioneer Film
Greater Buffalo Advertising Club, of which
Branch.
he is a member. Mr. Mack was also chief
A. B. Davis has been appointed Buffalo
of the theatrical division in the first and
manager of the Pioneer Film Corporasecond Liberty Loan and Red Cross camtion. He is located at 47 West Swan
paigns. Repairs at the Mutual exchange,
street. He was formerly Pioneer saleswhich was recently visited by fire, have
man in the eastern New York territory.
been completed.
He is concentrating on "Carmen of the
Family Theater Brightens.
Klondike" and "The Still Alarm."
Samuel Carver has opened the Family
M. C. Hughes Becomes Foursquares Dismoving picture theater, Buffalo, which
trict Manager.
was closed for several weeks. Besides
M. C. Hughes has been appointed displeasing his patrons with good pictures
trict manager of the Foursquares PicMr. Carver has also installed for their
tures, Inc., with offices at 47 West Swan
benefit a Wurlitzer theater orchestra,
street, Buffalo. C. S. Williams has joined
Style V. A large sign announces that the
Mr. Hughes' sales force. Mr. Hughes is
orchestra has been installed. W. P. Tanney, Wurlitzer manager in Buffalo,
having marked success with "The Eagle's
Eye," which had first run at the Palace
placed the order.
theater, Buffalo. He also is working on
E. J. Hayes Reorganizes
Metro
Forces.
the U. S. Exhibitors' productions.
E. J. Hayes, formerly manager of GenMotor
Truck
Fund
Benefit
at the
eral Film, Buffalo, and now in charge of
Elmwood.
the Metro branch, this city, has appointed
L. P. Murphy booker, G. E. Dickman outManager Weinberg of the Elmwood movside salesman and Hector Stewart shiping picture theater, Buffalo, recently gave
a benefit matinee for the motor truck fund
per. Mr. Hayes has made various improvements in the Metro office. He reof the National League for Women's Serports
that Metro is more than holding its
vice. The attraction was Frederick Warde
own
in
the
Buffalo
territory.
in "The Vicar of Wakefield." There were
other special features. The entire proceeds were donated to this worthy cause,
as were the services of the house employes.
By Jacob Smett, 710 Free Press Building.
Mayor
of Buffalo
Gets Censorship
Detroit, Mich.
Resolutions.
League to Give Smoker.
Joseph P. Murphy, general secretary of
DETROIT, MICH. — The Detroit Exhibitthe Social Welfare conference of Buffalo,
ors' League has announced a stag
has sent to Mayor Buck of this city resosmoker for its members and their friends
lutions adopted by members of that orat Schiller's Hall, April 25. Tickets are $3
ganization relating to moving pictures of
each, and include all refreshments, entera sensational kind. The members of the
tainment, etc. By the way, King Perry is
conference want the city council to create
the Detroit representative of the new exa salaried position of moving picture cenhibitors' booking circuit recently organsor who would be responsible to the city
ized in New York. He will immediately
and work in cooperation with the national
start organization work.
board of reviews to eliminate exhibitions
Oakland Theater Leased for 10 Years.
of "objectionable" films. The communicaHelmar George, of the Central theater,
tion to Mayor Buck stated that the presPontiac, writes the World offioe that he
ent censorship has proved unsatisfactory
has taken for a period of 10 years, at a
and that constant complaints are received
rental of $16,500 per year, the new Oakby the organization. The Buffalo City Fedland theater, and that under a new areration of Women's Clubs is active in the
rangement with August Keist, Jr., together
campaign.
will practically book all the pictures ami
Gardiner Syndicate Moves.
entertainment that goes into the Oakland.
The Gardiner Syndicate, which has the
New Eagle, Howland, Central ami White
Palace theaters. As a matter of fact, the
New York State rights on the Billy West
comedies,
has moved
from
the Chamber
merging of the booking arrangements will
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likely reduce the overhead considerably.
Mr. Kleist is in the army service at Camp
Custer, but Mr. George in his absence
will co-operate with Mrs. Kleist, who still
resides in Pontiac. The Oakland, seating
1,600 people, and a large, beautiful house,
has heretofore been playing vaudeville,
but under the new George policy, will likely be given over to pictures seven days a
week.

at the StratCommands
ford Theater.
E. V. McGrath, former manager of the
Mr. Starr as
theater, succeeds
Stratford
manager of the Knickerbocker theater.
Dave Prince Takes Charge at Triangle.
Dave Prince, for the past 18 months
manager of the General Film Co. in Detroit, and previously with the same company at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed
Detroit manager for the Triangle Distributing Co., and is already in full charge
at the exchange, 73 Broadway.
E. V. McGrath

M. S. Bailey Heads Detroit General.
M. S. Bailey, financially interested in
tan Co., and formerly asthe Metropoli
sociated with the Detroit Universal, has
appointed manager of the General
been exchange
Film
in Detroit succeeding Mr.
Prince. He took charge on Monday. April
29. Frank E. Stuart, previously office
manager and bookkeeper, will be promoted
to assistant branch manager.
M. H. Starr Gets First National Birth.
M. Harlann Starr, former manager of the
Washington and Madison theaters, for
six months with Pathe, and later manager of the Knickerbocker theater, has
the First
been appointed sales manager of Michigan
National productions released in
Film exchange.
the Madison
through
Large Screen Factory Busy.
Detroit now boasts of one of the largest screen factories in the United States
— that of L. J. Gardiner, at 61 Jefferson
the Velavenue, devoted to manufacturing
vet Gold Fibre Screen, sold through all
of the branches of the United Theater
L. J. Gardiner last week
Equipment Corp.
received an order from S. L. Rothapfel,
of the Rivoli theater, New York, and HarSyraold Edel, for the Strand theater,alsoin placed
cuse. The Nicholas Power Co.
in
customers
their
of
one
for
an order
Porto Rico.

Michigan Film Trade Notes.
Plymouth, Mich.— C. W. Berdan, who
will soon open a new theater here, has
purchased Power's machines, and his enfrom the United Theequipment Co.
tireEquipment
ater
manager of the
Ealand,
Tom
—
Detroit.
Orpheum and Begem theaters, announces
houses — split
a new policy for those
weeks, with changes on Mondays and
Thursdays. Vaudeville acts and pictures
days at the Orfirst three
playing the play
the last four days of the
pheum at will
the Regent.
week
Detroit. — Bert Weddige. of the Michigan
Motion Picture Supply Co., announces the
sale of three Simplex machines so far this
month.
Detroit. — The Sterling Feature Film Co.,
Film Building, has purchased the Michigan rights .to a number of Ivan productions, such as "Babbling Tongues," "Sins
of Detroit.
Ambition,"
— The etc.Detroit office of the Fox
Film recently was awarded first prize
in the recent sales contest of the various
branches. The cash prize was $200, which
Manager Field Carmichael divided among
the employees.
Short Michigan Items.
Ypsilanti, Mich. — After five years in
court A. M. Renne, of the Forum theater,
has been found not guilty on a charge
of denying equal rights to negroes.
The National theater, Detroit, will soon
adopt a summer policy of musical comedy and feature
films.
Harry I. Breneau is the new manager
of the Bernhardt theater, Detroit.
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tries Davies

la again managing:

the

oe and Bijou theaters, Detroit, toi
Villain Amusement
Co.
J. Feoke,
World
Detroit
salesman,
been transferred
to the Washington
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All Theaters in Canada Show Food Films
Government

Has Two

Two Reel Conserv ation Pictures Loaned to Exhibitors FreeNearly Every Ho use Has Shown Them.

I'-, W, m

EXHIBITORS.

Qladiah, 188a Gerrard Street D., T

TORI '\ Pi i ONT Tha i«
I
vatlon films issued bj the Canadian
Government have been presented In a]
most every theater in the Dominion, it
lias been announced. The pictures, which
are two-reel subjects, are "Waste Not,
Want
Not," and
neaa."
Thej have been loaned gratia to exhibitors, ami the man] applications trom exhibitors tor bookings have Bhown the j;ciieroua spirit of the theater men. The distribution throughout the country waa
handled
bj
the Canadian
Famous Universal.
Players' Film
Service and the
Distributing

i>V. S. McLaren,
Manager
of the
| Majestic
and Colonial Theaters,
Jackson, Mich.

Middle Illinois Items
I Joe Esler, Traveling Represenative of
Moving Picture World.
i ames Carrier of the Avon Drafted.
||ECATUR, ILL. — Manager James CarI™ rier of the Avon theater, Decatur,
will leave with the next draft for the
Itional Army. He is making arrangeInts now to turn over the management
■ the theater to his successor as soon as
1 is appointed.
Soldiers' Club Under Theater.
llugh Flannery, manager of the Ascher
■ >s. new Midway theater, Rockford, 111.,
Mich will open soon, announces that the
■ ;ement of the new house will be fitted
I as a soldiers' club for the men who
lae to Rockford
for a furlough
from
■ up Grant, located on the outskirts of
I city. All the conveniences of a modI. club will be installed, such as bowlI alleys, billiard and pool tables, baths,
J.mming pool, assembly hall, etc.
1 ut. Breinig Exhibitor at Camp Grant.
■lamp Grant Liberty theater opened to■ ht to a capacity audience of over three
■ usand
soldiers.
High-class vaudeville
■ m the big time featured the opening
I. and tip-top movies were on the screen.
I>rge J. Breinig, formerly manager
of
I Eastlake Park, at Birmingham, Ala.,
|i been appointed manager of the new
■yhouse with the rank of First Leuteni. He was in charge of the opening
■•w, assisted by a committee of officers,
Ijor W. L. Elkin, Captain Abbott and
■ut. F. L. Drye. The stage and equip■at of the new theater are the finest that
be had and all the latest improve■its known to the theatrical profession
■•e been installed. Special scenery is
■vided, spotlights, dimmers, two picture
ir;hines and all the other accessories
■t are needed to equip a first-class theaThe house will seat three thousand,
• on one floor. Manager Breinig is a
■ther of Manager Breinig of the Harlan
lik in Rockford, 111., and his father, F.
L Breinig, is manager of the Highland
Ik at Quincy, 111.
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Tickets
by
Coupons.

•Maisoneuve.
•u ner "t w hich

nto, < <■> t

Is

t he

( !inema

'

\ I. Qoi man
has bOCOme
ma n.i.-. r ol
Hont real office of t he i len< i a i Film
< ' ■ . in bui
; " Jamea Clancy, who
has entered the theater business in Philadelphia,
J. O'Laughlln iii'..
haa been
appointed
Moni "i iii.
distribution
of Mel
M succession to U r. \\ ,
Hughes, who haa also gone to the United
Slates.
Thi i '..in. i i ii. ■.! t er, ( lot e, St , i 'aul, Mont r< a i. haa
ut oi beet
Mi Picard, ted undei i he man-

Newspaper

Through an advertising arrangement between the Temple
theater, Hamilton,
and
the Hamilton Spectator, a special children's
matinee was staged at the theater on Saturday morning, April 20, admission to
which was seemed by tickets distributed
by the newspaper in exchange for coupons
clipped from the paper. Two
shows
were
given during the morning to accommodate
all the children. This plan has been found
to be a tine advertising stunt. It was recently carried out in Toronto by the Allen
theater and the Toronto Daily Star for
"The Seven Swans'' and it has been decided to repeat the stunt in Toronto by
the same interests on April 27 for "Blue
Bird." In Toronto there are seven designated places around the city where clipped
coupons can be exchanged for admission
tickets and the first applicants get the admissions. The newspaper does all the
boosting in such instances.
Empire Theater Changes Hands.
William Harrison has resigned as manager of the Empire theater, London, Ontario. The theater itself has also changed
hands.
Pan-American
Film Gets Studio Forces.
David B. Gaily, of New York, has become
the director and leading man of the PanAmerican Company, Limited, which has
taken over the studio of the Canadian General Features at Trenton, Ontario. The
leading lady selected by the new company
is Marie Lambert.
Famous Players' Local Executives Move.
The Canadian executive offices ,of the
Famous Players' Film Service, Limited, and
the Paramount Pictures Company, Ltd.,
were removed from 12 Queen street, East,
Toronto, to the new Allen Theater building, Toronto, on April 13. The Toronto
branch of the Famous Players remains at
12 Queen street, East.
Leon
Schlessinger Dined
in Toronto.
A recent visitor in Toronto was Leon
Schlessinger of the Inter-Ocean Film Company, New York. Mr. Schlessinger was formerly the manager of the Strand theater,
Toronto, and local colleagues gave a dinner in his honor during his visit, which he
made to arrange several special business
matters.
James Crang Conducting the Oakwood.
James Crang is now the manager of the
Oakwood theater, the fine suburban house
of Toronto, recently built. He has succeeded Fred Stonge, who has taken charge
of the New Garden theater.
Interesting Montreal Jottings.
The Circle theater, Craig and Main
streets, Montreal, has been reopened after
remaining dark for the past two years.
The theater is under the same management as the DeLuxe Palace, Montreal.
A. Lebeau has taken over the lease of
the
Maisoneuve
theater,
Montreal,
the

Northwestern News Letter
By P. n. Madison, 628 South Wabash Ave,
Chicago, ill.
La Crosse
Theaters
Aid New
French
Chicks.
L\ CROSSE,
WIS.— for
Local
theaters
ed raise money
buying
Ami helpeggs which were to be hatched into 1
Chicken. This boost for the international
food scheme was abetted by the Bijou, the
La Crosse and the Majestic theaters which
benefit performances and turned the
money over to the fund for this purpose.
The women's section of the county council
of defense cooperated by getting out the
children as patrons on Easter Monday,
which was a school holiday.
Used Local Glee Club As Attraction.
Manager Charles Perry of the Strand
theater, Milwaukee, offered his patrons a
novelty when he had the members of the
Lyric Glee club, a prominent local organization, appear in person and on the screen
at his house for two nights. The picture
was made at the theater while the club
was singing The Rosary. Arthur Dunham,
of Chicago, who is the director of the club,
was the first orchestra director to direct
by moving pictures. He had a film made
and so conducted his organization when he
headed the musicians at Orchestra hall in
Chicago while that house was at the
height of its moving picture career.
Dakota Theater News.
Walls, S. D. — A stock company has been
formed here to erect a combined theater
and hotel. The hotel building here recently was destroyed by fire.
Sioux Falls, S. D. — Boy Scouts of the
City, accompanied by their drum corps,
were the guests of the Princess theater
at the initial showing of the Chapin series
of Lincoln pictures. The next day the
management gave a special show for
school children and the popularity of these
wonderful films is now well established.
Minot, N. D. — J. M. Wilson, proprietor of
the Orpheum theater, has enlarged his
local holdings by taking over the Lyceum
theater.
He will operate both houses.
Nebraska Notes.
Omaha, Neb. — The extra hour of daylight has increased the attendance at the
9 o'clock show of local moving picture
houses because it does not seem so late
and still has not checked the crowds that
drop in about 7 o'clock.
Gothenburg, Neb. — A five-year lease on
the Sun theater has been taken by George
Bourke.

Don't Pass a Bond Sign.
STOP!
LOOK!! and
LOOSEN!!!
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Cincinnati Musicians Want an Increase
All Theaters Get Demands for a Ten Per Cent. Raise and Action
Is Expected in
Ten Days — Demand
May Be Granted at Once.
By Kenneth
C. Crain, 307 1st Nat. Bk., Cincinnati,
O.
materially,
and
there
has
been room
for
been
CINCINNATI, O. — A demand has
an adufuonal theater for some time.
presented to all Cincinnati theaters
employing musicians for an increase in
Short Kentucky Notes.
wages amounting to ten per cent., and
H. P. Christy, chief operator of the
action is expected in ten days, accordColonial theater, of Danville, Ky., . is
ing to the terms of the demand. The
rapidly gaining national fame as the
Musicians' Union Protective Association is
the organization through which the
author of a very popular, as well as
musicians are acting, and about fifty
patriotic, song entitled "Can the Kaiser,"
members of the union employed in the
recently published by the Chetser Music
Co., of Chicago.
various theaters are affected. It is understood, however, that the demand will be
Some excitement prevailed at the Star
granted without controversy, the theaters
theater, Paducah, Ky., on April 12, when a
reel of film took fire on a machine in the
taking
position
for is
' the
most part
that
the the
increase
asked
reasonable
in
theater. However, Operator L. V. Carr
managed to put out the film without the
view of the high cost c-f living under
blaze spreading to the operating room.
present conditions.
The Gem theater, Monticello, Ky., reGrand Opens Summer Film Season.
ports that its war tax from Nov. 1, 1917,
The 1918 summer season of moving picto April 1, 1918, amounted to $264.48, while
the tax for the year will run to about
tures at the Grand opera house, Cincinnati, was opened on April 15 under the
$700. The theater is endeavoring to show
that every admission at the house repredirection of Manager I. Libson with "Insents a certain sum to the war expenses
tolerance," the great Griffith spectacle, as
of the Government.
the initial attraction. The picture had
not been seen before in Cincinnati, and
Jack Leroy, actor and moving picture
it had been so heralded that the public
promotor, has been acquitted in the local
courts of a charge of shoplifting placed
was ready to come in considerable numbers. The prices range from >25 to 50
against him by Besten & Langen, Inc.,
cents at night, plus the war tax. Daily
last February. Leroy, accompanied by his
matinees are to be held during the enwife, were in the Besten store. Mrs.
gagement, the exact extent of which has
Leroy had a poodle dog wrapped in a
not been announced.
blanket. Leroy left the store with the
poodle, while his wife continued to shop.
"Broncho Billy" Anderson Visits.
An employee, seeing something trailing
from under his overcoat, decided that it
Part ownership in the highly successwas a gown, and later Leroy was arrested.
ful comedy, "The Very Idea," brought to
Cincinnati recently a film personage who,
On the stand he argued his own case, and
it is understood, is preparing for a real
convinced the court that he wasn't guilty.
"come-back." This was G. M. Anderson,
Local No. 17, of the International Allithe famous "Broncho Billy," whose twoance of Stage Employees and Motion Picreel Essanay dramas of Western life are
ture Operators, Louisville, recently voted
now being reissued with such success.
the sum of $200 for the purpose of purchasing Liberty Loan Bonds of the third
C. C. Hite Heads Local U. P. T. of A.
issue.
C. C. Hite, who has been at the head
of some of the Cincinnati branches of some
of the biggest film concerns in the business, has become Cincinnati manager for
By J. L. Shipley, 615 Locust
Street,
the United Picture Theaters of America,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Inc.
John Ruskin Shows What Can Be Done.
"Nation" Film Shows in Youngstown.
DES MOINES, IA. — John Ruskin, who
has put the town of Adel on the map
A return engagement of "The Birth of
a Nation" at the Park theater, Youngsin a moving picture way, has a national
town, last for six days met with great
reputation as producer of wild animal
success, attested by full houses. Prices
pictures. Mr. Ruskin settled down in
ranged from 50 cents to 75 cents at night,
Adel, a town of 1,400 people, and took
and from 25 to 50 cents at the matinees.
over the opera house, seating 600, for a
The public never seems to tire of this
picture theater, redecorated it, put up
picture, exhibitors comment, or, at least,
artistic sets on the commodious stage and,
there are always enough people who want
after a thorough campaign of publicity,
to see it to provide ample houses.
opened with the best state rights pictures.
His success was instantaneous. Not only
Adel, but the small towns surrounding,
were quick to realize that they were being offered real pictures in their immeBy Ohio Valley News Service, 1404 Starks
diate locality for the first time. Mr. RusBldg., Louisville, Ky.
kin is literally packing them in. The old
road fever hits him occasionally and he
Oil Boom Brings
Rejuvenation of '
tours the bigger towns in Iowa, showing
Theater.
his latest wild animal film and lecturing
WINCHESTER, KY. — Mrs. Charles R.
with the pictures.
West, owner of a moving picture
theater building, which has not been used
V. N. Detweiler Auditor with K. C.
for some time past, has contracted with
Feature Office.
N. A. Powell for rebuilding and remodelV. N. Detweiler, former auditor at the
ing the house now leased by the AudiKansas City office of Triangle and Paratorium Theater Co., which plans to start
mount, and more recently in the St. Louis
operations about June 1. New furniture
office of Paramount, has come to Des
and fixtures will be installed throughout.
Moines
to act as auditor in the office of
Due to the big oil boom in eastern Kenthe Kansas City Feature Film Company.
tucky— Winchester being the central city
Mr. Detweiler, though on the easy side of
of the oil district — business has picked up
thirty, has had more than ten years' practical film exchange experience and will be
Klake No Mistake About It —
a valuable addition to the local office.
The Man Who Can Iluy
Abe
Kahn Gives Birthday
Party.
Liiberty Honda
Abe Kahn, Iowa representative of Se\ ml Doesn't is Unworthy of the
lect, celebrated his birthday recently by
Liberty That Men Are Dj ins For.
giving a Dutch lunch to a number of his
Des Moines film friends.
The affair was

Des Moines News Letter
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attended by twenty guests, and, althou
Des Moines is a dry town, the conge
iality of the occasion overshadowed ti
absence of amber fluids. Mr. Kahn wi
presented with a handsome portfolio wii
his name engraved on the sterling siiu
buckle.
Soldier Buys a Marshall town Theat.
Leo Muelhaupt has disposed of his 1
terests in the Casino theater, Marshatown, to Wilbur Ingledue. Although ti
latter was drafted and is stationed l
Camp Dodge, he is continuing the bul
ness through a resident manager. IJ
Muelhaupt is taking a rest and has r|
yet announced his future plans.
A. H. Blank Aids Cause of Freedoi
A. H. Blank has been one of the busi
servants of Uncle Sam in Des Moines di
ing the Third Liberty Loan drive
addition to being district chairman of n
tion picture publicity during the campai
Mr. Blank has been active in the sale
bonds, having put in his whole time
the past ten days in boosting the lo
With Abe Frankle, manager of the (
sino, Majestic and Rialto, he has m£
every film exchange and picture house
Des Moines, and practically a one hi
dred per cent, showing for bond sales 1
resulted. Mr. Blank left for New Y(
to attend the meeting of the First Natio
Exhibitors Circuit.
H. Lego Selling Chaplin Films.
Henry Lego, former owner of the J
jestic theater, Fort Dodge, has been
pointed special Chaplin representative
the A. H. Blank Enterprises in Kan!
Mr. Lego is covering his territory ir
brand new Ford and is proving as goo>
salesman as he was exhibitor, wh
means nearly one hundred per cent, rep
sentation for both Lego and Charlie.
Ralph Becker Joins the Navy.
Ralph Becker, formerly manager of
Grand
in Chariton,
has enlisted
in
navy.
During
Mr.
Becker's
absence
theatrical
interests will be looked ai
by his partner, Mr. Bowen.
Phil Monsky Traveling Iowa for F<
Phil
Monsky,
former
roadman
Standard
out of Omaha
and later m
ager of that company's
recently
clc
Indianapolis
office, is now
travelin
Iowa
for Fox.
Mr. Walsh,
former
1
roadman
in this section, has been p
moted to the management of the Los
geles Fox
office.
Monsky
is welcoi
back to Iowa by his many friends.
L. A. Sheridan
Back
at His Desl
L. A. Sheridan,
of Pathe, has retur
to his desk after an illness of more t
two weeks.
Cecil Witmer
Conducting the Cash
Cecil Witmer, owner of the Lyric t
ater, Valley Junction, a suburb of
Moines, has been made house managei
the Casino theater, Des Moines, succe
ing E. Metzger, who assumes the ho
management of the new Rialto. Mr. V
mer continues the operation of the Ly
his brother
being in charge.
Fred Mortenson Opens Theater.
Waterville,
la. — Fred
Mortenson
opened a moving picture theater here

Indiana News Letter
By Indiana Trade News Service, S16 S
Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
Gerard Picture Stays Another Week
Circle.
T NDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Owing to the
1 precedented demand for admission,
management of the Circle theater, Ind:
apolis, has extended the exhibition of '
Four Years in Germany," shown at
theater during the week of April 7 to
for one more week. The picture, aect
ing to Mr. McCormick, has been the 1
gest drawing card ever presented at
theater.
Kaiserism,
kultur and the whole
c

Ti
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ssian autocracy that have embroiled
,,. urn-Id in Hi.' Moodiest struggle of Its
rj are laid bare In the presentation
the picture.
The cheers, the shouting,
Ing to the feet In mad ecstasy when
lectators see the stops America Mis
ikon to crush the Prussian monster, lnthat the pictures are sinking home
i the American
heart, and there is no
oubt that the presentation of it, during
si and second
weeks
of the third
Jberty Loan drive, Is going to have a big
In making many Indianapolis "tight. ads" shell out.
"We have been compelled to turn away
housands
daily,"
said
Mr.
McCormick,
and have had numerous
requests
from
s who have not been able to get In
Ihe theater to continue the exhibition for
or week.
Realizing that it is a picure which every true American In Indianipolis should see we have decided to exend
engagement
another
Mr. the
McCormick
saidforthere
is noweek."
doubt
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City Motion Picture

Charles Stombnugh

Crowds
Cheer
the Three
Stars.
Motion picture fans of Fort Wayne got
-minute "peek" at Douglas Fair>anks, Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin,
rio of film favorites, as they passed
hrough the city last week on their way
:o Washington to start their high-speed
:ampaign in the interest of the third Lib;rty Loan drive.
When the train pulled into the station
i large crowd of local film fans were on
land to give the stars a reception. Chapin. acting as spokesman for the trio,
nade a brief talk from the observation
jlatform. Many in the crowd were disapjointed,theit train
is said,
Dougbecause
didn't
<hove
off because
the track,

Bj John i. Johnston, 7 1 :> Hennepin av< nue Ml
lapolla, Minn.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Charles Btomu
iii.
h
he
used
I o "oaah In" on "The Blrt h
baugh, who has been manager of the
Standard exchange here alnoe it opened
Maa nag
er "Two ' lun" < >a rter I !oen, ol
of
Nation."
Metro
exchange, has made a hit with
last May, resigned his position on Saturhibitora ol the territory by announcing
day, April L8, i" accept the management
of the Pathe
exchange
at Omaha,
Neb.
i ha i adva nee deposits and C 0 D.s
eliminated by his t
on April l.
Mr, Coen emphatically states that this
change of polli did not come as an April
fool joke either.
Dan Donnelan, chief executive at the local Mutual exchange, has announced the
re-issuance of "Damaged G Is," Featuring Rich a i .1 Ben net I

Wayne

Mary's hair was all done up and they
;ouldn't see her curls and because Charlie
had no mustache and just ordinary feet.
New
Officers
for Board
of Endorsers.
City and state officers of the board of
jndorsers of motion pictures for juveniles
it Indianapolis were elected at an all-day
meeting of the organization at the ChamDer of Commerce building last week. The
following officers for the state division
of the club were chosen: President, Mrs.
3-. C. Markle, of Winchester; vice-presidents, Mrs. David Ross, Mrs. Theodore
Wagner, and Mrs. E. O. Robbins, of Indianapolis, and Miss Minnie Torr, of Connersville; recording secretary, Mrs. E. O.
Phillips, Indianapolis; and treasurer, Mrs.
Adolph Schmuck, of Indianapolis.
The city officers elected are: President,
Mrs. David Ross; vice-presidents, Mrs.
Theodore Wagner, Mrs. Curtis Hodges,
Mrs. W. C. Smith, Mr. Charles Davidson;
recording secretary, Mrs. Frederick Stilz;
corresponding secretary, Mrs. E. W. Satterthwaite; treasurer, Mrs. O. C. Lukenbill; film librarian, Mrs. Jesse M. Dailey;
chairman speakers' bureau, Mrs. Fred
Pettijohn; publicity chairman, Mrs. J. W.
Moore.
Robert Lieber, of the Circle theater,
gave a short address in which he explained the progress of the motion picture from its position eleven years ago.
Theater at Washington,
Ind., Reopens.
The American theater, 1202 West Van
Trees street, Washington, Ind., which was
closed several months ago, has been reopened under the management of A. R.
DeVoe.

Who's going to pay for the war
while the man at front is fighting?
If he were not giving all, the Kaiser
would soon make you pay for a good
deal of it. Buy Bonds!

Trade Letter

Leaves Local Standard to Go to Omaha for Pathe — Harry Muir
Succeeds
Him — Other
Interesting
Notes.

hat the two weeks' showing of the picire will break all attendance records at
he circle.
Fort
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Charles

Stombaugh.

»

Mr. Stombaugh was one of the most energetic and most successful of local exchange managers and the Pathe exchange
is assured a hard working, straight forward manager in the new executive. Mr.
Stombaugh was one of the best liked exchange managers that ever held an office
in a Minneapolis exchange. It is a fact
that at one time Mr. Stombaugh had some
of his films in about sixty-five per cent,
of the Twin City theaters besides an uncountry. usually large distribution throughout the
Harry
Muir
Heads
Standard.
Harry Muir, former manager of the
Bluebird exchange and later connected
with the Paramount, Supreme and Standard exchanges, will succeed Mr. Stombaugh as manager of the Minneapolis
Standard branch. Mr. Muir has been very
successful in booking Hart re-issues recently and due to the several years he has
spent in this territory he is well known,
also well liked by exhibitors.

Harry Hollander, brother of W. K. Hollander. Chicago 1'iilv News iilm critic, has
resigned from the Fox exchange sales
force following several weeks' illness. Mr.
Hollander hopes to join some other exchange here when his health improves.
Mi. Hollander has been touring the Northwest territory for over 16 months, and has
also seen service in New York, where he
has called to help in the exploitation of
"The Honor
System" last spring.
With Twin City Exhibitors.
Perry Hayes has sold his Nokomis theater, Minneapolis, to Mr. Hansing, a former
St. Paul exhibitor. Mr. Hayes has not
stated just what his future plans are.
Manager Watson, of the Tryst theater,
St. Paul, would have sold out two months
ago for little more than a song, no doubt,
but today his theater is "turning them
away" every evening. The Government
transformed the gigantic Overland and Illinois Steel buildings (one block distant
from the Tryst) into an aviation training
school last month and Mr. Watson's theater
being handy, exhibiting up-to-the-minute
films and putting on its programs in a
nice way, soldiers go to the playhouse by
the hundred.
Harry L. Hartman, of the Palace theater,
at Mandan, N. D., has boosted the Third
Liberty Loan in his city with a specially
constructed U-Boat on wheels, operated by
a man, pedaling within. The U-Boat made
a decided hit in the Loan drive at Mandan
and brought some patrons to the Palace
as For
well. the first time in history Charlie
Chaplin's comedies will appear at the New
Garrick. Manager Julius Johnson has contracted for "A Dog's Life." Ruben & Finkelstein, owners of the New Garrick, have
contracted for first and second Chaplin
runs in the Twin. Cities and simultaneously
with the New Garrick run here the New

Palace,
Paul,Minneapolis,
will show "Aand
Dog's
The
New St.
Aster,
New Life."
Majestic, St. Paul, will have second runs on
the comedy within a month. The comedy
will be held a week at each theater.
Manager Johnson enjoyed a good business with "Mr. Fix-it," Doug. Fairbanks'
latest, by booking it for a run the week
Two Universal Men Visit.
of April 14 and taking advantage of the
Harry M. Berman and Joe Brandt, of the
publicity pearance
given
personal
Jewel and Universal offices, New York, rein this Fairbanks'
city on April
17. In apSt.
spectively spent two days in Minneapolis
Paul Manager Bert Goldman of the New
recently in conferring with salesmen and
Majestic also took advantage of the pubManager E. R. Pearson. Mr. Pearson relicity Fairbanks' visit is receiving, and
turned to New York with Mr. Berman
booked "The Modern Musketeer" for showwhile Mr. Brandt went to Des Moines for
ing during the week. "Old Doc Cheerful"
a conference with Manager Dan Lederwas a caller.
man. Matthais Radin, special represen"The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," was
tative from the New York Jewel exchange,
such a big success at the Minneapolis
Strand the week of April 7 that Manager
is spending a week in the Northwest ter, Charles G. Branham held it over for its
ritory boosting the firm's products.
eighth, ninth and tenth days. The extra
At Minneapolis Exchanges.
days brought addition overflow crowds to
exthe theater.
Manager Ed. S. Flynn, of thea Fox
drive to
change, Minneapolis, has begun
"The Sign Invisible" succeeded "The
a
into
comedies
Kaiser" at the Strand, and due to the fact
put Mutt and Jeff cartoon
that Mabel Julienne Scott, featured in it
's theaters.Elliott
of the territory
majority
Manager John R. Elliott, of the
with Mitchell Lewis, is a Minneapolis
& Sherman exchange, lias announced the
this film also enjoyed splendid busigirl,
the feapurchase of territorial rightsMr.to Elliott
ness. Mr. Branham went to Chicago Monis
ture, "Mothers of Liberty."
day evening, April 15, for a conference
gn to
preparing an advertising campai
with
George
Kleine.
boost the film that is second only to that
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Censorship by Persuasion in New Orleans
Louisiana Moral Photoplay Association Will Try Reasoning with Theaters Before
Asking for Legal Censorship.
By N. E. Thatcher, 3081 Canal street, New Orleans, La.
coming to Nashville as a result of the
ORLEANS, LA. — The Louisiana
NEW
powder plant's establishment here, and his
Moral 1'hotoplay Association has just
appeal for Sunday opening has been with
been formed here to exert strong personal
a broad sympathy.
and public influences for the elimination
At the end of his talk he requested that
of objectionable motion pictures which are
every member of the audience in favor
notoriously suggestive and for the eliminof opening the moving picture houses on
ation of those portions of otherwise ac-'
Sunday stand up. About six people receptable pictures that might have a tenmained seated, and they are the class who
dency to offend. The avowed purposes of
remain seated when the Star Spangled
the association make it appear to be a comBanner is played. The people of Nashmendable organiaztion. There is no threat
ville want Sunday pictures, and will conof drastic measures and none are contemtinue to fight until they get them.
plated if the results sought to be obtained
can be brought about by the application of
Big Picture for Charity.
the powers of reason. Failing in this, the
Much interest is being created in Nashassociation membership is of such a qualville in the forthcoming presentation of
ity and of such importance in this community that it would be possible to make
"America at War," an official American
Government war feature, which will be
matters troublesome for such persons as
run at the Vendome theater for a three
might attempt to pay no heed to its suggestions for the betterment of film producdays' run. The production is in nine reels,
having
been directed by the National Comtions. Nearly every civic society and somittee on Public Information at Washcial club in the city has been affiliated
ington. Net proceeds of the show will be
with the movement and it is estimated that
donated to the war charities.
at lease 30,000 persons are directly interested in the success of any movement
which the officers of the organiaztion may
inaugurate.
New Orleans is an exceptionally strong
By Linton K. Starr, Atlanta Journal,
motion picture city so far as regular atAtlanta, Ga.
tendance at the theaters is concerned and
there are few cities that have a greater
Oldknow
Leases Atlanta's
Odeon.
special footage taken of local scenes. The
ATLANTA, GA. — William Oldknow, general representative for the Universal
Federated Woman's Clubs especially have
taken up the subject of motion pictures
in the Southern States, has leased the
and their influence upon public and priOdeon theater, at 79 Peachtree street, in
vate life and, as a general rule, the feeling
the heart of the amusement center, has
toward the pictures is a most kindly one.
changed its name to the Tudor and anHowever, the determination has been made
nounced that he will completely remodel
to secure the elimination of all objectionit. immediately with a view to making it
a Universal theater.
able footage and, rather than fail in the
determination, censorship, as a last resort,
Mr. Oldknow is a pioneer motion picwill be demanded. And if it is demanded,
ture man in the South and formerly operated several theaters in Atlanta. His
under the present circumstances, it is almost sure to be adopted.
theater was Atlanta's first "motion picture
There is not the least objection to Suntheater de luxe." Built years ago as the
day showing of pictures and all of the
Montgomery, it was then the most extravagant and beautiful movie house in
theaters count upon the Sunday shows as
the South.
the most profitable ones, while the people
have come to regard them as the most
Gradually others of greater seating capacity and more lavish embellishments
wholesome and beneficial diversions that
sprang
up. The Montgomery became the
can be devised. They keep the family toGeorgian; then was leased by Jake Wells
gether and the great portion of the weekly
and John Evins, who changed its name to
wages intact. That the saloons and oldthe Odeon. Its fourth name is to be the
time resorts have suffered irreparably
Tudor.
through the furnishing of well-regulated
motion picture entertainment on Sunday,
Madge
Evans
Visits Atlanta.
is an admitted fact. New Orleans now, for
Madge
Evans,
in
company
with a numthe first time in a long term of years, enber of other World stars, spent a good
forces the Sunday closing of saloons, nor
portion of the week of April 15 in Atis it possible to secure liquors under any
lanta, Miss Evans making a personal apof the ordinary subterfuges. Wines only
may be served with meals in hotels and
pearance at Loew's Grand theater, where
she
was
given a most cordial ovation.
restaurants. It is impossible to buy a
The
company
came here to make scenes
cigar on Sunday and the result is that the
for a new picture and used locations at
family, including father, spends the day
Stone Mountain, the famous "largest
in the parks or on short excursions and
rock in the world." located near here; at
winds up the season of surcease from the
Piedmont park and other points. They
grind of bre.adwinning by going to a picwore entertained while here by George L.
ture show in the evening, which is regardWeaver, local representative of the World
Film.
ed as the fitting ending Cor a perfect day.
That the newly organized Louisiana Moral
The company included, in addition to
Photoplay Association will accomplish
Miss Evans, Violet Palmer, Kitty Johnmilch good appears to be the consensus of
son, Maxine Hicks, John Hines, Frank
opinion.
t 'ranee, H. Pattee, Charles Hartley. J.
Monteran, M. Furry, T. Zuker, M. Bltzer,
J. Hyland and Frank Zuker.

Atlanta News Letter

Tennessee News Letter

By J. L. Kay.

Nashville Banner.
Ten n.

Nashville.

Popular Demand for Sunday Shows.
NASHVILLE, TENN.- Rev. \V. B. Taylor,
pastor of the First Unitarian Church,
of Nashville, concluded his Sunday night
lectures at the Knickerbocker theater
with a talk on the benefit Of Sunday entertainment. Kev. Taylor lias been active in the fight at Nashville to secure
Sunday moving pictures as a necessary
diversion
for the new
influx of people

"German
Curse"
Draws
Big.
"The German Curse in Russia," shown
at the Alamo No. j theater the week of
April 15, proved a tremendous hox-oflice
attraction. The picture was pushed enthusiastically and splendidly by the
Pathe branch manager, R. Y. (.Diamond
Dick) Anderson. The Atlanta Woman's
club sponsored the exhibition, and various organizations, such as the Rotary
club, thetendedAd
Men's club,
and others,
atthe theater
in force.
The picture
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South.

to

Evins

be

going

Helps

big

throughout

Sheltering

the

Arms.

John Evins turned over the "excess!
profits" of the Strand theater on Wednesday, April 17, to the Sheltering Arms.l
The attraction was William Fox's "Woman and the
business
all Law,"
week. which drew splendid
Official War Pictures Are Shown.
The official United States war films,
"America at War," were shown from
April 17 to April 20 at the Atlanta theater, drawing big houses. In advance
of the showing addresses were given in
various parts of the city by Sergeant L.
Shannon Cormaek, formerly with the
Canadian Expeditionary Forces, who was
with the picture.
"Kaiser"
Sets Record.
"The Kaiser, Beast of Berlin," shown
at the Rialto for whole 'week, is said by
Hugh L. Cardoza, general manager of the
Jake Wells interests in Atlanta, to have
broken all motion picture attendance records for this city. Exact figures are not
yet available.

Kansas City News Letter
By

Kansas

City News Service, 115 Railway Exchange, Kansas City, Mo.
Notes from the Exchanges.

KANSAS
CITY,
MO. — James
Ways
has
been made
bookkeeper
at the
Kansas
City Kleine office to succeed Cecil Bliss,
who has resigned to become shippirig
clerk at the local Fox office.
Leo J. Doty has been made booker at
the Kansas City office of the Universal
Film and Supply Company to succeed Emmet Recob, now working for Pathe. Mr.
Doty was formerly with the Universal
office, and has since worked with the
Standard Film Corporation in the capacR.ity ofH.booker.
Fairchild is now handling the
publicity for the General Film Company.
This is a new position, for which Mr.
Fairchild is especially well qualified,
owing to the fact that he has served this
company in several positions. Before taking this work he was city salesman for
the General. He has also been employed
by the Mutual and Universal companies
and has managed the Kansas City General office. He has been in the moving
picture business about four years.
V. A. Simes Called in Draft.
Y. A. Simes, camera man for the Mutual Screen Telegram in this territory, is
the second Mutual man to be called in
the draft within the last two weeks. The
other was William Parsons, a salesman
out of the Kansas City office. Mr. Simes
will report April 26. He was formerly
part owner of the Enterprise Motion Picture Company here.
Scattered

Middle

West

Theater

Notes.

Manson, Iowa. — R. I. Stewart has purchased a moving picture show here and
took possession April 15.
Hawarden, la. — The Lyric theater has
been sold to O. J. Dyvig of Beresford,
S. D.
Kaukauna. Wis. — The Conkey-Cleland
Bijou theater has been opened to th<>
public with motion pictures.
Hale. Mo. — Hale's new motion picture
house, the Trio, has been opened to the
public. It has a seating capacity of 400.
T. F. Houx and A. D. Hanners are at the
head of the new concern.
Wheatland, Wyo. — An architect is now
making plans for putting a balcony into
the Iris theater, rebuilding the stage, installing a scientific ventilating system,
putting in new lights, etc. The proposed
improvement will increase the seating
capacity to between 500 and 600.
Grand Junction, Colo. — The management
of the moving picture house at Grand
Junction is considering the erection of a
theater

building.
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Tucumari. N. M. — The new theater building is nearing completion.
Ml not, -V D. — J. M. Wilson, proprietor
of the Orpheum, has purchased t ho Lyceum and will conduct
both houses.
Qarnsvllle, la. — The Turner Hall moving picture show has been baily damaged
by tire.
Havelock, la. — George Miller has purabased the Twilight theater building from
Frank
Lucas.
With
Kansas
Exhibitors.
Gardner, Kan. — The Royal theater la
n open to the public.
Caldwell, Kan.— The new airdome was
ned to the public April 3.
Oswesro, Kan. — The Grand theater here
will be closed Indefinitely. Moving pictures were being shown.
Junction City, Kan. — A firm composed
of Hutchinson promoters has leased lots
on West Seventh street and will build an
airdome.
Florence, Kan. — F. B. Graham has purchased the Gear theater building from
Raymond Gear.
Oketo, Kan. — W. E. Hardenbrook has
opened
the picture show here.
Wichita, Kan. — May 1 was set as the
date for beginning work on the wrecking
of the two buildings at 30S and 310 East
Douglas avenue, to be replaced by the
new Wichita theater. The contract for
the building will be let soon and the cost
will be about $80,000. C. O. McCollister is
manager of the company and W. D.
Joohems is secretary.
Topeka, Kan. — Harry Smith Is the new
manager of the Iris theater to succeed
I. Feltenstein.
Courtland, Kan. — Dr. S. J. Snider and
E. W. Hodgln have bought the moving
picture outfit of A. O. Bell and have
leased the opera house, where they will
conduct a moving picture show.
Eskridge, Kan. — T. H. Cousins has
bought a half interest in the picture show
at this place and the business will be
conducted under the firm name of Cousins and Place.
Caldwell, Kan. — Manager H. A. Galvin
opened the Airdome April 3.
Dwlght, Kan. — Dwight is to have a real
picture show in the near future. The
picture building on the corner of Main
street has been remodeled inside.
Wichita, Kan. — D. J. Killen is the president of the new film company — the Palostinien.
In Nebraska.
Potter, Xeb. — John Seyfeng has let the
contract for an up-to-date opera house
for Potter. The building will cost about
$10,000.
Antloch, Neb. — The new opera house
has been opened here.
Alliance, Neb. — Alliance is to have a
new $35,000 theater. Harry Dubuque and
William Ostenburg, Jr., are the promoters.
The building will be 130 feet long and
will have a seating capacity of 975. An
effort will be made by Dr. Ostenburg and
Mr. Dubuque to include other towns of
Importance in their chain of theaters. The
work on the new building is to be commenced at once.
Gothenburg, Neb. — Geo. Bourke has
leased the Sun theater here for a period
of five years.
In Oklahoma.
Century, Okla. — Fire destroyed a motion picture show here recently.
Baxter Springs, Kan. — A new building
will be erected here at the corner of Military and 10th sts., the lower floor of which
will be used for a modern theater. The
building will be 110x140 feet.
Magnum, Okla. — Chas. Greasy has purchased the Bluebird theater and will be
the sole manager of the same.
Camp Doniphan, Okla. — The new Liberty theater has been opened here.
Brackettville, Tex. — The Star theater
has been reopened after having been shut
down for some time.
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Stamford, Texas, Folk Celebrate Rainfall
Manager

Harry

Johnston of Local Theater Says They Had Good Right to, As They
Had Waited Long for Rain — Business
Is Good.
By Douglas
Hawley,
the Times
Berald, Dallas, Ti

DALLAS.
\
People
Who didn't
wiiat u T. u.is
ail about
might know
have
thought
them a l"l Ol BBCaped
Inmates
of
an institution,
but
Harry
Johnston,
of
the Dixie theater,
Stamford,
Tex., declares they were justified.
He may have
been one of 'em.
Xhey
had a parade at Stamford, April
13.
a row. I of wildly yelling people with
coals olT and laces turned to the sky
pranced around the public square whilo
rain drops as big as early June peas
pelted them.
Von see it hadn't rained out there in
many a moon, and the people were celebrating. It is reported that the downpour was a dandy one, and after the
parade everybody bought a Liberty Bond.
Johnston says they're gonner issue
bonds and build 'em a dam across Clear
Creek, so's to get lots of drinking water
now that the state has gone dry. Incidentally he says the moving picture
theater business is pretty good. He called
on Dallas exchange folk during the second
week in April.
Manager W. Campbell Recovering.
Walter Campbell, manager. Arcade theater, Denison, Tex., is recovering in a
Dallas sanitarium from a nasal operation
undergone during the week of April 15.
Mr. Campbell is well known in Texas, not
only by film folk, but others. He was a
popular player in the Texas-Oklahoma
baseball league a couple of seasons ago.
Rather a Dull Week in Dallas.
Attendance at Dallas theaters hasn't
been up to the mark during the week ending April 13, and there were mighty good
attractions too. "The Whip" at the Old
Mill probably did better than anything
else following a crackin' good advertising campaign — which was justified by the
production — by Herschel Stuart, publicity
sharp. "Lest We Forget" went over In
good shape at the Hippodrome following
a week's run of "Tarzan" that wasn't up
to what it ought to have been. "Tarzan"
is all that has been said of it, and the
local publicity given it was ample, but
somehow Dallas folk didn't seem to enthuse over it. It might do well for another run later. One of the most refreshing things in a month of Sundays was
Taylor Holmes in "A Pair of Sixes," with
not all the credit to the star. The effort
of Maude Euburne as the maid-of-allwork was hailed by local critics as a joy.
Elsie Ferguson in "The Lie" pleased not
a few Dallas people.
Lively Interest in Coming Films.
Announcement of the forthcoming productions of Screen Classic, Incorporated,
has created more than usual interest
among Texas exhibitors. . They've heard
about "My Own United States," and they
are interested in announcement of other
things to come from this direction.
Universal's announcement of the Dorothy
Phillips, Mae Murray, Harry Carey, Mary
MacLaren, Priscilla Dean, and Herbert
Rawlinson productions is also of big interest. So far as Dallas is concerned all
three stars are well known to patrons of
the Washington theater, which is to show
the new releases on first run time.
C. A. Shivers Joins U. P. T. of A.
C. A. Shivers, formerly sales manager
for Paramount, "Dallas, Tex., has resigned
to join the forces of the United Picture
Theaters of America.
Boston and Dallas Have a Bet On,
Who'll win the hundred — or maybe it's
two? J. B. Dugger, Dallas Vitagraph
manager, has taken on C. W. Sawin,
Boston Vitagraph
manager,
for a wager

wagers
Boston
business.
on increased
weeks'
eight
an
during
she'll beat Dallas
mem■
i The Texas manag<
pe
from
hailed
Gates
Bel a Million"
the Lone Star, and usually mad

i

Oklahoma News Letter

ii. w.

Smith, Liberty Theater lildg.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
City.
in Oklahoma
Five Exchanges
ma
Oklaho
la
OK
CITY,
v
iM
aim
OKI,
has
uting apoint
distrib
a film
City a asdefinit
e la.
I,, , ,,nh
1. Kiom
nucleus

of t.wo — Universal and Mutual — the film
industry locally has spread out until It
includes four buying exchanges. Pathe
and Metro having entered the field within
the year, and a half dozen independent
booking concerns. Inability to secure
equable rental on quarters which come
within the fire ordinance requirements of
the city recently caused the local exchanges to get together, with the result
that a building has been erected which
already houses two of the independent
agencies and the Metro. A second building in the same block is under construction, and will be used by the First National Exhibitors' Company and the
.Mutual. Universal occupies two floors of
a fireproof building, and according to
present outlook will continue in these
quarters. Oklahoma City is midway between Dallas and Kansas City, from each
of which film distributing points it has
been served heretofore. It is understood
that Fox and Foursquare are considering opening exchanges In this city. The
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will
continue for the present its distribution
arrangement as regards Oklahoma, the
business now dividing equally between
Kansas City and Dallas.
Universal Exchange on New Basis.
Oklahoma City. — Universal Film and
Supply Company, the name under which
the Universal branch operates in this city,
has completed after four weeks of "house
cleaning" a realignment of policy, and, in
part, personnel, in line with a plan outlined by Joseph Brandt. A. S. Dowd, representing the general sales department of
the Universal, has been here four weeks
on the mission. The Oklahoma City exchange, in charge of Sam Benjamin, now
operates after the pattern set in Chicago.
Mr. Benjamin directs the sales of Universal pictures, Bluebird, Jewel, and Alice
Howell productions, whereas the local exchange formerly had separate managers
and systems for each.
M. B. Tritch Heads Metro Branch.
M. B. Tritch, recently of Dallas, and before then in the Universal office here, has
been placed in charge of the Metro exchange opened at 112 South Hudson street,
Oklahoma City. At present this office is
handling one feature a week and the
Drew comedies. It is a buying office whose
scope
velops. will be extended as occasion deT. E. Larson
Buys
"Four
Years."
T. E. Larson, president of the First National Exhibitors, of Oklahoma, which
company has secured the rights' to "My
Four Years in Germany," has personally
bought the picture for the state. Sale
price is not disclosed, but is said to have
been in the neighborhood of $20,000. The
top admission price of $1.50 will be held
as a restriction in sub-leasing this subject. It will be shown here at the Overholser.
"Kaiser"
Makes
Hit.
"The Kaiser, Beast of Berlin," established the house record for a solid week's
business at the local Strand the week
of April 7-14 at admission of 25 cents.
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Noise and Enthusiasm at "Kaiser" Showing

Picture Came
.

to San Francisco Strand for Two Weeks, but Time Has Been Extended — Records for Noise and Attendance Broken.
By T. A. Church,
1507 North
Street, San Francisco,
Cal.

q AN FRANCISCO, CAL,.— New box office
•J records are being- made at the Strand
theater, where the "Kaiser, the Beast of
Berlin" is being shown, and at the same
time all records for noise, roof -raising,
and enthusiasm in local moving picture
houses are being shattered. During the
first four days that the picture has been
shown the attendance has passed the
twenty-eight thousand mark, and the
management has been compelled to add
another ticket selling booth and to get
a special police detail to handle the
crowds on the sidewalk. Special performances are being arranged, and the house
is being opened earlier than usual to accommodate those who wish to avoid the
rush. A feature of the first week's engagement was a special showing to the
school teachers of the city, 1,700 strong;
this having been arranged for by the
superintendent of schools. It was originally planned to show it for two weeks,
but the engagement has been extended
for another week on account of the great
interest aroused. The production has
been booked for a full week at Sacramento and Oakland, where more than a
three days' run is rare, while exhibitors
in such places as Reno and Stockton have
booked it for four days.

large feature release, "The Remaking of
a Nation," will be shown at the Casino
theater during the weke of April 21, and
the army official promised a detail of men,
a stand of colors, and assistance in other
ways.

Week
of Notable
Screen
Offerings.
Productions of unusual merit are being
offered at downtown moving picture
houses this week, and exhibitors are enjoying the best business in months. "The
Unbeliever" is being shown at the Rialto
for the second week, with the attendance
keeping up remarkably well. The Strand
is reaping a harvest with the "Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin," having advanced prices
for the engagement. At the T. & D.
Tivoli, "Tarzan of the Apes" is the attraction, and this will be shown for two
weeks. The Imperial is doing a good
business with "The Honor of His House"
and "The Son of Democracy," an added
attraction being the singing of a war song
by two soldiers who wrote it and secured
for it the official endorsement of the
United -States Government. The California
theater has "The Widow's Might," with
Julian Eltinge,
and presents as an added
attraction Kajetan Attl, the harp
virtuoso, who enjoys a world-wide reputation. The offering at the Portola theater
is the first Paralta picture to be seen
here, "The Turn of a Card," with J.
Warren Kerrigan; with Foster Curry in
person presenting scenic views of the incomparable Yosemite, San Francisco's
playground. At the Alhambra, Harry
Carey and Molly Malone in "Thieves'
Gold," from the leading attraction. One
of the features of the week was the benefit at the Columbia tendered by the Stage
Women's War Relief, in which William
Farnum, the Fox star, took a prominent
part.
Government Films in Demand.
The Film Bureau of the State Council
of Defense is meeting with great success
in placing the Government films purchased by it in local theaters, the first
of the series having been shown at the
California theater. Other houses that
will take turns in showing these are the
Imperial, Strand, Rialto, Tivoli, Portola,
Orpheum, Casino, Alhambra, Pantages. and
Hippodrome. On April 10 a party consisting of Sol. L. Lesser, chairman of the
State Kilni liureau: M. J. Cohen, director
of publicity; Louis Reichert, president of
the United Motion Picture Industries of
Northern California, and Charles Brown
and Lester Fountain, of the Casino,
motored to Camp Fremont to confer with
General Morrison, commander of the
Eighth Division, and secure his co-operation in the work
under
way.
The first

Australian Producer Visits States.
J. F. Gavin, of the Australian Famous
Feature Company, producer of a number
of moving pictures that have been very
successful in Australia, including "The
Martyrdom of Nurse Cavell," arrived here
recently for an extended stay. He brought
a large quantity of negative with him,
and this is being printed and made ready
for use in the Earle Laboratories. This
producing company turns out about one
subject in three months, most of these
being made in the wilds where scenery
of rare beauty is shown.

Equipment

and
Supply
Booming

Business

G. A. Metcalfe, of the house bearing his
name, states that many machines are being disposed of, and that the demand for
theater supplies is heavier than for a
long time. He was recently appointed
Pacific Coast distributor for the new
Alterno carbon, and many exhibitors are
giving these a thorough test. He is also
handling Rexo motion picture film, and
has found such a demand for this that it
is impossible to keep stocks on hand.
He recently sold a full operating room
equipment to Mr. Dippo, who is erecting a theater at San Pablo avenue and
Twenty-seventh street, Oakland; a 6 A
Excelite outfit to the Delco Engineering
Company, of San Francisco; a similar
equipment to the Atolia Mining Company;
complete operating room equipment to S.
Enea, of Pittsburg, Cal., who is rebuildand Cal.
a Power's 6B to A.
Court,ing hisof theater,
Livingston,

Soldiers
See "The Blue Bird."
Through the courtesy of the Progressive
Motion Picture Company the Artcraft production, "The Blue Bird," was shown at
the opening of the Presidio Defenders'
Club under the direction of the War Camp
Community Service. Earlier in the
evening the picture was shown to the
convalescent soldiers at the Letterman
General Hospital.
California Manager on Eastern Trip.
Harry David, house manager of the California theater, left recently on an Eastern
trip on which he is combining business
with pleasure. While away he will visit
many of the large moving pcture theaters
of New York and other cities, and endeavor to secure new ideas for the artistic
presentation of pictures at the beautiful
local house.
Nat A. Magner Off for the East.
Nat A. Magner, who recently returned
from a trip to. the Orient, and who has
opened offices in the Pacific building,
where he is conducting an importing and
exporting film business, left a short time
ago for Chicago.
Photo
Player
Employes
Dance.
The management of the American
Photo Player Company tendered a Third
Liberty Loan dance to the employes of
both the local office in the Film Exchange
building and the factory at Berkeley, Cal.,
on the evening of April 6. Before dancing was indulged in the employes were
Shown a number of comedy pictures in the
big reviewing room and a speaker then
took the stage and talked for a short
time on the Liberty Loan. A representative of the company announced that the
firm was subscribing for $10,000, and the
employes
swelled
the amount
materially
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by subscribing $2,500 more in small lots.
A number of soldiers and sailors from
nearby camps were the guests of the management at the dance and the affair was
one of the most successful of the kind
that has been held so far.
Metropolitan
Briefs.
The Clement theater, San Francisco, has
been sold by Michelsen Bros, through the
offices of the United Theater exchange to
C. D. Costa.
Abe Markowitz, of the Western Feature
Film Company, San Francisco, has bought
a half interest in Fisher's theater, 600
Clement street. His partner is Ben Liebman.
The Garrick theater, at Fillmore and
Ellis streets, San Francisco, will be reopened at an early date, and it is estimated that there will then be theaters
with a seating capacity of not less than
8,000 within five blocks. There are still
three 5-cent houses there, the rest charging 10 cents.
Sheehan & Lurie plan to open their
new house at Eureka, Cal., about May
25. This theater will be a very handsome one, with a seating capacity of
about 1,200.
Arch. F. S. Holland, New Call building,
San Francisco, is preparing plans for a
moving picture theater to be erected at
Duncan Mills, Cal., for owners represented by B. F. Lamborn.

Omaha News Letter
By C. C. Buchanan, Omaha Correspondent
of the Moving Picture World..
Harry Watts Again an Exhibitor.
OMAHA.
— Harry
Watts,
whoof has
been theNEB.
moving
picture
editor
the
Omaha Bee for the past three years, has
accepted the position of assistant manager of the Strand and Rialto theaters
in Omaha. Mr. Watts was an exhibitor
before entering the newspaper game and
enters his new work with the best wishes
of all of the Omaha film folks.
Sterling Film Gets
Much of Standard's
Business.
The Omaha branch of the Standard
Film Corporation has been consolidated
with the Kansas City branch. A new independent exchange, the Sterling Film
Corporation, has taken the offices and
most of the subjects released by the
Standard in this territory, as ■well as a
number of subjects owned by the Peerless Film Company, now merged with
the Sterling. R. Levine will be the manager of the Sterling Film Corporation,
and Philip Goldstone is the chairman of
the board of directors.
C.

W.

Stombaugh
Comes
to Manage
Pathe Office.
C. W. Stombaugh, for the past year
manager of the Standard Film Corporation in Minneapolis, has been appointed
manager of the Omaha branch of Pathe.
Stombaugh is not a new man in Omaha,
having been with the General and Universal exchanges there a number of years
ago in the capacity of booker and salesman.
A. B. Heath Joins Ebony Forces.
L. J. Pollard, president and general
manager of the Ebony Film Corporation,
announces an addition to the Ebony staff
in A. B. Heath, as general supervisor of
production. Mr. Heath is well known to
the trade, having formerly been connected with the Eastern, Star, Amber,
.laxon. Film-Craft, General Film companies, where he both directed and acted
in other executive capacities.
Mr. Heath, whose long experience with
various comedy companies places him in
a position to speak with authority, stated,
upon viewing his first Ebony comedy, that
he fully believes Ebony comedies will
prove one of the big box-office attractions
of the year.
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With
the Increased
demand
for their
urn comedy
sensations and In an effort
to !n.'<-i> ahead of their releases Mr Pollard
contemplates
running
two
companies.
Horner,
script editor, Ii.ts Just t'm"The Bully," which Director Charles
David begins filming, featuring Sam RobJunior, Samuel Jacks and
-i of t w .Mit y-five,
C. E. Holah Takes U. P. T. of A. Office.
The United Picture Theaters of America lias opened offices a) 623 Firs! National Bank Building, Omaha. This
branch will be managed l>y C. IS. Holah,
formerly
the local Pathe manager.
Lee Ochs, president of the United Picbe in«ofOmaha
April 2',
and 2sturetoTheaters,
hold will
meetings
the exhibitors
for this territory. A number of exhibitors
expect to attend.

Seattle News Letter
- J. Anderson,
Bast Seattle, Wash.
"Bart"
Bertleson
Ads
Make
a Hit.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Two advertisements
composed by "Bart" Bertleson, advertising: manager of the Clemmer theater,
considered so good by the New York
officials of the company which produced
the features advertised that they are going to have cuts made and distributed to
their exchanges all over the country.
Mr. Bertleson is almost as well known
among film circles of the Northwest as
Mr. Clemmer, having been his advertising
manager since the opening of the Clemmer theater seven years ago.
Hooded Terror on Seattle Streets.
John Hamrick and W. W. Kofeldt, manager of the Seattle Pathe office, have
started a special advertising campaign
for the Pathe serial, "The House of Hate,"
which Mr. Hamrick intends to begin showing at his Little theater in two weeks.
A man dressed as "The Hooded Terror,"
the mysterious character in "The House
of Hate," has been appearing on the
streets, in the department stores and the
leading cafes. He carried no placard announcing what he was, but the next week
full-page advertisements were carried in
the papers with a picture of the man in
one corner, his face partly disguised by a
question mark placed over it, and offering
a prize to the person who can identify
him. The rest of the page is taken up by
advertisements of the stores and cafes in
which "The Hooded Terror" has appeared
during the week.
Mr. Hamrick will raise his admission
price at the Little to 20 cents, beginning
the week of the opening of "The House of
Hate."
Stillwell Company
Buys
More
Houses.
The Stillwell Theaters Company of Spokane has bought the Rose theater, Colfax, and the theaters in Pullman formerly
operated by George Stephenson. A deal is
also now under consideration with the
owner of a theater in Moscow.
J. S. Nelson, formerly of the sales force
of the Seattle Mutual office, will have
charge of this string of theaters for the
Stillwell Theaters Company. Jack Coffey,
manager of the company, was in Seattle
this week looking after the equipment
and bookings for the newly acquired
houses.
"Nation" Film at Flat Rental.
W. S. Brewster, who handles "The Birth
of a Nation" for the Northwest territory,
announces that this feature may now be
had for the first time in this territory at
a flat rental. James Q. Clemmer, of the
Clemmer theater, has arranged for the
exclusive use of the Griffith production in
Seattle, and expects to show it twice a
year at his house.

The Kaiser would like to
have the taxing of America.
Buy all the bonds you can.
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Ore., Operators Ask for Raise

Are Now
the Pooreit
Paid Mechanic*
in City — War
Time
Other Trades Are Higher — Recently
Won an Increase.
Abraham
Nelson,
601 Journal
Bids;., Portli

PORTLAND. OREGON.— Union operators
1
ai
-k for mother raise In
wages. The exact time of their demand has not >et been divulge,! and members of the union Intimate thej will no(
'•all ,,n the owners
for more money
until
nber or i ictober.
Hn» ,\ ,-,, the union
demands are alreadj
beginning
to v.
the managers
for the reason
that
the
operators were given a raise a I'.-w months
ago.Union members claim their den
most equitable and that thej are the ;
est paid mechanics in the city. Shipyards are paying electricians as nig
$9 a day. Portland operators arc now
getting $30 a week. That union opera! irs
are scarce in the Pacific Northwest is in1 by the fact that Seattle and Butte
have called on Portland for operator;.
Hiram Abrams Interviews Exhibitors.
Hiram Abrams, general manager for
Paramount, was a visitor in Portland recently discussing the photoplay situation
with prominent exhibitors.
New
Organs
in Portland.
E. J. Myriek, manager of the Liberty,
reports the new big organ being installed
will be complete in May. Transportation
delays have set back the opening time
considerably, but the AVurlitzer Company
now has a big crew of men working day
and night to expedite
the work.
The installation of the People's Theater
organ has also been delayed somewhat and
"The Blue Bird" opened with a 10-piece orchestra April 13 instead of with the new
organ, as had been contemplated. The
People's orchestra will be directed by
Henry
Harcke.
J. P. Cotter Shows Patriotism.
J. P. Cotter, manager of the Baker and
Orpheum theaters, Baker, Oregon, demonstrated his patriotism during the Liberty
Loan Drive in a most practical manner.
On April 6 Mr. Cotter donated his theater,
including lights and employees, for a Liberty Loan mass meeting. There were music and speaking and the house was
packed. Mr. Cotter controls the situation in Baker. He has improved the Baker
theater considerably since taking it over,
and it is now the bright spot in town.
Rosenberg Inspects His Office.
Mike Rosenberg, president and general
manager of the De Luxe Feature Film
Company, of Portland and Seattle, is in the
Rose City for the first time since the opening of his new film exchange, and is highly
gratified with the results obtaine,i co far.
He expects within a month or two to make
his office the record breaker of the city for
business.
Mr. Rosenberg believes in the closest
co-operation between his office manager
and the exhibitor and along these lines
he is sending H. C. Arthur, who bosses
the Portland branch, into the Eastern territory to meet his customers.
"Kaiser" Smashes
Records.
"The Kaiser, Beast of Berlin," smashed
all house records at the People's theatre
for the week of April 6, according to J. C.
Stille, manager, whose untiring efforts put
the picture over. Mr. Stille carried on a
big advertising campaign during the Liberty Loan week, believing that time to
be opportune to present the picture.
Changes at Portland General Film.
George Ekre, one of the best known film
men in the Pacific Northwest, has taken
charge of the Portland General Film office as manager. By reason of a new
plan inaugurated by W. H. Cree. special
representative, who has been sojourning in
Portland
about
two
weeks,
Portland
is

Rate*

in

an independent
exchange.
U was
Business
in the Portland
ImproA '-'i wonderfully, "11 h
the result t hat the Rol I • II < y Office
im; enlarged and I
cupied by the Standard Feature Film
Company has been taken ovei The Portland General office will also ha
man in the person of W. K. ("Smiling
Bill") Matthews, who at one time had
chart;.' of the Portland
branch.
l'aralta.
Mr. Cree left April 12 for Seattle, where
be will do further work for General and
George Ekre was formerly manager for
General In Spokane and representative for
He is a great
Selznick in that territory.
, of Ralph Puffner of the Columbia.
New York Film Man Here.
Beverly Griffith, formerly assistant to
Henry McRae at Universal City and nowtative to Joe Brandt, aspersonal represen
sistant tr< ral sales manager for Universal In New York, has been
in Portland looking over the picture situation.

Items.
News
Northwest
Short
Portland. — W. A. Mead, representative
for Fox, was a visitor In Portland after a
successful trip East as far as Boise. Mr.
Mead reports the picture business in the
territory he covered better than usual.
Marcola. — The theater here has been reopened bv R. L. Uarretson.
Portland. — -Nick I'ierong. former manager of the Strand, has been named manto comMunicipal
of the
ager mence
his duties
May 1.Auditorium,
The Dalles. — Lew Cullins, owner of the
Casino theater, suffered a double grief in
the death of his father and mother.

MORE

SEATTLE

NEWS.

Le Luxe Buys Mack Sennett Comedies.
Mike Rosenberg, manager of the De
Luxe Feature Film Company, has bought
16 Mack Sennett-Triangle comedies feaFatty Arbuckle, Mabel Normand
Chaplin.
and Sid turing
Notes
of General
Interest.
Hiram Abrams, one of the officials of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., made
Seattle Tuesday, April 9, on his tour of
the country.
The boys in the Seattle Pathe office subscribed $600 to the Third Liberty Loan on
the first day of the drive.
The Seattle Select office won the second
prize in a booking contest conducted by
the company.
W. H. Sheffield, formerly booker at the
Seattle General, has taken position vaby J. W.
Parry at the booker's desk
in the catedFox
office.
John Danz has bought a new Wurlitzer
organ for his Colonial
theater.
James Q. Clemmer entertained a number of film men
at luncheon
at Puss' Boots
Wednesday
of this
week.
Mrs. W. D. Gross, wife of the owner of
the Coliseum theater, of. Juneau, Alaska,
is in Seattle for several weeks.
Among the exhibitors who visited in
Seattle in a recent week were J. C. Knipe,
Majestic theater, Spokane; Wm. Lampman, Liberty, Orting; I. L. Williams, Orpheum, Snohomish; C. E. MacKee, Orpheum, Everett; H. T. Moore, Colonial,
Tacoma.

It isn't what the Government
wants — it's what you want,
what you expect.
Buy bonds.
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions

"WESTERN
BLOOD."
Border
Melodrama,
with Tom
Mix
as
Hero, Plays Up Humorous Situations.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THERE will be a large clientele that
will like the new Fox five-reel melodrama, "Western Blood." Tom Mix
is the hero of it and Victoria Ford gracefully fills the second part in the love
story. Besides this, it plays up humorous
situations in a way that will be liked by
many. It is undoubtedly a little too
long, though it works steadily toward an
exciting and interesting wild west climax
with dashing horses and smoky shooting.
One unusual situation is that of the cowboys all in fifteen-dollar evening suits at
a party just before the ranch is raided
by Mexican bandits at the instigation of
Phul, the German agent.
The direction by Lynn Reynolds of these
out-of-door scenes is much abler than his
work in the society scenes in the early
part of the picture, when Mix, as Tex
Taylor, has. met the heroine on one of
his visits to Los Angeles. He is owner
of one of the biggest ranches in Texas
and she is a daughter of a Colonel buying
horses for the Government. He is invited
to a dance by the Colonel and comes in
his old clothes, as he is traveling light,
yet has given his promise to appear.
The foil to the hero is another horse
buyer, agent for the Allies, who loves the
girl. The bandit messenger mistakes him
for Tex and entices him out of the ranch
while the punchers are doing the honors
to the Colonel and his daughter. The
girl follows this man out and is captured
by the Mexicans, for Phul. This gives Tex
a chance to ride over the Rio Grande to
rescue her by his own right arm and
skill. The cowboys, after being fooled
for a minute, beat off the raiders and then
the girl and the hero come riding back
on the same noble steed.
It is not an absolutely sure picture for
the highbrows or particular audiences, as
it is not critic proof. The players "play
up to their parts" in the accepted way
in many places and the scenes with running horses are really fine. The lesser
characters are likable. The photography
is good.
"A BACHELOR'S
CHILDREN."
Vitagraph
Blue
Ribbon
Feature
with
Harry
Morey
Simple, but Pleasing.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
THERE isn't the slightest trace of suspense in "A Bachelor's Children," a
live-part Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature written by William Addison Lathrop
and directed by Paul Scardon. The story
unfolds Itself after the manner of a simple but pleasing little novel and, save for
a brief moment at the end when the hero
takes the villain by the throat and gives
him the good shaking you know all the
time is coming to him, the action wanders
along without any attempt to stir the
blood. The touch of drama is forced into
the plot and strikes a jarring note, but
the main motive appeals to the better side
of human nature. An orphan girl with
two small sisters and an empty purse win
the sympathy when they are first introduced, and to see them transferred from
their one bare room to the fine country
home of the man who had robbed them
of the fortune left by their father is an
agreeable sight.
"
Young Hugh Jordan, the nephew of the
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Western

Blood

(Fox).

A Bachelor's Children (Vitagraph).
Tyrant Fear (Paramount).
Blue Blood (Goldwyn).
Dolly Does Her Bit (Pathe).
The Primitive Woman
(American).
Danger Within (Bluebird).
Four Christies — By Orange Aid, Red
Crossed,
All Dressed
Up, Betty's
Adventure.
Society for Sale (Triangle).
At the Mercy of Men (Select).
Leap to Fame ("World).
Nine-Tenths of the Law
(Atlantic).
A Mother's Secret (Bluebird).
Let's Get a Divorce (Paramount).
Her Mistake
(Julius Steger).
The White Man's Law (Paramount).
Lost on Dress
Parade
(Broadway
Star).
The Wooing
of Coffee Cake
Kate
(Clover).
Rip Roaring Rivals (Clover).
Black Sherlock Holmes
(Ebony).
The Doctor and the Woman (Jewel).
With Neatness and Dispatch (Metro).
The Hand at the Window (Triangle).
man who robbed the Winthrop children, is
earning his living out West when he comes
into the millions of his thieving old uncle.
Hugh goes East and settles down to a life
of ease and enjoyment. He is entertaining
a stag party at his home when the butler
announces the arrival of the Misses Winthrop. A letter left by their father told
them to go to Hugh Jordon, as he held a
mining claim in trust for them. Penelope,
the oldest girl, shows the letter to Hugh
and he invites the orphans to remain until
he has investigated the matter. It is all
plain sailing after that, and Hugh marries
Penelope and the fortune is kept in the
family. There is a slight underplot involving a handsome widow, who tries to
capture Hugh, and a most despicable specimen of the wealthy class who tries to ruin
Penelope.
Some of the scenes with Hugh and the
two small girls are charming, and he
doesn't forget to send Penelope a set of
his pajamas to wear the first night she
stops at the Jordon home. This has now
become a convention among screen dramatists. Paul Scardon has directed the
picture cleverly.
Harry Morey is a most satisfying Hugh
Jordon, and, after Penelope's battle with
the world, no one will blame her for wanting such a well built, kindly and capable
looking husband to do the fighting for
her. Alice Terry plays Penelope naturally
and appealingly, and the smallest sister is
a real little artist. Good work is done by
Florence Deshon, Denton Vane, William
Shea and Jessie Stevens.
Released April

"TYRANT FEAR."
Dorothy Dalton in Paramount Picture of
Uneven
Merit,
Scenes
in Canadian
Wilds.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
LIFE
in the
raw is shown
in "Tyrant
Fear,"
a five-part
Paramount
picture written by R. Cecil Smith and
directed by R. William Neill under the
supervision of Thomas H. Ince. Dorothy
Dalton is the star. Much of the action
takes place in a Northwest gambling hell
and dance hall, and the unlovely side of
humanity is shown with stark realism.
Primitive passions that are supposed to
belong only to the caveman are the
foundation of most of the scenes, arid
there is the usual rough-and-tumble fight.
Men bargain for a woman as if she were
a beast of burden, and the 'woman fights
her way out of the mire fate has thrown
her into, and drags the man she loves
with her. Cowed by the matter-of-fact
way in which her father forces her to
marry a brute of a trapper and her husband turns her over to the keeper of the
dance hall, the woman drifts with the tide
until she meets the man who awakens her
real nature.
The story is sordid, but has possibilities
of strong drama. In its present form it
does not convince, and its direction is not
clean-cut. There is no lack of movement, but the situations are often merely
theatric. The Nativity scenes are entirely
out of place; the atmosphere of lust that
prevades the story is not refined by the
introduction of this sacred subject.
Dorothy Dalton defines the two phases
of Allaine Grandet's character distinctly,
and puts real power into her big situations. Thurston Hall as Harley Dane,
Melbourne MacDowell as James Dermot,
William Conklin as Jules Latour, Lou
Salter as Theodore De Coppee, and Carmen Phillips as Marie Courtot make the
most of their opportunities.
John Stumar. the photographer, has
taken a number of striking long shots of
winter exteriors.
"BLUE BLOOD."
Selexart
Photoplay
Featuring
Howard
Hickman Has Powerful but Unpleasant
Theme.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

in
is contained
STRONG
Selexart
a five-part
Blood," food
"Blue mental
J. Grubb Alexby
written
picture
ander and Fred Myton, and featuring
Howard Hickman. The theme is decidedly
unpleasant, and shows the effect of vicious living upon the descendants of the
original transgressor. Nothing is glossed
over. Spencer Wellington, a wealthy young
man, who is threatened with paresis, will
not take his physician's warning, and
marries Grace Valient. Dr. Rand loves
the same woman, but his professional
honor will not permit him to tell her the
secret about her husband.
A child is born, a hopeless defective
that dies almost immediately. The mother
loses her mind for a time, and another
child is substituted for the dead baby.
In the meantime the husband keeps getting 'worse. Realizing that he cannot hold
off the moment of his mental breakdown
much longer, Wellington starts in on a
fast round of debauchery. He keeps a
number of dancing girls in a secret retreat on his estate, and one night falls
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dc.nl in tin- middle of a wild carouse. Indications point to the union of Doctor
Rand and t he wuh'U .
Little is left to the Imagination.
\
pictorial history Is shown of the afflicted
mans ancestry. The line came down from
a London thief who was sent to Virginia on a convict
ship
from
which
he
. d and turned pirate. The , p
Indicating how lie contracted disease
shows a drunken revel with a number of
lewd women. Briefly, "Blue Blood" is
the same lines as "Damaged Goods,"
with a number of added spectacular features.
The picture is very well produced under
the direction of Eliot Howe ami was
photographed by Carl Widen. Howard
Hickman gives a forceful impersonation
of Wellington, and is capably supported
by George Fisher as Dr. Rand, Mary
ii as Grace Valient, Nona Thomas as
Helen Blakeley, and Ida Lewis as Mrs.
Valient.
"DOLLY
DOES
HER
BIT."
Features Baby Marie Osborne in
Delightful Child Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS is one of the best juvenile subjects shown In a long while. It tells
a story that every child will comprehend and at the same time one that will
amuse older people as well. Baby Marie
Osborne has the leading- role, exchanging
places during the tale with a mechanical
doll, a part which she handles very effectively.
The story, which is in five reels, was
written by Lucy Sarver and directed by
William Bertram. It reveals a close sympathy with the lives of children and the
errors into which a mischievous little girl
like Dolly sometimes
falls.
Dolly lives with her aunt, who is a
seamstress. The child is sent home from
school because she has been naughty, and
finds her aunt in the act of making a
Red Cross costume for a huge mechanical
doll. The doll can walk and talk and excites Dolly's interest intensely. Some of
her playmates come and run away with
the doll, which is later smashed by a runaway horse. Dolly then dresses in the
Red Cross costume, hides in the big box,
and is taken to the rich woman's home.
She reveals her secret to the daughter, a
little girl who is sick. The fairy story
touches thrown in here are very fine and
will appeal to the imagination of small
observers.
Dolly carries out her deception successfully at the Red Cross bazaar, but later
Is kidnapped by a gang who have been
raiding the house of the wealthy woman.
Dolly assists in rounding up the gang.
The story is one that will meet with
wide appreciation.
Pathe

"THE
Margarita

PRIMITIVE
WOMAN."
Fisher
in American
Production Gives Pleasing
Performance.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
IN criticising the five-part American production "The Primitive Woman" it is
difficult to treat it from the standpoint
Of the drama. It would be classified as a
comedy, and while it might be considered
entertaining it has not that irresistible
quality characteristic of many of the
screen comedies of the present day. Margarita Fisher plays in a pleasing manner
the role of a young woman of wealth,
who revenges herself on a young author
whose peculiar ideas about women have
led him to act and speak in an insulting
manner. This young- man isolates himself
in the mountains for the purpose of writing a story on the primitive woman, where
he is discovered by his friends, to whom
he vows that no woman shall cross his
threshold.
The mischievous young woman of the
8tory, determined to place him at her feet,
goes secretly to the home of a mountain
woman with whom she lives in the guise
of a wild girl of the hills. Purposely
sliding over an embankment
where
she
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knows
she will fall in hi
ha la
rewarded bj having i
pick her up ami
carry her to ins oa hi a, w h. i e the pretends I" he loo much injured to
that day,
The
mountain
woman
is sent
tor ami the t wo remain
In thi
the author
lor several da\s
Finally she
is diacovared by her people, when M also
conies lo tight that the \si.in.ui-li.ilin
thor
has
fallen
to t In- oh
Ins
pretty visitor.
"DANGER WITHIN."
Five-Reel
Bluebird
Features
Little Zoe
Rae in Story of Heart Appeal.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
Till-: softening influence of a child upon
the heart of a hardened old masculine being has often been used effectively in pictures and fiction. This story,
which was written by Charles T. and
Frank Dazey, and produced by Rea Berger,
introduces the theme in a way that will
reach many hearts. The story is, in fact,
one that will charm and satisfy the average audience immensely, in spite of its
rather quiet development. The full reel
of suspense at the close atones for a certain slowness of action In the opening
reels, though in spite of this the story is
at all times interesting.
Zoe Rae has perhaps never had a story
better suited to her childish capabilities
than this. She appears first as a helpful
little soul in her own family, who practically keeps house owing to her mother's
illness and her father's inability to employ help. Later she drops into the home
of her father's employer. Matthew Wadgestone, a crusty old bachelor millionaire.
While paying Wedgestone a visit the child
is caught in a fake smallpox scare, and
quarantined with old Wedgestone. She
cooks for him and he learns to love her.
Later it develops that there is really no
smallpox on the premises, but that the
enemies of Wedgestone are trying to keep
him home while they raid his stocks on
the street. The exciting moments of the
story concern the child's successful efforts
at saving the situation for Mr. Wedgestone and her father.
This number has far too many close-ups,
particularly of unimportant characters. It
should be noted that Charles H. Mailes
does an excellent character bit as Wedgestone.
A GROUP OF CHRISTIES.
Future Releases Which Will Appear on
the Program of the First National.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
group of Christie comedies
THEare latest
not by any means the best that
have appeared under this brand', and
in spite of the fact that the First National
Exhibitors' Exchanges have taken over
their distribution in Greater New York,
New York State and New Jersey we have
little to say for them in a laudatory way.
These comedies are clean and contain
nothing more offensive than a lack of
comedy fitness. The situations presented
in them are not sufficiently funny, and
we fear that they will prove disappointing
to the general audience. The following is
a brief sketch of the plot of each:
Orange
The story "By
of this
numberAid."
deals with the
attempt of a father and mother to interest their son in a girl who is to him uninteresting. The result is that when he
sees a pretty girl in a booth at the San
Bernardino fair he falls madly in love
with her, and finally when by accident she
gets work in his father's packing establishment he braves his parents' objections
and becomes engaged to her. What comedy there is in the picture is extracted
from the young man's attempts to escape
the yoke which his parents would place
upon him.
"Red Crossed."
This is the story of a competition between a man and his wife on the gathering of funds for patriotic purposes.
A

74.?
on a poker
game
which
la being
-i by the husband and Crlends, i<y hia
u 1 1 e ami her oomradei
dlagulaed
as policemen provides an unconvincing
bit Of
iv in spite of the fact thai the wife
:-at hen enough monej to covet ' he ■■
in payment for a promise of alienee,
"All Dressed
Up."
A request from i woman
i
hall
nan in I he 0PP0 11 • i pa it iim-iiI to carry her new dress t,i the ,li. maker's for
alteration! opens a more amusing situaln.ii than Is mot with in the other numbers. This for the reason that his
appea
the scene at the moment
causes him to make her a present of the
dress to avoid arousing her suspicions.
This opens the way for some amusing but
still unconvincing moments.
i mi

"Betty's Adventure."
young ofgirl's
adventure
theA basis
the craving
comedy for
In this
number.Is
An opportunity which suggests itself to
her upon reading of the mysterious disappearance of a certain countess whom
she resembles causes her to impersonate
her at a cabaret. Here she Is accosted and
seized by the husband of the countess,
and is rescued by a young man who falls
in love with her, thus creating a bit of
romance for which she has longed.
Betty Compson, "Smiling Billy" Mason,
Ethel Lynne, Bobby Vernon, Harry Edwards and Eleanor Field play the principal roles.
"SOCIETY FOR SALE."
William Desmond and Gloria Swanson
Light But Entertaining
Triangle.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

in

the brand reclass is
ENGLISH ferredupper
to in "Society
for Sale," a fivepart Triangle picture taken from the
story by Ruby M. Ayers, scenario by
Charles J. Wilson. The plot Is not at all
complicated and merely skims the surface of things. It is entertaining, however, even if it does show a number of
superior social beings in anything but an
enviable light. There are too many subtitles used. At times the impression is
given that the pictures are only put in as
illustrations to a printed story. Careful
direction and a generally capable cast
presided over by Frank Borzaga have acfavor.
complished a great deal in the picture's
Phyllis
Clyne, alearns
manikin
modiste's
shop
in London,
that ina a gentleman
known as the Honorable Billy has gone
broke. Having saved up some money and
being anxious to get into society, Phyllis
goes to the Hon. William and offers him
quite a neat sum if he will pretend that
she is engaged to him. Billy consents,
with the result that he falls in love with
her. Phyllis, in spite of Billy's warning,
persists in running about with Lord Sheldon, an elderly nobleman with a spicy
reputation.
Just as Billy has made up his mind
that he cannot live without Phyllis, he is
led to suppose that she has eloped with
Sheldon. The nobleman is killed in an
auto accident, and Billy then learns the
real reason for the girl's buying her way.
into society. Lord Sheldon was her father.
Circumstances
with and
her daughter
mother's
lowly birth hadconnected
kept father
apart. A desire to know the truth about
her father's reputation prompted Phyllis
to act as she did. Satisfied that papa had
acquired the name without the game,
Phyllis Is glad to admit to Billy that his
love is returned with any amount of
fervor.
Gloria Swanson, who used to be a Keystone comedy queen, plays Phyllis surprisingly well. She is comely to look at,
knows how to act, and indicates an unexpected depth of real feeling. William
Desmond is not at all suited to the
part of the Hon. Billy, but goes about his
work intelligently. Herbert Prior as Lord
Sheldon, Charles Dorian as Furnival, Lillian West as Vi Challoner and Lillian
Langdon as Lady Mary complete the cast.
Pliny Home was the photographer.
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"AT THE MERCY OF MEN."
Alice Brady in Select Picture That Will
Offend
the Clean-Minded.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
TIIK only explanation for producing "At
the Mercy of Men," a five-part Select Picture written by Paul West,
was to give Alice Brady an opportunity to
repeat the artistic success she made in
"The Knife." The photoplay fails of its
purpose. It is crudely put together, and
its subject matter is of such a nature that
it will offend every clean minded person.
A brief synopsis of the story will make
it an easy task for an exhibitor to decide
if "At the Mercy of Men" is the sort of
picture that will appeal to his patrons:
Vera Souroff, a young Russian girl, is
seized on the street and dragged into a
room where three officers of the Czar's
guard have been dining. The lights are
turned out and the girl is outraged. The
crime is broug'ht to the attention of the
Czar. Vera cannot tell which of the three
officers is the guilty man. The Czar orders Count Nicho, the eldest of the three
officers, to marry the girl, and makes them
all turn over their fortunes to her. They
are then sent to prison. The revolution
breaks out. Vera saves her husband at
the risk of her own life, as she wishes to
wring from him the name of the man
that violated her. Nicho, now honestly in
love with his wife, admits that he was
her assaulter, and the couple clasp each
other in a fervent embrace.
There are a number of elaborate mob
scenes and the atmosphere of the different grades of Russian society is effectively reproduced. Alice Brady works
conscientiously and puts real feeling into
the part of Vera, but the inartistic manner in which the disagreeable situations
are emphasized defeats her efforts. The
quiet intensity of the "Walter play was
created by a master playwright. The onlypossible excuse for such a play is the skill
shown in its making. Art ceases to be
art when it strikes below the belt.
The picture was directed by Charles
Miller and photographed by Hal Toung.
"LEAP
TO FAME."
Blackwell
and Evelyn
Greeley
in Lively World Melodrama.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
KEEP things moving is the watchword
in "Leap to Fame," a five-part World
picture written by Raymond Schreck
and directed by Carlyle Blackwell. The
story is rather indefinite, but Carlyle
Blackwell, who plays the leading part,
keeps all the characters on the jump,
includin™ himself, and persons who have
neither .jie time nor the inclination to
analyze plots and motives will find entertainment in the photoplay. The experiment of permitting the principal actor in
a picture to direct the production is a
doubtful one, however. Certain points are
bound to be overlooked when the director
is not where he belongs — in a position to
see just what is being done in every
scene.
Charles Trevor, the leading male role,
is a young chap just out of college, v> ho
is put to work on a daily newspaper and
at once starts to lead a life of adventure
and romance. A German spy and a maiden
in distress cross his path the first day
and, before the end of the story, he has
landed a big scoop for his paper, put
the German in jail and married the girl.
There are chases in automobiles, on motorcycles, on horseback and in motorboats,
and the entire picture has the bustle and
the atmosphere of a melodramatic serial.
As the hero, Carlyle Blackwell is always
consistent to the type of all-conquering
young gentlemen drawn by the author,
lie plays l ho part as if he enjoys doing
so and gives an unaccustomed glow of
romance t<> the otherwise humdrum newspaper office, where he is employed, Evelyn
Greely as Dorothy offers sufficient excuse
Carlyle
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for the hero's devotion. Muriel Ostriche as
Tootsie Brown, Alec B. Francis, Frank
Reamish as a city editor, Philip Van Loan
as Tony Figlio, Lionel Belmore as Carl
Hoffman, William Bailey as Hoffman's servant, and Benny Nedell as Oscar do their
share of the work with credit. The photographer was Lucien
Tainguy.
"NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW."
Atlantic Releases Six-Reel Subject Telling Strong Northwoods
Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS six-reel number presents one of
the most human and altogether touching stories that have come out of that
paradise of the story teller — the Northwoods. It is so big and simple in its conception and so direct in its development
that it will have almost universal appeal.
Child interest, intense mother love, and
stirring personal encounters between
rugged men of the woods are features of
the tale, which is pictured in a wild region in perfect keeping with the story.
Reaves Eason wrote and produced this
remarkably entertaining subject, and also
plays the part of "Red" Adair, the villain
of the piece. Mitchell Lewis plays the
honest-hearted trapper, Leneau. with
Jimsey Maye appearing as the wife. But
good as the work of the adult actors of
the cast is, the honors of the production
go to Little Roughneck, played by a
child called "Breezy" Reeves. This little
fellow is scarcely more than a baby, but
he rises to the occasion in every scene,
and this is a story which centers largely
about him.
The plot, as was said, is simple, but effective. Leneau and his wife, who live in
a cabin, lose their own baby earlv in the
story. Red Adair and his partner have
kidnapped Little Roughneck, who starts
out alone while they are in a drunken
orgy. The child wanders over to Leneau's
place and falls into a bear trap, where he
is found next morning. Leneau and his
wife, still mourning for their own child,
at' first refuse to give him up or look for
his family. Later, after Leneau has had
mortal combat with the kidnappers, he
learns that the Little Roughneck belongs
to a judge living at Vancouver. He leaves
his despondent wife to take the child back
to the city. Then comes a surprise finish,
which is too good to spoil by simply relating it. This is a feature that will make
its way wherever shown.
"A MOTHER'S
SECRET."
Bluebird
Features
Ella Hall and Mary
Hirsch
in Unusual
Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
PERHAPS in her entire career as a
screen actress Ella Hall has never had
quite so good an opportunity to bring
out her special characteristics as in this
entertaining subject. It gives her the
opportunity she has always wanted, that
of playing both a little girl and a grown
woman in the same photoplay. There
is probably no one in the moving picture
field who combines the two ages in one
personality so strikingly. Ella Hall looks
like a grown woman at times, but she
has never left off being a little girl, a
fact she abundantly proves in this number.
The story itself is an absorbing one.
It was written by Lois Zellner, adapted
by Doris Schroeder and directed by Douglas Gerard. In the course of the narrative Angela, the eighteen-year-old girl,
appears suddenly before the mother who
has not seen her for years. The mother
at the time is making desperate efforts
to retain her own youth and land her
second husband, a young millionaire. Angela, by the result of an accident, is
dressed as a child of thirteen when her
mother sees her, and the mother makes
her continue to play the role of a child
to suit her own purposes. But in the end
the truth comes out and Angela wins the
young millionaire herself. But by this
time the first husband.
Angela's
father,
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has shown up and her mother is accordingly happy.
This story is so natural and convincing
that it deserves high praise, both for its
very human plot and the manner of its
presentation. Mary Hirsch does admirable
character work in the part of the mother.
Others in the cast are EJjeiory Johnson,
T. C. Crittenden, Mrs. L. C. Harris and
Grace McLean.
The war episodes in France, at the beginning, are exceptionally well staged.
"LET'S GET A DIVORCE."
Paramount
Presents
Billy Burke
in an
Adaptation
fromLouis
Sardou's
Reviewed by
Reeves"Divorcons."
Harrison.

proprofitabl
of Sardou's
ONE
"Divorcons."
ductions, most
affordse just
such comedy opportunity as would be
naturally selected for Miss Burke, and her
characterization is a delightful one, not
at all marred by an injected act of
preparation, depicting the romantic tendency of a young girl brought up in the
restricted environment of a French convent. The Sardou play begins with this
girl's life as the young wife of a man
nearing forty, kind enough to his bride,
but more or less absorbed in his serious
work. She has dreamed of romantic love,
intoxicating adventure, and tumultuous
passions only to find none of these things
in retirement with a good husband. She
decided that her existence has been
wrecked and ruined, and gets it into her
foolish head that the only remedy is a
divorce. There is a lover handy, her husband's cousin Adhemar, French in his
ambition
have anwoman,
"affair"and
withequally
some
charming tomarried
French in his thrift — he is a poor young
man in no situation to marry any such
extravagant young lady.
The clear-headed husband enters into a
little conspiracy with some friends to let
his bored young wife have her own 'way,
ostensibly yielding to her wishes, and he
even makes things as easy and comfortable as possible for the unsuspecting lover,
inviting him to the house, and announcing that he has even provided for his
wife's future by settling a large sum of
money upon her. She sees that this settlement has weight with the lover, and begins to falter, but she goes on determinedly with what gradually loses all the charm
of forbidden fruit. Her relations with
Adhemar become more and more commonplace at a time when she begins to realize
her husband's magnanimity. He has denied her nothing, and he gives Adhemar
full permission to marry her as soon as
the divorce is granted. Meanwhile she
begins to be distressed by the fact that
her husband seems to be enjoying himself, staying out late at night, and susthat heworthy"
has an of"affair"
withrevolts
some
woman pects"not
him. She
when he announces he has a dinner engagement. urges him to break it and have
a little celebration with her and Adhemar. finally deciding to leave Adhemar
out altogether. It would be such a lark
to steal away from him and have dinner
in a private room with her husband, so
compromising.
The humor of the story lies entirely
with Sardou, and the wit as well. Where
his lines are not followed the subtitles
are dreadfully out of the atmosphere of
the product. This atmosphere is. however,
admirably preserved in the last scene.
Adhemar learns of the infidelity of his
wife-to-be. and goes in search of her in
a rainstorm. He is drenched when he
finds the restaurant where she is dining
alone with her husband in a private room
contrary to what he conceives to be the
rights of a husband-to-be, and he is so
indignant that he seeks the protection of
a Commissary of rolice as a safeguard for
bis future marital rights. The situation
now becomes ludicrous in the extreme, and
it ends with restored sanity for the young
wife, and a complete reconciliation with
her husband. Miss Burke is supported by
a fine cast, notably John Miltern, Armand
Kalise, and Pina Nesbit.
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"HER
MISTAKE."
Evelyn
Nesbit, the Star of Simple
Love
Story, Produced by Julius Steger.
i;.\ u u ed by Edward Weltiel.
THESE is very little real drama In
ii,i Mistake," a photonovel produced by Julius Steger, with Evelyn
Nfsi.it and her son, Russell, featured. The
ne is a countrj girl who marries a
eltj .hap ami finds herself neglected after
oveltj .'i' the honeymoon lias worn
off. Ralph Van Court is lost while hunting in the Adlrondacks, ami is found by
Hal.' The young man had been in
love wnii Viola Shepard, but discovered
that she Intended t>> marry his uncle,
Stephen Van Court, for the sake of his
money. After the two marriages, Ralph
- a flirtation with Viola, ami spends
most of ins time away from homo. When
his son is about Ave years of am-. Ralph's
attentions to his uncle's wife become so
narked that every one is talking of the
affair. The big situation comes when
Viola meets Ralph at a road house, after
consenting to run away with him.
Stephen Van Court learns of the affair, ami
so does Rose. She reaches the private
supper room before Stephen, and manages
to make him believe that he has been
y.
misledthisabout
his wife's
duplicit
does
to shield
the father
of her Rose
hoy,
and Ralph is awakened to the true worth
of his wife.
This simple love story is absolutely
without thrills, but the character of Rose
is a sympathetic one, and is admirably
suited to the personality and acting' ability of Evelyn Nesbit. In the earlier scenes
she hardly looks an eighteen-year-old girl,
but in the latter portion of the picture
carries her share of the situations surprisingly well. Her son, Russell, is a real
help to the picture.
Julius Steger has produced "Her Misgood beautiful.
effect, andEugene
the mountain
scenerytake''iswithoften
Strong,
Lois Meredith, and Charles Wellsley are
the prominent members of the support.
"THE WHITE MAN'S
LAW."
Paramount
Presents
Sessue
Hayakawa
in Story
of Unusual
Dramatic
Atmosphere.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
STRANGE selection that of a town and
wild country on the northwest coast
of Africa for the location of a drama,
yet it is far from an uninteresting one
in the capable hands of James Young.
His treatment is so artistic that it gives
the entire piece a combined air of realism
and romance, realism in its convincing
thoroughness of detail, and romantic in
Its impressively picturesque interiors and
bits of scenery both suggestive and inspiring. This treatment stamps all that
is strong in the drama upon memory,
and aids materially in making Mr.
Hayakawa's
fine acting impressive.
There is also a fine cast, the notable
support being that of Florence Vidor,
but the story is simply that of misplaced
confidence, that of deception practiced by
a renegade Englishman of attractive personality and high social training upon
characters more simple and true-hearted.
He has left a wife behind him to retrieve
lost fortunes and social position in the
ivory trade where climatic conditions are
such that the place. Sierra Leone, is known
as "the white man's grave."
This renegade, before starting on an
expedition to the unexplored interior,
trifles with the affections of Maida Verne,
a French Sudanese girl, who has been
educated at the mission, and becomes something of a favorite with the English
colony. She is engaged to the son of a
native king, a young man modernized by
an education at Oxford, but still retaining the best of native ideals. He is almost unnaturally magnanimous in stepping aside when he believes that Maida is
to wed the Englishman, but he discovers that the latter has a wife living
while the two are on the expedition returning from a successful
search
for
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IVOry,
'I'll.- two men m-lit in a C8
, and
the native is apparently
drowned
The
ado escapes, bul the native returns
to their start In 8 point
i n t inn- 1 •■
Maida
ami
execute
terrible
vrengeande
There would be no objection to the dark
moo.i of this story if it hoi dlrecl significance, but that Of its tub' ami of Its
purpose is that good women ,nv r,, i . t r . In SUCh plans that I lie low wh,.
must
protected,
'That Is
motiveIt
in all betimes
ami
places,
and,a good
as such.
deserves commendation, but its remote ap
plication tended.Seriously
the effect[i inAs an olYset lessens
the treatment
nothing
to be desired.
GENERAL SHOWS FOUR SUBJECTS.
One
Ebony
Comedy
with Negro
Cast,
Also an O. Henry and Two Clovers.
i io\ lowed by ( ' S, Sewell,
"Lost on Dress
Parade."
THISby two-part
comedy
directed
Martin Justice is drama
an Interesting
offering. and preserves well the
spirit of the O. Henry story from which
it is adapted. Towers Chandler, emplov ed
in an architect's office, disagrees with his
employer over the plans for a villa. Out
of his small salary he has saved one
dollar a week, and starts out to have one
"gentleman's evening." He rescues a
shop girl who has hurt her ankle, and
takes her to dinner. He cannot resist
the temptation to pose as a wealthy idler,
while she tells him she can only like a
man who has a serious purpose in life.
The girlwhoproves
to be out
a millionaire's
daughter
has started
looking for
adventure. All finally ends happily when
Chandler visits the millionaire's home,
taking- the villa plans along, and finds out
the
while
discovers
that girl's
he is a identity,
worker and
not she
an idler.
Evart Overton gives a good performance of the young architect, while Patsy
Deforest's work as the girl is most convincing.
"The Wooing of Coffee Cake Kate."
This one-reel production is the first
Clover comedy, a new brand on the General Film program, and it also signalizes
the return of Bud Duncan, the comedian
well known as one of the team of "Ham
and Bud." It is a slapstick comedy, and
has some amusing situations, but never
rises above the average of pictures of this
type. Playing opposite Bud is "Kewpie"
Morgan, who is many times Bud's size,
and makes a good foil for him. Dot Farley
appears as Kate.
Kate runs a lunchroom, and has trouble
with her customers. Bud and Kewpie arrive, and as they have no money they
make love to her. She agrees to accept
the first one to bring her a ring. Kewpie
holds up a stage, while Bud finds a nickle,
and wins a large amount in a gambling
place. Bud -wins out and gets Kate, but
Kewpie, in a jealous rage, tells the sheriff
that it was Bud who robbed the stage.
Bud is led away, and is about to be hanged
when the sheriff discovers that the money
is confederate, and all ends satisfactorily.
The scene in which Bud is being hanged,
although treated in a comedy manner, will
be considered unpleasant by many in the
audience.
"Rip Roaring
Rivals."
Of about the same general character
as the preceding comedy is "Rip Roaring
Rivals," enacted by the same cast. There
are some laughs, and a rather good
comedy fight between Bud and Kewpie.
The Lame Cow Saloon is terrorized byBud, who is a three-gun man, and Kewpie,
who is an expert knife thrower. The
proprietor in desperation sends for Nifty
Nell, a vampire (Dot Farley). Both fall
in love with her, and finally fight it out
with their respective weapons at a distance. After all of Bud's cartridges are
used up and Kewpie has thrown his last
knife they continue in hand-to-hand combat, and as both are about ready to quit
from exhaustion a boy appears and tells
Nifty Nell that her eight children
are

hungrj an.i warn h.i to come homo
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I

their
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and

in two oofflni which
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They

take

th'-ir

an snterpris-
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"A

Black
Sherlock
Holmes."
The ma in feat m a of t nil i > .1. t n<
Ebon J . 0111. it
low
In and ..n

t he

,ai Film program, la the faol that
t he ■
"i
1 entirelj ..1 colored
players,
it Is a burlesque on the Sher!,.. k II, .lines stories, ami,
are
i herewhile
Is s lloi.tendency
among . < 1 1 •■! the players to overact, Its
strongest point la the noveltj of th<
"THE DOCTOR AND THE WOMAN."
Lois Weber Production of Mary Roberts
Rinehart's
Story, "K,"
with
Mildred
Harris.
Reviewed

by

Edward

Weltiel

novel,
the it,
ED on
Roberta
Rl neha
"T "K,"D by01 Mary
and
FOUND
the Woman,"
follows
the construction of the original, and moves
ah"
the del Lbera te fashion ol I he usual pi
story.
Produced
under
the direction
of
LolS Weber the picture was bound tO lose
none Of the human qualities of the Kin. hart work, but something more is required if a mix.il body Of spectators is
to have its attention held closely during
the showing of a six-part screen story.
Not
Doctorof Wilson
meets and
"K"thisis
there until
any touch
real drama,
situation is not reached until the picture
is half over. The atmosphere of the operating room will not be pleasing to every
one, and the big situation develops too
slowly. The finish has the same fault.
"The Doctor and the Woman" is another
example of how the vividness of the
screen occasionally proves too searching
and betrays the weakness of a subject
that the printed word has managed to
conceal.
"K" was a success as a novel. It gets
its title from the name adopted by a celebrated surgeon who invents a wonderful
operation and then loses his nerve when
a nurse tricks him into believing that he
has stitched up three of his patients with
bandages inside of them. His love for a
young girl forces him to perform his
famous operation on the man to whom
she is engaged, and so reveal his identity.
The girl discovers that her lover is unworthy, and "K" starts life over again
with a -wife to help him.
Mildred Harris as Sidney Page, the
heroine, makes the character quite as
lovable as the author intended. True
Boardman as "K," Albert Roscoe as Doctor
Wilson, Zella Caull as Carlotta, and Carl
Miller as Joe Drummond are all excellent.
"WITH NEATNESS AND DISPATCH."
Bushman
and Bayne
Presented
in Entertaining Romantic Farce for Metro.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
ENTIRELY different from their recent
offerings and providing Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne with an
excellent vehicle is "With Neatness and
Dispatch," released by Metro on April 15
in five parts. It is an adaptation of a
magazine story by Kenneth D. Roberts,
and is a romantic farce, being almost a
burlesque on modern romantic drama.
There is a lot of clean comedy which gets
laughs,
and role
Bushman's
of
amany
broad
comedy
will be handling
a pleasant
surprise to his admirers. Altogether the
picture provides good entertainment.
Mary Ames is caught while planning to
elope, and locked in a room by Aunt
Letitia. Her sister, Geraldine, plans to
help her, and goes to her friend the police
commissioner to borrow a criminal. Paul,
the commissioner's nephew, sees her, and
loses his heart. He decides to pose as the
criminal to be near her. Everything
works smoothly, Mary is released, and the
elopement takes place; but just at that
moment the chauffeur and ex-gardener,
together with the real criminal whom
Paul is impersonating, arrive, and attempt to rob the house. Of course, Paul
subdues them, and saves the jewels.
The
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commissioner and a number of policemen
arrive on the scene, everything is explained, and ends happily with a second
a short time after.
elopement
Mr. Bushman as Paul and Beverly
Bayne as Geraldine are both well cast, and
together with Ricca Allen as Aunt Letitia
and Adella Barker as the butleress provide most of the entertainment. The remainder of the cast, including Frank
Currier as the commissioner, Hugh Jeffrey
as police inspector, and Sylvia Arnold as
Mary, are entirely satisfactory, and much
credit should go to Will S. Davis for the
admirable manner in which he has directed the production.
"THE HAND AT THE WINDOW."
Absorbing Triangle Detective Story Featuring Margery Wilson and Joe King.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
INTEREST in "The Hand at the Window," a five-part Triangle detective
story written by John A. Morosco, Is
never permitted to slow down. The well
contrived mystery which the author uses
to such good purpose all through the
photoplay will prevent any spectator from
leaving his seat until he finds out who
fired the shot through the window and
why Miss Laura Bowers is able to pick
locks with a hairpin.
The story gets away with a bang, as
the wedding of Tony the Banker is rudely
interrupted by Detective Moran and the
bridegroom is dragged off to the station
house. Tony is tried, convicted of counterfeiting and sent to prison. Moran becomes a police captain and, shortly afterward, runs up against the most baffling
mystery of his career. Laura Bowers, a
new boarder at the house where he lives,
is the person that excites his curiosity.
He sees her open a street door with a
hairpin, but is forced to believe her when
she assures him she is now leading an honest life.
A love affair follows. After the wedding the couple go to their own home
and Moran is shot while seated at a window. Tony threatened to get even when
Moran was married and the news is
brought that the Italian has escaped from
prison. The fact is also established that
he was killed while trying to resist
capture, but finger marks outside the window prove that he is implicated in the
shooting of Moran. The explanations are
cleverly planned.
Raymond Wells has directed the picture
with skill, and Joe King, Margery Wilson, Francis McDonald, Irene Hunt, Aaron
Edwards and Arthur Millett bring out the
best points in their several characters. C.
G. Peterson was the cameraman.

Comments
General Film Company.
THE
ACCUSING TOE.— This two-reel
Judge Brown story Is well told and
has strong situations. Wharton Jones
appears as a hard-hearted miller, who
seeks to take an undue advantage to a
widow's property; how he is thwarted In
his designs as a result of the imprint of
a boy's
footbrought
with the
up,
is
cleverly
out.bigA toe
full wrapped
review was
published in our last issue.
THE REBELLION.— Three boys who are
chafing at parental discipline, run away
finally land in court, and as an experiment
are allowed to run their respective, households for a week, form the basis of this
two-reel Judge Brown story, which lias Interesting scenes, combined with humor and
heart interest. A longer review was published in last week's issue.

Stop! Look!!
Loosen!!!
Buy Liberty Bonds
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Atlantic Distributing Corporation.
NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW (Atlantic
Distributing Corp.). — A remarkably
strong story of the Northwoods, by Reaves
Eason, who also appears in the cast, supported by Mitchell Lewis, Jimsey Mayo and
a clever child named "Breezy" Reeves.
The number contains an abundance of
heart interest and is a good offering. Reviewed at length elsewhere.

Bluebird Photoplays Corporation.
A MOTHER'S SECRET (Bluebird), May
4. — Ella Hall Is featured in this five-reel
subject, playing the role of an eighteenyear-old girl who is forced to appear as
a thirteen-year-old by her mother. The
story is exceptional in its interest, for one
of the quiet, natural type. Reviewed at
length elsewhere.
DANGER WITHIN (Bluebird), May 11. —
A five-reel number, by Chas. T. and Frank
Dazey, which features little Zoe Rae and
C. H. Mailes. The story is simple in development, telling the way in which a
child melts the heart of a crusty old millionaire. It is effectively handled and will
please the average audience. Reviewed at
length elsewhere.

Christie Film Corporation.
ALL DRESSED UP (Christie).— This
comedy, which will be found very amusing
to some audiences, presents a situation
created by a misappropriation of a dress
which a young husband is requested by a
woman across the hall to carry down town
to her dressmaker's. At the moment when
he is bidding her an over polite good
morning his wife, who has been out of
town, unexpectedly enters and is presented with the dress by the terrified husband,
who pretends that the other woman is
the dressmaker. Betty Compson and Harry Edwards are the featured members of
the cast.
BETTY'S ADVENTURE (Christie). — Betty Compson and Billy Mason play the leading roles in this comedy, which is moderately entertaining. The story centers
about the plight of a young girl whose
craving for adventure leads her to impersonate a countess who is supposed to be
kidnapped. In the cabaret she is confronted by the count, who tries to detain
her and is rescued by a young man who
falls in love with and marries her.
BY ORANGE AID (Christie). — A pleasing comedy of the lighter sort, some of
the scenes of which have been taken at
San Bernardino, Cal., during an orange exhibit. The picture shows a young man
being persuaded by his parents to think
kindly of a certain young woman against
his will. In one of their outings he meets
a pretty girl who afterward comes to work
in his father's orange packing factory.
Finally his parents are persuaded and he
becomes betrothed to the girl, after many
vicissitudes.
RED CROSSED (Christie), April 15.— A
moderately entertaining comedy in which
a young married couple compete in raising
money for patriotic purposes. The husband, considerably ahead of his wife, is
discovered by her playing poker with a
group of friends. With four or five other
women disguised as policemen she raids
the place and gains money to cover her
wager by compelling the men to pay her
for keeping silent. Billy Mason and Ethel
Lynne are featured in this comedy, which
is not very convincing.

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
SAUOY MADELINE, April 22.— A Sennett two-reel farce presenting new and ingenious business of an amusing kind,
Polly Moran in the title role. A review
was published in last week's issue.
TYRANT FEAR, April 29. — A five-part
melodrama of the Canadian woods, starring Dorothy Dalton, this picture shows
life in the raw. It is reviewed at length
on another-page of this issue.
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Fox Film Corporation.
THE FREIGHT INVESTIGATION (Mutt
and Jeff Comedies, Fox Company), April 7.
— There is no audience outside of a melancholia ward that will not peal with laughter at this cartoon of Mutt and Jeff trying
to score with the Government by investigating the congestion on the docks.
WESTERN BLOOD (Fox), April 14.— A
five-reel melodrama of the Mexican Border
with a raid on a ranch and a rescue of the
pretty heroine, Victoria Forde, by the hero,
Tom Mix. It has much that is humorous
and works up to an exciting climax, but Is
a bit too long. There Is good action In
most of it and it will make an excellent
picture for a not too critical audience.
Others will say that it is over melodramatic and not convincing enough. We
have noticed it at length on another page
of this issue.

Goldwyn

Distributing

Corporation.

BLUE BLOOD (Selexart). — Howard
Hickman and Mary Mersch have the leads
in this five-part photoplay. The subject
is unpleasant. The picture is well produced. A longer review is printed on another page of this issue.

Greater Vitagraph, Inc.
A BACHELOR'S CHILDREN. April 22. —
There is plenty of entertainment in this
five-part Blue Ribbon Feature, written by
William Addison Lathrop and featuring
Harry Morey. A longer review is printed
on another page of this issue.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
SOCIAL HYPOCRITES, April 8.— May
Allison returns to the Metro organization
as a star in this five-reel picture. She
appears in an attractive role, surrounded
by an excellent cast, and Director Capellani has provided elaborate settings and
beautiful exteriors. Reviewed at length
in last issue.

Mutual Film Corporation.

THE PRIMITIVE WOMAN (American),
April 15. — A five-part production featuring Marguerita Fisher. The story treats
of how a young woman in return for three
insults offered her by a young author plays
a trick on him while he is writing a story
on primitive woman, posing as a wild
mountain girl. The picture, which is reviewed in this value.
week's issue, is of ordinary
entertainment
SCREEN TELEGRAM No. 14 (Mutual),
April 17. — A great deal of footage in this
number of Screen Telegram is given over
to the Liberty Loan drive, showing demonstrations in different cities including
Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco, at .
the opening of the drive. Scenes showing the starting of motor trucks for the
front and the N. Y. Varsity rowing crew
opening the season and scenes in France
showing Clemenceau visiting the front.
SCREEN TELEGRAM No. 15 (Mutual),
April 21. — Items contained in this number
which is unusually interesting are: SOth
Brigade ready to fight as demonstrated at
Del Mar, Cal., Vice-President Marshal
planting a tree at the Capitol to add to the
collection started by George Washington,
British Tommies drilling on the roof of a
skyscraper, old furs being converted into
vests for aviators, a review of French
troops with aviators constantly on guard .
overhead, and a visit of the Japanese fleet
to America, photographed at San Francisco.
MARY'S FRAME-UP (Strand), April 23.
— Rather an amusing comedy, featuring
Billie Rhodes. The story centers about a
double love affair, which includes a widow
and widower and a son and daughter of
each. The parents to avoid having the .
young couple discover their flirtation plan
to keep them apart temporarily, but by.
nieans of a frame-up. in which the young
woman pretends to be drowning and the
young man posing as a colored servant,
rescues her, matters are straightened out
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
TRINIDAD
(Pathe), April 21. — A scenic
number of descriptive
Interest, picturing
life on the second
largest Island of tho
Brltilmlies.
The native life is
n In detail and the observer gets a
ible idea of this interesting country.
1,LY DOES HER BIT (Pathe), April
|g. — a five-reel juvenile subject of exceptional merit for a story of the type. Baby
Marie Osborne plays the leading role, and
during the tale substitutes for a mechanical doll at a Red Cross bazaar. She is
kidnapped, but escapes and assists the
police in rounding up the gang. Reviewed
at length elsewhere.
HIS BUSY DAY (Pathe), April 2S.— A
two-reel comic number featuring Toto in
his usual knockabout tricks. He is first
seen flirting In a park, but later appears
at a moving picture studio. He gets in
trouble here and escapes dressed as a
girl. He then invades the grounds of a
quardancing school, and later the winter
ters of a circus. There Is an abundance
of gymnastic actions In this and many of
the situations are quite laughable.
KICKED OUT (Rolin-Pathe), May 6. —
A laughable one-reel subject, featuring
Harold Lloyd. He has trouble with his
father and is ordered out of the house.
He then becomes a waiter and pulls off
some highly amusing stunts at a swell
dinner party. This is a very funny subject.
POISONED DARTS (Pathe), May 5. —
No. 9 of "The House of Hate." —
Episode
This is one of the most exciting episodes
yet shown of this lively serial. Grimlisk,
the shyster lawyer, has no sooner taken
city,
up his quarters In a new part of the
than he is followed by the Hooded Terror.
a poisThe latter kills him by shooting
oned dart through a blow pipe. Pearl
plant
war
the
save
to
hasten
and Gresham
from being blown up and encounter the
Terror on the premises. The number
closes with Pearl suspended over an acid
vat.

Select Pictures Corporation.
AT THE MERCY OF MEN (Select). —
Written by Paul West and starring Alice
Bradv. this five-part picture is full of
coarse realism. It is reviewed at length
on another page of this issue.

Triangle Film Corporation.
SOCIETY FOR SALE, April 4. — Light,
but entertaining, this five-part picture was
directed by Frank Borzage and features
Gloria Swanson and William Desmond. It
is given a longer, review on another page
of this issue.
THE HAND AT THE WINDOW, April 21.
—Rattling good detective story that holds
to the end. Written by John A. Morosco
and featuring Margery Wilson and Joe
King. Reviewed at length on another
page of this issue.

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
CURRENT EVENTS No. 49 (Universal),
April 13. — A large number of subjects are
covered in this number, which includes
American camp scenes, shipbuilding activities, a colored baptism in the Mississippi
river, film flashes from Washngton, Liberty Loan work, and others.
ANIMATED WEEKLY No. 20 (Universal), April 17. — Liberty Loan activities lead
off this diversified number, which also includes speeches by John Purroy Mitchel
and Secretary Daniels, American wartraining scenes and cartoons by Hy Mayer.
IT'S A CRUEL WORLD (Nestor), April
29. — A comedy number of the knockabout,
nonsensical type, by C. B. Hoadley. Wm.
Franey, Gale Henry and others appear.
This pictures the experience of a janitor
who gets his package mixed up with one
containing an infernal machine. The
number is amusing and entertaining,
though slight in plot.
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i HERS' sons
AND ''in »RUS GIRLS
(Lr-KO),
May
l. a t wo ■ eel comic, fea
turlng Dave
Morris.
Rube
Mlllei and a
company of girls.
The latti
moat
of the scenes, olad in p
md bath
Ing suits. There la do offense in the situations, but tho humor is not ai all . I
Tho burlesque on the Kaiser brings one
of the tew laughs,
a fair subject
THE BULL'S BYE (Universal Special),
May 5. — This Instalment, No. 13, continues
the exciting desert experiences of the principals. There Is much lighting between
North and Cody for the possession of Cora.
Cody rescues her finally, but they fall In
with somo Mexican desperadoes, who tako
the girl to Tendez, Mex. The number
closes with Cora In peril as her friends are
still suffering on the desert. There is considerable exaggeration In these latter
scenes, but they are interesting in spite of
this.

World Pictures Corporation.
LEAP TO FAME, April 29. — Carlyle
Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley are featured
in this five-part picture. It tells an amusing story of a wealthy young chap who
makes good as a newspaper reporter. A
longer review is printed on another page
of this issue.

More Detroit Items.
Foursquare Exchange Shares
Profits.
Joseph Horwitz, Detroit manager for
Foursquare, has a new arrangement with
M. H. Hoffman, whereby he is given a
half interest in the exchange, so that
his profits depend entirely on his own
ability to produce results. "It's a good
move," said Mr. Hoffman to the World
correspondent while en route to California,
"because it gives a good man a chance
to make more than he would ordinarily,
and assures us of permanent, capable
representatives in the different branch
offices. A man on a profit-sharing plan
is more apt to stay with a concern than
he is where there is a specified salary."
Mr. Hoffman says the outlook for the
independent distributor is better than
ever.
An

Hour
of Dancing After
the Show.
An innovation has been inaugurated by
J. C. Ritter, Rialto theater, Detroit, by
allowing dancing every Thursday night,
from 11 to 12 P. M. in the foyer of his
beautiful theater to those attending the
last night show. It will be a regular attraction on Thursday nights.
New De Luxe Theater to Open in August
The new DeLuxe theater, Kercheval
and Parkview avenues, Detroit, is slowly
but surely nearing completion, but the
opening will not take place before August 15. It will seat 1,600 and will represent a cash investment of about $230,000,
including the property. F. A. Schneider
is
president and William H. Steffes, secretary.

Buffalo Notes of Interest.
Louis Greene, manager of the George
Kleine System, Buffalo, and J. V. Allan,
assistant manager, witnessed the opening
performance of "The Unbeliever" at the
Auditorium, Chicago, April 20. Mr.
Greene is negotiating with two leading
local houses for a two-weeks' run on
this production. He says Essanay's "Chase
Me, Charlie," with Charlie Chaplin, Is
going over big in the Buffalo territory.
O. A. Siegel, formerly with the Metro, is
now Mr. Greene's road man.
G. H. Christoffers, manager of the
United Film Service, 86 Exchange street,
Buffalo, has booked the feature, "Mother,"
for three days in each of these cities:
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Utica.
"This appeals to me as the best screen
feature
released in five years," commented
Mr.
Christoffers.
The board of health of Dunkirk, N. Y.,
has ordered
the local health officer and
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tour of Inspection
of the moving ploturs theaters then
tlgats the sanlterj • I conditions
now
in'. in
lliat
all
iio- exhibitors of Dunkirk have tailed to
nlc rules in the past,
Ths
health board has declared thai ths i"
win b
tineo months ho
ih.itn. everj one ol them win bo splc and
spa
John i; Olshel, manager or the Teok
theater, Buffalo, is making effective use
of tho Liberty Bond booth in the lobby
of his house. At a recent Teok perform"i iii. war illm, "The Kaiser," Roderick ii Macgresror, an officer of ths
74th Regiment, this city, addressed the
audience
bond issue. Mr. Maci was onIn the
uniform.

Cleveland Items.
"Kaiser"

Hit

in

Ohio.

"The Kaiser" came to Ohio the week of
April 7 and got a royal reception. It was
shown at the Standard theater, Cleveland;
the Bank, the Akron and the Liberty, at
Youngstown. And when he received that
smash on the nose there was another wonderful roar of .approval.
Railroad Builds Free Picture Theater.
Another theater has been built in Ohio
to be operated without profit. This is
the Acmy, at Brewster, Ohio, where are
located the Wheeling and Lake Erie
shops. This house was built by the railroad to provide entertainment for the
folks there, so that they will be more
contented to stay in that town. Mr.
Stankowitz is the manager.
First National Circuit Grows Fast.
After considerable missionary work, the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit proposition is hitting home fast and hard by the
wave of new members which rolled into
the Ohio headquarters at Cleveland during the first two weeks in April.
Loew's Stillman, Knickerbocker and
Metropolitan and Lakewood theaters,
owned by the Atlas Amusement Co.; Dennison Square, owned by Schuman and
Fine; Home, Ike Morris; Marquis, William
Slimm; Mandelbaum's, Doan and Madison;
Earwood's National; Reel, Corona, Alvin,
Liberty and Gordon Square, I. Zoffer;
Baisch's Amphion; the Ezella and Sunbeam, owned by Scoville and Essick; Charley Hutsenpillar's Virginia; Deutsch's
Sun; Frank Nolan's Bijou Dream; Reif's
Ridge; the Cedar, and Sam Barck's Market Square.
One of the features of the selling of
Cleveland franchises is that many of the
sales were made by exhibitor members
themselves who were enthusiastic with
the proposition.
Jacobs Shows Daughter's Film.
Manager George W. Jacobs, of the
Paramount theater, Broad and Hill streets,
Newark, N. J., has booked "With Neatness and Dispatch," a Metro photoplay
in which his daughter. Miss Sylvia Jacobs,
takes an important part, April 22 and 23.
Miss Jacobs is known on the screen as
Sylvia Arnold.

EVERYBODY
IN
THE INDUSTRY!
That Means YOU!
Attend the LIBERTY
LOAN DRIVE
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commissioner and a number of policemen
arrive on the scene, everything is explained, and ends happily with a second
elopement
a short time after.
Mr. Bushman as Paul and Beverly
Bayne as Geraldine are both well cast, and
together with Ricca Allen as Aunt Letitia
and Adella Barker as the butleress provide most of the entertainment. The remainder of the cast, including Frank
Currier as the commissioner, Hugh Jeffrey
as police inspector, and Sylvia Arnold as
Mary, are entirely satisfactory, and much
credit should go to Will S. Davis for the
admirable manner in which he has directed the production.
"THE HAND AT THE WINDOW."
Absorbing Triangle Detective Story Featuring Margery Wilson and Joe King.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
INTEREST in "The Hand at the Win. dow," a five-part Triangle detective
story written by John A. Morosco, Is
never permitted to slow down. The well
contrived mystery which the author uses
to such good purpose all through the
photoplay will prevent any spectator from
leaving his seat until he finds out who
fired the shot through the window and
why Miss Laura Bowers is able to pick
locks with a hairpin.
The story gets away with a bang, as
the wedding of Tony the Banker is rudely
interrupted by Detective Moran and the
bridegroom is dragged off to the station
house. Tony is tried, convicted of counterfeiting and sent to prison. Moran becomes a police captain and, shortly afterward, runs up against the most baffling
mystery of his career. Laura Bowers, a
new boarder at the house where he lives,
is the person that excites his curiosity.
He sees her open a street door with a
hairpin, but is forced to believe her when
she assures him she is now leading an honest life.
A love affair follows. After the wedding the couple go to their own home
and Moran is shot while seated at a window. Tony threatened to get even when
Moran was married and the news is
brought that the Italian has escaped from
prison. The fact is also established that
he was killed while trying to resist
capture, but finger marks outside the window prove that he is implicated in the
shooting of Moran. The explanations are
cleverly planned.
Raymond Wells has directed the picture
with skill, and Joe King, Margery Wilson, Francis McDonald, Irene Hunt, Aaron
Edwards and Arthur Millett bring out the
best points in their several characters. C.
G. Peterson was the cameraman.

Comments
General Film Company.
THE
ACCUSING TOE.— This two-reel
Judge Brown story is well told and
has strong situations. Wharton Jones
appears as a hard-hearted miller, who
seeks to take an undue advantage to a
widow's property; how he is thwarted in
his designs as a result of the imprint of
a boy's
footbrought
with the
up,
is
cleverly
out.bigA toe
full wrapped
review was
published in our last issue.
THE REBELLION. — Three boys who are
chafing at parental discipline, run away
finally land in court, and as an experiment
are allowed to run their respective households for a week, form the basis of this
two-reel Judge Brown story, which has interestlng scenes, combined with humor and
heart interest. A longer review was published in last week's issue.
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Atlantic Distributing Corporation.
NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW (Atlantic
Distributing Corp.). — A remarkably
strong story of the Northwoods, by Reaves
Eason, who also appears in the cast, supported by Mitchell Lewis, Jimsey Mayo and
a clever child named "Breezy" Reeves.
The number contains an abundance of
heart interest and is a good offering. Reviewed at length elsewhere.

Bluebird Photoplays Corporation.
A MOTHER'S SECRET (Bluebird), May
4. — Ella Hall is featured in this five-reel
subject, playing the role of an eighteenyear-old girl who is forced to appear as
a thirteen-year-old by her mother. The
story is exceptional in its interest, for one
of the quiet, natural type. Reviewed at
length elsewhere.
DANGER WITHIN (Bluebird), May 11. —
A five-reel number, by Chas. T. and Frank
Dazey, which features little Zoe Rae and
C. H. Mailes. The story is simple in development, telling the way in which a
child melts the heart of a crusty old millionaire. It is effectively handled and will
please the average audience. Reviewed at
length elsewhere.

Christie

Film Corporation.

ALL DRESSED UP (Christie). — This
comedy, which will be found very amusing
to some audiences, presents a situation
created by a misappropriation of a dress
which a young husband is requested by a
woman across the hall to carry down town
to her dressmaker's. At the moment when
he is bidding her an over polite good
morning his wife, who has been out of
town, unexpectedly enters and is presented with the dress by the terrified husband,
who pretends that the other woman is
the dressmaker. Betty Compson and Harry Edwards are the featured members of
the cast.
BETTY'S ADVENTURE (Christie). — Betty Compson and Billy Mason play the leading roles in this comedy, which is moderately entertaining. The story centers
about the plight of a young girl whose
craving for adventure leads her to impersonate a countess who is supposed to be
kidnapped. In the cabaret she is confronted by the count, who tries to detain
her and is rescued by a young man who
falls in love with and marries her.
BY ORANGE AID (Christie). — A pleasing comedy of the lighter sort, some of
the scenes of which have been taken at
San Bernardino, Cal., during an orange exhibit. The picture shows a young man
being persuaded by his parents to think
kindly of a certain young woman against
his will. In one of their outings he meets
a pretty girl who afterward comes to work
in his father's orange packing factory.
Finally his parents are persuaded and he
becomes betrothed to the girl, after many
vicissitudes.
RED CROSSED (Christie), April 15. — A
moderately entertaining comedy in which
a young married couple compete in raising
money for patriotic purposes. The husband, considerably ahead of his wife, is
discovered by her playing poker with a
group of friends. With four or five other
women disguised as policemen she raids
the place and gains money to cover her
wager by compelling the men to pay her
for keeping silent. Billy Mason and Ethel
Lynne are featured in this comedy, which
is not very convincing.

Famous Players- Lasky Corporation.
SAUCY MADELINE, April 22. — A Sennet t two-reel farce presenting new and ingenious business of an amusing kind,
Polly Moran in the title role. A review
was published in last week's issue.
TYRANT FEAR, April 29. — A five-part
melodrama of the Canadian woods, Starring Dorothy Dalton, this picture shows
life in the raw. It is reviewed at length
on another page of this issue.
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Fox Film Corporation.
THE FREIGHT INVESTIGATION (Mutt
and Jeff Comedies, Fox Company), April 7.
— There is no audience outside of a melancholia ward that will not peal with laughter at this cartoon of Mutt and Jeff trying
to score with the Government by investigating the congestion on the docks.
WESTERN BLOOD (Fox), April 14.— A
five-reel melodrama of the Mexican Border
with a raid on a ranch and a rescue of the
pretty heroine, Victoria Forde, by the hero,
Tom Mix. It has much that is humorous
and works up to an exciting climax, but Is
a bit too long. There Is good action in
most of it and it will make an excellent
picture for a not too critical audience.
Others matic
will
say that
it is ove'r
melodraand not
convincing
enough.
We
have noticed it at length on another page
of this issue.

Goldwyn Distributing

Corporation.

BLUE BLOOD (Selexart). — Howard
Hickman and Mary Mersch have the leads
in this five-part photoplay. The subject
is unpleasant. The picture is well produced. A longer review is printed on another page of this issue.

Greater Vitagraph, Inc.
A BACHELOR'S CHILDREN. April 22. —
There is plenty of entertainment in this
five-part Blue Ribbon Feature, written by
William Addison Lathrop and featuring
Harry Morey. A longer review is printed
on another page of this issue.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
SOCIAL HYPOCRITES, April S.— May
Allison returns to the Metro organization
as a star in this five-reel picture. She
appears in an attractive role, surrounded
by an excellent cast, and Director Capellani has provided elaborate settings and
beautiful exteriors. Reviewed at length
in last issue.

Mutual Film Corporation.
THE PRIMITIVE WOMAN (American),
April 15. — A five-part production featuring Marguerita Fisher. The story treats
of how a young woman in return for three
insults offered her by a young author plays
a trick on him while he is writing a story
on primitive woman, posing as a wild
mountain girl. The picture, which is reviewed in this week's issue, is of ordinary
entertainment value.
SCREEN TELEGRAM No. 14 (Mutual),
April 17. — A great deal of footage in this
number of Screen Telegram is given over
to the Liberty Loan drive, showing demonstrations in different cities including
Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco, at
the opening of the drive. Scenes showing the starting of motor trucks for the
front and the N. Y. Varsity rowing crew
opening the season and scenes in France
showing Clemenceau visiting the front.
SCREEN TELEGRAM No. 15 (Mutual),
April 21. — Items contained in this number
which is unusually interesting are: SOth
Brigade ready to fight as demonstrated at
Del Mar, Cal., Vice-President Marshal
planting a tree at the Capitol to add to the
collection started by George Washington,
British Tommies drilling on the roof of a
skyscraper, old furs being converted into
vests for aviators, a review of French
troops with aviators constantly on guard .
overhead, and a visit of the Japanese fleet
to America, photographed at San Francisco.
MARY'S FRAME-UP (Strand), April 23.
— Rather an amusing comedy, featuring
Billie Rhodes. The story centers about a
double love affair, which includes a widow
and widower and a son and daughter of
each. The parents to avoid having the
young couple discover their flirtation plan
to keep them apart temporarily, but by.
means of a frame-up. in which the young
woman pretends to be drowning and the
young- man posing as a colored servant,
rescues her, matters are straightened out.
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
TRINIDAD (Pathe), April 21. — A scenic
number of descriptive inter. -si, picturing
life on the Becond largest Island of the
British West
ltullos.
The native life is
ul and the observer
|
valuable Idea of this Interesting country.
DOLLY DOES HER BIT (Pathe), April
|g, a five-reel juvenile subject of exceptional merit for a story of the type. Baby
Marie Osborne plays the leading role, and
during the tale substitutes for a mechanical doll at a Red Cross bazaar. She is
kidnapped, but escapes and assists the
police in rounding up the gang. Reviewed
at length elsewhere.
HIS BUSY DAY (Pathe), April 28.— A
two-reel comic number featuring Toto in
his usual knockabout tricks. He is first
seen flirting in a park, but later appears
In
at a moving picture studio. He gets
trouble here and escapes dressed as a
girl He then invades the grounds of a
dancing school, and later the winter quarters of a circus. There Is an abundance
of gymnastic actions in this and. many of
the situations are quite laughable

—
KICKED OUT (Rolin-Pathe), May 5.ng
A laughable one-reel subject, featurihis
with
trouble
Harold Lloyd. He has
father and is ordered out of the house.
He then becomes a waiter and pulls off
some highly amusing stunts at a swell
dinner party. This Is a very funny subject.
POISONED DARTS (Pathe), May 5. —
No. 9 of "The House of Hate."—
Episode
is one of the most exciting episodes
This
of this lively serial. Grimlisk,
shown
yet
the shyster lawyer, has no sooner taken
city,
up his quarters in a new part of the
than he Is followed by the Hooded Terror.
by shooting a poisThe latter kills him
oned dart through a blow pipe. Pearl
and Gresham hasten to save the war plant
from being blown up and encounter the
Terror on the premises. The number
closes with Pearl suspended over an acid
vat.

Select Pictures Corporation.
AT THE MERCY OF MEN (Select).—
Written by Paul West and starring Alice
Brady, this five-part picture is full of
coarse realism. It is reviewed at length
on another page of this issue.

Triangle Film Corporation.
SOCIETY FOR SALE, April 4. — Light,
but entertaining, this five-part picture was
directed by Frank Borzage and features
Gloria Swanson and William Desmond. It
Is given a longer, review on another page
of this issue.
THE HAND AT THE WINDOW, April 21.
— Rattling good detective story that holds
to the end. Written by John A. Morosco
and featuring Margery Wilson and Joe
King. Reviewed at length on another
page of this issue.

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
CURRENT EVENTS No. 49 (Universal),
April 13. — A large number of subjects are
covered in this number, which includes
American camp scenes, shipbuilding activities, a colored baptism in the Mississippi
river, film flashes from Washngton, Liberty Loan work, and others.
ANIMATED WEEKLY No. 20 (Universal), April 17. — Liberty Loan activities lead
off this diversified number, which also includes speeches by John Purroy Mitchel
and Secretary Daniels, American wartraining scenes and cartoons by Hy Mayer.
ITS A CRUEL WORLD (Nestor), April
29. — A comedy number of the knockabout,
nonsensical type, by C. B. Hoadley. Wm.
Franey, Gale Henry and others appear.
This pictures the experience of a janitor
who gets his package mixed up with one
containing an infernal machine. The
number is amusing and entertaining,
though slight in plot.
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n IK BULL'S KYK (Universal Special),
May ... This instalment, No. 13, continues
the exciting desert experiences of the principals. There Is much fighting between
North and Cody for the possession of Cora.
Cody rescues her finally, but they fall in
with some Mexican desperadoes, who take
the girl to Tendez, Mex. The number
closes with Cora in peril as her friends are
still suffering on the desert. There is considerable exaggeration in these latter
scenes, but they are interesting in spite of
this.

John R. Olshel, manager of the Teck
span,
theater, Buffalo, is making effective use
of the Liberty Bond booth in the lobby
of his house. At a recent Teck pen
ance of the war film, "The Kaiser," Roderick H. Mae^regor, an officer of the new
74th Regiment, this city, addressed the
audience on the bond issue. Mr. Macgregor was in uniform.

World Pictures Corporation.
LEAP TO FAME, April 29. — Carlyle
Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley are featured
in this five-part picture. It tells an amusing story of a wealthy young chap who
makes good as a newspaper reporter. A
longer review is printed on another page
of this issue.

More Detroit Items.
Foursquare
Exchange
Shares
Profits.
Joseph Horwitz, Detroit manager for
Foursquare, has a new arrangement with
M. H. Hoffman, whereby he is given a
half interest in the exchange, so that
his profits depend entirely on his own
ability to produce results. "It's a good
move," said Mr. Hoffman to the World
correspondent while en route to California,
"because it gives a good man a chance
to rnake more than he would ordinarily,
and assures us of permanent, capable
representatives in the different branch
offices. A man on a profit-sharing plan
is more apt to stay with a concern than
he is where there is a specified salary."
Mr. Hoffman says the outlook for the
Independent distributor is better than
ever.
An

Hour of Dancing After the Show.
An innovation has been inaugurated by
J. C. Ritter, Rialto theater, Detroit, by
allowing dancing every Thursday night,
from 11 to 12 P. M. in the foyer of his
beautiful theater to those attending the
last night show. It will be a regular attraction on Thursday nights.

New De Luxe Theater to Open in August
The new DeLuxe theater, Kercheval
and Parkview avenues, Detroit, Is slowly
but surely nearing completion, but the
opening will not take place before August 15. It will seat 1,600 and will represent a cash investment of about $230,000,
including the property. F. A. Schneider
is
president and William H. Steffes, secretary.

Buffalo Notes of Interest.
Louis Greene, manager of the George
Kleine System, Buffalo, and J. V. Allan,
assistant manager, witnessed the opening
performance of "The Unbeliever" at the
Auditorium, Chicago, April 20. Mr.
Greene is negotiating with two leading
local houses for a two-weeks' run on
this production. He says Essanay's "Chase
Me, Charlie," with Charlie Chaplin, is
going over big in the Buffalo territory.
O. A. Siegel, formerly with the Metro, is
now Mr. Greene's road man.
G. H. Christoffers, manager of the
United Film Service, 86 Exchange street,
Buffalo, has booked the feature, "Mother,"
for three days in each of these cities:
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Utica.
"This appeals to me as the best screen
feature
released in five years," commented
Mr.
Christoffers.
The board of health of Dunkirk, N. Y.,
has ordered
the local health officer and

Cleveland Items.
"Kaiser"
Hit in Ohio.
"The Kaiser" oame to Ohio the week of
April 7 and got a royal reception. It was
shown at the Standard theater, Cleveland;
the Bank, the Akron and the Liberty, at
Youngstown. And when he received that
smash on the nose there was another wonderful roar of approval.
Railroad Builds Free Picture Theater.
Another theater has been built in Ohio
to be operated without profit. This is
the Acmy, at Brewster, Ohio, where are
located the Wheeling and Lake Erie
shops. This house was built by the railroad to provide entertainment for the
folks there, so that they will be more
contented to stay in that town. Mr.
Stankowitz is the manager.
First National Circuit Grows Fast.
After considerable missionary work, the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit proposition is hitting home fast and hard by the
wave of new members which rolled into
the Ohio headquarters at Cleveland during the first two weeks in April.
Loew's Stillman, Knickerbocker and
Metropolitan and Lakewood theaters,
owned by the Atlas Amusement Co.; Dennison Square, owned by Schuman and
Fine; Home, Ike Morris; Marquis, William
Slimm; Mandelbaum's, Doan and Madison;
Earwood's National; Reel, Corona, Alvin,
Liberty and Gordon Square, I. Zoffer;
Baisch's Amphion; the Ezella and Sunbeam, owned by Scoville and Essick; Charley Hutsenpillar's Virginia; Deutsch's
Sun; Frank Nolan's Bijou Dream; Reif's
Ridge;
the Cedar, and Sam Barck's Market Square.
One of the features of the selling of
Cleveland franchises is that many of the
sales were made by exhibitor members
themselves who were enthusiastic with
the proposition.
Jacobs Shows Daughter's Film.
Manager George W. Jacobs, of the
Paramount theater, Broad and Hill streets,
Newark, N. J., has booked "With Neatness and Dispatch," a Metro photoplay
in which his daughter, Miss Sylvia Jacobs,
takes an important part, April 22 and 23.
Miss Jacobs is known on the screen as
Sylvia Arnold.

EVERYBODY
IN
THE INDUSTRY!
That Means YOU!
Attend the LIBERTY
LOAN DRIVE
W. A. Brady's Playhouse
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An Allen Enemy (Paralta Plays).
At the Mercy of Men (Select).
Conquered Hearts (Ivan).
Dolly Does Her Bit (Pathe).
A Dog's Life (First National).
The Frozen Warning (Commonwealth).
The Hell Hound of Alaska (W. H.
Productions).
Her One Mistake (Fox).
Leap to Fame
(World).
Let's Get a Divorce (Paramount).
The Lonely Woman (Triangle).
The Marriage Lie (Bluebird).
My Own United States (Metro).
Paying His Debt (Triangle).
The Benson Why (Select).
Biders of the Night (Metro).
Buler of the Boad (Pathe).
The Seal of Silence (Vitagraph).
Tyrant
Fear
(Paramount).
Up the Boad with Sallie (Select).

"LEAP TO FAME."
World Pictures Present Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley in Raymond
Schreck's Story. Photographed by
Lucien Tainguy. Directed by Carlyle
Blackwell. Released April 29.
Cast.
Carlyle Blackwell
Charles Trevor
Greeley
Evelyn
Dorothy
Ostriche
Muriel
Brown
Tootsie
Trevor,
Hon. Judge Hendricks
Alec B. Francis
Frank Beamish
City Editor
Philip Van Loan
Tony Figlio
Lionel Bellmore
Carl Hoffman
William Bailey
Hoffman's servant
Benny Nedell
Oscar
with presentdeals
picture
The
Story:
The
the
day matters. There is an incident of does
but it
on,
attracti
world war in the
the main motive of the -plot.
not form
is also a most fascinating mystery,
There
and its solution will give every spectator
a decided jolt of surprise.
Feature Carlyle Blackwell as Charles
Trevor and Muriel Ostriche as Tootsie
Brown.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Favorite Screen Pair in Fast-Moving ComedyDrama.
to the Limit with Thrills.
Jammed
Cliand Thrilling
Episodes
Exciting
maxes.
Corking Good Film Entertainment.
Thrilling Story with Smashing Climax.
PresenThrilling
Interesting,
Snappy,
tation.
Attenthe
Grips
Mystery
Fascinating
tion. „
of
Foot
in Every
Thrill and Mystery
Film.
Screen Entertainment AvailNo
able. Better
How Impetuous Youth Leaped to Fame.
Showing His Kich Father How to Do It.
Strange Mystery Cleverly Revealed.
Heart Thrills and Spine Chills.
be
must
Dependence
Stunt Suggestions:
,,!;,,. ,.,1 upon the press sheet, lithographs
the exand advertising aids supplied by
change, as the story does not lend itself
readily to "stunts."
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
advance
Free
six-sheets.
and
three

poster. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and
22x28. Two-color heralds. One and twocolumn cuts.
Slides.
Press sheet.
"MY OWN UNITED STATES."
Screen Classics, Inc., Presents an American Historical Drama. Produced by
Frohman Amusement Corporation.
Story by Anthony P. Kelly; Directed
by John W. Noble. Eight Reels. Released Through Metro Pictures Corporation as a Special Feature.
Philip Nolan, 1st 1
Philip Nolan, 2d [
Arnold Daly
Philip Nolan, 3d j
Col. Aaron Bura
Charles E. Graham
Gen. Alexander Hamilton. .Duncan McRae
Pres. Thomas Jefferson. .. .P. R. Scammon
Agnes
Churchill
Anna
Lehr
Natalie Somers
Marie Du Chette
Pres. Abraham
Lincoln
Gerald Day
Gen. U. S. Grant
Frank Murray
Andrew Jackson
F. C. Earle
The Story: Philip Nolan, 3d, refuses to
fight for the cause of democracy. His
father, Philip Nolan, 2d, who has failed
in his efforts to convince his son of the
fallacy of arguments, then lays bare all
the details of the shameful treason of his
own ancestor, the first Philip Nolan, "The
Man
a Country."
The father's
story Without
shows how
the first Philip
Nolan
played into the hands of Aaron Burr; how
Thomas Jefferson was elected president
over Burr; how Alexander Hamilton prevented the conscienceless Burr becoming
governor of New York; the duel between
Hamilton and Burr; how Philip Nolan was
later arrested on his wedding night for
aiding' Burr, who had conspired to start a
rival government in the South to wage
war against the United States, and how
he was later banished from the United
States for saying "Damn the United
States! I wish I might never hear its
name again," and how Philip Nolan died
kissing' the flag of the country he had
execrated. Deeply moved, Philip Nolan,
3d, loses no time in joining the boys in
khaki.
Feature Arnold Daly as Philip Nolan, 1st,
2d and 3d, and Marie Du Chette as Natalie
Somers.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Master Screen Representation of "The Man
Without a Country."
Greatest of Inspirational Patriotic ApSoul-Stirring Call to Love of Country.
peals.
For Honor of the Flag and Glory of the
Nation.
Arnold Daly in His Greatest Characterization.
Realistic Scenes in Historic Settings.
Sailors and Marines
Pictured
by Government Consent.
HamiltonReproducti
Duel. on of the Historic
Burr
History Revealed in Authentic Scenes
and Incidents.
The Thrill of Patriotism to Stir the
Soul.
Love of Country Inspired by Deeds of
Heroism.
Deeply Moving Scenes of Patriotic Ap-

Greatest Service to the NaThe
peal. Screen
tion.
Stunt Suggestions: Create interest among
all patriotic societies. Enlist the Boy
organizaScouts, G. A. R. and kindred
tions. Make the showing of this feature

a great patriotic occasion. Decorate your
theater inside
and out towith
bunting.
Take occasion
boostflags
the "and
sale
of thrift stamps. Stir patriotism in every
way. Go in heavy for newspaper advertising. The title will get the money and
you will be doing a patriotic service in
showing the picture in your community.
Make a special effort to interest the foreign-born population in the event. Make
it a Red, White and Blue day at your
theater.
Advertising Aids: Two each one. three and
six-sheets. Press sheet. Filler sheet
Ten-minute
novel. Slides.
Heralds.
Lobby sheet. Lobby displays, SxlO, sepia;
11x14, sepia; 22x28, colored, and cuts.
"FROZEN WARNING."
Commonwealth Pictures Corp., of Chicago, Presents Charlotte, the Ice
Queen, in a Six-Part Sensational Feature; Written by Morton Lee; Directed
by Oscar Eagle. Released on State
Rights Plan.
Cast.
Charlotte
Hay ward
Charlotte
Robert Vane
Jack Meredith
Philip Korel
Seymour
Rose
Capt. Fredericks
Ralph
Johnson
Emil Clupper
C. Van Duesen
The Story: The sub-sea gun which is being perfected by Lieutenant Vane is coveted by Koral, a secret agent of a foreign
government, who plots to secure it. Charlotte hears of the conspiracy and, at a
skating-rink party, warns Vane, but he
takes the matter lightly. From a secret
wireless plant Koral is to send a message
to Fredericks aboard his yacht. Charlotte
cuts the antennae of the wireless apparatus on the boat, thereby preventing the
receipt of the message. Fredericks, believing that something has gone wrong
with Koral for his failure to communicate, sails, but at sea discovers that his
wireless machine has been damaged.
Meanwhile Vane finds that his gun has
been stolen, and later he receives a note
from Charlotte to be at the pier. The authorities are informed, and when Fredericks returns he runs into the arms of
the law. Koral and his confederates are
also taken prisoners.
Feature Charlotte, the star ice skater
of the Xew York Hippodrome, and Jack
Meredith as Robert Vane.
Program nnd Advertising Phrases: The
World's Greatest Ice Skater Brought to
the Screen in Gripping Sensations.
See Charlotte, the Super-Skating Artist
Photoplay of Great Patriotic Appeal.
World.Ice Fairy Who Has Astonished the
The
Greatest Woman
Skater in the World.
Queen of the Steel Runners.
Great Actress and Marvelous Skater.
Charlotte's Skill on Skates is Wondrous.
Photoplay of Patriotic Appeal and Stirring Timeliness.
Famous
Skater
Becomes
Brilliant
Screen Queen.
As Artistic on the Screen
as She Is
Skillful on Skates.
As
Good
on
the
Screen
as
She is on
Skates.

The Famous New York Hippodrome
Star Now a Screen Queen.
Stunt Suggestions: It would be difficult
to use more than the regular methods or
attracting attention. Wagons carrying
men, and similar
lithographs, sandwich
But the
street devices, will all serve.

II 1 1

lay 4, 1918
effective means of advertising
will
the newspapers.
Play up Char,i vogue
at the N. V. Hipposhe set society
mad
and
i ,1 the voiuie of pleasure from danc
iting.
•' was Charlotte
who
ut American
society on runners.
dirrl IxliiK
\lils: TWO
one-sheets.
One
u-h three, Six, 24. Press sheet.
Heralds.
Mats.

,. in

"THE LONELY WOMAN."
riangle Presents John A. Morosco's Sociological Problem Play; Scenario by
Catherine Carr; Photographed by
Jacob Kull; Directed by Thomas N.
Heffron. Released April 28.
Cast.

im Hanson
erolval Peevy
Peevy
lartha Sellers
irs Dixon
viulleton

Lee Hill
Challenger
\nna Dodge
Belle Bennett
Blanch
Gray
Mberta
Lee
Walter
Perkins
he Story: The reticence of Martha
Stirs and her employment of Jim Ransom,
drunkard,
exeites the curiosity
of the
masters.
She receives mail postmarked
Ing." and
this further
stirs
the
The L;ossipers spread the report
hat her lover is in Sing Sing:, but the
tot of the matter is that her husband has
mo unjustly convicted
on a charge
of
mbezzlement.
Fate takes a hand
and
bUBom asserts that he is responsible for
lie robbery, thereby reuniting Martha and
er husband.
"enture Belle Bennett
as Martha
Sellers
nd Percy Challenger as Percival
Peevy.
■r.iiir.-iin and Advertising:
Phrases:
How
Brave Woman Sacrificed Herself to Save
ler Husband.
An Interesting Study in the Psychology
of Crime.
Prison Bars May Not Always Hold Captive.
How
Woman's
Love
Broke
Jail and
Won Justice.
Woman's
Faith
and
Devotion
Free
Prisoner Husband.
Wife's Sacrifice
Wins
Husband's
Liberty.
Brave Woman
Rectifies a Miscarriage
of Justice.
Saving Her Husband's Good Name.
Liberty
Through
Brave
Woman's
Sacrifice. Won
Percy

There is No Bounds to Woman's Love.
How a Wife Sacrificed Herself to Love
and Duty.
•tunt Suggestions: There is little in the
• tory on which to base "stunts." Reliince for publicity should be placed on
ewspaper and other means of advertisng to create interest. Use liberally of
he lobby and newspaper aids supplied by
he distributor.
Idrertising Aids: One design each one,
hree and six-sheets. Special process art
leralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
""holographs.
Slides.Press
Electros
Triangle
Magazine.
sheet. and mats.
"PAYING HIS DEBT."
Triangle Presents Roy Stewart in Alvin
J. Neitz's
Great
Western
Drama.
Scenaro
by Cinema
Exchange;
Photographed by Steve Rounds;
Directed
by Cliff Smith.
Released April 28.
Cast.
Frank Borden, Pete Morton.. Roy Stewart
Nan Christy
Josie Sedgwick
Alice Christy
Dixie Doll
Simon Christy
Wm. Ellingford
Father Kelly
Walter
Perkins
-hing
Harry Yammamoto
J°e
-vVrn. Dver
Sheriff of Rubio
Arthur Mjllett
the story: Frank Borden, who is in poor
health, goes West penniless. He faints from
exhaustion and is found by Pete Morton,
svho gives him aid. In shaving off his
mustache. Morton is startled to discover
that he is the double of Borden.
He de-
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cldea to use Borden In his plunderln
pedlttons
Morton tioldi up ■ st
while
Borden,,
whom
tin' townspeople
think is Morton,
Stays in town.
But the
undoing
of the bandit li brought
about
when
the lather of Nan Christy, who beleal Borden
Upon hie arrival in the
West, la shot, anil Morion GOnfeB868.
The
picture ends with Nan and Borden plight
Ing their troth.
Feature
Roy Stewart,
who
playa Frank
Borden and Pete Morton, and Josie Sedg
wick aa Nan Christ]
Program anil \ ih ertfslnflj Phrnses:
Doubles Double Trouble and Spoil an BlXcellenl A.Mbl tor crime.
Stirring Drama
of the Border
Land.
The Croat West in Throbs and Thrills.
Sensational
Scenes
and
Stirring
KpiSOdes.

Love Stronger than the Will of Law.
Paya Debl of Gratitude
with Precious
Lije.
Love Shows the Way to Honor.
Thrilling Scenes Grip the Emotions.
Outlaw
"Double"
for Honest
Man.
Love Softens a Bandit's Heart.
Straight
Shooting and Wild Riding.
The Rule of Daw
in Nature's Court.
Judge Lynch
Put Out of Office.
Stirring Drama of the Wild West.
Stunt Suggestions: Here is a real Western story that will fit into any good
"Western stunt." Schaps, spurs, saddles.
riding shirts and togs can be used to give
"atmosphere" to lobby decorations. Men
on horseback, in cowboy costume, may
ride through the street with advertising
signs to attract attention while boys on
the sidewalk distribute heralds and
throwaways.
Advertising; Aids: Two one-sheets, one
each three and six-sheets. Heralds in
rotogravure. Slides. Lobby displays, llx
14 and 22x28. Electros and mats. Press
sheets.
"DOLLY DOES HER BIT."
Pathe Presents Baby Marie Osborne in a
Diando Film Corporation Presentation of Lucy Sarver's Comedy-Drama;
Directed by William Bertram. Released April 28.
Cast.
Dolly
Baby
Marie Osborne
Hilda Best
Alice Saunders
Dr. Ames
Louis Hahn
The Story: Hilda Best, a seamstress, is
given a large mechanical doll to dress.
It is to be auctioned at a Red Cross Bazaar. When the doll is dressed it is left
in the care of Dolly, Hilda's little niece.
Some of Dolly's playmates "abduct" the
toy, and accidentally break its head. Dolly,
to
help the
Cross,todresses
in the where,
doll's
clothes
and Red
is taken
the bazaar,
simulating the movements of the mechanical toy, she is bought by a society
woman. In the wealthy woman's home
Dolly frustrates the attempt of a couple
of burglars to rob the place and later
aids in bringing about their arrest.
Feature Baby Marie Osborne as Dolly and
Alice Saunders as Hilda Best.
Program and Advertising Phrases: The
Adventures of a Mechanical Doll that
Came to Life.
Baby Marie Osborne in an Ideal Role.
A Photoplay to Delight the Little Ones.
Kiddies and Grown-Ups Will Delight in
This Feature.
When Dolly's Doll Came to Life.
How a Mechanical Doll Thwarted Crime.
Dolly's Live Doll Sold at Auction.
Mechanical
Doll
Creates
Red
Cross
Drive.
Baby Marie Osborne as Red Cross
Booster.
Great Entertainment for Kiddies and
Grown-Ups.
First Aid for Mechanical Doll in Distress.
Stunt Suggestions: As this is a feature
especially
"kiddies"
a special driveappealing
should beto made
to interest
school children. Have a display of dolls
in the lobby, and hook
up the feature

with toj store n Indovi dt . in
G
prise for the best dressed
doll and
sll
ail dolls at auct ion for Red i
nefll
This is an a ppi opi lati fi iture '
Ivei
tise as Red Cross benefit, donating a parol 1 1"- recel pta
Get 1 1
paperi Interested a nd boost t he a ft a
a pat i int lo undei ta k Ing.
Idverllalng
tldsi
One
one-sheet,
hm
three-sheets, ons alx-sheet, one 14-sheet.
Lobbj
displays, 11x14, both in septa and
color. Also 22x28. slid.-. Campaign book.
"HER ONE MISTAKE."
Fox
Presents
Gladys
Brockwell
in a
Startling
Production
in Which
She
Enacts Dual Role. Written by George
Scarborough and Directed by Edward
Cast. April 28.
Le Saint.
Released
Harriet Gordon, Peggy
Chicago
Charlie
Detective Scully
John
Mansfield
John Gordon

Malone,
Gladys
Brockwell
William
Bcott
Willard Louis
Charles
I'orley
Mark
Ponton

Mrs. Gordon
Helen
Wright
The Story: Chicago Charlie, a crook,
Harriet Gordon, a wealthy heiress, in
elope with him. He takes her to a mad
house on the promise that a minister will
be waiting. There he drugs her. Detective Scully arrives, but Charlie gets
away. Five years later Harriet is engaged to the district attorney. Chicago
Charlie is arrested and convicted, I'eguy,
his sweetheart, pleads to see him. Harriet helps her and takes her as a maid.
Chicago Charlie escapes from prison. He
tells Peggy he must have money to get
away. With Harriet, Peggy meets Charlie. She recognizes him. She .gives him
money, but he demands also the en>
ment ring she wears. He takes it. While
Peggy is trying to pawn the ring Charlie
attacks Harriet, who takes a knife from
a table and kills him. Detective Scully
finds Peggy leaning over the body.
Through the ring he traces Harriet. However, knowing all the circumstances, he
reports to headquarters that a detective
stabbed Charlie while Charlie was trying
to escape.
Feature Gladys Brockwell, who portrays
the dual roles of Harriet Gordon and
Peggy Malone; Willard Louis as Detective
Scully, and William Scott as Chicago
Charlie.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Gladys
Brockwell, the Greatest Actress on the
Screen.
A Play with Punch, Pep and Romance.
Was
This Woman
Justified in Making
Her One Mistake?
A Thrilling Story of High Life.
If You
were
an Heiress
Would
You
Marry a Crook?
Story Replete with Exciting and Sensational Episodes.
Stunt
Suggestions:
Put the
a big
in your
local paper
or have
ad. "ad"
printed
on
hand-bills as follows: Lost! A Handsome
Ring with Oriental Setting. Finder will
please return same to (name of theater).
The ring was lost by Miss Gladys Brockwell in "Her One Mistake," the latest William Fox Photo Play at the (name of theater). Tie together two girls of about
the same size and somewhat similar appearance and send them on the street
near your theater. Let them argue about
which way to turn at corners and about
going into stores. Have a sign on their
backs reading: "We can't help it. See the
reason at the (name of theater) to-day."
Advertising Aids: Two styles each, one,
three and six-sheet. Lobby display, --xl",
11x14, 22x28. Press sheet and mats.
(Mats can.be secured free by writii
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City. Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
per column).

Buy Liberty Bonds
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"THE
SEAL
OF SILENCE."
Greater Vitagraph Presents a Blue Ribbon Feature, Written
by
William
Addison
Lathrop;
Directed
by Tom
Mills.
Released April 29.
Cast.
Hugh
Loring
Earle Williams
Ruth
Carden
Grace
Darmond
The Story: Dr. Hugh Loring, whose hobby
is heredity, has evolved the theory that
physical or mental peculiarities of children reveal the parents. The doctor's
intense desire for children is only equaled
by his wife's aversion. On the occasion
of the doctor admonishing his wife for
being friendly with an admirer she leaves
him, and when her child is born she
swears Ruth- Carden, an employee of her
husband's, who has accompanied her, to
secrecy, so that she may keep from the
doctor his greatest joy. Mrs. Loring dies,
and Ruth returns to the doctor's office,
leaving the child in the care of the
nurse. Three years later the nurse finds
It necessary to give up the child, and
the doctor, who has fallen in love with
Ruth, is stunned, for he believes that
the child is hers. Dr. Loring subsequently
learns that the child is his, and he and
Ruth are married.
Feature Earle Williams as Hugh
Loring
and Grace Darmond as Ruth Carden.
Program
and Advertising
Plirases:
Does
a Child Reveal
Its Parentage
Through
Hereditary
Signs and Characteristics?
May a Father Know His Own Child by
Unfailing
Test?
Has the Medical Profession Established
Heredity?
How May Man Know His Own Child?
Great Questions of Psychology Revealed
in Film Story.
Interesting Studies of Nature's Laws.
How May an Unfailing Test be Established Through Heredity?
Great Problem Solved by Great Love.
Vital Question
in Sociology
Answered
on the Screen.
Psychology
Basis
of Gripping
Entertainment.
Turning Science Into Entertainment.
Stunt Suggestions: As the story may not
be readily adapted to novelty advertising,
full advantage must be taken of the regular means to publicity. As the medical
fraternity will be especially concerned
particular effort should be made to interest them.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Window cards.
Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28. Heralds.
Slides.
Plan book.
Press sheet.
"CONQUERED HEARTS."
Ivan Film Corp. Presents Marguerite
Marsh in Emma Bell Clifton's Sensational Screen Drama; Photographed
by Marcel Le Picard; Directed by
Francis J. Grandon. Distributed on
State Rights Plan.
Cast.
Nora
Carrigan
Marguerite
Marsh
Kate
Corcoran
Corinne
Uzelle
Miss Brice
Emma Lowry
Mrs. Carrigan,
Nora's
mother,
Eileen
Walker
Dan Murdock,
Nora's husband,
Richard Turner
Stone, an artist
Harry
Myers
The Earl of Barchester. . .R. Paton Gibbs
Mr. Chalmers
Dean
Raymond
Devlin, a politician
Barney
Gilmore
Mr. Carrigan
Frank
Evans
Reddy, Nora's brother. . .Sheridan Tansey
The Story: Nora, a girl of the lower East
Side of New York City, marries a rising
ward politician. A child is born. They are
happy, but the young politician is running for office against the old ward boss
and has to be out every night. The wife
becomes jealous of a certain woman.
Nora's child dies. Things get worse for
her as jealousy and the seeming neglect
of her husband increase. She finally
leaves him and becomes a model for a
noted painter.
The husband finds where
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she is, but makes no attempt to force her
to return to him, though he still loves
her. One of the artist's friends, a magnate in the motion picture business, promises her a chance. Her rise to stardom
is quick. The climax of the story is a
struggle between the old love and the
new fame. She does not know that the
politician has become a first-class lawyer. Finding that the old love and the
new fame are not incompatible, she is
reunited with her husband.
Feature Marguerite Marsh as Nora Carrigan and Barney Gilmore as Devlin, the
politician.
Program and Advertising Phrases: "Right
is Right, Since God is God, and Right the
Day
Win." Power
— Faber.of Great Ambition.
TheMust
Dynamic
The Triumph of Inherent Rights.
Sounding the Clarion Note of Triumph.
Woman's Will Rises Above Temptation.
Moral
Purpose,
Never
Wavering,
Conquers Over All Opposition.
An Ice-Armored Heart Melted by Real
Love.
Love Lives Though Chilled by Frosts of
Indifference.
Sensational Battles for the Right.
Triumphs Won Against Oppression.
Great Drama
of Sociological
Problems.
Victory for Morality and Justice Against
Intrigue.
Sensational
Scenes
and Thrilling
Episodes Abound.
Great Screen Drama Perfectly Portrayed.
Stunt Suggestions: Use liberally of the
aids supplied by the distributor. Newspapers and the regular avenues of publicity must be ' depended upon, as the
story does not lend itself to novelty exploitation.
Advertising Aids: Two styles one and
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
One style of special advance one-sheet.
Window cards. Heralds. Press book.
One two-column cut and two one-column
cuts.

"THE MARRIAGE LIFE."
Bluebird-Universal Presents Carmel
Myers in Blair Hall's Story of Love
and Adventure; Adapted by Harvey
Gates; Directed by Stuart Payton. Released April 27.
Cast.
Eileen Orton
Carmel
Myers
Douglas
Seward
Kenneth
Harlan
Terence
Craver
Harry
Carter
"Parson"
Dye
Wm.
Quinn
Jim Orton
Joe Girard
The Story:- Being an unmarried man
Douglas Seward, a young engineer, is unable to secure a position with Terence
Craver, a contractor. In search for a wife
Seward meets Eileen Orton, who has been
left destitute by the death of her father.
He makes an agreement to support her if
she
present
wife atsecures
Craver'sa
office.
She herself
agrees as
andhisSeward
position and leaves for South America.
The contractor, who has a mania for
beautiful women, falls in love with Eileen, but she docs not care for him, having become much attracted to Seward,
who is sending her half his salary each
week for her maintenance. Months later
Seward comes to New York to see Eileen
and arrives in time to protect her from
fravor. The marriage lie no longer necessary, Seward proposes to Eileen, and
they are forthwith made man and wife.
Feature Carmel Myers as Eileen Orton
and Kenneth Harlan as Douglas Seward.
Program and Advertising Phrnses: What
Came for Trifling with the Marriage Vow.
Fake Marriage Proves a Boomerang.
Wife in Name Only Proves Poor Experiment.
Bluebird Star Has Agreeable Role.
Making the Most of Marriage Mockery.
He Fell in Love with His Fake Wife.
Faking
a Marriage
and Trifling with
Luck.
Clever
Comedy
Mocks
the
Marriage
State.
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Making Fun of the Bonds of Matrimony.
Comedy Drama Hits Off Marriage Mistakes.
Temporary
Love.

Wife

Becomes

Permanent

Fooling
with
Marriage
Like
Playing
with Fire.
Getting- a Line on Trial Marriages.
Making a Monkey Out of Dan Cupid.
Stunt Suggestions: This comedy drama
must be advertised along regular lines,
as the story does not adapt itself to
stunts. Use the aids supplied by the exhibitor and go in heavy on newspaper
publicity and advertising.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two-columns wide. Press book.

"AN ALIEN ENEMY."
Paralta Plays Present Louise Glaum
Monte M. Katterjohn's Photodrama;
Photographed by L. Guy Wilky; Directed by Wallace Worsley. Released
by W. W. Hodkinson
System April 1.
Neysa von Igel, Frau Meyer. Louise Glaum
Fraulein Bertha Meyer. Mary Jane Irving
David
J. Hale
Thurston
Hall
Emil
Koenig
Albert
Allardt
Adolph Schmidt
Charles C. Hammond
Major Samuel J. Putman
Jay Morley
Lewis
Meyer
Roy
Laidlaw
Baron von Mecklin. .. .Joseph J. Dowllng
Wireless
Operator
Clifford Alexander
The Story: Neysa von Igel, who is living
with her supposed grandfather, Adolph
Schmidt, loves America, although she believes herself to be German-born. Unknown to Neysa, when she was three
years old, her father and mother, both
American-born, were killed in Germany
by Emil Koenig, who, in punishment, was
sent to the United States to work in the
interest of the government of the Fatherland, and who is now associated with
Schmidt in his manufacturing enterprise.
Koenig demands that Neysa work in behalf of Germany. She revolts and escapes
to the home of David Hale, who had been
her grandfather's attorney, but who is
now in the service of the United States
Government. Hale and Neysa are married and depart for France, ■where the
girl again encounters Koenig, and, after
many thrilling adventures, she kills him in
self-defense.
Feature Louise Glaum, who plays the
parts of Neysa von Igel and Frau Meyer,
and Thurston Hall as David J. Hale.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Gripping Photodrama of Over There and Over
Here.
Do You Want Kultur — or Civilization?
Frightfulness Visited Upon Its Teacher.
Marvelous Engines Fashioned by Kultur.
tists.
Engines of Service Trained by ScienThe Call of the Heart and Not the Head.
Great Emotional Actress in Great Photodrama.
Obeying the Call of Home and Country.
Great War Drama Without Battles.
Giving Aid to the Enemy.
Traitorous Head, but Loyal Heart.
Filled with Soul-Stirring Situations.
Groat Appeal to Love of Country.
Stunt
Suggestions:
Patriotic
societies
should
be interested, as well as foreigners who really mean
to become
Americans.
Foreign-language papers
should
be used in advertising this feature.
Foreign born residents
of your community
will benefit from
seeing
it. Work
out
appealsular toclientele.
this class and add to your regAdvertising Aids: Two designs each one
and throe-sheets. One six-sheet. Thumbnail and one to three-column cuts in
electro or mats.
Press book.
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"THE REASON WHY."
elect Pictures Present Clara Kimball
Young in Mary Murillo's Screen Version of Elinor Glyn's Famous Novel of
the Same Title; Photographed by Louis
J. Physioc; Directed by Robert G. Vignola. Released During April.
Cant.
ara
Clara Kimball
Young
Old Tuncred
Milton B. Sills
HUhford
Florence
K. Billings
rancls Markrute
Frank
Losee
ord Ellerton
John
Sunderland
UOhess of Glastenbury
Kate Lester
inu>
Eldean Stewart
he Story i A Russian refugee who musics as Zara, niece of Kruno is Markit.', comes to his home and marries Lord
sacred, a scion of the English nobility,
fter a long series of misadventures she
a full confession to her supposed
aole ami to her husband regarding her
rlgin and her young
son by a former
larrlage to a Russian
prefect of police,
honi an infuriated
mob
murdered
for
Is cruelty.
Tuncred Is stunned, but only
or a moment.
Overwhelmed
with foriveness he avows his undying love.
'eature Clara Kimball Young as Zara and
lilton B. Sills as Lord Tancred.
ToKrnm
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Kaious Story Brought
to the Screen
by
VorUl-Kamous
Actress.
Clara Kimball
Young
Ideally Adapted
to Her Role.
Perfected Elegance and Artistic Kinish.
Will Endure
as a Screen
Classic.
Clara
Kimball
Young
Outshines
Her
Previous Successes.
Greatest
of Screen
Kavorites
in Her
Greatest Play.
World-Kamous
Novel
Makes
Kamous
Photoplay.
Elaborate
Kashion
Show
in LucilleMade Gowns.
The Supreme Law of Womanhood.
The Screen's Greatest Star in Her Best
Photoplay.
Wealth
and Fashion
Reflected
on the
Screen.
Thrilling
Romance
of Love
and Passion.
The Madonna of the Screen.
A Romance of High Society.
Superby Acted; Gorgeously Produced.
«tunt Suggestions: The popularity of the
aook, the vogue of the star and the appeal of elaborate
advertising
equipment
nust be depended upon to awaken interest. "Stunts''
many
instances
and are
this inappropriate
is one where in advertising methods must
be dignified to be
fully effective.
Use liberally of the pictures, printing and press work
supplied
by the exchange.
Advertising Aids: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Window cards, 14x21. Heralds. Lobby
display. Photographs, 8x10, 11x14, 22x28.
Slides, cut, two one-column, two twocolumn, one three-column, one one-halfcolumn cut of star, and one one-column
and one two-column cuts of star.
"RIDERS OF THE NIGHT."
Metro Presents Viola Dana in John H.
Collins' Story of Love and Adventure;
Scenario by Albert Shelby Le Vino;
Photographed by John Arnold; Directed by John H. Collins. Released
April 29.
Cast.
Sally Castleton
Viola Dana
Her grandfather
Russell Simpson
Her aunt
Mabel Van Buren
Milt Derr
George
Cheseboro
John Derr
Clifford Bruce
"The Killer" (Jed)
Monte
Blue
The Story: In going for a doctor for her
sick grandfather, Sally Castleton is detained at the toll-gates by John Derr.
The old man dies and the villagers organize themselves into a band of nightriders to break down the gates. Jed,
who is known as "The Killer," turns
traitor, and in the fight with the authorities, Milt, Derr's cousin, loses his hat.
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Derr On da it and uiumei thai he
sponsible
for the raid
bj the sheriff
Sully is in love with Milt, and Derr, who
alSO wants ro make her Ins wile, threaten!
to gend
ins cousin
to the gallows
if
she does not consent
to be in;.
Milt
hears
of Derr's
intention
and
plans
to
seeuie rovetn-e.
I >, , , |a killed ami Sally
beeomes
involved
in the murder.
After
many
exciting
moments
Sully
emerges
triumphant,
however,
una
marries
tho
man of her heart's choice.
I'eaturr- Viola Dana as Sally Castleton and
George Cheseboro as Milt Derr.
Program
and Advertising
Phrnaes:
Community resentment Aroused
by Unjust
Monopoly of Public Utilities.
Making
the Toil-Gate
Monopolist
Disgorge.
viola Dana In Dashing Role Surpasses
Herself.
Thrilling Story of a Community Keud.
Wrongs and Oppression Incite Crime.
Thrilling
Scenes
in Kentucky
Feudalism.
Gripping Story of the Old South.
Love Laughs
at Sheriff and "Shooting
Weak Woman
Outwits Strong Men.
Kentucky
Womanhood Glorified.
Irons."
Thrilling
Scenes
and
Daring
Adventures.
Sensational Story Superbly Visioned on
Screen.
Thrills, Sensations
and Gripping
Episodes.
Romance and Adventure in the Kentucky hills.
Stunt Suggestions: Horsemen or pedestrians in black masks and long black
cloaks would attract attention in the
street. Have name of theater, date and
"Rider of the Night" painted in large
white letters on the cloaks. Men in the
lobby dressed this way would make an
effective display to arouse interest.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminute novel for newspapers. Lobby
sheet. Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby
displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Killer
sheet.
"TYRANT FEAR."
Thomas
H. Ince Presents Dorothy Dalton in R. Cecil Smith's Story.
Photographed by John Stumer.
Directed by
William
Neal.
Paramount
Release
April 29.
Cast.
Allaine Grandet
Dorothy
Dalton
Harley Dane
Thurston Hall
James Dermot
Melbourne MacDowell
Jules Latour
William Conklin
Theo. De Coppee
Lou Salter
Marie Courtot
Carmen Phillips
The Story: Allaine Grandet lives with her
father in the barren land of the north,
where women are nothing more than
mere chattels. She is sold by her father
to Jules Latour, a brutal and primitive
trapper, who subsequently gambles her
away to James Dermot, the keeper of a
den in the gold settlement. She is here
befriended by a besotted pianist, who has
seen better days, but whose manhood revives in Allaine's environment. The
gambling hall proprietor seeks to bend
her to his will, but she resists him, nameless fear tugging at her heartstrings.
When he seeks to enforce his will upon
her, she shoots and wounds him, and
with this act her fear vanishes and she
becomes mistress of herself. She goes
with the pianist into the snows, and in
a drift their dog unearths the body of
Latour. So she finds happiness in the love
of her protector, whose manhood has restored her faith in him.
Feature Dorothy Dalton as Allaine Grandet and Thurston Hall as Harley Dane.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Gripping Photodrama of the Canadian Wilds.
Beautifully Effective Winter Scenes.
Grandeur
and Dreariness
of the Great
Woods.
Deeply
Moving
Emotional
Scenes.
Thrilling
Adventure
and
Gripping
Scenes.
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Teeming,
with Llf< and Activity.
>oroth) Dalton
The i i« t ..i Pai amount Pit tun
Product hi.
.i by Thomas
n
Inc<
Tho Lusty Call of Primitive wiida.
i lound by the Sti
ij F< ar.
Craven Cowardice and Brute Force.
An Abi oi blng study in Feminine
choli
The Greatest of Dorothy Dalton Photostunt
plays,Sugsetstlonai It's getting late to attempt "stunts" wit b hea
md "winter" scenes In the lobby. Dependence
be placed upon the regular advertising aids. There Is always an advantage in keeping your house linked with
Paramount's national advertising campaign. Keep all of the advertisements
framed in tho lobby with the announcement thai "Ail Paramount Pictures Are
Shown First
at This Theater."
Advertis
ing Aids:
Two designs each one,
three and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Rotogravure. Photos, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x29.
Ten cuts each on star and production.
Advertising layout mats. Slides. Press
book.
"A DOG'S

LIFE."

First

National
Exhibitor's Circuit Presents Charlie Chaplin in His New-Era
Comedy
Production.
In Three
Parts.
Devised,
Directed
and
Produced
by
Charlie Chaplin.

The Story: Charlie is awakened from his
outdoor sleeping quarters by the tantalizing odor of steaming viands offered for
sale by a passing hot-dog vendor. This
leads to a number of spirited adventures
with the police, who resent Charlie's ambition to eat without paying the usual fee.
Later,
Charlie'sto faithful
dog, upon,
fa'mishing
for something
test his teeth
digs
up
pocketbook
with money
that a crooks
buried "loaded"
in the ground.
And
when Charlie tries to spend the money
in a nearby cafe he meets the big moment
of his career, for it brings him into contact with a beautiful cabaret singer who
is herself starved for love and kindness.
Feature Charlie Chaplin.
Program and Advertising Phrases: The
Greatest Comedy Ever Shown on Either
Stage or Screen.
Charlie
Chaplin
Makes
a New
Beginning Under Own Management.
Three Reels of Riotous Laughter.
Fun-Fest
Supreme
with, the
World's
Greatest Comedian.
Large Company of Trained Dogs Lead
Comedy Life.
Chaplin
Starts Million-Dollar
Contract
with a Hit.
The Funniest
Thing
this Funniest
of
Men Ever Presented.
Three
Reels
of Solid
Laughter
and
Riotous Fun.
Three
Reels
of
Innocent
Fun
and
Frolic.
Simple Fun Free from Vulgarity.
Nothing
but Dogs, Chaplin and Laughter.
Humor.
Excitement
and Pathos
with
Laughs Supreme.
The World Will Rock with Laughter.
The World's
Greatest Comedian in His
Greatest
Comedy.
Stunt Suggestions: "The One and Only
Chaplin" is a "stunt" by himself. This
new greatest
comedy laugh
is above
all "stunts"
— it's
the
ever presented
on stage
or screen. Bill the Million-Dollar Comedian in His Million-Dollar Comedy. The
First National supplies great quantities
and varieties of newspaper aids, advertising and press work.
Advertising Aids: Two designs one sheet,
one three-sheet, one six-sheet, one twenty
four-sheet. Lobby displays vxlO, 11x14,
22x28.
Heralds.
Press sheets.
Slides.

Invest in

Liberty

Bonds
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"THE HELL-HOUND OF ALASKA"
W. H. Productions Present W. S. Hart's
Sensational
Screen
Drama;
Written
by C. Gardner
Sullivan;
Produced by
Thomas H. Ince.
Cast.
Yukon Ed
William S. Hart
Ruby McGraw
. . .'
Enid Markey
Jack Sturgiss
George Fisher
Ruth Wells
Nona Thomas
The Story: Jack Sturgiss weds Ruth
Wells, a shop girl, and their marriage is
kept a secret until Ruth falls ill. Mr.
Sturgiss causes an annulment because
Jack married beneath his station in life.
Jack goes to Alaska, where he meets and
later marries Ruby McGraw. He neglects
her, and spends most of his time and
money with other women. One stormy
night when he does not return Ruby goes
out to search for him, and finds him drunk
by the roadside. As the result of her
exposure she contracts pneumonia, and
Jack leaves for a doctor. He intentionally
delays en route, knowing that if she dies
he would be free. Meanwhile, Yukon Ed,
a prospector, who is known as the "HellHound of Alaska," and who has always
loved Ruby, arrives at her house. Yukon
Ed sees that Ruby is critically ill, and
makes a wild ride for a doctor, but she
is dead when they return. Yukon Ed
locates Jack, and, handing him a brace of
revolvers, says, "She is waiting for you
on the darkening trail, and you are going to meet her."
Feature: William S. Hart as Yukon Ed,
"The Hell-Hound of Alaska," and Enid
Markey as Ruby McGraw.
Program and Advertising Phrases: A
Red-Blood Thriller of Real Life in FarAway Alaska.
The Call of the Klondike Revived.
Typical Production in Hart's Best Mood.
The Roughest and Toughest Man in the
Northland.
Square as a Die and Afraid of Nothing.
Strikes Pay Dirt in Love's Klondike.
Death Watches on the Darkening Trail.
Stirring Photodrama of Alaskan Life.
Life and Love in Dreary Northlands.
Magnetic
Combination
of Personality
and Photoplay.
There's
Only One W. S. Hart, and He Is
Here.
The Greatest Romance Ever Screened.
Stunt Suggestions: Make a lobby display
of prospector's outfit; pick, shovel, and
blankets. Placard them as the "Property
of the Hell-Hound of Alaska." Man on
horseback dressed in rough costume,
masked to excite curiosity; have him ride
through the streets, while boys follow on
the sidewalk distributing "throw-aways."
Plenty of helps provided by the distributor.
Advertising Aids: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, two six-sheets, one twentyfour-sheet. Cuts. Mats. Lobby displays.
Heralds.
Press book.
"LET'S GET A DIVORCE"
Adolph Zukor Presents Billie Burke in
an Adaptation of Victorien Sardou's
"Divorcons"; Prepared for the Screen
by John Emerson and Anita Loos;
Directed by Charles Giblyn. Paramount release, April 29.
Cast.
Mine. Cyprienne Marcey
Billie Burke
Henrie de Prunelles
John Miltern
Yvonne de Prunelles
Pinna Nesbit
Chauffeur
R. La Roque
Adhemar
\rmaiid
Kalise
Mother
Superior
Helen Traeey
Calvignac
Wilmuth
Merkyl
Head Water, Red Poodle Inn,
Cesar e Gravina
The Story: < !j pvionno Marcey, a girl living in a convent in Southern France, who,
to relieve the monotony of her life, Indulges in a number Of harmless flirtations. She meets and loves Henri de
Prunelles, a writer, and becomes his wife.
When Henri lapses into the humdrum existence of the ordinary husband her
romantic
disposition
Rnds
relief
in a
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flirtation with Adhemar, an officer of the
Forestry Service. Believing herself to be
madly in love with him sh« begs her
husband to give her a divorce in order
that she may become Adhema's wife.
This he apparently consents to do, but,
with the aid of his sister, Yvonne, he
plots to destroy her infatuation for Adhemar and win her love more firmly for
himself. This is accomplished in a series
ing.
of scenes as dramatic as they are charmFeature: Billie Burke as Mme. Cyprienne
Marcey and John Mietern as Henri de
Prunelles.
Program and Advertising Phrases: VicSardou'sPresentation.
Famous Play Adapted to
Modern torien
Screen
Billie Burke in Her Greatest Role.
Convent Life in Thrilling
Romance.
Charming
Photoplay
from
Famous
Drama.
Picturing
Sardou's
Celebrated
Stage
Success.
Delightful Entertainment With Charming Star.
She Wanted
a Divorce — and Then
Declined.
Loved
Her
Husband
Better
Than
Romance.
Pitfalls in the Road to Happiness.
The Dangers of Divorce.
Declining
Her Coveted
Decree
of Divorce.
Convent
Girl
Seeks
Adventure — Finds
Happiness.
The Way
to Happiness Leads
Through
Love.
Seeking Adventure Succeeds to Happiness.
Stunt Suggestions: An imitation Decree
of Divorce might be used as throw-away,
with date and name of theater printed
thereon. Try and couple sensational divorces with your newspaper advertising.
Get the data on divorces in your district
and hook up with advertising. Play on
Billy Burke's popularity as a star, and
use freely of the advertising helps supplied by the distributor. Keep your
house hooked up with Paramount's campaign of national advertising, and collect
the benefit.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
"RULER OF THE ROAD."
Pathe Presents Jeanette Lee's Screen
Version of the Popular Novel, "Simeon
Tetlow's Shadow"; Starring Frank
Keenan; Directed by Ernest C. Warde
Released April 21.
Cast.
Simeon
Tetlow
Frank
Keenan
Edith Burton
Kathryn
Lean
John Bennett
Thomas Jackson
Hugh Tomlinson
Frank Sheridan
J. Montgomery Nixon
Ned Burton
Gus Harrington
John Charles
The Story: Frank Keenan, president of
the Stillwater Railroad, demands that
Hugh Tomlinson, an engineer who lias
been on duty for eighteen hours, make
another run. Tomlinson falls asleep at
the throttle, and a collision results. The
engineer is discharged, and dissension
spreads among his co-workers. J. Montgomery Nixon, the scheming president of
the Central Railroad, tries to ruin the
Stillwater system, but is foiled by Simeon
Tetlow. of the latter company. Unknown
to Tomlinson he is given aid by Tetlow.
but the engineer continues to work
against him. The differences between the
two men are straightened out by the engineer's little grand-daughter, and after

the

grievances

of the

workmen
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of the

Stillwater company have been settled.
Tomlinson
speeial
train.is appointed to run Tetlow's
Feature: Frank Keenan as Simeon Totlow,
Kathryn Lean as Edith Burton, and Ned
Burton as .1 . Montgomery Nixon.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
How

Railroads Were Run Before McAdoo
Command.
roading.
High
Financing
and Low
Grade

Took
Rail-

Asleep at the Throttle — After 18 Hours.
Stock Jobbing and Nervous Breakdowns.
Sweet Slumber Causes Rear End ColliHow the Engineer Lost His Position.
sion. *
Railroad
Men
Will
Especially
Enjoy
This Feature.
Popular
Novel
Brought
to the Screen.
A Plea for Government
Ownership
of
Railroads.
Risking Life to Pile Up Revenues.
Let the Government Keep the Railroads!
Loss of Sleep Causes Loss of Life.
What
Railroad
Unions
Stand
for and
Against.
Thrilling Photodrama of the Rail.
Stunt Suggestions: Here is a feature that
will appeal to every employee of the railroads entering your town. Make a special
effort to reach them with throw-aways
and other advertising. Every member of
a labor union will be interested in this
theme of capital against labor. Address
your newspaper advertising especially to
the labor unions. Sandwich men distributing advertising should be used in districts where union men live.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x14, both in sepia and
color. Also 22x28. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
"UP
Select

THE
ROAD
WITH
Pictures
Presents

SALLIE."
Constance

Talmadge

in Lewis
J. Selznick's
Production of Francis
Sterrett's
Novel;
Adapted for the Screen by Julia Crawford Ivers; Directed
by William
D.
Taylor.
Released During April.
Cast.
Sallie Waters
Constance Talmadge
Martha
Cabot
Kate Toncray
Joshua Cabot, 2d, alias SmithNorman
Jones, Kerry
John Henderson, alias John Johnson.
Thomas H. Persse
Richard Cabot
M. B. Paanakker
The Story: Sallie Waters inherits $5,000
along with other legatees unknown to her.
Whichever of the heirs uses his initial bequest to the best advantage is to receive
the main residue of the estate. Sallie abducts her dignified aunt, but a storm
comes up, and they have to seek refuge
in a deserted house. Two young men have
also sought shelter in the same place,
and Sallie recognizes the ring one of them
is wearing as having belonged to her
dead uncle, and concludes that they are
burglars.
They see Sallie's roll of bills.

HUNGER
For three years America has
fought starvation in Belgium
Will
Eat less
wheat
meat you
— Fats
and — sugar
that we may still send
food in ship loads ?
H
UNITED

STATES

EOOQ

A D MIN I S TIUT

IO M

THE
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ami
auapecl
her, too, of being
■ thief.
When
the sheriff arrives and quarantine*
them <'.'u!i group believes its suspicion!
confirmed. But the arrival of the owner
of the house brings about a surprising
niul unexpected denouement.
i . :n in.-: i instance Talmadge as SaUle
Waters and Norman Kerry as Smith Jones,
rrnuriiin iimi \ ,1 \ «r( InIiic Phrase* i Superb
Picture With Select rust Shows Popular
.i Her Best.
Another
Best
Seller
Brought
to the
Sci i
■ i the Storj
and Enjoy the Picture,
in Comedy
Sprinkled
With
Thrills
for Paprika.
Venturesome
Girl
Quarantined
With
Burglars.
Past
Moving
Comedy
Dotted
With
Thrills,
Constance
Talmadge,
the
Captivating
Comedienne.
Laughing "Up the Road With Sallie."
Thrills,
Laughs, ami
Sensations Galore.
Plenty
of
Excitement
in
Rollicking
Comedy.
Muni SuKgesttonat Local book stores
would co-operate to advantage in makspecial offerings of Francis Sterrett's
novel. Give them extra spare in your
program for space in their windows. Also
exchange mention in newspaper advertising the book to advertise the picture and
the picture to sell the book.
Idverttsing Aids: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one twentyfour-sheet. Window cards, 14x21. Heralds.
Lobby display photographs, SxlO, 11x14.
12x28. Slides. Cuts, two one-column, two
two-column, one three-column, one onehalf-column cut of star, and one onecolumn
and- one two-column cuts of star.
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MEN."

Alice
Brady
Frank
Morgan
Jack
Johnson
R. Walker
C. Porches
Helen
Lindroth
W. C. Carleton
Tolande
Buquette
Tula
Bell

The Story: Vera Souroff, daughter of a
retired Major in the Russian Army, is
attacked by three drunken officers of the
Imperial Guard, and one of them ruins
her. The crime being committed in the
dark she is unable to identify the offender, but Countess Zaptine, through the
Czar, secures the arrest of the three officers. The Czar orders Count Nicho, who
is the oldest, to marry the girl. She then
leaves him, and returns to her father, but
an angry mob attacks the guardsman.
Vera succeeds in rescuing the unconscious Nicho, who, when he regains his
senses, confesses that he is guilty of the
offense.
Feature:
Alice
Brady
as Vera
Souroff
and Frank Morgan as Count Nicho.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
The
Screen's Most Popular Star in Her Greatest Dramatic Triumph.
The Story of a Russian Social Intrigue.
Social Aspirations in Old St. Petersburg.
The
Russian
Beast
Exposed
at
His
Worst.
The Star's Most Sympathetic
Role.
Gripping Romance
of Russian Intrigue.
Noteworthy
Cast in Great Photoplay.

sa0nd
ou.5
Th$3
Every player in the films.
Size of picture, 2% inches
long, 1% inches wide. You
can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
Send
for
samples
and new catalogue.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd Street, New York
12th Floor,
Candler Building
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\<lver(l~liiu \I<1n: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one twentyfour-sheet.
Window
cards,
14x21. Heralds.
Lobby display photographs, ^xin, lixii,
22x28. slides ruts, two one-column, two
two-column, one three-column, one onetialf-colurrm cut of star, and one onecolumn
and one two-column
cuts of star.

MERCHANTS

GLAD

Synopses of NewsReels
Mutual.

West's Scenario; Photographed by Hal Young; Directed by
Miller.
Released During April.
Cast.

Vera
Souroff
Count Nicho
Boris
Count Andreas
Count Michael
Mine.
Souroff
Major Souroff
Countess Zaptine
Alice

Triumph

Screen

Paul

Charles

i
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Select Pictures Present Alice Brady in
Her Greatest Screen Offering, Based
on

,■

Brady'a popularity.
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Telegram

So.

11! (April

10),

Soldiers Quell Strikers. — State troops
patrol Kansas City as street car walkout
becomes general and forces closing of
theaters, restaurants, and general business paralysis.
Blow for John Barleycorn. — Gary, Ind.,
covered with signs advising "buy now,"
as new Indian state wide prohibition law
goes into effect and saloons close.
Build Temple in One Day. — Liberty Loan
tabernacle, monster wooden structure,
erected between dawn and sunset by
patriotic men and women of Hammond,
Ind.
Poles Honor Lafayette. — Scenes near
Puy, France, show members of the Volunteer Army of Poland at mass, and picture
placing of wreath on statue of Lafayette.
Martha Washington Kits. — Chicago
members of the American Fund for the
French Wounded make feminine kits for
destitute
women
of France and Belgium.
11,000 Juvenile Farmers. — Great parade
staged by Chicago school boys who have
pledged their summer vacations to work
on farms in vicinity of Chicago.
No Beach Censors on Gulf. — Pretty
Galveston maidens clad in one-piece bathing suits stage ball game on the sand, and.
take a plunge in the surf.
Motor Car Climbs Mountain. — Near Mill
Valley, Cal., huge automobile truck with
flanged wheels makes ascent of Mount
Tamalpais
amid beautiful scenery.
Meusee River Overflows. — Historic
French stream crossed and recrossed by
German troops flooded near Verdun —
battlefields under wide expanse of water.
Screen

Telegram

Xo.

14

(April

17).

U. S. Troops Go to Front. — American
soldiers move to the first line of defense
against Germans in France. Arrive on
trains, unload equipment, march to battle
line.
Democratic M. Clemenceau. — French
Minister of War visits Dannemarie on
inspection tour. Embraces veterans ot
1871. Shakes hands with privates. Welcomed by townsfolk.
Beauties Greet McAdoo. — Fifteen hundred goddesses of liberty surround Secretary of Treasury at unveiling^of Liberty
Loan Statue at Philadelphia celebration.
Boosting
Liberty
Loan. — Children

AMERICAN

jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark
The Musical Marvel
AMERICAN
PHOTO
62 West 45th Street

Registered)
Write for Catalogue
PLAYER
CO.
New York City
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Distributor
PENNSYLVANIA,
NEW
JERSEY,
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MARYLAND
1327 VINE STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
PA.
Repairing and All Supplier
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VELASCO

& PUIG

145 W. 45th St.. New York

Phone: Bryant 6837

We lead ; let those that can, follow.

DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING— TONING
MANUFACTURERS
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MOTION
PICTURE
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Screen Telegram
No. 15 (April 21).
Japanese Fleet Arrives. — Admiral Fullman, U. S. N., goes aboard Flagship Iwate
at a Pacific port to pay official respects to
Admiral Kantaro Suzuki, of Mikado's
Navy.

SPECIALISTS
PHOTOGRAPHY

BROS., New INC.
York City

145 West 45th Street
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CAMERAS

BASS TESTED AND GUARANTEED
Motion Picture Camera* are the tone of
good value. Whether you purchaaa a new
Universal
a bigfrom
taring
versal at at
prices
$195or toa used
ttti, Uniroa
are obtaining a camera of undoubted
capabilities USE0 motion PICTURE CAMERAS ALWAYS ON HAND

Mayor Mitchel Major U. S. R. — Former
chief executive of New York City speaks
for Liberty Bonds at San Diego in army
uniform. Margarita Fischer, screen
sells bonds.
favorite,
Million-Dollar Fire Loss. — Big sugar refinery burns near New Orleans, La., entailing loss of $1,000,000 in equipment, raw
material, and refined sugar.
Five Miles of Soldiers. — Eighty-Sixth
Division U. S. N. A. parades streets of
Rockford, 111., under command of Brigadier
General Lyman W. V. Kennon, Camp
Grant commandant.
Vice-President Plants Tree. — Thomas
Riley Marshall perpetuates custom inaugurated by George Washington, planting Sapling on the lawn of the capitol.
Tommies Keep in Training. — British
veterans in America on recruiting mission
keep fit by "Going Over the Top" and
bayonet drill atop a New York skyscraper.
Fur Vests for Aviators. — Detroit women
members of National League for Women's
Service remake old muffs into warm garments for American aerial forces.
Glimpses of New Army. — Soldiers of
Eightieth Brigade, completely equipped,
hike for miles in the mountains. Troops
on parade in streets of San Francisco.
Aviators Protect Camp. — Italian officers
greet men of the famous Sassari Brigade,
veterans of many heroic engagements, as
aeroplanes fly above to prevent attack.
Build Houses for Birds. — St. Louis
school children erect thousands of bird
houses all over the city as part of bird
conservation
movement.

Gaumont

PICTURE
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of
parade at Detroit. Mothers and wives
soldiers march through Boston streets.
park.
Louis
St.
at
Monster assembly held
Bonds Go $10,000 a Minute— Marguerite
Clark, motion picture star, disposes of
$200,000 of Third Liberty Loan issue In
Chicago in twenty minutes.
Troops in Red Cross Drive.— Thousands
of Uncle Sam's finest parade down Market
te enstreet of San Francisco to stimula
thusiasm for million-dollar subscription.
Rough Games for Soldiers. — Troops at
Camp Logan go through strenuous sports
to harden them for service at front. Mob
race most violent of games.
Columbia Crew at Drill. — Varsity oarsmen practice for approaching contests on
historic Hudson River. Crack athletes
drive shells up and down the river.
Trucks Start for France. — Another huge
land fleet leaves Detroit for "An Atlantic
Port" on first stage of its journey to become part of General Pershing's army.
Inspect New Trench Gun. — Brigadier
Generals Kennon, Martin and Barnum at
Camp Grant, 111., watch operation of
Stokes' gun, newly perfected trench bomb
thrower.

M.

CAMERA COMPANY
BASS
III N. Oearborn St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
P. CAMERA

DEPT.

_-_^^__^_

For the fullest and latest news of the moring picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by leading British technical men — for brilliant and
strictly impartial criticisms of all films,
read

THE

BIOSCOPE

The Leading British Trade Journal with an
International
Circulation

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen

on

Application

WAR PRICES— Going Down

Company.

Gniiiiiont
Graphic No. 3 (April 12).
Plainfield, Vt. — The White Blood from
the Heart of Maple Sweetness Is Flowing.
The tinkling music of tens of thousands
of drops of sip from freshly-tapped trees
Is drumming into hundreds of buckets
hung
for their reception.
San Francisco, Cal. — Brother and Daddy
Are In the Navy, So the Jack-Tars Stationed Here Take Their Kiddies for an
Outing. BOO tots spend a wonderful day
at Naval picnic in Golden Gate park.
Boston,
Mass. — Society
Women
Ride on

MOVING

.

The well-known "Orpheum Collection" consists of melodramatic
music almost exclusively, and is
one of the best collections of agitatos, hurries, mysteriosos, short
plaintives, etc., on the market.
Particularly useful in serial pictures for bringing out the dramatic points. My last edition is
printed from the same plates as
the first, on a good quality of
paper, and sells for these reduced
prices: Piano (solo), 1st, 2d or
3d series, 35 cents each; Violin
(1st, 2d or 3d series), 25 cents
each; Cornet (1st, 2d or 3d
series), 20 cents each; Flute, Clarinet, Trombone, Drums (1st or 2d
series), 20 cents each.
CLARENCE E. SINN
1103 Grace St.
Chicago, 111.

THE WORLD'S

May 4, 1918
War Tank. Back Bay society buds ride
"Tank-Back"
in British recruiting drive.
San Francisco, Cal. — Why Does California Produce So Many Champion Swimmers? Here's the answer — because the
city operates swimming- pools exclusively
for children, furnishing suits, towels, soap,
and other supplies absolutely free.
Portland, Ore. — When the Smelt Swim
in from the Columbia River! Largest run
in years causes jolly fishermen to flock to
the Sandy River to fill their boats with
the toothsome little fish.
Detroit, Mich. — Secretary Daniels Visits
Ford Plant to Inspect Work of New Type
Super-Submarine Chasers. Henry Ford
promises to turn out the new craft at rate
of three a day.
Medford, Ore. — Fighting Jack Frost
Thousands of gallons of oil are burned
nightly
in Oregon orchards to save the
fruit crop.
Chicago, 111. — City Launches Loan to
Tune of $20,000,000. Miss Lillian Russell
says, "Keep the Glow in Old Glory."
San Diego, Cal. — Brigade of Liberty
Boys Leave Camp Kearney for Ten Days'
Hike. Theoretical "Fritzes" will be pursued in extensive field maneuvers by
troops of trained men.
France. — Hun Prisoners March Before
French Generals. Allied troops take 600
captives at battle of Burea and MonceL
Subtitle: American troops arrive on the
Aisne front. These boys took part in a
brilliant skirmish near Chevrigny.
France. — After Hard Fighting in the
First Line Trenches, American Troops Get
a Rest Furlough, and Are Welcomed by
of Aix-les-Bains.
the Town
Gaumont

THEATRE

Xo. 4 (April 16).

Camp Fremone, Cal. — Uncle Sam's Biggest Rifle Range Is Now Ready. Thousands of soldiers will become expert
marksmen on this newest range containing the latest equipment.
Paris, France. — Monument Is to Be
Erected in Memory of the First Three
American Soldiers Who Died in France.
Subtitle: As the worthy sons of their
great and noble nation they have fought
for Right, Liberty and Civiliaztion against
German Imperialism, the plague of
Humankind.
Mare Island, Cal. — Fighting Marines in
Action. These husky "soldiers of the sea"
demonstrate in big sham battle their
prowess and ability to cope with the Hun
once
they get "over there." — Submarines
Somewhere-in-America.
Are Being Located in the Ocean by Means
of Aerial Photography. Sailors are taught
to photograph with a camera attached to
huge kites from
the deck of ships.
Oakland, Cal.— Rookies from Naval
Training Station in Exciting Boat Race.
Keen competition between the different
crews makes good sport for Sunday
visitors.
Great Lakes, 111. — The Big Chief Visits
His Biggest Wigwam. Secretary Daniels
is greeted at Great Lakes Naval Training
Station by every man in training here —
over 10,000.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Henrst-Pathe

News

Xo. 30

(April

10).

Palo

Alto, Cal. — Garbed in their picturesque uniforms thousands of Knights
Templars march In grand procession to the
Memorial
Chapel.
Camp

STANDARD

Xew8

Chicago, 111. — Boys and Girls to Keep
the Home Soil Turning. The call to "Help
Feed the World" sends city children to a
new life that builds health and muscle.

ORGANS

Logan,

Texas. — Practice,

boys —

rill-
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Help to raise millions of dollars for

The American
Red Cross
Book NOW

"THE SPIRIT OF THE RED CROSS"
A

Motion

Picture

by

Warner

for

JAMES MONTGOMERY
Produced

by

Jack Eaton

and

E. F.

The

FLAGG

American

Red

Cross

A

STIRRING two-reel drama of definite box-office appeal furnished, at
no cost to you, by the American Red Cross. This photoplay will be a
powerful aid in the new Red Cross campaign for funds.
Released
April 28th
Booking
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Fox Film Corp.
Goldwyn Distributing Corp.

now

at the following
Metro Pictures Corp.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Select Pictures Corp.

exchanges —

Universal Film Corp.
Vitagraph
World Film Corp.

The early exhibitor gets the choice dates.
Book

it today

and

be

the

first to

show

it.

This advertising space contributed by the Moving Picture World and is acknowledged by Jesse L. Lasky,
Chairman
Red
Cross
Committee
of the National
Association
of the Motion
Picture
Industry.
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practice makes perfect! So the fire
brigades down here hold frequent hose
fights to develop speed and aim.
Berkeley, Cal. — Rah-rah boys to choochoo in the air. Many California University students have enlisted in America's
aerial service.
The Allies in Albania. — To be free and
independent is all Albania's people ask,
and the presence of the Allies here gives
them hope that some day they will atideal. (French Official War Pictures.)tain that
In Macedonia. — Holding the Huns is the
cheerful message from this Allied front.
M. Venizelos, Greek Premier, visits the
French lines.
St. Albans, Vt. — Nature is doing her bit
to increase food supply. Maple trees provide large amounts of sugar to help out
cane and beet crops.
Behind You — Uncle Sam. — A Great wave
of patriotism sweeps the country as
America begins her second year in the
world war by launching the Third Liberty
campaign.
Loan

Hearst-Pathe News No. 31 (April 13).
An American Camp. — On to battle — the
order is given! But this "Battle" is only
maneuvers at camp prefinal
part of paratory
to the real thing.
San Francisco, Cal. — Oh, for the happy
and carefree life of childhood days! Even
earnest Jackies hark back to the merry
sports of long ago.
Chicago, 111. — A marathon for Liberty;
leading runners of the Middle West take
part in a 15-mile race to aid the Liberty
Loan
campaign.
In Italy. — Italy's warriors -have fought
nobly to uphold her traditional honor, and
Sassari Brigade has distinguished itself
above all.
Reading, England. — King George and
Mary visit Britain's home army —
Queen
the men and women who are behind the
forces in the field.
San Francisco, Cal. — Baseball" is still the
national pastime, and huge crowds turn
out to witness the season's opening game
on the Pacific.
Spartanburg, S. C. — Upper cut, right jab,
left hook — boys of the 27th are getting
all ready for the Boches under the direction of Frank Moran.
On to Picardy! — Hold the Huns — the
Yanks are coming! Roads to Picardy are
filled with U. S. boys going to join in
war's greatest battle.
Cartoon.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 32 (April 17).
Warley, England. — General French, of
Britain's home forces, decorates many of
Erin's valiant sons who have won fame
on the battlefields.
South Beach, N. Y. — A freak snow storm
in the midst of Spring raises havoc along
the Atlantic Coast, destroying scores of
bungalows.
"Venice, Cal. — Pleasure seekers, how can
you resist when such dainty mermaids appeal to you for subscriptions to the
Liberty
Loan?
In Lorraine. — An invincible barrier
checks the Teuton's advance on this front.
In the battle of Moncel the French take
525 prisoners.
London, England. — Support your boys on
the field! They give their all for you!
British women do their bit to keep the
home wheels going.
Chicago, 111. — "Steeling" the nation —
the mills keep pace with the construction
of the Emergency Fleet. 43 carloads in
one shipment.
Central [Blip, N. Y. — Three soldiers are
killed and 45 injured when a troop train
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II Alternating
or Direct
$18.00
current, complete
wluj
variable speed lerej.
Immediate delivery.

from Camp Vpton is wrecked on account
of a split rail.
Xew York City. — Did you ever see elephants do their bit? Here they are — right
from the circus, out to boost the big drive
for Liberty Bonds.
The Fighting 69th! — Xew York is proud
of its 69th, which has distinguished itself
in battle against the Boches, but recently
it left for France.

Fidelity Electric Co,
Lancaster, Pa.

Universal Current Events.

waa

Moving Picture
Machine Motor

Issue

OBEY THE LAW

(Pat.

Pending)

Automatic rubber stamp stamps as
you sell ; operates out of your hand or
fastens to wall under ticket roll.
Postpaid, $5.00

L. G. Van Syckle
Grand

Forks,

N. Dak.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tonr
own
■pedal
Ticket, any printing,
any
colon,; erery
aocarataly
numbered
roll
Coupon
tickets guaranteed.
for Prise Drawing*.
(,000 $2.50.
Promptthe order.
shipments. Cash with
Get the samples. Sand diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial
or dated. Stock tickets 8.000 to 25,000 fifteen
cents per thousand. 60,000 ten cents, 100,000
nine cents. PRICES
Five Thousand
$1.25
Ten Thousand
2.50
Fifteen Thousand
3.75
Tvrentv-five Thousand
5.50
Fifty thousand
7.50
One Hundred Thousand
10.00

National Ticket Co. , shamokin. Pa".
We have for sale Twenty million
Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; Zudora, 18
rtiate; and Minion Dollar Mystery.
46 reels. We also have a largo stock
of new and commercial film in all
lengths tor all parts of tho globe.
tint.inilthcd IWH

THE

FILM

Xo. 40

(April

13).

The Yanks Are Coming! — Sherman's
march to the sea hadn't anything on these
boys of the Eightieth Division from Camp
Kearny on a ten-day hike. — Del Mar, Cal.
One More Merchant Ship to Break UBoat Blockade. — Four masted schooner
"Richard Green" is christened by Miss
Sarah A. Green as it takes the water to
enlist in Uncle Sam's service for the war
on Kaiserism. — Chelsea, Mass.
America's Part in War Is Celebrated by
"Kiddies." — Public school raises service
flag for graduates now in Uncle Sam's
uniform,
Xew
York while
City. pupils cheer Old Glory. —
Sisters and Brethren are Baptized in
River. — Faithful followers of the Rev. Dr.
Parker, pastor of the colored Baptist
Church, in
brave
the ceremony,
Mississippi'sattracting
chilling
waters
annual
thousands from far and near. — St. Louis,
Mo.Film Flashes from Washington. —
Glimpses of the activities of men in the
public eye caught by the camera within
the shadow of the Xational capitol.
Son of Famous Actor Gives Life for
Country. — Richard Mansfield, 2d, bidding
good-bye to his mother just before his
departure for the aviation camp at San
Antonio, Tex., where he gave his life for
his country. (Photographed by Burr
Mcintosh.)
Liberty Loan Drive Advances to Victory.— Cities and towns everywhere compete to score the highest quotas; the boys
of the Twenty-Seventh Division march to
boom the great financial undertaking. —
Spartanburg, S. C.
"Sammies" Help Hold Line on "Freedom's Frontier." — American troops go into
position on the west front as a result of
General Pershing's historic message to
General Foch, "the American people would
esteem it a great honor for our troops
were
theyFrench
engaged
the present battle."
(.Official
War inFilm.)
Cartoons from
Xewspapers.

the World's

Greatest

We Manufacture

Complete EXIT Signs

65 to 70 Cents in Quantity
Also Fire Escape Signs and Other Specialties

T. L. ROBINSON
& CO.
105 W. Monroe St., Chicago

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. Inc.
Mailers

Bnildinr,

Exclusive

CHICAGO,

Distributors

ILL.

Simplex
Machines
Indiana
Wisconsin

Illinois

EXCHANGE

126 West 46th St., New York City

Help "Can" the Kaiser
Buy Liberty Bonds

We assume full responsibility the moment your films are delivered to us for
DEVELOPING and PRINTING and the results are always satisfactory.
Our experience and responsibility wil Iprove dependable allies to your production
department — always.

EVANS

FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City AuSft,
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NOTICE

TO

Remittances
must
accompany
all orders for classified advertisements
as follows: One
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
Five cents per word on copy
containing over twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names
and
addresses.
ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers aspect that all statements made in avsry advertisement will bear the strictest

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

ORGANIST, strictly high class, employed, de
change.
Pine library
references.
Good
organ and salary essential.
Musician, care M
IV World. \ v. city.
MANAGER considering a change, understands
running of first-class picture or vaudeville theater. Address Theater Manager, care M. 1'.
World. N. Y. City.
WHO WANTS ME. M. P. operator? Can deliver the goods. Nothing under $25.00 considered. Middle West or West preferred. Now
employed,
but want change.
Box 608, Hastings
Neb.
musicians, pianist and drummer, thoroughly experienced In theater work, wish
permanent
engagement.
son St., Dorchester,
Mass. Anna Doland, ." Robin-

EXHIBITORSOPERATORS
PROJECTION
EXPERT l\ II. RICHARDSON SAYS "INSTALL
AMBERLUX' I. ENS KILTERS." IMPROVE
PROJECTION 100%. RESULTS GUARANTEE!".
PRICE. WITH ADVERTISING SLIDE. $3.50.
PARCELS POST PREPAID. W. D. WARNER,
S EAST
BROAD
ST.. COLUMBUS.
OHIO.
EOR
SALIC
A llallherg transformer,
transforms alternating current
to
direct,
with
switches,
wires, etc.
Outfit cost $360.00.
Am
through
wiili it.
Will sell for $2(111.(10.
Re
mlttance with order.
T. H. Blair, Northboro,
Mass.

CAMERAS

LADY

FOR

SALE.

CALCIUM LIGHTS.— Oxy-Acetylene light for
moving picture projection. Brightest, cheapest,
most convenient. Full line calcium light supplies always on hand. Write for circulars and

SEND AT ONCE FOR THE LATEST BASS
BARGAIN LIST 28, CONTAINING ALL THE
LATEST ADDITIONS IN OUR STOCK OF BASS
TESTED AND GUARANTEED USED BUT
EQUAL
TO
NEW
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAS. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
HIGHLY TRAINED ORGANIZATION. WE CAN
SELL YOU THE CAMERA FOR YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS, ALL GUARANTEED. EXTRA
SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR THIS WEEK: 1st,
200 ft. Capacity LE PERISCOPE Cinematograph
Camera. Accurate Claw intermittent, direct
finder. 50 M. M. Tessar lens. A snap at $70.00.
2d. 400 ft. Capacity PRESTWICH PROFESSIONAL, footage indicator, one to one
crank and eight to one crank. Beautifully constructed. Condition like new. Extra special,
$145.00. 3d, Slightly used UNIVERSAL Motion
Picture Camera. Complete with Tessar F :3.5
lens. Cannot be told from a new one. Price,
$200.00. 4th, 400 ft. PATHE PROFESSIONAL
OUTSIDE MAGAZINE, Automatic dissolve, 50
M. M. Krauss Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 lens, 4 magazines and carrying case. Complete, $400.00.
Equal to new, UNIVERSAL PANORAM AND
TILTING TOP TRIPOD, $60.00. Special dissolves built to order. Used NORTHERN LIGHTS,
$45.00 each. Other experimental work done at
lowest prices. Write today to America's Modern
Camera Exchange. BASS CAMERA COMPANY,
Charles Bass. President, 109 N. DEARBORN ST.,
CHICAGO,
ILL.

prices.
S. A. Bliss, 807 Third Ave., Peoria, "ill.
3.000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and cast frames,
75c. up. Serviceable goods guaranteed, cut
prices on new chairs. Three asbestos booths.
Send for list dropped patterns and save half.
J. P. Redington,
Scranton, Pa.

CINEMA CAMERAS, self adjusting tripodstilts, printers, polishers, perforators, lenses, developing outfits, rewinders, prismaopticons. Expert mechanical repairing. Eberhard Schneider,
Second Ave., 14th St., New York.

CAMERAMAN at liberty, fully equipped Pathe
Professional Camera.
Highest recommendations,
Address Cameraman,
care Tashman, 936 Glenmore Ave., Brooklyn, New York.

THEATERS

WANTED.

WILL buy or base picture theater — city over
fifty thousand population. E. W. Xowiin,
Miami. Florida.

THEATRE

FOR SALE OR RENT.

FOR SALE — .New Wallace theater, Bradentown, Pla. Other interests demand full time.
Sacrifice price for quick action and cash. InTestii;

EQUIPMENT
WANTED— Port Wayne
'lis. (in cycles, good
cash.
Leland,
Montpelier,

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.
Compensarc
110
condition ; cheap
Vermont.

and
for

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE— 200-300 theater seats. Herman
Ellis, Perth Amboy, N. J.
MOTION picture machines, 2 Power's 6-B,
with motors, JK) ampere rheostat. List each
$450.00 : cash, $225.00 each. Leland. Montpelier,
Vermont.

SPRING CLEARANCE. 1918. — CAMERAS
ACTUALLY" MEDIATE
IN OUR
STOCK
FOR inside
IMSHIPMENT:
200 READY"
ft. Pathe
magazine automatic dissolve, regular and trick
crank, fitted with 50 M. M. Heliar lens, one of
the
finest machines
made;
our
price.
$150.

Investigation

100 ft, Brnemann Model B, foi « srd and i
take up, without change ol belts
finest mors
men! gear drive, regular and tries crank, 2
Inoh, i<\:::. and Teiephoto tenses, In revolving
lens mount, focus tube through camera

price. $250.
inn ft William on profes lonal M.
P. camera,
forward
and reverse take tip, 1 tO 1
movement, spot dissolve; our price. $135. 2<»i
ft. special m. p. camera, forward or reverse
take-up, all movements, from one central gear,
fitted with 5(1 M. M. Ernnii AnMtlgmal
ll
focusing
mount , our price. $75.
Universal
M.
P. camera. F.8.6, 50 M M., It. \- L. Tessar
lens, regular and trick crank tripod, two extra
magazines
and carrying
case ; our price, JS275
200 ft. Ernemann Model a. i t<t 1. and s t., i
cranks, direct gear drive, with one extra m&ga
Sine; our price, $11(1. 2IHI ft. Davsco M. P.
camera, slightly used, fitted with Tessar lens,
F.3.5; cost $11(1; our price, $80. W0 ft. U. s.
M. P. camera, automatic dissolve, speed indicator; our price, $125. Davsco Cinematograph
studio light. Hives 12,000 Candle power on 15
amperes, complete with stand; our price, $85.
10.000 candle power northern light, complete
with
: ourprice,
price,
$65,Davsco
I'niversalstand,
M. P.wiring,
camera etc.
; our
$55,
lightweight M. P. tripod, with panoramic and
tilting top: our price, ¥25. P.il I model Monograph, motor-driven projector, star intermittent, all metal base, finest possible condition,
fitted with short focus projection, long locus
projection, with one extra lens for lantern
slides ; cost, when new, $335 : our price. $75.
ACT PROMPTLY. GET IN TOUCH WITH IS
TODAY. TELEGRAPHIC ORDERS SHIPPED
SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED. DAVID
STERN COMPANY. IN BUSINESS SINCE 1885
1027R

MADISON

STREET,

FILMS

CHICAGO,

FOR

ILL."

SALE.

STATE rights for Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota.
and Dakota of "Our Boys at Camp Cody,"
Deming. New Mexico, 5,000 ft. good photography
camp life. showing our boys close up.
"Woodrow," the big American Eagle captured
at Deming, New Mexico, goes with the first state
sold.
Tinsley Film Company, Corning, la.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

FOR SALE.

PHOTO PLAYER— Wurlitzer style K, factory
overhauled, guaranteed condition. Price, $1,400.
Tangley Company, Muscatine, Iowa.
FOR
SALE— Kimball
organ.
Will deliver and install.
Cash
$2,200.
Address
"Organ,"
care
Chicago, 111.

Cost, $4,000.
or on terms,
M. P. World,

In answering advertisements please mention The Moving Picture World

Perfect Motion
Picture -

Film
Developing

Printing

Our experience and laboratory equipment assures you the best
motion picture film developing, printing and the making of titles
best that can be secured.

REASONS
WHY

1881.

Developing and printing motion picture film since 1908.
Have dust proof laboratory especially fitted for this work.
Complete
stock of fresh chemicals
and Eastman's
motion
picture negative and positive film on hand at all times.

Bring or mail us your next motion picture developing order to convince you
of our work and promptness.
DEVELOPING

OENVtR COLORADO

Are photographers by profession since

S
FORD'MAIL

MOTION
ORDERS

PICTURE

FILM

lc

PER

FOOT

1029 16thATTENDED
St., Denver,
Colo.
TO

PROMPTLY
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL FILM, PATHE AND PARAMOUNT

f

NOVELTY

General Film Company, Inc.

(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
Song
and the Sergeant
(One of the O.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
Lost on Dress Parade
(One of the O. Henry
Series — Two Parts — Drama).
Nemesis
and the Candy
Man
(One of the O.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Rubaiyat of a Scotch Highball (One of the
O. Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Buyer from Cactus
City (One of the 0.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Purple Dress (One of the O. Henry Series —
Two Parts — Drama).
The Enchanted
Profile (One of the 0. Henry
Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The

RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned Flnley)
The Return of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).

PROGRAMS

FILMS.

PowerLandProand andSea; ConScenic
; England's
Leaders
on
(One Part).
The Girth of a Nation ; Four Famous Battles
of the Civil War; Scenic (One Part).
Truths
on the War
in Slang;
Scenic
(One
Part).
Oh, Part).
What

a

The Part).
Ghost;

Beautiful
Hocking

the

RANCHO
In the

Dream ; Scenic
Kaiser;

Scenic

(One
(One

SERIES.

CHAPLIN

ESSANAY COMEDIES.
Slippery Slim and the Green Eyed Monster.
When Macbeth Came to Snakevllle.
Slippery Slim and His Tombstone.
Slippery Slim and the Impersonator.
When Slippery Slim Met the Champion.
Snakevllle's New Waitress.
Slippery Slim's Dilemma.
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
FILM
CORP.
Why — the Bolsheviki
(Five Parts— Drama).
HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camille (Helen Hesperia— Six Parts— Drama).
The Marvelous Maciste
(Six Parts — Drama).
JAXON
COMEDIES.
{Seventh Series.)
The Unofficial Maneuver.
What Occurred on the Beach.
An All Fools' Day Affair.
Beating Him to It
Forced Into Matrimony.
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION.

"A Daughter of Unole Sam" (A One-Reel Episode of this Patriotic Serial released each
week).
JUDGE

BROWN

STORIES.

(All Two-Part Comedy-Drama*.)
Thief or Angel?
The Accusing Toe.
The Rebellion.
A Boy Built City.
I'm a Man.
Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
Producers. — Kindly

KOMKDY.

PARAMOUNT-MACK
SENNETT
COMEDIES.
Mar. 25 — Those Athletic Girls.
Apr. 8 — Friend
Husband.
Apr. 22 — Saucy Madeline.
May
6 — His Smothered Love.
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES.
Jan. 20 — Out West (Two parts).
Mar. 18— The Bell Boy.
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Paramount
Featurtt.
Apr. 8 — His —Majesty,
Bunker Bean
(Five Part*
Comedy-Drama)
.
Drama).
Apr. 8 — The House
of Silence
(Five Parts —

Buck
Where Bailey's
the Sun Failin'.
Sets Red.

Apr. 15 — Unclaimed Goods
Apr. 22 — RichDrama).
Man,
Poor
SELBURN

COMEDIES.

(Piedmont Picture* Corporation)
Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part — Com.).
His College Proxy (One part — Comedy).

COMEDIES.

CLOVER
COMEDIES.
The Wooing of Coffee-Cake Kate (One Part).
Rip-Roaring Rivals
(One Part).
He Couldn't Fool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part).
The Paper Hanger's Revenge (One Part).
DUPLEX FILMS, INC.
Shame (Seven Parts — Drama).
EBONY COMEDIES.
A Black Sherlock Holmes
(One Part).
Spying the Spy (One Part).
The Porters
(One Part).
A Milk Fed Hero (One Part).
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).

KLEVER

Feb. 11 — Adam and Some Eves.
Feb. 25 — Some Professor.

FAMOUS

(All Two-part
Dramas.)
Shadow of the Rockies.

BLUE

The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).

Paramount Pictures Corp.

Me, der Kaiser ; Our Heroes ; Strange Sights in
the Pacific Islands (One Part).

VICTORY
The Triumph

FILM

MFG.

Apr. 22 — Playing the Game
(Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 29 — Let'sComedy-Drama)
Get a Divorce
(Five
Parts —
.
Apr. —29Drama).
— Tyrant Fear (Five Parts — Drama).
May
6 — Resurrection
(Five Parts — Drama).
May
6 — The Biggest Show on Earth (Five Parts
May Drama).
6 — The

CO.

of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

FOR

WEEK

OF

APRIL

White Man's Law
Artcraft Picture*.

(Five

Parts-

Feb. 25 — Headin' South (Five Parts — Drama).
—Parts
Drama).
Mar. 11— Amarilly
Clothes-Line Alley (Fire
— of
Drama).
Mar. 25 — The Whispering Chorus
(Five Parts

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
RELEASES

(Five Parts — Dr.).
Man
(Five Parts —

14.

The Films).
Busy Inn (Five Parts — Drama — Russian Art

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

31— The Blue Bird (Five
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five
8 — The Lie (Five Parts —
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five

PARAMOUNT-BRAY

Parts — Drama).
Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Parts — Comedy-

PICTOGRAPHS.

The House of Hate
(Episode No. 6 — "A Living
Target" — Two
Parts — Drama — Astra).
Pipe the Whiskers (One Part — Comedy — Rolin).
Film).
Whispering
Wires
of War
(One
Reel — War

Mar. 25 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for
Wartime ; Hawallans and Their
Strange Customs ; Women la the
World of Work (interior decorat; Cartoon: Bobby Bumps, by
Earl ing)Hurd.

Hearst-Pathe News No. 32
Hearst-Pathe News No. 33

Apr. 1 — Subjects on Reel : Training Women
Sharpshooters, Our Bone Relations;
A New Use for a House Boat ; Cartoon by— "Me und Gott" — Bray Studios.
Apr. 8 — Subjects on Reel : Grizzly Bear Pets ;
Uncle Sam's Stamp Factory ; Cartoon by Wallace Karlson.
Apr. 15 — Subjects on Reel : Women in the World
of Work ; Hawaii ; The Beautiful ;
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
Apr. 22 — Subjects on Reel : Microscopic Revelations ;Horse Training by Experts :Scientific Rose Culture ; Cartoon by Bray Studios.
Apr. 29 — (Subject to Be Announced Later).
May 6 — Subjects on Reel: America's Sleeping
Giants ; Ingenious Insects ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.

RELEASES

FOR

(Topical).
(Topical).

WEEK

OF

APRIL

21.

Ruler of the Road (Five Parts — Dr. — Pathe).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 7, "The Germ
Menace" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
It's a Wild Life (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
—Pathe).
Trinidad,
British West Indies (One Reel — Travel
Hearst-Pathe
Hearst-Pathe

News
News

Releases
Dolly Diando).
Does

No.
No.

for

Her

34
35

Week
Bit

(Five

(Topical).
(Topical).
of

April

2S.

Parts — Drama —

The House of Hate (Episode No. S — "The Untold
Secret" — Two Parts — Drama).
Hey There
(One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
His Busy Day (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Picturesque
Wales — Langollen — and
Picture
Spots
in
England
(Split Reel — Colored —
Travel
Picture).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 36 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 3V (Topical).
Releases

for Week

of May

5.

How

Could You, Caroline? (Five Parts— Comedy— Drama — Pathe).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 0 — "Poisoned
Darts" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Kicked Out (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Our Fighting Ally— The Tank
(Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 38 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 39 (Topical).
Furnish

Titles and

Dates

of All New

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
1 — Down
the Yukon.
8 — In Happy Honolulu.
15 — Peerless Pineapples of the Pacific.
22— High
Spots of Hawaii.
Drama).

Apr. 29 — Our Filipino Fighting Force.
Hay
6 — The Filipino National Guard.
BENJAMIN
CHA PIN'S — PARAMOUNT
SERIES.
'The Son of Democracy."
Parts).Memories (Fifth Release — Two
Mar. 11— Tender
— Two Parts).
Mar. 18 — A President's Answer
(Sixth Release
Mar. 25 — Native

State

parts).
Apr. 1 — Down Parts).
the River
Apr. 8 — The

(Seventh
(Eighth

Release— Two
Release — Two

SlaveParts).
Auction
(Ninth
Release
Two
Parts).
Apr. 15 — Under the Stars (Tenth Release — Two

Releases

Before

Saturday.
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You can 't put it on

When you hear others tell of the steady picture the Simplex
projects, don't imagine that this is a quality we've put onto the
Machine, and that it will wear off.
No. Steadiness of picture is designed and built right into the
Simplex. It's a quality that stays in; and that's why it is the
Machine with Permanently Perfect Projection.

?

The idea is simply this :
The Intermittent Sprocket is very close to the Aperture— and it stays there.
This is so very important because the film is not
made of a perfect material ; it shrinks and undergoes
changes that introduce inaccuracies. And the greater
the distance between the Sprocket and the Aperture,
the greater is the effect of these inaccuracies upon
the position of each picture in the Aperture — upon
the steadiness of the picture on the Screen.
And the Simplex is the only Projector (a patented
feature) in which framing is accomplished by revolving the Intermittent Sprocket around its own center.
Its distance from the Aperture
does not increase in

framing, but it sticks close by, and errors in the film
are thereby kept off the Screen.
That Intermittent
isn't all. We Sprocket
frame theOilpictuce
by turning
the
entire
Chamber;
and your
mechanical sense will tell you that such a round bearing can be made to move freely without the slightest
perceptible looseness, whereas any movement in a
straight line must be produced by mounting the parts
loosely on rods or guides, without the possibility of a
really close, shakeless fit.
There's no room here for other, less important reasons.
What we have shown you will help you understand
the sound mechanical reasons for the Simplex's unequaled steadiness of picture.

Designed-and-built-in qualities beat so-called "talking points" all hollow

ThePrecisionMachine&.Tnc.
317 East 34 th: St- NewYork
In Answering: Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL,

MUTUAL,

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
Apr. 10 — Number 19 (Topical) — 02958.
Apr. 17— Number 20 (Topical)— 02969.
Apr. 24— No. 21 (Topical)— 02979.
May
1— No. 22 (Topical)— 02990.
L-KO.
Apr. 10— Saved
edy).from a Vamp

(Two Parts — Com-

Apr. 17 — Adventurous
Ambrose
(Two
Parts —
Comedy)— 02968.
Apr. 24 — A Rural
02978. Riot (Two Parts — ComedyJ —
May

1 — Fathers, Sons, and Chorus Girls (Two
Parts— Comedy)— 02989.
NESTOR,
Mar. 25— Nothing But Nerve
(Comedy)— 02938.
Apr. 1 — Pink Pajamas
(Comedy) — 02947.
Apr.
8 — Hickory
Hiram
(Comedy)— 02956.
Apr. 15— The 02967.
Shifty
Shoplifter
(Comedy) —

Apr. 22— The St61en Keyhole
(Comedy) — 02977.
Apr 29— It's a Cruel World (Comedy)— 02988.
UNIVERSAL
PRODUCTION.
Mar. 25 — The Girl Who
Wouldn't
Quit (Five
Parts— D rama ) —02937.
Apr. 1 — The Magic Bye (Five Parts — Drama) —
02946.
Apr.
8 — The 02965.
Risky
Road
(Five Parts— Dr..) —
Apr. 15 — No Release this week.
Apr. 22 — The Scarlet Drop
(Five Parts — Dr..) —
02986.
Apr. 29 — No Release This Week.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

UNIVERSAL
30 — Issue 64
6 — Issue No.
13 — Issue No.
20 — Issue No.
27— Issue No.
3— Issue No.
UNIVERSAL

SCREEN MAGAZINE.
(Educational) — 02941.
65 (Educational) — 02950.
66 (Educational) — 02959.
67 (Educational) — 02970.
68 (Educational)— 02980.
69 (Educational)— 02991.
SPECIAL

FEATURE.

Apr. 13 — The
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
May

Lion's
Claws
(Episode
No.
2
"Beasts of the Jungle" — Two Parts
—Drama)— 02962.
13 — Finley
Nature
Series
No.
13 — "Sea
Birds and Animals" and "The Land
of Long Ago"
(Seenic — Split Reel)
02963.
15 — Boy
Scouts
to the Rescue
(No.
1,
"Aides
of a Nation" — Two
Parts)
02997.
20— The
Bull's
Eye
(Episode
No. 11 —
"Fired"— Two Parts— Dr.)— 02972.
20 — The Lion's Claws
(Episode
No. 3 —
"The Net of Terror" (Two Parts —
Drama)— 02973.
20— Finley Nature Studies No. 14 — "Wild
Animals at Yellowstone" and "Atop
the Alps"
(Scenic — Split Reel) —
02974.
22 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 2, "On
the Trail" — Two Parts)— 02998.
27 — The
Bull's
Eye
(Episode
No.
12,
"Burning
Sands" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 02982.
27 — The Lion's Claws
(Episode No. 4, "A
Woman's
Scream" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 02983.
27 — Finley Nature Studies
(No. 15, "Wild
Bird Pets"
and
"In and Around
Key
West,
Florida" — Scenic
Split
Reel)— 02984.
29 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 3, "The
Great Mine Disaster" — Two Tarts) —
020911.
3— The null's Bye (Episode No. 13 — "Sold
at Auction" — Two Parts — Drama) —

0299."..
8— The Lion's claws (Episode No. 5 — "The
Secret
Document" — Two
Parts —
- Drama)- -02991.
UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS.
Apr. 6 — Issue No. 47 (Topical) — 02951.
Apr. 13— Issue No. 48 (Topical)— 02960.
Apr. 20 — Issue No. 49 (Topical).
Apr. 27— Issue No. 59 (Topical)— 020S1.
May
3— Issue No, 51 (Topical)- 02992.
STAR
COMEDIES.
Lvons- Moran Pictures.
Apr. 13 — A Pigskin Hero.
Apr. 20 — The Tall of n Cat.
Apr. 27— The Guilty Egg— 029OT.
Mnv
3— Mum's (In- Word
02996.

METRO

AND

TRIANGLB

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

STRAND.
12 — Three Times and Out (Comedy).
19— Miss Cinderella
(Comedy)— 8CST1.
26— Up in the Air (Comedy)— CCST1.
5 — Waltzing Around
(Comedy) — lOCST-1.
12 — Finishing
Mary
(Comedy) — 11CST-1.
19— His Quaker Girl (Comedy)— 12-CST-l.
26 — Up She Goes (Comedy)— 13 C S T 1.
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(ComedyJ —
14C-ST-1.
9— For Art's Sake
(Comedy) — 15CST-1.
16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16CST-1.
23 — Mary's Frame-Up (Comedy) — 17-CST-l.
30— Spotted
(Comedy) — 18-CST-l.
MUTUAL

STAR

MUTUAL.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

24 — Screen Telegram
27 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 7T1.
31 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 8 T 1.
(Topical)— 9 T 1.
3— Screen Telegram
7 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 10-T-l.
10 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 11-T-l.
14 — Screen Telegram
(Topical)— 12-T-l.
17 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 13-T-l.
21 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 14-T-l.
(Topical)— 15-T-l.
24 — Screen Telegram
28 — Screen Telegram (Topical) — 16-T-l.
1 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— I7-T-1.
5— Screen
Telegram (Topical) — 1S-T-1.
(Topical)— 19-T-l.

Apr. 1 — The Drama).
Landloper

GOLDWYN

Jan. 28 — Dodging
a Million
(Six parts — Comedy-Drama).
Feb. 10— Our Drama).
Little Wife
(Six parts — ComedyFeb. 24 — The Drama).
Beloved

Traitor

May. 10— TheDrama).
Floor Below
Mar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

(Six

Parts-

(Six Parts — ComedySinner

(Six

Parts —

Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts — Drama).
Apr. 21 — The Drama).
Face in the Dark
(Six Parts —
May
5— Joan
of Pittsburgh
(Six Parts— Comedy Drama).

GOLDWYN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Parts — Drama).
The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
For Drama).
the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parts-

Apr. 15 — WithPartsNeatness
— Drama). and

Dispatch

Drama). of
Apr. 22 — Treasure

CAPITOL

COMEDIES.

Bill's Baby
(Two Reels).
Bill's Predicament
(Two Reels).
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All

New

the

Sea

Apr. Drama).
29— Riders
of the
Night
DrL-ma).
May
6 — The Trail of Yesterday

CLASSICS,

INC.,

Part*—
(Fivs

(Five

Parts-

(Five

Parts-

(Five

Parts —

SPECIALS.

Nov. 15 — Draft 258 (Seven parts — Drama).
Dec 10 — Blue
Jeans
(Seven
parts— Drama).
January — The Legion of Death (Rolfe— Sevex
parts — Drama) .
January — Revelation
(Seven
parts — Drama).
Lest We Forget r Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million Dollar Dollies (Emerald Production— Five Parts).
METRO
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

COMEDIES.

14 — Why Henry Left Horn* (Draw).
21 — Their First Lovs
(Drew).
28 — Under the Influence
(Drew).
4 — Help Wanted (Drew).
11— The Bright Lights Dimmed
(Draw).
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity (Drew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Draw).
11 — His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today (Drew).
25 — When
a Man's
Married
(Drew).
1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
8 — A Youthful Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

Triangle
Without

Releases
Notice.

PRODUCTIONS.

Mar. 31 — Unfaithful (Two Parts — Drama) and
The Marriage Bubble (Three Parts
—Drama)
(Spilt Real Feature).
Mar. 31 — The Love Brokers (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr.
7 — The Vortex
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Drama).
Boss of Lazy "Y" (Five Parts —
Apr. 14 — The Law of the Great Northwest
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 14 — Who— Drama).
Killed Walton (Five Parts — Dr.).
April— The Hand, at the Window (Five Parts
Apr. 21— Society for Sale (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 2S — TheDrama).
Lonely Woman (Five Parts —
Apr. 2S — Paying His Debt (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
•> — An Honest Man
(Five Parts — Drama).
May
.">— Mile. Paulette
(Five Parts— Drama).
TRIANGLE

KOMEDY.

Mar.
3— A Discord in a Flat.
Mar.
3 — His Hidden Shame.
Mar. 10 — Wives and Worries.
Mar. 10— She Didn't Do It,
KEYSTONE
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Social Ambition
(Six Parts — Drama).

Parts —

(Five

TRIANGLE

FEATURES.

(Torke — Five

Apr. 8 — Social Drama).
Hypocrites

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
Dae. 30— Thais (Six part* — Drama).
Jan, 14 — Fields
of Honor (81x parts — ComsdyDrama).

Corporation.

METRO
PICTURES
CORP.
Drama).Ahead
Mar. 25 — Breakers
(Rolfe — Five Parts —

SCREEN

PRODUCTION.

Mar. 4 — Powers
That
Prey
(American — Five
Parts — Drama ) — 10-FM-5.
Mar. 11 — Ann's
Finish
(American — Five Parts
—Drama) — ll-F-F-5.
Mar. 18 — The Girl and the Judge
(Frohman —
Five Parts — Drama) — 12-F-T-5.
Mar. 25 — No release this date.
Apr.
1 — A Bit of Jade (American — Five Parts
— Drama) — 14-F-M-5.
Apr.
8 — The
Richest
Girl
(Frohman — Five
Reels — Drama ) — 15FAM-5.
Apr. 15 — The
Primitive
Woman
(American —
Five Parts— Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
Apr. 22 — (Title Not Reported).
Apr. 29 — Hearts
or Diamonds
(Five
Parts-Drama)— 1S-F-R-5.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

PROGRAMS

Metro Pictures

Mutual Film Corp.

May

Producers. — Kindly

GOLDWTN,

Releases

COMEDY.

3 — A Lady Killer's Doom (Two Part*).
10 — Did She Do Wrong?
(Two Parts).
17— Mud
(Two Parts).
24 — A Safe Danger
(Two Parts).
31 — A Playwright's Wrong (Two Parts).
7 — First Aid.
14 — Mr. Briggs
Closes the House.
21 — Their Neighbor's Baby.
28 — Mr. Miller's Economies.
Before

Saturday.

M.,v4, 1918
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Biggest Business
Day in History!

The 1st of May
Thrift Stamp Day
In The U. S. A.
Get Busy — YO U — Today!
The entire business of the country is hustling to make a
record on Wednesday, May 1st — the day on which every shopkeeper and clerk behind every retail counter and stand in the
U. S. A. will ask every purchaser to accept at least one Thrift
Stamp as part change on each purchase! Millions of special
Thrift Day Sales will be held on that day. This means Teamwork on the part of manufacturers, wholesalers, jobbers, salesmen, retailers and clerks. The entire Moving Picture trade must
make a good showing on that day for Uncle Sam. Everyone
must help. Fall into line — you! Don't lose another day's time.
Do all you can to make Thrift Stamp Day a tremendous success

— the more you help the Government's War Savings Stamps
campaign, the more you help your own business.
Write Today for Plan, to W. Ward

f'WS.S.

WA* SAVINGS STAMPS
ISSUED BY THE

t UNITED STATE*
GOVERNMENT

NATIONAL

WAR

SAVINGS

Smith

COMMITTEE

51 Chambers Street, New York City
(This advertising space donated by this publication)

WS.S.

TAR SAVINGS STAMPS
UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT
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List of Current Film Release Dates
GREATER

VITAGRAPH

PROGRAM,

FEATURE

AND

STATE

RIGHT

RELEASES

■■■JHi

Feature

Greater Vitagraph Inc.

Releases

Apr. 1— LittleDrama).
Miss No-Account
8 — The Drama).
Business
of Life

(Five

Parts —

Apr. 15— The Drama).
Girl from

Beyond

(Five

Parts-

The

Bachelor's
Children
Drama).
Apr. 29— The Drama).
Seal
of Silence

(Five

Parts-

(Five

Parts-

May

(Fi^e

Parts —

VITAGRAPH

FEATURES.
(Five

Apr.

Apr. 22 — A

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

6— The
Drama).

Little

Runaway

Parts-

BIG V COMEDIES.
25 — Stripes and Stumbles.
1 — Sleuths and Slickers.
8 — Rummies and Razors.
15 — Counts and No Accounts.
22 — Whistles and Windows.
29 — Flirts and Fakers.
6 — Laws and Outlaws.

Life
Mask
Parts).
Parts). Steel
Tempered

DREW
COMEDIES.
11 — Their First Quarrel.
18 — A Telegraphic Tangle.
25— His Wife Knew About It.
1 — Following the Scent.
8 — The Home Cure.
15 — The Deceivers.
22 — Beautiful Thoughts.
29 — All for the Love of a Girl.
6 — The Story of the Glove.
VITAGRAPH SERIAL.

"The Woman in the Web."
No. One ("Caught in the
Apr. 8 — Episode
Web" — Two
Parts — Drama).
("The Open Switch"
Two
Apr. 15— Episode
— Drama).
Parts
— Two No.

3 — "The Speeding Doom"
Apr. 22 — Episode
Parts — Drama).
(Two No.
4 — "The Clutch of TerApr. 29 — Episoderor"—No.
(Two
Parts — Drama).
6 — Episode No. 5— "The Hand of Mystery"
May (Two
Parts — Drama).
FAVORITE
FILM
FEATURES.
Mar. 4 — An Officer and a Gentleman (Two
Parts — Drama) and "Unlucky
Louis" (One Reel Comedy).

Fox Film Corporation
FOX
SPECIAL FEATURES.
Mar. 31 — A Camouflage Kiss (Five Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Apr.
7 — The Bride of Fear (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 14 — Western
(Five Parts — ComedyDrama).Blood
Apr. 21— American Buds (Six Parts— Drama).
Apr. 28 — Her One Mistake (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5— Brave and Bold (Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
Mar. 17 — Woman and the Law (Seven Parti —
Drama).
Mar. 24 — Rough and Ready (Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Blindness of Divorce (Seven
Parts — Drama).
FOX
SUNSHINE
COMEDIES.
Mar.
3— A Huiband'e Wife (Two Parts).
Mar. 15 — A Self-Made Lady
(Two Parts).
Apr.
7 — A Walter's Wasted Life (Two Parts).
May
5 — A Neighbor's Keyholo (Two Parts).

MUTT

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

AND

JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

(Third

Production — Seven

(Fourth

Production — Seven

FIRST

VITAGRAPH COMEDIES.
Feb. 18 — Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

Marriage
Lie
(Five
Parts — Drama) —
02985.
A Mother's Secret (Five Parts — Dr.) — 02995.
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
Tarzan of the Apes (National Film Corp.).
Fall of the Romanoffs
(Brenon
Productions,
Inc. — Eight Parts).
A Dog's Life (Charlie Chaplin Picture).
My Four Years in Germany.
Petrova Pictures Company.
The Parts).
Light Within
(Second
Production — Seven
The

CAR-

24 — The Decoy
(Half Reel).
31 — Back to the Balkans
(Half Reel).
7 — The Freight Investigation (Half-Reel).
14— The Leak
(Half Reel).
21— On Ice (Half-Reel).
28— Helping McAdoo
(Half-Reel).
5 — A Fisheries Cartoon (Half-Reel).
12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
Producers. — Kindly

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
(Distributing
the
following
Christie
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State and Northern
New
Jersey.)
Apr. 15 — Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
W. W. HODKINSON
CORP.
(Paralta Plays.)
Apr.
1 — An Alien Enemy (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 29 — WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five Parts —
Apr.
13 — The Snapdragon
(Five Parts — Drama).
27 — Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts — Drama).
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS.
INC.
The
Price of a Good Time (Seven parta — Dr.).
Doctor and the Woman (Seven Parts — Dr.).
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM.
— Drama).
Apr.
1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — Six Parts
Parts).
Apr.
8 — Chase
Me
Charlie
(Essanay — Five
Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comedies,
You Know"
{Made
by Edison).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27 — The Stenog.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.
Essanay.

"Qirls

Mar. 15 — Broncho Billy's Close Call.
ter.
Mar. 22 — Broncho
Billy and the Settler's DaughMar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

29 — Broncho Billy's Indian Romance.
5 — Broncho Billy, a Friend in Need.
12 — Broncho
Billy's Wild
Ride.
19 — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
3 — Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue.
Feb. 1 — Panama
Canal, Part I.
Feb. 8 — Panama Canal, Part II.
Feb. 15 — Colombia, Part I.
Feb. 22— Colombia, Part II.
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 1.
Mar. 8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 3.
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29 — Puno,
and Scenes Around
Lake
Tltlcaca, Bolivia.
SELECT
PICTURES.
March — The House of Glass (Five Parts — Dr.).
March — By Right of Purchase (Six Parts — Dr.).
March — The Shuttle (Five Parts — Drama).
March — The Knife (Five Parts — Drama).
April — The Reason Why
(Five Parts— Drama).
April— Up theDrama).
Road with Sally (Five Parts —
April — At the Mercy of Men
(Five Parts — Dr.).
Special Releases.
Over There (Six Parts — Drama).
The Lone Wolf (Five Parts — Drama).
The Barrier (Seven Parts — Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts— Drama).
WORLD
PICTURES.
Apr. S — The Witch
Woman
(Five Parts— Dr.).
Apr. 15 — The Trap
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 22 — The Purple Lily (Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — Leap to Fame (Five Parts — Drama).
May
(5— Masks and Faces (Five Parts — Drania^.
Furnish

Titles and

Dates

of All New

3

State Right Releases

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS.
Mar. 25 — The Wine Girl (Five Parts— Drama) .
Apr.
1— The
Red, Red
Heart
(Five Parts —
Drama) — 02964.
A Rich
Man's
Darling
(Five
Parts
— ComedyDrama)— 02975.

ARROW
FILM
CORPORATTOW.
Times Buildlmt, New Tork.
Souls Redeemed.
Ramona.
Persuasive Peggy.
Weavers of Life.
To-Day
(Seven
Parts — Drama — Pathe).
Mad Lover
(Six Parts — Drama — Pathe)
The duction).
Struggle Everlasting (Harry Rapf
The duction).
Accidental Honeymoon

Pro-

(Harry Rapf Pro-

CENTURY COMEDIHS.
1600 Broadway, New Tork.
Balloonatics.
Automaniacs.
Neptune's
Naughty
Her
Bareback
Career.Daughter.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh, Baby !
What's the Matter with Father?
CHRISTIE FILM CORF.
Los Angeles,
Cal.
Betty Wakes Up.
Their Seaside Tangle (Comedy).
One Good Turn
(Comedy).
Thirty Days.
Nearly a Papa.
Cupid's Camouflage.
Mum's the Word.
The Night of His Life.
In the Dark.
Circumstantial Evidence.
W. H. CLLFFORD
PHOTOFILM
CO.
17 West 44th Street, New York.
Denny from Ireland (First Release of the Shorty
Hamilton Series — Five Parts — Drama).
The
Snail
(Second
of the Shorty
Hamilton
Series — Five Parts).
COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).

CORP.

CREST PICTURES
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust,
M. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Depths of the Sea (in a Series
Parts — Educational ) .
EPOCH
FILM
Longacrs Building,
Birth of a Nation.
Intolerance.

of Four

CORP.
New York.

EXHIBITORS'
OPERATING
CORP.
51 East 42d Street, New York.
The City of Purple Dreams.
FOURSQUARE

PICTURES.

The

Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 4— "Von
Rintelen, the Destrover" — Two Parts — Drama).
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 5 — "The Strike
Breeders" — Two Parts — Drama).
The Drama).
Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 6 — "The
Plot
Against
Organized
Labor" — Two
Parts
The Folio"
Eagle's
Eye
— Two

(Episode
No. 7 — "Brown
Parts
— Drama).

Port

The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 8 — "The Kaiser's
Death Messenger" — Two Parts — Drama).
FRANCIS
FORD
PRODUCING
1476 Broadway, New York.
Berlin Via America.

PITT
FILM
CORPORATION.
Lyceum Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Italian Battlefront.
The Italian Stand on the Piave.

Releases

FORT

CO.

Before

Saturday.

riii':
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Sure Fire Helps to Success
The CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., publishers of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD and CINE
MUNDIAL, the leading trade papers devoted to the Motion Picture Industry, are also publishers of the
only library of practical text books dealing with the cinema art adapted to the every-day needs of
those already engaged in the business or about to engage in it
These text books, six in number, have been wri tten by men carefully selected for their proven
knowledge of the subjects to be covered, being almost without exception veteran members of the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD'S editorial staff; entirely without exception these men are at present
actively engaged in the motion picture business — they are not dreamers or theorists.
Each text book has been written to provide real help to the individual who reads it — consistent
with the unswerving policy of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD— a genuine "Dedication to Service."

Motion Picture Handbook

Picture Theatre Advertising

for Managers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
Third Edition

By EPES WINTHROP

The most complete, exhaustive and instructive work ever
published on the projection of moving pictures. Contains
complete instruction with detail Illustrations on all leading
makes of American projection machines and practical Information on wiring, lenses, carbon settings, screens, theatre
equipment, etc., etc. 700 pages and over 300 illustrations,
$4.00, postage paid.

SARGENT

A real help and business builder for exhibitors, theatre
managers and owners. It tells all about theatre advertising,
type, printing and paper, house programs, lobby displays,
newspaper advertising, posters, heralds, etc., etc. 300 pages.
$2.00, postage paid. P. S. — Mr. Sargent conducts a weekly
department in this same style in the Moving Picture World,
which contains many up-to-date business-getting ideas.

Motion Picture Electricity Modern Theatre Construction
By J. H. HALLBERG

By EDWARD

■ An up-to-date work on the electrical equipment of picture
theatres by a practical electrical expert. Contains chapters
on electricity, D.C. and A.C. current, resistance and resistance devices, electric service, wiring, lighting, etc. Also contains practical suggestions and all necessary reference tables
on wire sizes and capacity, weights and measures, heat units,
etc., etc. 260 pages, illustrated.
$2.50, postage paid.

Technique of the Photoplay
By EPES

BERNARD

IHNSILA

Our newest book Is one that will fill a long-felt want to
those contemplating the building of a theatre. This is a very
complete and exhaustive work by an architect with many
years of practical experience in theatre and studio construction. Fully illustrated, with considerable data as to requirements, construction cost, building laws, etc. $3.00, postage

By LOUIS

REEVES

HARRISON

of These

Publications

Sent

Promptly

Upon

PICTURE

516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW
Wright

Schiller Building
Chicago,
Ilh
Order

from

Nearest

&
Los

/

:«W t*
&

A comprehensive and thought-provoking treatment
of the subject In a series of chapters, similar to a
university course of lectures, by a successful
writer of photoplays.
Also contains a complete working scenario and several sample pages of manu/

Application

^*p^

y &/?<£■'£' s
/Jrdr&y

to

Chalmers Publishing Co.
Publishers of the MOVDJG

/o*>

/&

or the Making of a Photoplay

script. $2.00,
156 postage
pages; paid.
illustrated.
Any

///A

WORLD

4

YORK CITY
^

Callender Bids.
Angeles, Cal.

/
/

Office

/
/
/

/

Screencraft

paid.

WDJTHROP SARGENT
Third Edition

Complete instruction in photoplay writing, including study
of plots, how to obtain and how to develop; writing the
synopsis; studio requirements; script preparation and marketing; technical terms; examples of actual scripts in facsimile typewriting, etc.
400 pages.
$3.00, postage paid.

y<

Address.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
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The
The
The
The
The

FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Fringe of Society (Seven Parts — Drama).
Eagle's Bye (Episode No. 1 — "The Hidden
Death" — Two parts — Drama).
Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 2 — "The
Naval
Ball Conspiracy" — Two parts — Drama).
Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 3 — "The
Plot
Against the Fleet" — Two parts — Drama).
Cast Off (Thomas H. Ince Production).

FRANCO-AMERICAN
FILM
CORP.
126 West 46th Street, New York.
Birth of Democracy.

FROHMAN

AMUSEMENT

Times Building, New

CORP.

York.

God's Man.
FRATERNITY
FILMS,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
Devil's Playground (Seven Parts — Drama).

Gaumont
Gaumont

GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
News — Released every Tuesday.
Graphic — Released every Friday.

GENERAL
ENTERPRISES,
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother
(Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).
The Crucible of Life.
Men.
JESSE J. GOLDRURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.

Moral

JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
(Featuring Twede-Dan.)
February — The Recruit
(Two Parts).
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April — All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).
FRANK
A. KEENEY.
1493 Broadway, New York.
A Romance of the Underworld.
KING REE FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Feb. 15 — His Day Out.
Mar.
1 — The Rogue.
Mar. 15 — The Orderly.
Apr.
1 — The Scholar.
Apr. 15 — The Messenger.
May
1 — The Handy Man.
ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).

Zongar

HILLER & WILK.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The
Following
Are
Keystone-Mack
Sennett
Comedies.
)
The Village Scandal.
Saved by Wireless.
Fatty and the Broadway Stars.
Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Walters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Productions.)
Honor Thy Name.
The Thoroughbred.
Jim
The Grimsby's
Sins Ye Do.Boy.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
Talmadge

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION.
130 West 46th Street, New York.
One Law for Both.
Babbling Tongues
(Six Parts — Drama).
Married in Name Only (Six Parts — Drama).
Sins of Ambition.
Two Men and a Woman.
Human Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.

PHYSICAL

GRAPHIC
FILM
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Suicide
(Seven Parts — Drama).

(The Following Are tions.)
Norma
The Missing Link.
Martha's
Vindication.
Children in the House.
Going Straight.
The Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.

(The Following Are tions.)
Douglas Fairbanks ProducThe Habit
of Happiness.
The Good Bad Man.
Reggie
Mixes In.
Flirting With
Fate.
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrimaniac.
The Americano.

Produc-

(The Folloiving Are Wm. S. Hart Productions.)
The Primal Lure.
Captive God.
The Patriot
The Dawnmaker.
Apostle of Vengeance.
The Return of Draw Egan.
The Devil's
Double.
Truthful
Tulliver.
The Gunflgbter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.

His

CULTURE
INC.

Flatiron
(Drama).

Building,

PHOTO
New

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
729 Seventh Avenue, N.
Daughter Pays.

HARRY
Brokaw

PLAYS,

York.
CORP.
Y. City.

RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
Naked Hands
(Five Parts — Drama).
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
FRANK
J. SENG.
Times Building, New York.
Parentage
(Drama).
S. * S. PHOTOPLAYS,
INC.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Redemption
(Six Parts — Drama).
STATE RIGHTS DISTRIHUTORS, INC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts — Drama).
STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Cloud (Five Parts — Drama).
The God of Little Children (Five Parts— Dr.).
A Mother's Ordeal
(Five Parts — Drama).
Pride and the Devil (Six Parts — Drama).
Miss Deception (Five Parts — Drama).

of All New

McRAE
WEBSTER
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Bldg., 42d
Street
and
Broadway,
N. Y. City.

Reclaimed.
WESTERN
IMPORT
FILM
CO.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
(The Following Are Multiple Reel W. S. Hart
Subjects, Released in Order Listed.)
The Parts
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Bargain
(Six
— Drama).
The Drama).
Bandit
and the Preacher
(Five Parts —

The Drama).
Bandit

HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
Hand
of the Hun
(Four Parts — Novelty).
Master Crook.

Dates

Last
Raid.Production).
(Steger

The Hell Hound of Alaska (Five Parts— Dr.).
The Drama).
Two-Gun Man in The Bargain (Six part* —

PYRAMID
COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch
(Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).

Producers. — Kindly Furnish Titles and

Doctor Bunny's Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The
Unknown.
Peg of the Sea (Drama).
I Believe
(Cosmofotofllm — Seven Parts — Dr.).
Hypocrites
(George Loane Tucker).
The Natural Law (France Films).
The Hypocrites.
The Natural Law (Charles H. France Productiqn
— Six Parts — Drama).
SUBMARINE
FILM
CO.
1476 Broadway, New York.
The Submarine Eye.
TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant in the House.
The Siren in the House.
TRIUMPH FILM
CORP.
1476 Broadway, New York.
The Libertine.
U. S. EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
CO.
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.
The
Just Zeppelin's
a Woman

PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).

The
The

The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When Drama).
You
and I Were
Young
(Five Parts —
The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
(The Following
Are Cartoon
Comedies,
Each
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

and

the

Preacher

(Five

Parts —

The Hell Hound of Alaska (Five Parts— Dr.).
(The
Folloicingtions. Are
Hart
ProducReleased Two-Reel
in Order Listed.)
Dakota Dan.
Double Crossed.
The Last Card.
A Knight of the Trail.
AHorns
Squareand Deal.
Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The
Follotcing
Are
Mack
Sennett*frey stone
Comedies, Each Two Reels in Length.)
The Small Town
Bully.
Friendly Enemies.
His Diving Beauty.
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
(The
Followi?ig
Are
Bessieductions. ) Barriscal«
ProSatan's Pawn.
Wm.

A.

Bradv

Stolen Orders

Releases

M.

WEISSBERG.
Playhouse,
X. Y. City.137 W.

48th

(Eight Reels— Drama).

Before Saturday.

Street,
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PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S
SUPREME
TRIUMPH
"HEARTS
OP THE WORLD."
with Robla TIME and SPEED INDICATORS i« the

Installs Two ll' to Tha Mlnatc Type B SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS
nth St. Theatre,
New
York.
The
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PROJECTION
of

this
and

accurately
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effects.
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B. F. PORTER,
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YORK

gone
across —
"come across"!

Adopt a SOLDIER and Supfor
"SMOKES"
ply him with of
the Duration
the WAR!
YOU
know that our fighting men
are begging for tobacco. Tobacco
cheers them. They need It. "Send
more cigarettes." "W« can't get half
enough smokes over here." "A cigarette
is the first thing a wounded man asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.

$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier
Supplied— Will YOU Be a "BIG
BROTHER" or a "BIG SISTER"
to a Lonely Fighting Man?
Every
and

dollar sends four 45c .packages of tobacco.
Mail the mancy
coupon
rUjht new.

*

"We've just got to win
this war— you and I— '
Kaiserisra WILL be won — but this rallying

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND
19 Waat
Decoaltory:

44th Street, New Terk City
Irving National
Bank. Now York

"I wish you all possible success In
your admirable effort to get our Loys
In France tobacco."
—THEODORE
ROOSEVELT.
Endorsed by
Tha Secretary of War
Lyman Abbott
Rabbi W1m
Ow
8a mi it of the
G«rtrado Alhertoa
N»TT
Theodora Booaeralt
Bed
Itu
Inert pan
Alton B. Parker
Croat
Cardinal Qlbboaj
And tha Entire Nation

War on
call to patriots — to you — must be heeded NOW if
we are to extend the utmost help to our soldiers —
in France. The Boys' Club Federation (non-

sectarian) wants you as a partner in its work of developing
the underprivileged, imperiled BOYS who are to back up
the U.S. Government with the help it sorely needs. Already
121 clubs are at work in 86 cities — but we need more — and
more. What will you do? Will you contribute to our work?

"OUR

BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO
FUND"
19 Watt 44th Street. Now York
GENTLEMEN: I want to do my part to help the
American ooldlers who are fighting my battle In France.
If tobacco
will to
do contribute.!
It. I'm for tobacco. (Check below
now
you datlra
I eacloia $1.00. I will adopt a soldier aid eend
yon Ji.00 a month to wpely bin wltb "anokaa" for
the duration of tha war.
I lend you
herewith
ajy OMtrtbstloo toward i the porobaao of tobaoeo for Aaerloan
eoldlere.
This
doea
not
obligate
ma
to
aaatiibrto
nor*.
NAME
ADDRESS

Commended

Boy delinquency
has increased
from 35% to 65% in Europe. The
Boys' Club Federation operates to
forestall this appalling condition in
America It gets at the root by

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL
and
LOW
Price

to enroll in the U.S. Boys' Working
Reserve, Department of Labor,
Washington, D. C.

Opera Chairs

\ developing

of Clubs

The BOYS' CLUB
1 Madison

FURNITURE

Rapids, Mich. New

William
B. Wilson, / / P.J.,,»;»»
this
present
Gob
the Nation in/Boys'I..J.Ahelp crisis."
indeed
of Labor.

/

I Madiaon Are.,

««'■»"<»»
/
$25—
or Secretary
$5—
YOU—
Will
or more,
so NOW—
that the send
work $ 1of—or
organizing
and / /
TTn^lrveorl
;= CNew Tork
U.S.

Immediate shipment
on many styles; Second Hand Chairs ;
out-of-door seating
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.
Grand

Officials

"To make the boys of the Nation
physically and morally fit is to fill
the ranks of the producers for thepresent and future, and is specially
deserving of the highest commendation. Iextend my best wishes
to the Boys' Club Federation

specializing exclusively on the unHoover,
,
derprivileged boy of all ages and —in Kerblrt
itsV. patriotic
efforts."
'
S. Food Commissioner.
,
cooperates with the Government tion
and
the
Federation
will
/
by recommending all boys over 16 "This is truly Boy conserva- / r I A

CAST
IRON

STEEL

by Government

can go on?

Address

FEDERATION

Ave., New

York

/

CO.

/

/

K < 9.. ...... ...
*<ncl.osea
/. for use
m extending

• /the work of theBoys'Ciub
organization.
Name

Address

York, 130 Fifth Are.

TYPHOON POOLING & VENTILATING CYSTEM
TYPHOON

FAN

CO.

\J

NEW

YORK

CITY

J

1044

CAMP

ST.

NEW

ORLEANS

\J

As Mercury goes up your business goes down - Typhoons keep it balanced.
In
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ERBOGRAPH

itiflj *" ***--

COMPANY

LUDWIG
G. B. ERB,
Producers

MOTION

President
of

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone
LABORATORIES

and

■nT/oSSn Gold

Noiseless
operation,
pure white light and a steady
burning,
has
made the new National White A. C. Special Moving Picture Carbon
the leader in the field.
It is absolutely unnecessary for you to invest a single cent in extra
equipment to obtain excellent, low cost projection on alternating
current.

A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU

SUPPLY COMPANY

Dealers

in

5 S. Wabash

Motiograph,
Standard
and
Simplex
Moving
Picture
National Carbons, Mlnusa Screens and Everything
for the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN

Avenue
Machines,

Factory, ALTUS,

the:

cinema
AND PROPERTY

Bu the Quality circulation of the trade In Great Britain and the Domlnloma.
All Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to lu members are published exclusively In this journal
Yearly Rate— Postpaid. Weekly, $7.25
Sample copy and advertising rates on reqoest.

PATENTS
N. Moore

PATENT

Foreign

LOAN

New

Inc.

TRUST

BUILDING

WASHINGTON,

AND

D. C.

Personal Attention

BRINGS

Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman, Operator, and Film
Men Everywhere: — The moving picture business is one
of the youngest but one of the leading industries of
the world to-day. We may well be proud to be connected with it. Are you keeping up? Do you know
all about it? It will yield larger returns for an equal
ONE YEAR
SIX MONTHS

ATTORNEY

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with ?5.00 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

York

KNOWLEDGE

Established 25 Years

SUCCESS

amount of work to the men who know. Each weekly
issue of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD contain*
more up-to-date information than you can get from all
other sources. Subscribe now if not already on our
mailing list. You will get your paper hours earlier
than from the newsstand and it costs $4.80 less.

$3.00
$1.50

See title pace for rate* Canada and Foreirn

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

516 Fifth Avenue, New York

of

EXHIBITORS' A S0CIATI0N OF GREAT BRITAIN ( IRELAND. LTD

William

City Film Laboratories,

GAZETTE

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty

Titles

345 West 40th Street

OKLAHOMA

Appointed by Agreement Dated 718)14 THE OFFICIAL ORGAN

Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting

Empire

Screen

30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, England

THE CINEMATOGRAPH

Domestic

King

10 Days'
Triad
No. 1 Grade, 75c; No. 2 Grade, 60c
Stretchers included
Fry before you buy. Sold by ill the leading supply dealer* throughout the country.

NEWS

Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade

300-302 Mailers BIdg.
Chicago, Illinois

S716

203 to 211 West 146th St, New York City

STUDIO

THE CARBON THAT CHANGES
A. C. TO D. C.

AMUSEMENT

Audubon

"SMS

Theatre

Cat

Oat

and

Mail

Te-eUy— New!

THE

Mas 4. 1918
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The Essential Requirements

Improved Projection
ARE

Speer

Six great scientific improvements
make the Universal
Motion Picture Camera the choice of expert cameramen
everywhere.
Wonder-value at less than half standard motion picture camera prices!
You want it.

CARBONS

Alterno

UNIVERSAL

Combinations

for A. C. Work

Hold-Ark

Combinations

for D. C. Work

Produce

Incomparable

Results

Place an order now

CARBON
ST.

iiiiiuiiiim

COMPANY

MARYS,

PA.
IgmmEnmralU PONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES mmrammq

La Cinematograf ia Italiana ed Estera
Offltizl Orion of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 15tb AND 30th OP EACH MONTH

Foreign Subscription:

Seats That Stay Beautiful

20 francs, per annum

SoilTiV o'Sfc: Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co.

Expert Developing, Printing and Coloring
CAMERA
RAW

Maker* of
Rexo M. P. Film

with your Supply House.

'The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee'
MANUFACTURED
SPEER

Burke &
James,
240 EastInc.
Chicago
Ontario St,

WRITB
FOR
CATALOG

Write today for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions of operators.

OUTFITS
AND
FILM
SUPPLIED

985 Market Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Answering
Advertisements,
MOVING
PICTURE

Here is a theatre seat that will be beautiful
after years of hard service because it is covered with Du Pont Fabrikoid which does not
wear shabby and is absolutely unaffected by
water, grease, stains, dust or perspiration.

DU PONT CO.
FABRIKOID

CAMERA
MEN
SENT
ANYWHERE

In

sgffi

See how it increases your speed, improves framing, film
transmission, focusing, eliminates static, etc. New automatic dissolve ready.

AM)

Speer

769

BIG
ADVANCE
IN
M. P. PHOTOGRAPHY

ron

SPEER

W< >RLD

Please
Mention
WORLD

the

Wilmington,

Delaware

Canadian Factory
and Office:
NEW TORONTO
ONTARIO

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features. Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
being or to be built.
W74

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY
8* Fifth Avenue, New T.rk
42S Ashland
Block, Chicago

•Addressing

Multigraphing

COMPANY

Phone — Chelsea 3227
Phone— Randolph 2003

"Printing

No. 680

Made by
WISCONSIN
CABINET
&
PANEL
CO.
105 West 40th
Street
New
York

Typewriting

^nmiainimiim
In Answering Advertisements,
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Mention the MOVING
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CINE -MUNDIAL
The Export Edition of The Moving Picture World

;

-

STILL GROWING
The difference between yesterday and today

CIRCULATION :

CIRCULATION :

CIRCULATION :

2,000

3,250

200

Numbers

5,000

SUBSCRIBERS:
about 1,000

SUBSCRIBERS :

SUBSCRIBERS
more than 2,600

of Film Theaters in South America, Central America, Mexico, Spain, Portugal,
the West Indies and Philippines

3,000

more than 7,700

5,000

and still growing
with the same remarkable
development that took pli ice ii i this country five
to ten years ago.

This is why our advertising rates are being justifiably

JUNE

1st,

increased commencing

1918

All advertising contracts entered into prior to this date, however,
will be written at the current rate.

PERCENTAGES

Circulation, 150% plus

DEVELOPMENT

Subscriptions, 1,300% plus
SUCH

CHALMERS

OF

IS THE

PUBLISHING

FROM

Theatre Total, 157%

REMARKABLE

CO.,

1916 TO

516

STORY

Fifth

1918

Advertising Pa9es, 243%
OF

Avenue,

New

Yorh

THE
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Projection Equipments For All Purposes

u

PROFESSIONAL
POWER'S 6B

EDUCATIONAL
ACME PORTABLE

T
E
s

E
R
V
I
C

HALLBERG
MOTOR-GENERATORS

For
the
Manager's
Office
and for Traveling Exhibitors.

HALLBERG
Portable

or

Stationary

Electric Light Plants

WE GUARANTEE
PROJECTION
SUPREME
WITH

Gardiner Velvet Gold Fibre
Screen — Hallberg Motor
Generators — Power's Projectors— National Carbons,
and
UTE
Service— BE

Where electricity cannot be obtained, for the
operation of Projector Lamps, from the ElectricLightCompany,
Gasoline-driven
Electric
Plants complete
can be furnished
for 110, 60
or
30 Volts, as required.
These Plants arc complete and come ready
to run and consume less than 2 Pints of Gasolene per Hour.

FOR PERFECT
AND
BRILLIANT PROJECTION wise!
"EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

M. P. THEATRE

BRANCH

EXCEPT

THE

FILM"

OFFICES:

New York, N. Y.— 729 Seventh Ave.
Boston, Mass. — 28 Piedmont St.
Philadelphia, Pa.— 1233 Vine St
Pittsburgh, Pa.— 910 Penn Ave.
Cincinnati, O.— 115 W. 7th St
Kansas City, Mo.— K. C. Machine & Supply

Detroit, Mich.— 57 E. Elizabeth St
Omaha, Neb. — 13th and Harney Sts.
Minneapolis, Minn. — 16 N. 7th St.
Cleveland, O. — Columbia Bldg.
Chicago, 111.— 514 S. Wabash Ave.
Co., Inc., 813 Walnut St

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

Pres.

Executive Offices:

Largest Moving Picture

J. H. HALLBERG,

1604 Broadway,

Equipment

Vice-Pres.

New York

House

in the World
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D
D
D
D

□

c
03DDDD3Da
G

. 6B
Power's Cameragrforaptheh conNo
venience of
With all latest improvements
operation

A—Glass in Magazine Doors
B— Grip-o Carbon Holders
.
G— Improved Rheostat Terminals
Tension
D-Revolving Magazine Spindle with Spring
Price $388.00 F. 0. B. N. Y.

&j@mgffi&GP

ol. 36, No. 6

May

11. 1918

Price 15 Kienta
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ute punch

A Gripping Bluebhd

It's a Bluebird featuring high speed Franklyn
Farnum in a production with "a
punch."
A gripping problem play with
a high pressure title that will draw crowds
from every quarter. A title that will even draw them
away from competition.
Advertising opportunities unparalleled.
A Bluebird
not one wide awake Exhibitor will overlook.
BOOK

thru your local

BLUEBIRD

Communicate

BLUEBIRD

Exchange,

or

'with

Photo Plays (Inc.), 1600 Broadway,
New York City
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The George K. Spoor ultra-features are in
a distinctive class by themselves. The exceptional photography, unique plots and
artistic settings have opened up a new era
in the photoplay field. <J "A Pair of Sixes/
"Ruggles of Red Gap," "Uneasy Money,'
comedy-dramas featuring Taylor Holmes
are clean, wholesome entertainment, en
joyed by every member of the family
CI "Men Who Have Made Love to Me,'
featuring I, Mary MacLane, is a triumph
in artistry, revealing the life of one of the
strangest geniuses of the literary world.
CJ These plays have proved their worth by
breaking attendance records everywhere.
Grasp the opportunity now of giving your
patrons something different.
fjBsiamitaj

G'eorg,e Kleine System
Distributors

THE
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Gau moot
Graphic

|DyD©Ot
^aoroont'

Every Tuesday

THE NEWS

Every Friday

REELS OF REAL NEWS

S. L. Rothapfel, Managing Director
of the Rialto and the Rivoli, Manhattan's motion picture theaters de luxe,
considers the Gaumont News-Reels
EXCELLENT.

RI6^S«

g3&

TH1'

TiMf.S

_F the

H6 D

6.
j M»H»

Bear P^
AX

0a^\?fL*^

J"-***1

1*Sea i0

tag

toep «
Sinoer81'.

BIT9
Every exhibitor
that books them
otot
forms the same opinion.

Produced by

Gaumont
NEW YOEK
LONDON

m

C°.

PARIS
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iirrt
everywhere
trrmendouj-Iy popular with millions
*?

IMIVEM At

AH I MATED WEEKLY/ *
CURRENT EVENT
SCREEN HAGAZIN
F1U).M coast to coast like a huge
blanket, the UNIVERSAL WEEKLY NEWS SERVICE covers the
country. In thousands of the theatres
the big end of the daily show is eithe
one, two or all of the U News service —
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLYCURRENT
EVENTS— and SCREENMAGAZINE.
With
the
most
efficient
corps
of
picture news
gatherers
covering
every
part of the world, you get the cream of all
the news that's worth screening.
ALL
the best war news,
intensely
interesting
scenes of our boys in cantonments— on the battle
lines, and everywhere.
It enables
your patrons
to —

Follow The Flag
—to see and know exactly what is happening to the lighters.
to the doings in LIBERTY BONDS— to war activities of every
character in all parts of the world. You can book either or
all three— UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— CURRENT
EVENTS and SCREEN MAGAZINE on the most equitable
basis imaginable. They constitute the BIG PUNCH of your
show— the part most people wait for most anxiouslv. Tie
them up for your house.
DO IT TODAY.
NOW.

?&»

pXHIBITORS ! Tear up all your old figures
on box-office receipts. Throw away past
S. R. O. records. Burn up all memos on
"repeats" or "holdovers." Skid into the ashcan every dog-eared piece of paper bearing on
past record-business. You won't need any of
these things after today. "The KAISER"

is here !

HTODAY

is the day of the new deal from a

fresh pack and all off the top. The'day
of the most amazing money-getter that the
country's ever seen. The day of the Exhibitor. The day of the biggest clean-up inlhistory. The wonderful day of "The KAISER,
the Beast of Berlin." Come a-running or
you'll be too late. WIRE US NOW!

Executive Offices. 1600 Broadway; Newark aty

t

WCfTEM UHIOM
TELEGRAM
April 11-1916

p_ Showed h 20,000 yesterday
and 50, 000 to -day -Convention
Hall. Turned away over 5000
to-night. Police unable to handle
crowdr to-day Wilt rope off three
blockr to traffic to-morrow
'?k KA IStzR'ir f/GrnGct
knocking them dead!

MiHonJ.Uk/d

-The Beait of Berlin
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A MMIER-HECE /ERIM
WITHWf <0HP£TITt0)1
The Only /erial of it/ kind in the World
Here's the one and only Boy Scout Serial ever made. The Serial that
every boy in the United States will go simply wild over — the Serial that
he can't see anywhere else but in your theatre — the Serial that can't have
any competition until long after you've cleaned up the cream, for there is
no serial like it.
The Serial with 400,000 hustling Scout Advertisers — boosting for your
theatre with all their might to work up public interest and get the million
new members they want.
The Serial with 14,000,000 Fathers, Mothers, Sisters, Big Brothers and
Friends, all eager to go and help the boys help their country.
The Serial that will bank you more money in five short weeks than you
ever took in before on any serial in twice the time — and with less trouble, less expense, less advertising cost and bigger crowds.

' J

:■!

/•

I I • J

:*

f 4

" W.J

'

"Boy Scout to the Rescue" is such an absolute, copper-riveted sure thing
that we're telling you not to waste one minute in nailing it down. Wire
your nearest Universal Exchange today for reservation. At the same time
get the big Boy Scout folder, which gives all the details of the complete
co-operation of the enormous Boy Scout Organization. Or communicate
with the Boy Scout Serial Department.
UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING
CARL

1600 Broadway

LAEMMLE,

COMPANY

President

New York
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'MmmV,
WsaiWinQ ! JbewUcniug' Juanita Vonyen

pictures'.
in serial
ii'i
W& wostb^MfyW'^
y"^
J6e
VnivQrsal
Serial
Cnchantinq.
7fie Vofuxe Serial. 7/?e finest Universal serial
ever filmed, Jbasedon the

''
"PLEA
Odamg,
Iranh %.ISLAND
of SURE
i A pen
w cefebrateaf writer of
fiction successes.
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Cparamount
There's No Finer Slogan Than This !
OOME exhibitors designate their houses as "The
Place Where the Best Pictures Are Shown/'
Some advertise "We Always Have a Good Show/7
Others announce, "The Greatest Stars in the
Greatest Pictures.
But those are colorless lines, indefinite, comparatively weak in selling value.
The 100% exhibitor is the man with the slogan
that tells something, that guides the crowds to
the pictures they want to see. He advertises

"I Show ALL the Paramount Pictures"
No wonder his profits

are steadily increasing I

•<

'

'

.
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i
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TRADE

paramount
(pictures

A4AY
In order o£
fc>rrelease
PAULINE
ENID

FREDERICK

BENNETT

in Tho Bidaos t Show on Earth"

6ES6IIE

HAYAKA^A

inJho White AYeui's Law "

cJACk: picicford
tMilo -A- Minute

in.

DOROTHY

Kendall "

D ALT ON

ml he Mating of Marcella"

AARGIIERITE

/itPtunGlla"

CELARJLE<9

/>,His Own. Home

WALLACE

CLARK
ELAY

Town'

RE ID

mBoliGVG AAg XantippG
'—

J^\K-rFAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION ,,\t^f<\
ZUKORPrw JESSE LLASKYiVT Pnn CEOI.BDEMILLEJ);mwCi,i./»/

X\£ — "• ADOLPH

I V

,

.

,

w •¥

,,,,,,...,,,,..,,<

,^ ^ W MAHK,
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Only The BEST Pictures
Are Bought by The

by Harry S. Sheldon
Directed by Perry Vekroff

A Bacon. -Backer Production.

-With-

Latest

AnnaLehr
CharlotteWailker
Kbbert Caiiv.

is -the

Biq Buy

Frank
re^.U.S.Exhibitors,par^;
"Watchfi.Hall,P
it go
over the big circuits!"

DISTRIBUTORS, HOME

QFHCE

729 SEVENTH

AVE.NX

EXCHANGES
ATLANTA. 73 Walton St.
BOSTON, 48-50 riedmont St.
BUFFALO, 47 West Swan St.
CHICAGO. 207 So. Wabash Ave.
CLEVELAND, 310 Sloan Bldg.
CINCINNATI, 310 Strand Theatre Bids.
DENVER,
1735 Welton St.
DALLAS. 1911% Commerce St.
DETROIT, 304 Jos. Mack Bldg.
KANSAS CITY, 1120 Walnut
St.

LOS ANGELES. 514 W. 8th St.
MINNEAPOLIS, 20G Film Exchange Bldg.
NEW YORK. 720 Seventh Ave.
PITTSBURGH, 127 Fourth Ave,
PHILADELPHIA, 1325 Vine St.
SAN FRANCISCO. 191 Golden
Gate Ave.
SEATTLE.

2014 Third Ave.

ST. LOUIS, 301 Empress Theatre Bldg.

PARALTA

DUtributc

PLAYS

PICK OF THE

PICTURES

HooiUNlON Bl ■■ [i r

■WW— IM— —— W—

■ ■« ■! >nl ■aB»gaaf!«MBgMMP»»«<CW»««,MMft'-^*rf»X't»-;j»
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ISSUED
"HIS ROBE OF HOVOJV-By
Ethel and Jamr. Dorranct.
HI MDRl'M
BROWN"-B,
H. R. and M G Dani-:
V\ H H HOOPS OF STEEL'-By
Florence Finch KeU,

Henry B. Wuthall

Pictures Corpo?. \tiojj

Henry B. Walthall
FLORENCE

KELLY, Author

With Hoops of Steel'
ROBERT

BRUNTON,

Manager of Productions

"The friends thou hast; and their adoption tried
grapple them to thy soul with hoops of steel."
Shakespeare
A tale of friendship
enduring as the stars
Strong as time,
faithful as the sun.

FORTHCOMING

LOUISE GLAUM
IN

WALLACE

cLwoRSLEY

"Shackled"

LAWRENCE

NOT a "wronged gal" story.
NOT a "vampire wench" affair.
But the story of a real woman
who scatters to the winds
prejudice, slander calumny,
by the force
of her great, good character I

Paralta Plays, inc.
8 West 48th Street

QtSTRIBUTEO

New York City

THROUGH

INSON SERVICE
HO&K
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES!!!

FINCH

McCLOSKEY
Author
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TRIANGE
Classified A-l
TRIANGLE is a torpedo aimed at the obstacles that stand in the way of the
exhibitor in this year 1918.
The most efficient men in TRIANGLE — men especially picked and
trained — have eliminated thousands of dollars of waste — sums of money that
would give your adding machine brain fever.
We've fought and conquered that demon "WASTE" which stands at the door
of your theatre stealing your profits. Our policy has been simply common sense
backed with the ideals that have made a success of every business to which they
have been applied since Hector was a pup.
Progress is often costly, and the Motion Picture Industry has paid a horrid price for her experiments. The tremendous shortage of good pictures at a
fair price has brought about a demand for productions which $10,000 per week
stars and enormous extravagance cannot supply.
Yesterday is a memory, this is 1918 with more working hours on the face of
the clock than ever before. Honesty, good business methods and A No. 1 service
are as necessary to the Motion Picture Industry as third line trenches and
shock troops in modern warfare.
An honest blunder demands no excuse. The mistakes and losses of the
past are in the discard — only the future counts. Don't let failure repeat itself.
Triangle is a mighty force by which a new and better Motion Picture
Service is being developed that is bound to help that theatre of yours CASH IN.
Hold the throttle — Watch the gauge and signals or there'll be a wreck, and
you'll be in it.
There's an Exchangeman near you who can take the name of your Theatre
and the letters TRIANGLE and spell SUCCESS with them. See him.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK
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IF WE CW.LY
OWNED YOUR
THEATRE FOR

3_Li

■■ : r::::

A WEEK-

\A/E
would
want
to put
our
* ™ enthusiasm and imagination behind the presentation of an unusual
picture.

We would take MABEL NORMAND IN "JOAN OF
PLATTSBURG," our newest and in many respects greatest
Goldwyn Picture, and play it in your house.
We would start our musical program with "Keep the
Fires Burning" for an overture and swing through this
thrilling story with patriotic music that would make
person in the audience feel that he was watching

Home
heartevery
Gen.

Pershing's victorious army marching triumphantly home to
the music of Sousa's inspiring military bands.
There never has been a picture with such a grip on the
emotions; that clutches at your heart and puts a mist before
your eyes as does MABEL NORMAND IN "JOAN OF
PLATTSBURG." Properly handled by resourceful showmen,
it will pull audiences up in their seats cheering and shouting.
It isn't a war picture
...
It isn't a morbid picture.

It isn't a battle picture

.

.

It IS a picture of Faith and Courage and Hope and Inspiration.
And at this very moment when millions of persons are perplexed and wondering, it contains the answer to the question
asked by all loyal Americans: "What can I dp to help my
country?"
Every LIVE exhibitor with energy and imagination will clean
up with Mabel Normand in "Joan of Plattsburg," by Porter
Emerson Browne.
Released everywhere May 5.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish.

President

16 East 4-2 »</ Street

Edgah Seiavyn. Wee Prusident

New

York City

Br — \

lay 11. 1918
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m Rex Beach Pictures

IPS1 ANGELES VERDICT ON
THIS REMARKABLE STORV.
LOS ANGELES TIMES: "Heart of the Sunset"
has been the talk of the town all week. ... A
picture for human beings.
THE EVENING HERALD: Rex Beach did not
lose his punch in switching from Alaska to Texas.
"Heart of the Sunset" has kept a line standing
outside Quinn's Rialto at every performance.
LOS ANGELES EXAMINER: "Heart of the
is a great
.Sunset"
. . Another
Rexproduction
Beach hit.chock full of thrills.
LOS ANGELES TRIBUNE : This production has
all the power that the public expects in a Rex
Beach story.
LOS ANGELES RECORD: The one American
author who always delivers a real story on the
screen is Rex Beach. Further proof of this is
found in "Heart of the Sunset."

PEX BEACH'S

Screen Classic of -the Great Southwest

HEAPT
OF THE
SUNSET
OfRECTEO

by FRANK

POWELL

This stirring production now beginning its successful
career in the larger cities and at advanced admission
prices in many — repeats the wonderful box-office feats of
"The Spoilers," "The Ne'er-Do- Well," "The Barrier" and
"The Auction Block," Wire now for prices and playing dates.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING NewCORPORATION
York City

16 East 4-2. .c/ Street
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Oook There Three Great
Profit-making Pictures !
/** IVE your audiences "big drama." They
^^ love it. Give them punch. They demand it. Give them thrills. They respond
to them. The successful box-office pictures
are those that stir people up inside. Strike
at the heart, at the brain, at the emotions.
You can do all of these things with the three
unusual Selexart productions now immediately
available to all exhibitors under a single contract— and at fair rentals.

HOWARD
HICKMAN
in

RHEA
MITCHELL

Blue Olood

and

HOWARD
HICKMAN

By J.GRU8B
ALEXANDER
and
FRED
MVTON
DIRECTED
by ELLIOTT
HOWE

RHEA
MITCHELL

In

Honour Cross

Social
Ambition

By H.B. DANIEL
OIRECTEO by WALLACE WORSLEY

By W. E. WING
DIRECTED £y WALLACE WORSLEY

in

Watch the trade press reviews on these productions. You will want to play them. They
are money-makers; they were made to appeal
to the many instead of the few. They are
well-made; finely produced and will instantly
prove profitable and popular on any program.
Write at once to the nearest Goldwyn office
for a press sheet and announcements which
will help you put these over successfully.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING NewCORPORATION
York City
1G East 4-2.,c/ Street
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OTAEDIES.

'Bill'* Predicament "

W

jLIE had gambled away his
girl's engagement ring,
so he kidnapped a beautiful
baby, entered it at a baby
show, won the first cash
prize, bought his sweetheart
a new ring— and got in a
peck of trouble.

"THEY pretended to love
home and checkers, this
newly-wedded pair. But
both were birds of the night;
moths that loved the flame.
They played the game separately before deciding to
play together.

\M1TH the aid of a toupe
he won for his bride a
lovely girl who just hated
the sight of bald-headed fat
men. But many things happened to make him lose both
his hair and his bride, as you
can imagine.

A Real Comedy

Laughter and Lingerie

Here's More Comedy

Plot

GOLDWYN invites the 16,000 exhibitors of America to try and find a regular supply
of consistent, clean and clever comedies — comedies starring a real comedian;
comedies that have wit and fun and plot and basic stories worth the footage they consume; comedies free of slapstick vulgarities. It is a hard task to discover them and we
therefore confidently announce that

SMILING BILL PARSON*
COMEDIES

CAPITOL

Every Second Monday

26 a year

will be a life-saver for thousands of exhibitors; a mirth-maker on programs that would be dreary
and laughless. So great is the appeal of these new comedies that they have been booked at once
by the great Stanley and Arcadia Theatres, Philadelphia; Miller's Theatre, Los Angeles; the Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer and Ascher Bros, chains of theatres in Chicago and by hundreds of other great
amusement institutions of the nation.
The first "Smiling Bill" Parsons releases are:

"BILL'S BABY"
Released May 5

"BILL'S PREDICAMENT"
Released May 19

"BIRDS Released
OF A June
FEATHER"
2

These Capitol Comedies are released exclusively through the offices of Goldwyn and to get ahead
of your competiton you should make application at once for prices and playing dates.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
16 East 4-2 mc/ Street
^XVX\X\XXXNXXXN\XX\\vx >xv\
^\NN\NX\\\X\\X\X\X\\X>^\^^^

New

York City
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PICTURES
forging

ahead!

ALICE
BRADY

J

"AT THE MERCY OF MEN"
from the scenario b>> Paul West
directed L>}> Ckarles Miller

Exhibitors
v?ho have itseen
this, Alice
Brady's she
latesthas
Select
Picture, pronounce
the greatest
production
})et
made, and predict a tremendous success for it in the box
offices of the country.
Have >)ou secured })our pla>) dates?
Every Select Picture made by Alice Brad}) a hit ! Prior
releases: "Her Silent Sacrifice" "Woman
Wife" and "The Knife"

lLECT'PICTUR
lCUREI ROFIl

DISTRIBUTED

BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729

Seventh Avenue,

New

York Cit^

ana

^PICTURES
e w 1 s J . S e 12 n ic k

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
presents

in

"Up

the Road

With

from the novel b>> Frances Sterrett

Sallie"

scenario by Julia Crawford Iv"ers
directed by William D. Taylor

Clean as a whistle and swift as a wink ! — this story1 of a
young adventurer wno sought romance vJith a bank-roll,
and found it !
Furthering the success already attained by CONIin "Scandal" "The
STANCE TALMADGE
Honeymoon." "The Studio Girl* and "The

Shuttle."

LECT1JICTUR
CURE! ROflT

DISTRIBUTED BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Sevenfli Avenue, New

York dtp
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TWO

AFTER

ANNOUNCEMENT
For two years we
have studied the
comedy
—
studied your field
needs,
the wants of your
patrons — and comedies for box-office
value.
Tests, investigations, surveys, took
tim e— only the
right comedies,
starring the right

NOW

READY—

Marie Dressier, star of "Tillie's
Punctured Romance," "Tillie
Wakes Up," etc.,
in

MARIE

DRESSLER

'TIRED"
and
"AGONIES

OF AGNES."

SEE THEM— Ask your nearest branch for a private showing of these
two series of comedies now !

llll

May 11, 1918
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SEARCH

personalities, would
d o. We combed
the market and
secured the irresistible Marie Dressier
and the fascinating
Fay Tincher — diff e r e n t in type,
different in personality, but each with
a series of two-reel
productions PAR
EXCELLENCE,
WORLD-PICTURES

NOW

READY—

Fay Tincher, the hit of "Don
Quixote,"
etc., etc.,
in

"Bedelia's

"MAIN
and

1—2— 3"

"SOME

JOB."

Bluff,"

SEE THEM — Ask your nearest branch for a private
two series of comedies now !

showing of these

WORLD SENSATION
Tl
Jui

WHY

TRAITORS

SHOULD
AMERICANS
BE SURPRISED?"

EVEN IN FRANCE !

Zand where patriots die with a smile
Land of Lafayette andjojfre and Joan of Arc

CAILLM
CASE
— THIS MOTHER

OF HEROES

STABBED

IN THE BACK !

Exposes the most
dastardly plot
of genevati ons

STAGED

BY RICHARD

'JOSEPH
CAILLAUX
CHARGED WITH
TREASON

STANTON

AND PLAYED

MNECAILLAUX
STONED BY PARIS MOBS

BY AN ALL-STAR

tine\

FOX
film

PICTURES

corporation

'#lfrftg

BOLO
SHOT AS PASHA
A TRAITOR Jl

%eirEVERY
Kaiser-Conspiracy
Crushed byAinerica
DETAIL HISTORICALLY ACCURATE
STANDARD

CAST

n

NOW RELEASED

F

L» Toire de Lyon

FRANCE, HOME OF
PATRIOTS, STABBED
IN THE BACK!

THE

y.<

V
'

•

m

V*. LtM

?Pi

4

CAILLAUXj
BOOK

tlie greatest murder
trial of a century**
Booh the most furious mob scenes ever filmed t- H
the "Flaming
weird workings
the Execution
BooK
Book tlae
of the of
Traitor
who helped Sword1the Hun

BOOK.THE

CAILLAUXCASE
Staged by Richard Stanton
ana played bu an ATI-Star Cast

Great
WILLIAM

Presents

yj

VIRGINIA PEARSON *
'*
m
N
O
S
R
A
E
[A P

1EBRAND

hiy

TL'LLoyk.SfUUon

-THrccUiBy RICHARD

Seven Tremendous

STANTON*

'Punches

1-" Street Battles in Petrograd
2r"Discovei~y of Traitor
3^ Girls Outwitting of Man -Hunters
\~ Huns' Peace Propaganda
5 "Roy ali st Betray al of Army
6 -" Triunrpli of Revolutionists
7 ~ Pat riots Escape From Prison
SPECIAL
FEATURES

O

FILM
KM

X

CORPORATION

SECRET METHODS USED
a
BY HUNS TO SAP A
a
LE'S
PEOP
HTY
MIG
^
!
NGTH
STRE

IS ^America
UVext?
WILLIAM

FOX

y>/vcsents

VIRGINIA PEARSON;*
lAIso ff^sikes^A
F OX

SPE C I AL

ONE

PEGGY A HWEEK
YLAND in
"PEG OF THE PIRATES'
JUNE CAPRICE in
" BLUE -EYED MARY"
TOM MIX in ACE HIGH"

FOX

FILM CORPORATION

startlinqjkrilliwji

F EATURE S

5a A -YEAR,
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We will
not book
our next
Sunshine
Mease

His Neighboirs

KeyfioU--

Tame

AND

Lion

Unless you fioid a

UN SHINE COMEDY

CONTRACT
In) ire write or caLL
tiie nearest exchange
FILM

CORPORATION*

THEDA BARA is a national
JL craze since her riotous success
in CLEOPATRA"
and
children alikemen
flod women
to see her
NV.

AMERICAN

THEDA BAM
WILLIAM

FOX. presents

j£n two sensational THEDA

BARA

super -productions

s SOUL
/BUDDHA
tier areaiest vampire role since
J

"A

A

FOOT.

FOOL

THPHF

THERE

WAS

"

AND

FORBIDDEN

" PATH
p^

^PICTURE
ALL

tVOMEN

WILL
APPLAUD

by rE-LLoyd Sheldon,*

cA smashing blow at the double
moral standard ^
Sat ft under tfie direction Oj
J- GORDON

EDWARDS

STANDARD

PICTURES

FOX
FILM

CORPORATION
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Pathe
Bonnie, sweet

Bessiei
Love
n
O
How Could You, Caroline r
From the story by kola Forester and Mann Page
Scenario by Agnes C. Johnston

In this picture Miss Love shines
in a whimsical, hoydenish character
of the kind, in which she has no
superior

A Pathe Pta

Baby Mariine Osborne
Dolly Does Her Bit^
Produced by Diando
Directed by Wm. Bertram

This is a timely, patriotic subject that you,
can show with great success in conjunction
with your local branch of the Red. Cross.
1 have nothing on my program that is
the card that your Baby pictures are. I
Geo. J. Dingwall,
get of them'.'
want all that I can Crystal
Theatre, Carrizozo,KM»

ANNIE
WARD
in the box-office attraction

*
-* A*H. Woods
of the seasondramatic
sensational
success

HI

Jv^

Adapted from the jplau twj Michael Morton. Produced
bij Astra. Directed, by Win. Parke.
A great hig plaij,
in ato p're
Sro
^fure
wanced
16 ctu
be ata
gfreat Jbig success.

Coming Soon

THE
YELLOW
TICKET

was a smasnind, serv
sational success on the
stap'e.ture itAs
picwilla motion
.MORE tnan
duplicate that success.
Five parts of vital, absorbing drama, fearless in conception,
rutlr
less in realism, certain
to appeal to everyone.

CO3MINCL

SOON

IVS.,

vv

/

*y

May
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TOTO
plays
TkeRialto(NewYork)
Fke Entire Loew Circuit
The Keitk Circuit in
Greater New York
and the
Fox Circuit

Why say more?
One Comedy
Every Other Week
Produced by Rolin

HAROLD LLOYD
is shown in

18

theatres in Omaha
Mr. Skirley of tKe Muse
and Mr. Monakan of tKe
Apollo l>otK say tKat
"Beat ItMis tke best onereel comedy tkey ever
ran.
Positively TKe Best
Single Reel Comedies
Made. See tkem and
be convinced.
One a Week
Produced byBoliiv

In Answering Advertisements,

Please Mention

thp MOVING

PICTURE
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First Run at

NEW YORK'S LEADINi

Prices 60* to 80*

S
H'LIFE'
TSTRANDS
F.KMAETHEIDOGS
.
BBOOKED
FOLLOWING
WEEK BECAUSE THESB

THE STRAND

IN AMERICA

COKISIDERE!

MASTERPIECE
THESE TWO THEATRES ARI
FROM
EACH
OTHER

SMASHED A U

THE STAND

Double
Booking on.
The Great Artist

Double Days Mean
This Sidn Photographed in
THE STRAND LOBBY
on. Saturday April SO

A'flRST Natiohal Attraction

809
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THEATRE

PALACE

*HE ENTIRE WEEK
RECORD BREAKING
.HREWDEST SHOWMEN
T A VERITABLE

KEITHS PALACE
Prices $£22 to £5*

OF
HUMOR
JST ACROSS THE STREET
DN

BROADWAY

HE
TIMES
ECO
ND
AT

RUN

HE PALACE

four Days

"
E
F
LI

At His Funniest.

Double Profits

FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED
BY WM VOGEL PRODUCTIONS INC.
LONGACRE
BUILDING
YORK
NEW

This Sign. Photographed in.

THE EALACE THEATRE
on Monday April £2
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SELECTED

FOR THEIR

Full of The Kind of Thrills That Audiences Like

GRACE

D'ARMOND

Staged by Captain Harry Lambert.
With Winifred
Harris, Jack Sherrill, Frank O'Comior, Edwin
Forsberg and a large supporting company
THE TRADE

REVIEW

"It is full of the kind of thrills that audiences like.
entire production has been produced in excellent style.
"'THE CRUCIBLE
stacks up as a certain

NEW YORK
BUFFALO
DETROIT
CHICAGO
DENVER
SEATTLE

729 Seventh Ave.
47 W. Swan St.
301 Jos. Mack Bldg.
207 S. Wabash Ave.
1735 Welton St.
2014 Third Ave.
FOREIGN

The action never lags and the

OF LIFE' provides exhibitors with a real, red
hit wherever shown."

BOOK
FOURSQUARE

said:

I'lTTsr. ORGS
LOS ANGELES
PHILADELPHIA
CINCINNATI
ST. LOUIS
rLKYELAND
KANSAS CITY
<\N FRANCISCO
MINNEAPOLIS
RIGHTS TO ALL "T.
ROBERTSON-COLE

S

(ire attraction

that

THRU
127 Fourth Ave.
.Ml W. 8th St.
1323 Vine St.
301 Strand Theatre Bldg.
301 Empress Theatre Bids.
310 Sloan Bldg.
1120 Walnut St.
101 Golden Gate Ave.
B06 Film Exchange Bldg.

' PRODUCTIONS
COMPANY.
Times

CONTROLLED
Building.
New

FILM CO.
114 Walton St
1900 Commerce St.
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.
NEW ENGLAND. 20 Winchester St.. Boston. Mass.
FRANK
GERSTEN.
INC.
NEW JERSEY
220 W. 42d St, New York Citv
SUPER-FEATURE
FILM
CO.
CANADA
59 Victoria St.. Toronto
ATLANTA
DALLAS

EXCLUSIVELY
York

SOUTHERN

BY

STATES

M..n
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BOX OFFICE VALUE

SPOKING CORPORATION
SlTTR acti on s
A

Big

Special

Picture,

Elaborately

Staged

as the New Bacon-Backer Studio's Initial Offering

*
*
™
*
™
Z
T
^
^
WM
POWERFUL

MODERN

DRAMA
OF

NEW YORK LIFE

Staged by
PERRY VEKROFF

Presenting Charlotte Walker, Anna Lehr, Robert Cain,
Huntley Gorden, William H. Tooker, Bradley
Barker, Fred Radcliffe and Willet Kershaw
(Book thru Foursquare Exchanges)
Julius

Steger's

Charlotte Walker in "Just a Woman"
Eugene Walter's

Greatest Drama

since "Paid In Full"

WALKER

Sidney Olcott's <T.
WHITESIDE

VALENTINE

Thos. H. Ince's

GRANT

o^.--.,.*

ine Dei8WU

Thos. H. Ince's

Bessie Barriscale in "Those Who Pay"

"The Zeppelin's Last Raid"

U.S. Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
FRANK

G. HALL, President

Top o ' the Times Bldg.

New York City
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SOLD

I

SIX REELS OF

The
Moving Picture
World
says:
"This is a feature that will
make its way wherever shown.
It
is so big and simple in its conception and
so direct in its development that it will have
almost universal appeal."

The Telegraph says:
"It is the type of photoplay that appeals to every
fan and should prove a good box office attraction."
GEORGE A. ENRIGHT

Atlantic Distributing Corporation
Times Building, New York

May 11, 1918

Till

MOVI.VC

I'H TIKI-
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IMMEDIATELY
SEVEN REELS OF

I^The beautiful Broadway f avori
w in a gorgeously mounted drama <
life on the Great White Way.

i ^v

Vera Michelena la
if!

0

:»vfl
k'/j
i •'«!

i

rev

r^K

WITH

AN

ALL-STAR

CAST

INCLUDING

HARRY 5PINGLER, WILLIAM H.TOOKER,GE0RGE5.TRIMBLE
ROBERT CUMMING5 AND LILLIAN COOK
THE

DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND is by far the most pretentious
photodrama of life in the gay metropolis ever produced.
Full of gripping situations and quick action, its many spectacular
scenes are laid in the big cabarets and tea dansants, completely
ignoring the underworld.
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$5.00 a Seat
Do you know that people are
actually paying as high as
$5.00 a seat, night in and night
out, at the 44th Street Theatre, New York City, to see

D.W.Griffith's

SUPREME

Not one night, not for one seat, but time and again patrons who were unable to
secure tickets to see Mr. Griffith's masterpiece, have voluntarily paid as high as
$5.00, the excessive price demanded for choice seats by ticket speculators and
ticket brokers who realized in advance the wonderful success of "Hearts of
the World."

Never in the history of motion pic
absolute and complete sensation as
achievement, turning thousands of
All records in the history of the Motion Picture business have been shattered
to smithereens by the sensational success of Mr. Griffith's great triumph.
Greater success than even "The Birth of a Nation."

Box

Office Statements Sworn to Before

READ THIS GLOWING PRAISE FROM
NEW YORK CRITICS :
N. Y. World (Charles Darnton)

N. Y. American (Victor Watson)

"Hearts of the World" is more than a picture play.
It is a world drama — it goes straight to the hearts.
It is this human quality that makes "Hearts of the
World" as big as mankind.

"Hearts of the World" another Griffith triumph. A
story more vital than "The Birth of a Nation." Last
night's audience was spell-bound. It is a monster
success.

N. Y. Tribune (Harriett Underhill)
New Griffith picture scores great success. Every
character in the play is real. There was not a jarring note in the whole performance.

N. Y. Sun

(Laurence Reamer)

"Hearts of the World" setting of a love story.
Dramatizes war as memorably as Emile Zola's story,
"The Attack on the Mill."

N. Y. Times
War vividly seen in Griffith
quickly stirs the emotions.

film.

A

story

that

N. Y. Globe (Louis Sherwin)
Griffith's latest a great
more action, more fine
scenes, more magnificent
you will get in a dozen

picture. There is more thrill,
photography, more beautiful
acting and more reality than
so-called feature pictures.

N. Y. Telegram (R. G. Welch)
"Hearts of the World" is more than a masterpiece.
It is an inspiration. Scenes of outdoor life that have
the atmosphere of great painted canvases. Realistic
to the last degree.

Propositions for certain State Rights of D. W. Griffith's supreme triumph,
"Hearts of the World," will now be received and considered. Address all communications toWm. Elliott, F. Ray Com stock and Morris Gest, Mgrs., Century
Theatre, New York City.

D. W. GRIFFITH'S

THE
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$6,893.75

Hearts. eWorld

MO UK

than the famous
receipt! <>i"
"The Birth of B Nation"
dm
iiii,' its six weeks' run in Los

Angeles.
Thai is the record
of 1). W. Griffith's "Hearts <>f

TRIUMPH

the

World."

"Caruso Night" at the Famous Metropolitan Opera
House never drew bigger crowds than those clamoring
night

after

night

to

see

"Hearts

of the

World"

tures has anything created such an
Mr. Griffith's latest and greatest
people away at every performance
These records, which cannot be tampered with, show the gigantic and amazing receipts of
"Hearts of the World" during the past four weeks at the 44th St. Theatre, New York; during
the past six weeks at the Auditorium in Los Angeles, and last week in Boston.

United States

Government

SENSATIONAL

Officials

SUCCESS

Charles S. Howard, in the Boston Globe
"'Hearts of the World' amazing in art and realism.
Quite beyond compare with any previous achievement of even the wizard who created 'The Birth of a
Nation' and 'Intolerance.' More artistic photography,
more action and thrill and more realism than has ever
before been revealed."

Edward Harold Crosby, in the Boston Post
"When D. W. Griffith attempts anything he goes in
for the stupendous. His 'Birth of a Nation' startled
filmland with its magnitude and marvelous attention
to detail. His 'Intolerance' brought into an evening's
entertainment all the principal events in the world's
history. And now comes 'Hearts of the World,' that
in point of execution and vivid realism eclipses all
his other efforts."

Forrest Izard, in the Boston Transcript
" 'Hearts of the World' is the producer's vivid quality that reveals anew his remarkable power of vigorous, large-scale action. Mr. Griffith is of bold and
sweeping imagination and in the execution of his designs he masterfully stops at nothing. The only
acted scenes of the great war that carry adequately an
impression of its awful vastness."

DUPLICATED

IN BOSTON:

Katharine Wright, in the Boston Herald
"Griffith's film is a masterpiece. The grim vividness
of battle is only one element in the picture. The
story itself holds the attention of the audience. Every
phase of the story has been elaborated and treated
with the utmost significance. The acting throughout
is of the best."

E. F. Harkins, in the Boston Advertiser
"Griffith scores triumph. 'Hearts of the World'
holds audience at Majestic Theatre enthralled. Art and
realism, perfection of detail. Audience cheered and
applauded. At the end there was a furore of applause for the United States troops — the Rainbow
Division — marching to the front. It was a remarkable night."

Fred J. Mclsaac, in the Boston American
"Like former Griffith productions, this was mounted
on a grand scale. A large orchestra performed a
brilliant score. The march of the French army, warworn and grim, to the tune of The Marseilles, drove
the great audience frantic with enthusiasm. Contains
a pulsating and never-to-be-forgotten love story and
personal adventures of the most wonderful and thrilling character."

Townsend Walsh, in the Boston Traveler
"The Majestic Theatre was crowded to its utmost capacity. To say that the large audience was thrilled and
inspired by this latest creation of David Wark Griffith is to feebly convey the impression made by a finely
conceived and exceptionally wrought product of this genius of the film."

Propositions for certain State Rights of D. W. Griffith's supreme triumph,
"Hearts of the World," will now be received and considered. Address all communications toWm. Elliott, F. Ray Comstock and Morris Gest, Mgrs., Century
Theatre, New York City.

"HEARTS

t°hfe WORLD"
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tKE the boom towns of the mining country, the motion picture in-i dustry is now paying the price of its "get-rich-quick" development.
The reaction has come.

Chaos is rampant.

In the midst of this discord, a carefully built business plan has been launched, which offers
definite relief to a depressed and harrassed industry. It is the Hodkinson Co-partnership Plan—
a plan which provides in place of —
Producer dominance born of greed, and
fostered by selfishness— — — — ->

Absolute independence of either producer or exhibitor control, and freedom
to deal fairly with both.

Unprincipled business methods, inefficient Sound commercial principles and meth'
management, and half 'baked organiza- ods of proven success, administered by
tions of mushroom growth—
— — ->
a recognized leader in the motion picture
industry.
Lack of consistent quality
production — — — — —

in picture
— — ->

A continuous supply of consistently good
product, because all the producer revenue goes into the making of pictures.

Diversionflof Exhibitor's rightful profits ->

A co-partnership
which provides
for
the
return to theplan
Exhibitor
of approximately 70% of the distributing profits.

Misuse of Exhibitor's deposits for the
financing of production, and maintainance of extravagant exchange systems ->

No deposits
Co-partners,

Inflated capitalization of producing companies, resulting in unfair burden on
the exhibitor— — — — — — — ->

Conservative
watered stock,

Exhibitor forced to endure strangling
contracts and exorbitant rentals. Producer confronted with an indefinite and
varying market—
— — — — — -^.

Fair prices and equitable agreements for
the Exhibitor.
A definite and stable
market for quality product,

Mutual distrust between Exhibitor and
Producer, causing friction and resulting
in lack of progress—
— — — — ->

An absolutely impartial position between
these two factors, making for harmony,
progress, and profit.

required

from

Exhibitor

capitalization and no

As one concerned with safeguarding your investment, you cannot afford to ignore the
Hodkinson Plan. Let us tell you — in a detailed, confidential letter — just what protection
and profit it guarantees you.
W.

W.

HODKINSON
"Hodkinson

ml

CORPORATION,

527 Fifth Avenue.

NEW

Service at ail General Film Exchanges"

W.W. HODKINSON
Has Found The Way

YORK

O cities
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are foUowing' the lead of successful
exhibitors in booking for weeic runs
the greatest opportunity now before
the picture theatres of America *

my Own
united states
WILLIAM

L. SHEKRXLL'S

with Mr Arnold Daly
Opens the new Brevoort in Brooklyn with a run
Opens the Park Theatre Indianapolis with a run
Opens the Playhouse in Chicago with a run
Week runs Alhambra Joledo-Casino,\\^shingteii
and the hooking's are rolling in *

Oi will make your theatre the J$L<£
attraction centre in your neighborhood

"
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DOLLIES
A drama of romance,
beauty and power*
1t)ULj>ack your house
to the very door
Directed by Leonce Perret
Made by Emerald

Classics mctorpos-ductum
c^J Screen Cor
poration- -Distribu
Metro Pictures
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VIOLA DANA
Metro Pictures Corporation presents

Qyl new and wonderful success production
written and directed by JohnH>Collins>

RIDERS qf tfui NIGHT

KActs cf Dana deLgktfiilness and strength

^S»QMETRO
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Mr. State -Right Buyer

Here it is !!

THEME
AND

PLOT

Funny Fatty Filbert
AND

HIS

Laugh-Making Associates
Hosts of Pretty Girls

Positively New and
Original Releases
THREE

FINISHED
AND

ONE EACH MONTH
TO FOLLOW
All personally directed by JOSH

BINNEY
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7L Last Paid ^Zeppelin L-21"
TWO

HEELS

OF STARTLING

REVJ&LATIONS -VISUALIZING and

ON AMY SCREEN ^DREADED MENACE
o/y^HUN AIR RAIDERS,
THE ZEPPELIN

DEPICTING/b^i^RRST'nME

Secretary of War Baker Says: —
"It vividly visualized my first experience of the
actualities of war and a revelation of the methods
inaugurated by an enemy who wages the same war
against women and children as against soldiers.
Aerial raids on towns are counterpart of the pitiless
submarine war and the attacks against American
rights. The very reason why America entered the
war. We are sending our soldiers to Europe to fight
until the world is delivered from these horrors."
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COMMUNICATE NOWWH

THE

ItmRSTATE
Film Company
Knickerbocker. Theatre Building
1402 Broadway

- New York City

'uAIicity

— Beauty and innocence
put one over
Produced
by

American Film Company. Ii
A vailable May 6 at

Mutual

Film Exchanges

PROFITS
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Alive with vitality
Action galore— Five
thotasand feet of
entertainment —
Story by
William
Hamilton
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Directed by
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The Right to Use the Name of Frohman
Mr. Daniel Frohman, in a letter sent to the Press and Trade
Journals, has stated that neither he nor Charles Frohman was
ever connected with The Frohman
Amusement
Corporation
and that the name of Frohman was and is still being used without authority. We desire the trade and public should know — as
we believe they do — that these gentlemen never were eonneeted

with this Corporation, and therefore are not entitled to credit for any of
its success.
The statement, however, that the name was and is being used without
authority has no foundation of fact, and Mr. Daniel Frohman must know
it, as evidenced by the following excerpt from a contract made by and between Gustave Frohman, the oldest brother of Charles and Daniel (and
who, I am informed, is responsible for their being in the theatrical business), and William L. Sherrill, viz.: |
"This agreement made this tenth day of June, 1914, by and between
Gustave Frohman, party of the first part, and William L. Sherrill, party of
the second part,
"Witnesseth: — Party of the second part agrees that he will organize a
corporation under the laws of Delaware which shall be named The Frohman
Amusement Corporation.
"The in
party
the first title
part of
hereby
authorizes Amusement
the use of the
name of
Frohman
the ofcorporate
The Frohman
Corporation,
and agrees to act as president of said corporation for a period of at least ten
years. IF HE IS SO ELECTED BY THE DIRECTORS.
"The party of the first part agrees that he will not actively be identified
with any other company producing motion picture films during a period of
ten years from the date thereof.
"Signed in duplicate on this 10th day of June, 1914, City of New York.
"(SIGNED)

GUSTAVE FROHMAN, Party of the First Part.
WILLIAM L. SHERRILL, Party of the Second Part.

On January 13th, 1916, we purchased the stock holdings of Gustave Frohman. The
success we had attained in building up the name of The Frohman Amusement Corporation
with the trade justified our directors in not changing the corporate title.

"Nothing Succeeds Like Success"
VIZ.

Our Last Great DeLuxe Production

"MY OWN
The

Frohman

UNITED

STATES"

Amusement

Corporation

William L. Sherrill, President, Times Building
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ANNOUNCEMENT
To

the

Exhibitors
of the

United

States

and

Canada

A T the Hotel Astor, April 8-9-10, representative exhibitors and producers
-**■ met, discussed and considered the question of co-operative booking and
distribution of pictures.
The undersigned were constituted a permanent committee of exhibitors to
perfect a national organization of exhibitor booking associations, with these
fundamental principles in mind:
1— To

insure

2 — To

in no

EXHIBITOR
way

disturb

MANAGEMENT
existing booking

and CONTROL

in very

fact, as well

as promise.

organizations, but rather to encourage tbem.

3 — To keep the capital of each association in its OWN

depository, and under its OWN

control.

4 — To maintain all the benefits of "Open Booking," and at the same time provide a CONSISTENT and DEPENDABLE
schedule of releases.
5 — To secure, not only ALL the concessions in rental prices which the combined buying power
of exhibitors will earn, but the MAJOR
SHARE
of all excess profits as well.
6 — To distribute the cost of all productions on a fair and business basis to each booking association, and to every member of such an association.
7— To regulate expenditures, according to sound business methods and to protect exhibitors
against excessive salaries, extravagant advertising and pretentious executive offices.
8— To arrange, on behalf of the booking associations, now existing, and such others as shall
be formed, for an affiliation with a national, or central clearing house, upon terms that
are JUST and EQUITABLE to all concerned.

J

In accordance with these principles, and in co-operation with substantial business interests, not heretofore
associated with the film industry, the committee has perfected arrangements for an affiliation of exhibitors
co-operative booking associations, for operation on a national scale, to be known as the AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS' CORPORATION.
The committee invites the co-operation of booking associations, now formed, in the furtherance of its efforts,
and solicits the opportunity to work with exhibitors in territories not yet organized into booking associations. Exhibitor organizers are available without expense.
An announcement of the associations which have aligned themselves with this movement, together with
further dtails of its operating plans, will be made next week. These plans will be found to be strictly constructive— not destructive.
Interested exhibitors would do well to preserve this, and subsequent announcements, as the advertising expenditure, like all other operating charges, will be limited, in keeping with the determination to conserve the
profits of the organization FOR THE EXHIBITOR.
SYDNEY COHEN. Pros.. M. P. E. L. of N. Y. State, Chairman
BYRON PARK, Salt Lake City, Secretary
JOSEPH HOPP. Nafl Vice-Pros., M. P. E. L. of America
CHARLES
C. PETTIJOHN
LOUIS FRANK. Director. A. E. A. for Illinois
General Counsel for Committee
FRANK REMBUSCH, Nafl Sec'y and Treas., A. E. A.
JOHN MANHELMER, Pros., Manhattan Local, M. P. E. L.
KING PERRY, Sec'y. A. R A. for Michigan

AFFILIATED

DISTRIBUTORS

527 Fifth Avenue, New

York City

CORP.

THE
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Daddy! Take Me to See

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

And Daddy will do it, too, because he wants to see him just
as much as the kiddies. Grasp
this opportunity to fill your
house and please your patrons
by booking the Essanay-Chaplin comedies.

"A NIGHT OUT"
"HIS NEW JOB"
'THE TRAMP"

'IN THE PARK"
'A WOMAN"
'BY THE SEA"

THE CHAMPION"
"A JITNEY ELOPEMENT"
"WORK"

PUT A LAUGH IN YOUR PROGRAM BY
BOOKING
SNAKEVILLE
COMEDIES
Fifteen Minutes of Hilarious Entertainment
"THE SNAKEVILLE FIRE BRIGADE"
"THE SNAKEVILLE SLEUTH"
"SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE FORTUNE
TELLER"
"WHEN MACBETH CAME TO SNAKEVILLE"
"SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE GREEN EYED
MONSTER"

^is/siairroq

"SLIPPERY SLIM AND HIS TOMBSTONE"
"SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE IMPERSON"WHEN

SLIPPERY

SLIM

MET

ATOR"
"SNAKEVILLE'S
NEW WAITRESS"
CHAMPION"
"SLIPPERY SLIM'S DILEMMA"

Distributed by General Film Company, New York
Thirty
Exchanges
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Facts and Comments
STATE conventions of exhibitor organizations are now
in order. Some have already been held and more
are scheduled. To begin with there should be a good
attendance at these meetings; everybody should turn out
and take an interest in the several trade subjects that are
certain to be discussed. Just now exhibitors will hear a
lot about co-operative booking schemes and at no place
will those propositions be so thoroughly discussed as at
the trade conventions. As these plans interest exhibitors
most they should be present at the trade meetings to
learn what is going on. It is the ignorance of
numerous
exhibitors on trade subjects that enables
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the league for personal profit
to further their nun money
this because at le<
uch
the rounds of the convent
*

Then there is the annual convention at Boston to
considered, which evenl calls for the election of delegates
who will vote at tin- election of officers of the National
League for the ensuing year. It is exceedingly necessary
that delegates to that convention be instructed to cast their
votes for such men as will give their time to the affairs
of the League and not to those who purpose i" use the
League to further their own interests. For the past two
years the League has been particularly unforlunte in its
choice of president. During that time there has been
accomplished almost nothing of benefit to the organization and nothing has succeeded so well as dissension and
*
opposition.
This state of affairs must be remedied before the
National League will serve its members and the trade
generally. The proper functions of trade organizations
are well defined and the resources of such organizations
should not be employed in the building up of comparatively private enterprises. The present administration of
the League has promoted and is continuing to promote
such enterprises, holding out promises of liberal returns
on investments. So far none of the promises has been
made good. This would indicate that the promoters were
not only wrong in their policies, but that they were not
good business men. What the League needs is a radical
change of policy. The practice of trying to make money
by dickering with side issues should be discontinued forthwith and the efforts of the organization concentrated upon
its legitimate purpose.
We believe that there is a strong tendency to correct
these mistakes ; in fact, they will have to be corrected before a unification of the trade can be effected. New men
are coming into the League and new methods are displacing the discredited ones, but little less than a clean sweep
will suffice to place the organization upon its proper
foundation.
Boston will * be *the * place to do the job.
OUR

advertising columns this week announce the
plans of the Affiliated Distributors Corporation,
an organization of exhibitors which proposes to
institute co-operative booking. The announcement is
signed by Sydney Cohen, Byron Park, Joseph Hopp,
Louis Frank, Frank Rembusch, John Manheimer and
King Perry. Charles C. Pettijohn is general counsel for
the committee. This is the organization which grew out
of the recent meeting of exhibitors at the Hotel Astor.
One of the chief provisions of this organization is tint
each unit of the Affiliated Distributors shall control its
own finances. Another principle is that of non-interference with existing booking organizations. Both of these
declarations are commendable. There will be no expensive suites of offices or salaries to officers and other heavy
overhead charges which pile up the cost of administration.
Whether or not this organization succeeds in performing
a distinctly valuable service to its members, it will not
burden them with the expense of an unwieldv staff of
employees ; it will not disorganize the present trade organization and excite the antagonism of the existing producer and distributor. Whether it will be able to do all
the other things claimed remains to be seen, but it will at
least gratify the desire of the exhibitor to simplify his
service.
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The Expenseless
"Ballyhoo"
By Edward Weitzel.
THE
laws that govern the show business were
recognized hundreds of years before the moving
picture was invented, and the advent of the
screen has not altered them in the slightest degree.
They are as direct as the law of the straight line and
will not change so long as human nature does not
undergo a radical transformation. Men and women
attend places of entertainment in a holiday mood, and
are not entertained by that which they do not comprehend. Ifa considerable portion of the spectators
at a moving picture theater fail to grasp the author's
intent until the photoplay is half over and do not
sympathize with the disposition he makes of his characters they are not going to like the picture or speak
a good word for it to their friends— a method of
"ballyhooing"
that cost.
has the advantages of being unrivaled and without

Highbrow critics may have acclaimed the story in
novel or stage play and the man in the next seat may
manifest delighted understanding of the entire screen
drama, but none of these conditions is first aid to the
patron of the perplexed mind. He's come to the theater
to enjoy himself and is unable to do so because the
author has written over his head. He doesn't understand the theme of the story and wouldn't care for it
if he did.
Yet this man has a craving for clean and wholesome
entertainment. All his best impulses can be stimulated
by a grade of screen drama that excites only derision
in certain superior persons. And all the erudite scolding in the world will not awaken his understanding of
his interest in something better. He represents an
important element among paying patrons and, until
the photoplay has its little theaters where the mentally
elect may traverse the higher walks of the drama, it
is only good business sense to keep spectators of his
ilk in mind when selecting subjects for the screen.
His expenseless "ballyhoo" is worth cultivating.
"Ballyhooing" and the Holiday Mood.
"Ballyhooing" is all right — if you deliver the goods.
"Ballyhooing" put over "Tarzan of the Apes." It filled
the theater on the opening night — and the picture
made good. The circus method of exploitation suited
this class of photoplay. The circus itself has been
pursuing its flamboyant style of advertising since its
birth and it still makes money. For years the biggest
attraction with the P. T. Barnum show was Phineas
himself, and it was his habit to deliver a "ballyhoo"
from the ring that put all his three-sheet bills to the
blush. There is a subtle connection between "ballyhooing" and the holiday mood with which people go
to all forms of entertainment. It is, of course, necessary to adapt the style of the "ballyhoo" to the nature
of the article being advertised, and highbrow methods
must be used with highbrow attractions.
But it is all part of the game. The wise man knows
that the circus will have nothing absolutely new to
offer him in spite of the alluring promises on the billboards and in the daily press, but his eye is caught by
the array of high-sounding adjectives. He follows the
crowd inside the tent, admires the grace, skill and
daring of the performance and — goes again the next
year.
Skillful "ballyhooing" even has its use in trade paper
advertising. The exhibitor is fully aware it is used to
and is not intended as a "flim-flam."
catch his eye
Advertisers
rely on their reputations for the effect of
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their "ballyhooing," and their cleverly
pages
belong to the holiday mood that is alwaysdevised
attached to
their wares.
The Personal "Ballyhoo."
The announcement that Joseph Arthur's celebrated
melodrama, "The Still Alarm," has been put on the
screen will recall the run of the play at the Fourteenth
Street Theater, New York, about twenty years ago.
The use of a real fire engine in the engine house scene
was the theatrical sensation of the time. It may also
be recalled that the play was owned by the author and
by the star, Harry Lacy. Neither gentleman was
averse to the personal "ballyhoo" and each managed to
get his name on the program no less than seven times.
One trembles to think what might have happened if
the printer had reduced the repetitions of either of the
names to six.
A celebrated piece of personal "ballyhooing" appeared two decades ago in the Detroit Free Press. At
that time Robert Downing, now retired, started out as
a star under the management of Joseph E. Mack, the
latter fact being in evidence in every manner that the
said Joseph E. could devise. Every bit of advertising,
advance notice and program contained the information
as often as it could possibly be crowded in. The morning following Downing's opening in Detroit the review
of the performance, written by the veteran George P.
Goodale of the Free Press, did not contain a sentence
in which "under the management of Joseph E. Mack"
was left out. For once, the manager's fondness for
the personal "ballyhoo" was satisfied.

Exhibitors as Critics
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

is beginning to express himself in no
exhibitor
THEuncertai
n terms, striking straight out from the
shoulder. He enjoys one great advantage, that of
observing effects on the audience, but it is his audience,
and its general make-up may depend very much upon the
location of his theater. He naturally caters to those who
support his place of entertainment, and he is quite as
naturally influenced by one of two considerations, the
drawing power of a name, or the staying power of the
play, the first for that great uncertainty, the passing
crowd,
the second for that substantial support, the steady
fan.
There are cases where "paper" counts more than
product.
There
no cases
where a transient
"good story"
does
not are,
counthowever,
in the end.
It converts
into
permanent trade, sends satisfied customers out as so many
advertising agents, and no exhibitor can reasonably expect great results from putting poor stuff over by billing
alone. One crowded house may be significant as to the
drawing power of a name, and a poor house to follow be
the result of a performance of the day before not up to
billboard promise.
But the exhibitor is bound to exert a big influence.
Whether or not his judgment is always correct, it has
weight because it is founded on practical observation of
results. Every good critic considers audience effect, but
the effect on millions of people rather than those of any
one locality. On this account he gives attention to "plausibility," "continuity of structure," "definiteness of purpose" discriminating between what satisfies and what
offends in theme, form, treatment and interpretation.
It is no easv matter to see through a million eves.
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The summed-up opinion of several exhibitors may
show that this or that play is a failure, but it rarely shows
the exwhy. In not pointing out the causes of failure,
hibitor may allow them to be repeated over and over
;. to his own detriment and that of the producer as
well. Once in a while, however, he digs beneath the surface and clearly slates what people like and what they do
not. Opinions may differ as to eomedy and melodrama,
even as to the general character of what is shown, but
out of it all emerges more than one plain, hard, concrete
judgment.
It is unanimous that audiences dislike repetition.
Only when the subject is vital and the treatment appropriate can people be induced to view the same play twice,
though it is quite possible to give more than one showing
of a popular subject for the benefit of those who did not
"happen" to see it. • It is so largely a case of "happen"
that the best plays are sometimes missed and the poor
ones seen by people would become steady patrons, hence
the necessity of a steady flow of fine releases. These are
very difficult to secure under present conditions.
Producers are obliged to exploit stars.
Exhibitors want the stars, but they want them in plays
which suit the audience demand, not the star exaction.
As long as the performer, not the people, must be suited,
that long we will have plays that start out well, which
exhibit the principal performer attractively for a while,
but which peter out to nothing at the end from lack of
true authorship. The studio writer cannot, because of
the circumstances under which he works, supply very
much original material. He is under pressure from all
sides.
Exhibitors want stars in plays which can stand by themselves.
General criticism which comes from exhibitors is almost one on this subject. They want plays as well as
stars, stories worked out by creative talent, sincere of
purpose, treated with good taste, the whole effect welded
out of all the elements of an entertaining story.

The Comedy Sense
By Robert C. McElravy.
THE desire to do something funny and make other
people laugh is a thing that is apt to come to any
one of us. Indeed, it is safe to say, we all have a
try at it sooner or later, with varying degrees of achievement. But only a lucky few actually climb to fame on
the ladder of comedy.
The comedy sense practically defies analysis, but there
are certain things about it that may easily be understood.
There is, we think, always a certain largeness of attitude
on the part of a successful comedian toward the ordinary
rules and regulations that we more timid mortals observe
so carefully. Sidney Drew, for instance, pictures the
faults of an erring husband in so human a way that the
world,
eventhrows
his wife,
forg'ives
him.
Charlie and
Chaplin
a pie laughs
into a and
crowded
ball room
and strikes the countenance of a king. He has visualized
a universal yearning— we would all like to throw pies at
a king, if not something of firmer texture. Again, consider Douglas Fairbanks: he was recently seized with
desire to get his picture into Vanitv Fair. This was aa
commendable ambition, certainly, and has no doubt been
tried in various way. But Mr. Fairbanks did not simply
instruct his press representative to send in his photograph
in the usual crass manner. Instead he went out and had
his picture taken with a mule.
The editor of Vanity Fair
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at once impressed by the good looks of the mule, ran the
double portrait I
The world is full of opportunities for the comedian,
and people arc always ready to laugh if one can make
them. The attitude is something like that in the familiar
story of the Maine audience, to whom a humorist on< e
lectured for an hour and a half without getting a smile.
I le kept on for another half -hour and finally gave up. At
the close of the lecture, much to his surprise, a man came
up, shook hands with him, and said : "That was one of
the best talks I ever listened to, Mr. Lecturer. If you'd
went on for five or ten minutes longer, I don't think we
could a-kept from laughing!"
The comedian never knows when he is going to strike
his opportunity. He must keep on and on, thinking up
funny things to do, until he finally gets it over. Charlie
Chaplin stepped into fame almost by accident, as is pretty
well known. He was an extra, "sitting on the bench" at
one of the coast studios, when a director unexpectedly
gave him a part. It was a subordinate role, but of course
Chaplin had it in him, and walked away with the picture.
The history of the elder Sothern, as Lord Dundreary,
is an instance of the accidental discovery of a humorous
role. Sothern had already won recognition as an actor,
in a sense, but his part as Dundreary was an inconspicuous
one in the play called "Our American Cousin." He came
on the stage, with his mincing step, and spoke his few
lines in a way that made his auditors shake with laughter.
So successful was his work that the play was afterward
revised, and even named after Dundreary, which became
the leading role.
The discovery of the comic sense in a performer is not
to be based entirely on appearance, as might seem probable. An individual may be funny enough in facial appearance and yet lack the spark which excites mirth in
an audience. On the other hand, an actor may have not
the slightest peculiarity of appearance and yet turn up
repeated shouts of laughter. But it happens perhaps most
frequently that humorous looks and humorous methods
are combined in the successful comedian.
Directors are always on the lookout for these rare
beings. The only safe plan seems- to be to try out all
aspirants and judge them by the results obtained. The
writer once knew a city editor in a certain Western city
who hired every applicant for a job. if it was at all possible to stretch the pay roll to that extent. In this way
he managed, from year to year, to sort out a lot of good
talent of the reportorial kind, and always managed to
get out an interesting newspaper.
Trying out new aspirants for fame often puts a number
of noses out of joint around the studios, but it is an
inevitable requirement of the business of making pictures.
It calls for true humility on the part of an artist to step
aside and give the other fellow a chance, but if he has a
real hold upon the public he need have no fear of losing it.
At any rate, he should never exhibit his fears, for the
horse that looks around seldom wins the race. He had
much better put on blinders and keep up his own pace to
the best of his ability. The time comes when all good
horses must be turned out to pasture, and if he i< a
sensible horse the grass will look just as green to him
whether he won or lost. It is something at least to have
been in the race !
Fame is a vampire at best. She gives you a Theda
Bara smile early in youth; you saunter after her in a
leisurely way and she quickens her pace : it gets to be a
foot race and then an endurance test. When you catch
up with her eventually and think she is yours and yours
alone, she yawns, looks at her wrist watch and begins
winking over your shoulder at some other handsome
fellow.
Fame herself has a sense of comedy !
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Censorship Begins at Home
By Sam Spedon.

ARE apt to look upon those who in any way
criticise motion pictures as hypersensitive,
hypercritical and censorious. The fact of the
matter is, we are too severe with our critics in the
same way we consider them severe with us.
"Ah!" you will say, "the stage has been through
the same fire of criticism as the pictures." That is
true, with this difference: The pictures have been
adopted by the people into their home and family
affairs, they have been made part of their social life
and are discussed by the families who patronize
them, from the youngest to the oldest members.
The motion picture theaters are neighborhood, community affairs, as much so as the public libraries, and
have superseded the old time spelling-bees and other
local functions of social life. They are looked upon as
the modernized, the popularized lyceum and platform.
For these reasons the people are anxious that they
live long and prosper. They are, therefore, zealous
to safeguard them from contaminations that might
lessen their popularity and power for good.
Stage performances are patronized almost entirely
by adults, who exercise a censorship of the plays for
the balance of the family, and if at all questionable
prevent the attendance of the younger members. The
stage is open to criticism. Invites it and can stand it.
It is a foregone conclusion that the pictures cannot
stand adverse criticism and they cannot afford to hold
themselves open to it.
We repeat : they are largely a family institution
and built upon that foundation. We must, therefore,
take every precautionary measure to keep them free
from taint and try to preserve the high standards that
are set for them and those who are engaged in their
creation.
Motion pictures have nothing to answer for ; they
do not create themselves. They are not responsible
for the producer nor for the man who shows them.
The pictures are no more responsible for their offenses than children are for the sins of their parents.
The producer who makes a risque, a salacious picture and the exhibitor who shows it should be held to
a strict accounting to the industry and ousted from it.
The slogan of the industry should be : "Let no guilty
man escape." We don't want to preach, but we of
the industry, and that means producers, exhibitors,
actors and everybody else in it, can stand a little
preaching now and then, lest we forget.
WE

Betwixt and Between
By Sam Spedon.

producers and exhibitors are certainly doing their bit and giving their "bits" to aid the
ent
governm
helping
those "over
there"
to
l democra
cy and
win the battle for inuniversa
peace.
Everything else in the motion picture industry seems
to be secondary to that object. Incidentally, some of
the "Boston Boosters" have been in town to line up
a few more buyers of square footage for the big
exposition during the week of July 13, and we
heard that they were talking the get-together possibilities of the A. E. A. and the National League at
the convention, which is to be held in conjunction
with the exposition. That reminds us that we heard
the name of Ernest Horstmann mentioned as a presidential possibility to succeed Lee Ochs.
THE
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It Looks That Way.
Judging from the recent convention held at the
Hotel Astor, New York City, by the exhibitors interested in the Producers to Exhibitors Affiliated plan
and the more recent convention of the First National
Exhibitors Circuit, we are led to believe that in the
near future the producers will produce and the exhibitors will be doing the buying and the distributing.
Wonder if She Is?
It is rumored, upon very good authority, that
Norma Talmadge has closed negotiations with the
First National Exhibitors Circuit to produce a certain
number of pictures for that organization, to be released exclusively under its management.
It Can Be Dene — Sometimes.
A short time ago we attended a theater in New
Jersey where they charge twenty-five cents admission
every night for an eight-reel show. There are two
theaters in the town, which is sometimes called a city.
One of them is not very modern, but it only goes to
show that the public in some places will pay a quarter
for the right kind of pictures and the right kind of
surroundings.
First Hand Criticism.
The Central Park Theater of Chicago is_ equipped
throughout with dictaphones. They are under the
seats, in the lobby and other places in the building.
These connect with the manager's office where he
hears the criticisms of his patrons. In this way he gets
thorough and first-hand criticisms by those who attend
his showings.
Fellow Travellers.
Last week we ran into a delegation of the Allied
Amusement Association of Chicago, who were in New
York City, as Joe Hopp said, to look after a few
business matters of more or less importance. Before
we got through talking with Joe, we met Louis
Frank, Win. S. Heaney, Henry Corbett and Sam
Atkinson. They all returned to Chicago with the
intention of stopping over a day at Detroit in company with Charles C. Petti John, who was on his way
to attend the A. E. A. meeting at Detroit on April 25.
EDWARD WARREN COMPANY RETURNS.
Edward Warren, of the Edward Warren Productions, Inc.,
has just returned from Asheville, N. C, where he has been
photographing the exterior scenes of his latest state right
feature. Mr. Warren was accompanied by the principal
actors in this production, which include his two stars. House
Peters and Miss Anna Lehr; also Miss Corene Uzzell. Henry
Sedley, Wilfred Lytell. Dale Hanshaw, Frank Lang and his
cameraman. Edward
C. Earle.
BOY BORN TO MR. AND MRS. T. E. LARSEN.
President and General Manager Larsen of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit of Oklahoma recently sent a telegram to the First National headquarters announcing the
arrival of T. E. Larsen. Jr., at Los Angeles. He weighed
eight pounds. To acquire something new and different is
the policy of the First National Circuit, and we hope that
the difference between Junior and his dad will be in the
line of increase in good gifts rather than marking out a
change of kind.
PATHE

SERVICE

FLAG

HAS 2,080 STARS.

There are 2,080 stars in the Pathe service flag. More than
2,000 French. English and Italian employes of Pathe have
served in the ranks of the Allies. More than 200 died on
the battlefields.
More than 500 have been decorated for bravery.
A large number have been wounded, released from service and returned to their positions with the Etablissements
Pathe Freres. More than eighty men have responded to
the call to the colors in the United States.
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Film Trade a Great Help to Loan a b h »
.V<my Patriotic Shows arc Held and Many Bonds
Sold by Moving Picture Men and Women
The

Work

Goes

on

in Boston.

ArREMENDOUS work has been done by the New England moving picture exhibitors towards the success
the third Liberty Loan drive. They opened their
houses to local committees for Liberty Loan days; they
used their screens for propaganda at every performance;
they gave parts of their performance to speakers to urge
people to buy bonds, and they subscribed generously out
of their own funds for bonds.
Imong the other screen stars who were mentioned last
week Mins Emmy Wehlen spoke at Fenway Park, at Boston
Common and at the Park theater. She was received everywhere with enthusiasm.
Metro Stars Sell Many Bonds.
Ten millions of dollars have been added to the coffers of
L'ncle Sam forOfthethese
thirdfive
Liberty
Loanwere
by secured
Metro Pictures
Corporation.
millions
by the
Metro star, Emmy Wehlen. in her whirlwind tour of eastern
cities
whenof she
in
behalf
the "took
loan. the stump," in speeches and songs,
Much
Activity for Cause in Newark.
Newark has been visited by scores of motion picture stars
in behalf of the Liberty Loan. Wherever they appeared
enthusiastic receptions greeted them, and large bond sales
were recorded. On April 24 Leah Baird, Betty Howe and
Sheldon Lewis sold bonds at the Hahne store. Tyrone
Power appeared also at the Hahne store on April 26 and
met with success in selling bonds.
Bobbv and Dorothy Connelly were at the Bamberger store
April 26.
Manager Kridel of the Goodwin theater will devote the
entire receipts of the week's run of "My Four Years in
Germany"
the purchase
of Liberty
The film will
be exhibitedto during
the week
of April Bonds.
28.
During the week of April 22 different nights were designated as Liberty Loan nights at the theaters, and most of
them took the Moving Picture World's suggestion of showing some patriotic film, together with special Four-Minute
Men. A total of $58,500 was subscribed Wednesday, April
25, at Proctor's Palace theater.
Rita Jolivet Stirs Baltimore.
On Sunday night, April 21, a patriotic entertainment was
arranged at the Garden theater, Lexington street, at Park
avenue, by L. A. De Hoff to make a drive for the Liberty
Loan campaign. Special invitations were sent out to film
men of Baltimore by the entertainment committee, which
included : S. M. Flax, manager of Washington Metro office ;
Arthur B. Price, Baltimore Metro representative, and L.
A. De Hoff. A splendid crowd gathered to witness Metro's
"My Own United States" and to subscribe $5,000.
On this same night seven other theaters arranged attractive programs in the interest of the third Liberty Loan.
Those included: The Blue Bell, William Emerich, manager;
the Bridge, Louis Schlichter, manager; the Crown, Nat
Keene, manager; Fairyland, Garden theater, W. C. Pacey,
manager; the Hampden, C. A. Hicks, manager; West End
theater, Paul Emmart, manager.
At Loew's Hippodrome theater during the week of April
22 it was just one big Liberty Loan drive, for Manager
George A. McDermitt arranged for the personal appearance
of Rita Jolivet in conjunction with the forcefully patriotic
film play,
Forget."to She
made so strong a plea
that
$305,250"Lest
was We
subscribed
the loan.
High Scores in Philadelphia.
High scores were reached by the following exhibitors,
who greatly aided with the sales of Liberty Bonds during
the week of April 22: Jules Mastbaum, Stanley; Frank W.
Buhler, Victoria; Alexander Boyd, Arcadia; Herbert
Effinger, Strand; Columbus Stamper, Coliseum; Fred Felt,
Locust; Fred Nixon Nirdlinger, Nixon; Earle Fort, Sherwood; Albert Brown, Overbrook; Wavne Palace; Atwood
& Matthews, Globe, Vineland, N. J.; Ben Shindler, Ridge
Avenue; J. Wolf, Empress; J. Murphy, Family; L. Miller,

Amusement

Parlor;

[ack Rosenthal, Model; George Ames,

l'alhe, and Judge .1. O'Dnnnell.
Buffalo Theaters Still Driving On.
Buffalo theaters are more than holding their own in the
thirdtotal
Liberty
the
was Loan.
$273,150.At Shea's, at one evening performs
Cincinnati Shows
Its Patriotic Metal.
Aside from contributing
time to Four-Minute
Men and
space on their screens to slides urging subscript i< m s In the
third Liberty Loan, moving picture theaters and moving
picture men in and around Cincinnati have, as usual, been
doing their full share of the work which has resulted in
Cincinnati going "over the top" before half of the time
allotted for the campaign was over, The Orpheum theater
subscribed $2,000, other leading houses also taking substantial sums. McMahan & Jackson took $1,000 worth of
the bonds, and Mr. McMahan is besides one of the leading
solicitors for the loan. At Milford, near Cincinnati, the
Family theater was turned over to the authorities in charge
of the loan as the scene of a rally to open the campaign, a
free moving picture program being shown.
Little Madge Evans Does Her Bit.
Charming little Madge Evans, the kiddie star in World
Pictures, recently hung up a record in Atlanta, Georgia, for
Liberty Bond sales which is a mighty high mark.
Madge, with her director, Frank Crane, and a company
of players, went to Atlanta to film exteriors for a picture.
The
papers
seized upon
as into
a biga
news Atlanta
event, and
the Atlanta
peopleMadge's
turned arrival
her visit
real triumph. When Madge appeared on the streets in an
automobile and began selling Liberty Bonds there was a
near riot to buy; so much so, in fact, that Camp Gordon
authorities assigned a guard of soldiers to accompany her
on further sales trips.
Louisville Theaters Get Full Credit.
Louisville moving picture theaters are given full credit
for the fine work they did in preparing the way for the
third Liberty Loan, which was oversubscribed by more than
$3,000,000 inside of a three-day campaign in Louisville.
Detroit's Alhambra's
Big Patriotic Night.
The Alhambra theater, Detroit, held a typical Liberty
Loan demonstration last Wednesday night, April 17.
Detroit's own Liberty band of 100 pieces marched into the
theater in a body and played patriotic numbers from the
stage. William O'Mara addressed the crowded theater.
More than $15,000 was raised. Charles H. Darrell, manager
of the Alhambra, arranged the Liberty Loan demonstration to assist the Northern High School in its race for bond
sale supremacy among the high schools of the city.
Flying A Builds Tank for Los Angeles Parade.
The secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Santa
Barbara has written a personal letter of congratulation to
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film Company, at Chicago, to express the appreciation of that body
for the assistance of the American Film Company in preparing for the big demonstration attendant on the Santa
Barbara opening of the third Liberty Loan drive.
"The wonderful war tank built at your studio is admittedly
the best piece of work in the way of a float ever turned
outMargarita
at a localFisher
plant,"and
he Mary
wrote. Miles Minter, American Film
Company stars, devoted a part of each day to talking for
the Liberty Loan, and were instrumental in the sales of
thousands of dollars worth.
Hayakawa
Sells Eighty-two
Bonds in Thirty Minutes.
Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese actor, sold $4,100 worth
of Liberty Bonds from a stand in front of the Bank of
Italy, at Seventh and Broadway, Los Angeles, on the first
day of the big drive. The bonds — eighty-two in all — were
of the $50 denomination, and they were disposed of in
exactly thirty minutes.
What
Bill Hart Said in Spokane.
Appearing in his full cowboy regalia as seen in the pictures William S. Hart was greeted by capacity audiences
in Spokane while on his Liberty Loan campaign speaking
tour when he spent Thursday, April 18, in the city. More
than 4,000 persons greeted him at his armory meeting at
night, where $52,800 was raised; while thousands more were
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turned away, although all who could hang to window casings
and stand inside of the big armory did so. Still others
crowded to the fire-escape.
"Bill" was met at the train by the Liberty
Committee, headed by George P. Hardgrove, loan
in the Campaign
morning,
and when he entered the hall of the Doges at the Davenport at noon fully 400 persons were crowded there. When
he appeared everybody stood and gave cheers and yelled
"Hurray for Bill Hart."
He may not be considered an orator, but there is much
punch in his talk. That he was physically fit was demonstrated by the fact that he shook hands with more than
3,000 persons during the day, and he told your correspondent
he had shaken hands with 8,000 others before reaching
Spokane.
Announcement was made that Mr. Hart had just invested
$105,000 in third Liberty Loan Bonds.
The player was again cheered as he stood to speak, also
at the close, and in his address said :
"Brother and sister Americans, I would be a wooden
Indian if such a reception as this did not get to me. I
just play hero parts, that's all. I am nothing but a motion
picture actor, and put paint on my face to make a living.
"Every
hastake
got the
to say
got to with
win this
war.
We American
have got to
toot weouthave
of Teuton
the
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"The House of Mirth," is another Liberty Loan worker.
This is her second experience along these lines as she toured
the country for the Government for the first Liberty drive.
Miss Mayo says that if she could be as successful selling
merchandise as she is bonds she would give up acting and
become a millionairess.

SPOKANE

PUTS THE KAISER ON A FLOAT.

One of the most attractive floats in the Third Liberty Loan
parade in Spokane, Wash., Saturday, April 6, was that of the
Washington Motion Picture Corporation. It represented
the American flag raised over the palace of the Kaiser in
Berlin, and in front of it the Kaiser in captivity under guard
of regular United States soldiers who were loaned for the
occasion by Fort George Wright.
Lone Star Dietz was well

toe
Sam's
and heone.
can kick just as hard with
the of
leftUncle
one as
with boot,
the right
"We slavery,
don't want
peace,weforwill
thatbe would
mean
and any
if weGerman-made
are to be slaves
dead
slaves.
"We have the greatest country under the sun of heaven.
Here poverty is no disgrace, and charity never grows cold.
If you have money invest it in bonds instead of a corporation. Which is more likely to bust, the corporation or the
United States? If you have a $100 bill in your trunk invest
it in a bond and put that in your trunk and you will get
4J4 per cent, interest. I have put every nickel I have into
bonds. If a man who won't buy has money we will take
care of him. I am not a religious man, but my mother used
to take me by her knees, hear me say my prayers and tuck
me to bed. If I ever get to heaven I would be afraid not
to have bought bonds for fear God would say, 'Here, you
had money and did not buy bonds. Go down below!' I
want to beg and plead with every one of you to buy, buy
and buy until it hurts like hell !"
Mr. Hart was cheered at intervals throughout his speech
at the armory, and signed his name to cards of subscribers,
which were returned to them. Those subscribing for $200 or
more are to get autographed photographed pictures of Hart.

Artcraft

Bill Hart Makes Stirring Wind- Up

Favorite in Tour of West Sells Two Millions in
Bonds and Makes Fifty-one Speeches.
San Francisco, April 26.
WILLIAM S. HART closed his Liberty Loan speaking
tour of the Pacific Coast here last night. Allen L.
Chickering, director of the Speakers' Bureau for the
Twelfth Federal Reserve District, said this morning that
the tour has been successful beyond all expectations. The
motion picture Bad Man has spoken in nineteen cities in
ten days to 155,000 persons and has collected $2,000,000 worth
of subscriptions from the platform and by the use of autographed photographs. During these ten days Hart has made
fifty-one speeches in addition to a visit to Camp Kearny,
Camp Lewis and Fort Rosecrans. In many places Hart was
mobbed by his admirers, buttons were torn from his clothing,
his red 'kerchief was split into ribbons for souvenirs and
the police had to rescue him from his friends.
A special squad of police was called last night to keep
the big Auditorium crowd back while Hart made a hurried
exit to his autmobile. Hart shows the strain of his arduous
work and will leave San Francisco tomorrow for a rest in
Southern California.
"I have enlisted for the war and whenever Uncle Sam
wants my money or my services he can have them both,"
said Hart this morning. He added $10,000 to his subscription this morning, making his total investment for the
Third Loan $115,000.
TWO

METRO

PLAYERS

CONTRIBUTE

TO

WORK.

Arnold Daly, star in the Screen Classic patriotic produc"My Own
States."
released
by Metro,
by his
good tion,
work
in theUnited
picture
has been
the means
of inducing
many young men to enlist in the navy, as letters received
by Mr. Daly from these boys show.
Christine Mayo, Metro's popular "vamp," now playing in

Float of Washington Motion Picture Corporation in Liberty
Loan Parade, Spokane, Wash., April 6.
made up to represent the Kaiser but did not try any of his
famous football tactics to escape the soldiers. The float was
designed by C. J. Ward, general manager, and Larry Trimble,
director of the Washington Motion Picture Corporation.

Fox Defends Costume of Cleopatra
In Address in Chicago Manufacturer Says to Have Ignored
Historical Data Would Have Made Picture Ridiculous.

is back at the company's home offices
FOX weeks'
WILLIAM
atter a two
business trip to the Middle West,
which included visits to the Fox exchanges in Chicago, Indianapolis and Cincinnati.
Mr. Fox left New York on April 10. While in Chicago
he was among the celebrities present at the Press Club at
a dinner given in honor of Raymond Hitchcock, the actormanager. Mr. Fox had been ill in the Windy City, but he
made a special effort to be present to reciprocate for the
compliment
Hitchcockdinner
paid given
him inforthe
at the recent Mr.
testimonial
Mr.latter's
Fox. speech
In his address at the Press Club, Mr. Fox spoke of the
censorship problem in Chicago, which has long been a bone
of contention between the local authorities and the producers. Air. Fox vigorously defended the costuming in his
production of "Cleopatra," on the grounds chiefly of historical accuracy. He pointed out that to have ignored the
data which has come down through the centuries on the costumes and the customs of Cleopatra's time would have
made the picture ridiculous and of no historical value.
"I have always opposed censorship of the kind that would
deprive the screen — meaning the public — of the worth-while,
artistic photoplay," Mr. Fox said. "I cannot understand any
logical reason for the condition that has obtained under
which such films may be exhibited- everywhere except in a
particular section of the West, where there has been nothing short of dictation as to the type of motion picture that
the people can see.
"In practically every civilized city of the world this authentic version of Cleopatra has been shown and received
Mr. acclaim."
Fox told of the difficulties which confronted his orwith
ganization in having the picture exhibited in Chicago. The
city's Corporation Counsel recently overruled Major Funkhouser, the censor, and gave the film a white permit. At
the dinner Air. Fox was introduced as a "great civic and
philanthropic leader of New York City and a man who
personally contributed $40,000 to a single charity and who
lias risked millions of dollars on his opinion of what the
public wants

in pictures."
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Kansas League Meets at McPherson
xhibitors Elect New Officers, Plan for National Convention
in Boston and Lay Out Work for Next Six Months.
rllK annual convention of the Kansas branch of the Nation Exhibitors' League of America was informally
opened by C. E. Oelrich, of McPherson, at a smoker
eld at the Union Hotel. McPherson, the evening of April
£ At this meeting were all the exhibitors attending the
onvention, the exchangemen from Kansas City, and city
tncials of McPherson.
After a first preliminary business meeting on the day foliwing, the convention was called to order by C. E. Oelrich,
cting chairman.
In the afternoon, realizing his efforts to further the inerests of the league, the members made Mr. Oelrich their
nanimous choice for the presidency. The new president
< the city editor of the McPherson Republican, and operates
ne Tourney theater of McPherson in connection with his
ewspaper work. He is a young man and an up-to-date
xhibitor, well liked, admired, and respected by both exibitors and exchangemen. He succeeds Chris Glaman, of
Vellington, who has been president of the organization for
he last year and a half.
R. W. Holmes, of Emporia, was unanimously elected vice
resident of the organization. He is one of that genial type
f men that make a success in business and at the same
irne acquire a host of friends.
Harry Kiefer, of Salina, was unanimously selected for
ecretary to succeed Charles Barron, of Augusta. Mr. Kieer is a businessman of his city as well as an exhibitor and,
ke the newly-elected president, is one of his city's leading
itizens. Mr. Barron, assisted by his wife, has held the
ffice for several years, and would have liked to continue as
uch, but added work in the moving picture business has put
im into a position where he would be unable to do justice
o the place.
William Meyns, of Kansas City, was re-elected treasurer.
'he position of sergeant-at-arms fell to the lot of Fred
lavage, of Hutchinson, who has always been regular in his
of the league conventions and is an "old-timer"
nttendance
the business.
Plan to Have a Paid Field Man.
Mr. Oelrich then outlined a plan to put a field man into
he territory to get new men for the league, and to transact
he business of the league with its own members.
This
vould crystahze the now existing interest in the organizaion and stimulate interest among the dormant
members.
! would secure co-operation among the exhibitors in the
eague and make it a thing of actual benefit to the members
l not merely an organization
taking action only when
>ne : member is threatened with trouble of any kind.
d man would be either one outside of the league toThis
be
i on a commission
basis according
to the number
of
lew members secured, or he may be a member of the league
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working on the same basis, the expenses being paid by the
league. It was at first suggested that one man handle the
entire state, but a suggestion that the state be divided, different portions being given to the one man, and others to
a second. This was put in the form of a motion, which
motion passed on the first vote.
The next proposition taken up was the publication of a
monthly paper to be distributed to all members of the
league. It was decided that a monthly paper or pamphlet
will be got out, at McPherson, and mailed to the members
of the league, the publication being edited by Mr. Oelrich.
Through his newspaper connection the league is fortunate
in having such easy facilities for the issuing of such a paper.
Contributions will be received from the exhibitors about the
state, and it is planned to secure the help of the trade journals to put
on as a "regular
film paper."
will
contain
news theof paper
the exhibitors,
cuts of these
men and Ittheir
houses, snappy editorials, and such material as are contributed by outside interests. It will be supported by advertising, which will be handled by the editor.
Newspaper Publicity in Kansas.
Another plan, although not in the form of a motion, was
considered and will undoubtedly help the organization. This
is to get newspaper publicity, which the league of this state
and very few others have ever had. The work of the
branch will be published in at least 60 per cent, of the papers
of the state. This can be accomplished through the relations of the new president with those papers through his
newspaper connections. The acquisition of new members, the
leaving of others for war or for other reasons, dates and
places of conventions, and similar notices and announcements will be given this publicity.
A letter of appreciation for services rendered was suggested as a means for expressing the thanks of the members of the league to the retiring president, Mr. Glaman.
A motion to that effect passed immediately, as did a motion
that he be made an honorary life member of the organization.
A motion was passed to the effect that all members called
to war should be made honorary members for the duration
of the war and that on their return upon entering the moving picture business they would again become active members without the payment of additional fees for entrance
or initiation.
It was decided that the president should have the power
to appoint delegates to the national convention at Boston
in July. The appointment was not to be made until the
president had communicated with the president of the national organization and had ascertained the full particulars.
The meeting then developed into a free-for-all discussion
of the benefits of the national organization to the local
branch, and had the national officers been present they
would have felt truly gratified in the confidence in and
appreciation of their work by the Kansas branch.
A vote of thanks was then given to the retiring secre-

Coming League and Other Exhibitors' Conventions
(Secretaries Are Requested to Send Dates and Particulars Promptly)

Northwest Branch Exhibitors' League at Minneapolis, Minn
Florida Branch Exhibitors' League at Daytona, Fla

May 6 and

Pennsylvania State Exhibitors' Convention
At Headquarters, 1331 Vine St., Philadelphia

June 3, 4, 5

National Exposition Moving Picture League of America at Boston

Week July 13

May

7

7, 8
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tary, Charles Barron, and his wife, for their kind work for
the last few years. A vote of thanks was also given to the
City of McPherson for the hospitable and courteous treatment shown the visiting exhibitors and their friends.
Hutchison was the city selected for the next regular convention. Salina was suggested as the place, but lost to
Hutchinson, because of the better railroad facilities.
A general discussion as to the relative merits of the
trade journals and their aid to the exhibitor brought out
the fact that many of the exhibitors use the trade journals
as a guide to the successful operation of their theaters and
as a text book to the business and all its phases. This was
followed by the final decisive action of the convention, the
sending of a telegram to President Wilson, in which the
league voiced its stand in the present war, and promising
the fullest co-operation possible by all members of the
league both as a body and individually.
Following the motion for the sending of the telegram a
general informal discussion of several matters of minor
importance took place. The convention was then adjourned
to meet the first Monday and Tuesday following the 15th
of next October.
Film Salesmen Form a Club.
While the exhibitors were holding their second meeting
the traveling film salesmen working out of Kansas City,
Mo., held a meeting of their own, at which they formed a
club to be known as the Kansas City Celluloid Pushers.
They elected E. E. Reynolds, Mutual salesman, as president;
Bert Edwards, Fox, vice president, and Fred Pickrell, Pathe,
secretary and treasurer. The club is purely for social purposes, and to insure a greater co-operation among the members of the club.
Something should be said about the hospitality of the
city of McPherson throughout the convention. Before the
few early arrivals to the convention the city had been decorated especially for the occasion. In all of the store windows were signs and placards indicating a spirit of welcome
and hospitality that has never been equaled at a previous
convention. The city belonged to the moving picture men,
and every one of its citizens made it their point to act the
host. In addition to the smoker, there was a dance, and
the local theater owned by Mr. Oelrich was at the disposal
of the men. It was the consensus of opinion that the exhibitors and the exchangemen were more cordially treated at
this convention than at any of the last few years.
Side Lights on the Business.
In a lighter vein can be told the story of the funmaking
of the festive and joyous activities of the Kansas City exchangemen who organized a sixteen piece "jazz band," and
who made several parades about the streets, and who gave
several impromptu concerts. They did this in the face of the
competition of the band appearing at the Tourney theater,
who likewise paraded, but for a different purpose.
Moving pictures of the city of McPherson, the visiting
exhibitors, the exchangemen and of several specially arranged little plays were taken. This was done by V. E.
Simes, Mutual Screen Telegram cameraman, who received
the fullest co-operation of the city and its officials in so
doing. The picture will be owned by the Kansas City men
making the trip to the convention.
The final feature of the convention was a dance the evening of April 23 at the Union Hotel, the headquarters of the
convention. It concluded one of the best conventions that
has ever been held in Kansas so far as business transacted
is concerned.
Ochs Expected, but Did Not Show.
Lee Ochs was not there. Three men of the United Picture Theaters Corporation were present, but arrived late.
These were C. S. Edwards, Sr., district manager for the
company ; his son, the manager of the Kansas City office,
and a salesman, Ted Morse.
None of the exhibitors has been approached by them so
far as your correspondent learned, for one of them remarked
in meeting that he had not been approached by any one yet,
and then several others remarked that they were likewise
hit alone, Mr. Ochs was expected, I am certain, for several
of the film salesmen were expecting to see him. There was
very little discussion about the proposition in McPherson,
however.
SAM

GRANT

BOOSTING

EXPOSITION.

Samuel
Grant,
manager' of the coming moving
picture
exposition
in Boston, announces the Exhibitors' League of
America has secured the lease of Mechanics Hall for the
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week of July 13-20, where the annual moving picture exposition is to be held.
Mr. Grant is now making daily trips to all Xew England
states to make final arrangements for the different state
days which each one of the Xew England states are to have.
He is also busy gaining the necessary co-operation that he
must have in order to secure the attendance of the nation'^
head at the convention. After these arrangements are completed he can devote his time to preparing Mechanics Ha!^
and the exposition plans will be in full swing.

Montreal Exhibitors Prepare for Action
Expect

Drive

Against

Sunday
Shows
Their Defenses.

and

Are

Stiffening

THEhas Moving
Picture steps
Exhibitors'
Association
of Montre
taken further
to protect
the interests
of it
members
the for
expected
attack of
Lord's ofDa
Alliance
which against
will have
its objective
thetheclosing
places of amusement on Sundays. When the Alliance got
busy at Sherbrooke, Quebec, the Montreal association offere
its support to the exhibitors of that city and the Montre
exhibitors may be able to make Sherbrooke the batt
ground in the struggle.
In the meantime, Secretary A. H. Beaulne, of the Montrea
organization, has sent out the following .letter to local ex
hibitors who have not yet joined:
"The fight is surely coming to Montreal.
The Lord's Da\
Alliance has won in Quebec and Three Rivers and now it
Sherbrooke.necessity
Montreal
the theaters
next move.
see tl
absolute
of allisthe
in thisCan't
city you
getting
to
gether to fight for their very existence?
There are sij
theaters in Montreal.
Of this number, thirty-seven are ft
paid-up members of the association.
It's up to you now."
PROGRAM

FOR

MINNEAPOLIS

CONVENTION.

Secretao' Clyde H. Hitchcock, of the Motion Picture
hibitors' Corporation of the Northwest, has announced th
program for the convention to be held at the West Hote
Minneapolis, Tuesday and Wednesday, May 7 and 8.
program follows :
Meeting called to order by President James Gilosky at 10 A.
Tuesday, May 7.
Address of welcome by prominent city official.
10:30 A. M. Roll call of officers and members.
Appointment of following committees : Committee on resolutio
grievance,
chartered committee, chartered credentials, chartered me
bership.
11 A. M. Executive session for members only.
12 M. Adjourn until 1 :30 P. M.
1 :30 P. M. Reports of all standing committees.
Reading of
lutions and grievances.
Report of officers.
Business meeting
members only.
."> P. M. Adjournment
until 10 P. M., Wednesday.
10 P. M.. Wednesday.
Meeting called to order by President Gila
Officers' reports.
Executive business session for members only.
12 M. Adjourn until 1 :30 P. M.
1 :30 P. M. Report of credentials committee.
2 P. M. Open meeting.
3 P. M. Nomination and election of officers.
5 P. M.
Adjourn.
S A. M. Reception and beeksteak dinner for members at Hotel Ihv.
isson in the Gold Room by Twin City exchanges and supply men.
W. N. Selig will address the exhibitors at the conventio
it has been stated. Charles J. Pettijohn has also inform*
officials of the organization that he will attend the convei
tion. Manager Joseph Schwartzbine. of the United Pictui
Theaters Exchange, has announced that Lee A. Ochs v
address exhibitors attending the convention.
OREGON

FILM

MEN

HOLD

ROUSING

MEETING.

One of the most rousing meetings in the history of tl
motion picture business in Portland. Oregon, was held Ft
day, April 19. at the Multonoma-h Hotel. The meeting w.
attended by exhibitors and exchangemen and was called
discuss the problems of the industry that have recent
arisen in Portland. Gus Metzger presided and Abraham N
son acted as secretary.
Present were Messrs. Metzger. Ruffner, Parker. Myric
Rosenberg, Bradt, Ekre. Hill, Pierce. Winstock. Ayr*
Washtock. McCredie, Cleland, Ely, Jackson, Stille, Nelso
L. Rosenberg, Holtzclaw, Jennings. Graeper.

BLAMED
IF YOU DO, BLAMED
IF YOU DON'T.
The tardiness of the Treasury Department in sending t
blanks to be filled out and sent in with the admission t
is causing the Washington exhibitors a great deal of wor
and trouble.
One man, not wishing to be late in turning ov
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he money, scut ii without the blank; but it was returned
0 him with instructions not to send it without the blank
ccompanying it. Two others who waited for the blanks
(fere fined heavily tor not sending in their money on time,
[earing about these two different actions of the Treasury
tepartment exhibitors are at a loss what to do. The ofquesthe
ion will probably be brought up at the next meeting
Association and a stateManagers'
Theater
Washington
■ of the sanation sent in to the Treasury Department.

Film Division Perfects Organization
"Pershing's Crusaders"
director Hart Announces
Is First Personnel
Feature —Issue.
of a brief month since Charles S. Hart asIN the course
sumed his duties as director of the Division of Films,
Committee on Public Information, of which George Creel
S chairman, he has perfected an organization that lias alj demonstrated an efficiency which bids fair to make
his division not only of great value to the Government but
>ne that will loom large in the film world.
The first result of the work undertaken by the Division
if Films is the completion of a seven-reel feature film enitled "Pershing's Crusaders." This is the first of a series
>f Official American War Films, and it will be shown for
he first time at the Grand Opera House, Cincinnati, during
he week beginning Monday, April 29. Arrangements have
ilso been completed for engagements in the principal theaers oi New York, Chicago and sixteen of the largest cities.
)ther big features are in advanced stages of production.
In the organization of this division Mr. Hart has selected
is the heads of the various departments those who have
tad wide experience in their respective fields.
At the head of the production department is Herbert C.
Hoagland, who was for years editor of the Pathe Weekly.
He not only has charge of the feature films, but will also
handle the Weekly War Review.
George Bowles, who is manager of the feature film department, has for years been a prominent figure in the
theatrical world. For twelve years he was general manager
for Wagenhals & Kemper. He managed D. W. Griffith's
The Birth of a Nation" during its phenomenal year's run in
Chicago and afterward handled the same picture for a year
and a half in Australia, New Zealand, Polynesia and Hawaii.
Howard Herrick, publicity manager, has for the past three
years handled publicity and advance work for "The Birth
of a Nation" and "Intolerance" in the large cities.
.Marcus A. Beeman, assistant director, formerly secretary
of the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce and later secretary of
the New Jersey Chamber of Commerce, is in charge of special propaganda work among patriotic and other societies.
G. A. Smith, manager of distribution, was formerly assistant general manager of Pathe.
Gardner W. Wood, advertising manager, has held important positions in the advertising departments of Paramount
and Essanay.
Louis E. Loeb, formerly controller with Paramount, holds
the same position in the Division of Films.

Hadley Picks Subject for Cinema-Symphony

Chooses

Sullivan's

"The Lost Chord" for First Demonstration of His Screen Novelty.

ANNOUNCING Arthur Sullivan's famous song, "The Lost
Chord," as the subject of his first cinema-symphony,
Hopp Hadley speaks of his work as "a new-idea-illustrated-symphony, made possible by the art of motion picures. The feature is in five reels, and he claims that even
without the symphony it is a powerful drama with a beautiful heart interest story, destined to be popular as a regulament. tion photodrama with an ordinary "cue-sheet" accompani-

"The only difference that I can see when the picture is
run without the symphony," said Hopp Hadley,
"judging it
trom the standpoint of a new picture viewed in
a studio
projecting room, is that the titles are in verse and are
written in the same metre as the song. This was necessary
in order to better keep the audience in the atmosphere of
the music while also living in the atmosphere of the drama.
't course the poem alone would not tell a
story
as there are only eighty titles in the wholecomplete
picture,
I the way, exactly two lines in length, which gives each|
you
some idea of the necessary literary effect. But I intend
later to make the poem complete in itself, writing in verse
the parts of the story now told in pictures to take the place
ot a synopsis. There are also no letters, cards, etc., in the
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picture; verse taking their place in each instance.

8.55
These

tacts allow
tin- drama
to move
along
smoothly
without
interruption and give the music every opportunity to tell
the Story at the same time as it is being told by the actors.
Thus the eyes ami eai i "i the audience are both made use
of by the producer as direct roads to the mind and heart.
The symphony
for "The Lost Chord" is the work of Sol
Levy and M. Winkler, who have been collaborating in its
composition for several weeks. Both have had several
years'
experience preparing musical scores for stage dramas
and pictures.
Besides the symphony for a full orchestra special compositions are being arranged for both the organ and the
piano to meet the requirements of all theaters.

Griffith Film to be State Righted
Elliott, Comstock & Gest Announce Territorial Distribution
of "Hearts of the World."
SPECULATION as to the method of distribution of ]). W.
Griffith's
war the
spectacle,
"Hearts from
of thetheWorld,"
set
at restbigwith
announcement
Williamis
Elliott, F. Ray Comstock and Morris (jest Enterprises that
this production will be released by the state rights plan
immediately.
"Hearts of the World" is doing smashing business in the
four big cities where it is already appearing — New York,
Los Angeles, Boston and Chicago — where the initial dates
have been booked and' a speedy disposal of the different
territories throughout the country is anticipated. At Clune's
theater in Los Angeles the production did $6,893.75 more
than the "Birth of a Nation" during the first six weeks of the
presentation of each picture. In New York, Boston and
Chicago it is a difficult matter to get seats unless ordered
well in advance.
"No human organization is big enough to handle the
simultaneous presentation of this gigantic triumph of the
screen," says the statement from the Elliott, Comstock &
Gest offices. "The psychological time for the exhibition of
this wonderful cinema to the public is at hand. It is a screen
message that should be seen by every person in the country,
and its handling in different territories by individual organizations is felt to be the most effective method.
"In view of its particular timeliness and its great merit
in point of cinema technique and general production it is
readily expected that 'Hearts of the World' will far exceed
the wonderful success of Mr. Griffith's first big spectacle
or any of his succeeding efforts to date.
"We are now prepared to consider offers for territorial
rights on this production for its presentation in the immediate future. All communications and wires should be
addressed to Elliott, Comstock & Gest, at the Century
Theater, New York City."

Josiah Pearce Dies in Cleveland

Pioneer Film Man and One of Leading Exhibitors of South
Was Sixty-Seven
Years Old.
devoted to making thoulife
active
out an carefree and
ROUNDING
happy, Josiah Pearce
sands of persons
died at the home of his daughter, Mrs. J. T. AuWerter,
in Cleveland, at 11 o'clock Friday night, April 19. His demise
was unexpected, for there was no positive evidence of organic disorder and Mr. Pearce maintained his characteristic
cheerfulness and vivid interest in the affairs of those about
him. His only complaint was that he was weary physically,
despite his ability to enjoy sufficient nourishment.
Josiah Pearce was one of the most widely known and
best beloved men who have adopted New Orleans as home,
his residence being at 1019 Audubon street. He was born
in Newport, Monmouthshire, England, 67 years ago, and
came to this country while yet a boy, locating at Pittsburg,
Pa. In the fall of 1903 he made his first amusement venture, opening a resort at Conneaut Lake, Pa. In the fall of
1905 he opened the first "nickle picture theater" south of
Cincinnati at Memphis, Tenn., and later in the same year
he was instrumental in opening the second and third ones
south of the Ohio river, the first at 926 Canal street, the
present
of the Grunewald
Caterer's
and
the other site
in Birmingham.
Identified
with establishment,
him in the various
amusement enterprises were his two sons, J. Eugene and
Fred W., under the firm name of Josiah Pearce & Sons. They
have extensive amusement enterprises all over the country.
Besides the sons, two daughters. Mrs. George H. Jackson
of Lebanon, Pa., and Mrs. J. T. AuWerter of Cleveland, and
the widow survive him. The latter was Emma Clapp of
Pittsburg, who was also born in England.
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"Careless America"

Safety First Film Made by Universal to Be
in Nation-Wide
Campaign Backed by Police
Authorities.

PICTURE

Used

ONE-REEL production entitled "Careless America" has
been made by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company at the request of H. S. Firestone. This film is not
only most effective for the purpose for which it is to be used,
but is at the same time entertaining to the extent of possessing more than one real thrill. No attempt has been
made to hook the chain of illustrations to a story; on the
contrary, the picture presents a series of plain truths illuminated by carefully worded sub-titles. As would be expected
it deals entirely with the dangers of carelessness in driving
automobiles and the carelessness of pedestrians. It introduces prominent individuals whose special mission has to do
with
the
safetyandof secretary
the public,
Newby York's
police
commissioner
of including
state. And,
the way,
for
the reason that this picture is to be exhibited under the wing
of the police authorities in every state in the Union (2,687
towns) it has been arranged to use animated pictures of those
in authority in each state in which the picture is shown.
We understand that through the influence of the police
18,500 bookings have already been made for the picture, and
that 3,142 newspapers are backing it. The safety first campaign in which the film is being used is inspired by the fact
that a stern necessity has arisen for the prevention of accidents and casualties as a result of carelessness.
Universal stars appearing in the picture are Mildred Harris, Francis Ford, Herbert Rawlinson, Kenneth Harlan,
Betty Shade, Kingsley Benedict, Marie Walcamp, Lawrence Peyton and Albert Roscoe. These players have been
called upon to perform all sorts of daring feats; for instance,
Marie Walcamp drives an automobile off a pier into the
water, and also over a broken roadway which calls for a
dangerous leap. Others have to ride over embankments and
into dangerous pitfalls, all in illustration of the carelessness of driving with brakes or steering gear out of order.
Another interesting point in the picture draws attention
to the fact that $100,000,000 worth of waste is perpetrated
each year by the drivers of automobiles through carelessness. Instances of carelessness in handling tires, hammering them with a sharp-edged instrument in readjusting them,
backing against the sharp edges of pavements, or locking
wheels which causes the tire to grate over the road and do
more
damage
to it accidents
than six through
months' carelessness
actual wear.of Many
accidents
and near
both
driver and pedestrian are also graphically illustrated. In
the near future the picture will be shown in over a hundred
theaters in New York City.
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consumption and also to obtain the admission money from
the followers of the author.
"Our test appears to prove," says the report of H. M. Berman, Jewel Manager, "that it is better to select a new and
better title for a picturized novel than to stick by the original title to the novel unless it is catchy and descriptive of

A

Jewel to Retitle Novel Adaptations
That

Is, Where

Story

Has a Name
the Eye.

That

Does

Not

Catch

THE executives of Jewel Productions, Inc., declare they
have solved to their own satisfaction the debated problem as to whether a picture made from a widely-known
novel should be titled as in the original or should be given
a new title that will adequately describe the production.
"Give the picture a new title whenever necessary," is the
answertheof title
the and
Jeweltheofficials,
"andtheonbook
all the
have
name of
frompaper
whichissued
the
story is adapted in equal display."
The Jewel executives selected "The Doctor and the
Woman" with which to make a test case. They arranged
for pre-releases in two cities where exhibiting conditions
are similar. In one the picture was released as "K," which
is the name of the Mary Roberts Rinehart story from which
the production was made. In the second city the production was released as "The Doctor and the Woman," adapted
from Mrs. Rinehart's story "K."
Bookings in both cities have been carefully checked and
the result shows that the original title "K" was not a selling title insofar as the motion picture exhibiting interests
were concerned. The exhibitors that booked "K" managed
or controlled houses known as the "better class of neighborhood houses," the patrons of which are magazine readers. These patrons were acquainted with the writings of
Mrs. Rinehart and there was no need to educate them as
to the meaning of "K."
On the other hand, in the second test zone where the picture was released under the name of "The Doctor and the
Woman," with the explanation that it was adapted from
Mrs. Rinehart's "K," the exhibitors booked
it for general

the story."

Farnsworth Returns to California

RTH made a short visit to New
FARNSWO
EUGENE
York in the
interests of the Mastercraft Photoplay
• Corporation last week. He left for the Paralta studios
Friday to supervise the production of Thomas Dixon's novel,
"The One Woman," which will be staged there. Mr. Farnsworth had been in Los Angeles for several
months ofplanning
the filming
the first
M a s tercraft picture,
but in order to overcome certain difficult i e s regarding t h e
story and the management which were
causing indeterminate delays, he made a
hurried trip East.
One of the objects
accomplished during
his stay in the metropolis was his election to the presidency
of the Mastercraft
P h o tion
toplay
of New CorporaYork, a
subsidiary o r ganization to the Mastercraft Photoplay Corporation fo Massachusetts, of which
Mr. Farnsworth was
already president and
director general. The
fact that Mr. Farnsworth is now the active head of the New
\ork organization, as
well as of the parent
<M corporation, makes
possible t h e immediate production of
"The One Woman,"
F. Eugene Farnsworth.
F

, to the
,
which had
held
up previously, due
necessity of sending
the been
scenario
back and forth between New York and Los Angeles for s
approval by both concerns and by Thomas
the author
who holds an authoritative position in theDixon,
concern
Absolute co-operation is now assured the Mastercraft company between New York and California, as Mr. Farnsworth
is located at the Paralta studios, while the remaining executives of the New York company are situated in the Paralta
offices in New York Citv.

EXHIBITOR
COMPLAINS
OF EXCHANGE ABUSES.
Moving Picture World. New York.
Gentlemen :— We will appreciate it if you will give the following complaints some publicitv. Very frequently features
reach us which have been abused by so-called operator
s who
have cut off the reading matter describing the various parts,
such as Part 1, etc. This abuse is verv rarely corrected at
the exchange, and as the exhibitor frequently receives his
show at 12 or 1 o'clock it compels the operator more or less
to guess in assembling the various reels, and frequently the
guess is wrong. We feel all manufacturers should be required to specify on the sub-titles or scenes the part in
numerals. It would enable the operator who is forced to
contend with such abuse to put his feature together correctly. Ihave spoken to a number of exhibitors who have
suffered through the same negligence and have had to contend with uncomplimentary comments from their patrons,
as they of course are unable to make sense from a number
of jumbled scenes.
At different times I have called the attention of the exchanges to this matter, some of which are constantly bragging about service to the exhibitor (which is nothing more
than class "A" camouflage), and invariably these letters have
been ignored.
LOUIS ROSENZWEIG.
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Lasky Goes to West Coast Studios
Paramount-Artcraft
Presenting

Executive
Additions

Will
Supervise
Plan*
to Playing
Force.

for

JESSE 1 1 ASKY, vice-president of the Famous PlayersLas kj Corporation in charge of productions, left New
York Sunday, April 21, for the West Coast studios, where
he will begin preparations lot the handling of pictures presenting various new stars to appear in Paramount and Artcraft pictures.
Prior to his departure Mr. Lasky made public the fact that
his company had just signed Shirley Mason to appear in
John Emerson and Anita Loos Productions for Paramount
release. Miss Mason is one of the youngest stars connected with the motion picture stage and has become widely
prominent among followers of the screen during the past
three years as a result of her work before the camera. She
has appeared before the public the greater part of her seventeen years, having played in the "legitimate" since early
childhood prior to her becoming associated with the film
studio. The John Emerson and Anita Loos Productions
starring Miss Mason will be produced in the East commencing the early part of June. Mr. Emerson and Miss
Loos are already engaged on the initial story following their
work on a number of scripts for Paramount and Artcraft
stars, some of which have already been shown to the trade.
"Among the new stars who will begin work at the West
Coast studios," said Mr. Lasky, "are Fred Stone and Ethel
Clayton, whose engagements with our organization were
recently announced. By request from exhibitors Vivian
Martin has been re-engaged to continue her appearance in
Paramount Pictures. Other stars whose names cannot be
announced at this time will also begin work in California
for us early in June, their combined activities plus those of
our present producing units comprising a gigantic summer
drive which will considerably enlarge our stars series plan.
"0ur contract with Lina Cavalieri has also been renewed.
Madame Cavaheri's new Paramount vehicle now being completed at Fort Lee, 'Gismonda,' is the biggest production yet
staged by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in the
East and will mark another notable achievement for Paramount. Madame Cavalieri will continue to work in the
East.

"Activities in our Eastern studios are running along at
record
pace and despite the unfavorable weather we have
had here recently the New York and New Jersey companies
are well ahead of their release schedule. Elsie Ferguson has
just left for Montana, where she will appear in an Artcraft
picture under the direction of Marshall Neilan, who
just finished the George M. Cohan picture for Artcraft has
release, Hit the Trail Holliday.* Pauline Frederick has just
completed 'Fedora' and Marguerite Clark, after her triumphant Liberty Loan tour, has started on a picture taken
from a famous subject.
"Although many of our stars have been working exclusively for the Government in connection with the Third Liberty
Loan campaign their pictures are well in advance
of release
dates so that these engagements for Uncle Sam will not
delay the usual presentation of their newest screen vehicles "
Mr. Lasky will remain in California until the early part of
r
June.

Edison Studio and Film Plant Sold
incoln

&

Parker Film Company
of Worcester Also
chase Over a Million Feet of Negative

Pur-

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC., announces that the Edison
btudio, at 2826 Decatur avenue, New York, its equipment and the equipment of the Edison positive
plant formerly located at Orange, N. J., have been sold film
t,
the Lincoln and Parker Film Company, Worcester,
Mass.
By the terms of the deal, the Lincoln and Parker
Film Company also comes into possession of over a million feet of
t-dison negatives released prior to the beginning of the
arthrSf^the ^y
whl&
•Edi£on
Pict«res were distributed
through
George
Kleine
System.
The Lincoln and Parker Film Company also
d the
right to reproduce Edison fe-ture subjects and acquire
Edison Conquest Pictures on their narrow-width and non-standard film,
but all other rights in such subjects are
retained for a
period of years by the Edison Company
and the George
£rinAt?y?tum'-thr?UgTh
which they wiH be available as before. All rights in the James
iou Know
are so retained. Montgomery Flagg series "Girls
Included in the Lincoln and Parker deal are the educational and scientific subjects upon which Mr.
was
working a few years ago. It is announced that Edison
Mr. Edison
win act in the capacity of a consulting editor to
the new
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company, and that lus sun, ( h.ni.
. is to become a
member of it> boai <i ol directors.
The Edison Company promises a further announcement
shortly as to its future activities in tin- motion picture field,
but it is known that a number <>t m w productions, including
"The Wall Invisible," with Shirley Mason, and several
stories by O. Henry, Richard Harding Davis, Ralph Henry
Barbour and other authors of prominence, ate being made

ready for early release.

Josh Binney Makes a Find
It Is Laura Oe Cardi, a Leading Woman

of Rare Personality.

BINNEY, the genial directing manager of the
JOSH
Florida Film Corporation, is wearing a smile that
bespeaks contentment of mind and, incidentally it is
saying a great deal, inasmuch as Josh is architecturally constructed upon lines of generous proportions and when he
wears anything it must necessarily be a great deal. But
then, Josh has every reason to smile, considering his present
visit to New York has brought a realization of his every
wish. After a strenuous
several months of organizing his new producing company and
the completion of the
first three releases of
a series of twelve tworeel comedies, Josh now
to Jacksonmay return
that his
ville knowing
efforts have received a
recognition
sures success.which inIn two weeks of
marketing this product, Josh returns to
his field of operation
with three bona fide
contracts safely tucked
away in his jeans and
the assurance of his
sales manager, Ernest
Shipman, that the entire country will be disposed of in short order.
Mr.therBinney
furpleased at is
having
secured the services of
a leading woman for
his future productions
whom he considers a
positive
so
sanguine "find,"
is he and
of her
Laura De Cardi.
success on the screen
that
a contract
has
been executed whereby he controls her services for a term
of years.
Miss Laura De Cardi is the young woman in question, and
while she had no motion picture training, Mr. Binney's long
experience as a director and producer qualifies him as a
capable critic of screen possibilities, and he claims that
Miss De Cardi possesses personality, charm and physical
attractiveness that will quickly establish her as a prime
favorite with the movie fans, and then, too, beyond all this,
there is a hidden talent yet to be developed which, in his
opinion, Miss De Cardi unquestionably possesses.
Miss De Cardi is of Italian birth and her early childhood
was spent in Milan. Prominent in the attractive qualities
which promise to carry her speedily to screen stardom are
a pair of wondrously beautiful eyes, and Mr. Binney warns
the many beauties of filmdom that they may now look well
to their laurels.
SELECT JOINS N. A. M. P. I.
Select Pictures Corporation has just joined the National
Association of the Motion Pictures Industry as a distributor
member. This classification gives Select a double membership in the N. A. M. P. I., since the producer-membership
originally taken out by Lewis J. Selznick, now president of
Select Pictures, has been transferred to the corporation.
This puts Select on a par with the other big companies in
the moving picture field which are represented in both the
producer and distributor divisions of the national group.
Morris Kohn, treasurer of Select Pictures, has been designated to represent the corporation in the two branches of
the N. A. M. P. I.
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Laemmle to Push Short Subject
Not

Eliminating Five-Part Pictures, but Believes There
Drawing
Power in Good Two and Three-Reelers.

Is

CARL

LAEMMLE, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, left New York on Saturday, April
20, for Universal City, where he will hold numerous
conferences with a view of the improvement, wherever pos
sible, of the Universal output. The trip of Mr. Laemmle
followed numerous sessions with the members of the executive force of the New York office during which production
was discussed from every angle. At these sessions numerous suggestions for improvement were made.
Mr. Laemmle during his trip, which is scheduled to be
rather extended, will take up with the technical production
experts the advisability of putting the suggestions of the
New York executives into effect.
It has been decided that for a time at least Universal
will be a wide-open market for picture adaptation from
best sellers. Any serial adaptable for picturization from
the pages of any of the better class popular mazagines will
be given serious consideration and will be purchased if it
gives promise for a picture which will be sought by highclass motion picture theaters throughout the country.
The statement that Universal is in the market for magazine serial stories does not mean, according to Mr. Laemmle,
that the scenario department of the company will be expected to wade through a mass of immaterial and less-thanpar stories.
In order that no possible story may be overlooked members of the New York executive staff have been given assignments to carefully read magazine stories as they appear.
A certain number of magazines have been assigned to each
man and he has instructions to report in deail upon their
contents.
When Mr. Laemmle reaches Universal City he will follow
a similar procedure there by assigning several members of
the West Coast force as concentrated magazine readers.
The reports of the readers from the east coast and west
coast will be tabulated and upon their combined recommendations stories will be purchased.
Another innovation Mr. Laemmle expects to put into effect is the making in two and three reels pictures that
heretofore have been extended into five and six reels. In
watching the market recently Mr. Laemmle has ascertained
that exhibitors demand pictures with tremendous action and
without a foot of wastage.
An ordinary five-reel picture, according to Mr. Laemmle,
should be produced .from a story in which there appears to
be
material
to makewilltencutreels.
the picture
madeenough
careful
eliminations
it to After'
not more
than fiveis
or six thousand feet at the outside with the picture action
smooth and continuous.
"I want to prove to our directors that it is possible to
make a splendid two or three-reel picture that is so good
the exhibitors throughout the country will advertise the
short subject in preference to the longer subject on their
program and upon which they look as their feature," said
Mr. Laemmle. "In one or two isolated cases in the picture
business it has been demonstrated that my idea is not
wrong."
As a clincher to his argument that short subjects may be
featured as against five-reel features, Mr. Laemmle said:
"Do you know of a single exhibitor who advertises a
feature on the day on which he runs a Chaplin?"
"But under no circumstances," Mr. Laemmle explained,
"should my advocacy of the short feature be construed as
an opinion from me that I think the longer feature should
be eliminated. I do not advocate any such thing. But I do
say that two-reel subjects should not be padded to five reels.
And I do predict that in the very near future the exhibitors
will make their program of two, three or four short subjects
unless the market affords enough regular, unpadded feature
pictures. The day when a producer 'can flash two and
three hundred feet of a flash back simply to produce footage
is rapidly ending.
"Universal appreciates these changing conditions and is
preparing to meet them."
On his way to the West Coast Mr. Laemmle visited several exchanges in the west.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Motion
Week ofPicture
April 28 Houses.
at New York's Principal
THE

RIALTO— Billie Burke

in "Let's Get a Divorce," a
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film version of Sardou's "Divorcons," one of the best of his
comedies, was the chief picture attraction at the Rialto
the week of April 28. John Miltern and Armand Kalise have
the chief supporting roles. Other features were the Animated Magazine, a Fox comedy and a scenic. Gladys Rice
and Carlos Mejia were the soloists.
THE RIVOLI— Circus life forms the background of "The
Biggest Show on Earth," the Paramount picture in which
Enid Bennett was seen at the Rivoli. The actress appears
as^a lion tamer in her father's circus. An animated Pictorial,
a "Mutt
and program.
Jeff," a scenic feature and concert numbers were
also
on the
(< THE STRAND.— The film version of James W. Gerard's
"My Four Years in Germany," Winsor MacKay's "The
Sinking of the Lusitania," and the Topical Review were
shown at the Strand. A soldier's quartet rendered patriotic
songs and the Symphony Orchestra played "Pomp and Circumstance."
EIGHTY-FIRST STREET THEATER.— First half, Bessie
Barnscale and Howard Hickman in "The Cast Off," and another installment of "The Eagle's Eye." Dorothv Dalton
in
"Love
new chapter of Chapin's" "Son of
Democracy"Ale,"
the and
lattera half
of the week.

KNICKERBOCKER.— "My Four Years in Germany."
FORTY-FOURTH STREET.-"Hearts of the World."
BROADWAY— "The Two Soul Woman."

"Make Your Own Movies"
A Light, Compact and Inexpensive Motion
Taking Standard Perforated

Picture
Film.

Camera

THE possibilities for work of the most absorbing interest
and greatest permanent value along motion picture
lines are well known and fully appreciated by every
photographic enthusiast, and we need but touch on them
here. The most important question camera workers want
answered is, "How can I take up this
line of work with the minimum of cost
forThe
apparatus
materials?"
Almo and
Motion
Picture Camera,
manufactured by The Simplex Photo
Products Co., Richmond Hill, L. I., New
York, is small, light, compact, of minimum film capacity, and sold at a price
which places it within the reach of
every
one.
. "^
No larger
than a Kodak and equally
simple of operation, it weighs four and
one-half pounds. It has a capacity of 50
feet standard, perforated motion picture
film, obtainable anywhere.
No commercial photographer need refuse orders for motion films now that
the Almo Camera is available, and his
profits on a single job would pay for The Almo Motion
the
camera many times over in many in- Picture Camera.
stances.

There are possibilities here for the home portraiture man
that
with. we need only hint at. as he is a "live wire" to beein
The Almo Camera is furnished with a rapid aplanat lens
working at f-6. with a focal length of two inches, and at
full aperture will render sharply all objects at distances of
eight feet or more from the camera.
For experienced workers or those to whom the added
simplicity of a fixed-focus lens would not appeal, the camera
may be had with any of the standard anastigmat lenses
in
are" ofsupplied
which f-3.5
for motion
designed
two inch
Zeiss Tessar.
as the cameras,
suchpicture
Focusing mounts,
focus. Such lenses add superior facilities for interior work
and for outdoor work under poor light.
The use of a camera of this kind would in many cases
mean also the use of a suitable projector, especially in the
hands of the amateur photographer who wishes to follow
up his work to the final triumph of projection upon the
screen.
The manufacturers of the Almo have provided for this in
their Precision Portable Projector designed for home,
school, or commercal use. It is a stanch, practical machine,
embodying the most approved forms of film-moving mechanism and with simplifications in details which make its use
a success in the most inexperienced hands.
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Chaplin Sees Life in Atlanta
Entertains and Is Entertained by a Mammy, Sips Tea, Breaks
Several Records and Sells Half Million in Bonds.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN came to Atlanta April 16, smashed
all attendance records, including grand opera and political powers, by drawing eight thousand people to the
auditorium; set a Liberty Bond sales record, locally, by
coaxing $502,350 out of Atlantans' pockets and found time to
with both the upper and lower crusts of Atlanta's
hobnobstratum.
social
From the Terminal station the comedian was being speeded by Forrest Adair to the Druid Hills (Jolt Club where St.
Elmo Massengale was to entertain him at dinner. At Mr.
Chaplin's
thatDecatur
he be street
given and
a look
at
the
motor request
swept into
paused
A corpulent black mammy abruptly halted the
ming a fish sandwich down her throat.
"Dar he is!" she shouted.
"Dar he is! Dat's
In no time at all Mr. Chaplin was beaming
black with negroes. The very big black mammy
as leader.

the
at anegroes,
corner.
act of cramChollie !"
on a street
stood forth

"I seen you," she cried. "I seen you in dat picture! I
seen yer walkin' lak dis."
She shuffled and wabbled across the sidewalk in first-class
Chaplin style.
"I seen you wid dat gal, Mistah Chollie. Law me, you
sho'ly wuz atter dat gal! You go 'way, but you kept on
a-comin' back. Yessuh, you jus' kep' a-comin' back to whar
she wuz !"
Charlie laughed almost until he cried.
"Shuffle
for us howled.
again," he said, and she shuffled once more
while
the crowd
At the Druid Hills Club Mr. Chaplin walked kerplunk
into the midst of a tea party, and how the women did mob
him !
At the dinner each speaker introduced himself, Rotary
Mr. Chaplin's turn came".
Club fashion.
"Charlie Chaplin," he said. "Supposed to be funny. We
shall see !"
At the auditorium Mr. Chaplin bounded out in front of the
eight thousand.

■'I'm not here to be funny," he announced.
"Ha! Ha!" yelled the crowd.
"I was never more serious in my life !"
"Great!" shouted the audience. "He can't help beineb
funny."
One thousand, twenty-five thousand, fifty-thousand-dollar
subscriptions soon began falling thick and fast and, by the
time the meeting was over, they had Charlie shuffling and
even standing on his head.
STARR

How Manager Forhan Builds Business
Canadian Showman

Has Many Devices for Placing His Program Before His Neighbors.

GEORGE J. FORHAN, manager of two moving picture
theaters in Belleville, Ontario, for the Griffin Amusement Company of Toronto, has made such good use of
heralds and printed programs that he has been attracting
the attention of managers of large theaters in the big cities
He declares that practically none of his heralds or programs is thrown away, partly because of their attractive
make-up
and partly because of the methods employed for
distribution.
Mr. Forhan gives a double pass each week to the local
librarian in exchange for which the librarian performs the
service of slipping one of the theater programs into all outgoing books on Saturdays. People take the books home to
be read on Sunday and they find the program when they are
not busy.
Every Friday and Saturday slides are run at the two houses
to announce that programs for the following week are available at the door. The ticket sellers at the box offices also
have a supply to be given to those who apply at the wickets
for them without coming into the theater. Manager Forhan also sends a quantity of the leaflets or folders to a nearby deaf and dumb institute each week and a large party
from this institution always attends the regular Saturday
matinee.
Manager Forhan writes his own copy for the programs
and he does not solicit advertising for the folders, although
he has been offered outside busines's several times. He does
refer, frequently, to various local patriotic campaigns and he
does so without waiting for requests from local organizations. On several occasions he has been able to show his
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interest in various movements before the organizers have
bad tune 10 approach him ami thej hav< be< n pleased.
One evening a local aldeiinan patronized his thratei
and
was agreeabl) surprised to find that the exhibitoi wa
ing a loan campaign by the use oi an appropriate slide* The
Civic official happened to lie the ihaiiinan ol the loan organization committee. Bj doing this work Mi. Forhan is
on good terms with all the local Officials and they listen to
him when he has a request to make. He declares that the
boosting also belps his business generally.
This exhibitor declares that he likes the printed program
best of all for advertising purposes but that he also uses
considerable space in both local newspapers for regular
announcements from week to week.

Betty Compson in Pathe Serial
BETTY tieCOMPSON,
blue-eyed
of leading
many ChrisComedies, has the
been
engagedheroine
for the
role
opposite
George
Larkin
in
"The
Wolf-Faced
Man,"
by
W. A. S. Douglas and Lucien Hubbard, which Diando Film
Corporation is producing in Los Angeles for Pathe.
"The Wolf-Faced Man" is a story of romance and adventure in the West, and the picture will be marked by the
stunts of George Larkin whose daring h a s
made him popular as a
serial star, the beauty
and horsemanship o f
Miss Compson, and the
size of the cast selected
to play with these principals.
Betty Compson has
madeself in little
a name
hermoreforthan
two years of screen experience. Little Miss
Compson is a Salt Lake
City girl who has had
experience in vaudeville
on the legitimate andstage.
Her first professional
work was as a violin
soloist in vaudeville
and later with Mandev i 1 1 e Sketches. For
some time she was a
member of the William
J. Kelly Stock Company
in Salt Lake. Her first
screen experience was
Betty Compson.
under Al E. Christie.
Some of the comedies
under which she will be remembered are "His Baby," "A
Brass Buttoned Romance," "Some Kid," "Out for Coin," "Her
Friend, the Chauffeur," "Sauce for the Goose," "Sea Nymphs,"
"Working His Way," "Those Wedding Bells," "A Bold, Bad
Knight," "Down by the Sea," "Father's Bright Idea," "Crazy
by Proxy," "The Honeymooner," "As in Days of Old," "A
Blessed Blunder" and "Their Seaside Tangle."
Betty Compson has golden hair, blue eyes, is 5 feet 2
inches in height, an expert horsewoman, a swimmer and a
dancer.
WORLD PICTURES TO MAKE SOMERVILLE STORY.
Roy Somerville, famous for his vivid short stories and
novels, has written for World Pictures a remarkable story,
entitled "Hitting the Trail." The story is laid in the East
Side of New York City and deals with the career and regeneration of one of the inhabitants of this region.
Air. Somerville is a familiar name among magazine readers.
He is equally well known among picturegoers as the author
of "Reggie Mixes In," featuring Douglas Fairbanks. He also
wrote "Children in the House" and "The Danger Game."
THE GENESIS

OF THAT

MERGER

RUMOR.

James Weed, manager of Keith's theater, Dayton ; Clay E.
Brehn, manager of the Strand in that city; Mark Gates,
manager of the new Dayton, as well as the World correspondent, were seen walking down one of Dayton's principal thoroughfares at one time. (Together.) The party met
L. C. Pollack, Metro representative, who ventured the suggestion that a combine might be talked of, and it was then
explained that the party had just been through the new
Dayton — nothing more — nothing less.
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Clemmer
Advertising Brings
'Em In
Traveler Impressed by What
He Saw in an Ex-

Goldwyn

ploitation Way in Seattle.
an exhibitor's skill in selling
example
interesting
AN to the public the motionofpicture
feature attraction playing his theater is to be found in the newspaper advertising campaign of James Q. Clemmer, proprietor of the
Clemmer theater, Seattle, according to a Goldwyn executive
just back from a tour of the West.
The Clemmer theater possesses two great assets which the
Seattle public is ready to buy — its multi-reel feature films
each week and its remarkable orchestra, in which the musiclovers of the city take great pride. And there is a third
asset in Bart Burtleson, advertising man of the theater and
right-hand assistant to Mr. Clemmer.
Both Mr. Clemmer and Mr. Burtleson believe in the power
of "big copy" advertising in daily newspapers. The Clemmer advertisements of Goldwyn Pictures occupied four full
columns in the Seattle Sunday Times, or a total of eightyeight inches. The cost of a single insertion of one of these
advertisements, inclusive of the cost of making the metal
engraving or "plate" is around $175, which also gives indication of the rate co-operation offered to exhibitors by the
Seattle Times. These advertisements were designed by
Mr. Burtleson, and so strong are they in selling power that
Goldwyn has arranged for the preparation of the "Seattle
Style" of copy for its future exhibitor advertising electrotypes.
"I have been an exhibitor for a great many years," says
Mr. Clemmer in explanation of his newspaper advertising
copy. "During that time, like other exhibitors, I long ago
exhausted superlatives in exploiting pictures opening in my
theater. I began to find that superlatives no longer 'pulled.'
The public did not believe them — and justly so.
"Nor was it sufficient for us to announce that this or that
producer 'presented' this or that star in this or that story.
Certain producers, Goldwyn close to the top, have established
both production and star value. But I wanted something
else to sell to the public; some unique angle to challenge
attention.
And I found it.
"In the Clemmer theater advertising we now sell the plot
of our productions to the public, in addition to producer's
name and star's name. We pull the public in past the box
office and into the orchestra seats by building our advertising so that it reveals what the story is. We do not tease
or pique them in with a single phrase or catch-line. We let
them know in advance in bold display print the detailed
theme — written and illustrated as cleverly as we possibly can.
"Personally, I think that the Seattle type of advertising
is the most effective amusement copy created in the United
States. I have studied the advertising of all other large
cities and I have found none that I consider equal to it for
challenge — and that is the first element to be considered."

Lawyer Protests Against Absurdities
Mr.

Osborne
Calls Attention
to Story Founded
Upon
a
Situation Impossible in Legal Procedure.
1862 Shelby Street, Seattle, April 11, 1918.
Editor Moving Picture World:
IN the name of the outraged majesty of the law let me
register indignant protest. The other evening in one
of the first-run motion picture houses I saw a film the
story of which centered itself around the wedding trip of a
youthful pair. The film was produced by one of the better
class of manufacturers. The action took place in Niagara
Falls, with occasional glimpses at New York. The action
could not have covered more than one week at the outside,
and, judging by the arrangement of the story, actually took
only two or three days. Now let me tell you what happened
on this honeymoon. First, the bridegroom innocently got
himself entangled with some other woman. His bride suspected the worst, left him and procured another room in the
same hotel, which was on the Canadian side of the falls.
She immediately wired her lawyer to get her a divorce.
The lawyer — a relative I think — started the divorce, but was
worried and immediately started for Niagara in his motor
car to see what was the matter, lie wired her she could go
before the consul on the Canadian side who would take her
evidence — on which presumably the decree for divorce would
be based. The husband, about the same day, is served with
a summons in divorce which gives him twenty days to
answer the suit. Immediately in New York an officious
clerk goes before a judge and gets the final decree signed
and wires his chief, who has just arrived in Niagara, that
he has put through the divorce in record time. Complications
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then arise because the couple have made it up meantime,
and find themselves in a perilous position because they are
likely to spend their honeymoon after being wholly divorced.
Now Iin wouldn't
any kickwere
about
the outrageous
manner
which all make
technicalities
brushed
aside were
it not for the fact that the average man and woman who
saw that picture actually do know something about legal
procedure, particularly divorce procedure. Most all laymen
— men or women — have some friend recently divorced, and
they know the general rule now is in most States affecting
divorces. They know that even after the rendition of the
first decree a period of either three months or six months
must elapse before the decree is made final and before the
parties actually are free from the bonds of matrimony. A
scenario writer would no more think of pretending that the
human appendix was situated in the left ear — he w-on't take
liberties with medical subjects because he thinks people
know about those things. But he feels at full liberty to
monkey with the law.
Now, in 'the case of this play, what he made the law do
was the vital thing — the whole play depended upon it; and
yet he presented an impossible situation and the audience
knew it to be impossible. And the story wasn't a farce. It
was a comedy and high comedy at that. Imagine all the
evidence being taken in a case before the suit is brought!
Imagine, further, a final decree being entered before the time
of the defendant to answer the complaint has expired!
To observe the absolutely necessary forms of law, reducing
the matter to its essentials, no kind of an order or decree
could have been entered in the cause within the time or in
the manner portrayed in that picture. To get even a
preliminary decree would have required formalities running
into months — to free the parties three or six months more.
This is only one of several plays that have made the same
mistake. Another mistake that occurs with greater frequency
arises in the utterance of husband or wife to the effect:
"I will give you a divorce," or he consents to a divorce, etc.,
when it is apparent to any observer of conditions that there
is no such thing as a divorce by consent. In fact, a divorce
which is the result of previous arrangement is impossible
to get, except by the use of fraud or perjury, or both.
Let me suggest a simple remedjr: Cannot the head of
scenario departments submit scenarios to some young lawyer
in the firm of counsel who represent the manufacturer?
This cannot run into much expense. Incidental mistakes,
even, are bad, but where the whole action is built up on
a legal error it is time to call a halt.
WILLIAM HAMILTON OSBORNE.

Des Moines' Rialto Opens to Public
Is Fireproof Structure Seating 1,100 Persons — Features "The
Cinderella Man" in First Show.
THE new Rialto theater, Des Moines, the largest motion
picture house in Iowa, has been formally opened to
the public with some unusual ceremonies. Mae Marsh
in "The Cincerella Man" was played at the Rialto during
the opening week, the Goldwyn program being one of the
first contracted for by Abe Frankle. managing director of
the new house.
A two-page advertisement in the Des Moines Register goes
far in emphasizing the progressiveness of the Rialto management. Itwas arranged by John L. Shipley, publicity representative for the Rialto, and almost a column of it was
devoted to Goldwyn Pictures.
The Rialto, an entirely fireproof structure, seats 1,100 persons. The decorations on the front of the building, in the
lobby and exterior are carried out in a color scheme which
is a combination of art blue, rose, ivory and gold.
For the patrons' convenience a playroom for the children
has been provided. This room is under supervision of a
matron and is furnished with toys and games to amuse the
youngsters.
The music is furnished by a symphonic orchestral organ,
which is a pipe organ as well as a complete orchestral combination. F.Metzger, formerly in charge of the Casino, Des
Moines, is the Rialto's house manager.
IDEAL

THEATER

CHANGES

HANDS.

A deal has been completed whereby the management of
the Ideal theater of Endicott, N. Y., formerly owned by John
A. Laue. passed to the owners of the Lyric theater.
Mr. Dittrich, manager of the two theaters, says, while
separate and distinctly different programs will occasionally
be shown at each house, for the greater part of the time the
same features will be shown on both screens.
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Boasts New
York Building as Well as
London One.
TWO
important announcements come from president
Paul II. Croinelin, ot the lnter-ocean Film Corporation.
The gist of one is that Inter-Ocean has acquired full
possession of the building at 218 West 4_'nd street, New York
City, and will open it May 1 as the first structure in America
to be devoted exclusively to motion picture exporting. The
concern has had its own building in London for over a year.
"There will be an innovation in connection with the new
building." says president Cromelin, "in that it will be
equipped to take care of foreign buyers visiting New York.
Heretofore such men lost much valuable time through lack
of familiarity with our language and customs, methods of
doing business and facilities for 'short cuts' known to the
American only. At Inter-Ocean Building the film visitor
to our shores will find himself conducting his affairs with
the same ease as at his desk in Buenos Aires or Manila.
A place will be set aside for his exclusive use during the
period of his stay and to that desk will be harnessed the
co-operation of Inter-Ocean's staff from its president down.
"Nimble translators, stenographers skilled in the language
of film export, shipping men who are experts in all matters
relating to foreign shipment — all are at the visiting buyer's
elbow and service. So will be special projecting rooms, now
under construction."
The Inter-Ocean has been at 220 West 42nd street since
September, 1916. The active heads are Paul H. Cromelin,
president; Eugene H. Kaufman, office manager, and carbons
and accessories; Louis Brock and Gus Schlesinger, foreign
sales ; Leon Schlesinger, contracts and domestic sales ;
Madge Maloney, auditor; Martin Cohn, technical, and Al.
Hartleib, shipping. The concern acts as foreign distributor
for World and Paralta films; "Inside the Lines," "ManxMan," "Today," "Mad Lover," "Eight Bells," "Thirteenth
Labor of Hercules" and other special features; and for Black
Diamond, Vim and Bingo comedies and "Charley" cartoons.
Speer Carbons are also exclusively handled in the foreign
field by Inter-Ocean.
News

from

Foreign

5

by F. G. ORTEGA.

Greater Facilities for Foreign Buyers
Inter-Ocean
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As international trouble-makers, the "Rasputins," "Romanoffs" and other Russian photoplays made in this country
easily take first place. It seems as if the anarchic condition
of Russia had also overtaken these motion pictures. According to reports from Chile, the local agents for the North
American Motion Pictures, Inc., who were carrying an intensive advertising campaign preliminary to the release of
"Rasputin, the Black Monk," found to their surprise that
another copy of the picture was being distributed by the
Sociedad Cinematografica Chilena, a concern under the control of Pairoa & Herrera. Then the row started. Pairoa
& Herrera managed to steal a march on the "North American" and were the first to release their copy, which had its
premiere at the Alhambra theater of Valparaiso. The "North
American" took the case before the Chilean courts and had
the opposition copy embargoed, claiming the sole ownership
of the rights and to have sold the print in question for exploitation only in Peru and Bolivia, and with the express understanding that it would not be exhibited in Chile. But
Pairoa & Herrera are now making the counterclaim that
the seized "Rasputin" is not the one sold by the "North
American" at all, but another copy purchased by them direct
in Xew York. And to make matters even more complicated,
a mysterious third print of the same picture has just been
released somewhere in Peru.
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The fact is that Jack is leading a royal life in Spain. He has
a physical culture studio in Barcelona, a city besides which
Chicago and New York would look like Sunday schools, and
has played the leading part in one of the most successful
photodrama- produced in Spain during the past year. Bythe-way, the picture referred to, entitled "Strength and Nobility," isbeing advertised at present in some Latin American countries, but as his wife also plays one of the leading
roles, it is doubtful whether it will be successful in territories like Cuba, Porto Rico and others where there is a
strong race prejudice.

* * *

Paul Capellani, the French actor who left New York about
four months ago to join the Platense Film Company of
Buenos Aires, in the capacity of leading man and director,
is on his way back to these shores. With the assistance of
Marcel Morhange, who is already here, as technical director,
and George Benoit, as cameraman, he produced a multiplereel picture which will shortly be released on the Argentinian market.

* * *

J. Verdaguer, the well-known Barcelona importer and distributor, has opened a branch in Havana for the purpose of
handling Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico and some of the Central
American republics. We understand that the Havana office,
in charge of Eudaldo Torres, works in a more or less independent fashion and, according to its advertisements in CineMundial, is offering a series of Italian productions controlled
by the Barcelona firm.

* * *

The official pictures depicting the social, commercial and
industrial development of the United States, taken to Spain
by Frank J. Marion, president of the Kalem Company, for
propaganda purposes, were shown for the first time about a
month ago at the Madrid College of Engineers. Reviews
published by the daily and trade press indicate that the films
made a very satisfactory impression.

* * *

Adolfo Roca, who has been handling Mutual pictures in
Cuba, claims in an advertisement published in a Havana
theatrical paper to be the owner of the Cuban rights on a
photoplay entitled "Rasputin, the Black Monk, in the Fall of
the Romanoffs." Now, this is rather confusing. Is Mr. Roca
distributing the World or the Brenon production? Or has
he purchased both of them? These "Rasputin" and "Romanworld. offs" are certainly the Bolsheviki of the cinematographic

* * *

A Buenos Aires trade paper reports that a number of European productions, mostly French, have lately been released in Argentina and Uruguay. They show considerable
improvement over previous films of similar origin, and the
trade paper referred to "has no hesitation in stating that the
improvement is entirely due to the adoption by the producers of the school of technique that has earned such enviable reputation for North* American
cinematography."
* *
The Empresa Cinematographica Alberto Sestini, which recently secured through Hiller & Wilk, Inc., the rights for
Brazil on Ambassador Gerard's picture "My Four Years in
Germany," is also distributing Triangle and Keystone productions in that territory on an exclusive arrangement with
the Western Import Company, of New York.

* * *

* * *

Reports published in the South American press, which are
confirmed by the opinions of Cine-Mundial's correspondents,
point successful
to "Damaged
theChile
Mutual
production,
the
most
film Goods,"
shown in
during
the year.as The
rights on this film were purchased by Pairoa & Herrera, of
Santiago.

We notice from time to time in the sporting pages of some
of the New York daily papers allusions to the hard fate of
Jack Johnson and statements to the effect that he is "pining
away in some foreign shore for that dear old Chicago."

Marchesi Film is the name of a new producing company
established in Buenos Aires, Argentina. It is about to release a10-act drama directed by Alberto Traversa, who made

* * *
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some good pictures for Savoia, Ambrosio, Latina and other
Italian manufacturing concerns.

* * *

"Salvation Joan" (Vitagraph), "The Web of Life" (World),
"The Mischief Maker" (Fox) and "Friday the 13th" (World)
have been recently released on the Spanish and Portuguese
markets by Julian Ajuria, of Barcelona.

* * *

"Where Are My Children?" (Universal) made a decided
hit with the Argentinian public. The box-office value of this
picture was enhanced by the fact that the municipal authorities attempted to bar its exhibition on the ground of immorality.
The Trans-Atlantic Film Co., of London, distributer of
Universal pictures in Spain and Portugal, has just released
Anna Pavlowa production *"The
* *Dumb Girl of Portici."
Alvarez Arrondo & Co. are distributing in Mexico
episode International serial "Patria."

the 16-

Among
the Exporters.
Arthur J. Lang, export manager of the Nicholas Power
Company, writes from Havana that competition in the motion picture business in Cuba has reached an alarming state.
"The cut-throat competition here," he states, "is nothing
short of scandalous, and I cannot understand how any of the
exchanges will make anything out of their business unless
there is a change, and a radical one, in their methods."
However, Mr. Lang makes the following encouraging remarks
in the course of his letter: "Cuba is very prosperous and the
attendance at the cinema shows is big and increasing all
the time. As a matter of fact, all business here is booming
and nothing seems too good for any one in spite of the high
cost of living."
* * *
Jacobo Glucksmann, New York representative for Max
Glucksmann, of Buenos Aires, is in possession of a cablegram advising that the head office of the firm has already
subscribed $10,000 to the Third Liberty Loan. This is in addition to what will be taken by the New York branch and
follows subscriptions to the First and Second Liberty Loans
by the Buenos Aires office.
Sidney Garrett, president of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., announces the sale of "The Garden of Allah" for Java and of
the Metro specials "Lest We Forget" and "Blue Jeans" for
Argentina. These last two pictures were secured by the
North American Motion Pictures, Inc., of New York and
Buenos Aires.

* * *

The Robertson-Cole Company, Times Building, New York,
has started an aggressive advertising campaign in the Spanish and Portuguese-speaking markets. Its initial offering to
the trade in those territories is comprised of about 23 special
features, 4 multiple-reel "Four-Square"
productions and the "Jester" comedies.

pictures, 2 "Crest"

* * *

"The Struggle Everlasting" and "An Accidental Honeymoon," the two Harry Rapf's productions with Florence
Reed and Robert Warwick respectively, were launched on
the foreign market in the May issue of Cine-Mundial. The
Arrow Film Corporation, of New York, will handle the negotiations with territorial buyers in all foreign countries.

* * *

Announcement is made by Jacobo Glucksmann that he is
preparing the largest shipment of film ever made to Buenos
Aires by the New York office of Max Glucksmann, 500,000 feet
of positive now being ready for delivery to the steamship
company. Of this lot, about 200,000 feet are Triangle productions.

* * *

Hiller & Wilk, Inc., recently appointed foreign agents for
"My Four Years in Germany," have disposed of the rights
on this picture for the following territories: Great Britain,
South Africa, Australia and Brazil.

* * *

"Berlin via America," the patriotic photoplay produced by
the Fordart Films, Inc., is being offered in the Latin American markets through the advertising columns of Cine-Mundial.

* * *

J. II. Hallberg has just published a very complete illustrated catalogue in Spanish describing the different machines
and appliances manufactured by his firm.
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The Piedmont Pictures Corporation has sold the rights
on
"The Grey Seal" (serial) for China and the British West
Indies.
Inquiries
from Abroad.
The addresses of these firms may be obtained from CineMundial, 516 Fifth avenue, New York. We do not assume
responsibility as to the standing of the inquirers, and the
usual precautions should be taken in all cases. All inquiries
are received direct by the Moving Picture World and CineMundial, the Spanish monthly edition of the Moving Picture
World.
Please mention number when writing:
33. A man in Portuguese West Africa wishes to rent or
purchase films for exhibition in S. Thome and Angola.
34. A man in San Salvador, C. A., wishes to act as agent
for film manufacturers in Central and South America.
35. A man in Venezuela is interested in securing a program of about ten pictures to be renewed every three months.
Pictures should be at least four reels long.
36. A firm doing business in Panama wishes to obtain a
weekly supply of film on a renting basis.
37. A man in Santiago, Cuba, is in the market for film
boxes made of fibre.
38. A Central American exchange controlling some theaters is in the market for films. Their desire is to connect
with a reliable American firm and are willing to give guarantees for any representation they may secure.
39. A firm in Cuba is in the market for second-hand film.

Rob Wagner Between Covers
Saturday

Evening Post Stories of Filmland Now
Book Form
by the Century Company.

Issued in

UNDER
the in
title
of form
"Film eight
Folk,"
the earliest
Century ofCompany
has issued
book
of the
the Rob
Wagner stories of motion pictures and their making,
with thirty-one full-page illustrations from photographs.
It is a singular thing that we should have had to wait so
long for a faithful narrator of the doings in picture-land, but
it was six years after the motion picture became a craze that
there was given to the reading public descriptive matter that
was at once authentic and interesting. It was through no
lack of endeavor, for the early years of the pictures were
marked by a mass of material that was written either by
those who could write interestingly, but who had but a superficial knowledge of their subjects or by those who knew
their subject but who failed to interest. Mr. Wagner is
about the only writer who combines the two essentials, and
it is welcome news that the best of his work has been assembled in a more permanent and available form than its
original in the pages of the Saturday Evening Post.
Mr. Wagner knows film making and film makers from top
to bottom, from the center to the circumference, and he has
the most happy faculty of telling what he knows in a manner that is more than interesting. It is human, fascinating
and, above all, absolutely correct. He is retailing no secondhand information, no knowledge picked up in a hurried trip
through a single studio. He speaks of every phase of the
business through intimate personal knowledge, and he gives
a series of pictures of the studios and studio life that is
worthy of classification as literature. In his foreword he
professor who- regreted that the birth
of a college drama
speaks
of
the Elizabethan
was not as carefully chronicled
for the benefit of future generations, and while he affects
to think lightly of the compliment, his learned correspondent
has expressed a great thought. The birth of the motion
picture has been adequately recorded.
The chapters selected for this first volume (for it is to be
hoped that others will follow), include the stories of the
leading man, the leading woman, the cameraman, the director, the extra man, the studio "mother," the publicity
man and the script editor. This broadly covers the ground,
but there is room for at least another volume. The book
contains 356 pages and is priced at $2.
MADGE KENNEDY SPEAKS AT STRAND.
The audience which packed the New York Strand theater
to the doors on Sunday. April 21, was treated to an agreeable
surprise in the appearance on the stage of Madge Kennedy,
star of Goldwyn Pictures, who spoke briefly but stirringly
in behalf of the Third Liberty Loan.
Miss Kennedy's appearance at the Strand followed her
ley.
successful trip to Detroit, where she appeared at the Kunsky
theaters, and to Philadelphia, where she spoke at the Stan-
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Motion Picture Educator
i

Conducted

by REV.

W. H. JACKSON

and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD
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Pointers from Our Correspondence
Plenty of Suitable Educational Pictures Now
to Start School Programs.

on the Market

By Rev. W. H. Jackson.
IT IS very interesting to read the views of the editors of
many of the school publications with regard to the place
of the moving pictures in the schools.
All agree that the pictures possess certain educational
powers, but the views as to their adaptability are strangely
at variance; some are commendably broad and encouraging,
others are somewhat hesitating and halting, while a few,
very few, are still in the painful state of a limited acquaintance of either the pictures or their powers; one, only one
we are glad to say, passes over the immediate possibilities
of the good of the pictures by a vain and foolish reaching
out for the improbable and unnecessary, when he refuses
1 to endorse or aid moving pictures in the schools through
the medium of his paper "until the pictures synchronize with
an
talking lack
machine"
trulj' a pitiable
mind,explanatory
and a lamentable
of comprehension
of thestate
natureof
and powers of the picture. There is, however, one idea running through the minds of all school authorities with whom
we have come in touch, and that is that there are either not
sufficient truly educational pictures to warrant them entering into the matter with enthusiasm, or that the producers
are not sufficiently catering to the needs of the schools and
that there is too much commercialism to contend with. It
is easy to answer these doubting Thomases. There are not
only plenty of suitable pictures ready at hand now, but positively more than can be used in making the required beginning of the uses of pictures in the schools ; there are also
producers who are giving a justifiable amount of attention
to school pictures, their further productions are dependent
upon the reception of their present efforts by the schools
now; the "too much commercialism" is only that necessary
business surrounding new enterprises and business relationships which will decrease as the use of the picture increases.
Lacking Pedagogical Principals.

There is a justifiable reason advanced that the pictures
now
the schools
are that
"lacking
pedagogical
principals."
If thisbefore
is meant
to suggest
the pictures
cannot
be used
in harmony with the text books perhaps for the present we
must confess failure at this point, this does not, however,
prevent us from saying that the criticism is a most unnecessary one, and one not affecting the main point as to the
powerful auxiliary aid of the pictures.
Will it surprise some of our interested readers to know
that for years an endeavor has been made to arrange with
publishers of school text books, to harmonize the relationship of the books and the pictures; that these publishers have
given the matter their consideration and have refused to
proceed with the same for "commercial reasons." The writer
has come in touch personally with one of the largest school
text books publishers in the United States, only to learn
that the change would be so great (no matter how good)
that it would affect their business; it will here be seen that
"commercial reasons" are more considered by school book
publishers than by picture producers. This, however, should
not be advanced by any one as a sufficient reason for not
using the pictures as an aid to teaching; for the time being,
the place for the pictures is the school auditorium and not
the school classroom, it is self evident that the refusal to
use pictures in the auditorium because they cannot be used
in the classroom is an exceedingly prejudiced and ill-judged
one. It is not for educators above all others to expect that
completion and perfection should outrun development; they
are denying for the moving pictures those very principles
they are supposed to teach their scholars, if they were so
to invert their expectations of their scholars' requirements
in the same way that they are inverting their demands of
moving pictures, they would expect a high school graduaf'on

from the kindergarten and brand as incompetent any pupil
not fulfilling that requirement.
Proofs From

Experience.

There are many schools and colleges where the moving
pictures are in use, in some of these places they have had a
thorough trial of several years; all with great profit. We
have yet to hear the strange — and we admit unexpected — experience that they have failed in any way to reach the highest expectation demanded of them. It is, therefore, the more
surprising that with so many witnesses testifying to their
advantages that there are still so many reluctant followers;
surely they have confidence in their colleagues, that which
not one but a number have done, all can do. If any of our
readers are still in the doubtful class we shall only be too
glad to put them in touch with schools and colleges which
have used the moving pictures with great profit in their
work, and with great advantage to their scholars; so much
so that the more we know of these things the more we are
sorry for those who do not know them, and are still groping
in that darkness which accompanies a lack of progressiveness and always is accompanied with a certain amount of
prejudice; the abolition of prejudice will put the moving
pictures in thousands of schools.

Interesting Educationals
Three

Travel
Subjects, One
Industrial,
Topical
and One
Zoological

One Scientific,
Subject.

One

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"Following

the

Course

of the

Cayuse"

(Educational).

T.^E joys of the open road viewed from the back of a
western horse otherwise known as a cayuse are urged
upon the spectator by Robert C. Bruce in this picture
which takes us on a delightful trip through Glacier Park in
Montana. On the "upper deck" of the cayuse we followed
the trail over hazardous passes into the snow-filled
valleys of
the upper mountains. There are as everyone knows scenes
of great beauty in Glacier Park, many of which we meet in a
general way without being bothered with names. The center of interest is the pack train, the man and his dog and a
few others who move against mountain and sky, past wonderful waterfalls and other lovely sights.
"Trinidad"

(Pathe).

This second largest island of the British West Indies is
here shown in intimate detail. The natives are seen in their
towns and villages, at th'e corner grocery, building bamboo
houses with thatched roofs, driving ox carts, fishing, doing
the family washing, bathing and burying their dead. Glimpses
of a Mohammedan mosque in course of construction are
also shown. This gives a very comprehensive idea of life on
this interesting island.
"Tacoraa,

Puget

Sound

and

the

San

Juan

Islands"

(Ford)..

This reel of film contains considerable that is interesting,
although its last named subject is incomplete. Scenes in and
about Tacoma and Olympia give a good idea of that part of
the country. Tacoma 300 feet above sea level on Commencement Bay is presented as a commercial town with a busy
water front, and prosperous looking business center. Olympia's residential
is nicely
Wright
Park
and Point section
Defiance
Park. illustrated
Here alsoandis also
shown
that
peculiarly modeled building called the Temple of Justice, and
also the home of the Governor of Washington. The San
Juan Islands, famous for their scenic beauty, number 172, we
are told; but we are shut off from viewing their beauties
after one or two brief glimpses of their shores. A Liberty
Loan cartoon closes the reel.
"The

Elixir

of

Life"

(Paramount-Bray).

The 117th issue of the Paramount-Bray Pictograph presents an interesting illustration of the orange industry in
California. The scenes of the picture were photographed in
San Bernardino County and show the picking of the fruit in
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a large orchard. Attention is drawn to the fact that oranges
are never torn from the branch by the hand, but are clipped
at the stem. The fruit before being placed on the market is
sorted to remove decayed specimens, after which it is placed
in the grading machine. The final move is to wrap each
orange by hand in the tissue paper in which it is handed out
to us at the fruiterers, and pack them in boxes for the purpose, ready for the market.
"Simple Water

Plants and Animals"

(Paramount-Bray).

Some of the peculiar organisms of stagnant water magnified 200,000 times are shown in the 117th release of the Pictograph. This is a subject that has been filmed many times,
and is therefore not new to the general public, but it is
nevertheless intensely interesting. The studies shown, and
which have been made under the lens of powerful microscope are a part of a series being offered by Dr. R. A.
Spaeth, Professor of Biology at Yale University, and present
quaint forms of life, each of which has been studied individually. Some of these forms resemble plants, but are found on
close observation to possess the life and habits common to
animal organisms.
"Wild Goats and Sheep" (Educational).
One of the most fascinating of the Ditmars animal series
presents wild goats and sheep at the zoo, showing how they
are given there as much of the atmosphere of their native
haunts as possible. The rocky mountain goat, for instance,
is given a runway to the roof of his special apartment as a
recompense for the mountain heights which he has been
forced to leave behind him. Then there are Barbary wild
sheep, which are found on the African deserts, and the
Himalayan tahr and other varieties of the sheep and goat
family. Some scenes show these animals on snow-clad uplands; others show them being cornered and caught, and
afterward placed in a crate for shipment. Wild dogs which
are a menace to certain varieties in certain localities are
also shown.
An interesting number.
"Bread

Making

As They Did It a Thousand
(Universal).

Years Ago"

The 70th issue of the Screen Magazine illustrates primitive
methods of making bread. In the picture we see the natives
of the West Indies making bread in exactly the same way
that their ancestors made it in centuries past, and baking it
in an oven which has a fire built right inside of it. In St.
Kitts, Leeward Islands, natives use flour made from the
Cassava plant. The picture shows the making of the flour
previous to its being converted into bread.

Cleveland Progresses
Sane Methods of Cinema Club Wins Goodwill of Exhibitors
and Places Business on Firmer Basis.

AN

interview with Miss Bertelle Lyttle, one of the directors of the Cleveland Cinema Club, disclosed a number of things in connection with the aspect of the moving picture game in that city which will be of interest to
workers in the better film movement. This club, which is a
member of the Affiliated Committees for Better Films is
unique in the sense of its being composed of representatives
from all of Cleveland's women's clubs, and has been working
from the top down rather than pursuing the old-fashioned
method of working from the bottom up. The moving picture situation in Cleveland was previously handled by the
Women's
educational Civic
art Club
ratheruntil
than it awas
civicrecognized
matter. that it was an
In Cleveland there are in the neighborhood of 175 moving
picture theaters, and it is interesting to note that of this
number from 90 to 100 are now advertising daily in either
one of the Cleveland papers. By pressure being brought to
bear in the right direction, and suggestions accepted by exhibitors who recognized that the cooperation offered meant
not interference but better business, these advertisements
follow closely the pattern of the regulai theater ads, stating
not merely the name of the theater, but its whereabouts, the
name of the feature which is to be presented, and when possible the names of other pictures, including educationals that
are to be presented on the same program. With these advertisements appearing on a page devoted daily to moving
picture news and reviews, it can be easily understood that
the business in Cleveland with the women of the city backing it in a business like way rather than in the too frequent
spirit of narrow-minded criticism, is in a flourishing condition.
Help has also been given the exhibitor by these women
in various difficulties encountered in the exchanges. By
keeping account of larger productions which have shown in
their city they have even been able to intervene in cases of
overcharge on second and third run pictures, thereby making
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it possible for neighborhood theaters to have the advantage
of noted productions at nominal charges.
Another matter which the Cleveland Cinema Club intends
to agitate for the benefit of the Cleveland exhibitors, exchanges, and the films themselves, is that of setting aside
Monday as the exhibitor's poorest day, for the exhibition of
films scheduled for release. The idea is to exhibit the
films in one of the theaters, starting at nine o'clock on Monday morning, deVoting the entire day to this purpose, thereby giving all an opportunity of viewing films which they intend to book at the same time, saving the wear and tear on
films, which would be occasioned by frequent running for
separate individuals.
The first year of the Cleveland Cinema Club's work
indeed born good fruit; and it would be well for other has
organizations with similar views to pursue with the same systematic earnestness the methods through which they have
obtained such excellent results.

A Suggestion for the Producer
Cull Long Lived Subjects From Old News Reels for Use on
Educational Programs in Schools and Colleges at
Nominal
Charges.

IT IS not infrequent for news reels to contain in their
makeup what might be termed long lived subjects which
are of unlimited educational interest; and a suggestion
sent to the Motion Picture Educator with regard to the further use of these short bits of film may not come amiss to
the producer. In educational institutions there is usually a
limit to the funds supplied for purposes of animated illustration, and it is not always possible for them to take advantage of first-run material; therefore it has been suggested
that for the benefit of such cases that interesting educational reels could be assembled from suitable material culled
from old news reels, and rented out at a reasonable figure.
In this way films considered past their usefulness could be
made to net the producer a small income and at the same
time satisfy a need which is much felt in educational circles.

Banking for Our Sea Fighters
Paramount-Bray Pictograph Gives Interesting Illustration of
How Uncle Sam Manages Banking Business of Our
Boys of the Navy.

IT WAS a happy thought that prompted the editor of the
Paramount-Bray Pictograph to include among the subjects of the 117th issue "Banking for Our Sea Fighters."
The task is a large one and the systematic manner in which
it is accomplished is shown in detail. Here we see one of
the boys signing an allotment paper which states the exact
amount of his salary which he wishes to have sent at regular
intervals to his family. To this allotment is attached a card
with the name and address of the receiver, and of each a
separate platinum plate is made. The checks as they are
sent out are signed by the head of the department with ten
fountain pens, one of which he handles personally while the
other nine move in conjunction by means of a mechanical
device. These checks are inspected a second time before being mailed to their owners. Secretary Daniels appears in
the picture and also a message to the public in his own hand
writing.

Fifth

"Patrolling
the Snow-Clad Alps"
Series of Official Italian War Pictures

of the

Rivoli.

at the

ONE of the most interesting of the series of the Official
Italian War Pictures, which is being exhibited at the
Rivoli theater, illustrates the methods used by the
Italians in patrolling the Alps. Here we see the brave Italian
soldiers cutting tunnels through solid walls of ice, or laboriously digging their way through the heavy snows of the
upper slopes of the mountains. In some places otherwise
inaccessible, rope ladders have been slung, and frequently
rope railings are to be seen by which the men steady themselves as they mount. These soldiers toughened from lengthy
sojourns under like conditions, can actually run up the steep
slopes, where the way is not too difficult. Some of the most
fascinating scenes of all show us the army on skis, and also
the scouts who are obliged to hover near the enemy's line
skating about the snow-clad mountains in pure white uniforms to make them less easily discernible against the snowy
background. One of the great searchlights reflecting in its
lens the hills on which it is focused is a feature of this particular number which also shows the firing of big guns into
the enemv's lines.
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A Suggestion
of Ethics.
J I i.i.w M. SOLOMON, of the Service Department of the Famous
l'layi is l.asky Corporation, raises a nice point when he rises to
object that the Hart advertisement of J. W. Allender, of the Lyric,
Spokaue, is cast from an Artcraft mat, the Artcraft trade-mark being
cropped to let in the Triangle signature. This Is the cut reproduced in
this department in the Issue of April 13. It raises a nice point of ethics.
These mats are supplied free to exhibitors using the Paramount or Artcraft pictures. There is the implied, if not the express, understanding
that they are to be employed only in the advertisement of the pictures
of those brands. A remedy would seem to be to copyright each design
and license the mats for use only for the play for which they are issued,
but such a step should not be necessary. It is understood that these
mats are issued for the use of the specified brands, and to cast and use
them with other brands is not courteous business. With so many Fairbanks and Hart reissues there doubtless is a strong temptation to save
the cost of art work through acquiring mats of these stars, but it is not
a pretty practice. Some houses may even use both the Triangle and
Artcraft Hart pictures, in which case the exhibitor may argue that he
has a right to use what is given him in any way he elects ; but even
here the argument falls, since the mats are given him for a specific
purpose and not for general use.
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appeal and this gets over well. We do not think that the Normand
advertisement is quite up to Mr. McCormick's standard.
We do not
recall having seen before one of hla advert i ements carrying so much
small type. A much better advertisement along the same lines la
found in this five-sevens in which there is only 35 column inches
against ;!!> for the three thlrteens, and yet the story is more clearly
told. It is strange, however, that none of those who are now engaged
in recalling Miss Normand seem to remember the hit she made in the
Vltagrapn'S Hetty series before she went to the Biograph. One thing
that marks the McCormick advertisements is the lack, as a rule, of
much lettering in the blacks. It will be noted that he takes the white
spaces for the announcement and leaves the black for the picture.
This is excellent practise. The black on white is always easier read,
it stands out better and leaves a deeper impression.
This four-nines

McCormick's.
Here are some interesting McCormick advertisements from the Circle
theater, Indianapolis. The Mabel Normand advertisement carries rather
more type than the average, but Miss Normand spent so many years
making Mickey that on her reappearance she needs some sort of reintroduction. The cut mudded up badly in the forms, and it might be
Miss Normand or anyone else ; but the idea is better than the press
work. The cut on the right gives a nice example of the use of black
masses. Fairbanks' shadow and the doorway back of the girl are
naturally
brought
in, yet perfectly
serve their purpose
of throwing
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
"Headin' South"

"HtaaW South'"
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the figures into relief, yet they do not obscure them. This is one of
the best-planned black and white we have seen in some time. The
example on the left depends upon the humor of the situation for its

-You Remember Her,
FIRST-The Biognph GlrL"
THEH-"Mabel of the Kwitbne..NOW-A Rtgtl Queen of the Screen.

MABEL

ir-7

NORMAND

With TOM

DODGING

is reproduced from a proof, which gives a better result than the straight
newspaper impression, but it comes out well on the newspaper page, for
both were sent. To letter in too much announcement in the drawing is
simply to throw space away. It is better to mortise the cut and set
in the type in the white space thus created. This particularly applies
to small letters. Anything smaller than a quarter-inch letter is almost
certain to be lost, and even the quarter-inch is rather small for clear
reading, and if the ink is not running well, or the paper soaks up
too much of it, or if any one of a dozen other things happen, the cut
goes off and the whole result is lost. It does not pay to trust too
much to black grounds and white lettering. If you lost your cut, you
at least have your type to work with, but if you put your lettering
into the cut and then it goes bad, you lose your entire advertisement.
If you employ an artist, require him to study the handling of blacks
and whites, and keep after him until he can now and then get an
effect such as is shown in the Fairbanks on the ladder in this paragraph. That is the sort of work that is most effective and that is least
apt to be hurt by poor press work
or bad stereotyping.
The next

MOORE
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A MILLION
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example shows how Mr. McCormick
shows the upper right-hand portion

shifts his cuts.
The smaller cut
of the cut to the right.
It was
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simply sawed along the angle to the edge. If you have an obliging
printing office they will cast up the advertisement from the mat for you
and saw off the discarded portions. The full drawing is made for the
larger cut and then such portions of this are taken as may be required.
The lower portion of the cut might have been put to similar use had
it been desired.
The last example shows the triple use of a design.
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hard to read at first glance. Note the house signature in the top bar
of the F and the description of the film in the middle bar of the E.
The two letters just below the bomb are the Go, which is the Liberty
slogan. Most of the Ruff ads are now signed by the Apostles of Originality, whoever they may be, but tlrere is such a thing as getting too
original, and even apostles of originality should not monkey too much
with reverse cuts until they learn how they will work. This works
well, as does an example previously shown, but there is too much of
a tendency to run the letters together in some of the examples. Lately
we spoke of Ruff's use of filler titles, but he caps the climax when he
puts the one-reel at the top of the feature, as shown at the right in
this next example.
As we have
explained,
the Finley pictures are

yiBra
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WINDING
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The two outside examples are pretty much alike and are interesting
only as showing' how two compositors may vary in setting almost precisely the same copy. That in the middle shows the use of only the
top part of the cut. You can do about the same sort of stunts with
the mats supplied by the manufacturers. If you do not like the entire
cut, take such parts as you do want and have the rest sawed off. If
you cut off ornamental lettering because it is too large or too small
or not just what you want, have the cut notched so that the type with
which you replace the lettering can set squarely against the surface
and you will have no trouble at all. Even in a small-town printing
office much can be done to a cut cast from a mat. It is not like taking
chances with an original cut. If you make a mistake you can cast
another and try all over again. A lot of those Paramount mats could
be used to better advantage if trimmed up to be practical, and it is a
simple thing to do it.

Ruff Stuff.
Ralph Ruffner, of the Liberty and Columbia, Portland, Oregon, has
a new labor-saver. Instead of sending letters with his samples, he pins
one of these cuts to the batch.
We can gather that it is an inquiry

C«

A XEJT

nCTOOUffl

WINDIKC
TRAIL

DANA"

a local production and stand
more booming.
The-^"1 left-hand example
VIOLA.
OAX<A
2 day
shows the same advertisement pulled in from eight to five and a half
inches.
Note in this latter Ruff's
2 morrow
2That's
days all.
in

all

It is those little touches that the people come to look for, just as they
look for more or less freaky advertising now and then anyhow. That
is one of the secrets of Ruff's success. He gets far enough from the
beaten path to make the people look for his advertising instead of
waiting until the advertising comes along and speaks to them. We
think Ruff gets something really new when he works the star portrait
as supporters to the house signature. The Dorothy Dalton advertisement carries twin pictures of her leaning against the flower box one-

ITVOLVmC

THE
&0XVI NOBTOVEST

MOUHTW

POUCE

IMTILTUir
GET ME

as to whether we are going to pan it, can it, or hang the laurel
wreath upon it, but that blot is a very subtle pun. It has sand glued to
it to make it rough and so serve as a signature for Ruff (laughter and
applause). We regret to note a tendency on his part to indulge in
white letters on a background. Now and then he gets an excellent
effect, but almost as often he gets something not particularly good. This
advertisement for The Flames of Chance turned out well, though it is

sheet frames that Ruff first used in Spokane. He promises a photograph of these new and improved boxes soon, and will be held to his
promise. The other example of this pair is pretty because of its
simplicity. There is nothing in particular to be said for the story,
so Ruff does not try to overboom it and get in bad with his audience ;
instead, he tries to get the atmosphere with the pine trees and lets it
go at that.
Should

Be

Reversed.

Loew's Boulevard theater, New \ork, sends in a well laid postcard
In red and black, but makes the mistake of using the red for the
body type and the black for the display. This is a reversal of the
proper scheme. The reader is used to reading black impression. He
will have trouble getting through a lot of six point red, unleaded.
On the other hand the black does not give the emphasis that the red
offers. Another little thing is that the front of the card carries .no
red. evidenly being a second impression. Had the cards been cut double
size they could have been printed in red and black on both sides with
no greater number of impressions, being cut apart after the run.. Red
Gait, Ont., gave two children's matinees. The first was in the morning, and the admission was five cents. Ten cents was charged at the
afternoon show, but in each instance the house paid the war tax and
made It a flat rate.
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Here's a Really
New
One.
Bvery little while P. 10. Coe. of the Theater Louisiana, Baton Kouge.
la., geta an Idea that should
be spelled with ■ capital Initial.
His
latest la a variation on the old Idea of giving a free matinee admission
on Friday to the person who presented tho weekly program.
The Idea
then was to train tho public to keep tho program for consultation.
This
Is not necesaary these days, since the public la now uaed to tho program.
Mi
Coe'a idea la different.
Ho wants tho people to read and remember, so he prints this offer on his program :
A FREE ADMISSION.
Will be given to any person who presents nt the box office
a copy of the inside of this program.
Copy must be original
long hand or typewritten — no carbon copies will be accepted.
Writing out an Item gives ten times tho mental Impression that tho
mere reading would,
it fastens the items In the memory.
Mr. Coe not
only has the best example of the condensed program of any exhibitor
in the country,
but he has one of the most attractively phrased announcements as well.
If a person starts to copy off that program he
is certain to want to see more than one day's attraction.
He can't
help It. Mr. Coe makes
him.
He gets one free admission,
but he
pays for two or more nights, and ho seldom goes alone, so there is
money even on that first free admission.
And just as a side line, Mr.
Coe offered the courtesies of the house to all red headed girls during
the first day's showing of "Empty Pockets," in which, It will be remembered, five carmine blondes
largely figure.
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A Matter
of Judgment.
\ilinr P, Kelly. Who does the advertising
'or the Regent, Piccadilly
and Qordon theater*, Rochester, n. v., probably voices the thoughts of
many others when he win
\Y< only run two ads a Week, usually, on Saturday or Sunday, and again on Wednesday or Thursday ho it Is always
neeessary for us to carry B notice of the coming hIiowh. although
some film advertising experts are against It on tho ground that
It detracts from tho current attraction an argument with which
I do not agree — unless the coming attraction Is made too conspicuous.
For the Fairbanks'
ads I have
coined
the phrase,
"The
man
who made
the smile famous,"
which
I always
use.
If
there is anything
In any of these worth
passing on to some
other exhibitor, do It; If not, throw them away.
Mr. Kelly
advertises
each change
of bill — the program
changing
twice a week.
The examples
shown
are from tho Sunday
paper and

PICCADILLY
To-Day, Morula** *o4 Wttfnatdiy

Beach's

Rex Ota Block
Auction

How's
This?
If you want to help the sale of War Savings Stamps, why not lay
in a stock of the big four dollar stamps and give a free admission to
every person who trades in a card for one of the four dollar stamps,
and paying the bonus? That should work better than many of the
other schemes mentioned.
Well

at i*c SJtm D',n.

Strand Theater
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Planned.

The Strand, Milwaukee, sends in two good examples of paneled advertisements in which the rule work does not destroy the value of the
advertisement, but rather gives emphasis to the announcement. This
is because the rules are used to hold the advertisement together and
not to break into unrelated sections what should be read as a whole.
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In the Walthall advertisement, the use of the player's portrait will
attract more attention than the heavy featuring of his name, and the
choice of a large type (an 18-point) makes the text readable. About
the only objection to the phrasing is that "opening at the Strand today
for an engagement of four days." Of course the newspaper carries
the date, and if The Whip is coming the 21st then the run presumably
stops on the 20th, but it would have been easy and much more clear
to have said "opening today (March 17th) for an engagement of four
days." Much better is the "Today-Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday" of the
Normand advertisement. Both advertisements stand out from the page
on which they appear and are the first to catch the eye in spite of
special drawings and reverse cuts used by other amusement enterprises. White space and direct statement will always rise superior to
a crowded space, whether that space be drawing or type. It is a lesson
few seem to have learned as yet, but this is all the better for the
few who do have the good sense to plan their advertisements to be
read by everyone instead of merely by the confirmed fan who is
willing to worm through a Chinese puzzle if it concerns the pictures.
All but the Cornet.
The Lafayette, Newport, R. I., uses a plain four-pager about 6x9,
plain white paper, giving the two changes for the week. The heading
announces that the house features its orchestra ; not the Lafayette
orchestra, but Jerome H. Stewartson's. This is not a very good policy.
If the leader elects to quit or to go over to another house, it leaves
the Lafayette in a rather poor position. And we don't think much of
a leader, no matter how heavily he may be featured, who puts a
cornet solo in front of the feature. No matter how good the cornetist
may be, the instrument is too loud and harsh in tone to serve as
prelude to a quiet feature. It is a good plan to feature the music, but
select a musician who has some sense of showmanship to lay the program or else take the Job from him.

■'■' two columns. One underline drops four lines
drop 4% inches
across
—and the other only one. It is not the use of the underline
s»S
saI
[
a=B
of six-point
that is declared to be poor form. If the matter is more carefully
studied, it will be found that the objection is not, against underlining,
but against the effort to make one Sunday space serve two or more
changes of program, giving to each change an equal display, or, perhaps, putting a later and more prominent feature into the position of
honor. There can be no objection to the use of a brief underline, and
much may be said in defense of its use. In another example, Mr. Kelly
gives Mrs. Castle almost as much publicity as the current attraction,
and here he violates the rule. He neither advertises Mabel Normand
well nor yet gives Mrs. Castle a proper display. In most localities it
would pay to give Miss Normand practically all of a two-threes ; yet
he tries to pack his
r- advertisement like a trunk and gets practically
no result worth while. Either he judges his values badly or he is
handicapped by a fluctuating appropriation. The Normand advertisement is distinctly bad. It scatters its fire too much. The Auction
Block and Thais advertisements are good because they concentrate
on the film next to be seen and to not seem to yield place to a more
important film to come, and which, therefore, is presumably better
worth waiting for. Mr. Kelly is wrong on Fairbanks, however. He is
getting to be the man who made the smile nauseating.
Kind of Late.
Not along ago the Elmwood, Buffalo, in an insert to its program, ran
a card from a patron, who suggested that the times of showing the
feature be printed on the program. On the other side the house announced its willingness to do so. And yet they have read this department regularly, we know, and have seen all sorts of time tables
discussed time and again. It takes more than a hint, apparently, to
move some people.
A Three-in-One.
The Nixon News, Philadelphia, is a novelty in that it covers three
houses, all on the same street and not very far apart. One is a vaudeville and the other two picture houses, and each gets a page a week
with the front page given to the picture played at the vaudeville house.
Philadelphia seems strong for doubling up on its programs, but this
three-in-one works very nicely, about the only suggestion being that in
the case of the picture houses a dash or full rule separate the two
changes of program.
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TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guld*
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame youi
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters o,
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how te
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
Order from nearest office.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
you.
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NOTICE.
Owing: to Illness, Mr. Sargent will be unable to reply to any
Inquiries whether a return envelope accompanies the questions
or not.
No exceptions to this rule can be made, perhaps, for
several months.

E

Plots and Plays.
VIDENTLY
the synopsis only mania
is confusing the writers of
photoplays, for some one, writing in evident good faith, puts up a
proposition that may interest others when he says :
I notice in your Technique of the Photoplay that you say that
the plot should concern itself with three points, the protagonist,
the antagonist and the objective, and that every action should
have a direct bearing upon the fortunes of the protagonist.
And
yet I would point out that Dickens, who, you must grant, was a
great novelist, often uses two or more persons of equal interest
to the reader.
Don't you think that your rule is sometimes
too rigid in the light of the precedent cited?

In the first place Dickens was not a great novelist. But two of his
works are generally admitted to approach the novel form — The Tale of
Two Cities and Bleak House. He was a great writer of caricature —
perhaps the greatest who has ever lived — but he was not a novelist, and
even were he such the early Victorian form would scarcely be upheld as
the model for the writer of today.
But the writer misses the main point. Photoplay more nearly
approaches the stage than the fiction field in its form, and it is play
construction and not the novel that must be followed. Dickens, with a
hundred thousand words and more, might, if he desired, introduce
several sets of characters and make them equally interesting ; but these
are merely multiple stories rather than a compact narrative, and sometimes he overworks coincidence like a novice in bringing about an interrelation of characters. Many of his books have supplied material for
more than one play, and even Bleak House, perhaps the work most
clearly approaching the true novel form, has been made to yield plays,
in which Joe, Lady Deadlock and Hortense have been made the
protagonists.
But it is not so much a question as to whether Dickens is a proper
model as to whether the fiction form as such is to be followed, and the
reply is no. Fiction is too diffuse. It depends too often upon words
rather than action for its value. Literature cannot be transferred to
the screen in the form of words. There are a few directors who can
get over in picture some of the psychology of an author, and when this
still rare class shall be increased, replacing the old-timers, we shall
more nearly approach the true photoplay. But psychology cannot replace action ; it must supplement the action story.
The demand for the synopsis only — the running story of the plot —
has to some extent misled the untrained writer into the belief that the
fiction form being used for the relation of the plot the technique of
fiction may be employed. Perhaps a more fruitful source of error is
the very general use of adaptations from works of fiction. Fiction is not
used because it is the best form, but because it is the most available
form at the present time. Not enough authors are writing photoplay
plots of the same grade to make it safe to trust to the authors for a
supply, and it is deemed safer to use novels for inspiration, even though
rum, novels lend themselves but poorly to translation to the screen.
Photoplay really occupies a place between fiction and drama. It has
the flexibility of movement of the novel. It does not require to be
played In a given number of scenes, but may offer as many locations
within reason as the author may call for. On the other hand, it calls
for the swift movement and concentrated action of the play rather than
the more leisurely progress of the written story. It calls for fewer
hading characters that interest may not be too widely distributed. We
believe that in time the story tensely told in two or three reels will be
more general than the five to eight reel plays ; that the value of a plot
will be judged by its quality to entertain or thrill rather than the
number of feet into which it has been made. This by no means dismisses the five-reel story or longer lengths, but, like the average magazine of today, the balance will lie in favor of the short, crisp tale in
film rather than in the heavy, padded production that goes to five or
six reels partly because the average exhibitor is accustomed to having
a live-reel feature to go with his shorts and partly because a five-reel
story will bring in more money than one in three reels.
From its very form photoplay seems best adapted to the short plot
rather than the extended play. It is seldom possible to present a story
in twelve reels that will not require so much interpolated explanatory
matter as to kill the real interest. Now and then a story will seem to
run to more than the limits of an evening's entertainment, but this is
merely because the CUtters lack skill or because the story was badly
dono in the first place. It must be short, sharp and dramatic or highly
amusing to bo true entertainment, and to be this it must follow the
drama form rather than the Action — even the fiction of the shorter
lengths. There must be a clearly defined objective, and constant effort
to reach that objective in the faco of obstacle. Many short stories have
no objective, perhaps not even an antagonist; they are merely light
character sketches, pleasing and entertaining only because they are so
well told, and this telling will not get over to the screen.
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Literature, like art, has many forms and mediums. Each medium has
its disadvantages as well as its advantages. No artist would dream of
painting a heroic battle scene in water colors. The medium would not
suit. He might, however, with slightly different treatment, paint a
quiet landscape in both water colors and oils. In the same way some
plots may be suited to both the printed page and the stage and capable
of being translated to the screen, while many fiction stories are suited
neither to the stage nor screen, and others may do fairly well on both
stage and screen. Still others might be screened and yet not be capable
of being made into stage plays.
At the present stage of production we have few editors, fewer directors
and a pitifully limited number of manufacturers who are competent to
judge the limitations of fiction. If a book is sold through several
editions then the story must be good, and it is purchased for photoplay
with no greater recommendation. The story specially written for the
screen and conforming to its every requirement may be passed over,
unread, merely because so many previously read stories have been
impossible for screen production because the fiction form has been
followed.
Merely because stories are bought in what seems to be a form of
fiction does not mean that the technique of fiction should be followed.
It should be planned as a photoplay with all the technique of the
photoplay and then, and not until then, should be turned into synopsis
form for the benefit of the editor who knows no better and the director
who wants no better. Because continuities are not required, it does not
follow that you no longer need to knew the technique of the screen.
To the contrary you should be even more proficient than ever in photoonly. play technique that you may avoid the traps and pitfalls of the synopsis
The motion picture is too valuable an addition to the entertainment
field to be permitted to drop. It will never lapse into obscurity. It
has brought good acting and good plays to the smallest hamlets and has
sounded the knell of the cheap fiy-by-night stage productions. There
are no "number two" companies in pictures ; no cheapened, shoddy
parodies of an original. When pictures come into their own, producers
will be more liberal with new copies, will no longer grind a film until
it is in rags, but even the "sixty-day" man will be able to project a
reasonably fresh print. In that day, too, we shall have more directors
of mentality and fewer members of the I-knew-him-when club holding
their positions by virtue of their past intimacy with the men at the
head of things. We shall have real producers who will demand real
photoplays written directly for the screen, and when that time comes
it will be well to be prepared.
Sincerity.
Allan Dwan, in an article in the Picture Play Magazine for May,
writes that a director cannot get inspiration from the choppy sentences
of the continuity, adding "the author expects the director or reader to
catch the thrill that he experienced when writing, but he fails to
express on paper." It is the first time we ever knew that the director
looked to the continuity for inspiration. We always supposed that he
got that from the synopsis and then looked to the plotted action to
see how the story was told. If he did that he could get the inspiration ; not from the matters of little moment, as in the example cited
by Mr. Dwan, but from his own ability to reconstruct situations when
fully told. Mr. Dwan makes out a singularly weak case for himself —
which is more than is to be expected, but he does emphasize the necessity for presenting to the director and the editorial reader ALL of the
idea in the synopsis, and present it in such a manner than even the
director — who too often is too stupid to see fine points — cannot overlook its merits. You must write so good a story that you can fire the
limited imagination of a self-satisfied, self-centred, somewhat ignorant
third-rate actor who got into the directing end in the old days when
they were careless. If you can do that, then you can sell your script,
if there is a market, to the few competent men as well.
No Polisher.
We are obliged to several who have sent in suggestions for a new
brain polisher, but there will be no more polishers for a time. Handling
one of these polishers involves between 40 and 50 hours of extra
work, and we have not the time to spare for this extra work at
present now that illness has put a time limit on the number of hours
we are permitted to work each day.
Avoid Your Friends.
Your worst enemy is the friend who tells you how good your synopses
are. He or she knows nothing whatever about it, and merely confuses your own judgment. The picture theater manager is least of
all apt to know about picture making, and actors are as bad if not
worse. Rely on your own judgment, and upon that alone. It will be
better even that your friends do not see the stories unless they appear

upon the screen.
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Manufacturer*' Notice.
[T IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important
Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, It Is Impossible to
reply through the department In less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mall, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot
be replied to In the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six In number.
Hither booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.
From

Mr. Rothapfel.

Samuel L. Rothapfel, managing director Rialto and Rivoli theaters,
New York City, writes the following letter concerning my account of
the trip to Pennsylvania, published in a recent issue
of the paper:
Dear Mr. Richardson : I have read your account of the
Pennsylvania trip with interest and with pride. Such a tribute
coming from you is, to say the least, a tribute indeed, and I
am surely grateful and appreciative of your broadness and
manliness in the matter. With regard to your misunderstanding of me and my work in the past, I believe your error was
partly due to statements attributed to me, which really
emanated elsewhere.
My work is my life. I try hard to do the right thing, as I
6ee it. It is my earnest desire to be a friend to the exhibitor,
but some of them do not understand or interpret my attitude correctly. It may be that if they would pause and for
a moment consider things as they are they would form a more
correct judgment. What has any exhibitor ever given me?
What have I to gain from the exhibitor? And if the exhibitor
can do nothing for me, what other possible motive can or
could I have in seeking to aid him, other than pure good will
and the desire to benefit, as best I may, the industry to
which we all owe so very much? I have but one hope and
one ambition, and that is to make the motion picture an object of respect and admiration — to make the motion picture
a form of entertainment which will reach the highest pinnacle
of possible attainment and finally take its place among the
other arts. My constant endeavor is to get a maximum of
efficiency in high class entertainment from the material supplied by our producers.
So strenuous is my work that if the pace I have set is maintained I will never live to enjoy an old age. Should I be
spared, however, to see the exhibitor, the producer and the
exchange men linked together as a unit, presenting a solid
front of endeavor for the betterment and idealization of the
industry ; if I live to see the motion picture in that unassailable position in which I would like to see it, then I will be
perfectly content to withdraw and -will feel that my effort
has not been in vain.
Believe me, Mr. Richardson,
your words
of commendation
were an inspiration.
I trust the future will bring an even
beter understanding of the work I am trying to do, and that
that work will continue to merit your approval.
With every best wish I am, very sincerely yours,
S. L. ROTHAPFEL,
Managing
Director.
I believe there is nothing to add, except to say that Mr. Rothapfel
Is not exaggerating when he says he works hard.
It is an absolute
fact that he personally
supervises
the staging
of his programmes
often working
all night in the endeavor
to get everything
exactly
right.
He selects much of the music himself, plans the effects and
most
of the conceptions
which
have
made
the Rialto
and Rivoli
famous,
packing them
to capacity several times a day, and attends
to many other details.
He is gifted with a fine sense of the spectacular
and things spectacular (that term may be applied in many ways
mind
you) always "make a hit" in the show business.
His theater lighting
is beautifully
spectacular,
the music
is spectacular
(and
beautiful)
and his staging of the silent drama is charming.
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Sensible

Exchange

Manager.

Recently I received several complaints from projectionists with regard to condition of films sent out from a certain branch exchange
of one of the big producing corporations. One projectionist finally
sent in what seemed to bo an example of inspection carelessness beyond all forbearance. I at once referred the matter to the home office
of the corporation and shortly thereafter received a letter from the
branch exchange reading, in part, as follows :
* * • "The
Welsh
Singer,"
featuring
Florence
Turner,
was shipped to the
theater without inspection, due to
the fact that the film scheduled for the exhibitor at this theater
was not returned by the theater using it previously, and we
were forced to go down to the express office and get "The
Welsh Singer," it being the only one available. • • • The
patches absolutely were not made by any inspector in this exchange ; also they could not have been made by any one who
knows anything at all about film. They were made by an
operator, and we might say that if we took time to criticise
the manhandling of films by operators in many theaters we
would very soon have an endless line of complaints to register
against them. ♦ « « We appreciate the spirit in which your
letter is written and assure you we have a most excellent inspection department. * * * We feel just as you do about
matters of this kind, and assure you of our co-operation along
these lines, for the interest of our customers and of the business in general.
This exchange manager may have been, and I still think he was, a
little careless in some of the instances brought to my attention ; also
he should have put a slip in the shipment of reels stating that thefilms have not been inspected and why they had not been inspected.
The projectionist who received them, and who was certainly not to
blame for the manhandling they had had from a previous projectionist,
would have understood and would have felt very much better about
it. But anyhow, instead of biting holes in the corner of his desk because of my criticism, this exchange manager wrote a sensible, calmly
worded letter, frankly admitting the wrong and explaining it. Whatever his occasional errors may be, this man talks like a real manager
and I do not expect to have any more complaints concerning his office.
I thoroughly agree with him as to the butchery of films by projectionists, but what do you expect? You, Mr. Exchange Manager,
turn over to a theater a programme of films worth from $200 to $800
every day, without knowing one single thing about the conditions under
which they will be used, nor do you check up damage in any even
half-way efiBcient manner. You expect a cheap inspector to "inspect"
and report upon an $800 programme of films which were as likely as
not run by a cheap projectionist, on a projector in utterly wretched
shape as to repair and in a more or less out-of-adjustment condition,
and as likely as not run at race horse speed. You expect this cheap
inspector to "inspect" this $800 programme at race horse speed, with
net result that the report you get as to damage done is not worth
one single little tinker's dam, except as to damage so very bad that
more or less film is utterly ruined. But ten feet of cracked sprocket
holes, due to speeding and excessive tension or to excessive take-up
tension, will only be found by the sheerest accident. When you take
on a theater as customer do you take any steps to ascertain the competency of the projectionist in that theater? Do you take any steps
to ascertain the condition of the projectors in that theater? Do you
find out whether or not the projectionist really attends to his projection, or projects a picture while doing other chores? Do you seek
to ascertain whether or no the operator projects at normal speed,
having his tension set FOR normal speed, or whether your films are
shot through like a comet gone mad, with three times the gate tension there should be, all of which must, does and will raise the mischief with your films. Dear me, no! Of course you don't. You just
ask "how much will you pay," settle that point and • « • kick about
the butchery which inevitably follows.
This complaint came from a large film center. If the exchanges of
that center exercised ordinary common sense, plus good business judgment, and combined to put out enough competent inspectors (competency to be considered before cheapness — heresy, I know, but essential) to cover every theater served by that city once every fifteen days,
the exchanges of that city to each one deposit a substantial cash forfeit
obligating them to refuse service to any theater in which conditions
are condemned by an inspector prevailed until such time as conditions
were remedied, allowing the theater ten days to comply, with right of
appeal to a committee of exchange managers representing the whole,
manhandling of films would STOP. Of course the foregoing is a
rough plan, but in some form it is practical. A lot of expense and
bother? Sure it is! But look at the monetary value of the goods involved. If properly carried out it would PAY. Suppose there are sixexchanges
in the city, each serving
only ten theaters, the average
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programme being six reels. That makes GO reels per exchange, or
360 reels all told. Total value, when new, say $40,000. That amount
of highly fragile property is worth some attention, is it not? I
would imagine that two inspectors ought to get around once every
fifteen days, and really good men should be had at $50 per week,
paying their own expenses, except carfare. That would make $150 per
week and carfare? Say $150 per week all told, or $25 per exchange. Don't you think it would save you more than that sum in
damage? Of course there would be a fight. The inspectors should be
a bit diplomatic. Exhibitors would swell up and sputter about "interfering with MY business," and some of the more unreasonable
ones would try to get service from some other point for awhile. But
if done carefully and backed up by an iron-clad agrement, made to be
KEPT, not broken, it would win, and to the huge benefit of all concerned. Maybe two inspectors, or even one, could do it all. I do not
know.

Texas

Made.

Perry J. Sherman, Corpus Christi, Texas, writes as follows :
Attached
picture
will give an idea of the screen
we are
putting out down here in the land of the long-horn and cactus.
These screens are

S

.

giving excellent
service. If you
have any certain
person or corporation whom you
would like, to
have test the
screen
have
but
to you
supply

•\

\

name and address.
Am not looking
for free advertis\
'
ing, but want you
to know just what
/
we
have. The
\
y
screen requires
no screws, nails,
rope or strings
\. M
for mounting. It
is stretched sufficiently tight to
pull out all wrinkles and present a perfectly
it surface.
Seems
to me the army and the Y. M. C. A. would find it a very practical device for mounting
of screens
for field work.
When
folded the screen and stretcher form a neat and very compact bundle, but little longer and not so deep as an ordinary
suitcase.
Could I secure a copy of the address delivered before
the Illuminating Engineers' Society, and, if so, how?
Am a bug
for absorbing dope of this sort.

■ '

X

"'

Friend

Sherman also sent sketch of an invention
of his own, designed to give warning of ending of film in time to prepare for changeover. I cannot approve of it, however,
since it might cause a spark,
and as it is attached to the upper magazine a spark would be objectionable. Might never do any harm, but —
You can secure copy of
address
by addressing
Secretary
Illuminating Engineering
Society, 25
West 39th street, New York City.
Don't know what its price will be,
but probably about 25 cents.
It is not yet ready for distribution.
As
to the screen and stretcher — why, your information is too meager for m;
to make intelligent comment.

So Do We.
Henry P. Vogt, Olympia theater, Sioux Palls, South Dakota, orders
question booklets, and says :
Just a word with regard to the Projection Department you
are conducting in the Moving Picture World. In my judgment
it is very much the best of them all, and I always am looking
for the next World to arrive. The credit is all yours for the
good work, and I am with you, Brother Richardson, until the
place where the Pastor says Bob Ingersoll went freezes over.
Have been operating for five years, but still have much to
learn, and am willing to learn it.
Isn't it queer how truly great minds run in the same channel. I,
too, have the idea that this particular department occupies the front
pew ; also, so long as your Uncle Dudley is on the job he intends renewlng its lease on that pew each year; also, again, there is no room
between our pew and the pulpit for any other pew and — there you are !
Righto, Brother Vogt! It is the solid ivory top who either honestly
thinks he has accomplished the impossible and learned all there Is to
learn, or who knows he still has much he ought to learn, but is too
lazy, ornery, or stupid, to make the necessary effort necessary to
advance his knowledge, who never gets ahead. Also, he is, nine times
in ten, a non-progressive as applied to others. He ridicules, sneers
at and oven curses (under his breath, usually) those who do study.
work hard and forge ahead. My compliments to you, friend Vogt, and
may your tribe increase.
The booklets have gone forward.

Film

Waxer.

Again let me recommend to exchanges and producers the film waxer
manufactured by the Projection Supply Company of Cleveland. It is
a corking good machine and well worth its price to either producer or
exchange. It will last for years and its use will decrease damage to
film from emulsion deposit on tension springs.
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Separate
Local.
L. A. Young, Hartford, Connecticut, says :
Just a few lines from the Nutmeg State to let you know we
are still on deck.
Since you visited us we have decided an allprojectionist local is better for us than a "mixed" local.
So
we are now Local Union 486, at your service.
What do you
think of it? Note in your — pardon, "our" department (That's
better, brother.
Your apology is accepted. — Ed.) recent issue
that Joseph
E. Bliven, New
London,
inquires
for the Wm.
Rhodes
Film
Cleaning
Fluid.
Mr. Rhodes
was
located
in
Hartford the last I knew of him.
If I see him will sic him
onto friend Bliven.
I have a can of his cleaner now.
Suspect
it is carbon
tetrachlorid.
It works
very well, but rapidly,
evaporating
more
quickly
than either.
Local 486 has every
member working, and most of us are pretty well satisfied.
I
am, as you may remember, at the Strand.
Projection is, on the
whole, very good.
Most of the faults therein may be traced to
friend manager, a few of whom are still innoculated with the
"speed-'em-up" virus.
This type of manager usually is pretty
shy on the purchase of repair parts.
This does not, praise be,
apply to the Strand.
Here we are allowed to get anything we
want, within reason.
Know you are busy, so will cease from
troubling, with the remark that if you ever drive that onelung Harley (Slander, pure and simple.
It's a twice-lunger. —
Ed.) in this direction don't forget to include Hartford.
Local
486 will do the rest;
Letters from live wires are never a trouble.
On the contrary, they
are always welcome.
And most of my correspondents are live wires.
If they are not they don't correspond very long.
Life is too short to
bother with dead ones.
I'm liable to drop in on you next summer most
any time.
I am a believer in all-projectionist locals.
Mixed bodies
seldom work well.
Glad to know you have concluded to gang your own
gait.
Success to 486.
May she live long and prosper.

Wants

to Shake

Hands.

Herman Taven, Manganese, Minn., says :
Would like to shake hands with you, but am much too far
away.
If ever we meet I'll "buy."
For I like people who can
tell straight out what they think.
And this you certainly can
and do.
Am
in a country
town.
Bought
an old projector,
which was almost the first one I had ever seen.
Have a big
stone (weight 100 lbs.) hanging from the machine to steady it,
and about 1,000 feet of hay wire to keep it from wiggling.
Have no one to show me anything.
Have never seen a firstclass operating room, but thought I knew a whole lot about
my
own
outfit until I started
reading
the Projection
Department, and discovered I didn't know one cussed thing.
Enclosed find four dollars for last edition of the Handbook.
Maybe
I might learn something, too !
Wei, Brother
Taven,
you sure gave me one good laugh
anyhow.
If you need more hay wire, or some more stones just — but probably
you have enough.
Golly ! that's some
considerable
combination
all
right.
Anyhow
you're supplying that little community
with amusement which it would not otherwise have, and your work therefore is
of value.
Remember,
however,
that the work of real artists depend
upon
that non-wiggling,
weighted-down
outfit, and the skill of the
man who handles it. hence it is up to you to do the best you can.
Anything less would be an injustice in many directions.
Will be very
glad to aid you at any time and in any possible way.
Information Wanted.
Mayo Foster. Nashville. Tenn., writes:
Intend projecting S-foot picture at 40 feet, nearly. What is
least a. c. amperage with which I may expect a good picture
on muslin screen in dark room? Will 25 be sufficient? Using
Power's 5 head, with inside two-wing shutter. Both wings have
same area, made that way by having a wide blade soldered to
the narrow. Why was this done? Can I get more light at
screen if I cut down shutter blade to its original dimensions.
Certainly you will get more light. Please don't ask me why some
Ingrowing bonehead pulled a stunt like that. Reduce narrow (flicker)
blade to its original dimensions. I never tried projecting a picture
with 25 amperes a. c. Maybe it could be done, using three-eighth or
half-inch carbons — cored, of course. Here is a case where the Mazda
lamp would be just the trick. I doubt your getting a very good result
with less than 30 or 35 amperes a. c. I would not myself try less
than 85. 25 would supply light enough to illuminate the S-foot picture
in a dark room all right, but the crater would be so very small that I
don't believe you could maintain a clear field. Did any of our readers
ever actually try 25 amperes a. c. on M. P. projection?

Up to Date Operating Room.
Guy Hill. Yakima. Washington, is going to tt^- a Mazda outfit soon.
He describes his projection plant as follows :
Last time I wrote was working at the Empire, but am now
at the Majestic, both houses being under same management.
Have a most up-to-date operating room (One man who hasn't
a "booth" anyhow. — Ed.), two Power's 6A's, a 50 ampere
Wagner Converter, with duplex control, two American Auto
Arc Controllers, Volt and Ammeter, dissolving stereopticon and
spot lamp. Frederick Mercy owns all the theaters in this city.
The Liberty, a new house, is almost ready to open. Expect to
be working there by the time you get this letter. Will tell you
about it later.
Expect to try a Mazda
outfit in this house
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on.
Will let you know
how It pans out.
Will
trj ■ 13 foot picture at 80 teat Han BO umporo outnt oomlm.
Do you think It will equal my 33 ampere d. c. arc?
Havo all
the books on projection 1 have been able to procure, and am
losing 40 cents for the question booklet*.
Best wishes to
yourself and department.
Booklets have been sent.
Would rather let you decide for yourself
as between ttu> Mazda and your present X> ampere arc.
Glad to have
the report ; also the photo you mentioned.
You certainly have a very
complete outfit.
Evidently Mr. Mercy Is not ono of those who build a
picture palace, get It all complete and then remember that, after all,
an operating
room
is necessary.
That
too-numerous
type of "exhibitor" usually builds a $50,000 theater and sklrmshes around looking
for two cheap, second-hand projectors.
He Horns
In.
Fred H. Wood, chief operator and elcctrlcan Theatrette theater, Fort
Scott. Kansas, whom 1 had the pleasure of meeting while In that city
last spring, writes :
That it is some time sinco I last horned into the department
Is no evidence of somnanibulence.
Since your visit there have
been a number of changes, and all for the better.
First : Both
the Plctureland and Theatrette have been remodeled
and redecorated. Second : Equipment in the two named theaters has
been improved.
Am now running two late model Motiographs
(Theatrette),
which
are doing
the work
wonderfully
well.
And now for my real purpose of this letter:
Will you supply
me with address of some of the users of the Mazda lamp for
projection ; also please let me have your view as to their
practicability
and advisability.
We
have many
letters from
firms handling them, but their testimony cannot be regarded
as unbiased.
We have reports that life of lamps is so short
that any saving
in current
is offset by excessive
lamp
renewal. We are getting a brilliant picture, using 110 volt a. c,
but the local plant is so uncertain
and the current
so unsteady that we seek some method of improving conditions.
I
wish the best of luck to the department.
The editor has already
set forth his views as to what the Mazda
will and wont do at its present stage of development ; also there are
other articles to follow dealing
with the same
subject.
Your
Incandescent projection lamps will cost you $7 each, and they will last
their estimated life of 100 hours, provided they be not worked above
capacity.
But unless you have an absolutely rock-steady line voltage
It will be imperative that you purchase,
together with the outfit, an
AUTOMATIC voltage regulator, which must be guaranteed to regulate
within
.5 of an ampere
either way
from
normal
and do it automatically. Unless this be done you may
look out for trouble, with
lamp
renewals
galore.
The filament
of the 750 watt lamp
is calculated to reach a temperature which will burn out the filament in 100
hours when
20 amperes
of current
flows.
Anything
less dims your
light, and even one ampere
more
will lessen the life of the lamp
even though it be allowed to flow but for one minute ; two amperes in
excess for one or two minutes is a very serious matter indeed.
There
are now, however, automatic voltage regulators which work perfectly.
With
them the lamp should
last its full life of 100 hours.
I don't
quite see, however,
what
you expect
to gain by changing
to incandescent if your current supply is too poor for even an arc.
The
Mazda is a very much more delicate proposition from any and every
point of view than is the carbon arc.
Have you tried the new Speer
Alterno or the National White a. c. special?
They are both a large
improvement over the ordinary for a. c. To sum up : You are a competent operator, and if you can use 60 amperes a. c. I would advise
you to proceed with caution
in making a change to Mazda.
I very
much doubt that the Mazda will give satisfaction in your particular case.
Will users of the Mazda correspond with Friend Wood and give their
experience?
Has Repaid
Its Cost.
B. A. Aughinbaugh, Mingo, Ohio, recently purchased a handbook, concerning which he says :
I have just finished reading your very valuable
handbook.
I certainly have learned enough merely in its reading to repay
its cost many, many times over.
I am now proceeding to study
it carefully and exhaustively.
I wish a few others of our many
text book writers would imitate your wonderful thoroughness,
clearness and practicability.
You certainly are an operator in
the truest sense of that term ; also a most unusual author.
This tribute to my poor efforts is particularly valuable because Friend
Aughinbaugh
is principal
of the Mingo
High
Schools,
hence
quite
capable of passing judgment upon the merit of such a book as the one
in question, which is essentially a text book of projection.
I, therefore,
feel highly gratified by his commendation of my work.
Keeps
Up to Date.
M. Wells, Scottsburg, Indiana, says :
Enclosed find $7.00 to cover subscription to the World for
a year and for one of the famous
Richardson
Handbooks,
preferably autographed by its author.
Have been in the business
for several years, but have sold out and am now running two
shows each night for the new owner, as he is not an operator.
Have the old Handbook, but want to keep up to date, hence
I read the projection
department and am ordering the new
book.
I use a motor
driven Motiograph
and 14-inch
reels ;
current 40 amperes d. c. from motor-generator set. Good light
for small town, as picture is only 12 feet wide.

W.

Even though you have sold out, Neighbor Wells, you'll be back In
the good old motion picture swimming hole with the rest of us again
soon.
You are wise to keep up to date.
To autograph your Handbook was a pleasure.
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Scheme for Correcting Definition in Steep Projection.
Ralph Martin, l.os Angeles, California, suggests the following Interesting plan for sharpening definition all over the screen when projection pitch la Btecp :
In Issue of February 10 Is an article : "High Qjado LenseB Not
Available"
which
tins sot my typewriter working
as follows:

A'e'c'-Mmj
/fperftre
ABC- /b»/ Aptrfvrc

It may
be possible
to entirely
eliminate
the out-of-focus
trouble due to pitch in projection
by the use of the fixed
aperture
lens.
The
drawing
shows
the idea clearly.
The
aperture lens is arranged so as to be tilted at any desired angle,
the direct effect of which
is to cause
the virtual
Image
(A' B' C) of the aperture to also become tilted.
In fine, the
operation
permits
the plane of the aperture to be optically
moved about to any desired position in angle, thus enabling
the true focal plane of the screen Image (A" B" C") to fully
coincide
with the screen
surface, thus insuring
sharp
focus
at all points.
I do not believe that the tilting of the aperture
lens (provided it to be placed as close as % Inch from the
aperture)
would introduce any other defects in definition besides the usual distortion
and keystone
effect which
always
accompanies pitch in projection.
In view of the impossibility
of obtaining anastigmat objectives I take the opportunity
to
refer to my article of Dec. 23, 1916, where
I suggested
a
method for obtaining a flat field with the petzval type.
I still
believe that idea is good.
What in the Sam Hill has become
of the aperture lens anyhow?
Say, man ! don't talk to me about additional lenses now.
Why we're
lucky to have any lenses at all. Speak to a lens maker about extra
ones and he'd froth at the mouth.
Your plan is unique.
Maybe it
could be made to work, but I'm skeptical about its being a commercially practical thing.
It certainly would have to be adjusted to each
individual case, and there would, I should imagine, be the rub.
But
anyhow it is interesting.
How

Long?

A Michigan operator who wishes his blushes hidden wants to know
how long before I will reprint the questions. Says he has tried to get
into the I. A., but Menominee, Mich., refuses to accept his application.
Wants to know what a man so situated is to do. Wants to know if
a manager has to sign some sort of a paper when he employs a union
operator. Says he has used National A. C. Special on a. c. and they
are a long way ahead of ordinary cored stock. Says they do not work
well with the d. c. set, but that a modified jack knife set works fine.
Says they are noiseless, and that he recommends them for a. c.
users. He also recommends the Silver Tip negative for d. c, though
they pit the condensers.
As to reprinting the questions, why I am swamped with matter for
the space I have now. What would I do with nearly a page used up
on the questions and answers? It's a matter of space, Michigan. As to
the Menominee local, why, if you are within its jurisdiction that local
is doing you a very great injustice in refusing you membership, provided you can prove your fitness for membership in the I. A. A local
assumes a moral obligation to accept into membership every competent operator within its jurisdiction, provided he be otherwise a
decent man whom there is no good reason to believe will bring discredit upon the organization. You are within the jurisdiction of the
local situated the least number of miles from your city. In cities
where the union has contracts with theaters the exhibitor ordinarily
must sign a contract with the union covering wages and working
conditions before he can get a union operator. This most likely
would not hold good in your case.

Projection
There iaa't an operators boota Is tie nalTeree 1b vblab thla earefallr compiled book will
not gare lta xrarcbaje
price eacb monta.
Bay It Teeay
PettaaU
M tie Ceey,
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Motion Picture Photography'
Conducted by CARL

LOUIS GREGORY,
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Inquiries.
QUESTIONS
in cinematography
addressed
to this department
will
receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail when four
cents in stamps are inclosed.
Special replies by mail on matters
which cannot be replied to in this department, $1.

Manufacturers'
Notice.
It is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be indorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Calculating

Exposure.

With a little calculation almost any reliable exposure tables may be
used for the motion picture camera. As the shutter revolves sixteen
times per second it requires one-sixteenth second for the shutter to
turn once ; if it has an opening which is one-half of the circumference
the exposure given is one-half of one-sixteenth, or one-thirty-second ;
a one-third opening one-forty-eighth, etc. Now the diaphragm numbers on a lens, whether they be U. S. or F system, are arranged so
that each number gives just half the exposure of the one below it.
Also, U. S. 16 and P . 16 are equal. Now let us figure ; suppose our
table of exposure says that under the conditions that obtain where we
wish to work the normal exposure is one-fourth second at U. S.
thirty-two. The next lower stop is U. S. 16, which is twice as fast,
therefore at U. S. 16 we can expose in one-eighth second. Now our
cinematograph lens is perhaps marked in the F system. F 11 is next
below P 16 with an exposure of one-sixteenth second. The most we
can give is one-thirty-two second with our shutter as far open as we
can use it, we must open our diaphragm still further in order to get
enough light through our lens to make the picture in one-thirty-two
second. F 8 is the next diaphragm number giving an exposure in half
the time as P 11 ; one-half of one-sixteenth is one-thirty-two, therefore if we set the diaphragm at F 8 and turn at normal speed we will
have a correctly exposed negative.
Exposure meters are simpler yet as when they are set to satisfy the
conditions under which you are working, the correct diaphragm number will always be found opposite a mark which you can make in the
exposure column at the spot corresponding to your estimated shutter
time.
The Watkins Kinematograph Exposure Meter, invented by Alfred
Watkins, is a scientifically accurate exposure meter, which shows In
a few seconds the correct lens aperture to use under any condition of
light, at any time and in any place, or if the lens aperture is constant, it determines the correct shutter opening. Every operator should
have one of these perfect little meters. No larger than a lady's
watch.
Carried in the vest pocket.
Besides being an accurate meter, this instrument is supplied with a
chain and ball, whiclr can be used as a half-second pendulum, thus
making a watch unnecessary for timing. It is also of value in timing
the crank revolutions, one revolution per half second being considered
standard. Weight with chain and pendulum, 2% ounces. Nickel plated
and polished. Each, complete with instructions, $3.00. These exposure meters are for sale by Burke & James, Chicago.
Title Making Direct on Positive Stock.
W. W. B., Cleveland, Ohio, writes:
I am a new hand in the camera department of a new
producing concern in this city, and I am having difficulty in
making captions by the following method: We have a typewriter which prints as per sample through carbon paper (no
ribbon used), and my idea is to take these and photograph
them direct in the camera after reversing the film (emulsion
away from lcns> ami nave them ready to run at once without
and further printing, etc., but the trouble is I cannot seem to get
black enough blacks and white enough whites, although I am
using positive film in the camera and straight hydroquinon for
development. At first, halation seemed to be the trouble, but
after reducing my white surface to this size, the result seems
to be but little better. No doubt you know of a much better
system than this, but I do not. and any information you can
give me will be greatly appreciated,
He sends a sample of a neat little cut out border about two by three
Inches in which be inserts bis typewritten caption together with a
sample piece of title film made by this method. A number of the large
film concerns use this method lor making titles, except that the captions are printed with printers' ink on a press instead of on a typewriter. A dark red carbon
tissue would
probably
give better results
•Copyright,

101S. by the Chalmers

Publishing Co.

F. R. P. S.
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than the black, but the real trouble is probably with the developer used.
Try the following formula :
Hydroquinon
Sodium sulphite
Formaldehyde
Water

Y2 oz.
10 "
y» "
1 quart

Temperature of this developer not to be less than 70°.
Slight under exposure and long development, but not too long to clog
the letters, will give the best results.
If you could have your captions set up on a linotype machine and
have a good black proof pulled, using a paper with a very slight glaze,
to insert in your cut out frame, you would have still better results.
Companies which use this method for making titles do not insert
these direct titles in their films except when they have only a copy or
two in which they have to insert foreign captions. A dupe or print is
made and developed in the same contrast developer which gives added
density, and this dupe or negative is then inserted in the negative and
printed continuous with the scenes. Other companies first make a
lantern slide negative from which the title negatives is made either
in the camera or in a projecting printer, and at least one company
uses a printer in which the title is projected from a lantern slide
positive between the scenes where it belongs ; the scene negative being
automatically disengaged while the title is being printed.
The favorite size for the caption copy in the factories, however, is
about six by eight inches, or slightly smaller.
There is, of course, a certain loss of definition in photographing
through the film, and if you have sufficient work of this character to
warrant the expenditure it might be wise to purchase a reversing prism
for your lens such as photoengravers use — this will permit of the
captions being photographed direct on the emulsion side with the
characters in the proper order to be read correctly on the screen.
I notice that your caption does not seem to be in absolute contact
with the cut out borders, for it seems to throw a wavy shadow upon
the caption paper.
This may be avoided by placing them in a printing frame beneath
a clear glass. The glass will make no difference in the definition if
care is taken that the illuminating lights, two high power nitrogen
globes with reflectors being very good, do not reflect from the glass into
the lens.
Wants
S. 0. S., Columbus,

to Become
Ohio,

a Cameraman.

writes :

I am very anxious to enter, the film manufacturing business
and wish to learn the photographic end of it, for I think that
is the best place in which to start. I have not had a great
deal of experience but flatter myself by saying that I have
sufficient of the gray matter that by close study and concentration could "get by." If you could give me the names of
any of the large studios who would be willing to take on an
apprentice I would appreciate it immensely.
I do not know of any studios who take apprentices in the accepted
sense of the word. There are many ambitious young men in different
studios who have obtained positions in the film factories in order to
work their way up to some good position in the industry, and where
they have shown intelligence and aptitude have succeeded in attaining
the position they coveted by hard work and steady application. I can
recall a number of young men who have worked their way up from
dark room boys at seven or eight dollars a week to cameramen and
factory foremen at various salaries up to a hundred dollars a week.
The last named salary being, of course, exceptional, and requiring five
years of very hard work to attain.
Tou have not stated what your qualifications are nor where you are
willing to start. Decide what you think you are capable of doing and
then write letters of application to all of the large firms whose advertisements appear in the World, stating your qualifications, past experiences and references as briefly as possible. If you are personally
acquainted with any of the exchange men in your city, get letters from
them regarding your ability to some of the firms whom they represent.
Use
plainsuch
paper
and do not write upon someone's else stationery when
making
application.
If you have perseverance and the right stuff in you, you will land a
job where you can work up to the position you wish.

Help Win The War!
Do Your Share!
Buy Liberty Bonds!
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Music for the Picture
Conducted by GEORGE
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Notice.

reQUESTIONS regarding music, addressed to this department, will
ceive a carbon copy of the department's reply by mall, when 4
Special replies by mail on matter which cancents are enclosed.
not be answered In this column $1.00.
Music

W. BEYNON.

of the Future.

IT IS hardly necessarj to go back to the piano and drums period
of picture presentation tor comparison. Just as the picture industry
has advanced step by step, so music has kept pace, providing a
higher form of entertainment with each upward move. Its mission
has been identical with that of better pictures: to draw a better class
of patrons. In the infant days of photoplays the class that patronized
the "movies" cared little for music, but appreciated the noise. The
banging improvisations of a piano player, augmented by the cymbalcrashing drummer, delighted their ears and provided opportunity for
loud chatter or louder guffaws.
The exhibitor noted the excellence of the "movie" novelty, saw its
wonderful possibilities and wondered why the better class of his neighborhood stayed away. By special publicity he got them to come — once,
but they would not return. He thought that the poor ventilation or
rough interior of his storeroom were to blame and moved into better
quarters. The desired clientele came again, but his new theater knew
them no more. He cudgelled his brain for the reason. He felt that
his pictures were good. His projection was exceptionally fine. The
new home of the silent drama was the last word in "movie" theaters.
His interior lighting and lobby lights were strictly up to date, yet
there was something lacking somewhere.
He was not In the remotest sense a musician nor even a devotee of
the art. He could not whistle a tune to save his bank roll for his
vocation was business, not art. His music sounded all right to him
and many of his regular patrons expressed themselves delightedly upon
the subject. Therefore, although he had changed everything else of the
old regime, his piano and drums still kept up the clattering accompaniment to his pictures.
One day he attended an exhibitors' convention in a large city and
was surprised to learn that some theaters were spending as high as
three hundred dollars a week for musicians. Prom his practical standpoint it looked like bad business, for he could not see where he could
add anything to his overhead expenses and make a living. He admitted
subconsciously that a larger body of men looked better, and the music
seemed softer and sweeter, but the additional cost could not be compensated for by sweeter sound.
A few days later he was told by a film salesman that in a neighboring town a fellow exhibitor had installed a pipe organ at an expense
of $15,000. With gaping mouth and bulging eyes he declared that
exhibitors in general had gone crazy over music. He was also informed
that the day of the five-cent picture house was gone and that the ruling
charge for admission to those houses where the music had been improved was ten and fifteen cents.
Though slow to act he was a good gambler, and forthwith dispensed
with his marathon pianist and frolicsome drummer. A five-piece
orchestra took their place and his audience missed the noise, but liked
the music. At first many of them fell asleep. The rumor went abroad
that a "symphony" orchestra was the feature of his theater. The better
class of people came again — and stayed. To-day he has another house,
bigger, more up to date, changing pictures only twice a week and
featuring an orchestra of eighteen pieces and a huge pipe organ played
by a capable artist. His box office receipts prove the sound investment
made in good music.
To-day we have probably a dozen theaters in America with orchestras
of thirty men or more devoted to pictures. Hundreds of houses have
large organs, and thousands small orchestral combinations. All this, in
spite of the expense incidental to gathering together a good orchestra,
the difficulty in procuring proper musical service from producers and
the loss of seating capacity by staging the orchestra or placing the
organ.
What does the future hold?
Judging from the rapid strides already made we fear to even guess
lest our prediction fall far short of the ultimate mark. A review of a
few pertinent facts may give some inkling.
To-day every producer realizes the worth of a proper musical setting to his picture and to the best of his ability strives to meet the
needs of the exhibitor. Many are providing cue-sheets, while some go
to great expense in arranging orchestra scores. No longer is there any
apathy shown in the executive offices of the big film magnates when
the subject of music is broached. Their house organs are giving music
wide publicity. Music service departments are becoming a large factor
in the selling of pictures and what the other fellow is doing in this line
is closely watched lest he forge ahead of them.
In the theaters the audience is more conversant with the dual art
of pictures and music and continually demands a better musical per-
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formance. The exhibitor keeps in close touch with his orchestral
leader.
\\
,.. distinctly poor to-day.
The work of fitting pictures bs
become
i
• exacting In Its detail
than ever before. Frequent repetitions of a number are frowned on
and woe betide the leader that In a moment of carelessness uses inappropriate music. It is nothing unusual to have people request the
musician to give them the name of a particular selection played during
a specified scene. This demonstrates the musical educational value of
picture music.
In the field of composers, arrangers of scores, and compilers of cuesheets, we find a well-marked advance of ideas. Those who stuck to
the old lines are "falling out" and the gap is filled by more competent
artists. Never before has there been such efforts along the lino of
research work for the arranger. Composers of recognized ability have
entered the picture field and find therein wide opportunity for displaying
their talent. New music is the continual cry of musicians playing to
pictures and that demand must be satisfied only by selections of merit.
Any "old thing" is no longer good enough. Music for the pictures must
have atmosphere, and be of a form, practical for picture purposes.
Shoddy stuff is rejected, but thematic treatment receives instant approbation.
.Musical scores are receiving more and more consideration from the
producers. The advantages derived from this form of musical accompaniment are manifold. The use of themes for the different characters
arranged in varied forms has proved to be the highest form of setting,
but has suffered somewhat at the hands of poor arrangers. This form
is in its infancy stages and no doubt will be developed to Wagnerian
proportions as time goes on. The fitting of features by the process of
suiting the dominant emotional scenes is also good and has reached
artistic heights. Plash-backs are no longer regarded musically unless
their bearing on the plot is consequential.
We feel that the music of the future will be a score that combines
both forms of treatment. Each scene will be fitted for its atmosphere,
dominant feeling, and tempo, synchronized and properly key-blended,
while interwoven will be found the themes significant of the characters
in the foreground. Close attention will be paid to orchestral coloring,
light and shade, depth and shallowness. Above all, variety will be the
keynote of the entire composition. Orchestras everywhere will be enlarged, better organs and more capable organists will be used. The
fifth largest industry will become the fourth and hold in its fold the
greatest composers, musical directors and virtuoso players of the day.
Though great has been the progress of the silent drama, greater yet
has been the advance in its music, and the future holds a promise so
stupendous in its magnitude that picture music will rank favorably
with grand opera and symphony.

American

Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
Gain Decision.
In a test case instituted by The St. Nicholas Avenue Amusement Co.,
asking that the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
be restrained from demanding from them or others similarly situated
any license fee as a condition precedent to the playing of any of the
musical compositions of the defendants, and from performing any act
or acts whatsoever in concert which would prevent the playing by the
plaintiff of any of the desired musical compositions of the defendant,
Justice Goff denied the motion and gave the following opinion.
"After considering the argument of counsel and their briefs I am of
the opinion that the defendant association is exercising only its lawful
rights. It existed before the incorporation of the plaintiff and was
engaged in the same general work before the plaintiff's existence. The
association is formed for lawful purpose, and I find no exercise of any
coercion. The institution of legal actions by indvidual members of
the association for violation of copyright is justified for the protection
of income from their music. Plaintiff wishes to use the product of the
author's labor, ignoring copyright, free of any charge whatever, except
the actual purchase price of the printed musical score. There is no
restraint of trade through any act of the association. Plaintiff may
use any music not the property of the members of the association
without objection by the association. The only restraint on plaintiff is
the possible right of the authors or owners of such music to prevent its
use. The moving picture exhibitors have spent thousands of dollars
advertising music which may be used by orchestras irrespective of the
wishes of the defendant association or its individual members. The
fact that the music of the authors who are members of the association
is popular in demand presents just so much more reason why it
should be protected and its unauthorized use at public entertainment
given for profit, prevented. Practically the exhibitors of moving pictures seek to obtain by injunction the right to publicly perform copyrighted musical compositions for profit without a consent of the holder
him."
compensation
and without
copyrightwishes
of Nobody
to deprive
the author toand
composer of their royalties.
The gift of giving music to the world cannot be estimated in dollars
and cents, and no monetary consideration is adequate compensation for
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musical genius and inspiration. Heretofore, in America, the composers
have been at the mercy of the publishers who by the very conditions
instant to commercializing an art have been unable to adequately pay
him. It is only fair that those who profit by the beautiful melodies,
catchy airs, deeply thought and wisely wrought musical epics, should
pay for them.
The objection comes in the manner of collecting the playing fee.
There seems to be no well defined or set license fee for the playing of
any particular number, but each theater must pay a lump sum, which
permits the playing of any number from the catalogue controlled by
the Society of Authors and Composers. The musician is not charged
any additional sum, but the owner of the theater must pay to allow his
musicians to play selections by which they obtain their positions and
through which they hold them. In other words, the theater manager
must pay for music that belongs to the orchestral leader or organist
and which goes with the latter when he leaves for pastures new. It
would seem that the musician is really the one who profits by the use
of the copyrighted numbers, so why charge the theater. There should
be found some more equitable method of collecting the playing fee
which rightly belongs to the composer.

Music

for "The Unchastened

Woman,"

At the Morosco theater, Sunday, April 21, there was presented the
Rialto de Luxe picture, "The Unchastened Woman," adapted and directed
by Wm. Humphreys. It was an invitation affair and all the film magnates were present. The play from which- the picture was evolved was
a New York sensation, and like all the Morosco productions enjoyed a
long run on Broadway. As evinced by the enthusiasm the picture evoked
"The Unchastened Woman" will continue in popularity and grow in
the hearts of the picture fans everywhere.
Preceded by the Overture "II Guarany," by Gomez, the picture was
ushered in by the strains of that well known melody, "Serenade," by
Schubert. This number was used as the theme of the drama and fitted
Miss Valentine's good acting. During the scene showing a drawing
room where a few select friends were gathered to listen to a big singer
the strains of "Pagliacci" were heard most appropriately. When we
were carried to Switzerland the changed atmostphere was carried out in
the music and we heard the reminiscences of Alpine yodeling.
The little touches of Auld Lang Syne and Home, Sweet Home, touched
the heart with their kindliness and brought out the true simplicity of
the home life shown. Besides they provided a distinct contrast to
such numbers used, like "Unfinished Symphony," by Schubert, the "Prelude" to King Manfred, and the "Pilgrim's Song," by Tschaikowsky.
Synchrony is not possible in a musical setting, yet the breaks were
hardly noticeable because of the careful conducting of Mr. Beynon. One
thing stood out most noticeably during the presentation of the picture.
At no time did the music predominate. The entire accompaniment was
played almost pianissimo. As there are no big fight scenes or battle
situations this was possible and its soothing effect was only excelled by
its good taste.

Producers

Deeply Interested in Music.

A recent issue of the Progress-Advance, the house organ of Paramount, tore down all precedent and prejudice and gleefully announced
itself as a music number. Musical articles appeared from various
capable musicians treating the different phases of picture playing.
Nothing has pleased us so well since our last raise in salary.
Truly, music is coming to its own. And why not? What would pictures be without music? Why spend thousands of dollars to entertain
people in silence when good music so enhances the presentation of the
picture? This recognition of music as a big factor in picture selling
is but a forerunner, and as its importance permeates the industry
greater stress will be laid on proper musical service to the exhibitor.
Music is a limitless art and affords an opportunity for sound selling
arguments that cannot be estimated till tried.

WORLD

FLOOR BELOW, THE (Goldwyn— Six Reels)— Theme for the Heroine
— Andantino. Suggest "Heloise" — Langey, "Astarte" — Meldenberg,
or "Melodie" — Lederer.
With but few moments, this picture can be treated lightly. Intermezzos, mazurkas, waltzes and gavottes will meet most of your
requirements. There is a harmonica solo which can be imitated
on the organ, if you are fortunate in having one ; otherwise disregard it. Cue-sheets can be obtained from the Goldwyn exchange.
GIRL FROM BEYOND, THE (Vitagraph— Five Reels)— Theme for the
Heroine — Andante. Suggest "Romance" — Grunfeld, "Souvenir" —
Geehl, or "Romance" — Rubenstein.
There is a change from eastern to western atmosphere that should be
sharply brought out in contrast, to be effective. Dramatic mUBic
is required with a touch of the pastorals. Cue-sheets can be
obtained from the Vitagraph exchange.
HEART OF THE SUNSET (Goldwyn — Five Reels) — Theme for the
Heroine — Andante. Suggest "Love Theme" — Lee, or "Extase" —
Ganne.
This is a romantic melodrama filled with adventure and deeds of daring.
You will require big stuff for this feature. The atmosphere is
somewhat Mexican and the free use of Spanish numbers will add
to the picture presentation. Catch shots in first and fourth reel.
Cue-sheets can be obtained from the Goldwyn exchange.
LEAP TO FAME (World — Five Reels) — Theme for the Heroine — Valse
Lento. Suggest "Adele Waltzes" — Finn, "Dodola" — Frey, or "Golden
Hearted Daisies" — Williams.
A comedy drama, American atmosphere, and requiring light treatment
orchestrally. Note Egyptian dance needed in the first reel. A few
agitatos and hurrys will also come in handy as the picture draws
to its close.
Cue-sheets can be obtained from the World exchange.
PURPLE LILY, THE (World — Five Reels) — Theme for the Heroine —
Andante Sostenuto. Suggests "Arabian Nights" — Mildenberg, "On
Wings of Love" — Bendix, or "Inspiration" — Edwards.
Bright stuff till the last reel, In which comes a direct cue for "Home,
Sweet Home," to be played by violin only. Note shots and sleigh
"bells.
Cue-sheets can be obtained from the World exchange.
RICH MAN, POOR MAN (Paramount — Five Reels)— Theme for the
Heroine — Allegretto. Suggest "Rainbow Girl" — Hirsch, "Love in
or "Serenade" — Pierne.
Arcady" — Wood,
Nothing but bright stuff is needed for this vivacious picture. Cuesheets can be obtained from the Paramount exchange.
RIDERS OF THE XIGHT (Metro — Five Reels) — Theme — Adagio. Suggest "The Broken Melody" — Van Biene, "The Stars are Calling"—
Robert, or "Where Blooms the Rose" — Johns.
The entire picture is very dramatic and would ordinarily require many
agitatos, hurrys and furiosos. It would be better to use standard
overtures that have length to them so that choppiness be avoided.
Cue-sheets can be obtained from the Metro exchange.
WESTERN BLOOD (Fox — Five Reels) — Theme — Andante. Suggest "Reverie"— Vieuxtemp, "Dawn of Hope" — Cassella, or "Elysium" —

Speaks.
of those woolly western stories. Bright stuff with a Mexican
Another
flavor is what you need. Many fox-trots and agitatos are required.
Note the Virginia reel needed in the fourth part when they begin
Cue-sheets can be obtained from the Fox exchange.
to dance.
WITH NEATNESS AND DESPATCH (Metro — Five Reels)— Theme for
the Heroine — Moderate Suggest "Delicia"— Frantzen, "Serenade"
— Widor,
or "Romance" — Merricanto.
This is a comedy drama and should receive light treatment in the main.
Note the piano solo to action and the agitatos and misteriosos
can be obtained from the Metro
reel. Cue-sheets ge.
needed in the last han
_
exc

(Rialto de Luxe— Eight Reels)— See
UNCHASTENED WOMAN, THE
review in another column of this department.

Leaders
Musical

Suggestion Synopsis.

BLINDNESS OP DIVORCE
(Fox— Six Reels)— Theme not necessary.
Note the wedding march in the first reel, followed by slow music of the
heavier type. We need the wedding march again in the third reel,
along with a fox-trot, Oriental dance and agitato. The last three
reels are very dramatic and call for big stuff. There are two
court room scenes which could be fitted with the same music to
associate the ideas. Cue-sheets can be obtained from the Fox exchange.
BRIDE OF FEAR, THE (Fox— Five Reels) — Theme not necessary.
This is a melodrama requiring agitatos, hurrys and mlsterlosos. The
first and second reels are intensely dramatic, the third can be
fitted with light allegretto stuff, the fourth needs slower music with
the exception of the chase, when an agitato will fit. The last wants
agitatos, misteriosos and dramatic tensions. Cue-sheets can be
obtained from the Fox exchange.
DANGER GAME, THE (Goldwyn— Five Reels) — Theme for the Heroine
— Allegretto. Suggest "Sweet Jasmine" — Bendix, "Moonlight Dance"
— Finck, or "Prelude" — Aletter.
Serenades, caprice and light intermezzos fit this humorous melodrama.
A few agitatos and light hurrys are needed while a couple of semimisteriosos will fit nicely into the burglary scorns. Catch the fight
in the third reel.
Cue-sheet can be obtained
from the Goldwyn
FACE IN THE DARK, The (Goldwyn — Five Reels) — Theme for the
Heroine— Andante. Suggest "Ciair de Lune"— Thome, "Dialogue"
— Helmund-Meyer, or "Pleading" — Wood.
The picture opens brightly and a bit grotesquely. Note the sleigh ride
and use "Petersburg Slelghrlde" — TSilenberg, if possible. Catch the
piano solo in the fourth reel and the need of a misterioso a little
further along. Close with the theme. Cue-sheets can be obtained
from the Goldwyn exchange.
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Questions

Answered.

Service Bureau.
Suggestions

Offered.

Q. "Why should my leader persist in alternating his playing with the
piano? First he plays a number, then the pianist plays a number and
Why?"
the show.
they keep this up throughout
A "There seems to be no reason that we can see unless it is his deas hard as the pianist.
sire' to assure himself that he only works halfBetter
make a change in
Music of that kind will kill your business.

* * *

your orchestra pit."

Q "While attending a picture house in New York City where they
were plaving "The Girl Beyond" I was surprised to hear the orchestra
My disappointment
start the' "Selections from the Mikado" by Sullivan.
picture.
was keen when I found no trace of Japanese atmosphere in the
Why don t
fittings.
al
atmospheric
Your articles continually harp on
York?"
New eye'
it in'Mack
youA. do
for New York. It is too bad you attended a. theater
"One
which is so far behind the times, to get your impression of New >ork
movies. No doubt this house caters to a portion of the submerged tenth
who have no likes or dislikes in the matter of music. The next time you
are in New York attend some other theater and tell us what your impressions are."

Help Win The War!
Do Your Share!
Biry Liberty Bonds!
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« DAM Btarted it— this business of press
Stowe,
The late Charley
entingr.
\
kept
eatest of all word-conjurers,
("Tody")
the late Theodore
t up, and coming
later, got the credit for
Uunllton,
t. in the foregoing sentences there is a
omminglins oi fact and tlction, the rightpress agentof accepted
ul Ingredients
fares
and
farthest
goes
Fiction
ng.
of
better to dispose
s share in the oldest of all proto the con's—other authorities
notwithstanding.
With the juice of a poke berry Adam
limeographed upon a choice specimen of
aim leaf and held the earliest work of
rt before THE woman.
She read:
the most beautiful
woman
In
;<• world."
Reading
she believed
and blushed
in
. iation from
the tips of her
oes to the
line where
her
face
was
ited from the top of her head by the
lard of her breeze-tossed tresses.
<s agenting, thus founded upon fact,
.as since
developed
into
fact diluted,
nore or less, with fiction.
Adam, first press agent for pictures,
.rote of his star the truth. Press agents
or moving
pictures
in these later and,
■ elievably, better times use the same
droit method of holding their jobs that
^dam employed as press agent for living
■ ictures. Very possibly the determinaion of censors to keep moving pictures
rom taking on the visible signs of living
lictures has largely influenced press
gents to cleave less closely to fact than
lid Adam. Truth about living pictures
teeds no telling; fiction may be necesiary in writing about the movies.

*

It is easily believable that Adam made
i great hit with his star. In fact (knowng as much about the affair as anyone
>lse) The Rambler begs to submit that
;o earnestly was Eve in accord with
Adam's opinion of her that she "fairly
ite it up" — and then took the taste out
Df her mouth with an apple.

*

If Adam were now press agenting moving pictures, judging from his early and
past performances, we might expect him
to stick strictly to the truth. Indeed we
have heard some complaint that more
truth might well be applied to the modernized art. So many persons have come
to doubt the veracity of publicists that
press work for the Third Liberty Loan
and War Savings Stamps is the one and
only real big "campaign" that has "gone
over" in its entirety, accepted as gospel
truth, in the memory of John R. Rogers,
the "Yours Merrily" of Oldest Inhabitants.
That truth may be applied to moving
picture publicity is patent. Still, there is
no patent on the truth. To prove it, and
to work out a theory tenaciously adhered
to by some people, we submit a few
paragraphs along accepted lines — a press
sheet telling the truth. We credit Terry
Ramsaye with originating the firm name
of the distributors — E Pluribus Fillum
Co. Here's copy for
* * the* press sheet:
Front Page: E Pluribus Fillum Co., a
corporation trying to pick up a few dollars profit, has rented to the manager of
the Blank Theater, five reels of film
originally purchased from Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
On this film is

printed thousands of separate adenea that
represent
a com pan]
Of actora
through the performance of playing
"Kerry Gow," an Irish drama In which
the late Joseph Murphy Btarred upon the
American Btage for many years. The
play helped toward Joe Murphy's
rlchea, K. Pluribus Fillum Co. has h
William Henry Higginthorp plays the
principal character, if W. ii. n. was a
regular actor he would change his name
— but he Isn't.

* •

«

Advance Notice No. 1. — Wick Tilton,
who runs the movie show on .Main Street,
has rented a shipment of film representing "Kiii) Gow." Wick says he remembers seeing Joe .Murphy play the piece in
the Opera House, before movies drove all
the talking actors out of town. He thinks
the folks that like Irish plays will like
William Henry Higginthorp. Mr. Tilton
says Higginthorp's pictures don't remind
him very much of Joe Murphy, except
that he wears the same kind of Irish
uniform Murphy did. Anyhow, Tilton is
going to risk it.

* *

*

Advance Notice No. 2. — Manager Wick
Tilton says he has received the fancy
pictures to hang up in windows (if store
keepers will let him) that show what
"Kerry Gow" will be like when the E
Pluribus Fillum Co. ships him the film.
Wick says he's not so sure this piece will
be like the one Joe Murphy had at the
Opera House years ago. He says Murphy
didn't have motor boats on the Lakes of
Killarney — but William Henry Higginthorp has.

* *

*

Advance Notice No. 3. — William Henry
Higginthorp and the films of "Kerry Gow"
will arrive by Wells-Fargo Express tomorrow in time to be run through Wick
Tilton's picture grinding machine from
noon till midnight. The show will leave
town by Adams Express on the midnight
train tomorrow so the manager of the
movie in Shackletown can have it to use.
It's today grinding in Skilletstown.
Other films of the same show are grinding in Astoria, Ore.; Shelby ville,
Ind.; Dover, Del., and Napanee, Can.
Wick Tilton says the E Pluribus Fillum
Go. is trying hard to get movie managers
to rent the film in any town that will
have it.

* »

*

Editor's Notice of the Show. — Not very
many people saw "Kerry Gow" at Wick
Tilton's theater yesterday. After he
ground it out once Wick told everybody
wrho asked him if William Henry Higginthorp was as good as Joe Murphy. Being
a truthful man, Wick told 'em "not on
your life." Unfortunately Wick don't
know- about the motor boats on the Lakes
of Killarney, because the tin that held
part of the film was missing when the
express company brought it in from
Skilletstown. Anyhow he said the picture he saw on the sheet in his theater
was not so good looking as the window
pictures the E Pluribus Fillum Co. shipped
him in advance.

* *

*

Back Page: (Show Union Label and
printer's
address at Fillum
bottom).
Preparation: E Pluribus
Co. Inactors
are
making a moving picture of "Shaun Rhue."
Wrilliam Henry Higginthorp will play another Irish part that helped Joe Murphy
die a millionaire.

* *

«

Doesn't truth read rotten? . . . We
thought so too. That chorus makes it
unanimous.

Enemy.
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High Visibility in Early Action.
i .inn ■ . 1 1 ii n want
to have 1 1 tl
Inderal
i t hat a it houg h
', .i> ehorl skirts In "Sandy" II was not
thai she desired to do so.
"Thank
B, "I am supposed io grow up as the film Is unwo
and am permll ted to « ea r n
before the finish."

W

8 S

Exhibitor Joins Jester Forces.
"it looks very much," says Johnnie
ler, "as if Ben Title, the well known
exhibitor and exchange man, has a longing to become a movie actor. He has already appeared in a few odd bits in .1
comedies, and has proven that lie Is much
W 8 S
inn er a s an exhibitor."
ESbony Releases "The Porters." — Moving
Picture
World
headline.
More of McAdOO'a activities.
Let the Waiting
World
Know
That—
Mary Garden's real name Is — Mary
Garden.
As a child she aspired to be a violinist.
Her
familyiniquity.
looked upon grand opera as
advanced
She hated acting in pictures at first;
now she loves it.
Rather than appear on the dramatic
stage she would
retire forever.
Mary Garden is not tall. The long lines
of her gowns make her seem so.
She is beautiful.
Her hair is red.
8y intelligent dieting she has reduced
her weight fifty pounds.
Her eyes are bright blue.
At one time a franc — 20 cents — meant
much to her.
Once a newspaper woman asked her
the time. Mary unclasped her bracelet
watch. "Keep this," she said. It was
platinum, diamond sprinkled.
Roulette is a constant temptation. She
is very lucky.
She never wears a pair of gloves more
than once.
Her luncheon, when she lunches at all,
consists of an apple and some dried figs.
On seeing the "Thais" film a critic said
that opera might well spare her voice to
give to the cinema her eloquent
body.
It pleased her more than anything she
has ever been told about her art.
(Evidently she does not read.)
Diamond and platinum cuff links were
her parting gifts to electricians and carpenters at the film studio.
She gave the property man a wrist
watch.
She
motherthe"momma."
She calls
always herspeaks
truth.
Women interviewers annoy her, but
she receives
when she can't help it.
One
cost her them
a watch.
The enmity of a woman prevents Mary
Garden from singing at the Metropolitan.
Chicago is the prima donna's favorite
city in America.
Philadelphia amuses her.
New York appalls her.
She talks "baby talk" to her dog.
She laughs
at the
hips" of an
American
singer
in "Teutonic
opera.
A new race of charming people, she
says, calls
she them.
has discovered. "The cinemese,"
she

* .*

*

The foregoing and many other thrilling
episodes concerning this rara avis come
to us under the captain: "Flashes from the
Facets of a Jeweled Personality as Recorded by the Shadow of Mary Garden."
Then occurs the thought that if she
keeps on reducing fifty pounds at a clip
she'll eventually soon lose her shadow.
His address, up to yet, is Care of Goldwyn.
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Davenport, la. — During the performance here last night of "The Beast of
Berlin" at the American theater, which
was crowded to the fire exits, a man who
gave his name as E. J. Kelly, and his
occupation a traveling salesman, fired
two shots from a revolver at the screen
when the title, "There was another man
who lived in the Palace in Berlin," was
followed by the appearance of the Kaiser
on the screen.
"Take that, you beast," he shouted as
an usher seizes him before he could empty
the other chambers at the impersonation
of the German emperor.
Like Kelly Did!
— w s s
George Kann, of Universal, is packing
his bags for a trip to California, ticketed
to Universal City.
— w s s—
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Polly Moran, the Mack Sennett comedienne, who is well known for her "Sheriff
Nell" impersonations, is a woman who can
double in tights and six-shooters. — Paramount Publicity.
Two

Fine Arguments
— w s s

for Pacifism.

Roy Somerville declares that there IS
a Santa Claus. He left a scenario with
Charles Sarver, of World Pictures, Monday morning. Tuesday he was sent for,
and was handed a check in payment for
his offering. All accomplished within a
lapse of twenty-eight hours.

Economy Slogan:
"Jitney's First!"
"Add a new form of tightwad to the
many kinds which are listed in the 'T.
W.' class," remarks C. N. Koch, manager
of the Rex theater, Louisville, to our correspondent. "A few days ago a film took
fire in the operating room. The theater
filled with smoke, and a panic was narrowly averted.
"Some idiot in a stentorian voice exclaimed, 'Let's get out of here,' and there
was an immediate rush to the doors, with
one case of fainting and the usual
familiar details. Then old 'T. W.' appeared in the form of a chap who managed to block up things in an effort to
get his money back. A number of others
followed suit, and a crowd formed in the
lobby, this effort to get its money back
causing more delay.
"Considering that the theater operates
on a five-cent basis it is conceded that
the nickel nursers have found fresh
recruits."
Many nickles make a "muckle."

Putting Over a Ramble.
Sometimes it is hard to convince even
the printer that this department is a sad
and serious affair. When we want things
wrong the printer makes 'em right, and
when we want 'em right the printer
makes 'em Tighter. Having, last issue,
tried to put across a "wheeze" about
Margarita Fisher taking the "c" out of
her name, thereby reversing the usual
order by taking the sea out of the fish,
we have found it necessary to illustrate
the operation. — Courtesy American Film
Co., Publicity Department.
Very interestingly Elizabeth Sears
writes of the matter thus, sending at the
same time the stills from which the accompanying illustrations were made. Incidentally fans will be interested in geting a line on Miss Fisher's age, with Miss
Sears accepted as an authority. Listen to
Miss Sears:
"Margarita
Fischerlastkicked
"c" bodily out of her name
week the
by means
of
a little ceremony that indicated how much
in earnest she was. She picked the offending, Germanish letter from the center of
her last name and tossed it lightly onto
the clay map of Germany that had been
fashioned on a table for her ceremony.
" 'From Germany thou came seventyfive years ago,' she said, watching the
letter fall ker-splunk into Germany, 'back
to Germany thou may go — and welcome.
I was born in the good old United States,
and every fibre of my body is boosting for
America — the best country in the world'."
"This little ceremony took place just
before Miss Fisher went out to view the
ball game between the Navy Baseball
Team and the Grizzlies. The Navy's just
adopted Miss Fisher as their official godmother, and they proceeded to whale in
and lick the Grizzlies by an eight to seven
score."
P. S. — It was a small whale.

Only the Other Day Margarita Fischer
Heard That We Declared War Against
Germany
More Than a Year Ago.

Instanter She Decided Her Name Had
a Most Pronounced Spell of Germanism. She Took the Sea Out of Fish.

Now Marie Doro's done gone and done
it. She has formed her own company, and
will soon begin the well known production of pictures. Miss Doro plans to star
in a series of well known features to be
directed by a well known producer, with
stories to be supplied by well known
authors. .
For the Weil-Known Public.
— w s s
"Perfection Not Yet Attained." — Motion
Picture News Headline.
We also admit it.
— w s s
"The
trouble
with
these
movements
toward co-operation," says a well known
exhibitor,
"lies in the fact that there is
too much 'co' and not enough 'operation'."
■— w s s — -
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W. R. Andrews, late of the Motion Picture News Directory, has undertaken the
noble work of stealing space from newspapers on behalf of Precision Machine
Co.
Rambler is glad to hear from
"Bill" The
as follows:

"The Dwyer Brothers and Company.
Columbus, O., distributors for the Precision Machine Company, in southern
Ohio and Kentucky, sold six Simplex Projectors in one morning last week.
"A communication from the Companv
ends by saying that it trusts that this
information is not imposing on the good
nature of the manufacturers.
"The Precision Machine Company has
promised, if at any time a distributor
sells Six Simplex machines in a morning
that it will, under no circumstances, showany sight of annoyance or impatience."
An Ideal Business
— w s s Disposition.
Morris Ryskind kicks in with the following mathematical problem:
". . . Three out of four Pathe features
have been winners for him (the exhibitor). He has made money on three and
broken even on the four. . . ." — Pathe
ad in Motion Picture World, May 4.
Which leads to the inevitable conclusion that he must have lost a helova lot
on the fourth, eh, what?
Meaning

Money— He
Have Made?
w s Mite
s

Ben Grimm
ran down
from Rochestei
last week
to call upon
his legion
friends in the Well Known
Industry,
took him until Friday
to go half wa
round
and then he returned
to Koda
Park where he is an instructor in Uncle
Sam's flying school.
— w s s—
Good Work Gets Good Job.
Justin Fair, photoplay editor of one c
the Newark, N. J., dailies, lately cor
tributed to the Moving Picture World tw
special articles on the subject of publicit
for picture plays. Incidentally the public
ist who missed reading them should tur
to issues of April 13 and April 20 an
absorb the excellent material therein con
tained.
Mr. Fair, as a result of these articlei
is no longer photoplay editor of a Newart
N. J., daily. Three prominent distribut
ing firms offered him employment on the
publicity staffs, and, making his ov
choice, Mr. Fair is now a member o
Pathe's educational department.
Being paid for his articles and gettin
a good job to boot may well be considere
just and fair — if we may be permitte
to stoop to such methods of "wheezing.

Having
FlungHerthePicture
"C" Back
to German
She Had
Taken
for Tl
Rambler,
Registering
Sweet
Conten

THE
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Optimism
in Bald Head
Row.
During iii«' trip from which he has just
returned Joe Brandt was atnased at tho
optimism displayed bj exhibitors especially ill the territories served by 1 he
Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha and Dos
Moines, over the prospects of summor
business.
"This optimism," said Mr Brandt, "was
tally noticeable regarding the short
reel subjects including the news weeklies
and the better class of comedies. One
exhibitor informed me that the comedies
similar to the L-Ko's in which pretty and
shapely wonu-n are picturlsed are having
a tendency of establishing a bald-headpd
row in two of his houses. One of the
members of the bald headed fraternity,
according to this exhibitor, recently became acquainted with his operator for the
purpose of requesting that the 'Beauty
Sextette Comedies' be run at slower
speed."
— w s s
John
Collins
has
locked
himself
in.
When
tie emerges there will be a Metro
scenario for Viola Dana, who is coming
East to give the old Burgh the once over.
— w s s—

Make
Way
for the Ladies !
Joe Reddy, who has for many months
been in charge of the editorial end of the
Morning Telegraph's movie department,
has resigned his position to join the tank
service under his Uncle Sam. Dickson
Watts, chief assistant to genial Joseph, is
expecting- to join the intelligence service
forthwith. Katherine Hillaker, a brainy
girl from Select Pictures' pubilicity department, takes charge of the department,
and will have an entirely feminine stafT.
The reviewers of films will continue to be
Helen Pollock, Frances Agnew, and Aileen
St. John-Brennon. Tracy H. Lewis started
this going-off-to-war-voluntarily, and he
Is now a lieutenant in the flying service.
— w s s—
Kenneth MacDougal, the press agent
who made Jewel productions famous, has
abandoned the mimeograph to "keep time"
on Government work at Hammondton, N.
J. Rambles could use a few of Ken's
poems.
— w s s^
At the Mercy of Her Publicist.
"I never had such difficult acting on
the stage," remarked Alice Brady as she
dropped somewhat wearily into a seat at
the Paragon Studio in Fort Lee at the
conclusion of a remarkably difficult bit.
"In all the roles I have ever attempted,
nothing has quite come up to this one
for downright hard work. I believe I
have packed more acting into the five
reels of 'At the Mercy of Men' than I have
put into fifteen or twenty reels of some
three or four of my other pictures." —
Select Pictures Publicity.
What, then, is to prevent an exhibitor
from passing up the three or four pictures that are admittedly minus Miss
Brady's acting and book this one containing all of it in one production?
— w s s—
Publicity with Reverse English.
An interesting example of the universal
appeal of the moving picture star is
offered by the William Fox press department in the form of a reproduction of a
drawing that recently appeared in The
Night, a Rio de Janeiro newspaper.
The caption over the cut reads: "The
Perils of the Cinema." The girl is gazing
at the poster in front of the theater, fascinated by George Walsh who is announced as the attraction for Hoje (today).
Her sweetheart, watching her jealously,
and angry at the apparent "hit" the
American is making with her, says:
"No dear, the show at this theater is
not good today."
.
— w s s—
First Liberty Loan
Second
Liberty
Loan
Third Libertv Loan
If U Buy U Beat U Boats.
There.
That fills it.
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Jim Beecroft, Eastern representative of
tho Exhibitors' Herald, lias not alone
shook the pro-German dust of Bayonne
from the tires of his baby carriage, but
is spending his evenings and odd moments
during the day selling War Savings
Stamps and Thrift, ditto.
— w s s
Sharks Invade W-K Industry.
Jumping into a shark-infested sea for
the purpose of making a motion picture
realistic is the latest experience of
Juanita Hansen, who, with Jack Mulhall
and a company of actors, made a voyage
to Catalina Island and Balboa Beach to
81m water scones for "The llrass Bullet."
The plucky litle actress was told by Director Wilson that during the voyage of
the vessel the story demanded she jump

overboard.

\\ hen miles from land, and in a choppy
sea, it was discovered that several large
sharks were following the yacht. Wilson
immediately countermanded the order for
Miss Hansen's jump, but when the latter
was told that the day would be wasted,
and that another trip to sea was necessary owing to the presence of the sharks
the intrepid little actress insisted that
the scene be taken immediately.
With the vessel traveling at high speed.
Miss Hansen leaped from the side of the
yacht, and was in the water several minutes until rescued by her frightened director and comrades, who saw the fins of
several immense sharks hovering about
the swimming girl.
— w s s—
Listening
In on
Salesmanship.
In the office of an exhibitor:
"Good morning, Mr. Usthafallen."
"Good morning,
Mr. Ixtlahaven."
"I wanna
sell you 'Under
the Bottom'
for Squeedink,
Poplar
Center
and Big"How much?"
"Two thousand for the first; fifteen
town."
hundred
for the second and two thousand
for"Gittahell
the third."out of here!"
And
then
they
each
became
human
beings.
"Say, wait a minute," said the salesman, "don't be so hard hearted. Lissen —
I've
been
practicing
sales
on the
desks
and the that
chairs
and 'approach'
the deaf
and dumb stenographer for a week, and
you go an' order me out of the office
right off the bat — gimme a chance to
work it on out.
And he did. To The Listener it was
good as a show.
— w s s—
"Better the Day, Better the Deed."
The Ministerial Alliance of Owensboro,
Ky.,
hopes orthat
nextspecialty
time "Doug"
Fairbanks,
any the
shadow
artist
hits their burgh that he will come in the
middle of some week day, and not interfere with church services. Owensboro is
a closed town on Sunday, and no pictures
are shown, but there is no way in which
to keep the public from looking at a
screen actor in the flesh, when he drops
from a train and delivers a public address. While the ministers were glad to
see Fairbanks aiding in the Liberty Loan
campaign, it played hobb with church
services. At about fifteen minutes to
twelve on Sunday, April 14, throngs started leaving the churches in order to meet
the noon train. Advance notice had been
received, and bulletin boards at the
theaters, newspaper offices, etc., carried
the news. When the train pulled in
thousands were on hand to cheer the
actor, who appeared on the observation
platform. However, he was so hoarse
after his talks in Louisville the previous
evening that "Liberty Loan" was about
all that he could manage to get out; but
everyone understood the hard effort he
was making to aid a good cause. — Kentucky Correspondence.

Killing Time
on a Long
Journey.
I'.i \ Timber lately traveled to the
I 'a.i do I !OS ' W |th a OOnl i a<t lo b< COme

a star

in

product Ions

from

her

oy. n

alios.
Miss Tlnoher'i
publlol I Aei
thai
hi-: Star
WrOtS
an entire
live-act
photoplay while the journey was being
accomplished.
As each
episode
was completed Miss Tlnelior
wired
it ahead
from
various stations along the line to her
director. ,\i BantelL Meanwhile, Mr.
Bantel] engaged his company to lit the
several roles as they came in by wire, arranged for the production, and had everyw OOd thing ready for Miss Tlncher to Start work
Immediately upon her arrival In HollyW

S
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Minneapolis tobacconists are advised to
lay in an extra supply of Old English
Curve Cut (not an advertisement). Sam
Spedon leaves for the Twin City, May 5,
io represent the Moving Picture World at
the
League convention. Slip
him Exhibitors'
a few Rambles!
— w s s—
Discouragements of Press Agenting.
Henry MacMahon has joined E. W. Haramons and his Educational Films Corporation to conduct publicity. Mr. MacMahon
is an expert in educational undertakings,
having lately been employed in explaining problems in arithmetic to motion picture exhibitors. He persevered for a
time, but, ultimately, became discouraged
when showmen maintained that they could
'not figure how any given amount, less
ten
cent., left insisted
anythingthebutword
a "hole"
whenperMacMahon
was
— w s s—
spelled other-wise.
What's a Few Thousand Among Friends ?
The greatest parade New Yorkers ever
saw
wasbefore
the boost
for declared.
"Preparedness"
shortly
war was
Men
marched to the number of 25,000, officially
counted,
from 10 a. m. until 9 o'clock the
same evening.
"Five hundred thousand," says Pete
Schmid, "saw Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks when they made their Liberty
Bond demonstration
■— w s ons the steps of the
New York Sub-Treasury."
Garrett Champions Duped Films. — Trade
Paper Headline.
Col. J. C. Miller might promote a match.
Philadelphia would
— w bes sthe
— place to pull it.
A photoplay is NEW
until it is played
in your own
town.
Nobody ever heard
of a person declining to read
book time
because it had been published asome
since.
Don't forget that the Bible is still
the "best seller" of all of 'em — even in
your own town.
Thus is an old picture
s—
NEW until shown— w in s your
community.
Gillingham Gets Rights to "Over the
Top." — Trade Paper Headline.
Michigan, not —European.
w s s—
Daughter Pays for the Family.
An inquisitive man entered the offices
of the Piedmont Pictures Corporation one
day. recently and asked the meaning of
the title, "His Daughter Pays." He was
led down to the projection room where
the picture was being screened, and after
seeing the film had to admit that not
only would a good many daughters pay to
see it, but as soon as the daddies heard
about it they would begin a run to the
box office. All this because the gentleman in question caught a flash of Gertrude
McCoy as a Salome dancer.
— w s s
Men of Letters in Film Publicity.
J. E. D. Meador, Metro.
A. D. V. Story, — Universal.
w s s—
Press agents and other brainy representatives of the Well Known Industrywill find this department a refuge for
vagrant verse, nifty nonsense and pertinent piffle. "With hilarity for all and
mallets toward none" — THE
slip the
dope to
RAMBLER.
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Richardson Off on Another Trip
Projection Man Visits Utica, Syracuse, Toronto,
Hamilton and Buffalo — Looks Over
Theaters and Talks to
Picture Men
MIDNIGHT, Friday, April 5, saw the writer safely
tucked away in one of Mr. Pullman's sleepers, bound
upon a trip which is to include Utica, Syracuse, Toronto, Hamilton, Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, Battle Creek,
Kalamazoo, Chicago, St. Louis, Fort Wayne and other
points in the Middle West. We were accompanied on the
first part of the trip by Will C. Smith, general manager of

Utica Exhibitors and Operators at Banquet Tendered to
F. H. Richardson.
the Nicholas Power Company, and hope later to pick up
E. S. Porter of the Precision Machine Company and A. C.
Roebuck of the Enterprise Optical Company.
The trip was undertaken primarily through necessity for
examining into the merit of certain devices being manufactured in Cleveland and Toledo, the inspection of the new
Motiograph de Luxe and other Chicago productions and an
inspection into the merits of the latest Wagner motor generator equipment.
At Utica we crawled out of the hay to find the station
platform as bare as Mother Hubbard's cupboard, in so far
as a prominently displayed welcome may be concerned. It
later developed that the president of Local Union No. 337,
Brother C. A. Skinner, really was on the job, though we
failed to connect. Also Secretary G. H. Humphrey had
missed connections on the arrangement committee meeting the night before, thus pieing all the type and badly
mussing up the forms.
However, we made connections a little later and all was
lovely. While in Utica 1 inspected the De Luxe theater, a
semi-suburban house seating 1,200, managed by H. G. Lux,
Jr. Mr. Lux himself was, unfortunately, ill, but I had the
pleasure of meeting Henry G. Lux, his father, who is one
of the owners of the De Luxe and Alhambra theaters; also
Frederick Hathaway, advertising manager for these two
houses, both courteous men who, aside from being good
business men, arc in the "good fellow" class.
The De Luxe charges 5, 10. 15 and 25 cents plus war tax,
the 5 cents being for children. Its black walled 10 by 15 foot
operating room contains three Simplex projectors, supplied
by a Wotton double-arc single oO ampere motor generator
which, incidentally, I lie operator says he likes very well.
There are two speed controllers and wide glass-covered observation parts. A 17-foot picture is projected at 100 feet,
using 50 amperes D. C.
Advertising Manager Hathaway has ideas of his own, as
has also Manager Lux, who is one of the real live wires.
Here is one of the stunts they pull off: As I said before, the

De Luxe is a semi-suburban house. Patrons are invited to
register the names of their children, together with the date
and year of their birth, at the theater office. Each week
invitations are sent to each child under the age of 14 whose
birthday occurs during that week, the invitation containing
five tickets to a matinee, so that the child is enabled to give
a little box party comprising himself and four other children. The De Luxe has a number of loges in the balcony
and each one of these little parties occupies one of the
loges. It struck me as a mighty clever stunt and one which
would create a world of good feeling for the theater among
its patrons. C. H. Skinner, president local Union 337, is chief
operator
at the De Luxe.
The Hippodrome, a downtown house, seats 750* I had the
pleasure of meeting W. H. Linton, its owner, who also is a
live wire and the owner of several theaters in surrounding
towns, as well as his local house manager, Joseph Ball, who
by the way is the oldest showman in northern New York.
J. H. Wallace is chief operator. Mr. Wallace is treasurer
of Local 337 and an inventor of considerable note. I found
Brother Lennon counting his "ill-gotten" gains, the broad
roll-top desk all cluttered up with 5s, 10s, 20s, etc. He stepped
out for a few moments, leaving me alone with that mess. I
hope he doesn't miss anything.
Friend Smith and myself took dinner with Mr. Lennon
and had a very pleasant chat concerning local conditions.
The Hippodrome projecting equipment consists of two Power's 6-As, projecting a 16-foot picture at 70 feet. A Wotton
Rexolux supplies current. A foot candle reading of his screen
showed a little less than 1 C. P. with the machine running
and 3 C. P. with it standing still
There was one thing remarkable about the Hippodrome.
Standing on the stage within 10 feet of the screen and at a
sharp angle thereto the picture was well illuminated and
the definition good. Seated in the front row of seats within
15 feet of the screen the picture wTas distinctly sharp. It
was the most remarkable picture in this respect I ever
remember having viewed. Projection at the Hippodrome is
excellent, but on the front walls of the auditorium is an
atrocity in the shape of two illuminated signs about 4 feet
wide, extending from floor to ceiling, one on each side of
the screen and about halfway between the proscenium opening and the side wall of the theater. The illumination is dark
green,
it is nevertheless
verywith
bad.me I won't
say it
anywill
more
becausebutOwner
Linton agrees
and says
be
cut out as soon as the contract has expired. The Hippodrome uses two Power's 6-A machines. Admission is 10
cents to all parts of the house.
At the Alhambra theater, managed by Harry and Ford
Lux, projection is supplied by two Simplex machines taking
current through a Wotton Rexolux. The house seats 800.
Charles Aliller is chief operator. The picture is excellent,
considering the very steep slope of projection. The lighting
of the auditorium was in some respects not the best. I
pointed out to the managers how this bad lighting condition could be remedied. They agreed it was bad and promised the remedy would be applied. Admission is 15. 20 and
35 cents.
At the Avon it was my privilege to meet William Fait, Jr.,
manager. The operating room is in charge of C. Christensen,
chief operator; Herman Gergold, assistant. There are two
Baird projectors, to which a third will soon be added. There
are arc controllers and a Fort Wayne motor generator. The
distance of projection is 94 feet and the picture 18 feet. The
operating room is unique in that it is 83 feet wide by 10 feet
front to back with a 15-foot ceiling. The rewinder was
geared down, though not enough.
After the shows closed at night there was a banquet attended by all the operators and most of the Utica exhibitors and theater managers. After demolishing the good
things the writer repaid the hospitality of the Utica men
by promenading around on their corns for something like
aii hour and a half. But the Utica men are good sports and
accepted such criticism as applied to them in good part.
SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

which came very near puta queer
THERE tingwas
blink on our visit to Syracuse.
stingmix-up
the everla
Through an error I "thought I was "billed" in Syracuse
Sunday night, whereas the Syracuse men had me down for

Mas
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Saturday night. 1 immediately got busy, located the home
secretary Boyd, only to End thai worthy brother out. We
were somewhat "surprised" to be informed a banquet had
been held in our honor the night before. Notwithstanding
the misunderstanding, when Secretary Boyd finally w!
cated, he promptly offered to get the men together again that
evening,
which nun
lie did.are X'ot
he dothey
that,gave
hut to
show
the Syracuse
the only
real did
goods,
another
banquet, and a good one, too. After which we preached
the gospel of better projection to them until 3 a. m.
Syracuse has some most excellent examples of the photoplay theater. The Savoy setts 800, has a o-cent and a 11-cent
admission and a four-piece orchestra, to which other pieces
are added Saturday and Sunday. There are one Simplex
and one Power 6-A and an excellent operating room, except
that the walls are too light in color, particularly in view of
the fact that the front wall is flooded with daylight during
matinees, which comes through a skylight opening upon the
roof. I was given the pleasure of meeting Manager J. M.
Griswold. Floyd Lewis is chief operator and Louis Boyd
assistant.
There is a Fort Wayne motor generator set. The observation ports are excellent. The auditorium lighting is bad.
There are ten white sidelights and a clock and two exit
lights near the screen. I called Mr. Griswold's attention to
the injury done by the errors in his lighting system and by
the clock and exit lights. He agreed the system was bad.
I showed him how it could be remedied and it is up to him
to apply the remedy.
The Strand is a large and very pretty house seating 2,000.
.It is under the same management as the Strand of New York
City and has one of the stage sets formerly used in the
Strand theater.
Thomas Shannahan, stage manager of the Strand, is a progressive man who has most excellent ideas with regard to
auditorium lighting in moving picture theaters. The Strand
lighting is all very satisfactory from the projection point of
view, except as to the music lights for the piano. Edgar
Woild is manager. The distance of projection is 112 feet
and there is a heavy drop in the projection. The picture is
16 feet wide. Harry Burgess is chief operator and Robert
Woodford assistant. There are two Baird machines, a Fort
Wayne 100 ampere motor generator set, two arc controllers
and a dissolver. The walls of the operating room are dark
and the ports are of goodly dimension, though they contain
no glass. There is an excellent vent flue.
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SOME considerable village, that Toronto thing, my boy,
some considerable village. A nine hah million people
■ Hi congregated within its boundaries ami call it heme.
It the rest oi the population matches the moving picture element in liveliness, then is Toronto indeed a high voltage live
wire. My recollection oi Toronto is just one automobile
alter another, a blur ol moving scenery consisting oi lofty
buildings, beautiful residences and charming parks. Incidentally they showed me the house in which my friend the
immortal Mary Pickford first saw the light of day. Also
incidentally they showed me one arsenal of huge size, something like eleven hospitals and a graveyard, presumably as
a hint that unless 1 was careful what 1 said that night SO
thing might happen to Richardson.
1 was met and entertained by the Executive Board of Local
Union 173, consisting of Charles A Dentlebeck, president;
S. I. Wells, vice president ; William 1'. Covert, business agent ;
Charles Duhig and two other brothers whose names I don't
seem able at the moment to dig up. And right here let me
remark that by and large the afore-named executive board
is
as fine a bunch of fellows as one would meet in a year's
travel.
President Dentlebeck is a wideawake, brainy, progressive man, and an operator of large ability. He is about
taking a new position as chief operator at the Strand theater (I think it was the Strand) which will pay him an advance of $10 a week over the union scale, proof positive that
careful work, brains and ability in the operating room do
Toronto has between 80 and 100 theaters. I wouldn't swear
paythat
I saw them all, but I did view temples of the photoplay
until I lost all track and ceased to even make a note of the
name. What I saw was, in the main, good; also some of it
was excellent indeed. Certainly all the projection I viewed
while in the city was a credit to the operators of Toronto.
In at least one or two instances I looked at a very fair
screen result, produced under extremely difficult conditions.
But of that I will speak more in detail later.

J. L. Cecil, chief operator, with that utterly impossible
clock out of the way would be delivering an excellent screen
result.

General Manager Smith had accompanied us thus far on
the journey, but the pace had become too hot. On arrival
in Toronto he sized up the strenuous looking committee of
reception, threw both hands in the air and said, "I'm done,
I am not a steam engine, or even one of the gasoline variety.
I've got to have some rest," and Smith faded away in the
distance. I didn't see him again until the banquet at midnight. He has had a taste of what I endured for five long
months last year, and it don't look good to him. I had tried
to induce A. C. Roebuck, president of the Enterprise Optical
Company, Chicago, to accompany us to Toronto, but he
was too busy, as I suppose also was E. S. Porter, general
manager of the Precision Machine Company, New York City.
The notice I had given Toronto had been a short one,
hence I did not expect anything very large in the way of a
turnout, though experience has taught me that when our
Canadian brothers start out to do something they usually
do the job up brown. It was an agreeable surprise, however, to be conducted into a banquet hall at midnight and to
find there congregated fully one hundred operators and fifty
exhibitors, theater managers and exchange men. I was assured that had the notice of my coming been more ample
the turnout would have been larger. The programme arranged for the banquet was most excellent.
And now for a few words concerning the theaters of Toronto. His Majesty has a clock beside the screen, illuminated with white light thrown upon it by a small projector
located on the side wall of the theater. Not only is the
clock face itself objectionable, but the projector throws white
light back into the eyes of the audience which can see the
unprotected lower end of its incandescent lamp. This is
very crude, very foolish and altogether inexcusable. If the
exhibitor does not want to take the trouble to kill the light
on the clock face by means of a black paper dial with white
figures and white hands, at least he could at a minimum expenditure of energy put up a shield to cover the white light
from the projector itself. The exit signs in this theater were

At midnight a considerable number of Syracuse operators
and a few of the exhibitors foregathered to hear our message. It w-as then the boys proved they were good sports,
for they duplicated, as well as they could on such short
notice, the banquet of the night before, but with the chief
exhibit present. Syracuse impressed me as a charming city,
having some excellent theaters and some live-wire exhibitors and operators; but there is I think, great need for a
good shaking up.

The Rialto is getting a fairly good fifteen-foot picture,
good.
which
is to the credit of the operator, because the distance
of projection is only thirty-five feet. The operating room
was of goodly dimensions, painted a dark color and clean as
a new pin. On the wall was an oddity in the shape of a large
oval mirror, in which friend operator may admire the classic
lines of his own individual beauty when weary with rubbering at the screen.
It was my privilege to meet the owner

At the Eckles theater, B. E. Cornell general manager, the
picture had excellent illumination and light tone. The orchestra lights are well shielded, but the white clock dial is
illuminated with white light and that is bad, inasmuch as the
clock is near the screen. To the right and left of the screen
is an illuminated scenic effect which is kept on while the
picture runs. This is very bad in that it is in direct competition with the picture. Otherwise the auditorium lighting is
excellent. W. L. Dows, vce-president Local 376, is chief operator. W. J. Caron, president Local 376, is assistant. There
are three Power 6-A machines, taking current through a
transverter The picture is 18 feet and the throw 120 feet.
The operating room is small, but has good ports, though with
no glass in them.
At the Hippodrome, F. J. Sardino manager, I found absolutely the worst example of clock illumination I have ever
seen. Right up against the bottom of the picture was a clock
with a large white dial, upon which glared the blaze of what
apparently was a 60 watt nitrogen lamp. General Manager
Smith was with me. We paid our way in in order to get the
real condition before any one knew of our presence. Smith at
once remarked : "Well, did we pay to see a show or to see
what time it is?" I called Mr. Sardino's attention to the
damage of a thing of this kind, both on his own patrons' eyes
and upon the moving picture industry and showed him how
to fix it.
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and manager of the Rialto, Mr. Cohen, with whom I enjoyed
a pleasant chat.
The Allen theater seats 1,700, has a beautiful foyer and excellent auditorium interior. It sports an eleven-piece orchestra. The auditorium is lighted by means of a cone system. Incandescent lamps are dropped down from a high
ceiling on cord and inclosed in individual cones having translucent bottoms. It is a modification of the lighting system
proposed by the writer some years ago, and described and
illustrated in the first edition of the Hand Book. A mistake
has been made, however, in that around the bottom edge of
the cone is a row of small green bull's-eyes. This green light
escaping is distracting to the eye, and more or less annoying to those seated in the balcony. Aside from that the
system works out excellently.
The front of the Allen is altogether too light when the orchestra is playing. I would recommend to Ben Cronk, manager, that the orchestra light be reduced, or so arranged that
the front of the theater will not be lighted up to such an
extent. President C. A. Dintlebeck, of Local 173, and A.
Cohn are operators. The operating room is large, has slateblack walls, good ports, hot and cold running water, telephone, pyrene gun, two Power 6B projectors and a dissolver. There is an excellent kit of tools, all neatly arranged, aframing light and a Fulco inclosed rewinder geared
down. The lens ports are stopped down to confine vagrant
light and the reel bands extra tailpieces, leaders, etc., are
hung up neatly and in order on the wall. There is no speeding of the films in this theater.
At the Regent I met Mr. Nathason, managing director for
the Regent Theaters, Ltd. The Regent has an excellent
16%-foot picture at 166 feet using two Simplex projectors.
There is a lighting effect used in the arch of the front wall
over the screen. This looks very well from the lower floor,
but from the large balcony, in my opinion, it distinctly detracts from the screen results. The color of the illumination
is light blue. Charles Brick is chief operator and T. Marsden assistant. . The theater seats 1,650. The film "Lest We
Forget" was on, and at 8 P. M. the theater lobby and foyer
was jammed full, with a line three and four abreast extending along the sidewalk for one solid block. To the everlasting credit of the management of the Regent even under
this condition there was no speeding of the films.
Loew's theater presents an excellent picture and a very
odd arrangement, in that there are two distinct, complete
theaters, one above the other, having a combined seating
capacity of 3,500. The upper theater is called the Winter
Garden and is prettily decorated. The programme is combined motion pictures and vaudeville. I had the privilege of
meeting Mr. Burnstein, who showed me around the two theaters with evident and pardonable pride.
At the-Crown I found an excellent operating room and an
excellent picture, but the operating room walls were white,
which is setting up a wrong optical condition from the viewpoint of projection. S. I. Wells, vice president of Local 173,
is operator.
The Model theater I found to be anything under heaven
but a model insofar as the auditorium lighting be concerned. Itis literally flooded with light which is allowed to
strike the screen without let or hindrance, killing the high
lights of the picture and rendering it a sort of sickly gray,
entirely devoid of any true photographic values. The operating rom is a goodly size, and is black-walled. A. S. Smith,
a returned soldier, is operator.
At the York I saw a remarkably steady and in every way
excellent picture. Its depth or perspective was quite remarkable. The auditorium is well lighted. Simplex machines are used.
I visited a great many more theaters, but the movement
was so rapid that I lost track. I can, however, truly say that
in all the theaters visited I did not see anything but good
work on the part of the operators. If what I saw is a fair
sample of Toronto's screen results, as produced from day to
day, then the work of the Toronto men is good.
During my wanderings I called at the office of the Perkins
Electric Company and met George F. Perkins, president and
manager, a most affable, pleasant man.
Local 173 is a progressive body which is working in harmony with the exhibitors under very able and. efficient
leadership. My compliments to President Dintlebeck and
his corps of assistants.
They are the real goods.
HAMILTON,

ONTARIO.

FROM Toronto south to Hamilton T found (April 12) the
ground
covered
with approximately
three inches of
snow.
The reception committee
of Local Union 303,
consisting of George
Adams,
president;
Howard
Beddle,
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treasurer; Fred Baldassari, secretary, and Hugh Usher, met
me at the depot with a big gasoline buggy, and soon we
were in a hotel.
The motion picture theater business in Hamilton can hardly be called progressive. There is need for a good, strong
shaking up. Such theaters as I saw, with the exception of
Loew's new house, which is a combination vaudeville and
motion picture, leave considerable to be desired. The Hamilton men treated me splendidly and I don't like to say this,
but the truth is the truth. Operating rooms can only be
called such through courtesy. With the exception of Loew's
all of them I saw were even smaller than small, had very
low ceilings and come pretty near justifying the name
"booth" or "coop."
Loew's theater is a new house, seating 2,400. F. H. Turner
is manager. The operating room is of fairly good dimensions, and is in every way excellent, except for the color of
its walls, which are rather light. George Adams, president
Local 303, is chief operator. Two Power 6Bs take current
through two Martin converters. Two converters are installed by reason of the fact that there are two sources of
power, both from Niagara Falls, one 25 cycle and one 66
cycle. One of the converters has 142 amperes capacity and
the other 76. Friend Adams is projecting a 17%-foot picture
140 feet. He gets a beautiful picture, although the pitch in
projection is rather steep. I must criticize Brother Adams
in one respect. He has an excellent method for suspending
the port fire shutters, but the fuse links in the master cord
are located so far away from any possible source of fire that
they would be, to all intents and purposes, useless.
And now comes a serious matter.
There was plenty of room to place the converters in an
accessible location, but they have been jammed into a little
triangular room in such position that it will be utterly impossible to give at least one of the motors any adequate attention. When I was there the brushes were sparking considerably. In order to adjust them and clean the commutator
Neighbor Adams would have to lay down on his back and
work his way in under a panel board like an angle worm, or
else sling himself from the ceiling by the heels and swing
head downward. In view of the fact that there was ample
room to install these converters properly their location is
nothing short of an outrage.
Adams has arranged an apparatus to dissolve his motion
picture in such a way that the shutting off of the picture on
one machine and starting of projection with the other machine automatically swings framing light into position and
lights it.
At the Imperial, F. S. Morrison, manager, I found two Simplex machines in a small room opposite the screen. The
room had good ports and black wall. The house is of the
"storeroom" type and it may be said in excuse that a larger
room would be impracticable without remodeling the theater,
and this, in its turn, is impracticable, because Mr. Morrison
cannot secure a proper lease. The house is a small one and
Mr. Morrison lights it after the plan I proposed and described in the department some time ago. It works splendidly. No light reaches the side walls or the screen, but the
entire audience can be flooded with light.
The Temple, H. H. Morgan, manager, seats 1,700 and uses
a program consisting of two feature pictures and one act of
vaudeville. The theater is located off the main street behind
another building. It has an operating room something more
than 6 feet square, situated immediately under whatever acts
as a substitute for shingles. If Brother Morgan had gone
any higher his operator would have been exposed to the rays
of
stars.
Simplex
projectors.
"room"in
hastheblack
wallsThere
and are
goodtwoports.
In it,
too, was aThe
novelty
the shape of an automatic sprinkler. Victor Lambrecht is
chief operator. The auditorium lighting was not at all bad,
except that there were lights smeared all over about everything in the orchestra pit.
Granting that the pianist needed to read her notes, I am
unable to understand why she should also need to read the
front wall of the stage and the feet of the piano. The same
was true of all the other musicians. Mr. Morgan agreed
that this was wrong and promised it would be righted.
At the Red Mill theater I found a picture with excellent
color values. The blacks were very black and the whites
very pure in tone. The theater is up one flight of stairs and
seats 540. The operating room is little more than a cubbyhole. It contains one Power 6A and one Power 6B. L. Usher
is chief operator. There is a T. & H. motor generator set,
the walls of the room are black.
D. Stewart is manager.
1 did not visit the Princess theater, but here is a pretty
classy joke concerning that temple of amusement.
"They
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have luult up .i screen between the orchestra pit and the
audience," said my informant, "so that the light from the
music is all hidden and you would have no Fault to lnul in
that respect with regard to the Princess." "Yes," cut in another good brother, "but that screen was not built to confine the lights, but to keep the musicians from flirting with
the girls in the audience."
It is to laugh!
\t midnight all the Hamilton operators, both union and
non-union, congregated in the banquet room of the ion-

naught, where thej listened to the gospel of better projection for something like two hours. The managers had, for
the most part, promised to be present, ami it is not at all to
their credit that only three of them showed up. After the
;ulilu'^ the union operators gave a necessarily small but
very classy banquet. The union has only twelve members,
and two or three of these were out of the city. The criticism I have made of Hamilton's theaters is unfortunately
justified by the facts. It is unfair and rather absurd to expect an operator to do justice to a photoplay when working
in an oversized crackerbox, particularly when the crackerbox is at the top of a hot balcony and the operator breathing
md-hand atmosphere being pulled in through the ports
from the very hottest part of the auditorium instead of being taken in through air ducts leading from outside the
building.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

IONIA stopped in Buffalo a matter of three hours, but during that time visited the Strand and Palace theaters. The
Strand, 11, 17 and 28 cents admission, has a pretty lobby,
uniformed attendants and girl ushers who seem to be more
interested in leaning up against the wall than in seating
patrons. The auditorium lighting is excellent, except for
six green sidelights, which serve no purpose that could not
be served in better ways, and the orchestra light, which it
smears over not only one but several sheets of music at
each stand, and several stands which were set sidewise to the
audience had no guard on the audience side, which is, to say
the least, highly inefficient and rather foolish.
It is an easy matter to surround the top of the music stand
at each of its two sides and its top with a guard from 6
to 8 inches high, so that if the stand is placed sidewise to
the audience no light can reach either the eye of the audience or the screen. The inside of this guard should be
painted dead black. The exit signs in the Buffalo theaters
I visited are excellent, having red letters blocked out in
black, so that nothing but the red letters show. At the left
of the orchestra in the Strand the light from the music on
the rack of the bass violinist is reflected on the proscenium
arch, covering a considerable portion of its area. The picture light was good and the speed of projection was approximately correct. In the balcony two posts with green
lamps set up a bad condition for those seated behind them.
The operating room lens ports are not stopped down, hence
the vagrant light surrounding the light beam escapes into the
auditorium, injuring the definition of the picture and otherwise doing damage.
The Palace charges 6 and 11 cents admission. The picture
is set in a black border about 10 feet wide, and is not brilliantly illuminated. The auditorium lighting is good, except
for one of the most foolish tricks I have seen in a long time,
viz : At the time of my visit there was no orchestra. An
automatic organ was grinding away all by its lonesome,
yet above the music on the front of the organ or piano a
light burned bravely, its reflected rays glaring back from the
sheet music into the eyes of the audience. I had never before known that an automatic organ had to have illuminated
sheet music to play by. I watched the projection here for
quite some time and, except for the rather weak illumination, there was no fault to find. The operating room is
small, located at the top of the balcony, has light-green walls
and good ports. Its two Power 6A machines looked to be
pretty old. The interior of the room was flooded with light.
I am told there is considerable poor projection in Buffalo,
but that is only hearsay. The two houses I saw are downtown theaters and presumably among Buffalo's best.
RICHARDSON.
So

Keystone
OwnerHoughof "Dough
Dynamite"
Declares Judge
in District and
Court,
Who
Issues

Perpetual Injunction Against New Apollo.
Film Company, with the co-operation of
THEW. Keystone
H. Productions Company, through their attorney,
Walter N. Seligsburg, has won a court victory that
should be of benefit in eliminating duping and infringement
upon copyrights.
Judge Hough, ih the District Court of the United States,
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Southern District of New
decreed

as

tollow s :
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Ncirk, has ordered adjudged and

That the Keystone Film Company is and has been at all
times the owner of a good and valid copyright to Charlie
Chaplin in "Dough and Dynamite" and other Keystone subThat the New Ap>>llo Feature Film Company, Inc., and
jects.
Hugo Mayenthau have infringed upon the said copyright
and upon the exclusive right ol the Keystone Film Company
by purchasing, distributing and rending, exhibiting or causing to he exhibited, copied or causing to he copied, printing
or causing to be printed the said copyrighted motion pit line
photoplay
entitled "Dough and Dynamite" and other Keystone subjects.
That the defendants and each and every one of them have
settled with the complainant by agreement for all damages
and profits done by the said motion picture photoplay and
in infringement of the said copyrighted photoplay, entitled
"Dough and Dynamite."
That a perpetual injunction has been granted directed to
the said defendants, the New Apollo Feature Film Company,
Inc., and others from directly or indirectly handling any
work containing any and all portions of complainants' said
copyrighted motion picture photoplay entitled, "Dough and
Dynamite," and other Keystone subjects that have been
copyrighted, each before referred to.
In lieu of the fact that Hugo Frank Mayenthau has given
valuable information to the Keystone Film Company and
W. H. Productions Company concerning the duping and infringing upon copyrighted Keystone subjects which are now
legally being distributed by W. H. Productions Company,
this action has been discontinued against the defendant.

San Franciscans Give Dinner to Allen
Film Men Say Good-Bye to Exchangeman Who
as Special Representative.
A

Comes

East

TESTIMONIAL dinner was tendered J. W. Allen, of the
Famous-Lasky Corporation, in the Italian room of the
St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, on the evening of
April
his "reel"
friends.
gathering
in left
the
nature 16,
of by
a farewell
affair,
as threeThedays
later Mr.was
Allen
for New York, by way of the Northwest, to become special
representative for the concern with which he has been associated for the past three years as manager of the local
branch of the Progressive Motion Picture Company, which
distributes Paramount and Artcraft productions in the Pacific coast territory. Several country exhibitors came to the
city to attend the event, and local theaters and film exchanges were well represented in the list of those present.
Louis Reichert, president of the United Motion Picture Industries of Northern California, acted as toastmaster, and
during the course of the evening called upon many of the
film men for remarks, among those responding being Joe C.
Cohen, president of the Consolidated Amusement Company,
Honolulu; Louis R. Greenfield, of the Kahn & Greenfield
Circuit; James Beatty, of the Liberty Theaters of San Jose
and Fresno; E. B. Johnson, of the Turner & Dahnken Circuit; E. O. Child, of the Pathe Exchange, Inc.; Sol L. Lesser,
of the All Star Features Distributors, Inc.; Ralph Quive, of
the Greater Vitagraph ; Howard J. Sheehan, of the Rialto
theater; William J. Citron, of the Fox Film Corporation, and
A. H. Moore, of Berkeley, Cal. On behalf of members of the
film trade M. J. Cohen, of the George Kleine System, presented Mr. Allen with a handsome walrus traveling case and
a brief case to match. Previous to this Mr. Allen's business
associates had presented him with a traveling set.
Those
gatheringconfidence
recountedthatMr.he Allen's
rise
in thewho
film spoke
world atandtheexpressed
would
meet with similar success in his new and enlarged field.
They commented upon the selection of a western man for the
position and declared that this was a fitting recognition of
the initiative and aggressiveness of the Pacific coast in the
film distributing business. Mr. Allen, to whom the gathering
was in the nature of a surprise, spoke feelingly of the severing of local ties.
Others who attended the dinner were C. J. Goddard. Louis
Reichert, Marion H. Kohn, C. W. Midgley, Newton E. Levi,
Louis Hyman, R. Abraham, Ben F. Simpson, Louis Lurie,
M. L. Markowitz, H F. Moore, Reuben F. Cohen, H. W.
Schmidt, J. C. Cohen, A. B. Attkisson, A. Karski, S. H.
Levin, Edgar T. Lowman, D. K. Shanks, Vernon R. Moore,
H. H. Hicks, M. H. Lewis, Herman Wobber, Joseph A. Huff,
J. A. Partington, Lester Fountain, E. C. Gainsborg, G. B.
Sargent. Thomas Nunan, W. Harold Wilson, C. D. Swint and
T. A. Church.
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Brings Good Reports of Provinces

Halifax

and St. John Exhibitor Says Men in Industry Are
Prosperous — Convention in September.
JM. FRANKLIN of the Strand Theater, of Halifax, X.
S., and the Opera House, St. John, N. B., visiting New
• York last week, reported everything in the Maritime
Provinces is booming. Notwithstanding the high rate of
war taxes imposed on the theaters and films, the industry
is exceedingly prosperous and everybody is in excellent
spirits, he declares.
In reply to a question whether Halifax was still feeling
the effects of the terrible explosion which occurred there on
December 6 last, he said: "With the exception of a few
windows still boarded up and of persons who were blinded
by the explosion you would never know that the city had
ever passed through such a catastrophe. It is wonderful
how cheerful the people are all through the provinces. The
war has made great demands for men, but all who remain
at home try to preserve a calm exterior and make life as
pleasant as possible by patronizing the pictures. They are
their chief means of entertainment and pleasure."
Asked if the Maritime provinces expected to have a convention this year, Mr. Franklin replied emphatically in the
affirmative. "We are going to hold it in Halifax, sometime
in September," he said. "Do you know that our association,
the Maritime Exhibitors' Association, has been of great
benefit to us. It is so well organized and the personnel is
of such standing that there isn't a member in it who is
asked to make an advance deposit. His word is his bond
and his credit is unquestioned. Never before as during
the war has the power of organization and co-operation
been so fully realized. Not only in our direct business matters, but in securing redress and consideration in legislative
affairs. Don't forget to tell those who may come to Halifax
in September that they will meet a bunch of real exhibitors,
who will make their visit there a red letter one."
PUT
FUNKHOUSER
UP TO PRESIDENT.
Morris Gest Writes to Mr. Wilson Complaining of Eliminations in "Hearts of the World."
MORRIS GEST, writing on behalf of Elliott, Comstock
& Gest, distributors of the Griffith film "Hearts of the
World," has complained to President Wilson of the
action of Major Funkhouser, Chicago censor, in eliminating
two important scenes from that subject.
"One shows a German soldier stabbing a wounded Frenchman with a bayonet on the battlefield," writes Mr. Gest, "an
actual incident described to Mr. Griffith by a colonel of the
British army. The other scene shows German officers in a
dugout forcing their unwelcome attentions upon French
girls, who are condemned to virtual slavery, based upon actual facts in possession of the British government."
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Mr. Gest appeals to the President to authorize the United
States District Attorney in Chicago to investigate the matter.
CAPITAL

PLANNING

TO BEGIN

WORK

MAY

15.

The Capital Film Company, a $2,500,000 concern incorporated under the laws of Indiana, financed by Indiana bankers
and business men, with its executive offices in Indianapolis,
will begin active production by the middle of May. Announcement to this effect has been made by Ike Schlank,
president and general manager of the new company. Mr.
Schlank is now concluding negotiations for the company's
new studio site, which is to be on the outskirts of Indianapolis, on a tract of thirty acres, through a portion of which
runs
Indiana's picturesque
River.
Construction
material for waterway,
the studio White
and laboratories
and
other buildings to be erected is ready to be sent to the company's new location as soon as the deeds to the property
have been signed. At the same time, Mr. Schlank is concluding negotiations with various players, directors, cameramen, etc., all of whom are instructed to report for actual
work by May 15.
HOWARD
HICKMAN
TO BECOME
DIRECTOR.
Howard Hickman, who has been prominent for a number
of years as an actor on both the stage and the screen, is
about to enter a new career, that of a director of motion
pictures. Mr. Hickman has been appearing for some time
past as a player in Paralta productions. His first picture
will be "The Rainbow," in which Miss Bessie Barriscale,
who in private life is Mr. Hickman's wife, will be the star.
Mr. Hickman will continue as a delineator of screen characters, although it is improbable that he will be included in
the cast of "The Rainbow," as it is his desire to concentrate
upon the staging of the production.
FRANK MAYO SIGNS CONTRACT WITH WORLD.
Frank Mayo, who has appeared with success in many
World Pictures as leading man for Ethel Clayton. Kitty
Gordon and others, has just signed a long-time contract
with the World Film Corporation. He will be featured in
several important forthcoming World productions.
Mr. Mayo has every reason to be the accomplished actor
that he is. His grandfather was one of the leading players
of the American stage.
BERST PRESIDENT OF U. P. T.
J. A. Berst makes the announcement that he has accepted
the presidency of the United Picture Theatres of America.
This is the job that was originally held by Mr. Ochs.

Banquet Tendered by Toronto Operators

to F. H. Richardson.
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Essanay Busy on "Young America"
President George K. Spoor Outlines His Present

Policy —
the New Production.
Interesting Items Concerning
FOR some time past, now and then, Idle rumors have
cropped up that Essanay had retired temporarily from
the producing field. Nothing, however, has been farther from President George K. Spoor's purpose, as Essanay
is now busily engaged in the preparation of its next big
feature production, "Young America," the rights for which
were purchased from Cohan and Harris. The scenario has
been put in shape and Director Berthelet has completed
and picked his exterior locahis
tions.plans for interior settings
Sets have been erected at the Essanay studios and everything is in readiness to start work on the floor. The cast is
being picked from New York and Chicago and has practically been completed. This is in line with President Spoor's
present policy of picking a cast specifically to fit the picture, instead of relying on stock company players.
"I believe that in picking the cast in this way we will be
able to get players more exactly suitable for the various
roles than by picking them from a stock company," says Mr.
Spoor. "One has a much wider field to choose from.
"With a stock company you pick the play to fit the cast
while, by the other method, you pick the cast to suit the
picture. We are now practically working on the same basis
as in the theatrical profession.
"We have several other plays on hand and will produce
them as soon as 'Young America' has been completed. 'Hawthorne of the U. S. A.' probably will follow 'Young America,' although this has not yet been definitely decided."
"Young America" was taken from the Broadway success
written by Fred Ballard. One of the interesting features
of the production will be the juvenile court scenes. The
court itself is a replica of the famous court of Judge Ben
Lindsay, of Denver. Director Berthelet personally visited
the court and has already constructed the sets. Judge Lindsay also advised him as to his own conduct of the court, and
this system will be strictly followed, in detail, in the production.
Arrangements have been made with several of the wealthy
families of Highland Park for outdoor sets on their lawns
and for interiors in their homes.
"The

Unbeliever"

at the Auditorium.

"The Unbeliever," Thomas A. Edison's compelling war
photodrama, which has been scoring triumphs all over the
country, was given its Chicago premiere at the Auditorium
Sunday evening, April 21, under the management of George
Kleine, owner of the George Kleine System, through which
it is being released.
The immense gathering which assembled to view the presentation included many Chicago notables, the boxes being
thronged and the vast auditorium and balcony packed. It
was estimated that 1,500 people were turned away, an unusual happening for the Auditorium.
Great pains had been taken to give the presentation realistic and appropriate settings. As the production was made
by Thomas A. Edison, Inc., in co-operation with the United
States marine corps, two scenes were shown by way of prelude to the picture — one a camp of marines, somewhere in
America, and the other an eastern port, from which United
States troops are seen leaving for France. Both these
scenes, which were artistic, appropriate and impressive, were
staged under the supervision of Lieut. F. Kensel, retired, of
the United States marine corps.
The music was a big feature of the entertainment, fifty
pieces of the Chicago Opera Company's organization, under
the able leadership of Arthur Dunham, being engaged for
the run of seventeen days. The woman organist's accompaniment to the action of the picture was also very enjoyable.
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Monday night was society night, and the attendance far
exceeded the capacity, many hundreds being disappointed.
On this occasion Elsie Ferguson, who was passing through
the city witli her company, on the way to Cody, Wyo., was
impressed into service by officials of the Third Liberty Loan
Committee. The charming and popular Lasky star found
that it required only a little coaxing to secure $119,000 for
the Loan during the intermission. Arthur Reynolds, of the
Continental-Commercial National Bank, started with $25,000,
and this was followed closely by $5,000 each from Thomas A.
Edison, George Kleine and ex-Governor Edward Dunne, with
a like amount, and still larger sums, from many others.
A notable feature of the first two presentations was the
constant applause given the scenes of the picture. A review
of the production appears in the issue of March 2, of this
Elsie Ferguson and Company Off to Cody, Wyo.
paper.
One of the companies of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, headed by Elsie Ferguson, Tom Meighan, her leading man; Matt Moore and Escimaldo Fernandez, stopped
over in the city Monday, April 22, on their way from New
York to Cody, Wyo., where the outdoor scenes of "Jean of
the Triple Chevron" will be made. This photoplay is founded on Sir Gilbert Parker's story of the same title, which
has also been dramatized under the title "Pierre of the
Plains," by Edgar Selwyn. The company was in charge of
Marshall Neilan, director, who was accompanied by his assistants, Lucito Squires and Al Green, and his cameramen,
Walter Stradling and R. Wagner. Sixteen others in the cast
were also in the party.
This is the first picture in which Miss Ferguson has ever
appeared outside of New York City. While in the city the
officials of the Third Liberty Loan drive utilized her services
in selling bonds. She visited the Auditorium on Society
night, during the presentation of "The Unbeliever," and sold
bonds to the amount of $119,000 during an intermission. The
reception given Miss Ferguson on this occasion showed that
she has a warm place in the hearts of moving picture lovers.
The feature will be in five reels and will be released on
the Artcraft program.
The company left Chicago Monday evening at 11 o'clock,
Max Goldstine, district manager for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in this section, being present to see
them off.
"Little Mary" Captures Chicago and $2,000,000.
Mary Pickford, accompanied by her mother, Dennis
O'Brien, her lawyer, and Alfred A. Cohn, representative,
came into the city Saturday morning, April 20, from Pittsburgh. Notwithstanding the heavy downpour of rain that
greeted her, she left the Blackstone Hotel and joined the
Union Labor Liberty Loan parade. She was received with
loud acclaim along the route by all who recognized her in
her muffled-up appearance. Her Saturday labors netted over
a million rjollars for the Third Liberty Loan before she left
on the night train for St. Louis, where she was engaged all
day Sunday in Liberty Loan work.
Miss Pickford returned to Chicago Monday morning and
after breakfast was escorted to the Board of Trade by a
section of the marine corps. There she raised $500,000 in
twenty minutes, and before the day's work was over she
had increased that sum to nearly a million, making about
two million in all during her visits to Chicago. Mary's own
personal contribution to the Third Liberty Loan is $360,000.
She and her party left for California Monday night,
April 22.
Theodore W. Wharton Visits Chicago.
Theodore W. Wharton, of Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, N. Y.,
came into the city Monday, April 22, to visit the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, which prints all positives for
liis company. He brought with him Episodes 11 and 12 of
"The Eagle's Eye" in order to insure quick deliverv, and to
discuss other business at the Rothacker plant.
Owing to
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the uncertainty of train arrivals at the present time these
episodes must be delivered by special messenger.
Mr. Wharton, during a brief conversation, informed me
that "The Eagle's Eye" has caught the public fancy strongly, and that the revelations made in it have created widespread surprise and comment. Letters from all over the
country have come into the Ithaca plant and to the New
York office, complimenting the production and the manner
in which the subject is treated. Even from far-off Japan
letters have been received, complimenting the producers on
their manner of handling the subject and on its graphic
realism. The general tone of these complimentary letters
applies to the actuality of the happenings of the story and
their compelling interest.
Mr. Wharton was accompanied by his wife on his visit and
they returned to the east Tuesday night.
"With Luman C. Mann at Camp Logan."
Luman C. Mann writes from Houston, Texas, where he
is engaged in taking certain moving pictures of Illinois
troops at Camp Logan, that the boys are working from sunrise to sunset, being on the drill field eight hours a day,
in addition to attending school- four nights a week. Among
these husky soldiers are the members of his old company
(H, 131st), whom he helped to recruit in June and July last
year. He writes that he had taken a most impressive and
beautiful scene, one day recently, of three Illinois regiments doing setting-up exercises, and that as far as the eye
could reach one could see nothing but olive drab-clad figures. There will be eighty feet of this scene.
Mr. Mann expects to get three scenes a week of the boys
of Illinois until he finishes, if the weather keeps fair. It is
his intention to release these films in down-state theaters
so that the relatives of the boys may have an opportunity
to see them at drill and in other movements. The improved
change in the appearance of these boys is marvelous, Mr.
Mann writes, and they will be a big surprise for the home
folks.
Mr. Mann will run the films under the-title "With Luman
C. Mann at Camp Logan."
An Octogenarian
Photoplaywright.
M. Rayon, a subscriber of the Moving Picture World since
about its first issue, made a call at this office last week.
Mr. Rayon is a scenario writer, at present writing exclusively for George K. Spoor. Among his plays are "The Masked
Wrestler" and "God's End by the Sea." Although eighty
years old, Mr. Rayon is hale and hearty, and expects to
make a tour of the country in the near future, lecturing on
psychology, which he has made a pet study for thirty years.
Manager of Automatic
to Visit New York.
A. N. Braun, manager of the middle western offices of the
Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company, will'
leave for New York Monday, April 29, where he expects to
remain about ten days, combining business with pleasure.
Mr. Braun has been working very hard lately, satisfying his
customers in his usual way, and is in need of a change and
rest.
DAN LEDERMAN
TRAVELING FOR UNIVERSAL.
Dan Lederman, of Des Moines, has been appointed traveling representative of the exchange department of the Universal Film Company and has started on his first tour over
the entire country. The appointment was made by Joe
Brandt, assistant treasurer of the company, on his recent
trip through the central west. Lederman, who has worked
for President Laemmle for several years, was appointed at
the combined suggestion of Messrs. Laemmle and Brandt,
who have followed his work and noted his suctess in the
sales end with which he will he directly associated.
ANITA STEWART AGAIN AT WORK.
Anita Stewart has started work at the Vitagraph studio
in Brooklyn on the first of a special series of features. Her
first production will be under the direction of Wilfrid North.
It
will be "The 'Mind-the-Paint' Girl," Sir Arthur W. Finero's
drama.
President Smith announces that several other famous
plays have been purchased for Miss Stewart.
DUFFY RECOVERING FROM ACCIDENT.
E. H. Duffy, manager of the Chicago exchange of the Mutual Film Corporation, has sufficiently recovered from the
accident in which he was recently injured to be able to be
at his office again. Mr, Duffy was for five weeks in a hospital with a fractured thigh and broken collarbone. He
will be Compelled to walk with crutch and cane for some
time.
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To Advertise Chaplin with Cartoons
First

National

Engages
Brinkerhoff
to Accentuate
of Comedian's
Interpretations.

Humor

PLEASING variation upon the ordinary commercial
advertising layout has been put into effect by the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit in exploiting the
merits of Charlie Chaplin's new comedy series. R. M. Brinkerhoff, one of the best known of American cartoonists, has

A

R. M. Brinkerhoff Doing Special Series of Charlie Chaplin
Cartoons for First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
been
engaged drawings
to cover designed
every angle
of Chaplin'sthework
characteristic
to accentuate
humorwithof
the films. Brinkerhoff's cartoons are not only utilized for
trade paper advertising, but are being published in the form
of heralds and as colored lobby displays.
There seems to be a sound psychological basis for the use
of cartoons in advertising the Chaplin comedies, although
the First National is the only distributing organization to
apply the principle up to date. The comments that have
already been received upon the Brinkerhoff drawings prove
conclusively that it is good business to hand exhibitors a
laugh, as well as a booking contract when seeking to sign
them up for "A Dog's Life" and its successors.
R. M. Brinkerhoff's daily comic series in the New York
Evening World, entitled "Little Mary Mix-Up, " has been
widely syndicated and has made him a general favorite
among the younger generation of newspaper artists. A
native
the middle
west,He "Brink"
did hison first
for
the ofToledo
Blade.
also served
the cartoon
staffs ofwork
the
Cleveland Leader and the Cincinnati Post before coming
to New York to take a course in advanced draughtsmanship
at the Art Students' League. Determined to see something
of art in its foreign aspects, he went to Paris after completing his studies in New York, and making the French capital his headquarters, took extended sketching trips through
England, France, Switzerland and Italy. In the old medieval library at Venice the cartoonist says he came across a
series of pictures of a famous harlequin of the days of
Goldoni, who was said to have been the greatest clown of
his race and age. Brinkerhoff copied some of the pictures
of this old-time buffoon, and it is remarkable to note that
his costume is strikingly similar to that affected by the
greatest comic artist of the present century, the billowy
trousers, tightly buttoned jacket, elongated sabots and
jaunty sport-stick differing only in minor essentials from
those associated with Charlie Chaplin's rise to fame. Goldoni's contemporary even wore a small mustache, and in
lieu of a derby hat, crowned himself with a kind of cross
between a modern alpine and an Oriental fez.
EBONY BUYS WISCONSIN LAKEFRONT PROPERTY.
The Ebony Film company has purchased fifteen acres of
Lakefront property at Fond du Lac. Wis., for the erection
of a studio and twenty cottages to be used by a company of
ISO persons for making moving pictures. The company has
been working at Oshkosh. Plans are made for the ultimate
construction of a tourist hotel and to give dances and evening entertainments at the park. Work for the summer
will begin about June 1.
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{ News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By

G.

P.

HARLEMAN

-j^lflfe!
Goldstein Is Found Guilty

being unable to raise the bond of $10,000 required by Judge
Bledsoe.
The scenes to which exception was taken, not only by the
courts, but by Federal officials, purport to represent the
famous massacre of the settlers in Cherry Valley, Pa., bediers. fore the Revolutionary War, by English and Hessian solThese scenes represented an English soldier stabbing a
baby with a bayonet; the stabbing of an inoffensive old
Quaker in the pioneer settlement by a Hessian ; the dragging of women by the hair by English soldiers, and what is
known as the "bedroom" scene, representing an English officer carrying a young woman into his chamber.
On the stand Goldstein admitted that he had restored
these scenes to the picture, but offered as an excuse that
they were necessary to put "pep" in the show. There is an
involuntary proceeding in bankruptcy against the film now
pending in the local Federal court, with debts of more than

Producer of "The Spirit of "76" Is Convicted by Jury on Two
Counts — May Ask New Trial.
ROBERT GOLDSTEIN, producer and exhibitor of "The
Spirit of 76," was found guilty April 15 on the first and
second counts of the grand jury indictment charging
him with violation of the Espionage act. The verdict was
returned by a jury in the United States District Court and
was received by District Judge Robert S. Bean.
Goldstein will not be sentenced until the return of Judge
Bledsoe from San Francisco. Under the law Goldstein may
receive a minimum sentence of a year and a day in the
Federal penitentiary on each count or a maximum of twentytwo years and a fine of $11,000 on both counts. He will
probably ask a new trial and, failing this, will appeal.
The first count on which Goldstein was convicted charges
that he attempted to cause insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny and refusal to do duty in the military and naval forces
of the United States while the country was engaged in war,
$50,000.
William S. Hart on Liberty Loan Tour.
and the second count that he had in his possession property
William S. Hart, whose subscription of $105,000 for the
tending to cause such disloyalty, mutiny and insubordination.
third Liberty Loan is said to be the largest thus far reAlmost the entire day was taken up with the arguments
ceived from any representative of the motion picture industry, started at the request of Secretary McAdoo on a tour
of counsel and the charge of Judge Bledsoe. On the part
of the principal cities of the Pacific coast on behalf of the
of the Government it was charged that the prohibited
third Liberty Loan, his first appearance being at San Diego,
scenes in "The Spirit of 76" were clearly under the EspionCalifornia, April 12. He also has spoken in Los Angeles,
age act and calculated to give encouragement to the enemies
of the Allies; that the bad faith of Goldstein had been
Salt Lake, Ogden, Butte, Spokane, Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, Oakland and San Francisco.
shown by his act of returning the scenes to the film after
the picture had been shown without them; that the whole _
Film Promoter Faces Charge of Swindling.
course of the preparation was pro-German.
Clarence C. Barr, director general of the Wonderlamp
On the part of the defense historical truths were appealed
to to establish the correctness of the scenes, and stress was
Pictures Corporation, a local film producing enterprise, was
ordered held for trial in the superior court on a charge of
laid on the fact that the judgment of Judge Kavanaugh of
defrauding Mrs. L. Verne Major, 418 North Chicago street,
Chicago was against the immoral effect of the picture, not
Los Angeles, of $160.
its unpatriotic tenor.
Robert Goldstein was born and raised in San Francisco,
Evidence was offered in the case indicating some of the
organizers of the corporation had induced several women,
is thirty-five years of age, and has been a resident of Los
Angeles since 1913. For some years he was head of a firm
who aspired to become motion picture stars, to invest funds
of theatrical costumers.
in the company with the promise that they would be given
Something over a year ago he enlisted the services of
special training, and made "headliners" in big productons.
George L. Hutchin, a promoter of the Portland Rose FesFrom Barr's statements on the witness stand, the company
had
a turbulent existence. He said that it incorporated
tival, and the two wrote the scenario of "The Spirit of 76."
under the laws of Arizona, but decided it would be much
A company was organized, known as the Continental Producing Company, and large blocks of the stock were sold.
better to reincorporate under the laws of Montana.
To tide over the period of financial distress, Barr said he
The record shows that while the alleged cost of "The Spirit
had accepted contributions from actresses and that he had
of 76" was about $200,000, that only about $120,000 was collected from the stock subscriptions. The majority of the
given five weeks of his services without compensation. Barr
stockholders were Germans, it was charged.
named C. A. Bentley as the manager of the company, to
whom the funds had been intrusted.
The picture was completed at the local studio of the
Continental Producing Company early last summer, and the
Mrs. Catherine Aucott, a brunette living at 427 South
film was taken to Chicago for its premier. It ran afoul of
Figueroa street, was alleged to have invested in the conMajor Funkhouser, the film censor there, as soon as it had
cern and was promised a leading part in the productions of
the company.
been shown a few times at Orch&stra Hall, and was denied a permit. The matter was taken into the Chicago
Barr asserted he was successful as a director and could
courts, and Judge Kavanaugh renderd an opinion placing
prove it to the court. He said they had arranged to conthe ban on the picture on account of certain scenes in the
duct a studio at Glendale and held five rehearsals there.
film.
He also said he had offered the investors $500 worth of the
The production went on the financial rocks in Chicago,
company stock when it appeared that the company might
but after the elimination of the prohibited scenes, another
not be able to meet the demands.
attempt was made to present it by the stockholders, who
The court upheld the motion of George A. Glover, deputy
had in the meantime taken possession of the picture, but the
district attorney, to bind Barr over for trial and fixed bail
engagement in Chicago was limited and the picture was
at $2,000. Barr was released on bonds.
brought back to Los Angeles, where it was turned over to
Mr. Lytell was caught in the act of looking over the
Goldstein, who later on got it from the creditors of the
Moving Picture World for the review of his recent picture.
corporation.
Miller's Theater to Open September 15.
A contract was signed to have the picture presented at
The new Miller theater, now being erected at Eighth and
Clune's Auditorium, and it was presented there to a small
Main streets for Fred Miller and associates, is being rushed
business, for an engagement beginning Tuesday, November
to completion in record time. Work was started on the
27, 1917. It ran that afternoon and night, Wednesday afternoon and night, and Thursday matiness, but it was seized
theater on February 11. All the walls are in up to the mezzanine floor and the great concrete slab covering the entire
Thursday night, under a complaint alleging that it was a
violation of the Espionage act. Goldstein was taken in
mezzanine floor has been poured; also the two grand stairways on either side of the main entrance, which lead up to
custody and placed in the County Jail, where he remained.
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a gentle incline known as a "ramp" and the main ramp
leading to the balcony are a mass of solid concrete reinforced by steel bars.
To get ready for this operation and to bring the work up
to its present condition, it has taken over 250,000 feet of
lumber, 70 tons of steel bars, 800 tons of rock, 450 yards of
sand, 4,000 sacks of cement, 100 kegs of nails, three and a
half tons of wire and about fifty tons of miscellaneous materials. The new theater will be ready September 15.
A Visit to the Metro Studios.
A reporter for the Moving Picture World, under the guidance of Ralph Robinson, inspected the busy studio of the
Metro in Hollywood this week, in which are produced the
features starring Edith Storey, Bert Lytell, Viola Dana and
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of the Culver City studios of the Triangle Film Corporation
and will try his hand on both comedies and dramas.
After leaving his position as dramatic editor with the
Los Angeles Examiner Mr. Overholt accepted a position as
managing editor of the Salt Lake Telegram, from which he
has now resigned to join the Triangle.
Christie Acquires

More

Land.

An addition of a six and a half acre tract of land diagonally across from the Christie Film studio has been added to
the possessions of that company. Right now this land is
covered with lemon trees and Mr. Christie is selling the
fruit at a small cost to the various Hoover grocerterias in
Hollywood.
The new tract will be used as the site for special sets.
The companies at the Christie plant have increased so
rapidly that, with the building of one more stage there will
be no more room for out-of-door sets. It was particularly
for this variety of set that the new tract was procured. The
Christie studio already occupies the block on Sunset Boulevard from Gower to El Centro streets. Its new land possession gives it two blocks of studio frontage.
Yorke-Metro
Returns to Gordon Street.
The Yorke-Metro company, of which Fred J. Balshofer is
the president and Harold Lockwood the star, will reoccupy
its former studio at 1329 Gordon street in Hollywood after
May 1. Since their return here they have been occupying
space at Metro's plant. At this writing their efforts are
being directed in the production of Air. Lockwood's next
Aletro release, "Lend Ale Your Name."
Arbuckle Subscribing Heavily to Loan.

Bert Lytell.
Harold Lockwood. On this particular day Mr. Lytell was
just ready to start on a picture under the direction of Will
S. Davis, while on another stage Harold Lockwood was before the camera under the direction of Fred Balshofer.
Miss Storey was out on location, as was also Miss Dana.
Alfred Le Vino, who has been sent out from the Eastern
Metro studios to head the scenario department, was engaged
in framing a story with manager of productions George D.
Baker. Clark Thomas has been installed as studio manager
and Horace Williams, formerly of the Lasky Company, is in
charge of all the casting for the various feature productions.
Cameramen Hold a Smoker.
The Cinema Camera Club of California, which represents
the cameramen of the Pacific coast, held an entertainment
and a smoker in their new quarters on Thursday night,
April 18. A Dutch lunch was served. A number of the
players also were present, including "Smiling" Billy Mason,
of the Christie Company, who entertained with some songs.
D. W. Griffith Returns from New York.
D. W. Griffith returned to Los Angeles on Thursday, April
18, after three weeks in New York and Boston completing
business arrangements attendant upon the opening of
"Hearts of the World" in these two cities. Air. Griffith
will start work immediately on his second war picture, which
he is going to produce for Artcraft.
George W. Chase Seriously 111.
George W. Chase, for several years a member of the Triangle playing forces, is seriously ill at Dr. Barlow's Sanitarium in Hollywood, California. He contracted a heavy
cold several months ago. He continued at his work until
two weeks ago when serious symptoms developed and his
immediate removal to the sanitarium was ordered.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle, the motion picture comedian,
this week subscribed $50,000 to the third Liberty Loan. This
amount is credited to the First National Bank of Long
Beach, California, of which team Air. Arbuckle is a member.
This subscription is the comedian's third one, his total in
bonds representing a splendid amount. Air. Arbuckle and
his team associates are planning a series of events in Long
Beach, boosting the sale of the bonds.
Cleo Madison Back on the Screen.
Cleo Aladison is to return to the screen after a year of
intermittent vaudeville. She has a principal role in the
feature picture now being made in the National Film Company's plant at Santa Alonica Boulevard and Gower street,
which
be a sequel
to the
of the
Other will
principals
in the
cast feature
of this"Tarzan
company
are Apes."
Enid
Alarkey, Elmo Lincoln, Colin Kenny, Thomas Jefferson,
Clyde Benson, Phil Dunham. John Cook and Nigel De
Brullier.
Wilfred Lucas and Bess Aleredith are co-directors.
Marin Sais to Be Hayakawa's Leading Woman.
Sessue Hayakawa has decided upon Alarin Sais as his
leading woman. To become a member of the Hayakawa
company Aliss Sais has given up a contract covering a period
of eight months, during which she was to play the principal
role in tion.
a serial
Aliss Saisproducmade
her bow in filmdom
w i t h the Yitagraph
company in New York
seven years ago. She
played in the New
York studio for two
years and then came to
California with the Bison company, leaving
that concern for the
Kalem institution.
While with the Kalem company Aliss Sais
was featured in numerous productions,
among the notable
ones being "The Girl
from F r i s c o," "The
American
Girl"
"The Potter
and and
the

Taylor to Direct Miss Pickford.
William D. Taylor will direct Mary Pickford's Artcraft
feature,
"Captain
Kidd,is Jr.,"
fromon the
success
of
that name,
Taylor
now taken
working
the stage
scenario,
and
will start in to film the picture as soon as Miss Pickford returns from her Liberty Loan tour.
Overholt to Write Titles for Triangle.
Miles Overholt, well known in local newspaper circles and
who conducted the motion picture department of the Los
Angeles Examiner, has been added to the title department

Aliss Sais is an exceptional
horsewoman
and
she has a large
following among the motion picture fans, due chiefly to her
splendid work in western
dramas.
In these her feats of
horsemanship
and her remarkable
swimming have played
Marin Sais.

nil
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an important part.
She is .1 perfect type of the outdoor
rical girl and in the Hayakawa Productions shit will Be
afforded ample opportunities to display her accomplishments
along athletic lines.
Exhibitors

Drop

Into

Town.

Mrs. Pemprase, of the Star theater in Elsinore, was one
of tin- visitors in town this week, as well as Mr. Cooper,
who was formerly manager of the Columbia theater in
Phoenix, hut who is opening up on Riverside Park, in Phoenix, on May 15. Mr. Cooper is buying equipment for this
theater ami arranging for service.
Miss

Crogg

of Bakersfield

Looks

I'U I l RJE
Retires

WORLD

Resigns Paramount Position
Sherry
as Purchasing Agent, but Retains Financial
in

W
Lasky

Company — Continues

productions and

who

time

and

enterprise

Ethel Clayton.

years with Lubin, the
more important ones of which include "The Lion and the
Mouse," "The Gamblers," "The House Next Door," "The
Fortune Hunter" and "The Wolf." However, the two plays
which served to bring out Miss Clayton were "The Great
Divide" and "Dollars and the Woman," the latter having
been directed by her late husband, Joseph Kaufman.
William A. Brady engaged Miss Clayton for the leading
role in his stage play of "The Brute," but Miss Clayton
preferred the silent to the spoken drama and returned to
motion pictures. Her work under the Paramount banner
will be along the lines of emotional domestic stories.
VITAGRAPH TO PRODUCE "LOVE WATCHES."
The Vitagraph Company has negotiated with Charles Frohman the screen rights' to "Love WTatches," the stage play in
which Billie Burke played the stellar role, and will shortly
convert it into a vehicle for Corinne Griffith. The play will
be produced under the direction of William P. S. Earle.

recently

to his other

assumed

charge

of the

interests.

Mr.

Sherry

will

retain his financial in1 eresl i n Paramount,
which is said to be a
large
one. I.. S lit r r y
William

Ethel Clayton Signs Paramount Contract

^^
^^^^^^
^^
^^
^L
■■^A.

Interest

Business.

Paramount purchasing department, has resigned from that
position and his executive positions with the Paramount
Corporation
and will now, temporarily, at least, devote his

Miss Sylvia (irogg. the sister oi Charles Crogg, of Grogg's
theater, the Hippodrome theater and the Opera House in
Bakersfield, is in town on a short visit, and has visited several of the moving picture studios. Miss Grogg is secretary
of the Charles Grogg Amusement Co. She reports business
conditions in Bakersfield very good.
MacPherson
Joins Photographic
Division.
\ssistant Director Harry F. MacPherson, of the Diando
studios, has enlisted in the photographic division of the
Aviation Corps, and Robert Grey, until lately connected
with the William H. Clifford Photoplay Company, will take
his place.
Reichenbach Gets Away from Los Angeles.
Harry Reichenbach has returned to New York after a
visit to the studio of the National Film Corporation in Hollywood, where he was taken into the firm and appointed
manager
of this company's
interests
east and abroad.
Mr. Reichenbach
will sail for
Europe ininthe
September.

ou fm hp ihs Ethel
dramaticClayton
t'r i was creating her first
impression as a dramatic actress in "The
Lion and the Mouse."
Miss
Clayton
app e a r e d in the first
three - reel production,
"When
the Earth
Tremble d."
It was
by the Lubin
made
company
and
is still
being widely shown in
and
America
South
Japan.
Mi>s Clayton
appeared
in
sixteen
features during the three

Film

11. l.l \.\i L, SHERRY, one of the original Famous
Players franchise owners and the lust man in the
United States to purchase the rights to the Jes e L

In.

ETHEL CLAYTON has signed a contract to make a
series of productions to be distributed as Paramount
Pictures. Miss Clayton, commencing earl}' in June,
will begin work at one of the West Coast studios of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and although the title
of her first picture has not been announced at this time it
is stated she will apunder the C.
directionpear
of William
De
Mille. Miss Clayton
can readily be termed
a pioneer film player.
When Henry B. Harris was in the height

in

William L. Sherry.

began film operations
shortly mation
after
forof the the
Famous
Players and was the
first purchaser of that
concern's output. He
opened an exchange at
126 West Forty-sixth
street and immediate1 y began exploitation
of his products. Dur- .
ing the first few months
of Famous Players Mr.
Sherry showed h i s
grasp on the rental end
of the business by establishing a rental
price and dignity of
distribution which soon
earned for him the respect of various
ducers.
When prothe
Lasky company was
formed, although other buyers bid higher
than Mr. Sherry, he
secured the output by

reason of his remarkable handling of other big features. Mr. Sherry was one of
the original organizers and vice president of Paramount,
and when the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation absorbed
the exchanges he became one of the largest stockholders
and a director in the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
which office he still retains.
Mr. his
Sherry
continue
to handle
"Joanin the
from
new will
offices.
He made
a record
the Woman"
outright
purchase of this feature, and it is understood that he is in
the market for other film plays of important character.
Mr. Sherry's leavetaking, from the Paramount was one of
mutual arrangement and his going does not mar his great
respect and friendly feeling for his associates in that organization. Mr. Sherry intends to remain in the film business, but in what capacity and in what channel he does not
wish to state. He has a number of high-class propositions
at his refusal and will issue a statement of his intentions
within a few weeks. Temporarily he will be located at
Room 501, Godfrevr Building.
"STOLEN ORDERS" GOES TO BROADWAY HOUSE.
William A. Brady will present at the Casino theater for
two weeks, beginning Thursday, May 2, his new motion
picture drama, "Stolen Orders." The subject is a picturization of the famous Drury Lane melodrama, "Sealed Orders,"
which was originally produced in London at the Drury Lane
theater shortly before the outbreak of the present war. It
has been running there off and on ever since, having been
revived oftener than any other play of its type either at the
Drury Lane theater or any of the other London playhouses.
It was afterwards produced in this country at the Manhattan Opera House by Messrs. Brady, Comstock, Gest and
Shubert, by arrangement with Arthur Collins. It deals with
German spy propaganda for which we were not prepared at
that time, but have since learned, to our cost, to regard this
story.
situation seriously. "Stolen Orders" is prophetic in its

"THE TWO SOUL WOMAN" GOES TO BROADWAY.
"The Two Soul Woman," with Priscilla Dean plaving in
the dual role, opened at the Broadway Theater, New York,
on Sunday, April 28,
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Miss Pagano was selected

/tea/
Message in Mabel Normand's
"Joan of Plattsburg'
THINK of a motion picture star so
their heart-strings and bringing a mist
fortunate at this moment as to be
able to answer through the medium
of a great screen production the very
questions that virtually everyone in
America is asking. Mable Normand is the
personality who will convey this message.
The medium for this message is "Joan of
Plattsburg," a Goldwyn Picture that successfully has caught on the screen a story
of ideals and inspiration that will
heighten the faith and courage and loyalty
of millions.
A great exhibitor who saw "Joan of
Plattsburg" a few days ago said: "I
would rather be Mabel Normand — right
now — than any other star of the screen,
because in 'Joan of Plattsburg' she is going to build for herself the increased
affection of everyone who sees that production and carry a memorable message
to the people of her country."
By creating that thought in an exhibitor's mind, "Joan of Plattsburg" is accomplishing exactly what Goldwyn expected it to do. Goldwyn knew months
ago that there would be a flood of war
pictures — good ones, bad ones, and indifferent ones. Goldwyn knew that the
time would come in the great European
conflict when millions of Americans suddenly would have the great war brought
home to them in such a way as to challenge every latent spark of loyalty.
Goldwyn knew that the time would come
in America when every man, woman, and
child suddenly would ask, "What can I
do for my country?"
"Joan of Plattsburg" provides the
answer. Mabel Normand as Joan, the
little girl living near a great military encampment, sees for the first time in her
life the pictured story of France's Joan,
the greatest feminine heroine in all history. She hears the story of Joan, and
asks, "Can any little girl of today be a
Joan of Arc and influence the future of
her country?"
And to this the answer is, "Yes, you can
build up love of country. You can build
faith and courage in your men. You and
all other girls and boys and men and
women can by your faith intensify and
strengthen your country."
As the star, Mabel Normand reveals a
new and brilliant phase of her splendid
talents. Accustomed as she is to make
world-wide audiences laugh at her
wonderful absurdities and humors she is
going to amaze everyone
by tugging at

Mabel

before the eyes of all onlookers.
Goldwyn itself believes that Mabel Normand in "Joan of Plattsburg" will do
more to "keep the home fires burning"
than any picture of the year.
Supporting Miss Normand is a splendidly capable cast, including Robert Elliott,
Joseph Smiley, Edward Elkas, John W.
Dillion, and Edith McAlpin.

Gravina
Plays Comedy
Role.
Cesare Gravina, the distinguished Italian
comedian, whose roles in many films have
always been dramatic, will appear in
America for the first time in a comedy
part in Pathe's feature, "The Mysterious
Client," starring Irene Castle, set for release May 19.
Mr. Gravina has played at the head of
his own company in the leading cities of
Europe, Australia,
South ' and
Central
America.
When the members
of his
famous Italian company were called to the
colors he decided to enter the motion picture field. He has appeared in serious
parts in "Poor Little Peppina," "Diplomacy," "The Siren," and "Less Than
Dust," in which he won grfat popularity.
Marie Pagano in "The Judge.
Marie Pagano, known because of her
stunts before the camera as being the
female rival of Rodman Law, is a member
of the turecastfeaturing
of "The
picJune Judge,"
Elvidge a "World
and John

because the role requires the actress to do
some remarkable athletic feats, besides
ficulty. a characterization of unusual difcreating

"Inside the Lines" to Go
On Regular World Program
Pictures
World
price for
A large
AT just
ion has
to
distribut
secured
World contract holders a great picn
originally
distributio
for
produced
ture
on a state rights basis. This picture is
"Inside the Lines," filmed from the famous
novel and stage success written by Earl
im'will be ent
Exhibitor
Derr Biggers.
in thiss announcem
mensely interested
even greater interand will await with
est the announcement of the release date
production.
set for this supreme
When "Inside the Lines" was produced
in New York City some time ago and
achieved such a hit there •was a rush for
the screen rights. These were finally sold
to the producers of the picture for $10,000 advance royalties, and the work of
filming the production was started at
once. Featured in the cast is Lewis Stone,
who starred in the original production.
"Inside the Lines" is timely, vital, interesting, superbly staged and finely
played. Playing opposite Mr. Stone is
Marguerite Clayton, well known on the
screen.
It is interesting to note that at the
present
timeover
"Inside
the Lines"
played for
400 times
on the has
stagebeenin
London.

Artistic Hunting Lodge Built at Metro Coast Studio
A

FORCE of twenty-two scenic artists,
carpenters, decorators, cambinetmakers and "grips" worked for five
days on a stage setting just built on
the mammoth stage at Metro's west coast
studios in Hollywood, which Clifford Butler, studio manager, believes sets a highwater mark for accuracy and perfection
of detail.
The "set," used in a Metro production
which is under way at the plant, is of a
hunting lodge in the Adirondacks. The
interior, 25x45 feet, was designed from
old prints of English inns of the Elizabethan period, but was given a modern
touch by its furnishings in hardwood. For
this Technical Director Godfrey used hundreds of feet of California redwood.
The

Normand

massive
panels,
scores of
them,
cut
in
the Metro
carpenter
shops
and ■were
beveled
at planing mills nearby.
A great fireplace of natural stone was
erected on the stage. Danny Hogan, chief
of props, ransacked the antique shops of
Los Angeles for trophies of the chase,
including- hunting horns, flagons and old
glassware, and from a number of wealthy
sportsmen in the vicinity obtained a dozen
mounted heads of wild game.
The set was expensive, but Mr. Butler
would not be content with anything slipshod or carelessly done. As it stands, the
setting not only provides absolutely faithful atmosphere, but is so painstakingly
built that the woodwork will bear closeup
"shots" without marring the illusion.

in "Joan of Plattsburg" (Goldwyn).
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May 13 Has No Long Subjects
Program s for
Universale branch
exchange throu
i

Univkks \i.
..ut the country arc making a drive
to reestablish, the popularity of one
an. i two-reel subjects as drawing box
office attractions. As an experiment as to
the propriety of such a move the company
in Us releases for tin- week of -May 18 has
railed t<> list a single long feature. The
i episodes,
entire program consist
comedies, and the usual split reel releases.
Several months ago President Laemmle
sent out letters to numerous
exhibitors
throughout
"the
country
to
obtain
opinionas
as to tlic value of short subjects
against the costly features. The answers
Bhowed a wide diversity of opinion. While
ail exhibitors acknowledged that no theater program would be complete without
at Last one short subject few of them
were willing to admit that any program
would
ture. be complete without a five-reel fea-

BUD
Appearing

DUNCAN,
in

Clover

Comedies.

rwenty-Seven Features
The Tourneur Record
l/t AURICE TOURNEUR, who has just
VJ. launched his own independent producing corporation, has established
n unusual directorial record during- his
our years in America. Mr. Tourneur's
irst independent production, "Sporting
..ife," based on the Cecil Raleigh and Seynour Hicks' famous Drury Lane meloJrama, will be his twenty-eighth Amercan production.
Mr. Tourneur came to this country on
May 1, 1914, after a distinguished career
is a screen director in France with Eclair
ind other big Parisian organizations. He
Oegan producing late in May for the
Vorld Film Company and has been steadily
occupied with World Film and ParamountArtcraft ever since. In his forty-six
months in America Mr. Tourneur has made
twenty-seven productions. This is an average of one production every seven weeks
since May, 1914. At the same time Mr.
Tourneur's offerings have in no sense
been unimportant program offerings or
minor photoplays.

Scattered throughout the replies were
a few letters from exhibitors who felt
that their audiences would be just as well
pleased with a program consisting of a
one-reel subject, a two-reel subject, a
three-reel picture, and a split news reel.
President Laemmle feels that the Universal bookings for presentation during
the week of May 13 will give some sort
of an answer to the short reel question.
During his four years in America Mr.
Tourneur has been the creator of a number of noteworthy photodramas. Mr. Tourneur produced "The Whip," which has become one of the most important box office attractions of the year, and he is also
responsible for Maeterlinck's "The Blue
Bird" for Artcraft. He produced "The
Rise of Jenny Cushing," "Rose of the
World" and "A Doll's House" with Elsie
Ferguson. He directed Mary Pickford in
several of her biggest successes.
Work is now well underway on "Sporting Life." Principal roles will be played
by the Binney Sisters, Constance and
Freddy; Ralph Graves, Warren Richmond,
and others. Constance Binney is now appearing in "Oh, Lady, Lady." Mr. Tourneur has had his company at Lakewood,
N. J., for several days, shooting a crosscountry hunt for "Sporting Life."
Pathe to Release "Moral Suicide."
Following the announcement that under
Pathe's new feature policy big productions made by independent concerns would

World Pictures Employs 1500 Men in Building Big Set

THAT is claimed to be the largest set
ever built in West Fort Lee, N. J.,
was erected there, in record time, in
the World Film studios when on Sunday,
April 14, working the entire day and until
4 o'clock in the morning, it almost continuously employed 1,500 persons, working
with Director Jack Adolfi and a full company for the important forthcoming World
production, "The Heart of a Girl." It is
scheduled for release July 1.
The set occupied the entire indoor stage
of World's West Fort Lee studios. Seven
hundred chairs, on the ground floor of the
set, these roped in in tiers of one hundred
each, seated as many persons. The tiered
balconies seated a like number. The
fluted columns, supporting the balconies,
were each made for this particular set in
the World studio carpenter shop, where
extra help was employed for the occasion.
Following the new rule of Studio Manager Mclntyre, no plaster of paris was
used in the construction of any of the
parts or detail of the set. Every piece
was of solid wood, hand carved. All the
doors were made solid, so that no vibration was registered in opening, closing or
slamming. Five hundred flags were used
In decorating the balconies, and seven
thousand pieces of literature in the finale
of the court scene.
Working from 9.30 o'clock Sunday morn-

ing until 4 o'clock Monday morning, Director Jack Adolfi and his cameraman and
captains achieved an unparalleled record
in the filming of sixty-one scenes so as to
turn over the studio to the various working.
ing directors at 9.30 o'clock Monday mornIrene Vanbrugh
in "Masks and Faces."
With the appearance of Irene Vanbrugh
in "Masks and Faces," a World release set
for May 6, all barriers in England between
the spoken drama and that of the screen
are broken down. It has long been said in
England when announcements were made
that a famous theatrical star had been
engaged for "the cinema," "they will never
getWhen
Irene all
Vanbrugh."
the great stars of England
volunteered to make "Masks and Faces"
to raise funds for the orphans of actors
who died "fighting out there" Miss Vanbrugh did not wait to be asked but hurried a message to the committee telling
them "no part was too small, just please
let her do her share in the great work."
She was given the role opposite Sir Johnston Forbes Robertson, and when the
famous picture of fifty stars is seen in
this country one will readily understand
why Irene Vanbrugh is regarded as the
greatest actress in England.
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The releases for the week
of May
i:t
i ,,t episodes ol ' hi ee
ei lala now
running.
The
fifth
"Treat I
a of "Boj
Bcouts to I he
■■• has been shipped to all i ' m \ ersal
exchanges. The Boston territory is us\uk ten prints of each episode, and are
asking toi
a resull "t the manner Hi which
the national
organization
Of
the Boy Bcouts has got behind the n
mini

"The nulls Bye," n 1th Eddie Polo, is in
its fifteenth episode entitled "The stained
Pace."
weeks toThis
run. serial has but three more
Marie Walcamp Is appearing In the
seventh
episode releases
of "The for
Lion's
The comedy
the Claw."
week consist of a two-reel L-Ko, a one-reel Nestor
entitled "By Heck," featuring Hy Mayer,
and a one-reel Star with ESddie Lyons and
Lee Moran entitled "The Dodgers," a
laugh maker showing how the nimble
wits of two young men allowed them to
live without any apparent means of supThe remainder of the releases for the
week
of the split-reel subject, the
port. consistAnimated
Universal
Weekly, Universal
Current Events, and Universal Screen
Magazine.
be released through its worldwide distributing company an important statement this week carries the news that
Pathe has acquired from the Graphic Film
Corporation rights calling for the release
of "Moral Suicide," the sensational special picture which has caused much comment.
"Moral Suicide" is Ivan Abramson'a
dramatic depiction of a life problem, with
a cast including John Mason, Leah Baird,
Anne Luther, Hazel Washburn, Sidney
Mason, Alan Hale, Jack McLean, Claire
Whitney, and William Lampe.
hasThenot release
yet beendate
set. for "Moral Suicide"

Bessie Love Leads Pathe
For the Week of May 5
BESSIE LOVE in a delightful comedydrama, "How Could You, Caroline?"
the ninth episode of "The House of
Hate," "Our Fighting Ally — the Tank," a
war thriller, and another laughgetter
featuring Harold Lloyd are the headliners
of Pathe's program for May 5.
Bessie Love is more captivating than
ever in her latest comedy drama, "How
Could You, Caroline?" adapted from the
story by Izola Forrester and Mann Page
by Agnes C. Johnston. The story deals
with the exciting and amusing adventures
of Caroline Rogers, an ultra-romantic
school girl at the caramel and noveldevouring age.
"Poisoned Darts" is the title of the
ninth episode of the exciting and highly successful Pathe serial, "The House
of Hate," featuring Pearl White and
Antonio Moreno, with a fine supporting
cast.
"Our Fighting Ally — the Tank" is an
interesting war special in line with the
numerous other features of this character
released by Pathe. The pictures were
taken by the Official Government Pictures,
Inc., and show- the tank "Britannia" being used by the boys of the National
Army in their intensive training.
"Kicked Out" is the title of Harold
Lloyd's new one-reel comedy produced
for Pathe by Rolin. In it the inimitable
comedian performs a "Julian Eltinge," and
appears as a buxom, blithe and debonnair
young woman. The comedy woven about
the new role is sidesplitting, especially
when the "he-hussy" is being wooed by
the father of his sweetheart.
Hearst-Pathe News Nos. 38 and 39 are
released on this program.
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Much Interest Displayed
in Hodkinson Proposal

Scene from "The

Winning

of Beatrice"

(Metro).

Hamilton Will Support May Allison in Metro Subject
MAY

ALLISON is supported by a superior cast of players in "The Winning- of Beatrice," her second Metro
starring vehicle, which was written by
-May Tully. June Mathis and Katharine
Kavanaugh adapted the story for the
screen and Harry Franklin directed.
Hale Hamilton, whom everybody remembers best as "Wallingford," makes
his screen debut as Robert Howard, a
hustling advertising man who helps "the
candy girl," Beatrice Buckley (played by
May Allison), win fame and fortune. Hamilton introduced the up-to-date businessman type to the stage and has displayed
marked versatility in other parts. Besides "Get Rich Quick Wallingford,"
others of his recent stage successes are
"The Fortune Hunter" and "A Fair of
Sixes."
Frank
Currier, a favorite Metro
actor,

Two Productions Making
Under Garson Management
I. GARSON, under whose management Clara Kimball Young is filming Cynthia Stockley's "The Claw" at
the Lasky studios, Hollywood, has another
production under full sway at D. W. Griffith's studio working on "The Hushed
Hour," which is now about completed.
The latter story, by Gertrude Brooks Hamilton, is a short story that recently appeared in a magazine and is said to be
one of the most novel and dramatic short
stories that has ever been written.
Mr. Garson has selected a strong cast,
including Blanche Sweet in the principal
role. Miss Sweet is surrounded with such
players as Wilfred Lucas, Milton Sills,
\lar\ Anderson, Rosemary Theby, Gloria
Hope, Lydia Knott, Winter Hall, Harry
Northrup and L. T. Steers. The production is being made under the direction of
Edward Mortimer, recently associated
with Maurice Tourneur. Charles Maigne,
who lias done big things, wrote the scenario.
Mr. Garson has not decided just how
the picture is to be marketed, and this
decision will not be reached until the
completion of the picture. He is still a
believer in the state rights proposition,
looking at it from the angle of the buyer,
as he has hail wide experience in purchasing state right productions for exhibition
purposes, in which ho has been very successful.
With two big companies working, his
various Detroit interests, and his almost
constant trips back and forth from California to his New York office in Aeolian
Hall, Mr. Garson is one of the busiest men
in the film business.
HARRY

plays another "father" role in this picture. Stephen Grattan plays John Maddox, Sr., the head of the Maddox Candy
Company. John Davidson, who has frequently played for Metro, is cast as John
Maddox, Jr. Peggy Parr will be seen as
Millie Nelson, the chum of Beatrice Buckley. Dean Raymond plays Thomas Nelson, Millie's father. Frank Joyner essays
the role of Henry Jenkins. Baby Ivy
Ward, Metro's little four-year-old actress,
plays Baby Jenkins.
May 20 is the release date of "The Winning of Beatrice."
Ebony Speeding Up Activities.
L. J. Pollard, president and general manager of the Ebony Film Corporation of
Chicago, announces that Ralph W. Phillips will resume directing- Ebony comedies
of Company 2. Mr. Phillips is a well
known comedy director, having- been formerly connected with the Gaumont and
other eastern companies. He has directed
most of Ebony's comedies and most recently had been supervising the film editing department. With Director Charles
David working fast and Director Phillips taking over the new company, and
with Scenario Editor Bob Horner going at
full speed Mr. Pollard believes nothing can
check his spring- campaign.

Scene

from "With

Hoops

THE copartnership
reception accorded
plan by the
the Hodkinson
exhibitors
of the West, which has resulted in
large theaters of that territory — extending
from Denver to the Pacific Coast and
Seattle to Los Angeles — becoming associated with the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, has been responsible for an impetus
in the interest of this plan by exhibitors
all over the country, according to an
executive of the Hodkinson organization.
Although the West is the only section where the plan has been personally
presented by Mr. Hodkinson or his associates in any extended manner, the Hodkinson home office for several weeks past
has had its hands full attending to inquiries which have been received by mail
asking for detailed information regarding
the plan.
These letters indicate that Mr. Hodkinson's accomplishment in securing the indorsement and active cooperation of such
exhibitors as Greaves and Ellison, of Denver; Eugene H. Roth, of the California
Theater, San Francisco; the Kehrlein
Brothers, of Los Angeles, owners of the
Kinema theaters of that city; Fresno and
Oakland, and other theater owners of like
caliber, has not been without its significance to those exhibitors to whom the
details of the plan have not yet been
personally
revealed.
International Shows Combination
Film.
A combined reel of laughs and interest,
a release of the Educational Films Corporation of America, is a feature on the
programs of motion picture theaters
throughout the country this week. An
International Film Service black and
white comedy is responsible for the
laughs, and a page from Raymond L. Ditmar's "Living Book of Nature" is getting
its full share of attention from the standpoint of interest.
"Doing His Bit" is the title of the comand Happy Hooligan,
world's
great edy,
laugh-compelling
screentheactor
and
newspaper comic section comedian, as tne
star, is making merriment everywhere.
He "does his bit" in a manner that has
never been thought of by other heroes.
In the Ditmar picture, "Turtles of All
Lands," many interesting things are
learned about these strange creatures.
Scenes are shown explaining how turtles
hatch eggs, and there is a striking demonstration of a youngster breaking from the
shell and calmly walking away prepared
to begin life without parental assistance.

of Steel"

(Paralta).
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What Famous Players-Lasky
Directors Arc Creating
NKii.AN has completed
MARSHALL
■Hit the Trail Holllday," the Artcraft picture starring George M.
Cohan, which Anita Loos and John EmerBon adapted from the play written by
Cohan. The finishing scenes were taken
on Long island, among them being Incidents on a railroad train, which was
chartered for the occasion, and the big
strike Bcene.
At the Fifty-Sixth Street studio, Emile
Chautard is working on interiors of
"Prince Zilah," the sensational play by
Jules Claretle, starring Pauline Frederick
Last week exteriors were filmed of the
home of Marsa, the role played by Miss
Frederick, who was a woman of Russian
anil gypsy parentage residing In France,
and possessed of considerable wealth.
At the Fort Lee studios, Edward Jose
is making rapid progress with Lina
Cavalierl In "GIsmonda," notwithstanding
the recent inelement
weather which limited his activities to Indoor work.
The last scenes of "The Danger Mark."
Elsie Ferguson's picture for Artcraft,
were taken by Hugh Ford, which included
the beautiful Louis XVI fete, which was
staged at Fort Lee. It is a costume
affair resulting: in a sensational elopement at which the dramatic threads of the
story are brought together for the finale,
and was staged by Mr. Ford on an elaborate scale.
Three new Paramount pictures were
finished at the Western studios last week.
Donald Crisp has completed "The Firefly of France" on good' time, and believes
it to be one of the most effective pictures he has made for Paramount release.
Wallace Reid is star, with Ann Little as
his leading woman.
George Melford has also shot the last
scenes of Sessue Hayakawa's last Paramount picture, "The City of Dim Faces."
This picture by Francis Marion is probably among the first genuinely realistic
and accurate stories of life in San Francisco's Chinatown that has been presented.
Vivian Martin has finished "Viviette" at
Morosco studio.
A remarkable replica of a small canal,
one of those branching off the Grand
Canal in Venice, with palazzos lining the
banks and a flower-decked gondola floating on the placid surface of the water, is
one of the excellent scenes that is being
utilized at the Hollywod studio to add
beauty and realism to "Old Wives for
New." Cecil B. DeMille's new Artcraft
special.
Charles Ray and company under the
supervision of Thomas H. Ince and the
direction of Irvin Willat obtained fine
snow
scenes for "A Son of the Snows."
After Dorothy Dalton is seen in "The
Mating of Marcella" she will appear in
"The Triple Cross," a mystery play of the
present war, and then will be released a
real Southern
story.
Enid Bennett is completing "The Desert
Hating."
Bill Parsons
Strong
for
Settings.
A well-appointed clubhouse is one of the
many fine settings in "Bill's Baby," the
first of the "Smiling Bill" Parsons Capitol
Comedies, distributed by Goldwyn. The
scene shows the headquarters of a Press
Club, some of the members of which are
newspaper men, as the sub-title facetiously
states. An exterior view of the clubhouse
reveals a fashionable three-story structure draped in the country's colors. Adjoining is a large garage containing four
automobiles, the property of Mr. Parsons.
"I have gone to great expense to make
the setting of my two-reelers as elaborate as any of the big features," said
"Smiling Bill." "I see no reason why
short comedies should be presented with
slipshod mountings, especially vehicles
without slapstick."

Scene from "Social Briars" (Mutual).

Mary
Miles Minter in "Social
Leads
Mutual
tion ofBriars"
Henry King.
The cast
contains
THF. forthcoming release from the
studios of the American Film Company, Inc., starring Mary Miles Minter, is "Social Briars," scheduled for release at exchanges of the Mutual Film
Corporation May 6.
The picture casts the golden-haired Miss
Minter in a more dramatic role than she
has played before and gives her opportunity to combine a more serious part
with her comedy artistry and her contagious smile.
The story is by Jeanne Judson, scenarioized by Edward S. Sloman, a member of
the directorial staff at the American studios, and was produced under the direc-

"The Caillaux Case"
Is Made True to Life
AS

A proof of the absolute timeliness
of "The Caillaux Case," which William Fox has just completed for the
screen, the Fox forces have announced
that on the very day when dispatches
from France reported the execution of
Bolo Pasha, the traiter, by a firing squad
at Vincennes, the Bolo Pasha of this film
drama was executed at the Fox studio at
Fort Lee.
Every scene of the picture had been
completed but the execution of Bolo. The
history of the case had been followed to
the minutest detail, and the senational
episodes in the careers of Joseph Caillaux, "evil genius of France"; Mme. Caillaux, his wife, and Bolo Pasha, the
Kaiser's agent in France and America,
had been recorded up to the minute. Nothing was lacking but the definite announcement of the aroh-traitor's end.
Even the set of the prison yard at Vincennes had been made, and the actors in
the scene had been notified to be ready
at any moment. Director Richard Stanton, anticipating the execution, awaited
only the flash from the wire to go ahead
with the shooting of the final act in the
big world intrigue.
Speaking of the filming of this great
scene in "The Caillaux Case." "William Fox
said the next day, "I doubt if there has
ever been anything quite like it. Although this picture is a film drama which
covers years of time and required many
weeks to portray on the screen, its final
scenes are alive with current interest. It
is history and it is news."

such names as Alan Forrest, George Periolat, Ann Schaefer, Edmund Cobb, Claire
Du Brey, Milla Davenport, Jacob Abrams
and Frank Whitson.
The Strand comedy, released May 7, starring Billie Rhodes, is titled "Over the
Garden
Screen Wall."
Telegram Nos. 20 and 21 are released May 8 and 12.

Production at U City
Is' Rapidly Increasing
PRODUCTION
CityThe
is beins; pushed at
to Universal
the utmost.
big
lot appears to be busier at present
than at any time for several months. Not
only are there several Universal special
productions, comedy and serial companies
working, but Bluebird and Jewel each
have twro complete outfits on the big lot,
and four other producing companies are
taking ofadvantage
of President
Laemmle's
offer
several months
ago to
turn a
portion of the big production plant over
to companies with which he has no affiliation.
Mae Murray is next to be starred in a
photodramatization of "The Big Little
Person," the well known novel by Rebecca
Hooper Eastman. Robert Leonard is directing the production, and had the company in San Francisco for the past week
staging metropolitan scenes from the
popular romance. Bess Meredyth wrote
the working
scenario
for the photoplay.
Carmel Myers has started work under
the direction of Elsie Jane Wilson in "A
Penny's Worth of Love," a light comedy
romance by Olga Printzlau. This picture will follow "The Marriage Lie" and
"My Parisian Sweetheart," which promise
to
be
two of Miss Myers' greatest screen
successes.
Nobody's Bride" is the title under
which Ella Hall's latest .Universal picture
is being made. Harry Pollard, who directedductions,
many willofhandle
Marguerita
Fisher's prothe megaphone
for
the petite Universal star, and Eddie Ring
Sutherland, a nephew of Blanche Ring,
the popular comedienne, will have the
leading masculine role.
Ruth Clifford and Kenneth Harlan will
be the featured players in Rupert Julian's
next production.
"The Shadowed Man" is
its working title, and, as the name sugs. it is a detective story.
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Wolfville Tales Are to
Alternate with O. Henry
ANNOUNCEMENT
is made this
by
General Film Company
thatweek
it has
taken over the distribution of the
screen version of the Wolfville Tales written by the late Alfred Henry Lewis. These
in two-reel form will be alternated with
the O. Henry stories as Broadway Star
Features.
The Wolfville Tales are strong, virile
stories of the great West, which the famous short story teller knew intimately
from first hand knowledge. They are
brimful
material. of plot value and human interest
"The Clients of Aaron Green," the first
release, dated May 4, has been termed a
regular "he-man's" story of the West, rich
in human interest material, exciting episodes and flashes of humor. The tale deals
with the attempt of a too-zealous young
lawyer to establish himself in his profession in a western
mining town:
The week following, General Film will
release an O. Henry story, "The Purple
Dress," a heart interest story with Agnes
and Evart Overton in the leading roles.

Scene from "The Interloper" (World).

Power
of ofSuggestion
Triangle's
wrote
the story. "Honest
Pliny HomeMari
photoTHE power
suggestion is theUnderlies
motive
in "An Honest Man," which heads the
Triangle May 5 schedule, with William
Desmond in the title role. Environment
made Benny Boggs (Desmond) a tramp.
Through suggestion he becomes an honest man and 'wins regeneration. The play
presents the situation of a careful, happygo-lucky tramp who despised work and
worry until a big task was placed upon
his shoulders. Graham Pette and Ann
Kroman are in supporting roles. Frank
Borzage, the director of "The Shoes that
Danced" and "Innocent's Progress," supervised the production.
Henry P. Dowst

Strong Cast Selected for
"The Wolf-Faced Man"
THE cast selected for the Diando Film
Corporation's production as a Payie
serial of "The Wolf-Faced Man," a
story of thrilling adventures in the West
by Lucien Hubbard and W. A. S. Douglas,
is a strong one. The two leading roles
are played by George Larkin and Betty
Compson, while H. P. Carpenter, Fred M.
Malatesta, Ora Carew, and True Boardman play important parts.
George Larkin is famous for the remarkable stunts which he performs in
moving pictures, and is probably the
originator of the modern acrobatic style
of screen acting that seems to be proving
more popular all the time. Among the
more recent examples of his daring ■was
his work in Kalem's serial, "Grant, Police
Reporter."
Betty Compson is one of the most attractive girls on the screen, having been
scoring heavily for the past two years in
Christie comedies. Fred M. Malatesta,
playing "Black Jake" in the serial, was
born in Naples, Italy, and after being
educated at one of the most famous military colleges in that country started his
professional career with Novelli and
Zacconi. Horace B. Carpenter, who plays
James Grant, father of Thelma Grant, was
for years a celebrated singer of the light
opera stage under Henry W. Savage and
Sanford Dodge. He has appeared in Selig,
Bosworth, and Lasky pictures.
Oro Carew, who plays the part of the
vampire in "The Wolf-Faced Man," has
been under the direction of Griffith and
Cabanne. True Boardman, who plays
"Broncho Hartigan," is the son of Carro
True Boardman, the actress and writer.
He was starred in the "Stingaree" serial
of sixty reels from E. W. Hornung's celebrated stories. Stuart Paton, the director,
started out in life as a chemist and
painter, having been born in Glasgow,
Scotland. Among the pictures he produced are "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea," "The Grey Ghost," and
"The Voice on the Wire."

graphed.
"Mile. Paulette," the second release of
the week, is described as a dashing story
of the gay white way with a touch of the
Adirondacks. It was written by George
Cowell and scenarioized by Frank Condon.
Wallace MacDonald is the leading man.
He is pictured as a rather speedy scion
of a New York millionaire, sent by his
overworked parent to a summer resort
in the Adirondacks with a view to removing him from the temptations of the
Great White Way.
Claire Anderson has the title role.
George Pearce, Walter Perry, Dot Hagar,
Anna Dodge and John Lince are in the
cast.
George Hernandez is Wayne, Sr.
"I Love Charles Albert," with Edward
Brady and Ann Kroman, is the two-reel
Keystone comedy release the week of the
fifth.
Anita
Brown, 280 Comedy
Pounds.
Fair and fat but not forty is Anita
Brown, the 280-pound comedienne who
furnishes comedy thrills in "Cyclone Higgins, D.D.," a forthcoming Metro All-Star
Series picture with Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne in the stellar roles.
This picture was written and directed by
William
Christy
Cabanne.
Miss Brown, who is the heaviest actress
in pictures, is a fountain of good humor.
She is an authority on the question of
weight, as she has played the game of
taking off flesh and putting it on, according to all rules. She believes that some
women are fat from choice.

from

Alfred Henry

What Goldwyn's "M" Trio Is Doing.
Spring days find Madge Kennedy near
the end of "The Fair Pretender," by Florence C. Bolles, under the direction of
Charles Miller. During the week many
effective exteriors were made on the Long
Island estate of Senator George TV. Loft.
Mabel Normand, elated at the predictions made by Samuel Goldfish, president of Goldwyn, and others regarding the
enthusiasm which will be created by "Joan
of Plattsburg" is working with renewed
vim on her newest vehicle. Clarence G.
Badger
in announced.
Joan's successor. The
title
has directs
not been
Mae Marsh returned from Georgia with
Director Hobart Henley and in the course
of a few days finished "The Glorious Adventure," the Edith Barnard Delano drama.
Miss Marsh found everything in readiness
for her first scenes in a vehicle in which
she will be directed for the third time by
Mr. Henley. A distinguished cast has
been provided.
Frank Beamish with World
Film.
Appearing in the forthcoming World
picture, "Clarissa," starring Madge Evans
and Johnny Hines. and 'written for them
by Maravene Thompson, is Frank Beamish. Those familiar with the activities of
Sothern and Marlowe will recognize him
as the stage manager of E. H. Sothern for
many to
years.
He didhowever,
not confine
'work
alone
producing,
but his
appeared
with Mr. Sothern in his production of "If
I Were

Lewis' "Wolfville

King."

Tales" (General

Film).
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Samuel Goldfish Praises
"Joan of Plattsburg"

As an indication of the joy that now
signs In the house of Goldwyn over "Joan
.f Plattsburg." Mabel Normand is In re,i]it of a letter from Samuel Goldtlsh,
loldwyn's president, pronouncing this to
.,• by all odds the finest picture that Ibis
loreen favorite has ever made.
ipeclal showing of "Joan of Plattsmrg" was held for a number of promlexhlbttors holding business meetings
n New York, and these visitors were
unanimous in their delight over the promotion, which will have its nationwide
tlease May 5.
After this showing, where the effect of
he picture upon an exhibitor audience
lad been noted, Mr. Goldfish wrote Miss
tformand
the following
letter:
"Mj Pear Miss Normaiul: 1 have just
.loan of Plattsburg' in company
with some of the most prominent exhibitors
if the country, who were our guests for
i private screening. It is not merely my
opinion, but their opinion as well, that
Joan of Plattsburg' Is the finest thing you
nave ever done for the screen.
"If there is a man. woman, girl or boy
in America who, loving this country, is
not reached in his deepest emotions by
your performance of the little orphan girl
it the big Plattsburg encampment, then
that person will be lacking in humanity
ind loyalty to the nation.
" 'Joan of Plattsburg,' as we all knew
ideals and inspiran advance, is a story of to
make everyone
ion. It was designed
nere at home realize how they, too, could
;erve their country as valiantly as those
who have gone away to fight. Your little
Toan conveys the inspiration of the hisoric Joan, who has left her imprint upon
he history of the world.
"I am so glad that we avoided making
Joan of Plattsburg' just another finely
lone war picture: that we realized there
was equally big drama to be found here
imong the millions of loyal Americans
now pledging their resources behind our
nation at war.
"In spite of our knowledge of what a
truly splendid artist you are, I confess
my delight at witnessing the still bigger
work you have achieved in 'Joan of
Plattsburg.' It will take its place in picture annals as one of the most charming
and distinctive
pictures
of the year.
"SAMUEL, GOLDFISH."

Big in "The Demon."
Figures
Catalina
George D. Baker, manager of productions at Metro's west coast studios, spent
a week on Catalina Island photographing
exteriors for "The Demon," a Metro production starring Edith Storey.
"The Demon,"
the scenes
Many
which Mr.of Baker
adaptedin from the novel
of the same name by C. N. and A. M. Williamson, are laid in Algeria and on the
island of Corsica. Before beginning work
on the production Mr. Baker made a tour
of the mission country of southern California, which, with its ruins of the old
Spanish missions, its palm trees and other
semi-tropical vegetation, offered a colorful background for a story of the near
east.
The director, however, wanted both
land and water, and so decided on Catalina as the ideal location.
"Milk-Fed
Hero"
Is Rural
Burlesque.
The release of the fourth of the Ebony
comedy series, "A Milk-Fed Hero," is announced by General Film Company.
It provides an opportunity for the company of negro players to present upon
the screen in the form of a rural burlesque the droll and inimitable humor of
their race.
Following this will come "Busted Romance."
Bret Comedies Nearly Ready.
The activities at the Tom Bret headquarters continue at high speed and the
first two-reel productions of their output,

Scene

from

"The

Yellow

Ticket"

(Pathe).

Pathe's "Yellow Ticket" Strongly
Juneof the2
also been Cast,
added toSet
the for
big cast
release date of Pathe's screen verTHE

sion of the famous A. H. Woods' play,
"The Yellow Ticket," produced by
Astra under the direction of William
Parke has been decided upon, and this
important picture is set for June 2 under
Pathe's selective feature service plan,
while it is announced that a number of
important houses have already applied for
dates on this picture.
In addition to Fannie Ward, Warner
Oland, and Milton Sills in the three big
parts in "The Yellow Ticket" are the well
known players Helen Chadwick, Armand
Kalisz. J. H. Gilmour, Leon Bary, Anna
Lehr, Nicholas Dunaew, Charlie Jackson,
Edward Elkus, and Richard Thornton.
Miss Chadwick scored recently with Antonio Moreno in "The Naulahka," and has

Pearl White-Antonio Moreno serial, "The
House of Hate.'' Mr. Kalisz played the
part remarkable
of the villain
does
work in
as "Innocent,"
Count Rostov and
in
"The Yellow Ticket." J. H. Gilmour is
known as one of the best character actors
on the screen. Leon Bary is a famous
French actor. Anna Lehr is equally well
known. Nicholas Dunaew was formerly
with Vitagraph, and is an authority on the
proper presentation of Russian stories.
Charlie Jackson played Lincoln as a boy
in Chapin's
Lincoln
picture.
Edward Elkus played one of the prinparts in has
"Les been
Miserables," and
Robert cipal
Thornton
seen in many
Pathe productions. An effective advertising propaganda has been prepared.

featuring
James
Aubrey,
will be
to the trade during the next two

Ten May
Releases for Essanay.
Essanay's releases for the month of May
will be comprised of ten pictures, including the Essanay-Chaplin comedy, "A Night
Out," in two parts. This was one of the
most successful and popular of the Chaplin comedies. Other releases for the
month will include "Broncho Billy's Last
Deed," Broncho Billy's Squareness,"
"Broncho Billy's Secret," "Broncho Billy
and the Greaser," "Broncho Billy's Fatal
Joke," "Slippery Slim and the Impersonator," "When Slippery Slim Met the
Champion," "Snakeville's New Waitress"
andThe"Slippery
Dilemma."
second Slim's
set of
ten pictures of

shown
weeks.

Barker and Gordon with "Dollies."
Two of the most popular young men of
the screen, Bradley Barker and Huntley
Gordon, are leading men for the fascinating Dolly Sisters in "The Million-Dollar
Dollies," a Screen Classics superfeature,
written and directed by Leonce Perret.
Barker and Gordon play Jack Hobson and
Tom Hylan, respectively, who are the
sweethearts of the Dolly Sisters in this
romantic
screen
fantasy.
Bradley Barker is well remembered for
his work opposite Edith Storey in "The
Eyes
of Mystery,"
Star Series
picture. her initial Metro AllHuntley Gordon is best known as leading man for Lucille Lee Stewart, whom
he has supported in such feature pictures
as "The Destroyers," "The Conflict" and
"His Wife's Good Name."
"Young America" Getting On.
Essanay has made arrangements with
several of the wealthiest residents of
Highland Park, one of the beautiful suburbs of Chicago, to have scenes taken
in the forthcoming George K. Spoor feature, "Young America," in their grounds
and in the homes. It is expected that
this will lend an unusually realistic atmosphere to the play. Work practically
has been completed on the interior settings in the studios, and the beginning
of the picture is. waiting only for more
clement weather to do outside scenes.
Several of the cast have been selected in
Chicago
from the various
shows.

Broncho Billy's western photoplays will
start May 24 with "Broncho Billy and the
Greaser." These plays proved so popular
that it was decided to issue another block
of ten, making twenty pictures so far
scheduled for release.
Another block of ten of the Snakeville
comedies also will be issued beginning
June 1, one week after the last issue of
the first set of ten.
Toto's "The Junkman"
Set for May 26.
On May 26, Pathe will present Toto, the
inimitable comedian who built up the
large children's attendance in his twoseason engagement at the New York Hippodrome, in "The Junkman," another of
his wholly original characterizations.
His recent picture, "Fare, Please,"
played to big success at the Rialto, Fox,
and Loew houses in Greater New York,
and on the strength of this he is expected
to score even more heavily in "The Junk-
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Philadelphians Like
"Taizan of the Apes"
two
exceedingly
an
has just closed
of the Apes" prosperous
TARZAX
run at the Victoria theater,
weeks'
Philadelphia, where it played to the largest business on record for the house.
When
Frank
W. Buhler, general manager of the Central
Market
Street Company, signed a contract
with the First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit for a two j
weeks'
showing of the picture, he broke
a rule that has only been infringed once
before in the history of the house.
His
faith
in thethandrawing
powerhowever,
of "Tarzan"
was more
justified,
when •
the
box-office
reports
began
to come in. j
first.
In fact the big jungle feature went even
stronger the second week than it did the

William

Farnum

and Francis

Carpenter.

Master Carpenter Takes Life
Seriously These Days
measure. It was thought quite a joke at
ambition of Francis Carpenter,
THE
the William Fox starlet of "Jack and
the Beanstalk" and "Aladdin" fame,
prothe made
Blue,"has
in "True
gratified
has been duction
that William
Farnum
for Standard Pictures.
"Big- Bill" and Francis have always
been great pals, and the latter's fondest
hope
is to older.
be Farnum's
successor
when
he grows
When he
was told
by
Director Frank Lloyd that he was to
play "Bill" as a child in "True Blue,"
Francis'
joy knew
no bounds.
threw
out his chest
and strutted
aboutHe the
lot
like a miniature Farnum, and rushed
home for his "chaps" and accoutrements
that go with the Western picture.
To play with Farnum, considers Francis,
is about the greatest honor within anyone's reach, but to portray the same character was heaping'
it on with
double

Pathe's "The Yellow Ticket"
To Be Heavily Advertised
THE

readers of the Saturday Evening
Post will read advertising on Pathe's
"The lellow Ticket," according to
the company's decision, which probably
marks the first time a single picture has
been advertised on such a scale, and indicates the importance of this production.
The magazine dated May 25 will carry
"Yellow Ticket" copy, and the picture is
scheduled for release June 2, when it is
booked at the Rialto theater. New York.
This engagement follows on the recent
announcement of Pathe's selective feature
service, and it is stated on the authority
of a high Pathe official that the Rialto
is paying a record price for "The Yellow
Ticket," because of its box office value.
shelving another picture to make room
for it.
Chaplin-Essanay

Reissues

Advance

orders

booking

Popular.

for

"A

Night

Out."
new edition
EssanayChaplin,
established
a record
for the
series, have
despite the fact that it enjoyed a tremendous run when it was first issued, according to General
Film Company.
Many prominent exhibitors are arranging to feature this new edition Chaplin
tor runs of from three to six days, a
policy Which has prevailed quite generally in connection with the other subjects in this series-.

the Fox studios at first to "kid" the
youngster about the drama, but to him
it was quite the most serious affair in life,
and the staff soon saw that the matter
was not to be taken lightly.
Francis agrees with those who believe
Mr. Farnum the finest star in all the land,
and would be entirely willing to back his
favorite actor with his tiny fists if it
came to be a matter of argument.
"Patriotism" Soon to Be Ready.
The next Paralta-Barriscale play, "Patriotism," will soon be ready for release
through the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Director Raymond B. West staged
the production. His first rough cut, which
was shown in the studio projection room
on Monday, gives promise of one of the
most striking and thrilling screen dramas
which has yet been made witli the war as
an atmospheric background, without the
actual dependency of the plot upon the
international conflict and without a single
scene picturing a battlefield.
"Patriotism" was written by Jane Holly
and R. B. Kidd, of the Paralta staff of
authors, and the scenario was prepared
by Julian Louis Lamothe, who has since
been called into service. Mr. West expresses himself as believing it will be
one of Miss Barriscale's best pictures.

Much of the interest manifested in the
film must be credited to the fine press
work done in its behalf in the Philadelphia newspapers. Feature stories were
carried by the leading journals during
practically every day of the run, the
amount of news space devoted to exploit- !
ing its merits amounting to approximately
456 linear inches, or considerably more |
space than many program features get
during their entire run throughout the
length and breadth of the country.
The remarkable feature about this |
press campaign is the fact that every
story seemed to have a legitimate reason
for being, and got by the editors very
largely on intrinsic merit as extravagant
advertising spreads were not indulged in
to any great extent. Reproductions of
some of the best publicity stories are being printed by the First National Exhibitors' Circuit to help exhibitors in other
parts zan"ofto the
the best
country
in putting over "Taradvantage.
Pathe Shows

Women

Munitioners.

Theers of great
workis of
the ■women
England
shown
in Part munition1 of the
"Britain's Bulwarks" series produced by
the Official Government Pictures, Inc., and
released exclusively through Pathe at
twelve weekly intervals beginning May
12. The women are shown leaving their
homes for the factory at 5 o'clock in the
morning'. Upon their arrival they change
into comfortable overalls, and are seen
donning woolen socks and rubber shoes
preparatory to "checking in" at 6 o'clock.
Among' the scenes a fair worker is shown
gauging the depth of explosive in a nearly completed shell. She clears the screw
threads, inserts the acid, puts in the detonator, which causes the shell to explode when it strikes, and seals the "nose"
of Included
the finishedin "Hun-getter."
Part 1 are interesting
scenes showing- the British cavalry at the
front in France.

'My Four Years in Germany" stimulated
Playingto aDouble
Bookings
degree unequaled by any

which
," larger
Germany
Four
in the
shown
being- in
now Years
is
cities throughout the country, is
living up to every prediction that has
been made of its unusual box-office appeal by those who have witnessed its
run at the Knickerbocker theprosperous
ater. New York.
The first city after New York to get a
glimpse of Ambassador Gerard's screen
revelations of his experiences at the Prussian court was Indianapolis. The film was
put on at the Circle theater on April 7
and played to sucb unprecedented business that S. Barret McCormick. managing
director, held it over for the second week.
thereby breaking a hitherto Inflexible rule
of the house. Much Of the success attained
by the Gerard film in Indianapolis could
be attributed to the fine promotion that
it received at Mr. McCormick's hands.
Half-page and quarter-page ads were
used in the daily papers, and by dwelling
upon the authenticity of Ambassador Gerard's message, interest in the picture was

MY

film that has been shown
within recent years.

in Indianapolis

In Boston "My Four Years In Germany"
opened at the Tremont Temple for an indefinite run on April 14 and has been
filling- the house to capacity every day
since then. The film was accorded a remarkable reception by the Boston newspapers, such a conservative journal as the
Boston Transcript devoting one of its
leading
the
firm. editorials to an indorsement of
In drawing the attention of the New
York public to the double run of the film
at the Knickerbocker and Strand theaters
during the week of April 2S, an effective'
advertising- "splash" was put over by the
decoration of the Heidelberg building at
Broadway. Forty-second street and Seventh
avenue, with appropriate advertising matter in full colors that enforces the notice
of night.
all who visit Longacre square by day
or
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'60 New York Houses
See Chaplin in Week
FOLLOWING Its notable pre-release
showing at the Strand theater during the week
of April it, Charlie
ihaplin's initial First National comedy,
A Dog's Life," was booked by 160 of the
eadlng houses of Greater New Vork durDg the week of April 21, while 80 other
rs, averaging 1,000 seating capacity
>ach, featured the big laughmaker during
he \\ eek of April 28.
ording to the report filed by Sales
Manager
Carey
Wilson
of the First Nalonal Exchange of -Now York, six of the
'big time" vaudeville
houses
booked the
omedy
tor the full week
of April 21.
1 by Keith's
Palace, which
is acenowledged
to be the premier
variety
louse of America,
the list included
the
Colonial, Royal, Alhambra ami Riverside,
!1 B, iayF. Keith
theaters, as well as Fox's
of .Music.
In Brooklyn
during the week
of April
s •■ V Dog's Life" was one of the most
advertised
features
at Keith's
trpheum
and Bushwick
as well as the
nt theater, and
was also selected
■v the management of the New Brevoort
0 open the latest temple
of the silent
to make its appearance on the skythe Greater City.

'nterstate Exploiting
Zeppelin L-21's Raid
rHE Interstate Film Company, through

its advertising and publicity representatives, the Press Service Bureau,
innounce the completion of its unique
traduction, "The Last Raid of Zeppelin
The film has been carefully edited
ind will be issued as a two-reeler. every
BCh of which is replete with revelations
ind action.
John A. Libston, the well known
Englah war photographer,
and Sam
Siegel,
rly manager for William Fox in New
lersey, both of whom are members of the
Interstate Film Company, sailed for England in the summer of 1915 to photograph
scenes of the war for the American market. In deciding on a subject that would
the fullest educational
and comil value they could not have selected
.i botter one than the Zeppelin
and its
activities.
In fact no phase of the war
has been so universally discussed or cresuch world-wide interest, and yet, not
to mention films, even ordinary still photographs were not sufficiently available
to satisfy this interest evidenced
by the
motion picture public.
To photograph the German Zeppelin
leave a German port, start on one of its
murder orgies, follow it on its path of devastation and destruction on every trip
and
finally
on the spot W.
when
ace of aces,be Lieutenant
L. England's
Robinson,
plants the successful shot that sealed the
deom of the L-21 might be considered impossible. The Interstate Film Company
claims to have succeeded in accomplishing
just this.
The production is not a Thomas H. Ince
one and should not be confused on account
of the slight similirity in title. "The Last
Raid of Zeppelin L-21," produced by the
Interstate Film Company, is claimed to be
an actual picturization of the L-21 raid-

Clara

Kimball

Young

at Her

Los

Angeles

Home.

Clara Kimball Young Likes the California
"The Claw," which
scenes ofYoung
final Kimball
THE Clara
is making, under the management of Harry 1.
Carson, for release through the Select exchanges, have been photographed. Allowing the necessary two weeks for cutting,
titling, etc., a print of the picture will be
in New York for advance showing about
the middle of May. Immediately upon the
completion of "The Claw" Miss Young
and her associates, who are now working
in Los Angeles, will begin the production
of "The Savage Woman," another pretentious picture which is to be made before
return to New York City,
company's
the
some time in June.
The presence of Miss Young on the Pacific Coast at this time is interesting in
view of the fact that this is the star's
first visit to California for the purpose of
making pictures. There are those who
contend that California is the only place
in the United States where moving pictures can be properly and profitably produced, and yet Miss Young, with a highly
successful career behind her, seems to
have proved quite the contrary. Word
from the player to her New York offices
is to the effect that she has succumbed to
the climatic lure of Southern California
and is enjoying her stay there. She does
not say, however, that all of her future
pictures are to be made in the land of
the golden oranges.
Just why Miss Young finds herself well
satisfied in Los Angeles while her former
ing London
and its subsequent
destruction.
The Interstate Film Company will announce the details concerning their
methods of disposal and sale of the film
in the next issue of the World.

Climate

haunts in the East are being swept by
the chill April winds may be imagined
after a look at the accompanying photograph, which shows not a "location" in
her new picture, but a corner in the garden attached to the big private residence
on West Adams street, Los Angeles,
which Miss Young and her party have
leased for their stay on the coast. Miss
Young is accompanied by her father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kimball,
and her aunt, Mrs. Grace Aylesworth. A
butler, a chauffeur, a French maid and
two house servants were taken from New
York to make the Young party comfortable during their stay. Just a few days
ago Miss Young's limousine was shipped
from New York to add to its owner's
comforts.
"The Hushed Hour," the big state rights
picture in which Mr. Garson and Miss
Young are interested, will be completed
about the same time as "The Claw."
Katterjohn
Working
on Long
Picture.
Monte M. Katterjohn, Paralta scribe, is
now engaged in writing a story for which
he has spent three years in gathering
material.
"In this screen story I will not be hampered by any sort of restrictions," he says.
"The story will be the thing, and the
cast will be adapted to it. There will be
no stars or featured players. I expect
it to be about eight or nine reels in
length when produced for the screen.
"It is a big dramatic story which will
receive the best of handling possible under the best of conditions — which means
that the restrictions of warping the story
to suit a star, or cutting or padding it
to make a certain set length of film footage, will be removed."
Innovations
Lighting
in is
"Salome."
The motion inpicture
realm
to see
many innovations in lighting as novel as
they are effective in "Salome," Theda
Bara's forthcoming Fox super-production.
It is said that although the Fox studios at Hollywood, where the picture was
made, are among the best equipped in the
world, more than $15,000 was spent in
installing the necessary apparatus for the
scenes. Most of the new work appears in
the action that takes place in the chamber
of Herod. A score of artists and mechanics worked under the supervision of J.
Gordon Edwards for seven weeks on the

Scene from "The Last

Raid of Zeppelin L-21" (Interstate).

reproduction

of

the

King's

throne-room.
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Fox Names Players for
First Zane Grey Story
A

Scene from "An Honest Man"

(Triangle).

Four Men and Four Women Lead Paramount-Artcraft
pictures are schedEIGHT Paramount
uled for release during the month
of May presenting variety of stories.
Three of the productions are from the
. The sexes are
Ince'
plant
in California
d among
equally
represente
the stars, the
women including Pauline Frederick, Enid
Bennett, Dorothy Dalton, and Marguerite
Clark, and the men Sessue Hayakawa,
Jack Pickford, Charles Ray, and Wallace
Reid.
On May 6, Pauline Frederick, Enid Bennett, and Sessue Hayakawa are seen in
new vehicles. Miss Frederick plays the
stellar role of Katusha in "Resurrection,"
the story of Russian conditions by
Tolstoy. The chief supporting roles are
played by Robert Eliott, John Sainpolis,
and Jere Austin.
Enid Bennett in "The Biggest Show on
Earth" plays the part of Roxie Kemp,
daughter of a circus proprietor, and intimate scenes of life under the big tops
are shown. In the cast are Melbourne
MacDowell, Earl Rodney, Ethel Lynn,
Bliss Chevalier, and Carl Stockdale.
In "The White Man's Law," Hayakawa
is seen as Ghengis, an ivory traaer on the
West Coast of Africa, who loves a pretty
French Sudanese girl. James Young produced this picture, and Florence Vidor,
Jack Holt, Herbert Standing, Maym Kelso,
Forrest Seabury, and Joseph Swickard
are in the cast.
Jack Pickford's "Mile-a-Minute-Kendall"
is issued May 13. This is a virile play
by Owen Davis, directed by William D.
Taylor. The chief supporting players are
Louise Huff, Charles Arling, Jane Wolff,
Casson Ferguson, Lottie Pickford, Jack
MacDonald, W. E. Lawrence, and John
Burton.
The release for May 20 is Dorothy Dalton in "The Mating of Marcella," from the
story by Joseph Franklin Poland. The
director of this picture was John Stumar,
and Thurston Hall. Juanita Hansen, William Conklin, Donald MacDonald, Milton
Ross, Spottiswoode Aitken, and Buster
Irving are in the cast.
Marguerite Clarke's stage success,
"Prunella," is the release of May _7. and
during the same week Charles Ray in
"His Own Home Town" and Wallace Reid
in "Believe Me, Xantippe," are offered.
"Pruella" is tin- story of a girl who is
reared in at atmosphere of extreme innocence by her elderly aunts, ami who
elopes witu a strolling actor ami is taken
over tin' world by him. The production
was staged in an exceptionally artistic
manner by Maurice Tourneur.
Charles Ray in "His own Home Town"
has romantic ami thrilling adventures,
and returns to his little home town and
puts to rout the grafting politicians who

forced him to leave the place of his birth
to achieve success.
The story of "Believe Me, Xantippe," is
unusual. Olga Printzlau is responsible
for the screen adaptation, which was directed by Donald Crisp. It gives Wallace
Reid a romantic role.

Los Angeles Praises
"Heart of the Sunset"
THE
verdict of Los Angeles on Rex
Beach's "Heart of the Sunset" is favorable to this production.
Quinn's Rialto, the first theater in the
country to present this production to the
public, did capacity business all week,
greatly stimulated by the reviews and
praise of the Los Angeles daily newspapers.
As a result of its success at Mr. Quinn's
Rialto, Goldwyn's Los Angeles office reports heavy bookings on this production
throughout
that territory.
The next big opening for "Heart of the
Sunset" will be at Sheehan & Lourie's
Rialto theater, San Francisco, where these
showmen will put a big publicity drive behind the production. The story is now
running as a serial in one of the big San
Francisco dailies, linking up with the presentation of the picture.
A. G. Talbot, manager of the America
theater, Denver, has booked the subject
for immediate showing, and he, too, finds
that one of his local Denver newspapers
is running the story as a magazine page
serial.

Theda Bara Working on
Story of Philippines
ALTHOUGH the photodrama will soon
half-way mark in producreach the
tion William Fox is just announcing
that Theda Bara is making another bis
picture in California under the direction
of J. Gordon Edwards. The story, which
is by the playwright and author, George
Scarborough, is said to be swift and Stirrinff and is a dramatic account of an episode in the Philippines after the American
occupation. Its original title was "Maria
of the Roses," but this will probably be
changed.
The role of Maria Yalverde. the heroine
of the subject now in work, provides Miss
Bara with a background practically fresh
to the screen,
which
is to portray
the
daughter of an American civil engineer
stationed at La Trinidad on the Island
of Luzon. The young woman is willful,
romantic and capricious: artful, yet artless, and she stands out sharply from the
military personages that help make this
a colorful production.

TELEGRAM to the William Fox offices
from the studios in the west brings
word that William Farnum has begun work on "Riders of the Purple Sage,"
the first of the two Zane Grey stories he
is to do. Frank Lloyd, who is directing
the photoplay, has assembled most of the
principals. Katherine Adams will again
appear opposite the star.
Other important members of the company are Marc Robbins, William Burress,
Murdock McQuarrie, William Scott, J.
Holmes and Nancy Caswell. The scenario
is by Mr. Lloyd.
The entire company will leave the Hollywood plant in the near future for extended "location" work in Arizona, as the
major part of the action is laid in the
out-of-doors. Zane Grey will accompany
the party.
Mr. Farnum commenced on his new vehicle directly he had finished the Liberty
Loan tour on which he was engaged. It
is said that approximately $2,000,000 in
bonds were sold through the star's efforts.
He worked tirelessly for the Loan and
lost his voice entirely as a result of his
speeches in its behalf. Director Lloyd
was with the actor during the trip.
Mr. Farnum himself bought $S8,000
worth of Third Liberty Bonds. Mr. Lloyd
took §12,000, making a total subscription
of $100,000. One of his greatest achievements was the selling of $110,050 in bonds
in twenty-two minutes at Reno, Nevada.
Bryant Again Supporting Nazimova.
Charles Bryant, noted English actor,
who was leading man for Nazimova, the
famous Metro star, in "Revelation," is
again playing opposite her in her second
Screen Classic production, "Toys of Fate,"
also released by Metro. Mr. Bryant has
also been a leading member of Mme. Nazimova's company of players presenting
Ibsen's "Wild Duck." "Hedda Gabler" and
"The Doll's House," which has had such
a successful season on Broadway.
Mr. Bryant made his debut in London
in Sir Arthur Pinero's productions, where
he became very popular. In 1900 he came
to the United States with Mrs. Patrick
Campbell and remained with her during
her two record-breaking
seasons.
Following that he became the leading
man for Ethel Barrymore in her revival
of "Captain Jinks." He then appeared in
George Bernard Shaw's "Misalliance," in
Robert Hitchin's "Bella Donna," and in
plays of John Galsworthy. Mr. Bryant
also was Nazimova's leading man in her
dramatic vaudeville sketch, "War Brides."
Mr. Bryant is of splendid bearing and
is over six feet tall.
Balshofer
Secures
Four
Novels.
That Harold Lockwood will be well
supplied with choice vehicles for some
time to come is indicated in an announcement by Fred J. Balshofer, president of
the
Yorke-Metro
that thenovels
pho-'
toplay
rights to company,
four successful
by well known writers of fiction have
been acquired for early production with
Mr. Lockwood as the star.
These novels are "Lend Me Your Name"
and "Pals First." by Francis Perry Elliott; "The Yellow Dove," by George
i;ihhs. and "A King in Khaki" by Henry
Mitchell "Webster.
John Wanamaker
Buys Simplex.
A simplex projector bought recently by
John Wanamaker from B. F. Porter, 14S2
Broadway, New York, was used at a smoker
of the Sphinx Club held at the Waldorf
Astoria. Xew York City, on Tuesday. April
It;, before its shipment to the Wanamaker
store for use at entertainments to be held
for the benefit of the Wanamaker em-The machine was used to project a series
ployees.
of cartoons of various members of the
Sphinx Club, an organization made up
largely of advertising men.
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Nineteen "Cleopatras"
Touring the Still
Country
A

COi in->i: William
i 'IN" ; in i''..\
ii ■ u officei
1 1 . n.,uwhat
;ii hand
li saidi"
in be probably (he largest numbei • ■(
exhlbitora thai have ever played any production on a percentage system have
shown the Theda Bara super-production,
"Cleopatra," on that basia. Twenty companies are still touring the United States
and Canada with prlnta of the big photo-

(Paramount).

Pauline
Frederick'
"Resurrecwith
tion"
Is Released
May set-6
A PLAY lending
itself tos exploitation
the nobility
of Russia, massive
tings were required. One of the largest

on a grand scale is "Ressurrection," the Paramount release of May
fi. starring Pauline Frederick in the role
of Katusha, the heroine of the Tolstoy
story, whose tempestuous life has been
one of the most widely read stories in
the world of fiction. The combination of
author, play and star is a formidable one,
which, added to the spectacular production, should prove effective in the box
office.
Tolstoy is admittedly one of the most
forceful writers the world has seen. The
incidents of pathos and sensationalism
crowded into the life of Katusha make
this role one of the most exacting and
emotional. Blanche Walsh created this
role on the American speaking stage.
Charles E. Whittaker adapted "Resurrection" to the screen. His familiarity
with Russia was of great assistance in
visualizing this Tolstoy play.
Miss Frederick's qualifications to portray the difficult role of Katusha has been
amply demonstrated in the past, and she
has appeared to advantage in many Paramount pictures in emotional characters,
the more recent of which were "Madame
Jealousy" and "La Tosca."
As the play in a large measure
deals

Select Completes Cast
wr "De Lux Annie"
SELECT'S
"De Luxe and
Annie,"
on which
Norma Talmadge
her forces
are
busily at work as the star's May release, is progressing rapidly with the cast
completed. The screen version of Edward
Clark's successful play of the same name
has been prepared by Paul West; the filming is under the direction of Roland West,
and the photography is by Ed Wynard and
Albert Moses.
Norma Talmadge's leading man again
will be Eugene O'Brien. O'Brien plays the
role of Jimmy Fitzpatrick, the confederate
of the crook heroine in the "de luxe
game." Another male role of major importance has been intrusted to Frank
Mills, well remembered for his superb
work on the stage with Mrs. Pat Campbell, Olga Xethersole, Forbes-Robertson
and Sir Herbert Tree, and also on the
screen.
Work on "De Luxe Annie" is going
ahead under full speed at Norma Talmadge's Forty-eighth street studio, where
this well known crook play is being filmed
with the fidelity to detail and characterization that mark every Select picture.

interiors is the big courtroom, where the
unfortunate victims of autocracy are sentenced to Siberia, and a big ensemble is
the seemingly endless line of prisoners on
the snow covered road to the far off exile.
Chief among the supporting cast are Robert Eliott, John Sainpolis and Jere Austin.

Lockwood's
Next Is Farce Comedy.
After having "done" five melodramas
and comedy-dramas, Harold Lockwood
will be seen in farce comedy in "Lend Me
Your Name," a new Metro All-Star Series
production, now being staged at Metro's
Hollywood studios under the direction of
Fred J. Balshofer. The photoplay is an
adaptation of Francis Perry Elliott's novel
by Mr. Balshofer and John B. Clymer.
Harold Lockwood plays a dual role, an
earl and a burglar. In his supporting
cast appear Pauline Curley as "the girl,"
Bessie Eyton as Sophronia, Bert Starkey
as Dr. Dinger, and Stanton Heck as Hastings, a real estate agent who poses as a
duke.
Fifth Avenue in O. Henry
Story.
The "Sisters of the Golden Circle," a
forthcoming O. Henry picture for Ceneral Film release, was produced last
week on top of a sightseeing bus which
cruised up and down New York's crowded
Fifth avenue, taking scenes for the O.
Henry story. Practically the whole tale
is laid out of doors.
The cameraman, Tom Malloy, was stationed on top of the hood which protects
the driver of the car, while the action of
the drama was presented on the roof
seats of the big bus under the direction of
Kenneth Webb, with Edward Earle and
Agnes Ayres in the leading parts.

Although a score or more of these companies have been out on the road continuously since October, 1917, when the
picture was lirst presented, there still
remain many large cities throughout the
country that have not seen the film. Mr.
Fox explains this on the ground that It
has not been found possible to accommodate them at an earlier date, on account
of I ho press of bookings and the length
of time for which they have been made.
The big cities that are just seeing
"Cleopatra" include New Orleans, Des
Moines, Youngstown, Akron, canton, South
Bend, ESvansvllle, Fargo, Joplir^ Galveston
and Waco. Hamilton, Canada, is also on
this list.
Within a few weeks extended engagements will be played in Cincinnati and
Louisville — at the Mary Anderson theater
in the latter.
How thoroughly the nineteen companies
are covering the United States — one is in
Canada — with "Cleopatra" is evidenced by
the announcement that in the week just
closeding way:
they were scattered in the followTwo companies in Michigan and one
each in Louisiana, New York, Massachusetts, Iowa, Ohio, Vermont and New
Hampshire, Connecticut, Montana, Washington, Arizona, California, Illinois, Minnesota, North Dakota, Canada, Missouri,
Kansas and Oklahoma, and Texas.
The Fox offices report that everywhere
the exhibitor is enthusiastic over having
s"hown "Cleopatra" on percentage, because they have had the benefit of an
experienced manager and an advance
man, who have seen to it that the film
has been properly advertised and publicized. The result, Mr. Fox says, has been
splended business.

Warren Kerrigan in "Toby"
Again Puts on His Harness
verGERAGHTY
the 'S
novelscreen"
by Credo
THOMAS sion ofJ."Toby,"
Harris, has been completed and is
now being read for final approval by
Warren Kerrigan and Raymond B. West,
who will direct the picture. The production has been planed for five reels
and the cast will be made up from the
stock of Paralto productions with Miss
Lois Wilson, who has appeared with Mr.
Kerrigan in his last two pictures, probably appearing in the leading feminine
role.
Production of this film will be rushed
as much as possible without reducing the
standard of quality of the picture, due to
the
Mr. the
Kerrigan's
absence offrom
the fact
screenthatafter
great success
his
first two Paralta plays, "A Man's Man"
and "The Turn of a Card," has brought a
great demand from the public for more
of this star's pictures.

Adda
Gleason to Have Chief Role
in "The One Woman"
role, that of Ruth Gordon. Miss Clara WilAFTER some delay, due to varied discussions concerning the scenario,
cast and other details of production,
the Mastercraft Photoplay Corporation,
through its president, F. Eugene Farnsworth, has at length made definite announcement concerning the final cast selection and the time for the commencement of filming of the novel, "The One
Woman,"
by Thomas
Dixon, Jr.
Miss Adda Gleason, who gave such an
admirable delineation in the leading role
of "Raraona," will appear in the principal

liams is to portray the character of Kate
Ransom, while Lawson Butt will interpret the part of Gordon. Herschell Mayall will play Overman; Thurston Hall is to
st as Morris King and Joseph J.
Dowling will be Yon Meter.
The screen version of Mr. Dixon's novel
was prepared by Harry Chandlee, head of
the Paralta scenario forces, in collaboration with Mr. Dixon himself. The final
scenario was written by Harry Chandlee
and E. Richard Schayer.
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Carey Signs Two-Year
Contract with Universal
HARRY
CAREY-to has
signedin a Universal
contract
aggreeing
appear
pictures for two years more. The
contract is said to call for a large increase in salary largely owing to Carey's
splendid work in "Phantom Riders,"
"Straight Shooting," "Wild Women" and
several other equally good pictures. The
manner in which he has come forward as
a true "western type" also makes him a
valuable asset to Universal.
Mr. Carey is an actor who won fame
and distinction on the stage before entering the world of films. He wrote "Montana" and "The Heart of Alaska" and produced these plays and starred in them.
The player has probably had one of the
most diversified careers of any actor on
the screen. Cowboy, street railway superintendent, author, lawyer, actor, manager,
director, athlete, prize fighter, miner, expert swimmer and engineer are a few of
his titles. A graduate
of the New
York

Photographing

"The Guilt of Silence" (Bluebird).

Snow Scenes in Bluebird Displease
CALIFORNIA state officials are dismayed over the possible effect of the
Bluebird release for May 13 entitled
"The Guilt of Silence," because many of
the scenes in the picture were taken during the worst snowstorm that has visited
California in several years. It was a
veritable blizzard.
For several years the hotel keepers of
California, aided and abetted by state
officials, have advertised the state extensively as the "Land of Sunshine" in an
effort to corral the greater part of the
winter tourist business. They have carefully refrained from mentioning that the
mountains and high altitudes of the state
sometimes are visited by tremendous
snowstorms which often close traffic for
days.
The scenario for "The Guilt of Silence"
had been in the possession of Director
Clifton for several months. He was awaiting the psychological snowstorm to get his
winter scenes. At the first signs of snow
during the latter part of March he got
his company together and headed them for
the high lands, where the blizzard broke
with full force. So hard did it snow, with
an accompanying wind averaging fortytwo miles an hour, that the company was
marooned for six days.
Upon the completion of the picture it
was screened at the Bluebird studios on
the Coast, and to the dismay of the California officials the picture showed that
portions of the state are just as bleak
as Alaska during the closed season. As
the Bluebird officials consider the picture
one of the best that has been turned out

Mutual -Chaplins Going Strong.
Demand for the two-reel Chaplin comedies produced by Lone Star for release
through .Mutual exchanges has been consistently heavy under Mutual's new booking plan. Chaplin-Mutual specials played
last week in 1,692 houses in all parts of
the United States.
Virtually every booking of the 1,692 was
at least a second run. In some instances
the pictures had been run as many as
twenty times and in one instance the
booking
of "Tin- Vagabond," the twentyfifth.
Shortly after the release of "The Adventurer," twelfth Of the series of Chaplin-Mutuals, a new arrangement was put
into effect under which the productions
were made available to exhibitors who
had not made an original contract at the
beginning of the series.

State

Officials

by the company they would not listen
to the suggestion that it be shelved, but
agreed to explain that the picture was
taken in the California mountains at a
time when the valleys and the lowlands
were
bathed
in sunshine
and warmth.
Ruth Clifford and Monroe Salisbury are
featured in the picture that has caused
all the worry. It is a story of the Northland and the discovery of gold. Woven
into the tale is the love story of a strong
man for an adventuress, and the final
severance of the ties that bind him to
her.
Salisbury in the role of "Silent Smith,"
a prospector struck dumb during a storm
to regain his speech at the crucial moment, does exceptionally good work. The
work of Miss Clifford in the role of the
daughter of the man ensnared by the adventuress .also is strong".
National Issues Rancho Series.
General Film Company announces the
release of the first of the Rancho Series
of two-reel stories, "In the Shadow of the
Rockies," a story of action and heart interest, produced by the National Film Corporation of Denver. The story deals with
the son of an eastern millionaire who is
sent west to earn his own living, but who
becomes involved in a series of adventures of an unusual sort. The action of
the story moves at a rapid pace.
A company of capable players has been
selected for the work of filming the Rancho series, which will be released every
other week.
Following "In the Shadow of the
Rockies" will come "Where the Sun Sets
Red" and "Poverty Gulch," each of which
is designed to be a story of the West with
real entertainment value.
Soldiers
to See Fox Films.
Two William Fox special features and
two Mutt and Jeff animated cartoons are
listed in the newest War Service Bulletin
issued by the War and Navy Department's
Commissions on Training Camp Activities, for use in the camps of the army
and navy. The present Bulletin takes
account of pictures released between April
1 and April 15. Announcements are issued semi-monthly.
The films are "A Camouflage Kiss."
starring June Caprice and directed by
Harry Millarde. and "The Bride of Fear,"
in which Jewel Carmen starred. The cartoons, made by Bud Fisher for release
through Fox Film Corporation, are "The
Freight Investigation" and "The Leak."

Harry Carey.
University, Mr. Carey practiced law for a
short time, but soon gave up the staid
profession for a career as an author of
short stories and plays and later adopted
the stage as his life work.
More "Camouflage" for the Screen.
Probably for the first time on the
screen an attempt said to have been highly successful has been made to reproduce with proper effect on the screen fiction's traditional phantom ship, "The
This has
been done in Annette KellerFlying
Dutchman."
mann's forthcoming sub-sea picture,
"Queen of the Sea," which William Fox
is soon to release. Inasmuch as this part
of the big production was filmed almost a
year ago, before the American people became as greatly interested in camouflaged vessels as they are now, the Fox
offices are putting forth the claim to having- introduced the first camouflaged ship
made for motion picture purposes.
Simplex
Distributors
in Town.
C F. Perkins, general manager of the
Perkins Electric Company, Phillips Square,
Montreal, with offices in Montreal,
Toronto, Winnipeg, and St. Johns; Harry
T. Nolan, president of the Swanson &
Nolan Supply Company, of Denver, Colo.,
and Lewis M. Swaab. of Philadelphia, all
dealers in Simplex machines for their respective territories, were in New York
recently in consultation with E. M. Porter,
general manager of the Precision Machine
Company.
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Insurance of Soldiers, the Tank "America,"
the Liberty Loan
Campaign
and War
Necessities;
Also First German
Prisoners Captured
by Americans,
Among
Topics
Pictured.
with the sale of the rights to this picture
A SOLDIER who knows that his family
for
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New
d
g
will be protecte if anythin happens
Mexico, this leaves only two territories
to him is the host of all lighters.
Realising this, Uncle Sam has made sure
yet unsold.
that when his boys go into battle they
The following distributors have se-cured the rights to this picture: Boston
will not worry about the future of their
ent
s.
The United states Governm
familie
1'hotoplay Co., Boston, for New England;
is now said to be the biggest insurance
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, New
York City, for New York and northern
company on earth. In Gaumont Graphic
No. -i is picture "Insurance Unit" No. 1, at
New Jersey;
Supei features,
Inc., "Washthe V. s. Naval Training station on the
ington, for Delaware,
No. Carolina,
Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia;
Great Lakes, whore 26,000 policies averBig Feature Bights Corporation, Louisaging- $10,000 each have been written. A
ville, for Indiana and Kentucky; Ivan
good-sized army of enlisted insurance^ exFilm Corporation, Cleveland, for Ohio;
perts is necessary to handle the policies.
Dawn Masterplay Co., Detroit, for MichThis issue also shows the first "cruise"
igan; E. H. Hulsey, Dallas, for Texas,
of the tank •America." The United States
has built many large tanks for her allies,
Oklahoma and Arkansas; Special Features
Co., Knoxville, for Georgia, Florida, Alabut this monster, built for her own soldiers, weighs 45 tons, and is large enough
bama and Tennessee; A. H. Blank, Des
to carry the biggest British tank in its
Moines, for Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and
interior.
Nebraska; Supreme Feature Film Co.,
Other timely topics in this number show
Minneapolis, for Minnesota, North and
the opening of the baseball and bathing
South Dakota and "Wisconsin; J. S. McSween. for Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and
seasons; the Third Liberty Bond campaign, and war pictures here and abroad.
New Mexico; All Star Feature Distributors, San Francisco, for California, NeA most enjoyable subject shows the annual visit of the circus to Bellevue Hosvada and Arizona; The Raffles Co., Pittspital. Since the days of P. T. Barnum, the
bugh, for western Pennsylvania and
Barnum & Bailey circus has journeyed
West Virginia; Keystone Distributing Co.,
■each year to Bellevue and given a special
Philadelphia, Pa., for eastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey.
and free performance for the entertainment of the unfortunate children in this
hospital.
In Gaumont News No. 5 there are a
W. H. Productions Going Strong.
number of subjects which show some of
the things which the United States conFrom advice received by "W. H. Producsiders as necessary for the winning of
tions Co. from exchanges that are handthe war as soldiers and guns. One picling the twenty-eight Mack Sennett Keytures a great oil field which will supply
stone comedies indications are that they
much of the oil needed to run our tanks
are meeting with great success."
and aeroplanes. Other subjects show the
The first five subjects have already
thoroughness with which we are increasbeen booked and played in a number of
ing our food supply. The United States
the representative theaters. The follownow produces annually nearly a billion
ing is a list of the first twelve subjects.
dollars worth of poultry and eggs; the
picture of a big poultry farm shows how
"A Small Town Bully," featuring Mabel
Normand, Roscoe Arbuckle, Mack Sennett
this enormous production is made possible. Meat for our soldiers and the Aland Owen Moore; "Friendly Enemies,"
featuring Sydney Chaplin and Chester
lies must be shipped from the United
States, and to increase the annual producConklin; "His Diving Beauty," featuring
Mabel
Normand,
Roscoe
Arbuckle
and
tion, every child in the United States has
been asked to raise a hog this year. One
■of the pictures shows how California is
growing more vegetables. Another shows
thousands of shipbuilders who have
agreed to work to their utmost to bridge
the Atlantic with ships and defeat the
Tlun.
There are sixteen news subjects. Two
•of these show the Secretary of the Navy
and the Secretary of the Treasury in their
swing around the country to boost the
Third Liberty Loan campaign.
In "Washington,
President
Wilson
shown
taking his first
tank ride
in theis
"Britannia."
From France comes pictures of the first
German prisoners captured by the American soldiers, who are shown interned in
concentration camps back of the fighting
lines.
State Rights
on "Raffles" Selling Fast.
Hiller & Wilk, Inc., selling agents for
the L. Lawrence "Weber Photo Dramas,
Inc., owners of the photoplay "Raffles,
the Amateur
Cracksman,"
announce
that

'"'

Swain; "A Polished Villain," featuring ai si John and Charles "Arllng;
"His Bitter Half," featuring Polly Moran
and Charles Murray; "The Dynaml
featuring Chester Conklin; "A Desperate
Scoundrel," with Ford Sterling; "Soaked
and Scorched," featuring Chester Conklin
and Mack Swain; "A Farmyard Komeo,"
featuring Roscoe Arbuckle and Mabel
Normand; "Looking Them Over," with
Sydney Chaplin; "For Better or Worse,"
featuring Mabel Normand, Roscoe Arbuckle and Ford Sterling, and "The HulaI I ii la Dance,"
featuring
Charles
Chaplin.
"The Hula-Hula Dance" is a special tworeel Charlie Chaplin, adapted from "His
Prehistoric 1'ast," and most Of the exchanges who have seemed contracts from
exhibitors for the entire series have included this special Chaplin.
The advertising matter on this series
of comedies Is composed of attractive one,
three and six-sheet posters and a lobby
display of 8x10 photographs.
Madame

Petrova

Returns
ville.

from

Ashe-

Accompanied by her director, Ralph
Ince, and a staff of employees, Madame
Petrova returned this wreek to New York
from Asheville, North Carolina, where she
has been busy for several days securing
scenes for "Patience Sparhawk." This
story, adapted from the novel by Gertrude Atherton, was especially chosen
among other things because of the opportunities offered for beautiful exteriors
and out of the ordinary photographic effects. It was decided to shoot many of
the scenes in and around Asheville, a
section of the South rich in natural
beauty and excellent picture locations.
The scenes obtained by the Petrova cameraman, Harry Harris, are said to have
fully justified expectations. Bobby North,
studio manager, together with Harry
Harris and a complete staff of property
men, carpenters and scenic artists accompanied Madame Petrova and Mr. Ince
on the southern trip.
"Patience Sparhawk" follows "Tempered Steel" on the star's release calendar
and will be issued through the exchanges
of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
sometime during the coming month. It
has
been adapted for the screen by Mary
Murillo.

(Harry

McRae

Webster).
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Reissues
Randolph
New
Version
inFilm
Six Reels
Contains "The
Stunts, Million
Thrills and Dollar
Sensations Mystery*
of Original
Twenty-three

" is comingMystery
Million
THEback.
some time ago,
film, which,
This Dollar
was issued as a successful serial in
twenty-three chapters will again appear
on the screen, not as a serial, but as a
six-reel feature. It is said, that into this
six thousand feet have been crammed all
the thrills, sensations, stunts and action
of the original, and that thrills follow
each other in such succession as to remind
the spectator of a modern rapid-fire machine gun.
This picture, in which such well known
screen stars as James Cruze, Marguerite
Snow, Florence LaBadie, Sidney Bracey,
Frank Farrington and Irving Cummings
appeared, and performed -what many consider to be their best work, will be marketed on a state rights basis by the Arrow
Film Corporation, Times Building, New
York, who are acting as sales agents for
the Randolph Film Corporation, which is
presenting this revised, retitled and reedited "Million Dollar Mystery."
James M. Sheldon, president of the Randolph Film Corporation, anticipates that
account of the success of this picture as
a serial that state rights buyers will be
swamped with requests for bookings for
it as a feature. "All of the original story
has been retained," says Mr. Sheldon;
"all of the thrills, stunts and action that
made the public gasp during the twentythree weeks the original serial ran, can
now be seen in a single evening. We have
received innumerable compliments upon
the remarkable lot of decorative subtitles to be found in the new "Million
Dollar Mystery." They were made by one
of the best known artists of an eastern
studio and are really of unusual attractiveness. The matter of subtitles is but
one instance of the care that has been
taken to make the feature version worthy
of modern standards in every respect."
Reports received by Arrow Film Corporation are said to indicate that the
territory will all be disposed of within a
short time, as there is a heavy demand
from buyers who are familiar with the
success of this attraction.
Novel

Advertising
Stunts
Result
of
Petrova
Trip.
As a result of a trip recently made by
Herbert Lubin and Bert Ennis, representatives of Petrova Picture Co., for the
purpose of ascertaining the exact needs
of exhibitors in the matter of proper exploitation material, several original aids
have been added to the service department. The most important consists of an
attractively framed photograph on glass
of Madame Petrova. This may be used
in theater lobbies or in store windows
with either electric light or daylight, and
as patrons pass the single pose of Madame
Petrova changes into various positions,
each change being enhanced by beautiful
color effects. The attention-compelling
powers of this novelty was shown by
placing it in a New York store window,
where it is said to have attracted the notice of 3,500 passersby during the course
of an hour.
Arrangements have also been completed
whereby exhibitors can secure electrotypes of any of the series of beautiful
Petrova advertisements which have been
appearing in the trade publications during the past year. These will also be furnished in mat form where the latter style
is found to be more convenient.
A magnificent stock of 21-sheet stands
has also been prepared and a certain quantity will be distributed free to each showman to aid him in exploiting Petrova productions.
Together with these helps it is contemplated Issuing a new pressbook, which
will contain the result of all of the suggestions gathered by Messrs Lubin and
Ennis during their conferences with exhibitors, exchangemen and newspapermen

Chapter
Serial.
throughout the country. The Petrova
service department is at the present time
also issuing various styles of cuts suited
for newspaper and program use, together
with single and double-column mats and
a full line of photographs suitable for
lobby display purposes.
Tallulah

Bankhead

in

New

Graphic

Film.

So impressed was Ivan Abramson with
the work of Tallulah Bankhead in a minor
role in "The Squab Farm," a play now
appearing on Broadway, New York, that
he offered her one of the principal roles
in "When Man Betrays," the new picture
he is making for the Graphic Film Corporation.
The character she is creating calls for
strong emotional scenes and reports from
the studio where the interiors are now
being made are said to indicate that Director Abramson has made no mistake in
this selection.
While she does not come from a theatrical family, Miss Bankhead's inclination
for a public life is an inherited one. Her
grandfather, J. H. Bankhead, has been
Senator for Alabama for the past ten
years, and her father, William B. Bankhead, has just been elected to Congress.
"It wasn't an easy matter to convince
my family that I should be allowed the
right to follow in their footsteps and
choose a public career for myself," said
Miss Bankhead. "Dad has seen me in a
number of amateur theatrical performances and, while he was kind enough to
admit that, acting was my forte, he
couldn't get away from an old Southern
prejudice that a girl should be kept at
home and looked after and cared for like
a hothouse flower. I've spent a large part
of the sixteen years of my life importuning him to let me have my way, and strong
emotional scenes were an almost daily
occurrence until I secured his consent.

Twede-Dan Performs Daring Feat.
What might be considered a daring, as
well as a life-risking feat, was performed
by Twede-Dan in one of the scenes of
"The Wrong Flat," the May release of
the Jester Comedies. The action shows a
full stage with a flying trapeze performer
in full« swing; as the trapeze nears the
box, in which Twede-Dan is sitting, he
makes a flying leap and catches the performer by the feet. Had he missed
Twede-Dan would have had a drop of
forty feet.
Jester Popularity Due to Diversity.
Among the brands of pictures that have
accomplished a quick and ready market
are the Jester Comedies, featuring TwedeDan. Actual work of production of these
comedies commenced early last December,
and by the middle of January two were
completed. William Steiner, the head of
the company, then started a tour of the
United States, and screened the films for
many exchanges, with the result that he
practically closed up the entire country
on this trip, making arrangement for
handling one two-reel picture a month.
Mr. Steiner says that in all his experience
he never closed contracts with such
rapidity ns he did on the Jesters, and that
exchanges handling the Jesters are enjoying a remarkable play on the first three,
"The Recruit," "His Golden Romance"
and "All 'Fur' Her."
"The Wrong Flat," the fourth release
to go forward in May, gives promise of
exceeding the booking of any of the first
releases. One reason, given for the success of this brand is the fact that TwedeDan does not follow any one line of action, each of the comedies show him in
a distinct characterization with an entirely new line of antics and each story
is entirely foreign to the other.

May 11, 1918

Composer Talks of "Mickey"

Neil Moret Speaks of Success of Musical Number Founded on Mack Sennett
Photoplay.
NT EIL MORET, one of the author of the
I song "Mickey," which is adapted from
photoplay
MabeltheNorman
and "Mickey,"
controlled featuring
by the
Western Import Co., in speaking of the
success of the song, made the following
statement:
"In the past there have been a number
of songs adapted from photoplays, but
there has not been any as yet with the
exception of 'Mickey' to meet with success. This is greatly due to the fact, I
believe, that in many instances the photoplay was not strong enough to link a
popular song hit up with it, and in many
other instances the song was not strong
enough to carry along with the photoplay.
"My most popular songs, viz.: 'Poppies,'
'Cherry,' 'Hiawatha,' 'Moonlight,' 'Silver
Heels,' 'Nadja,' and 'On Moonlight Bay,'
were all and still are popular successes,
each one being a distinct type of song
and carrying a lyric that appeals to the
sound chords of human nature.
"I feel that 'Mickey' is the best thing I
have ever done. When I first viewed the
production at the Coast several months
ago it was not for the purpose of writing
a song, but the theme, the story and the
action inspired me so much that within
two hours I had unconsciously evolved
the song 'Mickey.' Irrespective of its
connection with the photoplay it has become one of the biggest hits of the year,
and
daily.re-orders are pouring into our offices
"To date we have disposed of almost
one million copies, and at the rate we are
now going, five hundred thousand copies
per month will be added to this amount.
Now, here's the case of a catchy and melodious song, successful in itself, being
linked up to what I believe one of the
most 'wonderful, interesting and entertaining photoplays that has ever been
produced, and in view of this fact, Daniels & Wilson have arranged to have 15.000 retail dealers and all of the Five and
Ten-Cent syndicates in the country devote a full window display to the song
whenever requested by exhibitors who
are running the photoplay in their locality. These stores have also agreed to
decorate their window 'with a portion of
the lobby display on the photoplay.
"I am sure this will be one of the greatest publicity campaigns that has ever
been given to a photoplay, and I also
appreciate that the photoplay itself will
also be of material
benefit to the song."

Scene from "Just a Woman"
(U. S. Exhibitors)
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°remier Showing of
"The line hastened Woman*'
lialto De Luxe Production Presented at
Morosco
Theater
Before
Enthusiastic Audience.

Large

and

has a til mi production been preto a more
enthusiastic
audience than the one gathered
In the
dorosco
theater, New
VTork, on Sunday
light, April 21, to witness
the premiere
,f the Rial to I >»■ Luxe production,
"The
Hi hast ened Woman."
Beveral things tended to make this
itber than an ordinarj occasion. First,
he picture Is based on Oliver Morosco's
lUCcessful play of the sann' t it 1 *-. by Louis
S

^ELDOM
ented

Grace

Valentine.

K. Anspacker: also conventions of different branches of the motion picture industry, held in New York during the week,
lent a special opportunity for representative men to be present.
In addition, in the theater in which
this picture was shown, Grace Valentine,
the star, is also appearing nightly in a
successful comedy, "Lombardi, Ltd.," and,
coupled with the fact that motion pictures are strangers to the Morosco theater, it was possibly the first time that
a screen star was enabled to see herself
on the same stage where others usually
see her.
All seats were reserved, and not a few
persons were turned away. The audience,
which consisted of film producers and
allied interests, together with exhibitors,
on several occasions greeted the telling
points in the story with applause. Among
those present were: Hiram Abrams, Tom
Moore, Allan Dale, Harriet Underhill, T.
E. Oliphant, J. D. Williams, Col. Fred.
Levy, Harry Rapf, L. Lawrence Weber,
William L. Sherrill, Kenneth Hodkinson,
Ben Blumenthal, B. Howells, J. Wilk, Tom
North, Mr. Ramirez, A. Brunet, Joseph
Miles, Jules Bernstein, Harry Reichenbach, Paul H. Cromelein, S. A. Lynch, G.
B. Garrison, Samuel Goldfish, Alfred
Weiss, B. Alperstein, J. A. Golden, J. L.
Sullivan, W. H. Seeley, Whitman Bennett,
Al.
Lichtman,
F. H. Elliott",
Dr. Shallenberger,
A. Goodstein,
E. H. Hulsey,
Herbert Lubin, Moe Streimer and others.
Cropper
Makes
Fine Sales Record.
R. C. Cropper, manager of the BeeHive Exchange Co., with headquarters in
Chicago,, handling the King Bee-Billy
West comedies, reports that over fifty
per cent, of the Chicago exhibitors are
now showing the Billy West comedies.
The exchange of which Mr. Cropper is
manager is less than two months old.
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Selecting

Cast

for

Second

Picture

Next Production to Be "A Man of Today" by Elsie Van Name — Will Produce Series
of Features
Duri ng Coming
Year.
great
many mote will uo to the picture
i
heaters.
the
of
general
S FORD, directorFRANCI
his workFilms, is getting
Fordarl
"In more wayi than one baseball and
way on the .second
ing forces under
plctun
imiiar.
Baseball Is essenDuring the
production of thai brand.
tially an amusement
enterprise,
mst as
that a
coming ycai it is contemplated
aeries Of features will be produced. In
motion
pictures
are
an
entertainEach
has its loyal following.
It Is my
addition to the small subjects recently
contention that if the baseball fani Bock
announced.
Car.' will be taken in every
e the games, despite the Increase In
detail of production, from the selection of
the story, which, with Mr. Ford, Is one of
admissions,
due to the war tax and the
high
cost of living, they certainly will
the foremost considerations to the writnot
remain
away
from the motion picture
ing Of titles. TO carry on the work which
theaters
in an effort to economize.
has been laid out negotiations have been
entered
into with certain well-known
di"Both baseball and motion pictures form
a medium
to relieve
taut
nerves.
They
is and stars, who will be required
are
a sorl of panacea for mental ills, a
to produce the number of pictures which
recreation that the public will need in
will be released under the Fordart bantime of stress.
ner.
"Theaters all over Pennsylvana report
The second product, "A Man of Today,"
a general improvement in business condifrom the pen of Elsie Van Name, is altions. Reports from the middle west also
ready under way.
Francis Ford will dlIndicate a spirit of optimism. From the
ind play the lead, while Edna Emernorth and south, too, come reports that
son, who created a favorable impression
business is picking up rapidly and a main "Berlin via America," will have the
jority of exhibitors expect a flourishing
stellar feminine role.
The success which is attending the first
summer season."
production,
"Berlin
via America,"
made Mr. Ford
enthusiastic
over has
the
Hirsh Talks
of "Still Alarm" Purchase
future. Bids for territories are said to be
The Pioneer Film Corporation, marketcoming in so thick and fast that its sucing "The Still Alarm" on a state rights
cess is already more than assured. A
basis, announces the following sales of
territory to Exhibitors Film exchange,
very flattering offer for world distribution had been tendered, but on account of
Seattle, for Washington, Oregon. Idaho,
the number of inquiries received it was
and Montana; to Swanson-Nolan Supply
decided to distribute the films on the state
Company, Denver, for Colorado, Wyomrights basis, and Mr. Shipmen, sales agent,
ing, Utah, and New Mexico.
at 17 West 44th street, New York, says
Negotiations are also under way for
that it is only a question of a few days
several other territories, and it is exwhen practically the whole country will
pected that a number of deals will be
have been contracted for.
closed within the next few days. New
York and New Jersey have been retained
by the Pioneer for handling through its
Working
on Third
Keeney
Production.
own exchange, and a number of good
The Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporabookings, including the Loew circuit,
tion is now engaged in the production of
have already been arranged.
In speaking of this picture, which Is
its third picture. Its first picture, "A
Romance of the Underworld," which had
founded on the well known stage melodrama by Joseph Arthur, Nathan Hirsh,
its initial showing recently at Keeney's
theater, in Brooklyn, is to be released as
of the Pioneer Film .Corporation, atsoon as definite arrangements can be
tributes the success he has achieved durmade.
ing the short time he has been handling
this attraction to the fact that he bought
The second picture, "Marriage," by Guy
Bolton, is complete, except for final
the negative as a protection to his local
touches to the film. In this picture Mr.
exchange, and to prevent its being seBolton for the first time turns his hand
cured by speculators who would possibly
to scenario writing. As is well known,
place it on the market at an inflated
he is one of the most successful of Amervaluation. Mr. Hirsh further states that
ica's present-day writers for the stage,
as he is satisfied with the profit he will
numbering among his successes "Polly
obtain from his own territory and is willing to dispose of the remainder of the
with a Past," "Very Good Eddie," "Nocountry on the same basis on which he is
body Home," "The Riviera Girl," "The
working, coupled with the almost entire
Rule of Three,' "A Fallen Idol," "Oh,
Boy!" and "Oh, Lady, Lady!" The third
absence of overhead expenses, he is. in
picture has not yet received a title.
position to make prices for other buyers
All of the Keeney pictures are under
which will net them, as well as exhibitors,
the able direction of James Kirkwood,
a fair profit.
who formerly directed Mary Pickford and
In addition to the sales already reported the entire European rights to this
other well known film stars. Mr. Keeney's
art director, S. M. Unander, has superproduction have been secured by the Exvised the construction of some exceptionport and Import
Film
Company.
ally elaborate and artistic sets for the
firm's two later pictures. One of these
Exhibitors Interested
tions. in W. H. Producsets, representing an artist's studio, was
equipped with furnishings and decorations which are said to have had an actual
Nathan Gordon, president of the Globe
valuation of approximately $200,000.
Feature Film Corporation of Boston, who
has acquired the rights from W. H. Productions Co. of the three Wm. S. Hart
Baseball
Opening
Indicates
Picture
super-features, the series of 28 Mack SenBoom.
nett Keystone comedies, the series of 16
Shorty Hamilton two-reel western comedy
The extraordinary enthusiasm with
dramas and the series of 27 one and twowhich the public welcomed the opening
reel Charlie Chaplins, states that more
of the baseball season throughout the
than the expected amount of inquiries are
country indicates, according to Lynn S.
being received from exhibitors of the New
Card, general manager of the U. S. ExEngland territory for this entire prohibitors' Booking Corporation, that a
boom is in store for the moving picture
duct.
Mr. Gordon is considered to be a keen
industry despite the war.
judge of pictures as well as one of the
"Fully 30,000 persons attended the game
shrewdest exhibitors and exchange men
of the National League season at the Polo
In the country, and the fact that he has
Grounds," declared Mr. Card, "and I regard that as one of the best signs for
acquired the rights to practically the entire output of the W. H. Productions Co.
the picture business. If that many persons will go to see a baseball game in
speaks well for their value as an asset to
war time it is logical to assume
that a
independent exchanges and exhibitors.
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Newspapers
Feature Novelization of "The Eagle's Eye"
Several Handle Story of Flynn Serial as Straight News Matter, Giving It Prominent
Space on
THE
publicity campaign in connection
with "The Eagle's Eye" is said to
have already proved itself to be one
of the largest in connection with a motion picture. Forty-seven newspapers
carried a full page of text and pictures
in printing a novelization of the first
episode. In almost every instance it was
handled, as far as the position and display were concerned, as straight news
matter. The Philadelphia Public Ledger
featured it as the main news story on
April 20, beginning it at the top of the
first column on the front page, with a
continuation occupying almost a full
page inside.
The Boston Advertiser and American
in its Sunday edition carried the episode
as the feature of the war news section.
A double deck 36-point type head clear
across the top of the page was used in
starting the story, and the entire left
hand column of the front page, with nearly a page inside, was devoted to it. With
hardly an exception the other papers made
the novelization the feature.
In addition all of the newspapers made
the novelization the subject of an advertising campaign. The Public Ledger
used numerous six-sheets throughout
Philadelphia, beside space in its own
columns for the week preceding the publication. The Washington Times devoted
full, pages during the week to advertise
the beginning of the publication.
The second week showed the number
of papers using the novelization increased
to nearly seventy. Other papers will
start week by week until the number
will be about one hundred and fifty.
The difference in schedule for the various newspapers was caused by the insistence of the Whartons that the publication should occur at the time when it
would be of greatest aid to the exhibitors.
"Son of Strife'/ Next Piedmont Feature.
"A Son of Strife" will be the next feature to be made and released by the Piedmount Pictures Corporation. It will
present a cast of talented players in a
Story that is said to be tensely dramatic.
"A Son of Strife" is an American version of a successful Italian stage play
which deals in a thrilling way with the
Austrian invasion of Italy. The picture
version has been made to conform with
American ideas, and will be presented by
American players. The treatment received by the Italians at the hands of
their enemies is all brought out strongly in scenes that are said to be remarkable for their dramatic power.
This picture will be placed on the
market shortly after "His Daughter Pays"
has been released. In "His Daughter Pays"
the Piedmont Corporation believe they
have a feature which will prove a popular film, and one which will make a direct
appeal to the majority of film fans. The
producers assert that both of the pictures have received careful production,
with attention to even the smallest details.
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Front Page.
Company, Denver, for Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah, and New Mexico.

* • *

Rights on "The Frozen Warning" have
been sold by Commonwealth Pictures Corporation to the following: Peerless Feature Film Co., Philadelphia, for eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey;
First National exchange, New York, for
New York and northern New Jersey.

* * *

Ivan Film Productions announce the
sale of the rights for Illinois and southern
Wisconsin to Frank Zambreno, president
of Unity Photoplays, Chicago, covering
"Sins of Ambition," "Married in Name
Only," and "Life or Honor," and rights
to "Human Clay" for same territory to
Foursquare Pictures.

* * *

W. H. Productions announce the sale of
rights to twenty-eight Keystone reissues

and twenty-six Chaplin reissues for Western Canada to First National Exhibitors
Circuit, Vancouver, E. C; also rights t<
the three Hart features which they an
handling to Regal Films, Toronto, foi
Eastern Canada.
Breaks House Precedent to Book Serial
Laying aside his prejudice against
serials, Manager Harstn, of the Regui
theater, New York, booked "The Eagle'i
Eye" after attending a meeting of ex
hibitors and hearing their comment'
about it as a propaganda picture.
After showing the first two episodes
Mr. Harstn wrote Foursquare:
"I booked it because of the enthusiasn
about it as a propaganda picture.
To b<J
absolutely honest I thought it would hurl
the business of the Regun, but I was will*
ing to run it because
of the patrioti
value of it. I was agreeably
surprise'
when
it proved
to be the best busines
getter I have ever run.
Americans wan
to see it, and I have received more favorl
able comment
on it from
patrons
tha
on any
other
picture
■which
has
bee
shown at the Regun."

Every Josh Binney Comedy to Have Plausible Stori
Each Release to Have Definite Plot, Combined with Heart Interest and Laughabl
Situations — Series of Twelve to Be Issued, One Each Month.
be apart from the slapstick variety, y<
three conandgratifying
inquiries
NUMEROUS
it must not be thought that they ai
to
is very
tracts executed
"highbrow stuff" — on the contrary it wi
Josh Binney and his associates considering that the first announcement of
be Mr. Binney's aim to make them ju;
human, and depicting the bright side t
the Florida Film Corporation product only
life from a laughing point of view.
appeared in the last issue of the trade
wide experience in the production <
papers. It is Mr. Binney's intention to
mirth-provoking screen plays has afforde
present a series of two-reel comedies
Mr. Binney opportunity to judge as to tl
that will differ in many respects from
demands of the movie fan, and a caref
the slapstick method of extracting laughs
study of this subject has resulted in h
so prevalent in the present run of comedy
determination to divorce his efforts fro
screen plays. A good, hearty laugh is
the old lines arid mark a departure th;
the more enjoyable when the brain is
should meet with the enthusiastic a)
appealed to and not alone the eye, and,
proval
of a majority of theatergoer
it is said, that every narrative employed
in the production of this series 'will tell
Three
theseof comedies,
including
a plausible and pleasing story, combining
tractiveof line
advertising
matter, anha1*a"
iieen completed, and are ready for ri
heart interest and plot, and embellished
lease,
with
one
each
month
to folloi
with a rapid fire of comedy situations —
Twelve in all and a franchise for the ei
the more effective in that all is a positive part of the story, and not a chain
tire series is open to the state righ'
buyers upon terms that are based upo
of acrobatic, slapstick stunts irrelevant
an attractively sane and equitable basi
to the theme and depending alone upon
Ernest Shipman, 17 West Forty-Fourt
physical peculiarities and exertions to produce the desired effect.
street, New York, is acting as sales reprc
While
the Josh Binney
comedies
will
sentative.

Sales of the Week
Activities

in State Rights Market During the Past Seven Days.
RIGHTS
to
"Raffles.
the
Amateur
Cracksman," the L. Lawrence Weber
Photodrama
production,
have
been
sold by Miller & Wilk to J. S. McSween
for I ho states of Colorado, Wyoming. Utah
and New Mexico.
Pioneer Film Corporation announce the
following sales of rights to "The Still
Alarm." to Exhibitors' Film exchange,
Seattle, for Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
and Montana:
to Swanson-Nolan
Supply

Scene from "Fred's Fictitious Foundling" (Binney).
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Jew England Trade Doings of Last Week
any Operators from This Section Enlist to Show Moving Pictures in the Camps —
Items About Local Theaters and Exchanges.
By Robert x. Howe, 80 Summer street, Boston, Mass.
K. Robinson
Will
Aid
Paramount
The Orpheum theater, of Haverhill,
Theaters.
.Mass.,
formerly
ownedto C.
by N.Harry
W'asserniaii, lias
been sold
Wilson.
i i iS r< iN, MAS
ge K. Robinson,
The Orpheum had a severe fire short> formerly
sales manager of the FamIs- after it was taken over by Mr. Wilson.
I is Players-Lasky Corporation, of Boston,
The Maze was eontined to the cellar, and
en appointed manager of a new descorched the lower floor, but the balcony
triment called "Direct Personal Service
and operating booth escaped damage.
i the Exhibitor."
Mr. Robinson has been furnished with a
paring
ear, and will travel all over the
England
territory where Paramount
ul Artcraft pictures are shown.
He will
From
John P. Flanagan,
151 Parkview
ompanyed
by an expert
operator,
Avenue,
IJanyur. Maim-.
ho will look over the machines in every
•use visited.
Mystic Theater Takes Over the Strand.
LEWISTON,
MAINE.— The huge playOperators
Needed in Army.
house on Main street, Lewiston, now
New England
boys are enlisting in the
known as the Strand, but legally designatannual War Work Council of the Y. M.
ed as the Lewiston theater, has just beA to operate moving picture machines
come the property of the Mystic theater, a
t the army camps and at the front.
The
subsidiary of the Union Theater Company,
ill sent out by the national council for
of which Colonel John H. Bartlett, of
in picture operators
and mechanics
Portsmouth, is president and William P.
Gray, of Lewiston, is general manager.
et a generous response in New Enguid. and a score or more
well known
A quit claim deed from the Lewiston
ors and mechanics have entered the
Theater Company, by its treasurer, Parley
. II. C. A. service.
Brewer, transferred the property to Moxley Hill, of Portland, and on Saturday
Assistant Manager Lyon Resigns.
morning another quit claim deed transHenrietta P. Lyon, assistant manager of
ferred it from Mr. Hill to the Mystic theahe Boston Goldwyn office since Novemter, which is owned and operated by the
ber, will iiive up her position to go to
Union Theater Company. It is understood
Jreensborough, North Carolina, where she
that the various attachments put upon
rill stay with her mother, who recently
the property in the last few weeks have
ustained a serious injury.
been taken care of by Mr. Brewer.
She was formerly with the Triangle and
This involves no change in the policy of
ilutual exchanges, and has had many
the theater, which has been operated by
ears experience in the film business. She
the Union Theater Company under a lease
las done so well in her present position
for more than a year.
hat her presence will be greatly missed.
The theater has had a varied history.
The employees of the Goldwyn office preHarry Jones and Samuel Barnabee built
sented her with a silk umbrella as a partit.
In April, 1914, they met a committee
ing gift.
of citizens and in response to the request
Codman Square Theater Opens May Day
of this committee, undertook the proposition. Ground was broken July 10, 1914,
The Codman Square theater, Dorchester,
and the opening was held January 1, 1915.
Mass., will open May 1. This new theater,
The figure given at that time for the cost
which cost $100,000 and seats two thousand people, will be the most attractive
of the plant was $150,000, though from
theater in Dorchester.
private information this figure was about
$20,000 too small.
Henry E. Jones, manager of the Huntington avenue theater, of Boston, who
The house was built in first-class style.
is to manage the new theater, has many
The best of everything went into the construction of it. In spite of this, it was
new ideas which will add to the attractiveness of the theater, and which are expected to bring great results.

Pine Tree State Trade Letter

Theater Changes in New England.
The Strand and City theaters, Brockton, Mass., have just been sold to Joseph
Cahill, who controls several theaters
around Boston.
The Modern theater, of Providence, has
been bought from Mr. Goodside. The theater is now owned by Spitts & Atherson,
a local theatrical enterprise. Saul Browning, formerly of the Bijou in Providence,
assumes the management of the Modern,
April 22.
The Owl theater, Lowell, Mass., has
been sold again by Mr. Auerback to
Prager and Reeves. They will retain the
present manager.
Mr. Auerback will now devote his interest to the Crown theater, of Lowell,
which is under his control.

never a paying proposition,
it had periods
wiun the patronage was very satisfai
lui i on 1 he whole, it was a sort ol a I
rtcal
white
elephant.
Mr.
Barnabee
dropped oiii or the partnership a
i
the theater

was

opened.

Mr. .Inm

tlnued alone (or a while and i hen t h
lent treasurer of the company, .). Parley
Brewer, bought it In.
Vaudeville and pictures wore the first
policy, then came straight pictures; stock
companies tried 11 awhile, and then the
pictures came hack. Finally a lease was
taken by the Keith interests, and some of
the best vaudeville ever brought to Maine
was tried there — but even this didn't pay.
When the Keith vaudeville period ended,
E. c. DeNault came from Lowell and tried
Marcus Loew vaudeville. This venture,
also, was unsuccessful. And then something over a year ago, the Union Theater
Company took over the lease, devoted the
theater to straight pictures — and made it
pay. Now, through the Mystic theater
holdings, it becomes the property of the
Union
Theater Company.
This company now controls, through
ownership or lease, all the theaters of
Lewiston, and a chain of others in Maine
and New Hampshire.

Buffalo Trade Letter
By

Joseph

Local

McGuire,
152 Elmwood
Buffalo, N. Y.
Film
Men
Interested
in
Transportation.

"My Four Years" Goes Splendid.
Dr. P. C. Cornell, manager of the Majestic theater, Buffalo, used good judgment in booking Gerard's "Four Years in
Germany" the week of April 21. The film
was especially timely during the Liberty
Loan campaign and drew the crowds. Dr.
Cornell allowed local news writers and
other patriotic workers to enjoy an advance showing of the picture. This plan
helped to give the show a great boost.

msm
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ONE
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Truck

g UFFALO,
N. Y.—
The Chamber
Comnerce has
established
motorof truck
freight routes from Buffalo to points within a 150 miles radius. It is planned to
sii ure return loads for trucks which leave
Buffalo loaded with freight for other
cities, and in this manner reduce cost to
both shippers. It is expected that on
account of the railroad embargoes local
film men may take advantage of the service. Later it is possible that truck routes
will be established to points as far distant as the Atlantic seaboard.

BIMIttBER THE BAYS
SUNDAY
MONDAY

Street,
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Many Cleveland Exchanges Move May First
All

Film

Distributors

Ordered
Out of Film Building — Business
Is Still Concentrated in One Center — The New Addresses.
From 11. A. Malaney, 218 Columbia Buildi ng, Cleveland, O.
cadilly theater, which also have been taken
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — May 1 will see the
passing of the original Cleveland film
over by Mr. Harris. The Vernon lease,
while owned jointly by Mr. Luft and Mr.
building, probably the first in the United
States. This is the Columbia building, at
Pletcher, will be managed by the latter,
East Second and Prospect avenue. On that
who has been engaged in this capacity
for a number of years.
date all exchanges will have to move.
The Columbia building housed its first
film exchange seven years ago, when the
Lake Shore Film and Supply Company
took two ground floor storerooms. Soon
By D. M. Bain, Wilmington, N. C.
other smaller companies opened up in that
building and at one time there were as
Shooting
Scenes
in Charleston.
many as twenty-five big and small concerns either handling films or directly conCHARLESTON, S. C. — Charleston, S. C.
nected with the industry, located there.
with its nearby "Isle of Palms," is
rapidly becoming a mecca for producers
Since then, however, the building owner
in quest of typical tropical backgrounds
has discouraged further use of space by
for pictures, its historic and aboriginal
film companies and recently gave notice
city streets being adaptable for the staging
to all to vacate by May 1.
The Select Pictures exchanges will move
of a scene of almost any era or place imaginable, and the beautiful beach of the
to the Sloan building on Prospect avenue.
Isle of Palms being an ideal background
Manager S. E. Morris has leased some good
for tropical scenes.
space on the third floor of this new strucFor the past three weeks William Fox
ture, part of which fronts on Prospect avehas had a company here in charge of
nue. The Sloan building is located right
Director O. A. C. Lund shooting scenes for
in the heart of the film district.
a new Peggy Hyland production as yet unThe Standard Film Service, which opernamed. During January the Pathe Bessie
ates exchanges in Cleveland, Cincinnati
Love company made a major portion of
and Detroit, will also move its exchanges
and general offices to the Sloan building,
the exteriors for "The Great Adventure"
in and around Charleston.
third floor. General Manager Charnas
"The American," a Southern producing
was fortunate enough to get very desirable
concern composed of theater men of Charspace in this building which at present
lotte and Greenville, have had a company
houses the First National, Foursquare and
here for the past three months, making a
the Premier Pictures.
ten-reel production to be released under
The United Theater Equipment Corporathe title of "The Rise and Fall of the Contion will move to the new Goodman buildfederacy," to be an historical cinema
ing, at 714 Huron road. This street is just
drama of the Confederate States of Amerback of Prospect avenue, and can be
ica. Taking leading parts in this producreached through an arcade in the Belmont
tion here are Edna Mayo and Gladden
building, another structure in which film
James, the company being in charge of
exchanges are located. Manager MandelDirector Hayden, who made "The Strange
baum took a ground-floor location in the
Goodman building, which is opposite the
Case of Mary Page" for Essanay.
Huron road side of the Belmont building.
Manager Dardine Has Bigger Job.
The Exclusive Features, the Argus ComManager E. B. Dardine, of the Universal
BulPicture
the Ohio Moving
pany will
and move
exchange, Charlotte, N. C, is now handletin
to the Belmont building.
ling from one office, in addition to the
They will be located on the fourth or fifth
output of the Universal proper, both Bluefloors, occupying the same suite of offices.
bird and Jewel productions. That Mr. DarThe Bell Film Service, which succeeded
dine is considered by Universal as capable
the United Business Association recently,
of
handling
the vast volume of business
will move to the Sincere building, at Prosdone by these three organizations through
pect avenue and E Fourth street. This
North and South Carolina and Virginia is
company has taken spacious quarters in
extremely gratifying to his multiude of
this building, which now has several big
friends through this territory. With "Big
companies.
Bill" Conn, formerly manager of the CharThis move does not spread out of the
lotte General Film Exchange, and Walfirst district, but rather concentrates it
lace Walthall, formerly of Atanta, as asabout one block. The Columbia building
sistants, the Universal exchange has probIs just one block from the Sincere buildably the ablest managerial trio of any
ing. It will mean that the exhibitor will
exchange
serving this territory. The
save steps and time.
Jewel productions have formerly been
handled throughout these states from the
Ely Epstein Joins Marines.
Washington
and Atlanta
offices.
Ely Epstein, former auditor of the
Cleveland Kleine office, writes his friends
Ollie A. Savin Back at Desk.
here that he is now a member of the
Ollie A. Savin, general manager of the
Marine Corps, located at Paris Island, S.
Piedmont Amusement Company, with headCm and is enjoying it.
quarters in Charlotte, has returned to

North Carolina Trade Letter

Dusenbury Brothers Will Go to France.
Columbus.— W. J. and J. W. Dusenbury
have retired from active business and are
preparing to go to France to do war work.
They recently announced the closing of
a lease on the Grand Opera House in State
street and the Vernon theater in Mt. Vernon avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
The Grand has been leased to Will D.
Harris, also lessee of Olentangy Park, and
the Vernon has been let to J. F. Luft and
W. Shelly rietcher for four years, effective May 5.
Mr. Harris, it is said, will pay an annual
rental of $15,000 for the Grand, and maintain it as a picture house.
J. F. Luft, who has been with the Dusenbury brothers for seven years, will be
retained by Mr. Harris, as assistant manager of the Grand, the Park and the Pic-

"Winston-Salem, N. C, from Baltimore,
Md., where he has been for treatment at
Johns Hopkins. Mr. Savin suffered a nervous breakdown in January and was carried to Baltimore by physicians for complete rest and recuperation. Mr. Savin
operates here the Pilot. Elmont and Paramount theaters, and the new 1,000-seat
auditorium recently completed, as well as
theaters in Greensboro. Durham and Charlotte.Interests
During Mr. were
Savin's
absence
theatrical
in the
hands the
of
Assistant Manager J. B. Pennington.
Clever Ads Helped "Kaiser" Film.
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," broke
all records for receipts at the Grand theater, Wilmington, N. C, playing to standing
room audiences at increased prices. Much
advance interest was stirred up by the
publication in local newspapers of clever
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advertising copy, one calling upon all secret service men and police to look out
for any adverse criticism of the picture as
such people gave prima facia evidence of
disloyalty to America. Another flaring
headline warned all enemy aliens to keep
away from the theater during the run of
the picture, while a third republished an
Associated Press dispatch from Davenport,
Iowa, reporting a traveling salesman, who
became so angered when the character of
the Kaiser came on the screen that he
plugged it with a bullet.
New
Picture
House
in Concord.
Charles M. Isenhour, veteran exhibitor
of Concord, has leased a large store building in Concord, N. C, which is to be converted into a large and modern picture
house, with a seating capacity of 450. The
Piedmont will be newly equipped throughout and is expected to open about May 15.

Baltimore Trade Letter
By J. M. Shellman, 1902 Mt. Royal Terrace,
Baltimore, Md.
Decision
Relative
to Burned
Film.
BALTIMORE,
MD. by
— A Judge
decision
has been
handed down
Heuisler
on
Tuesday, April 23, in Superior Court, Part
2, of Baltimore City, relative to whether
a film company can claim damages for
film which has been accidentally destroyed
in the operating room of a moving picture theater by fire. K-E-S-E, it is
understod, brought suit against a Baltimore exhibitor for $150 because while the
feature, "Little Shoes," was being shown
at a local theater the film broke, caught
fire by accidentally coming in contact
with an electric spark, and damaged the
reels. According to the verdict, which
was for the defendant. Judge Heuisler
holds that a liberal construction of the
terms of picture exhibiting contracts of
this character exempt the owners of the
moving picture shows from any responsibility for injury or damage to the delicate
films entrusted to them, which is not directly due to negligence on their part.
Patriotic Meeting at Cambridge.
Through the courtesy of Manager Brown,
of the Opera House, of Cambridge, Md.,
a patriotic meeting was held in that playhouse on Sunday, April 21. It was well
attended, and several stirring speeches
were made relative to the Third Liberty
Loan.
Personal
Items of the Trade.
E. R. Price, who is well known in Baltimore, and has a host of friends in that
city, stopped over Sunday, April 21, while
en route to the home office of the General Film in New Tork.
Oscar Morgan, who has been 'with the
Philadelphia office of the Paramount-Artcraft since a branch exchange was started
in that city, has now been appointed manager of the Washington, D. C, office of
this company succeeding B. C. Cunningham. Mr. Morgan was assistant manager
of the Quaker City office.
General Sales Manager Shurtleff, of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, visited
Baltimore and Washington on Saturday,
April 20. It is understood that his trip
was to look over the General Film situation in both cities to see how the Paralta
plays were going.
D. F. O'Dormell, who for some time has
acted as manager of the Washington office of the Pathe, has now become associated with the United Exhibitors' Association, and has charge of the Baltimore territory. Mr. O'Donnell is a live wire, and
has many
friends in this city.
According to statistics from a reliable
source the Washington Famous PlayersLa sky office, distributors of the Paramount-Artcraft productions, leads the
whole country in the number of bookings
it has obtained on Maeterlink's "The Blue
Wells Hawks, a native of Baltimore,
and who is well known as a press agent,
having handled the publicity for Mary
Pickford and other prominent film people.
Bird."

THE
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since tli>' beginning of the «;ir h.is been
in the navy, and on Monday, April i':',
was promoted to be a Past Assistant Paymaster, with the grade of lieutenant.

Newark News Letter
i;> Jacob

J. Kalter,
New
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Theater
Men
Aid Soldiers'
Fund.
NEWARK,
\. J.— The exhibitors of
Newark, in their characteristic maumr. answered the call for funds to entertain Newark's own soldiers from ("amp
Dix. The Boldler boys were to parade here
Saturday, April 27, and funds wore needed
to entertain them. The list of contributors and their contributions are as follow.-. ECeeney's theater, $1 45 and $134;
Newark theater, $160; Loews theater, $43;
Colonial theater. $81; Crawford theater,
$27: Ai Bee Amusement Company, $19; National theater, $14; Lyceum Amusement
Company. $42; the following gave $10
each. Ai Bee Amusement Company, Grand
theater, Royal theater; Liberty theater,
$40; Bergen theater, $14; Standard Amusement Company, $7; Hatch Grand theater,
$13. De Luxe and Grand Palace each contributed $5.
Joseph
Stern Branching
Out.
Joseph Stern, president of the Essex
County Exhibitors' League, and owner of
the National and City theaters. Newark,
N. J., has just purchased both the Casino
and Grand theaters, Kearny, N. J. Mr.
Stern takes immediate possession.
H. B. Crook
Opens
Art Theater.
Harry B. Crook, a nephew of William L.
Sherry, the New York film producer, has
opened the Art theater. Sixteenth avenue,
Irvington, N. J. Mr. Crook has already
contracted for some excellent productions,
and intends to show only high class features at his house.
Otto Marbach Books
W. H.
Otto Marbach, manager of the Apollo
Feature Film exchange, Strand Theater
building, 118 Market street, Newark, N. J.,
announces that his exchange is now booking the W. H. Productions for the state
of New Jersey. Mr. Marbach, through his
long connection in the film game here,
is meeting with deserved success.
Recovers
Damages
from
Theater.
In a trespass suit brought in the Supreme Court Circuit, Ferdinand Newburger, of Newark, N. J., who conducts
a photograph gallery in Asbury Park, was
awarded $300 damages against the St.
James Theater Company. Newburger
sued for $10,000, alleging that the defendant had trespassed on his property
and cluttered up his place of business with
building materials last year when the
company was erecting the St. James theater. Walter Rosenberg, of New York,
secretary of the theater concern, testified in his own behalf at the trial.
W. D. Waldron Incorporates Theater.
Hoboken, N. J. — William D. Waldron is
named as registered agent of the
Waldron's Warburton Theater Company.
The concern is capitalized at $125,000. The
incorporators are William D. Waldron,
Walter J. Plummer, and Sydney Fisk.
Newark Concern Gets Keeney Contract.
The Irvington Lumber & Door Company, of 738 Broad street, has received the
general contract for the erection of
Keeney's Kingston, N. Y., theater. The
theater will be erected at a cost of $60,000
after plans drawn by William E. Lehman,
of Newark. The theater is one of a chain
which Frank A. Keeney will erect to exploit his film productions.
Remodeling

Trenton

Theater.

Trenton, N. J. — The Taylor opera house,
South Broad street, is undergoing extensive alterations and entire remodeling at
an outlay of $100,000. W. A. Kleman, the
architect, is now taking bids.
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Montreal Police Spoil Approved Posters
Exhibitors

Have

Cause
for Complaint
Against
Police
Censor — His
Approval
Spoils Effect of Expensive
Paper.

Stamp

of

By W. M. Qladlsh, 1368 Qerrard Street, i: . Toronto, ont
nreek of April 12 with ■ matinee for chilMONTREAL*
Exhibitors eities
of Mondren on Saturday morning, April 27. The
treal and ONT.
other— Canadian
are
reels were carried back and forth by a
complaining of the manner in which the
messenger boys.
squad
Montreal police censor, who examines theThe ofColonial
theater, 16 Queen street
ater posters, places his official stamp on
West, Toronto, has adopted the poll
the lithographs. The rubber stamp impresenting shows from B.80 a. .\i. to 11
prints the word "Approuve" with the name
P. .M. daily, Sundays excepted of course.
of the Official. This word is the French
may not sound unusual, but by makThis
for 'Approved." In many instances, the
ing this arrangement, the Colonial is \
imprint is placed right on the facial featically the only theater in Toronto which
tures of the star of a picture and the aris open In the morning. The remainder
tistic value of the poster is Immediately
of the downtown houses open at noon or
destroyed. A recent three-sheet of Alice
thereabouts while only a few of the suJoyce was spoiled when the Montreal cenburban theaters run matinees at all, exsor placed his stamp on her bare arm —
cept Wednesdays and Saturdays. The Cowhere her vaccination mark ought to be.
lonial takes Universal Service regularly.
There was considerable blank space at the
bottom of the picture for the impression of
Daily Changes of Features at the Yorke.
the stamp. The exhibitors are kicking beDuring the week of April 22 the Yorke
cause the cost of paper has increased quite
theater, 812 Yonge street, Toronto, prea bit and they want to make effective use
sented six different features, attractions
of it when they do get it.
being changed daily, as usual. The six
Petitions
Against
Sunday
Closing
in
features were: Ethel Barrymore's "The
Call of Her People," Bessie Love in "The
Quebec.
Great Adventure," Kity Gordon in "DiaIn an effort to stave
off a Sunday-closing
monds and Pearls." Mary Garden in "The
order, the exhibitors of Sherbrooke, QueSplendid Sinner," Jane and Kathlyn Lee in
bec, have circulated petition forms
"Two Little Imps" and Earle Williams in
throughout the city and the petition is to
"An American Live Wire." Manager Brock
be presented to Sir Lomer Gouin, Lieuhas following the policy of daily changes
tenant-Governor of Quebec. After the
for many weeks and he declares that he
Lord's Day Alliance had the exhibitors
keeps the people coming to his shows sevsummoned for contravening one of the aneral times each week and he also gathers
cient laws of the Dominion which provides
in a lot of transient trade. Although he
for Sunday observance, one of the local
has maintained this arrangement for some
theaters, His Majesty's, promptly closed
time with good success, no other Toronto
its doors on Sundays, but the several other
exhibitor has cared to follow suit.
exhibitors are opposing the Alliance.
Peter

Pan

Theater Is Now Under New
Management.
Announcement was made that, starting
with the week of April 22, the Peter Pan
theater, 1969 Queen street East, Toronto,
was under new management with a new
policy. The theater is using Universal
features, comedies and weeklies.
Changes
at Superfeatures
Offices.
Douglas Cooper, formerly with Kleine
in Toronto for a number of years, has become Toronto manager of Superfeatures,
Limited, which is the largest Canadian exhandling "independent" productions change
exclusively.
Albert Donaghy, a former exhibitor of
Ottawa, Ontario, has become the Atlantic
Coast representative for Superfeatures, according to an announcement by Charles
'Stevens of Toronto, general manager. He
replaces A. E. Brown, who has gone to the
Regal Films, Limited.
J. Aber Buys Theater in Toronto.
J. A. Barclay has sold the Brighton theater, Roncesvalles avenue, Toronto, to J.
Aber.
J. Bell Managing the Connaught Again.
J. Bell is once more the manager of
the Connaught theater, Montreal.
Clyde Curry Will Build at Windsor.
Clyde Curry, proprietor of the Favorite
theater, Windsor, Ontario, has made arrangements to build a modern moving picture theater at Amherstburg, Ontario,
which is situated on the Detroit River a
few miles from Windsor. Amherstburg is
a great summer town and the new theater
will be ready for the coming season.
J. Spurgeon Reopens Theater in London.
The Empire theater, London, Ontario,
which has been closed for some time, has
been reopened under the management of
J. Spurgeon.
Notes About Canadian Theaters.
The Rialto and Globe theaters, downtown Toronto, presented "20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea" simultaneously during the

Toronto Operators
Elect.
Officers elected by Toronto Moving Picture Operators' Local No. 173 for 1918 are
as follows:
President, C. A. Dentelbeck; vice-president, S. I. Wells; secretary, G. H. Jones;
treasurer, J. H. McCracken; business representative, W. P. Covert. Executive
Board: E. D. Smithers, W. Ayres, E. Winslow and C. Duhig. Trustee Board: W. D.
Shank and J. J. Trace. Examining Board:
C. Wells, G. LeFever, L. Carlyle and J.
Twilly, and sergeant-at-arms, C. Byford.
Notes
from Canadian
Exchanges.
Manager Ben Rogers, of the Toronto office of the Fox film, announces that a new
arrangement has been made for contracts
for Standard Pictures. Until recently it
was necessary to draw up a fresh contract
for every booking of a Standard Picture,
but exhibitors may now sign a blanket
contract for a year, during which time
they may take one Standad release every
two weeks.
The Specialty Film Import, Limited,
Canadian distributor of Pathe and other
releases, has acquired the Canadian rights
for the British Official War News Weekly.
This was formerly handled by the Independent Film Supply Company, which Is
reported to be going out of the exchange
business.
Philip Godel Transferred to Ottawa.
Phil. Godel, manager of the Francais
theater, Montreal, has been transferred to
the Dominion theater, Ottawa, Ontario.
Both theaters are controlled by the Canadian United Theaters, Limited.
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Notes on Trade Conditions in Oklahoma
Good

Agricultural

Outlook Will Help Sh ow Business — Short Subjects
Are in Demand — Big Pictures at Advanced Prices.
H. W. Smith, Liberty Theater Building, O klahoma City, Okla.
is a distinct corporation organized to hanOKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.— Heavy rain
all over Oklahoma at a critical time
dle the Metro product. The exchange here
is properly a branch of the Texas company
has set the stage for good amusement
and not of Metro home office. Salesmen
business for sometime to come. No mateselling out of the Metro exchange here
rial slump in business was noted as result
are: T. R. Richards, formerly of Kansas
of a monopoly of public interest by the
City; H. W. Beddoe, from Shamrock,
Third Liberty Loan drive. Film exchanges
if they agree on any one department of the
Texas, where he operated a theater recently, and R. J. Clark, late of the Jewel
motion picture business here concur in the
selling staff. Clark has been called to
opinion that the greatest demand is for the
arms in the batch of conscripts ordered to
short subjects and that the hardest staple
report April 27.
to sell now is the serial. This is hardly a fair
estimate of the serial demand in this territory, however, as heretofore there has always been a lively market for the chaptered story of adventure. Western picBy Joe Esler, Traveling Representative of
tures have not lost one bit of their tang
Moving Picture World.
right here in the locale of the western
Fire in Clinton Theater.
subject.
Salesmen out of this point report that
the smaller exhibitors within the last two
CLINTON, ILL. — Donald Hull, operator,
and J. C. Wilson, manager of the Star
months have been doing well with big pictheater, were severely burned when some
ture subjects at advanced prices, and parfilm caught fire in the projection booth.
ticularly with features based upon the
Hull was taken to the doctor to have his
war or of war propagandist turn. "The
burns attended to and sent home, while
Kaiser, Beast of Berlin," has been booked
Manager
Wilson, after medical attendance,
in more than thirty Oklahoma towns, and
went back to the theater. The audience
there are only two cities in the state that
was not aware of the fire until after it
have more than 50,000 population. "My
was all over, as it was confined to the
Four Years in Germany" will have its inoperating booth, which is fireproof, and
troduction into this territory at the Overkept the flames confined to the room. The
holser theater in Oklahoma City the week
two projection machines were not badly
beginning April 28 and will be played at
damaged and will be ready for use in a
a top price of $1. It will be sponsored
few days.
here by the County Council of Defense.
Other notable picture dates in Oklahoma
Iowa Judge Decides for Sunday Shows.
City within the month are "Tarzan of the
The Fairfield, la., theater can run movies
Apes," "Revelation," "A Dog's Life" andSundays and every other day is the ver"The Blue Bird."
dict of Judge C. W. Vermillion of this city
F. C. Quimby Visits Oklahoma City.
before whom the manager of the Fairfield
theater was brought for violating the
F. C. Quimby. general manager of Pathe,
is expected in Oklahoma City Monday,
town's blue laws by running a movie show
on Sunday. The manager of the theater
April 22, to inspect the new Pathe exwas held by the police court, but the judge
change here which is about to be moved
used a little more legal acumen than the
into a new building built for Pathe and
justice of the peace and now the folks
two or three other film concerns. For one
from Fairfield will have the pleasure of
month Pathe has been using offices in one
building and doing its shipping from anSunday movies despite the town's blue
laws.
other, the two several blocks apart. M. J.
Frisch is Pathe manager here.
J. Heiner of Universal Promoted.

Mid-Illinois

Trade Letter.

Indianapolis Trade Letter.

"Barney" Rosenthal, of St. Louis, district
manager of the Universal, spent the first
three days of week of April 20 here checking over the realignment work at the local
Universal exchange which A. S. Dowd of
New York, representing the general sales
department, had done. The final retouching of the job was accomplished when Mr.
Rosenthal was here by the promotion of J.
Heiner, booker, to the position of office
manager under Sam Benjamin, general
manager.
Interesting Personal Notes.
A. O. Doctoroff. sales manager of the
S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Inc., distributors
of Paramount and Artcraft pictures for
eleven southern states, spent Saturday,
April 20. in Oklahoma City. His headquarters is Dallas.
"Bill" Warner, of Dallas, Fox representatlve in this territory, dropped in here
this week, "Bill," as the boys often refer
to Mr. Warner, lias a host of friends between 1'allas and Kansas
Pity.
Mutual, whose Interests in this field are
looked after by a busy exchange managed
by "Jack" liralnard, reports excellent business on all subjects.
Metro Exchange Entertains L. Bickle.
L. Bickle, president of the Metro Pictures Hi' Texas, headquarters Pallas. Texas.
spent one day in Oklahoma City week of
April 20 looking oyer the new Metro office in charge of M. B. Triteh. This olliee
is a buying one, but bills through Pallas
or New
York.
Metro
Pictures
of Texas

By Indiana Trade News Service, S61 State
Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
South

Side Theater Bright Again.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — The remodeled
and redecorated South Side theater,
operated by R. R. Blair and devoted to the
showing of high-class photoplays, and located at 1044 Virginia avenue, near the
business center of Fountain square, is now
open again.
The theater has a very inviting front of
pearl stucco, with mahogany-trimmed
windows and main entrance. Hack of this
is quite an extensive tiled-floor lobby with
decorated walls and mahogany woodwork. The box office is located in the
center of the lobby with a main front entrance at either side.
B. R. Blair, owner and manager, has
two other attractive motion picture theaters on the South Side, the Lincoln, at
South East street and Lincoln lane, and
thereet.
Apex, at Virginia avenue and Stevens
st
Says

Some

Indiana
Theaters
Are
Delinquent.
A large amount of the admission war
tax paid by Indiana theater patrons is being diverted and is not finding its way
into the coffers of Uncle Sam. according
to H. M. Tebay. chief field Officer of the
internal revenue department at Washington, who arrived here this week. Mr. Tebay is engaged in schooling a force of
field officers here to round up delinquent

May 11, 1918
taxes in the Sixth district, composed
fifty-nine counties in Indiana.

of

Blanche Birch Visits Fort Wayne.
Blanche Birch, whose face is familiar
to film fans, was in Fort Wayne, Ind., last
week visiting her sister, Mrs. Earl F.
Read, who is recovering from an operation at the Ways sanitarium. Miss Birch,
who in private life is Blanche Clausen, is
a native of La Grange, Ind. She appeared
on the screen here recently as a member
of the cast
of "A
Garden's
latest
hit. Splendid Sinner," Mary
New
Management
Opens
Lyric.
The Lyric theater, Covington. Ind.,
which closed during the winter months,
has been reopened under new management. Many new improvements have been
made in the place and an especial list of
high class photoplays has been booked.
W. L. Archer, the new "manager of the
Lyric, is exerting every effort to give his
patrons first class and up-to-date service.
Fire in Indianapolis Theater.
A motion picture film in the Astor theater, 534 North Senate avenue, Indianapolis, burned on a recent Thursday night
and threatened for a time to set fire to the
interior of the place. The fire department
was called and extinguished the flames before much headway was made. The loss
was estimated at $50.

Cincinnati News Letter
By

Benneth
C. Crain, 307 First National
Bank Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Will Watch
for Neglect
of Fire Rules.
CINCINNATI, O. — Cincinnati moving picture houses are being subjected to a
rigid inspection by representatives from
the building commissioner's office, in view
of the belief of the commissioner that
several small fires which have occurred
lately in theaters are due to failure to
comply strictly with the rules laid down
for fire prevention. Carelessness in the op.erating booth is particularly mentioned as
one of the chief causes of fires in moving
picture theaters, and the authorities have
indicated their intention of paying special
attention to the operators and their methods hereafter.
First American Official War
Film from
France.
The next picture to be shown at the
Grand, Cincinnati, April 29. will be the official Government moving picture of war
activities, W. J. Benedict, representing the
Division of Films, Bureau of Public Information, having been in the city to arrange for the exhibition of the picture.
Mr. Benedict is one of Uncle Sam's dollara-year men. having given up a profitable
advertising business to take up the work
during the war. This is the first official
film made by the American Government in
France.
A tribute was paid to the popularity of
little Marguerite Clark by the management
of the Strand theater. Cincinnati, when it
booked her latest feature. "Rich Man,
Poor Man," for a full week's run. instead
of the usual half-week allotted to the
regular run of releases. The success of
the picture more than justified the belief
that it would do as well the second half
of the week as the first, the popular star
always drawing well in her home town.
What
Is Doing Among
Feature
Shows.
The first of the new Chaplin films has
arrived in Cincinnati, and it had the unusual distinction of running in two houses
at the same time. Manager Libson secured
"A Dog's Life" for the Walnut and the
Family as well, running it with "The
Warrior" at the Walnut and with "Playing- the Game." a Paramount release featuring Charles Ray, at the Family.
The first week of "Intolerance," the
great Griffith picture, at the Grand Opera
House, proved so successful that a
second
week's
engagement
was
ob

,l;i\

11.

1«»1S

aiiu-a The ract that the picture,
inlike Its predecessor, "The Birth of
\ tlon," and other big features shown
t the legitimate Ii.his.-s. is exhibited at
he Grand .it comparatlvelj low p
robabl> had something to do with the big
i, and the two-week rim is alreadj
ertaln of pronounced success.
Max G. Schagrin Buys Orpheum.
ngstown, O. Max G. Schagrin, who
.is been manager
of the Strand
theater
ime time, ever since he disposed of
ilet street theater, has purchased the
irpheum theater, cm West federal street,
ind "ill hereafter devote his entire attenlon to the operation of that house. He
ias been succeeded at the Strand as man1} James Thomas, formerly manager
>f the Park.
Mr. Schagrin has been sucil at every house he has b
1 with, and the policy he Has anlounced with reference to the Orpheum,
if showing only the best pictures, should
equally successful there.
The house
be thoroughly renovated.

Dayton News Letter
By

P. J. G., Dayton Correspondent of
Moving
Picture
World.
H. E. Keller Making It Go in Richmond.
DAYTON, OHIO.— About tour works ago
il. K. Keller took charge of the Washington theater at Richmond, Indiana, and
.1 the house with "Stella Maris.'' featuring Mary Pickford, to a big business.
The house has several new improvements,
■eluding a new organ, which will make
it one of the finest theaters in RichBond.
May's Opera House Redecorates.
Harry Kress, managing May's opera
house at Piqua, announces that this house
is to be entirely redecorated, and also
that four more men are to be added to
the orchestra,
making
eight men.
Dayton Newslets.
i;il Burrowes is following a watchful
patting policy and is seen daily in his
offices in the Rauh building, Dayton, waiting for the day when he will once more
manage the Auditorium.
The Apollo, in Dayton, is to play "The
Kaiser."
in advance.and is advertising the fact far
Ja,ek Xeedham motored through our
Dayton city recently in what 1 hear was
a Pierce- Arrow (one of those big ones).
Jaek is surely enjoying prosperity. 1
knew him when he, etc., etc., etc.
The Victoria theater at Dayton is to be
rebuilt as a legitimate house.
H. N. Brice, business manager of "The
Remaking of a Xation," was in Dayton,
and told the writer that the "Remaking"
was the biggest hit he had handled. In
every town in which it plays the house is
sold out before time of showing. There
are also several companies touring Pennsylvania.
John Seifert, at the Ideal theater, reports business a> still holding up and
that he is well again. John was sick for
several days last week. We missed you
muchly,
John.
The Valentine theater at Toledo had a
record-breaking Sunday April 14 for William S. Hart in "The Tiger Man," also
in "A could
Dog's Life."
aCharlie
better Chaplin
combination
not haveI think
been
thought
of.
H. H. Rudolph, of "Parentage." states
that Dayton exhibitors do not know how
to put over a picture. I know quite a
few people who would appreciate his stopping here for at least a day.
James Hamilton is still claiming that
Pathe pictures are the best on the market.
I have it from good authority that the
Columbia theater is to have a new marquise, also a new electric sign for the
front of the house. According to the
story a large American flag is to be at
the top of the new sign.
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Film Trade News of the Week in Detroit
Manager

Eliot

of

Bj

the Washington
Puts "My
Four
Years
in Germany"
Spirited
Fashion — Other
Interesting
Items.

Jacob

Smith,

U9

Free

DETROIT,
MICH.
"Mj
four
rears
In
Germany,"
the great Gerard
picture,
opened
at (he Washington
theater,
Detroit, Sunday, April 21, for an Indefinite
run. and ii is likely to stay
there tor
many
weeks.
The crowds started about
i in! tin') kept
COmlng
by the hundreds until the last
show.
The
whole
presentation is a credit to Will M. Eliot,
manager of the Washington.
The
program
opens
With
an overture,
■spirit
of America,"
bj the orchestra,
This is followed
by an address
of .lames
J.
Morrison,
who
Impersonates
\m
bassador
Gerard.
The address
Is vers
brief, but it gets
the
patriotic
spirit
started.
"America" is sung by the entire
audience.
Then comes a short act, called "Anywhere in America," played by Mr. Morrison and two others, known as the Columbia Players, who have been for several
seasons
at the Columbia
theater.
The
Scene depicts a soldier departing for service and the farewell between him and his
mother and father. It is splendidly done
Hid full credit goes to Mr. Idiot and
Mr. Morrison, who arranged the act and
the dialogue. In fact, so realistic is the
scene that men and women by the hundreds were seen wiping their eyes at the
Sunday performances. "Good-bye. Mother
Dear," is sung by Emmons and Colvin during the last part, which helps the act
immensely. The film is distributed by
the Madison Film Exchange of 73 Broadway, Detroit.
Bill Bailey Now Manager General Film.
M. S. Bailey has taken charge of the
General Film exchange, Detroit. He was
for several years manager of the Detroit
Universal and has a host of loyal, good
friends in Detroit and through the state.
The General, in addition to many short
interesting and novel subjects, also distribute Paralta plays, featuring J. Warren Kerrigan, Bessie Barriscale, Henry
Walthall and Louise Glaum. These productions are under the personal direction
of the best men in motion pictures.
Dawn
Masterplay
Moves
Up.
The Dawn Masterplay Co, will move
about May 1 to its new quarters on the
seventh floor of the Owen building. A
special vault and inspection room is being built in accordance with the -city
ordinance. The new offices will be double
that of the present ones on the fifth floor
of the same building. Larger quarters
means that the Dawn will have many
new features to offer soon.
Gilligham
in Book
Building
May
1.
A. J. Gilligham. owner of the Empire
theater, and Michigan manager for the
United Picture Theaters, Inc., will move
to handsome new offices in the Book Bldg.,
Washington boulevard, about the first of
May.
A. J. Gilligham has contracted for the
first-run rights in ten Michigan cities on
"Over the Top," the Vitagraph special
production, which is taken from the book
by Sergeant Guy Empey.
While Mr. Gilligham has booked the
first run only, the Detroit Vitagraph exchange will book it to the other exhibitors in the state and in the same towns
after it has its first run.
Attend
New
York
Meeting.
Among those from Detroit who attended
the big meeting at the Hotel Astor. New
York, recently, to discuss co-operative
booking on a new plan were King Perry,
of Detroit, representing Detroit exhibitors, and M. W. McGee, of the Majestic
theater, Detroit.
Mr. retry announces that a booking
association will start at once which will
be affiliated with the Exhibitors" Rooking Syndicate, and that those exhibitors

Press

Bids;.,

Over

in

Detroit, Mich.

w ho are Interest ed - aould
Iro m< ill
gci in i,,ii,i, with him
iii
I- i tnanenl
addi 'ss la Hotel i :> unsw Ii k, I let roll Notes
on "The
Unbeliever."
i [elms r ' leoi ge, oi I he New
i la kla nd,
Pontiac, has 1 ked this picture for three
days in May and Is going to give It an
elaborate presentat Ion,
The Majestic theater, Grand
Rapids, is
running
Unbeliever"
all the week
of
April "The
22.
The
Ferry
field and Rlalto
1 iei roit, ha \ e I ked "The I 'n belle\ er."
John P. Harris Visits Detroit.
John I '. I [arris, t he ma n who proi ■
the
family
theater,
Detroit,
and
who
owns a big chain of theaters in Pennsylvania and Ohio, was in town
lust week
taking
up some
matters
with Mai
Ed Kirchner of the family.
World
to Release Comedies.
Bob Cotton, World
manager Is smiling
again — he jusl got news from the home
office that the World would release a
series of two-reel comedies, beginning the
latter pari of May or early June; Marie
Dressier will be featured in one
and Fay Tincher in the other. The first
Dressier comedy will be "Fired" and the
Ii est Tincher comedy
will be "Main 1-2-3."
AMONG

PROMINENT

FILM

MEN.

George W. Weeks, who is Detroit City
Representative
for
Famous
PlayersLasky,
distributors
of Paramount
and
Artcraft pictures.
MORE
DAYTON
NEWSLETS.
The Electric theater. Dayton, is to close
within the near future. It is one of the
oldest theaters in the city devoted to
the silent drama and has always enjoyed
a steady patronage.
John Lyons may take over the Majestic
theater, Dayton,
when
he closes tl
pheum,
which
will
remain
open
till
July 1.
A film salesman asked me if I was "That
Ramble
fellow."
I informed
him th
had
nothing
to do with
the numerous
"Rambles" as rambled by W. K. 11 in the
M. P. W.
W. K. H. please take notice.
These pages contained no Dayton news
last week that
through
writer's disease
having
contracted
very the
fashionable
known

as "Liberty

Measles."
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Dallas Theaters Pick Good Ones and Win
Exhibitors

Satisfied with Week's
Receipts — "Mr. Fix-It"
Makes
a Decided
"Kaiser" and "Rich Man, Poor Man" Also Shown.
By Douglas Hawley, The Times Herald, Dallas, Tex.

DALLAS, TEXAS. — From all indications,
at least during- the week of April 15,
it's only a matter of pickin' the right ones.
Dallas exhibitors have had no complaint —
the week's offerings were all alive and
everybody got his.
This starts a line of thought: Alan Dwan
and Doug Fairbanks may not relish suggestions from a mere provincial, but a tip
would be to keep the rambunctious one in
such stuff as "Mr. Fix It." It was shown
at the Old Mill this week, and in the opinion of local critics it's the best thing he's
done. The kids got 'em all from a human
interest standpoint, and from the angle
of artisticness, few directors have done
better. "The Kaiser" went well at the
Hippodrome and the first of the Chaplin
patriotic features supplied a proper wartime balance at the Old Mill for the Fairbanks comedy. "Rich Man Poor Man,"
with Marguerite Clark did an excellent
business at the Queen, while the "Washington had no complaint on "A Modern
Lorelei."
W. H. Talbot Takes Charge at Pathe.
W. H. Talbot, formerly Kansas City
manager for Universal, has taken charge
as local manager for Pathe, succeeding
Acting Manager C. A. Meade, who recently
went with the United theater. Mr. Talbot is new to Texas, but believes he's going to like it.
Gerard Picture Through First National.
Former Ambassador Gerard's "My Four
Tears in Germany" is to be released in
Texas through the First National Exhibitors' Association, according to advices received from E. H. Hulsey, now in New
York. Undoubtedly the feature will go
strong in the southwest, and it may be
that it will be put on as a road show with
a big orchestra.
S. A. Lynch Enterprises
Incorporates.
Austin, Tex. — A charter has been granted The S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Inc., with
headquarters at Dallas. Capital stock is
given at $10,000, and the incorporators are
C. E. Tandy, H. M. Owen and George M.
Bailey, Jr. Mr. Owen, who was here in
connection with the filing of the charter,
is Dallas manager for the corporation,
which controls the Paramount and Artcraft moving picture productions for the
state of Texas, and is incorporating under
Texas laws as a matter of efficiency in
the conduct of its Texas business.
Walter McComb Recently in Dallas.
"Walter McComb, of the Princess theater,
San Antonio, accompanied by Mrs. McComb, was a recent Dallas visitor. Mr.
McComb was here in connection with new
bookings.
H. E. Boswell, a son of D. E. Boswell,
St. Louis Vitagraph manager, was a visitor
to the Dallas branch recently. He was
in Dallas to meet Mrs. Boswell, returning from a visit to Amarillo.
Texas Brevities.
Fort Worth, Tex. — The new Liberty theater has been opened here.
El Paso, Tex. — The old Mundy building
Will be torn down and the Ellaney theater erected in its place.
Cleburne, Tex. — Fire broke out in the
Bex theater March 31, and it is estimated
that about $S00 or $1,000 damage was
done by fire and water. The property
was Insured for $2,500.
Orange, Tex. — H. Thomas, manager of
the Airdome theater, has approved plans
for the construction of a $35,000 building
to be erected on the lot adjoining the airdome building. The theater will be one
of the most modern in the country and
will have a seating capacity of 1,200.

Hit —

Kosse, Tex. — W. S. and C. L. Robison
have purchased the Dreamland theater.
Athens, Tex. — A five-year lease has been
signed by Manager Dorbandt of the Dixie
on the property between Perkins store
and Sides & Broom and work will commence shortly on a modern and up-todate theater. The building will be 26x
150 and will have a seating capacity of
800.

Louisville Trade Letter
By Ohio Valley News Service, 1404 Starks
Building, Louisville, Ky.
Many

Charlies and Many Friendly Pups.
LOUISVILLE, KT. — The management of
the Strand theater, Louisville, in advertising the new Chaplin picture, "A
Dog's Life," handled an interesting bit of
publicity, which attracted considerable
attention. The theater management advertised that boys dressed and made up
as Charlie Chaplin would be given free
admission to see the show, and three tickets to the three succeeding Chaplin
shows. As a result about fifty young
would-be Chaplins appeared at the theater at 11 o'clock on Saturday morning,
April 20, each accompanied by a canine
of some sort, as the offer included $1 for
the boy parading the best-looking dog
and $1 for the shabbiest-looking mongrel.
The boys wore streamers reading "Poor
Charlie, he leads 'A Dog's Life' at the
Strand." The parade was formed and the
motley-looking crowd paraded through
the business district and downtown
streets, preceded by a large wagon containing the numerous mongrels owned
by the miniature Charlies. The dogs were
good, but the youngsters were great. A
number of local boys have proven excellent comedians in Chaplin costumes, and
the parade was an unusual feature which
attracted much attention.
Capt. Travers
Speaks
in Louisville.
Capt. Richard (Dick) Travers, the former prominent film star, and now an employee of Uncle Sam, has been in much
demand as a patriotic speaker during the
past few weeks. Captain Travers appeared at the Keith theater, Louisville,
a few nights ago as a Liberty Loan speaker, and later at a big Red Cross patriotic
meeting at the First Christian Church on
April 23, where he discussed conditions
in France. Captain Travers was born in
Canada and has lost two brothers in the
present war who were members of the
Canadian regiments. Captain Travers is
stationed at Camp Taylor, Louisville, but
spent two months in France, and is well
acquainted with conditions there.
Patriotic
Films
Shown
Free.
The Kentucky Council of Defense has
made arrangements to show the patriotic
film and stereopticon views, "Wake Up
America," for free showing at the National, Macauley's, and other Louisville
theaters. "The Unbeliever" will also be
shown at the Walnut theater, a private
showing have recently been made by Captain Lyons and officers of the Marine
Corps, to persons holding invitations only.
Later ment
the
filmtheater,
opened where
a week's
engageat the
a recruiting
booth was opened in the lobby to secure
men for the marines. Such patriotic pictures are taking the "slack" out of
"slacker," and doing- a lot of good it is
claimed.
Trade
Items
from
Kentucky.
Through a mix-up in express shipping
only three reels of a ten-reel production,
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"The Garden of Allah," arrived at the
Washington theater, Maysville,
Ky., for
a scheduled showing. The management
hurriedly got together some other shows,
and in order not to disappoint its patrons
or sting them for the price of admission
for an unadvertised picture, the special
show was run free of charge in the afternoon and evening.

Minneapolis Trade Letter
By John L. Johnston, 719 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
Good Business During Loan Week.
AT IXNEAPOLIS, MINN. — Fairbanks'
-Ly-l "Modern Musketeers" drew good
crowds to the St. Paul Majestic theater
during Loan week, "Mr. Fix-It" enjoved
a good week's business at the New Garrick, Minneapolis, and Fairbanks' special
Liberty Loan reel "Swatting the Kaiser"
was featured by a dozen theaters in the
Twin Cities in their program and newspaper advertising.
Two rainy days and fairly chilly spring
weather made business at Twin City theaters during Loan week fairly brisk. Some
good bills were offered and the best were
well patronized.

"My Four Years" in Legitimate Houses.
First National attractions will hold
down the boards at the Metropolitan theatres (legitimate) of Minneapolis and St.
Paul for the last week of April and first
week of May. "My Four Tears in Germany" will be shown at the Minneapolis
Metropolitan for two weeks
beginning
April 2S and at the St. Paul Metropolitan
"The Fall of the Romanoffs" will begin a
week's run on April 2S and will be succeeded the week of May 5 by "My Four
Tears in Germany." "The Sign Invisible"
finished a good four-day run at the Minneapolis Strand Saturday, April 20, and
April 21 saw the beginning of one week
Dog's Life"
Chaplin'
Charlie
runstheof New
s "A lis,
at
Garrick.
Minneapo
Minn.,
New Palace, St. Paul and Lyric, Duluth,
Minn. "Tarzan of the Apes" will begin a
week's run at the New Garrick, St. Paul,
May 5. with special stage effects according
to Manager Theodore L. Hays.
With
Twin City Exhibitors.
Charles G. Branham, manager of the
Strand. Minneapolis, has returned from a
visit to Chicago and has anonunced that
among future Strand attractions will be
"A Pair of Sixes." "The Unbeliever," "Doctor and the Woman" and "Daughter of
Destiny." Mr. Branham began a week's
run of "Raffles." featuring John Barrymore, on Sunday. April 21, to a splendid
business. Henry Santrey continues to
please Strand audiences by singing the
latest song hits as only Santrey can.
ManagerSt.Theodore
Hays, "ofthe
the "War
New
Garrick.
Paul, hasL. adopted
Song Contest" idea recently adopted by
Manager Branham of the Minneapolis
Strand, and beginning April 21 seven representative "song- pluggers" began a popularity song contest -at the New Garrick
which pleased good-sized audiences daily.
"What Will We Do With Him. Boys" recently won the Strand war song contest
and a silver loving cup was presented to
the publishers of the music.
Manager Woodhouse, of the New Lagoon. Minneapolis, added two vocalists to
his program the first half of the week beginning April 21. War songs composed
by local musicians were introduced at each
performance.
Superior, Wis. — Manager Harvey Buchanan, of the Broadway theater, a legitimate house, will devote the next two
weeks to display of "The Kaiser, the Beast
of Berlin" and "The Price of a Good Time."
Wahpeton, N. D. — W. L. Brown has
opened the Opera House here and is enjoying good patronage.
New Films Bought by Distributors.
Elliott & Sherman, Minneapolis, have
announced the purchase of territorial
rights to the Bernarr McFadden
film en-
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titled "Zongar" and which features George
Larkin.
Manager Stedman, of the American U i d
Film
Co.,
Minneapolis,
li.is booked
the
ge Laone Tucker production "l Believe" for a show nm at the People's
Church, St. Paul, In the near future. The
picture is being backed b> a big billboard
uni newspaper advertising campaign,
.Manager George Law, of the HoffmanPoursquare exchange, Minneapolis, has announced the purchase by his organiza
of seven new photoplays, namely, "Men,"
With Charlotte Walker; "One Law for
Both," "Babbling Tongues." "Human Clay,"
Miii and a Woman." "Sins Of Ambiind "Her Surrender."
Julius K. Johnson Proves Able Manager.
Julius K. Johnson, whose
physiognomy
iroduced herewith, has jumped from
irganist's pit of the Northwest's largxclusive photoplay house to the mannt of the theater ana he is making a
■access of his new position.
No one has
loubted that Julius Johnson is one of the
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Kansas City Waits for Three New Theaters
Doric

Will

Open
on Walnut
Street, the New
Liberty
at Eleventh
and
the Isis on Troost Avenue — The Doric Nearly Ready.

Main

Kansas
Cltj
KeWfi
Service,
II.", Kallway
BjXObange,
Kan: as City, Mo.
pans of Denver and ownera of the Lyric
KANSAS CITY. MO.- Within the 06X1
tew weeks three new theaters will bo
and
Ni-w
I'rincess theater!
in I
Looking after the Interests of the New
m operation In Kansas City. Tho first
of these to get started will be the D
Princess; Car] Ray, owner of the Amuse
This theater will be owned and managed
theater, ■■■ ho' i home is In Lo \ ■
ami ,i. Lynch, of Greeley, representing
by George W, CurtiB, a pioneer in the
the
Swanson-Nolan Interests In the Atlas
moving
picture business
In Kansas City.
theater.
He has been making
pictures In Kansas
Theater at Wheatland Improved.
City^for
the last I'll
years,
has
In his possession
about
900 and
feet now
of film
The iris theater, at Wheatland, will be
showing the old horse cars ascending one
improved, according to Mrs. Webster, who
Of Kansas City's steepest hills. First of all
owns and manages this popular iiou.se. A
this man is a moving picture man for Unny will be added, the
ill be
love of it. He is not only an authority
rebuilt, a new ventilating and lighting
on matters pertaining to this particular
industry, but he is an artist, as all will
system will be installed and the seating
capacity will be increased between two
testify who visit his new house. He is
and three hundred scats.
also a musician and is planning to give
his patrons rare musical treats.
"Kaiser" Fills the Amuse.
All the materials and equipment are on
The Amuse theater, Cheyenne, has just
the ground. All that remains to be done
is the finishing up, which includes the
completed a three-day run of "The Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin" at advanced prices
interior decorating and arrangement. The
and up through the last night people were
outside is completely finished, and it is
packed to the doors and waiting on the
needless to say that it is truly beautiful,
outside.
the Doric order of architecture being followed out in detail. At the present time
Princess Theater Will Open in June.
the built-in cases to hold posters and anThe interior stucco work for the new
nouncement of attractions at the theater
Princess theater, Cheyenne, arrived this
are now filled with Liberty Bond posters.
past week and is being put in place. ManAn interesting thing about this theater
aged Todd has issued a statement that the
Is that up to the present time, no local
new theater will be ready by the first of
film company can boast of a signed conJune and sooner if possible.
tract. The owner of this theater is of the
impression that there are an abundance of
pictures to be had, and he is not allowing
himself to be bothered in the construcBy V. H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Avenue,
tion of his theater by film salesmen.
Chicago, 111.
Within several weeks, the new Liberty
Theater Notes and Changes.
Theater at Eleventh and Main streets will
be opened. Following that will be the
BLACK RIVER FALLS, WIS.— Boch &
new Isis theater at Thirty-first and
Bressel, who conduct shows at GlenTroost avenue. The Doic is located on
wood City, Boyceville, Dowing and Spring
Walnut street between Ninth and Tenth
Valley, have taken over the Fox theater
streets.
here which has been operated by G. G.
Gassen. Fred O. Dressel will be local
Enter the Camp Bell, a New Film Commanager.
pany.
Marinette, Wis. — Coffey Brothers, ownA new film company has appeared in
ers of the Cozy theater, have purchased
Kansas City to be known as the Camp
the building in which the theater is loBell Co. Associated in the same office
cated. Early improvements call for a
with this company is the States Rights
new heating plant, and later the entire
Film Distributing Company. The office
theater will be rebuilt.
will be headquarters for the distribution
Watertown, Wis. — The Orpheum theof Billy West, King Bee comedies. The
ater has been closed and the building will
office is on the second floor of the Ozark
be remodeled for store purposes.
building, the home of Fox, Pathe, Kleine,
Mutual, World and Metro. The office will
Milwaukee,
Wis. — The a Alhambra
ater has been conducting
war-song "thecontest.
be opened in the veryr near future.
Universal Men Meet in Kansas City.
Bay,
— "Boys
Khaki"
wasSturgeon
shown at
the Wis.
opera
house in
under
the
A sales meeting was held at the Kansas
auspices of the Boy Scouts.
City office of the Universal Film and SupWratertown, W"is. — Manager Norton, of
ply Company, which was attended by O.
the Classic theater, has installed two new
K. Mason, manager of the Wichita office
projectors, which he dedicated with "The
of the company; Samuel Benjamin, manBirth of a Nation."
ager of the Oklahoma City office, and BarStray
Nebraska
Items.
ney Rosenthal, manager of the St. Louis
and sales manager of this district.
Hebron, Neb. — Manager Fetterman has
removed his moving picture show from
Marie Dressier Visits Kansas City.
the Elite theater to the Hebron opera
Marie Dressier, noted film actress now
house, which he recently leased. He will
working for World in two-reel comedies,
use the Elite for special shows.
was a visitor in Kansas City April 19
York, Neb. — The Dean theater has been
for a short time. While here she visited
sold to Peter Schnitzen.
at several of the local theaters and was
Hartington, Neb. — B. Greeg has pura genuine attraction at each place she
chased the moving picture show from E.
appeared. She was only here long enough
Greenwood.
to confer with Red Cross and Liberty
Blue Hill, Neb. — The moving picture
Loan Committees on future appearances
theater here has been sold to C. Binderup.
in Kansas City. She will also speak for
Falls City, Neb. — The Electric theater
the Kansas City Atheneum at a later date.
made a big attraction out of "The Birth
By
of a Nation," which it played for three
nights. Band concerts in front of the theater were given each evening.
John C. Fleming,
with the Wyoming
New Prints of "The Orderly."
Tribune, Cheyenne, WTyo.
Seven additional prints of "The OrderTheater Men Visit Cheyenne.
ly" have been released, according to announcement of Bee-Hive Exchange, New
CHEYEXNE, WYO. — Among those interested in Cheyenne theaters who visited
York, and the Majestic and Bunny theaters have decided to run this brand two
the city recently were George Greaves of
days each week instead of one.
the Moore and Greaves Amusement
Com-

Wisconsin Trade Letter

Julius

K. Johnson.

very best organists in the Northwest and
it may be added that there are few better
house managers, Mr. Johnson played the
pipe organ at the Minneapolis Lyric theater for four years, when Sam Rothapfel
managed the theater. When Rothapfel
went to the Regent theater, New York,
Julius went with him, returning to Minneapolis about three years later to plan
organ solos for Manager Calvert at the
New Garrick. When Mr. Calvert became
a lieutenant in the signal corps last fall
Mr. Johnson was named his successor.
Every once in a while for diversion Mr.
Johnson tinkles a, 'few tunes on the Garrick organ and an ouburst of applause always greets his efforts. Mr. Johnson has
a keen sense of humor and a wide knowledge of photoplays and photoplay music.
Changes in Personnel at Exchanges.
Harry Hollander, former Fox salesman,
has joined the Select exchange as a road
man and will cover the Wisconsin and
Northern Minnesota territory on his initial
trip.
Steve O'Brien has resigned from the
salesforce of the Universal exchange.
Norman, Okla. — Ray Berry has sold his
moving picture theater at Picher and will
return to Norman to take active charge
again of the University theater.
Lindsay, Okla. — J. J. Hale, the picture
show man, has just completed a new airdome theater. The structure is 110x25
feet and will be provided with a seating
capacity of 600 people.

and

Cheyenne

Trade Letter.
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Beautiful New House Opens in Alameda
Hamblen

Theater,
By

Seating
1,500 and Owned
by James
Hamblen,
Will Be Managed by E. V. Clover.
T. A.

Church,

1507

North

SAN FRANCISCO. — The new Hamblen
theater, Park street and Encinal avenue, Alameda, was opened on the evening
of April 15. This theater was constructed
and will be operated by James Hamblen,
formerly of Kansas City, Mo. As this is
the first venture in the amusement field he
has secured the services as manager of
E. V. Clover, for several years connected
with the Turner & Dahnken Circuit, and
the opening of the house was conducted
under the management of the latter.
This new theater is of substantial brick
construction, with a facade of plaster, relieved by a trimming of light-colored
brick. It has a seating capacity of 1,500,
this being divided about equally between
the lower floor and the balcony. The office is on the lower floor, directly off the
main entrance, and near the broad stairway leading to the balcony. At the other
side of the theater is another stairway, but
this leads directly to the street and is
designed to be used as an exit. Off the
foyer is a small rest room for women, a
telephone booth and drinking fountains.
The foyer, aisles and stairs are carpeted
throughout.
The entire mezzanine floor is given over
to a ladies'
roominandattendance.
a nursery where
there
is a rest
maid
These
rooms are very attractively furnished and
show much thought on the part of the
designer. Here are drinking fountains
and free local telephones. The decorations here and throughout the house are
of a quiet, but very effective order.
The theater is equipped with a full stage
and it is the plan to present vaudeville
attractions each Sunday. The ventilating
system is a feature of the house, the air
being changed throughout once every
twelve minutes. Music is rendered by a
seven-piece orchestra, under the direction
of Max Amsterdam, of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, and a large Wurlitzer Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra presided
over by Miss Irma Falvey. The projection
equipment includes two late model Simplex
machines installed by the Breck Photo
Play Supply Company.
,
The opening program included an address by Green Majors, mayor of Alameda,
musical numbers by a soldier, a Fairbanks
feature "Headin' South." a Sunshine comedy, a Burton Holmes Travelogue and a
Pathe News. The prices of admission are
15 cents for the lower floor and 10 cents
for the balcony, with reserved loge seats
at 25 cents. At matinees all seats are 10
cents.
These prices include the war tax.
Government Films in Great Demand.
The film division of the State Council
of Defense, headed by Sol L. Lesser, is
meeting with" great success in booking the
Government dims. Every downtown theater in San Francisco has booked these
films and the public is showing an immense
interest in them as many depict phases
of national activities never before shown
on the screen. Two prints of each sulijeet
are now on hand and the plan is to show
these simultaneously in each district in
order to reach as many people as possible. The second shipment Of forty-live
reels of film was recently received by the
film division and those who reviewed them
are enthusiastic over their splendid qualities. The local army and navy authorities are co-operating
to t lie fullest extent
with the state Council of Defense and with
exhibitors In giving publicity to these
films, and the newspapers are also giving
spare
freely.
The
publicity
division.
headed by M. J. Cohen, of the George
Kleine System, has been enlarged and its
services are at the disposal of any exhibitors who desire them. This feature
will be of special value to country exhibitors and they are Invited to get In touch

Street,

Berkeley,

Has

Premiere —

Cal.

at once with the film division. The films
are being handled at cost and it is the desire of State and Federal authorities that
they be shown in every theater in California, as a part of the plan for education and for the combatting of enemy
propaganda.
Film Shows San Francisco
Before
Fire.
Thursday, April IS, was the twelfth anniversary of the great fire that devastated
San Francisco and the Imperial theater offered an attraction for this day only that
brought to this house many who were
familiar with the city as it was before
that catastrophe. This attraction was in
the form of a moving picture taken on
Market street a few days before the fire,
showing this thoroughfare from Seventh
street to the Ferries. The Market street
of that day, with its cable cars and pioneer
buildings, offers an interesting comparison
with the street of today.
Items
About
the Progressive.
Vernon R. Moore returned recently from
a sales trip through the southern part of
the territory to attend the farewell dinner to J. W. Allen and to be examined
for army service, being in the first class.
G. B. Hellings has returned from his
first trip on the road with a number of
good contracts.
C. A. Roeder is back from a trip to
Southern Oregon and Northern California
and reports that conditions are quite good
in this territory.
After spending some time at the local
office Carl H. Pearce. of the exhibitors'
aid and service department, has left for
Portland, Ore., to lend his aid in the fight
against censorship. He plans to return
to this city soon.
Theater Owners
to Register.
Collector of Internal Revenue Justus S.
Wardell has issued an order directing all
owners of moving picture houses, cabaret
managers and others in a similar business
to register at his office. He has also directed that all persons engaged in the
business of scalping tickets must register.
G. M. Anderson

in Town.

Gilbert M. "Broncho Billy" Anderson is
here and has announced his intention of
re-engaging in the moving picture business. He plans to appear as a star once
more at the head of his own company and
will probably enter the producing field at
Los Angeles.
Ackerman
& Harris Activities.
Ackerman & Harris, who now conduct
twenty-one theaters on the Pacific Coast,
have commenced work on several new ones
but are not planning further extensions,
owing to war conditions. A fifty-year
lease has been taken on the Majestic theater at Los Angeles
and this property will
be transformed into a beautiful theater
with a seating capacity of about 2,100.
"Work on this project will he commenced in
about four months. Work on the Oakland
house will be commenced in July and will
be rushed to an early completion. This
concern has been devoting all of its advertising stands in San Francisco of late
to the Liberty Loan campaign ami has
made a subscription of $26,000. Employes
of the local house have taken bonds to the
extent of more than $3,
>.
San

Francisco
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Notes.

Xat A. Magner has returned from a short
business trip to Chicago.
C. A. Riffe. formerly an exhibitor, has
joined the sales staff of the Fox Film.

E. H. Emmick, of the Peerless, returned
recently from an auto trip to Los Angeles.
Outside of being blown off the road by a
sand storm, buried by a snow storm on the
Ridge Route and being bumped into by a
street car he had a very pleasant trip.
L. J. Myberg, representing W. H. Clifford Photoplays, was in San Francisco re.
cently calling upon state right buyers.
L. W. Thompson has resigned his position with the San Francisco Mutual office to accept the management of the
Phoenix
Company's circuit of
houses in Amusement
Arizona.
Guy Gunderson. formerly with the Fox
exchange at Los Angeles, is now with the
Select Pictures of San Francisco.
William Englehardt, of Truckee. Cal.,
was a recent visitor in San Francisco and
signed up for Paramount-Artcraft service.
He became interested in this recently when
William S. Hart was in Truckee making
pictures, the screen star appearing in
person at his house several times.
California
Notes.
Kennet, Cal. — The moving picture theater of Edgar Thompson was destroyed by
fire recently.
Sacramento, Cal. — Contracts have been
awarded for the remodeling of the T. &
D- theater.
Anderson, Cal. — The merchants of Anderson have joined to give free moving
pictures one afternoon and evening each
week in order to attract trade to that city.

Des Moines News Letter.
By

J. L.

Shipley, 615 Locust
Street, Pes
Moines, la.
Film Men Visit to See Rialto Open.

D3Sseveral
MOIXES,
IA.- — Representatives
of
film companies
were in Des
Moines to attend the Rialto opening. Richard Robertson of the Kansas City office of
Goldwyn, whose productions will be shown
first-run at the new house: John Hicks of
the Omaha branch of Paralta: Charles
Manfrew of the Omaha Fox office: Phil
Monsky, Iowa Fox representative, were
on
hand to extend congratulations and
flowers.
Patriotic Film Fills Garden Theater.
The Garden theater, after a week of
capacity with "Tarzan of the Apes." came
right back with the "Kaiser, the Beast
of Berlin," and was unable to handle the
crowds that flocked to see this picture.
Manager Dan Burgum had a most attractive lobby, including a dummy of the
Kaiser being hung in effigy. The interior
of the house was draped with American
flags and those of the Allies. During intermission three navy men from the local
recruiting office appeared in the spotlight
with a French. English and American flag,
respectively, while the orchestra played
the national anthem. A rousing patriotic
demonstration characterized the entire engagement.
S. J. Mayer Is Now in Khaki.
Manager Stanley .1. Mayer of the local
Yale office has enlisted in the Quartermaster's Department at Camp Dodge.
Mayer, who tips the scale at 215. tried to
get into the navy, but officials at Camp
Grant declared that the average war craft
did not have enough tonnage to make it
safe for two hundred pound jackies, so
Stanley is now wearing the khaki.
Exchange Men on the Greens.
Sam Schwarz, of the Blank Enterprises,
the demon golfer of the local filmdom. has
organized a tournament among his brother
exchange men and the little white ball is
now being busily pounded by Billy Skirboll. Of Metro: Dan Lederman, of Laemmle,
and Few Harned. of Paramount, who say
they will show Schwarz up in the finals.
Joe Brandt in Des Moines.
Joe Brandt, general manager of Universal, spent two days in Des Moines last
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with local Manager Dan Lederman
Laemmle
Interests, and Nicholas
Jewel manager. Robert Wells, speepresentatlve of the Laemmle Interrom the Pacific Coast studios, also
>«nt several days In Des Moines assisting
, lining up Jewel publlcltj
i the

Fred Martin with United Theateri.
i'ii,i Martin, former
representative
ror
il exchanges m this territory, is now
ig in the organization of the United
rs plan in tins vicinity.
Rumor lias
that Martin will be active manager for
• w.i and Nebraska with headquarters at
malia.
Visitors
to Exchanges.
tors at Pes .Moines exchanges durg the week of April 15 Included John P.
of the Orpheum,
Oskaloosa:
John
uskin of the opera
house, Adel; C. C.
ulnn of the Iowa theater, Emmetsburg;
B. Graj
of the Fraser,
Spencer;
C.
ennacopoulos
of the Garden,
Atlantic;
I irt of the Strand. Grinnell; Joe Ger• of the Twin-Star.
Amos;
.larry De
. star, Colfax. T. J. Henrehan, Pale. Nevaday

Seattle Trade Letter
Bj

S. J. Anderson,

East

Seattle.

Wash.

Seattle Local Children's Film Liked.
BATTLE,
— During
fare WeekWASH.
in Seattle,
while Child's
lecturesWelon
i .' of children are being held in the
of the Seattle Fine Arts Society,
tattle-made motion pictures are being
\own for the children at The Hippodrome
ist a block away. The picture was not
Uy made in Seattle, but the little actors
uesses
are Seattle children.
It is
illed
l...st in Fairyland.''
It was made
y the Dobell Film Company,
Inc.. and is
tended as introductory to a series of such
es to be released under the brand of
Films for Children.
Lionel Dobell
managing director of the company,
be Kubey the president, and C. B. Colas secretary. The next picture of the
will be called "The Golden Egg"
nd 150 children are being employed in the
taking of it.
ickerman & Harris Looking Over Sites.
Messrs. Ackerman and Harris of San
isco are in Seattle this week to deale on the location
for erecting
a new
milding for housing their Hippodrome
audeville acts and motion pictures in this
Ity. A new Hippodrome is now under
onstruction in Tacoma on the sight of
he old one, and they will begin building
i house in Vancouver, B. C, next week.
New House in Centralia, Wash.
A company of which Joe Lucas is maniger is erecting a $4S,000 motion picture
heater in Centralia. It is to be completed
>y the middle of July. The seating capacity is to be 950.
IH. A. Johnson Taking a Rest.
H. A. Johnson, of the equipment and
-upply company beaming his name, is takrest enforced by poor health. It is
ted that his condition will be suffi•iently improved within two months to
eturn to active participation in his business. Ray R. Kelsall is now manager of
the store. Mr. Kelsall was in the film
business as a buyer of state rights pictures before becoming associated with Mr.
lohnson.
J. R. Harrington, known to old timers
in the motion picture business of the
Northwest as the manager of the early
Universal exchange of Seattle, has also
joined the Johnson forces as editor-infhief of a new weekly being put out by
the store. The name of the new publication is "The Bull-A-Ton." It is creating
'tulte
lotexhibitors
of interest
on film
imong a the
of the
field. row and
A. Jaquish
Dies.
A. Jaquish, manager
of the Dreamland
theater, Ontarion, Oregon, died a few days
igo.
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Small Towns in Oregon Losing Business
Willamette

Effects of
Feeling
Valley Exhibitors
the Bigger Cities — Prospects for the
Bj

Abraham

Nelson.

the War
Summer

and
Not

Influx of Labor
Bright.

to

SO]

Journal
P.ldg,
Portland, Ore,
on matters of iales exploitation, Mr. Allen
remen
Road
is well known
in this territory, and the
OREGON.
PORTLAND,
Vail. > !•■
turning from Willamette
Portland
boys are glad to know
that the
business
for summer
the prospect
report
Industry
has shown
Hue appreciation
ot
south of Portland very poor.
Considered
bis abllitj bj promoting him to a high
in its entirety,
Oregon
was
never
more
position with Famous Players Lasky,
prosperous for the showman, but prosperity has been concentrated in the bigger cities and in the neighborhood of the
SPOKANE
BREVITIES.
shipyards.
Roseburg, which always was considered
By s. Clark Patchin,
1811 Eleventh
Avenue. Spokane. Wash.
a poor show town, is worse than ever
now. say the road men. Previous reports
C. E. Stilwell Buys Theater in Colfax.
ot mediocre business since the war bl
gave the exodus of the young men to the
gPOKANE,
WASH— As
!ir:;t Step
toward establishing
and the
operating
a cirarmy as the reason. Of late there has
cuit of outside theaters with a service of
of all classes
movement
a general
been
of labor to the shipyards
of Portland,
big features purchased for his Spokane
Vancouver, Astoria. Marshlield and Coast
houses, of
('. Colfax.
E. stilwell took over the Rosetheater
cities S. Han/.. Star theater. Astoria, was
a visitor on Film Row April IS and re"We expect to take over more theaters
port, d most excellent business there.
in the future and operate them on a circuit
Portland theaters are also at their best,
over which we will route the biggest feadue to the increasing number of shiptures we use after
in ourhisSpokane
said
yards and (he number of new families
Mr Stilwell
return houses,"
from Colfax.
coming into the city to work in them.
"This plan is an advantage to the booking
exchanges and makes it possible for us to
I. Lesser
Cohen
Is Editor.
get features at a price at which we can
play them in towns that otherwise could
Portland. — I. Lesser Cohen, formerly
not afford to run them.
manager of the Globe theater and secre"The Colfax theater will be managed by
tary of the Portland Amusement ComJ. S. Nelson, once booking manager of the
pany, has been selected as editor of the
Spokane Universal Exchange and a road
new moving picture page of the Evening
salesman of features at the time we enTelegram. Mr. Cohen is one of the bestliked picture men of the Pacific Northwest, and has announced that he will
gaged his services."
make the policy of his paper one that will
Good Local Pictures of Parade.
give a higher tone to the general indusWhat are declared to be the best moving
try. He will carry a star photograph
pictures ever taken in Spokane and shown
every day together with live reading maton the screen here were those taken by
ter.
the Washington Motion Picture CorporaMr. Cohen recently edited a reel showtion of the Liberty Loan parade April 6.
ing the industries of Oregon that enjoyed
They were shown at the Liberty theater
good success.
the week of April 14, and the photography
was excellent.
What
Road
Men
Are Doing.
Ted Johnson has resigned his position
with the Mutual and gone to work for
Universal. He has been a most successful salesman in this territory, and Universal is fortunate to get his services.
Louis Rosenberg recently completed a
trip over the territory for De Luxe, and
reports excellent business for "Carmen
of the Klondike."
The Broadway
Reopens.
After being closed for several months
the Broadway theater, on East Broadway.
Portland, has been reopened. The new
owners are Kisswetter and Kelly, Portland men. They have started on the right
track by spending several thousand dollars
in fixing up the interior and changing the
lobby.
The Broadway is in a high class residential district, and for this reason demands extraordinary service and attractions. Former exhibitors who have tried
to open the house have undoubtedly
missed it by neglecting this feature of the
business.
Paramount
Heads Visit.
The Rose City has been honored by
visits from two distinguished representatives of the Famous Players-Lasky Company. One of these is Carl H. Pierce,
special representative and manager of the
Set vice Department, with headquarters in
New York. He has been on the Coast
assisting in the exploitation of "The Blue
Bird." While in Portland, Mr. Pierce gave
the film men the benefit of his experience
along censorship lines, and the local men
honored him by making him their spokesman in their plea before the mayor for a
modified censor ordinance.
The other Paramount visitor was J. W.
Allen, also special representative, who has
come to the Coast directly from New York

Interesting Theater Ite ns.
Toppenish, Wash. — Dr. H. M. Johnson,
owner of the Lois theater, has his new
house under construction. He is going to
operate both houses. His new house is
unnamed, but he expects to open it about
July 4.
Mansfield. Wash. — Mrs. Clara E. Wright
has sold the Mansfield theater to her former competitor, S. Radtke.
Pasco, Wash. — Mrs. Martha Reynolds
and her husband have bought the Pasco
Summer Garden. They are the owners of
tlie Liberty and Empire theaters in Pasco
and will take charge of the summer Garden
along with their other amusement enterprises. Mrs. Reynolds
is the manager.
MORE
F.

SEATTLE

NOTES.

R.

Durand
Finds
It Better
Than
in
East for Theaters.
F. R. Durand, sales manager of the
Greater Features Company, lias just returned from a trip through the territory.
Mr. Durand arrived from the East only a
few weeks ago, where he has been In the
film business for a long time. He declares
that business throughout the Northwest
is better than in the East. During his recent trip he said he was constantly hearing
exhibitors talking about how much money
everybody was making.
Joe

Deitch

to Open

Seattle

Office.

Joe Deitch, formerly Oregon representative for the Kleine Exchange, lias come to
Seattle to open an office on film row for
the Northwest Consolidated Film Corporation. This concern handles the Bruce
scenics and the Ditmar Animal Pictures.
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Harry Raver Renders Thanks.
In his dual capacity as a motion picture magnate and an out-of-door showman, Harry Raver, president of the Showmen's League of America, New York
Division,'
the following
editor
of sends
the Moving
Picture letter
World: to the
"Through the columns of your valuable
publication I wish, on behalf of the Showmen's League of America, to express appreciation for the splendid support given
to our Showmen's Hospital Benefit at the
Hippodrome, April 21, by the representative men and women of the motion picture profession who so unselfishly aided
in making the event a success. As chairman of the Motion Picture Division of
the Ticket Committee I sent through the
mails an appeal for recognition of our
effort to provide hospital care for showmen in adverse circumstances who become ill, and was overwhelmed by the
generous and whole-hearted response.
"Not only did the best blood of the industry respond financially, but I was made
happy in the knowledge fhat they used
their seats and assisted in filling the
huge Hippodrome to capacity. That, in
spite of dozens of other benefit performances, the Liberty Loan Drive, and other
appeals for funds, our undertaking was a
tremendous success we .of the Showmen's
League feel duly proud, but more particularly so because the first appeal I
have ever made to the motion picture profession was answered so generously and
freely.
"And when it is considered that some
$70,000 worth of Liberty Bonds were sold
to our audience, and that members of the
motion picture industry subscribed for at
least one-third of the amount there is
added reason for exultation."

Philadelphia

MOVING

Brevities.

"A Dog's Life" made its opening presentation on Monday, April 22, at the Stanley, Palace, Victoria, and Arcadia. Never
in the history of motion pictures was such
a lively interest displayed to get a glimse
of this honest comedian whose whole soul
appears to be in his efforts to cheer the
world.
The projection at the 333 Market Street
theater, under the management of -P. B.
Hammond, has been considerably Improved
by the installation of two new Simplex
machines of the latest type by Lewis M.
Swaab. The ventilation was also given
consideration, and two 16-inch exhaust
fans have been added to the system. This
theater, while being located in the heart
of the wholesale district, enjoys an extraordinarily large clientele by reason of
its efficient method of advertising.

May 11, 1918

WORLD

Petrova, Hotel Astor, New

York, April

16, 1918.

Philadelphia Filmdom Notes and Brevities
Baseball

Game

Between
Film
Row
and the Eastern
Penitentiary — What
Local
Exchangemen and Exhibitors Are Doing.
By F. V. Armato,
144 North
Salford St., Philadelphia, Pa.
will be offered at the Garrick theater for
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — A base-ball game
an indefinite engagement beginning Tuesbetween the inmates of the Eastern
day, April 30.
Penitentiary and the denizens of "Film
"Mothers of Liberty," featuring- BarRow," Philadelphia, was held on Saturbara Castleton, and released by the Elecday, April 20, at the former's ball
tric Theater Supply Company, was regrounds, 22d and Fairmount avenue, and
viewed by the Committee of Public Inwas witnessed by over 1,200 spectators
formation at Washington, D. C, who
who saw the film men defeated by a score
passed their approval on this production,
of 10 to 3. However, it was a (reel) game,
while it was highly endorsed . by the
and much excitement prevailed while it
French High Commission and the Liberty
lasted. However incredible, it may seem
Loan
Committee also.
the real object of the game, as announced
by William J. Sadlier, special representaMay 2 Big Day at World Pictures Office
tive of the Senator Penrose faction and
W. R. Priest, manager of the PhiladelRepublican Alliance backing Senator
phia World Pictures exchange, announces
Sproul for the next Governor of Pennsylthat Thursday, May 8, will be the day
vania, was to afford the film men the
when "open house" will be held at their
proper sort of exercise which will equip
new quarters 1315-17 Vine street. The
them with the essential wallop that it
occasion will be marked as a day of great
will be necessary to hand to the board of
importance, as Ricord Gradwell and Felix
censors in order to make a clean score
F. Fiest, of the home office, will then be
when the proper time arrives.
expected to be on hand to welcome the
ing.
The
line
up
of
the
film
men's
base-ball
exhibitors at the new two-story buildteam was as follows: Herbert Given,
Goldwyn, captain and pitcher; Robert
Several World Pictures stars are exLynch, short stop, and Steve McErven,
pected to come over to spend the day
catcher, Metro; Charles Klang, General,
boosting the Liberty Loan by speaking
1st base; Chas. Goodwin, Superior, 2d
at
the
various theaters. Jay Emanuel,
base; Earle Sweigert, Paramount and Artformerly manager of the Park and Jeffercraft, left field; R. E. Binns, Vitagraph,
right; D. Heenan, Vitagraph, center, and
is now a member of the World's
sales son,
staff.
Sam Lefko, 3d base. Number 68S was the
umpire who is reported to have been in
Monthly Exhibitors' Luncheon Held.
favor of his home team winning.
The usual interesting monthly luncheon
Theater on Kensington Avenue Sold.
of the Exhibitors' League and the United
Title to the moving picture theater,
Exhibitors' Association was held at the
Vendig, Thursday, April 18. A committee
420S to 4212 Kensington avenue, was concomposed of Morris Spiers, Charles Rapoveyed last week by Israel Grossman in
porte, and William C. Hunt was sent to
Hyman Stiefel and others for a nominal
sum and a mortgage of ?20,000.
New York to investigate and secure full
particulars regarding the co-operative
General
Film in New
Quarters.
booking plans of the United Picture TheThe General Film Company is now
aters' booking system.
settled in their new quarters at 122o Vine
street, Philadelphia. F. E. Samuels, the
"Over
the Top"
at Academy.
manager, and Charles Klang report excellent business on Paralta productions.
"Over the Top." with Sergeant Arthur
Guy
the star,
the Vitagraph's
Interesting
Philadelphia
Notes.
latestEmpey
specialasrelease,
is being
presented
Alia Nazimova
in "Revelation,"
as presented at the Victoria,
Monday, April
22,
is a Metro production of marked artistic
worth, and one of the finest ever seen at
this theater. While the press has contributed a lavish amount of space to its
reviews about Nazimova in her wonderful
role the public has likewise been generous with their patronage in coming to see
her.
D. W.

Griffith's

"Hearts

of the

World"

at the Academy of Music for the 'week of
May of
6. the
This book
feature,
which byis Empey,
a picturization
written
was
made with the endorsement of the United
States Government, in which nearly 8,000
American troops took part.
Liberty

Bonds — the Makings of a Nation.
Thnt's All You >"eed to
Know
About
a Bond.

fa 11. 1918
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions

"HONOR'S CROSS."
■ elexart
Production
Features
Rhea
Mitchell in Story Picturing the Seamy
Side.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
~> ANG
politics and glimpses of under_j
world
conditions
are
features
of
Chief importance
in this offering.
'he story, written
by H. B. Daniel
and
d by Wallace Worsley, gives an inmate view of vice conditions which have
1 in many
American
cities in the
.ist. and still no doubt flourish In some
f them.
This has all been done before
lany times and the situations
therefore
avc no special novelty.
There is a cornlet e freedom from anything of the offenive, even though some of the lowest dives
re pictured.
Rhea Mitchell portrays the part of Jane
'abot, the pretty daughter of a drunkard.
he plays this role in a quietly effective
.•ay. gaining considerable sympathy as
he story proceeds, despite the lack of inensity in the situations. Herschel Mayall
ppears as the Hon. Thomas Dolan, politijal boss, a part which he fills very capbly. Edward Coxen plays the lover, Lee
Stevens, and Adele Farrington does con■iderable with the down-and-out, half-derraded mother part.
There are some interesting contrasts in
his subject, though perhaps too much footsie was given them in the opening reels.
The story, which begins in earnest with
he commencement of the third reel, holds
he interest well. The political boss takes
i strong fancy to Jane Cabot, whom poverty has driven into dancing at a cabaret.
He tries to coerce her love, but the girl
:hrows wine in his face and leaves the
place. Dolan never forgives her, but by
this act she won the regard of Lee, Dolan's
young assistant, just in from the West.
Lee aids the girl to escape from Dolan's
clutches and eventually weds her. In the
course of the story the girl's father is
sent to prison for killing a policeman in
a saloon brawl and her mother commits
suicide.
"HEARTS
OR
DIAMONDS?"
William Russell Thrills in His First Picture with His Own
Company.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
PICTURE fans the country over are so
accustomed to expect thrills when
William Russell's name is announced
on the bills that it is taken as granted
that he will not disappoint them. In
"Hearts or Diamonds?" I have no fear in
promising that he will come up to expectations and more.
The script has been adapted from the
magazine story by William Hamilton Osborne, and William Parker, the adapter,
has not only given Mr. Russell fine opportunities for the display of his physical
prowess, but he has also woven a web
of adventure around him that holds the
spectator with tense interest until the
final fadeout comes.
The story, in brief, revolves around
Larry Hanrahan. a famous diamond collector and expert, who accidentally becomes acquainted with Colonel Gascoyne
(Howard Davies) and his ward. Adrienne
(Charlotte Burton), in New York. Gascoyne, who poses as a gentleman who
manufactures diamonds as good as the
real for half the cost, is in reality the

IN THIS ISSUE.
Honor's
Cross (Colriwyn).
Hearts or I da n
K ( Vnierienn).
The Reason why (Select).
How Could Yon, Caroline! (I*nthe).
The Two-Soul Woman
< I niversnl).
At the Mercy of Men (Select).
M'liss i I'.-n amiMiii i i.
Blindfolded
(Paralta Play).
The Seal of Silence (Vitagraph).
The Lonely Woman
(Triangle).
Paying His Debt (Triangle).
Her One Mistake
(Fox).
Masks and Faces
(World).
The Bride's Awakening
(Universal).
Passing of the Third Floor Back
(First National).
Treasure of the Sea (Metro).
The Biggest Show on Earth (Paramount).
Berlin -»1a America
(Fordart).
Fabulous Fortune Fumblers (Binney
Comedy).
Fred's
Fictitious Foundling (Binney
Comedy).
Denny
man). from Ireland (Ernest Ship-

head of an international band of diamond
thieves. Adrienne is ignorant of his real
character and, in fact, is one of his dupes.
Larry Hanrahan (William Russell) falls
in love with Adrienne. and when his priceless collection of diamonds are stolen and
he links the crime with Gascoyne, he has,
he believes, convincing evidence that she
is an accomplice of the burglars, though
she is entirely innocent. Larry succeeds
in tracing the thieves to Gascoyne's home,
gains access and recovers the diamonds,
but loses them again in the terrific fight
that takes place in the Gascoyne home.
Through the aid of Adrienne he is unbound and succeeds in sending a call to
the police station. The officers arrive just
in time to nab Colonel Gascoyne and his
gang, the Colonel being badly wounded
by a pistol shot. To Larry the leading
criminal confesses that Adrienne is innocent of all wrongdoing, and the happy
hero takes her to his heart.
William Russell is seen in two exciting
scenes, where Larry mixes things up ferociously with members of the gang. In
the first, a number of Gascoyne's accomplices attack their leader and his ward
while they are motoring homeward.
Adrienne's precious diamond necklace is
the prize sought, but Larry puts the
thieves to flight in a thrilling chase in
which he shows remarkable sprinting and
high-jumping qualities.
In the second Mr. Russell as Larry
fights the entire gang in the diamond retort room in the Gascoyne home. He is
overcome and bound after one of the
nerviest scraps seen for a long time on
the screen. In the lighter scenes Mr.
Russell appears to fine advantage in the
roles of gentleman and lover.
Charlotte
Burton's
Adrienne
is charm-

■ .1, and the role of Colonel
coyne is \rerj capably assumed by Howard
Davies. The two butlers of the story are
excellently Impersonated by Carl Stockdale and i:..l,ert Klein, while the part of
Wintermute, the fake diamond scientist
in the Gascoyne laboratory, is well sustained by John Gough.
Director Henry King is to be complimented for furnishing the spectator several fine interiors, rich and artistically
impressive.
The release will be made April 29
though the Mutual Film Corporation.

Clara

"THE
REASON
WHY."
Kimball
Young
Stars
in Select
Production of Glyn Novel.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

THE Weeks"
hecticitsflush
"Threeis
chief that
claimgave
to fame
absent from "The Reason Why," an
Elinor Glyn story done into photoplay
form by Mary Murillo and directed by
Robert G. Vignola for Select Pictures,
with Clara Kimball Young at the head of
the cast. Novelty of plot is not one of the
story's features, but the troubles of the
heroine will appeal to most spectators.
Suspense and surprise are also missing.
The plot, however, can be followed without the slightest difficulty, and the acting of the entire cast brings out all tire
points of the story at their best. Director
Yignola's care and understanding of his
subject have reproduced the English and
Russian scenes correctly, the air of
wealth and refinement that surrounds
Lord Tancred being particularly effective.
Zara, a Russian girl married to a brute
of a husband, and the mother of a young
son, receives a letter from her uncle in
London asking her to come and make her
home with him. The uncle does not know
that Zara is married. That same night
her husband is killed in a brawl and the
widow starts at once for England. Arriving there she leaves her boy in charge
of a lodging house keeper and goes to her
uncle's home. The gentleman has social
aspirations and hopes to satisfy them
through his niece. Lord Tancred, of an
old and impoverished family, is in the
uncle's debt. Markrute, the uncle, suggests a union between the nobleman and
his niece. Tancred refuses until he meets
Zara. He then says he would be glad to •
make her his wife even if she had no
dowry.
Zara is pursuaded to accept the nobleman, but after the marriage she keeps
him at a distance, as she is convinced
money was the only reason for Tancred's
wanting the match. On the night of their
first reception word is brought to Zara
that her son is very ill. She hurries to
him. Her husband follows and discovers
his wife at the bedside of the dying child.
He goes back home and does not let her
know that he has discovered her secret
The reconciliation occurs when Tancred
starts to leave home forever, satisfied that
his wife will never love him.
With Clara Kimball Young as Zara,
Milton B. Sills as Lord Tancred, Florence
K. Billings as Lady Highford, Frank
Losee as Markrute, John Sunderland as
Lord Ellerton, Kate Lester as the.
Dutchess and Eldean Stewart as Mimo, a
fine performance of all the characters is
guaranteed. Young Master Stewart is a
remarkable child actor. Louis J. Physico
did the camera work.
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"M'LISS."

"HOW
Pathe

COULD
YOU,
CAROLINE?"
Play
Features
Bessie
Love
in
Comedy
of Young Girlhood.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.
A FIVE-REEL feature, done in the best
comedy style, with Bessie Love in
the role of a romantic young- girl
who pines for a soulmate and finally
imagines she has found him in a taxidriver. The development of the piece is
in a series of episodes, rather than in a
straight, continuous plot, and for .this
reason has no particular suspense. The
humor of the number will be more appreciated by feminine observers than by men,
no doubt, as it pictures the romantic age
mo'st
through
Bessie which
Love is
wellwomen
suitedpass.
to the part
of Caroline, with her ingenuous looks and
sympathetic eyes. She is first seen at
college,
rather inat mischiefmaking.
a girls' school, where
she
is aorleader
Her
parents send for her to come to her sister's wedding. Caroline, who has been
reading a novel called "Twin Souls," is
delighted to go home and determines to
find her soulmate while there. She is
asked to look up an usher for her sister's
wedding, and selects a man named Reginald Van Alden, who turns out to be a
taxi-driver and a crook as well.
Caroline, before she has come to her
senses, has bared her soul to Reginald
and agreed to elope with him. They ride
into the country together in his taxi,
which breaks down. Her mother and Bob,
her regular sweetheart, rescue the girl.
Later she learns to her further sorrow
that Reginald is aleady married. The
final scenes have to do with the wedding
of Caroline and Bob.
Amelia Summerville, James Morrison
and Dudley Hawley also appear.
"THE
TWO-SOUL
WOMAN."
Priscilla
Dean
Featured
in Five-Reel
Universal, Based on Burgess Novel.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
GELETT BURGESS is a writer whose
literary spark-plug always throws
off an agreeable amount of the divine fire. This screen subject, "The TwoSoul Woman," is an adaptation of his
the pronovel, "The White Cat," and
ducer, Elmer Clifton, must be given credit
for handling his dramatic material to the
best advantage.
But four characters appear in the story
from first to last, but there is no cessation of interest in the problem that confronts the hero from the moment of his
injury in an automobile accident. Thea
latter awakens in the bedroom of
charming- country home, and discovers a
beautiful girl bending over him. Her
name is Joy Fielding, and the hero, Ches-in
ter Castle, loses no time in falling
love with her. But the girl, while sweetly
attractive in her natural self, has a mysterious dual nature. At times she becomes a vulgar, athletically inclined creature who calls herself Edna, and in this
alter ego she loves a certain Dr. Copin.
This doctor and the housekeeper are the
othei principals in the fascinating little
mystery.
Priscilla Dean does some remarkably
interesting work in this weird double role.
In n, is she is abetted by intelligently
employed double- exposure photography.
Joseph Girard portrays the villainous
Dearholt
Ashton
ami
capably
doctor
makes n good looking and able hero.
Selbie appears as the housekeeper,
Evelyn
l.ea h
The subject rounds up with an exciting climax.
"AT THE MERCY OF MEN."
By Edward
Weitzel.
ure,
A second showing
of the Select plot
••At the Mercy of .Men." revealed that
the
ass ault
the
of
portion
Offensive
most
scene has been cut out, hut this does not
affect the objectionable
materially
lures of the stor\.
The picture is mo has
lv wrong
from start to Rnlsh, and use.
leano place in a family moving picture ho ral-

Mary Pickford Admirably Fitted in ArtStory.
craft
Production
of Harte's
Famous
Reviewed

by

Edward

Weitzel.

been
Mary Pickford
ONCE
fitted more
with has
a character
and a story
admirably suited to her personality
and
her brand
of screen
art.a Bret
Harte's
famous
tale of
Californi
during
the
golden into
days a ofpicture
'49, "M'liss,"
been
made
play by has
Frances
Marion, the scenarioist exercising the
same freedom in introducing new material
that Clay M. Greene used when he
dramatized the story for the stage over
thirty years ago. Annie Pixley was the
The screen
version does not follow the
original
"M'liss."
stage play, and the comedy possibilities
are developed to a greater degree. So
insistent has the adaptor worked for the
laugh she has not hesitated to put in
considerable downright farce. Few of
Mary Pickford's following will object to
this, however. The story moves along in
sprightly fashion, and it's a poor heart
that -will not rejoice at the innocent fun
of the picture and the happy ending of
the little heroine's romance. Marshall
Neilan deserves praise for the excellence
of his direction. Some of the comedy
scenes are too much in the shadow, but
the general result reproduces the locale
of the Bret Harte country and the character she created.
The story of "M'liss" is easy of comprehension, and her doings will enlist the
sympathy of all good folk. She is the
daughter of "Bummer" Smith, a dissipated
but
naturedlike
old a ne'er-do-well,
lets good
her swear
trooper and who
run
wild. "M'liss" has no use for school until
a handsome new school teacher comes to
Red Gulch. She then washes her face
and startles the pupils by walking- into
the school house and taking a seat on
one of the benches. Continually up to
her pranks, "M'liss" gets any amount of
fun out of life, and rides a horse like a
cowboy. The serious interest is supplied
by the murder of old man Smith, and
the fastening of the crime on the school
teacher. A fortune left by Smith's brother
leads to the old man's death.
Theodore Roberts as "Bummer" Smith.
Thomas Meighan as the school teacher,
Charles Ogle as Yuba Bill, and Tully Marshall as Judge McSnagley are the principal members of a fine supporting cast.
"BLINDFOLDED."
Well-Directed
Paralta
Story
Featuring
Bessie
Barriscale.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

"Blindf
t ofcenter
s olded."
Play,
in its
of the ainteres
MOSTa Paralt
heroine, played by Bessie Bar' vivacit
and thatin happy
riscale,ness
actress
and natural
picturing
a wide
gamuty
of human emotions make the offering one
of considerable merit considered as entertainment for all kinds
of spectators.
it never fails to he interesting nor loses
a sense of freshness, though the scenario
follows a well-trodden path. The players
make every Character in it human, and
their emotions are thus freshly interesting to other real people in the audience.
The girl has been taught to open safes
by her lather. She has inherited his hearing, and is. like him. the most expert
linkerer
with
combination
locks
in the
"business." nut she has been reading
Emerson, and begins to doubt the crook
philosop
free toa
be "pull"
is to to
she going
then are
and They
last job,hy.
walk straight. The police suspect, and
surround the house. There is a welldirected tight between otlieers and yeggs.
one crook are killed.
and gang
policemaofn the
One leader
on that night is
The
"The Mask." who
girl. The girl is
gling with two
Mask" escapes.
on the girl, and
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is unknown even to the
caught while he is strugof the police, but "The
The judge is not hard
her
after she finishes

term she is taken in by a charitablyminded woman whose only son has been
wild, but is now making good out West.
They visit him.
The love story begins, and there is a
wedding, and later a child comes. She
fears to tell her husband of her term in
the House of Corrections. Near the picture's close the old gang comes. They
attempt to force her to open the safe of
the bank where her husband is employed.
The detective overhears a scrap of conversation. There is a satisfactory climax
in the living room of the heroine's house
at 1 o'clock at night in which she finds
that her husband
Mask."
The
villainous
member is
of "The
the gang
is killed
trying to get away, and man and wife
can now live happily.
"THE
SEAL
OF
SILENCE."
Blue Ribbon Feature of Intimate Family
esting.
Relationships — Dignified
and
InterReviewed

by Hanford C. Judson.

IThasis been
an interesting
once anit
established, situation
that of having
unmarried girl left guardian of a married woman's son and under a promise of
silence unable to tell whence it came. It
is rather hard to establish it firmly, and
in this picture, "The Seal of Silence." a
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature in five
reels, the promise of silence is given just
to cover the married woman's desire to
spite her husband because he did not let
her flirt and gamble. The child is born
in the home of the woman's old nurse.
She dies in childbirth, content that the
husband, who longs for a son. is not fr
know he is a father.
The father is a doctor and the younger
woman is and has long been his helper.
He falls in love with her, learns by accident that she is interested in a baby and
has her bring it to his home. This is done
as an everyday incident without embarrassment to the girl or the doctor: yet
because of continuity it holds attention
and really interests. The growth of the
boy the
in his
unknowing
father's affections
and
sickness
that overtakes
him are>
finally dramatic. At his bedside, when
he has unexpectedly recovered, the girl apparently discovers that the doctor suspects the boy is hers and she breaks
her vow of silence to reproach him. It
ends the picture and ends it weakly. The
fault perhaps lies as much in the lack of
ability of the player who has this part
as in the script, which is decidedly not
actor-proof.
The picture gets dignity from the able
acting of Earle Williams as the doctor,
of Kathleen Kirkham as his wife, of Kate
Price as the nurse and from the work of
the director. Tom Mills, rienty of things
happen in actual life that are hard to believe and they make poor incidents for a
picture — this picture. It has too little
real convincing- power: yet it surely is a
likeable picture. It is all in good taste,
makes steady progress, has pretty scenes
and graceful players and will force no one
to think.
"THE LONELY WOMAN."
Triangle
Photoplay,
Featuring
Belle
Bennett Has Good Heart Interest.
Reviewed by Edward 'Weitzel.
LIKE all the stories written by John
A. Moroso, the Triangle five-part
y "The
Lonelys Woman"
photopla
wn character
and the
well-dra
contains
heart interest is genuine. The complications are not at all difficult to anticipate,
however, and there is very little dramatic
action throughout the picture. Anyone
who is satisfied to have his feelings mildly aroused and is fond of dogs will find
"The Lonely Woman" an interesting
story. Belle Bennett is featured in a part
that is right in her best way. and Thomas
X. Heffron has directed the production intelligently. The scenario by Catharine
Carr and the camera work of Jacob Kull
are praiseworthy.
A town on the Hudson
River furnishes

\lav
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cations for the story. Most of the
tunts are greatl> concerned when a
ge woman arrives and rents a furi house at the edge of the village. A
belonged
to the former
oh ner
i place Is her onlj companion. Jim
ni. the (own drunkard, is engaged
i hores for her. Hit kindness to bun
he neighbors to talking.
When Jim
lured the lonely woman has him
ht to her house and nurses him back
ilth. Finally the mysterj
about the
. . r is solved.
Sh«' is tin- wife of a
i serving
a term
in Siim
Sing
She declares that her husband
is
i nt of the charge against liim and
o one believes her. Then
Jim stops In
icknowledges that ho is the guilty
The lonely woman's husband Is set
v.
i

supporting company is of fair qualLee Hill is inclined to be somewhat
as Jim Ransom,
but is thoroughly
earnest.
Percy
Challenger,
Anna
Blanche
Gray,
Alberta
Lee and
i Perkins complete
the east.

"PAYING
HIS
DEBT."
toy Stewart Has Dual Role in Triangle
Western Drama That Will Interest.
Reviewed by Edward
Weitzel.
\LVIN J. NEITZ is the author of "Paying His Debt," a five-part Triangle
Western drama in which Roy Stewrt plays a dual role. The picture was dieeted by Cliff Smith
and photographed
y Steve Rounds.
Its story is melodrathe exploits of a stage robber formlg the basis of the villainy that is ala\s necessary
in plots of this nature,
love
motive,
the
remarkable
resemlance between
the bandit and a young
hap who comes west for his health, and
he way he repays the bandit's kindness
) him are other developments of the acion. Events
move
along at a good elip
nd the surroundings of the tale are well
hosen for picturesque effect.
Frank
Borden,
the man
in search
of
ealth, and one of the parts played
by
toy Stewart, first meets Nan Christy, the
eroine, when he has spent his last cent
i nd is weak from hunger.
The girl makes
dm accept
some
money,
and with
the
• artial return of his strength Bordon finds
i job and pays her back. The long walk
' o her father's ranch proves too much for
urn and he falls in a faint by the roadside. Pete Morton,
the bandit, picks Borlen up and takes him to his cabin. XoticI ng the close resemblance
between
them
Morton
explains
how
the Easterner
can
epay him for helping him to recover and
•riving him a home.
When
Morton
is enI in holding up a stage Borden is to
Jang around
the public places in town
md
be mistaken
for the robber.
The
working out of the scheme brings Borden
and Xan to the understanding
both desire.
Roy Stewart doubles the two characters
skillfully and makes each a distinct type.
Josie Sedgwick as Xan. William Ellingford as Simon Christy and Walter Perkins as Father Kelly are the important
members of the supporting cast.
"HER ONE MISTAKE."
Gladys
Brockwell
Has Double
Role in
Interesting Play About a Woman Who
Repented
of Foolishness.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
WITH
two roles in this picture, "Her
One Mistake," a Fox five-reel offering. Gladys Brockwell is decidedly
at her best. Her clear photographic
qualities and her ability to be charming
as well as convincing whether at ease or
under the spell of emotion add much to
a story by George Scarborough that deals
convincingly
with the relationship of the
sexes.
It's a rather highly flavored love story.
The heroine is twice rescued by a detective, played by Charles
Perley, from the
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wiles of Chicago Charlie, a crook, pi
bj William
Scott,
in the Brsi Instance
she has been drugged m a hot, i whither
she

bad

COme

tO

be

married,

a

riin.iwa\

matoh.
The detective saves her In time
so thai at least she ran
get
bom.
the
same night and her parents
never know
she bad been out of the house.

AND

FACES."

Remarkable English Cast in Reade's Famous Stage Play Produced as War
Aid.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
THE novel features connected with the
World make
release,
Faces,"
would
it an"Masks
unusualand
attraction,
and the merits of the screen version of
Charles Reade's famous old play alone are
sufficient to insure its success. Produced
by the combined efforts of all the leading
dramatists and actors of the English
stage as their contribution to the moving picture's share in helping to win the
world's war for the Allies the array of
names is a remarkable one. Sir James
Barrie, George Bernard Shaw, Sir Arthur
Pinero, Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson,
Gertrude Elliott, Sir Squire Bancroft,
Dennis X'eilson Terry, Irene Vanbrugh are
among a few of those interested.
"Masks and Faces" is founded on the
life of the noted actress, Peg Woffington.
It is a bright and interesting play of the
time when George III was king, and reproduces the manners of that period with
truth and skill. The character of Triplet
played by Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson
is famous in stage history. Irene Vanbrugh plays Peg.
The story tells of an English gentleman. Ernest Vane, who leaves his wife
in the country, goes up to London, meets
Peg, and imagines he is in love with her.
The way that Peg cures him of his folly,
settles accounts with an offending nobleman and several more of her enemies, and
also shows her kindness of heart to the
family of the unfortunate Triplet make up
the leading incidents of the play.
The production of such a screen drama
calls for the best acting that tradition
has handed down on the English stage.
The grand manners of a past age are
shown in "Masks and Faces." Historical
personages are made to live again, and
even the "mob scenes" are portrayed by
actors and actresses of established reputations.
"THE
BRIDE'S
AWAKENING."
Universal Special Features Mae Murray
in Offering
of Emotional
Type.
Reviewed by Robert C. MeElravy.
THIS

eal
I

Later On,

when the district attorney has fallen In
love with her, and she, after putting him
Off as long as he would
let her. lias COH
sented to marry
him, she is a serond time
the victim.
The crook this time semis a false
message
telling her that her maid, the
leading woman's second rob', has been
hurt, and she eonies to him thinking to
aid her servant. He locks the door, and
tries to force her. She stabs him. The
police were watching
the house to arrest
the crook.
The detective
gets a good
Clue, and follows it to its right end. There
is a bit of melodramatic- high light In the
willingness of the heroine s maid to shi2ld
her by letting the police think she killed
the crook. The polire know better, and
the detective sees how things are and
r< ports that the dead man had committed
suicide.
Director Le Saint has put life into the
action, and there are many excellently
handled bits of fresh business in it. It
is effective as a whole, is well cast, natur"MASKS

■ .nes iii the final i eel I
onlj
onei thai ■'- um< anj . i • .11 Inten Itj The
emotionalism playi almost entlrelj upon
i be oil ace, i I
ime *\ ha ' m< i hanl-

story, written by F. McGrew Willis and produced by Robert Leonard, pictures the early matrimonial
experiences of a young girl who married
tin- wrong man and then fell in love with
another after learning the true character
of her husband. The situations are of an
emotional
rather
than
a dramatic
sort,

a.

t urn
to t be I \ entS,
> et a I I lo
tli.' storj
is on,- that will tin. I m. ui>

\i i.-

Iiiiii

■

\i in ra \
She

is ..!' i in i be pari
of
; u ho "i. ni' ;. n unfoi i una t e
plaj s t he

lob-

wilh

a

I .. n

■ of strength, but tin- to., con
i close-ups gives a rather overdrawn
effect to ma nj of t be best
c< nei
The
number,
w bile it carries an Inten
story, Is weakly handled from the standpoint "i dn ..I ion a ml inclines I o
mentallt]
of an unconvincing
I
i. .-wis ('mis appears as Richard Earle,
who tricked the young heiress into marriage alter the death of her unele. II.
looks tin- pari of no- fortune-hunting
male and makes the most of his scenes.
Ashton Dearholt, as Jimmy Newton, hero
of
piece, makes an agreeable contrast
withthe Earle,
As the story goes. Earle has an a
going with a married
woman
named
Lucille Bennett, at the time of his marriage
to Elaine.
He insists upon keeping
the
marriage
secret for a time, introdu
Elaine as his ward. Jimmy Xewton sees
the girl and becomes interested ire her.
Later events bring about a quarrel between Earle and Jimmy Xewton, in which
.Mrs. Bennett takes a hand. She shoots
Earle in a fit of jealous rage, thus leaving the way clear for Jimmy and Elaine
to wed.
"PASSING OF THE
THIRD FLOOR BACK."
Six-Part
Version
of Jerome's
Drama
Produced
by Herbert
Brenon.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
MADE
famousbyin the
this acting
country of
and Sir
in
England
Johnston Forbes-Robertson, "Passing of the Third Floor Back," Jerome
K. Jerome's stage play, has been put into
screen form by Herbert Brenon, and is
now being released by the First Xational
Exhibitors' Circuit. Sir Johnston plays
his original part of the Stranger. Those
who saw the play on the stage will miss
the star's chief asset — his melodious voice
— but the same gentle dignity which was
so winning in the spoken play is brought
out equally well on the screen, and the
beautiful sentiment of the story cannot
fail to reach the heart of every spectator.
Several changes have been thought necessary in the plot, the greater freedom of
the screen allowing them to be introduced. As originally written every scene
took place in the parlor of a London
boarding house.
"Passing of the Third Floor Back"
is a modern allegory. Its action is all
fashioned to drive home the lesson that
selfishness is at the bottom of the misery
of the world. The inmates of the boarding house shown in the picture are trying their best to show- their worst side
to one another when a new lodger arrives. He is a man in whom the spirit
of Christ is reflected. Every word and
every action of his reveal his thought
and care for those about him. To each
one of his fellow lodgers he shows a way
out of the difficulty into which his own
folly has led him. The dishonest landlads', the immoral little slavey, the father
and mother who are willing to sacrifice
their daughter for the sake of a wealthy
marriage, all are taught the true meaning
of life. It is to be hoped that the screen
version of the play will repeat its stage
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"TREASURE OF
Edith Storey Presented
ing with Buried
Reviewed by C.

THE
THE
SEA."
in Picture DealTreasure.
S. Sewell.
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OPEN
MARKET
FILMS
SHOWN.
Francis
Ford
Feature,
Josh
Binney
Comedies
and a Shorty
Hamilton.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

"Berlin
via America."
Metro release for April 22, "TreasWRITTEN
by
Elsie
Van Name
and proure of the Sea," is a five-reel produced by the Fordart
Films,
Inc.,
made
strength,
duction of average
"Berlin
Via
America,"
a
patriotic
more interesting by the fine acting of the
photoplay in six parts, directed by Franstar, Edith Storey. The action at times is
cis Ford, is worthy the serious consideranot altogether convincing.
tion of state right buyers. The picture is
Henry Ames, in order that he may reby
no means a world beater, but it is
move the barrier of wealth separating him
strong for the cause of the Allies and is
from Margaret Elkins, misuses a power
bound to inspire loyalty and devotion to
of attorney and brings ruin to Margaret's
the United States and the soldiers under
father, placing the blame on Jim Hardher flag. The 'story of "Berlin Via America"
wick, who is in the West. Margaret and
her father go west and Margaret meets ""has for its hero Phil Kelly, a veteran of
the Spanish-American war, now in the
Hardwick, who falls in love with her.
United States Secret Service. By pretendLater a gale shifts the beach sands and
ing to be disloyal to his country he gains
discloses a treasure ship. Both Margaret
the confidence of two German agents and
and Hardwick obtain gangs of men and
takes service as an aviator in the German
endeavor to secure the treasure. Mararmy. Before leaving this country Kelly
garet's
gang
overpowers
Hardwick's
men
becomes
suspicious of Lieutenant Miles,
and Hardwick is locked up in a cabin. Ames
who is in love with Rose Lockely, the
appears on the scene, and by listening to
hero's sweetheart.
a conversation between Ames and HardWhen Kelly reaches the other side Rose,
wick Margaret learns that Ames is the
Colonel Lockely and Miles are there, and
guilty party. In the meantime, although
by flying over the American lines and
believing Hardwick a traitor to her father,
dropping a message to his countrymen the
she has learned to love him, so with the
supposed
enemy flyer is able to forestall
removal of this barrier all ends happily.
a German attack. There are war scenes,
Edith Storey does excellent work as
the marching of French and American
Margaret Elkins, and Lew Cody gives a
troops to the front, episodes showing the
good performance as Jim Hardwick. Josef
treachery and cruelty of the Kaiser's solSwickard as Margaret's father is inclined
diers and a love story that ends happily.
to overact. Lewis Willoughby as Henry
Ames, and Toto De Crow, are satisfactory ." Francis Ford is the Phil Kelly and acts
the part earnestly. The leading members
in their respective roles. Frank Reicher
of his support are Edna Emerson, Jack
directed the production and has provided
Newton, George Henry, Lois Scott, William
some excellent outdoor scenes, particuWillis and William Canfield.
larly those of the water and others showing the seacoast during a sandstorm. The
"Fabulous
Fortune
Fumblers."
photographic work of William Thompson
The screen vampire is broadly buris excellent.
lesqued in the two-part Josh Binney comedy, "Fabulous Fortune Fumblers." Two
moving picture actors out of a job get a
wealthy married man to put up the money
"THE
BIGGEST
SHOW
ON EARTH."
for a new company after he has fallen in
Paramount
Presents Enid Bennett in a
love with the leading lady, who aspires
Story of Circus Life.
to become the most famous vamp in the
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
business. The studio scenes showing the
filming of the picture that eats up the
EACH lady star has to have a chance to
backer's money is full of slapstick fun.
wear clothes of the other sex beThe acting and direction are on a par with
fore she completes her "repertory of
the usual standard of this brand of twocharacterizations," but, most fortunately,
reelers.
Miss Bennett does not in her change have
to pretend she is anything but a girl. She
"Fred's
Fictitious
Foundling."
is so thoroughly feminine in every moveFunny Fatty Filbert plays an infant in
ment as well as in appearance that it
"Fred's Fictitious Foundling," another
would be impossible for her to disguise
Josh Binney comedy in two parts. The
herself as a boy. She is very straight,
whole picture is one wild absurdity and
alert and quick in her movements as a
will please persons who are amused by
lion tamer, the daughter of a circus ownseeing a fat man dressed as a two-yearer, but only once does she act like a man,
old and acting as near like one as possible.
when horsewhipping a man guilty of gross
The
finish is lively.
insult. She even holds a pistol as if she
was afraid it would go off. She is de"Denny
from
Ireland."
lightfully feminine, however, a compensaShorty Hamilton is the star of "Denny
tion for the utter lack of other characterifrom Ireland," a five-part photoplay writzation in this play. The unfortunate
ten and directed by W. H. Clifford. The
"hero" is compelled to move through it
story
opens in Ireland and Shorty is
like a manikin, and all others simply play
shown as a good natured lad who is forced
up to the star.
to leave his bride at home when he sails
She is sent to a private school and
for America. He finds his way to Arizona,
snubbed by the other girls until she demturns cowboy, lias plenty of adventures
onstrates her courage by overcoming a
and is at last able to send for his wife.
supposed mad dog. The hero happens
There
is a spirit of good feeling all
along just then and the brave girl is invited by his sister to their grand old famthrough
the picture
star's a humorous personality
winsandhimthemany
laugh.
ily mansion. The poor girl is snubbed by
The
production
is
of
good
general
average.
his proud mother, but they all attend a
All of the foregoing subjects are being
circus in a nearby town, which happens to
marketed by Ernest Shipman.
be that of the snubbed girl's father. The
regular lion tamer happens to be a little
off that day; the crowd becomes enraged
"HIS
SMOTHERED
LOVE."
and the brave girl takes her place. She
Paramount
Releases
Amusing
Sennett
easily tames the wild beasts and wins an
Farce with Chester Conklin in Leading
ovation from common, ordinary people,
Role.
but she feels she will be rejected by the
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
proud family she is visiting. Not so. The
head of that proud family happens to be
IT matters little to Mack Sennett what
the story is or the characters are, he
her father's silent partner in the enterprise. The proud mother is given the
seems to have an inexhaustible fund
smelling bottle and the lovers embrace, a
of ingenious and highly original tricks to
most fortuitous series of happenings,
provoke laughter. Conklin, however, is
otherwise their love might never have
equal to the difficulties, mostly athletic, of
"come true."
a farce role, and he is ably supported in
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this one by Marie Prevost and Harry
Gribbon.
Into the love and adventures of the
young couple Conklin is injected by fortuitous accident. He gets the credit of
a heroic rescue really performed by a
life-saving dog. He is nothing more or
less than a short-changing conductor on
a surface line of cars. He loses ground
when this is discovered and decides to
send the bridegroom a poisoned bottle of
wine. The bridegroom sends a note of
thanks, saying that he and the bride will
drink the wine on their wedding trip.
Adventures thereafter hinge on Conklin's frantic efforts to reach the train on
which the bridal couple are traveling.
The chases of this train by his car and
an ambulance would make the most lurid
melodrama thrilling. It is partly trick
work, but it is of a very high order, preserving the illusion of reality to a thrilling degree. The farce is replete with
comic incident, professional in its thoroughness and activity from start to finish.

Comments
*m

General

Film

Company.

LOST
DRESS — PARADE
StarONFeature).
Preserving(Broadway
well the
spirit of the O. Henry story from
which it was adapted this two-reel offering provides good entertainment, and
shows Patsy Deforrest and Evart Overton, the featured players, to advantage.
Reviewed in issue of Mav 4.
A
BLACK
SHERLOCK
HOLMES
(Ebony). — A novel feature in connection
with this brand, which is new to the General Film program, is that the cast is
composed entirely of negro players. The
story is a burlesque on Sherlock Holmes,
and has some amusing situations, but the
players are inclined to overact. Reviewed
in our last issue on page 745.
RIP ROARING RIVALS (Clover).— Enacted by the same cast as the preceding
comedy this offering has some amusing
situations, and a rather good comedy fight.
Bud Duncan, formerly of the team of
Ham and Bud, has secured a good foil in
Kewpie Morgan, who is several times his
size.
issue. Reviewed at length in our last
WOOING OF COFFEE CAKE KATE
(Clover). — This one-reel picture is the
first of a new brand of comedy, Dot
Farley, Bud Duncan, and Kewpie Morgan
being the principal fun-makers. It is a
slapstick comedy with some amusing situations, but does not rise above the average for this type.
Reviewed in last issue.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
A RICH MAN'S DARLING. April S.—
Louise Lovely is the leading player in this
five-part Bluebird picture. The story is
on the "Smart Set" order, and is well put
together.
A review was published in last
week's issue.

Educational Films Corporation.
THE TWINS (Educational). — One of the
"Original Katzenjammer Kids" cartoons
in Which these mischievous youngsters
make a gorilla drunk and dress him to
impersonate a female cousin who is coming to visit. Old man Katzenjammer, in
full dress for the occasion, makes love to
the creature, which fails to remove its
head gear, and is only made wise to the
trick when the animal strikes him a blow
over the head.
Quite amusing.
DOING HIS BIT (Educational). — One of
the "Happy Hooligan" cartoons, which is
exceptionally funny. Hooligan, after a
series of uncomfortable happenings, finally is placed on guard at a German post.
He makes his escape by painting his
Shadow in black on the wall, so that the
officer in command, and who ie flirting
with a German girl, is satisfied at a glance
that Hooligan is still there. Finally he
succeeds in dropping a bomb on the
Kaiser.
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Famous Players- Lasky Corporation.
r .- GET
A DIVORCE,
April 29.— A
lively adaptation of Sardou's most popuimedy, with Blllle Burke In a delightful portrayal of the leading character. Re
viewed In last week's Issue.
Till: WHITE
MANS
LAW,
May 6.— A
of betrayal
and vengeance
in an
Interesting and unusual environment, artistically treated. Sessue
Hayakawa
In
the leading role. Reviewed In last week's
M l.iss (Artcraft), May IS.— Mary Pickford and Bret Harte's celebrated heroine
make a strong combination. The picture
is full of laughs, and the entire production is snappy and bound to please. It
■ .1 at length on another page of
this Issue.

First National Exhibitors' Circuit.

PASSING OF THE THIRD FLOOR
BACK (Brenon). — Herbert Brenon's production of Jerome K. Jerome's noted play
with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson is in
six parts. The picture follows the original
at most points, and its wonderful heart
interest is retained. A longer review is
printed on another page of this issue.
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the buildings, the oldest soldier in the
world
Celebrating
his 110th blrthdt
San Kranoiseo, Cerahline Karrar Singing
for war relief activities, the testing of all
armored car. and the shooting
down
of
wo, .,len soldiers with a machine gun are
among
other
items
of interest Among
Other prominent personalities shown are
Charles
M. Schwab
and President
Wilson.
SPOTTED
(Strand, April :!u. — A p]
Ing number featuring Blllle Rhodes,
The
oomedy is of the light, refined sort, and
centers around a joke that is perpetrated
on a visitor to a young married couple.
This couple in moderate circumstances accept the invitation of a young heiress
(Millie Rhodes) to use her home during
the sojourn of their wealthy guest. The
heiress, who acts as chauffeur and also as
maid to the family, finally becomes betrothed to the guest.
HEARTS OR DIAMONDS (William Russell Productions, Inc.). April 2'.). — A strong,
well-knit story,
sustained"
interest
throughout,
and with
several
big, exciting
scenes in which William Russell assumes
heroic proportions. The support, headed
by Charlotte Burton, is praiseworthy, and
Director King has handled the production excellently.

Fox Film Corporation.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

HER ONE MISTAKE, April 2S.— Gladys
Brockwell's able acting and charming
photographic Qualities make this an excellent offering. For a longer review see
another page of this issue.

HOW
COULD, CAROLINE? (Pathe
Play), May 5. — A five-reel subject by Izola
Forrester featuring Bessie Love in the
part of a romantic young girl. She falls
in love with a taxi-driver at her sister's
wedding, and is disillusioned only by
learning that he is married and also a
crook. The humor of this number, which
is presented as a series of comedy episodes, will appeal especially to women.
DOUBLE CROSSED (Pathe), May 12. —
Episode
No. 10 the
of "The
House
of Hate.1'
This
continues
exciting
events
begun
in the last instalment. Pearl escapes from
her position over the acid tank, and all
hands pursue the Terror. He returns to
Waldoncliffe, and by a clever substitution
escapes death by the sacrifice of another
man's life. Gresham invades the underworld, and leads a band of crooks to capture in a sensational manner. The number is full of thrills.
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS (Pathe), May
12. — A half reel, picturing the remarkable
work of British women in munition factories. They are shown preparing shells
for shipment to the front. Health inspection of employees is another feature.
BRITISH CAVALRY ON WESTERN
FRONT (Pathe), May 12. — On same reel
with above. This gives just a few interesting glimpses of the mounted soldiers
of the empire patrolling villages along
the battle front. The Indian lancers are
also shown.
THE NON-STOP KID (Rolin-Pathe),
May 12. — A comedy number featuring
Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, and Harry
Pollard. Harold palms himself off as a
professor of music at a social event, and
is forced to call upon the victrola when
he is asked to sing. This has the same
deft comedy touch as previous offerings,
and is very laughable.
OUR FIGHTING ALLY— THE TANK
(Pathe). — An amazing demonstration of
the powers of the caterpillar tractor used
in warfare. A 350 horse power tank Is
shown traversing a country filled with
ditches, then through a thick woods,
where it turns over grown trees in its
course. It also ploughs its way through
a frame building. This is the best demonstration yet made on the screen of the
tank in action.

Greater

Vitagraph,

Inc.

THE SEAL OF SILENCE, April 29. — A
Blue Ribbon Feature that is dignified,
pretty, and interesting rather than deep
or convincing. It is ably directed, and
will make a fair offering, nothing to
splurge over, yet acceptable and enjoyable. There is nothing in it to make a
spectator think; he can rest himself while
it is on.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
HONOR'S CROSS (Selexart). — A six-reel
number written by H. B. Daniel, which
features Rhea Mitchell, Herschell Mayall,
and Edward Coxen. The story concerns
the daughter of a drunkard who wins the
unwelcome regard of a political boss. The
latter tries to drag her down, but the
hero, a young man from the West, comes
to her rescue. The number pictures vice
conditions intimately, but without offense.
Reviewed
at length elsewhere.

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
BLINDFOLDED (Paralta Plays). — A
Barriscale picture in five reels that is
pretty sure to prove an attraction in the
average theater. The plot follows no new
path, but able direction and honest human
acting keep any of it from seeming stale
or uninteresting. We notice it in greater
length on another page of this issue.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
WITH NEATNESS AND DISPATCH,
April 15. — This is an entertaining romantic farce featuring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne. It is different
from anything they have recently attempted, and contains several good situations, and many laughs. Reviewed at
length in issue of May 4, on page 745.

Mutual Film Corporation.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 16 (Mutual),
April 24. — Interesting scenes of this number are a train wreck at La Grange, 111.,
the opening of the baseball season at
Chicago and New York, Hun prisoners in
France, a regiment of French cavalry in
review, the unveiling of the John Burroughs monument at Toledo, Ohio, in the
presence
of women
the distinguished"
and writer,
auto driversnaturalist
hauling
supplies, Secretary of War Baker, gambling machines burned by police in Philadelphia, and scenes showing our boys in
France on the way to camp.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 17 (Mutual),
April 28. — One of the unusual sights in
this number of the Screen Telegram shows
some of the animals at the zoo in Baltimore in panic when fire broke out among

Select

Pictures

Corporation.

THE REASON WHY (Select).— Clara
Clara Kimball Young and a fine supporting company appear in this screen version of Elinor Glyn's novel. The production is excellent, and the story is clearly
told. A longer review is printed on another page of this issue.

Triangle Film Corporation.
PAYING HIS DEBT, April 28. — Roy
Stewart plays a duel role in this five-part
Western story written by Alvin J. Neitz.
The amount of life and excitement in the

piOtUre
keeps
the
.\ longer
review
..f this i
THE

,ii John

LONELY

Inlelest
at high
pitch.
la printed
on another
WOMAN,

April

L'v— One

v Moroaco'a stories, this live-part

picture is rather slow of action, bul eontains good character drawing,.
Bella Bonnet! la the in
n is reviewed at li
on another page of this i.

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
CURRENT

\ i>ii l -'ii

BVENTfl NO. SO (Universal),

i ipeniiit;

a

h

eason

i"

New York, stringing wires '■under fire"
at Camp Logan, Texas, ahlpbulldlng at
Stockton
Sprlnga, Me.,
to John Burroughs,
and children's
numeroue tribute
other
subjects ai • treated In this interesting
number. It closes with reproductions of
newspaper cartoons.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 21 (Universal), April 24. — A motorcycle climbing
contest at Los Angeles heads this number, which also contains war views of
various sorts, baseball game at Chicago,
scenes from the Liberty Loan drive, food
saving, and cartoons
by Hy Mayer.
HER MOVIE MADNESS, (L-KO) May 8.
— A two-reel comic, with Gale Henry and
Hugie Mack in the cast. Gale plays a
farm maiden, who joins a moving picture
company; Hughie is her fat country lover.
There are some quite amusing knockabout moments in the studio scenes. The
subject is one of average strength; it
would have been helped by more of a
plot
ilea.BULLSEYE, No. 14, (Universal
THE
Special), May 11. — This number pictures
the selling of Cora as a white slave, In
Mexico. Cody and Lee, recovering on the
desert, go in search of her. There are
some fierce hand-to-hand conflicts, and
the number closes with Cody about to be
shot, against a wall.
WHOSE BABY ARE YOU? (Lyons &
Moran Star Comedy), May 11. — Eddie appears as a young husband with a wife
and baby, and Lee plays his well known
lole of janitor. The janitor finds himself with the baby, a dog and a parrot on
his hands, after a mixup in the apartment
house, but eventually gets them in the
hands of their proper owners. This is an
excellent comedy and will make its way
with any audience.
THE LION'S CLAWS, No. 6 (Universal),
May 11. — Thrills without number are contained in this instalment, which is alive
with interest. Beth and Buck, after escaping from the subterranean stream, are
captured and taken to Bonda, where
Beth's father is already a prisoner. All
ate confined in the palace dungeon, and
Eeth is tortured in the presence of the
other prisoners. This is exceptional in
direction and general
presentation.
THE TWO-SOUL WOMAN (Universal
Special), May li. — A five-reel subject,
based on a novel by Gelett Burgess,
which features Priscilla Dean as a sort of
feminine "Jekyl and Hyde." She is under
the hypnotic power of a doctor, who
changes her from a sweet, attractive girl
to a vulgar, athletic creature. The hero
succeeds in releasing the girl from this
bad influence and of course marries her.
This is a weird, fascinating story and
leads up to an exciting finish.
THE BRIDES AWAKENING (Universal
Special). — A six-reel number, written by
F. McGrew Willis and produced by Robert
Leonard, with Mae Murray in the leading
role. She plays the part of a young heiress
who marries the wrong man and later
falls in love with another. Lewis Cody
and Ashton Dearholt play the male leads.
The story is one of the emotional type and
has a moderately strong plot. Reviewed
at length elsewhere.

World Pictures Corporation.
MASKS AND FACES, May 6.— This fivepart feature is unique. It was made in
Enerland, and all the famous actors in
London take part in the performance.
Charles Reade's celebrated work would
please any body of spectators. A longer
review is printed on another page of this
issue.
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Resurrection
( Paramount).
Brave nnd Bold (Fox).
The Greatest Show on Earth (Paramount).
The White Man's Law (Paramount).
Pes of the Pirates (Fox).
Moral Suicide (Graphic).
Passing of Third Floor Back (First
National).
Masks and Faces (World).
The Trail to Yesterday
(Metro).
A Mother's
Secret (Bluebird).
Hearts or Diamonds
(American).
Mile. Paulette (Triangle).
An Honest
Man
(Triangle).
A Romance of the Underworld
(Keeney).
How Could You. Caroline?
(Pathe).
The Iiittle Runaway
(Vitagraph).
Blindfolded
(Paralta).
Joan of Plattsburg
(Goldwyn).
With Hoops of Steel (Paralta).
"PEG OF THE PIRATES."
Peggy
Hyland
Featured
in Five-Reel
Drama
Full of Romance
and Adventure. Written and Directed by O. A.
C. Lund.
Fox Release for May 12.
Cast.
Margaret
Martyn
Peggy Hyland
Sir Wynham Martyn
Carleton Macy
Terry, the Poet
Sidney
Mason
Mr. Elliott
James Davis
Captain
Bones
Frank
Evans
Flatnose Tim
L. Walheim
One-Eyed
Pete
Ajax Carroll
Gov. Brenton
Eric Mayne
The Story: Margaret Martyn is about to
be married to Mr. Elliott, a wealthy merchant she does not like. Captain Bones
and his pirate crew come into the house
and carry off Margaret to their ship, and
sail away. Terry, a youth without fame,
is in love with Margaret, and Margaret
loves him. Terry fits out a ship, and goes
after the pirates, and rescues Margaret,
who has many thrilling adventures before
her gallant sweetheart arrives. In the
meantime Peg had discovered where the
pirate treasures were located, and she and
Tony lived in luxury ever after.
Feature Peggy Hyland as Margaret
Martyn and Sidney Mason as Terry, the
poet.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
What
Would Sou Do II Pirates Carried You Off?
Dignified
and Thrilling
Photo-PomedyDrama
Of Romance and Adventure.
Wmi
Husband
and Treasure.
Thrills ami Humor Galore.
Remarkable Storj Peggj
Hyland as the
Star.
Adventure and Uotnanee Cleverly Mixed.
Stunt Suggestions!
Press a man in typical
pirate
costume,
any him
costumer
you with
one: arm
with a will
biu I'nrnisji
cutlass
and let him parade up and down in front
of your
theater.
Gel
an Old trunk
or
chest, label it "Pirate's Treasure chest."
•'Captain Kidd's Safe," or something' like
this, and put it in your lobby; tix Up your
lobby to resemble the entrance to a cave,
and label it, "Entrance to Pirates' Treasure Cave." Pse a black llag with skull
.in.l crOSS hones; have someone draw you
up a mariner's
with
mysterious
bols scattered Chart
over it
showing
where symthe
pirates' cave Is located or the treasure Is
buried.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets.
Lobby
displays, 8x

10, 11x14, 22x2S. Press sheets and mats.
(Mats may be secured free by writing to
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City.) Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
per column.
"THE
WHITE
MAN'S
LAW."
Jesse L. Lasky
Presents
Sessue
Hayakawa
in Marion
Fairfax
and
John
Browne's Story.
Scenario by Marion
Fairfax.
Photographed
by
Charles
Rosher.
Directed
by James
Young.
Paramount
Release
6.
Cast. for May
John A. Ghengis
Sessue Hayakawa
Maida
Verne
Florence
Yidor
Sir Harry Falkland
Jack Holt
Sir Robert Hope, Governor,
HerbertMaym
StandingMrs. Mayhew
Kelso
Corporal
Verne
Forrest
Seabury
Suliman
Ghengis
Joseph
Swickard
The Derelict
Charles West
Sir Harry's Father
Ernest Joy
Dr. Robinson
Noah
Beery
Lady Falkland
Clarissa Selwynne
Falkland's Valet
Frank Deshon
The Story: Sir Harry Falkland, a rascally Englishman, comes to Sierra Leone, on
the "West Coast of Africa, to redeem himself, leaving a suffering wife behind. He
becomes enamored of Maida Verne, a
pretty little Sudanese, and makes advances toward her. She is loved by
Ghengis, an ivory trader and Oxford
University graduate, but. attracted by
.Falkland. she coquets with Ghengis, who
is bitterly disappointed. Ghengis and
Falkland go to the bush together to trade
in ivory, and Ghengis learns that Falkland has a wife in England, and that she
is on her way to rejoin him in Africa.
They have a battle, and Ghengis is left
for dead by Falkland, who returns to the
settlement. He again forces himself upon
Maida. but his purpose is frustrated by
Ghengis. who returns unexpectedly from
the dead as it were. Falkland kills himheart. self, and Ghengis takes Maida to his
Feature Sessue Hayakawa as John A.
Ghengis and Florence Yidor as Maida
Verne.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Famous Japanese Actor in a Story of Intrigue
When Hearts and Not Skins Measure the
Man.
The White
Man Measures
Badly in the
Comparison,
Romance
and
Adventure
Combining
Thrills and Excitement.
Thrilling
situations
Dominate
While
Intrigue
Holds
Tense
Appeal.
Exciting
Love Romance
With Mysterious Note of Surprise.
Red
Plood
Courses
Through
Veins
Of
Men Who
Fight to Death.
Advertising Suggestions:
With Japan an
ally in the war there is opportunity
to
strengthen the bonds,
show the Japanese
Bag, decorate the lobby with lanterns and
paper dowers to lend an Oriental atmosphere. Pse liberally of the ads Paramount supplies, and
keep
your
house
vertising,up with Paramount's national adhooked
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 21-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, llxl! and 22x'2S. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.

Press

book.

"RESURRECTION."
Adolph

Zukor Presents Pauline Frederick in Count Leo Tolstoy's Great
Drama. Scenarioized by Charles E.
Whittaker. Paramount Release for
May
6.

Cast.
Katusha
Pauline
Frederick
Prince Xekludov
Robert Eliott
Simonson
John Sainpolis
Shenbok
jere Austin
The Story: Katusha, a beautiful half
Gypsy Russian girl, is betrayed by a
prince. In accordance with the custom
of the old regime of Russia she becomes
a woman of the streets, and through an
accident is finally sentenced to imprisonment in Siberia for a crime she did not
commit. On the jury which convicts
Katusha is the prince who is responsible
for her degradation. He pleads with the
Czar in her behalf, and obtains her pardon, and he presents this to her guard
just in time to save her from the advances
of a brutal officer. The prince offers to
marry Katusha, but she has learned to
love a simple peasant, and, preferring him
to the prince, she gladly enters upon her
banishment with the man she loves.
Feature Pauline Frederick as Katusha
and John Sainpolis as Simonson.
Projrrnm and Advertising Phrnses: The
Story of a Tragic Life Finally Glorified by
Enduring Love and Devotion.
Darkest Russia Reflected in a Tragedy
of Siberian Exile.
A Soul Resurrected from Agony of Despair by Love Sublime.
The Double Standard of Morals
Scathingly Arraigned.
One
Time. of the Greatest Melodramas of All
Enduring Stage Triumph Translated to
Permanent Screen Pse.
Advertising Suggestions: Stunts will be
hard to devise, and might be unsuited to
the tragic note of the drama. Play made
famous
Blancbread
"Walsh,
beside gives
the great
numbersby who
Tolstoy
the
screen version an original following that
only need to be stirred by proper advertising. An especially good picture to use
heavily in newspaper advertising.
Advertising Aids: Two each one. three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby dis8x10, 11x14
Cuts'
from
one to plays.
three
columnsandon 22x2s.
star and
production. Advertising' layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
"BRAVE AND BOLD."
Fox Presents the Acrobatic George
Walsh in a Thrilling and Humorous
Screen Success. Adapted by Perley
Poore Sheehan from "Four Forty at
Fort Penn." Directed by Carl Harbaugh. Released May 5.
Cast.
Robert
Booth
George
Walsh
Chester Firkins
Francis X. Conlan
Col. Wilson
Dan Mason
The Adventuress
Mabel
Bunyea
Ruth
Hunneywell
Regina
Qui MB
The Story: Robert Booth is working for
the Wilson Company, whose rival is the
firm of Firkins & Firkins, of which the
unscrupulous Chester Firkins is the head.
A prince arrives here to give a billion
dollar war order. Booth makes an appointment with the prince at the latter'e
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Pittsburgh, and tells his sweetIn
to meet him thei e and be mai rled.
itFirkins hears of Rooth's api
Youn^ and
boards
the sain.- train to the
gylvania city. Firkins executes many
prince's
from ofthe dynamite
lesbut to notkeep evenUootha stick
near the end of the play halts Booth.
is the blR order, and In- is married
to steal
of Firkins
despite the attempts
the girl.
Feature
George
Walsh
as Robert
Booth
.in.1 Regina Qulnn as Ruth Hunneywell.
l'.atAdvertising
nnd
Program
i Million
With a Phraaesi
Girl.
hotel

A Ripping Storj of Love and Business.
A Photodrama of Love and Ledgers.
As Full of '•Pep*' as a Hot Tamale.
A'alsh, the Unman Dynamo.
\ Screen Success
Replete
With
Thrilling Stunts.
Maal
Suggestions:
Put
out a banner
with
this
inscription,
••Wanted:
One
Billion
Hollar Contract."
Make
a little
mystery of the hour Booth is to meet the
prince. ment 4:40
advertisein the o'clock.
paper
or Puthavean little
slips
printed
reading,
" 'Brave
and
Bold' — be
there at 4:40 (name of theater)."
"You'll
>1. "00, 000,000 if you're
not at the
nted place at 4:-tu (name
of theater!.'' "If you never saw a billion dollar
contract be at i name of theater)
today."
advertising
Aids:
Two
styles each, one,
three and six-sheets. Lobby displays, 8x10,
llxl i
1'ress sheet and mats (mats
can be secured free by writing to the Fox
Film Corporation,
Publicity
Department,
York City), cms are made on special
order at the rate of 20 cents per column.
"THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH."
Thomas H. Ince Presents Enid Bennett
in Florence Vincent's Story; Directed
by Jerome Storm. Photographed by
Charles Stumar. Paramount Release
for May
6.
Cast.
Roxie Kemp
Enid Bennett
Owen
Trent
Earl Rodney
Mar jorie Trent
Ethel Lynn
Mrs
Trent
Bliss Chevalier
Col. Jeffrey Trent
Carl Stockdale
Xat Kemp
Melbourne MacDowell
The Story: Roxie Kemp is a showgirl
whose act is to face several lions in their
cage. She quits the circus when she is
seventeen, and enters a girls' academy,
where she has many interesting adventures, including one in which she saves
a eirl chum from a vicious dog. The
mother of Roxie's sweetheart is an
aristocratic woman who refuses to sanction the marriage of her son to a former
circus girl. Her husband, however, a
colonel, then confesses that he owns part
of the circus, and hints that if Roxie is
not good enough for his son he (the
colonel) is not good enough for the proud
mother. After Roxie risks her life to save
her father's circus from a riotous mob she
is accepted as true blue all around, and
finds happiness.
Feature Enid Bennett as Roxie Kemp and
Earl Rodney as Owen
Trent.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
An
Interesting Story of Intimate Circus Life
With a Love Interest of Intense Appeal.
Brave
Girl Trains
Wild
Animals
and
Tames Social Lions.
Fascinating
Life "With the Circus Revealed Day by Day.
Brave
Circus
Queen
Show
Ability
to
Run Society Circus.
Dan Cupid Proves Himself the Greatest
of All Showmen.
Sensational
Photoplay
With
Impelling
Heart Interest.
Advertising Suggestions: There is every
chance to "bill like a circus" and pull all
the "circus stunts" that may be devised.
Transform the lobby into the appearance
of a circus "marquee"; tent concerns in
all of the large cities will rent banners
and "fronts." Extra paper can be secured
from the lithographic firms to literally
"bill like a circus." Tou can devise your
own street parade and get plenty of chil-
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.iren to participate,
tdvertlsiag

Mdsi

three and alx-aheets
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Make it a real circus
Two

styles

Rotogravure

each

one,

Lobbj

dlspla] s. 8x10,
11x11
an. i 22x28 Ten
.tits each "f star an. I production,
■•'
three columna wide,
slides.
Advert
laj out mats.
Press i k.
"MLLE. PAULETTE."
Triangle Presents Claire Anderson in
George Cowell's Story. Scenario by
Frank Condon. Photographed by G.
E. Peterson. Directed by Raymond
Wells. Released May 5.
< list.

Claire Anderson
Paula Grey
Robert
Wayne
George
Pearce
Jack Wayne
Wallace MacDonald
Hill Jones
Walter
Perry
Hilda
Dot Hagar
Mrs.
Wilkins
\nnu
Dodge
George Hernandez
Oscar Smallett
Rev. Iehabod
WhifTen
John Lince
I he otory: At a mountain resort where
his father lias sent him to keep him from
further Indulgence in New York City's
Mil.-.
Wayne
gay life,an Jack
Paulette,
actress,
who, inrescues
private life,
Assuming
drowning.
from
Grey,
Paula
is
that she is just a visitor. Jack takes her to
his .amp. Shortly after his father, who
has decided to pay him a surprise visit.
appears. Jack tries to smuggle Mile.
Paulette out concealed in his bathrobe,
but Mr. Wayne, believing that his son is
up to his old tricks again, orders him back
to New York. Some time later a girl
friend of Jack's invites him to the home
of Mile. Paulette, and he is surprised to
recognize in her the girl he rescued in
the country. A newspaper reporter complicates matters by printing a notice to
the effect that Jack and Mile. Paulette
are engaged, thereby arousing the ire of
Mr. Wayne, but in the end everything
turns out happily as Jack and Mile.
Paulette announce their engagement.
Feature Claire Anderson as Paula Grey
and Wallace MacDonald as Jack Wayne.
Program and Advertising Suggestions:
When Father and Son Compete for the
Same Prize the Call of Youth to Youth
Awards the Victory.
The Idle Rich Engage in Battle Under
Gen. Dan Cupid.
Surprising
Outcome
of
a
Vacation
Romance.
Sensational
Newspapers
Uncover
Stage
Scandal.
Stage Beauty
Makes Quick Choice Between Father and Son.
Romping With the Sirens of the Great
White Way.
Advertising Aids: Two one-sheets, one
each three and six-sheets. Heralds in
rotogravure. Slides. Lobby displays, llx
14 and 22x28. Electros and mats. Press
sheets.
"AN HONEST MAN."
Triangle
Presents
William Desmond
in
Henry P. Dowsts' Story.
Scenario by
George E. Jenks.
Released May 5.
Cast.
Benny Boggs
William
Desmond
Beatrice
Burnett
Mary
Warren
Xanine La Rose (Ruby Cushinm,
Ann Kroman
Old Man Cushing
Graham Tette
The Story: Benny Boggs, a tramp, is rejected at a recruiting station. Wandering,
Cushing's farm.
Man violently
at Old
lands
he
Cushing, who
is taken
ill, and
fearing that he will die. tells Boggs of a
package behind a cider barrel which he
would like to have delivered to his runaway daughter, Ruth, who is somewhere
in the city. Boggs finds that the package contains $50,000, but being an honest
man refrains from stealing the money.
In the city, after various experiences, he
comes upon Ruth, who, being unable to
make a living on the stage, is almost
destitute.
Boggs takes her home to her

fat hei . « ho i
Th.. t wo fall in love, and
1 1 •- 1 ward
Boggi
lesvei
to fight
tor
his
country, Ruth vowing to marrj
him upon
Peat ore
I urnWilliam
ami Ann
Kroman

i >■ mond u Bennj
a- Ruby
Cush

B

Prog rasa and tdvertlslas. Phrases i Would
["rust a Tramp With jr.",
In
to Bi Delivered to foui Daughter in New
fork's
i rnderwoi
'
Rejected
i idRecruit,
Accepted
The
and the Call of
Sweet
loan i.i Countrj
Love. Call
i m.e Moi .• Horn ' . Provec
to Be the
Best Policy.
True
Love survives Despite Hungei
Poverty.
Rugged
Wealth

wins
andHonesty
Happiness.

Reward

in

Advertising
\ids:
One
design
ea.h
one,
three and six-sheets.
Special process art
heralds.
Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x2*.
Photographs,
slides.
Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine.
Press sheet.
"A ROMANCE

OF

THE UNDERWORLD."
Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation
Presents Catherine Calvert in the
Late Paul Armstrong's Greatest
Screen and Stage Creation. Directed
by James Kirkwood. Released on
State Rights Plan.
« ast.
Doris Elliott
Catherine
Calvert
Richard
Elliott
David
Powell
Thomas McDonald
Eugene O'Brien
Michael
O'Leary
ICdwin Forsberg
Mamie
Bronson
Sybil Carmen
Dopie Benny
Cecil Chichester
Slippery Jake
Harry Lee
Sarah
Marcia
Har-is
The Story: When Thomas McDonald, a
young reform lawyer, institutes an investigation of the underworld, Doris
Elliott, recently out of a convent, learns
to her dismay that her brother, Richard,
is a habitue of the low dives of the c:cy.
Michael O'Leary, a trafficker in drugs,
lures Mamie Bronson to an opium den,
and
heard into
of her.
then nothing
tries tomore
set isDoris
his O'Leary
power,
and is attacking her when Richard, who
has been apprised of the plan by Benny,
a dope fiend, enters. In the struggle
which takes place in the dark a shot is
fired, and the
O'Leary
found
dead.
shoulders
blame,is but
during
the Doris
trial
Dopey Benny announces that he killed
O'Leary. Benny succumbs to the effects
of the drug, and the climax pictures Doris
as the wife of the reform lawyer, who defended her during the trial.
Feature Catherine Calvert as Doris Elliott
and Eugene O'Brien as Thomas McDonald.
Programturingand
Advertising
I'hrases:
Picthe Great
Sociological
Problems
.sed in the Fight Against the Use
of Habit-Forming Drugs.
Exposing
the Iniquities and Crimes
of
New
York's Underworld.
Great
Moral
Force
Disclosed
in Crusades Against Crime.
Realistic
Scenes
and Incidents
Picturing New York's Underworld.
Backing
the
Government's
Fight
Against Habit-Forming Drugs.
Great
Love
and
Noble
Sacrifice
Revealed in Gripping Drama.
Advertising
Siurjjestions:
The
crusade
..gainst habit-forming
drugs is going on
all the time in every bite city.
Even the
smallest communities
have their victims.
Showmen
should
investigate
the conditions in their vicinity, and may
easily
couple
the
picture
with
the
situation.
Drug habits constitute a deadly evil, and
this picture can be made
to serve good
purposes.
\dvertising Aids: Two styles of onesheets. Two styles of three-sheets. One
six-sheet. One twenty-four-sheet. Lobby
displavs.
Heralds.
Cuts.
Press matter.
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"HOW COULD YOU, CAROLINE?"
Pathe Presents Bessie Love in a Satire
on Faddists. Based on Izola Forrester's
Story. Scenario by Agnes C. Johnson.
Directed by Frederick Thompson. Released May 5.
Cast.
Caroline
Bessie Love
Bob North
James Morrison
Reginald
Dudley
Hawley
Mr. Rogers
Henry
Hallam
Ethel
Edna
Earl
Mrs. Rogers
Amelia Summerville
The Story: Carolina Rogers, a girl of
pronounced romantic inclinations, perpetrates all sorts of tricks at the finishing school at which she is a student. She
goes home to attend the wedding of her
sister, Ethel, and appears dressed in a
vampirish, evening gown. One of the
ushers being unable to attend, Ethel
gives Caroline a book, and asks her to
select a substitute. Because of its
euphonious sound she picks the name of
Reginald Van Alden, who happens to be
a chauffeur recommended to Ethel. She
becomes much attracted to Reginald much
to his discomfort, as he is a. married man.
Bob North, in love with Caroline, is also
much perturbed over her apparent affection for the chauffeur. The number of
amusing and exciting episodes that follow
brings the subject to a pleasing close.
Feature Bessie Love as Caroline and
James Morrison as Bob North.
Program and Advertising Phrases: The
Exciting and Amusing Adventures of an
Ultra-Romantic School Girl Afflicted With
"Fads."
Novel
Reading
School
Girl
Acquires
"Twisted Soul."
"Venturesome
Chauffeur Under Spell of
Amature Vampire.
SocietyPranks.
Shocked
by School Girl's Fads
and
Ridiculous Situations Culminate in Surprise Climax.
Advertising Suggestions: Take advantage
of Bessie Love's popularity by newspaper
advertising, publicity and lithographing.
Use liberally of the aids furnished by the
exchange.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x14, both in sepia and
color. Also 22x2S. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
"MORAL SUICIDE."
Graphic Film Corporation Presents Ivan
Abramson's Dramatic Problem Play,
Conspicuously Cast, Featuring John
Mason, Leah Baird and Anne Luther.
Seven Reels. State Rights Distribution.
Cast.
Richard
Covington
John Mason
Waverly
Covington
Jack McLean
Beatrice Covington
Anne Luther
Rodman
Daniels
Sidney
Mason
Fay Hope
Leah Balrd
"Lucky" Travers
Alan Hale
Lucy
Daniels
Claire Whitney
George
Daniels
William Lampe
The Story: Richard Covington, a millionaire stock broker, succumbs to the wiles
of Fay Hope, a woman with a tarnished
past, and finally marries her. Through
her vile influence Covington becomes
estranged from his two children, Waverly
and Beatrice, of a previous marriage, and
his moral strength begins to weaken. His
son, Waverly, is sent to prison for a crime
prompted by the actions of Fay. Impoverished by his wife, Covington becomes
a derelict, and wanders to New York,
where, in a cafe, he meets his daughter,
Beatrice, who had left homo when she
quarreled with her step-mother. From
then on Covington begins his regeneration, and later returns to California,
where, with the aid of his daughter, he
st a ris life anew. Waverly is released from
prison.
Feature John Mason as Richard Covington and Leah Baird as Fay Hope.
Program nnd Advertising
Phrases: Great

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Question of Moral Standards Discussed
in Gripping Episodes of Dramatic Conviction.
The Great Problem of Life Discussed In
Gripping Revelations.
Proving That Morality Leads Humanity
to Truest Happiness.
A
Heart-Stirring
Offering
of Great
Dramatic Force.
A Screen Study In the Ethic of Moral
Uprightness.
Advertising Suggestions: With stunts not
available wise showmen will depend upon
newspapers for direct publicity, using the
press work supplied by the distributor
liberally. John Mason is a dramatic celebrity with a numerous following in every
community — feature him heavily.
Advertising Aids: Two styles of onesheets. Two styles of three-sheets. One
six-sheet. One twenty-four-sheet. Lobby
displays, 8x10, 11x14, 22x28. Press book.
Double and single-column cuts. Slides.
Heralds.
"PASSING

OF THE

THIRD FLOOR BACK."
Herbert
Brenon Presents
Sir Johnston
Forbes - Robertson
in
Jerome
K.
Jerome's
Famous
Story.
Distributed
by First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Cast.
The Stranger,
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson
Mrs. Sharpe
Augusta
Haviland
Stasia
Molly Pearson
Stasia's father
Alfred Hickman
Stasia's mother
Germaine
Bourville
Major Tompkins
.Ben Graham
Mrs. Tompkins
Grace
Stephens
Vivian
Kettey Galanta
Joe Wright
Robert Fisher
Christopher Penny
George Le Guere
Jape Samuels
Sydney Goldin
Harry
Larkcom
Thornton
Bation
The Story: The narrative is in a large
measure symbolical, picturing the compelling force of love and understanding
in solving the ills of human misery and
weakness. Aside from its spiritual message, it has many humorous and dramatic
qualities. To a dingy and sordid boarding house in gloomy Bloomsbury Square,
London, peopled with mean-spirited and
unhappy failures, comes a stranger seeking quarters. The Stranger, by refusing
to see in the scheming landlady and her
quarrelsome boarders anything but the
best, succeeds in calling out the best in
each, and one after the other each becomes
morally rehabilitated. Before his smile
and understanding words their bickerings
and meanness disappear. They grow
more tolerant toward each other, and at
the same time strangely happy. Finally,
when love has replaced hatred as the
governing spirit of the household, the
Stranger passes from their midst as mysteriously as he came.
Feature Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson as
the Stranger.
Program and Advertising Phrases: A
Story Picturing the Compelling Force of
Love and Understanding in Solving the
Ills of Life.
When Love and Understanding Replace Hatred Mankind Finds Complete
Happiness.
A Dramatic Symphony That Has Played
Sweet Music on the Heartstrings of
Millions.
You Will be Better and Happier After
Seeing This Famous Symphony of Happiness.
Advertising
Suggestions : Maintain the
idea of high artistic standards in advertising to conform with the nature and
repute of star and play. Display advertising and other publicity should be well
thought out and not carelessly Issued.
"Stunts" are out of the question, as not
applying to this standard of offering.
Advertising Aids: Two designs in onesheets. One each in three, six and 24sheets. "Window cards. Heralds. Lobby
displays. 8x10, 11x14 and 22x2S. One
three-column cut. Three each one and
two-column cuts. Thumbnail cut. Slides
In three designs.
Heralds.
Press sheet.
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"THE TRAIL TO YESTERDAY."
Metro Presents Bert Lytell in June
Mathis' Screen Version of Charles Alden Setlzer's Novel of the Same Title.
Photographed by Robert Kurrle. Directed by Edwin Carewe. Released
May 6.
Cast.

Ned Keegles
("Dakota")
Bert Lvtell
Sheila Langford
Anna Q. Nilsson
Jack Duncan
Harry S. Northrup
David Langford
Ernest Maupain
Ben Doubler
John A. Smiley
"Texas"
Blanca
Danny
Hogan
The Story: David Langford, a member of
the firm of Keegles and Langford, hardware merchants, has a violent quarrel
with his partner, and kills him. Ned,
Mr. Keegles' son, who has been expelled
from college, returns on the night of the
murder, and is suspected of the crime.
He leaves for the West, where he becomes
known as "Dakota." "Texas" Blanca, a
Mexican, and John Duncan blacken the
name of "Dakota" by unjustly accusing
him
cattle girl
stealing.
aids of
a young
named Later,"
Sheila "Dakota"
during a
thunderstorm, and he subsequently learns
that she is the daughter of Langford, the
murderer of his father. In revenge he
forces her to marry him, and then she
leaves for the Double R ranch, which her
father has purchased. "Dakota" becomes
implicated in a number of other diabolical
plots, but emerges triumphant, and the
climax of the drama shows him and
Sheila living happily as man and wife.
Feature Bert Lytell as Ned Keegles, later
known as "Dakota," and Anna Q. Nilsson
as Sheila Langford.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Thrilling Story of Ranch Life, When Intrigue
and Villainy Is Thwarted.
Love Thrives in the Breezy Atmosphere
of the Open Plains.
Remarkable Outcome of a Plot to Wreck
Two Lives.
Love
Finds
a Way
to Surmount
All
Opposition.
Thrills
and Sensations in Gripping Story
of the West.
Crime and Villainy Fall Before Honest
Love.
Advertising Suggestions: Play up the fact
that the story is one of the "best sellers."
Interest book dealers in advancing sales
by methods of mutual benefit. Reciprocate
advertising space in local papers.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminute novel for newspapers. Lobby
sheet. Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby
displays, SxlO, 11x14 and 22x28. Filler
sheet.
"A MOTHER'S
SECRET."
Universal-Bluebird
Presents
Ella
Hall
in Lois Zellner's
Story.
Scenario by
Doris Schroeder.
Directed by Douglas
Gerrard.
Released May 4.
Cast.
Angela
Ella Hall
Mrs. Eldone
....Mary
Mirsch
Capt. Eldone
T. C. Crittenden
•'Mammy"
Mrs. L. C. Harris
Howard Grey
Emory Johnson
Rose Marie
Grace McLean
The Story: Lady Eldone, the wife of a
British Army captain, becomes a Red
Cross nurse. On the battlefield, Captain
Eldone tells her that if his plans for a
new gun are accepted by the Government
it will provide for her handsomely should
he be killed in battle. She is scarcely out
of the building when it is demolished, and
believing that her husband has perished
she leaves for America, and establishes
herself at Newport. Angela, Lady Eldone's daughter by a first marriage, who
has been sadly neglected by her mother,
reads of her arrival, and decides to visit
her. Angela appears during a reception
at which her mother is trying to win
Howard Grey, a young millionaire, and
almost upsets her plans. Eventually Captain Eldone, who was not killed, but Injured, returns, and Lady Eldone is glad
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ela, who has fallen In love with
Howard, become the betrothed of the
young millionaire.
lVaturo Ella Hall
is Angela and Emory
Johnson as Howard
Grey.
l'rouniiii
ami
Idvertlslna;
Phrases:
Tho
of a Selfish
Mother
Brought
to
Hiding

n by Her
Daughter's
Love.
Selfish Ambition
Under
tlio Hod

al
Ambition
Was
This
Mother's
Set ret.
r's Work and Soriot>
failures Koach
Belflsh Heart.
A War Story
Without
Battles.
Hall in Her -Most Congenial Role.
ViU.Tiisinu lids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts In
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two-columns wide. Press book.
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Real
Photographs

Every player in the films.
Size of picture, 2% inches
long, 1% inches wide. You
can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
Send
for
samples
and new catalogue.

KRAUS

220 West 42nd Street, New York
12th Floor, Candler Building

"NEWMAN" Brass
Frames and Rails
Exhibitor :

Don't
realize you
that not
alone does
" NEWMAN "
stand for QUALITY, but also
ORIGINALITY?
We are
nators of Origievery
conceivable style
of frame
in
which erly
to propdisplay
POSTERS
AND
PHOTOS.
YOU will eventually use brass
frames.
WHY not now?
Get our Latest Catalog.
It is yours for
the asking.

The
Newman Mfg. Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W.

Washington Street. Chicago, 111.
ESTABLISHED
1882
Canadian Kepresentatire — J. T. Malone. Rialto
Theatre Bldg., Montreal. Canada.
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe. San Francisco, CaL
Frames, Easels, Ralls, Grilles, Signs, Choppers,
We

Kick Plates, Ooor Bar*
manufacture
the frames
In various
which do not require polishing.

finishes

PHOTOPLAyLETS
MAKE

YOUR

LOCAL

SCREEN

Exclusive Territory — Wonderful

ROTHACKER

MERCHANTS

GLAD

Ann
Lord
Kiliowen
Ann's
Aunt
Ann's Grandmother

Peter Dowd

Gladys
Leslie
Edward
EDarle
Jessie
Bt)
Mary Maurice

William Dunn

a policeman who knows of Killowen's
presence, abouts,
Ann
learns of
lord's to
whereand relates
herthestory
him.
Kiliowen is smitten by her beauty much
to the chagrin of Eileen Murtagh, whom
the lord had come to America to court.
Eileen resorts to evil methods to get Ann
out of the way, but her plans fail, and
Lord Kiliowen takes the Irish lassie back
to the little village as his bride.
Feature Gladys Leslie as Ann and Edward
Earle as Lord Kiliowen.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
An
Irish Lassie Alone in America Returns to
"The Ould Dart" as Bride of Lord
Kiliowen.

MFG. CO.

Mr.

"THE LITTLE RUNAWAY."
Vitagraph Present* a Blue Ribbon Feature, Starring Glady* Leslie, in Paul
West's Story. Scenario by George H.
Plympton. Directed by William P. S.
Earle.
Released Out
May
6.

Harvey
Dowd
William
Calhoun
Eileen
Murtagh
Hetty
Blytho
The Storj : Peter Dowd, the son of llarvy
Dowd, who la employed by Lord Kiliowen
to collect the rents of all living in the
latter's
little Irish village,
in aiding
his
Fa i her In the col leol
i ^ive
a receipt for the money he received from
Ann, living with her aunt and blind grandmother, and abaconda to America with the
cash. When her people are ejected, Ann
decides to go after Peter and demand that
he make restitution. In America, through

Th$o3u.s5a0nd

"BLINDFOLDED."
Paralta Plays, Inc., Present Bessie Barriscale
in E. Richard
Shayer's
Story.
Released
Through
W.
W.
Hodkinson
Service, April
15.
fast.
•
Bessie
Barriscale
Patrick Muldoon
Joseph J. Dowling
Iizy
Patrick Calhoun
"Sparks"
McDonnell
David
Kirby
"Soupy"
Drane
Jay
Morley
Robert Benton
Edward
Coxen
Mrs.
Benton
Helen
Dunbar
Qulnlan
H. M. O'Connor
The story: As the result of her bringing
up by her foster father, Patrick Muldoon,
a criminal, Peggy becomes one of the
cleverest of crooks. They are associates
of a gang of which Sparks McDonnell
and Soupy Drane are among its prominent
members, and when Peggy shows signs of
reforming, Soupy brings news that "The
Mask," a master crook, requests her aid.
Peggy refuses to perpetrate any more
crimes unless Muldoon will quit with her
after this one. He agrees, and Peggy and
"The Mask," assisted by Soupy, rob a
bank. Soupy kills one of the detectives.
To save Soupy, "The Mask" changes revolvers, and the police are thereby deceived into believing that "The Mask"
committed the murder. Peggy gets a
two-year sentence, and upon her release
comes to the attention of Mrs. Benton,
a welfare worker, who takes her under
her wing. As the action progresses it
develops that the son of Mrs. Benton,
who left home and who is now the husband of Peggy, was "The Mask." He is
saved from the hounding detectives by
Peggy, who details the whole affair.
Soupy is killed by an officer, and Peggy
and her husband realize that the straight
and narrow path is the only path.
Feature Bessie Barriscale as Peggy and
Joseph J. Dowling as Patrick Muldoon.
Program and Advertising Phrases: The
Experience of Two Accidental Criminals
Who Proved to Themselves That It Pays
to "Go Straight."
Great
Sociological
Question
Skillfully
Expounded.
Bessie Barriscale in the Greatest Role
of Her Career.
Pathways to Uprightness Lead from the
Underworld.
Great
Crime
Play
Carrying
a Lasting
Moral.
Battle for Morality Fought and Won by
Brave Hearts.
Advertising Aids:
Two designs each one
and three-sheets.
One six-sheet.
Thumbnail and one
to three-column
cuts
in
electro or mats.
Press book.

PICTURE

TO USE

ADVERTISING

Sample Outfit* — Helpful Cooperation — Investigate

FILM MFG. CO. ^igsrSiSoT.

Gladys
Leslie,
the Colleen
With
"The
Million Dollar Smile."
True
Irish Hearts
Find
Happy
Haven
in America.
Love
World.Born in Erin Awakens in the New
Adventurous
Romance
Spiced With Intrigue and Malice.
Irish Comedy
Drama
That
Recalls
the
Real Old Erin.
Advertising Suggestions: Make a bid for
Irish patronage in your community. Recall the days of Scanlan and Joe Murphy
in your advertising. Fancy up the lobby
with green decorations, and have Oirowaways printed in green.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Window cards.
Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28. Heralds.
Slides.
Plan book.
Press sheet.

World

"MASKS
Pictures

AND FACES."
Presents Sir Johnston

Forbes-Robertson in Charles Reade's
Great Story. Released May 6.
Cast includes George Bernard Shaw,
Gerald du Maurier, Weedon Grossmith,
Irene Vanbrugh, H. B. Irving, Sir John
Hare, Sir James Barrie, Dennis Neilson
Terry, Gertrude Elliott, Henry Vibart,
Donald Calthrop, J. Fisher White, Mabel
Russell, Winifred Emery, Sir Arthur Pinero, Gladys Cooper, May Brough, Gerald
Ames, Lottie Venne, Nigel Playfair, Lyall
Swete, Renee Mayer, Lilian McCarty,
Dion Boucicault, Sir George Alexander,
Ben Webster, Lilian Braithwaiter, Stella
Campbell, Viola Tree, C. M. Lowne, Helen
Have, Sir Squire Bancroft, Sir Johnston
Forbes-Robertson.
The Story: This visualization of Charles
Reade's great novel, "Masks and Faces,"
tells about Peg Woffington, a humble
orange girl peddler in a quaint town who
in time grew to be the idol of the theater
and
as great
as any
star
whose
name

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO., Inc.
Mailers Building, CHICAGO,
ILL.
Exclusive
Distributors

Simplex
Machines
Indiana
Wisconsin

Illinois
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ever graced a signboard. Peg was truly
woman-truly good and played the game
as men play it. It is a fascinating tale
enthrallingly told and will be a tremendous hit wherever it is shown.
Program ami Advertising Phrases: The
dripping Story of Peg- Woffington's Sacrifice of .Love on the Altar of Duty.
Presented
with
the Greatest
Cast
of
Notables
Ever Assembled
on Stage or
Screen.
Fascinating Story of Immense Dramatic
Intensity.
Twenty Conspicuous Celebrities Appear
in the Cast.
An Ideal Photoplay
Superbly
Cast and
Acted.
Remarkable Assemblage of World Celebrities for War Charity.
Advertising- Suggestions: The newspapers
will be the best means to wide publicity
ends in this as in every other picture.
Space should be devoted to enumerating
the c*elebrities who participate; the advertising should be dignified and the publicity comprehensive, using liberally of
the material supplied by the exchange.
Advertising Aiils: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Free advance poster.
Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
Two-color heralds. One and two-column
cuts.
Slides.
Press sheet.
"WITH
HOOPS OF STEEL."
Paralta Photoplays, Inc., Present Henry
B. Walthall in Florence Finch Kelly's
Story.
Released Through W. W. Hodkinson
Service, April 29.
Cast.
Emerson Mead
Henry B. Walthall
Marguerite Delarue
Mary Charleson
Jim Harlin
William
DeVaull
Col. Whittaker
Jos. J. Dowling
Pierre Delarue
Howard Crampton
Albert Wellesley
Roy Laidlaw
Paul Delarue
Jack Standing, Jr.
Will Whittaker
Clifford Alexander
Amada Garcia
Anna Mae Walthall
The Story: Emerson Mead, a cattle man,
is in love with Marguerite Delarue. The
son of Col. Whittaker, head of the Fillmore Cattle Company, which is trying to
annex the ranch owned by Mead, is reported to have been killed, and Mead is
accused of the crime, because it is known
that he had had a quarrel with the young
man. Mead flees from town after agreeing to give himself up if the death of
young Whittaker is established. Marguerite is also loved by Albert Wellesley,
the financial agent of the Fillmore Company, and when their engagement is announced, Mead comes back to town, and
is arrested immediately. But Tommy
and Nick, two of Mead's pals, who are
bound to him -with hoops of steel, secure
his release by offering themselves as
hostages until Mead, .who has offered to
go in search of Marguerite's lost baby
brother, returns. Mead and Marguerite
find the child, and then it is discovered
that young Whittaker is not dead, but
that the report of his death was circulated by l lie fact that he had changed
clothes witli his wife's cousin, whom
he killed in an argument. Mead is
vindicaJed. ami marries Marguerite.
Feature Henry B. Walthall as Emerson
Mead and Mary Charleson as Marguerite
Delarue.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Gripping Medlej of Romance and Vengeance,
With True Love Working Out the Happy
Ending.
Vengeance
and Wins
Villann
Triumphs.

Rides,
While
the Race,
Raffled
When

Justice

Walks

True

l.ove

WE NEVER

MOVING

PICTURE

Red-Blood

CONDENSER
BREAKAGE STOPPED
by using the Preddj Mount;
tits any lump In a moment.
Very simple and nigged.
Pays
for itself in a week. Lasts forever. Get circular.
Positive^
stops breaking.
Price $4.50.
tTsecl everywhere. Condenser expenses ended or money back.
W. G. PREDDY
669 Haight Street
San Francisco, Cal.

MOTIOGRAPH
Pronounced

by

West.

SERVICE
every

user

674 Wart Randolph St.. Chicago, III.
Westera Office:
133 Market St., 8an Fraoclico, Cal.

Non°Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL
Price

Opera

Romance

of

the

Rugged

Sympathy
Opens
Flood
Gates
of
Woman's
Love.
Popular Walthall's Most Effective Role.
\dvertising Aitls: Two designs each one
and three-sheets. One six-sheet. Thumbnail and one to three-column cuts in
electro or mats.
Press book.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.

LOW
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CAST
IRON
Chairs

Immediate shipment
on many
stylesChain
; Sec-;
ond Hand
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

FURNITURE
CO.
paper.STEEL
Grand Rapids Mich. New York, 150 Fifth Are

"Sonrl&iiess
it's up to you!
It's up to the boys at
home to help those at the
front.
But these boys — regardless of
age or creed — must be equipped — morally and physically— for national tasks.
Your support of the Bovs' Club Federation in extending its BOY mobilization here — to back up your boy, husband,
brother, son — in France — is a patriotic
duty.
More
Community
Boy Clubs,
under expert supervision, are needed.
Will You Send A Contribution NOW?
Already 121 Clubs have been established
in 86 cities.
Work
is commended
by
Government officials as an important war
measure.
Money is needed NOW to extend the
work throughout the U. S. Will YOU s^nd $1
1 $S — or §25 — or more — NOW?
Address
C. J. ATKINSON. Secretary

"HEARTS
OR DIAMONDS?"
William Russell's Productions, Inc., Present William Russell
in Mutual
Program. Directed by Henry
King.
Released April 29.
fast.
Larry Hanrahan
William Russell
Adrienne Gascoyne
Charlotte Burton
Col. Paul Gascoyne
Howard Da vies
Bewley
Carl Stockdale
Wintermute
John
Gough
Hoskins
Robert
Klein
The Story: Larry Hanrahan. a connoisseur
of diamonds, comes to the aid of Col.
Paul Gascoyne and his daughter, Adrienne,
when they are attacked in the street by
thieves. Col. Gascoyne is a chemist of
extraordinary attainments, and he shows
Larry how he manufactures diamonds. In
return for the many kindnesses that the
colonel has extended to him. Larry entertains him and his daughter at his
home, and shows them his vast collection of gems. A few nights later a couple
of burglars enter Larry's home, and while
one of them rifles his safe the other- — a
woman — keeps him from making an outcry by holding a revolver in front of him.
As the result of a struggle it develops
that Col. Gascoyne is a crook. Dying, he
confesses that Adrienne is ignorant of his
criminal operations, and asks Larry to
care for her. And Larry does by making
her his wife.
Feature William Russell as Larry Hanrahan and Charlotte Burton as Adrienne
Gascoyne.
Program
and Advertising:
Phrases:
Diamonds are Trumps in a Game of Hearts.
Played with State Prison as the Joker.
Gripping
Mystery
Plot
with
Surprise
Ending.
An
Original
Detective
Drama
with
Thrilling Climax.
Strong
Heart
Interest
Coupled
with
Sensational Outcomes.
Fast
Moving
Drama
Combining
Love
Interest and Thrills.
William Russell Presented as a Star in
His Own Right.
Advertising Suggestions: Announce the
arrival of another star who is producing
his own pictures with plays exactly suited
to the best elements of screencraft. Use
liberally of newspaper advertising, withAdvertising
Aids:upon
One "stunts.''
design each one,
out dependance
three and six-sheets. Unmounted banner.
One, two and three-column cuts and mats.
Half-column cut. Cut, 4x4 inches. Lobby
displays, 11x14 and 22x2S. Slides. Press
sheet.

Have You Bought
\ our
Liberty Bond?

BOYS CLUB FEDERATION
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Ave,. New
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•JOAN
OF
PLATTSBURG."
Goldwyn Presents Mabel Normand

in

Porter Emerson Brown's Great Play.
Photographed by Oliver T. Marsh.
Directed by George Loane Tucker and
William Humphrey.
Released May 5.
Cmmt,
Mabel
Normand
' ane
Robert
Elliott
Supt. Fisher
Win. Fredericks
Ingleton
• stein
Mrs.
.Mrs

loseph
Sm'iley
Kdwnrd
Elkas
lohn
\V. Million
Willard
Dashiell
Kdtth
McAlpln
Isabel
Vernon

Lane
Miggs

The Storyi An orphan asylum situated
Dear the military camp al Plattsburg is
lucted by a band of enemy spies to
d their nefarious operations. Jean.
one of the inmates of the home, learns
that- the spies are plotting to secure the
Invention of Ingleton, who is stopping at
the camp under the guardianship of Captain Lane, a
young
officer
with
whom
is in love. Joan apprises the J'OUng
i of what sh.r has heard, but he is
Inclined to disregard her observation.
Subsequent activities of the gang change
. lew, however, and an investigation
results in the capture of the spies.
Feature
Mabel
Normand
as
Joan
and
•t Elliott as Captain
Lane.
Program
ami
Advertising
Phraaesi
An
Inspiration
to Patriotism
Instilling
Love
of Country
in Every
Heart.
Coupling
inspired
Patriotism
With
Wonderful Self -Sacrifice.
Spirit of the Times
in Patriotic
Photodrama.
The
Story
of an
Inspired
Soldier
Girl
and Her Sacrifice.
The
Screen's Greatest Patriotic
ComedyDrama.
An Appeal to Hearts and Call to the
Colors.
Advertising Suggestions: Play, star and
title will hear extraordinary advertising
effort. Great opportunity for patriotic
enthusiasm. Local societies and war
charities should instantly respond to
'•benefit'' suggestions. Great chance to
marshal the spirit of patriotism and will
t" win
the
war.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six and one 24-sheet.
g ravure one-sheet. Lobby displays,
BxlO, 11x14 and 22x2S. Coming and current slides. Advertising and scene cuts.
Photographic line-cut copy for ads.
Press

Synopses of News
Telegram
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DEVELOPING— PRINTING
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Street

THE

INC.

New

York

City

AUTOMATIC

TICKET SELLING and CASH REGISTER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

AUTOMATICKET

(April

24).

Baseball Season Begins. — Scenes showing opening games
between Sox and
Browns, Yanks and Washington, Cubs and
Cardinals,
and Giants
and Brooklyn.
Train

Smashes Interurban. — Two
passengers killed and score of more persons
injured when fast freight wrecks electric
car at LaGrange,
near Chicago.
for

rid

in Ini

1 1 otn

OF

MACHINES

and
1735

all kinds of Theatre Tickets
USED
UNIVERSALLY
BROADWAY
N. Y. CITY
We

Screen
President

Complete
EXIT
Signs
65 to 79 Cents
in Quantity
Also Fire Escape

&

CO.

105 W. Monroe St., Chicago

AMERICAN

jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark
Musical Marvel

AMERICAN

62

West

PHOTO

Registered)
Write for Catalogue

PLAYER

45th Street

HE'S
YOU

N<>. i" < \|>rii
Tank.Woodrow

New

CO.

York

:^i.
Wil-

Majesty's
tank
Whlti
I
on hoi exhaust

Baltimore Zoo on Fire.— Wild animals
Btampede
as
public
park
animal
house
pipe
bums
In
Maryland
CityCamels
and
Zebras
run wild
through
park.
Schwab
Shipping
Chief,
Notei
maker
becomes director
general
of 17. S.
Shipping
Board.Poses with
President E.
N.
Hurley
and
Charles
Pies
for
Si
Telegram.
10,
Union
Men
Parade.
Labor forces
Of Chicago march through streets in downpour of rain as part of the Federated
Labor's patriotic demonstration. — Carry
effigy
of Kaiser.
Observes 110th Birthday. — 1!. Corn, of
Los Angeles, thirty- ii \t- years a soldier
under Czar Nicholas I, attains unusual
aye. — Children
make
day
memorable.
Troops Make Hard March. — Members of
LT. S. X. A. pitch tents at Morgan's Point.
Tex., along picturesque river on 100-mile
hike from Camp Logan.

Siena and Other Specialties

T. L. ROBINSON

The

Telegram
Rides

son guest mi
board
Mi
Britannia
on
tour
of
grounds
Burns his hand

Manufacture

City

gone across —
"come across"!

Adopt a SOLDIER and Supfor
"SMOKES"
ply him with of
the Duration
the WAR!

Every

Artists Paint Huge
si«n. — Men
and
women
of the Attic club parade streets
of Minneapolis and end march by painting monster patriotic
siLin.
How
Armored Cars Work. — St. Louis
sees demonstration of machine gun efficiency when motor car guns mow
down
long
rows
of wooden
soldiers.
Lends
Voice to Country. — Geraldine
Farrar sings in public parks of New York
as part of energetic drive to stir American
public to patriotic fervor.
Cycles Try Dizzy Climb. — Chug bikes at
San Juan Capistrano. Cal.. attempt to
make 70 per cent, incline. — Many sensational spills. — None
succeed.
1 lance Among the Lillies. — Pretty pupils

and

of Van Vlissingen's studios cavort among
the blossoms at Lincoln Park conserva-

men
fighting
YOUare know
beggingthat
for our
tobacco.
Tobacco
cheers them. They need It "Send
more cigarettes." "We can't get half
enough smokes over here." "A cigarette
is the first thing a wounded man asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.

$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier
Supplied— Will YOU Be a "BIG
BROTHER" or a "BIG SISTER"
to a Lonely Fighting Man?
dollar sends four 45c .packages of tobacco. Mail the money
coupon
right new.

tory.— Reproduce
St. Cecelia.
Governor Reviews Troops. — State executives of Texas witness parade of the
men of the 36th Division U. S. X. A. as
they march through streets of Fort Worth.

44th Street, New York City
Irving National
Bask, New York

"I wish you all possible success in
your admirable effort to get our Loyg
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in France —THEODORE
tobacco."
ROOSEVELT.
Endorsed by

Pershing's Men
to Front. — American
soldiers leave their training camps in
France for first line trenches to help stem
tide of German drive.

Train

lend,

19 West
Depository:

Baker Back From
France. — American
tary of War returns to his office in
Washington
from
battle front with
declaration that Germany will never win.

Horsemen

We

PICTURE

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUN D

Reels

Mutual.
Screen

Mi >VING

The Secretary of War
The Secretary
of the
Nary
The
American
Bed
Cross
Cardinal Gibbons

Lyman Abbott
Rabbi Wise
Gertrude Aihartoa
Theodore Roosevelt
Alton R. Parker
And the Entire NaUon

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO
FUND"
19 Wert 44tb Street. New York
GENTLEMEN: I want to do my Dart to help the
American soldiers who are fighting my battle In France.
It tobacco will do It. I'm for tobacco. (Check below
how you desire to contribute.)
I eaclose SI. 00. I will adopt ■ soldier aid send
you
$1.00 a month
supply him with "snokM" for
the duration
of the towar.
I send yon herewith
siy eoatrlbntlon towards the purchase of tobaoeo for Aaisrlcan
soldiers. This does not obligate me to contribute
more.
NAME
ADDRESS

Fray. — Cavalry

Universal Screen Magazine.
Issue

\o.

<>N

I \pril

U").

Preparedness. — Who Says There Aren't
Enough Guns? Since the shake-up in the
Ordnance Bureau plants all over the
country have been turning out rifles at
top speed. There'll soon be enough for
every
Sammy
here and "over there."
Comedy. — Screen Vaudeville De Luxe in
Clownland. Do you remember how clowns
delighted you when you were a boy, and
how it was your fond ambition to grow
up and be the supreme laughmaker of the
circus world?
Happy
days those were!
Agriculture. — Now for the Great Chicken
Drive! I'ncle Sam wants everyone to help
him
raise
chickens
and
put
the
Kaiser

TYPHOON POOLING & VENTILATING SYSTEM
I

TYPHOON

FAN

CO.

\J

NEW

YORK

CITY

W

l"44

CAMP

ST.

NEW

ORLEANS

\J

As Mercury goes up your "business goes down - Typhoons keep it "balanced,
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THE

where he belongs. If you have a back
yard raise 'em, and make neighbor Jones
do the same, and save enough on food
to buy another Liberty Bond. (Official
film of the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
Animated Interviews. — Animated Interview with Dorothy Dix. We present an
interview with the noted love expert—
who has advised more than a million
couples about their matrimonial troubles
— on the eternal question, "What's the
matter with marriage?" (Written by
Martha Goode Anderson.)
Art. — Miracles in Mud Produced by
Willie Hopkins.
Issue No. 69 (Blay 4).
Preparedness. — Cleaning Up to "CleanUp" the Kaiser. Uncle Sam is going to
see that his boys — wherever they are
"Over There" — have clean clothes. A new
and
marvelously efficient traveling
laundry will do the work for the "Sammies" in each
sector.
Domestic Science. — May Irwin's Conservation Loaf. Famous actress-cook
creates a delicious new yeast bread that
saves 40 per cent, wheat flour and requires no kneading.
Animal Friends. — Training Russian
Wolfhounds. These dogs are probably the
most valuable in the world, and are raised
and trained on one of the few farms of
its kind in America by the famous John
L. Kuser.
Animated Interviews. — Animated Interview with Marion Harland. This famous
writer is 87 years old, and has just completed her 40th book. She has something
vital to say on old age. (Written by
Martha
Goode
Anderson.)
Art. — Miracles in Mud Produced by
Willie Hopkins.
Issue No. 70 (May 10).
Preparedness. — A Day With Our Future
Generals. West Point is the finest military school in the world, and the officers
trained here form the backbone of our
splendid National Army. Boys go into
camp every summer and learn the practical side of soldiering.
What We Eat. — Breadmaking — as They
Did It 1,000 Years Ago. Indians down in
the West Indies make a skimpy, "Hooverized" kind of bread in the self-same way
as their ancestors did in centuries past.
Comedy.- — Humpty Dumpty Circus Appears in Never-Never Town. Have you
ever seen the Humpty Dumpty Circus?
It's just the other side of the Sandman's
house in Never-Never Town, at the outer
edge of Dreamland. The price of admission— a kiddie's heart.
Animated Interviews. — Animated Interview With Mayor Hylan. The famous
Tammany mayor of New York, who is
distinctly a self-made man, gives an interesting talk on his rise from the bottom
to the top. (Written by Martha Goode
Anderson.)
Art. — Miracles in Mud.

MOVING

<;.-Minion*
Graphic No. 5 (April 19).
Great Lakes, 111. — The Greatest Insurance Company in the AVorld. Insurance
Unit
No. 1 at the U. S. Naval
Training

BELL
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Park, Boston, the "Red Soxs" and "Athletics" start the ball rolling.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Despised Desert
Product Produces Prosperity. The Yucca
Cactus is now used for binder twine, and
opens an entirely new industry yielding
several
million
dollars
annually.
Galveston, Texas. — The Bathing. Season
Opens Here. The first dip into the warm
water of the Gulf of Mexico is a welcome
delight to thousands of swimming enthusiasts here.
New York City. — They've Come at Last
— the Baby Carriage Garage. E. Osborne
Smith says they will become popular in
the newlywed zone.
Fresno, Cal. — Don't Forget to Buy Thrift
Stamps Every Week! This letter carrier,
C. A. Tockstein, breaks national record
for single day's sale, totaling nearly ?10,000 worth.
Camp Lewis, Wash. — Soldier Boys in
Big Field Meet. Crack athletes compete
in war-time games.
Chicago, 111. — Thousands of High School
Boys Enlist to Collect Old Clothes for
French and Belgian Refugees. Mrs. J.
Murray Page directs the Bureau of Junior
Activities.
New York City. — The Circus Goes to
Grim Old Bellevue. For 50 years Barnum
and Bailey have given performances,

Continuous Printers

For Sale
Cheap
Address : "Printer,"
Moving Picture World
For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe— for authoritative articles by leadins British technical men — for brilliant and
strictly impartial criticisms of all films,
read

THE

BIOSCOPE

The Leading British Trade Journal with an
International Circulation

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen

MOTION

on Application

PICTURE

CAMERAS

BASS TESTED AND GUARANTEED
Motion Picture Cameras are the asm* of
good value. Whether you purchase a new
Universal
a Digfrom
saving
versal at at
price*
$190or toa used
$225, Uniroa
are obtaining a camera of undoubted
capablllUes-usED MOTION PICTURE CAM .
ERAS ALWAYS ON HAND

CAMERA COMPANY
BASS
III N. Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

M.

P. CAMERA

DEPT.

„______

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed
better results,
at half the price.
for

6 new

features.

Burke & James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago

Previewing or
Screening
FILM

which, to the child's mind, never grows
stale.
Camp Kearney, Cal. — Troops Pass in
Review for Allied Visitors. "Sunshine
Division" reflects their fitness for the work
ahead.
Chicago, 111. — Their Brothers Are at
War. These two plucky girls, daughters
of a contractor, pitch in and help dad keep
the home fires burning.
Baltimore, Md. — Pointing the Way to
Victory. Unique statues of Uncle Sam
are constant reminders to passers-by to
buy Liberty Bonds.
Toledo, Ohio. — This City Wins First
Liberty Loan Honor Flag. Everybody
celebrates as the Stars and Stripes go
aloft with the Liberty Honor Flag.
Paris, France. — The lS6th Anniversary
of Washington's Birthday Is Celebrated
Here. American officers taking part for
the first time. Subtitle: Ambassador
Sharp delivers the oration.
Boston.
— TheTheTank
Takes
FirstMass.
Cruise.
U. S. "America"
has built
tanks for England, now she is building
them for herself — here is the result. Subtitle: The "America" weighs 45 tons, and
the largest British tank could be stored
inside her.
Gnumont

News

No. 5 (April 23).

America. — Eat Eggs as Best Substitute
for Meat. U. S. consumes and grows most
chickens and eggs. Annual production,
$670,000,000.
America. — Oil May Make World Safe
for Democracy. Expert says. "Allies must
increase supply, as the Germans have captured Roumanian
Capistrano,
Cal. —fields."
10,000 See Dare

Devils

A Dependable Mailing List Service

The DeVry Portable
M. P. Projector

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features. Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
being or to be built.
W74

Operates

MOTION

at your convenience with

Motor Drive— Sim 17"xl7"x7"
over all. Weighs but Twenty
Pounds.
Takes Standard Slxe
Reals and Film,
The DE VRY CORPORATION,

WORLD

Station
here
has written
25,000
policies,
averaging about $10,000 each.
New York City. — Boys, the Baseball Lid
Is Off. 30,000 fans at the Polo Grounds
watch "Giants" trounce "Dodgers" in
opening battle. Subtitle: At Fenway

Write

Gaumont Company.

PICTURE

nt the touch of a button.
TJSED BT
Majestic Theatre, Detroit: Schado Theatre.
Sandusky; Empire Theatre, Detroit, etc.. and
many 111m manufacturers and exchanges.
109 North Wells St., Chicago, U. S. A.

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

80 Fifth Arenue, New York
425 Ashland Block, Chicago

Addressing

Multigraphing

COMPANY

Phone — Chelsea 3227
Phone — Randolph 2003

"Printing

Typewriting

Mav
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Tke Noted Cinema Masters
latest and greatest Production
■ shown at the 44 th Street Theatre Newark.

reflects nfs continued conviction tkat tke

SkTlSJIS

is essential to success

3ke Birth of a Nation" proved Simplex
superiority ^Intolerance" confirmed it; and
the scores of Simplexes Mr Griffith uses in
his Road Shows have justified his faith in the
Projector ■ with Permanently Rerfect Projection

d

Tl
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ThePrecision Machine (q.Tnc.
317 East 34th:St- New York

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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Climb Hill. Thrills and spills are common occurrences at 3d annual motorcycle
hill climbing contest.
America. — The Shipbuilders Are Behind
Uncle Sam to the Man. These are the men
who will build our great Liberty Fleet to
bridge the Atlantic and beat the Huns.
Boston, Mass. — Paul Revere's Ride Revived. Capt. R. A. Harrison rides same
route taken by Revolutionary hero April
19, 1775.
Compton, Cal. — King Cauliflower Has
Full Sway. Thousands of carloads are
being shipped East to still the gastronomic
clamor for finest of vegetables.
Boston, Mass. — Secretary Daniels Is
Guest of Honor for This City's Great War
Parade for the Liberty Loan.
Chicago, 111. — School Children Start a
"Pig Club." Cook county school system
gives each child a pig to raise, furnishing "useful, practical and profitable work
for hours
outside
of school
work."
Baltimore, Md. — The Negro Who Made
President Wilson Laugh. Sergeant Landers, Cake Walker and Jazzer, with his
band poses for the Gaumont News.
San Antonio, Tex. — Secretary McAdoo
Arrives Here. Enthusiastic crowds welcome the Secretary of the Treasury in his
swing around the country to boost the
3d Liberty Loan.
Washington, D. C. — The British Tank
"Britannia" Calls at the White House.
President Wilson has his first ride in
gigantic war machine.
France. — U. S. Troops Take German
Prisoners. First of Hun captives taken
by Americans are interned in concentration camps back of the fighting lines.
San Antonio, Texas. — 3,000 School Children Take Part in Spring Fiesta. Gala
Pageant
symbolizes
"The Spirit
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Famous
Gets New Leader. Ysaye, noted
signs contract as conductor of
cinnati Symphony Orchestra.

of 1918."
Orchestra
musician,
the Cin-

Baltimore, Md. — Many "Zoo" Pets Are
Homeless. Water supply fails, and animal
house is destroyed.
Palo Alto, Cal. — Soldier Boys from Camp
Fremont Stage Military Rodeo. The oldfashioned cowboy has nothing on these
husky Yanks when it comes to horsemanship.

Pathe

Exchange,

Inc.

Hearst-I'athe News
No. 33 (April 20).
Play Ball! — The baseball season is on,
and the big leagues get into swing.
Yankees and Senators cross bats in the
national capitol.
New
York City. — Front seats — free!
Bedridden patients at Bellevue Hospital
forget all ills as circus folk make merry
within their walls.
Washington, D. C. — Confident of utimate victory is the message of Secretary
of War Baker upon his return from a
visit to the front.
Spartanburg, S. C. — Curves, drops, spitballs — here's where the Yankees shine!
Two million pitchers will soon be on the
mound to face the Huns.
Washington, D. C. — The enormous increase in mail because of war keeps the
Bureau of Engraving busy turning out
stamps for the post office.
New Fork City. — Did you buy a Liberty
Bond? Nation's appeal rings throughout
the land — a procession of floats depicts
war's phases. Subtitles: Remember the
Lusitania! It is your own boy who may
engage in the next battle. Buy a Liberty
Bond
and
protect
him!
Erie.
Pa. — Wake
up. America!
Your

Watch for
coming announcement
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Cremona
ORCHESTRA
Write

The

for

- ORGANS

information

Hearst-I'athe

to

Marquette
Chicago Piano

OUR

SPECIALTY

PLAIN

FANCT
and Printed

m

T rp T

VELASCO

&

145 W. 45th St.. New York

Co.

IS
"171 CJ

1 -Li Hi
in 1Any1 Language
Write or Call

O

PUIG
Phone: Bryant 6837

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour
own
fpecial
Ticket, »ny printing,
any colon, accurately
numbered ; every roll
Coupon
ticket! guaranteed.
for Prize Drawings.
6,000 $2.60.
Prompt sbJpments. Cash with the order.
samples.Tlcketa,
Send aerial
diagram for ReservedGetSeattheCoupon
or dated. Stock tickets 6.000 to 25.000 fifteen
cents
per thousand, 60.000 ten cents, 100,000
nine cents.
PRICES
Fire Thousand
$1.25
Ten Thousand
2.50
Fifteen Thousand
3.75
Twenty-five Thousand
5.50
Fifty Thousand
7.50
One Hundred Thousand
10.00

National Ticket Co., shamouin, pa.

WAR PRICES-Coing Down
The well-known "Orpheum Collection" consists of melodramatic
music almost exclusively, and is
one of the best collections of agitatos, hurries, mysteriosos, short
plaintives, etc., on the market.
Particularly useful in serial pictures for bringing out the dramatic points. My last edition is
printed from the same plates as
the first, on a good quality of
paper, and sells for these reduced
prices: Piano (solo), 1st, 2d or
3d series, 35 cents each; Violin
(1st, 2d or 3d series), 25 cents
each; Cornet (1st, 2d or 3d
series), 20 cents each; Flute, Clarinet, Trombone, Drums (1st or 2d
series), 20 cents each.
CLARENCE E. SINN
1103 Grace St.
Chicago, 111.

We have for sale Twenty Million
Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; Zudor.i, 18
reels; and Million Dollar Mystery,
46 reels. We also have a large stock
of new and commercial film in all
lengths for all parts of tho globe.

of

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
PRODUCTIONS

THE

Hellman

Bldsr.,

Los

Angelee,

Cal.
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News

Xo. S4

(April

24)

Great Lakes, 111. — It's moving day — even
Jackies
get this Spring
habit,
for with
bag
and
baggage
they
move
from
bar
racks to tent city.
Camp
Devens,
Mass. — Into
them,
boys,
with pep and ginger right from the start.
New England
boys are preparing a warn
reception for Huns.
Capistrano,
Cal. — Ever
read
about
th
Hill of Thrills and Spills?
Here it is. and
see what
happens
to cyclists
trying
reach the top.
Somewhere
in America. — The aeroplane
is now an important feature of naval serv
ice, and the sailors learn how to build the
winged
"men-of-war."
Washington,
D. C. — America sym
pathizes with Chili in the untimely deatl
of her ambassador, the late Don Santiagi
Alduanate.
"Washington, D. C. — Right up to thi
White House mighty Britannia rumbles
its way, and President AVilson inspects
the big land monster.
San Antonio, Texas. — Bonds, bonds,
bonds — drive for Liberty never stops.
Secretary McAddo appeals to the "Solid
South" for a solid subscription.

Universal Animated

Weekly.

Issue Xo, 20 (April 17).
Pacific Coast Gives Great Start to
Liberty Loan. — Mayor Rolph and army officers review thousands in gigantic demonstration as a send-off for vast patriotic campaign. — San
Francisco,
Cal.
Honor Memory of Inventor Once
Thought Insane. — Impressive ceremonies
mark the opening of the Langley Laboratory of Aeronautics named in honor of the
late Samuel P. Langley, inventor of the
aeroplane. — Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Once a Mayor, Now a Flyer, He Booms
Liberty Loan. — John Purroy Mitchel,
former mayor of New York, now a major
in the Aviation Corps, tells crowds "Don't
be a miser and we'll lick the Kaiser! Put
'pay' in patriotism, and buy bonds to biff
the Boche." — San Diego. Cal.
S. Navy of
Increased
400 Daniels
Per Cent!"
—
So "U.Secretary
the Navy
tells
thousands of "Jackies" at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station. — Great Lakes, 111.
Look Out, Kaiser Bill! The Yanks Are
Coming! — Boys of the Twenty-Seventh
Division demonstrate their fitness to
grapple with the Boche, and show the
means by which this high state of perfection in training is achieved. — Spartanburg. S. C.
Cartoons by Hy Mayer.

Third Liberty Loan
Every Hundred
More
Makes the Hun
Dread More

Hurry Up!
Quick Action!

sw
^IMPLEXDistributor
MACHINE

Emtaollabed
/WAS'
FILM
EXCHANGE

126 West 46th St., New York City

Haworth Pictures Corporation

II. W.

May

soldier
sons
call you!
Patriotic
demon
strations are held in many cities to boost
the loan.
Cartoon
(Magazine
Section). — Give Him
a Helping Hand.

1327

PENNSYLVANIA,
NEW
JERSEY.
DELAWARE,
MARYLAND
VINE STREET,
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
Repairing and All Supplies
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Advertisements

WmKI.D

note terms carefully

^^^^

NOTICE

Remittance!
must
accompany
all orders for classified advertisements
as follows: One
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
Five cents per word on
copy
containing over twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names
and
addresses.
ADVERTISERS:— Th« Publishers expect that all statements made in erery advertisement will bear the strictest

TO

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

3,000 OPERA CHAIRS, steel and enst frame.,
75c. up. Serviceable goods guaranteed, cut
prices on now chairs. Three asbestos booths.
Send for list dropped patterns and save half.
J. P. Redington,
Scranton,
Pa.
FOR SALE Butter-Klsl Pop Corn Machine,
<;as machine good as new can i>e converted to
electric or .gasoline; bargain: Holcombe 8 Hoke
made
same
macliine
as advertised
In the World
of April 20, page
W3,
B, Van
Borssum,
cent Theater,
Terre
Haute,
Iml,

ORGANIST, strictly high class, employed, desires change. Fine library—references. Good
organ and salary essential. Musician, caro M.
P. World. X. Y. City.
CAMERAMAN
at liberty, fully equipped Patho
Professional Camera. Highest recommendations.
Address Cameraman, care Tasluuan, 'Jot! Glenmore Ave., Brooklyn, New York.
AT

lihkktv
May
1. theater manager
with
cperience ; my past successes my reference ; if interested
communicate
with K., care
Moving
Picture World, N. Y. City.

HELP

EQUIPMENT

THOROUGHLY
competent operator not subject to draft preference : man experienced in
electrical wiring.
Write quick.
Regent Theater,
Cleveland.
Miss.

THEATERS FOR SALE OR RENT.

CAMERAS

THEATERS

WANTED.

WANTED — To purchase half interest in a
successful moving picture theater. You may
manage the business. References given and
required.
John
M. Gray,
Jr., Nashville,
Term.

EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE.

EXHIBITORS— OPERATORS — PROJECTION
EXPERT F. H. RICHARDSON SAY'S "INSTALL
AMEERLUX'
LENS FILTERS." IMPROVE
PROJECTION 100%. RESULTS GUARANTEED.
PRICE, WITH ADVERTISING
SLIDE, $3:50.
PARCELS POST PREPAID. W. D. WARNER,
S EAST
BROAD
ST., COLUMBUS,
OHIO.
FOR
SALE — 200-300
theater
Ellis, Perth
Amboy,
N. J.

seats.

Herman

TOP
TKIPdl',
160.00 !• i-,I dig.
built to order. Used NORTHERN
LIGHTS,
$45.00
each.
Other
experimental
work
done
fit
lowest prices. Write todny to America's Modern
Camera Exchange. BASS CAMERA COMPANY,
Charles Bass, President, 111!) N. DEARBORN ST.,
CHICAGO.
ILL.
CINEMA CAMERAS, self adjusting tripods—
tilts, printers, polishers, perforators, lenses, developing outfits, rewlnders, prlsmaoptlcons. Expert mechanical repairing. Eberhard Schneider,
Second Ave.. 14th St.. New York.
FOR SALE
Pathescope camera
and ea e
magazines,
Universal focus, projector and
tripod
and
ease,
Standard ; also
K . care of M. P. World. N. Y. City.

FOR

guaranteed
graphic and
orders
shipped "Movie
same
day,they
ai r, i,.
ceived.
Gel
In touch
with
us to-day.
DAVID
STERN
COMPANY
in business since I88S
1027R
Madison
St., Chicago.
III.
FILMS

SALE.

WANTED.

WANTED NEGATIVE
Will buy any Military
reviews, camp scenes, magazine stun; must 1"
fair price, Pathe tram.' line and good photography. Roscoe Gatntaage, Westlake,
Louisiana.

SEND AT ONCE FOR THE LATEST BASS
BARGAIN LIST 28, CONTAINING ALL THE
LATEST ADDITIONS IN OUR STOCK OF BASS
TESTED
AND
GUARANTEED
USED
BUT
EQUAL
TO
NEW
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAS.
TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF OUR
HIGHLY TRAINED ORGANIZATION. WE CAN
SELL YOU THE CAMERA
FOR YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS, ALL GUARANTEED.
EXTRA
SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR THIS WEEK : 1st,
200 ft. Capacity LE PERISCOPE Cinematograph
Camera. Accurate Claw intermittent, direct
finder, 50 M. M. Tessar lens. A snap at $70.00.
2d, 400 ft. Capacity PRESTWICH
PROFESSIONAL, footage indicator, one to one
crank and eight to one crank. Beautifully constructed. Condition like new. Extra special,
$145.00. 3d, Slightly used UNIVERSAL Motion
Picture Camera. Complete with Tessar F :3.5
lens. Cannot be told from a new one. Price,
$200.00. 4th, 400 ft. PATHE PROFESSIONAL
OUTSIDE MAGAZINE, Automatic dissolve, 50
M. M. Krauss Zeiss Tessar F :3.5 lens, 4 magazines and carrying case. Complete, $400.00.
Equal
to new,
UNIVERSAL
PANORAM
AND

FILMS

FOR

SALE.

•FOR SALE
B0 reels, consisting of :;. i.
features;
first-class
condition;
full line advertising; will sacrifice
for
entire
lot.
Kriger,
1465 Broadway,
X. Y. City.
FOR SALE — IS reels every week of two. I
and
four-reel
features — single
reels
plenty
of
advertising
matter on all subjects.
Write
Matthew Teplitz. 940 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FOR SALE — Posters on all Kriterion subjects ;also new prints of one and two-reel comedies, dramas and westerns, Biograph make.
FEDERAL FILM CO., 145 West 45th St.. X. Y.
City.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

FOR SALE.

PHOTO PLAYER — Wurlitzer style K, factory
overhauled, guaranteed condition. Price, $1,400.
Tangley Company,
Muscatine, Iowa.

APPROPRIATE

GIFTS

Your friends in the moving picture industry will thank you 365 days in the year /or any one
of our various helpful «ad entertaining publications dealing with the business in which they are
interested.

A Year's Subscription to the
Moving Pictur World
makes the ideal gift and will remind
week for fifty-two weeks.

the recipient of the thoughtfulness

of the donor

regularly

each

Our Other Publications are:
MOTION
FOR

PICTURE

PICTURE

HANDBOOK

By

MANAGERS
AND
OPERATORS
By F. H. BICHARDSON
Pries $4.00, portage paid

MOTION

PICTURE

MODERN

ELECTRICITY

EPES
Price

CHALMERS

OR

of

these

Publications

PUBLISHING
OB

YOUR

THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

Sent

Promptly

Upon

KINSILA
paid

CRAFT

THE
MAKING
OF A PHOTOPLAY
By LOUIS
REEVES
HARRISON
Price $2.00, pottage paid

WLNTHROP
SABGENT
$3.00, portage paid
Any

ADVERTISING

WINTHROP
SAROENT
(2.00, pottage paid

SCREEN

TECHNIQUE OF THE PHOTOPLAY
By

THEATRE
FPES
Prlco

By EDWARD BERNARD
Price $3.00, pottage

By J. H. HALLBERG
Pries $2.50, pottage paid

Application

to

CO., 516 Fifth Ave., New York City
NEAREST

Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.

BRANCH

tu.i

HERE'S TIIF. REAL SNAP OF THE SEASON
200-ft.
DaVBOO
M. P. camera
50 M. M. B. \
isar F..". ;.-,, with
panoram
head
tripod: our price, complete outfit, $125. Write
for our wonderful
bargain
list of slight ly

WANTED.

WANTED— Portable ticket booth and :;'... it.
by 7 ft. wood lobby photo ; frames must be In
perfect condition. Lvric Theater. Endicott,
X. Y.
USED MACHINES, FILMS, FANS. ETC.—
Anything used for theater; best prices paid.
MOVING PICTURES SALES COMPANY, 540
Plymouth
Place,
Chicago,
111.

WANTED.

FOR SALE — Only moving picture show in an
Illinois county seat; 2,000 population; long
lease on opera house seating 600; well equipped,
good business. Address .us E. Washington St.,
Bloomington,
111.

TILTING

ALL MAKES OF USED MAC 1 1 inks Power,
Simplex, Edison; Motlograph, also Film, Calcium Lights and everything for the movie ; write
for our prices before placing your order. MOVING PICTURE SALES CO., 540 Plymouth Place,
Chicago, 111.

MANAGER
wants to manage
high-class motion picture theater;
any
city in U. S. : excel
lent
booker,
familiar
with
trade,
adept
at
nnlsic
scenic
and
lighting
effects,
\Y., care
Moving Picture World. X. Y. City.

investlf ation

OFFICE

Wright & Callender Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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LList of Current Film Release Dates
ON

OKNKBAL

FILM, PATHB

AND

PARAMOUNT

PBOGXAMB

§■■■■
NOVELTY

General Film Company, Inc.
(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
on Dress Parade
(One of the O. Henry
Series — Two Parts — Drama).
Nemesis
and the Candy
Man
(One of the O.
Henry Series — Two Parte — Drama).
The Rubaiyat of a Scotch Highba^ (One of the
O. Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Buyer from Cactus
City (One of the O.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Purple Dress (One of the 0. Henry Series —
Two Parts — Drama).
The Clients of Aaron Green
(Wolfville Tale —
Two
Parts — Drama).
Cynthiana
(Wolfville Tale — Two Parts — Dr.).
BLUE
RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned Flnley)
Lost

The Return of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).
CHAPLIN
COMEDIES.
The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).
CLOVER
COMEDIES.
The Wooing of Coffee-Cake Kate (One Part).
Rlp-Roarlng Rivals (One Part).
He Couldn't Pool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part).
The Paper Hanger's Revenge (One Part).
From Caterpillar to Butterfly
(One Part).
A Widow's
Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
DUPLEX
FILMS, INC.
Shame (Seven Parts — Drama).
EBONY COMEDIES.
A Black Sherlock Holmes
(One Part).
Spying the Spy (One Part).
The Porters
(One Part).
A Milk Fed Hero (One Part).
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).
ESSANAY COMEDIES.
Slippery Slim and the Impersonator.
When Slippery Slim Met the Champion.
Snakevllle's New Waitress.
Slippery Slim's Dilemma.
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
FILM
CORP.
Why — the Bolsheviki
(Five Parts — Drama).
HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camllle (Helen Hesperia — Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maclste
(Six Parts — Drama).
JAXON
COMEDIES.
(Seventh Series.)
The Unofficial Maneuver.
What Occurred on the Beach.
An All Fools'
Beating
Him toDay
It. Affair.
Forced Into Matrimony.
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION.

"A Daughter
of Unci*
Sam"Serial
(A OneReel each
Bpi•ode of this
Patriotic
released
week).
JUDGE

BROWN

STORIES.

(AH Two-Port Comedy-Drama*.)
Thief or Angel T
The Accusing To*.
The Rebellion.
A Boy Built City.
I'm a Man.
Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
Producers.— Kindly

FILMS.

Paramount Pictures Corp.

Me, der Kaiser ; Our Heroes ; Strange Sights in
the Pacific Islands (One Part).
PowerLandProand andSea; ConScenic
; England's
Leaders
on
(One Part).
The Girth of a Nation ; Four Famous Battles
of the Civil War; Scenic (One Part).
Truths
in Slang;
Scenic
(One
Part).on the War
Oh, Part).
What

a

The Part).
Ghost;

Beautiful
Hocking

Dream;

the

RAJYCHO

Kaiser;

Scenic

(One

Scenic

(One

SERIES.

The Triumph

Apr. 22— Playing the Game
(Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 29 — Let's
Get a Divorce (Five Parts —
Comedy-Drama).
Apr. —29Drama).
— Tyrant Fear (Five Parts — Drama).
May
6 — Resurrection
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 6 — The Biggest Show on Earth (Five Parts
May Drama).
6 — The White Man's Law

Artcraft Picture*.
Feb. 25 — Headin' South (Five Parts — Drama).
Mar. 11— Amarilly
Clothes-Line Alley (Fire
— of
Drama).
—Parts
Drama).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Mar. 25 — The Whispering
RELEASES
FOR WEEK OF APRIL 14.
' Films).
The Busy Inn (Five Parts — Drama — Russian Art
The House of Hate (Episode No. 6 — "A Living
Target" — Two
Parts — Drama — Astra).
Pipe the Whiskers (One Part — Comedy — Rolln).
Film).
Whispering
Wires
of War
(One
Reel — War

Hearst-Pathe News No. 32 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 33 (Topical).
FOR

WEEK

OF

APRIL

21.

Ruler of the Road
(Five Parts — Dr. — Pathe).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 7, "The Germ
Menace" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
It's a Wild Life (One Reel — Comedy — Rolln).
—Pathe).
Trinidad,
British West Indies (One Reel — Travel
Hearst-Pathe
Hearst-Pathe

News
News

RELEASES
Dolly Diando).
Does

No.
No.

FOR
Her

34
35

(Topical).
(Topical).

WEEK
Bit

OF

(Five

APRIL

2S.

Parts — Drama —

The House of Hate (Episode No. S— "The Untold
Secret" — Two Parts — Drama).
Hey There
(One Reel — Comedy — Rolln).
His Busy Day (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolln).
Picturesque
Wales — Langollen — and
Picture
Spots
InPicture).
England
(Split Reel — Colored —
Travel
Hearst-Pathe News No. 36 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 37 (Topical).
RELEASES
How

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

5.

Could You, Caroline? (Five Parts — Comedy— Drama — Pathe).

The House of Hate (Episode No. 9 — "Poisoned
Darts" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Kicked Out (One Reel — Comedy — Rolln).
Our Fighting Ally— The Tank
(Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 38 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 39 (Topical).
Furnish

Titles

and

Date*

of All New

(Five Parts-

May 13 — M'Liss
(Five Parts — Drama).
Drama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute
Kendall (Five Parts —

CO.

of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

RELEASES

COMEDIES.

Apr. 15 — Unclaimed Goods (Five Parts — Dr.).
Drama).
Apr. 22 — Rich
Man, Poor Man (Five Parts —

(Piedmont Picture* Corporation)

MFG.

ARBUCKLE

PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Paramount
Feature*.
Drama).
Apr. 8 — The House of Silence (Five Parts-

Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part— Cam.).
His College Proxy (On* part — Comedy).
FILM

PARAMOUNT
FAMOUS

COMEDIES.

VICTORY

PARAMOUNT-MACK
SENNETT
COMEDIES.
Mar. 25 — Those Athletic Girls.
Apr. 8 — Friend
Husband.
Apr. 22 — Saucy Madeline.
May
6— His Smothered Love.
Jan. 20 — Out West (Two parts).
Mar. 18— The Bell Boy.

(All Two-part Dramas.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.
Poverty Gulch.
Bashful Buck Bailey.

SBLBURN

KLEVER
KOMEDY.
Feb. 11 — Adam and Some Eves.
Feb. 25 — Some Professor.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Chorus

31 — The Blue Bird (Fire
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five
8 — The Lie (Five Parts —
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five

PARAMOUNT-BRAY

(Five Parts

Parts — Drama).
Parts — Drama).
Drama).
Parts — Comedy-

PICTOGRAPHS.

Apr. 1 — Subjects on Reel : Training Women
Sharpshooters, Our Bone Relations ;
A New Use for a House Boat ; Cardios. toon by— "Me und Gott" — Bray StuApr. 8 — Subjects on Reel : Grizzly Bear Pets ;
Uncle Sam's Stamp Factory ; Cartoon by Wallace Karlson.
Apr. 15 — Subjects on Reel : Women in the World
of Work ; Hawaii ; The Beautiful ;
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
Apr. 22 — Subjects on Reel : Micr^copic Revelations ;Horse Training by Experts jScientific Rose Culture ; Cartoon by Bray Studios.
Apr. 29 — (Subject to Be Announced Later).
May 6 — Subjects on Reel : Amerlca'3 Sleeping
Giants ; Ingenious Insects ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
May 13 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for War
Time : The Art of Animal Training ;Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Apr. 8 — In Happy Honolulu.
Apr. 15 — Peerless Pineapples of the Pacific
Apr. 22— High
Spots of Hawaii.
Drama).
Apr. 29 — Our Filipino Fighting Force.
May
6 — The Filipino National Guard.
May 13 — The Klondike To-Day
(Scenic).
BENJAMIN

CHAPIN'S — PARAMOUNT
SERIES.
'T\e Son of Democracy."
Parts)Memories
.
Mar. 11 — Tender
(Fifth Release— Two
Two Parts).
Mar. 18 — A —President's
Answer
(Sixth Release
Mar. 25 — Native

State

(Seventh

Release — Two

Apr. 1 — Down Parts).
the River
(Eighth Release— Two
parts).
Apr. 8 — The
Slave
Auction
(Ninth
Release —
Two Parts).
Parts).
Apr. 15 — Under the Stars (Tenth Release — Two

Releasee

Before

Saturday.
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For TAKING— PRINTING— PROJECTION
Alamo

Baby

Dnyiieht loading. Interchangeable magazines, fitted with it lin counter, capacity
.".ii it. dt standard motion picture Dim;
weight ■!'. lbs.
Price, $38.00

Alamo Junior
Double the capacity of the Baby Alamo;
h;is automatic Focusing and Finder tilting device. Film Marker, Film foot counter and adjustment for single exposures;
weight 8% lbs.
Price, $85.00
All sizes and models of motion picture
cameras ranging in price from $38.00 to
$250.00, manufactured by the Simplex
Photo Products Co., are illustrated and
described in a complete catalogue which
will be mailed upon request.

Daylight Film Printer
Northern

100

Light

Foot

Capacity

Price $35.00

The most efficient portable lighting system for Motion Picture and Portrait Photography. An esesntial requisite for all
progressive Photographic Departments.
Price, complete in carrying case, $68.00

Motor

Drive

$58.00

Precision Portable
Projector
Accommodates

Multi

Exposure
Camera

Price, Hand
purposes.
Price, Motor

For tourists, sportsmen, explorers,
scientists. Greatest capacity, highest efficiency and lowest cost per negative ever
achieved in the history of photography.
Daylight loading, capacity 50 ft. of standard film; will record 800 single or 400
double size exposures, yielding enlargements sharp in detail up to 11x14 inches
in size.
Price, $25.00

SIMPLEX PSSIS CO.
NO. 1 NORTHERN

LIGHT

RICHMOND HILL, L. I.
NEW YORK

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

standard Motion Picture

film in any length up to 1,000 ft. Invaluable for cutting and editing film. Screenlite lighting system permit hold film
indefinitely for lectures or demonstrating

PICTURE

WORLD.

driven,
driven,

complete,
complete,

$150.00
175.00
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL,

MUTUAL,

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
Apr. 17— Number 20 (Topical)— 02969.
Apr. 24— No. 21 (Topical)— 02979.
May
1— No. 22 (Topical)— 02990.
May
S — No. 23 (Topical) — 03002.
L-KO.
Apr. 10— Saved
edy).from a Vamp

(Two Parts — Com-

Apr. 17 — Adventurous Ambrose (Two Parts —
Comedy)— 02968.
Apr. 24— A Rural
02978. Riot (Two Parts — Comedy.) —
May 1 — Fathers, Sons, and Chorus Girls (Two
Parts— Comedy)— 02989.
May S— Her Movie Madness (Two Parts —
Comedy) — 03001.
NESTOR.
Shitty
Shoplifter
Apr. 15 — The
02967.
(Comedy)Apr. 22— The Stolen Keyhole
(Comedy) — 02977.
Apr 29— It's a Cruel World
(Comedy)— 02988.
May
6— A Kitchen Hero
(Comedy)— 03000.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

UNIVERSAL
PRODUCTION.
1 — The Magic Bye (Five Parts — Drama) —
02946.
8 — The Risky
Road
(Five Parts— Dr..) —
02965.
15 — No Release this week.
22 — The Scarlet Drop
(Five Parts— Dr..) —
02986.
29 — No Release This Week.
11 — The Two-Soul
Woman
(Five Parts —
Drama)— 03009.
UNIVERSAL
13 — Issue No.
20— Issue No.
27— Issue No.
4— Issue No.
11— Issue No.
UNIVERSAL

SCREEN MAGAZINE.
66 (Educational) — 02959.
67 (Educational) — 02970.
68 (Educational) — 02980.
69 (Educational) — 02991.
70 (Educational)— 03003.
SPECIAL FEATURE.

Apr. 20— The
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
May
May
May

Lion's Claws
(Episode
No. 3 —
"The Net of Terror" (Two Parts —
Drama)— 02973.
20— Finley Nature
Studies No. 14— "Wild
Animals at Yellowstone" and "Atop
the
Alps"
(Scenic
— Split Reel) —
02974.
22 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 2, "On
the Trail"— Two Parts)— 02998.
27 — The
Bull's
Eye
(Episode
No.
12,
"Burning
Sands" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 02982.
27 — The Lion's Claws
(Episode No. 4, "A
Woman's
Scream"- — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 02983.
27 — Finley Nature Studies
(No. 15, "Wild
Bird
Pets"
and
"In and Around
Key
West,
Florida" — Scenic
Split
Reel)— 02984.
29 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 3, "The
Great
02999. Mine Disaster" — Two PartsJ —
3— The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 13 — "Sold
at Auction" — Two Parts — Drama) —
02993.
3 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 5 — "The
Secret Document" — Two
Parts —
—Drama)— 02994.
in— The Bull's Eye (Episode No. -I, "The
Firing Squad" — Two Parts — Drama)
—03005.

May

III Tin'

May

HI

Lion's Claws

(Episode

No. (1. "The

Dungeon
of Terror" — Two
Parts —
Drama I 031
Boy Scouts to tlio Uoseuo
(Episode No.
I, "The
Spies' Nest" — Two
Parts)
—03(Ki7.

UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS.
13— Issue No. 48 (Topical)— 02960.
20 — Issue No. 49 (Topical).
27— Issue No. 50 (Topical) — 02981.
3— Issue No. 51 (Topical)— 02992.
in -Issue No. .".'_' (Topical)
03004.
STAR COMEDIES.
Lxions-Moran Pictures.
Apr. 13 — A Pigskin Hero.
Apr. 20 — The Tall of a Cat.
Apr. 27— The Guilty Egg— 029S7.
May
3— Mum's (ho Word— 02996.
May L0 — Whose03010. Baby
Are
You'.'
(Comedy) —

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

Producers. — Kindly

GOLDWYN,

METRO

AND

TRIANGLE

PROGRAMS

Metro Pictures

Mutual Film Corp.

METRO PICTURES
CORP.
Drama).
Landloper
(Yorke — Five

STRAND.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

26— Up in the Air (Comedy)— CCST1.
5 — Waltzing Around
(Comedy)— lOCST-1
12 — Finishing
Mary
(Comedy) — 11CST-1.
19— His Quaker Girl ( Comedy i— 12-CST-l.
26— Up She Goes (Comedy)— 13 C S T 1.
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
9— For Art's Sake (Comedy)— 15CST-1.
16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16CST-1.
23 — Mary's Frame-Up (Comedy)— 17-CST-l.
30— Spotted
(Comedy)— 18-CST-l.
7 — Over
the
Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l.
MUTUAL

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.

STAR

27 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 8 T 1.
31 — Screen Telegram
(Topical)— 9 T 1.
3 — Screen Telegram
7 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 10-T-l.
(Topical)—
11-T-l.
10 — Screen Telegram
(Topical)— 12-T-l.
14 — Screen Telegram
(Topical)—
13-T-l.
17 — Screen Telegram
14-T-l.
21 — Screen Telegram (Topical)—
(Topical)—
15-T-l.
24 — Screen Telegram
28 — Screen Telegram (Topical) — 16-T-l.
1 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 17-T-l.
5 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 18-T-l.
(Topical)— 19-T-l.
8 — Screen Telegram
(Topical) — 20-T-l.
12 — Screen
Telegram
(Topical)— 21-T-l.

(Five

Apr. 15 — WithPartsNeatness
— Drama). and
Drama). of the Sea
Apr. 22 — Treasure

Dispatch
(Five

Parts —

Apr. Drama).
29 — Riders
of the
Night
May DrL-ma).
6 — The Trail of Yesterday
Drama).
May 13 — Cyclone
Higgins.
D.D.

(Five

Parts-

CLASSICS,

GOLDWYN

FEATURES.

Feb. 10 — Our Drama)
Little . Wife
Feb. 24 — TheDrama).
Beloved

(Six parts — Comedy-

Traitor

(Six Parts —

May. 10 — TheDrama).
Floor Below (Six Parts — ComedyMar. 24— The
Splendid Sinner (Six Parts —
Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts — Drama).
Apr. 21 — TheDrama).
Face in the Dark (Six Parts —
5 — Joan of Plattsburgh (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama i .

INC.,

Part»—
(Flv«

(Five

Parts—

(Five

Parts —

SPECIALS.

Nov. 15 — Draft 258 (Seven parta— DlUM).
Dee. 10— Blue Jeans
(Seven
parta — Pi—)
January — The Legion of Death (Rolf*— Seven
parts — Drama) .
January — Revelation
(Seven
part* — Drama).
Lest We Forget (Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million Dollar Dollies (Emerald Production— Five Parts).
METRO
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

COMEDIES.

14 — Why Henry Left Horn* (Drew.',
21 — Their
First Love
(Drew).
28 — Under the Influence
(Drew).
4 — Help Wanted (Drew).
11 — The Bright Lights Dimmed
(Drew).
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity (Drew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Drew).
11— His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today (Drew).
25 — When
a Man's Married
(Drew).
1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
8— A Youthful Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

TRIANGLE

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.

Parts —

Apr. 8 — SocialDrama).
Hypocrites

SCREEX

MUTUAL.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

Apr. 1 — The

PRODUCTION.

4 — Powers
That
Prey
(American — Five
Parts — Drama ) — 10-FM-5.
11 — Ann's
Finish
(American — Five Parts
— Drama) — ll-F-F-5.
18 — The Girl and the Judge
(Frohman —
Five Parts — Drama) — 12-F-T-5.
25 — No release this date.
1^-A Bit of Jade (American — Five Parts
—Drama ) — 14-F-M-5.
8 — The
Richest
Girl
(Frohman — Five
Reels — Drama ) — 15FAM-5.
15 — The
Primitive
Woman
(American —
Five Parts — Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
22— (Title Not Reported).
29 — Hearts
or Diamonds
(Five
PartsDrama)— 1S-F-R -5.
6 — Social Briars (American — Five Parts —
Drama)— 19-FM-5.

Corporation.

Triangle
Without

Releases
Notice.

PRODUCTIONS.

Apr.
7 — The Vortex
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Drama).
Boss of Lazy
"Y"
(Five Parts —
Apr. 14 — The
Law
of the
Great
Northwest
Parts
—(Five
Drama)
. — Drama).
Apr. 14 — Who Killed Walton (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 21 — The Hand at the Wind«w
(Five Parts
Apr. 21 — Society for Sale (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 2S — The Drama).
Lonely
Woman
(Five
Parts —
Apr. 2S — Paying His Debt (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5 — An Honest Man
(Five Parts — Drama).
May
.">— Mile. Paulette
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 —Her
Decision
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Wolves
of the Border
(Five Parts —
Drama).

May

GOLDWTN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Parts — Drama).
The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
For the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parts —
Drama).
Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Social Ambition
(Six Parts — Drama).
CAPITOL

COMEDIES.

Bill's Baby
(Two Reels).
Bill's Predicament
(Two Reels).
Birds of a Feather
(Two Parts).
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All

New

TRIANGLE
Mar.
3—
Mar.
3—
Mar. 10 —
Mar. 10—

KEYSTONE
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

Releases

KOMEDY.

A Discord in a Flat.
His Hidden Shame.
Wives and Worries.
She Didn't Do It.
COMEDY.

10— Did She Do Wrong?
(Two Parta).
17 — Mud
(Two Parts).
24 — A Safe Danger
(Two Parts).
31 — A Playwright's Wrong (Two Parts).
7 — First Aid.
14 — Mr. Briggs
Closes the House.
21 — Their Neighbor's Baby.
2S — Mr. Miller's Economies.
5—1 Love Charles Albert (Two Parts).
12 — Newspaper Clippings
(Two Parts).
Before

Saturday.

Mas

11. 1918
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Don't
Be
A Trailer
Study up on the subjects you are not familiar with, whether projection, program, music, taxes, censorship or any of the many
things that are apt to come up for consideration, and you will
prepare yourself to lead rather than follow.
An exhibitor in trouble will find a lasting business friend in the
Moving Picture World, if he will read it consistently and
thoroughly.
The Moving Picture World, the oldest, most dependable and
aggressive trade paper in the moving picture field to-day, is the
publication you should have mailed to your business address
each week.

RATES

PER

ANNUM

Domestic, $3.00

Canada, $3.50

MOVING

PICTURE WORLD

516 Fifth Avenue

Foreign, $4.00

New York City

912

THE
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PICTURE

WORLD
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List of Current Film Release Dates
GREATER

VITAGKAPH

PROGRAM,

FEATURE

Feature

Greater Vitagraph Inc.
VITAGRAPH
8 — The Drama).
Business

Apr.

BLUEBIRD

FEATURES.
of Life (Five

Apr. 15 — The Drama).
Girl from Beyond
Apr. 22 — A Drama).
Bachelor's
Children

Parts —

(Five

Parts —

(Five

Parts —

Apr. 29 — The Drama).
Seal
of Silence
(Five
Parts —
May
6 — The
Little
Runaway
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
May 13 — The— Triumph
Drama). of the Weak (Five Parts
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

BIG V COMEDIES.
1 — Sleuths and Slickers.
8 — Rummies and Razors.
15 — Counts and No Accounts.
22 — Whistles and Windows.
29 — Flirts and Fakers.
6— Laws and Outlaws.
13 — Spies and Spills.
VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES.
18 — Sweets of the Sour.
25 — Their Godson.
DREW COMEDIES.
25— His Wife Knew About It
1 — Following the Scent.
8 — The Home Cure.
15 — The Deceivers.
22 — Beautiful Thoughts.
29 — All for the Love of a Girl.
6 — The Story of the Glove.
13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
VITAGRAPH

FEATURES.

Apr.
7— The Bride of Fear (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 14 — Western
(Five Parts — ComedyDrama).Blood
Apr. 21 — American Buds (Six Parts — Drama).
Apr. 28 — Her One Mistake (Five Parts— Dr.).
May
5 — Brave and Bold (Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
May 1!)— The Firebrand
(Five Parts— Drama).
May 20 — Blue-Eyed Mary (Five Parts — Drama).
FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
Mar. 17 — Woman
and the Law (Seven Parti —
Drama).
Mar. 24 — Rough and Ready (Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Blindness of Divorce (Seven
Parts — Drama).
FOX
SUNSHINE
COMEDIES.
Mar.
3 — A Husband's Wife (Two Parts).
Mar. 15 — A Solf-Made Lady
(Two Parte).
Apr.
7 — A Walter's Wasted Life (Two Parte).
May
G — A Neighbor's Keyhole (Two Parts).

MUTT

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

31—
7—
14 —
21—
28—
5—
12—
1!) —

AND JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

CAR-

Back to the Balkans
(Half Reel).
The Freight Investigation (Half-Reel).
The Leak
(Half Reel).
On Ice (Half-Reel).
Helping McAdoo
(Half-Reel).
A Flsherless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
Occultism (Half-Reel).
Superintendents (Half-Reel).
Producers. — Kindly

State Right Releases

PHOTOPLAYS.

Within

(Second

Production — Seven

Mask

(Third

Production — Seven

(Fourth

Production — Seven

Life
Parts).

Steel

EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
( Distributing
the
following
Christie
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State and Northern
New
Jersey.)
Apr. 15— Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
W. W. HODKINSON
CORP.
(Paralta Plays.)
Apr.
1 — An Alien Enemy (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five Parts —

NATIONAL

May 13 — The Snapdragon
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 27 — Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts — Drama).
JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS.
INC.
The Price of a Good Time (Seven parts — Dr.).
The Doctor and the Woman
(Seven Parts — Dr.).
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
Apr.

GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM.
— Drama).
1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — Six Parts

Apr.

Parts).
8 — Chase
Me

Charlie

(Essanay — Five

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comedies,
You Know"
{Made by Edison).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27 — The Stenog.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.
Essanay.

"Oirls

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

5 — Broncho Billy, a Friend In Need.
12— Broncho Billy's Wild Ride.
19 — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
3 — Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue.
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 1.
Mar. 8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 3.
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29 — Puno,
and Scenes Around
Lake Titlcaca, Bolivia.
SELECT
PICTURES.
March — The House of Glass (Five Parts — Dr.).
March — By Right of Purchase (Six Parts — Dr.).
March — The Shuttle (Five Parts — Drama).
March — The Knife (Five Parts — Drama).
April — The Reason Why
(Five Parts — Drama).
April — Up the
Road with Sally (Five Part_s —
Drama).
April — At the Mercy of Men (Five Parts — Dr.).
Special Releases.
Over There (Six Parts — Drama).
The Lone Wolf (Five Parts — Drama).
The Barrier (Seven Parts — Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts— Drama).
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

WORLD PICTURES.
S — The Witch Woman (Five Parts — Dr,).
15 — The Trap (Five Parts — Drama).
22 — The Purple Lily (Five Parts — Drama).
29 — Leap to Fame (Five Parts — Drama).
6 — Masks and Faces (Five Part3 — Drama).
13 — Journey's End (Five Parts — Drama).

Furnish

Titles

and

RELEASES

Releases

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
Tarzan of the Apes (National Film Corp.).
Fall of the Romanoffs
(Brenon
Productions,
Inc. — Eight Parts).
A Dog's Life (Charlie Chaplin Picture).
My Four Years in Germany.
Petrova Pictures Company.

FIRST

Fox Film Corporation

RIGHT

Red, Red
Heart
(Five Parts —
Drama) — 02964.
A Rich Man's
Darling
(Five Parts — ComedyDrama)— 02975.
The
Marriage
Lie
(Five
Parts — Drama) —
02985.
A Mother's Secret (Five Parts — Dr.) — 02995.
Danger Within
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03008.

Tempered
Parts).

SERIAL.

STATE

1 — The

The Parts).
Light

Apr. 22— Episode No. 3 — "The Speeding Doom"
(Two Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — Episode No. 4 — "The Clutch of Terror"— (Two
Parts — Drama).
May 6 — Episode No. 5 — "The Hand of Mystery"
(Two Parts — Drama).
May 13 — Episode No. G, "Full Speed Ahead"
(Two Parts — Drama).
FAVORITE
FILM
FEATURES.
Mar. 4 — An Officer and a Gentleman (Two
Parts — Drama) and "Unlucky
Louis" (One Reel Comedy).

SPECIAL

Apr.

The

"The Woman In the Web."
Apr. 15— Episode
Two
("The Open Switch"
— Two No.
Parts
— Drama).

FOX

AND

Dates

of All New

ARROW
FILM
CORPORATION.
Times Building, New York.
Souls Redeemed.
Ramona.
Persuasive Peggy.
Weavers of Life.
To-Day
(Seven Parts — Drama — Pathe)
Mad duction).
Lover
(Six Parts— Drama — Paths')
The Struggle
Everlasting
(Harry
Rap'f
The duction).
Accidental Honeymoon
(Harry Rapf

ProPro-

ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Times Building, New York Citv
Nine-Tenths of the Law
(Six
Parts-^-Drama).
CENTURY COMEDIHS.
Balloonatics.1600 Broadway, New York.
Automaniacs.
Neptune's
y Daughter.
Her BarebaNaught
ck Career.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh, Baby!

What's

the Matter with Father?
CHRISTIE
FILM
CORP.
Y\hose Wife?
„ ,
Los Angeles,
Cal.
The House That Jack Built.
Never
Your Wife.
In and Surprise
Out.
Betty's Adventure.

All
Dressed Aid.
Up.
By, Orange
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.
W. H. CLIFFORD
PHOTOFILM
CO.
17 West 44th Street. New York.
Denny from Ireland (First Release of the Shorty
Hamilton Series — Five Parts — Drama).
The
Snail — Five
(SecondParts).
of the Shorty
Hamilton
Series

COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
CORP.
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).
CREST
PICTURES
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust
M. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Parts
Depths
of the Sea (in a Series of Four
— Educational).
EPOCH
FILM
CORP.
Longacre Building, New York.
Birth of a Nation.
Intolerance.

EXHIBITORS'
OPERATING
CORP.
51 East 42d Street, New York.
The City of Purple Dreams.
FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Fringe of Society (Seven Parts — Drama).
The Death"
Eagle's— Two
Eye parts
(Episode
No. 1— "The Hidden
— Drama).
The
The
The
The
The
The

Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 2 — 'The
Naval
Ball Conspiracy" — Two parts — Drama).
Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 3 — "The
Plot
Against the Fleet" — Two parts — Drama).
Cast Off (Thomas H. Ince Production).
Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 4 — "Von Rintelen, the Destroyer" — Two Parts — Drama).
Eagle's
No. 5 — "The Strike
Breeders" Eye
— Two(Episode
Parts — Drama).
Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 6 — "The
Plot
Drama).
Against
Organized
Labor" — Two
Parts

The Folio"
Eagle's— Two
Eye Parts
(Episode
No. 7— "Brown Port
— Drama).
Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 8 — "The Kaiser's
Death
Silent Messenger"
Witness. — Two Parts — Drama).
Sin Woman.
FRANCIS
FORD
PRODUCING
CO.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Berlin Via America.
FORT
PITT
FILM
CORPORATION.
Lyceum Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Italian Battlefront
The Italian Stand on the Piave.
The
The
The

Releases

Before

Saturday.
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Send That Advertisement in To-day !

RATES

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

KNOWLEDGE

ON APPLICATION

COMPANY,

BRINGS

Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman, Operator, and Film
Men Everywhere: — The moving picture business is one
of the youngest but one of the leading industries of
the world to-day. We may well be proud to be connected with it. Are you keeping up? Do you know
all about it? It will yield larger returns for an equal
ONE TEAR
SIX MONTHS

516 Fifth Ave., New York

SUCCESS

amount of work to the men who know. Each weekly
issue of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD contains
more up-to-date information than you can get from til
other sources. Subscribe now if not already on our
mailing list. You will get your paper hours earlier
than from the newsstand and it costs $4.80 lees.

$3.00
$1.50

See title page for rate* Canada and Foreirn
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List of Current Film Release Dates
■I1I1B1II1»
FRANCO-AMERICAN
FILM
CORP.
12C West 4Gth Street, New York.
Birth of Democracy.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
God's Man.
FRATERNITY
FILMS,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York.

IVAN

JESTER

Devil's Playground (Seven Parts — Drama).
GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.

JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.

& WILK.

Are tions.)
Norma

Talmadge

CO.

FRANK
A

A. KEENEY.

Zongar

His

(The Following Are Wm. S. Hart Productions.)
The Primal Lure.
Captive God.
The Patriot.
The Dawnmaker.
Apostle of Vengeance.
The Return of Draw Egan.
The Devil's
Double.
Truthful
Tulllver.
The Gunfighter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
(The Following Are tions.)
Douglas Fairbanks ProducThe Habit of Happiness.
The Good Bad Man.
Reggie
Mixes In.
Flirting With
Fate.
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrlmaniac.
The Americano.

Producers—Kindly

Building,

PHOTO
New

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant in the House.
The Siren in the House.
U.

EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.

PLAYS,

HARRY

W.

The Drama).
Bandit

INC.

147G Broadway, New York.
(Six Parts— Drama).
Redemption

STATE RIGHTS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts— Drama).

CORPORATION.
PICTURES
STERLING
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Cloud (Five Parts— Drama).
The God of Little Children (Five Parts— Dr.).
of All

New

PRODUCTIONS.
York.

(The Following Are Multiple Reel W. S. Hart
Subjects, Released in Order Listed.)
The Parts
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Bargain
(Six
— Drama).

ERNEST
SHOPMAN.
IT West t lti> Street, X. V. City.
Funny
Featuring
Comedies
Binney
Josh
Filbert — One Release n Month.
Fn«t>
(two reels).
Fumblers
May— Fabulous Fortune
(two reels.).
Fred's Fictitious Foundling
june
.'lulv— Freda's
Fighting Father
(two reels),
reels).
Aug.— Fatty's Fast Flivver (two
Fatty's Frivolous Fiancee ttwo reels).
Sept.

Dates

H.

71 West 23d Street, New

RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
(Five Parts— Drama).
Naked Hands
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.

and

WEBSTER
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Bldg., 42d
N. Y.Street
City. and Broadway,

"WESTERN
IMPORT
FILM
CO.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).

HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
(Four Parts— Novelty).
the Hun
Hand
Master ofCrook.

Titles

McRAE

Brokaw

S. * S. PHOTOPLAYS.

CO.

Reclaimed.

PYRAMID
COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch
(Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).

Furnish

S.

The Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.Production).
Just
a Woman
(Steger
Men.
The Crucible of Life.

York.

PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New. York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).

The
The

SUBMARINE
FILM
CO.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Submarine Eye.

The

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Daughter Pays.

Produc-

The Missing Link.
Martha's
Vindication.
Children in the House.
Going Straight.
The Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.

CULTUREINC.

Each

DoctorOld Bunny's
Zoo.
The
Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The
Unknown.

KING
BEE
FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Feb. 15— His Day Out.
Mar.
1 — The Rogue.
Mar. 15 — The Orderly.
Apr.
1 — The Scholar.
Apr. 15 — The Messenger.
May
1 — The Handy Man.

Flatiron
(Drama).

A Mother's Ordeal
(Five Parts — Drama).
Pride and the Devil (Six Parts — Drama).
Miss Deception
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When
You and I Were
Young
(Five Parta —
Drama).
The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).
I Believe
(Cosmofotofllm — Seven Parts — Dr.).
Hypocrites
(George Loane Tucker).
The Natural Law
(France Films).
(The
Following
Are Cartoon
Comedies,
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

1493 Broadway, New York.
Romance of the Underworld.

PHYSICAL

Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The
Following
Are
Keystone-Mack
Sennett
Comedies.)
The Village Scandal.
Saved by Wireless.
Fatty and the Broadway Stars.
Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Walters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Productions.)
Honor Thy Name.
The Thoroughbred.
Jim
Grimsby's
The Sins
Ye Do.Boy.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
(The Following

COMEDY

220 West 42d Street, New York.

ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).

GRAPHIC
FILM
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Suicide
(Seven Parts — Drama).
HILLER

PRODUCTION.

(Featuring Twede-Dan.)
February — The Recruit
(Two Parts).
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April — All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).

GENERAL
ENTERPRISES.
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother
(Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).

Moral

FILM

130 West 46th Street, New York.
One Law for Both.
Babbling Tongues
(Six Parts — Drama).
Married in Name Only (Six Parts — Drama).
Sins of Ambition.
Two Men and a Woman.
Human Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.

and

The Hell Hound

the

Preacher

of Alaska

(Five

Parts —

(Five Parts— Dr.).

(The
Folloicingtions. Are
Hart
ProducReleased Two-Reel
in Order Listed.)
Dakota Dan.
Double Crossed.
The Last Card.
A Knight of the Trail.
AHorns
Squareand Deal.
Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The
Following
Are
Mack
Sennett -Keystone
Comedies, Each Two Reels in Length.)
The Small Town Bully.
Friendly Enemies.
His Diving Beauty.
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate
Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
ductions.)
(The
Following
Are
Bessie
Barriscale
ProSatan's

Pawn.
M.

Wm.

A.

Brady

Stolen Orders

Releases

Before

WEISSBERG.
Playhouse,
X. Y. City.137 W.

(Eight Reels— Drama).

Saturday.

4Sth
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The Canadian
Moving Picture
— Digest —

Gundlach
Projection Lenses
give clean cut definition with the utmost illumination. This is all that you can expect from perfect lenses. The universal use of these lenses is
the best evidence of their superior quality. They
are sold on approval by all dealers and furnished
as the regular equipment with the best machines.

FOUNDED

JUNE

SECOND.

By MERRICK

NINETEEN

SEVENTEEN

R. NUTTING

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
Not a Territorial House Organ
BUT

An Independent National
Trade Weekly

Gundlach-Manhatian Optical Co.

808 So. Clinton Ave.. Rochester, N.Y.

100% Circulation
In The Dominion of Canada

RICHARDSON'S
HAND BOOK
MOTION

FOR

PICTURE

IY.ANAGERS

STATE RIGHT PRODUCERS
AND DISTRIBUTORS

and OPERATORS

If your product and prices
are right, the Digest will
find the Canadian buyer.

Published by

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
A carefully prepared guide to perfect projection.
An invaluable help to every individual in
the trade who has to do with the mechanical

Advertising Rates
furnished by
Head Office
326 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont

handling of motion picture film or the management of a moving picture theatre.
Over 680 Pages of Text. Illustrations include detail diagrams of the leading makes
of projection machines.
Substantially

Bound

In Red

OR

ERNEST SHIPMAN

Cloth, S4.0D

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING
516 Fifth Ave.
New York City

PICTURE
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Advertisements,

REPRESENTATIVE

Room 804, 17 West 44th Street

917 Schiller Bldg.
Wright & Calender Bldg.
Chicago, III.
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PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S

SUPREME TRIUMPH "HEARTS OF THE WORLD." Installs Two UP to The Minute Type S SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
with Robin TIME and SPEED INDICATORS in the 44th St. Theatre, New York. The Marvelous PROJECTION of
this greatest picture of modern times is synchronized accurately to the fraction of a second with the beautiful
music
and effects.

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT

TIMES SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

If you are interested in securing better results and more prompt service in the DEVELOPING and
PRINTING of your productions you will be interested to know
that EVANS
is in a position to
assure both.
We combine modern facilities with years of experience, which together with the personal interest
taken in the work we do assure you of the utmost satisfaction.

EVANS
ILLUSTRATED

FILM

SONG

SLIDES

RENTED;d
Any 3 of theso songs,
including title, chorus
and copy of music.

So

MFG.

Long,

CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New

Mother

Liberty

=1

Bell

Baby's Prayer at Twilight
Break the News
to Mother
Indiana

per wk.
Pamphlet
Free.

I May Be Gone for a Long, Long Time

$5

Greater N. Y. Slide Co., 154 W. 45th St., N. Y.

ARE YOU PROGRESSIVE?

NEWS

SEND

FOR

AMUSEMENT

LIST TODAY

SUPPLY CO.

30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, England
Yearly
Rate— Postpaid.
Weekly,
J7.2S
Sample copy and advertising rates so request

Appointed by Agreement Dated 718I14 THE OFFICIAL ORGAN
THE CINEMATOGRAPH
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Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade

WE

SELL

ON THE

INSTALLMENT

PLAN

In

life

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC

■jL
GENERATOR
SET
3Th
K.W., 0* or 119
Volt.
Dependable
BiiJjIjnW^
and Efficient.
Smooth.
Direct
'— — - * THkL^v CluTeI1t. snd consequent Pllcxer—ri \-''-'■:' TknB5*J eu Lisht.
Direct connected to
^■■■WaHn*^ — alM»rC

M

nt

iTnnn««rtnn«rf1

mllthimv

■S^*4f^i9
^^^^ '■^ 1 J

1 By ill
1 Moving

,_-:'-' '-^_ \
^\
'''"^'""VJtg

■ "-r Write for Beheun M.
UNIVERSAL
CO.
Oihkoih. MOTOR
Wis.

■

~> 'j

odds the best for
or Permanent
Plo-

tuTe "J**.

Answering
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Educate Your Audience to Help Fight Censorship
Introducing * bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures Is a favorite
Indoor
pastime
In
legislative
halls
throughout the country.
Sternal
vigilance Is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety If not his success.
Presented
In the proper
manner,
the
Censorship of Moving
Pictures
Is Just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as it Is to the Exhibitor.
And public
opinion aroused in behalf of moving pictures and against their unfair and discriminatory control is the surest weapon
to defeat Censorship.

We

have prepared a series of nine different stereopUcon slides which crystallize the argument
against
Censorship;
one of the slides Is shown herewith.

The Management of this Theatre
desires the co-operation of its
patrons in providing good

We want no "legalized" censorship of moving pictures

THE WORLD'S STANDARD

These slides shown
repeatedly in any
theatre cannot fail to influence
public
opinion in that locality against Censorship. They
willof line
the general public on the
side
the up
Exhibitor.
You Ought to Be Showing Them Now!
Legislatures Everywhere Are Converting
Set of Nine
Slides, carefully
packed.
will be eent postpaid en receipt at tLH

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

516 Fifth Aveon*, New York City

THEATRE

of

EXHIBITORS' A SOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN I IRELAND. LTD

*^,
S*
■ ^^^2".W

300-302 Mailers Building
5 South Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph, Standard and Simplex Moving Picture Machines,
National Carbons. Minusa Screens and Everything for the Theatre

CINEMA
PROPERTY GAZETTE

Hai the quality circulation of the trade In Great Britain and tha Dominica*.
All Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to its members an pobllihed exclusively In this journal

We have a number of Rebuilt Machines as good
as new, in fact, could be sold as new, but we
would rather sell them for what they are.
We guarantee them to be in A-l adjustment — all
worn parts have been replaced by new parts.

AND

York City st. ™ZtnlUz^

ORGANS

the

THE
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FEKFECT
FOR

REEL

Duhem

Ave.. Chicago

Silver bullion of a quality

DISSOLVING

FURTHER

NORTHWESTERN
412 S. Hoyna

equal to that used by the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture of

INFORMATION

ELECTRIC
1010 Brokaw

CO.

Bldu.. New

York

Motion Picture Mfg. Co.

EASTMAN
FILM

Expert Developing, Printing and Coloring
CAMERA
RAW

OUTFITS
AND
FILM SUPPLIED

CAMERA
MEN
SENT
ANYWHERE

985 Market Street

San Francisco, Cal.

J¥SS&k% Gold

King

Screen

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.

10 Days'
Triad
No. 1 Grade, 75c; No. 2 Grade, 50c. — Stretchers included
try before you buy. Sold by all the leading supply dealers throughout the country.
Factory,

ALTUS,

OKLAHOMA

La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera

EASTMAN

Offlti?l Ortan of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 16th AND SOth OF EACH MONTH

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty

Improved Projection
ARE

ATTORNEY
TRUST

BUILDING

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

SPEER
Speer

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with §5.00 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

Screencraft
BY LOUIS REEVES

516

FIFTH

POSTPAID

Picture
AVENUE,

Combinations

for D. C. Work
Produce Incomparable Results

Place an order now with your Supply House.

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee"
MANUFACTURED

Published and for Sale by

Moving

Hold-Ark

Read the unbiased opinions of operators.

Of great interest too to the individual who is
watching the development of "the silent drama."

COPY,

Combinations

for A. C. Work

Write today for descriptive folders.

HARRISON

An invaluable help to the writer who is making a
serious effort to evolve stories for screen production.

PER

Alterno

AND

Speer

$2.00

CARBONS

Established 25 Years

Personal Attention

N. Y.

FOR

William N. Moore
AND

CO.,

The Essential Requirements

PATENTS
LOAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

Foreign Subscription: 20 francs, per annum
fusing oitiU: Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

PATENT

917

CONVERTER

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
WRITE

Would

NEW

World
YORX

SPEER

CrTY

Schiller Building, Chicago. Illinois
Wright 6- Callender Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

In Answering Advertisements,

CARBON
ST.

Please

Mention
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MARYS,
WORLD.

COMPANY
PA.
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"Tho Spirit of tho Rod Cross"

Put It Ovor Biy !
Exhibitors bv the thousands have rushed to book

"THE SPIRIT OF THE RED CROSS"
A two-reel motion picture by

JAMES MONTGOMERY
Produced

NOW

by Jack

Eaton

and

E. F.

Warner

for The

FLAGG

American Red

Cross

comes the chance to do even more than the Red Cross asks. Put this

picture over big! Decorate your lobby with Red Cross posters which will
be furnished free by the Red Cross Chapter in your community! Advertise the
production. Give it a run longer than you ever gave any other picture! Show
it early in the campaign and re-book it later on.
Prove to your patrons that you are back of the Red Cross with every ounce of
•
28,
energv that is in vou.
"The

Spirit

of the

Red

Cross,"

released

Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corp.
Fox Film Corp.
Goldwyn Distributing; Corp.

on

April

is booking

now

at

the

Metro Pictures Corp.
Pathe Exchange. Inc.
Select Pictures Corp.

following

exchanges —
Universal Film
Vitagraph
World

Corp

Film Corp.

This advertising space contributed by the Moving Picture World and is acknowledged by Jesse L. Lasky,
Chairman
Red Cross Committee
of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
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EVENTUALLY!
WHY NOT NOW?
II UXBERG
MOTOR-GENERATOR

-UTESTANDS
FOR

11 BRANCH
OFFICES

10 GROUND
FLOOR
STORES

EFFICIENCY
AND

SERVICE
NATIONAL

GARDINER

Cored Carbons
Silver Tip
Carbons
FOR

D. C.
AND

"WHITELIGHT"
CARBONS
FOR A- C.

Distributors

ACME

VELVET

WE
GUARANTEE
PROJECTION
SUPREME

GOLD
FIBRE
SCREEN

of

PORTABLE
PROJECTORS-EDISON
MAZDA LAMPS— NOVELTY
SLIDES AND M. P. SUPPLIES OF HIGH GRADE.
"EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

M. P. THEATRE

BRANCH

EXCEPT

THE

FILM"

OFFICES:

New York, N. Y.— 729 Seventh Ave.
Detroit, Mich.— 57 E. Elizabeth St.
Omaha, Neb. — 13th and Harney Sts.
Boston, Mass. — 28 Piedmont St.
Minneapolis, Minn. — 16 N. 7th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.— 1233 Vine St.
Cleveland, O. — Columbia Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— 910 Penn Ave.
Cincinnati, O.— 115 W. 7th St.
Chicago, 111.— 514 S. Wabash Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.— K. C. Machine & Supply Co., Inc., 813 Walnut St

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

J. H. HALLBERG,

Pres.

Executive Offices:

Largest Moving

Picture

1604 Broadway,

Equipment

New York

House

Vice-Pres.

in the World
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The Best Press Agent
Continually advertises your product and
keeps it favorably before the public.
Mr. Exhibitor, YOU SELL PROJECTION and your audience demands
100% plus.
The best medium for advertising your
house and holding your patronage is

The

Pioneer Projector of the

World

Power's Cameragraph No. 6B
It has existed since the industry was created, is in general use throughout the
civilized world and with the trade it is a
by-word for mechanical perfection.
IS YOUR

BEST

PRESS

J GENT

. 36, No. 7

May 18, 1918
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He s at if Qgain

1

The burglar — the second-story man — the
gumshoe operator — the imitatorcator is in our midst once again.

the would-be dupli-

No sooner had "The KAISER, the Beast

of Berlin," turned its first night audience of blase New
Yorkers into a yelling mob than the feeder-on-othermen's-brains caught the Big Idea.

It was the Title that received his first fine
-tfe feast rfferlmINC
FKOIDUCT'DOHS
IbOC Broa d« ay

ftew Vbrlt.

attention. "That Title's a Whale," he said. "Watch
me rib up a ringer — it's that 'Beast' word that does
it." So already — only a few short weeks since release,
you're being asked in some places to come see "The Mad
Beast of Berlin." You can go— but you'll be lonely.
The big crowd will be across the street under the big top,
seeing the real, the genuine, the true — "The KAISER,
the Beast of Berlin" — the picture that makes 'em fighting mad.

Next, it was the Advertising.

And the

walloping ads. got 'em all — even legitimate producers
with their own show on similar lines. Right off the bat
they caught the appeal — and switched to the note that's
going to make more money for Exhibitors who show "The
KAISER, the Beast of Berlin," than any other picture of
years past — or for many years to come.

Our Only Warning
Our only word of warning is this. If you want to make
the real money play the real show. Only in that one
way can you get the Title and the Advertising that bring
in the real dollars.
Reserve by wire today.

Productions,^
16OO Broddvay. 'Me^'^&rk QMy
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Critics call "A Pair of Sixes,"
featuring Taylor Holmes, the
greatest comedy drama ever produced. Itis running S. R. O. at
first class theatres throughout
the country. Book it, then run the
other George K. Spoor features,
with Taylor Holmes — "Ruggles
of Red Gap," "Uneasy Money,"
"The Small Town Guy," "Two
Bit Seats," "Fools For Luck,"
"Efficiency Edgar's Courtship."
They appeal to the entire family.
^csBMMMie
EiS£l9£Siy

George Kleine System
Distributors
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Doot ine new
ieni* a-fional

Loir
WEDER
Vroductiott

WOMAN

O

.1
MILDRED
HARRIS
wan adaptation of

Man* Rpbprtf Rmpharii K
Hie story lhai had
iwc million tesdeif
'in Co.
PilbHAxed h
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U-KM,

_ In Intimate
Disclosure of
Life as wp Live
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of detail
Afidelity
love sioru
of
humanbtiess
presented
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art
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THE LION'S CLAWS" is smashing its way thru to the front
thousands of theatres.
It brings the acme of serial entertainment
hundreds of letters from enthusiastic exhibitors have testified. If you
aven't booked it yet, DO IT NOW. See the first episode with your own eyes, then you'll appreciate
hat we say when we say — "Crashing thru to the front." Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange or
'mmunicate with the Universal Film Mn'fg. Co., Largest Film Mn'fg. Co. in the Universe, Carl Laemmle,
resident, 1600 Broadway, New York.
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Plank

"Affiliated"
Platform

No. I.

1— To insure EXHIBITOR
MANAGEMENT
and
CONTROL in very fact.
as -well as promise.
2 — To in no way disturb existing booking organizations, but rather to encourage them.
3 — To keep the capital of each
association in its OWN
depository, and under its
OWN control.
4 — To maintain all the benefits ofthe
"Open
and at
same Booking."
time provide a CONSISTENT
and DEPENDABLE
schedule of releases.
5 — To secure, not only ALL
the concessions in rental
prices which the combined
buying power of exhibitors
will earn, but the MAJOR
SHARE
of all excess
profits as well.
6— To distribute the cost of
all productions on a fair
and business basis to each
booking association, and
to every member of such
an association.
7 — To regulate expenditures,
according to sound business
methods, and to protect
exhibitors against excessive salaries, extravagan t
advertising and pretentious
executive offices.
8— To arrange, on behalf of
the booking associations
now existing, and such
others as shall be formed,
for an affiliation with a
national, or central clearing house, upon terms that
are JUST and EQUITABLE
to all concerned.

PICTURE

May 18, 191:

WORLD

Minding Their

Own Business

/IjtXHIBITORS possess the real values of the motion picture business. Their theatres
'*■'' are the fundamental assets of the industry. Their investments exceed all other
investments.
Yet, until this moment,

exhibitors

have had little to say about the running of the busi-

ness— scarcely, even, anything to say about the

running

of their own

part of the business.

Their attempts to pool their interests, and thereby exercise the voice in
affairs which tneir combined booking power would give them has resulted
eir number, or in
either in the feathering of the nests of a chosen few of their
the financing of the selfish purposes of outsiders.
The reason for this has been, that once having assembled their forces, exhibitors have given over the control of these forces to others.

The AFFILIATED

DISTRIBUTORS

CORPORA-

TION has been formed BY exhibitors, FOR

exhibitors, to

keep
the control of the exhibitors' booking power in the hands of
exhibitors.
The purpose of the organization is to gain for the exhibitors booking associations affiliated with it, a definite and consistent supply of meritorious pictures, at price concessions which such combined booking strength will earn
—not to tal^e advantage of that strength for selfish interests.
Exhibitors booking associations, affiliated with this organization, retain
ALL of their independence, ALL of their funds, and likewise are
WHOLLY
responsible
for the management
of the AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS
CORPORATION.
This management is vested in a Board of Directors, made up of exhibitors,
and elected by exhibitors. To make this board fully representative, of all
exhibitors, one director is allotted to every hundred days of booking represented.
That a directorate of such representativeness may be relied upon to provide
an efficient and trustworthy management, is best attested by the results
which are now being obtained by such exhibitor booking units as
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
Retaining

Exhibitors' Booking Syndicate, of New YorkAssociated Theatres, Inc., of Minnesota.
Motion Picture Theatres Association, of Illinois.
Associated Theatres, Inc., of Illinois.
United Exhibitors Association, of Philadelphia and Eastern Pennsylvania.
Exhibitors Booking Association of the Intermountain States.
North and South Carolina Exhibitors Booking Association.
Exhibitors Booking Association, of Michigan.
Tri-State Exhibitors Circuit, of Pittsburgh.

their present independence, but affiliated in a national organization

that will

assure the better producers an even more extensive market, these, and other booking associations, now in process of formation, will for the first time in the history of the industry,
be in a position to realize the full power of their strength.
That such realization will bring added savings in rentals, and increased returns in the
excess profits of each booking association, will be obvious to the most casual
investigator.
If you

would

have a share in these benefits, write today to the

Affiliated
Charles

Permanent Address:

Distributors
C.

Pettijohn,

SUITE 524.

General

Corp.

Counsel

1476 BROADWAY.

NEW

YORK

ClTY

j^V PICTURES

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
AND

HER OWN

COMPANY

tc
present

THE

REASON

bj> Elinor Glyn, .u.hor of "THREE
scenario by Man?

Kiurillo

DiSfftBUTEI>":BY

WHY"
WEEKS"
directed

by1 Robert

G.

Vignola
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It Pays to Advertise
How

How about your publicity?

good is your advertising?

Is it snappy stuff that your newspapers are glad to print? Your accessories and your special campaign f
— are they getting the business?

Is it pulling 'em in? Do your displays
stand out on the newspaper page and
hit the reader so hard that he says
"Gee, I've got to see that one"?

Your advertising is right if you are using Paramount
Press Books.

and Artcraft

They're prepared by a staff of experts.
Press books are only one of the big free
service aids you get when you book Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
T« ADOLPH
FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ZUKOR Prvs JESSE L.LASKY Vkv Prvs. CECIL B. DE MULE ftmfcrPflluf
■TIEW

^5s3L

YORK-'

-

J

J
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For This

This 24-page magazine is essential to
every exhibitor of
&ammount^(Jricra£i
u

(pictures

v

(Nationally Advertised)

It is a weekly publication of Service, one of
the many valuable aids given free to Paramount and Artcraft exhibitors.
Progress-Advance follows the salesman, showing the exhibitor how to make more money
with Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
Though it is written solely for the Managers
of Paramount and Artcraft Theatres, many
exhibitors who do not show these pictures
place a high value on Progress-Advance;
it suggests new methods of showmanship, it
keeps them in touch with the big fellows.
Progress-Advance is an expensive book. We are
revising our mailing list to include---with a few exceptions—only Paramount and Artcraft exhibitors.
But we do not want to cut off any exhibitor who
needs Progress-Advance.

If you are not a Paramount and Artcraft
exhibitor, but want to remain on the list —
Or if you are not getting this valuable magazine each week—
There's the coupon.

Where's your pencil

K FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION \h
:f
™? ADOLPH

gggg

1UKOR /Vw JISSK LIASKYMctFto
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Vtand fact,
AMERICA!"

HtreE is a picture that
strengthens the Faith and
Courage of oHtpeople; a picture
of Inspiration tm^is not a war
or battle productioi

SE

Here is a story that answers the^
nation-wide
outcry
of lw
Americans: "What can I do\
help my country?'
Goldwyn announces with confidence and assurance that

■1**" ■" ^

• MAPEL

MOJRMAMD
Joan ®P
by PORTER

EMERSON

BROWNE

•ml

**^

w

Will put the brakes on poisonous German propaganda in
America and leave a lasting
impression in the hearts of all
patriotic people.
Released everywhere May 5.

iy I

^

£-rx

\'M

GOLDWYN PICTURES C0RP0RATI0
Samukl Goldfish.

President

EdgAr Selwyn. Vice President

16 East 42m/ Street

New

York City

mmmamtUttmmmBm

PICTURE
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Another Gold-Winner !
\ NOTHER Rex Beach special production to do the
**■ big business at the box-office that 'The Spoilers,"
"The Barrier," "The Ne'er-Do- Well" and "The Auction
Block" did for your theatre.
Everywhere in America "first run" houses are establishing new records through the drawing power of the
most popular author who has ever written for motion
pictures in

MX DEACHlf

SCREEN CLASSIC OF THE
GREAT SOUTHWEST

Tkart °fihi
DIRECTED

hy FRANK

POWELL

A thrilling, virile, vital Western
drama of love and action which
caused the Los Angeles Herald
to say "Rex Beach increased his
'punch' in switching from Alaska
to Texas
Kept a line outside
the Rialto all last week."
Book this production at once through

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish.
Pmuttnt.
l'G-East 4-2 .,c/ Street

New' York City

inset
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^ BILL'S*

BIRDS' OF
A. FEATHER"

%jy

/fl

BABY"
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"jM Miller, Los Angeles Exhibitor.
Writes An Advertisement.
MR. MILLER, a highly successful
theatre owner and skilled showman,
has booked the "Smiling Bill" Parsons
Comedies and here, in his own words, are
his reasonsf or taking them under contract:
"They are immense, clean-cut with all of
the laughs 'from the neck up.' No slapstick; no smut
...
I feel sure that

iS^PARSONS*
in

CAPITOL

COMEDIES

is going to be as close to our patrons'
hearts as old John Bunny, the first comedian who ever became a world-wide
favorite."
May 5
"Bill's Baby"
May 19
"Bill's Predicament"
June 3
"Birds of a Feather"
Two Reels Every Second Monday
Write
at once
for contracts
and
*j

prices.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish
BI1X 9
PREDICAMENT'

1G East 4-2 ..</ Street

New

York City
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Ihh Is the Way A HUMAN EXUWITO&
" Figures His Picture Values -.
I— I E watches a screening, sees the plot develop, watches the actors,
notes the sets and the "look" of the scenes and then asks himself the following questions:
"Do the things I am seeing in this picture happen in the lives of
the people in my audiences? Do these players act and behave
like the everyday, normal human beings to whom my theatre
caters? Are the problems and emotions in this picture the common, recognizable problems and emotions of men and women
in general?"
He could combine

all these questions in one

and

ask

himself:

"Has this picture got humanity in it?" The great public of the
world worships before the God of Things As They Are. It is a
FACT WORLD, as opposed to the world of Fancy. Give your
audiences LIFE AS IT IS. When you do this you have challenged
and will 'hold their interest.
Goldwyn is now distributing three unusually "powerful Selexart
pictures at reasonable prices and sold under a single contract
— pictures that have PROFIT stamped all over them. Why
don't you have your nearest Goldwyn branch manager screen for
you at once —

"SOCIAL

AMBITION'

RHEA MITCHELL
"Honor's Cross

HOWARD HICKMAN
Blue Blood
itv

in.

by J. CHUBB ALEXANDER
and FREDMYTON
Directed by ELLIOTT HOWE

Directed by

by MB DAW EL

WALLACE

WORSLEY

RHEA MITCHELL and HOWARD HICKMAN
Ambit ionin> Social
byW.E.WING

Directed

by WALLACE

WORSLEY

Theatres large and small are booking these productions which have
received virtually unanimous indorsement in the trade press reviews.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish

1G East

42,«/ Street

President

New

York

City

,
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ED'S
FRFICTITIOUS
FOUNDLING

2

EDA'S
FRFIGHTING
1,
^
FATHE"

^

ERNEST

SHIPMAN

KEELS EACH

it
17

w:4.4- :sT.-*r.Y.:

REPRESENTATIVE

MARION

DAVIES

VIVACIOUS.CHARMING

AND STILL IN HER

'TEENS,
FORCED
HER WAy
FRO/NT INHAS
RECORD
BREAKING
TIME TO
By THE
THE
DISPLAY OF A REMARKABLE HISTRIONIC TALENT
AND AN INDOMITABLE WILL TO SUCCEED.
ft

ITvL

CECILIA OF THE PINK ROSES
SHE HAS A PICTURE,ALREADy POPULAR IN BOOK
FORMWHICH WILL GRIP THE HEARTS OF ITS
AUDIENCES By A BEAUTIFUL SIHPLICITy RUNNING
THROUGH AN EXTREHELy INTERESTING STORy,
FILLED WITH DRAMATIC MOMENTS. c^O

DWECrfD B!/ JUMS Sm&

ftSLEASEDf/IMMJm

ttARION DAVIES FILM GO 311 LONGACRE
NEW YORK

BLDG.,
CITY"

O

ZZ*W
/

^WONDROUSLY

&

L'19
EAUTIFUDAVIES
BMARION

m

THE GIRL WITH THE PIQUANTLY
APPEALING PERSONALITY WILL
MAKE HER BOW EARLy IN JUNE
IN A SCREEN VERSION OF KATHARIN!
HAVILAND TAyLORS CHARMING
STORy OF LOVE AND LIFE ENTITLED

CECILIA OF THE PINK ROSES )j
DIRECTED By JULIUS STEGER
AND RELEASED

By THE

MARION DAVIES FILM 00311

LONGACRE

iSEW

YORK!

BLDG.,

CITY
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WILLIAM

FOX

3^ Great International Infcri^u^ that
Recked all Four puarters of the GlobeScenario 6y Tldriavi Johnson Staged GyRicka rd Sta n to n
ffi

fojjaBB

|!%SLQniNESS
vfe Givat Amaricarr
Rolieiix Play*
\ Written amd Staged

; DIVORCE'

tA.WALSH§
^OMANand
the LAW
Has the Law
t&e right to
deprive a
mother ojf
h<?r* child*?
Staged, Sy

Stiii^Rij;

ilnj * ' ft* ■* tV nil ' t*T ♦ ' * **ll

OTOHi^READY
<il Ru^ge<iA^rileDtain*
of"tHe Great Nortlv*
west*
JB^y "Richard St&nton
and SdSed^wicS
iJiirecied 6y1&ti$uird Stanton*

'Skese big PictU tVS
Writ*? to day l

Presents

■a

X.. •

'

Oair France betrayed for pourer and Uun

/I

gold'

Most timely picture ever filmed*
^he Sensation of tlae public press?
Millions m rree advertising'

•A v

fH SC
6
»wnw««»w»^

B

VTOL

FAlllM m
LES MISERABLE S
THIPA B AEA. m
t^SOUL^BUIXDHA
C/xJkaiaSatu

iA. ^tupendav^JPictur"i^a.ii<?n. ef
Victor M.u&slxn'txx&rtal xtxa.stei.yivc*
wgaslaxxixxi
Staged hyltr&mk Lfay

MRUE

ft

Sttper^IVodiicticn*

tale of life in fcke

Story kyTheiaBai-a-

Directed hu

lES'O -2> J v

leati big pre fits
cok them rtowi

fll
/m

^Rock^r Mountain*
'%

iZ Garden Edwards

BLUE

Staged byFrankllewL

iitt

MYSTERY ROMANCE

"L1UUU"""""H""—

"WILLIAM

PRESENTS

JUNE CAPRICE
FOX

e/lnd her sprightly adventures in love
Siory hf FRANCES

CROWLEY-

♦-•.

Siayed ly HARRY

MIIXARDE

(^Jhifiimf safe robbery - Deceit and injustice unmade
S-M-A-S-H-I-N-G r surprising climax~«
Love and Honor triumphant - A sure hit
' with the crowds
!
SPECIAL FEATURES

FOX

V

vwm.

FILM

CORPOR ATI OI«

MILES

and

TEARS !

WILLIAM FOX
Ere sent s

JUNE
CAPRICE
The Sunshine Girl
in her Sunniest
►Picture ■
STAGED BY
HARRY
MILLARDE

other h# winners &ryombox-offke
inlhe

TOM MIX
ACE HIGH
cs

gA tale of adventure
in the service of
the Northwest Mounted Police
Written and Staged by
LYNN REYNOLDS

SPECIAL
ONE, A WEEK-

VIRGINIA

EK
JaodCABMON
CONFESSI

PEARSON

Jhe eventful story
of an interrupted
honeymoon

FIREBRAND

♦

Brim-full of Thrills
Love and Adventure

F
FILM

An absorbing drama of
love and
hate in Russia
Sce
nario ly

StagedSHELDON
by
E.LLOYD

EDMUND

LAWRENCE

FEATURES
CORPORATION

Ex playing dateg now j/
-with Ib&traiidiinaiia^Gr^

X Million Dollars
jl pass your theatre
"7 every day
HOW TO GET
YOUR SHARE

CONTRACT
^*

i

FOR

MUTT
JEFF
BUD FISHER'S

I

*

.4

$

AND

ANIMATED
NOW

HSnnSSff*

CARTOONS
READY

"Hospital Orderlies"
"The Tale of a Pig"
"Tonsorial Artists"

"The Superintendents"
"Occultism"
"A Fisherless Cartoon"
FOX
FILM
CORPORATION

FOX FILM CORPORATION
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ISSUED

EVERY

TUESDAY

Unsurpassed World-Wide News Service

THE NEWS REELS
OF REAL NEWS
Released Through Independent Exchanges
ISSUED

EVERY

FRIDAY

Gaumont
Graphic
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It's In The Eating
THAT'S where tlie proof of the pudding lies.
You will never know what Triangle pictures and Triangle
will do for your house until you have given them a trial.

service

The one object for which you are in business is profit — and profit is register -nl at the box office.
Triangle service is not designed to fill your house and then take all the
receipts, leaving no profit for you. Nor is it intended to sell you pictures at
reasonable prices and then when, through your efforts, your box office shows a
profit to suddenly raise your rentals to unreasonably high figures.
Triangle is a combination of good pictures, founded on human interest
stories, artistically directed and with talented players; plus prompt, courteous,
honorable and business-like service. The Triangle policy has for its object the
success of motion picture exhibitors and it is sufficiently flexible to meet the
demands of any exhibitor in the country.
The Triangle Program offers you two pictures each week on which you can
absolutely depend — pictures that are consistently good week-in and week-out —
pictures that will always please any audience.
Triangle service is offered at prices which guarantee a profit to all exhibitors
who will use reasonable efforts in the exploitation of pictures. It is the unalterable
policy of Triangle — an instruction rigidly enforced by the corporation- — that
salesmen must do business with exhibitors only on such a basis as will insure them
making money. Exhibitors must make money on Triangle service — this is the
very foundation of the success of Triangle.
Let us make you a proposition for running a few Triangle pictures. Compare the opinion of your patrons, the service from our exchange and the box office
results of Triangle with any other program you have used or are using. GIVE
TRIANGLE A TRIAL.
a Triangle
exchange
near you. Don't delay. Find out at once
what There's
Triangle
Service will
cost YOU.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457 Broadway,

New

York
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New Yoik, Boston, every where.successful exhibitor
agree on tke tremendous drawing power of

PEARIWHITE
ANTONIO

MORENO

in the sensational serial

THE HOUSE OF HATE
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Produced by Astra
Directed by Geo.B.Seitz>
Written by Arthur B. Reeve
and Chas. A. Logue
Scenarios by B. Millhauser
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12 One reel Pictures Released One
A Week Beginning May 12 tk
Official Government Pictures showing every phase of the Army and
Navy which have done so much
to keep the Mad Wolves of the
Universe from America's shores*
Always Instructive, Always Entertaining.
Your Audiences will appreciate them.
Pathe

WORLD
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Sleep is beautiful , but
Here's a tip to wide-awake exhibitors

your days

bookings on the biggest deanupinthe business
If, due to previous arrangements,
the exchange cant give you double
your dates on the first engagement

Book before
a return
date to-day
your opposition beats you to it
ATIRST NATIONAL"

ATTRACTION

ROREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY WMV0G& PRODUCTIONS INC40NGACRE BLD6. NEW YORK

THE
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A FACE THAT THE

WHOLE WORLD KNOWS;

Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson
in Herbert Brenon's Picturization of

Passing of The Third Floor Back
DRAMATIC

MOVING PICTURE WORLD:
Sir Johnston plays his original part of the
Stranger. The same gentle dignity which
was so winning in the spoken play is brought
out equally well on the screen, and the beautiful sentiment of the story cannot fail to
reach the heart of every spectator.

Supported by these
well-known artists :
Mrs. Sharpe

N. Y. TELEGRAPH:
Herbert Brenon's screen version of "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back," featuring
Sir Johnston Forbes-Bobertson, the eminent
English actor, who introduced the play to
this country, provides rare screen entertainment. Its exquisite theme carries a reassuring message particularly commendable
in this day of unrest. "The Passing of the
Third Floor Back" makes a unique photoplay. The idea of enlightenment has been
used in more or less similar form in many
screen subjects, but never with such potent
effect.
As only to be expected of a Brenon feature,
the production is splendid, revealing many
unusual lighting effects and fade-outs.
Forbes-Bobertson, in this, his first Americanmade film, plays with a quiet dignity which
creates a lasting impression. The producers
have surrounded him with a cast of exceptionally capable types, every one of whom
deserves special mention.

Augusta Haviland

Stasia

Molly

Major Tompkins
Mrs.

Pearson

Ben Graham

Tompkins

Grace

Stephens

Vivian

Ketty

Joe

Robert

Wright

Christopher

Penny

George

Jake Samuels
Harry

Larkcom
De

Le

Fisher
Guere

Sydney Goldin
Thornton

Miss Kite
Miss

Galanta

Bastion

Ricea Allen
Hooley

MIRROR:

There remains but little to be said in
praise of Jerome K. Jerome's play, "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back," for critics and theatergoers far and wide have acclaimed it wherever it has played. And so
strongly has Forbes-Bobertson's impersonation of the stranger taken root in the hearts
and minds of people, that it is safe to say
that capacity houses will greet his screen
appearance in this — one of his most famous
roles.
Herbert Brenon has caught the spirit and
meaning of this symbolical play, and its
message is forcibly conveyed. The atmosphere of the boarding house is finely presented, and the characters of its inmates
carefully drawn.

Dora

Mills

Adams

From play by Jerome K. Jerome.
Directed bv Herbert Brenon.

EXHIBITORS'

TRADE

REVIEW:

Herbert Brenon has achieved another magnificent success in his filming of Jerome K.
Jerome's well-known book, "The Passing of
theTheThird
Floor
Back." without exception,
acting
is excellent
and it would be really difficult to tell whose
work stands out most in prominence.

A Sterling Production Worthy of the Best
Theatres in the Land
A'TIPST NATIONAL"

ATTRACTION

THE
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A ND "Hello"! besides to the foreign
hemisphere.

buyer

of

each

Here's the place for you when you come to New York — Inter-Ocean's new*
Forty-second Street home.
218 West.
The number will be easy to remember: just a door from the old, at 220
West 42nd Street.
■
A whole building devoted to films for the foreign market.

We're all prepared for your visit.

A desk for the period of your stay in New York, expert translators and stenographers,
two big projection rooms equipped with two machines apiece, shipping facilities under the
supervision of experts who know foreign shipping, and the help of the entire Inter-Ocean
organization in making your stay a pleasant one.
Buyers who haven't permanent representatives in New York and are contemplating a trip to that center
of the producing field, are cordially invited to write ahead to us, reserving a desk for the period of their stay.
the

They will be surprised at the ease in which they can "do business" here, thanks- to the perfect co-operation supplied by
Inter-Ocean
organization.

FlNTERr OCEAN
164 Wardour

St., London, W.

FILM
43 Rue la Bruyere, Paris.

THE
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President

<r*
% s

218 W. 42nd St. is the New New York Address! Make a Memo of it!
An entire building devoted to foreign buyers' representation—nothing
like it before in the whole history of American film enterprise. The firm that
makes YOUR representation a science had to be first. "Inter-Ocean Building, New York,'?
was simply bound to come! Located in the heart of the Manhattan film district — on Fortysecond Street near Broadway — it is in the closest possible touch with the fast-moving producing field. It can miss
no bets — of value to YOU, Mr. Foreign Buyer.
Now distributing: 52 WORLD FILMS
Blackwell and other celebrated stars.
screen

24 PAR ALT A PLAYS
headliners.

a year— featuring Ethel Clayton, Alice Brady, Kitty Gordon, June Elvidge, Carlyle

a year— featuring

Bessie

Barriscale,

INSIDE THE LINES— a Pyramid production with the star of the
original Broadway success, Lewis S. Stone.
WHITHER
THOU and
GOEST—
Thomas H. Ince production, featuring
Orrin Johnson
Rhea a Mitchell.
THE MAN OF BRONZE— another strong Pyramid production with
Lewis S. Stone in the star part.
TODAY — a Ralph Ince production, starring Florence Reed.
THE MAD
LOVER — a Leoncc Perret production, starring Captain Robert Warwick.
EIGHT BELLS — After the international comedy stage success and by
its producers, the famous Byrne Brothers.
THE MANX-MAN— after Hall Caine's world-famous book, starring Elizabeth RJsdon and Henry Ainley.

J. Warren

Kerrigan, Henry

HUNTING BIG GAME IN THE FROZEN NORTH— the most wonderful
hunting and adventure film ever taken in the Arctic regions.
THIRTEENTH
LAROR OF HERCULES— marvels of the last international exposition brought to every family by this authorized film.
In addition to these sterling feature productions, Inter-Ocean has
searched the Comedy field for sure-fire laugh-makers. The result is
that we can present to the most discriminating foreign buyers and
exhibitors an array of comedy films that is unsurpassed in its boxoffice appeal. Let the box office be our judge. See us without delay
for an inspection of:
"CHARLEY" (MABEL AND FATTY)
BLACK DIAMOND COMEDIES
CARTOONS
VIM COMEDIES
BINGO COMEDIES

INTERr OCEAN
'We

Operate

Everywhere" — Largest

B. Walthall, Louise Glaum and other

Distributors

FIL-AV
of

Films

in

Foreign

Fields
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^HE Hodkinson
Copartnership
Plan is going forward steadily, notwithstanding the
present conditions
of the industry, be
cause it is constructed
on pnndp/eand sound
business methods.

CACH

week swells the list of front-rank exhibitors identi-

fied with the Hodkinson Co-partnership Plan.
addition is that of the well-known firm of

Kehrlein

Brothers

OWNEKS

KINEMA
LOS ANGELES

The latest

OF THE

THEATRES

FRESNO

and

OAKLAND

of
These exhibitors appreciate that the industry's present unrest and depression is not superficial or temporary — but fundamental.
They have (oined forces with this organization because they have satisfied themselves
that the Hodkinson Co-partnership Plan offers the only definite assurance in the industry
of solid permanence, prosperity and progress for their theatres.

W.W. HODKINSON
527

Fifth

In Answering Advertisements,

Ave., New
Please

Mention the MOVING

J
CORR

York City.
PICTURE

WORLD.
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PLAYS

THE

CURRENT

HENRY

WORLD

PICTURES

■i

ISSUE

B. WALTHALL
m

a

WITH

HOOPS

OF

STEEL"
FLORENCE

ELIOT HOWE
Director
ROBERT

BRUNTON,

FINCH
Author

KELLY

Manager of Production

Forever the "experts" are quibbling
as to what makes a good picture.
Whether heart interest, romance, intrigue,
human appeal, slapstick, love, or what not.
And, as usual, no two "experts" agree.
You can't catalogue and label
what makes the majesty of a sunrise,
the beauty of a soap bubble,
the heart-rending cry of a wounded bear cub.
Neither can they tell by pounds, inches, quarts
why a simple little thing in a picture
makes your heart surge,
though it may be an old, old story
told a thousand times before
in a thousand different ways.
But that's just it.
It isn't what you do that makes a good picture;
it's the way you do it!

m

WEST
4Sth
EW
YORK

, Inc. SN
PLAYS
LTADistributors:
PARAForeign
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

henry ■.
WALTMAU.

THROUGH

HOL\KINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES

STREET
CITY

THE
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PLAYS

QFTHE

PICTURES

CURRENT

HENRY

WORLD

ISSUE

B.WALTHALL
m

"WITH

HOOPS

OF STEEL"

ELIOT HOWE
Director

FLORENCE
ROBERT

.

.

.

BRUNTON,

FINCH
Author

KELLY

Manager of Productions

. and there is a friend that sticketh

closer than a brother. "

—Proverbs 18:24.

When you're in a tight place
and nothing can pry you loose,
not even money.
And you look in despair for a friend
and you find him.
And he goes the limit for you
at the risk of his very life —
Would you "grapple him to your soul
with hoops of steel"?
(as old Bill Shakespeare said)
Certainly you would !
It's a subject worth volumnes,
years of thought and discussion.
And surely worth a picture.

WEST
EW

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc. '„

48th STREET
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

HO&KINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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Big Attractions That BOOM Business
NOW

BOOKING

WITH

GraceUarmond
Sta^edlyCAPTAlNHARRYJLAMBERI

BACON-BACKER

THE FIRST SPECIAL
HARRY S. SHELDON'S
POWERFUL DRAMA OF
NEW YORK LIFE
STAGED

BY

PERRY

PRODUCTION

WITH A GREAT CAST
Including Charlotte Walker, Gertrude
McCoy, Anna Lehr, Robt. Cain, Huntley
Gorden, Bradley Barker and William
H. Tooker.

(Book through the
Foursquare Exchanges)

VEKROFF

Eugene Walter's Greatest Drama Since "Paid in Full"

A Woman"
"Just
r inbusiness
Walke
Charlotte Doing
a tremendous
everywhere
THOS. H. INCE'S— Bessie Barriscale in "THOSE

WHO

PAY"

SIDNEY OLCOTT'S— Walker Whiteside and Valentine Grant in "THE BELGIAN"
THOS. H. INCE'S — "THE
ZEPPELIN'S
LAST
RAID"

U. S. EXHIBITORS' BOOKING CORPORATION
FRANK

G.

BOOK
FOURSQUARE
NEW YORK
BUFFALO
DETROIT
CHICAGO
DENVER
SEATTLE

PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES
PHILADELPHIA
CINCINNATI
ST. LOUIS
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
MINNEAPOLIS

720 Seventh Ave.
47 W. Swan St.
304 Jos. Mack Bldg.
207 S. Wabash Ave.
1735 Welton St.
2014 Third Ave.
FOREIGN RIGHTS TO ALL "V.
ROBERTSON-COLE

HALL,

President

THRU
127 Fourth Ave.
514 W. Sth St.
1325 Vine St.
301 Strand Theatre Bids.
301 Empress Theatre Bldg.
310 Sloan Bide
1120 Walnut St.
101 Golden Gate Ave.
206 Film Exchange Bldg.

S." PRODUCTIONS
COMPANY.
Times

CONTROLLED
Building.
New

FILM CO.
114 Walton St
1900 Commerce St.
GLOBE FEATURE FILM CO.
N'EW ENGLAND.
Boston. Mas*.
FRANK 20 Winchester
GERSTEN. St.INC.
NEW JERSEY
220 W. 42d St.. New York City
SUPER-FEATURE
FILM
CO.
CANADA
59 Victoria St.. Toronto
ATLANTA
DALLAS

EXCLUSIVELY
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Big heart throb story
should spell many dollars

Itekell J^ewi^

AUTHOR

Reaves Eason

AS A WHOLE— Story founded on
mother-love, one of the greateat themes; has great acting
and lots of drama.
STORY— Bereaved mother finds
kidnapped child and attempts
to die when husband insists
upon returning it to parents.
DIRECTION

Great

performance

HERE is a story that is founded upon a theme so big that
it just can't help get over. It is played with sincerity
and real power by an exceedingly competent cast, in a
locale of the big woods where the drama is reduced to its lowest
terms for tremendous punch. The continuity is by no means
perfect, but it has preserved the dramatic values so fully that it
would be absurd to quarrel with it.
Mitchell Lewis presents one of the truest and most sympathetic
pictures of the French-Canadian woodsman ever shown on the
screen. He has, to be sure, a tremendously powerful characterization with which to work; but that circumstance by no
means belittles his own contribution. Jimsy Maye, as the
mother, is equally imbued with the force ef her part, and in her
own dramatic moments rises to heights fully equal to those
of the star. Reaves Eason, the author, is vigorous and compelling as the villain kidnapper, and Julius Frankenberg is
effective as his evil associate.
Play this feature as a genuine attraction.

SI PPORT— Jimsy Maye, wonderful; Reaves Eason, splendid
work ; Julius Frankenburg,
effective ; Breezy Reaves, a
great kid.
EXTERIORS

Beautiful

INTERIORS — Atmospheric and
convincing.

Very good, indeed

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
CAMERA

STAR

Excellent

WORK— Highly intelligent; some fine shots.

DETAIL— Generally well handled.
CHARACTER OF STORY— Good
for all audiences ; great for
women.
TIME

66 minutes

J6 parts)

'
S
T
H
G
I
R
E.
STAT
ALSO — The Beautiful Broadway Favorite
Vera Michelenain "The DeviPs Playground"
The

Most

Pretentious Photodrama

TERRITORY

of Life in the Gay

NOW

Metropolis

Ever

Produced

SELLING FAST

ATLANTIC DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION ^£F
GEORGE

Foreign Rights — Robertson-Cole

A.

ENRIGHT

Company, Times Bldg., New York
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Now In The Making
FIRST

HAYAKAWA
PRODUCTION
Unique Japanese star busily engaged
with his own independent company.

££

ATTRACTIVE
IN EVERY
PARTICULAR

DRAMATIC
PUNCHES IN
EVERY
REEL

A STORY OF
HIGHEST
QUALITY

Initial photodrama a sure-fire box-office winner
RELEASED

EXCLUSIVELY

BY

HAWORTH PICTURES CORPORATION
H. W. Hellman Building, Los Angeles

jrT„^ir=d

MORALE

MR. BRUCE BARTON, editor of "Every Week," in one of
his constructive editorials says:

they
go: have
r day.
and We
have
come
S thei
WORD
passed through the reign of
"psychological" and "efficiency" and
"merchandising."
And a new little word now holds
the throne: the destinie3 of the world
are wrapped up in its six letters.

It is spelled this way: m-o-r-a-l-e.
I listened the other night to Will
Irwin's description of the great
Italian disaster. There are no better fighters in the world than the
Italians. Cadorna had established
them in positions almost impregnable.
What, then, happened to hurl them
to defeat?
First of all, the report spread insidiously all over Italy that the war
would be over in December, that the
peace conference even then was
under way in Switzerland.
It spread first, not among the
soldiers, but among the women at
home. Soldiers going home on leave
met wives who gave them the good
news and warned them : "Don't take
any chances now : the war is practically over. Just be careful a few

The whole story is too long to
tell. But, for our purpose, the significant fact is this — the morale of the
pe< pie at home was first attacked ;
and they, in turn, poisoned the faith
and determination of the troops at
the front.
Morale is as old as warfare, and
it can be made or broken overnight.
And that nation whose morale
curve is highest when the final conflict comes will win the war.
What, then, is this quality— morale?
Of what elements does it consist?
Cheerfulness — bred of the knowledge that the home fires are burning brightly and are worth fighting
for.
Courage — sustained by the courage of those who are behind.
Faith — that the cause is eternally
just, and therefore can not fail.
These are the elements of morale.
If you yearn for the news of victory
that will spell peace, see that you
keep these qualities in your own
heart strong and vibrant.
For almost always, when morale
begins to weaken, it begins to weaken
first of all at home.

days more."

THE MOTION PICTURE SCREEN is one of the most powerful agencies available for building and sustaining the morale of our
people. The picture screen has given much — there is much more to
give. Let every exhibitor see his duty.

MUTUAL
FILM
CORPORATION
220 South State Street
CHICAGO.
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JUDGING "THE EAGLE'S EYE"
BY NEWSPAPER STANDARDS
As evidence of the opinions of the country's
leading newspaper editors about the public appeal, timeliness and
importance of l"The; Eagle's Eye," this is what they did in their
respective papers during the week preceding the publication of
the first chapter of the story :
The Philadelphia Evening Ledger posted two color
half sheet cards on all its newsstands, placarded its
score of delivery wagons with three sheet announcements, ran two and three column ads in its daily
columns — all advertising the publication, for twenty
weeks, of the story of "The Eagle's Eye."
The Boston American announced the first chapter
with a seven-column, two-line display heading across
the FIRST PAGE OF ITS SECOND MAIN NEWS SECTION, AND BEGAN THE STORY IN THE SEVENTH,
OR "BIG NEWS" COLUMN ON THAT PAGE, the second most important in the paper.
The Washington Times published full page advertisements, drawing attention to the appearance of the
first chapter.

The Chicago Examiner also used full page ads, lauding the story of "The Eagle's Eye" as the greatest
serial feature of the year.
The Los Angeles Examiner began the first chapter
on
its first page, giving it equal importance with war
news.
The San Francisco Examiner started the story with
a four column, full page depth layout on the first page
of its second main news section.
The Buffalo Express, Albany Telegram, Atlanta Constitution, Houston Post, Austin (Texas) American,
Denver News, Salt Lake City Tribune, and twenty-eight
other big dailies treated it with equal prominence.

Not even the most popular of the big war stories that are being published
as feature matter have received the great amount of advertising that the newspapers have given to their contracts for exclusive local publication rights to
the novelization of the story of "The Eagle's E\^e."
an irrefutable
evidence There
that "The
Eagle'sthat
Eye,"
picture
form,It is
is another,
the biggestandsubject
in the industry.
is nothing
can inbegin
to
compare with it. It is so big it belittles description.
Exhibitors who have booked it are unstinted in their praise of its drawing
power. Patrons have gasped at its revelations. It is the pictured history of
Imperial Germany's war against America on American soil.
The big first, second and third run accounts throughout the United States
agree, after showing the first episodes, that there never has been, in the history
of motion pictures, anything to compare with

a

THE

EAGLE'S
By WILLIAM J. FLYNN
Recently Retired Chief of the United States Secret Service

Produced by

1 llLi

W

iii\I\

1 V/IllJ

with the popular screen stars

KING BAGGOT and MARGUERITE SNOW
Distributed

by

FOURSQUARE
BRANCHES

IN PRINCIPAL

EXCHANGES
CITIES

Foreign Rights Controlled by Robertson-Cole Co. and Arrow Film Corporation, Times Bldg., N. Y.
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pROrl the unusual interest displayed
in the announcement that Maurice Tourneur
is to make his first independent picture
theis Drury
Lane melodrama
Sporting Life",
it
very evident
that the exhibitors
and
open market distributors who have ex ploited Mr. Tourneufs picture The Whip
are looking forward to as great a success
in Sporting
Life'.
Gauginghasthemade,
future itby
the
record Mr.
Tourneur
is reasonable to say that they will not
be disappointed. Mr. Tourneur thanks the
trade for its encouragement and assures
it
thatefforts.
Sporting
Life" will
his
best
Details
as to represent
method of release will be announced in due time.
HILLERCWILKinc
LONG
ACRE
B'LDta,
N.Y
EXCLUSIVE
SELLING
AGENTS

MAURICE TOURNEUR
PRODUCTIONS

<Zj^F?)

inc.
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THE FEET THAT MOVE THE
WORLD TO LAUGHTER
Your patrons are waiting to see
their unique antics
in

THE CHAPLIN

"CHASE

ME

JINGLE

CHARLIE"

A British version of Charlie Chaplin's funniest
films. Taken from the famous Essanay-Chaplin
comedies.
Screen

time

one

hour — Jingles

by

Langford

Reed

George Kleine System
Distributors
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make the effort to put over a good picture if he can get
l>\ with a cheap one. To prove that more money can lie
made with a picture that cost one hundred dollars a day
than
he made
with iii'tecn-dollar
pictures
have gone
to thecantrouble
to make
a demonstration
in a I number
ol
houses, lint the results, however good, have not made the

least impression on the house manager. How can the
producer continue making good pictures if the exhibitor
will not make an effort to run* them?"
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Facts and Comments

IF you have put a lot of money into a picture theater
what do you suppose is the best protection for your
investment? It would be interesting to read the
answers to that question from a given number of exhibitors, and we wish that we might have them to print
here, but lacking those answers at this moment we are
going to make a few observations upon the testimony of
a man who has taken occasion to look into the subject.
He is an exchangeman whose business brings him in close
touch with exhibitors who have such investments to protect, hence speaks from experience. "'What I can't understand," hesays, "is why an exhibitor with thousands
of dollars invested in a picture theater will insist in running inferior pictures because the rental price is low.
Pictures that rent at low prices are not the kind that will
give a picture house the sort of reputation it should have.
The trouble seems to be that the house manager will not

This is a large question — one for which it will be difficult to find an answer. In the first place, what sort of
man is the house manager; is he a showman by training
or was he brought up in the real estate business? If a
showman he will understand and will prefer good pictures at any price and will know what to do when he
books one. But if he comes from commercial life and is
hampered with all the conservative ideas which surround
ordinary business callings, he will be hopeless in the majority of instances. The show business is so different
from anything he has ever engaged in that he can
grasp its possibilities or comprehend its probabilities. To
bring men of this latter class up to the degree of keenne-s
that enables them to sense the drawing power of an attraction and to know how- to communicate that power to their
public requires education. The Moving Picture World
has long sought to instruct its readers along these lines
and many fine examples of exhibitor propaganda are continually being recorded in its "Advertising for Exhibitors"
department. If read carefully the inexperienced will
learn much from those pages.
* * *
THOUGH
the grand total is not in to prove the fact,
yet it probably is a fact that the combined efforts
of the moving picture industry has resulted in the
sale of more Third Liberty Loan bonds than can be
credited to any other industry. Picture players of high
degree have toured the country arousing the crowds
which greeted them to great buying enthusiasm. Millions
have been subscribed through this effort. Picture theaters
everywhere have been active in pushing the sale of bonds
with the public and, finally, the picture people in all
branches of the industry have bought and bought and
bought again. It will make
* a* fine
* showing, Uncle Sam.
WHY

must the moving picture industry, continually
be harassed by Chicago's super-censor, Major
Funkhouser ? To be sure he does not hold sway
over a large domain, but Chicago is an important city,
and in the matter of war propaganda pictures, particularly, there is great need for the truth in Chicago. But
Major Funkhouser is always on the job and insists in
taking bits out of the best of them. Just now "Hearts of
the World" and "My Four Years in Germany" are receiving his attentions. Popular opinion against the Major
runs so high in Chicago that he has felt impelled to issue
a denial of German parentage. Altogether it must he
quite interesting for the *Major.
* *
JOHN
R. FREULER'S
resignation
as president
the
Mutual
Film Corporation
was somewhat
of aof surprise to the trade and now everyone js asking:
"What's going to become of Mutual?" While Mr.
Freuler was instrumental in saving the Mutual Film Corporation from financial wreck and ruin, we believe it 'to
be a mistaken idea to assume that
the concern builded so
carefully by him will fall because he ceases to be its president. Itmay be confidently stated that the men in charge
of the affairs of the Mutual are competent to protect its
interests and are as determined to maintain its position
in the trade.
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ture against their wishes. We do not understand
how such a conclusion was reached, for every line of
the review told the exhibitor just what the picture
was, if the title itself had not already done so. Our
review termed it "a fervid love story," with "a very
frank sex interest." It termed the story "melodramatic" and "rather trivial" in plot.
Only one sentence of the review was capable of misconstruction, that which said the situations had been
given acceptable treatment and there was nothing in
the general presentation that should offend. The
review meant by that, if it must be explained, that
the acting was free from coarseness ; in other words
that the manner of presentation did not add any
further impediments to an already doubtful plot. The
review did not pass upon the morals of the production because this did not seem necessary, after what
had already been said and after describing the plot
itself. As a matter of fact, the story had a good
moral, but it was so entirely the sex type of offering

By Robert C. McElravy.
THERE has never been a time in the history of
moving pictures when the general output of
producers has been so free from offending sex
stories. Producers have risen splendidly to
the new atmosphere of the times, they have caught
the heroic spirit of the day and matched it with screen
creations that have brought praise to the industry.
Let no one doubt that at the present moment the
screen is winning a permanent and enviable position
for itself in the hearts of a democratic peole.
Yet occasionally a picture appears which, while not
actually offensive in itself, is sufficiently like the
product of more decadent days to bring out showers
of criticism from certain sources. These interests,
while professing great friendship for the moving picture industry, are really magnifying the situation and
doing an incredible amount of mischief with their
that the moral was obscured. "The Risky Road" is
ill-advised comments. They choose one or two offer- the
type of film that would be acceptable and perhaps
ings which contain broad situations and use these as
mildly amusing to sophisticated observers, but would
a basis for slurring the moving picture output, which
not be liked by many others. It is not, as our review
in the main is altogether clean and wholesome.
indicated,
in any way a strong production. But it is
If we are ever going to gain for moving pictures
not
a
vicious
picture in any sense of the word.
the full consideration to which they are entitled it is
We think exhibitors realize the difficulties our retime we got away from some of the narrow, desviewers have to cope with in these brief criticisms.
tructive ^criticism that goes on within the industry
There
is
seldom such a thing as an utterly bad picitself, or on the part of those who profess to be
ture in these days. The most a reviewer can do is to
associated with it. We need, in particular, to use a make distinctions as to the types of stories, pointing
little more common sense in dealing with screen
out the good points and the bad ones, saying somestories that have a sex interest, as most stories must
thing of the effect of the whole, and permitting the
have.
exhibitor
to use his own judgment. Exhibitors realThe Moving Picture World has fought valiantly
ize, further, that their own requirements are different,
all the years of its existence against lewd and vicious
and that the burden of making program selections
screen portrayals. Its efforts in this regard have been
must remain with them. The object of our reviews
too consistent and painstaking to be misunderstood,
is to guide them as honestly and carefully in this
or much less forgotten, by both exhibitors and prodifficult task as is humanly possible.
ducers. There has been no change in this attitude
As for making wholesale accusations against proand there will be none. On the other hand, there is
ducers because an occasional offering offends, that is
no disposition on the part of this publication to enalso ridiculous. Fiction of almost any type to be
courage untrained or undeveloped critics to narrow
interesting must play rather close to the sex line at
down the scope of the screen to their own circumtimes ; we should not be too ready to cast stones if
scribed limits. It is ready now, as always, to protest
by
accident it occasionally goes over the line in ceragainst lurid and offensive pictures on the screen,
tain scenes. The safest plan for producers is to keep
but it is equally ready to protest against exaggerated
the sex interest incidental rather than to base an
misrepresentations of pictures that contain nothing
entire story upon it.
of real offense. Such comment is not criticism, but
simple abuse of well meaning pictures.
We should recognize, first of all, that sex interest
has a legitimate place in moving pictures, just as it
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
has in novels or plays. It may be treated on the
THE
heroine writes a note with three or four upscreen in many ways — with reverence or with huand-down movements of the pen. All right on the
mor. Sex is an indispensible part of life and indelibly
stage, where time is an important factor. On the
associated with any form of entertainment, good or screen psychology counts. How about portraying her
bad, that professes to represent life. Even a touch of feelings as each sentence is framed, with, at least, some
the risque is at times permissible, but this should be
semblance to "holding up the mirror."
attempted only by producers who know what they
It is manifestly impossible to hold interest at the theater
are doing and know the fine line that separates deby a dinner lasting more than five minutes, but why jump
cency from indecency. Pictures of this sort are apt the screen characters from soup to nuts in seven seconds ?
to be costly experiments, for they demand an exInteresting geographical problem. Why does the westtremely light touch, and with the very best of intenern villain hold up his hands the moment a pistol is thrust
tions the effort may give offense where none was
in his face, so close that he might easily grab it and put
meant. Besides, there has been a surfeit of this sort
up a fight, whereas the eastern villain in a dress suit
of thing.
merely curls his upper lip over his pearly teeth in a sneer
This publication was recently called to account by and flicks his cigarette ashes with a truly heroic indifference to danger?
a contemporary for its review of a picture called "The
Risky Road."
contemporary took the attitude,
When the millionaire's neglected wife is about to leave
for reasons best Our
known to himself,
that the review was
him in their drawing room fifty-five feet long, a little
an attempt to deceive exhibitors into using the picreflection will easily convince anyone that he can mani-
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fest his indifference otherwise than by standing; with his
back to the grate lire, his elbows on the mantle-piece.
When a spirited young lady starts out to be a burglar,
why transform her to an angel of mercy before she realh
has a fair chance to show what she can do? Why try to
create the impression that the way to upper life is through
the underworld ? Let her burgle.
It would at least ring in a variation on the commonplace it the young hero would not stand gazing after the
adventuress, a tlower at his lips, when she makes her exit
from his bachelor quarters, but would examine his watchpocket and count his change.
A long established tradition is the housemaid in silk
stockings, opera pumps with Louis heels and lace-edged
apron and cap. She is about as T.T.L. as the New York
millionaire who marries a poor girl, or the perfect lady
who goes unescorted to the villain's rooms at midnight in
decollette costume, or a cabaret attended by any but sightseeing, out-of-town boobs and native crooks.
From the mother art we get easily-ruined bankers,
grafting politicians with uptilted cigars, impoverished
working girls with permanent hair waves, heroes with
beautiful waist lines, who slap their gloves against their
thighs, heroines who could not do wrong if they tried,
adventuresses who know how to dress, except they wear
big hats and bigger feathers, debutantes with simp giggles and a duck walk, Mexican ladies with knives in their
teeth, counts of no account with Chaplin mustaches waxed
at the ends, and the star.
The star reads scenarios nowadays with a view to being portrayed as an inexperienced, young girl who outwits "them all." She never really wanted to kiss the villain, only that he should be dying to kiss her, the innocent
thing — he must not think that of her under any circumstances. She may even decide to be wrongfully accused
and "suffer so" before matters are finally adjusted, but
she really never meant anything wrong from the first.
When the star is not a queen, a princess, or not even an
ordinary duchess, with a half-dozen men crazy to marry
her, she may consent to be poor and human during most
of the play, so long as she can wear a Paquin creation
"at last."
These are only a few of the souvenirs from Grandma
Drama's workbasket, handed down to a young art which
exquisitely mirrors Nature in her sweetest moods, which
can be made to mirror human nature in all its varied,
interesting and complicated manifestations. Speaking of
Chaplin, one great secret of his success lies in avoidance
of the conventional, witness "A Dog's Life" with one of
the most artistic endings ever shown on the screen.

Always a Steady Demand
By Sam Spedon.
THERE always will be a steady demand for pictures
of quality and merit. The producers who know
how to make this kind will establish a steady demand for them. This does not necessarily mean big star
productions. It means the right kind of story, interpreted
by a competent cast under the right direction. The whole
industry is awakening to this fact and the sooner they get
to it and do away with the hit or miss productions the
sooner we will get down to a steady and established business basis. To satisfy this demand, we have got to give,
the best that is in us and employ the best of everything
and everybody to accomplish it. When we say best, we
do not mean the most expensive.
There Are Exceptions.
Just now there are flashes and spurts in the business of
the industry. We refer particularly to the production or
big pictures and big sales. Every once in a while we hear
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of a big independent production and a big sale. 'I hey
are the exception rather than the rule. The general program productions are fluctuating, governed by quality and
demand.
Creating Demand.
The sale of big independent productions depend to a
great extent upon promotion and exploitation. Broadway runs, or runs in metropolitan centers, are one means
of exploitation. We believe from observation that it can
be overdone. We have known some very large, excellent
pictures to run for two weeks very successfully and fall
down the third week. It would be safer to limit these
metropolitan showings to two weeks, three weeks at most.
If they peter out before the end of the run they lose out
in the purpose for which they were started: advertising
and sales value.
Strengthen Your Releases.
There is a tendency on the part of some manufacturers
to separate or cull their pictures under special brands,
such as super masterpieces, etc., taking what they consider
the best from the regular program and releasing them
through different channels and under distinctive heads,
which injures the regular program releases by comparison.
It makes the regular patrons of the program believe they
are being discriminated against and not getting the advantage of the best, being deprived of an equal choice. Jt
was very wise on the part of one of the well known producing and distributing companies to decide to release its
recent "Broadway" success through its regular exchanges
and program. It will do much to strengthen its program
and popularize its product.
Always a Market.
Program productions will not go begging if kept up to
the standard. Neither will independent productions, for
the same reason. The exhibitors will be glad to get !:he
former and the distributor will be ready to buy the latter,
because the exhibitors are always looking for the best.
All of which proves that the demand is for standard
quality and timely pictures.
The Time to Build Up.
The steady business which the exhibitors are enjoying
just now is largely due to present war conditions. People
must have entertainment and diversion and the pictures
afford a reasonable and ready means to this end. The
pictures are not always of such quality and merit as they
should be ; very few of them are poor and most of them
are enjoyable. It is a well established fact that people
must have the pictures ; they want more and better pictures all the time. The time is now ripe to establish a
still higher standard for the pictures, that will continue
their popularity long after the war is over. If this is not
done they will diminish rather than increase in favor.

An Important Disclaimer
By the Rev. W. H. Jackson.
THERE appears in the current number of a contem
am
porary trade paper an article written by a certaii.
Rev. W. M. Taylor upon the well known Sunday
question that is of such a nature that we are compelled
to take notice of it. The purport of this article is to the
effect that there is no established Sunday or Sabbath.
Seven reasons are given, each one absolutely false and in
distinct contradiction to history and truth. The Moving
Picture^ World has given personal and practical aid to
the moving picture interests for such an observance of
the Sabbath day as seemed consistent with the principle
that the "Sabbath was made for man," but the Moving
Picture World cannot and will not consent to outrage
the Sabbath day in a way called upon to do so by this
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falsely stated call of the Rev. W. M. Taylor, not only on
the ground that his position is a false one, but also upon
the ground that the position he takes will do more harm
to the moving picture interests than all the picture
opponents could do in a thousand years. May we not
therefore call upon exhibitors everywhere to stand by
the present position of the picture interests upon the Sunday question and ignore the advice given to spread the
mischievous proposals of this sort of "I. W. W." member
of the ministerial profession?

Reports Here and There
By Sam Spedon.
call of the conventions is abroad in the land.
THE
We will soon be giving ear to them and telling you
about them. State conventions first; Minneapolis,
Philadelphia, Chicago, A. E. A. convention and then the
Boston exposition, where they expect to make the big
noise and make things boom. Keep your ears to the
ground, because you are going to hear something.
Report from "Over There."
In a letter dated April 14 received from George Balsdon, who is now in France working in conjunction with
the Y. M. C. A., he says: "The Y. M. C. A. is really
father, mother and everything else to our boys and the
movies are the one necessary thing to keep them in touch
with things in America and home. I think outside of letters from home there is nothing the boys desire and appreciate more than the movies. There is lots of truth in
General Sherman's quotation. Have been up to the
trenches and had plenty of thrills. In Paris there is no
chance to get lonesome, with the air raids and the bombardments bythe new long distance guns. They were at
it again today. Saw a regular Fourth of July display of
sky fireworks by the bursting of shells fired by the antiair guns on the invaders.
Keeping Up the Work.
C. C. Pettijohn has returned from Detroit, Michigan,
and Indianapolis, Ind., with a stronger determination to
continue and still further promote the Affiliated Distributors Corporation. Already units have been established in eastern and western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
North and South Dakota, the Rocky Mountain states,
New York and Greater New York. A representative will
start next week to organize the Southern States, Missouri,
Nebraska and Kansas. The Affiliated Distributors Corporation has established offices at 524 and 525 Long
Acre Building, New York City.
Conventions.
Our latest report concerning the business convention
of the A. E. A. is that it will be held in Chicago late in
June or early in July. We are also told that no decision
was made at the Detroit meeting to consolidate or harmonize with the National Exhibitors League at the Boston convention in July. Hope of doing so is not abandoned, but the way is not clear yet. Much will depend
upon the complete reorganization and adjustment of the
League control. The two presidential candidates mentioned to succeed the present League incumbent are
Ernest H. Horstmann of Boston and F. D. Eager of
Lincoln, Neb.
PATHE

EMPLOYES

BUY BONDS.

J. W. Kyle, film editor of Pathe, and secretary of the
Pathe Club, who was assigned by General Manager Paul
Brunet to canvass the home office in the interest of the
Third Liberty Loan, succeeded in raising $6,500 in one afternoon. Practically every employe in the office who subscribed
already had purchased bonds elsewhere.
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Board of Review Holds Annual Luncheon
Interesting

Spring Gathering
Brings Together
Socially All
Sides of the Film Business.
By Hanford C. Judson.
ONE
of the interesting events of the film year is the
April
given by
the National
of Review,
when luncheon
the reviewing
committees
haveBoard'
as their
guests
manufacturers, writers and newspaper men interested in
the making of screen puroductions. Luncheons of this kind
are one of the peculiar marks of modern metropolitan life,
and the object of this in particular is to give a chance tor
sociable discussion of the problems that the board is meeting in its work. The topics taken up at these annual gatherings, formally or informally, are far from being narrow.
In fact, the thing that is unconsciously evidenced again and
again is the desire on the part of the National Board to be
of real service to the world in the matter of motion pictures. As is widely known the work of the reviewing committees of the board is wholly voluntary, and no one present at the Hotel McAlpin at the board's recent spring luncheon on May 3 could escape being impressed with the reason
behind their interest in this work and the spirit of it.
About a hundred and fifty members of the board and its
guests sat down to midday luncheon in the Green Room.
One of the guests in whom at this time a great deal of interest centered was Marguerite Clark, who has sold for the
Government over $18,000,000 worth of Liberty Loan Bonds.
She had to leave early as her time is valuable just now.
Before departing she made a graceful little speech thanking the board and its guests and acknowledging the tribute
they gave her. After the ices, Lester M. Scott, who presided, introduced Hetty Gray Baker, scenario editor of the
Fox Film Corporation, who in a few witty remarks recalled the courteous relations between the board and those
who had to stand for the producing companies in the discussion relating to scenes that were thought not quite desirable by the viewers.
This was followed by the discussion of the place in the
business of the dramatist, the man who has won recognition by work for the stage. George Middleton. who wrote
"Polly with a Past," one of the big stage successes of the
by calling attention to the difficulpresent
ties thatseason,
a man opened
used to writing for the legitimate stage
meets when dealing with screen producers. In the first
place he thought the pay for a good script was not sufficient, it being from $1,000 to $3,000. He suggested payment on the royalty basis and jokingly referred to the difficulty of collections on that basis. On the artistic side his
own experience showed that too often the director of the
picture failed to follow his continuity and often spoiled
his primary situation bv changing wholly the background
of the leading character. He said that the scenario writer
ought to be taken into the confidence of the director and
permitted to follow his work through to final product as
this would give him more artistic incentive.
Frederick Warren, of the Goldwyn Company, replied to
him and declared that the dramatist as a rule failed to give
a dollar's worth for a dollar and that he was slipshod and
usually thought that anything would do for the movies.
AmerThe fresh, naive, common sense of theofmiddle-class
the picture on the
ican was, he said, surer in its criticism
screen than the producers, or a board of authors, or the
present gathering could possibly be. That common sense
was quicker to detect faults and readier to recognize good
work than the trained but blunted perceptions of any bodv
in the business. He called attention to many examples of
splendid screen work of the past. In reply to this Mr. Midbut
dleton admitted the justice of Mr. Warren's statements,
more coreiterated his complaint that there was need of
claimed
operation between the writer and the directer and
kept away from a knowledge ot
that the writer was really
mvsteries of the business.
inside
the
One of the best things at the luncheon was a speech by
Dan Beard on moving pictures for boys. He said that we
of the older generation had made a mess of human life and
tint our only^hope was in the youngster who could be taught
better wars' With many witty asides he called attention to
the value "of the motion picture in this education and made
a strong plea for red blood and adventure in pictures, tor
or stories and clean out-of-door
wanted
boys helike
Boone and others of his kind.
Danielout-of-do
heroes

AFFILIATE.
MANAGERS* ASSOCIATIONS
EXCHANGE
has deToronto
of
The Exchange Managers' Association
ion
Associat
s'
Manager
e
Exchang
the
with
affiliate
to
cided
of Montreal in order to co-operate in various movements.
.
\ joint meeting of the two organizations has been proposed
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Freuler Resigns asYork,Mutual's
President
Elected

James M. Sheldon, of New
Successor — 5. S. Hutchinson
Also Retires

JOHN R. Freuler resigned as president of the Mutual Film
Corporation of Delaware and James M. Sh.eldon, of New
York, was elected his successor at a meeting of the
board of directors held at the concern's offices at 220 South
State street, Chicago, on May 1
Warren Gorrell and Walter McLellan, of the Federal Reserve Bank. Chicago, were elected to the board of directors.
Samuel S. Hutchison, of Chicago, resigned from the board.
The officers of the
corporation
include G. W. now
Hall and
lohn F. Cuneo, vicepresidents; Paul H.
Davis, treasurer; I. C.
treasurer; Edward
Stoddard, secretary,
and H. G. Davis, assistant secretary.
The Mutual Film
Corporation is among
the oldest and largest
of the motion picture
concerns. It includes a
system of thirty-six
film exchanges covering the United States
and Canada. The Mutual is now distributing pictures starring
Edna Goodrich, the
Charles Frohman stars,
William Russell, Mary
Miles Minter and Marguerite Fisher. The
roster of stars which
have been in its service
through the period of
its history includes a
James
M. Sheldon.
majorityrities of
the screen.
celebof the
Its gross output has ranged as high as one million feet of
motion pictures a week.
James M. Sheldon, the new president of the Mutual, is
known in the motion picture business through his connection with the Syndicate Film Corporation, as president of
the Randolph Film Corporation and more recently as head
of the Empire All Star Corporation. Prior to his motion
picture connections Mr. Sheldon was a lawyer. "Business
as
newusual"
office. was Mr. Sheldon's terse statement on taking his
Telegrams were at once sent to all department heads of
the several branch exchanges assuring them that the Mutual
would continue in business on a stronger and broader basis.
Freuler Makes
Statement.
Immediately after the meeting of the Mutual directors,
Mr. Freuler boarded a train for New York, where he was
seen at the New York offices of the Mutual by a Moving Picture World representative on Friday, May 3. Regarding his
resignation Mr. Freuler said that he had been contemplating the step for some time, but that he had delayed action
in deference to the wishes of some of his associates.
reason for
resigning
that II have
opposed
in
the"Myexecution
of the
course iswhich
have been
deemed
to the
best interests of the stockholders and creditors of the
Mutual Film Corporation, including all of its subsidiaries,"
said the former president. "I regret that I have not been
given either the moral or financial support from those interested which was necessary to the conservation of the
interests mentioned.
"The destiny of the concern is now in the hands of a committee of three men, I. C. Elston, Jr., Warren Gorrell and
George W. Hall, directors and officers, and their associates.
"This committee represents the principal creditors of the
Mutual Film Corporation. This group of men has purchased the assets of the Mutual Film Corporation of Dela-

ware, Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee, New York, California
and of Canada, which previously were held by the Mutual
Film Corporation
of Virginia, the parent concern.
The
stock of these concerns is now held by the committee
against claims from the principal creditors totalling about
$700,000.
The committee
has given the stockholders
one
year in which to satisfy
the claims and redeem
the stock.
"I have not been satisfied for a long time
with the present methods of the picture business and have desired
to make certain marked changes in order to
bring the Mutual as- a
producer closer to the
exhibitor. In this desire Idid not have the
backing of the majority of my associates,
so I determined to cut
loose from the Mutual
that I might have an
opportunity to do the
things I wanted to do.
Along these lines I
will have some important announcements to
make before fall,
probably, and you may
say that in whatever
future motion picture
activities I engage I
shall make my headquarters in New York.
John R. Freuler.
"Of course, since I
moved
the Mutual
to
Chicago, this may amuse you, but I want to say that I still believe Chicago to be the best distributing center. Our experience proves that, yet for a producer there are but two
centers — New York and Southern California, and one must
be in New York to feel the pulse of the business quickly.
Therefore I am coming to New York and you will hear from
me some time late in August on my new plans from my New
York office.
"In the meantime I have other interests that require my
attention. I have two picture theaters in Milwaukee and
two in Kansas City that are doing a fine business; I am an
equal owner in the American Film Company with S. S.
Hutchinson and then there is the American Projectoscope
which is coming along beautifully and promises to be one
of our best moneymakers. W^ith all these things you can
see that I shall have something to do even though I were
to engage in nothing further. But, as I mentioned before,
I have some ideas about the picture business that I want
to Mr.
work Freuler
out. so returned
I shall nottobe Chicago
out of the
long."He is
thegame
sameforday.
looking particularly fit and said that he felt greatly relieved
in
mind after shaking off his duties as president of the
Mutual.
SUNDAY

LID ON

IN SHERBROOKE.

The Sunday lid is on in Sherbrooke, Quebec. On April
26 the local police magistrate gave judgment against exhibitors who had been operating their houses on Sundays
and sentenced them to pay a fine of $20 each. Although a
fight was promised, the theater managers pleaded guilty to
the charge of contravening an old Federal blue law and they
were promptly fined. The actions were pressed by the
Lord's Day Alliance, who promise to close up Montreal theaters on Sundays in their next move.
GERALD
SPIERO RESPONDS
TO THE CALL.
Gerald B. Spiero, who has given excellent service on the
Fox Publicity staff for the past two years, has been called
to the colors, and has reported at Fort Slocum. Mr. Spiero
will probably
be detailed
the Quartermaster's
Department, since slightly
defectiveto eyesight
barred him from
the
aviation corps, for which he volunteered.
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Public
Responds to Players' Appeals h
Nearly $40,000,000 Raised by Stars of Famous
Players-Lasky— Uncle Sam Knew His
Business When He Called
on Industry
PARAMOUNT and Artcraft stars and producing distributing and executive units are responsible for over
$40,000,000 of subscriptions in the Third Liberty Loan,
it has just been announced. The figures on record are $39,896,000, but this is exclusive of the amounts subscribed by
members of branch offices of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation and various stars and executives whose reports were not in at the time the total was estimated.
Members of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
its affiliated organizations in the East and West have devoted much of their time, effort and money toward the new
loan, particularly Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Marguerite Clark and William S. Hart, who sacrificed entirely
their work before the camera to make public appearances
in national tours.
Each unit involved in the treatment of Paramount and
Artcraft pictures from the scenario departments to the film
bookers in the exchanges, has made splendid individual
showings in piling up subscriptions. The amounts contributed by the personnel of various studios are as follows:
Lasky, $200,000; Ince, $75,000; Arbuckle, $60,000; Sennett, $41,000; Morosco, $12,000. Adolph Zukor Motion Picture Day
of the Stage Women's War Relief in New York City added
$300,000 to the loan, of which $125,000 was taken by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and persons in the New
York offices.
The individual tours of the four stars terminated with
$15,000,000 credited to Marguerite Clark, $14,000,000 to Mary
Pickford, $8,100,000 to Douglas Fairbanks and $2,108,000 to
William S. Hart. In addition to the amounts mentioned
above many of the Famous Players-Lasky stars and branch
offices have taken large subscriptions which have not been
recorded and which it is estimated would easily bring the
grand total well over the $40,000,000 mark.
Newark Theaters Scene of Loan Rivalry.
The moving picture theaters of Newark, N. J., were used
by members of the police and fire departments of that city
in the competition to secure the most subscriptions to the
Third Liberty Loan. On different nights of the week of
April 29 the members of the two municipal departments
visited the various theaters of the city and solicited subscriptions. Reports were that the theatergoers were most
liberal in their support. The police band played Monday
evening at the Goodwin theater, 863 Broad street, where
Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany" was on
exhibition. Manager Kridel used the entire receipts of the
week's showing for the purpose of buying Liberty Bonds.
His subscription was handled through the police committee.
Friendly rivalry exists between the two departments to
see which will secure the larger number of subscriptions.
At Westfield
$70,800 worth
of bonds were sold at the
Playhouse by Manager Flagg and the local Four Minute
Men.
This result came from one week's drive. The picture
for this week was "My Four Years in Germany."
Good Work Done in Maryland.
The motion picture theaters of Baltimore and Maryland
and towns across the border in West Virginia are doing all
that is in their power to aid the campaign to sell Liberty
Loan Bonds and War Savings Stamps.
On Sunday night, April 28, a program was arranged by
Charles S. Anderson at the Grand theater in Highlandtown,
near Baltimore, resulting in subscriptions of $30,000. Other
theaters at which Four Minute Men spoke were the Goodtime theater, W. E. Stumpf, manager; the Waverly, H.
Cluster, manager; the Red Wing, George Geartner, manager; the Bunny, G. H. Rothrock, manager; the Flaming
Arrow, E. Rossiter, manager, and at the Teddy Bear. W.
Leight. manager.
A W. S. S. show was put on by Manager L. A. DeHoff at
the Garden Theater— $5,000 worth of stamps were sold.
On Wednesday, April 24. the final big rally of the Liberty
Loan drivers in Salisbury, Mi, was held at the Arcade
theater, W. G. Pond, manager.
Manager
Brown,
of the Grand
Opera House, in Cam-
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bridge, Md., on Wednesday, April 24, held a big Liberty
Loan meeting and $49,250 is understood to have been subscribed.

Rita Jolivet Sells Many Bonds at Philadelphia.
Rita Jolivet appeared at the Stanley theater Monday,
April 29, at the first presentation of her "Lest We Forget,"
and told the story of the sinking of the Lusitania in such a
graphic manner that she obtained 533,000 worth of Subscriptions for Liberty Bonds. Jules E. Mastbaum subscribed
$5,000, while Messrs. Sablosky and McGuirk took $1,000 each
and Judge Davis $2,000. The next day Miss Jolivet got
$40,000 in sales at the Stanley.
Buyers of Bonds Were Admitted
to Theater.
An extraordinary measure adopted by Frank W. Buhler
to boost the Liberty Loan met with wonderful success at
the Victoria theater. From 2 o'clock in the afternoon until
11 o'clock at night, with the aid of the Woman's Liberty
Loan Motion Picture committee, subscriptions to the amount
of $18,000 were secured. There was no regular admission
charged, but any one who bought a Bond for $50 or more
secured admission for two at the theater.
Buffalo Theatrical Men Over the Top.
Buffalo theatrical men have "gone over the top" in the
Third Liberty Loan campaign. Their quota was first set
at $100,000, but later was increased to $500,000. This ex
pansion is an indication of the high-powered plans which
the film men and others in the local amusement field stood
behind the Government in the drive. John R. Oishei was
chairman of the theatrical section of the campaign. Daniel
J. Savage, manager of the First National Film, Buffalo, had
charge of the publicity and the collection of all money
from the moving picture houses. Other members of Mr.
Oishei's committee were Harold B. Franklin. Earl Crabb,
Ira B. Mosher, Henry Carr, George Hall and Joseph Schuchert. They were "day and night" workers for the loan.
They plunged into the campaign with patriotic vim and had
the hearty co-operation of everybody, big and little, in the
business.
Mr. Oishei and his committee met daily at Liberty Loan
headquarters, where they reported their subscriptions and
listened to eloquent addresses by speakers of national fame.
"'Gerard's Four Years in Germany,' shown at the Majestic
theater, was a big boost in the campaign," said Mr. Savage.
Mollie King Sells $25,000 Worth in Cleveland.
Mollie King, popular star, came to Cleveland Sunday,
April 28, to help a Liberty Loan campaign. She appeared
at the Hippodrome and sold about $25,000 worth of bonds.
Mollieable also
success. toured the city making sales and had considerChaplin Nets $375,000 in Nashville.
When Charlie Chaplin came to Nashville in the interest
of Liberty Bonds he made good. He was treated royally
from the time he stepped from the train until he made his
speech at the spacious Ryman Auditorium, which was
packed to its 5,000 capacity, and hundreds turned away.
The total amount of bonds sold by Charlie was $375.000 —
made a rousquite a neat sum for an hour's work. HeCharlie
pulled his famous
ing talk, concise and to the point.
of the
delight
the
to
much
stunts,
tipping
hat
and
walk
crowds. In opening his address Charlie said,- "Come on,
get busy.
boys, they
And
almost Let's
did. take the roof off. We don't own it !"
Buy Bonds with Charity's Mites.
In addition to helping in every possible way toward the
theaters of NashLiberty Loan the
of the Third the
promotion even
initiative. The latest along this
taken
ville have
Harry Sudekum,
Manager
by
instituted
move
a
line is
of the Princess theater. A large basket or contribution box
is in the lobby of the house, into which are placed small
sums for the purchase of bonds. Everybody who is not
able to purchase a full bond may in this way contribute
small bits to charity, as each time as much as $50 is colare turned over to the Mayor for distrifundscharitable
lected
bution tothelocal
institutions.

Directors' Association.
Addresses
Powers
The Motion Picture Directors' Association held a special
meeting Tuesdav evening, April 30, to further the Liberty
Loan. The meeting was addressed by P. A. Powers, who
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stated that 13,000,000 people witness motion pictures daily;
that the directors are doing a most patriotic work by instilling into their productions elements to strengthen the
morale of the people. He vigorously urged the meml
tent to continue the work, citing many helpful ways this
lid be of benefit to the country during the war. The
inscriptions tor the Liberty Loan among the thirty-odd
directors present amounted to $161,150. This did not include
the directors of the New York studio who were out of town
nor those of the Los Angeles Lodge, M. P. 1). A., which
report has not as yet been received. A conservative estimate of the subscription of the directors of moving pictures
to the Third Liberty Loan was set at half a million dollars. Previous to the meeting Directors lames Kirkwood,
George Archambauld, John A. Robinson, George H. Seitz
and Oscar Lund were initiated.

F. I. L. M. Club Holds Monthly Meeting
Large Attendance of Diners Listen to Four-Minute Man and
Enjoy Good Entertainment.
THE F. I. L. M. Club held its monthly beefsteak dinner
at Healy's,
New York,
on entertainment,
Wednesday, May
1. The
food
was excellent
and the
furnished
by
the Healy management, would have been fine if it had not
been for many interruptions which brought this part of the
program to an abrupt ending. All speeches were eliminated,
several were anxious to talk about "waste of film," but it
was thought that it would be a waste of time to attempt it.
During the evening a four-minute man made an appeal for
the purchase of Liberty Bonds, and the subscriptions totaled
quite a large sum. Charles Streimer personally collected
$1,100.
Those present were: John H. Kennedy, Symphony theatre, 95th street and Broadway; S. P. Reiben, Reiben Film
Corp.; H. Y. Cainsboro, Four Square Film; Sam Sonin Lincoln, Bedford Rest theatre; L. P. Rogers, Famous PlayersLasky Corp.; Arthur White, Famous Players-Lasky ; David
Picker, Picker Circuit; H. A. Samwick, Producers' Film;
Sydney Sampson, Four Square ; Sam Eckman, Goldwyn ; John
Manheimer, president N. Y. Exhibitors; Louis Blumenthal;
Sam Berman, Henry Siegel, Select Features; E. Maier, L.
Schneider, Nathan Hirsch, J. Schwartz, H. Weisner, Chas.
Steiner, Gus Koenigswald, Harry Reisenback, Sam Krauss,
M. Kronacher, B. Weinstock, Dave Weinstock, Murray F.
Beier, Carl B. Lathrop, J. K. Klein, N. H. Kurzman, Movies
theatre; V. F. Rodgers, General Film Co.; Wm. Sherrill, The
Frohman Amusement Corp.; J. E. Chadwick, Ivan; Lee A.
Ochs. Ike Hartstall, H. Wills, E. J. Church, Aaron A. Corn,
Wm. J. Brandon, Harry Rapp, Charles H. Streimer, Mgr.
Modern Feature Film Co.; Ira H. Simmons, Louis Streimer,
Magnet Film Co.; Lewis Kriger, P. J. Swift, General Film
Co.; Sydney Strauss, General Film Corp.; Robert S. Wolff,
Geo. Kleine System; Jules Saizin, George Kleine System; Joe
Weinberg, Pathe Exchange; Jack Halpin, treasurer F. Hoberg Co., Inc. ; Jack Feinberg, attorney for F. & H. Delivery
Co.; Nat Feltmark; A. Rosen, Rosens Film; E. R. Behrend,
Behrend Supply Co.; J. P. Ward, I. J. Schwartz, Fox Film;
L. Rosenbluh, Fox Film; Abe Blumstein, Fox Film; I. H.
Spnugen, J. Walter Lamler, Frank Gersten, S. J. Baidetto,
A. Reinlieb, Wm. Brandt, E. Morris Saunders, Metro Co.;
John A. Hammell, General Film Co.; Geo. E. Staffer, World
Film; Miles F. Gibbons, Kleine; Wm. Edward Raynor,
Pathe; Wm. Marsh, Pathe; R. W. Horn, Pathe; S. Rubenstein, Pathe; E. H. Bell, General Film Co.; Bert Sanford,
Pathe; C. C. Johnson, Pathe; S. Zierler, Universal; S. Hiselbam. All Companies; Lester W. Adler, Select Pictures Corp.;
R. W. McGrath, World; A. S. Abeles, United Picture Theatres; Sam Spedon, Moving Picture World.
AMERICAN GIVES ANOTHER MAN TO UNCLE SAM.
Robert Klein, a valued character actor of the American
Film Company studios at Santa Barbara, has volunteered
once more and has been assigned to the Hospital Corps
of Camp Kearney. Mr. Klein has seen service at the front,
having been invalided home a year and a half ago. He
was wounded fighting for France and has been recuperating
ever since. Once more fit, he is going back for another
wallop at the Huns.
JUSTIN FAIR WITH
PATHE.
Announcement is made that Justin Fair, recently dramatic
and photoplay editor of the Newark Star-Eagle, has become
a member of the publicity department of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., in the New York headquarters. Several years ago Mr.
Fair was editor of the famous "Photoplay Pink" edition of
the Los Angeles Record.
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Universal Coaching Army Photographers

Jack Cohn and His Animated Crew Teaching Soldiers
to "Shoot" a Motion Picture Camera.

How

JACK
COHN, manager
of the Universal Animated Weekly
department,
ami his entire
force of motion picture photographers have practically been commandeered by the
United stales Government for the purpose of teaching men
registered in the Government cinema department the method
by which motion pictures should he taken to obtain the best
results.
The first squad of Government photographic recruits reported to Mr. Cohn on April 29, and they were assigned
to accompany the regular staff photographers of the Animated weekly department in covering the events that later
are scheduled to appear on the screen.
The assignment of the Government men followed a conversation between Mr. Cohn and Captain J. D. Sears of the
Signal Corps. Captain Sears called the attention of Mr.
Cohn to the fact that it was the duty of the company to do
everything possible for the education of the men. Incidentally the company already had placed its entire activities at the command of the Government.
The reporting hour was at nine o'clock in the morning
and
the soldiers were given orders that their assignment
was to remain with the Universal photographers just as
long as those photographers were working. They were
placed under the direction of the photographers, who will
be the final judges as to their ability to handle a motion
picture camera without assistance.
Just as soon as this squad has completed its education
other men will be assigned.

Norma Talmadge to Remain With Select
Schenck Says Rumors That Player Is to Change Releasing
Arrangements Have Caused Embarrassment.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, who presents Norma Talmadge
in all of her screen productions, has issued the following
statement denying rumors which have gained currency
affecting the distribution of pictures presenting Norma
Talmadge as their star.
"I wish to deny emphatically rumors to the effect that
Norma Talmadge's pictures are to be released by the First
National or any other distributing organization other than
Select Pictures Corporation, which is, has been, and will be
sole distributor of Norma Talmadge's productions.
"Some of the rumors to which I refer have crept into
print, and publications of this nature are not only embarrassing to the distributors of Select Pictures, but are also
calculated to mislead exhibitors whose booking arrangements may be affected by the false information thus disseminated.
"The most cordial relationship exists between the Norma
Talmadge Film Corporation, which produces pictures in
which Norma Talmadge is starred, and the Select Pictures
Corporation, which markets these productions. Also, a cordial friendship is entertained for the Select officials by both
Miss Talmadge and myself. Therefore, in the interest of
truth and in justice to both parties concerned, I wish both
the motion picture industry and Miss Talmadge's numberless friends among the picture fans to know that Norma Talmadge's pictures will be issued by Select, and only by that
company.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK."

Triangle Exchange Managers Meet
In New York Is Held the First of a Series of Sessions — There
Will Be Four Others.
THE Triangle Distributing Corporation has planned a
series of conventions of its exchange managers. The
first of these, a convention of the Eastern exchange
managers, was held at the home office of the corporation,
1457 Broadway, New York, on Monday and Tuesday, April 22
and 23.
The convention was under the direction of R. W. Lynch,
vice-president of the corporation, and was attended by J. W.
Heisman, sales manager, and by Exchange Managers W. J.
Pratt of Boston, B. E. Wilkes of New Haven, C. B. Price of
New York, T. C. Montgomery of Buffalo, J. R. Levy of
Pittsburgh, W. J. Hagerty of Philadelphia and S. E. Kent of
Washington, D. C. R. E. Bradford, exchange manager from
Chicago, who happened to be in New York, also attended.
Addresses were made by several of the officials of the Triangle Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Heisman will leave New York for the West, where he
will hold similar conventions in Chicago, St. Louis, Denver
and San Francisco.
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Ochs Issues Call tor National Convention
National

League's
President
Lays
Emphasis
on
of Closing Breach in Exhibitor Ranks.

Necessity

AN

official call by Lee A. Ochs, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of America, issued May 3,
formally set the time and place of the annual convention of that body and the coincidental exposition of the
motion picture industry on July 13-20 at the Mechanics
Building, Boston. The President of the United States has
been asked to open the exposition, which will be held jointly
by
Exhibitors'
the the
Motion
Picture League
Industry.and the National Association of
Invitations were extended to all organizations connected
with and affiliated with the industry to hold their annual
meetings and conventions simultaneously with the exposition. Already the conventions of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry and the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers have been scheduled for that time.
President Ochs' call put great emphasis on the importance
of the work to be accomplished by the exhibitors during the
coming year, and because of this urged all state and local
organizations to pay their per capita tax in order that a
full quota of delegates and alternates might be sent to the
convention. He was particularly anxious that the split that
occurred in the ranks of the exhibitors at the last conven-.
tion and which was only partially healed at the convention
in Washington last winter should be entirely closed so that
the exhibitors might move as one in furthering any plans
made by the League to render aid and support to the Government in response to the appeal made by President Wilson
a year ago.
That the aid already given has been great the President
has admitted in publicly commending the industry for services it has rendered, but Mr. Ochs points out that the opportunity for still greater service to come renders it imperative
that the exhibitors tender their unanimous whole-hearted
support to the program adopted, and that it is therefore of
the utmost importance that the coming convention and exposition be made the biggest and largest in the history of
the business.

-> m ->'>j£'->. *>'•§ *^ § s s s i se
Fred J. Howard, one of Boston's best known women in
theatrical and moving picture circles.
The general committees of the exposition include the
names of all the leading moving picture exhibitors and
moving picture men of allied interests in New England.
The committees are :
Committee of Arrangements — Harry Asher, Harry Aken, C. Bean,
A. S. Black, W. R. Burns, H. F. Campbell, John M. Casey, B. H.
Cornell. W. L. Dadmun, J. A. Di Pesa, L. S. Eyester, E. J. Farrell,
G. M. A. Fecke, H. A. Gillman, E. Golden. A. Goodside, N. H. Gordon,
R. L. Gorman. S. Grant, E. R. Gregory, C. Harris. C. W. Hodgdon,
E. H. Horstmann. F. J. Ho vard. I. E. Jones, B. J. Caplan, Col. H. L.
Kincaide, L. S. Levin, J. Lourie, M. J. Lydon, P. F. Lydon, R. D.
Marston, L. B. Mayer. J. J. McGuinness. Max Mitchel, S. M. Moscow,
G. K. Robinson, C. H. Ross, H. G. Segal, A. E. Somerty, W. E. Spragg,
W. E. Sproule, F. S. Truda, G. Ware, A. F. Washburn. G. F. Washburn.
H. I. Wasserman.
Committee of Guests — H. Asher, J. M. Casey, B. H. Cornell, J. A.
Di Pesa, H. A. Gillman, Col. H. L. Kincaide, J. Lourie. C. H. Ross,
A. E. Somerby, W. B. Sproule. A. F. Washburn, G. F. Washburn,
H. I. Wasserman.
Committee of Entertainment — Harry Aken, Harry Asher, H. F.
Campbell, John M. Casey, W. L. Dadmun. J. A. Di Pesa, L. S. Evester,
E. J. Farrell, E. Golden, N. H. Gordon, R. L. Gorman, E. R. Gregory,
C. Harris, C. W. Hodgdon. Col. H. L. Kincaide, M. J. Lydon, P. F.
Lydon, S. M. Moscow, C. H. Ross, A. E. Somerby, G. Ware.
Committee of Music — F. J. Howard, P. F. Lydon, H. G. Segal, F. S.
Truda.
Committee of Decoration — Harry Aken. B. H. Cornell. F. J. Farrell,
G. M. A. Fecke. E. Golden, S. Grant, C. W. Hodgdon, J. Lourie, R. D.
Marson, L. B. Mayer, M. G. McGuinness, S. M. Moscow. G. K. Robinson,
H.
G. Segal, A. E. Somerby, W. B. Sproule, F. S. Truda, H. I.
Wassermann.
Badge Committee — L. Dadmun, L. S. Eyester, G. M. A. Fecke, H. A.
Gillman, S. Grant, R. D. Marson, L B'. Mayer. S. M. Moscow.
Executive Committee — A. S. Black, H. F. Campbell, L. Dadmun. N. H.
Gordon, E. R. Gregory, C. Harris, E. H. Horstmann. F. J. Howard,
J.
Lourie, M. J. Lydon, P. F. Lydon. C. H. Ross, W. B. Sproule, G. F.
Washburn.
~N. A. M. P. I.— Harry Asher, A. S. Black, E. J. Farrell, G. M. A.
Fecke, E. Golden, E. R. Gregory, E. H. Horstmann, Col. H. L. Kincaide,
L. S. Levin, M. J. Lydon. R. D. Marson. L. B. Mayer, H. G. Segal.
Committee on Stato Days — C. Bean, A. S. Black. A. W. Hartford,
E. R. Hutchinson, M. J. Lydon, W. E. Spragg.
Committee on Finance — H. F. Campbell. H. A. Gillman. X. H. Gordon,
S. Grant, E. H. Horstmann, I. E. Jones, M. Mitchell. G. F. Washburn.
Publicity Committee — J. A. Di Pesa, R. L. Gorman, S. Grant, C.
Harris, I. E. McGuinness, G. K. Robinson, W. E. Spragg.

Mrs.

Boston Convention Committees Appointed
Organization
Completes
Grant
Samuel
Manager
Exhibition and Convention of Exhibitors July

to Plan
13-20.

LIVELY progress is being made in getting under way
the preliminary plans for the National Moving Picture
Exposition to be held in Mechanics Hall, Boston, the
week of July 13-20 under the auspices of the National Association "of the Motion Picture Industry and Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America.
Grant has appointed his permanent comManager Samuel
mittees for the convention and they have set to work with
a will. Already more than two score of applications, have
been received for space in the big convention hall.
A special women's entertainment committee has been organized to care for the visiting wives, daughters and sweethearts of the exhibitors who will come to Boston from all
parts of the country. This committee is headed by Mrs.

Woman's Auxiliary to Boost Exposition
of Committee
to

F. J. Howard
Elected Chairman
Samuel Grant in Exploiting

Big

Aid

Show.

A

MEETING of the wives and relatives of the exhibitors
and exchangemen in Greater Boston was held at the
Famous Players-Lasky run-off room Friday afternoon,
April 26. The meeting was arranged by Samuel Grant, in
order to appoint a committee to help boost the coming exposition that is to be held in Mechanic's Hall July 13-20.
Air. Grant proposed that the women elect a permanent
chairman, one who could give a great deal of her time to
boosting the exposition and one who was well known in
theatrical circles. "I have requested the ladies to gather
here so that they might organize and pledge their cooperation in entertaining the wives, sweethearts and relatives
of the exhibitors from all over the country that are sure
to visit Boston this year," said Mr. Grant. "I must have
the support of every branch of the industry, and the ladies
in Mrs.
making
exposition
a success."
F. J.this
Howard
was elected
chairman and Miss M. M.

Exhibitors' Conventions
and Other
LeagueAre Requested
Coming (Secretaries
to Send Dates and Particular* Promptly)
Pennsylvania State Exhibitors' Convention. ... . ... . . ... . .... ••••••.
! At Headquarters, 1331 Vine St., Philadelphia

June 3> 4' 5

of America at Boston
National Exposition Moving Picture League

Week July 13
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Brewerton,
England's
court addressed
stenographer,
was elected New
secretary.
Mrs.well-known
Howard then
the
meeting, thanking the women for the honor they had be
itowed upon her. The meeting then closed to meet again
at an early date. Among the women present wen- \1 1 -.
M J. Lydon, Mrs. E. 11. Horstmann, Mrs. C. \\ . Hodgdon,
Mrs. Florence L. Brackett, Mrs. M. I. Ayer, Mrs. A R, I
roll, Mrs
H. F. Campbell,
Miss Ada Harrison,
Mrs
B. II.
lell, Mi-. l\. W. Drown. Mrs. A. E. Somerby, Mrs, l I
Jones and Mrs. A. E. Lord.

Michigan Exhibitors Join Affiliated
Meeting

Held

in Detroit
April 25 Approves
Co-operative
Booking Plan and Forms Unit.
MICHIGAN
has finally started off on a plan for cooperative booking. It all happened
quickly
Thursday afternoon, April 25, at a meeting held at the Hotel
Tuller, Detroit.
Among
the prominent out-of-town people
present were C. (A Pettijohn, of the A. E. A.; Louis Frank
Joe Hopp, Chicago exhibitors; Sam Bullock, of Cleveland; Harry Rapf, the producer; J. H. Simpson, of Cleveland; J.Cooper, Chicago, and ( ). 1.. Winslow, of Indianapolis.
M. \V. McGee, president of the Michigan association, acted
hairman of the meeting and upon
motion the regular
routine of things was eliminated in order to discuss the coative booking plan.
Mr. Pettijohn was called upon to
oughly outline his proposition, known as the Affiliated
■ ibutors
which" thehe plan
did invery
comprehenAfter Corporation,
he had explained
detail
he called
Harry Rapf, the producer, who spoke in favor of the
ated plan and made a plea for a co-operative booking
icate as a protection
to the independent
producer.
"Unless some co-operative plan along this line is adopted,
are going to put the independent producer out of busiJoe Hopp, of Chicago, who said that his city was ready
ganize a Unit, spoke heartily in favor of the Affiliated
plan, "because it is by far the best of the co-operative plans
■'ft'ered and I have gone into all of them."
plications were then taken for stock in the Michigan
Unit, which will capitalize at eight or ten thousand dollars,
0 of which will be working capital and the balance to be
kept for the maintainance of credit standing.
Among those
who were the first to subscribe stock were Charles Seaman,
he Gilligham & Smith Enterprises, Grand Rapids; John
Brenan. Cozy theatre, Detroit; John F. Niebes, Dawn theatre. Detroit; King Perry and Peter Jeup, Luna theatre, Detroit; M. \Y. McGee. Majestic theatre, Detroit; Mr. Halsted.
Savoy theatre; Detroit: George Wilbur, Wyandotte; W. F.
Phillips, Majestic-Colonial theatre, Jackson; J. F. Waerth,
Orpheum theatre. Ann Arbor; S. A. Moran, Arcade theatre,
Ann Arbor; Mr. Dudley. Dudley theatre, Detroit; The Mazwell, Woodward Theatre Company. Detroit; C. F. Edwards,
Iris theatre. Detroit; Fred R. Rumler, Warren theatre. Detroit; Stratford and DeLuxe
theatres, Detroit;
H. R. Lapham, Detroit; J. E. Stocker.
Myrtle
theatre, Detroit;
Ar-
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thur D. Baehr, Crystal theatre, Detroit; Mrs. Florence Sig-

Martha

Washington,

Ypsilanti;

John

Cutler,

Lake.

theatre, Detroit; R, P, Leahy, Wenonah theatre, B
l.eo Kane, Sturgis, and P. A. Bash, Detroit.
A committee oi seven was appointed, a- follows, which
will act as the hoard of directors oi tin- Michigan I nit, and
m December il will elect officers: M. \\ . McGee, Detroit;
ih. tiles Seaman, Grand Rapids; George Wilbur, Wyandot
King Perry. Detroit; J. G. Kilter, Detroit;
Paul J Schloss-

iii.ni, Muskegon, and \Y. !•'. Phillips, of Jackson. This committee met again on April 30 to further push matters.
Thursday evening a Stag smoker was held under tin- auspices of Detroit Exhibitors, headed by King Perry. About
250 exhibitors, exchange managers and friends were on
hand. The function started at midnight and lasted almost
until the breakfast hour. Refreshments, beverages and
vaudeville

comprised

the

evening's

program.

EMMY WEHLEN RESUMES WORK.
Emmy Wehleh, who has returned from her tour in behalf
of the Third Liberty Loan with a sales total of $5,000,000 in
bonds to her credit, has begun the first scenes of a Metro
All-Star Series picture, as yet unnamed, which was written
by Katharine Kavanaugh of the Metro scenario staff. June
Mathis prepared the continuity and the direction is in
charge of Edwin Carewe. Carewe directed Miss Wehlen in
"The Trail of the Shadow." He recently came from California, where he guided Pert Lytell in his initial Metro picture, "The Trail to Yesterday." In her new vehicle. Mis.
Wehlen will play the role of a society girl, and during the
course of the action the star will wear many elaborate
gowns, which are said to surpass anything she has ever
worn before the camera.
TWO

METRO

MEN

ENLIST

WITH

COLORS.

Two more stars have been added to Metro's service flag,
both the result of voluntary enlistments. They represent
Hazen Ross and "Benny" Alexander. "Benny," an employe
of the shipping department, has enlisted in the Engineer
Corps, and young Ross, an employe in the executive offices,
has enlisted in the Field Artillery. Ross enlisted on his
eighteenth birthday. He w.as eleven pounds underweight,
hut in view of his excellent physical condition this objection was waived. Metro now has men in every branch of
the service both at home and abroad.
F. J. FEGAN JOINS GENERAL AT ST. LOUIS.
General Film Company has made a change at St. Louis,
having just installed F. J. Fegan as branch manager at that
point. Mr. Fegan has been for some years in charge of the
Standard Film Company at Kansas City, and is one of the
most widely acquainted exchange men in Missouri. He
succeeds H. E. Elder, one of General's veteran employes,
who is to be transferred to another important point, announcement of which is expected in a few days.

AND

FACES"

The Committee of the Academy of Dramatic Arts in session for the purpose of discussing
the production
of "Masks
and
(World).
Left to right: Sir James Earrie, Sir George Alexander, Sir Arthur Pinero, Miss Irene Vanbrugh, Sir Squire Bancroft
Lowne,
G. Bernard
Shaw,
Sir John Hare, Sir Johnston
Forbes-Robertson.

Faces"
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Funkhouser Cuts Gerard Film
Former

Ambassador
Takes
Up with
Federal
Authorities
Whole Question of Chicago Censor's Activities.

THE action of Major M. L. C. Funkhouser, police censor
of Chicago, in cutting scenes and sub-titles from Ambassador James W. Gerard's "My Four Years in Gerbefore
would sanction its opening at the Colonial
theater many"
April he
29, has brought
this czar of the shears into
the limelight again.
Ambassador Gerard will take up the case personally with
federal authorities in Washington to see if means cannot
be taken to curb Funkhouser's evident determination to
prevent films showing German acts of brutality from being
shown in Chicago. It is believed that through his former
official relationships and his acquaintance with Attorney
General Gregory and George Creel, chairman of the Committee on Public Information, Mr. Gerard will be able to
bring about an investigation of the Major's activities.
The following are the cuts which Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
the First National franchise holders for Illinois were ordered to make before he would issue a license for its presentation at the Colonial :
Subtitle,
"Where
are they quartered tonight?" (Inquiry
with
reference
to women.)
Two scenes of German soldiers breaking in girl's bedroom.
Scene of girl, killed by Germans, lying dead upon bed.
Scene of old lady lying dead — killed by Germans.
Subtitle, "They quartered us in with the soldiers for the
night."
Scene showing drawing forth of sword from body of German, killed by an American soldier, because of insults to
women.
As soon as Funkhouser's decision regarding the censorship of "My Four Years in Germany" became known, Clyde
A. Mann, publicity representative for the British-Canadian
Recruiting Mission of Chicago, announced that the mission
would file formal protest with the Government and the
municipal and state executives against the "Major's" action.
Coupled with the protests that have already been made
from First National headquarters to Attorney General
Gregory and George Creel, the following telegram has been
sent Frank O. Lowden, Governor of Illinois, by J. D. Williams, manager of First National :
"Ambassador James W. Gerard's motion picture version,
'My Four Years in Germany,' which thousands of the men
of your state now enlisted in the National Army witnessed
during its presentation at the Liberty theater, Camp Grant,
Rockford, and commended in the highest terms for its power
in stimulating patriotism and crystallizing opposition to
Germany's war aims, has been put under ban by Major
Funkhouser, official censor for Chicago. Several scenes,
picturing brutality of German soldiers, have been cut for
evident purpose of sparing feelings of pro-Germans. Gerard
picture, made under his personal supervision and distributed
by this organization largely to help arouse America to German menace, has been shown army cantonments on official
request, and also used by Treasury Department to instruct
Liberty Loan campaign speakers. If you or any of your
officials have witnessed this production and you deem it advisable, we would greatly appreciate any assistance you
could render in reversing this anti-American prejudice in
the second largest city of our country."
On May 3 the following wire was received by Mr. Williams
from Washington in reply to his of the day previous:
"Have taken matter up with Attorney General and Federal
Government is without power. Suggest an instant appeal
to Governor Lowden demanding investigation and removal.
"GEORGE CREEL, Chairman."
Manager J. D. Williams has telegraphed to Aaron Jones
to the effect that the Warners demanded the picture be run
in its entirety, with all the eliminations put back or that
it be not run at all. He added that H. W. Warner or former
Ambassador Gerard would make a special trip to Chicago
to fight the case to a finish if necessary and forwarded to
him two telegrams, one from Mayor Charles \Y. Jewett, of
Indianapolis, and one from Governor Frederick D. Gardner,
of Missouri, indorsing the picture.
Governor Gardner said: "I have not seen the picture. If
Mr. Gerard says it correctly portrays conditions it should
be shown.
We do not spare Pro-Germans in this state."
Mayor Jewell said: "Ambassador lames W. Gerard's picture, 'My Four Years in Germany,' was displayed in this city.
I consider this production one of the most stimulating presentations of Germany's war aims yet displayed here. It
vividly visualizes the heartless enemy that opposes our
soldiers today. There is no reason why this picture should
be cut to spare the feelings of persons
who enjoy the
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blessings of America and who are at heart opposed to this
country in this war. American people need to be awakened
to the crisis confronting us. Mr. Gerard should know what
we as Americans should know about Germany's avowed war
policy. I think the more people who see this picture the
more awake Americans will be to the obligations they owe
the Government at this time.

Chaplin Finishes Liberty Bond Tour
Addresses
Meetings
in New
York — British
Officer Makes
Plea for Comedian's
Retention on the Screen.

RETURNING to New York from his tour of the South
on behalf of the Third Liberty Loan, Charlie Chaplin
completed his speaking engagement under the auspices of the Treasury Department by appearing at several
big rallies in the city during the week of April 29.
On Tuesday, April 30, as the chief noonday speaker for
the Mayor's Committee of Women on National Defense,
Charlie succeeded in breaking the record as a bond salesman at the Liberty Bell platform in City Hall Park by persuading his audience to buy $138,900 worth of bonds.
Chaplin also made a speech in the men's restaurant of the
Hotel Astor during the lunch hour on Wednesday. He was
introduced by Captain Bealley, a British line officer now in
this country recuperating from the effects of wounds received on the Flanders front.
Captain Bealley told oT the many times he and his
fellow-fighters had laughed away their troubles in the little
temporary
theaters
antics on the
screen.behind the trenches watching "Charlie's"
"He made us laugh when it often seemed that nothing
else could," Captain Bealley declared. "And I for one hope
that the authorities will realize that he is of far greater
value as a gloom-chaser than as a fighter. In my opinion
and the opinion of thousands of others at the front it would
be little short of a calamity to cut short the output of Mr.
Chaplin's inimitable comedies."

Louis A. Cella Dies in St. Louis
Owner

of

Many
Theatrical
Houses
Succumbs
to
Fever— Reputed to Be Worth $10,000,000.

Typhoid

MONDAY, April 29, Louis A. Cella. one jof the heaviest
taxpayers of St. Louis and its largest theatrical owner, died at St. Luke's Hospital in that city. Mr. Cella
was reputed to be worth well over $10,000,000. He was half
owner in the Orpheum, St. Louis' big vaudeville house, valued
at $800,000. In addition to this he owned the American, Grand
Opera House, Columbia, Park, Strand, Kings, Shenandoah
and several other smaller theaters. The houses named are
all either moving picture or combination houses.
Mr. Cella started his remarkable career by the purchase
of a small saloon at sixth and Franklin streets, downtown.
He was of a reticent, retiring disposition, so much so that
even his business associates were often kept in the dark
as to his business moves until the eve of their accomplishment. .There are no direct heirs to his vast estate, which
will be divided between four brothers, one of whom. An-'
gelo Cella, lives in New York City. The cause of death
was typhoid fever.
SIMPLEX MANAGER ON WESTERN TRIP.
E. M. Porter, general manager of the Precision Machine
Company, Inc., 317 East Thirty-fourth street, New York
City, left New York the latter part of last week on a tenday trip, to visit a few of the distributors handling the simplex projector. His first stop was at Chicago.
Mr. Porter will consult with the various companies acting
as exclusive distributors for the projectors made by the Precision Machine Company, with a view of taking up details
in connection with the company's new sales promotion plans.
Mr. Porter expects to obtain important data, indicating the
prospects of the accessory business in the fall.
MARIE

DRESSLER

TO BEGIN

WORK

ON MAY

10.

Marie Dressier is not permitting her Liberty Loan itinerary to interfere with her work of making comedies for
release by World Pictures. Miss Dressier, who has been
meeting with really phenomenal success in the sale of the
Third Liberty Loan, will return to New York City on May
10 to begin the making of the comedies which World Pictures will release. After the conclusion of her long trip —
which Miss Dressier volunteered to make and on which she
paid
own before
expenses
she will enjoy a short vacation,
then all
startherwork
the— camera.
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Richardson Rambles Around Lake States ■ ■ ■
l isits Electric Concerns in Ohio and Runs Across
Bad Projection and Lighting Effects
in Michigan
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
CLEVELAND, Ohio, the sixth city in the United States,
is a manufacturing center of no mean pretension. As
concerns appliances having to do with the moving picture industry there are several important institutions, among
them the National Carbon Company, the National Lamp
Works, the Argus Lamp and Appliance Company, the Hertner Electric Company and the Cleveland Electric Products
Company, all of which I visited while in Cleveland, with the
exception of the last named, which is so filled up ^vith orders
for war material that it is not doing much in the way of putting out its current rectifying device, known as the "Rexolux."
The National Lamp Works and the writer have for some
time past had more or less correspondence with regard to
tungsten filament lamps versus the carbon arc. I arrived at
Xela Park intent upon plucking several dark colored crows
with my friends R. P. Burrows and J. I. Caldwell, and no
time was lost in getting at it. The plucking began at once.
It is, however, hard to quarrel with good fellows. So the
crows were very soon turned out to grass, while the three of
us. accompanied by S. E. Doane, chief engineer of the National Lamp Works, repaired to a restaurant to feed the inner man and discuss our points of difference.
In the first place, before I forget it, let me say that the
National Lamp Works has perfected a new "tub" transformer for controlling the voltage, hence the amperage of
current delivered to the Mazda lamp. It is of the floating
coil type, is absolutely automatic in its action and gives a
very close regulation indeed. Also, before I forget, let me
remark that Air. Burrows has offered a theory in explanation of that very puzzling proposition. Why does screen
illumination increase with increasing amperage up to a
certain point, beyond which there is but little gain. Friend
Burrows'
theory looks which
good are
to to
me.be He
has suggested
series of experiments,
conducted
under thea
direction of the Projection Department, and which will, I
believe, determine exactly what takes place in the crater of
the electric arc. Mr. Burrows suggested that he supply me
with the proposed plan for the experiments, and that to divide them up among two or three companies. I will, however, invite the following companies to make the entire
experiment, which will give us five separate and complete
sets of data to check against each other, viz. : the National
Lamp Works, the National Carbon Company, the Edison
Lamp Works, the Speer Carbon Company and the Westinghouse Lamp Works.
Before leaving Nela Park I want to pay a deserved compliment to S. E. Doane, who bears the reputation of and impresses one as being a capable engineer. He is a thoroughly
likeable man and a genuine good fellow. For a number of
years past he has done some wonderful research work, and
has, through his own effort and the effort of his corps of
able assistants, produced some remarkable results.
There was no immediate results of my visit to Nela Park,
but I nevertheless feel that the time was well spent. We
are gradually coming to a better and more comprehensive
understanding of many things connected with the illumination of the screen, as applies to both the Mazda lamp and
the carbon arc, and this is only made possible by and
through, just such conferences as this.
Sunday afternoon I was given the treat of an automobile
trip around the city in company with Mr. Burrows, his wife
and their daughter. Monday morning the National Carbon
Company sent W. C. Kuntzman down to our hotel with a
gasoline destroyer in which we were conveyed to that corporation's plant, stopping on the way at the factory of the
Hertner Electric Company, our visit to which will be described in due time in the Projection Department, it having
to do with matters relating to the Transverter made by that
company. At the plant of the National Carbon Company I
met J. F. Kerlin, who is general sales manager; R. A. Crider,
of the Sales Department; E. H. King, in charge of eastern
division sales, who is also in charge of the distribution of
the White A. C. Special Carbons, and A. G. Summerville in

charge of the western division sales, with all oi whom we
had pleasant and enlightening chats. We took luncheon in
the National Carbon Company's restaurant with Messrs.
Kuntzman and Crider, to the accompaniment of discussion
covering many point-., particularly with relation to the carbon arc and the tungsten filament lamp.
The National Carbon Company is leaving no Stone unturned in trying to produce the besl possible projection
carbon, and, as I have remarked before, Success is crowning its efforts. The company is at the present time marketing the following: For direct current, the regular National
cored projection carbon for positive and the metallic coated
silver tip for negative, for which combination it claims the
following advantages, viz.: Ease of arc control, uniform
screen illumination and maximum c. p. per watt of energy
consumed. For A. C, it is putting out the new White A. C.
special, reports upon which have been made in the Projection Department recently.
While at the plant it was my privilege to meet J. T. Ward,
chemical engineer in charge of the laboratory and factory
development of improvement in its projection carbon, with
whom we held an interesting conversation. Mr. Ward
showed us some highly interesting photographs, which will
be reproduced in the Projection Department in the near future, and will, I think, prove intensely interesting to our
readers. E. H. King, of the arc sales department, who is in
charge of the White A. C. special carbon sales, and the
writer, were introduced, and almost immediately engaged in
wordy combat. Very soon, however, we decided to call it a
draw, honors even. Friend King is all right. I now have
a better understanding of his views and he has better understanding ofwhat I am "driving at." It was also a pleasure as well as a privilege to meet W. R. Mott, chemical
engineer, who has in the past developed the white flame
studio arc carbon.
In conversation with Messrs. Ward and Mott I was able
to verify a statement I have long been making to operators,
namely : that the reason the core in the carbon steadies the
arc is that it gives off a heavier volume of gas than does the
surrounding wall of carbon, thus holding the arc to the center of the crater. I learned that this was only a part of
the story, because, these men tell me (due to the fact that
the core of the carbon contains mineral salts), the gas
emanating therefrom is a better conductor of electricity
than the gas from the surrounding wall of carbon, which
does not contain these mineral salts. In fact, it is many
times a better conductor.
While at the plant I witnessed a demonstration of the
comparative brilliancy of the Mazda lamp and the crater
produced by A. C. when the white A. C. special carbon is
used. I don't want to say too much about this, just at this
time, but viewed with the eye, the light from the crater is
far, far more brilliant than that which is produced by the
Mazda. The reason I don't want to make any final comment
on this item, however, lies in the fact that the tone of light
is largely affected by the character of the screen; also I have
made no actual c. p. tests, and the Mazda people make the
claim that while the light looks less brilliant there is actually but little difference when a candle power reading is
taken, all of which may be true.
On the way back downtown, we stopped at the office of
the Argus Lamp and Appliance Company, but my visit to that
institution properly belongs in, and will therefore appear
in the Projection Department, since it has to do with the
apparatus put out by the company, viz.: the Sheck universal adapter.
In the evening Messrs. Crider, Kuntzman and King, acting
for the National Carbon Company, entertained the writer at
dinner, afterward steering him into a Class A burlesque
show.
TOLEDO,
OHIO.

ARRIVING in Toledo under sodden skies, with a drizzle
of extremely damp rain, I struggled manfully to make
things cheerful. At the office of the Breco Electric
Company I found Brothers J. H. Fooley and Joe Seligman,
of Local Union 228, waiting, all ready to do the honors. I
also found M. G. Delaney, president of the Breco Electric
Company, who had arranged with the exhibitors and operators for a meeting that evening. Mr. Delaney is, by the
way, a live wire and a hustler, who stands high with the
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theatre men of Toledo. His company is preparing to market a new current rectifying device, the invention of T. J.
Murphy, of Rochester, N. Y., to be known as the Breco
converter. During my stay in Toledo I examined into the
merits of this machine as far as it was at this time possible. My findings will be set forth in the Projection Department soon.
During the day Brothers Fooley and Seligman escorted
me around to several of the Toledo theatres. My impression is that conditions in Toledo are by no means the worst,
nor are they such that they cannot well be improved. At
the Adams theatre I found Tom McCormick, who some
time ago was connected with the Toledo rewind. A letter
from Brother McCormick's wife, who is ill, was handed to
me. Mrs. McCormick is an operator of nine years' experience. She is an honorary member of Local Union 228.
Mrs. McCormick bears the reputation of being a good operator. She holds down a job at the Pricilla theatre, and felt
very badly because she would be unable to hear our address.
Her regrets were set forth in a letter, which will be published in the Projection Department, as tending to show that
a woman operator may be more progressive than some of
her brothers. Learning the circumstances I called a halt of
bubble me out to St. Vincent's
the boys
had Sister
and on
proceedings
Hospital to call
McCormick.
Loew's Valentine theatre E. H. Grestle manager, seats
1,500. It runs feature pictures at 15 and 25 cents admission,
has an eighteen-piece orchestra and a beautiful lobby, foyer
and auditorium. The orchestra lights were unprotected. I
showed Manager Grestle how to protect the lights and he
agreed that it should be done. The large operating room
is flooded with light and has light walls. When I entered
the theatre the bottom of the picture wa^s discolored almost
half
its surface.
How inmore
heaven's
can awaymanup properly
see Noa wonder.
picture located
thanname
one
hundred feet away, while looking through a hole in the wall
which is literally plastered with bright daylight. It simply
can't be done. Two Power 6-B machines are used. The
observation ports were about 18 by 24 inches. The rewinder
was not properly geared down. The five shutters are so
hooked up that the melting of a single fuse will not drop
all the shutters, which is something more than very bad.
At the Temple theatre I met E. A. Zorn, manager, with
whom I enjoyed a very pleasant chat. The Temple seats
1,200, charging 15 and 25 cents, with higher admission on
special occasions. There is a fourteen-piece orchestra.
Projection is in charge of P. F. Coburn and Roscoe Ream.
The operating room is of goodly size, located very high
and flooded with daylight. It also has light colored walls.
There are two Simplex machines. The rewind is not geared
down. During the eight or ten minutes I was in the operating room the operator did not, I think, look at the picture
more than three or four times. Most of the time he stood
talking with me, with his back to the screen. The same was
true with the man a Loew's.
Now, gentlemen, I think it may be accepted as a fact that
we cannot expect high-class results on the screen if the projection isto be left to the mercies of an inanimate motor. It
just
simply
can't be the
done.
manTemple,
at Loew's,
if I
remember correctly,
man The
at the
run toand
a fixed
inelastic schedule, which absolutely precludes any possibility of high-class work. It is not pleasant to speak of
these matters in criticissm, but if they are the facts, and they
certainly are, that is not my fault. I can only say what I
found, and at least in one instant I saw something very
much worse than I have mentioned.
During the afternoon I called at the office of the Features
Development Company, which is perfecting what is to be
known as the Alladin picture machine. My visit was at the
invitation of F. J. Bulask, who showed me the machine
and explained its intricacies. It would be useless to go into
details at this time, hut 1 may say I saw a picture projection which was, considering the fact that the projector was
but a crude, hand-made model, very good indeed. The Pictures Development Company expects to have the invention
perfected and a marketable machine ready in the near future. It uses a film the shape of a phonograph record,
though considerably larger in diameter. Each film carries
the equivalent of 500 feet of standard film, from which its
pictures may be reproduced. The projector is in a cabinet
similar to a Victrola cabinet and it is proposed that the
screen will be set in a frame with a bellows arrangement,
so that it may be pulled out just as you would pull out the
lens of a camera. This makes an entirely self-contained
parlor moving picture projector. 1 won't say more about
this machine now, but later it will be described in detail.
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BATTLE

CREEK,

MICH.

act when we ara weep
THE heavens
foods made famous.
breakfast
the staging
city still
rived in thewere
The stop there was made primarily because we have a
number of relatives in that town. Arrangements had been
practically completed for an address to the Battle Creek
men, but apparently because a couple of the operators got
into a squabble, the plan came to naught. However. I
toddled downtown and gumshoed around among a few of
the theatres. At the Garden theatre, Ray McAllister operator, I found a pretty auditorium, in which the lighting
scheme was not at all bad, with the exception of the exit
signs, which have white letters with red background, instead
of red letters with black background. G. E. Cross, of the
firm of Lipp & Cross, owners of the Strand, Garden and
Rex theatres, was undergoing a slight operation at the hospital, hence could not be seen. Mr. Lipp was, at the time,
visiting Mr. Cross so that I missed them both.
I trust that by the time this is in type Neighbor Cross
will have fully recovered and will be back on the job. The
firm is erecting a theatre, which will be opened in the near
future. The spread of projection in the Garden was O. K.
and the screen illumination excellent. Two Power's machines are used. At the Majestic, E. M. Browne manager.
I again found the objectionable white-letter red-background
exit signs, both at the right and left of the screen and close
to it. Also to the right of the screen was a clock, with
considerable more light than any self-respecting clock requires in order to inform the audience of the time of day.
R. J. Greenwood, operator, is giving a fairly good picture
with A. C. through a Compensarc. The operating room is
just fair. Power's machines are used. At the Rex. E. T.
Wheelock manager. I don't seem to have interviewed friend
notebook, except to set down the name of the manager
and of Harry Denton,
the operator.
The Strand is a good-sized house, having excellent auditorium lighting, with the exception of the exit signs,
which are bad. The piano light is well confined. My compliments to the piano player at the Strand. B. A. Jorgenson,
operator, is producing an excellent screen result. He has
a very good operating room.
I did not enter the Dreamland. Just shook hands with
the manager at the door and let it go at that. The loudmouthed ballyhoo and front literally snowed under with
gaudy posters did not look promising. Friend Manager said
when I handed him my card. "I take a lot of papers, bHt
I guess I don't get this one." No, from the looks of the front
of his theatre, I think he doesn't. Several of the Battle
Creek men expressed regret that the arrangements for an
address had fallen through. Well, I was sorry myself, but
with a string tied to it, because a night of undisturbed rest
looked exceedingly good to yours truly.
KALAMAZOO,

MICH.

WE

feel fied
nowtraveler.
that We
we are
fully qualihavea duly
been initiated,
in Kalamazoo.
At
Cleveland we received telegraphic demand from the
managers and operators of Kalamazoo that their city be included in our itinerary. I was able to comply with their request because Chicago was the next stop and beyond that
point the itinerary was not made up. Kalamazoo is a comparatively small city, having only seven theaters. There is
plenty of room for improvement, but on the other hand,
everything considered, conditions in the city are not at all
bad. except that some of the operating rooms are entirely
too small; also they are unnecessarily so because in almost
every case it would be easy to rebuild them to at least reasonable size.
The Elite, S. Posthumer, operator, has two Motiograph
machines located in a very small operating room. The
auditorium is artistic and its lighting good, except the guard
behind the orchestra pit might well be raised twelve inches
higher. This would not interfere in the least with the view
of the screen from the front row of seats, and would hide the
objectionable glare of light reflected back from the sheet
music.
The Fuller Theatre is a large house. The auditorium lighting is excellent, except for the orchestra lights, which could
easily be hidden from the audience by means of properly
constructed screens around the top of the music rack. The
operating room is small, but is on the ground floor opposite
the screen.
The Lyric is a store-room, theatre. J. W. Ball is operator. The operating room is of goodly size, except that it is
not deep enough, front to back. The Orpheum, P. C. Schram
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manager, has two Monograph machines ami a good opera!
ing room. The auditorium lighting is all right, but the picture is. I think, a little too large tor the size of tin- house.
1-" !■' Hess i- operator. Brother Hess is secretary of the
Board of Operators Examiners.
The operating rooms I saw were well ventilated, and all
of them had the machine lamp houses piped, either to the
vent tine or the exhaust pipe of the ventilating system of
the theatre, which is excellent indeed. The walls of most if
not all the operating rooms 1 visited were either black or of
a very dark color, and the ports were mostly of good size

PICTURK

WOKI.D

and covered with glass, though
the glass was not ie1
angle, as it should he m order to kill the reflection.

at an

\t 11 o'clock all the exhibitors
ami operators of the- city
"i Kalamazoo foregathered around a table in a room over
the Lyric theatre. ( )n this table were edibles in abundance.
\n. i the least the assemblage listened interestedly to what
we haderaltoexpression
say until
longboth
alter managers
the "ghostly
The genfrom
and hour."
operators
was,
after it was all over, that while we may have jolted them
pretty hard, still the effect would be good — that our visit to
the city would have distinct value to all concerned.

Managing Editor Takes Up Gage® ® ® ® ® h h
In Discussion of Availability of Publicity Matter
He Declares "Press Agent" Proves Contention ofNewark Editor
The writer of tbe following comments is managing editor of a large
Middle West dally. "1 have been deeply interested in your discussion
of press agents and press agent matter," he says in an explanatory
note. "What the Newark editor said in your columns is all quite true.
What 'Press Agent' says in your columns of the May 4 issue shows, in
my the
humble
is true.
I don't
press agentry,a
on
whole,Judgment,
ever had, WHY
at theit hands
of its
friendsbelieve
and practitioners,
harder jolt than this man gives it in his futile effort to defend it. This
paper treats the motion picture field with dignity. We have placed
it in all respects on a par with our treatment of the legitimate amusements. We employ a critic, not a 'columnist.' We find that our treatment of the pictures is the treatment that meets with the approval of
our readers. Our film editor tells me daily that film press agents send
in nothing that is available. Repeated efforts to get what we want have
failed. 1 find that a dozen papers — all in big cities of the Central
West, and all leading newspapers— report the same experience. There
i» something wrong with film press agentry and with film press agents.
Possibly the general indictment inclosed may help."
IT is to be expected, of course, that the press agent, when
attacked, will respond in his own defense. And at nothing is he more proficient. Experience has taught him the
strategy, and need has made him expert in its use. But his
defense, like his work, abounds with excuse and subterfuge.
He is no more inclined to face facts than he is to bestir himself to adapt his labor to his market.
A "Press Agent" in tbe Moving Picture World speaks contemptuously of "film columnists." In his sight, they are
cheap workers, ignorant of the business, not interested in
their jobs, demanding the impossible of the able, patient,
worn, tired, harassed, hundred-dollar-a-week press agent
and calmly expecting him to do their work for them. I
have no idea who "Press Agent" is. But I do have the idea
that he is fairly typical of his tribe. And his attitude is
typical of the attitude of most film press agents. Naturally,
holding this view of the editor whom he is paid his hundred dollars a week to serve, he will do work of a character,
and only of a character, in keeping with his ideas.
In any event, he turns out cheap work. Nine-tenths of it
belongs to the prehistoric days of press agentry. The other
tenth is unavailable. He has, it is true, some four or five
hundred papers to serve. He knows, it is also true, nothing
at all about any of them. Nor does he take the slightest
trouble to find out anything about them. He is costing his
employer time and money. Both are wasted. Further, he is
converting himself into actual liability. He has ceased to
be an asset.
Most of the matter he sends out is piffle. He exercises —
if he has any to exercise — no ingenuity. He works, not for
actual results, but to accumulate, evidently, a heap of "copy"
for the inspection of his boss who, seeing the quantity of
the output, evidently considers that quantity is synonymous
with quality and forthwith raises the industrious press agent
from his hundred a week to a hundred and quarter.
But the time has come when employers are not so easily
fooled. And the time long ago was at hand when editors
ceased completely to be fooled. The sooner the press agents
realize this, the better it will be for themselves, for their
employers and for the editors, to say nothing of the product
which they are hired to exploit. In the realm of the film
there is a vast opportunity for a really conscientious, energetic publicity man to make a name and reputation for himself. Strange, is it not, that none, thus far, has happened to
accomplish this apparently simple feat?
To confine my indictment of the press agent to a few
generalities — if he wants specific counts, heaven knows, I
can supply them! — I charge him:
1— With being wholly ignorant or, if not, of failing to use

any knowledge he may possess, of the requirements and
City.
needs and demands of newspapers outside of New York
2 — With devoting his energies toward securing a showing
in the newspapers and trade magazines that fall directly
under the eye of his employer and with neglecting the others.
3 — With being a prolific author of piffle regardless of the
fact that the newspapers — and the public — no longer want
the piffle that he writes.
4— With being satisfied with having written something regardless of whether it ever sees its way into print.
5— With being careless, slipshod, indifferent and negligent
to the extent of not making the slightest effort to keep
himself in touch with the "contemptible little army" of
"film columnists" who are striving to do their level best to
make their column- interesting to their readers.
6— With doing the product which they are employed to
exploit as much harm, if not, indeed, more harm than good.
I know of editors — and many of them — who have been prejudiced against the product of more than one film-producing
concern through the character of press matter sent out by
the firm's press agent.
7— With a lack of discrimination regarding the different
styles of newspapers, which results in a prodigious waste
of money. Why send, week after week, photographs to
newspapers that do not print photographs in their daily or
tri-weekly or semi-weekly cinema columns? Why send to
papers possessed of dignity and of a dignified style stories
that are manifestly intended for papers of the sensational
type?
8— With being wholly ignorant of the great change that
has come lately over the newspaper attitude toward the
motion picture industry. With complete failure to realize
that the newspaper regard of the motion picture is in a formulative stage and that good press agentry will help things
along while nothing will so retard them as poor press
agentry.
9 — With failure to realize that the public is demanding
more dignified, sensible, honest reading matter concerning
the motion pictures, that it is not interested in whether the
president of the producing company has gone to Palm Beach
for a winter's sojourn, whether he believes the war will end
in July or next December, whether he drives a Packarrow or
Penguin Twelve, but that it is interested in the pictures
regardless of who makes them. Personality twaddle may
please the president, who likes to bask in the limelight, but
it is worthless so far as the product is concerned and
worthless, too, in the eyes of the editors and of the public.
10^-With writing futilely, through either downright ignorance or criminal negligence, with nothing in mind except a quantity output and a wild hope that some editor
somewhere may find something in the quantity that may be
printable.
I am not a film editor — not a "columnist." But I have supervision over a film "columnist" and over a film column. I
have also been a press agent — I may again be a press agent.
But if I am, I'll have no excuses to offer if the disgusted
editor finds my copy unavailable. If he does, the fault will
be mine, not his, and it will be my business — as it ought to
be the business of "Press Agent" — to correct the fault, not
to defend it.
EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU FOR FILM MEN.
Secretary A. H. Beaulne, of the Montreal Moving Picture
Exhibitors' Association, has opened an employment bureau
in connection with the organization. No fees are charged
those who seek positions or who secure help through the
bureau.
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BROOKLYN'S LARGEST PICTURE THEATER OPENS.
The Brevoort theater of Brooklyn, N. Y., opened May 1.
It seats 2,500 and every seat has an uninterrupted view of the
proscenium, built on the amphitheater plan. It was erected
by the Brevoort Holding Company of which A. H. Schwartz
is president. It is located on the corner of Brevoort place
and Bedford avenue, in the most densely populated residential section of Brooklyn. The resident manager is W. L.
Price.
The "Invitation Premier," held on Tuesday evening, April
30, was attended by a representative audience and every
seat was filled. As the rich velvet curtains drew aside a
large American flag was disclosed, covering the whole screen
space.
Thirteen marines
in full equipment
stood in front
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Receives Report from London
Theaters Are Prospering.

ENGLAND.
That

Picture

W

INFIELD R. SHEEHAX, general manager of the
Fox Film Corporation, has just received an especially
encouraging report from Ernest Reed, managing director of the Fox exchanges in England, indicating that in
spite of the stress and excitement of the great Flanders
drive the picture theaters are prospering wonderfully. This
is not merely due to careful selection of suitable subjects,
since the British public and especially the soldiers home on
furlough go to the cinema to forget the war, but also to
prompt distribution and attractive advertising. The whole
scheme of marketing Fox films in Great Britain was devised
by Mr. Sheehan personally during the course of several sojourns in the old country, and that it is withstanding both
the test of time and the strain of extraordinary conditions
in the trade is sufficient indorsement of the Fox system.
Mr. Reed emphasizes the fact that, while the boys back in
"Blighty" are eager for excitement and even "counter-irritants' for the military nightmare they have temporarily
escaped, they do not want war pictures. This may be not
merely because they have had enough of the real thing, or
because the "reel" thing is usually so far from reality that
it revolts them more than realism. At any rate English
cinemas demand domestic dramas, Westerns, society, comedies and plenty of laugh-provokers. For that reason the
Fox Sunshine Comedies are always listed among the "best
sellers" in Great Britain. Fox stars are just as popular
abroad as at home.

Washington Motion Picture Plant Opens May 11
New Production at Spokane to Begin on Picture With Tyrone Power in Lead.

Brevoort

Theater, Brooklyn,

N. Y. C.

at attention. The color bearer unfurled his silk flag as the
large symphony orchestra played the national anthem.
Magistrate Alexander Geisner made the welcoming address
and Commissioner of Public Works, John P. Fennelly, representing Borough President Riegelmann, delivered a congratulatory message. "My Own United States" was the
opening feature.

the Wash-It
on the plant
rapidly
is progressing
WORK
Spokane.
in of
Corporation
ington Motion Picture
is to be completed in a few days and plans have been
under way for an elaborate opening program for the general
public on Saturday, May 11. This plant is located at Minnehaha Park, near the Spokane river, on the northeast side
of the city, while the Titan plant is on the rimrock overlooking the city on the south side. Both are well situated
for scenic effects, which are practically at the doors of their
studios.
The scenario for the first production of the Washington
Motion Picture corporation has been approved by Larry
Trimble, according to C. J. Ward, general manager, and
Tyrone Power will play the lead. Mr. Trimble has gone to
New York to assemble other members of the company and
some of the parts will be taken by Spokane talent.
HODKINSON

HARRY

MURRAY

IS WOUNDED.

HARRY MURRAY, a former employe of the Fox Film
Corporation, has met the boche and has given a good
account of himself.
Harry writes that he is now in a
base hospital in France, having been gassed and hit in the
leg by shrapnel in one of the battles in which the old Sixtyninth, New York, introduced
themselves to the Huns.
The former Fox lad, after
reciting his wounds, writes :
"Not bad for a beginner.
But don't worry; I'll be back
there in the line again soon
for another whack at Heinie.
Believe those
me, we're
goingover.
to
knock
Germans
The French says : 'They shall
not pass,' and, take it from
mo, they won't. They may
think they are winning now,
but wait. You know what
we used to say at the ball
game : 'It only takes one to
hit it.' Well, our one hit will
win the game. The Germans
are fighting like hell. They
Harry Murray.
know it's their last drive."
Harry is twenty-one years
old and had been in the contract department of the Fox
Film Corporation for two years. He heard the call of the
old Sixty-ninth last July and left for France in October.
Harry is only one of the many boys who have left the Fox
corporation for the trenches.

VISITS

PARALTA

STUDIO.

W. W. Hodkinson, president of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, which is releasing Paralta Plays, spent several
days recently at the Paralta studios in Los Angeles and met
the stars who are making the product that is being placed
on the market through his organization. Mr. Hodkinson
reached Los Angeles in the course of a tour throughout the
country which he is making to develop his "co-operative
exhibitor" plan.
General Manager Nat. I. Brown took Mr. Hodkinson
through the plant and explained to him the details of production as well as pointed out the plans for expansion and
construction which are now being carried out. Louise
Glaum, Henry B. Walthall. Bessie Barriscale and J. Warren
Kerrigan all met Air. Hodkinson.
UNIVERSAL

EMPLOYES

PAY

INCOME

TAX.

John P. Carter, Collector of Internal Revenue at Los Angeles, has an answer to the statement sometimes made that
the motion picture industry is non-essential. Four hundred
and forty-three employes of the west coast studios of the
Universal Film Company paid income tax on salaries
amounting to ^00o..U1.51. There were no delinquents. The
tax reports was filed on schedule.
According to the government agents there is no California industry which has contributed so substantially to
the income tax budget.
LORD READING REVIEWS "MASKS AND FACES."
Lord Reading, British Ambassador to the United States,
former Chief Justice of England, together with his staff and
their families, were present at a private showing of "Masks
and Faces" given for them by World Pictures at the British Embassy, Monday evening.
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Good Stories Make Monopoly Impossible
These

B

and

Comparatively
to Be Reckoned

Small
Capital
Constitute
With, Says Brunet.

Force

\Sl.\G Ins statement upon Ins knowledge of the policies
that have made Charles Pathe an international film figure, Paul Brunet, vice president ami general manager
ithe 1 xchange, Inc., in an interview last week, revealed
the ideas of .Mr. Pathe as reflected in the plans of the
rican Company.
'The remarkable
business system of the French
Pathe
Company is evidence that it is an opportunity ami a privilege for us to follow the policies outlined by Mr. Pathe ami
properly adjusted to American conditions." said Mr. Brunet.
"His experience in the motion picture business cannot be
doubted, and contrary to what is true in most industries, that
of the motion picture, according to him, does not lend itself
to ,i combination of the elements that compose it. Manufacturing and distribution are industries and commercial propositions more or less to be compared to some existing organizations, but the production end is entirely different. By 'production,' Imeankeep
the their
scenario
and the director, who
at least must
own writer
individuality.
"Only with difficulty is art commercialized, as well as
fancy and originality, which are the bases of the motion picture industry, and those who would believe the contrary are
wrong, especially if they also believe that it will suffice for
them simply to obtain contracts with celebrated artists in
order to result in the ultimate success of their company and
prosperity in their business.
"Whatever his or her fame, there is no star capable of being worth the amounts required in producing the negative,
if the scenario is only mediocre.
"Therefore, the scenario, which is the main point, is the
brain-substance of individuals, who only with difficulty can
be secured and associated and whose output cannot be
forced and increased at will, even with much money.
"A half-dozen scenario writers, with a capital of only
$20,000 or $40,000, will always represent a force which will be
able to fight advantageously against any organization, no
matter how powerful, which would be pretentious enough
to attempt to absorb by itself the motion picture business.
"Each scenario writer, associated with his producer and
perhaps with the star, will always find a distributing concern
to release interesting productions which will consent to give
him the support of its exchanges and will rent the picture
under conditions which will suit him best, the result being
in accordance with the quality of the film.
"Charles Pathe goes further, and holds that this is the
future method of exploiting motion pictures. It is only when
the majority of our big men of the motion picture industry
will have admitted this theory, that we will see the cessation of a chaotic situation in our industry, the crisis of which
is in large part due to the exaggeration of capital, which is
called upon inconsiderately with the view of combining
elements of the business which should remain divided.
"It is the above 'formula' which is to dominate the future
of our operations.
"We will if necessary be the financiers of interesting productions of which we will only seek the modest share for
ourselves, presenting to the producers a world-wide sales
organization now recognized as very strong and which we
are unceasingly improving."
AT LEADING
Programs
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pleted the screen portion oi the program.
1. untenant B. C.
llilliam ami leanue Gordon contributed the solos.

EIGHTY FIRST STRE El

l ill-. \ li R

B<

ie Barrisi ale

in "Blindfolded" ami .1 new chapter of "The Eagli
first half of the week.
I ouise Glaum in "An Alien En<
and tera half.
new number of i hapin's "Son of Democracy" the latKNICKERBOCKER.
FORT"}

FOURTH

Eighth week of "My Four Years in
STREET.— Fifth

week

of

"Hearts

of

German} ."
theBRIWorld."
).\l>\\ AY.— "The
Bride's Awakening."
GENERAL FILM MOVES MORE OFFICES.
Simultaneously with the removal of the New York branch
of General Film Company to the former Paramount exchange quarters in the Godfrey Building, removals took
place in three other cities.
The new exchanges are located as follows: Buffalo, 106
Pearl street; Chicago, 207 South Wabash avenue; Washington, Sixth and F streets, N. W.
The Washington move marks this branch's third location
in six months, the tremendous demand by the government
for office space being in the main responsible.
BRIGGS DRAWS
CARTOONS
FOR WORLD
PICTURES.
Briggs, the cartoohist who first sprang to prominence
with the Chicago Tribune and who is now with the New
York Tribune, is drawing exclusive cartoons for World Pictures for use in World Pictures advertising and house organ.
The first of these advertising cartoons will appear in this
week's tional
advertisements
and will carry a message of excepinterest to all exhibitors.

Block Visits Goldwyn Studios
President of Indianapolis'
Theater
Screen for Circle
the First
Time.Looks

Behind the

ALTHOUGH A. L. Block, the big Indianapolis merchant,
is president of the popular and nationally known Circle theater in that city, he had never until last week
set foot inside a motion picture studio. He signalized this
step of "seeing the movies from the inside" by selecting the
star who ranks as one of his great personal favorites — Mae
Marsh of Goldwyn.
Accompanied by Mrs. Block the Indianapolis visitor put
in an entire afternoon at the Goldwyn plant in Fort Lee,
saw Mae Marsh at work under the direction of Hobart
Henley, met his favorite star and was just as delighted with
her in the flesh as he has been by her on the screen
Mr. Block found Samuel Goldfish waiting for him at the
studio and was then shown through the entire plant by A.
Lehr, the general manager of the company's Fort Lee ac-

THEATERS.

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
May 5 Houses.
at New

York's

Principal

Mary Pickford in Bret Harte's "M'liss,"
THE STRAND.—
supported
by Theodore Roberts, Thomas Meighan and Tully
Marshall, was the leading attraction at the Strand the
week of May 5.— The second installment of the ChesterOuting picture, "An Ex-Cannibal Carnival," was another
feature. James Montgomery Flagg's "The Good Sport" and
"The Tropical Review" concluded the picture program. Rosa
Lind, Ralph Errole and Irene Audrey were the soloists.
THE RIALTO.— "Playing the Game" with Charles Ray
headed the bill at the Rialto. The story was written by
Julien Josephson. Doris Lee and Billy Elmer are in the
cast. Views in Spain, a Mutt and Jeff cartoon and the
Animated Magazine were also shown. Gladys Rice and Riccardo Bonelli were the soloists.
THE RIVOLL— Jack Pickford in "Mile-a-Minute Kendall," assisted by Louise Huff and Lottie Pickford, was seen
at the Rivoli. "What the Ice Age Left," a Robert C. Bruce
scenic; "His Smothered Ingredient," a Paramount Mack
Sennett comedy,
and the Rivoli Animated
Pictorial com-

Left

to Right — Director
Hobart Henley,
Mrs. Block, A. L. Block.

Mae

Marsh,

tivities, and showed instant interest in the various details
of picture manufacture.
During the visit Mr. Block took occasion to praise his
powerful and popular business associate, Robert Lieber, of
the Circle, who has just been made president of the First
National, and to pay tribute to the skill and fine showmanship of S. Barrett McCormick, managing director of the
Circle.
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Funkhouser Cuts "Hearts of the World"
The

Major

Gives Out That
the
Big Majority of His

Cutouts
Censor

Were
Board.

Made

by

a

MAJOR FUNKHOUSER has raised another storm by
reason of certain cut-outs made in "Hearts of the
World," now showing at the Olympic, this city. Morris
Gest, of Elliott, Comstock & Gest, who have secured the
rights for the national showing of the Griffith masterpiece,
sent a telegram to President Wilson regarding these cutouts, with the view of having the U. S. Department of Justice take up the matter.
At the time of writing nothing has been given out concerning the action taken by the President, if any has been
taken.
In the meantime United States District Attorney Clyne's
attention has been drawn to the Major's action by Clyde A.
Mann, publicity representative of the British-Canadian recruiting commission in Chicago, who complained of the cutouts more particularly because the picture had been seen by
the State Council of Defense and no dissenting voice had
been raised. If the District Attorney takes any action in the
case he will base it on the recent decision of the United
in the matter of "The Spy."
States Circuit Court ofin Appeals,
reply to the charges made against
Major Funkhouser
him states that in all he ordered only 30 feet cut from
"Hearts of the World"; that he did not cut out the whole
of the bayoneting scene, where a German is shown stabbing
a wounded French soldier, but only the part showing the
blood gushing from the wound; also that in the dugout
scene, where French girls have been trapped by the Germans, he only eliminated the part showing a girl writhing on
after receiving brutal treatment from a German
ground
the
officer.
At any rate the Major feels confident of his stand, because a majority of his censor board voted for the cut-outs,
which were not arbitrarily made by him, as many suppose.
that he has no GerMajor Funkhouser vehemently states
man sympathies, that his forbears were not Germans, and
that as far back as 1700 they had contracted no intermarriage with Germans. He traces his lineage back to Christopher Funkhouser, who went from Berne, Switzerland, to
to New AmHolland in 1692, thence to England and thenceMajor
declares
sterdam, arriving at the latter in 1700. The
that all his ancestors were Americans and that 90 per cent,
of them are of British extraction.
D. W. Chamberlain

Visits

Chicago.

D. W. Chamberlain, general manager of the American
stop-over
Amusement Companv, Minneapolis, made a brief from
New
in the city Monday, April 29, on his way home
trade in
York, where he spent several days calling on thehouses
in
connection with bookings for his circuit of five
the northwest. Mr. Chamberlain stated that business has
months
been quite good with him throughout the winter
and that the spring shows no diminution. He books his
programs from the open market.
ce and business interest Mr. ChamIn point of attendan
berlain believes the coming convention of the exhibitors
of the northwest at Minneapolis, May 7-9, will be the
most important yet held in that section. There will be no
exposition and devotion to business will strictly rule the
proceedings.
R. O. Proctor, Pathe District Manager.

Ralph O. Proctor, recently district manager of middle
western territory for Pathe Exchange, Inc., was born m
Cedar Rapids, la., and received his education in the
of Chicago, being graduated from high school
public
at
the schools
age of sixteen in 1905.
He has been engaged continuously in the film industry
for the last nine years, his first venture being made in the
He owned and managed the Burton and
exhibiting end.
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Webster theaters in Chicago from 1910-11. selling out in
the latter year and joining the forces of the branch office
of the General Film Company, 435
North Clark street, where he had
charge of the film inspection department. He remained there for
a short time, when he joined the
office force of Ike Van Ronkel,
manager
the G. avenue.
F.'s branch
17-19 Southof Wabash
Underat
Mr. Van Ronkel he held successfully the positions of head of the
poster department and of the shipping, special feature, booking and
sales departments. He next became assistant manager of the
branch and finally manager, retaining the latter position until 1915,
when he was appointed special representative ofthe G. F. throughout
the Middle West. He opened the
Des Moines branch office of that
Ralph O. Proctor.
company and was afterward sent to
the Kansas City office, where he later became branch manger with supervision of Oklahoma City business.
In June, 1916, Mr. Proctor was appointed branch manager
in Chicago for Metro, which he held until November, the
same year. At this time he formed the Vandyke Amusement Company, and opened his own office in the Business
College building. Wabash avenue and Adams street. Here
he handled Art Dramas until the fall of 1917, when he sold
his interests to the Standard Film Company. He then became manager of Pathe's Chicago office, which he held until
the company promoted him to his present position.
With the experience that is his, Mr. Proctor is bound to
rise higher. He is now in his twenty-ninth year, of stalwart frame, and a born hustler. It need only be mentioned,
to accentuate these statements, that Mr. Proctor, around
his majority, served two years on the Northwest Mounted
Police, with headquarters at Swift Current, Saskatchewan.
Of pleasing manner and fine address Mr. Proctor has a
large following throughout the Middle West in the film
trade. He has met nearly every exhibitor in that territory
and is known as being strictly straightforward in his representations and in their fulfillment. Mr. Proctor is very
optimistic on the outlook for Pathe business, under the new
plan introduced by President Brunet.
Gerard

Picture

on

Colonial

Screen.

A most enthusiastic gathering greeted the Gerard story
in films at the Colonial Monday evening, April 29, when the
picture was given its initial presentation in Chicago.
Advantage was taken of the occasion to press the Third
quota, able
Liberty Loan still further toward Chicago's
speeches being made bv Judge Hugo Pam and Commander
Schofield of the Great Lakes training quarters, before the

Jackies' band
was begun. The
the picture while
presentation of selections,
several of its members
played several
with
rewarded
the auditorium and were
passed through
subscriptions.
numerous
Ambassador Gerard's story has been closely following in
the production and I was impressed by the intense interest
taken in the pictured version by all present. This interest
was accentuated verv frequently by bursts of applause
which, at intervals, was varied by hisses for the Kaiser and
cheers for the manly attitude of the Ambassador at critical
showing the
junctures. Feeling also ran high at the scenes
fearful hellish treatment of Belgian girls and women, and
barbarous cruelty shown English prisonsight of the
at the
keeping.
ers in German
Aaron J. Jones is to be congratulated on the fine opening
a winning attracwhich is certain to prove
of the picture,First
National wherever shown. The Colonial
tion for the
orchestra of twenty pieces played the accompanying music
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very skillfully.
A review
oi "My Four Years ig Germany"
is given in the issue of March 30, of this paper.
Peace
Between
Association and Local 110.
A meeting was held in the Hotel Morrison, Tuesday, April
90, bj the arbitration committee of twenty members of the
Allied Amusemcnl Association and Joseph P. Armstrong,
president of Local 110, I. A. T. S. E., and Peter Kuniff, organizer tor the Federation of Labor. After some discussion a motion earried that the following resolution be
adopted by the arbitration committee of the association:
Whereas, Joaepb P. Armstrong, as president of Local 110, and Peter
federation of Labor, have
I tor the American
Kuniff. a.attended a meeting ol the arbitration committee on behalf of Local 110

and other organisations interested, on tlie one band, and a eommlttee
of the Allied Amusement Assorepresentatives
ting
and
other hand;
the twenty
ciation on of
Whereas, the gentlemen representing l.oeal 110 and the other organizations interested have stated that none of the acts oi interference,
misconduct, or other unlawful acts, attempts or threats, described In
the Bill for Injunction filed on behalf of the members of the Allied
Association are mow in effect against any member of the
Allied Amusement Association, and have further assured the committee
representing the Allied Amusement Association that no such unlawful
or improper acts, attempts, threats or Interferences would be repeated
in the future, and that none of the matters or things charged In the
bill for injunction filed on behalf of the Allied Amusement Association
would be done or attempted in the future, and because of such agreement on the part of said gentlemen representing the Union and other
organizations and the assurance that such promise would be lived up
to by the members of Local 110 and the other organizations interested,
they having requested that the injunction order be dissolved,
Now, therefore, it is the sense of this meeting that in view of these
promises and stipulations of the gentlemen on behalf of Local 110 and
other organizations, that the representatives of the Allied Amusement
Association at the arbitration committee meeting report the proceedings
of the meeting of the arbitration committee to the general meeting of
the Allied Amusement Association, to be called immediately, and recommend that upon such stipulations being entered in a proper and binding
form, the injunction be dissolved.

The resolution was signed "By a committee of twenty exhibitors."
In response to this action by the Allied Amusement Association, President Armstrong called a meeting of Local
110 in the organization's headquarters Thursday morning,
May 2, at which 368 members were present, urging co-operation with the Allied Amusement Association. After some
preliminaries the following resolution was adopted:
That we establish absolute friendly relations and work in harmony
with the Allied Amusement Association.
The motion was carried unanimously.
New
Woodlawn
Theater
Bombed.
On Monday night, April 29, a bomb was exploded in the
new Woodlawn theater, 853 East Sixty-third street, tearing
away a part of the front and wrecking the lobby and the
ticket cage. The explosion was so violent that many windows in the vicinity were shattered. This fine, new theater,
which has cost $300,000, with a seating capacity of 2,000, was
opened Friday, April 26, after a series of difficulties which
lasted for several months with the various building trades
unions. Andrew Kargas, the owner, informed the police that
a demand had been made on him by a man for $1,000 before
a union operator would be permitted to work in the house.
He refused, and opened the house with a non-union operator who ran the projection machine Friday and Saturday.
The officials of the building trades unions then withdrew
their demand, it is said, and a union operator was employed.
The bomb was exploded about half an hour after the large
crowd in the theater had left for home.
Mr. Kargas estimates the damage at about $1,000, which is
trivial compared with what it might have been.
The police, it is said, have a clue to the man who demanded the bribe from Mr. Kargas, but up to the time of
writing he has not been traced.
Some people in the vicinity state that the bomb was
thrown from an automobile that passed the theater about
the time of the explosion, while others testify that the
bomb was hurled by some men from the platform of a passing elevated train at the time.
President Joseph P. Armstrong, of local 110, I. A. T. S. E.,
states positively that neither he nor any member of his organization has any knowledge of the bombing.
Managerial Changes in Chicago Exchanges.
H. J. Bailey, manager of Vitagraph's Chicago office for the
past eight months, resigned that position Monday, April 29,
to take the management of Goldwyn's Chicago office. Previous to his management of the Vitagraph office here Mr.
Bailey was manager of Vitagraph's Minneapolis and Omaha
offices in succession. W. E. Banford, who filled the position of assistant manager under Mr. Bailey with Vitagraph,
has taken the same position in the Goldwyn
office. Tom
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Delaney and .1. E. Salter, city salesmen foi Vitagraph, h
also followed Mi
Bailey to the Goldwyn office.
S. J. Goldman, Eoi the last six mouths managei oi <."M
wyn's office in Chicago, has been appointed mai
the
Chicago office of Jewel Productions.
Previous to his .
nection with Goldwyn Mr. Goldman was manager for the
Central Film Company, this city, for two years
Mr. Gold
man has taken the following salesmen from the Goldwyn
office to assist him in his new position: C. Miller, T. Dui
1. Nankin
and ( '. Smith.
Harry
Herman,
general
man.
for Jewel Pictures, lm . came on from New York to install
Mr. Goldman as Chicago manager of that company.
I. L
Lesserman, now Chicago manager of Universal, informs me
that his company
will continue to attend to the shipment
of Jewel pictures, but that they will be handled
entirely
separate by Mr. Goldman, for Jewel Productions, Inc.
T. W. Chatburn, formerly manager of Vitagraph's
Pil
burgh office, has been appointed manager
of the Chicago
office to succeed Mr. Bailey.
C. E. Plough, formerly Universal manager in Chicago, re
signed that position April 27, to devote his entire time to his
growing outside interests. He has a circuit of six theaters
in the city and near-by districts. Mr. Plough has been connected with Universal ever since that company was formed.
He left Mr. Laemmle about ten years ago to establish an
exchange at 167 North Clark street, now included in the
site of the City Hall Square Building. Thence he moved
to 128 West Lake street, where he ran the Anti-Trust Exchange until about two years ago, when he sold it to
Universal.
Chicago Premiere of "Hearts of the World."
Had the Olympic theater four or five times its capacity,
every seat would have been occupied Wednesday evening,
April 23, when the opening presentation of Griffith's "Hearts
of the World" was given under the management of Elliott,
Comstock & Gest. The interior was decorated with the
allied colors and the flags waved repeatedly to billows of
applause that swelled from many throats, in recognition of
the genius of the wizard of moving picture production.
The production closed its first week's remarkable run at
the Olympic Tuesday, April 30. Nothing that Griffith has
hitherto done in moving pictures creates the intense interest
stirred by this simple story of the great war. The war
scenes, by their exceeding realism, bring the conflict home
to our very
doors.
We battle
see our
own zone
boys and
of the
Division
arrive
on the
scarred
we Rainbowrise and
greet them with a perfect hurricane of applause, while eyes
flash and then grow dim. The pity is that the Olympic is
such a poor theater in which to house so great a picture.
A long line of patient ticket buyers can be seen every
day on Randolph street, stretching from Clark to Dearborn.
Not even the strenuous Liberty Loan sellers can surpass
the determination which grips everyone in these lines to
see the Griffith masterpiece. It is like going over the top
by our boys at the front.
Minneapolis Pioneer Exhibitor on Tour.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Van Duzee spent Monday and Tuesday
in the city last week on a tour of the country, from their
home in Oakland, Cal., by way of Seattle and Minneapolis.
They left for Kansas City, Mo., Tuesday night, April 30.
and will return home through Denver and Los Angeles.
Mr. Van Duzee is well known in trade circles throughout
the east, having resided in Minneapolis for many years and
being one of the earliest exhibitors in that city. He was
manager in Minneapolis for the General Film Company for
time rea number of years, in the old days, and at the same
tained his interests in picture theaters. Mr. Van Duzee
still owns picture theater interests in St. Paul and also in
Oakland. He is at present engaged in important sanitation
projects in the latter city.
Chicago Local in New Headquarters.
The headquarters of Chicago Local, M. P. E. L. of A., were
moved Monday, April 29, from the Masonic Temple to the
Century Building, southwest corner of State and Adams
streets. The new quarters occupy a fine suite on the 12th
floor of the building. Being centrally located in the Loop,
the location is much easier of access for members.

"Revelation" (Metro) Given White

Permit.

PlayMetro Pictures Service, this city, has secured themonths
house 410 South Michigan avenue, for the summer
for the exclusive showing of Metro releases. It was planned
to present "Revelation" on Sunday, May 5, opening night,
but owing to trouble in having it passed by the censor
board, hurried arrangements were made to show "My Own
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United States" instead. As a result of about four weeks'
compromising with the censor board, "Revelation" was finally given a white permit Thursday, May 2. Only four subtitles were eliminated. This film will be presented at the
Playhouse the second week of its management under Metro
Jesse Goldberg, special representative for the Frohman
Amusement Corporation, has come on from New York tc be
present at the initial showing of "My Own United States."
"Blue Bird" Opens at Orchestra Hall.
Some time ago Max Goldstine, district manager for the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, secured a lease on
Orchestra Hall for the summer months, which is attended
throughout the year by the finest people in the city. The
hall will be opened for the season with the presentation of
Maeterlinck's "The Blue Bird," an Artcraft feature.
Arthur Dunham, the well-known and popular orchestra
leader, will direct the thirty symphony players who will
give musical interpretations of the pictures shown on the
screen. Mrs. Mildred Fitzpatrick, an accomplished organist, has also been engaged.
It will be the object of the Famous-Lasky management
to present carefully selected programs.
Quota Nearly Reached by Chicago Theaters.
The strenuous efforts put forth by Peter J. Schaefer as
chairman of the Liberty Loan committee on theaters and
amusements, this city, necessitated his going to French Lick
Springs, Wednesday, April 24, to recuperate. Adolph Linick,
of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, has taken Mr. Schaefer's place,
and he informed me that the subscriptions had reached
$467,000 for theaters of all kinds, Thursday, April 25. Mr.
Linick believes that the quota of $500,000 will be considerably
exceeded before the drive is closed. The total number of
subscribers from theaters in the city was 2,333.
Gerard Picture at All Training Camps.
It has been announced by Aaron J. Jones, of Jones, Linick and Schaefer, that the Government has requested the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit to show "My Four Years
in Germany" at all the soldiers' training camps in the country. "This is being done," Mr. Jones says, "and it has already been shown at Camp Grant, Rockford, for three days,
beginning Thursday, April 25."
"The Unbeliever" Strong at Auditorium.
"The Unbeliever" has been going strong at the Auditorium
up to the time of writing, when it has still one week more
to prove its fine drawing powers. It has been an able aid
in the Third Liberty Loan Drive, in addition to assisting
the marine recruiting drive in the city.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sears Leaves for Front.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sears, who has filled the position of publicity representative with the American Film Company, Inc.,
for some time past, is making a trip to the front in France
in order to secure local color for a mazagine series she is
at present engaged in writing. This series gives the letters
of a mother to her son in the trenches. Mrs. Sears has a
son at the front whom she fondly hopes to be able to see
while "over there." Mrs. Sears left Chicago May 3.
Two Kleine Clerks to Great Lakes.
Paul Lyman, a bookkeeper, and Joe Rudolph, a shipping
clerk, in the George Kleine executive offices, this city, have
enlisted in the navy. A party was given in their honor
Wednesday evening, May 1, at the home of Miss Kelsko,
Mr. Kleine's secretary, about fifty of their fellow employes
and friends being present. The occasion was marked by the
happy speech made by Mr. Kleine when he presented wrist
watches, which had been purchased by members of the
office force, to each of the selected men. They left for
Great Lakes last week, where they will receive their training.
The Automaticket Machine.
Automaticket machines have recently been installed in
three large, new theaters in Chicago and vicinity by A. N.
Braun, middle western manager of the Automatic Ticket
Selling and Cash Register Company. The theaters are the
Woodlawn and Kenwood, Chicago, and the Midway, Rockford. The Kenwood and Midway theaters are the latest
additions to Ascher Brothers' fine circuit.
FLOYD

SEARS

ENLISTS

IN MARINES.

Floyd Sears, who for the past year has been private secretary to the vice president and general manager of the
World Film Corporation, has enlisted in the marines. Mr.
Sears' associates in World Pictures and his wide circle of
friends and acquaintances in the industry wish him the best
of luck in fighting for Uncle Sam.
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Boom O'Donnell at Testimonial Luncheon
Philadelphia's

Choice

for Next President
of League
Acclaimed—Honor
Unexpected by New Candidate
.
Si May 2 the film men of Philadelphia gathered at
luncheon to honor Judge John
O'Donnell, president
of the Pennsylvania League, andH. also
president of the
Philadelphia local league. It was ostensibly to be a testimonial to his past services on behalf of his brother film men
and the secret was kept from him that plans were on foot
to confer still greater honors upon him.
Representatives of all branches of the film business gathered on the occasion. A slip with a patriotic border,
picture of the man whom Philadelphia wants as the next
League president, Judge John H. O'Donnell, and a song
were distributed by Sam Blatt, chairman of the gathering.
The chairman introduced Charles H. Goodwin, secretary of
the Pennsylvania League, who gave Judge O'Donnell high
praise as the man who for two years had helped
exhibitors
to the utmost and who had succeeded in uniting 115 theaters in Philadelphia County under one head. He referred
to him as the squarest of the square, a man who could
never be bought, a man who would always do justice to all.
He announced that a Boosters' Committee of twenty exchangemen and twenty-three exhibitors had been formed
to go to Boston and promised that if all worked they would
bring back John H. O'Donnell as president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of America.
Judge O'Donnell said had he known what the boys were
up to, he would have prevented it. But while he thought
he always knew everything, they had "put something over"
on him. He thought it strange that he had not been asked
to all the meetings, but now he knew why. He approved
of testimonials to the other fellows, but did not want any
for himself. He thought it strange that they wanted so
many on the Boosters' Committee, but now he saw the light.
The Judge felt the National Presidency was a serious
matter. Any man taking it must give all his' time so he could
look at every angle of view from forty-eight States' standpoints. He felt the president should have no other interest,
should belong to only one organization. All organizations
spring from the ground up — first the local, then the State,
through an ascending scale to the national. The president
must have in mind one thing, and only one, the interests
of all exhibitors.
Judge O'Donnell continuing, said he did not approve of
present co-operative plans, as he felt they might shake the
organization. He thought organizations of exhibitors and
producers all right for social feeling and mutual help and as
a promoter of good-fellowship, but not as organizations.
He thought both sides would have more respect for each
other, and conditions would be better eventually if there
is no amalgamation, but the exhibitors should stick to their
own organization and thus remain strong. He repeated his
oft expressed sentiments that any co-operative plan to be
right must look out for the small 300-seat house as well as
the largest, and on these lines alone must the subject be
fought out to a happy and successful conclusion.
Mr. O'Donnell spoke of the United Exhibitors' Association, i
and said how disappointed he had been at first that they
found it necessary to have any other organization, but now
they have joined the League, and there is a ray of hope that
some day only one organization will be necessary.
He had no desire to be National President, but was willing to do anything to help "the boys" along, and if they
said they wanted him to run for president, and felt it would
help them in any way. he was willing to do their bidding. In
closing, he gave a tribute to L. D. Beggs and Frank W.
Buhler, who at their country's call had taken the picture
chairmanship of the Liberty Loan drive.
In the absence of President Robert Kincade, of the United Exhibitors' Association. Vice-president Ed. O'Keefe was
called on and responded. Among the other speakers were
Fred
Cready.G. Nixon Nirdlinger, Leslie Mason and Joseph Mc-

o

DENNISON IN CHARGE OF PITTSBURGH'S GENERAL.
Effective April 29, Lee Dennison became manager of the
Pittsburgh office of General Film Company. This change
marks an important acquisition by General, Mr. Dennison
being one of the best-known exchange men in the Pittsburgh territory. He was for the past two years personal
representative of James Steele of the Paramount interests,
his attention being devoted to Cleveland. Indianapolis, Detroit and Pittsburgh, with headquarters at the latter point.
Formerly he was exchange manager for George Kleine in ;
Pittsburgh.
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\ News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By

G.

P.

HARLEMAN

miAmmK^mA^
Screen Players in Loan Drive
Stars Address Crowds From An Exhibition Tank — Competition Between Studios to Win Prize.

IN Central Park there is a mudstained British war "tank"
with wicked looking guns and armor plate of paper composition, so well made that only the closest inspection
can tell it from the real thing. This mighty engine of war
has been the center of perhaps the most intensive Liberty
Loan drive in Los Angeles, in charge of the screen stars of
Southern California.
Teams of film favorites representing the most important
motion picture studios here competed in the drive. They
were assisted by four-minute speakers from Liberty Loan
headquarters.
There was competition between the representative stars
of the different studios to win the prize for selling the most
bonds. Each studio was represented each night.
Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese star of the Haworth Pictures Corporation, was the first screen player to appear at
the tank, and in less than an hour disposed of bonds valued
at $6,500.
On one night Bert Lytell was in charge of the tank for
the Metro studios. He was assisted by Viola Dana and
Edith Storey.
On a Tuesday evening the Triangle players conducted a
big bond sale, with Bill Desmond, Roy Stewart and Olive
Thomas on the tank.
On Wednesday night the Vitagraph players had charge of
the tank, inckiding Earle Williams, William Duncan, Carol

Hayakawa

Addressing Throngs in Central Park.

Holloway, Larry Seaman, Grace Darmond and Nell Shipman.
They sold $16,500 worth of bonds.
Thursday night was Paramount night, with Wallace Reid,
Vivian Martin, Dorothy Dalton, Theodore Roberts and
other Paramount players. Seventeen thousand dollars worth
of bonds were sold.
On Liberty Day Theda Bara was master of ceremonies at
the tank. She sold $38,250 worth of bonds.
Miss Bara faced what was probably the largest audience
that ever saw her in real life on the Pacific Coast. She appeared at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
Starting the drive by announcing that she would give
$5,000 if one hundred men in the audience would each take a
$50 Liberty Bond, Miss Bara came dangerously near causing a riot. There were at least 15,000 people in the park and
in the streets, and when they began crowding toward the
bond booths it was almost impossible to handle the crowd.
In fifteen minutes Miss Bara's personal subscription of
$5,000 had been covered and she was announcing the doubling

of her original subscription, $1,000 at a time. The crowd
responded with great enthusiasm, and from that time till
5.30 in the afternoon the bond-selling proceeded without a
It has been estimated that between 35,000 and 40,000
pause.
people visited Central Park some time during the afternoon,
to see Miss Bara and participate in the celebration. The
negro jazz band furnished music for the big drive. Before
Miss Bara arrived Mary Miles Minter, who is to participate
in the drive Monday night, mounted the tank and made a
brief speech.
At 7 o'clock in the evening Universal players took charge
of the drive and among those present were Rupert Julian,
Mae Murray, Ella Hall, Dorothy Phillips, Eddie Lyons, Lee
Moran, Priscilla Dean, Ruth Clifford and Douglas Gerrard.

Exhibitors Object to Idle Film Deposits
Theatre Owners' Association Passes Resolution
Exchanges to Buy Liberty Bonds.

Requesting

FILM

deposits, a taxation levied by many producing organizations through their film exchanges on the exhibitors, has long been a cause of more or less irritation between the theater managers and the exchange men. The
exhibitors have always objected to this taxation, and at a
meeting on April 17 a resolution was passed by the Theatre
Owners' Association, an organization representing the exhibitors of Los Angeles, asking that these deposits be exchanged for Liberty Bonds, the bonds to be accepted by
every member in payment of their deposit at the termination of their contracts.
The meeting was preceded by a luncheon at Hamburger's
banquet hall in honor of the Third Liberty Loan. A number of exhibitors spoke, offering various suggestions for the
successful launching of a Liberty Loan campaign. At the
meeting later in the afternoon several important questions
were discussed, including threatened Sunday closing ordinance and the new theatre license. The proposed license is
on a sliding scale, being three cents a seat for houses charging twenty cents admission and more, and two cents a seat
for those whose admission fee is less than that. In most
cases this works out to the advantage of the picture houses.
A few large theaters in the downtown district who now are
paying a straight license fee of $35 a month will be hit
pretty hard, but in the main the fees will be lower.
There was some protest from the five and ten-cent houses
on the ground that if they were required to pay as much
as a twenty-cent house, their burden would be inequitable,
and the members of the committee decided to make a special provision for this class of theaters. The matter was
with the City Counexhibitorshouses
by a delegation
taken
cil as aupnumber
of the low ofadmission
objected to the
increase in the license rate.
We interviewed F. A. McDonald, the president of the
Association, the other night, and he stated that he expected the matter to be arranged in a most satisfactory
manner. Mr. McDonald also stated that he did not believe that there would be any danger of Sunday closing.
Hayakawa

Goes

to

San

Francisco.

Sessue Hayakawa and the members of his company left
by train Thursday evening, April 25, for San Francisco,
where many of the important scenes of the initial Hayakawa production are to be made. After a week spent in
the northern city the company will proceed to the picturesque town of Monterey, and there a number of fishing
scenes will be filmed.
Marion Sais, formerly with Kalem and Lasky, has been
leading woman. The ingenue
engaged as Mr. Hayakawa's
role will be handled by Mary Anderson. Howard Davies
has also been engaged for the heavy lead.
The direction of all the future Hayakawa productions is
to be in the hands of William Worthington. Worthington
for many years was an actor in the spoken drama and often
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served also as a stage director. He made his entry into
photoplay some six years ago, and after a short period before the camera as an actor with the Universal Company
became a director. Mr. Worthington has also directed
for
Herthe Pathe and Goldwyn Companies, and has directed ready
bert Rawlinson, Leah Baird, Franklyn Farnum, Bryant
Washburn and Mae Marsh.
Mr. Worthington
plans upon having the picture
for release sometime in the latter part of June.
Mr. Worthington's assistant will be Jack Wells, who has
been his right hand man for several years. Robert Newhardt is to be in charge of the photographic department.
Carl Laemmle

Arrives at the Coast.

Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal, arrived in Los
Angeles on April 25. The chief executive of the "Big U"
organization will stay here for some time. While in the
West, Mr. Laemmle will confer with his aids on the production of several new features. Mr. Laemmle's visit here
was in October. It's a foregone conclusion that his arrival
will mean considerable activity at the big film plant and
the taking on of many new companies.
G. M. Anderson

Starts Production on the Coast.

G. M. Anderson, popularly known as "Broncho Billy," has
starred production on the coast and leased the old Selig
studios in Glendale, Cal. Mr. Anderson will produce western
features for the state right market. The company has not as
yet been cast, but we are informed that one of the players
will be Fred Church, well known in Universal and Balboa
companies. Jesse Robbins has been appointed studio manager.
Motion

Picture

Film

as

Testimony

in

Court.

A motion picture was used this week by the Los Angeles
Railway Company as first aid in defending a suit for $50,000
damages brought against it by Amos Baird. The motion
picture, which was exhibited before Judge Louis W. Myers
and the jury, showed Baird climbing a ladder and laying
roofing paper on a house, althought when Baird entered
court for the trial he was using crutches.
The railway company introduced testimony to the effect
that the picture of Baird working on the roof and carrying
rolls of paper up the ladder was made subsequent to the
time he alleges he suffered an injury by being knocked off a
car in an argument with a conductor. Baird had previously
testified that he had been unable to be about without
crutches since the time of the accident.
Attorney Griffith Jones, who represents the plaintiff in
the case, declared he would prove in court that Baird would
crutches had not the corporation's
able to go
now be tricked
agents
himwithout
into doing this heavy work.
Jungle Obituary.

"Ethel" is dead. Every one connected with Universal City
is grief-stricken and thousands of film fans throughout the
learn that "Ethel," the pet
theyaway.
when
sad has
country ofwjll
lioness
the be
films,
passed
Ethel died in the arena at Universal City. Four years
she had served the camera and is known all over the country. Because of her gentleness she was the playmate of
children. Her death came suddenly. It meant sincere sorrow to those who had trained her from clumsy puppyhood
to the sinewy graces of maturity.
The Tallys Are Back in Los Angeles.

Thomas L. Tally and Seymour Tally returned to Los Angeles on Friday, April 26. Messrs Tally have been east for
nearly a month and attended the annual meeting of the First
National Exhibitors Circuit, in New York.
Julian

Eltinge

Soon

to

Start

Production.

Julian Eltinge is back in Los Angeles and will soon begin
production with his own company, his pictures to be distributed through the Lasky-Artcraft organization. It is expected that Mr. Lasky will return to the city this week and
Mr. Eltinge's plans will then he definitely outlined. Mr..
Ellingc may build a studio of his own or produce his pictures on the Lasky lot.
Clune

Donates

Theater

for a Week.

W. H. Clune has denominated a week at Clune's Broadway as Red Cross week. An immense Red Cross four feet
high will guard the theater lobby. Within, as a special added
attraction to the feature picture, Mr. Clune will present
"The Spirit of the Red Cross," a special release written by
James Montgomery Flagg and produced by Jesse Lasky.
De Mille Starts

New

Picture.

Cecil De Mille, director-general of the Artcraft-Lasky
Company, having finished "Old Wives for New," has started
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on a feature film production. It is a picturization of Rupert
Hughes 'We Can't Have Everything." In the new production will appear in leading roles Kathlyn Williams Elliott Dexter, Sylvia Bremer and Thurston Hall. There will
also appear a newcomer, Alma Francis, late of musical comedy fame.
Blue

Engaged

by

National.

Monte Blue has been engaged by the National Film Corporation to play the role of heavy in the feature which will
be a sequel to "Tarzan of the Apes." Mr. Blue has just completed an engagement with Edith Storey of the Metro Company.
Cowboys

to

Break

Bronchos

for

Uncle

Sam.

The call of the range and the bucking broncho has been
felt by six cowboys of the Triangle studio and they are planning to desert the films to seek new thrills and at the same
time do their bit for Uncle Sam. The punchers, Pete Morrison, Curley Baldwin, Abe Farra, Buff Jones, Bee Reynolds
and Eddie Bowman, famed in the motion picture world for
their daring feats of horsemanship, are planning to enlist
in the army and will serve as broncho busters for Uncle
Sam at the remount station at Camp Fremont. A more
capable bunch of men would be hard to find, as all are daring
horsemen, "A-l" cowhands and experts with the rope.
Fay Tincher Home Again.
Fay Tincher has arrived in Los Angeles after a hurried
trip to New York, where she signed a contract with the
World Film Corporation to star in special features, which
will be made at the Willis and Inglis studios in Hollywood.
Exhibitors
in Town.
Among the motion picture exhibitors who have been visiting Los Angeles on business have been E. L. Franck, of the
Oasis Theatre, Ajo, Arizona, and A. T. Connard, of the C &
C. theatre, Taft, Cal.

"Hearts of the World" Not for Philadelphia

Management Cancels the Engagement After Censor Board
Eliminates
Scenes Depicting German
Brutalities.
Hisses and outcries that "the .censors are pro-German" followed the announcement made Tuesday night, April 30. during the opening presentation of D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of
the World," at the Garrick theater, Philadelphia, that seven
scenes had been ordered excised from the new production.
The order for the eliminations, all of them depicting the
characteristic brutalities toward the French and Belgian
women, had been received from the Pennsylvania State
Board of Censors, a few hours prior to the opening of the
theater. This board is composed of Frank L. Shattuck, Dr.
Ellis Paxon Oberholzer and Mrs. E. Niven.
Tuesday noon the censors had passed upon the film and
made the eliminations to which Elliott, Comstock & Gest, distributors ofthe famous feature, so seriously objected. The
Tuesdays evening audience was made up of guests of the
management, money for tickets having been refunded to purchasers before the doors opened.
Ballots were distributed and a vote was taken as an expression of opinion. "Hearts of the World" was shown in
exactly the form it carried before the Pennsylvania autocrats started cutting. The vote was overwhelmingly in favor of the unexpurgated production.
Determined that the Griffith film should be presented in
complete form or not at all, Elliott. Comstock & Gest announced that the engagement in Philadelphia had been cancelled. The distributors will begin legal proceedings, determined to carry the case to the court of last resort in
their purpose to exhibit the film despite the decision of the
censors.
MARY

MAURICE,

SCREEN

MOTHER,

DIES.

Mary Birch Maurice, who had the title of "mother of the
films" bestowed upon her by "fans," died at the home of
relatives in Port Carbon, Pa., April 31 in her seventy-fourth
year. She was last employed by Yitagraph in filming Arthur
Guy Empy's "Over the Top." She has been continuously
employed by Yitagraph since her debut in pictures eight
years
ago.
becoming on
a "screen
mother," stage,
Mrs.
Maurice
hadPrevious
enjoyed topopularity
the legitimate
having made her debut in a Pittsburgh stock company in
the early sixties. In her day upon the stage she had supported scores of prominent stars, among them being Frank
Chanfrau, John T. Raymond. Booth, Barrett and McCullough,
Joseph Jefferson and Robert Mantell.
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Motion Picture Educator
Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON

and MARGARET

I. MACDONALD
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Catalogue of Educational and Selected Pictures
Released

Between

March

1 and

January

31, 1918.

Compiled by Margaret 1. MacDonald.
THIS list of films released between January 1 and March
31, 1918, contains the names of educational pictures which
have been produced during that period and also a- number
of pictures of mixed character suggested for the family group.
It does not, however, include the various News Pictorials such
Weekly. Animated Weekly, Curas the Screen Telegram. Mutual
rent Events and Hearst-Pathe News. A list of the addresses
of the headquarters of the different manufacturing incomthe
panies or exchanges herein referred to will be found
following list :
AGRICULTURE.
Apple Blossom Land — Pathe — International.
Canada, Agricultural Opportunities of Western— General Film-Essanay.
Magazine
Picking— Universal— Jan. 18— (Screen
in California,
Dates
No. 54.)
Fruit Trees, Pests of Our— Pathe — Mar. 24.
Goats, Raising— Universal— Jan. 25— (Screen Magazine No. 55.)
Best Bet, King— Universal— Mar. 8— (Screen Magazine
is Hoover's
Hog No.
61.)
Horse Drive, The— Universal— Mar. 8— Screen Magazine No. 61— (showing fine specimens of thoroughbred horses).
Pineapples in the Land of the Ukulele, Harvesting— Universal— Feb. 15 —
(Screen Magazine No. 58).
in Uncle Sam's National Forests — Universal — Feb. 22 —
GrazingMagazine
6heep(Screen
No. 59).
Sheep
Industry,
Peruvian— (Merino
Sheep) — Pathe— Feb. 24 — (Argus
Pictorial No. 8).

ART.
Art

on the
103).

Making Nature
52).

Typewriter— Paramount-Bray— Jan.
Study

Real— Universal — Jan.

19— (Pictograph

4— (Screen

Magazine

No.
No.

CULINARY.
Cheese Souffle, Making— Universal — Feb. 22— (Screen Magazine No. 59).

ECONOMICS.
Magazine
in— Universal — Mar. 29 — (Screen
Lesson
Conservation,
No. 64).
Coal Economy — Universal — Feb. 8 — (Screen Magazine No. 57) — (inspired
by suggestion to use Niagara energy for electric power).
Flour From Potatoes— Paramount-Bray — Jan. 12 — (Pictograph No. 102).
Coal

EDUCATION.
Theater.
A New
School of the — (carried on in conjunction with the
Comedy
Theater
under
the guidance
of the Washington
Square
Players) — Paramount-Bray — Jan. 26 — (Pictograph No. 104).

ENGINEERING

AND

MINING.

Coal, Eight Hundred Years of — Universal — Mar. 1 — (Screen Magazine
No. 60).
Concrete Bridge, Making a Monster — Universal — Mar. 22 — (Screen Magazine No. 63).
Macadam Road, Building Twenty-One Miles of — Universal — Jan. 18 —
(Screen Magazine No. 54).
Mines, Salting — Universal — Jan. 25 — (Screen Magazine No. 55).
Panama
Canal, The — Paramount-Bray — Jan. 12 — (Pictograph No. 102).
Panama Canal — (2 parts) — Lincoln & Parker — Feb. 8.
Water Powers of Western Canada — General Film-Essanay.
•

FASHIONS.

New Art of Dress, The — Paramount-Bray — Jan. 6"— (Pictograph No. 101).

FLORICULTURE.

Dahlia Farm.
Bessie Boston's — Prizma.
Flowers, Bloom, Watching — Pathe — Feb. 17
Rose Culture — Paramount-Bray — Mar. 18 — (Pictograph).
An — (Trinidad) — Pathe — Feb.

GYMNASTICS

AND

24 — (Argus

Pictorial

DANCING.

Children's Dances — Pathe — Mar. 17.
Evolution
102). of the Dance— Paramount-Bray — Jan.

12— (Pictograph

No.

Physical
Culture
Terpsichore— Paramount-Bray — Mar.
8 — (Pictograph
No. Ill) — (Demonstration by Marion Morgan and pupils of the fact

ol the

Zongur— (physical cull m.
(5 parts).

were

ancients

drama)

In

reality physical

culture

Physical Culture Photoplays, Inc.—

HISTORY.

Beautiful
Mrs. Reynolds,
The— World— Jan. 21— (5-part drama of the
period of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr).
Birth of Democracy,
The — Franco-American — Jan. — (7-part drama
of
the French Revolution).
Cross-Bearer,
The — World— (8-part
drama) — (suggested
by
Bulwcr
Lytton's "Richelieu").
Du Barry — Fox — Dec. 30 — (7-part drama).
German Curse in Russia, The — Pathe — Jan. — (5-part dramatic sequence
of actual events in Russia's history from Aug., 1914, and covering
the period of the Revolution).
Kaiser, The — Jewel — Mar. — (7 parts).
Lest We Forget — Metro — (8-part drama).
My Four Years in Germany— My Four Years in Germany, Inc.
My Own United States— Metro-Frohman Amusement — (8-part drama).

INDUSTRIES.
Bibles, War — Pathe-International.
Brush with the Enemy, A — Visual Education Co.
.-<
Canada, Great Natural Industries of — General Film-Essanay.
Cats, Breeding Fancy — ("Women in the World of Work") — ParamountBray— Jan. 26— (Pictograph No. 104).
Democracy's
Mouthpieces, Making — Universal — Mar. 22 — (Screen Magazine No. 63).
Fish Farming, Scientific — Chester.
Food the Lasts Ten Years — Universal — Feb. 1 — (making
for exhibition).

artificial food

Food No.Without
Hands, Handling — Universal — Jan. 25 — (Screen Magazine
55).
Forest to Ship, From — Pathe-International — Jan. 27.
Furs, My Lady's — Pathe-International — Jan. 13.
Glass Models for Museum of Natural History Making — (flowers and
animalculae)— Pathe — Jan. 27— (Argus Pictorial No. 6).
Gold Leaf, Making — Pathe — Jan. 13 — (Argus Pictorial No. 5).
Homespun, How Uncle Sam has Outgrown — Visual Education
Co.
Ice, Harvesting Natural — Natural Ice Association of America.
Jackie's Clothes — -Pathe-International.
Linoleum, Making — -Pathe-International.
Lumbering
for Wartime — Paramount-Bray — Mar. 25 — (Pictograph).
111).
Money, Making a Mint of — Paramount-Bray — Mar. 8 — (Pictograph No.
Newspaper, Making a — Universal — (series) — Screen Magazine Nos. 62,
63, 64, 65).
One Department of a Great Industry — (manufacture of spaghetti) —
Films of Business.
Oyster
Gulf of Mexico — Pathe — Feb. 10 — (Argus Pictorial
No. Fisheries,
7).
Oyster Fisheries on Chesapeake Bay — Universal — Mar. 9 — (Screen Magazine No. 61).
Perfumes, The Manufacture of — "Women in the World of Work" —
Paramount-Bray — Jan. 19 — (Pictograph No. 103).
Pine105).
Needles, Utilizing — Paramount-Bray — Feb. 3 — (Pictograph No.
Salmon Fisheries of Columbia— Universal — Feb. 16 — (Finley Nature
Studies No. 5).
53).
Sharks for Food, Catching — Universal — Jan. 11 — (Screen Magazine No.
Ships, Building Wooden — Universal — Feb. 2 —
Steel, Manufacture of, The — Universal — Mar.
61).
57). for Milady's Salad — Universal — Feb.
Shrimps
64). from Cigar Boxes — Universal — Mar.
Ukeleles

(Screen Magazine No. 56).
8 — (Screen Magazine No.
9 — (Screen Magazine No.
29 — (Screen Magazine No.

Veilings, Manufacture of — Universal — Jan. 11 — (Screen Magazine No. 53".

LITERATURE.

Three

GEOLOGY.
Asphalt
Lake,
No. 8).

exercises).
that the dances

ANDREWS
(Mary Raymond
Shipman).
The — ("The
Unbeliever") — with Raymond
McKee
Courtot) — Kleine-Edison — Feb. 11 — (7 parts).
ARMSTRONG (Paul).

Things,
Marguerite

Romance
Keeney.of

the

Underworld,

A

BAIRD

(with

Catherine

and

Calvert) — Frank

A.

(Edwin).

City of the Purple Dreams, The (with Thomas Santschi)— Exhibitors
Operating Corp. — Jan. — (7 parts).
BARKER
(Granville)
and HOUSMAN
(Lawrence).
Prunella
(with Marguerite Clark) — Paramount — Mar. 18 — (5 parts).
BECHOLDT
(Frederick).
Thieves

Gold

(with

Harry Carey)— Universal— March

18 — (5 parts).
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BIGGERS
(Earl Derr).
Blind Adventure, The i with Edward Earle) — Greater Vitagraph — Jan. 7 —
(5 parts).
BROADHURST
(George).
Innoeent — (with Fanny Ward) — Pathe-Astra — Jan. 27.
BRONTE
(Charlotte).
Jane Eyre

and Wile") — (with Alice Brady) — Select — Jan.
BURNETT
(Frances Hodgson).
Constance Talmadge) — Select— March — (5 parts).
EURROUGHS
(Edgar Rice).
Tarzan
of the Apes — (with Gordon
Griffith and Elmo Lincoln) — First
National — Feb. — (8 parts).

Shuttle,

The

("Woman
(with

CALDOS
(B. Perez).
in Chains — (with Ella Hall) — Universal) — March 11 — (5 parts).
CAMPBELL (Bartley).
Fairfax — ("Crucible
of Life,
The") — (with
Grace
Darmond,
Frank
O'Connor,
etc.) — General
Enterprises,
Inc. — Feb. — (7 parts).
CARBER
(B. D.).
Nancy Comes
Home — (with Myrtle Lind) — Triangle^Mar
24, 1918 — (5
parts).
CASTLE
(Agnes and Egerton).
Rose of the World — (with Elsie Ferguson) — Artcraft — Jan. 7, 1918 —
(5 parts.
■ CHAMBERS
(Robert W.).
Woman
Between
Friends,
The — (with Alice Joyce and Marc MacDermottl— Vitagraph — Feb. 11, 1918— (5 parts).
CLARK
(Ellery H.).
Loaded
Dice — (with Frank
Keenan) — Pathe — Feb. 10, 1918 — (5 parts).
Beauty

COHEN
(O. R.) and GIESY" (J. U.).
House
in the
Mist,
The: — ("The
Eyes
of Mystery") — (with
Edith
Storey) — Metro — Jan. 21 — (5 parts).
COWL
(Jane).
Daybreak — (with Jane Murfin) — Metro — Jan. 7, 1918 — (5 parts).
CURWOOD
(James Oliver).
Quest of Joan, The — ("The
Girl Who Wouldn't
Quit") — (with Louise
Lovely) — Universal — Mar. 25; 1918 — (5 parts).
DAVIS
(Ruth Helen)
(with Charles Klein).
Guilty Man,
The — Paramount— 1918.
DE MILLE
(William C).
Land of the Free, The — ("One More American") — (with George Reban) —
Paramount — Mar. — (5 parts).
DORRANCE
(Ethel and James).
His Robe of Honor — (with Henry Walthall) — Paralta — Feb. — (7 parts).'
DUMAS
(Alexander).
Du Barry— (with Theda
Bara)— Fox— Dec. 30, 1918 — (7 parts).
ENGLAND
(George Allan).
Brass Check, The — (with Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne) —
Metro — Mar. 11, 1918 — (5 parts).
EVANS
(Larry).
The Wife He Bought — (with Carmel Myers and Kenneth Harlan) — Bluebird—Feb. 4, 1918— (5 parts).
EVANS
(Ida M.).
Limousine Life — (with Olive Thomas) — Triangle — Feb. 3, 191S.
FITCH
(Clyde).
Girl and the Judge,
The — (with
Olive Tell) — Mutual-Frohman — Mar.
18, 1918— (5 parts).
FOSTER
(Maxmilian).
Rich
Man,
Poor
Man — (with
Marguerite
Clark) — Famous
PlayersLasky — April 15, 191S — (5 parts).
GARLAND
(Hamlin).
Cavanaugh
of the Forest
Rangers — (with
Alfred
Whitman) — Greater
Vitagraph— Feb. 25, 191S— (5 parts).
GERARD
(James W.).
My Four 'liars in Germany — First National — Feb., 1918.
HALE
(Edward Everett)
The Man Without a Country — ("My Own United States") — Screen Classics— Metro — Feb. — (S parts).
HAWKS
(J. G.).
Flare-Up
Sal— (with
Dorothy
Dalton)— Paramount— Feb. 4. 191S— (5
parts).
HENRY
(0.).
American Live Wire, An- General Film-Broadway Star — Mar. — (2 parts).
Clarion Call, The — General
Film-Hroadway Star — (2 parts).
Fifth Wheel, The
General
Fllm-Eroad»ay
Star— Feb.— (2 parts).
Hiding
of Black
BUI, The— Genera]
Film-Broadway
Star — Ian.
i-'
parts).
Last Leal. The
General
Film-Broadway Star — Jan. — (2 parts).
Madison Square Arabian Night, a General Film-Broadway star — Mar.—
(2 parts).
Moment ol Victory, The
General Film-Broadway Star — Mar. — (2 parts).
Rathskeller, and (he Rose, The
General
Film-Broadway Star — Mar. —
(2 parts).
Schools and Schools
General
Film-Broadway
Star — (5 parts).
Thing's
tin' l'lay, The — General
Film Broadway
Star — Feb.— (2 parts).
Trimmed Lamp, The — General
Film-Broadway Star — Mar. — (2 parts).
MERRICK (Leonard).
Impostor, The
(with Ann Murdbck)
Mutual-Frohman
Jan. 14, 1018 (5 parts).
MOFFAT
(Edward).
Hearts
steadfast
"Revenge"
191S
(.". parts).

(with

Edith

Storey) — Metro — Feb.

25,

Shoes

WORLD

that
Danced,
1918 — (5 parts).
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MOROSCO
The — (with

(John A.).
Pauline
Starke) — Triangle — Mar.

3,

MORRISON
(Lee).
Madame Spy — (with Jack Mulhall and Donna
Drew) — Universal — Jan.
21. 1918— (5 parts).
NICHOLSON
(Meredith)
Hopper, The — (with George Hernandez, Walt Whitman,
Wm.
P. Mong,
etc.) — Triangle — Feb. 3, 1918 — (5 parts).
OYEN
( Henry j.
Avenging Trail, The — i from "Gaston Olaf'i — (with Harold Lockwood) —
Metro- Yorke — Dec. 31, 1917 — (5 parts).
PACKARD (Frank L.).
Beloved
Traitor,
(5 parts).

The — (with

Mae

Marsh) — Goldwyn — Feb.

24,

1918 —

PARKER
(Sir Gilbert).
Youth — (with Louise
Huff and Theodore
Roberts) — Paramount —
.Mar. IS, 1918 — (5 parts).
PARRISH (Randall).
Keith
of the Border — (with Josie Sedgwick
and Robert
Gills) — Triangle—Feb. 17, 1918— (5 parts).
PEPLE
(Edward).
Pair 1918
of — Sixes,
\ — (with
Taylor
Holmes) — Kleine-Essanay — April 1,
(5 parts).
Wild

QUILLAN
(Frances).
Innocents
Progress — (with
PaulineStark) — Triangle — Mar.,
parts).
RALEIGH
(Cecil and Hamilton (Henry)
Sealed Orders — ("Stolen
Orders") — (with Carlyle
Gordon) — World-Brady— 191S — (8 parts).
RAMSEY
(Alicia).

Blackwell

1918 —

and

a

Kitty

Eve's 1918
Daughter
— (with- Billie Burke) — Famous
Players-Lasky — Mar. 4,
— (5 parts).
REED
(Myrtle).
Weaver
of Drei.ms — i with
Viola
Dana)— Metro — Feb.
IS. 191S — (5
parts).
RICE (Alice Hegan).
Calvary
Alley
("Sunshine
Nan") — i with Ann
Pennington) — Famous
Players-Lasky — Mar. 11. 191S — (5 parts).
RINEHART
(Mary Roberts).
"K" — l "The Doctor and the Woman" I — Jewel — Feb., 191S.
ROBERTS
(Kenneth L.).
Good

Will and Almond
Shells — ("The
Shell
Game") — (with
Emmy
Wehlen)— Metro— Mar. 4. 1918— (5 parts).
ROUSE
(William Merriam).
.Jules of the Strong Heart — (with George Behan) — Paramount — Jan. 14,
1918 — (5 parts).
SARDOXJ
(Victorien).
La Tosca — (with
Pauline
Frederick) — Paramount — Mar.
23, 1918 — to
parts).
SHEEHAN
(Perley Poore).
Whispering Chorus, The — (with Kathlyn Williams) — Artcraft — Mar. 25—
(5 parts).
SHELDON
(Edward).
Song or Songs, The — (with Elsie Ferguson) — Artcraft — Feb. 11. 191S —
(5 parts).
SHELDON'
(E. Lloyd).
Forbidden Path. The — (with Theda
Lara) — Fox — Jan. 27 — (6 parts).
SHE'R BROOK (Norman).
Vortex,
(with Mary
Warren
and Joe King) — Triangle — Mar. 31,
191S—The(5— parts).
STRINGER
(Arthur).
Button
Thief. The — ("From
Two
to Six) — (with Winfred
Earl Fox)— Triangle' — Feb. 17. 1918 — (5 parts).
Wandering

Allen

and

Jew.

The — ("Morok")
Hesperia— Feb.. 191S— (7 parts').
SUE —
(Eugene').
SULLIVAN
(Francis).
The Flames
of Chance — (with Margery
Wilson) — Triangle — *Jan. 20,
1918 — (5 parts).
TWAIN
(Mark).
Adventures of Tom Sawyer
i "Huek and Tom") — (with Jack Pickford) —
Famous Players-Lasky — Mar. 4. 191S — (5 parts).
La

Jan.. 1918
Gamine
("The

VEBER (P.) (with H. de Crosse).
Studio Girl") — (with Constance Talmadge)— Select —
WACTNALL

Rose
Girl

(Mabel).

Bush
mova)

of a Thousand
Years Ago, A — ("Revelation") — (with NaziMetro — Jan. — (7 parts).
WALK
(Charles Edmund).
in the Dark. The— (with Carmel
Myers) -Bluebird — Mar. 4, 191S —

WALTER
(Eugene I.
parts). S. fi S.-TJ. S. Ex. Booking Corp.— (6 parts)— Mar.. 1918.
.lust (5
a Woman—
Knife. The
(with Alice Brady) — Select — March.
191S — (5 parts).
WEBSTER
.Henry Kitchell).
Painted
— ("The
Great
Bathe Scene,
-Mar.. The1918—
(5 parts).
WEIR

Adventure") — (with

Bessie

Love) —

(Hugh).

Woolworth
Diamonds.
The — i "Under
Suspicion") — (with
FrancisBushman
aud Beverly
Bayiu i— Metro— Feb. 4. 1918— (."> parts).

Mav

18. 1918

t of the
Salisbury)

I'HK

WILLS IF. ( Honorei.
Desert,
Tin( the
Keil. K.d
II. all)
Bluebird
April 1, 101^
(IS parts).

.\h»\ l.\«,
(with

PIC1 I RE

Munro.

WILSON (Harry Leon).
(with Taylor Holmes)
Klelne Bssanay
Feb. '-'."'.
w OLPF (Plan
Marionettes, The — (with Clara Kimball young)— Select— Jan., 1918,
WONDETRL"?
(W. Carey),
dway Love— (wltli Dorothy Phillips)
Bluebird -Jan. 21 (0 parts).
Marriage Bubble, The -(with Anna Luther and William Desmond)
Rugglea
Gap
1918 of (0Red
parts),

Triangle

Byes

Mar.

(S parts).

WRIGHT i Harold Bell),
of the World, The (with Jan.- Novak, Kathleen Klrkham
.lark Livingston)
Arrow-Clime — Fob., mis — (7 parts),
vol m; (Rids Johnson (with Gilbert P. Coleman).

Brown of Harvard
par(s i .
New

::i. 1918

Love

and

(With Tom Moore) — Kletne-Selig Jan. 10, 1 !»1S — (6

voi'NG (Waldemar).

for Old— Universal

(with

Ella

Hall).

MILITARY.
American Anns
Pathe.
Artilleryman,
Making
an — Universal — Feb. 22 — (Screen
Magazine
No.
59).
Byes of the Allies. The — Ford Motor Co.
Fit to Fight — Metro — (o parts).
Making An American Officer — Educational.
Making a Man-o-Warsmaii
Ford Motor Co.
Temporary
City, A
(scenes
from cantonment) — Pathe-Inu rnational —
Mar. 3.
Training Officers for Our National Army — Ford Motor Co..
Training a U. S. Hospital l/nit — Universal.
Unbeliever,
The — Edison-Kleine — Feb. 11 — (5 parts).
War Dogs — Paramount- Bray — ( Pictograph).
War 109).
and the Motorcycle — Paramount-Bray — Feb. 2-1 — (Pictograph
No

MUSIC.

PATRIOTIC.
American Buds — Fox — (7-part drama).
Birth of Democracy — Famous Players-Lasky — (7 parts).
Boy Scouts to the Rescue — Universal — (series) — Universal — Mar. —
(10,000 feet).
Bud's Recruit — General
Film — Jan. — (2 parts).
Day with Our Future Admirals, A — Universal — Mar. 1 — (Screen Magazine No. 00) — (Annapolis, Md.).
Democracy's
Making — Universal — Mar. 22 — i Screen Magazine No. Mouthpieces,
63).
Eagle's Eye, The — (serial) — Foursquare.
For Liberty — Fox — (5-part drama).
Her Boy — Metro — (5-part drama).
Hospital
Units, Training L". S. — Universal — Jan. 11 — (Screen Magazine
No. 53).
Lest We Forget — Metres — (S-part drama).
Liberty Loan Bond, Birth of a — Paramount — Mar. 15 — (Pictograph
No. 112).
Messengers of Mercy — Universal — Feb. 1 — -(Screen Magazine No. 56).
My Four Years in Germany — My Four Years in Germany, Inc.
My Own United States — Metro-Frohman Amusement — (8-part drama).
Ships, Building Wooden — Universal — Feb. 1 — (Screen Magazine No. 50).
Spirit of '17 — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part drama).
Stage Women's War Relief— Paramount-Bray — Feb. 17 — (Pictograph
No. 10S) — (with prominent stage stars posing).
Women Become Democracy's Valiant Helpers — Universal — Feb. 15 —
(Screen Magazine No. 58) — (showing women at work in munition
factories, on farms and behind the scenes in the theater).

SCENIC AXD

TRAVEL

Km .iiii.i. lour
The P, i/,i,

anil Hie Vail. ] ..I the I"'
Path.
V,.ll.\ ..ml CI, iin.,1,1
I'.nli.

(Including Peoples and Customs;.
Film-

F.I'

l'» .

Garden Bpol ol thi Woi Id i mi< real Pel
Oilman
in, Educational Bi m i Pab,
Honolulu, \ Da) In Paramount i ray (Pictograph No. 112).
Hood. Mount
i nlver al i'. b. 28,
llounil

ol

ill,

lhll>

K.lueui urn. il -Bruce- -Jan.

Indian Fisherman, The
i dIvm al Plnle]
Mai
Italy. Along the Rh lera Pathi
i i b. 17.
Hawaii, Kllauea
Paramount-Bray(Pictograph),
i. one White Trail
(l.apiaiuii
Universal
Peb. 2,
Maine Snow Storm, A Paramount-Bra)
(Pictograph).

Mesa

V.iil,

Park

Pathe.

Moonshine Country,
in the
Paramount-Bray
(Pictograph).
Orient, Piower of the — Universal — Mar. 16.
Oregon, Where Rolls thi
Universal
Mar. 2::.
Peru, Mar.The 22.l.an.i of the incas
1 1 part 1 -Lincoln
^ Parker-Klelni
Plotless Picture, Making
a -Educational-Bruce.
Hauler National
1'ark
Pathe — Jan. 27.
Ridge Roamers, The
Educational-Bruce— Jan.
Romance of the Rails General Pllm-Bssanay
Mar. 9 (over Canadian
Pacilic Railroad).
Southern
Mountaineers.
Our- -Paramount-Bray — (Pictograph ) .
Summerland,
From
Here to Educational-Bruce — Feb.
Switzerland, Grandeur of — Universal— Mar. 9.
Tarn and its Gorges, The — Pathe — Jan. 0.
Thunderer of the Waters,
The
(Niagara)' — Reiben.
Trail to the Sky — Educational-Bruce — Mar.
While
Water and Windy
Willie — Educational-Bruce — Mar.
World o' Dreams, A — Educational-Bruce — Feb.
Yellowstone, Geysers of the — Universal — Mar. 28,
Yellowstone, Yellowstone and the Geysers — Pathe — Mar. 3.
Yellowstone National Park — Pathe-Earle — Jan. 18.
Yellowstone National Park— Rothacker — Mar.
Yosemite National Park, Glimpses of- Universal-Flnley.

SCIENCE.
Cohesion
and Adhesion,
Pictorial No. 6).

Scientific
in

La Tosca — Famous Players-Lasky — Mar. L'o — (5 parts).
Thais— Goldwyn— Dec. 29.

Adriatic, Gems of — Universal — Feb. 9.
Arizona,
Grand
Canyon
and Canyon
of De Chelley — General
Essanay — Jan.
Australia, Adelaide — Paramount-Holmes — Jan. 13.
Australia, Around Melbourne — Paramount-Holmes — Jan. 13.
Australia, Melbourne — Paramount-Holmes — Jan. 21.
Australia, Sydney — Paramount-Holmes — Jan. 7.
Australia, Trip to Jenolan Cave — Paramount-Holmes — Jan. 14.
Bonnets of Brittany — Pathe — Feb. 3.
Bruges Before the War — Pathe — Jan. 20.
Canada From Coast to Coast — General Film-Essanay — Mar. 9,
Cauterets — Pathe — Mar. 17.
Clouds Come From, Where — Educational-Bruce — Jan.
Columbia — Lincoln & Parker — (2 parts).
England, Kenswick, Cumberland — Pathe — Jan. 6.
England,
Buxton,
Derbyshire — Pathe — Mar. 3.
France, Arcachon — Pathe — Mar. 24.
France, Central Auvergne — Pathe.
France, Around Central Auvergne — Pathe.
France, Picturesque Brittany — Pathe — Feb. 3.
France, Valley of the Dordogne — Pathe — Mar. 31.
France, Forest of Fontainbleau— Pathe.
France, Picturesque Rivers of France— Pathe- -Jan. f.

France.
Franco,

\\< >Kl.l>

the

Study

of — Pathe — Jan.

War — Universal — Jan.

27 — (Argus
18 — (Screen

Dictograph,
Its Use
Magazine The
No.— 54).
Flying, Rudiments of — Paramount-Bray — Feb. 10 — (Pictograph No. lo7 I .
Horse in Action, The — Pathe — (photographed with ultra-rapid camera).
Physics, Study in — (showing action of various liquids such as aniline
in hot and cold water) — Pathe — Feb. 10 — (Argus Pictorial No. 7).
Specific Gravity of Fluids, Study of — Pathe — Feb. 24 — (Argus Pictori.. 1
No. 8).
Stentor, Study of a — Pathe — Jan. 27 — (Argus Pictorial No. 6).
T.N.T., The Destructive Power of — Paramount-Bray — Jan. 6 — (Pictograph No. 101).
X-Ray,
Examining
Magazine
2*0. 58).the Teeth with the — l'niversal — Feb. 15— (Screen
X-Ray Revelation — 1 showing different joints of the body in motion) —
Universal — Jan. 25 — (Screen
Magazine
No. 55).

SOCIOLOGY.
Cheating the Public — Fox — Jan. 20 — (7-part child labor story).
Daybreak — Metro — Jan. 7 — (5-part temperance drama).
Just a Woman — S. & S. — (6-part labor and temperance story).
Mother — General Enterprises-McClure — (6 parts).
Rule of Reason. The — N. Y. Central Railroad — (Safety First Film).
Reason Why, The — Visual Education Co.
Woman and the Law — Fox — Mar. 17 — (5-part production based on tho
famous De Saules murder casi 1.

SPORTS

AND

HUNTING.

Angling for Steelhead Trout — Prizma-Stone.
America
in Winter Time, Young — Paramount-Bray — (Pictograph 1 .
Eighth Annual Round-Up — (Pendleton, Ore.) — Pathe — (3 parts).
Human
Polar
Bears — (winter
bathing) — Paramount-Bray — Feb.
(Pictograph No. 108).
Hunting Big Game in the North — Inter-Ocean — (5,000 feet).
Java, Drum Dancers — Universal-Finley — Feb. 16.
Salmon
Fishing in New
Brunswick — General Film-Essanay.
Throwing the Eull — Educational.

17

TOPICAL.
Aviator, Making an — Mar. 15 — (Screen Magazine No. 62).
Behind the Scenes — Jan. 11 — Universal — (Screen Magazine No. 53) —
showing how noise by way of realism is manufactured behind the
stage).
Blind Children See, Making — Universal — Feb. 8 — (Screen Magazine No.
57) — (Classes in museum of Natural History).
Camouflage — (animated drawing) — Paramount-Bray — Feb. 17 — (Pictograph No. 108).
Careless Hunter in the Woods Can Do, What a — Universal — (Screen
Magazine).
Coast Guard at Work, Our Universal — Jan. 4^-( Screen Magazine No.
Crime, Putting the "Kibosh'' on — -Universal — Mar. 20 — (Screen Magazine
No.1 . 64) — (showing N. Y. State Mounted Police at work).
52
Cutting Ships in Two — Universal — Feb. 8 — (Screen Magazine No. 57 1 .
Fires in National
zine No. 62-),. Forests, Checking — Universal — Mar. 15 — (Screen MagaHospital for Dumb Animals.
A — Universal — Mar.
No. 60) — (London, Eng. 1

1 — (Screen

Mat;

990

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

Keeping the City Clean — Universal — Jan. 4 — (Screen Magazine No. 52)".
Keeping Our Cops in Trim — Universal — Feb. 15 — (Screen Magazine. No.
58).
Magic for Home Use — (series) — Paramount-Bray — (Pictograph).
Manikin Theater, Greenwich Village — Universal — Feb. 1 — (Screen Magazine No. 56).
Mediumship Revealed — Universal — (Screen Magazine No. 63) — (with
Hereward Carrington).
Prison in Mexico — Universal — Jan. 4 — (Screen Magazine No. 52).

ZOOLOGY.
Animal Friends, Our — Universal — (Screen Magazine No. 60).
Animal Drolleries — Coronet.
Animals in Midsummer — Educational.
Animal Traits — Educational.
Bagworm, The — Pathe — Jan. 13 — (Argus Pictorial No. 5).
Bears of the Yellowstone — Universal-Finley — Feb. 2.
Beavers — Pathe — (Argus Pictorial No. 8).
Bee, Suffragest Supreme — Universal — Jan. 18 — (Screen Magazine No. 54).
Birds and Animals at Home, Wild — (2 parts)— Universal-Finley.
Birdland Studies — Coronet.
Birds of Crag and Cavern — Universal-Finley — Feb. 9.
Bird Island — Prizma.
Birds, Taming Wild — Universal-Finley — (2 parts).
Children's Pets — Educational-Ditmars.
Confession
of Pongo — (monkey
study)— Educational.
Fish Frolics — Universal — Mar. 1 — ( Screen Magazine No. 600)
Insects, Microscopic Study of Garden — Pathe — Feb. 10 — (Argus Pictorial No. 7).
Insect, Life in the — Educational.
Microscopic Studies — Pathe — (Argus Pictorial No. 5).
Nature's Songsters — Educational-Ditmars.
Naturalist, Rambles with a — Universal-Finley — Mar.
Pelicans, A Study in — Paramount-Bray — Jan. 19 — (Pictograph No. 103).
People and Their Pets — (birds) — Paramount-Bray — Feb. 3 — (Pictograph
No. 105).
Rare Tropical Birds — Prizma-Stone.
Turtles of All Kinds — Educational-Ditmars.
Wild Fowl Nurseries of Southern Oregon — Universal-Finley.

FILMS

FOR THE

FAMILY

GROUP.

Amarilly of Clothesline Alley — -Artcraft — (5-part comedy drama).
American Buds — Fox — (7-part patriotic story).
Ann's Fnish — American-Mutual — (5-part comedy).
Before and After Taking — Metro-Drew — (comedy).
Bell Boy, The — Famous Players-Lasky — (2-part farce comedy).
Beloved Traitor, The- — Goldwyn — (5-part drama).
Blue Blazes Rawden — Artcraft — (5-part western drama).
Boy Scouts to the Rescue — Universal — (5-reel series).
Brace Up — Bluebird — (5-part drama).
Brass
Check, The — Metro — (7-part detective story).
Bud's Recruit — General Film — (2-part Judge Brown story).
By Injunction — General Film-Broadway Star — (2-part drama).
Call to Arms,
A — (From
Lincoln
Cycle) — Famous
Players-Lasky — (3
parts).
Cavanough of the Forest Rangers — Greater Vitagraph — (5-part drama).
Cheating the Public — Fox — (5-part melodrama).
Chocolate
of the Gang — General
Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part drama
Judge Brown).
Clarion Call, The — General Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part drama).
Cloven Tongue, The — Pathe — (2-part drama).
Compliments
of the
Season — General
Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part
drama).
Cross Bearer, The — World — (8-part drama).
Count and the Wedding Guest, The — General Film-Broadway
parts).
Cupid's Round-Up — Fox — (5-part comedy drama).
Curse of Iku, The — Kleine — (7-part Japanese drama).
Daddy's Girl — Pathe — (5-part drama).
Daughter
of
Destiny,
A — First
National-Petrova — (5-part
drama).

Star — (2
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In Bad — American Mutual — (5-part comedy drama).
It Pays to Exercise — Paramount-Sennett — (2-part farce comedy).
Jules of the Strong Heart — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part drama)
Keith of the Border — Triangle — (5-part western drama).
Keys of the Righteous, The — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part drama).
Kitchen Lady, The — Paramount-Sennett — (2-part farce comedy).
Last Leaf, The — General Film — (2-part Judge Brown story).
Light Within, The — First National-Petrova — (5-part drama).
Little Red Decides — Triangle — (5-part drama).
Lost Lie, The — General Film — (2-part Judge Brown story).
drama).
Madison
Square Arabian Night — General Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part
Marrying Off Dad — General Film — (2-part J.udge Brown story).
Midnight Trail, The — Mutual-American — (8-part drama).
ModernO'Henr
Musketeer,
A — Artcraft — (5-part comedy).
y).
Molly Go Get 'Em — American-Mutual — (5-part comedy).
Moment
of Victory,
A— General
Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part

drama

My Four Years in Germany — My Four Years In Germany, Inc. — (drama).
My Own
United States — Metro — Frohman Amusement — (S-part patriotic
drama).

Naulauka, The — Pathe — (6-part drama).
One More American — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part comedy drama).
Our Little Wife — Goldwyn — (5-part comedy).
Our Mutual Motor — Metro-Drew — (comedy).
Pair of Sixes, A — Essanay-Kleine — (5-part farce comedy).
Petticoat Pilot, A — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part story).
The Preacher's Son — General Film — (2-part Judge Brown story).
Rathskeller
the
Rose — General
Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part
drama). and
Real Folks — Triangle — (5-part comedy drama).
Revelation — Metro — (7-part drama).
Rimrock Jones — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part western drama).
Rose of the World — Artcraft — (5-part drama).
Ruggles of Red Gap — Essanay-Kleine — (5-part comedy).
Schools and Schools — General Film-Broadway Star — (2-part drama).
Sea Panther, The — Triangle — (5-part romance).
Seven Swans, The — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part fairy tale).
Shadowing Henry — Metro-Drew — (comedy).
Shuttle, The — Select — (5-part drama).
Song and the Sargent— General Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part drama).
Special Today — Metro-Drew — ( comedy) .
Spirit of '17, The — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part patriotic drama).
Jack Spurlock, Prodigal — Fox — (5-part comedy).
Stella Maris — Artcraft — (5-part drama).
Sunshine Nan — Famous Players-Lasky— (5-part comedy drama).
Tads Swimming Hole — General Film — (2-part Judge Brown story).
Tarzan
of the Apes — First National Film Corp. — (S-part story of adventure).
Tender
Memories — (from
Lincoln
cycle) — Famous
Players-Lasky — (3
parts).
Thais — Goldwyn — (Multiple reel drama).
Thief or Angel — General Film — (2-part Judge Erown story).
Thing's the Play, The — General Film-Broadway Star — (2-part drama).
Those Athletic Girls — Paramount-Sennett — (2-part farce comedy).
Trimmed Lamp, The — General Film-Broadway Star — (2-part drama).
Unbeliever, The — Edison George Kleine — (5-part drama).
Under the Influence — Metro-Drew — (comedy).
Wanted a Mother — World — (5-part drama).
Widow's Might, The — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part comedy).
Why Henry Left Home — Metro-Drew — (comedy).
Wild Strain, The — Greater Vitagraph — (5-part comedy).
Wolves of the Rail — Artcraft — (5-part western drama).
Wooing
of Princess
Pat,
The — Greater
Vitagraph — (5-part
comedy
drama).

.ADDRESSES OF HEAD OFFICES OF MANUFACTURING
AND DISTRIBUTING COMPANIES REFERRED TO.
wartime

Daybreak — Metro — (5-part temperance drama).
Debt of Honor, The — Fox — (5-part wartime drama).
Eagle's Eye, The — (serial) — Wharton, Inc.
Faith Endurin' — Triangle — (5-part western).
Family Skeleton, The — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part drama).
Fifth Wheel, The — General Film-Broadway
Star — (2-part drama).
Fighting Grin, The — Bluebird — (5-part comedy).
Fields of Honor — Goldwyn — (5-part wartime drama).
Flare-up Sal — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part drama).
Floor Below, The — Goldwyn — (5-part comedy drama).
For Liberty — Fox — (5-part patriotic drama).
Fourth in Salvador, The
Cii noral Film-liroadwny Star— (2-part drama).
Gates of Gladness — World — (5-part drama).
Headin' South — Artcraft — (5-part melodrama).
Heart of a Lion — Fox — (5-part drama).
Henrt of Romance, The — Fox — (5-part story).
Help Wanted
Metro-Drew — (comedy).
Hiding of Black Bill, The— General Film-Broadway Star— (2-part
drama).
Hired Man, The — Famous Playors-Lasky — (5-part drama).
His First Love — Metro-Drew — (comedy).
His Generosity — Metro-Drew — (comedy).
His Hidden Purpose — Parnmount-Sennett — (2-part farce comedy).
His Mother's Boy — Famous Players-Lasky — (5-part drama).
His Own People— Greater Vitagraph— (5-part romance).
His Royal Highness — World — (6-part romance).
Huck nnd Tom — Famous
Players-Lasky — (5-part comedy).
I Love You — Triangle — (5-part drama).
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Artcraft — 1S5 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Arrow Film Corporation — Times Building, New York City.
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.— 160Q Broadway, New York City.
Coronet Film Corporation — 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Educational
Corporation of America — 729 Seventh Avenue,
York City.Films

New

Exhibitor's Operating Corporation — 51 East 42nd Street, New York City.
Famous Players-Lasky — 1S5 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
FilmsCity.
of Business Corporation — 220 West 42nd Street, New York City.
First National Exhibitors Corporation — IS East 41st Street, New York
Fox— 126 West 46th Street
Franco-American — 126 West 46th Street, New York City.
Frohman Amusement Comppany — Times Building, New York City.
Foursquares — 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
General Enterprises, Inc., 1476 Broadway, New York City.
Genera] Film Company — 25 West 44th Street, New York City.
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, 16 East 42nd Street, New York City.
Jewel Productions, Inc. — 1600 Broadway, New York City.
Kleine System, George — 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Lincoln & Parker — 71 West 23rd Street, New York City.
Metro Pictures Corporation — 14S5 Broadway, New York City.
Mutual Film Corporation— 22 South State Street, Chicago, 111.
Paralta Plays, Inc. — S West 4Sth Street, New York City.
Paramount Pictures Corporation — 4S5 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Pathe Exchange, Inc — 25 West 45th Street, New York City.
Physical Culture Photoplays, Inc. — Flatiron Building, New York City.
Prizma, Inc. — 11 East 14th Street, New York City.
Select Pictures Corporation — 729 Seventh Avenue. New York City.
S. A S. Photoplays, Inc — 1476 Broadway. New York City.
Triangle — 1459 Broadway. New York City.
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Universal Film Manufacturing Company'
moo Broadway,
Nan
City.
Visual Education Company — 67 Irving Place. New York City.
Vttagraph, (.."router — 1600 Broadway, N'ew York City.
World Film Corporation— 1JG West Kith Street, New York City.
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Pictures and Text-Books
Experiment
Proves That History, Geography
and Natural
History as Well as Industrial Processes Are Well Supplemented by the Films.
By Rev. W. H. Jackson.
SOME time ago several interested parties desirous of proving if there were any number of pictures then in use,
which could be exhibited profitably in connection with
the text books as used in the schools, made a test. For
tins purpose distinct books and subjects were chosen, and
the then catalogued list of pictures — now largely increased —
were brought side by side and classifications made. In the
History of the United States it was found that there were
over twenty good and large pictures fully illustrative of
some of the most important national events. Each one of
these pictures filled most happily and worthily a two-fold
purpose, they were a splendid commentary on the subjects
taught in the history, giving realism and life, with a newer
and larger meaning to the studied portion, while also giving
a line entertainment, making the study more pleasant, and
firmly impressing the memory of those events; those privileged to see and use these pictures, certainly had a great
advantage over those denied the opportunity.
Natural History text-books held the greatest advantage, it
was found that there were not a few, but a very large number (going into the hundreds) of pictures every one of which
was a revelation to the scholars of the wide world nature
of their studies; all conceded that with the use of these pictures the pupils could learn as much in one month, as could
only be possible in one year without them; the learning was
at once easier and non-forgetable, besides the fact that the
range of thought was far wider than that which was found
within the limits of the text books.
In the study of Geography it was found that including
Scenics and Travel pictures, not only were the text books
illustrated, but that they were amplified to an astonishing
degree. This is a realm in which the producer of the picture
has not to draw either upon his imagination or given descriptions; as with natural history, nature and truth were,
and are, alone portrayed; the whole world is brought to the
school and the scholar; poor indeed is the school and scholars deprived of these pictures, there are enough of them to
show two a week for two years. Following these, manners
and customs of peoples form a series, the like of which
the text-books failed entirely to cover; this series made the
text-books poor indeed; it is safe to say that the school
book does not, and cannot describe the lives and customs
of peoples as do these living portrayals of the activities of
all the world's inhabitants. Without going into further detail, it is safe to say that in the examination made, it was
found that there are more pictures ready to augment the
text books than could be used by any school in two years.
The Wider Range of Subjects.
Probably the best use of the moving pictures for several
years to come, or until they possess "pedagogical principles,"
will be in the larger field for which the school auditorium is
so well fitted. It ought to be within the power of every
school possessing a large room and electric power to have
at least one good picture exhibition a week, and better still
several during the week of simple one-reel subjects bearing
upon the subjects taught in the text books of which we have
given proof that the supply is so great.
Industrial subjects afford a great variety of pictures
which should be made a most valuable aid and addition to
the class room. A film, "The Making of a Book," which
takes but twenty minutes to show, is a revelation. In this
there is seen the complete process of making a book from the
raw material to the finished article; what quicker and more
profitable theme could be presented to the whole school than
this. How seeds germinate, how plants grow, how fruits are
gathered and preserved are abundantly profitable now. For
country districts there is not a portion of farm life that is not
pictured for educational guidance and profit.
There are also the works and ways of the great cities depicted with some profitable object in view. There are few
subjects that allow more interest than the Industries of the
United States, and these are great aids to school work. Sociological subjects are full of things for scholars. "Making
Schools Safe," "Helping the Deaf to Hear," "Children's Work
in War Time" are all samples of films selected at random out
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of scores, all of which, while not according to pedagogical
principles, are of perhaps greater value than if they

strained to the text book style. Then again there is tin large
field of entertainment pictures, many of which are taken from
Standard works and form lucfa an auxiliary to the whole
school idea, that they lift the school to a higher level and
carry the whole community with it. It is not too nun h to
say that there arc hundreds of communities where the
school should take the lead in moving picture work. This
generation is blessed in living in this stage of moving picture endeavor, and no reason can possibly be found to excuse the schools from taking a lead which naturally belongs
to them and they are derelict in their duty if they do nol ;
any idea of waiting for text book classification, synchronizing
talking machines are offences against their own reputation,
and the justice they owe to the scholars under their care
and also the duty they owe to the community upon whose
taxes they live; taxes which are paid for the purpose of
securing
just such benefits that the educational moving picture brings.

Garden of American Pictures
National

Committee for Better Films Offers Catalogues
of
Pictures for Family Group.
for the use of Committees
picturespictures
of movingchoosing
A LIST
and Exhibitors
for the family group
has been selected by the National Committee for Better Films, which is a committee of the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures, and is being offered to the
public at 10 cents per copy. This list of pictures covers the
period between October 1, 1917, and April 1, 1918, and is made
up almost entirely of comedies and dramas of a class supposed not to offend either public morals or good taste. The
purpose for which the list was compiled as stated on the
third page of the catalogue is as follows :
"The pictures in this list have been chosen because they
are interesting or amusing or exciting to fathers, mothers
and children of all ages. In other words, they are pictures
that the parents can watch with their children, laugh at
with their children, get excited about with their children.
They are family pictures, full of the elements of life and
chosen only to give pleasure and enjoyment in real human,
"The Garden of
lished at regular
Board of Review
York
form."City, upon
remittance.

American Motion Pictures," which js pubintervals, can be had from the National
of Motion Pictures, 70 Fifth avenue. New
application accompanied by the necessary

Interesting Educationals
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"Britain's Bulwarks" (Pathe).
reel, picturing something of the immense work
A HALF
of supplying munitions for the army and navy of
Britain and her allies. The women of Britain are
shown at work in factories, doing much of the labor that
was formerly done by men. Health inspection of employes
is a feature. With this is run a half reel showing the British cavalry on the Western front. The mounted men are
seen patrolling villages and seeking to get in touch with
the enemy. An interesting glimpse of the famous Indian
lancers is shown.
"Our Fighting Ally— The Tank" (Pathe).
Here is a novelty that is full of interest to anyone who
has studied the tank in warfare. The exhibition here given
of the tank in action, crossing uneven fields, ploughing
through a dense forest and even passing through a frame
building, surpasses one's expectations. The scenes were
taken at Camp Dix, N. J., and hundreds of enlisted men are
seen watching the maneuvers of the tank.
"Logging in Italy" (Educational).
The scenes of this picture, which was exhibited at the
Rialto theater, New York, during the week of April 21, were
photographed in the Swiss Alps and illustrate the difficulties
encountered by the lumberjacks in guiding their rafts of
logs down stream. The cameraman takes us to the jam of
logs which must frequently be dislodged by explosives, and
then we follow one of the rafts on its way under bridges,
over rapids and through the narrows speeding at the rate of
15 miles an hour. The picture provides some real thrills
when we fear that even the remarkable skill of the pilot
crew cannot save the raft from being dashed to pieces.
America's
Sleeping Giants (Paramount-Bray).
A recent report from the Government Conservation Com-
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mission- shows that only eight per cent, of this country's
water-power is being utilized. This means that coal and
other .fuels are being consumed to operate manufactories
which could be conducted with infinitely greater economy
by America's natural waterfalls, rapids and rushing streams.
The 118th release pictograph shows thrillingly beautiful pictures of many of these "sleeping giants" of industry taken
in all their undisturbed beauty.
Mountain streams tumbling over 500-foot cliffs; rapids that
defy the most daring of navigators; purling little brooklets
teeming with speckled trout and roaring cataracts that
rival the grandeur of the great Yosemite, all hiding away
among the mountains and hills of Tennessee, Kentucky,
Georgia and W. Virginia. As photographed for the Bray
Pictograph, these superb sources of water-power offer
timely suggestions for those who are howling for conservation of our coal supply — and at the same time, a real treat
for those lovers of nature who would leave the virgin beauty
of their country intact for the generations to come.
"May Irwin's Conservation Loaf" (Universal).
In the 69th issue of the Screen Magazine will be found
an interesting lesson in bread baking using corn meal, boiled
rice, honey, hot water, yeast cake and shortening. Wheat
flour does not appear in this recipe. The illustration of how
to prepare the loaves for the oven without kneading, slapping
on the bake board instead, is quite instructive and shows
each stage in the making of a loaf of bread.

Final Installment of Italian Pictures
The Battle from the Plava River to the Sea Finishes Series
of Official Italian War Pictures at Rivoli.
THE
last of the Official Italian War Pictures were exhibited at the Rivoli during the week of April 21, This
installment covers scenes photographed during the
battle from the Plava River to the sea, and includes thrilling
incidents of actual warfare. Again, as in previous installments, we witness
proofbrought
of the by
Italian's
remarkable soenergy
and bravery,
and are
the cameraman
close
to the lines of soldiers going over the top that we see one
of the soldiers felled by an enemy bullet and being borne
away by stretcher bearers who appear on the scene a moment afterward.
This series of Italian War pictures can be recommended
to our readers as being authentic and of unusual interest.
Items of Interest.
The Rivoli Theatre, New York City, presented in its program for the week of April 21 a Pathe educational entitled
"Bursting Buds," which is a beautiful subject in colors,
including Cyclamen and Hepatica, and a series of splendid
views of the cathedral of Milan from the Educational Films
Corporation of America.

*

* *

The Gaumont Company made the film announcement of the
second birthday of the Rialto theatre which presented a
birthday cake with two candles on it as the first scene, and
a little two-year-old child feeding a cat as the second
scene. The program which opened with selections from
'Aida" by the Rialto chorus and orchestra, augmented by an
appropriate and exceptionally beautiful setting, included
among the educational offerings views of Venice, her Grand
Canal and some of the 177 smaller canals which intersect
the city of the Adriatic. The latter was supplied by the
Educational Films Corporation of America, and is a beautifully toned bit of film. One of the most interesting features
of the Rialto Magazine introduced an Italian hydroplane
skimming over the water.
DR. ETTINGER FOR NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS.
The long drawn-out contest for this high office has ended
in what is considered a most satisfactory appointment in
the person of Dr. Et linger.
Educators in all parts of the country have been watching
with great interest the outcome of this dilemma in which
the New York Board of Education found themselves, when
presented with such an array of capable men whose differences lay in the question of certain principles of applied
education.
At the recent convention in Atlantic City there was no
more absorbing topic than the nature of this appointment
and the principle involved, therefore more than passive interest was displayed in the matter, as the selection not only
decided the man, but the main --sided principles agitating the
educational
minds.
At this critical time England
and other countries, to-
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gether with the United States, are developing legislation
for education which aims to avoid the reactionary method
of child-training. It is a matter of vital importance to those
of us who are interested in the educational powers of moving pictures that progressive men shall be in educational
authority, and we believe in, and look for, the upholding of
many of these ideas by Dr. Ettinger. The city of New
York at present has no properly appointed Chief of Visual
Education. Progress demands that such an office be created and a well fitted person appointed thereto — one at once
practical and not theoretical — and one who sees in all forms
of visual education an aid to present plans; we hope Dr.
Ettinger will create such an office and suitably fill it.
We believe the majority of interested persons will be — as
we ourselves are — satisfied with New York's selection, and,
when we consider that the new superintendent has under
his care the educational training of the next generation
we will give him our undivided support, congratulating him
on his appointment and wishing him every success in his
high office.
MR. HIPPLE MAKES A SUGGESTION.
Editor Moving Picture World:
The moving picture houses have been plentifully supplied
with free slides to run for Government purposes. We have
no kick on doing this and, in fact, it has occurred to the
writer from observation as connected with newspaper work
that the public is woefully ignorant of the words of "America" and "The Star Spangled Banner." Wouldn't it be a
good scheme to have sets of slides containing the words
of these two songs prepared by slide houses or through Mr.
Brady's publicity department and have them run each night
in every theater with request that the audience join in singing them. We know that the average person only knows
about the first verse of "America" and the first two lines of
"The Star Spangled Banner."
This plan might help in boosting American spirit, as everybody admits that community singing always has an effect
under any circumstances. If "America" was sung every
night in every moving picture house a whole lot of fellows
would learn the words by heart and be able to sing them
when the song was to be sung in the town hall or at any
public gathering. It might not help win the war, but it might
and at least with several million people singing the song
every day it could do no harm and really might do a whole
lot of good.
J. E. HIPPLE.
Proprietor Bijou Theater, Pierre. S. D
ROTHACKER

ORGANIZATION

PERSONALS.

E. F. Lessner. of the advertising department of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, has resigned to report
at Camp Grant, Rockford. 111.
John Hahn. a.-sistant secretary of the company, is making
an extended trip through the West in the interest of the
Rothacker organization. Mr. Hahn will spend several days
in Denver at the studios of the National Film Corporation,
a day or so at Salt Lake City visiting the members of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit there, and then will go
direct to Los Angeles, where he will devote two or three
weeks to personal calls on the Rothacker customers and
friends in that territory. Mr. Hahn expects to return to
Chicago about May iS.
Waiterson R. Rothacker has returned from New York
after having attended a convention of the First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit. of the sales department, has returned
E. O. Blackburn,
from his eastern trip, where he was personally directing the
production of a number of multiple reel industrial pictures.
Jack Byrne, of the studio department, is in Minneapolis
co-operating with Major Schmidt in the production of a
picture to be presented by the United States Fuel Administration.
G. S. Anderson, of the sales department, has just returned
from an extensive trip through Southern Illinois, where he
was supervising a number of industrial productions.
J. H. GERHARDT

JOINS

GENERAL.
appointee at the headquarters office of the GenA recent
eral Film Company in New York City is J. H. Gerhardt,
long known to the theatrical and motion picture field as advertising manager of the New York Dramatic Mirror. Mr.
Gerhardt's duties will be in the general sales department and
he will be associated with Sales Manager W. F. Rodgers in
certain specialized work.
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Spokes from the Hub
0M9M3Iclr31SM3MSMSJSM3M3Ji
By Marion Howard
Till'". Sidnej Drews have made a big hit here, not only in
their play "Keep Her Smiting," which all New
York
will see ere long, but in their patriotic work, gathering
in thousands oi dollars for Liberty Bonds. The reception given
them by The Film Club was a success in all ways, and there
was much
applause
when
Mr. Drew
announced
that the\
were to return to the screen as soon as the present
season
ed for their speaking
play, which
is certainly
a fine
vehicle fur their joint efforts.
Mr>. Drew
has made a per.'. success
most
noteworthy
and deserved.
They
have
joined
the Film
Club
and will attend
its next
meeting.
'tig the guests
at the reception
were
Mrs. Marcellus
Ayer, who runs the exclusive Exeter theater; Mrs. Thomas
D Soriero, wife of the "live wire" manager of the Park, and
others well known in social and professional circles.

* *

*
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De.u directors! please be careful how you use the flag, because at this tune when so much is centred on our emblem
all eyes ai e critical. < »n one of the weeklies we had a scene

in Venice, Cal., picturing sundry girls in bathing costui

doing some patriotic stunt or other, and at a table was ., Han
covering
something entirelj
oui ol order, ".iKin" reg
tionV good taste, and savQfed ol disj*espe< t. The flag should
never be used that wa\ . except m draping the casket oi a
soldier or sailor, and Certainly nothing should be pi;
upon our Hag except the bible. It was a blot on the picture,
and all about me were verbal protests over this, disregard of
the sanctity of "Old (dory" Frequently
tattered (lags on poles in outdoor scenes
array indoors. This is a fault easily rem.
■ •n the right way to hang it, call in some
I). A. 1\. woman.

* *

we see torn and
and an inartistic
-died If in doubt
( .. A. R. man or a

*

Well, well, the only Francis X doing comedy bits was
si.yht, also a welcome relief from the drawing room and
heroic lover roles. "With .Neatness ami Dispatch" was genuinely funny, a sane story admirably directed and well played,
by Bushman and Bayne, and a capable company, including
Ricca Allen, who was some man-hater. We anticipate a
coming picture with more of this new work for Bushman,
thus showing hitherto unsuspected versatility.

* *

*

lames
\Y. Gerard's
hook,
so admirably
adapted
for the
en, is attracting widespread attention as well as doing
a splendid piece of educational and patriotic work, enjoyed
1>\ thousands
daily, in Tremont
Temple.
The
very title
- it authenticity,
to say nothing
of the presence
in
y reel of the true-to-life representation of the former
Ambassador
himself.
What
a revelation
of the 'dastardly
things on foot long before
the war broke.
So much
has
been said of this picture that further words seem superfluous
and after all those who see it go forth as walking advertisements.

Well I had my first look at Mary Garden on the screen
in "The Splendid Sinner," and liked her, though my neighbors did not. What got me strong were the outdoor scenes
and the window business between Mary and Hamilton Revelle — great directing here! What a beast the German was
all through and so characteristic of his kind. Anders Randolf played the part to the limit. Of course the ending, with
a reproduction of the Edith Cavell murder, was gruesome,
but gave an excuse for the title, for she was a splendid sinner and atoned to the full.

"Hearts of the World," which I have not yet seen, is the
talk of the town everywhere, and lines up with "My Four
Years in Germany" as great propaganda and an incentive
to further endeavor to get after the Beast of Berlin and his
gang.
* * *

"By Right of Purchase" is a good Select picture for Norma
Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien, Ida Darling and the lamented
William Courtleigh, Jr., in, if I mistake not, his last picture.
Here we again have Charles Wellesley in a sort of go-between character of much charm, causing a good twist to the
finale. We had good reproductions of Hero Land, the patriotic bazaar held in New York, and some military touches
w^orth while, men now in France participating. Charles
Miller, formerly of the Hub, shows his accustomed skill as
director.

* *

*

"The Trap" and "Treasure of the Sea" went strong here
at the Park, and the latter gave a surprise in that Edith
y was the only woman in the cast. Here she again
showed her personal magnetism. A man asked me if she'
iras not related to Raymond Hatton, so marked is the resemblance. Why such pictures as "The Mystery of the Flying Fish"? "Doug" tried so hard to be funny, but it did not
go over a little bit. Too much slapstick.

* *

*

Madge Kennedy is certainly worth seeing because her
work is natural— no striving for effect and not a trace of
coarseness. While "The Danger Game" is not a pretentious
picture, it has new ideas worked out well, aided and abetted
as she is by Tom Moore, who certainly fooled the house,
few of us realizing that in reality he was the despised critic
of her first and only book, and masquerading as a crook.
Not in years have I seen Kate Blancke on the stage, and it
was good to note how well she holds her own and before
the pitiless camera.
Goldwyn has another winner here sure.

* *

*

"The Tiger Man," a typical Hart play, dealing with western
life, Indians, the desert and all that sort of familiar stuff,
seemed to please the men, at least, in the audience at the
Exeter. Whether or no I am getting a bit satiated, I am at
least tired of so much sameness, and I look for some really
novel big thing for this capable actor. Supervisor Ince has
given atmosphere here "to burn." Jane Novak is excellent,
but what we all liked was the horsemanship of the Federal
cavalry troopers, shown to advantage here.

*

* *

Screen players have played an important part here in the
Liberty Bond propaganda, the Sidney Drews going to many
places with a willingness so characteristic of them. Emmy
Wehlen made a hit especially at the Exeter theatre one
night, when she spoke and sang Georgie Cohan's "Over the
Top." She was a peach, too, in a stunning party gown of
flesh color. Alice Brady was here, and members of the
various companies playing in town gave their services, to
say nothing of Farrar on Saturday, the 27th, when she sang
our national anthem on the steps of the Public Library in
exclusive Copley Square, where traffic was stopped. She did
a big business and was wildly applauded.

* * *

* * *

Sunday night recently Mrs. Ayer put on "A Little Patriot,"
featuring Baby Marie Osborne, who clutches us strong in
any picture. This was seen everywhere last fall, but always
good for repeats. Once again we see the wonderful colored
kid playing opposite. This is an intensely human picture,
timely with its patriotism triumphant. Herbert Standing
and Marion W'arner outdid *themselves
in this Pathe gem.
* *
We are indebted to the Park for giving us "The Woman
and the Law," a splendid offering featuring Miriam Cooper,
whom we recall in the "Birth of a Nation," and how- she has
improved. All in front who are discerning will wonder
why they did not cast her for the young girl and not
Winifred Allen, as not enough years elapsed for her to become so changed. There is no resemblance whatever between these players and it was ridiculous to palm her off as
the girl we saw in first reel. Having seen Mrs. De Saulles
I must say that nowhere could the Fox people have found a
player who so greatly resembles the unfortunate Chilean
beauty. Then, too, the character of La Salle was not one
whit overdrawn as some critics aver. This play is compelling and carries a lesson along.

* *

*

"One More American" and "The Whispering Chorus" were
put on by Mrs. Ayer, and strange to say several Paramount
players appeared in both, the most noteworthy one being
Raymond Hatton, to my mind one of the best character actors on the screen, always dependable. Guy Oliver is another, also Ernest Joy and James Neill, and wasn't H. B.
Carpenter a corking boss of the crook type ! In the first
named George Beban has a sympathetic part, very human.
The Ellis Island scenes were great and disclosed dirty politics too often prevailing (it is said). How we did laugh over
the Marionette theatre stunts. Good human picture, sure
fire box office success. "The Whispering Chorus," an Artcraft offering well worth while, splendidly cast with Kathlyn
Williams, Elliott Dexter, Edythe Chapman, Tully Marshall,
Guy Oliver, Ernest Joy, James Neill and others, all good.
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Good Advertising.
REALLY good advertising is not always the most expensive, and
some fairly expensive advertising is really detrimental. We have
in mind some blotters that are being distributed from New York.
These are printed up with the weekly program of the house making
the distribution, the titles being surcharged with a red ink date for
the week. This in itself would be all right, but below is a card reading, "For the return of 24 of these assorted calendar programs from
this theater, we will mail you free of charge a beautiful photograph
of any star you may select." The address of the New York printer
follows. Now no one is under the least obligation to save up these
blotters for nearly six months in order to get a photograph. Probably very- few will, but most persons who read this offer will be more
or less unfavorably impressed by the smallness of the reward as compared with the length of service required. It is a niggardly sort of
offer — as bad as the old Sunday School stunt of saving ten white
cards to get one blue card, ten blue cards to be exchangeable for one
pink one, and five pinks to be good for a ten-cent testament. With
Paramount offering to send sets of its stars for ten cents, and with
postcards all over the place, the offer of a photograph of unspecified
size sounds stingy in the extreme and reacts against the house rather
than against the publishers who started this scheme. The blotter
program idea is all well and good, and if the price is right it would
pay to get these and cut off the offer. Precisely the same idea holds
good in other matters. Consider your advertising ; and particularly
your prize and bonus offers, from all angles. Don't merely argue
that because blotter advertising is a good thing, the addition of a
photograph prize will make it better. Try and figure how your patron
will take the idea of that prize. Only the children, we think, will
hold the programs for a half year ; and the blotters are not primarily
intended for the children these days. This is another point to be
remembered. Your advertising that carries a bonus offer is apt to be
snapped up by the children and never find its way to the adults. In
this particular scheme, moreover, it requires that the house at least
make a six-months' contract for the service, and this means a staleness in advertising that will be the reverse of remunerative. Novelty
advertising should be varied. A novelty is such no longer at the
end of six months, yet, if the novelty is withdrawn, even those who
are not saving up will feel that the withdrawal is made to avoid the
awards. When you make a bonus offer, make one that is generous,
make one that will terminate before the interest does, and plan so
that the gift or concession will apply to those who seek to reach and
not be gathered in by the children and undesirables.

Well, Here's Mr. Wall!
S. E. Wall has written in at last, and he's a reg'lar city feller now,
being located in Columbus,
Ohio, instead of Plain City.
He writes:
After a protracted silence, please allow me to stand up and
remark that since you last heard from me I have sold Wall's
theater in Plain City, Ohio, and I have come down to Columbus
and am learning to be a regular city feller, and at the same
time directing the destinies of the "West Broad Street theater,"
a very prosperous, and one of the oldest houses in the city.
I am enclosing herewith a few of our vest pocket programs ;
while they contain nothing new in composition or makeup, I am
making every effort to put out a snappy, readable card, and I
will appreciate any suggestions that you may make that will
improve them.
As stated above, this theater Is an old-timer, and while it was
built for a theater, it was before the day of the spacious lobby,
and one of my big problems is to properly dress the front
without overdoing it. One of the first things I did was to discontinue the use of all six-sheets, and we only use an occasional
three-Bheet, depending almost entirely on one-sheets and photos
and banners.
1 am glad to say that Wall's theater in Plain City Is prospering under the new management, and I still have the more
or loss honor of having il known as Wall's, even though I
have sovered my connection therefrom.
We knew that Mr. Wall would hit the big places sooner or later, for
he was built that way. but it is good to hoar of an old friend's success, and we wish Mr, Wall all good luck. We can offer no suggestions on the program. It seems to be good as it stands, it is 2% by 4,
with a most attractively set front page. It is not ornate or elaborate,
but it is neat and workmanlike and you realize that it is good without
fancy typebeing able to realise that it is because of the avoidance of
faces and ornamentation. There is a smart paragraph at the bottom
of the tiny page, with the inside pages given to brief, but bright, bits
about the current bill, and the back page for foreign advertising, to
cover the cost.

Work.

Rothapfel suggests that a good scheme to build matinee business is
to give the tickets to charitable organizations free and let them take
the money they get. It's a good idea, but it is a better one to split
fifty-fifty and let them believe that the tickets have some real value.
And a better scheme than that is to sell, or even give, the tickets to a
big dry goods store — to be given to the store's patrons — and make the
store advertise the matinees heavily. There are many more schemes in
Picture Theater Advertising, but these are two of the best, only never
let the charity workers get free tickets.

Even

Up

to

Three

Inches.

Clifford A. Clifford, who evidently does not read this department as
closely as he says he does, sends in some advertisements from the Utica
(N. Y.) papers with the remark that he believes that this is the first
time anything from his home town has been sent this department.
He is mistaken. We have several times reproduced things from the
Avon program, and have had stuff from some of the other houses.
From what Mr. Carroll says, Utica must be as dead as it was fifteen
years ago, when we were there last to look over Wilmer and Vincent's
Orpheum. He writes that there was a time when the houses used
some display, but that now they are content to take the "inch amusement ads." a local term for inch spaces which sell for $1.50 and carry
a two and a half-inch reading notice. But he adds that the De Luxe
and Alhambra, operated by the same management, take "as much as
three inches for each house" on occasion.
There are eight of these
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houses, including the two vaudeville houses and the burlesque house.
They run down a column, but to give a better formed cut we have
placed them in pairs. There is no proper space for display and presumably the reader is looked to to make plain the jumble of the advertisement. The readers are written by the staff men and are usually
intelligently done, but they are written to length, as determined by
the size of the advertisement, and this cramps the writers a little.
Utica seems to be in a pretty had way. If you like pictures you can
find out what there is to be seen, but there is no special urge to go
and get the picture habit, and this should be the greater work done by
advertising.

"Getting Folksey."
Lately we expressed the belief that the advertising of the Olympia
theater, New Bedford, Mass., was a bit too stiff. They announced,
but they did not interest. It was the work of F. H. Purrington. an
agency
man, of
wholove.
regarded
work
more
or less
an "account"
than a labor
He feltthethat
if he
turned
out aasshowy,
brilliant
advertisement he was doing his best, but we pointed out that there
was more than this needed. Being an advertising man he got the
point, and in sending in some new samples he writes :
You stepped on my foot at a time when I believe in doing
so you gave valuable service to the Olympia, for since then I
have striven to get "folksey with the fans."
We like that phrase immenesly. It means a lot. It means just
what advertising should be— particularly in the small towns. He no
looser remarks that he has "Saved by Her Sufferings" for Monday
and Tuesday, leaving it up to you to come or not, as you darned well
please. lie tells his stories in a chatty mood; friendly, but not
familiar. He neither takes it for granted that the reader is a complete ass, nor read up all the current productions.

Was

Not

Discourteous.

Telling of how he advertised Fatty Arbuckle at the Liberty, Long
Beach, Cal,, Verne Wlckham recently wrote that he had some thousands of persons standing in the rain, and we suggested that it would
have been better to have opened the doors to let them in ahead of
time. Mr. Wlckham rises to explain that the reason he could not
do that was because the house was already filled by the early birds,

I in
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which is an ample and reasonable explanation. Mr. Wlckham Mndj In
a copy of a weekly program they get out.
They mt the Drat three
.. and ilif advertisement on the back pace pay-, nil of the
Think that over some of you who send In a program more than half
advertising, and who write that the ads partly defray the ooat Mr.
Wiekham wants to know why it Is if they are so good that RuB and
Hundred Per cent. Pullerton are always "at Liberty." To get all of
this joke you must remember that they both work for a Liberty theater.
Picking

for

Not Shellman's.
J. M. Shellman writes that the small cards of the Parkway, Baltimore,
Hd., which we have spoken of several times lately, are not his own. but
are the work of Mr. Depkin. We are glad to be able to give credit
where due. for the Parkway cards arc unusually good.
Mr. Shellman is now giving attention to the New theater and uses
white cards I', by i;i( printed on one side with the program, and on
the other with some house talk. The house slogan is two minutes
from every department store," which speaks more for the location of
the house than for the extensiveness of Baltimore's shopping district.
>iink that Mr. Shellman makes a mistake in trying to load down

issuing this little announcement
clientele we

to

wish you to feel that

have youi personal comfort and
,n stew
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carrying the two change! to the week in four columns, two to lit.
page. The advertisement carries tin- three Yakima Iiouhch of Mr.
Mercy.
It will be noticed that each houso hna a distinctive lettering
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Announcing a Two-Day Change of Program

out screen Lave been carefully
amincd

I l RE

the Patron.

The Theater Louisiana, Raton Rouge, La., has a now wrinkle, On
its tirst page Mr. Coo prints "We especially
recommend
to yon this
Week," and follows with what he considers the one or two best bets of
the week. At first glance this might seem to be a bad idea, In that
it will make bis business for those days at the expense of the rest of
the week, but this is not the ease. We think that it will bring in
many who might hesitate about going, through
laek of familiarity with
and plays, but who will go if asured a better-thnn-usual play,
and. of course. Mr. Coe picks the best plays to recommend and not
those that show on the dull nights.
Mr. Coe knows
that the confiof his public is worth more than the sale of a few extra seats
on. week, and his patrons know that what he says he means.
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Management

his program spaces with too much argument. The cut shows the
general arrangement of the program. Another sample carries a line
cut that does not help the argument any, since it means nothing, and
does sadly cramp the already limited space. In all the samples sent
there is entirely too much talk for the space. It would be better to
say less and mean more and to avoid such grandiloquent phrases as
"By special arrangement with the Frohman Amusement Corporation,"
which does not impress and does take up two lines of space.
Got

Out

Its

Own.

Disregarding the ready-mades supplied by Paramount, the Empress,
Fremont, Neb., got out its own announcement for Chapln in his Lincoln
cycle. This was a note size sheet, sent out in a square envelope. It
was printed on the .first and third pages only, with blue ink and a red
border, to let in the American flag in place of the wording. There is
no greeting, but the text starts off with :
YOUR FRIEND
"ABE" LINCOLN
"Abe"
Lincoln
would
have been your friend, mighty
glad
to come to your house for Sunday
dinner, and all afternoon
he would have entertained the folks — had them
laughing and
crying in turns — with stories of his dramatic life.
You can't invite Lincoln
to dinner
now.
But you can do
better.
You can see enacted
on the screen in "The
Son of
Democracy" these stories that he told.
You can see the boy
Abe in his log home, his strange, sometimes humorous, often
pathetic adventures.
You can see him as president, interpreted
by the living image of Abraham Lincoln, Benjamin Chapin.
We like the tone of the announcement, which is in keeping with the
simplicity of the greeting.
There are no meaningless superlatives, but
merely the honest, straightforward announcement of a series which
it
is evident that the management
believes to be out of the ordinary.
This carries far more
conviction
than would
adjective
piled upon
adjective.
One thousand
were
sent to a selected mailing
list and
assuredly must have brought returns.
Another
House
of Mercy.
Frederick Mercy, of Yakima, Washington, has opened his third house
— the Liberty — and H. A. Gillespie, his publicity man, sends in a page

for the name. That of the Liberty is a sort of basket-work and the
Empire is a crime, while the usual shaded letter does very well for
the Majestic. We cannot understand this apparently growing craze
for the style of lettering shown in the Empire. Whether it is black
or white or two or three colors it is plain bad. The house name should,
above all other things, stand out from all advertising, and we are
surprised to see Mr. Gillespie offending with a style of lettering that
would disgrace a drunken sign painter. This is the third or fourth
instance of similar lettering to come to our attention within the week,
and it is something that cannot well be laid to German propagandists,
though it seems to have spread all over the country with alarming
suddenness.
Ambiguous.
The Regent, Bay City, Mich., is a new house with a seating capacity
of 1,400, under the management of Fred B. Williams. To announce the
opening a heavy "hand-made" card was used printed up with a cordial
invitation to be present at the opening, but there is nothing to show
whether the invitation is to come as a guest or a paying patron, and
that cuts the value of the card down very considerably. Those who
come expecting to be guests of the house will be disappointed, and
therefore offended, if they are not, and some who might have gone
will regret it if they find that the card was an invitation and not an
advertisement. Too much care cannot be given this point. Invitations
should carry the line, "this card will admit one", or more, as the case
may be, while a simple advertisement should announce the opening of
the house, but not "invite" the recipient to come down and step up
to the box office. The house is designed to handle combinations as
well as pictures.
Don't

Race.

We notice that S. L. Rothapfel frequently advises his inquirers
to race their show a little to get into a time limit. This is the most
vicious advice it is possible to give. Mr. Rothapfel would not advise
anyone to sandbag the passer-by and take fifteen cents out of his
pocket, yet when you sell a man entertainment and race the reels you
are robbing him just as surely as though you used a piece of lead
pipe. Don't race. Deliver the goods and make business out of satisfied
patrons.
Gone
Bad.
Sydney S. Pollock, the boy press of the Strand, Tarrytown,
out good books. He wants us to tell him how to make, the
understand what a bargain they are getting when they are
ten or twelve reels and four or five vaudeville acts for ten and

is off
public
offered
fifteen

cents. It just plain can't be done, Sydney. Four or five acts of
rotten vaudeville
would be bad enough by itself, but pile on a three
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days' supply of pictures for the same admission and the public is
not getting entertainment, it is getting mental indigestion, and we
refuse to aid and abet any scheme to rope the unsuspecting public in
on any such torture. Give them a good flve-reeler, a scenic, a news
reel, and a comedy, play them well with three or more musicians, and
you'll please, but cheap and nasty vaudeville, the sort that has to work
for the salary a picture house can afford to pay, has no place alongside a first class feature.
Ruff,

Please

Note.

Ralph Ruffner's "Now, right NOW turns up in a trade advertisement in the Film Forecast, the Rowland and Clark house organ in
Pittsburgh. We presume that the advertising agent helped the advertiser to the line as a help in getting the advertisement, but Ruff
surely is traveling some.
Logic.
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the square formed by the types is a stock cut for The Bull's Eye.
and, in time, one arrives at the fact that The Bull's Eye will be
shown on Tuesday and the Passion Play on Good Friday. It is a
mistake to use a highly distinctive letter for parts of two titles. From
their very distinction they will be read together. The weekly program
is a card :5 by 5% inches. If the days were dated and were pulled
into the margin to make some break between the various days, the
effect would be better, but the card is of a convenient size and not
too full of type. On the whole the set of stuff is creditable to the
house, and the printer does his share well. Even a small press is a
handy thing to have around the house.
It will work and work hard.

Both
Here are two advertisements
opposite extremes of badness.

from
That

If you can't sell five reels of film why get the idea you. can sell ten?
Don't double up the show ; improve the quality, improve the music
improve the house.
He

Knows

Piper's opera house
is as historic as the Enterprise,
for both are
relics of the time when Virginia City was one of the queens of the West.
The town is a shadow of its former self, but here is a hustler who

WEEK
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up well on the page ; generally the front page.
By way of a reading
notice for Hell's Hinges, Mr. Connors got this up :
HELL'S
HINGES
TOO
HOT
FOR THE
MISSIONARY.
Minister
(At R. R. Depot) : "How can I get to Hell's Hinges?"
Alkali Bill : "Why, take the Devil's Fork stage to Steamboat Springs.
then go up Hell-pit creek to Fire Hill ; on the Geiger Griddle y' get
the Past Redemption
stage to Sulphur Divide;
the Dead
Man's
Point
outfit will put you across
Purgatory
Flats and through
the Satan
Tunnel ; then by way of Devil's Gate and Belch
Minister (To Depot Agent) : "Wh-when is the next train East?"
Alkali Bill: "Big Bill Hart's up there at Peppers Opera
House this
week 'n 1 hear'n he's goin' to burn the place to th' ground."
With the exception of Hell's Hinges, all of the places named are
near Virginia City and are actual places and not merely fanciful names.
If you play the Hart picture on a return engagement this clip might
be useful for press work. Don't kick about bad business. Go advertise
and
make it and
better,
you can't advertise, get a copy of Picture Theater
Advertising
learnIt bow.
Follows
the Fashions.
The Dlxwell theater, New Haven, Conn., follows the fashions. The
advertising agent (who forgets to sign his letters'! gets all the newwrinkles from the department and puts them to work. He has Jay
Emanuel's advertising envelopes beaten, because he does his own press
work and can print in smaller quantities, so the envelope cards apply
to the week and keep right down to date. Some of the samples are
excellent. One is a blotter with a calendar and a logotype dropped
out for the name of the feature the blotter is to advertise, but in one
envelope card an effort to advertise two illms brings disaster. Across
the top is the house name, (tunning down either side is "Tuesday." and
across the bottom "Passion Piay with "'Shown here Friday" in a
very small type. The Tuesday and Passion Play are in a distinctive
type, and one naturally reads it as a whole, being at a Ioss,to understand why Tuesday's Passiou Play is to be shown Friday.
But within
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goes out and advertises' intelligently, and persistently, and he finds it
pays.
And he sends this message to others : "Some of you down and
outs get out and advertise.
It pays."
Surely it does.
It always has
and it always
will.
Most advertisers
are handicapped
by having
to
get along with type only ten or fifteen years old.
Mr. Connors has to
get the best he can out of type that was new when Mark Twain was
young,
but he gets the best he can, and these advertisements
stand
F%£re»^??rs£lECHVE STftB SERVlcriSS:

Waterville. Maine, that
for the Haines
theater

City Opera House

It Pays.

Daniel Connors, of Piper's opera house, Virginia City, Nev., writes :
Enclosed clippings seem to be effective.
Business is improving
every week.
Continual hammering — two days' showing in the
evening papers.
Now I know it pays to advertise.
I can lay
out an ad., but the trouble is to get the proper type.
This
work
is done in the old Daily Enterprise
office, which
was
founded and edited by Mark Twain, and half the type in the
office seems to be the same metal he used, but worn through
constant usage.

Bad.

PICTURE
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down with a mass of junk and as though they did not have enough to
do to carry three acts of so-called vaudeville along with a good feature
and a good comedy, they spoil the whole business by actually featuring the coming attraction over the showing one ; a display of advertising intelligence that is amazing It would have been better to have
ignored the current attraction entirely and to have devoted the entire
space to Miss Pickford, if they wanted to get all the business for her,
but to give her the cut over the current attraction is amateurish. The
City opera house is just as bad the other way. With all the .advantage
of open space and concentrated effort, we get such convincing lines as
"News picture, the best ever," and "wonderful serial," and we'll bet
that Kelliher is talking about the business going to the dogs instead of
realizing that it is his own laziness that makes business poor. Very
few persons will be attracted to the house by any such apathetic advertising as this.
Something

Wrong.

The Parkway, Baltimore, gets out a galley sheet headed "What a
great dramatic says about The Blue Bird." Then it reproduces an
article by Zit. We are afraid that the Parkway is trying to kid someone, but we can't tell whether it is Zit or the rest of us.
Put Glue on the Seat.
The Liberty, Long Beach, Cal., seems to be a slippery place for
press agents. Kay Bagley slipped into Keystone publicity, and now
Verne Wickbam writes that he is going to slip into khaki. Meantime
he sends in His Son of Democracy advertising. At the Liberty they
made this the feature, with a rebooked Triangle Fairbanks for the
second attraction. The idea is not at all a bad one if it is made clear
that the Lincoln Cycle is not a five-paTt film. The Liberty is running
a kiddie show Saturday mornings at which the admission is six cents
for children and parents free save for the war tax. This is something
new.
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Get
Clear

Synopses.

SyOBODY cares how good a i'i.n maj seem to you, Vou must make
someone else appreciate lis value before you can hope t i make a
Bale. Very few of the synopses offered for Bale convey to the reader
.en a hint of what the real slory may be.
The author lias an Idea.
comes filled with it. He lives it ami ships with it for a few days.
iid then he dashes
it off on the machine and hustles it out to some
reducing company.
He does not realize that often lie does not even
the skeleton of the idea.
He cannot understand why the synopsis
1 read Hat and unintere ling to the editor.
lie knows
the idea
good.
He complains became others cannot share his appreciation
merits.
He does not realize that the greater part of his story
ill remains
in his own mind, and in his own mind alone.
He reads
■in over.
It sounds
all right.
There
is all the fire and action
story as he planned
it. and he does not realize that each time
ds his own mind supplies the deficiencies in the script ; that from
aii knowledge of the tacts he reconstructs the poorly written sen- into a gl nving plot.
He thinks that the editors must see the
.is he does; never realizing that they cannot supply the touches
■ally make the story good — if it is good.
■ writers cannot get their ideas down on paper.
They have vivid
nations, but they lack the education,
the practice or the knack
putting their ideas into words competent to convey full meaning.
In
word, tiny cannot
write, and they do not realize their deficiency.
hey laboriously grind out involved, but meaningless,
sentences,
supg that they are giving the fullest expression
to the plot.
They
■ad over these phrases
and they sound
all right because
the mind
tpplies what the script lacks, and they send out a dead, meaningless
ript that stands absolutely no chance of a sale to anyone.
They know
hat they are trying to get on the paper and to them the sentence "Jack
id Tom have a terrific fight" suggests a struggle that might sell the
icture if properly put into words, but they fail to tell the editor what
lere is to this fight that makes it stand out above the thousand and one
her fights.
One smashing situation may sell a story, but the situation
he told so clearly that the editor can get the author's idea and
I tare his enthusiasm.
It is not necessary to toll every minor detail of
ie fight, but it is necessary to explain the situation or the action which
to make the fight notable.
in other words, most synopsis writers lack the faculty of intelligent
sion and fail to cultivate it because they fail to realize the lack
this ability.
To them their work seems good.
They cannot realize
at to others it may appear amateurish and incompetent in the extreme.
me writers could only go around and describe their ideas verbally
night make sales where now they find only failure, but since it is
ot possible to gain access to widely separated editorial offices, the only
ling to do is either to cultivate clearness of expression or to join forces
ith someone who can intelligently express ideas.
There is no particular reason why a person with a good education and
verage common sense should not, in time, acquire this facility of exression, and yet so few synopses offer well-told stories. They do not,
s a rule, follow even the simplest rules of construction. They ramble
II over the narrative, but they make no orderly presentation of facts
od give no real aid to any person who might be so foolish as to attempt
i make a continuity from the jumble of facts.
The proper synopsis should be laid out in an orderly manner. It
lould commence with the punch paragraph, in which there should be a
int of the merits of the story. This punch paragraph is an essential,
he editor cannot be asked to wade through from three to five thousand
ords on the off chance that the story may be good. He must be given
hint as to the nature of the story from the opening paragraph, since
ie straight synopsis must present the facts in more or less orderly
ishion without too much elaboration of literary ornamentation. A good
lodel for the punch would be an adaptation of the introduction to the
tories : notably the opening full-length story, used by the Popular
lagazine.
Following the punch, the story should be told clearly and intelligibly,
ot as a fiction story, but as an assemblage of facts upon which the
lm story is based. It must move from the primary cause, or beginning,
irough the middle action, to the ending. If, as sometimes happens,
ie real beginning of the story is visioned in on the third or fourth reel, the
icts of the beginning should first be noted, and then, at the proper
me a note should be made that "Franklin tells Nell the story of her
rigin, as noted in the beginning of the story." It may be all right to
eep the audience in the dark for so long, but it is fatal to try and
iuse an editor's curiosity in a half-told tale.
But while full detail is required, an excess of detail is apt to be as
ad as a lack of material. The synopsis that is padded with a lot of
seless suggestions to the reconstructor and the director is even more
' an offense than the t incomplete; fitory. The latter is merely the result
' ignorance where the suggestions indicate an excessive lack of modsty. Some writers are prone to make suggestions that are utterly with-

Vision.

Learn to see things differently,
i b a) things rrom a viewpoint out
of the common.
Hosts of writers would have ieen In Ro I md
Cyrano
only a modern
punch.
Rostand
looked deeper and
lOUghl
the mighty
snii oi the man beneath the grotesque exterior, Thi ucci
ful writer
is merely he who looks at things as other men do not, n is this faculty
winch makes his point of view ot greater interest than ours, and, theretore, makes us listen with Interest to his views.
Cut Out

the Knocks.

Many
writers have wasted
il,
ctly good pennies, not to mention some time and a sin el of letter paper, to tell how poor son
the current
war productions
arc.
We fail to see wherein
they should
d. i i
ithcr pleasure
or profit from such criticisms.
We know
that
■ urn- of the studio- made
scripts, thrown
together,
have been pretty
in thai has no bearing upon the general topic of synopsis writing,
it is a poor story, but it's too late to correcl the trouble, and II
complainants were engaged to write a similar story to order they probably WOUld do very much worse. Don't concern yourself with how poor
torle3 of other authors arc. If you give enough time to trying to
make your own stories good, you have about all you can look after.
Mind your own business
That's a day's job.
Work a String.
Once more the old inquiry comes in as to whether it is better to work
a single story to its completion or to have two or more in band at
one time. Methods of work differ so that it is not always possible to
indicate the best line of action, but there is more to be said in favor
of the string than for the single-story-to-a-finish idea. With a dozen
stories in various stages of completion, it is possible to work on one
when another does not interest, and with a choice of subjects it is
more likely that one will be found to suit the current mood. More than
this, there is less danger of going stale on the single idea. It often
happens that a really good idea in the original is refined and polished
until it loses all its spontaneity and freshness, merely because the tired
brain works mechanically and without interest. The same amount of
labor, multiplied by twelve, and applied to twelve stories, would give
better stories with more life and ginger to them.
It is an excellent plan to have stories in all stages of growth constantly on hand. Work them up to the point of a full synopsis, then
hold them for a few weeks and look them over again. Write a second
full synopsis, and a third and a fourth, if you have perseverance,
retaining all copies, and then, from the combined scripts, make your
final draft that shall include the best points of all the developments.
Meantime work on the others and get the first idea out of your head
so that each time you approach it it may seem fresh, if not new,
to you.
But if you find that you are so constituted mentally that you must
complete one story before you go on to the next — if you have a singletrack mind, then, by all means, run your trains over that single
track.
Post Office Envelopes.
About every so often some young author discovers that the Post Office
Department sells envelopes cheaper than does the stationer, and he
rushes into print, if he can, to spread the glad tidings. The post office
authorities assuredly do sell envelopes at attractively low prices and
they are good stock for those prices ; better than could be obtained
from the local stationer for perhaps double the sum, but it is no great
profit to save half or three-quarters of a cent on an envelope and lose
the script ; yet these white envelopes are unfit to carry large scripts
and break open in the mails with frequency. It is better to pay a
dollar or so for some real kraft envelopes than to lose a script or two
in the mails. Such things are false economy. Stick to kraft or
manila.
It is cheaper in the end.

TECHNIQUE
OF
THE
PHOTOPLAY
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
A book replete with practical pointers on the preparation
of stories for the screen, answering the hundred and one
questions which immediately present themselves when the
first script is attempted. A tested handbook for the constant
writer of picture plots. "Straight-from-the-shoulder" information from an author with a wealth of real "dollars- andccnts" experience.
By Mail, Postpaid, Three Dollars
Published and For Sale by
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
Schiller Bldg., Chicago
Wright & Callender Bldg.. Los Angeles
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Manufacturers'

Notice.

.T

IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended
editorially until the
• excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.
Progressive Man.
A Massachusetts operator writes as follows :
Am unable to make chart March 17 issue or table, page 141 of
handbook, agree with practice because of inability to get condenser back 22 inches from film. However, I get a well-lighted
picture. Would appreciate any suggestions you may offer for
improvement. I believe it is one of the duties of the projectionist to adopt any improvement designed to minimize light
waste or improve screen results. Have worked in many operating rooms, hence am acquainted with the laxity of a large
percentage of operators. Assure you I have tried to embody
into my outfit as many as possible of those little things which
go for the improvement of the screen result. Wish to thank
you for your efforts in our behalf and for the benefit I have
derived therefrom. Like many another who thinks that even a
fool is accounted wise if he holds his peace (But on that basis
the world would not advance in knowledge very fast. — Ed.) I
will ask that you do not give my name or address. Some time
ago there appeared an article describing an intermittent movement. I enjoyed the study of it and was pleased to see at its
end the word "Continued." But alas, it never was. I assume
some strong and strange influence prevented its completion.
In this I am reminded of the International Sunday School
Committee, whose duty it is to select texts for discussion AND
whose duty it is to select only those of admonition and temperance ;doctrine and principles must NOT be touched upon
for fear of the cobwebs. (You hit pretty close to the mark,
but not quite. The subject was not continued because the
next installment was never prepared and I was willing to let
it drop by reason of the fact that acrimonious discussion loomed
large, which would not, it seemed to me, accomplish any good
and might do considerable harm. But you are wrong in supposing this department or its editor wears a muzzle of any
sort. It is because we don't that we have gone through some
red-hot fights during the past nine years. — Ed).
I Live changed shutters many times. My latest is in proportion to that last mentioned in the department, and it is a
marvel. Pattern enclosed. (Cannot see how you get by without travel ghost with a 56° main blade. You have a total of
56 plus :!7.r> plus 37.5 equals 131° of total blade width [3
winger] and 88 5/6 plus 8S 5/6 plus 51% equals 220° of opening,
for heaven's sake what kind of intermittent arc you using?— Ed.)
Cannot understand why you do not enthuse over double shutters.
Am using them on both machines. (Oh ! Maybe the pattern is
one blade of a double, huh? — Ed.) The double shutter shows a
gain of 21 per cent, of light on two-blade and 33 per cent, on
three-blade. In my experiments I have noticed that flicker is
partly controlled by film density, about, 15 to 20 per cent, of
light necessary to penetrate the average film. My thought is
that it is the light used above this amount which need balancing
with light and dark periods, and it is evident the latest pattern
shown in the department is better balanced than any other
shown to date. (Either you have a queer idea or I do not
understand you. Better explain. Maybo what you really have
in mind has value. — Ed.) It Is only with attached shutter
pattern that I have been able to secure what might be called
aickerless pictures at 60 feet per minute, though we have long
since dropped that speed. We now run 70 and over. Have
seen no comment on speed as per your request some time ago.
Sixty is too slow nowadays. In tact 65 to 70 is nearer the mark
for modern features.
I do not see why you disapprove of speed

indicators. The good chauffeur may make a good guess at his
speed, but the speedometer will confirm his guess. (No
similarity. The projectionist has the best speedometer possible
in the action of the actors. If he watches a speedometer he wont
watch the screen, and the fact that one scene appears at its
best at, say, 70 is no proof that the one preceding or following
will do so. When we have absolutely uniform, standardized
camera speed we can then depend upon speedometers for perfect
projection speed, and not before. — Ed.) All producers now have
a definite rate of taking (They have NOT. — Ed.), and if the
actors are acting the scene at its best and the projectionist transfers that same speed to the screen nothing better can be done.
(Absolutely right, and that is precisely why I object to the
speedometer. Taking speed varies all the way from as low as
55 to as high as 75, though both these are extreme, and a
variation of as much as five is found in different scenes of
even uigh-class features. — Ed.) If we all try to work out the
individual conception of how fast a given scene should be interpreted there will be as many different speeds of projection of
a given scene as there are operators. (I think not. The projectionist is presumed to, and must study action, and I do not
believe the average man will make any very gTeat error in
judging the correct speed for proper interpretation once it has
been made clear to him that he must produce naturalness of
action or lose his job. — Ed.) The best results are usually obtained by those who take interest in their work and study it.
I use prevention and precaution in liberal amount, and am able
to command 37.5 per cent, more salary than my predecessor, with
the manager better satisfied too. And now a bit of "shop
notes" for Hooverizing : Old lamp lugs (may mean either
terminal lugs or carbon jaws. — Ed.) may be made as good as
new by heating to cherry red and dropping in cold water. Then
polish them. Old brass gas tips make excellent holders for
Silver Tip carbons. Insert them in carbon jaws and just set
the carbon stub into them. The stubs may be burned down to
% inch length. (Does not sound very good to me, but maybe.
Try it anyhow. — Ed.) On the wooden hub of a double reel,
fasten a 6 or 7-inch film can. This will save a good many turns
of the rewinder when film is being taken off the small reel to
be rewound on double reels. (Suppose he means remove one
side of reel, attach the film can so as to let its round side form
a new, enlarged reel hub, and then replace the reel side, thus
making a small hub reel into a large hub one. — Ed.)
The brother sends pattern of an upper carbon jaw shield which he
says is a "wonder." It is a round piece of sheet metal, about 2 inches
in diameter, with an extension for attaching and a hole for the carbon.
Evidently it is held against or just below the under side of the carbon
jaw, and protects it from the heat. He also advocates the lapping of
the film upon itself in rewinding instead of placing its end under the
reel spring. In fact he advocates the doing away with all reel springs
except one for the lower magazine. He sends in measurements of his
optical system, which indicate as very good condition, except that condenser is too close to film.
From South Dakota.
M. Olson, Sioux Palls, S. Dak., who is a progressive, wideawake operator, has the following to say :
Must thank Mr. Bates for good word he gave me Jan. 0 issue.
It came as a surprise ; also wish to extend thanks to you, Mr.
Richardson, for your kindly comment. I think, however. Mr.
Bates should have mentioned the rest of our theaters while he
was at it. The reader who did not know would suppose we
had but two. With your permission I will name the rest of
them. We have six. viz.: The Orpheum (vaudeville). The
Colonial, pictures only, of which Ray Touney is chief projectionist. Touney is a very practical man who is delivering
excellent results with two Powers 6-As and a Fort Wayne motor
generator set. The Colonial is the largest picture house in the
city. Its seating capacity is. I understand, more than S00.
The Strand comes next, in point of size, seating 700. I am
in charge of projection, as set forth in former article by Mr.
Hates. Have two Simplex, which are running just grand.
Have a Fort Wayne motor generator set and a Gold King
screen. Next comes the Princess, which has a good equipment—Two Powers OBs. Fort Wayne M-G set and Minusa
screen. Mr. Van is chief projectionist. He is a professional,
and has forgotten more than I will ever know. His screen
results are all that Mr. Bates said, and more, too. Next comes
the Jewell, with Hal Reany chief projectionist. Reany is a very
clever man. He has two Motiographs a Fort Wayne M-G set
and a Minusa screen. The Olympia is next, Harry Vogt chief
projectionist.
Vogt is getting good screen results with a. o.
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Hi', ins two Powers SAs, and delivera the real goods on a
Minusa screen
■ n.illy i! has always
been my aim to do DO) work wait;
li.ivt- been In tho profession a number of yeare, but still oon^
sulci- myself In the light of so amateur. Have studied deeply,
mill timl thai the more one studies the more one must study,
l have been a regular and appreciative reader of the department
fur a long time, also have the handbook, Hallberg'a Motion
Picture Electricity, Hawkens, and other books, bearing <ui
projection.
Would not pan with a single volume al any price

it' it department.
could not be Always
replaced.am I waiting
have gained
very next,
much and
through
our
for the
if it
is late you may take it from me there is one good big squawk
from yours truly.
At present I am working in one of the best houses in the
state, and for one or" the best managers I have ever been with.
Not once has he asked me to "speed 'em up" because he was
holding them out (Evidence that he is a manager. — Ed.).
He
is no speed maniac.
Leaves the item of projection, speed to
me, and I use my best endeavors to secure naturalness of action
on the screen.
Am sending a few photos.
If you want more
dope on motor drive will send It.
Sure I want the motor drive dope.
Why not?
What advantage do
you claim for the change
you have made
in it?
I compliment you,
neighbor Olson.
Two things are evident, viz. : You either never owned
a hammer, or have thrown it away ; also you are a progressive man,
and one whose
head is not swelled.
My compliments to you and to
the other Sioux City projectionists.
You will note that I have changed
the word 'operator" to projectionist whenever it occurre 1 in your letter.
The
term
"operator"
is confusing.
We
have
telegraph
operators,
sewing
machine
operators,
several brands
of "operators"
in clothing
factories and shoe factories, telephone operators,
etc., through
a long
line.
It seems to me the title "projectionist"
is more dignified, more
descriptive, and in every way better.
This department therefore has
adopted
it, and will continue
its use unless some one can suggest a
better one.
And now I return evil words for good.
Sorry, but it is
necessary.
That bright clock face is b-a-d.
Cut a round disc of black paper the

size of the clock face. Make a hole in its center for the hand post
and a straight cut from hole to edge. Now have a sign painter paint
numerals, in proper position, in WHITE on the black, slip it under
the hands and attach to clock face with liquid glue. Next cut out of
white oilcloth clock hands one-half inch wide and attach them to the
metal clock hands in any convenient way — -glue, for instance. The
audience will then only see the numerals and hands, but will see much
more plainly than they now can, since white on black shows better
than black on white. There is not as much black border as there
should be around your screen.
A 2-foot border would give much better
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deal "i orcht itra light, which
the i i
hoi [or the picture as well,
Unlit should be allowed t
t the ■>,-. ,,i tbi audleno •
light
from
the soreen
It elf,
Thai
li a fundamental
requirement
o
motion
picture theater.
Now
don'l feel hurt.
i
made wholiy In the b
rour manager,
From arhal you tall
me be la ■ real manager and will appreciate the Impoi
them
and will, I belli
il them In the spirit of kindly belpfulni
Which

tlo-y

are

intended.

From
Australia.
Australia sails the following
to our shores:
Hope you wont mind my butting in from the other side of the
world.
Have been a subscriber to the World for some time now,
but they dont
come
as regularly
aa i would
wish.
(The
German and his little BUbmaoOWard. Ed.) Have been running
two l'aihe Exhibition Model projectors, which same have niven
good service for two years past. Am now having them overhauled, as they began to show wear in the bearings. Have
iusi installed a Powers (Ml, which gives us a three-macbino
in lallatiou, leaving ono for emergency. i Very wise move.
Ed.) Thus far the Power's (No. 26,604) has proven very satisfactory. Had some trouble in fitting our two-inch-outsldediameter lens on account of spindle just below lens opening in
front plate. This seems an error in construction. Surely they
are not confining their machine to the use of a single diameter
projection lens ! Am showing what we conceive to be a fairly
good picture. After supplying you with data as to local condition would be thankful if you can offer suggestion for Improvement. Have two Pheonix motor-generator sets, direct
coupled. The generator are 70 volt, 80 ampere. Use each set on
alternate shifts. They are connected through a I>. I', changeover switch (presume you mean D. P. D. T. switch. Ed.).
Use 60 amperes with a 65 volt arc. Projection distance 110 feet.
White calcimine screen. Use a 4.5 focus (E. F., presumably.
Ed.), objective of 1 11/16 inch opening; a Dallmyer. From
aperture to lens is 2 11/16 inches. From aperture to center of
condenser, 15 inches. From crater to condenser, 3% inches.
Condenser meniscus bi-convex. Carbons, 22 mm upper and 16
mm lower. Doubtless you will say our picture is far too large
(You haven't given its width, but it figures out just a fraction
under 23 feet, assuming your aperture to be 15/16 inch, which
it most likely is not. However, the picture certainly is well
above 20 feet. Ed.), but the public demands the large picture. One would go broke trying to convince them that the
smaller picture is better, so that settles that. Please just
credit this to "Australia," this for private reasons.
No, the fact that friend public "demand" an unreasonable size in
pictures does not necessarily "settle it" at all. If a child demands
unlimited candy, knowing it will be injurious, we deny it him or her
regardless of the squawk. Such huge pictures are BAD for the public.
They place an unnecessary and heavy strain on the eyesight, and sooner
or later it will tell in a gradual weakening of the eyesight of the
people of your country. This being true the size of pictures should
be limited by law. Under any ordinary conditions there is no excuse
for anything larger than an eighteen-foot picture, though a twentyfooter might be permitted under certain conditions, one of which is
that no seat be placed a less distance from the screen than 25 feet.
Given a properly projected picture of proper size, with all seats a
proper minimum and maximum distance from the screen, according to
picture size, there is no more eyestrain in a motion picture than there
is in reading a newspaper. Of course, if you establish a suitable
minimum distance for seats from the screen, one of the main objections
to over-size disappears. As to your conditions, why, with 00 amperes
d. c. and a meniscus bi-convex, condenser lenses close together, I
would recommend the following: One 7Y2 meniscus and one 7Y2 biconvex, with about 17% inches from center of condenser to aperture. I
say "about" because the condition falls half way between the above
combination and one 7% and one 8%. I have chosen the lesser combination as locating the crater a trifle closer to the lens, but it will
alter the condenser distance somewhat — further away, if I rightly
remember. You can tell by your spot, which should be round and
well defined. If it is in tolerably sharp focus at the cooling plate it
will be about right at the film. A spot in sharp focus at the film shows
white ghost at screen, due to crater being in focus at the screen. I
think you will find this line-up will produce somewhat better results,
though your condition is pretty good as it is.
Glad to hear from you at any time. This department is for the use
of its readers all over the world. Oh, yes, I nearly forgot. As to the
Power projector not accommodating a two-inch-outside-diameter projection lens without filing a flat spot for the spindle below the lens opening you are using a lens of unusual diameter for its focal length, but
even so I would have thought the clearance sufficient. I have referred
the matter to the Power's Company for attention.
It Is to Laugh.
In a certain western citylette a sewing machine salesman purchased
and reopened a closed picture theater, thus at one fell swoop blossoming forth as an exhibitor and paving the way to easy wealth. His
first act was to contract for some cheap service ; the kind which has
lived its useful life, outlived it and merely continues to exist as a
horrible example. The kind in which the hero enters at one side
sedately, and bing ! just like that, he is a hundred feet away, or he
starts up stairs and just simply vanishes at about the third step. The
kind that is so bad that the inspectors slice out whole sections. You
know the kind, I guess. Well, the sewing machine artist, who was
his own cashier, gazed pop-eyed at the screen between nickle harvest-
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ing slums for a time. Finally the sudden materializations and disappearances of actors became too numerous for even him. He jammed
thi
ug window shut, rushed up to the operating room and
bawled out to his minion : "Say, who in hell told you you were an
operator ! Get busy and keep them actors from jumping on and off
the screen or I'll get an operator that will !"
James C. Quin, of the El Paso, Texas, film exchange is authority for
the above, and Quin bears a reputation, as do all film men, of sticking
closely to the truth on all occasions and — there you are.
Willful Waste in Picture Theaters.
I have repeatedly pointed out some of the sources of waste in picture theaters and indicated the means for their eradication. And these
means are almost childishly simple. Some day the industry will wake
up and such stupid methods will be discarded. The sooner this happens
the better for every one concerned.
The operating room alone is responsible for a tremendous amount of
waste. Recently the general manager of one of our largest producers
wrote me complaining that the film waste due to carelessness in handling is something terrific, and constitutes a very heavy burden on his
company. Operators abused the films, he said. Nothing uncommon to
have a new reel of film worth $125 entirely ruined by the very first
theater it went to, said he. "Films scratched, sprocket holes ripped,
and tremendous damage compelling the replacement of prints after
comparatively short life were the rule." And he is quite right. But
the loss of $100,000 a day by reason of crass stupidity in the manhandling of film excites hardly a criticism from the exhibitor. And
the sum named is conservative. Yet that sum represents pretty close
to six dollars a day per theater. In my opinion, however, the actual
waste through mistreatment of film alone will run much higher than
this, as high as ten dollars a day per theater. I am very certain that
the entirely preventable waste in film and the loss of electric energy
and through unneces ary deterioration in machinery due to inefficiency
in the operating room will average fully ten dollars a day per theater.
And mind you I speak only of waste which is preventable. In other
words. I made the point blank statement that box offices bear a burden
of ten dollars per day each, every cent of which could be saved by the
application of just a little care and ordinary intelligence.
I do not say that every operating room is equally guilty, but taking one theater with another that will be the average.
And so you go on paying the bills, throwing dollars right and left,
complaining of high operating expenses, paring down a few cent; here
and there, resisting every legitimate increase in operating room expense to the last ditch, but treating film worth $125 per reel, for which
you must pay, since there is no one else to pay but you and your
fellow exhibitors, as though it were made of cast iron. If a reel of
film worth $125 is manhandled by a theater in Kansas City, Missouri,
do you, Mr. Newark, New Jersey, Exhibitor imagine for one holy minute
you wont have to help pay for that loss? And tf you, Mr. Memphis,
Tennessee, Exhibitor do three dollars worth of damage to a reel by
reason of excessive machine tension, worn sprockets, too tight takeup
tension or other faults, do you think that every other exhibitor in the
country wont have to help pay that three dollars? Well if you can't
see as plain a proposition as that you ought to use sapolio on your
think works and then limber up its rusty joints with some good oil.
Some day it may be the moving picture industry will learn to reason
from cau-e to effect — will learn that simple, fundamental lesson that
the man who make; a thousand dollars a week is not getting rich very
fast if he wastes nine hundred and fifty of.it.

Question

of

Voltage

and

Engine

Power.

From a small town in California comes a letter which I quote in part :
* I do not wish to expose my ignorance by having
my name and address published, hence wont you please withhold them? Or I will gladly pay any bill you may present for
prlvati answer by mail. (No need for that. The thing will fit
into the department very well indeed. — Ed.) We have a in h.p.
oil engine (Kerosene or gasoline I suppose. — Ed.), said to
develop 15 h.p. (overload capacity. — Ed.). This engine operates
a ~Yz K. W., 00 ampere d.c. generator; also a healing fan and
water pump. There are two lines from the switchboard, one for
the house lights and one (a No. 5, I think) for the operating
room. This latter is about 200 feet long. By means of the field
rheostat switchboard adjustment voltage may be regulated from
(i to 125 volts. We have never used more than live 25 watt
Incandescents while using the projection arc, nor have we been
able to run the heating fan or the pump while using the arc,
though there is no need for using the latter at that time. If
we try to pull these pieces of apparatus the engine labors and
pounds. Have been using 40 amperes at the arc at lid volts,
or at least that is what the switchboard instrument reads.
Rheostat is one made by Precision Machine Company, 25 to 50
ampere, Bel at middle notch. Oct a splendid, clear screen, no
Bicker, and perfectly steady light. Have been usins; National
cored. "s above and ."• 10 Silver Tip below, set as they recommend, i 6., lower each in verliclc. with upper angled out to meet
it. What I want to know is am I using the best possible combination of voltage and amperage under the conditions? Or could
1 lower my voltage ami increase amperage, with view to gel as
good or better light, and at the same time take some of the
load oil the engine \s It is we find it necessary
to heat up
our audit irium abnormally,
and then cut off the heating
Ian
when lie picturi
Itarts.
Auditorium is 15x75.
Throw about 70
feet.
I i.lently
etiUal 7. Turn

yen
nave
i on
walls, or 7.". K.

an.,, re 123 volt
\V.
Win n using

generator,
40 amperes

since 60x123
at 1 lo volts
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at the arc and five 25 watt lamps you are only using 4,400 plu
c.uals 4,523 watts, or just about 4.5 K. W., hence your generator ia
not working nearly to capacity. There are 746 watts in one horse power,
hence you are using 4.525 divided by 740 -equals just a trifle over 6
h.p. It therefore follows that your fault lies in the engine, which ought,
I should think, to pull your entire load without a bit of trouble ; anyhow it certainly should pull a 40 ampere, 110 volt arc and the healing
fan, unless the fan motor is of greater size than 6 h.p. A forty ampere
arc (llo voltj and a 0 h.p. fan motor would make a total of only 10.5
h.p. I am inclined to think your engine must be carbonized — that is
to say, has deposit of carbon in its combustion chambers and cylinders.
This causes pre-ignition and makes an engine labor and knock. Poor
fuel oil, poor lubricating oil or too much of it causes rapid carbonization. I would suggest you take the matter up with the manufacturers
of your engine at once, describing the symptoms very carefully and in
detail. Were you to lower the voltage you would be able to get the
same amperage at the arc with less expenditure of engine power, provided there was not a corresponding lessening of generator efficiency,
but you would not get normal power from your fan and water pump
motors ; also your 110 volt incandescents would not burn to candle power.
The trouble lies in your engine, if your statement of amperage and
voltage is correct.
Write the engine manufacturer at once.
Book
Wanted.
Harry T. Branson, Lima, Ohio, wants a good book on theater lighting.
Also wants to know whether or not the new Mazda lamp for projection
is or is not something he can recommend to theater managers of his
territory. He says: "But I do not like to try to shove something off
on them of which I know nothing except what I have read in their
ownI wish
advertisements."
we had more dealers of that brand. Friend Branson evidently desires to give the patrons of his firm hone:t service, and is
not satisfied merely to make money, no matter if it be by selling the
customer something totally unsuited to his needs. I would refer Mr.
Branson to past issues of this department and to future issues for
full information concerning the Mazda and what it will and will not
do. Broadly and briefly, in general the Mazda will equal in general
screen results anything up to a 25 ampere d. c. or 50 ampere a. c
arc. Th_e illumination will not be so brilliant, but will be absolutely
steady and uniform. I do not, under any circumstances, advise the
use of a Mazda without a thoroughly reliable and automatic voltage
regulator. The real field for the Mazda at present lies most largely in
the small town where a. c. only is available and competent projectionists usually cannot be had. As to a book on theater lighting, why I
do not know of any devoted to that subject. Modern Theater Construction, by Kinsila, to be had from the Moving Picture World, price
$3J 0, has a rather brief chapter on lighting of theaters. Electrical
Photometry and Illumination, by Bohle. Charles Griffin & Company, Ltd.,
Exter street, Strand, London. England, devotes considerable space to
theater lighting. It is the best work I know, but rather too technical
for the layman to use successfully. Don't know where you could get
a copy in this country. Who knows of a book such as Branson wants?
There is a lot of intensely practical dipe on auditorium lighting in my
own handbook, which may be had from the Moving Picture World,
price

$4.00.

It will

be

found

under

"Auditorium

Lighting."

Five
Thousand
Feet Continuous.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. Fairbanks,
George M. Landerking, asks :

Alaska,

by |

Please advise me as t ) possibility of running one continuous
reel of 5,000 feet of film — that is to say. five ordinary reels
spliced together — in lieu of using two projection machines, as
is now necessary in order to have a continuous show without
breaks to change reels. Has this matter be?n given attention by
inventors ? It so. what devices are now on the market?
The thing is merely a matter of large enough reels and magazines.
There is no problem involved which would call for invention. We
have had three thousand reels and magazines, but they were not popular,'
and were discontinued. The American Standard put out such a nragaiiul reel at one lime, and advertised it to some extent. There may
be some three thousand foolers in use now. though I think not. Such
a reel is unwieldy, and if there is a fire the loss is very great. Two
machines are necessary in every well ordered theater anyhow, because
with only one a breakdown would put the show out of commission.
Many large theaters use 2,000-foot reels, and most modern projector
magazines will accommodate reels of sufficient size to hold that footage.
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to Change.

close analysis
v have pictures received the careful and
to fit to muT „Vw •• m , hem o, musical leaders beiore attempting
music becomes
sic
Th, selection of cues upon which to change the perception
keen
a
the corner stone
s
the structure and it require
of
amount
values, a fair knowledge ol drama and an unusual
foundation.
tirm
this
lay
to
Bom< ofplaces to change can be seen
Mans
A suhtiiK
a glance.
at
scene is to be n*w. or tade-o.it>
g that theseen..
Its wordin
tes b, end
Um« indica
fade*
a
hand
present
the
other
of
the
On
usually mark the
if it be short there Is no
out may bring in a flash-hack to the seene.
necessity for changing the color or tempo of the musk- but if it runs
for some length it becomes a serious question to be solved.
iselves
s tbut only th
Flash packs are not fundamentally seen, s in themselve
similar tempo
and
recollection of scenes. If they appear in with
can well he
atmosphere the music being played to the existing scene
in nash-ba k
continued. An example of a particularly knotty problem
setting came before the writer recently.

A girl who has been dragged down into the depths by a profligate
lover, who tines
youth tells the story of her downfall to her former about
the meeting
her sick and hungry in a squalid tenement. She tells
shouting
of this bad boy at a football game (flash of football game,and hasty
multitudes etc..) then how they elope, (flash of automobile
he will
that
promise
retreat, i She tells how they live together and his
Vr
marry her (flash of home life together) and continues the recital of
wrongs ; each episode shown by a flashback.
desolaThe dominant emotion of the scene proper was utter grief and short
in
tion. The flashes were varied in their emotions, and extremely
throughout
music
some eases, while in others protracted. To play sad
situathe
the entire scene was out of the question and would ridicule
tions shown in the flashes. To fit each flash and return to the m
a
Arrange
do.
to
thing
one
only
was
There
proper was impossible.
sad slow number for the strings alone and as the flashes appeared Ft
them by using the strings or woodwind (or both) in a number that
would suit the situation and sound through the dominant theme yet not
predominate. This meant special orchestration to fit the keys and
harmonies. The larger picture palaces have on their staff an arranger
Of more than ordinary ability for just such peculiar problems, which
shows the upward trend of picture music.
Another little problem that was incorrectly played by one of our
best orchestras, came to surface in a patriotic picture. The mobilization
of troops was screened under the subtitles England. Canada, Australia.
Scotland, etc.. followed by a review of the French troops, then came the
marching of Zouaves, and later the Blue Devils. I'pon the heels of
these appeared a night seene showing marching Belgians.
Analyzing this problem we find three of the Allies represented viz.,
England, France and Belgium. At first glance thre? marches arj
needed, to wit., "Britons Never Will Be Slaves." .March Lorraine."
and the Eelgian Hymn. The orchestra in question used the "at-firstglance" method and played the suggested numbers.
A further analysis brings more light- Canada has its national song.
"The Maple Leaf Forever," which works up nicely as a march. "The
Campbells Are Coming" would fit the Scotch laddies, while Australia
requires representation by its "Song of Australia." a patriotic air
known everywhere. It would be necessary, because of the shortness of
the scenes, to use a medley of eight to sixteen bars of each, but this
(ou'.d readily be arranged and would add a big punch to the picture.
So much for the English side. Now coming to the French soldiers,
we heard March Lorraine played up to the entrance of the Belgians.
It is a well known fact that March Lorraine is only played for French
soldiers while on review. Never is it played for marching infantry as
they leave for war. On the other hand "Le Chant du Depart" is always
sung by soldiers leaving for the front. "Sombre et Meuse" is anoth r
well known march admirably suited to this very situation.
A little later in the same picture a situation arises that may confuse the average leader but which was handled accurately by the
orchestra mentioned above. American soldiers are shown marching
down Fifth avenue, New York, a little later after a subtitle "In London" they are shown marching in England, and again, after the subtitle "In Paris" they are marching in France. Because of the change
of atmosphere one^would be tempted to change the music but this would .
be distinctly podr policy. The soldiers an American, they are the same
"soldiers. ancT whether" In England or France "they still retain thcr
nationality
and characteristic
fire and dash.
"The Stars and Strip, i

ft-fcg

W. BEYNON.

^ ^' <& ^' & ^ ^ ^^
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Forever" i.y Sousa wai the march used throughout and fitted thi
perfectly.
We firmly believe thai no picture can be fitted al one viewing «."'
out missing
many
Important
details or sacrificing
some
Important
• i in thi music.
Picture Sttlng is no longer a question ol slapping together a lol ol music bul has become an exai I
The
day lias arrive. 1 when prOdUCSl fear mush be. ails. <>i Its powei to rum
th ir teature it not properly arranged. Musi.- is the fulcrum from
which can hi raised a teature to great heights by the level ol good
musical
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"The
Lost
Symphony
for

Chord,"
Motion Plctorea.

"The Lost Chord," ia
Announcing Arthur Sullivan's famous song.
ilopp Hadley speaks of his
the subject of his first Cinema-Symphony,
work as a n. tw-ldi a-illustiated-symphony made possible by the art of
the motion picture" The feature is In five reels and he claims that,
even without the Symphony, it is a powerful drama with a beautiful
heart interest story destined to be popular as a regulation photodrama
with an ordinary
"cue sheet" accompaniment.
The idea of symphonic pictures is a good one and is not only appealing In its novelty but carries with it 'rue merit. "The Lost Chord"
is especially adaptable to the idea, as .symphony in its true musical
is not exactly "corned beef and cabbage" to the tired business
man, while its application in the beautiful story written around Arthur
Sullivan's popular song is so simple that a child can readily grasp the
idea and is affected almost as much by the music as by the story.
Simply told, Mr. Hadley has taken a song dear to the hearts of the
people and written a photoplay based upon its libretto. The music of
the song will provide an accompaniment and at the same time tell the
story by its melody, change of rhythm and interpretation. This is another evidence that picture music is forcing itself into real recognition
as a potent factor in picture selling.
Mr. Hadley says, "It is only a question of time when music will
receive full recognition as the real business partner of pictures. Early
in the history of the screen entertainment, music and picturefound to be even more closely allied in the successful interpretatio.i
of the elements that play upon the emotions, than are music and the
spoken drama. But the tendency is still to consider music merely 'be
same support to the picture as to the stage play. However, the possibilities offered by the silent drama because it is silent — for the supreme
enjoyment of beautiful music are fast gaining recognition, and I believe that the time is near, if indeed it has not now arrived, when
soul-inspiring music and tense heart interest drama will be so combined
that music will bear its full share in the telling of the story.
We are strongly in favor of this advance in picture production and
we feel sure that every exhibitor will welcome this new form of entertainment because of its educational value, its heart interest and artistic
musical angle. The putting together of and arranging for a symphony
based on a song is a colossal work and requires artists of big caliber
if the ultimate result is to reach a standard worthy of the idea itself.
Practically speaking, this is an example of a picture run to music,
and if the music be mediocre in its symphonic qualities it will perforce
kill the picture. Mr. Hopp Hadley s wide experience as a musician a3
well as a producer is sufficient guarantee that the music will be of
the highest order, and we anticipate with pleasure the advent of this
new era in pictures.
Music

at the Strand.

During the week, beginning April 2S, the Strand devoted its entire
gross receipts to the buying of Liberty Bonds and placed on its boards
a thoroughly patriotic show from the overture to the closing organ solo.
The overture. "Pomp and Circumstance," conducted by Oscar Spirescu,
stirred the blood of every patriotic patron and received well-merited
applause. .This number was written by Sir Edward Elgar as a coronation march for King Edward VII and was published in the form of a
song entitled "Land of Hope and Glory." It instantly met the popular
tastes of the people, and its success was phenomenal. Many musicians
have criticized its light vein, claiming that it falls far below his
"Dream of Gerontius" and other similar big works, but its irresistible
melody has won the hearts of the people the- world over.
The music selected for the animated cartoon. The Sinking of the
Lusitania. showed fine judgment and careful thought, attentions which
are not usually given to this class of picture. The music made the picture. A heart interest was created by the use of the hymn "Nearer,
My God, to Thee" as the Lusitania sank below the waves.
Only one vocal number graced the program, owing to the extreme
length of the feature which followed it. The Strand Soldiers Qua
sans; a medley of patriotic airs, not expertly from the standpoint cf
voice technique but fervently. The lighting effects were wonderful.
A back drop showed a cluster of tents with lights twinkling here and
there, while on the left flowed a silver river glistening in the moon-
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light. The boys wore the regulation army uniforms and sat about
their camp fire as they sang.
As the last few bars were heard, there
was flashed on the blue of the sky, the head of Washington, then Lincoln,
and lastly, amid thunderous applause, President Wilson. The number
was most effective as an introduction to the big feature, "My Four
Years
in Germany."
The musical setting given to the feature was one of the best we
have heard. Its dynamic force and careful continuity showed much
forethought in preparation. Mr. Edouarde can be congratulated for
his excellent selection of numbers, which were most appropriate. A
rather unusual feature was the sequence of keys noted in changing
from' one number to the other. The organ further enhanced this feature
by preparing for the orchestral number to follow. Especially was it
effective in the paraphrasing of the Marseillaise during the scene showing the portrait of Napoleon. The work of the Strand Symphony Orchestra grows continually better and sets a standard of musical interpretation that is hard to live up to.

French Society of Authors, Composers

and Publishers.

Mr. Oscar Osso has been appointed by the French Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers as its sole agent for North and South America.
The function of this organization is practically identical with that of
the American Society, in that they control a large catalogue of French
copyrighted music which heretofore has been played free of license fee
but in the future will be taxable.
The recent legal decisions favorable to the American Society has
opened the way for the French Society to lawfully collect a royalty
on all music played from its catalogue.
We are not fully informed regarding the modus operandi to be
followed, but the French Society can well profit by the mistakes made
by the American Society. The exhibitor is a reasonable fellow and is
perfectly willing to pay his share of anything that furthers his business of showing pictures, but he will fight unfair imposts or officious
impostors with all the strength at his command.
In Europe it is customary to charge a license fee to the theater,
and usage has created a condition acceptable to theater managers.
But this is America. Our business principles are different. Our long
freedom from music taxation makes it imperative that the new licence
be laid on the shoulders of the exhibitor with care and gentleness, not
thrust upon them arbitrarily. If the French Society will tax the musician through the publisher, the exhibitor will gladly add to the salary
of his orchestra, and thus indirectly pay the fee to hear music otherwise withheld from him. Let it also be understood that whatever playing royalty be charged, and in whatever manner collected, it will remain a fixed amount and not subject to change at every whim or convenience of tne society.

Musical

Suggestion

Synopsis.

BUSY

INN, THE (Pathe— Five Reels)— Theme— Andante and RusLangey.sian. Suggest "Russian Romance" — Friml, or "A Russian Pansy" —

This intense drama takes place in Russia entirely and should be fitted
with nothing but Russian characteristic music. The following list
may be helpful to the leader in procuring suitable music :
"Chanson
Triste"
Tschaikowsky
"Cosatschoque"
Dargomijsky
"Gondoliera"
Moszkowski
"Kamenoi
Ostrow"
Rubinstein
"Kol Nidre"
Roberts
"Kol Nidrei"
Bruch
"Kosatzki"
Bloom
"Moments
Musical"
Moszkowski
"Moszkowskiana"
Moszkowski
"Musical Gems of Tschaikowsky"
"A Polish Dance
Theme"
Scharwenka
"Reve Angelique"
Rubinstein
"A Russian Pansy"
Langey
"Schererazada"
Rimsky-Korsakow
"Song of tho Boatman of the Volga"
, . .Cady
"Cossack
Lullaby"
liranek
"Two
Slavonic
Dances"
1>\ orak
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Pathe exchange.
DOG'S LIFE, A (Chaplin— Three reels) — Theme unnecessary.
This is a slapstick comedy requiring two drummers and all the traps
in the world. The music should be light, using "You Made Me
What I Am Today" when girl sings, and "Down on the Farm" in
the last reel where Charlie Is shown planting potatoes. Obtain as
much of a burlesque effect as possible. Cue sheets can be obtained
i rum the First National Exhibitors' exchange.
HEARTS OR DIAMONDS (Mutual— Five Reels)— Theme— Moderato.
Suggest "Sunshine of Your Smile." a semi-classical song by Lillian Ray. This theme Is especially suited to the heroine and is
easily procurabh .
The story is Intensely dramatic and requires big stuff In the last three
reels. Note the flghts in the beginning of the fourth reel. Tho first
two reels can be litti'd with Unlit serenade music. Cue sheets can
be Obtained
from the Mutual
exchange.
HIS OWN HOME TOWN t Paramount Five Reels! — Thome- Allegretto.
Suggest "It's Nice to Meet a Fellow from Your Own Homo Town" —
Remick, or "Little Serenade" — Orunfeldt
This is a light comedy picture with a touch of Irish- American in it. It
would be well to use a few tolk-songs of the Irish flavor to lend
spiee to the Betting. Cue sheets an he obtained from tho Paramount
exchange.
JOAN OP PLATTSBURG (Goldwyn six Reels)— Theme tor the Heroine
— Andante. Sugl i it I ove Song"— Nevln, "Melody in Q-flat" — Cadman, or "Rosemary"
Elgar.
This is a patriotic drama tilled with the Are of youth and love of
country.
It needs martial music throughout
You will need "March
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Lorraine," "Sombre et Meuse," medley of American patriotic airs
and the "Marseillaise." Cue sheets can be obtained from the Goldwyn exchange.
JOURXEi'S END (World — Five Reels) — Theme — Andantino. Suggest
"Adieu" — Friml, "Serenade" — Strobe, or "Enchanted Hour" —
Mouton.
This is a light drama with American atmosphere, calling for intermezzos, serenades and serenatas. In the last reel a bit of agitato
and misterioso music can be used effectively. Cue sheets can be
obtained from the World exchange.
M'LISS (Artcraft — Five Reels) — Theme for the Heroine — Allegretto. Suggest "La Caresse"— Hemberger, "Al Fresco" — Etienne, or "Barchetta" — Nevin.
This is typically a Pickford picture requiring light and dainty treatment. Note the schoolroom scene in the fourth reel and use "Schooldays" by Edwards or "I Can't Do That Sum" from Victor Herbert's "Babes in Toyland." A bit of Southern atmosphere will
enhance this picture. Cue sheets can be obtained from the Artcraft
exchange.
RULER

OF

THE ROAD (Pathe — Five Reels) — Theme — Dramatic Andante. Suggest "Reverie" — Vieuxtemp, "Romance in F" — Tschaiknowsky, or "Three Songs from Eliland" — Von Fielitz.
This is a railroad story. Railway effects can be appropriately used by
the drummer if he follows the action on the screen. There are
some pathetic scenes and the climax is dramatic. Cue sheets can
be obtained from the Pathe exchange.
TREASURE ,OF THE SEA (Metro — Five Reels) — Theme for the Heroine
—Andante. Suggest "Dialogue" — Meyer-Helmund, "Love-Song" —
Powell, or "Daffodills" — Carvel.
This is a very dramatic picture that contains intrigue and fight scenes.
Heavy stuff must be used with a big agitato overture in the last
reel. Also note the shot effect in this reel. Cue sheets can be
obtained from the Metro
exchange.
TWO-SOUL WOMAN, THE (Universal — Five Reels) — Theme for the
Heroine — Andante. Suggest "All for You" — Herbert (from Princess
Pat), "Melodie" — Huerter, or "Roma" — Edwards.
You will needs some big stuq for this picture and a few dramatic tensions. Note the violin solo in the opening of the second reel. A
wedding march is required in the fifth, and a few fox-trots, a
couple of hurrys and a misterioso should be handy. Cue sheets can
be obtained from the Universal exchange.
Leaders' Bureau.
Questions Answered and Suggestions Offered.
Q. How can I manage to give a smooth and connected performance
by using cue sheets? Would you suggest the pianist improvising when
the key sequences permitted until the change can be blended or modulated?
A. In order to gain smoothness of sequence it is always wise to finish
at the end of a strain, gradually diminuending as the cue appears.
Begin the following number pp. crescendoing up to the normal volume.
It is always unwise to use a piano interlude as a modulation between
the numbers as it breaks the continuity
* « * of the color scheme.
Q. What is the average pay for leaders (Union) in New York picture theaters, and what do the "side pieces" get?
A. The average salary given to the orchestra leaders of the large
picture houses is about $150 a week, while leaders of the less important
theaters receive from $50 to $S0 per week. The Union scale for players
runs from $"S to $43.50 per week.* * »
Q. I notice there seems to be some difference of opinion in some of
the trade periodicals as to organs, orchestra and orchestral organs.
Please tell me wherein lies the difference between an organ and an
orchestral organ?
A. The church-organ, or pipe-organ, is a keyboard wind instrument
consisting of few or many sets of pipes played from one or more keyboards ;there may be five keyboards for the fingers (manuals!, and
there is generally one for the feet (pedal, or keyboard). The pipes, of
which there are two main divisions, flue-pipes and reed-pipes, are
arranged in sets (registers, oir stops) and made to speak by wind
admitted from the bellows on pressing the keys.
The orchestral organ is one built on the same principles as the pipeorgan, but to which has been added attachments which produce drum
effects, xylophone, automobile honks, fire bells, bird calls, steamboat
whistles, etc.
One is a serious instrument, incapable of frivolity, while the other
becomes actually frolicsome at times.
* » •
Q. Is Shubert's "Unfinished Symphony" really unfinished, or is it
just a title given it by the composer.'
A. When Shubert died there was found amongst his unfinished mss.
a symphony lie had been working on but had not completed. It was
afterwards finished by a contemporary and called "Shubert's Unfinished

* • •

Symphony."
Q. Are there words to "Missouri Waltz?"
A. We have never heard of any* words
* • ever published for this waltz.
Q. My orchestra pit is built so high that the lights on the musicians'
stands reflect on my screen, although they use shades. If the shades
are turned so as to keep the light off the screen, then my patrons
If the
complain that they "get an eye-full." What would you do — sacrifice
the
screen or let the patrons suffer?
Some people kick at anything.
A. 1 would build a rail in front of the orchestra and use a curtain of
some dark material, then the musicians can take their lights and turn
them
away
from the screen without
annoying
your patrons, id turn
rail should interfere with the audience seeing the screen, then I
would
suggest using paper shades in addition to the others, preferably of an
orange tint.
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Affiliated Distributors Are Incorporated
New

Group
Outgrowth
of Astor
Meeting — Sydney
Remains at Head
of Managing Committee.

Cohen

ANNOUNCEMENT is made of the incorporation, under
the laws ol Delaware, of the Affiliated Distributors'

Corporation, with an authorized capital of $100,000, for
the furtherance of co operative booking of pictures by exhibitors on a national scale. The new organization is the
direct outgrowth of the meeting of exhibitors and producers
called at the Hotel Astor the tore part of April, by Frank
Rembusch, of Indianapolis, tor the purpose of threshing out
the subject of co-operative booking.
In reality the new organization is claimed to be the
crystallization of a movement which has been gaining
strength throughout the country for several months past.
and which recently has been reflected in the formation of
various
exhibitors'
and
groups
of states.booking associations in different states
The associations now operating, it is understood, are to
form the nucleus of the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation.
They will maintain their complete independence, financially
and otherwise, the primary purpose of the national organization being simply that of a clearing house to facilitate
the acquirement of pictures.
The permanent committee appointed at the Astor meeting to develop a practical, working plan for nationalized
co-operative booking, which consisted of Sydney Cohen,
president of the New York State Exhibitors' League, chairman ;Byron Park, Salt Lake City, secretary; Joseph Hopp,
president of the Illinois .Motion Picture Exhibitors' League:
Louis Frank, treasurer of the Motion Picture Theater Owners' Association ; Frank Rembusch, secretary and treasurer
of the American Exhibitors' Association; King Perry, of
Detroit, secretary of the American Exhibitors' Association
of Michigan, and John Manheimer, president of the Manhattan local of the National Exhibitors' League, have held
a number of meetings since the Astor convention and every
effort has been made to reconcile the insistent demand
throughout the country for some form of a national affiliation of such combined booking strength as to insure the
various booking associations of a consistent supply of highgrade pictures with the equally insistent demand that any
such national association should be exhibitor controlled,
and that exhibitors should retain their funds in their own
territories.
Each booking association will be represented in the new
organization by a director. As soon as these directors are
chosen officers for the affiliated will be selected. In the
meantime the committee is managing the affairs of the corporation, with Charles C. Pettijohn acting as general counsel.
Six producers of special features have already aligned
themselves with the new organization, and others have made
application for releasing. The product of these producers
will be booked on its merit.
Meetings have been held of the United Exhibitors' Association of Philadelphia and Eastern Pennsylvania and of
the Michigan Exhibitors for the purpose of arranging for
the affiliation of these groups with the new organization.
Arrangements have previously been effected for the af
filiation of other important factors.

Capital
Society
Sees "My Own United States"
Wilson
and Other Notables at Gala Red Cross Per-

Mrs.

formances Praise Patriotic Picture.
big outstanding event of a patriotic week in Washington was the Red Cross benefit performance at
Harry Crandall's Knickerbocker theater, when "My
Own United States" was presented before official Washington and a capacity audience that cheered the production
to the echo. The occasion was a benefit of the Interstate
Commerce Commission Red Cross Auxiliary, a branch of
the big central body which has as members the wives of
cabinet officers, senators and other officials.
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson occupied a special box and became
so enthused over the patriotic character of the production
that she not only applauded, but at the conclusion of the
showing
is indeed
wonderful
In boxesexclaimed,
arranged "This
on each
side ofa the
White picture."
House box
THE

were Airs. Thomas R. Marshall, wife of the Vice-President;
Mrs. Josephus Daniels, wife of the Secretary of the Navy;
Mrs. Albert Burleson, wife of the Postmaster General; Mrs.
Champ Clark, wife of the Speaker of the House; Mrs. Ollie
James, wife of the Senator from Kentucky, together with
many leaders in social and official life in the American
Capital.
The Knickerbocker theater, which is one of the finest in
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the country, was especially decorated under the dire*
oi Aithui l Uobb. who is house manager foi Mr. ( randall,
and patriotic bunting was displayed everywhere, Informal
receptions wen- held m the Presidential Promenade, which
is one ol the niosi interesting features "i theati ce i"
the public I,, be iound anywhere.
This is a long loom, del
orated m French graj and ivory, containing portraits of all
the Presidents ol the United States, and large enough for
the giving of a formal ball if the theater management di
sued. This is one oi the show features of the Knickerbocker theater, ami Mr. t randall was warmly congratulated
by his distinguished quests on this and the happ> .iiim
men t of his theater as a whole.
The screen showing of "My Own United States" was preceded by the recital of "A Man Without a County" In I
onel Barry Bulkley, one of the directors of the Knickerbocker Theater Company, accompanied by "My Country,
'Tis of Thee," played as an obligato by the strings. .Then
came a patriotic overture, and when the picture was scarcely half a reel passed the cheering and applause began. This
was continued throughout the presentation and served as
a remarkable tribute to the skill of the producer. R. F.
Bingham interpolated in the sixth reel with a stanza of the
song "My Own United States," intensifying the dramatic
t considerably. The ushers were all debutantes of
Washington society.
"My Own United States" completed a big week's run at the
Casino theater, another of the Crandall houses, and has
made a remarkable impression.
It is described as a n
intensely patriotic production.

New Brunswick Has Graded Tax
Provincial

Legislature Imposes
1 Cent Up to 25 Cents
mission— Rate Ascends to 10 Per Cent.

Ad-

THE most important event to exhibitors and exchangemen in Ne'w Brunswick is the tax on the theaters. The
bill is called the Theaters and Cinematographs act and
was passed in the Provincial Legislature on Wednesday,
April 25. The provisions are as follows:
On all tickets ranging from 5 cents to 25 inclusive a tax
is to be levied of 1 cent. From 25 to 50 cents, 2 cents is
charged; from 51 to 75 cents, 5 cents; from 76 cents to $1,
10 cents; from $1.01 to $1.50, 15 cents; from $1.51 to $2, 20
cents. When admission prices are more than $2 the tax
will be on a flat ten per cent, basis.
It is proposed to have the theaters buy tax tickets of
various denominations from the Government, and for the
labor of selling them and seeing that the law is carried
out the Government will allow each theater a small commission or rebate.
Every person attending a public house of entertainment
after June 1 next will come under this tax, passholders not
excepted. Children are exempted on Saturday afternoons
but pay the tax every other day. All entertainments wholly
for patriotic purposes will be exempt.
It is expected the revenue will net from $40,000 to $50,000
annually during the war and much more in times of peace.
GENERAL-KLEINE
CO-OPERATE
IN CANADA.
General Film Company, Ltd., Canada, and the George
eine System are co-operating in Canada under an arrangement just put into effect. The business of the George
Kleine exchange is being handled by General Film on a
service basis, and the George Kleine System is not going
out of existence and retains its identity in Canada. Incidentally, the entire Kleine staff remains working under the
new arrangement.
In Montreal the exchange will be located, most likely, in
the quarters of the George Kleine System, while in Toronto the General offices will be made the home of both
organizations for that territory. The plan is calculated to
reduce the distribution overhead of both concerns while
maintaining the complete service of each.
LAWRENCE C. WINDOM SIGNS WITH WORLD.
Lawrence C. Windom has placed his signature to a longterm contract with World Pictures and has commenced the
production of a picture starring June Elvidge. Mr. Windom
has had a wild and varied theatrical experience previous to
his entrance into the motion picture. He was associated
with Charles Frohman, Henry B. Harris. Richard Mansfield,
William Faversham, Elsie Ferguson and a number of other
prominent theatrical folk.
His motion picture activities have been with Pathe and
Essanay, for which companies he directed "Blind Justice,"
"The Chimney Sweep" and "The Way of Patience."
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Rambles

Round Filmtown

With WALTER

PORTER EMERSON BROWNE, author
of Plattsburg," spoke most
of "Joanningly
at the luncheon served
entertai
at the expense of Goldwyn as the aftermath of a private showing of the new
war-without-battle feature on the screen
of the Stanley theater on a recent morning. When representatives of the trade
press and Harriett Underhill had finished
off the ice cream, Mr. Browne was introduced by Fred B. Warren, head of Goldnt.
wyn's educational departme
*
The

founder of "The Vigilantes" declared that propaganda to be effective
must be subtle, offering "the sugar coated
pill" as his expression of the best approach to a moving influence of public
opinion. It was maintained by Mr.
Browne that the public would not accept
propaganda or other useful information
unless it were offered under the guise of
entertainment in some form — either a
spoken, written, or acted story carrying
the subtle "pill" beneath
the sugar coat.
•
There. That ought to be considered reciprocity rendered in appreciation of the
Rambler's "plate" at the luncheon. So,
now .we may proceed to distribute our
own "sugar coated pills" and propaganda.
The St. Paul Pioneer Press mentions one
phase of propaganda that boosts a pill
all must swallow without coating:
"While 'I Believe' is said to be neither
religious nor irreligious the action of the
drama thrills the spectators into a keen
realization of the existence of life beyond
the grave."
•
Here's another propaganda pill without
coating especially for manufacturers of
motion pictures to swallow. We quote
from the Harrisburg
(Pa.) Telegraph:
"Of 157 moving picture shows in Harrisburg witnessed by a committee of the
Ministerial Association forty-five were
found good; sixty bad, one very bad, eight
good and bad, forty-three indifferent.
"In twenty-seven the clergymen found
immorality, marital infidelity, free love,
cheap sentimentalism, improper relations
with other men's wives.
"In thirty-five were one or more suicides
or murders; twenty-five showed intemperate drinking and drunkenness; twenty-five
exhibited robbery or theft; fourteen
showed gambling; eleven showed low resorts or habitues of the lower world; thirteen showed kidnapping or blackmail;
forty-one showed gun-play.
"The committee reports that the 'educational plane Is very low'; that the 'predominating tendency of the plays seen
was, on the whole, for evil, decidedly:
ruinous to the morals of children, and
that the cleaning up of moving picture
shows is the most important social work
that can now be accomplished'."
*
Here is a sweetly coated pill advancing
propaganda for better scenarios. We
quote the esteemed Motion Picture News:
"A report current that Peter Milne is
to sever his connection with Motion Picture News to accept a position in the
scenario department of a producing organization is denied •by Mr. Milne."
Mr. Milne's best girl recently slipped
a pill from which the coating had been
washed by t lie red ink at Little Hungary
when a sailor attracted the young lady's
displeasure by upsetting the only glass
of water in the place all over her knitting.

K. HILL.

"Do you know,"
said the girl to the
sailor, "I believe you joined the navy to
get out of going into* the army."
More pills:
The second issue of Joe Farnham's
Harpoon has not as yet struck.
One of "Lee" LeTendre's clients slipped
him a perfectly worthless check after he
had landed her photograph in the Police
Gazette.
— w s s—
The Elimination
Process
Begins.
Say, Rambler:
As far as UPPER-CASING or red-ribboning press stuff goes, I simply nevernever! When I want to "add emphasis"
I merely underscore, or (when real desperate) even italicize. Darn you.
BERT ABLER.
— w s s—
Edward
Baskervill,
of Pathe
publicity
department, has been appointed editor of
the Pathe Sun succeeding Tom North, who
goes to the sales organization.
— w s s—
Miss Sylvia Grogg, the sister of Charles
Grogg, of Grogg's theater, the Hippodrome
theater, and the Opera House in Bakersfield, is in town on a short visit, and has
visited several of the moving picture
studios. Miss Grogg is secretary of the
Charles Grogg Amusement Co. — Los Angeles Correspondent Moving Picture
World.
The Arid Lands Rejoice.
— w s s
"Billle
Burke — A Speakie
and Not
a
Movie"
is the way
she is advertised
in
the newspapers by some managers of the
more
or less legitimate
theaters.
— w s s—
When

Dorothy Jardon makes her appearance in the movies she will be known
as "The Tigress of the Screen." This
trade mark is being registered at Washington by her personal manager, Ed.
Rosenbaum, Jr.
Better Page
Paul Rainey.
— w s s

Storey Convicts Alien Enemy. — Metro
Publicity Headline.
Mimeograph and
broadcast.
— w circulate
s s—
"That
the generally
expressed
opinion
of the picture and the star," says Goldwyn
publicity, "was favorable is not for this
Therefore
story."

We

Have

— w s s

Cut

It Out.

The Kaiser Helps Beat La Follettism. —
Moving Picture World Headline.
The ungrateful Hun!
— w s s—
Known
By Their Fruits.
Tom Bret, who makes it a business to
be a clever scenario editor, always has
a good story for a casual caller. This is
his latest:
A Floridan and a Calif ornian were arguing the merits of their respective states.
"Down in Tampa." said the Floridan, "we
have grapefruit three feet around."
"Is that all?" replied the native son.
"Why, out in Riverside we raise oranges
so big that it only takes six or seven of
theni to make a dozen."
— w s s—
An enterprising Mid-West exhibitor has
distributed to his mailing list card-index
eases for convenience in manipulating
raramount's postal card "stunt."
Keeping Cases on Drawing Cards.

Democratic

Dinners

Safe.

The atPleiades
Club held
final ban-"
quet
the Biltmore,
and their
the season
was
closed in a blaze of glory. This club is the
oldest dining club in New York, and, while
entertainment is usually the order of the
day, it does not take precedence over
patriotic matters.
The big thing of the night came when
a de luxe copy of the Tear Book was
raffled off. This was won by club member George W. Bowesman, who promptly
turned it back to the club to be resold
for Liberty Bonds, each bid to constitute
a purchase, the bigest bidder to possess
the book.
Amelia Bingham was the auctioneer,
and in ten minutes the book was knocked
down, and $27,700 had been subscribed.
The bidders were Henry Evans, $10,000;
Pat A. Powers, $7,000; Judge Charles F.
Moore, $5,100, and Messrs. Dalzell, $2,000;
Foley, $700; Freund, $500; Neal, $400. and
Mrs. Winfield, $1,000, and Mrs. D. F.
Murphy,
$1,000.
President Howard S. Neiman presided.
On motion of First Vice-President G.
Warren Landon (Nicholas Power Publicist) a rising vote of thanks was extended
him for his able conduct of a very prosperous season. — w s s —
Mexican's Meatless Marathon.
Felix Redondo, a Mexican, disappeared
from Universal City in the recent filming
of a scene for "The Lion's Claws," a serial
in which Marie Walcamp is the star.
Harry Harvey, director of the photodrama,
ordered Felix to lead a lion into the arena
for a jungle scene in which Miss Walcamp is pursued by the enfuriated beast.
Felix led by about six inches.
As iftrack,
the winding
'was a
cinder
Felix didjungle
a mile trail
in nothing
fiat. The lion quit after a round or two,
either to stock up on wind or because
Felix didn't look like a good meal at
close-up.
Working up to a long, vigorous stride,
Felix loped off down the road.
"Be here at 8 o'clock to-morrow!"
Harvey megaphoned after him.
"No savy," shouted Felix.
He is probably going yet.
— w s s—
She's Cured.
Cleo Madison is to return to the screen
after a year of intermittent vaudeville. —
Los Angeles
ture World. Correspondent Moving Pic— w s s—

Atwell
Screens a Come-Back.
Ben H. Atwell, for nearly two years
business manager with Al Jolson in
"Robinson Crusoe, Jr.," and since the close
of that attraction director of publicity at
the Winter Garden, has resigned from that
institution to again enter the motion picture field. Mr. Atwell is now associated
with the Marion Davies Film Company,
and is now engaged in producing
Katharine Havilan Taylor's book, "Cecilia
of the Pink Roses." Frank Wilstach, who
handled the Winter Garden publicity in
conjunction with his other duties in the
past, has resumed— the
w s work.
s—
Hold the Custard — Pass

the Cheese.

Monte Blue, who plays in Viola Dana's
forthcoming Metro. "The Only Road," says
that being a villain has its drawbacks.
There is a scene in the new picture wherein Monte has his face plastered with
cheese. Monte steals a kiss from Miss
Dana and she promptly jams a cracker,
thickly spread with sticky, mushy pimento
into his features.
"I'll admit it is good comedy," said
Monte, "but Miss Dana missed my nose
the first time, and the director called for
a retake. The second time she smeared
my left ear. After four trials she had my
features completely fromaged, as it were;
but
I'll say
retakes
is rather"
rubbing
it in that
— and four
besides,
cheese
never
was my roque-forte."
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Paul Qulick, manager of Unlvereal's
publicity department, permits The Rambler to print the following Interesting
letter from
w ,.t k.-,i with

MOVING

Doman who formerly
.it 1600 Broadway:
Tans, April S, HU8.

Dear Paul: —
1 started to drop a post-card to you
yesterday but decided to make it a letter
to-day. I quit the Herald about Thanksgiving time as Bennett, although liberal
in promising to make a star out of me
ami full of veiled allusions to my future.
Bid not come across with the old mazuma.
tea things are high here now anySo over to the Army Edition of the
Chicago Tribune for six weeks at my old
with Universal and then hitherwards to the International News Service
at a verj liberal jump. I am now thinking of getting married so if you know
any likely yi'ls in New York who want to
come over put me on their trail. (Line
forms at the right. — Ed.)
Paul, twice
it's aira raids
the cellar
forWell,
me about
week and
nowadays
and
In the daytime the long-distance Rubber
Joe which shoots 'em over from 74 miles
off ever so often. Am sticking close to
the north side of the street and have
learned how to fall flat every time I hear
a suspicious sizzle in the air. Easter
Sunday one fell a block away from me
and, having my stereoscopic F 4.5 — two
lens — -camera with me, I took a stereo of
the fleeing crowd. Immediately pinched
by gendarmes, followed by a crowd of
200 howling for my blood as German spy
and taken to police station where I was
promptly released upon showing my papers.
Bombs have fallen near my hotel, perilously near. One splashed two poor devils
all over the white wall of a bank nearby.
Visited the church where on Good Friday seventy-five were killed outright and
twenty more later died from wounds. German shell. Terrible sight. Blood and crushed
bodies everywhere. Shell hit pillar,
bringing down roof. Our hotel cellar Is
deep and we have pickaxes and shovels
to dig ourselves out with. Two story
cellar built 150 years ago with a refrigerating room below both levels. Cold as
an igloo but safe. Air bombs go through
five story building and leave debris for
blocks around but Rubber Joe shells only
damage two or three upper floors. Mail
will reach me addressed as below.
BOB DOMAN,
New
York
Herald
Bureau,
49 Avenue
de l'Opera, Paris.
Jules Mastbaum's $50,000 Fire.
The World's Philadelphia correspondent, in reporting Rita Jolivet's Liberty
Bond meeting, wrote thus: "Even though
the audience responded so nobly to Miss
Jolivet's appeal the fires of patriotism
burned so fiercely within Jules Mastbaum's
breast that he willingly contributed
150,000."
Beads Substitute for "Bull."
Ethel Gibson is said to possess the only
hand beaded hat in captivity. She has
just received from her sister a hand
beaded chapeau that took five months to
complete. It is said that over sixty thousand colored beads were used in the makings. Miss Gibson has promised to parade
the hat in the next picture made in Hollywood by the King-Bee company.
— w s s—
An addition of a six and a half acre
tract of land diagonally across from the
Christie Film studio has been added to
the possessions of that company. Right
now this land is covered with lemon trees,
and Mr. Christie is selling the fruit at a
small cost to the various Hoover grocerterias in Hollywood. — Los Angeles Correspondent Moving Picture World.
Lest They Appear Upon the Screen?

Rambles 'Round Filmtown
Big Clean-Up by Astra Stock Company.
Louis .1 Casui.i, head of Astra, who Is
superintending
the making
of the new
Paths serial. "Hands Up," has changed
his mind about the reseml.l.i neo between
a horse undressed and ready to go in
swimming and a horse all dressed up and
ready tor a parade, in preparing for the
serial he ordered James Home, who Is
directing "Hands Up," to get a dozen or
two white horses — to buy them.
Mr. Home sent out his scouts and had
thorn round up a bunch of real white
horses, alive and kicking and everything.
The horses were driven to the lot, and
they were a pretty frowsy looking lot,
most of them rough-coated, and all more
or less soiled and shop-worn in appearance.
Gasnier was discouraged. "They are a
fine
looking bunch of dogs," he muttered
wearily.
The next day he spied a cowman ridIng down the main stem of Hollywood
astride a beautiful white horse; a horse
whose coat was smooth
and sleek.
Gamier pointed out this specimen to
Home.
"Why don't you dig up a real white
horse once in a while; one like that?" He
approached
the rider who had drawn up.
"Where
did
you get that horse?" he
demanded.
The cowboy leaned over.
"This belongs to Astra Film Company,"
he said, "we got fourteen more just like
"Gee," sighed Gasnier, "ain't it too bad
now that you can't work a change like
that with just a cake of Ivory soap and
a him."
pair of clippers in some actors I know
about?"

Backwash.
John W. Grey, formerly famous in Filmtown, is now employed at the George
Batten Agency. His desk is near the one
occupied by Norman S. Rose, one time
with Triangle and later with Artcraft.
Scandal Rocks Senate Chambers.
R. A. Walsh, filming a great scene in
the United States Senate (at the William
Fox studios), looked on with satisfaction.
From his place beside a busy cameraman
everything seemed perfect — that is, until
his glance fell on a far corner of the
room. Then a look of blank astonishment
came into his face.
In the corner stood the dismantled remains of a rural setting. Two crates of
chickens awaiting shipment back to the
place whence they came had been upset,
the poultry had escaped from bondage,
and the chickens were trying to decide
where to flee. They finally decided upon
the Senate chamber, and their flight effectually stopped the debate.
International Film Service Publicity:
The Ditmars picture on the same reel Is
entitled "Animal Traits," and in it the
savagery of the wild horse is depicted by
his attacks on a dummy figure. The expressions on the animal's face are almost
human.
Hun

Traits

in

Equine

Character.

The annual report made by Walter W.
Irwin, general manager of Vitagraph, was
sent to the trade press in printed form.
It covered 135 lines of imitation typewriting and everything.
Mr. Irwin's
was mentioned
seven times,
spelled name
with
an "E" three times, and, correctly, with
an "I" four times. President Albert E.
Smith's name was mentioned once, and
was spelled correctly. It's a wise press
agent who knows his own boss.
Better Still— Blame the Printer.

Officer!

Pet<

films.
,
mount - Artcraft

been

He's

In

Again!

"Pep,"

an

nia t iv.
of
exclusive

Bohmid announce! thai he has engaged Charlie Ruhr, the noted writer on
l
house

ior members of the Famous Playtsky organisation,
Mr. ETuhr haB
given an unlimited expense account

ami
has stalled
on a tour
of research
work, digging Into the pant of the many
ra ..i Paramount and Artcraft plclrs1 report, it la said, diecloses some
very Interesting
tacts conthe
earlj
career
of
Charles
iiii.ii. editor oi Paramount and KenArt-

•
crafl press hooks.
Sp.aking of Charlie Fuhr, it will he of
interest to his many
friends in the Kmpv
game to hear that Adam Hull shirk, once
known
in New
as onejournalists,
of this man's
town's most
ableYork
celluloid
has
found l.'uhr's lOQg-lOfil cousin, Media
Mistley. The fair Media, it seems, has
been disporting about Los Angeles under
an assumed name, but Adam, being a good
friend of the Fuhr family, immediately
recognized her one evening, out at Baron
Long's
and made
her tell via
her Pete
real
name. place,
Mr. Shirk
announces,
Schmid. his New York co-worker, that
Media is a real find for the literary field
and that her articles will shortly be on
view in many of the more important mow s s—
tion picture and — theatrical
magazines.
Comes to light at this late day that
David Belasco believed he had turned a
master trick when he engaged Mary Pickford to star some seasons ago in "The
Good Little Devil." Later he discovered
that his audiences were waiting at the
stage door instead of being seated in the
theater.
— w s s—
George Du Bois Proctor, of World Pictures scenario staff, having secured his
Liberty Bonds, is rejoicing In the arrival from Los Angeles of Mrs. Proctor
with a bungalowful
goods.
— w ofs shousehold
—
Important, True and Confirmed.
It wll be interesting to the many
friends of Louis Loeb, ex-comptroller for
Famous Players-Lasky, to know that he is
now a regular employee of his Uncle Sam.
Louis is connected with the Department of
Films and has already shown his worth.
Incidentally, we might add that Loeb's
"turtle act," formerly known as Louis
Loeb's Tetotally Trained Turtles, Inc., has
been bought outright by Charles Burr,
assistant general manager of distribution.
Mr. Burr, realizing the value of the widely-advertised aggregation, will not change
its name. As his argument he points to
the Barnum & Bailey Circus.
"Both Mr. Barnum and Mr. Bailey are
dead," said Mr. Burr, when interviewed,
"but the name is still used. The same
value
to be
Louis
Loeb's
Trained
Turtles.applies
It would
foolish
to loose
this
great prestige. By this I do not wish to
intimate that Mr. Loeb is dead — far from
it. However, just because I have taken
over the management of these wonderful
turtles is no reason why we should discontinue the name under which they became famous.
"Mike, the turtle ■which walks backwards to keep the dust out of its eyes;
Jazbo, the turtle that climbs a three-foot
curly rope; Ignatz, the turtle that is half
parrot and half turtle — all these are still
with the show and many other new members of the clan, including Mohunk, the
turtle that swam all the way from Los
Angeles to New York — in the wash basin
of a Pullman. The show will be bigger,
more fascinating, more startling, more
elaborate and more magnificent than ever.
I expect to have the entire outfit under
canvas and suspicion in the near future.
The turtles are now waking up for the
season at Turtle Bay. This Is no shell
game — but a real treat, value received for
money spent. Further announcements
Advertisement,
later."
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Ruling
Passion
Strong
in Pictures.
Nat Strong-, Universal publicist, thought
this one up:
Rupert Julian, directing "The ShadowMan, " selected a genuine bell-hop to support Ruth Clifford and Kenneth Harlan.
In one of the scenes our handsome laddie
is ordered to execute a low and profound
bow to Mr. Harlan, who slips a coin into
his hand. The bow was rather short and
snappy.
"How much did you give him?" Mr.
Julian asked when he failed to understand the curt nod instead of the salaam
he had ordered.
"One dime," Mr. Harlan answered.
••Try four bits," suggested Mr. Julian in
a whisper.
It worked splendidly — even too much so.
"Better cut to a quarter," Mr. Julian
decided.
With
that rare coin his nibs was persuaded to make a satisfactory
bow.
— w s s
In addition to a photograph showing
Olga Petrova's profile viewed from the
left we seek a squint at Cecil B. De
Mille's picture with his shirt buttoned at
the collar. What is TOUR optical yearn?
— w s s—
More Upper Case Press Agenting.
We have educated animals of all sorts
in the pictures, but Director Sloman, of
the American Film Company studios at
Santa Barbara, has given us something
new in the new Mary Miles Minter picture of "THE GHOST OF ROSY TAYLOR."
He trained a fly to awaken Alan Forrest,
exactwho plays opposite Miss Minter, atrepeated
ly the proper moment. After
lessons the fly lighted on the classic nose
of Mr. Forrest according to schedule, and
he waked up just in time to capture the
ghost that was apparently walking off
with the family silver. The training of
this hand tamed fly amused Miss Minter
immensely.
— w s s—
The Old Flag Never Touched the Ground.
r of Universal's
manage
Cohn, departm
Jack news
ent, is paying the
weekly
hospital bill for one of his cameramen
didn't know it
because that individualdown
an American
was dangerous to haul
flag and run up the German flag in place
of the Stars and Stripes. A few days ago
Jewel Productions decided to ship several
prints of "The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin" to England for presentation. The
ending of the picture had to be changed
and one of Cohn's cameramen was
a little ed
borrow
to take a few feet of new
.
negative
In the American version at the end of
the picture the German flag is hauled
down and the American flag, the Union
Jack and the Tri-Color of France are
hauled to the masthead in the order
named. For the English version it was
decided to change the order, giving the
British flag the top of the pole with the
Stars and Stripes next and the Tri-Color
third.
The cameraman went to the parade
ground a1 Central Pari? with his camera
and the two Hags of the Allies and the
on.- of i lie Hun. First he had to haul
down the Stars and Stripes in order to get
the German Bag to the top of the pole
preparatory to hauling it down. The Hun
emblem never reached the top. Before
it was half way up something very solid
in the shape of a fist landed flush on the
. i meraman's jaw.
— w s s
Ed. Rosenbaum, Jr., publicity director
of the King-Bee Films Corp., declares
thai the next Billy West comedy includes
".some of the handsomest girls ever seen
in pictures." When the comedy is released al Hollywood these beauties will
be driven around town in a motor car
wearing dominoes, and on a large banner
will be advertised that the beauties can
be seen at the theater in which Billy \\ est
is shown In bis latest comedy.
They'll

Tour

Elsewhere

in

Cans.
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Rambles 'Round Filmtown
George D. Baker, manager of productions at Metro's western studios, but until
recently a resident of the effete east, has
caught one of the fevers so prevalent on
the Pacific coast, with the result that he
simply must have a Japanese man servant
or lose his peace of mind.
Baker and Lew Cody took a suite in a
fashionable hotel at Avalon, Catalina, and
the first morning there Baker awoke to
find Cody's valet, Nishi, spreading a table
and setting out smoking, savory ham and
eggs. Cody was already up, having been
bathed and groomed by this same Nishi.
"Well, Lew," said Baker, after they had
partaken of the meal, "I'm spoiled — I'm a
ruined man. You'll have to get me a Jap,
too; and if Nishi has a twin brother in
Japan, write for him and I'll pay his transportation, f. o. b.', from Tokio."
■ — w s s 'Full of Bull."
F. O. B. Is Right—
Mrs. Justin Fair, wife of the ex-dramatic cricket of Newark, who came to New
York to be a special writer in Pathe's
publicity department, is lining all friend
husband's
Reason: pockets with bed-ticking.
Justin has discovered that in order to
be prepared for emergencies in the great
city he must have a stock of nickels and
two-bit pieces always on hand.
He has become so fascinated by the
Automats that he recklessly orders three
times as much as he can eat at the noon
hour to enjoy the thrill of the so-to-speak
comestibles dropping out of the chute.
The two-bit pieces he keeps handy for
the slot gas-meter in his apartment.
Next Dissipation:
Hudson Tube Riding.
— w s s

Think of being asked to quit the motion picture screen to become a statue!
The very idea of laughing one particular
laugh perpetually when one has a million
laughs
all different!
Little Billie Rhodes, pretty 100-pound
sprite, who appears with "Smiling Bill"
Parsons in "Bill's Baby" — she of the
shapely, fawnlike legs and tiny, twinkling
feet — is being pursued by Demetrious
Polapoulos, a sculptor, of Philadelphia,
who wants to sculp Miss Billie as "Joy"
in what he calls "a pose au naturel a la
And
Grecque."

Here

We Draw
-— W s s —

the Veil.

Judging by Metro publicity Metro stars
write better copy (in revealing their past
lives) than many press agents are capable of producing. And not one of the
said stars use UPPER CASE in mentioning themselves.
Let the Good Work Go On.
— W s s—
The Detroit Exchange of the Famous
Vlayers-I.asky Corporation has lost two
men from its Traffic Department, who have
heard the call to duty. John C. BriggS,
who served in the army for three years,
received a commission as second lieutenant and is at Camp Custer. Battle Creek,
Mich., on duty. .lames bean has reported
at

Camp

Custer.
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— w s s

Riffling a Stripped
Deck.
There has been recently considerable
shifting among the journalistic aces in
our set. wid's determination to start a
daily paper drew l.ynd Denlg from the
Dramatic Mirror's editorial chair to slip
into a like
berth
Schader
shifted
overwith
from Wid's.
Variety Freddie
to the
dim daily. Louis Reid succeeds Mr.
Denig at the Mirror. Jake Gerhardt has
gone from the Mirror to General Film
Co., where his experience and skill should
register one hundred per cent.
Incidentally rumor has been coupling
the name of Merritt Crawford with the
editorial management of one of the two
film-trade weeklies
published in Chicago.

He Knows All About Cherry Trees.
Near his home in Hollywood a few days
ago Sessue Hayakawa found half a dozen
small boys shouting at the top of their
voices as they marched around a mound
of earth at the corner of a vacant lot.
the"What
actor. are you playing, boys?" asked

"We've been playing war," answered
one of the youngsters. "We're the Allies,
and we've licked the Kaiser!"
"And what has become of the Kaiser?"
queried Hayakawa, looking around for the
vanquished enemy.
"Oh, there he is — he's under that pile
of dirt," said the Allies' spokesman, pointing to the mound, "he's a dead one."
Hayakawa approached the mound and
found the "Kaiser" coming up for air.
As the actor started away he remarked
to a companion:
"Young America has taken the lesson
of George Washington's hatchet very
seriously."
— w s s— The Goldwyn studios now and then give
birth to a new word. And it is not forgotten in the stress of work. Mary Garden called her screen friends the
"cinemese." The word is used now by
many people outside the studio. And
there is still another, this time an adjective. It is "mabelescent," and describes anything peculiarly like Mabel
Normand, which means merry and madcappish, and warmhearted and tender. —
Goldwyn
Publicity.
Quick,
Webster! — the
Controllers.
w s Birth
s
"Triangle pictures are shown here in
what I think is the highest theater in
the world," says D. T. Powell, manager
of the Tomboy theater at Smuggler, Colo.
"The floor of our theater is something
over 12,000 feet above sea level."
Powell is only showing pictures two
nights a week, and is using Triangle
both nights.
The Higher
Fewer.
— w sthe
s
* * * Adjoining is a large garage
containing four automobiles, the property
of Mr. Parsons.
"I have gone to great expense to make
the setting of my two-reelers as elaborate as any of the big features," said
"Smiling Bill." "I see no reason why
short comedies should be presented with
slipshod mountings, especially vehicles
without
slapstick."
Comedy
Equipment

— w s s

for Motors?

Frank Quinn, photoplay promotion manager of the Morning and Sunday Ledger,
Of Newark, N. J., enjoyed the distinction
last week of carrying the biggest volume
of photoplay advertising ever printed in
a Newark newspaper in a single issue.
The Sunday Ledger carries an average of
two solid pages of display every Sunday.
We

Didn't

Measure
— w s s — the

Publicity.

The United
Picture
Theaters
Corporaday.
tion has Berst.
He joined out last Mon— w s s—

In Metro's Press Sheet we find the headline. "Lizards Like Music Nazimova Dis— w"lounge"
s s
co\Particularly
ers."
the
ilk.

Ed. Rosenbaum, Jr., publicist for Billy
West, is editing a house organ for Sidney Ascher Camp. No. 13045 M. W. of A.,
entered as first class matter in the Bronx
Cost Office.
Its caption is the Ash Can.
:
There are many interesting paragraphs
in Rosenbaum's load of garbage, but, af
most pertinent, and also as a means tc
an end, we quote: "If you don't see youi
name
in the
Ash Rambles
Can it is dittos.
your ownSlip
fault.'
Which
same
the
dope to
THE RAMBLER.
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The Bride's
Awakening"a -Mae
Leads
for May
whichUniversal
Is sum. tiling entirely
different20
from
THKMurray
BRIDE'S
specialAWAKENING,"
attraction In six reels,
heads the list of Universal releases
for the week of May 20. It is a preachment in favor of the universal publishing
of marriage bans, a warning to mothers
ami young women against entering matrimony without first carefully investigating the past of the prospective bridegroom. The picture proves that many
[rifling incidents in pre-married life may
lead to grave consequences unless they
are investigated.
Reports from Universal are to the effect
that the picture not only will create a
tremendous sensation throughout the
country, but that it is to be used by the
prelates of the Protestant Episcopal
church as an argument to force the publishing of marriage bans from the pulpit
for four successive weeks before any
marriage ceremony is performed by an
Episcopal clergyman. This follows the
plan now in use by the Catholic church.
The fifth episode of the ten-reel Boy
Scout serial also appears to be a headliner scheduled for release during the
week. Requests for the booking of this
serial are being received from schoots,
churches, and organizations throughout
the country. Up to the present Universal has refused to make any bookings
outsyie of the regular moving picture theaters, feeling that the exhibitors should
have the first call for the presentation of
the picture. So great is the demand for
the serial that the company already has
made arrangements to make another serial
in which members of the Boy Scouts will
be the actors. In the present serial Sir
Baden-Powell, the noted Englishman, who
was responsible for the Boy Scout movement, takes prominent part.
"The One Horse Show," a Star comedy
enacted
by Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran,

What Fox Players Are
Doing East and West
THREE pictures were finished at the
Fox eastern studios and one in the
western studios last week. Miss June
Caprice completed "Blue-Eyed Mary,"
Peggy Hyland. "Peg of the Pirates," and
Miss Pearson wound up "The Firebrand."
In the west Tom Mix ended his work in
the interesting play of western life, "Ace
High."
George Walsh, who recently finished
"Brave and Bold" under the direction of
Carl Harbaugh, has begun a new one
called "The Sleep Walker," under a newFox director, Bertram George. Miss Hyland will have Carl Harbaugh as her director in a new play by E. Lloyd Sheldon,
called "Other Men's Daughters."
Jane and Katherine Lee are hard at
work at the Biograph studio under
Kenean Buell.
June Caprice, who went home to Boston for a few days vacation after completing "Blue-Eyed Mary," will begin
work soon in "Miss Innocence."
William Farnum has begun the making
of Zane Grey's "Riders of the Purple
Sage." This picture will be directed by
Frank Lloyd. The photoplay will have
some beautiful scenes from the old cliff
dwelling regions of Arizona and Utah.
Henry Lehrman is making a Sunshine
comedy himself and is supervising the direction of another.

the ordinary slapstick comedy, leads the
comedy offerings for the week.
The Nestor offering for the week features farter De Haven in "The Bath
House Scandal." It consists of a remarkable series of incidents built around a
summer trip to the beach by a young man
with rathci an ancient
female
escort.
Kathleen O'Conner and Rube Miller,
supported by the L-Ko beauty chorus, disport through 2,000 feet of film in "Who's
Zoo." In this comedy the members of the
L-Ko beauty squad are given every opportunity to do their best work following the orders of President Carl Laemmle,
of Universal, that a female Charlie Chaplin must be developed.
Two Universal serials are still running.
Eddie Polo goes through "Running Wild"
(the sixteenth episode of "The Bull's
Eye"),
to
run. which has but two more episodes
Marie Walcamp will appear in the
eighth episode
of "The
Lion's
Claws."
The
action
is located
in the
wilds
of India,
and gradually works toward Jerusalem,
with the British Expeditionary Forces.
The offerings of the week end with the
three split reels consisting of the Universal Animated Weekly, the Universal
Screen Magazine, and the Universal Current Events.
Bud

Duncan

Signs

with

National.

All doubts as to the length of "Bud"
Duncan's stay in the Clover comedies now
being produced at Denver by the National
Film Corporation have been set at rest
by the announcement made by O. D.
Woodward, president, that the diminutive
comedian would be seen in these comedies
for many months to come. Duncan has
signed a long-term contract and will be
featured with "Dot" Farley and "Kewpie"
Morgan in a series of weekly one-reel
releases. "Bud's" genius for funmaking
is being given free rein, and the come-

Nazimova

in "Toys

S S •> 2&

dlan Is appearing In a wide variety of
roles,
His first appearance on tl
Since the dissolution Of the famous "Ham
and Bud" team was made recently in
"The Wooing of Coffee-Cake Kate." Other
comedies In the new series now ready
arc "Rip Roaring Rivals." "He couldn't
Fool His wife." "By Seek, I'll Save Her,"
and "The Paper Hanger's Revenge."
Agnes Ayres
in O. Henry
Role.
Agnes Ayres, the attractive star in a
number of the most successful four-reel
O. Henry
makes
ance in anpictures,
O. Henry
role her
this reappearweek in
"The Purple Dress," a diverting and appealing story of New York department
store life. Two other O. Henry players
are featured with her in the persons of
Evart Overton and Adele De Gardes. Another favorite in the cast is Bernard
Siegel, character actor.
"The Purple Dress" is a most fascinating story, woven about department store
The
Henry's.
of O.shop
a popular
life,
friendly
rivalrytopic
of the
girls for
the hand and heart of the handsome floorwalker is cleverly depicted by the famous
writer.
Lois Weber at Work
on Drama.
Lois Weber has started production at
her Hollywood studios on "The Forbidden
Box," a forceful photodrama of the uncharted seas of life written by E. V.
Hailing. It is the story of a modern
Pandora, a part which Mildred Harris,
whose Sydney Page in "The Doctor and
the Woman" will long be remembered,
should portray with rare artistry.
Harry Woodward, formerly with Griffith
productions, will have the masculine lead;
Kate Toncray, of the Lasky forces, has
been engaged for an important part, while
Priscilla Dean, whose Universal special
Woman," is
Two-Soul
"The has
production
creating
a ,furore,
been borrowed from
Universal City for this one Lois Weber
feature.

of Fate"

(Metro).
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Mob Scenes in Fox's "The Caillaux Case" Are Real
ONE
of the most striking features of
"The Caillaux Case," the William Fox
film expose of the pro-German activities of Bolo Pasha and Joseph and Mme.
Caillaux in France and America, is the
thrilling: realism of the mob scenes. It is
declared by the Fox management that
never in the history of the organization has
a mob become so violent in its action and
gone so completely beyond control as in
the scenes where Mme. Caillaux is acquitted of the murder of Gaston Calmette and
later dragged through the streets of Paris.
As a result of this mob violence several
people were seriously injured. Two, a man
and woman, were knocked unconscious;
another man's head was badly cut by a flying missile, and Madlaine Traverse, who
played the leading feminine role, was so
roughly handled by the rioters that she
has since been under
the care of a physician. In addition, the
mob wrecked part of
the sets. Order was
restored only when
Director Richard Stanton and his assistants
plunged into the fray
and by sheer force
compelled the extras
to subside from their
violent demonstration.
True to the history of the famous
trial of Mme. Caillaux in Paris Mr.
Stanton had arranged
for a demonstration
of the populace immediately following
her
acquittal. He
urged the crowd to
be realistic. But this
was before the final
scene of the trial
had been enacted and
before the spectators had been roused
to a high pitch of
excitement by the
closing action. Besides, many of the
extras were French
and had pronounced
opinions on the Caillaux affair. They
hardly awaited the
signal to begin a
wild demonstration.
This demonstration, increasing with its
own momentum,
soon became a riot.
The courtroom became a bedlam of wild,
shouting, maddened figures, completely
oblivious of the fact that they were acting before a camera, and intent only on
inflicting damage on the other side in a
free-for-all fight. Chairs, books, court
paraphernalia were hurled through the
air. These missiles failing, even the court
benches and pieces of the railing were
used by the fiercely battling men and
women, Meanwhile, the cameraman recorded on the film every detail of the violent conflict.

The same realism was evident in the
street scene, where the mob finally gets
in its clutches Mme. Caillaux, the assassin
of the editor of Figaro. Remembering
what had taken place in the courtroom,
Director Stanton this time had warned
the mob to control themselves. Miss
Traverse, fearing the consequences, had
tied on her clothing and had provided
herself with a special bodyguard which
was to protect her if the attacks became
too violent. But' it was all in vain. So
vividly had she portrayed the heartless
villainy of the ambitious adventuress that
the courtroom violence was repeated in all
its intensity.
The crowd seized her, pummeled her,
dragged her over the stones, tore her
clothing. Her pleas for mercy fell on
deaf ears.
Not until she was completely

Kaj Gynt in Metro Subject.
Kaj Gynt, the Swedish aetress. who
supported Ethel Barrymore in "The Eter-'
nal Mother," returns to Metro in the AllStar production or Edith Wharton's novel,
"The House of Mirth," which is being
directed by Albert Capellanl. Miss Gynt
plays two roles, the slave girl in t lie
Arabian slave market scenes, and in a
double exposure she portrays True
WOmanhood. In the latter she is shown in
miniature standing on one side of an
alchemist's scales. Miss Gj nt is well
known on the Swedish stage and screen.
She is a typical outdoor girl of the far
North
and excels in all sports.
Much interest is befrig excited bj the
production of "The House of Mirth." It
bids fair to be a big success.

Toto Completing "Fire the Cook."
Toto, comedian of New York Hippodrome fame, has completed "Fire the
Cook;" which is set for release by Pathe
on June 23. Clarine Seymour, the comedienne, again acts as a foil for Toto in
this comedy, which will follow "The Junkman," a wholly original characterization
to be released May 26.

and shakes
style.

his hand

in

truly

democratic

The issue includes new pictures of General Foch, General Petain, General Pershing and President Wilson.

Bessie Barriscale Visits
Parolta's New York Office

Bessie Barriscale, the Paralta star, is
now in New York City after a hurried
trip East to visit her sister, who is ill.
Miss Barriscale left Los Angeles immediately upon the completion of "Patriotism," which she finished under the direction of Raymond
B. West.
While
visiting
Paralta's
Newenthusiasm
York offices Miss
Barriscale
showed
over the outlook of the studios and confided that her coming productions are in
her opinion the finest screen offerings in

which she has appeared. " 'Patriotism,'
said Miss Barriscale, "is a story of the
war, but there are no scenes of conflict
in the picture, which is the story of a
little Scotch girl who gives her all for
the the
cause
of liberty
democracy.
'Maid
o'
Storm,'
which and
I made
just prior
to
'Patriotism.' I predict will be my most
popular picture. It is one of those sweet
stories which have always won favor
in the hearts of the American public,
and I am anxiously waiting to receive
the verdict of the public on it."
Howard Hickman, who will direct Miss
Barriscale's next production, is engaged
at the studios preparing the scenes for
the next Paralta-Barriscale play, "The
Rainbow," by William Parker. Miss Barriscale expects to return to the West
within a few days.
Diamond Completes First Comedy.
"Way Up in Society" is announced as the
first Diamond production. It has been
finished at the New Orleans studios of
the Diamond Film Company, R. M. Chisholm. president, according to word which
has reached General Film Company, and
will soon be ready for release.
"Impossible Susan" for Miss Fisher.
Margarita Fisher has completed "A
Square Deal." and is now at work on an
original story by Joseph Franklin Poland
entitled "Impossible Susan." She has a
strong cast. Among them Jack Mower,
Lloyd Hughes. Heyward Mack. L. M. Wells.
and Anne Schaefer.

exhausted and had sunk to the ground
pressing to her lips the Tricolor of France,
did the mob leave her. Then, covered
with scratches and bruises, she was able
to walk to her dressing room only with
the aid of Director Stanton and her maid.
The accompanying photograph shows a
portrait (insert) of Miss Traverse just
before the trial scene was taken and again
when the mobs had dispersed after dragging her through the streets. The ordeal
is plainly written on the features of the
drawn, haggard, broken woman who only
a few hours before was playing the beautiful wife of the "evil genius of France."

Hearst-Pathe
Has Views
from
France.
The decoration of American troops for
bravery under lire is shown in the current
release of the Hearst-Pathe Xews Xo. 35.
The United Stales soldiers are shown
lined up in full equipment, behind the battle lines as a French army official pins
upon the breast of each a medal of honor

Metro Players Shift
from Coast to Coast
KARGER and George D.
ELL
MAXW
Baker, respectively production managers of Metro's East and West
coast studios, have come to an agreement
of Metro's
of two
transferring
in the stars,
satisfaction of
to the great
popular
the stars themselves. Viola Dana has just
returned from a seven months' sojourn on
the Pacific coast, and will make further
productions in the Eastern location, and
May Allison will change places with Miss
going to Caifornia as soon as she
Dana,
lias completed the third in her series of
splendid productions as an individual star.
Miss Allison's first picture on the Pacific
coast will be "The Finding of Mary." a
feature photodrama written by Hale Hamilton, her leading man in the forthcoming
g of Beatricce." It is
,
Winnin
release
dramati power.
of strong
story
a mystery"The
Harry
direct. Franklin will probably go West to
Viola Dana has employed her time well
in California, producing "The Winding
Trail." "Breakers Ahead," "Riders of the
Night," "Weaver of Dreams," and "The
Only Road." John H. Collins directed her
in all of these with the exception of
"Breakers Ahead," which Charles J. Brabin directed, and "The Only Road," with
Frank Reicher. Miss Dana's first production in the New York studio following her
returnadapted
will befrom
"Opportunity."
been
a magazine which
story has
by
Edgar

Franklyn.
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Russian Art Film Leads
Pathe for Week of May 12
AN

Intensely dramatic Russian Art
tilm, "The Dim kit Woman'; the tenth
episode of "The House of Hate." Part
1 of the gripping "Britain's Bulwarks"
series "t war pictures, another Harold
Lloyd comedy, and an animal educational
feature
of
.May lead
12. Pathe's program for the week

"The Dagger Woman" is an exciting
drama
In which
Ivan Mozukin and Olga
Bovska,
of the famous
.Moscow
th.
are screened in the principal roles.
"Double-Crossed" Is the title of the
tenth "House of Hate" episode featuring
Pearl in"White
and Antonio
Moreno.Helene
The
cast
this episode
also includes
Chadwick, one of the most photographed
youngr women in America, who has appeared In several successful Pathe features.
The splendid workmanship of the
women munitioners of England and
British cavalry at the front are shown
in Part 1 of the "Britain's Bulwarks"
series. All of the scenes were made by
official photographers of the British Government who were accorded privileges for
obtaining subjects which are forbidden
to everyone else.
"The Non-Stop Kid" is the title of
Harold Lloyd's comedy in which a score
of convulsing laughs are woven about
the famous comedian, Bebe Daniels, his
leading woman, and the supporting funmakers. "The Non-Stop Kid" has a strange
series of adventures at the home of the
"Wiggle" family.
The educational offering is "Strange
Animals from Many Climes." It is more
interesting and instructive than a visit
to the zoo. Strange birds, rare animals,
and prize ponies are among the specimens
shown.
Hearst-Pathe News Nos. 40 and 41 are
released
on this program.

loO<>

Scene

from

"Her

Decision"

(Triangle).

'Her Decision" and 'Wolves of merBorder"
Lead Triangle
comedienne who has appeared in sevMARRIAGE drama, "Her Decision,"

A

heads the Triangle May 12 program,
offering J. Barney Sherry and Gloria
Swanson in the leading roles. It is a
story of sisterly sacrifice. The heroine
enters into a loveless marriage to keep the
secret of a sister's disgrace. She loves a
man without character and marries a
man with character, who loves her. As
a wife she falls in love with her husband.
Jack Conway directed the subject, which
offers Gloria Swanson, former Keystone
comedienne, in her second dramatic role.
J. Barney Sherry is the other featured
player. Darrell Foss, who had the leading
role in the recent Triangle production,
"Her American Husband," is Bobbie Warner. Ann Kroman is Inah Dunbar.
"Wolves of the Border," with Roy Stewart, is the second release of the week of
the 12th. Alvin J. Neitz, who has scenarioized several recent Stewart productions, wrote the play. The MexicanUnited States frontier is the scene of the
story, which depicts the conditions in that
region as they exist today. Roy Stewart
is George Merritt. Jack Curtis has a
"heavy" role as the foreman of the ranch.
Josie Sedgwick is Ruth. Louis Durham
appears as General Mardones, and Frank
MacQuarrie as Joe Warner. Curley Baldwin is also in the cast. Cliff Smith directed and Steve Rounds photographed.
The concluding release of the week of
the 12th is a two-reel Keystone comedy,
"Newspaper Clippings." Francis McDonald, Triangle dramatic player who was
recently seen in the mystery story, "The
Hand at the Window'," is a featured player
in this production.
Claire Anderson, for-

eral new Triangle feature plays, has the
leading role.

Harold
Lloyd
Going
Fast.
Harold Lloyd, the Pathe-Rolin comedian,
is hitting on all six cylinders in the Los
Angeles comedy factory where he turns
out laugh-getters with Bebe Daniels and
Harry
My 26,
Child"
will be Pollard.
released "Fireman
by Pathe Save
on May
and
"The City Slicker" on June 2.
In "Fireman Save My Child" the famous
comedian invades a fireman's ball, livens
things up generally and becomes assistant
fire chief. The gay festivities are interrupted by the fire gong. "The City Slicker' deals with the adventures of Lloyd as
a life-inspirer in a rube hotel.
Lloyd is speeding along with "Kicked
Out" May 5, "The Non-Stop Kid" May 12,
and "Two Gun Gussie" May 26.

New
Ebony
Comedy
Announced. "
L. J. Pollard, president and general
manager of the Ebony Film Corporation,
Chicago, has announced the latest Ebony
comedy, written by Scenario Editor Bob
Horner from a story by Ralph R. Weddell, and directed by Charles N. David.
The picture will be 'The Bully." Many
new comedies are in the making. Director Ralph G. Phillips is busy "shooting" scenes of his new company in a
slam-bang of a thousand feet of fun.
This comedy is "Mercy! the Mummy
Mumbled."
Director David continues to direct Sam
Robinson. Yvonne Junior and Samuel
Jacks, while Director Phillips has taken
charge of the newly engaged company of
comedians. Production Manager A. B.
Heath, who recently joined the Ebony organization, is an experienced executive
and director of ideas. "No matter how
good the director, he cannot make a good
picture from a poor story," said Mr. Heath
in discussing the new comedies produced
under his supervision and to be released
on the General Film program. "Hence,
the working out of suitable comedy ideas
as well as comedy action is necessary."

Minter, Fisher and Russell Slated for May Mutuals

Finley Again
as O'Garry.
"O'Garry Rides Alone," the second of
the O'Garry stories produced by Ned Finley in connection with his Blue Ridge
dramas, is released by General Film. This
is another story of the Northwest Mounted Police trooper in which the producerstar appears in his favorite role. His
leading woman is Marion Henry. The
story abounds in fast action and has an
attractive human touch which keeps interest keyed to a high pitch.
The fifth Blue Ridge drama scheduled
for release Is "The Man from Nowhere."
Reports from Bat Cave, where the Finley
company is at work, indicate that excellent progress is being made.

FEATURE productions now in course of
preparation at the studios of the
American Film Company, Inc., will
furnish pictures starring Mary Miles
Minter, Margarita Fisher, and William
Russell
for Mutual's May
schedule.
Mary Miles Minter's next picture is "The
Ghost of Rosy Taylor," a picturization of
a brilliant little story by Josephine Dodge
Bacon. It chronicles the amusing and
interesting adventures of a young American girl returned after living abroad who
cannot find her ■wealthy relatives, and to
be self-supporting takes charge of the
home of a fashionable American woman
who is never at home in the daytime,
and who never sees her thoroughly competent charwoman.
The rich woman's
brother
runs across

Miss
Kennedy
Not Omitting
Screen.
Just how theatrical rumors are originated and spread is always a matter for
bewilderment. Madge Kennedy, who won
w'ide popularity as a Goldwyn Pictures
star, is the latest victim of a baseless
rumor. Despite report, Miss Kennedy is
not to quit the screen next fall to become
once more a dramatic star or to go under
the management of David Belasco. This
announcement comes jointly from Miss
Kennedy and Goldwyn.
Though she has great admiration for
Mr. Belasco and his genius, Miss Kennedy
has never met this great figure in the
American
theater.

Rosy, and falls in love with her. There
is
scandal galore
untilturns
Rosy'soutidentity
discovered,
and she
to haveis
better social standing and more money
than her suitor.
Margarita Fisher, the "Flapper" ingenue, hasup
finished
Square Deal,"
and
is resting
before"Abeginning
her next,
which
"Impossible
Susan." Russell
The will
next beoffering
of William
will be "Up Romance Road," which was
written especially for Mr. Russell by
Stephen Fox. The story is an original
comedy-drama of high merit, and the plot
is a corker. It keeps Russell on the Jump
from beginning to end.
Mr. Fox also wrote "The Frameup,"
"High Play," and "Shackles of Truth," all
well known Russell successes.
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What's on the Fire at
Famous-Lasky Studios

Scene

from

"De

In "The Ordeal of Rosetta" Alice Brady
provides clever photodrama in which the
star is seen in dual characterizations. Indeed, Miss Brady not only plays the roles
of two sisters, but also the dream counterpart of one and the avenging spirit of the
other, so that in this picture the Select
star may be said to play four parts. It
is an original story from the pen of Edmund Goulding. It relates the fortunes
of a girl of gentle breeding who, born in
Italy, is brought to New York by her
father after an earthquake has destroyed
her Sicilian home and presumably killed
her sister.
Clever work on the part of Emile Chautard, who directed the photoplay, coupled
with some exquisite bits of photography
by Jacques Bizuel, shows Miss Brady in
some of the comeliest pictures she has
ever presented on the screen.

CECIL B. DE MILLE has begun work
at the Hollywood studio o£ the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation on
"We Can't Have Everything," a new picture from a novel by Rupert Hughes, the
scenario by William C. De Mille.
Vivian Martin soon will begin work on
a production at the Morosco studios for
Paramount. The picture will deal with
the experiences of a young girl of the social set. James Young probably will direct the picture.
Wallace Reid, supported by Ann Little,
having completed "The Firefly of France,''
is to begin work next week upon a picture to be directed by Donald Crisp. Prob.
ably this will be "Less Than Kin."
Elsie Ferguson has departed for Montana with Marshall Neilan, who will direct her next picture. Many of the scenes
will be taken in Yellowstone Park,
through special arrangements made with
the Government, and a ranch has been
engaged near Browning, Mont., with the
use of the cowboys, horses and stock.
"Heart of the Wilds," as the name would
indicate, is a stirring story of frontier
life, teeming with sensational incidents,
in which United States soldiers play an
important part.
The title of the picture Pauline Frederick is now working on is "Her Final
Reckoning," adapted from "Prince Zilah,"
the play written by Jules Claretie. Emile
Chautard is directing.
Edward Jose is nearing the completion
of "Gismonda," the big Paramount spectacle starring Lina Cavalieri. The main
street of Athens in the year 1500 has been
reproduced on the grounds of the Fort
Lee studio and the various merchants display signs over their doors in Greek.
Owing to the fact that Ince productions
for Paramount are well ahead of schedule
the plan has been adopted at the western
studio of the organization to alternate
Ray and Dalton pictures for the time being and later go back to a parallel arrangement. Mr. Ray is busy with "A Nine
o'Clock Town."
Enid Bennett does not come in on this
plan, as she is merely up to schedule.
Having just completed "The Desert Wooing" under Jerome Storm, she is already
at work on a film as yet nameless having
to do with the experiences of a little girlr
assistant to the wardrobe mistress of a
big musical comedy show. C. Gardner Sullivan wrote the story.

"The Paper Hanger's Revenge" (Clover).
The Clover Comedy Trio, "Bud Duncan,
"Dot" Farley and "Kewpie" Morgan, present a riot of fun in "The Paper Hanger's
Revenge," the fifth of the series released
by
General
of her
best Film.
work "Dot"
in this Farley
subject.does some

Timely and beautiful scenes "In Southernmost Russia" are shown in a Pathe
scenic of that title to be released May 26.
The picture contains remarkable scenes
from the Crimean peninsula with numerous glimpses of the port of Sebastopol, one
of the best harbors in the Black Sea.

Luxe

Annie"

(Select).

Select Names Three Productions for Release in May
SELECT announces three productions
for release during May. These pictures are "The Lesson," with Constance Talmadge; "De Luxe Annie," with
Norma Talmadge, and "The Ordeal of
Rosetta," with Alice Brady. These three
pictures, together with Clara Kimball
Young's latest Select, "The Reason Why,"
which was ready for distribution the last
day of April, will furnish the new Select
productions during the coming thirty
days.
"The Lesson," in which Lewis J. Selznick presents Constance Talmadge, is
from an original story by Virginia Terhune
"Van ofDe marital
Water, woes,
with deep-searching
analysis
and it shows
on the screen in dramatic form the reason
why many spirited women feel compelled
to leave their husbands and carve a career
for themselves.
Constance Talmadge as a truly married
woman is the novelty which this picture
presents. In "Scandal," it will be remembered, the heroine pretends to be married,
but actually is single Keeping "Scandal" in mind, it may be said that "The
Lesson" presents Constance Talmadge
with scenes of greater dramatic tenseness
than those she has had in any release
since "Scandal." These scenes are interspersed among many incidents of laughprovoking nature. Charles Giblyn directed. The cast includes Tom Moore,
Walter Hiers, Herbert Heyes and Dorothy
Green.
Norma Talmadge, in "De Luxe Annie,"
reaches the picture fans of the country
during the same theatrical season that
the celebrated stage play of the same
name by Edward Clark is still being
shown on tour in theaters of the prominent cities. In the supporting cast are
Eugene O'Brien, Frank Mills, Edward
Davis and Edna Hunter. Paul West prepared the scenario.
Roland West directed.
Universal
Comedies
for Soldiers.
Comedies of all kinds are in demand for
the soldiers in the cantonments, according to Information received at the home
office of the Universal. As a result President Laemmle has issued instructions that
every available print of i.-Ko, Xestor, and
Star comedies, the three brands released
through Universal, be placed at the disposal of the cantonment theaters.
Owing to the fact that President
Laemmle has issued orders that all prints
not working be shipped to the cantonment theaters, exhibitors who leave their
comedy booking until the last moment are
very liable to be disappointed in failing
to obtain the picture they want.

"De Luxe Annie" is of that clever type
of drama which, taking the audience
partly into its confidence at the start,
later thrills it with a dramatic surprise
as the story takes an unusual and unlooked for turn.

Pathe Scenic Has Views of Russia.

Ruth
Roland and George Chesebro
"Hands
In this Stars
serial, by of
Gilson
Willetts, Up"
dealRUTH ROLAND, star of many sueeessful serial and feature
productions,
has been engaged to play the leading feminine part, and George Chesebro to
play the hero in the new
Pathe
serial
"Hands Up."
The talented and graceful brown-haired
heroine has been on the stage and screen
tor seventeen years, although she is only
twenty-three at the present time. She is
known and is highly popular throughout
the United States for her remarkable personality, ability and daring.
Miss Roland won high honors in the
thrilling serials "Who rays'.'" and "The
Red Circle." She was co-starred with
Frank Mayo in "The Price of Folly." and
added to her laurels by her portrayal Of
the character of Margaret Warner in "The
Neglected Wife," the Pathe serial from
Mabel Urner's novels. Miss Roland also
appeared in "Comrade John" with William
Elliot
"A Matrimonial Martyr," two
live-reel and
features.

ing with the superstitions, traditions and
ancient rites of the Incas, Miss Roland
will have unusual opportunities for demonstrating her exceptional qualities as a
screen favorite.
"Hands Up" is to be produced for Pathe
by Astra on the Pacific Coast. Louis J.
Gasnier, president of Astra, is in Los Angeles with Director General George Fitsmauriee. In a statement last week Gilson
Willetts. author of the story, gave some
details as to the things Mr. Gasnier is doing to make this serial in a big way. "He
is sparing no expense to have every detail
just right." says Willetts. "He has ordered a large number of real Inca Indian
costumes. He has bought white horses for
the principal characters, a beautiful black
horse for the Phantom Rider and a fine
looking Pinto for Hands Up.
"In a very beautiful location up on the
side of a hill he is building an Inca castle.
It has a tower sixty feet high."
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Two New Leading Men
In Golduyn's
Pictures
rwo new leading
men are making
their

appearance
In Qoldwyn
productions.
Clarence Oliver has the role opposite
the
star
in Madge
Kennedy's
newesl
photodrama- the
most
serious,
by
t hiyet chosen
for her.
Mr. Oliver Is
Identified with such successes as "Officer
written by Carlyle Moore, who now
|
ilrector Charles
Miller's aid in the
Madge Kennedy play.
Another now leading man Is Rodrique
loque, who is Mabel Normand's screen
partner in her newest production. The
Irrepressible star and her tall support —
be stands '; feet 2— are guided by Clar■ ; Badger, Mr. La Roque, though long
known in photoplays, makes his first appearance In the Bast with the Qoldwyn
organisation.
er players now busy at the studio
are Mabel Ballin, Maude Turner Gordon,
and Jules Cowles.
"Mutt and Jeff" at the Front
rapt. Bruce Bairnsfather is to have
something: of a rival on the western front,
pays the London Kinematograph. Bud
Fisher, the famous cartoonist, who invented our amusing friends of the film —
Mutt and Jeff — has enlisted in the United
States army and will be stationed "somewhere in France." Mr. Fisher is reported
ive reached an understanding with
rmy superiors, whereby he will be
permitted to send his cartoons regularly
from the front, and we may look forward
with confidence to seeing on the screen
comedies with such amusing possibilities
M How Mutt and Jeff Beat the Kaiser."
Mr. Fisher has completed arrangements
with William Fox whereby the Fox Film
Corporation will take over the distribution of these animated cartoons, but the
production will be under the same direction as it has been for the past two years.
I can imagine Mutt and Jeff getting fun
even out of the big offensive.

Clever Touches Mark
Billie Rhodes Comedy
BILLIE RHODES does some clever bits
of acting, and Cullen Landis and
Lillian Hamilton, playing with her
in Strand-Mutual comedies, help put over
some extraordinarily funny situations in
"Her Terrible Time," the Strand release
on the Mutual schedule for May 14.
The story is one of those happy little
farces, snappy and original, which have
made the Mutual-Strands so popular,
with a small touch of the risque, not
enough to offend, but just sufficient to intensify the interest.
Billie as Mary gets caught in Jack's bedroom on his unexpected return from a
businessin trip,
and when that
Jack's
walks
he announces
they family
have
been married. After they have extended
their blessing, Jack and Mary leave via
the window to find the nearest preacher
that Jack's story may be made good.

Scene

from

"Her

Scene

from

"Five

Thousand

Dollars

Reward"

(Bluebird).

Famous
Players' "Uncle Tom's
Cabin"
BigJ.
adaptations
which Should
have beenGo
made.
ARGUERITE CLARK'S next Para-

M

mount picture will be "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," from the book by Harriet
Reecher Stowe. The production is practically completed and will be scheduled for
early release. On the speaking stage this
play has probably been the most successful attracti.on in the history of American
drama. Innumerable companies have
toured the country for more than forty
The motion picture version has been
years.
produced on a stupendous scale, with great
ensembles of people and a cast of capable
players. Xo expense has been spared in
securing reproductions of the localities
mentioned in the book and the company
has traveled thousands of miles in this
connection.
The photoplay follows the ideas of
the author rather than the various stage
Mary
Miles
Minter
Makes
Flight.
Mary Miles Minter, the winsome star of
the American Film Company, who did so
much toward helping Santa Barbara raise
its quota during the Second Liberty Loan
campaign, again gave her services for the
Third Liberty Loan drive that began on
April 6, and was appointed a member of
the campaign committee. The American
Film Company contributed three elaborate
and costly floats to the parade committee,
one a reproduction of a war tank, one a
section of a trench, and the third a war
garden. While the parade was taking
place Miss Minter flew over the parade in
the new hydroplane "F-l" and distributed
Liberty Bond literature.

Terrible

Time"

(Mutual).

Searle Darwley, who has directed many of
Miss Clark's most successful pictures, is
in charge of the production.
Among the principal players are J. W.
Johnston, Florence Carpenter, Frank
Losee, Phil Riley, Harry Lee, Walter
Lewis, Augusta Anderson, Ruby Hoffman,
Susanne Willis, Mrs. Priestley Morrison,
Thomas Carnahan, Jr., and Jere Austin.
Bara Pictures Popular Abroad.
Demand for Theda Bara pictures has
stimulated AVilliam Fox's player to great
efforts to meet the situation, especially in
foreign countries, where the trade has
been thrown into chaos by the almost total cessation of French and Italian productions. In focusing the demand for an
American film star who can fill the pub'ic
eye in South America, the Antipodes, and
even in Asia many foreign exhibitors have
concentrated on Theda Bara as the one
best qualified to fill this international
bill.
To meet these Asiatic audiences Miss
Bara is reaching out across the Pacific
in her next picture, the scenes of which
are laid in the Philippines, the title of
which is "Under the Yoke." The story is
by George Scarborough, scenario by
Adrian Johnson, and it is staged under
the personal direction of J. Gordon Edwards.

Farnum Bluebird Coming May 20.
Franklyn Farnum is featured in the
Bluebird
Reward,"
which will production,
be released "$5,000
on Monday,
May
20. In this feature Farnum is supported
by a large, evenly balanced cast, among
the members of which are William Lloyd.
J. Farrel MacDonald, Wharton Jones,
Mark Fenton, Gloria Hope, Frank Brownlee, Lule WTarrenton,
and Grace McLean.
The picture is adapted from a story by
Charles Wesley Sanders. It was prepared
for the screen by F. McGrew Willis, and
the picture was directed by Douglas Gerrard.
The story carries a warning against
circumstantial evidence as conclusive
proof of the guilt of the suspected person.
As Dick Arlington, Farnum appears in
the role of the only relative of a wealthy
crabbed old skinflint. Arlington, who is a
full-blooded youth, makes his home with
his old uncle. They have constant quarrels
over money. The boy in having his fling
loves the bright lights. Whenever there
is trouble he usually is in the midst of
it. and has to take most of the blame
whether guilty or not.
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Goldwyn Exhibitors
Frame Interest Checks
SURPRISED
at receipt
of monthly
checks as Interest
on their
deposits
many new Goldwyn contract customers throughout the country have failed
to cash some of them, and instead are using the checks as framed mementoes on
the walls of their offices.
Goldwyn Pictures and service have on
many occasions prompted praise from exhibitors, and now it is Goldwyn's policy
of paying interest on exhibitor deposits
that is making every Goldwyn exhibitor
a Goldwyn friend.
The fact that hundreds of Goldwyn exhibitors were using at least one of the
interest checks for office decoration was
brought to light when the home office
comptroller discovered that scores of them
had not passed through the bank. He
notified the managers of the various
Goldwyn branches throughout the country,
and upon investigation they found that
many exhibitors preferred to frame the
checks as curios and as ' fitting mark of
respect to one of the few large film distributing companies that pays interest on
deposits.
Scene from "Moonshine" (Paramount).
Minstrel Man," Blanche Walker; "One at a
Time, Please," Dell Howard; "Mercy! the
Mummy Mumbled," by Clarence A. Frambers. Mr. Horner is now preparing an
THE
Blue Ridge Mountains of Kenoriginal comedy entitled "A Reckless
tucky, with its moonshiners, feuds
Rover," which one of the directors will
and revenue officers, is the locale of
begin "shooting" the first of the week.
"To those writers who have original
"Fatty" Arbuckle's latest comedy, which
is a Paramount release of May 13. The
ideas of scenarios," said Mr. Horner, "let
them
try us with a few submissions and
story has to do with the illegal operations
see if we don't back up our word with a
of moonshiners and their suppression by
real honest-to-goodness check. Any au"Fatty" and his assistant, Buster Keaton,
thor who has really funny stuff will find a
valiant revenue officers, brave and rereal
market with us. But we must have
sourceful, but with a weakness for handa combination of comedy idea and comedy
some women.
"Fatty" and Keaton are sent to the
mountains to put a stop to the illegal
moonshining activities of Al St. John and
action."
"Social Briars" Released May 13.
his dad, Charles Dudley, who lay claim to
being the champion moonshiners and feud"Social Briars," Mary Miles Minter's
latest American production, originally
ists of the Blue Ridge country.
scheduled for release May 6, will be reThe most amusing- and exciting incidents
leased May 13. The role which Miss
in the picture are the scenes where
Minter has in this romantic drama, that
"Fatty" outwits the cunning mountaineers
of an unsophisticated beauty who seeks
and not only accomplishes the purpose
fame as a singer in the big- city, and after
which brought him to the mountains, but
many heart-breaking experiences returns
also wins the heart and hand of the fair
Alice.
to find love and contentment in her native village, is one of the most fascinatIn the production of "Moonshine" Aring characterizations this player has
buckle has followed the broadest of burcreated.
lesque lines with exaggerated melodrama.
The play was written and directed by
The picture was filmed in the San Gabriel
Edward Sloman. Alan Forrest, who has
canyon of California and picturesque backgrounds and light effects add to its attracsupported Miss Minter in "A Bit of Jade,"
tiveness.
"Powers That Prey," and "Beauty and the
Rogue"; George Periolat, the noted character actor; Anne Schacfer. Edmund Cobb,
Captivating Role for Irene Castle.
and Frank Whitson complete an exceptional cast.
Irene Castle has the captivating role of
a girl with a will of her own in the new
Pathe Play "The Mysterious Client,"
which is set for release May 19. The picture is important since it has the trio
made famous in "Patria" — Irene Castle,
THE photoplay
Yellow Ticket,"
smashing
starring the
Fannie
Ward, big
to
Warner Oland and Milton Sills — and is a
swift-moving mystery story with thrills
be released June 2 by Pathe, as aland many twists.
ready announced. will be nationally
advertised and the copy in the Saturday
Various amusing situations are inEvening
Post of May 25, it is stated, will
cluded in the play, In some scenes of which
Cesare Gravina, the Italian comedian, apcontain a coupon which will make the advertising of real box office value wherever
pears for the first time in this country in
a comedy role.
this big publication is circulated.
Advance views of the production of A.
H. Woods' sensational success indicate
Ebony Looking for Stories.
that "The Yellow Ticket" will be an important drawing card. Having its first
Bob Horner, scenario editor of the
showing in New York at the Rialto, the
Ebony Film Corporation. Chicago, who
week of June 2, it is the type of produchas written the continuity of a long list
tion to which many big houses will turn
of subjects for the screen and who is
for a maintenance of business on the legitendeavoring to secure the very.bes't stories
imate theater scale.
from experienced writers, has purchased,
The coupon referred to is to be clipped
since joining the Ebony script department, the following stories, all of which
and signed by readers. Those sending in
this coupon will receive an illustrated
he prepared for the screen. They are
"He Ran for Mayor," by Charles N. David;
book telling the story of "The Yellow
"The Bully," by Ralph
R. Weddell;
"Dat
Ticket" and giving details of the film pro-

Arbuckle Shifts from
Sunshine to Moonshine

Animated

Shows

Veteran

Soldiers.

Fresh from the "Frontier of Freedom,"
fifty of Pershing's veterans are shown in
the Universal Animated Weekly No. 22.
The boys were selected from various sections of the American front in France to
return to the United States to boom the
Liberty Loan. They are depicted arriving in New York wearing their steel
trench helmets and fully equipped. Cheering throngs greeted them and escorted
them to the city hall, where Mayor Hylan
city.
presented them with the freedom of the
In addition to the fifty Yankee veterans.
Animated Weekly No. 22 shows pictures
of a company of French Alpine Chasseurs,
known as the "Blue Devils." These men
are the hard fighting mountain troops of
the French Republic. They have been in
scores of battles. Every one of them has
been wounded at least once, some of them
as many as eight times. All wear the
Cross of War, several have three or four
Crosses of War, while others have both
the Croix de Guerre and the Military
Medal. They were sent to the United
States to aid the Liberty Loan.
Triangle Announces Title Changes.
Triangle announces the following
changes in the release dates of the Keystone comedies:
"Mr. Miller's Bundles," scheduled for release May 19, will be released May 12
under the title of "Mr. Miller's Muddles
Through."
scheduled for May"Newspaper
VI, will be Clippings."
released May
19.
The
title
of
"The
Honor
of
Taro
Triangle feature announced for MaySan,"
19,
has been

changed to "Who

Is to Blame?"

National Advertising Campaign for duction.
"The
Ticket'
Each of Yellow
these inquiries
will,
e,uite naturally, become a valuable prospect for the exhibitors. The names will
be sent to the branches for the appropriate territory and these will be turned over
to the interested exhibitor showing the
picture. It is reasonable to estimate that
from 50,000 to 100,000 inquiries will thus
be brought into Pathe exchange offices.
Another interesting idea used by Pathe
is this: The Motion Picture Magazine for
July, which will appear June 1, will carry
an important article on "The Yellow
Ticket." This story is called "Scenariorizing a Great
Play,"
and inofpresenting
tracts from the
scenario
the drama ex-it
tells the reader to compare this form of
dramatic construction with the play, if he
saw it, or the book if he read it, and then
note in the picture the way in which the
play is put over on the screen. The readers of this article will want to see "The
Yellow

Ticket."
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Everybody Busy For
Pat he on West Coast
E\

\:n\ I.. >i>v is buaj these das ■ -lt >'"'
\\ . st Coast atudloa making
pictures
for
Path* Astra
lias
gone
lu
strong tor horses and is buying some fine
blooded steeds ror use In "Hands Up." the
serial. The Phantom Rider is the mysterj
character in it, and one of the best known
actor-riders In California has been engaged for the part
Frank
Kecnan
is Finding a lot of real
enjoyment
In making
ins picture "The
Sierra Sixties" at the I'aralla Studio
"All Wrong"
is the till.- of a corned]
now being made
under 1'athe auspices by
Bryant Washburn.
Mildred i>a\is has an
Important role and reports from LOS Anhave it that the newcomer will
a big surprise.
Raymond
West
is
directing the comedian anil has made a hit
with his snappy work so far.
They
are using
snow
stuff in Bessie
Love's new rathe featui
Ij n of the
Corners," in spite of the heat of the California sun. An extra force of technical
experts are supplying the beautiful white.
Lytell Putting
On Vance
Story.
No Mans Land" is the title of Bert
I. > toll'sthe
nextMetro
picture,
his second
stara
under
banner.
It is asto a be
picturization of the novel of the same
name by Louis Joseph Vance, and was
adapted for the screen by Mr. Lytell and
Albert Le Vino, head of the scenario department at Metro's west coast studios.
"No Man's Land" is a swift-moving story
of love and adventure, with a thread of
subtle intrigue. Notwithstanding its title,
the story is not of the war, "no man's
land" being "the description of an island
of mystery instead of the stretch of shellruined terrain that lies between contending armies.
Mr. Lytell is already at work. In the
production he is directed by Will S. Davis,
with Anna Q. Nilsson as leading woman.

Miss Storey
to Play in Baker
Story.
As Edith Storey's next starring vehicle
on the Metro program following "The
Demon," George D. Baker, manager of productions at Metro's west coast studios, has
selected a screen adaptation of "As the Sun
Went Down," a drama written by Mr.
Baker, and with which the theatergoing
public has been familiar for some fifteen
years. Miss Storey will be supported by
a strong cast. Lew Cody, who played opposite the star in "Treasure of the Sea"
and ""The Demon," again will be her
leading man.
Glaum Company Goes to Del Mar.
A company of twenty-five persons, including the star and other members of the
cast of "Shackled," Louise Glaum's latest
production at the Paralta studios, was
taken to the town of Del Mar, near San
Diego, Cal., to film scenes of that picture
on a seaside location. The scenic combination of high, rugged cliffs with the ocean,
was found to be ideal for the production.
Wallace Worsley is directing Miss Glaum.
W. Lawson Butt, the noted England actor,
also has an important part.

Scene from "Masks

and

,D.D"the
for "Cyclone
Director
Cabanne, Higgins
while touring
Mountain Town Rocky
Metro Builds
Mountain district. On the north
SSEE mountain village went
TENNE
up suddenly in Rockland County, New
York, for the staging of exteriors in
"Cyclone Higgins, D.D.," a Metro All-Star
Series picture starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne. which will be released on May 13. William Christy Cabanne wrote and directed the picture.
In this settlement, which typifies a Tennessee mountain village, are many houses,
a country school and a court house. For
several weeks a score of carpenters
worked on the construction of the hamlet,
the buildings of which are of the log cabin
type. Every cabin that was used in "Cyclone Higgins, D.D." was made from wood
cut on the location, with the exception of
the pine boards for the flooring. The
heavy trees were felled by the brawn of
man, but to cut them into long strips it
was necessary to resort to a gasoline engine. Technical Director Will H. Stevens,
under whose supervision the village was
built, arranged for the erection of such an
engine and the work was soon done.
The house that represents the home of
"Cyclone" Higgins, who is played by
Francis X. Bushman, is one of the best on
the. location. It is about twenty-five feet
in length, ten feet in height and about
fifteen feet in width. The front of the hut
is made from rough side of the trees cut
into heavy strips, so as to make the house
seem weather beaten. Mr. Stevens had a
combination of paints mixed with mortar
which was thrown against the front of
the place.
The principal street of the village
sweeps down a mountain side and it is a
reproduction
of a photograph
made
by
A

Camera
Started on "The One Woman,"
First Master a aft
der the direction of Reginald Barker. Miss
TUESDAY morning, April 30, saw the
wheels begin to grind on the manufacture of the production which
marks the active entrance of a new organization in the motion picture industry.
At the Paralta studios in Los Angeles, one
entire stage, divided into various settings,
is now under the focus of a battery of
cameras engaged in the production of
Thomas Dixon's novel, "The One Woman,"
with which feature the Mastercraft Photoplay Corporation will make its advent
into the motion picture theaters of the
world. F. Eugene Farnsworth, president of
the Mastercraft company, is supervising
the production, which is being staged un-

Faces" (World).

Adda Gleason and Miss Clara Williams,
both prominent in the worlds of stage and
screen
respectively, appear in leading
roles.

The screen version of "The One
Woman" was written by Mr. Dixon himself in collaboration with Harry Chandlee.
The scenario was prepared by Mr. Chandlee and E. Richard Schayer.
Mr. Farnsworth estimates that the negative of this picture will be completed in
about five weeks.
Mastercraft plans the production of
four

large

features

a year."

the winds are kept away from the village
by tall mountain peaks, while on the east
there are several hills and a brook.

Good Goldwyn Cast in
"The Fair Pretender"
ToM

MOORE will again be seen as leading man in Madge Kennedy's fifth
Goldwyn production, "The Fair Pretender," by Florence C. Bolles. Prominent
in the support of the prepossessing Goldwyn star are a number of other screen
players
of repute.
Moore's performances
since becoming
a Goldwyn
fixture have
been a feature of several productions, par"The Dangerpicture.
Game," the previous Madgeticularly
Kennedy
Robert Walker, well known for his
juvenile characterizations, has an important role in "The Fair Pretender." Walker
was prominently identified with a number
of successful Broadway musical comedies
before taking up motion picture work.
Paul Doucet, who was capital in support of Miss Kennedy in "The Danger
Game," is intrusted with another important role.Billings, long a motion picture
Florence
favorite, is making her first appearance in
Goldwyn Pictures. She made her debut
on the screen four years ago after a successful stage career. Grace Stevens, also
endowed with screen talent, has a charming role. Before her advent on the screen
Miss Stevens played important parts in
several high-class productions on the
road.
Other screen players well known to film
devotees in support of Miss Kennedy are
Terry.
Wilmer Walter, Emmett King, and John

Battleground in "Britain's
Bulwarks."
The capture of Messines and the surrounding territory which has since been
wrested from the British by the Germans
is shown in the second episode of the great
"Britain's Bulwarks" series, released by
Pathe and giving graphic official scenes
from all phases of the World War.
The picture shows the Irish and Australian troops enjoying all kinds of sports
behind
the
on thein day
before
great drive lines
was made
June,
1917. Haig's
Then the artillery is seen in action.
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Three Big Artcrafts
for Release in May

Scene

from

"Bill's

Baby"

(Goldwyn).

High-Class
Theaters Show "Mytensive
Fouradvance
Yearsworkin that
Germany"
has already
important contracts in connecMANY
tion with the showing of "My
Four Years In Germany" in the
leading cities of the United States have
been signed by Warner Brothers and the
members of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit during the past week.
Efforts to secure the largest high-class
houses in each city have proved successful
in practically every instance, and an imposing list of Klaw & Erlanger and B. F.
Keith theaters are now booked to show
Ambassador Gerard's screen revelations of
his diplomatic work during the month of
May at top prices averaging slightly more
than $1.
On April 29 the picture opened at the
Nixon theater, Pittsburgh, for an indefinite
run, and also got off to a prosperous start
at the two Metropolitan theaters in St.
Paul and Minneapolis, respectively. In
Denver an auspicious opening was also reported at the Broadway, one of the best
known5. legitimate houses in the "West, on
May
The people of Omaha will be given the
opportunity of witnessing a local premiere
at the Brandeis theater on May 12. Elaborate preparations are being made for the
Philadelphia opening at the Forrest theater on the same date, as well as at the
Davidson theater in Milwaukee. Baltimore
will see the film at the Academy of Music
on the day following. May 19 is the date
decided upon for the opening of the Cleveland run at the Opera House, and the exDixon Returns to New

York.

Thomas Dixon, Jr., author of "The
Clansman," from which was adapted "The
Birth ofturnedato New
Nation,"
reYork and
lastother
week novels,
from Dos
Angeles, where he has been for the past
few months attending to the details of
production connected with the staging of
his book, "The One Woman.'' which is
now in the course of Aiming at the Paralta studios by the Mastercraft Photoplay Corporation.
Mr. Dixon spent a number of weeks at
the Coast conferring with the executives
there in reference to the writing of the
screen version of the story and the many
details necessary before starting the actual filming of the story. In speaking
of "The One Woman" as a Him .production. Mr. Dixon stated that he expects a
most excellent
production which will be
ready for release within a reasonably
short time.
The picture will be produced
with an
Ill-star

east.

been done in that city is expected to result
in big business from the first day. ' Arrangements have also been made to show
the picture at the Park theater in Youngstown and the Hartman theater in Columbus one week earlier.
In both Toledo and Dayton the Gerard
production will open at the B. F. Keith
houses
and will May
play 26.
Keith's
Colonial onat May
Akron20,beginning
Bookings are also announced for the
Keith theaters in Portland, Me.; Lowell,
Mass., and Manchester, N. H.
Throughout Indiana the picture will be
shown at the leading legitimate houses in
Terre Haute, Green Castle, Franklin, Linton, Muncie, Elwood and Washington for
runs averaging one week each during the
month of May.
Mabel
Normand
Makes
Food
Film.
With her daily work at the Goldwyn
studios, Mabel Normand somehow' finds
time to give herself to war work with all
the zest that marks her screen efforts.
Close on her theater appeals for Liberty
Bonds she appeared in a special food conservation film at the request of the United
States Food Administration. In her characteristic manner Miss Normand depicts
the trials of the housewife who has to
combat the stubbornness of a Swedish
cook who insists on ignoring orders and
uses wheat
instead of rice flour.
The film will be shown throughout the
country as part of a news
weekly.

offerings are on
big Artcraft
THREE
the May
schedule of releases announced by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, two presenting Mary
Pickford and William S. Hart and the third
another of the series of super-pictures
produced by Cecil B. De Mille.
The first in order of release is Miss
Pickford in "M'Liss," in which she will be
seen in a typical Pickfordian role as the
heroine of the famous Bret Harte novel.
The picture was adapted by Frances Marion. That the direction was in the capable
hands of Marshall Neilan should be sufficient assurance of the artistry of the production and the subtle touches which have
placed this wizard of the screen in the
front rank of motion picture producers.
Chief in the cast are Theodore Roberts.
Thomas Meighan. Charles Ogle, Tully Marshall, Helen Kelly and Winifred Greenwood. The date of release is May 13.
Another adaptation from a famous novel
is the Cecil B. De Mille production of "010
Wives and New," released on May 20. The
author of the book is the late David Graham Phillips.- The story won popularity
because of its fidelity to life and its pitiless exposition of the frailties of mankind
as well as the follies of modern society.
The excellent picturization is the work of
Jeanie Macpherson. A fine array of players portray the various roles, including
Elliott Dexter, Sylvia Ashton, Wanda Hawley, Florence Yidor, Theodore Roberts,
Helen Jerome Eddy, Marcia Manon. Julia
Faye, J. Parks-Jones, Edna May Cooper,
Gustav Seyffertitz, Tully Marshall. Lillian
Leighton and Maym Kelso. Alvin Wyckoff
was in charge of the camera.
A new character is created by William S.
Hart in the Thomas H. Ince production reThe
"Selfish Yates."
May 20,ofentitled
role is leased
that
an egotistical
and brutal
divekeeper in an Arizona mining camp.
Debased by his sordid surroundings, he
exhibits no manly qualities until the germ
of love, planted in his soul by a woman,
blossoms. The regeneration of Yates is a
subtle psychological study which carries
the message that selfishness is a hideous
trait. The story was written by C. Gardner Sullivan.
The picture was directed by Hart himself. The leading woman is Jane Novak. Among the others are Harry Dunkinson. B. Sprotte, Ernest Butterworth and
Thelma Salter.
Vitagraph Announces New Serial.
"A Fight for Millions" is announced as
the title for the next Vitagraph serial, in
which William Duncan, star of "The
Fighting Trail" and "Vengeance, and the
Woman," is to be featured. Albert E.
Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company, in making public the name of the
forthcoming chapter play, also stated that
it would be released on July 15 next.

W. W.Hodkinson to Distribute Douglass Color Pictures
THE

Douglass
natural
color
pictures
are to be distributed
by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation and are nowready for booking throughout the United
States. Leon F. Douglass, the inventor.
is also one of the patentees of the Victor
talking machine. His perfecting of a
process of photographing color is in line
with his phonograph inventions in that,
in both cases, he was striving to recreate.
W. W. Hodkinson,
who
prolonged
his
stay in LiOS Angeles
to witness
the first
public showing of these Douglass tilms at
the Kinema theater, that City, is elated
over the hearty reception accorded them
By the public and press.
In commenting upon his latest acquisition Mr. Hodkinson states: "It must be
borne in mind that the Douglass
natural

color pictures are something entirely different from any other films heretofore
on the market, and must not be confused
with them. Ours are not hand-colored
prints, nor is a colored rotary shutter
used in projection. The Douglass secret
actual photographing
is inof the
process
and
printing
the film.
"Not only are scenes of nature recreated
in all their radiant colors, but flesh tints
are also delicately defined. In addition,
the pictures possess a marked stereoscopic effect.
• 1 expect, and hope, that very shortly
we will have a series of productions in
natural color, short in length, and at a
attracwill present an
fair price, thatvalue
from the box office
tion Of equal
standpoint to the average features on the
market at the present time."
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"lie Comes Sounds
Up Smiling"
Fairbanksian

'The Street of Seven Stars" (De Luxe).
a Southern plantation at the present day.
Miss Gordon, in the role of Jane Cameron,
portrays the emancipated modern girl of
the South. She relegates the old prejudices to the rubbish heap, and starts to
DORIS KENTON, her director, John B.
develop her old homestead into a paying
0"Brien, and several members of her
company returned on April 27 from
proposition.
Virginia, where the last of the exteriors
of ■•The Street of Seven stars" were taken.
These were the concluding- scenes of the
Mary Roberts Rinhart story which Miss
Kenyon is presenting- at the head of her
own company, De Luxe Pictures, Inc. The
ESPECIALLY timely and calculated to
assembling- and cutting of the picture will
give fresh impetus to the real Amerbe finished within a few days, and the
ican propaganda intended to revive
feature, which is in six reels, will be ready
the
spirit
of patriots
is William
for a private view within a week.
latest Fox
Standard
release, Farnum's
entitled
Theodore C. Deitrich. president of De
"True
Blue."
While
quite
modern in peLuxe Pictures, Inc., is busy on plans for
riod and free from any war coloring,
Miss Kenyon' s second feature. John B.
nevertheless Mr. Farnum pictures the typO'Brien will again be Miss Kenyon's direcical "true blue" American under circumtor, and the company will continue its
stances which apply the acid test to one
occupancy of the Plimpton studio at
of the weak spots in our armor — the aduMount Vernon.
lation of titles and inherited estates.
William Farnum is seen at his best and
is supported by a select cast, including the
clever child actor, Francis Carpenter.
Charles Clary does an excellent "twenty
years after" double, while William Scott
IN THE current William Fox release,
plays a half-brother in a style that retav>s
"Peg of the Pirates," Miss Peggy Hysympathy
in spite
of the "wild Katherine
oats" he
land, in spite of her diminutive size,
sows
all over
the plantation.
Adams comes to the fore as a pretty
proves that "Britannia Rules the Waves."
and some very "high rollers" and "rough
school ma'am, while Adda Gleason, Genevieve Blinn and Carrie Ward Clarke combreakers" of the piratical persuasion, to
boot. Penzance in its palmiest days never
plete an excellent feminine contingent.
turned out a rougher, tougher crew than
There are some characteristic cowboy
the bold buccaneers who kidnap the
types and realistic rough-riding in this
daughter of Wyndham Martyn and carry
picture, which is furthermore marked by
a
fine sense of true American humor.
her off in their "long, low. black, rakish
craft" to hold for ransom in their island
lair.
The specially selected cast supporting
Miss Hyland includes Carleton Macy as Sir
Wyndham, Sidney Mason as Terry, Frank
Evans as Captain Bones, with Ajax Carrol,
CHEDULED by
Jewel Productions,
Inc.,
James Davis and L. Walheim as villainous
SCHEDULED
Productions,
as its next bybigJewel
special
attractionIn<
members of the pirate crew. Eric Mayne
)thy Phillips
"A Soul for Sale."
Dorothy
Phillir
plays the Governor of South Carolina,
plays the leading role. She is supported
where the principal scenes of the story
by a well balanced cast. Albert Roscoe,is
are laid and where "Peg of the Pirates"
remembered as opposite to Theda Bara in
was actually filmed. Sections of old
Charleston and picturesque craft of the
"Camille" and "Cleopatra," takes the leading male part. AVilliam Buress, who acted
period of the story make this one of the
as "The Spy" in "The Kaiser, the Beast
most atmospheric as well as active pictures turned out by any of the Fox women
of Berlin," also is in the cast, of which
other members are Katherine Kirkwood,
stars recently.
Harry Dunkinsoh, and Joe Girard.
The forthcoming Jewel is in six reels,
First Apfel-World
Coming
June
3.
and will be released throughout the
country the first week of June. It will
World Pictures will release "The Inhave a pre-release showing at the Broadterloper," a Kitty Gordon photoplay, on
June 3. This is the first completed prodway theater, New York, beginning Sunuct of Oscar Apfel direction under the
day, May 19.
The
picture is an adaptation from the
World Pictures trade mark. It also signalizes the advent of Irving Cummings as
widely read magazine entitled "Barter,"
by Evelyn Campbell, scenarioized by
a leading man for Miss Gordon. The supporting cast includes Frank Mayo, George
Elliott J. Clawson, and directed by Allen
Holubar, who has led Miss Phillips
MacQuarrie, Isabelle Berwin, June Blackman, Anthony Byrd, and I. Quong.
through several of her most recent successes.
"The Interloper" is the story of life on

Dor/5 Kenyon Will Start
Work on Second De Luxe

"True Blue" a Strong
American Photodrama

With
A. II W
I . JOhn
ETalrb
"I
month!
mans
R
AFTEbusiness
manager for Douglai
Fairbanks, announoei the acquisition
"i the
iii hi picture rights of "He Com<
Smiling,"
the play In which
the famous
oomedlan
scored
the biggest
succi
his stageinrcareer,
which In
willa h<-forthcoming
vehicle
Fairbanks
Artcraft picture. The amount paid Is red to in- $10,000.
"Paying $10,0
or *H< < lomei Dp Smiling' proves thai we are in the market for
big si niics." says John Fairbanks, "and
willing in pay any price to secure vehicles
for Douglas, who believes that results at
any cost Is the cheapest in the I"hk run.
"it has not been decided how soon production will be started. It is quite po
ble we may have him do a "
for the next picture.
"it will be recalled that the stagi
was dramatized
from
the book
of that
title expressly for Douglas, which makes
it aiv exceptionally
desirous
subject
for
liim as a picture play."
"The
Hushed
Hour"
Progressing.
Harry I. Carson reports work is
progressing very rapidly on his Blanche
Sweet production, "The Hushed Hour,"
which Arts
is being
at I). W.andGriffith's
Fine
studio filmed
in Hollywood,
which

"Peg of the Pirates"
Has Bold Buccaneers

Blanche

Sweet.

will be completed within the next few
days. Mr. Garson's next production will
be the filming of Marah Ellis Ryan's well
known novel, "Told in the Hills," in which
House Peters
and Blanche Sweet will be
co-starred. It is thought that both these
will be state-righted.
pictures

Jewel's "A Soul For Sale" Opens
The photopla
at Bmadw
y is largely
ay the
Maystorv19of
home life epitomizing the methods

of a
dishonest, society loving mother and a
sacrificing daughter willing and anxious
to be accused of the misdeeds of the
mother in order that she may shield the
older woman.

Constance Talmadge Back on Job.
With more than a month's holiday behind her Constance Talmadge, Select star,
is once more facing the camera. At the
Hollywood studio, where Miss Talmadge's
Select pictures are now being filmed, daily
routine of picture making is in full swing.
Despite the halt in her work Miss Talmadge is still well ahead of her schedule.
Two productions have been finished. One
of them is "The Lesson," which has just
been announced for release during May.
For the new production Harrison Ford
has been engaged as leading man and
as director.
Edwards
Walter
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United States War Medals Shown in Gaumont News
Decoration

Authorized

for

Acts of Valor
in the Field of Action
Pictured — Also
Other War Activities Shown.
flight towards London, but was driven off
THE medals of honor which the United
and forced to return to its base. The
States, for the first time in history,
damage caused by the fire from the Engdecided to award "for superior acts
lish anti-aircraft guns necessitated reof valor in the field of action" are shown
in Gaumont News No. 6. These new
pairs lasting- three months.
"On
August 2 the L-21 again started
medals, made from designs prepared by
out, and traveled until it reached the
famous artists, comprise the Honor
Straits of Dover, where English vessels
Medal of the United States Navy, the
Medal of Honor awarded by Congress, and
with sea-planes aboard effectively intercepted the voyage and again the L-21 rethe Distinguished Service Cross.
turned with nothing accomplished other
To aid the Third Liberty Loan camthan the destruction of buildings in some
paign, General Pershing has sent from
of the small villages in Northern France.
France 60 picked soldiers who have been
"On Christmas Eve the Zeppelin L-21
fighting in the first-line trenches. All of
succeeded in penetrating to the heart of
these men won the French Croix de Guerre
London.
The only warning of her apfor exceptional bravery in action. Strikproach came with the news from Croyden
ing photographs of them are shown, inthat a house in which a. baby had been
cluding a close-up of the "red-headed
born early that day had been demolished
corporal,"
O.
W.
de
"Varilla,
who
had
the
and
the mother and new-born
killed.
distinction of firing the first shot for the
"The searchlights over London sucUnited States in France.
ceeded in spotting and holding the ZepOther subjects cover current happenpelin for two hours. After three English
ings. In the national capitol, President
planes
had been beaten off by the fire
Wilson, his hand in a sling because of
from machine guns mounted on the Zepthe accidental burn received during his
pelin, Lieut. W. L. Robinson, an English
ride in a British war tank, reviews the
"Ace," ascended and how well he suc"Liberty
celebrating
ceeded in his conflict with the Zeppelin
parade
patriotic
Day." In Baltimore, Captain Resnati,
has been written
on history's pages."
Italian aviator, bombards spectators with
Liberty Loan pamphlets hurled from his
giant Caproni biplane.
"Mickey"
Song
Now
on Graphophones.
Daniels & Wilson, in collaboration with
In New York City, 20,000 mothers, wives,
and sweethearts of soldiers are applauded
the Western Import Company, have consummated a deal with the Columbia
in a spectacular parade for the Third
Graphophone Company to make a record
Liberty Loan. In Lexington a new record
is set by "Bradley's Choice" in the first
of the musical number "Mickey," based
on the Mabel Normand photoplay.
Blue Grass track meet of the season. In
This record will be made by the Earle
California the bathing season opens with
record crowds.
Fuller Jazz Band, which is appearing at
The recent agricultural exposition in
Rector's Cabaret in New York.
Buenos Aires gives an idea of how the
It is said that the Columbia GraphoArgentine Republic is helping to feed the
phone Company will conduct a special adAllies, and California state farm shows
vertising campaign for this record. Conwhat the United States is accomplishing
sequently in addition to the copies of the
toward the same end.
song that are being widely circulated
throughout the country, there will be this
There are also scenes showing the deadded advertising and publicity campaign
struction wrought by the recent earthfor the photoplay.
quake in Southern California.

Petrova to Make Trip
for War Stamp Sale
Will Leave During Current Month for
Tour of Principal First National Theaters.
MADAME
OLGA PETROVA will at the
completion of "Patience Sparhawk,"
the fifth Petrova picture, temporarily cease her producing activity because of trouble with her eyes. Her
physician advised an absolute rest, but
she has decided to start out during the
present month on an extensive tour of the
principal cities of the United States in
the interest of War Saving Stamps.
• Negotiations are under way whereby
she will appear in the more important theaters controlled by First National Exhibitors' Circuit, which is distributing the
Petrova pictures, and in addition to delivering a short war talk she will give
a brief program of her own original songs,
poems, monologues, and stories.
It is announced that this is the first
opportunity afforded moving picture
patrons of the country to see her in person, and that the tour will be handled
in the same manner as a theatrical enterprise, with extensive advertising campaigns, and that simultaneous with her
appearance Petrova pictures will be shown
by the different theaters.
A suggestion made by Madame Petrova
which has met with the approval of First
National Exhibitors and other theater
men who have been approached is that instead of raising prices of admission at
the houses where she appears and the
double program of her pictures together
with her war talk and own unique little
entertainment is given, that each purchaser of an orchestra seat be required
to buy one twenty-five-cent war saving
stamp, and the same rule apply to every
pair of balcony seats.
Madame Petrova's services will, ol
course, be entirely without remuneration,
and arrangement for the trip will be made
the latter part of this week, when it 13
expected
that "Patience Sparhawk" will
be completed.

"Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21"

At Trade Showing of Film the Producer
Gives History of This German
Dirigible.
JOHN A. LIBSTON, of the Interstate
Film Company, producer of "The Last
Raid of Zeppelin L-21," gave a talk to
a number of film buyers who attended a
trade showing of this film. Mr. Libston
briefly reviewed the Zeppelin L-21 as follows:
"The Zeppelin L-21 was built by Count
Zeppelin at Dusseldorf in 1915. Five hundred and eighteen feet long and sixty-five
feet wide of solid steel construction and
framework, it weighed nine thousand two
hundred pounds, and with a total cargo
capacity and full crew it could travel
seventy miles an hour.
"In February, 1915, manned by 20 men,
Captain Frederick Raoul commanding and
Charles Gerch as ammunition chief, and
loaded with about 5,000 pounds of explosives and incendiary bombs, the L-21
left Dusseldorf and started on its voyage
of death and destruction. Passing over
Belgium, it raided the vicinity of Harwich and Colchester
and
continued
its

Scene from "Tempered

Steel"

(First

National-Petrova).
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Baker and Wood Shown
On the Battle Front
Clemenceau and Foch Also Pictured in
Gaumont Graphic No. S, Together with
Other
Interesting
News.
Tii B drat pictures of Secretary of War
Baker
and Major
Genera]
Leonard
S Wood on the actual battle front
In Prance
appear
In Gaumont
Graphic
\
i There are also shown among the
war BUbJeCtS in this ISSU6 of the popular
Independent nous reel pictures of French
General Koch, now in supreme command
of the Allied forces, and French Premier
Clemenceau, who recently visito.i the
front In connection
with the decorating
of American
soldiers
\\ Ith the
French
medal of honor, the "Croix <ie Guerre."
For years there has been a law which
nted one working for Uncle Sam
accepting an award or decoration from a
foreign government. But the world war
lias wrought many changes, the United
States has repealed the law, and. although
they have been fighting only a few
months, hundreds of American soldiers
are the proud possessors of the French
War Cross, won by their distinctive
bravery. And Uncle Sam is preparing an
honor medal of his own!
Not only are they doing wonderful work
in connection with the Third Liberty Loan
campaign, but there is no let-up in the
other wartime activities of the American
women. In this number of the Gaumont
Graphic is also shown the opening of the
third encampment of a war service school
In Washington, where many women are
taking a six weeks' course in preparedness. Another subject demonstrates that
the uasoline tractor has solved the farm
problem, so far as woman is concerned,
for any woman who can run a Ford (and
who cannot?) can run a tractor. This
year tractors will enable the women of
the United States to relieve thousands
of male farm hands who are anxious to
use rifles against the Huns. American
girls feel that they can become; like their
sisters in England, soldiers of the soil.
In Washington the President and the
Cabinet attend the military funeral ceremonies held for Don Santiago Aldunate,
late Ambassador from Chile. The parcel
post is carrying live chickens, and the
usual scenes of war activities all over
the United States are shown.
"Two Twins" a Katzenjammer
Comedy.
The second release of the Educational
Films Corporation of America, combining
an International Black and White comedy
and a Ditmar Animal Picture, shows the
Katzenjammer Kids in a comedy entitled
"Two Twins." The story deals with a
lady of few charms, but much money, a
rivalry for her favor existing between
the captain and the professor engendered
by her pocketbook, and the purloining of
a tame bear from a wandering Italian by
the kids and its external metamorphosis
into a lady for the edification of the captain. It is only after the bear becomes
rough in response to his affectionate
advances that the captain returns to the
house to find the real lady in the arms
of the professor.
The Ditmar picture on the same reel is
entitled "Animal Traits," and in It the
savagery of the wild horse is depicted by
his attacks on a dummy figure. The expressions on the animal's face are almost
human, and his actions keep the audience
roaring.
"Bright and Early"
Next
King-Bee.
The new King-Bee comedy, "Bright and
Early," will be released on May 15, with
Billy West portraying a bell boy. This
is said to be the first time since KingBee has had him under contract that he
appears in costume.
In "Bright and Early" will be seen the
full strength of the King-Bee Company,
including Babe Hardy, Leo White, Budd
Ross, Rosemary Theby, Ethel Gibson, and
twenty others.
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Convicted
Hindu
Shown
Eye"
Bopp, German
Consul Plotters
General
at San
Francisco, inAlso "Eagle's
Depicted
in Episode
of Flyn

Franz

n Serial.

PLOTS against America, for which
Franz Bopp, the former German Consul Genera] at San Francisco, Ram
Chandra and 27 others were convicted
in the Federal Court, are shown in two
episodes of "The Eagle's Eye." Under the
title ,,r "The Resign of Terror," the thirteenth episode, shows activities of the
former German consul Genera] after the
deportation
of Captain
Franz von l'apen
and Captain
Karl Boy-Bid.
Boy-Ed
and
von l'apen had amassed
considerable
data
in regard
to munitions plants, but they
had not had time to consummate the outrages planned before being recalled, Bopp
was put in charge ot the plot in the western part of the country. Some of tlo- factories were to he Bred and others to be
bombed. The plot was discovered through
the Secret Service and stopped before a
icnth of the outrages had been ai
plished.
The eighteenth episode to he released
under the title of 'The Great Hindu Congives t lie were
plot for
which Bopp
and Ram spiracy,"
Chandra
convicted.
The
German government worked with Hindus
for the purpose of fomenting an uprising
in India, with the hope of inciting a rebellion and seriously weakening the efforts of England and France to cope with
the East Indians.
Again the plot was discovered by the
Secret Service early in its inception, but
permitted to proceed while its ramifications were being traced. When the storage places for rifles, machine guns and
ammunition had been found, raids were
made, and the attempted East Indian uprising was a thing of the past.

Jester Has Excellent
Censorship Record
WHAT

may
be considered
an achievement in these
days of strict
censorship is the fact that with the exception of one elimination in Chicago of
a scene wherein a dancer wears a decolette
gown, Jester comedies are said to have
passed every censor board in the country
without a single cut.
When the first subject was finished,
"William Steiner, founder of the Jester
company, had the picture shown to a
selected group of experienced film judges,
with the request that they report on anything that might be in any way offensive
to the public. These gentlemen reported
the picture absolutely free from anything
that might be considered suggestive in
any form whatever. Not satisfied with
this, Mr. Steiner viewed the picture
several times before placing his O. K. on
it, and then submitted it to the National
Board of Review, which is said to have
approved it without eliminations.
With each succeeding subject the same
course was pursued, and It is stated that
this method will be adhered to on future
productions, it being the policy of the
Jester Comedy Company to endeavor to
make
all of its pictures
censor
proof.
Mr. Steiner, in speaking of the censorship question, states it is just as easy to
make clean pictures and get the full value
of the term, "comedy," as it is to resort
to methods that are offensive. "Why some
producers permit vulgar material to go
into their pictures is beyond me," says
Mr. Steiner, "and if I have to resort to
that kind of stuff, well, then, I think it
will be time to close up."
"Tempered Steel" Has Novel Effects.
Announcement is made by Petrova Picture Co. within
that "Tempered
released
the near Steel"
future.will
It be
is
now undergoing cutting, editing and subtitling, and several novel effects in the
matter of animated titles and decorative
backgrounds have been introduced. It is
a]so said that an effect entirely new has
been
used
whereby
the
usual
abrupt

change from subtitle to scene has been
ellmins ted, i he mind ol i he pacta i ■

I'lK cum,, | I,
||, ]\ from
wording
to
actum without
breaking the continuity.
An orlg Ina i mam title has also
'i'-\ laed for i he purpose ol ellmlnatln
usual sui, mi,
irj to characterise
in
pla
the theIntroduction
of the principal actors
"Tempered
w Mlddleton
■ ,-,i as
screen
offering Steel"
by George
froma
his sinn, "The Great Mar." and is the
first Petrova
picture directed
by Ralph
The admirers of the Polish actress will
her in a different role from any of
Ifind
lie,
her former characterizations. Depicting
the pan of a young, high-spirited Southern girl thrown Into the Vortex of theatrical life in Manhattan, Madame Petrova
is said to do some of the best emotional
work of her career. The story was
adapted by -Mrs. L Case Kussoll, photographed by Harry Harris, and the following players enact the principal characters in support of Madame Petrova: J.
Herbert Frank, Thomas Holdinp:, E. J.
Ratcliffe,
Matilda
l'.rundage, E. T. Carlton and Mrs.
H. Walton.
"Tempered Steel" will be released during the early part of May through the exchanges of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit.

"Eagle's Eye" Aids Bond Sale
Showing of Flynn Serial Stimulates Subscriptions at Plaza Theater, New
York.
OX

April 23, following a run of the
first and second episodes of "The
Eagles Eye" at the Plaza theater,
59th street and Madison avenue. New
York, a fifteen hundred seat house, $42,100 worth of bonds were sold to persons
in the audience. The serial opened at the
Plaza on April 22. During the evening
run on that date $10,000 worth of bonds
were sold.
"It is the first serial I have ever run
in the Plaza," said Manager Gosdoffer,
"and I am so well pleased with it that I
have booked it for the Odeon and the
Orpheum. My patronage is drawn from
an exclusive residential section, and
never have I seen the enthusiasm .displayed by any audience in the Plaza as
was shown the two evenings I have run
episodes of "The Eagle's Eye." Among my
patrons are some Germans. Two people
complained that the picture was offensive
to them. I told them bluntly that I did
not care for their patronage. Monday
night I noticed a slight increase in the
average patronage. Tuesday night the
house was jammed, and it is not a matter
of conjecture what brought them there.
The applause was a revelation to me who
had been used to seeing the class of
clientele which the Plaza serves take their
entertainment passively."
Co-operative Booking Pleases Rapf.
Harry Rapf is very much elated with
the success his two productions, Florence
Reed in "The Struggle Everlasting," and
Robert Warwick and Elaine Hammerstein
in "The Accidental Honeymoon" has met,
through co-operative plan of booking,
which
handled
by the
Bookingis being
Syndicate
of New
York,Exhibitors'
which is
composed of a number of New York exhibitors, headed by Sydney Cohen of the
New York League.
Al. Harsten, general manager, has written Mr. Rapf a personal letter in which
he states that all the exhibitors booking
these two productions are highly pleased
with the plan and that the two productions have been pronounced real box office attractions in all the houses where
booked.
Harry Rapf leaves on Sunday to close
with several organizations in the West.
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State Right Distributors, Inc., Will Meet on May 16
Organization of Which Sol Lesser Is President to Hold Convention

in New York
Many Other Territorial Buyers Expected to Be Present.
Corporation, New York, treasurers; L. D.
ON May 1G the board of directors of
Netter, of Masterpiece Film Attractions,
State Right Distributors, IncorporCleveland, secretary; Dan Varderwalker,
ated, will hold a meeting in New York,
when a number of matters will be considDoll-Van, Chicago; H. Dollman, of DollVan Co., Indianapolis; Harry Grelle, of
ered, including the mapping out of a
Supreme Photoplay Productions, Pittsfurther campaign for progress and enlargement of the organization.
burgh; J. J. Allen, of Famous Players
Film Service, Ltd., Toronto; B. S. Cohen,
On this trip the directors will also view
of Foursquare Pictures, Denver; Mike
several pictures with the idea of securing
Rosenberg, De Luxe Feature Film, Seattle,
one as a successor to "Carmen of the
Wash.
Klondike," which they are now successfully handling.
In addition this meeting will be attendThe following members of the organied by a number of other prominent state
zation are expected to be present: Sol
right buyers who will be voted on to join
this
organization, and it is expected that
Lesser, of the All Star Feature Film Company, San Francisco, president; Nathan
at the close of the meeting a one hundred
Hirsh, and Louis Hass
of Pioneer
Film
per cent, membership will be announced.

Sales of the Week
Activities in State Right Market During
Past Seven Days.
W. H. Productions announce the sale of
rights to twenty-six one and two-reel
Charlie Chaplin re-issues for two-thirds
of the territory of the United States. Full
details published in another article in this
issue.

* * *

Sale of rights is also announced by the
W. H. Productions Co., on twenty-eight
two-reel Mack Sennett Keystone comedies
for Illinois, "Wisconsin, Indiana and Northern New Jersey; "Satan's Pawn" for Illinois and Indiana, and series of two-reel
Shorty Hamilton reissues for West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania. Refer
to article on another page of this issue
for full details.

* * *

Jester Comedy Company announces the
sale of rights to Jester Comedies as follows: to Variety Pictures Corporation,
Baltimore for District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware and Virginia; and to L. J.
Schlaifer Attractions, Seattle, for Idaho,
Oregon, Washington, Montana and Alaska.

* * *

S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Incorporated,
have secured rights on "Carmen of the
Klondike" for their territory, which includes eleven Southern states.

* * *

McClure Pictures announce the sale
through General Enterprises of rights on
"Mother" to Turner & Dahnken, of San
Francisco, for northern California and
Nevada.

* * *

Rights to "The Still Alarm" have been
sold by Pioneer Film Corporation for Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, District of
Columbia and North Carolina to Sydney
B. Lust, Incorporated, Washington, D. C,
and to Special Features Company. Knoxville, Tenn., for Tennessee, Alabama.
Georgia, Florida and South Carolina.

«

*

Bellinino, and Bimberg, houses; also at
Keeneys and the Keith houses in Brooklyn, and that several of these houses are
repeating on their bookings.

* *

»

U. S. Gardens in Elizabeth, N. J., have
booked first-run King-Bee comedies starting with "The Orderly."
* ** *
George Cohen, operating theaters in
Newburgh, Poughkeepsie, and Beacon,
N. Y., has booked the three W. S. Hart
features handled by W. H. Productions
Co.; also the Barriscale feature, "Satan's
Pawn." These pictures have also been
booked by the Proctor Theaters in Albany and Troy.

* * *

During a recent showing of Graphic's
"Moral Suicide" the crowd in the lobbv
of Burlands' theater, Bronx, New York
City, is said to have assumed such proportions that it was necessary
to close
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the box office and put out the lobby
lights. As a consequence this picture was
booked for a return engagement.

it

Tarzan of Reports
the Apes"
Big Business
ONE of the most unusual engagements
ever played in the history of Indianapolis was that of "Tarzan of the
Apes," which opened a week's run at the
Circle theater in that city, April 2S. In
a message to J. D. Williams, of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, Mr. Leiber,
of the Circle theater, said, "Tarzan broke
the record on its opening day here, exceeding even the business of "My Four
Years
Germany."
This in
feat
of attracting unusual patronage in the largest cities in the country
by National
first production Film
makes it Corporation's
an assured fact
that
"Tarzan of the Apes"Ms just as great and
potent a pulling power as the intensive
trades advertising compaign has boasted
it to be.
At Philadelphia against other big features it broke the record of the Victoria
theater
two weeks'
At
the Isis during
theater, its
Denver,
it playedrun.
to the
greatest business in the history of that
house. At Swanson's American theater.
Salt Lake City, it called forth crowds
unequaled in the history of that city, and
at New Orleans it shattered the record of
the Globe theater by playing to more
people and greater profit than that house
has known. Many other theaters are
sending in similar reports.
Tlie First National officials state that
over five thousand days have been booked
on this production, and that from present
indications it will play S5 per cent, of the
theaters in the country during its first
year, and that it is now being booked for
repeatsreadybyhave 70
per cent,
of those who alplayed
it.

Funny Fatty Filbert Is Star in Josh Binney Comedies
HJ.
BINNEY, the president and di. rector general of the Florida Film
Corporation, known to a host of
friends as "Josh" Binney and the producer
of a series of popular comedies under
that name and trademark, says that there
is an impression prevailing to an alarmingextent that he is also the bright particular
star of the aggregation of screen artists
assembled under his banner.
The mistake is plausible, inasmuch as
the stellar role is impersonated by Funny
Fatty Filbert, the counterpart of Mr. Binney in generous physical proportion, but
"Josh" does not intend that his star shall
be robbed of any of the fame to which he
is rightly entitled and he takes this method of declaring that to Funny Fatty Filbert's unquestionable capabilities
as a

comedian and his hearty co-operation in
the several productions may be attributed
a large measure of the success attained.
Mr. Binney is a pioneer in the production of comedy features and his unbroken
line of successful releases is largely due
to the fact that in temperament he is a
bubbling fountain of good nature and a
firm believer in the theory that there is
a laugh ever near at hand if one is disposed to look for it, and this pleasing
and appealing personality is a characteristic he aims to inject in every comedy
produced under his direction.
Ernest Shipman, sales manager for Mr.
Binney. reports there is a big and healthy
demand for these comedies and that all
territorial rights are rapidly being disposed of.

*

Unity Photoplays Company, of Chicago,
have purchased rights for their territory
from Triumph Film Corporation to "Tin
Guilty Wife."

What the Pictures Are Doing
Reports from Exhibitors and Exchanges
Regarding State Rights
Features.
KXCUANGE
BEE-H1YK
YORK
NEW
reports closing contracts
for KingBee comedies with the following- theaters: "Home" and "Star," Newark; "City,"
Holiokon: •'I'l'iiK'ess," Jersey i'ii>; "Westchester," "Palace," "Reglna," atid "Arch,"
New
York:
"SI rat ton,"
Mnldletown ; "l,a
Rochelle," Now Rochelle; "Strand," North
Tarrytown;
"Star,"
Ravena;
"Stratford.
t -..11

I'Sir.

• • *

Magnet
been

Film exchange,
New
York, announce that the three Hart reissues handled by W. H. Productions Company have
booked
by
the
Moss,
M.
& S.,

Scene from "Fabulous Fortune Fumblers"

(Binney).
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Till-:

Players Engaged for
"When Man Betrays"
AMONG
the players who have been ened

by

Director

General

Evan

Abramson
for "When
Man
Betrays."
the forthcoming
production
whloh
he Is
making for Graphic Film Corporation, are
.lark McLean and Sally Crute.
Mr. McLean has earned a reputation
hoth on the stage and screen as an actor
of ability, and In the latest Graphic feature. "Moral Suicide," which was also di• 1 by Ivan Abramson, he portrayed
the role of \V.i\ erly Covington,
a young
fellow slightly unbalanced from over
study, and is said never to have lost for
an instant the vacant expression as if
a question were in his mind that he was
unable to answer, and to have imparted so
much realism to the character as to produce a feeling: of mental unrest whenever he appeared on the scene. Also, in
the end, when conditions bring him back
to his normal state, he is said to have infused into the character in contrast to
the earlier scenes the natural buoyant \
and optimism of youth. Because of his
work in this production he has been cast
in one of the best roles in "When Man
Betra\ B."
Sally Crute, also well known for her
work on the screen in a number of feature productions, and who appeared in
some of Mr. Abramson's earlier pictures,
has been cast for an important role which,
it is stated, requires not only a beautiful
girl whose manner is so fascinating and
appealing that men become her willing
slaves, but also an actress who is able to
subtly convey the impression to the audience that all of her love affairs are governed by her head and never by her heart.
In accepting Director General Abramson's
offer to appear in this part, Miss Crute
is said to have turned down tempting contracts for appearance in other productions.
McClure
Announces
More
Sales.
McClure Pictures announce that it has
sold to Turner & Dahnken, of San Fraacisco, the territorial rights to the McClure film, "Mother," for northern California and Nevada, and that the McClure
advertising and publicity departments will
co-operate with Turner & Dahnken in the
exploitation of "Mother" in this territory.
Mr. Dick, general sales manager of McClures, also announces that a deal has
been closed through the Piedmont Picture Corporation, whereby "Seven Deadly
Sins" will be shown throughout the Dutch
West Indies, and arrangements are being made through the same organisation
for a sale of the Cuban rights to "Seven
Deadly Sins."
"The Warrior," starring Maciste, well
known for his work in "Cabiria," and
"Mother," starring Elizabeth Risdon, have
been distributed by Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin, of General Enterprises.
Inc., on state rights basis, and, with the
exception of the above-mentioned territories. Sawyer and Lubin have placed
these two productions in practically every
section of the United States.
Smallest Theaters Book "Eagle's Eye."
Two of the smallest motion picture theaters in the United States have booked
"The Eagle's Eye." These houses have a
combined seating capacity of but 475 and
the combined population of the two towns
in which they are situated is but 700. The
Opera House at Andes, N. Y., has a seating
capacity of 175, and the population of
Andes is 450. Shaifferstown has but 250
population, 'while the Opera House there
seats 300. Mr. Whittaker, who is manager of both houses, believes that the
serial will increase his patronage by attracting the inhabitants of the rural districts around each of the towns.
The employees of the two theaters
double in various capacities. The operator
and cashier in Andes is the principal of
the school there, while the cashier at
Shaifferstown is employed in a bank.
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W. H. Production Reports Sales on Chap tin Reissues
Announce

Snles

Covering
Two-thirds
Also Territory

of States for One and Two Reel Subjects —
on Other
Re-Issues.
tune i in
devoted
to m\ ■"■
\ ' weeks
COMP two
»NS past
1DUCTK the
Wii . thatPR( within
Madame Petrova li said to be as severe
than
of more
they have disposed
• 1. 1 kmaster where her own work is. ion
two-thirds of the territory In the United
cerned
n; when criticising the results of
States
on the twenty-six
one and
!«•■reel Charlie Chaplin subjects thej are
the efforts of her company, In.and she has
Installed an Identical machine In her own
about to re-Issue.
ho
.it Great Neck, i. i. with a view
In addition
to sales
already
reported,
io further study of herself and her
the following
are announced:
To the
tinted Photoplay Co., of Chicago, for the
on the set ecu.
States of Illinois. Indians and Wisconsin:
to the Standard Film Exchange, PittsWhartons
Move
to Brokaw
Building.
burgh, for Western Pennsylvania and
Officer of "The Eagh
I he i wen
West Virginia; to the Peerless Film Servty-episode serial story ot the Imp
Ice, San FranolSCO, for California, Arizona
and Nevada; to W. Sigh, Baltimore, for
German Government's spies and plots In
America, by William .1 Flynn, the reDelaware, Maryland, District of Columbia
cently-retired Chiel of the United stales
and Virginia; to Foursquare Pictures CorSecret Service, were moved this week
poration. Denver, for Colorado, Wyoming
from
Rooms
313,
31 I and 315, on the third
Utah and New Mexico: to the Greater
Boor of the Longacre Building, at No. i 17 n
Features Company, Seattle, for WashingBroadway, to Suite 811, on the eighth
ton, Oregon, Idaho and Montana; to Phil
floor of the Brokaw Building, at No. 1461
Goldstone, Detroit, for Iowa, Nebraska and
Broadway.
Michigan; to Magnet Film Exchange, New
York, for New York; to Globe Feature
The move does not take "The Ea
Eye" offices off the corner of Forty-second
Film Company, Boston, for New England
States.
street and Broadway. They are now on
the southwest corner instead of on the
In addition the following sales on the
northeast. It is said that a desire to get
other productions are announced: The
the stenographic force farther away from
series of 28 two-reel Mack Sennett Keythe distractions of Broadway (in this case
stone comedies for Illinois, Indiana and
five stories higher remove the street from
Wisconsin, to Frank Zambreno, president
sight) prompted the move.
of United Photoplay Co., Chicago; to
Franklin Backer, 729 Seventh ave., New
Claire Whitney in Emotional Role.
V"i k. for Northern New Jersey; "Satan's
Pawn," a Barriscale reissue, to Frank
Claire
Whitney, who was chosen to creZambreno, president of United Photoplay
ate the role of Lucy Daniels in "Moral
Co., Chicago, for Illinois and Indiana; the
Suicide,"
the Graphic Film Corporation
series of two-reel Shorty Hamiltons to the
feature, produced by Ivan Abramson, was
Standard Film Exchange, Pittsburgh, for
on the stage for five years, and her greatWest Virginia and western Pennsylvania.
est success in that field was achieved
The Chaplin subjects are being retitled,
with Joe Kaufman and Louis Galloway
re-edited and reconstructed. The first four
in "Little Mother," by Edgar Allan Wolf.
will be two reelers, the first two being
On the screen she has starred in "The
"The Jazz Waiter" and "His Dare Devil
Dream Woman," "Beneath the Czar,"
Queen." In both of these subjects Chaplin
"Shadows of the Moulin Rouge," "The
is supported by a complete cast, including
Ruling Passion," "Life's Shop Window,"
Mabel Normand.
and co-starred in "The Burglar and the
The advertising matter will consist of
Lady" with James Corbett; "The Walls of
one, three and six-sheet posters on each of
Jericho,"
with Edmund Breese; "The
the two reelers, and one and three sheets
Idler," with Charles Richman; "The Girl
on the single reelers, with a lobby display
I Left Behind Me," with Robert Edeson,
of 8xl0's on all subjects. They will be
and
"The Nigger"
released at the rate of one a week.
with inWilliam
Farnum.and "The Plunderer,"

School of Expression
Started by Petrova
For Her Own Company, in New York
Studio — Each Player's Work Screened
and Discussed on Following Day.
PETROVA in her studio on
MADAME
West Thirty-eighth street has had
one of the offices turned into a projection room for the purpose of inaugurating a school of screen acting for the members of her company. A De Vry "portable
commercial projection machine has been
installed, and when the day's work is done
the players assemble, and the scenes taken
the previous day are run off. Each individual's acting is discussed with a view
to constructive criticism.
As an actor's gestures or expressions
are singled out the machine is stopped
and turned back until the desired flash
is repeated. In this way the players
analyze their own work. If Madame Petrova feels that the scene does not measure up to the standard she endeavors to
convince the actor or actress wherein he
or she might have improved the scene by
a slightly different interpretation, a more
ful bit of acting, or a more suppressed or subtle rendition of the role.
"If two or three out of ten or twelve
players get a deeper understanding or
are spurred on to more ambitious endeavor through this little school of film
expression"
says Madame
I will feel amply
repaid Petrova,
for any "then
extra

Lucybest
Daniels
Suicide"
oneThat
of the
parts In
she"Moral
has ever
essayedis
is the contention of Miss Whitney, and
she is said to have made of it a remarkably effective portrayal, full of both pathos
and comedy, which she has delicately
handled.
Titles

of

Two

Shorty
Hamiltons
Announced.
W. H. Productions Co. has now in preparation for release the first two of the
series of sixteen two-reel Shorty Hamilton western comedy dramas. These two
subjects will be entitled "A Camouflage
Baron" and "Shorty Inherits Forty
Elmer McGovern, the production editor,
claims that in their new dress they will
be
more entertaining than in their origWives."
inal form. More than half the territory
lias been disposed of for this series.
"The

Eagle's

Eye"
Cast Sell Liberty
Bonds.

King Baggot and Marguerite Snow, who
portray the leading characters in "The
Eagle's
have Liberty
been aiding
drive forEye,"
the Third
Loan in
in the
the
northern part of New York State. They
have made numerous speeches and taken
part in rallies for the sale of bonds held
in the vicinity of Ithaca, where the studios
of the Whartons are located.
On Liberty Loan Day they occupied ..
booth in Ithaca, and it is said that the
totals turned in by the two materially
swelled the sale of bonds in Ithaca.
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Klondike'
on for"Carmen
Rights
Lynch Selling
Announces
Open
Territory
Sale to State of
Rightthe
Buyers.
IN accordance with an arrangement entered into with the State Right Distributors, Incorporated, who are handling "Carmen of the Klondike," the S. A.
Lynch Enterprises, Incorporated, have secured rights to this production for the following territory, and are offering them
for sale to state right buyers: New England, covering Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
Connecticut; central territory, including
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Eastern
Pennsylvania and District of Columbia;
also the States of Michigan, Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin.
''Carmen of the Klondike" is a sevenreel production, starring Clara Williams,
written by Monte M. Katterjohn and directed by Reginald Barker. This picture
played to excellent business for a week at
the Strand Theater, New York, and the
press reports are said to have been very
favorable, mention being made of the
vivid and realistic qualities of the production.
This feature is similar to "The Spoilers"
and "The Flame of the Yukon." The plot
deals with a girl who deserts vaudeville
to go to Alaska and marry the man she
loves. She meets with thrilling adventures and goes through the entire picture,
believing that the man to whom she is betrothed is a traiter to her love.
The entire production is said to be tense
with suspense and replete with thrilling
action throughout and at the climax there
occurs one of the most ferocious, raging,
hand-to-hand battle which has ever been
produced on the screen.
Paper, slides and other publicity material will be furnished to assist the exhibitor in the special promotion of this
picture.
In addition to the territory mentioned,
the S. A. Lynch Enterprises, Incorporated,
have also secured rights to this feature
for the Southern States, which they will
retain themselves.

Evans Tells of Making
"Mickey" Lobby Displays

Prominent
Lob Angeles
Photographer
Now in Government
Service, Talks
of Making Panels for Western
Import
Feature.
NELSON EVANS, formerly an exchange
man, now president of Evans Studio,
a large photographic studio in Los
Angeles, and an authority on photographic
values, has entered the Government service for the duration of the war.
What is probably his last work before
leaving the film industry, is the construction of a distinctive lobby display for
"Mickey," soon to be released by the
Western Import Company. In speaking
of bis \\i»ri; in this connection, Mr. Evans
says:
"In making my selection of panels for
'Mickey,' I first studied the story and determined to cater to the demand for continuity, to perfect my lobby display, so
thai the storj would be presented to the
public pictoriallj apd In chronological order, and further to combine with this
phase the wonderful atory which 'Mickey'
possesses. This process of selection is applied so thai an exhibitor can readily sec
that the lobby display will of itself lie the
greatest revenue getter for the box office that has ever been shown, it tells
the story, it accentuates the values ami
renders the public in an expectant
mood
for what is to he shown. Curiosltj and
an eyer-prcsent
desire to he entertained,
coupled
with this prelimlnarj
idea of the
story, Immediately arouse their desire to
see 'Mickey.'
"in the same category, a campaign book
on 'Mickey" has been constructed. It contains descriptive matter, in word and pi.
ture. pertaining to every phase of this
photoplay.
The various
paces
contain a

synopsis of the story, statements and illustrations of the various elements, such
as pathos, humor, love and adventure,
facsimiles of posters, and all other advertising matter, means and methods by
which the picture should be put before the
public— and it will prove of wonderful
value to the exhibitor in presenting
'Mickey.' "
"Reclaimed" Nearing Completion.
The seven-reel feature, "Reclaimed,"
representing the struggle of a soul between love and hate, is nearing completion. This picture is being produced by
Director Harry McRae Webster for the
Harry McRae Webster Productions, Incorporated, and Mr. Webster has been
busy for the past week assembling the
film. He states that within the next ten
days an announcement will be made by
the company as to when a private show- ,
ing will be given.

Second Keeney

At the present time. Director W.ebster
is also busily engaged in making plans
for the next production.
Mabel Julienne Scott, who appears in
the leading feminine role in "Reclaimed,"
has left for New York for a few days' rest
in Massachusetts.
Buzzes
from
the Bee-Hive.
Julius Singer has been absent from his
desk at the Bee-Hive exchange for several
days on account of an attack of grippe.
His many friends will be pleased to know
that he is on the speedy road to recovery,
and will return to his office Tuesday.
James Mendlsohn is now selling the
Billy West-King-Bee comedies in Long
Island. Geo. A. Ross is in charge of the
Brooklyn territory, and Jack Pivar has
been made manager of sales for New
Jersey.
Milton L. Cohen, general manager of the
Bee-Hive exchange, has just closed a contract with the University theater on Fordham Road for Billy West comedies starting Monday, May 11, with "The Scholar."

Film Nearing

Completion

"Marriage," Guy Bolton's First Screen P roduction, Ready, Except for Addition
of
Titles — Deals with Cheating at Cards.
Y cheating at cards, Eileen Spencer
rejected with horror. Eileen has proand Dolly Page succeed in living in
vided her husband with money to
luxury, at the same time enjoying
have a successful operation performed in
the respect of society, but suddenly are
Paris.
threatened with exposure. Such is the
Ballantyne detects the cheating at
dramatic situation which Guy Bolton, a
cards, and threatens Eileen with exposure
successful American playwright, has preunless she yields to his entreaties. She
sented in "Marriage," his maiden effort for
determines to resist him, but Dolly pleads
the screen, which is the second picture of
with her to prevent exposure for the sake
the Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporaof Dolly's unborn child. Eileen gives
tion, and is now complete except for the
titles.
Ballantyne the key to her apartment, with
The women are members of a gay,
the purpose of pleading with him. Her
husband returns unexpectedly from
bridge-playing coterie which gathers at
Europe, and Ballantyne, entering the
the country place of Jack Spencer, a Wall
street broker, husband of Eileen. The
apartment, finds him there alone. The
husband neglects his wife for business,
husband jumps at conclusions, and bows
himself
out as an intruder in his own
and suddenly realizes that overwork has
home.
brought him almost to a state of blindEileen is to give a birthday party at
ness. Just at this time he fails in business.
nine o'clock that evening. Ballanty-ne
threatens that unless she accedes to his
Meantime the neglected wife has consented to elope with Carter Ballantyne, a
proposal before that time he will expose
her. She anticipates him, and as the
novelist. Her husband returns unexpectedly. When she learns of his double
guests assemble for the dinner accuses
misfortune remorse seizes her, and she
of being a card cheat. Her husherself
dismisses Ballantyne.
band appears with a revolver to kill
Ballantyne, and hears her confession. In
Only an operation can save Spencer's
eyesight. Dolly Page has lost funds indenouement a reconciliation
a dramatic
trusted to her husband. She asks Eileen
is
effected.
for a loan. Eileen tells her that she is
penniless. Dolly proposes that they go
into partnership and get money by cheatGrauman Liked "A Bit of Jade."
ing at cards.
Six months later Eileen is installed in
a personal preview of "A Bit o*
After
a luxurious home in New York. It was
Jade," the recent American-Mutual release
the thought of her husband that caused
GrauMilesfirstMinter,
Maryit for
Starring
Los Angeles
run in Sidney
man booked
her to resort to practices which under
picture
dollar
million
new
's
for Grauman
ordinarj
circumstances
she would
have

B

palace.

Catherine Calvert and David Powell in Scene from "Marriage"

(Keeney).
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Zambreno of Unity
Visits New York Ctty
Weil-Known Chicago Exchange Man
Purchases Rights on Ivan, W. H., and
Triumph
Productions.
FRANK ZAMHRENO, of Chicago, president of the Unity Photoplays Company, of that city, has returned
visit to
weektf
a
after
homo
trip
the >••'•«
In making
object
York. His main two

was

to procure special feature productions and arrange plans for a big spring
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PICTURE
THEATERS
PROJECTED.
BIRMINGHAM,
\i.\
Qlty oommlMton
is considering erecting an open-air
theater at Capital Park, with seating
Capacity
tor about
7,000.
\\\ TKS\ ll.l.K, ARE -J. M. Cobb
■Old I'rlnceas theater to Burrow

Kaiser.

haa
mid

DOUGLAS, ARIZ.— J. Loggett will erect
now airdomo, 74 by 100 feet, on Tenth
street, with seating capacity for l.iou.
DOUGLAS, ARIZ. — James M. Nulla,
manager Lyric theater, plans to erect
new building on site of present Structure.
Also to build an airdome at Favenvo and
0th streets.
S-.N PEDRO, CAL. — C. E. Connon has
disposed of his interest in Globe theater
to J. C. Miller.
STOCKTON, cal. — Yosemite theater
will be remodeled and seating capacity
Increased.
Fred A. Giesea is lessee.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Martin Beck,
m circuit, plans to erect
presidentto Orpheu
cost $1,500,000.
theater

A. McFrank
ES, tCAL—
LOS ANGEL
ng at 518 B.
buildi
Donald will conver
.
theater
picture
moving
into
Main street
SAN PEDRO, CAL. — C. E. Connon has
the new South Street theater
started
K. E.onParker.
for
CORNING, CAL. — New moving picture
has been opened here by Rodgers
Fleming.
&theater
CULVER CITY, CAL. — Opening moving
picture theater here is being considered
by Frank Draper and Ray E. Means.
PASADENA, CAL. — Florence theater,
with seating capacity for 900, has opened.
SAN JOSE, CAL. — New theater costing
$175,000 will be erected on First street,
with seating capacity for 1,800.
SAN PEDRO, CAL — Lily-Fletcher Company has contract to erect Victoria theFrank Zambreno.

campaign which is to be initiated under
the able management of Mr. Minz, general manager of the Unity Photoplay Interests.
Mr. Zambreno, who has been the owner
of Unity Photoplays Company since its
inception several years ago. Is a wellknown Chicago business man and a member of the firm of Zambreno Brothers,
which enjoys an enviable reputation, and
the Unity Photoplays Company is one of
the foremost independent exchanges in
the middle west.
This company has successfully handled
the Ivan productions, "Her Surrender,"
''Two Men and a Woman" and "Babbling
Tongues," which Mr. Zambreno states are
in a great way responsible for the success
of his company. He has also purchased on
this trip distribution rights to the following additional Ivan features: "Sins of Ambition," "Married in Name Only" and "Life
or Honor," for Illinois and Southern Wisconsin.
Among the other purchases made by Mr.
Zambreno are "The Guilty Wife," a Triumph production, and the following reIssues of the W. H. Productions Company:
Five Bessie Barriscale features, 26 tworeel Keystone Comedies and 26 one and
two-reel Charlie Chaplin films.
Mr. Zambreno, in addition to the other
productions, is handling Jester Comedies
in his territory and reports he is well
satisfied with them, having booked the
series in a number of houses in the loop
district of Chicago as well as in other
theaters.
Blue Devils Visit World Studio.
The making of motion pictures was forgotten for an hour at World studios, April
30, when the Blue Devils, or the Chasseurs
with Pershing's veterans,
de
havepied,
just who,
returned from the front, paid
the studio a visit.

MIDDLETOWN, CONN. — Princess theater has been leased by J. H. Sanders and
E. Wetmore,
of Hartford.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Carolina theater,
at 11th and North Carolina avenue, has
been leased by William C. Murphy, of
Home Amusement Co.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Casino theater
has been leased by Harry M. Crandall.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. — Camp Johnson
Bar Association, W. A. W. Legette, president, will erect airdome at Camp Johnson, with seating capacity for 700.
ATLANTA, GA. — Marcus Loew, of New
York, will expend $40,000 for improvements to Grand theater instead of erecting new structure as previously reported.
Plans include remodeling gallery, erecting
mezzanine floor, stage and marquee; installing $15,000 pipe organ, typhoon fan
system, electric equipment, scenery, and
hangings. E. A. Schiller is local manager.
MOSCOW, IDAHO. — Milton Kenworthy
has purchased Strand theater from R. S.
Tucker and renamed it the Kenworthy.
TWIN FAILS', IDAHO. — Theater costing $40,000 will be erected, with seating
capacity for 800.
MURPHYSBORO, ILL. — Extensive improvements will be made to Liberty theater, costing about $15,000.
ROCHELLE, ILL. — Rochelle Theater
Company has been incorporated with
capital of $2,000 by John D. Lisy, Dienl
More, and Marie Marshman to operate
moving picture and vaudeville theater.
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.— Charles J. Schiller
succeeds A. Vogel as manager of Blackhawk theater, at 9th street and 12th avenue.
WATERLOO, ILL. — Court Square theater has reopened.
FREEPORT, ILL. — Lyric theater has
been leased by management of Strand
and Majestic
theaters.
ROCKFORD, ILL. — Opening of Asher
Brothers' theater will be delayed until
June 10.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. — Charter has been
issued to Rochelle Theater Company to
operate moving picture and vaudeville
theater, with capital of $2,000.
H.
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tn JOHNSTON
be enlarged. CITY, ILL
■.■I LNCY,
c eopened.

Gem

ILL, American

theater la

theater baa

COLUMBUS, INI).- Crystal theater haa
In i ii pun h. i . (1 by J. F. POUOh, of Chi-

lUKO.

HEBRON, IND — Gus Weggen
open
theater In his building.

mi
b]

WASHINGTON,

IND.

plana to

■American theater

Ural Van Trees street has been opened
A. U. Ue Voe.
WEST LAFAYETTE, IND.— Prof. L. B.
Wheeler has sold hla moving picture
house.
RICHMOND, IND. — Theater to coat
$300, ouo
being erected by People's Theater is
Company.
RICHMOND, IND.— Washington theater
has been leased by Meridan Amuaement
Company. Martin Greenwald will be
manager.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— B. P. Keith theater interests will build new playhouse.
INDIANA HARBOR, IND.— Family theater has been thoroughly renovated, redecorated and reopened under management of Gus Berkson.
WOLCOTT, IND.— New Grand theater
has reopened.
HAWARDEN, IA.— O. J. Dyvig, of
Beresford, S. D., has purchased Lyric theater.
.\l ANSON, IA. — R. I. Stewart has purchased moving picture theater here.
ELDORA, IA. — M. W. Hoir, proprietor
Diamond theater, has taken over the
Grand.
LYONS, IA — New Princess theater has
opened.
NEW HAMPTON, IA. — Management of
Fireman's theater has been taken over
by local fire department. O. D. Mclntyre
remains as manager.
DES MOINES, IA.— J. Elman has purchased interest of M. Drue and George
Poulos in Amuse theater. New firm will
be known as Elman Corporation.
FORT DODGE, IA. — C. M. Kellog and
L. A. Kenworthy have sold Lyric theater
on Central street to F. F. Weiss.
HAVELOCK, IA. — Frank Lucas has sold
Twilight theater to George Miller.
ROCK RAPIDS, IA. — Elmer F. Cummings has contract to erect $30,000 theater for E. A. Hunt.
BAXTER SPRINGS, KAN.— J. G. Tinsdale plans to erect big airdome at corner
Military avenue and Cedar street.
TOPEKA, KAN. — Iris theater has reopened under management of I. Feltenstein.
ELDORADO, KAN. — Parton & Evertson
have plans by C. R. Dewey for one-story
moving picture theater, 52 by 120 feet, to
cost $10,000.
MT. STERLING, KY.— Liberty theater
on Main street has been leased by J. R.
Miller.
PADUCAH, KY. — Kozy Theater Company has been incorporated with $6,000
capital by Rodney C. Davis, R. R. Kirkland, and L. F. Keller for purpose of
establishing
moving picture theater in
this city.
CADIZ, KY. — Alexander Brothers plan
to erect new moving picture house on
Main street.
LOUISVILLE, KY. — Shawnee theater
has
been opened by M. Switow and Lee L.
Goldberg.
FALL RIVER, MASS. — New Strand theater costing $75,000 has opened.
LOWELL, MASS. — George F. Sellman
succeeds James F. Carroll as manager of
Strand theater.
FLINT, MICH. — E. Matt has plans by
George J. Bachmann for alterations to
Strand theater.
HUBBELL, MICH. — Henry Opal plans
improvements to Majestic theater.
MANISTIQUE, MICH. — Improvements
are planned for Rex theater.
MICHIGAN CITY, MICH. — Improvements will be made to Starland theater.
BENTON HARBOR, MICH. — William A.
Bennett is preparing plans for two-story
Princess theater, store and office building,
100 by 100, to cost $75,000.
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Trade News
Brevities
L
Want to Show "Hearts of World" Sundays

New

England Film Men Ask Authorities for Permission to Show Patriotic Film on
Sabbath Nights — Some Interesting Discussion.
By R. N. Howe,
80 Summer
St., Boston, Mass.
in
training.
Manager Meagher made a
the
of
Gest,
Morris
—
, MASS.
BOSTON
l firm of Elliott, Comstoek
theatrica
big hit with the soldier boys by his
patriotic
and
generous
gift.
& Gest, which is showing David
Griffith's "Hearts of the World" at the MaOfficial
War
Films
Office Moves.
jestic theater for an indefinite run, has
Mrs. Alice Rice Carroll, manager of the
appealed to the Massachusetts State Police
United States Government Official War
and to Secretary of War Baker for perFilms, has moved from her headquarters
mission to show his picture on Sunday
at the Famous Players-Lasky exchange to
nights. Practically every moving picture
larger quarters in the Little building on
house in the state is open on Sunday night
Boylston street.
for a so-called Sunday night concert. The
concert program includes films carefully
Ellis Levinson Joins Aviation Corps.
censored, and a musical program.
Ellis Levinson, assistant manager of the
The state police have so far withheld
Boston Photoplay Company, has enlisted
permision to feature films to run on Sunin the Aviation Corps.
day nights.
Mr. Gest in his appeal to Secretary of
Fire in Fall River Theater.
War Baker offered to turn over the enFall River, Mass. — A near-panic was
tire first Sunday performance to the purcaused in the Savoy theater in this city
chase of Liberty Bonds. Some objection
on the night of April 30, when a fire in
was made to the showing of the film owthe moving picture booth destroyed the
machine, tore down a part of the ceiling,
ing to the officers
scenes showing
the' brutality
German
and soldiers
towardof
and caused extensive damage to the second
French women.
balcony.
Mr. Gest explained that these scenes
The fire was confined to the booth.
were authenticated by official reports, and
Steve Rose, the operator, was burned, but
that the actual reports of brutality far
not seriously. He is said to have found
exceeded any scenes shown in "Hearts
something wrong with the machine, and
of the World."
was just making an investigation when
Chief John H. Plunkett, of the Massathe fire came.
chusetts State Police, who has authority
Nat Clark Joins General Film Forces.
in the matter of granting Sunday licenses,
called Mr. Gest to a conference with local
Nat Clark, a well known New England
censors at the state house. The matter
singer, will next week assume his new
of showing the picture on Sundays was
position on the sales force of the General
very thoroughly discussed.
Film Company of the Boston office.
Chief Plunkett said that he had no perS. H. Steinfeld with Foursquare.
sonal animus against the film, but that
S. H. Steinfeld, formerly of the Boston
the law seemed to prohibit the exhibition
Photoplay Company, is now assistant manof pictures depicting brutality, even
ager of the Foursquare exchange in
though German brutality. Whether or not
Boston.
the scenes come within the meaning of
the law he said he would determine by reWhat
Exhibitors
Are Doing.
viewing the picture.
There is to be a change of management
at the Franklin Park theater, one of
S. W. Hand Back as Pathe Manager.
Boston's largest neighborhood houses.
Stanley W. Hand, formerly New EngThe
present manager, Frank Dore, has
land manager of the World Pictures exsent in his resignation as manager of the
change, has returned to Boston as manhouse.
ager of the Pathe exchange. Mr. Hand
rittsfield, Mass. — Frank Stenbian, formis very well known in the New England
erly connected with the Fox Film exterritory, and has many friends in Boston.
change, has taken over and will manage
He succeeds Charles W. Perry.
the Spa theater at Pittsfield, Mass. The
Miss MacFarland
Head Booker.
theater was formerly owned by Mrs.
Durgin, of Pittsfield.
Miss Winfred MacFarland, who was
Providence, R. I. — William Fox has just
formerly connected with the Triangle and
completed arrangements for the first
the Mutual exchanges, of Boston, has been
appointed as head booker for the Federal
showing
theforfilm,
"Les Miserables,"
Which
will ofopen
its original
run at the
Film, of Boston, under Samuel V. Grand.
Shubert-Majestic theater. The deal was
Bertha Schwartz with Government Films
put over by M. C. Eberstein, a salesman of
l he Boston force under Harry Campbell.
Miss Bertha Schwartz, who recently asStoneham, Mass. — George A. Guilds,
sumed the position as assistant manager
owner of the Stoneham theater, of this
of the Federal Film Corporation, has left
city,
has taken over the Gorman theater
to return to her former position as asin Framingham, Mass., and the Gardner
sistant to Mrs. Alice R. Carroll, manager
I heater at Gardner, Mass.
Of the Government War Films.
Thomas D. Soriero, general manager of
Benefit
for Boys
at Camp
Devens.
the Park theater in Boston and the Strand
Manager Frank Meagher, of the Globe
theater in Lowell, gave a dinner to his
theater, Boston, turned over a pi
forty employees of the Park theater at the
Hotel Westminster this week. The affair
of
of "Tarzan
of the
Apes"
to one
the week's
Boston run
American
baseball
fund
for
took place in live large banquet hall of
the boys at Camp Devens. It amounted to
the hotel, and el very elaborate spread was
arranged.
$100, The fund is to build wooden grandstands for the baseball field at the camp,
The guests included Mrs. Thomas D.
w lure there are over 20,000 soldiers now
Soriero
and the prominent
stockholders

of the Park theater, as well as a number
of theatrical and newspaper men.
Boston
Business
Notes.
The Gerard film, "My Four Tears in
Germany," is going big in Boston. The
picture is now showing at the Tremont
temple under the direction of R. L. Gorman, the New England manager of the
film.
Twelve companies are now on the road
showing at the following places: Manchester, N. H., week of April 29; Springfield, Mass., week of April 29; Waterbury,
Mass., week of April 29; New London,
Conn., week of April 29. The picture is
not booked at the regular First National
office, but has opened a special office at
No. 216 Pleasant street, Boston.
Manager Joseph L Roth, of the Boston
Mutual, announces that their new efficiency man, O. R. Tanson, is soon to arrive
from Chicago to install a new system of
booking
that will be of great benefit to
the
company.
Manager Roth also announces that the
first William Russell picture, "Hearts or
Diamonds," is now ready for release, and
from the advance bookings received the
picture is expected to go over big.
Capacity records were scored at most
of the large moving picture houses that
carried the film. In some cases the houses
scored their top notch records for attendance in a single week.

Maritime Trade Letter
By

Alice

Famous

Fairweather, The
John, N. B.
Players Exchange
Move.

Standard,

St.

Threatens to

general
I. Sosskins,
B. — Famous
N. the
JOHN, of
ST.manager
was
Players,
in St. John on his way back to Toronto
after a tour of the Maritime Provinces.
Mr. Sosskins told your correspondent that
it was very likely the St. John office would
be moved to Halifax, as he felt the new
tax pressed heavily upon the exchanges.
It
month. to have "The Blue Bird" here
nextis hoped
Notes and Personals.
Friends of W. H. Golding are delighted
to welcome him back to the Imperial theater and to see him looking better for his
rest.
A crowd outside the Unique theater
showed that there was an attraction there,
and upon questioning it was found that
Charlie Chaplin in "Carmen" still continues to be popular. This is the third or
fourth time it has filled the Unique.
Exhibitor
David
M. Richards
Dies.
Fredericton, N. B. — After an illness lasting some months, David M. Richards died
here on April 23. He was for many years
manager of the Gem theater at Fredericton, andhim.was a great favorite with all who
knew
E. Bizar Goes
Back
to the States.
E. Bizar, of the Metro, has resigned his
position at the St. John local office to return to the United States. He carries with
him the good will of all the Maritime exhibitors who have had dealings with him.
The Metro office has been a busy exchange
during his regime. Mr. Bizar, I understand, is going back to exhibiting, has
purchased the Colonial theater in Paterson, N. J., and is negotiating for another
Main street house in that city.
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Newark, N. J.
Max Lebow Enlarge* Walnut.
NEWARK, N. J. — Max LoBow, owner
and manager of the Walnut theater,
114-116 Walnut street, Newark, la
ilannlng an extension which will greatly
ocrease the seating capacity, Plans are
ieiiii; drawn by Frank Grad, architect.
Phe extension will measure 50x45 In
•round dimensions. The estimated cost
if the improvement is $20,000. Mr. BeLow
las built up an excellent neighborhood
louse, and the pressing demand for more
.pace has prompted him to build the adlitlon.
Theater
Managers
Entertain.
The Theater
Managers'
Association
of
Newark will give its second annual vaudeville entertainment at the Broad
Street
lu. nor, May 5. The acts will be selected
wis Moving
H. Guiding,
managerwillof Proctor's
pictures
also
be
u. The proceeds will be devoted to a
ay cause.
Frank
Hall Booking
Changes
Name.
The Frank
Hall Booking
Corporation
pplied for a change
of corporate
uame to that of Atlantic Distributing Corporation.
A. J. Mack Improves Hill Theater.
A. Johnny Mack, the manager of the
Hill theater, 100 Springfield avenue, Newirk, has made so many improvements to
lis theater that one would hardly recoglize the place as the former Odeon. Mr.
tack has had the entire lobby remodeled.
Beautiful paintings and murals now adorn
the walls, and the box office is really an
irtistic triumph. One of the latest improvements made by Mr. Mack is a huge
electric sign. Mr. Mack is aiming to secure none but the best productions in his
iiouse, which has a capacity of 1,800. He
ran "The Woman of the Law" May 3, and
the Metro production, "My Own United
3tates," May 6 and 7. By using progressive exhibitor methods, Mr. Mack is establishing a steady clientele.
Red Cross Film at Palace.
Orange, N. J. — "The Spirit of the Red
Cross," the American Red Cross picture,
was shown April 29 and 30 at the Palace
theater. Main and Paterson streets.
Halstead, East Orange, Changes.
East Orange, N. J. — The Halstead theater has been taken over by Manager Robinson of the Newark Strand, 120 Market
street. Manager Robinson, for the present,
will assume charge of both houses.

Among New Jersey Theaters.
Elizabeth, N. J. — The Hippodrome, which
is under lease to F. F. Proctor until October 6 of this year, has been sold to the
Lincoln Investment Company, acting for
the owners of a new theatrical circuit
forming in New York. The deal was made
through the office of Louis Kamm, Inc., of
Newark, N. J. The theater, which contains 1,800 seats and twelve large boxes,
in the auditorium and balcony, was erected in 1913.
Miss Madge Evans, World juvenile star,
appeared personally May 2 at the Carlton
theater, 138 Market street, Newark. Louis
P. De Wolfe, the manager, was instrumental in obtaining her services.
Bayonne, N. J. — A special dispatch to
the Newark Evening News conveys the
Information that 200 reels of finished film
were stolen April 29, when thieves broke
into the store house of the Universal Film
at Avenue F and Forty-third street.
West Hoboken, N. J. — For the purpose
of conducting amusement parks, the Dare
Devil Amusement Company has been chartered here with an authorized capital of
$50,000. Adolph Klingenstein is listed as
statutory agent, with registered offices at
278 Palisade avenue. The incorporators
are Maurice H. Cormack, A. S. Meixell and
Mr. Klingenstein.
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Philadelphia Branch Now in Its Own Building at 1315 Vine Street and Gives House
Warming on May 2 With Brilliant Gathering.
i.y V. v. Annato, Hi North Balford street. Philadelphia, Pa,
', and will be available
to
Piiii.Ai>Ki.riiiA.
r\
Tin'
dedication
of the new
two-story
World
Piochlbitors upon request.
Maurice iMeyei
i ly appointed publicity man
tuxes building, i3ii-i7 Vine street,
for the local Metro exchange, will
into which the general staff ol the local
•
'In
these
notes,
and will take charge of
World Picture! exchange moved on Thurs.ill
other
publicity.
day, May 2, was a most auspicious occaAlia Na/.imova, proved "Revelation,"
a masterful with
prosion, and one which will be long rememduction, and succeeded in drawing a record
bered in lilmdom. A lavish display of
breaking attendance at the Victoria theBowers, palms and ferns were found in
ater, whore it was shown during the week
every available place in the new offices
nl April 22.
and presented a most inviting sight. Officials and stars of World Pictures were
Maurice
Rose
Wins
Three
Chevrons.
there to greet and welcome the hundreds
Maurice Rose, former poster clerk at
of visiting exhibitors who arrived from
the local Mutual exchange, who enlisted
almost every part of the state.
in Uncle Sam's Army last July, has been
Besides the Uowery display, music suprecently promoted from private to
plied by an orchestra and plenty of cigars
sergeant.
helped to make the affair thoroughly enjoyable for all.
Personal Notes of Interest.
Ricord Gradwcll, president; F"elix Feist,
Charles Kellner, of the Brunswick thegeneral manager; A. Van Horn, advertisater, Franklin and Norris streets, will
ing manager; A. W. Witney, architect,;
Carlyne Blackwell and Montagu Love was
present "For the Freedom of the World"
the distinguished party who arrived from
during the week of April 29, and announces that the Leo Feist Quartette,
the home office in honor of the occasion
which has also been engaged during the
and received a cordial reception from the
same week, will render appropriate songs.
exhibitors. Manager William R. Priest
was time and again congratulated upon
The Family theater, one of Alexander
the well-planned and up-to-date exchange.
R. Boyd's pretty houses, under the able
management of Joseph Murphy, has been
Among those present were: Hon. H. Vare,
State Senator; Frank H. Shattuck, Dr. E.
recently equipped with an 8-foot typhoon
Paxon Oberholzer and Mrs. E. C. Niver, of
fan, which has improved the ventilation
state board of censors; Lawrence W.
in this house 100 per cent.
Jack Rosenthal, of the Model theater;
Beggs, vice-president, and Frank W. Buhler, general manager of the Central Market
Ben Shindler, of the Ridge Avenue; L.
Street Company; Commodore C. C. Guest,
Miller, Amusement Parlor, and J. Wolf, of
George Meeker, A. L. Einstein and H. Herthe Empress, have turned in excellent rekenrider, of the Stanley Company; Elliott
ports during the past week to the Motion Picture Liberty Loan Committee for
J. Goldman, E. J. O'Keefe, of Atlantic City;
the
sale
of bonds.
J. Lubin, of Vinland; W. Hunt, of Wildwood; J. Cook, of Cerr and Shad, at Reading; L. Stuckert, of Allentown; C. Stamper
and Fred G. Nixon Nirdlinger; Ben Shindler, Sam Blatt, C. Butler, M. Steifel, J.
Hill, all of Reading, and representing
Philadelphia were Mr. and Mrs. Corduff,
By J. M. Shellman,
1902 Mt. Royal TerGeorge Naudasher, Jack Rosenthal, C.
race, Baltimore, Md.
Morningstar, Mrs. J. Solomon, John Clark,
Film
Exchanges
Move
Quarters.
Alvin Plough, C. Hexter, Charles Goodwin,
Sam Blatt, Milton C. Work, Albert Brown,
Charles Segall, O. M. Shore, Eugene Perry,
BALTIMORE,
MD.— The
Baltimore byFilmP.
Exchange, which
is managed
Oletzky, and the Variety Pictures
Fred Whitney, Judge J. O'Donnell, J. McCready and F. V. Armato.
Corporation, have moved. The old headThe new building occupies 36,000 square
quarters of the Mutual Film exchange, on
feet of space, while the complete equipthe second floor of 412 East Baltimore
ment of the film exchange will cost $9,000
street, has now been taken over by the
alone. Offices, projection room and shipBaltimore Film exchange, which handles
ping department are on the first floor and
the Universal subjects, formerly on the
inspection rooms, advertising and the
third floor of the same building. Exlarge vaults, having a capacity of 300,000
tensive improvements have been made in
reels, are situated on the second. The city
the second floor and the grand opening
selling force comprises Jay Emanuel,
was held during the week of May 6. The
Charles S. Goodwin, S. Schwartz, Miss Levformer location of the Baltimore Film exchange on the third floor will be occupied
enson, booker; Raymond Armstrong, William L Wagner and B. Silverman.
by the Variety Pictures Corporation after
May 6, of which the local heads are J.
Louis Rome, president, and Milton Caplon,
general manager. Mr. Rome has returned
Nixon-Nirdlinger
Buys
Theater.
from a trip to New York in the interests
Frederick G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, president
of the Variety, and it is understood that
of the Nixon-Nirdlinger Booking Agency,
he
has booked several big state rights
controling numerous theaters throughout
features to be released through this comPhiladelphia, has purchased from Albert
pany in Maryland. They will also handle
M. Greenfield, agents for the owners, the
the Jester comedies. J. L. Whittle, a well
two-story theater property known as the
known figure in Baltimore film circles,
West Allegheny Avenue Moving Picture
has joined the Variety, to act as their
theater, at the Southwest corner of 25th
representative to travel and has just gone
street and Allegheny avenue, for a price
on a trip through southern Maryland.
close to $50,000. The building stands on
a lot 71 by 108 feet, is assessed at $25,The Aladdin to Be Reopened.
000, and subject to a mortgage of $25,000.
On Saturday, May 4, the Aladdin theater, 930-2 West Baltimore street, was re"Metro Notes" to Come Bi-Weekly.
opened to the public under the manageThe Metro Picture Corporation has arment of C. E. Nulte, who also pilots the
ranged to issue bi-weekly, a four-page
affairs of the Belnord and Linwood theleaflet entitled "Metro Notes," in order to
aters. All three theaters are now under
help the exhibitors with their advertising.
Advance news and the story of the latest
the control of the Greater Baltimore Theater Co. The Aladdin has been completely
releases, with advertising suggestions for
same, will be the chief contents of this
renovated and improved, and it is understood that they have booked some Paralta
leaflet. Mats and cuts of all the stars
and scenes appearing with the notes are
features.
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Brightens

Reopens
Much
Improved
Theater — Now
1,400 and a Splendid Lobby.
By E. J. McGurty, 455 Union Arcade, Pitts burgh, Pa.

Has

Seats

for

"Crisis," which disappeared from the
PA.— The Olympic thePITTSBURGH,
messenger service at 938 Penn avenue.
ater on Fifth avenue, downtown,
The matter was reported immediately to
,
Pittsburgh opened Monday, April 22,
police headquarters. No remedy has yet
after having been closed for enlarging
been found for this process of losing films,
and remodeling over two months. It is
which is costing exchanges a great deal
practically a new theater. It now seats
of money.
about 1,400 on the main floor, and has
entrances on Diamond street, as well as
An Exhibitor in Trouble.
Fifth avenue, the theater proper extendAn unfortunate incident is reported in
ing an entire block in length. The lobby
the press locally that an exhibitor in the
has been entirely transformed, giving that
Mt. Washington district has been arrested
spacious, spendid effect which makes it
in connection with a fire which destroyed
the equal of any theater in the district.
his theater on Sunday morning a week
The opening was most auspicious.
ago. It is also said that he is charged
Crowds entered continuously all day Monwith not paying his war tax on receipts.
day to view William Farnum in "Ever
An exhibitor in Monaca is alleged to have
Ready," which was the attraction for the
made
unpatriotic remarks, and was
entire week. The policy of the house will
mobbed and forced to kiss the flag.
be uniformly 20 cents, with war tax additional, and all pictures to play at least
Patch
Exchange
Sells Out.
a week.
The First National exchange has taken
Mr. Antanopolous, who owns the thedVer the big subjects which the Fort
ater, has been working day and night for
Pitt (Patch) exchange have exploited in
some weeks to see that every detail should
the territory, and the exchange end of
be right for the first day.
Downtown Pittsburgh, which for years
Mr. Patch's business thus comes to a close.
has lagged behind the other large cities
This adds such subjects as "Civilization,"
"Italian Battlefront," "Garden of Allah,"
in the country in picture theaters, today ' etc.,
to the splendid features of the First
boasts of two theaters devoted entirely to
National office here.
pictures, the new Grand and the Olympic,
which are the equal of any in America.
U. P. T. of A. Opens Pittsburgh Office.
The United Pictures Theaters of AmerMany
Big Features
in Pittsburgh.
ica have opened a local office in the RenPictures "were king" in Pittsburgh the
shaw
building, with Mr. Erickson, formerweek of April 22. The legitimate theaters
ly of the local Pathe, in charge.
were invaded by two immensely popular
Manager
Tarbell Promoted.
attractions. The Nixon theater had Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in GerThe Vitagraph exchange here has undergone some changes in its personnel. Mr.
many" at popular prices, and the Lyceum
has been taken over by "The Kaiser,"
Chatburn, the manager, has been transwhich is turning people away at 25 and
ferred to Chicago, and Mr. Tarbell, who
50 cents. Both these pictures from all
has been connected with the local office
appearances are good for extended runs,
for some time, is the new manager. Mr.
Krugh, formerly of the Kleine System, is
and the Vitagraph's star attraction, "Over
a new addition to the sales force.
the Top," takes possession of the Pitt theater on May 7. When the Government
Exhibitor
Kadonner
Dies.
picture, "The Remaking of the Nation,"
played the Pitt a short time ago it was
Mr. Kadonner, of the Liberty theater in
estimated that over 100,000 people had
Wheeling, the newest house in the Stogy
witnessed the performances in the three
City, died recently of pneumonia. The
theater
was closed for two days in honor
weeks' run. The evidence from all of the
larger towns in the district points to the
of his death.
supremacy of "big" picture attractions.
chibitor Joins Kleine Road Force.
The Hippodrome, of McKeesport, owned
Mr. Griffith, who formerly managed the
by the John P. Harris circuit, which has
beautiful Arcadia theater on East Ohio
been devoted to vaudeville for some time,
street in Pittsburgh, owing to the fact
has discontinued its policy, and is runthat the house was sold by the owners,
ning pictures for week runs exclusively.
has joined the Kleine road force. Mr.
This house seats approximately 1,500
Griffith is an able man, and has had years
people. "The Kaiser" and "My Four
of experience in the selling field, and is
Years in Germany" have been extensively
chock-full of original and novel ideas.
booked in the towns surrounding PittsMuch is to be expected of him in his new
burgh.
New Exchange Building.
A new exchange building is rapidly
nearing completion on Ferry street, which
was the former home of practically all
exchanges in the city. This will be undoubtedly the finest exchange building so
far attempted in the Smoky City. It is
known as the Baird building, and will
house the bulk of the exchanges in the
city. Mr. Lande, of the Quality Film
exchange, has taken over the entire building, and has arranged to lease space as
required by the other exchanges. The
building is modern in construction, and
will comply in every detail with the strict
provisions of the building code as devised
by the council. Space has been arranged
for by the Kleine System, Weiland
tStandard), Premier pictures, formerly of
the Lyceum building, etc. Mr. Lande will
occupy three floors of the building.
Many

Films

Reported

Lost.

An epidemic of "lost films" has hit
Pittsburgh, and for some time single reels
have been finding their way out of legitimate channels In a peculiar manner. The
latest loss of this kind is a. print of the

position.

Mutual Film Moves.
The Mutual Film has moved from Penn
avenue in the lower district to the Sauer
building, at S04 Penn avenue. They occupy the first two floors, and the exchange
quarters have been appointed in the best
of style. The upper floor is devoted entirely to posters, and the lower contains
the offices, projection rooms, etc. Mr.
Rippard, the manager, reports that no
difficulty was had in the removal.
With
Pennsylvania
Exhibitors.
Pittsburgh. — The Columbia theater,
downtown, Pittsburgh, is now managed
by Charles Flarity, brother of Fred Flarity, of General Film and Jewel fame. This
is one of the smaller theaters in the downtown section which, because of its location and attractions shown, is getting
business. The house was managed by Mr.
Marion.
Pittsburgh. — Mr. Demas, of the Minerva
theater in the downtown section, is following the lead set by the Grand and
Olympic, and has commenced enlarging
and remodeling operations on an extensive scale. Mr. Demas may be closed for
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a short time, but will continue his pictures as long as possible. He is one of
the oldest exhibitors on Fifth avenue.
New Castle. — The First National Bank,
of New Castle, has purchased the Regent)
and Star theaters in New Castle, Pa., fromi
Marks and Freeman. Mr. Marks was cop- t
nected with the theaters in New Castle |
for 13 years, and had been a prominent
factor in the town.
Ridgeway. — The Opera House in Ridgeway, Pa., which has been under the management of Mr. Long, who owned this
theater and a house at Johnsonburg, has
been purchased by Messrs. McCartney and
Johnson, of Punxsutawney. They now
own the Majestic theater of the latter
city, and Mr. Johnson, in addition to his
theater interests, is in the confectionery
business at Punxsutawney. The house is
undergoing complete renovation and remodeling, as well as the installation of
entirely new mechanical equipment.
Oakland. — The Oakland theater in Oakland, a subdivision of Pittsburgh, is being opened by Mr. Pyros, a restaurant man
in town. This house has been closed for
some time, having formerly been managed
by the Rowland-Clark group of theaters.
The house seats about 400, and will be
remodeled and the name changed.
New Kensington. — The Strand theater at
New Kensington is now under the management of B. Dattola, a prosperous exhibitor of Belle Vernon, where, in addition to his picture interests, he has a large
fruit and confectionery business.
Wilkinsburg. — The Colonial theater at
Wilkinsburg has been remodeled and repainted throughout. This is one of the
chain of Rowland theaters.
Weirton, W. Va. — The Rex theater at
Weirton, W. Va., has changed hands, and
is now under the management of Mr.
Rabinowitz.
Pittsburgh. — There is a growing tendency on the part of fraternal organizations throughout the western end of
Pennsylvania to build picture theaters.
The P. O. S. of A. is the pioneer in this
field in this section, having theaters at
Huntington, Altoona, Roaring Springs,
and several other towns. The newest venture is the Odd Fellows at Philipsburg.
They are building a splendid structure,
which will be rented out, it is said.
Philipsburg already has a theater which
cost over a quarter of a million built by
Congressman
Rowland,
of that district.

Cleveland Trade Letter
By

M.

Pettijohn

A.

Malaney,
607 Belmont
Cleveland,
O.
in

Cleveland

for

New

Bldg.,
Plan.

n,
Pettijoh
— Charles
LAND,
d inC. organiz
ing
CLEVE
who
is now O.engage
a new booking circuit, the Affiliated
Distributors' Corporation, was in Cleveland, Tuesday, April 30, outlining his plan
to the Exhibitors' League of that city.
Mr. Pettijohn said he had the financial
backing of a big concern, and had outlined a plan that ought to interest any exhibitor. He wanted 125 days of booking for Ohio, and wanted the exhibitors
to organize a corporation to handle at
least one picture every two weeks. The
capital is to be $10,000, and shares would
sell at $10 each. This money would be
divided, part to be used in operating expenses of the Ohio corporation, and the
balance to be placed in a bank to guarantee the 125 days on each picture.
No money is to be paid for the pictures
until the exhibitors use them, and each
exhibitor pays when tke film is delivered
for his use. His check would be sent to
New York to apply on account of the picture. After the 125 days would be played
and paid for the excess received on additional rentals is the profit of the corporation and the booking circuit.
Most of the exhibitors liked the idea
and President Henry Lustig called a special meeting for May 3 to take further
action.
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Many
State Right
Films
in Cleveland.
Stnto rights pictures had their Inning
In Cleveland the week ending May 4.
The two newest pictures owned by Leon
n Natter and Sol Lesser, of the MasterFilm Attractions, which were "The
Gain of Dust" and "Carmen of the
like," had first showings, playing to
hit: business, and "Raffles," owned In Ohio
hy the Ivan company, Belmont building,
had its opening.
The Mall and Alhambra played "The
Cain of Dust"; the Standard played
ien of the Klondike," and "Raffles"
Was at the Stlllman. The opening day's
business was Just fair, owing to the rainy
weather, hut as the week went on business was fine.
The first Louise Glaum picture on the
Paralta plan was shown for the week at
the Metropolitan. Tt was "An Allen
Enemy." and proved a great success.
The big D. W. Griffith picture. "Intolerance." had its first showing in the city at
the Opera House, and from the business
done It was expected to stay a second
ireek — perhaps longer.
Other pictures which had successful
openings in Cleveland that week were
Constance Talmadge in "The Shuttle":
William Farnum in "Rough and Ready,"
and Charles Richman in "Over There."
More Theater Changes in Ohio.
With the cnmins of spring there have
many
changes
of management
of
ers in northern Ohio, as well as some
inations.
Tn Cleveland. Sam rsarck. of the Market
Square theater, has bought the Center therm West 2.">th street.
Joseph Leavy. who came to Cleveland
recently from Cincinnati and bought the
Moonlight theater, has purchased the
Daisy theater on Central avenue from Ed.
Cohn. Tt Is a peculiar coincidence that
Leavy and Rarck are competitors, and
both bought their second theaters the
same week.
Pavlldes & Co. have bought the Dreamland theater, Massillon, O., and Sam Linn
has purchased the Interests of Mr. Qulmby
In the Imperial theater, Zanesvllle, O.
' The Liberty theater, Canton, a handsome new house, will be opened about the
10th of May.
More
Records
Broken
by "Kaiser"
"The Kaiser" Is certainly shattering
records In northern Ohio. Recently It
played three days at the Columbia theater, East Liverpool, and broke every
record in this house, which has been
opened for 14 years. The first day the attendance was 4,100.
At the Warren opera house, Warren. O..
"The Kaiser" also broke every record held
for that house for patriotic pictures.
Lost Chaplin
Films
Discovered.
The mystery of the disappearance of
several Chaplin and other features from
the General Film Company exchange.
Cleveland, has apparently been cleared up.
At least the exchange officials found most
of their films in a house in the east end
of the city, where an employee of another
film exchange had resided.
Manager Conant, of the General, said
that he would not be surprised if there
would be one or two arrests as a result of
the disclosure.
Manager
Stafford's
Mother
Dies.
The Stafford theater. Niles. O.. was
closed three days recently owing to the
death of Manager Jack Stafford's mother.
She was a prominent resident of Niles,
and will be missed by many people.
"Eagle's Eye" in Omaha.
"Bob" Shirley, manager of Muse theater.
Omaha, reports that "The Eagle's Eye" is
the greatest creator of new patrons for a
theater that he has ever encountered, and
that at showing of first episodes he filled
his house at matinees and turned many
away at night.
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in Buffalo

Syracuse to 209 Franklin
Will Be in Charge.
N.

BUFFALO, N. Y. — Another feature of
Buffalo's development as an Important
film centre was the recent opening
of the brand new exchange of the B*os
Film Corporation at 209-211 Franklin
street. The company's Syracuse headquarters have been closed and transferred
to Buffalo.
George Jermaln, Syracuse manager and
in charge of the Buffalo branch for the
past
days, went
D ''.
as Foxfewmanager.
Mayto 8.Washington,
The manager
of
the Fox exchange, Buffalo, is Thomas A.
Rrady, formerly in charge of the company's Atlanta, Ga., branch and later in
charge of the requisition department of
the home office. All details of the opening of the Buffalo exchange have been in
charge of Clayton P. Sheehan, special
representative of the company. It is expected that Winfield R. Sheehan, general
manager of the Fox Film Corporation and
Allied Industries, will be in Buffafflo to"
attend the formal opening of this exchange later in May. This is "Winnie's"
home town, where he began as a newspaper reporter. Buffalonians take pride
in his knack of putting over live publicity,
which they say has assumed an international scope.
"Winnie"
is a member of
the Buffalo
Press
Club.
The Fox exchange occupies an entire
building. Facing the street is the manager's office and the general office. Back
of the manager's sanctum is a projection
room. 40 x 20
withnew
two furniture
Power's and
6-B
machines.
Newfeet,
rugs,
large, stained glass windows add to the
attractive appearance of the offices.
Eighteen oil painting of Fox stars give a
rich, artistic tone to the exchange. Each
painting is 5 x 10 feet. At the front of
the exchange is a large extension sign of
striking appearance. Another feature is
a complete telephone system. The poster
and shipping departments occupy 2,500
square feet. The fireproof vault is of
solid concrete, eighteen 'inches thick, and
is supported by solid concrete columns.
To facilitate shipping there is a rear entrance to the exchange. The Buffalo staff
includes William Schmidt and E. H. Arnold, road representatives, and George
Hallett, booker. Jay Gove, general manager of advertising and publicity for the
Fox
Corporation, was a Buffalo visitor
Sunday.
Daniel
J. Savage
with First National.
Daniel J. Savage, a pioneer film man.
■who would need a counting machine to
keep track of the numbers of his friends
among the exhibitors and exchange "men
in the Buffalo territory, has been appointed manager of the First National
Film Exchange, Inc., 145 Franklin street,
Buffalo. His staff includes Howard Brink,
road man; Miss F. M. Duehman, secretive. tary, and Al Barnett, inside representaThe First National is one of the latest
acquisitions to Buffalo's many exchanges.
The location is on the ground floor and is
central, well-lighted and spacious. There
is a large show window bedecked with
palms and artistic advertising. New rugs
and furnishings give the place a spic and
span appearance.
C. Lang
Cobb
Visits Buffalo.
C. Lang Cobb, special representative of
the distribution department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, is a visters. itor at the company's Buffalo headquar"I'm here to standardize the exchange
and install a new manager," said Mr.
Cobb.
Current
for Signs Open
Again.
Buffalo film men have been notified by
local Fuel Director Elliott C. McDougal
of the suspension of the lightless Thurs-

Street, Buffalo —

Elmwood Street, Buffalo. N. T.
day and Sunday order of the Federal Fuel
Administrator. This places these two
nights In a class with all others, and
electric current may now be used for
advertising signs and other display puroutslde the theaters every night
from half an hour after sunset until 11
o'clock. The telegram received by Mr.
>ugal, April 29, was the first official
confirmation of a Washington dispatch of
last week, telling of the suspension of the
order.
MORE BALTIMORE ITEMS.
F. C. Weber Aids Orphan Home,
derlck Clement Weber, manager of
the Gertrude McCoy theater, Fulton avenue and Baker street, Is always ready and
willing to help a worthy cause, and on
Sunday night, April 28, he arranged an
excellent program of motion pictures as
a benefit performance to help raise $100,000 to keep St. Elizabeth Home for Orin operation.
"The
Little Patriot"
was thephans feature
for the
occasion.
New Tax Rates
in Maryland.
Cumberland, Md. — The tax rate for Garrett County has been fixed by the Commissioners at the rate of $1.25 per $100
for 1918.
Towson, Md. — The County Commissioners for Baltimore County have fixed the
tax rate for this county for 1918 at 92
cents on $100 assessments, which is 14
cents lower than last year.
Out-of-Town
Items
of Interest.
Crafton, W. Va. — J. W. Bush, the popular manager of the Grand theater, will
scion put on the O. D. (Olive Drab) and
become a member of the fighting forces
of Uncle Sam. It Is understood that he
is expecting a summons
almost any day.
Frostbury, Md. — Word now comes down
the line that Lawrence Hitchens, who has
managed the affairs of the Opera House
for some time, has accepted a position
with the Government under Dr. Garfield of
the Food Administration. According to
the latest advices Mr. Hitchens will be
located
In Cumberland as fuel regulator
in that city.
Clarksburg, W. Va. — According to the
plans now being made by Jack Marks,
who will manage the new Opera House,
now nearing completion, this beautiful
playhouse will be thrown open to the
public on Decoration Day. Mr. Marks is
making plans for a brilliant opening.
Personal Items in Baltimore.
Hernon Edmonds, assistant manager of
the General Film exchange in Baltimore,
who is very popular with the film men in
this territory, has been discharged from
military service owing to his eyes, but
he has been accepted for clerical duties,
and he expects very shortly to receive
a summons calling him to new duties.
Julius Rabinowitz, manager of the Comedy theater, 412 East Baltimore street,
has not been seen at his old stand for
some weeks, owing to pneumonia. It is
understood that he is now recuperating
and will shortly make his appearance
again in Film Row.
Douglas Fairbands, in "Mr. Fix-It." at
the Parkway, and Constance Talmadge, in
"The Shuttle," at the New theater, proved
big drawing cards during the week of
April 22.
Magnet Buys More Prints.
Magnet Film Exchange reports that cm
account of demand for bookings on the
Hart reissues "The Two Gun Man," In
"The Bargain" and "The Bandit and the
Preacher" they have been obliged to order
additional prints and that in many cases
theaters have made application for repeat bookings. Also that the Keystone reissues are being booked solid.
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Aliens Getting a Long Chain of Theaters
Canadian
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year-old daughter of Mr. Halgarth of the
Regent theater, has made a name for herself as an artiste because of her ability
in reciting
Kipling's
We Forget"
local
theaters
where "Lest
the Metro
feature at
of
the same title has been presented. Rita
Halgarth followed Rita Jolivet at the
Regent theater during the first run of the
picture in that house and she also appeared at the Madison theater for its
second run during the 'week of April 29.

Picture Men Have Bought a Theater a Week for the Past Six Weeks —
Ben Cronk Has Been Chosen Supervising Director.
By W. M. Gladish, 33 Wineva Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario.
the Rialto theater, but Manager Piton
TORONTO, ONTARIO.— The Aliens of
Toronto, controlling the Famous
found time to give the free show before
Players Film Service, Ltd., a chain of
sending the reels to the other downtown
house.
large interests,
theaters have
in "Western
Canada
and
other
been buying
moving
Allen Theater Entertains Orphans.
Notes
of the Trade.
picture theaters in Eastern Canada at the
The children of some dozen orphan
rate of one per week for the past six,
Jack
Dunlop,
of
the Canadian Universal.
institutions in Toronto were the guests
weeks or two months.
Toronto, has acquired the Peter Pan theof the Allen theater at a special matinee
They bought the Beaver theater, Toater, 1969 Queen Street East, Toronto.
on Wednesday morning, April 25, for a
ronto, as a second-run house to their Allen
Universal pictures are being used excluspresentation of the current attraction,
theater, then followed the Temple theater,
ively by Manager Dunlop.
"The Blue Bird." About 1,300 children
Hamilton; Majestic theater, London, and
Charles A. Dentelbeck, president of Towere brought to the theater in automothe Grand theater, Kitchener. They also
ronto Local 173, Moving Picture Operbiles and private street cars for the show.
secured an option on a well known theThe arrangements were made through
ators, is once more in charge of the proater in Montreal, while the Regent thejection room of the Strand theater, ToMrs. L. A. Hamilton of Toronto, who has
ater, Ottawa, is another theater in the
interested herself in this charitable work.
ronto. Sam Wells, vice-president of the
East which has been acquired definitely.
Toronto
local, has succeeded President
This lady is with the Local Council of
Dentelbeck
at the Allen theater. Wells
The policy has been to permit the manWomen. This was the third special chilagement of the various houses to remain
was formerly at the Crown theater, Gerdren's
matinee
at
the
Allen
theater
for
in charge of the theaters after their purrard and Broadview avenue.
this feature within a week.
chase, but a number of the theaters are
Color was added to the presentation of
being remodeled at considerable expense.
Legatees of Kreitner Get Theater Stock.
"The Suspect," starring Anita Stewart, at
The will of the late John Kreitner of
In the case of the Temple, Hamilton, Mathe Regent theater, Toronto, during the
jestic, London, and Grand, at Kitchener,
Buffalo shows that the deceased held conweek of April 29 by Manager W. G.
no changes will probably be made for
Mitchell through the giving of a Russian
siderable
stock
in
Shea's
theater,
Toronto,
several months, or until such time as the
and the Hippodrome, Toronto. The late
dancing
act by a company of Russian
value of the theater under Allen control
Mr. Kreitner held 767 shares of the capdancers. A programme of Russian selechas been determined. W. Eckerdt has
ital stock of Shea's theater, valued at
tions was also presented by the big Rebeen engaged to redecorate the Beaver,
$38,350; 150 preferred shares in the capgent orchestra under the direction of
Toronto, and Regent, Ottawa.
ital stock of the Hippodrome, amounting
John
Arthur. Another interesting local
The Grand theater, Kitchener, is the
to $15,000, and 500 shares of common stock
detail
was a news reel showing a recent
latest Allen purchase. It is a theater of
in the latter theater, valued at $15,000.
Sons of the Soil Parade In Toronto and
1,000 seats and was owned by H. Jennings,
Several sons and daughters residing in
gardening views.
formerly an exhibitor and hotel-keeper of
Buffalo receive bequests of the stock by
Toronto.
The Midway theater, Montreal, far
the will which has just been probated in
famed because of its lobby displays, has
With the acquisition of this string of
Toronto.
been further enhanced by the installation
theaters, the Aliens have appointed Ben
Little Rita Also Makes a Hit.
of a complete set of brass poster frames
Cronk as supervising director of the
and
fixtures.
houses. Cronk has been in charge of the
Little Rita Halarth,
of Toronto,
nineAllen theater, Toronto, and was formerly
manager of' the Allen theater, Calgary.
Al. J. Miville, formerly of Milwaukee and
Chicago, has succeeded Mr. Cronk as manager of the Toronto Allen. Miville has
a good film record. He has been manager
Camp Taylor Boys Are Not Filling Every Show as Some Expected Last Year and
of the Triangle branch at Milwaukee and
Several of the Projected Houses Have Been Dropped.
was with the Famous Players and Triangle in Chicago and with the Mutual and
By Ohio Valley News Service, 1404 S'tarks Building, Louisville, Ky.
General in Detroit. He came to Toronto
been getting along with nicely. Howa few months ago as a recruit for the
LOUISVILLE, KY.— While buiness with
ever, the Alliance of Stagehands held a
the Louisville moving picture theCanadian army, but was discharged from
aters is normal and as good if not
few of the operators, 'who have been aidthe service. He resided in Toronto some
ing in a steady war against houses which
slightly better than ever before at this
years ago.
period of the year, the theaters are not
■will not accept the demands of the stageWilliam
Allen Takes
New
Birth.
hands.
getting the big rush of military business
from Camp Taylor that was the case a
William Allen, formerly attached to the
Must Make Admission Price Clear.
few weeks or months ago. There have
Toronto Kleine office, has joined the staff
T. L McNutt, collector of internal revbeen several reasons for this, one being
of Superfeatures, Ltd., Toronto, Canadian
enue, has received instructions 'which he
distributors of many state rights features,
that thousands of men have been transhas passed on to the moving picture theferred or sent abroad, while the later
Foursquare releases and several serials
ater operators, to the effect that cards
drafts have not filled the camp up, with
including "The Eagle's Eye."
diplayed stating admission and war tax as
the result that there is a considerably
being
ten, fifteen or twenty cents, are not
Crowd Could Sample Film from Street.
smaller number of men stationed at the
permissible, and that the exhibitor must
Manager Piton of the Globe theater, Tocamp than was the case. Again the milironto, gave local film devotees a new treat
show his price clearly, and also the ■war
tary authorities in an effort to train men
tax. Several theaters in western Kenon April 2G when he showed portions of
more rapidly and take advantage of bettucky have been displaying cards reading
the current attraction on a small transter weather have cut down the amount of
parent screen on the front of his theater.
"Admission 15 cents — including war tax."
time that the men are allowed off duty
In other words, a crowd saw a small porBusiness
Notes
from Kentucky.
and only twenty-five per cent, of the men
tion of the show from the sidewalk and.
The Alamo theater. Louisville, is getting
are now allowed off at one time, this reafter tasting the sample, many of the outready
for
hot
weather
and has recently
sulting in much smaller business for the
siders became insiders. A miniature
theaters. The changed conditions have
placed contracts for two motors of fifteen
screen of transparent material was placed
reduced business and. as a result, have
horsepower each to operate exhaust fans.
in a display window of the theater front
killed several projects for new theaters
Last summer the house got slightly warm
ami Interesting parts of the feature,
in Louisville. It is claimed that the city
upon a tional
fewfans occasions,
but with
the to
addithe company
expects
be
could hardly support a larger number of
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the
theaters under present conditions, while.
able to keep down the temperature.
Sea."
were
projected
from
a
small
machine
to this screen from time to time. The
on die other hand, additional theaters
Covington. Ky. — The Lakewood Amusesmall projection machine was placed in
would make il much harder for everyone
ment Co.. of Covington, capital $25,000,
lo secure tilni service.
the manager's
office
and
the
Him
was
rehas been incorporated by Fred W. Sfrautversed so that it could ho road from the
Old Union Makes Trouble for Theatre.
mann,
William Strautmann and Frank W.
opposite side of the screen,
Burgoyne.
A great
crowd
soon
gathered
anil the
Stagehands,
musicians
and
operators
Winchester, Ky. — Another suit has been
police reserves were called out to assist
belonging to the former Alliance of Stagetiled in connection with the Pastime thehands and Operators, Louisville, have been
the traffic. An Iterestlng detail in conater disaster, this suit being for $30,000.
nection with this public exhibition is that
giving Joe Steurle some little annoyance
the Canadian Tower Controller has so reby Bruce Henry in connection with the
at the Walnut theater during- the past
death of his son.
stricted the use of exterior lights that
few days, as a result of ticketing the
crowds passing the theater with cards
the streets are almost Mack al nights.
central City. Ky. — D. B. Lam, Jr., secOn this account, the projection of Hie
claiming that the house is unfair to orCo.. has anretary of the Gish Theater company
has
ganized labor. Many months ago the
nounced that the theater
picture on the street screen was very
has sold
and
n
dissolved as a corporatio
clear and could be seen from a consideroperators withdrew from the old union,
able distance.
which included the stagehands, and formed
or disposed of all of its property and
The feature
was also being shown
at
assets under direction of the board ol
a new union, which
the exhibitors
have
directors.

No Big Rush at the Louisville Theaters
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P. J. G., Dayton Correspondent
(Coving Picture World.
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L. C. Pollack No Longer with Metro Co.
Dayton, ohio— Many local exhibitors
are expressing regret thai the popular ii vouch for ii» U C. Pollack
lias departed from the local film world for
thr time being at least. Mr. Pollack announced that he had resigned from the
Metro company at Cincinnati, with whom
h,- had worked as road salesman covering
the Dayton territory. Mr. Pollack Is *
man that you can't help liking. Mr. Pollack made quite a bid for fame with Payton managers when he installed at the
rooms of the Miami Valley Exhibitors'
League a complete set of Metro features.
■umbering about eight shows, for the use
of exhibitors who were disappointed in
the non-arrival of films from Cincinnati,
which, sorry to say, happens frequently
here The Metro films were used often by
local theaters and went a long way toward
establishing Metro and 1,. C. 1'ollaek as
recognized factors in the local film world.
Higher Admissions Looked For
ton and Suburbs.

in Day-

Many of the Dayton suburban managers
have informed the writer time and again
that it would be necessary for them to
raise on their admission prices if they
wanted to stay in business. The writer
chanced into a suburban theater on a recent Saturday evening. It was crowded,
and people were waiting' in line outside.
To the average laymen it would seem as
though prosperity had come in full
measure to this theater. The manager in
question, however, told me that this was
the only night in the week that business
was good, with the exception of Sunday,
which is a guaranteed winner. This manager said that packing the crowd in on
one night a week did no good, but that
if this could be done at fifteen or twenty
cents it would
amount
to a neat profit.
"If all the downtown houses would go
over ten cents neighborhood exhibitors
could raise. Several months ago Al
Kinzeler at the Elite raised prices on a
very popular picture that had played at
a downtown house for ten cents. Many
of his customers noticed the difference in
price and wasted no time in telling Al
about it. If the downtown house that
played the film had charged fifteen or
twenty-five cents for the picture (which
they can easily get) it would have been
much better for Kinzeler. The Apollo
here gets fifteen cents frequently for program pictures, and this is quite a help to
neighborhood exhibitors. Many exhibitors
here in the suburbs were pleased at the
announcement that the new Dayton theater would play to a top price of twentyfive and possibly thirty-five cents."
Dayton Pick-ups of Interest.
Bert Fiala is redecorating some parts
of his Alhambra theater, which is truly
Dayton's representative suburban theater.
Bert Fiala claims he has a patron who
thinks that Bill F:AYt is kept under lock
and key when not working. Sounds like
East End stuff.
P. S. — Bert is to give lectures on Thursday evenings hereafter on the lives of
some of our prominent actors.
Julius Leopold was seen enjoying the
wonders of the new Dayton theater on an
inspection tour — so to speak — Mark Gates
saw him — the writer escorted "The King"
through the theater.
The writer is to help Mark Gates put
over the new Dayton theater. One of the
Dayton papers remarks that " 'Mr. Gray'
is to be connected with the new Dayton
theater."
Thanks for that.
Walter Davis, formerly of the "Civilization" road company, also later with "The
Italian Battle Front" pictures and who
just returned from New York City, has
signed as advertising agent of the new
Dayton
theater.
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Cincinnati Operators Demand

an Increase

Ask $4 More for Working on Sundays and Exhibitors Are Considering a Favorable
Answer as Living Costs Are Higher.
n>
CINCINNATI,
made
by

Kenneth
»'

members

a

C. Craln,

807

First National Bank,

demand
hasbranch
been
the local

of

• it the
Moving
Picture
Operators'
Union
for an increase nf $1 for working
on Sunday, and the demand is being considered, with prospects favoring the
granting of the demand, by members of
the Moving
Exhibitors' asLeague
of
the
ChamberPicture
of Commerce,
thi
hibltors are aware of the increased cost
of living, ami are inclined to recognize
tin- needs of their employees. At the same
time it is pointed out that the operators
are now working under a contract which
does not expire until 101<>, under which
they are averaging from $17. 50 to $22.50
a week. President F. L. Emmert, of the
Exhibitors' League, appointed the following committee to take the matter up with
labor officers for adjustment: A. J. Hettesheimer, chairman; I. Libson, John
Wei nig, N. S. Hastings. I. W. McMahan,
Henry lloelle, Charles Weigel, John Meis,
and George Wilson.
Burglars Blow Family Theater Safe.
An astonishingly bold robbery, one of
the first from which a picture theater has
suffered in Cincinnati for a long time,
was perpetrated on the evening of April
28 at the Family theater on Vine street
by three men who entered the office at
about midnight and blew the safe open.
According to Manager Libson the loss
might run anywhere from $2,000 to $2,500,
as the safe contained the receipts for
Saturday afternoon and evening and all of
Sunday's business. The men entered the
theater on the pretext of searching for a
purse -which they sai-d had been lost by
a woman containing $150. The porter attempted to resist them, but he was bound
and placed in the basement, and two
maids cleaning the theater were locked
in an anteroom after being frightened into
silence at the point of a revolver.
"Pershing's Crusaders" in Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, after "going over the top"
with Liberty Loan subscriptions of about
$25,000,000, 25 per cent, in excess of the
amount allotted, in less than two weeks,
had the advantage of two splendid
patriotic pictures in the last week of the
drive to assist in the desired object of
making the total subscriptions not less
than $30,000,000. At the Grand opera
house the official United States Army war
pictures, "Pershing's Crusaders," with
seven reels of ' actual war views, showing the American Army abroad and in
the training camps, opened a week's engagement on April 29. The initial performance was graced by the presence of
the mayor and other city and Federal
officials who spoke on behalf of the loan
and of other activities in aid of the Government. The picture is being sent out
by the Committee of Public Information,
and is much the best of any collection of
the sort which has yet been seen in Cincinnati. The photography itself is the
work of members of the Army Signal
Corps and of Navy photographers, assisted
by official Government cameramen, accompanying the forces in the field.
At the same time a week's engagement
of "The Unbeliever," the official recruiting picture of the United States Marine
Corps, was begun at the Walnut theater,
with all of the incidents of the week in
charge of the Cincinnati recruiting staff
of the Marines, headed by Capt. L. W.
Putnam. Manager Libson turned the
house over to the Marines, with indications of permission to go as far as they
liked. Patriotic decorations prevailed during the week, while the military flavor
of the picture was powerfully aided by
the presence of a strong detail of Marines
in full uniform and equipment, and of
details from the Cincinnati Home Guard
regiment.
A trench scene was placed on
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W. S. Wessling Made District Manager.
\v. s. Wessling, who has for some
months been manager of the Cincinnati
Pathe Office, has been promoted to the
manmore responsible position of district
ager, with a wide territory under his
section
a considerable
Including
charge,
the Southwest.
and
West
Of the Middle
a been succeeded In charge of the
Cincinnati territory by S. B. Chase. Mr.
Wessling is now endeavoring to secure
the permission of the powers that be to
headquarters in Cinmake his
instead of in
Chicago, as he is
cinnatigeneral
thoroughly at home in the Queen City,
and dislikes to move, besides feeling that
he can cover the territory quite as well
from Cincinnati as from Chicago.
"The Re-Making"
at the Olympic.
The first showing in Cincinnati of the
official pictures showing the training of
National Army troops in the cantonments
which were made at Camp Sherman,
Chillicothe, O., will be had at the Olympic
theater immediately following the close
of the regular season there. The Olympic,
a popular burlesque house, has never
shown pictures save as minor incidents of
its program, and the announcement by
Harry H. Hedges of an engageManager
ment of two weeks for the training film.
has
"The Remaking of a Nation," therefore
more than ordinary interest, as it may
there.
pictures
of
presage a regular season
The Red Cross will benefit by the en-

gagement.
W. J. Corcoran Dies in Los Angeles.
Many Cincinnatians, especially in moving picture circles, learned with regret
a few days ago of the sudden death in
Los Angeles of Wm. J. Corcoran, a wealthy
Cincinnati manufacturer, with a half interest in the handsome new Casino theater, at Clark 'and Linn streets. Mr.
a heart atCorcoran was the victimtheof neighborho
od
tack. He was worth in
of a million dollars, made principally in
his business of manufacturing automobile
lamps.
Will Watch
Operating
Booths
Closely.
As a result of a thorough inspection of
moving picture theaters in Cincinnati by
a representative of the building commissioner's office, Building Commissioner
Rendigs has announced that a permanent
inspector of picture houses will be placed
on his staff, one of his deputies being assigned to that duty. It appears from the
report made that many of the local and
insurance regulations regarding the operation of projecting machines have been
disregarded, the inspector declaring that
in some cases he found small boys or
ushers operating the machines during the
temporary absence of operators, and that
in other cases film guards were missing,
constituting a serious fire menace. Exhibitors who were warned of the existence
of such conditions promised, however, to
exercise more care in future to see that
their operators complied strictly with the
regulations,
the inspector said.
File Suit Against
Pastime
Theater.
Winchester, Ky. — The first of the suits
expected to result from the recent tragedy
when a wall collapsed and fell through
the roof of the Pastime theater has been
filed by the father of a boy who was
badly injured. Damages of $25,000 are
asked.
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Kansas City Film Trade Doings of Week
Saphire Theater Gives Place to a New House to Be Built by the Standard Film Corporation— Many Called to Colors — Other Notes.
By Kansas City News Service, 115 Railway Exchange, Kansas City, Mo.
Eagle and will be preceded by a big paKANSAS CITY, MO. — Phil Ryan, general
rade. The showing will be carried out
manager of the Standard Film Corporation; F. J. Warren, treasurer of
pretty much the same as the annual Kansas City star parties in Kansas City.
the same company, and A. E. Elliot, a
local exhibitor, will soon begin the construction of a splendid new moving picStandard
Buys
"Birth
of Democracy."
ture theater at 105-107 East Twelfth
The Standard Film Corporation anstreet, Kansas City, at which place is now
nounces
that
"The
Birth
of Democracy"
located the Saphire theater. Work will be
has been bought by that company for
distribution
in
Missouri,
Kansas,
Iowa and
well under way by June 5. This new theater will make the fourth addition to
Nebraska.
Kansas City's modern motion picture theaters within the last few months, as
New
Salesmen
for Standard.
there are three others scheduled to open
J. W. Spratley and C. O. Spessor have
about the time of the starting of -work
been added to the sales force of the
upon this house. The new theater will
Standard Film Corporation, the former
cost about $300,000. It will have a seatworking in Missouri and the latter in
ing capacity of 700. The foundation will
Kansas
and Nebraska.
be so built that 19 additional stories can
A. A. Bourg is now a member of the
be added later. In the basement of the
traveling sales force of the Standard
new theater building will be a restaurant.
Film Corporation. He was formerly with
the Kansas City Vitagraph office. His
Standard Film to Move.
new territory is in Kansas.
The Standard Film has moved into new
quarters on the fourth floor of the Boley
W. C. Ansell Gets Foursquare Job.
building. This company was formerly loW. C. Ansell, formerly a Goldwyn salescated at Thirteenth and Walnut streets.
man out of the Kansas City office, is now
By making this move the Standard will
working out of the Kansas City Hoffman
be in the "select circle" of Greater VitaFoursquare office covering a territory in
graph, Goldwyn, Foursquare, and the U. S.
northern Missouri and southern Iowa. He
Booking Corporation, which companies
was also a salesman for the Standard Film
are located in the same building and the
Corporation before going with Goldwyn.
adjoining building to the north. This
He began his new work April 21.
location was formerly that of the now
extinct Federal Film Corporation and the
Kansas Theater Notes.
Bluebird
and Jewel offices.
Oswego, Kan. — Manager Daniels, of the
Midway Airdome, is having a roof conDraft Calls for Many Film Men.
structed over the airdome and installing
Recent calls of the selective draft servother improvements.
ice have made serious inroads upon the
Junction City, Kan. — The Junction City
film selling men of Kansas City exAmusement Co. is planning on building a
changes. In these calls a booker and a
modern airdome in the near future.
camera man have also been named. The
Palco, Kan. — Earl Hinkhouse has bought
booker to leave was W. P. Pittenger, who
the moving picture theater in this town
left April 26 for Camp Funston, Kansas.
from F. K. Hoff.
He was the booker at the Kansas City
Tfpton, Kan. — The opera house is now
General Film Co. office, and had been
complete and open for business.
with that exchange office since September,
Sylvia, Kan. — W. H. Markle, of Hutchin1917. He has also worked with the Genson, who has owned the picture theater
eral at Oklahoma City, and with the Kanhere for several years, has sold it to W.
sas City Mutual office. He is succeeded
M. Struble, of Pratt.
by P. H. Fairchild, who has worked as
Pittsburg, Kan. — The airdome here is
booker, city salesman and Oklahoma
being torn down by W. W. Bell and will
salesman for the local General office.
be removed to Baxter Springs.
George H. Ware, Greater Vitagraph
Horton, Kan. — Yaple & Hall are offering
salesman, was scheduled to report to the
the Gem theater for sale.
same place a day later. He had been
With
Oklahoma
Exhibitors.
with
for several
months the
and "Vitagraph
was one ofoffice
the oldest
salesmen working out of that office.
Blackwell. Okla. — The new Liberty theater has been opened to the public. The
William Parsons, Mutual salesman, is
seating capacity is 1,000.
awaiting a call which he expects to come
in the very near future. He has been with
Claremore, Okla. — The Electric theater,
which has been closed for some time, will
the Mutual office for about two months,
open soon under the management of Fred
and previous to this work was a salesman
Harvey.
for the Kansas City Bluebird
office.
V. E. Simes, Mutual cameraman, was
Sulphur, Okla. — The Wigwam theater
was recently destroyed by fire.
ordered to report at Rochester, N. T.,
Perry, Okla. — Manager Tate has recently
where he will begin study for some speopened a moving picture theater in the
cial camera work in the signal corps department of the army. He was formerly
Mid-Co camp in the Hoover oil field.
an owner in the Enterprise Motion PicDrumright, Okla. — H. Levan, manager
ture Co. of this city.
of
the Folly theater, is doing some remodeling.
Ted Morse
Signs with United.
Frederick, Okla. — C. B. Greever has sold
the Queen theater to J. R. Thrush and his
Ted Morse lias signed up with the Kanson.
of David, Okla.
sas City office of the United Picture Theaters Corporation and will work a terriTheater
Items
from
Nebraska.
tory in Missouri and Nebraska.
D. M. Majors
with Vitagraph.
D. M. Majors is working the Missouri
territory for the Kansas City Vitagraph
office. He was formerly with the Mutual
here.
Fred
Pickrell
Will Do a Bit.
Fred Pickrell, Pathe salesman, will put
on a Red Cross benefit In Wichita, Kansas, at the Koruni, during the second week
in May. He will use Baby Marie Osborne's "Kaby Does Her Bit." The show
will receive publicity
from the Wichita
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Hartington, Neb. — B. Greeg has bought
the picture show
of E. Greenwood.
Blue Hill, Neb. — C. G. Binderup. of Minden, lias purchased the Sterling theater
from S. P. Duncan of Bladen.
Nogales, Ariz. — Frank Dianos, of the
Nogales theater, will ereet a new fireproof
theatei building which will have a seating capacity of 2,000.
Dos Moines. la. — R. B. McGregor will
erecl a new theater building at Seventh
and Grand avenue.
Birmingham. Ala. — City Commission has
given a license to .las. L. Carey to erect

an open air theater with a seating capacity of 7,000.
The cost will be $2,750.
Fort Collins, Colo. — Carl Ray of Los
Angeles is planning the erection of a moving picture theater at Ft. Collins.
Unionville. Mo. — Ray Simpson and P. O.
Jones of the Theater Royal have purchased the Harmon theater at Milan. It
will be under the management of Mr.
Jones.
Business Jottings from Kansas City.
The Kansas City Universal office reports
that eight prints of the big picture, "The
Beast of Berlin," are now being used at
the Kansas City office and that there are
more requests to use the picture than
the office can supply.
Milton Feld, Kansas City Universal
manager, has arranged with the Ferry
Handley Advertising Co. to handle the
publicity for the Kansas City Universal
office. This work was formerly handled
by L. B. Douglas, who is now spending
his entire time assisting Mr. Feld.

Tennessee Trade Letter
Liberty

By J. L. Ray, Nashville, Tenn.
Pictures
at Government
Plant.

CO'
LLE, ofTENN.
NASHVI
presl'
Sudekum. the
Tony— Through
operation
dent of the Crescent Amusement
Company, a screen has been installed and
Hadley's
machines
projectin
nt placed
in the
plant
powder at
the g Governme
Bend,
suburbs of Nashville. Pictures have been
shown in the interest of the Third Liberty
Loan, and have been the means of atmany workers
speakers'
to the nights.
Loan lecture
Liberty
booth on tracting
The village inside the powder plant
reservation is to have its own moving
picture house in a short time, it is understood, for the benefit of the forces work'
ing on the powder plant construction.
Big Feature for Nashville.
Nazimova in "Revelation," a big Metro
production, has been booked by Manager
Carson Bradford, of the Strand, for an
entire week beginning May 27. Prices
will be increased to 25 cents for the occasion, and a big advertising campaign Is
planned for the city. Twenty-five-cent
productions have been making good In
Nashville for the past several runs, and
it is thought that "Revelation" will fully
justify the increase.
"Intolerance"
Runs, Despite
Protests.
When it was advertised that "Intolerance." Griffith's mighty spectacle, would
.be run at the Vendome theater in Nashville for three days and nights there entered a storm of protest headed by a delegation of women representing the W. C.
T. U. The delegation met with the Nashville Censor Board, and entered a formal
protest, which was based on the action of
a recent convention of the W. C. T. U.
condemning the picture. None of the
women on the committee had seen the
picture prior to the protest.
The censor board assured the committee
that it would witness the first performance, and if they iound anything in it
objectionable or opposed to morality they
the proper action. The picwouldturetake
had. of course, been passed by the
National Board of Review, which in turn
notifies the local boards when a picture
is condemned, but no notice of this kind
was received in Nashville. Consequently,
after viewing the production, the board,
Hamilton Love, perChairman
byit to
headed mitted
run as usual. The picture
brought big crowds during its run at
regular stage prices, and a return enhas been assured by the Vengagement
dome management at an early date.
To Build New Alabama House.
tentative
Birmingham, Ala. — FollowingCommission
plans of the Birmingham City or airdome
to ereet an open air theater
at Capitol place architects have been requested to submit plans outlining the
construction and seating facilities
of general
the new project.

Ma> 18, 1918
According
in the proposal
now
before
tli. commission the building will seat from
to 7.00U people, with standing room
ami chair spur.' tut' man)
more it n<
V screen
having
unusuall)
large
sions will have pictures! projected
bj .i Uhil; range machine, and the curtain
will be visible from all angles. The summrr season is now on, but it is thought
the new airdome could be finished In time
re for the patronage during the hot
w< ther of August and September.

Minneapolis Trade Letter
jto

-1

'•

Johnston,
719 Hennepin
Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
George
Law
with First National.
MINNEAPOLIS, minx. George Law
lias resigned as chief executive at the
Hoffman
Foursquare
exchange
and
has joined the salesforce of the Univer'irsl National exchange. Mr. Law's
ssor lias not boon named as yet. Mr.
Law opened the Foursquare exchange
early last fall, and brought the exchange
up
Into the offices.
front rank among looal film'
distributing

"Kaiser"
Film Stirs St. Paul.
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," at
tin' New Princess might well be termed
the leading photoplay attraction in St.
Paul the week beginning April 28. ManIgi r Bert Goldman, of the New Princess,
has advertised the film as he has never
d any attraction before, and as a
result the picture is being talked about
considerable in advance. Due to St. Paul's
German-American population the
-Kaisers" reception in St. Paul has been
awaited with interest. All of St. Paul's
theaters, with the exception of the Metropolitan, offered program releases the first
half of the week beginning April 28.
Personal
Notes
from
the Exchanges.
M. L. Livingston, representative of the
Vnited Theater Equipment Co., with headquarters in New York, has been spending
several days in Minneapolis visiting with
George A. Rogers, manager of the local
t". T. E. branch.
Ralph O. Proctor, district manager for
Pathe. spent a few days in Minneapolis
attending a sales conference of the local
exchange and assisting Manager Roberts
in instructing the sales force in the Pathe
methods
of salesmanship.
Edward J. Mooney has resigned as
auditor at the Universal exchange, and
has returned to New York. Miss Beulah
Armant, formerly with the George Kleine
exchange at Dallas, Texas, succeeds Mr.
Mooney.
Manager Jack Corbett, of the Triangle
' exchange, has reported the loss of a
comedy entitled '-Dollars and Cents." Exhibitors having knowledge of the whereabouts of the film are urged to notify Mr.
Corbett
immediately.
Ambassador James W. Gerard's "My
Four Years in Germany" began a two
weeks' run at cTr-e) Metropolitan opera
house, Minneapolis, Sunday. April 28, to
a good business. The big First National
attraction is being presented by Manager R. B. Scott in the same way it was
shown at the Knickerbocker theater, New
York, recently, the same musical score
and effects being used, and the same admission prices being charged. The photoplay will play an eight days' run at the
St. Paul Metropolitan beginning May 5 following the close of a week's showing of
"The Fall of the Romanoffs."
C. E. Van
Duzee in Minneapolis.
C. E. Van Duzee, who opened one of the
first film exchanges in the West, and who
has been prominent in the Minneapolis
film field for a decade, has returned after
about eight months spent in California.
Mr. Van Duzee will remain in Minneapolis
a few weeks, and then hie himself Pacificward again.
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New Fire Code in Indianapolis Protested
Film

Men

B]

Claim

That

Measure
Is Drast ic — Committer
Draws
Be Presented i<> the City Council.

in.ii. hi. i Trade Newi

Up

Amendments

Service, 861
Bldi
Indlanapoll
and Jacob
IIi
• mini

Ini 'i \\ \n 'Lis. [ND,
Objectors to pro
visions ol the proposed (ire prevention
ordinance
now
in the hands
ol the
finance committee of the cltj council were
heard at a special meetin
ol this committee :ii the eltj hall, Mondaj
noon,
April
22.
Those
objecting
to the
measure
contend
that ii Is entirely
too
atrlngent.
The ordinance, which was Introduced In
the council recently at the request of,
Mayor Jewett, provides tor the establishment of a tire prevention bureau for Indianapolis tO work OUt a City-Wide system
of lire prevention, standardized methods
applicable to every store, residence, business, and Industry are to bo introduced,
according to the provision of the ordinance. It appears, however, that the
motion picture industry will be the hard'est hit by the ordinance.
A delegation of local motion picture
men headed by Edward G. Sourbier, county
treasurer, who is the owner of the Keystone and Palms theaters in North Illinois
street, comprised the principal objectors
at the meeting. They protested against
the provision of the proposed ordinance
which provides that no film exchange may
maintain headquarters in a building
wherein the public congregates. Mr.
Sourbier has leased the upstairs quarters
of his building to the Mutual Film Corporation, and the passing of the ordinance
containing the present provisions would
entail a heavy loss.
Mr. Sourbier explained to the committee
that he built the theater building expressly so that the second story- could be
used for film purposes. He said he complied with all building regulations at that
time, which was in 1913, and that he
would be willing to meet all other regulations designed to make the handling of
films safer, but that he could not feel
that the council should compel him to
break his lease. By breaking the lease
with the film company it would cost him
approximately $10,000 in rent which he
would not receive, he said.
Jacob H. Hilkene, former building inspector, and now a member of the board
of safety, who had a part in drafting the
proposed measure, told members of the
finance committee that employees of the
Mutual Film Company often had as many
as ninety films out at one time in the
quarters above the Keystone theater. He
said the only danger lay in the fact that
if the films ever caught fire a serious
panic might result in the theater below.
Following the meeting at the city hall
the members of the committee, together
with the motion picture men who objected to the provisions of the ordinance,
made a survey of several of the downtown
exchanges. Although the committee did
not make known" the nature of the conditions it found, it is reported that in
some instances the conditions were such
as to warrant immediate improvement.
The motion picture men held a conference at the city hall on Saturday, April 20,
and drew up several amendments which
will be introduced in the council. Although no definite agreement has yet been
reached between the opposing factions, it
is thought the word, "hereafter," will
be inserted in the motion picture clause
in order to harmonize with present conditions.
The members of the finance committee
of the council which has the matter in
charge is composed of Jacob P. Brown,
chairman: W. B. Peake, Jesse Miller, Russell Wilson, and Dr. S. A. Furniss. In .
addition to members of the committee
the following men accompanied the committee on the tour of inspection: L. \Y.
Carnefix. president of the council; John
C. Loucks,
chief of the fire department,
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Exhibitor and Employee
Indicted.
Harrj
i
igel,
proprietor
ol
i he
i ires ra theater, a mol Ion plcl uri house
in Bright w ood, one ol i he out I
dence dl trlcti ol Indianapolis, and
• ■ Emory, a n emplo] ee ol i he i be ater, w io> were arrested bj the Indlanb polls police recent i\ cha rg ed with t he
thefi oi some automobile tires, were held
to the grand jurj under $1,000 bonds follow Ing a hearing in city COUrl , TuApril 2::.
According i<> the testimony of the arrestlng policemen
the two men drove to
the Union station to deliver some motion
picture films to the Adams Express Company on the night of April 12, and that
while there Kniory took four new auto
tires
fromThe
one tires,
of thethe
express
trucks.
policecompany's
testified,
were placed in Nagel's machine and taken
to Lis picture show, where they were concealed under the stage.
Emory, the police say, admitted taking the tires, and said he did it according
to a previous agreement that he had with
Nagel. Mr. Nagel denied knowing anything about the tires. He says he left
the machine a few minutes when in the
vicinity
express
and
thatof itthe
would
havecompany's
been an office,
easy
matter for Emory to place the tires in
the car without his knowledge.

Atlanta News Letter
By

Linton

K.

Starr, Atlanta
Atlanta, Ga.

William Oldknow

Undergoes

Journal,
Operation.

ATLANTA,ident ofGA.
William Oldknow,
the— Consolidated
Film presand
Supply Co., lessee of the Tudor theater
and one of the South's best known motion
picture men, is convalescent here from a
serious operation last week. Physicians
expect him to be out within a few weeks.
Mr. Oldknow has not let a little thing
like an operation stop him, however, and
has been directing his business from his
bed. Among other things he has booked
a return showing of "The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin," for the Rialto. At the
Rialto several weeks ago this picture
smashed attendance records for the theater.
"Spirit of the Red Cross."
Atlanta exhibitors have co-operated
with the local branch of the American
Red Cross in exhibiting the Red Cross
picture, "The Spirit of the Red Cross."
John Evins, of the Strand, and George
Smith, of the Alamo Number Two, added
this picture to their programs this week.
)»( "The
Unbeliever" Praised.
/Fine
for "The
the
weekpraise
of April
20 at Unbeliever.''
the Rialto thishown
came
from Lieut. H. Colvocoressces,
the
officer In charge of the local United States
Marine Corps' recruiting station.
" 'The Unbeliever,' " said Lieutenant
Colvocoressces in a newspaper interview,
"is fine, inspiring, full of true patriotism
— a picture play every young American
should see.
"I witnessed the special review of "The
Unbeliever" with great pleasure and feel
better for having seen it.
"The play is full of action, generous
emotion and thrills, and the scenes in the
trenches and of fighting in Belgium are
especially
fine.
"I would strongly urge all young Americans who are still in any doubt as to
their duty to see 'The Unbeliever.' "
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Dan Lederman Becomes Brandt's Assistant
General

Manager

May 18, 1918
R. S. Ballantyne, manager of the Omaha
Mutual brancW, and formerly in that
capacity in Des Moines before the consolidation of the two branches, was a Des
Moines visitor.
Manager Skirboll, of Metro, announces
first run in Des Moines of the first Nazimova
Classic, "Revelation," at the
Palace Screen
this month.
Lee Horn, well known to Iowa exhibitors through his efforts on behalf of
the Supreme Feature Film Company in
Minneapolis, has sold his interests in that
company, and is resting for a few weeks
at his former home, Ida Grove.
V. N. Detweiler, who has been acting as
auditor at the local Paramount office, has
returned to Kansas City to assume the
management of the Central Film Co. office
at that point.
Visitors at Des Moines exchanges during the week of April 22 were Edward
Awe. of the Strand, Fort Dodge; J. M.
Heffner, of the Bijou, Mason City; J. A.
Ruskin, of the Opera House, Adel; J. C.
Price, of the Empress, Indianola; Jno.
Peterson, of the Windsor, Hampton; John
Koch, of the Orpheum, Oskaloosa.

of the Des Moines Branch of the Universal Goes to New York;
to Fill Important Position in Home
Office.
By J. L. Shipley, 615 Locust St., Des Moines, Iowa.
playing only the biggest legitimate and
DESthe MOINES',
IA. —ofSeveral
changes ofin
vaudeville houses which have closed their
local staff
the Laemmle
fices are of interest to all branches
regular season's policies and look upon
of the industry. Dan Ledermann, general
this big picture as a boon during the offmonths. J. L. Shipley is handling the
manager of the office for several years,
goes to New York as assistant to Joe
publicity and directing the road shows
from the Des Moines office.
Brandt, general sales manager of the
Universal interests. Mr. Ledermann has
Richard Robertson Busy in Des Moines.
made the local. Laemmle office one of the
most productive in the country. It serves
Richard Robertson, Kansas City manager for Goldwyn, was a Des Moines
a larger list of Iowa exhibitors than any
visitor recently, and signed contracts for
office in the state, and Mr. Ledermann
has brought the Jewel and Bluebird dethe big special, "Heart of the Sunset,"
partments up to a high point of service
from the story by Rex Beach. Mr. Robertand income. He leaves a host of friends
son also jumped out to several adjoining
who have been attracted by his genial
towns
and new
signedBilly
contracts'.
states
personality and straightforward business
that the
ParsonsHe Capitol
methods. It is thought that the change
comedies which are being distributed
will take place on or about May 1. Mr.
through Goldwyn are meeting with much
Ledermann will be succeeded as local
approval, and that many contracts are
coming in.
manager by a Mr. Friedman, of New
York. Nicholas Amos will continue as
S. R. O. All the Week for Chaplin.
Pertinent Personal Jottings.
Jewel manager. E. L. Myers, formerly
The
Garden theater here broke all house
After
a
conference
in
the
A.
H.
Blank
assistant manager of the Mutual office
records Sunday on the initial showing
Des Moines office, Sam Goldflam has rehere, has been added to the booking deturned to Kansas in the interests of the
partment.
of thethan
firstseven
new thousand
Chaplin, paid
"A Dog's
Life."
More
admissions
First National and other Blank pictures.
Burned Valley Junction
Theater to Be
F.
R.
Martin,
now
general
representaresulted,
and
during
the
five
days'
run
Rebuilt.
tive of the Omaha branch of the United
of the picture there •were a constant lockTheaters, is in Des Moines launching a
Fire which destroyed the third floor of
out. Manager Blank ran a two-reel feacampaign for Iowa on behalf of the new
the Lyric Theater building in Valley Juncture in connection ■with the Chaplin, 'which
is in three reels.
organization.
tion a few days ago also damaged the
theater considerably and burned up
several reels of film which were showing
in the house at the time of the blaze.
Manager Witmer says the theater will
be rebuilt and open for business in a few
days.
In Texas, Faulty
Bookkeeping
of Revenue
Collectors
Demands
Fines
for Some
The Berchel Begins Summer Season.
Theaters That Already Had a Receipt for Tax.
Following the season of burlesque and
By Douglas Hawley, The Times-Herald, Dallas. Tex.
legitimate attractions the Berchel, Des
has secured the picture for those two
AULAS, TEX. — Texas exhibitors are
Moines, opens its summer picture policy
cities. The Dallas price was 52,000, a
feeling better, and buying Liberty
with a twelve days' showing of the "Wilprice
paid only once before for a picture
Bonds. They're looking about for
liam Fox Super, "Cleopatra," with Theda
new stuff, and taking on a thrift stamp
in this city. Dugger reports the picBara. "My Four Years in Germany" folture sold in every one of the larger Texas
lows, and Manager Harold Cavanaugh
or soing every
now fellows
and then.
They're
cities and a number of the smaller ones
the farmer
as they
smilewatchover
states that a few more pictures may be
despite
the rather high figure put upon it
played before closing for redecoration.
the coming of the rains, which have rejuvenated everybody, and then they plan
due to heavy expense in the making. And
With show business booming in Des
it is having remarkable runs. One cited
Moines on account of its steady growth
opening a new theater and take on another Liberty Bond.
is at Roxton, Tex., a town of 700. where
and the presence of the transients atfirst run rights were bought. It went
tracted by Camp Dodge, located ten miles
But a lot of 'em are a bit worried.
from here, the Orpheum will remain open
They're wondering- whether, or rather,
for a three days' run to capacity houses.
what kind of a mix-up has occurred in
until August 1. Picture houses are doNo New F. N. E. A. Manager.
ing capacity.
the
state revenue
collector's
department.
A whole
lot of Texas
exhibitors
have
There isn't much new doing. E. H. HulFrankle Gets Engineer Commission.
sey
is back a from
York, for
but the
he hasn't
been notified that they've been fined — in
Harry Frankle, formerly associated with
appointed
state New
manager
F. N.
one case as much as 200 per cent, of reE.
A.
his father, Abe Frankle, in the manageceipts for the period — because of failure
to make returns on receipt taxes. And
ment of the latter's picture houses and
Picked
Up Along
Film Row.
other amusement interests, has been made
in this instance the fellow had the reEd. Rowley, of Robb and Rowley, San
a second lieutenant in the Engineering
ceipt from the office right smack, dab in
Corps, and is at home on a short furlough
Angelo, where,
Big
Spring.
Abilene
elsehis safe. A lot of them have been worreported
in Dallas
duringand
a recent
prior to reporting for duty at Laurel,
ried, but it is believed that the matter
week. He presaged his coming by a letter
Maryland.
will be straightened out.
announcing that there would be no social
Planning
Road
Shows
for Gerard Film.
sessions — it was all business. And since
New
Chaplin
a Clean-up.
Eddie Bonns has been engaged as adhe left some rude fellow has been askIf what it did in Dallas is a fair sample
ing questions which relate to the Elks
vance representative of "My Four Years
the new Chaplin. "A Dog's Life." will
make good at almost any price. It
in Germany," which the First National is
Club. 1 don't know anything about it,
handling in Iowa territory as a road show.
myself. Rowley says things in the West
"cleaned up" at the Old Mill here. The
A. H. Blank, First National member for
are looking up a bit.
little fellow lias put some new stuff into
lo\va. Nebraska and Kansas, announces
it. The three-reel idea seems to have been
"Bill" Lytle, of San Antonio, accomthat two companies have been routed for
the proper thing.
panied by Dr. Box, of the Petticlaire themonths of May and June, and that three
ater, also San Antonio, hobnobbed around
prints of the picture will be used in Iowa
Sympathetic
Waco
Strike
Ends.
Film Row recently, and said they were
Waco theaters were affected for a couple
alone. The No. 1 show opens at the Grand,
perfectly
at peace with the world.
of days by a sympathetic
strike which
D. C. House, of the Wigwam. Coal Gate,
Sioux City, la., for a week's run May 5,
while the No. 2 show will open at the
developed
there.
Trolley car men in the
Okla., has been around recently, and says
Majestic. Waterloo, la., the week of May
employ of the Texas Railways Companies
everything is all right up in his country.
went on strike in March.
A sympathetic
12, with the other large towns in Iowa
If .loo Daugherty doesn't have to go
to follow. The Berchel al Des Moines
strike of all unions was called April 24,
with the next draft he'll very likely make
will play it the week of May 19. Mr.
ami several trades joined, including movmighty
good as a Yitagraph salesman.
Bonns Is former representative for the
ing picture machine operators. U was
Young Mr. Daugherty started as a doorAllen Film Corporation, Chicago, and has
called oil" at the solicitation of a Federal
man for Hulsey's Queen theater here. His
been ahead and back wuli a number of
mediator, who put the proposition up lo
cordial good nature made him many
Broadway attractions. William Hennings
the unions
from a patriotic basis.
friends.
He made good in the shipping dewill be second man with the advance,
partment at Yitagraph. and now Manager
which.
Tor the present,
will act in that
J. B. Dugger Isn't Sick at All.
Dugger has promoted
him to the road.
J. B. Dugger. of the Yitagraph Dallas
capacity
for both companies.
"My Four
J. L. Butterfield, of the Community MoTears" is being billed like a circus,
branch, is all swelled up. He's been selltion Picture Bureau, was in Dallas durMr. Blank expects to have a half dozen
ing "Over the Top" to beat the band.
ing the last week in April opening the
shows going by the first of July. Prices
Kay Stinnett, of the Jefferson theater.
Y. M. C. A. "movie" house at Camp Dick
will be 26 cents to $1.00.
The picture is
Pallas, and the Club theater. Joplin. Mo.,
flying field.

Exhibitors Annoyed by Slipshod Officials
D
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Bj k. ins; is City Newa Service,
Jottings
About
Texas
Picture
Houses.
Waco,
Tea
-The
Waco
Arcade
and
Amusement
Co, chartered
with a capital
■ 000 bj L. a. Goldstein,
L.
i and M. E, Lawrence,
s.in Angelo, Tex.
S. Nastoa la remodeling his theater al a coat of $1,000,
Grange,
Tex. — H. Thomas
will erect a
theater of steel and concrete, 16 x L46 feet,
ng capacity
1,200.
Houston,
Tex,
A cooling
system
Has
Installed
In the
Liberty
theater.
Fresh air is forced into the theater at
the rat<- of 50.000 cubic feet a minute,
Waxahachle, Tex — Dr. C, w. Simpson is
having plans drawn for remodeling the
Dixie theater building'. He expects to
spend about $8,000 on these new improvements.
Tulia, Tex — .) W. Kellerhor has bought
the Olympic theater of H. H. Townsend
and lias assumed a<
management.
El Paso, Tex. — J. M. Lewis and V. B.
Andreas are planning to build a new
moving picture theater. This will be fireproof, of steel and concrete.
Austin. Tex. — The Hancock theater has
reopened after repairing- the damage
done by the recent tire.
TRADE

BREVITIES FROM SPOKANE.
By S. Clark Patchin.
Exchange and Theater Personals.
SPOKANE, WASH. — "The Blue Bird,"
adapted to the screen from Maeterlinck's famous fantasy, closed a successful four days' run at the Clemmer theater, where it played to capacity houses
since April 20. Thousands of Spokane
school children, aside from thousands of
adults, witnessed the production, and
many who were unable to get there have
been asking if it will return.
Violet Palmer, a former Spokane girl,
■drew good crowds, including many former
friends, to the Casino, where she appeared
-with 'William Farnum in "Rough and
Ready."
Word has just reached Spokane that
Roy Madden, manager of the Mutual exchange before it closed in Spokane about
a year ago, has died at his home in Salt
Lake City, Utah, where he went for the
Mutual. His wife, Madame Othick, sang
in the Clemmer theater here for some
months.
IN CALIFORNIA.
Brief San Francisco Notes.
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of the
Hoffman Foursquare Pictures, recently
visited the local office.
The Rialto theater of Eureka has been
incorporated here with a capital stock of
$75,000 by Nat Holt, Myrtiel T. Blum and
E. Salomon.
Hermanof W'obber
visited the
Los Angeles
branch
the Progressive
Motion
Picture
Co. late in April.
Guy Gunderson, who recently joined the
local staff of the Select Pictures Corporation, has been transferred to the Los
Angeles
branch.
Walter Preddey has sold a Mazda lamp
outfit to J. B. Houston, of Klamath Falls,
Ore., and has also furnished machines and
a similar outfit to Gerevas & Huck, who
have remodeled and open a theater at
Fairfield, Cal.
Edgar Bayliss has been engaged as organist at the Berkeley T. & D. theater.
Recent visitors have included Ed. Stark,
■of the Opal theater, Hollister, Cal.; J. L.
Davis, Ukiah, Cal.; Nick Turner, Grass
Valley, Cal.; J. Van Sant, Jr., Eureka, Cal.,
and C. G. Douglas, Merced, Cal.
Poster House Incorporates.
The Western Poster Co., which supplies
posters, slides, heralds and theater supplies to exhibitors in the San Francisco
territory, with a store on Golden Gate
avenue, has filed articles of incorporation
in the sum of $25,000. The incorporators
are I. H. Lichtenstein, Leo Kaufmann, H.
L. Schmalz and P. H. Livingston.
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San Francisco's Portola Being Improved
Theater

Under

the Management
of Van B. Clement Closes for Two
Weeks — Will
Have a New
Front and Many Other Changes.
Bj T. \ Church, 1607 North St., Berkeli
, Calll
district houses aa the New Fillmore, the
Sax ki: \.\vi.scii cal. Extensive alNew M Isslon a nd i be i loyal.
terations are under waj al the Portola
theater, and this house will be closed
William S. Hart Helps Loan Drive.
for a period of two weeks to complete the
William s. iiart arrived In Ban FranImprovements started some time ago. The
cisco in time to help this city over the
entire front will be altered and renotop in i he i a i" 1 1 j Loa n drive, speaking
vated, a new tile Boor laid In the lobby,
I- ' ore >e\ era i a iidiencea on Lib
tin' brass poster frames will be removed
and bringing to a close his tour of the
ami supplant! ii by wall frames of an
Far West, He appeared before a huge
Improved and artistic design, and a beauaudience at the Exposition Auditorium
tiful new bOX Office will he installed.
and also addressed the members of the
The ladies' restrooms off the foyer will be
Commonwealth Club on Liberty Day on
enlarged and the offices will be moved
nearer the entrance, While the entire foyer
"What
for the
War."
Inning thehis Movies
slay Are
here Doing
he also
delighted
will be redecorated. All of the chairs will
audiencea
at
the
Imperial
theater
by
apbe removed decorated
and
uphostered,
walls
repearing on the stage in cowboy attire,
and repairs
made the
to the
stage.
The operating room will also receive attention and will be rewired throughout.
Plans have been made for the installation of an organ, but it has not been
decided when the instrument will be
added, and the house will be reopened in
May with the regular Portola orchestra.
This theater has made moving picture
history and its success led to the building
of the California theater a few doors
away by the same interests that control it. The opening of the big house
has not interfered with the business of
the Portola theater, but has rather improved it by making this section of Market street an amusement center. The
older house is conducted under the management of Van B. Clement along the
lines that has long made it popular.
Community Singing at Theaters.
Community singing, which has proved
such a popular feature of gatherings at
the Exposition Auditorium, San Francisco,
has been introduced into moving picture
houses in suburban cities as an aid to
the Liberty Loan drive. The management of the T. & D. theater and the
Berkeley theater, Berkeley, Cal., recently
consented to give time each evening to
community singing planned by the local
unit of the State Council of Defense and
Mobilized Women's organizations, and the
innovation proved so popular that the
idea was at once taken up by the Strand
and Lorin theaters. Prominent local
singers led the song fests and found theatergoers quick to respond.
Free Theater Tickets for Enlisted Men.
Eighteen of the prominent theaters of
San Francisco have agreed to place five
thousand free tickets a week at the disposal of the War Camp Community Service for the use of enlisted men. The
tickets are given out to all men in uniform up to the five thousand limit on
application at the office of the service
or at the Enlisted Men's Club. The theaters included in the list are the Cort,
Columbia, Alcazar, Casino, Hippodrome,
Orpheum, Wigwam, Pantages, Rialto,
California, New Fillmore. New Mission,
Alhambra, Progress, Strand, Portola, Tivoli and Imperial.
Government
War
Films
Booking
Fast.
Sol L. Lesser, chairman of the war films
division of the California Council of Defense, states that bookings for the series
of twenty-six Government war films are
rolling in without personal solicitation
from the larger communities as well as
the country districts, indicating a genuine
desire on the part of exhibitors to serve
their country by giving these pictures
a wide distribution. Most of the subjects show Government activities never
before featured in moving pictures, and
these are proving of popular interest. The
five-reel feature subject, "The Remaking
of a Nation,"
was at
recently
shown theater
as the
screen
attraction
the Casino
and the local military officials furnished
a band for the engagement. The series
of pictures has been booked by such fine

following screen showings of "The Tiger
Buys
Interest in Empire Theater.
Martin Kurtzig, a pioneer exhibitor of
this city, who has been away for some
time, has returned and secured an Inin the Empire theater on Market
Man." terestHe
street.
is one of the old school of
exhibitors who believe in elaborate lobby
displays, and an extensive use of wax
figures and electrical effects is being
made.
Changes at Rialto Theater.
Nat Holt, for the past fourteen months
manager of the Rialto theater, has left
to accept a similar position with the Kinema theater at Fresno. He was to have
gone to Eureka to manage the new Rialto
theater to be opened shortly by Sheehan
& Lurie, but changed his mind when the
position in the "Raisin City" was offered.
Several years ago he was associated with
the Kehrlein interests, which operate the
Kinema theaters of Fresno, Oakland and
Los Angeles.
Myrt T. Blum, who has been connected
with the Rialto theater since its opening
as advertising and publicity manager, has
also severed his connection, having joined
the naval reserve.
Harry David Back from New York.
Harry David, house manager of the California theater, has returned from a short
trip to New York and other large cities
of the country to look over leading theaters and observe the manner in which
moving pictures are presented elsewhere.
While away he visited houses in Chicago,
Detroit, Buffalo, New Vork, Philadelphia,
Kansas City and Los Angeles. He declares that the Pacific Coast theaters are
fully as large and as complete as those to
be found elsewhere. Everywhere music
is receiving added attention, with New
York leading in the size and excellence
of orchestras. Prices in the eastern
metropolis are about double those of San
Francisco for entertainments of the same
class. In Detroit he called on Edward
Benedict, of the Broadway Strand theater, who is coming to this city early in
May to fill a long engagement at the
California
theater as organist.
Film Man at Camp Fremont.
Al. Rosenberg, of the De Luxe Feature
Film Company of Seattle, Wash., is in the
hospital unit of the army at Camp Fremont, near San Francisco, and comes to
this city every Saturday to make the
rounds on Film Row and to keep in touch
with the business.
Educator Lauds "Kaiser" Film.
Alfred Roncovieri, superintendent of
schools, has written a letter of commendation to Leo Weinberger, manager of the
Strand theater, in which he lauds the
spirit that led to the making of the picture, "The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin,"
declaring that it has a missionary powes
that cannot be overestimated. The production was shown to almost one thousand school teachers at a special presentation.
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Michigan Began Prohibition on May First
Exhibitor Now

Has Better Chance Than Formerly to Play to Full
Wise Ones Will Make Special Efforts to Attract.
By Jacob

Smith,

Houses

and

the

719 Free Press Building, Detroit, Mich.
the western and northern sections of the
state. He reports a very successful list
of bookings, doing some business in every
town visited.

DETROIT, MICH.— The whole State of
Michigan went bone dry on May 1
and toward the end hundreds of bars
and cafes were either out of all kinds
of rum or else closed their doors voluntarily in order "to get out from under"
before the fatal last day. Regardless of
how exhibitors may feel individually on
the liquor situation they all anticipate
improved business as a result of it, judging from the reports by salesmen who
have been in other dry sections of the
country. If this be true, then it will be
splendid news for exhibitors because after
the hard, uphill fight that Michigan exhibitors put up during the months of
January, February, and March, owing to
fuel shortage and the zero weather, they
need some additional spring stimulant and
tonic — and maybe, after all, prohibition
will be that tonic. However, there is
another phase to the situation that most
exhibitors are probably overlooking and
which should be called to their attention.
Hundreds of men who .used to be frequent
patrons of saloons, spending many of
their evenings in such places are now
prospects for motion picture theaters and
their wives, who will now have more
money for their homes and themselves,
are splendid prospects for motion pictures, so it behooves exhibitors to put on
a little more steam during the next
ninety days by increased advertising, better music and closer attention to appropriate music — -cozier theaters — in fact, exhibitors can do a lot of things that will
show the people of their communities that
they are live wires and that their theaters are comfortable, restful and palaces
of genuine amusement. A great many
of these people who have been heretofore
affected by liquor have never been in moving picture theaters, so that exhibitors
should make the right sort of appeal to
them.
There is no better time in Michigan than
RIGHT NOW for exhibitors to spruce up
and put their very best effort and brain
into showmanship
methods.

A. J. Gilligham Moves to Book Bldg.
A. J. Gilligham has moved his general
offices from 191 Woodward to the new
Book building on Washington boulevard.
In addition to owning the Empire theater, Mr. Gilligham is the Michigan manager for the United Picture Theaters, Inc.
Dawn Masterplay Moves Upstairs.
The Dawn Masterplay Co., Detroit, have
moved from the fifth to the seventh floor
of the Owen building, where they have
three times as much floor space, vaults,
inspection
room, etc.
Chaplin's
Latest
Counted
His Best.
The unanimous verdict of the people of
Detroit is thai Charlie Chaplin's newest
comedy, "A Dog's Life," is his very best.
And thej are backing up this verdict by
turning out bj the thousands afternoons
and evenings al the Madison theater,
where II opened a two-weeks' engagement on Sunday, April 28.
Business
Notes
from
Detroit.
The State Film Co., of Detroit, has
purchased
the
Michigan
distributing
rights to a new series ot ftve-reel features
wit ii Shorty i familton,
The Standard Film Service, Detroit, has
taken on the state rights to a weekly
series of soul; hits in photoplay.
"Over the Top" will start a long engagement at the .Majestic' theater, Detroit,
on May ii', according to present plans.
At the same time another print will open
a week's engagement at the .Majestic Gardens in Grand Rapids.
Art s. Hyman, of the Dawn Masterplay
Co., is back
from
a long
trip through

$3,000.
BATTLE LAKE, MIXX.— Star theater
has been opened by F. A. Tanzer.
BRAINERD, MIXX. — New moving picwill be erected on South 7th
street.ture theater

MIDWESTERN
THEATER
ITEMS.
By Joe Esler, Traveling Correspondent.
Organized Club — Didn't Make Good.
ROCK ISLAND, ILL. — M. A. Westlo,
who organized the O'Loma Photoplay Club here a few months ago, is
now an object of investigation on the
part of Chief of Police Herbert, of Toledo.
O. Westlo secured a large number of
members of the club in this city, and
opened tional
up Bank
club
rooms but
in the
Nabuilding;
the People's
studio plan
has failed to materialize, and the Rock
Island police have notified the Toledo chief
that Westlo secured money under false
pretenses, as he failed to carry out his
announced plans to the men and women
whom he secured as club members in the
Tri-Cities.
Theater
in Canton
Has Fire.
Canton, 111. — The Gem theater was badly damaged by fire recently 'when some
film caught during the afternoon performance. The fire department succeeded in
extinguishing the flames before the building was badly damaged, but the picture
machine and the operator's booth were
completely wrecked. Operator Brassfield
escaped with a few burns. The audience
filed out of the building without panic,
and no one 'was injured.
MORE

DAYTON

ITEMS.

"Kaiser, Beast of Berlin" Makes Hit.
One of the biggest hits for some time
in Dayton at any picture theater is the
Jewel picture mentioned above. This picture was advertised before the opening
by Theodore Chifos, manager of the
Apollo theater, where it was played and,
without a word of exaggeration it can
truthfully be said that it has been the biggest individual hit in many weeks at the
Apollo.
Dayton Pick-Ups.
Urlin G. Perrill, of the Dayton Journal,
is to do publicity work for the new Dayton theater.
The Victoria theater. Dayton, it has
been announced officially, will be rebuilt.
It is to be a straight legitimate house —
if a lessee can be found to pay the rent.
John Scifert siient several days last
week visiting Chicago. The ideal is prospering during his absence.
James Hamilton, whom I thought a
landmark with Bathe, lias quit that concern. No new connections announced as
George Jacobs, with the Masterpiece
was in Dayton
recently, and while
yfilm,
e t.
here
he screened
"Carmen
of the KlonJohn
Lyons
and
Cold Past twins.
dike."
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M.
XX.— toJ.
Ml
FORKS,
GRAND
EAST
freeman
has
sold
Keel
theater
Garber, of Grand Forks, X. D.
M.
SWANVILLE, MIXX. — Hill 10. West has
sold Cozy theater to B. B. Cox and Mrs.
has
\. E. Flood.
WHEATON,
MIXX. — 1. C. Hurlbut
taken over Grant
theater.
BEMIDJI,
MIXX.—
Bex
theater
is has
inc enlarged.
HOKAH,
MIXX. — Jewel
opened
under
management

Wheaton.

theater
of
H
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MORGAN, MIXX. — Brownie theater has
been taken over by Charles G. Picker.
POKEGAMA, MIXX. — Town has plans
Pine City, Minn., for oneGalles.hall,
E. town
by
story
Z<) by 60 feet, to cost

E.

be-

DEER WOOD, MIXX. — Moving picture
theater will be erected here by Charles G.
Osterloud.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINX.— New Calhoun
theater on Lake street, near Hennepin
under management of
avenue, inis &now
Ruben.
Finkelste
MORRIS, MIXX. — Strand theater has
been purchased by Cnarles Vaughn.
SOUTH STILLWATER. MIXX. — John
picture thehas sold his moving
Nichols
McManus.
ater to William
& AnderMISS.— King
DALE. Majestic
CLARKSremodel
theater.
son will
JOPLIX*. MO. — Lease on Bluebird theater
has been purchased by J. D. Wineland.
picSPRINGFIELD, MO. — New moving Riley,
ture theater erected by Friend &
with seating capacity for 550, has opened.
INDEPENDENCE. MO. — Maple theater
has been remodeled and reopened by H.
L. Vardeman.
HELENA, MONT. — Marlow theater has
opened under management of C. W.
Eckart.
BUTTE, MONT. — Empress theater is to
reopen.
KIMBALL, NEB. — American theater will

open soon.
MERNA, NEB. — W. H. Jones has leased
opera house, and will conduct it as moving picture theater.
ORD. NEB. — Wesley Mansfield has taken
over Gem theater.
H. A. Felps has purSHELTON, NEB.—
chased Comet theater from H. E. Wait.
GOTTENBURG. NEB. — Sun theater has
been leased by George Bourke.
MANCHESTER, N. H. — Star theater on
street is being remodeled and seatLowell capacity
increased.
ing
Jersey Home
JAMESBtJRG, X. J.— New s,
has plans
for Bovs, care C. H. Edmund
bv F. H. Bent, State House. Trenton. N. J.,
for one-story assembly hall and theater,
60 by 120 feet, to cost $40,000.
BEKXAIU'SVILLE, X. J. — Columbus
theater has been leased by local interest.
X. J. — Goodwin Theater Cornv has ,been organised, with capital of
panNEWARK
Semel, Charles J. Simons,
Meyer
bv
$5,000,
Isadore A. Steam to operate moving
and
picture theaters.
playhouse has
NEW YORK, X. Y— New
Miller.
by Henry
been opened
r with seatX. Y.— Theate
rORK, for
NEW capacity
1,600 persons will be
ing
erected on Gravesend avenue, near Church

street.

NEW YORK, X. Y. — Thomas Healy,
Columbus avenue and 66th street, has
ne, 16 E. 40th
plans by W. G. Massare
alterat
. ions to theater and
street, tfor building
restauran
NEW FORK, X. Y. — William Kremer
Estate 58 W. 120th street, has plans by
Samuel Livingston, lei W. 42d street, for
alterations to theater, to cost ?2.o00.
NEW YORK, X. Y.— Kennedy Theater
Company will convert Vincent Astor
building, at southwest corner Broadway
picture
moving
and 96th
1,500.the-It
y for
seatingintocapacit
ater, withstreet,
will be known as the Symphony.
be
BROOKLYN, X. Y.— Theater is to nd
erected at Church street and Gravese
for 1,600.
capacity
with seating
avenue,

BROOKLYN, X. Y.— Mitehel H. Mark
theg Strand
erectin
Realtyater atCorpora
ll place.
Rockwe
streetis and
Fulton tion
It will have seating capacity for 4,500,
and cost $1,000,000.
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions

"THE
LITTLE
RUNAWAY."
Delightful
Little Comedy
by Vitagraph
and Paul West and a Good Company.

T

Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

HE amusingly pleasant atmosphere of
•'The Little Runaway,"
a Vitagraph
Blue Ribbon comedy, rather than the
story Is the quality thai will appeal to
the average spectator. I think it will be
generally popular, for the players are
likable in their parts, and the ways they
travel are in the sunlight rather than
through dark waters, though there is
enough shadow in the background to
bring out the coloring of the adventures
of the little Irish girl played by Gladys
Leslie, (inre the atmosphere, half like a
fairy story, has been created the plot may
take and does take liberties with probnot much hinder one's
interest ability
in that
thedooutcome.

It is a Isle
cotter's
story in
that.Newopens
the
Emerald
and closes
York inwith
a good luck ending. The heroine is a
village girl, the hero is the young lord
of the manor, and the villains are the
rent collector and his son. The latter has
annoyed the girl with his attentions. One
day he takes the rent, leaves no receipt,
and decamps. The girl starts out to find
him and get back the hard-earned money.
The spirit of adventure is on her, and
she lands in New York. The lord of the
manor, passing through the village, had
once rescued her from a boat, and would
recognize her again. An Irish policeman
finds the homeless girl, hears her story,
and takes her home to his wife. The lord
is in New York trying to make love to the
daughter of a millionaire, and is not getting on very well. The policeman sees
his name in the paper, and calls upon him
to get him to help the girl. She doesn't
know that she has ever seen the lord. He
comes to see about helping her, and she
thinks him merely her old friend. He
takes her to his fiancee, who treats her
badly, and in the end the lord and the
little runaway go off to be married.
The script is by Paul West. W. P. S.
Earle directed it. Gladys Leslie, Jessie
Stevens. Mary Maurice, and Betty Blythe,
with Edward Earle. William Dunn, and
William Calhoun, have good parts.
"AN HONEST MAN"
William Desmond
Featured in Triangle
Story That Has but Little Punch.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
A
SURPRISE finish is the nearest approach to "punch" in "An Honest
Man," a five-part Triangle picture,
directed by Frank Borzage and featuring
William Desmond. Henry P. Dowst, is
the author of the story and George E.
Jenks furnished the continuity, of which
there is altogether too much. The plot
flows along as calmly and as unbrokenly
as a tale by the author of "Mark, the
Match Boy." and many of the incidents
are as trite and amateurish as the happenings in Horatio Alger's book. The
story has human interest, but is not built
up with sufficient skill to give it the
wide appeal necessary to a photoplay under present conditions. The screen, as yet,
has not classified its product after the
manner of the printed page, and "An
Honest Man" will not prove much of a
treat
fullya developed*
Bennyto the
Boggs.
tramp who mind.
has so little regard for the rules of the profes-
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The Little Runaway (Vitagraph).
\n Honest
Man (Triangle) •
Sflle-a-Mlnnte Kendall (Paramount).
.loan oi Plattsburg (Goldwyn).
Journey's End (World).
Brave mid Hold (Fox).
True Bine (Fox).
Tin- Dagger Woman (Pathe).
Sinking »t' i in- Lnaltanla (HcCay).
Resurrection (l'nmniount).
I. nst
Itaid of Zeppelin Li-21 (Interstate).
The
Accidental
Honeymoon
(Itnpf).
The Soul of II uilil ha (Fox).
"With Hoops of Steel (Parnlta Play).
Hiders of the Night (Metro).
The Bandit and the Preacher (W. H.
Productions).
Social
tmhition
(Goldwyn ».
Three General Films — Rultaiyet of a
Scotch 1 1 iu lihall. Nemesis and the
Candy Man, The Buyer from Cactus City.
Selfish Yates (Paramount).

sion that he is willing to work for a
meal when he is hungry, is the hero. Stopping one day at the Cushing Farm for
his dinner, the farmer is so impressed with
the energy Benny shows in weeding his
cabbage patch that he offers him a steady
job. Benny accepts. Shortly after this,
Farmer Cushing has a stroke while at
work. The tramp carries him into the
house and then telephones for the doctor.
Cushing thinks his last hour has come, so
he tells Benny where to find a package of
money and makes him promise to deliver
it to his daughter Ruby, who ran away
from home and has never sent her address.
Boggs does not wait for the doctor to
arrive, but leaves the old man unconscious and goes to the city. He soon discovers that he is carrying a fortune of
fifty thousand dollars in his coat pocket.
Refusing to touch a penny of it, he manages to keep the money hidden from the
police when he is arrested for knocking
down a masher. Beatrice Burnett, the
girl he defends, turns out to be Ruby's
best friend. The girl is ill and the fortune is doubly welcome. Ruby recovers
and takes Benny and Beatrice to her old
home on the farm. When the party
reach there old man Cushing is sitting on
the front porch. The doctor saved his
life and he had been spending his time
regreting that he took Benny for an honest man. While Ruby explains matters to
her father, Benny takes a walk with Beatrice and asks her to wait for him until
he has returned from serving the cause
of the Allies.
William Desmond is easy, good humored
and likable as Benny Boggs. Mary Warren
as Beatrice. Ann Kroman as Ruby and
Graham Pette as Farmer Cushing are natural and effective.

"MILE-A-MINUTE
KENDALL."
Jack Pickford in Paramount
Production
of Stage Play by Owen Davis.
Re\ lowed by Bdward Weitzel.
INTEREST
young
of wealth
who makes in a thi'
record
as aman
spender
until
his tailor outs off the money supply
has probably extended in an unbroken
line from the time of "The Prodigal Son"
down to the present, "Mile-a-Minute
Kendall" belongs to the same class of
story. Written by Owen Davis as a stage
play, the author has been content to work
after the accepted model, and events develop in regular juvenile fiction style. C.
Gardener Hunting was the scenarlolst and
William I' Taylor directed the producBoth labored intelligently. .Tack
Tick t'ord has the title role. He has little
difficulty in indicating the youth and engaging personality of Kendall.
The Great White Way of Georgle
Cohan's little old New York is strewn with
the wrecked careers of youthful spenders
of the Kendall type. The hero runs true
to form. He wastes bushels of bills on
a soiled
d'Aubre,to
and
when dove
his named
father Rosalynde
objects, decides
marry the girl. They elope, head' for a
little town where Kendall used to live,
have an auto smash-up in front of the
hotel, and
is injured. the
Kendall young
Senior chap's
arrives brain
in time
to
buy off Rosalynde and Junior is nursed
back to health by the niece of the hotel
keeper. As soon as young Kendall re•overs and learns that his father has disowned him, the boy starts to perfect a
scheme for using crude oil instead of
gasoline in auto engines. He also begins
to make love to the landlord's niece. When
his mother forces the elder Kendall to
take her to the young inventor his engine is running with great regularity and
his heart is in the keeping of the little
country girl..
"Mile-a-Minute Kendall" has none of
the keen observation of life that made
Booth Tarkington's "Seventeen" so satisfactory. Its fun is innocent, however, and
the soiled dove lady is not at all dreadful.
The production is never slighted. Louise
Huff as Joan Evans and Lottie Pickford
as Rosalynde could hardly be improved.
Two of the parts are not well played.
Jane Wolff is too tearful and depressed
as Mrs. Kendall, and Jack McDonald burlesques the character of the country landlord to a painful degree.
"JOAN OF PLATTSBURG."
Timely
Goldwyn
Photoplay
Presents
Mabel
Normand
in Emotional Role.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
ONE of the statements made by Porter
Emerson Browne about "Joan of
Plattsburg" gives an excellent idea of
its purpose. It is meant to typify the
American woman's desire to do her share
in the great war. The author has been
very successful in working out his intent,
and the Goldwyn production, directed by
George Loane Tucker and William Humphrey, places the story on the screen in
suich a manner that it will meet a heartyresponse from patriotic moving picture
patrons
all over the country.
"Joan of Plattsburg" is not a flawless
example of screen art. The frame is too
big for the picture, and the star, Mabel
Normand.
finds herself in deep emotional
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waters more than once during the action
of the story; but her earnestness of purpose keeps her from going under, and the
spirit, freshness and timeliness of the
photoplay are powerful enough to overcome its defects. The finest quality of
the heroine is her spirituality, and to expect an actress who has scored her biggest
success in broad farce to illuminate the
face of a modern Joan with the divine
fire of the Maid of Orleans is to look
for a miracle. Mabel Normand is to be
commended for the sincerity of her effort
at indicating this phase of the character.
The lighter moods of Joan are easily within her grasp.
Porter Emerson Browne's stage and
screen success, "A Fool There Was," is
far removed in spirit from his latest scenario. Joan is a young girl, the drudge
at an orphan asylum near Plattsburg.
She sees the soldiers drilling and longs
to do something for her country. An officer gives her a copy of the life of "Joan
of Arc" and it adds fuel to the flame within. She even hears the "voices," as she
supposes, that spoke to the Maid of Orleans. Her message turns out to be of
human origin and, although she fails to
save her country, she does save the life
of the friendly officer and many of his
comrades. The story is continued to the
end of the war and Joan marries the
officer.
The main incidents permit the plot to
move along briskly, and the picture,
which is in six parts, has been cut with
skill in most places. Well-acted roles
are contributed by Robert Elliott, William Fredericks, Joseph Smiley, Edward
Elkas, John W. Dillion and Isabel Vernon.
Photographed by Oliver T. Marsh.

"BRAVE
AND
BOLD."
George
Walsh's
Remarkable
Stunts
Make
Fox Picture
a Thriller.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THERE could hardly be a better hero
for a melodrama of the sensational
kind than George Walsh, for his
ability to escape from impossible traps
by his sheer athletic prowess is unsurpassed. He outdoes former stunts in this
way in "Brave and Bold," a Fox six-reel
Standard picture. The most exciting episode of the picture is when he is chased
up two or three flights of stairs in a ramshakle tenement by a gang of thugs. At
the top, under the skylight, there seems
to be no escape, but he springs upward,
catches the sill, throws his legs up
through the glass and frame, and with
not much effort turns out on the roof.
You wouldn't believe it possible, but it is
done, and in that place it is truly effective.
The plot, like other exciting melodramas, is crammed with episodes, and
gets the hero in such tight predicaments
that it seems the game is up any number of times, but each time a cool head
and a marvelous agility aid in starting
the action afresh with a good chance of
the hero's winning the prize only to have
some new difficulty turn up to hamper his
progress which in turn he surmounts. He
leaves New York for Pittsburgh to meet
a girl and marry her and to get a contract for a billion's worth of war munitions from the Allies. Other financial interests plan to stop him, and he is knocked
on the head, carted to a den of roughs,
arrested, and put in a cell. He learns
that the girl has been kidnapped, and has
to go to her rescue with the police hot
on his trail; gets her, takes her away,
with the police still following, reaches
the hotel just in time to save the foreign
diplomat from destruction by a bomb, and
gets the contract.
Liberal use of wit and humor adds much
to the enjoyment of the spectator. It is
ah excellent speedy and exciting melodrama, and is sure to be welcomed. It
is directed by Carl Harbaugh from the
story, "Four-Forty at Fort Penn," by
Perlev Poore Sheehan.

"JOURNEY'S END."
Ethel Clayton, John Bowers and Muriel
Ostriche in Average World Feature.
Reviewed
by Edward Weitzel.
MODERN
society of the too much
money and leisure class supplies
the characters in "Journey's End,"
a five-part World picture, featuring Ethel
Clayton, John Bowers and Muriel Ostriche.
Travers Vale directed the production. The
story never goes very far below the surface, and some of the complications are
more ingenious than plausible. The big
"TRUE
BLUE."
situation, where the adventuress tries to
William Farnum Plays Typical Hundred
compromise the heroine and falls into
Per Cent. American in Fox Picture.
her own trap, is built up none too skillfully, but the play has its entertaining
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
moments, for which it is largely indebted
A
LIKABLE picture of the Western
to the members of the cast and the atcountry, with plenty of cowboys and
tractivenes of the Florida scenes.
The Marsdens, young, wealthy and
mettled horses, is "True Blue," a fivereel Fox picture, and it furnishes William
newly married, find themselves drifting
Farnum with an excellent character. He
apart. The male member of the family
is a rugged son of the plains, owns a
has become too friendly with a stage lady,
ranch, and loves the pretty school teacher.
Bernice De Armond, by name, and his
Though the son of a remittance man who
wife determines to find out just where she
has inherited a title and abandoned his
stands. Mrs. Marsden has a sister, Jess,
mother he cares nothing for the lures of
and an uncle, Pop Moore. The three force
aristocracy.
Phil, the husband, to sign an agreement
As a contrast to these scenes of free
giving absolute freedom to both parties
and human open-air life we get glimpses
of the marriage contract for three months.
of the earl, his second wife (married after
The trio then betake themselves to Florthe first had died of a broken heart), and
ida and leave Phil to call up his actress
lady as often as lie pleases. All is plain
the younger son, weak and dissipated. The
rancher learns that his father has come
sailing after that. Mrs. Marsdon does not
to America, and in Chicago seeks him out
publish the fact that she is married when
for the pleasure of telling him what he
she arrives at Palm Beach, and Wayne
thinks of him. The earl is astonished at
Annis, a good looking young chap, is
attracted by her at once. The flirtation
t he rough aspect of his older son, and
next day when his younger son who still
is nicely under way by the time the dethinks he is the heir of the title is brought
tached husband ends a quarrel with Bernice by taking the next train to Florida.
in drunk as a lord the old man tells him
to earn a living or starve. The younger
His reception is quite chilly and matters
man wanders out to the West, and is
do not warm up when Miss De Armond
rescued from a bunch of roughs by the
and her remarkable bathing suit and her
French maid follow him south. When the
older brother, who learns his name. He
returns are all in husband and wife are
buys the boy's I O U for $150, and to
reconciled, young Mr. Annis has discovget even with the family makes him work
ered that sister Jess is the only real
as a stableman for thirty per and chuck.
woman on earth for him and the actress
It makes a man of the boy, and at length
the older brother recognizes his worthy
lady is forced to make a quick exit, covered with defeat.
qualities, and treats him as a brother in
The other members of the capable cast
spite of the fact that he suspects the
are .laek Drumier. Louise Vale, Frank
school teacher is not in love with him,
Mayo. Victor Kennard and Jean Loew.
but with the younger man. He learns
Cameraman, Max Schneider.
after
his sacrifice
that
the personable

young
woman
is really in love with no
one but himself.
It is a pleasant picture to watch, has
much that is excellent, and will make a
good impression. It is not highly artistic,
and has no special dramatic punch, but
runs along with good continuity and is
always interesting. Story and direction
are by Frank Lloyd.
"THE
DAGGER
WOMAN."
Pathe
Releases
New
Russian Art Film,
Featuring Mozukin and Zovska.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.

slight and
five-reel
THISfamiliar
done with the
plot, is while
in subject,
usual feeling for artistic effect that
has been apparent in these Russian numbers. There are but two principal roles
in this story by L. Andrieff, that of
Savonsky, the artist, and Olga Kartoff,
the society girl. Ivan Mozukin plays the
former role with his usual skill, demonstrating again his peculiar power over
the fair sex, this time for bad purposes.
Olga Kartoff is attractive as the girl, her
quite in keepgeneral appearance being
ing with the requirements of her part.
The plot itself will be no particular
novelty to American audiences, as the
artist and model situation has been done
repeatedly in home products for the
screen. It is interesting to watch the
methods of the Russian players in dealing with this plot material, however. The
cards slowly and careartist plays his his
victim further and
fullv, drawing
further into his clutches. There is no
straining theatricalism in the various
scenes, and the climax, when it comes, is
not the familiar repentance and happy
ending, but a tragedy in which both lives
complication.
go There
out. is but little of plot
Savonskv, the artist, is seeking a perfect
model for his masterpiece, "The Dagger
Woman." He meets Olga at a social affair in which she takes part in a tableau.
He sees her beauty of form, and, in spite
of her first refusal, finally induces her
to pose for him. She falls desperately in
love with him, but his own ardor cools
as the masterpiece approaches completion.
When it is publicly exhibited the girl
finds herself a victim of scandalous talk,
goes to Savonsky's studio to claim
and revenge.
her

LUSITANIA."
OF THE
"SINKING
of German
Illustration
Vivid
McCay's
Atrocity Presents Cartoon Tragedy
of Uncommon Merits.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
which
cartodon theate
ted Stran
r.
latest
thisexhib
INwas
at the
ited anima
of
week
the
g
durin
New York City,
has surpassed
\pril 2S. Windsor McCay
in tragic realism anything of the kind
that has vet been attempted. In fact we
believe that "The Sinking of the Lusitania" is the first tragic subject that has
ted
s of animafrom
meanse,
by purpo
ntedsole
prese
beenwing
apart
. Its
"dra
artistic effort, is evidently to instill
patriotism in the hearts of spectators and
further hatred, if possible, for the German
ess. It is treof frightfuln
perpetrators mendously
realistic, even the fantastic
eoils of smoke writhing about the doomed
cting the terror and agitavesseltion ofrefle
the moment. It tells its story
clearly, recalling effectively those first
bitter moments of America's sorrow and
resentment toward the common enemy.
n represents 25,000 drawTheings on cartoo
separate sheets of celluloid, which
it "is said to have taken McCay two years
to complete. It took eight days to photograph the drawings one at a time. Each
detail from the sighting of the Lusitania
by the German submarine to the actual
lowersinking of the ship is shown. The of
the
ing of the life boats, the tilting
vessel bow first, the leaping into the sea
the othervictims, and all
of the terrified that
the situation presented
e sights
pitiabl
shown in the picture.
vividly
are
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"RESURRECTION"

Screen

Powerful
of Tolstoy's
Ver.ion
k
Story Has Pauline Frederic
As
Heroine.
Review .',i by

Bdward

V> sltsel.

story.
stoy'B sio
purposela ofbc>Toy
n
l n."
moraclto
„uo
ond
THE ■Kcsurrc
been
has
it
lu Uvel and .» stage form
ng ot a vital
receiyod as an honest handli produced b>
The screen version
subiect
Corporation
Players-Lasky
?he Famous
the Issue bo
to dodge
;,s not attempt
sian author.
masterfully treated by the Rus n
>"•'«*
in "Resurrectio
shows
Tolstoy
the
she transgresses
i'«vs when
woman
a v and how the partner of her sin
n •
and
y
it is not a pleasant stor
- tree,
alluring
but
anything
in
vice
Stats

who
" Katusha. a Russian peasant otgirl
the two
Is the servant and companion
v is beold maid aunts of Prince Nekludo
lace
trayed by that nobleman and left to
by
the" consequences alone. Turned away retakes
the two maiden aunts. Katusha where her
fuge in the barn of a peasant,
mother
child is born. After its death the and is
becomes a woman o£ the streets
g to the
given a "Yellow Ticket," accordin
lower
Russian custom. Katusha sinks
in a murand lower until she is entangled
, she is conh innocent
der case. andAlthoug
to Siberia.
sentenced
victed
e Xekludov.
Princ
is
s
One of the juror
lawyer
He recognizes the girl. When her
for
says- "If we ask who is responsible the
her bein« here, we must go back to
who
man
a
day when she was ruined by
dov is
still remains unpunished." Xeklu
Katusha
overcome by remorse. He follows
n her
to the prison and promises to obtai
the
freedom and make her his wife. By
Czar
the
from
n
time he secures the pardo
her
the girl has gone many weary miles onime,
journey across Siberia. In the meant
er
she has met Simonson, a fellow prison
who has taught her the way to her moral
her
resurrection. This man defends
escort.
against one of the officers of theirKatus
ha
Knowing that he truly loves her,
of
refuses the pardon and the protection
with
exile
Xekludov's name and goes into
Simonson, a man who is willing to make
any sacrifice for the cause of humanity. the
Pauline Frederick is the Katusha of
screen production. She suits the part phyadsically and mentally and acts with
mirable dramatic force. Robert Eliott as
Simas
is
Sainpol
Prince Xekludov, John
are exinson and Jere Austin as Shenbok
cellent in their several roles. Charles E.
points
the
of
most
d
•\Vhittaker has retaine
of the story and constructed a fairly good
scenario. The production has truthful
local color, and the winter scenes, with the
wretched convicts toiling through the
snow, are impressive.
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HONEYMOON"
"THE ACCIDENTAL
HammerElaine
and
Warwick
Captain
Production.
Rapf
in Amusing
stein
i;,\ Levi ed b] Edw ai .1 Vt i Itiel.

has not dlapla
LBONCB
able ktorlglnallt > In wrl
remarkI'Kkk
> moon," a n\ i "The Accidental 1 1
pari oomedj
produced bj Harrj
Rap
Warwick
Robert
Captain
featuring
is alpicture
The
Hammersteln,
Blaine
The subways entertaining, nevertheless.
led is one that \\ ill hold the attention ol
real mil from
sixteen
to Sixty.
Romance and humor are neatly blendi
is
quality
either
of
the story and nothing
A
lost in the telling on the screen.
ie a bit emtion that might have be<
is pi
spectator
barrassing for the
and
frankness
With such matter-of-fact
stars that it is abtwo
the
by
good sense
solutely without offense.
At the opening Robert Courtland has
suicide bemade up his mind to commit stretches
out
cause he has been jilted. He
for the
waits
on the railroad track and
5.15 to end his heartache. The train is
late, but something else comes along and
puts a stop to his pain — a pretty girl in
an auto, which stalls right at the side of
the track. Robert helps her to start her
engine, and in the meantime his train goes
by. To head off further engine trouble
and runs it himRobert gets into the car
self. He learns that his companion has
run away from home to avoid marrying a
fat man. That night finds them occupying
the same room at a farmhouse. A lack of
gasoline and too much thunderstorm force
them to accept the farmer's hospitality
and they do not think it best to explain
that they are not married. This is the
scene that is so cleverly managed. The
scenes leading up to their real honeymoon
are in the true comedy vein.
Captain Robert Warwick's light comedy
acting is surprisingly good and Elaine
Hammerstein as the heroine is quite as
pleasing. Frank McGlyn, Frank Xorcross,
Blanche Craig and Madame Ilea are the
prominent members of the cast.

"LAST RAID OF ZEPPELIN L-21."
Two-Reel Illustration of Havoc Wrought
by Germany.
Margaret I. MacDonald.
bvReviewed

most of
SERIES of illustrations, ed
views
which consist of photograph
of actual happenings in connection
with Germany's Zeppelin raids on England, are contained in the two-reel picture (approximately 1,000 feet of film), being presented by the Interstate Film Comof inpany, Inc. The picture is naturally
terest at the present time, and has been
make
to
helps
which
sub-titled in a way
it an acceptable patriotic offering.
The scenes in the picture include views
of the devastated villages on the coast of
England. The sighting of the Zeppelin
L-21 by means of searchlights as it passes
over London, and the constant vigilance
of the anti-aircraft gunners are of special
interest. The final thrill of the picture
shows the L-21 in flames in consequence
of the successful attack by Lientenant W.
L. Robinson, who succeeded in bombing it
from his aeroplane. A close-up of the
fallen Zeppelin is also shown.

A

moVI.V,

Fox

"THE SOUL OF BUDDHA"
Bara
Theda
Features
Photoplay
As
a Beautiful
Javanese
Siren.
Weitzel.
by Edward
Reviewed

of Theda Bara's early successes
was made as the siren in "A Fool
There Was." "The Soul of Buddha,"
a five-part screen drama written by Miss
Bara, gives her a chance to repeat the impression she created in the Porter Emerson Browne play. The same note of strong
n
and physical desire runs through
passio
the star's first attempt at scenario writing and she is able to portray the same
type of erotic womanhood.
Bava Mari, from the Island of Java, is
darker of skin but little versed in the
ways of the world, but she is just as lacking in moral sense as the beautiful vampire in the Brown drama, and drags down
the man who loves her and causes his
death just as heartlessly. In place of seating herself in a chair on the very spot
where one of her dupes has killed himself she bundles her husband's body into
suia box lounge after he has committed
cide and reclines gracefully on it when
dressing
her
into
rush
persons
several
room to find out who fired the shot.
Save in one important point the virtues
of one play are the virtues of the other.
Only the siren's victim pays the price in
the earlier drama. The vampire of "The
Soul of Buddha" is herself caught in the
meshes of the moral law and is strangled
to death by the priest of the temple where
she broke her vows and returned to the
carnal world she had renounced forever.
Meeting in the temple a young English
officer who is greatly smitten with her,
Bava runs away with him and becomes his
wife. He takes her to Scotland, but the
cold and the fog chill-her warm blood and
make her unhappy. They return to Java,
The high priest
where their child is born.

ONE
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wealth
and
position
have
■ i many exclusive homei
W'h.n her husband returns she is carrying
On an affair with a French count. Taxed
with the matter she informs her husband
sh. only married him to escape from the
life she dei'
i lias never had any
love for him. He is heartbroken, takes to
drink and puts a bullet through his heart
in her dressing room on the night of her
debut. The wife of the count comes to her
and Bava laughs at her tears and refuses
to give up the woman's husband.
Dressed in her native costume, her dancing is a great success. The novelty of the
performance wins loud applause. When
one of the seated figures of Buddha at the
back of the stage comes to life and seizes
the dancer by the throat interest is at
fever heat so realistic is the struggle. As
the lifeless body of the woman falls to the
stage the spectators realize the truth: The
supposed statue has murdered Bava. The
high priest has kept his oath.
The extent to which the spectator will
be impressed wTith this grade of melodrama
depends upon his artistic instinct and his
interest in seeing the unlovely passions of
humanity depicted on the screen. Theda
Bara wrote the part of the siren for herself and plays it in keeping with the spirit
of her story. The production, directed by
J. Gordon Edwards, is complete in every
scene.
"WITH
HOOPS OF
STEEL"
Henry
B.
Walthall
Star
in
Paralta
Photoplay
withStory.
Human
Western
Reviewed

by Edward

Weitzel.

FRIEXDSHIP
is the akeynote
"With
Hoops of Steel,"
six-partto Paralta
photoplay story by Florence Finch
Kelly and scenario by Thomas J. Geraghty.
Henry Walthall is the star of the production and Eliot Howe was the director. The
advice given by Polonius to his son inspired the title: "The friends thou hast,
and their adoption tried. Grapple them to
thy soul with hooks of steel." Character
drawing and underlying motives in the
story are handled in a human way and the
entire production shows careful thought.
A freer use of the skill of the dramatist
would have sharpened the interest and
provided a strong finish without resorting
to the lost child incident. It is not only
necessary to have a good story to tell; it
should be told in the most dramatic manner when intended for the screen.
Henry B. Walthall appears as Emerson
Mead, an independent cattleman whose
two pals are ready to go through fire for
his sake. Colonel Whittaker, head of the
Fillmore Cattle Company, is Mead's enemy,
and when the Colonel's son disappears Emerson is accused of killing him. Mead is
arrested but escapes. He sends word that
he will give himself up if proof be found
that young Whittaker is really dead. The
love motive centers in Marguerite Delarue.
Albert Wellesley, of the Fillmore company, is also in love with Marguerite.
Before the end of the story Emerson has
to give himself up, as he promised. He
also hears that Marguerite is engaged to
Wellesley.
On the day of his trial his two
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pals offer themselves as hostages so that
Mead can join the hunt for Marguerite's
little brother, who is lost in the mountain.
He finds the boy, establishes his innocence
by discovering young Whittaker and beats
his rival in the race for Marguerite.
The locations have been chosen expertly
and the mob scenes are well arranged.
Henry B. Walthall is vigorously and thoroughly artistic as Mead. Mary Charleson,
William De Vaull, Joseph J. Dowling,
Howard Crampton and Roy Laidlaw are
the leading members of an efficient support. Robert Newhard was the photographer.

esque form is brought out in the story.
There is genuine feeling in the scenes
leading up to the friendship between the
bandit and the preacher and their mutual
love for the girl. This comes about only
after the preacher has entered into handto-hand conflict in behalf of the bandit,
and each sees that the other is at heart
a man. The bandit sacrifices the girl to
the preacher, and later it is also the
bandit who saves the girl from the advances of the gambler when he tries to
lure her back to the old life.
The settings are of a rugged, primitive
type, entirely in keeping with the tale.

Honoria, who breaks their engagement.
Adele, desiring to fascinate all men, exercises her wiles on the candy man, who
also succumbs to her charms, and lays
his heart at her feet. She only laughs
at him, but he has his satisfaction, for
just at this time she receives a note from
Walter, the only man she really loves,
that 'he has become reconciled with
Honoria, and that they are to be married
immediately. The roles of Ives, the
candy man, Honoria, and Adele are satisfactorily handled by Ed Burns, William
Dunn, Nina Byron, and Miriam Miles, respectively. Miriam Miles work being especially good.

"RIDERS
OF THE
NIGHT."
Dana's
Acting
the
Outstanding
Feature in Melodramatic
Story.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
THE Metro release for April 29 in five
reels, "Riders of the Night," is a
melodramatic subject deriving its
chief entertainment value from the excellent work of the star, Viola Dana. Some
of the situations are not altogether consistent, and there is a tendency to overdo
them for dramatic effect.
The story is of the blue grass region of
Kentucky, and deals with Sally Castleton,
a poor descendant of a fine, old confederate veteran. John Deer, a hard-hearted
man and owner of the tollgates, is hated
by the villagers.
He desires to win Sally.
His cousin, Milt, also loves Sally, and
his love is returned. There is a raid on
the tollgates by masked riders, and "The
Killer," one of the band, blames the
murder of two men on Milt. John is
shot, and Sally, believing Milt is guilty,
says she is the guilty party. Milt learns
that "The Killer" is the real murderer,
overpowers him after a struggle, and
brings him to the jail just as Sally is
about to be hanged.
John H. Collins directed the production.
The photography and settings are satisfactory. However, some of the scenes are
too grewsome; for example, where Sally,
looking out of the window sees the jailer's
assistants rehearsing the hanging; also
where she is shown on the scaffold with
the black cap over her head. Also the
scene is overdone where Milt, as Sally
is about to be hanged, rides a considerable distance on horseback after "The
Killer," overpowers him following a fierce
fight, and drags him on foot all the way
jack to jail, arriving in time to prevent
sally's execution.
The supporting cast, consisting of Ruslell Simpson as the grandfather, Mabel
Van Buren as the cruel aunt, George
Chesebro as Milt, Clifford Bruce as John,
and Monte Blue as "The Killer," enact
their roles satisfactorily, except that Blue
shows a tendency to overact.
The production as a whole is hardly up
to the Metro standard.

"SOCIAL
AMBITION."
Selexart-Goldwyn
Production
Features
Howard Hickman and Rhea Mitchell.
Reviewed
by Robert C. McElravy.
AN
interesting contrast between high
social life in New York and the
rugged life of an Alaska mining
camp is afforded in this number. In the
matter of settings and general atmosphere the New York end of the story leads
the interest; there is, in fact, a certain
authority about the social scenes that is
unusual in pictures. The Alaskan end is
at times slightly commonplace and
mechanical in development.
Howard Hickman and Rhea Mitchell
have the leading roles, but Katherine
Kirkham does an excellent character bit
as the cold-hearted, designing first wife
who throws her husband over after his
financial failure and later makes an unsuccessful effort to win him back.
The part of the huband is one that appeals to the sympathies. In the beginning
Vincent Manton is a well-known broker
in the financial district. He borrows money
to keep up with his wife's social climbing, and eventually goes on the rocks as
a result. She gets a divorce, and squeezes
him of his last cent for alimony. He takes
to drink, and eventually turns up in a
mining camp in Alaska, where he meets
further hard knocks, and finally marries
Rose, the belle of the camp. He strikes
it rich, returns to New York to sell stock
in his mine, and again meets the first wife
But he discovers the nature of her interest
in him, and soon returns to Rose in Alaska.
This story might well have been told
in a number of reels less than seven,
which would have heightened the suspense. A too frequent use of subtitles also
has a tendency to disturb the generally
smooth
action of the piece.

"The Buyer From Cactus City."
Piatt, the junior member of Navarro
and Piatt, Cactus City, Texas, makes his
first trip to New York to buy women's
suits. In Miss Ascher, a model for Zizzbaum & Co., he sees his ideal. He takes
her to dine, and gives her a diamond
ring he has purchased. Misunderstanding him, she turns him down, and leaves
the restaurant. He follows her to her
home and at the door she slaps his face.
Just then a ring falls at her feet, but it is
not the diamond, but a wedding ring. She
realizes her error, and gladly plans to
go
backas with
to Texas.
MiriamDunn
Myles'
work
Miss him
Ascher
and William
as

Viola

"THE BANDIT AND THE PREACHER"
W.
H. Company
Will
Release
WellRemembered
Hart Offering.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
IT is easy to understand the gradual
building up of the William S. Hart following among screen lovers when one
looks at such a splendid reissue as "The
Bandit and the Preacher," known to lovers
of photoplay three years ago as "On the
Night Stage." Such a story, once seen,
could not well be forgotten, and it is undoubtedly the type of yarn that will go
\\ ill on second showing.
The story was produced by Ince and
written >v C. Gardner Sullivan, it concerns threw strong men, all of whom lovo
the same voman— a bandit, a preacher
ami a gambler. Win. s. Hart. Kobert Edeson and Herschel Mayall play the
respectively, giving a splendid contrasl In
the varying standards of the human tribe,
Rhea Mitchell plays the girl, her part
be " thai of a dance hall queen, beloved
fust by the bandit, who turns her over to
the preacher, and then by the gambler,
who makes a fatal bid for Iter love in the
closing
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Piatt are convincing, and they are ablyassisted by Denton Vane as Zizzbaum, Jr.,
Harry Eytinge as Zizzbaum, Sr., and
Charles Ranson as Navarro.
"SELFISH
Paramount Presents
a Strong Story
Reviewed by Louis

YATES."
William S. Hart in
by Sullivan.
Reeves Harrison.

AN one entirely
new characterization
of the strongest
stories WilliamandS.

THREE
O. HENRY
STORIES.
General
Shows
Interesting Adaptations
of Author's Works.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
OF the three adaptations of stories by
O. Henry shown by General Film
Company, "The Buyer from Cactus
City" will be probably the most entertaining to average audiences. However,
all three are interesting, and retain to
a large extent the spirit of the author.
"Nemesis and the Candy Man" deviates
more than the others from the original
story.

Hart has appeared in, "Selfish Yates"
is a sign-post indicating the surest way to
motion picture progress. Not only are
there present other contrasting characterizations to that of the lead, but definite
purpose as well, clear exposition and more
than one subtle appeal to the emotions.
There is also no sign of those small inanities which the reviewer hates to notice,
but which jar on common sense. All these
advantages are due to true authorship,
sincerity linked to skill. Both author and
actor-director are to be congratulated on
working out a high-class screen product
through harmony of relation and clear
understanding of what goes over to the
audience.
Starting with these advantages, Mr.
Hart goes deeper into revelation of mind
and heart than he has heretofore done,
proving' that je does not need a vehicle
and that he can interpret other roles than
those in which he repeated himself almost
too often. The part he plays is decidedly
representative, that of a man who believes
the only way to success lies through completely ignoring- sentiment, the "business
is business" idea. He is represented as an
individualist. "You can do as you please —
that is your privilege- — so long as you
don't get in my way, and I shall do as I

"Rubaiyat of a Scotch Highball."
As the title implies this two-jreel picture deals largely with the subject of
drink. Bob, a clerk, marries a simple
country girl. Both are admirers of the
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. He introduces her to a world-be Bohemian crowd.
and Strong drink and hollow festivities
become a part of their life. Bob finally
is led to a realization of what his fate
will be, and decides to stop drinking.
Jess becomes sarcastic, and Bob is about
to give in. when .Jess, in a Hash, realizes
the situation, and sweeps the bottle and
glasses to the floor. Amies Ayres and
Edward Earle are excellent in the leading roles.
"Nemesis and the Candy Man."
Walter Ives buys motto kisses from a
candy
man
for his sweetheart,
Honoria.
He later meets Mile. Adele, a dancer, becomes infatuated with her, and neglects

please
anyway."
Through
ignoring the claims of feeling,
he has become proprietor of a dive in an
Arizona mining camp, a big toad in a
dirty little puddle, when there is injected
into his complacent life two forlorn girls,
daughters of a prospector who has died on
the desert. These forlorn and helpless
creatures receive little help and less kindness in the rough settlement, but they are
given shelter in a rude shack, and the
elder gets work as a scrubwoman in the
dive of "Selfish Yates."
Now begins to percolate through the
hardship of their lives some native sweetness and the results of refined environment. There is no sudden conversion of
character in "Selfish Yates." and none
among his followers. It is by gradual
and subtle process that the finer natures
of rude men and dissolute women are
aroused. The tough little adopted son of
the dive keeper, "Hotfoot," gets a lesson
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in chivalry from the younger Bister, and
his reform becomes contagious, "Selfish
fates" is led to refuse drink to .1 young
victim of alcoholism and later ^i\e the
boj a decent funeral. At the latter,
while the elder sister Is playing ■ meloiiion. old memories, half-erased from be■otted minds, are revived wiih ■ result
both strange and purifying.
When tins frail little Bower of a girl
droops and fails, lies at th<' point of death
from brutal assault, manhood asserts 1|_
■elf through the protective Instinct, and
Selfish fates rises out of the prlmltlve'to
discover he lias a soul. The dramatic conclusion is a grateful relief, out of the
commonplace and far more satisfying, an
appropriate end to a pure and simple
screen story finely conceived and ably interpreted, one of the trerj best of Us kind.

M( '\ [NG

l-'.irnum as hero.
The setting la i
ii\ a
ranch In ■ rolling prairie country contrasting with aristocratic scenes around
the hero's father, who la an earl.
There
is plenty
of hard
riding
and
the usual
COWboy
atmosphere.
The
story
la g
I
and
has
the
real
American
democratic

flavor,
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General

Film

Company.

(Ebony). — This comTHE
SPYING edy,
enactedSPY
almost entirely by negro
players, deals with an amateur spy
hunter, who, thinking he is on the trail
of spies, gets into the rooms of a secret
society and is made to go through an
initiation. There are some humorous situations and several laughs.
SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE TOMBSTONE.— This Essanay comedy reissue has
several laughs, and deals with Slim's taking out a life insurance. He leaves home,
making his wife think he has been
drowned. Later he returns and finds that
Mustang Pete is making love to Sophie,
and that a tombstone has been erected to
his (Slim's) memory. After Sophie collects the insurance money, Slim decided
to prove that he is really alive. The cast
consists of Victor Potel, Harry Todd and
Margaret Joslin.
THE RTJBAIYAT OF A SCOTCH HIGHBALL.— Omar Khayyam's celebrated poem
forms the basis of this two-reel O. Henry
story. A young couple join a would-be
Bohemian crowd, and drink is beginning
to get the best of them when the young
man realizes the situation and decides to
stop. His wife does not see it that way,
but when he is about to give in to her
way of thinking, her better self awakes.
This is an interesting number with Agnes
Ayres and Edward Earle in the leading
roles.
Reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

Arrow

Film Corporation.

THE ACCIDENTAL HONEYMOON (Rapf).
— Capt. Robert Warwick and Elaine Hammerstein lead the cast in this five-part
comedy by Leonce Perret. The picture is
entertaining. A longer review appears on
another page of this issue.

Famous

Players-Lasky

Corp.

THE BIGGEST SHOW ON EARTH, May
6. — The story of a circus girl, lion tamer,
contrasted with her experiences at school
and in high society, with Enid Bennett
very charming in the leading role. Reviewed in last week's issue.
HIS SMOTHERED LOVE (Mack Sennett), May 6. — A two-reel farce comedy
with Chester Conklin in the lead. Highly
ingenious and a solid laugh from start to
finish.
Reviewed in last week's issue.
RESURRECTION, May 6. -This five-part
screen version of Tolstoy's powerful novel
has Pauline Frederick as the heroine. The
story is truthful but unpleasant. It is reviewed at length on another page of this
issue.
MILE-A-MINUTE KENDALL, May 13. —
Taken from the play by Owen Davis, this
five-part picture, with Jack Pickford in
the title role, has a light-weight plot, but
will amuse many spectators. It is reviewed at length on another page of this
issue.
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Fox Film Corporation.
TRUE BLUB i EPos Btandai d), liaj 5. —
An Interesting melodrama, with William

will i"- found on

another page of this issue.
BRAVE
AND BOLD (Poa Special), May
5. — A six-reel melodrama, with George
Walsh. It is especially OXCltlng, has smile
marvelous stunts by this agile and athletic youngliked.
actor, We
and have
is pretty
sure t..
generally
reviewed
It I"'
at
greater length on another page Of the
current issue.

Goldwyn

Comments

I'll rUR]

Pictures Corporation.

Joan OF PLATTSBURG, May 5.— Porter
Emerson Browne is the author of this sixpart story, which is patriotic without
losing sight of the heart interest. The
picture will please any body of spectators.
Mabel Normand is the star. A longer review is printed on another page of this
issue.
SOCIAL AMBITION (Selexart-Goldwyn).
— Seven-reel subject, depicting social life
in New York as contrasted with the rugged mining life of Alaska. The story concerns a man who deserted one to find
happiness in the other. This gets a firm
hold on the interest, though it is not particularly dramatic in treatment. Howard
Hickman and Rhea Mitchell play the
leads.
Reviewed at length elsewhere.
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Triangle Film Corporation.
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young tramp, who li rewarded for being
honest by a
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a man of him. Frank Borzag directed the
picture, a longer review is printed on
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Universal Film Mfg. Company.
CURRENT BVBNTS No. ;, i (Universal),
April 27. — Opening of the ball aeason iii

New

York, British Queen reviewing women's ambulance corps. British war scenes,
pictures of u. s. Navy,
decoration of
French heroes and numerous other subjects appear in this.

ANIMATED
NO. 22 M'niversal.
May 1. —WEEKLY
Yankee heroes returning
from the trenches to New York, big labor
parade in Illinois, Newspaper Publishers'
convention,
Liberty Bond campaign and
other features come in for pictorial ti
ment in this number, which closes with
lly Mayer cartoons.
THE BULL'S EYE NO. 16 (Univers
May 20.— This begins with the escapeal)of
Cody from the well. He climbs the narrow enclosure without assistance in a
striking manner. Sweeney is made a captive and placed in the hands of the
after hard hand-to-hand fighting, hutsheriff,
later
escapes. Cody is captured and placed on
the back of a loose horse. Both horse and
rider fall over a cliff.

Greater Vitagraph, Inc.

World Pictures Corporation.

THE LITTLE RUNAWAY, May 6.— A
five-reel Blue Ribbon feature, giving a
comedy that is pretty sure to please. It is
gracefully acted. The director has enriched it with bits of village life and interesting touches of humanity. A longer
notice will be found on another page of
this issue.

JOURNEY'S I3ND, May 13.— Ethel Clayton has a congenial role in
five-part
photoplay with a number this
of attractive
scenes in Florida. The story is light but
fairly pleasing. Travers Vale was the director. It is reviewed at length on another page of this Issue.

W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation.

WITH HOOPS OF STEEL (Paralta),
April in. — Henry B. Walthall plays a western hero in this six-part picture, which is
a human story of the cattle country. It is
given a longer review on another page of
this issue.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
THE DAGGER WOMAN (Pathe-Russian
Art), May 12. — A five-reel subject, featuring Ivan Mozukin and Olga Zovska, two
finished Russian performers, in a story by
L. Andrieff. The plot is familiar and concerns an artist who induces a society girl
to pose for him at the expense of her reputation. There is a double tragedy at the
close.
Reviewed at length elsewhere.
HAUNTS OF EVIL (Pathe), May 19. —
Episode No. 11 of "The House of Hate."
After attacking Queenie Kate and making
her a captive, Pearl and Gresham decide
to invade the gang headquarters. Pearl
poses as Kate's Sister, in order to learn
the identity of the Hooded Terror. Kate
escapes and plans a scheme by which
Gresham and Pearl will shoot each other
in a certain building, each mistaking the
other for the Terror. The instalment is
well directed and leads up to a strong
climax.
TWO-GUN GUSSIE (Pathe-Rolin), May
19. — Another breezy number, featuring
Harold Lloyd and his capable assistants,
Harry Pollard and Bebe Daniels. Harold
appears as piano player in a western mining town. He is mistaken for a very
tough guy and tries to live up to the part
in
an enjoyable way. This is typically
amusing.

W.

H. Productions,

Inc.

THE BANDIT AND THE PREACHER
(W. H. Productions, Inc.). — A five-reel reissue, featuring Wm. S. Hart, Robert Edeson, Herschell Mayall and Rhea Mitchell.

Metro's West Coast "On the Jump".
This week sees Metro's west coast
studios at Hollywood at the high
tide of
production activity, with four stars working simultaneously and each needing a
share of the mammoth stage all the time.
Metro stars aligned in the big spring drive
are Edith Storey, Viola Dana and Bert
Lytell, with Harold Lockwood, YorkeMetro luminary, crowding for elbow room.
The stage is filled with massive and beautiful "sets."
Washburn Star of "Kidder & Ko."
Bryant Washburn, the Pathe star, is featured in a bright comedy of American life
in "Kidder
& Ko," which is set for re]
16.
June
The cast includes Gertrude Selby. the
pretty heroine of another of Mr. Washburn's highly successful Pathe plays,
"Twenty-One."
Second Rancho Is Released.
The second of the Rancho dramas,
"Where the Sun Sets Red,"
story of
the western mountains, released a this
week,
provides a constant succession of thrills
and
surprises,
General Film reports'. The
National
Film Corporation,
Denver, which
is producing the two-reel Rancho dramas,
issues them every other week and General Film alternates them with other western subjects to assure a weekly release.
Clara Kimball Young Sells Bonds.
A telegram just received from H. E.
Loper, Los Angeles branch manager for
Select Pictures Corporation, brings word
that Clara Kimball Young has made a
record in Los Angeles securing subscriptions for the Third Liberty- Loan. A oneday's sale amounted to $150,000.
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"THE STRENGTH OF THE WEAK."
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature Presents Alice Joyce in a Screen Version
of "My Man," a Stage Success Written by Edith Ellis. Directed by Tom
Terriss. Release May ' 13.
Cast.
Edith
Alice Joyce
Jim Roberts
Walter McGrail
Robert Jordan
Templer Saxe
Mabel
Eulalee Jensen
Lizee
Adele De Garde
Teddy
Billy Carr
Brown
Bernard
Siegel
The Story: Frank Merrill, a Great Lakes
pilot, loses his life in a storm and his
■wife, Edith, to support her child leaves
for the city where she steals and is imprisoned. Three years later, upon her
release, she takes her child from the state
orphanage and goes to another city where
she secures employment in a department
store. She marries the superintendent,
Jim Roberts. Mabel, who served time
with Edith, is freed and arranges with
Mickey Bill to enlist the aid of Edith in
a robbery under threat of exposure. The
burglary is committed, and when Mabel is
trapped Edith, fearing a revelation of her
past, says that she is responsible. In a
trap laid by Detective Jordan to get
Mabel the truth comes out and Edith's
past is laid bare to her husband. He forgives her and the thieves are rounded up.
Feature Alice Joyce as Edith and Walter
McGrail as Jim Roberts.
Program and Advertising Phrases: A
Young Mother's Successful Fight Against
Crushing Odds to Retain Her Good Name
and Keep Her Baby.
Intensely
Emotional
Role for Artistic
and Skillful Alice Jos'ce.
Prison
Yawns
for Young
Mother
Who
Stole to Feed Her Child.
Conspiracy
and
Intrigue
to Humble
Good Woman
Who Protects Herself.
Gripping
Scenes
in Highly
Emotional
Photodrama of Real Life.
Latest
and
Best of "Vitagraph's
Blue
Ribbon
Features.
Advertising
Aids:
One design
each one,
three
and
six-sheets.
Window
cards.
Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x2S.
Heralds,
Slides. Plan book.
Press sheet.
"HER DECISION."
Triangle Presents Director Jack Conway's Production of Lotta Gannet's
Story. Scenarioized by Charles ' J.
Wilson. Photographed by Elgin Leslie. Released May 12.
Cast.
Phyllis Dunbar
Gloria Swanson
Martin
Rankin
J. Barney
Sherry
Bobbie
Warner
Darrell
Foss
Inah Dunbar
Ann Kroman
The Story: Martin Rankin, to whom Phyllis Dunbar is secretary, is in love with
her, but she prefers Bobbie Warner. Inah,
Phyllis' sister, is betrayed by Billie Dexter, In whom she has placed her faith, and
is stopped in her attempt at suicide by
Phyllis, who promises to get money to
send her away so that she may regain
her health and forget her shame. Phyllis
appeals to Warner for financial aid, but
he refuses, and Rankin says he will help
if Phyllis will become his wife. She
agrees, but they are not happy, for Phyllis still retains her love for Warner. Her
husband grants her wish to locate Warner
so that she may decide if she really loves
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The Strength of the Weak (Vitagraph).
Her Decision
(Triangle).
The Dagger Woman
(Pathe).
Cyclone
Higgins, D.D. (Metro).
The Soul of Buddah
(Fox).
Social Briars (American).
Danger Within
(Bluebird).
The Firebrand
(Fox).
The Two-Soul Woman (Universal
Special).
The
Triumph of Venus (General
Film).
The Silent Witness (Hoffman -Foursquare).
The
Marvelous Maciste (General
Film).
Shame (General Film).
Nine-Tenths of the Law (Atlantic
Distributing Co.).
Fringe of Society (Hoffman-Foursquare).
Satan's Pawn
(W. H. Productions).
Why — the Bolsheviki (General Film).
Wolves of the Border (Triangle).
man). from Ireland (Ernest ShipDenny
man). via America
Berlin

(Ernest Ship-

Journey's End (World).
Mile-a-Minute Kendall (Paramount).
M'liss (Paramount).
him, but when she sees him in a most
repulsive condition her love for him dies.
Phyllis returns to her husband and tells
him that she loves him, and when Billie
Dexter atones for his wrong by marrying
Inah, the happiness of Phyllis is complete.
Feature Gloria Swanson as Phyllis Dunbar and J. Barney Sherry as Martin Rankin.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Business as Usual — While Dan Cupid Waits.
Borrowed Money and Stolen Hearts Play
Hobb with Business.
An Experiment, by Agreement, Restores
Domestic Happiness.
One was
Stenographer
Who
Didn't
Know
She
in Love.
How
a Sister's Sacrifice Saved
a Good
Name and Brought Happiness.
Sociological Problem Play Mingles High
Finance with Morals.
Sympathy
is the
Straight
Road
to
Woman's Heart.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x2S.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine.
Press sheet.
"THE DAGGER WOMAN."
Pathe Presents Ivan Mozukin and Olga
Zovska in L. Andreiff's Story, Produced by Russian Art Film Corp. Directed by M. O. Sudokoff. Released
May 12.
Cast.
Ivan Savonsky
Ivan Mozukin
Olga Kartoff
Olga Zovska
The Story: Although Olga Kartoff, the
daughter of a wealthy Russian, is a
leader in her own set, she knows little
of worldly happenings. A number of her
friends preparing- for a society tableau
visit Ivan Savonsky, one of the most
brilliant artists in Moscow, for advice in
arranging
the affair.
Savonsky
sees in

Olga, who has accompanied her friends,
the type of woman he is seeking for his
masterpiece, "The Dagger Woman," and
finally persuades her to be his model.
Olga manages to escape from her watchful parent each time a sitting is required,
and as the painting is nearing completion
the artist becomes so engrossed in his
work that he begins to act coldly toward
his model, who has fallen in love with
him. His attitude hurts her and in the
Spring, when the portrait is put on exhibition and the work acclaimed a wonder,
Nicholas Kartoff receives word that his
daughter has posed for the artist. He
hurries to the studio and an intensely
gripping climax follows.
Feature Ivan Mozukin as Ivan Savonskv
and Olga Zovska as Olga Kartoff.
Program and Advertising Phrases: A
Deeply Emotional Reflection of Events in
Real Life with Episodes Based on Fact.
Pictures of Artistic Moscow Society Before the Revolution.
An Awakened Love Brings Belated HapThe Gossips
piness.
Secrets.

of

Fashion

Betray

Court

Society's Queen Becomes Artist's Model.
Scandal Accuses When Love Denies Its
Sins.
Advertising
Suggestion: Chaos in Russia
makes themes like this doubly interesting. Behind the veil of mystery drawn by
the revolution the public is eager to see,
and the fact that this feature represents
the highest class of Russian society,
played by Russian artists and pictured
where revolution now holds sway should
be enlarged
upon.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x14, both in sepia and
color. Also 22x2S. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
"SATAN'S PAWN."
W. H. Productions Present Bessie Barriscale in a Superfeature Vizualizing
Franz Molnar's Famous Play, "The
Devil." Released by W. H. Productions.
Cast.
Harry Lange
Arthur Maude
Milli
Rhea Mitchell
Isabelle
Bessie Barriscale
The Devil
Edward J. Connelly
Elsa
Clara Williams
The Story: Harry Lange, an artist, casts
Milli, his model and sweetheart, aside
when his love for Isabelle, a former
sweetheart, flames anew. Isabelle, who
has not seen Lange for some time, has
since married and, together with her husband, she visits the artist's studio to
have her portrait painted. The husband,
leaving his wife in the studio, goes on
business, and during his absence the
Devil appears and recalls to Isabelle and
Lange the pleasant times they had in
the years gone by. When the husband
returns he is surprised to see that no
work has been done on the painting, and
the Devil explains that the delay was due
to his interference. As Isabelle and her
husband are about to leave, Milli comes
in and would have wreaked vengeance
but for the Devil, who bids her wait until
some future time. When Lange is alone
the Devil suggests that he get rid of
Milli as she is now beginning to get
troublesome, and places a revolver in his
hand.
From
this point on the picture is
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Jammed full of Intensely dramatic sltuat hat bring the production to a startdenouement.
Feature
Clara
Williams
as ESlsa, Rhea
Mitchell
as MIUl and Arthur
Maude
as
Barry Lange.
Proa ram and tdvertiaina
Phraaeai
Satan
Hell's Camouflage
as Reflected
In High.ns Society.
Popular star In Powerful
Portrayal of
Great Drama.
Human
Weaknesses
and Their
Cause
Ri \ ealed.
The Devi] Plays the (lame of Destruction With Human
Pawns.
Brilliant Reflections
of Society's Playgrounds.
sie
Barriscale
Presented
in Her
Greatest
Role.
Advertising
Aids: Two
one-sheets,
two
three-sheets, two six-sheets, one 24-sheet.
Cuts.
Mats.
Lobby
displays.
Heralds.
"THE
FRINGE
OF SOCIETY."
The George
Backer
Film Co. Features
Ruth Roland and Milton Sills in Pierre
V. R. Key's Original
Picture
Drama.
Directed by Robert Ellis. Released by
Foursquare.
Cast.
feather Drake
Ruth Roland
Martin
Drake
Milton
Sills
Ned Medford
J. Herbert Frank
Myra
Strang
Leah
Baird
Tip O'Neill
George
Larkin
Min Manning
Ollie Kirkby
Scrap
Blinn
Tammany
Young
Nigger Mike
Jules Cowles
The Story: Xed Medford, a powerful politician, hears that Martin Drake, publisher
of the newspaper, "The Record," has allied himself with progressive men and
women to save drinking-inclined people
from themselves. Medford, who is also
the head of liquor interests, is enamored
of Esther, Drake's wife, and he sets out
to bring about the defeat of the publisher.
To accomplish this Medford realizes that
he will have to implicate Esther, but that
does not deter him. But Medford's plans
go awry, and Tip O'Neill, a reporter on
"The Record," comes into possession of
information revealing the politician's
scheme. Then follow a series of startling
episodes that bring the offering to a dramatic close.
Feature Ruth Roland as Esther Drake,
Milton Sills as Martin Drake and George
Larkin as Tip O'Neill.
Program and Advertising Suggestions:
The Follies and Frailties of Upper-Tendom
Woven Into Stirring Photodrama.
Great Sociological Topics Discussed
in
Master Fashion.
Photodrama of Distinction and Strength
Faultlessly Presented.
Rich
in Melodramatic
Situations
and
Vital in Its Appeal.
Stirring Scenes and Thrilling Episodes
Intensify the Interest.
The High Lights of Melodrama Reflected in Skillful Acting.
Advertising Aids: Two styles of onesheets. Two styles of three-sheets. One
style each of six and 24-sheets. Lobby
displays. Heralds. One and two-column
cuts.
Mats.
Press sheet.
Slides.
"WHY— THE
BOLSHEVIKI."
Export and Import Film Co. Releases a
Five-Reel
Drama
Through
General
Film Company.
(Cast Hot Given.)
The Story: The action takes place in Russia during the reign of Ivan IV, "The
Terrible." In driving the peasants into
military duty to check the progress of
Tartar tribes, Ivan meets a seeress, who
predicts that he is going to meet with a
great misfortune. For this prediction he
kills the woman and later becomes the
guest of Alexander, the provincial governor, whose wife, Marie, he victimizes.
The action is now lifted forward a number of years, and Vladimir is exiled by
Ivan for saving Helene, a girl reared by
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the

governor and bia wife, from tha insults of one "i bia (Ivan
heni hmen.
When
Vladimir
and a number
ol other
youths come to Ivan to plea for mere] be
orders them alaln, but Vladimli
and becomes
a monk.
The
governor's
palac'e la burned,
[van baa Helene taken
to his .■curt, where be plana hei
Alexander
preventa
tins bv annou
thai Helene la [van's own daughter.
Remorseful, [van, wishing to confess, semis
for a monk.
Vladimir comes and would
have slain ivan. tun is prevented bj Helene. Remorse gnawa
at the heart of
Han
and he kills himself.
Program
ami Advertising
I'linises: Vivid
Ctlon
of Tyranny
and
Oppression
That Led to the Russian Revolution
Days of Ivan the Terrible
Recalled
in
Gripping Episodes.
The Rule and Ruin of Tyranny and Monarchial Villainy.
What Militarism and Autocracy Did to
Russia.
Gripping
Melodrama
with
Impelling
Love Interest.
Savagery and Wanton Cruelty to Downtrodden Serfs.
Advertising Suggestion: Make the most of
the opportunity to collect on the great
interest in the Russian situation. The
cables are providing daily topics for a
basis of advertising appeal. Keeping
your newspaper advertising andi press
work in pace with developments will beat
any "stunt" publicity that could be devised.
Advertising Aids: One style each of one,
three, six and 24-sheet. Lobby displays,
8x10, 11x14, 22x28. Three styles each of
one and two-column cuts. Slides. Press
sheets.

"MILE-A-MINUTE KENDALL."
Paramount Presents Jack Pickford in a
Screen Version of a Play by Owen
Davis. Scenarioized by C. Gardner
Hunting. Photographed by Frank E.
Garbutt. Directed by William D.
Taylor. Released May 13.
Cast.
Mile-a-Minute
Kendall
Jack Pickford
Joan Evans
Louise
Huff
Mr. Kendall
Charles Arling
Mrs. Kendall
Jane
Wolff
Eddie Semper
Casson Ferguson
Rosalynde
d'Aubre
Lottie Pickford
Jack Evans
Jack McDonald
Philip Lund
W. E. Lawrence
Judge
Weeks
John
Burton
The Story: Mile-a-Minute Kendall is the
idle son of a wealthy man. His recklessness and dissipation cause him to be repudiated by his father. He later invents
a motor engine, sells it at a good profit,
and then finds happiness in the love of
a pure-minded girl who befriended him
in the days of adversity.
Feature Jack Pickford as Mile-a-Minute
Kendall and Louise Huff as Joan Evans.
Program and Advertising Phrases: One of
the New York Lyceum Theater's Greatest
Comedy-Dramatic Successes.
Jack Pickford in One of His Happiest
Roles.
Youthful Love
Halts Gay Boy in His
Career of Recklessness.
Dan
Cupid
Points
the Way
to Something Better Than Fast Living.
High-Speed Habits Tempered to Normal
by True Love.
Winsome Louise Huff in Cleverly Played
Supporting Role.
Advertising Suggestions: The newspapers
should be chief reliance for publicity on
this feature, depending upon Jack Pickford's popularity. Use liberally of aids
supplied by Paramount to get the benefit
of their national advertising campaign.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.

"CYCLONE
HIGGINS,
D.D."
Presents Christy Cabanne's
Production, Starring Francis
X. Bushman
and Beverly
Bayne. Released
May
13.

Metro

CflNt.

Cyrus Higgins, D.D..Francla x. Bushman
Sally Phillips
I
Doi oi bea
i vy Ward
.iohn.it
lion Mosea Chi Wu Bab]
i.
Jasper stone
lohn Pi •
M.IHlgglnS
Helen
lumbar
i iw en < 'lias,ESugene
I
Tii. wnb.w
Pryor
Sue Balfour
"id Settler
"Pop" Kennard
Sheriff
Robert Carson
The Sluryi Cyrus HlgglnS,
D.D., comes
to
the utile town of Yeiiviiio i,, preach the.
Gospel of Cod after several others have
failed. The rough element of the place
having been successful in getting rid of
the other ministers have no intention of
tolerating Higgins and they set about to
oust him. But when Higgins downs Jasper Stone, a scheming deputy sheriff, in
a fist fight, they see that he is a different
type of man and order begins to come
out of chaos. The fight was brought
about by HlgglnS interceding in behalf of
Sally Phillips, who took refuge in the
minister's house in her flight from Stone.
When the fight terminates one of the setlers remarks: "Now I know what C. Higgins, D.D., means. It is Cyclone Higgins,
Damn Dangerous!" Mary Higgins, the sister of the minister, takes Sally to the
city to educate her, and upon her return
to Yellville Higgins finds that his love for
Sally is reciprocated.
Feature Francis X. Bushman as Cyrus
Phillips.
Higgins, D.D., and Beverly Bayne as Sally
Program and Advertising Phrases: Mixing
Love with the Gospel Won Converts and
Happiness for an Itinerant Preacher.
Love and Religion Fights to the Surface
in Frontier Turmoil.
The Fighting Parson Takes a Fall Out
of the Devil and Wins.
Villainy and Intrigue Fall Before True
Love and Religion.
Gripping
Story
of Love
and
Rugged
Combat.
Cupid Aids in Victory Over Villainy and
Cowardice.
Advertising Suggestions: Bushman and
Bayne have new roles in which to extend
their popularity. Bushman, as the circuitriding preacher, fights his way through
stirring scenes. Beverly Bayne plays a
harum-scarum mountain girl. Build upon
the popularity of Bushman and Bayne to
get out the business coming to you.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminute novel for newspapers. Lobby sheet.
Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby displays,
8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
Filler sheet.
"THE SOUL OF BUDDHA."
A William Fox-Theda Bara Super-Production. Story by Theda Bara. Photographed by John W. Boyle. Directed by J. Gordon Edwards. Released
April 21.
Cast.
Bavahari
Theda Bara
Sir John Dare
Hugh Thompson
Ysora, a priest
Victor Kennard
M. Romaine
Anthony
Merlow
His Wife
Florence
Martin
Her Father
jack Ridgway
Stage Manager
Henry Warwick
The Story: The widowed mother of Bavahari, an East Indian dancer of considerable fame, fearing for her daughter's
morals, brings her to the Temple where
Bava consecrates herself as a religious
dancer. While dancing at a religious festival at the Temple, Bava falls in front
of Sir John Dare, a major in the English
army, who aids her. For intervening the
priests, headed by Ysora, the high priest,
rush toward Sir John and would have
killed him but for Bava. As punishment
for interfering Bava is commanded to
pray before Buddha all night, but she es-
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capes, meets Sir John and they are married. Sir John is cashiered from the army
for his escapade, and a year later a child
is born to the couple. Ysora, who has
vowed vengeance, kills the baby and Bava
leaves her husband. Sometime later in
Paris where she is making her premier
appearance on the opera stage Bava is
slain by Ysora, who is disguised as
Buddha, thereby carrying out his full oath
of vengeance.
Feature Theda Bara as Bavahari and
Hugh Thompson as Sir John Dare.
Program and Advertising Phrases: The
Death Sign Follows All Who Recant
Buddhaism. Theda Bara Gets It at the
Top of Her Career.
Strange, Mystic and Grippingly Intense
Tale of the Orient.
East
Indian
Girl
Consecrated
to the
Dance Escapes from Bondage.
From
the Temples
of the Most
High
Comes Mystery and Death.
Screen
Vampire
Turns
to Buddha
and
Is Scornfully Rebuffed.
Love Penetrates the Veil of Mystery and
Lures Dancer to Death.
Advertising- Suggestions: There's a chance
here to capitalize on Miss Bara's sensational screen exploits by newspaper advertising and extra billposting and lithographing. There are great numbers who
fancy Bara's style of photoplaying, and
they should be notified.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Lobby displays, 8x
10, 11x14, 22x28. Press sheets and mats.
(Mats may be secured free by writing to
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City.) Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
per column.
"THE
TWO-SOUL
WOMAN."
Universal Presents Priscilla Dean in Elmer Clifton's Screen Version of "The
White
Cat," a Novel
by Gelett Burgess. Released May 11.
Cast.
Joy Fielding, Edna, her other self,
Priscilla Dean
Chester Castle
Ashton Dearholt
Dr. Copin
■
Joseph
Girard
Leah
Evelyn
Selbie
The Story: Chester Castle, who has met
with an automobile accident, is rescued
by Joy Fielding and taken to her home.
During his convalescence he falls in love
with her, and is startled to find one day
that the kind-hearted and sympathetic
Joy has suddenly changed into a coarse
and vulgar woman. Chester concludes
that Joy must be afflicted with a dual
personality, and starts to investigate. He
hears that Joy assumes the repulsive personality of Edna, the name under which
she is known when in the abhorrent
moods, only after coming in contact with
Dr. Copin, the physician to the Fielding
family, and that Copin hypnotizes her in
order that she may be repellant to all
men except him, for he intends to marry
her In order to get hold of the Fielding
fortune. The plans of the doctor, however,
are frustrated by Chester, who later makes
.Joy his wife.
Feature Priscilla Dean, who portrays the
dual roles of Joy Fielding and Edna, and
Ashton Dearholt as Chester Castle.
Program and Advertising Phrases I How
a Female "Jekyl and Hyde" Shook Off Her
Evil Genius, Saved Her Fortune, and
Gained Happiness.
Priscilla Dean in Dual Personality Role
Does Some Remarkable Acting.
Popular
Novel
Greatly
Enhanced
by
Screen Visualization.
Strength
Its
in All
Power
Hypnotic
Natureas. Basis for
a woman's Used
Change
Fore sof Hypnotism
Intense
Phol odrama.
Lessons In Domestic Felicity Applied to
Photoplay.
Gripping
per conAdvertising Suggestions: Newspa
troversies on the subject of hypnotism are
recommended as b means to awaken advance interest. Follow this up with adon the
vertising designed to capitalize
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discussion.display
If you in
desire
pull a a"fake"
hypnotic
the to lobby
man
dressed to resemble Svengali and a woman
to
duplicate Trilby's dress would attract
attention.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two-columns wide. Press book.
"SOCIAL BRIARS."
American Film Co. Presents Mary Miles
Minter in Director Henry King's Production. Released by Mutual May 6.
Cast.
Iris Lee
Mary Miles Minter
Jack Andrews
Alan Forrest
Martha
Kane
Anne
Schaefer
Jim Kane
Edmund Cobb
Mr. Brown
Jacob Abrams
Mrs. Brown
Milla Davenport
Peter Andrews
George
Periolat
Franklin
Frank Whitson
Helen Manning
Claire Du Brey
The Story: Iris Lee, who is living with
Mrs.
of her dead
chafesKane,
undera relative
the restrictions
of themother's,
village
environment, and leaves for the metropolis, where she believes her excellent
singing voice will win her fame. She
enters a church, where her singing attracts the attention of Peter Andrews, a
member, and he secures a position of
soloist for her. Helen Manning, a light
opera star, helps Iris in the cultivation of
her
Iris latter
understudies
and voice.
when the
refuses Helen's
to accedepart,
to
the demands of the manager she is discharged, and Iris is offered the position
of prima donna. Jack, the son of Peter
Andrews, a young man in love with Iris,
calls upon her in her dressing room, but
she refuses to speak with him. Iris later
becomes disgusted with the apparent
shallowness of city life, and returns to
the little village, where Jack finally convinces her of his constancy and persuades
her to become his wife.
Feature Mary Miles Minter as Iris Lee and
Alan Forrest as Jack Andrews.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Another Poor Girl from the Country Wins
Fame Upon the Stage as the Way to HapSteps in Success
from
Country
Choir
piness.
Singer to Grand Opera.
Mary Miles Minter in One of Her Most
Winsome Roles.
Brave
Girl Regenerates
the Man
She
Loves Then Marries Him.
Gripping Appeal of Cleverly Acted Photoplay Will Satisfy Everyone.
Presenting the Mission of the Screen in
Reflecting Good Entertainment.
Advertising
Suggestions:
Mary
Miles
Minter's
popularity
should
be taken
advantage of in liberal newspaper displays
and publicity.
The press will prove the
best medium of exploitation for this class
of photoplay.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Unmounted banner.
due. two and three-column cuts and mats.
Half-column cut. Cut, 1x4 inches. Lobby
displays, 11x14 and 22x28. Slides. Press
sheet.
Bluebird

"DANGER
Presents

WITHIN."
Little
Zoe

Rae

in

Charles
T. and Frank
Dazey's
Story.
Directed
by
Rea
Berger.
Released
May 11.
Cast.
Tom
Paulton
William Carroll
Winifred Greenwood
Grace Paulton
Dolly Paulton
Zoe Rae
Matthew
Wedgestone
C. 11. Mailes
H. Dunkinson
Dr. Trevick
Gilbert Bolton
True Boardman
The Story: Wedgestone. a wealthy stock
operator, is quarantined in his home on
account of a fake smallpox epidemic, the
result of a conspiracy between his scheming general manager and Dr. Trevick, the
The plotfamily physician.
Wedgestone
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ters are manipulating Wedgestone's stock
to their advantage, when Tom Paulton,
Wedgestone's
chief clerk,
having
covered the trickery,
turns the
tables dison
the conspirators and saves Wedgestone
from financial ruin. The crooks are arrested, and Paulton is rewarded by being
given a higher position.
Feature William Carroll as Tom Paulton
and Winifred Greenwood as Grace Paulton.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Miser
in Fake Quarantine While Enemies
Manipulate the Stock Market to Wreck
His Fortune.
Little Girl Affects Heroic
Deliverance
for Miser in Fake
Quarantine.
Master Photoplay by Author of "In Old
Kentucky" of the Stage.
Voyage of Curiosity by Little Girl Saves
Neighbor's Fortune.
Interning
a Miser
in Quarantine
to
Break Him on the Stock Market.
Zoe Rae, Child Star of Two Score Photoplays Seen at Her Best.
Advertising Aids:
One design each one,
three and six-sheets.
Stock one-sheet of
star.
Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays.
Slide.
Heralds.
Player cuts in
three sizes.
Scene cuts one and two-columns wide. Press book.
"THE FIREBRAND."
Virginia Pearson Featured in Five-Reel
Fox Feature of Russian Life and Revolution. Scenario Written by E. Lloyd
Sheldon. Directed by Edmund Lawrence. Released May 19.
Cast.
Natalya
Virginia
Pearson
Julian Ross
Victor Sutherland
Prince Andrei Rostoff
Carleton Mac!
Boris Rostoff, his son
Herbert Evans
Nasha
Jane
Courtney
Leonid
Willard
Cooley
Dmitri
Nicholas
Dunaew
The Story: The Princess Natalya falls in
love with Julian Ross, an American writer
of Russian family. He is a leader of
revolutionists, and believes her to be a
governess in the home of Prince Andrei,
who is really her uncle. When Ross is
captured she secretly has him freed. Her
brother is killed in battle through the
treachery of aristocrats who give the
soldiers
bullets
fit their
guns.
Ross
learns
thatthat
the don't
traitors
are Andrei
and
the servant's
pass his
thatson,
the Boris.
princessUsing
had given
him he
kills Andrei. This turns the princess
against him, and she plans to kill him.
She fires a shot, but it only inflicts a slight
wound. Ross then proves to her that her
brother's death was caused by Andrei, and
she forgives him and nurses him back to
health and happiness.
Feature Virginia Pearson as Natalya and
Victor Sutherland as Julian Ross.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Noble
Born Russian Girl Joins Revolution After
racy.
Learning
of Aristocrats' Treachery.
Russian Princess Bewildered by DemocNoble

Born

Russian

Woman

Fights

Against
Kaiser.
Smashing
Drama. Royalists
Bitter
FightRussian
Between
and
Revolutionists.
A strong and Compelling Russian Story.
Stunt Suggestions:
Send out postal cards
on which
have printed. "Are you for or
against the Czar?"
Add name of picture
and date.
Put a platform on an uncovered
wagon, and on the platform place a crown.
Over it have a banner
on which
should
be lettered, "This crown
was
once the
Czar's. • It now
belongs
to the people.
Are you fighting for democracy?
See Virginia Pearson
in 'The Firebrand'
at the
(name of theater)
(give
dates)."each one,
Advertising
Aids:
Two
styles
three and six-sheets.
Lobby displays, 8x
10, 11x14, 22x2S.
Press sheet and mats.
(Mats can be secured free by writing to
the Fox Film Corporation,
Publicity
Department. New York City.)
Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents per
column.
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"NINE-TENTHS OF THE
LAW."
Atlantic
Distributing
Corp.
Presents
Mitchell Lewis in His Own Drama of
the Northwest.
Six Reels in Length.
Written
by Reaves
t'nut. Eason.
Thi Trapper
Mitchell Lewis
ili.- Wife
Mmsey
Maye
Red
Adair
Reaves Bason
neau
Julius Frankenburg
The Nurse
Moll)
Shafer
Little Roughneck
"Breezy"
Reeves
Tar s«or>: Leneau, u trapper, and his wife
are made most unhappy by the death of
their child, and the first bit of sunshine
that comes Into their home appears when
a little
boy kidnapped
bj "Red"
s from
him and runs
into theAdair
hut
of
Leneau.
traces
boy, but
Leneau.
in a "Red"
rtirli t for
the the
possession
of
the rluld. thrashes the kidnapper so
soundly thnt he dies, but not before revealing that the child was stolen from a
rich city judge. Leneau, despite his love
for the lie
boy,learns
takes that
him instead
to the jurist's
where
of beinghome,
the
son of the judge he is a little orphan for
whom the judge is looking for a home.
Leneau joyfully takes the child back to
his hut in the woods and the trapper and
his wife are made happy again by adopting the child.
Feature Mitchell Lewis as the trapper and
Jlmsey
Reeves asMaye
the as
boy. his wife and "Breezy"
Program

and

Advertising
Phrases:
Demonstrating That "Possession
is Nine
Pointsmcerned.
of Law," Especially
When a Baby
Breezy
Reeves,
the Most
Remarkable
Baby Actor on the Screen.
How the Stork's Visit Changed the Lives
of a Whole Community.
White
Men
with Red Blood
in Their
Veins Battle for Justice.
Thrilling
Drama
of Lawlessness
and
Adventure in the Wilds.
Live Baby Caught in a Bear Trap Regenerates Rough Westerners.
Advertising Suggestions: Mitchell Lewis
starred in "Bar Sinister," "The Barrier"
and "The Sign Invisible" during recent
months and established a following.
Capitalize him by newspaper advertising
and liberal billing. Play up the sensational elements that go with dramas of
the woods and wilds.
Advertising Aids: One style each of three,
six and 24-sheet posters. Lobby displays
8x1". 11x14, 22x28. One, two and threecolumn cuts.
Heralds.
Press sheet.
"WOLVES
OF THE
BORDER."
Triangle
Presents
Roy
Stewart
in Director Cliff Smith's Production of Alvin J. Neitz's Story.
Photographed by
Steve Rounds.
Released May
12.
Cast.

Joe Warner
Frank
McQuarrie
Pete Wright
Jack
Curtis
George Merritt
Roy Stewart
Ruth Warner
Josie Sedgwick
Jose Mardones
Louis Durham
Foreman Merritt Ranch. .Curley Baldwin
The Story: The progressiveness of George
Merritt, a cattleman, arouses the enmity
of Joe Warner, owner of the Cross J
ranch. Pete Wright, foreman of the
ranch, is in love -with Ruth Warner, and
when he sees her in the company of Merritt, he instigates a feud between Merritt
and Warner, but a fight between the two
Later, when Warner
is averted by Ruth.
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is shot i,\ marauding
Mexicans,
he
the Impression that Merritt'a men art
tacking
hie raneh.
Warner'i
cowboyi
enter
the
fr;i\
and
are
losing
whin
lhe\
discover thai the] are being attacked by
Mexicans.
They are saved bj the ai
<ii the cowboya of the Merrlti ranch. Kuth
meanwhile

has

been

by

Wright.

Warner

sellled.

Mcrritt

becomes

partner to Warner and also the husband
Ol Kuth.
I'Viiture Jack Curtis as Pete Wright
and
Josie Sedgwick as Ruth Warner.
Program
and
kdverttefaagj Phrases i Stirring Romance of the Cattle Country.
Love and Adventure
Mingled
with Intrigue and Crime.
Dan
Cupid
Captures
Victims
While
Thieves Run Off Cattle.
Filled with Thrills and Stirring Situations.
Wild Riding and Straight Shooting Furnishes Thrills.
Excitement and Adventure Featured in
Fast-moving
Photoplay.
Lovers
of Sensations
Will Get
Their
Fill of Thrills.
Advertising
Aids:
Two
one-sheets,
one
each
three and six-sheets.
Heralds
in
rotogravure.
Slides.
Lobby displays, llx
14 and 22x28.
Electros and mats.
Press
sheets.
"THE MARVELOUS MACISTE."
Hanover Film Co. Presents Maciste, the
Hero of "Cabiria" and "The Warrior,"
in His Greatest Screen Exploitation.
Comedy Drama in Six Parts. Released
Through General Film Company.
Cast.
Maciste
Ernesto
Pagano
Josephine
Arline
Costello
Her Mother
Louise Farnsworth
Duke
Alexis
Robert
Ormand
The Story: The uncle of Josephine employs gangsters to abduct her, and in
fleeing from them she enters a motion
picture theater, where she sees Maciste
playing in the screen drama, "Cabiria."
The story pictures Maciste escaping from
prison by bending iron bars, and Josephine
decides that a man of his strength can
be of much assistance to her. She obtains his address, and going to him she
relates her experience. At first he is inclined to doubt the truthfulness of her
story, but later, when he sees half a dozen
ruffians attacking her, he intercedes in the
girl's behalf, and single handed subdues
them. Maciste demonstrates his marvelous strength in many other thrilling incidents, and- finally runs down the uncle
and hts gang, and turns them over to the
authorities.
Feature Ernesto Pagano as Maciste and
Arline Costello as Josephine.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Giant
in Size and Strength Renews Wonder
Through "His Prowess and Marvelous
Feats of Brawn.
Maciste "of "Cabiria" and "The Warrior"
Greater Than Ever.
Tower of Strength in Italian Army Gets
Leave for Screen Work.
Astonishing Achievements of a Marvelous Screen Goliath.
The World's
Strongest
Man
Does
Gigantic Things Immensely.
Giant Star of "Cabiria," the First Great
Super-Photoplay.
Advertising
Suggestions:
Maciste
was
reported
dead.
Austrian
soldiers
could
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abducted

but is rescued
by Merritt.
Wright
la
killed and the differences between Merritt
and
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not kill him, though he towered above bis
« 'iitnpuiiioiiM.
Kxpioit
in Strength
and
size,
Well.
The
newspapers

medium

for publlcitj

idvertlalng
three-sheets
beel
22x28. Three
column cuts.

him as athlete,
ami
skilltnl
SOtOI
■< ■
Will
prove
the
l,e I

\I«U:
One
one sheel Two
Two six-sheets, One tw<
i iObb] dlsplaj a, BxlO, 1 1 \ 1 1,
stylet each ol one ami twoSlides, press sheets,

"THE TRIUMPH
OF VENUS."
Victory Film Manufacturing Co. Presents Betty Lee, a Woman with Form
Divine, in Edwin Bower Hesser's Production. Photographed by Otto Brautigam.
Released Through General
Film
Company.
Cast.

Venus
Betty Lee
I upid
Bonnie
Marie
Jove
John
Fedi la
Juno
Beatrice Armstrong
Mercury
A. Freeland
I nana
Phyllis
Beverldge
Vulcan
Percy Standing
Apollo
Don McDonald
■Mars
Carl Dane
Hebe
Ruth
Bradley
The Sculptor
William Sherwood
Nea
Grace
Hamel
Pannas
Hassam
Mussalli
The Oracle
M. Paul Roche
The Story: For rejecting his love Jove
leaves Venus to the mercies of Vulcan,
the monster blacksmith. When Venus
escapes and is saved From recapture by
.Mars, Vulcan tosses his magic net about
the couple, and they become hopelessly
entangled. The music of Apollo lulls Vulcan to sleep, and he rescues Venus, who
goes to the Isle of Milo, where she falls
in love with the Sculptor. A daughter,
Nea, is born of this earthly union. The
Sculptor is slain by Diana when he sees
her in bathing. When Nea, grown to
womanhood, becomes enamored of Pannas, a fisher youth, she is imprisoned in a
rock by the jealous Diana, but is later released by Cupid. Venus intercedes with
Jove in behalf of Pannas, captured by
bandits, and his life is saved. Pannas and
Nea are brought before Jove, who bestows
upon them life eternal.
Feature Betty Lee as Venus, Bonnie Marie
as Cupid, and John Fedris as Jove.
Program and Advertising Phrases: The
Goddesses of Mythology Meet in Competition, Making the Screen a Mirror of
Physical Loveliness.
Feminine
Forms
Flit Through
Photographic Fairyland.
Film Spectacle
of Surpassing Beauty.
Betty
Lee
Realizes
the
Imaginative
Charms of Venus.
Now
Olympus
Gets Into the Movies,
With Venus Starring.
Greek Deities Brought to Life in Dazzling Screen Loveliness.
Advertising Suggestions: The natural insinuation of feminine and physical loveliness should not be carried too far, althought nobody would expect Venus to
wear a kimona. The artistic impressiveness of the subject must be emphasized
to avoid hesitancy on the better class of
patrons. Consider the film as a brilliant
spectacular offering, and make the most
of your opportunity.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets. Two six-sheets. One twentyfour-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14,
22x28. Three styles each of one and twocolumn cuts.
Slides.
Press sheets.
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"BERLIN VIA AMERICA."
Francis Ford Producing Co. Presents
Francis Ford, Supported by Edna
Emerson, in Sensational Melodrama.
Story by Elsie Van Name. Directed
by Francis Ford. Released by Ernest
Shipman.
Cast.
Phil
Kelly
Francis
Ford
Rose
Lockely
Edna
Emerson
Col. Lockely
Jack
Newton
Gen. Joseph Cooper
George Henry
Karl
Shamme
Ed. Dorhan
John Harris
George
Jones
Madge
Lois Scott
Bud
Francis Feeney
Lieut. Miles
William
Willis
Gen. Von Schmuk
William
Canfield
Kelly's Mother
Emma
Warren
The Story: German agents are operating
in the United States, and Phil Kelly, a
veteran of the Spanish War and member
of the United States Secret Service, is
ordered to keep in touch with their activities. To gain the confidence of the
spies he has to act the traitor, but he
succeeds in capturing the Kaiser's men.
Still unsuspected he is taken to Germany
and attached to that division of the German army which is being attacked by the
Americans. He manages to bring success
to the Americans, but his identity is discovered and he is about to be shot when
help arrives, and he and his fiancee, who
has become a Red Cross nurse, are reunited.
Feature Francis Ford as Phil Kelly and
Edna
Emerson
as Rose Lockely.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Thrilling Melodrama Picturing the Intrigue and
Atrocities of the Hellish Hun.
Forward
Berlin Following Old Glory's
Resistless to Advance.
Thrilling
Inspiration
to Patriotic
Endeavor.
Dramatic
Exposure
of Hun
Craft and
Villainy.
Thrilling Scenes; Exciting Episode; Daring Adventure.
Making the World Safe for Defenseless
Woman
and Children.
Francis Ford — Dashing Hero and Daring Adventurer.
Advertising Suggestions: Good propaganda with which to fight the Hun at
home. Opportunity for no end of patriotic
propaganda. Interest the home defense
societies and every patriotic organization.
Help smoke out the Hellish Hun. Decorate with flags and bunting. Hook up
with Boy Scouts for a special advertising
effort.
Advertising Aids: One style each of one,
three, six and 24-sheets. Heralds. Lobby
displays.
Cuts.
Press sheets.
"DENNY FROM
IRELAND."
The W. H. Clifford Photoplays Co. Presents Shorty Hamilton in Mr. Clifford's
Irish-American
Romantic
ComedyDrama.
Released by Ernest Shipman.
Cast.
Denny O'Hara
Shorty Hamilton
Eileen
O'Connor
Ellen Terry
Mrs. O'Hara,
Denny's
mother,
Florence
Drew
Priest
Andrew Arbuckle
Sheriff
Cameron
Cannon
Express Agent
Ralph Bell
Landlord
Louis Morrison
Detective
IT. G. Calvin
The Story: As Denny O'Hara is celebrating his word
wedding
lie
receives
that tohisEileen
invalid O'Connor
mother has
been evicted. He hurries to her bedside to
find her dead.
He vows to kill the land-
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lord, but finds that he has been killed
by a poacher whose aim was poor. The
poacher confesses to the priest who, realizing that Denny will be blamed, aids him
in escaping to America. Denny leaves his
wife behind, telling her that he will send
for her as soon as he has the money.
Finding that making money in Arizona,
where he has gone, is a slow job, Denny
decides upon robbing an express shipment
of money. Thieves beat him at his own
game, but later Denny discovers where
the loot has been hidden, takes it and
buries it on his ranch. He then is informed that his wife has started for
America. They are living happily when
a detective traces Denny. Denny, however, is saved from, imprisonment by the
sheriff who, having made him a deputy,
declares to the officer that Denny has located the money. Denny subsequently
captures the thieves, thereby removing all
evidence of crime from his name.
Feature Shorty Hamilton as Denny O'Hara
and Ellen Terry as Eileen O'Connor.
Program and Advertising Phrases: A Comedy Drama Uniting Romance of Ireland
with Adventure in America.
Shorty Hamilton
Presented
in the Best
Role of His Career.
True
Irish
Hearts
Win
Victory
Over
Intrigue.
Love
and
Romance
Mingled
with
Stirring Adventure.
Mirror
of Ireland
Reflecting
Love
and
Thrilling Romance.
Sparkling Irish Comedy
Combined with
Romantic Adventure.
Advertising Suggestions: In Irish-American communities this feature will have
particular appeal. Make a special effort
to interest Irish societies and Catholic
fraternities in the presentations.
Advertising Aids: One style each of one,
three, six and 24-sheets. Heralds. Lobby
displays.
Cuts.
Press sheets.

World

"JOURNEY'S END."
Pictures
Present
Ethel

Clayton

in

Director
Traverse
Vale's
Production. Photographed by Max Schneider.
Released
May
13.
Cast.
Aline
Marsden
Ethel
Clayton
Phil
Marsden
John
Bowers
Jess Alden
Muriel Ostriche
Pop
Moore
Jack
Drumier
Bernice
De
Armond
Louis
Vale
Wayne
Annis
Frank
Mayo
H. E. Barnet
Victor Kennard
Bernice's
Maid
Jean
Loew
The Story: Aline, the young and pretty
wife of Phil Marsden, longs for an admirer. Jessica Alden, Aline's sister, is
shocked, but the spirit of adventure has
seized Aline. Aline bets her sister that
within five hours she will capture a suitor,
and Jessica, although astonished beyond
measure, takes the bet. In less than an
hour Aline has the admirer she craved
for. From this point on events happen
rapidly for Aline, her admirer and her
husband. Phil comes to the seashore
where Aline, her sister, her guardian, and
her admirer, are stopping, and Phil finds
it impossible to interfere with Aline's
freedom, because he had signed an agreement guaranteeing Aline absolute freedom
and independence for three months. But,
seeing Aline admired and courted by another man, perturbs him greatly. To add
to his discomfiture the stage woman witli
whom he had become infatuated comes to
the seashore. It would be injuring the
effect
to relate
here
the startling
and
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thrilling incidents that bring the offering
to a most unexpected close.
Feature Ethel Clayton as Aline Marsden,
and
as Phil, her husband,
John Bowers
Muriel Ostriche as Jess Alden.
Phrases:
and Advertising
Program
"Trip no further, pretty sweeting;
meeting." —
lovers
in
Journeys
Shakespear
e. end
Love Grown Cold Revived by Jealousy.
Wife
and Husband
Agree,
Disagree —
and Then Find Happiness.
Domestic Felicity and Infelicity Makes
Gripping
Photoplay.
Harmless Flirtations Mystify and Capture a Recreant Spouse.
Ethel
Clayton
Starring
in Her
Most
Charming Characterization.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Free advance poster.
Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
Two-color heralds. One and two-column
cuts.
Slides.
Press sheet.
"THE SILENT WITNESS."
Authors Film Co. Presents Gertrude McCoy in Gerald F. Bacon's Production
Based on Otto Hauerbach's Great
Stage Success. Released by Foursquare Exchanges.
Cast.
Sarah Blakeley
Alphie James
Norman Blakeley. . . .Alexander J. Herbert
Helen Hastings
Gertrude McCoy
Rigsby
Fred Graham
Bud Morgan
Junius Mathews
Pelham
Edward Fosberg
Mr. Weldon
Albert Phillips
Wilbur Weldon
Rouloff E. Cutton
Travers
Jack
Sherrill
RichardPelham
Morgan
Frank L. A.Helen
O'Connor
Ruth
May
The Story: The narrative opens in Denver,
where a young woman is engaged to a
college student named Morgan, who disappears after a dormitory fire in which
he is believed to have lost his life. Shortly after a boy is born to her, and she
takes up her residence elsewhere. The
action then jumps ahead a number of
years, and the mother who has taken the
name of Morgan is enabled by her industry to send her son, whom she has
named Bud, to college. Because he is of
poor parentage he is mistreated by
wealthy fellow students, one of whom has
learned the secret of Bud's life. In defending his mother's name, Bud fights
with this youth, and imagines that he has
killed him. Arrested, Bud Morgan faces
trial for his life, and at the crucial
moment the district attorney, returning
from a vacation, takes the case. The district attorney, Richard Morgan, does not
know that the defendent is his own son,
nor does the boy suspect the relationship.
The development of the climax and the
manner in which the author handles a
situation in which mother, son, and father
figure is deft to the last degree.
Feature Gertrude McCoy as Helen Hastings and Frank L. A. O'Connor as Richard
Morgan.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Innocent Victim of the Law
Faces
Death
for a Crime No One Had Committed.
One of the Greatest
Stage
Successes
Ever Recorded.
Deep Mystery Unraveled When Suspense
Climaxes in Exposure.
Gertrude McCoy at Her Best in Intensely Emotional Role.
Appeal
of Mystery-Drama
Stronger as
Picture Than in Play.
Ridiculous Frailties of Law Expose the
Weakness of Justice.
Public prosecuAdvertising
tors are so Suggestions:
often persecutors
that the

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO, Inc.
Mailers Building, CHICAGO,
ILL.
Exclusive Distributors

Simplex
Machines
Indiana
Wisconsin

Illinois

THE

Mav 18, 1918
thr-mo of the play ■will wi.lclv interest.
is the district attorney less .i represent*Uve of the prisoner than the people? Here
is th<> basis of u movement for ■ public
defender. Discussions of the topic
bj
lawyers will Interest and benefit your
community. The plaj will prove how
olose the law often comes to miscarrying
Just i
kdvertlatns \i.i>: Two one-sheets. Two
three-sheets. Two six-sheets. One twentytour-sheet Lobby Displays. One, two,
and three -column cuts. .Mais. Heralds.
Press sheets.
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"MLISS."

"SHAME."
Duplex Films, Inc., Presents Zena Keefe
in John W. Noble's Great Sociological
Problem Drama.
Released by General
Film Company.
Cant.
Mary McDavltt, Mary Grey... Zena Keefe
Donald Strong
Niles Welch
Marys
father
Fred Stall
>'■ ters
Lionel
Belmore
■••
Paul Doucet
Doctor Strong
Jack Dunn
Society Girl
Joyce Fair
Cabaret Dancer
John Davidson
The Story l At the outbreak of the SpanishAmerican War, John Gray leaves Mary
McDavitt, his sweetheart, to go to Cuba
as a volunteer. The weeks pass, and Mary
learns that she is to become a mother.
So she departs for Cuba that she may be
properly married, but her sweetheart is
shot on the day she arrives, and dies before the ceremony can be performed. Returning home she makes a broken-hearted
confession to her father, and is banished
from the house. Subsequently, she dies,
leaving a baby girl behind her. The rest
of the picture deals with the career of the
infant daughter grown to womanhood, and
her unequal fight against the stigma of
her birth. From orphan asylum to farm
employment she at length meets and loves
the son of the very physician who was
present at her father's death-bed.
Feature Zena Keefe as Mary McDavitt and
Mary Grey, and Niles Welch as Donald
Strong.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Timely. Significant and Daring Theme Presented in Impelling Sociological Demonstrations.
A Plea to Make the World Safe for Children.
Powerful Indictment of Societies, Laws
and Ethics.
Lesson for the Sufferings of Misjudged
Humanity.
Love and Romance That Stands the Acid
Test of Life.
Betraying the World's Unjust Condemnation of Illegitimate Life.
Advertising Suggestions: "There are no
illegitimate children any more. That
word should be expunged forever" — the
basis of the theme. Child life grows more
precious as every gun expels its deadly
charge on the battle fronts. The problem
of the future must be worked out with
every passing day. Interest the medical
fraternity, welfare and civic societies —
give an advance showing to invited audience selected from leading citi2ens,
ministers, doctors, etc. Get the newspapers interested. There is a chance for
real showmanship here.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet. Two
three-sheets. Two six-sheets. One twentyfour-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14,
22x28. Three styles each of one and twocolumn cuts.
Slides.
Press sheets.
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Artcraft Presents Mary Pickford in
Screen Version of Bret Harte's Great
Story (Stage Version by Clay M.
Greene). Scenario by Frances Marion.
Photographed by Walter Stradling.
< 'IISI.
Directed by Marshall
Neilan. Released May 13.

• M'liss
"Bummer" Smith
Char!
Vill.a

Mary
Pickford
'r ii.-. ..i..i .• Roberts
Thomas
.\|.

Bill

Charles

Ogle

.indue McSnaglej
Tully Ma
Mexican
Joe
Monte
Blue
Clytemnestra Veronica McSnagley,
Belen Kelly
Clara Parker
Winifred
Greenwood
Jim
Peterson
Paul
Sheriff Sandy
Wuddles
W. H.\'ai lirown
Parson
Bean
Butch
Saunders
Snakebite
Saunders

rohn l'.urton
Bud
Post
Guy OHver

The
: M'liss
an untutored,
kemplStorj
child
of the ishills,
caring for unher
dissipated father and gradually succumbing to the refining influence of the
new school teacher, hut the trend of the
story is far from being passive. "Bummer" Smith is heir to a large estate, for
the possession of which Jim Peterson is
conspiring. He has Smith murdered by a
Mexican bad man, and Charles Gray, the
school teacher, is arrested as the assassin.
M'liss assists In Gray's escape, the subsequent establishment of his innocence, and
the love existing between them is cemented.
Feature
Mary Pickford
M'liss and
Thomas Meighan
as Charlesas Gray.
1'roKram and Advertising Phrases: Bringing to the Screen Memories of Annie Pixley's Tremendous Vogue of Other Ways
When "M'liss" was History-making Success.
Going Back Thirty Years to Recall Bret
Harte's Great Story.
"Our
Mary's"
Newest
and
Greatest
Screen Success.
Bret Harte's Idyl of the Golden West
"In the Days of '49."
Famous Story Appealingly Told by Famous Screen Queen.
Laughs, Sobs and Thrills in Gripping
Story of Rugged West.
Advertising Suggestions: New generations
will be advised by their elders to see
"M'liss," the great drama of other days.
Bret Harte's books are still largely read.
Mary Pickford's popularity, plus the play,
may best be exploited in newspapers to
couple
with Artcraft's national advertising
campaign.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.

Synopses of News Reels
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Weekly.

Issue No. 21 (April 24).
to Go "Over
Top"
in Motorcycles
Hill Drive. —Fail
Thousands
attendtheannual
climbing contest of the Los Angeles
Motorcycle Club, marked by many thrilling tumbles. — San Juan Capistrano, Cal.
Aviators Will Carry Battle Standard to
France. — Students of U. S. School of Military Aeronautics soon to be part of Uncle
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Sam's great squadrons of the air are presented with colors by patriotic women. —
Princeton, N. J.
President Wilson Injured in British
Tank. — Nation's chief executive takes a
ride in His Majesty's land ship "Britannia"
to learn the sensations experienced by
its crew, but burns his hand severely on
a red-hot exhaust pipe in climbing out. —
Washington, D. C.
Browns Pound Way to Victory Over
Champion Soxs. — World's champions go
down, to defeat before the heavy hitting
of the St. Louis Browns, who chalk up a
score of 6 to 1 in the first game of the
American League season. — Chicago, 111.
Rescue Camel When Zoo Residence
Burns. — Fire from unknown cause
threatens part of zoological park, causing consternation among the captive
jungle beasts until rescuing keepers arrive.— Baltimore, Md.
Wilson Drafts Captain of Industry to
Build Ships. — "Charlie" Schwab, who rose
from a day laborer to a partnership with
Andrew Carnegie, is appointed director
general to supervise all work on American shipbuilding program. — Washington,
D. C.
"Pull" Gets Chicago Magnificent New
Boulevard. — Mayor Thompson officially
starts work on five million dollar roadway by pulling down one -of the walls of
an obstructing building. — Chicago, 111.
Mobilize Dollars of Nation to Beat
Huns. — Great Liberty Loan drive advances
by leaps and bounds as bond boosters in
ail parts of country get behind the Government in its efforts to break all records.
A Lesson in Food Saving by a Famous
"Movie" Star. — Food Administrator Hoover
asks every family to save a loaf of bread
every week that our gallant soldiers and
our gallant Allies may be supplied with
food.
Cartoons by Hy Mayer.
Issue No. 22 (May 1).
New York Greets Yankee Heroes from
the Trenches. — Bronzed and husky, fifty of
Pershing's veterans are "back to blighty
to boom the bonds" in the big push for the
Liberty Loan. — New York
City.
Labor Pledges Its Loyalty to America. —
Governor Lowden, of Illinois, and army
officers witness great demonstration of 60,000 Union Labor men, marching to show
their faith in Uncle Sam.
First U-Boat Prisoners arrive in America.— Officers and crew of the U-5S, their
murderous careers ended by the U. S. Destroyer Fanning, are brought to the prison
camp at Fort McTherson, Ga., under guard
of U. S. Marines.
Help the "Sammies" Smoke Out the
Huns! — "Fags" and "makin's" galore are
received for Pershing's lads in France at
the Theater Assembly outing and tobacco
shower. — Brighton Beach, N. Y.
If Benjamin Franklin had Used This
Machine. — What wonderful propaganda he
could have turned out Cor the Revolution!
II is the very latest in linotype machines
exhibited at the animal convention of the
American Newspaper Publishers' Association- New York City.
The Nation Rings to Tramp of Marching
Feet.— Thousands of Liberty Loan boosters

put final punch in great campaign to send
America
Cartoons "over
by the
Hy top."
Mayer.

AMERICAN

jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue
AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER
CO.
62 West 45th Street
New York City
We

Manufacture

Complete
EXIT Signs
65 to 70 Cents in Quantity

Also Fire Escape Sifns and Other Specialties

T. L. ROBINSON
& CO.
105 W. Monroe St., Chicago

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tom1
own
special
Ticket, any printing,
any colors, accurately
numbered ; every roll
Coupon
tickets guaranteed.
for Prise Drawings.
6.000 $2.60.
Prompt
shipments. Cash with
the order.
Get
the
samples.
Send
diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial
or dated. Stock tickets 6.000 to 26.000 fifteen
cents per thousand, 60,000 ten cents, 100.000
nine cents.
PRICES
Five Thousand
$1.25
Ten Thousand
2.50
Fifteen Thousand
3.75
Twenty-five Thousand
5.50
Fifty Thousand
7.50
One Hundred
Thousand
10.00

National Ticket Co. , shamokin, pa.

lran^^r+eK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
are requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER
ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio

In the department "Advertising Aids
for Busy MnnaRtrs" enn be found
much valuable lnfornmtlon for widenwnke exhibitors.
Rend It Every 'Week.

THE WORLD'S

Telephone:
St. Nicholas 3443-44

Universal Current Events.
Issue No. 50 (April 20).
Play Ball! — Ho, fans: Great American
game is on! Open season for office boys'
grandmothers starts with a rush in big
league circles. — New York City.
Acrobats of the Army. — Military telegraph and telephone linemen go circus
performers one better while practicing the
difficult art of keeping communications
open under "enemy fire." — Camp Logan,
Texas.
Famous Shipbuilding Town "Comes
Back" to Beat Huns. — Full-rigged fourmasted schooner "Helen Swanzy" takes
water at Maine yards, all ready for service, the first launching to take place here
since the days of the noted American
clipper ships. — Stockton Springs, Me.
Thousands of Children Pay Tribute to
Poet. — Mayor Schreiber presents John
Burroughs, aged poet and naturalist, to
great crowds of youthful admirers, many
of whom journeyed miles to honor him. —
Toledo, Ohio.
Crippled "Kiddies" Get Social Spring
Tonic. — Patients at New York's largest
hospital wear smiles that won't come off
as a result of the visit of circus folk "prescribed" by the doctors and provided by
—New
York City. of the "Greatest Show."
the management
"Our Troops Made Good," Says Secretary Baker. — Just returned from a tour
of the Allied fighting lines in France head
of American War Department in his first
interview says. "The right arm of America
is
bared and D. ready
to strike hard!" —
Washington,
C.
Clergy Bless Colors of National Army
Unit. — Rabbi Blechman, Bishop Greer, and
Monseigneur Lavelle officiate at impressive ceremony when Old Glory and
regimental standards are presented to
304th Field Artillery. — Camp Upton, Long
Island.
Four Legged Friend of Man Big Aid to
Army. — Horses arrive unbroken from
Western ranches at the remount depot at
Camp Wadsworth. and have to be tamed
there
S. C. for service in France. — Spartanburg,
New Yankee Gun to Cut Down the
Huns! — The boys arc given instruction in
the use of the marvelous Browning Automatic Gun only recently adopted by the
War Department.
Cupid— Miss
Makes Mary
Conquest
Wadsworth.
Keoghat Camp
becomes
the
war-time bride of Captain John J. McWilliams. 102d Sanitary Train, at a military wedding in the camp chapel attended
by Major-General O'Ryan and his staff.
Cartoons from the World's Greatest
Newspapers.
Issue No. SI ( Vpril 27).
Luck Is With Yankees Opening on
Ground. Colonel Ruppert's stars
Gotham fans feel good by clubbing
tors into submission for a score of 5
New York City.

Home
make
Senato 4—

AmbuQueen
British
lance Corps.
Her Reviews
Majesty, Women's
Queen Mary,
ac-
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CAMERA— TRIPOD

— MN.

A Full] equiKWd
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PICTURE

F3.5

B.

price

La Cinematografia

L.

TESSAR

Foreign

LENS

m
P outfll eapadallj adapted to toploal work,
Send lor dncrlptlvo
r.it.iltxiutv
GENNEHT
:i K«»l
Uth Sir.. I
NEW
YORK
Chicago
I. os ArtKt'lrs

companled

bj the

Princess

Mary,

Inspects

Supplies I'm- Pershing Tied l'i> By
■freight Wreck. Fast train from the west
loaded with supplies for France Jumps
track, crashing into westbound freight,
scattering precious flour, haj ami wheat
about
tracks — Harrington
Park,
N. J.
Here's a Chance, Ladles, to Learn to
Help
Uncle
Sam!
Secretary
of the Navy
Daniels formally opens the National Service School for Women, where among Other
things, they are taught to he farmerettes —
Washington. 1 '. C.
London
Thinks,
Talks,
Arts
ami
Plays
War These Days. Trafalgar Square, heart
of the British capital, takes on battle-like
appearance with miniature warships afloat
in the fountains, the Nelson Column covered with posters ami tanks ami airships
scattered about — London. England.

THE

by every user

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

ORCHESTRA
Write

The

for

lever
SPEED

Fidelity Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.

San

Francisco's earthquake revive as this city
is suddenly shaken by earth tremors,
causing great damage.
New York City. — Follow Pershing's veterans— fifty
boys,
among
the
first
to go over
the
top,
return
to help
boost
the
Loan over the top.
Washington, D. C. — Great patriotic demonstrations mark the
final
drive
for
the.

FAN

CO.

||

NEW

Equator, but only the modern, one-piece
boot stands these extremes of climate.
Co.).
(Courtesy of the B. F. Goodrich Rubber
Animated

YORK

Interviews — Col.

Roosevelt

Talks

On Universal Service. Teddy, foremost patriot of our time, whose sons
Archie, Kermit and Theodore, and son-inlaw. Hr. Derby, are now at the front, reminds us again of our duty as citizens of a
democracy. (Arranged by Martha Goode
Anderson).
Art — Miracles
lie Hopkins.
Issue

in Mud,
No. 72

Produced

(May

by Wil-

24).

Agriculture — Everybody Helps in the
Big Farm Drive. Boy Scouts, school children, young men from the colleges are
helping Uncle Sam to raise a bumper crop
this
ism. year, and put the kibosh on Kaiser-

discouraged the use
bon designers have
and in cooperation
Natural History are
effective ribbons as

STEEL

have
have
they

. In France. — Here are France's aces —
men who won for her aerial supremacy.
Lieutenant Madon — who has brought down
26 machines.

I TYPHOON

Day.

Fashions — Ribbons for Milady's Hat and
Gown. Now that the Audubon Society have

Non-Break'
able and
Sanitary

brings

of

Dog's

Industry — Making Rubber Boots. Rubber
abolished wet feet from the Arctic to the

$18.00

Pa. — Clean, healthful sport
for military service. Penn-

Cal. — Memories

Moving Picture

Alternating or Direct
current complete wltn
variable speed lever.
Immediate delivery.

first ship to the nation's emergency fleet,
and the vessel is launched midst patriotic
ceremonies.

Jacinto,

Allies now!

Friends — Chow

Every having
dog has
his day
and '('hows''
are
now
theirs.
Originally
imported
from China, they are the most popular
breed in this country at present.

Machine Motor

no terrors' for Uncle Sam's boys, and
Kaiser Bill will learn his lesson if he
tries to "smoke" them out.
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. — Wisconsin gives its

San

once — inseparable

Animal

Distributor

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

carnival

Co.

MACHINE

Hearst-l'nthe
Hem
No. lUi (May
1).
Camp Wadsworth, S. C. — Gas bombs hold

sylvania's annual athletic
stars.

Our

PENNSYLVANIA.
NEW
JERSEY,
DELAWARE,
MARYLAND
1327 VINE
STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
PA.
Repairing
and All Supplies

occupied by Y'ankee troops.
Ye Quaint Storye of Ye Pied Piper Potsdam Pup (Presented by request of the
United States Food Administration).

new

and there aren't going to be If Warren
County, Kentucky, lives u|> to its reputation this year. — official film of the United
States Department
of Agriculture,
Historic Places — English Cradle of Our
Liberty. The British Government has just
purchased the home of the ancestors of
Ceorge Washington in the village of Sulgrave, England, as a historic memento.

to

Marquette
Piano
Chicago

AgriCUltun — Strawberry Time Is Here.
"berryless" days have been declared yel

Enemies

- ORGANS

SNA/ A A 13

heroes of Pershing's Army with the Cross
of War with palms for gallantry in action
— (Official French War Film).
Secretary Baker
Inspects American
Front. Equipped with steel helmet and gas
mask (hanging in bag from his waist) the
American war chieftain visits the sector

In Lorraine. — For months Huns
bombarded these lines. Their guns
converted villages into ashes — but
cannot
pass.

No

MFG. 00.

information

SIMPLEX

Universal Screen Magazine.
[sane \<». 7i (May i7j.

SERVICE

Cremona

Heroism in First Big- Battle. Premier Clemenceau and French Generals decorate

out

celebration to i >< << >m t the Loan, New fork's
Liberty forces sweep on In endless columns. We have given our sons they are
giving their lives— Whal are you giving?
Join the great procession; there's something you can do;
Buy a Libert)
Komi:

S74 Wnt Randolph St.. Catoaoo. III.
Wecttra Oflloa:
SSS Market 8t_ Sao Francisco. Cal.

you "Enlist" them for the duration of the
war — New Y'ork City.
Transport St. Paul Sinks At Her Tier.
Hundreds leap to safety as vessel capsizes
— Many rescued — mystery surrounds opening of sea cocks — New York City.
Americans Are Honored by French for

per annum

i ilbei i j Los M
A merles
mi
up
to
her glorious past Subtitles: Let us all
salute the commander-in-chief with a Llbirty Bond
Boston holds s miniature naval

M0TI0GRAPH
Pronounced

20 francs,

£udi!0„rr o"f.«: Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

nonnoti I'lulM or money back.
W. G. PREDDY
669 H.iinht Street
San Francl»co, Cal.

Will You Lend Your Eyes to Uncle Sam's
Navy? Owing to the great demand for
field glasses and binoculars in the worldwide submarine patrol, our navy asks that

Philadelphia.
is fine training

Subscription:

CONDENSES
BREAKAGE STOPPED
l,v mini
Hi,. Proddj
Mount:
lit* art)' lamp
111 a BOBMDl
Very simple and ruitKed.
Pays
for Itself in a week.
I.asts formar.
Get circular.
Positively
■ton
lireakniK.
Price $4.50.
I sed e\ei\\\vh,-le.
OOOdSDMrttX-

tin- Held ambulance maintained by English
women, before departure for service In
FranceLondon, England,

Italiana ed Estcra

OffUi'l Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
I'l BUS11ED ON Till: lMh AND 30th OF KACII MONTH

of

COMPLETE
&

■

WORLD

I N E S OUTFIT
T 0tlt] C r*iuHlct
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MOVING

of bird's plumage, ribjumped in the breach
with the Museum
of
producing wonderfully
substitutes.

LOW

Price

CAST
IRON

Nature Study — Why Not Eat Fish? The
cost of fish is one-third less than meat and
is just as nourishing. A few of the varieties on exhibition at the New York Aquar-

Opera

Chairs

ium.
Physical Culture — High Class Vaudeville.
World's greatest strong men.
Attila
Brothers give a marvelous exhibition of

Immediate shipment
on many styles ; Second Hand Chairs ;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.STEEL
Grand

their aryskill
groups. in gymnastic

FURNITURE

Rapids, Mich. New

CITY

CO.

Art — Miracles
lie Hopkins.

York, ISO Fifth Ave.

J 1044

CAMP

stunts

and

statu-

Industry — Marble Quarrying. Vermont,
the granite state, is the center of the
marble industry. Marble taken from quarries here for shipment to all parts of the
country.

ST.

NEW

ORLEANS

in Mud,
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U

As Mercury goes tip your business goes down - Typhoons keep it balanced.

Wil-
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THE
Gaumont Company.

).. hi in on hi News No. C (April 30).
Washington, D. C. — Liberty Day Celebrated with Monster Patriotic Parade. The
President reviews the marchers in front
of the White House. Subtitles: The War
Department authorizes medals of honor to
be awarded American soldiers "for superior acts of valor in the field of action."
Medals by courtesy of Bailey, Banks &
Biddle, Philadelphia. "Distinguished Service Cross"; Medal of Honor of the U. S.
awarded by Congress; Honor Medal of the
U. S. Navy.
Buenos Aires, Argentina. — The World Is
Turning to Argentina for Meat. Some of
the blue-blooded cattle exhibited at a recent agricultural show.
Chicago, 111. — "Cubs" Win Home Opener.
Governor Lowden tosses out first ball.
Davis, Cal. — The Big Day at the State
Farm. Thirty thousand visitors attend 10th
annual picnic at the U. of C. Farm.
Camp Devens, Mass. — Fifteen Thousand
March in Review at Devens. Major-General
Hedges and staff of the 76th Division see
men pass in massed formation.
Lexington, Ky. — New Record Set in First
Race
Kentucky
Season.
Bradley's
Choice of
lowers
track mark
at Blue
Grass
meet.
Baltimore, Md. — Giant Italian Warplane
Bombs This City. Captain Resnati in big
Caproni biplane thrills crowds.
New York City. — Twenty Thousand
Women March for Loan Carrying 20,000
Service Flags. Wives, mothers and sweethearts are applauded in spectacular parade
up Fifth avenue.
Alameda, Cal. — Come On In; the
Water's Fine. The West Coast beaches
open for summer season and record crowds
flock to the silvery sands and warm waters
of the Pacific.
San
Momet

Jacinto, Cal. — Freakish Earthquake Levels Two Towns. This city and
laid in ruins.

New York City. — Boy Veterans of U. S.
Army in France Return Home. Sixty picked
men, right from the first-line trenches,
sent by Pershing to aid in the Liberty
loan. Subtitle: Clothes That Make the Man.
Gaumont Graphic No. 6 (April 26).
San Pedro, Cal. — A Day With Jack
Tar at One of Uncle Sam's Bib Naval
Training Stations.
Washington, D. C. — Service School Opens.
Third encampment to give American
women a six weeks' course in preparedness, is opened by Secretary Daniels and
other officials.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Cincinnati, O. — Queen City Wins Second
Place in Loan Drive. — Honor Flag unfurled
to mark city's grand total of $24,000,000.
Petaluma, Cal. — Order Your Chicks by
Mail. Uncle Sam will deliver them by
parcel post, now, providing they can reach
their destination within 72 hours.
France. — M. Clemenceau, president of
the French Cabinet, and Minister of War
"Visits the American Front.
New York City — Steamship St. Paul Overturns at Pier.
New York City — 20,000 Women March
for Loan, Carrying 20,000 Service Flags.
The Evolution
of Militarism.

Mutual.
Screen Telegram No. 18 (May 1).
Secretary Baker in France. — American
war chief confers with General Foch, new
commander of the Allied Armies, on French
soil duringseas force. inspection of American overDaniels Meets Mrs. Dewey. — Secretary of
the Navy greets widow of the hero of
Manila Bay at opening of National Service School for Women at Chevy Chase, near
Washington, D. C.
Wilson Attends Funeral. — President of
the United States and Mrs. Wilson caught
arriving at and leaving service at St.
Matthews over body of Don Santiago Aldunate, Chilean
Envoy.
McAdoo Inspects Ships. — Secretary of
the Treasury addresses ship workers at
Beaumont, Tex., and with Governor Hobby
of Texas views yards from deck of revenue
cutter.
Female High Jumpers. — Girls of New
Orleans high schools hold interesting track
meet and hang up new feminine records
for high jump. Stage thrilling ball game.
Dangles Above Crowd. — Human squirrel
performs thrilling feats atop St. Louis
skyscraper as part of publicity effort to
put over Marine Corps Drive for recruits.
Women Learn Farming. — New York
S.tate School Agriculture opens to women.
Scenes show scientific methods of feeding
calves, milking and churning.
Notables at Ball Game. — Governor Lowden of Illinois and Judge K. M. Landis
present at initial game between Chicago
and Cubs and Cardinals at home grounds
of Chicago team.
Penn Crew Wins Race. — Navy oarsmen
beaten by boat length in sensational race
on Severn River, skirting the beautiful
grounds of the United States Naval Academy, Annapolis.
Screen Telegram No. 19 (May 5).
Americans Under Fire. — U. S. Army officers watch French gunners lay barrage
fire on German trenches. Pictures from
France show actual bombardment of
Huns.

Davis, Cal. — Old "Dobbin"
is Doomed.
Will the gasoline tractor solve the farmRoyalty "Visits Camp. — Queen Mary and
labor problem? Thousands of farmers meet
Princess
Mary
inspect
women's
reserve
here to view the latest thing in steel steeds ambulance corps 515at English camp and pay
for farm work.
their respects to patriotic women.
°fi

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

The Unadulterated Hula. — Hawaiian
Dancers stage the Hula Hula in its native
state. Pretty girls and native musicians
carry out traditional ceremony.
Liberty Day Celebrated — President Wilson reviews Washington paraders. Philadelphia celebrates at Liberty Hall. Parades
held by patriots in New York and Chicago.
Bombard Rheims Again. — Famous Cathedral of Northern France still target for
German guns. Rheims city architect decorated for bravery in saving famous windows.
Glimpse of Hog Island. — First motion
pictures of the great American ship building plant erected at Hog Island, Pa. Scenes
show great army of men at work.
War Flyer at Baltimore. — Captain Silvio
Rosanti of the Italian air forces flies over
Maryland metropolis in his Caproni plane
dropping patriotic messages on city.
College Athletes Compete. — Men from
Eastern universities hold their annual
track meet at Franklin Field, the athletic
grounds of the University of Pennsylvania.

Now Comes the Drive
for

w.s.s

Help pYourserlf -- ntry
Hel You Cou
GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING

PICTURE THEATRES

Everv State — total. 25,300; by States.PerM.
S3. 50
1.500 film exchanges
5.00
313 manufacturers and studios
2.00
368 machine and supply dealers.... 2.00
Further Particulars:

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty

Hi"

PATENTS

The only screen built to the specifications of the
theatre in which it is to be used.
You'd naturally expect the world's largest producers
pf Moving Picture Screens to construct the best screen.
We do!
Write and lot ut toll you about Mlnusa screens and send you samples.
Some sections still available
to dealers

MINU/A CINE /CPEENCOj

May 18, 1918

SCREENS
8RAIN5

BUILT BY

William
PATENT

N. Moore
ATTORNEY

LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent
Please send sketch of your invention with $5.00 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

Personal Attention

Established 25 Years

18, 11,1S

Max
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ADVERTISERS: — The

SITUATIONS

Publishers

WANTED.

Producer,

BUSINESS

M.

1'. World,

expect that all etatemente

made

in every advertiaement

Second

FOR SALE — 200-300 theater
Ellis, Perth
Amboy.
N. J.

.\". V.

OPPORTUNITIES.

seats.

CAMERAS

CHEAP climbing roses and wistaria, flowers
with vine, cost new three thousand dollars,

FOR

Herman

WANTED.

FILMS

SALE.

BARGAINS — Two Power's 6-A machines compete, either D. C. or A. C. motors. Ship imnediately deposit, balance C. O. D. 208 South
rfarket.
Canton,
Ohio.

HERE'S THE REAL SNAP OF THE SEASON
— 200-ft. Davsco M. P. camera — 50 M. M. B. &
L. Tessar F.3 :5, with panoramic tilting head
tripod ; our price, complete outfit, $125. Write
for our -wonderful bargain list of slightly used,
tested and guaranteed "Movie" cameras. Telegraphic orders shipped same day they are received. Get in touch with us to-day. DAVID
STERN COMPANY'— in business since 1885 —
1027R Madison St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP— Complete
nent 400 seat house,
2 Power's
motor

CINEMA CAMERAS, self adjusting tripodstilts, printers, polishers, perforators, lenses, de-

\'ew
Jersey in city
of 70,000
; located
on main
horoughfare.
Inquire
of A.
Weinstein,
300
Vlain Ave.,
Passaic, N. J.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

EQUIPMENT

SALE.

equipdriven

WANTED.

FOR

SALE.

FOR

SALE— State rights in our latest production, "Me und Gott, or the Crimson God,"
the greatest five-reel Anti-German super-production. It is a sure money getter. Will divide
states for men with small capital. It is patriotic
in nature, and can be booked at any theater.
Lobby goes with each print. Write or wire
Romayne Super-Film Co., March-Strong Bldg.,
Release Department, Los Angeles, Cal.

A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
TO SECURE
THE FAMOUS NORTHERN
LIGHT. We have
on hand some slightly used ones, complete, at
$45.00. Equal to new lights at $56.50. Prompt
shipment. Special quotations on ten or more
lights. Send for the latest list, No. 28, of
slightly used and equal to new motion picture
cameras. HEADQUARTERS
FOR EVERYTHING
used in CINEMATOGRAPH
AND STILL PHOTOGRAPHY'. BASS CAMERA
COMPANY',
Charles Bass, President, 109 N. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.

WANTED — Moving picture manager to take
iver moving picture theater, complete ; seating
S50 ; rent, $400 monthly ; long lease ; located in

veloping outfits, rewinders, prlsrmioptlt omk. Expert mechanical repairing. Eberhard Schneider,
Ave.. 11th St.. New York.

USED MACHINES, FILMS, FANS, ETC.—
Anything used for theater ; best prices paid.
MOVING
PICTURE
SALES COMPANY,
540
Plymouth Place, Chicago, 111.

CLOSING out cameras and tripods. Write
for low prices. "Jure," $50, fastest lens ;
"Kinagraph," $60. Ray, 326 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
City.

splendid opportunity for moving picture decoraions. Correspondence Solicited, Manager Hotel
\hi' hlebach, Kansas City, Mo.
FOR RENT on reasonable terms an up-tolate, fully equipped film laboratory, ready to
<tart immediately. Nelson, care M. P. World,
\\ Y. City.
FURNISHINGS of film laboratory for sale
consisting of Houseman Duplex Printers, drums,
anks, rewinders. Cooper Hewitt lights, Power's
irojector, etc., in bulk or separately. Laboraory, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

investigation

200-ft.
DaVBOO
M. P. camera
50 M. M. ii. &
I,. Tessar B\3 :5, with panoramic tilling head
tripod; our price, complete outfit. $126. Write
for our wonderful bargain list of slightly used,
tested and guaranteed "Movie" cameras. Telegraphic orders shipped same day they are received. Get in touch with us to-day. DAVID
. COMPANY— In business since 1885—
1027R
Madison
St., Chicago,
111.

ALL
MAKES
OF
USED
MACHINES— Power,
Simplex, Edison. Motiograph : also Film, Calcium Lights and everything for the movie ; write
for our prices before placing vour order. MOVING PICTURE SALES CO., 540 Plymouth Place,
Chicago,
111.

AIR
MOTION
PICTURE
STUDIOS—
40x40, with adjoining hall, 50x80.
24
curtains,
accessories.
Motion
Pictures
etc.,
IW.ith
St. and
Riverdale
Ave.,
V
City.
See Brunei,
12 North
Broadway,
I s. X. Y.

will bear the strictest

HERE'S THE REAL SNAP OF THE season

EXHIBITORS— OPERATORS — PROJECTION
EXPERT F. H. RICHARDSON SAYS "INSTALL
'AMBERLUX'
LENS
FILTERS." IMPROVE
PROJECTION 100%. RESULTS GUARANTEED.
PRICE, WITH ADVERTISING
SLIDE, $.T.r,0.
PARCELS POST PREPAID. W. D. WARNER,
8 EAST
BROAD
ST.. COLUMBUS,
OHIO.

EN
Platform.

HELP

note terms carefully

machines, sta^e and balcony. Good location, low
rent. This theater must be sold you can run
or move
it.
Sam
Miller,
Keokuk,
la.

live photoplay
manager,
who
Knows
dness from A to Z : can produce maximum
■ from minimum expenditure; arrangement
Dgrams ; adaptation of music to the screen;
ourceful,
reliable.
D., care
M.
P.
I, N. Y. City.
MANAGER at liberty, American, twelve years
nee, sober,
reliable,
practical
electrician,
on
projection,
knows
picture
business
from
A to /.. best of references,
go anywhere.
> Business
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Remittance!
must
accompany
all orders for classified advertisements
as follows: One
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
Five cents per word on
copy
containing over twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names
and
addresses.

REAL

\

I'KTUKK

llassified Advertisements

^^^^

NOTICE

MOYlXi;

FOR SALE — Posters on all Kriterion subjects ;also new prints of one and two-reel comedies, dramas and westerns, Biograph make.
City.
FEDERAL FILM CO., 145 West 45th St., N. Y.

THEATERS FOR SALE OR RENT.
WANTED- — To lease or sell A-l moving picture show, city of 4,000, will stand investigation, no trifflers. P. O. Box No. 2, Point Pleasant,
W.

Va.
FOR SALE — Moving picture theater complete ;
capacity, 850 ; leather chairs ; in city of 70,000
in New Jersey, located on the main thoroughfare, long lease ; inquire Adolph Hertz Company, 31 East 10th St., N. Y. City.

MISCELLANEOUS.
OPERATORS anywhere, you can make extra
money for yourself and manager. WRITE.
Martin, 081-A Union Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa.

APPROPRIATE

GIFTS

Your friends In the moving picture industry will thank you 365 days In the year for any one
of our various helpful and entertaining publications dealing with the business in which they are
interested.

A Year's Subscription to the
Moving Pictur World
makes the ideal gift and will remind
week for fifty-two weeks.

the recipient of the thoughtfulness

of the donor

regularly

each

Our Other Publications are:
MOTION
FOR

PICTURE

HANDBOOK

PICTURE

MANAGERS
AND
OPERATORS
By F. H. BICHABJJSON
Prloe (4-M.
pwttge
Raid

MOTION

PICTURE

By

MODERN

ELECTRICITY

By

EPFS
Prlo*

OF THE

CHALMERS

PHOTOPLAY

of

these

Publications

PUBLISHING

Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.

THEATRE
SCREEN

OR

WTNTHBOP
SABQENT
$3.06, portage paid
Any

ADVERTISING

WTNTHBOP
SAKGENT
S2.M,
portage paid

CONSTRUCTION

By EDWABD BERNARD
Prloe $3.00, portage

By J. H. HALLBEKG
Price $2.50, portage paid

TECHNIQUE

THEATRE
EPES
Prlo*

Sent

Promptly

Upon

KINSILA
paid

CRAFT

THE
MAKING
OF A PHOTOPLAY
By LOUI8
BEEVES
HABBI80N
Prloe $2.00, portage paid
Application

to

CO., 516 Fifth Ave., New York City

OR YOUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE

Wright & Callender Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

I
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

FILM. PATHS

AND

NOVELTY

, General Film Company, Inc.

L

1

(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
on Dress Parade
(One of the O. Henry
Series — Two Parts — Drama).
Nemesis
and the Candy
Man
(One of the O.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Rubaiyat of a Scotch Highba.1
(One of the
0. Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Buyer
from Cactus
City (One of the O.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Purple Dress (One of the O. Henry Series —
Two Parts — Drama).
The Clients of Aaron Green
(Wolfville Tale —
Two Parts — Drama).
Cynthiana
(Wolfville Tale — Two Parts — Dr.).
Lost

BLUE

The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).
CLOVER
COMEDIES.
The Wooing of Coffee-Cake Kate (One Part).
Rip-Roaring Rivals (One Part).
He Couldn't Fool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part).
The Paper Hanger's Revenge (One Part).
Prom Caterpillar to Butterfly
(One Part).
A Widow's
Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
DUPLEX
FILMS, INC.
Shame (Seven Parts — Drama).
EBONY COMEDIES.
A Black Sherlock Holmes
(One Part).
Spying the Spy (One Part).
The Porters
(One Part).
A Milk Fed Hero (One Part).
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).
ESSANAY COMEDIES.
Slippery Slim and the Impersonator.
When Slippery Slim Met the Champion.
Snakeville's New Waitress.
Slippery Slim's Dilemma.
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
FILM
CORP.
Why — the Bolshevik!
(Five Parts — Drama).
HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camille (Helen Hesperia — Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maciste
(Six Parts — Drama).
JAXON
COMEDIES.
(Seventh Series.)
The Unofficial Maneuver.
What Occurred on the Beach.
An All Fools' Day Affair.
Beating; Him to It.
Forced Into Matrimony.
FILM

CORPORATION.

"A Daughter
of Uncle
Sam"Serial
(A One-Reel
Episode of this
Patriotic
released each
week).
JUDGE

PROGRAMS

FILMS.

BROWN

STORIES.

(AU Two-Part Comedy-Drama*.)
Thief or Angel?
The Accusing Toe.
The Rebellion.
A Boy Built City.
I'm a Man.
Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
Producers. — Kindly

Paramount Pictures Corp.

Me, der Kaiser ; Our Heroes ; Strange Sights In
the Pacific Islands (One Part).
PowerLandProandandSea; ConScenic
; England's
Leaders
on
(One Part).
The Girth of a Nation ; Four Famous Battles
of the Civil War; Scenic (One Part).
Truths
in Slang;
Scenic
(One
Part).on the War
Oh, Part).
What

a

The Part).
Ghost;

Beautiful
Hocking

Dream ; Scenic

the

RANCHO

Kaiser;

Scenic

(One
(One

Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part — Com.).
His College Proxy
(One part — Comedy).
FILM

MFG.

CO.

of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
RELEASES
Dolly Diando).
Does

FOR
Her

WEEK
Bit

OF

(Five

APRIL

2S.

Parts — Drama —

The House of Hate (Episode No. S — "The Untold
Secret" — Two Parts — Drama).
Hey There
(One Reel— Comedy — Rolin).
His Busy Day (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Picturesque
Wales — Langollen — and
Picture
Spots
in England
(Split Reel — Colored —
Travel Picture).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 36 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 37 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

5.

How

Could You, Caroline? (Five Parts — Comedy— Drama — Pathe) .
The House of Hate (Episode No. 9 — "Poisoned
Darts" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Kicked Out (One Reel— Comedy — Rolin).
Our Fighting Ally— The Tank
(Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 38 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 39 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

12.

Tin' Passer Woman (Five Parts — Drama —
Vrl Films').
The —Russian
House
No. 10 — Two Parts
Dramaof— Hate
Astra (Episode
1.
The N'nii siop Kid i,Ono Reel -Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. l -"Women MountainEngland"
(One Reel — Government
Officialeers ofWar
Pictures).
Strange Animals from Many Climes — "The
Crimea"
(One Reel — Educational — Pathe).
Hearst-rathe
News
Xo.
10 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 41 (Topical).
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF M VV 1!>.
The Astra).
Mysterious Client (.Five Parts — Drama —
The

House
of Hate
(Episode
No. 11 — "Haunts
of Evil" — Two Parts — Drama — Astral.
Two Gun Gussie (One Keel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. - — "Messines and Its
Irish ficial
Captors"
(One Reel — Government OfWar Pictures).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 42 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. -i:! (Topical).

Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE
COMEDIES.
.Tan. 20 — Out West (Two parts).
Mar. 18— The Bell Boy.

Apr. 22— Playing the Game
(Five Parts— Dr.)
Apr. 29 — Let's Get a Divorce (Five PartaComedy-Drama ) .
Apr. —29Drama).
— Tyrant Fear (Five Parts — Drama)
May
6 — Resurrection
(Five Parts — Drama)
May 6 — The Biggest Show on Earth (Five Part

COMEDIES.

VICTORY

25 — Those Athletic Girls.
8 — Friend
Husband.
22 — Saucy Madeline.
6 — His Smothered Love.
20— Battle Royal.

Apr. 13 — Unclaimed Goods (Five Parts — Dr.).
Drama).
Apr. 22 — Rich
Man, Poor Man (Five Parts-

(Piedmont Picture* Corporation)

The Triumph

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Paramount
Features.
Drama).
Apr. 8 — The House of Silence (Five Parts-

(All Tioo-part Dramas.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.
Poverty Gulch.
Bashful Buck Bailey.
SELBURN

PARAMOUNT-MACK
SENXETT
COMEDIES.

FAMOUS

SERIES.

RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned Plnley)

The Return of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).
CHAPLIN
COMEDIES.

JAXON

PARAMOUNT

of All New

May Drama).
6 — The White Man's Law (Five PartsDrama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute
Kendall (Five PartsDrama).
May 20— The Mating of Marcella (Five Parts— Drama).
Artcraft Pictures.
Mar. 25 — The Whispering
Chorus
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

(Fire

31 — The Blue Bird (Five Parts — Drama)
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five Parts — Drama)
8 — The Lie (Five Parts — Drama).
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five
Parts — Comedj
13 — M'Liss
(Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Old Wives for New (Five Parts— Dr.
20— Selfish Tates
(Five Parts — Drama).

PARAMOUNT-BRAY

PICTOGRAPHS.

Apr. 8 — Subjects on Reel : Grizzly Bear Pet
Uncle Sam's Stamp Factory ; Ct
toon by Wallace Karlson.
Apr. 15 — Subjects on Reel : Women in the Wor
of Work ; Hawaii ; The Beautiful
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
Apr. 22 — Subjects on Reel : Micr^copic Re
elations ; Horse Training by E
perts ; Scientific Rose Culture ; Ca
toon by Bray Studios.
Apr. 29 — (Subject to Be Announced Later)
May 6 — Subjects
Reel : America's
Giants;on Ingenious
Insects; Sleepli
CarUX
by Wallace Carlson.
May 13 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for
Time : The Art of Animal
Tral
ing ; Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
May 20 — Subjects on Reel : War Garden Hlnl
American Rifles and Riflemf
Cartoon by Bray Studio.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Apr. 8 — In Happy Honolulu.
Apr. 15 — Peerless Pineapples of the Pacific.
Drama).
Apr. 22— High
Spots of Hawaii.
Apr. 29 — Our Filipino Fighting Force.
May
0— The Filipino National Guard.
May 13 — The Klondike
To-Day
(Scenic).
May 20— Ohlin : the Switzerland of British O I
lumbia
(Scenic).
BENJAMIN

CHAPIN'S— PARAMOUNT
SERIES.

'The Son of Democracy."
Parts).
Mar. 11 — Tender Memories (Fifth Release— Ti
— Two Parts).
Mar. IS — A President's Answer
(Sixth Rele*
Mar. 25 — Native
State (Seventh
parts).
Apr. 1 — Down Parts).
the River
(Eighth
Apr. S — The

Release— Ti
Release — T>

Slave
Auction
(Ninth
Release
Two Parts).
Parts).
Apr. 15 — Under the Stars (Tenth Releasee — T

Releases

Before

Saturday.
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OFFICIAL CALL
Eighth Annual Convention of the
I
J

Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America
and
Exposition of the Motion Picture Industry
Boston, Mass., July 13-20, 1918
To All State and Local Organizations of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America:

BECAUSE the motion picture industry has been singled out by the President of the United States and publicly commended for the service it
has rendered in aid of the Government in carrying on the war, and
because it has rendered the greatest service of any single industry in
the country, it is of the utmost importance not only to the industry as a
whole but to the country at large that the annual convention and exposition
to be held this summer be the biggest and largest of any convention and
exposition in the history of the business.
Shortly after the declaration of war the President called upon the motion
picture industry for aid and the aid was promptly given. That aid has been
great, but the opportunity exists to make it greater. At the last convention a
split occurred in the ranks of the exhibitors which for a time looked as though
it might have disastrous effects, but the convention held in Washington last
winter partially healed that breach. The time has come when it should be
entirely healed in order that the exhibitors of the United States may give the
greatest possible measure of service to the Government.
Because of the vastly important work that is ahead
the United States during the coming year, and because
tance of this convention, I call upon all state and local
their per capita tax in order that they may be able to
delegates and alternates to this convention.

of the exhibitors of
of the great impororganizations to pay
elect a full quota of

The exposition this year will be held jointly by the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America and the National Association of the Motion
Picture industry. During the week of the exposition I earnestly invite all
organizations connected with and affiliated with the motion picture industry
to hold their annual meetings and conventions. The National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry and The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
have already scheduled their conventions for this time.
Because of the facts outlined above, I, Lee A. Ochs, by virtue of the
power invested in me, as president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America, do hereby call the annual convention of said Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America to be held at the Mechanics' Building in the
city of Boston, in the State of Massachusetts, from July 13-20, inclusive, and do
hereby designate the Copley Plaza Hotel as the official convention headquarters.
Issued this 2d day of May, 1918.
LEE A. OCHS, President,
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America.
TmniiHmmiiinimiiimiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiiimiNiiinii.' .'.MiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiimiiiiimiininiiniiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiMiiiiii fflnuDin ■
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNTVEBSAL,

MUTUAL,

GOLDWYN,

METRO

AND

TRIANGLE

Metro Pictures

Mutual Film Corp.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
Apr. 24 — No. 21 (Topical)— 02979.
May 1— No. 22 (Topical)— 02990.
May 8— No. 23 (Topical)— 03002.
May 10— Xo. 24 (Topical)— 03013.

STRAND.

L.-KO.
Apr. 17 — Adventurous
Ambrose
(Two
Parts —
Comedy)— 02908.
Apr. 24 — A Rural
02978. Riot (Two Parts — Comedy) —
May

1 — Fathers, Sons, and Chorus Girls (Two
Parts— Comedy ) —02989.
8 — Her Movie Madness (Two PartsComedy)— 03001.
May 15 — Title Not Reported— 03012.
May

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

26 — Up in the Air (Comedy)— CCST1.
5 — Waltzing Around
(Comedy) — 10CST-1.
12 — Finishing
Mary
(Comedy) — 11CST-1.
19— His Quaker Girl ( Comedy )— 12-CST-l.
26 — Up She Goes (Comedy)— 13 C S T 1.
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
9— For Art's Sake
(Comedy) — 15CST-1.
16 — Her
helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16CST-1.
23 — Mary's Frame-Up (Comedy) — 17-CST-l.
30— Spotted
(Comedy)— 18-CST-l.
7 — Over
the
Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l.
14 — Her Terrible Time (Comedy) — 20csT-l.

NESTOR.
Apr. 22— The Stolen Keyhole
(Comedy)— 02977.
Apr 29— It's a Cruel World (Comedy)— 02988.
May
6— A Kitchen Hero
(Comedy)— 03000.
May 13— New
York— By
Heck
(Comedy) —
03011.
UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION.
Apr. 8 — The Risky Road (Five Parts — Dr.) —
02965.
Apr. 15 — No Release this week.
Apr. 22 — The Scarlet Drop (Five Parts — Dr.) —
02986.
Apr. 29 — No Release This Week.
May 11 — The Two-Soul Woman (Five PartsDrama )—03009.
May 18 — No Release This Week.
UNIVERSAL
Apr. 20 — Issue No
Apr. 27 — Issue No.
May 4— Issue No.
May 11 — Issue No.
May 18 — Issue No.
UNIVERSAL

SCREEN MAGAZINE.
67 (Educational)— 02970.
68 (Educational)— 02980.
69 (Educational)— 02991.
70 (Educational)— 03003.
71 (Educational)— 03014.
SPECIAL FEATURE.

Apr. 27— The
Apr. 27 —
Apr. 27 —

Apr. 29 —
May

3—

Bull's
Eye
(Episode
No.
12,
"Burning
Sands" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 02982.
The Lion's Claws
(Episode No. 4, "A
Woman's
Scream" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 02983.
Finley Nature Studies
(No. 15, "Wild
Bird Pets"
and
"In and Around
Key
West,
Florida" — Scenic
Split
Reel)— 02984.
Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 3, "The
Great Mine Disaster" — Two Parts) —
02999.
The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 13 — "Sold
at
Auction" — Two Parts — Drama) —
02993.

May

3 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No.
Secret Document" — Two
—Drama)— 02994.
May 10— The Bull's Eye (Episode No.
Firing Squad" — Two Parts —
—03005.

MUTUAL

STAR

MUTUAL.
Mar. 27 — Screen Telegram
Mar.
31 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 8 T 1.
(Topical)— 9 T 1.
Apr. 3 — Screen Telegram
Apr. 7 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 10-T-l.
Apr. 10 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 11-T-l.
(Topical)— 12-T-l.
14 — Screen Telegram
Apr.
Apr. 17 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 13-T-l.
(Topical)—
14-T-l.
Apr. 21 — Screen Telegram
May 24 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 15-T-l.
Apr.
May 28 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 16-T-l.
1 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 17-T-l.
May
Apr.
May
5 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 18-T-l.
8
— Screen Telegram
(Topical)— 19-T-l.
May
12 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 20-T-l.
15 — Screen Telegram (Topical)— 21-T-l.
19 — Screen
Telegram (Topical)— 22-T-l.
(Topical)— 23-T-l.

GOLDWYN
Feb. 24 — The Drama).
Beloved

May 10 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 6. "The
Dungeon
of Terror" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 03006.
May 10 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (Episode No.
4, "The
Spies' Nest" — Two
Parts)
—03007.
May

18— The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 15 — "The
Stained
Face" — Two
Parts — Dr.) —
03010.

May

18

The TwoLion's
Claws
(Episode
Parts—
Drama)—
03017. No. 7 —
Scouts
to the Rescue
(No. 5 —
"Treachery at Sea" — Two Parts) —
03018.

May 18 — Boy

UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS.
20 — Issue No. 49 (Topical).
27— Issue No. 50 (Topical)— 02981.
3— Issue No. 51 (Topical)— 02992.
10— Issue No. 52 (Topical)— 03004.
17— Issue No. 53 (Topical)— 03015.
STAR COMEDIES.
Lvons-Moran Pictures.
Apr. 27— The Guilty Egg— 02987.
May
3 — Mum's the Word— 02996.
May 10— Whose
\iv You?
(Comedy) —
03010. Baby

Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

May 18— The Dodgers— 08020.
Producers. — Kindly

FEATURES.
Traitor

May. 10 — TheDrama).
Floor Below
Mar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

(Six

Parts-

(Six Parts — ComedySinner

(Six

Parts

Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts — Dram*)
Apr. 21— The Face in the Dark
(Six PartsDrama).
May
5 — Joan of Pittsburgh
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
June
2 — The Drama).
Glorious
Adventure
(Six Parts —
GOLDWYN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Parts — Drama).
The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
For the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parts —
Drama).
Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Social Ambition (Six Parts — Drama).
CAPITOL

COMEDIES.

Bill's Baby (Two Reels).
Bill's Predicament
(Two Reels).
Birds of a Feather (Two Parts).
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All

METRO
PICTURES
CORP.
Apr. 1 — The Drama).
Landloper (Yorke — Five

Parts-

Apr. 8 — Social
Hypocrites
Drama).

Parts —

(Five

Apr. 15 — With
PartsNeatness
— Drama). and Dispatch (F1t«
Drama). of the Sea (Five Parts —
Apr. 22 — Treasure
Apr. Drama).
29— Riders of the Night

(Five Parts-

May Drtma).
6 — The Trail of Yesterday (Five Parts —
—Drama).
Drama).
May 13 — Cyclone
Higgins, D.D. (Five PartsMay 20 — The Winning of Beatrice (Five Parts

SCREEN

CLASSICS,

SPECIALS.

Nov. 15 — Draft 258 (Seven parts — Drama).
Deo, 10 — Blue Jeans
(Seven
parts — Drama).
.January — The Legion of Death (Rolfs — Seven
parts — Drama).
January — Revelation
(Seven
parts — Drama).
Lest We Forget (Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million
tion— Five Dollar
Parts). Dollies (Emerald Produc-

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

METRO
COMEDIES.
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity (Drew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Drsw).
11 — His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today (Drew).
25 — When
a Man's
Married
(Drew).
1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
8— A Youthful
Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

TRIANGLE

Triangle
Without

Releases
Notice.

PRODUCTIONS.

Apr. 21— Society for Sale (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 2S — The Drama).
Lonely
Woman
(Five
PartsApr. 2S — Paying His Debt (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5 — An Honest Man (Five Parts — Drama).
May
5— Mile. Paulette (Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Her Decision
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Wolves
of the Border
(Five Parts —
Drama).
May 19 — Who Drama).
Is to Blame?
(Five
PartsMay 19— Old Hartwell's Cub
TRIANGLE

(Five Parts— Dr.).

KOMEDY.

Mar. 3— His Hidden Shame.
Mar. 10 — Wives and Worries.
Mar. 10— She Didn't Do It.
KEYSTONE
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

Releases

COMEDY.

24 — A Safe Danger (Two Parts).
31 — A Playwright's Wrong (Two Parts).
7— First Aid.
14 — Mr. Briggs
Closes the House.
21 — Their Neighbor's Baby.
28 — Mr. Miller's Economies.
5 — I Love
Charles Albert (Two Parts).
Parts).
12— Mr. Miller's Muddles
Through
(Two

May 19 — Newspaper
New

INC.,

(Yorke — Five

Apr.
7 — The Drama).
Vortex
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Boss of Lazy
"Y"
(Five Parts —
Apr. 14 — The
Law
of the
Great
Northwest
Parts — Drama).
—(Five
Drama).
Apr. 14 — Who Killed Walton (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr.21— The Hand at the Window
(Fire Parts

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.

4, "The
Drama)

Corporation.

May 27 — Lend Me Your Name
Parts — Drama).

PRODUCTION.

Mar.
18 — The Girl and the Judge
(Frohman —
Parts — Drama)— 12-F-T-5.
Mar. 25 — No Five
release this date.
Apr. 1 — A Bit of Jade (American — Five Parts
—Drama) — 14-F-M-5.
Richest
Girl
(Frohman — Five
Apr. 8 — The
Reels — Drama) — 15FAM-5.
Primitive
Woman
(American —
Apr. 15 — The
May
Five Parts — Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
Apr. 22 — (Title Not Reported).
29 — Hearts
or Diamonds
(Five
Parts—
Apr.
Drama)— 18-F-R-5.
13 — Social Briars (American — Five Parts —
Drama)— 19-FM-5.

5 — "The
Parts —

PROGRAM8

Before

Clippings

Saturday.

(Two Parts).
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"3ke 5irtk of a Nation" proved Simplex
superiority -"Intolerance* confirmed it; and
the scores oF Simplexes Mr Griffith uses in
his Road Shows have justified his faith in the
Projector with Permanently Rerfect Projection

In Answering Advertisements,
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List of Current Film Release Dates
GREATER

VITAGRAPH

PROGRAM.

Feature

Greater Vitagraph Inc.
VITAGRAPH
Apr. 15 — The Drama)
Girl from
.
Apr. 22 — A

Bachelor's
Drama).
Apr. 29 — The Drama).
Seal
of

FEATURES.
Beyond

(Five

Parts —

Children

(Five

Parts —

Silence

(Five

Parts —

May

6 — The
Little
Runaway
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
May 13 — The — Triumph
Drama). of the Weak (Five Parts
May 20— The Golden Goal (Five Parts— Dr.).
BIG V COMEDIES.
Apr. 15 — Counts and No Accounts.
Apr. 22 — Whistles and Windows.
Apr. 29 — Flirts and Fakers.
May
6 — Laws and Outlaws.
May 13 — Spies and Spills.
May 20 — Love and Lavallieres.
VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES.
Feb. 18 — Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.
DREW
COMEDIES.
Apr. 1 — Following the Scent.
Apr.
8 — The Home Cure.
Apr. 15 — The Deceivers.
Apr. 22 — Beautiful Thoughts.
Apr. -29 — All for the Love of a Girl.
May
6 — The Story of the Glove.
May 13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
May 20 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey.
VITAGRAPH
SERIALi.
"The Woman In the Web."
Apr, 15— Episode
Two
("The Open Switch"
— Two No.
Parts
— Drama).
Apr. 22 — Episode No. 3 — "The Speeding Doom"
(Two Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — Episode No. 4 — "The Clutch of Terror"— (Two
Parts — Drama).
May 6— Episode No. 5 — "The Hand of Mystery"
(Two Parts — Drama).
May 13 — Episode No. G, "Full Speed Ahead"
(Two Parts — Drama).
May 20 — Episode No. 7 — "The Crater of Death"
■ — Two Parts — Drama).
FAVORITE
FILM
FEATURES.
Mar. 4 — An Officer and a Gentleman (Two
Parts — Drama) and "Unlucky
Louis" (One Reel Comedy).

Fox Film Corporation
FOX

SPECIAL

FEATURES.

Apr.
7 — The Bride of Fear (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 14 — Western
(Five Parts — ComedyDrama).Blood
Apr. 21 — American Buds (Six Parts — Drama}.
Apr. 28 — Her One Mistake (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5 — Brave and Bold (Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
May 1!) — The Confession
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 2G — The Firebrand
(Five Parts — Drama).
FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
Mar. 24 — Rough and Ready (Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Blindness of Divorce (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
5 — True Blue (Seven
Parts — Drama).
FOX
SUNSHINE
COMEDIES.
Mar.
3— A
Mar. 15 — A
Apr.
7— A
May
5— A

MUTT

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

Husband's Wife (Two Parts).
Self-Made Lady
(Two
Parts).
Walter's Wasted Life (Two Parts).
Neighbor's Keyhole (Two Parts).

AND JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

FEATURE

CAR-

31— Back to the Balkans (Half Reel).
7— The Freight Investigation (Half-Reel).
14 — The Leak
(Half Reel).
21— On Ice (Half-Reel).
28 — Helping
McAdoo
(Half-Reel).
5 — A Fisherless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
19 — Superintendents
(Half-Reel),
Producers. — Kindly

Apr.
A

AND

STATE

RIGHT

RELEASES

Releases

State Right Releases

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS.
1 — The
Red, Red
Heart
(Five Parts —
Drama) — 02964.
Rich
Man's
Darling
(Five
Parts
— ComedyDrama) — 02975.

The

Marriage02985.Lie

(Five

ARROW
FILM
CORPORATTOW.
Times Building, New Tort
Souls Redeemed.
Ramona.
Persuasive Peggy.
Weavers of Life.
To-Day
(Seven
Parts — Drama — Paths).
Mad Lover
(Six Parts — Drama — Path*).
The duction).
Struggle Everlasting (Harry Rapf

Parts — Drama) —

A Mother's Secret (Five Parts — Dr.) — 02995.
Danger Within
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03008.
The Guilt of Silence
(Five Parts— Drama) —
03019.

The duction).
Accidental Honeymoon

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
Tarzan of the Apes (National Film Corp.).
Fall of the Romanoffs
(Brenon
Productions,
Inc.— Eight Parts).
A Dog's Life (Charlie Chaplin Picture).
My Four Years in Germany.
Petrova Pictures Company.
The Parts).
Light Within
(Second
Production — Seven
The

Life
Parts).

Parts).
Tempered

Mask
Steel

(Third

Production — Seven

(Fourth

Production — Seven

ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Times Building, New York City.
Nine-Tenths of the Law
(Six Parts — Drama).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
Balloonatics.1600 Broadway, New York.
Automaniacs.
Neptune's
Naughty
Her
Bareback
Career.Daughter.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh, Baby !
Wbat's
the Matter with FatherT
CHRISTIE FILM
CORP.
Los Angeles,
Cal.
Whose Wife?
The House That Jack Built.
Never Surprise Your Wife.
In and Out.
Betty's Adventure.
By. Orange
All
Dressed Aid.
Up.
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.

FIRST

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
(Distributing
the
following
Christie
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State and Northern
New
Jersey.)
Apr. 15 — Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
W. W. HODKINSON
CORP.
(Paralta Play.)
Apr.
1 — An Alien Enemy (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five Parts —
May 13 — The Snapdragon
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 27 — Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts — Drama).
JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS.
INC.
The Price of a Good Time (Seven part* — Dr.).
The Doctor and the Woman
(Seven Parts — Dr.).
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
GEORGE
KLEINE SYSTEM.
— Drama).
A'pr.
Apr.

1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — Six Parts
Parts).Me
8 — Chase
Charlie
(Essanay — Five

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comedies,
You Know"
(Made
by Edison).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27 — The Stenog.
Essanay.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

"Girl*

SELECT
PICTURES.
April — The Reason Why
(Five Parts — Drama).
April— Up the
Road
with Sally (Five Parts —
Drama).
April — At the Mercy of Men (Five Parts — Dr.).
Special Releases.
Over There (Six Parts — Drama).
The Lone Wolf (Five Parts — Drama).
The Barrier (Seven Parts — Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts — Drama).
WORLD PICTURES.
Apr. S — The Witch Woman (Five Parts — Dr,).
Apr. 15 — The Trap (Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 22 — The Purple Lily (Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — Leap to Fame (Five Parts — Drama).
May C — Masks and Faces (Five Part3 — Drama).
May 13 — Journey's End (Five Parts— Drama).
May 20 — Vengeance
(,Six Parts — Drama).
Furnish

Titles and

Dates

of All New

COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).

CORP.

CREST PICTURES
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust.
M. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Depths of the Sea (In a Series
Parts — Educational) .
EPOCH
FILM
Longacre Building,
Birth of a Nation.
Intolerance.

5— Broncho Billy, a Friend In Need.
12— Broncho Billy's Wild Ride.
19 — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
3 — Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln- Parker World Travelogue.
1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 1.
8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2.
15 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 3.
22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 4.
29 — Puno, and Scenes Around Lake Tltlcaca, Bolivia.

Pro-

(Harry Rapf Pro-

of Four

CORP.
New York.

EXHIBITORS'
OPERATING
CORP.
51 East 42d Street, New York.
The City of Purple Dreams.
FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The
Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 3 — "The
Plot
Fleet" — H.TwoInce
parts
— Drama).
The Against
Cast Offthe(Thomas
Production).
The

Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 4 — "Von
Rlntelen, the Destroyer" — Two Parts — Drama).
Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 5 — "The Strike
Breeders" — Two Parts — Drama).
The Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 6 — "The
Plot
Drama).
Against
Organized
Labor" — Two
Parts

The

The Folio"
Eagle's— Two
Eye Parts
(Episode
No. 7 — "Brown
— Drama).

Port

The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 8 — "The Kaiser's
The Death
Silent Messenger"
Witness. — Two Parts — Drama).
The Eagle's Drama).
Eye (Episode No. 9 — "The Munition's Campaign" — Two Parts —
The

Eagle's Drama).
Eye (Episode No. 10 — "The Invasion of Canada" — Two Parts —

The

Sin Woman.

FORT
PITT
FILM
CORPORATION.
Lyceum Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Italian Battlefront.
The Italian Stand on the Piave.

Releases

Before

Saturday.
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PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S

Bl PREHE
TRIUMPH
"HEARTS
OP THE
WORLD."
Install-, T»<> l l> to The Minuu- Type S BIMPLEZ
PROJECTORS
with
Kobin
TIME
and
SPEED
INDICATORS
in tho 14th St. Theatre, N.»
\nrk.
The
Marvelous
PROJECTION
of
this greatest picture of modern times is synchronized accurately
to the traction
of a second
with
the heautiful
music
and effects.

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

inTrSSn Gold

King

AT

1=

Screen

NEWS

10 Days'
Triad
No. 1 Grade, 75c; No. 2 Grade,
50c. — Stretchers included
fry before you buy. Sold by all the leading supply dealers throughout the country.
Factory.

ALTUS.

TIMES SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

CIIMEIVIA
AND

PROPERTY

GAZETTE

.

30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, England

Has the quality circulation of the trade In Oreat Britain and the Domlnloaa
All Official Notloes and News from the ASSOCIATION to Its menabers are published excluslrely in this Journal.
Yearly Rate— Postpaid. Weekly. J7.M
Sample copy and advertising rate* on request.

OKLAHOMA

Appointed by Agreement Dated 718I14 THE
THE

CINEMATOGRAPH

EXHIBITORS'

A SOCIATION

OFFICIAL

OF GREAT

BRITAIN

ORGAN
( IRELAND.

of
LTD

A Dependable Mailing List Service 1
Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc.
Reaches all or
selected
list of theatres
in any territory.
Includes
name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address.
A list of publicity mediums desiring
motion
picture
news.
Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such.
Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices.
Information in advance of theatres
being or to be built.
W74

—does your business

MOTION

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

80 Fifth Avenue, New York
425 Ashland Block, Chicago

fall off in hot weather?

Addressing

Multigraphing

COMPANY

Phone — Chelsea 3227
Phone — Randolph 2003

Printing

Typewriting
WUMSSSSBBBMSBUSl

IT
if the "Typhoon Twins" cool
yourwon't
theatre.
Their fresh-as-sea-air breezes will make your
entire house delightfully cool and restful during
the hot, sultry Summer months.

Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting

Folks will come to your show, just "to cool-off."
They will be glad they came — and anxious to
come again.

Titles
Domestic

Their extra nickels and dimes will easily pay for your
"Typhoon Twins" long before the Summer is over.
'Typhoon Twins" are low in cost.
Easily installed.

TYPHOON
BOX 206,

FAN

Empire

COMPANY

1544 BROADWAY,

Foreign

City Film

NEW YORK

MOTION

Inc.

New York

COMPANY

LUDWIG
G. B. ERB,
Producers

President
of

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING

1

Telephone
LABORATORIES

Laboratories,

345 West 40th Street

ERBOGRAPH
^*T

and

STUDIO

In Answering Advertisements,

g
g

Aadobon

S716

203 to 211 West 146th St, New York City
Please

Mention

the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
FRANCO-AMERICAN
FILM
CORP.
126 West 4Cth Street, New York.
Birth of Democracy.

FROHMAN

AMUSEMENT

CORP.

Times Building, New York.
God's Man.
FRATERNITY
FILMS.
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York.

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION.
130 West 46th Street, New York.
One Law for Both.
Babbling
Tongues
(Six Parts — Drama).
Marriedof Ambition.
in Name, Only (Six Parts — Drama).
Sins
Two Men and a Woman.
Human
Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.
JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.

Devil's Playground (Seven Parts — Drama).

GENERAL
ENTERPRISES.
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother
(Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).
JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.

Moral

GRAPHIC
FILM
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Suicide
(Seven Parts — Drama).
HILLER

& AVILK.

Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The
Following
Are
Keystone-Mack
Sennett
Comedies.)
The Village Scandal.
Saved
by Wireless.
Fatty and the Broadway Stars.
Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Walters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Productions.)
Honor Thy Name.
The Thoroughbred.
Jim
Grimsby's
The Sins
Ye Do.Boy.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
(The Following Are tions.)
Norma
The Missing Link.
Martha's
Vindication.
Children in the House.
Going Straight.
The Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.

Talmadge

Produc-

(The Following Are Wm. S. Hart Productions.)
The Primal Lure.
Captive God.
The Patriot.
The Dawnmaker.
Apostle of Vengeance.
The Return of Draw Egan.
The
Devil's
Double.
Truthful
Tulliver.
The Gunfighter.
The Square Doal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
(The Following Are tions.)
Douglas Fairbanks ProducThe Habit
of Happiness.
The Good Bad Man.
Reggie Mixes In.
Flirting With
Fate.
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrimaniac.
The Americano.
Producers.— Kindly

FRANK
A

A. KEENEY.

Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The
Unknown.

KING
BEE
FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Feb. 15 — His Day Out.
Mar.
1 — The Rogue.
Mar. 15 — The Orderly.
Apr.
1 — The Scholar.
Apr. 15 — The Messenger.
May
1 — The Handy Man.
ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).
PHYSICAL
CULTURE
PHOTO
PLAYS,
INC.
Flatiron Building, New York.
Zongar (Drama).
PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
His Daughter Pays.

INC.

147(i Broadway,
New York.
Redemption
(Six Parts— Drama ).
STATE BIGHTS
DISTRIBUTORS, IXC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts — Drarua).
STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Cloud (Five Parts — Drama).
The God of Little Children (Five Parts— Dr. ).
and

Dates

of

All

New

CO.
York.

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant in the House.
The Siren in the House.
U. S. EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.

CO.

The Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.Production).
Just
a Woman
(Steger
Men.
The Crucible of Life.
McRAE

Brokaw

RENOAVNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
Naked
Hands
(Five Parts— Drama).
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
ERNEST
SHIPMAN.
17 West 44th Street, N. Y. City.
Josh
Blimey
Comedies
Featuring
Funny
Fntty Filliert — One Release n Month.
May — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers
(two reels).
June— Fred's Fictitious Foundling
(two reels).
July— Freda's Fighting Father
(two reels).
Aug. — Fatty's F:is( Flivver (two reels'!.
Sept. — Fatty's
Frivolous (First
Fiancee Release
< two reels').
Denny
from Ireland
of the
shorty Hamilton Series -Five Parts — Comedy-Dram i.
Berlin via America
( Fordart Production— Six
Farts -Drama >.

Titles

The

SUBMARINE
FILM
1476 Broadway, New
Submarine Eye.

HARRY

PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).
PYRAMID
COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch
(Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).
HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
The Hand of the Hun
(Four Parts — Novelty).
The Master Crook.

Furnish

Each

Doctor
Bunny's Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.

1493 Broadway, New York.
Romance of the Underworld.

S. * S. PHOTOPLAYS,

The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).
I Believe
(Cosmofotofllm — Seven Parts — Dr.).
Hypocrites
(George Loane Tucker).
The Natural Law
(France Films).
(The
Following
Are Cartoon
Comedies,
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

(Featuring Twede-Dan.)
February — The Recruit
(Two Parts).
March — His Golden Romance
(Two
Parts).
April— All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).

GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.

A Mother's Ordeal
(Five Parts — Drama).
Pride and the Devil (Six Parts — Drama).
Miss Deception (Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When Drama).
You and I Were
Young
(Five Part* —

AAEBSTEB
TIONS, IXC.
Bldg., 42d
N. Y.Street
City. and

PRODUCBroadway,

Reclaimed.
AA'ESTERN
IMPORT
FILM
CO.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).
AAr. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
(The Following Are Multiple Reel W. S. Bart
Subjects, Released in Order Listed.)
The Parts
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Bargain
(Six
— Drama).
The Drama).
Bandit

and

The Hell Hound

the

Preacher

of Alaska

(Fire

Parts —

(Five Parts— Dr.).

(The
Folloicingtions. Are
Hart
ProducReleased Two-Reel
in Order Listed.)
Dakota Dan.
Double Crossed.
The Last Card.
A Knight of the Trail.
AHorns
Squareand Deal.
Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman
from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The
Folloicing
Are
Mack
Sennett-iKeystone
Comedies, Each Two Reels in Length.)
The Small Town
Bully.
Friendly Enemies.
His Diving Beauty.
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate
Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
(The
Following
Satan's Pawn.

Barriscale

M. AAEISSBERG.
A. Brady Plavhouse.
N. Y. City.137 W.

Wm.
Stolen

Releases

Are
Bessie
ductions.)

Orders

Before

4Sth

(Eight Reels — Drarnal.
Saturday.

Pro-

Street,
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Advertise

Goerz Vignetting Devices
\ summer of unprecedented activity In the
motion-picture industry is fasl approaching. N<> camera-man who hopes to enjoy
the financial benefits of tliis activity can
afford to be without the latest and best
equipment. GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES
have mel overs studio and Held test. Thej
art- made in several practical and effective
models and may be tutted to nearly every
standard equipment on the market. Used
in connection with the GOERZ KINO HYPAR
1-'for:.'!..")
unsurpassed.matter.WriteAet or now!
call
thethey
latestare descriptive

Your

Business

By the quality of your Projection
Nothing ih an good a* the Hon!,
b] iin ap-to-data machine.
We will take in your old
Machine on the MONTHLY
WRITE

TODAY

FOB

Exclusive

the Bm<

machine
PAYMENT

AMUSEMENT
Largest

and

on

can

only

be obtained

part payment
PLAN.

on

a New

PARTICULARS

AND

SUPPLY

COMPANY

Dealers

to the Moving

CATALOG

Picture

Trade

300-302 Mailers Bldp.
5 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Dealers

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.

In

Motlocraph,
Standard
and
Slmiiloi
Moving
Picture
National
Carbons,
Mlnusa
Screens
and Everything
for the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT
PLAN

318 East 34th Street. New York City

Machines,

llllllflHIIillfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

\

BIG ADVANCE
IN
M. P. PHOTOGRAPHY

You Make or Mar the
Picture

Six great scientific improvements make the Universal
Motion Picture Camera the choice of expert cameramen
everywhere.
Wonder-value at less than half standard motion picture camera prices!
You want it

it through efficient of inefby projecting
ficient lenses and yet the best lenses. Cost
but little more, and pay for themselves by
pleasing your patrons.

UNIVERSAL iE

{ausdi |omb

See how it increases your speed, improves framing, fi\m
transmission, focusing, eliminates static, etc. New automatic dissolve ready.

""T8

WRITE
FOR
CATALOG

Burke &
James, Inc.
240 East
Ontario St
Chicago

Kb
'KbI

nEm

Projection [eases

bring out every detail of the film, clear and
sharp to the edge of the screen — an essential in every first-class house, yet moderate
in cost.
Write for your copy of special projection
lens booklet — free to owners and operators.

Makers of
Rexo M. P. Film

Bausch
& Ipmb OPtical
(9566 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N/%

m

huh

New

L\l

York

Chicago

Washington

San Francisco

Leading American Makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses, Projection Lanterns (Balopticons) , Microscopes, Stereo-Prism Binoculars and other High-Orade
Optical Products.

IMli£<

KNOWLEDGE

BRINGS

Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman, Operator, and Film
Men Everywhere: — The moving picture business is one
of the youngest but one of the leading industries of
the world to-day. We may well be proud to be connected with it. Are you keeping up? Do you know
all about it? It will yield larger returns for an equal

ONE YEAR
SIX MONTHS

SUCCESS

amount of work to the men who know. Each weekly
issue of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD contains
more up-to-date information than you can get from all
other sources. Subscribe now if not already on our
mailing list. You will get your paper hours earlier
than from the newsstand and it costs $4.80 less.

$3.00
$1.50

See title page for rate* Canada and Foreign

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Please fill Is tka

516 Fifth Avenue, New York
In Answering Advertisements,
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THE

AUTOMATIC

TICKET SELLING and CASH REGISTER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

ATJTOMATICKET
1735

OF

MACHINES

and all kinds of Theatre Tickets
USED
UNIVERSALLY
BROADWAY
N. Y. CITY

For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by leading British technical men — for brilliant and
strictly impartial criticisms of all films,
read

THE

BIOSCOPE

The Leading British Trade Journal with an
International
Circulation

85 Shaftesbury
Specimen

"We've just got to win
this war— you and I—5

HE'S
YOU

War on Kaiserism WILL be won— but this rallyi
call to patriots— to you— must be heeded NOW ngif
we are to extend the utmost help to our soldiers—
in France. The Boys' Club Federation (non-

to enroll in the U. S. Boys' Working
Reserve, Department of Labor,
Washington, D. C.

YOU are know
fightingTobacco
men
beggingthatfor oar
tobacco.
cheers them. They need 1L "Send
more cigarettes."
"We can't get half
enough
smokes
here." "A man
cigarette
is
the first
thingovera wounded
asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.

$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier
Supplied— Will YOU Be a "BIG
BROTHER"
or a "BIG
to
a Lonely Fighting
Man?SISTER"
"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND

William

The Secretary of War
The Secretary of the
TheNary
American
Bed
Cross
Cardinal Gibbons

Every dollar sends four 45c .packages of tobacco.
Hall the money
and coupon rixht now.
19 West 44th Street, New York City
Depository:
Irving National Bank. New York
"I wish you all possible success In
your admirable effort to get our Loy»

— Herbert Hoover,
'
U. S. Food Commissioner.
,^
This is truly Boy conserva- /
tion and the Federation will /
indeed
help crisi
the Nation
J.A«
,is P^sent
s /in/Boy*'C. Club
B.Wilson,

1 Madison Ave., New York r•

ROOSEVELT.
in France —THEODORE
tobacco."
Endorsed by

•

The C.BOYS'
CLUB FEDERATION organization.
£&££$&
J. ATKINSON, Secretary * ,'*£
JN
vr amc

Address

"OUR

Lyman Abbott
Rabbi Wise
Gertrude Rooseralt
Athertoa
Theodore
Alton B. Parker
And the Entire NaUon

BOYS
FRANCE
19 WestIN 44th
Street. TOBACCO
New Yerk FUMD"

GENTLEMEN': I want to do my pan to help tha
American soldiers who are fighting- my battle In Fraaoa.
If tobacco will do it. I'm for tobacco. (Cheek below
how you desire to contribute.)
I enclose $1.00. I will adopt a soldier aid tens'
you duration
11.00 a month
the
ot the towar.supply him wltb "•mokes" far
I send you herewith
my eoarrlkutlon towards the purchase of tobacco for American
soldiers. This does not obligate me to eantrlbrtt
more.
NAME
ADDRESS

Educate Your Audience to Help Fight Censorship
Introducing a bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures is a favorite
indoor pastime in legislative halls
throughout tho country. Eternal vigilance Is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety If not his success.

Presented In the proper manner, tne
Censorship of Moving Pictures is Just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as It is to the Exhibitor. And public
opinion aroused in behalf of moving pictures and agninst their unfair and discriminatory control is the surest weapon
to defeat Censorship.

We

The Management of this Theatre

have prepared a series of nine different stereopticon slides which crystallize the argument against Censorship;
one of the slides Is shown herewith.

patrons in providing good
clean entertainment. : :

These slides shown repeatedly in any
Uieatre cannot fail to influence public
opinion In that locality against Censorship. Thev
willof line
the general public on the
side
the up
Exhibitor.

We want no "legalized" censorship of moving pictures

You OugM to Be Showing Them Now!
Legislatures Everywhere Are Convening

desires the co-operation of its

W.

gone
across —
"come across"!

To make the boys of the Nation
physically and morally fit is to fill
the ranks of the producers for the
present and future, and is specially
deserving of the highest commendation. extend
I
my best wishes
to the Boys' Club Federation
in its patriotic efforts." ■*

U. Labor.
S. Secretary
of
, S
1 Federation
Madijon Ave.,
Will YOU— NOW— send $1— or $S—or $25— /
New York
or more, so that the work of organizing and /
v
i
, . ,-•
developing of Clubs can go on? Address /
Enclosed is S

s

Application

the Duration
the WAR!
for
"SMOKES"
ply him with of

by Government Officials

Boy delinquency has increased
from 35% to 65% in Europe. The
Boys' Club Federation operates to
forestall this appalling condition in
America . It gets at the root by
specializing exclusively on the underprivileged boy of all ages and
cooperates with the Government
by recommending all boys over 16

on

Adopt a SOLDIER and Sup-

sectarian) wants you as a partner in its work of developing
the underprivileged, imperiled BOYS who are to back up
the U. S. Government with the help it sorely needs. Alread
i2i clubs are at work in 86 cities— but we need more— andy
more. What will you do? Will you contribute to our work?

Commended

Avenue, London,

Set of Nina Slides, carefully packed,
will ba sent postpaid o» receipt of U-00
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516 Fifth Avenue, New

WORLD
York City
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The Canadian
Moving Picture
— Digest —

Silver bullion ot a quality
equal to that used by the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture ot

EASTMAN
FILM

FOUNDED

JUNE

SECOND.

By MERRICK

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

An Independent National
Trade Weekly

N. Y.

100% Circulation

FOR

In The Dominion of Canada

Improved Projection

STATE RIGHT PRODUCERS
AND DISTRIBUTORS

ARE

Speer

CARBONS

Alterno

If your product and prices
are right, the Digest will
find the Canadian buver.

Combinations

for A. C. Work
AND

Speer

Hold-Ark

R. NUTTING

Not a Territorial House Organ
BUT

The Essential Requirements

SPEER

SEVENTEEN

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.
EASTMAN

NINETEEN

Combinations

for D. C. Work
Produce Incomparable Results

Advertising Rates
furnished by

Write today for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions of operators.

Head Office
326 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont.
OR

Place an order now with your Supply House.

ERNEST SHIPMAN

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee"
MANUFACTURED
SPEER

CARBON
ST.

MARYS,

NEW

REPRESENTATIVE

Room 804, 17 West 44th Street

COMPANY

Phone

PA.

In Answering Advertisements,

YORK

Please

Mention

the MOVING

PICTURE

Murray

WORLD.

Hill

5432
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A BIG STEP FORWARD
Take the Big Step In the Right Direction By Using

WHITE A. C. SPECIAL
MOTION PICTURE CARBONS
The progressive exhibitors and operators using alternating current who are striving for better
pictures — clearer pictures and brighter pictures — should take this step and substitute the White A. C.
Specials for the old A. C. carbons.

The Result Is Beyond Comparison
The White A. C. Special carbons have been used in all parts of the country by critical operators
and have met the requirements so exactly that they are now considered standard. These carbons give
a pure white light of high intensity and an absolutely quiet arc.
To get perfect pictures on alternating current requires no change of equipment. Simply take
out the old carbons and insert the White A. C. Specials.
FOR

DIRECT

NATIONAL

CURRENT
USE THE

SILVERTIP

PROJECTION

COMBINATION

The combination that is standard the country over.
the features of steady arc and maximum brilliancy.
Write

NATIONAL

CARBON

to-day

for

our

Silvertips combine satisfactorily

folders.

COMPANY,

Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

CINE MUNDIAL
IS Moving Picture World
The Spanish Edition of the

^ _ ^ _^rTm T ^

GROWING

\v

\

THE

JliXJr Ort 1

MARKET

calls

WINGS
GROBIGGER

HEED!
— And In

creased Profits

\.

Will Be Your,

\

INSI
Y!TLST
EN

■*-i ' ■dll.
RIGGER

Send That Advertisement in To-day!

RATES

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

ON APPLICATION

COMPANY,

516 Fifth Ave., New York

3
In Answering Advertisements,

C
Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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SIX OF MANY
REASONS

WHY
-UTE-

YOU
POWER'S

6B

SHOULD

Each Store Is Located on the Ground
Floor.
Each Store Carries It in Stock.
Each Article Sold to You Is Subject
to Return if Not as Represented.
Each Branch Is Under the Direct
Supervision of an Expert Manager
Who Will Help You to Select Proper Equipment and We Guarantee
Results.

DEAL

WITH

HALLBERG
MOTOR-GENERATOR

Each Branch Is a SERVICE STATION—To Serve You Promptly
and Efficiently from a Big Stock
of Mechanisms, Rheostats, Economizers, Lenses and Entire Equipments Should You Call in Moments of Dire Need.
Each Article Sold to You Is at the
Lowest Market Price. Get in
Touch With Our Nearest Branch
and Be Convinced.

Distributors of

POWER'S PROJECTORS— HALLBERG
MOTOR GENERATORS
GARDINER VELVET GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN
ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR—EDISON
MAZDA LAMPS— NOVELTY
SLIDES AND M. P. SUPPLIES OF HIGH GRADE.
"EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

M. P. THEATRE

BRANCH

EXCEPT

THE

FILM"

OFFICES:

Detroit, Mich.— 57 E. Elizabeth St.
New York, N. Y.— 729 Seventh Ave.
Omaha, Neb. — 13th and Harney Sts.
Boston, Mass. — 28 Piedmont St.
Minneapolis, Minn. — 16 N. 7th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.— 1233 Vine St.
Cleveland, O. — Columbia Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— 910 Penn Ave.
^CORPORATIONS
Chicago, m.— 514 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, O.— 115 W. 7th St.
Kansas City, Mo.— K. C. Machine & Supply Co., Inc., 813 Walnut St.

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

J. H. HALLBERG,

Pres.

Executive Offices:

Largest Moving Picture

1604 Broadway,

Equipment

Vice-Prea.

New York

House

in the World
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NICHOLA5
POW€ft- •
COMPANY
I NCO-RPO-ftAT'€D
'pioneers or projection^

90 Gold Street
New Vork-N-V

>1. 36, No. 8

May 25,

1918

Price

15 Gents
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K<

EN of the Moving Picture Industry! In the
Liberty Loan just past, 20,000,000 true-as-steel
Americans shot the Satrap of Hell his answer
in a machine-gun torrent of silver bullets. And
in the Loans to come, this great number will mount higher
and higher until there is not in this whole land a man so
poor, so base as not to have staked his life's treasure on
Democracy, the United States and our Allies.
You, then, have your duty plainly marked out before you
— for it lies with you, the Exhibitor great or small, so to
speed-up — intensify this patriotism that the Beast of Berlin
will be drowned all the sooner under its tidal wave.
On you — the transmitter of messages far more urgeful, far
more heart-searching, infinitely more lasting than the printed
word — the quick accomplishment of this bounden duty
very clearly rests.
Go at it any way you will. Your Government furnishes you
material — use k ! The Producers offer patriotic plays and
news reels — show them! Whether it be "THE KAISER,
the Beast of Berlin" — or "My Four Years in Germany" — or
a Universal News Reel of your patrons' boys in the battle
line, you will show one, or the other, or all of them. Yes,
you'll show them to the limit!
For this action will not alone serve to protect everything in life that you
hold most dear, but it will also reap a financial reward for you in perfect
proportion to its common-sense.

J

E W

E L

PRODUCTIONS

1600 Broadway

New

Inc.

York City

THE
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Most Talked of Woman Today

I, MARY

WOMAN

MacLANE

OF MYSTERY AND MANY LOVES

Everyone is thrilling over her recent disappearance from a
Chicago hotel and the finding of her burning love letters —
published in newspapers all over the United States. YOU CAN
PACK
YOUR
HOUSE
by showing this eccentric genius in

"Men Who Have Made Love To Me"
A PICTURE THAT BARES HER VERY SOUL

?js/SCTroq

George Kleine System
Distributors

1063
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Universal Special Attraction
Directed by

Now

booking

thru

all Universal

Exchanges,

ROBERT

UNIVERSAL

Z. LEONARD

FILM MFG. CO., Carl Laemmle, Pres., 1600 B'way, New York

May 25. 19J8
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Universal Special Attraction
Directed bj

Now booking thra

all Universal Exchanges,

ROBERT

UNIVERSAL

106£

Z. LEONARD

FILM MFG. CO., Carl Laemmle, Pres., 1600 BVay, New York
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400,000 Voices Call on You!
"Give us our Serial" say 400,000 Boy Scouts of America. "We've just got
lo have it to get our million new members with. You know how we've
worked for every good cause — now give us our own serial for our own
cause and we'll pack your house to the limit for every one of the 5 big Episodes. Get the Special Boy Scout Folder from your nearest Universal Exchange and learn how our Scoutmasters and our business men friends will
co-operate. Do this today, Mr. Exhibitor, and we'll never forget you. Just tell us when
you'll
showgot."Boy Scouts to tiie Rescue" and we'll take care of the publicity — the biggest
you ever

UNIVERSAL

FILM
Boy

MANUFACTURING

Scout

Serial

Department

1600 Broadway, New York

COMPANY

Carl Laemmle, President

THE
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your ratrx>r\p

up to the rliMiiiil
m

THRU

THE

ANIMATED W
CURRENT EVE

screen mmi
red
has ente
America
CE war
SINthe
and since
thousands of our Boys
are
now fighting at the front, our
hundred million folks at home
are thirsting for newspictures
of what's happening.
You can
show your people in UNIVERSAL Animated Weekly,
Current Events and Screen
zine
Maga
what is taking
place all over the wide
world.

Millions of
People Prefer
the Weeklies
to the Feature
So popular have these three big News
Weeklies become that millions prefer the news weeklies to the daily
feature. If you are a real showman
you will take advantage of the overwhelming desire of the people for
the news of the world in pictures.

Give the People
What They Want
Give the people what they want. That's
the secret of success in the show business. They want these three big leading
News Weeklies. Book all three Weeklies
and DO IT "NOW. You can get them on
the most equitable basis imaginable.
Book

thru oryour
nearest Universal
communicate
with the Exchange
UNIVERSAL

FILM

MN'FG.

CO.

Largest Film Mn'fg. Co. In the Universe
CARL LAEMMLE,
President
1600 Broadway,
New
York

WORLD
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"THE REASON

WHY

DISTRffiUTED BY

SELECT; PICTURES CORPORATION
TTV

C

^ 1
^^MMMMM

.__

{^PICTURES

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK
presents

ONSTANCE
ALMADGE
55

"THE LESSO'N
by Virginia Terhune Van de Water

directed by*

CHARLES

GIBLTN

this latest of Her Select Pictures Constance
imadge is seen in a comedo-drama in which
nes of citp life are delightfully intermingled
h pictures of life in a small town. There
moments of greater dramatic tenseness
n in any of her pictures since "Scandal."
e exceptional cast includes Tom Moore,
alter Hiers and Herbert Heyes. Another
ghter-plus-drama success !

?ELECTpCTUREC

)ecureLrofito
. ::

frKTRIBUTED BY
**-****

,-*.

-*■'»'-■- -■:■— ^
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What is a Film Exchange?

A

FILM Exchange is an establishment operated primarily for the benefit and
convenience of Exhibitors. Without Exhibitors there would be no need
for a Film Exchange.

This is the principle upon which Triangle Exchanges are conducted. Each
and every individual in a Triangle Exchange is made to understand that his
future with Triangle is entirely dependent upon the careful consideration that
he gives to each exhibitor.
It is the aim of each Triangle Exchange to give an exhibitor more attention,
better service — in fact more for his money than he can obtain elsewhere. The
class of service given an exhibitor is entirely independent of whether he pays
$7.50 or $75.00 for a picture.
It is never too much trouble to carefully and courteously serve an exhibitor
in a Triangle Exchange. Any reasonable request or demand of an exhibitor will
be given immediate and painstaking attention whether in the regular course of
business or in a particularly urgent emergency.
Any misunderstandings or difficulties that arise must be settled at once and
to the entire satisfaction of the exhibitor. Disgruntled or dissatisfied customers
are not tolerated by Triangle.
The development of efficient service is of as much importance" to an exhibitor
as to Triangle. A closer co-operation -between exhibitors and Triangle
Exchanges means a big saving in time, labor and money to every Triangle
exhibitor. Criticisms or suggestions from exhibitors toward better service in
Triangle Exchanges are always welcomed.
Remember the co-operative service for which Triangle stands, whether you
are a Triangle exhibitor or whether, like so many other exhibitors, you have
about decided to run Triangle.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457 Broadway, New

York

May 25, 1918

t

C(golchvyn£jit>icturc8>

THE JEM. OF APPROVAL
I

"Joan ofPlattsburg" by Porter Emerson Browne— and
starring Mabel Normand— is a motion picture production
that will stfr niy loyal millions to their very depths. A
patriotism; a story of the human
picture of \vonderful
wo
lat answers the question on the lips oof
heart. A theme that
every American:
"in: " What
What can
can II do
do to
to help
help my
my country?'
countr

ibitWHLJ
or Helps*
Our National
ft UIU~~
7T~ TO^-^Government
When He PlaysGoldwyn'sj
inspiring ofcontribution
towards
the winning
the
war: jfePicture
Home;oi Love,
of Faith,
a Pictureof
for the Brain and the Heart, starring beautiful
i£>\x<W

r>

/ in
/j
fijy Porter. Emerson Browne
0
Tjjpr famous|.%thor of this story— watching his screen
production -r|ir^s: "I feel like the hen that laid an egg
and saw it hatch out a Bird of Paradise."
And Lesley JMason, writing in the Exhibitors' Trade
Review, repliis: *|No, it has not hatched out a bird of
Paradise"- \ A

V

%.^

I

"It Has Hatched Out an American Eagle:

An exhibitor must use his imagination and enthusiasm
in presenting this production. He should rally around
him every patriotic agency in his town.
"A clean-up picture that leaves a clean taste in the brain."

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL

GOLDFrSH.

President

16 East 4-2 mc/ Street

Edgar

Selwyn. Vice President

New

York City

m

JHdu

SO writes Helen Pollock, daughter of the brilliant dramatist-critic,
of Mabel Normand in "Joan of Plattsburg," voicing the opinion
of
the Newpicture,
York Telegraph.
Andgreatest
she adds:
"It is notever
onlymade
the
best Goldwyn
but one of the
productions
for the screen."
'"Joan of Plattsburg' contains a quantity of combined pathos and
fantasy that makes it tremendously different from the general run
of war pictures," says Peter Milne in The Motion Picture News.
"This production contains a 'touch' that makes it intensely interesting."
" 'Joan of Plattsburg' is meant to typify the American woman's desire to do her share in the great war
It will win an immediate and hearty response from patriotic picture patrons all over the
country." This is the verdict of Edward Weitzel, the keen and cautious
critic of The Moving Picture World.
" How even the humblest may do something for this country in the
world crisis is the theme of 'Joan of Plattsburg' " says Samuel M.
Weller, with
editora offineThepatriotic
New York
Review. "It is aExceptionally
stirring comedydrama
background
fine
Intensely human
A complete triumph for Mabel
Normand
The patriotic value of this picture is unusually high."
"As 'Joan of Plattsburg' Mabel Normand has the biggest role of her
screen career," says The New York Dramatic Mirror. "The very
name of this production should prove an inspiration to exhibitors
throughout the world."
" A fine thought is behind 'Joan of Plattsdurg' " says Jolo in Variety.
" It will thrill picture patrons everywhere
A pretentious production."

George T. Pardy, expressing the verdict of The Exhibitor's Trade
Review, says: "This picture abounds in spectacular scenes and thrills
It gives every incalculated to arouse patriotic enthusiasm
dication ofbeing a valuable box-office attraction.'

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel

GOLDFISH,

Presit/eni

1G East 4-2 „c/ Street

EDGAR

Selwyn.

New

V"ice President

York City
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I MAO TO CALL THE
MARSHAL TO KEEP„
tl

ORDER IN THE CROWD"
¥ A. QUINCEY, of the Elite Theatre,
*'• Greenleaf, Kan., is talking about
the business Madge Kennedy draws into
his house
"I double my prices
for this star and play to capacity," he
says.

"The star who is achieving national
popularity faster than any other screen
personality," says J. A. Quinn, of Los
Angeles, the little wizard of Pacific
Coast exhibitors.
The heroine of ten thousand small towns
— the new favorite of the nation's youth
— beloved of all who approve of refinement and good fun — the first girl star
of the screen who ever became a matinee idol.

7{er J&WQst Picture*

AD HI

Made famous and popular in "Baby
Mine," "Nearly Married," "Our Little
Wife," "The Danger Game" and now
coming in another melodramatic farce
of new delights — in a story of the
second greatest American game —
BLUFF. Use your mailing lists at once
to summon into your theatre her throngs
of admirers.

^fiQ Romance of a Beautiful Widow
Who Never Had a Husband.
By Florence C.Boixes -Directed hy Charles Miller

RELEASED'

MAY

9

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish: President

16 East 4-2 rJ. Street

EDGA.R. SELWYN.

New

Vice President

York City
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APITOL
0/\EDIES

jhe finest, cleanest,
wholesomest comedies
in ihe world.
U OMILING BILL PARSONS" is their hero-a joyous,
•J buoyant, lovable fellow. Happy, funny — and plump.
You like him the minute you see him.
He will not do slapstick; he hates suggestiveness and
smut. He wants to win the affection of a world-wide
public on the basis of merit and cleanliness.
The biggest theatres — and hundreds of smaller houses
— already have booked

COMEDIES

CAPITOL
26 a Year

Every Other Monday

His first releases are:
May
May
June
June

5
19
3
17

"Bill's Baby"
' 'Bill 's Predicament ' '
"Birds of a Feather"
"Matching Billy"

Write or wire your nearest Goldwyn branch for prices
and playing dates.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel

Goldfish.

16 East 4-2„c/ Street

President

New

York City

THE
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THE MAN FROM THE DEAD
AN AMAZING SERIAL IN lO 2-&EEL, EPISODES
STARTLING SURPRISES
W
THRIL
IOUS DANGE
ES
INGENLING
ESCAPRS'

4MHI

EVERY SCENE PULL
OF TENSE ACTION
/

kV
7,;

f:
\

1

j

pRoduced by

i

6a a moot 0>■

PAH IS

NEW YORK

LONDON

m
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iois MAY
><T i

wis

,-

SUN

MONlTUE

VVEDiTHLR'FRl

I SAT

1 .2 3 4

How about May ?
■will you

show all of those

(Listed in order of their release)

Pauline Frederick
i^ * Resurrection"
Enid Bennett i* The Biggest Show on Ear iK
SeSSUQ Hayakciwa i^TneWhite Man's Law"
Jack Pickford m *Mile-a-Minuto Kendall*
Dorothy Dalton. i^Tlu? Mating o/Marcclla"
Marguerite Clark
^
* p runeiia
Charles Ray iri "His Own Home Town
Wallace Reid m - Believe Me xantippe

-or don't you care about
making monoy ?
,fe^^7V

t. ADOLPII
FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ZUKOK 1W* J ESSE LIASKY I \v Fm CBOl B Dt MULL P -w*r vv»

?4m$ —

ft
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AKTCRAFT PICTURES
for AA.aj>r
In order of tlieir release

arxj Pielcf ord » M'LiW
Oknftves'
^™
leV
Ail
Dei
HecilR

o

illmm Si Hart « * Selfish YaW

Will your Patrons gee them all
■at your theatre- or i& gome other
house lgiown as
J\l
"the he&t in town
?
FAMOUS
-LASKY CORPORATION OT'TmiTI
\(\\
ZUKQR PLAYERS
Pr/ JESSE LIASKY **r Pns CECttB DEMUXE PwcWC/*-™/

ADOLPH

I 11

Ma&m
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TO ALL EXHIBITORS

£ CHARLIE
9CV)MA5TER

MAKE A TRAIL THAT
BIG PROFITS!!
lixese^t two reelen? now

"THE

JAZZ

ready

WAITER'*

Adapted from
&\x
.6K"t in, ci Cabaret!'

''HIS DARE DEVIL QUEEN"

Adapted from
"Mabel
at 3the Wheel."
"THE ROUSTABOUT**
Adapted from
'The Property
Man,."
4

58^*3

" THE
PUGILI ST ••
Adapted from
The
K n o c 1C o u t

GUARANTEED NEW PRINTS
FROM ORIGINAL NEGATIVES
WHICH WE OWN and CONTROL*

WH

PRODUCTIONS

71 WEST

Z2>vd $T.
PHONE GRAMERCY

CO.

NEW YORK
bO%7

^
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MOyiNG

l'ini Kj-.

\\<»ki.i>

CHAPLIN
FILMS

LEADS TO
Tjfxese famous I and & reel

CHARLIE CHAPUNS
will Le released one each
weelC and^you know what
wvll do for voix
th
_
during tKe Summer months
GRAB tKe entire series now !
3
Write uf for namervof eXcKan6e
m ycour terntor"
CKS>

|

■■- SSbSeP'

i

-

THEY MADE HIM FAMOU$
THEY WILL MAKE YOU PROfPEROUf

BOOK

THEM

NOW!
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DEVOTION TO AN IDEAL,

The Hodkinson Co-partnership Plan
Now Embraces Half of the United States

A

ny success, to be permanent, must put the
method of its progress, ahead of its speed.

The Hodkinson Co-partnership Plan has not
been conceived for a day.
Striving for permanency we prefer the steady, healthy
growth that overcomes all difficulties and transforms
obstacles into successes.

The expression, "Rome was not built in a day" has
more significance in business, then its common usage
indicates.

We are devoted to a practical ideal, and the proof
of this devotion is found in the map above, which
shows that already half of the United States has been
embraced daily.
by the Hodkinson plan— and the area is
extending

The survival of the fittest is not the survival of the
fastest. It is the test of the sturdiest — the most inherently strong.
Ideals are greater than ideas. They persist. It took
generations to complete the pyramids — an ideal
product of its kind which has withstood the tests of
centuries.

As the ancient said, "Things that are difficult to create
are equally difficult to destroy." Permanency, prog'
ress and equity summarize the Hodkinson Co- part'
nership Plan.

W. W. HODKINSON
527 Fifth Avenue, New

York

CORPORATION

Hodkinson Service, At All General Film Exchanges

PARALTA
PICK

OF THE

Distributed through

PLAYS

Hodkinson Service

PICTURES

1

mm
* -V.

A: V, V
£Y

^5*3?*

V-

1

COMPLETED
"MADAM WHOr'-By Harold MacGrath
"WITHIN THE CUP"— By Monte M. Katterjohn
"BLINDFOLDED"— By Richard E. Schayer
"ROSE
O' PARADISE"— By Grace Miller White

Bessie Sarriscale i-'bai-ures Corporation

PARALTA

PLAYS

CURRENT

ISSUE

Bessie Barriscale
IN
JAMES YOUNG
Director

"Rose o Paradise
ROBERT

BRUNTON,

GRACE MILLER
WHITE, Author

Manager of Productions

"And the picture is permeated
with the sovereign art,
transcendent spirit
and exquisite personality
of Bessie Barriscale.
liquid gold."
A crystal gem upon
A. F. Gillaspev /Baltimore

News)

FORTHCOMING

LOUISE GLAUM
IN
WALLACE WORSLEY
Director

"Shackled'

LAWRENCE

NOT a "wronged gal" story.
NOT a "vampire wench" affair.
But the story of a real woman
who scatters to the winds
prejudice, slander, calumny,
by the force
of her great, good character I

Paralta Plays, inc.
8 West 48th Street

■^t^[............j..i.

ii,

:^rr~r

QISTRIBUTEO

New York City

THROUGH

HO&KINSON
SERVICE
!AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES]

McCLOSKEY

Author

Tllli
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S IN TOWN!
You can see him at any General Film Office and
book the famous Essanay-Chaplin
comedies

New Prints — New Paper

*%j^{fM
^B i^pf ^^

' ^fl

^^^-v
L^

^^

Of*
ItllllllllllllllllllllllilllE

MiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiM

i

TRY
"A NIGHT OUT"
"HIS NEW JOB"
"THE TRAMP"

THESE— ONE

WEEK
"THE CHAMPION"
"A JITNEY ELOPEMENT"
"WORK"

"IN THE
PARK"
"A WOMAN"
"BY THE SEA"

a
I

niiuiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiitiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiititiiu

EACH

NlllltllNllltlliniltllNIltllllllllillllllimillUIIIIIIIIIllllllllllNllllI

SNAKEVILLE
FIT FOR
ANY

Nil

IlllNIINIIIIimilllllllillllllN
INI

NNIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIUIIIIUiNIIIININUIIIIIII

Nil

COMEDIES
PROGRAM

Give Your Patrons Fifteen Minutes of Fun
"SNAKEVILLE'S FIRE BRIGADE"
SLEUTH".
"SNAKEVILLE'S
"SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE FORTUNE
TEELRLYER"
P
I
"SL P
SLIM
AND
THE
GREEN
MONSTER"
EYED
"WHEN MACBETH
CAME TO SNAKEVILLE"

"SLIPPERY

SLIM

AND

HIS

TOMB-

"SLIPPERY
SLIM
STONE"
"WHENSONATOR"
SLIPPERY

AND

THE

IMPER-

SLIM

MET

THE

CHAMPION" NEW WAITRESS"
"SNAKEVILLE'S
"SLIPPERY SLIM'S DILEMMA"
*i'Br,i»

m^mm^u^^u

Distributed
Exclusively
by General
Film
Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
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MMrawswl

Action Stuff — Out Door Adventure — A Live
Spot in the Evening's Entertainment

"THE RAIDERS OF SUNSET GAP"
By L. CASE RUSSELL

Another of those stories in which
Something Happens.
Staged amid the primitive oaks and beeches.
Photographed

by

HARRY

L.

KEEPERS

Also Readv:
"MOUNTAIN LAW"— An exciting adventure in the feud country with a
pretty love motive added.

"THE RETURN OF O'GARRY"— The
noted North West Mounted Police hero
back to the screen in a new exploit.

Coming next — another "O'Garry"

"O'GARRY

RIDES ALONE"

Produced by

NED FINLEY FILMS, Inc.
New York
NOTE: A new BLUE R1UGK Drama is released every other week, alternating
with a general Film western release to insure a weekly schedule of
"punch"

subjects

JSm \M%$M<ruwu

in

2-reel

form.

Distributed
Exelnslvely
by General
Film
Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City

rHffr^ rWWUm-<¥£Hal
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Real Colored

Players

Here is the laugh irresistible — Here
are pictures with the spontaneous
negro mirth predominant — Here
the big novelty card of 1918 for
the movie audiences.

BOOK

A Black Sherlock Holmes
Spying the Spy
The Porters
A Milk Fed Hero
A Busted Romance

THE SERIES

Spooks
and more
coming

One a Week

A

You insure your patronage a real A-l
attraction — the Black-Face Act Diverted
to the Silent Drama.
Produced by

EBONY

wtm. >^mm4<i*2Cx£n

FILM

CORPORA

■ *•-« «■ st""- *• M ™>

TION
c

Chicago
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GENERAL FILH COMPANY

THE JUDGE

BROWN

STORIED

of Boys and the Affairs of Boyhood

There is no offering before the motion picture public
today that strikes home like these fine subjects.
Their's is strictly a 100 per cent, amusement value
These pictures sparkle with the quaint humor o:
juvenile adventure.

No Wonder Exhibitors
Clamor for More of the
Judge Brown Stories.
New Ones Coming:
Dog vs. Dog
A Boy Built City

The Case of Bennie
Love of Bob.

NOTE.— This illustration is from "I'm a Man," a
patriotic subject which is taking all the houses
by storm.

Produced by

BOY

\m& ^m^M^i^ru

CITY

FILM

COMPANY

Distributed
Exclusively
by Ccnrr.il
Film
Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City

Culver City, Cal.
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RANCHO

DRAMAS

Two Reels of
ACTION

"In the Shadow of the Rockies"
"Where the Sun Sets Red"
"Poverty Gulch"
"Bashful Buck Bailey"
"The Mating of Meg Malloy"

Regular "He -Man" stories of the West that will
put the punch into any program. Each subject
comprises a concentration of thrills — riding,
roping, rescues, combats and the wild romance
of humanity untamed.
The RANCHO Dramas are arranged to alternate with other
General Film releases of outdoor adventure to provide a reliable
weekly release of action films.
Produced by

m#

NATIONAL

\MWJ^k"i^STiJ

FILM

CORPORATION

'''"'^NTr^^""-""

Denver

BgggJl^B^gglHg
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"CYNTHIANA"-A

Wolfville Tale

By Alfred Henry Lewis

Humor radiates from every
one of the Wolfville Tales
— the enlivening American
humor which pervades the
most strenuous of action.

Patricia

Palmer

and

Jack

Dill

in

"C.yiithiana"

In These Western Stories Drama and Comedy
Mingle with Pleasing Effect
Remember — A Wolfville Tale alternates with an O. Henry story as a weekly
two-reel release of high class popular literature.

Every audience will recognize old friends in Cherokee Hall, the rougl
neck; Old Man Enright, philosophical and gray; Texas Thompson, one c
the best lads in a fracas; Doc Peets, the familiar, and Mrs. Rucker, trj
chaperone of Wolfville. They will hail Cynthiana and Tucson Jennie a
all the foremost attractions of the

BROADWAY
v^m iu^u/v^vj

STAR FEATURES
;:v:::';;:;t.^ t:?:,r:;;,c--' pwx rv^wxt Hrassra

America's
Ideal—

Abounding Health,
Unaffected beauty
Youth and Innocenct

MARY
MILES
MINTER
Idol of Millions
Favorite of Discriminating
Audiences
of Fan* —

"SOCIAL
"BRIARS

LateM of her profit-sure
productions
Available May 27 at
Produced
Mutual by
Film Exchanges
American Flm Company. Inc.
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is a Line— !"

Little Talks with Foreign Buyers— No. 11

T

President

HERE is a line of standard moving picture
accessories — the "Fulco' line — that is so com-

plete that the firm who manufacture it, the E. E. Fulton Company,

are known as "the department store of the moving picture trade."
How would you like to be known as the "department store" of
YOUR moving picture trade, the dependable man who can supply HIS trade
whatever the need — carbons as well as films, supplies as well as accessories?
Be an exhibitor's service station; it will pay you in increased film rentals. All

over the earth exhibitors are looking for service — beyond that of film. Exchanges that cater
to this call cannot fail to benefit by it. That's why so many foreign buyers of World and
Paralta films, and our special features, take Speer Carbons from us. Their success with Speer
is now history and history will repeat itself when they order the
a

FULCO"

SPECIALTIES

Enclosed rewinds — Bench rewinds — Lugs — Carbon Savers — Carbon Adapters —
Cement — Carrying Cases.

INTERr OCEAN
INTER-OCEAN
BUILDING

CORPORATION

FIEM
218 W. 4-2,,, ST.

NEW

YORK. CITY

"We Operate Everywhere" — Largest Distributors of Films in Foreign Fields and Sole Exporters of Speer Carbons.

READY FOR WORLD SALE— 52 World Films a year; featuring
Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young, < Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell, and June
Elvidge; 24 Paralta Plays a year; featuring Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan,
Henry B. Walthall, and Louise Glaum; the great features "Whither Thou Goest,"
"To-day," "Mad Lover," "Inside the Lines," "The Victim," "Man of
Bronze," "Hunting Big Game in the Frozen North," "The 13th Labor of
Hercules," the sure fire comedy brands, Vim, Black Diamond, Bingo,
"Charley" (Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.

Ma) 25, 1918
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cJdvance bookings can now be made on

PAY
DAY
3Le leased fjuyie 1st.

HE newest, most fantastic, most delightful novelty
feature ever offered starring the famous
MR.axidMRS. SIDNEY
<X.

ng,

eld arc
diabolical, devilish delight
for hot weather especially,
jurnlshing an absolute
treat in K acts fir the
millions whojolloi&r
the Drews*
Iromthe famous play of the
sarne name, but Ligger, Letter
and Luihling with fun-
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has'
the screen
star captur
Ike greatest
ed the
ever
known has
masses and the classes of the
entire country

new sensation
Co A drama that thrills you to your
^-^very soul- an amaxing portrayal
of all the human emotions *

intense acts
From the story by June Mathis,
directed by George D. Baker*

CREEN
^

Metro Pictures Corporation, Distributors

FATE
THE

May 25, 1918
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CLASSICS
Maxwell

Kaig'er, JWariap'er of Productions

out'

aw

mmmm

Pfpa
FRANK A.KEENEVS
BIG BOX-OFFICEATTRACTION

I
OF NEW YORK LIFE
STRONG'S
STARRING
PAl/L ARM

GREAT DRAMA

THE LAPV

BEAUTIFUL

OF THE

SCREEN

ATHERINE

ALVERT
WITH

AN

ALL-STAR

CAST,

INCLUDING

DAVID POWELL. EUGENE 03RIEN,
EDWIN FORSBERG and SYBIL CARttEN
IN SIX THRILLING PARTS
SUPERVISED
DIRECTED

AND
BY

James Kirkwoop

*
M
§ 1
'
*»
*

w?
R5ADDRES5 WILLIAM

L.SHERRY

ROOM 501 GODFREY Bu%,7£9 7» AVE, N.Y.

'£

SEMI

TO BC RELEASED THROUGH THE

I

FOR THE. US and CANADA

BLACKWELL'5
LITTLE ITALVI5LAND
THE BOWERY AFTER DARK
THE EA5T SIDE DANCE HALL
LIFE IN CHINATOWN
THE BRIDGE OF 55GH5

-

->

KEENEY GENERAL OFFICES. 1493 BROADWAY

RAYC0WEN5 GehiMgr.
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SOL L. LESSER Buys Only Quality Film
He Has Bought the Shorty Hamilton Series
IF You are in doubt, Mr. State Right Buyer, what
better recommendation do you need than the above?

THIRD STORY

NOW

READY

The Ranger
Preview critics say it is a cracker jack! Shorty,
working with the U. S. Secret Service, traps an
Alien enemy. Thrilling situations! Rapid action!
Natural direction! Perfect Byphotography! Five reels
of liquid film fire that onlv curiosity can quench!
And at PRICES THAT BRING YOU REAL PROFIT !
The story is

W. H. CLIFFORD
whose works are known to every audience in the
country! Only a little open territory left! Apply for
yours NOW.

The

W. H. CLIFFORD

PHOTOPLAY

5817 SANTA MONICA
LOS ANGELES,

BOULEVARD
CAL.

CO,

PATHE
announces that Air. S.L.Rothapfel has booked

FANNIE WAlRD
THE YELLOW TICKET
in tlie motion

picture adaptation of A.H.Woods famous staoe success

for his Rialto Theatre. . As Air. Rothapfel
pays large rental for this picture he thus
shows a well -justified appreciation or both
its value as a box office attraction and its merit as a production

Released June 2 ££

AJrt. WOODS

Presents

FANNIE WARD
THE YELLOW TICKET
In the adaptation of Michael Mortons great play

Produced \yy ASTRA
Directed by WBPARKE
"TheTfellow Ticket "is a wonderful box-office attraction.
As a stage play it had NewTfork floc&ino to see it for 4QQ
daiis.. It broke records in all parts of in& country. . . As a
motion picture it -will be seei\by millions wnere it was seen
on the staoe by tens of thousands. Book it NOWibr along) run.lt s worthy of it on it s merit

Released June 2 25
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The best known, best dressed woman in America, is announced in

THE MYSTERIOUS CLIENT
Story by Chas.Dazey
Produced by Astra
Directed by Fred Wright
A cyclonic, swift moving play with an ending
that leaves you gasping for breath.

In Answering Advertisements,

Please

Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

THE FIRE OF ROMANCE !
WILLIAM

FOX PRESENTS

vna,THEDA BARA siipet-pmhtctim

A story of
a battle for
love of a
woman with
no regrets*

Story -by GEORGE SCARBOROUGH
Scenario ly ADRIAN JOHNSON

Staged by

J. GOKDOJSTEDWARDS

>sr
i _■>

THE THRILL OF ADVENTURE !
^ *u

America's Greatest Emotional Actress
v~^-* in Her Most Appealing Role
Daughter of Old, Glory
Sweetheart of the man who ivuqktfor ikenaa

I nh I UKli
A PULSING DRAMA OF THE PHILIPPINES IN THE DAYS
OF AGUINALDO
Vibrant with ^
the turmoil
Of ID! surrectum

))

?fox
J STANDARD

PICTURES

FILM CORPORATICN

A SCREAM

IN THE NIGHT !
' - . :

t**2£^

^'\-,.

yJQilliamJox pvesenls

mmsm
rtffj

ysiery

jke story of an interrupted, honeymoon
BRIDE'S HUSBAND CON VICTED OF MURDIR
BEMJTIFUL WI¥£ IIIAPS SLAYERPARI) ON COBLES TOO LATESURPRISING,
THEN A CRASHING
HAPPY
CLIMAX!

P

FILM

CORPORATION

WHO

HELD THE KNIFE {

ji stirring jolay
of love, mysteri
crime and
surprises

JEWEL mCARMEN
**

CONFESSION

I
otlier sure-fire attractions

SPECIAL FEATURES

FOX

one~a~week

TOM

5*2 ~ a-year

in7he

MIX

VIRGINIA

in

PEARSON

FIREBRAND
Aadventure
gripping tale
of
in the
service of the
Northwest Mounted
x-»

Police

/ Written and Staged

by Lynn Reynolds

An absorbing drama of
love and hate in Russia
Scenario by
E.LLOYD
StagedSHELDON
by
EDMUND LAWRENCE

J
in
TUNE CAPRICE

BLUE-EYED

MARY

and her sprightly
adventur
Stores
y byin love
FRANCES

CROWLEY

Staged by

HARRY

FILM CORPORATION

MILLARDE

Current release"

Wild Women and Tame Lions
—

an_

cAlso thejcy hoys of tfo films

J9u<i Fisfcefs werlclfcmxcus anhnaJbe<& cavbco
.-/lie lale oFa
Hospital Ot
DAe Siiperiiiteii&ei

FILM

C O RPORAT

I O N

r/y !
<

p*™***;

?\CTU/fs

->

■

Si«
cAll other caynera
acfUevements pale heside

^IheO-ox pkturi^atlon of
VictorJIugo's immovtaL

qAs Jean Valjeavi

Portrays most dramatic figure in
screen rvistory*

Dontwait! Mrs for it to day!

*■ \
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Important Notice to
VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS
PHOTO PLAY ARTISTS
DRAMATIC ARTISTS
MUSICAL
COMEDY
ARTISTS
THEATRE
OWNERS
THEATRE MANAGERS

n have
and women
THE
beenmen
entrusted
with of
a our
greatprofessio
responsibility
in the American Red Cross War Fund Drive,
which opens on May 20th and continues until midnight, May 27th.
Recognizing that our profession is the most potent
agency to reach the hearts of the people and stir
them to deeds of patriotism and generosity, the
managers of this great drive have assigned to us
the work of gathering millions from the masses
during that week.

We accept the responsibility and hail it as a great
opportunity for patriotic service.
Let every man and woman of our profession, every
artist and every manager, join hands to send a horde of dollars to supply loving care for our fighting
men and to heal the wounded of "No Man's Land."

Let us give generously our own money
with whom we come in daily contact.

and our time and labors to collect the money

of the millions

If we are to measure up to the traditions of our pro fession and fulfill the trust which President Woodrow
Wilson and his fellow officers of the American Red Cross have placed upon us, we must have the
united, one hundred percent cooperation of every man and woman of the stage and pictureland.
The Red Cross managers in giving us this opportunity and this responsibility recognized that the
greatest efficiency and the greatest sums of money to be collected would result from our unified
efforts.

Therefore, the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team was created, and to that team, exclusively,
was entrusted the work of raising money from the members of our profession, its allied industries,
and the million or more people whom we daily entertain in the theatres of this city.
The Red Cross managers have placed this responsibility upon us and have asked that the men
women of our profession stand unitedly behind our own team.

and

It has been agreed that the best interests of the great cause for which we are all working will be
served if all benefits and all efforts to raise funds through the aid of our profession are handled
exclusively by the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team.
We ask all members of our profession, in the interest of efficient work, to adhere strictly to
the terms of this agreement. We
ask you to give every hour of
your time, every ounce of your
effort from now until the end
of the Drive, so that we
may send a message to the
President of the United States,
and to the hundred million
people of this nation, that we are
the most powerful agency of the
land in carrying on patriotic
■work, and that we are "One hundred percent essential" in the
hour of our country's need.

ALLIED
THEATRICAL
AND
MOTION PICTURE TEAM
KLAW
& ERLANGEB
COHAN
& HARRIS
DAVID
BELASCO
CHARLES
FROHMAN,
Inc.
FLORENZ
ZIEGFELD
.CHARLES
DILLINGHAM
HENRY
B. HARRIS
ESTATE
HENRY
MILLER
ADOLPH
ZUKOR
JESSE L. LASKY
LEWIS J. SELZNICK
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
R. J. GRADWELL
HARRY
AIKEN
HAROLD
EDEL
E. F. ALBEE
MARCUS
LOEW
MARTIN
BECK
J. J. MURDOCK
PAT CASEY
SAMUEL
SCRIBNER
NICHOLAS
SCHENCK
HURTIG
& SEAMON

RICHARD
A. ROWLAND
SAMUEL
GOLDFISH
PAT POWERS
HIRAM
ABRAMS
HY. WINICK
CHAS.
A. BAUMAN
A. E. KESSEL
LEE & J. J. SHUBERT
COMSTOCK. ELLIOTT & GEST
OLIVER
MOROSCO
A. H. WOODS
ARTHUR
HAMMERSTEIN
WILLIAM
A. BRADY
JOHN CORT
WILLIAM
FOX
CARL
LAEMMLE
W. W. IRWIN
ALBERT
E. SMITH
WALTER E. GREENE
HILLER & WILK
S. L. ROTHAPFEL
ROY AIKEN
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THE EVENING

"SPIES^

TELEGRAM— NTAV .YORK, si NDAY, MAY

t*l ..„rv,.

ladj
jrau know that down on the shores at
Island, overlooking the Lower Bay in Now York
Harbor, in a deserted hut, desperate and ilaalgii
tag men labored secretly night and day manufacturing- torpedo
a
which they proposed to discharge at one of our biggest battle ships as she
steamed out of the harbor on the way to Europe
n the great war for Humanity and Civilization'.'
you know that not many weeks after the
United States entered the war, more than eight
hundred naval officers of our beloved country,
who had assembled at a Broadway hotel, in New
York city, for a banquet, celebrated the occasion
by dining directly over a room which had bean
. filled with enough dynamite to blow the entire
hotel to smithereens?
Do yon know that these ana other outrages
planned by the unspeakable Boche spies were
foiled and circumvented by- the United States
Secret Service officers who are forever tracking and following the dastardly enemies of out
cuuntry, who aaa so thick among; us that on

book;
e oofl •:
little \ II
which
mel<
\ndt

Iter
the

EACLEYEJINC
DW.Cni
FFITU '/
LATE/T

TTth himself that
have the
the incident
authority of '.
'woman spy conducting
[whole
which he, /"
Village story
ACTUALLY
iearts of the \H

EVENING

PUBLIC

LEDGER-

PHILADELPHIA.

SATURDAY.

MAY

4,

191S

GERMAN SPIES' ATTEMPT TO CRIPPLE U. S. FLEET
IN NEW YORK HARBOR UPSET BY "THE EAGL
C"ailing
Plot to Blow
Up the
Ansonial
While in800Their
Navigating
Officers
Were Hotel
Attending
thA
Naval Ball, the Teuton Hirelings Under Von Bern\
storff's Direction Pushed Alternative Plan
Jn a Little Shack at a Deserted Spot of Staten Islam
^^Mechanics Worked Day and Night to Complete
Wireless-Controlled Torpedo Destined to Sink the
If. S. S. Pennsylvania
By VILLI \M J.FLTON
Recently Retired Head of the United States Secret Service
EPISODE

;-

Itt-^HE

PLOT

AGAINST

THE

ATLANTIC

rUfc»«

■• He i

U

I»U

k/

C*Sjrt

K,.k

Cr»»«. tlai
men

J

of dawn.

GRIFFITH'S managers publicly admit that the
facts pictured
in "The Eagle's Eye" have a tremendous appeal.

In advertising his latest production, based on the war,
they draw upon the facts pictured in the second and third

FLEET

-if of -tat-j
-The it- Oh *
/. *(,•*
0(,<mrrv_ .' H- -r ■- r—
--'ike trta.U o' ^T' *»"''
--rt»*i t9 •*,* .*<*m.-dJ -Yr-JK«,
i- ,^^
...uj

MR.

. \■

To Bg^Iu»S

episodes of "The Eagle's Eye," and set forth, as a most
timely and interesting part of his picture, its story of spy
activities.
Therein is a difference.
"The Eagle's Eye" is the only motion picture revelation
of the facts of "the Imperial German Government's spy
war IN AMERICA.

•■

■

Wk-

It does not show the horrors of war. It does not go to
Europe for spy material. It is confined strictly to what
the Kaiser's agents did, and tried to do, to American
property, to American lives.
It is intimate and personal in its appeal to theatre patrons
in every state in the union.
Mr. Griffith's managers, in their advertising, show their
conviction that the facts revealed by Chief Flynn in "The
Eagle's Eye" are among the most important public documents of the year.
Their judgment is correct.
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EXHIBITOR:

Not exactly as an experiment, but something
different —
We have decided to purchase our advertising space
for your benefit and to announce the establishment
of our

PUBLICITY
SERVICE
BUREAU
To

enable

you

to make

more

ROBERT G. BRUCE
"SCENICS BEAUTIFUL"
DITMARS' ANIMAL PICTURES
E. M. NEWMAN TRAVELOGUES

money

out

of

KATZENJAMMER KIDS
HAPPY HOOLIGANS
GEORGE

HELP NUMBER

D. WRIGHT'S
"MEXICO TODAY"

ONE

Paper, Press Stories, Cuts and Mats on all of the above
Ask the Exchangeman for "Service Plus." We believe
our releases to be "features" and want to help you put
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BERLIN via AMERICA

yy

A timely, sensational, six-reel drama with

FRANCIS FORD
and excellent supporting company including EDNA
It is the great
covered one man
Crown Prince.
In this story,
the Secret Service

mystery of the war that in ail the Allied countries there has not yet been disable to penetrate the German Ring of Steel and execute the Kaiser and the
"Berlin Via America," I play the part of an American aviator and member of
who makes every sacrifice known to humanity, with this laudable end in view.
Yours for Democracy.
FRANCIS
FORD.
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Greater
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Iowa. Kansas, Nebraska — Independent Film Exchange Co,
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Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho,
Washington, Alaska, Oregon, California, Nevada, Arizona, Mississippi, Louisiana — To Favorite Feature Company, Oklahoma City, Okla.
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WATCH FOR
: THE SIGN OF THE PEACOCK:

S
'
H
T
U
N
A
P
S
ORIGINAL
VOD-A-VIL
MOVIES
Now Available!
Presenting the best of vaudeville — each feature containing
from four to seven acts, photographed and condensed to
1000 foot lengths.
Communicate with us at once and we will send you the name
and address of the branch distributing exchange of one of
the foremost distributing agencies in America that will
handle these productions in your territory.

Commonwealth Pictures Corporation
H.

A.

SPANUTH,

President

220 S. State Street, Chicago
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.

Registered

Gentlemen: —
Please send me information and poster on
Spanuth's original VOD-A-VIL MOVIES.
Theatre
Street
Citv and State

and copyrighted 1918
All rights reserved.
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Facts and Comments
S have been set and plans are being- perfected
DATE
for a big convention of the motion picture industry
at Boston. To give the event an international
flavor it is proposed that representatives of the picture
business in other countries be invited to attend, and committees to accomplish this end have been appointed. This
is a matter of considerable importance and should have
been started earlier, but there ought still to be time to get
the thing going so that, if it cannot be finished at the coming convention, the initiative will be sufficiently informative to warrant a full development of the plan. It is none
too early to prepare for the events that will come at the
conclusion of the World War. Men who have been abroad
and have studied commercial conditions warn us that the
Central Powers are already working on plans to regain
the trade that has been lost by the war and that a form
of competition will spring up that will be difficult to combat once peace is declared.
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Preparedness t<> unci the inevitable trade battle should
he complete, but it cannot he made so without the fullest
co operation between the manufacturers and distributor
of tin- allied and neutral countries. An international conference at this time would serve to develop the .attitude of
the trade and to bring together the men whose interests
are at stake and upon whom the burden of the fight will
fall. Indications now are that the principal struggle will
be for the South American market, although neutral
European countries and Russia offer great opportunities.
German picture interests are now intrenching themseKi
in such of these neutral countries as they have access to,
buying chains of theaters and securing such concessions
as can be obtained with a view to establishing a virtual
monopoly of the business.
Much can be accomplished at a conference of film men
engaged in international trade to meet this menace. That
German picture men should destroy the advantage already gained is not to be thought of, but the position
Americans have established cannot be held without a fight.
So let's have the international
at Boston.
* * conference
*

WILLIAM FOX, by his energy and devotion to civic
duty, has become recognized as the greatest single
force in Greater New York when a time comes to
enthuse the citizenry on the subject of charity or great
patriotic purposes. He has been foremost in two great
"drives" — one for the Jewish Charities and the other in
aid of funds for the Knights of Columbus. Now he further emphasizes his religious neutrality in accepting command of the forces that will, beyond question, roll up a
mighty total to represent the theatrical and motion picture
industry in the forthcoming *Red Cross "drive!"
Jew and Gentile, the godly and the unclaimed, do honor
to themselves in paying tribute to William Fox for his
devotion to a public duty that can add less to his commercial gain than it will to his personal satisfaction. At
the Astor lunch, initiating the general movement, Mr. Fox
spoke with patriotic fervor and sincerity that left no room
for skeptical deductions. He eagerly acknowledged the
gratitude he felt toward this country of his adoption that
had given him his opportunity for happiness, advancement and wealth.
He convincingly declared his purpose in taking up a
third campaign in aid of an international charity; he disclaimed any desire for personal aggrandizement; he submitted as his incentive a combination of gratitude to the
business that had brought him wealth and love of the
country that had given him opportunity. He entered the
Red Cross drive to convince the Government at Washington that theatricals and moving pictures were "essentials"
under war classification ; to aid in rolling up such a sum
in Greater New York that the President would be brought
to a realization that theatrical interests represented a tremendous share in public life.
*
This "drive" will be a theatrical movement centering
only here in Greater New York. The Red Cross officials
made no attempt nationally to organize the industries ; the
local movement now under way would never have been
initiated but for Mr. Fox. And with all this Mr. Fox
refuses to allow any special praise to be individually his ;
he seeks only co-ordination and co-operation from the
allied industries, root and branch. When the story is told
in the total of dollars it is easily believable that May 20
to 27 will not only be a triumph for the Red Cross "drive"
but "red letter days" in the commercial well-being of the
theatrical and moving picture industries in particular.
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Our Weakest Spot
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
we are all intent on constant improvement
E
WHIL
there is no need of weeping over sins we have not
committed, and reference to our failings should be
backed up by more than mere individual opinion, particularly that kind which reasons in vivid and striking terms
on premises utterly false. Many a man of vision, who can
look out upon the future of moving pictures as upon the
stars at night, not accurately measuring the wide field of
view, but appreciating its magnitude, has listened with
small patience to disparagement of the entire art of production because of certain inferior examples which have
appeared on the screen.
Depreciation of that kind sounds like envy.
It may be that the popularity and prosperity of moving
pictures have caused discontent and some degree of enmity
among those whose mental power is released through
other arts of expression, but it is hardly to be expected
that the novelist, or the dramatist, can sincerely worship
at any other shrine than that he has learned to revere,
and it is not impossible that he may come to believe all
other arts revolve around his own. He may have a heart
alive to the beauties of nature in motion, from the white
spray of mountain stream to the ocean's lashing surf, yet
he will sneer at their most exquisite portrayal on the
screen.
He is bucking against common sense.
It is the truth in such representation, and the beauty
behind it, which have made moving pictures so dear to
common people. Language is not capable of expressing
what the eye can take in at a glance on the screen, and it
never will be. This does not mean that literature and
the drama, each in the hands of an artist, will not continue to be so many elements of thought and passion,
stirring new moods and fresh ideas, quickening the imagination, adding to our instruction and happiness. From
those elder sister arts moving pictures have drawn some
of the finest material for public edification and entertainment. It means that there is little consideration given
the fact that we have not yet come into our own. The
art is not to blame for mistakes committed in its name.
It looks as though we lack sense of proportion.
While persistent efforts have been made to create the
impression that there is no money in production under
war conditions, and it is pointed out that many well organized concerns have passed their dividends, some going
out of making pictures entirely, it is hardly too much to
say that they might have continued profitably in business
had they not indulged in heavy outlay wholly apart from
that required by the most costly product. The crucial
question of adjusting one part to another has not been
given due thought in many cases. In many others this
neglect might be readily excused, because expenditure
allotment is no easy matter.
But excuses are not reasons.
The popularity of moving pictures is assured, and prosperity can keep pace through vigorous response to a progressive demand for the superior kind. That kind cannot
be made by extravagant expenditure in one department
of production and parsimony in another, nor by making
a grand display of office furniture. Not only by elaboration of the business end, salaries out of accord with service
contributed and that terrible handicap, overhead charges,
is production oyerweighed, but it is asked to feed itself
where there is little nourishment to be found.
Why not apply ordinary business principles?
In almost any manufacturing industry it is possible to
put out substitutions and adulterations for a while and
get away with it, but that is a get-rich-quick policy which
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is bound to react in the end. No dependable brand and
outlasting success, no matter how cleverly handled at the
set, was ever built up in that way. Honest steel is just
as necessary as honest workmanship in shaping the metal.
Photoplays that pretend much and promise more at the
beginning, only to peter out in nothingness at the end, are
not made of honest material. They bring a profit today,
with an overbalancing loss tomorrow. That shortsighted
policy is not the fault of moving pictures, but of the
eager, hurried, wasteful and extravagant concerns making
them.
Our weakest spot — is it not lack of vision?

Show Business and the Screen
By Edward Weitzel.
Getting a Line on the Public.
best romantic actor in the United States has
THE
been traveling about the country for the last two
years with the worst play he has ever used — and
is making the most money of his career. When first produced in New York the piece was unanimously and deservedly damned by the critics and failed to score a
s. Although written by a celebrated noval
succes
financi
elist, itis full of artistic blowholes and rhetorical bunkum,
but in the language of the curb, audiences from Maine to
California have been eating it up. Plays of exceptional
merit produced by the same star have not been received
with one-half the amount of public favor.
This is not an unusual phase of the show business.
Among the experienced theatrical men who saw the
play during its New York run it is doubtful if one of the
number had the slightest suspicion that this stupid looking grub would turn into a golden butterfly on the road.
The show business of the screen is quite as difficult to
forecast. The local manager may have a safe financial
estimate on the sort of pictures that appeal to his patrons.
The man who can gauge the taste of the moving picturt
map of the United States is still unborn.
If he ever occupies an office in Times Square, he will
be worth a million dollars a month to the screen business.
Educate the Public.
There is a growing tendency among certain persons
connected with the moving picture to limit the range of
the screen. They have a decided objection to holding
the mirror up to nature except in a very restricted sense,
and regard it as good business policy to keep repeating
the same class of themes over and over again. Serious
subjects are especially objectionable.
Many exhibitors hold this opinion.
Provided the theme be a truthful criticism of life and
void of improper material, it is generally the part of wisdom to run it.
The opinion expressed by a spectator is not always a
safe guide. It does not always reveal his true feeling in
the matter. Some persons are ashamed to admit thac
they have been deeply impressed by seeing mental anguish
depicted on the screen. They may even voice their dislike for all such subjects — and be drawn irresistibly to
the theater at the presentation of the next serious drama.
Neither is the laughter of the man who is apparently get ■
ting
moreindication
than his of
money's
worthof ofmind.
fun outHeof frequently
a comedy
a sure
his state
undergoes a revulsion of feeling, once he has stopped
laughing ; or is ashamed at being so easily amused and
tries to square matters with himself by remarking "I
didn't think that picture was very funny."
A more important view of the necessity of educating
the public lies in the danger of repeating the same classes
of subjects until familiarity breeds the kind of contempt
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that expresses itself by keeping away from the box office.
The stage has experienced this more times than one during
its long career, and the screen is hound to go through the
same unpleasant awakening. The task of varying a
of the duties that
theater's programs is second to none true
of the theater
fall on the exhibitor. This is doubly
that changes its program every day.
At the rate maintained by the screen in utilizing plot
material, not to extend its range in every possible direction is the part of folly. Just as the supply of gasoline
determines the usefulness of the airships and motor trucks
used in the present war, so does the stock of plot material limit the activities of the screen.
The whole world is being searched for new deposits of
petroleum. The hunt for moving picture themes should
cover the whole field of man's material and spiritual life.

Cheer Up, Dr. Crane !
By Robert C. McElraw.
are grievously disappointed in Dr. Frank Crane.
WE
We had come to look upon him as a writer to
whom one might repair in moments of dejection,
well assured that he would pass out a fresh supply of
spiritual and moral oxygen. His philosophy of life has
always seemed impregnable to the ordinary vicissitudes
of this mundane sphere.
But Dr. Crane has failed us miserably, and all because
he saw a moving picture he didn't like. Listen to what he
says:
I went to a movie last night. I am mad yet. I was
insulted. How did any movie man ever have the audacity
to present such a picture? Oh, the photography was all
right, the pictures were good. Everything about the
affair was excellently gotten up — except the story — and
that was cheap, poor, and wholly impossible.

More of this and he then asks, "Why pay Mary Pickford a billion dollars a year, and then get a teamster or
plasterer to write the story for fifty cents? For the average movie plot is simply punk. What grudge have movie
men against regular authors ?"
Why is the average of anything pretty punk, Dr. Crane ?
Why is the average novel and the average play and the
average short story something to cry over?
Why do you expect all moving pictures to be excellent,
when you don't expect the same ratio of excellence in
anything else?
If we remember rightly, you went to see a play called
"Pollyanna" once, and then you came away and wrote
many words of praise about it. Pollyanna was the Glad
Girl and everybody should go to see her, because she knew
how to bear up under inflictions.
How do you suppose Pollyanna would act if she happened to sit through a poor moving picture, Dr. Crane?
Y\ ould she fly into a passion about it and begin writing
unpleasant things for the papers? Xo, we mav be quite
sure she would not. This is what Pollyanna would say :
"I'm so glad to have seen this poor little picture. I
have heard that some moving pictures were uninteres
ting,
and I am glad I have finally found one of that kind. I
am glad the villain is so ugly because that makes the
heroine look just that much prettier; I am glad there
isn'tany idea in the story because now I can listen to the
music ; I am glad the plot is punk because it makes the
scenery so much more attractive !"
That is what your heroine would have said, Dr. Crane,
and will you not concede that her attitude is correct ?
As for movie men having a grudge against regular
authors, tut, tut! What are regular authors, any way?
Pictures are being made freely from every available
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source, they are drawing upon the old masters, like
Shakespeare, Dickens, Victor Hugo and Others; they are
using the modern writing of Maurice Maeterlinck, Rex
Beach, Ellis Parker Butler, Gelctt Burgess, George Ade,
Anna Katherinc Green, Harold MacGrath, Irvin S. Cobh,
Frances Hodgson Burnett, Harry Leon Wilson and litei
ally
is it?scores of others. This isn't holding out on anybody,
Surely, Dr. Crane, it cannot be that you have a rejected
scenario concealed about your person. If so, you may
take comfort in the thought that there are many of US
in the same fix. But we must not permit these little disap ointments to warp our higher critical faculties. Besides, as you once pointed out, anger and irritation oyer
things engenders food-poisoning and all manner of evils.
Keep a-trying, Dr. Crane ; you may land your scenario
yet. As for teamsters and plasterers, they at least have
driving power and stick-to-it-iveness, which are good
qualifications. And barbers, also, we believe you mentioned. Well, who is better equipped for devising hairraising situations than the barber?

A Sense of Values
By Epes W. Sargent.

who assert that their business is goEXHIBITORS
ing to the demnition bow-wows might, perhaps,
grow more optimistic did they cultivate a sense of
values. Day after day exhibitors send in programs showing films of varying values. One feature may represent
a ten-dollar rental for a cheap reissue and be offered at
10 cents. Another may represent a rental of a hundred
dollars, and yet the only thing to distinguish this film from
the other is the fact that a fifteen-cent admission is asked.
Through
fluenced. this fact alone the public is supposed to be inSo long as this condition prevails it is not possible to
realize upon the investment in film rentals. The exhibitor
must educate himself to a sense of values and then educate
his public. He must make them understand that the more
costly film represents something more than a five-cent
increase in the admission price. He must make them
understand that it is a better story, given a better production. He must so strongly appeal to their imaginations
that he can gain more than the increased rental cost. He
cannot expect to give a ten-dollar film and a hundreddollar film the same display and expect the more costly
offering to do ten times as well. He must "holler a hundred" for the latter offering or he will lose upon the investment.
The attitude of the public toward a story is largely a
reflection of the attitude of the exhibitor. What he praises
they accept as good. If he makes the same advertising
display for the two subjects the public is apt to appraise
them at the same values and stay away on the fifteencent days instead of attending in increased numbers. If
an exhibitor cannot make more than a ten-dollar noise
he should stick to ten-dollar films, but the public demand
at present is for something better than the cheap subject,
and the exhibitor who would remain in the business must
learn to handle the more costly subjects in a manner that
will permit him to make a profit.
A film cannot make good for itself, particularly on a
one-day showing. The best film is no better than the
poorest until its virtues are so extolled that the patrons
arrive at a true appreciation of its values. It is no longer
possible for pictures, merely as such, to make their own
patronage. Audiences must be educated, largely through
advertising to a sense of values.
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Requisite of a "Long Run"

PICTURE

The
CONSIDERABLE hue and cry has been raised recently inbehalf of longer runs for pictures. Somebody started it and all the rest of the press agents
took it up and now almost every producer is on record as
favoring the big idea. Several years ago W. W. Hodkinson first sounded the tocsin for longer runs as against the
"daily change" of program. At that time he was running
a picture show at Ogden, Utah, and was busy educating
his audiences in that town to less frequent changes and
making money by the operation. Later he went to the
coast as exchange manager for the General Film Company, where he continued his crusade with success. In
those days objection was made by the manufacturer who,
selling his pictures by the foot, was unable to make as
much money from long runs as he did from the daily
change because not so many feet were required. Today
the same objections do not pertain because film is not sold
by the foot and the only requisite to a long run is the
quality of the picture.
Good pictures will have long runs, and any manufacturer who finds difficulty in getting long runs for his pictures will have to find some one beside the exhibitor to
blame for his failure along those lines. Producers may
clamor for longer runs until the cows come home if they
do not make pictures good enough to stand a run. The
exhibitor knows by experience that few pictures have
sufficient box office value to hold on for more than a day
and he is wary of taking a chance on a longer booking
for any picture, but when pictures with pulling power become the rule the exhibitor will get on the job.
Get quality in your picture; snap, action, pep, call it
anything you please, so long as it is the sort of stuff that
makes one talk about the picture or desire to see it again.
These are the requisites of longer runs.
Daniel Cauffiel Pleads for Sunday Shows
Business

Man Whom
the Government
Has Intrusted with
Great Activities Sees Need of Wholesome
Diversion for Crowds.
DANIEL CAUFFIEL, the man who brought the huge
Government munitions plant to Nashville, is the latest
advocate of Sunday moving pictures in Nashville. Mr.
Cauffiel, who represents the Government as well as the
Du Pont Powder Company, has come out with a statement
to the people of Nashville and the city officials expressing
his views as to why moving pictures should be permitted
in Nashville seven days a week.
Tony Sudekum, president of the Crescent Amusement
Company, and one of the leading business men of the city,
recently requested that Mr. Cauffiel give an expression
regarding the Sunday opening proposition. In reply the
following letter was received :
"Replying to your inquiry for my views regarding Sunday
entertainment for Nashville since the advent of the powder
plant, I feel at ease in expressing them to you. Since one of
the leading clergymen of the State has expressed his views
on this subject, I do not feel amiss in telling you mine.
However, I do not wish to be placed in the attitude of
dictating to the city of Nashville what she should do.
"In my past experience in connection with the establishment of plants by the Du Pont Company it has always been
a serious problem in caring for the welfare of the men. We
have overcome this problem during the week, but on Sunday, away lii 'in the plant, the men look for sonic form of
amusement and recreation, as it is the only day they have
for pleasure.
"Unless stops are taken immediately to provide amusement
for these people on Sunday, conditions are apt to arise here
similar to those of other places when plants are first
established.
"In my opinion, one of the best things that could be done
would be to open the moving picture houses on Sunday, at
such hours that would not interfere with church services.
This would provide a clean form of amusement to the
thousands of strangers already here and the thousands yet
to come. It would also tend to keep these people from
roaming the streets, which is harmful, both to themselves
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and the community, as idleness creates more temptations
than anything else.
"The majority of these people will come from cities that
allow Sunday amusement, and naturally they will expect the
same here. It would surely dp no harm to the moral welfare
of Nashville, as I regard the operators of these houses as
high-class gentlemen, who would only allow the most select
pictures to be shown.
"Inasmuch as pictures are educative- as well as estertaining, I believe that such entertainment would add to the
moral effects of the city, much more than having these
strangers roaming the streets seeking some place to spend
their idle hours."

Sabbath Shows Killed in Birmingham
Small

Majority

of Votes Decides That Alabama
Manufacturing Center Shall Not See Films on Sundays.
DEFEATED by the close vote of 3,098 to 2,807 the city
election in Birmingham, on May 6, sounded the deathknell of Sunday moving pictures for the present at
least. The election was the outcome of an extended agitation. The shows have been closed, but the moving picture
men say not for all time, and that other measures will be
taken in an effort to permit the shows to open, even if
necessary to run them for charitv. The vote was very
light.
The uptown districts and the city proper were strongly
in favor of Sunday opening, but in the suburban sections,
where ministers and others had brought strong pressure to
bear against Sunday operation, the vote was in the other
direction. A large portion of those who voted in the
election were opposed to any kind of theater entertainment.
The greatest obstacle in the way of the picture show advocates was that all members of the city commission were
opposed to Sunday opening. Politics played a large part
in the defeat.
SELECT PROMOTES WOODY TO FIELD MANAGER.
J. S. Woody, who was until recently Pacific Northwest
general manager for Select Pictures, with headquarters at
Seattle, has just been promoted to field manager. Mr.
Woody's promotion is an outcome of the showing he has
made in the Seattle territory since the time, only a few
months ago, when he took charge of Select's Seattle
exchange.
Succeeding Mr. Woody will be H. B. Dobbs. Mr. Dobbs.
who is a crack salesman himself, has been with Mr. Woody
ever since the latter entered the services of Select.
Mr. Woody's first scene of activity as field manager is the
Los Angeles territory, where he is spending ten days in
cooperation with Bernard E. Loper, Select's Los Angeles
branch manager. A vigorous campaign is now being pushed
by Mr. Loper and Mr. Woody in Southern California and
Arizona.
STRAND
TOPS NEW
YORK HOUSES ON LOAN.
According to the figures compiled by the officials of the
New York Federal Reserve District, the Strand theater led
all other motion picture houses in Greater New York in the
amount of Liberty Loan bonds sold in the recent drive. This
enviable record was made chiefly through the agency of
"My Four Years in Germany," which was shown during the
final week of the campaign, the entire gross income from
the Gerard picture being converted into bonds.
Following the close of the double run of "My Four Years
in Germany" at the Knickerbocker theater and the Strand,
the production was shown during the week of May 5 simultaneously at the Crescent theater. Brooklyn, the Academy
of Music and the Mount Morris to record crowds.
SELECTIVE
DRAFT
CALLS
SELECT WORKERS.
Ed H. Good of the Pittsburgh branch of Select Pictures
Corporation has been called to the colors and has gone to
join the National Army at Fort Thomas. Kentucky.
From the home office in New York Austin Keough and
Jerome Michael of the legal department have proceeded to
Camp Upton within the last few days.
DIRECTORS SUBSCRIBE $322,500 TO LOAN.
The Third Liberty Loan drive among the directors of the
Directors' Association,
Picturedirectors.
Studio.
Angeles
Los
netted
S15°.700
from Motion
thirty-eight
Reports from
all the 150 members have not yet been received, but from
seventy-live already heard from $322,500 had been subscribed.

Auspices .'
25. Drive.
May Cross
Astor,
Cross ball.
Red Picture
for Red
Industrv
Allied Hotel
Motion
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Theatrical Folk Have Own Red Cross Team a
William Fox Heads Vigorous Movement
Energetic Action by the Industry in a
Great "Drive" May 20-27

for

DURING the Red Cross drive, May 20 to 27 inclusive,
theatrical interests in general and the moving picture
industry in particular will play the usual large part
in fulfilling the patriotic purpose of this great charity
organization. In Greater New York especially will the
work be "boosted" systematically and with promise of
unanimous concord to the end that the theatrical fraternity
shall have credit in dollars for the efforts that will be
untiringly put forth.
The movement was initiated Wednesday, May 8, when
more than a score of Greater New York exhibitors assembled at the Astor, upon invitation of William Fox, to partake of a buffet lunch and listen to the general outlines of
a plan that had been formulated by their host and a special
committee of their fellow showmen. Mr. Fox was very
particular at the outset of the earnest and enthusiastic
remarks he made to make it unmistakably clear that neither
the luncheon or the "drive" to be participated in by the
allied theatrical and motion picture industries was "a Fox
affair."
For more than an hour Mr. Fox was listened to with
intense interest as he set forth in forceful review the things
that had been accomplished in behalf of the "drive" up to
the moment he was speaking. Punctuating his remarks
with an appropriate story, dashing in a few splashes of
genuine humor and speaking with a sincerity that carried
unquestioning conviction, Mr. Fox held his audience intensely interested and swayed them by the will of his
passing moods.
In effect he related how the preliminary details of the
Red Cross "drive" had been initiated some three months
ago. The responsible head of the Greater New York movement had called upon Mr. Fox to decide as between Jacob
Schiff and Morgan J. O'Brien as to which of their teams
he wished to serve upon. This was four days previous to
the "get-together" luncheon, and Mr. Fox decided that he
would prefer to serve upon a team that should represent
the amusement interests of the greater city.
No such team had been organized or even suggested until
Mr. Fox was called upon for his decision in the SchiffO'Brien "contest," but forthwith the theatrical movement
came into being. Preceding the Astor luncheon Mr. Fox
canvassed Messrs. Shubert, Albee, Klaw & Erlanger and
Marcus Loew, deciding for himself as to his own interests,
and secured from them their hearty promise of co-operation. Then the sub-committee was called to lunch and the
"drive" was formally under way.
The Greater New York drive will be conducted under a
military system, with generals, colonels and captains
responsible for results. Mr. Fox was unanimously selected
as captain of the general team, of which the members are:
Winthrop Ames, E. F. Albee, David Belasco, R. H. Burnside, William A. Brady, George M. Cohan, Pat Casey, Charles
B. Dillingham, A. L. Erlanger, Morris Gest, Alf Hayman,
Sam H. Harris, Marc Klaw, Marcus Loew, Lee Shubert, J. J.
Shubert, Sam A. Scribner, Winfield R. Sheehan, A. H. Woods
and Adolph Zukor.
In this drive W. C. Breed, chairman of the Central Red
Cross Committee, has provided that all moneys received
stage, the motion picture thethrough the efforts of the shall
be reported to the credit
aters and allied industries
of the "Allies" team. This includes all benefit performances,
subscriptions from individuals or corporations owningin theand
aters; from their employees; all money collected
about the theaters and from all lines of business directly
allied with the theater.
on only those conThrough this systematic organizati
nected with the Allied Theatrical Team will be permitted
to solicit in the theaters and then only when authorized by
the committee, and all the speakers will be assigned from
this bureau.
The committee appointed controls nearly 1,250 theaters
in Greater New York, and aside from the organization of
these sub-committees are now being formulated to embrace
the theatrical clubs, the costumers, the state organizations,
the orchestras, the scenic artists, the property makers, the
wig makers, the music publishers and theatrical agencies.

I'"' m. .n. in picture section will have John Manhcim. r
leader oi tlu- Manhattan division; William Brandt, leader
i"i Brooklyn, and John J. Wittman, leader for the
Mr. Fox in making these appointments explainedBronx.
that
Queens and Richmond would be considered later, as local
conditions made it difficult to decide upon just how the
leadership there should be assigned.
It was announced that special cardboard insignia, of halfsheet size, would be supplied exhibitors for display in their
lobbies, identifying their house with the "Allies" team.
This would put an effectual stop to local demands for
"benefits" in aid of any other team than the one showmen
are concerned in. Four-Minute Men would be required to
speak solely upon the Red Cross during the drive; all
money collected in a theatrical building must be credited
to the "Allies," and no other team will be allowed to use
the theaters or their surroundings for the purpose
of
collecting funds.
The Van Buren-New York Billposting Company will post
all billing matter without charge, and New York printers
will furnish paper and printing gratis. Screen players, male
or female, who earn more than $100 a week will be expected
to make personal appearances at whatever theater shall be
assigned them every evening during the drive. The producers will furnish these names to the generals, and these
leaders will in turn "book" them on a scheduled plan.
Players who decline to appear will be listed among the
"missing," while those who give their time and energy to
the work will be advertised in appropriate fashion.
On the evening of May 25 there will be given, at the Astor
grand ballroom, a gala dance, with tickets at $25 a person.
The prettiest girls in theatrical life will be sent into Wall
street, and are expected to emerge from their contest with
"tired business men" bearing $100,000 at the lowest estimate
as the tribute to beauty and patriotic charity.
Governor Whitman will be asked to "lift the lid" on boxing for three nights, and in the hope that he will be so
"blind" that he cannot see a series of athletic and glove
contests. Madison Square Garden has been reserved in the
expectation of cleaning up $75,000 or more in $5 ticket
charges.
Saturday,
May 18,upas Fifth
a grand
openedwhich
to theis"drive,"
there
will
be a parade
avenue,
expected
to
surpass any pageant the famous street has ever carried in
all its history of marching hosts. In this parade theatrical
and motion picture interests will take an imposing part.
To let the world know all that is going to happen in the
"Allies" drive Mark Leuscher, general in charge; Harry
Reichenbach, J. A. Gove, Willard Hplcomb and every publicity man connected with a motion picture or theatrical
firm will discharge their battery of mimeographs at the
heads of New York daily newspapers.
Headquarters are established and activities are filling
every hour of the day at the Subway Central Building, at
the junction of Broadway, Seventh avenue and Forty-second
street. The telephone number is Bryant 2600. Paste that
in your hat ! The owners of the Subway Central Building
have given the use of the entire second and third floors,
and the man who had the advertising privilege in the
windows of the second floor has removed his signs and
to the "Allies."
display registered
SamueltheGoldfish
the first actual subscription
opened
to the team's fund — $1,008. Mr. Goldfish spoke at the
luncheon, saying that his business was calling him to California and he was leaving the subscription to represent his
personal effort while he was "boosting" the game en route.
Friday noon there was a meeting of trade press representatives at the headquarters of the "Allies," when Mr.
Fox delegated to the committee that was later organized,
with Sydney Cohen as chairman, the work of mobilizing
screen players for the work of making personal appearances at moving picture theaters. Dick Watts was designated as publicity representative of the trade paper committee, and to various papers was assigned the duty of
interesting the players in certain specific studios in the
patriotic work.to the colors ■
Provision was also made for the calling
of all film players who are not specifically allied with any
production company; the men and women who may be
temporarily out of employment May 20 to 27 or are independently engaged at the time. Sidney Cohen will "route"
every
appearances,"
for their
players
the
for work andin this
will volunteer
who "personal
and woman
man
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patriotic cause is urged to communicate forthwith with
Mr. Cohen at the Subway Central Building. Routing begins
Thursday, May 17. That means quick action.
Publicity of great value to the players will precede and
follow their appearances at the various picture theaters.
The daily press is in active co-operation with the "Allies,"
and the screen player who realizes the importance of publicity will have self-interest to spur him on to a patriotic
duty eagerly performed.
There will be an "honor roll" containing the name of
every player who appears in the interest of the allied
theatrical and motion picture industry's team. By making
these appearances players will be entirely free from obligation to tender their services to any other team in the Red
Cross drive. They will thus be supporting their own profession in rolling up top-score in the final accounting for
all
"teams,"
but will
"alibi" to free them from any
outside demands
for have
their anservices.
Every player who can be reached, by any means, within
"striking distance" of Greater New York will be urged and
is invited to accept the opportunity to "do his bit" for the
Red Cross. It has been decided to publish a "casualty list"
as well as an "honor roll" to also designate by name those
players who are "found among the missing." Screen
players have their own choice as to the roll upon which
their name is to appear.

Change in Ownership of Paralta
DeWolf

and

Katz and Associates
Purchase
Interest of
Anderson, Kane and Brown.
DEAL which has been in progress for some time past
A
was consummated on May 7 by John E. DeWolf,
Herman Katz and their associates when they bought
out the entire interests in Paralta Plays of Carl Anderson,
Robert T. Kane and Nat I. Brown. The consummation of
this agreement is the result of an amicable understanding
between these men, who have been the potent factors in
the forming of Paralta Plays and their subsidiary
companies.
A complete reorganization has taken place, and the
Paralta Pictures Corporation is now in the strong hands
of well-known business men, who will continue the making
of photoplay offerings of exceptional merit. Robert
Brunton, who has been the chief executive at the coast
of manager of producstudios, will remain in his capacity
tions. He also will retain his entire staff of directors,
whose work has lent much to the excellent quality which
has marked all Paralta Plays up to the present time.
Paralta Plays, Inc., made its entrance into the industry
during March of last year. At that time there was much
speculation as to the quality of the productions of the new
organization. A number of photodramas were produced
"A Man's Man,"
public.
presentedas tothethestar,
were Kerrigan
beforeJ. any
was the first Paralta
Warren
with
last January.
of
first
the
was
Play to be released. That
with Bessie
Who,"
"Madam
successful.
production
The
the second Paralta Play, and established
was was
Barriscale,
which she
in
any
from
different
far
this star in a vehicle
had appeared prior to that time.
About this time Henry B. Walthall was engaged as a
star in Paralta Plays, "and he made his debut in "His Robe
of Honor." Miss Louise Glaum, who is the most recent
addition to Paralta's list of stars, achieved a success in
"An Alien Enemy," released April 1.
Eighteen productions thus far have been completed by
the Paralta organization, and the studios will continue
without let-up under the new executive direction. About
nine weeks ago Henry B. Walthall was released from his
contract to permit him to go with David W. Griffith.
Mr. DeWolf and his associates state, however, that it is
their intention to produce in the future still larger, better
and stronger plays than the organization has presented in
are now practhe past. The large, new Paralta studios
tically completed. In the future the Paralta policy will be
to present only strong, human interest stories, enacted by
stars directed by the foremost men in the industry.
A few weeks ago the rumor was circulated that Paralta
_ is
would probably discontinue producing. This rumor
erroneous. Paralta will move steadily forward. Louise
Glaum and T. Warren Kerrigan are now at work in the
Paralta studios. Bessie Barriscale will return to the
studios within ten days, and the executives of Paralta are
negotiating at this time with other stars. The policy of the
■company .will remain as before— each player will make
eight productions a year, which will be distributed by the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
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"Pershing's Crusaders" Screened in New York

Bureau

of Public Information
ing Uncle Sam's
Boys

Releases
at Work

Seven Reels, Showand at Play.

THE first official war pictures of the American Expeditionary Army in France have just been shown to the
trade press in New York. There are seven reels of
them, and not an inch of it all but is full of the deepest
interest to Americans. How the public will take these
motion picture film has been demonstrated in Cincinnati,
at the Grand theater, where crowds flocked afternoon and
evening for two weeks till it seemed as though everybody
in the city wanted to see the boys in camp in France, on
the march and in the front trenches.
The first four or five reels deal with activities on this
side of the ocean and show life in the cantonments, the
Y. M. C. A. houses, Red Cross centers and what the Knights
of Columbus and Masons are doing to help the cause. They
show something of the size of the undertaking to provide
the soldiers with bread and meat for three square meals
a day, also how the immense cannon are made, aeroplane
work, making of uniforms, training of the ambulance corps,
not to forget the scenes on board ship with the Jackies —
pictures often artistically photographed and of the most
vivid interest to all.
But the last three reels show scenes taken in France, and
they, too, are good, clear pictures. Some among audiences
will recognize their friends and relatives who happen to be
in front. The best scenes of all are the front trench pictures, and they let us see our soldiers actually firing at the
Germans and under fire themselves. The first group of
captives are shown close by so that we can take stock for
ourselves.
The trenches are watery in places, and the dugouts,
though
safety,
lookon inviting.
When
gas shellnecessary
comes theformen
have don't
to put
masks, and
whena
the attack has passed a squad goes along and sweeps out
the poison fumes with something half-brush, half-shovel.
How the soldiers' "slum" is prepared and brought in is
shown, and we also get a good idea of some of the different
kinds of camouflage.
To miss these pictures and others that are to follow is
to miss something that is more valuable than many kinds
of education. They are worth making a pilgrimage to see.
Any community will be grateful to its exhibitor who gets
these pictures for them.
H. C. T.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
May 12Houses.
at New

York's Principal

THE RIVOLL— "Old Wives for New." from the David
Graham Phillips' novel, was the picture feature at the
Rivoli the week of May 12. Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts and Tully Marshall head the cast. Cecil De Mille was
the director. A Mutt and Jeff cartoon, the Katzenjammer
Kids, a scenic and the Animated Pictorial were also shown.
THE RIALTO.— Madame Petrova in "The Life Mask" was
the leading attraction at the Rialto. "Fatty" Arbuckle in
"Moonshine" was an added feature. The other screen numbers were a scenic and the Rialto Animated Magazine.
Annie Rosner and Emmanuel List were the soloists.
THE STRAND.— Madame Nazimova in "Toys of Fate," a
Metro production, was the chief attraction at the Strand.
The third installment of the Outing-Chester pictures. James
Montgomery Flagg's comedy "The Starter" and the Topical
Review completed the picture portion of the program. Irene
Audrev and Henrv Miller were the soloists.
RST STREET THEATER.— "The Blue Bird"
theEIGHTY-FI
entire week.

KNICKERBOCKER.— Ninth week of "My Four Years in
FORTY-FOURTH STREET.— Sixth week of "Hearts ot
Germany."
BROADWAY
World." .— Second week of "The Bride's Awakening.
the

SEYFFERTITZ TO REMAIN WITH FAMOUS PLAYERS.
Despite announcements to the contrary Gustav Seyffertitz,
one of the most valued members of the Lasky Stock Company, will remain with the organization, appearing in Artcraft and Paramount pictures. One rumor was to the effect
that Sevffertitz would become a director for David Belasco
of stage productions, but while he is entirely capable of
this, being an accomplished actor and director, he prefers
to continue in the films under the present auspices.
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Xorthuest Exhibitors Hold Convention
At

Seventh
Annual
Session
Picture Men
Discus*
Local
Problems — William
Deeth Elected President.
THE seventh annual convention of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest opened in
Minneapolis Tuesday, May 7. After a short address
of welcome by President James G. Gilosky, Governor Burniquist being unable to attend, the meeting got down to business.
In his opening speech President Gilosky flayed those who
did much to injure the Northwest organization during the
past year by continually criticising its officers without
giving credit for the good things done. Mr. Gilosky recalled
the work of the organization in fighting unjust legislation
at the last session of the Minnesota Legislature and told
how three bills that would have been injurious to the
industry were shelved and one — the fire marshal's ordinance— which has proved a boon to the exhibitors, was
passed.
Mr. Gilosky stated that when the question of withdrawing
from the National League was brought before the Executive Committee
it agreed
continue the Northwest body's
affiliation
with the
nationalto organization.
Following Mr. Gilosky's address Secretary P. H. Hitchcock proposed sending a telegram to President Wilson and
pledging the loyal support of the Northwest body to the
nation's executive. This was greeted with cheering, and
a motion was carried unanimously.
National President Lee A. Ochs was called upon for a
short address, and praised the loyalty of the Northwest
exhibitors to the National League. He urged exhibitors to
put all of their strength into the organization and pleaded
for more unity.
Secretary Hitchcock read letters from several Congressmen and Senators pledging their support to the organization. President Gilosky appointed committees as follows:
Credentials— Dan W. Chamberlain, Mankato, chairman;
Thomas Foster, Stanley. Wis.; Dan Eselin, Minneapolis;
Archie Miller, Devil's Lake. N. D., and R. C. Gibbs, Huron,
S. D.
tt _
Resolutions— Joseph Friedman, St. Paul, chairman; H. C.
Zander, Rhinelander, Wis.; Dan Eselin, Minneapolis; Anton
Gilles, Breckenridge, Minn.
Grievance— Billy B. Watson, Minneapolis, chairman; Fred
Upham, Minneapolis; Ed Hinz, Minneapolis; Al Steffes,
Minneapolis, and William Watson, Excelsior, Minn.
A motion was made and seconded that exchanges be
rebate on onerequested to allow exhibitors 50 per cent,
sheets, 5 cents rebate on photographs and slides returned
to exchanges in good condition and promptly. The convention was informed that several exchanges had been interviewed about this matter and that a majority of them were
willing to concede this point to exhibitors.
the resoluFollowing a recess of an hour for luncheon
tions committee reported receiving three resolutions, which
adopted.
were
were read and two of which
The resolution originally drafted by a Los Angeles exhibitors' organization and requesting exchanges holding exhibitors' advance deposits to buy Liberty Bonds with all money
in excess of $50 was put into the form of a motion by

\Y.
A. Steffes of Minneapolis and seconded by E. F. Hinz,
Minneapolis.
S. G. Lebedoff, Liberty theater, Minneapolis, offered a
resolution requesting home offices of local exchanges to
give local managers more authority in the matter of accepting or rejecting contracts. This met with approval, and was
quickly carried.
Mr. Hitchcock's resolution that exchanges be forced to
keep moneys given in advance deposits by exhibitors in
local banks was the source of considerable debate. On
motion of Charles G. Gates, Aberdeen, S. D., which was
seconded by Oliver Whaley, Bemidji, Minn., the matter
was referred to the legislative committee, to bring the
matter before the next session of the Minnesota Legislature
should it see fit.
At the morning meeting Thomas Foster of Stanley, Wis.,
asked permission to have Corporal Arlington, of the
Canadian Mounted Rifles, speak on "Germans and America's
Battle Ahead." Corporal Arlington's patriotic talk was
interrupted repeatedly by outbursts of applause.
Joseph Friedman, St. Paul, spoke on the need of unity
within the organization, and asked exhibitors to discuss
their troubles with the organization inside the meeting
rooms and not in the columns of the trade press.
S. K. Leen, of the Rubey theater, Jamestown, N. D., told
of the need of legislation governing advance deposits,
C. O. D.'s and return express charges. These subjects were
discussed at length, and President Gilosky finally appointed
a committee to draw up resolutions on the subject and
present same at the morning session, May 8. The committee was made up by Mr. Lee, Billy B. Watson, H. B.
Smoots, D. G. Rodgers and Tom Foster.
Chairman Steffes, of the by-laws committee, reported
that his. committee would be unable to make any complete
report until May 8.
In answer to the question brought before the meeting
by William Smith of Menomonie, Wis., regarding return
express charges, Secretary Hitchcock read from the
minutes the action of the previous convention, which voted
to have exhibitors take up the matter of return express
charges with exchanges individually, as several exchange
managers had stated that if return excess charging was
eliminated film rental prices would be increased to cover
this expense. \
David G. Rodgers told exhibitors of various attempts to
eliminate the war tax film exchange charge on reels. C. C.
Pettijohn of Indianapolis was given opportunity to explain
several war tax questions, and in a well-worded speech
gave the exhibitors many facts regarding the fifteen cents
a reel tax imposed by various exchanges. Mr. Pettijohn
stated a committee of exhibitors had presented the matter
to Mr. Roper of the Revenue Department at Washington,
and was awaiting his decision. Mr. Pettijohn said he saw
no reason why the exchanges should impose such a tax.
Mr. Brown of Riceville, Iowa, told the convention that
he had never paid tax on films released prior to October 1,
1917, but that he had paid tax on reels released since that
date. Mr. Brown stated that the exchanges never canceled
any of his service due to his failure to pay war tax. J. E.
Sherwood, president of the Wisconsin Exhibitors' League,
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also spoke briefly on the subject of the war tax on films.
On the evening of May 7 the exhibitors were guests of
the Goldwyn exchange at a private showing at Hotel Radisson, of the Strand theater, Minneapolis, and of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit at a showing of "My Four
Years
in Germany"
The officers
elected atforthetheMetropolitan
coming year Opera
were :House.
President,
William H. Deeth, Minneapolis; vice-president, Ralph E.
Parker, Duluth ; secretary, Clyde H. Hitchcock, Minneapolis; treasurer, Dan Eselin, Minneapolis.
Among those who registered at the convention May 7
were :
William Cutter, Breilein circuit, St. Paul ; Ralph E. Parker, Sunbeam,
Duluth ; William Watson, Excelsior ; V. E. Haycraft, Madelia ; William
Abrahamson, Zelda, Duluth; R. T. LaGrille, Duluth; Dan E. Eselin, University, Minneapolis ; Thomas Poster, Star, Stanley, Wis. ; Billy B.
Watson, New Garden, Minneapolis ; William Deeth, American, Minneapolis; D. W. Chamberlain, Grand, Mankato; C. H. Hitchcock, Princess, Minneapolis ; E. U. Carter, New Garden, St. Paul ; Louis Rubenstein, New Arion, Minneapolis ; C. G. Branham, Strand,
Minneapolis; Olaf Lee, Oak Park, Minneapolis; Edward C.
Hinz, apolis
"Cozy
Alhambra,Park,
Minneapolis
Mike
Mitchell,
Minne;JosephandFriedman,
St. Paul ;; O.
A. Rowe,
Bluelone,
Mouse,
St.
Paul ; George Granstrom, New Franklin, Minneapolis ; S. G. Lebedoff,
Liberty, Minneapolis ; H. P. Greene, Lake Theaters, Minneapolis ; James
G. Gilosky, Alhambra, Gem, St. Paul ; David G. Rodgers, Minneapolis ;
Joseph Hopp, Chicago ; William S. Smith, Menomonie, Wis. ; R. C.
Gibbs, Strand, Huron, S. D. ; Peter Charrier, Proctor, Minn.; Joseph
Cohen, Lagoon, Minneapolis ; W.' A. Steffes, Northern, Minneapolis ;
George Clifford, Chicago ; Louis Frank, Chicago; W. D. Burford, Aurora,
111.'; H. A. Brink, Grand Rapids, Mich. ; C. C. Pettijohn, Indianapolis ;
Benjamin Blotckyl St. Paul ; F. L. Koppleberger, Majestic, LaCrosse ;
Frank Buckley, Superior ; J. L. Martin, New Lyndale, Minneapolis ; P.
G. Smith, Chicago ; Charles Marks, Cozy, St. Paul, Minn. ; Fred Upham,
Rialto, Minneapolis ; Thomas Furniss, Rex and Lyric, Duluth ; Lee A.
Ochs, Costello, New York City ; Perry G. Hayes, Nokomis, Minneapolis ;
Archie Miller, Grand, Devil's Lake, N. D. ; H. C. Zander, Majestic,
Rhinelander, Wis. ; C. S. Watson, Tryst, St. Paul ; Mr. Plummer, Strand,
Monticello, Minn. ; Herman Jochim, New Pallace, Luverne, Minn.; 0. M.
Bussewitz, Empress, Turtle Lake, Wis. ; W. G. True, Princess, Minneapolis ;Miss Henrietta B. Starkey, Star, LeSueur, Minn. ; Mrs. Mabel
Brinkman, Rex, Bemidji, Minn. ; Charles G. Gates, Aberdeen, S. D. ;
E. G. Anderson, Princess theater, Aberdeen, S. D. ; Mr. Howden, Selby,
St. Paul ; George J. Ehlers, Worthington, Minn. ; J. J. Isaacs, Grand
Forks, N. D. ; S. K. Leen, Ruby, Jamestown, N. D. ; J. R. Brown, Minneapolis Roy
;
E. Ramsell, Lounge, Huron, S. D. ; J. E. Sherwood, Madison,
Wis. ; Anton Gilles, Breckenridge, Minn. ; J. G. Bergstrom, Jr., Minneapolis ;G. M. Heesen, Osseo, Minn.; F. H. Smith, Menomonie, Wis.; M.
A. Brown, Riceville, Iowa ; H. B. Smoots, Milo, Little Falls, Minn. ; J. G.
Shonka, Hopkins, Hopkins, Minn. ; F. V. Peterson, Viking, International
Falls, Minn. ; Oliver Whaley, Elko, Bemidji, Minn. ; Thomas E. Hansing,
Nokomis, Minneapolis ; F. H. Dillon, Dewey, Minneapolis ; Otto C. Stelzner, Star, Minneapolis ; L. A. Haglund, Sewa City, Iowa.

Yankee Exhibitors Discuss Convention
Boost Horstmann for National President, Plan International
Conference
and Appoint
Committees.
PLANS for the National Motion Picture Exposition, to
be held in Boston July 13-20 under the auspices of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
and the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
are fast assuming definite shape. A meeting of 100 members of the Boosters Booming Boston, who are locally in
charge of the exposition's plans, was held Tuesday night,
May 7, at the Castle Square Hotel, Boston, and many details
of the exposition were arranged.
A plan to make the exposition international in scope was
approved, and arrangements were at once set on foot to
get the leading representatives of the motion picture industry in England, France and Italy to attend an international
conference of the industry during the exposition and allied
conventions in Boston.
The Boosters launched a red-hot boom for National
Treasurer Ernest H. Horstmann as national president. A
number of speeches were made in booming Mr. Horstmann,
and in his reply he stated that he would run as the candidate of the New England motion picture exhibitors' leagues.
National Executive Secretary Frederick H. Elliott made
a strong plea for the amalgamation of all branches of the
moving picture industry at the Boston convention. He
deplored the plans of the American Exhibitors' Association
to hold an independent exposition and convention in
Chicago in June. He said that in war times the industry
must present a united front to assure the support of the
Government. He said that "for the duration of the war
at
least" the
should
petty internal
differences
and industry
present itself
to forget
Presidentits Wilson
and the
business interests of the United States with a united front.
He said he felt sure that in. such a case the Boston convention could be assured of the presence of President
Woodrow Wilson to address the moving picture interests
with a message that would be heard around the world. He
said a movement
on foot to "bury the hatchet," and he
hoped
it would bewasa success.
The

banquet was

held

at 7 o'clock in one

of the large
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banquet rooms of the hotel. This house is in the heart of
Filmland City in Boston. The exhibitors, exchangemen
and representatives of the producers gathered shortly after
6 o'clock, and there was a pleasant hour of reunions and
handshaking. The banquet opened with a toast to President Woodrow Wilson, "the greatest president of all times."
At the head table were President M. J. Lydon, of the
Massachusetts and Rhode Island Leagues; his brother, P. F.
Lydon, chairman of the Boston Boosters, who acted as
toastmaster; Ernest H. Horstmann, national treasurer;
Frederick H. Elliott, New York manager of the exposition
and executive secretary of the N. A. M. P. I., and Lesley
Mason of New York.
A six-course dinner, which proved appetizing and satisfying, was served. The tables were prettily decorated, and
after the dinner a flashlight picture, was taken of the
gathering.
Lourie Launches
Horstmann
Boom.
Jacob Lourie, manager of the Modern and Beacon theaters, launched the boom for Mr. Horstmann for president.
He said that the Boston men went to the Chicago convention last year full of enthusiasm and conviction that Boston
had a claim to the convention. He said they proved their
claim and brought back the convention. He said he believed
Boston. and New England, now had a just claim to the
national presidency. He said that with the same system
and organized work as brought the convention to Boston
he felt sure Mr. Horstmann could be landed in the president's chair. Mr. Lourie's boost for Mr. Horstmann was
received with loud applause."
President Lydon seconded the nomination of Mr. Horstmann as the Boosters' choice for national president. He
said he knew of no man in New England or the country
better qualified for this important position. "His election
would carry a great honor to this section of the country,"
he
declared.
"No man of inthetheexhibitor.
industry I would
work any
harder
in the interests
have known
Mr.
Horstmann nine years, and I have watched his work in
organizing the Massachusetts and Rhode Island exhibitors.
He is a big man for a big job."
H. I. Wasserman, former secretary of the Massachusetts
branch, called for three cheers for the "next president of
the league."
They were given with a will.
Calls for a speech brought Mr. Horstmann to his feet.
He said he had been with the national league from its
founding. National conventions up to the past two years,
he said, consisted of a dozen self-appointed men from the
different states getting together and doing what they
thought for the best interests of the industry.
"The industry faces a crisis today," said the treasurer.
"It is vitally important that we get together in the biggest
wayMr. possible
to meet
crisis."plea for greater organizaHorstmann
made this
a strong
tion work. He said it was a pity there were but 42 paidup members in the Massachusetts and Rhode Island leagues
out of 240 exhibitors in this territory. He said some states
had done much better organization work and some not so
good. He called attention to the fact that Judge John
O'Donnell was nominated for the national presidency at a
meeting of the Philadelphia exhibitors by a vote of 121
exhibitors out of a possible 156.
"I want the exhibitors to organize throughout New England," continued the speaker. "It matters little to me
whether I am elected national president or not if I can
accomplish greater organization among the exhibitors. I
will work for a 75 per cent, organization among our New
England exhibitors. If I can accomplish this I will have
done a great good for the industry. By better organization we will earn the respect of the exchangemen and the
The speaker said a few years ago the exhibitor asked
producers."
why
he should join the league as he "could return to his
old occupation at any time." He was not dependent upon
the show business. Now he says this condition has changed.
The exhibitor has made the show business his business,
and is devoting all his time and money to it. It is in his
own interest to organize, Mr. Horstmann declared.
"I will stand for national president," said the treasurer.
"If elected I will do my best for the league, working 368
days a year, as there is not time enough in the regular 365
to "do trie work that will have to be done. We know of our
high standing with the Government as one of the greatest
industries of the country. The President came to us before
he went to the press to ask us to take measures toward
winning the war. We want to measure up to the standard
he has'placed for us. We should bring the Massachusetts
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and Rhode Island membership up to at least 75 per cent.
instead «>t the present 15 or 20 per tout."
Mason
Urges International
Conference.
Chairman Lydon called Upon Ledley Mason of New York
.i- a representative oi the trade press. Mr. Mason said he
had fblind Mr. Horstmann a hard worker in the interests
of the national league and believed him a good candidate
for president He spoke of the needs of greater organization work.
Mi Mason urged the necessity of making the most of the
opportunity offered bj the war to make the coming Boston
gathering an international affair instead of only national.
IK- asked the promoters of the exposition and the heads of
the various organisations to extend invitations to representatives of the motion picture industry in England,
France and Italy to attend an international conference in
Boston as a feature of the gathering. He spoke of the
importance of such a conference to the Government, and
said it would assure the attendance of President Wilson.
Mr. Mason's plan was approved by a unanimous vote,
and the following committee for an international conference was elected: Lesley Mason, Frederick W. Elliott,
E. S. Black, of the National Board of Directors and president of the Maine league; Ernest H. Horstmann, President
M. J. Lydon, Boston Motion Picture Censor John M. Casey
and Joseph Di Pesa, press representative of the exposition.
National Executive Secretary Elliott gave hearty endorsement of the candidacy of Mr. Horstmann for national presiHe spoke ofof the
Horstmann's
hard and consistent
in the dent.
interests
national organization.
He saidwork
Mr.
Horstmann would undoubtedly muster up to the standard
of any man who could be secured for national head of the
exhibitors' organization.
He told of the postponement, which was necessary, of
the New York show, and said it would in no way conflict
with the Boston exposition. He endorsed the movement
to make the coming Boston gathering an international
affair.
"I believe that Frank J. Marion, our commissioner to
France and Italy," he said, "should be recalled at that time
to tell us of the war conditions as they affect the motion
picture industry. The message he would bring us would
be a very important one. It would aid in getting President
Wilson to the convention."
He spoke of the efforts which had been made to get the
American Exhibitors' Association to give up their plan of
a convention and exposition in Chicago in June.
"I believe this is no time for separate organizations and
it is a time when the Government is demanding centralization and consolidation," said Mr. Elliott. "The President
and the Government heads are opposed to wasted efforts,
and it will be wasted effort for the film industry to attend
a June convention in Chicago and then come to Boston for
our national convention in July.
"If moving picture men have any fighting energy they
had best use it in helping to win the war. Those of the
outside world care nothing for our interior dissensions,
and the petty jealousies we may have in our ranks can well
wait until after the war.
"William A. Brady is working effectively in getting President Wilson to Boston in July. With complete harmony in
our ranks and international representatives here there is
little doubt, if conditions are not much more serious than
at present, we can get President Wilson to deliver us an
address that will ring round the world."
President Lydon took the chair and spoke in behalf of
greater organization work in New England. At his request
the chairmen of the various committees of the exposition
were elected as follows :
Exchangemen, G. K. Robinson; Boston theaters, A. E.
Somerby; executive committee, B. H. Cornell and E. R.
Asher; musiGregory; committee of arrangements, Harry
cal program, F. J. Howard; publicity, J. A. Di Pesa; guests,
Jacob Lourie; entertainment, Harry F. Campbell; state
Leon Daddays, A. S. Black; finance, I. E. Jones; badge,
mum; decorations, G. K. Robinson; National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, M. J. Lydon.
Charles S. Miller, of the Boston Post, and John H.
Mahoney, representing the city of Boston, made brief
speeches.
President Lydon appointed the following committee to
work in connection with the Boosters in making the
exposition a success: William A. Brady, Lee A. Ochs, A. S.
Black, F.- S. Elliott, the Moving Picture World and other
R- N. H.
trade papers.
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St John Exchange Managers Organize
H.

A

H.

McArthur,

MEETING

of Regal
Film, Is Elected
Movement
Dominion-Wide.

President-

of the exchange managers of St. John, N, U.,

was held at P.ond's restaurant on May 4. The object
oi the meeting was to form a branch of the Exchange
Managers' Protective Association. This will be known as
of the MariAssociation
Protective
the Exchange
wen elected:
officers
The following
time Provinces.Managers'
President, 11. II. McArthur, of the Regal Film Company;
vice-president, G. A. MargettB, Canadian Universal; secretary treasurer, K. Roiiincy, Vitagraph; legal adviser, T. P.
Regan. The movement is Dominion-wide, and the association tends toward the protection not only of the exchange
managers, but also of exhibitors.
The theaters are doing everything in their power to assist
in all the government movements, such as the food conservation and production and the Soldiers of the Soil organizing. Slides are shown in nearly every motion picture
theater and vaudeville house. Lately the five-minute speakers have been introduced who give these short talks upon
war-time subjects. The managers have co-operated with
the committee in charge of this in every possible way. It is
always the theater managers who are consulted and called
upon to give a hand in each new patriotic appeal and they
are always most willing.
This last week the Imperial theater has been twice given
up to the Y. M. C. A. appeal to raise $100,000 in New Brunswick. Sunday a mass meeting was addressed by the Rev.
George Adam and Captain Dingle, who both told of personal experiences at the front.
FILM
ORGANIZATION
MEETING
HELD.
A general meeting of members of the United Motion Picture Industries of Northern California was held during the
luncheon hour on May 1 at the Palace Hotel, San Francisco,
and considerable business was transacted. Sam H. Levin, a
prominent exhibitor, was chosen treasurer to succeed Morris
L. Markowitz, and Louis R. Greenfield was added to the
Board of Directors. The question of Sunday closing, which
has come up in the community to the southward, and which
promises to become a State issue when the Legislature meets
again, was given considerable attention.

LEAGUE

IN OREGON

IS OUT OF DEBT.

The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of Oregon is now
operating on a solid footing and is entirely out of debt. This
result was obtained by a committee of prominent exhibitors
who have been working for several months to liquidate all
the obligations of the organization. A recent statement of
the League's assets shows it to be the owner of a lot of
beautiful furniture and a good-sized bank balance.

Malitz and Engler Sentenced to Prison
President
of American
Correspondence
Film
Gets
$5,000
Fine and Two Years; Secretary a Year and a Half.
FELIX MALITZ and Gustave Engler, president and
secretary respectively of the American Correspondence
Film Company of 2 Rector street, New York, convicted Friday, May 3, in the Federal Court, Brooklyn, of
smuggling rubber disguised as foodstuffs to Holland for use
of the Germans, were sentenced May 5 by Judge Manton.
Malitz got the limit prison sentence under the law, two
years, and in addition was fined $5,000, half of the maximum.
Engler was sentenced to a year and six months. The
sentences will be served at the Federal Prison, Atlanta, Ga.
Judge Manton denounced the convicts, both of whom are
Germans with first citizenship papers. He called them
"counterfeit citizens," and said they had come here in the
interest of Germany to disseminate propaganda favorable
to that country.
WORLD

PICTURE

USED

IN RECRUITING.

One of the recent World-Pictures, "The Cross Bearer," is
being used with great success by the Naval Recruiting Bureau, which operates under the direction of the secretary
of the navy in the enlistment of naval recruits. The picture
is flashed on the screen and is then stopped at some scene
showing the brutal treatment of the Belgians by the German
invaders, and the speaker conducting the recruiting rally
then asks the audience if they wish to have such scenes
repeated in America. If they do not they are urged to
enlist at once.
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New Canadian Tax Causes Consternation h e a
Exchangemen Declare Action of Government Is
Worst Blow Ever Dealt to Industry —
Contracts Will Be Canceled
THE

worst blow ever dealt to the moving picture business in Canada was the action of the federal government, through A. K. McLean, acting minister of finance,
in deciding to impose an additional duty of 3 cents a running
foot on all moving picture films imported from the United
States. The exchanges have been paying 2 cents a foot, or
an assessment of 25 per cent., on an arbitrary valuation of
$80 a reel of 1,000 feet. The exchanges, exhibitors and
patrons have also been paying many other taxes, including
a iy2 per cent. Canadian war tax, the American war tax,
provincial war tax, heavy provincial license fees for theaters and exchanges and heavy municipal license fees for
theater, censorship fees, poster censorship fees, real estate
taxes, business taxes, income taxes, and heaven knows
what more.
It has been figured that the various taxes and fees which
have been paid on films represent a cost equal to the
market value of the reels themselves. Now the Canadian
Government proposes to add to this imposition by requiring the payment of a duty of 5 cents a foot on all imported
"positives." The instant reply from the Canadian film men
is that it cannot be done. It is also declared that the'
increased duty will mean less importation of films, particularly news weeklies and other releases whose working
days are numbered. Exchange managers declare that it
would not be profitable any longer to bring news reels into
the country when such subjects are junked after ninety
days at the outside.
Counting duty and war taxes only a Canadian exchange
pays out no less than $58 on each reel of 1,000 feet, the
government valuation of which is placed at $80. The
exchange gets fifteen bookings on an average for each news
reel. This means an average of $4 a reel a customer for
duty and war taxes alone. How the exchange is going to
make any profit on the reel is rather difficult to see.
One Canadian exchange executive has declared that the
proposed increase in duty will mean an additional expense
to his company of $750 a week, and that the increased
revenue secured by the federal government from all
exchanges in Canada will amount to $250,000 a year.
Immediately after the announcement at Ottawa by Mr.
McLean the film men of Toronto, Montreal and other cities
launched a vigorous protest. Lengthy telegrams, to the
number of one thousand, were sent to every exhibitor and
exchange manager in the country. These wires urged the
recipients to wire a protest to their member of Parliament
and to have all influential citizens of the locality do so
also. These messages were sent out from Toronto, and the
result was a flood of telegrams at Ottawa. The Toronto
exchange managers retained H. M. Ludwig, a prominent
local lawyer, to take up the legal aspects of the situation.
The Toronto men have been keeping in close touch with
film officials of Montreal in order to obtain co-ordination
of effort. The local managers were prepared to send a
strong delegation to Ottawa at a moment's notice if
necessary.
"It is a terrible imposition," declared James Travis, secretary of the Toronto Exchange Managers' Association, who
is also the local Mutual official. "We do not want to pass
the additional duty along to the exhibitor as he already is
shouldering a severe financial burden. The moving picture
business should not be taxed any more than it has boon.
It has been taxed to the limit all along. The additional
duty means that all exchanges may have to cut out a considerable quantity of pictures. We may be compelled to
stop importing news weeklies."
Mr. Nathanson, of Regal Films. Limited, declared that
film importations into Canada would have to be greatly
reduced if the promised increase is made. There was
nothing else that could be done. In the meantime he was
prevailing upon every film man, exhibitors included, to fight
for their rights.
The new duty will undoubtedly bring about the cancellation of all existing contracts for films by exhibitors, as new
terms will be necessary.
One suggestion was that exhibi-

tors be charged
booking.

at

the

rate

of 50 cents

extra

for

each

It has also been generally predicted that the increased
duty will lead to the abolishment of the 10-cent admission
price at all theaters. There were also declarations that
the reduction in importations would be so considerable
that the expected increase in revenue to the government
would not be apparent at all.
It is also pointed out that all Canadian exchanges and
exhibitors have been liberal in donating their services and
their theaters for the presentation of propaganda films of
all kinds and in lending their facilities for war loan, recruiting and patriotic campaigns. Many managers have turned
over portions of their receipts for Red Cross and other
patriotic purposes.
It is also interesting to note that during the first week in
May the Ontario Board of Censors condemned no less than
forty different pictures, according to an official announcement. This wholesale banning of releases has also had a
depressing effect on the Toronto film men.
Another recent misfortune sustained by a Canadian dis
tributor — the Mutual Film Company of Canada — was the
loss by fire of a large shipment of films from St. John, N. B.,
to Winnipeg, Manitoba. In this case films valued at $4,000
were destroyed in a wreck, and the total recompense
securedtionsfrom
amountedtheto express
only $50.company under existing regula-

of the move by the Canadian Government to inOn top
crease the duty on film imports from 2 cents to 5 cents a
lineal foot, making the duty on a reel of 1,000 feet no less
than $50, came the presentation of a resolution before the
House of Commons at Ottawa, by A. K. McLean, acting minister of finance, requiring a special levy on each reel of film
each day that it is used of 15 cents a day.
The exchange managers and others of Montreal, Toronto
and other cities went to Ottawa on Wednesday, May 8. to
protest against the new assessment as proposed. The film
men say that they will stand for an increase of not more
than 1 cent a foot in import duty on films and no more.
The war excise tax is out of the question entirely.

Alberta Has New Ticket Tax
Exempts

Less
Than
Ten-Cent
Admissions
and
Heavy
Penalty for Violations of Act.

Imposes

E. Trowfor Alberta,
secretary
THE deputy
t regarding
bridge, hasprovincial
made official
announcemen
the
new amusements tax act, which became effective
throughout the province on May 1, 1918. The new regulation provides for the following schedule of taxation on
admission tickets to theaters and all other places of amusement where a fee is charged for entrance. There is no tax
on tickets valued under ten cents :
When the price of admission is from 10 cents to 20 cents
inclusive the tax is 1 cent: more than 20 cents, but not more
than 75 cents, the tax is V/i cents: from 75 cents to $1 the
tax is 5 cents: from $1 to $2 the tax is 10 cents, and when
the price of admission is more than $2 the tax is 25 cents.
Where admission is given by oass or complimentary
ticket a tax shall be payable at the highest rate charged
for the performance to which admission is granted.
The penalty for obtaining admission to a place of amusementment.without
payingforthepermitting
tax is $50,the
or admission
six months'of imprisonThe penalty
a patron
without paying the tax is $25 to $200. or imprisonment for
six months.
FLORENCE

BOLLES

WRITES

GOLDWYN

SCRIPT.

The creator of Madge Kennedy's newest photoplay, "The
Fair Pretender." is Florence C. Bolles. Only a few years
ago she was among the unknowns, but today she is on her
way to the top of the ladder. By reason of her persistence
and the presence of genuine ability to write stories for the
screen, Miss Bolles proves again that determination must
always bring a definite reward.
When she began to create vehicles for stars she met with
fast, but' finally
and Johnson.
thick
camelate
setbacks.
many
Miss Bolles
sold Rejections
a story to the
Arthur
More
attempts followed, and within a short time her name appeared on the films of several leading companies.
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"P. A." Heads New Rochester Concern
Program,

Ha» Ambitious
Film Company
Including Talking Pictures.
the
NEGOTIATIONS have been completed for the sale oi
half-million dollai plant of the Fireproof Film Company. located on Ridgewaj avenue, Rochester, N. Y., to
the Powers-Cameron Film Company, a million dollar corporation which plans to bring out something new in the motion picture industry.
P A. Powers, whose fame is linked with the I niversal rum
Company and Victor Talking Machines, is at the head of the
new concern. The new company plans that before long the
motion picture public will be witnessing a stereoscopic picthe speech of the characters is synchrowhich actions.
in their
tureplay
nized with
It is said that under the new process the characters on
the film will stand out from the screen, talking and acting as
in every day life. This discovery is said to combine the
oldest and the newest ideas of the industry. The principle
of the thing is the stereoscope that used to lie on the parlor
table of every home. A double film is fed through the projection machine to produce the stereoscopic effect.
The most startling thing about the new tilm is that it is
claimed that the human voice will be produced on the sensitized film exactly as on a phonographic record, and in this
discovery it is also said that the voice and the action of the
characters will be perfectly synchronized.
The development of this apparatus would be one of the
most important events of recent years in the motion picture
industry and would certainly mark the crowning achievement of the career of any man now in the business. Pat
Powers has had a notable record as producer and a distributor of films and he now intends to devote himself to the
manufacturing of the new film.
In the large plant which the Powers-Cameron Film Company has taken over at Rochester, it is predicted many
seeming miracles will be performed in the very near future.
The new company plans to manufacture more than two hundred million feet of the new film a year, and it is said that
the entire output has been contracted for by the Universal
people.
With the entire product of the plant disposed of before
manufacturing is even begun the company will be free to
turn to developing the latest ideas in the motion picture
field. In this regard Mr. Powers is said to be planning to
spend a fortune on experimental work which may bring
other no less wonderful ideas.
The stereoscopic-talking picture is only one of the great
possibilities it is hoped to realize in the new plant. There
is a hint of a lens, the discovery of a Pacific coast inventor,
which is to perform other wonders. It is built up of hundreds of small tapering pieces of glass and its construction
is said absolutely to prevent refractions of light rays, the
present despair of motion picture photographers. The company is said to have purchased this owner's patents and
to also own a film formula that will give a film that will
wear twice as long as the present in use, at half the cost.
•But perhaps the greatest feat which the new company has
in mind is the development of an individual motion picture
camera for home use. This has been tried by several companies, but so far there has always been some drawbacks
which prevented the public from buying in any large quantities. With some the price has been prohibitive and with
others the fault has been that the cameras have not used the
standard film. The aim of the new company is to produce a
machine using standard film and to sell both the camera and
the projection lantern for about $50. Should the company's
plans along this line be successful, it would mean that homes
would own their own motion picture equipment, even as
they now own their own phonographs.
It is understood a large amount of Rochester capital has
been invested in the enterprise and that the work of getting
the plant in shape will be rushed. Those interested in the
enterprise say that they will start to ship film by the first
of June.
Powers-Cameron

KLEINMAN RESIGNS FROM LICENSE BUREAU.
James S. Kleinman, attorney for the Department of Licenses of the City of New York for the past three years,
owing to the large increase in his private law practice, has
tendered his resignation to Commissioner John F. Gilchrist
effective May 1.
During his association with the License Department. Mr.
Kleinman had charge of all cases against theatrical booking
agents, theaters and motion picture houses. He also assisted
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in the reviewing of motion pictures aboul which complaint!
had been made. During his term of office lie was particularly actne in tin- prosecution oi cases against unlicensed
booking and employment agents, who under the nuise oi
ing "managers" attempted to charge a greater cojnmi
than that permitted by law.

Sherry to Distribute Keeney Pictures
Exchangeman

Will Have Sole Agency
and Canada.

for the United States

FRANK A.
head William
of the Frank
A. Keeney
PicturesKEENEY,
Corporation, and
I.. Sherry,
formerly
vice president of the Paramount
Pictures Corporation
and >till one of the principal stockholders in that concern,
have entered into an agreement whereby Mr. Sherry, through
i he Sherry Service, is to be the sole distributor of the Keeney
Pictures for the United States and Canada. The first release will be "A Romance of the Underworld." a screen
adaptation of the well-known play of the same name by
Paul Armstrong.
will also
star featured
Mr. Armstrong's
widow, Catherine Calvert, who Itwas
in the drama.
The combination between Mr. Keeney and Mr. Sherry
would seem to promise a high degree of success for Keeney
pictures. Mr. Keeney is a man. of wealth with a reputation
of never doing anything by halves. Mr. Sherry is a man
of broad and intimate experience with the distributing end
of the motion picture business. He headed the William L.
Sherry Feature Film Company and for years was sole distributor for New York State of the productions of the
Famous Players-Lasky Company. Recently he resigned as
head of the Purchasing Department of the Paramount Pictures Corporation, in order to be free to carry out some
large plans, including the distribution of the Keeney Pictures.
"A Romance of the Underworld" will be released in the
near future. Applications for bookings should be made to
Mr. Sherry at his temporary office, Room 501, Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh avenue. Mr. Sherry is optimistic over
the future of the company. He says experience has taught
him that pictures such as Mr. Keeney is producing find a
ready market, because they are the kind the people want
to see. The next release will be "Marriage," by Guy Bolton.
The Keeney forces are now working on a third picture, which
has not yet received its title. It is by E. Lloyd Sheldon, who
wrote "The Forbidden Path" for Theda Bara. James Kirkwood is directing all of the Keeney productions.

Amateur Afternoons at World Studios
Directors

Try Out

Screen Aspirants and Find Some Promising Material.
FOR the purpose of getting new faces and new talent in
World-Pictures and thereby getting variety in casts,
World-Pictures has set aside one afternoon a week at
the World studio for the purpose of trying out new material and making selections of people for the smaller roles in
new productions.
A comprehensive and successful plan for the selection of
these has been inaugurated. On the afternoon the aspirants
are gathered in the studio and are there tried out by the directors as to their quickness of perception, their ability to
grasp the essentials of a scene and their success in depicting emotions. Those who prove capable along these lines
are then given .screen tests — that is, they are put through
their paces before the camera by the directors. If they
show up well when the tests are developed and printed they
are hired for some production in which they will fit well.
Recently at one of these try-outs afternoons thirty-five
young women were given a trial. Of the thirty-five six developed enough ability to warrant screen tests and of the
six two were hired for work in new pictures.
GRADWELL
PRESIDENT
OF WORLD
PICTURES.
Ricord Gradwell, former vice president and general manager of World Pictures, was elected president and general
manager of the concern at the annual meeting of the board
of directors held last week. Joseph L. Rhinock, former
president of World Pictures, has been named chairman of
the board of directors. Other officers elected are as follows: Vice President, E. J. Rosenthal; vice president, Lee
Shubert; secretary and treasurer, Briton X. Busch. The following were named members of the finance committee;
Joseph L. Rhinock, Ricord Gradwell, Milton J. Work, Paul'
Stamm and E. J. Rosenthal.
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Russell Bassett, Veteran Actor, Dead
For

Half

a Century
He Had Played on Stage and for
Screen — Active Until the Last.
RUSSELL BASSETT, veteran actor of stage and screen,
died at his home, 101 West Eighty-ninth street, New
York, on Wednesday, May 8, of hemorrhage of the
brain. Mr. Bassett had been in his usual excellent health
up to the preceding Saturday. On the day before he had
completed his work in the Cavalieri spectacle being staged
by the Famous Players at Fort Lee. His last characterization was of a priest.
Mr. Bassett leaves a
wife and one son, Albert Anthony, both of
whom were with him
a t the end. He was
seventy-four years old.
For half a century
Russell Bassett played
on the stage and for
the screen. Born in
Milwaukee, at an early
age he left there for
California. His father
had the mining fever.
The youngster was
raised in Oakland. His
first experience before
an audience was. during
his attendance at
Brayton College, in
that city. His work
in dramatic and comedy readings attracted
attention. Later the
collegeformed was
into the transDietz
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industry. In addition to the Senator, his political lieutenants Oscar Noll and W. J. Sadlier were there to aid in the
conference. It was finally decided to hold the main meeting
on Tuesday, May 14, when it was hoped a sufficient number of film men would be present to make a more representative showing.

Goldwyn Again Signs Mabel Normand

Samuel
Goldfish, on Eve of Departure
for Tour to Coast,
Announces Engagement of Player on Long Contract.
SAMUEL GOLDFISH, president of Goldwyn Pictures, departed for California May 9, to be gone several weeks,
happy in the knowledge that Mabel Normand will continue as a Goldwyn star for a term of years. Miss Normand's former contract still had quite a time to run, but
Goldwyn wished to have this favorite in its productions for
an even longer period.
Miss Normand, being contented in her Goldwyn alliance,
consented to a new contract of even longer duration than
her pleased
first "one,toand
now that
all of
the bigger
selling productions
agencies of lie
Goldwyn
are
know
even
ahead
in the future for her under the Goldwyn imprint.
"Miss Normand has borne out every prediction we made
for her even before she had made her first Goldwyn production," said Mr. Goldfish. "We predicted that she would
surprise her audience of admirers by being a brilliant dramatic actress instead of merely a comedienne. In Goldwyn
she has developed a new personality that combines her
former graces as a comedienne with dramatic power that
we knew she had. I am especially happy that Miss Normand has signed a new contract with Goldwyn for a term
of years, for I know that she is' once more at the flood tide
of Mr.
popularity
all parts
Goldfishin goes
firstoftothe-.world."
Los Angeles, after which he
will visit the principal cities of the west and mid-west. He
will see all of the. big exhibitors and many of the smaller
ones in those sections of the -country. It is the fixed policy
of the Goldwyn organization" to have its offices and execuOpera House, and singtives jnake frequent trips -to visit exhibitors and know at
ularly enough it fell to
Mr. Bassett to open it first hand -the local conditions under which theaters are
'oper-ated-irh all parts-of-the country.
in "His Last Legs."
This, is Mr. Goldfish's first trip to the Pacific coast in
M
r
.
Bassett's
first
Russell Bassett.
eighteen months, his -last- visit there being signalized by the
theatrical engagement
signing of Mae Marsh, as the first Goldwyn star to be anwas at the Old Opera
nounced, and Mabel Normand — the first artists who entered
House, Washington street, San Francisco. He was in the
his mind at. the time of planning and launching the Goldoriginal Hooley's stock company of Chicago with James
wyn company.O'Neill and William H. Crane. He played with Edwin Booth,
Joseph Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle," E. A. Sothern, Lester Wallack, Maggie Mitchell, Mrs. John Drew and Joe K.
Indianapolis Exchanges Hit by Ordinance
Emmett among others.
City Council Rules That No Film Distributor May Be Located
On the screen Mr. Bassett played with the Biograph, Ediin Building Where Public Congregate.
son, Yankee, Pathe, Imp, Reliance and Nestor companies
ONE local Indianapolis film exchange will have to change
before joining the Famous Players. It was nearly eight
quarters, and it is likely that a few others will have to
years ago when he joined the Nestor company, when its
begin some remodeling and reconstruction work or
studio was at Staten Island. Later the company was abmove from their present locations as a result of the action
sorbed by the Universal and Mr. Bassett remained with the
organization.
of the city council at its meeting, May 6, when by a unanimous vote it passed the ordinance regulating the storing,
About four years ago Mr. Bassett was engaged by the
handling and manufacture of motion picture films.
Famous Players, for which company he skillfully interpreted
This is the same measure to which Edward G. Sourbier,
a wide variety of roles. A record of two engagements covering eight years is an unusual one for a screen player. Mr.
owner of the Keystone and Palms theaters, and a delegation of film men strenuously objected at a meeting of the
Bassett will be mourned by a host of friends.
finance committee of the council a few weeks ago. The
film men said at that time that they were perfectly willing
Penrose Discusses Censorship With Film Men to comply with any reasonable regulations and they submitted an amendment which would make the measure retroInfluence of Ward Leaders on Pennsylvania Censorship Deactive, but the council apparently paid little attention to
plored— Meeting Called for May 14.
their pleas. At least the ordinance was passed as it was
discussed
nia,
originallv drawn.
SENATOR BOIES PENROSE, of Pennsylva
the evils of a politically controlled state board of cenAs a result of the passage of the measure, the Mutual Film
Corporation will have to move its exchange from the rooms
sors with a group of film men at a preliminary meetingheld in the Senator's offices in Philadelphia on Friday, May
above the Keystone theater. This provision stipulates that
10, and appeared anxious to get down to some basis upon
no film exchange may maintain headquarters in a building
which he could work out plans that would be a betterment
where the public congregates. The Mutual company is the
lessee of the rooms above the Keystone theater, owned by
to the industry for the future. Matters pertaining to the
.
Mr. Sourbier.
methods employed by the present board in censoring pictures revealed the fact that most of the reviewing of the
affect
will
doubt
no
which
That section of the ordinance
film was done by subordinates appointed chiefly through
other local exchanges says that every owner, proprietor,
the influences of ward leaders and who had proved themmanager or user of any building now occupied or used for
selves incompetent in a great many ways. It also was statthe storage, handling, repair or use of motion picture films
that
the
inspected
rarely
very
board
the
of
members
the
ed
or like products, shall within 120 days from the taking effect
films themselves, thereby depending entirely upon the
of this ordinance, remodel, reconstruct, repair or alter such
opinions of their subordinates.
building so as to comply with all the conditions of the
Owing to the meeting having originally been set for Saturordinance, and such owner, proprietor, manager or occupant, shall not be liable for any of the penalties prescribed
day, May 12, and later changed to Friday, May 10, the confusion which resulted in the mix-Up of the dates brought
in this ordinance until the expiration of 120 days from the
takinc: effect thereof.
• out only a small percentage of the prominent men in the
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"Intolerance" in Mexico
An

Artistic

Outrage

Committed
by the
the Picture.

Local

"Owners"

of

SAYS
the "Semana
Cinematografica,"
a weely trade paper
published
in Mexico
City:
With a great deal of surprise we heard from a
friend yesterday that the owners of "Intolerance"
were already "properly arranging" the picture so
that it would be "appreciated" by the Mexican public.
We saw the play after it had been "arranged" by
its wise owners, and can find no words strong enough
to protest against the artistic outrage that has been
perpetrated. The "arrangement" consists in a complete separation of the four themes that had a
parallel and logical development in "Intolerance,"
with the result that the philosophical idea on which
Griffith's
eliminated. masterpiece is based has been entirely
The picture exhibited now under the
name of "Intoltrance" is something very different
from Griffith's conception. ... As films of doubtful origin have been purchased in the past without
compunction, so the importers have not hesitated in
this case to destroy one of the most powerful photoplays ever produced.
If "Intolerance" does not succeed in Mexico, its
failure will not be due to lack of proper appreciation
on the part of the public.
. . .
Leaving out the artistic question entirely — we presume
the man exploiting the film saw a chance of making four
rentals out of one and grasped it without giving the matter
further thought — how did "Intolerance" get into Mexico?
A representative of the Epoch Producing Corporation,
which controls the domestic and foreign rights on the picture, told the writer over the telephone that no copies had
been sold to Mexico or any other Latin-American country.
Then, who bought the picture? This would not be hard
to find by writing to Mexico.
But, who sold it here?
And why, in the name of common sense, has it not been
sent already to all the big Latin-American markets?
Have the producers made up their minds to wait until
duped or pirated copies have invaded those territories ; or
is this particular film similar to good wine, that ripens and
its value increases with age?

Cromelin Against Duping Privileges
Claims

That

the

Effect

Would
Be
Industry.

Harmful

to the

tation
for' all timefor byjust
showing
territory
a few prints
months?with poor photography
fact, it is this very difference in the appearance of
and genuine positives on the screen that has heretobeen the
buyer'scompetitors,
surest protection.
It has forebeen
easylegitimate
for him toforeign
locate illicit
because
any child could tell a duped positive from a genuine positive. Are foreign buyers going to voluntarily reject this
simple means of protection? And going back to the American manufacturer, can he afford to let his reputation for
good photography go because an unfortunate shipping condition might arise and prevail for a few months?
"Can he afford, with his big investment in films, to bring
the day of the duper and duping back? I think I can answer for most American manufacturers when I say that they
would rather not receive a penny from a market for a few
months, than sponsor an evil in that market that might
well destroy their prospects for all time. I am sure that the
average American manufacturer will say: 'If the Government cannot spare space in its ships for rm- negatives, I
will be patriotic enough to lose some money for the time
being by totally staying out of that particular market.
Under no circumstances will I, to hold that market, allow my
pictures to be duped. Rather would I wait until the Government allows me to make shipments again.'"
in his
"In
duped

Norwegian Production of Moving-Picture Films.
According to Ralph A. Boernstein, U. S. vice-consul at
Christiania, there exists but one Norwegian film-producing
concern — the Christiania Film Co., AS., of Christiania. This
firm has released several small dramas, but it can scarcely
be said that its productions thus far would warrant an attempt to exploit them in the United States. The American
film of today is so far superior to most foreign productions
that they are demanded by the Norwegian public far beyond any films made in this or, in fact, any other European
country, and a large percentage of the pictures shown there
are of American make.
Norwegian scenic and educational films would probably
be acceptable to American releasing companies, though it is
stated that little profit is to be derived from pictures of this
character, as the releasing companies seldom pay more than
50 cents per foot and usually accept only a small portion of
the
film. are
• several film-producing companies in Sweden and
There
Denmark, among which are the Swedish Biograph of Stockholm; the Hasselblade Co., of Goteborg; and the Nordick
Film Co., of Copenhagen.

Whole

ASKED if lie looked with any approval on the recent
suggestion to American manufacturers that the privilege to "dupe" their pictures may have to be extended
to European buyers because of embargo conditions, president Paul H. Cromelin, of Inter-Ocean Film, replied in the
negat ive.
"The danger of such a practice cannot be too strongly emphasized," says Mr. Cromelin in a statement to the World.
"It is very hard to control the duping of prints, once such a
course is generally adopted. It is foolish to Feel that there
are any safeguards for the American manufacturer, for
there ma\ be no end to the duping operations, and how can
the American manufacturer maintain a secret service toree
in foreign countries to watch the welfare of his product?
"And .suppose illicit dupers of prints were spotted — what
manufacturer can go to the expense of engaging legal talent
abroad for each separate prosecution? Even it" complete
embargo comes, the manufacturer with foresight will decline to extend any such privilege to the foreign buyer. The
foreign buyer himself loses out by such a practice, because
illegally duped prints will constantly drop out to compete
with Ins so-called legally duped ones. Not only that, but
there will be a very great difference in the looks of the
picture on the screen,
Is the buyer going to risk his repu-

Guatemala 'Quake in Pictures.
C. C. announces
Moody, sole
for about
The Pryer
Pictures,
of NewYork,
thatagent
he is
to release
a series
of
pictures taken in Guatemala after the recent earthquake.
A cameraman of the Pryer company has been in Guatemala since last December and has taken many interesting
views in and around the capital and of the volcano that
caused the disaster.
As recorded in the daily press, ninety per cent, of the
buildings
in Guatemala
City, including
the the
famous
palace and
the old cathedral,
one of
mostPresident's
imposing
structures in Central America, were razed to the ground by
the seismic convulsions.
The views will be released by Mr. Moody as a series of
single-reel scenics and educational subjects.
Among the Exporters.
K. B. Clarendon, head of the K. B. Clarendon Feature Film
Company, and who claims to have played with James A.
Heine, Richard Mansfield, Andrew Mack and Chauncey
Olcott, has a very interesting advertisement in one of the
Spanish periodicals published in this town. Part of it reads
as follows: ". . . but today that for five dollars a week,
and in the space of six short weeks anyone can initiate him-
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self into this profitable mot inn picture art, we cannot understand how those who noblj aspire to ■ future which will
redeem them from the slavery of the office or the hardships of manual labor have not come to us in hundreds."
Very enticing. We ourselves are tired of the "slavery of
the office" and have had a sneaking suspicion for some time
that, with a little practice, we might carve a name for onrselves before the camera. It would not be a bad idea to
Consult Senor Clarendon, particularly at the small cost of
"five dollars a week for six* short
* * weeks."
Probably the first full freight car shipment of Americanle carbons ready for unloading at an "American
Port"
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posed of Paramount, Vitagraph and other Amerii an made
pictures) throughout the peninsula.
* * »
An agitation in favor of the censorship of moving picturei
is m progress in Mexico.
As far as tin- cinematographic
business i- concerned) what they need down there are modern copyright laws that will afford real protection to all
branches of the industry, and as stringent censorship as
possible of the prevailing purchasing methods.
* * *
M. Monat, director and owner of the Monatfilm, through
an announcement recently published in the French trade
papers, states that lie is the sole owner of the rights on
"lest We Forget" for the following countries: Prance.
Switzerland, Spain. Portugal, Belgium, Scandinavia, Egypt,
Balkans, Africa, China and Japan. According to the advertisement in question, the deal was closed direct with Count
Cippico, of New York.
* * *
Max

Glucksman, the Argentinian importer, has just released in Buenos Aires the fifth picture produced by Chaplin

* * Immigrant."
under his Mutual contract —* "The
About 70 per cent, of the advertising space carried by the
French trade papers that have reached this office in the past
month is devoted to American-made photoplays.
* * *
"The Barrier" has just been released on the French market
by Pathe Freres.

A

Heavy

Load

of Light

Makers.

for shipment to foreign lands is depicted herewith. The
carload consisted of 170,000 Speer Carbons for consignment
to Spain, China, Manila, Dutch East Indies, Peru, Chile, Argentine. Uruguay and Paraguay. The Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation, through Eugene H. Kaufmann, manager of its
export department, made these sales, which have attracted
keen interest in the trade.

* * *

Sidney Garrett, president of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., announces that he will open additional offices on the same floor
now occupied by his firm in the Godfrey Building. The new
offices are those formerly used by the Bee-Hive Exchange,
which is also moving to larger quarters in the same building.

* * *

A picture recently produced in New York is being advertised abroad as owned by the "Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson Passing of the Third Foor Back Company." This is one
of those clear, snappy names, that the foreigners, especially
in Latin countries, love to remember.

* * *

The Export & Import Film Co.. Inc., has secured the European rights on "The Still Alarm," a picture based on
Joseph Arthur's old melodrama and produced b}r the Pioneer
Film Corporation.

* * *

W. H. Productions Company has acquired the world rights
excepting the United States — to "Carmen of the Klondike."
All requests for foreign territory should be made direct to
that company.

* * *

Inter-Ocean announces the sale of "Mad Lover"
tain Robert Warwick, and "Today" with Florence
it Britain.
These features are being handled
Ocean in foreign markets in behalf of the Pathe
Inc.

with CapReed, for
by InterExchange,

* * *

There is a possibility that B. J. Brandon, manager of the
Oceanic Film Corporation, will establish headquarters in
New York not later than early fall. The Oceanic has been
handling all foreign business for the Mutual Company from
Chicago.
News from Foreign Markets.
Julian Ajuria, general manager of the Sociedad General
Zinematografica of Argentina, who has been handling Paranount pictures in Argentina and Uruguay, and in Spain and
Portugal, will soon arrive in New York according to advices
rom Buenos Aires. He is at present in Barcelona and it
s believed that his firm has already made satisfactory arrangements for the exhibition of "Ajuria's Program" (com-

Inquiries from Abroad.
The addresses of these firms may be obtained from CineMundial, 516 Fifth avenue, New York. We do not assume
responsibility as to the standing of the inquirers, and the
usual precautions should be taken in all cases. All inquiries
are received direct by the Moving Picture World and CineMundial, the Spanish monthly edition of the Moving Picture
World.
Please mention number when writing:
35. A man in Venezuela is interested in securing a program of about ten pictures to be renewed every three
months.
Pictures should be at least four reels long.
36. A firm doing business in Panama wishes to obtain a
weekly supply of film on a renting basis.
37. A man in Santiago, Cuba, is in the market for film
boxes made of fibre.
38. A Central American exchange controlling some theaters is in the market for films. Their desire is to connect
with a reliable American firm and are willing to give guarantees for any representation they may secure.
39. A firm in Cuba is in the market for second-hand film.
40. An exhibitor controlling some theaters in the Azores
is interested in securing, on a rental basis, a regular program of American pictures with Portuguese titles.

MONTGOMERY

HARD

AT WORK

IN SPOKANE.

Under the direction of Frank E. Montgomery, general
manager of the Titan Feature Photoplay Company, who has
just signed a contract with the company for a year, the administration building has been completed.
"We consider ourselves fortunate in getting the regular
services of Mr. Montgomery," said J. Don Alexander, president of the company, "for his experience is extensive and he
fits best into the work we have outlined for this territory."
Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery have been conducting a school,
and the plan is to import stars for the productions.
Among some of Mr. Montgomery's former affiliations are
as director with the Selig. 101 Bison, Kalem. New York. Mutual and Universal companies and he has produced more than
500 photoplays.
WILLIAM

P. S. EARLE

JOINS

WORLD

PICTURES.

William P. S. Earle has affiliated himself with the directorial staff of World Pictures. He has been assigned to direct Miss Barbara Castleton. Mr. Earle's first World production will be "The Blood of the Trevors," written by
Maravene Thompson.
Mr. Earle has had a career in motion pictures of marked
variety. After his graduation from Columbia University he
devoted himself to writing stories and plays. He then became a cameraman with the Vitagraph company and then
commenced to direct feature pictures. Here his versatility
became evident and he was assigned such pictures as
"Womanhood." "Within the Law," "For the Glory of the
Crew." "His Own People." "Who Goes There," and others.
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IN OUR issue of May 4 we published certain views of a
prominent western college moving picture educationalist,
a man whose experiences are not only interesting, but
will prove helpful to many others. We like the candor of
his complaints and publish herewith his complete letter
replying to our article above mentioned, believing that all
our readers may be benefited by his favorable comments
and also as by his criticisms:
I read with much interest the comments provoked by my letter of
recent date. If I can read the thing rightly our bone of contention
is the term "Educational Film" ; hence, with your permission, we will
still continue to quarrel — in a pleasant humor however.
I will begin by agreeing with your statement concerning the
differentiation between the educational powers of the motion pictures
in general and the educational motion picture in particular. I agree
"that when an exhibitor uses the word 'Educational' it ought surely be
within the power of every intelligent person to know just how the
term is applied."
Now my dear friend it ought to be but it isn't.
I have never found two writers of education who would define education in the same way. John Doe's idea and Richard Roe's idea of the
term "Educational Motion Pictures" are entirely different. Your correspondent does have lists of "Educational Film" as catalogued by the
Moving Picture World. I have inspected the entire list as are found
in the files we have of your excellent trade magazine. I have gone
over the list twice in search for material which we might be able to
buy or lease or rent so as to enrich our supply of film and at the
same time be assured that the finance committee would not hold up the
bill. I am absolutely sure that "Broadway Jones, "Half a Rogue," "The
Secret of the Submarine," "One Day," "Aladdin from Broadway" — all
of the foregoing taken from your literature group — would be blue
penciled, and I would have a mighty hard job convincing our eagle
eyed finance committee that these films are "Educational." I am not
the
fellow
to say they are not, but I have a "hunch" I know the verdict
of the
committee.
While in the public school work two experiences came under my
observation which has made me more or less skeptical. I fought the
motion picture proposition through. Bought a machine, helped the
manual training teacher build the booth, install the machine, and that
without a penny from the school board. To convince the non-reconcilable
I ordered a film from one of the reputable exchanges in this state. I,
myself, was a tyro in the movie game, and trusted to the judgment of
the manager to send me a program really worth while. The film came
filled with divorcees, an easily tempted young man, a preacher who
could not resist the temptation of being "naughty" when he was a
thousand miles from the parish ; hence, he indulged in a little booze
and got cleaned up in a game of "Stud Poker," as I believe the game
was called. Now this was what came when I ordered a good, clean
educational and entertaining program. I then tried my luck with an
exchange bearing the name Educational. Positive assurance was given
that all films were properly censored, and were very good for churches
and schools. It happened that we were teaching Heinie in our Hun
language class, and I thought it would be a good chance for me to
show the teachers that even the languages and literature could be
supplemented by film. I asked for "The Lorelei." Well it arrived in
due time. A fine siren, vampire, homebreaking one-reeler. The teachers
had one on me then for sure. Yes, Mr. Jackson, "when an exhibitor
uses the term 'Educational' it ought to be within the power of every
intelligent person to know just how the term is applied." I agree that
1 was not exercising a due amount of Intelligence when I trusted to the
Judgment of the two film concerns not named.
Just to keep history straight I will say that my school has ousted
• German language since, and has instituted a course in citizenship and
Government. This experience I mentioned above was long before we
thought of any war.
You are right about your correspondent being a fan. He is putting
his best licks to add his mite to the good cause. He reads your column
the mlnut/j tho Moving Picture World arrives, and he hopes to see the
school people of the state open up their eyes before many more days
have lapsed.
He succeeded in getting tho motion picture discussed at three district
teachers' associations over the state this spring, and has been promised
agiveplace
on the
Teachers'
us time
ami State
we will
put the Association
thing across.program next fall. Just

In answer to an inquiry we are glad to publish the following letter from the Superintendent of Instruction of Dayton, Ohio. In doing so we congratulate Mr. Frank W.
Miller upon the fact that he is using the moving picture
in the high schools of his city. We are especially pleased
to note that he finds "visual instruction of great benefit."
May his experience be a catching one :
Dear Sir. — In reply to your letter of April 26, I will say that we
have three moving picture machines. We have one in each of our high
school buildings. In each one of our grade schools we have stereopticons
in which we use lantern slides. Wo find visual instruction to be of
great benefit both in the moving picture machines and in the stereopticons where slides ate used.
I do not believe that I could say any-

thing further that would be of interest to you at this time since we
do not intend to extend our activities until after the close of the war.
FRANK W. MILLER.

The following letter from Dr. H. M. Ferguson of Morris,
Illinois, is brief and to the point. We are somewhat
acquainted with the work of this energetic physician, who
by means of the moving picture has rescued a church from
the verge of the grave and transformed it into a living
organization. In spite of some opposition and at his own
expense Dr. Ferguson purchased and installed a moving picture equipment, prompted only by the faith that in them
lay the secret of renewed life for his church society. We
congratulate Dr. Ferguson, and trust that the publication of
his letter will bring him the help and encouragement that
he desires and deserves :
THE CONGREGATIONAL SOCIETY
Educational and Amusement Bureau
Morris, 111.
April 29, 191S.
Moving Picture World,
Gentlemen. — We are conducting three showings a week in our church.
Making a business as it were of running a movie in the church. However", we do not seem to be "on the map."
We would be very happy to have you make mention of the fact at
the proper time and place so that the trade generally will place us on
their mailing lists. Direct correspondence to Dr. H. M. Ferguson, T21
West Main street.
Thanking you very much in advance, I Yours
am, truly,
H. M. FERGUSON.

A Bright Idea
E.

W.

Hammons

to

Extemporize
turesque-Dramatic Side of

Filmsically
on the
the Coal Industry.

Pic-

WE Hammons,
LEARN ofwith
that.Films
Vice-President
W.
the interest
Educational
Corporation,E. who
has long contemplated the subject of the romance of
coal as both picturesque and highly dramatic, has recently
enlisted the services of Director Frederick A. Thomson to
make a multiple-reeler on this theme.
William Addison Lathrop has been engaged to write the
scenario for this production, which will be in seven reels
with the tentative title, "The Romance of Coal." The coal
country of West Virginia, which incorporates much of the
beauty of the Alleghany Mountains, will be used as a background to a human interest story, which has already been
submitted and accepted. Miss Caroline Gentry, a native of
those regions, has collaborated with Mr. Lathrop in the
making of the story.
This subject is of special interest at the present time.
Trans-Alleghany mines have been working practically at
half-time when they ought to have been speeded up to topnotch production in view of military requirements and next
winter's domestic needs. A worse coal famine than last
year is predicted unless conditions are remedied.
The reason of the half-time production is car shortage.
The
cry goes
all facilities
over WestforVirginia
: "Give
us carsthe1"
Operators
haveup no
storage,
and when
regular supply of cars to transport the coal from the mines
is interfered with work at the mining camps stop. Then
labor is diverted to other industries, and the future of the
coal industry is threatened.
The whole allied world is dependent on the normal cycle
of continuous mine production, regular, unceasing transportation and the consequent storage of abundant supplies
at tidewater and in the vicinity of munition plants. For
patriotic and commercial reasons operators and miners are
anxious to do their utmost.
Among the gifts of coal to humanity are not only the
conventional light, heat and power, but explosives, dyes,
chemicals, medicines, preservatives and the myriad products
of carbon. "The Romance of Coal" will show incidentally
to its story the methods of production, the nature of the
economic processes and the life of the working people.
Director Thomson, who is now selecting the cast, will go
with his company to Charleston, W. Va., late this month,
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and with this ,i> his headquarters will pick out the most
salient scenes for the picture.

The Sugar-Coated PHI
Herbert F. Sherwood
Points to Truths Regarding Informational Films and Suggests Suitable Combinations.

ACCORDING to Herbert F. Sherwood, of the National
Board of Review, the word "education" does not
suggest anything stirring to the youth who comes in
daily contact with it. To him it is like unadulterated
quinine. A piece of apple pie has been found in the days
antedating sugar-coated pills an excellent camouflage, for
the administration of quinine. While one may not compare
informational pictures with quinine, for they have great
entertainment value if suited to the age and interests of
the audience, yet combined with the proper amount of the
apple sauce of entertainment pictures one may be satisfactorily introduced. The environment and association are
favorable; but this is as far as one should go. The leading
motion picture theatres of the United States invariably
include in their programs a picture which would come under
this head. They
also have a The
"news"
reel. Theis
environment
is oneusually
of receptiveness.
association
that of entertainment and recreation.
Put into plain language this means a balanced program,
including a good story, a comedy, having as chief elements
adventure and surprise, and an informational picture
suitable in subject and artistically and logically prepared.
Suitability is the important thing to consider in connection
with the whole program. The informational picture should
meet this requirement through its timeliness, its general
interest for yroung people and its value in answering a
normal inquiry of youth. Logical construction of the picture would involve a sequence of ideas that would carry
the mind forward and leave a residuum of information and
a sensation of satisfaction. Those pictures which are somewhat technical in their subject and complicated in their
ideas should be left to the environment of technical training. That is to say, an exhibition of "educational" pictures
should be associated with a place where education is the
chief object. Young people should not be invited to "entertainments" which are courses in education.

"Keep on Insisting"

THERE is a well-known saying "Strike the iron while it
is hot" that will never lose its wisdom or the timely
power of its application. What has this to do with
moving pictures? Simply this, that by the continual bringing before the people the highest advantages of the pictures
in these the great days of picture popularity we may surely
mould them to that permanent shape of durability and service to which they are justly entitled.
We have all lived long enough to know that only those
things endure that have the power to serve, that which does
not help and serve humanity soon dies. Fads and fancies
are all short-lived. Fashions please, but they change and
die; nothing lives that ministers only to the physical and
temporary-, that alone survives that appeals to the mind,
soul and spirit. The true picture enthusiast desires to see
the pictures so established that they shall live with Time itself. The "Fan" may be satisfied with temporary pleasure
and fills a passing want in encouraging the growth of the
moving pictures in all popularity, but he does not secure
permanence. It is in this relationship that a leading moving
picture man, John R. Freuler, former president of the Mutual
Film Corporation, says in a most timely and wise manner:
"It is unfortunately true that the moving picture is still
largely viewed as merely an amusement, a luxury — almost as
a public vice in some quarters. We must insist continually,
and never cease reiterating that the moving picture is an
instrument of public service as much available to the common good as the Press, the Pulpit or the Lecture Platform.
We must keep on insisting until the picture is completely
recognized in every quarter. When the picture gets that
recognition it will automatically free itself of many parasites
of graft and persecution. The vast official recognition given
by the Government in calling for the aid of the pictures in
all the recent activities connected with every branch of war
service is highly important."
The Educational Department of the Moving Picture World
makes it a part of its policy to "keep on insisting" that the
moving picture is "an instrument of public service" and that
nowhere is its public service of more value than in the
service of young people and that in endeavoring to procure
its recognition "in every quarter" the school authorities
must be among the first to acknowledge "this instrument
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oi public service." It argues well tor tin- publii
when .i in. in so prominent as Mi. Freulei leads in an ■
demand tor tin- rightful high place ol tin- picture; it is also a
well-known fact that other leading producers share I
views,
Very recently we have had occasion to attempt to
convince the doubtful-minded among school authorities who
deceived themselves into supposing that picture produ
wne onlj actuated bj "commercial purposes," that hi|
ideas than mere financial gain prompted the policii
larger and more successful companies,
it is most timely
to find that it is a picture man who is "insisting" upon the
"reiteration" of the "power ol service" ill the pictures and
not some outside philosopher. The best and highest interests and purposes of and for the moving pictures are found
within the ranks of the moving picture people, they know
the value of the pictures better than anyone else and are the
first to wish everyone else to know and benefit by those
values.
Official Recognition.
Mr. Freuler calls attention to the "official recognition"
which is constantly being given to the valuable and profitable use of the moving pictures. This is true from the President of the United States down. Everywhere, where occasion has arisen for the trial, they have not failed to secure
"official recognition," and such recognition has only failed
when they have lacked official use.
W. H. J.

A Hit in the Cartoon World
Paramount-Bray's

119th
Release
of
usually Amusing Animated

Pictograph
Drawing.

Has

Un-

MOST of our readers know something about the Bobby
Bumps animated cartoons, which appear from time
to time on the end of the Paramount-Bray Pictograph. These funny little comedies, in which Bobby and
his dog Fido are the central figures, are made by Earl Hurd,
and are among the cleanest and most pleasing cartoons for
children's programs, as well as being delightful to the adult
audience. The particular number to which we refer at this
writing appears in the 119th issue of the Pictograph, and
is The
entitled
"Bobby
in the
Jam." the cat off
trouble
startsBumps
when Caught
Fido tries
to catch
her guard so that he can steal her saucer of milk at dinner
time, and with the aid of a tiny mouse accomplishes his
object. The plan, which the mouse and Fido work out
between them, involves the luring of the cat from the
saucer by the mouse while Fido takes a few laps and the
duplicating of Fido for the mouse while the latter satisfies her thirst. This plan repeated in connection with a
jar of jam at a later date fails to arrive at a successful
culmination, for while the cook is on the trail of Bobby
Fido gets his head caught in the jar, a fact that ends
disastrously for all concerned. This is one of the funniest

Interesting Educationals
Which

yet.

Include

Three Travel Subjects, One
One
Sport
Subject.

Zoological

and

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"Tid-Bits

of

Travel"

(Educational-Newman).

AN

ENTERTAINING and informational reel of film is
contained in this issue of the Newman travel pictures,
which are being released by the Educational Films
Corporation of America, and which appeared the week
of April 28 at the Rivoli theatre. The first scene shows a
quaint water wheel in Japan, followed by a picturesque
view of a stream in which gold fish abound, and which are
so tame that they take their food from the hand of a pretty
Japanese maiden. Then the scene changes to Nara, where
we watch schoolboys undergoing strenuous physical training. The narrow streets in the Fifth avenue section of
Pekin, China, and also streets in Canton are shown, drawing attention to the modern Chinaman without his queue.
The Philippine Islands come next, presenting a group of
infants, and, finally, Hawaii with its various types. The
latter presents some interesting scenes on the sheep farming industry.
"Picturesque
Wales"
(Pathe).
The Rivoli presented, during the week of April 28, some
beautiful scenes photographed in Wales by the Pathe
cameraman. These scenes have been artistically colored,
and are indeed a feast to the eye. Llangollen with its picturesque dwellings, including the Abbey of Via de Crucia,
will interest the architect as well as other lovers of the
beautiful.
Then there are delightful pastoral scenes — fish-
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* * *

"Our Egypt of the Southwest" (Educational).
One of the most interesting reels of pictures which come
under the educational or informational class consists of
scenes taken among the Indians of the Southwest. Here
we see the stately Navajos and also the Hopis plying those
arts and industries which they have followed for centuries.
Pottery making is one of the most attractive of these. The
making of the Navajo blankets is also a feature of the
picture.
* * *
"Ingenious Insects" (Paramount-Bray).
The 118th release of the Pictograph includes one of the
most fascinating insect studies that one could imagine. The
"Trap-Door Spider" is the subject of the picture, and closeups are shown of this remarkable little insect, which not
only betrays large intelligence in choosing a place for its
home, but also understands the art of camouflage. This
spider burrows into the ground in a diagonal fashion, weaving at the bottom of its nest a soft blanket for its bed. It
also equips its home with an invisible trap door on the
surface of the ground. This will be found not only informational, but entertaining.
* * *
"Rod and Reel Champions" (Paramount-Bray).
An interesting subject appearing in the 119th release of
the Pictograph presents a bevy of skilled casters of the
bait. Trials of skill have been photographed and the various
points which prove the excellence of the feats accomplished, are explained.

All About Our Navy
"Your

Fighting
Navy at Work
and Play" About
to
Released by the Educational Films Corporation of
America.

Be

THE good right arm of Uncle Sam's fighting forces —
the Navy — will soon be presented by the Educational
Films Corporation of America in a series of spectacular motion pictures called "Your Fighting Navy at
Work and Play." The pictures, the taking of which has
been completed, are now being titled with the co-operation of Lieutenant Henry Reuterdahl of the United States
Navy. Mr. Reuterdahl is not only a celebrated marine
artist, but also one of the foremost experts on the strength,
resources and offensive powers of the world's navies. His
contributions to magazines on military and naval preparedness attracted wide attention, and he was brought into the
department to help in the patriotic work along with Lieutenant Wells Hawks and other writing experts.
The aim of the pictures is to show the ships and the
service as they are today, keyed up to the highest efficiency
in the struggle with the submarine and likewise for the
naval Armageddon that is bound to come with the German
High Sea Fleet before the close of the war. The series will
thus be very different from a set of peace-time navy pictures, for every form of fighting activity is illustrated — the
mighty guns at work, the battle evolutions of the fleet, the
work of the submarines and destroyers, the firing of torpedoes and the building up of smoke screens.
Other units of the series will illustrate the life of the
Bluejacket, both afloat and ashore. Kinsfolk of the fighting forces want to know what the boys are doing at work
and at play. These films will set forth not only the marvels
of disciplined effort, but the recreations of the sailor and
the lighter sides of life on shipboard.

Making Ribbon of New Design
Substituting Bird Designs on Ribbons in Place of the Barbarous Custom of Decorating
With Dead Birds
or Their Plumage.
IN the Universal Screen Magazine No. 72, which will be
released on May 24, is a timely subject which is of
unusual interest. This deals with the manufacture of
ribbon of the latest design, and the copying of designs from
bird groups in the Museum of Natural History.
When we see tin- trouble to which the designer must go
to obtain the proper article for the manufacturer, and the
time and material consumed in transferring the design to a
copper plate previous to actually printing the ribbon, we
are not surprised at the high price of these beautiful
articles, which combine beauty of color with other
attributes. This subject also includes the draping of a
ribbon gown, as well as the trimming of a hat.
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ITEMS
OF INTEREST.
A new exchange has been opened in Syracuse by E. W.
Hammons, of the Educational Films Corporation, with A. H.
Westfall acting in the capacity of manager. Residents of
that district will no doubt be glad to learn of this fact,
which will place them in close touch with some of the best
educational and semi-educational
* * * films on the market.
The following are longer dramatic pictures for the family
and for young people, which have been used successfully
for special programs in theatres :
K. E. S. E.— "The Unbelievers," "Ruggles of Red Gap";
Metrcj — "Breakers Ahead," "The Brass Check," "Lest We
Forget"; Mutual — "A Bit of Jade," "Powers That Prey";
Paramount — "Rich Man, Poor Man," "One More American,"
"Son of Democracy" series, "The Tiger Man," "The Bluebird," "Love Me," "Huck and Tom," "His Majesty, Bunker
Bean"; Pathe — "The Naulahka," "The Great Adventure";
Select — "Over There"; Triangle — "Faith Endurin'"; Universal— "Hungry Eyes," "Thieves' Gold," "Fast Company";
Vitagraph — "The Fighting Trail"; National Film Corporation— "Tarzan of the Apes."* * *
Two pictures of unusual natural history interest were
pre-released by the Educational week of May 5 in "The
Ice Age," at the Rialto, and "Adaptation," at the strand.
Robert C. Bruce, in "The Ice Age," shows how the glacial
ice-cap has cut off mountains, sculptured scenery, created
lakes and waterfalls, the scenes being laid principally in
the Glacier National Park in Montana. The Raymond Ditmars animal picture, "Adaptation," illustrates the extremes
of development whereby wild creatures have been fitted
for their place on the globe. Both "The Ice Age" and
•"Adaptation" will be generally released on May 12.

Metro Engages Pageant Specialist
Its President Believes Recruits Drawn from Different Walks
of Life Add Value and Variety to Screen Stories.
AN

artist and student of modern pageantry has been
added
to Metro's
scenarioA. writers,
accordance
with growing
the beliefstaff
of ofRichard
Rowland,in
Metro's president, that the motion picture, the latest of the
arts, should receive tribute and aid from all the others.
Louise Rive-King Miller Boyer is the latest acquisition to
the colony of scenario writers preparing productions for
Metro stars. Mrs. Boyer has studied painting in Paris, and
pageantry in America, the latter under the tutelage of Thomas
Wood Stevens, who is authority on this new development of
artistic and civic life. Mrs. Boyer brings to the screen a
sense of pictorial values developed in the arrangement of
color, form and mass groupings in the art-processions she
has directed, as well as in the study of the world's greatest
paintings. She has specialized in decorative design, and her
ability in this direction will be fully utilized in the making
of Metro pictures.
The stage, the newspaper world, playwriting and civil
engineering have contributed to Metro's scenario staff.
Luther Reed is the department's civil engineer. The stage is
represented by June Mathis and by Katharine Kavanaugh.
Albert Shelby Le Vino brings the exact mental habits of
the trained newspaperman to the service of the screen.
on the New
He has had more than fifteen years'andexperience
other leading dailies,
York Times. New York American
and is also a prolific writer of articles and short stories.
Charles A. Tavlor is the "melodrama king" who presented
such thrillers as "From Rags to Riches" and "The White
of Japan," and with heart-dramas like "\osemite
Tigress
and
"The Queen of the Highway."
Alice Solis in Metro's New York studio has devoted all
her attention, since completing her education, to the writtinuitv.
ing of motion picture plays and technical work such as con"CUPID" IS ALSO A STAGE HIT.
season has
hits of the New York dramatic
the
of
One
Marie, who just^previously
been scored by little Bonnie
filse
nlaved the role of Cupid in the Edwin Bower Hesser film
es
who
girl
little
The
Venus."
of
Triumph
"The
spectacle.
deiti
Olympian
of
photoplay
the
in
Cupid
as
work
splendid
called forth the highest praise of critics, is now playing in
support of Chauncey Olcott in "Once Upon a Time, which
has just made its New York premiere.
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Sound

Sense

from

Steve.

STBJVK F.\Ki;.\i{. of the Casino, ki Dorado, til., Bends In a letter
so full of sound sense (hat we wish we might take it over the
country and force every weak-kneed exhibitor in the nation to
listen to it and understand. With hundreds ol exhibitors with a more
or less broad streak of yellow on their hides yelping about bad business and bankruptcy, it is refreshing to get a letter from an exhibitor
who knows his business and who knows that bad business is his own
fault, because he does not go after it and GET it. Listen to Steve,
you of the elastic spines and quaking knees, and take heart again.
What Steve has done, you can do.
Just got my M. P. \V. this morning and notice that you like
my "POLLY" half-page. It was good for this town, and that's
what I am after. I still find that the throwaways get me the
most money though : they never seem to tire of them. If I
have a good picture, that's the cheapest way I can let them
know, and it gets results.
When this war thing hit us, a year ago, I knew there was some
tough sailing ahead for us, and made my plans then to weather
the storm — get the money — and do my bit. I knew the draft
would take a lot of my very best patrons, the young fellows
who spend it as fast as they make it, and it has ; 133 left this
morning for camp, but my business is better than ever before.
I knew that the folks these boys left behind were going to be
lonely, and that I was the man to cheer them up, and I went
after them, with the result that I am getting people in my
show every night regularly that never came a few months
back. Something went out of their lives (their boy) and they
just had to have something to take its place, and the screen
at the Casino, with soldier boys marching across it, was just
what they wanted. I have done my bit by donating the theater
free for all kinds of drives, and have donated with both hands
to everything that came up. And in making up my programs
for the past six months I have not overlooked the comedy end
of it ; have played a two-reel comedy every night in the week,
and always finish the show with the comedy, no matter how
sad and grim the feature may be — when they go out, they go
with a smile on their faces — a yard long. This war is not
going to last always, and when it's over I'm going to do the
greatest business I ever did in the town, all my old patrons
will come back and I'll have a lot of new ones.
The war tax was another jolt ; I first thought I would collect
it a penny at a time, but decided that would be confusing to a lot
of my patrons, so, on November first, I raised the price to
10 and 13 cents. This was my regular admission after that
date, never less than that ; the opposition thought they would
pull a good one, so announced that their price would remain
the same — 5 and 10 — and they would pay the war tax ; my business fell off first three weeks, then it began to climb, and its
been climbing ever since. And I have been running in shows
for 10 and 20, IS and 25, and a few at 13 and 30 (got that for
The Honor System and Within the Law), and it pleased them
and did a big business. The other fellow's 5 and 10 price
helps me, for when they come to me and kick on my price, I
just tell them I am giving them a show worth all I ask and
that if they feel that they cannot pay that for a good show,
there is a show right up the street where they can see the
same number of reels I show for ten cents, and its the best
argument in the world for my show and prices. I am not trying
to make them pay high prices; it's up to them. Next week 1 have
two 10 and 20 nights — Douglas Fairbanks one night and a
return date on Polly of the Circus. Another thing is that I
am not playing any vaudeville ; haven't had an act in the
house in almost a year, and they don't want it any more ; I've
convinced them that good pictures is the best show on earth.
As I said before, this war isn't going to last always, and the
thing to do is "keep the home fires burning" and the old projector running until the boys come home, then things are going
to hum again, and the fellows who have sold out and quit are
If I don't write or
going to have a severe case of the bellyache.
send in anything don't think I've gone back to the farm — I'm
just busy, that's all.
He didn't keep
And do you notice how Steve fears his opposition? He minded
his own
his prices down just because the other fellow did.
business, stood a falling business for a couple of weeks and now he is
that
Illinois
of
part
a
in
town
more than getting it back in a small
beGraveyard,"
used to call "The
companies
concert
the old-time
cause so many troupes died there trying to work their way from the
And still Steve
more profitable Ohio valley district to the lake regions.
dogs, if his business doesn't, for he is trying
finds time to go to the
to raise a champion bulldog in between shows.

Philadelphia

Programs.

but
program
Street theater uses an oddly shaped
The Fifty-Sixth
It has a good advertising patronfour inches wide and nine inches long.

SARGENT

^jiv'.^ y' •> •> •> ^ *>« •-> •*> -^ 3g
age, but something more than the third of each inside page iH r.
for the house, and clearly marked off. As this is an eight-pager this
gives a page a day to the attractions, but where a title runs mors than
one day the double space is given to the single title. This Is a good
Idea, for it gives a certain suggestion of Importance to the subjects that
are held over for a second day, which naturally will help to build business. One objection is that the body type is not easy to read. It Is a
very slightly ornamental face in monotone, and is not as easily read
In bulk as a shaded letter. One <>< the straight Roman faces would be
better. The days are named and dated and the copy is carefully prepared. It is rather above the average.
The Amusement Parlor Is a horrible name for a theater, but It may
be an inheritance from the penny-in-the-slot parlors that preceded the
pictures and too well known to chance a change of name ; but even at
that we think we would take a chance and change the name anyhow.
The program follows general lines, but it is printed in black on brown
stock, and the result is far from striking. The black sinks Into the
brown, and the general effect is not good. Where colored stock Is used
there should be a careful selection of color, not alone as to color, but
shade. A copy on paper slightly off the white for another week looks
much better, though the printer has been careless in locking up the
front page, and the border work makes the entire page look dirty. A
little brushing with benzine would not hurt that border either, the finer
lines of which are clogged with ink and dirt.
The Lehigh Palace uses a sheet of white paper, :;'., x 5%, printed on
one side only. The days are undated, and you have to look to the top
of the bill for information. They shave it pretty close when they
announce "The first showing in Central North Philadelphia" ot a certain subject. If this is kept up we shall presently be boxing the compass double — once for the section of the (own and then for the section
of that section, and each house will then be able to claim a premiere,
even for commercials.
The Auditorium, Logan, gets out a very neat looking program. There
is nothing especially new about it, but it is all well done and attractive
without being unduly ornate or expensive. Good taste in types and good
press work are generally better than two colors and sloppy work.
The Globe makes the mistake of printing sixty screen cuts in photobrown in the belief that it will give a photographic effect. Brown is
seldom a good color to work on programs, and it does not work well with
cuts unless these are fine screen and carefully made ready. Brown and
the lighter shades of red should be carefully avoided.
The Falrmount has a H by 8, printed the wide way. Green ink is used
on white paper, and the ink is not suited to the paper used, or vice
versa. At any rate it spreads and looks mussy, and it is not a good
policy to use mussy advertising lest the suggestion be created that it
advertises a mussy house. There is too much type in the daily boxes
and the days are undated.

How

Not to Do It.

Here is an excellent example of how not to advertise. It is taken
from an Atlanta, Ga., paper, and takes a space slightly larger than
four fives.
It is one of the primary
points of good advertising that

WILLIAM
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THEATER
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MATINEE

ALL THIS WEEK MATINEES DAILY
F|ejM

\ Ihrda Bara Super-Production.
toil S50e.<HN 10 Make
lO.Ooe Acting People
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I..-T
Mauoee
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t I 30
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Errrr NicM»» 8 15
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'CLEOPATRA"
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ATLANTA
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60c Mid 35c
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the three chief points of a theatrical advertisement, in the order of
their importance, shall be the house, the attraction and the date. In
this advertisement the title is given prominence, but is slightly obscured by a fanciful type, but the house and date are buried in the
middle of the advertisement and the date is very clumsily set in for
it* "Com. tomorrow matinee." An additional line advises that "All this
week matinees daily." This might mean that Cleopatra is to be shown
for the entire week with daily matinees, but it might mean that daily
matinees were to be given this particular week, or that the attraction would be shown at the matinees only.
It is very poor phrasing and
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still worse display. The house name should be displayed so clearly
that it cannot be overlooked. The date should be clearly stated as "All
this week. Matinees daily", and the name of the attraction should be
given in the most readable type possible. The place for pictures is in
the line cut, not in the type used for one of the most essential points
of the announcement.

to Mr. Workman, we think he will let you have a sample. It works
well as a daily program for house use as well as for a throwaway ;
perhaps better, since they are almost too delicate for the latter use.
A throwaway should be more bold. Mr. Workman has been away from
the department for some time, but he comes with full hands.
Family
Rates.

Ruff Stuff.

J. P. Gruwell,
of the Palace, Grand
Rapids,
Wis., sends in some
copies of his house program with a request for suggestions.
The Palace Messenger is a four-page, 4% by 7%.
The front page is a little
too full of type to bring the best results.
This advertises the Sunday

Ralph Ruffner writes that he did not think it necessary to print
"Happy Easter" or some similar legend on thjs advertisement for the
Liberty, Portland, Ore., though it was used on Easter Sunday — across
the page and down eleven inches. There is very little advertising to
the display, but it looks well on the page, and we think it brought as

The Palace
Messenger

TUUtSUTadFUMT.UtOi

M —

IS

-WnttTHETCETM
SUNDAY.

JA.SUARY

20

Mm
llBWi

•PECM

Stela
MAICH 12

LEADS THE WATSATUtDAt.MAXOMC

-FALSE TOKUE5-

-THE HOE

much business as a thousand words of argument would have done. It is
capitally done and it reproduced well, and we don't blame Ruff for feeling proud about it, but we do not think that it overshadows this advertisement for George Beban. We wish we could reproduce this in the
original five nines, for it is seldom we have found a better combination
of scene cut and text.
Of course the photograph had to be right in the

CAU"

show, but it would be better to carry most of this text inside, even if
it is necessary to crowd the space a little, and let the front show a
more open appearance. A still better idea would be to keep the front
for the excellent house talk now run on the back page, setting this
in the same size type as that now used, but writing enough to fill the
space or with perhaps an inch at the bottom for the chief feature of
the week. Then start the inside page with the Sunday show and run
down through the week. One thing we like in the makeup of the
program is the flexibility of the announcement. There is not an even
division to the page, but the space allotted seems to be governed by
the importance of the subject, though generally Thursday is feature
day. A thing we do not like so well is the rather weak style of announcement. There is no punch to the statements. We do not mean
by this that there is a lack of superlative adjectives ; that is not
punch. What we do mean is that there seems to be a lack of familiarity
with the subjects. The statements are too general. Also there is a
certain lack of exactness as, for example, the announcement of William
Collier and not William Collier, Jr., in The Bugle Call. On Monday
nights the entire family, regardless of numbers, is admitted for a
quarter, but it is easier to know who's who in the family in Grand
Rapids, Wis., than in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mr. Arnold's Bereavement.
James A. Arnold, proprietor of the Star theater, Bellingham, Wash.,
died March 1. Our sincere sympathies are extended his son, J. Lewis
Arnold. The senior Arnold was a good showman, and his skill raised
the Star to a point of prosperity that we believe his son, bred under
his father's instruction, will maintain. We need the good showmen
now to hold together the more timid ones who can see naught but
failure ahead.
From

first place, and It is almost impossible to get scene photographs that
have a real meaning, but this one does work out well, and the dim
background of the steamship (even to the Italian flag at the stern) and
the half-suggested Statue of Liberty all form a harmonious whole. The
artist has begun where the photograph stops and has completed the
suggestion without overshadowing the central figures, and the *ype is
put in as artistically as the art work. No gush; just a few appreciative
words thai make you say "Thai's so." ami start tor (lie theater either
then or later in tlie engagement. Were we running a prize ad contest
we think this would come pretty close to taking lirst prize.

Belli

Two

Good

Singapore.

The Universal press department sends in some programs and throwaways from the Palladium, Singapore Straits Settlements. The program is along the familiar lines of the English program ; a six-page
folder with pages 4 by 7%. The cut work is badly done, but this seems
to be more the fault of the ink and paper than of the printer. The
middle page of one side shows a drawn design with the house heading,
the other two pages being duplicates of a house advertisement. The
inside three pages are printed up with the program. There are two
shows, the first, at eight o'clock, consisting of one-reelers and running
about an hour. The second show starts at a quarter past nine and
offers a five-reel feature, a Universal Weekly (which must be a trifle
out of date by the time it reaches India), a scenic and a comedy. All
of the night program is made up of Universal material, though this
is not always the case.
The layout of the program is shown in the cut.

minih the h»M

Ideas.

F. S. Workman, ol the Bralnerd, Bralnerd,
for a book marker thai also carries a matinee
seem to have considered as new as it is. The
ladies to come in at cut rales at the matinees,
i. \niES

Minn., sends in an idea
scheme that he does not
latter is an offer to the
and reads:

,

Hi n) noi ill
4 pair ol Hantkulls
I Mi«r> Hint-.
UW Vipn.'
Biarrlu!
to Midnj
Tom siftns ItK pick.
V Jollar a week
uc** vm*
nanm
0\ enure ,i>.f.i.,i

Have a Matinee Party — we will admit
any party
of Six for (Tax Included!
fide at this matinee.
The book marker,
which Mr, Workman
says he uses as a throwaway
with unusiinll\ m«nl re nils, is ;\ strip of fairly stiff paper about - by
S'/j Inches, with about two and B half Inches folded OVOr on itself, the
turned part showing
B CUl ol the player while the rest of the strip
carries the announcement
Of the play In which
the star shown
is t'i
appear.
This necessitates a double printing, but the effect is much
better than where the straight slip is used. We cannot reproduce the
slips as they are in brown on brown, but if you send a return envelope

u * ii

»^-b.>

, The liranj Caov'0> ol Iniool
Minor
The VrlJs
s7. The
I'av-in^
lh.' olWj

>e«>

WATCH
OKCH*UD

FOn

THIS

O. IIOTtlD Kiruxc
'MOTHER
'O MINE'

The house uses 2,000 thrown ways. TVS by IS, for each change of bill,
and changes twice a week. They are rather closely set. They make
a cleanup on Mother o' Mine, possibly because of the magic of Kipling's name in the land he placed his best stories in.
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Here's
a Curio.
Hers la a genuine ouriostty.
it is ■ Boat used t>> .i Man Jfork exhibitor. True, in' la over Id Brooklyn, and we da not really regard Brooklyn us a part of the real New
York any nun-.' than the Poal Offloe
anient does, but It is in Greater
Nen
fork) and n is hard to
iimi In any part oi New
York an exhibitor who uaea Doata or other

1'ICTUKK

WdRI.D

try and eduoata bun t" tin- beliel thai "added attraction"
Important a Una by many points uh "Du Da
idded
attraction" ihould have gone in a Hix or alghl polnl letter and the
■pane thui gained oould have boon uaed to batter the display ol the title,

PALACE
MONDAY

THEATRE

RARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
The Highs*! Paid Star In tho Movies

Douglas Fairbanks
The Man From Painted Post
A new play of '.tie Usual Excellent Fairbanks Quality

ADDED

ATTRACTION

THE EAGLE'S
— WITH—

EYE

Marguerite Snow and King Baggot
Every Patriotic American should see this picture
The KAISER'S plan to rule the world

evidences of hustle. It was used by D. Schaever, of Fox's Comedy theater, to advertise the Fox Cheating the Public, which, perhaps, accounts
for the unusual burst of enterprise. Like most large towns, the New
York houses seem to depend upon the crowds rather than intensive
advertising, though the large towns will respond just as readily to
a street wagon
as the smallest
hamlet — perhaps
even more
quickly.
Wasted

SPECIAL

MAE

Space.

GOLDWYN

TOMORROW

MARSH

Star of "Birth of a InNation".
and "Poily ot the Circus"
her most Intolerance"
charming success

This advertisement
of the Imperial.
Pawtucket,
R. I., is a good
■example of a double waste of the same space.
In the first place, the

THE CINDERELLA

MAN

(Miss Marsh is supported by Tom Moore)
The present day love story cf a rich girl and a poor man
A super-picture in 6 Joyous acts

KEYSTONE

COMEDY

Readwhich
whatopened
the New
YorkRlvoli
TimesTheatre.
says today
Maeterlinck's
fllue
Bird
at the
New otYork
City yesterday.
This wonderful picture will be shown at the Palace Theatre.
As a matter of fact an even better arrangement would have been an
eight-point "added attraction" at both the right and left hand sides of
the column as :
Added Attraction
Added Attraction

THE EAGLE'S EYE

EDITH

STOREY

JEWEL

CARMEN

underline stands out so clearly that it kills the drawing, and this, in
turn, makes the underline look more desirable than the current offering. Both of the underlines are well and cleanly displayed. The
second current feature, a Madge Evans, is almost lost in the lower
left-hand corner of the cut. Thirteen reels is entirely too much show
to be seen at one time, yet most of the Providence theaters offer double
features with single reels.
One for Toronto.
Toronto exhibitors may be all at sea in their newspaper advertising,
but the Regent, of that city, gets out an imposing house organ, sixteen
pages, 7 by 10 inches, plate paper. It carries a neatly drawn front
page frame, not too ornamental, and faulty only in that the name of
the organ too much overshadows that of the house, which gets but a
fourth the size. Possibly the idea of this is to give the suggestion of
an independently printed sheet with the Regent taking the front page
for an advertisement, but it is so clearly the house publication that
the scheme does not work. It carries a lot of dignified advertising,
some miscellany, and sufficient house talk of features and the music ;
the latter being played up as a house feature, and from the program
in the issue sent it would appear that the music was worthy of being
featured. Where but a single half-tone is used in an issue of sixteen
pages we think that a saving might be effected in the paper without
destroying the appearance of the sheet, but it assuredly presents a
pretty appearance as it stands.
Douglas
display.
comment
star in a

Doug.
Isn't Dead.
Fairbanks is not dead. This is merely the Saratoga idea of
I. I. Goldsmith sends it in and asks for comment. The first
is that we would not let the compositor stick the name of a
mourning border.
After we got him trained to that we would

This would have gotten the line from directly about the title (where
it crowds the important line) and at the same time would have added
to the apparent importance of the announcement. We do not think it
good policy to give so much space to the following attraction unless the
paper is an evening edition and goes to the homes so late that few are
attracted out that night. In such a case it would be better to give a
majority of the space to the underline, but we would arrange the larger
lines so that they would not suggest that Miss Marsh was to be seen in
"The Cinderella Man," a Keystone Comedy. Even the announcement of
"six joyous acts" heightens this suggestion. Another curious idea is the
last bank, which urges the reader to see "what the New York Times
says today of Maeterlinck's Bluebird, which opened at the Rivoli theater,
New York City, yesterday," adding that the attraction will be seen later
at the Palace. Instead of causing a run on the newsstands for copies
of the Times (And why only the Times?) the house might have quoted
extracts. Citing but a single paper suggests that the other papers were
not so favorable and rouses suspicion. "See what your New York paper
today says, etc.," would be far more convincing, even if not all of the
notices were as elaborate as that in tie Times.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising
By EPES WINTHROP

SABGENT (Cm4mUt sf AOtrtblit lir Eilllltwi li tii Mmlif Plitin WsrM)

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printlug and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwawayb, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By matl, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chisago, ILL

Wright ft Callender Building
Lea ingeJea, OaL
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The Photoplaywright
»»»n»>»»»i:tit:;;t»»»»»»»»tn»»»t»»»»»»»»n»»»mS;
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT.

NOTICE.
Owing to illness, Mr. Sargent will be unable to reply to any
Inquiries whether a return envelope accompanies the questions
or not.
Xo exeeptions to this rule ean be made, perhaps, for
several months.
Stage and Screen.
RECENTLY, in a magazine article, David Belasco declaims against
certain devices of the screen, never realizing that the screen but
duplicates in its own way the artifices of the stage. Mr. Belasco,
it would appear, does not wholly approve of the closeup. It is inartistic. We are quite ready to admit that the excessive use of the
closeup is not artistic ; indeed, in the hands of some directors, it becomes
an aggravation. But what is the closeup other than the spotlight on
the darkened stage? Of course Mr. Belasco is too artistic a handler of
stage tricks to turn out the lights and throw on the spot. That sort
of thing belongs to the era of crudity, but there are modern equivalents ;
the light streaming through a suddenly opened door, the illumination
of the moon or, to cite one of the most striking of Mr. Belasco's effects,
the withdrawal of the trap to the torture chamber in The Darling of
the Gods when the heroine, in the semi-darkness, is dragged to the
glare that streams from that unholy apartment. All of these are
but the stage equivalent of the closeup, or, more correctly, the closeup
is but the screen rendering of the stage device..
In the same way the cut-back finds its duplicate in the sounds off
stage. The only difference is that instead of beating with rattans on
a leather cushion to suggest a battle, the screen shows the actual
battle and gives the courier riding with dispatches instead of using a
pair of cocoanut shells on a slab of stone.
Visions are no more than the lengthy asides and tiresome narratives
of the early stages of the drama. In place of the "Listen and I will
tell you the sad story of my life," the scene fades down and we get
the story in action instead of tiresome narrative and more or less
faulty elocution.
Getting right down to facts, it would seem that the screen in these
matters has the advantage of the stage. There is lacking the magic of
the voice, the color and actual presence of the players, but in return
we get the greater flexibility of locale, the greater ease of explanation
and the greater semblance of reality once the black and white is accepted
in place of color.
Each phase of the art has its advantages and its drawbacks. To question the value of any form of literary expression, be it drama, the
printed word, or the screen, is to confess to a narrowness of mind, a
lack of vision that is far from creditable. It is perhaps natural that
the stage should dislike the screen, since the picture theaters have
drawn from the patronage of the theaters, but to offer sweeping condemnation of the screen merely because it is not the stage is bigotry
and nothing more.
It is to be regretted that Mr. Belasco looks so unfavorably upon the
pictures, for with some slight practice he could give us some wonderful
productions in which the devices of the screen would be used to their
fullest extent, but with an intelligence and restraint upon which few of
our present directors display in their work. He very probably would
offer some new ideas, and assuredly he would show us something well
worth while.
It's a Profession.
Photoplay writing is no longer the toy of the multitude. It is a
profession, and to seek to win success without due preparation is merely
to waste time and postage. More than this, the intrusion of the boob
hurts the chances of the novice writers whose work really does deserve
attention, but who are classed with the encumbrances merely because
their work is not yet known to the editor. One recent inquiry was
typical of the many who are now clogging the market. The writer
asked as to the disposal of five stories, which, by his own account, had
already been to several markets, and wound up by asking the difference between a cut-hack and a cut-in. He was unfamiliar with the
simplest terms of the art. yet he was seeking to market his imperfect
wares. Another demanded an explanation of the market, declaring
that something must be wrong with it since his three scripts had not
vet been sold, lie knew his stories were good; there must bo something wrong with the unappreclatlve market. With people such as
this plying the trade, it is not to be wondered it' sometimes editors
class all unknown contributors as boobs and refuse to have dealings
with any of the class.
Cheapness is no longer a factor in the selection of a story. The
majority of the companies will gladly pay in four figures for a fivereel idea, hut it must be an idea worth
that much
money
and not
merely the unformed plot of an ignorant or untrained writer.
There
is no opening for the untrained man at present — at least, not until he
has emerged from his training period, and this period is sometimes
OVerlong
for the impatient.
Make
It Heart Interest.
While the theaters report that melodrama seems to have the call
over musical comedy and comedy productions, it must he remembered
that melodrama is largely a form of heart-interest drama, and that the
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purely heart interest plays, if they make genuine appeal to sentiment,
take even better than drama. It is much the same with the screen.
We have entered the second stage of the war. Comedy is now in less
demand than the plays offering a greater absorption of interest. The
heart-interest play makes the strongest appeal, but since there are so
few heart-interest plays and so few directors capable of putting these
on, the chief demand is for melodrama. But melodrama must have a
well-sustained story. It is not sufficient that the story shall wind up
with a big scene. There must be appeal in the opening. And the story
must be unusually strong, for it is the misfortune of the photoplay
that a production must pass through so many hands that there is a
very considerable dilution of the author's ideas before the public is
reached, for each man who handles the script intrudes his personality
into the story. The average produced photoplay is not unlike a bottle
of whiskey which passes through half a dozen dishonest hands before
it comes into the possession of the eventual owner. Each temporary
custodian takes a strong drink and makes up the loss with water, until
the bottle arrives at its desination rather more water than whiskey, yet
it is whiskey according to the label, and so whiskey it must be.
Notebooks.
Someone wants to know what is the best binding for a notebook for
authors — as though that has much to do with it. The best bound notebook is bound in skin — with some hair on the outside if you have luck,
and bone is used to bind over instead of press board. In other words,
train your memory and recollection to be your note-book. If you want
paper, get a strong cloth ("iron cloth," we
white
somethingit to
believe
is cover
called 1,
in preference to leather, which scratches and
tears, and finally rots. Leather bindings look better at first, but they
don't last. It is better to put on less style and get more service, entirely
apart from the question of price.
Full Synopses.
Lieutenant R. Ralston Reed, who used to be one of the old guard
of debefore he joined the Medical Reserve Corps, puts the question upon
a
tailed synopses very neatly when he says, in commenting
novel to read, if not to use."
recent magazine article, "They want a will
go ahead and do something
They want all of the details, then they
else! in all probability, but give them the novel to read, if they want
it, or, at the least, a long story.
Leaders.

Chaplin calls attention to the comparatively few leaders in his
newest film. He can be funny without the aid of the leader writer.
becoming almost too
What might be termed "caption comedies" it are
will not be necessary to
common. Get really humorous action and
build up with humorous explanations.
Suspense.
Even Griffith, in his new production, taxes suspense too far at one
point in Hearts of the World. So clever a trickster as he (and like
Belasco he is more the artistic trickster than the artist) has failed to
realize that suspense, carried too far. becomes first tiresome and then
amusing. This applies most directly to the single situation, but it is
almost equally applicable to a situation strong in itself, but which is
depended upon to yield suspense out of proportion to its value.
Serials.
masked charAnnounces a proud writer: "I have a serial with nosort
of rot. It
acters clutching hands, mysterious agencies and that
To whom
alone.
story
the
of
strength
the
on
will hold the interest
shall I send the idea."' We would suggest the junkman as the most
likely purchaser in these days of scarce paper, for it is upon the
mystery that the serial depends to hold the interest from week to week.
in midYou cannot hold interest because the lovely heroine is hanging
air at the end of the chapter. It must be something deeper, and the
masked character is the favorite device.
Equitable
Release
Slips.
1'nder its new management the World is said to be paying off on
releases for the picture rights only instead of taking all rights for the
one price. Most release slips are unfair to the author, and yet they
must be signed if the money is to be forthcoming.
Hurts
Your Cbances.
It hurts vour chances of being read at all to send the continuity
but
along with the svnopsis of your story. This may not seem fair,
since it is so do not send the entire lot with a note to the effect that
vou ire aNo sending the continuity, though you know it is not nowcustomary. How to that custom and hold on to the continuity unless
vou are asked for it.

PHOTOPLAY
THE
OF
TECHNIQUE
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
A book replete with practical pointers on the preparation
of stories for the screen, answering the hundred and one
questions which immediately present themselves when the
first script is attempted. A tested handbook for the constant
"Straight-from-the-shoulder" inforwriter of picture plots. with
a wealth of real "dollars- andmation from an author
cents" experience.
By Published
Mail, Postpaid,
Three
and For
SaleDollars
by
516 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
Wrigrht & Callender Bid*.. Los Angeles
Schiller Bid*.. Chicago
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Notice.

T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, it is impossible to
reply through the department In less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mall, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the Bret and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
in neat boklet form, the second half being seventy-sis in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.
The

DeVry

Portable

Motion

Picture

Projector.

While in Chicago I visited the factory of the DeVry Corporation,
where it was my privilege to meet H. A. DeVry. President, and A. E.
Gundelach, Sales Manager of the corporation, both of whom have in
the past made a very fair imitation of a real talkative clam when it
came to sending in information concerning their very excellent portable
commercial projector. The DeVry machine was described and illustrated in this Department some years ago. and it is to be hoped
that in the future the corporation will keep us better posted with regard to their activities than they have in the past.
The DeVry Portable Projector is contained in a strong, but very
light, pressed steel suitcase, seventeen inches square by seven inches
deep, covered with imitation leather and lined with asbestos. The compartment containing the motor, the electric wiring and the incandescent source of illumination, is divided from the compartment containing the mechanism and film by an asbestos-lined metal division,
the edge of which may be seen in the picture. The source of illumination is a 400-watt Tungsten filament lamp, working through an especially designed optical system consisting of a spherical mirror reflection,
placed behind the lamp. The incandescent lamp is what is known as
the standard 6-30-400 watt bulb. It is about four inches in diameter
and its front edge sets almost in contact with* a miniature piano convex condenser two inches in diameter.
The front side of this condenser

S

two poaltlvet ii ii ii our negative, all cemented together as Is shown In
the second illustration. This lens gives a sharp dellnltlon and a comparatively large opening, thus making available- a maximum percentage ol the light delivered through the film
by the condenser, In other words, this type of
projection lens retains sharpness of definition
and at the same time minimizes the loss of
light due to the spread of the ray beyond the
aperture. The lamp itself is contained In a
separate, fireproof metal compartment, which has
ventilation direct to the outside air. At the bottom of the lamp compartment is the electric motor, which is of the universal type, hence can be
used on either alternating or direct current. Behind the motor, not
shown in the illustration, is an opening in the case. On the further end
of the motor shaft is a small fan which runs ."i.TOO revolutions per minute, [lumping air up through the lamp compartment, thus dissipating the
heat generated by the Tungsten filament illuminant. The motor Is
belted to the mechanism in the usual way, and has speed regulation
sufficient to take care of all reasonable requirements, the regulation
being accomplished by means of a field rheostat controlled by a knob
on the top of the case.
What corresponds to the upper reel and the take-up reel in a standard projector are on one spindle, the outer reel, which is visible in
the illustration, being the one corresponding to the upper reel in a
standard projector. There is a simple arrangement by means of which
take-up tension may be adjusted to any required value. The path of
of the film through the machine may be traced in the illustration.
The large knob on top of the case to the right of the handle is the
framing device. The knob on the right hand side near the top is the
focusing
screw.
The electrical connection is made by means of a motor attachment
plug on the back of the case, the same being flush with the side of
the case. The mechanism is small, compact, sturdily built and very
ingeniously arranged. The frame is of pressed steel, all one piece,
including the lens holder. What corresponds to the upper and lower
sprockets in the standard projector are provided with double idlers,
which gives a maximum grip of the film by the sprocket. The tension
is similar to that used in standard projectors, being pivoted, so that
the tension on either side is always the same. The aperture plate
tracks may be easily replaced when worn.
I have witnessed the projection of a very excellent picture by the
DeVry machine under adverse conditions of light. I also saw the machine started running with the lamp burning, the case lifted up,
turned upside down, sidewise and in every conceivable position, the
machine -still grinding away projecting a picture alternately on walls,
ceiling and floor. The machine appears to me to be thoroughly practical for the uses for which it is intended. It is not a theater machine,
nor are the makers seeking to sell it for use in theaters. It is for the
use of traveling salesmen, for use in factories, homes, churches, classrooms and work of that kind. It uses a three-wing shutter. My own
opinion is that under ordinary lighting conditions, and with a proper
screen, the DeVry will deliver a very acceptable picture up to eight
feet wide. This size may be expanded under some conditions to as
large as ten feet, with good results. The company prides itself on the
simplicity of the mechanism, which contains but four gears, all told,
and the fact that it is as nearly fool-proof as any mechanism can be
made.
For Our Opticians.
Griffiths, Ansonia,
Connecticut,
writes :
Here is a question which I think would bring in some good
dope on the optical system without over-burdening your mail.
I am attaching my own conclusions in the premises.
The question is what is the cause and effect of the halo around
the condenser image at the shutter position?
My own view is that there are several reasons for the cause.
It will be observed that it occurs in varying degree while the
film is being run, and in lesser degree when there is no film in
the machine.
The cause in general may be ascribed to deflected light rays.
That is to say they reach the objective lens in a direction which
does not coincide with any point on the condenser. For example, suppose a ray from any point of the condenser surface
to strike the edge of the aperture plate. If it be not completely obstructed it is deflected from its original course, and
will reach the objective as though it came from a point a
considerable distance to one side of the condenser. That this
actually does occur to a number of rays may be proven by the
following simple experiment : Place a screen in the path of
the rays, the exact size of the condenser image (and presumably at the aerial image position. — Ed.).- The result will
be a dark screen with a border of light like a reversed mourn-

John

sets 1% inches from
made for the DeVry

the film.
Corporation.

The

objective lens is a special type
This lens consists ot three units —
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ing card, the bright border being the rays reflected from the
edge of the aperture plate opening. The reason the rays thus
deflected do not confine themselves to the area of the condenser (aerial image. — Ed.) is that because of such deflection
they to all intents and purposes emanate from a condenser of
much larger diameter than the actuality. The foregoing refers
only to rays deflected while there is no film in the machine.
The film itself, however, is a very important factor in deflecting rays of light.
In fact in some cases the deflection amounts
almost to diffusion, the halo being nearly as bright as the condenser image itself.
But all would be well if the revolving
shutter
could take care of such a wide beam,
because
the
deflected rays, even though
they pass through
the halo instead of the condenser image, finally reach their correct position
on the screen.
(Mebby, Friend John, but I'll be Billy-be-goshhanged if I see how they do it. — Ed.)
Unfortunately, however,
these rays reach the screen while the film is moving, thus helping to destroy the definition of the picture, even, in some extreme cases, being strong enough to cause slight travel ghost.
This latter would only occur in scenes in which the emulsion
causes
almost
complete
diffusion.
(Wrong
term,
John.
If
there were diffusion there would be no definition.
Deflection is
the word, I think. — Ed.)
There is also another reason for the
halo, and one which probably is the worst offender in so far as
injury to definition be concerned.
I refer now to those rays
reflected froin the inner surface of the projection lens to the
celluloid (back) side of the film, and then back again through
the projection lens to the screen.
These rays not only help form
Mr. Halo, but they pass through the condenser
image
itself.
They carry no definite image, being reflected from a different
point upon the film from that through which they first passed.
These rays cannot be eliminated, but it is a very simple matter
to eliminate the halo by supporting a screen on the lens side
of the revolving shutter, and quite close to same, the screen
to have an opening of just sufficient size to pass the condenser
image.
This is preferable
to having
a small port hole, as
the halo rays may be mixed with the regular beam at the port.
I cannot agree with Griffiths that the screen should be located at
the revolving shutter plane in all cases, because in only a comparatively few cases are the operators advanced enough to, or able, by reason
of mechanical limitations, set their shutters at the plane of the condenser image. In these cases it seems to me the screen should be at
the plane of the condenser image.
This plane (plane, when used in this
sense, means the distance from the lens at which the condenser image
is formed)
may be determined by projecting
the white light to the
screen
and
moving
a sheet of black
or very
dark-colored
paper
back and forth in the ray until you have a reasonably sharply defined
image of the condenser on the paper.
I have long advocated the elimination of the halo by stopping down the lens port to the size of the
actual beam,
and hundreds of operators will remember
that when
I
visited their operating rooms I spoke to them on this point particularly.
I think I can see, however, that Griffith's argument is good, and that
the plane of the condenser image.
This plane (plane, when used in this
is not at all impossible that the interposition of a screen, with opening
exactly the size of the condenser image, at this point may help materially in sharpening
the picture and eliminating
tendency
to slight
travel ghost, though I do not think you need expect anything startling
in the latter respect.

Rheostatic

Resistance.

Frank J. Ke"ilhock, Kansas City, Kansas, says :
Last time I wrote I was a member of Local Union 170. I
now belong to 498, which has been organized, and has about
30 members — 100 per cent, strong. Say, Brother Richardson, if
a man gets past that Vancouver examination he certainly knows
his business. The questions are splendid. One in particular I
noticed, viz. : No. 2, under "Electric Branch." Is attached
sketch correct for the connection? It is very interesting to me.
Local 498 has done its bit toward helping our stricken brothers
in Halifax. Good luck to you and to the World. Let the good
work go oh.
You did well to organize. Hope you men are more progressive than
the local across the river in the Big Town. The Kansas City local is
about the poorest excuse for an organization I know of anywhere,
not even excepting Cincinnati and Memphis. No, brother, your connection is not right. I hope the necessity for telling you so will act
as a stimulant to study. And from the connection you made you need
to study that particular thing.
Let us examine into the problem named. We have 8 fifty ampere,
110 volt, 2 thirty ampere 110 volt, 3 twenty-five ampere, HO volt, and
2 fifteen ampere, 110 volt rheostats, all non-adjustable. We are to so
connect them, using all the resistances, that we will get approximately
100 amperes from a 220 volt supply. First it is evident that every
rheostat must be in series with another rheostat, else it will burn out,
the supply being 220 and the rheostats all 110 volt. To do the problem
right we would have to take into consideration the fact that the rheostats
aro presumed to work in series with a projection arc, hence their actual
resistance would bo such as would deliver tho stated amperage working
under that condition. See Handbook, pases 29. .".0. 81, 82 and .">:'.. Hut
for convenience we will disregard this. Voltage divided by amperes
by
110 volt rheostat has (110 divided3.66,
gives ohms, lime,- a .".(I ampere, other
rheostats have respectively
Tho
50) 2.2 ohms resistance.
amperes.
gives
ohms
by
divided
voltage
Now,
eaeti.
ohms
I t and I.:::',
If one B0 ampere rheostat has 2.2 ohms, then three in series will have
as the de6.6 ohms, and 220 volts dlvidod by 0.0 gives 3:!.33 amperes
livery or the three in series. The two 3D ampere ones in series will

give "us 30 amperes, the two 15s will give 15, and the three 26s will give
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a little more than 16, so that if we now hitch these various series connections in multiple with each other we shall get about 95 amperes.
Possibly if we figured it as it should be figured, first subtracting the
estimated arc voltage, we would have the 100. I have only intended
to show you how it is done. My best to the men of 498. Glad to know
you did your duty by Halifax.

One of the Finest.
New York City prides herself on having the
new T. & D. theater in Oakland
gives Gotham

best there is, but
a close run for

the
her

money. The auditorium is a beauty. Three thousand four hundred of
Oakland's citizens may find comfortable seats therein. "Behind the
scenes" a 20-h.p. exhaust and a 25-h.p. intake fan controlled by a
quarter-h.p. motor-driven Johnson temperature regulating system, all
of which attends to the items of ventilation and temperature. An
elaborate vacuum cleaning system removes dust and dirt, A twentyfoot picture is projected a distance of 140 feet by two Powers 6-B
machines, taking current from a 6%-k.w. Westinghouse motion picture
motor-generator set. There is a Bausch and Lomb dissolver, three
Albert speed controls, a spot lamp, flood lamp, a motor-driven rewind
and a Westinghouse voltage regulator. A glimpse of the projection
current rectifying plant is shown in the illustration.

A

Warning.

John Kortiff, New York City, writes :
A few words to warn you not to be too quick to accept a new
thing coming on the market : for instance, the new $2,000.00
projector described in Feb. 23 issue. For myself, I cannot see
how a double machine (two heads and one lamphouse) can ever
replace the two-machine installation. Mr. Robin or the Standard
Company will have to show me how even a competent operator
could fool the projection master, F. H. Richardson, or even any
up-to-date projectionist when running a multiple-reel subject.
Most emphatically it would be impossible to switch from one
head to the other without a noticeable interval of darkness on
the screen, and that won't do at all. Another thing : Does
friend Robin expect to run his projector with a Mazda lamp?
If not, then how in the name of common sense can he "get by"
when projecting say a six-reel subject. Does he claim that he
can project six reels without renewing carbons?
As to using a 5.5 to 1 intermittent. I give Mr. Robin full credit
for being a progressive, up-to-date man. Certainly this is far
better than a slower movement and a step in the correct general
direction. It is utter foolishness to set the few added dollars
necessary for repairs where the faster movement is used against
the immense saving in light and possible lessening of flicker.
There is no comparison, and ...r. Porter of the Simplex should
know that, tl think you have misunderstood Mr. Porter. He
favors the faster movement, but has hesitated because of the
howl theater managers would put up when the movement did
recommends same set with theii White a. c. Special. — Ed.K but
only for a. c. Well, it may wo.-k with their a. c. carbons,
but in general anyone who recommends jack-knife set is full
of prunes. I have tried it very thoroughly and have disyoursclf, but you must remember that exhibitors are likely
to condemn the machine itself because of the comparatively
slight added cost of maintenance, not understanding that they
gain ten times the added cost in additional Tight and improved
screen results. — Ed.l I would suggest that you recommend to
not last as long as usual. Mr. Porter is of the same opinion as
Mr. Robin the use of a long shutter spindle. A few inches of
metal won't cost much and may help wonderfully in some
eases. I see the Speer company recommends the jack-knife
set for their new Alterno carbons (Only a modified jack-knife.
lower vertical and upper angled out to meet it. National
carded it.
And so did I when I was operating. The new carbons give a much
longer arc. however, and it is possible that Speer and the National are
right. I have not yet determined that point to my entire satisfaction As to the speed of intermittent, why I thoroughly agree with
you except that I would like to see all intermittents .six to one. As
I have already called the weak points
Robin's double machine.
io Mr
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jrou aame to bia attention. The Robin win, oowotot, be made both

double and single, and I Imagine, most sales will be of tlio bIiikIo
machine, wnii Robin'a abutter poaalbllttlee i think the long shutter
shaft will not be so necessary. He baa several poaatble abutter posttlons and one Is a once-and-a-half-arouud to eaoh ploture, whlob I
same as the Bldlson Super was and the Baird la. it gives a blgb
shutter speed and thus redueea the tune lost In outtlnj aoroa
the dlasolving point ol the light ray.
Willi the onoe and ■ ball around
ray, which is the principal and only reason for Betting Ihe shutter at
to the ploture shutter the affect Is practically the same, or maybe even
belter than is possible with the -lower shutter set at the dissolving
point.
Projectionist vs. Operator.
It is always hard to overturn an established custom. The man who
runs a projection machine has, sinoe the beginning, for some to me
On-Understandable reason, been called an "operator." Possibly It is
because Jie operates a projector. In which case a locomotive engineer
Is also an "operator," because be operates a locomotive, and the street
car motorman is an operator because he "operates" a motor. As a
matter of fact the term operator is distinctly confusing. If a man
says to a stranger: "I am an operator," the man is equally entitled
to believe he Is a telegrapher, motion picture machine operator,
operator on veste, operator on pants or any other one of several other
callings in life which come under the title "operator."
For these reasons this department objects to the term as applied
to the man who projects motion pictures. It is not distinctive. It is
not in the least degree descriptive. It is in no degree dignified. It Is
not appropriate.
What then would we suggest, do you ask? Well, in seeking for a
name we shoul dconsider only such as most nearly conform to the
above named requirements. It should be distinctive, descriptive, appropriate and dignified. Is such a name available for our purpose? I
think so! "Projectionist" measurably fulfills them all. Certainly it
i6 both distinctive and descriptive. Certainly it Is appropriate, and to
my mind it is at least very much more dignified than the nondescript
This department does not expect to overturn the custom of years.
That would be too much to hope for. It does, however, insofar as
itself be concerned, propose to adopt the term projectionist in lieu of
operator in future. That is our privilege, and we intend to exercise
it. We have faith to believe, also, that some of the more advanced
unions will see the wisdom of the proposed change and follow us In
adopting it. In considering the matter let me suggest to you that
there really Is considerable in a name. The man who has pride In
his profession and wishes to dignify it as such, does not care to be
classed indiscriminately with half a dozen other crafts or professions.
He wants to be known for exactly what he is, and the man who projects pictures is a PROJECTIONIST.

Dawson
writes :

Current Rectification.
Springs Auditorium Company, Dawson

Springs, Kentucky,

Our current is being changed from d. c. to a. c, and we would
like to know the best equipment necessary for the change. We
now have two Power's 6-A projectors, one motor and one hand
driven, eight large celling fans, ten wall, and one suction fan.
Your advice will be highly appreciated.
Your data is not sufficient to enable one to reply with certainty.
You should have given cycle of current and price per K. W. ; particularly the latter. If your rate per K. W. is low you might be
justified in installing a motor-driven 110 volt generator of sufficient
capacity to carry all incandescents, fans and other motors, and bolh
projection arcs during the period of change-over. This plan has the
advantage that it allows you to retain your present motors (presumably 110 volt d. c.) and to use 110 volt Incandescent lamps for
lighting, which are standard and preferable to low voltage lamps. On
the other hand you will by this plan be obliged to waste wattage equal
to projection arc amperage multiplied by about 60. In other words
you must waste fully half the energy generated for your projection arc.
This is due to the fact that the projection arc will only operate at its
best at between 48 and 60 volts, and the line voltage must be broken
down to that value through resistance — waste. This will not be so
serious if current cost is low, but very serious if it is high. You might
also proceed as follows : Get a motor-driven 110-volt generator for incandescent lamps and motors. Th6n get one of the various motor generator sets made especially for handling projection arcs. Your information is, however, too meager to allow me to give an authorative opinion.
A Sensible Course.
Recently the National Lamp Works started the preparation of a new
pamphlet designed to be descriptive of the Mazda lamp for projection.
This bulletin, among other things, set forth the possibilities of the
lamp for replacement of the electric arc. Usually companiee go ahead,
get out their bulletins on such things as this, in which their statements may come into direct conflict with the views of this department, only sending us a copy thereof when it is all finished, and then
get quite angry when we take issue with their statements as set forth
in their new and I'm-very-proud-of-you bulletin baby.
The National, however, exercised common sense, and mailed us a
set of proof sheets, asking for comments thereon. Now this did and
does not mean that the National is bound to, or will, accept any suggestion or suggestions I may make. But it does mean that the company will know what my views are, and why they are so, and know
them in time to make suggested changes if in its wisdom it seems
good so to do. If other companies took similar action under similar
circumstances it is quite possible there would be less criticism, because there might be less ground for it. This department does NOT
like to criticise.
It only does so when forced to in line of its duty.

Jack
V.

Knife

Set.

W. Whllchiineli,
Mar.' I ..land, California, of the U. S. N., writes:
Have
read Willi lunch Int.i. I >our various article:! OS
jack knife carbon
let, particularly
as applied
to tin- i
Bpeer Altera t. Hi
"". bul I
and
now using
the modified
knife set.
usingupper
%"
cored am National
carbons,
pulling Jack
To Unpen
- II. Am
iv the

and lover B0* from perpendicular.
Bketcb Illustrates
very eloselj the ibape and position of crater,
it, I might add.
prodin K
a ivmurknblo
amount of light
l in B
been ut tlio projection
game
five years,
but
have
not
heretofore
written the depai i
ni.
Perhaps
the Condi
combination I um using
would
be of Interest :
IVi

and '.)" piano convex and '<■/'
K. F.

projection distance.
lens. 101' Get
8"
projection
perfectly
clean
field.
Will
await
comments
with much interest.
I have never condemned
the modified jack knif>
set except to say that tie
straight D. C. set Is better,
though harder to handle.
Granting a higher a. p.
for the jack knife, or
modified jack knife set, 1
hold It to be utterly impracticable, not to say
Impossible, to maintain that
c. p. at even value as
applied to the light received
by the condenser. Taking
your own set, for instance,
as your carbons burn away
you must advance the upper as well as feed it. That
is Inevitable and it is
expecting too much, 1
think, to believe the advancements will always be
such as will maintain the
crater in fixed position with
relation to the condenser.
But with the new carbons
it may be that the modified set, such as you use,
may nevertheless be best.
That seems to be the general consensus of opinion,
and who am I that I
should go against the general experience on a thing
I have not myself thoroughly tried out? As to your condensers, why, 1
cannot agree. I have no chart for 70 amperes, but the proper condensers
for 60 (piano convex) is two 6%", with 19%" from center of condenser
to film. At a guess I would say your present combination is as close to
right as you can get, considering machine limitations. I think, however, an 8% in front and about 23" from center of condenser to film
would be somewhat better. You*r arc Is a little too far from the condenser, I think, and you know light strength from an open light
source decreases inversely with square of distance.
And right here let me remark that the idea that good projection
light cannot be had from a. c. Is all wrong. Given sufficient amperage
it is quite possible to get equal light volume with d. c. ; also the a. c.
light is ordinarily more penetrating than that from d. c, but has a
somewhat harsher tone value. With the new a. c. carbons possibly
this latter fault will be modified, and If noise can be eliminated a. c.
might become available for projection on a plain but little below that
of d. c.
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Inquiries.
QUESTIONS
in cinematography
addressed
to tills departmeat will
receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mall when four
cents in stamps are Inclosed.
Special replies by mall on matters
which cannot be replied to in this department, $1.
Manufacturers' Notice.
It Is an established rule of this department that no apparatus er
ether goods will be Indorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.
Handy
Formulas
for Motion
Picture Cameramen.
Although
there exists a certain prejudice
against
the use of the
same developer for Negative and Positives, the following is capable of
yielding
most satisfactory
results for both, and is recommended
for
use where the numbers of developing tanks is limited :
Metol-Hydroquinone Developer.
Water
180 gals.
Hydroquinone
8 lbs.
Sodium Sulphite (Anhydrous)
40 lbs.
Sodium Carbonate
22 lbs.
Potassium Bromide
iy2 lbs.
Potassium
Meta-bisulphite
2 lbs.
Metol
S ozs.
Citric Acid
10 ozs.
The following is slower in action :
Water
160 gals.
Hydroquinone
8 lbs.
Sodium
Sulphite
(Anhydrous)
25 lbs.
Sodium Carbonate
25 lbs.
Potassium Bromide
1 lb.
Care must be taken to have temperature 65 degrees to 70 degrees
fahr., as hydroquinone does not work well below 65 degrees and is
too contrasty at about 70 degrees.
Edinol — Hydro Developer.
For Negatives Only.
Water
160 gals.
Bayer's Acetone Sulphite
6 lbs.
Sodium
Sulphite
(Anhydrone)
24 lbs.
Bayer's
Edinol
2y, lbs.
Hydroquinone
1% lbs.
Potassium Carbonate
40 lbs.
Potassium Bromide
1 lb.
Note — This is an excellent developer for Negatives, Films or Plates,
but not suitable for Positives.
Not the least important factor employed in the manipulation of
Motion Picture
Films is the
Fixing Bath.
While the ordinary plain "Hypo'' seems all that may be desired, yet
there are times and conditions where it fails, particularly in hot
weather. The following mixture (for all times) on account of its
unfailing certainty even under the most trying conditions is recommended :
Mix in the Order Given.
Water
250 gals.
Hyposulphite
of Soda
(Crystals)
400 lbs.
Sodium
Sulphite
(Anhydrous)
25 lbs.
Acetic Aciil No. s (one-half carboy)
50 lbs.
Powdered
Alum
I1.. lbs.
Xnlc — Remove
"Scum"
before using.
Where
mixing
facilitates permit it is better to mix the last three
ingredients
separately
in 10
gallons of the water and decani or filter Into the hypo after settling.
Toning Prints,
Where Brown Or Sepia Tones are desired, care should be taken to
somewhat under-develop the fully-timed print. This treatment will
yield a Black and White
picture which
(viewed
as such) will appear
lacking In rigor and contrast i but the subsequent toning will produce
the desired strength without crowding
out the detail in shadows,
which
would be the case were the print loo strong, or normal
Strength, in the
beginning,
in other words,
no toning can be accomplished
without
Intensifying the Image to a certain extent.
After original
development
and fixing prints must
be thoroughly
washed to remove "Hypo" before Immersing them In the
Bleaching Bath,
Water
60 gals.
Potassium Perrlcyanide (Red Prussiate)
12 lbs.
\ mmonium
Bromide
12 lbs.
Prints should remain
In this solution until the Mm
assumes an even
•Copyright,

1918,

by

the

Chalmers

Publishing

Co.

cream-color showing no signs of greyness in the deepest shadows, after
which they should be washed (for a few minutes) before being transferred to the toning solution.
Broicn Toning.
Water
60 gals
Pure Sodium
Sulphide
5 lbs.
Leave prints in this until all trace of the bleach has disappeared from
the back of film, after which the prints (and racks) require a prolonged washing to eliminate the Sodium Sulphide, as this chemical
proves injurious to everything with which it comes in contact.
Very pleasing effects on sea-scapes and night scenes may be obtained
by using the following formula for
Blue-Green Tones.
Water
60 gals.
Citric Acid
(crystals)
6 lbs.
Potassium
Ferricyanide
1 lb.
Iron and Ammonium
Citrate (Brown scales)
1 lb.
No previous bleaching is required for the above, but care should
be taken to have prints slightly under strength before subjecting them
to this treatment, as it intensifies considerably, especially if left too
long in the solution. The blue color becomes more pronounced in the
final washing.
Bleaching Solutioyi for Blue and Green Tones.
Bleach.
Water
10 gals.
Ferricyanide of Potassium
4 lbs. 4 oz.
Ammonia,
.SS0
13 oz.
After bleaching, wash, then tone blue in
Water
4 gals.
Ferric Chloride
,
8 oz.
Hydrochloric
Acid
8 oz.
If Green
Tones are desired, immerse the Bleached Print in the following :

No

Water
Ferric Chloride
Vanadium Chloride
Ammonium Chloride
Hydrochloric Acid
bleaching required
for the
Red

Water
Ammonium
Carbonate
Sulphate of copper
Potassium Ferricyanide
Without
Bleaching the following

4 gals.
3 oz.
3 oz.
6 oz.
S oz.
following :
Tones.

may

Grass Green

4 gals.
6 lbs.
8 oi.
16 oz.
be used

for

Tones.

Water
3 gals.
Vanadium
Chloride
2 oz.
Ferric Chloride
1 oz.
Ferric Oxalate
1 oz.
Potassium
Fei ricyanide
2 oz.
Oxalic Acid (Saturated Solution)
1 gal.
An almost endless variety of effects may be produced by combining
sonic of the foregoing Tones with the various Tints used in film work
(the mixing of the latter should always be done according to the formula given by the dealers in these film dyes*.
By bearing in mind that the toning process effects only the deposit
of silver (of which iln picture is composed) leaving the lightest parts of
the Image clear; the tint chosen will appear tin all its purity) only
in such clear position, while it changes the tone by interposing itself
upon the color already produced by toning thus :
By Immersing a Blue Toned print in a Yellow Tint, the Blue is
converted into Green with Yellow high lights if plunged into Rose or
Red.
A purple is procured by lighted portions Rose or Red and so on.

"Cash
With
a Kodak."
"Cash With a Kodak, or Lessons in Magazine Photography." is the
title of a very practical booklet that is number ten of the National
Efficiency Library. Twelve chapters or "lessons" give many practical
income, valuable
the photographer's
plans for
and profitable
both
to the amateur
and increasing
the professional.
This booklet is not a bulky
volume, tun we know of one photographer, one of our subscribers, who
has made a nice little income during the past year through a plan
almost identical with one of the least promising of those given. Review
of examination and crititogether with details and
questions arc included, of
Efficiency. Published
a Letter of Merit
cisms for the securing
by W. Clement Moore. Xew Egypt, New Jersey. Price. One dollar,
postpaid.
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Notice.
QUESTIONS regarding music, addressed to this department, will receive a carbon copy of the department's reply by mail, when 4
cents are enclosed.
Special replies by mall on matter which canBat be answered in this column $1.00.
What

About

Summer

Music?

This summer should make little difference In the box office receipts
of picture theaters throughout the country, what traveling is
done must be confined to America or Canada, as the facilities for
getting elsewhere are limited. The drain upon the pocketbook of the
general public, made by Liberty Loan subscriptions. Red Cross campaigns. Y. M. C. A. funds and Hoy Scouts' movement would seem to
indicate that the majority of us will have to be contented by a vacation at home this year. Another reason why people will not probably
go away is their deep sense of patriotism. Is it right that we should
indulge ourselves when every dollar is needed to crush out the menace
of autocracy? By these deductions we can safely conclude that people
will remain close to their homes this summer or, if outings be arranged,
they will be of short duration
N'ow, Mr. Exhibitor, if the people of your neighborhood, town or city
stay at home what are you going to offer them? Are you inclined to
follow the practices of past years and cut down or throw out your
orchestra about June 1st on the plea of expecting poor business?
We have never quite understood this prevalent procedure because the
theater is the loser in every instance. At a glance it would seem
that the exhibitor saves money by releasing his orchestra and cutting
his salary list, but that very action brands his house in no uncertain
terms of cheapness from the standpoint of the regular patrons.
He lowers the standard of his performance, but does not think of
lowering his admission fee. A patron having been regular in attendance
during the winter finds that his faithfulness in coming during the
time of crowded houses is rewarded by a mediocre show at the same
price, when he can obtain a seat without doing violence. Naturally
that one will kick and go elsewhere. When autumn comes again he
has been weaned away and the theater knows his presence no more.
In talking over this matter with a typical movie man we were
informed that the above argument was truly sound, but that nearly
everybody of any consequence in his neighborhood went away in the
summer and the few that remained could not make any material difference in his cash box if they stayed away entirely.
"Then why not close your theater altogether?" he was asked.
"I can't do that because my opposition house keeps open and, besides, my film bookings would not permit of it," he replied, and proceeding, added "My patrons do not expect as good a show in the
summer as they do in the winter. They know what I'm up against
and they fully understand that I am not in business for my health."
"Then why not run cheaper pictures?" we queried.
"No, I can't do that because my contracts with the producers give
me the sole right to exhibit their output in this district. I am forced
through competition to play the best pictures I can get or quit business."
"Do you realize the vital importance of good and suitable music
presenting your pictures?" we asked.
"Well, we get good music from our lady pianist in the summer
months. She has been with us for years, and if the theater up the
street hadn't put in an orchestra we never would have inaugurated
such a bill of expense."
"Does your competitor dismiss his orchestra for the summer months?"
"He sure does. If he didn't we would have to keep ours and lose
more money than we do. Orchestras cannot be used in the lean months.
The overhead has to be cut somewhere and the music department is
the least essential."
Now that you have reached this paragraph we ask you to contain
your enthusiasm for the words of wisdom you expect to hear from
us and start rereading, beginning at the paragraph "In talking over
this matter, etc."
You have reread it — Pine. Now there is only one conclusion to be
drawn. This exhibitor doesn't give three hoots for his patrons, winter
or summer. He tries to hog the best pictures to draw patronage from
the other fellow. In fact he is continually scheming to "get by" with
a show at the least possible expense, using his competitor as a criterion,
and charge as much as he can. again using his competitor as a criterion. He has no individuality, no initiative, no sense of showmanship, and no humanity.
The best theaters have established a standard performance (due care
being given to the music) and conscientiously endeavor to maintain it
through the year. They become known for their excellent programs.
The public know w-hat to expect and are never disappointed. No doubt
the theater loses money in the summer, but the added attendance
during the winter months make up for it. Nothing can be gained by
losing patrons in the summer whose places are taken by new faces
in the winter.
Why not keep the old and gain the new?
As we pause to glance over what we have written we inadvertently
notice that we are supposed to write about summer music and must
needs get to the subject.
in

W. BEYNON.
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Lei this summer
be epochal
for the musician
everywhere.
Make
his hours a bit easier during the bol weather. (let together with li ill)
and draft up some plans for the winter. Try out some Innovation! In
the music line. The pit is very hot for the players, why not place
them on the stage [1 you have one. Hy placing them out of sight
you can find out whether your patrons like concealed music or not.
The orchestra
will he more comfortable
and the newness
of the Idea
may commend
Itself to the audience.
A local singer frequently adds to the drawing power of a theater
and. as they are no! expensive, it might not be a bad plan to try one
out on the summer audience. If she's a hit you can broaden out with
better talent as the season progresses.
This year will be unusually good and if anything the orchestra
should be enlarged. Why not try the scheme of open-air concerts
played by your orchestra? At a given hour each evening, on the
green adjacent to your theater, have your orchestra render a big
overture, a light opera selection and a popular song, new march, or
bright waltz. The entire program should not exceed .'JO minutes and
could be given as the opening to your performance, which would begin
in the theater immediately after the open-air concert.
This advantage of getting the people out can be readily seen, and
the publicity angle cannot be overlooked.
By no means cut your orchestra this year. People must be amused,
and as the legitimate shows are about to close they will flock to the
places of picture amusement. Do your bit by keeping up the depressed
spirits of a sorrowing nation.

Music at the Rivoli.
During the week of May 6-13 we dropped into the Rivoli to see
what new idea Mr. Rothapfel had started in the line of music. We
found the gentleman away and the music suffering for his absence.
There is no gainsaying the fact that when "Roxy" is on the job things
go with a verve that is not found when he is away.
The overture conducted by Mr. Rapee got nowhere. The motifs were
not sharply brought out, and in many instances the music became
conglomerate. We cannot blame the orchestra for this, nor the composer. The attacks were poor, but no doubt the heat of the evening
had its depressing effect, and we prefer to censure the weather.
The music for the educational, showing the glacier effects in the
Rocky Mountains was well selected and beautifully played. The people
about us seemed to really enjoy it from every standpoint and their
feelings accurately reflected ours. Nothing is so pleasing as a scenic
played well and appropriately. The difficulty in fitting this class of
picture lies only in the fact that there is little pastorale music to be
obtained without considerable research work on the part of the musical
director.
The pictorial review received the usual good setting. The Japanese
number and the interwoven Allies theme were the outstanding good
points, but some one's foot slipped somewhere when a march was
played while the "Jackies" were dancing a two-step on the Coney
Island beach. The excuse, if there could be such a thing, would be
that it was too short a scene to bother with. The fact remains that
the playing of a march made the scene ridiculous and caused a ripple
of smiles to light the laces of the audience.
The feature, "Mile-a-Minute Kendall," required nothing but light
music and it would seem that there could not be any error in the
fitting of this light picture, yet after the explosion in the first
reel the orchestra played a hurry. It is true that the sound of the
explosion threw the household into violent agitation for about three
seconds, but the dramatic aspect of the situation seemed paramount.
It is not the big situations that need the care in choosing music, because they almost take care of themselves; it is the little detailed
effects that require judgment and test the leader's ability. The use
of "We Won't Go Home Until Morning" showed bad taste. The dominant
emotion of the scene where the mother had waited up all night for
her wayward son bespoke maternal affection of the deepest kind and
her theme could have been repeated here most effectively. In passing
we might say that the use of Romberg's
theme.

Musical Suggestion

"Mother"

proved a worthy

Synopsis.

DAGGER WOMAN. THE (Pathe — Five Reels) — Theme— Andante and
Russian. Suggest Chanson Triste — Tschaikowski. Moment Musical
Moszkowski, of Nocturne — Krizyzanowski.
Russian music must be used throughout this picture, as the action
takes place entirely in Russia. Dramatic music with a few light
intermezzos will be useful. La Boheme might be used successfully
if led up to by a number not too pronounced in its Russian characteristics. Cue sheets can be obtained from the Pathe exchange.
— Vecsey.
LITTLE
RUNAWAY, THE ( Vitagraph— Five Reels)— Theme — Yalse
Lento. Suggest Kathleen — Berg. Destiny — Baynes, or Heartstrings
The atmosphere is distinctly Irish. Cue sheets can be obtained from
the Yitagraph exchange.
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Q. Do you consider a harmonium necessary when I have an organ
and a piano?
A. No, because you have all the excellent qualities of the harmonium
in the organ, besides having a better solo instrument.

*

*

•

Q. Where can I buy some good silk E violin strings. The ones I've
been getting recently have been simply rotten. What is your opinion of
a wire E string?
A. Try G. Schirmer, Inc., Three West Forty-third street. New York
City. Wire E strings are not good for solo playing but hold up well
under a grind.

«

•

•

Q. I play 'cello ; would I have much difficulty in learning to play
cello-banjo?
A. It depends entirely upon you ; if you are apt you will not have
much trouble. Why do you want to handle a banjo when you can play
cello?

*

»

*

Q. Is there a published score for "Lest We

Forget," and where can I

Suggest Serenade—
PLAs',!^LTfE
G£MEPierne,
(Paramount-Five
or Along Came Reels)-Theme-Allegretto.
Another Little Girl from
Jack o Lantern — Caryll.
The music is light throughout and due care should
used in marking
the change from Eastern to Western life. Cue besheets
can be obtained from the Paramount exchange

A. There is not, but the original mss. score can be obtained from the
get it?
Rita Jolivat Film Co., 220 West
street, New York City.
* Forty-second
* •

REASON WHY, THE (Select-Five Reels) -Theme-Andante
. Suggest
Russian
Romance— Friml, To a Star-Leonard, or Hearts
.Losey.
Desire—

wayA. — to"Send
go about
us fullit?"particulars regarding your qualifications, your past
experience, stating what salary you want and any preference you may
have, and we will try to find the vacancy for you. There is no
charge for this service, unless you desire an answer to your letter,
when four cents should be sent
* to * cover• postage."

The atmosphere is English and the story dramatic. Big
stuff needed all
the way
through.
Cue sheets can be obtained
from the Select
SEAL OF SILENCE, THE (Vitagraph-Five Reels )-Theme-Moderato
Suggest Romance— Mericanto; Amaranthus— Gilder, or Serenade—
Karganoff.
A

society drama with a punch to it. The story runs smoothly and
needs only a fair selection of dramatic stuff.
Cue sheets can be
obtained from the Vitagraph exchange.
VENGEANCE
(World-Six
Reels)— Theme-Moderato
and
Oriental
Suggest
Oriental
Song— Kiefert, or Less Than
the Dust—
Woodforde Findin. Love
The picture deals with the Orient
East Indian with the exception
England. This gives you a big
suggested list may help to add

and the atmosphere is distinctly
of a few hundred feet taken in
chance for Oriental music and the
to your library ■

An
Egyptian
Love Dance
^Im5,h
•■.
Egyptian
Midnight Parade

.'
Armand
Pryor-Kluges
cheid
Isenman
" .'[isenman
Sebech-Roth
Hosmer

Iron theCross,
In
SudanThe
March of the Janizaries

Marche
Berceuse Orientale
Mystic Shrine
Oriental
March
Salome Dance

.Tavan'-Kretsch
mer
Delacour-Kret
schmer
Cameron
Bendix
Tobani

Syrian
Patrol
. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .'.'.'.'.'.'.Aronson
Shepherd's Serenade,
The
Laurendeau
Turkish Patrol
Michaelia
Brightest Days
Michaelis-Rietzel
Uarda
Tugglner-Laurendeau
Les
Orientales
Gauwin
Indian
Love
Lyrics
Woodforde-Finden
In a Persian Garden
Lehmann
Among the Arabs
Langey
Arabian Nights
Mildenberg
Arabian Serenade
Langey
Arab's Dream, The
Kendall
Bacchanale
Saint Saens
Callirhoe
Chaminade
Dance of Egyptian Maidens
Shelley
Danse Orientale
Lubomlrsky
Egyptian Dance
Friml
ZONGAR (Physical Culture Plays, Inc.— Five Reels)— Theme— Moderate
Suggest Eleanor— Deppon, Roses and Memories— Spector, or "Serenade— Leander.

Q. — "I want to better my

position as a leader. What

is the best

Q. I am the leader in a fair-sized town and we play the best pictures that are procurable. My boss is an independent, booking wherever
he finds the best drawing cards. His usual buy is from a state's right
agency. Some of his pictures are direct from New York, after a Broadway run, and I can, after great trouble, procure scores for my orchestra
to play, others have cue sheets, while some have no musical suggestions whatever. My position here is a good one with the exception of
the tremendous amount of hunting that I am forced to do in order to
get some idea of what to play for our shows. What can you suggest
to help me?
A. My dear brother, you are contending with the same conditions
that prevail all over the country. Producers, especially independent
producers, are most careless regarding the needs of the musician.
You can do nothing better than you have been doing, but if you will
mail us a list of your future releases we can tell you what provision
has been made for music on each release. If you will pay the postage
incidental to getting them to you we will be glad to see that you are
supplied with musical suggestions on each, at the earliest possible
moment.

*

»

*

Q. I see
manycharacter
references
composer
and sowhat
is it?to "Prometheus" music. Who is the
A. To answer your last question first, we would say that the
music given this title is usually somewhat dramatic. The "Prometheus"
by Beethoven is very dramatic, while that of Lizst holds a lighter vein.
There have been other composers who have attempted "Prometheus"
also. If you need it for pictures we would advise the two mentioned
as more adaptable to your needs.

*

Q. What

•

*

instrumentation would you suggest for an airdome picture

place?
A. Piano, Violin Conductor, First Violin, Flute, Clarinet, Cornet,
Trombone, Drums, 'Cello, Bass, Violins. Second Violins, Viola. Horns,
Second Cornet, Second Clarinet, Oboe, Basson and Harp in the order
named. If the size of your orchestra desired be only five instruments,
take the first four and add Drums ; if it be seven or more, take them in
order as arranged above.

ThlB is a strong dramatic situation in which you will require misterlosos,
dramatic agitatos, hurrys and many dramatic tension numbers. The
drummer should watch for dog barking, shots, fore, automobile and
aeroplane effects.
Cue sheets can be obtained.

Leaders' Service Bureau.
Questions Answered — Suggestions
Offered.
Q. Does the title, "The Lost Chord," imply that there Is something
musically "lost" or incorrect in the composition?
A. By no means. There is a story in connection with this song, in
which it is alleged that Sir Arthur Sullivan, while seated at the organ
improving, struck a chord wonderfully beautiful. In his enthusiasm of
development he proceeded, believing that he would remember the chord,
but found on attempting it that he had lost it entirely. For weeks he
searched the keys for this chord and was unable to find it.

•

•

•

Q. The "younger set" In my town have been pretty good patrons of
my theater. Occasionally they give a dance and want to use my orchestra at nine o'clock. My closing time is ten-thirty, and because I have
refused to let my orchestra off ahead of time they have boycotted my
What would you suggest doing?
house.
A. Stick to your policy. The man who comes In at nine-thirty and
expects to hear the music Is entitled to get what he pays for. A little
firmness and a good show will bring the young folks back.

Jimmy

Aubrey

and Virginia Clark in the Tom
"Twin
Bedrooms."

Brett Comedy,

11 1H
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Proposed Amendment of Censor Ordinance
If Passed

It Will
the

Remove
Second
Deputy
Funkhouser
Chicago
Censor
Board.

from

a meeting of the Chicago Council hold Monday afternoon. Ma> o. Alderman George M. Maypole, a memdf the judiciary committee, introduced an amendment
to the present censorship ordinance, which in substance proAT

vidi -

1. That the entire power of censorship shall be
given to the present board.
2. That it takes away all power from the second
deputy superintendent of police over the censorship
of motion pictures.
3. That a picture may be rejected only by a majority vote of the board.
4. That if a picture is rejected by the board and
subsequently a judgment in mandamus is entered by
a court, it may be immediately exhibited after such
court order. That is, the city would no longer have
the right to hold up the exhibition of a picture while
the case was pending in the Appellate Court.
At this time it will be instructive to state that when the
original censorship ordinance was passed in 1911 it simply
prohibited pictures to be shown which were obscene, immoral, etc., but it did not provide for a board of reviewers.
When the police reorganization ordinance was passed in
1914 it provided for a second deputy's office, and among his
duties was the censorship of pictures. At the same time
the censorship ordinance was amended and Major Funkhouser was made second deputy. He went to the finance
committee and asked for an appropriation which w^ould provide for a certain number of men and women to review
pictures, as it was impossible for him to review all of them.
This collection of men and women has never been constituted as a censor board under an ordinance, and they have
simply reviewed pictures and submitted a report to the major, who has disregarded such reports when they did not
meet with his personal opinion or judgment.
Alderman Maypole is of the opinion that the amendment
will be reported favorably to the city council for passage,
and it is the intention to dispose of the amendment prior
to the summer vacation of the city council, which will take
place some time in July.
The ordinance as amended by Alderman Maypole reads
as follows ;
Section 1. . Sections 1626 and 1627 of the Chicago code of 1911 are
hereby amended to read as follows :
Section 1626. The censor of moving pictures in charge and the
censors of moving pictures now employed in the department of police
shall constitute a board of censors, and shall be charged with the city
of censoring moving pictures. Before any permit, as provided in
Section 1G25, is granted an application in writing shall be made therefor, and the films, plates, rolls and other like apparatus by or from
which such picture or series of pictures are produced, or the picture
or series of pictures itself is shown or exhibited, shall be deposited
with said board of censors together with said application. The said
board of censors shall inspect such plates, films, rolls or other like
apparatus or the said picture or series of pictures, and shall find
whether or not such picture or series of pictures comes within the
prohibitory provisions of Section 1627. If a majority of said board
decide that such picture or series of pictures is in violation of the
prohibitory provisions of Section 1627, they shall so find in writing,
specifying the portions of the said picture or series of pictures which
are within the prohibitory provisions of said Section 1627. It shall
thereupon be the duty of the general superintendent of police to refuse
such permit in writing, giving the applicant a copy of the finding of
said board of censors ; otherwise it shall be his duty to grant such,
permit. The board of censors shall make its finding, and the general
superintendent of police shall grant or refuse such permit within three
days after application has been made.
Section 1627. No permit shall be granted for the showing or exhibition of any picture or series of pictures that is immoral or
obscene, portrays riotous, disorderly or other unlawful scenes, or has
a tendency to disturb the public peace. Provided that if in case of a
refusal of a permit the applicant should have the question of fact
whether or not the picture or series of pictures is immoral or obscene,
portrays riotous, disorderly or other unlawful scenes, or has a tendency to disturb the public peace tried by a court of competent jurisdiction and the trial court upon final hearing finds that the picture or
series of pictures does not come within the prohibitory
provisions of
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tlu> ordinance
the general superintendent of police shall forthwith Issue
Bucn
permit.
ctlon 2
\n ordinance passed July 2, 1914, ascending Section 1627,
providing for the i- uance ol special permits, and tbat portion of
Section 1914 ot the Chicago code ol I9ll, as amended
Decembi
1912, making it the duty <>i the second deputy superintendent of police
to censor moving pictures are hereby repealed.
American

Still

Releases

Through

Mutual.

Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
Company, Inc., in an interview has stated that his organization has no connection with the Mutual Film Corporation
save as the distributing medium for its product, and that
the releases of American productions will continue to be
made through Mutual. Mr. Hutchinson will soon leave for
New York on a short business trip.
For Third Liberty Loan, $842,000.
When Peter J. Schaefer started out to work on the Third
Liberty Loan Drive he had a quota of $500,000 to meet, this
amount having been fixed for the persons engaged in amusements of all kinds in Chicago. The grand total reached
$842,000,
and ofCommittee,
this sum $300,000
secured
by the
Woman's
State Relief
of whichwas Mrs.
Fifield
is chairman.
The women on this committee include many who are or
have been prominent in theatrical circles. Among them are
Anabell Whitford, Mrs. Mort Singer, Mabel McCane, Mrs.
Harry Spingold, Mrs. Harry Powers and Mrs. Sam Levine.
Too much praise can scarcely be given these patriotic women
for the fine ardor and persistence shown throughout the
entire drive period.
Mr. Schaefer was optimistic from the very outset, and
predicted that the three-quarter million mark would be
reached. The final amount would have been much larger —
in fact would have gone over the million mark— rhad several
large distributors and producers in Chicago sent in their
subscriptions to Mr. Schaefer, instead of subscribing through
other channels.
"The Blue Bird" at Orchestra Hall.
Paramount's Orchestra Hall season for Artcraft productions opened Monday evening, May 6, with the presentation
of "The Blue Bird," adapted from the poetic story of Maurice
Maeterlinck. The occasion was marked by a splencfid attendance of Chicago's foremost citizens, the vast auditorium
and all the boxes being filled by a delighted gathering.
The varied and beautiful fairy spectacles woven into the
story of the search for the bluebird which confers lasting
happiness on him or her who finds it keep the spectator in
sweet oblivion of mortal surroundings, and time itself fails
to find the tiniest nook amid the wondrous scenes through
which the little brother and sister wander. It is really a
dream of childhood, blissful and awesome at times, this pictured story of Maeterlinck's fairy fancy.
The accompanying music by the symphony orchestra, under Arthur Dunham's leadership, is in complete harmony
with the scenes of the production and the action of the
story. Indeed, at times, its influence was so sweet and commanding that one's spirit seemed to be borne on the waves
of rapturous sound into the realms of the strange spirits
that peopled the screen.
Every child and grown-up should see this picture. It
means a new world for the young and a longer lease on life
for their elders.
J. Hobart Hutchinson in France.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
Company, received a letter Monday, May 6, from his son,
J. Hobart Hutchinson, who is now somewhere in France
with the First Army Headquarters regiment, interpreters
division. Each of the 3.000 men in this regiment has been
selected for special duty and about 60 per cent, of them are
college men. J. Hobart Hutchinson being one of these. He
has just reached his majority and is proficient in French,
which he reads and writes and also speaks fluently. He volunteered for service, and before leaving for France designed
and laid out the detention or quarantine camp at Charlotte,
X. C. Mr. Hutchinson and his son, Hobart, were in France
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in August, 1914, when they visited many important points,
Arras among them.
Parkway Reopened as Drury Lane.
The old Parkway theater, Division and North Clark
streets, which has been closed for about five months, was reopened as the Drury Lane, Saturday, May 4, under the management of W. H. Riddle. Mr. Riddle is an old theatrical
and vaudeville manager, who is also quite familiar with
moving picture entertainment. He was much encouraged on
the "opening night by an overflowing attendance, and feels
optimistic over the outlook. "Hearts or Diamonds," William
Russell's latest production; a two-reel comedy, and the
Drury Lane Screen Telegram formed the program.
Pictures Showing Boys in Illinois.
Luman C. Mann returned from Houston, Texas, Tuesday,
May 7, having completed his film "With Luman C. Mann at
Camp Logan." He took in all 7,000 feet, 6,000 of which will
be released. While climbing on a bathhouse Friday, May 3,
in order to secure some pictures, Mr. Mann slipped and fell
eight feet, severely breaking his arm in two places, at the
elbow, which has handicapped him greatly in finishing the
pictures.
He has secured some very unusual views, among them being scenes showing First Lieutenant Marshall Field third,
of Battery E, 122d Field Artillery (old First Cavalry), building a box in which to ship his effects "over there"; Colonel
Abel Davis being notified that he has been placed in command of the 132d Infantry (old Second) ; Charles the
Great, a trained monkey, interviewing Colonel Sanborn,
commander of the 131st (Dandy First), and Lieutenant
Charles Plamondon, of the 122d Field Artillery, whose
mother and father lost their lives on the Lusitania, conducting inspection at reveille. This film will be released
about May 20, through Owl Features, Inc., Chicago.
Off for Minneapolis
Convention.
Joseph Hopp and William E. Burford, of this city, and
H. A. Brink, of Grand Rapids, left Monday evening, May 6,
for Minneapolis to attend the convention of northwestern
exhibitors. On a later train C. C. Pettijohn, Frank Rembusch, Jacob Cooper and Louis H. Frank also left for the
convention city. Lee Ochs, who arrived in the city Sunday,
left the same evening to attend the convention.
"The Unbeliever" Closes at Auditorium.
"The Unbeliever" closed a successful run of seventeen
days at the Auditorium Wednesday evening, May 8. This
has been a notable run and many thousands of people will
treasure up for years to come the stirring scenes and incidents which occurred at the Auditorium in the interest of
the Third Liberty Loan. The story and scenes of the picture, of course, will also remain with them for a long time.
"Tarzan of the Apes" Succeeds
Gerard Picture.
"My Four Years in Germany," owing to previous booking,
will make way for "Tarzan of the Apes" at the Colonial,
which will open a two weeks' run Monday, May 13. The
Gerard picture will go to the Orpheum theater, on State
street, for a week's run.
Lasky Company Returns from Cody, Wyo.
Marshall Neilan and the Lasky company who have been
engaged in taking big outdoor scenes for "Jean of the Triple
Chevron,"
at Cody,
Wyo.,May
passed
through
the city,
to New York,
Monday,
6. The
stopover
was en
so route
brief
that there wasn't even time to say "Howdy."
"My Own United States" at Playhouse.
"My Own United States" (Frohman Company) opened at
the Playhouse last week and has been well received by a
fine attendance. The photoplay critics of the dailies have
commended it both for its display of good acting and its
strong appeal. For review in this paper see issue of February 2, page 685.
HARRY
LEONHARDT
IN TOWN.
Harry Leonhardt, the well-known theatrical manager of
Los Angeles and of New York for many years past, is making his ninth visit this year to New York. Mr. Leonhardt
has the distinction of being one man who has been a pioneer
in every evolutionary move that has been made in the
amusement world. When the motion picture business started he entered it as a specializing manager and has been with
some of the largest features which have been shown
throughout the world. He was the western general manager for the Fox interests for a number of years.
In association with Fred A. Miller he is interested in Los
Angeles in one of the most palatial theaters on the Pacific
coast. It is the Miller theater and is the last word in
modernity.
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E. M. Newman Goes Abroad
Will

Record

for

the Screen Social, Commercial
Life Under War Conditions.

and

Civil

EM. NEWMAN, lecturer and producer of the Newman
Travel Pictures, is now touring the Allied countries as
•a commissioner of the Committee on Public Information of the United States Government for the study of industrial and social conditions behind the battle lines. He
sailed from an Atlantic port about two weeks ago, with the
members of his staff and a flock of motion picture and still
cameras — the first of such equipment permitted to leave an
American port of embarkation for nonmilitary use in many
months. News has
just been received of
his safe arrival on the
other side by Charles
Mercer,
Mr. Newman's representative
at the offices of the
Educational F i lm s
Corporation of AmerSeventh
aven u e ica,
, 729
which
releases
his pictures.
"I am going abroad,"
said Mr. Newman on
April 24, "to
illustrations of get
social,
commercial and civil
life under war condiin Great
Britain,tionsFrance
and Italy,

E. M. Newman.

with a view to America profiting by the
Allies' experience. I
hope particularly to
illustrate the conservation of human power that
makes
possible the
release
o f
everyto the
able war
- bodied
man
with
the least disturbance

to commerce.
During Mr.
Newman'swillabsence
tional Films Corporation
of America
continuethe
to Educarelease
his Travel Pictures. Four of them have already been issued: "The Forbidden Isle," "Our Hawaiian Army." "Tidbits
of Travel" and "Our Egypt of the Southwest." There are
twenty-six more one-reelers in the forthcoming series, representing the product of seventeen years of travel and exploration,x
It will take about five months for Mr. Newman to tour
intensively the United Kingdom, France and Italy in the
prosecution of his new work. On his return he will get into
the lecture harness again, but he promises a general release
of the new patriotic pictures by the Educational next winter.

Red Cross Founds Operators' School

Organized for the Benefit of Men Injured in the Service of
the United States.
THE Precision Machine Company. Inc., 317 East Thirtyfourth street. New York City, has loaned a Simplex projector to the
American
Cross C.forFarres,
its operators'
school recently
organized
by Red
Dr. John
director
of trade reconstruction for crippled soldiers. The school
will occupy the whole of the top floor of the Red Cross
building at 211 Fourth avenue, New York, and the instruction will be in charge of James R. Cameron, of the International Operating School, 1931 Broadway, New York City.
He will he assisted by C. W. Johnson, chief operator of the
Fox circuit of theaters, who has pledged his services in this
patriotic work for three nights a week.
The period of instruction will cover six weeks, based upon
the expectation that the men taking up the course will devote three hours a day to the work in the school. Upon
the successful completion of the course by its soldier students
schoolfordivision
the Red
Cross
stitutethewilloperators'
obtain license
the men,of who
will be
put Into
work by the management of the Fox circuit in its theaters.
Mr. Cameron is now negotiating with other large motion
picture interests and expects to be able to announce shortly
that arrangements have been made for the employment of
the graduates in practically all other big circuits of picture
houses.
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; News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By

G.

P.

LflsAy Studio Suffers $100,000 Loss by Fire
Spectacular Blaze Destroys Section of Big Paramount
— Company
to Erect
Large
Building.

Plant

THE northeastern section of the great Lasky plant in
Hollywood, bounded by Selma, Argyle, Vine streets
and Sunset boulevard, was destroyed by a fire of
unknown origin on the night of April 30, causing a damage
estimated
by the used
film company's
officials at department,
about $100,000.the
The buildings
by the purchasing
stock room, the drapery room, dark stage, used for "vision"
pictures, the tinting department, the color room and a large
glass stage adjoining were gutted by the wall of flame that
burst forth from the color department and ate its way with
great rapidity, traveling east and west and destroying
everything in its path.
Nearly a score of young women and men employed in the
building where the fire first was discovered had a narrow
escape. Several hundred telephones in the Hollywood
district were put out of service.
So quick was the spread of the flames and so intense the
heat developed by them in the first few minutes that
hundreds of the Lasky employees who rushed to the scene
were driven back in their efforts to fight the flames with
their own equipment. The lack of pressure in the water
main supplying the studio water lines was blamed by the
volunteer fire fighters for the quick spread of the flames.
Employees carried out to safety wardrobes and film
valued at more than $100,000, and saved the records and
office equipment.
Clyde Ewing, one of the studio employees, who, with
Charles Wells, Oliver Shot and William Engle, were stubbornly clinging to a narrow edge of the laboratory building
in a successful effort to keep the flames from spreading to
it, was caught by a flying loop of a hose and fell thirty feet
through a burning skylight. He was saved by his fellow
fire fighters and later removed to his home, not seriously
injured.
According to the stories of some who were in the special
color room a"; the time, the fire was started by a spark from
a crossed wire, which ignited a rack of films and passed
into the next building.
The fire was kept from spreading to the film vault and
the laboratory, but anticipating the turn of the wind, Studio
Manager Milton Hoffman and several assistants ordered the
valuable films and chemicals removed to the streets.
At 5 :30 the fire was practically out. At that time Jesse
L. Lasky announced that work of rebuilding would be
started at once. The output of the plant will not be
delayed, it was announced. The destroyed buildings will
be replaced by a huge three-story concrete structure,
housing many departments, to cost $150,000.

Goldstein Is Sentenced to Ten Years
Producer

of

"The
Spirit of '76" Is Sent to
Penitentiary and Fined $5,000.

the

Federal

ROBERT GOLDSTEIN, producer and exhibitor of the
film, "The Spirit of 76," who, on April 15, was convicted on two counts of a Federal indictment charging
him with violation of the Espionage act, was sentenced by
United States District Judge Bledsoe on Monday, April 29,
to ten years in the Federal penitentiary at McNeil's Island
and to pay a fine of $5,000 on the first count and two years
at the
same institution
the second count,' with no fine.
The
sentences
are to run onconcurrently.
Notice of an appeal to the United States Circuit Court
was given by Goldstein's counsel, and a ten-day stay of
execution was allowed by the court for counsel to prepare
such an appeal.
When Goldstein stood up to hear the judgment of the
court he shook as Judge Bledsoe verbally excoriated him
for his unpatriotic conduct. Judge Bledsoe told Goldstein
that he had not only lied on the stand when he testified in
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his own behalf, but that his conduct on that occasion was
most despicable. He congratulate I the prisoner that he
had not committed his treasonable act in some other country
where he would not have had the benefit of a trial before
a jury of his countrymen.
Judge Bledsoe declared the film was one of the most
potent German propagandas of which he had any knowledge,
and asserted that he had no doubt it had been presented
with that idea in view. It had been a "close case," the court
stated, and the question was one largely of intent on the
part of Goldstein — whether he wanted to arouse enmity
against our ally, England, or whether he was after the
almighty dollar, and neglected no effort to gather them in.
The jury had found that Goldstein was guilty of a violation
of the Espionage act in giving aid and comfort to the enemy,
he continued, and in that judgment he was in hearty accord.
Unusual pains had been taken by the court to see that the
jury was free of prejudice, Judge Bledsoe declared.
The testimony, the court stated, showed that Goldstein
had sought to arouse enmity against Great Britain by
seeking to prove that one hundred years ago that nation
had been guilty of the same class of atrocities as are now
charged against the detestible Huns.
In this hour, Judge Bledsoe asserted, he was in favor of a
common sense adjudication of our national statutes calculated to shut off our enemies at home. It was not a time
for finespun theories, he stated, and judgments based on
sentiment, but for a hewing to the line, and this the court
proposed to do.
Judge Bledsoe went over the evidence bit by bit, and
showed where in his opinion, the verdict of the jury was
fully justified.
J. H. Ryckman, in his motion for a new trial, set out a
number of grounds. He thought the indictment should have
stated how close to Clune's Auditorium were members of
the army and navy the night the picture was put on,
November 28, 1917; he claimed that as they were all at Fort
MacArthur they could not be influenced by the exhibition.
Judge Bledsoe brushed that aside as without merit. Another
reason argued for a new trial was that the film had not been
shown with an orchestra at the Federal Building, the argument being that if there had been good music accompanying
the presentation, patriotic people might have become enthusiastic and forgotten all about the vicious scenes in the
picture, but that was denied by the court.
The mention of Franz Bopp and Ambassador Von Bernstorff's names were claimed to be prejudicial conduct on the
part of the Government, and finally Assistant United States
District Attorney Lawson was denounced for some alleged
ill-tempered remarks he made in his address to the jury,
when he said that the jury ought to "label" Goldstein, and
place him either in the traitor or the patriot class. Another
reason argued for a new trial was that C. L. Keep, special
agent of the Department of Justice, had not been fully
cross-examined by counsel for the defense.
The new trial was denied, and a motion in arrest of
judgment was also turned down by the court. Then Le
Compte Davis, who appeared in behalf of Goldstein for the
first time, asked that he be allowed ten days to prepare an
appeal to the higher court, and this was granted.
After sentence was imposed, Mr. Davis inquired if his
client could be released pending the disposition of the
appeal, and the court fixed the bond at $25,000. Goldstein
has been in the County Jail since last November, in default
of $10,000 bond.
Hayakawa

Features to Be Made

at Universal City.

The Hayakawa Productions, which are to be released
through the Haworth Pictures Corporation, are to be made
at the plant of the Universal Company, with which the
Haworth company has entered into a leasing arrangement.
The new company's studio manager will be George Stout,
who for a number of years served in the same capacity for
Alack Sennett.
Mr. Hawkins, manager of the Haworth Pictures Corpora-
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tion, said the company will later carry out its intention of
erecting a studio.
The principal settings for the first of the Hayakawa
Productions already have been built at Universal City.
Clara Kimball Young Raises $80,000 in Bond Drive.
Going "over the top" at a meeting attended by 15,000
persons, Clara Kimball Young, the Select star, won the
honors in the first week of the motion picture stars Liberty
Bond sales championship contest by disposing of $80,000
worth of securities at the exposition "tank" in Central Park
on Saturday night, April 27.
Her efforts bring the total for the tank meetings, con-,
ducted exclusively by members of the South's motion picture
colony, up to $220,000. This is within $30,000 of the goal
originally fixed for these gatherings.
Several large subscriptions were announced by Miss
Young's
herself. aids, among them one of $20,000 made by the star
Other large subscriptions were: Harry I. Garson, $5,000;
Milton Sills, leading man in the Young company. $2,000;
Norman Selbv (Kid McCoy), $1,000; and "Dad" Kimball,
$1,000.
In addition to her original subscriptions Miss Young
made the offer to her audience to duplicate anj' large
purchases.
Henry Walthall with Griffith.
Henry Walthall, former Paralta star, has been engaged by
D. W. Griffith to appear in his latest war drama.
This new picture will present an entirely different angle,
we understand, from "Hearts of the World." It is rumored
that Mr. Griffith doesn't intend to have a battle scene in
the picture, but will merely use the world war as its background. Many of the scenes will be laid in France, and the
cast will have in it the principal stars of "Hearts of the
World," including Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Robert Harron
and George Fawcett.
Jesse L. Lasky Returns to Los Angeles.
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, returned from New York on Monday,
29. Mr. Lasky is here on his customary six weeks'
April
inspection trip of the big Hollywood plant. Several new
stars will shortly commence work on the Lasky lot, including Ethel Clayton, Fred Stone and Shirley Mason.
Paul Conlon Marries Miss Mettler.
Paul (Scoop) Conlon, press representative for Roscoe
Arbuckle, has joined the ranks of the benedicts. The bride
is Miss Lillian Mettler, from Hollywood. It happened down
in San Diego. Of course, Arbuckle was best man and gave
the young couple a wedding dinner at the Hotel Del
Coronado.
Tod Browning with Universal.
Tod Browning, formerly Griffith director and recently with
the Metro Pictures Corporation, has been engaged as
director by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company.
George Baker Goes to Hospital.
George D. Baker, production manager at the Metro
studios, stricken with appendicitis, was rushed to the Good
Samaritan Hospital, where an operation was performed and
he is now out of danger.
Kohler Joins Photographic
Corps.
Henry Kohler, one of the most experienced men in the
Triangle camera department at Culver City, has secured his
release from his district board and will enlist in the photographic department of the United States Army.
Naval Band Plays at Kinema.
The United States Naval Reserve Band of Los Angeles is
being heard three times daily at the Kinema theatre during
the engagement of "The Unbeliever." This band, augmented
by its orchestra, is considered one of the best conducted
by the United States Navy, and the management of the
Kinema feels itself exceedingly fortunate in securing it in
conjunction with the big military feature picture.
Gloria Hope with Griffith.
Gloria Hope, who has just finished a picture with the
Clara Kimball Young Corporation, has been engaged by D.
W. Griffith.

PRICE APPOINTED TRIANGLE REPRESENTATIVE.
C. B. Price has been appointed special representative for
the Triangle Distributing Corporation. Dan Michalove succeeds him as New York branch manager.
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Tom Moore of Goldwyn
of Tom Moore with exhibitors and every
THEclasspopularity
of the motion
picture public is being proved daily.
There is no surprise in this, in view of his long service on the screen. Cast to play parts for which he is fitted,
with stars of the first rank and with everything done to
enhance his appeal, it is only natural Tom Moore should
"find" himself in "The Cinderella Man." "Dodging a Million."
"The Floor Below" and "The Danger Game." Playing a diversity of characters
in these successes, Mr.
Moore portrays Anthony Quintard in the
precisely the same easy
-■^^^v. perfectionsumesthat
he asthe quizzical
crookedness of J i m m i e Gilpin in "The
Because
he is ayoung
normal, Game."
wholesome
Danger
man in everyday life,
h e brings the same
play with
named
qualities t o h i acterizations.
s charHe is
not too prepossessing
to be real, nor is he
/first
without the finesse
which marks the experienced artist. He is
like some one every
one knows and not at
all like any one else
familiar to the patrons
of theaters where motion pictures are
shown. Tom Moore is
like a thousand young
Americans who are not
actors.
today. He is a man of
Underlying his ease of
mannerfailing
Tom sense
Moore'sof
never
h u m a n nature is responsible for his success. He knows people and can project what he knows because he is one of them. Without
being a type he is representative of all types, and is equally
at home as a careless man of wealth as he is a denizen of
the slums.
Away from his work he is equally appealing. Indifferent
to his appearance, he plays golf when he finds the time for
recreation or goes on long tramps in the country with a
friend who knows more about the woods and fields than the
intricacies of make-up or cutting a picture.
A entsuggestion
Tom hisMoore's
Irishaglint
ancestry
ever Those
presin his speechof and
blue eyes,
with isfun.
who know him best deplore his popularity in the drama of
silence because his quaint accent is lost to those who never
hear him speak. They go so far as to foresee a career as
the rival of any player of Celtic parts the American stage
has ever seen should Tom Moore desert the screen for the
stage. But as this is not likely, as in view of the demands
made on his time by Goldwyn Tom Moore is likely to continue his work in motion pictures for a long time to come.
Mc

FRANK

WILLEY

JOINS

Y. M. C. A.

Frank R. Willey, who has been connected with WorldPictures for some time as a news photographer, has resigned his position to accept the position of news photographer for the Y. M. C. A. in Europe, Mr. Willey will take
"stills" and motion pictures of the Y. M. C. A. huts and other
establishments and the photos he takes will be used in the
forthcoming drive for additional funds with which to further
the work of this organization.
MARIE

DRESSLER

DOES

LOT OF ADDRESSING.

Marie Dressier has wired the home office of World Pictures as follows: "Finished drive in Sacramento Saturday
night. Addressed one hundred forty-nine rallies in twentynine days,resumed
including
picture of
theaters."
Miss
Dressier
last seventy-six
week the making
her comedies,
which are to be distributed on the World program.
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Richardson Visits Chicago and St. Louis ■ ® ® h
Projection Expert Finds but Three First-Run
Houses in Latter City of Eight Hundred
Thousand Population.
CHICAGO, ILL.
OVER in the Windy City by the lakes I spent almost a
week in fair imitation of a spinning top and even then
was obliged to leave with quite a number of visits
unmade. I found the Chicago office force of the Moving
Picture World grinding along. If there is any "bacon"
they
don'tMcOuade
bring home
it will be Hinz.
through no fault of cither
Brother
or Neighbor
\\ bile in the city 1 called on a number of manufacturers
of projection appliances, but inasmuch as those visits were
largely given over to the inspection and description of
appliances of various kinds their details will be set forth in
the Projection Department. Among them were the Enterprise Optical Company, where I met General Manager O. F.
Spahr. A. C. Roebuck, president of the company, was at
the time confined to his home by a bad case of grippe. At
the De Vry Corporation I met Mr. De Vry, president, and
Mr. Gundlach, sales manager. Air. De Vry and his able
corps of assistants have worked hard to perfect the De Vry
portable projector, which, I understand, is now being
marketed under patents owned by the company.
Mr. Hinz and your humble servant took luncheon with
Messrs. De Vry and Gundlach. At a table near our own I
noticed a large mound of good-to-eat things, behind which
showed the top of a familiar looking dome. Further investigation proved the consumer of the viands to be our old
friend Carl Laemmle, whose smile and greeting were as
cheerful and hearty as ever. Air. Laemmle was on his way
to the coast. I asked him if there was anything of interest
for publication concerning his trip, to which he replied :
"Xo. the Xew York boys got that before I left. Just tell 'em
I'm on thecertainly
job, working
and that I am happy." Air.
Laemmle
did lookhard,
happy.
I called at the factory of the Acme Portable Projector
Company and had a pleasant visit, full details of which will
be set forth in the Projection Department. Out at the
American Film Company plant my principal difficulty consisted of breaking loose from the bunch of good fellows
who wanted to show me about everything — from the foundation stones to the top bricks in the chimney. At the
United
Theater
Equipment
Company's
new- discerned
quarters in
at 514
South Wabash avenue,
E. E.
Fulton was
his
short sleeves, surrounded by a cloud of dust, carpenters,
painters and various loud noises. The United is doing a
good business, and will have fine quarters right in the heart
of the film district when the storeroom is completed. I was
sorry, indeed, to be unable to meet R. H. Fulton, the manager. He was absent at the time of my call, and there was
no opportunity for a return visit.
The E. E. Fulton Company has bought back from the
United Theater Equipment Company the factory at the
northwest corner of Carroll and Kedzie avenues, where the
"Fulco" products are made. It was a matter of regret that
lack of time prevented my visiting the factory. The buying
back of the factory has nothing whatever to do with the
connection with the U. T. E. It was simply that the U. T. E.
did not care to continue in the manufacturing business. The
Fulton boys are still in charge of the United Theater Equipment Corporation office of Chicago, and there is no intention on their part to leave that company.
I did not visit many theaters, but, of course, called on my
old friend, Sam Levine, general manager for Jones, Linick
& Schaefer. A visit to Chicago would not be complete
unless I shook hands with Levine. He is one of the foundation stones of the business in Chicago, and a class A
reg'lar feller.
I did visit the Crystal theater on North avenue. This is a
new house, seating, so I am told, 2,000 on one floor. The
auditorium is somewhat in the form of a triangle, spacious
and handsome in appearance. There are several brightlettered illuminated signs advertising future programs
located on the wall not far from the screen, and that is not
good practice. At the time of my entry the management
was running ("running" is good) what was presumed to be
a comedy in which there was a combination of undercamera
speed and overprojector
speed.
The feature film

which followed u.u run too fast, the figures in many instances moving with those (inter little ridiculous jerks which
are mi liuuia n and almost anything else.
While in Chicago 1 visited Local Union Xo. 110, and had
a talk with its president, Joseph Armstrong. Stories have
been going Over the country that Local 110 has again fallen
by the wayside, and has committed about every crime
imaginable. 1 did not believe it. I was convinced that,
although any man may make a mistake, President Armstrong would not knowingly do or permit to be done a
deliberate and intentional wrong.
And now let me take up and discuss the "charges" one at a
time. In the first place it had been charged that Local 110
had sought to foist upon Chicago film exchanges an inspection proposition, the plan being that the local would put out
an inspector who would see that machines and other equipment were kept in first-class shape and the film properly
handled, the expense to be met by the payment of a nominal
sum by each exchange weekly. If this scheme were carried
out as formulated it would undoubtedly prove to be a good
one. That is how it strikes me. I saw several letters addressed by Chicago film exchange managers to Local Union
110 in which the plan was approved. I am, therefore, somewhat at a loss to understand just why or where either the
Chicago exchanges or exhibitors had any legitimate kick
coming, particularly in view of the fact that Local 110
merely proposed the plan and made no effort to enforce it.
It was a proposition advanced by the local for the benefit
of all concerned.
The local also proposed to establish a repair department,
the shop to adjoin the local offices, and, in fact, being a part
thereof. This shop was to have been run by the local and
to have been in charge of two of its members. This was, I
think, a serious error of judgment. I do not believe the
local acted wisely in attempting this, nor do I believe such
a plan could or would work out successfully. In my opinion
it would simply cause friction and endless trouble for the
organization.
I want to reaffirm my confidence in and friendship for
Joseph Armstrong, president of Local Union 110, with the
notation that his failure to set forth his side of the matter
in question was not doing quite the right thing by either
Afr. AIcQuade, myself, or the Aloving Picture World.
While in Chicago I attended the opening night performance of D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the World." The picture
itself is a great production, but its presentation left very
much to be desired — very much, indeed.
Another objectionable feature was that seats to the rear
of an entrance aisle running crosswise of the house were
sold at $2 per; the management allowing a crowd of late
comers to congregate in this aisle and stand there while
waiting their turn to be seated, entirely blocking the view
of the screen from those seated back of the aisle, thus
causing them to miss several sub-titles and lose the thread
of the story. That it was an opening night is no excuse.
There was no reduction in the price on that account, I
noticed, and we who paid top prices wanted what we
Thefor.name of the chief operator was set forth in the
paid
program as Benjamin Turner. If Air. Turner was in charge
the work was small credit to him. Passing up the fact that
there were at least half a dozen misframes in the films, and
that the picture did not start off in frame, the light was
very badly discolored at the bottom five times, and once
the picture was very nearly obliterated by what w-as nearly
a lost arc; also at one point the show stopped entirely and
the screen was dark for at least a full minute; trouble
with the take-up, I learned later.
There could and can be no possible excuse for such utterly
punk work as this. Who is responsible I do not know, but
the Olympic theater was closed a week or more prior to
the opening, hence there was ample time to get all projection apparatus in first-class shape. The party responsible
for handing the operators a lot of films for a photoplav of
that type containing all those misframes ought to be fired
bodilv. I don't care who he is. It seems to me the theater
management, the operators, and the one responsible for
the misframes all have considerable to answer for. When
an audience pays $2 for a photoplay it does not expect,
and has a perfect rieht not to exoect crude work of the
sort we saw in the Olympic that night.
During the last hours of my stay in Chicago I called at
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the offices of the Mid-West Theater Supply, the Exhibitors'
Supply Company and the Amusement Supply Company just
to shake hands, say hello and good-bye. Manager Williams
of the first named concern was out, so I missed him. P. W.
Plumber, manager of the Amusement Supply Company, was
very busy, but stopped long enough to bid us welcome to his
city and chat for a few moments on trade conditions in
general.
The company is doing a good business.
I also called on Mr. Faller, manager of the Bijou Dream,
for whom I was operator about ten years ago. The Bijou
Dream is on State street in the heart of the downtown
section. Manager Faller tells me he runs most of his feature
films two weeks. Last year he ran only twenty-three feature
pictures, using all the Clara Kimball Young and all the
Norma Talmadge productions; also some productions in
which Alice Brady was star. His clientele is mostly of
women, and Faller tells me that Miss Young and Miss
Talmadge are the best pullers, these two being about equal
in drawing power with his audiences. It was my intention
to call on a number of the Chicago exchanges, but time did
not permit.
RANTOUL, URBANA AND CHAMPAIGN.
WHILE
in Cleveland I received an S O S call from
Walter Johnson, operator at the Home theater, Rantoul, 111., asking me to stop and address the theater
men of Champaign, Urbana and Rantoul. Brother Johnson
failed to note the fact that the address would be in Champaign. Always willing to heed the call of distress, I agreed
to stop, and clambered down from one of Mr. Pullman's
cars when the brakeman called "Rantoul," after the shades
of night had fallen, to find a drizzle of rain soaking into
everything, myself included.
There was one theater in the town and the rain-soaked
sidewalk emitted steam from the friction of my flying footsteps as I sought the parlor of pleasure, the Home theater.
Walter Coddington, proprietor, was to have been at the
station to meet me, but friend watch stopped on him, or
something like that.
The Home theater of Rantoul seats four hundred, and is
really a nice little house for the size of the city. Due to the
proximity of the Government Aviation Field, Brother Coddington is doing a land-office business. Walter Johnson,
He has two Power's
is a wide-awake
operator, using
machines,
A. C. current hustler.
through Compensarcs. Brother
Johnson is putting a good picture on the screen, everything
considered. In the morning we went over to Champaign,
stopping at Urbana (population 8,000), where I called at the
Princess theater, H. S. Freeman, manager; A. L. Spaulding,
operator.
The Princess is a pretty house, seating 580. Admission is
5 and 10 cents. The auditorium floor is peculiar in that it is
almost flat at the front end, rising at a sharp slope in the
rear of the house, thus giving an excellent view of the
screen. The operating room is small, but not badly crowded.
It might, however, just as well have had two feet additional
depth, front to back. A new motor-driven rewind has just
been added, but Brother Spaulding has removed the motor
because the rewind made too much noise. I told him that
which he should already have known — and would have
known had he read the Projective Department closely: that
if he got some different pulleys and geared down the speed
of the rewinder the noise would be done away with and the
operation of the rewinder would be much more satisfactory.
I also called at the Colonial, but it was closed.
Arriving in Champaign, we went to the place appointed,
where the operators and theater managers were supposed
to be assembled at 9.30 a. m., only to find an appalling
vacancy. It later developed that Brother Johnson had
interviewed the president of the local, of which he is a
member. The president had promised to notify all operators
and managers, but he failed to do so. It was regrettable,
but very soon, however, one of the Champaign operators
found I was there, and he, together with Brother Johnson,
hustled around and got the operators together, though there
was no time to get the managers. When they finally got
together I was obliged to rush through my address without
time to deal with matters comprehensively.
ST. LOUIS,

MISSOURI.
made primarily to examine
was
Louis
THE trip to St.
into the chronometer balance and cylinder escapement
of the Wagner converter, it having been quite some
time since T gave that excellent device attention. I notified
St. Louis Local Union 143 that I would be in the city, and
was promptly informed that arrangements would be made
for me to address a meeting of exhibitors, operators and
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exchange managers. The operators of the City of St. Louis
are thoroughly organized, and conditions are, I am told,
at least fairly satisfactory. St. Louis is, insofar as applies
to the exhiDiting end of things, a peculiar proposition.
It is pre-eminently the city ot the "old-timer." It is difficult for the newcomer to "break in." The old established
theaters are those which make money, and they, being for
the most part in the hands of ultra-conservatives, improvements are not always readily forthcoming. The St. Louis
manager is, however, so Secretary Stone informs me, willing
to provide necessary machine repairs, and in most instances,
up-to-date projection equipment.
Later, in conversation with exchange men and others, I
learned other peculiar things concerning the business in
the Queen City of the Mississippi Valley. St. Louis has
about 800,000 inhabitants and 84 theaters, 60 per cent, of
which are five-cent houses. Out of the 84 there are just
three first-run houses. There are sixteen film exchanges.
Perhaps you, dear reader, can imagine a condition of that
kind, but I couldn't have done so until I had seen St. Louis.
A city of 800,000 people with only three first-run theaters,
and 60 per cent, of the houses still chasing after nickels and
the cheapest possible film service.
In the evening of the first day I dropped in at the Strand
theater on Sixth street, being told that that was the best
downtown moving picture theater. The Strand is of the
storeroom type, though with a high ceiling. Admission to
all parts of the house is ten cents. Right up against the
screen, at the left, is one of those wretched abominations,
a brilliantly illuminated white-faced clock; also the light to
illuminate the clock face was smeared over a considerable
section of the left-hand wall. In the orchestra pit, for the
first thirty minutes I was there, was an organist, with light
strewed around promiscuously pretty well all over the front
of the organ; also during the first thirty minutes of my
stay there was no pianist or violinist, still the lights at their
music racks were burning, the rays glaring balefully back
into the eyes of the audience from the sheet music. If all
that light is necessary, then for the love of heaven get it,
but get it intelligently — not in a way to butcher the eyes
of the audience and, by reflex action in the eyes of the
audience, kill the highlights of the picture.
The projection light was brilliant and well handled; also
the picture, at times when a mechanically perfect piece of
film went through, was rock steady, showing that the projectors were in A-l condition. Between the films several
slides were run advertising mercantile institutions, etc. I
don't know how the rest of the audience felt about it, but
I, personally, didn't pay admission to that theater for the
privilege of being forced to read a lot of advertisements.
The speed of projection was correct. The operating room
was fairly well located, of goodly size, had black walls and
good observation ports. There were two Simplex machines
which have been in use projecting a continuous show twelve
hours a day for four years with only one overhauling, which
is some record. Of course, the operator has put in some
parts himself, but the machines have had only one general
overhauling in that time. H. C. Tong and W. E. Cook are
the operators. Brother .Tong was on duty at the time of
my visit. He did not know I was in the theater, and his
work
during my entire stay (one and one-half hours) was
excellent.
At the American theater I witnessed a presentation of
"My Four Years in Germany." The American is managed
by John S. Sweeney, who is considered as being one of St.
Louis's live wire managers. The projection at the American
is in charge of J. C. Rafferty. ex-president, and Mr. Klein,
president
of thework
St. Louis
Motion Picture
Operators'
Union
No. 171. The
was excellent.
The light
was brilliant
and well handled. During the entire presentation there was
not one discoloration on the screen.
On Sunday 1 visited the Orpheum. a vaudeville house, to
see the "Immortal Sarah." The first thing on the program
was a topical reel, which for fully two hundred feet was
run out of frame. The operating room was in the first
balcony and I do not believe the operator could see the top
of the screen. However, that was no excuse for starting
the picture out of frame, and continuing it for all that
distance without rectifying the error. As for Mile. Bernhardt no words of mine could begin to do justice to her
performance, when one considers all the circumstances.
Monday, after a visit to the Wagner plant, details of
which will appear in the Projection Department, I went
out and
Film and
Row talked
a hasty
"once
shook hands
with
the gave
following
things
overover."
briefly:
Floyd Lewis, manager of the New United Picture Theaters
of America (an ambitious name, surely), which said office
just at present consists of several large plate-glass windows,
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two desks, Mr
Lewis, and one perfectly "scrumptious"
stenographer. Doubtless all that remaining vacancy will
soon be tilled, for friend Lewis is one hustler from Ilustleville.
is secretary
of of
the Greater
exchangeVitagraph,
men's organization.
D. E.HeBoswell,
manager
was absent
from the city. \Y. C Wiethoff, who introduced himself as
assistant manager, greeted us with all the wild enthusiasm
of a misanthropic clam. He kept the office railing gate
carefully between us, probably so that I would not bite
him.
We tarried a mighty short tarry.
Paul H. Bush, manager of Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, is one live wire. He is on the job sixty minutes of
every working hour.
He reports good business.
A. N. Webster, manager of Triangle, is another whoop-erup
boy,with
reg'lar
manager. Also
is anCompany
oldtimcr.at He
started
the Pittsburgh
Calciumhe Light
200
Broadway, New York, in 1910, going over to the General
Film Company in 1912. While in the Goldwyn office I met
George T. Myer, manager of the Shaw theater, a 1,100-seater,
situated at Thirty-ninth and Shaw streets. Friend Myer
gasoline-buggied me around to the Grand Central Film Company's office, which is located in the Grand Central theater,
one of St. Louis' best photoplay theaters. Both the firm
company and theater are managed by William Sievers, who
is an up-to-date exhibitor.
Chaplin's new comedy, "A Dog's Life," was having its first
St. Louis showing in the Grand Central theater that day,
and Mr. Myer and I went in and gave it the "once over." It
is a good comedy and was well projected by Brother Jack
Caruso. The Grand Central theater is spacious, well planned
and beautifully decorated; also its auditorium lighting is
excellent, or at least it was at the time of my visit, which
was presumably the normal condition.
At the General Film I shook hands with Manager H. E.
Elder; also I met F. J. Fegan, who is about to supersede Mr..
Elder as manager of the St. Louis office, Mr. Elder taking
charge of another office. Mr. Fegan has been with the
Standard. At the Fox exchange I met Manager D. M.
Thomas. Herman Robbins, the Fox general manager, was
in the city that day, but I did not see him.
I also met Manager S. Warner of the United Exchange,
and Charles J. Werner, manager of the Metro.
At midnight Monday a goodly number of St. Louis operators, a few exhibitors and a few exchange managers
gathered at the F. M. A. rooms and for two hours listened
attentively to an address on projection. Secretary Lewis
of the exchange men's organization came up at the close
of my address, shook hands and said : "I am ashamed of
the exchange men of this city." He had good reason to be.
Every one of them had been notified of and invited to the
meeting, some of them two or three times. The exchange
man who sits back and howls about damage done to his
films, yet is too dead to the world to attend a meeting of
that kind is deserving of scant sympathy.
RICHARDSON.

Universal Institutes Traveling School
When

Mutilated Film Is Returned to Exchange Experienced
Operator Takes Up Matter .with Offender.

OWNERS of motion picture theaters the operators of
which do not appear to take ordinary care in the
handling of film are being given personal demonstrations to show the condition in which prints should be when
they are returned to the exchanges after having been used
in the theaters.
President Carl Laemmle, of the Universal company, recently issued instructions that a traveling school of instruction be inaugurated as an experiment. The order was
issued at the suggestion of E. H. Goldstein, general manager
of the New York Exchange of Universal. Mr. Goldstein
has been making a personal inspection of prints as returned
by
theaters
the result
he hashas
found
many "6f
them
to be
badly with
mutilated.
The that
exhibitor
invariably
blamed
the exchange for mutilation and the exchange has blamed
the exhibitor.
As a result of the suggestion of Mr. Goldstein an experienced motion picture operator who received his early
film education in the laboratory inspection room has been
placed in charge of the New York exchange inspection department.
When the inspection room girls find mutilation of a reel
they immediately report the damage to the operator in
charge. Through a checking system the operator ascertains the identity of the theater owner from which the
mutilated film had most recently been returned.
The next step in the educational program is a call upon
the theater owner by the operator, who carries with him
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the mutilated reel. The ensuing conversation does not take
the Form oi a rebuke from the exchangeman.
On the other
hand, it is Strictly friendly, the head of the inspection de
partment attempting to show the exhibitor the damage done
to other exhibitors l>y the careless handling oi the print.
While the plan has only been in force lor a short time
results already accomplished have justified its inauguration.
Apparently every call has resulted in the suggestion by the
exhibitor to his operator that better care ol the prints be
taken and that they be inspected even though the inspei
tion docs add a half hour to the working day of the operator.
Nor does the plan necessitate as many personal calls as
to be necessary on first consideration. Rewould appear
markably few calls have been necessary, as the unconscious
mutilators of films have repeated the offence over and over,
sometimes not realizing they have done anything out of the
ordinary. The damage one careless operator can do may
be realized if the house over which he presides oyer the
machines has a daily change of program. If the daily program consists of a feature, a comedy and a scenic, it will be
in the power of the operator to mutilate three pictures a
day, or twenty-one a week.

Harry S. Northrup, Villain
who plays then,role of "villain"
P, latest
Y S. NORTHRU
H<\RR
"The Hushed
productio
I. Garson's
in Harry
Hour," now nearing completion at the Griffith studio,
Hollywood, Cal., says his entree and subsequent career in
motion picture crime is entirely up to D. W. Griffith, who
gave him his first engagement in pictures eight years ago.
"Surprising as it may
seem," said Mr. Northrup, "I have never met
Mr. Griffith during all
these years until on
the day I started work
at the Griffith studio
with Mr. Garson last
week. I reminded him
then of our first meeting and how he started
me out in a villain
role. I have been
playing these roles
Mr. onNorthrup's
work
the stage first
was
ever T.
since."
with
Daniel Frawley
in "Shenandoah," at
the Columbia, San
Francisco. A year
and a half later he
was playing villain for
E.
H. Sothern
at Daly's
theater,
New York.
Since then Mr.
Northrup has created
many leading roles in
the spoken drama, and
Harry S. Northrup.
has to his credit 209
pictures under the Metro, Vitagraph, Triangle, Famous
Players and Fine Arts management. It is said that Mr.
Northrup's
excellent
in "The
Hour" will add
further laurels
to his work
already
long Hushed
list of successes.
GOT THE NOISE IN CALGARY.
The Allen theater, Calgary, put over a good advertising
stunt for the presentation of "The Blue Bird." A private
trolley car was chartered for a Saturday morning, and
through an advertisement in the newspapers children with
strong voices were invited to take a ride in the car free of
charge. On the sides of the car were long streamers advertising the coming of the feature. "We want some real
strong lungs for these trips, and if you cannot make enough
noise to suit we will help you out," the management
announced.
The noise was produced.
SUN
PROJECTION
MOVES
TO CANDLER
BUILDING.
The Sun Projection Room has moved to the Candler
Building, 220 West Forty-second street, tenth floor. Two
projections rooms have been fitted up with latest model
Simplex Machines. In connection with the projection theater a special cutting projecting room for cutters and
directors has been outfitted with all the necessary cutting
tables.
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Unearth Conspiracy to Steal Films
Pittsburgh
Authorities
Make
Arrests — Loss of Film Has
Been Troubling Exchanges All Over the East.
FOR some time past there has been a consistent amount
of film lost in the Pittsburgh exchanges every month.
As long ago as last September single reels of weekly
subjects and comedies began to find their way out of the
exchanges or were lost in transit. There has been, all
through the winter, an increasing number of such reels
reported lost, with apparently no trace of them left, and
every exchangeman in Pittsburgh has been trying to find
a remedy for the situation, although there was no way
apparently to- check up on the losses or discover anybody
implicated. Within the past few weeks the loss of more
important subjects have been noted by various exchanges.
Serials and large features like "The Crisis" have been taken.
"The Crisis," which was lost by Harvey Day of the Premier
Pictures Company, was a brand new print and was taken
from the Exhibitors' Service Company on a Saturday night.
The
Exhibitors'
Companyof handles
the and
shipment
of fiim
to
theaters
in the vicinity
Pittsburgh,
is known
as the
messenger service.
With the arrest of three suspects by the local authorities
it looks as though a silent investigation, which has been
in progress for some weeks, and which was started by the
Pathe Company in New York, has culminated in the discovery of a nation-wide conspiracy to steal film from Pittsburgh and other exchange centers and market it in various
foreign countries. The investigation, which has just been
made public, was centered in Pittsburgh the week of May 1,
and the city, county and federal authorities, as well as
private detective agencies, which have been brought into the
case,
are daring
combing
the nation
the members
of a "ring"
of
most
motion
picture for
pirates
and thieves.
The net result of their operations is said by the authorities to have netted this clique in the past three months in
the neighborhood of a half million dollars from stolen film,
which has been sold to agents operating in Mexico, Japan,
Cuba, Indo-China and the various Latin-American countries.
The extent of their international operations is not known
as yet, but from contracts and letters which have been
seized it is certain that the thievery in Pittsburgh alone has
netted as much as a thousand dollars a week at times.
The greatest secrecy is being maintained by Captain Clyde
Edeburn of the Pittsburgh detective bureau concerning the
details of the affair, but it is certain from his conversation
he regards the matter of the gravest import and is not a
"piker" proposition of local interest only. He said that it
is bigger than any one would imagine, and that it was international in scope. The band of pirates had agents in every
principal city in America and Europe. They dealt in thousands of dollars' worth of stolen film weekly and enormous
earnings were had from their illicit dealings. The entire
force of detectives is hot on the trail of the ringleader of
operations in Pittsburgh, who, after being tipped off, is said
to have departed from town hurriedly. It is certain though
that he will be apprehended in the near future, as all details
are known about him.
A plan had been arranged by the Xew York Pathe auditor,
L. S. Diamond, who has been working on the case from
New York for some time, to catch the thieves with the
goods by a frame-up turn-over of a certain film. However,
the plan failed just at the crucial moment, and the ringleader thus knew of the deal and "ducked." The man who
is alleged to have been the ringleader for this district is
supposed to be a New Yorker. He has disappeared. Mr.
Diamond said that Pathe and all the companies had been
losing
film continuously
through
the thieves'
operations
some time,
and that their
method
of operating
was for
to
advertise in foreign motion picture journals that they could
supply various "high-class" films at ridiculously low prices.
These films were then procured by the local representatives
of the gang and dupes were made or the originals shipped
where this was impossible. He said that it had become a
most lucrative source of income.
The first arrest was made by city detectives. The man
seized was William Keefe. commonly known as "Doc," who
has worked in the inspection and shipping departments of
Pathe and World and several other concerns. Tt is said
it was with Keefe that the plan heretofore referred to had
been arranged. A man giving the name of "Jack" Haupt
was later taken into custody in a suite of fashionably
appointed rooms at a downtown hotel. Later on a woman
of twenty-one years, whose home is supposed to be Johnstown, and was
who arrested.
was used, Init ais hotel
said, in
as the
a decoy
"bait" was
by
the band,
city aor trunk
seized which contained
an almost complete
copy of the
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series of "Pearl of the Army." It is alleged that letters
were found showing that arrangements were complete for
shipping it to a foreign country.
The trio arrested are presumed to be the tools of the gang
which has benefited to so great an extent by these depredations. They were given a hearing before Magistrate
Sweeney this morning (Friday), and the girl, who gave her
name as Clara Mowry of Johnstown, was discharged for
lack of evidence apparently; but Keefe and Haupt were
held over for conspiracy to steal films. They will be given
a hearing shortly.
It is said that another tangent has been discovered in the
work of the thieves. They are now being investigated on
the the
charge
of luring
tempting
"star" them
in
pictures,
etc. girls
This by
angle
is beingoffers
givento attention
by
the federal authorities. It is hoped by the local exchangemen that the investigation and climax will cause the loss of
films to cease permanently in the district. Many more
arrests are looked for shortly, and it is said that some
surprising developments may be expected, both in the personnel of the gang and the extent of their local operations.

Montreal Police Catch Film Thief
Complaints
Had Been Made
Picture Property
Had

That $25,000 of Local Motion
Been Stolen in April.

FILMS valued at $25,000 were stolen from the projection
rooms of various Montreal theaters from time to time
during the month of April, and the repeated thefts
became a sensation in local film circles. Frequent reports
of the thefts led the Montreal police to place a number of
detectives on the case, with the result that Albert Petaux,
2007 Ontario street, was arrested in the projection room of
the Passe Temps theater. A search of his home later
revealed the presence of eleven reels of recent releases,
which he had stolen. Other reels were, recovered elsewhere,
and a complete projection machine, which had been stolen
from the Eagle Machine Company, was also recovered.
In court Petaux pleaded guilty to the charge of stealing
the reels ; but when it became known that the prosecution
of the prisoner would necessitate the holding of the exhibits
in court for an indefinite period President Ouimet of the
Specialty Film Import, Limited, Pathe distributors,
requested Judge Choquet to release the prisoner on suspended sentence. This was done, and Petaux gained his
freedom.
Petaux's plan was to represent himself as a salesman
of Regal Films. Limited, thereby gaining access to all parts
of a theater. Among the moving picture theaters victimized
were the Imperial, Francais, Maple Leaf and Passe Temps.
The man entered the projection room of each of these
theaters and while the projection operator was busily
engaged in his work walked out with any box of reels that
was handy.
While Detectives Laberge and Pelletier were visiting
several picture houses on Saturday. April 27. they learned
that the suspected man was at the Passe Temps. When
they arrived on the scene he was in the act of making a
get-away with more films fr m the theater. He was
arraigned on Monday. April 29. but was soon free because
Mr. Ouimet preferred to have the use of the stolen films
than press prosecution. Possibly the worst feature of the
robberies was the confusion caused by the disappearance
of the films during performances.
MISS GENTRY

MEETS

COAL

OPERATORS.

Miss Caroline Gentry, co-author with William Addison
Lathrop,
of "The Romance
of Coal."
which the
Films Corporation
of America
is producing,
wasEducational
the guest
on May 8 of the coal operators' convention held at Charleston, West Va. The meeting of the heads of the West Yirginia coal associations was called by Governor John
J. Cornwell with the idea not only of considering present
problems, but of forming plans to extend and enlarge the
export coal trade, particularly with South America, after
the restoration of peace.
At a special meeting of the coal men Miss Gentry told
them of the progress being made with her motion picture
spectacle. She stated that Director Frederick A. Thomson
would begin active work on it the second week in May and
that his company expected to visit Charleston later in the
month. A score of invitations to picturize famous coal
camps were received by Miss Gentry at the conclusion of her
talk, and these will be turned over to Mr. Thomson who,
with the aid of panoramic views, will make his selection.
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No Reason For Bitterness Over Publicity b» Nats. strange
Head of Press Department Says Both Sides
in Controversy Should Co-operate with
Idea of Correcting Evils
JUSTIN FAIR'S story, under the caption "What Most
Interests Movie Fans," as printed in the April _'7 issue
the Moving Picture World, apparently has stirred
up a hornet's nest. It certainly has created a controversy
between the motion picture editors of daily newspapers on
side and the publicity directors and their assistants of
the film companies on the other.
There is no reason for a continuance of the bitterness
that has been injected into this controversy if individuals
on both sides will view the problems and difficulties with
an idea of correcting them rather than from a critical
standpoint.
The publicity directors of the motion picture corporafions have much with which to contend. Notwithstanding
these difficulties, if their work is not of a high calibre and
of value to the motion picture editors throughout the
country it is largely their own fault. As one of the tribe
of film publicity men I am at liberty to say that the great
majority of us are simply jobholders, taking orders from
the heads of our companies and executing these orders
without protest if we know them to be wrong.
During my experience in the film industry I know of few
publicity directors who have had the temerity to go counter
to the orders of the heads of the companies by which they
were employed. If those orders as transmitted were
ridiculous from a publicity standpoint they were obeyed
nevertheless. Very often it was a question of either obey
them or resign. As a rule the men in charge of the destinies
of the film companies have not wanted suggestions for the
betterment of business if those suggestions ran counter to
their personal aggrandizement.
The poor quality of publicity emanating from film companies is the fault of both the heads of those companies
and of the publicity directors. The latter must share in
the blame if they fear to lead their employers into the
proper and prosperous channels. Failing to do this they
become merely jobholders.
The hornet's nest stirred up by the present controversy
is caused by a misunderstanding on the part of the newspaper men and the refusal of the publicity directors to look
upon the matter from an impersonal stand.
The story by Mr. Fair, as it appeared in the April 27 issue
of the Moving Picture World, was eminently just. He
arrayed his facts from his experience as a moving picture
editor on a daily newspaper.
Mr. Fair acknowledged that about half of the letters that
came to his desk were requests for information regarding
the private lives of popular screen players. To run his
department successfully it was his duty to attempt to give
satisfactory replies to those letters.
Had Mr. Fair investigated he would have learned that
the publicity directors of film companies object strenuously
to telling very much regarding the private lives of the
players, and have orders not to do so. It is not good publicity. The reason is simple. The great majority fil the
female film stars are married. Some of them have families.
They usually are screened as fair young maidens, and to
tell the public that these fair young maidens are mothers
with growing children might kill a great deal of their
popularity. The same applies to the male film stars. They
stand in the same position as matinee idols. A large part
of their following consists of young women, who would
lose interest in a male star if they knew that he was married
and the father of a family.
Mr. Fair calls attention to the fact that many of the
letters from fans ask for the home address of the players.
This information will not be given by the film companies,
as they realize that their stars are entitled to some home
life and that the privacy of their homes should be guarded.
Finally Mr. Fair gives a list of questions, in the answers
to which he estimates 40.000 people in Greater Xev/ark are
interested. As Mr. Fair apparently has made a careful
study of the entire subject he should be acquainted with his

field, Any film company
this ami who failed, in
Fail stories along the
fulfilling his duties as a
The

next

publicity man who failed to realize
so far at he was able, to give Mr.
hue-, he desired certainly was not
motion picture publicitj director.

story in the controversy,

"The

Trouble

With

the

Film Columnists." which appeared m the May 4 isstu- of the
World, and which was written by a motion picture press
agent; in my opinion, was uncalled for, ill-advised and was
o! such a nature as to cause a felling of bitterness bet.
motion picture publicity directors on one side and the men
responsible for the motion picture departments of the daily
newspapers on the other.
This motion picture press agent, whoever he may he,
shows to
ignorance
of conditions
when columnists
he says, "Ifcut
the usworst
came
the worst
and tin: film
out
altogether I feel certain that we could still wiggle along
and produce pictures and sell them at good prices to the
exhibitors."
For the information of the gentleman I desire to say that
the film industry would face a crisis if every daily newspaper decided to do away with its motion picture department. The industry would lose the daily power of suggestion now being placed before millions of people, and with
the loss of this power of suggestion the motion picture
theaters would lose hundreds of thousands of dollars in
box office receipts.
•
If this motion picture press agent, writing anonymously,
had taken the trouble to go into the matter as I purpose
doing and explaining some of the difficulties of being a
motion picture publicity man there would have been no
occasion for the third story, which appeared in the May 18
issue of the Moving Picture World, and which was written
by the managing editor of a daily newspaper in the Middle
West.
I am sorry to see that this managing editor measures all
of us with the same stick as he uses on the writer of the
anonymous communication. There are some publicity men
in the business who make every effort to be of real
assistance to the motion picture editor. Their efforts, to be
sure, are limited by numerous office regulations, and these
regulations are so confining that it may look to the motion
picture editors as if the publicity men deliberately refuse to
be of assistance.
The managing editor certainly makes several pertinent
comments. He also makes some mistakes. The first mistake he makes is that the average publicity director pounds
out a tremendous amount of copy for the inspection of the
boss, attempting to show quantity instead of quality. The
boss seldom sees any story until after it appears in print.
The charge, however, by the managing editor that the
average publicity director devotes his energy toward securing a showing in the newspapers and trade magazines that
fall directly under the eye of his employer is true. Some
of my compatriots may try to deny this statement, but if
they are honest with themselves they will jieglect the
denial.
He also charges the publicity directors with lack of discrimination regarding the different newspapers. To an
outsider this would appear to be true. To those of us that
have had charge of publicity departments there are reasons
why it cannot be otherwise.
I will give those reasons later.
In charging the publicity directors with a failure to
realize that the public is demanding more dignified, sensible,
honest reading matter concerning motion pictures the managing editor contradicts himself by earlier acknowledging
that there are several different varieties of a reading public.
He says that the reading public has no desire to know what
make of automobile a screen star drives. Previously he
had said that we show lack of discrimination regarding the
different stories desired by newspapers. As a matter of
fact there are numerous motion picture editors who think
the kind of an automobile a motion picture star drives will
make interesting reading for their newspapers. I have
before me now numerous requests for stories of this kind.
The managing editor hits the nail squarely on the head
when he says : "Personality twaddle may please the president who likes to bask in the limelight, but it is worthless
so far as the product is concerned and worthless, too. in
theIn eyes
the editor
and the public."
orderof that
the managing
editor of this Middle West
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newspaper may understand the position of the publicity
director I will cite a personal experience:
For some months I was publicity .director for a large
motion picture corporation. During my early tenure of
office I was given a free hand, allowed to send stories out
that my daily newspaper experience had taught me were of
news value, with the result that I received from our clipping
service an average of about 6,000 clippings a month.
One day I was called to the office of the president of the
corporation and was informed that in the future every
piece of publicity, every story that left my department,
must contain his name. I protested, informing him that
he would make himself ridiculous not only in the eyes of
the trade, but also in the eyes of the general public, and
that eventually such an order would come back as a
boomerang. I told him that to incorporate his name in
every story it would be necessary in many instances to
drag it in by the bootstraps.
The answer I received to my protest was that if I would
not find some manner by which his name would appear in
every story I and the men in my department were incompetent.
The result was that in the following few weeks after the
instructions had been issued when a five-line story left my
department at least two lines of it were devoted to dragging
in the name of the president of the corporation by the
bootstraps. My clippings dropped - from six thousand
monthly to less than two thousand. The orders were still
in force when I severed my connections with the corporation. Apparently they still are in force, judging from the
publicity now emanating
from that company.
I cite this as an instance so that the motion picture
editors may know that the publicity directors are not footfree. The motion picture editors may see many foolish
stories come to their desks because of this fact. They
should not hold the publicity directors responsible for all
of these foolish stories.
There are probably about five different angles that can
be taken on motion pi-cture publicity. In other words, the
motion picture editors of five daily newspapers may hold
views none of which are similar. To please all of these
editors, therefore, it is necessary to provide them with
stories along five different lines. As yet no motion picture
outfit has attempted to do this. Some day the head of one
of the large companies may realize the value of such procedure and obtain the services of a publicity director who
knows what the individual newspapers want and who will
serve them with that kind of material.
In conclusion, the difficulty appears to be that the heads
of the motion picture corporations have failed to realize
the vital value of publicity to their business. They appear
to know in a general way that their company needs publicity. Their knowledge largely comes from the fact that
a circus must advertise, theaters must have press agents
and that the motion picture is a kindred industry.
When the leaders in the motion picture industry awaken
to the fact that the publicity director is of just as great
importance to them as is the sales manager; that the publicity department is more than just an unnecessary evil;
that during a business depression it should be the last and
not the first department to suffer from curtailment; that
the public desires news of product and not stories for the
personal aggrandizement of the head of the company, then,
and not until then, will the publicity directors in the business be able to furnish the daily newspapers with the
service these papers desire.

Trimble Engages Players for New Company
Director of Washington Motion Picture Corporation Selects
Support for Tyrone Power.
SARAH TRUAX (Mrs. Charles S. Albert) has been
engaged by the Washington Motion Picture Corporation to support Tyrone Power in the first subject to
be made at the studios in Minnehaha Park, beginning May
15. Mrs. Albert and Mr. Power have played together on
the speaking stage.
Mrs. Albert recently completed a New York engagement,
where she was starred in "The Garden of Allah." She has
done work in pictures in California. In the initial Power
production in Spokane she will play the part of the wife.
C. J. Ward, general manager of the company, has received
word from Larry Trimble, general director, now in New
York, announcing that he has engaged Wellington Playter,
Evelyn Brent and Duncan McRae. Mr. Power has closed
his New York engagement and left for California en route
for Spokane.
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Dinner to N. J. Sennott a Big Event
Departing
Business
Manager
of Paramount
Exchange
Honored by Sales Force and Friends at Healy's.
THE farewell dinner tendered by the sales force of the
Paramount exchange and their friends to N. J. Sennott
Saturday night, May 4, was a huge success. The
affair was held in the Jumbo Room of Healy's Sixty-sixth
street restaurant, where a special spread and a special
cabaret performance was arranged by L. Rogers, formerly
connected
and Sennott
now sales
manager at the
Paramount with
office Healy's
which Mr.
is leaving.
The dinner was given on the occasion of Mr. Sennott's
leaving the Famous Players-Lasky concern to become the
general manager of the new enterprise which William L.
Sherry has launched, with offices in the Godfrey Building.
Mr. Sennott has been associated with Mr. Sherry, and consequently with the Paramount and Famous-Lasky concern
since the inception of the feature business, when Mr. Sherry
opened a small office in the Times Building. He has acted
as general manager for Mr. Sherry throughout this time
until recently, when he became business manager for the
exchange, and now again general manager for Mr. Sherry
in his new concern.
The dinner was a stag affair, and in addition to the
excellent "feed" there was much wine and much speechmaking and story telling. It is related that the speeches
were both serious and comic. Those present were : N. J.
Sennott, L. Rogers, H. Danto, A. A. Corn, J. C. Clark, W.
Roosevelt, F. A. Lappen, C. J. Fitch, F. W. Langtree, W.
Conlin, J. Goetz, H. Malhardo, M. Nathien, A. G. Whyte
and S. Friedman.

Sabbatarians Win Battle in Sherbrooke
Lord's Day Alliance Will Now Move on Montreal — Exhibitors Prepared to Put Up Real Fight.
THE moving picture theaters of Sherbrooke, Quebec,
will hold no more shows on Sundays. In other words,
the Lord's Day Alliance of Canada has won its case
against the local exhibitors with comparative ease under a
federal blue law which dates back several score of years.
Judge Mulvena, the local magistrate, imposed fines of $20
and costs on the managers of the Casino and Princess theaters. This was the minimum fine under the statutes for
the charge of desecrating the Sabbath. It is interesting to
note that not until the very last, when the outcome wTas
not in doubt, did the Lord's Day Alliance openly show its
hand. Up to that time the action was apparently being
pressed by a local citizen in his own name. The presence
of the ^Alliance back of the move was easily guessed,
however.
The annext
moveon ofthetheMontreal
Lord's exhibitors,
Day Alliance
be to
make
attack
it iswill
generally
predicted. The real battle will be fought in the Montreal
courts. The victories of the Alliance at Quebec, Three
Rivers and Sherbrooke have been mere skirmishes, it is
declared by Montreal exhibitors, who are organized for
a struggle.
Montreal is practically the last spot in Canada where
Sunday moving picture shows are given regularly.
New

James M. Sheldon in New York

President
of Mutual
Film Corporation
Makes
Visit to Look Over the Ground — Important
Announcements
Later.

Short

JAMES M. SHELDON, the newly elected president of the
Mutual Film Corporation, arrived in New York on
Wednesday, May 8, to look over the affairs of his company in this city. He remained about a week and returned
to Chicago. Mr. Sheldon said that he was not prepared as
yet to make any announcement of his plans, but expected
to have some very interesting news to give out at an early
date.
He said that the affairs of the Mutual were in good condition financially and he hoped that his plans would effect
a general revival of business all along the line. He admitted
that he was feeling fine and was keen to get some of his
ideas working.
ENGINEERS WILL NOT MEET AT BOSTON.
Owing to an erroneous announcement in the official call
for the National Exhibitors' convention at Boston, President Jenkins of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
wishes to advise all members of that organization that there
will be no meeting at Boston, but that the annual meeting
will take place at Cleveland, Ohio, in October.
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to Release Through Goldwyn
Frederick
Will Have Her Own Company
Under Direction of Will. ml

Mack, Who
Alto Will Supervise Goldwyn
Scenario.
FOLLOWING the publication in the east of telegraphic
dispatches from Los Angeles giving Willard Mack as
authority tor the report that Pauline Frederick pictures shortly will he produced by the Pauline Frederick
Feature Film Company and distributed through Goldwyn,
Mr Mack, when
who inseen
Missat Frederick's
husband,
statement
his New York
home. confirmed this
Going still further Mr. Mack revealed that he had assumed
personal charge of Goldwyn's scenario department, with
his offices at the company's hig studios in Fort Lee, N. J.
Mr. Mack's association with Goldwyn is not the first
appearance of this nationally-known playwright in the field
of motion picture production or editing, his affiliation with
the screen having begun in the days of the Biograph Company and continued virtually without interruption since
that time. While busily engaged during the last four years
in writing some of the greatest theatrical hits of the past
decade, such as "Kick In," "Broadway and Buttermilk,"
"King, Queen, Jack" and "Tiger Rose," Mr. Mack has constantly contributed stories to the screen. In 1917 alone
twenty-seven of his screen plays were picturized and
released.
"I should say that I am merely returning to the motion
picture field in a newer and bigger environment," he said.
"Further interest is added to the step I have taken by the
fact that in the course of my work I have been able to
select and secure for production the first three stories for
Miss Pauline Frederick, who, as you know, is Mrs. Mack.
Miss Frederick, at the termination of her contract with
the Famous Players, will be starred by the Frederick Feature Film Company, recently formed, and her productions
will be released through Goldwyn. When she begins work
she will be under my personal direction.
"It is natural for me to take pride in the continued
advancement of Miss Frederick through the newly formed
company bearing her name and in the distribution of her
pictures by Goldwyn."

First National Takes Larger Quarters
Circuit Officers

Will Have an Entire Floor at 6 and 8 West
Forty-eighth Street.
SOME time before June 1 the head offices of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit will be moved from 18
East Forty-first street, New York, to larger quarters,
occupying the entire eighth floor of the new building at
6 and 8 West Forty-eighth street.
This change has been necessitated by the steady increase
in the volume of business carried on by the circuit since
its formation one year ago. With the release of the first
of the Chaplin comedies and the taking over of "Tarzan
of the Apes" and "My Four Years in Germany" for distribution throughout the United States and Canada the
suite of offices on Forty-first street soon became too
crowded for comfort
or efficiency.
The new offices have been finished throughout in
mahogany and laid out in such a way that every department will have plenty of light and air.
Spacious quarters have been reserved on the Fortyeighth
street
of the offices
buildingof for
directors'andmeeting
room and
the side
executive
J. D.theWilliams
H. O.
Schwalbe. The doors of these two administrators of the
circuit's destiny will be found to open as readily in the
future as they have in the past to any one with ideas that
fit into the co-operative policy which is being applied so
successfully to the task of film distribution.
POPULAR CHANGES
ITS QUARTERS.
The Popular Pictures Corporation, formerly of 218 West
Forty-second street, has moved its offices to 220 West Fortysecond street, on the tenth floor. In connection with their
elaborate offices they have also fixed up a fine projecting
room.
The principal business of the Popular Pictures Corporation
hereafter will be to purchase negatives, advance moneys to
producers and to market films throughout the world.
The company also announces that the new picture with
Florence Reed, Frank Mills and Jack Jackson, the boy actor
who made such a remarkable impression for his portrayal
of Abe Lincoln as a boy in the Paramount serial "The Son
of Democracy," is now being completed and is as yet unnamed and will be handled by the Popular Pictures Corporation, of which A. J. Bimberg is general sales manager.
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Hour on stage
His Brief With
Mutt Struts
Poor Vagrant
Canine, Co-Player
Charlie Chaplin

Famous

in "A Dog's Life," Dies from Grief.
PALI, of SOrrOW was thrown over the Chaplin itudlOS
lasl week by the deatli of Mutt, that now lamoii-,
white mongrel pup, co-star with the inimitable Charlie
in "A Dog's I. lie." Alter a siege of illnesN of lour weeks'
duration, with each day gradually drawing Mutt (loser to
tlie end, the petted idol 01 tile comedian is in his final i
ing place.
The veterinary, who watched over the dog with
i lie same care that would have been given a child, found
his skill no match for a broken heart.
A

Mutt's untimely end was hastened by self-starvation.
Although succulent hamburgers, rich bowls of real milk
and tempting dog biscuits were placed before him he would
not partake. The absence of his master, who was touring
the southern states on behalf of the third Liberty Loan,
denied the animal the one thing he wanted — the loving
attention of the master who rescued him from the realm
of the down and outs.
As far as it is known Mutt came into the world friendless.
He appeared at the Chaplin plant a cowering canine
vagrant. Charlie befriended the pup, and it was not long
before they were fast friends. There was no one excepting
the comedian who seemed to interest Mutt. The dog was
with the star from early morning until long after work
was done for the day.
Charlie always fed Mutt himself.
Mutt never could get used to Charlie's absence from the
studio, and no one could make him understand that his
master would be back some day. Every hour found the
little animal anxiously waiting outside of the star's dressing
room, and each day Mutt's refusal to accept the food that
was offered him was the cause of the loss of more strength.
Finally Mutt collapsed.
A little mound of earth, close to the spot where Mutt,
in the character of Scraps, dug up the purse of money for
his master in "A Dog's Life," is his resting place. The grave
is surrounded by old cans, rags, bottles and other refuse.
There are no floral tributes — just cans. That was the way
Mutt lived. The tombstone is not of granite, but it is an
old shoe, and on the sole is crudely scratched: "Mutt;
died April 29th— A Broken Heart."
UNIVERSAL
EMPLOYEES
TO BUY
AMBULANCE.
Universal Film Company employees have started a fund
for the purpose of purchasing an automobile ambulance to
be presented to the National Corps for American War
Relief for use on the battlefront. Prices have been obtained
which show that the ambulance, equipped according to
Government regulations and including shipping charges to
Europe, will cost approximately $1,000. This figure does not
include any extras. It is the desire of the Universal
employees to have their ambulance supplied with a complete set of extras, including four extra spare wheels with
tires and a duplicate of all engine and motor parts. These
extra parts will add 25 per cent, to the first cost.
According to advices received during the recent German
drive the Allies lost a large number of ambulances, which
must be replaced at the earliest possible moment.

POUCHER

TOURING

EASTERN

EXCHANGES.

D. A. Poucher, of the home office staff of the Mutual Film
Corporation, has left the executive offices, Chicago, on a
visit to eastern branch offices in the capacity of special
representative. The first stop on his trip was at the
Buffalo exchange.
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Harry Harvey, Director of "The Lion's Claw" Serial, and a
Group of His Able Assistants.
to right : Director Harvey, Cameraman
Charles Kingsbury, Assistant Director H. B. Murray, H. Blaine Pearson, author of "The Lion's

Lett
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Tom North Wins a Real Job
Popular and Able Film Man Appointed Pathe Division
ager with Jurisdiction in the East.

Man-

TOM NORTH, one of the best known and most popular
men in the big Pathe organization, and editor of the
company's official house organ, the Pathe Sun, has been
appointed division manager with jurisdiction extending over
the entire eastern district.
Friends in the amusement world
from coast to coast will learn with pleasure of Mr. North's
promotion.
The eastern district is assured of a live, wideawake expert with boundless energy, a remarkable personality and a business
man who is strong on
the "square deal."
Air.
North's a p p o intment
follows
closely o n
those of Ralph O. Proctor for the middle
wester n and W. S.
Wessling for the southern districts, to work
under the direction of
Sales Manager F. C.
Quimby.
For .more than a
score of years Tom
North has been associated with successful
ventures in the field of
amusement. H i s first
collection w as with
Price's floating operas,
showing on the Ohio
and Mississippi rivers.
Then he was with Jule
Walters' old-time melodramas. He was with
Gentry Brothers' show,
with Charles Whittaker, and with L i n coin J. Carter. He also
conducted dramatic shows for Arthur C. Hastings, and was
the director of the Lefflev-Bhattan company. He was press
years and
Brothers' Circus for several
man for the Ringling road
attractions for Harry Askin for
booked and directed
and
organized
three years. In San Francisco, Mr. North
directed sixteen road companies at one time on five Kleine
shows.
Later Mr. North was in charge of the Y-L-S-E Seattle
office. The movement for adequate advertising of motion
pictures in the Seattle newspapers received its first impetus
through him. Seattle still ranks foremost in the opinion of
nianv as a result of the pioneer work done by Air. North.
Tom North joined Pathe as manager of the super-feature
department, handling special engagements^of such features
Russia."
in publicity
German
and "Thetook
Miserables"
as "LesTarleton
of all
chargeCurse
Winchester
When
Mr. North became editor of the Pathe Sun and has handled
i his branch of Pathe's exploitation work with marked ability
and success. His appointment as division manager is in
every way a reward of merit.
Tom

North.

Mark Gates Opens Dayton Theater
Description

of Beautiful Ohio House, Believed to Be Equal
to the Best in the Country.
THAT the new Dayton theater, opened with impressive
ceremonies on .May 4 by Mark Gates, is a leader is the
opinion of those high in amusement circles. It is
claimed to be one of the four representative theaters of the
United Slates, and Daytonians are proud of the work that
has been accomplished in presenting motion pictures in a
theater equal to any of the New York theaters. In size the
new Dayton theater will be equal to any in the state and
in equipment ami furnishings will be second to none.
The entire building is fireproof throughout, and the question of safety has been kept constantly in mind during the
construction of this new picture house. The entrance is
through a broad lobby 35 feet wide, which leads to a foyer
extending the whole width of the building. Wide Stairways
lead to the large balcony, where are also the loges, which
have proved to be the most popular seats in the house. To
the right of the downstairs foyer is a large checkroom, while
to the left will be found several public telephones.
A feature which has received much favorable comment
from laymen is the absence i<i posts or supports for the bal-

Ma\-25r 19r8
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coftyg i&|e3h<dQi£CHflrIkr %3»foS&n< .
and girders of steel." The weight of the largest tjrnss supporting the balcony is fifty-one tons, which will give an
idea of the immense balcony. There are six exits from the
first floor in addition to the entrance, which is composed of
live double doors. The balcony also has six exits leading
to fire escapes or cement landings. All of the exits are six
feet wide. In order that proper illumination might be provided for the balcony aisles lights are set in each step so
that patrons will not stumble in getting to their seats.
They are so concealed that other patrons who are already
seated will not be blinded by the lights.
The most beautiful part of the house is the large mezzanine floor. A large open well hole in the middle part of the
mezzanine floor opens to the auditorium below. To the right
and left of the mezzanine floor are the women's lounging
room
smoking
rooms, Two
whichaisles
are lead
furnished
in
line and
withthethemen's
rest of
the theater.
from
the mezzanine to the balcony proper, and it is only a fewsteps to this part of the house from the lounging rooms.
The ventilating system of the Dayton theater is the most
costly yet attempted in theater construction in Ohio. The
system will provide much more fresh air than is required
by law. An idea of the power of the fans can be gained
from the fact that two groups, which are of cast iron, weigh
eighteen tons. Supply fans have also been placed on the
roof to assist the ventilation during the summer months.
During the winter months 52.000 cubic feet of warmed air per
minute will be thrown into the auditorium and in the summer this will be increased to 290,000 cubic feet of fresh air
with the help of the roof fans. There are no wall fans.
Another feature is the location of the picture machine
booth in the space under the balcony floor in such a way
that it is entirely concealed from the main floor as well as
from the balcony. The projection openings are under the
front rail of the balconv.

Leif Gihbsson
LEIF GIHBSSON. a partner of J. L. Nerlein. Ltd.. Christiania, Norway, and the firm's American representative,
with offices at 309 Broadway. New York City, who lately
returned from abroad, is one of the most progressive of the
younger men in the motion picture industry.
His company is the exclusive distributor in Norway. Sweden and Denmark for the Simplex Projector, manufactured
by the chine
Precision
MaCompany, Inc.,
317 East Thirty-fourth
street, New York.
M r . Gihbsson has
been connected with J.
L. Nerlein, Ltd., for
eight years. He first
became associated with
the company in its photographic supply department and some
time later entered the
film exchange in Christiania, w here he r e mained tor two years.
The exchange was organized four years ago
in a small way and now
employs t w o hundred
persons in various capacities. Ithandles the
Pathe program a n d
open market features.
M r, Gihbsson passes on
all films personally and
judges their suitability
for Scandinavian audiences.
Leif Gihbsson.
M r. Gihbsson buys in
the American market pictures, chemicals and apparatus for
laboratories, as well as having in charge the import of projection machines, accessories and supplies for the Chrisliania house.
In 1917 he was admitted to membership in the firm, which
was established in 1S7S by 1. L. Nerlein as a small supply
house and is now doing business on an extensive scale.
It is capitalized at $300,000. T. L. Nerlein was the first man
to introduce Kodak goods in Norway.
Mr. Gihbsson. who is an expert photographer, organized
in 1916 the photographic department of the aviation corps of
the Norwegian army.
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It Is Done at the Strand
HOW
A Discussion of Methods Which Have Actually Been Worked
Out
By

Harold

Successfully.

Edel,

Managing

Director.

THEthe presentation
"M> of Four
years effective
in Germany"
Strand markedof one
the most
patrioticat
show-; yet offered at this theater. The bill was prepared
with the idea of tying it up to the Libert) Loan Drive, the
>s receipts of the week being devoted to the purchase
of Liberty Bonds.
The theater inside and out was dressed in patriotic garb.
In the lobby, in addition to specially prepared paintings
advertising the feature, was a collection of timely paintings
bj C. J. Leyendecker, the famous cover artist. A special
electric sign advertising the feature was built over the
lobby, in addition to the usual electric sign announcing the
show. Another sign announcing the fact that the gross
receipts of the week would be devoted to the purchase of
Liberty Bonds was placed in front of the house. Flags were
used extensively in the lobby and inside the theater around
the boxes, etc. A registration booth and a Liberty Loan
booth were placed in the lobby. On the opening night of
the show Ambassador James \Y. Gerard was induced to
appear in person to address the audience on the Liberty
Loan. At other shows prominent members from the
Women's
was made, Committee,
sold bonds. through which our purchase of bonds
The week's show was run in conjunction with the Women's
Committee, and motion pictures of a committee from the
Strand presenting the key of the theater to members of
the Women's Liberty Loan organization were used.
The show opened with a short overture, "Pomp and Circumstance." which wasGradually
just enough
to serve as
to
the entertainment.
darkening
thea prelude
stage, we
parted the curtains on the screen, and the pictures showing
the presentation
the key Mrs.
of the
to the Women's
Committee,
which ofincluded
W. Strand
K. Vanderbilt,
Jr., Mrs.
W. R. Hearst, Mrs. J. W. Gerard, and other noted women,
were displayed; an announcement that the receipts were
to be used in buying bonds was then projected, immediately
followed by Winsor McCay's graphic drawings on the
sinking of the Lusitania.
A little bit which w-orked out effectively was presented
when the picture showed the Lusitania sinking. From
another projector we flashed on the screen the letters SOS,
which started on one end of the screen and finished on the
other, the letters being written in a jerky fashion, representing a flash of electricity snapping through the sky of the
picture. These pictures, with suitable music, made a great
impression upon the audience, the final disappearance under
the water of the Lusitania being accompanied with "Nearer,
My God. to Thee."
immediately following these pictures was a title announcing that these kinds of acts would be stopped by —
and then came pictures of submarine destroyers rushing
through the water. Immediately the screen was raised on a
camp night scene with four soldiers at a camp fire who sang
"Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground," "Keep the
Home Fires Burning," "Smile, Smile, Smile, Smile," and
"Over There" in rapid sequence. With the last few bars the
faces of Washington, Lincoln and Wilson were flashed in
the sky on the drop, the screen appeared and "My Four
Years in Germany" was on for the remainder of the show,
with the Liberty Loan speakers appearing upon the
conclusion of that picture.
The entire bill went with a bang, and, as one critic stated,
the audience was kept at such a high pitch of enthusiasm
throughout and there was so much applause that one would
expect the audience to have become tired long before the
end. Each number closely followed upon the last, allowing
hardly enough time, in several instances, to distinguish a
break in the heavy applause. There were no intermissions
of even an instant in the early part of the bill up until the
feature appeared, which itself proved a big thriller and
inciter of frequent patriotic applause.
In exhibiting "My Fours Years in Germany," because of its
large footage it is necessary to condense the bill generally
in order to get it into the usual running time. It took
considerable experiment to get the above results which
proved one of the most thrilling, rapid-fire shows we have
presented at the Strand. Such a show is recommended as
particularly effective for exhibitors who wish to have a
patriotic week, or whatever number of days they run, with
modifications for smaller theaters, of course. In place of
Ambassador Gerard any local civic official could be invited
to open such a patriotic bill.
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Conditions in British Columbia Good

So Declares W. P. Dewees, General Manager of Vancouver s
First National Exchange.

of the First National
general, manager
DEW!rs' I S,Exchange
WP. Exhibito
Ltd. of Vancouver, British
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Exhibitors'
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o f our exhibitors in
Western Canada
Mr.
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stron
a long
Deweegly,"
s. "For
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P. D<

while past the tendency has been toward
the open market, which
gives the exhibitor
of selecti
freed
"Theom Rex
is noton.one
of the largest houses
in the Dominion; seating, in fact, less than
1,400 people. But we
have a loyal clientele,
and by increasing the
number of shows per
day when
occasion
warrants
we frequently

play to 25 per cent, of
the population of Vancouver during a week's run. In the
case of both 'Tarzan' and 'A Dog's Life' I believe the perhigher."
When centage
Mr.ran much
Dew-ees
was asked why he did not build a
house twice the size of his present theater he replied:
"You see Vancouver was laid out in such a way that all
the blocks are much smaller than they are in most American cities, being about half the size of the square here in
New York, and the result is it is extremely difficult to find
a suitable piece of property on which to put up a really
big house as they go in the United States.
"How has the war affected moving pictures in British
Columbia? Well, during the first year or two business
was undeniably hard hit, but conditions are now adjusting
themselves, and people are patronizing the films more
generously than ever. We are taxed from every possible
angle, however, and have to take in considerably more
money to make a reasonable profit. There are eight forms
of taxation that strike us directly as business men and
theater owners and two or three other indirect means of
raising revenue that we know we have to conform to,
although I could not for the life of me explain just how all
the taxes are applied."
HOPPER JOINS METRO'S WESTERN FORCES.
E. Mason Hopper, one of the best-known directors on the
Pacific
coast,
has joined
directing
at at
Metro's
studios in
Hollywood.
Mr. the
Hopper
startedforces
to work
once,
guiding Edith Storey in the picture drama "As the Sun Went
Down," following "The Demon," which is being assembled,
cut and titled.
Mr. Hopper is one of the young directors. He has served
with the Paramount and K.-B. -Triangle forces, and held the
megaphone with such players as Vivian Martin, Gail Kane,
Alma Rubens, Wallace Reid and House Peters. He was the
creator of the George Ade Fables as interpreted on the
screen.
Before starting as a director, Mr. Hopper had been a
newspaper man, cartoonist and a vaudeville headliner.

Red Cross ball, Hotel Astor, May 25. Auspices
Motion Picture Allied Industry for Red Cross Drive.
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Exchange
Thirty-one

Organization
Now
Handles
Product
Separate Motion
Picture
Producers.

of

THE General Film Company is now releasing the product
of thirty-one separate motion picture manufacturers,
tripling its list of producing clients since last fall.
From an official of the General Film Company comes a
statement reviewing the increase in activities of this
organization, a statement that easily accounts for the
recent shift of the headquarters to a more modern location at 25 West Forty-fourth street, New York; the.
removal of the New York exchange to the ninth floor of
729 Seventh avenue, formerly occupied by the Paramount
exchange; the removal of the Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington and Montreal exchanges to more desirable quarters,
and many other improvements which have been made known
from time to time.
The most important phase of General Film's larger scope
is the increase on its product lines. Everything from a
huge program group of star releases down to a single-reel
educational release of limited edition, the product handled
by the company embraces every imaginable subject, and
the distribution ranges from the whole of the United States
and Canada down to one specified state.
"General Film Company is able to care for a multitude of
accounts like this," said the official, "because its sole business is that of a service company. Any motion picture
product of merit can find in General Film a route to its
market. We are handling now a volume of business such
as the company has not had in recent years. This does not
show completely in regular weekly releases because not
all of our clients produce on the traditional weekly schedule.
In fact, isolated special releases of all lengths are now
being routed through our exchanges that formerly were
sold through state rights exchanges. The owners of these
films are convinced that one statement a week from one
responsible concern covering the whole field economically
and intensively is just about the right thing.
"General Film did not start its service expansion at the
easy end. It started with the biggest undertaking of its
career — with the acceptance by Hodkinson Service of
General Film as its medium for serving the country with
Paralta Plays. Our company felt big enough to tackle
this, and quickly proved itself to be in that our exchanges
already have one and one-half million dollars' worth of
business laid out on the product.
"General Film's plan for handling releases from many
sources in one central organization has benefits that now
are thoroughly understood. The chief of these benefits
is the elimination of extravagant duplication in the physical
distribution of film."
General Film states that a great deal more of new product
is under negotiation at this time, and that future announcements may be expected of considerable trade interest.
THREE
CHANGES
IN GENERAL'S
OFFICES.
Three changes in the management of its exchanges were
announced during the week by General Film Company.
H. K. Evans, well known in theatrical and moving picture
circles, has assumed charge of the Minneapolis branch. He
was formerly manager of the Pathe exchange at St. Louis
and has had a wide selling experience.
Irving C. Jacocks, a former General Film employee, has
returned to assume the management of the New Haven
General Film office, succeeding W. V. Hart, who will in
the future be attached to the New York City exchange.
H. E. Elder has been transferred from the St. Louis office,
which he managed for a long time, and he now takes
charge of the Washington
office of General.
CRANDALL

AUDITOR

IN WAR

SERVICE.

. Henry O. Gartner, chief auditor of the Crandall Amusement Co., Washington, was called to the colors and with
the rank of captain placed at the head of the disbursing
section of the Ordnance Department of Baltimore City.
Fritz Hoffmann, of Washington, has been engaged to fill this
important position and entered upon his new duties May 6.
LOCKWOOD

GOES

INTO
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Allen Promoted by Famous Players

General in Midst of Big Year
Big

WORLD

Former

Manager
of San Francisco
Office to
to Exchange*.
Representative

Be

Special

JW.

ALLEN, formerly manager of the San Francisco
office of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has
• been promoted
to the important position of special
representative
to exchanges,
and has just arrived in New
York to take up activities in connection with his new post.
As has already been announced, Myron H. Lewis, formerly
manager of the Los
Angeles exchange, has
been made manager of
the San Francisco
office, and J. J. Halstead, formerly assistant manager at Los
Angeles, has been
made manager of that
office. Just prior to
his departure, as the
World has told, Mr.
Allen was given a
farewell dinner, attended by all the local
exchangemen and leading exhibitors.
Mr. Allen takes over
his new duties after
elevention years'
with the associamotion
picture industry, during which time he was
chiefly connected with
the exchange business.
He started at the
bottom as an operator
and later became an
exhibitor, thus gaining
actual experience in
this branch of the industry, which proved a
great assistance to
J. W. Allen.
him later in meeting
and overcoming the
problems confronting the exhibitors he served. Mr. Allen
has been managing exchanges for the past seven years, his
early experience in this field of the business having been
gained as a booker and salesman. In fact, he has filled practically every position in the exhibiting and exchange fields
and has a thorough knowledge of the business from the
showman's viewpoint as well as from the distributor's
angle.
For the past three years Mr. Allen has been manager of
the San Francisco branch handling Paramount and Artcraft
pictures under District Manager Herman Wobber. In 1915
his office won Paramount's first prize in the exchange contest for the greatest amount of business obtained in ninety
days. In addition to the silver cup his office was given
$1,000 from Paramount and $1,000 from Mr. Wobber to
divide among the staff. In 1917 Mr. Allen made a trip to
China, Japan and the Philippine Islands, covering a period
of six months, during which time he placed the Paramount
product in these countries. He is the first exchange manager to institute the direct-by-mail campaign to the theater
patron in behalf of the exhibitor, which is now widely used
throughout the country."
Mr. Allen's headquarters will be in New York.

Red Cross Ball, Astor,
May 25. Auspices of
Motion Picture Allied

MOUNTAINS.

With his director, Fred J. Balshofer, and members of his
supporting cast, Harold Lockwood has left Los Angeles and
gone into the mountains back of Pine Crest, Cal., to make
a number of scenes for Metro's "Lend Me Your Name," an
adaptation by Mr. Balshofer and John B. Clvmer, of Francis
Perry Elliott's novel of that name.

Industry for Red Cross
Drive.
v
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"I had
refusing

Rambles 'Round Filmtown
With WALTER

K. HILL.

2j0fgjjajjgj2J2J2J3J5^
Tiik nifty little "dashes" we have been
using in separate one endeavor from
the other In our efforts to oonaume
valuable space, have appeared with a purWe know that some day the neces■Itj of emphasising the value of Thrift
anil War Savings Stamps would bo at
hand — and here it Is, What with a Liberty Loan ami other rash requirements
of the Government Immediately pressing,
War Savings Stamps have never been officially Introduced, During the past week
millions Of them were sold In an effort
to "start something-." *
Olga Petrova is doing a real "bit" on
her tour of the country. She will make
•personal appearance" at numerous theaters, exacting- that the public shall then
buy for every orchestra seat that is occupied one Thrift Stamp, and for every pair
of balcony seats one Thift Stamp. Mr.
and Mrs. Public will, of course, retain
these stamps as their own and no one,
unfortunately, will never be able to record
the thousands of families who will start
the game of saving Thrift Stamps because of Mme. Petrova's inspiringly patriotic purpose.
Long before she "went into pictures,"
or even played a dramatic role on the
American stage, Mme. Petrova entertained
millions of vaudeville devotees with her
extremely artistic and effective "imitations." The Rambler has written, in his
day, several miles of newspaper comment
on theatrical personages, and Mme. Petrova inspired some few "stickfuls"
through her cleverness. The motion picture exhibitor who has the good fortune
to be honored (advisedly written) by a
Petrova appearance, is going to have
(take it from me) an attraction that will
make a hit with his audiences — and boost
the sale of Thrift Stamps.

*

Thrift Stamps are the best exemplification of "one thing after another" that
ever was invented. After the first 25-cent
stamp is pasted on a sheet that holds 16
the itch to fill the remaining 15 spaces
becomes acute. When $4 is thus accumulated in 25-cent Thrift Stamps the game
is played along by adding a stipulated
sum (it's 17 cents for May) handed over
in cash to any postmaster or authorized
agent of the Government in return for
which the purchaser receives a War Saving Stamp of $5 face value at maturity,
January 1, 1923. Thus the game proceeds; every 16 Thrift Stamps pasted on a
card is exchangeable for a War Savings
Stamp — with the additional cash payment
increasing at the rate of 1 cent each
month that passes.

*

There is going to be another Liberty
Loan and it would be mighty nice if
those who buy War Savings Stamps could
turn their cards in at face value ($4)
either in full or as part payment for Liberty Bonds. Thus the Government would,
meanwhile, be getting in the cash, and
when the cards were surrendered the interest on the W. S. S. (which figures ^4
per. cent, compounded quarterly until 1923)
would stop. This interest would then be
converted and continued as the Liberty
Bond "trailer" to be clipped in coupons
by the citizenry.

*

Don't forget, in making a collection of
Thrift and War Savings Stamps, that this
is the first time in history that the Government has allowed commoners to purchase an interest in the greatest institu-

tion on earth — the Tinted States <■!' America. Government Bonds have always been
matters
of imagination
with
everybody
except the super-rich. The] have always
been at a premium, with (1,000 the lowest
denomination. It's a mighty One feeling
when you slap down 26 cents (that Johnny Walker used to get), to realize that
you are buying an interest in a wonderful
and glorious Government, if you never
experienced that feeling you've missed a
great little sensation.

•

Here's what it amounts to:
25 cents — 1 Thrift Stamp.
16 Thrift Stamps — 1 War Savings Stamp.
20 War Savings Stamps — 1 War Savings
Certificate.
1 War Savings Certificate — $100 in 1923.
Since last December, when Thrift
Stamps were first placed on sale, the people of the United States have invested
more than 193 million in the sticky little
life savers and fortune builders, up to and
including April 30.

*

The motion picture industry will immediately begin an organized effort to boost
the sale of Thrift Stamps. Just now
Chairman Adolph Zukor, of the special
committee, is busy with the Red Cross
drive; but the move to sell Thrift Stamps
in copious quantities, as promoted by the
National Association of the Motion Picture
Inrustry, will accumulate momentum with
every passing day. C. H. Farrell will be
actively in charge, with his headquarters
in the Times Building in the N. A. M. P.
offices.

*

Probably there will be enough propaappealing
the for
patriotic
'sidehere
of
human ganda
nature
to toallow
a word
addressed to the selfishness of mortal man.
Why should a man or woman or child be
begged or coaxed and urged, almost
bribed, to do something for THEMSELVES? (P. S. — Upper case press
agents, please write.) *
By and large the most selfish thing a
person can do is to invest money, with
the best interest ever paid for unquestioned security in something he has never
before been able to buy.
The fact that the money loaned to his
Government helps to keep the battleships
of the Hun bottled up in safe harbor;
that our own coast is thus freed from hellish assault, may be classified again as
selfishness — if it will sell Thrift Stamps.
— w s s—
Truer Words Were Never Writ.
In placing at the command of William
Fox the resources of the entire Goldwyn
organization,
Samuel
Goldfish
remarks:
wish to take this
means
of saying
what 'Ia
splendid thing it is for the motion picture industry and the charitable and relief agencies to which you so freely give
your money, your enthusiasm and your
genius that there is a William Fox."
Translating Sound to the Screen.
June Elvidge, with Director Travers
Vale and company, has returned to Bat's
Cave, N. C, to continue work on "The
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"Film Millions Ires at i iome."
The Basement.
Many
stars
of thl
■ I ■ • n have
earned
the right to occupy beautiful homes, but
ire fortunate enough to be able to
maintain
a permanent
residt
richness and beaut] no matter where the
t hem.
changing
fortunes of the screen may take
Thatns,Is atwhyNo. theL84abode
of "Smiling
Wellington
Road, mil"
Los
Angeles, stands for more than the address
of tin- genial
star of Capitol
CornIt Is veritably his home, built and owned

by the millionaire Insurance magnate who

forsook
the cares
of business
for the
greater pleasure of making millions laugh.
(Next Release
Issue.)
— w —s s Next
—
— Headline.
Funkhouser

Cuts "Hearts of the World."

Some day
knife will slip.
Yes.
You "Funkie's"
said it.
— w s s—
"An Important
Disclaimer."
. . "The purport of this article is
to the effect that there Is no established
Sunday or Sabbath. Seven reasons are
given, each one absolutely false and In
distinct contradition to history and truth,"
writes Rev. W. H. Jackson, in the Motion
Picture World, as part of his reply to an
article hy Rev. W. M. Taylor in a contemporary trade paper.
Which
incites the thought
that Billy
Sabbath
has wasted
a lot of wind
and
energy
in advertising
— w s s —himself.
The Merry Moods of June.
I love swimming,
tennis, golf, rowing,
yachting,
basketball
and spinning
a top.
— June Caprice Publicity.
— w s s—
Bola Pasha stood in the center of the
court-yard. When the firing squad cut
loose with a dozen guns, Bola raised his
right hand tragically above his head,
while his left hand gripped dramatically
at the breast of his English walking coat.
There we leave him (in Fox's advertising
lay-out)
foot-loose and free-handed.
Bola Disdained to Do a Houdini.
— w s s
Exposing Secret Propaganda.
It has just been anonunced that Director
Deonce Perret has a distinctive surprise
in store for the movie world. While he is
carefully keeping the title, cast and nature of his new endeavor secret, it is
known that the work will be a sensational
propaganda and that it will commence
right away. — "Lee"
Publicity.
— w Letendre's
s s—
Ivory Trade in Film. — Morning Teleheadline.
Not graph
forgetting
bone, ebony and solid
concrete.
— w s s—
An esteemed contemporary boastingly
asserts that it is the most widely quoted
publication in captivity, entirely overlooking the Sing Sing Star Bulletin so frequently copied by film publicists in praise
— w s s—
of their boss's product.
Director Oscar C. Apfel and members
of his technical staff recently spent a day
in Chinatown for the purpose of imbibing
"atmosphere" for Mr. Apfel's next World
picture. New

Name for Chop Suey.
— w s s

or Crook" Evelyn Greeley
pink gown, the silk for
her, by an admirer, from

" 'The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin' . . .
will go farther towards waking up dormant America than any picture we have
had yet. Carl Laemmle certainly made a
strike
in giving Rupert Julian this role." —
Motography.

with Fish Hooks?

Which reminds us that Jewel's shipping
forces daily "can" the Kaiser.

— w s s—

"In "By Hook
Echo."
wears a salmon
which was sent
Japan.
Fastened

Now

111.' extreme
pb
in ..rivr of $&u.u
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O, Look-ee! E Pluribus Fillum !
For the reader's lighter moments, an inside view of some three-cornered correspondence is given in a collection of letters given out by Terry Ramsaye, director
of publicity for the Mutual Film Corporation. The letters are from T. E. MortenSen, of Amusements, a Minneapolis motion picture trade publication; F. H. Elliott, executive secretary of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry, and Mr. Ramsaye. Here follows the
triangle:
Mr. Mortensen Wrote to Mr. Ramsaye.
"I am enclosing carbon copy of letter
from F. H. Elliott, Secretary of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, which is self-explanatory; also
enclosing copy of articles referred to.
"I would appreciate you writing me regarding this matter so that I could dwell
intelligently upon the subject in an article
for Amusements.
"Thanking you for giving this your immediate attention and with best personal
wishes, I remain."
Mr. Elliott Wrote
to Mr. Mortensen.
"Our attention has been called to an article which appears on page 6 of your
April 27 issue setting forth the fact that
'To Terry Ramsaye, that hustling director
of publicity of the Mutual Film Corporation, belongs the honors for having had
introduced into Congress a bill authorizing
the coinage
of a 15-cent piece.'
"For your information we desire to advise that Mr. Ramsaye had nothing whatever to do with the introduction of this
bill; he didn't even know it was going to
be introduced; he doesn't even know the
representative in Congress that introduced
the bill. The idea of someone endeavoring
to take credit for activity which they
had nothing whatever to do with is pure
bunk and it is about time some of the
motion picture publications ascertain as
to the authenticity of some of the press,
copies received by them from such fellows as Ramsaye.
"The bill was introduced at the suggestion of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, of which the Mutual Film Corporation is not even a member of. Will you kindly make this plain
in your forthcoming issue so that credit
will be given to the organization which
is doing things for the industry and not
by individuals who are talking- about doing them."
— w s s

Mr. Ramsaye Wrote to Mr. Mortensen.
"Anent yours of May 6 and enclosure
from one F. H. Elliott:
"I conceived and planted the idea of
a fifteen-cent coin. Mr. Elliott, if he had
any function in the flowering of the idea
into legislation, operated as fertilizer.
May his aromatic fame increase.
"The article in your paper to which he
objects was as you know written in your
own office.
"Despite Mr. Elliott, it is a matter of
common knowledge in the industry that
the fifteen-cent piece was my idea and
thai T ?;iivc it national and international
publicity something more than a year ago,
long before others were interested in it.
The files of any trade paper and most
newspapers will prove that.
"Further. T gained support for t he
movement from John C. Shedd, of Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; the United Cigar Stores, the Perkins publications and
a la rye number of big national interests,
including I may add. a number of legislators. This is all substantiated by contemporary publication, and of dates prior
to any interest expressed by Mr. Elliott.
"it is Interesting to recall also that Mr.
Elliott, while engaged in a campaign to
force or decoy the Mutual Film corporation into membership In his National Association, wrote a letter to John R. Freuler congratulating the Mutual Film Corporation on the fifteen-cent piece idea.
■The Mutual refused to join the National Association.
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Rambles 'Round Filmtown
"Meanwhile Mr. Elliott appropriated the
15-cent piece idea and sought to make
capital of it. When the bill was introduced in congress — as he says quite without my knowledge — the Elliott publicity
studiously avoided crediting me or my
concern with the idea.
"Then along came a number of trade
papers and ran stories about my part in
the matter as father of the idea and
movement. These stories were spontaneous and voluntary. They brought the
matter to my attention and I did send out
further stories about the origin of the
idea, claiming nothing, however, concerning the bill in Congress. I did not and do
not propose to let Mr. Elliott hide my
light under his pint cup.
"I note that Mr. Elliott in his letter
says: 'It is about time that some of the
motion picture publications ascertain as to
the authenticity of some of the press
copies received by them from such fellows as Ramsaye.'
"I have not the honor of the acquaintancelows'of asMr.
he. Elliott, but I know 'such fel"I can leave to the open forum of opinion my repute in the film trade. I can
leave to the same court judgment concerning attempts at piracy and mayhem.
"A salute to Mr. F. H. Elliott'."

First Time For Everything.
Maurice Tourneur has simultaneously
launched his own producing corporation
and started a movement to honor "the man
whose experiments led to the first motion pictures." "In May, 1872. Eadwea
Muybridge began his experiments in rd
instantaneous photography," says Mr. Tourneur, "and yet exactly forty-six years
later we have done nothing to honor this
pioneer who made the photoplay possible."
Why not lump the whole lot and commemorate all at once: the first exhibitor,
the first operator, the first statement from
a film magnate to the trade press, the first
reviewer, the first state right feature, the
first co-operative plan, the first program
the first picture theater, the first Empy
press agent, the first serial, the first educational, the first film inspector, and first
aid to the injured?
— w s s—
"Motor
Arch"
Comes
"Naturally."
Raymond B. West, the Paralta
director,
who has staged more of that companv's
* is
any other
productions
suffering
fromthan
a broken
arch director.
in his left
foot. Mr. West believes that the fracture is due to natural weakness of the
bone brought by the constant use of
his feet in driving his automobile. — Paralta Publicity.
Truthfully
Johnnie Hines has
lanta, and is at work
on 'Merely
Players,"
ished this week.

Titled.
returned from Atwith Kitty Gordon
which will be fin-

— w s s

Steilow Freed as Innocent. — Newspaper
Headline.
film?
Let's see. What was the name of that
— w s s

Motion Shown in Still Photography.
Here is a rare sample of cameracraft —
a still picture of Douglas Fairbanks in
motion. Bennie Zeidman originated the
idea and ground the crank. It will be
observed that Mr. Fairbanks is doing this
daring stunt while the train is at a standstill.
Perish the thought that all of his dashing deeds are accomplished under similar circumstances, with the hazard diminished in the taking and accentuated
by trickery in completing the work for
public inspection!
Then, too. comes the lingering suspicion
that Mr. Fairbanks, in thus hurriedly diving into the steps of a standing passenger-coach, is trying to escape the proGerman propaganda said to be so relentlessly pursuing him. At all events doing
a hand-stand on a hand-bag- seems worth
the space consumed in illustrating- the
trick.
Found Among the Missing.
Ticket takers, head ushers and other
theatre attaches, dressed in the uniforms
of Hear Admirals and Lieutenant Generals, who used to block the line of vision,
seemed
to have passed away.
— w s s—
Elizabeth Sears has resigned her position as head of the American Film Company's educational department, to go
abroad for Today's Housewife, a publication for which she is doing a serial
titled "My War Journal."

Now
You
Know
Where
He Got It.
The first straw hat to ride the literary
beans that make their daily way into the
editorial sanctum of the Weil Known
Moving Picture World this season sat
jauntily upon the shell of Ed Rosenbaum,
Jr.'s story-factory. It was easily recognized as a 1917 model, non-skid and all
that sort of thing. Congratulations are
coming to the genial King-Bee P. A., upon
his good judgment in selecting the editorial chair of The Ash Can, a paper he
is issuing as propaganda for Sidney Ascher Camp No. 13045
— w s M.
s — W. of A.
"Windy City" Runs True to Form.
"The interior (.of the theater) was decorated with the allied colors and the
flags waved repeatedly to billows of apthat swelled from many
throats.''
—
Chicagoplause Correspondence
Moving
Picture
World.
— w s s
"William Allen Takes New
Moving Picture World Headline.
His second time— won s earth.
s—

Birth." —

George Universal Stevenson, dressed in
the army uniform of the Red Cross, has
gone or will, forthwith go. to Italy commissioned as a "moving picture expert
w s s—
with journalistic —experience."
Giving
New Yorkers
Dead Away.
"Life is all pretense." says Madge Kennedy. And she ought to know, for she
lives in New York, where everyone is pretending- to be what he or she isn't.
"The stenographer tells her friends that
she is a secretary." continues Miss Kennedy. "The upstairs girl represents herself to outsiders as a lady's maid. The
player of minor part on the stage seeks to
give the impression that she is a leadingwoman.
And so —on."
w s s—
Gladys Rockwell Fools Fox. — Motography
Headline.
The ultimate in craftiness.
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K.imi Gets Line on Thrift Stamp*.
-■■ K Kann, of the executive Btafl
of the Universal, has organised a "Starripa-Day" club among the employes of Unl> for the purpose ol disposing of
the maximum amount of thrift si. imp-1.
Morr than ninety per cent, of the employes of the home office have Joined, the
club
and purchase
at who
least arts,
o'ne as
stamp
day from
Mr. Kann,
sales.1
manager
for the club.
The thrift sunup sales" department la
open one hour each daj from 13 to l
o'clock during which time the approach
to Mr. Kami's office resembles the entrance
to the Broadway theater. There is a line
stretching all around the third floor of
1,600 liroaiiway awaiting turns to purchase a stamp.
— w s c

Madge Evans, up to date, holds Lee KuWorld-record
for
liberty-loaning
among
Child movie
stars.
Twenty-eight
thousand
dollars stands to her credit.
Viola Dana Can-"Can" Conventionalities.
A "conventionalized fandango" is promised by Viola Dana's publicists for her
appearance in "The Only Road," a forthcoming Metro. As star of the new photoplay Miss Dana fling's her toes about In
thorough abandon atop a rough table in
a Western saloon. The reason she calls
her dance a conventionalized fandango is
because it is a sort of rhythmic potpourri.
It is part fandango, part tarantella, part
cora de capello and part Hawaiian hula.
In other words. Miss Dana doesn't do all
Of it with her feet.
— w s s

"Staged by the Belasco of the Screen"
is the compliment Nat Rothstein pays to
Lois Weber. We await the announcement of a Belasco production, "Screened
by the Lois Weber of the Stage."
— w s s—
• There is something about railroad travel
that makes moving picture magnates eager
to talk for print. Some of the most
important discussions of the war have issued from press departments of great film
concerns just as the boss was about to
start west or immediately after said boss
had arrived in town from a train-journey
beyond the Hudson.
The distance traveled seems to have an
important influence upon the iat.ur-» of
the statement. Philadelphia and back runs
about one column on palm oil and its influence upon missionary work in Zanzibar. Pittsburgh and back, by way of
AVashington, inspires a somewhat lengthier' opinion on tire usefulness of whales
In combating Hell-Hun attacks upon
French cathedrals.
Chicago limbers up the boss to fourcolumn suppleness, with the opportunity
for a special edition when he makes i
round trip to Hollywood. In these transcontinental jaunts the entire war is
stopped, the Balkan situation is untangled
and the Rocky Mountains are sown to
wheat.
Meanwhile

Who

Sells

Films?

MOVING

I'ICTURK

"Tank

George
t hois
it
dlreoting

Rambles 'Round Filmtoun
Viola Flees and Wins
from Scratch.
in her newes
iture tor Metro, Viola
i i hi which she maki
■ aid on the assorted
clothing
of half a
dozen small boys who are frolicking In a
swimming hole.
She had bobbe.d her hair
and

a 1 1 lied

hei sell

as

a

J oiith.

One of tin- youngsters engaged tor
scene was just all boy, with a face
of freckles
ami a yellow
dog
full
tleas.
Miss Dana didn't know he had a
until after
lad's jai
Then
came She thehad worn
rub
orthe rather,
scratch.

the
full
of
dOg
the

"A ease of "I'lo- I'o,,r Little Itch Girl," "
remarked
Director
Prank
Relcher,
to
whom
Miss liana brought
her tale of woe.
— Metro Publicity.
Smaller
They
Are Bigger
They
Buy.
It
happened
like
this.
I'ower's
Publicity
Purveyor Landon, with a party of three,
attended a performance of "My Four Years
in Germany" (not the Funkhouserized version), and being very diminutive in stature, he thought he was secure from observation. And he was until they started
the Liberty
Bond
sale.
Then appeared Willa Holt Wakefield,
who made a very earnest talk. Right in
the middle of it she stopped and, pointing
an accusing finger at a certain seat about
ten rows back, she exclaimed:
"I see you, you Pleiades boy." Now
"boy" and buy are nearly akin, and so he
did. although he was then nearly bled
white.
"Pulling Leather" in Upper Case.
William Farnum has just purchased
what is probably one of the most elaborate and expensive saddles ever used in
photoplays. The valuable piece of leather
is said to have cost the William Fox star
$1,250, and will grace the horse he rides
in the production on which he is now
at work.— "RIDERS OF THE PURPLE
The saddle is of heavy black leather
and
is inlaid throughout with silver, while
SAGE."
the bridle is a mass of silver and gold
emblems. Mr. Farnum also bought a
bucking saddle worth $300 and will use
this in the scenes of bronco-busting and
heavy riding.
— w s 3—
Racing Form Charts Scenarioized.
Lois Weber has started production at
her Hollywood studios on "The Forbidden Box," a forceful photodrama of the
uncharted seas of life written by E. V.
Durling, Coast correspondent of the New
York
licity. Morning Telegraph. — Universal Pub— w s s—

Jesters Pass Censors Without Change. —
Motion
Picture
News
Headline.
There's
one
public
utility
that will take
no tips.
— w s s

Kitty Gordon has ordered for her newGold,"
Mandarin's
World picture,
the est
almost
elaborate"The
evening
coat said to
have ever been worn before the camera.
It was purchased in Chinatown and is said
to have cost $1,000.
— w s s—
"This is the way a human exhibitor figures his picture values," says an advertisement in the well-known Moving Picture World. "He watches a screening,
sees the plot develop, watches the actors,
notes the sets and the 'look' of the scenes
— "
andIf then
he is playing the picture only one
day it's too late.
And Thus the Plot Thickens.
— w s s

With the dramatic season on the wane
the esteemed Times opened its Sunday
pages to three and one-half columns of
"Written on the Screen" a week ago.
Giving press agents an idea, of what The
Times uses during such spasms of enlarged heart, we note that Myrtle Stedman's butterscotch pie was given a recipe in full.
Can you beat it?
Or Even Try to Eat It?

Said.

throne

— w s s

Actor"

Rebuffs

i • Baker, a
.\|,t ro
a big scene.

Director.

[|

i :,t udlOl , w aa

room of t he Sultan of

11 ni a n,i .
"extraa" were two bulky

was

m

In

the

\ mong

t he

M

in the tnli
moment
i la ker shouted:
"< !ome now.
Bring on the Nubian guard
II IIThe
heed Idusky
ng.
supers stood by, dumb

Dland

'A ou," shouted Baker to t he larg< ■
"You a re a Nubia n . don't \ ,,n i.. now
• i i a in't boss," rel urned I hi super,
;i Baptist." — Metro
Publicity,
w s s

"There li
i i." writes Peter Milne,
"of the picture audience missing obvious
Obvious Obviousness.
— w s s
tin

Billy West is the president of a new
club known as the "Hatless" Club. It was
"organized" for hygienic purposes. Ed.
Rosenbaum, Jr., claims that going without headgear is healthful to the hair
besides it is saving a lot of dimes, for
any member who eats in restaurants.
The Head Belongs
Under This.

Well
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The Mysterious Mr. Steiner.
There's a bit of mystery as to whal
title of the June release of the .1
Comedies will be. So far no announcement has been made as to what it will be
called. The picture has been finished for
some weeks, and just why the name has
not been given cannot be said at this
time. — Jester Publicity.
— w s s—

More
Power
to Them!
While business keeps up, patriotism does
not lag with the Nicholas Power Company. It'stoa the
pretty
that waves
breezegood
down service
at 9H f\ag
street. There are at this writing thirtytwo stars on it with seven more to be
added to this roll of honor.
— w s s—
David A. Balch, late reviewer of films
Army.
for The Mirror, has resigned to join the
No. Fritz.

Not — the
w s Bolsheviki
s—

army.

Billie Burke, recently interviewed for
the New York Times, among other fhings,
paid her respects to moving pictures. We
"The movies? Well, of course, they're
not like the stage, are they? Not that
quote:
they don't do plenty of things for you
that the stage does not — they get you
everywhere, and bring you letters from
all the ends of the earth. But they're
rather
— well, demoralizing."
"Demoralizing,"
"Yes. They pay well, of course, but
they are also tiring. They leave no time
for anything else. I don't care much
about them. The only good one I ever
did was the first one, 'Peggy.' "
Not to Mention "Gloria's Romance."
Miss Castleton Makes World Debut May
20. — Motography
Headline.
Robbing the cradle to create stars.
Relapses Into Work.
Studio Manager
B. B. Mclhtyre,
of the
World
studio, has recovered
from grippe
and is again at his desk.
— W s s—
Silent Partners Speak Up.
" 'Snap and Go,' " says Bill Andrews,
"make a good pair in any firm, including
the Precision Machine Company, Incorporated.
"But we have divided each partner's
duties.
" 'Snap' sticks to the business end — and
you will always find 'Go' among the Simplex Projection Machines."
— w s s—
Better get used to the changing map.
Michigan and New Hampshire are the
latest. When you "set 'em up," buy
yourself a Thrift Stamp and — slip the
dope to
THE
RAMBLER.

THE
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Essanay Announces

Second Set of Broncho Billys

THE

second set of ten revivified Broncho Billy dramas are now offered by
Essanay and are rapidly being booked.
The first set of ten, which began March
1 with "Broncho Billy's Leap," and ended
with "Broncho Billy's Last Deed," on May
3, are having such a run that it was decided to issue the second block beginning
with May 10 and running to July 12.
These are all western dramas of the
hills and plains and are fifteen minutes
in length. New paper and new prints
with exceptional photography by Essanay's
new process add much to the pictures. A
complete, line of advertising material is
being issued on the pictures. Special
mailing cards in three colors also are being sent out to all exhibitors announcing
the plays.
The Kleine exchanges, through which
the pictures are being released, announce
that already there have been an unusually
large number of bookings for the second
set and that there is a great demand
among exhibitors for western dramas. The
majority of exhibitors are booking the entire block, planning to run one each
week on a certain night and advertising
to this effect.
The next set of ten are: "Broncho
Billy's Squareness," "Broncho Billy's Secret," "Broncho Billy and the Greaser,"
"Broncho Billy's Fatal Joke," "Broncho
Billy's Grit," "Broncho Billy's True Love,"
George Now a Fox Director.
William Fox announces the addition of
Burton George to his directorial staff. Mr.
George is a director of long standing, most
of whose work has been done on the West
Coast, but he will make his pictures for
Mr. Fox in the East. The first will star
George Walsh, and bears the tentative
title of "The Sleepwalker."
Carl Harbaugh, under whose direction
the last two Walsh subjects have been
filmed, is to direct Peggy Hyland in her
third Fox production, "Other Men's
Daughters." The features Mr. Harbaugh
has made include "The Scarlet Letter,"
"The Derelict," "The Broadway Sport,"
"When False Tongues Speak" "All for a
Husband," "Jack Spurlock — Prodigal," and
"Brave and Bold."
Both directors began screening the
stories for their new charges last week
in the studios at Fort Lee, N. J.
"Cynthiana"
Is Second
Wolfville.
"Cynthlana," the second of the two-part
Wolfville Tales, a Broadway Star feature
released this week by General Film Company, Is :ui entertaining story of the
West. Cynthiana rules Wolfville with a
despot's will and captures a husband, "one
of them human dificits," in the bargain.
Patricia Palmer as Cynthian;i gives a delightful interpretation of this Alfred
Henry Lewis tale, which retains all of the
charm and interest of the original narrative. The titles are taken directly from
the story thus preserving a large measure
of the droll western humor provided by
the author.
Jack Dill, George Holt, Texas Allen, William Lester and Hattle BuskirU provide
an excellent group of characterizations.
Following "Cynthiana," General Film
will release an O. Henry story. "The Enchanted Profile," in which Agnes Ayres
and Evart Overton play the leading roles.

"Broncho Billy and the Western Girls,"
"Broncho Billy Wins Out," "Broncho Billy
Trapped" and "Broncho Billy Rewarded."
Montana
Greets
Elsie Ferguson.
The Elsie Ferguson company has arrived in Browning, Mont., to begin the
production of "Hearts of the Wilds," for
Artcraft release, under the direction of
Marshall Neilan. Advance notice of the
arrival of the players had spread through
the community, and the local band and
hundreds of citizens awaited the train at
the station. As the star stepped off the
train she was greeted with rousing cheers
and was escorted to the hotel by a delegation of the leading men of the city, led
by the band.

The company has taken possession of a
large ranch, and notwithstanding the
shortage of labor in the west, but little
difficulty has been experienced in securing the large ensembles of people required for the picture.
After the ranch scenes have been taken,
the company will go into Yellowstone
Park to film the scenes requiring the use
of the soldiers and the military
post.

SI

Somme
Film Now a Four-Reeler.
Pathe's official British war film, "The
Battle of the Somme," released some time
ago, has now been re-edited and condensed into a four-reel feature. Prints
already have been sent to Dallas, St. Louis,
Cleveland, New York and Seattle exchanges. Considerable demand is reported for the picture in this form, owing
to developments at the front.

Lion Scaring Stage Heroes Slain by Heroic Stage

T

'HE last scenes in the spectacular
Paramount picture starring Lina
Cavalieri have been taken by Edward
Jose at the Fort Lee studios of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, marking
the completion of the biggest production
thus far undertaken by this company in
the will
east. bePreviously
"Gismonda,"
it
released listed
underas the
title of
"Love's Conquest," the title symbolizing
the power of love in leveling all barriers
and establishing a plebian as the consort
of the Duchess of Athens.
The taking of the sensational lion scene,
in which Courtenay Foote as Almerio the
huntsman, rescues the child of the Duchess
from the lion's den, nearly resulted in a
tragedy. The lion was a magnificent specimen, whose record of killing three trainers should have led to its execution, but
its present owner and trainer, J. A. Cahill,
believed he had controlled it sufficiently
to hold its temper in check.
A thrilling

Carpenter

scene was enacted in which Foote succeeded in beating the lion off and scaling
the walls with the child in his arms. The
lion had become thoroughly enraged, and
when the trainer sought to drive it back
in its cage it leaped upon him and attacked
him.
There were five hundred persons taking
part in the scene, and pandemonium
reigned. The lion picked up the form of
Cahill and stood at bay, undaunted by the
missiles which were hurled at it and the
streams from fire extinguishers striking
its face and eyes. In the studio John
Abbott. Jr., a carpenter, heard the cries
of the mob and the roars of the lion, :md
snatching up a fire axe rushed to the
scene. He charged upon the beast and
brought the axe down upon its head.
Stunned, the lion dropped the trainer, and
twice more Abbott swung his weapon
upon the skull of the animal, killing him.
Cahill will survive.

Lina Cavalieri and Director Jose Getting Ready for the Lion Scene in "Love'»
Conquest" — a Paramount Picture.
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Report Heavy Bookings
on "The Caillaux Case"
S from the offices of William

REPORT
i-..\ Indicate th;it "The Caillaux
Case," tin- film expose of the alleged
pro-German plot of Bolo Pasha and the
notorious "Caillaux ring" In France, has
aroused the keenest Interest among the
exhibitors. This int. rest has been intensified by the recent execution ol Bolo
and by the trial In Paris of members of.
the Btaff of the notorious Bonnet Rouge,
the paclfllst organ with which former
Premier Caillaux was associated before
his imprisonment.
Advance bookings are declared by Winfield u. Sheehan, genera] manager of the
r.\ Film Corporation, to exceed those
of any other Standard picture.
The Fox organisation bases this remarkable demand for bookings
on the
Claim that the "Caillaux Case" is a most
timely photoplay. Besides the great popularity of France and her people in America and the shattering by the United
States Government of the Bolo-Caillaux
conspiracy to betray her have added a
patriotic interest to the picture which
makes its appeal all the stronger.
"It is remarkable how the advance announcements of the Caillaux Case" have
taken hold of the trade," said Mr. Fox
list week. "We had no more than reported the completion of the picture than
Inquiries for prices and other information began to pour in from practically the
whole country. It seems that fortunately
we struck the iron just when it was hot
and when the principals in the Caillaux
affair were very much In the public eye."
Pelzman With American Standard.
S. D. Pelzman has been appointed manager of the New York exchange of the
American Standard Motion Picture Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth street,
New York. Sam Pelzman has had a successful career as an exchange man. Five
years ago he joined the Universal, and
was assigned the duty of. handling such
successes as "Traffic in Souls," "Samson."
"Neptune's Daughter," "Where Are My
Children,"
and many
whose and
names
are well known
to theothers
exhibitor
the
public. He is familiar with all angles of
the business. In the New York exchange
of the American Standard, Mr. Pelzman
has a big proposition, which will become
bigger when the policy of the company
is revealed, but he is capable of handling
it.

Scene from "Who

Is to Blame?"

(Triangle).

Triangle May 19 Card
American Japanese Drama Heads
Walt Whitman and Edwin J. Brady also
feato Blame
is gston
and?" Maud
DRAMA, turing"Who
Jack Livin
Wayne, heads the Triangle program
for May 19. A "rickshaw" driver, Taro
Sam, is taken to America by his employer,
Sam's
Grant Barton. In the new land Taro
when it becomes tnecesloyalty is tested sacrif
ice the respec and
sary for him to
admiration of his benefactor that he may
save Barton from a life of sorrow and reA

This is a screen adaptation of the story
gret.
by E. Magnus Ingleton. It was directed
by Frank Borzage, and photographed by
Pliney Home. Jack Livingston has the
lawyer, Grant Barpart of the American
ton, and Maud Wayne will interpret her
Craig. Jack
Marion
as
first dramatic part
Abbe will be seen as Taro Sam.
"Old Hartwell's Cub," featuring William
Desmond, is the second release for the
week of May 19. Mabel Richards wrote
the story, while the continuity is by
It relates the developGeorgement ofE.a Jenks.
young blacksmith whose only
love and admirawere the father.
life drunken
in his
objectstion for
The play
opens amid small town comedy and pathos,
then jumps to the West, where the hero
is rescued from a mob lynching as a horse
thief.
William Desmond is Bill Hartwell, while
Mary Warren will appear as Mary Lane.

Scene from "A Soul For Sale"

(Jewel).

are in the cast. Thomas N. Heffron directed, and Alfred Gosden photographed.
The concluding release of the week is
"Newspaper Clippings," a two-reel Keystone comedy formerly announced for release under date of May 12. Francis McDonald is a featured player. Claire Anderson has the leading role.

Good Screen Players
in "Honor's Cross'*

SCREEN players of unusual merit are
in the cast of "Honor's Cross," a
spectacular Selexart production distributed by Goldwyn. Rhea Mitchell, the
star, gives a strong performance. In turn
she is a cabaret dancer, a seamstress, and
a waitress. Miss Mitchell has enjoyed a
successful cinema career since foresaking
the vaudeville stage. Her best screen
work has been done in "The Three
Musketeers," "Sealed Lips," "Gilded
Youth," "Whither Thou Goest," and "On
To Herschel Mayall is intrusted the imthe Level."
portant role of Thomas Dolan, a corrupt
politician. It is a part full of big opportunities, with Mayall equal to all of
them. Edward Coxen is another screen
player
whose
work
in "Honor's He
Cross"
is
certain
to win
commendation.
has
the role of Lee Stevens, a sturdy mountaineer lured to the city by Dolan.
Roy Laidlaw is admirable as "Gentleman Jim" Cabot, a former lightweight
pugilist, but later a fighting heavyweight
loafer. Adele Farrington as Marian Cabot,
mother of Jane, does marked credit to a
difficult role. Joseph J. Dowling is the
tj'pical mountaineer, the role he has.
Soldiers to See Goldwyn Pictures.
Goldwyn Pictures are to amuse and
thrill American soldiers on their way to
fight the foe in France. In an effort to
make our boys' trip across the Atlantic
as comfortable and as pleasant as possible
the Community Motion Picture Bureau,
acting for the Government, has arranged
with Goldwyn to have six of its best productions shown for an indefinite period
on transports bound
for Europe.
Goldwyn Pictures have been enthusiastically received in nearly every camp
throughout the country, and it is safe to
predict they will prove a welcome addition to the amusement programs mapped
out for the various transports.
A recent showing of a Goldwyn production at Camp Wadsworth, Spartanburg,
S. C, went so well that the print was kept
four days. It was the same with another
Goldwyn picture at Camp Sherman, Chillicothe, Ohio. It was shown three days
in all of the Y. M. C. A. huts.
The contract for showings on the transports provides that the films are not to
be exhibited ashore.
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Mr. Sutherland appears as Julian Ross,
an American in Petrograd on an important mission.
The rest of the cast includes Carleton
Macy, Herbert Evans, Jane Courtney,
Willard Cooley. and Nicholas Dunaew.
The drama is being described in advertising and publiicty matter, including the
lithographs issued by Fox Film Corporation, as "the drama of a love that survived
the fires of hate.'

Three Comedies Lead
Universal for May 27

Scene from "Silver Linings" (World).

All Metro Stars Are Preparing for an Active Summer
is preparing for the busiest
O
METR
summer in its history. All stars
and companies, both east and west,
will be engaged on feature and special
productions, and both New York and
Hollywood studios are already buzzing
with activity. The usual five-act allstar series pictures will be continued and,
in addition, there will be several Screen
Classics productions.
Ethel Barrymore will return to her
screen endeavors in a few weeks, as soon
as her season in dramatic repertoire at
the Empire theater is completed, and Mme.
Nazimova, who expects to bring her season of Ibsen revivals at the Plymouth theater to a close next month, will then
return to the Metro studios. Emily Stevens already has returned, having completed her tour in Alan Dale's "A Woman
of the Future." Miss Stevens' first picture this spring will be "A Man's World,"
a screen version of the play by Rachel
Crothers which had a successful run on
Broadway with Mary Mannering in the
leading role. Herbert Blache is directing this feature production, his first since
joining
staff has
of directors
luxe.a
Viola Metro's
Dana, who
returned defrom
seven months' sojourn on the West coast,
has already begun work in the New York
studios on "Opportunity." John H. Collins is directing Miss Dana.
May Allison has completed production
on
"Thephotoplay
"Winning dealing
of Beatrice,"
May
Tully
with a the
society
girl's success in business, and has begun
work
on "The Way
to a Man's
Heart."
Edith Storey will return from the California studios after her next production.
She has just completed "The Demon" and
is now making "As the Sun Went Down."
Albert Capellani is at Atlantic City preparing his script for a production with
one of the screen's most celebrated playera as star. Work will be begun on this
a i an early date.
Francis N. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
will soon begin the interpretation of Corporal Luther a. Reed's photoplay, the
working title of which Is "Both Members."
Charles J. Brabin will direct.
Harold
Loekwood
has
completed
the
Astra
at Work
on "Hands
Up" Serial.
Word comes from Los Angeles, where
Astra is hard at work on Hie tirst episodes
of the new Pat lie serial. "Hands Up," that
it will be the lust "action" serial Astra
has turned out. Ruth Roland and George
Chesebro playing the leads, the role created for Miss
Roland
in GilSOn Willetts'
fertile brain being better than any she
has had.

production
Your It
Name,"
which
will of
have"Lend
early Me
release.
is a
screen version of Francis Perry Elliott's
novel of the same name, adapted and directed by Fred J. Balshofer.
Bert Lytell is remaining on the Hollywood location
for "No
Man's
the star
himself,
with
A. Land,"
S. Le which
Vino,
adapted lightful
from
Joseph Will
Vance's
denovel ofLouis
that name.
S. Davis
is Emmy
directing".
Wehlen is busily engaged on a
new Katharine Kavanaugh photodrama, at
present called "For Revenue Only."
Russian
Atmosphere
in Pearson
Story.
A powerful production giving Virginia
Pearson an opportunity for superb dramatic work in the character of a Russian
princess who joins the revolt against the
aristocrats is announced in "The Firebrand," the current special feature release
from William Fox's Eastern studios.
Edmund Lawrence had charge of the
direction — his second Fox play, and E.
Lloyd Sheldon was the author of the
scenario.
Victor Sutherland, who played opposite
Miss Pearson in "Daredevil Kate." one
of her greatest successes, appears in a
similar capacity
in her present
vehicle.

THREE comedies
head the
list of
versal Film Company
releases
for Unithe
week of May 27, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran as the chief laughmakers
in
one-reeler
entitled the
"A Ripping
Time."
In athe
Star comedies
two comedians
divorce themselves from slap-stick, entirely depending upon ludicrous situations to
keep their audiences in a happy frame of
mind.
Alice Howell's contribution to the weekly release is the two-reeler, "Her Unmarried Life," in 'which the comedienne
goes through two thousand feet of film
at top speed.
The Nestor for the week consists of a
mix-up in wives entitled "Who's Your
Wife?" with Gale Henry taking the leading part.
"The Bull's Eye" will reach its sevententh episode under the title of "In Irons."
."The Lion's Claws" is the other Universal serial running in its ninth episode
in the first run houses.
The regular weekly releases also include the split reels consisting of the Universal Screen Magazine. Universal Current Events, and Universal Animated
Weekly. One of the features of the screen
magazine is a series of animated food conservation cartoons presented at the request of Government officials. Another
feature is the picturization of trained animal acts of the speaking stage. One of
the best along these lines is the picture
of the trained seals.
Warm Days Suit Pathe Bathers.
Pearl White. Antonio Moreno and the
supporting company in the big Pathe
serial, "The House of Hate," were mighty
glad to welcome the advent of warm
weather, for Pearl and Tony have been
enjoying (?) daily duckings at the base
of the Palisades of the Hudson. The serial star and her leading man have been
busy making the late episodes of this
popular mystery serial on the banks of
the Hudson, opposite New York, and the
"water stuff" has been a bit ticklish —
what with the cold wind and such.

Irene Castle Leads Strong Pathe Bill for May 19 Week
with Irene
OUS 11 CLIENT."
MYSTERI
THECastle,
of the Pearl White
Episode
serial, "The House of Hate." the
second chapter of the "Britain's Bulwarks" series. Harold Lloyd in "Two-Gun
Gussie" and Hearst -Pathe News Reels are
included in the program releases of Pathe
exchange, Inc.. for the week of May 10.
Judging by advance announcements of
"The
Mysterious
Castle
has
displayed
fresh Client."
evidence Irene
of her
acting
talent, and this release, in which the star
is supported by Milton Sills and Warner
(Hand, is said to be the most interesting
picture t hat has been released with the
daiuing queen in a stellar role. It is an
Astra production in five reels and was
directed by Fred Wright. The plot is
a consistently gripping one, and the feature has been beautifully mounted.
The eleventh episode of "The House of
Hate" is called "Haunts of Evil." and the
intrepid star of the serial, Pearl White,
lias thrills aplenty in this chapter. Pearl
disguises herself as a woman of the underworld in this episode and camps on the
trail of the Hooded Terror. There is a
startling denouement guaranteed to make

the twelfth episode a thing to wait for
with expectancy.
Part II of "Britain's Bulwarks" is called
"Messines and Its Irish Captors," and
shows Messines and Wytschaete during
the storming and capture by the North
and South Irish regiments and Canadians.
The picture shows the ruins of the villages, the indomitable Irish troops
proudly carrying the trophies seized from
the Huns, troops in action and resting up
after one of the bloodiest battles in history, and is particularly interesting at this
time.
"Two-Gun Gussie" is a one-reel comedy,
produced by Rolin. with Harold Lloyd in
the important role. It has to do with the
youth who graduates from a musical conservatory to become a jazz lizard in the
"Howling Poodle Tango Bar." He buys a
book of rules on "How to be Tough" . so
that he may enter into the general gaiety
of the place, and when he really begins
to believe he can eat nails -without getting indigestion the action becomes fast
ami furious.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 42 will be released Wednesday.
on Saturday,
May 25.May 22. and No.' -43,
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fox Retains Xame of
Circt/ Novel on Film
ALTHOUGH u «as believed at first at
the William Pox offices thai "Rldera
of the Purple Sage" would not be retained as the title of the big William
Parnum De Luxe production now \\ «■ 1 1 In
. in the West, Mr. Fox has definitely
determined to keep the name of this famous /.aiio Grey novel for the picturised
version. The chief reason for this decision, Mr. Pox sa\s. is the desire ti> lei
exhibitors profit from the wide publicitj
an. l word-of-mouth advertising that Mr.
< ;r. \ 'a booh received.
"There arc undoubtedly thousand
persons throughout the country," Mr. Fox
declares, "who will welcome the opportunity of seeing the Btory In film form, although they never read the novel Itself.
They have heard of its power, and wert
the title changed they probably would not
recognize from billboard advertising that
the production is really a faithful
transcript
of the book.
"The temptation was Strong to call it
•l.assiter.'
the name
vigorousis
and
virile after
character
that of
Mr.theFarnum
Impersonating. Mr. Farnum. himself.
however, was one of those who protested
against any change from the original title.
"Consequently, we arc using what is one
of the longest titles that has ever graced
any of our photoplays. We have been
particularly careful in titling pictures that
we did not employ many or lengthy words.
Rarely have we exceeded three short
words. In the majority of cases we run
to two-word titles because they lend
themselves so well to display on electric
signs and on lithographs and in newspaper

advertising."

Pathe Predicts Triumph
for
"Theand Yellow
Ticket"
FANNIE
WARD
the distinguished

supporting
company,
which
includes
Walter Oland, Milton Sills, J. H. Gilmour. Helen Chadwick. Nicholas Dunaew,
and other favorites of the screen, will
register a genuine triumph
in the screen
on of "The Yellow Ticket" when it
is released on June 2, according to statements from exchange cities where the big
film is being given advance views.
"The Yellow Ticket," it will be recalled,
was one of the greatest stage successes
of the past decade when produced by
A. H. Woods^ and it ran up a record of
more than 400 consecutive performances
in New York. Powerful and vital as
was this production, the screen version
is distinctly of greater conviction, for
Pathe has made use of appropriate surroundings, has augmented the cast by
the addition of scores of Russian actors,
and with costly interiors, each of which
more than equals those in the stage production. "The Yellow Ticket" comes to
the screen endorsed by Pathe as "our
greatest box office and artistic triumph."
Goldwyn
Making
"The
Service
Star."
Madge Kennedy is busy at the Goldwyn
Studios in Fort Lee on her newest production, an original photodrama by
Charles A. Logue called "The Service
Star." Despite its title, this is not a war
story. The only part the great world
conflict plays in the production is to serve
as a sketchy background for a thrilling,
intensely modern drama enacted right here
at home.
Briefly, "The Service Star" tells the
story of the scion of an old and respected
family made a slacker by a fear which
has come to him through his mother.
As the heroine, Miss Kennedy becomes
involved in his affairs through an innocent deception she herself originates, and
as a result of which she finds herself
obliged to become part of a much graver
one that he is practicing.
A capable cast surrounds Miss Kennedy
in this new production, which is be;ti_r
directed by Charles
Miller.

Scene from "The Fair Pretender" (Goldwyn).

for "Thebut Kaiser"
Strong
Berman of Jewel Makes Protheir Claims
booking contracts,
rather than

of Jewel
l manage
generaductions.
Inc.. 11. M.r Herman, has issued the unique challenge to every
producer and distributor of motion pictures to show a single production that
has made as much money for exhibitors
as has the Jewel Productions, "The Kaiser,
theInBeast
of Berlin."
voicing
his challenge Mr. Berman
says for years it has been the habit of
producers and distributors to boast of
the number of bookings prior to the release date of a picture or make the claim
within a few days after the release date.
"The number of bookings of a production before it has been shown," said Mr.
Berman, "usually only is a proof of the
efficiency of the sales force. These advance bookings are no criterion in proving the value of a picture from a box
office angle.
"There have been numerous pictures
that have been booked in thousands of
theaters throughout the country as a result of circus advertising methods and
intensive sales campaigns. The promoters of these pictures with great glee
have told the exhibitors through the
trade press of the tremendous booking
success of the pictures. Naturally, when
these productions have failed to make
money for the first-run exhibitors, as a
result of this fact the second, third and
fourth-run exhibitors have cancelled the
bookings. Nothing, however, has been
said of the cancellations by the producers and distributors who pointed with
such pride to the advance bookings.
"As an example of just exactly what I
mean we might go back twenty months
in the motion picture industry. A year
ago last summer the United States was
flooded with birth-control pictures. Most
of these pictures offered wonderful opportunity for exploitation. The result was
that they were exploited at the expense
of the producers in pre-release run theaters in the largest cities, and by spending thousands of dollars in advertising
these birth-control pictures they were
booked in hundreds of other theaters in
territory adjacent to the large cities.
"What was the result? The smaller
theater owners found that birth-control
pictures were put across only by the expenditure of large sums of money for exploitation. The sum that was necessary
to expend in most cases was so large that
there was nothing left for the exhibitor
even though he played to capacity business.
"The final result was that many of
these theater owners ascertained that
there was
a non-cancellation
clause
in
THE

run the birth-control pictures they paid
the rental demanded and put the print
on the shelves.
"This situation explains my point when
I say that the claim of tremendous bookings on a feature in the final analysis
means very little to the individual exhibitor. Of course there are some exceptions
to the rule, but they are few.
"I now challenge any distributor of motion pictures to open his books, check his
film rentals on his most popular production with the receipts of the theaters that
presented the production and produce one
single instance where a picture has made
as much money for the exhibitors of the
country as has 'The Kaiser, the Beast of

"The picture had a pre-release showing
in Boston on March 15, where it ran for
five
weeks at the Globe theater. From
Berlin.'
March
15 until the present it has been
shown constantly all over the country, and
I have kept in touch with the box office
receipts of every theater that has presented it. Out of thousands of presentations but one exhibitor failed to make
money, and that man has acknowledged
the failure was his fault and not the
fault of the picture.
"In making this claim for 'The Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin,' I don't even except
'The Birth of a Nation,' which is acknowledged to have played to greater receipts
than any other feature photoplay, but 'The
Birth of a Nation' until very recently was
not presented along regular film rental
lines. It was put out as a regular theatrical enterprise, played on a percen
basis.
Present indications lead me to believe
that in the near future I may be able to
make the statement that 'The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin' was re-booked for repeat
presentations in more moving picture
houses than any other production. I do
not make this claim, however, at this
time because the picture has been released for less than two months, and it
is a little early to make such claims, but
the requests for repeat bookings are so
large that indications are that I will be
able to make and prove such a claim."
Bessie

Love

Has

Surprise

for

Friends.

Reports from the West "Coast indicate
that when Bessie Love's next Pathe feature. "A Little Sister of Everybody" is
released fin June) admirers of this captivating little star will have a surprise.
For not only does Bessie Love develop a
new strain in comedy-making, but she
rises to a striking emotional climax
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Director O'Brien Lauds
"Street of Seven Stars''
THEfeature
Streetto of
Stars,"
first
be Seven
made by
Doris the
Kenyon
at the head of her own company, De
Luxe Pictures, Inc., will soon be ready
for private showing. Miss Kenyon's director, John B. O'Brien, finished the cutting
and assembling of the picture May S. The
illustrated
titles are now
being made.
Mr. O'Brien, who directed a number of
the Mary Pickford productions, declares
"The Street of Seven Stars" is his best
picture. "Miss Kenyon is one of the
cleverest screen actresses of the time,"
said Mr. O'Brien. "In 'The Street of
Seven Stars' she has a vehicle in which
she has full opportunity to demonstrate
her great talent. No expense has been
spared in providing a lavish production,
while the story is unquestionably the
most beautiful of Mrs. Rinehart's many

Clara

Kimball

Young

and Her "Littlest"
Leading
Man,
"The Reason Why" (Select).

"A Dog's Life" Going Strong.
Although it is now five weeks since
Charlie Chaplin returned to the screen in
"A Dog's Life," his initial comedy released
by the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
is still in such demand that thirty-three
theaters played in it Greater New York
during the week of May 5.
Diamond
Making
Initial Release.
Attractive New Orleans locations are
utilized in "Way Up in Society," the first
of the Diamond comedies featuring Diana
Allen, General Film Company reports. The
interior scenes were staged in the beautiful mansion of the late W. P. Brown, the
"Cotton King" whose bullish market tendencies in a spectacular campaign forced
up the price of cotton. This is said to
be the handsomest residence in New Orleans, and it provided settings of unrivaled beauty for the filming of the comedy in which the former "Follies" star
appears with Lou Marks, Oom Paul and
Irving Browning. A number of the exterior scenes in this picture were photo-

Diana

Allen.

graphed under the historic Audobon oaks
In Audobon Park.
"Way
Up in Society"
will be released
shortly by General Film Company.

Eldean

Stewart,

in

Hodkinson Gets Replies
From Fourth Circular
THE
results obtained from the campaign of propaganda literature which
the Hodkinson Corporation has been
spreading broadcast over the country has
been amazing, it is claimed by the department in charge of this work.
The fourth circular of the series of eight
contained a return postcard, the idea b2ing to get some idea of the manner in
which the exhibitors were reading and digesting the material that was being put
forth.
Officials of the company state that the
number of replies received to this fourth
circular has surprised them considerably,
and the general tone of the answers received by the company suggests that the
exhibitors are widely awake to the possibilities and possible benefits of the Hodkinson plan if it is successful in its complete development.
Commenting on the basic ideas underlying the campaign, officials of tha company stated the first purpose was to prove
to the exhibitor that the Hodkinson plan
is based upon business principles and laws
of commercial enterprise that have hitherto been absolutely ignored by the motion
picture
industry.
Secondly, it is planned to. show how the
Hodkinson Corporation stood absolutely
independent in the unique position of
being free from control alike from exhibitor and producer.
And also to convince the exhibitor that
Mr. Hodkinson is the type of man in
whom the exhibitors can have a confidence
of results to be obtained and promises
fulfilled.
The last circular of the group to be
sent out is a specific and detailed explanation of the plan itself and contains one of
the typical Hodkinson charts, which shows
the manner in which tho exhibitors ought
to be tied up, one to another and all together, in the combination of local exchange organizations interwoven and supported by the central body.
"O'Garry
Rides Alone"
Is Released.
Rides Alone." the secona
"O'Garry release
of the Blue Ridge
"O'Garry"
Dramas, and the fourth of the series, is
now current. It provides a wealth of
dramatic and heart interest, according to
the NorthGeneral Film. Ned Finley us and
Marion
west Mounted Police officer
roles.
play the leading
Henry

successes."
"Hearts Or Diamonds?" Pulling.
The increasing popularity of William
Russell is reflected in the first-run bookings of "Hearts or Diamonds?" the first
production of his own company, the "William Russell Productions, Inc. "Fighting
Bill's" strenuous type of rapid-fire action
in such productions as "The Midnight
Trail," "In Bad," and "New York Luck"
has made him solid with exhibitors.
Among the prominent theaters which
have booked this exciting drama of
mystery for first-run are the Stanley, New
York; Liberty, Seattle; the T & D, San
Francisco: Tom Moore, Washington;
Strand, Denver: Butterfly, Milwaukee;
Green Mill, Dallas; Rialto, Indianapolis;
Park, St. Louis, and Strand, Cleveland.
The Woodlawn theater and the Drury
Lane theater, new high class neighborhood houses in Chicago, both opened with
"Hearts or Diamonds?" and reported soldout houses and enthusiastic comments.
Constance Talmadge Presents Prototype.
IT is seldom that a motion picture star
has the opportunity to visualize on the
screen her real ideals and theories of life.
Fortune has ever smiled upon Constance
Talmadge, the youthful Select star, however, and so she has had the chance to
show her admirers just the kind of girl she
would be. For "Connie" is sturdy, selfreliant and independent as well as highly
artistic, and the resulting combination is
a practical idealism which comes to the
fore in every one of the many activities
in which this young charmer is interested. This fact is strikingly illustrated
in "The Lesson." Miss Talmadge's latest
Select Picture
in which she is presented

Constance

Talmadge.

by Lewis J. Selznick. The heroine of
"The Lesson" is a "regular" American girl
— pretty, vivacious,
independent.
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Julius Steger Completes
"Cecilia
of the Pink Roses"
STKuki:, who forsook the

JULIUS
boards for Blmdom, whore he has
has
as a producer,
gained distinction
just completed the making of a film version of [Catherine Havtland Taylor's popular hook. "Cecilia of the Pink Hoses,"
with Marlon Davles playing the title role.
Miss Davles, who is known to celebrity
as a stage beauty through her association with Zlegfeld, Dillingham and Hitch-,
cock and Qoets productions of the musical
comedy stage, has definitely abandoned
that form of entertainment to devote herself exclusively to Un creations. As the
spiritual heroine of Miss Taylor's novel
she has a role far removed from anything
she has ever done on the legitimate stage,
and she is said to have interpreted the
sympathetic character of Cecilia in a manner that gives promise of a most successful motion picture career.
Miss Davles was surrounded with a
strong cast. Willette Kershawe, a favorite Broadway leading woman, who created
all the feminine leads of the Princess
Players repertoire when that organization
shocked New Yorkers at the Frincess theater; George Le Guere, late of "Business
Before Pleasure"; Harry Benham, of "The
Rainbow Girl"; Edward O'Connor, of
"Sick-a-Bed"; Charles Jackson, who
gained fame as a boy actor in the Abraham Lincoln photoplay, "A Son of Democracy"; Eva Campbell, of vampire
notoriety, and John Charles and Joseph
Burke,
also familiar to film fans.
"Cecilia of the Pink Roses" will be exhibited at a leading New York theater
early in June and simultaneously released
throughout the country. Meanwhile, Miss
Davies' management is busily engaged in
a search for suitable material to start at
once upon a second production.

Alice Howell Release
To Be Issued Monthly
ALICE HOWELL, the "funny woman of
the screen," will appear once a month
hereafter on the Universal program,
her picture every fourth week taking the
place of the L-Ko comedy, which has been
heretofore.
a weekly
release feature
The first Howell release under the
Century brand under the new order of
procedure will appear during the week of
May 27, and will be entitled "Her Unmarried Life." It is a clever comedy portrayal of a spinster anxious to obtain a
helpmate, but foiled in every effort.
In the notice sent to exhibitors who
have contracted for an L-Ko every week,
Universal explains that every fourth week
a Century, with Alice Howell, will be
substituted for the L-Ko. The exhibitors
also receive the guarantee that the Howell
comedies will have a drawing power equal
to that of the L-Ko, and that no Howell
comedy will be released that does not
receive the unanimous indorsement of the
Universal executive board.
Viola Dana at Work in New York.
Viola Dana has returned to Metro's New
York studios and has started work in a
screen version of "Opportunity," a story
by Edgar Franklyn, a magazine serial.
John H. Collins, who has guided the little
star in most of her pictures, is both the
adaptor and director of this production,
and John Arnold is the photographer.
It is the second of Miss Dana's series
of screen comedy dramas, the first .of
which,before
"The sheOnlyleftRoad,"
was completed
just
California.
Interstate to Portray Life of President.
With the sale of the territorial right to
"The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21" under
way the Interstate Film Company announces it has commenced work on a production, the title of which will be announced at a later date, and which will
be a historical chronology of the life of
President
Wilson.

Scene from "The Scarlet Road" (Fox).

Jewel Tries Experiment of Plainly Marking Product
Productions, Inc., has had the
JEWEL
temerity to send out an announcement
in which it has given unchangeable
film rental prices. This is claimed to be
the first time any company has adopted
th-e well known business method of pricemarking its product in plain figures so
that all may read.
While the new departure has not as yet
taken in current releases of Jewel Productions it does take in all of their well
known recent successes. This simply is a
step toward the time when current releases also will be plainly price-marked.
In the announcement to the exhibitors
throughout
the country Jewel Productions
say:
"Our entire group of productions, starting with 'Come Through,' with Herbert
Rawlinson; 'Pay Me,' with Dorothy Phillips; 'Sirens of the Sea,' with Louise
Lovely and Jack Mulhall; 'The Co-Respondent,' with Elaine Hammerstein; 'The
Man Without a Country,' with Florence
La Badie, and 'The Price of a Good Time,.'
with Mildred Harris, are offered in combination at a cost that will allow you
to make a profit on each production, give
prestige to your house and present to
your public a series of rare treats at a
popular price that heretofore, on the
single picture booking plan, seemed to you
utterly impossible.
"The details of the plan are first, in all
suburban theaters where we have already shown these six Jewel productions
to first, second and third run we will
book these six pictures for $100 with $25
allowed for advertising. Each picture is
for a one-day
booking
only.
"Second, in all cities from 1,000 to 5,000
population, where these Jewel productions
are first run, we will book the entire
group of six pictures for $90 with $15
allowed for advertising. Each picture
for one-day booking only.
"Third, in cities of from 6,000 to 10,000
population where these Jewel productions
are first run we will book the entire group
of six for $120 with $20 allowed for advertising. One day only.
"Fourth, in cities of from 11,000 to 15,000 population where these Jewel productions are first run we will book the
entire group for $150 with $25 allowed
for advertising.
One day only.

Fifth, in cities of from 25,000 to 50,000
population where Jewel productions are
first run we will sell the entire group of
pictures on a two-day run basis for $270
with $45 allowed for advertising.
"Sixth, in cities of from 25,000 to 50,000
population where the Jewel productions
are first run we will book the entire
group on a two-day booking for $300 with
$50 allowed
for advertising.
"The advertising allowed on each individual plan will be spent in newspaper
advertising before the first Jewel production is exhibited, and will carry the list
of pictures as they are to be shown. It
is understood that the exhibitor will use
the entire group of six pictures within
six weeks from the date of the signing of
the contract, and the pictures will be used
in order of their release dates. 'The
Price of a Good Time' is to be the final
Jewel Productions will prepare and
presentation."
furnish
without cost to exhibitors all advertising cuts, publicity stories, and necessary figures for newspaper reproductions.
Leader strips from the different pictures
will be furnished them to be used each
■week preceding the showing of the picture scheduled for presentation the following week.
If the exhibitors like the plan and support the company by booking its pictures
the one price plan will be enlarged upon,
and will be followed on every opportunity.
Universal Portrays War Problem.
What will happen after the close of the
present war when social conditions in the
belligerent countries are turned topsyturvy by the outcomes of the ravages of
the Hun hordes on the women of the invaded lands is forcefully painted in a
Bluebird photodrama now being made
under the title of "The Spawn." Joseph
De Grasse is directing the production from
the scenario by Harvey Gates, adapted
from a story by Kingsley Benedict.
Grace Cunard is seen as an opera singer
who had sacrificed all to a Teuton officer
in order to save the life of the man she
loved. Edward Cecil has the leading
masculine role, Herbert Prior plays the
German officer, and Dora Rogers is seen
as the officer's wife.
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Says Tourneur
War Influencing Against Longous Pictures,
reaction presented to me the other

TOURNEUR, now at work
MAURICE
on his initial independent picture,
"Sporting Life," which is to be a
his successful procompanion picture to
the
duction, "The Whip," believes dthat
a tren toward
•world war is creating
as.
dram
re
shorter pictu
"The movement, as I see it, is distinctlv away from the full evening photoplay,
is psychodeclares Mr. Tourneur. "This
logical in its cause. The world war, with
ices and
sacrif
its attendant excitement,
nervous system
worry, is playing upon the know
or realize
of the world. Whether we
it the war has keyed up our nerves to a
We are keenly restless, highhigh pitch.
strung, unable to concentrate for any
length of time upon anything but the
.
world's tragedy.
n is reflecting it"This nervous reactiolife.
Short stories
self in every walk of
so to
requiring but fifteen minutesr or
as now.
read were never so popula
Poetrv which is after all but the drama
or less beauof life condensed into more
tiful particles, is tremendously populars.,
picture
with
be
to
So it is coming
too
"I am of course, a steady patron of the
film houses. It is part of my business to
workers.
watch the progress of my fellow-unrest
in
I have come to note a marked
than
audiences when a drama runs longer
six reels, or six thousand feet. Six reels
requires about an hour and a half for
adequate presentation.
"I had a curious example of this nerv-

Emily Stevens at Work
s World"
on "A hasMan'
begun work on

EMILY STEVENS
a screen version of Rachel Crothers's
"A dMan'
, unze
lemis play
the
powerful
pict
Math
Juneprob
World"
drama, and Herbert Blache, assisted by
directing the proLeander de Cordova, isfor
an equalization
duction, which pleads
of unjust standards and social laws.
"A Man's World" offers Miss Stevens
exceptional acting opportunities. She
plays Frank Ware, a novelist, who is an
ardent advocate of the double standard
of morality and bitterly decries the existence of "A Man's World," where the
single standard applies to women.
Rachel Crothers' play was presented by
the Shuberts at the Comedy theater about
eight years ago, with Mary Mannering
in the role of the novelist, and Charjes
Richman and John Sainpolis in her supplay proved a capacity attracport. tionThe
both in New York and on the road,
creating much comment wherever it was
presented.

night when once again I witnessed 'The
Birth of a Nation.' This beautiful drama
— a classic of the screen — did not seem
overlong when first presented, but the
audience of today reflects the war-time
reaction. A man who sat just ahead of
me remarked to a friend, 'It's beautiful —
but just a little too long.'
"For my part, I do not intend to run
my productions over six reels, or seven
at the very most, for the duration of the
war. We must meet conditions as they
are.
"Another interesting reaction I have
noted in war-time audience," continues
Mr. Tourneur, "is the steadily growing
spiritual note. We are all turning more
and more to religious support in these
grim days. You can observe this in .the
way audiences respond to the spiritual
element in pictures. People are coming
to think profoundlv of the problem, of
life."
i
Toto Puts on "Cleopatsy."
Following the release on May 26 of
"The Junkman," a two-reel Toto comedy,
the
funmaker
will be
"Cleopatsy,"
which
is expected
to seen
prove inthe
knockout
of all Rolin comedies. The settings are
elaborate, and this picture -will go over
especially well as a burlesque of "Cleopatra." There are desert scenes and
heavy pretentious Egyptian palace sets
employed in "Cleopatsy," and there are a
lot of laughs. Camels and hundreds of
extra people correctly costumed are employed to good advantage. In this film
Toto is surrounded by a big company of
stars, and the absurd story works out
naturally and gets many laug'hs on the
business that has been injected.
"A Broadway Scandal" for Bluebird.
Carmel Myers in the role of a sparkling,
vivacious French girl stars in the Bluebird release of May 27. a five-reel feature
entitled "A Broadway Scandal." As
Nenette Bisson the Bluebird star appears
as the chief assistant to her father, the
owner of a French restaurant in the Longacre district of New York City. When
she is not serving the patrons she entertains them -with her dancing.
Miss Myers has the support of an evenly balanced cast consisting of W. H. Bainbridge, Edwin August. Lon Chaney.
Andrew Robson. S. K. Shilling, and
Frederick Gamble. The picture was directed by Joseph "De Grasse from a
scenario by Harvey Gates.

Julia Faye, Who Appears
in Cecil
B. De Mille's Artcraft Picture,
"Old Wives For New."

Fox Names Two Final
May Fisher Cartoons
animated
nexts two
THEcartoon
m Fox will reWilliaFisher
that Bud
lease will be "Superintendents" and
"Tonsorial Artists," in both of which Mutt
and Jeff pen-and-ink their way to triumph
as janitors and then as barbers.
"Superintendents." released May 1?.
shows the trials of Mutt and Jeff in trying to quiet a noisy pianola pumped incessantly by a woman of generous proportions, but with a small ear. for music.
She has one roll that she plays half the
annoyance of all the other
day to the
tenants.
Mutt and Jeff., in their capacity
as joint-janitors, go upstairs to stop this.
Mutt comes down quickly via the dumbwaiter shaft. Jeff proves more diplomatic, and the means he uses to win victory are said to provoke many laughs.
"Tonsorial Artists" will be the last Mutt
and Jeff issue in May, and treats -of the
tribulations that the partners have when
"where
in a district
a barber shop
buy residents
the
are inmates
of the
old
they only
sailors' home. There whiskers are an institution in themselves. The men have
no use for barbers, and Mutt and Jeff
decoy them to the shop by installing a
blonde manicurist. While the latter does
a rushing business the barber chair sill
remains empty, but a great idea results in
its being filled.

Get Ready for Mabel Normand
in "The Venus Model
His health is failing for one thing, and

GOLPWYX
announces Mabel Normand
in the successor of "Joan of Flattsburg." It is "The Venus Model,"
written by H. R. Burant. Written expressly for the sparkling comedienne: her
to their utare exploited
giftsmanner
peculiar
most in the
made noteworthy by
Goldwyn.
This means
that no expense
has been Spared to invest the production
with richness and beauty, and to surround
Miss Normand
With a strong east.
"The Venus Model" recalls Mabel Normand's happiest adventures on the screen.
and provides many moments of laughter,
suspense, and charm. It is being directed

by Clarence G. Badger.

The title Of the play is derived from a
O'Brien
Kitty
by
created
suit
bathing
(Mabel Normand), who is employed In the

factory

Edna Mae Cooper, Appearing in
Cecil B. De Mille's Artcrart
"Old Wives for New."

of

Braddock

&

Company.

The

business is going to the dogs by reason
of the old fashioned methods of business
prevailing,. which means that the bathing
suits manufactured by Braddock & Company are without the snap and style demanded by alert buyers, of whom Bergexis the
Hickman') (Alec
man (Alfred
acting. And Braddock
B. most
Francis),
the head of the firm, has other troubles.

his son. Paul (Rodrique LaRoquel. is
wasting his lime at college on associates
who can do him no good. Hattie Fanshawe (Una Trevelyn) is the chief
parasite.
Kitty has her troubles too. Pimples
Briggs tXadia Gary) is in imminent
danger of being taken from the warmis aatchild
"Pimples"
hearted factory girl.
whose scapegrace
father
turns up
intervals to wring money from Kitty by
threatening to take "Pimples" from her.
lives
makesis the
Bouldenl
Briggs
of
both (Edward
a burden,
but Kitty
helpless
to her love for the little girl.
But when Braddock goes away for his
health the resourceful Kitty determines
to straighten out his tangled affairs. She
designs a smart bathing dress which she
calls "The Venus Model." and against the
opposition of the manager, Bagley (Edward Elkas), the model is made up, and
creates a sensation among the buyers.
Kitty is promoted to the exalted post of
chief designer,
and business takes an upward spurt.
The foregoing ought to provide a basis
for an interesting story.
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Wtcraft

INTEREST centered last week at the.
Famous Players-Lasky Hollywood studio on the bit;- hotel root garden set
for Cecil a DeMllle's Artcraft picture,
"We Can't il.iw Everything." it occupies
half of one of the big glass si.il; ascends t.> the dlffuaers. a apeolal troupe
<>f ballot dancers was engaged it the
scones, with two orchestras and hundreds
of extras. Among the leading players In
the cast are Kathlyn Williams, ESlllott Dexter, Alma Francis, Sylvia Breamer and
Thurston
Hall.
-s Than Kin" is the picture in which
Wallace Koid is being- starred, with Ann
Little .main appearing as his leading
woman. Donald Crisp is dlrectlpg. Tho
picture is located in Central \
a large extent. Raymond Hatton, Gustav
Seyffertlts, Noah Beery. James Neill.
Charles Ogle, Jane Wolff, James Cruze. Guy
Oliver and Clarence Geldert appear in support.
Missing."
J. from
StuarttheBlackton's
mount picture
novel by ParaMrs.
Humphry Ward, is militant in character
and has to do with women's part in tho
big war.

Ranchos to Alternate
With Blue Ridge Dramas
vigorous western releases known
as Rancho Dramas,
produced by the
National Film Corporation of Denver,
are being- dated on alternate weeks with
the Blue Ridge Dramas produced by Ned
Finley, according to General Film.
This will enable exhibitors to book a
continuous weekly succession of two-reel
outdoor photoplays of the type that lias
already been demonstrated a big commercial success. In accordance with this
arrangement of two-reel subjects, the current Blue Ridge drama will be followed
by a Rancho story providing an unusual
number of thrills and suspenseful moments, and so on.
Similarly the O. Henry releases, through
General Film, are now dated every other
week to alternate with a Wolfville Tale by
Alfred Henry Lewis, providing a succession of comedy-drama of high literary
calibeF — the O. Henry subjects dealing
with urbane life and the Lewis tales with
the unharnessed West.

THE

"Yosemite in Winter" New Pathe Scenic
interWhat should prove a wonderful or
six
lude for any program, in a month
■weeks, say, when the justly celebrated
summer sun is broiling the earth, is a new
scenic "Yosemite in Winter" soon
Pathe
to
be released. The photography is sharp
and picks out the marvelous detail of
America's most famous natural garden
spot clothed in ice and snow.

Scene from "Toys of Fate"

(Screen Classics).

Metrowho Production
LatestBryant,
Toys of Fate" Is Nazimova's Charles
played opposite

ama, "Toys
latesthasphotodr
NAZIM
of OVA'S
Fate," which
been declared to
surpass "Revelation," her first picture for Screen Classics, Inc., had its premiere performance at-the Strand theater,
Xew York on Sunday, May 11. George D.
Baker, who guided the star in "Revelation," also directed her in "Toys of Fate."
Nazimova has the greatest acting opportunities of her notable career, and she
more than fulfills requirements. The Russian actress plays the part of a gypsy
princess, with the fiery, untrammeled nature of that picturesque race. Dove and
hate are almost equally developed in the
made theto instruAzah,
girl,
gypsy ment
of fate
to who
bringis justice
Bruce
Griswold, who deceived her mother,
Hagar. Nazimova also plays the mother,
Hagar. Azah's life in the gysy encampment, and in the caravan of her tribe, is
depicted in a fascinating manner, and
gypsy rites and customs are reproduced.
In "Toys of Fate" there are one hundred and fifty art titles which greatly
enhance the artistic beauty of the subject. These illustrated titles are the innd Earle, Metro's art
of Ferdina
director, vention
and
are a part
of his process,
known as motion painting.

Nazimova in "Revelation," appears as her
leading man in the role of Henry Livingston. He has supported the star in "War
Brides," both on the stage and screen, and
also in Ibsen repertoire on the legitimate.
Irving Cummings is cast as Greggo, the
gypsy lover; Dodson Mitchell essays the
role of Bruce Griswold.
Griffin Goes to Russia With Y. M. C. A.
Herbert Griffin, who has been a selling
representative of the Nicholas Power
Company for a number of years, has
temporarily severed his connection with
that concern, and has gone to Russia with
the Y. M. C. A. commission.

Bill Farnum in War Charity Makes Stage Appearance
the first time in years, William
Farnum made his reappearance on
the speaking stage recently. The occasion was the launching of the Los
s
Women'
the Stage
s branch
Angele
. The
theater
at theofMorosco
Relief
War
event packed the theater with a distinguished gathering representative of the
stage and screen.
Mr. Farnum "came back" to the footlights and scored an unmistakable success when he gave a masterful rearrangement of lines from various Shakespearean
plays that are applicable to the Kaiser.
He delivered this in such a telling way
that he was recalled several times.
Miss Bertha Mann, leading woman of
the Morosco, who had the chief role in
"The Blindness of Divorce," the propaganda film that Frank Lloyd directed for
William Fox, made a plea for old kid
gloves for aviators jackets. Miss Mann
wore a demonstration jacket that -was a
silent but highly effective means of getting responses.

FOR

Mr. Farnum came to the affair direct
from the Fox studios in Hollywood, where
he has been busily engaged in finishing
the interior scenes of "Riders of the
Purple Sage," the Zane Grey novel which
Director Lloyd is picturizing.
On Tuesday, May 7, these early episodes
were completed, and the large company
was ready to begin work on the exteriors, which will form the chief part of
the action in the production. The cast
left at once, with a number of technical
men, for "location" work in Arizona.
After a great deal of "desert stuff" has
been filmed, Director Lloyd and Mr.
Farnum will lead the company into Grand
Canyon for what should prove some of
the most beautiful, as well as stirring,
scenes in photoplay. The principals in
the production besides the star are William Scott, Marc Robbins, Murdock MacQuarrie, Nancy Caswell, and J. Holmes.
Katherine Adams is Mr. Farnum's leading woman in the picture, as she will
characterize Bess, the masked rider.

Herbert Griffin.
Mr. Griffin has had a wide experience
in motion picture matters, and is an expert in projection. His experience and
ability will prove of great value in this
field.
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Miss Clark Doubles as
Little Eva and Topsy
INCREASED interest is added to the big
production of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" by
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
as a Paramount picture by the fact that
Marguerite Clark is playing the dual
roles of Topsy and Little Eva, two dissimilar characters which will demonstrate the versatility of the star.
The amusing antics of the colored pickaninny provide scenes wherein Miss Clark
can utilize the comedy talents which she
displayed on the speaking stage, and as
Little Eva, the pathetic incidents draws
upon her well known dramatic ability.
The make-up and rags of Topsy completely disguise Miss Clark in this part,
which will be found in strong contrast
to the opposite role, and the illusion is
strengthened further by a nurabe: of
scenes in which the two characters appear
simultaneously.
The supporting cast includes J. W. Johnston as Haley, the employer of Simon Legree. Florence Carpenter is Eliza and
Walter Lewis Simon Legree. Frank Losee
is Uncle Tom. Phil Ryley is Marks, the
lawyer; Henry Stamford is St. Clair, and
Harry Lee is Jeff, the poor negro. J.
Searle Dawley is directing the production, and H. Lyman Broening is in charge
of the photographic work.

Scene

from "My

Lady Nicotine"

Farnum Loan Film Makes
Hit in Nation's
Capital
from leaders in

TREMENDOUS applause
governmental officialdom, including
President "Wilson, greeted the exhibition at Keith's Washington theater
of William Farnum's Liberty Loan boosting film. ■ The picture was made at the
William Fox studios on the Coast under
the direction of Frank Lloyd in spare
moments.
The celluloid playlet carried a stirring
appeal to everyone to do his utmost in
putting the third loan strongly and solidly over the top. And aside from its purely patriotic aspect it was a highly interesting featurette in itself.
The drama was shown at Keith's on
a Wednesday, always a day noted for the
number of diplomats and statesmen who
attend the show. President Wilson was
there with a party in the box he uses
practically every week. At the first flash
on the screen of the cinema playlet there
was loud applause. Throughout the time
that the feature was being unreeled the
applause remained practically continuous.
At the end of the film there could be
doubt that the audience was a unit in
approving the sentiments expressed.
In accordance with the request of the
Treasury Department, 120 prints were
made of the little patriotic drama for distribution throughout the country. Mr.
Farnum also toured Nevada and California on behalf of the loan, and subscribed to $SS,000 himself.

"Venus" to Make
Its Debut.
Miss Betty Lee, star of "The Triumph of
Venus," the Victory film classic distributed
by General Film Company, lias gone to
Atlanta, her home city, to witness the local opening of the photoplay feature, an
event of the near future. Reports received by General Film from Atlanta Indicate that the greater part of the city
is keenly interested in the event.
Arrangements are now being completed
for the release of "The Triumph of Venus" in New York. Atlanta and Boston at
an early date, following which
formal
openings will be held in other large cities,
The chief swimmer is Phylis Beveridae.
who is also cast as the goddess Diana.
William
Sherwood
is also
one
of the

(Mutual).

chief performers, his floating down a series
of waterfalls while simulating death being
something never before recorded.
Lawrence to Stage Pearson
Film.
Edmund Lawrence, who had charge of
Virginia Pearson's drama, "The Firebrand," the current William Fox special
feature, will begin the work of directing this week a powerful play by George
Scarborough to be released under title of
"For Gold." Miss Pearson will be the
star of this production.
Mr. Lawrence made his directorial debut
with the Fox forces in the production of
"A Daughter of France," which is said
to have proved an immensely popular
vehicle for Miss Pearson, although Mr.
Lawrence screened most of the picture
under the handicap of illness. Probably
no director in the industry is more popular
with his technical staff and actors than
Mr. Lawrence.

Parke and Cushing Collaborate.
Having completed the* production of
"The Yellow Ticket," starring Fannie
Ward, Wrilliam Parke, director of a number of Pathe successes, has returned to
New York after a trip to Atlantic City, in
the course of which he and Tom Cushing,
who wrote the scenario for "The Yellow
Ticket," have worked out a number of
stories which they have had in mind for
some time. They make a strong team.
Mr. Parke decided not to accept the offer
of the Astra company that he produce
their next serial, as he wants to stick to
features.

General Distributing Rancbo Series.
General Film Company has begun the
distribution of a new brand of Western
stories, the Rancho series, which are being produced at the Denver studios of the
National Film Corporation, of which O. D.
Woodward is president. The Rancho
stories are released every other week.
"When the Sun Sets Red," the second of
the series, is a tensely dramatic story of
a romance in which a returned nurse and
a young American who has "gone over
the top" play the leading parts. They
meet again in the West while recuperating, and almost immediately become Involved in a series of adventures which
hold the fan in suspense until t he last
flash.
"The Battle Royal" (Sennett).
In "The Battle Royal," the ParamountMark Sennett Comedy released May 20, Ben
Turpin is introduced as a victim of financial depression. His inability to pay his
landlady results in being forcibly cast
out in the street, wrapped up in his
steamer trunk. That's when Charles Lynn
and Tolly Moran take pity on him. The
picture was directed by Richard Jones,
who ious
staged
manner. the action in a fast and fur-

A

Genuine
Screen
Beauty — Peggy
Hyland, Fox Star.
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Over 600 Theaters Have
Booked Parsons Comedies
SMILING BILL PARSONS, who la making comedy features for distribution
through Goldwyn, la hard at work
On the nintii comedy production of the
twenty-six he will make this year, Already, with but two weeks elap
release date, over six hundred theaters!
Including Jones, Llnick, and Schaefer
houses; Asher Brother circuit; Marcus
Loew's theaters, the Mastbaum, McGurk,
and Sablowsky theaters In Philadelphia,
and A. H. Blanck and Thomas Saxe
houses throughout the Northwest, have
booked th>' entire series, while Miller's
theater, Los Angeles, billed Parsons like
a Circus last week and featured his "Bill's
Baby" as big as their dramatic feature.
Billy Rhodes is seen opposite the smiling comedian in "Bill's Baby" and ••Bill's
Predicament." Molly Malone, formerly
featured with Universal, supports Bill in
•"Matching Bill" and "Birds of a Feather."
Teddy Sampson will be Parsons' principal support in two releases already completed, but as yet unnamed: while .May
Agnew s now working opposite him in
"Bill Bulls the Market." and has been
engaged for another picture.
That high class comedies, sans slapstick and burlesque have an opulent
market is attested by the offers the sales
forces of the National Film Corporation
have received for foreign rights to the
Capitol pictures.
Through the Goldwyn foreign department offers have been received from
Scandanavia. Australia. France, Italy,
Spain, and Portugal; while Harry Reichenbach, the company's general sales and
business manager, has received offers of
outright purchases or franchise sales
from Walturdaw and Jury's, Ltd., of
London: Williamson and Australasian for
Australia: from Di Luggo and Antemorra
for Italy, Portugal, Spain, and the Balkan
states, and from Howells, of the Orient.
No arrangements have been concluded
for the foreign territories as yet. Mr.
Reichenbach will leave for Europe early
In June, and contemplates handling the
sales for all European countries from a
London connection.
Francis Ford Leaves For Coast.
Francis Ford's stay in New York following the completion of his first release
entitled "Berlin via America" came to
an end on May 9, when he departed for
California accompanied by Miss Elsie Van
Name, the author of the first two of the
Fordart Productions; his leading woman,
Miss Edna Emerson, and her mother, Mrs.
Victor H. Emerson, and other members
of his company.
All future productions will be made at
Mr. Ford's studio in Los Angeles. Arrangements have been consummated
which will permit of immediate activity
upon his arrival, and assures the release
of his second picture not later than July
1. "A Man of Today" is the title selected
for this release, and it is claimed that
it incorporates a big, timely theme with
a strong and convincing appeal to our own
Allied governments.
The reception accorded "Berlin via
America" has been most gratifying to
Mr. Ford, the more especially as Ernest
Shipman was able to hand him a check,
the amount of which represented an outright sale of 75 per cent, of the territory,
and accomplished during a sales campaign of less than two weeks.
Film Fires in Screen
Telegram.
The destruction of two big motion picture plants by fire are shown in Screen
Telegram No. 21, scheduled for release
May 12 .by Mutual. The blaze at
Waukegan, 111., which wiped out a dozen
Government warehouses and destroyed the
clearing house of the Mutual, with the
destruction of 40,000,000 feet of retired
film, was caught by Screen Telegram
cameraman.
The fire which destroyed the studios of
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the Laskj I tampan] a< Hollj « ood ■
Official French War Pictures show

Over 6,000 Days' Bookings
for "Tarzan of the Apes"

plel urc.i in t h,. same reel.

semes from the great world war taken
In the Alps. An Interesting picture In
tins section
shows
the mountain
dogs
h. inline munitions ami troops traveling
the mountains.
on skis through
Other
pictures
from
Prance
showing
methods adopted by Allies to guard
against German aerial attacks and the
operation of aircraft guns are shown In

Scneen
No. Inl'h this release show
Other Telegram
war scenes
tlio wreckage caused by the bombardin.nl
Of the Huns in a village in Lorraine.
France, and the people returning after the
bombardment
to hunt for homes.
More Prints of "Over There."
Select's patriotic photodrama, "Over
There." is In such great demand In these
stirring days that, in order to be able
to accommodate demands for showing of
this picture, the Select Pictures Corporation has been forced to reprint the subjects. A large number of prints on "Over
There" are being made on a rush order
and shipped as fast as ready to the territories most in need of extra prints. This
reprinting of the feature is not in order
to replace worn out prints, but is due
solely to a steadily mounting demand for
the feature. The first prints finished are
being rushed to New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Seattle, Omaha and Denver, the five cities
where the need for extra prints is most
pressing at the present.
New Boy City Stories Coming.
A new block of Judge Brown stories is
promised for early release through General Film Company by the Boy City Film
Corporation. These four additional subjects have been completed: "Love of Bob,"
"Dog vs. Dog," "A Boy Built City" and
"The Case of Bennie." Boy City lads who
have appeared in the first ten productions will be the featured players in this
new list of subjects. Ruth Hampton, the
leading woman of the Judge Brown
Stories will continue to appear.
The first ten Boy City Films have established themselves as most successful short
length features, the bookings having exceeded all expectations.
Fairbanks in Role of Reporter.
The next Douglas Fairbanks production is "Say, Young Fellow." In this subject the energetic Douglas appears as a
"cub" reporter employed in a small city,
who wins distinction by interviewing a
millionaire who not only has never been
interviewed before, but who announced
that he never would submit to reportorial
inquisition. How Fairbanks, known as
"the young fellow," gets to the millionaire
and obtains the story he is after, is said
to be a highly interesting development
new to modern motion pictures.
Clover Puts On "Love's Lucky Day."
Another swift Clover Comedy, "Love's
Lucky Day," is released this week by General Film. "Bud" Duncan, "Dot" Farley
and "Kewpie" Morgan, the three stars of
the series, demonstrate their funmaking
ability in this subject. Following this
will come 'Oh, the Woman," another subject in which "Dot" Farley's burlesque
vampire role provides a large measure of
the laughs, and "Bud" Duncan romps
about in entirely new characterization.
Baby
Marie
Pulls Tom
Mix
Stuff.
Baby Marie Osborne appears as a diminutive cowgirl in her new Pathe play,
"A Daughter of the West," and rides her
own little Shetland, which animal, by the
way, has been induced in some mysterious
manner to do quite a little "bucking" in
one scene. This part of the new play
will register a hit with the juvenile admirers of Baby Marie.
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Tin: Km i \ationai Exhibitors' Circuit
has dosed bookings on "Tarsan "f
the Apes" up to May li< totall]
009 days
These
figure
,, . , i .,,,,
top anything
on record
In moving
plctun annals, when
i he fact is taken Into
con Ideri
a I ha i 'Ts rsan" was reli
barely two months ago.
Realizing the sure-fire box office possibilities of the Illm many of the leading exhibitors have preferred to play it
on a percentage basis, and have cashed In
in proportion to the brains and energy
they have invested In Its promotion.
Whenever a flat rental price has been
paid by a big house the amount has been
worthy of comment. In Los Angeles, for
Instance, T. L. Talley, who holds the
First National franchise for southern
California, closed a cash contract with
Emil Kehrlein, Jr., proprietor of the
Kinema run.
theater, for $3,500 for a two
■weeks'
John H. Kunsky, of Detroit, announces
the opening of the picture at the Washington in Detroit the latter part of this
month, while Tom Moore is getting ready
to present "Tarzan" at his new Rialto
theater in Washington, D. C.

New York Showing for
Douglas Color Picture
Motion picture patrons of Los Angeles
were treated to a genuine surprise a few
weeks ago when the Kinema theater made
its usual announcement in the form of a
three-color advertisement.
The reason for the color was the fact
that the Kinema theater had secured sole
rights of Los Angeles to exhibit the new
Douglas color pictures 'which are being
distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson CorW. W. Hodkinson has announced to his
poration.
home office that he is so impressed with
the quality of the Douglas color pictures
that instead of commencing immediate
bookings in the various exchanges he has
decided to bring the latest production,
"Cupid Angling" to New York for a large
trade showing and public exhibition, so
that the quality of these pictures may be
appreciated by both trade and public.

Next Barriscale Picture
Is a Grace Miller White
A

BRAND
new
characterization
is
promised by Bessie Barriscale in her
seven-act adaptation of Grace Miller
White's
novel,
"Rose
o' Paradise,"
her
Paralta Play released May 13.
"Rose o' Paradise" -was recognized
among the "best sellers" upon its publication several years ago. It is one of those
tales that holds the interest from the
start.
The story concerns the adventures of a
little optimist, Jinny Singleton, rightful
heiress to a fortune left by her mother,
but made victim of a chain of unpleasant
circumstances by her scheming uncle.
In the role of Jinny, Bessie Barriscale
has added another triumph to her already long list of screen successes. The
part offers her opportunities to score
heavily not alone with her emotional
powers, but with her personality as well.

Billie Rhodes Comedy
Helps a Tobacco Fund
THE Mutual-Strand comedy scheduled
for release by Mutual, May 21, "My
Lady Nicotine," is. in addition to being a clever, thoroughly funny Billy
Rhodes subject, a happy piece of propaganda for "Our Boys in France Tobacco
The story is built around the efforts of
a young wife to break her husband of
smoking. Persuasion failing she tries
patent tobacco cures, with serious and
laughable
results.
Fund."
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Pathe to Inaugurate
Another Travel Series
Br consummated
VIRTUE of an
important
between
Pathe deal
and just
the
Post Film Company, release throughout the country of a new travel series will
be made by that distributing company in
conjunction with leading daily news-

Scene

from

"Sporting

Life"

(Tourneur).

Fox Announces a Well Balanced Program for June
FIVE productions from the Eastern and
Western studios are to be released
as special features next month by
William Fox, according to the June
schedule, which has just been announced.
This is the order in which the pictures
will be issued:
June 2. — June Caprice in "Blue-Eyed
Mary," a girl's sprightly adventures in the
field of love. Staged by Harry Millarde
from the story by Frances Crowley.
9.- — Tom in
Mix the
in "Ace
High," ofa tale
ofJune
adventure
service
the
Canadian Northwest Mounted Police.
Written and directed by Lynn Reynolds.
June 16. — Jane and Katherine Lee in
"We Should Worry!" an impish, stormy
comedy-drama written and staged by
Kenean Buel.
June 23. — Gladys Brockwell in "The
Scarlet Road," the drama of a woman's
triumph over the wolves of society. Directed by Edward J. LeSaint from the
story and scenario of Charles Kenyon.
June 30. — George Walsh in "The Kid Is
Clever," dramatic
a surprisestructure.
photoplay built on an
original
The first of the announced films, "BlueEyed Mary," shows June Caprice in one
of the most appealing parts she has yet
had. The supporting company consists of
Helen Tracy, Blanche Hines, Bernard Randall, Thomas Fallon, Jack McLean, Henry
Hallam. and Florence Ashbrooke.
"Ace High" is said to be a perfect
vehicle for the fast-riding star, Tom Mix.
Those who are at all acquainted with the
type of work
that Mix does need no as-

Goldwyn Makes Release
Change on Marsh Subject
GOLDWYN

Pictures Corporation announces the substitution of "All
Woman," a story by F. Lloyd Sheldon, as its Mao Marsh release for June 2
in place of "The Glorious Adventure."
The last-named production will be the
subsequent
Marsh release.
Hobart Henley, who dirceted Mae
Marsh's successful picture, "The Face in
the Dark," directed "All Woman." He,
has provided for it the same quality of
snap and punch that made the former
vehicle.
The new production gives Mae Marsh
a stronger dramatic role than any she has
had. "All Woman" tells tile Story of Susan Kildare, "the good girl who tamed a
bad town." Every inch a woman — a peal
woman — is Susan, though the beginning
of the story finds her a New York factory
srirl.

surance that he makes an excellent figure
as one of the Canadian Northwest
Mounted. In the production are Kathleen
Connors, Lawrence Peyton, James O'Neil,
Jay Morley, Golda Madden, Pat Chrisman,
Lloyd Perl, Virginia Lee Corbin, and Lewis
Sargent.
"We Should Worry!" is the most expensive film Jane and Katherine Lee have
had. An unusually big cast was taken
South for all the exterior scenes.
Supporting Gladys Brockwell in "The
Scarlet Road" is Charles Clary. Betty
Schade, L. C. Shumway, and William Scott.
In "The Kid Is Clever," George Walsh is
provided with another of the action and
"stunt" productions which have won him
such high favor.
The first of the Sunshine comedy releases in June will be "Wild Women and
Tame Lions," in which several kings of
the forest and ascore of pretty girls combine to produce a record-making laughbringer under Henry Lehrman's direction.

Forty important papers are parties to
the contract, and as each film is shown
papers.
in each city, a travel article corresponding appears in each newspaper. The subjects are in single-reel form. Most important of all, the countries covered by
the touring cinematographers are those
■with which- most Americans are totally
unfamiliar.
The first release will be on June 16
and affords a striking and comprehensive
picture of life in St. Thomas, in the Virgin Islands, bought from Denmark by the
United States last year.
These travel pictures do not confine
themselves to beautiful scenery, fine harbors, grand mountains and other scenes
that might be described as "still life"
or ordinary "scenics." They are actual
and real travel pictures. The manners
and customs of the people of the country
are faithfully and accurately reproduced;
the things that would most interest the
traveler are visualized upon the screen
for the beholder in the auditorium.
Universal Makes Change in Serials.
The Universal Film Company will have
but one serial running after June 3 instead of two serial releases a week as
heretofore. During the week of June 3
the eighteenth episode of "The Bull's
Eye." with Eddie Polo, will be released,
after which "The Lion's Claws," with
Marie Walcamp, will continue to be released weekly until July 29.
Under the original plans immediately
upon the release of the eighteenth, the
final episode of "The Bull's Eye," the first
episode Hansen,
of "The was
Brass
Bullet."forfeaturing
Juanita
scheduled
release.
The release date for "The Brass Bullet"
has been postponed until the first week
in August, when it will follow the final
To take
the place
the second serial.
episode
of "The
Lion'sofClaws.''
Universal will reissue several of its
former serials in the shape of complete
shows to be run in either three or four
episodes at a time, according to the best
judgment
of the exhibitors.

Cohen Enthusiastic Over
Trade Conditions in South
hereSouth, houses
in the their
THREE big
opposed to giving
toforetheaters
over to week runs, have set custom
aside and booked Screen Classics' "Uevelation," starring Nazimova, for a solid
week's engagement. Harry J. Cohen, of
Metro, who has just returned from a
whirlwind tour of that section of the
country in the interests of Screen Classics
productions, cites the Strand, in New Orleans, and the Queen and Liberty, in Dallas and Houston, respectively, as examples
of the new policy houses.
Mr. Cohen made his swing around the
South in ten weeks, but in spite of his
limited time he found opportunities to
make several speeches in aid of the Liberty Loan.
Mr. Cohen returned from his trip enthusiastic about business conditions in
the picture industry in the South. They
are surprisingly good, he declares, and
promise to be even better within the next
twelve months. This is particularly true
of Texas, he says, where he found people
waiting in line as early as 9 o'clock in
the morning for seats at the bigger theaters.
Mr. Cohen leaves for the Middle West
within a week to visit exhibitors in
Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Cleveland. Cincinnati, St. Louis. Kansas City. Mo., Des
Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Chicago who have sought bookings for
Screen Classics. Inc.. big features.

Katharine Harris Barrymore, Wife of
John Barrymore, Who Plays the Difficult Role of Lily Bart in Metro's AI1Star Production of Edith Wharton's
Famous
Novel, "The
House
of Mirth."
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and
Shipman
Will
Release
Fifty-Two
Pictures
Per
Year
Including
Shorty
Hamilton
and Francis
Ford
Features,
Binney
Comedies

Others — Announces
Large Territory Sales on These Productions.
lina and South Carolina, to otto Haas,
E FINEST snir.MA.vs Bpring announceOttowaj Theater Co., Charlotti . \ c
ment rovers thirty-two pictures for
Texas, Oklahoma ana Arizona, to T. E.
the current year which include twelve
i.arson.
Oklahoma
City.
Iowa,
Kansas
from the w. H. Clifford Co., Ceaturing
and Nebraska, to Independent Film ExShorty Hamilton in his new five-reel come.
six from the Francis Ford Producchange CO., Omaha. Utah', Colorado. New
Mexico, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho. Washing Co., which lias already released "Berington, Alaska, Oregon, California. Nelin Via America"; twelve from the Josh
vada. Arizona. Mississippi and Louisiana,
Binney Co., featuring Funny Fatty Filto Favorite Feature Company, Oklahoma.
bert in a series of two-reel comedies; "A
"Josh Binney" Comedies, two-reelers,
Nugget In the Rough," a five-reel Westmonthly release, to R. M. Savini, Atlanta,
11." featur"Trooper
drama:
ern
(la., who has purchased
rights to North
the State
of Pennsylvania;
Police
ing comedy
Carolina,
South Carolina, Alabama,
G
•'The Tiger of the Sea." a timely sevengia, Florida and Tennessee. Contracts are
reel production written by Nell Shipman,
about
to
be
closed
for
twelve
additional
and six features from the Titan Feature
states, and particulars will be announced
Photoplay Co., of Spokane, Wash.
later.
But twenty more pictures are necessary
to reach the announced output of fiftyLoew
Books
International
Cartoons.
two pictures per year, and contracts now
executed and other plans in the making
The International Film Co. reports great
success in booking their black and white
gives Mr. Shipman assurance of exceedthis number.
cartoon comedies featuring the Katzenjammer Kids and Happy Hooligan, in the
With the exceptions of "The Tiger of
best class of theaters throughout the
the Sea" and the forthcoming productions
of the Titan Company, territory has been
country, the latest addition being for the
disposed of on all of the pictures in hand,
entire circuit of theaters controlled by
and in some cases almost sold out.
Marcus Loew, where they will be shown
Mr. Shipman calls attention to the fact
each Saturday and Sunday.
that prominent buyers of the United States
In speaking
of the popularity
of this
and Canada are doing business with him
on a cash basis for most of his output,
and that some of these buyers are men
new to the industry, while others have
been transacting business with him for a
IVAN ABRAMSON, director general of
period of years, and states that a system
the Graphic Film Corporation, has finwhich brings the selling value of the picture to a mutually satisfactory basis and
ished the interior scenes for "When
Men
Betray" and has left for Lakewood,
guarantees to the buyer a strict fulfillN. J., where the exteriors are to be made
ment of all contracts, enables him to dison the well-known Gould estate, one of
pose of most of his territory without the
the show places of the country.
necessity of screening the pictures.
Mr. Abramson expressed his satisfaction
Thirty-four states have been contracted
with the work insofar as it has progressed,
for on the Francis Ford feature, and with
and states "the theme is a strong one and
the exception of three buyers all are said
deals with conditions of life that are
to have bought on the strength of Mr.
known to exist but which have not, so
Ford's reputation and trade paper reviews,
far, been portrayed on the screen, forceand those who exploit the first Ford feafully bringing out the truth that small
ture having the option on his other protransgressions
often
lead
to disastrous
ductions.
Mr. Shipman aims to represent Independent producers in the open market, and
states he will only handle products which
appeals to the active class of exhibitors
and meets with the approval of the Government authorities at Washington.
The territory which has been disposed
of by Mr. Shipman is as follows:
"Shorty Hamilton" series of five-reel
features (four now ready) — California,
Arizona and Nevada, to Sol Lesser, San
Francisco. Texas, to Specialty Film Company, Dallas. Oklahoma, to T. E. Larson,
Oklahoma City. Michigan, to State Film
Company, Detroit. Georgia, Alabama,
Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina,
to R. M. Savini, Atlanta. New England,
to Globe Feature Film Corporation, Boston. Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia, to Quality Film Co.. Pittsburgh.
Pa. Indiana, Missouri and Kansas, to V.
Inc., Indianapolis. MinneH. Hodupp,
sota, Wisconsin, North Dakota and South
Dakota, to Associated Theaters, Minneapolis.
Francis Ford in "Berlin Via America"
(six reels) — Greater New York, to Elk
Feature Film Co.. 126 West 46th street,
New York. Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia
and Florida, to Special Features Co.,
Knoxville,
Tenn.
Virginia,
North
CaroScene from "When Man

brand, an official of the comp "Prominent
n alwa; o\ .-i
the country, phot
with oplaj
their mafingers
the public pulse, have tell It Incessantly
beat ing out
the w ord 'corned;
Everj
normal,
healthy
human
beipg has In his
make-up
a 'trying*
need tor laughter,
and at the present moment,
with the big
shadow hanging over the world, laughter
Is at a premium and not as easily created
as formerly.
More
subtle humor,
much
funnier situations are necessary, and that
these cartoon comedies are supplying this
need Is apparent by the bookings that are
daily piling into the Educational Film
Corporation offices.
Western
Exchange
Adopts
New
Name.
In view of the fact that they have purchased rights to several other productions,
the names of the "Mid-West Civilization
Company" has been changed to "MidWest Greater Features Company." Among
the features recently secured by this company, which is located in the Gas and
Electric Building, Denver, are William
N. Selig's "Garden of Allah" and the General Enterprise feature "The Warrior,"
starring Maciste. Excellent business is
reported for all of these pictures. "Civilization" and "The Warrior" enjoying second and third runs, while "Garden of Allah" is being booked for first and second
runs.

Gould Estate Pictured in New

Graphic Production

results. The characters are not mere puppets of an author's imagination, but are
all types I have known and carefully
Gail Kane is the star, and she is said to
have a role which affords opportunities for
extraordinary
pathos and appeal and also
studied."
shows her as a dominating figure in tense
situations and smashing climaxes.
In addition, the cast includes Robert
Elliott, Stuart Holmes, Sally Crute, Gertrude Braun, Jack McLean, Reed Hamilton, Dora Mills Adams, Tallulah Bankhead, Hazel Washburn. Lillian Berse and
Julienne Moore.

Betrays" (Graphic).
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" 'Men' Has Distinction"
Says Foursquare Official

S. L. Rothapfel Books Two Additional Petrova Pictures
Says

Polish

Star's

First Two
Production
Rank
Second and Third
in Box Office
Value at Rialto Theater, New York.
and six sheets for the two-reelers and one
ANNOUNCEMENT is made by Petrova
and three sheets for the single reelers:
Picture Company that Madame Olga
also a lobby display of attractive 8x10
Petrova's two productions, "The Life
photographs
on each subject.
Mask" and "Tempered Steel," will be seen
at the Rialto and Rivoli theaters. "The
Life Mask," the third special vehicle in
which Madame Petrova appears, has been
Activities
in the
State
Right
Market
booked by the managing director, S. L.
During the Past Seven Days.
Rothapfel, for the Rialto commencing the
week of Sunday, May 12. The picture is
WH.
PRODUCTIONS
COMPANYto series
ana film version of the novel of the same
nounce the sale of rights
of twenty-six
Charlie
Chaplin
rename by the celebrated, though anonymissues to Special Features Company, Knoxous author of "To L. M. G."
ville,
Tenn.,
for
North
and
South
Carolina,
"Tempered Steel," Madame Petrova's
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee.
fourth special feature, designed as a
* * *
screen medium for her by George Middleton, author of "Polly with a Past," and
Special Features Company, Knoxville,
directed by Ralph Ince, will be presented
Tenn., have secured from W. H. Producat either the Rialto or Rivoli during the
tions Company rights to series of twentyearly part of June.
eight Mack Sennett Keystone reissues for
Frederick L. Collins, president of PeSouth Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama
trova Picture Company, was recently in
and Tennessee.
• » »
receipt of the following letter from Mr.
Rothapfel: "Since our recent talk, I have
Ernest
Shipman
announces sales of
attendance
Rialto
my
over
looking
been
rights to twenty-four states for Shorty
records again and find that the Petrova
Hamilton
series
of
five-reel features;
figures are even better than I told you.
twenty-seven states for the Francis Ford
"During the four months I have played
production "Berlin Via America" and six
two Petrova Pictures, 'Daughter of Desstates for the Josh Binney two-reel cometiny' and 'The Light Within," the former
dies. For full details refer to story on
than any other picplayed to more money has
another page of this department.
appeared at the
ture, save one, which
Rialto during the period; and the latter
played to more money than any other picSunset Productions, Incorporated, announce the following sales of territory of
ture, except 'Daughter of Destiny' and
the one picture referred to above. In
"A
Lion of the Hills" to Foursquare Picsecrank
pictures
two
your
tures, Denver, for Colorado, Wyoming,
other words,
ond and third in point of box-office value,
Utah, and New Mexico; to Special Features
over a period of eighteen weeks.
Co., Knoxville, Tenn., for Tennessee, Ala"These facts, together with my great
bama, Georgia, Florida, and South Caroadmiration for Madame Petrova as an
lina; to Sydney B. Lust, Inc., Washington,
artist, lead me to accept with pleasure,
for District of Columbia, Maryland, Delayour very kind offer to allow my theaters
ware, and Virginia, and to Jere Spandau,
to continue presenting Petrova Pictures,
Pittsburgh, for western Pennsylvania.
of my renotwithstanding the severance Exhibitors
* * *
lations with the First National
Arrow Film Corporation have sold the
Circuit."
rights to "Million Dollar Mystery" feature to Special Features Company, Knoxville, for Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, North and South Carolina.

Bacon-Backer Production Also Contains
Other Elements Which Go to Make
Up a Successful
Photoplay.
AN

official of Foursquare Pictures,
which is distributing the U. S. Exhibitors' feature production "Men,"
made by Bacon-Backer Film Company, in
speaking of this picture states that it has
the elements appreciated by exhibitors;
that is, heart interest, "pep," "punch" and
distinction.

Sales of the Week

"Distinction," he further states, "is the
element which every motion picture
producer aims constantly to put into
his photoplays. It isn't easily secured, as it is attested by the infrequency of its appearance. But ever
so often the quality of distinction is reflected in some feature, and then the public enthuses over that particular picture
and the exhibitor makes money with it.
" 'Men,' the Bacon-Backer six-reel
photoplay, has this Ingredient, which
runs through the entire photoplay; in the
atmosphere of the production; in the settings; in the cast and the acting. The
story itself, which was written by the
celebrated playwright Harry S. Sheldon,
from his admirable
('Men'),canhasmake
distinction. No set of play
producers
a good feature picture out of a story that
'isn't there.' So the fountain, it would appear, is the story.
" 'Men' in this fundamental respect, is
fortunate and has the salient elements
without which no story really is one. Preliminaries w"ere begun in the Bacon-Becker studio in West Thirty-eighth street —
in the heart of New York, a block away
from the Metropolitan Opera house. Exhibitors visiting New York, who are welcome to drop in at this studio, will discover wherein it offers exceptional opportunities for motion picture making.
"In that studio the plans were formulated, with enough deliberation to give
to every detail the attention necessary to
creating something which would prompt
exhibitors and the public to exclaim
'That's a picture!'
"George Backer, an experienced builder,
supervised personally the designs for the
sets and furnishings. As a consequence
the many scenes which represent the interiors of the houses of smart New Yorkers are correct to the letter. They form a
very considerable element in the appeal
of 'Men,' Because they contribute atmosphere to the situations.
"Made to fit a particular need, 'Men' was
created with care by a corps of experts.
There
was no definite set release date.

Adopts World's Suggestion
in Advertising Chaplins

W. H. Productions to Carry Announcements in Trade Papers for Benefit of
Exhibitors Who Have Bought Rights
to Series, and Exhibitors.
ComW. H. Productions y
ALTHOUGH conside
to
rs it unnecessar
pany
ising
place advert
in the trade papers
Rights
State
the
to
to promote the sale
and
buyers of the series of twenty-sixtsonewhich
two-reel Charlie Chaplin subjec
they will reissue, most of the territory
in the United States being sold within a
to
period of two weeks, being anxious
assist exchangemen to book this series
they announce they will take an advanced
step in the development of the State
Rights market by inaugurating with the
current issue of several of the trade paexpers an advertising campaign to the
hibitor for the purpose of aiding exchanges to secure a maximum amount of
bookings.
Tho Moving Picture World in issue of
March 30, made a very strong plea for
this kind of service, and W. H. Productions Company is to be commended for
this new inauguration in service and advertising help to enhance the value of
their product with the exchangemen and
thus materially assist them to secure
maximum results.
The first three subjects of the Chaplin
scries will be two-reelers and are entitled: "The Jazz Walter,'' adapted from
"Caught in a Cabaret"; 'vHls Dare-Devil
Queen." adapted from "Mabel at the
Wheel, " and "The Roustabout," adapted
"The Property Man."
from
The entire series are being re-odited. retitled and reconstructed, with an adverone, three
tising display of exceptional

"Wrong
Flat" Makes
Fine Record.
Jester Comedy Company announces that
"The Wrong Flat," the May release, has
exceeded predictions for bookings from all
parts of the country. Following its showing in New York, it was booked solid for
the Loew circuit of theaters, and enthusiastic reports are being received from
other points.

Scene

from

"Men"

(U.

May 25, 1918

S.

Exhibitors-Bacon-Backer).

May 25, 1918
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Foursquare Will Distribute
Hadley's "Cinema Symphony"
George Backer Secures Controlling Interest in "The Lost Chord" Based on
Song with Same Title.
H>i'i> HATVTilSl announces that afti
private showing, George Backer took
over tin- controlling Interest In his
first "Cinema-Symphony" and arrange.
moms are being completed for Its earl]
release through Foursquare exchanges.
It Is stated that this deal was made on
the strength of the story, production, and
value as a novelty, as on account Of important changes In the musical setting it
was impossible to have the production
screened for Mr. Backer in conjunction
With the symphony.
This cinema symphony is based on Sir
Arthur Sullivan's '"The Lost Chord"; it Is
In five reels and is said to tell a story
with considerable heart interest, written
around the hero of the song. A love
story leads up to a climax as the organist
strikes the chord "like the sound of the
great the
amen."
interrupts
this,
and
chord A istragedy
lost and
later found
through an act of self-sacrifice.
Sol P. Levy and M. Winkler, who are
working on the musical arrangement, are
enthusiastic over the possibilities in the
development of this idea, and Mr. Backer
sees in it an excellent opportunity for
theater managers to show their patrons
the strenuous efforts they are making to
give them musical programs in keeping
with the elaborate productions, and to
advertise their musicians in connection
with the pictures and awaken a new interest in their efforts to supply music of
quality.

Mnvixt;
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"Increased Demand For Special Pictures/' Says Hall
of United
States

President

Exhibitors'
Booking
Corporation
Declares
Theaters
Patrons' Interest and Attract New
Business.
for
i give them exci ptlon ii picthe complel Ion of prepa ra
tures aa ol ten aa possible."
the Immediate release of the
two new r. s. Exhibitors' Booking
Both produced
"The Crucib
Life" and
under [special
condlt"Men"
with a view to making
Corporation productions, "Men" and "The
them exceptional
Crucible of Life," Prank Hall Is again
productions. Captain Harry Lamb
keeping his committee of selection busy
Do- former for the Authors' Film ■
with a view to finding, at the earliest
while the latter la the initial offering of
Die moment, another picture that
the
new Bacon-Backer studios.
measures up to his standards.
Desire

Them

to

Hold

Starting with Tom Ince's "The Zeppelin's Last Raid," Mr. Hall's tirst choice for
release under theHU. S. banner, and taking
T
into accountWI
the business done by "Those
Who Tay," "The Belgian" and "Just a
Woman," the demand for pictures with
special advertising angles is, according to
Mr. Hall, much greater than the supply.
"The theaters need, and must have, big
special productions at frequent intervals,"
said Mr. Hall. "There is no business in
the world which can as little afford to
fall into ruts as the show business, and
experienced theater managers are constantly on the alert to find something out
of the ordinary to give them an excuse to
make the kind of a noise that will attract
unusual attention to their theaters. They
know that there is no such thing as a fixed
amount of box-office business independent
of the attractions. They also know that
when business is not building it is falling
off. Big special pictures are necessary
not only to draw new business, but also
to keep their regular patrons from losing
interest. Extra efforts to attract new patrons are imperative and it is up to us, as

Gay Life of Broadway ShownThe inbrilliantly
"Devil's
lightedPlayground"
cabarets crowded

CONFINING itself to the gay life of
Broadway, "The Devil's Playground"
is said to be unique, in that its characters are prosperous men and women respected in their various communities,
while the dark side of life with its underworld characters has no place in the
drama.
Harry McRae Webster, who directed the
production and collaborated with Dallas
Tyler in writing the story, saw in the
gay life of the wealthy who flock to
Broadway from all parts of the world, an
excellent opportunity for a strong drama
with
exceptional
spectacular
features.

with merrymakers and the gorgeously
furnished tea dansants with their beautifully gowned patrons of modern dancing furnished backgrounds suited to the
action of a strong drama of New York
life, and he is said to have made good use
of them and to have produced in "The
Devil's Playground" a picture of unusual
interest not only to New Yorkers, but to
theater patrons throughout the world.
Vera Michelena, the star, is surrounded
with a strong cast including Harry Springier, William H. Tooker, George S. Trimble, Robert Cummings and Lillian Cook.

Scene from "Devil's Playground"

(Atlantic).

Drummond Buys Rights
On Several Productions
AI'KO.MIMC.NT
out-of-town
who
visited New York
during buyer
the past
week was \V. 10. Drummond, president
of the Special Features Company, Knoxville, Tenn., operating one of the largest
and most successful state-right exchanges
in the Southern states.
Mr. Drummond's trip was for the purpose of securing additional pictures to add
to the already large list he is offering in
his territory, and he reports the following
purchases: From Ernest Shipman, "Berlin
Via America," the Francis Ford production, for Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia and
Florida; from Pioneer Film Corporation,
"The Still Alarm," for Tennessee. Alabama, Georgia, Florida and South Carolina; from Arrow Film Corporation, the
Randolph Film Corporation's six-reel feature "The Million Dollar
based
on the successful serial ofMystery,"
the same title,
for Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida!
North and South Carolina; from the Sunset
"A Lion of the Hills,"
Film Corporatio
n, S.
featuring
William
Hart, for Tennessee,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida and South Carolina; from W. H. Productions Co., twentyeight Keystone comedy reissues, and
twenty-six Charlie Chaplin comedy reissues for Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, North and South Carolina.
Mr. Drummond reports that conditions
are very promising in the South, and that
since the beginning of Spring, the business
of the moving picture houses has been
steadily on the increase, and he looks for
a very prosperous summer.

Whartons Complete
"The Eagle's Eye'

Finish Nineteenth and Twentieth
sodes at Their Ithaca Studios
Week.

Thi»

THEthe Whartons
the filming
nineteenth completed
and twentieth
episodesof
of "The Eagle's Eye" at their Ithaca
Epistudios this week. The twentieth episode
shows the events which immediately preceded the declaration of war on Germany
by the United States.
First-run houses have reached the
twelfth episode, which depicts the attempt to blow up the locks of the Welland Canal, and The Whartons announce
that reports indicate it is increasing patronage as it progresses. Bookings on
the serial for second, third, fourth and
fifth runs are record breaking, according
to M. H. Hoffman, the manager of Foursquare.
Many exhibitors are making special arrangements for the showing of the thirteenth and fourteenth episodes. The thirteenth episode, "The
Reign
Terror,"
shows activities
of Franz
von ofBopp,
the
German Consul General in San Francisco,
recently convicted for having fomented a
rebellion in the British East Indies, and
the fourteenth episode, "The Infantile
Paralysis Epidemic," shows incidents in
connection with the activities of Imperial
German spies in America which are said
to raise a grave question as to whether
the Kaiser's agents should not be blamed
for the various epidemics which have had
such disastrous effects in the last three
years.
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This Production
Is Most
Ever Directed and Work

HARRY
just

McRAE
AVEBSTER,
who
has
completed
his seven-reel
feature, "Reclaimed; the Struggle for a
Soul Between
Love and Hate." the work
of Richard Field Carroll, is at present con-

PICTURE

"Reclaimed" Is Finished

Consistent
and Well
of Cast Excellent.

Constructed

He

make them forget their worries and hardships, their sorrow and anxiety. It will
thrill them, entertain them, please and satisfy them, and they will be glad they saw
"Mickey" and will want to see it again.
" '.Mickey' is gaining in value every day,
and when it is released, in our opinion,
it will be the greatest theater-filler that
has ever been put out."

Interesting Subjects in
Gaumont News and Graphic
Fighting Aeroplanes, French Aces, Arrival of Blue Devils, Record Breaking
Launching of Freighter "Tuckahoe"
and Other Timely Topics.
THE current issues of Gaumont "News"
and
"Graphic"
are filled with
well
photographed
news
events
from
all
parts of the United States, South America
and Europe.

Mabel Julienne Scott.

fined to his home, having been stricken
with a serious ailment just after the last
reel was assembled.
Mr. Webster just before he was taken
ill, stated that the story of "Reclaimed,"
while not a wonderful one, was the most
consistent and well constructed scenario
he had ever directed. He further remarked that the photography of this picture was 100 per cent., for which he gives
credit to Harry Forbes.
Mr. Webster also states that the acting
of not only the stars, Miss Mabel Juliene
Scott and Niles Welch, but their leading
support, Anders Randolf and the others,
including Mabel Wright, Frederic W.
Peters, Warren Cook, Sidney Bracy and
last, but not least, Bobby Connelly, equals
anything he has been associated with in
his long- and varied career as a motion
picture director.
"Reclaimed," he added, "will not only
please the public, but will satisfy the exhibitor, and I miss my guess if it is not
one of the most consistent long, lasting
sellers that has been seen in many a day."
It is said to be the opinion of those
privileged to see "Reclaimed" that the
artistic achievement of Mabel Julienne
Scott is superior to anything she has
heretofore
accomplished.
This is very gratifying to producer
Webster, who has been successful in the
development of many now famous stars,
including Leonore Ulrich, Dorothy Phillips,
Gerda Holmes. Ruth Stonehouse and Sallie
Crute, who received their first instructions
in photodrama and began their climb to
fame with him.

-May 25, 1918

WORLD

Gaumont Graphic No. 6 has a baker's
dozen of subjects. One of the most interesting shows the fighting aeroplanes and
some of the most prominent French
"Aces," including Adjutant Garaud, a mere
boy in appearance, who has 12 victories to
his credit, and Lieutenant Madon, who
has brought down 26 German flyers. Other
French subjects show the arrival of Secretary of War Baker in Paris, and some
French war dolls which have been created by wounded soldiers.
War activities in the United States are
shown, including intensive work in trench
warfare, the entertainment of the marines
on their weekly half-holiday, and the
training of college boys as reserve officers to be used in case of later emergency.
The reception tendered the "Blue Devils
of France," at City Hall, New York, is also
shown.
These
famous
fighters,
all of

whom wear two or more crosses of honor
were'
distinguished
for country
awarded
sent to this
to aid bravery,
in the Third
Liberty Loan campaign.
The reception in Washington by President Wilson of Viscount Ishii, the new
Japanese Envoy; the dislodging by dvnamite of 250,000 tons of stone for highway
building;' the inspection by Army officers
of alligator hide, to take the place of
leather for many war purposes, are also
pictured.
In Gaumont News No. 7 is shown the
record-breaking launching of the 5, 548-ton
steel the
freighter,
in 27 days
after
keel was"Tuckahoe,"
laid.
The IS Shropshire sheep which President Wilson has purchased are shown
grazing on the White House lawn: also
"Raisin Day" pageant in Fresno, California, which developed into a patriotic demCity.
'the Hall,
annual
marathon,
from Bronx onstration,
to andCity
in New
York
Foreign subjects show the review and
decoration of troops by King Victor Emmanuel III, of Italy; the inspection by
Secretary of War Baker and General
Pershing of a Red Cross Rest Station; the
transportation of war supplies over the
snow-clad mountains of Europe by Alaskan "huskies," these dogs seeming as
much at home in the Alps as they were
in their native country. The reception
which New York City tendered the "Anzacs," Britain's famous fighters from Australia and New Zealand, who were sent
to the United States to aid in the Third
Liberty Loan campaign, closes the reel.
Zaretsky Secures
Several
Bookings.
Among the recent visitors to the film
district of New York was Joe Levy, who
is in charge of the Bee-Hive Exchange,
St. Louis, handling Billy West King Bee
Comedies.
During Mr. Levy's absence, Joe Zaretsky was in charge of the exchange, and
reports that he closed six new contracts
with moving picture theaters for this
popular brand of comedies.

Selling Campaign Begun on Rialto-De Luxe Picture
ANNOUNCEMENT is made that on account of the numerous inquiries and
pressing demands for an early release of "The Unchastened Woman," the
Rialto -DeLuxe production adapted for the
screen from Oliver Morosco's successful
play of the same title, it has been decided
to initiate a territorial selling campaign
without further delay.
Grace Valentine, who is starred in "The
Unchastened Woman," will be seen
throughout the country on the stage during the summer and early fall in one of
Oliver Morosco's productions, and the suggestion is made that the fact of exploiting
the double publicity may have been in
some respects the cause of the demand for

an early
release,pictures
as Missin Valentine's
cess in recent
which she sucwas
featured is said to have been coincident
with her appearance in San Francisco.
Los Angeles, and other western cities, her
tour terminating in Chicago.
A unique feature in connection with this
production is that it affords Miss Valentine an opportunity to find out what theatergoers think of her work in diametrically opposite roles; for, while in the stage
production
"Lombardi.
comedy
success,
in whichLtd.,"
she Morosco's
will tour
the country, she is seen in light and frivolous comedy work; in "The Unchastened
Woman" she is called upon to enact an
intensely dramatic role.

In No Hurry to Announce
Release Plans for "Mickey"

IN commenting upon the method of distribution for "Mickey." featuring
Mabel Normand. a Western Import
Company official makes the following
slat .-meiit:
"We are in no hurry to release 'Mickey'
until everything has been properly done
to
make it possible
to give
a most
thorough
foundation
for'Mickey'
a successful
Showing
in every part ol' the world.
"'Mickey' will be just as valuable as a
box-offi>e asset two years from now as it
is today, Tt is not a war picture or a propaganda picture. It is a picture that the
public will clamor for. a picture that will

Scene from "The Unchastened

Woman"

(Rialto-De Luxe).
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W. H. Official Speaks Regarding Market Conditions

Answers

Article by Prominent
Producer— Say. Independent
Field It in Healthy
Condition and Points
to Sales Record of This Company
on
all ,,t the William B, Hart rel
N commenting
upon an article in the
trad.- papers
during
the past
week,
series
twentj -eight I •■•. o-n
net t Ke>ol stone
from a prominent state rights prod
com<
ist of the counto the effect that the state rights m
t iy on the Bessie Barrl icale
is becoming or less Imports
official
the Shorty
Hamlltons, and upon di of \v. li. Productions Companj made the
to release the series of twenl
following statement :
and I u o-ree] Charlie Chaplin
. two
weeks ago, before being able to place our
"The point emphasized was that the
state rights buyers were not mxioua to
ad\ ertislng mat ter, n e h,n e bj
riding
acquire the rights to Independ
w Irea to various stale rights bu
ductlons on account of the tact that they
able to dispose of praet iea 1 1 y the 'Utile
country
on this series.
could not be booked in a majority of the
Brst-run houses.
This is true to a certain
"All
,,i
our business was done without
extent. However, the independent marillcitatlon of salesmen,
which
we attribute to tho fact that we have mad<
ket is in just as healthy a condition today as it ever was, hut there Is a difpoint to buy productions
that
ference In the market valuation of feaOffice successes, g
I stories with promitures exploited independently.
nent stars, so that we can satisfy not only
the clamor for stars, but at the
"Although the great number of the firstrun houses are practically tied up, as this
time give quality productions that back
producer states, still a stale rights buyer
up these stars. For Instance, our William
will invest his money now as before in
S. Hart and our Bessie Barrl
Hires,
exceptional special features because the
our Keystones and Chaplins have proven
majority of the first-run houses will lay
themselves of double value. We have
their regular feature on the shelf as soon
been able to sell them on the strength of
as they realize they can secure an exthe names of the stars, and b, cause of the
ceptional box-office feature to take its
success of our first release have been
place. A production of this nature still
able to resell rapidly to the same buyers
retains its high value on the market and
other subjects of equal value.
ean be readily disposed of, not only to the
"We are fortunately blessed with being
state rights buyer, but also from the state
able to pick box-office pictures. We buy
Bell Brings Business.
rights buyer to the exhibitor, the method
with the thought of disposition, at the
of exploitation, of course, being taken into
W. H. Bell, head of the new Bee-Hive
same time purchasing only those producconsideration. On the other hand a- fair or
Exchange, with offices at the Ozark Buildtions which we know the various exaverage production released independently
ing. Kansas City, is said to have one of
changes and exhibitors will want and will
the finest suites of offices in the Middle
can also be sold to state rights bujrers probuy. In addition we have uiven these provided the price for the rights is gauged
West, and is meeting with great success In
ductions an entire new dress, being reaccording to the possible revenue a stale
selling the Billy West King-Bee Comedies.
edited, retitled and reconstructed, and exrights man can take in, allowing a fair
Mr. Bell was formerly connected with
ploited with thorough advertising and
the Williams Film Corporation of Ausservice helps. Every one of the exchanges
profit.
tralia, Select and Paramount companies.
"There are, therefore, these two disthroughout the country handling W.
tinct types of productions that can be
H. Productions' output has been obliged
sold easily and quickly on the state rignts
to order additional prints on nearly all of
Twede Dan
Completes
Eighth
Jester.
market today, for the reasons above menthe various subjects, due to the successful
Following the completion of the eighth
tioned.
showings to date.
Jester Comedy, Twede Dan, the star, is
"W. H. Productions Company has been
"W. H. Productions Company attributes
taking a much needed vacation, which he
in business since December, and has disthe success of its output to the fact that
feels will put him in fine shape to start
posed of practically its entire output on
not only have the pictures been put out
on the next four productions which will
a cash basis to state rights buyers — a milproperly but that the advertising matter
conclude the first year's release of twelve.
lion dollars wrorth of cash business durwas of a practical nature which enabled
He is four releases ahead of schedule and
ing this time, through the independent
the
exhibitors to display the productions
feels that he is entitled to a rest.
market.
It has sold the entire country
to the best advantage and secure maximum returns. And these W. H. productions subjects, no doubt, will be the means
of a great number of exhibitors throughout the country keeping their theaters
THE
Interstate Film Company anbered that every foot is replete with startnounces that in spite of flattering offilled during the hot summer months."
ling revelations and thrills depicting for
fers from two large distributing comthe first time on any screen the Zeppelin
panies for the outright purchase of "The
L-21 raiding London and its subsequent
Fourth Petrova Picture
Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21," they have
destruction. In photographing the prodecided to state-right the production. An
duction
enough
film
was
taken
to
make
a
official of this company said that immedia Thrilling Melodrama
ten-reel picture, but we have sacrificed
ately after the recent trade showing so
quantity
for
quality,
and
in
its
present
A
RADICAL
from the
type of
many requests from state-right buyers
role which departure
she has usually
portrayed.
were received that a sale of the producform 'The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21"
should top the list in its entertaining and
Will be found in Madame Petrova's
tion by state rights was imperative. He
fourth special production "Tempered
educational value and patriotic and boxcontinued: "Although the film is to be
Steel."
Written for her by the wellissued as a two-reeler, it must be rememknown playwright, George Middleton, auoffice appeal."
thor of one of the season's stage successes, "Polly with a Past," it Is said to
be an out-and-out melodramatic thriller.
Incidentally, it is the first of the series
which Ralph Ince is to direct for Madame
Petrova, and
is said heto ishave
"punch"
elements
for which
well the
known.
The role of Lucille Caruthers, which
Madame Petrova depicts, is that of a young
and stage-struck southern society girl who
suddenly finds herself involved in the mad
whirl of theatrical life in New York.
Through a chain of peculiar circumstances
she finds herself guilty of murder in the
eyes of the law, and it is anounced that
in working out the dramatic situations
and melodramatic emotions which abound
throughout the production, audiences will
find a unique and surprising versatility
displayed by a star whose forte was usually thought to be of an entirely different
character.
This production will be distributed
through the exchanges of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, and will follow
releases.
"The Life Mask" on Petrova's calendar of
Scene from "Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21" (Interstate).

REPORTS from Super-features Limited
Indicate that since the United States
troops were plaoed In first line
trenches and are assisting In holding back
tii.' Huns, that American propaganda pictures are popular with patrons of Canadian motion picture theaters, who desire
Information regarding the attitude of
•its of this country toward the war.
in line with this, "The Eagle's Bye" is
■•id to be In extraordinary demand, and
a number of Canadian exhibitors have
adopted the slogan in connection with this
serial, "Twenty reasons why America
went to war."
The release .late in Canada is six weeks
later than in the United States, and the
premier showing: was held In the Brant
theater, Brantford, a city of less than
25.000 inhabitants, where the first episode
played for three days to record-breaking
audiences.
Similar records wore also made in the
houses controlled by the Griffins Amusement Company, seven of their houses in
Ontario, located in towns of less than 20.000 population having booked the serial
for three-day runs: the theaters being located at Kingston. St. Catherine's, Belleville. Welland, Chatham, Woodstock and
Guelph.

I

Will State Right "The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21
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Trade News
Brevities
Boston Film Trade Letter Week of May 5
Notes

from

the

on the west side of 7th street and Snyder
avenue. It is assessed at $50,000. The
other is on a lot at 519 to 531 Jackson
street,
of brick.a two-story building constructed

Exchanges — Sales Force
Shake-Up
at the Pathe — Changes
in
Theater
Ownership — Personal
Notes.
Court Permits Griffith Film to Show.
By Robert N. Howe, 80 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.
The Common Pleas Court, of Philadelfirst time any production
has been run
Mutual
Notes from Boston.
phia, decided in favor of D. W. Griffith's
for this length
of time in this theater.
film spectacle, "Hearts of the World," on
OSTON, MASS. — Manager Joseph Roth
last Friday, and allowed the opening
tl
of the Mutual
Film, announces
that
Takes
Over
Atlantic
City Theater.
presentation to be given the next day at
the "Screen
Telegram"
is receiving
the Garrick theater.
The Stanley Company announces that
heavy
bookings.
Two
are released
each
it has secured control of the new Nixon
Rita Jolivet Stirs Shamokin.
•week, one on Tuesday and Wednesday.
theater in Atlantic City. After extensive
Robert J. Lynch accompanied Rita
rebuilding and redecorating of the inA private showing of "William Russell
terior the theater will have a formal
an "Hearts of Diamonds" was held at the
Jolivet to Shamokin, Pa., last week, where
run-off room of the Mutual Exchange.
opening about the latter part of July
the star in the Metro production, "Lest
The Boston office of the Mutual must
under the new name of the Globe theWe Forget," made her appearance before
5,000 people on Thursday, May 2, in the
ater. Attractions booked through the
have gone "over the top" from the announcement of Manager Roth that every
Victoria theater. The writer has it direct
Shubert offices will be shown exclusively.
from
Shamokin that never in its history
employee purchased a Liberty Bond.
Other theaters controlled by Jules E.
has a more capable, soul-stirring, patriotic
Hiram Abrams Visits Boston.
Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Comwoman
speaker been heard here.
pany, are the Colonial and the Virginia,
Hiram Abrams, former president of the
showing photoplays.
Paramount Pictures Corporation, who is
W. J. Hagerty Did Splendid Work.
mow chief of the Bureau of Administration
W. J. Hagerty, manager of the Triangle
Grand and Jackson
Change
Hands.
■of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
exchange in Philadelphia, secured during
The Grand and Jackson, two moving
the Liberty Loan campaign which just
•was visiting Boston this week.
picture theaters of Philadelphia, together
closed over $75,000 worth of subscriptions
He left Saturday, May 4, after spending
assessed at $65,000, were conveyed rein the downtown section of the city for
a pleasant two weeks — visiting the theacently
by
Margaret
Donahue
to
the
Grand
the South Philadelphia Branch of the
ters in Greater Boston.
Amusement Company for a nominal sum.
Women's
Committee. Liberty Loan Motion Picture
The first, a two-story
brick building,
is
Lee Rodinger Buys
the Happy Owl.
Bee Rodinger, a well-known film man in
Concord, New Hampshire,
owner of three
theaters in Concord, has bought the Happy
Owl theater in Rockland, Mass.
The theater at present is without a manager and
is under
the personal
direction
of Mr.
Rodinger.
Official French Aero War Films in the Smoky City — New Managers at the Kleine
Buxbaum
Pleased with Boston Office.
and the General
Exchanges — Theater
Notes.
Henry
Buxbaum,
district
manager
of
By Edward J. McGurty, 455 Union Arcade, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
the Pathe
offices, left Boston
Saturday,
May 4, very well satisfied with the Boston
PITTSBURGH,
PA.
—
One
of
the
finest
H. E. Nichols Becomes Kleine Manager.
exhibitions is in full swing here this
the manageunder
is now
office, which
Together the
ment of Stanley W. Hand.
week at the Hotel Schenley. LieutenThe George Kleine System's local branch
the sales force and rereorganized
ant Henri Favre is giving an exhibition
men
lost its manager, Mr. Oldfield. but Uncle
Mr.
territory:
apportioned the following
of aerial battle paintings, which is a
Sam has gained a recruit. Mr. Oldfield
Plame and Mr. Rogers will cover the city
most beautiful collection of French art,
New
has been manager for Kleine in Clevewill handle
territory; Mr. Jennings
and in connection with the exhibition there
land and Pittsburgh, and has joined the
county, Mass.; Mr.
and Essex
Hampshire
are two moving picture performances
Marines at Boston. The new manager is
Corbett is taking- Western Massachusetts;
daily at 2.30 and 8.30 giving a vivid preH. E. Nichols, who has been in Pittsburgh
Mr. Dodge is assigned to Connecticut and
sentation of the French aviation service
will
Mass.; Mr. Masse
counties,
Handen
in the film business for many years, havin
action.
The
title
of
the
moving
piccover
Rhode
Island
and the Cape;
Mr.
ing been successively connected with
tures
is
"The
Official
French
Aero
War
Walters will cover Maine.
General, Mutual, Paramount and Kleine.
Films."
The
admission
charge
is
50
cents
Manager S. D. Hand, succeeding Charles
and the exhibition and pictures were
Three
Theaters
Building.
W. Perry, was given a rousing welcome
shown from May 4 to May 11. The proof
basket
beautiful
a
and presented with
to be built in
about
is
theater
new
A
ceeds are devoted to "the children of
flowers by the exchangemen of Boston.
BrookVille, Pa., the estimated cost beingis
French aviators killed in action."
Walter S. Goodwin, for many years a
in the neighborhood of $60,000. This
Draft of Young Men Being Felt.
traveling salesman in the film business,
an up-toThe draft is still making inroads on
has been added to the sales force of the
an exceptionally good town forthe
county
Pathe to handle throughout the New Eng
date picture' theater as it is
the exchange and exhibition ends of the
seat of a flourishing agricultural count\.
land territory such big productions as
business here. The younger men are becen"Moral Suicide."
Clearfield. Pa., a town in the north
ing rapidly taken, and it is the opinion
tral part of the state, has a new theater
of some of the managers here that June
from
have
will
which
ction
under constru
will see a large delegation in the draft
d
By
from the theaters and exchanges. There
850 to 900 seats, and which it is expecte
F. V. Annate.
144 North
Salford St.,
film
completed about August lo. The
and
be
operators
will
200
than
more
now
are
Philadelphia, Pa.
exchange salesmen and inside men who
theater will be equipped and appointed in
Red Cross Reel Gratis.
the best of style. It is being built by b.
have gone, in one branch of the service
L Driggs. an exhibitor there for years.
Or another.
, PA.— "The Spirit of
PHIA
ADEL
PHILthe
t ^VO
\tiii»
a»"
~ mt about 400. About
housemv, seats
K<'U
Cross," a two-reel feature,
Dennison in Charge of General.
His present
burned
town has
hi
ago the Opera House
has been received by all of the PhilaFilm has
General
the
of
office
local
The
in Clearfield and the town has ,iad
down
delphia exchanges, and Will be distributed
Mr. Dennison having
Uon^f
managers,
Mceir
changed
the
with
but one show since,
the $100,gratis to the exhibitors to aid
taken the position which has been held
I airdome summer venture last
000,000 campaign which has been started.
of
by Mr. Kinson. Both men are well known
ructhe consttime,
been
having
has had for
Dennison
Mr.
"The Unbeliever" in Allentown.
territory,
Driggs in
the
iii
year tion ofMr.
some
mind
house
the
Jas.
Mr.
ction
of
Perfe
the
representative
of
ger
personal
the
r,
mana
R. Bergc
to build.
but awaited an opportune time
at Blair
"
Unbeliever
the Famous Players' organization
"The week
Steelsa in
es, annou
\. new theater has been built who
Pictur
at the
a solid
d forthat
bookences
number of years. Mr. Kinson has
for
has been
has
to,
Capris
Joe
Mr.
by
Pa.,
n,
Statio
been
in
the
territory
for
years,
having
e
Hippodrome in Allentown, Pa., by Georg
led a gold-fibre screen and two or
instal
its
in
General
of
nted
beginmanagership
the
prese
held
be
,
r.ennethum and will
the new model machines. This is a small
ning Monday, May 27, which will be the
early period here.
place, but needs a picture theator badly.
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L 15 Kail
KaliOklahoma
Theaters Praised by^f McAdoo
\\a\ Kxchange,
Kansas City, MO.
K. C.

Feature

Transfers

Two

Men.

CITY, MO. K. O. Alllaon.
he paper depa rtment of
the Kansas City Feature Film Cornpan] at Kansas City, lias been sent In the

Quick

Kansas

St. Loula office of the company to take
Charge of the paper department there.

James Donahue, also of the paper department at Kansas City, has been sent to

the Omaha office of the company to take
aver the management of the paper department there.
Mutual
Signs J. H. Hill As Salesman.
J. ii. Hill, formerly a traveling salesman for the st. Loula Pathe
office, has
been made a member of the sales force
of the Kansas City Mutual office. He
succeeds William Parsons, who has been
called by the draft. Mr. Hill will cover
a territory in northern Missouri and
northern Kansas. He formerly worked
the eastern half of Missouri.

E. J. Peskay
to Travel
for Camp
Bell.
E>. .1. Peskay,
formerly
a traveler
for
the Kansas
City Select office, and also
for the Old Midwest Photoplay Corporation, lias been made city sales manager
for the Camp Bell Company, which has
recently opened an office in Kansas City.
Sam Sherman Covering Kansas.
Sun Sherman has been added to the
sabs force of the Kansas City Feature
Film Company.
He will travel in Kansas.
The Camp
Bell Office Gets Busy.
The Camp Bell Company has been installed in their new offices at 211 Ozark
building:. Kansas City, Mo., and the exchange presents a decidedly pleasing appearance. The persons interested in the
new company are M. Campbell, a leading business man of Kansas City, and W.
H. Bell, formerly of the Kansas City
Select Corporation, of which office he was
manager. He was also organizer and
general manager of the old Midwest
Photoplay Corporation, and district manager for the General Film Company in
this territory. Before entering the
Kansas City territory, Mr. Bell spent
many years specializing in distribution
in different parts of the world: namelv,
New Zealand and Australia. The office
is now open for business, and has already
had considerable success in the independent field. It is the fourth independent exchange in the city.

Middle
Western
Theater
Changes.
Toledo. la.— L. C. Hill has purchased
from J. J. Forney a half interest in the
Grand theater, and has taken over the
management
of the house.
Lehigh, la. — The Lyric theater has been
destroyed by fire.
Rockwell City, la.— Mrs. Lulu M. Suter,
of Shenandoah, has purchased from G.
L. Meholin the Empress theater, and will
conduct a moving picture show.
Maitland, Mo. — Lots have been purchased here through the efforts of the
Maitland Commercial Club upon which
will be erected a new and modern playhouse. Two-thirds of
ready been subscribed. the money has alMissouri City, Mo. — Frank Newton has
purchased Roy Simmons' interest in the
picture show which will be moved into
the building.
Caruthersville, Mo. — Mrs. Laura White
Is now manager of the Dixie theater.
She has purchased a controling interest
in it. Billy Gamble, who has been the
manager, will still be connected with the
theater.
Kirksville, Mo.— Fire did considerable
damage at the Gem theater, April 24.
Bayard, Neb. — J. I. Zimmerman expects
to open a moving picture show here.
Juniata, Neb.— The opera house has
for business.
been opened

Response
By

in

Picture
Houses
to President's
Small
Bond
Challenge — Newspapers and the Theaters — Films Making
Records.
ii. \v. smith.
Liberty Theater Bldg.,
Oklahoma City. Okla.

OKLAHOMA
CITY, OKLA
Exchangee
here report unusuallj
good bui
the past twn
weeks,
ami theaters
appear
to have recovered
from the Blight
slump occasioned b> the Third Liberty
Loan drive in the state. Oklahoma exhibitors feel justly pleased with this
state's Showing ill the third loan cam
paign. Oklahoma was one of the first
"over the top" with its quota. The cooperation of exhibitors with leaders in the
loan campaign was unremitting. Secretary McAdoo. a visitor in Oklahoma City,
April '11, congratulated the city on the
practical patriotism
of its showmen.
Following within twelve hours (the
iows was printed in the morning dailies)
an account of President Wilson's extra
subscription to the Third Liberty Loan
an appeal was made from the stages of
two-thirds of the theaters in the state to
accept the President's challenge and buy
"one more" bond. In one small town of
Oklahoma $8,500 was subscribed in- one
night. Four Minute men in Oklahoma, City
from the stage of the theaters here raised
$20,000

in response

to

President

Wilson's

Omaha, Neb. — Geo. Brandois, president
of the Brandies stores, is the new manager of the Brandeis theater in this city.
Waupeton, N. D. — The opera house
under the management of W. L. Brown
has been opened with motion
pictures.
Independence, Kan. — Ed. Wilson has
sold the Snark theater at this place to
the Empress Amusement Company.
Manhattan, Kan. — A recent fire caused
a damage of almost $4,000 in the Hippodrome building at Army City.
Hadley, Kan. — A new picture show is
about ready to begin business in the town
of Hadley.
Sulphur, Okla. — J. P. Ramsay, owner
and manager of the Wigwam theater, is
getting ready to erect a new theater
building. It will be one and a half
stories high, with large balconies sealing 250 people, and a lower floor accommodating 400.
Picher, Okla. — The new Liberty theater
has opened here April 24.
Alexandria. La. — G. Scallan will erect
on airdome here at a cost of $1,800.
Missouri City, Mo. — Frank Newton has
bought Roy Simmons' interest in the picture show 'which will be moved into his
building.
Teeumseh, Okla. — Messrs. Stout & Liggett have purchased the Empress theater,
and hereafter it will be under the management of B. F. Liggett.
Claremore, Okla. — The Electric theater
will be opened under the management of
Fred Harvey.
Kioawa, Okla. — The People's theater
will again open its doors to the public
under the management of Messrs. Cecil
Rowley, Guy Henderson, and Clifford
Jones.
World Pictures Gets Employees' Views.
For the purpose of getting a comprehensive slant on the wants of exhibitors
during war times, World Pictures asked
all of its salesmen to give their honest
opinion of .iust what the World should
do in the way of productions while the
war continues. As the result of this conference and a careful survey of picture
conditions in England, France and Italy,
World Pictures has determined to increase its output by the addition of the
Fay Tincher and Marie Dressier comedies,
and to produce pleasing pictures of civil
life reflecting hope, optimism, and uplift
instead of the sordid and tragic phases
of life. Of course there will be occasional
war pictures depicting the tense dramatic
phases of the war. hut these will not be
morbid or depressing.

de< i ■

I

made (n ■ w ai tilngton play*

Reverting
conditli thi Cbest
the evidence
01m industrj
In thisto territory
of growing
demand
for big plotun
hou fact
•
the
thai the Universal exchangi
ordered its fourth print of "The Kaiser,

the Peast of Berlin," and reports that it
is booked
one month
ahead,
while the
other three prints are booked for three
months in advance. The reception accordedbi
i aid's "My Four Years in Germany'' at the Overholser theater, where
ii was shown for on.- week ai a top price
of $1, Is regarded by the First National
office here as assurance of demand In excess of print BUPPly. William Russell In
"ll> arts or Diamonds" is booking fast, and
Nazimova'a "Revelation" is leading sales
in this territory for the Metro exchange.
Pathe's leaders in lliis territory recently
are "The German Curse in Russia," Fannie Ward's "Yellow Ticket," and the serial,
"The House of Hate."
The disposition of newspapers here and
over the state to take cognizance of the
importance of motion pictures at this time
is apparent. The Daily Oklahoman, the
leading paper of the state, has, from no
mention at all of the motion picture programs six months ago, opened its columns
so that now it devotes two pages of its
Sunday edition to amusement and amusement advertising. Exchanges here are
paying more attention to the matter of
supplying all daily papers and some of
the weeklies in the state newsy material
about motion
pictures.
Charles
Hahn
Opens
New
Theater.
Charles Hahn has opened a new theater,
the Park, in Sulphur, Okla.
Pathe
In Its New
Quarters.
Pathe is now comfortably settled in
new quarters. 119, 121, 123 South Hudson
street, Oklahoma
City.
Jack Wahl Gets Publicity Job.
Jack Wahl has been engaged indefinitely as press representative in Oklahoma
for "My Four Tears in Germany."
Chaplin Film Fills Theater Many Times.
"A Dog's Life," the Chaplin picture,
played to 6,700 admissions Saturday, May
4, at the Empress theater here. Of this
number
were capacity
children's
tickets. T.The
Empress 1,501
seating
is 1,000.
H.
Boland, manager, arranged an ideal children's program for the day, showing Jack
Pickford in "Tom Sawyer" as the feature
along with the Chaplin comedy. The Empress was the first theater in the state
to become a link in the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit. There are three
prints of the Chaplin comedy •working out
of the Oklahoma City office at present,
and 41 theaters in the state are now members of the circuit. Every one of the
41 have spoken for a return date of "A
at the
Exchanges.
Dog's Exhibitors
Life."
Charles Blaine, Morgan theater, Henryetta, Okla.; W. H. Frame, Pastime theater,
Woodward, Okla.; A. L. Blassingame,
Liberty theater, Shamrock, Okla; Albert
Jackson. Jackson theater, Pawhuska,
Okla.; Art Hamley, Tale theater. Pauls
Valley, Okla.; Jim Robertson, Liberty
theater, Lawton, Okla.; C. E. Waters, Rex
theater, Purcell, Okla.: R. S. Bruner,
Liberty theater, Wirt, Okla.; Mrs. C. H.
Gilliam. Happy Hour theater, Tishoming,
Okla.: C. C. Harkins, Grand theater, Lehigh, Okla.
W. T. Yoder With
Universal.
W. T. Yoder, formerly with Universal,
will represent Pathe out of Oklahoma
City exchange, traveling the northeast
part
the state. Yoder has a new autotory. of mobile
in which he will cover his terri-
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Business Conditions in Canada Favorable
Reports

from

Returning
Film
Salesmen
Show
Prospects
Bright
in
and East — Theaters Exhibit Patriotic Spirit.
By W. M. Gladish,
33 Wineva
Avenue,
Toronto, Ont.

TORONTO, ONT. — "The feeling all over
the Canadian West is very optimistic," reports A. W. Wootton, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Western Canadian representative of the Vitagraph, after making
a number of lengthy trips through his
territory during
the past few weeks.
According to Mr. Wootton the smaller
towns are now rather quiet because the
farmers have been so busy with seeding
operations that they have not had the
opportunity for diversions, but the immediate prospects everywhere are very
good. Exchanges are not getting so high
prices for big features as they were a
short time ago, generally speaking, but
there is a god demand for special attractions and other pictures everywhere.
Vincent McCabe, representing the Fox
Film Corporation in Canada, also reports
that the outlook for the film business in
Quebec is very bright generally. He
found a great improvement in the theaters themselves, and there was a satisfactory state of affairs in business
throughout the Province. Quebec exhibitors had been very generous in donating their theaters and portions of receipts
for patriotic causes, and they deserved
more credit than they had been receiving.
"Conditions in the city of Montreal are
excellent at present," said Mr. McCabe.
"Of
Sundaytheopening
a great
deal course
to do with
volume has
of business
done, and considerable interest has been
aroused over the possible attempt to force
Sunday closing there. Conditions had
been more or less unsettled, but the situation now is stable."
R.

Kershaw
Retires
from
Wonderland.
R. Kershaw, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, has
announced his retirement as manager of
the Wonderland theater, Winnipeg, to
take effect on April 30. Mr. Kershaw recently donated one day's receipts at the
Wonderland theater to the Canadian Red
Cross Society when the attraction was
Jack Pickford in "The Spirit of '17."
Had a Good Time in New York.
Judging by his own accounts of experiences, Manager George Swanwick, of the
Princess theater, Hamilton, Ontario, must
have had a very enjoyable time on his
recent visit to New York City. For a portion of the time Swanwick was a guest
of the Greater Vitagraph, and he spent
considerable time at the studio, where he
met a number of stars. He also tells of
a visit at the Lambs' Club.
New Theater at Hamilton Pleases.
The Regent theater, Hamilton, Ontario,
has got away to" a fine start. This is a
brand new house located in a purely residential section In the southwest portion
of the city. It has seven hundred seats
and boasts a three-piece orchestra. Admissions charged are 15c and 10c. The
theater was built by McKay
Bros., local
tractors, who
are also operating
the
house.
They
are using
Paramount
attractions.
Another Loew Theater Serves Tea.
Following the success made at Loew's
theater, Montreal, in serving afternoon
tea in the foyer at all matinee performances except on Saturdays, the new Loew
theater at Hamilton, Ontario, has adopted
the same feature. Tea and cake are
served
"tea wagons"
on the from
mezzanine
floor. by young ladies
New
House
in Peterboro.
Snider Bros., jewellers of Peterboro,
Ontario, have decided to build a brand
new moving pictuer theater to seat 600
people. The Sniders recently acquired the
Strand theater, Peterboro, which seats
only 200, and this has been operated with

Both

West

good success. When the new theater is
ready the Strand will be closed permanently, it is announced.
B. Harris Will Manage Garden Theater.
B. Harris, of Regal Films, Ltd., Toronto,
has been appointed manager of the Garden theater. College street. This theater,
which is one of the best known neighborhood houses in Toronto, was recently purchased by Regal Films.
"War Gardens"
a New
Canadian
Film.
Canadian exhibitors did a timely bit
of boosting starting with the week of
April 29 when they presented an official
one-reel subject, "War Gardens," which
is being supplied by the Motion Picture
Committee of the Canadian Food Controller's office. This committee is composed of Jules and J. J. Allen, of the Famous Players' Film Service, and Clair
Hague, president of the Canadian Universal.
Theater's Brilliant Anniversary.
The Imperial theater, Montreal, celebrated its fifth anniversary by the staging
of special shows during the week of April
21. For the first three days the attraction
was "One More American," starring
George Beban, while the feature during
the last half was "Love Me," with Dorothy Dalton. Manager Conover ran special advertising in the newspapers.
The week wound up with an extra matinee on Saturday morning for the children
■when the attraction was "Daddy's Girl,"
starring Baby Marie Osborne. The wives
and children of a number of overseas
soldiers were the guests of the management on this occasion. An orchestral concert, under the direction of J. J. Goullet,
was held in connection with the regular
Saturday matinee.
Manager Conover has arranged for the
presentation of a series of British War
Office news reels, which show the scenes
in various countries of various important
incidents of the war. This series is being
handled in Canada by the Specialty Film
Import, Ltd., Canadian Pathe distributors.
Organizes Screen Club in Montreal.
John Smythe, of Regal Films, Ltd., Montreal, has organized a Screen Club for
Montreal and has arranged to open headquarters at 319 University street. Membership in the club will be open to all
who are associated with the moving picture business, including exhibitors, exchange managers, salesmen and theater
owners. Mr. English is slated for the
presidency.
Independent Announces New Features.
George F. Perkins, general manager of
the Independent Film Company, Montreal,
announces that his company has acquired
the Canadian rights for a number of features, including "The Public Defender."
"The Master Crook," "The Other Girl" and
"The Modern Lorelei."
Theater Starts Disastrous
Fire.
Trols Rivieres, Quebec, known In English as Three Rivers, was visited by a
disastrous fire on May 3 when a blaze
started in the projection room of the
Victoria theater. Bonaventure street, the
main business thoroughfare. The whole
theater was Quickly in (lames and the
fire soon consumed many stores and
houses in the block. There was no one
in the theater at the time and the cause
is unknown. The loss to the Victoria
theater interests is placed at $40,000. Poor
water pressure was responsible for the
spread of the flames.
Newspaper That Wants No Movie Ads.
Moving picture exhibitors of Montreal,
Quebec, are up in the air because they
have received notification from the Montreal Star, the chief English
newspaper
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of the city, that the amusement advertising rate had been boosted to twenty-one
cents per line, a prohibitive price. A
meeting
the atlocal
exhibitors'
association wasofheld
which
the matter
was
freely discussed. It was pointed out that
the picture theaters received little or no
attention from the newspaper reviewers
although the legitimate houses received
lots of space.
Two

Griffith

Films

Called

Back.

Winnipeg, Manitoba, is seeing "The
Birth of a Nation" and 'Intolerance" once
more. Both of these special productions
were scheduled for presentation at the
Walker theater, Winnipeg, during the
week of May 13, including large orchestra,
choir and sound effects. The first named
is down for the first half of the week,
while Intolerance' "is scheduled for the
last half of the week.

Buffalo Trade Letter
By

Joseph

A. McGuire,
157 N. Elmwood
Street, Buffalo, N. T.
Elmira Exhibitor Talks of Business.

BUFFALO,
N. Y—
"When
this theater
a year
ago we
our took
daily over
receipts were sometimes as low as $10,
but now, on Saturdays, for instance, we
often cater to 2,000 persons," said F. J.
Schweppe, manager of the Columbia moving picture theater, Elmira, who was a
Buffalo visitor. "The reason for our expansion is that we apply business principles to the moving picture game. We
have trained traveling film men, so that
they know better than to offer a picture
at a high price and then expect us to
waste time trying to reduce it. The moving picture game must be played on a
solid foundation or the exhibitor will be
a failure. Film must be sold like potatoes
and eggs. If there is no public demand
for a picture there is no profit for the
theater. In catering to the public it is
first necessary to find out just what they
want and then give it to them.
"When we buy a picture we want it on
time so as not to disappoint our patrons."
continued Mr. Schweppe. "When we advertise a picture in the newspapers and
with slides for a certain day, and on that
date the picture fails to arrive, all our
investment in advertising is lost. We
have to acknowledge to our people that
we haven't the picture and must show
something else. The fault is that the
exchanges
book isupowned
too close."
The Colonial
by the Syndicate
Amusement Co., Inc. The admission, including war tax, is eleven cents. Elmira
is thriving, especially because several of
its factories are working overtime on war
orders. Elmirans therefore have plenty
of picture show money.
Sang star,
at Shea's.
Mollie Mollie
King, King
screen
appeared
in
person at Shea's theater, Buffalo, recently.
She sang and gave
imitations
of stage
celebrities.
Mutual
Exchange
Notes.
W. A. Mack, manager of the Mutual,
Buffalo, has been appointed chairman of
the moving picture division of the advertising and publicity division of the second Red Cross drive in ths city. Plans
have been prepared for the complete remodeling of the Mutual exchange, this
city. The entire quarters ■will be on the
ground floor. All departments will be
separated. G. B. Svenson, construction
engineer of Chicago, has prepared the
General
Film
Exchange
Moves.
plans.
The General Film Co. exchange, managed by Fred Flarity. has been moved to
160 Pearl street. Mr. Flarity's private office is richly rugged and the walls are
adorned with oil paintings of some of the
General stars. David Levy, cashier, has
the honor of being the oldest employe in
point of service at the General. He knows
every exhibitor in the Buffalo territory by
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his Brat name. s. R. Banks and J. B\
Kirsch, Genera] salesmen, have resigned,
erguson, booker for the General,
is now with the George Klelne System,
Buffalo. C. E, Shurtleff, sales manager
for W. W. Hodklnson Corp., oalled at the
General t his oily.
H. Lorence Now a Corporal.
H. Lorence, former Mutual traveling
representative, Buffalo, who enlisted in
Uncle Sam's forces, is now a corpora) at
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Corporal Herman

■
Lorence.

Camp Upton. A picture of Mr. Lorence
appears herewith. The lively spirit which
this young man displayed as a film salesman will be a valuable asset to him when
he arrives shortly in France.
James Allen Goes
to Atlanta.
James Allen, assistant manager of the
George Kleine System, Buffalo, has been
appointed manager of that company's exchange in Atlanta, Ga.
Charles Taylor, manager of the Pathe,
Buffalo, has appointed Beals Brady,
Rochester representative of the company.
Pathe Buffalo Jottings.
James W. Bengough, formerly of the
Pathe office force, is now in Co. D, 311th
Infantry,
Camp Dix.
Charles J. Rose, city salesman for the
Pathe, is a patriot. Impressed with the
government's
appeal
conserving
line, Mr. Rose
has for
dispensed
withgasothe
use of an auto or motorcycle in covering
the town.
He has decided to use a bicycle.
Louis D. Diamond, Pathe auditor, was a
Buffalo caller.
Ben H. Dittrich is meeting with success as the new manager of the Ideal
moving picture theater, Endicott, N. Y.
World
Pictures
Makes
Changes.
J. E. Kimberley, manager of the World
Pictures, Buffalo, has appointed Lee Crandall, of Washington, D. C, his Western
New York representative, and J. C. Bullwinkel, of Boston, eastern representative
of the Buffalo office. N. A. Thompson,
World auditor, was a caller. John Child,
former World salesman here, is now in
Prance. He is with Co. E, 30Sth Regiment.
On May 27 the World office, Buffalo, will
release two-reel comedies by Pay Tincher
and Marie Dressier.
Worked
Hard and Had
Dinner.
Buffalo's subscriptions in the Third Liberty Loan totaled $38,214,500. The theatrical section, of which John R. Oishel
was chairman, went far "over the top."
Mr. Oishei's section included the moving
picture theaters. He and his co-workers
attended a jollification dinner of all the
loan committees at the Iroquois Hotel. At
this banquet special tribute was paid to
the theatrical men for their good work.
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Ohio Exhibitors Film
Affiliates

with

the

Exchange Started

C. C. Pettijohn
Organization
and Begins
Booking
Theaters — Officers Chosen to Head Company.

By M. a. Malaney,

601 Belmont Building,

CLEVELAND, OHIO With the Incorof the Ohio last
Film
Exhibitors
week, ' actual
Exchange, at porationColumbia,
organization of the exhibitors of Cleveland Into b booking circuit has started.

This corporation will be affiliated with
the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation,
being promoted by C. C. IVttijohn and
others. Mr. Pettijohn was in Cleveland a
short time ago, explained his proposition
in detail, and the local company was organized Immedial ely.
The Ohio Exhibitors' Film Exchange was
incorporated for $5,000. The officers are
H. H. Lustig, president of the Cleveland
Exhibitors' League; David Schumann, vicepresident; M. B. Horwitz, secretary, and
W. J. Slimm, treasurer. Max Schachtel
also is one of the incorporators, and all
are bona fide exhibitors.
Under the plan, this is a unit of the
New York organization. It will control
its own finances. The pictures to be
bought will be shipped to the headquarters in Cleveland without any cash payment. The money received from exhibitors as they use a picture is sent on to
New York to apply on account, and when
the price of that picture is covered the
balance of the rentals received from exhibitors is divided equally between the
Ohio organization and the parent concern
in New
York.
"For the present," said Secretary Horwitz, "we will work Cleveland thoroughly
and line up all the members we can get.
Then we intend to go to Cincinnati and
other large cities. However, we would
like to hear from exhibitors everywhere
in the state. They can reach us by addressing me care the Buckeye Poster Co.,
Sincere Bldg., Cleveland."
Interesting Film Trade Notes.
Paul C. Mooney, district manager for
Fox, has returned to the job in Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland, O.

in Cleveland
several
days'
vacation
the
first week for
ol May.
Cleveland. m. a. Lebensburger, who is
now with the national army at Chlckam.iima Park, Ga., was In Cleveland last
week
on a week's
furlough.
Forming
New
Film Club in Cleveland.
Photoplay
exhibitors,
exchange
men
and others of Cleveland interested in the
film business are interesting themselves
in the organization of a film club to succeed the Cleveland Screen Club, which
passed out of existence last fall.
A meeting already has been held at
which several hundred Cleveland folks
attended, and preliminary steps were
taken. The object of the club is to promote social affairs only an'd not to take
part in any other branch of the industry's
activities.
A committee to draw up the by-lawa
and constitution has been named. It Includes Messrs. W. E. Lusk, E. J. Schmidt,
S. E. Morris, E. N. Downs, Dave Adler,
Malaney.
Jack Greenbaum, S. A. Gerson and M. A.
Latest
from
the Tong
Front
Trench.
The Argus Co., distributors of the Cleveland Plain Dealer Screen Magazine, are
contemplating producing a picture by M.
W. Korach, assistant director. It is called
"The Curse of the Golden Dragon." Mr.
Korach in taking pictures of the recent
Chinese convention got into trouble with
one of the Tongs. They refused to pose
for the picture and the result was an
argument in Hebrew and Chinese. To
make a long story short, after the storm
of the chop suey and gafilta fish cleared
away, the camera lay in the street, Korach
lay in a policeman's arms while "One
Hung Low" fractically waved his arms
and placed the Curse of the Golden Dragon on Korach.

Rochester Trade Letter
By

L.

"Hub"

Paul C. Mooney.
after two weeks spent at French Lick
Springs.
He is feeling fine.
Sandusky. — A. W. Reed has leased the
opera house at Upper Sandusky. He will
make several improvements. Mr. Reed
formerly was located in Bellefontaine.
Cleveland. — J. N. Roberts, of Wertsner,
Wild & Co., Cleveland, has gone to the
New York plant of this concern. His address is 150 Greene street.
Cleveland. — Ed Cohn, Cleveland film
man, and Elmer Sells, Youngstown exhibitor, were observed in a box at the Empire
theater recently.
What's her name, boys?
Coshocton. — Paul Barcroft, of the Pastime and Utahna theaters. Coshocton, was

B.

Skeffington,
61 Main
St. East,
Rochester, N. Y.
Taylor Starts Supply Business.

wellSTER,
known througho
westernTaylor,
New
N. Y. —ut"Hub"
ROCHE
York as the representative of Pathe
in this territory, is now in business for
himself, handling a full line of motion
picture theater supplies. He is located
on Johnston street in the quarters formerly occupied by the Victor Film exchange.
Paul Fennyvessey to Don
Kahki.
Paul Fennyvessey, manager of the
Strand theater, is soon to do his bit by
entering the United States Army. He is
the son of Albert A. Fennyvessey. of this
city, president and general manager of
the Theaters Operating Company, which
concern controls Keith's Family, the
Rialto (formerly the Colonial), and Strand
theaters.
G. E. Simpson's Soldier Son in France.
George E. Simpson, head of the Regorson Company, operating the Regent,
Gordon and Piccadilly theaters, has received word that his son, George A. Simpson, has arrived safely in France. The
latter was with one of the supply companies which trained at Camp Upton.
Notes of Interest to the Trade.
Jack Farren, of the Victoria theater,
not only has first run on the new Chaplins, but has also signed the Billy West
comedies for first run.
R. B. Matson, representing Vitagraph
in western New York, was in town all
last week, and will continue here throughout this week.
Bruce Fowler, manager of the Olympic,
Buffalo's big Lafayette Square theater,
was in town the other day. Bruce said
that he just run down to see how they
do things in Rochester.
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Cincinnati Operators Get Desired Increase
*

Committee

of Exhibitors' League Decides to Concede to Demands
as Pay for Projecting on Sundays.
By Kenneth C. Crain, 307 First Nat. Bank,

CINCINNATI, O. — After consideration
of the matter by a committee of the
' League of
Exhibitors
Moving
the demand
of
of Commerce
the Chamber Picture
the operators for an increase of $4 for
working on Sunday was granted. The
exhibitors felt it to be the course of business men to give some thought to the demand from the standpoint of its effect on
the cost of operation, but, as stated in this
column at the time the demand was presented, it was favorably considered from
the start in view of the high cost of living and the need of the operators for
more money.
The Walnut Will Spend $30,000.
Changes in the Walnut theater, Cincinnati, which will cost in the neighborhood of $30,000, are to be made during
the summer, with Rapp & Rapp, Chicago
architects, supervising the work. The exact nature of the alterations and improvements to be made has not been announced.
Contract
for New
Theater Awarded.
It has been decided to award the contract on the new Palace theater, on Sixth
street, Cincinnati, to the Longaere Construction Co., of New York and Chicago,
and the formal contract is all that remains to be done to close the matter.
The foundation work has been completed,
and is ready for the superstructure, which
is to be rushed at top speed through the
summer in order to have the theater ready
for business as soon as possible. The total
cost of the work is now estimated at
about $300,000. Rapp & Rapp, of Chicago,
are the architects.

Southern Ohio Notes.
Salco, O. — The Salco Amusement Co., of
this town, has boon incorporated Willi a
capital stock of $15,000 by I. Sobel,
Robert Loehr, D. Prlntz, and others to
operate a moving picture theater.
Springfield, O. — J. C. Murray, Koscoe C.
Lorentz, Frank M. Krapp, and Edw. H.
Scheuer have organized the Hippodrome
Theater Co., which will operate a moving picture house of that name in SpringHeld. The company has a capital stock
Of $10,000.

Cincinnati, O. — The plan of soliciting
bond subscriptions from theater patrons
tried in Cincinnati during the latter part
of the Third Liberty Loan campaign for
the first time worked so splendidly, with

Ttv
By

Manta Trade Letter

T.intnn
Linton

for $4.00 Extra

Cincinnati. O.

the patriotic addresses of able speakers
and war-time films to aid in arousing enthusiasm, that it will probably be used
as a part of the subscription work from
start to finish in future campaigns. It
is worth noting that at the Grand, where
"Pershing's Crusaders" was being shown,
156 subscriptions were received on a
single day, this being more than twice as
many as recorded at any other house.
The Family, the Gifts, the Lyric, the
Strand, Keith's, the Empress, the Olympic,
Heuck's, and the Royal were among the
other downtown houses whose patrons
subscribed liberally on solicitation during
performances.

Dayton Trade Letter
By P. J. G, Dayton Theater Building,
Dayton, Ohio.
John Seifert Makes Ideal a Winner.
DAYTON,
O. — In
past records
of Dayton theater
managers,
none seems
so
good, all things considered, as that of
John Seifert, "king of camouflage," and
who has been called a second P. T. Barnum. One need but look at the front of the
Ideal to justify the last mentioned title,
for, in a search recently with another
local manager, the writer or his companion found every known color in John's
lobby display.
Time was when the Ideal

"Pershing's Crusaders" Runs Two Weeks
The success wth which the official war
film, "Pershing's Crusaders," issued by the
National Committee on Public Information, met at the Grand, Cincinnati, during the week of its engagement resulted
in the extension of the engagement to
cover a second week. The fact that there
are 10,000 soldiers from Cincinnati in the
various branches of the national service
accounts for the increasing interest of the
public here in war pictures calculated to
give real information about the training
and work of the soldiers and the manner
in which their clothing and equipment is
prepared for them. The prices at the
Grand for this picture ranged from 25
cents to 50 cents.
Co-operative Grocer Joins U. P. T. of A.
C. C. Hite, who recently became Cincinnati manager in this district for the
United Picture Theaters of America, Inc.,
has secured as one of his assistants Geo.
V. Smith, formerly president of the
Economy Grocery Stores Co., of Cincinnati, a co-operative concern which met
with a considerable degree of success. It
was his familiarity with the operation of
co-operative business enterprises that led
Mr.
Hite'sTheaters
offer of staff.
a place on the United
Pictures

May 25, 1918

John Seifert.

Starr
Starr,
Atlanta,

Atlanta
Atlanta
Ga.

.1Journal,

Betty Lee in Atlanta.
ATLANTA,
Lee, the popular
Georgia GA.
girl,— Betty
who recently
starred
in "The Triumph of Venus," released
through the General Film Company, has
returned to her home in Atlanta for the
summer. Throughout Georgia, Miss Lee
is tremendously popular, and is well
known over the entire South. This is expected to make her picture a great drawing card in this territory. "The Triumph of Venus" will be shown in Atlanta
at an early date, probably with the star
appearing in person in connection with it.
Miss Lee has not announced her plans
for the future, although she is understood
to
be negotiating with several big picture
concerns.
Theater Gives Prizes.
The Criterion theater, through Manager
Willard Patterson, has announced that it
will give a $50 Liberty Bond each to the
boy and girl contributing the best essay
on why Arthur Guy Empey's picture,
"Over the Top," is a great patriotic picture. The prizes will be given by the
theater and the Vitagraph Company.
"Kaiser"
Returns.
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," which
recently smashed attendance records at
the Rialto, has returned for another
week's
William showing
Oldknow. under the auspices of
New Kleine Manager.
H. O. Tuttle has come to Atlanta from
New Orleans, where he has been handling
the Southern territory business for George
Kleine. From this point he will distribute
Perfection films.
Just at present Mr. Tuttle is busy pushing "The Unbeliever." Under the auspices
of the Marine Corps the picture was
given an advance showing at the Lyric
theater, receiving enthusiastic criticisms.

By

in
was considered a losing proposition, and
fact it was a losing proposition,
tonic.
a
of
sorelv in need
dthe World correspon
Mr." Seifert told that
the Ideal actually
ent in confidence
lost money before he took over the place,
and that it required considerable nerve
to tackle the job. The work went slow at
first, for competition was directly across
the street in the form of the Auditorium.
Although many of his methods are open
on of the
to criticism, such as his comparis
recently installed organ with the New
is an esYork Symphony Orchestra, it his
camoutablished fact that with all of
the Ideal
made
has
flage, John Seifert
a winner. It is now in a better condition than it ever has been, and business
is good. A large part of his success, he
claims, is due to his newspaper advertising, which is surely different than the
rest. He frequently splurges, and also
puts across quite a bit of free publicity
such as mention in the dramatic column,
which is very rare.

TT
K.

F.

Michigan TradeS. Letter
Wabash
H.

623
Madison,
Chicago, 111.

Ave.,

Ishpeming Publisher Wants Sunday
Shows.
SHPEMING.
MICH. — George
A. Newett,
is making
Ore,
Iron
the
of
er
I publish
an extensive fight for Sunday moving
picture shows in Ishpeming. He points
out that Negaunee, which allows Sundraws sufficient Sunday busiday shows,
ness from Ishpeming to tax the capacity
of the street railway company, which runs
between the two cities. As a further
argument he cites the effect that the
photoplay has had upon the saloon evil
ge'
be
votebared from
that a the
by diverti
suggest
has patrona
room. He ng
taken upon the question, and this idea
has been taken up by other newspapers.
the Grand,
Over
Takes
W. R. Vincent
Menominee. Mich. — W. R. Vincent, of
Cass Lake. Minnesota, has taken over the
Grand theater succeeding A. T. Campbell,
who has gone to Cincinnati to take charge
of a photoplay house in that city.
City Fathers Will Censor Films.
Jackson. Mich. — The matter of censoring moving pictures has been put up to
• the city commission of Jackson, and that
body will be called out whenever
august
exhibitor thinks he has a picture that
an
ble. This decision
prove objectiona
might
after lengthy pleas by the
was reached
l Association
Ministeria
Jackson County
and the Federated Women's Clubs. The
local censormanagers who objected noto pictures
were
out that
pointed
which had not previously been
here
shown ship
passed upon.
Theaters.
Michigan
Among
Changes
Mich.— Clyde Patterson, who
Saginaw,
has been manager of the Bijou theater at
Bay City, has been made manager of the
C.
succeeding
at Saginaw
Bijou theater

May 25, 1918
■ Momand,
who
has gone to Flint
to take charge of the Garden
theater.
Holly, .\ik-h. — J. p. Allen has commeno
Hi. erection of a theater in tlio roar edof
(be Allendorf hotel.
Calumet. Mich. "The Splendid Sinner"
hown at the Calumet theater for
hri .lays under the auspices of Troon A
Calumet Cavalry.
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Trade Doings of the Past Week in Detroit
Many

Interesting

Changes
Changes

Among
Local
Distributors
and
of Policy, and Business
Notes.

in

the

Theaters —

r.v Jaoob Smith, 719 IPrea Preu Building*, Detroit, Mich.
Got Contract He Deserved.
Broncho,
Ka) - 1 tee, i lominoe
ind
raph
two-reelera,
and a
DETROIT,
MICH.
It's
no
wonder
that
Charlie Chaplin
two-reel
and
Dlok Wernick la making himself valudies
He broughl
back aome of i he
able as a salesman
to the Goldwyn
pictures
With
li
i
in
and
aln
organisation In Michigan.
The other Bun.
By F. 11. Madison.
623 111.
S. Wabash
day he was in Adrian
ami wanted
i
Ave.,
Chicago,
aucoeaamore In lil inmaking
bookings,
had
good
film
in my "i lifeneverto
to Tecumseh, feeling rather confident he
offer
exhlbltoi
,"
aaid
D
could
get
a
contract.
Incidentally,
GoldNew
Illinois Corporations.
wyn had a contest (>n for April and Dick
Gladwin Park Celebrates New Organ.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.— Secretary of State
wanted to head the list. He found that
a recent Wi dneaday night wa
Bmmerson has Issued a certificate of
DO trains ran Sunday between Adrian and
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Has
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Night.
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Miles Theater Has New
Policy.
BKahan< Ge°rge A. Trude, and
J*?r?J1|min
rank R. Cain.
Kunsky Books
Kerrigan Pictures.
Gus Greening, manager of the Miles
John H. Kunsky, of Detroit, has booked
theater, Detroit, announces effective at
Fitzpatrick & McElroy. of Chicago
who
the first two Kerrigan pictures made by
once a new policy. The theater will conoperate a string of houses in in^' 1^
Paralta. They will be shown at one of
lOch'gan
tinue giving three vaudeville shows daily
haye appIied t
charter
The
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with
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each.
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Books
Paralta.
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J. E. Flynn, Goldwyn manager in DeEaland Books Judge Brown Stories
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Company,
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troit,
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in
Grand
Rapids,
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incorporators,
Tom Ealand, manager of the Regent
Oswald
Lansing, Kalamazoo and Battle Creek. In
George
Amos C. Martin, John B Dovie B
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the series of Judge Brown stories.
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Colonial for Goldwyn pictures. Claud will
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They
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show each release three days.
Washington Renews for O. Henry's.
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Now
Publicity
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signed a new contract for O. Henry twoW°C
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H
change of Artcraft-Paramount. In addiwho come to the Washington purposely to
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Erber, A. B. Newman.
tion Elmer is also doing part of city sales
see the O. Henry stories," said Will M.
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Illinois Exhibitors.
work.
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Co-operative
Directors
Meet.
R. A. Perry Now With Metro.
thecal.11
Ward Murphv
ha« leased
the
Star V11,-11'
theater
to K-Louis
The directors of the co-operative bookof
R. A. Perry, formerly with Triangle,
ing plan, recently appointed, and of which
retained
Allen Film and the Dawn Masterplay, is
manager.
Staged as
aa"ey°lyde Ricketts hSsybeen
M. W. McGee is chairman, met in Detroit
now with Metro in Detroit and will handle
Kankakee,
in.— City Clerk TT a a, i
recently and laid further plans for startbig special features in and around Deing business. Most of the $4,000 worth
troit.
of stock in the Michigan Unit has been
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k
?J
~
P'cture
theater
in
the
Standard
Has
Novel
Films.
HulinB building on Court street,
subscribed, so that the Unit is practically
former!
ready ness.
to In the
go ahead
and transact
J. C. Fishman. of the Standard exchange,
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the LaPetite. SyWwter
near future
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formerly was °y
an exhibitor in Colorado
Detroit, has secured the Michigan rights
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its
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Bob
Peltier — a Fox
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^
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in stories, give me the Fox pictures," said
sofd°thlCe^0,
IU—theater
Edward Thorpe has
sold
the Princess
Bob Peltier, the "king" of Mt. Clemens
to Joe Allman
Dave Blythe Back to Drury Lane.
with the Bijou and Lyric theaters.
Dave Blythe has combined his interests
D°erc"turPr0Priet0r °f the AvonThelte'^t
Third Week for the Gerard Picture.
with M. S. Bailey, of the Drury Lane theaFreeport,
111.— William
S. Nichols
"My Four Years in Germany" is now in
of
ter, Detroit, and under a new arrangeits third week at the Washington theater,
ment Dave will have complete charge of
ineater,
«ireaantderRaP3dSsVeriHh^ street,
S°'d the
^rbf
123 Stephenson
Detroit. "Each day the receipts are growto Thomas
the bookings and business affairs of the
ing," said George W. Trendle, secretary
Drury Lane, which he formerly managed.
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con'ne^eT
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management
this
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will
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the Kunsky Enterprises. "Everybody
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who
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Whitney Gets Lyceum Theater.
A
Pick-Ups from Detroit.
.Marseilles, 111. — M. Engel, of Ottaw
Bert Whitney, of the Detroit Opera
Leo Kane has taken over the Crystal
a
has
been endeavoring to make
House,
has
secured
the
Lyceum
theater
theater
arrangements
patrons."in Sturgis, Mich. He was a recent
V*"
a ^te here for the ereftiTn
for his Klaw and Erlanger attractions
of
visitor in Detroit.
next
season.
He
plans
to
completely
reJoe Optner, of the Olympic theater, Deabout
mS 1'°00 and C0SUng
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model the theater inside and out. The
troit, has returned from Chicago, where
opera
house
block
will
be
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to
he spent five days. Joe says he brought
»'^rmi ln;~ Almost any kid can dig up
make
way
for a mercantile
building.
a penny p and
if no Carmi youngster failed
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More
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Gerard Film Begins San Francisco Run
Tivoli

Will

Keep

"My
Four
Years
in Germany"
for Indefinite
Receives Commendation
from Washington.
By T. A. Church, 1507 North Street, Berkeley,
Cal.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL— That inspiring
production, "My Four Years in Germany," which so successfully visualizes the historic document of former Ambassador James W. Gerard, is creating a
profound impression in this city and the
length of its run at the Tivoli theater cannot be foreseen. Owing to previous bookings the first week's run will be followed
by another production, but it will then
be brought back for an indefinite showing. Not only have all former records for
attendance at this theater been shattered,
but receipts for the week are practically
double those of the best former week. In
order to accommodate the crowds the
first show is started at ten o'clock in
the morning, instead of at twelve, and in
the evening three box offices are open.
Prices for matinees are 20 and 50 cents,
while in the evening they are 30 and 50
cents, with a few seats in the balcony
at 20 cents.
During the week the Turner & Dahnken
Circuit received a telegram from the Bureau of Public Information at Washington thanking the management for the
efficient work it was doing with the Gerard film and asking its co-operation with
the local Liberty Loan Committee. This
latter request is being complied with and
all week a great tank has been stationed
in front of the theater to receive subscriptions to the loan. Four prints have
been secured for this territory and bookings are rolling in at prices that have
been paid by exhibitors in but few instances, $100 a day being the minimumThe production will be shown over the
entire Turner & Dahnken circuit at the
same prices that prevail at the Tivoli
theater. The official stamp which this
picture carries has attracted many people
high in public life to view it, and judging
from the rush for seats it. is not improbable that it will be seen by more people
in this territory than any other film ever
presented.
Drive to Get Wide Use of War Films.
The Film Bureau of the State Council
of Defense has inaugurated a drive
planned along the lines that made the
Liberty Loan campaign such a success,
with the idea of placing the Government
films in every moving picture theater in
California. Every film exchange manager and every film salesman connected
with an exchange in this State has been
asked to turn in five contracts. All have
cheerfully agreed to do their part and a
great rush of bookings is expected at once.
No town will be too small to escape and a
one hundred per cent, distribution is confidently expected.
Romance Film Moves to New Home.
The Romance Film Company, formerly
located in the David Hewes Building at
Market and Sixth street, has moved to
Film Row, having secured quarters at 124
Golden Gate avenue. This concern, which
is conducted under the management of
O. .T. L. Byers, makes moving pictures of
all kinds to order.
New
Mission
Theater
Adds
Orchestra.
The New Mission theater, conducted by
the Kahn & Greenfield Circuit, has added
a large orchestra, of which Walter Weber,
president of the Musicians' Union, is
leader. A new organ is also being installed and this will be presided over
by G. Bernard Vest. Added attractions
of various kinds are now a feature of the
program
of this house.
Marie Dressier Sells Many Bonds.
Marie Dressier, who has caused millions
to laugh, spent the last week of the Liberty Bond campaign in the Greater San
Francisco and other cities in Northern
California on a more serious mission.
Great
crowds
gathered
everywhere
she

Stay — Theater

spoke and through her efforts many Liberty Bonds were disposed of. Following
her appearance here she went to Oakland,
which was behind with its quota at the
time, and addressed audiences at the Auditorium and at the American and Sequoia
theaters, also appearing at the U. C. theater in Berkeley* From here she went to
Fresno and then to Merced, ending the
campaign at the Hippodrome in Sacramento.
News
from
the Front.
Bertin E. Moissant, formerly cameraman
for Gaumont in this territory, and who enlisted in the engineering corps a year ago,
later joining the aviation service, is now
with the photographic divison in France,
with several other boys from the Pacific
Coast, including C. Timer, of Los Angeles.
Among the San Francisco Salesmen.
Bert C. Donnellan, formerly manager of
the Sullivan & Considine Circuit and at
one time an exhibitor at Stockton, Cal., is
now with the Mutual as road man out of
the San Francisco office. Until recently
he was with the Fox Film in a similar
capacity.
Robert Brackett, formerly with the Select Pictures Corporation at Cincinnati,
is now with the San Francisco office as
salesman.
Harry Oviatt, formerly In charge of the
San Francisco Pathe office, but more recently connected with a newspaper syndicate, is now with the Select Pictures Corporation and is on the road.
Henri Henrioulle, who has been •with the
San Francisco Pathe office since a branch
was established here, has been promoted
to the position of special salesman for the
San Francisco and Los Angeles territory,
handling
serials exclusively.
C. A. Roeder, of the San Francisco Paramount office, has been transferred for a
time to the Portland branch to assist C. M.
Hill.
Dan Markowitz, of the Western Feature
Film Company,
is now
with the Sunset
Film Corporation as road man.
"The
Unbeliever"
Bookings
Extended.
So great has been the interest displayed
in "The Unbeliever," produced with the
co-operation of the United States Marine
Corps, that almost all of the bookings in
the local territory
have
been
extended.

May 25, 1918
Wherever this film is shown there is a
detail of marines, a quartet from the Mare
Island Navy Yard, and at large houses
a United States Marine band. The Oakland booking, originally made for four
days, has entered up its second week, and
at the Alameda theater, Alameda, the installation of another box. office was made
necessary by this attraction. The film
has also been shown at the Berkeley theater, Berkeley, where there is a large aviation school.
Old Empire
Theater
Closed.
The Empire theater, on Market street,
near Sixth, one of the oldest of the downtown houses, has closed. Negotiations are
pending for its reopening by the owner
of another small house in this district.
Patriotic Films at San Jose.
The last •week of the Liberty Loan campaign was marked by the presentation of
two patriotic productions at San Jose,
Cal., William Kellner offering "The Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin." at the Victory theater, while the T. & D. theater presented
"My Four Years in Germany." Both engagements were successful at advanced
prices.
George E. Thornton Takes New Post.
George E. Thornton, for several years
manager jf the Oakland house of the Turner & Dahnken Circuit, but more recently
in charge of the Franklin theater in that
city, has been made manager of the new
Rialto theater to be opened shortly at
Eureka by Sheehan & Lurie, of San Francisco. He has left for that city to superintend the putting on of the finishing
touches to this new house.
Brief Notes
of Interest.
The All Star Features Distributors, Inc.,
San Francisco, has secured the rights to
the French
production,
"They
Shall Not

The Garrick Theater in the Fillmore district. San Francisco, has been remodeled
and reopened as a combination vaudeville
and moving picture house under the management of Morris Lebo. The admission
price was reduced from 15 to 10 cents
after a trial of three days at the higher
figure.
went East to repreH. H. Bru recently
sent the Turner & Dahnken Circuit at a

of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit,
meeting Inc.
W. B. Martin has sold the Star theater
at Merced, Cal., to C. F. Reindollar.
a oneAlex. Benedict has disposed of theater
half interest in a moving picture
, to
Oakland
at 4069 San Pablo avenue,
L. P. Jenson.

Texas Amusements Grow More Patriotic

Picture Exhibitors Even More

Than Form
erly Aid in National Affairs and Pictures
Loyal to Cause Vie with Each Other.
By Douglas
Hawley,
The Times-Herald.
Dallas, Tex.
ident of the First
been
vice-pres
has
E. H. Hulsey,
AS, TEX. — Patriotism
DALL
the permeating, pre-eminent prinwhich
National Exhibitors' Association,together
ciple in filmdom's realm down Texas
controls the picture in Texas,
way during the first week in May. and by
with Manager Arthur Claire, announced
e throughproceeds from Hippothe same token it is to continu
that the full net would
go into Liberty
out the better part of the month. Texas
drome admissions
Bonds of the third issue. This pledge was
s and Texas theater mantheateragerspatron
did their bit and their best in the
made in addition to heavy investments in
this and previous issues.
big push, which sent the Eleventh Federal
Reserve District — however late the moveLou Remey Stays With Goldwyn.
top"
the been
"over had
been — There
have quota.
might loan
Lou Remey will not become manager
third
for its ment
a sort of apathy, and we needed an
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
for
of Texas — at least not for another year.
awakening. Theater managers threw their
He will remain as Texas manager for
facilities wide open to bond workers, and
the thing was done. It will be a really
Goldwyn. Remey's contract expired in
.Tune, but had a clause giving the Goldwyn
interesting story, when it is known, to
tell what Dallas theater led the list in
an option on his services for one more
year. The company complimented him
sales of "baby bonds" on the "match the
him that it would
informed
and up
highly,
President" proposition. Patrons respondlike
to take
that option.
ed liberally, and salesmen worked like
Trojans to the end of eminent success.
First Week May Releases in Dallas.
Aside from patriotic subjects first week
Proceeds
Go Into Bonds.
May releases in Dallas theaters generally
did an
Queen
Four
Years Dallas,
in Germany"
proved winners.
excellent
business Hulsey's
with Billie
Burke
in
at "My
the Hippodrome,
on May opened
5, and
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9 Get a Divorce." Hart In the "Tiger
Kan" wasn't so good at the Old Mill.
Playing the Game," the Paramount feature, with Chaa. Ray, which followed, went
fine, as that young man is a Texas
iif. It was followed later in the
Week by the Select, "By Right of l'urehase," with Norma Talmadge, which did
a good business. The Queen opened t ho
; beginning May a with "The Knife,"
an Alice Brady production, which was
followed by the Paramount release,
"Resurrection," with Pauline Frederick.
Alma Rubens in the Triangle, "The Love
Brokers."
opened the similar wek at the
dngton
to good
business
following
Sins of Ambition,"
and the Rex did
well with the Metro. "With
Neatness and
Dispatch," featuring Bushman and liayne.
"Revelation"
and An Accident.
An accident to "Revelation," running at
the Hippodrome during the week ending
Kay i. proved two things — that people
will be patient with proper explanation,
and that all the Red Cross work women
He learning isn't going for naught.
The film caught rire, and several feet
were burned out of it before Operator
Pengilly extinguished it with his bare
hands. The young man was badly burned,
but he saved the reel. A woman in the
audience who had taken a bit of Red Cross
Instruction administered first aid until an
ambulance arrived. The theater was compelled to run two days without its feature, but added business came when a new
film was hurried in from Oklahoma City,
where it had finished a run.
Two

New

Theaters.

They're not only building ships down
at Orange, Tex., but new moving picture theaters as well. The foundation has
already been laid for a new, modern, concrete and brick structure for H. Thomas,
of the Airdome, to cost $250,000, and to
seat 1,200 people. Ground has been
broken and material is on hand for a new
theater for H. H. Ketterman as well. It
will have a capacity of 1,000.
Theodore Polmanakos
Goes to Camp.
Theodore Polmanakos, of the Crown
theater, Houston, answering his adopted
country's war-time call, has sold his theater there and gone to training camp.
Jack Abrams, formerly connected with
the Dallas opera house, remains as manager under the new ownership.
Pick-Up Notes from Texas.
Mrs. Nell Binyon announces that she is
about to dispose of her Palace theater, at
Lufkin, Tex., releasing management May
20. She will go to California.
J. A. Helton, of the People's and the
Pierce, Port Arthur, Tex., is to be another California visitor. Mr. Helton has
closed the Pierce for extensive remodeling, and is making the Coast trip pending
its reopening.
Sid Weis, of the Grand opera house, San
Antonio,
was
a Dallas
visitor early in
He
is making
some
extensive
changes
in his house
prior to opening
with "Over the Top" on May 21.
George Walker, Jr., of the Hancock
opera house, Austin, was another recent
Dallas visitor on a mission similar to that
of Mr. Weis.
H. C. Johnston, manager Crystal theater, Stamford, Tex., is still talking about
those rains out in his country. He says
business is bully since they came.
H. C. Pulkerson, of the Bijou theater,
El Paso, is in New Orleans, where he was
called because of the serious illness of a
brother.
C. J. Mussulman, of the Grand theater,
Paris, Tex., says the picture business at
the moment is O. K. Mr. Mussulman is
interested in some oil properties in the
Wichita field, and passed through Dallas
recently on a visit to that section.
F. A. Alexander, of the Elk theater, and
D. W. Powell, of the Grand, Marshall,Tex., were both recent visitors on Film
Row, Dallas. They're competitors, but
the best kind of friends, and each talked
optimistically.
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Daylight Saving a Drawback in Villages
Oregon Exhibitors in Farming Centers Surfer, for They Must Start Shows
Earlier — Reports on Conditions in the Trade.
By

Abraham

Nelson,

COl

Journal

PORTLAND, ORE. — Daylight saving ia
Causing a financial loss to Oregon
exhibitors, particularly those in the
towns centering in farming districts.
This is the opinion of George E. Jackson,
Portland manager for the Mutual Film,
w ho recently completed a trip by automobile to the California hue, and of
George Endert, Portland manager for
General Film, who is just back from Eastern Oregon.
Southern Oregon exhibitors who formerly opened their houses at 7 o'clock now
delay opening until S. Exhibitors maintain that the rural folk work by the sun
and go to bed by the clock, which cuts
the show time down an hour.
George Jackson covered 1,240 miles In
his trip by automobile, calling on 33 theaters in 27 cities and towns, and selling
in 23 of them. He was the first auto
driver this season to make the trip from
Roseburg to Myrtle Point, there being
one stretch of road between these two
towns that passes only 7 dwelling houses
in Gl miles. He found the Coos Bay conditions good, and reports that S. J.
Lemansky has opened the Stars and
Stripes theater at North Bend. Some of
the small towns have cut down to one
or two days a wreek, but are getting 25
cents admission. The new building at
Coquille is progressing rapidly, and it is
rumored that another house will be built.

Bldg.,

Portland,

an Hour

Ore.

ager, is lining up another bunch of exhibitors for a raise in admission to 13
cents. Among the newest recruits are
Guy Robinson, Yeager theater; D. T.
Noonan, Princess; J. Sullivan, Powell
Valley, and W. E. Lewis, Scenic Several
other suburban men are contemplating
making the change soon.
A Unique Lobby by J. C. Still*-.
One of the most unique lobbies seen
in Portland for some time was built at
the direction of J. C. Stille, manager of
the People's Amusement Company, for the
Star theater for "The Shooting of Dan
McGrew" during the week of May 4. The
floor of the lobby was whitened to represent snow, there were papermache logs
artistically arranged, and tickets were
sold from a log cabin.
Window
Cards Again in Favor.
Rose City exhibitors have again gone
back to window cards. About eight
months ago there was a tacit understanding among theaters that there were to be
no more window cards, that they were
an unnecessary expense, and that the
business could get along without them.
A few weeks ago the photoplay houses
one by one began using them until they
are all back in line with an added advertising expense reaching about $100 a
week.

Lewis
Levine
Calls on Portland.
The Portland film fraternity was
honored by a visit of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Levine. The assistant general manager
for the William Fox enterprises is out
feeling the pulse of exhibitors before attending a convention where the coming
Fox policies will be outlined, and he
stopped over in Portland long enough to
discuss the film situation with prominent
exhibitors and to enjoy the beauties of
the Columbia highway besides intimating
some of the big things planned by William
Fox. Mr. Levine was accompanied to
Portland by Albert Eden, Fox manager
in Seattle.

Milwaukee Theater Reopens.
Exchanges report the reopening of the
Milwaukee theater at Milwaukee, Oregon,
by a Mr. Evans. The house is one of the
chain of theaters formerly conducted by
H. C. Wirple, now manager of the Ideal.
Mr. Evans was formerly with the Erbograph studios, and comes to Portland from
Boston. Milwaukee is a growing town,
due
to the expansion of the shipbuilding
industry.

"Heart
of the Sunset"
Goes
Big.
Rex Beach's "The Heart of the Sunset"
was the attraction at the Majestic theater for the week of May 4, and the production enjoyed excellent success, the
opening Saturday being one of the biggest of the season.
The Majestic appeared in spring attire for the occasion, the lobby being a
bowser of fruit blossoms, and the girl
ushers all in new costumes of colored
silk, the design of Mrs. J. J. Parker, wife
of the president of the Majestic Amusement Company. The apple blossom bower
was installed under the direction of H.
D. Green, house manager.

Ben. Rosenberg, Metro's special pubthe Top."
licity expert for the Northwestern territory, reports that he has a few weeks
left before cleaning up his work in Portland. He says Metro is progressing
rapidly in the Pacific Northwest.
C. M. Hill, Progressive Motion Picture
Company, is out to make a hundred per
cent, record for his company. He already
has a good showing against the other
Paramount offices in the United States.

To Felicitate Jack Woody.
Several prominent Portland exhibitors
journeyed to Seattle early this month
to attend a farewell dinner that was given
there in honor of J. S. Woody, who has
been appointed to a high position with
Select. That a group of exhibitors should
think enough of Mr. Woody to make the
long trip for the occasion is evidence of
his popularity in the territory.
Portland Suburbs Prosper.
E. R. Simpson, Portland representative
for Pathe, reports his business good with
the city's theaters, and therefore business
is good with them. He hasn't missed a
day in getting a contract, either downtown or suburban, all of which indicates
the advisability of having a permanent
representative in the Rose City.
Fifteen
Cents
Again
in Favor.
The Progressive Motion Picture Company, through C. M. Hill, Portland man-

With
the Portland
Road
Men.
Jas. Tally and A. B. Cleland were in
Portland for Vitagraph showing "Over

Brief Oregon
Film Notes.
Portland. — W. W. Ely, manager of the
Hippodrome, reports his big war garden
growing nicely, with the employees taking interest in gardening.
Forest Grove. — C. A. Watrous is reported to have given up the old location
of the Star theater for a new spot.
Portland. — When George Endert returned he brought back with him contracts covering the city of Boise, Idaho,
for Paralta.
Portland. — Among the recent visitors
were A. H. McDonald, Rex, Eugene; B. J.
Callahan, Seaside, who is preparing for
the summer business; C. C. Ferguson,
Baker, Newberg; W. W. Kofeldt, manager
for Pathe, and Harry Lustig, general
representative for Metro, en route to San
Francisco after a successful sojourn in
Seattle.

WAR

SAVINGS

STAMPS!

A twenty-five-cent stamp doesn't represent much capital; but if we all buy them,
Uncle Sam can "carry on" for us all.
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World to Release "The Cabaret."
"World Pictures announces the release
on June 10 of "The Cabaret," with a cast
consisting of leading- players. Carlyle
Blackwcll is the featured player, and associated with him are Montagu Love,
George MacQuarrie, June Elvidge, and
John Bowers. The picture is a faithful
transcript of the life of the Bohemian section of New York known as Greenwich
Village, and the majority of the scenes
were photographed in that locale. Harley
Knoles handled the direction.
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Des Moines Exchanges Have New Heads

H. E. Friedman Takes
Place of Dan Lederman
at the Laemmle
Office and O. H.
Garland Will Guide Yale Office in Place of S. J. Mayer, Enlisted.
By
J. L. Shipley,
615 Locust
St., Des
Moines, la.
Birth of a Nation" during its 84 consecuES MOINES, IA. — Two local extive weeks' tour of this state, has been
changes were taken over by new
engaged to handle the advance
managers
the
past
week.
H. E.
Four Years in Germany" by the ofA."My
H.
Friedman came on from New York to asBlank Enterprises. Mr. Jackson is one
sume the management
of the Laemmle
of the best advance men in the business,
office, which
includes Universal
pictures,
and now has two companies routed weli
Bluebirds,
Jewels,
and the other output
into the summer. E. Bonns is company
New
Star
For
Ebony
Comedies.
marketed
through
subsidiary
companies.
manager with one company and H.
with another.
Mitchnick
Mr.
Friedman
has
had
a
wide
experience
Luther J. Pollard, president and genas a film executive.
He was for several
eral manager of the Ebony Film CorporaNew
Incorpora
tion
Will Build.
years with General, and then came West
tion, of Chicago, announces the engageElbert & Getchell, who operate stock,
as manager
of the
Minneapolis
Pathe
ment of a new star in the person of Matvaudeville and legitimate theaters here)
office. Holding that berth a year he went
tie Edwards, former vaudeville headliner.
as well as the Unique, a five-cent picture
to Denver in the same capacity, and subMiss Edwards is an experienced screen
house
of large capacity, have incorpo
sequently to New York as associate mancomedienne, and well known to the extheir business into the Consolidated rated
ager of that exchange.
Mr.
Friedman
Thehibitors, having been featured for over
aters
Co., and announce a three thousand
■went over to the Laemmle forces several
two years by Lubin, when that company
seat
picture
house
weeks
ago,
and
with
the
promotion
of
at
five
cents
admissi
on
was producing comedies enacted by
will be built within the next year Anformer Local Manager Dan Ledermann to
colored comedians. "Mercy! The Mummy
other picture house of large capacity
the
post
of
assistant
to
the
general
manMumbled" was her first subject under her
which, it is said, will show the highest
ager, Mr. Friedman
came to Des Moines.
new affiliation, soon to be released on the
grade features at advanced admission is
He has already made many friends among
General Film program. This was prelocal exchangemen
and Iowa exhibitors.
to be built at Sixth and (Srand avenues,
pared for the screen by scenario editor
With
the enlistment
in the service of
which
trict. is a block out of the theatrical d'sBob Horner from a story by C. A. FramStanley J. Mayer, of the Yale office, O. H.
bers, and directed by Ralph G. Phillips.
Garland,
a familiar
figure in Iowa
film
Opens Cafe Movie Inn.
"A Reckless Rover," an original fifteencircles,
assumes the management
of that
minute laugh dispenser by Bob Horner,
Leo Muelhaupt, former manager of the
office. Mr. Garland was for several years
has been finished by Director Charles
Casino, Marshalltown, opened his new
with General, and for the past year has
Cafe Movie Inn last week, and during
David, who will immediately begin "Much
been Iowa roadman for Paramount.
Mr.
the
noonday it is a rendezvous for all the
Oblige," by O. A. Nelson.
Garland
is a popular
selection
for that
exchan
ge men, who lunch around a
office.
Lafe Clark continues as assistant
table
Massive Sets in Dollys' Picture.
which is reserved for them daily.big
manager.
Mr. Mayer
was the guest of
Visitors
a large number
of local film men
at a
and Personal
The settings of "The Million Dollar
Notes.
farewell
luncheon
before
joining
the
Dollies," Screen Classics' romantic fantasy
Visitor
s
at
Des
Moines film exchanges
starring the Dolly Sisters, are a notecolors.
during the week of May l included J
worthy feature of the production. Leonce
Julius, of the Majestic, Fort Dodge; JohnB.
Jules Rachmann Joins Navy.
Perret, the author and director of this
Anderso
n, of the Princess, Boone; Ed A. we
Jules Rachmann, former manager of
screen surprise, has provided a picof the Strand, Fort Dodge; J. B. Price,
the Omaha office of Standard, and known
turesque tale with the mysticism of the
of the Empress, Indianola; Peter Leman
to many Iowa exhibitors, has enlisted in
Orient ever present, and the settings offer
of the Rialto, Newton; J. Jolly Jones of
the navy, and is now stationed at Paris
the exact atmosphere required.
Island, S. C.
Among the most massive and elaborate
theLeeStrand,
Marshal
ltown."
Gunniso
n, proprie
tor of two theof these settings may be mentioned the
W. C. Ansell Traveling for Foursquare.
aters in Atchison, Kan., spent one day In
large hall o£ the Moorish palace, the
Des Moines recently and booked haif a
W. C. Ansell, who has represented
dozen features from the A. H. Blank ofmarble courtyard, the Maharajah's bedseveral film exchanges out of Kansas
fices. Mr. Gunnison is a pioneer in the
room, the princess' room, the underCity, has been appointed road man in
ground chambers of the palace, the inpicture business, and has plans under
Iowa for Foursquare, and is making Des
terior swimming pool, the interior of a
way to increase the seating capacitv
Moines his headquarters during a spring
theater, the rooms of the Dollys In an
his Royal theater to 1,000. He motored of
drive for business.
to
Moines and back.
Des
apartment hotel, and Sherry's restaurant.
W. F. Jackson Goes Ahead for Film.
All those settings were designed and
The Fox special, Theda Bara in "CleoW. F. Jackson, known to every exhibitor
built under the supervision of Henri
patra." is doing a splendid business durMenessier.
in Iowa as general representative of "The
ing its twelve days' run at the Berchel
theater
at dollar prices.
G. E. Holah, Omaha manager of the
new United Theaters, Inc., assisted by
Freddy Martin. Iowa representative spent
several days in Des Moines
Manager H. H. Jackson Now Has One of the
Prettiest
of Houses — Big
Crowds
the interests of his company. last week in
Visit It on Opening Day and Are Pleased.
By Indiana Trade News Service, 861 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
STRAY SAN FRANCISCO
ITEMS.
cost of this transformation represents an
LAFAYETTE, IND. — The opening of the
new Luna theater, Thursday, April
management
expenditure
approximately
?50,000. with
ter Therecently
presenteof
the'a- i
d thethe Californ
United ia State*
Mr. *hnsonof will
have associated
25, marked an epoch in the history
Marine Band with a silver
loving cup at
of the motion picture business in the
him in the operation of the Luna as assistthe conclusion of a successful engagem
ent
ant manager, Chester Raub, who has
city of Lafayette. Long before the doors
at this house, the presentation being made Ji
served in that capacity for the last three
of the pretty remodeled playhouse were
on
the
stage
by Judge Golden.
years; Mrs. James L. Johnson, cashier; Carl
thrown open an immense crowd had asCharles
Rosenthal.
Jr., of the M & R.
W. Rumsey, operator for the past five
sembled in an effort to obtain advantagFeatur
e
Film
Exchange, has left for Los,
ous positions before the ticket window.
years, will still be in charge of the operAngeles for a stay of a month to relieve
ating room; Edward Kern, Walter
It was estimated that approximately 2,500
the manager
of that branch,
persons attended the affair.
Wolover, Milton Lorenz, and Donald Mcwho
is to
a visit to Arizona.
make
Clurg as ushers, and Edward H. Bailey in
H. H. Johnson, manager of the Luna,
"Over
the Top," with Sergt. Arthur Guy I
charge of the sanitary department.
and his corps of assistants were unusually
Empey, has been booked for the presenta- i
busy in handling the throng, and did so
J. D. Kennedy Guiding the Alhambra.
tion at the Tivoli theater, San Francisco, j
without a hitch.
James D. Kennedy, of Indianapolis, Ind.,
at an early date.
The lobby of the new playhouse was
has been appointed as manager of the
Gilbert Moyle, traveling auditor of the )
a veritable bower of gorgeous flowers that
Alhambra theater, one of the Barton and
Pathe Exchange, Inc., with headquarters j
had been sent by friends of the manOlson houses, to succeed Edwin Booth,
at San Francisco, is visiting the offices In j
agement. Mr. Johnson in turn distributed
former manager, who resigned a few
name,
the Northwest.
carnations to the women patrons.
weeks ago to enter the service of his
The Rev. Paul Smith, head of the mov- J
country. Mr. Kennedy has had about ten
The seating arrangements proved Ideal
lng picture
company
bearing
his
under the test of service. The beauty and
years of experience in local motion pica
has returned
to San Francisco from
ture theaters, having started his career
comfort of the new theater was a matter
business trip to New York.
as
an
usher.
He
has
been
in
the
employ
of universal comment. The lighting arMrs. Frank Ormston, of Los Angeles,
of Messrs. Barton and Olson for the last
rangements are ideal, and the magnificent
.whose stage name is Lurline Lyons, and
live years, and prior to his latest promoorgan can be heard to splendid advantage.
who took the part of Senora Moreno in
tion was in charge of the general stock
After being closed since November 1,
room of the firm In the Lyric building.
the Luna has been transformed into one
the photoplay of "Ramona," Is visiting
friends and relatives In the San Francisco
He is widely known about by local exof the prettiest and most up-to-date moBay region.
hibitors.
tion picture theaters in the country.
The

D

Lafayette's Beautified Luna Theater Open
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions

"THE TRIUMPH OF THE WEAK"
Alice Joyce in Vitagraph Plays a WeakWilled Woman.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
the coward
of stress
days
these
IN
heroine,
"madeIn that
just she
for lacks
loving,"
who
is
subnormal
the mind
to use common sense and therefore with
no taint of viclousness
gets Into trouble
is not. 1 feel safe in saying, the best type
to set before red-blooded spectators getind less sentimental all the time,
not say that this picture, "The Triumph of the Weak,"
a Vitagraph
Blue
•i feature in live reels, will not be
popular.
It is very sure to be in many
l>ut the time is passing when such
will be widely liked.
The strength that the weak have, as
shown here, is the knowledge of love in
I stronger nature on which it can lean.
N'.uv most of us are weak, and to get
strength for the stronger is perfectly
wholesome and normal. But in this picture the dramatist makes his heroine in
her beautiful and happy home willing to
steal $500 intrusted to her husband, destroy the home, and brin.s: ruin and dishonor on him and herself just to keep
him from finding out that she had once
before, when starving as a widow with
a baby to care for. stolen to get bread
and been sent to prison for it. The picture had been dramatic up to that point,
it had been holding well. Then it upsets,
and all the interest is spilled.
The story- was written by Edith Ellis.
It has much that is fresh and interesting,
is well constructed up to the point of the
second break, and is certainly well
screened and acted. Alice Joyce has the
leading role, with Walter McGill as her
second husband. Eulalie Jensen plays the
Broadway woman who had known her In
prison and appears when she is beginning to be happy. The less important
characters are full of local color, and help
the story greatly — among them are Adele
De Garde as a tenement girl of gentle
nature and Templer Saxe as a plainclothes man. The director is Tom Ferris.
"$5,000 REWARD"
Bluebird
Photoplay
Features
Franklyn
Farnum in First Class Detective
Story.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THE
mystery in this five-reel Bluebird subject adapted by F. McGrew
Willis from a magazine story by
Charles Wesley Sanders is not extremely
difficult to solve. At the same time the
direction of the piece is such that the
mystery is well protected until the proper
time for its solution. There is a constant
pull upon the interest, which is the test
of any detective yarn, and a general satisfaction with the solution when it comes.
Franklyn Farnum is cast in the leading
role, a youth named Dick Arlington,
nephew of an irascible millionaire named
Henry Arlington. William Lloyd plays
the latter role effectively. Gloria Hope
is pleasing as the girl, Margaret, though
her part was not brought out with the
dramatic strength it might have had in
her one big moment. This was undoubtedly a fault in the direction.
The story opens with various glimpses
of the Arlington home and the slowly
rising dissatisfaction of the uncle with
his nephew. We see the lawyer, Mr.
Tracy, calling on Henry Arlington: then
a new secretary named Norcross is em-
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Three U. H. Productions — "The Hell
Hound of Alaska," "Satan's
Pawn," and "The Hula Hula
Dance."
ployed. Dick and his uncle have a final
quarrel, and Dick determines to leave,
after a threat of disinheritance. That
night at 8:30 o'clock, Henry Arlington is
shot and killed by an assassin. Dick and
Norcross are both in the house, and each
naturally suspects the other.
As the story goes, Dick makes his
escape, and is injured by a runaway horse
in the country after saving a girl's life.
He eventually marries the girl, and takes
her back with him to clear his name. The
wife is instrumental in establishing the
guilt of the real criminal. This needed
a little more finesse than was employed,
as the confesison of the criminal on such
short notice did not seem entirely convincing. At the same time the solution is
pleasing and substantiated by good logic.
The subject is an enjoyable one.
"THE MYSTERIOUS CLIENT"
Pathe
Play
Features
Irene
Castle
in
Entertaining Comedy-Mystery.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS diverting Pathe Play written by
Charles Davey leads off with some
situations of startling mystery, and
after keeping the observer keyed up in
suspense for several reels finally switches
off into a rich comedy vein. The piece
has really been directed cleverly, and if a
certain lack of plausibility may be excused, as we are sure it will be, the offering passes as first class entertainment.
Irene Castle appears to excellent advantage as Jeanne Darcey, Milton Sills
plays the good-looking lawyer-hero, and
Warner Oland is Boris Norjunov, the
pseudo-villain. This combination of players is just right for a production of this
character.
It is perfectly conceivable that

the berolne would pick out Harry Nelson
as her life mate, and it is more probable
and much more to the point thai he would
Instantlj fall In love with her, i.>
conviction In this latter circumstance
would have let the story down
mendously. As it is the girl's daring is
properly recognized and rewarded. Warner
''land "puts one over" as the villain. No
one would suspect him of being anything
less, particularly of being so guileless a
character as the girl's father.
The five-reel story begins with the hero,
a poor lawyer, waiting vainly for clients
In a loft in the W'oolworth building. He
Is visited
lirst by Boris, who tries to bribe
him into crime. He ejects Roris from the
office, and later a beautiful sirl appears,
who lures him forth to a series of exciting and amusing
to his good fortune. events which lead up
"MOONSHINE"
Paramount-Arbuckle
Comedy
Shows
"Fatty"
Arbuckle
as Amusing
Burlesque Hero.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
IF full
the of
lastcomic
reel points
of "Moonshine"
were this
as
the first
Paramount-Arbuckle ascomedy
would
have great speed. The picture is an
amusing burlesque of the Blue Ridge
Mountains of Kentucky, a drama of "still"
life, and "Fatty" Arbuckle makes a handsome heavyweight revenue officer. Buster
Keaton as "Fatty's" assistant, Al St. John
as an honest-to-goodness moonshiner, and
Alice Lake as the beautiful mountain girl
furnish Roscoe with just the sort of support he requires. He also has the help
of an army of revenuers that apparently
arrive on the scene in one auto and file
through the door of the machine in an
almost
endless stream.
The locations are picturesque enough
for a five-reel feature, and the titles are
examples of real wit. Aside from being
a complete departure from the usual style
of story used for the Arbuckle ribticklers the picture has many mirth-provoking moments.

"PEG

Peggy

OF THE PIRATES."
Hyland
Plays Heroine Captured
by South Carolina Pirates.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

THE"Pegobject of the Fox five-reel picture,
of the Pirates," with pretty Peggy Hyland in the heroine's role, seems
to have been to mix romance with humor;
but I don't think it gets over strongly!
It is a costume picture — they seem nearly
always to tempt the players to exaggerated acting — and furthermore, the incidents
are so unbelievable that they impress one
as burlesque. Burlesque and costume romance might be made to coalesce; but
there doesn't seem to be much unity of
aim in this picture and it is hampered as
an offering.
Peggy Hyland is always charming and
graceful in costume; she is lovely as Peg
in this pirate picture. Many of the earlyscenes are full of poetry. They are set in
blossomy background and in a stately Colonial mansion surrounded by mossy
southern trees. The pirate vessel is a
real square-rigged ship on which skillful
carpentry has built a superstructure for
all the world like prints of ships of 1650.
The director has been able to hide the
modern-day background in which, of
course, he had to work.
There are many places where the pic-
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ture may go well. Children may take
great pleasure in it, and in some of the
houses where the audience is not critical
the many undeniably pleasing qualities it
has may make it pass as a most enjoyable
bit out of romantic days long passed away.
"THE
HYPOCRITES"
Tucker Makes Artistic Adaptation of Jones Play for Cosmof otofil m.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
ELIZABETH RISDON is the featured
player inn George
Arthur
Henry Tucker's
of the Loane
adaptatio
George

Jones play, "The Hypocrites," which is
being handled by the Cosmofotofilm Company. He has succeeded well in surrounding the characters of the play with
the proper atmosphere, and also in imparting to the spectator the intention of
the author; but the production, as a whole,
bears the earmarks of an old-fashioned
method of development. In other words
we would judge that the picture was not
made recently. It has a daring moment
or two which could have been avoided
without interfering with the sense of the
story; for instance, the baring of the
woman's breast during an incident in the
early part of the picture. The picture's
greatest call to merit lies in the fact
that in spite of a certain opaqueness at
times caused by lapses in the continuity
the interest of the spectator never flags.
The story, which is tremendously human,
briefly told is as follows:
A certain lord of an English manor,
suddenly finding himself bankrupt, tries,
with the aid of his 'wife, to force his son
into a distasteful marriage with a young
heiress who, with her parents, is more
than pleased with the idea, the financial
embarrassment of the father of the first
party not being known. In the meantime
the young man has met and fallen in
love with a sculptor's daughter, and has
promised to marry her. Complications
occur in which to save his family he marries the heiress, while the sculptor's
daughter, about to become a mother, meeting one grief after another, including the
death of her father, leaves her old home
to seek her lover in whom she has never
lost faith. The curate of the village
church, discovering the truth of the matter, takes advantage of an attempt on the
part of the lord of the manor to force
marriage between a poor couple in the
village under like circumstances, and by
clever manipulation finally brings about
the release of the son of the aristocrat
from his disagreeable bargain and the
happy union of the lovers.

"CONFESSIO
N
Poignant Acting of JewerCarmen Makes
Many
Scenes
of Fox
Picture
Wring
Spectators'
Hearts — A Good
Film.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judsoti.
FEW actresses have a greater natural
ability to seemingly take on soulshaking emotions and to pass at once
from joy to sorrow as Jewel Carmen; but
her work is perhaps not so efficient artistically as it might bo were she more
economical of effort. Cool-headed technique would bolster her presentations with
seemingly far less effort — she gives more
than is needed to accomplish in the spectator the state of mind she aims at. She
has magnificent ability to reach emotional
truth for any moment; but she is apt to
key her characters so high from the first
that the contrast is not marked enough
at the climaxes. She has some wonderful
moments in "Confession," a five-reel Fox
film, and her work helps to make an interestlngly written and dramatic picture
an offering of unusual merit. It is a picture that #"i exhibitor can afford to boost
highly as .. tremendously emotional melodrama.
A bride and bridegroom (Jewel Carmen
and L. C. Shumway) are trying to slip
away quietly. A yeggman holds up the
automobile and takes not only the bride's
wedding ring, but all their money and
baggage.
They
send the chauffeur
back
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for clothes and ask for a room at the
hotel desk. It is refused as the sharpeyed clerk sees no ring and has suspicions. He permits them to pass the rest
of the night in the parlor, where the girl
goes to sleep on the lounge. Near morning the man steps out on the piazza to
smoke, hears a terrible scream and finds
in a first-floor bedroom a woman who
has just been murdered. He is caught
with the knife in his hand, tried for murder and condemned. The governor refuses to delay the execution and there is
only a few hours left. The bride, her
father and a man from the district attorney's office go to the hotel in an attempt
to discover who really did commit the
crime. Toward daybreak they catch the
night clerk trying to rob one of the rooms
and force him to confess. It is a race to
get to the governor and save the man all
ready to be led to the electric chair.
These scenes are, like the entire picture,
handled in a masterly way by the director
and grip with a new and fresh power.
'VENGEANCE"
World
Features
Montague
Love
and
Barbara Castelton in Entertaining
Subject.
J*
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS six-reel number tells a wellrounded story, with numerous interesting angles, all carefully woven together. The scenes occur in India and
London, the settings in both localities being carefully devised. The action of the
tale flows smoothly, with occasional
'dramatic
which j-ise naturally
out of the moments
events portrayed.
Montagu Love plays two roles, the first
that of John Cuddlestone, an English
gentleman, who finds himself disgraced
by his own brother in a card game. As a
result of this false accusation of cheating,
John is disinherited, and goes to India,
where he takes a native wife who bears
him a son. This boy grows to manhood,
and the part is from that time on assumed
by Mr. Love, who gives it the same
finished rendering as he did the first role.
Barbara Castleton is appealing as Lady
Elsie Drillingcourt, the ward of Andrew
Cuddlestone. ■ Madge Evans plays the interesting role of Nan, a Eurasian slave
There are many features of special ingirl.
terest in this subject which, on the whole,
resembles an old-fashioned English novel
in plot. The meeting of Lorin Cuddlestone, the son, with Nan, the slave girl,
and his determination to care for her
presents an appealing situation. Her
loyalty to him in later years, which induces her to steal the jewel of Buddha
in order to follow him on his mission of
vengeance to London, is brought out
strongly.
Hindu faker tricks^in India
and
Lorin'sThesubsequent
appearance as a
Swami in England re good. Perhaps the
most dramatic touch is the second card
game, which exactly reverses the first.
In this second game Lorin disgraces
Andrew Cuddlestone exactly as the latter
had disgraced his father years before.
The subject contains full story value,
and is nicely presented throughout.
"H£r
DECISION"
J. Barney
Sherry
and Gloria
Swanson
in Triangle "Sex"
Story
by
Lotta
Gannet.
Reviewed by Edward Weitsel.
SISTERLY love and sacrifice offset the
betrayed maiden theme in "Her Decision," a five-part Triangle picture
written by Lotta Gannet and directed by
.lack Conway. Gloria Swanson and J.
Barney Sherry head the cast, Darrel Foss
and Ann Kroman having the other two
important parts. The complications are
dramatic, but do not always rest on a firm
foundation of reasonable conduct. The
character of Phillls Dunbar, played by
Gloria Swanson. is intended to be a sympathetic one, but her failure to realize
the true nature of the man she first loves
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and to imagine it is her duty to marry
a man who loves her before she can accept money that is needed to save her
sister from disgrace will dull the edge
of the thoughtful mind's liking for the
heroine.
Phillis is the private secretary of
Martin Rankin, a man of wealth and
greatly her senior, when she learns that
her sister, Inah, has been deceived, and
must go away for a time in order to hide
her disgrace. Phillis loves a worthless
young chap who has borrowed all her
savings in order to open a dancing school.
She knows that her employer will lend
her the money for her sister without a
moment's hesitation: also that he loves
her, but she offers to become his wife in
payment of the debt. Rankin marries
her, but^ promises the ceremony shall be
one in name ffhly until she learns to love
him. The tangled threads are all
straightened out at the finish. The lover
of Inah consents to marry her, Phillis discovers that her ideal is a cad, and is glad
to turn to Rankin.
Gloria Swanson has many of the natural
qualifications for the character of Phillis.
She responds inwardly to the moods of
the part, but has not learned how to
properly mirror them on her face. A set
expression of sadness marred her work.
J. Barney Sherry had but little to do as
Rankin except to register unusual goodness. Darrel Foss and Ann Kroman are
consistent to the requirements of their
roles.
Photographer, Elgin Leslie.
"PLAYING
THE
GAME"
Ray the Star of Pleasing Paramount Picture, Thomas H. lnce Made.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

Charles

BEING
a rich
young night
New life
Yorker
and
fond of
Broadway
it naturally follows that the first sight the
spectator gets of the hero of "Playing
the Game," the boy's aching head is
tossing restlessly on the pillows, and he
does not know whether it is 5 in the
morning or 5 in the afternoon when
awakened by his English valet. This
convention over the plot of "Playing the
Game" forces one to watch its progress
with interest, although it takes a familiar
track and arrives at a conclusion that is
apparent from the start.
Julien Josephson, the author, has been
more concerned about balancing the
dramatic incidents with the humorous
twists of his story and seeing to it that
there was the right proportion of action
to his scenes than to hunting for original
material. Director Victor L. Schertzinger
has taken hold of his share of the work
in the same spirit, and, with the personality and knowledge of screen acting possessed by Charles Ray to help him, has
succeeded in turning out an entertaining
picture. vantage"Playing
Game"
the adof getting the
better
as it has
progresses,
and there is a fight in the wind-up that
will make you want to stand up and yell.
"Good boy, Charlie! Land him one for
After escaping the fascinations of a
lounge lizard's lady friend with the
musical comedy name of Babe Fleur de
Lis the hero is sent out "West by his
uncle, and circumstances shuffle the cards
so that he finds himself working for a
mighty poor living on his own ranch. How
he has sand enough to stick it out, lick
the bully of a foreman, and win the
me!" of the superintendent form the
daughter"
best* part of the story. Doris Lee, Harry
Rattenberry, Robert McKim. Billy Elmer,
Lillian Lorraine, and Charles Pearley have
congenial roles.

WEDNESDAY
AIXMEAXS
WHEATLE5S
USE NO m\E\p CUAOU3LS.
MfiSg on raitAKTAST
CONTAINING
\a!EATroars
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"I'm a Man," Judge Brown, and "Mountain Law," Ned
Finley.
k. \ towed by i'. s. Sewel).
"I'm a Man."
patriotic nature thia twostrong
a
OF
story is well diBrOWn
reel Judge
ami tolls an Interesting story
rected,
of a boy who is a member of the high
to join the
tic desires
school cadets.
marines, but is too young, being still in
short
trousers.
His family tolls him ho
is still a hoy. Hi' demands long trousers,
ami with the help of ltis Bister gets them,
Tho boy's father, a banker, is of German
tit, ami Intensely loyal to this
Country. A supposed Frenchman, DeCourcy, in reality a German spy, manlpumatters so that suspicion is oast
upon tho banker's loyalty. Tho boy.
Frank, has a wireless apparatus, and one
ni^ht discovers DeCourcy receiving a
message to burn the oil wells. Frank
notifies the military authorities and saves
tho wells, but is injured himself. His
fattier then tells him that he is really a
man now,
friend service
of Frank's
sister
shows
him and
his a secret
badge,
so
Frank Is content, as he knows his father
will no longer be under suspicion. The
acting of the cast headed by Martin
Pendleton as Frank is entirely satisfactory, and the picture is well directed by
King W. Vidor. It should appeal particularly to the younger generation.
"Mountain Law."
The theme of this two-reel picture, of
which Ned Finley is not only the director
but the leading player, is not new, dealing with a feud among mountaineers, but
he has succeeded in making an interesting
production, having the real atmosphere of
the hills. The arrival of a pretty school
teacher in a mountain settlement brings
matters to a climax. She decides to reform Bob (Ned Finley), and is succeeding,
as Bob falls in love with her. and everything is ready for the wedding, when Sam
Dancey kills Bob's cripple brother, and
Bob starts after: so does the sheriff, and
Sam is shot. Bob returns to the girl,
the sheriff says he killed Sam while resisting arrest. The wedding takes place,
and Bob tries to tell his wife the truth,
but she refuses to listen, saying, "I am
a Clayton now." Bob's better nature is
well shown by his affection for his crippled brother and his sympathy for his
dog when he is shot.
"THE TRAIL TO YESTERDAY"
Lytell Makes
Initial Appearance
with Metro
in a Western
Story.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
his initial appearance on the
FOR
Metro program, Bert Lytell has been
furnished with a Western story, "The
Trail to Yesterday," based on a novel by
Charles Alden Seltzer. It is in five reels,
released on May 5, and Director Edwin
Carewe has succeeded in making an interesting production with good continuity,
and one which holds the interest.
Unjustly accused of murdering his
father, William Keegles manages to
escape, goes West, and .becomes a cowboy known only as Dakota. One rainy
night a girl comes to his cabin; he finds
she is Shiela Langford, daughter of the
man who accused him of murder. An
itinerant preacher with a blank marriage
license also comes along, and Dakota, to
obtain his revenge, forces the girl to
marry him. He later learns that she is
Langford's step-daughter, and regrets his
action. Dangford buys the ranch next to
Dakota's, and, thinking him to be an outlaw, makes an agreement with him to get
rid of Ben Doubler, who owns water
rights which he desires to control. The
climax comes after Ben is shot by Jack
Duncan,
of Langford's
ranch, and
Dakota foreman
is accused.
Shiela secures
the
agreement between Dakota and Langford,
and when she confronts Langford with
It he attempts
to take it from
her by
Bert
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force
Dakota
arrives on the scene, rehla Idenl II y to da na foi d, and i
him to leave the neighborhood, and everything is explained
satisfactorily)
ami
Shiela
BUggeSta
that he had better
take
step
iai tho mania:-.' license.
Bert Lytell makes a aatiafactorj Dakota,
and
Anna
Q. NUason
is attractive
aa
Shiela.
The rest of the cast
account of themselves, ezcepl thai Erneal
Maupaln is i ncllned to o\ era< t In 1 hi
BCOne.
John Smiley adds an excellent
hit
of character
work
as old Ben Doubler,
Harry
Northrup
is sufficiently villainous
as .lack 1 Hun
The photography is good, and there are
some attractive Western scenes Of the
rolling lands on the ranches, with mountains in the background. The action is
not always convincing, as, for ins!
the coincidence of having the pre
with a blank license arrive so opportunely, and one rescue scene misses fire by being too far from the camera. However,
ing. production, as a whole, is entertainW. H. PRODUCTIONS
"The

Hell-Hound
of Alaska,"
"Satan's
Pawn," "The Hula Hula Dance."
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
"The
Hell-Hound
of Alaska."
THE
W. H. Productions Company is
now offering a William S. Hart fivepart melodrama, a five-part picture
featuring Bessie Barriscale, and a twopart Chaplin comedy. "The Hell-Hound
of Alaska," the Hart picture, was written
by C. Gardner Sullivan, and produced by
Thomas H. Ince. While not as compact
a story as most of the later w-orks of this
writer it has a fair share of action, and
its theme is the popular one of the badman who discovers that he has a large
streak of good in him after all. His
method of electing himself judge, jury
and executioner is open to argument, but
many followers of the screen are ready
to applaud such an act and consider him
a hero of rotnance of the finest type.
Too much time is wasted at the beginning of the story developing the motive
for getting the young cad from the East
out of Alaska. And not enough information is given as to the early history of
the heroine. Real drama is reached, however, when the badman finds out that the
woman he loves is living with the chap
from New York. The camp calls on them,
accompanied by a preacher, and all hands
gather around while the couple are made
man and wife. When the husband neglects
his home for another woman and the wife
dies the badman takes matters in his own
hands, and sends a bullet into his rival's
heart.
The story is somber and unrelieved by
a gleam of humor. The production is
carefully handled, a rainstorm effect being well done. William S. Hart, Enid
Markey, and George Fisher form a well
contrasted trio in the leading parts.
"Satan's Pawn."
Adapted from the Franz Molnar stage
play, "The Devil," which made a sensation
when first produced, "Satan's Pawn" exhibits the evil one as a polished gentleman who knows how to wear evening
clothes and be polite to a lady while following his regular line of business of
tempting a number of modern Eves. The
five-part screen version retains the atmosphere of guilty passion that was the
drama's chief claim to interest. Although
handled in a strictly modern way the
effect of the picture is the same as that
of one of the old allegories. The devil.
which the heroine finds continually at her
elbow, is the creation of her own desires.
As a consequence she yields to his tempting and deserts her husband for a lover.
It is all told in a well-bred manner amid
luxurious surroundings, and the acting is
of excellent quality.
Edward Connelly has the title role, and
makes his satanic majesty rather a pleasing person with a keen sense of humor.
Bessie Barriscale
as the guilty wife, J.

i ia i nej Shi
id, ■ !la > ■ wiii he i .'i Sata n
. and
Rhea Mitchell aa a model are the
leading actora.
"The Hula Hula Dance."
a two-parl Charlie Chaplin comedy produced bj Black Bennett, the humor of tho
picture la never too refined. Thla is to
expected, however, from the title.
Charlie goea to sleep on a pail. I
and dreams that In
tlVO of tho land
Invented the hula hula.
Clad in a
skin ulster and his now famous derby he
finds himself making love to a dozen
maidens in hay skirts, and Imagines he
has dethroned t hi' rightful king and fallen
:. ir to all his wives until a policeman
interrupts his slumber by fanning him
with his club. Broad comedy in bunches
runs all through the two reels.
"WOLVES OF THE
BORDER"
Exciting Triangle Melodrama
of Southwest Featuring Roy
Stewart
and
Josie Sedgwick.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
CLIFF
SMITH,a five-part
director Triangle
of "Wolves
the Border,"
melo-of
drama, evidently went on a still
hunt for a lot of new and eye-arresting
locations before starting to produce the
photoplay of which Alvin J. Neitz is the
author and Steve Rounds the cameraman.
Lovers of long stretches of open country
and herds of grazing cattle, of steep
mountain sides and deep valleys will find
much to admire in the views. The story
is a vigorous bit of melodrama, and Roy
Stewart and Josie Sedgwick are surrounded by a number of properly cast
actors.
Joe Warner, the character played by
Roy Stewart, is a young ranchman whose
modern methods of conducting his business sets his neighbor, Joe Warner,,
against him. Joe, however, has a pretty
daughter who is fond of Merritt, and that
makes it difficult for the old man to start
a quarrel.
old Joe's offoreman, also is Pete
taken Wright,
by the daughter
the
boss, and he turns the trick by stealing
cattle from both Merritt and Warner
with the help of a Mexican bandit, Jose
Mardones, and making each neighbor
think that the other has robbed him.
Wright and Mardones then attack the
Warner ranch, run off the stock, and steal
the girl. Warner supposes that he is
fighting Merritt and his men until they
arrive and drive off the thieves and his
neighbor rescues his daughter.
The stars are right at home in their
roles. Frank MacQuarrie, Jack Curtis,
Louis Durham, and Curley Baldwin complete the cast.
"MEN"
Strong Cast in Bacon-Backer Production
of Harry S. Sheldon Photoplay.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
ADAPTED
from
S. Sheldon's
stage play,
the Harry
Bacon-Backer
sixpart screen version of "Men" directed by Perry R. Vekroft, is well constructed and finely acted. The list of
names in the cast reveals men and women
of established reputation, and the production is in keeping with the demands
of the story. Just why the author chose
the short but not very comprehensive
title of "Men" is not quite clear. The
parts are evenly divided between the
sexes, and all the drama in the play is
the result of honest love or dishonest
passion.
Technically, "Men" is a society drama.
Most of the characters belong to the
smart set, and the scenes show the daily
life and social functions of this grade of
society. The story is not particularly
original, but is intensely human, and its
climax will win the spectator who prefers the happy ending.
Mrs. Burton, a widow and a woman of
refinement, is obliged to part with one
of her little girls through the stress of
poverty. Alice, the younger, is adopted
by a wealthy family on the condition that
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she is always to suppose that they are
her real parents. Laura, the other sister,
is betrayed by a rich young idler, Roger
Hamilton. Alice is in love with Tom
Courtney, but they have a foolish quarrel,
and Hamilton managers to become engaged to the girl. When Laura learns
that her sister is to marry Hamilton she
goes to the church with her mother and
denounces him. Alice is saved, and
rights matters with Tom. A man who
has always loved Laura proves it by making her his wife.
Anna Lehr, Charlotte Walker, Gertrude
McCoy, Wilette Kershaw, Ida Darling,
Robert Cain, William Tooker, Huntley
Gordon, Bradley Barker, and Fred Radcliffe comprise the cast.

Comments
General Film Company.
THE

BUYER
(Broadway

FROM CACTUS CITY
Star Feature). — An entertaining two-reel picture adapted
from a short story by O. Henry. The
theme is based on a cloak model misunderstanding the western buyer's gift of
a diamond ring. However, another ring —
a wedding ring — clears the situation.
Miriam Myles and William Dunn appear
in the leading roles. Reviewed at length
in our last issue.
MOUNTAIN LAW. — There are several
interesting touches in this two-reel Ned
Finley story, based on the old theme of a
feud between two families of mountaineers. The location of the story is in
the North Carolina hills, and the atmosphere is well maintained. Reviewed at
length on another page of this issue.
NEMESIS AND THE CANDY MAN
(Broadway Star Feature) — This two-reel
picture shows in an interesting manner
how a woman of the vampire type is
given a taste of her own medicine. It
deviates somewhat from the O. Henry
story on which it is based. William Dunn
and Miriam Miles do good work in the
principle roles. Reviewed in our last
issue.
I'M A MAN (Judge Brown).— A well directed two-reel patriotic story about a
boy who, too young to join the fighting
forces, does his bit nobly and self-sacriflcingly by thwarting an attempt of German spies to burn several oil wells. An
interesting story, which will be found
particularly pleasing for the younger
generation. Reviewed elsewhere in this
issue.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
$5,000 REWARD
(Bluebird). — A fivereel detective story based on a yarn by
Charles Wesley Sanders. Franklyn Farnum plays the hero, Dick Arlington, who
is suspected of the murder of his rich
uncle. Gloria Hope plays the girl who
assists materially in clearing her husband's name. The subject is thoroughly
entertaining, though it has some slight
weaknesses in direction.

Cosmofotofilm Company.
THE HYPOCRITES.— A Multiple reel
adaptation bj (Jeorge Loane Tucker, of
the well-known Henery Arthur Jones
play. The picture, in which Elizabeth
Risdon is featured, is artistic in many
respects. A full review will be found
elsewhere.

Famous Players- Lasky Corp.

PLAYING THE GAME (Ince), April
22. — Charles Kay is the hero of this livepart comedy-drama which opens among
the White Lights of New Vork and closes
out on a ranch. The star's acting makes
the picture Interesting. A longer review
is printed on another page of this issue.
SELFISH YATES (Artcraft), May 20. —
A very strong story of border life by C.
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Gardner Sullivan, with William S. Hart
at his best in an entirely new and powerful characterization. Reviewed in last
week's issue.
THE BATTLE ROYAL (ParamountSennett), May 20. — Two-reel farce with
Ben Turpin and Charles Lynn matched in
one of the most amusing ring contests
ever shown on the screen.
MOONSHINE (Paramount- Arbuckle) . —
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle is shown as a
hero in this two-part comedy, which burlesques the Kentucky "still" industry
most amusingly. A longer review is
printed on another page of this issue.

Fox Film Corporation.
PEG OF THE PIRATES, May 12. — A
five-reel picture with Peggy Hyland in
the role as a heroine who is stolen by
pirates and who fools them into thinking
that she is a ghost till they attend school
and study how to keep their faces clean
as well as read and write. It is not convincing. A longer notice will be found
on another page.
CONFESSION, May 19.— Jewel Carmen
plays emotional role in this unusually effective five-reel picture. It is ably directed, grips as though no story anything
like this had ever been put on the screen.
Exhibitors can afford to boost advertising
on this as a melodrama that will surely
stir the coldest spectator. We have reviewed it at greater length elsewhere in
this issue.

Greater Vitagraph, Inc.
THE TRIUMPH OF THE WEAK, May
13. — A five-reel picture with Alice Joyce
as the heroine; one of those distressingly
weak creatures- that are far from heroic
and even lack common sense enough to be
not dramatic. The characters are well
acted and the story holds well up to a
point when it drops almost out of sight
dramatically. We notice it at greater
length on another page of this issue.

Interstate Film Company, Inc.
THE LAST RAID OF ZEPPELIN L-21
(Interstate). — A two-reel picture which
presents scenes in some of the English
towns and villages which have been devastated by the German Zeppelin. The
bringing down of the Zeppelin L-21 by
Lieut. W. L. Robinson is the central point
in the picture, which was reviewed in
the issue of May IS.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
RIDERS OF THE NIGHT, April 29. —
This five-reel picture is a melodrama deriving its chief charm from Viola Dana's
excellent acting. It is a story of the
blue grass region of Kentucky. The
scenes where the heroine is about to be
executed are grewsome in their reality.
Reviewed
at length in our last issue.
THE TRAIL TO YESTERDAY, May 5. —
For his initial appearance on the Metro
program Bert Lytell has been provided
with an interesting five-reel picture
based on a novel by Charles Alden Seltzer. It deals With the hero's endeavors to
obtain revenge for a past wrongful accusation, and in the meantime falls in
love withviewed atthe
accuser's
stepdaughter.
Relength
on another
page of this
issue.

Mutual Film Corporation.
SCREEX TKLEGKAM NO. IS (Mutual),
May i. — Among the interesting items of
this issue are the navy oarsmen in a race
on the Severn river at Annapolis: women
learning farming; General Foch and Secretary Bakery McAdoo inspecting ships,
and other pictures of notables, including
Secretary Daniels and Mrs. Dewey,
SCREEN TELEGRAM N. 19 (Mutual),
May .">. — This issue contains pictures Of
our boys in France. Queen Mary inspecting women's reserve ambulance corps,
decorating of Rheims architect for bravery in saving famous cathedral windows.
Silvio Rosantl in his Caproni plant at
Baltimore, and men of eastern universities holding their annual
meet
at ath-
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vania. letic grounds of University of PennsvlOVER THE GARDEN WALL (Strand),
May 7. — This number of the Billie Rhodes
comedies, while it contains considerable
clean fun, is not as well balanced as some
of the others. Near the end of the picture there is a tendency to develop into
farce comedy. The story centers about a
love affair between the young peoples of
the picture, the girl being a minister's
daughter. They land in jail for speeding
and finally turning the tables on the
girl's father they force him to marry
them in order to gain his release from his
prison cell.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 20 (Mutual),
May S. — In this issue are some scenes
showing the devastation caused in France
by German guns. There are also some
excellent pictures of some of the French
airmen who have accomplished unusual
feats; Viscount Isii at Washington; the
"Blue Devils" in New York, and a scene
in Lincoln Park, Chicago, showing a
beautiful peacock with his tail feathers
spread.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 21 (Mutual),
May 12. — The burning of the Lasky studio
forms one of the spectacles of this issue
which is unusually interesting. Other
features are women in a swimming contest; troops learning to ski on the Alps;
dogs of mountain warfare; the flying of
hundreds of carrier pigeons; an observation tower built of bags of sand on the
desert; the town of Bethlehem, in Palestine, and sheep grazing on the White
House
lawn.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
THE MYSTERIOUS CLIENT (AstraPathe Play), May 19. — A bright five-reel
subject featuring Irene Castle, Milton
Sills and Warner Oland. The story begins
with an absorbing mystery and branches
off toward the close into first rate comedy. It makes a very entertaining subject. Reviewed at length elsewhere.
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS, NO. 2 (Pathe),
May 19. — This gives some real scenes
taken on the British front behind Messines. The soldiers of various nationalities are seen playing games, marching
and at their various duties behind the
front. The Irish regiments are shown in
marching formation and the Scotch
"Ladies from Hell" are also pictured.
Ruins of various villages are shown.
FIREMAN, SAVE MY CHILD (RolinPathe), May 26. — A riotous comedy number, featuring Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard and Bebe Daniels. The scenes occur
at a fireman's ball, where Harold makes
a big hit and is appointed assistant chief.
Humorous scenes at a fire come later.
FLASHES IN THE DARK (Pathe). May
26. — Episode No. 12 of "The House of
Hate." This opens with the ingenious
situation wherein Pearl and Gresham are
about to shoot one another by mistake.
Pearl blows out the light and both miss
fire. Later Pearl just misses death in a
runaway automobile. She and Gresham
are then lured to a suburban house and
trapped.
The number is full of suspense.

Triangle Film Corporation.
HER DECISION. May 12.— Gloria Swanson and J. Barney Sherry are the principals in this five-part picture, directed
by Jack Conway. It is the story of a sister's sacrifice. A longer review is printed
on another page of this issue.
WOLVES OF THE BORDER. May 12 —
Roy Stewart and Josie Sedgwick are featured in this live-part melodrama written
by Alvin J. Neitz. Fine locations and a
live story well acted are all to be found
in the picture. It is reviewed at length
on another page of this issue.

Miscellaneous.

SINKING OF THE LUSITANIA (Winds»r McCay). — An excellent animated cartoon made by Windsor McCay. It pictures
realistically the tragedy of the Lusitania
and forms a good patriotic offering. The
picture was reviewed in our issue of May
IS.
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"TEMPERED STEEL"
Exhibitor's Circuit
The First National
Presents Mme. Olga Petrova in Mrs.
L. Case Russell's Intensely Dramatic
Story of the Clash of Wills Between
Father and Daughter.
Cast.
Mine. Petrova
Lucille Caruthers
J- Herbert Frank
Serge Radlkin
Thomas Holding
Sheldon
Richard
Carlton
William
Caruthers
Mr
Mrs. Walton
Mrs. Caruthers
Hinckle
Edith
Rose Madden
E. J. Radcliffe
Archer
Edwin
Brundage
Matilda
Sheldon
Mrs
Directed by Ralph Ince.
The Story: Lucille Caruthers, daughter
of an imperious Southerner who believes
of
the women
dominating
In absolutelv
stubfather's
her
of
all
his familv. and"hasin the clash over her ambiborn will,
tions to win success upon the stage she
York.
to New
and comes
is disowned
by Serge Radikin,
she is coached
Here
and
success
stage
a
to
guides her
who
Later she
makes her his leading woman.
attracts the attention of Archer, a famous
his
takes the pair under
who
producer,
to Lubut his attentions
management,
cille fan the Russian's
jealousy
to the
point where he throws up his contract,
performfirst
her
of
night
the
upon
and,
he goes to Lucille's
ance under Archer
deterdrink,
by
maddened
apartment,
mined she shall not make her appearance.
To save herself from
the vitriol he is
about to throw, she shoots him and disposes of the body, going through the ordeal of the first night and the subsequent
congratulations with a far greater display
in
ability than she shows
of dramatic
After the excitement is
the mimic drama.
suitor,
third
a
but
confesses,
she
all over
Richard
Sheldon,
cleverly
releases
her
from the charge of murder.
Feature Mme. Petrova as Lucille Caruthers and Thomas
Holding
as Richard
Sheldon.
GripPhrases:
and Advertising
Program
ping Drama of Stage Life, Disclosing
Ambition.
Stubborn
of
the Thraldom
Blinds Herof the Footlights
Glamor
oine to Filial Duty.
Making Her Way in the World at Risk
of Reputation.
in Thrilling
Revealed
Secrets
Stage
. Photoplay.
Mme.
Petrova's
Surpassing
Art
Disclosed in Her Greatest Photodrama.
Great Drama of Sacrifice Presented
in
Gripping Sequences.
Stunt Suggestions : If your lobby permits, set up a screen from behind which
protrude the feet and ankles of a dummy.
On the screen hang a card lettered "Behind the screen was the body of the man
she had killed. Before it the famous
actress stood to receive the congratulations of her friends upon her latest success. But one of the stirring situations
in Tempered Steel, the most powerful
play in which Mme. Petrova has yet been
seen. Here (date)." The stunt can also
be worked in a window if you can obtain
the space.
Advertising Aids: Two designs in onesheets. One each in three, six and 24sheets. Window cards. Heralds. Lobby
displays, '8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. One
three-column cut. Three each one and
two-column cuts. Thumbnail cut. Slides
In three designs.
Heralds.
Press sheet.
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\ee lliull (FOX).
Illii<-l'.>t<l Mary (Fox).
Tin- Bride n Awakening
(I'niveraal
Special).
TIic ConieMdon (Fox).
The Fnir Pretender (Goldwyn)*
The Golden
Goal (VMngraph).
The Guilt or Silence (Bluebird).
The
Hating
of Sfareella
(Paramount )■
The Million
Dollar Dollies
(Screen
< lassies).
The Mysterious Client (I'atlic).
Old Hurt well's Cub (Triangle).
Old Wives
for New ( \rteruft).
Over the Top (Vltagraph).
Selli.sh Yates ( Arteraft).
Tempered Steel (First National).
True Ulue (Fox).
Vengeance
(World).
Who
Is to Illume? (Triangle).
The Winning of Beatrice
(Metro).
"THE MYSTERIOUS CLIENT"
Pathe Presents Mrs. Castle in a Startling and Vivid
Story
of the Underworld of the Aristocracy.
Written by
Charles Davey.
Cast.

Jeanne
Darcey
Irene Castle
Harry
Nelson
Milton
Sills
Boris Norjunov
Warner
Oland
Tony
Cavallo
Caesar Gravina
Directed by Fred Wright.
The Story: Harry Nelson, a struggling
young attorney, unable to pay his rent,
receives a dispossess notice. He meets
Boris Norjunov, who promises to pay him
well if he will perform a rather shaky
legal service, but Nelson declines. Jeanne
Darcy comes rushing into his office and
implores him to protect her from her
pursuers until she has placed an envelope
in a safe deposit vault. Nelson proffers
his aid, but in the street they are attacked and the envelope stolen from his
mysterious client. Nelson, still desiring
to help the young woman, agrees to accompany her to a fashionable apartment
house, where they are caught by Boris
rifling a safe. A fight between Nelson
and Boris ensues, and when the former
regains his senses he finds himself in a
secret room. He is released by Jeanne
and, sometime later, upon being summoned to the mysterious house again,
hears Boris threatening to kill Jeanne
unless she will consent to murder a Miss
Lonsdale. Nelson again battles with
Boris; a shot is fired, and Miss Lonsdale
falls apparently dead. Then a most unexpected climax develops.
Feature
Irene Castle as Jeanne
Darcey
and Milton Sills as Harry Nelson.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Young
Lawyer, Waiting for Clients, Gets the
"Mitten" from His Sweetheart and is
Evicted by His Landlord.
Temptations of a Poor Lawyer to Barter Professional Honor for Gold.
The Contents of a Mysterious Envelope
Puts Thrill in Photoplay.
Mystery and Excitement Lends Interest
to Clever Screen Romance.
Comedy
and Tragedy
Revealed
In the
Struggles of an Unlucky Lawyer.
Novelty and Mystery Increase the Appeal of Engaging Photodrama.
Stunt Suggestions: The story does not
give much
to work
upon, but plays up

:> g .•;* ■> v« v* •;-•> v? .-> • 1

the tart thai Mrs. Castle, Milton Sills
and Warner Oland, tbi three .stain of Patire all prominently employed in this
production. In your newspaper and other
advertising play up the lini: "Would you
go through hell for an unprotected girl?"
Which
the appeal that gets Harry into
all
hie istroubles.
LdvertUdng IMai One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x14, both in sepia and
color. Also 22x28. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
Released May 19.
"THE
FAIR
PRETENDER"
Goldwyn
Presents
Charming
Madge
Kennedy
in the Story
of an Awful
Little Fibber Who Did Not Suffer the
Penalty of Her Sins.
Cast.
Sylvia Maynard
Madge
Kennedy
Don Meredith
Tom
Moore
Harcourt
Robert Walker
Ramon
Gonzales
Paul Doucet
Captain Milton Brown
Wilmer Walter
Townsend
Emmett
King
Freddie
John Terry
Barnum
Charles
Slattery
Marjorie Townsend
Florence Billings
Mrs. Townsend
Grace
Stevens
Directed by Charles Miller.
The Story: Sylvia Maynard demonstrates to her employer, a play producer,
how she would act if given the leading
part in a play about to be put on. The
wife of the producer happens in just as
Sylvia, who is using her employer as her
imaginary lover, is enacting a passionate
love scene, and the wife, refusing to acceptmands
the that
young
girl's
explanation,
deshe be
dismissed.
At home
Sylvia finds the rejected manuscript of
the play and recalls the young man who
wrote it. The production dejpicts the
experiences of a poor girl who managed
to make the wealthy believe that she is
the widow of a United States army captain who was killed in action, and Sylvia determines to enact the part in real
life. Mingling with the rich under the
name of Mrs. Milton Brown, she succeedsin getting them to believe the story of
her husband's death. Sylvia receives a
shock when her make-believe husband
turns out to be a real man. Don Meredith, the author of the play, whom she
has met and who has fallen in love with
her, is heartbroken to find that she is
not free. The ensuing complications and
the manner in which they are handled
bring about a startling climax.
Feature Madge Kennedy as Sylvia Maynard and Tom Moore as Don Meredith.
Program and Advertising Phrases: What
Happened When a Girl Chose a Name
at
It. Random and Passed Herself Off
as the Widow of the Man Who Owned
Did You Ever Pretend to be What You
Wish
You Were?
How
Happy
Fate Overtook
an Awful
Fibber.
Pretense is Easy Until the Liar is ExWishing
Happiness
and
Attaining
It
posed.Different Propositions.
are
Madge
Kennedy
Seen at Her Best in>
Newest
Goldwyn
Photoplay.
Stunt Suggestions:
If you have a billiard parlor in town get a card up advising the patrons to see the girls play billiards In this play.
For the lobby uso
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the photographic displays with "A Liar
Who Won Out" for a catchline. For window work display an open telephone book
and a card reading: "Pick a name at random from this page. Masquerade as the
owner and see if you have the good fortune that attended Madge Kennedy in her
masquerade as Mrs. Milton Brown in The
Fair Pretender. It's at the (house and
date). See what a lot of excitement she
had.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six and one 24-sheet.
Rotogravure one-sheet. Lobby displays,
8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Coming and current slides. Advertising and scene cuts.
Photographic line-cut copy for ads. Press
book.
Released May 19.
"THE GOLDEN GOAL"
Greater Vitagraph Presents Harry
Morey and Florence Deshon in a Blue
Ribbon Feature by Lawrence S. McCloskey. The Story of a Man Who
Rose From the Dregs.
Cast.
Harry Morey
John Doran
Florence Deshon
Beatrice Walton
Jean Paige
Laura Brooks
Arthur Donaldson
Mr. Walton
Denton Vane
Richard Talbot
Directed by Paul Scardon.
The Story: In the Seamen's Mission
seas,
Where John Doran, a man of the
Tias come for a rest, he meets Beatrice
Walton, a society girl seeking a change
in her life by playing the organ in theis
Mission. Through Beatrice, Doran
o-iven a job on her father's estate, and
when she has awakened in him a strong
affection for her, which she has no intenshe orders his distion of reciprocating, strenuously
to amass
missal. Doran works
to overa fortune, for he is determined
come the only barrier— money— which, to
him and Beahis mind, stands between
trice With the assistance of J^auia.
the Talbot
in
•Brooks, a stenographer
where Doran is em-of
shipbuildingis yards,
advanced to the position
ployed, he
step
foreman. This is the first important
a
toward his goal, and he later becomes
Mr \\alleader in the workmens' union.
ton, failing in his attempt to get Talbot
with his daughto sell his plant, schemes
ter to get Doran to call a strike. Seeing
a chance to get a large sum of money
therebv Doran agrees, and ]ust as he is
awakens to
about 'to call the strike herefuses
to call
the perfidy of Beatrice isandsaved for Talbot
the men out. The day
oi
eyes
the
in
and Doran reclaims himself
attracted
much
has become
who
Laura,
as John Doran and
Feature Harry Morey
Jean Paige as Laura Brooks.
How
Phrases:
and Advertising
Program
a
Followed
the Dregs
from
a Man
ReaFalse Star, but Finally Reaches
lizaton.■
Conscience
On a Journey in which Pride,
and Honor Are Born to Man.
Wins Mastery Until GentleBrute Force
ness Comes with Love.
How a Wanton Jade Nearly Wrecks the
Lives of Helpless Victims.
The Lure of Power, Backed by Intrigue,
Stirs Fateful Emotions.
in Thrilling
Revealed
Story
Gripping
Scenes and Tense Episodes.
Stunt Suggestions: This is a labor story
with a labor man for the hero. Get the
trade unions interested. For street work
make up a powerful man to look as much
like a down-and-out longshoreman as posback: "This is
sible. Letter a sign on hisBeatrice
AValton
the way l looked when
after you
happened
lirst saw me. What
today." Play
can find out at the (house)
up the interest of the shipyard scenes,
using the stills for window work. Supplementing these with any outside shipbuilding pictures you can get.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three
and
six-sheets.
Window
cards.
Heralds.
Lobby displays, iixll and 22x2S.
Slides.
Plan book.
Press sheet.
Released
May
20.
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"THE
MILLION
DOLLAR
DOLLIES."
Screen
Classics
Presents
the
Famous
Dolly
Sisters
in a Sumptuous
Production of Leonce
Perret's
Original
Story
Written
Expressly
for
Their
Use.
Cast.
Yancsi Dolly
Herself
Roszika
Dolly
Herself
Jack Hobson
Bradley Barker
Tom Hylan
Huntley Gordon
Rajah
Paul Doucet
Princess
Dolores
Cassinelli
Maharajah
Ernest
Maupain
Alienist
Marshall Phillip
Directed by Leonce Perret.
The Story: The Dolly sisters refuse to
marry Jack Hobson and Tom Hylan until
they have as much money as their prospective bridegrooms. It is this determination which influences them to accept the
offer of a famous alienist, who offers
them a million dollars to aid him in a
cure. They are taken to a wonderful
palace, not far from Broadway, where
they find a young rajah whose disordered
mind had caused him to spurn his princess. It is the Dolly's task to win him
back to an interest in his wife. This they
succeed in doing, but Yancsi has won the
regard of the Maharajah, and he seeks to
detain them against their will. The girls,
however, succeed in getting a telephone
message to their sweethearts, who come
to their rescue in the nick of time.
Feature the Dolly Sisters, Bardel Barker
as Jack Hobson and Huntley Gordon as
Tom Hylan.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Two
Poor Girls Decline to Wed Until They
Shall Have as Much Money as the Men
They Love.
Blindfolded Beauties Win Million from
Eccentric Specialist.
Excitement and Thrills Lend Spice to
Gripping Photoplay.
Oriental Mystery Coupled with Wierd
Scheme to Win Millions.
The Famous Dolly Sisters in Captivating Photoplay.
The Dancing Dollys Lightly Step Into
Immediate Screen Favor.
Stunt Suggestions: Borrow a few globes
of goldfish and use these for window work
with a card explaining that "The Rajah
preferred
his beautiful
wife
— but goldfish
that was tobecause
he was youngcrazy.
He was cured by The Million Dollar Dollies." Play up the various New York successes of the Dolly sisters in the newspaper work. Make as large a display of
the still pictures as possible. These will
sell the film more surely than any special
stunts.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminute novel for newspapers. Lobby sheet.
Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby displays,
SxlO, 11x14 and 22x28.
Filler sheet.
"THE
WINNING
OF
BEATRICE"
Metro Presents May Allison in a Business Romance in Five Acts.
Written
by May Tully.
Cast.
Beatrice
Buckley
May
Allison
Robert
Howard
Hale Hamilton
.lames Buckley
Frank
Currier
John Maddox, Sr
Stephen Grattan
John
Maddox,
Jr
John
Davidson
Millie
Nelson
Peggy
Parr
Thomas Nelson
Dean Raymond
Henry
Jenkins
Frank
Joyner
Baby

Jenkins
Baby
Ivy "Ward
Directed by Harry L. Franklin.
The Story: James Buckley, president of
a trust company, is persuaded by John
Maddox, Sr.. one ot" t lie directors, to use
the securities of an estate in trust. Maddox gives Buckley his personal note as
security, but when a sudden demand is
made by the estate Buckley cannot collect from Maddox. Maddox has his tool.
Jenkins, steal back the note, and in doing
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so kills Buckley, whose body is found
by his daughter, Beatrice, on her return
from a bazaar where her home-made
candy has been one of the best sellers.
On the drive back home she has become
engaged
to Maddox's
but the
engagement is broken
when son,
Buckley
is supposed
to have killed himself because of his misappropriation. Robert Howard, a young
advertising agent, has become interested
in Beatrice and persuades her to manufacture her candy commercially. The venture is such a success that it interferes
with the profits of a candy company
owned by the senior Maddox, who seeks,
through Jenkins, to induce the employees
of Beatrice to strike. Jenkins, mortally
hurt, confesses to the murder and names
the
clearing
and instigator,
Beatrice sells
the Buckley's
secret ofname,
her
success to Maddox for a handsome sum.
It is merely
the use of goat's instead of
cow's
milk.
Feature May Allison as Beatrice Buckley
and Hale Hamilton as Robert Howard.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Novel
Outcome
of a Society
Into
Life Girl's
as a Venture
Candy
Maker. Commercial
Sweets Bring Millions to the Sweet.
The Simple Things of Life Make Best
Photoplay Topics.
May
Allison in Her Newest
and Most
Charming Screen Drama.
Making
a Million from a Few Pounds
of Sugar.
There's
a Lesson
Here
for Girls Who
Want
to Help Themselves.
Stunt Suggestions: Have a female goat
led through the streets with a blanket,
"Ever make fudge out of goat's milk. It
made a fortune for one girl. See how it
is done in The Winning of Beatrice at
(house and date)." Print up envelopes
with "Oh, Fudge!" in a ten-line letter,
and use them to cover announcements of
the play. Hook up with the candy stores
with stills and a card reading "If you
would know why our fudge is so delicious,
see The Winning of Beatrice at (house
and date). We. too. have a secret ingredient, but not
Advertising
Aids:theTwosame."
styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminutes novel for newspapers. Lobby
sheet. Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby
displays, SxlO, 11x14 and 22x28. Filler
sheet.
Released May 20.
"VENGEANCE."
World-Pictures
Present
Montagu
Love
and Barbara Castleton in An Intensely
Colorful Story of the Vengeance of an
Eurasian Against His Titled But Unscrupulous English Uncle.
Cast.
John Cuddleston, John Cuddlestone, Sr.,
Montagu Love
Andrew Cuddleston
Henry Warwick
Old Lord Cuddlestone
Jack Drumier
Nan
Louise Vale
Elsie, Lady Drillingcourt,
Barbara Castleton
Mrs. Van Ness
Irene Blackwell
Captain
Weatherbee
S. V. Phillips
Haven
Geo. MacQuarrie
Hindu Wife
Lila Chester
John Cuddlestone as a Boy,
Charley Jackson
Nan as a Girl
Madge Evans
Selim
Joel
Day
Isham, Selim's Son
J. Aquilene
Directed by Travers Vale.
The Story: John Cuddlestone is betrayed
by his brother., and leaves for India,
where he marries a native woman. Not
Long after their son is born, Cuddlestone
and his wife die. The son, John, who is
being educated by the Temple priests,
saves a young girl from the slave market. John enters the priesthood, and
learns from his father's papers, which
he has received, of the treachery of the
other Lord Cuddlestone. Hearing that a
Lord Cuddlestone Is stopping at a nearby
hotel. John and Nan, the girl he rescued,
entertain
the visitors, who disclose their
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real identity. Lord Cuddleatone sails for
England, followed by John and Nan I
England, John la making a great auooeaa
Swaml, and one of his followers Is
Elsie, the ward of Lord Cuddleatone,
Having aquandered his fortune, Cuddleatone begins to drain that of hla ward,
who visits the Swaml for aid. When Cuddleatone learns the Identity of the Swaml
he dies of remorse. Lady Elsie roco
to
her money, and John and Nan return
India.
.
.._
,
,
Feature Montagu Love, who plays the dual
and
junior
ne,
Cuddleato
John
of
roles
senior, and Louise Vale as Nan.
Phrases l An apV«lv.Tii-iiiL
rrouriim imd
palling Legacy of Hate and the ConseVengeance.
g
quences of Beaultln
Sins of the Father Avenged by the Son.
Ripens
of Vengeance
Legacy
Strange
Into Love.
Wlerdly Thrives in strange
Vengeance
Atmosphere of the Far East
Orient United in Picturing
and
Occident
Tale of Vengeance.
New Star of World Pictures Introduced
in Gripping Photoplay.
Stunt Suggestions: Decorate the lobby
With oriental hangings and burn incense
just before the doors open. If you can,
l,
costume your doorkeeper as an Orienta
or merely let him wear the turban, which
yards
can be constructed from several
borrow
of white cheesecloth. If you can
work
small Buddhas, use them for window
If these are
?™ connection with stills.
rich
not to be had frame the stills with
stores
fabrics. Department and dry goodsTurkish
similar fabrics.
can hook up withlike.
slippers and the
one,
Ydvertisiug Aids: Two styles, each
Free advance posthree and six-sheets.SxlO.
11x14 and 82x28.
ter Lobbv displays,
and two-column
ds. One
heral
Two-color"
sheet.
Press
Slides.
cuts.
Released
May
20.

IS TO BLAME ?"
"WHO
and Maude
Triangle Presents Jack Abbe
and
of the East
in a Story
Wayne
Mingle.
Never
But
Meet
That
West
Cast.
Jack Abbe
Co„
„,
rr^nt
Marion
Mar?on

Barton
Craig
Crai"

.'•'• . .Jack Livingston
Maude an ^^^
Wegt

ua**iM**»*
K!acraiag8cted:::::::.
by Frank Borzage.

Dire
n Grant
The Story: On a trip to Japa
in a 'rickshaw
Barton becomes interested
brings him
boy a son of the Samurai, and
Taro worant.
serv
his
as
ica
Amer
to
but
ships his master and holds him in
illustrious
ali-htlv less esteem than hisiled by an
ancestors. When Grant, begu nt from
adventuress, turns for a mome
by his
the straight path, he is overseen ing to
wife Marion, who leaves him, refus
knowing
believe his protestations. Taro
s her
the adventuress to be a spy, lead ial
Imper
to believe that he is one of the
that his
family incognito and so contrives
s arms.
master shall find him in the siren anations
Grant will not believe his expl
to
ains
expl
Taro
and turns him adrift.
not
Marion and then goes back home, but
the advenuntil he has made an end to
turess, and once more he takes up his
t
trade of 'rickshaw runner, his brighm
now but a drea
dreams for the future .
■.■■»_«
of the past
Baras Grant
Livingston
Jack
Feature
ton and Maud Wayne as Marion Craig.
a
How
:
Phrases
Program and Advertising
Faithful Japanese Boy Brought HapConfiand
Love
piness in Restored
dence to a Man and Wife Estranged.
by a
d
Thwarte
Villainy
and
Intrigue
Servant of the Sun.
Faithful
Thwarting a Female Spy at the Moment
of Her Triumph.
Out of the East Comes Loyalty to Rebuke Faithlessness.
In
Reflected
Orient
of the
Splendors
Picturesque Photoplay.
Plots and Counterplots Come to Naught
In Gripping Romance.
Stunt Suggestions: If you can contrive
a 'rickshaw,
run
it through
the streets
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with a boy in Jap sottosN and a bannar
mi the back,
a light raolng Bulky might
do in a pinch.
Get a >
to make a display of glaoed fruits with a
card, "These .an. lies are abaolu t ei y pure,

but
they
ate
thfl same
as thOBS
TarO
san poisoned
that
his maater
might
bo
It
the wiles of an adventuress.
■pared
was
Ins idea of fidelity.
BOB Who
was
t"
rest
the
Blame? at (houaa and date) for
of this Interesting story." Use the regular paper for win. l..w work. You might
arrange a 'rickshaw race with home-made
'rickshaws over a short courso for boys
under sixteen, eaeh to carry a girl pasr If you can get the boys interested.
\,ii,riisiim Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays. 11x11 and 22x28.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine.
Press sheet.
Released May 19.
"THE
Universal

BRIDE'S
Presents

AWAKENING."
Mae
Murray,
the

Player with a Personality,
in F. McGrew
Willis'
Convincing
Preachment
Against Clandestine
Marriages.
Cast.
Richard Earle
Lewis J. Cody
Lucille Bennett
Clarissa Selwynne
George
Bennett
Harry Carter
Frederick
Bronson
Joe
Girard
Elaine Bronson
Mae Murray
Jimmy
Newton
Ashton
Dearholt
Directed by Robert Leonard.
The Story: Mrs. Bennett, fearing that
Richard Earle, who is only slightly in
love with her, will cast her aside, asserts
that if he leaves her she will kill him
and then herself. Earle, who really has
no intention of making her his wife, marries Elaine Bronson, but keeps it a secret.
Shortly after the wedding Earle begins to
neglect her, and at a party she is insulted
by one of his drunken friends. Jimmy
Newton, a guest, believing that she is
only Earle's ward, protects her, but when
he shows affection for her Earle's jealousy is aroused. Mrs. Bennett is subsequently discarded by her husband, and
going to Earle's house hears him tell
Newton of his marriage to Elaine. When
Newton has left Earle strikes Elaine, who
picks up a revolver. It falls behind the
curtain where Mrs. Bennett is hiding, and
as Earle strikes Elaine again Mrs. Bennett fires at him. As he falls a second
shot proclaims the complete fulfillment of
Mrs.
Bennett's
threat.
Feature Lewis J. Cody as Richard Earle
and Mae Murray
as Elaine Bronson.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Convincing Photopla>y Preachment Against
Clandestine Marriages.
Photoplay
Argument Against the Wedding of Mismated Couples.
Be Off with the Old Love Before Marrying the New Enchantress.
Confiding
Love
and
Base
Treachery
Basis of Gripping Photoplay.
There Can Be No Division of Love in a
Marriage
for Happiness.
Don't Be Caught in Despicable Intrigue
is the Latter-Day Commandment.
Stunt Suggestions: If you have had a
recent runaway match in your town the
best thing to do would be to hook up with
this publicity, taking the safe position
that not all clandestine marriages are apt
to turn out as well as the Blank-Dash
match. In default of such publicity, try
to interest the clergy, explaining the purpose of the story. If you have not worked
the contest stunt lately offer a prize,
through some paper, for the best letter
from a happy bride who was secretly married. Use a card or throwaway lettered
"Don't Get Married" In large type, and
in a much smaller face "until you have
seen A Bride's Awakening at (house and
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
date)."
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two-columns wide. Press book.
Released May 25.

L191
"OLD

WIVES

FOR

NEW"

De Mille's
L. Lasky ofPresents
Jesse
Production
a ScreenCecil Version
of
David
Novel,

Graham
Phillips's
Widely-Read
With
Many
Screen
Favorites.
Cast.

Bllott i"
Charles Murdock
Sophy Murdock
^>i\ I
Sophy Mti the prologue) . .Wanda Ha
.ittii.-t Raeburn
Florence Vldor
i terkeley
Theodore
Rol
a Mm d.xk
Helen Jerome Eddy
Viola

Ma re i a Manon
Julia
i
J. Parks-Jones
Murdock
Charley
Bertha
Edna Mae Cooper
den
Gustav Seyffertitz
Simcox
Tully
Marshall
Maid
Lillian Lelghton
Housekeeper
Maym
Kelso
Directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
The Storj : Charles Murdock, who in
his youth married in haste, neglects his
wife in later years when she develops
into a fat and lazy housewife, and falls
in love with Juliet Haeburn, a younger
and handsomer woma.n. A murder is
committed, and this young woman's name
is linked with it. To protect her reputation, Murdock leaves her, and takes Viola,
another young woman to his heart, and
leaves with her for Paris. His wife obtains a divorce, and marries his secretary.
Juliet follows Murdock abroad, and after
a series of intensely thrilling incidents
they are united and find happiness in
their love.
Feature

Elliott
Dexter
dock and Florence

as Charles
Vidor
as

MurJuliet

Raeburn.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Youthful Marriage
Brings
Regret
and
Change of Heart With Maturity.
The Call of Youth to Youth Sounded in
False Tones.
Does
the Eternal
Triangle
Ever
Dissolve in Happiness?
Does
Your
Husband
Ever
Wish
You
Were
Young Again?
Passion Torn to Tatters by Ravages of
Advancing
Years.
The Problem of Happy Marriage Solved
by Convincing Photoplay.
stunt Suggestions: This play, dealing
as it does with the question of divorce,
can be used to start an argument in the
paper or in the women's clubs. Get stores
dealing in cosmetics and other beauty aids
to run cards reading, "Mrs. Murdock did
not keep herself well groomed, and she
lost her husband's love. See the mistake
she made in 'New Wives for Old' at the
(house and date) and then look over our
stock of aids to the well groomed. It
pays." A throwaway can use the catchline. "Are you tired of your wife?" and
suerest that the recipient see the play.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts fr<*m
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released May 20.

"THE MATING OF MARCELLA"
Thomas
H. Ince Presents
Dorothy
Dalton
the Storytheof aReal
Modiste's
Model,
Who in Became
Wife
of the
Man
Whose
Name
She
Assumed.
Cast.
Marcella Duranzo
Dorothy Dalton
Robert Underwood
Thurston
Hall
Lois Underwood
Juanita Hansen
Count Louis Le Favri. .. .William Conklin
Jack
Porter
Donald
MacDonald
Pedro
Escoba
Milton
Ross
Jose Duranzo
Spottiswoode Aitken
Bobby Underwood
Buster Irving
Directed by R. William Neill.
The Story: Marcella's father, a musician,
falls ill, and is unable to continue his
work. Rather than become the wife of
Pedro Escoba, also a musician, Marcella
supports herself and her parent by working as a model.
Marcella's
father
gets
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•worse, and the service of a specialist is
required. To secure money to obtain the
doctor, Marcella agrees to a proposition
of Lois Underwood, the show-girl wife of
the wealthy Robert Underwood, to live
in the West for a certain time under the
assumed name of Mrs. Underwood, the
object of j-iois being to obtain a divorce
from her husband and to marry her admirer, Count Louis Le Favri. Little Bobby
Underwood falls dangerously ill, but
through Marcella's nursing his health is
restored. Later, Mrs. Underwood and the
count meet death when a discarded lover
of Mrs. Underwood, acting as her chauffeur, drives them into a lake. Robert
Underwood, who has fallen in love with
Marcella, marries her.
Feature
Dorothy
Dalton
as
Marcella
Duranzo
and Thurston
Hall as Robert
Underwood.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Vengeance Breaks the Marriage Tie When
Schemes and Plots Have Failed.
Getting Rid of a Husband Was Not So
Easy as It Seemed.
Stripping the Mask of Deceit from the
Face of a Faithless Wife.
When
Is a Co-Respondent
Not a CoRespondent?
Stirring
Drama
of Married
Infelicity
Carrying a Vital Lesson.
Domestic
Drama
Involving
Thrilling
Complications.
Stunt Suggestions: Get out a throwaway with a flash line, "Do you want to
earn $1,000?" In smaller type add, "Mrs.
Robert Underwood paid Marcella that sum
to impersonate her at Reno and thus
establish a legal residence preparatory
to divorce. See 'The Mating of Marcella'
at (house and date)." Get a blank decree
of divorce if you can, or make a copy,
and paste on window cards with the text,
"Mrs. Underwod paid Marcella a thousand
dollars to establish a Reno residence, but
Death was the judge who gave the final
decree. See 'The Mating of Marcella' at
(house and date)." Use with the large
gelatines of the star for lobby work.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released May 20.
"OLD HARTWELL'S CUB."
Triangle Presents William Desmond
in
a Powerful Story of a Man Who Was
a Man
and Another
Who
Wasn't —
with a Girl, of Course.
Cast.
Bill Hartwell
William Desmond
Mary
Lane
Mary
Warren
Edward Jones
Eugene Burr
Rev. David Lane
Walt Whitman
Tom
Hartwell
Percy
Challenger
Mag Jones
Dorothy Hagar
Deacon Grimes
Graham Pette
Steven
Marvin
Edwin
J. Brady
Benton
William J. Ellingford
Directed by Thomas N. Heffron.
The Story: The drunken father of Bill
Hartwell, the village blacksmith, is placed
in jail, but is released by his son, who
batters down the door. Deacon Grimes
and*the villagers try to drive them out of
the place, but young Hartwell fights them
off. David Lane, the village minister,
appears, takes sides with the Hartwells,
and subdues the attackers. Bill is invited to the minister's home and a mutual
attraction develops between him and
Mary, the preacher's daughter. Edward
Jones, posing as a salesman of bibles, but
a crook at heart, through intrigue gets
Mary to marry him. Not long after the
ceremony Jones flees from town, but
Mary follows hiin to the village of Chlco
where she learns that he has a wife.
While at the height of her troubles, Bill,
whose father has died, comes into Chlco
and takes Mary home as his bride after
having been informed that Jones did not
have a legal ceremony performed.
Feature William Desmond as Bill Hartwell and Mary Warren as Mary Lane.
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Program

and Advertising Phrases: Without Purposed Intent This Photoplay
Will Add Another Nail to John Barleycorn's Coffin-Cover.
Red Blcod and Sturdy Manhood Counterbalance Intrigue and Vice.
Victory
Over
Malice
is Easily
Won
When
Hypocrisy
Shakes
Its Slimy
Cloak.
How a "Fighting Parson" Exposed His
Flock of Hypocrites.
Sure and Rapid Disposal of Crooks Under Western Forms of Justice.
Gripping
Story, with Forceful
Lesson,
Told in Brilliant Photoplaying.
Stunt Suggestions: Probably you can
dig up some old worsted work mottoes
with "Honor Thy Father." If you can,
use these for window work with a card,
"This was the motto of Bill Hartwell, and
he lived up to it to the last in Old Hartwell's Cub, a stirring Triangle story of
the West." For the lobby you can rig
up a blacksmith's shop with a portable
forge and someone to work the hot iron.
Most of your reliance must be placed upon
the material supplied by the manufacturer.
Advertising Aids: Two one-sheets, one
each three and six-sheets. Heralds in
rotogravure. Slides. Lobby displays, llx
14 and 22x28. Electros and mats. Press
sheets.
Released May 19.
"TRUE BLUE."
William Fox Presents William Farnum
as a Typical American in a Romance
of a Remittance Man Who Learned at
Last the Value of the True American
Blood.
Cast.
William
Farnum
(as a child),
Francis Carpenter
Gilbert Brockhurst,
afterward
Earl of
Somerfield
Charles Clary
Stanley Brockhurst,
his second son,
William Scott
Buck, the foreman
Harry De Vere
Pedro
Barney
Furey
Hank Higgins
G. Raymond Nye
Henry
Cottenham
Marc
Robbins
Secretary to the Earl
Jack Connelly
Mary
Brockhurst
Ada Gleason
Lady Somerfield
Genevieve Blinn
Ruth
Merritt
Katherine
Adams
Wife of Buck
Carrie Ward Clark
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
The Story: Gilbert Brockhurst, a cousin
of the Earl of Somerfield, is informed
that through the death of his relative he
is now Earl. He sails for England, leaving his wife and young son, Robert, in
San Francisco where the family has been
living. Mrs. Brockhurst, heartbroken
over the note which she finds from her
husband saying that her life as the Countess of Somerfield would only spell unhappiness for both, goes to a ranch in
Arizona
which
she
has
inherited
and
Bob McKeever
Bob McKeever

Now Comes the Drive
for

w. s. s.

Help Yourself -Help Your Country

May 25, 1918
where she later dies. Her son, resentful
at his father's attitude, takes the name of
Robert McKeever. Meanwhile, Brockhurst has married and his second wife
bears him a son, whom he names Stanley. Tears later, Brockhurst and Stanley
come to America on a secret diplomatic
mission, and Robert meets and assists
financially his half-brother, a spendthrift.
Robert believes that his sweetheart, the
school teacher, has been won over by
Stanley. He is leaving for another city
when she tells him that he is the man
she really loves. Brockhurst decides to
make Robert his heir; but he refuses the
offer, and Stanley, through the generosity
and kindness of his half-brother, realizes
how dissolute his habits are and returns
to England — a better man.
Feature William Farnum as Bob McKeever and Katherine Adams as Ruth
Merritt.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Justice Overtakes an English Snob Who
Marries
in America
and Deserts His
Wife for a Title.
The We;t Drives Home a Lesson in Decency with Compound
Interest.
Taking the Measure of a Man in True
Western Fashion.
English
Snobbery
Gets an Accounting
from American Manhood.
William
Farnum
is His Latest
Screen
Romance Seen at His Best.
The Rugged
West
Deals
Out Justice
with Impartial
Code.
Stunt Suggestions: If you have them,
use pictures of Farnum for window display; drape with the American flag and
with a card giving the title and emphasize the fact that this is not a ■war play.
For the lobby use a broad-brimmed Stetson and a gilt crown with the legend: "He
was given a chance to exchange his cowboy Stetson for the coronet of an Earl,
but he was a true blue American and
loved the range too well to give it up
for an English park. See William Farnum in True Blue (date). A Fox Standard Feature." An effective throwaway
can repeat the legend with a streak of
blue dye at the top of the sheet. A small
boy can put the dye on a couple of thousand bills between school and supper
time.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Lobby displavs, 8x
10,
11x14,
Press free
sheets
and "mats.
(Mats
may 22x2S.
be secured
by writing
to
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City.) Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
perReleased
column. May 5.
"ACE HIGH."
William Fox Presents the Daring Player
Tom Mix, in a Strenuous Story of the
Alaska-Canadian Border.
Cast.
Jean Rivard
Tom Mix
Jean Rivard (10 years old) ... .Lloyd Perl
Jean Rivard (15)
Louis Sargent
Annette
Dupre
Kathleen
Connors
Annette Dupre (as a child),
Virginia Lee Corbin
Jack Keefe
Lawrence Peyton
Baptlste
Dupre
Colin Chase
Harvey
Wright
Jay Morley
Louis
Cartier
Pat Chrisman
Directed by Lynn Reynolds.
The Story: Baby Annette Dupre is found
lying- beside her dead mother in the snowby Jean Rivard, a ten-year-old lad. Jean
takes the child to a man and his wife,
living in a nearby settlement. The couple
adopt Annette, and when the wife dies
the husband sends the child east to b«
educated. The husband becomes the owner of a saloon on the Canadian-Alaskan
border, and the bar is so built that it can
be shifted into the other country when
the police are after him. When he
reaches manhood, Jean joins the Canadian
Mounted Police, and learns that the husband has sent for Annette to work in the
dance hall.
Fearing
that harm
will be-

THE
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fall her, Jean decides to save her from
audi a life, but only acoompllabea his
purpose after be baa had two atrenuoua
Learning that Annette's father
baa become president of i new railroad,
Jean takes her to him. Later Jean and
Annette are married.
Feature
Tom
Mix as Joan
Rlvard
sad
Kathleen Connors as Annette Dupre.
rr«>j;riiiii
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The

story of a Love
That
Lasted
from
Childhood Through
Maturity.
Dastardly
Plot to Reap Profit Thi

a Woman's Disgrace.
Powerful and Moving Scenes Set In the
Groat
Canadian
Northwest.
Tho
Dash
and
Romance
of
Rn
tma Translated to the Screen.
Villainy
Fails
When
the Croat
Wllderness Gives Op its Secret
(fighting
to
Victory
With
Human
Wolves on Civilization Outposta
Slunt Suggestions: Tho Shitting Bar is
about the best stunt suggestion, if you
can get a large enough window build a
table supplied with bottlos. Paint a line
down the centre of the window and put the
bar on the line. On the card letter "One
side of this line is in Alaska, the othor in
Canada. By moving the bar across the
line the owner escapes the jurisdiction of
the police. To this dive he was about to
bring his adopted daughter, but the
Northwest Mounted Policeman who loved
her intervened. See the thrilling story of
"Ace High" at (house and date). Tom
Mix is the star. That's a guarantee of action." You can use a similar bar in your
lobby if space permits. It will also make
a good talking point for the newspaper
work.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each, one
three and six-sheets. Lobby displays,
SxlO, 11x14, 22x28. Press sheet and mats
(mats can be secured free by writing to
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City). Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
per column.
Released June 9.
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can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
Send
for samples
and new catalogue.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd Street, New York
12th Floor,
Candler Building

it

NEWMAN" Brass
DO
Frames and Rails
YOU
KNOW
that 00%
of all tbe
brass
used Inframes
tbe
ture pichouses
• moving
throughout
the country

are "NEWMANS" ?
Because we steadily have refused to cheapen
or lower the quality of our goods, even though
others have sought to undermine our prestige by
underselling with cheapened products. That la
one of the reasons why nine out of every ten
frames sold bear the name "NEWMAN."
Insist on that name and save money.
You ought to have our latest catalogue.
Write us today.

WHY?

manufacture the frames
In various
which do not require polishing.

finishes

The Newman
Mfg.
Co.
ESTABLISHED
1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, 111.
Canadian Representative— J. T. Malone, Iiialto
Theatre Bldg.. Montreal Canada.
Pacific Coast— G. A. Metcalfe. San Francisco, CaL
Easels. Grilles, Rails, Signs,
Kick Plates, Door Bars
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"THE GUILT OF SILENCE."
Bluebird Presents Monroe Salisbury
and Ruth Clifford in a Story of
Alaskan Life That Is Different from
All tbe Others in Its Run of Unusual
Incident. From the Story by Ethel
Hall.
Cast.
"Silent"
Smith
Monroe
Salisbury
Harkness
Alfred Allen
Amy
Betty
Schade
Mary
Ruth
Clifford
Gambler Joe
Sam De Grasse
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
The Story: During a terrific thunderstorm Smith loses his voice. He is rescued by Harkness, a miner. Winter
comes and Harkness goes on a long prospecting expedition, leaving his wife, Amy,
and his daughter, Mary, in the care of
Smith. In the spring when he returns
he is astonished to find that his wife has
given birth to a baby and that Smith is
in love with Mary. In a heated argument Amy accuses "Silent" Smith of the
parentage of her child. Then the wife
rushes out of the cabin, and Harkness
fires at Smith, wounding him in the arm.
The shock results in Smith regaining his
voice, and he urges the old miner tq go
after Amy. He does, and to his horror
learns that she has been unfaithful to
him, and that she is now the wife of
another. Amy goes out of his life forever, and Harkness returns to his cabin
to live with Mary and Smith.

PICTURE

Choppers.

ILLUSTRATED

Gripping Btoi
luetlj A.oouaed and Repi leved by Strac
Liove and Loyalty
win
In Btrifi
Qlltterlni Gold.
Speech c.ni.s When Grip of Death tinlooaeni Afflict i >i Tongue.
The Code of the Clondyke Nearly Bi
Beei an Innocent Man.
siimt Bureeatlonai Shoot a bullet into
a board, extract it and tack to a lobby
card lettered "Revolver shots ai ■
by the average physician
to n
i, but this bullet struck 'Silent' smith
just in time to save hi* reputation
and
his partner's
ha ppi loss.
Bee how
il happened In The Guilt of silence (date)."
The same idea can be used for u I
displays with a Frame of cartridges. During the hot weather advertise a trip to
Alaska for the price of admission. Use
the same idea on cards with a basis of
"This ticket and ?? cents will entitle the
bearer to one trip to Alaska starting
(dates) from the Blank theater."
Advertlatnc Aid*: One design each one
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two-columns wide. Press book.
Keleased May 18.

"SELFISH YATES."
Thomas H. Ince Presents Will
iam S
Hart in a Powerful Story by C Gardner Sullivan Telling of the Reclamation of a Brutalized Rum-Seller
Through the Power of Innocent
Love.
Cast.

"Selfish Yates"

William S. Hart
Mary Adams
i,„0 «
,
"Rocking
Chair"
Kney :'.\ \ \ \ . 'B ^prTte
The Oklahoma Hog
Harry Du„S"
^°t'00tA
\
Betty
Ernest Thelm
Adams
Butterwo
rth
a Salter
Directed by William S. Hart.

The Story: "Selfish Yates
a dive
keeper in a little mining town" inisArizon
a.
His theory is that his own personal interests should engage his attention solely
and refraining from interfering in
business of others, he sternly prohib the
its
anyone else from interfering with his.
One day a young woman of the loftiestcharacter enters into the sphere of his existence and by her purity and softness
effects a spiritual regeneration in this ruffianly character. This is not accompanied
without much trouble on his part,
but
after a series of thrilling incidents he
comes to a realization of his great love for
the girl.
Feature William S. Hart as "Selfish Yates"
and Jane Novak
as Mary Adams.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
The
Beacon Light of Love Guides a Master
Outlaw to the Harbor of Regeneration.
"Bill" Hart Has Opportunity
to Do His
Best
Acting.
Good

Impulses,
ened by True

Long
Love.

Dormant,

Awak-

DanHurly-Burly
Cupid "Winsof Signal
Victory
Outlawry.

in the

Thethe Rule
of Might
Dominion
of

Before

Gives
Love.

True
Impels
OverLove
a New
Leaf. "Bad
Stunt
Suggestions:
and lamp stores to
SONG

SLIDES

RENTED
Any 3 of theso songs. ^ h per wfc
Including title, chorus Jh^J Pamphlet
ED
and copy of music. ^^
Free.

So

Get
make

"Way
Man"

to

Turn

the hardware
a battered tin

Long, Mother
Liberty
Baby's Prayer at Twilight
Break the News
to Mother
Indiana

Bell

I May Be Gone for a Long, Long Time

Greater N. Y. Slide Co., 154 W. 45th St., N. Y
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oil lamp the center of a lamp display and
letter a card: "This old lamp Is out of
date compared with the modern line we
show, but in "Selfish Yates" — a picture
with William S. Hart, shown at the
(house and date) — it brought him a message of assurance that he would not
have exchanged for many times the value
of this entire collection of lamps. See
what that message was. It will interest
you." If you can manage it, mount a
six-sheet for the lobby, cutting out the
window of the cabin and substituting yellow tissue with a flashing lamp behind it.
Letter the query, "What message did the
lamp bring this famous star?"
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, SxlO, 11x14 and 22x2S. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Keleased
May
20.
"BLUE-EYED

MARY."

William Fox Presents June Caprice, the
Sunshine Girl, in the Story of a Girl
Who Won a Fortune Through a Fortunate Accident.
Cast.
Mary

Du

Bois

June

Caprice

Mrs.
"Van Twiller Du Bois. ..
.Helen Hines
Tracy
Jeanette
Blanche
Cecil Harrington
Bernard Randall
Jones, the Butler
Thomas Fallon
Tom
Vane
Jack
McLean
Bridget
Florence
Ashbrooke
Henry Leffingwell
Henry Hallam
Directed by Harry Millarde.
The Story: The father of "Blue Eyed
Mary" Du Bois has been disowned by his
wealthy mother because of his marriage.
Mary goes to New York to reconcile them.
The grandmother has a nephew who is
planning to Inherit her fortune. When
Mary arrives the grandmother refuses to
give the nephew more money, and calls
him a spendthrift. The nephew robs the
safe, and accuses Mary. At this point
comes a peculiar twist in the story that
brings happiness to Mary and her parents.
Feature
June
Caprice
as Mary
Du
Bois
and Bernard Randall as Cecil Harrington.
Program

and
Advertising
Phrases:
Intrigue Put to Naught by Brave Girl's
Relentless Opposition.
Girl's
Quick
Wit
and
Self-Possession
Thwarts
Scheming
Villain.
Mystery, Romance
and Adventure
In a
Fight for Fortune.
Thrilling Detective Story With Smashing Surprise Climax.
Deceit and Treachery Nearly Rend Established Family Ties.
Fast Action and Thrilling Scenes Provide Exciting Amusement.

Stunt Suggestions: Use "Be Nice to
Your Grandmother" as the catchline for
a throwaway or newspaper work, and explain that that was how Mary came into
money. There is nothing in the story to
suggest special stunting. Try to get it
over with the paper and stills supplied
you.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each, one,
three and six-sheet. Lobby display, SxlO,
11x14, 22x2S. Press sheet and mats. (Mats
can be secured free by writing to the Fox
Film Corporation, Publicity Department,
New cial
York
on speorder City.
at the Cuts
rate areof ' made
20 cents
per
column).
Released June 2.
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CENTRAL
THEATRE SUPPLY
In

the

Heart

of

the

Film

"OVER

CO.

District

A COMPLETE
LINE OF
SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
606 Consumers

Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Iran^ferieK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER
ELECTRIC
& MFG.
CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio
HE'S

gone

across —

YOU

"come

across"!

Adopt a SOLDIER and Supfor
"SMOKES"
ply him with of
the Duration
the WAR!
men
fighting
YOUare know
Tobacco
beggingthat
tobacco.
for our
cheers them. They need it. "Send
more cigarettes." "We can't get half
enough smokes over here." "A cigarette
is the first thing a wounded man asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.
$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier Sup"BIG
a
plied—Will YOU Be
BROTHER " or a "BIG SISTER" to
a Lonely
Fighting Man?
Every dollar sends four 45c. packages of tobacco. Mail the money
and coupon right now.

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND

19 West 44th Street, New York City
Depository: Irving National Bank, New York
"I wish
you all possible
success
in
your admirable effort to get our boys
in France —THEODORE
tobacco."
ROOSEVELT.
Endorsed by
The Secretary of War
Lsinan Abbott
The Secretary of the
Rabbi Wise
Navy
Gertrude Atherton
The
American
Red
Theodore RooseTelt
Cross
Alton B. Parker
Cardinal Gibbons
And the Entire Nation
"OUR

BOYS IN FRANCE
TOBACCO
FUND'*
19 West 44th Street. New York

GENTLEMEN: I want to do my part to help the
American soldiers who are fighting my battle in France.
If
will do
it, I'm for tobacco. (Check below
howtobacco
you desire
to contribute.)

I enclose $1.00. I will adopt a soldier and tend
you duration
$1.00 a month
supply him with "smokes'* for
the
of the towar.
I send you herewith
my contribution towards the purchase of tobacco for American
soldiers. This does not obligate me to contribute more.
NAME
ADDRESS

We have for sale Twenty Million
Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; Zudora, IB
reels; and Million Dollar Mystery.
46 reels. We also have a large stock
of new and commercial film in all
lengths for all parts of the globe.
EMtaolltbed I90H

THE

FILM

EXCHANGE

126 West 46th St., New York City

PHOTOPLAYLETS
MAKE

YOUR

LOCAL

SCREEN

Exclusive Territory — "Wonderful

ROTHACKER

MERCHANTS

GLAD

TO

ADVERTISING

USE

Sample Outfits — Helpful Cooperation
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— Investigate

FILM MFG. CO. ^gnsfiSfi

Albert

THE

TOP."

E. Smith Presents Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey (Himself) in a Photo-

play Supreme Based Upon Empey's
World-Famous
Book.
With LoisMeredith and James Morrison.

Garry

Owen

Cast.

Arthur

Guy

Empev

Helen Lloyd
Albert
Lloyd
James Lois
W. "Meredith
Morrison
Friederich von Emden. .Arthur Donaldson
Mrs. Wagner
Julia Swavne
Gordon
Mrs. Margaret McXeal
Mary Maurice
Madam
Arnot
Betty
Bly the
Sonia
Nellie Anderson
Thomas
Waldron
William
Calhoun
Geoffrey Blake
William
H. Stucky
Directed
by Wilfrid North.
The
Story:
The
narrative
vividly
depicts Sergeant Arthur
Guy
Empey's
life
from the time he is honorably discharged
from
the United
States
army,
his entrv
into
business
life
and
follows
him
through
his service
in the British
army,
and
his adventures
with
the boys
from
America
in the trenches.
There is a romance running through
the picture.
Feature
Arthur
Guy
Empey
as
Garrv
Owen and Lois Meredith as Helen Lloyd.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Marvellous Photoplay Made from
WorldFamous
Book
by Celebrated
SoldierLecturer and Yankee Hero.
Personal Appearance
of Famous American Soldier. Author and Lecturer
in
His Own Photodrama.
The
Real
Thing
in War
Dramas
with
Vivid Picture Reproductions of Heroic
Deeds by America's First Soldier-Hero.
"Over
the Top"
in a Comfortable
Chair with the Yankee Hero.
The Vibrant Thrills of Warfare Pictured in This Exposure of the Hun.
Stunt Suggestions: Circus the town
with three, six and twenty-four sheet
stands, reaching out into the territory
tapped by train or trolley. Use plenty of
window cards. Get the stores to feature
Go

Empey's books, and make a special drive
on the schools, giving after school matinees with or without reduction tickets.
Interest the Red Cross and the Boy Scouts
to sell tickets on a small percentage. Use
a street wagon with the twenty-four sheet
stand and a fife and drum. Do your press
work as far in advance as possible and
keep it . up until the last day of the
showing
Advertising Aids: Two styles onesheet. Two styles three-sheets. One sixsheet. One twenty-four sheet. Lobby displays. Slides.
"Window ready
card. made
One," two,
three and
four-column
advertisements.
"CONFESSION."
William Fox Presents Jewel Carmen in
an
Interesting
Problem
in
Circumstantial Evidence in Which
the Evidence Is All Wrong.
Cast.
Mary
Manning
Jewel
Carmen
Her
father
Fred
Warren
Bob Anderson
L. C. Shumway
Hotel Clerk
Jack Brammall
Detective
Charles
Gorman
The Governor
Andy
Arbuckle
The Story: On their honeymoon trip Bob
and Mary are attacked by robbers and
Mary's wedding ring is stolen. Having
no proof that they are married, the hotel
clerk compels them to spend the night
in lobby chairs. In the early morning as
Bob is smoking on the porch he hears a
woman scream. He enters the room from
which
the cries
came,
is arrested,
con-

SWAAB
SIMPLEX
MACHINE
Distributor
PENNSYLVANIA,
NEW
JERSEY,
DELAWARE,
MARYLAND
1327 VINE STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
PA.
Repairing and All Supplies
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PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S

SUPREME TRIUMPH "HEARTS OF THE WORLD." Installs Two I P to The Minute Type S SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
with Robin TIME ami SI'EED INDICATORS in the 41th St Theatre, New York. The Marvelous PROJECTION of
this greatest picture of modern times is synchronized accurately to the fraction of a second with the beautiful music
and effects.

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

I and sentenced <>> death, The murderer is captured by Mar 3 and her father,
who inform the governor. The executive
orders the execution stayed, but is informed that it is too late. Then comes
a thrilling climax.
Feature
Jewel Carmen
as Mary
Manning
and L. c. Shumway as Bob Anderson.
Program and Advertising Phraaea: Kobbed
of Her Wedding Ring a Bride Battles
to Save the Family
Honor.
Bride, Groom
and a Mind! rod Woman
Provide
Motive
of Photoplot
Baffling Mystery in Murder Plot to Ruin
Bride
and Groom.
Stolen Wedding Ring Brings Bridegroom
Close to Gallows.
Loss of Wedding
King
Leads
to Appalling Complications.
Bride's
Wins from
in Terrific
Struggle
to SaveLoveGroom
Execution.
Stunt Suggestions 1 Get a furniture store
to display two arm chairs with a card:
"Bob and Mary Anderson has to spend
their wedding night in these chairs because Mary had lost her wedding ring.
And because of this Bob was convicted
of murder. It doesn't seem possible, does
it, but see 'Confession' at (house and
date) and be convinced." A tobacconist
can argue that just because a smoke
caused Bob to be convicted of murder
Is no reason why the public should not
enjoy his brand of smokes and see "Confession." A jeweler can urge the value
of a wedding ring, and so on. Work as
many window displays as you can along
these lines. For the lobby get a carpenter to make a couple of wooden wedding
rings large enough to use as frames for
the stills. Have them gilded.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each, one,
three and six-sheets. Lobby displays, SxlO,
11x14, 22x2S. Press sheet and mats (mats
can be secured free by writing to the
Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New Tork City). Cuts are made on
special order at the rate of 20 cents per
column.
Released May 19.
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TIMES SQUARE,

Building,
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CHICAGO,

Distributors

ILL.

Indiana

Wisconsin

We lead ; let those that can, follow.

GUNBY
145 West 45th

BPSCIALISTB
PHOTOGRAPHY

Mutual.

BROS., New INC.
Tork City
Street

Screen Telegram No. 20 (Mny 8),
Pirate Raider Downed. — Pictures from
France show methods adopted by Allied
armies to guard against aerial attack. Aircraft guns In operation and Allied airman darliim for foe.
Hun Shells Raze Town. — Scenes from a
village in Lorraine, France, reveal wreckage resultant from hours of bombardment.
People return after bombardment to hunt
for homes.
Cultivate Lowly Cactus. — Scourge of
the plains becomes valuable in sugar making, and great crops are cultivated.
the
sap. show the harvest and distilling
Scenes

Motion Picture Camera
more speed
better results,
at half the price.
for 6 new

features.

Burke & James, Inc.
240 E. Ontario St., Chicago

For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by leading: British technical men — for brilliant and*
Ifftrictly impartial criticisms of all films,
read

THE BIOSCOPE

The Leading: British Trade Journal with an
International Circulation
<85 Shaftesbury
Avenue,
London,
W.
Specimen on Application

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 37 (May 4).
New York City. — The famous Anzacs are
in our midst. Five hundred Australian
veterans of Gallipoli stop here on their
way to the front.
Barnegat City, N. J. — The dangerous
shoals along this coast add another victim
to their toll as the S. S. Vindall is washed
ashore during a fog.
San Antonio, Texas. — Remember the
heroes of Alamo. A gorgeous patriotic
parade marks the anniversary of the
battle which made Texas free.
Stockholm, Sw-eden. — Although near the
maelstorm of the world war the children
of Sweden still retain their love for play
and frolic.
Paris, France. — With the city under
frequent
bombardment
by
long-range

York
City— The warmest
reception of all — New York gives an uproarious
■me to 100 Blue
Devils
of France
here to help the loan.

UNIVERSAL

Write

GUARANTIEE/)

Mailing Lists
MOVING

PICTURE THEATRES

Every State — total, 25,300; by States. $3. 50
Per M.
1,500 film exchanges
5.00
313 manufacturers and studios
2.00
368 machine and supply dealers.... 2.00
Further Particulars:

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

Newthe Jap
Envoy
Arrives. — "Viscount
Ishii,
Mikado's
new Ambassador
to the
United States, reaches Washington, and
is officially received by Robert Lansing,
Secretary of State.
"Blue Devils" Come Over. — Detachment
of French organization arrives in help
New
York to participate in patriotic activities.
Each arrival wears blue stripes, honor
badge for wounds.
and
Chicago Makes 'Em Buy., — Liberty Gate
at busy
corner
stops
pedestrians,
returned
"Buddies"
from
France
girls sign Liberty loan subscribers,
acrobat stages stunt.
Girl
New Fire Rescue Method. — St. Louis
fireman carrier another from roof of skyscraper down extension ladder in demonstration of newly devised plan of
rescue.
Sons of Soil Parade. — Toronto, Ont.,
streets thronged with men who have
abandoned business, professions, and
schools to go to the farms to help feed
the Allied armies.
St. Louis Big Fur Market. — Western city
becomes
greatestdollars
trading
center
for
furs. world's
Three million
worth
of
valuable
skins
from
Alaskan
traps
in
one
warehouse.
Learn to Sail on Land. — New York organizes junior naval reserve among
Gotham boys. Captain Lewis A. Till
trains youngsters in military and seamanship in Central Park.
Screen Telegram
No. 21 (Mny
12).
British
Enter
Bethlehem. — Troops
of
His Majesty King George march through
the streets of Jesus' birthplace and mount
guard over the historic Manger.
The
official
Sheep
Herd. — Eighteen
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Animated car-
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DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING— TONING
UANT7TA<7rURER8
AND
tN MOTION
PICTUK1

taken to pi <>-

Mlneola, x. v. -Breakfaat In New York,
lunch iii Washington, dinner In New fork
I Ins is t Ik- B] il cil the two
French
b" In a record flight
Washington, J). C. — Viscount Ishii, new
Japanese Ambassador to United States,
arrives In the Capitol, and is greeted
by

Simplex Machines
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Have you ever stopped to consider
Producer?
We are convinced no one turns out
turns out and a trial will convince
We are also convinced we can meet

EVANS

the many

Mav

WORLD

ad vantages

to be found

in EVANS'

25, 1918

SERVICE,

Mr.

a better quality of DEVELOPING and PRINTING than EVANS
you if you have any doubt.
all reasonabl e demands when it comes to deliverv.

FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City st. ^.^V,^

thoroughbred Shropshire sheep turned
loose on the White House lawn to save
lawn mowing and increase wool supply.
Troops Learn to Use Skis. — French
soldiers drilled in Alpine warfare in Alsace. War pictures show dogs hauling
ammunition and food to mountain batteries.
Neptune's Daughters Race. — Six fair
California swimmers compete in fiftyyard dash. Miss Charlotte Boyl, of Seagate, Cal., wins Alameda Natatorium event.
Big Movie S'udios Burned. — Lasky motion picture plan at Hollywood, Cal., in
ruins as result of flames. Los Angeles
firemen rush to help save studios.
She's Queen of Raisin Day. — Miss
Geraldine Griggs, one of California's
fairest daughters, crowned queen of festival at Fresno.
Big floral parade held.
40,000,000 Feet of Film Burn. — Fire
sweeps Waukegan 'warehouse district destroying government buildings and Mutual
Film Corporation's clearing house.
Buddies in Fighting Trim. — United
State soldiers parade the streets of El
Paso, Tex., in gigantic military review.
Populace cheers parading fighters.
1,500 Pigeons in Air Race. — Birds in
training for war service race from Ashton, 111., to Chicago.
Funeral for Latin Envoy. — President
and Mrs. Wilson, together with Washington Officialdom, attend services for Dr.
Carlos DeRena, dead Uraguayan Minister.

We

Complete EXIT Signs

65 to 79 Cents in Quantity
Also Fire Escape Siena and Other Specialties

T. L. ROBINSON

&

CO.

105 W. Monroe St., Chicago

MOTIOGRAPH
Pronounced

by

every

574
West
Western Office:

user
MFG. CO.

Randolph
St., Chicago,
III.
833 Market St., San Francisco,

Cal.

Cremona
ORCHESTRA
Write

The

for

- ORGANS

information

to

Marquette
Chicago Piano

Co.

AMERICAN

Jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue

AMERICAN

PHOTO

62 West 45th Street

THE

PLAYER

CO.

New York City

AUTOMATIC

TICKET SELLING and CASH REGISTER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

AUTOMATICKET

OF

British— Their
King and
Queen George
Meet War's
Victims.
Majesties,
and
Mary, offer their sympathy to widow and
little son of officer killed in action in
France. — London, Eng.
Extra! Shock Troops Take "Tin Can
Hill." — Picked infantry brigade of young
Americans rout Huns and capture position
of great strategic importance in face of
counter attacks with gas. — New York
City.
(Unofficial War Film.)
Cartoons by Hy Mayer.

CAST
IRON

Opera Chairs

Immediate shipment
on many
stylesChain
; Sec- ;
ond Hand
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

Gaumont

paper.STEEL
FURNITURE
CO.
Grand Rapids, Mich. New York, 150 Fifth Are.

STANDARD

Mermaids Splash for Aquatic Championship.— Miss Charlotte Boyle, Eastern
swimming star, wins fifty-yard championship in national meet for girls. — Oakland,

Fulton Expects to "Cop the Championship."— Giant plasterer working hard to
condition himself for coming bout is confident he will relieve Champion Jess
of the world's
heavyweight title.
—Willard
San Francisco,
Cal.

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary

THE WORLD'S

Weekly.

Issue No. 23 (May S).
Long Distance Runners Compete in
Marathon. — Willie Kyronen romps home to
victory against a field of several hundred
in 12 % -mile event sponsored by the N. Y.
Evening Mail. — New York City.
Canadians Celebrate First Hun Gas Attack.— General Mewburn, Minister of
Militia, reviews veterans who at Yyres,
with handkerchiefs over their faces,
fought off the Germans in the first use
of poisonous vapors. — Ottawa, Can.
America Breaks Record in Anti-U-Boat
War. — Built in 27 days, the fastest construction in history, the 5,000-ton steel
collier "Tuckahoe," which is launched
amid the well-wishes of the nation, a
warning to the Kaiser of what the
Yankees can do. — Camden, N. J.
How Women Are Standing Behind the
Men Behind the Guns. — Fair sex of America and England are firmly determined to
Win the war, and to this end are doing
everything possible to aid at home.
Roughing It Is Part of a Red Cross Job.
— Volunteer drivers are given difficult
bad road tests before being allowed to
leave for "Over There" to pilot ambulances
mercy.
and motor trucks bearing the emblem of

Cal.President Wilson Helps Hoover. — Beautiful lawns of the White House are converted into sheep range to set an example before the country and emphasize
the importance of raising food animals in
every
D. C. available bit of space. — Washington.

MACHINES

and all kinds of Theatre Tickets
USED
UNIVERSALLY
1735 BROADWAY
N. Y. CITY

STEEL

from Huns. — Famous French artists
supervise work of removing ancient
statuary and stained glass windows of
Reims Cathedral to protect them from the
guns
andFrench
bombs War
of the
Kaiser's vandals.
(Official
Film.)
Eoastful Bill, the Burglar. — A barnyard
drama in several drams. (Presented by
request
of the United States Food Administration.)

Universal Animated

SERVICE

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL

Universal Current Events.
Issue No. 52 (May 4).
Yankee Flyers Prepare to Sweep Foemen from Skies. — Thousands of America's
future "eagles of combat" at the aviation
concentration camp here are reviewed by
their officers. — Morrison, Va.
"Anzacs" Join "Blue Devils" to Help
Boost Loan Drive. — Australians returning
to France after furloughs at home for
wounds arrive in the Metropolis to join
the Alpine Chasseurs and Pershing's
"Sammies" in sending the Liberty Loan
"over the top." — New York City.
On Historic Battlefield "Sammies" Prepare for Huns. — Over the ground where
heroes of the war with Mexico fought and
died boys of the "Dandy First" Illinois
maneuver in battle formation. — San
Jacient, Texas.
Uncle Sam Needs Your Aid to Increase
Food Supply. — The Advisory Committee of
producers of food products and live stock
meet Secretary of Agriculture David F.
Houston and Food Administrator Herbert
i • Hoover
\\ aslii ng ton, D. C.
Boys of 3Cth Division Will Bat 500 in
Trench League. — Governor Hobby, of
Texas, reviewing them in farewell march,
says he thinks they will "knock Hindenburg out of the box." — Fort Worth, Texas.
Uncle Sam's Future "Jackies" March to
Boom Liberty Loan. — American Junior
Naval and Marine Scouts capture City Hall
where Mayor Hylan reviews them. — New
York City.
Secretary Lansing Greets New Japanese
Ambassador. — Viscount Ishii, famous
statesman from the land of the Mikado,
meets head of American State Department,
and pledges Japan's good will for America.
— Washington, D. C.
Remove Works of Art to Protect Them

Manufacture

THEATRE

Company.

Gnuraont Graphic Xo. 7 (May 3).
Washington,
D. C. — New
Envoy
from
Japan.
Secretary
of State Lansing
ac-

ORGANS
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oompaniea Viscount Ishii to the White
Bouse, where he presents his credentials
to President
Wilson.
Los Angeles, Cil. Mi Alligator Lands
His Hide to Help Uncle Sam Win the War.
Arm) .■ iiucrs take over huge reptile farm
to Increase supply oi leather tor medical
Oases, Instrument eases, straps, belts, etc.
Cambridge, Mass.- -Weigh 16,000 babies
in One Week. Child Welfare Committee
undertakes task to safeguard the health
of Infants.
Fresno, Cal High School Girls Are
Backing Hoover. They turn the campus
of their school
into war
gardens.
Bound Brook, N. J. — Ten Tons of Dynamite Goes Off. Dislodges 160,000 tons of
stone for building new motor highways.
Burlington, Vt. — College Boys Are Commissioned as Reserve Officers. The University of Vermont is keeping in stride
with other American Universities in turning out men to command oversea forces.
San Francisco, Cal. — Sorry.
Mr. Hoc
But
This
Couldn't
be
Avoided.
4,000
bunches
of
Hawaiian
bananas,
worth
thousands, spoil in transit, and are fed to
the fishes.
Buenos Aires, Argentine. — The British
Cruiser "Glasgow" pays a Visit to This
Port.
Goat Island, Cal. — These Boys Are Some
Jazzers. Jack-Tar and his best girl make
merry at open air dance on Wednesday's
half-holiday.
New York City. — Big City Cheers to
Fighters of Two Nations. Brothers in
battle, these French and American heroes
give New Yorkers a new thrill.
Presidio, Cal. — Going Over the Top. Intensive training in trench warfare is the
most important feature of the work given
the men here.
Paris, France. — French War Dolls
Created by Felix Fournery.
Paris, France. — Secretary of War
Baker's Arrival Here on His Recent Visit
to the American Front. Subtitles:
France's Class of 1919, -with an American
detachment, decorate the graves of
soldiers who died for their country. Fighting Enemy Aeroplanes. When the siren
is sounded every man hastens to his post
and remains there until all danger is past.
One of the victims. A Hun pirate brought
down after a raid on Paris. Note the
American boys on guard. French "Aces"
Adjutant Garaud, who has 12 victories in
the air to his credit, and Lieut. Madon,
who has brought down 26 of Germany's
"Flying Circus."
Ganmont News No. 7 (May 6).
Camden, N. J. — All American Shipbuilding Records Broken. The N. Y. Shipbuilding Corporation launches the 5,548-ton
steel freighter "Tuckahoe" just 27 days
and 3 hours after the keel is laid.
Fresno, Cal. — Raisin Day Pageant. The
honored raisin is forgotten in great
patriotic demonstration. Subtitle: 1,000
children
form
great
American
flag.
New York City.— From Bronx to City
Hall.
Willie Kyronen wins Evening Mail's

MOVING

PICTURE
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour
on
apaaial
T\ok»t.
tnr
prtuUus.
&U7 colon,
aoaarataiy
numbered j •rarr
roil
guaranteed.
Coupon
UakcU
for Ftlw
Drawtno.
6.000
J2.50.
Prompt
ihlaraenta.
Caah with the order.
Oct the aamplea.
Send diagram for Reeerred Seat Coupon Tlrkete aerial
or dated. Stock Ucketa 5.000 to 25.000 fifteen
oentj per thousand. SO. 000 ten aanta, 100 600
nine oenta.
PRICES
Five
Thousand
Ten
Thousand
Fifteen Thousand
Twenty-five
Thousand
Fifty Thousand
One Hundred
Thousand

$1.26
2.50
3.75
5.60
7.go
10.00

mi. Aiuiu.,1 Modified Marathon in
1 hour
10 mm
and
Charl.
2d: W iiolohmainun,
.;.i
...slilnK
tun,

D. C

Th.

Pri

'; '" K
Mr. Wllaon
pun ha -1 lj
Bnropehlrea and turned run
than out to mow
1 n« w bite ii.. ii.s.- lawn.
''"'''
Beci star;
.,1 u ;,,- Baker and
Btatlon
.
';"',,ai
Pershin
g
Inapeot
■ Red
Oobh

New

York
to Navy.

l'ark

lo

s.-e

City.— Boxing
Bouta
Bring
10,000 throng Union Square
spirited

conti -;t

on

tin

"Recruit
ahlpPrance.
."
— Our
Dumb Allies. AlaHkan
husklea
are Alp.s.
right at home in the deep
of the
snow

New York City.— Anzacs Here on Their
Way to Fighting Front. Soldiers from
far away Australia get a warm welcome
on I'lfth avenue.
Italy. — French and Italian Fighters Reviewed by King Victor Emanuel IIL
Accompanied by General Maistre the king
decorated
officers and
soldiers.

RED CROSS
DRIVE

NationalTicketCo.,shamokin,pa.

May 20 to 27
Allied
4 K. W. Electric Generating Set

Theatrical and
Motion Picture
Team

60 or 110 volts for stationary or
portable moving picture work and
theatre lighting. Smooth, steady
current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator
all self-contained.
Send

for

Bulletin

Universal
OSHKOSH,

MOTION

No.

Motor

26

Co.
HEADQUARTERS

WISC.

PICTURE

SUBWAY
CENTRAL BUILDING

CAMERAS

BASS TESTED AND GUARANTEED
Motion Picture Cameras are the acme of
Kood value. Whether you purchase a new
Universal at a big saving or a used Universal at prices from $195 to $225, you
are obtaining
a camera
of undoubted

BASS

capabilities.

IN THE

42d St., Broadway

and

7th Ave.

Every Little Bit Helps

USED MOTION
ERAS ALWAYS PICTURE
ON HANDCAM-

CAMERA COMPANY

N. Dearborn St., CHICAGO,
ILL.
P. CAMERA
DEPT. __^_^_

Educate Your Audience to Help Fight Censorship
Introducing a bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures is a favorite
indoor
pastime
in
legislative
halls
throughout
the country.
Eternal
vigilance is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety if not his success.
Presented
in the proper
manner,
the
Censorship of Movjjpg
Pictures
is just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as it is to the Exhibitor.
And public
opinion
aroused
in behalf
of moving
pictures and against their unfair and
discriminatory
control
is the
surest
weapon to defeat Censorship.

We

have prepared a series of nine different stereopticon slides which crystallize the argument
against
Censorship;
one of the slides is shown herewith.

The Management of this Theatre
desires the co-operation of its
patrons in providing good

. We want no "legalized" censorship of moving pictnres

These
slides shown
repeatedly
in any
theatre cannot
fail to influence public
opinion in that locality against Censorship. They will line up the general public on the side of the Exhibitor.
You Ought to Be Showing Them Now I
Legislatures Everywhere Are Ctonvening
Set of Nine
Slides, carefully
packed,
will be sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.
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516 Fifth Avenue,

New

WORLD
York

City
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List of Current Film Release Dates
OK

uGeneral

Film Compa:

GXNBtAX.

Im

(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
Nemesis
and the Candy
Man
(One of the 0.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Rubaiyat of a Scotch Highba.'1 (One of the
0. Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Buyer
from Cactus
City (One of the 0.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Purple Dress (One of the O. Henry Series —
Two Parts — Drama).
The Clients of Aaron Green
(Wolfvllle Tale —
Two Parts — Drama).
(Wolfville Tale — Two Parts — Dr.).
Cynthiana
Tuscon
Jennie's
Heart
(Wolfville
Tale — Two
Parts — Drama).
RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned Flnley)
The Return of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).

FILM, PATHB

AND

NOVELTY

PARAMOUNT

PSOGKAkfS

FILMS.

PowerLandProand andSea; ConScenic
; England's
Leaders
on
(One Part).
Girth of a Nation ; Four Famous
Battles
of the Civil War; Scenic (One Part).

The

Truths
Part).on

the

Oh, Part).
What

a

War

in

Beautiful

Slang;

Scenic

(One

Dream ; Scenic

(One

Hocking

the

RANCHO

Kaiser;

Scenic

(One

CHAPLIN

Shame

DUPLEX FILMS,
(Seven Parts — Drama).

INC.

EBONY COMEDIES.
A Black Sherlock Holmes
(One Part).
Spying the Spy (One Part).
The Porters
(One Part).
A Milk Fed Hero (One Part).
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).
ESSANAY COMEDIES.
Slippery Slim and the Impersonator.
When Slippery Slim Met the Champion.
Snakeville's New Waitress.
Slippery Slim's Dilemma.
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
FILM
CORP.
Why— the Bolshevikl
(Five Parts— Dram*).
HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camille (Helen Hesperia — Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maciste
(Six Parts — Drama).
JAXON
COMEDIES.
(Seventh Seriea.)
The Unofficial Maneuver.
What Occurred on the Beach.
An All Fools' Day Affair.
Beating Him to It.
Forced Into Matrimony.
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION.

"A Daughter
of Uncle
Sam"Serial
(A OneReel each
Episode of this
Patriotic
released
week).
JUDGE

BROWN

STORIES.

(AH Two-Part Comedy-Drama*.)
Thief or Angel?
The Accusing Toe.
The Rebellion.
A Boy Built City.
I'm a Man.
Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
Producers. — Kindly

25 — Those Athletic Girls.
8 — Friend
Husband.
22 — Saucy Madeline.
6 — His Smothered Love.
20 — Battle Royal.

ARBUCKLE

FAMOUS

PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount
Features.

COMEDIES.

Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part — Com.).
His College Proxy
(One part — Comedy).
VICTORY

FILM

MFG.

White
Man's
Law
Drama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute
Kendall

(Fire

Parts-

(Five

Parts —

May 20 — The Drama).
Mating of Marcella

(Five Parts —

May
May
May

CO.

27 — Prunella
(Five Parts — Drama).
27 — His Drama).
Own Home
Town
(Five Parts —
Drama).
27 — Believe
Me, Xantippe
(Five Parts —

of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

— Drama).
Artcraft Picture*.
Mar. 25 — The

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
RELEASES
How

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

5.

Could You, Caroline? (Five Parts — Comedy— D rama — Pathe ) .

The House of Hate (Episode No. 9 — "Poisoned
Darts" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Kicked Out (One Reel— Comedy — Rolin).
Our Fighting Ally— The Tank
(Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 38 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 39 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

12.

The Russian
Dagger ArtWoman
Films). (Five Parts — Drama —
The —House
No. 10 — Two Parts
Dramaot— Hate
Astra) (Episode
.
The Non Stop Kid (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 1 — "Women MountainEngland"
(One Reel — Government
Officialeers ofWar
Pictures).
Strange Animals from Many Climes — "The
Crimea"
(One
Reel — Educational — Pathe)-.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 40 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 41 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF MAY

10.

The Astra).
Mysterious Client (Five Parts — Drama —
The House of Hate (Episode No. 11 — "Haunts
of Evil" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Two Gun Gussie (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 2 — "Met-sines and Its
Irish ficial
Captors"
(One Reel — Government OfWar Pictures).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 42 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 43 (Topical).
RELEASES
FOR
WEEK
OF MAY' 26.
A Daughter
Diando), of the West — Five Parts — Drama —
The House of Hate
(Episode No. 12, "Flashes
in the Dark" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The Junkman (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Fireman,
Rolin).Save My Child ! (One Reel — Comedy —
Britain's Bulwarks
(Part S, "Hardships of the
British
Army Government
on its Way toPictures).
Bagdad" — One
Reel
— Official
In
the
Southernmost
Russia
(One
Part —
Scenic).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 44 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 45 (Topical).
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

ef

CORP.

Apr. 29 — Let's
Get
a Divorce
(Five
Parts —
Comedy-Drama).
Apr. 29 — Tyrant Fear (Five Parts — Drama).
May — 6Drama).
— Resurrection
(Five Parts — Drama).
May
6— The Biggest Show on Earth (Five Parts

(Piedmont Picture* Corporation)

The Triumph

COMEDIES.

Mar. IS— The Bell Boy.
Moonshine
(Two Parts).

May Drama).
6 — The
SELBURN

COMEDIES.

CLOVER
COMEDIES.
Rip-Roaring Rivals (One Part).
He Couldn't Fool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part).
The Paper Hanger's Revenge (One Part).
From Caterpillar to Butterfly (One Part).
A Widow's Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
Oh! the Women
(One Part).

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

SERIES.

(All Two-part
Dramas.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.
Poverty Gulch.
Bashful Buck Bailey.

Pictures Corp.

PARAMOUNT-MACK
SESSKTT
COMEDIES.

PARAMOUNT

The Part).
Ghost;

BLUE

The Tramp
(Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).

Paramount

Me, der Kaiser; Our Heroes; Strange Sights in
the Pacific Islands (One Part).

All

New

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

Whispering

Chorus

(fire

Parts

31— The Blue Bird (Five Parts— Drama).
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five Parts — Drama).
8— The Lie (Five Parts — Drama).
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five
Parts— Comedy13 — M'Liss
(Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Old Wives for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
20— Selfish Yates
(Five Parts— Drama).

PARAMOUNT-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS.
Apr. 15 — Subjects on Reel : Women in the World
of Work ; Hawaii ; The Beautiful ;
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
Apr. 22 — Subjects on Reel : Microscopic Revelations ; Horse Training by Experts ;Scientific Rose Culture ; Cartoon by Bray Studios.
Apr. 29 — (Subject to Be Announced Later).
May 6 — Subjects
Reel : America's
Giants;on Ingenious
Insects; Sleeping
Cartoon
by Wallace Carlson.
May 13 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for War
Time ; The Art of Animal Training ; Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
May 20 — Subjects on Reel : War Garden Hints ;
American Rifles and Riflemen ;
Cartoon by Bray Studio.
May 27 — Subjects on Reel : Scenic Gems of
America : Charting the Sky ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Apr. 15 — Peerless Pineapples of the Paciflc
Apr. 22— HighDrama).
Spots of Hawaii.
Apr. 29 — Our
May
6 — The
May 13 — The
May 20 — Oblin
May

Filipino Fighting
Force.
Filipino National Guard.
Klondike
To-Day
(Scenic).
: the Switzerland of British Columbia (Scenic).
27 — On the Beach at Waikiki (Scenic),

BENJAMIN

CHAPIN'S — PARAMOUNT
SERIES.
'The Son vf Democracy."
Parts)Memories
.
Mar. 11 — Tender
(Fifth Release — Two
— Two Parts).
Mar. IS— A President's
Answer
(Sixth Release
Mar. 25 — Native
State (Seventh
parts).
Apr. 1— Down Parts).
the River
(Eighth

Release — Twe
Release — Twe

Apr. 8 — The Two
SlaveParts).
Auction
(Ninth
Release —
Parts).
Apr. 15 — Under
the Stars (Tenth Release — Twe

Releases

Before

Saturday.

THE
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note terms carefully

^^^y

NOTICE

Remittances
mutt
accompany
all orders
for classitied advertisement!
as follows: One
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
Five cents per word on
copy
containing over twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names
and
addresses.
ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers axpect that all stataments made in a»ery advertisement will bear the strictest

TO

ATTENTION.
ANYONE knowing the whereabouts of Edwin
R. Beverldge kindly communicate with \V. E.
Beveridge, 206 No. Calvert St.. lialtiinore, Md.
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

MANAGER, nt liberty, knows business thoroughly, can handle circuit, large house, go anywhere, best references. Address Expert, Moving
Picture World, N. Y. City.
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

OPEN AIR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS—
Platform, 40x40. with adjoining, iiOxSO : 24
wings, curtains, accessories. Motion Picture
Cameras, etc. 259th St. and Riverdale Ave.,
N. Y. City. See Brunei, 12 No. Broadway,
Yonkers,
N. Y.
HELP

WANTED.

ORGANIST, with picture experience. Good
salary. State references, experience first letter.
Prefer man.
Elite Theater,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
EXPERIENCED SPLICER— Young man preferable. Excellent opportunity for rapid advancement. State ace. experience and salary. Export, care M. r. World,
N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE
1,065 practically
newTaylor,
20" 5-ply
veneered
opera— chairs,
$1.35. C. A.
4132
Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
3.000 OPERA CIAIRS, steel and cast frames,
75c. up. Serviceaole goods guaranteed, cut prices
on new chairs. Three asbestos booths. Send for
list dropped patterns and save half. J. P. RedIngton,
Scranton, Pa.
TWO Simplex Motor Drive, complete, just like
new, just taken out of Chicago theater. $450.00
takes both. Two Power's 6A hand drive, complete, $300.00 takes both. Two 110 volt Fort
Wayne Compensarcs. each $40.00. Moving Pictures Sales Company, 540 Plymouth Place, Chicago.
EXHIBITORS— OPERATORS — PROJECTION
EXPERT F. H. RICHARDSON SAYS "INSTALL
•AMBERLUX' LENS FILTERS." IMPROVE
PROJECTION 100%. RESULTS GUARANTEED.
PRICE. WITH ADVERTISING
SLIDE, $3:50.
PARCELS POST PREPAID. W. D. WARNER,
8 EAST
BROAD
ST., COLUMBUS.
OHIO.

FOR SALE — 200-300 theater
Ellis. Perth
Amboy,
N. J.

seats.

Herman

ALL MAKES OF USED MACHINES
Power,
Simplex. Edison. Motlograpta ; also Film, Calcium Lights and everything tor the movie; write
for our prices before placing your order. MOVING PICTURE SALES CO., 540 Plymouth
Place,

Chicago, in.
CAMERAS

FOR

SALE.

SPRING CLEARANCE
OF MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS. EVERY CAMERA IN STOCK
READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. 400 ft.
Ernemann Model B, forward and reverse takeup. without change of belts. Finest movement,
gear drive, regular and trick crank, 2 inch F:
3.5 and Telephoto lenses, in revolving lens
mount, focus tube through camera ; our price,
$250. 400 ft. Williamson professional M-P
Camera, forward and reverse take-up, 1 to 1
movement, spot dissolve; our price, $135. 200
ft. special M-P Camera, forward or reverse
take-up, all movements, from one central gear,
fitted with 50 M M Ernon Anastigmat lens In
focusing mount ; our price, $75. Universal MP Camera. F : 3.5 50 M M B & L Tessar lens,
regular and trick crank, tripod, two extra magazines and carrying case; our price, $225. 200
ft. Ernemann Model A, 1 to 1, and 8 to 1
cranks, direct gear drive, with one extra magazine : our price $110. 200 ft. Davsco M-P
Camera, equal to new, fitted with Tessar lens,
P : 3.5, cost $110, our price $05. 400 U. S. M-P
Camera, Automatic dissolve, speed indicator,
our price $125. 200 ft. Universal 8 to 1, 4 to 1
and 1 to 1 crank, Carl Zeiss Tessar F :3.5, has
just been thoroughly overhauled In Universal
Factory, our price, $165.00. Davsco cinematograph studio light, gives 12,000 candle power on
15 amperes, complete with stand : our price
$35. 10,000 candle power northern light, complete with stand, wiring, etc. ; our price $65.
Universal M-P tripod, our price $55. Davsco
light weight M-P Tripod, with panoramic and
tilting top ; our price $25. 1914 model Motiograph, motor-driven projector, star intermittent,
all metal base, finest possible condition, fitted
with short focus projection, long focus projection, with one extra lens for lantern slides ;
cost, when new, $335 ; our price $75. ACT
PROMPTLY. GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY. TELEGRAPHIC ORDERS
SHIPPED
SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED IF ACCOM-

investigation

PANIED BY WIRE DEPOSIT. DAVID STERN
COMPANY, IN BUSINESS SINCE 1885, 102TR
M \l'lso.\ STREET, CHIC IGO, ILL.
A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
TO SECURE
THE FAMOUS NORTHERN
LIGHT. We have
on hand some slightly lined ones, complete, at
$45.00. Equal to new lights at $56.50. Prompt
shipment Special quotations on ten or more
lights. Send for the latest list, No. 28, of
slightly used and equal to new motion picture
cameras. HEADQUARTERS
FOR EVERYTHING
used in CINEMATOGRAPH
AND STILL PHOTOGRAPHY. BASS CAMERA
COMPANY,
Charles Bass, President, 109 N. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
CINEMA CAMERAS, self adjusting tripodstilts, printers, polishers, perforators, lenses, developing outfits, rewlnders, prlsmaoptlcons. Expert mechanical repairing. Eberhard Schneider,
Second Ave., 14th St.. New York.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

300 HUNDRED
single reels without .paper,
dramas $1.50 per reel, westerns $2.50 per reel —
two reel dramas, without paper, $3.00 per reel,
two reel western, $5,00 per reel. Films In A-l
condition. Specialty Film Co., 940 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
FOR SALE — 18 reels every week of two, three
and four-reel features — single reels — plenty of
advertising matter on all subjects. Write Matthew Teplitz, 940 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

USED MACHINES, FILMS, FANS, ETC.—
Anything used for theater; best prices paid.
MOVING
PICTURE
SALES COMPANY,
540
Plymouth Place, Chicago, 111.

THEATERS

FOR SALE OR RENT.

FOR SALE— Picture show, population 8,000,
two shows, making money. Investigate. My
reason for selling, in the draft. L. M. Lane,
Centerville, Iowa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
SCENARIOS
WANTED, one reel slapstick
comedies, typewritten script only considered.
Commercial Films Limited, 102 King St., West,
Toronto,
Ont., Can.

100% INVESTMENT
Your friends in the moving picture industry will thank you 365 days in the year for any one
of our various helpful and entertaining publications dealing with the business in which they are
interested.

A Year's Subscription to the
Moving Picture World
will pay for itself many

times

over

within

the year.

Our Other Publications are:

MOTION
FOR

PICTURE

HANDBOOK

MANAGERS
AND
OPERATORS
By F. H. RICHARDSON
Price $4.00, postage paid

MOTION

PICTURE

ELECTRICITY

PICTURE

MODERN

By

EPES
Price

OF

THE

CHALMERS
Schiller

Bldg.,

Chicago,

of these Publications

ADVERTISING

WINTHBOP
SARGENT
$2.00. postage paid

THEATRE
SCREEN

PHOTOPLAY

OR

CONSTRUCTION

Sent Promptly

KINSII.A
paid

CRAFT

THE
MAKING
OF A PHOTOPLAY
By LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
Price $2.00, postage paid

WINTHROP
SARGENT
$3.00, postage paid
Any

EPES
Price

By EDWARD BERNARD
Price $3.00, postage

By I. H. HABLBERG
Price $2.50, postage paid

TECHNIQUE

THEATRE

By

Upon

Application

to

PUBLISHING
CO., 516 Fifth Ave., New
OR YOUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE
111.

Wright

&

Callender

York City

Bldg., Los

Angeles,

Cal.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL,

MUTUAL,

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
May 1— No. 22 (Topical)— 02990.
May 8— No. 23 (Topical)— 03002.
May 15— No. 24 (Topical)— 03013.
May
22— No. 25 (Topical)— 03023.
L-KO.

NESTOR.
Apr. 22— The Stolen Keyhole
(Comedy)— 02977.
Apr 29— It's a Cruel World (Comedy)— 02988.
May
6— A Kitchen Hero (Comedy)— 03000.
May 13— New
York — By
Heck
(Comedy) —
03011.
May
20 — The Bath House Scandal
(Comedy) —
03021.
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
PRODUCTION.
Apr. 15 — No Release this week.
Apr. 22 — The Scarlet Drop
(Five Parts — Dr.) —
02986.
Apr. 29 — No Release This Week.
May 11 — The Two-Soul
Woman
(Five Parts —
Drama) — 03009.
May 18 — No Release This Week.
May
25 — The Bride's Awakening
(Six Parts —
Drama) — 03029.

UNIVERSAL

SCREEN MAGAZINE.
68 (Educational)— 02980.
69 (Educational)— 02991.
70 (Educational) — 03003.
71 (Educational)— 03014.
72 (Educational)— 03024.
SPECIAL

METRO

FEATURE.

Apr. 29 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 3, "The
Great
02999. Mine Disaster" — Two Parts) —
May
3 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 13 — "Sold
at
Auction" — Two Parts — Drama) —
02993.
May
3— The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 5— "The
Secret Document" — Two
Parts —
— Drama)— 02994.
May 10 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 4, "The
Firing Squad". — Two Parts — Drama)
—03005.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

MUTUAL
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Apr.
Apr.
May

STAR

10 — Screen
14 — Screen
17 — Screen
21 — Screen
24 — Screen
281 —— Screen
Screen
5 — Screen
8 — Screen
May 12 — Screen
May 15 — Screen
May 19 — Screen
22 — Screen
26 — Screen

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Apr.
May
Apr.
May
May
May

MUTUAL.
Telegram
Telegram
(TopicaDTelegram
(Topical)Telegram
Telegram (Topical)Telegram (Topical)Telegram (TopicaDTelegram (TopicaDTelegram (Topical)Telegram (Topical)(Topical)Telegram (Topical)Telegram
(Topical)Telegram
Telegram (TopicaD(TopicaD(Tppical)-

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

CURRENT
EVENTS.
50 (Topical) — 02981.
51 (Topical)— 02992.
52 (Topical) — 03004.
53 (Topical)— 03015.
54 (Topical)— 03025.

STAR COMEDIES.
Lvons-Moran Pictures.
Apr. 27— The Guilty Egg— 02987.
May
3— Mum's the Word— 02990.
May 10— Whose Baby Arc You?— 03010.
May IS— The Dodgers— 03020.
May
25 — The One Horse Show— 03030.
Producers. — Kindly

CORP.
(Five

Parts —

Apr. Drama).
29 — Riders of the Night

(Five Parts-

May DrLma).
6 — The Trail of Yesterday (Five Parts —
—Drama).
Drama).
May 13 — Cyclone
Higgins, D.D. (Five Parts — ■
May 20 — The Winning

of Beatrice (Five Parts

May 27 — Lend
Your Name (Yorke — Five
PartsMe
— Drama).
May
27 — Pay Day
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
3 — The Demon (Five Parts — Drama).
CLASSICS,

INC.,

SPECLALS.

Dee. 10 — Blue
Jeans
(Seven
parts — Drama).
January — The Legion of Death (Rolfs — Seven
parts — Drama) .
January — Revelation
(Seven
parts — Drama).
Lest We Forget (Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million Dollar Dollies (Emerald Production— Five Parts).
Toys of Fate
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

(Seven Parts — Drama).

METRO
COMEDIES.
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity (Drew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Drew).
11— -His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today (Drew).
25 — When
a Man's
Married
(Drew).
1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
8 — A Youthful
Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

TRIANGLE

Triangle
Without

Releases
Notice.

PRODUCTIONS.

Apr. 14 — The

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
GOLDWYN
Feb. 24 — The Drama).
Beloved

FEATURES.
Traitor

Mar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

No.
8,
Parts —

-12-T-l.
-13-T-l.
-14-T-l.
-15-T-l.
-16-T-l.
-17-T-l.
-18-T-l.
-19-T-l.
-20-T-l.
-21-T-l.
-22-T-l.
-23-T-l.
-24-T-l.
-25-T-l.

PICTURES

Apr. 15 — With
PartsNeatness
— Drama). and Dispatch (Five
Drama). of the Sea (Five PartsApr. 22 — Treasure

SCREEN

18 — The Girl and the Judge
(Frohman —
Five Parts — Drama)— 12- F-T-5.
25 — No release this date.
1 — A Bit of Jade (American — Five Parts
— Drama) — 14-F-M-5.
8 — The
Richest
Girl
(Frohman — Five
Reels — Drama) — 15FAM-5.
15 — The
Primitive
Woman
(American —
Five Parts — Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
22— (Title Not Reported).
29 — Hearts
or Diamonds
(Five
Parts—
Drama) — 18-F-R-5.
13 — Social Briars (American — Five Parts —
Drama)— 19-FM-5.
20 — No release this date.

May. 10 — TheDrama).
Floor Below

Lion's
Claws
(Episode
No. 7 —
Two Parts— Drama)— 03017.
May 18 — Boy Scouts
to the Rescue
(No. 5 —
"Treachery at Sea" — Two Parts) —
03018.
May
25 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 16, "RunParts — Drama) —
03026. ning Wild" — Two

UNIVERSAL
Apr. 27— Issue
May
3— Issue
May 10 — Issue
May 17— Issue
May
25 — Issue

METRO

Corporation.

Apr. 8— Social
Hypocrites
Drama).

PRODUCTION.

May 18— The

Lion's
Claws
(Episode
"Into
the
Harem" — Two
Drama)— 03027.

PROGRAMS

Metro Pictures

26— Up in the Air (Comedy)— CCST1.
5 — Waltzing Around
(Comedy) — 10C8T-1.
12 — Finishing
Mary
(Comedy) — 11CST-1.
19— His Quaker Girl ( Comedy j— 12-CST-l.
26— Up She Goes (Comedy)— 18 C S T L
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
9— For Art's Sake
(Comedy) — 15CST-1.
16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16CST-1.
23 — Mary's Frame-Up (Comedy) — 17-CST-l.
30— Spotted
(Comedy)— 18-CST-l.
7 — Over
the
Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l.
14 — Her Terrible Time (Comedy) — 20csT-l.
21 — My
Lady
Nicotine
(Comedy) —
21-CST-l.

May 18 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 15 — "The
Stained
Face"— Two
Parts — Dr.) —
03016.

25 — The

TRIANGLE

Mutual Film Corp.

May 10 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 6, "The
Dungeon
of Terror" — Two
Parts — ■
Drama)— 03006.
May 10 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (Episode No.
4, "The
Spies' Nest" — Two
Parts)
—03007.

May

AND

STRAND.

Apr. 24 — A Rural Riot (Two Parts — Comedy.) —
02978.
May
1 — Fathers, Sons, and Chorus Girls (Two
Parts— Comedy)— 02989.
May
8 — Her
Movie
Madness
(Two
Parts —
Comedy)— 03001.
May 15 — Pretty Babies— 03012.
May
22 — Who's
(Two
Parts — Comedy) —
03022. Zoo

UNIVERSAL
Apr. 27 — Issue No.
May 4 — Issue No.
May 11 — Issue No.
May 18 — Issue No.
May
25 — Issue No.

GOLDWYN,

(Six

Parts —

(Six Parts — ComedySinner

(Six

Parts

Apr. 7 — The Danger Game
(Six Parts — Drami.)
Apr. 21 — The Drama).
Face in the Dark
(Six PartsMay

5 — Joan of Plattsburgh
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
June
2 — All Woman (Six Parts — Drama).
GOLDWYN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Parts — Drama).
The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
For Drama).
the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parts —
Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Social Ambition
(Six Parts — Drama).
CAPITOL

COMEDIES.

Bill's Baby (Two Reels).
Bill's Predicament (Two Reels).
Dirds of a Feather
(Two Parts).
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All

New

Law
of the
Great
Northwest
Parts — Drama).
—(Five
Drama).
Apr. 14 — Who Killed Walton (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr.21— The Hand at the Windaw
(Five Parts
Apr. 21— Society for Sale (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 28 — The
Lonely
Woman
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
Apr. 2S — Paying His Debt (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5 — An Honest Man
(Five Parts — Drama).
May
5 — Mile. Paulette (Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Her Decision
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Wolves
of the Border
(Five Parts —
Drama).
May 19 — Who Drama).
Is to Blame?
(Five
Parts —
May 19— Old Harwell's Cub (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26 — Old Loves for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26— High Stakes (Five Parts — Drama).
TRIANGLE

KOMEDY.

Mar. 3— His Hidden Shame.
Mar. 10 — Wives and Worries.
Mar. 10— She Didn't Do It.
KEYSTONE
COMEDY.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

Releases

7— First Aid.
14 — Mr. Briggs
Closes the House.
21 — Their Neighbor's Baby.
285 —— IMr.LoveMiller's
CharlesEconomies.
Albert (Two Parts).
Parts).
12 — Mr. Miller's Muddles
Through
(Two
19 — Newspaper Clippings
(Two Parts).
26 — Are Parts).
Wives
Unreasonable?
(Two

Before

Saturday.

THE
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If he says so it must be true"
It is almost impossible to have expert knowledge of everything you
buy.
The thing to do, therefore, is to buy of men who are experts — and
honorable.
Such men know what is good and what isn't.
They'll tell you what is best for you.
And even if you doubt the wisdom of what they recommend, take
their word for it. You'll win.
Another example came to our notice the other day, in the shape of a
letter written to one of our Distributors. Here it is:
u
_Lewis
. „
Mr.
M. mSwaah,^
1327 Vine Street,
Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, April 16, 1918.

Dear 8ir:

I "bought a Simplex from
ahout five years ago, at your
solicitation, taking your word for you
it that the machine was "better
than
anything on the market. But, frankly, I douhted your word.
How I want to say to you that my Simplex machine has teen
running every day for almost five years, and it has not cost me more
than ahout Ten Dollars during that time for repairs, and these were
only incidentals.
I am so fond of the machine that if I could not get another
I would not sell it at any price.
You are at liherty to use this letter at your pleasure.
Tours very truly,
Lyric Theatre,
2nd A Morris Streets,
Philadelphia.

This letter is, in effect, written to YOU.

And it tells you two things:

(1) The Simplex is, as we have told you, the Machine that costs little for repairs and gives Permanently Perfect Projection.
(2) The Simplex Dealer is a dependable man. Go to him to buy the Simplex and
everything else you need and with his expert knowledge he'll help you succeed.

The Simplex Dealer makes money on your satisfaction — not on repairs

m

ThePrecision Machine (pJnc.
317 East 34 th: St- NewYork
In Answering Advertisements,
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List of Current Film Release Dates
GREATER

VITAGRAPH

Greater Vitagraph Inc.
VITAGRAPH

l

FEATURES.

May Drama).
6 — The Little Runaway (Fiv^e Parts —
May 13 — The Triumph of the Weak (Five Parts
— Drama).
May 20 — The Golden Goal (Five Parts — Dr.).
May 27 — Bares,
the Son of Kayan (Five Parts
— Drama).
BIG V COMEDIES.
22 — Whistles and Windows.
29 — Flirts and Fakers.
6 — Laws and Outlaws.
13 — Spies and Spills.
20 — Love and Lavallieres.
27 — Romans and Rascals.
VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES.
Feb. 18 — Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.

Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

AND

8TATH

RIGHT

RELEASE8

Releases

State Right Releases

PHOTOPLAYS.

Rich
Man's 02975.
Darling
(Five Parts — ComedyDrama)—
Marriage02985 Lie
(Five
Parts — Drama) —

A Mother's Secret (Five Parts — Dr.) — 02995.
Danger Within
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03008.
The Guilt of Silence
(Five Parts — Drama) —
03019.
Broadway Scandal (Five Parts — Drama) — 03028.
DE LUXE
PICTURES, INC.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The Street of Seven Stars (Six Parts— Drama).
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
Tarzan of the Apes (National Film Corp.).
Fall of the Romanoffs
(Brenon
Production!,
Inc. — Eight Parts).
A Dog's Life (Charlie Chaplin Picture).
My Four Years in Germany.
Petrova Pictures Company.
The Parts)
Light . Within
(Second
Production — Seven
Life
Parts).

Mask
Steel

(Third

Production — Seven

(Fourth

Production — Seven

FIRST

Fox Film Corporation
FOX
SPECIAL. FEATURES.
Apr. 21 — American Buds
(Six Parts — Drama).
Apr. 28— Her One Mistake (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5 — Brave and Bold (Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
Parti —
Drama).
May 19 — The Confession
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 20 — The Firebrand
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
2 — Blue-Eyed Mary (Five Parts — Drama).
June
i)— Ace High
(Five Parts — Drama).
FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
Mar. 24 — Rough and Ready (Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Blindness of Divorce (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
5 — True Blue (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
19 — The Caillaux Case (Six Parts).
FOX
SUNSHINE
COMEDIES.
Mar.
3 — A Husband's Wife (Two Parts).
Mar. 15— A Self-Made Lady
(Two
Parts).
Apr.
7 — A Waiter's Wasted Life (Two Parts).
May
5 — A Neighbor's Keyhole (Two Parts).
June
2 — Wild
Women
and Tame
Lions
(Two
Parts).

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

The

Parts).
Tempered

"The Woman In the Web."
Apr. 22 — Episode No. 3 — "The Speeding Doom"
(Two Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — Episode No. 4 — "The Clutch of Terror"— (Two
Parts — Drama).
May 6 — Episode No. 5 — "The Hand of Mystery"
(Two Parts — Drama).
May 13 — Episode No. 6, "Full Speed Ahead"
(Two Parts — Drama).
May 20— Episode No. 7 — "The Crater of Death"
— Two Parts — Drama).
May 27 — Episode No. 8. "The Plunge of Horror"— Two Parts — Drama).

AND JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

BLUEBIRD

The

DREW
COMEDIES.
8 — The Home Cure.
15 — The Deceivers.
22 — Beautiful Thoughts.
29 — All for the Love of a Girl.
6 — The Story of the Glove.
13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
20 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey.
27 — Rooney's Sad Case.
VITAGRAPH SERIAL.

MUTT

FEATURE

Feature
A

Apr. 22 — A Drama).
Bachelor's Children (Five PartsApr. 29— TheDrama).
Seal of Silence (Five Parts-

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

PROGRAM,

CAR-

7— The Freight Investigation (Half-Reel).
14— The Leak
(Half Reel).
21— On Ice (Half-Reel).
28 — Helping
McAdoo
(Half-Reel).
5 — A Fisherless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
19 — Superintendents
(Half-Reel).
26 — Tonsorial Artists (Half Reel).

Producers.— Kindly

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
(Distributing
the
following
Christie
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State
and Northern
New
Jersey.)
Apr. 15— Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
W. W. HODKINSON
CORP.
(PoroJto Play*.)
Apr.
1 — An Alien Enemy (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five PartsMay
May
The
The
The
Apr.
Apr.

13 — Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts — Dr.).
20 — Shackled
(Five Parts — Drama).
JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
Price of a Good Time (Seven parts — Dr.).
Doctor and the Woman
(Seven Parts — Dr.).
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM.
— Drama).
1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — Six Parts
Parts).Me
8 — Chase

Charlie

(Essanay — Firs

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comedies,
You Know"
(.Made by Edison).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27— The Stenog.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.
Essanay.

"Girls

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

5 — Broncho Billy, a Friend in Need.
12— Broncho
Billy's Wild Rids.
19 — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
3— Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln- Parker World Travelogue.
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 1.
Mar. 8— Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. lfj — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 3.
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29 — Puno,
and Scenes Around
Lake TiUcaca, Bolivia.
SELECT
PICTURES.
April — The Reason Why
(Five Parts — Drama).
April— Up theDrama).
Road
with Sally (Five Parts —
April— At the Mercy of Men (Five Parts— Dj-.).
Special Releases.
Over There (Six Parts — Drama).
The Lone Wolf (Five Parts — Drama).
The Barrier (Seven Parts — Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts— Drama).
WORLD
PICTURES.
Apr. 15 — The Trap
(Five Parts— Drama).
Apr. 22— The Purple Lily (Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — Leap
to Fame
(Five Parts— Drama).
May
6 — Masks and Faces (Five Part3— Drama).
May 18 — Journey's End (Five Parts — Drama).
May 20 — Vengeance
(Six Parts— Drama) .
May
27 — The Oldest Law
(Five Parts— Dr.).

Furnish

Titles

and

D»tes

of All

New

ARROW
FILM
CORPORATIOJC.
Times Buildlag, New York.
Souls Redeemed.
Ramona.
Persuasive
Peggy.
Weavers of Life.
To-Day
(Seven Parts — Drama — Paths).
Mad Lover
(Six Parti — Drama — Paths).
The duction).
Struggle
Everlasting
(Harry
Rapf
The duction).
Accidental

Honeymoon

(Harry

J

Rapf

ProPro-

ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Times Building, New York City.
Nine-Tenths
of the Law
(Six Parts— Drama).
The Devil's Playground
(Seven Reels — Drama).
CENTURY COMEDIIS.
Balloonatlcs.1600 Broadway, New Tort
Automaniacs.
Neptune's
Naughty
Her
Bareback
Career.Daughter.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh, Baby !
What's
the Matter with Father T
CHRISTIE
FILM
CORP.
Los Angeles,
Cal.
Whose Wife?
The House That Jack Built
Never Surprise Your Wife.
In and Out.
Betty's Adventure.
By Orange
All
Dressed Aid.
Up.
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.
COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
CORP.
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).
COSMOFOTOFILM
COMPANY,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York City.
The Hypocrites.
CREST
PICTURES
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust.
MARION
DAVIES
FILM
CO., INC.
311 Lougacre Bldg., New York City.
Cecilia of duction—
theDrama).
Pink Roses
(Julius Steger ProM. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Parts
Depths
of the Sea ) . (In a Series
— Educational
EPOCH
FILM
Longacre Building,
Birth of a Nation.
Intolerance.

of

Four

CORP.
New Tork.

EXHIBITORS'
OPERATING
CORP.
51 East 42d Street, New York.
The City of Purple Dreams.
FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 3 — "The
Plot
Fleet" — H.TwoInce
parts
— Drama).
The Against
Cast Offthe(Thomas
Production).
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 4 — "Von
Rintelen, the Destrover" — Two Parts — Drama).
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 5 — "The Strike
Breeders" — Two Parts — Drama).
The Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 6 — "The
Plot
Drama).
Against
Organized
Labor" — Two
Parts
The Folio"
Eagle's— Two
Eye Parts
(Episode
No. 7 — "Brown Port
— Drama).
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 8— "The Kaiser's
The Death
Silent Messenger"
Witness. — Two Parts — Drama).
The Eagle's Drama).
Eye (Episode No. 9 — "The Munition's Campaign" — Two Parts —
The

Eagle's Drama).
Eye (Episode No. 10 — "The Invasion of Canada" — Two Parts —
The Sin Woman.

Releases

Before

Saturday.

I
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POOLING & VENTILATING QYSTEM

CO.

1/

NEW

YORK

CITY

J 1W<

CAMP

ST.

NEW

ORLEANS

\j

As Mercury goes up your business goes down - Typhoons keep it balanced.
MAKIIN

The De Vry

CONVERTER

Stood the
Acid Test

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT
WRITE

REEL

FOR

FURTHER

NORTHWESTERN

INFORMATION

ELECTRIC

412 S. Hoyn* Ave.. Chicago

Comwrites: Motor
"We panywould
bo «lad to
ko on record, and have

D'SSOLVING

write prospective
us at anycustomer
time,
any
when we would bo glad
to ndvlso them of tho
very satisfactory service that tho Do Vry Portable m. p, Projectors are giving us.
"They are successful, and wo have had no
trouble with them whatever.

CO.

10. J Brokaw Bldg., New York

Motor but
]>rive — 17"xl7"x7"
—
Weighs
Takes
StandardTwenty
Size Pounds
Reels —and
Film

1 A Dependable Mailing List Service
H

THE DE VRY CORPORATION",

Saves vou from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor :is well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features. Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
being or to be built.

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Addressing

To

Multigraphing

Printing

Serve the Entire Motion

Pie-tmre tnduitry"

For This Reason We Enjoy the Confidence of
Our Readers — and, For This Reason

COMPANY

Phone— Chelsea 3227
Phone— Randolph 2003

SO Fifth Avenue, New
York
425 Ashland
Block, Chicago

117 North Fifth Ave., Chicago, U. 8. A.

It Is Our Aim

wri

MOTION

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, M. P. Dept.'
Ford Uses Fifty-one De Vry's.

Typewriting

Yo0ulhhruuSAdbre;tiseefi„r} THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

ERBOGRAPH

COMPANY

LUDWIG G. B. ERB, President
Producers
of

MOTION

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone
LABORATORIES

and

KNOWLEDGE
Everywhere: — The moving

BRINGS

Operator, and Film Men

picture business is one of the

youngest but one of the leading industries of the world
to-day. We may well be proud to be connected with it. Are
you keeping up?

Do you know all about it?

ONE
YEAR
SIX MONTHS

It will yield

SUCCESS

larger returns for an equal amount of work to the men who
know. Each weekly issue of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD
contains more up-to-date information than you can get
from all other sources. Subscribe now if not already on our
mailing list. You will get your paper hours earlier than
from the newsstand and it costs §4.80 less.

$3.00
$1.50

See title page for rates

MOVING

3716

203 to 211 West 146th St., New York City

STUDIO

Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman,

Audubon

Canada

PICTURE

and

Foreign

WORLD

516 Fifth Avenue, New York

Please fill in the

name

of

your

T.

,

* neaire
Cut Out

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

and

PICTURE

Mail

To-day — Now!

WORLD.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
:'

PITT FILM
CORPORATION.
Lyceum Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Italian Battlefront.
The Italian Stand on the Piave.

INTERSTATE

FORT

FRANCO-AMERICAN
FILM
CORP.
126 West 46th Street, New York.
Birth of Democracy.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
God's Man.
FRATERNITY
FILMS,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
Devil's Playground (Seven Parts — Drama).
GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.
GENERAL
ENTERPRISES.
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother
(Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts— Drama — General Enterprise Feature).
JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.

Moral

GRAPHIC
FILM
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Suicide
(Seven Parts — Drama).

HILLER & WILK.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The
Following
Are
Keystone-Mack
Sennett
Comedies. )
The Village Scandal.
Saved
by Wireless.
Fatty and the Broadway Stars.
Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Walters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Productions.)
Honor Thy Name.
The Thoroughbred.
Jim
The Grimsby's
Sins Ye Do.Boy.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
(The Following Are tions.)
Norma
Talmadge ProducThe Missing Link.
Martha's
Vindication.
Children in the House.
Going Straight.
The Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.
(The Following Are Wm. S. Hart Productions.)
The Primal Lure.
Captive God.
The Patriot.
The Dawnmaker.
Apostle of Vengeance.
The Return of Draw Egan.
The
Devil's
Double.
Truthful
Tulllver.
The Gunfighter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
(The Following Are Douglas
Fairbanks Productions.)
The Habit of Happiness.
The Good Bad Man.
Reggie Mixes In.
Flirting With
Fate.
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrimanlac.
The Americano.
Producers. — Kindly

FILM COMPANY.

1402 Broadway, New York City.
The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (Two Reels).
IVAN FILM PRODUCTION.
130 West 46th Street, New York.
One Law for Both.
Babbling Tongues
(Six Parts — Drama).
Married in Name Only (Six Parts — Drama).
Sins of Ambition.
Two' Men and a Woman.
Human
Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.
JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
(Featuring Twede-Dan. )
February — The Recruit
(Two Parts).
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April — All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).
FRANK
A. KEENEY.
1493 Broadway, New York.
A Romance of the Underworld.
Marriage.
KING
BEE
FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Feb. 15 — His Day Out.
Mar.
1 — The Rogue.
Mar. 15 — The Orderly.
Apr.
1 — The Scholar.
Apr. 15 — The Messenger.
May
1 — The Handy Man.
ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).
PHYSICAL
CULTUREINC.
PHOTO
PLAYS,
Flatiron Building, New York.
(Drama).
PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
His Daughter Pays.
PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).
PYRAMID
COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch
(Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).
HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
The Hand
of the Hun
(Four Parts — Novelty).
The Master Crook.

STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Cloud (Five Parts — Drama).
The God of Little Children (Five Parts— Dr.).
A Mother's Ordeal
(Five Parts — Drama).
Pride and the Devil (Six Parts — Drama).
Miss Deception
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When Drama).
You
and I Were Young
(Five Parta —
The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).
I Believe
(Cosmofotofllm — Seven Parts — Dr.).
The Natural Law
(France Films).
(The Follcnoino
Are Cartoon
Comedies,
Each
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.
Doctor
Bunnv's Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The Unknown.
SUBMARINE
FILM
CO.
1476 Broadway, New York.
The Submarine Eye.
TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant in the House.
The Siren in the House.
U.

EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.

ERNEST
SHIPMAN.
17 West 44th Street, N. Y. City.
Josh
Blimey
Comedies
Featuring:
Fnnny
Fntty Filbert — One Release n Month.
May — Fabulous
Fortune
Fumblers
(two reels).
June — Fred's Fictitious
Foundling
(two reels).
July — Freda's Fighting Father
(two reels).
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver (two reels).
Sept. — Fatty's Frivolous Fiancee (two reels).
Denny
from
Ireland
(First Release
of the
Shorty
Hamilton
Series— Five Parts — Comedy-Drama) .
Berlin
via America
(Fordart
Production — Six
Parts — Drama).
S. & S. PHOTOPLAYS.
INC.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Redemption
(Six Parts — Drama).
STATE RIGHTS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts — Drama).
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All

New

CO.

The Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.Production).
Just
a Woman
(Steger
Men.
The Crucible of Life.
HARRY

Zongar

RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
Naked Hands
(Five Parts — Drama).
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.

S.

McRAE

Brokaw

WEBSTER
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Bldg., 42d
N. Y.Street
City. and Broadway,

Reclaimed.
WESTERN
IMPORT
FILM
CO.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
(The Folloicing Are Multiple Reel W. 8. Hart
Subjects, Released in Order Listed.)
The
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Bargain
(Six
Parts — Drama).
The Drama).
Bandit
and the Preacher
(Fire Parta—
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Five Parts— Dr.).
(Die
Followingtions. Are
Hart
ProducReleased Two-Reel
in Order Listed.)
Dakota Dan.
Double
Crossed.
The Last Card.
A Knight of the Trail.
AHorns
Squareand Deal.
Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman
from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The
Folloicing
Are
Mack
Sennett-jKeystone
Comedies, Each Two Reels in Length.)
The Small Town
Bully.
Friendly Enemies.
His Diving Beauty.
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate
Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
ductions.)
(The
Following
Are
Bessie
Barriscale
ProSatan's

Pawn.
M.

Wm.

A.

Brady

Stolen Orders

Releases

Before

WEISSBERG.
Playhouse, 137 W. 48th
N. Y. City.
(Eight Reels — Drama).

Saturday.

Street,

THE
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Service and Quality

PICTURE

Duhem

Motion Picture Mftf. Co.

Export Developing,

GIVE

US

Write

today

A

TRIAL

for

Catalog*

Lanest Exoluslre Dealers to the Morlng Picture) Trad*

SELL

ON

THE

INSTALLMENT

985 Market Street

San

Francisco,

CINEMA

PLAN

Has the duality circulation or the
ah Ofllolal Notices and News tarn
lished In thlt loon
Yearly
Rate—
Samplo copy and

trade
Itala and the Dominions.
the LSS0&A3I0N to it» mamhsn are pubPostpaid.
Weekly.
$7.25
advertising
rates on request.

Appointed by Agreement Dated 718I14 THE OFFICIAL ORGAN
THE CINEMATOGRAPH

PATENTS

ft

PATENT
LOAN

AND

ocreencra
BY LOUIS REEVES

N. Moore

WASHINGTON,

Of

BUILDING

$2.00

D. C.

EASTMAN
FILM

KODAK

to

the

individual

PER

who

is

the silent drama."

COPY,

POSTPAID

Moving
516

FIFTH

Picture
AVENUE,

NEW

World
YORK

CrTY

Schiller Building, Chicago. Illinois
Wright dr Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

Gundlach
Projection Lenses

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.

ROCHESTER,

too

Published and for Sale by

Established 25 Years

Silver bullion of a quality
equal to that used by the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture of

EASTMAN

great interest

watching the development of

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with $5.00 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

Personal Attention

HARRISON

An invaluable help to the writer who is making a
serious effort to evolve stories for screen production.

ATTORNEY
TRUST

give clean cut definition with the utmost illumination. This is all that you can expect from perfect lenses. The universal use of these lenses is
the best evidence of their superior quality. They
are sold on approval by all dealers and furnished
as the regular equipment with the best machines.

CO.,

N. Y.

In Answering Advertisements,

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave.. Rochester, N.Y.
Please Mention the MOVING

of

EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF QREAT BRITAIN 4 IRELAND. LTD.

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty

William

( al.

NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, England

300-302 Mailers Bid*.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
5 S. Wabash Avenue
Dealers In Motlorraph. Standard and Simplex Uortns Plctnra Machines. National
Carbons. Minus* Screens, and Every tiling for tha Theatre
WE

Coloring

< Mil ■ it \ MEN
BENT
ANYWHERE

THE

Amusement Supply Company

Printing and

t \mi it v OUTFITS
AM)
It AW
FILM
SUPPLIED

Owing to mii" Central location, we ere able to live yoo quick eerrtoi
on all MAIL ORDERS. We carrj ■ large stock of nil k««kIs for
tin- Movinn Pleture Theatre and oan make immediate SHIPMENTS.

We guarantee all goods to be as represented
or money refunded.
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PRINTERS

The Essential Requirements

We have them right in
' stock — Ready
for delivery— Models of approved

type, at very reasonable prices.

FOR

Send for our catalogue of M. P. apparatus
G. GENNERT, 24 E. 13th St., New York
Chicago
Los Angeles

Improved Projection
ARE

SPEER

PERFECTION
IN PROJECTION

CARBONS

Gold

King

Screen

10

Speer

Alterno

Combinations

No. 1 Grade,
Try before you buy.

for A. C. Work

Days'
Trial
75c; No. 2 Grade,
50c. — Stretchers
included.
Sold by all the leading supply dealers throughout the country.
Factory,
ALTUS,
OKLAHOMA

AND

Speer

Hold-Ark

Combinations

for D. C. Work

State Rights Buyers!

Produce Incomparable Results

The Moving Picture World desires to advise
the manufacturing trade, through its columns,
whenever you or any of your staff are due
in New York. In this way we will be able
to render your trip more effective, particularly if you advise the date of arrival, contemplated length of stay, and hotel where you
will stop.

Write today for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions ot operators.

Place an order now with your Supply House.

Write if letter will reach us sufficiently far ahead — otherwise wire to the

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee"
MANUFACTURED
SPEER

CARBON
ST.

MARYS,

COMPANY

State Rights Department, Moving Picture World

PA.

516 Fifth Ave.

New York City

INCREASE IN AD VER TISING RA TES!
Attention is hereby directed to the raise in advertising rates in

■$t

a
(The Export Edition of the Moving
Picturel
World) ML
which becomes effective

June 1, 1918
All advertising contracts for a year or half year entered into prior to this date will be written
at the current space rates. After June 1, our space will bo valued as follows: —

$60.00 per Page
31.50 " Half Page
17.00 " Quarter Page
9.00 " Eighth Page

CHALMERS
In

Answering

proportionately for lesser sizes

PUBLISHING COMPANY

Advertisements.

Please

Mention

the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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Beware of the Man
Who comes to you with a proposition to take your
Power's machine at a liberal allowance in trade for
other make projectors and promises a big improvement on your screen. He has his own axe to grind
and the bigger the allowance for your Power's the
more it is worth to him. Be wise; don't fall for such
propositions. Your Power's is worth more to you
than to any other person. But if you want to have
the Best Projection in the world and you need a new
machine let us make you an exchange proposition.
We are Power's Distributors. We guarantee results
and [give THAT ever satisfying U. T. E. SERVICEIT NEVER FAILS.
Distributors of

POWER'S PROJECTORS— HALLBERG
MOTOR GENERATORS
GARDINER VELVET GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN— NATIONAL
CARBONSACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR— EDISON MAZDA LAMPS— NOVELTY
SLIDES AND M. P. SUPPLIES OF HIGH GRADE.
"EVERYTHING

FOR THE M. P. THEATRE

BRANCH

EXCEPT

THE FHJT

OFFICES:

New York, N. Y.— 729 Seventh Ave.
R
Boston, Mass. — 28 Piedmont St.
y^^
Philadelphia, Pa.— 1233 Vine St.
$nR&
Pittsburgh, Pa. — 910 Penn Ave.
/corporatioX
Cincinnati, O.— 115 W. 7th St.
""'—
Kansas City, Mo.— K. C. Machine & Supply

Detroit, Mich.— 57 E. Elizabeth St.
Omaha, Neb. — 13th and Harney Sts.
Minneapolis, Minn.— 16 N. 7th St.
Cleveland, O. — 714 Huron Road
Chicago, HI.— 514 S. Wabash Ave.
Co., Inc., 813 Walnut St.

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

Prea.

Executive Offices:

Largest Moving Picture

J. H. HALLBERG,

1604 Broadway,

Equipment

Vice-Pre*.

New York

House

in the World
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"Put Money in Thy Purse"
Shakespeare said it. He knew that business
was reckoned in dollars.
The only way to maintain a prosperous
motion picture theatre is by continually satisfying the educated taste of your audience.

Install
Power's Cameragraph No. 6B
This machine, the "pioneer projector of the
world," has always held the blue ribbon for
projection. Its durability, absolute perfection of
construction, and its dependability in many
thousands of installations justify the statement:

Bank On a Powers
and You'll Bank With It

May 25, 1918
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Feel Your Theatre's Pulse
Do you realize that the public is Longing
for good, cheering entertainment; that it is
satiated with the gruesome melodramatic
subjects flooding'* the market. Try clean,
wholesome comedy drama and see how your
patrons instantly respond with quickened
interest. The George K. Spoor features are
just the thing in this line.
LOOK

OVER

THIS LIST OF MASTERPIECES

"A Pair of Sixes"
"Ruggles of Red Gap"
"Uneasy Money"
"The Small Town Guy"
"Two Bit Seats"
"Fools For Luck"

"Sadie Goes to Heaven"
"The Kill-Joy"
"Young Mother Hubbard"
"Pants"
featuring
LITTLE

MARY

McALISTER

"Efficiency Edgar's Courtship"
featuring

TAYLOR

"The Fibbers"
"Skinner's Baby"
"Skinner's Bubble"
"Skinner's Dress Suit"
"The Golden Idiot"
"The Man Who Was Afraid"
"Filling His featuring
Own Shoes"

HOLMES

"Little Shoes"
"The Saint's Adventure"
"Burning the Candle"
featuring

HENRY

?^sorvaq

B.

WALTHALL

George Kleine System
Distributors

BRYANT

WASHBURN

THE
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UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTION

"EVERYBODY LOVES A LOVER," goes
the old saying, and here's a lover with punch
and fire and speed that will sweep your people off their feet—Herbert Rawlinson at his
dynamic best in a virile Western picture of a
man who won't be downed by man or devil
in his pursuit of the girl he loves.
"SMASHING

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

THROUGH"
PICTURE

WORLD.

has scenes that

June 1. 1918

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

wake you up in the middle of the night with
their huge thrills. It's the real stuff — photodrama at the top notch--zip--pep--big loveswift action- -wonderful outdoor and mine
scenes--a real American play with a whang
and a clang in it. Book this hummer of a picture, and there won't be a man, woman

In Answering Advertisements,

through.
Reason, why?
Special Attraction.

Please

It's

a Universal

Book through your nearest Universal Exchange, or communicate with the

UNIVERSAL

FILM

MANUFACTURING

CO.

"Largest Film Mfg. Co. in the Universe."
CARL LAEMMLE,
President

or

child who isn't pleased with it right straight
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1600

Broadway,
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THRILLER WITH
1

them you wish to see "THE LION'S
Go to your nearest Universal Exchange. Tell
CLAWS" serial projected on the screen. Ask to see the scenic photo album. Ask
for a copy of the great big helpful Ad and Publicity campaign book. THEN BOOK
IT AND COUNT YOUR PROFITS FOR 18 WEEKS THEREAFTER.
Film Mn'fg:.
CO., Largest
MN'FG.
FILM
UNIVERSAL
1600 Broadway.
President.
Laemmle.
Carl
Universe.

Co.
New

in the
York.

THE
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On the tenth of June the Universal will start
releasing
every

week.

two-reel

Western

Dramas

at the rate of one

This will be good news for the many

exhibitors who have

urged us to resume making two-reelers; and it is important news to every man in the exhibition business, whether he has asked us to make them or not,

The two-reelers that we intend to release are
gems. They will contain the punch, the story, the direction and
the settings that you expect in great big five reel productions.
ence will be that five reels
the picture public is being
features now on the market
right down to the question

The only differ-

of GOOD STUFF will be packed into two. Without the shadow of a doubt
five-reeled to death. As we have said time after time, many of the long
are not to be compared with high-class two or three- reelers when it comes
of ENTERTAINING the public and not boring them to extinction.

Fortunately, enough exhibitors are awake to

the fact that A TWO-REELER
TURE

AS A FIVE-REELER

IS JUST AS MUCH

A FE A-

if it contains the goods and is properly advertised

by the exhibitor. There was a time when the exhibitor paid his money according to the
LENGTH of the film he got- When that time came, the Universal quit making two-reelers — because

they cost more to make in proportion to their length than the average five-reel picture does.

But we are now assured by huge stacks of letters

from exhibitors that they want more variety in their programs;

they want to snap up their shows; and the only thing that will do the snapping
up is a series of two-reelers OF A QUALITY BETTER THAN WAS EVER ATTEMPTED
BEFORE IN SHORT PICTURES. We'll be ready to shoot on June 10. Get in touch with the nearest
Universal exchange NOW and make arrangements to do all future booking in a way that will leave
room for THE BEST TWO-REEL DRAMAS THAT EVER CAME OUT OF A STUDIO.
Book thru your nearest

UNIVERSAL

FILM
"Largest

1600 Broadway,

Universal Exchange, or communicate with the

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY,

Film Mfg. Co. in the Universe"
CARL LAEMMLE, President

New York.
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PrurLClleL
T>y GRANVILLE BARKER and LAURENCE HOUSMAN
6ccnario ^CHARLES JAAIGNE, directed fjt\MinCf: TOTIRNEUR

J^ CpaiumotintCf>ictuw

The Gharming Story of a Dear Little Girl
Who Ran Away With a Strolling Player
DRUNELLA" is the play in which Marguerite Clark triumphed at the Little
Theatre and at the Booth Theatre in New York.
"Prunella" was heralded
throughout the land as a brilliant drama.
Marguerite Clark and her director,
Maurice Tourneur, have made it an even more wonderful motion picture.
The dainty charm of the star, the splendid beauty of the production, will make this
Paramount Picture a photoplay that the whole nation will go to see.
— ** -*aw
T»*ftc *-*»■****■

fP»«
•^A^*

FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ZUKORfVvs. JESSE L.LASKY Via Pres CECIL B.DEMUi£ftTOterfo«ra;

ADOLPH
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The World's
Greatest
Stories
are brought to life on the screen in
tyaramouri<^(3Hcrc£i
ctures "
i
p
women of unusual literary talent is buying,
(Nationally Advertised)

A N immense organization of men and
adapting and creating
photoplays for Paramount and Artcraft pictures.
No price is too high to pay for a good play.
No exertion is too great if it will bring a story of dramatic
value.
(u«
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation believes — as every exhibitor does — that the story has got to
be good.
Here are a few of the men and women who wrote the slories for the Paramount and Artcraft Pictures
released

in only three

Frederick Ballard
Granville Barker
I'.lwyn Barron
George Broadhursl
John Browne
Owen
Davis
Allan Dwan
John Emerson
Larry Evans
Marion Fairfax
Maximilian Foster

That's

months — March,

April and

May.

Bret Hartc
J. G. Hawks
Laurence Housman
Gardner Hunting
Julia Crawford Ivers
Henry Arthur Jones
Julien Josephson
Bert Lennon
Anita Loos
Jennie Macpherson
Maurice Maeterlinck

Mobilizing the

Charles Maigne
Belle K. Maniates
Frances Marion
Johnston
McCulley
Sir Gilbert Parker
David Graham Phillips
Joseph Franklin Poland
Olga
Alicia Printzlau
Ramsey
Alice Hegan Bice
Victorien Sardou

Play-writing

Genius

I FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKYCECILCORPORATION
B.DE MOLE Director General
1 ADOLPH

ZUKOR

Pros. •
Prvs. JESSE L.LASKY
<-NEVV Vkv
YORIO

J

Perlev Poore Sheehan
R. Cecil Smith
C. Gardner Sullivan
Count Loo Tolstoy
Margaret
Turnbull
Mark
Twain
Eve Vnsell
Florence Vincent
Harry Leon Wilson
Charles E. Whittaker

of the World I

'*fe'i
■& -i*

» 7 fn

M -r
,i»

William J?(

i

snow

i

in

Siren of the 2Mle

ff?M9 MFJI

k

of cAll 'ZJime*
STANDARD

FILM

PICTURES

CORPORATION-

Turning Thousands from.
Pa eked Tlieatre s !

a

*?]

,m£^r

THE LAND
OF GOLD!
Where Men Fight to the Death to Protect Their Worn enWilliam Fox & resents

TOM MIX

A

SURE

F

FOX

FILM

WINNER!

OX

SPECIAL

FEAT V RES

CCRPORATION

in

*Jr

JJJJNi!, X^SLfKr^fcj

in

■ ■■•■"

!*\>N

MttM

JANE an<£
CATHERINE
LEEi til
c4w irwpisfi,
stormy Comedy drama

IsJvittevt uvrd
Keneavt

StAqecL
Hue!*

fay

.^GLADYS BROCKWELL
Jte SCARLET

in

ry^ wtfuaaWs triumph over
the wolves
of *Jkw Vovh
society
By Chavlcs Kewyj
Virecicd hv Edward J. Ce Saiviir

Pictures tlaai will pack your tlteatre !
Special JFeature5^5^ a Year*

WILLIAM

Presents

FOX

THEDA BARA
JJNDEB [LYOKp
[i battle for love cfa, woman ofw re^
directed by J. GORDON EDWARDS
SUruly GEORGE SCARBOROUGH
Scenario lv ADRIAN JOHNSON

An All-star Cast

WOMAN ANQ
THE LAW /WILLIAM FARNUM
A Pulsing Drama
ROUGHand
of a Mothers Love
Staged iy R.A.WALSH
READY

EDX

STANDARD

FILM

PICTURES

CORPORATION

jL {hrillity vklure of love and the Klondike
Written du Ed. Sedgwick ani Richard Stanton
Directed It/ Richard Stanton

WILLIAM

T\

FARNUM
IN

TRUE BLUE

^1

ASMASHING,FIGHTINGTALE OF
VIRILE AMERICANISM

^

0 Written and Staged by
FRANK

A
R
BTA
D
HEin A^
V£e SOUL of
BUDDH&i
fascinating drama, of Paris andihe Orient

(juriiien Eyuieda Tiara,
hrecied ky J-GorionTZdwards

STANDARD
PICTURES

LLOYD

Jke great \Americcwi
problem
-play
IViih
an All-Star
Ust
r GJriUen and Staged n

Ly Frank Lloyd

\

HEY
AKE
IfHE
tfHOLE
ATORLD
JIGGLE!

r

i \—r

.O*

A ^ "i

9>

WILLIAM

ii

'

FOX

Presents

The laugh hits of the centuryLEHRMAN'S

HENKY

^

SUNSHINE COMEDIE:
"A Neighhoifc Keyhole"
"Wild Women and Tame Lions"
'A Waiters "Wasted Life'
"A Self-Made Lad
"Her Husbands Wife"

ALSO

Those Kings of Merriment and Mirth
BUD

MUTT

FISHER'S

AND J

ANIMATED

CARTOONS

on
less Carto
Fisherltism
t* 'A "Occu
r> t-T.
Book
These Fun
"
Films N O W y The Superintendents
' Tonsorial Artists1
The Tale of a Pig71
F/^\ ~\r
'
ies
erl
Ord
al
it
sp
Ho
J±
\J
'
n
rs
io
ve
Sa
fe
at
Li
film corpor
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^■■B

INSON
COOSEND
'With the motion picture business in
its present chaotic condition — with critical and unwarranted lack of harmony
between producers, distributors and exibitors, the Hodkinson plan is a Godsend,
the perfect working of which will relieve
us of ever increasing worry and search
for superior plays. Our connection with
you is an honor and an imperative necessity'
Kehrlein Kinema Circuit, Fresno, Cai.

Jbe Hodkinson Co-partnership
Plan Marksfbe Dawn of a Nev
Day in fbe Motion-Picture Industry.

WHODKINSON

CORPORATION

527 FIFTH AVE ., NEW YORK CITY • HODKINSON SERVICE AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES

i
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PLAY 5

PARALTA

►.^ *

PICK

QFTHE

PICTURES

CURRENT

BESSIE
JAMES YOUNG,
Director

«

ISSUE

BARRISCALE

ROSE
ROBERT

O' PARADISE
BRUNTON,

))

GRACE
WHITE,

MILLER
Author

Manager of Productions

What concerns the Public
concerns You.
The public doesn't care a rap
how much money a picture cost.
The public doesn't care a continental
how much money was spent
advertising a picture.
The public has heard so often
that every picture is the greatest,
most colossal, most crambunctious
of the age.

production

And now the public simply gags
at being told
the same old boob-bumping

platitudes.

All the public wants to know
Who

is:

is in the picture,

and What is the picture about.
Very well ;
That then concerns You.

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc. i

WEST
E W

48th STREET
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

HO&KINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES

THE

Tune 1. 1918

MOVING

PICTURE

PARALTA
PICK

PLAYS

QFTHE

PICTURES

CURRENT

BESSIE
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ISSUE

BARRISCALE
m

JAMESDirector
YOUNG.

«

ROSE
ROBERT

The Sunshine

g£h™m^™

O' PARADISE"
BRUNTON,

Manager of Productions

picture you need

in these stern

times.

With her fiddle and a pail of kittens,
Jinnie enters the world's arena.
Life's grime and grisly passions
cannot tarnish her faith
in God's creatures.
Those twisted in spirit,
those broken in body
are hers to love.
She plays the song of God's faith
on her fiddle,
and works the miracle of HIS love
among

halt humanity

in life's backyard.
Bessie Barriscale is Jinnie,
a crystal chalice that contains
life, loveliness, and the ever-young spirit
of mother Eve.

WEST
EW

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc. SN

48th STREET
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

HENRY B.
MMUHUL

THROUGH

HQ AT UK
IN SON SERVICE
ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES

J.
WARREN
KERRIGAN
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pictures

ING VP TMC EXHIBITOR
""PO strengthen the faith of the
■* inform still more millions of
can help their country, to back up
exhibitors who are now or soon will
patriotic offering

American people, to
Americans how they
the several thousand
be playing Goldwyn's

OUabel Hormand
inJ0AK</PIATT$BURG
Goldwyn now has ready for its exhibitors everywhere,
free of all cost, including any and all shipping charges

Porter FmersonDrownefr $2500 Fiction Version
of Joan ofPlattsburg'in Matrix Form Free.
Two hundred newspapers in cities and towns have telegraphed for this story for immediate publication as the
greatest faith and courage — builder written since the
world war began.
A beautifully illustrated page, with scenes from the
picture and with Mabel Normand portraits — made in 7
and 8 column sizes for newspapers everywhere. Ready
for immediate shipment without cost to any Goldwyn
customer asking for it and specifying the size he desires.
All exhibitors by arranging for some advertising can
obtain this splendid full-page feature in one of their
local daily or weekly newspapers. Fill out and mail
this coupon at once for the finest piece of publicity
co-operation ever offered you with a motion picture.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUfiL GOLDFrSH.

President

16 East 42 ndt Street

tDGAR

Selwyn, Vice President

New

York City

June

THE
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Cy/ie Great
American Game.
IT'S Bluff — the game that is played by
millions; the game of pretending to live
at the Ritz when you exist in stuffy hall
bed-rooms. Now comes the screen's beloved heroine of the eyes and the smile —

MADGE
JCEMMEDY
in.

■V

y/te

TktirVretender
By Florence C. Bolles

•':

Directed by Charles Miller

in a dashing, spirited romantic melodrama
even faster and funnier than her last big
success, "The Danger Game."
All over America this lovely star is pulling
"Standing Room Only" business for exhibitors who have been wise enough to promote
her personality enthusiastically in their
communities.
"The Fair Pretender" is released everywhere May 19.f

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL

GOLDFISH.

President

EDGAR

16 East 4-2 «/ Street

Selwyn.

New

Vice President

York City

WORLD

123 1
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APITOL
OJAEDIES

THEY
DO

you
come
than
on three or

HAVE

PUNCH

AND /PEED!

know any other two-reel comedies of which this can be said — comedies that
along on regular release at the rate of twenty-six a year?
There are more
14,000 exhibitors in the United States and they have been obliged to depend
four comedy sources for an irregular supply of an irregular grade of comedies.

Goldwyn nows offers the comedy-hungry exhibitors and public happy-go-lucky, joyous,
good-natured, fun-making

CAPITOL
26 a Year

COMEDIES
Every Second Monday

Comedies so good that their fame was spread across the nation by rumor; so good that
all the big theatres and hundreds of smaller ones hastened to book them ' sight unseen";
so good that when they were released the trade pronounced them to be "the biggest
laughing hits in years."
You can book these clean, wholesome laughmakers only through the offices of

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
President
Samuel Goldfish.
16 East 42 „</ Street

New

York CLty

i

i

fune 1. 1918
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Rex beach
Picture

Every Greater New York and suburban theatre of the most powerful exhibitor in the East —
Seventy odd days of continuous booking through Goldwyn — and the stamp of popular approval
by one of the world's greatest showmen further prove the strength and drawing power of

REX BEACH*

SCREEN
GREAT

CLASSIC OF THE
SOUTHV/EST^

mEanr of the sunset
DIRECTED
Soon to be seen as the first run
Loew theatres:
Fuiton
Greeley Square
Hoboken
Lincoln Square
National
Newark

By FRANK

attraction

116th Street
Orpheum
Palace, Brooklyn
Victoria
New Rochelle
New York Theatre
and Roof

to

POWELL

begin

the

summer

American
Avenue B

season in all of these
De Kalb
Delancey Street
86th
Street
42d Street
Warwick
West End

Bijou
Boulevard
Broadway
Circle

Already played or booked for "first run" showings in these great photoplay institutions of
America's largest cities:
Qumn's Rialto, Los Angeles
Rialto, San Francisco
Boston Theatre, Boston
Alhambra Theatre, Toledo

Majestic Theatre, Portland, Oregon
Rialto Theatre, Butte
Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia
Standard Theatre, Cleveland

Orpheum Theatre, Chicago
Ascher Theatres, Chicago
America Theatre, Denver

Every exhibitor desiring a sure-fire profit-making week with business at flood tide for every
performance should write or telegraph his nearest Goldwyn office for playing dates and prices.

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
IS East 4-2 nJ Street

New

York City

{^PICTURES
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

presents

^■^\
»•»»

NORMA
TALMADGE
in

V
lV*

"DE LUXE ANNIE"
from

the j>lay

of the same

hv

Edward

name

Clark

scenario by Paul West

Directed

by

Roland

I

DISTRIBUTED

BY

select pictures: corporation
729 Seventn Avenue,- New -York. Cit$ :

West

^(PICTURES

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
presented by

LEWIS J. SELZNICK
in the latest of Ker Select Pictures, is seen
in tne role of an independent American
girl who refuses to accept meekly the
knocks of an unkind fate, and sets out to
carve a future for herself. It is a role dear
to tne hearts of American audiences, which
this brilliant })oung star brings to life in

"THE

LESSON"

Directed

by

Ckarles
from

G ib 1$ n

the story by Virginia

Terhune

Van de Water

The Constance Talmadge Series of Select
Pictures embraces in its prior releases

"SCANDAL"
"THE HONEYMOON"
"THE STUDIO GIRL"
"THE SHUTTLE"
and

"UP THE ROAD WITH SALLIE"

DISTHIBUTED

ff£

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 -"S#veri$r Averiue, h«J«w TorJc'Oty^
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i

If there are any persons in your audience
who do not like children.they 11 LOVE them
when they see

BABY MARIE OSBORNE
and the funny little coon in the Pathe photoplay

aDAUGHTERof the WEST
IWuced by Diando

Directed W Win. Bertram

June 1, 1918

June

1. 1918
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Tke Size of tkeTown Has Notking
to do witk the Success of

PEARL WHITE
and ANTONIO MORENO
in tke sensational Patbe serial

theHOUSEofHATE
Big and. little tkey A.LL report
exceptional business!
"It has made Monday a good day with
me."
— T. Port
J. McCarthy,
Empire
Theatre,
Henry, N. tn'g'r.
Y.
"I am playing 'The House of Hate. "...
I will take my chances on Pathe serials
against any features on the market today,
and 1 have been a successful exhibitor
for
years." — A.
H. Abraxas,
ownertwelve
and manager,
Odeon
Theatre,
Canton, Ohio.
The Crescent Theatre, Ithaca, with a
much advertised serial runniDg in opposition, is turning 'em away with 'The
House of Hate,' while its competitor — !!!!
"The House of Hate" is playing FOUR
houses to excellent business in a city of
only 29,000 population— Winston - Salem,
N. C.
57 Theatres in Cleveland,
playing it!
And don't forget that Kunsky in Detroit
and the Grand Opera House in New York
and many other nationally known exhibitors are finding that this is a serial that
surely gets the business!

Produced by Astra -Directed by Geo.B.SeitZo

bitten by Arthur B. Reeve atvd Ckas. A.Loou-e
Scenarios "by B. MilTKa-ixser

PICTURE

WORLD

ill

m

Mutual's
Summer

Schedule-

orCorp
THE! Mutu
ces trie
announFilm
ational
forthcoming' release of five productions of superior quality
and extraordinary box
office value :
MAYMary
2 7- Miles Minter in
"Social Briars"

Marg'arita
Fisher in
, lOJUNE
"A Square Deal"

William Russell in
JUNE 24-

"Up Romance Road"

Mary Miles Minter in
JULY
"The8-Ghost of Rosy Taylor"
Margarita Fisher in
JULY 22"Impossible Susan"

Billie Rhodes in Strand comedies once every weeK
Screen Teleg'ram. the news
reel de-luxe, issued twice a
weeK.
COMINGA new series of productions
starring the queenly Edna
Goodrich.

Some specials of superlative
quality and big money maKing possibilities.
to

Mutual
Film
Corporation

PRESIDENT
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Are you a reason whyer

Shall I book it and

what is it worth?

The First -run man thinks it out something like this —
His Questions
Tarzan

of

the

Apes?

Where and how has it been shown — and
Vrsjjat prices?

Who

releases

at

it?

Looks up Trade and newspape

r reviews.

Telegraphs some disinterested
judgment he relics on.

frie nd

Watches

i

Trade

Paper

i*w

FIRST

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS

CHOP

advertising

whose

His Conclusions

Calls up local bookseller
and learns story
is most widely read novel of a decade.

Good

The first money-making
Broadway
success
for several years.
Ran 8 weeks at Broadway
Theater, New York City, at prices of 25c to
$2.00.
Cleaning up everywhere.

If it made money on Broadway
it must be
a wonder — guess I can get increased
prices,
too.

The

Is it a man's, woman's
or child's picture?
Is it of "Highbrow," one c^ass or a popular
api*el attraction?

His Answers

First National

Exhibitors'

Circuit.

Buys the story, starts to give it the "once
over," decides to take it home and read it,
leaves it on his desk and, returning,
finds
stenographer and office boy disputing about
which gets it first while boss is out.
Is impressed by some such as these: M. P.
World:
"Drew
round
after round
of applause." N. Y. Sun: "It is just the kind of
picture the fans will adore."
Gets

title;

should

draw

well.

•If they grabbed it for their theater it's good
enough for mine.

It will interest all ages and both sexes.

Wonders

if it will break his house record.

an answer like this: "It is a masterpiece, a true marvel," from
Willard Mack,
author of "Tiger Rose" and famous actor.

Must

And is struck by news ads which show it is
breaking
house records
everywhere.

Decides
that rental price asked
and plays it on percentage.

be an

extra

good

production.

is too high

I When booking First National Attraction
All you have to do is watch then

THE

June 1, 1918

MOVING

PICTURE
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or a lucky looker?

Street

Scene — Manywhere

in

America.

The other fellows can see for themselves —
Because there can be but one first-run exhibitor in each city the others can send somebody to watc
the performance of a release and decide to a nicety what it will draw at their theatres and whah
they can afford to pay for it.
They are lucky — they don't have to take a chance.

but the result is the same

Result

ti

Both book it
and
clean up
with it

You can be the Lucky Looker

;et the money in First National Theatres

£gSgf

i

FIRST

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS
v CIRCUIT'
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Protection — Plus

Plank
No. 3

vs

Promotion — Minus

"To heep the capital of each
association in its OWN depository, and under its own
control."

(2^VERY exhibitor dollar put into the Affiliated" plan
must return one hundred cents with interest — not one
hundred cents, less ten cents for promotion charges.
This is assured by tne fact that the exhibitor s dollar
is at all times under his own control — not under tne
control of promoters.
Not a dollar of his money is used to finance or promote
tne Affiliated Distributors Corporation. Every penny
of it is kept intact in tne depository of tne exhibitor s
own booking association.

The

"AFFILIATED"

"Platform

1— To insure EXHIBITOR MANAGEMENT
and COXTROL in very fact, as well as
promise.
^s

2 — To in no way disturb existing booking organizations, but rather to encourage them.
3 — To keep the capital of each association in its
OWN depository, and under its OWN control.
4— and
To maintain
all the
Booking,"
at the same
timebenefits
provideof a "Open
COXSISTEXT
and DEPENDABLE schedule of releases.
5 — To secure, not only ALL the concessions in
rental prices which the combined buying power
of exhibitors will earn, but the MAJOR
SHARE of all excess profits as well.
6— To distribute the cost of all productions on a
fair and business basis to each booking association, and to every member of such an
association.
7— To regulate expenditures, according to sound
business methods and to protect exhibitors
against excessive salaries, extravagant advertising and pretentious executive offices.
8 — To arrange, on behalf of the booking associations, now existing, and such others as shall
be formed, for an affiliation with a national,
or central clearing house, upon terms thai are
JUST and EQUITABLE to all concerned.

AFFILIATED
CHARLES
1476

mi

The exhibitor pays a modest membership fee to his local
booking association. This membership fee. together
with those of his fellow exhibitors, is placed in their
bank as a trust fund to guarantee to the producer the
cost of his picture, plus a profit of twenty-five percent.
This membership fee is a small fraction of the amount
many companies require as a deposit. Unlike most deposits, however, these funds draw interest whue in trust.
The funds are administered by the bank selected by the
booking association. The Affiliated has no jurisdiction
over them nor access to them. They are simply the
tangible evidence or the Association s good faith.
In return for this assurance of good faith, the exhibitor
not only receives pictures on a definite price basis, but
gets back fifty percent of all the money earned by each
picture over and above its scheduled quota. Of the
remaining fifty percent, the Affiliated gets twentyfive percent and the producer twenty-five percent.
I he exhibitor is if. no 'way obligated, save to pay for
the picture which he selects, while he, in turn, is at all
times protected in full.
Any booking plan, less secure, must invite speculation
and risk.

DISTRIBUTORS
C. PETTIJOHN,
BROADWAY,

NEW

General

YORK

CITY

Counsel

CORP.
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An Exhibitor — Exchange — Service
Proposition

T

HE

TRIANGLE Distributing Corporation is founded upon the three fundamental angles of a progressive business — the Customer, the Product, the
I >reranization.

Three sides form the angles of this business — the Exhibitors, the Exchanges
and Service.
The EXHIBITORS' side receives first consideration and "tops" this organization, since without exhibitors there would be no need for exchanges
or service.
thing
And every Triangle exhibitor is welcomed as a component part of this business.
E X C H A X G E S
then, are operated on
the principle that exhibitors come first.
Every employee who helps
to construct this second side
of Triangle
realizes that

SERVICE, Exchange
the only

has to
the
service, sell,
an

upon the welfare of the exhibitors depends his welfare.
And
notice we say ExhibitorS — the
plural — which means careful consideration to all alike, rich or poor,
great or small, old or new.
This
brings us to the third side of our Tri
angle.

And good

Triangle
kind
that can link only
to
xchanges
efficient ex-is
The exhibitor
itors.
ent or he wouldn't
be
buying service. And Triangle
service is exactly the opposite to
the old idea that exhibitors must
look out for themselves. Triangle
policy-— to furnish
the maximum
service for the minimum price.

It is evident from the very construction of the Triangle Distributing Corporation that steadily increasing profits will depend upon the cultivation and
growth of the three factors — Exhibitors, Exchanges and Service.
-the
And Triangle profits are defined as a just reward for service rendered.
An expansion of the new kind of Service necessitates better Exchanges and
more Exhibitors. Likewise the increasing number of exhibitors means better exchanges and better service.
Exhibitors — Grasp the opportunity now of associating with TRIANGLEDistributing Corporation that co-operates for the mutual benefit of all.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457 Broadway
New York
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i
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METRO
TALKS N»l
Jlleiro's ALL Siar
Series Traductions
are the most consistent
box office attractions
in thejield today
^Three years of
quatliy productions u
have made Aietro's
hip ft yetnUaiioyis*
pi

METRO Pictures ':
Corf oration presents

MAY ALLISON
in her second fnab triumph by Hay Tully

TWINNING
o^BEATRICE
Scenario hy June Mathis and Katharine Ivavanaug-h.
Directed by ^^^^^^^Eaviry TrayikUn

SeleSS

BY
Maxwell3 Karger
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"Little Talks with Foreign Buyers" — No. 12

H

President

SPECIALS!

AVE you noticed in reading ' 'export items > >
in the American trade papers, the frequency

with which special features for foreign distribution shift about
from agent to agent? John Smith offers them in May, John
Brown in June, John Green in July, and Hevin Xosehoo in August. Isn't it
significant that when Inter-Ocean is announced as exporter for a feature, it
remains the exporter? The lucky pair stay true : there is no hasty divorce ! "They live happily
ever after!" You only hear of separation when the feature is separated from us by a BUYER.
What's the reason? Merely that Inter-Ocean enjoys the confidence of foreign buyers by offering them ONLY
what Inter-Ocean knows they can use — and that special features handled by Inter-Ocean have ALL had to come
up to this test.

FOR
The Pyramid

Company's

great productions:

Lewis S. Stone in "Inside the Lines"
Selexart's

three

INSTANCE:

(6 reels), and "The Man of Bronze"

Rhea Mitchell in "Honor's Cross" (6 reels)
Howard Hickman in "Blue Blood" (6 reels)
Rhea Mitchell and Howard Hickman in "Social Ambition"

INTERr OCEAN
INTER-OCEAN
BUILDING

^©fcP0RA110&
PAUL
PRES.&

"We

(6 reels)

strong specials:

Operate

(7 reels)

FIEAi
21 S W. 42.o ST.
NEW YORK. CITY

H.CROMELIN
SEN'L.MGR.

Everywhere" — Largest
Distributors
of Films
in Foreign
Exporters of Speer Carbons and Fulco Accessories.

Fields

and

Sole

READY FOR WORLD SALE— 52 World Films a year, featuring
Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young, Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell, and June
Elvidge; 24 Paralta Plays a year, featuring Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan,
Henry B. Walthall, and Louise Glaum; the great features "Whither Thou Goest,"
"To-day,** "Mad Lover," "Hunting Big Game in the Frozen North,"
"The 13th Labor of Hercules;" the sure fire comedy brands, Vim, Black
Diamond,
Bingo, "Charley" (Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.
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For Exhibitors
of
the

EDUCATIONAL'S Tabloid Features
HELP NUMBER TWO: INEXPENSIVE ADVERTISING
Take Two Inches Extra of Newspaper Space,
Tuck It on Your Regular Ads, and at the Same
Time Play Up the Short Films in Your Publicity.

A SUGGESTION
WORTH
TRYING

MATS
OF
THESE

ADS.
AND
THE
ACCOMPANYING
MWwrTJFTDTT--- — PUBLICITY
r AT
V ' V/ N0W

Ffjvmy READY

_E*A^

Educational Films Cdrpormiqn
729 T3! Avenue
In Answering Advertisements,
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\\'< >KI.D

GaumoDt
Graphic

The ONLY
KVERY

Independent
NEWS SERVICE

TUESDAY

EVERY

FRIDAY

THE NEWS REELS OF REAL NEWS
Distributed through the BEST Independent Exchanges
ATLANTA

R. M. Savini

Films,

NEW

New

('-;.., Fla, Ala., Tenn, X. Car.. S. Car.
BOSTON

Globe Feature Film Co.

York

E. Penn

(to 77th Par.), So. N. J.
PITTSBURGH

First National Exhibitors' Circuit

Michigan

Mex.

First National Exhibitors' Exchange
W. Penn. (from 77th Par.), West Va.

Exchange

ST.

SALT

Indiana

All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.
Calif,

So. Calif., Ariz.
MINNEAPOLIS

Nevada,

Ariz.

SEATTLE

Northwestern
Consolidated Film Corp'n
Temporary address: Care Joe Deitch, Calhoun House

Inc.

Wash,

Minn., Iowa, Wise, No. Dak., So. Dak.
NEW
ORLEANS

D. C.

Super-Film Attractions, Inc.
D. C, Del, Md, Va.

La, Miss, So. Ala. W. Fla.

AMAZING

Oregon, No. Idaho

WASHINGTON,

Josiah Pearce & Sons

THE

CITY

Utah, So. Idaho
SAN
FRANCISCO

All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.
Theatres,

LAKE

First National Exhibitors' Circuit

CITY

Photoplay Co.

Kans., W. Mo.
LOS
ANGELES

Associated

Photoplay Co.

Missouri

V. H. Hodupp, Inc.
KANSAS

LOUIS

Hodupp-Towne

INDIANAPOLIS

Hodupp-Towne

Co.

PHILADELPHIA

DENVER

Film

N. J.

Peerless Feature Film Exchange

Illinois

Madison

Stale, No.

Nebraska

Central Film Co.

Wyoming,
New
DETROIT

CITY

OMAHA
Fontenelle
Film

New England States
CHICAGO

Colo.,

YORK

Gaumont Co., Flushing, N. Y.

Inc.

SERIAL

OF

JUST

THE

RIGHT

LENGTH:

COMING ! The Man from the Dead
TEN

TWO-REEL

EPISODES

OF

STARTLING

SENSATIONS

6a a moot (b
LONDON

-^aOmoi)t>

FLUSHING, N. Y.
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HAYAKAWA

HAYAKAWA
PRODUCTIONS
SUPPORTED BY OTHER WELL KNOWN SCREEN FAVORITES
AVAILABLE

AT ALL MUTUAL
BY SPECIAL

EXCHANGES

ARRANGEMENT

Haworth Pictures Corporation
H. W. HELLMAN

BUILDING

LOS ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

Juno
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to all Exhibitors -
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Tftese4 two reeler^ now
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Re^l

ready

"THE

JkZZ
WAITER"
Adapted from
"Ca.u6Kt
in. a. Ca.La.ret!'

" HIS DARE DEVIE QUEEN"
Adapted from
"Mabel
at 3tke* Wheel."
"THE ROUSTABOUT"
Adapted

'Tke

from

Property

4

Man."

" THE

PU GIUI ST "
Adapted from
Tke
Knoc?Co\_xt

GUARANTEED NEW PRINTS
FROM ORIGINAL NEGATIVES
WHICH WE OWN and CONTROL

W-H •PRODUCTIONS
JlWe-rt

&3rd>St»
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OF MAY

20-27

Under the Auspices of

Allied Theatrical and
Motion Picture Team
V Every theatre of the speaking stage,
Dramatic, Musical and Vaudeville, allied in
the big Red Cross Drive.
r At every Motion Picture Theatre a Screen
Star will appear personallv each night, from
Mav 20 to 27.

II In conjunction with the Board of Education there will be held in every
Motion Picture Theatre in Greater New York a special Red Cross Benefit
Performance on Saturday morning, May 25th, at 10 A. M. Entire proceeds
of 1,000 Motion Picture Theatres to the American Red Cross Fund.

FIVE SPECIAL GALA

EVENTS

FRIDAY
THURSDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
MONDAY
NIGHT, May 23 NIGHT, May 24 NIGHT, May 25 NIGHT, May 26 NIGHT, May 27
GRAND
PATRIOTIC
THE ALLIED
Monster
Musical
Most
CONCERT
Astounding
All-Star
FOLLOWED
BY A
Theatrical
Comedy Night
Dramatic
and Motion
Mammoth
At the
OperaticConcert
and
Musical
and
Musical
Picture Ball
Ever Held
Vaudeville Bill
Boxing Carnival
Hippodrome
1,074

Regular
Volunteers
for the Cause in

"CHEER
With the Original Cast
Intact Augmented
by

Hitchcock
UP"

AT

AT

M?dison Square
Garden
No

ExhibitionsGenuine

Contests

Frank vs.Moran
Bill Brennan
Jim vs.
Coffey
Battling
Johnny
Eddie
Frankie

Levinsky
Dundee
vs.
Wallace
vs.Callahan

Raymond
Annette Kellermann
Fred Stone
Julia Sanderson
Joseph Cawthorne
Will Rogers
Fannie Bryce
Eddie Cantor
Doyle & Dixon
W. C. Fields &
Frank Carter

Also Joe Lynch, Kid
Williams, Frankie
Burns and Lew Tendler will Positively
Compete.

Seals Now
Selling at the
Hippodrome
Box Office.
Prices
50c,
75c, S1.00,
$1.50,
$2.00.

Seats Now Selling at Madison Sq. Garden and all
Ticket Agencies. Prices
$2.00, $3.00, $5.00 and $10.

+

Willie Jackson
Jack Britton
Ted

(Kid) Lewis

THE

AT THE

HOTEL ASM
IN THE

Grand
Ball Room
Everybody you
ever heard of
will be there.
This will be the
most glorious
event of its kind
history.
in New
York's
Beautiful Girls
Magnificent Gowns
and Brilliant Jewels
Tickets

on

Sale

Everywhere.

Century Theatre

Partial List of Volunteers
includes :
WEBER & FIELDS
FRED
STONE
AL JOLSON
CLIFTON
CRAWFORD
DOYLE & DIXON
GEORGE
WHITE
and
ANN
PENNINGTON
FANNIE
BRICE
FRANK CRAVEN
HARRY
FOX
EDDIE
CANTOR
LEO CARILLO
FLORENCE
MOORE
THREE
DOOLEYS
EDITH
DAY
RAY COX
BILLY
VAN
and
FERGUSON
SIX BROWN
BROS.
FAY
BAINTER.
HARRY
CLARKE. JANET VEL1E
and Chorus in the Rose
Number
from
"The
VIVIENNE
SEGAL
and
Kiss Burglar."
CARL RANDALL
BERT
LESLIE
CONSTANCE
HINNEY
WILL
MORRISSY
There will be many others
Seals

Now
Selling
Century Theatre Box Office.
Prices $2, $3 and SS.

THE GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH
FOR THE GREATEST CAUSE IN THE WORLD

IN

THE

Metropolitan
Opera House

Headed by the Peerless

ENRICO

CARUSO
and including

Claudio Muzio
Sophie Braslau
Anna
Fitziu
Tamika Miura
Adam Didur
Jose Mardones
Pasquale
' ndreas Amato
de Segurola
Ricrardo Stracciari
Leon Rothier

CONDUCTORS
Roberto Moranzoni
Walter Damrosch

Ossip
Gabrilowitsch
Richard Haererman
Seats
Selling
at Opera
House
Box
Office.
Prices $2, $3, $5 and S10.

+

Watch Daily Papers for Detailed Announcements
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Get the L-Ko
Beauty Girls!

For Your House!
If you want to make your house popular with everybody tie it up
with the L-Ko Beauty Girls in sparkling, peppery L-Ko Komedies.
Let your patrons see the dashing little L-Ko Beauties regularly —
they'll grow as popular as the very biggest stars. Let them make
friends and you'll have steady patronage that will turn many a
rainy day into big money.
Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange or communicate
with the Universal Film Manufacturing Co., Largest Film Manufacturing Co. in the Universe, Carl Laemmle, President, 1600
Broadway, New York.

KO kfemedier
In Answering Advertisements,
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Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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Theaters
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1292

Barrymore,
Jack, Again with Paramount. .1294
"Believe
Me,
Xantippe"
(Paramount)
1332
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Has Premiere. . .1266
British Notes
1279
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Film
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1298
1274
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FILM
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Opt. Co

DISPLAY
Mfg. Co
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Department
1285
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1275
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Hayakawa to Release Through Mutual
1292
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(Paramount)
1333
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1298
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Illinois Holds State Convention
1267
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Notes
1280
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1327
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Notes
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Motion
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The
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1289
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Law, The"
(World)
Old Trio Retire from
Paralta
Ontario
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Film Tax
Orpheum Finds that Film Shows Pay

1333
1331
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1274
1329

Paramount Managers Holding Conference. .1296
Patriotic Films Enjoying Extended Runs. .1328
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The
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(Greater Vitagraph) . .1330
Goldwyn to Double Its Output
1266
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1331
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1352
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Gunby
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Rothacker Film

1301
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Richardson Home After Five Weeks' Trip.. 1270
"Rose
o' Paradise"
(Paralta)
1331
St. Louis Airdomes
to Go a Bit Slow at
Start
_
1324
St. Louis Snoopers Are Ousted
1268
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From, to Screen
1300
Selig to Release Through
Capital
1275
Sheldon
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Summer
Schedules. .. .1297
Shipman
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Plans
1267
"Social Briars"
(American 1
1331
Stage and Screen Unite for Charity
1263
State Rights
Department
1314
Stolen Films, Many, Found in Cleveland. . . i274
Texas Airdomes Will Be Few This Season.. 1326
Theater Made a Bower of Flowers for Summer
1323
Thompson. Hugh, Supports Miss Whelan. . .1297
Toledo
Exhibitors Form Association
1266
"Toys of Fate"
(Screen Classicl
Trade Active for Red Cross

1330
1263

Universal Hails a Chaplin in Petticoats. . .1296
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is to be his last, and new men an- to take charge of
the affairs of the Exhibitors' League. It is this pi
peel that gives hope of healing the breach that has
occurred in the body of exhibitors, and a definite
effort will be made to accomplish that greatly desired
event. As evidence that negotiations have already
been commenced we are permitted to publish the
letters that have passed between two men who are
in position to act

with authority:
New
York, May
13, 1918.
Mi. ('. C. Pettijohn, New York City.
Dear Mr. lYt tijolm : Believing in your sincerity
and fairness and that .von have the welfare- of
motion picture exhibitors at heart, I am addressing
this letter to yon in an effort to ascertain at least
if it is possible within the next sixty days to brine,
the
undertwoonenational
banner. exhibitors' organizations together

Entered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter
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Facts and Comments

=

IT would appear from some correspondence that
has come to us that there is to be a determined
and conscientious effort to close the breach
between exhibitors that was caused by the domineering methods of President Ochs at Chicago a year ago.
At that time Mr. Ochs, bent upon promoting some
of his peculiar ideas of benefiting the cause of the
exhibitor through helping himself, managed to divert
a large and influential number of exhibitors from the
National League. This movement, which resulted in
the forming of the American Exhibitors' Association, was a protest against the Ochs privateering
schemes ; but important as was the body of secession
no lesson was conveyed to Ochs thereby, and he has
gone along in his own way much to the detriment of
this year
Fortunately
the exhibitors' organization.

I know and I think you realize that there arc big,
clean, sincere men in both organizations, and we
may as well be frank with each other and admit
that both organizations are at present hampered
by members
who have selfish interests to play.
I believe that you and I are in positions at present,
or we can at least start a movement which may
result in great good to motion picture exhibitors
throughout the country.
1 am willing to take the initiative for this movement in our organization if you are willing to do
likewise with the members of the American Exhibitors' Association. Will you co-operate with me in
an effort to bring about a fair understanding among
our respective members, and, if possible, an amalgamation of both national organizations into one
united, efficient and unselfish organization, which
will divorce itself from all sides issues and devote
itself solely to the business of the motion picture
exhibitors of the United States and Canada?
Will you favor me with an immediate reply to this
letter? And if you feel that we can conscientiously
work together in the furtherance of a plan which
will bring us all under one banner I will be glad to
nu-et with you and your associates and start the "ball
With

kindest personal regards I am
Very truly yours,
SIDNEY S. COHEN,
President
Xew York State Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of America.

rolling."

Xew York, May 15, 1918.
Mr. City.
Sidney S. Cohen, President Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of Xew
York State, Xew Yrork
Dear Mr. Cohen : I am just in receipt of your
letter dated May 13, and I am trying to comply with
your request for an immediate answer.
While in the Middle West last week I consulted
with several of the officers and directors of the
American Exhibitors' Association on practically the
same subject mentioned in your letter.
I believe in you, Mr. Cohen. 100 per cent. I have
the utmost confidence in the men who surround you.
I have so stated to the men with whom I talked last
week, and I have this day sent a recommendation
to Frank J. Rembusch, our national secretary, that
only a tentative date be set for our national convention and that such tentative date be not sooner than
the last of August or the first of September. In the
meantime I am willing to join hands with you in an
effort to bring about one national organization, with
no "sides issues"; devoted exclusively to the business of exhibitors and ever ready to co-operate with
any other branch of the industry for our common
Uncle Sam has recognized us as a potent factor
in this great world war. He needs us, and I pergood.
sonally believe we will be worth more to him under
one banner — the banner under which all American
people are this day united — hi^ banner.
I am ready to meet you.
Sincerely yours,
C. C. PETTIJOHN.

*

Air. Pettijohn has put his finger on the big idea..
What is wanted is "a national organization with no.
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side issues." There is sufficient league business to
be taken care of to keep a real live exhibitors' league
on the jump every day in the year. Up to now that
business has been sadly neglected because the chief
officers of the league have been busy using their positions and the prestige which goes with them in vain
efforts to create private jobs for themselves. We
believe that the exhibitors of the United States have
had enough of that sort of thing and enough of the
sort of officers who go in for that sort of thing. There
should be a general clean-up at Boston, and a good
slogan for the occasion is : "A National Organization
With No Side Issues." It is a good get-together
war cry.
^ ^ ^

ALTHOUGH the plaything of Dame Rumor for
the past few months the Goldwyn company
comes out with an announcement, which appears
in this issue of the Moving Picture World, that would
indicate anything but instability or inability. No
organization that is at all shaky could carry a program of fifty-two subjects a year, and it requires a
fair sort of ability to build a business of that magnitude and to swing it after it has been constructed.
This should be iri the nature of a rebuke to the feebleminded gossips who go up and down the town peddling
foolish tales.
ABIT of fiction that contains a great deal of
fact : Jenkins, the hero of Mary White
Slater's story in the April Harper's, is a commonplace young chap, with limited opportunities for
enlarging his mental horizon.
What the moving picture shows did for Jenkins
was wonderful. Before he found them his intellectual life had been limited to the reading of the fullpage advertisement of the Spalding bargains . . .
on Sunday morning, when Jenkins always bought
a paper. ... At the picture show Jenkins came
suddenly, by the mere act of looking, into a complex knowledge of life that he had neither the
ability nor the taste to get from books.

The last sentence is an argument in favor of the
screen that for compactness of expression has not
been surpassed by the most zealous of its supporters.

method of keeping down the high cost of
ONE
film rentals is divulged in an ingenuous letter
sent by an exhibitor to the editor of an amusement journal, the pages of which, up to the present,
have been void of moving picture advertising. The
theater manager goes on to explain how an agent
for a film concern visited him and tried to rent him
a picture for a sum which he thought too high. While
the agent was extolling the merits of his picture and
showing a very laudatory review from one of the
real moving picture trade journals the exhibitor
admits with great satisfaction that he produced an
article From the paper to which his letter was sent,
and the uncomplimentary tone of its review so took
the wind out of the agent's sails (or sale) that he
was eager to cut the original rental price squarely
in hall. The possibilities of such a method of doing
business has its serious as well as its humorous side.
It also illustrates an established maxim of the showbusiness:
"The only bad
is no notice."
* * notice
*
IN

an article in one of the New York dailies the
writer expressed his regret that the screen version
of Charles Reade's famous old play of the time
of Peg Woffington, "Masks and Faces," made by the
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leading actors of the London stage, had not been
booked for a run in one of the Broadway moving
picture houses instead of being shown for only one
day. The gentleman referred to the grace and distinction with which the members of the cast wore
their laces and silks and satins and the ease with
which they reproduced the polished manners of an
earlier period. Managerial wisdom probably recognized that three-quarters of the names in the cast
mean nothing to the larger portion of theatergoers
in this country and that the present is so full of vital
interest that a picture dealing with a past age would
find it difficult to compete with subjects built on some
phase of the great war. "Masks and Faces" was the
London theatrical profession's contribution to the
cause of the Allies, and it is to be hoped that an extra
effort will be made by the American public to give
it the support it deserves.

A New Form of Contest
By Robert C. McElravy.

ng diverNEWSPAPE
been left to the
hasinteresti
and it an
people, make
many contests
sion for R
New York Evening Mail to devise one that will
please screen patrons. This paper is running a series of
"still" pictures, representing scenes from moving pictures
that have been exhibited in public and are accordingly
pretty well known to the fans. Contestants, after receiving certain other information, are required to name the
picture from which the special scene is taken in each case.
to give the name of the principal player and to describe
in one sentence the bit of action portrayed in the published scene. A number of prizes are offered to successful contestants.
This strikes one at first as being a difficult competition,
since the number of films is so great and one selected
scene gives but a small hint of the story itself. Yet it is
a remarkable fact that in many instances a hint is sufficient, and in almost even- case the still picture gives
some satisfactory clue to the identity of the film. Once
this is obtained the contestant has a wealth of advertising
in most cases to help him getting the rest of the information required.
One's memory is capable of some surprising feats, and
there is no accounting for the things it retains and the
things it parts with. Thomas Bailey Aldrich wrote the
well known lines: "My mind lets go a thousand things,
like dates of wars and deaths of kings." going on to tell
how in spite of all this he could well remember a day
when a gust of wind shook two petals off a certain wild
rose tree.
The mind is prone to collect and retain the things it
most enjoys and to discard what is displeasing as quickly
as possible. It is not always successful in either case:
who has not searched in vain for the tag end of a funny
story at a propitious moment, and who has not had painful impressions stamped upon his brain that he is unable
to forget ?
It is fairly wonderful, however, the collection of worthwhile things the mind grasps and holds for its own. A
scrap of poetry recalls instantly the poem from which it
was taken : a characteristic speech from a novel brings
hack the book: a few bars from a popular song will set
a roomful of people humming. And so it is wth moving
pictures
one taken.
"still" scene often recalls the film from
which it—was
It might appear that the habitual picturegoer would
come in time to have a confused jumble of all the films
he has seen. Inn this is not the case. Each picture, if it is
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worth remembering at all. has points of striking dissim
ilarin from all others. Even where the com oi performers ispractically the same, there arc still a thousand
the obvariations in plot, settings and action to guide
server. And even where one has seen many hundreds O i
en subjects there is seldom a moment's hesitation
about whether he has seen a particular one before.
As to how much one still scene will recall and how
eagerly the obtainable dews will be followed up by the
Evening Mail's contestants remains to be seen. Bui our
contest
will ••come across" in thision
guess is that the fans o\
and
an intelligent appreciat
with a good showing
remembrance of the films.

Exhibitors Drawing the Line
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
ems almost
SOME of the delicate and difficult probl
of ReBoard
constantlv confronting the National
view have been taken up and solved by the exhihitors
themselves, though it is doubtful whether they will attempt as a body to settle upon the advisability of showing
a certain class of plays pretending to warn audiences of
social evil. People are liable to avoid theaters giving
prominence to plays on themes openly undesirable, and
there is an esthetic objection to stories containing propaganda not largely vital to the hour.
Whatever art may teach on the screen, it must first
entertain.
There is no need, however, of going to extremes either
way. We weary of the sermon because it is so purelydidactic. But we may grow equally weary of plays without a definite and natural purpose, in which the dice are
so heavily loaded that the characters lead us to no rational
conclusion and leave us in a state of abhorrent vacuum.
Then the intelligent exhibitor is not so much concerned
' with the morality of a play as about the sincerity back of
the theme it contains and its artistic presentation.
The loaded dice play is the weakest of all.
The regular formula is for it to present a pretty girl in
trouble, abnormally good, outrageously persecuted by the
villain, by her family, or by society. This is supposed to
arouse sympathy for the dear creature, whereas it has
exactly the opposite effect. She is too entirely good to
be true, and as soon as the self-confident young "opposite" comes sauntering on the scene, his brushed-back hair
shining like a halo and revealing a forehead pure as Alpine snow, all anxiety about the leading lady in distress
completely disappears.
That the heroine's enemies shall lick the dust we are
assured.
Constant repetition of that wornout tale has reached
the limit of human tolerance, yet it is the regular form
used to exploit the star on high salary and her little bag
of tricks. It is beyond the Board of Review to eliminate
lollypop, but exhibitors are beginning to lose patience with
this astigmatic view- of life, so false to common experience, and an entirely new form of censorship has appeared on the horizon of motion picture production, that
of the man who gets his dimes and dollars from what he
shows on the screen.
Exhibitors are tired of being fooled.
Read the promises woven like so many golden threads
into the fabric of cleverly-designed publicity, and then
take a look at the fulfillment, stuff that is bleeding motion
picture interest in all parts of the country, while it is explained as due to "the war," like nearlv everv other evidence of artistic and business incompetency. That little
cloud of censorship which has appeared at the edge of our
serene sky is but the forerunner of a storm of protest.
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It will he a protest against having this young art bled
white.

' Not only are we hearing from the exhibitor now, hut
he is making himself felt. He ma\ have been tOi
in the past In the magnitude and office magnificence ol
tin- or that distributive organization, hut he ha- come to a
full realization thai these elements have huh- to do with
his box office receipts— only the product reaches his
tomers, and on it- quality his bread and butter depend-.
Shall we go on mewling in our babbling infancy?
The man! or the woman, who engages audience sym-

or that
tured "lead"
the much-pic
and
faultis notdrama,
pathy ce
creatureinofthis
hut a human
loaded-di
become
to
aUS
to
near
so
all.
US
to
common
SO
mistakes
dear to us, who falter- and fails and falls, who may rise,
or who may reach some such modest fulfillment of desire
and ambition as is doled out to the average human being,
wdio, "after all," gets a ray of happiness like a glimpse of
on a gray winter's day. Is it not almost
brightto sunlight
replace fortuitous circumstance and sudden great
time
reward in the amateurish stuff we are getting with a more
interesting, more complete revelation of the inner nature
of men and women whose lives are beautified by their
struggle and suffering ':

Intensive Advertising
By Epes W. Sargext.

press agent of one of the leading companies
THE
was recently commenting upon a suburban hou-e
in a town of about three thousand. "He sometimes plays to as few as fifteen people," explained this
light to fortune, "but Saturday and Sunday he cleans up
all expenses and his profit, too." And yet this man is one
of the staff of a much self-praised "Service Bureau" that
stands ready to do anything for the exhibitor.
According to the same authority, this exhibitor uses a
regular advertisement, yet he can draw only fifteen or
twenty persons to the mid-week performances. Either
there is something radically wrong with the advertising
or the wrong sort of program is used. The town is not
sufficiently close to a large center to feed its residents to
the city theaters. It is largely self-contained, yet he can
draw but five persons out of each thousand to the performances given other than Saturday or Sunday.
Even were this an isolated case the matter would call
for comment, but there are many other houses in small
towns that look to the Saturday and Sunday business to
keep them out of the hands of the sheriff. They seem to
accept with resignation the theory that they can draw
onlv on the holiday nights and make no effort to get
after business through the week, though they pay film
rentals and current bills and other expenses "to keep the
people in the habit of coming," though so few come.
Not one of these houses is confined to a two-night
business. Each of them could play to paying audiences
through the week were the advertising campaign properly
conducted, but the managements do not know how to advertise properly and apparently make no effort to learn.
They take it as the law that they cannot make money
through the week, and so they make no real effort to increase their takings. They are content to break even or
a little better on the week and bow their necks to the
decrees of fate.
The Chinese farmer grows not one but several crops
upon his tiny allotment of land. He cannot farm upon
a broad scale because the land is crowded. He fertilizes,
he rotates his crops, he does everything possible to increase the yield of his patch of ground, and he achieves
some surprising results.
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The position of the motion picture exhibitor is very
similar. He has exhausted the virgin soil of novelty. He
can no longer merely open his house, announce pictures
and make money. He must do intensive advertising, and
this does not merely apply to the more intelligent use of
printer's ink. He must make his house attractive. He
must suit his film service to the tastes of his patrons. He
must cater to their wants rather than to his own ideas of
what they should require. In a word, he must both present and represent his wares so attractively that the public cannot resist the appeal of his invitation. If he will
do this, he will have no more lonesome little "crowds" of.
fifteen or twenty. He will at least break even, and have
his holiday takings for profits.

Are We Advancing ?
By F. H. Richardson.
THE
answer to the title of this article is yes,
and it is a very decided yes, too. The projection of motion pictures has emerged from its
very crude days and is now a trade, demanding of its
votaries a very accurate knowledge of electrical
action, lens action, mechanics as applied to the projection and a less comprehensive knowledge of several
other things.
The projector of today is a marvel of mechanical
accuracy in some of its parts, and a rather wonderful and highly creditable production in all its parts.
Its factor of safety is very high when one considers
the combination of highly inflammable celluloid and
intensely hot light ray it is called upon to handle.
The operating room is now indeed deserving of
the name. The film is mechanically accurate in its
working parts down to one ten-thousandth of an inch.
The perfection of our best photography is literally
marvelous, and the moving picture theater itself is
now, in its best examples, a temple of beauty.
And you, Mr. Operator, in whose hands is placed
the very heart of it all — the reproduction upon the
screen of the finished product — have also progressed.
But have you kept pace with development in other
sections of the industry? Ask yourself that question in all seriousness, my brother. Have you bent
every energy within you to the perfection of your
knowledge of your trade? Do you thoroughly understand your business as an operator? Could you, for
instance, successfully pass the Vancouver examination? Are you up to date in your practice? Do you
line up your optical system by the application of
accurate knowledge or by guess? Do you turn up
your nose at books and projection departments and
blunder along haphazardly, cursing the "boss" because
he does not pay you more, but making no real effort
to make yourself worth more? Could you. if given a
new theater and projectors, knowing only the length
of throw, width of picture and amperage, procure
your lenses, set them in place and line up your machine
optical train so that you would know with certainty
just what the screen result would be, except as to
precise width of picture, which cannot be accurately
calculated, due to slight variation in E. F, of objection lenses from what they are supposed to be?
If you cannot do this then you lack knowledge;
but you may nevertheless have advanced largely from
your plane <<\ a few years ago. Let the next few
years see the operators of this country advance in
learning until they can take their place as a class in
the rank which the importance of their trade justly
entitles

them

to occupy.
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Women Refuse to Indorse Censorship
At

Convention
Lecture
by

of Federation
They
Dr. Oberholtzer and

With

Him.

Listen
Decline

to Illustrated
to Agree

AT

the fourteenth biennial convention of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, held at Hot Springs,
Ark., April 30 to May 8, a brave attempt was made by
a small minority to railroad through a resolution in favor
of state censorship. This attempt was foiled, however, by
the passing of a resolution suggesting that state federations make surveys of motion picture exhibitions in their
respective states.
Among those who spoke at the meeting held on Wednesday afternoon, May 8, under the auspices of the Department on Civics were Mrs. Elizabeth Richey Dussez of New
York, whose subject was ''Motion Pictures as a Constructive Factor in the Community"; Mrs. Sara Elizabeth
Edwards of St. Louis, who spoke on the better films movement, through a request made by the National Board of
Review; John M. Dean, of the Board of Censors, Memphis,
on "Local Regulation"; Airs. Guy Blanchard of Chicago on
"State Censorship"; Mrs. Myra Kingman Miller and Mrs.
P. Dunham Foster.
One of the bitterest adversaries of the motion picture
cause present proved to be Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer, secretary of the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors, who proceeded to lay every known juvenile crime at the door of the
motion picture. To further blacken the character of the
screen he produced eight reels of evidence clipped from the
several millions of feet of film which has passed by the
boards during the past five to six years. These consisted
in the main of cuts made in Keystone comedies; "Purity,"
a Mutual production ; "A Daughter of the Gods" (Fox)
and "The Wolf Woman" (Triangle). These cuts were
exhibited without any attempt to qualify the truth of the
impression intended to be conveyed, and without any
explanation of their relation to modifying circumstances in
the pictures to which they belonged. This exhibition was
given as a backer to a scathing verbal attack made by Dr.
Oberholtzer on the motion picture and a loud appeal for
legalized censorship.
Dr. Oberholtzer was present in the interests of the formation of a congress of state boards of censors and state
censorship throughout the country. He was well supported
by Mrs. Bessie Leach Priddy, Ph.D., chairman of the con-'
ference ; Miss Caroline Simpson, State Board of Censors,
Kansas
City, and Mrs. Guy Blanchard
of Chicago.
It is considerably to the credit of those who so ably
championed the cause of the motion picture that the resolution in favor of state censorship was suppressed, especially
in view of the fact that there now exists no motion picture committee in connection with the federation, the com-'
mittec which was formed at the last biennial having been
disbanded some time ago. The important point made at
the conference apart from the actual passing of the resolution for a general survey was that selection rather than
censorship is the idea on which the better film worker
must concentrate.

Pathe Not Backing United Theaters
Vice-President and General Manager Brunet Denies Rumor
of Affiliation with Alleged Co-operative Concern.
REGARDING the publication in an amusement periodical
of alleged "rumor" connecting Pathe with the United
Picture Theaters. Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager of the Pathe Exchange, has issued the following denial :
A statement from Paul Brunet. vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, this week sets at rest for all
time the rumor linking Pathe and United Picture Theaters.
Mr. Brunet said: "There is absolutely no truth in the published report that Pathe is in any way affiliated with or
behind United Picture Theaters of America. Pathe has no
connection of any sort whatever with the United concern."
"POP" LUBIN RESUMES ACTIVITIES.
Siegmund Lubin was met in a Philadelphia trolley car by
a representative of the Moving Picture World, who was informed that although the old-time manufacturer had resumed an active part in his optical business he also had
started to produce features at his Betzwood studios, near
Valley Forge. Mr. Lubin had been ill a long time, and
since he has regained his health has been actively engaged
viti his favorite pursuits.
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Stage and Screen Unite for Charity ® ■ a ■ ■
Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team,
Led by William Fox, Makes Untiring Effort
to Lead Rivals in Red Cross Drive
THE greatest "drive" in the history of the world began
Saturday afternoon, May 18, with a tremendous street
parade, when President Wilson led Rod Cross patriots
down Fifth avenue. During the five days preceding that
event general organization was going on, with the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team, captained by William Fox,
turning the Subway Central Building, at Broadway, Seventh
avenue and Forty-second street, into a busy hive of highpressure activities.
This team will represent theatricals in Greater New York
during the current days, and the efforts put forth are
designed to convince the Government that theaters are a
necessity and not a non-essential in the conduct of the
war. Owing to (insurmountable difficulties there was no
national organization to represent the stage and screen,
the brief time making it impossible to mobilize the industries outside of Greater Xew York.
Apart from the efforts that will be made to collect cash
and subscriptions for the Red Cross in various theaters
hereabouts there will be special entertainments, as listed
below, to swell the total that shall go to the credit of the
Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team in the great
rivalry to make the best showing among fourteen "teams"
that will turn in totals to the "drive" in Greater New York.
Here is the list of "specials":
Amusement

Program

for Allied Team.

Thursday night, May 23, at the Hippodrome, courtesy of
Charles B. Dillingham — Entire force of 1,074 actors, singers
and attaches of the original cast of "Cheer Up" for the last
time in Xew York. This is to be known as musical comedy
night, and the following Broadway stars will augment the
regular show : Raymond Hitchcock, Annette Kellermann,
Fred Stone, Julia Sanderson, Joseph Cawthorne, Will
Rogers, Fannie Bryce, Eddie Cantor and Doyle and Dixon.
Friday night, May 24. at Madison Square Garden — Great
patriotic concert, followed by a carnival under auspices of
best known sporting men in town. Seven big bouts, all
genuine contests; direction of Charles J. Harvey and Joe
Humphreys.
Saturday night, May 25 — The fashion ball at the Hotel
Astor by the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Stars.
This will be the gala event of the week. William L. Sherry
bid $500 for the first box.
Sunday night, May 26 — Dramatic, musical and vaudeville
benefit at the Century theater, Sam H. Harris, Directing
chairman, at which the following volunteers will appear :
Weber and Fields, Clifton Crawford, Doyle and Dixon,
George White and Ann Pennington, Harry Fox, Three
Dooleys, Billy Van and Ferguson, Six Brown Brothers,
Vivian Segal and Carl Randall, Frank Craven, Edith Day,
Leo Carillo, Florence Moore, Ray Cox, Will Morrissy, Fay
Bainter, Harry Clarke, Janet Velie and chorus in the rose
number from "The Kiss Burglar."
Monday night, May 27 — Wonderful galaxy of operatic
stars in a concert at the Metropolitan Opera House, headed
by Enrico Caruso and, in addition, Francis Alda, Claudio
Muzzio, Sophie Breslau, Anna Fitzu, Tamika Miutra, Adam
Didur, Leon Rotheir, Jose Mardonnes, Pasquale Amato,
Andres di Segurola, Ricords Stracciati, Conductors Roberts
Moranzoni, Walter Damrosch, Ossip Gabrilowitsch and
Richard Hagerman.
On the same evening as the fashion ball at the Astor the
Coney Island committee will tender a reception and ball
to Brooklyn members of the "Allies," of which William
Brandt is the Brooklyn general, at the Hotel Shelburne,
Brighton.
Matinee

Mobilization

of School

Children.

Saturday morning there will be a "matinee" mobilization
of Greater New York school children at special performances given in every picture theater in the greater
city. Eight hundred and fifty thousand children will be
urged to attend. The theaters are giving their entire plants
and the services of their employees to the cause.
Under the arrangements the attendance of the children

will be directed by Assistant Superintendent of Schools
William
I'Slie.i
of of
the the
pupils
the
handling .1
of < the
ticketsThewillmarshaling
be in charge
22,000and
school
teachers of the city. The children will in most cases be
lilized in their schools and processions will be headed
to tlii' theaters nearest the schools.
In many of the theaters music will add to the gaiety of
the occasion, and in some instances members of the higher
grades will make livc-miuute talks to their younger brethren
on the meaning of the Red Cross work and the necessity
for every child to do his best for the boys who have gone
abroad.
Every penny of the money obtained from tickets will be
turned over to the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture
Team at Broadway and Forty-second street.

Trade Active for Red Cross
Practical
Methods
Employed
by
Allied
Motion Picture Team in Industrial

Theatrical
Campaign.

and

IN view of the fad that the theatrical and motion picture
industries are associated in the minds of certain individuals as non-essentials regardless of the fact that
the theaters all over the country have formed the chief
avenues for the spreading of patriotic propaganda a campaign has been opened for the collection of funds among
members of the industry for the second Red Cross War
Fund. Herein, as in many other instances, it is hoped to
prove that the motion picture industry is a very live and
essential factor in the vitals not alone of America, but of
the whole world. In fact, never has the theater been a
more necessary
factor than at the present trying period.
A meeting called at the offices of the National Association in the Times Building, New York, on Thursday, May
16, at the noon hour, was addressed by Frederick H. Elliott,
who briefly explained the object of the occasion and the
plan where by it is hoped substantially to support the
Red Cross as a motion picture unit. The plan is as follows :
It is requested that in each business office of the industry
a captain be appointed who will take charge of the obtaining of monthly subscriptions. Each subscriber is supplied
with a pledge card on which to write the amount of the
pledge, whether it be 50 cents or $5 a month for the period
of one year, this amount to be deducted from the monthly
salary of individual subscribers and the entire amount of
each office's contributions to be mailed in an individual
check to the official representative. Further information
regarding this movement can be had from the office of the
Industrial Campaign of the Allied Theatrical and Motion
Picture Team, in the Times Building, New York.
It is to be hoped that the practical plan by which the
smallest gift can be made a part of a substantial unit for
the comfort and welfare of our fighting men may be generously responded to throughout the industry.
CAREY

WILSON

TO AID IN RED

CROSS

DRIVE.

Carey Wilson, sales manager of the First National Exchange, Inc., has been appointed a member of the committee to arrange the theatrical benefits that will be a prominent feature of the Red Cross drive scheduled for May 20 to
27 in New York. Mr. Wilson was indorsed for this position
by
Yorkmember.
Exchange Managers' Association, of which
he the
is a New
charter
KLEINE
TO DISTRIBUTE
RIALTO
DE LUXE.
The record of progress inaugurated by Rialto De Luxe
productions with "The Unchastened Woman" is accumulating additional force by the announcement that arrangements have been made by which the George Kleine system
will distribute the future productions of this brand throughout the country.
The wide territory covered by the Kleine system assures
the Rialto De Luxe productions being seen in a large number
of the representative theaters.
The first production to be handled by the Kleine system
is "The Unchastened Woman," adapted from Oliver Morosco's stage success of the same name, and it is announced
that the future productions released under this brand will
be special features with well-known artists and based on
successful plays or books.
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Closing Hours of Northwest Convention
Many

Speeches but Not Much Real Business Mark End
Interesting
Session — Exchangemen
Entertain.

of

THE seventh annual convention of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest came to a
close May 8 with several patriotic speeches and short
talks by visiting exhibitors and exchangemen. Following
the reading of the results of the balloting for the board of
directors the chair introduced Congressman T. D. Schall, of
Minnesota,
whoat spoke
at length
on the
exhibitors'
duty the
to
the
President
this time
and told
a few
facts about
prosecution of the war that brought round after round of
applause. Mr. Schall's speech was followed by short talks
by Manager C. L. Peavey, of the Paramount exchange; E. R.
Pearson, of the Universal-First National exchange; Manager
L. H. Coen, of the Metro exchange; Jesse Goldberg, Metro
representative from New York; Miss Rose Tapley, representing Paramount; Val B. Valleau, exhibitor from Albert
Lea, Minn.; T. E. Hansing, Nokomis, Minneapolis; C. C.
Pettijohn, Indianapolis; Joseph Hopp, Chicago, National
President Lee A. Ochs, J. E. Sherwood, president of the
Wisconsin League, and Frank Rembusch, of Shelbyville, Ind.
All of the talks were
short and considerable
was said in a few
words.
The real business of
the final session was
little beyond the debating standpoint. Resolutions presented b y
S. K. Leen, of the Ruby
theater, Jamestown, N.
D., asking for better
service from exchanges
in the matter of paper
shipments, the elimination of C.understanding
O. D.'s and a
clearer
o f return expressage
charges was discussed
at length and the main
points answered by exchangemen in their
short talks during the
afternoon. Secretary C.
H. Hitchcock's annual
report was read and
approved.
Treasurer W. H.
Deet's
annual report
President W. H. Deeth.
was read and approved.
The report showed that
$370.44 was in the organization's treasury at the time of the
convention, that considerable money had been spent during
the past year to battle unjust legislation, the music tax and
to send delegates to the national convention. It also showed
that due to the elimination of exposition booths for this
year's convention there was only a little money added to the
funds already hanked
previous to the opening of the eon-

^Wf

vention. Mr. Hitchcock's report showed that there were
172 paid-up members on the records at convention time, that
78 were in arrears and that 32 new members were added
during the two days of the convention.
Upon legal advice the by-laws committee withdrew its
recommendations for changes in the by-laws, making it possible for members of the organization to elect officers from
the floor instead of choosing a board of directors which at
its pleasure selected the body's executives.
Convention

Sidelights.

Thomas branch,
Furniss,announced
of Duluth,
"grand
old man"
Northwest
at the
convention
that
to participate in no more convention activities. Mr.
stated that he would continue to be a member
Northwest body and affiliations, but that he would
active part in future government of them.

of was
the
he
Furniss
of the
take no

* * *

James G. Gilosky, retiring president, refused to accept the
nomination for the board of directors, although a good number of exhibitors rallied to his support.

* * *

Mrs. Mabel E. Brinkman, of the Rex theater, Bemidji,
Minn., and Mrs. Henrietta B. Starkey, Star theater, Le
Sueur, Minn., were the only women attending the convention. .Mrs. Brinkman is one of the oldest members of the
organization and Mrs. Starkey has attended every convention for several years.

* * *

C. C. Pettijohn, member of the American Exhibitors' Association, urged the Northwest body to remain loj-al to the
National league and to send a strong delegation to the Boston convention.

* * *

Representatives of the Affiliated Distributing Corporation,
namely, William Brink, Grand Rapids, Mich.: C. C. Pettijohn, Indianapolis; Frank Rembusch, Shelbyville, Ind.; Louis
Frank and Joseph Hopp, Chicago, and G. H. Burford, Aurora,
111., met in Room 208. West Hotel, during convention time
and interested a good number of exhibitors in their plan.
Tom ifHamlin's
with and
merge
the Affiliated
It is likely that
Associated
Theaters
exchangewill
here,
shortly,
such is
the outcome T. Jacobs Hamlin
will likely head the local
branch.

* * *

Lee Ochs, David G. Rodgers and Joseph Schwartzbine. representing the United Picture Theaters organization, were
also on the ground during convention days and were able to
interest a good number of exhibitors in the United plan.

* * *

Abram Altrowitz, moving picture editor of the Minneapolis
Daily News, issued a special film men's edition and had five
at the exchangemen's beefsteak
hundred copies distributed
party following the closing of the convention.

* * *

Following the closing of the convention Thursday evening
Club acted as host to the
the Minneapolis Exchangemen's assemblage
of film men in
largest and most representative

Exhibitors' Conventions
and Other
LeagueAre Requested
Coming (Secretaries
to Send Dates and Particulars Promptly)
Pennsylvania State Exhibitors' Convention
At Headquarters, 1331 Vine St., Philadelphia

June 3> 4, 5

National Exposition Moving Picture League of America at Boston

Week July 13

JUIK
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by the Minneapolis

the history of Minneapolis at the Gold Room, Hotel Radisson.
The party was announced on badges and cards as a beefsteak supper. It turned out more than that and the occasion
will be remembered by those present.
Film men of all branches attended. Each wore a butcher's
apron and a carnival cap. Boxes served as chairs. Beverages were on tap, and pickles, radishes, celery and confetti
were plentiful.
Jazz music, clog dancing and selections by a quartet added
much to the enjoyment of the party. S. A. Louis, S. X. Robinson and George Law headed a committee that arranged the
party and the exchangemen deserve full credit for putting on
something original and staging it exceptionally well.

J. L. J.

Impressions of the Northwest Convention
By Sam Spedon.
At thi start of the convention there seemed to be an undercurrent of politics preparatory to the election of the
board of directors, who are empowered to select the officers
for the ensuing year. There was some anxiety that it might
manifest itself in a division of the members present and
possibly lead to a bolt in the convention. This feeling was
brought about by a rumor to that effect, published in a local
trade journal.
The charter of the corporation invests the board of
directors with power to select the officers, contrary to the
wish of some of the members, or stockholders of the corporation, who consider it unfair and believe the officers
should be elected by popular vote on the floor of the convention.
There was much spirited discussion on this point, which
was finally referred to a corporation attorney, who said the
section of the by-laws touching upon the point was in accordance with the state laws, and that the only way to
change it was to file another charter with the secretary of
state. This was the crucial point on which the rumor of
disruption was founded. After this was passed everybody
breathed easier and felt encouraged when later it was announced that fourteen new members had joined the organization.
They Deserve Credit.
Much credit is due James Gilosky, the presiding officer,
for his governing ability and his evident desire to be fair
and the members are to be commended for their disposition
to sustain him in his rulings.
Fine Spirit Shown.
While the atmosphere was surcharged with apprehension
there was no disposition shown on the part of the convention to be discourteous to the representatives of the Affiliat-
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Exchangemen's

Club to

the Exhibitors.

ed Distributors' Corporation.
They
invited to attend
its session and at its close they were were
called upon to address
it. It should be said they did not abuse this privilege by
airing their personal affairs in any way.
Ochs and Pettijohn.
Lee A. Ochs confined his remarks to an appeal to attend
the National convention at Boston in July, where he thought
it was likely that the split which was caused by his election
at Chicago last year would be healed by the amalgamation
of the two bodies. Mr. Pettijohn, who followed Mr. Ochs,
said he was a member of the American Exhibitors' Association, but he thought the members of the Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest should attend the National convention at Boston.
"The A. E. A. will not attend, but it is willing to send a
delegation of fifteen or twenty men to the National convention if that body sees fit to invite the delegation as its
guests, to confer on amalgamation and help it clean house,"
said Mr. Pettijohn. "If you have a National organization
it is your duty to stand by it, and if the A. E. A. decide one
big National organization can be rightly governed by exhibitors who are not affiliated with other interests outside
their theaters, men without ulterior motives, we will be
glad to join and work hard
it."
The for
Results.
Outside the general business routine of the organization
in holding the convention, the benefits of an annual gettogether, the discussion of local problems and the rectifying
of them, we cannot truthfully say that anything of vital
importance was accomplished.
There is one thing we must all recognize, however, in
state and national conventions, they stimulate co-operation
and keep us in direct touch and interest with the whole
industry. We may not accomplish anything vital this year,
but we may be called upon next year, or possibly next month,
to combat a problem of great importance to us all. It is
then we will realize the importance of organization and cooperation. It is then we will need our local, state and
national organizations to stand by us to a man and help us
face the dangers that so easily beset us.
Stick to Your Organization.
One of the members at the convention was called upon to
make a few remarks and he said something. We will try to
quote him as near as possible. "I am a new member, of only
a few weeks," he said. "I never knew of this Exhibitors'
Corporation until a short time ago and I immediately sent
in my application. I believe in organization and co-operation. I want to co-operate because I know it will benefit
me. Organization reminds me of what an old darkey said.
He was asked by his master to snap a fly with his whip from
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the back of a horse and he did. They came to a tree from
which a hornet's nest was hanging. His master asked him
if he could snap the nest off the tree. The old darkey said:
'I can, but I won't.
Dem fellers is organized.' "
Do you get the point?
Organize and stick to your organization and nobody will care to trouble you.
GOLDWYN ENTERTAINS NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS.
The Goldwyn Minneapolis exchange kept open house for
Northwestern exhibitors during convention week, which
closed May 11. Besides Richard C. Fox, Goldwyn manager,
gave 150 exhibitors, many of them accompanied by their
wives, a rare treat in the gold room of the Radisson Hotel
in the form of a special showing of "Joan of Plattsburg,"
starring Mabel Normand, "Hearts of the Sunset," "Social
Ambition," the Selexart production distributed by Goldwyn,
and "Bill's Predicament," the second of "Smiling Bill' Parsons' Capitol Comedies.
To help make all Northwestern exhibitors feel at home
during
their men
week's
stay in
called toin the
all
of
his road
to assist
himMinneapolis,
in extendingFox
greeting
visitors. Forty visitors used the Goldwyn office to receive
their mail, which they answered through a stenographer engaged for the occasion.
The Goldwyn special showing at the Radisson proved a
pronounced success. The visiting showmen were deighted
with the program. A splendid musical program was given
during the showing, Fox having engaged a six-piece orchestra to enliven the occasion.

Toledo Exhibitors Form Association
It Will

Be Affiliated

With Commerce Club and Starts Off
With Thirty Houses.
FOR the first time the exhibitors of Toledo have organized a genuine business association, which has adopted
the name of the Toledo Amusement Association, and
is affiliated with the Commerce Club. At the organization
meeting the following officers were elected:
J. Pearlstein, of Keith's theater, president; Manager
McClelland of the National theater, vice-president; Manager Beck of the Lyric theater, secretary; Manager Klink
of the Hippodrome theater, treasurer. The board of
directors is composed of Manager Gerstle of Loew's Valentine theater, A. Horwitz, owner of the Colonial, and Attorney
C. K. Friedman.
The association's officers will serve for one year. Meetings will be held every two weeks. Already about thirty
houses are represented in the membership, and at the next
meeting, May IS, plans have been laid to enroll the remaining houses — about ten.

Boston's Cadman Square Has Premier

Dorchester

Section's
Beautiful
2,000-Seat
Picture
House
Begins With Nazimova in "Revelation."
BOSTON has added another to its fine chain of photo.play houses. The latest addition to the ranks is the
Codman Square theater in Codman Square, Dorchester,
one of the finest residential sections of the city. The house
seats 2,000. It cost over $250,000.
The theater was dedicated with a regular performance on
Saturday night, May 11. The feature photoplay was Nazimova in "Revelation." There is a change of bill twice a
week. The latter half of the first week, "The House of
Glass," Clara Kimball Young's latest photoplay, was featured.
The Codman Square is owned by Patrick Bowen, a hotel
and real estate man, and E. A. O'Donnell, a business man.
Harry Jones will be the local manager. The architect followed the general designs of the Strand and Rialto of New
York City. A subdued lighting system and a heating and
ventilating system which are the finest of their kind have
been installed.
The theater is an impressive building of limestone, thoroughly fireproof, and containing an elaborate set of five
exits. It has a beautiful promenade gallery, large and comfortable rest and smoking rooms, and special attention has
been given to the acoustic properties. The stage has been
so constructed that it is capable of handling any kind of
show.
The theater has been sumptuously fitted and decorated.
The color scheme, which is in French gray and gold, makes
the Codman Square one of the most attractive houses in the
city.
A large organ has been installed. Messrs. Bowen and
O'Donnell
are watching
closely the progress
of this new
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photoplay house, and if it turns out the success they anticipate they expect to erect houses of a similar type in a number of New England cities.

For

Goldwyn to Double Its Output

Its Second
Releasing Year Company
Will Issue Over
Fifty Subjects, Including Six Farrar Productions.
IN its second releasing year Goldwyn Pictures Corporation will double the number of its productions from the
present basis of twenty-six annually to more than fifty,
according to announcement just made from California by
Samuel Goldfish, president of Goldwyn.
This step will be good news to thousands of exhibitors
and comes in response to exhibitor demands and their support of Goldwyn since the company was organized.
During its second twelve months Goldwyn will release :
Geraldine Farrar, six productions; Pauline Frederick, eight
productions; Alabel Xormand, eight productions; Mae
Marsh, eight productions; Madge Kennedy, eight productions; Rex Beach, six productions from the biggest works
of this famous author. And six productions with a popular
male star, whose name cannot be announced at this time.
"Within a fortnight," says Mr. Goldfish, "Miss Farrar will
begin her first Goldwyn production, and it is good news to
be able to tell of her association with our company. • From
the day of her entry on the screen this brilliant artist has
been a sensationally successful star, and our plans for her
future foretell a doubling of her popularity through the
selection of even greater screen stories than she has ever
had before.
"Miss Frederick unquestionably ranks as one of our greatest emotional actresses; a beautiful woman of rare charm
and constantly increasing popularity, both with the public
and exhibitors. Owners of theaters everywhere have had
proved to them her great box-office drawing power.
"It gives me great pleasure to witness the successes of
Miss Xormand, Miss Marsh and Miss Kennedy, three of
our stars who have carried us so far forward during our
first year as a producing organization.
"Miss Normand has materially increased both her reputation and her popularity since joining Goldwyn through her
successes' as a dramatic actress. There were persons who
doubted the wisdom of having her step outside the fields of
corned}' for the newer and finer dramatic work she has undertaken, but these doubts vanished instantly and she was at
once recognized as a splendid dramatic actress.
"Miss Marsh is today a greater favorite than ever before
in her career. She has more than justified all of the predictions we made for her.
"The faith we had in Madge Kennedy even before her first
picture was completed has been amply borne out. She was
an instantaneous success on the screen.
"Heretofore, as is generally known, there has been usually
but one Rex Beach production annually. Every production
ever made from one of his famous stories has made money
for exhibitors. Goldwyn is assured of six Rex Beach productions in a single year.
"I am not yet ready to announce by name the popular male
personality to be starred by Goldwyn, but I am assured in
advance of his great popularity with the American public.
"In June we shall announce our marketing or releasing
plans and policies for the coming twelve months. The step
we have taken in doubling our production output was foreseen from the beginning of our company's career. With
twenty-six productions we first wished to build an organization and develop its capacities and facilities. We did not
intend to be hurried into the making of machine-made pictures. We wished to test out our sales and distributing
organization and also we desired to girdle the civilized globe
with our sales offices and alliances.
"In all of these things we have succeeded. While we have
built a powerful and able corporate organization we shun
the coldness associated with a corporate existence. We have
built a loyal, human, hard-working business family and
drawn about us people of sympathy and affection. As humans we have made our errors and mistakes, but we have
achieved much and have effected a permanent institution
that will continue to improve its already advantageous position in the industry.
"Doubling of our production output does not mean any
lessening of our interest in distributing independently made
pictures. We have had splendid success with our independent productions. Goldwyn Distributing Corporation keeps
'open house' for the makers of all worthy pictures. We desire to distribute still more productions. An}- producer of
a good picture or series of pictures can avail himself of our
excellent facilities now and at all times."
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Illinois Holds State Convention
State

Officers and Executive Committee and Delegates
Alternates to Boston Convention Elected.

and

annual Illinois state convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America was hold in Hall
210, Masonic Temple, ( hicago, Tuesday, May 14. I was
much surprised to find thai onlj one exhibitor from downstate was present, namely, \Y. W. Watts, treasurer of the
. (',. M.
Jackfrom Springfield
state organizatio
William
so was of
andLuttrell,
was absent,
sonville, the staten president,
Bradley, of Ottawa, first vice-president. Dec Robinson, of
Peoria, and Charles .1. Law, of Pana, both members of the
state executive committee, were also absent, so that the
gathering was practically local in make-up.
In my mind there is no doubt that this lack of interest in
the state meeting is due to the steam-roller politics practiced at the last national convention here, as no body of
independent Americans will long submit to be treated as
puppets to carry out the plans of a few politicians.
In the absence of Messrs. Luttrell and Bradley, Second
Vice-President Andrew Karzas, owner of the new Woodlawn theater, Chicago, called the meeting to order. After
asking that he be relieved of the duty Fred W. Hartmann
took the chair, on motion of Robert R. Levy.
A motion was then made and carried that a committee be
appointed to recommend a slate of officers for the state
inization and that another
committee
be named
to
recommend a list of delegates and alternates to the national convention at Boston in the coming July.
Joseph Hopp objected to this method of selection in a
forceful speech, holding that all matters of elections should
be made by nominations from the floor, instead of by a
committee in star chamber session. He confessed that he
himself had been a party to such practices in the past, but
that the great world strife in which our country is now engaged for the sole purpose of making the world safe for
democracy had awakened him to the sense of being more
democratic than heretofore.
"I am sincere in this matter," he said in his closing paragraph. "I have reached that state of life where along this
line I appreciate my shortcomings in the past and henceforth shall oppose in organizations of this kind any effort
to stifle the voice of any member. I am not a candidate for
any office; I seek no preferment at your hands; I have no
candidate to suggest, hence I speak from an unselfish
standpoint and as a free agent. Let us be through with this
mockery and nominate and elect those you may desire
through nominations from the floor."
His speech created considerable feeling and a heated debate, after which a motion to adopt the slate method was
carried by vote.
The following state officers were then named and elected :
President, G. M. Luttrell, Jacksonville; first vice-president,
William Bradley, Ottawa; second vice-president, A. Karzas;
treasurer, William J. Sweeney (succeeding W. W. Watts),
and secretary, Sidney Smith, all of Chicago.
State executive committee: Charles J. Law, Pana; Dee
Robinson, Peoria ; Paul Sittner, Robert R. Levy and Henry
Von Meeteren, Chicago; W. D. Burford, Aurora, and E.
Kunz, Springfield.
Following are the delegates to the national convention :
G. M. Luttrell, Jacksonville; W. W. Watts, Springfield; Fred
W. Hartmann, Sam Katz, I. E. Berkson, William E. Heaney,
R. R. Levy, Walter Johnson, P. J. Schaefer, Ludwig Schindler, Alfred Hamburger. William J. Sweeney, John Frundt,
Sidney Smith and Harry C. Miller, all of Chicago.
Following are the alternates: Dee Robinson, Peoria; W.
D. Burford, Aurora; Dr. Atkinson, Evanston; William Cadoret, Kankakee; George D. Hopkinson, L. Siegel, Rocco
Navigato, William Rohe, Joseph Trinz, Paul Sittner, Charles
Abrams, G. M. Laing, R. L. Jacoby, Louis Zahler and Andrew Karzas, all of Chicago.
J. S. McQ.
THE

UNIVERSAL

PLAYERS

CONTRACTS

EXPIRE.

The contracts of three players heretofore in the employ
of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company expired during the past week and were not renewed. The players who
now are free agents are Ella Hall, Franklyn Farnum and
Emory Johnson. The names of several well known screen
actresses are under consideration to fill the place made vacant by the failure to renew the Hall contract, and it is
probable that Universal will have an important announcement along these lines in the near future.
As a result of the departure of Miss Hall another star
combination is broken up. Ralph Graves, who was signed
by Universal recently, will be seen with Priscilla Dean.

Will
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Shipman Completes Large Plans

Release

Fifty-two Subjects a Year and Aims to Keep
in Close Touch With His Clients.
whose announcemenl appeared in
ERNES1
issue to the effeel thai he practically had
our lastSHIPMAN,
plans Foi releasing fiftj two pictun
completed
is well known in the film industry, with which he has
been connected tor several years. 1'rior to that time he
had established a reputation as an advertising expert and
theatrical manager,
having made
two trips around
the
I w it li theatrical attractions.
Not onlj is Mr. Shipman in charge of the distribution
the producl of independent
producers, in butan beadvisory
is also cap
acting

1 ity in connection with

the actual
ture of somemanufacof the
pictures.
He
states
is Ins aim not only toit
see that
productions arethe
timely,
but,

by ascertaining what
his competitors are
working on, to obviate
needless competition
which would result
from simultaneous production of stories of
the same type and
theme.
In furtherance of
the idea of satisfying
exhibitors Mr. Shipman has adopted the
plan of getting in
touch with a number
of the leading exhibitors explaining the
type of story under
contemplation and reopinions, andquesting
thentheir being
governed accordingly.
In this connection he
Ernest Shipman.
states as worthy of remark that in each instance 70 per cent, or more of the exhibitors are practically
in accord, though not always agreeing with his ideas.
One of the subjects now being prepared for production
and designed to cement more closely the friendly relations
between this country and Japan is a thrilling story of the
Japanese samurai, in which the principal role will be enacted by a well known actor who has gained an enviable
reputation by his portrayal of Japanese characters.
In speaking of his success in disposing of territory on the
various productions he is marketing Mr. Shipman attributes it in no small degree to his method of handling film
productions along the same line as other merchandise and
his practice of establishing a fixed price for each production which is distributed among the various territories on
an equitable percentage basis. In furtherance of this idea
he has prepared printed price lists for the benefit of state
right buyers which show the exact price for each territory.

Universal Photographs Start of Air Mail
Has Eleven Cameramen on the Route Between Belmont Park
and Washington.
JACK COHN, manager of the Universal Animated Weekly
department, claims to have obtained such splendid pictures of the opening of the aeroplane mail service between Washington and New York on May 16 that the pictures may practically be considered as exclusive.
No less than eleven motion picture photographers were
used by Universal to cover the historic event. Representatives
of LTniversal were stationed not only at Belmont Park, Long
Island, and Potomac Park, Washington, the respective starting places of the aviators carrying the mail bags, and at
Bustleton, just outside of Philadelphia, the midway stop, but
at numerous places along the route taken between Washington and Xew York by the aviators.
In taking the precaution of stationing cameramen at intervals along the route LTniversal was fortunate enough to
get pictures of Lieut. George L. Boyle when the aviator was
forced to make a landing at Waldorf, Md.
All of the film of the flight taken w-as rushed to the
Universal laboratories, and within forty-eight hours positive
prints were being shipped to all Universal branches.
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St. Louis Snoopers Are Ousted
Censorship Is Dead in Fourth City and Bluecoats
Are Back on Their Beats Hunting
Less Interesting Prey
AFTER five years of desperate fighting during which time
the freedom of the film was seriously jeopardized, the
demon "censorship" in its popular guise has been
slaughtered in the fourth city by a possee comitatus composed of the very best element of the city of St. Louis. At
present writing the octopus of individual snooping lies
prone upon its stomach with but a few lame kicks left.
Exhibitors have noticed during the last few weeks the
dying gasps of censorship. Five years ago a set of busybodies, who constituted themselves guardians of public
morals and private liberties, set out in St. Louis under the
banner of so-called propriety, and within a few weeks made
themselves so ubiquitous that no film or theatrical performance was safe in its investment.
Not satisfied with the private influences which were
brought to bear on the motion picture exhibitor, the Police
Department under Chief William Young appointed a regularly formed morality squad composed of six or eight policemen, who, for some reason or other the chief decided had
suddenly been endowed with sufficient discretionary judgment to tell an intelligent public just what it should and
should not see or hear.
So the "Morality squad," as it was called, started on its
quest of prey. One by one the wise minions of the law
visited the theaters more boldly advertising catchy titles,
and one by one the theaters were entered and the offerings
scrutinized.
While this "official" form of snooping was going on, a set
of unauthorized individuals who came into unusually keen
judgment just about the time the policemen were so* endowed also swooped down upon the exhibitors and theatrical
man. A gentleman by the name of E. V. P. Schneiderhahn,
an attorney by profession, and representing what was called
at the time as the Federation of Catholic Societies, took up
the cause for the unofficial snoopers.
Within a few months there were docketed in court a number of "violations" of the law governing "obscenity," and exhibitors and exchange managers alike worried.
Court Threw Out Many Cases.
The cases came up. In some instances the court, having
viewed the exhibition in question himself, threw out the
cases without ceremony. In others he listened for a time
and then nolle-prossed them. In others change of venue
was taken and some, I believe, are of record as still standing— with the film in question reposing in the ashheap of
has-beens.
The court found that it couldn't tell from the testimony
of the Morality Squad whether the picture was educational
The self-appointed guardor lascivious, scenic or obscene. and
case after case went
ians themselves failed to agree
from the ridiculous to the absurd.
Then the Morality Squad — composed as I have indicated
by policemen and dictating in some instances to very highly
intelligent and educated men— was clothed with the power
to "order changes." This was the last straw. The motion
picture trade and the theatrical interests informed the
Morality gentlemen that a court would estop them if they
tried that form of Russianism. It was tried once or twice
and proved a fizzle.
there was a conWith every defeat of the Morality Squad
comitant loss for the self-appointed guardians of private
morals and liberties until, vanquished at home, they sought
redress in the State Legislature.
It is of record in Missouri that the Legislative session of
1917 saw a crowd of self-constituted snoopers at Jefferson
City— I had the pleasure and amusement of seeing them
there— who did not know just what kind of a law they wanted. They had no basic principles upon which to work. They
had neither zenith nor nadir in their conceptions of propriety. Ephemerists and theorists, they argued before a
for the passage of an indefinite measure—
body" of legislators
as to morals, hut a very definite measure as to purpose
what these censors wanted was a state statue which would
simply give them the right to say what they wanted to say
and have their say "go."
about' anv picture
Be it said to the credit of the Missouri Legislators, the

lawmakers couldn't see them. Snooping and censoring got
distinctive oral discoloring at the hand of the Legislaature.
Snoopers
Stub Their Toes on "Birth of a Nation."
It was about this time that the "Birth of a Nation" appeared in Missouri. The snoopers appeared and filed their
complaints. The case was called and the snoopers and
dramatic critics called. The snoopers declared that the
scene in which Miss Mae Marsh was chased over a precipice
was outrageous, and declared that the negro mob scenes
were coaducive to laxity in morals and productive of mental
debauchery.
The court listened.
Then well-known private citizens were called, dramatic
critics entered and all were in accord that the censors were
about as far off as usual.
The "Birth" went on as usual.
Shortly after this the self-styled guardians visited the
Shubert and Klaw & Erlanger houses, made Al Jolson's girls
don fleshlings and put kilts or panties on Ned Reyburn's
dolls. The runway came into distinction through their objections— with the inevitable result that the shows declared
"risque" were packed.
Cops Watched Pictures, Indecent Burlesquers Thrived.
It may be remarked here that while the snoopers were
visiting legitimate pictures, trying to have a part of Annette
Kellermann's "Neptune's Daughter" cut out, and attempting
to eliminate some of the mermaids from a celebrated waterscene movie, there were operating in St. Louis two burlesque
houses that defied both law and order, decency and propriety— but which — and I can prove it — received absolutely
no attention from the gentlemen who were "cleaning up" —
no,The
not last
evensixfrom
the "Morality
Squad."to a head.
months
brought things
The Moralit3r Squad was split up and some of its members transferred. The individual snoopers' organization virtually disbanded with the defeat of a measure introduced in
the Board of Aldermen and calculated to give them broad
powers in censorship. And the next step was to have the
"cop on the beat" give every show the onceover!
That was the straw that broke the camel's back.
It was the Charybdis upon which Censorship in St. Louis
floundered.
About three weeks ago four pickpockets operated on a
wholesale scale in the foyer of a motion picture house and
within 10 feet of three policemen and a sergeant who sat in
the back row watching the picture then being screened !
A few nights later two automobiles were stolen from in
front of a motion picture house while the policeman on the
beat was giving his "discretionary" onceover to the film.
And it was a noticeable fact that robberies grew in the
neighborhood of the movie houses — especially the large ones.
Then the bubble burst.
Chief Young, acting on orders of the Police Board this
week, sent out written orders to every captain in the city
to keep the 2,000 policemen of the Fourth City out of the
motion picture theaters, to cut out the so-called discretionary prerogatives of the bluecoats and to send them back to
the street corners and areaways to look for robbers.
This is the story of misguided censorship in St. Louis
which, 1 may say. is indicative of the spirit and the method
behind all forms of self constituted snooping.
The thing was wrecked on its own reefs here.
And meanwhile the Exhibitors' League, led by William
Sievers, manager of the New Grand Central, instituted a
voluntary censorship over its own showings, that placed a
ban on children in theaters for certain productions — the only
form of censorship which has met with popular approval in
St. Louis and the only censorship that now has a leg to
stand on.
M. M.
LOCKWOOD COMPANY MOVES TO NEW QUARTERS.
The Yorke-Metro Company, which produces the Harold
Lockwood features for the Metro, has moved its base of
operations
from
West from
Coastthestudios,
it occupied space
sinceMetro's
its arrival
East, towhere
a plant
of
its own at 1329 Gordon street, Hollywood, Cal. Prior to the
company's occupancy extensive alterations and additions
were made in the plant and in its equipment to increase production facilities. The first picture the Lockwood company
will put on in its new home will be "A King in Khaki," a
romantic drama, based on Henry Kitchell Webster's novel
of that name.
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Conditions as Seen in the Northwest
By

Sam

Spedon.

After the annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest we Stayed in Minn.
lis and Si. Paul five days to size up
the territory oi the
Twin Cities. We learned that there are 93 theaters in all
in both places as against led two years ago; <>1 in Minneapolis and 32 in St. Paul. We succeeded in visiting about two
thirds of these ami in many instances meeting the owners
or managers. All in all, the houses arc quite sizable ami
well appointed. In Minneapolis there are several of them
beautiful. Those in some of the suburbs or neighborhood
localities are beautiful ami built on modern lines of architecture. There are a few stub in the city itself, but most
of them are of the ordinary type, although well managed and
maintained. In St. Paul the same conditions exist, but most
of the larger and more attractive theaters are in the city's
center. We were glad to meet Theodore Hays, manager of
the Garrick, one of the largest theaters in St. Paul. Mr.
Hays is probably the pioneer exhibitor of the Northwest,
one of the most progressive and one of the most capable
showmen. He is second to no one in business. We were
particularly impressed with the Lagoon and Calhoun, two
residential Minneapolis theaters,
* * * recently built.
Messrs. Ruben and Finkelstein control about fifteen theaters in the Twin Cities. Many exhibitors control two or
three houses, so the individual owners are not so numerous
in these two cities, comprising in all about 700,000 inhabitants.
As near as we could learn, from a consensus of opinion,
the city theaters are doing a good business, but the adjoining territory is only fair. Some of the exhibitors are somewhat pessimistic about summer patronage and predict a
general falling off on account of the draft and war demands
generally. In some smaller towns in the Northwest they
are already talking about closing during the next three
months.
Exhibitors

Have

Grievances.

We heard considerable complaint among the exhibitors
about the excessive overhead in maintaining the. exchanges
at the expense of the exhibitors. They have become obsessed, as well as some of the manufacturers, with the question of waste and the remedy for it. And now that the cooperative booking plans have advanced new ideas and
theories they have centered on them as the panacea and are
more or less convinced that present methods of distribution
and production are all wrong and a more equitable business
basis will be arrived at in the near future.
A Slam at the Home

Office.

The question of contracts made by branch managers and
then referred to the home office in New York is considered
an injustice and evil which should be remedied. The exhibitor claims that an authorized representative of any business concern should be empowered to act authoritatively
for the concern and it should stand by the manager's agreement as to price and not change it after the exhibitor has
agreed in good faith to book the attraction. Such proceedings put the exhibitor to much hardship when he has, very
often advertised or announced to his patrons that he will
show the feature at his theater.
Exchanges.

In Minneapolis there are thirty-five exchanges all maintaining well equipped and attractive offices. We called on
most of them. They accorded us a hearty welcome. One
thing was very noticeable among the exhibitors and exchangemen. That was the friendly feeling which exists between them. Notwithstanding the many grievances that
prevail on questions of business, they bear no animosity
personally arid the best of feeling is manifested in all their
associations with each other. Some of the exchanges are
doing very well. Others, on account of changes in business
management, we presume, are not getting their usual quota
of business.
Considering conditions in this immediate northwestern
territory, we are of the opinion that they are not as prosperous as they are in most parts of the East and West.

PICTURE

WORLD
An

Exchangeman's

Opinion.

Hen i an interview with E. k. Peai on, on< ..i the leading
exchange managers of Minneapolis. "Oi the territory immediately contingent to Minneapolis our
towns and 980 theaters. Over 5(K) of those tov
under
-'.nun population.
Only about lo towns exceed 10,000 population. Many Oi the towns having more than one show, all
This, with .,
"i them are controlled by one exhibitor.
betwi
that competition
figures, proves conclusively
hibitors for film exists in less than M) pei
ritory's localii
"Conditions from the profit standpoint to exhibitot
of course, 7o per cent, being practically
to be comfortable,
free from competition on the buying end, certainly do nol
their'ownpatron's
they permit
and iflanguid
this service,
for pictures
overpay
fault.
it is their
to become
interest in
"1 might mention one other fact, the gross rentals for all
current events and weeklies in the Chicago territory averages fully $3 a theater for the whole territory, whereas in
the Minneapolis territory averages $1 a theater for all
weeklies.
"Now I consider it a patriotic privilege to encourage showing of weeklies, especially since at the prevailing rental
prices such films could not possibly be profitable for either
the exchange or the producer; hence I cannot be accused
of any ulterior motive. My methods of setting prices on a
film subject are always in the ratio that such subjects' boxoffice value and cost bears to a locality's conditions and
urban population. Thus the price becomes exactly fair to
the small town in proportion to the large one and vice versa.
If it is a good buy for one exhibitor it becomes proportionately just as good a buy for another. Besides, we always
guarantee value received. We cannot afford to accept money
any other way. Every exhibitor buys service not once, but
from fifty to one hundred times a year and becomes less and
less cautious toward the exchange that always gives him a
square deal."

Madge Kennedy Signs Longer Contract

Goldwyn

Announces
Actress
Has
Placed
Signature
to
Agreement Covering Years Ahead.
MADGE KENNEDY is the latest Goldwyn star to sign
a new and still longer-term contract with Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, under whose name and auspices
she made her successful debut in motion pictures. Miss
Kennedy's original contract with Goldwyn still had a long
time to run, but so great has been her success and so
enthusiastic is Goldwyn about her screen future that the
company wished to get the comedienne to cast her lot with
it for years ahead.
This she consented to do.
This announcement definitely puts an end to the rumor
about Miss Kennedy's return to the stage as a star under
David Belasco's management. Since her entry into pictures
last spring Miss Kennedy has scored successes in "Baby
Mine," from Margaret Mayo's big stage success; in "Nearly
Married," from Edgar Selwyn's long run New York stage
success; in "Our Little Wife," an Avery Hopwood stage hit,
and in "The Danger Game," a melodramatic comedy written
for her by Roy Somerville. Next week she will be seen in
"The Fair Pretender," another melodramatic comedy, built
around the great American game of bluff, by Florence C.
Bolles. Meanwhile she has completed a screen version of
George
Weston's
story, summer.
"Oh, Mary,
Careful,"
some time
in the early
HerBenext
pictureforto release
follow

An Acknowledgment.

"The Fair Pretender" will be "The Service Star," which
Willard Mack, Goldwyn's scenario editor, poetically calls
"the flag of all mothers."
ARCHITECTS
TO SEE
NAVY
FILMS.
The first private showing of the Educational Film Corporation's new four-reel naval picture, "Your Fighting Navy
at Work and at Play," will be given in the clubrooms of
the Architectural League of America, in West Fifty-seventh
street, New York, on Thursday evening, May 30. It will
be an invitation affair, limited to the members and their
friends — a sort of navy night, in which the architects who
are keenly interested in naval construction will be
addressed by Henry B. Culver on "Ships' Models," and by
Lieutenant Henry Reuterdahl, U. S. N., on "The Fighting

We want to acknowledge the extreme courtesy shown the
World's representative by Newton Davis of the Universal,
who tendered the use of his car in getting around the Twin
Cities. And likewise to George W. Malone of the Mutual
for aiding us in arranging our itinerary; also to Dan Donnellan of the same exchange.

The making of prints of "Your Fighting Navy" has started
at the laboratories. In anticipation of extraordinary
demand the first order calls for fifty positives for the United
Navy."
States alone.
At leastthea general
week's run
at a which
leadingis Broadway
theater
will precede
release,
scheduled
for about the middle of June.
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Richardson
Home After Five Weeks' Trip
Looks Over
Theaters in Missouri, Illinois,
Indiana and Ohio — Talks to Fort Wayne
Men — Visits Westinghouse Plant
HANNIBAL, MISSOURI.
HANNIBAL is one of those rather sleepy but substantial
and quite wealthy Missouri cities. It nestles beside
the Father of Waters' muddy tide about one hundred
miles above St. Louis. It was the boyhood home of Mark
Twain and the house where he lived for many years is still
"pointed to with pride," though the Huckleberry Finn house
has been torn down. Hannibal has a population of about
25,000, but only three motion picture theaters; two of them
owned and managed by one man, J. D. Price, whom I did
not have the privilege of meeting personally, but who, I
was told by his lieutenant, claims that "too much competition" forced him to reduce the admission to one of his
theaters to five cents. Sorry, friend Price, but I am unable
to see how or why one competing theater could do that, and
if it is true, then I would say that two theaters are sufficient
for Hannibal. This thing of giving the public a program
the production of which cost thousands and maybe tens
of thousands of dollars for five cents does not appeal to
yours truly as having proper proportion. I was all the
more surprised at Mr. Price's action in this regard when I
found his Star theater, the one I visited, presenting evidence
of live, up-to-date management. I had the pleasure of
meeting Mr. Price's capable votes-for-ladies assistant.
The Star theater, one of the Price houses, seats 900;
admission 11 and 17 cents — higher on special days. The
auditorium is prettily decorated and is quite cozy. The
interior lighting, while susceptible of improvement as to the
clock and orchestra lights, is not at all bad. The screen is
set in black, but the black does not come in to meet the
picture at the top and the sides, as it should; also there is
no black at all at the bottom. This is bad, because, unless
there is black right up to the picture at top, sides and bottom
there is not that sharp contrast which "sets the picture off."
In fact, it is best to let the picture extend over on the
black by one or two inches, but not more than that. The
picture light was brilliant and well handled.
M. S. Justice is operator. He has but recently taken a
position at the Star, and is getting things into shape in the
projection room. He is sadly hampered in his work by that
abomination, a fixed schedule. The day of my visit there
was not sufficient film footage to fill the allotted time, hence
the projection was necessarily dragged, with rather absurd
action in certain parts. There was also, of course, some
flicker. That there was not more was due to what must
have been an intelligently planned revolving shutter. The
Star projection room is practically on a level with the
screen. It is of fair size, and there is a vent flue of ample
size, with exhaust fan therein, all of which is excellent.
There are two General Electric mercury arc rectifiers in the
projection room, the light from their unpainted tubes flooding everything. These are soon to be displaced by a transverter; also the projection room walls are to be painted
black.
Good !
Friend Justice has invented a clever changeover signal,
which device he is hereby invited to describe in the Propection Department for the benefit of fellow operators.
Justice is, I think, a very competent man. The Star box
office scenery certainly does like popcorn, and when it comes
to ice cream she just simply eats 'em alive.
Departure

of

Men

for

Camp

Affects

Patronage.

The Park theater, a thousand-seat house, charging 5 and
10 cents some days, 10 and 20 other clays, and still higher
when special big features are booked, is owned and managed
by Thomas A. Rigler, who wants what he wants when he
wants it; also he usually gets what he wants when he
wants it, so I am told, if it be at all obtainable. If friend
Rigler sees a nice ripe plum hanging from a high limb he
waits not for it to fall and be squashed or grabbed by some
one else. No, no. He grabs a pole, hands Mr. Plum a wallop
and graps it as it drops, thus assisting nature, as it were.
The Park had not opened for the day when I was there,
hence I cannot vouch for screen results. I gathered from
neighbor Rigler's remarks, however, that he had recently
let a progressive, up-to-date operator go, employing in his
stead one who, while a competent
electrician, is not an

operator. With all due respect to Manager Rigler he has,
I think, made a grave error in this matter; also one which
will not tend to boost box office receipts. A good operator
must be a pretty good electrician, but it does not at all
follow that a good electrician is anything even faintly
resembling a good operator. In other words, while electrical
knowledge is a necessary part of the education of a competent operator, it is one part only. There are several
other equally important branches of knowledge necessary
before one can lay just claim to the title operator.
Manager Rigler says business has been rather poor, due
to the enlistment of 600 of Hannibal's young men, which, so
Mr. Rigler says, means the loss of about 2,000 admissions
to Hannibal theaters every week. This estimate he bases
on an average of two admissions each person a week, which,
of course, usually includes an admission for the young
woman who accompanies the youth. This estimate may be
a little high, but undoubtedly it is responsible for at least
a goodly portion of the loss. Business is, however, slowly
improving again, and will, Mr. Rigler thinks, soon be restored
to normal. Manager Rigler greeted me most cordially, and
it was with regret we hurried away to attend to other
matters.
QUINCY, ILLINOIS.
I STOPPED in Quincy from 6 p. m. to 7 a. m., but was too
weary to do more than pay hurried calls at a few of the
theaters. I clambered into the straw the previous night
at St. Louis at 2.30 a. m., only to roll out again at 6 a. m.,
to travel 150 miles in the stuffy day coach of a local train.
Therefore, I confined my efforts to taking dinner with P. F.
Felt and his daughter, Lulu, the latter a musician of large
local reputation, and to visiting the Quincy, Gem and
Princess theaters. At the first named I found Manager J. J.
O'Neil
busyHistaking
a collection
of tickets from
patrons.
son. up
William,
was projecting
what incoming
was, at
least at the moment, a well-illuminated picture. The Quincy
is of the Storeroom type, seating 250. All I saw of it was
from the entrance.
Pinkleman

to Build 1,000-Seat House.

P. E. Pinkleman is the "big man" in Quincy motion picture
affairs. He owns the Princess, Savoy, Gem and Family
theaters, management of which he supervises, and is contemplating the erection of a 1,000-seat theater as soon as
conditions again settle down to normal. Mr. Pinkleman is
an enthusiast; also he is. eager for knowledge which will
aid him to improve his theaters. That is merely one way
of sayingjection
thatDepartment
he is aof progressive
"Theis Prothe Movingtheater
Pictureman.
World
our
guide in all matters pertaining to projection," he says.
Quincy is a wealthy city, and a conservative one. Its
population is about 36,000, and it has nine theaters, all of
which use a good grade of film service, so I am told; also
such of them as I saw were putting on at least fairly good
projection, that of the Princess being brilliantly illuminated.
I was too tired to visit operating rooms or to watch projection, especially in view of the fact that at 7.30 a. m. I
must again be in a stuffy day coach, with a strenuous day
before
me. That meant
at 6 not
o'clock.
Mr. the
Pinkleman
was disappointed
in thatgetI upcould
address
Quincy
men, but there is a limit to physical endurance.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
as to exact time oi my arrival
nding
to misundersta
DIEin Fort
reception which had been planned
Wayne, the
went "blooey," because I beat 'em to it. Fort Wayne
is distinctly a manufacturing city, with a population of
80,000. Having established a rather unhappy home in the_
city's best, which, however, isn't really the best, Home of
the Wanderer. I called up the Strand theater, but could not
get into touch with either its manager or operator, the
union.
operators' Quimby
the Fort
secretary
latter
soon Manager
andWayne
of my ofarrival
left word
But I being

"Hello, Rich!
of the Strand put in an appearance and said: are
you? Got
Saw you in New York three years ago; how
a machine downstairs that can do eighty miles per! C'm
on; let's get some air!" And before I could get the last
pronounced we were in the car.
syllable of my "All right"
Some hustler is friend Quimby. He owns the Strand and
best. that evening under Mr.
Fort Wayne's
Jefferson,
I visited two
the of
Jefferson
and Strand
Quimby's guidance. I did not make notes as we passed
through the Strand, for which I am sorry, because I did
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not get back to ii u.-> 1 had planned. The Jefferson, of
which Alexander McCabe is house manager, ha* a lobby
different from anj 1 have viewed to date. Mr. Quimby
seems to have solved the problem of securing revenue from
the sale of advertising to merchants in a way which is
unobjectionable, oi verj nearly so. The entrance lobby is
_'i> feet wide l>> 120 feet long, and Mr. Quimby has installed
therein large glass display cases, set against the wall on
each side which he rents to drygoods, millinery ami other
merchants for the display oi their wares. A not-too-large
decorative card in each case announces the name and address
of the firm advertising. So far as 1 can see the plan has no
objection, except possible congestion of the lobby in rush
hours.
Jefferson
Auditorium
Imposing.
The Jefferson auditorium is imposing ami pretty.
It has a
seating capacity of 1.400. A wide, rather flat-arched ceiling
covers a space 68 feet wide by 150 long. The decorative
scheme of the interior is in fawn and old rose. The picture is
projected on a mirror screen IS feet wide — probably the
largest screen friend Rembusch ever made. A specially constructed railway car was necessary to transport it from the
factory in Shelby ville, 111., to Fort Wayne. Mr. Quimby likes
the screen very well. The auditorium lighting could be improved in so far as applies to the clock and orchestra lights,
though neither is what could he termed bad.
The projecting room is 12 by 40 feet, but only has a 7.5foot ceiling. This latter fault is minimized by the fact that
in the ceiling are five vent tines, with forced draught ventilation. If I remember correctly, the inlet is at the ceiling
line, which is not good, because the air will enter, rush
along the ceiling and out again. If I am right about this,
1 would advise that the fresh air inlet be carried down to
the floorline and along the rear wall, with graduated openings, about three of them, to admit fresh air to all parts of
the room. This may seem to Manager Quimby like a small
detail, but I can assure him it is of great importance to the
comfort and health of his operators. There is a Fort Wayne
motor generator set, 100 ampere capacity, its controls and
ammeter and voltmeters being located on the front wall
between the projectors. The ports are of goodly size — an
important item, indeed. The projection light was brilliant
and of pure tone; also the projection speed was correct.
Taken altogether the Jefferson is an up-to-date theater,
which would be a credit to any city. Projection is in charge
of Brother Foreman, secretary of Fort Wavne Local Union
Xo. 4oo, M. P. M. O.
After inspecting the Jefferson Mr. Quimby took me for a
spin in his machine, and believe me that car only touches
the highest spots when he opens 'er up. Pitch dark, a
sprinkle of rain and 55 miles an hour. That's all! By day
the scenery would look like a photoplay projected at
approved east side speed when brother Quimby steps on 'er.
Later E. A. Krans, president; E. J. (Baldy) Kirk, vicepresident; G. A. Loucks, business agent, and L. A. Bertschi,
trustee Local Union 466, I. A., came to our hotel room and
informed the writer he was not due in bed until cock's crow.
Finds
Faulty
Operating
Rooms.
And just at this point let me intersperse a few remarks
as to conditions in Fort Wayne. I visited the Strand,
Jefferson, Transfer, Grand, Colonial, Lyric and Orpheum
theaters. All theaters in the city use a.c. supply, rectified
by means of Fort Wayne motor-generator sets. Some of
the theaters are large, commodious and excellent, with upto-date appointments and equipment, but the majority (there
are 14 all told) leave something to.be desired. Some of the
projection rooms can be called that only by courtesy; also
most of the projection rooms are ventilated by means of
windows opening directly on the street. This latter is bad
in several w-ays. Not only does it flood the projection room
with light at matinees, making it very difficult, if not impossible for the operator to have that clear, sharp view of
his screen he must have in order to do the best possible
work, but it constantly sets up the temptation for him to
rubber at the passing show, with consequent neglect of
his own.
In proof of this half an hour or so after I had visited the
Grand I passed by on the sidewalk and saw the operator
sitting in a chair in front of the window, his legs crossed,
his chin in his hand, apparently dreaming. In view of this
I am certain that the criticism sent in not long ago concerning projection in this theater (which said the operator
seemed to be asleep, as the picture was out of frame much
of the time) was justified, and if it is, that big, open
window is the probable seat of the trouble. These windows
should be closed up tight, and fresh air, in ample quantity,
brought in through a light-tight duct. This would not be
so nice for the operator, but it would be very much better
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and exit lights. 1 showed friend \ cscy how to remedy this
fault, and he said the matter would be attended to immediately. Screen illumination and projection speed were
excellent. C. O. Smith is the operator. The projection room
is small and there is a lot of light therein. One Simplex and
one Power's 6B are used.
How Auditorium Clocks Should Be Illuminated.
At the Grand I found my old friend Mr. Clock planked
right up against the screen at the left of the picture, its
white lace brilliantly illuminated, its woodwork also
illuminated, and light reflected to considerable of the nearby
wall. When! Oh when I will theater managers come to
realize the utter foolishness and entire uselessness of
placing their entire screen result into direct competition
with a wrongly illuminated clock? Once again, for the
'steenth time, I will tell you how to illuminate your clock.
Go to a photographer and get some of the black paper in
which his large negatives are wrapped. Cut a circle of this
black paper the exact size of the face of your clock and make
a hole in its center for the hand post. Have a sign painter
paint, in proper position, the roman numerals from I to XII
in WHITE. Now slip the paper under the hands, either
by removing them, or slitting the paper from center hole to
edge, or by making the center hole one inch in diameter
and slipping the hands through the hole when they come
together, as they do once every hour. Next place several
small spots of liquid glue on the clock face and press the
paper face down over the original face, to which the glue
will hold it. You now have a black clock face with white
figures. Xext cut false clock hands from thin white cardboard, white oilcloth or w:hite paper, making them about
three-eighths of an inch wide. Attach these false hands to
the clockhands by any suitable means, such as glue or slits
in the paper to thrust the hands through. We now have a
black face with white hands and figures.
There is no appreciable reflection from the black paper,
so that if the light now be confined to the face of the clock
all the audience sees are the white figures and white hands,
but it sees them far more easily and plainly than it did or
could before, because WHITE SHOWS OX DULL BLACK
FAR BETTER THAX BLACK SHOWS ON WHITE. If the
foregoing be carried out faithfully you may have your clock
beside the screen without any of the bad effect you
inevitably produce when you do it the other way. It does
not in the least injure the original clock face.
In addition to the clock, there were seven bright sidelights about six feet from the floor, and two large decorated
diffusing globes, containing white light, located halfway
down the length of the auditorium, one on each side thereof,
set out probably two feet from the wall and about eight feet
from the floor, all of which is bad from the projection viewpoint, since these lights set up eyestrain, and by reflex
action in the eyes of the audience produce, in a modified
way, precisely the same effect that stray light on the screen
produces — injures the highlights and lessens the color tone
and contrasts of the picture.
All this is said in kindness.
I had the pleasure of meeting John Molett, manager, a
pleasant man, who, like too many other theater managers,
expends much energy on studying his program and not
enough on the problems involved in placing those programs
properly before his patrons.
Objects to Large Windows in Grand's Operating Room.
The screen illumination was excellent at the time of my
visit; also the projection speed was correct. The operating
room is small and is literally flooded with daylight by day
and, I should imagine, with street light by night by large
windows opening on street, extending from floor to ceiling
of room. A pleasant piace to work, but one not conducive
to excellence in projection, particularly when the street is
the main drag of the city, and crowded with men. women,
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boys and girls. Ray Miller is operator. Two Power's 6A
machines are used. I most sincerely trust Manager Molett
will take what I have said in good part, realizing that it is
said entirely for his own benefit and the benefit of the
motion picture industry, and eliminate the faults I have
named. Enlarge that projection room by moving the front
wall three feet ahead (it can be done easily, if I rightly
remember), close those windows tight by building in front
of them a light-tight airshoot of ample dimensions, its
opening at floor level, with ample ceiling vent flue and a
16-inch exhaust fan. The operator won't like this at all,
but that cannot be helped. When his comfort comes into
conflict with excellence in screen results, his comfort must
give way. He is not there to put in several hours watching
the crowd, but to watch the screen, and watch it closely.
As to illuminating your theater without those objectionable
sidelights, why I will, upon application, tell you how to do
it — how literally to flood your theater with light without in
the least injuring screen results.
Comes Across Excellent Projection in Colonial.
The Colonial theater is managed by Herman Heisler.
Projection light was brilliant and pure in tone. Color values
of the picture showed up well. The Colonial is a S-cent
house, seating 500. The piano is far to the right and there
is no light near the screen. The projection room is small
and quite crowded, also its windows open on the street.
There were also unnecessary incandescent lamps burning
therein, wasting coal and doing harm instead of good. L.
A. Bertschi is operator, though he was not on duty at time
of my visit, hence cannot be blamed for the burning incandescent lights mentioned. He runs two Motiographs.
Miss Julia Romary, presiding genius at the box office, demanded honorable mention. She is hereby accommodated.
Incidentally the Colonial admission should be raised at least
to 10 cents, if for no other reason than the beauty of the
box office "scenery" is well worth the added nickel.
Too Much Piano Light in Lyric.
The Lyric, Oscar Wobrook, manager, seats 900 at 15 cents
admission. It is a combination house, running three acts
and three reels. Brilliancy and tone of projection light are
excellent. The piano light also was brilliant — and copious.
The woman pianist literally had light smeared over about
everything in sight. Her lamp illuminated a space fully 4
by 6 feet. Apparently she labored under the delusion that
the audience paid its admission fee to enjoy a silhouette of
herself. In addition to this utterly useless piano light crime
there seemed to be no effort whatever made to reduce the
other lights to their lowest practical value or to hide
them from the audience. From each bunch of sheet music
light blared back into the eyes of the audience. As is usual
in combination houses, where it is supposed to be 50-50 with
pictures and vaudeville, the picture gets the worst of it, the
projection room being located at the extreme top of the
high balcony, and none too large at that; also the projectors
are in sad need of repairs, or rather thorough overhauling.
In fact it would, I am sure, pay the management well to
install two new projectors. Charles Hosford, operator, is
producing as good results as any man could be expected to
deliver under the conditions — much better than friend manager has any right to expect when the utterly wretched
condition of the machines is taken into consideration.
Orpheum
Provides Recreation
Room
for Employees.
•The Orpheum is a large, very cozy-looking theater, owned
by the Bankers' and Merchants' Theater Company, of which
A. F. Bentlingcr is general manager and C. W. Mason, local
manager. Its brightly illuminated front can be seen for
blocks at night. Its auditorium seats 1,200, mostly on the
main floor. There are no lights near the screen. The company has provided a large, comfortable rest and recreation
room for its men employees, and another for its women
workers. General Manager Bentlinger believes in securing
interest and hearty cooperation from his employees by
considerate, courteous treatment. He is right, because the
man or woman who will not respond to this sort of treatment will not respond effectively to any treatment, ami is a
mighty good subject for discharge.
The projection room is 12 feet deep by 22 feet wide, and
glasshas a 10-foot ceiling. Its observation portsareare
used and
covered, but are too small. Simplex projectors
neither head has been off the stand in four years: also there
have been no repairs pxeem new sprockets, tension shoes
and aperture plate tracks. The machines seem to be in good
condition, and are still doing good work. The men can get
any repairs they need. E. A. Karns, president, and E. T.
(Baldy) Kirk, vice-president. Local Union 466, are the
operators. They work five-hour shifts, delivering excellent
There is a five-piece orchestra, situated on
screen results.
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a raised platform to the right of the screen, that does
remarkably good work. For its size it is the best I have
yet heard. Miss Frieda Weingart, vocalist, contributes a
song to the program. The screen illumination was brilliant,
and the light tone pure.
Projection Expert Talks.
At midnight every operator and with one exception every
exhibitor and theater manager gathered to "hear Richardson
talk." At least one exhibitor carefully warned us that he
would simply have to go before we were finished. He did
not go. Afterward I asked him why, to which he replied:
"I Well,
just couldn't."
Richardson "talked." We turned our rapid-fire
language gun loose in setting forth certain facts concerning
theater practice. It was served boiling hot and all ready to
be swallowed whole, a painful process indeed. But the Fort
Wayne men are as game as they make 'em, and though
many a pet corn got squashed there was no baby act staged.
Why they actually, and I believe sincerely, thanked me for
doing it; and that is the sort of men who can and will profit
by constructive criticism. Whjle in Fort Wayne I had the
privilege
of taking dinner with President Karns and his
family.
BUCYRUS,

OHIO.

IT WAS in Bucyrus I found one of the most remarkable
little theaters and exhibitor-managers, everj'thing considered, Ihave encountered to date. As soon as my
route was published in the Projection Department, a letter
from the Hippodrome theater. Bucyrus, Ohio, signed W. P.
Newman, arrived, asking that I stop in that city. Whether
Mr. Newman was exhibitor, manager or operator I did not
know, but finding it possible to lay over in Bucyrus from
10 a. m. to 3.19 p. m., I agreed so to do. Bucyrus being but a
small city with three theaters. I shall always be glad I
complied with Exhibitor-Manager Newman's request, for I
got a story in Bucyrus, and that story hath moral of weight.
Yes, W. P. Newman proved to be an exhibitor-manager ;
also he is a showman, in all that that term implies. He is
also a competent business man Bucyrus can boast of but
11,000 ater,
population,
and the the
Hippodrome,
thehas two competitors,
Grand and Mr.
the Newman's
Southern, each
of which is a more modern theater than the Hippodrome.
All three houses are on the main street of the city, and you
could toss a stone from one to the other with ease. And
now I want some of you "sob-sister" exhibitors who are
eternally complaining that "business is dull," "of too much
competition" and that "business is going to the everlasting
bow wows," to read the following over very carefully once
each day for at least six hundred days :
Newman Makes Success of Hippodrome Theater.
Eight years ago W. P. Newman, a circus man who had
fallen upon evil days, as circus men often do, and was flat.
stone and every other kind of dead broke, landed in Bucyrus,
Ohio. He had not a dollar, no job or any particular knowledge of anything except the circus business. It so chanced
that a small and very crude little motion picture theater
was lying idle, the last tenant presumably having failed to
"make it go." It was fitted with a projector, kitchen chairs
and a crude screen. Its owner, seeing the thing lying idle,
knowing Newman for a "showman," proposed that he open
it and try it out. And this Newman did, with scarcely a
dollar of capital, and with no knowledge at all of motion
pictures. There- were even some debts of the circus to pay.
This all happened eight years ago. Mr. Newman paid his
circus debts, and today owns one of the most remarkably
equipped theaters of its kind and size I have as yet seen,
the Hippodrome: also a large automobile and a new home,
which might well please the most fastidious. It is a home
of which any man might well be proud. I, of course, do not
know what else in the way of goods and chattels Newman
has, but that much I saw with my own eyes, and was given
to understand it was free from debt. And every cent of all
this has been coined from that little Hippodrome theater,
which, while it now seats 453. was hut recently enlarged to
that capacity at 5 and 10 cents admission in normal times;
6 and 11 now. And mind you all this has been done in a
town of 11,000, with two competitors, each with a better
theater (but not better equipment) than his own.
Equipment of Hippodrome Its Dominant Feature.
The Hippodrome is of the storeroom type. The auditorium itself is not in the least degree remarkable, unless it
he in the fairly good results Newman has secured under very
adverse circumstances, the building being itself not at all
adapted to the purpose to which it has been put. Viewed
merely as a theater auditorium the Hippodrome is distinctly
less desirable than either of its two competitors, and its.
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location has oo advantage over that of its rivals. It is its
remarkable equipment which makes one sit up and take
notice. Remember we are speaking of a rather small 5 and
10-cent house of the storeroom type, and then read this:
The Hippodrome has a nice but not remarkable front. Entering its lobby we find local and long distance telephones
just inside the door. At the left of the lobby, which is
necessarily restricted in both length and width, is Manager
Newman's
For brother Newman is right there on the
job from 10office.
a. m., until closing time at night, giving every
detail his personal attention. In programs Mr. Newman
excludes the sensational. His acid test is: Would I want
my wife, my mother and my daughter to see it? And that
is some test, if you ask me.
Mr. Newman has the hearty good will and cooperation of
his employees, whom he treats as friends rather than as
employees. But to get back to the lobby. On each side are
small but comfortable rest and retiring rooms for men and
women, and on the right wall is a line of hooks such as we
often see in restaurants, upon which you can place hat and
overcoat, lock them fast and take the key with you to your
seat. I do not know whether it is necessary to deposit a
coin to unlock the hooks or not. On the lobby walls are
pyrene tubes, a copper tank fire extinguisher, and fire hose
attached to standpipe.
To the right of the theater one may pass through a door
into an open court, where in a brick building is housed a
ventilating and heating plant, consisting of a six-foot electrically driven fan, which forces air into the theater through
a diffuser. In winter the air is driven over heating coils,
which raise its temperature to any desired degree. The
fan changes the air in the theater every eight minutes. In
another room is the light plant, for Newman has installed
his own lighting plant. He did this because the local line
voltage was too variable to give the continuous excellence
in screen results he demanded. And it is some plant, too,
let me inform you, considering size and type of the theater.
A 30-horsepower, two-cylinder gas engine pulls an 18 K. W.
d.c. generator, to which it is directly connected; speed, 300
r.p.tn. The voltmeter stands as steady as though its hand
were glued to the dial, and one can scarcely hear the engine
running twenty feet from the room, with the door wide
open.
Operating
Room
Is Small But Fireproof.
The projection room is of brick, with cement floor. It is
small, but not so bad in that respect. It opens outside the
building. It is off center with the screen, but Newman's
operator squared the screen with the lens, and so cleverly
has it been done that I myself did not notice it at first. The
throw is 80 feet and the screen is set in black. The observation ports are too small. A window in the projection room
opens out of doors, but is covered during matinees with a
removable iron plate, which excludes the light. Lamphouses
are piped to vent flue. L. B. Newman, operator, has the
reputation of putting high-class results on the screen. He
has to have that reputation to work for friend Newman.
In the projection room is a well-thumbed handbook and a
set of electrical guides. Simplex projectors are used. They
are equipped with pasteboard revolving shutters, made by
the operator from the latest shutter idea published recently
in the Projection Department. They work finely; also they
are set the correct distance from the lens. Operator Newman was using five-eighth-inch upper carbons. He should
use three-fourth inch. He was having trouble breaking
condenser lenses. That most likely was the cause — carbon
overloaded and flaming.
As to music there are two organs in use, one to the right
and one to the left of the screen. One is a Seeburg; the
other a Welte.
And what is the answer to all this? I asked ExhibitorManager Newman this question. Here, in substance, is his
reply: "Screen results! That is what I sell. I am a crank
on projection, and spare no effort or expense to put on as
nearly as possible perfect projection. That is what I have
to sell, and that is the answer."
Now, some of you exhibitors and managers who are not
so particular read that last paragraph over again. Read it
several times. Here is a man who for eight years has sold
projection, and the excellence of his goods is such that he
has accumulated many thousands of dollars at a five and tencent admission, with limited capacity and heavy-competition,
while others have sneered at projection and failed. They
about "poor business" and shouted "rotten"
have howled
when
anyone asked them how things were going, when the
only rotten thing was right there on their own screen ail
the time. And that is why Mr. Newman wrote, asking me
to stop, as soon as he learned I was to go his way. He vyas
selling projection, and thought I might tell him something
of value in bettering his goods.
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My compliments to Mr. Newman.
I had dinner at his
home and cm vouch foi the fact thai even as he put "the
is" on ins screen, so also docs Mrs. Newman put "the
goods" on her home screen
the table.
Observation

Ports Too

Large.

The Grand, managed by C l. Beach and \v. F. Whitemaire,

who also run a garage, is a really charming little theater,
seating 345. Both its lobby and auditorium (lecorat ions aredelicate and beautiful. The show had not yet started for
the daj at the time of my arrival, hence I cannot comment
on screen results. The Operating room is excellent as to
construction and size, except that instead of observation
ports there are two square knot holes in a thick brick wall.
Those ports should be cut out to 12 inches square. Don't
expect high-class work on your screen until you enlarge
those ports, gentlemen! You will most likely be disappointed if you do. Your operator might give fair results
as it is, but he is a wonder if he does. This fault is further
aggravated by the fact that ventilation is by means of a
large window, opening on the roof, so that the room is
flooded with daylight during matinees. With this combination it is utterly impossible for the operator to have any
proper view of his screen, especially as the throw is, as I
remember it, a rather long one. Simplex machines are used,
but, due to lack of technical knowledge, the operator is
cutting a decidedly abnormal and unnecessary percentage
of his light with his revolving shutter. They were having
trouble with variable screen illumination, which was, I think,
due to a motor generator set working right up to capacity,
with heavy fluctuation in line voltage.
Too Much Daylight in Operation Room of Southern.
The Southern theater is owned by the Marion Photoplay
Company, Marion, Ohio, H. Sharp, local manager. It has a
good lobby and auditorium. The clpck illumination is
objectionable. Amber sidelights supply illumination fox the
auditorium — bad. Halfway down the length of the auditorium is a bank of loges on each side. Manager Sharp was
busy and I did not learn how they were used. The picture
was excellent, as to definition and lighting, but was racing
when I entered. It slowed down immediately'. Wonder
why! Sidney Smith is operator. Projection room is large
and has good ports, but is flooded with daylight during
matinees; also three utterly useless incandescent lamps
blazed away, wasting our scant supply of coal and adding
brightness to an already far too light room.
Learning that I was to be in Bucyrus, R. S. Slagle,
operator, traveled from La Rue, Ohio, forty miles, just to
meet and shake hands with me. Brother Slagle belongs to
Local
Union 576, Mansfield, Ohio. I enjo>red my visit with
him immensely.
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.
I stopped to visit the Westinghouse
PITTSBURGH
IN
plant, but it was not deemed advisable to have a meeting
of theater men just then, particularly as I will have to
return to that city soon. Ralph Freeman, business agent,
and A. G. Williams, financial secretary, Local Union 171,
together with our old friend, L. C. Van Orsdale, member
Local Union 306, New York City, met me at the station.
Local Union 171 is getting along all right.
Next morning I went out to East Pittsburgh, where is
located the Westinghouse works. There is just one trouble
with that plant, viz., one needs a trolley system to get
around it. In the General Electric Works at Schenectady,
the only other I have seen comparing with the Westinghouse
in size, the thing is spread out into detached units in
separate buildings, with streets and everything, so that one
may travel about the plant in a bubble. But here the entire
plant is almost literally under one tremendous roof and
it is walk, walk, walk.
I had expected to have both H. A. Campe of the industrial
department and H. M. Wible of the illuminating department
as my guides, but the former was called out of the city, so
Mr. Wible did the honors, at which he is an adept. The net
result of our visit to this plant will appear in the Projection
Department in due time.
When we were through at the plant Brother Wible took
us down to Wilkenburg, half way to Pittsburgh, to dinner
at the Elks' Club. On our way from the station to the club
we dropped in at the Rowland theater, owned by Rowland
& Clark. The Rowland is a really beautiful theater, seating
1,200, but alas, the light was sadly discolored several times
as we watched the screen for maybe ten minutes; also there
was heavy flicker. The reason for the light discoloration
was made evident when we mounted to the projection room
at the top of a high balcony. It is about eight feet square,
with a seven-foot ceiling and is flooded with daylight at
matinees by a large window at the rear. And as if this were
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not enough to discourage good work, the sin is added to by
two fair-sized square knot holes where observation ports
12 inches square ought to be. Instead of a vent flue there
is a metal wheat straw about eight or ten feet in diameter —
no exhaust fan. And all this in a house seating 1,200, costing
tens of thousands of dollars, the entire income of which
depends upon what is shown on the screen. An operator
who could or at least would put on a good screen result
under the conditions would be a stem-winding wonder. O.
B. Clark, operator, was working at something on a bench
at the rear of the machines, his back to the screen, when
we entered, while a- motor ran the show.
And then it was a Pullman for mine at 9.30 p. m. At 8
a. m. a vigorous dig in the ribs was followed by the most
welcome words I had heard in five weeks, viz. : "New Yawk,
boss. We'll be in in an hour!" A peek out of the window
and there is the Woolworth building.
Hurray, I am home
again !

How World Film Catalogues Locations
Has

Filed

Away Photographic Records of All Outstanding
Backgrounds in Fifty-Mile Radius.
THE job of selecting locations is at the best a difficult
one, and in order to aid their directors and assistants
to find suitable spots for their productions World
Pictures has had a special scenic cameraman photograph the
entire district within a radius of fifty miles of New York
City where there were backgrounds which might prove of
value in future productions.
Meadows, residences, forests, streams, bridges, brooks,
parks, estates, fountains, factories, hills, and a score of
other unusual topographical features have been carefully
photographed and filed away under their classification at
the World Studios.
Each photo has been mounted and contains a statement
on the reverse side of the distinguished characteristics of
the places, the distance from the studio, the means of transportation, the hotels and restaurants nearby, and all other
information which will assist the director and his staff in
determining whether or not the place is suitable for their
purpose.
These photos are filed away under their generic title and
when a scene in a scenario requires a special background or
exterior, the director consults the file containing the photos
under this classification and picks out the spot that satisfies
his purposes.
The job of the location man and the director in this
manner is considerably facilitated and the studio companies
can now make their exterior with one-half the trouble and
confusion as heretofore.

Many Stolen Films Found in Cleveland
Joe

Tomarowitz

Convicted
Following
Film and Essanay.

Search

by

General

WITH
the conviction of Joe Tomarowitz, also known
as Morrow, and the recovery of scores of stolen
films, the authorities of Cleveland, assisted by the
victims of the thefts, believe they have cleared up a bad
situation.
The search for these films was pushed by the General
Film Company and Attorney Callaghan of Chicago for the
Essanay Company. Not only did they recover a big batch
of stolen films, but they also obtained ten or fifteen prints
of films stolen in other cities and sold to independent
exchanges in Cleveland under false pretenses. The exchanges
having the films gladly gave them up when they found they
had been duped by companies in New York and Chicago
who sold the pictures to them.
The result of this campaign also brought forcibly to the
attention of exchange managers the bad practice which
many exchange employes have of throwing reels into the
halls, when they have been returned by exhibitors or the
messengers to the wrong exchanges. That has given the
thieves a chance to pick them up and in this way many
reels have disappeared. The proper thing to do, according
to Mr. Callaghan, when a reel is returned to the wrong
exchange is to call up the exchange which owns it and then
keep it in the exchange until it is called for. This matter
was
brought up to the attention of the Exchange Managers'
Association.
Testimony at the trial of Tomarowitz, who was found
guilty of contributing to the delinquency of a boy employe
rif the Mutual exchange, developed that Tomarowitz induced
the hoy to take films which were returned by mistake to
the Mutual.
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Ontario Also Increases Film Tax
New

Impost

Expected
to Net Government
$100,000
Year — Operators
Also Hit.

More

a

FALLOWING up the announcements by A. K. McLean,
acting minister of finance for the Dominion of Canada,
of the decisions of the federal government to impose
a tax of 15 cents a reel a day and also to increase the duty
on imported films from 2 to 5 cents a foot, T. W. McGarry,
Ontario provincial treasurer, came across with the
announcement that the Province of Ontario would impose
a new scale of license fees "in addition to the recent
dominion tax." It is expected the new tax will net the
Ontario government $100,000 a year.
The license fee system has been changed from a flat
charge on a theater as a whole to a tax on the seats, based
on the size of the local population.
The new fee in all cities having a population of over 10,000
will be 25 cents a seat. This will mean that several large
Toronto theaters will pay about $400 a year. The former
license fee was $150 a year in the larger centers. According to the new arrangement there is a minimum fee of $135
a year for smaller theaters having a seating capacity of
545 or less.
In cities where the population is from 5,000 to 10,000 the
license fee is 20 cents a seat. In all municipalities under
5,000 population a provincial license fee of 15 cents a seat
is charged.
Ihe Provincial license fee for film exchanges has also
been raised from $150 to $250 a year.
Traveling moving picture shows will have to pay a license
fee of $200 instead of $150, and they receive the same
privileges as the film exchanges permanently located in the
Province.
Even the moving picture operators have been hit by the
new Provincial scale. The annual license fee for operators
was $5. They will now pay $8 a year.
The new schedule of fees goes into effect at the end of
May, when the annual dues in Ontario become payable.
OFFICIAL FILMS
PLEASE
WESTERN
EXHIBITORS.
Sol L. Lesser, Chairman, Division United States Official
\\ ar Films in California, reports, due to the co-operation of
the film exchanges in California, great progress in the
booking of the United States Official War Pictures in the
West.
There are twenty-six one-reel productions, showing the
life and training in every branch of Uncle Sam's service.
These pictures are snappy and full of "pep," and exhibitors
are expressing great satisfaction as to their qualifications
as live, breezy fillers.
MISS CONOVER JOINS WORLD PICTURES.
Theresa Maxwell Conover has cast her lot with World
Pictures and in the future will appear in important
supporting roles. Miss Conover received her training under
Augustin Daly and had prominent roles in many of the
plays of Charles Frohman.
World Pictures feel that the high quality of Miss Conover's
distinction toward
to the the
releases
of the
companyacting
and will
will add
aid materially
creation
of
supporting casts of unusual calibre.
LONE
STAR REDEEMS
A TENTH
OF ITS STOCK.
Ten per cent, of the outstanding preferred stock of the
Lone Star Corporation, a $1,500,000 concern, will be redeemed
at 110 plus accrued dividends May 15. according to announcement issued from the offices of the corporation in
Chicago.
The Lone Star Corporation is the concern organized for
the merchandizing of the series of twelve comedies featuring Charles Chaplin produced by the Lone Star Corporation
and released through the Mutual Film Corporation.
A large percentage of the original capital represented by
the preferred stock has heen returned to the stockholders.
Meanwhile the pictures are said to have a long working life
ahead.
Allied Theatrical
and
Motion
Picture
Team
Headquarters
SECOND
RED CROSS DRIVE
Subway Central Building
Broadway
and Forty-second Street
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Publicity Director Gives and Takes
Disagrees with "Press Agent," but Agrees with
"Managing Editor" Large Share of
Submitted Matter Is I nsuitable
INTEREST in the discussion between "Dramatic Editor of
a Newark
Newspaper" and "Press Agent" is increasing
rather than decreasing, and since the writer has wanted
to say something on the subject
from
the beginning, the
article
"Managing
Editor" in your recent issue has crysed by
desire
into determination.
In the tirst place, we agreed with the gentleman from
Newark when his article firsl appeared to such an extent
that he is now a member of the publicity department of
which we arc endeavoring to make an efficient news bureau
— one of the two departments to which lie referred in his
article as being satisfactory.
Also we diil not agree with "Press Agent" (whoever he
may be). The objection is not so much to his words as his
attitude.
Our opinion is that the whole matter cannot he put upon
the hasis that the publicity man is in most instances higher
paid than the motion picture editor and is therefore a betcase. ter man — and on that "Press Agent" practically rested his
Further, since at one time the writer held down a desk to
which press material was sent in enormous quantities, lie
agrees with "Managing Editor" that the larger share of it is
not suitable for publication, at least as submitted.
However, in all fairness, the varying likes and dislikes not
only of papers but of individuals make the task of the publicity man a difficult one if he be expected to furnish material
that will go verbatim everywhere.
It seems to us that the anonymous discussion should now
be brought out in the open, and we are writing you this
letter to express our personal ideas and point of view for
whatever slight interest they may have.
We look upon the publicity department as a very important one to a motion picture concern since motion pictures
depend upon the great public for their existence.
We look upon it also as an important one to newspapers
since it enables them to obtain information and material
more easily and quickly and cheaply than would otherwise
be possible.
We say all this with the mental reservation "a good publicity department."
Let us explain that we do not hold our department up as
the standard by which all should be judged. We do say
that if hard work and the sincere desire to give the editor
what he wants no matter how much trouble that that entails
and complete absence of the mental attitude revealed in
"Press Agent's" article will help, we will go on improving
in the next months as we have in the past.
"Newark" is not the only newspaper man in the Pathe
Publicity Department. We are all newspaper men, though
the department head has been in the film business about
five years.
While he wants only newspaper men writing newspaper
copy he would not put one of them in charge of a general
publicity department unless he had had considerable experience in this highly specialized and altogether strange industry.
That may sound inconsistent, but we think it is the following point which has not been covered by any of the
writers on this subject:
We have found that the film point of view and the business instinct are absolutely necessary in handling the executive work of a department which means the preparation and
distribution of all newspaper publicity, all trade paper publicity, all "fan" magazine
"campaign books" (to use
the name we gave them), publicity,
etc.
At Pathe we endeavored to make fan magazine and trade
paper stories different in style and often in conception.
Sometimes we succeed admirably; sometimes we don't, hut
we are working with a definite aim and we are improving
(according to our friends at least).
We make most of our newspaper stories exclusive to each
paper in a given city, and we send to more than one paper
only news stories of general interest and short items for
'the colyum."
We aim to give the photographs something more than a

By Tarleton Winchester

mere "portrait" vein,
tbove all we endeavor rapidlj and
capabl) i" give an editor satisfactorj service in
spec ific i equest,
In Other words, in accordance
with a definite plan urn
out some yeai
ago by the writer, we are trying to remedy
lefects oi Hi' past which we i ealize full)
But there are difficulties,
The studios across tin- continent, the element "i time, the
person
us K<'t

itwhot'T wants
them.

publicity

hut

won't

lift

a

fingei

Our broad highway is not strewn with roses.
in Inours,
no business
in the world
do things
happen

to

help

a

\ release is shoved
into the program
at short notice al
most with regularity, in even the best film families. It all
means
a rush job, slopp) workmanship of which "Managing
too.
Editor" complains, hut there are mistakes in newspapers,
I know
this :
Some film editors are not up to standard just as some
press agents are not up to standard, but we must work on
the theory that they are. that we are their New York correspondents from whom the) should feel free to ask anything and get it — quick.
Newspapers are beginning to see what motion pictures
can do for them, they are beginning to put good men, men of
the calibre of "Newark" and "Managing Editor" on film
work.
Of his own knowledge the writer is aware that the photoplay editor on the leading daily in Cleveland is one of the
highest salaried men in the place. So, too, in Minneapolis,
Xewark and Seattle.
The photoplay editor on a certain paper in St. Louis receives a higher salary than the news editor or the city
editor.
A photoplay editor on a certain daily in Chicago holds
the only contract existing between that paper and any member of the editorial staff, not even excluding the editor-inchief and the managing editor.
We at this end must be on the job to welcome them and
to do what we can to help.
We're not all satisfied with ourselves, because when a
man's satisfied he's going down.
Let the motion picture editor come to us with as open a
mind as that with which we come to him, and we are sure
that before long we will be working together in a way that
will eliminate the condition complained of on a basis of
mutual satisfaction.
It can be done.

Selig to Release Through Capital
Part

of the Polyscope Product Will Be Issued
Indianapolis
Concern.

By

the

New

X. SELIG, president of the Selig-Polyscope
WILLIAM
Company, has concluded negotiations with the Capital Film Company, of Indianapolis, whereby a portion of the Selig studio output will be released through the
Indianapolis concern.
Mr. Selig, who was in Indianapolis Thursday. May 9. to
complete arrangements for the transaction, said it was his
opinion that one of the great drawbacks to the motion picture business has not been so much the exorbitant salaries
paid to the stars as to the paucity of plays for the use of
the stars.
"Directors," he said, "have been without proper mediums
for the exploitation of the featured players employed. As a
result, and since their salaries were going on. they have
thrust them into such plays as came most readily to hand.
The result has been bad for the stars and bad for the producer and bad for the spectator."
Mr. Selig is firmly of the conviction that the demand for
short subjects is rapidly increasing. He says we must have
shorter films and good films.
Just how much of the Selig product the Indianapolis company will absorb has not been definitely determined, hut it
is quite likely a large number of the films will be used.
This new arrangement, according to Ike Schlank, manager,
does not in any way affect the production plans of the Capital company. The negotiations with Mr. Selig. he said, are
for the purpose of increasing the Capital company's releases.
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Chaplin Grotesqueries Fit in War Zone
And

Now
Dramatic
Editor Cannot
Think of Comedian's
Feet Without Also Recalling Raiders and Exploding Shells.
Edwin Carty Ranck, in Brooklyn Eagle.

ONEraids,
doesn't
associate
Chaplin
with air
but inusually
the future
I shallCharlie
never see
the eccentric
movie actor fall over his own feet without thinking
of German raiding airplanes, exploding shells and men and
women burrowing their way into subway entrances like
rabbits entering warrens.
The second night after I landed in Paris I went to a
funny little movie house called the Cine Opera on ,the
Boulevard des Capucines, where the best seats are the worst
and the worst seats the best. By that I mean that they
charge you more the nearer you are to the screen and much
less when you are seated ten rows back, which are, after
all, the best seats for movie fans. The cheapest seats in
the Cine Opera were two francs seventy-five centimes, which
approximates fifty cents in our money. The best seats are
five francs ; about a dollar.
Bessie Barriscale was there in a clever Irish comedy
with French captions, which was, to an American, a rather
amusing incongruity. They flashed on the screen the
message of General Pershing, offering all of his available
resources to France. This brought forth a storm of
applause, the first spontaneous applause of the evening, by
the way. Then American boys were shown at the front
and there was more applause. They love Americans, do
these warm-hearted French people.
Then there was a prolonged shout of merriment and the
cause was soon apparent. There walked out upon the
screen, queer feet and all, Monsieur Chariot. That's what
they call him over here. They don't know anything about
the Chaplin part of his name. But the French people adore
Monsieur Chariot.
It was an outrageously funny Chaplin picture. Charlie
had returned home intoxicated and couldn't get upstairs
to save his life. He also had weird experiences with tiger
rugs and bear rugs and a clock, the pendulum of which had
a queer way of getting out of the clock case and striking
Charlie on the nose. You have probably seen the picture.
It was played in New York last winter.
Well, the French audience simply "ate it up," as we would
say in America. They laughed ! They shrieked ! They
roared with mirth. Every failure of Charlie's to get upstairs was greeted with hysterical gaiety. There was a large
sprinkling of American officers in the audience and they
had as much fun as the French people, whose mirth was
contagious. Even if you didn't care at all for the Charlie
Chaplin brand of humor you would have had the time of
your life just watching those Frenchmen laugh, while
seventy miles away a German gun, facetiously dubbed "Big
Bertha," was sending shells into Paris at regular intervals.
At last it was all over. Charlie Chaplin finally succeeded
in getting into his moving bed, and the last laugh vanished
into air. Stepping outside into the April night the contrast with the lighted movie house was uncanny. Paris was
a phantom city, dark and mysterious. Here and there
greenish lamps shone like queer, Poe-like worms, and automobiles, sans lights, sans horns, sans everything except
motive power and chauffeurs, crept along silently. In doorways pedestrians crouched, looking up expectantly.
We were talking of Charlie Chaplin when it happened.
As if it had all been prearranged there came three shots
from a French "75" and then the hoarse shriek of a steam
siren. Two venturesome Boche airplanes had invaded the
overhead region of Paris.
Out in the open square, in front of the silent and massive
French Opera House, men and women were staring up into
the air. Others were crowding into the subway station at
this point, the mouth of which was marked with a greenish
light
We combat;
looked up,
we couldn't
much "Refuge."
of the aerial
we and
saw while
the spraying
light see
of
exploding shells and the peculiar deadened concussion of
the anti-aircraft guns as they poured a steady stream of
projectiles at the two Boche beasts.
It was about 10:15 when the firing first began. I lingered
around for a while and then went back to my hotel, where
I found that all of the guests had taken refuge in the cellar.
I stood at the window of my room for some time, looking
out over the darkened city and seeing at intervals the spray
of an exploding shell falling in the darkness like fragments
of a Fourth of July skyrocket. The deadened din of the
anti-aircraft guns was continuous.
Then, suddenly the clamor ceased. It was then twenty
minutes to eleven.
Suddenly a dead silence descended upon
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Paris. Then, sharp and clear, like the ancient call of a
Highland chieftain, there came a bugle note. Some French
Paul Revere was riding through the streets of Paris on a
big red fire truck, not so romantic as a neighing steed, but
much more efficient. He was notifying the residents that
all was clear. The German menace had passed. The wakeful
French
75's off
hadtheperformed
faithful watchdog service
and driven
two Bochetheir
beasts.
Almost instantaneously the city came to life again. It
was just as if Paris had been holding its breath. Outside
the window I heard a French hotel maid laugh merrily. A
man's voice was heard singing a stave from "Samson et
Delilah." Relieved voices of men and women were heard
passing my door. The hotel guests had emerged from the
cellar.
Then, suddenh", without any particular reason, I found
myself thinking of Monsieur Chariot Chaplin and his absurd
feet, and I began to laugh as I stood there at the window,
watching Paris awake from the shadow of the German
menace. It was a grotesque thing to do. But then this war
is grotesque. The bombardment of Paris by a gun seventyfive miles away is grotesque. The world is a grotesque
place in which to live nowadays. But as long as Monsier
Chariot is still in it, one can laugh, and laughter keeps one
from going mad, doesn't it?

Daylight Saving and the Airdomes
Working "Hobs"

with Theater Men Who
an Adjunct to Theater.

Operate

Park

as

THEas one
new man
daylight
saving
is "working
hobs."a
put it,
with proposition
the exhibitor
who operates
park during the summer months as an adjunct to his
theater, and the further south you go the worse conditions
will become. It is now 9 o'clock before
exhibitor in that
section can screen a picture outdoors. anThat
is one difficulty, but thereis another one— that of timing the pictures
so that the exhibition in the park will progress just one reel
ahead of the theater.
The greatest strain is on the man who shows nothing but
features or a combination of a long feature and single
reels. If he does not figure to keep the park a reel ahead
of the theater his troubles will come when it starts to rain
and the park patrons make a rush for the house. It will
mean that these patrons, crowding into the theater, may
have to wait through the better part of a full show, straining the seating capacity and making it impossible for the
exhibitor to do anything near a normal business.
If the exhibitor will keep his park show a little in advance of the theater he can move the patrons of the former
into the latter without confusion and they can pick up the
succeeding reel without missing anything or having to wait
through a number of reels in order to see the whole feature.
A group of Washington exhibitors were discussing this
problem when the Moving Picture World correspondent
joined them. The troubles expressed by some of these
were amusing, but nevertheless if one does not watch his
step he will find, as in this territory where there are many
unpleasant nights in the course of the summer, that he is
likely to "sell the house out" bv having the park audience
merged with that of the theater.
KRUMMECK LEASES
FLUSHING THEATER.
The Murray Hill Theater. Broadwav and Fourteenth
street, Flushing, L. I., has been leased bv Charles Krummeck from Walter Lee. The theater has been entirelv redecorated from pit to dome, and will play a policy of pictures
booked through the exchanges of Paramount. Artcraft,
Metro and Bluebird. Charles Ruffle has been appointed
resident manager
In addition to managing the Murrav Hill Theater Mr.
Krummeck will still conduct the Krummeck Studio in the
Savoy Theater Building. New York.

HEYES

RETURNS

TO FOX

FORCES.

Herbert Heyes, capable leading man, returned to the
William Fox forces after long absence, will be seen opposite Gladys Brockwell in "The Bird of Prey," a new picture
Heyes did all of
directing.
J. Le Saint
Edward work
that previous
East.
in theMr.'
in Fox is plays
his

Rod Cross ball, TTotel Aster. May 25. Auspices
Motion Picture Allied Industry for Red Cross Drive.
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Are Using
Motion
Church
Work.

Pictures

in

Wll

ARE glad to publish the following letter showing
how energy and purpose can succeed. The example
set by the Williams Bay, Wis., Consolidated School
Day be profitably followed in many places. We commend
their plan as a most worthy one and hope there may be
many followers and splendid efforts to use the moving pictures in schools deserve every encouragement.

We are Interested in educational moving pictures, but having only a
short experience we cannot give you more than our initial experience.
Winn we built our new one-story school house last year, we had it
wired for a motion picture apparatus, with the thought that it would
eventually be used. Since the district was going to great expense in
building, and in developing a high school department, it hardly seemed
right to ask for the installation of a machine for some time. But
finding that our state-owned films could be used where admission was
charged, provided the admission money was used for paying for the
outfit, a plan was worked out whereby no money should be asked of the
district.
The business and professional men of the community were asked to
underwrite the purchase of a moving picture outfit to the extent of
twenty- five dollars each. No mdney was to be put up, but a paper was
signed to this effect by eighteen men ; an organization was effected and
officers elected. These officers signed a note, attached to it the signed
paper, and readily borrowed the amount required to buy a first-class
outfit, about S450.
The school laws of Wisconsin allow the trustees of a school to give
the use of the school house for entertainments and charge admission
therefor, provided they are given under the auspices of the school authorities and are for the benefit of the school. Operating under this law
the trustees (who were all members of the movie organization) asked
the organization to give a series of entertainments in the auditorium
of the school house — the only available hall in the village.
Owing to the war. there were vexatious delays, but we finally started
in February and have been running about twice a month ever since.
The move has been a popular one and we can generally count on a fifth
of the inhabitants of the district at every entertainment. This attendance
could easily be stimulated by advertising, or pushing, but it has seemed
to
be community
wise to the enterprises
officers not that
to "hog
stage,"
are many
other
would the
suffer
from for
suchthere
a course.
We clear from five to ten dollars on each show. During the summer
we shall run once or twice a week, as this village is then a summer
resort and will have a large floating population. There is no other
motion
picture house
in town.
Perhaps you would be interested in reading our resolutions.
They are :
WHEREAS. The use of motion pictures for educational purposes is now becoming almost universal in well-equipped schools,
and
WHEREAS. There are a large number of state-owned films
and slides which are free to any community desiring them, and
WHEREAS, The Trustees of the school have expressed their
desire to use these materials, and
WHEREAS, There are now, in addition, many firms which
issue high-grade films suitable for the education and entertainment of both school and community ; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That we, the undersigned, residents of Williams
Bay, Wis., assured of the co-operation of the school board,
do associate ourselves together for the purchase of a moving
picture outfit to be used for the education and entertainment of
the community, and ultimately presented to the school, and
RESOLVED, That, after the purchase of the machine, a series
of entertainments be given under the auspices of the school
authorities for the purpose of reimbursing the members of the
association for the expense of the undertaking, and,
RESOLVED. That we bind ourselves severally, to the extent of
twenty-five dollars each, to pay any deficit that may arise due to
unforeseen difficulties in carrying out this plan, and
RESOLVED, That no profits shall accrue to any member, and
that all net proceeds shall be applied (1) to paying for the outfit, and (2) to promote some community enterprise after the
association
is free of debt, if thought best by the association,
and
RESOLVED, That within one year from the time that the
members of the association have been reimbursed, the outfit shall
be turned over to the school district free of charge for the benefit
of the school district and the community.
We hire an experienced operator, but depend on local volunteer talent
for the music.
Our only overhead is heat, light and janitor service.
Our difficulties have begun to shape themselves, but we can talk of
them more intelligently after we have had more experience. The most
vexatious one at present is to get a list of possible features that can be
obtained without signing a long contract. As you see from our resolution, we aim at both entertainment and education. So far we have not
given many of the strictly educational films for the reason that we
think these should be given in the afternoon when the children are at
the school, and the expense of fitting the auditorium with dark curtains
is at present prohibitive.
We are getting in touch with those who are working under similar
conditions, and have already received very valuable suggestions
from

Mr. Aughlnbaugb ol Mingo, Ohio,
We read your department In the
World carefully each week, and shall ask questions
Trusting that I have not wearied you with this long account, I am.
Very truly yours,
STORRS
I!. BARRETT.

The chief of the department of Visual Instruction in a
western college sends us the following:
I am sending you herewith a list of motion picture programs we have
sent out to about thirty-five schools during the past six months.
Every comment from the persons who have written us concerning the
use of the programs In their schools has been favorable.
We thought you might be interested in seeing what we have done
to help further the cause ofYours
motionverypictures
truly, in tho schools.
CHAS. ROACH,
Visual Instruction Service.
1. — Honey Bee (1 reel) ; Manufacturing Rails; Dry Your Food Supply
(1 reel) ; Family Jar (1 reel).
2. — Pineapple Industry; A Coeoanut Plantation (1 reel) ; Wild Wales;
Basket Making by the Passamaquoddy Indians (1 reel) ; Plants Which
Eat; Plants with Nerves (1 reel).
3. — Manufacture of Pianos (2 reels) ; Dreams of a Cartonist (1 reel).
4. — Manufacture of Shoes (1 reel); Scientific Amusements; Visit to
the Zoo (1 reel) ; Coal Mining and Coke Industry (1 reel).
5. — A Small Animal World (1 reel); Grand Canyon (1 reel); Manufacture of Varnish (1 reel).
• I.— Stetson Hat (2 reels) ; Yellowstone Park, N. P.
7. — Making the Remington Typewriter (1 reel) ; How Flowers Breathe;
Gardening (1 reel) ; Movements the Eye Misses; Intimate Study of
Birds (1 reel).
8. — Making Roads at a Military Cantonment (1 reel); Washington,
D. C. (1 reel) ; V. S. Xavy
(1 reel).
9. — Thomas
Jefferson
Morgan
(3 reels).
10. — Needs of Commerce (1 reel) ; How Wild Animals Live (1 reel) ;
See America First (1 reel).
11. —(1Poultry
Life
reel). (1 reel) ; Bermuda (1 reel) ; Indian Industries and Home
12. — Dogs (1 reel) ; Royal Gorge; Animal Friends (1 reel) ; Making of
Diamonds (1 reel).
13. — Fan in Japan (1 reel) ; Doll Making; Joining the Oceans (1 reel) ;
Libby, McNeil and Libby (1 reel).
14. — Books ; How Motion Pictures Are Made ; Humor of Animal Life ;
Canning by the Cold Pack Method.
15. — Hershey Chocolate.

Interesting Educationals
Two
Zoological
Subjects,
One
Mining,
One
Agricultural,
One Geographical, One Travel and One Military Subject.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"Small Birds of Warm

Climates" (Pathe).

IN THIS picture, which encompasses material that is not
new but which still remains interesting, we meet with
various beautiful birds in their native haunts. The film
is colored in nature's own tints and close-ups of feathered
songsters include members of the Senegal family, among
them the dotted monk and Cuban singer. Other varieties of
tropical birds of brilliant plumage are also shown.
"Wild

Babies"

(Educational-Ditmars).

One of the most entertaining of recent Ditmars' releases
is "Wild Babies," which introduces us to the young of various kinds of animals including the deer, which is both awkward and amusing, the porcupine and mountain sheep. The
mothers of the latter teaching them to climb the rocks is one
of the features of the picture.
"Marble

Quarrying"

(Universal).

An interesting and well-illustrated subject appearing in
the 72nd release of the Screen Magazine gives us an insight
into marble quarrying in Vermont, the granite state, from
which shipments are made to all parts of the country.
Scenes showing the channeling machine at work cutting the
marble into blocks are followed by others in which we see
the holes being drilled in the face of the marble. Wedges
are then driven into the holes to split the rock, after which
a steel cable hoists the great pieces of marble away from the
ledge. Small pieces which have been broken off in the drilling are shoveled into tubs and made use of at a later date.
"Everybody

Helps

in the

Big

Farm

Drive"

(Universal).

This subject, appearing in the 72nd issue of the Screen
Magazine, shows how boy scouts, young men from college
and others are getting busy on the farms.
One of the in-
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teresting features of the picture is the spraying of fruit
trees to rid them of pests. The harnessing of mule power as
well as tractor power for the great agricultural drive of the
present year is also dwelt upon.
"What the Ice Age Left" (Educational-Bruce).
Instructional and entertaining is the attractive Bruce
scenic entitled "What the Ice Age Left." It opens with information concerning the ice age and chooses Great Glacier
Park in Montana as one of the best illustrations of what the
title of the picture proposes to explain. This picture should
be seen by public school students as a lesson in physical
geography.
"Spain

the

Land

of Enchantment"

(Beacon

Films,

Inc.).

The region of Saragossa, Spain, with its beautiful grottos,
waterfalls and other interesting sights is presented in this
picture. Diana's Bath, the Horse's Tail a fall some 174 feet
in height and very beautiful, the Artist's grotto, and the
falls of Elvado are among the featured beauties shown.
"Britain's Bulwarks" (Pathe).
This second number of the series gives some comprehensive
scenes taken on the British front behind Messines. The soldiers are seen playing tug-of-war, running races, moving artillery and the like. Pictures are shown of several ruined villages. Numerous famous Irish regiments are seen on the
march, including the Inniskilling and Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Wild Animals of the Rockies
"Bob"

Bakker and "Jack" Allen Give Realistic Demonstrations of Capturing and Photographing Denizens
of Mountains.
ONE of the novelties of the season is a four-reel series
of wild animal pictures which has been brought here
from the Montana Rockies by "Bob" Bakker, ranch
owner and wild animal roper, and Major Allenbaugh, known
familiarly as plain "Jack" Allen. An advance showing of
these pictures convinced the writer that in them things are
painted as they really are in the Montana mountain region.
The first reel has to do with the roping of a mountain
lion single-handed, by Bakker. One of these ferocious
beasts is shown perched on a lower branch of a tree lying
in wait for a deer, upon whose back he purposes to leap in
an effort to secure its owner as a choice dinner morsel. Later
we see the lion devouring the freshly-killed deer. The real
feature of this reel is, of course, the lion-roping act, which
is altogether thrilling. Bakker, with the aid of a pack of
fox hounds, which, by the way, also do duty in pulling the
expeditionary sled over the snow, trails the lion to the top
of a pine tree, where he lassos him, pulls him to the ground
and ties first his hind feet and then his front feet and
muzzles him. The lion is then placed on the sled, the dogs
are harnessed and the party is off for the ranch where the
"butcher
to the zoo.of the woods," as it is called, is crated and shipped
The second reel, slightly less thrilling than the first, covers
the details of a bear hunt, in which the hunters lasso a big
black bear in his den under the upturned root of a hollow
tree, and handle him much in the same manner as the lion.
The third reel gives an excellent idea of the daily duties
of Airs. Bakker, who looks well to the affairs of her family,
including a husband and two children. One of the first
duties of the day is rowing the children across the Kootenay
river to school. On the way a lion is encountered and is
sent to his last rest by a bullet from Mrs. Bakker's gun.
During the winter season traps are set for the wild game
that gives this sturdy-hearted woman her pin money. In
the picture we see her making the round of her traps and
bringing home a fine Canadian lynx. Then there is the
deer hunt with her husband in which they both together
fell sufficient deer to keep the little family in excellent food
for some time afterward. A bear in the chicken house is
put an end to by her, when he is quickly shorn of his skin
and bis fat rendered for use in the family frying pan or as
a substitute for lard. There is much that is of interest in
tbis reel.
The fourth reel covers an interesting and unusual subject,
the rocky mountain goat being the center of attraction.
Opening with a view of the Kootenay river, with its background of mountains, we shift to Granite Lake atan altitude
of 5,000 feet. Mere we soon come in view of the rocky passes
where tin- shy mountain goats climb nimbly about. At a
range of 300 feet the camera catches some excellent snaps
of these timid mountaineers, which, with the darkening storm
approaching, gradually fade From view as the photographers
hurry to a point of descent. The spectator will be interested also in the difficulties of the mountain climb over loose
slag and jagged rocks.
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The channel of distribution of these pictures has not yet
been decided on. They will, however, be exhibited as a
series at the Strand theater, Xew York City, very shortly.

Salvation Army and War Work
Motion

Pictures Give. Evidence of Splendid Preparations
the Aid of Men in the Trenches.

for

FOR the first time in the history of the Salvation Army
in America, the activities of the great organization are
shown in motion pictures. In Paramount-Bray-Pictograph, Release No. 120, the noble war activities of the Salvation Army, which are not confined to this country, but to
the very front line of the trenches in France, are pictured.
The Salvation Army, under the command of Evangeline
Booth, has eight hundred devoted women operating more
than four hundred huts just behind the battle lines in
France — huts frequented by American troops, in which they
find companionship which inspires the noblest sentiments,
improves their morale and which is to them a constant reminder of the loved ones at home. The organization has
given these devoted women a special training which has
placed them among the most efficient war relief workers in
the world today.
Evangeline Booth, Commander of the Salvation Army, is
pictured at her home in White Plains, N. Y., just before her
departure for New York City, where the headquarters of the
Army is located.
She is next seen in her New York offices at the army
headquarters, where she proves herself to be the dynamic
force which operates the entire army machine. Under her
direction the needy poor are aided, volunteers for war work
in France are given first aid instructions, and then they are
shown darning and mending to prepare them for practical
aid in repairing soldiers' clothes overseas. Cooking classes
are conducted for the instruction of canteen workers, instructions given in the making of surgical dressings, musicians prepared for entertainment work and Salvationists
are instructed in the difficult task of making socks and the
like on knitting machines.
An important
feature of ofCommander
Booth's
war towork
picture
is the distribution
uniforms and
bonnets
the
women Salvationists preparatory to their departure for the
front, and their solemn consecration to their work by the
Commander, who charges them to be true to their God and
country. The devoted young women kneel as the dedication
service proceeds and with the benediction they are seen
leaving headquarters for their steamer. The final scene of
this unusual picture shows the Salvationists carrying banners and headed by a large band, marching through the
streets for the piers where the steamship that is to convey
them to France is awaiting them.

New Series for Pictograph
Study of Character by Shape of Hand Subject Which Open*
Entertainingly in Pictograph No. 120.
DE KERLOR. a psycho-analist of note, is
DR. WILLY ing
collaborat
with the Bray studios in a series of pictures describing the significances of hands of different
shapes. Commencing with the thumb of the chimpanzee he
tells us that the short thumb of this class belongs to undeveloped intellects and is also a sign that the possessor is
weak-willed and easily influenced. The long-thumbed person on the contrary is apt to be the possessor of superior
intellect and strong will power. The hand of the gambler
is shown in this instalment, which, by the way. appears in
the 120th release of Pictograph. with the wide spaces at the
finger-bases, which denotes laxness in money matters. The
hands of financiers, successful business men, diplomats,
artists and artisans, all of which have their distinctive differences, are shown in this picture. These studies in character analysis will be found intensely interesting to the
majority of theater-goers.

The Depth Bomb
E. Dean Parmelee, of the Bray Studios, Makes Convincing
Animated Drawing for 120th Release of Pictograph.
A TIMELY subject presented on the 120th release of the
Paramount-Bray Pictograph acquaints the spectator
with the mechanism of the American-made weapon
known as a depth bomb, and which has been used effectively
in dealing with the German submarine. It is designed to be
carried by destroyers and hydroplanes doing patrol duty
in the danger zone. The bomb, which is dropped into the
water as near as possible to the spot where the submarine
is submerged, is operated by water pressure, which intensi-
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fies the explosion manj times. Two types of depth bombs
ire shown, that used l>> the destroyer and also the one
u>ll\ bj the hydroplane. This subjecl is clearly illustrated
bj | Dean Parmelee, of the Bra) Studios, and speaks loudly
foi American inventive genius.
Items

of

Interest.

"Pershing's Crusaders," a series of pictures in seven parts
consisting ol propaganda in the shape of speeches bj promiin
activities
of war
with scenes
nent people intersected
reels
two
a'nd
film,
of
reels
live
about
covers
which
America American activities in France can be had from the
showing
aii of Public Information
at Washington.
A full reof these pictures appeared in our issue ot May 25.
* * *

The Universal Screen Magazine No. 73 for release May M
Among these
bas more than .me attractive subject to offer.
ound "Chemistry for the Kiddies" in which they are
of soap and also ink:
of the making
taught the secrets
iting for the Future Generation," showing the rearing
of trees from seed and also the planting of the partly grown
Cow. or Manati."
and "On the Trail of» the
*
* Sea
The Educational Films Corporation are about to present a
in Mexico.
photographed
pictures
of remarkable
series
movilluminative
truly
first
the
probably
are
pictures
These
and will be
ing pictures that have come to us from Mexico
greatly appreciated by the average audience.

Raw Film Exports Show Increase
of Fiscal Year Also IndiNine Months
cate Falling Off of Exposed Stock.
increase in the exports of raw film is shown ine staAX
at
tistics gathered bv the Department of Commerc
Washington for the first three quarters of the fiscal
year 1918, as compared with those of the corresponding
period of 1917. Exports of exposed film, on the other hand,
continue to fall off, although the greatly increased costs
of this film have kept the value from falling as heavily as
the quantity.
During the nine months ended with March, 1918, exports
of raw stock amounted to 35,887,793 feet, valued at $917,591,
as compared with 27,124.283 feet, valued at $691,791. for the
same period of 1917. Exports of exposed film amounted to
35.S87.793 feet, worth $4,117,316, against 92.561,725 feet, with
a value of $4,975,134 in 1917.
Of the countries to which this exposed film went only one,
Canada, showed an increase over 1917. That country, which
in 1917 took 10,186,214 feet, with a value of $781,911, this year
took 12,132.861 feet, valued at $909,206.
France and Italy showed heavy losses. The former took
but 1,468.884 feet, valued at $149,135. this year, against 4,533,404
feet, worth $246,947, last year. Italy took but 1,704,199 feet,
worth $49,274, this year, although last year she took 12,273,003
feet, with a value of $326,584.
The United Kingdom this year took but little more than
half of the footage imported from this country last year,
but the rising costs kept the value up pretty well. The
total last vear 23,313.168 feet, was worth $1,765,812, but this
Statistics

of

WORLD

First

was worth much more per foot,
feet$1,218,927.
12,046,393
tota'l of value
year's
being
the aggregate
Newfoundland and Labrador show a greatly decreased consumption of American films, this year's imports being only
666.418 feet, value at $15,214, while last year the provinces
absorbed 1,495,370 feet, valued at $76,119. Australia, also, cut
her imports bv nearly 50 per cent., taking but 3,589,605 feet
valued $501,724,
at $279',463. against last year's total of 6,726,470 feet,
worth
A decrease in quantity was more than offset by higher
prices in the film exported to other and unspecified countries. The total of such exports this year was 30,833,153 feet,
against 34,034,096 feet, but the value was $1,496,097 against
$1,276,037.
Imports of raw stock and of positive film for the first
three-quarters of the fiscal year show an increase, according
to the statistics, but those of negatives exhibit a decrease.
The total imports of sensitized unexposed film during that
period amounted to 41.491,333 feet, valued at $638,548, as compared with 30.220,240 feet, valued at $471,623. during the corresponding period of 1917. and 48,988.080 feet, worth $607,058
in 1916. It will be noted that here, too, the increased costs
more than offset the decreased quantity, comparing the imports of 1916 with those of 1918.
Negatives imported, although less than in 1917. were
greater, both in quantity and value, than those of 1916. when
In 1917. imthe total was 602,444 feet, valued at $144,616.

ports ,,| negatives

amount

ed

tO 776,256

feel,

with

a

sal-.

$423,565, winch tins sea. fell to 619,714 feet, worth $155,6

Positive film imported this year amounted to 2,761 ,272 f<

valued at $133,433
["his was sightly lower in quantity, hut,
higher m value than the imports «,f the first thre< quai
ot 1"17. which totaled 2.7KS.7M teet, With a value ol !
and much lower than the imports oi 1916 5,456,205
valued at $181,344,
LINZ.
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J. B. Sutcliffe.

ISprecipitated
Till', close-up
overdone?"
question
has been
intobeing
discussion
in theThetrade
and press
innumerable times of late. It originated. 1 believe, about
Christmas time in the comment of a member of the London
Exhibitors' Association, who was showing a four-reel drama
with thirty-three "close-ups." The exhibitor thought a real
injustice had been done to him by the way he ventilated his
objection which in its career through the industry has
gathered impetus and encountered restraint alternately.
Some of the objections are rather curious and their diversity
weakens their power as an argument. "The close-up is almost a fetish with certain American producers," says one
well-known London showman, "and tends to exaggerate
the emotions of the actor." Another does not like to see
the make-up on the faces of the players. To this last remark a lady exhibitor added the delightful remark "it does
destroy the effect of natural beauty of the features obtained at stage distance."

* *

*

But by far the prevalent view inclines that the close-up
is a first-class excuse for padding, and this accusation
brings up the exhibitors' controversy of three years ago.
Then, it was the superfluous sub-title. Six feet was considered too much for a short sub-title, so manufacturers
reduced to five, some to four and a few to three. Now
comes the sequel. The Kinema Commission recommended
titles of sufficient length to enable children to read them
without eye strain and Will Barker propounded a set scale
of lengths for the guidance of manufacturers. A similar
counter-complaint might conceivably follow the abolition
of the close-up. The close-up is admittedly an elaboration,
but not infrequently a necessary one. "Intolerance" would
be very obscure shorn of some of its close-ups.
One of the minor worries of exhibitors centers around the
poster. The first order issued by the Paper Commission has
been considerably altered by various additions and revisions
sufficient to demand a new interpretation. One of these made
in October last restricted the size of posters advertising
films to a four-sheet and only one poster for each film could
be exhibited on public billboards. In November a supplementary regulation was brought into force permitting the
unrestricted use of posters providing the size did not
exceed a four-sheet and that the posters were in stock
before March, 1917. This left the exhibitor wondering what
will happen when films of recent date have to be advertised.
Clearly another revision will be necessary, meanwhile a
branch of the Exhibitors' Association in the northern counties has resolved to discontinue, for a time, the use of
posters anywhere except for lobby displays.
* * *
This is truly the day of the topical film. The average
English moving-picture program is now composed of 20 to 30
per cent, topical subjects excluding the multi-reel special war
features issued by the War Office. There are occasions when
a single reel topical provides bill matter as attractive a bait
to the public appetite as the finest super-feature. A case in
point was the release of a thousand-foot scenic of Jerusalem the week of its capture by Film Booking Offices, the
Essanay-Kalem-Biograph exchange. The lightning demand
employed scores of copies. Another excellent and novel
use of the topical, evolved by Arthur Northam. of the London Film Co., but now engaged at the Department of Information, gives the lie to enemy airmen's claims of damaging architectural London in conclusive fashion. After any
particularly thrilling description in the "Zeitungs" or "flyingsheets" behind the Rhine of the destruction of buildings
or thoroughfares in the Metropolis the irrefutable evidence
of the Kinema
camera
is now
immediately
placed
before
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the provinces and distant cities. Major Paul Kimberley is
responsible for their distribution and the hustle in which
he accomplishes his task was exemplified in a recent raid.
The film was taken the day after the visitation and 48 hours
later was on show with the German press claims included
at Scottish picture theaters.

* * *

The deliberations of the Kinema Commission; the tribunal
appointed by the National Counsel of Public Morals to investigate charges made against moving pictures are already
bearing good fruit, but none better than the following:
"After giving due consideration to the excellent report of
the commission on the question of Kinema theaters and their
influence on the young we have come to the conclusion that
there are no grounds for general condemnation and that
the adverse reports were much exaggerated. . . . The
Church Army now realizes the great value of the kinematograph and its far-reaching possibilities for the highest educational purposes." The author of this tribute is the Rev.
Prebendary Carlile, secretary of the Church Army, a sworn
and active enemy of the moving picture a year ago. The
spirit in which the admission is made as embodied in a
letter to the Exhibitors' Association, London Branch, is all
the more creditable to the organization from whence it
originates and more so in view of an accompanying expression of regret for any annoyance the attitude of the
Church Army may have caused the kinema trade.
London renting establishments have, during the past six
months, experienced a small but perceptible improvement
in the condition and treatment of prints returning from engagements. Toward the close of last year the film anarchist
became such a spectre to the exchangemen that the exhibitor who required a new copy had often to give a guarantee. The chief and most dangerous type was the holepunching maniacs, usually a victim of incompetence, a man
or youth hurriedly taught the rudiments of operating to
relieve a man called up for service and left to discover for
himself the fact that projection is a distinct and complicated branch of science. Believing him a victim of genuine
ignorance some of our leading exchanges commenced a
publicity campaign exclusively for his benefit. One of the
most effective appeals I saw was in the form of a label
for film cases in transit. A picture of a masked man pointing a shooting-iron at the person opening the case. The
illustration orders three fiends to hold up their hands: firstly, the hole-punching fiend; secondly, the oil fiend, and thirdly, the perforation fiend.
kTJSjgifflEKraBJiaJBIElil^^
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By

S. B. Banerjea.

THE Indian cinema bill has at last been passed into law.
The bill had been circulated among the provincial
governments and administrations and the leading public bodies for opinion. The select committee duly considered their opinion and submitted their report. At a
recent meeting of the Imperial Legislative Council, on Sir
William Vincent's motion, the said committee's report was
taken into consideration. He said the report was unanimous. He declared that the bill would come into operation
in July next, as the machinery to carry it into effect would
not be ready till then. The Honorable Mr. Ayangar
observed that the bill was giving a blank cheque to the
executive. There was not a word in it to show what was
to be considered objectionable. He moved an amendment.
In reply Sir William Vincent said that the bill had been
carefully considered by the select committee. If the amendment was accepted it would impair the utility of the bill.
He reminded thai the board, which would be the final
authority, would not consist of one man, but contain a
strong body of non-officials. The amendment was withdrawn. The Honorable Mr. Khaharde, in moving his
amendment, said he looked upon the bill as putting a limitation on public liberty. The bill was something like preventive action under the criminal procedure code. He
argued
that
word "suitable"
was not
defined,
lie strongly the
maintained
that appeals
from properly
the decision
of
the board should lie with the high courts.
Sir William
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Vincent said whether a film was suitable or not was scarcely
a matter of judicial decision. The judges would not have
the materials before them to guide them in their decisions.
They would also not be willing to undertake it. There was
absolutely no curtailment of public liberty, and the fears
of the mover were somewhat exaggerated. The final
authority was the local government and not the high court.
The amendment was put and negatived. The bill as amended
was then passed. The act will come into operation from
July next. In the meantime the local governments will
form boards of film censors and frame rules governing
the working of cinema theaters,
* * * etc.
Your readers will shortly have an opportunity of seeing
a rather unique film. Colonel Milne, I. D. F., of Bombay,
is going to the U. S. A. to show his Mesopotamia films and
deliver lectures on behalf of the funds of the war for the
sick and wounded. Mr. Milne recently showed his film at
the Theater Royal to a crowded house. His narrative was
fully appreciated. It is to be regretted that he did not
arrange to screen the film at one of the Indian theaters.
He would then have materially
* * *benefited his fund.
The Bijou theater has exhibited the following films to
crowded houses : "The Greatest Power," "Stranger from
Somewhere," "Ultus and the Three-Button My-stery," "It is
Always the Woman," "Trail of the Shadow," "Facing the
Music," "Tarantula," "Little Meena's Romance," "The
Country That God Forgot," "The Social Secretary" and
"The Field of Honor." They have also screened the universal screen magazine and a number of excellent American comics.

* * *

At his Picture Palace Mr. Madan has shown the following: "Miss Jackie of the Navy," "Romeo and Juliet," "The
Challenge,"
can comics. "Eternal City" and a large number of AmeriAt his Cornwallis theater we have seen "The Ludora
Mystery" serial. Another serial, "The Goddess," is now
being screened to overcrowded houses.
At his Ripon theater we have seen "Not Guilty," "The
Cowardly Wajr" and a serial, entitled "Our Mutual
Girl."
At his Albion we have seen Chaplin's "Count," "Enchantress" and several two-part comics. "The Shielding Shadow"
is now being screened. The theater being a small one
this film is also being shown at the Picture Palace and at
the Ripon.

* * *

The Presidency theater authorities have become formidable rivals of Madan. They are screening "Jimmy Dale,"
a film never shown in Calcutta before. Every Sunday they
exhibit one or other of the old favorites — "Liberty," "Peg
o' the Ring," "Trey o' Hearts," etc. They are acting in
co-operation with Mr. Ardeshir of the Bioscope theater,
where every Sunday one has an opportunity of seeing a
complete serial from 11 a. m. to 7 p. m., plus singing and
dancing by native girls — all* for
* *eight annas (16 cents).
The Picture House people have shown us "Max Comes
Across," "When Woman Hates," new Protea series in
twelve parts,
"Eternal
City.""Playdell Mystery," "Fantastic Ship" and the

* * *

The authorities of the Theater Royal have
cinema season. They have already screened
excellent American films like "The Barren
Knotted
Cord," and so on. Serials seem to
them.

* * *

opened their
a number of
Gain." "The
be taboo to

The Cinema Palace is doing well. I would advise its management not to screen old serials, but to purchase new
ones. The advertisers of the "Moving Picture World" have
many excellent things to offer. These should be secured,
and I dare say the management will have the satisfaction
of seeing overcrowed houses.

* * *

The Empire theater
styled "cinematinees."
films exhibited by them
of my friends, whom I
tike a leaf out of the

authorities lately started what they
I regret to say that some of the
did not at all please me and several
induced to see them. They can well
books of the Bijou people.

* * *

I should advise American film makers to explain purely
American words on the films. "By Heck" and similar
American expressions are not understood here. So far I
have seen the makers of the "Liberty" film explain the
Mexican word "gringoes" on the screen. Films are intended
for universal, not home, exhibition. When such is the case,
why give cause for grumbling?
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Airdomes.

Years
;i:n w
s Qilbert wrote that a policeman's
life is not a
nappy
one.
Were
be wrlUng
Pirates <>f Pensance
to day he
probably would have added that it was not to bo considered
alongside the lot of the Motion Picture Exhibitor. War taxes and
rising costs have helped to make t he exhibitor's lot not one of ease, and
now comes the daylight-saving law to kick the bottom and all four
Bides out of the alrdome. No one wants to go to an outdoor showing
of pictures at half-past seven, even though the clocks may declare that
it is half-past eight, and at half-past seven, normal time, it is far
too early to show pictures, at least with a normal screen and under
the usual conditions. But much can be done to make the best of the
matter by making the daylight pictures a novelty, and it may even
be possible to give matinees in the airdomes. The best Investment
would be one of the so-called "daylight" screens, and of those we
have seen the ones with the ribbed surface seem to give the best
results. If it can be arranged to project from behind the screen, so
much the better, taking the proper precaution to get the film so
that the leaders will be displayed normally to the audience. The
ribbed translucent screen and the projection from the rear, with a
shadow box in front are the ideal condition, but something can be
done with usual front projection and the ordinary screen if care is
taken to arrange the details properly. First of all, the naked screen
may not be used. This must be masked in with black cloth, either a
flaring shadow box of unglazed black cloth or a wooden frame painted
a dead black, or a succession of drops may be used, each opening
rather larger than that next nearest the screen, or the entire stage
may be painted a solid black, top, sides and floor. More than this, a
shelter should be built out as far as possible toward the audience,
and this, too, painted black inside ; the idea being to get the screen in
as deep a shadow as possible. The western side of the seating
space should be screened to shut out as much as possible the light of
the setting sun, and, if possible, there should be a black or dark
blue awning to go over the seat section until darkness comes. Then
work the papers and the billboards and all the other advertising
mediums you employ to boom the "daylight" pictures, and make all
the capital you can out of what at present looks like a misfortune.
Use redoubled efforts to capture the automobile trade, and leave no stone
unturned to get and hold business. You may not make as much money
as you have in previous years, but if you make money instead of losing
some, you are at least that much better off.
Invitations.

A mid-west exhibitor writes to the Chicago office — which is not correct
— that he has bought a couple of houses and wants to open one of them
with a proper flourish.
His letter reads :
Having bought the Opera House and Eagle theatre here I am
renovating and redecorating tbem, and I wish to give a formal
opening to the Opera House.
Will have some noted players in
pictures, present carnations, cigars, etc., and would like to have
you send me the form of invitation I should use.
Should I put
admission prices in the invitation?
Could it be worded,
"To
meet Mary Garden in such and such a play," or whatever star
I have?
I should like help with my advertising besides what I
get through the World.
Have you a book on that subject?
Most assuredly we have a book on that subject, and for several years
the advertisement of the same has been run at the end of this department every week, and yet only lately one of the oldest readers of the
department was surprised to know that there was such a volume as
Picture Theater Advertising.
He got a copy and wrote back that there
was enough material in the volume to keep him supplied for the next
five years.
But we take it that this exhibitor may have his house open before
he can send for the book, and others than he will be interested in the
general subject of invitations. But is it an invitation or an announcement that this correspondent asks for? It makes a lot of difference. An
announcement tells the prospective patron that the house will be open
on a certain date and solicits his patronage. This is frankly an advertisement, and there is no objection to the statement of the scale of
prices ; indeed, this is a part of the announcement to be considered
essential. On the other hand, an invitation is a request that the
recipient be the guest of the management on what is intended to be a
notable occasion, and here the prices of admission should be dropped as
in bad taste, just as would be a statement that a wedding breakfast was
to be supplied by a caterer at $1.35 a plate. A lot of cards we have
seen lately have erred in this matter. _ On the other hand, there is no
objection to an envelope insert announcing the house policy and the
scale of admission. It would be better, however, to let this be given out
at the house the opening night.
Invitations should be done in imitation of those issued for social
events. Preferably they should be of a size to go into a square envelope,
and may be either a double fold sheet of paper, printed on one face
only, and folded once, or else a stiff card, just fitting the envelope and
matching its container.
The invitation itself may be used to gain admis-
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sion, but it Is better form to issue a smaller card, admitting one or two
persons, or to Is ue as many cards, each good for a single admission,
as the judgment of the exhibitor dictates. The cards or sheets should be
printed in Imitation of copper plate, but should not bo printed In Old
English, Flemish, Cloister or Bimilar face. These typos are obsolete.
They have been replaced by Typo, Copperplate Gothic, a legible H'
or any one of the growing family of "shaded" faces. The text should
be simple and done in the third person as:
MR. JOHN JONES
ni the of Your Company
Requests the Pleasure
OPENING
I'ii'kliMiiks Theater
of the
Monday,
March Twenty-first
Promptly at half-past eight
This should be accompanied by cards, or else in the lower right-hand
corner should be printed, in small letters:
"Present this invitation at
the door," or "This invitation will admit two If presented at the door."
An anouncement, on the other hand, need not so closely follow the
society usage.
A greater variety of type faces is permissible since this
is merely an advertisement, and while it is best to adhere to the general
size of an invitation, a four sheet, if used, may convey the announcement on the first page and use the other three pages for an elaboration
of the house policy, a list of coming attractions, or anything else the
exhibitor may require.
The general form of an announcement may be :
MR. JOHN JONES
Begs to Announce
Opening of the
I'iek li.-inkstheTheater
Monday evening, March 21
The opening attraction will be
MARY
GARDEN
In her greatest and most picturesque
operatic success
THAIS
For this special feature the prices will range from
fifteen to fifty cents
Matinees, 10 or 15
— Regular Prices —
Evenings, 10, 15 or 25
In this case the recipient is not Invited since the invitation implies
the relation of host and guest.
Fictitious invitations — "To meet Miss Garden" or some other star —
should not be used for an opening but after the house has been running,
and then prices should be stated to make certain that the recipient does
not regard it as a real invitation instead of an advertising novelty.
From

a New

Angle.

Here is the old "phonograph record" argument from a new angle.
A. L. Middleton, of the Queen, De Queen, Ark., is going to have one
twenty-five cent day each week, and he starts his announcement in
this fashion :
FOR
THE
SAME
REASON
that the grocer keeps two kinds of coffee, two grades of canned
peas and two grades of flour, we
DIVERSIFY
OUR
PROGRAM
That's why we are establishing a super de luxe feature day
once a week.
It is easy enough to tell that one picture show costs more than
another and so must be offered at an increased admission, but when
you translate that fact into the terms of the corner grocery, you are
far more likely to be understood. Everyone knows that the grocer
has two or more brands of flour at different prices, and they know why.
They can apply the same reasoning to the pictures if the reference is
to them. Mark this paragraph of Mr. Middleton's for
suggested
future
reference.
Mr.

Middleton writes :
I get so much good from the Advertising for Exhibitors
Department of the World that I would feel that I was a slacker
if I did not send in my stuff. If a line of it should prove
worth while to some exhibitor through your columns as many
a line from the other fellow"s has to me I would feel well
repaid.
We wish some other slackers would read and note.

Ahoy!

H B Hearn, of the Old Mill, Dallas, Texas, sends in a photograph of
his street display for "The Submarine Eye." The crowd of sailors standing by will give an idea of the unusual length of the structure, but the
Only Germany has "U-Boats" (unterUnited States has no "U-Boats."
letter
seas) the initial being used for the generic term. Other nations
far
their boats according to type or series, but none has gotten down as
the
Above
as U in the progress. The house was oddly decorated.
sailing boats
marquise a painting showed the surface of the sea withdecorated with
and the rest of the marine scenery. The lobby itself was
house, with
underwater stuff except for the box office, which was a pilot
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a "real" wheel and other details. Green lights were used to suggest
sub-surface illumination, and the watch bells were struck and called
every half hour. Green lights were also used in the auditorium, and
the house attendants were dressed in nautical uniforms.
The scale of
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well. The middle cut is poor. The name of Mary Pickford will puli
harder than that supposedly ornamental frame, yet this is obscured by
lining and the title, for which few care. It is given much more prominence than the name of the star. That frame has no business being
there, and the line portrait of Miss Pickford gives her the expression
of the leading soubrette with a turkey burlesque show. We don't know
where this cut material came from — possibly from Paramount — but it
never should have been used. Plain type-set advertisements are infinitely to be preferred to such poor work. Probably some hard-working
and well-meaning printer sat up nights to make that easel for the
right-hand display, but he need not have taken the trouble. It serves
only to confine the text instead of displaying it. We give another
example — a three fives. Here, too, a mad passion for fluffy stuff discloses itself. Good advertising is good argument well displayed.
Orna::: |

A

TODAY and TOMORROW
?

now

.

¥A

15c

■

•r.
•--•■
»ary
TKt
*9

vbirt

.*•- - ns'«4
"

;. - r

ka . -:»

*.*■

^^

KFORO Hft

admission was worded "First Cabin, Lower Deck, Upper Deck and
Steerage." It was a very consistent working out of the scheme, and
will suggest ideas to others who may get this film later.
Paramount's Convertibles.
Here is a sketch of the new Famous Players-Lasky stock twenty-fours
that are to be used for the stars, with the addition of a special sheet
for the current attraction.
The announcement says that the special is

I flWARILLY OFCLOTHESUNE ALLEY

Pauline

Also a Comedy— and the Zelda Animated Magazine— and Irish Music.

ft Trederick
PAPAMOUNT

-•WW**
Uugrhx »n<I tearv
People
Bewvry can am ran feq-r

PICTURES

■an eight sheet, but the space looks more like a six. At any rate these
will be issued for each attraction, and are to be pasted in the upper
right-hand corner. Houses having storage room could get up a set of
twenty-eight sheet boards, one for each star, varnish down the stock
sheets and work this very nicely ; but we think that the artist made a
mistake in planning the design so that a twenty-four has to be bought
with the additional cost of the six or eight sheet. It could have been
arranged to have the eight supplement a stock sixteen, to be pasted as
a whole. The idea is good, but it might have been made more practical with a little thought, as we get the idea. At any rate it provides
a twenty-four for practically all Paramounts and Artcrafts.
Too Ornamental.
A. E. Ableson, press agent for the Zelda, Duluth, Minn., says such
nice things about this department that we are sorry to have to chuck a
couple of small rocks at his work that he asks for an opinion on. "no
matter if it be good or bad. It is by such methods that we find our
faults and try to keep from repeating them again." That's the right
way to look at it, but too many who send in seem to want all praise
and no criticism. Mr. Ableson's faults are easily dropped. He has only
to hold up his right hand and solemnly swear that he is not going to
*ise so much trick stuff and he will be headed on the right track. We
show three two-column advertisements, running from six to eight inches

n

mental rule work is NOT good advertising. It is merely a waste of
money unless it helps to gain a better display than can be had from
straight type, and here the rule work is detrimental rather than helpful. A Pickford picture can still draw on the strength of the star's
name. Give that name plainly, tell something of interest about the play,
and it will not be necessary to use libelous portrait cuts or type material
to gain attention. Now and then a great deal can be done with panels
and rule and border in general, and we have shown some excellent
results in various samples reproduced in this department, but this sort
of thing should be used sparingly unless it is certain that the effect of
the advertisement will be enhanced. From the enthusiastic endorsements of the play we gather that Mr. Ableson has the bad habit of
announcing each offering as the greatest ever since one advertisement
announces that this is "Greater than 'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm' ;
greater than 'Stella Maris.' " And another says that when the history
of the screen is written "Amarilly" "will be the standard by which
historians will judge all Mary Pickford pictures." This is plain rot. If
a standard is sought it will be found in some of those old Biographs,
when Miss Pickford was an actress and not merely a star.
Mr. Hyman's Latest.
Edward Hyman, of the Victoria, Buffalo, has dug up another makeup scheme. It may add a couple of dollars to the cost of the program,
but if it adds more
dollars than that to the box office statement
it

i

SUNDAY

Sunday Afternoon and Evening

IS The Day You Gain
Courage
New Strength and

April Seventh

To Do Bigger Things
During The Week,

Introducing a New and

And The VICTORIA
Is Where Thousands
Recharge Themselves
For Another Whirl
At Lite.

Pleasing Star

ALMA RUBENS
A Gleam of Girlish Gladness

I LOVE YOU"

li
Seuen Acts of Whimsical Film Delight
TKli it a ftory of gardens ol sun-kist Italy and its lair daughter?, of an artist who wronged the
woman

who made him famed.

Alma Rubens is its chief inspiration. We

know you will like Alma

for down in New York she leapt into instant favor, and they're very critical in Gotham.

jleep. The one on the lefl Is the best of the three because it is the
simplesl and mosl easily read. We gel at the Brsl look the house, the
star and the ..-> of her play, To a slight extern the ornamental border
cuts the star from her play, but the three panels hook together fairly

doesn't seem B bad Investment. Assuredly, novelty make-up does help
a house bring out its good points, and will catch the eye wher- a more
orthodox make-up would be passed over unnoticed. Another thing in
the program is one that should be read with thought by other exhibitors.
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Batabllab a few new favorites before the old ones emu stale,
Thli ll
run as a footnote to the program '"r the d.aj Miss Reubena appei
NOTE.
I .mi Introducing
snbens, knowing
thai too
iiuiiii exhibition ol the old tavorltei wears oil their attractive
iu'ss often,
n is n»j desire in present nil the "timis" of the
season, and Miss Reubens, i believe, is the one this rear.
EC. l..
in max. Manager
We Mo not like >nii<,> as will a reference t<> the lair Vernon Castle
in connection with Mrs. Castle's appearance,
This is not In good taste.

Readers for "Hearts."
BUIott, Comstock & GeBt, who are handling Qrlfith's "Hearts of the
I," are using readers in tin' New York papers somewhat along the
lines of the appeals used by tin- Fox press department to boom "The
Honor System." The cut shows tin- regular advertisement, ■"'•_■ Inches,
single column, whlcb gives the detail, ami the double oolumn, five- Inch
space, tin' latter being inn directly about the house advertising,
This

AN OPEN LETTER. TO
DISTRICT ATTORNEY SW ANN:
lVir M>

DMrM

Ml

.Mi.l.

■ il.ii oppartuUt)

t.Lr

"I

to .. >i.-<* '.• raw on)

thank, for tl.r aplrmli.l work. .Ion, b> ;..»r ,l,rr.lloi
part of the Pollc« n-ujitiui. ■..' ,.,! »om o«« .nbordl
Ml ll..
brtakiiit. up II" "«•"!!-" »' <*»»•' ap«nl»|6M
•
,0** net • public iiumim
front
of tlir I orty-fouftl,
H i. \\ i.nW, famooa
Sttwt Theatre. Kilns
lu'Vrl
Heart, of the World "?
The<r .peculators, by cleviou- trick*. In. I ich-„i»o t".i»
Stun «h"-h 'bo ■«• "-llin.it • ' *•■ S»«nJ eVeB {5.e«.h lithe BMhUaanxfOM lo >ce Mr llritnth . Ulr-t a. hit,ei»ei>l.
Owing to tke crowds, the speculator* worked in comaafety.'draplte ihe •Sotta of Ihr Police to enfi.nre
paratiyf
the
city ordinance.
\Vhen the matter w.a c.llr.l to jour itlrntion. howntr,
ajid "-hen wotd came thai the Dirtr.ct Attorney had ordered
this nuisance to tbc-pnblic atopped. the result ««s haltatl
taneoua and amaainir
The moment the ' gang," tot wind ol the order (rom
sour office, they faded away into obl.viot.
To-day the public an go to the box office of the Forty
fourth Street Theatre without being pestered bv theae gentry
who block the .treet.
As managers of Mr.
for the public, we deatre
Department for nil thnt
public
■ip,,i
vauiK KLUorr.

WORLD

m ii stands, but there i* not enough display to the nami ••'
Harden. Pot one thins, it Is hold too olosely against the title o
play, and this title i in too large a type i" bi o olo • to the as
if
tar. Moreover, Miss Barrlscals la making entirely too much
in the premises,
sin- is not due for tour days and should bava been
ited to the very bottom
Una In not larger than it fourteen oi
n point
That would
havi
Ivei muni
tot mora
pacing out.
The double bank Jusl above the name ol thi star would
look better
between the star and the play title, set In s light taos ol thi
i
i. Tin:, would b
■ ii.it the plaj title fn
star, permitting each to Bet Its propet
ettlng th<
line "She chose death Instead ol dishonor" In ;i lighter Italic and run
olng this directly above the name ol the star though with suffloienl
white space between the punch line and the name ->i the star would
be more Intimately connected,
n the outs do not
In the
make-up the remade cut below gives an Idea In the rough ol thi
suggested,
though there Is bo underline tor Miss Barrlscale, as there
should be. The rather ornate border would be too decoratlvi
In man;
advertisements, but here n works well because ii bs
do cut mattei in

ALL RECORDS BROKEN IN
HISTORY OF THEATRES
IN NEW YORK

STRAND

Ttnaxtnii ol Pnpt* Twrnti Any
il Every Ftrhtmamct.

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
Supreme

|1FOURSTARTING
DAYStoday
ONLY

Triumph

HEARTS OF
THE WORLD

|
I

She Chose Death Instead of Dishonor

Mary Garden

/ff.M>hirvof(h<Creatnar

44TH ST. THEATRE

MATtXMMIC.fra Be* II
EVES. I? £? 2Sc TO 11.50

QNLY «•«•«*
. Wa*,,J.
WiflW*.tkb.«™,
"«na**- s>W->J
rata.
Ye* ha** botk I. J«V, C*W«.

in The SPLENDID

SINNER

Gr.mth'a ■Hearts of the World
and
to poblidy thank, yoo and the PoHee
jmn haee done in the tn<eresta ofthe
.srocar HOaars acsr.
i

example is addressed to the district-attorney, and thanks him for checking the speculators who sold tickets for "$.", $4 and even $5 each" to
those who came late, and alludes to the ease with which the speculators
transacted their business, "owing to the crowds." The same "even $5
each" was used the day before in a card urging the public to buy in
advance at the box office and avoid this extortion. In both instances,
beneath the surface reading, was the suggestion that many persons considered this $1.50 attraction worth the $5. which doubtless had no little
effect upon the reader, as was intended. It is clever wording. It does
not say that the show is worth $5, yet you are made to feel that you
are getting for $1.50 what others consider worth much more. In other
advertisements the arrival and departure of the producer were
announced ; he regretted his inability to admit the public to the private
showing and regretted that so many were turned away the opening night.
There is no direct advertising in any of these readers, but they are the
more valuable because there is not. Such advertising, it should be
remembered, is good only once in a while ; perhaps once or twice a year.
It must be personal in its appeal, and it must not be so long continued
«s to become a joke to the reading public. If these precautions are
observed there is no better "just once" way of reaching the public for
a special attraction. Ever try it? A few worked it after the Fox
■examples were shown here, but apparently not very many.

Well Planned.
Here is an advertisement which very narrowly escapes being something extra good. It is six five and a halts. If the printer had done
his work as well as the pressman, or if the pressman had marked his
type faces we should have had something better than usual.
It is good

I FOUR
I
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recent Universal advertisements, is growing increasingly popular with
advertisement writers ; but as a rule only drawn designs should be used
and set borders be avoided. There are several reasons for this, the
chief being that the design should match the text.

Unusual

Publicity.

Poli's theater, Scranton, Pa., recently put out an unusual piece of
publicity matter. It is a four-pager, 6 by 9, the front of which carries,
in large type, "The Devil Has Resigned," and below, in modest letters.
"Compliments of Poli's theater — where shows are better." Inside is a
reprint from a western paper of a letter, presumably from the Devil to
the Kaiser, resigning in his favor and turning hell over to him a bit
prematurely. If the Devil will wait a little while the Kaiser will arrive
and take it from him whether he wants to let go or not. The satire
is keen and the article will be carried in the pocket for weeks and even
months. The back page tells the reader to see "The Slacker" and then
go see the recruiting officer. The effect is good, but it would have been
even better had the back page carried straight talk about the house, for
that advertisement will be carried long after the playing of the Metro
film.

The Test.
A good advertisement is not one that looks pretty in the proof or in
the paper. It is one that brings all your regular patrons to the house
and a couple of new faces in addition. You can make your good advertisements attractive as well, and so make them even better, but pulling
power and not pictorial effect should be the first test.

HELP

I

She Chose Death Instead of Dishonor

STRAND CURRENT EVENTS
MUTT
AND JEFF COMEDY

jg
BVafMj—TUESDAY
WILL BE FLASHED
THE STRANDRETURNS
SCREEN
CPFfTAl
NIGHT ONELECTION

FOR

THEATRE

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising

a

B. EPES W NTHROP

SARGENT (C.ad.ctor tl Adve'rlislig lor Exhibitors In III Mlt-llj Piitin W.rlJ

TEXT BOOK and a HAND BOOK. It tells all about advertising, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how ta
frame your newspaper advertisements, posters or throwawuys, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and
rainy days. Practicui plans that have helped others and
will help you.
By

mail,

postpaid,

$2.00.

Order

from

nearest

office.

Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.

Wright & Callender Building
Los Angeles, Cal.
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The Photoplaywright
Conducted

by EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT

NOTICE.

Owing; to ULuess, Mr. Sargent vrill be unable to reply to any
Inquiries whether a return envelope accompanies the questions
or not. No exceptions to this rule can be made, perhaps, for
several months.
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they may agree perfectly well with the patient. Criticism by rule is
mechanical, at best. We hold one criticism that finds a score of faults.
When it first came in we took the current magazines and were able to
show that every single rule set forth had been violated one or more
times in the various printed stories of the month. The rules were all
sound and based upon good usage, but each rule is sometimes better
broken, and experience alone tells the worker when to abide by the
rules and when to break them for the greater good of his story. If
the author loses faith in himself and his work he never arrives at the
point where he is able to judge his effects and therefore write really
good material. He must have confidence, but not be over-confident ;
modest, and yet not be over-modest.
The two extremes can never win.
Our
Will the several writers who

Thanks.
were good enough to send notes of

sympathy please 'accept our warmest
much appreciated.
Confidence

and

Egotism.

CONFIDENCE is one thing and egotism is something very different
If you have no confidence in yourself, you probably have no respect
for your work, and cannot possibly do justice to what talent you
may have, nor properly appraise your work, but even a lack of confidence is not so fatal to your chances of success as egotistical belief
that you can do no wrong. The letters we get would seem to suggest
that about seventy-five per cent, of the writers are egotistical and ten
per cent, lacking in confidence. Only the other day we got a letter
from a woman who wanted to know the good markets. She had a
story that was "better" than half a dozen she named. It had the
Auction Block beaten to rags ; it had another story backed off the dock,
and so it went. The woman, to judge from her braggart letter, had
done no more than take half a dozen recent screen successes, magnify
the point of each almost to the verge of caricature, and was ready to
offer the whole as something so superior to all recent productions that
producers would be fighting to gain possession of the script. She could
not realize that she had taken such varying elements of plot that they
could not possibly be made to mix. She lacked the knowledge of the
art and could not understand that she was offering so much story that,
even had it been coherent, the mass of incident would have smothered
interest. All she knew was that this and that and the other story had
all been successes, and that if she mixed the three and made the elements a little more emphatic, she must have a vastly better product.
Not all egotistical writers go to this extreme, but all lack the ability to
judge values. Whatever native ability they may possess is rendered
valueless by this overconfidence. They cannot select the fairly good
from the palpably bad and seek to improve this suggestion into something really good. They have written a story. It must be good because it is the product of their genius. If they see something like it
on the screen — as doubtless they will- — then the story has been stolen.
If it does not sell, it is because editors are envious or stupid. It
cannot, by any possibility, be the fault of the story, because it is
"better" than the stories after which it has been patterned — and almost
always, consciously or unconsciously, the egotist patterns after some
recent hit or perhaps makes a grotesque stressed travesty of two or
more. Less conceit would enable the would-be writer to see that perhaps too great a stress had been given. Still less conceit would lead
the author to make an honest effort to originate and not merely copy.
And it is newness of idea which commands the better market. Originality of thought is always at a premium; provided that it is originality
and not mere craziness, but there is a too-common belief that originality
is extravagance rather than newness of thought. The novice sees a
story in which the dissipated father makes a pawn of his beautiful
daughter. He pelts home and writes a story in which the same type
of father seeks to drive a wholesale trade in from three to half a
dozen beautiful and innocent young daughters. Strength has not been
gained. There is a greater multiplicity of incident, but it is all tiresome, since the affair of each daughter must, in a general way, follow
the lines of the experiences of the other daughters, and the telling of
the same story over and over again becomes tiresome. Yet the egotist
does not realize this. He has thought of a new development, even better
than the original. If it is not immediately snapped up, it is because
there is no longer any appreciation of true genius. He may not even
realize that we can be sorry for and sympathize with one daughter
where we have not the time to become fond of and sorry for all six.
On the other hand, the timid author thinks out a plot. He goes to
the theater and sees a play. At once he decides that this play is so
much better than his own that the latter must be poor, He does not
realize that most stories are thin and weak at the early stages of their
development. He docs not stop to consider that he can build up his
idea. He throws it asutf and starts on another that may, perhaps,
hold his fancy until he again sees some screened play when once more
confidence flees to be replaced by discouragement. One writer is in
as deplorable a state as the other. One can see no good in his work :
the other can see nothing that is bad, but both are handicapped by a
lack 01 judgment that prevents cotrect appraisal and therefore Improvement. Pew authors can accurately judye the value of their own
work, but all trained writers can tell in a general way if a story is
poor or otherwise. There are certain general rules of criticism that
apply to the majority of the stories. The rest : the keen appreciation of
the liner points, is what marks the difference between the practical
writer and the novice. One has learned through experience to
judge values; has acquired a standard of measurement. The other is
si ill going through the experiences that will eventually lead to this
personal Judgment if the exercise is persisted in. for it is only through
self examination that real appraisal may be arrived at. The advice of
the average literary critic may be well meant and. to a large degree,
accurate, but it is only the opinion of one man or woman, and is inllueneed by the opinions of thai one person. Just as a physician may
forbid his patients certain foods that disagree
with himself,
though

Name

thanks.

Their letters were very

Values.

Bertie Badger Moyer writes that not long ago a play was returned
to her because her name lacked advertising value, and yet she has
written more Drew comedies than any other author, and some of them
have been above the Drew average. It seems absurd that at this late
day an editor should turn back a story simply because the writer was
not known to the readers of the magazines, yet it is indicative of the
present state of the market. There was a time when people went to
see plays of a certain make because they knew that those plays were
good. Many writers can recall the Pathe Weeks and the Biograph
Weeks of 1910, when the fact that the story was a Pathe or a Biograph
was a sufficient guarantee of excellence. Other companies later attained
the same standard and maintained their brand as the feature. Today
this holds good only to a very limited extent, for the use of fiction
material, and the humoring of the directors' eccentricities has made
the product even of the best established companies uncertain and
uneven. In the early days the companies were more willing to trust
to the judgment of their editors. They employed men who were supposed to know, and took their word for its face value. Today the average editor is little more than a script clerk who passes the stories
around to the all-important stars and directors for their approval or
rejection. He has little authority, and many of the present day
editors have little judgment. There is no uniformity in the film product
because there is no uniformity in the selection of the scripts. One
story is weak, but it is taken because it gives the star a chance. A
second is selected because it offers pretty locations, and a third because
it has a big punch if no plot. Many stories are written along stereotyped lines because some imperious star will have no other type of
story, or perhaps insists upon the work of one writer. The powers
that be keep on announcing that the play's the thing, but we get few
real plays in spite of that, because the powers that be have small
authority over their stars and directors. They may know that good
plays are required, but if a $5,000 a week star will not take the play,
they must let her have what she wants, and most stars do not want
plots. They want a more or less connected series of tableau in which
they occupy at all times the central position. It was not so long ago
that now and then we got Mary Pickford and Florence Lawrence in
the same Biograph production, and they had no voice in the selection
of the play, either. Half the time they did not even know what the
play was about. They simply did as they were told. Today we need
only to be told the name of the star to know that the play will be
along certain general lines. There will be little variety at best. The
star made a hit in a certain part, and all plays must carry a similar
part or go into the discard. There is no reason why the name of the
star, the company and the author should not be factors of equal value,
turned down because the author's name has no
and yet stories are being
advertising value. Why not make a few names valuable? It will be
cheaper than the star system, at any rate.
Reasons

Why.

The Maple Leaf Pictures, of Vancouver, in the magazines has been
taking an almost touching interest in the author. Now authors are
receiving a circular announcing that J. Arthur Nelson (remember him?)
will take a limited number of pupils on installment payments. Of
course J. Arthur's book will be the foundation of the system, and there
goes three dollars to start with. And he cites "Joseph Pollard, an
eighteen year old elevator boy, in a Los Angeles hotel four years ago,"
"an income twice that of any public official in B. C."
who today receives
If J. Arthur does not look sharp he is liable to find all the public
officials in British Columbia sitting on his doorstep, eager to double
elevator boy's name
their toincomes.
used
be Posner.But we thought that that historic
TECHNIQUE
OF
THE
PHOTOPLAY
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
A book replete with practical pointers on the preparation
of stories for the screen, answering the hundred and one
questions which immediately present themselves when the
lirst script is attempted. A tested handbook for the constant
writer of picture plots. "Straight-from-the-shoulder" information from an author with a wealth of real "dollars- andcents" experience.
By Mail. Postpaid, Three Dollars
Published and For Sale by
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Notice.

• r IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, it is impossible to
reply through the department In less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mail, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.

Matters Optical.
Burton Benwell,
Los Angeles, California, writes :
Have been a reader of your department for many years, and
having
received
from
it and your Handbooks
practically
all
the projection
knowledge
I possess, am
almost
ashamed
to
admit that I have never written before and tried to help those
who have helped me.
Have always been an experimenter, particularly with different designs of shutters.
I think the fact
is established that, given a 3-wing shutter with blades the same
distance apart it does not matter what the width of the blades
be, provided
they all have equal witdh.
In other words
a
shutter thus designed may have blades one, two, three, four
or five inches wide without changing the flicker tendency or
anything else except amount of light passed.
It follows that,
this being true, the faster the intermittent movement the more
light we may
utilize, since the narrower
the shutter
blades
may be.
Of course there are objections
to fast intermittent
speed, but longer tension shoes and more intermittent sprocket
teeth engaging the film will lessen them some.
As it is now,
with slow intermittent
movements
the projectionist
is" compelled to speed his projection
to eliminate
flicker, until the
strain on the movement is as great as it would be if materially
increased in normal speed.
The recently introduced shutter of
the Simplex (main blade as wide as necessary, 60° openings on
either side of main
blade, 60° flicker blades and third opening, opposite main
blade, equal to balance of distance)
is a
large improvement.
But even this is far behind the perfectly
balanced
three-winger,
or the once-and-a-half
around
type.
What do you think of the English plan of having both upper
and lower sprockets double size?
Don't you think that with
twice the number of sprocket holes in use pulling film down
from
upper
magazine
and withstanding
the pull of take-up
there would be less damage?
In closing let me say that if it
were not for the good old Moving Picture World and its Projection Department we projectionists would surely be in a bad
way.
May the department and its editor be rewarded in every
way for keeping up the good work !
As to the shutter blades, I must take issue with you in one point.
The ideal shutter is a three-blader (more blades reduce flicker but are
impractical),
having
all wings and all light openings
equally spaced
and of equal size.
As you depart from this condition either way you
increase flicker tendency.
In other words if you maintain equi-distance
between blades, but makes blades of greater or less area than openings
you make for flicker, though not so greatly as when
you throw the
blades themselves out of balance.
This is my understanding of the
matter . As to you not writing, why I second your views, but will forgive you this time, provided it don't occur again.
With regard to the
sprocket size, the plan is all right, provided trouble be not encountered
through film shrinkage.

Wants

Advice.

T. J. Trabue, Biloxi, Mississippi, writes :
Want
your advice as to an outfit for traveling
exhibitor.
Want
to show
in school houses
and churches
where
electric
current will be available.
Will you supply address of maker
of most approved outfit for this purpose?
Have a Power's C.
Could
I equip it with calcium
light, or would
you advise
trading
in on a new
outfit?
What size screen would
you
advise?
Certainly you can equip your Power's 6 for calcium light, and when
so equipped it will be as good an outfit for the purpose as you can
?et, always assuming it to be in good repair.
Will have the Nicholas

•>-> ..-..>.:■,■>, .>,^..r-.>, .>. .> •>■>;•>/_»>

Power Company Bend you Information as to calcium burner, etc. Use
a two-wing shutter with blades considerably more narrow than the
regular two-winger. The light Is very weak and travel ghost won't
show up nearly so easily. Cut out a paper pattern of the two-wing
metal blade and install it In place of the metal blade. Then, using
a light film (bright sunlight scene with white objects in it), trim down
a very little at a time on both sides of the main blade until travel
ghost (white streaks up or down or up and down from white ol
in the Mm) appear. A title having white letters on an opaque (black)
background Is even better tor this than a light screen, provided it be
one In which there are lines of letters near both top and bottom. Having trimmed down the main blade until travel ghost appears, then,
ueing t'ie paper shutter as a pattern, trim down the main blade of
the metal shutter until it is a little under than the paper blade (a
little wider because you trimmed the paper blade until you got travel
ghost), and then trim the other metal blade down to match the main
blade. This will give you a maximum of light, and every bit of added
light is extremely important when using such a weak illuminant.
Would advise a metalic surface sereen and a picture not to exceed
ten feet wide; eight feet wide would give you a brighter picture, but
is rather small. Why don't you get one of the new Mazada generating outfits? The United Theater Equipment Company puts out such
an outfit, see adv. for address ; so also does the Independent Motion
Picture Supply Company. These outfits are portable, easily handled
and will give you good results.

Grease

for Small

Motors

and

Electric

Fans.

Leonard's specially prepared motor cup grease, sold by up-to-date
supply dealers, including the United Theater Equipment Corporation,
is an excellent article for use in grease cups of electric fans and
small motors. This article has stood the test of time. It is made by
the chief electrician of the Nicholas Power Company, and has the
recommenadtion
approval
of this
Don't
use
oil on small and
motors
or fans.
Oil isdepartment
apt to seepand
out its
of editor.
the bearings,
get into the coils and causes serious damage. A grease is the only
thing for such purposes, and the Leonard grease is the best we know of.

The Lea-Bel Transformer.
The Lea-Bel Company, Chicago, is placing on the market, or rather
has placed on the market, a new type of Tungsten filament projection
lamp controlling device, to be known as the Lea-Bel Transformer.
The apparatus consists primarily of a shell type auto-transformer, enclosed in a sheet steel casing, which has ample opening for
ventilation. The transformer is sturdily built and is made in three
different capacities. It is therefore available for any type or size of
Tungsten filament lamp, and for either one or two lamp installation.
The transformer itself is 6x9 inches by 9% inches high. An integral
part of the apparatus is the controlling device, which is in the form of
a small wall switchboard, 7x12 inches in size, carrying an ammeter
having coarse graduations suitable for reading small changes in the
amperage, and a controlling knob which starts the current flowing
at 10 amperes, raising it to 12 and then 18. From then on the amperage regulation is by 2/10 ampere steps, there being enough of these

For Two

Machines.

For One
»j; (JLAMP
UNt|| Machine.
(I

to take care of fluctuations in line voltage from 100 to 125. The switchboard is well built, the contacts being enclosed, and as far as I can see,
everything about the apparatus is very well constructed.
The Lea-Bel Company is pushing this apparatus, which is recommended by this department to consumers for their consideration. It
ts to be compact, and as well built apparatus of this kind as I
have looked at. but it should be clearly understood that the apparatus
is not automatic in its operation. It is designed thai the switchboard
be placed within reach of the projectionsts, and where he can
the ammeter and by hand regulation compensate for fluctuation In line
voltage to keep the amperage steady.
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to the heat. When

I got this billet (Over seas for "job." — Bd.) about 14 months
ago the motor would get hot as the hub of His Satanic Majesty's dominions. To remedy this I got a fan and installed it
on the shaft between the motor and generator, as shown. Since
then I have not had a particle of trouble with heating. I got
the idea out of the English publication Kinematograph, which I
get every week, in addition to the Moving Picture World.
(All right, friend Langley. We don't claim a patent right to
ALL the ideas in the world. Every once in a while we let the
Other Feller spring one, just to keep him hoped up. — Ed.) You
will observe the metal guard over the fan. The guy with his
hands down south is the boss, and he is the goods, all right.
(Looks it ; also I'm predisposed in his favor. Any man who
reads this department and then gets busy, as he did, is a
frien' o' mine. Shake, friend boss. You're all right. — Ed.)
The goof holding his hinges from falling apart is I, Me and
Co., Esquire. No, it isn't a silver shilling over my eye —
just the sun on my glasses. Couldn't get camera back far
enough to show all the generator. The small fan does its bit
by keeping the bearing cool. The trouble is, I think, that the
motor is too small. There is no rating (we call it name
plate. — Ed.) plate attached to motor, and I'm not certain what
it is. The generator is a Lanchaster, 100 amperes at G5
volts output (less than 9 h. p. — Ed.) and don't give a bit of
trouble. Have just installed a new Power's G-B and like it
very much. I am not much stuck on the automatic loop setter, though. It does a bucking bronco stunt. Followed instructions in your "Bible." and it works better now. But
they are mighty good machines all right. Now don't laugh,
brother, when I tell you that nearly all of us pre getting
6,000 foot spools. (Reels.— Ed.) Phew! What? Yep, and
we go right through a 5 or G part picture without a stop. And
when we are not switching with anybody we take off the
ends ("End part I," etc. — Ed.) and the leader (Where it says
Part I, etc.), which leaves us just one big reel, with the main
title and last-reel tail piece. Between the reels, or parts, we
splice in a piece of spacing, marked off so it won't need to be
masked as it goes through. (Don't quite understand that
last. — Ed.) What is your opinion of it, Brother Richardson?
Now don't you fly off the handle and till us it is hard on
film, because it turns easier when lull than when empty, and,
of course, they are kept in a fireproof spool box. As for
taking up, I. personally, have a takeup boy, and when the
spacing comes be breaks ii and puts on another It" spool — we
only take up on 1 I" spools. (Do you mean to tell me you put a
6,000 foot reel i spool i in the upper magazine and then rewind
it in the lower magazines (takeup) on small reels? I can't
see that stunt with B telescope : also if anything happens
in your carbons, your lamp or your machine, you are stuck
and must switch the Whole works lo the spare projector, even
though you might be right at what would be the end of a
reel. Your plan has disadvantages, friend Langley. Bui I
would rather let our r. s. and Canadian projectionists sei
forth tlu-ir views than deal with the matter myself. — Ed.)
"Switching," at least bert In Melbourne, is defined as follows:
The city shows
(Downtown
houses.
Ed.)
run
all the films
first. Then thej go to the suburban houses. Suburban
theater- show only :ii night, with a Saturday matinee. Well,
r get a live part star i meaning feature, 1 take it.— Ed.) and have
to run it In my first halt. At any rate 1 start my program
at eight,
run
the Hearst
Gazette,
which
takes
until
8.10.
Then I put on my star, and as soon as the first two parts are
run :i motorist takes them to b theater with which I am
switching, usually
locate. i in a nearby
suburb,
By the time.
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he gets there, there is about three parts of the Fecond star
(featurej
off. which
he fetches back to me.
By then I am
about through
with my first star, which
he takes over and
brings back the rest of the second star.
As far as our show
is concerned
we run 12,000 foot programs,
starting at eight
and
finishing
about
10.43.
(About
725
feet per
minute.
Not so bad. — Ed.)
But many shows run up to 10,000 feet in
the same time.
We usually have a topical, a one or two part
comedy
and two five-part
stars.
We
change
Monday
and
Thursday.
Admission
over here is Gp. 1 —
1/6 2/ —
and
one penny
war tax for each six pence above
the first one.
Well, Friend
Richardson,
I would imagine it would be a bit
of consolation
to know, after doing the work you have, that
there are some crank twisters even in this faraway land who
are learning
all they can from
your department.
As for
myself, I have gained about fifty per cent, of what
I know
from you, and expect to gain more.
Keep on with the good

Australia — 6,000 Foot Spools.
Mack Langley, North Fitzroy, Melbourne, Australia, says :
It is a goodly while since you have heard from me, but here
I am again. In July 21st issue is a letter in which I expressed hopes of securing a new motor drive. Ab soon as
friend boss saw that in the Department he sent for me and
gave me an order to buy a motor. Am I a staunch supporter
of the department after that? Well, ask Me! Am enclosing
photo of my plant.
The motor is presumed to be about 10 h. p.,

but I think eight of them have succumbed
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work, a most
"carryinteresting
on."
Truly
letter.
Yes, it is encouraging to know that
one is really accomplishing
something,
even in other far-off lands.
If I have helped
you. Brother
Langley.
and other projectionists
of
your country, I have also helped the exhibitors of that country and
the motion
picture industry,
because
they are helped
in, exact proportion as you are made more efficient.
Sorry. Old Man, but I can't
see the advantage of the G.000 foot reel, at least the way you boys do
it. Then, too, if ever a fire gets into the upper magazine when there
is 6,000 feet of film there, g-o-o-d
night shirt ! Some
considerable
loss, my boy, quite some considerable loss.
And what do you gain in
return for the labor of splitting up your reels and incurring additional
danger of loss as above?
Absolutely nothing at all. so far as I can
see, except saving the bother of making the change-overs.
Our men
here make the change-overs without
even the very slightest evidence
of the act on the screen.
Time and again I have set through a sixreel feature
(star, you call 'em)
without
being able to tell when
machines were changed.
As to the motor, your installing the ventilation fan was excellent.
But unless the motor is working on a cycle
of current it was not designed for, or is overloaded, which seems unlikely, as I understand
it to be a regular
motor
generator
set,
there must be something pretty radically wrong.
Would suggest that
you go over the General Instructions, pages 36S to 3S1, of the Handbook ; meanwhile
I will refer your letter to the office here in NewYork
and ask them
to write you, giving any possible
suggestions.
Seems to me such extreme program length is unwise.
We don't do it
over here.
Many theaters with an 8,000 foot program are getting 15,
25 and even 50 cents here in New York City.
My best to you. Brother
Langley, and to all my Australian friends.
Come again.
Glad to have
you

call !

Do

the

Job

Right.

Sidney P. Levy, Pensacola, Florida, says :
Am about to open an air garden for the showing of high eloss
pictures during the coming summer.
Air garden site will be
occupied by a new theater I am to build in almost five months
Am very anxious to know just what sort of material to construct the air garden screen from.
It will be exposed, hence
must
withstand the elements.
It has occurred
to me that a
wood frame covered with canvas, properly sized and calcimined.
would serve.
I did think of sheet tin, soldered together very
closely and then painted.
I want a screen which
will give
good projection
results.
Will build a shadow
box of thin
lumber, painted black.
I guess you will agree with this.
Yes, you could build a frame, cover it with canvas, size the canvas
and point, not calcimine, it. Calcimine would wash off when it rained,
or at least discolor badly, unless thoroughly protected
from the wet.
I would
refer you to "The
Airdome."
pages 600 to GT4, the Handbook. But if you had a copy you would not have had to ask questions.
My advice
is to do the job right.
You propose
giving "high class
pictures."
Well, to do that you MUST have a good screen.
One comparatively cheap way is to build a frame of wood, back it with rough
lumber
and nail thereto, running
up and down,
1-_." furring strips,
upon which you nail ordinary wooden lath.
Now plaster this foundation with two coats of strong cement
mortar,
or with lime mortar
strongly
tempered
wjth cement,
the last coat troweled
down
smooth.
Paint
this
three
coat's
as
follows:
First
coat
white
le^.d
mixed
with
boiled linseed oil and just a little turpentine.
Seeonl
coat:
white
lead mixed with half boiled linseed oil and half turpentine.
Third coat:
either all white lead or half white lead and half white zinc, mixed onethird boiled linseed oil yand two-thirds turpentine.
Use enough ultramarine blue in last coat to give the paint quite a distinct blue tint
while In the pot.
It will then be dead white on the wall.
Box the
screen at sides and top with a shadow
box at least six feet deep,
flaring outward
at sides, but almost
flat at top, painted
dead black
inside, black to extend
right up to the picture, and you will have a
really good airdome screen.
Tin will almost
surely show the seams,
no matter how well put together.
From the Southland.
George 1.. McBath, Press Secretary Local Union 321, Tampa. Florida,
having first addressed the Chair, secured recognition and made his how.
addresses the assembly as follows:
Local Union ."'_M has elected the following officers for coming year : President, W. E. Sullivan : vice-president and business agent. Robert Lane; secretary-treasurer. W. J. Paleveda ;
press secretary. George McBath. The writer has been honored
by the Mayor, who appointed him to the Examining Board to
fill the vacancy caused by retirement of Manual Xosti (your
old friend and mine) from the movie game. (Not so. or at
least he has re-entered
it and is now projecting pictures in
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your i it > II i am rightly Informed.
Ed.)
Th« writer will
n on th. board with City Electrician Bartholomew and Mr,
Kane, manager Alcaaar theater.
Local 821 has <>n iti honor
roil tin following:
Harrj
Kerr, Navy;
81
Inn]
John Fetll, Navj
i
Dth Navy, and Ben Lance, Army.
They have jiii joined with Intent to help In flnal celebration In
n. 1 1 in.
Both mysell and Brother Crespo, my brother projei
ihr Strand, are readers ol the department,
and frankly
we
would not be without
it. i al o have the late edition ol the
Handbook and depend on 11 and the department to Bhow me the
what for and why.
i own the only Third Edition
Handbook
In Tampa, and consider that fact an honor.
The bunch here
wishes to toll you thai there Is a standing Invitation to yourself, the man who alone Is fighting so bravely
tor the projectionist, to visit Tampa.
Just one thing, Brother UcBath, with regard to your official position
(congratulations, by the way) : a> examiner you are an officer of the
law and there can be absolutely NO partiality shown by you In your
official capacity as between a union and an non-union man.
I know of
one or two Instances where unions have Becured the appointment ol a
member to the local Hoard of Examiners and have then demanded that
he shut out all non-union nimi by an examination so stiff they could
not pass.
Please understand that i do not for one moment think that
either you or Local .">L'l would
countenance
any such procedure.
I
speak only to warn you against even an unconscious leaning against
the non-union man.
The unionizing of the man is up to the local. You
as au officer of the law can have absolutely nothing to do with that.
Wants
to Know
If It Will Work.
J. P. Sarvls, Hedley, Texas, says:
Am thinking of connecting a 43 h. p., 4 cylinder auto engine
to my 5 k. w. 125 volt generator direct.
Do you think it would
be O. K. ? Am
now using an 8 h. nr. single cylinder engine,
with batteries and vibrator.
Am 65 feet from the Albastine
screen.
Get a good picture, though had quite a time getting
dark ghost out of center of screen.
Finally built extension to
machine table so could get lamphouse six inches further back,
and friend ghost departed. We are using a Model 1A Motiograph.
Have put on late model shutter ; also late model star, cam and
fly wheel.
Do we need a new machine?
That I cannot
say with certainty.
Very good results can be had
from an old type machine,
if it be kept in first-class shape, handled
intelligently and modernized so far as possible.
Broadly,
considering
the excellence and cost of modern
photoplays,
it pays to keep up to
date in projection equipment.
But to say definitely with regard to an
individual case I would have to know all the circumstances.
There is
no reason
why the engine you name will not operate
the generator
all right, but whether or not it will do so when direct connected will
depend on whether you can make the engine run at approximately the
speed at which the generator is made to operate.
Find out your generator's normal speed
(should
be marked
on name
plate)
and then
test your engine under load, which
may
be done by using a speed
indicator.
Makes

His Own

Juice.

F. D. Tallman. Converse, Indiana, sends in subscription and says'
Am located in a small place and business none the best, but
think I am putting on the best and clearest picture in the state.
At least I have been told so by traveling men.
Make my own
juice with 5 k. w. (60 amperes), 115 volt generator, pulled by
an S h. p. gasoline engine.
It bucks sometimes,
but on the
whole I don't have much trouble, and she certainly does produce the light.
But one thing puzzles me.
With nothing but
my arc on it is all the engine can do to pull the load until
everything
gets warmed
up.
Then
it works
easy.
Think
I
have too much of a generator and too much resistance to cut it
to 60 volts.
Perhaps one reason
is that the generator runs
1,150 r. p. m.
If your dynamo only generates 115 volts, and is a 115 volt machine,
that indicates correctness in speed.
Very likely you are using too little
resistance.
You say "she certainly
does produce
the light."
Well,
quite probably that is the answer.
Fifty amperes at 115 volts is approximately 8h. p., the capacity of your engine.
Now suppose your
resistance
is such that when
it is hot it just delivers to the arc
electrical energy which, added to its own consumption of energy, equals
the capacity
of your engine.
Working
against
a given voltage
a
rheostat delivers very considerably more current when cold than when
it is hot, and the total electrical energy
is equal to amperage times
voltage
(generator
voltage).
If your rheostat
delivers 50 amperei
when hot (generator voltage 115), then the normal
generator output
is 115 x 50, or 5,750 watts, or about S b. p., but if it delivers 60 amperes
when cold, then that is 115x60, or 6,600 watts, which is more than one
added h. p. Do you see the point?
Tinhorn
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"Freak"
is right, Brother Quinn.
New
Quarters.
The Examining Board for Motion Picture Machine Operators, New
York City, recently sent an invitation to the editor to visit its new
quarters. Winn they mentioned the thirty-fourth floor I thought they
were kidding me. but there is where it is allright— 34th floor, count
em. .".4. the Municipal Building, in Park Row, by Brooklyn Bridge.
And you may take it from me, the
new quarters have real class. A
whole floor of the tower is set apart for Chief Examiner Brown and
his inquisitors, not forgetting Peaches, the clerk. And you can just
naturally see almost all over creation from that high spot. Congratulations, Brothers Brown and Coghlan. I'm
strongly of going
after your jobs myself. Thirty-fourth floor,thinking
a view of the world and
monarch of all you survey. Huh ! Incidentally, Chief Examiner Brown
told me my article on the Vancouver examination equipment helped him
a lot in getting additional and needed equipment for the Xew York
Eoard.
I will describe the new home in detail when it is all fixed up.
Possible Seat of Trouble.
Some time ago several samples of film were sent in from various
sections of the country, all showing the same damage, viz chipped
sprocket holes, one on side of the film only. In one case of'this sort
of damage, in which the Power's machine was the guilty wretch it
was found that the small bushing next the guide roller at the left' on
top of gate was set so as to push the roller over toward the right 1/32"
too far, which caused the film to be out of line with the intermittent
sprocket. This resulted in chipping the sprocket holes on the right
side. The Powers Company have, so I understand, changed their gate
in such way that this cannot again occur.
From

an Old Friend.

Manual Xosti, Tampa, Florida, an old correspondent of the department, who we thought had crawled back into the hole and pulled the
whole hole in after him, makes his bow with a request that we start
another series of questions.
Glad to hear from you, friend Nosti. Would start the republication
of the series, but have not the room. It is very difficult to take care
of the mail in the space at our disposal. With one page used up in
questions and answers I would be in a mess indeed.
Grinding
Down
Condenser
Lenses.
Perry Sherman, Corpus Christi, Texas, says that he has had condensers ground down and repolished. Says it is not expensive, and
that in this way a good lens which has become pitted may be saved.
Certainly, it could be done, but I doubt if it would pay. Of course
there is the advantage that the resultant lens would be not only as
good as new, but better, in that it would be seasoned and not so apt
to break. The number of times it could be ground would depend on
the thickness of its edge.

Projection

Operator.

Joe Welch, Brooklyn, X. Y., sends in examples of film "spliced" by
means of brass paper binder thrust through, and several poor cement
patches.
He says, in part :
Enclosed are shining examples of perfect (?) inspection. The
fact that it was an old print does not excuse such utterly
rotten inspection, which, it seems to me, is a crime. The
abuse of the film itself was doubtless perpetrated by some tinhorn projectionist, whose rank incompetency would qualify
him to "operate" a Xo. 2 shovel in a sewer, rather than a projector. The projectionist has every right to suppose his "show"
has been inspected and is ready for projection when received
from
the exchange.
(Right. — Ed.)
You
can imagine
what

a to

There
tor's lan't
booth in antheoperaunlTerie In which this carefully compiled book will
not eaye 1U purchase
price each month.
Boy It Today
J4 the Copy, Postpaid
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Experience

555- handbook

For Managers and Operators
By
F. H. RICHARDSON
The recognized »t&ndard book on the wort
of the operator. Complete d«ortptiooj and
instructions on all leading w^Itut aad
operating equipment.
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SeMlitr Bids.
616 Fifth Avenue
Wright & Callender Bid*.
Chios**, III.
New York City
Lot Aagelei, CaJ.
To >ave time, order from learett officio.
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LOUIS GREGORY,
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Inquiries.
UESTIONS in cinematography addressed to this department will
receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail when four
cents in stamps are inclosed.
Special replies by mail on matters
which
cannot be replied to in this department,
$1.

Q

Manufacturers' Notice.
It is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be indorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.
From

the

351st

Aero
Squadrom.
Aviation Camp, Waco, Texas,
April 5, 1918.
Department, Motion Picture Photography,
Motion
Picture World.
Well, here I am at last. Put me down on the correspondence
club list and I will try to keep up with the amount of letters
I am looking forward to. I may have some interesting matter
to tell the boys in the near future, and feel we should get
acquainted before I start to spring anything.
Before I was assigned to this branch of the service I had
been in one of the remote spots of the globe (Alaska), getting
into places where the average cameraman does not have the
opportunity, owing to scarcity of time and the enormous
expense there is attached to a trip of that kind.
It has been my pleasure to crank, develop, print, and project my own film as far north as the Arctic Circle, and the
fun I have had getting around some of the many difficulties
that one will meet away from all source of supplies, chemicals,
etc. My printing machine was a novelty, and I am glad Edison
hasn't been able to see the mess I made out of one of his
early model projection machines. It was something like this :
All the people up there would say they had had their pictures
cranked a dozen times, but had never seen them projected.
So I set about the task, tearing out the intermittent gear and
the shutter out of an old Edison projector and making a new
film gate out of a piece of brass ; then a long tube to transmit
my light to the film, and lastly, a pair of light-tight boxes,
and my printer was complete. A couple of tests and away we
went. Outside of having to stop at times to thaw out some more
ice, we were O. K. Titles were a task for quite awhile, but I
discovered that by racking out my two-inch lens I was able
to throw up typewriter print to a readable size. To give you an
idea of the distance I was away from any market, I will cite one
case where I sent a film of the Midnight Sun to Gaumont ; the
exposure was made on June 22, 1017, and mailed that week,
and I received a check for same in September. I am not trying
to register a kick, for if a fellow is fool enough to go Into the
wilds so far after pictures, he will have to dance to the music
of the North. All the film I exposed this winter was lost in
shipwreck en route to Seattle, but the same places are still
there and as soon as this war is over I will be again packing a
little Davasco around the Artie Circle on the trail of the moose
and caribou. Some of the film I lost showed the killing of a
moose with Mt. McKinley for a background, bear within three
feet of the camera. And the end of one picture was when
bruin kicked the tripod out from under me.
A lot of my film was exposed to 60 below zero, and I have
yet to find my first trace of static out of the little Davasco.
One of my pleasures Is to get into a good cigar and a Motion
Plcturo World and go through it from start to finish.
Some of the boys may see Burton Holmes's Travelogue, which
shows considerable Alaskan scenery. I have the pleasure of
knowing Louis Francis Brown, and sold him some film while
he was making ( in- Holmes travelogue in Alaska.
If 1 run ncross anything now in photography while in this
branch of the service that will be allowed publicity and that
will be of Interest, 1 will shoot it over, as I. like all other
crankers, am always on the lookout for something new. Trusting
I will hear from some of the bunch, I remain,
Respectfully j-'urs for better pictures,
Q. P. COOGAN,
Sergt., Aviation Section, Slg. Corps.
A mighty Interest hu; letter, nnd some of you renders who enjoy the
tang of adventure couldn't do better than to write Coggan a few lines
and let him know that you found It Interesting reading. The brightest
spot In army camp life Is when the mall arrives with letters, and the
gloomiest
when
the others all arouiul yon gel mail and there is none
•■Copyright, IMS. by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

F. R. P. S.
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for you. Many of the readers of these lines are somewhere in the
field themselves, and if you are one of them you know that "grand and
glorious feeling" when you get a bunch of newsy letters from friends
on the outside. Let's hear from some more of Uncle Sam's photographers. You're sure welcome here.

Direct

Positives

in the Camera.

E. L. K., Kansas City, Mo. :
I read your department in Motion Picture World with much
interest.
Wish I might contribute in some way to its benefit.
Am desirous of obtaining formula or information about
reversing negative to positive. Understand there is a company
or party in Spokane, Washington, who sells a chemical for
this purpose. Any information you can let me have on the
subject will be greatly appreciated.
The problem of successfully producing positives direct in the camera
is one, the solution of which would prove of incalculable value to the
many photographers who require only one print of what the'y take
and advance the showing of local events from an almost prohibitive
thing on account of cost and time and equipment necessary, to a comparatively simple operation, which would render it feasible for all except
the most humble theaters to take and exhibit their own local events
of interest.
Some time ago a letter from Abraham Nelson, was referred to me
on account of some samples of film and a paragraph in regard to a positive process used by him. The samples were lost somewhere in the
opening of t?-e mail and I did not get to see them, so I wrote to Mr.
Nelson for further particulars and more samples. The following letter
was received from him :
Responding to your letter of the 24th, relative to the reverse
negative process used by me.
I requested Mr. A. L. Smith, who is the owner of the
process, to come into my office. He called this morning,
bringing with him the samples, which are enclosed, and explained
the practicability of his process at length. He has attempted
to have the process patented, but inasmuch as he refuses to
divulge the ingredients of the solutions to the Patent Office he
has been unable to do so.
In Mr. Smith's process there are three solutions used : 1st,
developing ; 2nd, reversing; 3rd, control solution, which are
applied to the film in the order named. The film stock upon
which the process works most successfully is the Austin
Edwards Ensign brand, Mr. Smith claiming it has finer gTain
than either the Eastman or Lumiere. He has not been able to
obtain this stock on the Pacific Coast lately, however, and the
enclosed samples are not of that brand. The pink is a Lumiere,
non-halation, the other of Eastman stock, which has been toned.
You will note from the samples that a film which has been
reversed can be detected by the dark border.
Mr. Smith contends that his process is entirely reliable ;
that he has perfect control over it under all conditions, whether
a film is under or over exposed: that the film can be toned,
Intensified or reduced in the ordinary manner, and that the
film when subjected to the heat of the projecting machine
stands up as well as if it had not been treated. In photographing the subject, Mr. Smith uses one stop number higher
than usually required for the purpose of preventing excessive
contrasts, a matter which must be given attention when the
reverse negative process is to be used.
Mr. Smith advises that he has taken over 6.000 feet, all of '
which was very successful. He desired that I call your attention particularly to the fact that the high lights in the film
are perfectly clear and that the emulsion is not in any way
clouded by the reversing solution. This is all the data I have
been able to gather from Mr. Smith.
The two samples received compare very favorably with prints made
from negatives
in the ordinary way.
There have been many previous attempts to produce positives direct
in the camera both with the ordinary camera and the motion picture
eamra. but with very little success, T lately saw some samples made by
a firm in Cleveland. Ohio, who have been working on this problem
for several years. The samples were made on a special film coated by
them, which. I understand, is to be placed on the market as soon as
the machinery for making it in commercial quantities can be installed.
These samples were very good indeed, and except for the black edges
along the perforations — which in no way harms the picture for projection purposes— could not be told from an ordinary positive print
from a negative,
(To he continued.)
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will reng muaic, addressed to thU department,
QUESTIONS regardi
«
oelve a carbon copy of the departments reply by mall, when
replies by mall on matter which canSpecial
.
enclosed
are
cents
ed
Bat >e answer
In this column $1.0U.
What Availeth It?
es that New York otters In procuring music,
faculti
the
all
WITH
the Strand,
with the eloquent examples Ol picture presentation ofwork and in
Kialto and Kivoli, with good musicians looking for
d of music in
spite of what we are trying to do to elevate the standar
The Moving Picture World
Se pictUW theaters through the columns ofevident
ly closed his eyes and
we have at our door an exhibitor who has
his
saddest part of it all is the fact that he alone suffers for
The
ears.
negligence.
from one
This theater is situated on Broadway and draws its patrons
Drive is
of the best residential neighborhoods in the city. Riverside
numbers in
only a short block away, and picture fans abound in great
and other
this' district The exhibitor books Paramount, leVitagraph
and well ventilated
big features The theater has a roomy, comfortab
best taste
the
while
,
auditorium. Its entrance and lobby is attractive
It is up-to-date in everything but its music.
prevails in its advertising.
lax
Such music! It is hardly conceivable that a theater could be so
be
in this most important phase of picture presentation. No fault can
make
best
the
of
found with the instrumentation. An orchestral organ
one
rule
a
as
but
together,
piano play the show, sometimes
a good
and
relieves
the other.
too
Saturday May the 11th, feeling the need of relaxation without
much exertion to obtain it, we visited this theater and noted that
End." We arrived in time
Ethel Clayton was billed in 'The Journey's
for the beginning of a new show and immediately the Screen Telegram
began showing us the news of the week. The pianist tackled the job
of playing the News, and although he improvised, his work showed a
clear comprehension of what was needed. His changes of music were
well timed and sanely suitable. The comedy followed and was treated
in the same careful manner. Of course it was slapstick humor and
required only light music. We were pleased and contented. Nothing
could be better.
Then came the feature. This picture is a society drama, the locations
being in New York and Palm Beach. The heroine, finding that her
husband is a philanderer among women, decides to gain a separation
agreement much against her inner desire. The agreement is made and
she leaves for Palm Beach, while hubby, the hero, moons about New
York, wondering what he has lost. The villainess, his particular friend,
begins to pall and he hastens afteF his wife, finding when he arrives
that she is evidently interested in somebody else. The plot thickens
and is well sustained in suspense.
The organ was used to accompany, the feature, and opening up all
the stops he lit into it with the energy derived from a long rest. We
guessed he was exercising the beast to find out if all its joints were
in trim. He was evidently feeling out its good points and testing its
volume, preparatory to its long grind. Thoroughly satisfied that every
register was in working order and the sleigh bells, chimes and steam
whistles could be relied upon, he gracefully glided into a light fox
trot, while the heroine despondently held conference with her attorney
relative to a separation agreement. After that he never looked at the
picture except once, and played whatever came into his head, irrespective of the screen situations presented.
Everything played was popular and melodious. When the heroine
was seen in a speedy motor boat he struck up that old familiar ballad
entitled "Row, Row, Row," and our inclination was strong to go down
and yank him out of the pit for daring to burlesque the picture.
When the girls were leaving the Hotel Ponciana for a surf bath, he
regaled our ears with "La Paloma," and was not satisfied until he had
played it through twice. "La Paloma" is Spanish or Mexican In its
atmosphere and had no place in the picture. The girls found no Spaniards on the beach, nor was there even a cactus plant in sight. In the
hotel lobby, however, there stood a rubber plant, which our worthy
organist may have mistaken for a cactus and based his theme thereon.
While the hero, who had followed his wife to Palm Beach in spite of
a separation agreement, was arranging a day's outing (getting a boat
and fishing tackle) we were treated to "The Glow Worm." It is true
worms were used for bait, but they were not glow-worms. Visualize
the situation. A down-hearted hero desiring the seclusion of the open
lake for a day's fishing and mental deliberation, while the music
says "Shine little Glow Worm, glimmer, glimmer." The absurdity of
it all is almost terrifying.
The picture producer should have some legal redress against the exhibitor for holding up his good picture to ridicule. We are all known
by our works and yet a producer can be seriously misjudged when a
picture is musically mangled by an insensate and insipid saphead.
When the villainess calls on the heroine to flaunt her love for the
hero and the scene is fraught with pent-up emotion, shrewd innuendos,
and looks that speak volumes, the music that should have raised this

^' ^_g^-^l^

dramatic
Nov In ! scene on Its creel »;is Mighty Lak a Roso" by Nevln. Poor
As the plctun
n
ed, the fag ends knotted togel
id the
climax iii si^ht a one-step was used to convey the anticipatory suspense.
Then when her rival cleverly Induces the heroine to go to a gentleman's
home at a late hour expecting to find her husband there and Muds It
a trap — when hubby comes and attempts to break in the door while they
let the Wife out the back door — when the hero gets in, draws his revolver and is about to shoot his best friend thinking evil of him, the
organist suddenly remembers a beautiful little bell solo and forthwith
inflicts it on the audience.
These are only a few examples of what the music: did to the picture.
After the plot is ironed out, explanations have been made and the
hero has spurned the villainess a sub-title was thrown on the screen.
It proclaimed "Morning" and showed the bad woman leaving for parts
unknown, husband and wife united and a wedding of "best friend"
and "sister." The organist, feeling that it was full time the picture
was over, glanced up and caught the title. Instantly he dashed into
Grieg's "Morning." As every one knows, this delicate number Is pastorale, light and airy, significant of hills and valleys, sheep and their
shepherd, and all that goes to display the glories of Nature.
As the people left the theater wc heard from all sides audible and
bitter complaints about the picture. The fault did not lie with the
picture. Its story, action, locations and camera angles were good,
while its detail, with but few exceptions, was true to life. It was above
the average good feature, but was killed by the bad music which accompanied it.
There is only one ultimate end to a place of this kind if such noisy
and noisome picture fitting be allowed to continue. Appropriate music
for pictures is the call of the day and people will not long stand for
bone-headed carelessness, especially when they must pay for it. Exhibitors everywhere should keep in close touch with their music, cooperate with their organists or leaders and make every effort to safeguard and enhance the feature which has cost so much to produce for
the pleasure and edification of their clientele.
Music at the Strand.
During the week of May 12 the Strand theater offered one of its
standard performances that one can always rely upon to be interesting. The overture, "Light Cavalry," by Franz Suppe, was given a
beautiful setting with special lighting effects that made the old "war
horse" sound like something new. Oscar Spirescu interprets the number a little differently from what we have become accustomed to hear
and it was a new delight from that standpoint also.
Miss Irene Audrey, a soprano of great promise, sang "The Villanelle,"
by Del'Aqua, in an artistic and pleasing manner. She found instant
favor in the eyes of her audience and sang with an easy grace that
went far to make up for a little huskiness in the early part of the
song. "The Villanelle" is by no means a selection for beginners In the
gentle art of singing. It requires a bel canto that can readily change
to delicate staccato without any apparent effort. Miss Audrey possesses
the very voice for this kind of work and showed clever dexterity in her
florid passages.
The feature was fitted with the same care that always prevails at
The Strand. Nazimova in the Gypsy character of Zorah in the "Toys
of Fate" provided a splendid opportunity for atmospheric music. The
violin solo that comes as a direct cue throughout the picture was well
played and followed the action minutely. We hoped that we were to
hear Dvorak, Liszt and excerpts from Bizet's "Carmen," but were disappointed. There could be no fault found with the setting as Mr.
Edouarde had arranged it, but a little music more familiar to the
public would not have come amiss.
There was one effect in the picture that had to be done off stage
and through an accident of some sort was late, causing a laugh all
over the house. It was really funny. In the court rom scene where
a jury has just acquitted Zorah of the murder of her husband, her
Gypsy lover suddenly rises and shoots her. We saw him do it. We
saw the smoke lift and clear away. The culprit was seized by the
police and Zorah had swooned in the arms of her lawyer. Then we beard
the long delayed shot. Fortunately the climax had been reached and the
faux -pas proved a blessing in relieving the tension of one's nerves.
Henry Miller, bass, sang "God Be with the Boys Tonight." by Sanderson. The only reason why the song should be, lies in its patriotic
appeal. It lacks melody and is distinctly mediocre in composition. Mr.
Miller did not help it any by his rendition.
The balance of the program, consisting of the Strand Topical Review, Outing — Chester and the Comedy, were well played by the Strand
Symphony Orchestra, assisted by our worthy friend and able organist,
Ralph H. Brigham.
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Musical
Suggestion
Synopsis.
COULD YOU, CAROLINE? (Pathe— Five Reels). Theme— Moderate Suggest "Song D'Amour" — Schuberth, "Canzonetta" — Nicode
or Eleanor-Deppen.
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Use melodious
The picture is light and should receive similar treatment.
A iVw agitatos of the lighter variety are needed toward the
music.
the Pathe
from
obtained
be
may
sheets
Cue
close of £Be picture.
Exchange

Pathos is the keynote to this feature and sob stuff should prevail.
Dramatics, a few agitatos and misteriosos will be needed also. Cue
sheets may be obtained from the Vitagraph Exchange.

Suggest "Claire de
Theme — Andante.
(Bacon-Backer— Six Reels).
or "Elysium"— Speaks.
"Intermezzo" — Whelpley,
Massenet,
The Luna"—
chief emotion
in this picture is Pathos.
A little of the dramatic
music will be needed and a few misteriosos and agitatos can readily
be used.
For a general presentation play selections from Manon.
MILLION
DOLLAR DOLLIES
(Screen Classics Production— Five Reels)
— Theme — Allegretto.
Suggest "Canzmetto" — DAmbrosio, "Chanson
Sans Parole" — Tschaikowsky, or "Spring Song" — Mendelssohn.
This picture is a brillante extravaganse requiring light treatment.
Note
the act shown
at the Palace theatre, consisting of four numbers,
a one-step, waltz, fox-trot and Oriental
dance.
Immediately
following this scene the atmosphere changes to Oriental and continues
so until the end of the picture.
Cue sheets may be obtained from
the Metro
Exchange.

Leaders' Service Bureau,
(luestioiix
Answered — SuKKestion*
Offered.
Q. Do you consider it necessary to have music between the hours of
five and seven'.' I have been using pianist during these hours, but the
so small that they do not cover relief pianist's salary. It
receiptsmyarepatrons
seems
could be notified of the fact that there will be no
music between the hours of five to seven and not expect it. What do

MEN

OLD WIVES FOR NEW
(Paramount — Six Reels) — Theme unnecessary.
The atmosphere
is American
and Venetian.
In the main
the picture
is light and lacks the element of melodrama.
No hurrys or agitatos
are needed.
In the fourth reel the Victrola
plays "You're
Here
and I'm Here."
During this scene a fight between two girls take
place ending with a shooting.
At the end of the scene a flash of
Victrola grinding out "You're Here and I'm Here."
This should be
handled very deftly — following the picture closely, graduating from
i'P to ff ; an agitato during the fight and at the close of the scene
an imitation
of the Victrola run down, producing that scratching
effect.
This is very important.
Cue sheet may be obtained from
the Paramount
Exchange.
RESURRECTION
(Paramount — Five Reels) — Theme— Andantino.
Suggest "Moments Musical" — Moskowski,
"Serenade" — Tschaikowsky,
or "Cradle Song" — Tschaikowsky.
This is a picture of Russian
atmosphere
through
the entire production, and to obtain a good musical accompaniment it is absolutely
necessary
to play as much
Russian
music
as possible.
Watch
closely where
the ' religious selection appears and play up to the
last flash, making a big and glorious finish.
The following numbers are needed in this picture :
"Largo,"
Maestoso
Haendel
"Serenade," Tempo di Valse
Rachmaninoff
"Solonelle March," Maestoso
Tschaikowsky
"Andante Cantabile," from 5th Symphony
Tschaikowsky
"Hymn of New Russia"
Gretehininoff
"Valse Triste," Lento
Sibelius
"Largo," from New World Symphony"
Dvorak
"Song of the Boatman
of the Volga"
Cady
"Prelude,"
Moderato
Rachmaninoff
"In the Steppe," Moderato
Gretehininoff
Close the picture with the "Hymn of New Russia."
Cut sheet may be
obtained from Paramount Exchange.
ROSE
0' PARADISE
(Paralta — Six Reels)— Theme— Moderato
Violin
Solo. Suggest Allegretto from the Violin Sonata — Grieg.
The opening is intensely agitato and continues till the story proper
begins. Then light music for the first three reels. The last three
are dramatic and need heavy treatment. The continuity is excellent and there are few flash-backs to confuse the leader. Use
long numbers in every instance. Close with the theme. Cue sheets
can be obtained from the Paralta Exchange.
SOCIAL
BRIARS
(Mutual— Five Reels)— Theme — Andantino.
Suggest
Love Song — Flegier, Consolation — Liszt, or Melody — Lederer.
Church fiymns are needed throughout this picture and we suggest the
following :
D. When
children
sing — Precious
Jewels.
D. Jim and Mrs. Kane praying — Rock of Ages.
D. Interior — Jim
and Mrs. Kane — Nearer
My
God
to Thee.
T. But the great city — Organ voluntary.
D. Choir singing — Come Ye Disconsolate.
T. Rehearsal — Te Deum.
There is also opportunity for using Love's Old Sweet Song.
He's a Jolly
Good
Fellow
and When
You
and I Were
Young,
Maggie.
Cue
sheets may be obtained from the Mutual Exchange.
TEMPERED
STEEL
(First
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Inc. — Five
Reels) — Theme — Andantino.
Suggest Reverie — Corelli, Heart's Desire— Losey, or A Little Song — Erdody.
This picture is largely dramatic, with locations in the South and New
York
City.
The
opening
should
be characteristically
Southern.
Note the direct cue for My Old Kentucky Home.
Cue sheets may
be obtained
from First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Inc.
TOYS
OF FATE
(Screen
Classics. Inc.— Six Reels) — Theme— Andante
and Gypsy.
Theme
must bo violin solo to do the picture justice.
Suggest
Second
Xoctunie - Chopin.
The picture deals with gypsy life interwoven with society, and wonderful results can be obtained by changing from one to the other at
the proper moment.
You will need some gypsy dance music, and
many
excerpts
from Carmen
will lit nicely.
The hist three reels
Note the pistol
are intensely dramatic ami big stuff is required.
Shot towards
the last reel.
Disregard
the violin solo at the last
and play some pleasing melody to show the happy ending.
Sugsix Reels)— Theme— Moderato.
(Metro
TRAIL TO S'BSTBRDA'X
......1 Yester
Love
Koreh.
My
Paradisi — Zainecnik,
or Gardenia—

Densmore.

This is a Western drama abounding in big scenes of violence and
pathos. Note the direct cue P. When Sheila takes guitar play
pizziSilver Threads Among the Cold. 1'se guitar effect by using
cato strings ii possible. Cue sheets may be obtained from the
Metro Exchange.
,„,-,,
Tltll'Ml'll OK THE WEAK (Vitagraph -Five Heels— Theme -Andantino. Suggest Bxtase D'Amour— Roze, Moonbeams— Keiser. or Saint

D 'Amour— Blgar.

you think?
A. We regard the notifying of your patrons that there will be no
music at the supper hour as very poor business. Your show should be
kept up to standard at all hours and the overhead charges should not
be charged to that hour. Music should be your big feature, and a good
pianist can handle the show nicely during the off hours without letting
down in your standard of efficiency. By no means allow your people
to consider that vou are classing your theater as a cheap house.

* * *

lobby?
Q. What

is your opinion of an electric piano as a ballyhoo in the

A. You are not running a circus and there seems to be no need ot
in business.
a clap-trap caliope to notify the townspeople that you areadvantage
by
The monev that vou would spend could be put to greater
using it in a dignified form of advertising. The picture industry is
* * methods of exploitation.
too well founded to require such *bizarre

in your Leader's Service
Q. Sometime ago there appeared a question
quite a number of jazz orBureau regarding jazz music. I've heard
chestras and the music sounds much like scrambled hash. Are the
orchestrations written as the music sounds, or do the players fake in
most of the wind notes?
players that have little expeA Jazz music is generally played by
rience in the better class of music, and they are inclined to lake a
and
go-as-you-please
means
really
Jazz
of it.
portion
considerab
make
all lethe noise you can.
* • *

Q. Where can I get a good flute and piccolo player?
local m
A If it be a union plaver that you want apply to the union
.
is required we can furnish you with
em
player
th
If a non-union
town.
your
t f t
te directly with
a list of names and addresses and you can communica

as and do they
Q Have the pictures at the cantonments orchestr the «■*.
with
supply outside musicians or only those connectedthe ranks of the army
from
A. The orchestras are made upcians. ( entirely
t ,
playing with these musior navy. No outsider has any opportunity of

tiey
you think
slides?
illustra
n,,,
ontedin song
do you
willQ. ever
back think
as anofattracti
moving
P>ctureDo <heaUr:.n
he
What come

sure of your singer.
* * *
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without paying roy
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Brothers,
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library :

Athalla

Adagio
Lamentoso
Down
V gmont South

Freischutz
Filth
Vv.uni.
11 t num.
King Mydas
Lenore
•
l.a Poraa del Destino..'
Prelude
du Deluge
Rondo Cappriccioso
Pathetique Symphony
Pique
Dame
Rny
Bias
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Chicago Organizes Branch of Affiliated
Twenty-nine

A

Exhibitors Subscribe for Stock on Co-operative
Plan of Distributors'
Corporation.

MEETING of Chicago exhibitors, members of the M.
P. E, L of A. and of the M. P. T. ( ). Association, was

called Friday, May 10. at Fraternity Hall. 19 W. Adams
street, to hoar a discussion of the co-operative booking
plan of the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation. The hour
fixed was 1 o'clock p. in., anil over forty exhibitors were present, an unusual attendance seeing that the call for the meeting was sent out from Minneapolis, by long distance plume,
Thursday evening, May ().
Henry A. Brink, of Grand Rapids, Mich., and C. C. Pettijohn, the president and the general counsel, respectively, of
the Affiliated organization, were present to explain the new
booking plan thoroughly. Mr. Pettijohn was the principal
speaker, and in a direct, simple, conversational way he outlined the operation of his organization. He was open for
questions from all angles and succeeded in satisfying every
cpaestioner in a between-you-and-me
fashion.
President Brink, now and then, would supplement Mr.
Pettijohn's explanation by a few remarks which ma'de it
still plainer, and his strict business attitude evidently favorably impressed all interested.
The discussion lasted several hours, and at its close exactly twenty-nine out of the forty exhibitors present signed
up and became stockholders of the Chicago Exhibitors' Booking Corporation. A period of 125 days has been offered by
the parent organization for the state of Illinois, but the
local concern will ask for 200 days (which will mean a total
subscription of $8,000) and also a change in the territory
covered by Chicago, so as to exclude Southern Illinois and
to substitute therefore Northwestern Indiana, Southern
Wisconsin and Eastern Iowa. It is believed by those interested that the changes mentioned will be arranged by the
parent company.
Byron Park, secretary of the Salt Lake City booking organization, was present at the Chicago meeting, having arrived from Pittsburgh, where he addressed a convention of
Pennsylvania and West Virginia exhibitors on the plan of
the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation. He returned to his
home city Friday night.
Following is a list of Chicago exhibitors who signed up
with the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation, after the Fridav meeting:
Louis H. Frank. Halsted theater; J. Cooper, Twentieth
Century; E. Thomas Beatty, the Linden; Charles Abrams,
Americus; Nathan Wolf, the Vision; Philip Banovita, the
Harmony; M. A. Choynski, the Newberry; H. J. Corbett,
Harper ; L. Siegel, president Vernon Theater Company, Vernon theater; William Rohe, Liberty; Joseph Hopp, Ideal;
Andrew Karzas. Woodlawn ; W. D. Burford, secretary Aurora Theater Company, with five theaters; James J. Chrissis,
Queen; Henry Lutz, New Illinois; H. A. Gundling, Bryn
Mawr and Regent; H. Treulich, (Criterion; Max Hyman,
Avon; Harrv Lindner, Janet; H. Kahn, Argmore ; Clyde R.
Bates, Jefferson; Charles and A. Nuccio, Winchester; A.
Ostrovskv, White Palace; M. S. Wells, Vista; Sam and Max
Gold, the Gold; H. Von Meeteren, Rainbow; John Bobeng,
Crown; J. J. Rubens, Fox Theater Company, the Armitage,
and A. Zilligen, Rosewood and Drake theaters.
W. J. Clark, secretary and treasurer of the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation, came on from Grand Rapids, Wednesdav, May 15, to attend another meeting of the stockholders and other exhibitors in Fraternity Hall, at 1 o'clock
p. m.
At this meeting about forty were present, and William
Gundling as secreE.
tarv.Heaney acted as chairman and H. A.
A board of directors was elected, which includes Messrs.
Heanev. Hopkinson. Burford, Gold. Cooper, Frank, Bates,
Choynski, Hyman, Ostrovsky and Gundling. Each of these
directors was elected from the floor, fifteen being nominated and four withdrawing.
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ing.
A constitution and by-laws were also adopted at this me< I
then taken
until 1 o'clock
Wednesday,
22. A Inrecess
the was
meantime,
the directors
will meet
and elect May
officers.
Major Funkhouser
Still on Top.
It would appear from proceedings which took place before the judiciary committee of the city council on Tuesday,
May 14, that Alderman Maypole's ordinance restricting the
Powers of Major Funkhouser in the censorship of moving
pictures has a poor chance to get by.
On the date mentioned Assistant Corporation Counsel
Frank I). Avers .showed the members of this committee
that the powers of censorship taken from Major Funkhouser by the proposed Maypole ordinance would be vested
in the courts.
Alderman Maypole was in Washington at the time on
official business, so it is expected the matter will be taken
up fully when he returns.
Before Mr. Ayers' statement was made to the members of
the judiciary committee the Rev. Father F. J. Dinneen, S. J.,
representing Archbishop Mundelein and all the Catholic
societies in Chicago; Anthony Matre, Knight of St. Gregory
and national secretary of the Catholic Federation of the
United States, and the Rev. John Donald Laughlan, an
Episcopal clergyman and the official of an Episcopal society,
had made a strong protest to the judiciary committee against
any change in the present censorship ordinance.
"We have made a study of the censorship matter for the
last five years," said the Rev. Mr. Dinneen, "and under the
present system of censorship Chicago has the cleanest set
of motion pictures of any city in the country. The present
ordinance has worked out admirably. I speak officially for
theMr.Catholic
on this
matter." adopted at a meeting of
Matre people
next read
resolutions
twenty Catholic organizations, which praised Major Funkhouser and asked that the censorship matter be left untouched.
"Over the Top" at Auditorium for Two Weeks.
Vitagraph has secured the Auditorium for two weeks,
starting Sunday, May 26, for the presentation of "Over the
Top." Manager T. W. Chatburn, of the Chicago office,
states that the film will be presented in fine style, with special orchestral music, and it is hoped that Sergeant Arthur
Guy Empey. who is featured in the film, which is based on
his book of the same name, will be present for the first
day's
showings.
will be given daily, at
admissions
of 25, Two
50 andpresentations
75 cents.
A. N. Braun Enlists in Navy.
A. N. Braun, middle western managers for the Automatic
Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company, will leave this
city about Wednesday, May 22, for his home in New York
City, to enlist in the navy. His leaving necessitates the
closing of the Chicago office of that company. We wish
Mr. Braun the greatest good luck and a chance to get in
action.
Brisk Bookings for "The Unbeliever" Here.
M. E. Smith, district manager for the George Kleine System, announces that the Chicago bookings of "The Unbeliever" on Saturday, May 4, amounted to 90 days, on May
15 to 160 days, and 85 days on the latter date for surrounding
territory in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin. The release
date is May 20. and twelve working prints will be in use
after that date in this territory. Every first class, tirst run
theater in Chicago, Mr. Smith says, has booked the film and
houses which customarily change their programs daily have
booked
the picture for two and three days.
Flaherty Buys State Rights of Feature.
F. J. Flaherty has purchased the rights of the six-reel
film, "Nine-Tenths of the Law" (Atlantic Distributing Corporation), for the territory of Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Minnesota and North and South Dakota, and he will release
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company he is Chicago manager.
"The

Revelation"

Shows

Pictures,
to

Fine
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for
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"The Revelation" (Metro), featuring Nazimova,
showing to fine business at the Playhouse, where
May 12 for a week's run. It was followed by
lion Dollar Dollies" (Metro), which features the
ters Sunday night, May 19.

has been
it opened
"The MilDolly sis-

"The Blue Bird" Popular in Chicago.

"The Blue Bird," which opened at Orchestra Hall for
one
week's
only, has
been continued
forseems
a second
weekit
because
of run
numerous
requests.
Indeed, it
to me,
would have been good for at least four weeks. It will make
way for "Pershing's Crusaders," a government official picture,
which will Paramount
open a two andweeks'
run pictures
on Monday,
20.
Thereafter,
Artcraft
will beMay
shown
exclusively at Orchestra Hall throughout the summer.
A. F. of M. Hold Convention in Chicago.
The American Federation of Musicians opened their annual convention at. the Hotel Morrison, Monday, May 13.
Two hundred and fifty women members of the Chicago
branch acted as hostesses to the women delegates and
guests
the convention.
woman's
committee
of the
Chicago ofbranch
was headed The
by Miss
Katherine
C. Melcher,
well known by moving picture theater musicians throughout the country for the valuable aid offered in selecting nontaxable music.
"Tarzan
of the Apes" at Colonial.
"Tarzan
of the Apes," released through
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, opened a two weeks' run at the
Colonial theater, Monday, May 13. It has been showing to
excellent business at 25 and 50 cents, from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m.
Goldwyn's President Goes to Los Angeles.
Samuel H. Goldfish, president of Goldwyn Pictures, Inc.,
stopped over for a few hours in the city Friday, May 10, on
his way from New York to Los Angeles, where he will inspect the building operations now in progress at the new
Goldwyn studio, which he expects to be ready some time in
October. He announced that he had just renewed contracts
with Mabel Normand and Madge Kennedy, and that Geraldine Farrar will begin a feature under his management
in June, while Pauline Frederick will join his forces about
the first of September. Geraldine Farrar spent several days
in the city last week with her husband, Lou Tellegen, who
closed his engagement with "Blind Youth" at the Powers
theater, Saturday, May 11, after which they left for Los
Angeles.
C. C. Pyle Resigns Position With Commonwealth.
Charles C. Pyle resigned as treasurer of the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, this city, Saturday, May 4.
Mr. Pyle has been with the company since March, 1917, and
is leaving because his entire time and services are required
by the Bartola Musical Instrument Company, of which he
is general sales manager.

Cohen Optimistic on Co-operative Idea

of Exhibitors' Booking Syndicate Claims Plan Is
a Big Success.
co-operation between the manufacof
day
the
THAT
turer and the exhibitor is at hand is the firm conviction of Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Exhibitors'
Booking Syndicate. In an interview Mr. Cohen, who also is
nt
of the New York State League, said:
preside
"Co-operation between the manufacturer and the exhibitor is proving a bigger success than any of us— optimistic as we were— had dreamed of. We launched this plan
after reviewing Harry Rapf's two productions. Florence
Reed in 'The Struggle Everlasting,' and Captain Robert
Warwick and Elaine Hammerstein in 'The Accidental
Honeymoon.' We arranged the co-operative booking plan
with exhibitors in New York and our initial efforts are now
a matter of history.
"The results already attained show that we entered upon
the plan at the psychological moment, that manufacturers
and exhibitors were in a receptive mood for it, and that its
future is one that can be forecast in no limited way.
"Working with those two pictures as our -nucleus, we
guaranteed
Mr. we
Rapfhave
225 played
days' booking
already
in three weeks
175 days onon each,
each and
production.
We have on our books over 200 additional days and we have
not yet reached one-hall of the exhibitors in New York.
"Several new pictures have been offered us. but we are
considering only the best. We are also negotiating with
Mr. Rapf to produce another picture for us."
President
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Will

Provide

Eight

Productions
a Year
Parts in Length.

of

Five

or

Six

EIGHT Sessue Hayakawa special productions, produced
by Haworth Pictures Corporation, will be distributed
through the exchanges of the Mutual Film Corporation. The first of these pictures, now under the working
title of'His American Birthright," has been completed and
will shortly be ready for screening at the Mutual exchanges
projection rooms.
The first picture will be released July 15, and will be
available for prerelease to the leading exhibitors throughout the United States by special arrangement. These special
arrangements will be handled through the representatives
of Haworth or by application to Mutual. The eight productions will be released at intervals through a period of fortyeight weeks. They will be presented in five or six parts.
The negotiations for the distribution of the pictures have
been conducted by Charles Greenberg, secretary of Haworth
Pictures Corporation, and James M. Sheldon, president of
the Mutual Film Corporation.
"We have set out to make Hayakawa pictures with a
greater attention to vehicles and the refinements of production than he has ever had before," said Mr. Greenberg.
"He has been thoroughly established with an earned reputation. For a long time it has been true that his name on
the billing means a big house and a long run.
"We have
therefore
laybox
out office
a line value
of production for proceeded
him that will
enable tohis
to
demonstrate itself and exploit itself unhampered by any
parallel releases or releasing conditions.
"The cast in the first picture is certainly ample evidence
of our sincerity of purpose in giving Hayakawa the ample
support that will enable his best work. The cast includes
Marin Sais and Tsuri Aoki — Mrs. Hayakawa — Mary Anderson and a number of others who have played 'on their
own' in productions of feature merit. The direction is by
William Worthington."

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Motion
Week ofPicture
May 19Houses.
at New York's Principal
THE STRAND.— Pauline Frederick in Tolstoy's "Resurrection" was the leading attraction at the Strand the week
of May 19. As Katusha, the Russian peasant girl, the star
does some of the best work of her career. The fourth of
the Outing-Chester travel pictures. Smiling Billy Parsons
in "Matching Billy," another chapter of Raymond L. Ditmar's "Living Book of Nature," and the Strand Topical Review were the other screen features. The solos were contributed by Grace Hoffman and Arthur Aldridge.
THE RIVOLL— "Old Wives for New." from the novel by
David Graham Phillips, was the picture featured at the
Rivoli. Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts and Tully Marshall head the cast. Cecil De Mille was the director. A Fox
comedy, "Wild Women and Tame Lions," and the Animated
Pictorial were also shown. A dance number and a solo by
Winfred Marshall were on the program.
THE picture,
RIALTO. was
— Norma
Talmadge
"De Rialto.
Luxe Annie.*'
Select
the film
star atin the
Eugene a
O'Brien, Frank Mills, Edward Davis and Edna Hunter are
in the cast. The Katzenjammer Kids in "Up in the Air,"
and the Rialto Animated Magazine were also shown. Greek
Evans was the soloist.
EIGHTY-FIRST STREET THEATER.— Douglas Fairbanks in "Mr. Fix-It," for the entire week.
KNICKERBOCKER.— Tenth week of "My Four Years in
FORTY-FOURTH STREET.— Seventh week of "Hearts
Germany."
of LYRIC.
the World."
— "Pershing's Crusaders."
BROADWAY.— "A" Soul for Sale."
SUNSHINE JOINS NATIONAL ARMY.
Harry Sunshine, well known among exhibitors in the
metropolitan district through his activities as head of the
poster and advertising accessory department of the First
National Exchange. New York, recently resigned his position to become a member of the National Army. Sunshine
was given a farewell dinner by Sales Manager Cary Wilson
and his associates prior to his departure. He was presented
with a handsome wrist watch and other tokens of esteem.
He is now at Camp McClellan, Anniston, Alabama, as a member of the 1st Company. Recruit Detachment, 5Sth Brigade.
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7tf% Outlines Circuit Plans
Says First National Is Considering Project of Booking Musicians for Tour of Members' Theaters.

ONE of the announcements made by T. L. Tally, vice
president of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
since his return to Los Angeles is to the effect that
Frederick L. Collins, general manager of the McClure publishing interests, has offered to back any star whom the
circuit may engage, both by financing the productions and
by launching publicity campaigns through the McClure publications.
Anotherto disclosure
Mr. Tally's
that the musical
Circuit expects
shortly
book wellof known,
even is famous,
artists
over its circuit. Negotiations looking to this end are under
way with half a dozen musicians, including singers, organists and violinists, and with negotiations between the Circuit and the two noted organists, Clarence Eddy and Edwin
Lemaire, already begun. This plan is feasible, say the
directors of the Circuit.
Regarding the engagement of picture stars by the Circuit, Mr. Tally declares the organization, according to recent agreement of its members, is in the market for the best
pictures, irrespective of stars, but states that it is likely
that one star in addition to Charles Chaplin will be engaged during the coming year.
Industry to Get Together on War Work.
A movement has been started by persons prominent in the
motion picture industry to amalgamate all branches of the
moving picture war relief under one heading. To that end
the Motion Picture War Relief Committee has been formed,
with Lois Weber as chairman, assisted by Committeemen
Walter Edwards, Reginald Barker, James Young, S. E. V.
Taylor, Frank Beal, Robert Vignola and Joseph De Grasse.
It is the intention of this committee that all war work of
whatever nature, be it buying Liberty Bonds or collecting
tinfoil, shall be done through one organization. In that
way the concentration of all the national needs of our country by a united motion picture industry will be more productive, with all consolidated in one body instead of striving to aid through individual channels.
Clifford Company Announces
Plans.
W. H. Clifford, the scenario expert, announces that he has
formed his own company, which in the future will be known
as the W. H. Clifford Photoplay Company. The incorporation was recently made under this name and the officers of
the organization consist of Frederick Post of Chicago, president ;W. H. Clifford, vice president and general manager,
and John McGonigle. secretary and treasurer.
The new organization will continue the production of
Shorty Hamilton five-reel comedies, which Mr. Clifford has
been doing of late. The first three of this series are now
on the market under the titles of "Denny from Ireland,"
"The Snail" and "The Ranger." At the present time the
company is working under the direction of Lyn Darling in
another five-reel comedy for release on the state right market, entitled "The Pen Vulture."
Sol Lesser, of the All Star Features Distributors, has contracted for the entire series of the twelve Shorty Hamilton
comedies.
In addition to this output the company will specialize in
the creation of dramatic spectacles, which will be directed
by Mr. Clifford in person.
At the present time the first of these multiple reel features
is L.
being
produced has
underbeen
the appointed
title of "The
BlackClifford
Boomerang."
G. Meyberg
by Mr.
as the
company's traveling sales representative.
Triangle Players Work
Hard for Loan.
Triangle went "over the top" for the Third Liberty Bond
Loan. The film players and other employes at the Culver
City studio set $50,000 as their minimum mark and they went
$3,000 over it.
To stimulate interest in the campaign to which only those

employed by the Triangle Film Corporation were eligible,
General Manager II. < >. Davis had a huge Liberty Loan
bulletin board erected near the studio entrance. Beside the
name of each subscriber was placed an honor mark in red.
As each department scored 100 per cent, in subscriptions it
gained the additional honor of being designated by a small
American
tlag.
There was keen rivalry among the departments and the
illness of several employes alone prevented these units from

Triangle

Studio

Liberty

Loan

Workers.

From Left to Right : Mary Warren, Maude Wayne, Peggy Pearce, J.
B. Woodside,
Olive Thomas,
Roy
Stewart,
Lucille
Desmond,
J.
Barney Sherry, Ann Kroman, Darrell Foss, and Bill Patton.

gaining the honor flags and giving Triangle the coveted 100
per cent. mark.
The accompanying picture was taken in the final hours of
the campaign, and those lined up in front of the bulletin
board were among the hardest workers for the success of
the loan. From left to right they are :
Mary Warren, Maud Wayne, Peggy Pearce, J. B. Woodside, Olive Thomas, Roy Stewart, Lucille Desmond, J. Barney Sherry, Ann Kroman, Darrell Foss and Bill Patton.
Arthur Horsley Acquitted
in Court.
Upon motion of the district attorney's office, Superior
Judge Willis has dismissed the case against Arthur Horsley,
the head of a local motion picture laboratory, charged with
having received a quantity of film stolen from a local picture
studio. It was stated an investigation had shown there was
no evidence that Horsley had knowledge the film was stolen.
Alfred Davies, formerly property man for a picture company, recently pleaded guilty to a charge of having stolen
several thousand feet of film. His application for probation
was under consideration.
William

California

Wing

Writing

Polo

Serial.

William E. Wing, the psychological writer, is doping out a
circus serial of eighteen episodes for the Universal star,
Eddie Polo.
Mr. Wing's latest story, "Social Ambition." with Rhea
Mitchell and Howard Hickman, is soon to be released by
Goldwyn.
Florence Reed to Make

Picture for Rolfe.

Florence Reed, the star of "Today," who is now in Los Angeles, announces that she is to make one picture under B. A.
Rolfe's management,
clusion of its making. with an optional contract at the conThe Rolfe company will move its studio staff to Philadelphia in September, where Miss Reed will be playing in
"Chu Chin Chow" and will make the film during the day.
It is reported that Carl Anderson, recently president of
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the Paralta, will be associated with Mr. Rolfe, but so far
this rumor has not been verified.
Palmer to Write for Lyons and Moran.
Frederick Palmer, who wrote nearly fifty comedies for
Lyons and Moran under the Nestor brand, has been engaged
to take charge of the Star Comedies scenario department.
Mr. Palmer is one of the best known writers in the motion
picture colony, having been a feature writer for SennettKeystone, Triangle, Fox and Universal, as well as being a
prolific free-lance in newspaper and magazine work..
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
Lack Lannon, of Greater Features Company of Seattle,
Washington, has renewed his contract for Christie Comedies and reports a greatly increased business for Oregon,
Washington and Idaho.
* * *
S. F. Blachley, formerly representative of the All Star
Features Distributors, has left that concern to go out on the
road as special representative for Paralta Plays.

* # #

There are now a total of forty-nine stars in the service flag
•floating over the Triangle Culver City studios. More than
10 per cent, of the company's employes have left to serve
and fully a score more are planning to go within the next
month.

* * *

A. S. Dowd, general sales representative of the Universal
and Jewel Productions, has arrived on the Pacific coast.

* * *

Irving Lesser, manager of the Los Angeles branch of the
All Star Features Distributors, has been called to San Francisco, due to the departure for New York of Sol L. Lesser.

* * #

PICTURE
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stock room. So many things are required around a motion
picture studio that the stock room has contained practicallv
everything found in the average small sized department
store. The stock department will occupy three floors, as well
as containing a huge vault on each floor for the storage of
the more valuable supplies.
A special automatic sprinkler system will be installed as an
additional safeguard. To prevent the loss and damage to
draperies, special fire and moth-proof cases will be built in
the drapery department. In addition to an automatic passenger elevator in the building, a huge freight elevator
will be installed to move the heavy articles from floor to
floor.
On the hitherto unoccupied square of ground at the southwest corner of Selma and Argyle streets a 50-feet extension
to the laboratory will be built, three stories in height and
forty feet in depth.
The exterior of the new building will be built on the
same dignified and artistic plan as is the exterior of the concrete laboratory.

Jack Barrymore Again with Paramount
After a Successful Return Whirl on the Stage Actor Comes
Back
to First Screen
Love.

JESSE L. LASKY, vice president of the Famous-Lasky
Corporation in charge of productions, announced a
notable addition to the list of stars appearing in Paramount Pictures in John Barrymore, whose dramatic work
on the stage and screen has placed him in the foremost
rank of leading actors. Mr. Barrymore has signed for a
series of pictures, work on the first of which shortly will
be commenced in one of the eastern studios of the company.
This engagement

Co-directors Wilfred Lucas and Bess Meredyth have taken
the company making the sequel to "Tarzan of the Apes" to
the Modjeska ranch near San Diego. With Mr. and Mrs.
Lucas went Cleo Madison, Enid Markey, Elmo Lincoln,
Monte Blue, Colin Kenny and a supporting cast of fourteen
others.
H4

^

return Mr.
to the
screen as
marks
Barrymore's
a Paramount star.
Several years ago he
made his motion picture debut under this
banner,itialamong
infilm hits his
being
"The Man from Mexico" and "Are You a
Mason?" His work
before the camera immediately proved his
adaptability to motion
picture acting and he
rapidly became popular
among followers of the

*fc

Recent additions to the Universal roster include Bernard
McConville, well known screen author, and Helen Jerome
Eddy, who was for a long time George Beban's leading
woman with the Lasky-Paramount company.
Manager Edward O'Neill of Clune's Broadway Theater
will for the present see personally to getting the pictures
of his stars into the papers, B. C. Kiesling, former publicity
director, having enlisted for service in the army. Mr. Kiesling will become
member ofGa.the Ordnance Officers' School
at Camp
Hancock,a Augusta,

* * *

photoplay.umphant
After
season ina trithe
silent drama for Famous Players, Mr.
Barrymore returned to
the stage to take up
way.
engagements
whichother
resulted in several

V. Hamilton,
"Ham"
to picture
fans,
hasLloyd
returned
to work theat well-known
the Sunshine
studios
after being
interned in his home with the measles.

* * *

Howard Gaye, who directed the Mena Company's ninereel feature "Restitution," is busy at the Mena plant with
Studio Manager G. S. Driscoll putting into readiness a second feature picture.

Plans Ready for New Lasky Building
Details

NO

of the Concrete Structure to Be Erected on the Site
of the Recent
Hollywood
Blaze.

sooner had the smoke from the smoldering ruins of
the burned section of the Lasky plant at Hollywood
blown away, than a crew of laborers were put to work
to clear away the wreckage to make room for the new
buildings. An area of 40 by 200 feet was destroyed. A few
more of the temporary buildings adjoining will be torn
down and in their place will rise a three-story, concrete, allfireproof edifice.
This new building will house the complete force and head
of the purchasing department, and will contain an especially
equipped room for the still photographers and a complete
fireproof storeroom for the upholstery, wall paper, drapery
and embroidery departments; a tinting room for the special
color process, an invention of C. B, deMille and Alvin
WyckotT, director of photography, and a complete dark stage
for reproducing night effects. This stage will have a temporary floor which can be removed — seats placed in and a
stage erected, with a greater seating capacity than the present room used for that purpose.
One of the unique features of the new building will be the

John

Barrymore.

big successes on Broad-

itial picture will be an adaptation by Charles
E. Whittaker
Mr. Barrymore's
infrom Willie Collier's play, "On the Quiet." The story deals
with Robert Ridgway, who is in love with Agnes Colt, an
heiress whose guardian is her brother and who desires his
sister to wed a nobleman and frowns upon her attachment
for the Yale student. By the terms of the will the girl must
marry a man approved by her guardian or lose sixteen million dollars. Amusing complications result in which the
brother is cleverly trapped into giving his consent to the
marriage. To direct this picture Chester Withey has been
engaged.
STOREY

TO

MAKE

JUVENILE

PICTURES.

A. D. V. Storey, who has handled the Baden-Powell Boy
Scout serial, "Roy Scouts to the Rescue," booked under the
auspices of the Boy Scouts of America, by the Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, is leaving the latter company to produce and market a number of juvenile pictures,
a new Roy Scout serial short production and "Boy's Life
Screen Review." a combination news weekly and screen
magazine, named after "Boy's Life," the official magazine of
the Boy Scouts of America. "Girl's Life Screen Review" has
also been copyrighted and will be released in conjunction
with the "Boy's Life Screen Review."
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Universal Takes Over Branch Offices
Company'*

Entire Product Will Be Distributed
Under the
Hand of One Central Management.
OXK of the mosl complete changes ever attempted in the
moving picture industry is being completed by Uni
versa! Company in its distributing organization for
the purpose of promoting economy and efficiencj in that
branch ol the service for the betterment of the corporation
and to the advantage of exhibitors.
The change in the Universal Distributing organization
went into effect on May 20, when the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., took over the business of all of the branch exchanges distributing Universal products in the United States
with the exception of a few exchanges not controlled by
the producing compain .
After the change goes into effect not only will Universal
attractions ho handled by Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,
but these exchanges also will handle the output of Jewel
Productions, Lois Weber Productions, Bluebird Photoplays,
Century Comedies, ami Lyons ami Moran Comedies.
It is in combining the numerous interests that the economy in distribution will he practiced. For a long time Bluebird controlled its exchanges and Jewel also had exchanges
entailing a large overhead expense in rents, salary of office force, deliveries and incidentals too numerous to designate.
With the combining of the exchanges this excessive expense will cease. Eventually the saving will be felt by the
exhibitors who will he given the benefit of the economies
Caused by the new system.
On May 20 Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., which is a
New York corporation, took over the business of Universal
exchanges in the following cities: Pittsburgh, Detroit. Kansas City, St. Louis, Oklahoma City, Fort Smith, Wichita,
Chicago. Milwaukee, Denver, Salt Lake City, Butte, Portland, Seattle, Spokane, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Phoenix,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Sioux Falls, Des Moines, Cincinnati,
Columbus, Louisville. Indianapolis, Evansville, Albany,
Buffalo and Cleveland.
I H. MacGowan, assistant general manager of Universal,
on Saturday. May 18, accompanied by six assistants, left New
York for a trip around the entire circuit for the purpose
of effecting the taking over of the exchanges by the new
corporation. Before leaving, he said that the change would
automaticalh' be effective as of May 20 and within a few
weeks from that date he expected everything would be
working smoothly in every one of the exchanges.
Notwithstanding the amount of detail work necessary to
bring about the change the preliminaries have been so carefully arranged that no confusion is anticipated.
The change in the method of distribution does not mean
that changes will follow in the Universal sales organization.
All of the branch managers will retain their positions, but
hereafter will be given assistance by the home office that
will lead to greater possibilities for themselves and for the
exhibitors served by them.

Affiliated Increases Capitalization
New

Corporation
Raises
Investment
from
$100,000 to $250,000.
ALTHOUGH scarcely a month old the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation last week increased its capitalization from $100,000 to $250,000. This addition to the
original investment was deemed desirable, according to
Charles. C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Affiliated, to
take care of the response with which the co-operative plan
back of the Affiliated has been received by exhibitors.
"We want to be in a position to meet every demand that
will make for the furtherance of the 'direct from producer
to
idea," said
"While
we thought
our exhibitor'
original capital
was Mr.
morePettijohn.
than ample
to take
care of
the development of this idea, three weeks of operation has
shown us that this movement is going to grow much faster
than our most sanguine expectations and that additional
capital is desirable to take care of this expansion.
"The founders of the Affiliated are determined that the
desire on the part of exhibitors in sections not yet organized into booking associations for participation in the
benefits of this organization shall be instantly heeded
"It takes money to send organizers into these sections
and get these local bodies under way, and this added capital
is to be devoted in part to seeing that such bodies are
properly placed on their feet. Since the Affiliated is absolutely paying its own way, without calling on exhibitors
for a penny for promotion expenses, this recent action of
increasing the capitalization in so short a time shows how
much confidence we have in the soundness of our plan.
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"Those responsible
for the organization that
have theybeei have
l>\ the \\ .1 \ it has been received
expressed a willingness to put unlimited funds into the
project, 11 necessary, to make its advantages operative
encouraged

immediately
Oil the
a nation-wide
scale."
Meetings for
purpose oi perfecting
arrani
for
the association
of exhibitors
hooking
organizations
with
the Affiliated were held last week at Chicago and Indianapolis The Chicago gathering, in Fraternity Hall, resulted
in more than one half the trust fund necessary to complete
such an affiliation being paid in at the meeting.
Other
territories
well
on
their
way
toward
the
con
summation
of their trust funds are Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Detroit. Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Philadelphia and New
York,
Meetings
this week
are
scheduled
for St. Louis,
Kansas City and Cedar Rapids.

Merl La Voy to Visit Battlefronts
MERL

LA VOY, war camera correspondent, is leaving
shortly for his third tour of the European
hattlefronts, on an engagement
with Lurton
Holmes, the
lecturer.
Mr. La Voy will travel in company
with
Mr.
Holmes in their excursions along the battlelines,
La Voy's .
camera work is well known in the motion picture industry
in connection with the
film entitled "Heroic
France," released
through the Mutual
Film Corporation.
Al ore recently, returning from his second journey to the
front, Mr. La Voy completed portrayal
"Heroic Serbia,"
a picture
of
the personalities and
activities of the Serbian front. The Serbian pictures were
made under the auspices of Howard Logan
of Chicago, who has
presented
the American Red Cross
with
the film.
In his work for the
screen Mr. La Voy has
Merl La Voy.
visited the French,
English and Serbian
fronts, spending nearly two years in France and England
and a year in Serbia. He has posed many of the great men
of the war including Asquith, Bona Law, Clemenceau, Castelneau, Briand and many others. His exploits in affairs
photographic have ranged from a climb of Mount McKinley
in Alaska to looping the loop in an allied war plane over
Mount Olympus in Greece.
An infantryman's heavy marching outfit weighs 70 pounds.
La Voy's consists of about 150 pounds of camera and equipment.

Distributing

HAYAKAWA ADDRESSES
IMPERIAL'S
PATRONS.
While Sessue Hayakawa was in San Francisco with his
company making a number of exterior scenes for the first
of his new feature productions he visited the Imperial
theater, with the patrons of which his picture always have
been extremely popular.
Some one in the audience discovered the Japanese actor
while one of Uncle Sam's Four-Minute Men was making
a speech in behalf of the Liberty Bonds and informed John
Partington, manager of the playhouse, asking him to urge
Hayakawa to take the stage and deliver an address. Hayakawa, when approached by Partington, agreed and made
a strong appeal for the bonds. He had spoken a number
of times in Los Angeles and neighboring cities to large
crowds while the drive was on and on each occasion had
made a distinct impression with the earnestness of his
remarks.
BROWNING
TO MAKE
BLUEBIRDS.
Tod Browning has been added to the Bluebird directorial
forces. The first production in which his efforts will show
on the screen will be Ella Hall's latest photodrama, made
under the title of "Nobody's Bride," in which the Bluebird
star is supported by a cast headed by Eddie Ring Sutherland and Priscilla Dean.
Browning comes to Bluebird direct from Metro. His last
picture with that organization was Edith Storey's "Legion
of Death."
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Universal Hails a Chaplin in Petticoats

Paramount Managers Holding Conference
District

WORLD

the

WALTER E. GREENE, managing director, and Al Lichtman, general manager of the distribution department
of the Famous-Players-Lasky Corporation, have
called a meeting of district managers of that concern
throughout the country. The managers convened at the
New York City headquarters at 485 Fifth avenue Tuesday,
May 21. Several highly important matters concerning the
distribution activities of Paramount and Artcraft Pictures
are to be discussed. Labor Day will mark the commencement of a new year for the Famous Players-Lasky Distributing organization, and plans which will be set in motion at
that time will be carefully worked out at the convention in
New York this coming week.
It is definitely understood that the stars series booking
system, inaugurated last August, will not only be continued
the coming year, but owing to its great success will be enlarged. Service to the exhibitors will be the keynote of the
meeting and various novel ideas making for increased exploitation facilities for theater owners will be passed upon.
The big advertising campaign now being waged will also
be taken up with a view of further enhancing its effectiveness in drawing people to the exhibitor of Paramount and
Artcraft Pictures.
Among the film men who are in New York taking part in
the conference are Harry Asher, in charge of the Boston,
Portland and New Haven branches ; A. G. Whyte, of the
New York offices; W. E. Smith, of Philadelphia and Washington; James Steele, of Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit and
Cleveland; Max Goldstine, of Chicago, Minneapolis and Milwaukee; A. D. Flintom, of Kansas City, St. Louis, Des
Moines and Omaha; C. E. Tandy, of Atlanta, New Orleans
and Dallas; Louis Marcus, of Salt Lake, Denver and Butte,
and Herman Wobber, of San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle
and Portland, Ore., as well as J. W. Allen and H. H. Buxbaum.
The convention will continue until Saturday. Adolph
Zukor, president of the organization, will address the managers, as will Whitman Bennett, who, in the absence of Jesse
L. Lasky, will talk on the production activities of the company and its affiliated bodies. With the termination of the
conference plans will have been formulated involving the
booking of Paramount and Artcraft Pictures in ten thousand
theaters throughout the country, it is announced.

Aoki in Hagakawa Picture
TSURU AOKI has one of the important roles in Sessue
Hayakawa's
initial picture, upon the production
of
which he is at present engaged with his own independent company. This dainty daughter
of Japan, although
bearing the screen name of Tsuru Aoki, is the wife of the
Japanese star and is no stranger to the camera, having appeared in a large number of photodramas
during the past four
years and frequently in
Striking roles in the
pictures in which her
husband
has
been
starred.
Tsuru Aoki, although
raised in this country
from early childhood
by relative s w h o
brought
to Southern her
California
from
Japan, retains all the
alluring characteristics
of the little brown
maids of the "land of
the
rising sun"
and her
cli a nning
personality.
reflected on the screen,
together with her natural portrayal of the
Tsuru Aoki.
roles in which she has
been cast, have made
for hex hosts of admirers throughout the land. William
Worthington, who is directing the Hayakawa Production,
says her
MissnewAoki's
part fits her splendidly and is certain to
win
laurels.

Recalling

the Corresponding
Garb
That
Helped
to
Charlie
Famous
We'll Have to Be Shown.

Make

A Charlie Chaplin in petticoats has been found. So says
Universal. The comedienne is busy right now making comedies at Universal City. These are to be released in one and
two reels, but none will be presented to the public until
several have been finished in order that President Laemmle
may be assured that all are equally good and will prove to
be box office attractions.
Several monti s ago Mr. Laemmle started on a still hunt
for a woman who would have an equal drawing power with
the male comedian. Numerous women among whom were
several favorites of the legitimate stage were given an opportunity to show their ability. Not one of them measured up to the standard set by Mr. Laemmle, due largely
to the factof that
theypictures.
understood very little regarding the'
technique
motion
When it appeared as if the search was to be in vain a
young woman who has been working in Universal pictures
for several years was discovered by Mr. Laemmle and appears to be in a fair way to become the ideal "Female
Charlie Chaplin." She not only is acquainted with the technique of pictures, but she is naturally funny and versatile.
Universal is hiding her identity for the present, but the
statement is made that if her first five pictures stand up
they will be released after a tremendous advertising campaign.

Hugh Thompson Supports Miss Wehlen

play opposite
of the screen,
stars THOMPSO
famous'
supportedto many
has engaged
who been
N, has
HUGH
Emmy Wehlen in Metro's all-star series picture, 'Tor
Revenue Only," which was written by Katharine Kavanaugh
and adapted for the screen by John Mathis. In joining
Metro Thompson is again playing under the same banner
as Francis X. Bushman, with whom he
made his picture debut in "On the Dawn
Road" at the Essanay
studio in Chicago.
Thompson played heavy
roles in his first few
pictures. For two years
Miss Wehlen's
man playednewin
leading
pictures.
Essanay
Recently Mr. Thompson has been appearing under
Foxplayed
banner, the
having
prominent roles in "The
Queen of the
Sea." with ;
Annette
Kellermann
"The Soul of Buddha."
and "Forbidden
Paths,"
with
Theda Bara,
and
"A
Daughter
France."
with
Virginiaof Pearson.
He supported Edna
Goodrich
for Empire in "Queen
All-Star. X"
Mr. Thompson is a
great grandson of John
Quincy Adams, sixth
President of the United
States. He gained his
Hugh Thompson.
theatrical training during eight years in stock
in the biggest cities in the country. Four of these years were
spent in St. Louis.
Edwin Carewe. who is directing "For Revenue Only." is
much pleased
and part
Miss ofWehlen
declares
that with
he isMr.
justThompson's
the player work,
for the
Frank
Steele, the young attorney.

ANITA LOOS GOES TO LOS ANGELES.
Anita Loos has departed from New York en route to Los
Angeles to confer with Jesse L. Lasky, vice president of
the" Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, regarding the
stories she and John Emerson are to write for Shirley Mason, the newly enrolled star who will make her appearance
under the Paramount banner. Miss Loos carries with her
the completed scenario for the first John Emerson and Anita
Loos Production, work on which will be commenced in June,
and which will be the initial vehicle for Miss Mason.
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Old Trio Retire from Paralta
Katz and De Wolf Buy Out Anderson, Brown and Kane and
Brunton and Hampton Take Over Studios.
HUM
\\ Plays,
K \ ["/.,Inc.,
chairman
of the
Hoard
Directors
Paralta
has been
at the
westof coast
studiosof
m Hollywood t"i some time working on the consummation of the ileal which resulted in the financial heads of
the Paralta organization represented by Mr. Kat2 an. I John
v Wolf buying out the entire holdings of Carl Anderson,
(Nat 1. Brown ami Robert T. Kane in Paralta Plays, Inc., the
Paralta studios, ami the subsidiary companies controlled by
Paralta Plaj s.
At the completion of this purchase a deal was entered into
under the terms of which Robert Brunton, who has been the
chief executive at the coast studios since the inception of
Paralta Plays, ami Jesse Durham Hampton will purchase the
Paralta studios in Hollywood, where they will make pictures for Paralta Plays.
In an interview received from Mr. Katz he states: "Following numerous conferences the issues existing between the
iParalta interests have been satisfactorily adjusted and our
full program of production will be immediately resumed.
During the period of this adjustment, however, curtailment
of the Paralta program has been necessary.
"Paralta
Inc., ago
and by
Paralta
Inc.,andwere
ganizedPlays,
about a year
RobertStudios,
T. Kane
Nat or-I.
Brown, both of whom had had experience with motion picture organizations. Associated with them was Carl Anderson. The financial backing of the organization was represented by John E. De Wolf and myself. Robert Brunton,
recognized as a highly competent executive in motion picture productions, was also a partner and officer, being our
director of productions. Owing to disagreement over matters of policy and internal details of management, the stockholders divided into two factions. On one side was the
financial element represented by Mr. De Wolf and myself,
and on the other side stood Mr. Kane, Mr. Brown and Mr.
Anderson, identified with the inception and promotion of
the companies.
"It was during the settlement of the various issues that
our production program was curtailed. Throughout all of
this time, however, the financial backing of the Paralta
companies was perfectly sound, but until our interests, which
had invested more than one million dollars in Paralta, could
be assured what element was to control, operations under
normal and satisfactory conditions were out of the question.
Further uncertainty is now happily at an end.
All Differences Have Been Adjusted.
"The adjustment
of all differences
has been
effectedand
by Mr.
our
purchase
of the interests
of Mr. Kane,
Mr. Brown
Anderson in the Paralta companies, and these gentlemen are
no longer associated with us or Paralta. Mr. Brunton retains his financial holdings and is now in complete charge
of the production of Paralta pictures. A further agreement
has been effected in the detail and manner of production.
The Katz and De Wolf element will limit their activities to
financing, owning and distributing pictures under the title
of
'Paralta
Plays, the
Inc.,'purchase
while Mr.ofBrunton
and and
Mr. Hampton
have
arranged
the new
extensive
Paralta studio on Melrose avenue, Hollywood. There they
will make pictures for the Paralta Plays, beginning May 9.
The name of this plant will be changed to the Brunton
Studios. An abundance of new capital to carry out our reorganization plans is in hand, so the resumption of the full
Paralta program is now assured without further delay.
"We will company.
maintain the
policy under
of stars,
withbanner
their now
own
producing
Enrolled
the each
Paralta
are Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaum and J. Warren Kerrigan.
While our present program calls for the production of thirty
pictures a year, negotiations are under way with, several
other well-known screen artists to join the ranks of Paralta
stars. Their acquisition will materially increase our annual
production of screen features.
"Another important part of the Paralta policy will be the
reorganization of the Los Angeles and New York offices.
Our efforts are to be concentrated in Los Angeles, while
New York is to serve chiefly as a distributing center. The
latter detail of the Paralta program is being most ably
handled by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

GEORGE

D. BAKER

RECOVERS

FROM

OPERATION.

George D. Baker, manager of productions at Metro's west
coast studios, who was operated on for appendicitis recently.
has improved rapidly at the Good Samaritan Hospital in Los
Angeles. Mr. Baker's physician and the nurses in attention
declare he is a "star patient."
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Sheldon Announces Summer Schedules
New

President

of Mutual Believes in Taking Cognizance of
the Slackening in Warm Weather.
Till
Mutual Film Corporation announces a contract for
the release of a series of five part productions from
the studios of the American Film Company, In.
everj other week, beginning May 2.1. A new whirl oi activity is sweeping through the Mutual and plans are under way
for the release of a series of special productions of the In t
rank. An announcement of these is shortly to he issued
from the offices of James M. Sheldon, president of the Mutual. Mr. Sheldon is dividing his time between the Chicago
and New York offices of the Mutual in his negotiations and
operations.
The Mutual schedule includes :
May 27, Minter, "Social Briars"; June lo, Fisher, "A Square
Deal"; June 24, Russell, "Up Romance Road"; July 8, Minter,
"Ghost of Rosy Taylor"; July 22, Fisher, "Impossible
The preliminary arrangements have been made for the
production also of a series of feature productions starring
Edna
Goodrich. Production will start shortly in New York
Susan."
studios. It is planned to give Miss Goodrich more pretentious productions and bigger vehicles than any of those in
which she has previously appeared.
The Mutual schedule of short length productions of feature
quality, including Billie Rhodes in Strand Comedies and the
Screen Telegram, the Mutual news reel, will be maintained.
In addition a series of one-reel specialty pictures of a
new type and extraordinary quality is shortly to be announced.
"The prospects are exceedingly bright for Mutual," observed President Sheldon. "We have by the contract just
announced a consistent sequence of high-class productions
featuring Mary Miles Minter, William Russell and Margarita Fisher. We have almost ready to announce a series
of special features of the very first magnitude, featuring one
of the best-known stars of the screen. We have a wellestablished and constantly improving news reel, the Screen
Telegram. I do not need to make comment on the Strand
Comedies. They have set a standard of their own in the
trade.
"There may be some question as to why we have adopted
an every other week release for the five-part productions
on our regular schedule. In the first place it was desirable
to make room in our releasing plans for the special productions that are to come. Then also it is wise to take cognizance of the fact that the experience schedules of the last
few summers show that there has been a large waste in
productions released through the summer period. Too many
pictures without adequate drawing power have been crowded
into the summer market.
"The picture business has reached a stage of development
and maturity where it must from now on take cognizance
of the slackening of the theatrical market in the warmer
months. We have some lessons to learn from the stage in
this game, and one of them is that the public must not be
overfed on production in the summer. Do you know that
one big group of film producers and organizers recently took
under consideration a plan to suspend all releases for six
weeks beginning July 1. We are not that radical. There is
a good business to be had right through the summer, but
observation proves that the best commercial course is to
release fewer productions and work them harder. This is
better policy both for us and for our customers, the exhibitors. Longer runs are coming in steadily, as evidenced by
the reports coming from the Mutual's branches.
"There is a decidedly healthy trend in business among the
theaters. Better showmanship is making for the theater
prosperity and is having a most favorable reaction on the
manufacturers and distributors of pictures.
SHERIFF ENFORCING BLUE LAWS.
Immediately after the Birmingham municipal election
which defeated Sunday moving pictures in Birmingham
Sheriff T. J. Batson began a war to enforce the antiquated
"blue laws." Sunday moving picture houses had been closed
two weeks prior to the moving picture election.
On Sunday, May 12, the sheriff and a force of deputies
began closing up everything in the way of business houses
which attempted to operate. Even the city of Birmingham
did not escape the "arm of the law," as the deputies have
been called. Hugh W. Hill, manager of East Lake Park,
owned and operated by the city, was waited upon by an
officer and required to make bond for each concession operated. Free moving pictures are shown at the park and were
the object of attack by the authorities.
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How It Is Done at the Strand
A Discussion of Methods Which Have Actually Been Worked
Out Successfully.
By

Harold

Edel,

Managing Director.

THE presentation at the Strand of a scene from grand
opera in silhouette with living figures marked the first
appearance of such an offering in any theater. Its
novelty attracted wide interest and many inquiries were
evidenced as to just how it was done.
Contrary to the general supposition that this offering was
staged like the old shadowgraphs, the figures, scenery and

Silhouette of "Romeo and Juliet" as Shown at the Strand.
light were all from the front of the sheet instead of from
the back, just reversing the old method. In place of having
the white sheet nearest to the audience with the reflections
of the figures coming from the back of the stage by means
of placing these figures between the light and the sheet, we
put the lights directly on the sheet from the front, so that
when the house was darkened the only lighted object on the
stage was the sheet. Hence when the figures appeared before the sheet it was not their reflections on the sheet that
the audience saw, but the actual figures themselves. The
lights came from the sides and top of the sheet and were
protected from the eyes of the audience by reflectors so that
there would be absolutely no shadow on the sheet.
It is perhaps a little difficult to explain the mechanical
workings of this presentation without drawings, but I will
endeavor to make it plainer by a comparison. Imagine being in a totally dark room, one of the walls of which was
then lighted up by means of lights from the sides and top
of that wall. The lights were shaded so that they would
only illuminate the wall. A figure is then placed a few feet
away from the lighted wall, a few yards in front of yourself.
Only the outline of that figure would be seen. This is the
manner in which our presentation was staged.
Back stage was the white sheet with blue lights illuminating its surface. Then came a regular shadowbox, framing
the sheet (four feet deep) in which the figures worked. The
scenery was cut from black cardboard and placed in the
shadowbox; the house was darkened and the silhouettes
againstcost
the ofblue
Juliet."
The
entire
this night
outfit sky
was sung
$100, "Romeo
which canandalways
he used
for different views, new scenery from cardboard being easily
made. The while drop was transparent so that a moon
could he effectively used.
The presentation drew enthusiastic comment from such
notables of the amusement world as Adolph Bolm. Leon
Rotheis, Gulio Sctti, Adolph Zukor and Edgar Selwyn. and
the idea has resulted in the contemplation of an entire opera
in silhouette at the Metropolitan. In the Strand offering
Rosa I .i ml. noted soprano, and Ralph Errolle, accomplished
tenor,
the scene
"Romeo
andby Juliet/'
An
elaboratepresented
accompaniment
was from
accorded
the bit
the Strand
Orchestra, and on the whole the presentation was one of the
most talked-about ever given at this theater. The idea can
be worked out on a smaller scale and offers a novelty that
is inexpensive and yet highly effective.
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Canadian Picture Business Upset

Films Cost 75 Per Cent. More Than a Year Ago — Exchanges
Will Have to Reschedule Prices.

THE comment of various Toronto exhibitors with regard
to the new taxes on films in Canada, consisting of an
increase of 3 cents a foot in duty and a straight tax of
15 cents a reel a day, is both emphatic and interesting. The
assertions are made generally that the moving picture business is being assessed out of all proportion to the total
revenue derived and that the Canadian Government has an
altogether wrong opinion of the business.
"The
general millions
impression
is that
try is making
because
of the
the moving
crowds picture
that areindusseen
in front of the theaters," declared Mr. Baillie, of the Cumback theater, who is the president of the Moving Picture
Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario. "It really
costs 8 out of every 10 cents to get the crowd in front of a
theater," continued Mr. Baillie. "Today the films cost us
75 per cent, more than a year ago, and 150 per cent, more
than when the war started in 1914."
Harry Alexander, of the Park theater, declared the additional taxes would mean that the theaters would simply
have to charge higher admissions. R. S. Tickler, of the Revue theater, figured that each of the Toronto theaters would
have to pay from $300 to S400 a year to the Dominion Government to cover the new tax of 15 cents a reel a day. Mr.
Tickler thought the numerous taxes would have the effect
of eliminating educational and scenic films. These were just
the pictures that the churches wanted to see presented, but
the theaters would not be able to use them because of increased taxes.
A number of the Toronto exhibitors have expressed the
opinion that the exchanges will now have to arrange a schedule of standard prices for the various runs of releases to
enable the theaters to get down to a systematic basis.
After consultation with leaders of the moving picture business in the Dominion, the Canadian authorities have decided
to impose a duty of 3 cents a foot on all moving picture films
imported from the United States and to collect a war tax
of 15 cents a reel a day for every day that a picture is exhibited, itis declared.
The exchanges will be required to pay the 3-cent duty
while the exhibitors will be asked to pay the 15 cents per
diem charge as their share. The duty first imposed was
5 cents a foot, an increase of 3 cents over the former rate.
Exchange members of Montreal and Toronto consulted with
Ottawa officials and secured this arrangement.

Essanay to Teach Food Conservation
Lessons

Will

Be in Form of Six Trailers
Expert in Foodstuffs.

and

Directed

by

of the United States Government as a
the suggestion
AT means
of teaching food conservation, the Essanay Film
Company has begun the production of six short films
on domestic science.
The work will be under the direction of Eleanor Lee
Wright, an expert in foodstuffs. She will illustrate the best
way to conserve meats and wheat. She will demonstrate
personally and also explain in sub-titles how to employ various cuts of meats to the best advantage and make palatable
dishes. Also the combination of wheat with various other
grains will be illustrated, showing the many kinds of attractive breadstuffs that can be made from the combination
and from cereals other than wheat.
These films are being issued without expense to the government and will be attached to Essanay's regular releases.
They will he 100 to 200 feet in length, issued as six lessons
in domestic science.
They will be got up attractively, so that they will be thoroughly enjoyed by the photoplay public as well as being instructive. Itis expected that the first film will be ready for
release bv lune 1 and the others each week thereafter.
FORMER

WHARTON

EMPLOYES

KILLED

AT FRONT.

Spencer Alden and Philip Mosser, aviators, who were recently killed while in the service of the United States, were
formerly employes of the Wharton studios at Ithaca. During the time they were attending Cornell University they
worked in several of the serials and other pictures which
were produced at that time.
Howard Cody, known as the nerviest property man in the
motion picture business, who did all the heavy work of
scenes for "The Eagle's Eye." has enlisted in the medical
department following the completion of the serial story.
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Vault.

Leased

Sixty Additional
Acres and Erected
Town and Mexican Streets.
PRESIDENT \Y. A. S. Douglas, of the Diando
poration, is returning to Los Angeles this
a conference in New York with Paul Brunei,
Diandodent and
is general
allied. manager of l'athe. with which

Western
Film Corweek after
vice presihouse the

"\\ e have leased sixty acres adjoining our lifteen-aci e
studio in Glendale." says Mr. Douglas, "and we are utilizing
this space for the new serial, 'The Wolf-Faced Man,' we
are now making. We have built a western town street there
and a Mexican street. Both will probably be more or less
permanent, as they lend themselves to 'shots' from many
angles with tine surrounding country.
The Diando studio was one of the three Kalem studios
and was bought by Diando about a year ago. Since buying
the property Diando has built a new carpenter shop, several
business office buildings in the prevalent bungalow style and
has increased prop and scene buildings.
There are three outside stages and one big interior stage,
100 by 250 feet. There is a swimming lake in the studio
[nclosure and modern
dressing rooms fully equipped
have

Outdoor
been

Stages, Dressing

Rooms

and Garage.

added.

Just now Diando is building a garage to accommodate twenty cars and a new cafeteria is planned.
The studio is the home of the Baby Marie Osborne feature
company as well as "The Wolf-Faced Man" company, and
facilities are such that there is room for more producing
units. Mr. Douglas plans to keep the studio at full capacity
from now on.

James Young to Direct Williams
Prominent

Directors Returns to Vitagraph Company
Absence of Several Years.

L299

Studio Buildings Arranged to Resemble a Mining Town.

Diando Enlarges Glendale Studio
Has

WORLD
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Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph company, has
engaged James Young to direct Earle Williams in his next
feature, which probably will be "The Man from Brodneys,"
a rive-part play made from the novel of George Barr McCutcheon of the same name. Tom Mills, who has directed
Mr. Williams in his last three features, and is now engaged
in completing "The Girl in His House," a Blue Ribbon feature made from the story by Harold MacGrath, in which
Mr. Williams will be presented on June 24, will take a rest
when he finishes the picture. Mr. Mills suffered an attack
of grip during the making of "The Seal of Silence," and
he has not fully recovered his health.
President Smith says that Mr. Williams and his company,
'the members of which have been working at the Vitagraph
studio in Hollywood since the first of the year, probably will
remain in the west for an indefinite period. Mr. Williams,
a native of California, had not been in the Bear State for

five years until he went there on his trip and in a letter to
the Vitagraph president recently he said that he was SO
well pleased with conditions
out there he would 1 iW •
remain as long as possible.

Have Sunday Closing, Want Censorship
Birmingham

Pastors

Move On for New
Picture Theaters.

Conquests

Against

FOLLOWING the defeat of Sunday moving pictures in
Birmingham, Ala., by a close vote, the Pastors' Union,
enthused over its success in abolishing one of Birmingham's greatest Sunday amusement assets, has started to
attack in another direction. The Pastors' Union is trying to
establish a radical censor board for the city for the supervision of all pictures shown in Birmingham.
Ministers from many churches are taking the lead, claiming the present method of showing pictures as they come
from the manufacturers is not safe enough for those of Birmingham's
populace who
motion bypicture
houses.
They are not
content
withattend
supervision
the National
Board of Review.
The matter of creating a radical board for censoring moving pictures will be presented to the Birmingham city commission, made up of local politicians who have been antagonistic to the theater men at practically every turn. The
union of preachers will ask that proper ordinances be enacted to provide for the appointment of a censor board with
wide powers to act as they may see fit in the censoring of all
pictures and clothed with authority to enforce its decisions.
The board asoneproposed
wouldburdensome
make Birmingham's
censor
organization
of the most
upon the industry
of any city in the South.
A committee has been appointed by the preachers to handle the matter. It is understood the plan will be to ask that
penalties be provided in the proposed ordinances, one of
which would permit the censor board, through the department of public safety, to close any moving picture house for
a determined period if such house or houses do not act
strictly
ments. in accordance with the board's desires and requireThe moving picture men of Birmingham have entered
strong protests against this policy, but it seems to have
done but little good, judging from the efforts of the theater
men in the past to get a square deal from the commission.
S1EGEL

BOUGHT

CIGARS

FOR

MILDER.

Max Milder, Select's Philadelphia branch manager, was
paying a short visit to the home office in New York during
the early part of the week. After conference with President Lewis J. Selznick and General Manager Arthur S. Kane,
Milder wandered into the New York Exchange to swap
"fillum" tales with Henry Siegel, New York branch manager.
"I suppose," joshed Siegel, "now that the summer weather
has set in you will be digging up the old alibi for decreasing business."
"What
do you mean — decreasing business?" Milder countered. "That is not the way we do business in Philadelphia.
We don't need any alibi. Select's Philadelphia office is looking for an increase. You can quote me to the boss as saying
there will be no summer let-up in Select's Philadelphia ExSiegel bought the cigars.
change."

THEODORE

HOLLAND

JOINS COLORS.

The entrance of another well-known employe into the
arm}' deprives General Film Company of the services of
•Theodore F. Holland, manager of the Indianapolis branch for
some months. Mr. Holland has resigned to enter the army
and is now in training in a middle western camp. C. D.
Hilllishas
been appointed as acting manager of the Indianapobranch.
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From Scenario to Screen Picture
Oscar Apfel, World Pictures Director, Talks of Things That
Help or Hinder a Film Producer in His Work.

By Hanford C. Judson.
IN the early part of the past decade a breeze began to
blow across the world of motion pictures. Something
new was being found in the camera. The Biograph and
Vitagraph companies began to make pictures with that in
them that promised a more artistic presentation of life, differing from the methods belonging to the stage.
Though picture-making was a new art, most of the earliest
product had an old and almost wrinkled aspect. Pictures
were made largely by men who had been stage directors
and were burdened by a stagey atmosphere, because they
did not know the camera. I believe the first evidences
of change came from Southern Europe; but in America a
few men, and of these David Wark Griffith was pre-eminent,
developed it till its influence was felt by every studio in the
country and every director. Some of the latter were young
enough in mind and heart to hear and heed the call and they
were among the inheritors of the new land of promise.
Director Oscar Apfel, now with World Pictures, was fortunate in coming to the business just when the awakening
was beginning to be felt. He had had the advantage of the
discipline gained by experience in legitimate stage direction
— it is a discipline that must be attained before success can
be hoped for in any constructive screen work — and he knew
what it was to be hampered in a studio where the call to new
freedom had not really been felt. He had the further good
fortune to go from there to a studio organized by a man
wise enough to follow a good director's leadership in matters of production. It is always the artist and not the business man who can see the new trends in his art. The business man has in the box office. the means of checking up the
artist; but he cannot originate of himself. J. V. Ritchie, organizer of the Reliance-Majestic studio, who became Oscar
Apfel's impresario, trusted him to experiment and found
that results paid. This seems to have given him confidence
as an artist and enabled him to begin on a series of successes that have marked him out as an especially able
director.
Like every good artist, Mr. Apfel has it as one of the
items of his creed that he must keep fully abreast of his
art, must watch closely all that is going on and. must not
permit himself to lose touch with the work of other directors. He is a constant watcher of the screen. He dreams
of progress, critically analyzes the work of other directors
and, if I understand him, tries to imagine how effects could
be arrived at in ways that give a richer suggestion or else
are more economical of the spectator's attention. The effect on the spectator is his chief interest whether he is directing or viewing. He seems wakeful to discover through
the successes, failures and partial successes of himself and
others, a way to still greater success in his future work, and
his aim is to reach the spectator through his — it may be halfunconscious — feelings rather than to tickle his pre-conceived
ideas. Of recent criticism a bit that most pleased him was
that he had directed a picture with delightful disregard of
how others were working.
To Mr. Apfel the element of weakness in some of the
present day film production is lack of teamwork. Taking a
script from an author and continuity man, he lets it, if he is
satisfied with it, simmer till everything in it is clear and determined. There is then little likelihood of anything unforseen coming up in production. It seems to have become
a problem of imaginative construction with many things in
it like the engineer's calculated drawing for a new bridge.
Finally he has copies made for each of his leading players
and goes over it with them till they, too, have the same
definite conception. He and they are artists, and each puts
something incalculable in the work; but the end and the
means to the end are clearly seen by all before the start.
The cameraman is a very important part of the team. The
director who lacks knowledge of the richness of the camera's
possibilities loses valuable things. The director must work
through the camera with the aid of the man who tends it.
There are unexplored possibilities here and he must understand all that has been accomplished before he can
make new progress and conquer new realms.
Mr. Apfel says sometimes there is a lack of team work in
all branches of a producing organization and it is caused by
lack of veal commercialism.
A penny wise pound foolish kind of commercialism takes
the place of a laudable desire of making sales and economies in the studio save at the expense of the sales sheets.
It is like the foolish exhibitor who won't pay for pictures
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that would fill his house. Some of the failures that Mr. Apfel called to my attention are choosing a cheap locality in
place of the correct one and spoiling the meaning of the
plot, and letting
whatto seems
construction
go out
be madepoor
into "but
film.good
Onceenough"
it is filmin ittheis
fixed. There is no situation in a good script so poor that
mulling for a time won't discover a good and acceptable
variant or alternative; but mulling will accomplish nothing
after it is on the screen.
picture life
is not
the bigthe
spectacle,
theDirector
intimateApfel's
view ideal
of modern
in which
actors but
are
playing characters recognizable by the spectators as relatives, neighbors, friends and enemies. Pictures of business
life, factory life, home life and community life, these he finds
the most popular kind of pictures.

World Film Suggests Title Clearing House
Would Base It on the Experience It Has Gained in Its Own
Protective Department.
A

UNIQUE department in connection with World Pictures
is the title bureau. The object of this feature of the
production organization is not to suggest titles for
World Pictures, but to protect the company from any
innocent appropriation of titles belonging to features already
produced and presented to which prior rights have been
obtained.
When we take into consideration that 258,000 plays have
been produced on the English-speaking stage and that there
are titles for over 900,000 novels and short stories, it is not
difficult to realize the tremendous task the title department
has to keep from encroaching upon rights of others. Of
course, in a number of instances, the copyright laws guarantee the protection of titles and limit the use of a title for
only a definite number of years. The copyright law thereby
automatically releases a large number of titles each year.
It is generally believed that one can copyright a title, but
the courts have held that a title cannot be copyrighted, as
it is merely a handle to indicate the proprietary rights to
certain subject matter. Still the courts go further on the
theory of unfair competition and guarantee proprietary
rights to a combination of words because these words have
something to do with a valuable right made so by usage.
The combination
of words,
such classified
as "Veribest."
"I'needa."
"Takhoma,"
"Tarvia,"
have been
as fanciful
and
such titles have been held to be the propert}- of the creator.
Generic words cannot be appropriated.
Immediately upon the production of a picture, the title
department of World Pictures searches through its catalogue
to learn whether or not some one else possesses a prior
right to this title, and if this is found to be so another title
is selected.
The suggestion is made by World Film that some day
the production end of the film industry will be so well
organized that a clearing house will be established to which
all titles will be submitted, and if it is found that they are
not available through a prior right the clearing house will
grant the producers their assent to the use of these titles
and will protect them accordingly.

Construction Work Begun bg Titan
The

President
of Spokane's
New Company
Says Feature
Production
Will Be Begun This Summer.
CONSTRUCTION work on the large indoor studio of
the Titan Feature Photoplay Company of Spokane has
been started at Castle Hill, near Fort George Wright,
and according to T. Don Alexander, president of the company, feature pictures will be made starting in the summer.
"Our indoor studio will be up to date." said Mr. Alexander,
"with a clear floor space of 60 feet by 100 and a 25-foot
ceiling. The plans also contemplate an outdoor studio with

a When
floor 50 Pre
by 60
wasfeet."
discovered in the timber near Titan City
Sunday, May 5. there were 150 men from Fort Wright rushed
to the place to fight the flames which were controlled late
in the afternoon. No damage was done to the Titar
Company's plant.
TRAVERS VALE BREAKS ARM.
Director Travers Yale has been compelled to suspenc
activities because of a broken arm which he received while
finishing "A Woman of Redemption." He gamely started
new picture called "The Power and the Glory," despite his
impediment and went South to film some scenes with June
Elvidge, but the pain finally became so acute that he was
forced to return to town and rest the injured member.
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The Law of Compensation.
in i he week
thai dallj Qewapaperdom
lost
Jamei
Qofdon Bennett
i Jo.;
i Irandl
.
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lj reached the point where he planned to

the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team
is making Ita
stupendous
"drive" it would seem
timely to direct attention
to a "one man
drivt'" that has just boon organized
by
- K Cameron.
The Cameron "drive"
will last longer and promises to result in
it amount
of good to afficted huipanit) .
•

There

WHILE

Working In conjunction with the Red
institute for (.'rippled and Disabled
a No. oil Fourth avenue. Mr. Cameroii is undertaking the training of unfortunates who still are spared limbs
which they can use in operating a motion
picture machine. These cripples may be
civilians, or soldiers crippled in service.
The institute operates independent of
oilier Red Cross activities, under direct
control from Washington. Cripples will
be instructed in useful crafts and arts
with a view to making the unfortunates
■elf-supporting.
•
Mr. Cameron expresses his obligation
to
'. C.
Smith, *of
the Nicholas
Co w 15.
F. Porter,
of Simplex
MachinePower
Co.,
and to William Fox, as well as to C. "W.
Johnson, chief electrician of the Fox enterprises. Mr. Smith and Mr. Porter have
contributed projecting machines to be
used for instruction purposes, and Mr.
Fox has promised employment to cripples
who become expert under Mr. Cameron's
tuition. If the graduates cannot be employed in the Fox theaters Mr. Fox will
undertake to find them positions elsewhere.

•

The casualty lists are increasing. The
deadly breath of the Hell-Hun is marking
Americans with increasing regularity. Mr.
Cameron is deserving of assistance and
co-operation from exhibitors throughout
the country. Men crippled while defending the business, lives and prosperity of
motion picture showmen here at home are
entitled to consideration when they come
back with the Hohenzollern mark upon
them. Letters will reach Mr. Cameron addressed as noted above.
The Shrinking Violet of Filmdom.
"Since its inception the most modern
of the arts, the silent drama, has developed many directors. Some of them have
achieved fame, others have not been so
successful, but the man who stands out
pre-eminently, the "Shakespeare of the
Screen," as he has been called, is (Deleted
by Censor).
"Not only does he compete with nis
contemporaries artistically and for commercial success, but every new photo play
for which he is responsible comes up to a
standard of being a little better than his
previous effort, each adding its mite of
improvement toward the day of perfect
pictures toward which all directors are
striving."
— w s s—

Harry Reichenbach, the banner ballyhoo man of picturedom, is entitled to
credit for his great marshalling of cloth
publicity for the Red Cross Ball at the
Astor. Times Square has never presented
such an eye-arresting array of effective
announcements.
Press agents who fail to issue "statements" on various topics by their boss
will now be liable under the new "work
or jail" law in Maryland, New Jersey, and
New York.

Is No

Santa

BhOOt

Claus.

The copy desk remarks, while "marking
dow a" t ho proof of It:
"Terrj Raxnsaye
now."
— w is s uppercasing
s
Mabel
Normand
Makes
Food
Moving Picture World Headline.
No doubt "they'll
— w seats — it up."
An
the

Film. —

exhibitor
in Wisconsin
advertised
Fox Kiddies
in "Jack and the Beanstalk"— "1,300 children in a Giant 8% feet
Playing

to Capacity.

— w s s

tall."
"Cecilia of the Pink Roses" will appropriately be released in June. Long
runs are especially recommended, with
advertising "stunts"
— w s for
s — brides.
Jane Stannard Johnson, a woman cleverly versed in the business of marketing
and exhibiting motion pictures, is associated with the publicity department.
Division
Building. of Films, in the World's Tower
— w s s—

Start Honeymooning
in Twin-Six.
A romance that developed in two days
is one of the interesting sidelights of the
latest Douglas Fairbanks Artcraft picture,
•'Say, Young Fellow." Ventura, California,
was the scene of the Fairbanks story, and
it was there that Director Joseph Henaberry secured permission from Miss Mae
Nolan to use the family estate in scenes
of the latest Fairbanks film.
"it really was a case of love at first
sight" writes Pete Schmid. "Just like it
often happens in the 'movies,' but this
time it was in the real 'speakies.' Mr.
and Mrs. Henaberry are spending their
honeymoon touring California in a Twinsix Cylinder Packard, a gift from Fair-— w s s —

banks."
Maas Celebrates Double Event.
Abe Maas, of the Metro studio, is the
father of a baby girl, born May 12. Simultaneously with this announcement comes
news of Mr. Maas's promotion to the position of reader in the scenario department.
The resulting vacancy in the office of
June Mathis has been filled by Dorothy
Sehres.
— w s s—
The Autocrats of the theatrical boxoffice, forming the Treasurers' Club, indulged in their annual benefit, on a recent
Sunday evening, at the Hudson theater.
Personally we should prefer to buy a
ticket that would benefit the smilingly
pleasant girls who sit behind the ticket
windows at moving picture theaters.
These young ladies, at least, treat one as
though one were one human being.
— w s s—
My!
Four Years
in Journeying!
Alpharetta Hoffman, head of the costume department at the Lasky studios, in
Hollywood, makes four annual journeys to
the metropolis to purchase new modes and
gain ideas far in advance of the day. This
is essential because of the length of time
that must elapse before a picture is finished and released for the public. The
present assortment of wonderful gowns
worn by the most beautiful women that
could be engaged for the purpose, are the
result of her most recent trip, made this
spring, and are the styles which will be
next fall in the most fashseen probably
ionable cafes of New York and other
cities. — Pete Schmid.

the love scenes Frank
.Ma\o was to
with a young
woman
in the .
"Now you put your arms around his
neck
and kiss
this young
lady.him," said the director to
"No, I don't do anything of the sort!"

cried the girl, etamplng

her fool

"Whatthe dodirector.
you mean -why won't you?"
asked
"I don't dare to kiss him," the girl declared. "It is one of the things that is
w 8 s—
forbidden
by our— church."
A skating scene at a country fair employs one hundred children, and proves
one of the most attractive features of the
new Madge Evans production. — World
Film Publicity.
The "Skates" Will

— w s s

Be in Harness.

The Sky-Pilot wants to know If Theda
Bara was ever "bara" than she was in
Cleopatra. — Kent Watson in Reconnaissance, Camp Bowie, Tex.
Saturday Nights in the Goodman Flat.
— w s s
Julius Stern is again visiting Universal
City. When he gets home there will be
a new stenographer in his local L-Ko office. Florence Wallach has said "yes" to
a certain party in the Bronx, and her
name will be changed
— w s in
s — June.
Expert Opinion on Kissing.
Emily Stevens, Metro star, says there
is a great deal of difference at times between real life and reel life. "The story
books tell you," says Miss Stevens, "to
kiss and make up. But on the screen if
you kiss it spoils— your
w s s —make-up."
Joe Reddy has arrived at Camp Colt,
where he has begun service in Uncle Sam's
Tank division. Katheryn Hillaker has
assumed the responsibilities of editing the
copy of press agents who seek to break
into department,
print via the
Morning
film
a work
that Telegraph's
Reddy had
long and valiantly performed. Dick
Watts, also just retired from the same
department, is filling in with volunteer
publicity work for the Allied Theatrical
and Moving Picture Team in the current
Red Cross drive.
— w s s—
Culled from
Metro's
Offering.
Los Angeles,
in the words
of a local
humorist,
is a place
to which
persons
from Iowa come with one lung and one
dollar and expect to save them both.
— w s s—
Boy:

Charity
Begins As Usual.
"I want a dime to give a lame

Mother: "You shall have it. And who
is the lame man, dear?"
Boy: "Oh, he's doorkeeper at the
movies." — Reconnaissance, Camp Bowie,
Tex.
— w s s—
man."
The more or less well informed M. P.
World, sometimes referred to as the exhibitors Baedeker, speaks of West Madison street, Chicago, as "the heart of an
immigrant district, where the picture theaters have been presumed to be in the
market for only the cheaper grades of
films, since the admission prices in this
neighborhood are very low and the public
is composed of recent arrivals to our
shores." Wow! And State and Madison
street crossing is known as the busiest
in the world. — Exhibitors'
Herald.
Madison
Runs
East Crossing
State.
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Everything Here but Sausage.
No official ruling having yet been made,
exhibitors have their choice of several
pronunciations of the first name of the
proud Princess of Judea, the notorious
daughter of Herodias — Salome, whom
Theda Bara has portrayed for the William Fox pictures. No authentic pronunciation has been found, it is said.
The popular western pronunciation is
Salome, in two syllables, with the accent
on the last, rhyming with home (but not
"sweet home"). In Bret Harte's story of
"Salomy Jane's Kiss," it was slurred into
something like "Slomy." This approximates the European style, which awards
a syllable to each vowel, so that it is
only a question of which gets the accent.
In Oscar Wilde's play, the title is pronounced in three syllables, with the accent on the first, suggesting almost the
character of she who won the head of
John the Baptist for her dancing.
In Richard Strauss's opera, the accent is
customarily on the middle syllable, since
the long O makes an open musical tone,
and is to be desired for singing purposes.
Seemingly, there has been a diversity of
opinion as to the pronunciation since Biblical times. It is expected that an official edict — official for the film version, at
any rate — will soon be forthcoming.
— w s s—
Getting Sherry Out of Pumps.
J. Barney Sherry, being anxious to "ease
up" a new pair of pumps before entering into arduous work on his new Triangle production, wore them on a shopping
tour to one of Los Angeles' department
stores. Leaving the book department he
was rushing down the main aisle, when a
corpulent woman managed to step none
too lightly on the toe of his new shoes.
Sherry looked up, expecting an "Excuse
me," but instead, said the lady turning to
her companion:
"O, Harriet, that reminds me; we must
stop at the shoe ■—department."
w s s
The Best Laugh of AH.
Of the many letters received by Billy
West last week at the Hollywood studio,
one especially pleased him. The letter
follows:
"On April 24 my bride presented me
with a nine-pound son of a gun, and I've
been celebrating ever since: The kid is
such a 'cut-up,' that we have decided to
name him Billy West Fondon. Both my
wife and I are your esteemed admirers,
and we thought this would be a fitting
tribute to you for the innumerable laughs
you Publicity.
have given us in the past." — King
Bee
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Millionaire

at

Home.

Continuity of Preceding Episode. — "Billy" Parsons, a millionaire insurance magnate, forsook
the cares of business for the greater pleasure of
making millions laugh. (Twelve other reasons
are pictured elsewhere on these pages.)

Second
Reel.
Appropriately enough the home of this
lord of laughter is called "Laughter Hall."
Shaded by eucalyptus and orange trees,
the gardens have a place for every known
shrub and flower. Inside the thirteen
rooms are apartments of luxury and refinement, each seeming more beautiful
than the others.
The bed chambers are furnished each in
a different period, ranging all the way
from an odd futurist room, to which
"Smiling Bill" escorts the guests he particularly wants to amuse, to the medieval
bedroom suggesting an apartment in a
Norman castle.
There are also a replica of Marie Antoinette's favorite chamber at Versailles;
an art nouveau boudoir done after the
manner made famous by Alphonso Mucha;
an exquisite little room named the Joseph
Urban, which recalls a setting for the Midnight Follies executed by that creator of
striking stage pictures, and a Washington Square bedroom suggesting New
York's Greenwich Village — with modern
improvements.
There is also in "Laughter Hall" a
honeymoon suite provided by "Smiling
Bill" Parsons for his newlywed friends.
The color scheme is heliotrope and rose.
(Stick Along for Next Release.)
— w s s
Director William P. S. Earl possesses a
trained angora of wonderful musical accomplishments. Rose Schulsinger, on Mr.
Earl's behalf, declares that the cat "improvises as she goes along."
— w s s—
Conscripted.
An Irish sergeant in speaking to his
squad said: "If yez saw a lot of Bodies
comin' fer yez wid drawn baynits, wud
yez"We
fightwud."
or wud yez run?"
"Yez wud whut?"
"We wud not."
"Good! I tought yez wud." — G. W. Landon.
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Wide Awake
Though
Knappan.
" 'The Reason Why' you should book
Select Star Series is because 'Magda' and
'Shirley Kaye,' with Clara Kimball Young,
are not 'The Marionettes' — they're real
characters 'By Right of Purchase' from
high royalty plays. After learning 'The
Secret
the Storm
Country,'
Moth'in
(alias of
Norma
Talmadge),
who'The
lived
'The House of Glass,' quit throwing stones
and began to sympathize with 'De Luxe
Annie,' who saw 'Ghosts of Yesterday' in
'Her Silent Sacrifice,' wherein her friend,
Alice Brady, as 'Woman and Wife,' went
under 'The Knife' and was 'At the Mercy
of Men' in 'The Ordeal of Rosetta.' This
created such a 'Scandal' concerning Constance Talmadge that 'The Studio Girl'
said 'Good Night Paul!' and beat it "Up
the Road with Sallie,' that being the end
of Thus
'The does
Honeymoon'."
H. L. Knappen, manager of
the Denver branch of a certain corporation, nameless here, advance the interests
of his concern.
— w s s—
A frock made entirely of vegetables;
namely, carrots, spinach, onions, beets,
radishes, asparagus, green peppers, lettuce, corn and rhubarb, will be worn by
Madge Evans in her forthcoming World
feature. — World
Film Publicity.
Proper Dress for— aw New
s s England Dinner.
You'll Be Glad to Know That—
Harry Franklin, Metro director, and his
bride, who was Mildred Dean of the
"Polly with a Past" company, entertained
several Metro people at an old-fashioned
country dinner at their home at Valley
Stream, Long Island, recently. The guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Karger. Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Carewe and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Warren. The Warrens are related
to the Kargers. — w s s —
Putting the "Co" into Operation.
In anticipation of the forthcoming production the local book stores are well
stocked with copies of the book and
doubtless the same plan •will be pursued
by all live newsdealers throughout the
country. The picture will enhance the
sale
of Mrs.
bookthe ("Missing")
the book
willWard's
intensify
interest in and
the
picture so that it will be a mutual advantage and exhibitors will probably find
many opportunities of co-operating with
the local book vendors to this end. — Pete
Schmid.

— w s s
His Many-Horned
Dilemma.
The city of Los Angeles recently
adopted an ordinance requiring that all
children appearing before the motion picture camera must be accompanied by their
mothers. The wording of the law was
somewhat obscure in that it suggested
that the mothers would also have to appear in the picture.
While other directors were waiting for
a ruling, Frank Lloyd, picturing "Riders
of the Purple Sage" for William Farnum.
took the mothers by the horns, so to
speak, and pictured thirty of them together with their progeny at the first
"shot." The canny Scotch director did
not tell them that they were supposed
to be Mormon women and plural wives
of the Elders, for the scenes of the Zane
Grey story are laid on the borders of
Utah in the days when marriages were
performed by wholesale.
William Farnum smiled quizzically at
Lloyd's ruse to secure a suitable lot of
"extras" — then casually hunted up the
California statutes prohibiting proselyting
or encouraging polygamy under the
severest penalties. Accordingly, Lloyd is
not brassing about his achievement until
legal experts decide whether in obeying
one ordinance he did not become liable
under another law.

Can you guess why "Smiling Billy" Parsons gave up the insurance business'
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Shepard Screens
Savage Cat-Fish.
Tw o r.iis were used In Riming "Mickey"
to bring out one of the dramatic
oon. In the story.
One
is the lean,
ny cat who hustled for his grub In
the mountain country where Mickey lived
with her foster-father.
Among the close,ips of the picture one shows this cat actually Ashing for frogs In the mountain
llll.

"It will attract attention not only
picture, but as a nature study" says H. J.
Shepard. "If anyone wore to write a
nine story about a cat that went
Baking, some professor of natural history
would cry a nature lake" — but he would
have to believe what his eyes saw. The
old feline rag-a-muffin sneaks out to the
s edge. A paw suddenly strikes out
like a snake at its prey."
They found this cat in the Colorado
mountains, where Mack Sennett went to
film some of the scenes. The old miner
whose cabin they used said that the cat
learned to lish when left alone for days
at a time in the cabin. Ho had to hustle
for his food or starve.
He hustled.
"Some men would probably call this a
-ion to type," continues Mr. Shepard.
"In their jungle days before they became
domesticated, cats undoubtedly were Ushers. So natural history will show that
this cat did not learn how to fish — it remembered how to fish. It took up the
heritage
of a savage
past."
Afterward the scene is shifted to a luxurious home in the city, where poor little
Mickey finds the "going" hard and sorrowful. Here there is another cat — a soft
silky Persian aristocrat, pampered like a
prima-donna.
— w s s—
Farmers Do No Mary Gardening.
In order to ascertain the kind of pictures the students preferred the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College
conducted an investigation, and the following results are announced as replies
to the questions propounded:
Who is your favorite actor? Answer:
Douglas Fairbanks, 279 votes; all other
stars, 88 votes.
Wm,
S. Hart was third.
Who is your favorite actress? Mary
Pickford, 156. votes; all others, 148. Marguerite Clark was second. — Paramount
Publicity.
— wT s s —

Upper Case for Ardent
Publicist.
Manager L. Crume, of the Princess theater, Sault Ste. Marie, ran "THE PRICE
OF A GOOD TIME," Jewel Production,
featuring Mildred Harris to a lenten record. Mr. Crume is an ardent advertiser
and perhaps one phase of his advertising
on this feature was responsible for the
line-up which stood in the pouring rain.
This special point was used as a foot note
and read as follows:
"We do not recommend this picture for
the small children. For those over sixteen years there has never been a greater
or more pointed lesson and we cannot
recommended it too highly. But it is not a
child's picture." — Jewel Publicity.
Pulchritude Plus Creates
Nerve Minus.
More than a score of range riders have
turned actors on the screen for the new
Pathe serial "The Wolf-Faced Man."
Many of them are newcomers in studio
life, and their shyness has become a byword around the-Diando plant in Los Angeles. Betty Compson, -who is leading
woman in the serial, has pulchritude plus;
and it is this same pulchritude that is
worrying the director.
"These cowmen blush and stammer and
stall 'round like a bunch of school girls,"
he complains. "They don't know what
fear is when it comes to riding or mixing
up in a free-for-all, but once glance from
Betty's starry eyes and the whole works
are gummed up for at least an hour, till
the temperamental cowmen conquer thi
giddy fluttering of their pulses."
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The Plaint of a Casting Director.

Rambles

'Round Filmtown

This Suspense Is Terrible.
There is one leas shark iii the Paoiflc
Ocean because of Bert Lytell's skill with
a revolver, The voting star who bul recently made his delml under the Metro
banner sliol to death a finny monster
thai
ventured too near the shore at Balboa the
other day.
Lytell and members of his supporting
Company
were
on location
at the beach
when Lytell was required to handle a
pistol in a light scene. There was also
a "close-up" ol a handful of steel-Jacketed bullets. In his left hand Lytell was
holding the bullets before the camera,
and in his right was the pistol. Will S.
Davis, directing the picture, was gazing
seaward when suddenly he shouted:
"Shark
ahoy!"
Lytell whirled around and loaded his
gun. The shark sped shoreward, intent
on catching
(Fade-out
with first paragraph.)
— w s s»—
Arthur Leslie has retired to his country estate, Board- Walk-on-the-Ocean, Atlantic City, N. Arthur
J., to think
up Story
"stunts"also
at
his leisure.
D. V.
breaks Universal training for the purpose
of joining the Boy Scouts. The Two Arthurs will work together in future, Story
scouting for the opening and Leslie putting on the "stunts."
— w s s—
The Fruits of Press
Agenting.
It was in Central Park. Director Oscar
('. Apfel, working on "The Mandarin's
Gold," had Kitty Gordon in position to
"shoot" an exterior. The slate with the
name of the picture and the director was
placed before the camera.
"I know the name of this picture," said
a very bright onlooker.
"And what might it be?" was the raise
promptly secured.
" 'The Mandarin's Gold Apple'."
Yours truly, Rose Schulsinger.
-— w s s —

Chicot stopped at The Rambler's anchorage long enough to remark that photoplays shown at the annual entertainment
of the American Society of Architects included "Passing of the Third Floor Back"
and "The Floor Below." Because the
show
was too long, "The House of Cards"
was omitted.
— w s s—
"Madge Kennedy gets all the action she
wants in 'The Fair Pretender.' In some
sections of the country she is being billed
as
'the girl Fairbanks'." — Goldwyn Publicity.
Our guess is Douglas, Arizona, and
Fairbanks,
Alaska.
— w s s— ■
Betty Lee, concert singer and film star,
who is featured as the Goddess of Love
in "The Triumph of Venus" now being
distributed by General Film Company,
sent an invitation card to the pre-release
showing at the Strand theater the other
day to several friends who were visiting
New York from her old home in the South.
One of these friends brought along an old
Georgia colonel to whom the whole affair
was as much a novelty as it was a treat.
The Edwin Bower Hesser mythological
spectacle, with its gods and goddesses,
nymphs and mortals, all in more or less
gauzy raiment, disporting among crags,
groves and pools, entertained him highly.
The friend reports that after the show he
pressed the old gentleman for an opinion
of the performance and Miss Lee's part in
it, knowing that he would give an unbiased and characteristic verdict.
"Tell us what you think about it,
Colonel," was urged.
The Georgia sage replied tersely and
with conviction:
"Some fillum, an' some rigger!"
Showing a Georgian from Missouri.

Some studio maj havi no trouble with
i heir
depart ment ■-, but
if there
be such w e have vei i o h< a • < > om i hem
( nirs,

says

Lee

Etugel

■-.• ho

rapldlj b> i in- aid ol expert
oat Isi ne, i bat w '■ can now pul our
almost
unattached
artist
In the
country. any
A clever arrangement
of Bli
us in keep in close touch with thousands,
and what
a variety of typi
files
contain
nearly every conceivable human
shape. |, hip or color. Not that We have
eliminated
trouble
entirely, as our
i
eta an occasional jolt.
Wo
quite unintentionally hear dialogues
fashion:
filtering through his office after thin
Casting Director:
"Well, Miss, what
I do for you today?"
Applicant: "I am a toe dancer, and am
just crazy to be starred in one of your
On — the dance.
Time — 30 seconds.
In walks an elderly lady who, if she
lived in the time of Peter Stuyvesant,
pictures."
would
have been called a witch.
Casting Director: "What can I do for
Applicant: "I have such wonderful conof my voice that I can imitate any
mother?"
you trol
wild animal in existence."
Casting Director: "Well, Grandma, if
you can prove to me that the motion of
your mouth on the screen will resemble
as much as a squirrel, I will feed you on.
nuts for the rest of your days."
Exit.
Enter — Elderly man. Make-up — Quaker
hair cut, with high hat and frock coat.
Casting Director: "What can I do for
Elderly man: "I am a dramatic actor,
my biggest success being the "Music
sir?"
you,
Rehearsal:
"Iff dey dun vont her, I
Casting Director: "Dry your tears, your
Master."
vont
her." not become you."
grief
Etc.,does
etc., ad lib.
Actor Receives $1,000 by Accident.
Similiarity of names had misled friends
of Capt. Robert Warwick who have recently read in various publications an
item to the effect that "Robert Warwick,
former film star, now with the United
States Army in France, was awarded
$1,000 by the California State Industrial
Accident Commission for injuries received in March, 1917, while employed by
the Kalem Company."
Captain Warwick is not the Robert
Warwick referred to in the item. He was
never employed by the Kalem Co.
and has never worked in the West. The
Robert Warwick alluded to was a stock
actor.
— w s s—
Fox Retains Book Title for Picture. —
Motion
Picture News Headline.
Thus breaking all records and establishing a precedent.
— w s s— ■
"Little as one may realize it," writes
Ed Rosenbaum, Jr., publicist for a cerscreen comedian
ingtain
a funny
man is thenameless
hardest here,
job in "bethe
world. Those who have tried it for any
length of time get bald-headed more
quickly than theatrical managers."
There was more to this letter, introducing an application blank for membership in the Billywest Hatless Club, but
conservation of space and elongation of
our streak of modesty prevents our using
more than this additional paragraph:
'Wise men say that every rule must
— w s s—
have an exception."
speaking
of exceptions:
Don'topporforto Andget that
YOU have
an exceptional
tunity to sadden the serious business of
film merchandising by slipping a "nifty"
THE
RAMBLER.
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/wc/^ Saz/5 ///s Stories Are Designed for Adult Appeal
interesting statement comes from
Judge Willis Brown, author of the
fascinating stories that depict real,
honest-to-goodness boy life on the screen,
with the principal roles taken by clever
lads in their early teens.
Ten of the Judge Brown stories have already been released by General Film in
two-reel form as productions of the Boy
City Film Corporation. The popularity of
these stories has been reflected in the
complete enjoyment of them by audiences
of all kinds. The broad appreciation by
grown-ups of the subtle juvenile touches
worked into every scene by the author is
giving these productions an enduring hold
all over the country.
"I am not making pictures for children,
but of children," Judge Brown explains.
"No Judge Brown story is any more a picture for children than 'Peter Pan' or 'Peg

o' My Heart' or any play of youth. I am
making pictures of youth for adults to see
and renew their youthful memories. And
it is simply an added feature that in so
doing we have pictures which children can
enjoy as well as the grown-ups; pictures
of a nature which they can witness side
by side with their parents and enjoy it
just as a circus may appeal with equal
interest to both.
"The theater manager unfamiliar with
the Judge Brown Stories may assume, because the principal actors are children,
the productions are planned for childish
eyes and minds. Such is not the case.
The enjoyment of them by children is only
incidenal to the big purpose, that of entertaining mature people with deep appreciation of the humor and pathos o£ life
and who can enjoy the delicious fun of

What Triangle Directors
Are Pushing These Days

described as one of the most picturesque
locations which could be chosen for a
ranch home.
Belle Bennett, whose last appearance
was in April, will shortly be featured in
"Iron and Lavendar," a play under the
direction of Gilbert P. Hamilton. Joe King
will appear as leading man.

AN

feature picture of the South and
ANEW
West has been put into production at
the Triangle Culver City studios under
the working title of "The Heritage." It is
being directed by Raymond Wells. Jack
Richardson will play the part of the
"heavy" lead in this production, while
Irene Hunt will appear as his leading
woman. In "The Heritage" both Jack
Richardson and Miss Hunt play dual roles.
Others in the cast include Jack Livingston,
Irving.
and Buster
Hamrick
Burwell
Arthur Hoyt, casting director, whose
first effort was "High Stakes," a Triangle
May release featuring J. Barney Sherry,
is completing a feature production under
the temporary title, "Station Content."
Gloria Swanson, the former comedy
beauty, will be featured in this picture.
Lee Hill will be seen as Miss Swanson's
leading man, and there is a strong supporting cast, including Nellie Allen, a new
"heavy" woman; Arthur Millett, Diana
Carrillo, William Ellingford, Ward Caulfield, May Walters and Lee Phillips. The
story deals with the loves and heartaches
of the theatrical profession.
The working title of a new TriangleKeystone comedy which William Beamline
is directing is "The Poor Fish." Although
this temporary title suggests aquatic feat3
which might prove out of the ordinary,
Claire Anderson, one of the featured players, insists that she will not appear as a
mermaid in this subject, but only as an
ordinary girl at the wheel of a speedy
racing car. In the cast are Edwin J.
Brady, Gene Corey, Josie Sedgwick, Percy
Challenger, Fritzie Ridgeway and Edwin
Lewis. This will be Miss Sedgwick's first
appearance in comedy.
"The Mossback" has been sent to the
cutting department. This production was
formerly announced as a Triangle May release. The play was directed by J. W. McLaughlin and features Pauline Starke,
William V, Mong and Darrell Foss.
An entire new ranch set, with a big
rambling ranch house, huge barns and
corrals, has been erected at Indian Flats,
on the Triangle Ranch studio, for scenes
in the latest Roy Stewart western production, "The Red Haired Cupid." The play is
being directed by Cliff Smith, master producer of "horse
opera."
Indian
Flats is

big photodrama, called together the members of the Fox technical department at
the Hollywood studios and told them just
what was wanted. After much experimentation, an ingenious arrangement was
made to give the effect desired. In order
that Hiss Bara herself might register the
same surprise and fear that Salome must
have shown, nothing was said to the star
about
comingwhen
"miracle."
At athesignal,
all the lights had
been turned off, a great ball of fire descended with a roar from the studio roof
and headed straight for the Jove. With
a loud report and a flash of flame the bolt
struck its objective, shattering the idol.
It is said that Miss Bara was dramatically
surprised.

Lockwood Finishes
''Lend Me Your Name"

real existence."

Sawmill
Thrill for Blue Ridge.
A big sawmill scene, with a new assortment of thrills, is promised in an early
Blue Ridge Drama now being filmed at
Bat Cave by the Ned Finley company. Ned
Finley, Marion Henry, Harry Hamill and
Logan Paul will play the leading roles in
this new production.
Theda Bara Gets Surprise.
A striking scene in the forthcoming
Theda
super-production,
"Salome,"
is
that Bara
in which
a bolt of lightning
from
a clear sky wrecks the God Jove that
both Salome and Herod worshipped.
J. Gordon
Edwards,
who
directed
the

Lockthe Harold
return yof from
the Compan
WITHwood
the mountains of California, where a number of exterior scenes were photographed,
the production of Metro's forthcoming
screen version of Francis Perry Elliott's
novel, "Lend
Name.'' edstarring
d. Your
Harold
LockwooMe
was complet
under
the direction of Fred J. Balshofer.
In "Lend Me Your Name." Lockwood
makes his reappearance in farce comedy
after having been seen in five dramas
and comedy-dramas. The last farce in
which Lockwood was starred was "The
Haunted Pajamas." released by Metro last
summer.
"Lend Me Your Name" is- a story of
traded identities and its resultant perplexing complications. In the supporting east
are Pauline Curley as Rosalind, Bessie
Eyton as Sophronia, Bert Starkey as Dr.
Dinger, Stanton Heck as Hastings, a real
estate agent posing as a nobleman: Harry
De Roy as Smithers. and Peggy Prevost
as Phyllis.
May 27 has been set by Metro as the release date for the picture.

Scene from "Lend Me Your Name"

(Metro).
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Universal to Feature
Two-Reel Productions

UNIVERSAL, on June io, will begin to.
release
weekly
two-reel
western
dramas
'Pius Is the answer of Presto 1 11 * ■
or Universal
ident Carl Laemmle
from
numerous requests he has received
s
that
l
subject
two-ree
make
to
rs
exhibito
be released
and advertised
In the
■ame manner as five-reel features.
In making his announcement of the comteatures Mr. Laemmle,
writing
from
Universal City, where he Is at present, to
the executives in the New York office said:
i will kindly
issue notice to the
that we will release
trade Immediately
-sonic of the best two-reel
features
posThe first of these will be
to make.
sed on June 10 ami we will release
one feature weekly thereafter.
•The two- reel features will consist
ly of western and railroad dramas.
They will contain all the thrills possible,
and every one will be based on a regular
Story. As you know I always have ined that the 'story is the thing.'
■ My decision to make these two-reel
features Is the result of a study of the
entire field with the assistance of numerous exhibitors. The exhibitors with whom
I have talked and corresponded have been
quick to realize that there are thousands
of stories from which good two-reel
dramas may be made, but that these same
stories are without the groundwork necessary for a five-reel feature. In other
words there are not enough situations in
the stories to make five thousand feet of
entertaining film.
"Henceforth Universal will be on the
outlook for stories that will make good
two-reel subjects, and we believe we will
succeed in turning out regular box-office
attractions."
"Wild Women
and Tame Lions"
(Fox).
What is said to be one of the most
remarkable comedies ever produced, because of the great number of animal
"stunts'' that figure in it, is "Wild Women
and Tame Lions," a Sunshine comedy release for June from Fox Film Corporation. According to a statement from the
company offices this funmaker has some
thrilling scenes, almost without equal, in
which lions and crocodiles take part. It
is said the picture is even more laughable
than made
"Roaring
and Weddingof Bells,"
also
underLions
the supervision
Henry
Lehrman.
"Prunella" Comes
May 27.
Marguerite Clark's next appearance in
a Paramount picture is on May 27 in the
title role of "Prunella," a part of great
pathos, with intense dramatic situations.
It is an adaptation of the play by Granville Barker and Laurence Housman and
was directed by Maurice Tourneur.
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'Old Loves for New" and "High
Stakes" Lead Triangle
through the love for his little son his am-

A

DRAMA of society, "Old Loves for
New," featuring Margery Wilson, is
the first release on the Triangle May
26 program. The story is by Adela Rogers
St. John. Opening amid scenes of luxurious New York society, the plot relates
how a shallow and thoughtless debutante
is married to the worldly scion of wealtn
through the tactful efforts of her mother.
Later in the environment of the rugged
but picturesque West, after many trials
and thrilling experiences, their loveless
marriage developes into a real romance.
Margery Wilson is supported by an unusually strong cast, including Lee Hill and
Lee Phelps. Raymond Wells directed the
production, while G. E. Peterson photographed.
"High Stakes," the second release of the
week, features J. Barney Sherry in the
part of a modern Raffles. Jane Miller, a
new leading woman, will make her first
appearance with Triangle, playing opposite to Sherry. Dick Rosson is also a member of the supporting cast, which is largo
and adequate.
The environment is that which surrounds the aristocratic side of life in London. "High Stakes" relates the story of
a gentleman burglar, who, having once
come into contact with the brighter side
of life, realizes the happiness that comes
from a clean conscience. Accordingly he
makes
restitution
for his misdeeds
and

The Yellow Ticket" Leads lead
Pathe
Week
of June
a raid for
on a den
of German
spies 2
in
this episode.

PATHE'S
new program,
to be
June 2, starts
off with the
big released
feature
that has been so widely discussed
and for which Pathe has planned one of
the most elaborate advertising and promotion campaigns this house has yet undertaken, Fannie Ward in "The Yellow
Ticket." The first showing in New York
will be at the Rialto theater on June 2,
and simultaneously Michael Morton's big
throbbing play, said to have been improved even by its adaptation to the
screen, will be shown in many leading
theaters throughout the country. In Fannie Ward's support appear Milton Sills,
Warner Oland. Armand Kalisz, J. H. Gilmour, Leon Bary, Nicholas Dunaew and
Helen Chadwick.
Episode No. 13 of "The House of Hate"
is included in this program, and it is
said to be just as exciting and 'with just
as many punches in its two reels as the
earlier chapters of this mystery serial
in which "The Hooded Terror" is the villain. Pearl White
and Antonio
Moreno

Stakes"

Harold Lloyd comedies are rapidly taking their place as big favorites in singlereel releases. In the laughmaker presented on this program Harold plays the
lead in "The City Slicker." The plot
hinges upon the smart young man who is
lured to liven up a little country hotel
with highly amusing results attendant
upon his activities.
Part IV of "Britain's Bulwarks," the
official British war pictures, is released
on June 2, the subject being "How England Treats Her Prisoners." This number
will probably prove the most interesting
of the whole series, since with German
cruelty to English, French and Americans
in mind, it will be enlightening to see
just how humane England cares for the
hordes of Hun prisoners now in various
camps In the British Isles.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 4fi and No. 47
are released on Wednesday, June 5. and
Saturday.
June 8. respectively.

bition is stimulated to the development of
a life of honor and happiness.
Arthur Soutar wrote the story, which
was scenarioized from a magazine story.
Arthur Hoyt directed the production. Elgin Leslie was the photographer.

San Francisco Police
Spoil Hayakawa Scene
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
barely escaped
arrest one day recently while making a get-away from one of the
mansions in the aristocratic neighborhood of Washington Park, San Francisco.
Hayakawa had made a hurried exit
from the house, when Horace Davies, who
plays the part of an admiral in Uncle
Sam's Navy, stepped out on a side balcony
overlooking an extensive lawn and fired
several shots at him. Hayakawa fell,
quickly regained his feet, and was just
resuming his flight frc •■ the place when
two mounted police o.l.vrs who were attracted to the scene bv tee shots "nabbed"
him.
Despite his protests, Hayakawa, who
very naturally W89 regarded by the
officers as an offender of the law, was
dragged back *o tiie house. There the
officers disco\ered 'hat they had marred
the finish of an important scene of the
first of the Hayakawa Productions, and.
after apologizing for thoir interruption,
quickly returned to t^eir station.
It was necessary, of course, to retake
part of the see -.o, as the script provided
for Hayakawa's escape, and the police at
that time had no place in the picture.
Pathe
Active
on the Coast.
Bessie Love and Robert Thornby, her
director, and the Bessie Love company
have returned to Los Angeles from Bear
Valley, where they filmed a great forest
fire scene for "Carolyn of the Corners."
The month of May is a busy one for
Pathe stars in California. Speeding up.
Fannie Ward has finished "The Narrow
Path." Bryant Washburn has completed
"All Wrong," Frank Keenan has put the
final touches on "The Sierra Sixties," and
Bessie Love is due to complete "Carolyn
of the Corners" by Memorial Day. Baby
Marie Osborne will write "finis" on "The
Record" by that day too.
The first episode of the new serial,
"Hands Up." is on the way and the third
episode of "The Wolf-Faced Man" is being filmed at this writing.
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Fox Studio Activities
On Atlantic and Pacific
T\V<the) productions,
one a special
feature,
other a Standard
picture,
have
been finished at William Fox's western studios. Tom Mix completed "Ace
High," under the direction of Lynn Reynolds. This is the story which provides
Mix with opportunities to display his
horsemanshipThe Standard picture was made under
the direction of J. Gordon Edwards and
will be a June release, with the title
"Under the Yoke."
Progress is also reported from the Coast
on "Riders of the Purple Sage," which
Frank Lloyd is directing and in which
William Farnum is starred.
"The Bird of Prey," in which Gladys
Brockwell has stellar honors, will soon
be finished at Hollywood by Director Edward J. Le Saint.
In the east five Fox companies are enJane and
Lee than
are farther gaged.
advanced
on Katherine
their vehicle
the

Scene

from

"All

Woman"

(Goldwyn).

Good
Support
Marsh"All inhimGoldwyn's
'All Woman'
the required experience
to portray the
IN her latest
Goldwyn for
production,

Woman," by E. Lloyd Sheldon, Mae
Marsh is supported by an exceptionally capable company of screen players. As
her leading- man Miss Marsh has Jere
Austin, long- prominent in , leads on the
speaking- stage. Before casting his lot
"with screen folk Austin was widely known
for his work in many Broadway stage
productions and for several years was
leading man in three road productions. In
■"All Woman" Austin has the role of Austin Strong-.
John Sainpolis, another popular player,
has an important role. Sainpolis has been
seen in support of the most popular screen
stars, and like Austin is making his first
appearance in Goldwyn Pictures. He, too,
has had stage experience.
Madelyn Klare, as Millie, has a part that
suits her talents admirably. Elsie Sothern
is another of Mae Marsh's aids whose
screen achievements deserve more than
passing- attention. She has had important
parts in several successful serials.
Arthur Housman, prominently Known
for his juvenile characterizations, has no
■end of opportunities to display his tal•ents. Three years in stock and two seasons in Broadway productions have given

Mabel Normand to
Aid Thrift Stamp Drive
MABEL
NORMAND'S
originality
bined with her desire
to becom-of
genuine service in connection with
the present Thrift Stamp drive is responsible for the star's forthcoming- appearance in a unique
motion
picture.
Feeling that she might do more than
make speeches in theaters to stimulate
buyers of Thrift Stamps, and realizingthat at'tri ill In1!- silent art is more powerful than her oral arguments. Miss Normand conferred with Samuel Goldfish,
president of Goldwyn, and the two hit
upon an unusually happy solution of the
matter.
She will act in a specially written
scenario, a short subject calculated to
Show a new phase of the benefit to be derived from liberal purchases of Thrift
Stamps. In no sense a tract the little
play will entertain first of all and incidentally drive home B message in telling fashion.
The photoplay has all the elements of
interest, suspense, and surprise, with the
star offering a distinctly different characterization. Itis the purpose of (Itiklwyn
to show the photoplay in principal Eastern
cities, arranging- wherever possible to
have Mabel Normand appear in conjunction with it.

important role intrusted to him in the latest Mae Marsh picture.
Other screen players of prominence assigned worthwhile parts are Jack Dillon,
a favorite in many Western screen dramas;
Hazel Alden and Lois Alexander.
Hobart Henley, under whose supervision
"The Face
in the
vious success
was Dark,"
made, isMaealsoMarsh's
directorprecf
"All Woman."
Clover Stars Stimulated.
Reports from the National Film Corporation's Denver studio, where "Bud"
Duncan and "Dot" Farley are co-starred
in Clover Comedies, is to the effect that
bringing- them together in the same productions has had a remarkably stimulating
effect upon both. It has been found that
the situations developed between them are
more ludicrous than any opportunity
would afford if they were working- singly.
At the same time each is stimulated to
especial effort.
The latest releases of the Clover Comedies through General Film include "A
Widow's Camouflage" and "Love's Lucky
Day." Kewpie Morgan, one of the biggest and most good natured of comedians,
is the other member of the trio of comedians featured.
Derby Pictures Shown Day After Races.
Orchestra Hall, Chicago, showed the
running of the Kentucky Derby, May 13,
forty-eight hours after the historic classic
turf event at Churchill Downs. This is
one of the features of Screen Telegram
No. 23 released by Mutual, May IS. The
event shows the spectacular race at every
stage. The monster crowd of 40.000 was
gathered to witness the forty-fourth running of the oldest turf classic in the world.
worth
$20,000 to the winner.

others.
June Caprice is doing interiors on "Miss
Innocence," the startling adventures of a
girl in modern Bohemia. Virginia Pearson is also working on interiors for "Her
Price," a dramatic
subject that Edmund
Lawrence
is screening.
George Walsh is well under way on a
vehicle with which Burton George will
make his directorial debut for Mr. Fox.
The picture bears the tentative title of
"The Sleepwalker." Peggy Hyland, under
Carl Harbaugh's direction for the first
time, is busy at Fort Lee on "Other Men's
Daughters."
Franklin
Praises
Miss
Talmadge.
Norma Talmadge, the Select star, who
recently completed a screen version of
"De Luxe Annie," that interesting stage
success, is proceeding rapidly with the
filming of her succeeding production. It
is the story of a music hall dancer who
is rescued by her soldier lover from a theater fire and also from falling prey to
one of the harpies who infest the dramatic
world.
"Sid" Franklin, who is directing Miss
Talmadge, is glowing with appreciation of
the actress' performance. "Even back in
the old times," said Mr. Franklin the
other day, "when Norma Talmadge was
first being starred and my brother and I
were her directors it was easily patent
that here was a girl whose future held
remarkable promise. After our association was severed my bro.ther and I were
always on the lookout for her pictures,
and we followed with great interest her
career, noting the increased felicity of her
performance in each succeeding produc-

R. W. Pinkham
with Triangle.
Ralph W. Pinkham, who has held
position as assistant manager of
Boston
tion." office of the Mutual Film for
past five years, has left to join
sales
Boston. force of the Triangle exchange

"A
Dog's Life" Enters Upon Fourth
ONE of the most interesting evidences
of the remarkable pulling power of
Charlie Chaplin's first $1,000,000 that
has come to light is furnished
in a statement from the First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit to the effect that "A Pus's Life"
entered upon the fourth consecutive week
el' its run at T. L. Talley's Broadway theater in LOS Angeles on May 11'.
If there were any lingering doubts in
the minds of American exhibitors regarding the advisability of increasing the
length of runs on pictures of wide popular appeal the publication of this fact
should dispose of the argument to the
satisfaction of all concerned.
Mr.
Talley
says
that
he
originally

the
the
the
the
in

Week at Talley's

thought
of putting
Dog's
for
two weeks,
but at onthe"A end
of Life"
the first
fortnight he found that box office receipts were steadily increasing as the
word-of-mouth advertising of enthusiastic
fans began to get in its effect.
So far as known this marks a record
in motion picture annals for length of
run of any picture that has been produced
in less than five reels.
Reports received from F. V. Fisher,
manager change,of
Exhibitors'
Film
ExInc., oftheSeattle,
also bear
witness

to the fact that "A Dog's Life" is proving a veritable box office clean-up in the
Northwest.
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i.eneral to Distribute

Marcus Loew Books
"Cecilia" For 70 Days

"Zeppelin L-21" Film

production tor
' lirst Film
DAVIESDavles
ON Marion
MA.RI
Company
the
an Interpretation of Katherlne
ti.i\ Hand Taylor's popular novel, "Cecilia
,.i' the Pink Roses," is practicallj finished,
ami the offices and studio of the concern
Ihizj; with activitj in the final preparations for releasing Hi,- picture Julius
r. under whose personal direction the
ictlon »as created, is putting the
upon it.
finishing touches
At that time decision will be made
whether to exhibit the production for a
summer run on Broadway or to confine
the activities of the companj to the usual
limitations of manufacturers ami present
tin- picture through the distributing channels ordinarily employed. The .Marion
i s management feels confident that
it has a big propertj in "Cecilia of the
pink Roses," with a large clientele awaiting it because of the wide vogue enjoyed
bj the book. This impression has been
Strengthened
by
the action
of Marcus
in giving the picture a seventy
.lays' booking for all his theaters. This.
iii. would not conflict with prerelease exhibition at high prices, and the
temptation is strong to put it on at a
Broadway theater in spite of the natural
hesitancy of the producers to embark as

i bei n n
AFTER a n prepa rai
t,,
■■Thea state
i.
pellndistribut
i .- - 1 "e "ii
right b
1 1,,. plans "i i he i fttei tats Film Compahs
were
chi
I ;
in
trlbutlon through General
Film Comi
The lai ier
ipany announces i hal I
undertaken
to handle
this
thrilli
.km nil w ai events tl
igh Its thirl
changes In the United States and Cat
i one sheet and ' hree
heel po
are now being prepared
bj I
Film.
ami slides ami other advertising material
will be Immediately available,
"The Last Raid oi Zeppelin
L 21
. ..mi. n e'd, excll m^
b ad conned ed
of war adventures, the climax of which is
the victory
Qreal
Britain's
crafl
defenses of against
the Hun antl
dirigible
which had bombed the east coast oi
land an the environs
of London.
Pri
sented
In two-reel
form,
the
pictun
m ■ i Barlly Is one of action clear through

exhibitors

June 3 is fixed as the date when
"Cecilia" will be ready for release. The
story, which is on the order of a
sociological and pyschological sketch depicting the mental and spirited struggles
imposed upon a daughter of the tenements by her sudden rise to riches, is
rather familiar through the big sale the
book achieved.
Julius Steger is as happy over the results achieved by Miss Davies, and has
showered
her with congratulations.
Patricia
Palmer
in Wolfville
Tales.
Patricia Palmer is the heroine of the
series of Wolfville Tales now being distributed by the General Film Company.
Miss Palmer has been playing important
roles in O. Henry Stories and in features
produced at the western studio of the
Vltagraph Company. Her first appearance
as an Alfred Henry Lewis heroine is "Cynthiana," a current release. She will be
seen also as "Faro Nell" and "Tucson
Jennie."
Mary
Merch
in Farnum
Support.
After much deliberation over the choice
of a leading woman for William Farnum
in "Riders of the Purple Sage," Director
Frank Lloyd selected Mary Merch for this
important role. Miss Merch is a newcomer
to the Fox organization, but is well known
in the stage and screen world. She will
impersonate Jane Withersteen. the young
woman who fights against persecution by
the Mormons of forty years ago.
Mary Merch was born in Los Angeles
and had a long stage career that included

Fay

Tincher

in "Main

1-2-3"

Madge Kennedy Scraps
In "The Fair Pretender"

Madge Kennedy's existence in "The Fair
Pretender," her latest Goldwyn production, is just one scrap after another. The
Goldwyn star delights in the rolA, nevertheless, for Madge Kennedy of the screen
is no different from Madge Kennedy of the
stage.
Miss Kennedy, as Sylvia in "The FanPretender," finds herself in hot water
right from the start. As a typist in a theatrical office it would seem but natural
that she should aspire to become an actress. Often she tries to impress her employer with her histrionic talents. But
one day while displaying them the employer's wife happens into the office and
finds Sylvia
Juliet with
in herthehusband's
arms.
After aa tussle
enraged
woman Sylvia loses her job and has to
seek cheaper living quarters. And we just
guess that will do for a beginning.

wkz&w
Yoke."

"Wild
Scenes from

Piker."
"Millionaire
Ebony
Luther Completes
J. Pollard, president and general manager of the Ebony Film Corporation, Chicago, producers of the Ebony
Comedies, released on the General Film
program,
of "Aa
.Millionaireannounces
Piker." the
Sam completion
Robinson has
part which perhaps offers him great scope
as a negro comedian. The genuine negro
humor is forcefully brought out in this
lit teen minutes of hearty laughs. Supporting is Vyonne Junior, who plays the
part of a "prima donna" of a local tough
cabaret, while Samuel Jacks handles the
heavy end. The production was written
for the screen by Ralph R. Weddell, and
was directed by Charles N. David. Mattie Edwards, a former leading comedienne
with Lubin, is featured in a story now
being made.
Thrills in June Caprice
Story.
Thrilling situations, in which June Caprice has an opportunity to do some fine
acting, are said to be included in "BlueEyed Mary," the current special feature
release from William Fox's eastern studios. Harry Millarde, who has staged all
of June Caprice's recent pictures, is the
director of the film, and Frances Crowley
wrote the scenario. The cast includes
Helen Tracy, Blanche Hines, Bernard Randall, Thomas Fallon, Jack McLean, Florence Ashbrooke and Henry Hallam.
Agnes
Profile."
AgnesAyres
Ayres,Plays
the "Enchanted
leading woman
in a
number of the most successful O. Henry
stories, appears before her friends in an
entirely new role shortly in the "Enchanted Profile." Miss Ayres plays the
part of the stenographer whose face bears
such a striking resemblance to that of Miss
Liberty on the dollar that she is adopted
by a miserly old woman. Miss Ayres
studio associates paid her the compliment
of calling her "Miss Liberty" while the
filming of the story was under way.

LfrHIKSl
JIM

■jf*

the

(World).

engagements with May Robson and Xelda
Sears. Shortly after she played the lead
in the stage version of "Today" she went
before the camera on her initial photodrama. Among the others in Mr. Farnum's
company Murdock
are William
Scott, Katherine Adams.
McQuarrie,
Marc
Robbins, Nancy Caswell and J. Holmes.
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Women

and

Three Recent

Tame
Fox

Lions."
Productions.

"
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Nazimova to Be Seen in
Kistemaecker Subject

SCREEN
INC., agents
has obtained
throughCLASSICS,
the foreign
of the
Belgian
dramatist,
Henri
Kistemaecker, the motion picture rights for that
writer's
greatest
play, "L'Occident,"
for
the
use of
the celebrated
Russian
star,
Nazimova.
This will be the third in her
series.
Metro,
as in the case of Nazimova's other pictures, will distribute this
new picture.
The title for the screen version will be selected
by the star.
The
only
play
of
Kistemaecker's
which
yet
received
American
presentation has
is

Scene

General

from "Tucson Jennie"

Film

("Wolfville Tales," General

Releases

Its Initial

Film).

Wolfville

Tale

THE
third of the famous Wolfville
Tales in two-part form, "Tucson Jennie's Heart," is released this week by
General Film Company, and is one of the
snappiest of the short stories written by
the late Alfred Henry Lewis. Patricia
Palmer, who plays the part of "Tucson
Jennie," brings this famous heroine to life
in one of the ablest characterizations she
has done.
The lively Wolfville humor of the origi-

nal story is retained in the titles, taken
direct from the story. It deals with the
attempt of Wolfville's leading citizens to
settle for Jennie the problem of her heart
affairs.
"The Girl and the Graft," a delightful
O. Henry story, with Agnes Ayres and Edward Earle, will follow this Wolfville
Tale next week as the Broadway Star Features release. Admirers of these quaint
tales in picture form are sure to be well
entertained.

Marcus Loew Books Beach's
"Heart of the Sunset"

Land" is the description of an island off
the Pacific Coast on which much of the
exciting action takes place. To photograph a number of these island scenes, Mr.
Lytell and his supporting cast have gone
to Catalina. "No Man's Land" is a
romance of love and adventure. Anna Q.
Nilsson is leading woman. Others in the
cast are Eugene Pallette, Charles Arling.
Edward
Alexander,
and Molly McConnell.

"The Spy," in which
Edith Wynne
Matthison appeared on the speaking stage.
Albert Capellani will direct Mme. Nazimova, and much is expected from this
brilliant combination of star and director. Mr. Capellani has long been an admirer of the great Russian's dramatic
gifts, and Mme. Nazimova is delighted that
the celebrated Frenchman is to be her
director. In collaboration with June
Mathis, Mr. Capellani is now engaged in
making a scenario of the drama.
Complete scenario versions of two great
photodramas will be ready for Mme. Nazimova when she finishes her season of
Ibsen plays at the Plymouth theater in
June and returns to the Metro studio to
continue the making of special productions de luxe. The second production,
which will follow "L'Occident." will be
the star's success of last season on the
speaking stage, " 'Ception Shoals."
Kerigan Back at Work.
J. Warren Kerrigan has fully recovered
from the broken leg which he sustained
last August, and is again at work at the
Paralta studios in Los Angeles. Settings
for
Paralta Play,
"Toby,"
which
will his
be anew
visualization
of the
book of
the
same

booking of the spring seaTHE biggest
son was given last week by Marcus
Loew to the Goldwyn Distributing
Corporation for Rex Beach's greatest
Southwestern romantic drama, "Heart of
the Sunset," which will usher in the summer season at every Loew theater in the
New York metropolitan and suburban
zones — covering a period of seventy odd
days. That this powerful exhibitor should
give this blanket booking to the big Rex
Beach special production lays emphasis
upon the power and quality of the picture.
The Loew booking was obtained by
Alfred Weiss, one of Goldwyn Distrubuting
Corporation's vice-presiflents. and covers
the following Loew houses: Fulton, Greeley Square, Hoboken, Lincoln Square, National, Newark, New Rochelle, New York
Theater and Roof, 116th Street, Orpheum,
Palace of Brooklyn. Victoria, American,
Avenue B, Bijou, Boulevard, Broadway.
Circle, DeKalb, Delancey Street, Eightysixth Street, Forty-second Street, Warwick and West End.
During the last few days Mr. Weiss also
closed a first run contract for Boston with
the Boston theater, in the heart of the
Washington street downtown district of
the Hub.
showing
Mr. cause
Beach'sthis
picture
theTheLoew
housesof will
famousat
author to depart from a long-standing
rule. At the personal solicitation of Mr.
Loew he will appear in person at the
various Loew houses, coming face to face
with more patrons of the photoplay than
he has ever met before.
Lytell Making "No Man's Land."
Bert
Lytell appears
in several
scones
of "No
Man's Land,"
his second
picture
in the Mciro program,
in tin- garb of a
convict.
The
production
of "No
Man's
Land" is with
well Will
along S.at Davis
Metro'sdirecting:.
West ("oast
studios,
The picture is from the novel by Louis
Joseph Vance, adapted for the screen by
Bert Lytell and a. S. Le Vino.
"No Man's

Diamond Comedies Ready for Release.
General Film Company is about ready
to release the Diamond Comedies, featuring Diana Allen with a trio of capable
comedians. "Way Up in Society" is the
initial screen vehicle for the former "Follies" star. Nearly a score of pretty girls
appear in the production, which has been
staged on an elaborate scale for a onen el comedy. Many of the scenes were
taken in historic Audubon Park at New
Orleans, and in the mansion of the late
W. P. Brown.
Fatal
Fate"Diamond
is announced as the "His
second
of the
comedies.

name by Crede Harris, were completed about two weeks ago, and Mr. Kerrigan started the filming of the initial
scenes last week under the direction of
Raymond B. West. The story of the new
vehicle is laid in the Kentucky hills.
Miss Lois Wilson, who has appeared opposite Mr. Kerrigan in his former Paralta
Plays, will again be seen as his leading
woman.
Selects Sisters to Play Sister Roles.
Maurice Tourneur is a sticker for realism. His first independent production, the
DrurytwoLane
melodrama,
has
prominent
sister"Sporting
roles; in Life,"
fact,
one of the parts is that of the heroine.
Mr. Tourneur declined to engage two actresses who remotely looked alike and
to cast them for the parts. He insisted
upon finding actual sisters to interpret
the .character. It was a difficult task,
since the roles are of the ingenue type
yet call for considerable emotional ability,
but Mr. Tourneur finally found the Binney
sisters. Freddie and Constance, one of
whom is now dancing in "Oh. Lady. Lady!"

Fox to Reissue Six Biggest Bara and Farnum Plays
announcement from the Fox offices
says that the organization is about
to release new versions of six of the
most popular box office successes that
Mr. Fox has made. The pictures, which
are now being re-titled and re-edited by
Baker, editor of the Fox proiicttie Gray will
ductions, be issued to exhibitors over
ed.
announc
to he are
periodfilmssoonselected
a The
three Theda Bara
plays.
Farnum
William
three
and
subjects
Kara subjects are: "A Fool
The Theda
Case" and
l'he Clomencoau
There Was.
•'The Two Orphans." The Farnum SubBondman," "The Plunjects, arc: "A"The
Soldier's
and
Thesederer" dramas
were Oath."
chosen following
exhiban intensive mail inquiry among personal
itors. The Investigation included
postala
and
exhibitors
to leadingamong
Visits canvass
Four
thousands.
card
AN

were received. The senthousandtimentreplies
for the six pictures named was
surprisingly
unanimous.
The first of the group will be released
in its new and entirely modernized form
sometime in the latter part of June. A
decision has not yet been reached as to
the exact order in which the six will go
forth, New and attractive lithographs
new photos and new lobby disploys are a
material provided
of the subsidiary
part
.
for exploitation
All of the Fox exchanges have full details of the plans, and the exhibitors' may
get complete information from branch
ma papers. The six photoplays are to be
marketed separately and independently- of
.
other ofproductions
anyPrints
the six productions will soon
bo available at each of the exchanges for
general distribution.
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Pat he's Travel Series
Will Be Released June 16
thai
the announcement
the most prominent
newspapers in the United
States would
nt a series of fifty-two one-a-week
reel travel pictures released
through
Pathe exchanges,
it is learned
that
'ost Film Company, producers of these
pictures, has been working on the proposition for over two years, starting
out
with the definite plan of taking
Its own
1 pictures
and tying up with the
most Influential newspapers
The cornselected Pathe to distribute the lilms.
Since In each big city the important
paper presents
tlu- Travel
Series as
us own
property,
there is no limit to
what it may do to boost it and build
business for exhibitors playing it. The
paper will run a weekly story of the film
released each seven days, considerable
advertising — one-half page, one-quarter
etc. — and advertisements eaeh week
announcing the theaters at which the
travel pictures are shown.
In those few exchange
centers
where
newspapers have not yet been approached
in this matter or where
negotiations are
new
being
carried
on with a view
to
closing, until such" time as definite areraents
are
made,
the
Pathe
exchanges'
will
he furnished
prints
with
main titles reading "Post Film Company,
Inc., Travel Series."
However, every indiD points to the Post Film Co. closing
each newspaper
territory
well ahead
of
June 16), and therefore all
exhibitors
will have the same advantage
in presenting these pictures.
The first release, dealing with "St.
Thomas in the Virgin Islands of the
I'ni ted States of America." shows our
newly acquired island possession of St.
Thomas in the Virgin Islands, recently
purchased by the United States from Denmark, for $25,000,000.
FOLLOWING
forty of

Three Stories in Work
At the Goldwyn Studios
THREE new and unusually promising
productions are in immediate prospect at the Goldwyn studios. A lastminute change in plans makes the Mae
Marsh release for June 2 a dramatic photoplay from the original story of E. Lloyd
Sheldon called "All Woman." This is to
be released in place of the same star's
"The Glorious Adventure," which, with
the substitution, automatically becomes
the subsequent Harsh release, falling
probably about the middle of July.
Mabel Xormand is at work on "The
Venus
Model," scenario
written staff.
by H. R.
of
the Goldwyn
It Durant,
is a story
of business and a romance built around
a bathing frock dubbed the Venus Model.
It recalls Mabel Xormand's happiest adventures on the screen, and provides manymoments of laughter, suspense, and genuine charm.
Madge Kennedy is busy at Fort Lee on
"The Service Star," written for her by
Charles A. Logue. Despite the title this
is not a war story. The only part the
great world conflict plays in the drama
is to serve as a sketchy background for
a thrilling, intensely modern story enacted right here at home. Charles Miller,
who directed Miss Kennedy in "The Fair
Pretender," is supervising the new production.
Billie Rhodes Plays Rustic Maid.
Saucy Billie Rhodes gives the simple
rustic maid some pointers on flirting in
"Her Rustic Romeo," a Strand comedy.
The litle flapper vamp is a pastmaster in
the art of ensnaring the gilded youth, so
when she takes a hand in a bucolic
romance and instructs the unsophisticated
country maid in the wiles what chance has
the poor rube philanderer? It's marry
the girl or come across with the heartbalm coin, and the rustic swain decides
on orange blossoms.
This comedy is released by Mutual, May
28.

.<*&*$ s
Selsnick

L
-. <- from
Scene

"The

Lesson"

(Select).

Unusual
Double Exposure inself;"The
Ordeal
of Rosetta"
no double
Is employed
at any time.
ALK'K BRADY'S Select picture for May,

"The Ordeal of Rosetta," is marked
by all-round production. One of the
most interesting features is the unique
trick photography devised by Director
Emile Chautard and his cameraman,
Jacques
Bizuel,
There is an especially fine instance of
double exposure in the scene where Professor Gelardi, played by Henri Leone,
puts his arms around both of his twin
daughters, Rosetta and Lola, both of
whom are portrayed by Alice Brady, despite their entire difference in looks, temperament and disposition. The star appears on both sides of her father at the
same time, of course, but there is no break
in the center of the film.
Throughout the entire story, which was
written by Edmund Goulding, the seenarioist now doing his bit with the A. E. F. in
France.
Alice Brady plays both roles her-

There are many scenes in which one sister sees the other, either in life or in
vision, and while these are not very unusual, they are exquisitely done and contribute largely to the convincingness of
the photoplay.
Miss Brady's leading man in this production was Crauford Kent. Ormi Hawley has the female lead. The rest of the
cast includes Maud Turner Gordon, Ed
Burns, Hazel Washburn and George Henry.

"Under the Yoke" Is a
Tale of the Philippines

traptions in "Fisherman's Luck," but it is
a question whether they are any more
wonderful than the actual animal oddities
unearthed by Raymond L. Ditmars in the
regular natural history film.
The professor shows the 'possum in his
natural habitat; also his extremely goggleeyed cousin of the South African jungles;
also the ant-eating sloth, with a tongue
half as long as his body that enables him
to get his rations without stirring from a
sitting posture.
Like the other Katzenjammers, this is
an International Film Service cartoon,
and is released exclusively through the
Educational.

super-production, "UnTHEDA der theBARA'S
Yoke," described as a fighting
drama of the Philippines, which William Fox will release in June, has just
been completed at Holly-wood. It tells a
story of an incident in the early days of
American occupation of the Islands. Miss
Bara portrays a character which is said to
combine all the salient qualities of Carmen and Cigarette.
The Fox star again appears in a sympathetic role, this time depicting the romance of a Spanish girl who is in love
with an American army captain. The
picture is based on a story by George
Scarborough, and was scenarioized by
Adrian Johnson. The direction was by J.
Gordon Edwards, this being the twentysixth picture he has directed for Fox.
The story is being described in advertising and publicity matter, including
lithographs, as the "picture of the fight
for love of a woman of no regrets." In
love with an American army officer. Maria,
the daughter of a wealthy Spanish
grandee, rejects the suit of the overseer
of her father's plantation. The rejected
suitor foments a revolt, captures the girl
and her sweetheart, and is about to put
them to death when they are rescued by
a force of American troops.
Innovations are said to have been introduced in the photography of the production, which, besides depicting the
beauty- of the tropics, contains many stirring battle scenes between American
troops and forces of insurrectos.

Educationals
at New
York
Houses.
The preleases of the Educational Films
Corporation at the New York Rivoli, May
12, is the Katzenjammer cartoon, "Fisherman's Luck," and the one at tht Strand
is "Night Animals," by Professor Ditmars.
These same pictures are on the regular
releases of the Educ.-i tional, for the week
beginning
Sunday, ' May
Gregory conLa
Cava
manufactured
the 19.
nightmare

Good

Support

for Bushman

and

Bayne.

In their
"The Scheme,"
Francis
X. comedy-drama,
Bushman and Beverly
Bayne
are supported by a cast of popular players
of the stage and screen. This Metro A1IStar Series picture was written by
Katharine Kavanaugh, adapted by June
Mathis, and directed by Charles J. Brabin.
William Dunn, recently a star in Vitagraph pictures, plays the role of Jim, a
crook. Leslie Stowe is cast as Dudley,
the father of Jim and Molly. Mabel Frenyear has the role of Molly, the crook girl.
Rolinda Bainbridge is cast as Mrs. Ames.
Lila Blow portrays the part of Mrs.
Byrd Cutting. Elise MacLeod plays the
comedy
of Miss Nobody
Home." EngJack
B.
Hollisrole
impersonates
an eccentric
lishman. Armorel McDowell is seen as the
human
scenes. bullet in the Liberty Loan gun
will be released by Metro
on "The
June Scheme"
24.
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Browne Writes Page
For Goldwyn Play
In furtherance of its specially-devised
advertising campaign for Mabel Normand's newest Goldwyn Picture, "Joan of
1'lattsburg," Goldwyn has arranged for
the publication in more than 200 American and Canadian newspapers of a full
page fiction version of Porter Emerson
Browne's story, illustrated with stills
from the production. Mr. Browne himself
has written the story and Goldwyn has
had it prepared for newspaper use in
seven and eight column page matrices,
which are being sent to all newspapers
requesting them.
Goldwyn has directed its brancn managers and salesmen to make eviry effort
to tie up the publication of the ''Joan of
Plattsburg" story with the showing of the
film play in towns and cities throughout
the country. It plans in this way to derive
the maximum publicity benefits from the
scheme. Theater owners also will work
through newspapers with which tnoy advertise.
Good Reports on "O'Garry."
Reports from the field received by Generaly Film Company indicate that the Blue
Ridge Dramas, in which Ned Finley and
Marion Henry are featured, are scoring a
hit. Two "O'Garry" stories and two south-
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Federation, and Miss Bessie Barnes, chairman of the Hygiene Committee.
The special feature of the show was
the Artcraft production, "The Blue Bird,"
which was presented by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. This was
followed by a Burton Holmes Travelogue
and a comedy.

Clothes and Clothes in
Million Dollar Dollies
A

REAL fashion show of the screen
will be presented by the Dolly Sisters
in their exquisite Screen Classics production, "The Million Dollar Dollies."
Roszika and Yancsi Dolly appear in fortyeight changes of costume in this five-act
picture, which was written and directed
by Leonce Perret. The sisters in their
up-to-date garb are involuntarily contrasted with beauties of the harem in
flowing robes, and will prove once and
for all to the satisfaction of the western
hemisphere at least that the modish outlines of nowadays are more pleasing to
the eye than the formless costumes of the
Orient.
Every conceivable sort of apparel in
which young girls are ever seen is shown
in "The Million Dollar Dollies," and all
are of the loveliest. Outside its clever
story and brisk action the picture provides an ocular feast in its gowns and
stage settings. The picture opens with
Roszika and Tancsi just awakening from
sleep, wearing the most exquisite night
apparel.
The plot of "The Milion Dollar Dollies"
requires Roszika to impersonate a wonderful new kind of fish. She is wound in
lengths of black gauze on which gold
spangles are used to simulate scales.
Both girls swim in the Rajah's private
pool, wearing satin bathing suits of
black and white vertical stripes, one
shoulder
of each costume being uncovered.
Clothes have their part to play in giving
the right atmosphere of richness and
charm to this elaborate production starring the Dolly Sisters.
Petrova's
Fourth
Released in June.
"Tempered Steel," Madame Olga Petrova's fourth picture made by the Petrova
Picture Company, will be released by the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit during the first week of June. This screen
drama, which is said to be an unusual example of the art of working- up suspense,
is the first of the Polish actress' pictures
to be directed by Ralph Ince. George
Middleton, well known as the author of
several successful legitimate plays, wrote
the original story, which has been cleverly scenarioized by Mrs. L. Case Russell.

Ned Finley in Blue Ridge
Drama.
era mountaineer dramas in this series,
produced at Bat Cave by the Ned Finley
Films, Inc., have so far been released.
Especially have "The Return of O'Garry"
and "O'Garry Hides Alone" shown that the
public demands the romantic adventure
type of northwest stories.
An "O'Garry''
story
forms
every third
or fourth release In the Blue Ridge Series.
Among the mountain dramas. "The Man
from Nowhere," one of the strongest
stories in which Ned Finley has ever appeared, will be released this week by
General Film.
"Blue Bird" Shown to Teachers.
A special
matinee
was
given
to the
teachers
of
(! renter
Boston,
Saturday
morning, May 18, at the Fenway theater
by Stanley Sumner, manager. The Bhow
was under the direction of Miss Mabel
Anderson, chairman of the Publicity Committee Of the
Massachusetts
Teachers'

Second Glaum Subject Completed.
The final scenes of Louise Glaum's
second
Paralta and
Play,
"Shackled,"is have
been
completed,
the production
now
in the laboratories of the Paralta studios
in Los Angeles, where it is being assembled for release.
The play is taken from an original
story by Lawrence McCloskey, which deals
with the life of Lola Dexter, a young
girl alone in the world, whose life is
apparently wrecked through her love for
Walter Cosgrove, a man with the veneer
of a gentleman, but through whose nature
there runs an undercurrent of debaseness.
Colored
Filmers
Draw
Crowds.
Advices from the executive offices of the
Ebony Film Corporation in Chicago indicate that the populace of the "Windy
City has discovered something new under
the sun. and that the studio where the
Ebony comedies are being filmed is the
center constantly
of unusual
curiosity.
The newest Ebony comedies to be
scheduled for release by General Film are
"The Bully" and "The Janitor." Both
are the most original sort of slap-stick
interpreted characteristically by colored
funmakers.
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William Fox to Make
Gouverneur Morris Story
YOUthe Can't
Away stories
With of
It,"Gouverone of
most Get
famous
neur Morris, short-story writer, novelist and war correspondent, is about to
he filmed by AVilliam Fox. Jewel Carmen,
"the girl with the Champagne eyes," will
be the star.
The story, which will be remembered by
magazine readers as having created considerable of a sensation at the time it
was
published,
is that of a girl, once

Jewel Carmen.
wealthy, who enters into a domestic arrangement with a man because she is
unable to stand up under grinding poverty. She accepts the man's proposal in
the face of his honest warning that "she
can't get away with it," and the consequences which she pays form an absorbing drama of a great problem.
In announcing the acquisition of this
Gouverneur Morris story, the company
calls attention to the fact that Morris is
only one of several famous writers whose
works are now being filmed for Fox releases. Among these authors is Guy de
Maupassant, upon whose story, "The Cruis based Brockwell
"The Bird of
which cible."
Gladys
is Prey,"
working.in
George Scarborough, author of "At Bay."
part other
authorstage
of "The
Heartandof author
'Wetona,"of
and
successes,
"Under the Yoke," which J. Gordon Edwards has just completed, is another
writer for Fox. A fourth is Zane Grey,
whose "Riders of the Purple Sage" is bemade by William Farnum for release
next ingmonth.
Three Veterans

Support

Miss

Storey.

Three veterans of the "palmy days" of
the spoken drama are in the cast supEdith Storey
in "As W.theBerrell,
Sun "Went
Down." porting
They
are George
Alfred Hollingsworth, and F. E. Spooner.
The picture is a screen adaptation by
George D. Baker, manager of productions
at Metro's West Coast studios, of his own
play written some fifteen years ago.
Of these three actors the dean is Mr.
Berrell, who played in the support of
Booth, Barrett. McCullough. and Mary
Anderson. Mr. Hollingsworth played with
Mr. Baker when the Metro executive was
a player and in his companies when he
was a manager.
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Lieber Tells of Success
of Big Gerard Production
Robert Lieber, the newly
WHEN
elected president of the First Na
tlonal Exhibitors' Circuit, proprietor of the Circle theater, of Indianapolts, and circuit Franchise holder for
State of Indiana, was In New fork
during the week of Maj 12, be commented upon the extraordinary success
that Is attending the booking of "My
Four rears In Germany" In his section
of the country.
to date we have arranged for
rentals aggregating over $40,000 In Indiana alone," said Mr. Lieber, "and before
the end of tiie month we expect these
figures to approximate 40 per rent, more,
As it Is, we feel fairlj well pleased with
situation, as 1 understand that we
have already topped the figures reached
In our state by 'The Birth of a Nation'
during Its first run."
"M> Four Years In Germany" Is also
making notable headway in other localities. E. H. Hulsey presented the Gerard
film in Dallas. Texas, during: the first
week of May at the Hippodrome to the
largest audience that the house has ever
held. The box office receipts for the
opening day a ss related $1,SK0. Mr. Hulsey and his associates had given the production remarkable exploitation prior to
its engagement, with the result that they
have had to call on the local police rees to handle the crowds.
At the Mary Anderson Theater in Louisville, Ky.. "My Four Years in Germany"
is also cashing in effectively on the excellent advertising and newspaper publicity it has received at the hands of
Fred Levy and Lee L. Goldberg. The seat
sales amounted to $1,076 the first day,
and were expected to approximate $8,000
for the full week.
Xoungstown, Ohio, is also playing the
picture for a week's run at the Park theater, and reports box office receipts of.
$1,038 on the opening.
A signal tribute was paid "My Four
Tears in Germany" in its indorsement by
the General Federation of Women's Clubs
at their national convention held last
week in Hot Springs, Ark., as an ideal example of the work that the motion picture is doing in quickening the patriotic
fervor of Americans.

Three "Mutt and Jeffs"
Released During June
ANNOUNCEMENT from the Fox Film
Corporation offices is that three Mutt
and Jeff animated cartoons will be
released during June. The releases are
"The Tale of a Pig," "Hospital Orderlies"
and "Life Savers."
In "The Tale of a Pig" Mutt and Jeff,
moved by the spirit of patriotism, start a
pig farm. Mutt sends Jeff for a flock of
pigs, and he starts back with one big
hog with a curly tail. He meets with several accidents and is finally brought home
by a man in a flivver. When he opens the
door of the machine, out comes a group of
little pigs, all with curly tails. A farmer,
in a joshing- spirit, tells Mutt and Jeff
that curly tailed pigs are not good, so
Jeff gets a box of starch and a fiatiron
and irons out the tail of each pig. Then
he hangs all the pigs on a clothesline.
What these little pigs do after their tails
are starched out forms a climax which is
described as being a riot.
Mutt and Jeff as hospital orderlies are
intrusted with the care of a crazy patient.
The physician, when leaving the hospital,
instructs them to give the patient a
soothing hypodermic injection. Instead
they load him up with pep, with the result
that some wild times follow. The patient
mistakes everything for a pill, and
promptly swallows it. This mistake, however, comes in handy and through a novel
way relieves Jeff of his embarrassment in
trying to quiet a bunch of squalling infants in the baby ward.
Mutt and Jeff in "Life Savers" tell a
story of sad sea waves.

Scene from "The Model's Confession" (Universal).

Universal 's "The Model's Confession"
in Six
Reelsby
the model.
The Is
picture
is directed

a ,six-is
THEreelMODEL'S
Universal CONFESSI
special ON,"
attraction
the first of the big summer offerings
by Universal as an offset for exhibitors
to the bugaboo of the "summer
slump"
which failed to materialize to any extent last year.
As a result of the orders the release
date of "The Model's Confession" with
its extra footage has been considerably
advanced, and has been placed upon the
release schedule for June 3.
Mary
MacLaren appears as Iva Seldon,
Hart

Prefers

War

to Loan

Drive.

"Anytime I'm wanted to go to war, I'm
ready," says William S. Hart. "I've seen
wars and I've seen Liberty Loan drives.
Give me war." The motion picture "bad
man" has returned from a ten-day tour
of the principal cities of the Pacific Coast
made at the request of Secretary McAdoo, during which time he spoke in
nineteen cities to estimated audiences of
over 250,000 persons and personally collected over $2,000,000 worth of subscriptions from the platform. During these ten
days he made fifty-one speeches, not including those made to the boys at Camp
Kearny, Camp Lewis, Fort Rosecrans, the
high schools in the principal cities apd
lunches and banquets given in his honor
by many prominent clubs. In many
places Hart was mobbed by his admirers.
During the tour the Artcraft star had the
honor of speaking from the same platform
with many notable men.
"Kidder & Ko." Comes June 16.
In "Kidder & Ko," the five-reel Pathe
play released June 16, Bryant Washburn
has a part just suited to him, and which
is not unlike the Skinner role with which
he leaped to popularity. In this comedy
Washburn is the son of an amiable parent
who is head of a great dried fish concern in Kiddersport, Maine.
"If there is anything I loathe," exclaims
the hero,
canned
— and women."
And
thereby"it is
hangs
the cod
tale.
Pathe has given this feature a splendid
mounting and a fine supporting company,
and "Kidder & Ko" is expected to repeat
the success made by earlier Washburn
comedies.
"Kidder & Ko" was written by John W.
Grey and M. Ramirez-Torres. The heroine is Gertrude Selby.
Fox Has Seven New Leading Players.
Attention is called by the Fox offices to
the fact that seven of the organization's
stars have new leading men or 'women in
current pictures soon to be released. Four

Ida .May Park. The star is supported bj
Kenneth Harlan, Edna, Earle, Herbert
Prior, Louis Willoughby, and Gretchen
Lederer.
The story was picturized from a magazine novel. The big punch comes when
a father falls in love with his own
daughter only to be killed a few moments
later in a thrilling automobile collision.
Herbert Prior plays the role of the aged
roue not loved by women for himself, but
for his money.

are entirely new to Fox plays, while three
return after long absences. The list includes Kathleen Connors, Robert Middlemass, Bernard Randall, Mary Mersch, Violet Palmer, Herbert Hayes and Victor
Sutherland.
Miss Connors plays opposite Tom Mix in
"Ace High." Robert Middlemass was
chosen to portray the chief masculine role
in "Other Men's Daughters." Bernard
Randall is seen in the screen part of June
Caprice's
"Blue-Eyed Mary,"
a special sweetheart
feature for inJune.
Mary Mersch has the part of Jane Withersteen in "Riders of the Purple Sage."
Violet Palmer is now leading woman of
the George Walsh company. Herbert
Heyes is completing work in support of
Gladys
Bird ofVirginia
Prey."
Victor Brockwell
Sutherland inis"The
opposite
Pearson

in

"The

Firebrand."

Toto Gets Into Electric Lights.
Pathe-Rolin's "Toto Comedies" are reported to have taken a spurt. The Cleveland branch has placed this series with
the Alhambra and Mall theaters, two of
the big downtown houses, and the customers like them so well that Toto is
figuring in the electric light signs. Both
houses play the Toto releases first run on
the same days.

Scene

from "Goodrich
Dirt in Darkest
Africa" (Pictograph No. 121).
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Exhibitors Praise Power
of "Tarzan of the Apes"
IN recent communications
to the headquarters of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit three of the leading
motion picture showmen of the United
States have expressed themselves in interesting terms regarding the manner in
which "Tarzan of the Apes" has gone
over under their auspices.
"After our recent extremely gratifying experience with 'My Four Tears in
Germany'," writes S. Barret McCormick,
managing director of the Circle theater,
Indianapolis/ "I thought that our house
attendance record would stand for some
time to come. But such was not the case.
Two weeks later, when we came to reckon
up thepleasantly
box office startled
receipts to
for find
'Tarzan,'
we
were
that the
big spectacle of jungle life had the edge
on Ambassador Gerard's revelations by
the price of two Liberty Bonds, to use a
patriotic simile. I never saw a straight
romantic picture go over in such smash-

Scene

from "Selfish

Yates"

(Artcraft).

Famous Players-Lasky ListsVerdi,
Seven
Subjects for June
J. H. Gilmore and Isabelle BerFamous Players-Lasky CorporaTHE
tion puts its best foot foremost in
the schedule of Paramount releases
for the month of June, listing seven of
the biggest productions turned out by
the company. Four of the pictures were
made in the West Coast studios, two in
the East, and one comes from the Ince
plant.
Six of the pictures present Lina Cavalieri, Vivian Martin, Sessue Hayakawa,
Pauline Frederick, Wallace Reid and Enid
Bennett, and the seventh is another of
the J. Stuart Blackton
photoplays.
The first subject in the order of release
is the presentation on June 2, by J. Stuart
Blackton, of "Missing," a story of love
and war from the novel by Mrs. Humphrey Ward, in which appear Thomas
Meighan, Robert Gordon, Winter Hall,
Sylvia Breamer, Ola Humphrey, Mollie
McConnell and Kathlyn
O'Connor.
On the same date the spectacular Lina
Cavalieri picture is issued, entitled
"Love's Conquest," being an adaptation
from "Gismonda," the famous Sardou
drama. Edward Jose directed this photoplay. Large settings were constructed to
represent the city of Athens in the early
sixteenth century and throngs appear in
the various scenes. The principal supporting roles are played by Courtenay
Foote, Fred Radcliff, Frank Lee, Freddie

"For Sale" to Follow
Pat he's "Yellow Ticker
FOLLOWING close upon the sensational
advance bookings for the new feature, "The Yellow Ticket," with Fannie Ward, comes the important announcement that Pathe lias another strong boxup its sleeve. "For Sale,"
feature
office the
fine co-starring team of Gladys
with
Hulette and Creighton Hale, is the dark
horse that promises to make a clean-up.
Fred Jackson, author of many stage
and screen successes, to say nothing of
half a dozen novels, a score of popular
magazine serials and some six hundred
short stories, wrote "For Sale." From A.
H. Woods it was bought by Pathe.
After viewing the first available print
of "For Sale," the Pathe executives decided that "For Sale" was a picture deserving of a special campaign, and it is
going to be handled with this object in
mind.

wind.
On June 9 Vivian Martin will be seen
in "Viviette," from the book of the same
title by William J. Locke, scenarioized
by Julia Crawford Ivers and directed by
Walter Edwards. The story deals with
the love affairs of a girl after she leaves
a finishing school. The same day marks
the release of the Pauline Frederick production of "Her Final Reckoning,"
adapted by Charles E. Whittaker from
"Prince Zilah."
Emile Chautard directed.
Sessue Hayakawa is the star of "The
Bravest Way," released June 16, showing
the dramatic experiences of a Japanese
in the United States who follows the
traditions of his race in sacrificing himself.
A stirring and patriotic subject is "The
FireflyWallace
of France,"
released
on the
23d,
with
Reid as
a French
aviator.
It was adapted by Margaret Turnbull
from the story by Marion Polk Angelotti
and directed by Donald
Crisp.
June 23 is also the date of the release
of the Ince production, "A Desert Wooing," with Enid Bennett in the stellar
role. The scenario was written by J. G.
Hawks and the picture was directed by
Jerome
Storm.

"Liberty Belles" Lead
Universal's Comedies
passive
L-Ko beauties,
THEassistance
Morristheand Rube
of Dave with
Miller, lead the list of the Universal
comedy releases for the week of June 3
in the two-reeler, "Liberty Belles," a
patriotic laughmaker in which it is
sought to drive home the assistance women
may be in winning the war for the Allied
cause. The next L-Ko release will be
along similar lines, with the exception
that the entire comedy will be acted by
women without a man in the cast.
Of equal importance is the LyonsMoran release under the brand name of
the Bride,''
Goes program
of "There
Star
whichcomedies
also appears
on the
for
the week of June 3.
Kathleen O'Connor in the Nestor, "Home
James." winds up the comedy offerings
for the week.
The other short subjects on the program consist of the split reels brought
together In the Universal Animated Weekly, Universal
versal Current Screen
Events. Magazine, and Uni-

Aaron Jones, of the firm of Jones,
ing style."
Linick
& Schaefer, who are now showing "Tarzan" at the Colonial theater, Chicago, seems equally enthusiastic about
the film's reception in the "Windy City.
As secretary of the Exhibitors' Film
Exchange, Inc., of the Northwest no one
is in a better position to gauge the power
of production to pay dividends to himself and his business associates than
Frederick V. Fisher. "We have just
closed a record-breaking run with 'Tarzan of the Apes' in the Coliseum at
Seattle," writes Mr. Fisher.

Widely Separate Locales
In New Griffith Subject
ON

THE heels of his big success,
"Hearts of the World," D. W. Griffith plans to launch another -war
drama, which will be released as an Artcraft picture. Though the producer has
withheld all information regarding the
story on which he is now engaged, he has
permitted it to be known that the new
picture will present an entirely different
angle from that of "Hearts of the World."
It is said he does not intend to depict
a single battle scene, using the worldwar
story. merely as a background for a love
Henry Walthall has been engaged for
the cast, which will also include Lillian
Gish, Robert Harron, George Fawcett and
George
Siegmann.
Scenes will be laid in France. Canada,
Hawaii and Scotland, and others are being
made in settings reproduced in California.
The picture probably will be a combination of three separate stories, originally written for three Artcraft pictures.
Mr. Griffith has taken the strongest
points in each story and blended them
into one productions, the threads being
interwoven as the story . progresses and
ending in a powerful climax. This accounts for the widely separated locales.
Big Pathe
Features
for June.
Among the heavily underscored features
to be released by Pathe in June, in addition to "The Yellow Ticket," the most
notable are Gladys Hulette and Creighton
Hale in "For Sale," a picture of marked
box-office value, originally written for the
speaking stage by Fred Jackson, in which
Miss Hulette is said to achieve a hit; a
Baby Marie Osborne picture, Bessie Love
in "A Little Sister of Everybody," by
William Addison Lathrop, hailed as better than anything she has yet done for
Pathe. and Bryant Washburn in "Kidder
& Ko," a story of American youth and
enterprise that will rank with the popular star's recent hit, "Twenty-one."
Juanita Hanson in Ince Picture.
Among the several well known players
in "The Mating of Marcella," Dorothy
Dalton's Paramount picture, will be
found Juanita Hansen, a blonde of the
statuesque type.
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Tourneur's
Life"Studio
In II ork"Sporting
at Fort Lee
UNUSUAL Interest centers In Maurice
Tourneur's flrsl Independent production, "Sporting Life," In oourse. of fllmIng *t the Tourneur studios at Port Loe.
Tins is due to Mr. Tourneur's phenomenal
success with another Drurj Lane melodrama, "The Whip." Mr. Tourneur produced a wuii- variety of photodramatlc
offerings for Paramount and the World
Film, Including "The Blue Bird," "Prunella," ami tin- Elsie Ferguson vehicles,
but as a box office attraction his production of "The Whip" is looked upon as
oiu' of his greatest efforts.
There are many Interesting things attached was
to the
historyby ofCecil
"Sporting
which
written
RaleighLife,"
and
Seymour Hicks, and which enjoyed a
phenomenal run at the Drury Lane in
1891 It duplicated its London hit in New
York in September, 1S9S, and had one of
the longest runs in the history of the
metropolitan stage. As a touring attraction it created box office records wherever it played.
Robert Hilliard created the leading role
of Lord Woodstock. Elita Proctor Otis
was the fascinating villainess. It is interesting to note that Marie Cahill, then
unknown, played a tiny role, while John
Ince had another
slender
part.
Maurice Tourneur has selected an excellent cast to interpret the roles in the
screen adaptation of "Sporting Life."
Willette Kershaw will play the villainess.
"The Unbeliever" in Canada.
Arrangements have been made for the
Canadian distribution of "The Unbeliever,"
the big patriotic feature from the Edison
studio, which has met with such remarkable success in the United States. The
exchanges which will handle" this subject
in Canada are those of General Film Company, from which it is expected that the
success of the production in this country
will be. duplicated in Canada. The United
States distribution is conducted by the
George Kleine System through its own
exchanges. In Canada the Kleine System
is routing the picture through the General Film exchanges as a result of the
recent service co-operation entered into
between the companies in that territory.

Scene from "Slippery

Slim and

(Essanay).

Essanay Lists Subjects in Second Block of Snakevilles
e comedies have
Y'S so Snakevill
ESSANA
popular with the public
proved
that exhibitors all over have been
asking for more. Essanay announces that
they will issue a second block of ten
comedies as soon as all of the first ten
are released.
The last release of the first set is May
25, and the first of the second ten will be
issued June 1, the remainder following
through June and July one week apart.
The General Film Company, which is releasing these comedies, announces that
they are in such demand that they usually
are taken by the entire block, the exhibitor fixing one night each week for the
showing.
The films feature the well known
comedians. Slippery Slim, Sophie Clutts,
and Mustang Pete. They are Western slap-

Dor/5 Kenyon Begins Work on Original Vance Story
DORIS KENTON'S second photoplay
feature, produced by her own company, De Luxe Pictures, Inc., will be
from an original story written for her by
Louis Joseph Vance, famous author and
playwright. The story is entitled "The
Inn of the Blue Moon," and is startling
in its origintality, being a typical Louis
Joseph Vance story.
For the first time in motion pictures an
original story will be presented on the
screen prior to its publication as a serial
story in magazine and book form. "The
Inn of the Blue Moon" is such a remarkable story that from its synopsis Mr.
Vance has already sold the serial publication rights to one of the foremost magazines. He has also disposed of the bock
rights, and the story will be published in
book form as soon as its publication is
completed in the magazines.
Recently it has been the custom of film
producers to make their pictures from
stories that have been great success in
magazines and as books. Such a story was
"The Street of Seven Stars," by Mary
Roberts Rinehart. which appeared in a
magazine and attained a book sale of 250,000 copies. It was the first of Miss Kenyon's productions at the head of her own
company, and will be released within a
few weeks.
In "The Inn of the Blue Moon" Theodore
C. Deitrich, president of the De Luxe Pictures, Inc., "will give motion picture patrons the first knowledge of a great story
by a great author prior to its publication
in magazine
and book form.
When
Mr.

the Claim Agent"

Deitrich commissioned Mr. Vane? to write
this story for Miss Kenyon a large sum of
money was turned over to the author. Mr.
Vance spent many days studying the previous screen work and the personality of
Miss Kenyon and has written a story for
her that will bring out all of her winsomeness and charm as well as her dramatic ability.
Like all of Mr. Vance's stories, is is
chock full of action and unexpected situations. In the story Miss Kenyon will appear in two decidedly opposite roles. She
will impersonate twin sisters whose parents have separated in»their infancy. The
daughter taken by the mother is brousht
up in penury in the narrow confines of a
country home and is a veritable wild girl.
The other daughter, reared by her father,
belongs to the fast social set of New
York.
Miss Kenyon has started work on the
subject.
"The Man Hunt" Coming June 17.
Ethel Clayton's next appearance on the
WTorld Program is announced for June 17,
when "The Man Hunt" is scheduled for
release. Rockcliffe Fellows, who hitherto
has been seen supporting Kitty (Jordon
in World Pictures, is associated with Miss
Clayton in the principal role. The remainder of the cast is composed of Jack
Drumier, Harry Warwick, Herbert Barrington, Albert Hart, John Dungan, and
John Adrizonia. Director Travers Vale
directed the production.

stick comedies, and full of life and action.
The new set of ten is as follows:
"Slipper Slim's Inheritance," "Sophie's
Legacy," "Sophie Gets Stung," "Slippery
Slim, Diplomat," "Slippery Slim and the
Claim Agent." 'Slippery Slim's Strategy,"
"A Hot Time in Snakeville," "Snakeville's
New Sheriff," "A Snakeville Epidemic,"
and "Sophie's Birthday Party."

Metro NamesQuartet
June's of Releases
THREE
of Metro's
four June Cal.,
releases
were staged
at Hollywood,
and
the other one was made in New York.
The stars represented in this list of forthcoming Metro All-Star Series pictures are
Edith Storey, Viola Dana, Bert Lytell, and
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
in the order named.
"The Demon," starring Edith Storey, is
the release for June 3. This is a pieturization of the novel of the same name
written by C. N. and A. M. Williamson.
George D. Baker, western production
manager, both adapted and directed the
story.
"The Only Road," with Viola Dana as
the star, will be the release for June 10.
George D. Baker and Albert Sehlby Le
Vino are responsible for the story and*
scenario of Miss Dana's new picture, and
Frank Reicher did the directing. The
star is presented in the role of Nita, a
sweet American girl brought up in the
squalidcabin.
atmosphere of a Mexican peon's
adobe
Bert Lytell makes his second appearance
as
a Metro
in "No
Aran's17.Land,"
which
will be star
released
on June
The.
star himself, with A. S. Le Vino, adapted
this
novel story
of thefrom
same Louis
name. Joseph
Will S.Vance's
Davis
directed the production. Mr. Lytell plays
Garret Cope, the hero, who is seen in
prison
action. garb in many scenes of thrilling
"The Scheme," presenting Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne, is the final
June release, being offered exhibitors on
the 24th. Katharine Kavanaugh, of the
Metro Eastern scenario staff, wrote the
script, and June Mathis prepared the continuity. Charles J. Brabin directed the
co-stars. Mr. Bushman plays Hugh Dexter, a young man who believes he is a
woman-hater, with particular dislike for
society butterflies. Miss Bayne is seen as
Phyllis Lane, a "butterfly," who wagers
that she can change his ideas.
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Sherry Issues Statement Regarding Keeney Pictures
First

Production,

"A

Romance
of the
Will be Released

K SHERRY, former viceAM
WILLI
president of the Paramount Picture
Corporation and now head of the
Sherry Service, announces that the first
of the Frank A. Keeney pictures, "A Romance of the Underworld," will be released in about a month. Mr. Sherry
recently entered into an agreement whereby he will be sole distributor of the
Keeney pictures in the United States and
Canada. ; The second picture, "Marriage,"
by Guy Bolton, was run off last week for
the first time in the projection room of
the Keeney studio, at Park avenue and
134th street, and it is said that those
who saw it consider it an exceptional picture, and one which will make a hit, commenting- upon its artistic quality, dramatic power and tense interest. It will
be released shortly after the first picture.
Catherine
Calvert stars in both.
" 'A Romance of the Underworld' is superior to the average underworld picture,"
says Mr. Sherry, "because it is handled in
such a manner as to show nothing offensive, and at the same time drives home
forcibly a great moral lesson. I believe
it is the kind of picture everyone ought
to see and will be glad to see. It deals
with the drug and opium traffic in Greater
New York. It is not merely a 'crusading'
picture. It tells an appealing human
story, with plenty of thrills and dramatic
incident. Furthermore, it is highly instructive, as it shows Greater New York
scenes and landmarks such as Blackwell's
Island, the Bowery, Chinatown, the East
Side, Little Italy, the Tombs and Criminal
Courts Building, with the familiar Bridge
of ' Sighs,
etc.scenes
There areis really
no camouflage
about
it. The
there. A
reviewer has characterized the picture as
'the best of its kind,' and I am not inclined
to disagree with him. No expense has
been spared to make the Keeney picture
what pictures really ought to be, and T
know the results will show as soon as they
get before the public."

Underworld,"
Starring
in About a Month.

Catherine

Calvert,

two weeks, making exteriors. He will
then return to Jacksonville to finish the
interiors.
Laura De Cardi is playing the feminine
lead and indications are that she is going
to fulfill Mr. Binney's predictions that she
will prove enormously popular on the
screen. "Funny Fatty Filbert" continues
as the featured comedian and advises that
his present picture gives him the best
opportunity that he has had to get big
laughs.

Many Sales Made by Arrow
Announces
Contracts
Covering
Several
Productions — W.
E.
Shallenberger
Says Conditions Are Excellent.
DESPITE the war, motion picture conditions are excellent throughout this
country and Canada, according to the
officials of the Arrow Film Corporation,
who for the past two years have been
making a study of the making and selling
of pictures in all parts of the world.
The above statment is based on two
things, according to W. E. Shallenberger,
President of the Arrow organization — the
optimistic reports from exhibitors throughout the country, and the tremendous increase in sales made by the state rights
department of the Arrow Film Corporation. "These sales, and especially tnose
of the past week, give one an excellent
idea of the healthy condition of business
throughout the country," said Mr. Shallenberger, "and, in addition, show what
distributors in different territories selected as their 'best bet' from among the
pictures we control."

-These sales were as follows: "The
Woman's Law," with Florence Reed, to
Eastern Feature Film Company, Boston,
for Xew England; to Unity Photoplay
Company, Chicago, for Illinois; to Variety
Pictures Company, Baltimore, for Maryland, Delaware. District of Columbia. "The
Struggle Everlasting." with Florence
Reed, and "The Accidental Honeymoon."
featuring Robert Warwick and Elaine
Hammerstein. to the Keystone Distributing Corporation, Philadelphia, for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern Xew Jersey;
to V. H. Hodupp. Inc.. Indianapolis, for Indiana. "The Sunset Princess," with Marjorie Daw, to Hodupp-Towne Photoplay
Company. St. Louis, for Missouri; to V.
H. Hodupp. Inc., Indianapolis, for Indiana;
to Unity Photoplays Co., Chicago, for Illinois. "The Million Dollar Mystery," revised edition, to Special Features Co.,
Knoxville, for the six Southern States.
"Raffles," with John Barrymore, to Keystone Distributing Corporation, Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey. "The Other Side of the
Door," "The End of the Trail," "Life's
Blind
Alley," and "The
Buzzard'stoShadow."
Allison-Lockwood
reissues,
United
Film Service, Boston, for New York and
the New England States. "Right Off the
Bat," with Mtke Donlin, to Unity Photoplays Co., Chicago, for Illinois.
"Straight and Narrow" New King-Bee.
On release
June 1st,
will
a the
new King-Bee
two-reel Films'
Billy Corp.
West
comedy
entitled
''Straight
and
Narrow."
The scenes of this comedy are laid in a
prison. Billy West plays a convict, with
a mania for dancing. Babe Hardy and
Leo White portray two safe breakers, who
are always getting Billy into trouble.
"Straight and Narrow" is the twentythird comedy made by the King-Bee Films
Corp. with Billy West in the star role.

Binney Off to the Beach
Producer
Begins
Another
Comedy
at
Pablo
Beach,
Florida — Company
Enjoys the "Water Stuff."
J. BINNEY, producer of
HAROLD
"Josh Binney Comedies," has returned to his studio in Jacksonville,
Florida, and started work on another
comedy entitled "Fatty's Fast Flivver."
which is the fourth of this popular series.
Mr, Binney promises that this picture will
be one of the best that he has ever made
and says that it Is an unusual and remarkable comedy in many ways. Most of
the scenes will be made around the beach
and the company is sure to have a grand
time of it during the making as the
weather In Florida is now somewhat warm
will be put over with
and the "water-stuff'
so much enthusiasm that the result should
be a picture full of action and pop from

start to finish,

.Mr. Binney has taken his entire company of twenty-two, including fourtorn pretty girls, to Pablo Beach, Fla..
for the making of this picture. He has
engaged an entire floor of the Atlantic
Hotel at Pablo for accommodation of the
cast, and will remain
there for at least

Scene from "The Crucible of Life" (U. S. Exhibitors).
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Distributor* of "Xcus"
and "Graphic" Announced
Gaumont Company
Furnishes
Names
Buyers
Who
Will Distribute
its
News
Reels.

Tut:

Company states thai arrangements have been perfected
tor
the handling of the Gaumont
Nous
and the Qaumonl
Graphic,
in practically
every portion of the United States, and it
cpected that the remaining
territory
will be closed within the n«'\t tew days.
The Gaumont News and Graphic are Independent news-reels, and arc backed by
the Gaumont Company, which has branches
and cameramen in every civilised section
of the globe, and closely associated with
the Gaumont Actualities, of Paris, and the
Gaumont Graphic, of London, the broad
claim is made that those are "news reels
Of real news" and are surpassed
by none.
The Gaumont Company announces
that
territorial rights have boon disposed of
as follows: To R. M. Savin] Films, Inc.,
Atlanta, for North and South Carolina.
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee.
To All star Feature Distributors, Inc., San
Francisco, and Los Angeles, for California,
Arizona and Nevada. To V. H. Hodupp,
Inc.. Indianapolis, for Indiana. To Hodupp-Towne Photoplay Co., St. Louis, and
Kansas City, Mo., for Missouri and KanMS. To Central Film Co.. Chicago, for
Illinois. To Associated Theaters, Inc.,
Minneapolis, for North and South Dakota,
Minnesota, Iowa and Wisconsin. To Globe
Feature Film Co.. Boston, for New England States. To First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, Denver, and Salt Lake City, for
Colorado. New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming- and
Southern Idaho. To Josiah Pearce & Sons,
Now Orleans, for Mississippi, Louisiana,
Southern Alabama, and Western Florida.
To Northwestern Consolidated Film Corporation, temporary address care Joe
Deitch, Calhoun Hotel. Seattle, for Washington, Oregon and Northern Idaho. To
Fontenelle Film Co.. Omaha, for Nebraska. To Madison Film Exchange, Detroit, for Michigan. To First National
Exhibitors" Exchange, Pittsburgh, for
West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania
(from 77th Parallel). To Peerless Feature
Film Exchange, Philadelphia, for Eastern
Pennsylvania (to 77th Parallel), and
Southern New Jersey. To Super-Film Attractions, Inc., Washington, D. C, for Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and District of
Columbia. To Gaumont Co., Flushing, N.
T., for New York State.
Although Gaumont News and Graphic
have been released through state right
exchanges only two months, the number
than doubled.
of prints have been more

"Straight

I'll I I RE
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Symphony
to OpenStarring
with Grace
"TheValentine,
Unchastened
Woman
Ria
Rialto-De
Luxe
Production,
Chosen
as Initial Offering

of

Gaumont

Scene from

MOVINi;

and

for Broadway's
Newest
iI.ivki; MOROSCO'S
dramatic
>■
"The tTnchastened Woman," bj Louis
k
Vnspacher, starring Grace
Valentine, Is the production
which
has been
chosen
by the Symphony
the. iter. !
wa\
and
Ninety-fifth
street.
New
York,
for the Opening
Week.
The
decision
of
Aubxej
Kennedy,
president
of Kennedy
Theaters,
Inc., to Open this temple of the
silent drama with this production Bpeaka
Well for the picture, as it was chosen from
a large number Of productions. The producers of the picture quote the following
from the theater management:
"I am
glad
to Say your
production
is
one that fitly exemplifies the dignified
policy of the Symphony theater to give
Its patrons the very host of things,
It is
the very quality of picture that the Symwishes continually
The phony
picture
is heralded toasoffer."
a departure
from the usual photoplay. The story, as
mentioned in previous reviews, is not
merely a type, true to type, but "strikes
a new note and compels interest." However, although said to be new to the screen
the theme of the picture has already been
before the public, and the title of "The
Unchastened Woman" will be greeted by
many as one of familiar interest, as the
story is well known both in book form
and later by presentation on the stage.
It is announced that the Metropolitan
i ipera House orchestra has been engaged
by the Symphony theater for the season
and will remain until the opera opens
again next autumn. A special overture,
expressly composed for "The Unchastened
Woman," will be played before each performance. To quote the conductor of the
orchestra, "As the production lends itself
to most exquisite musical selections, that
part of the programme shall prove an unusual drawing power."

O

Educational Value in
Fourth Petrova Picture
decided
possesse
MADAM
nal s value
of
to the Aeducatio
viewsE as PETROV
the motion picture, and in selecting
her latest vehicle, "Tempered Steel," she
had in mind the lesson to be learned
through the enactment of a powerful
melodrama of this type.
The story unfolded in the production
deals with the inborn desire of all women
to be self dependent. In order to teach
the lesson of self-earned success and to
impress the womanhood of the nation
with the temptations
and struggles
fac-

Photoplay
House.
in^ them in t in- working oul o
Mada me Pel i ■•
d to i"- wrltti
mi 1 1 > additional icenei whlcb are laid to
bring oul t lose points ford i>l j
The narrative has been embellished with
"punch" ami i he w hole thin
n the
approved
style
of modern
melodi
"Tempered
Steel" Is said to bring home
vividly the lesson whieii Madame Pel
has endeavored to point out, while in entertainment value ranking above anything
In which she has appeared,
Georj
Mlddleton, the author,
Is said t,,
"Tempered stool" one of the most exciting
dramas
of his eroat ion.
This, the flrsl Petrova production directed l.\ K.ilph Inc.'. has Mow bee,, finally
edited and titled and is in the hands of the
Kot hacker laboratory. It will be rel<
through
the First
Circuit during
June. National Inhibitors'

New Graphic Picture
Teaches Moral Lesson
IVAN
ABRAMSON,
general
of
the Graphic
Film director
Corporation,
in his
latest production, "When May Betrays,"
has chosen for his theme a factor in life
responsible
for betrayal
a large part
suffering — the
of of
thehumanity's
marriage
vow. The story is said to be powerfully
dramatic, and while telling the truth of
the evil as it exists, to be handled in a
manner that does not offend. The author
shows that such transgressions are selfpunishing and that no man can injure a
good woman without afflicting injury upon
himself, and that the sacrifice of his honor
for passion's sake and the concealing of a
crime under the mantle of hypocrisy and
deceit is the seed that breeds other crimes
that will react upon himself.
The stellar role will be interpreted by
Gail Kane, and account of the manner
in which she handled the part which includes several very strong emotional
scenes, it is announced that she has been
engaged as the star in another picture
which Mr. Abramson will produce.

= L

Narrow"

(King-Bee).

Wharton to Make
To

a "War Chest'

Film

Help
Monroe
County,
New
York,
Meet
Its Quota for War Organizations and Charities.
EOPOLD and Theodore Wharton and
the entire cast which has been producing "The Eagle's Eye," are in
Rochester working on a special one-reel
production to be used in connection with
the War Chest drive of Monroe County.
The War Chest is a fund which has been
founded for the purpose of meeting the
county's quota in all future drives for
contributions to war organizations and
charities.
The picture will show what could happen if any of the organizations working
for the welfare or comfort of "the boys
over there" should have to cease activities through lack of funds. The fate of
wounded soldiers in case the Red Cross
was handicapped, diversions the soldiers
would have to seek if denied the Y. M.
C. A., the discomforts which would follow
the withdrawal of the Salvation Army
from the war field, and other activities
dependent upon the generosity of Americans for their support are shown. King
Baggot and Marguerite Snow and Mrs.
Leopold Wharton will have the principal
roles in the War Chest picture.
The picture is being made in response
to a request from the committee of
Rochester
interested
the made
'War byChest
Fund. A picture
whichinwas
The
Whartons for the Red Cross drive last fall
is uiven credit for a great part of the
$1,000,000 total raised in Rochester.
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has the protection of the government because of its usefulness in ridding the land
of snakes.

Sales of the Week
Activities
in the State
Right
Market
During
the Past Seven
Days.
THEAtlantic
following
sales areCorporation,
announced by
Distributing
on
"Nine-tenths of the Law"; To S. A.
Lynch Enterprises for North Carolina,
South Carolina, Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas; to Charles F.
Schwerin for Ohio; to Civilization Film
Corporation for New Jersey; to Grand Cen• *Missouri.
tral Film Company* for

Scene from "The Man

from the Dead" (Gaumont)

Gaumont Company Announces a Twenty-Reel Serial
"The Man

from the Dead," Modern Story
in Ten Two-R
RECOGNIZING the demand for a short
serial which will hold the interest in
every episode, the Gaumont Company
will soon have ready for state rights buyers what they claim to be an amazing
serial in ten two-reel episodes. It is an
up-to-date story of the Monte Cristo type,
featuring a man who returns "from the
dead" to avenge his wrongs, and, incidentally, to aid others who have been oppressed.
There is said to be not only compelling
interest in every episode, but action and
suspense, also that it is sensational and'
replete with surprises, thrilling dangers,
and ingenious escapes. "The Man from
the Dead," who captures the sympathy of
the spectators from his first appearance,
is pursued by his enemies, and it is
claimed his sensational escapes have
never been excelled.
Gaumont announces that this serial has
many claims to the close consideration
of the discerning exhibitor; that the photography is of the best, and there is logical
interpretation of plot by splendid actors,
also that there is beautiful scenery, elaborate settings, a wealth of idea, and perfection of detail.
Apart from this "The Man from the
Dead" is said to be essentially different in
many respects from any other serial.
"The Man from the Dead" has been produced with the independent exhibitor in
view, and has been trimmed to twenty
reels, said to be crowded with action.
There is something doing all the time.
It is claimed that this serial will interest
any spectator who enjoys the thrills of
adventurous
melodrama.
The Gaumont Company plans to have
the entire ten episodes complete in the
near future, at which time trade showings will be arranged for buyers and exhibitors.

Vernon Steele Appears
in Fifth Petrova Picture
VERNON STEELE, who enacts the role
of Beverly Peale, one of the principal
characters in "Patience Sparhawk."
is a young English actor who appeared
with Madame IVtrova on the Stage when
she starred In "Panthea," and it is announced that he will probably also appear
in subsequent Petrova productions,
Mr. Steele has met with considerable
success on both the stage and scre<
Great Britain and in this country.
He lias
played "Romeo" to the "Juliet" of Phyliss
Neilson
Terry,
has appeared
in the title
role of "Raffles" and lias toured both this

of Monte Cristo Type, Will Be Released
eel Episodes.
country and England in repertoire with
Sir J. Forbes Robertson.
In "Hearts in Exile," Mr. Steele's first
picture, he played the gentle lover to
Clara Kimball Young. Then Famous Players recognized in him a suitable hero for
a Marguerite Clark picture. Later, he
became leading man for Mae Marsh in her
first Goldwyn release, "Polly of the CirMr. Steele has played a number cf character roles during his screen career. In
"Patience Sparhawk" with Madame Petrova, he is given an opportunity to concus."
sistently develop the role of a degenerate,
"Beverly
Peale," Patience's invalid husband.
Singer Closes Unusual Contract.
A large and unusual contract has just
been made by Julius Singer, manager of
New York Bee-Hive exchange with the
Crescent theater, Brooklyn, under the
terms of which this house will show Billy
West King Bee comedies for eighty-four
consecutive days, one comedy a week,
starting
"The Handy
Man.'' secured by
Anotherwith
contract
of interest,
Mr. Singer for this popular brand of comedies, is for the new Brevoort theater in
Brooklyn. a twenty-two hundred-seat
house, which will show King Bee's two
days each, starting with "The Handy
"The Black

Mit"
a Katzenjammer
Comedy.

Man."
"Wrestling" with the intricacies of an
income tax report is not ordinarily the occasion for much mirth, but in a current
release of the Educational Films Corporation of America of an International
Film Service black and white cartoon
comedy. featuring the Katzenjammer
Kids laughter from audiences is greeting
Captain
Katzenjammer's
efforts
how much
he owes Uncle
Sam toandfigure
the
manner in Which
the Kids "help" him.
••The Black Mit" is the name of the
comedy and in it these famous little
comedians, through the aid of divers animals, black hands and bombs, succeed in
putting the captain through some very
lively paees and end. as usual, by securing
their just reward.
tin this same reel is another page from
Raymond L. Ditmar's "Living Book of
Nature" entitled "Adaptation.'' It shows
how the screech owl and the secretary
bird adapt themselves to the dangers they
have to meet, the owl catching mice and
the bird killing and eating snakes. The
bird in the country it inhabits
secretary

M. S. Epstein announces the sale of the
following
rights onFilm
"Depths
of theBoston,
Sea":
To Globe Feature
Company,
for New England States; to General Film
Company for New York State; to Celebrated Players Film Company, Chicago,
for Illinois and Indiana; to Tom Moore,
Washington, for Delaware, Maryland and
District of Columbia; to Peerless Feature
Film Company, Philadelphia, for eastern
Pennsylvania
and southern
New
Jersey.

* * *

Gaumont Company announces the sale of
distribution rights covering their news
reels "News" and "Graphic" for greater
portion of territory of the United States.
Full details published in article in another column of this issue.

* * *

Arrow Film Corporation announces several sales of territory on "The Woman's
Law," "The Struggle Everlasting," "The
Accidental Honeymoon," "The Sunset Princess," "The Million Dollar Mystery,"
"Raffles," "The Other Side of the Door."
"The End of the Trail." "Life's Blind Alley," "The Buzzard's Shadow" and "Rights
Off the Bat." Full details are published
in another
article in this issue.

* • *

Ivan Film Productions announce the
sale of rights on the following productions: "A Mother's Confession," "Immortal
Flame," "Should a Woman Divorce," "Sins
of the Parents," "Unwelcome Wife," "His
Wives." "Her Surrender," "Concealed
Truth," "City of Illusion." "Faded Flower."
"Two Men and a Woman." "Girl Who Did
Not Care," "One Law for Both," "Babbling
Tongues," "Married in Name Only," "Sins
of Ambition" and "Life or Honor?" to
Foursquare Pictures for Washington, Oregon, Idaho. Montana, Colorado, Utah, Wy* • •
oming and New Mexico.

Pioneer Film Corporation announces
the sale of the following territory on
"The Still Alarm." To Sol Lesser, San
Francisco. Cal., for California, Arizona,
and Nevada, and to Hatch Film Co., with
offices in Cleveland and Pittsburgh, for
Ohio. Kentucky, West Virginia, and western Pennsylvania. * * •
Week's
Booking for King-Bee Comedy.
To Guy Empey and Billy West goes the
honor of being the first features considat the Keyered to play a whole week
stone theater, Broadway and 100th street.
This combination is the attraction at the
"Keystone," week of May 20. and it is said
to be the first time in the history of any
uptown New York theater where the same
bill has been booked for a week. Billy
West in "The Handy Man" is to be featured along with Guy Empey in "Over the
Burstein Arrives in New York.
Louis Burstein, president of the King
Bee Films Corporation, has arrived in New
York from Hollywood, bringing with him
negatives of the latest Billy West
the
Top."
comedies, "Bright and Early" and "Straight
and Narrow."
SECOND RED CROSS DRIVE
THINK

A

MINUTE
GIVE

THE
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Interesting Items in
Ga union t Sews Reels
GU'MONT "Graphic" No. 8 is filled with
Interesting subjects, among which are
the I
"Elllngboe"
winning
the
southeastern sweepstakes at opening of
Atlanta track; Genera] Gorgas, the man
who is responsible for the health of the
American Army; conservation of wearing
apparel shown in two ways, by tin- Ariranchmen Increasing their efforts to
ise the wool supply, and bj Southern California children deciding to go
Footed ail summer ami save shoe
er; a font- thousand-acre ranch operated entirelj bj women is also shown.
How a twenty-flve ceni W. s. s. drops a
real bullet into a shrapnel to 1.,' tired at
the Hun. the visit of the Blue Devils to
Camp Upton; France's traveling- circus of
rapid firing sun squads; record breaking
run of ninety motor trucks from Detroit
to the sea, yacht races at San Francisco
and Ma\ Day exercises at Wellesley Coli re also pictured.
In Number Eight of Oaumont News is
shown the annual .New York police parade
including the big squad of police women;
the reception accorded Pershing's veterans
in Washington; trial trip of first concrete ship "Faith"; inspection of Marines
at .Mare Island: visit of Queen Alexandra
to English munition factory: war garden
in which clams are planted; the $10,000
food poster designed by F. Luis Mora,
work of the Red Cross in France in rehabilitating wounded and crippled soldiers
are among the subjects of interest.
Mrs. L. Wharton Returns to Screen.
Mrs. Leopold Wharton, who is remembered for her work in former serials produced by The "Whartons, and also in "The
Great White Trail," is back on the screen,
appearing in "The Eagle's Eye," the serial
story of the German Government's spies
and plots in America. The fifteenth episode of the serial, "The Campaign Against
Cotton." marks her return.
She portrays a character who is said to
have really existed, but whose name is
not disclosed in the picture because of the
nature of her services to the Government.
She is identified as Mrs. Blank, the wife
of an unscrupulous broker, who was
forced by her husband to accept unwelcome attentions from Count von Bernstorff. It was through this bit of domestic intrigue that some of the stock market
leaks, based upon German activity against
Industries, is alleged to have happened.
Jerome Abrams Promoted.
Jerome Abrams, who has been district
manager of the Foursquare exchanges for
the South ever since their inception, has
been appointed special representative and
called to New York to prepare for special
duties that will commence
next week.
Plans of a large nature formulated by
Foursquare Pictures will require the services of Mr. Abrams in various sections
of the United States. And it might be
added that these plans will be to the advantage of exhibitors.
Mr. Abrams will stop at the various
Foursquare exchanges on his way West,
his trip calling for his presence in every
territory between Ohio and the Pacific
Coast. Several matters of advantage to
Foursquare managers will be arranged byMr. Abrams. among them unusual methods
of ^exploitation of the new subjects which
Foursquare has recently acquired.

Foursquare Makes Deal with Standard.
Foursquare Pictures has just signed a
contract with the Standard Film Corporation for the exclusive distribution of the
Foursquare product in the Kansas City
and St. Louis territories. The arrangement is along lines similar to those entered into with the Southwestern Film
Corporation, of Dallas, details of which
were announced in an earlier issue and
gives Foursquare an organization of
splendid strength in the carrying out of a
policy to the advantage of its exhibitorpatrons.
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W. H. Reports Good Business with Chaplin Reissues
Say*

Result

Surpasses Expectations and That
Prints — First Four Subjects

A\

avalanche of bui ln<
i he way
the w, li. Productions Companj
describes the output of the twenty-six
Charlie Chaplin reissues. The results aurexpectatlon, and exchanges alreadj
ii a \ Ing conl racted for t he
a re

said to have been obliged to ordi i additional prints to take .are of the tin
pouring into their others.
since Inaugurating in last week's ti ide
papers a campaign direct to the exhibitor,
for ttie benefit of tin- exchangemen, w. ii.
Productions Company states it has received complimentary letters from every
one of the exchanges for tins method of
advertising the product for them,
This is
part of \Y. II. service for exchanges, and
these advertisements
are so consti
that with a new name plate they are serving as circulars or advertisements for local campaigns launched by the exchangemen in the various territories. The first
four of the series have already been released, from every report are doing a
good business and are backed with a distinctive advertising display. An official
of the W. H. Production Company in discussing the exploitation of the various reissues which the company is offering on
the State Right
market,
said:
"In the first place, in going over the
market conditions last November, we came
to the conclusion that it would be possible to reissue some of the best motion
pictures released several years ago and
which had as a foundation prominent
stars, virile stories and good direction.
"To satisfy the public was the most essential factor. We then chose productions
that made stars famous, re-edited, reconstructed and retitled each production, and
before giving them our final approval invited people from different stations in
life to our projection room to view these
productions, and were guided by their
criticism, thus being enabled to make
pictures that would appeal to the masses
throughout the country.
''We then laid out a complete advei Using campaign, so that it would be possible
for exhibitors
to exploit them
properly.
"The answer is that our Hart features,
our twenty-eight Mack Sennett Keystones,
our Bessie Barriscale features, our series
of Shorty Hamilton comedies, and Charlie
Chaplin comedies, are being booked successfully by the exchangemen in some of
the most representative theaters in the
country."

Madame Petrova Aids
In Red Cross Drive

MADAME
PETROVA made a special
trip Thursday, May 16, to Philadelphia, at the invitation of Harry
Schwalbe, secretary and treasurer of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, and delivered an interesting talk at the Stanleytheater on behalf of the Red Cross Fund.
This was the first time that she had made
a personal appearance at any picture
house in Philadelphia and the audience
was so enthusiastic she was recalled again
and again.
In addition to speaking for the Red
Cross, Madame Petrova recited some of
her bwn poems and sang one of her own
songs. Philadelphia will be visited again
by Madame Petrova when she starts out
on her trip to the Coast in the interest of
the United States Thrift Stamps.

Foursquare to Handle
"The Natural Law"
produced
LAW,"
ed, by
is
Incorporat
France Films.
THEthe NATURAL
to be distributed in all parts of the
United States, excepting New York State,
by Foursquare Pictures. Contracts were
signed this week, and the subject will be
released immediately.

Exchanges Are Ordering
Already
Released.
"Mile

Ir

a

p ll c , I o | , 1 a J ,"

said

Additional
P

V

R

ill
nana ■
for
Poursqua i e,
"which possesses the qualit) ol entertain
men! to an linn- ua I deg i ■ •
"Ma i ■ uerlti
Courtot
bni
t hi
feminine
role, w bile i low ard
Hall
■ i ..< i km a ppear In t he t w o pa i
lirst importance
written
for men,
Tho •
w ho saw the play (which Howard Hall
wrote) during its eight months' run at
the Republic theater In New York .,
will reca 1 1 t ha I II was a dra ma ol
vital elements, with gripping situations,
ami a eiimax achieved with constructive
skill.
■ime reviewer.
In his criticism,
said:
'Starting
at proper
pace,
"The
Natural
Law"
gathers
as it advances,
interest
steadily speedIncreasing
and th< the
mosphere
of suspense
being maintained
up to the final reel, which closes with a
forceful
climax.'feels," said Mr. Key, "that
"Foursquare
in 'The
Natural
Law'
it has a feature
that will serve a useful purpose
in i
house that desires material
of sub
and

quality."

Key SpeaksHisAbout
Recent Journey
ACCORDING
to an analysis
of motion
picture conditions
in all parts
of the
country by Foursquare Pictures, Inc.,
there is a gradual betterment being effected with respect to the overproduction
of product which has existed for the last
P. V. R. Key, of Foursquare, who has
year. returned to New York after visitjust
ing the exchanges of the Middle West
and those of Superfeatures, Ltd., Foursquare's affiliated organization in Canada,
states that there is a visible improvement
in the absorbing of quality photoplays.
"Exceptional film merchandise is still
in active demand," said Mr. Key. "There
is keen competition, yet the quality picture continues to command a just price
for the distributor.
"There can be no evading the fact that
there is an abundance of photoplay product, and perhaps more than enough of
auality pictures to meet the demand.
Nevertheless, the picture which has those
elements that appeal to the public in a
more than average degree finds ready
bookings, and at good prices.
"It is the belief of exhibitors with
whom I have talked," said Mr. Key, "that
it requires only a reasonable reduction
in the making of motion pictures to bring
the volume to a mark which will enable
a higher standard to be attained. And
strange though it may at first appear they
are all eager to see a reduction of output
because it will mean finer picture quality
and a greater degree of satisfaction among
exhibitors who are willing to pay an increase in rentals if the product justifies."
John O'Toole Joins Foursquare.
John O'Toole. who will be remembered
by motion picture men of the northwest
as an energetic business getter and executive, has been engaged as manager of the
Minneapolis exchange of Foursquare Pictures. Mr. O'Toole will work in conjunction with Frank J. Flaherty, of Chicago,
who is financially interested with Foursquare in both the Chicago and Minneapolis exchanges. Mr. O'Toole has started
with a rush, and states that with the
material he has he will be able to serve
his patrons in a manner insuring their
permanent satisfaction.
Bee-Hive
Expands.
The Bee-Hive Exchange, of which Milton L. Cohen and Julius Singer are manager, are now settled in new quarters in
the Godfrey Building.
Their new suite is located on the sixth
floor and includes seven offices.
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"High Spots" of Plot
in "Mickey"
Stand Out
Western Import Cora-

official of the
' its
ing of "Mickey ,""One
pany in speak
tion, says:
forthcoming produc
motion
the
in
ems
probl
st
bigge
of the
to the greatevidenced and
field today,advert
pictureextent
publicity
ising
in the
est
which is, in
es,
end of the motion pictur
of the inother words, the mouthpiece the
picture
dustry, is whether the star or
, of
public
boosted. inThe
itself* should be
a good story.
course, wants a good star
But the fact remains that they are complaining of a fly in the ointment— the
'punk' story.
"It is a known fact that one of the
largest producing companies in the
country has tried and is trying in all
its advertising to adopt the policy of
trade-mark and story first, and then the
star. That is a very sound 'theory' policy,
cases and under present conbut in most
ditions it is falling down.
"The point is that the story — the plot,
construction, appeal, etc.— must be strong
enough to outshine the star, which is a
very rare occurrence. The plot, to supiece —
port a production, must be a masterp
wants — heart ineverything the public
and
pathos
humor,
with
terest interwoven
may lose themadventure, so that they
of the
and appeal
selves in the charm
story.
,
...
in
this
do
to
out
sets
"Mack Sennett
'Mickey.' At a private screening recently
for some of the greatest showmen in the
country their unhesitating praise, when
set down and analyzed, proved that Mack
shed what
Sennett in 'Mickey' had accomplimasterpie
ce
he set out to do — produce a
whose appeal would be universal, whose
is
it
charm will be its very own, whether
seen in an Esquimau movie show hut or
in some cocoanut grove in the Fiji Islands
where they don't know Mabel Normand
from a barber pole."
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THEATERS

PROJECTED.

ARIZ. — Electric theater
W,
WINSLO
has been purchased by J. D.
Lathrope.
EL, CENTRO, CAL. — William Snell has
purchased L. & S. theater.
LOS ANGELES, CAL — Majestic theater
on Broadway, near 9th street, has been
leased by Hippodrome circuit, controlled
by Ackerman & Harris.
SACRAMENTO, CAL— Siller Brothers
have contract to make alterations to T.
& D. theater, to cost $12,000.
SAN PEDRO, CAL. — Auditorium theater
has been leased and reopened by H. L.
Leavitt.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Nemo Theater
been incorporated with $10,Company
000 capital.has
KELLOGG, IDAHO. — Liberty theater
|i;is I" en opened under management of F
F. Moe and W. A. Simons. House has
seating
capacity
for 650.
CHICAGO, ILL. — A Bernstein, 140 North
Dearborn street, plans to erect moving
picture theater.
CHICAGO, ILL.— H. L. Newhouse, 4630
Prairie avenue, is preparing plans for a
two-story addition to Willard theater and
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Crystal theater to W. E. Corvvin and Dick
Stanaway.
CONRAD, 1A. — Strand theater will be
opened by Dan O'Connor.
DEH MOINES, IA. — R. B. .McGregor, care
Lamport & Kirpatrick, Kraft building, has
plans by H. L. Newhouse, 4630 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., for theater, office
and store building.
DYSART, IA. — Mr. and Mrs. C. B. White
have taken over Earl Vaubel's interest in
Lyric theater.
FORT DODGE, IA. — John Julius, care
Strand theater, 51 Central avenue, has
plans by Damon & O'Meara, 901 Central
avenue, for two-story moving picture theater, 70 by 115, to cost $50,000.
MARSHALLTOWN. IA. — Wilbur D.
Ingledue has assumed control of Casino
theater.
Jack Burdette is manager.

Picture Stars Shine to Aid Stamp Sales
Jules

E. Mastbaum, of the Stanley Company of Philadelphia, Brings Several Noted
Players to Help Get Pledges for War Thrift Stamps.
By F. V. Armato,
144 North
Salford
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
period he has remained closely in touch
PA. — Through the ef■with the most improved methods of conPHILADELPH
forts of IA,
Jules E. Mastbaum, managducting an exchange. Mr. Gill anticipates
ing director of the Stanley Company
big business for the Mutual due to the
several notable stars were brought to
fact that word has been received that the
Philadelphia to aid the Open Pledge Week
continuation of the present program will
in behalf of the big drive for war stamps.
be maintained with the addition of superAn attractive program was arranged and
features
to be included in the very near
future.
staged at the City Hall Plaza on Thurs
day, May 16, and it was attended by one
Rex
and Ridge
Theaters
Brighten.
of the biggest crowds ever assembled in
The Rex and the Ridge motion picture
front of the public buildings. A big ovation was tendered to the stars Mme. Olga
theaters were reopened Wednesday, May
Petrova, Mabel Normand, Tom Moore.
S, after having remained dark for a long
period. Both theaters will be under the
Peggy Worth, and Tsen Mei, the celebrated Chinese actress, who is now apcontrol of the Liberty Amusement Compearing in a new production at the Lubin
pany. The Rex, which is located at
studios. The combined orchestras of the
Ridge avenue and Oxford street, will be
Stanley and Victoria theaters furnished
devoted exclusively for the entertainment
the music, which included most of the
of the colored population in this vicinity,
patriotic airs that more than pleased the
while the Ridge will give the usual picpeople. The film celebrities received thouture show for the Caucasian photoplay
sands of signed pledges for war stamps,
enthusiasts. The price of admission will
which made the affair a big success. The
be 10 cents at both houses, which have
committee in charge of the arrangements
been thoroughly overhauled and artisincluded Jules E. Mastbaum, chairman; A.
tically redecorated. The Rex will be
L. Einstein, publicity director of the Stanmanaged by a colored gentleman, while all
ley Co.; L. R. Beggs, and Frank W. Buhler,
of
the
help
and the musicians will be of
of the Central Market Street Amusement
the same race also.
Company, and A. R. Boyd, of the Arcadia,
Family, and Great Northern. The stars
Window Display for Gerard Film.
were afterwards escorted to several
A. L. Einstein, publicity director of the
neighborhood theaters, where hundreds of
Stanley Company, put over a wonderful
more pledges were secured.
display advance on "My Four Years in
Germany" by using the three large bulk
Manager
Gill Adds
to Business.
windows of the recently vacated Earle
store, which is situated on one of the
J. F. Gill, manager of the Mutual exchange in Philadelphia, claims 25 per cent,
most central thoroughfares of Philadelincrease
in business
as a result of an
phia. Ambassador Gerard, the Kaiser,
and members of the German embassy were
shown in life sized cut-outs apparently
in conversation and surrounded with suitable scenery. "My Four Years in Germany'' opened at the Forrest theater.
Monday, May 13. for an indefinite period
to one of the largest attendances that
ever crowded in this show house.
Manager
Dembow
Recognizes
Merit.
Leon J. Belial, the star salesman of the
Fox exchange, who recently won the first
prize for bringing in the largest number of contracts during the past month.
has been fully rewarded by a substantial
increase in his salary, while William
Smith .who ran second, took second prize,
and was given a gold locket by George
Dembow.
the manager.

office building,

KANKAKEE, ILL. — Opening of theater
in Huling building on Court street Is
planned
by II. A. Sylvester.
LA SA1.I.K. ILL. — Majestic theater lias
reopened.
QUINCY, ILL. — Bijou theater has been
remodeled
and reopened.
ROCKFORD, ILL. — Schoenstadt & Son,
of Chicago, plans to erect moving picture
theater on west side.
CAYUGA, iN'iv Rivoli theater has been
opened by Richardson Brothers.
NBWBUR6H, IND. — Roscoe Dennlson
has sold his interest in Princess theater
to E. g. and ii. Sargeant.
ANAMOSA, i.\. — E. J. Kratosha has sold

June 1, 1918
CAMPBELLYILLE, KY. — Management
of Alhambra theater has been taken over
by Rowland Clark.
WINCHESTER, KY.— N. A. Powell has
contract to remodel moving picture theater oil N. Main street for Mrs. Charles R.
West.
Lessee, Auditorium
Theater
Co.
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.— Thomas J.
Charrette, manager of Casino and Royal
theaters, has purchased Orpheum theater
from H. R. Lifebure.
PITTSFIELD, MASS. — Majestic theater
will be enlarged. When improvements
are completed house will have seating
capacity for 2,0
CHARLEVOIX, MICH. — Mrs. Martha
Ayers has plans by Charles H. Hanson,
Bockers block, Petoskey, Mich., for onestory moving picture theater, 46 by 150
feet, to cost $10,000.

John

F. Gill.

Intensified campaign made in booking the
new Chaplin
comedy
Mr. ofGill's
excellent
ability
and prints.
knowledge
the
film business started January 19, 1912, in
the offices of the General Film, from which

Rivoli Gives Two Days' Receipts.
The Hatch Adams Amusement Company,
who operate the Rivoli theater at 52d and
Sansom streets. Philadelphia, will contribute the entire receipts of Wednesday
and Thursday. May 22 and 23, to the Red
Cross. Permission to make this donation
was received from the Local Chapter of
the Red Cross by Manager Burley, who
negotiated for the arrangements. The
idea which was originally proposed as a
one day affair was allowed for the extra
day through the patriotic spirit of the
members of the firm.
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Trade News
Brevities
Will Decide on "War Brides" for Maryland

Before
the War
and Selznick
Permit
Issued to Pacifis t Picture
to the Court.
Corporation
Takes Matter
By .1. M. Shellman, 1902 .Mi. Royal Terrace,
Balitmore, Md
ators. Lugene Gamble and Upton S. Whitto
promises
MD. — What
RE,
BALTIMO
tier. These are reappointments by the
be an Interesting case will come up
Governor, and it is understood that a
in the City Court of Baltimore shortvacancy still exists on the board which reBrides" can
whether "War
ly to decide
quires filling.
be show
n in Maryland.
This picture was
|as( \ear passed by the Censor Board Of
Flag Airdome May Soon Open.
Maryland
at Ford's
opera
Along about this time of the year J. T.
House
But andthat shown
was before
the United
Langvllle, manager of the Hull theater,
- entered the war. This permission
Hull street near Fort avenue, usually
has been recalled by the censor board,
brightens up the Flag Airdome, which is
and the Lewis J. Selznick Film Corporajust two blocks away from the Hull on
tion lias appealed
from this decision.
Fort avenue.
According to Mrs. Marguerite E. Harrison, the secretary of the censor board,
George Collins Representing K-E-S-E.
the recall of the film has not been done
George Collins is now representing the
because there is anything immoral in the
K-E-S-E
productions in the Baltimore
picture, but because it would have a very
territory.
Mr. Collins, it is understood,
depressing effect on the women who are
is a newcomer to the Monumental City
saving their sons, brothers, and sweetand he hails from the South. All the
hearts to the country for war service at
boys along Film Row have welcomed him
the present time.
with a glad hand.
Attorney General Albert C. Ritchie will
Comforts
at the Fox
Exchange.
probably represent the state in the case,
Field Carmichael, Fox manager in Deand a well known attorney has been engaged by the film corporation.
troit, has had sanction from the home
office to make a number of important
Trench Mortar
Battery
Benefit.
changes.
One is the installation of a fireOn Sunday afternoon, May 5, at the
proof projection booth, which means that
Parkway theater, 3-9 West North avenue,
Field can hereafter screen all Fox picBernard Depkin, Jr., manager, a fine
tures in his own exchange. Another impatriotic
rally
was
held
by
the
Ladies'
provement— the best of all— is an exhibitAuxiliary of the Welfare Association of
ors' club room, which will have a new
the 117th Trench Mortar Battery (Baltihardwood floor — comfortable chairs, davmore's own). The audience contributed
enports, reading tables, etc., so that ex$1,500 for comforts for the boys.
hibitors can rest themselves or confer
with each other in privacy. Field expects
Harford County Tax Rate.
to have all improvements completed in
Belair. Md. — On May 3, the tax rate for
another week or so, and then will anHarford county was fixed by the county
nounce "an afternoon party." Be on the
commissioners for the year 1918 at 95
lookout for it.
cents on the $100, this rate being 10 cents
lower than the 1917 rate.
Third Anniversary at Bridge Theater.
During the week of May 13 the Bridge
Loew's
Ambulance
Fund
Benefit.
theater, Edmonson avenue and Pulaski
On Sunday night, May 5, at Loew's Hipstreet, celebrated its third anniversary.
podrome. Baltimore. George A. McDermitt,
Louis Schlichter, the president of the Edthe resident manager, arranged a fine
monson Amusement Company, operating
benefit performance to raise money for
this pretty playhouse, also acts as manthe Lowe Theater Employees' Ambulance
Fund. Music was furnished by an or' can
ager,be and
much ofto the
theater's
successof
attributed
his fine
treatment
chestra of 30 pieces. Mr. McDermitt
his patrons and the courteous corps of
made a patriotic speech to the audience,
employes in the theater. An especially
and an offering ■was collected.
arranged program of big features was
Shubert
Features
at Auditorium.
booked for the week, including such stars
F. C. Schanberger, manager of the
as Mary Pickford, Theda Bara, Olga PeMaryland and Auditorium theaters, antrova, Harold Lockwood and Annette Kellermann, and on Monday, Tuesday and
nounces that a five-year booking agreeSaturday nights special musical selections
ment has been arranged with the
Messrs. Schubert, whereby the Auditorium
were rendered by local talent. Just retheater will play and control all the
cently the theater has been entirely redecorated and a fine new ventilating sysSchubert bookings exclusively in Baltitem installed.
more. Mr. Schanberger will personally
operate the theater, and Leonard B. McRoy Fernandez at McHenry
Hospital.
Laughlin will be the business manager.
Roy Fernandez, who for six years
W. H. Film Company, a New Exchange.
previous to his enlistment as an ambuWallace High, the Baltimore representalance driver, June 21, 1917, at Culver City,
tive for Sidney B. Lust, and who for nine
Cal.. with several other actors, was enmonths represented K-E-S-E in this tergaged in acting for the screen with the
ritory, will shortly open an exchange here
Star, Biograph, Universal, Metro and Trito be known as the W. H. Film Co., at 210
angle Film companies, is now a patient
North Calvert street. Mr. High states
at the LTnited States General Hospital No.
that it is the purpose of the new company
2, at Fort McHenry in this city. He came
to handle state rights features, and that
to this hospital on April 20 and has been
he has now obtained the Chaplin comedies.
studying telegraphy in one of the classes.
He is a native of Fairfield, Conn.
Operator
Examiners
Appointed.
Seligman
Will Distribute
Passes.
On Wednesday, May 1, Governor Emerson C. Harrington, of Maryland, gave out
A. B. Seligman. manager of Nixon's Vicas his appointments for the Board of Extoria theater, 415 East Baltimore street,
is now
making
arrangements
to follow
aminers of Moving Picture Machine OperCensor

Recalls

out tin- wishes of Fred G Nixon-Nlrdlinger, of Philadelphia, who la the general
manager of the Victoria, in Issuing the
notice
that season
pat
Julj
and AugUSt,
will be pre
0 the ehildren In the public and parochial schools
of Baltimore who are successful In I
coming
early summer examinations.
Patriotic
Benefits
in Baltimore.
On Sunday night, May 12, the Rlalto
theater held a patriotic meeting to aid in
raising the fund of $125,000 for the
France.
Women's
Oversea Hospital, U. S. A., in
Frederick C. Schanberger, manager of
the Maryland theater, at the request of
the local chapter of the D. A. R., allowed
them the use of this theater on Sunday
night, May 12, for a benefit performance,
the proceeds of which were to buy comforts for the soldiers stationed at Fort
McHenry.
On

Sunday night, May 12, the Parkway theater, under the management of
Bernard Depkin, Jr., and the Garden theater, under that of L. A. DeHoff, were
loaned to the Women's Committee of the
War Savings Stamps campaign in Baltimore for two meetings in the interest of
the War Savings Stamps drive. At the
Parkway the estimated subscription was
$5,000, while at the Garden an amount not
so large was subscribed.
Pictures
at Academy
of Music.
Harry A. Henkel, manager of the Academy of Music, has now placed moving pictures in this theater, but whether this
house will be kept open during the whole
summer with pictures has not been ascertained. During the week of May 13 the
attraction was "The Lure of Alaska," the
natural color pictures of Dr. Leonard S.
Sudden. This ran for the full week with
the exception of Tuesday, when the allstar performance of "Out There" was
given, with the result of obtaining $28.952 for the Red Cross. During the week
of May
27, attraction.
"My Four Years in Germany"
Will
be the

Rochester Trade Letter
By

L.

B.

J. H. Finn

Skeffington,
Rochester,

N.61 T. Main

Heads Theater "War

Street,
Chest."

ROCHESTER,
N. of
Y— the
J. Temple
H. "Mickey"
Finn, manager
theater, has been appointed to look after
the theaters in the drive for the Rochester
War Chest, a central organization of all
war-time funds and relief agencies. Jack
Farren, of the "Victoria; A. N. Wolff, of
the Rialto, and William A. Calihan, of the
Regent, are captains of teams.
George A. Simpson Arrives in France.
George E. Simpson, of the Regent,
Gordon, and Picadilly theaters, has received word of the safe arrival of his
son. George A., in France with a supply
column.
Mid-New
York
Personal
Notes.
Paul Fennyvessey, of the Strand theater, has applied to the Seventh Division
Draft Board for assignment to the special
course at New York University.
George Eastman announces the opening
of a special branch plant of the Eastman Kodah Company at Paris to provide
for the United States Signal Corps men
in France.
C. A. "Buck" Taylor, western New York
manager for Pathe. was in town the other
day. and reported that Pathe is booming
in fine style in this territorv.
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Week's Trade News Letter from Detroit

Notes

About

Exhibitors
and Exchange
Men — Death
of A. I. Shapiro
in Denver —
Various Items of the Trade and Personal Jottings.
By Jacob Smith, 719 Free Press Building, Detroit, Mich.
in Detroit, seating 2,000; one in Findlay,
Two Film Men
Win Commissions.
Ohio: one in Indiana, and several in PittsDETROIT,
MICH.— A. J. Kleist, Jr., of
burgh. However, these are his own thePontiac, owner of the Howland
and
aters and not Paramount's.
Eagle theaters, passed the examinations at the last course
in the officers'
United Theater Equipment Corp. Notes.
training school at Camp Custer, and will
L. 3. Gardiner, Detroit manager for the
be made a first or second
lieutenant.
Gardiner Theater Equipment Corp., conSid Mills, formerly with Universal, also
tracted to equip the Opera House at
passed the examinations, and will receive
Hicksville with complete theater outfit,
his commission
shortly.
including Power's machine, Hallberg
economizer, and Velvet Gold Fibre Screen.
George Ranshaw
Enlists in Navy.
The Gardiner Screen is being sold in
George A. Ranshaw, assistant manager
every state in the country, and agencies
of the Fox exchange
in Detroit, enlisted
have
also been established in other
in the United
States Navy
and was accountries. Shipments to South America
cepted.
and Porto Rico were made recently from
Harold Bolster in Detroit.
the Detroit factory. The new millionHarold Bolster, one of the special repredollar theater being erected in Havana,
sentatives for Goldwyn, spent last week
Cuba, will have one of Gardiner's screens.
in Detroit principally to meet exhibitors
and to discuss their problems.
A. I. Shapiro Dies in Denver.
"My Own United States" Liked.
W. S. McLaren, of the Majestic, Jackson, recently played Metro's "My Own
United States" for three days to good
business. Jackson was the first city in
the country to play it outside of New
York.
Bert Williams
Made
General
Manager.
Bert Williams, managing director for
Frank Farrington, of the Colonial theater, Woodward and Sibley streets, Detroit, has been appointed general manager of the Woodward Theater Co., controlling five theaters. Mr. Williams will
continue at the Colonial in addition to
looking
after the Woodward
houses.
Mr. Williams deserves the greatest
credit for having put over the Colonial,
because it is now on the road to success,
with business getting better each day.

A. I. away
Shapiro,Sunday,
better May
known
passed
12, as
at "Shap,"
4:15 p.
m., Oakes
Sanitarium,
Denver,
Colo.
Words fail utterly to express the great
sorrow friends
that thisin news
brings both
to "Shap's"
many
Michigan
in and
out of the film business.
"Shap" came originally to Michigan as
manager of the Fox exchange. He was
transferred to New York as special repre-

Simplex Machines in Great Demand.
Bert Weddige, of the Michigan Motion
Picture
Supply
Co.. who
is now
selling
Simplex machines and Simplex parts,
Bays that if business continues to grow
he* willmore
havethan
to secure
have
doubledmore
our space.
business"Wein
the past sixty days," Baid Bert.
Steele Buys Bay City Theater Stock.
James
Steele,
division
manager
for
Paramount,
has purchased
the Interests
of Dick
Leahy
in the YVenonah
Theater
WashCo., operating the Wenonah and Watson
ington theaters, Bay City. Mr.
is already managing the houses and doing the booking. Mr. Steele has a Chain
of theaters,
one
thai
will shortly
open

DETROIT.

Three
Prints of "Unbeliever" Working.
Three prints in Michigan
are working
solid on "The Unbeliever."
The Lincoln
theater, Owosso,
played
the picture two
days to such big business that Mrs. Fred
Patterson
booked
a return
engagement.
The
Fuller,
Kalamazoo,
played
it five
days to immense
business:
Bob Peltier,
Mt. Clemens,
cleaned up with it for two
days: the Regent, Bay City, had a splendid
business
for three days, and the same
thing can be said of the Regent,
Ionia,
for two days.
J. R. Denniston
played it
at Monroe
for two days.
The Strand.
Flint, has booked
a return
engagement
for two days: the Family,
Jackson,
for
three days; the Family,
Port Huron, for
three days.
days, and the Lincoln, Owosso, for
two
G. L. Allmart in Ordnance Department.
G. L. Allmart, former office manager for
Paramount in Detroit, is now a private
in the ordnance supply department stationed at Camp Hancock, Ga. For the
past week George has been chopping
wood, digging trenches, and doing guard
duty. In about ten days he will start a
regular school training.
Opera House to Pictures for Summer.
Pictures start at the Detroit opera
house on May 19 -with prices 25 and 50
cents, two shows daily. The opening attraction is a war film direct from Europe
called "Pershing's Crusaders." Pictures
will continue at the opera house until
September 1, when the building will be
torn down.
George Rowell with Famous Players.
George Rowell, for the past three
months with the Kleine exchange in Detroit, started out Monday morning as
road representative in Michigan for Artcraft and Paramount pictures. George
is now attending strictly to business
these days, and as a result is getting exhibitors to put their signatures on the
dotted line.

"The Kaiser" Breaks Another Record.
George Olson, of the Opera House,
"The Kaiser"
played
recently
Grayling,
to the biggest
business
in the history of
the house. Prices were 35 cents for children and 50 cents for adults. Business
remarkable for town of only 2,000 people.
Garfield Did Well with "Over There."
Recently Charles Garfield, of the Orpheum at Flint, played the Select's
In con"Over There."
film,engagment
warwith the
patriotic nection
Charlie used
a big British tank built over a motor
car, and had it constantly parading the
streets and standing in front of his house.
R. H. Ramsay Makes Good.
a "star" film
proving in
H.
R.
Michigan.
for theis General
salesman Ramsay
Mr. Ramsay formerly was manager of a
clothing and men's furnishing goodslystore
for
in Detroit. He is doing phenomenal
the General, sending in some business
from every town he visits.
S. W. Hatch
Heads
Detroit
Metro.
George Montgomery lias resigned as
Metro manager in Detroit, and is succeeded by Stanley W. Hatch, formerly
witli the Vitagraph and Kleine exchanges
in Cincinnati.
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Will Stay a Fifth Week.
From the way business has started out
the fourth week of its engagement, "My
Four Years in Germany" at the Washington theater. Detroit, is sure to stay a
fifth week, and if it does the event will
be a noteworthy one, because Ambassador
Gerard, himself, is expected to be in
Detroit for two days as guest of the Board
of Commerce.

Louisville Trade Letter
By Ohio Valley News Service, 1404 Starks
Bldg., Louisville. Ky.
Many Bonds Sold at Mary Anderson.

A. I. Shapiro.
sentative, and returned to Detroit as manager of the Triangle exchange. Then
he went to Buffalo to manage an exchange
for Lewis J. Selznick. In the spring of
l ii 1 7 he again returned to Detroit as manager of the Goldwyn exchange.
■•shap" was in the draft, being 'M years
Old last July. lie resigned his position
with Goldwyn in February expecting to
enlist in New York City, his home. At
the time he had a severe eold on his
hums, for which he had been doctoring all
winter. Lung specialists wore consulted
in New York, who pronounced his trouble
as pulmonary tuberculosis, and advised
him to immediately go to Denver, lie arrived at the cakes Sanitarium about four
weeks ago, and instead of improving he
pot worse. Late Sunday, May 12. his
Sister, who was at his bedside, wired to
the writer: "Abraham Shapiro passed
away today at 4:15 p. m. Body will be
in
NewtheYork
Thursday."
willlloT
lie
from
residence
of hisBurial
family,
Longfellow

avenue.

LOUISVILLE.
F. Rettick,
manager of KY.—
the Carl
Louisville
Keith
theaters, was much pleased with the
excellent showing made by the Mary
Anderson theater, which sold approximately $200,000 worth of Liberty Bonds during the recent Keith selling campaign.
Crystal at Hickman Aids Loan.
Hickman, Ky, — Mrs. John Wright, operator of the Crystal theater, Hickman, Ky.,
during the Liberty Loan campaign announced that every dollar taken in at
the theater during the last week of the
campaign would be invested in Liberty
Bonds This lsd several other merchants
in the same direction, with the result that
sales were increased
considerably.
Not the Exchange This Time.
Through the failure of an exhibitor in
Fulton. Ky., to regard instructions from
the exhange the Grand theater in Owensboro did not receive the first chapter of
"The Eagle's Eye" recently, and thereby
disappointed its patrons, as the serial had
been heavily advertised for the opening.
These things happen frequently when the
theater man is left to forward films to
another house, as it seems they just will
not heed instructions
properly.
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Boston News Letter
r.i

Robert

N

Howe,

80

bummer

St.,

BoatOll,
Mass.
Edward
E. Shindler
Join*
Navy.
BOSTON,
mass
Edward
E. Shindler,
for man) years In the motion picture
business
In New
England,
hai
called for active service In the Naval ReHe will be classified us an expert
rlclan, having
had many
years ex
perlence in several r."st.m theaters.
Mr Shindler was chlel operator at the
Olympic
theater
of this city, for four
als>> holding the same
position in

Edward

E. Schindler.

many suburban houses. He was a member of the Liberty Lodge, F. and A. M.,
and the Knights of Pythias. He was well
known and very popular.

Pine Tree State Trade Letter
By

John

P.

Flanagan,
Park
Vie%v Ave.,
Bangor, Me.
Curran Enlists in Sanitary Corps.
BAXGOR, ME. — John H. Curran, who
has represented World Pictures in
Maine and New Hampshire for some
time, resigned his position recently to enlist in the medical department of the
United States Army, and has reported at
Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass. Mr. Curran
was a highly successful film salesman,
and anticipates a return to that industryafter he has finished with his part of the
task of doing up the Kaiser. He has been
succeeded by his brother, Ray Curran,
formerly with the General office in
Bangor.
M. St. Leger Has Much to Be Proud of.
Skowhegan, Me. — M. St. Leger, of the
City opera house, Skowhegan, has one of
the prettiest theaters in Maine. He
started in the motion picture game nine
years ago, when he built the Star, then
selling out to Myron Smith. Afterwards,
Mr. St. Leger opened the Bijou at
Skowhegan. By unanimous vote at a
town meeting, Smitli and St. Leger, who
had combined interests, were given a
license to run the City opera house, andthe friendly sentiment toward them is
evidenced by the fact that at a town
meeting called to vote on a license for
another theater not one was cast in its
favor. The opera house has 1,000 seats.
Mr. St. Leger has a son. Corporal Harry
St. Leger, in France with the American
Expeditionary Forces. He has been on
numerous raiding parties across "No
Man's Land," and it is said that he is a
chip of the old block.
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Operators in Capital Demand a New Scaie
Men

in the Booths
Bj

Feel the Burden of Living Costs — Some Are Leaving
ness— Several Exhibitors Have Granted the Increase.

Clarence

L

Llnz,

622

Rlggs

WASHINGTON,
i> C
Motion picture
exhibitors of Washington have received a notice from the local oper
ators' union stating thai since putting
present contracts int<> effect mi April 9,
1917, conditions have changed to such a
greatmit a extent
as to force
new contract
and the
wage union
scale. to subThe
notice, signed by Motion picture Machine
Operators'
Protective
Union,
Local
No,
224. states
that "On
and
after
May
20,
1918,
giving
you
one
week's
notice
as
per
agreement, the present contract between
you ami our organization dating from
April 9, 1917, shall be considered null and
void, and the new contract shall be considered in full force and effect.
■ \\ e hardly think it necessary for US
to go into lengthy detail in order to convince you of the increased cost of living
in Washington since April, 1917, when our
present contracts were signed. The effect
has been felt very much by members of
our organization, and lots of us have some
difficulty in making both ends meet.
"Some of our men have had to go to
other trades and accept positions paying
more money; several have gone into the
Government service at better pay, and
this is one condition that we wish to
overcome. We always like to feel that
we can furnish a competent man when
called upon for one by an exhibitor. This
we cannot do if we allow them to leave
for other trades because they cannot make
sufficient to live on at operating.
"We also wish to bring to your attention the fact that the following managements have already granted their operators an increase over existing scale. They
are as follows: Masonic Auditorium, Elite,
Loew's Columbia, Tom Moore, and the
Crandall Circuit.
"We appreciate the friendly relations
existing in the past between the exhibitors of Washington and our organization,
and regret that conditions have forced us
to put a new scale of wages into effect
The schedule provides that eight hours
so soon."
of operating for any one man shall constitute a day's maximum of work. One operator on any regular evening's run of five
hours or less is to be paid not less than
$20 per week, Sunday matinees included
if run. Extra matinee operating is to be
paid for at the rate of 60 cents per hour.
On Sunday or other matinee one hour of
relief is to 'be furnished the operator at
the expense of the manager. If operator
has to work without supper relief he is
to be paid an additional 60 cents.
All work in houses running eight hours
or more per day is to be paid for at a flat
rate of 60 cents per hour. All single performances outside regular moving picture
theaters are to be charged for at not
less than $7 per performance, or $10 where
two shows are given on the same day.
Road operators are to be paid at the rate
of $45 per week. This same rate is to
be paid operators at other than a moving picture theater running matinee and
evening performances of pictures, $70 being paid when there are two operators.
Operators working vaudeville or burlesque
houses, matinee and evening performances with motion pictures as added attractions, are to be paid $30 per week.
The charge for screening a picture for
managers is to be 90 cents an hour; for
exchanges, a flat rate of 50 cents a reel
must be paid.
The schedule provides that all theaters
with a seating capacity of 500 or more
and running eight hours or more per day
must employ three journeymen operators.
Any operator who is required to work
more than eight hours in any one day is
to receive time and a half (90 cents per
hour) for every hour of overtime.
It is further provided that operators
on an evening's
run at open air parks

the

Busi-

Building,
Washington, I' C
shall I..- paid not less thin i i ■'• per week,
rainj days not deducted, this section not
to apply when a manage i takes an operatOI from a theater to work In a park Under
the same
management.
Popular
Doorman
Back
at Post.
Charles Lehman, oni ol the best known
and best liked theater attaches in Washington, D. C.i is back at his post on the
door of the Savoy theater after an absence of about fourteen weeks. Mr. Lehman had the misfortune to be struck by
an automobile truck while crossing Pennsylvania avenue, near the Post otllce Department building. He was knocked down
and sustained a broken foot, which even
now prevents his walking any great distance or standing for any length of time.
It is said of Mr. Lehman that he knows
by name more senators, representatives,
foreign diplomats, officials high in our
Government service, officers of the army
and navy, and other notables than any
other man holding a similar position In
Washington. They always stop for a word
with him, and upon his return to duty for
the better part of the first week he held
nightly receptions in the Savoy lobby
greeting these folks and receiving their
congratulations upon his recovery.
Crandall
House
Has New
Fans.
The Crandall Amusement Company,
Washington, D. C, has just completed the
installation of two large typhoon fans at
the Ninth and E street houses, and is
undertaking similar work at the Savoy
and Avenue Grand.
John Payette in Navy
John Payette, one of the
young film men traveling in
D. C, territory, has resigned
as salesman with Goldwyn
blue uniform of the navy.

Blue.
best known
Washington,
his position
to don the

Newark Trade Letter
By Jacob

J. Kalter, 25 Branford Place,
Newark, N. J.
F. H. Gilman Announces
New Features.
NEWARK,
— Frank
H. Gilman,
manager N.
of J.the
Civilization
Film
Corporation, 120 Market street, Newark, N. J., announces that his firm has just
obtained the New Jersey state rights to
"Nine-tenths of the Law," featuring
Mitchell Lewis, and also "The Devil's Playground," starring Beatriz Michelena.
George R. Carter with Vitagraph.
George R. Carter, until recently with
the Bluebird Films, is now connected with
the Vitagraph concern as New Jersey representative. He informed the Moving Picture World correspondent that the Vitagraph production "Over the Top," featuring Guy Empey, was booked for two weeks
beginning May 13 at the Goodwin theater,
863 Broad street, Newark.
Gerard's
Picture
Popular.
So insistent was the demand to see Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in
Germany," that Manager Kridell prolonged
the showing another week, making a two
weeks' run at his Goodwin theater.
"Cleopatra" on Loew Program.
Theda Bara in "Cleopatra" was an added feature at Loew's Newark theater, 99
Springfield avenue, May 9, 10 and 11. Eugene Meyers is resident manager of the
showhouse.
Jerome Kraker Listed for Service.
Jerome Kraker, for several years in the
srvice of the Universal Film Corporation,
has been examined by his local board and
found physically fit for service.
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Buffalo Shows No Weariness in Well Doing
Theaters

that

Helped

June 1, 1918
places," said Mr. Rogers, "but every little
town and cross roads and are placing our
pictures right and left. To stimulate them
in their good work this exchange has
started a friendly contest in which Messrs.
Webster and Moses are working at high
speed to win a prize. This creates interest
for the contestants and their friends, the
exhibitors. We have every town in our
territory, from 5,000 and up, showing our
pictures and we haven't one dissatisfied
account in our exchange."
The Select's "Over There" is being used
successfully in connection with the Red
Cross and Junior Red Cross drives- in this
territory. Arthur S. Kane, general manager of the Select, has complimented Mr.
Rogers on "the immaculate appearance of
the Buffalo exchange." The place is homelike and as clean as the proverbial pin.
The recreation and waiting room of the
exchange is appreciated by the exhibitors.
The bulletin board on which is posted live
hints
to the best
to "put attraction.
over" the
Select aspictures
is awaypleasing
This material is changed frequently.
Buffalo Business Brevities.
Al
Becker,
proprietor
Becker'strip
Film
Supply Co., Buffalo,
is on ofa buying
to
New York. W. H. Johnson is manager of
the office. Mr. Becker has been busy supplying moving picture machines, operators
and booths in connection with recruiting
conducted by the Canadian and British
officers in this city. He also was busy in
the Liberty Loan and Red Cross campaigns. He handles the latest Simplex
and Motiograph machines.
W. P. Tanney, manager of the Buffalo
branch of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., has
installed in the Olympic theater, Buffalo,
a Wurtlitzer motion picture orchestra.
Style O. This will be used to supplement
and relieve the Olympic musicians. Bruce
Fowler is manager of the Olympic.
While a young woman of Tonawanda,
N. Y., was attending a moving picture theater in that city recently about three
inches of her hair braid was cut off. The
theater manager investigated and the hair
that was removed was found on the floor
back of where the girl sat. Knife marks
on the seat showed that the hair had been
cut off by being held against the seat. The
police accuse two youths of the act.
The First National Exchange, Inc..
Buffalo, expects to begin booking "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back" in June.

Liberty Bond Sales Now
Putting
Shoulder to the Wheel
of
Red Cross and Th rift Stamp Drives.
By Joseph A. McGuire, 157 N. Elmwood St., Buffalo, N./*Y
moted to storekeeper, third class, and I
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Now that the Third
am allowed subsistence money to live in
Liberty loan campaign, in which
Buffalo theaters figured prominently,
Norfolk, Va„" said Mr. Gentille. "Mention
in the Moving Picture World that I am
has passed into history, these houses are
in fine health and that I would like to
generously giving their services to the Red
Cross and War Saving Stamp drives. All
hear from all my friends."
the theaters are showing a two-reel drama,
Mr. Gentille's varied experiences included
his being assistant manager of the Regent
"The Spirit of the Red Cross." On Tuesday, May 14, the following houses had
moving picture theater, Buffalo, under Mr.
four-minute men speak on Red Cross
Schlesinger. He' says that at the Academy
theater, this city, he also worked with
work: Palace, Shea's Hippodrome, Jubilee,
Louis Greene, now Buffalo manager of the
Sheldon, Colonial, Eastern Star, Olympic,
George Kleine System. Mr. Gentille's adAllendale,
Orpheum,
dress is Navy Y. M. C. A., Norfolk, Ya.
wood,
Sylvia,Lilly,
Como,Tri-It,
Oakdale,
Lovejoy' ElmPalace, Casino, Fillmore and Cozy Corner.
Minor
Using
Diversified
Subjects.
All the other theaters will have speakers
Frank Minor has taken over the Victor
later. W. A. V. Mack of the Mutual, head
moving picture theater at 15S4 Greene
of the local picture theater publicity for
street, Buffalo. He has just installed a
the Red Cross, is supplying slides, posters
new organ, an American Photoplayer. He
and other advertising matter.
has also built six-sheet billboards on each
"Licked by a Stamp" is a title of a film
side
of his house and a twenty-four-sheet
produced in Buffalo, 'which has been
board on top of the theater. The adshown at Shea's Hippodrome and Strand
mission for grownups at the Victor was
theaters. The picture is used as part of
formerly five and ten cents, but Mr. Minor
the publicity for promoting the Thrift
is
now
using the uniform price of ten
Stamp sale. The scenario was written by
cents.
His house is on the East Side.
Arthur C. Willats, an employe of the
Buffalo Evening News. The cast is made
"My people don't like too much 'blood
up of Buffalonians and the scenes were
and thunder,' " said Mr. Minor. "They like
taken in Buffalo. The picture was filmed
variety, so two and three-reel pictures are
by E. C. Winegar of this city.
popular. Two-reelers give me a chance to
introduce comedy, drama and educational
G. Ferguson Assisting at the Kleine.
pictures. They don't like an all-evening
George Ferguson has been appointed asshow
one formerly
subject." conducted the Masistant to Louis Greene, Buffalo manager
Mr. on
Minor
of the George Kleine System.
jestic and Cozy Corner moving picture
theaters in this city.
New
Bill Hits Lobby
Adornments.
Men who have been accustomed to loaf
Buffalo Select Wins Honors.
around the lobbies of Buffalo theaters and
C. R. Rogers, manager of the Select exget in the way of or annoy patrons will
change, Buffalo, has been informed that
have their pleasure turned into a hardthis office heads the honor roll for April
ship as a result of the Robinson antirentals of Select pictures. All Select
loafing bill, which has been signed by Govbranches throughout the United States
ernor Whitman. The new law will be
figured in the contest. Sharing in this
rigidly enforced in Buffalo.
honor manare
Mr. Rogers'
salesmen,
S. Webster
and two
A. W.
Moses. SherThe
Three "Sunshine" Prints in Buffalo.
honor roll was sent out by the main office.
These salesmen use machines to cover
"In this office we had previously used
two prints on each of our Special and
their territories.
Standard pictures as well as the Sunshine
"They
are visiting
not
only the big
Comedies," said C. P. Sheehan, special
representative of the Fox Film Corporation, whose Buffalo exchange was recently
opened. "Now the home office has found
it necessary to furnish this exchange with
a third additional print. This will enable
Mall Company
Secures
Land and Will Build Three
Motion
Picture
Houses — One
the Buffalo office to allow more time beWill Seat More Than 2,000 Persons.
tween shipments and also to have each and
By
M. A. Malaney,
607 Belmont
Bldg., Cleveland, O.
every print in such a condition as if it
just came 'out of the can.'
CLEVELAND,
O.
—
By
a
tripled
real
entirely redecorated, while the Strand en"Principal Babst of the South Park high
estate deal brought to a successtrance on Prospect avenue has not only
school, Buffalo, was so impressed with the
ful close May 7, Cleveland is to
been redecorated, but Manager Adler has
have three more high class theaters
production of 'Jack and the Beanstalk,
had
an
elegant markee built, which gives
recently played at the Strand theater,
within two years, one of them being a
the entrance a wonderfully improved apBuffalo," continued Mr. Sheehan, "that he
house
to
seat
more
than
2,000
downtown.
immediately secured this subject for a
pearance.
The Mall Company, owners of the Mall
two-day presentation to the students and
American Amusement Company to Build.
double-deck theater in the downtown secfriends of the school. Three thousand
A new theater to seat 1,500 persons is
tion, have taken over properties at Past
tickets were sold. The assembly hall of
63rd street and Euclid avenue and at Auto be built on the south side at Fulton
the school was so crowded at the performburndale avenue and Euclid avenue. East
road. N. W.. and Bush avenue. S. W.. Cleveances that l>r. Bapst lias requested the
land. The house is being promoted by the
Cleveland, and motion picture theaters
Fox office to reserve repeat booking dates
American Amusement Co.. which operates
will be erected on those sites.
for him."
the American, Lakeview. and other
Joseph Paronge. treasurer of the Mall
"Manager Franklin of Shea's Hippohouses. The building will cost about J80fCompany, also announced that arrangedrome, this city, has contracted for the en0,00 to build.
ments arc being made by the Mall Comtire output of our Mutt and .left' comedies,
pany to erect another theater having a
Ryder Will Guide the Gordon
Square.
Starting With 'The Superintendent' and
seating capacity between 2,000 and 3,000
Following with 'Back to the Balkans,'"
George Ryder, well-known Cleveland
near Euclid avenue anil East 9th street in
Mr. Sheehan added. •The Victoria theater,
theater manager, has been appointed manthe downtown
section.
this city, has had greal success with the
ager of the Gordon Square theater, a big
Mr.
Laronge
and
bis
associates
now
vaudeville and picture house on the west
Victor Hugo classic. 'Pes Miserables,' feaside. He succeeds Harry DuRocher,
have the lease on property and a threeturing William Farnum."
whose contract expired, according to the
Storj building on Past Ninth street, corner
Philip Gentille
Likes His New Job.
owners of the house.
of Walnut, where the new downtown theater probably will be built.
"I formerly worked Cor the Mutual Film,
Mr. Ryder recently resigned as manBuffalo, under Manager Mack, as his chief
ager of the Cedar theater to accept the
Strand
and Reel Look
Much
Better.
shipping cleric. Now i am working for
new
position. Previously to that he was
Two downtown bouses in Cleveland
in charge of the Reel, a downtown house.
Uncle
have just given their fronts and lobbies
This Sam."
was one of the Statements contained
Lima, O. Notes.
a
thorough
overhauling,
and
the
improvein a letter which the I'.ul'falo correspondent
ments have made them Look 100 per cent.
G, O. Dupius, owner of the Royal,
of the Moving Picture World has just reStrand. and Dreamland theaters, has
better. These are the Strand and the
ceived from Philip Gentille.
Peel.
rented the Orpheum. the Gus Sun vaude■■1 enlisted in the Navy as a seaman,
ville house, and will show pictures there
The Peel lias installed handsome new
second
class,
anil
after
two
months
Of
during
the summer
months.
He opened
poster
frames,
and
the front
has
been
pro-

Cleveland Company Will Build Theaters

hard drilling and study, l have been

line
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it with "The Kaiser" the week of May S.
The South Side Lyric, of Lima, formeris the Roma, lias been closed bj Mar
Powell, of the Lyric.
Floyd C. Focht has just Installed a new
musical Instrument in the Empire, Lima,
iiml is much pleased with the results.

Cincinnati Trade Letter

. rr.iiii, 807 1st Nat.
Bk.,
Cincinnati.
of the Victoria
Passing
Probable
A lease of the \ i CINCINNATI, g O. —pictu
re theater on Mctorla movin
Millan avenue In Walnut Hills just
.cross the street from the Orpheum has
been taken by \V. M. Duane, although so
tir no definite announcement <>t the purfor which the building' will be used
been made. The theater has been
vacant, for the most part, for the past
two years, as it was proved by the sad
could
experience of several lessees that ittitio
not be operated profitably in compe . n
with the big house across the street
Features at the Lyric for the Summer.
The Lyric theater, Cincinnati, which has
been running a season of performances
by a stock company since the regular
ning its sumon closed, is nowg begin
mer season of movin picture attractions,
a lease of the house having been given
k to a group of CinHeuc
ger business
by Manacinnati
men who propose to run
feature attractions there until the next
regular season begins. The first feature scheduled was "The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin," which has been doing
a large business in other Ohio cities, but
has not yet been seen in Cincinnati. The
opening, set for May 19, coincides with
the opening of the Red Cross campaign,
and due attention has been given to that
fact.
y.\

Kenneth

"Nation" Film Back for Third Showing.
The return of "The Birth of a Nation"
to the Grand opera house, Cincinnati, for
a third engagement brought unusual interest recently, as the big drama made a
record of nearly two months on its original engagement at the highest prices ever
received in Cincinnati for a moving picture production, and then came back for
a month the following season last year
doing equally well. Its engagement on
this occasion was for a week only, and
at reduced prices, 25 and 50 cents; but
the crowds which attended the two daily
performances proved that the picture has
lost nothing of its drawing power in spite
of the fact that many thousands of people
in Cincinnati
have already seen it.
Cincinnati Trade Brevities.
The official British war pictures showing not only the activities of the British
Army in the field, but the part played by
the workers at home in England are drawing interested audiences at the Family
theater, Cincinnati, where one of the
series is being shown on release by the
Pathe exchange the latter half of each
week.
The series will run 12 weeks.
Manager Libsort, of the Family, is preparing for hot weather, having let a contract for a complete new cooling and
ventilating system in that house to the
Ohio Building and Construction Co.
Xed Hastings, the popular manager of
the Cincinnati B. F. Keith theater, has
been named as head of the Red Ticket of
the Cincinnati Advertisers' Club for the
annual election to be held on June 5, and
a warm campaign is on.
Youngstown. O. — The prospective visit
of the film production of Ambassador
Gerard's "My Four Tears in Germany."
engaged for a week's run at the Park theater, had added interest to Youngstown
people by reason of the fact that the
film was produced by Harry and Abe
Warner. Youngstown boys.
Piqua. O. — Manager Kress, of May's
opera house, has been told that he aided
materially in helping Piqua "over the
top" in the Third Liberty Loan campaign
by showing "The Beast of Berlin" during
the last week of the campaign.
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Makes Theater a Bower of Summer Fiowers
At

the

Grand

Opera
House in London, Ontario, They
Believe
to Make House Attractive to Patrons and Grow

Bj
TORONTO,
Grand

w.

m.

Qladlsh,

ONT.formation lias Ai.e, wonderful
ii made
opera

house, London,

S3

Intransthe
(int.. in

order to obtain a summer
garden
tor theteriorComing
Thea whole
has been season.
made Into
bower inof
flowers, with entirely new lighting arrangements, a carload of floral decorations were Imported from the States,
while seven hundred yards of new
draperies were bought in Toronto. The
theater's electrician was sent on a tour
of American theaters to get ideas, and
the suggestions of theater decorators of
several cities were obtained.
The whole theater was repainted and
redecorated by a staff of twenty men in
less than forty-eight hours, and during
this time the changes effected included the
installation of a new stage setting, remodeling of the ladies' room, installation
of many lighting fixtures, special decoration of the orchestra pit, overhauling of
the ventilating system, hanging of new
box and lobby draperies, and the renovation of the entrance. New carpets were
laid, and wicker furniture and flower
baskets were placed in various parts of
the theater.
A. J. Small, owner, and J. R. Minhinniek,
manager, have also closed contracts for
a new film service. The policy of the
theater will be to present first runs of
Goldwyn and Metro features, and the
comedies will include first runs of Charlie
Chaplin and Lonesome Luke subjects.
Programs will be changed twice each
week, with matinees each afternoon and
two shows at night. Special attention is
being paid to musical accompaniment, the
orchestra being under the direction of Mr.
Maurice Poure, an able leader. Manager
Minhinniek has also arranged for ' the
presentation of one high class vaudeville
act on each bill.
Canadian
Universal
Notes.
Phil Hazza, formerly manager of the
"Winnipeg branch of the Canadian Universal, has been appointed manager of the
Montreal branch of the company. Ed.
"Wilson, late manager of the Bijou theater,
"Winnipeg,
has taken
of the toWinnipeg Universal
office charge
in succession
Mr.
Hazza.
A. Rondeau is now attached to the
sales staff of the Universale Montreal
office. Rondeau was formerly with Pathe,
and has also been connected with several
local theaters.
S. Dunlop, a new man in the moving
picture business, has been appointed assistant manager of the St. Denis theater,
Montreal.
Announcement has been made by Manager Mills, of Loew's theater, Montreal,
that a large concert organ will be installed immediately.
An indication of railway transportation
difficulties is the fact that the St. Denis
theater, Montreal, has had a new stage
setting on the way from New York City
for many months. A makeshift setting
has been in use for a number of weeks,
and it is probable that the new set will
not be Installed now until the opening of
the fall season next September.
Film in Montreal
Vaudeville Houses.
An interesting feature of the Montreal
situation is the decision of the dramatic
and vaudeville houses to adopt picture
attractions. His Majesty's has booked
several special pictures for presentati
on
at an early date. The Orpheum theater
has been showing pictures for several
weeks, and the Princess theater, the new,
large vaudeville house, has also arranged
for feature pictures for the summer season, which starts immediately.
Winnipeg
Theater
Brightens.
The Imperial theater, Winnipeg, which
has been a dark house for several weeks
has been remodeled and redecorated.
An-

Wlneva

in Spending
Popular.

Money

Avenue, Toronto.

nounce nl is mad.t ha t it will bl
opened under entlrel) new management
Gives Postal Cards and Postage.
The Alien theater, Toronto,
ma king a specie 11 y of various ad\
nig st u in
One <'l I he plans inaugurated
wa;. the
distribution of picture post cards with
views of the exterior and Interior of the
new theater.
The cards are given
to patrons
with the suggestion
that they
write to their friends, the theater paying
the postage.
Almost
every
day
from
thirty to forty of the cards are handed
to ushers or ticket sellers for mailing.
Of course it is not a difficult matter to
read the messages on the cards, and in
almost every instance the note bears
reference to some feature of the theater
which is appreciated. In the opinion of
the management this form of advertising
ing.not costly, yet it forms valuable boostis
The cards and other advertising literature are always to be found on a small
table just inside the entrance to the theater. The other literature consists of the
Allen News, a weekly house organ containing details of coming attractions and
references to various house features,
musical request lists and small calendars
for the current month. The lists of musical
selections are changed each month, and
with these the orchestra is able to provide music that the patrons desire. Requested selections of a special nature are
played
week. on Tuesday and Thursday of each
Small Fires in Two Toronto Houses.
Toronto moving picture theaters have
been visited by small fires on two different occasions recently. Fire of unknown
origin caused $100 damage to His Majesty's theater, Yonge street, at three
o'clock one morning, while the projection
room of the Empress theater, 317 Yonge
street, was slightly damaged during a
matinee performance when a reel of film
in the projection machine caught fire.
There was no excitement in either instance.
W. G. Mitchell
Goes
to the States.
The announcement, important to movingpicture men throughout Canada, was made
on May 14 that William Griffith Mitchell,
manager of the Regent theater, Toronto,
had been appointed manager of the Strand
theater, White Plains, N. Y. Mr. Mitchell
was formerly assistant manager of the
Strand theater, Toronto.
The new manager of the Regent theater
will be Roland Roberts, manager of the
St. Denis theater, Montreal, since last
August. Mr. Roberts was formerly the
manager of the Toronto
Regent.

TRADE

NOTES

FROM

UTICA.

By Clifford A. Caroll, Utlca Observer.
Majestic
Theater
Center
of Stirring
Patriotic Demonstration.
UTICA,
Y.— Marine
Week,
being N.
observed
all over
the which
countryis
this week, was opened in a splendid
manner in this city May 12. A parade was
held earlier in the evening, and later the
celebration was concluded at the Majestic theater. A squad of Marines now
in training at the Savage Arms Training
School in this city took part. The BoyScouts of the city, members of the Red
Cross Society here, the state guard and
similar organizations were in line. The
feature of the celebration at the theater
was the showing of the "Unbeliever." the
great story of the Marine Corps "over
there." Members of the Marine Corps
here appeared in an appropriate tableaux
with a young lady attired as Liberty.
Patriotic
ing chorus.songs were sung by a Utlca sing-
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St. Louis Airdomes to Start Cautiously
a Problem
Open Air Exhibitors Feel that Daylight Saving Hours Will Make Success
and Many May Not Venture This Year.
By Mary Moore, 6035 Kingsbury Block, St. Louis, Mo.
to share offices with the King-Bee agency.
daylight
much
MO. — Too
LOUIS,
T
A few days later he took over the Fourdark
es
airdom
the
ens to keep
S 'threat
square branch here, and uniting his inin St Louis this summer. Joseph
terests became a stockholder in the
Picture
merged enterprise.
Mogler, president of the Moving
areas
that
s
Exhibitors' League, e predict
Skouras Bros. Play S. R. O. at Pageant.
made on the ciock
suit of the advanc
e airdomes
pictur
motion
25
to
Skouras Bros., who successfully operdial 20
will
year
ated the Olympia and Lafayette theaters,
which operated in St. Louis last
year
have accomplished the impossible with the
be forced to suspend business this picture
ion
inat
Pageant. A year and a half ago, at the
Five so-called comb
ers and
time these boys took over the house, it
nlants which have roofed theat
was
in a state of innocuousness bordering
operto
pt
attem
aSoining airdomes willbasis, Mogler anon coma. It looked like a sure nough
ate on a half-time
aL
iment
exoer
jinx, and the betting was eight to five it
nounces, but this is purely
an hour
would never again take in money enough
With the clock set forward er
start
to
summ
to pay the ushers.
this
ble
will not be possi
the open.
For a time when the Skouras boys first
T Picture show until 9 p. m. in
took hold there was no marked change,
sible
Li la™ start would make it impos
debut gradually they got the place to payormances. Mogler
to give tw° perfthe
low prices of ading expenses, with a little bit over. SlowHares that with
one
the
ly the business grew, and the house took
Louis
St.
mission prevailing in
to
on
the
appearance of a live one; with a
ve
rati
mune
unre
be rs.
would
s ornce
nage
performa
owner
ma
™-0t
popular program and a real orchestra, it
came
into
its own, until now at the start
a number of meet-Our league has helda Worl
of its second year under the Skouras
d correspondinsrs" said Mogler toprob
lem presented by
ed "on the new
regime the Pageant is standing 'em up and
the air dome men
turning 'em away
at every performance.
davligh? saving. Most ofusion
it win
that
concl
the
hed
reac
have
new
the
open on
no pay them to remain
found that
schedule, in former years stwe at the first
large
the attendance was
By Indiana Trade News Service, 861 State
have to rise
show. Working people who
Life Bldg., Indianapolis.
11 p. m.
until
out
sit
to
want
not
do
early
ys been
H. C. Knox Injured by Fall.
at an airdome. There have alwa
care t0 stay
a certain percentage who did
C. Knox, r who
— H.
, IND.
RSON
ANDEwas
y as
of
manage
recentl
here
and
t
caugh
show
d
secon
"he
up andthe airdome pay. We couldthem
depend
made
"My atFour Tears ndin German,y," prete
opera
to
tried
we
injured
theater
Starla
the
sented
.
if
le
classhedu
this sc
™nly
nn theon new
himself as a result of a fall as he was
considerentering the alley door of the theater on
■•Only a few of the houses are
will
these
of
Friday, May 3. He was hurrying out with
ing opening. I think most
a reei of film, when he slipped and fell,
the
like
s
airdome
larger
the
spraining his knee. He was taken to the
ST f ewUPof
are gooffice of a physician, where the injury was
n stait
Hamilto
the ment
and
n„
e
Skydom
of
Eyrie
experi
the
dressed.
i'„ to try
ending
7:80.
Throngs of persons crowded Meridian
nuTsical entertainment about
is
street in the vicinity of the theater where
a show at dark. This
up this sort of but
These
ment.
the
Gerard film was being shown, and
experi
an
also
of course
equipped
many were turned away each night.
w giant airdomes are alreadyental outPractically
the entire student body of the
for opening, and the experim
cents^
Markleville high school was in Anderlav will not be great in dollars and
son on Thursday night to see the picture,
laThe West End Lyric, the Pageant, and
and many of them weer unable to get
cooling dethe New Grand Central have
into the theater until the last show.
vices They will attempt to run through
Charles
Westrick
Will Rebuild.
°UlttbtheSUWeTteEnd Lyric, two blocks from
Charles Westrick, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
formubeing
is
plan
a
the Lyric Skvdome,
the owner of the Grade theater at Blufflated b"which one show-the nrst-will
ton, which was damaged badly as a result
the
and
theater,
inside
the
at
°iven
be
of a fire a few weeks ago, has been adin the airdome two blocks
second show
justing insurance matters and making
preparations
for rebuilding the theater at
Lyric
the
theaters,
downtown
^The
once.
operate
will
Strand. Central, and Royal, devices.
While the repairs are going on several
all summer through cooling
improvements will be made which will
rs.
Manage
e
Exchang
St Louis
With
put
buildingmuch will
betterbe shape
than
ever the
before.
Newin seals
purchased
his conhas severed
McKean
George
for
the
balcony,
all
of
which
will
lie
enin St.
, lions with the Paramount office
tirely reconstructed. An absolutely tirereceived a
Louis, and Is said to have Ochs,
proof and modern operating booth will be
United
flattering offer from the Lee
installed, and the lower part of the house
ger Reith is
|.'ic. ,,,,-,. Theaters- Co. St.Mana
will be redecorated.
Louis office
now in charge of the
Blue Veil Censorship in South
Bend.
Eddie Dustin, formerly manager of the
Select offices here, is now installed as
A volunteer censorship committee apGenthe
to
points! ai the request of Mayor Carson,
manager of Pathe. Uo went
oral offices for a time after it was rumored
of South Bend, Ind., put their official "O.
r Herbert Elder would leave
thai Manage
K."
the photoplay,
the General.
was on
shown
last week "Cleopatra,"
at the Oliverwhich
theater. The objections to the picture were
Manager Elder, of the General, however,as
did noi sign up with the Ochs people
registered by Father Burke, of Notre
headon at the General
heldThis left
Dame University, and the appointment of
planned and quarters.
Dustin without a
the
censorship
committee
was the result.
place, and he was quickly grabbed up by
The three scenes in the picture which
rathe, who had just lost D. K. Evans as
were
deemed
indecent
were
Screened With
manager.
a heavy blue so that the thread of the
Cecil Mayberry. who has been in Charge
picture could be followed, hut the deof the Foursquare office In St. Louis, has
entered military service, and leaves this
of some
of Theda's
lost intails the
coloring.
The costumes
identity ofwere
the
week for camp.
members of the censorship committee
Barney
Fegan,
formerly
manager of a
were not revealed
by the mayor.
small office on the third floor of the EmAfter the special showing of the picpress building for the Standard Film Comture was over members of the committee,
pany, recently moved to the ground floor
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in discussing censorship and morals in
general, criticised some of the films which
Charles Chaplin is appearing in. They
said school children constitute the biggest majority of Chaplin fans, and the
pictures in which he appears almost invariably show degrading surroundings.
The concensus of opinion of some of the
members was that if there is to be censorship it should be on some of the Chaplin
pictures.
New Amusement Company Starts.
Articles of incorporation were filed with
the country recorder by the Jeffersonville
Amusement Company, of Jeffersonville,
Ind., a newly organized concern, for the
purpose of conducting motion picture
shows and other amusements. The capital stock is announced as $50,000, and the
incorporators are Micheal Switow, John
Gienger, and George Kopp.

Minneapolis

Trade Letter.

By J. L. Johnston, 719 Hennepin Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
R. H. Evans Is New

Manager

at General.

MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.—
exchange manager
was Another
ushered into
Minneapolis film circles during convention time — and quite unexpectedly too.
R. H. Evans, formerly of the Pathe exchange at St. Louis, succeeded Charles
Chapman Knapp at the General exchange
the day before the convention opened.
Few knew of the change until Mr. Knapp
was inquired for and found to be 'out."
Mr. Knapp, we are informed, is to go on
the roadcompany.
shortly with a "Hearts of the
World"
Strand Keeps on Doing Good Business.
The rumor bee is busy
Here in our little bower •
But the trouble -with his rumors is
That most of them are sour.
At press time the flapping ear of Moving Picture World correspondent picked
up the soft strains of three reports that
the Minneapolis Strand had been sold.
One report had it that Ruben and Finkelstein had added it to their string, another
had it that the Hamm Brewing Co. of St.
Paul had taken it over, and a third was
to the effect that Eastern capitalists had
purchased it. Upon query John and William Saxe, part owners of the theater, confessed no knowledge of such a transaction,
as did also Manager Charles G. Branham.
Meanwhile the Strand is apparently doing
splendid business with "The Doctor and
the Woman," and the rumors go madly
on.
Stirring Opening for "Over the Top."
"Over the Top." boasting of its having
cost a record sum to present locally,
opened
week's run at
the New
theater. a Minneapolis,
Sunday,
May Garrick
18, to

a splendid business. Manager Julius Johnson put the big Empey feature over splendidly, ably assisted by a lavish billboard
and newspaper advertising campaign and
several attractive window displays of the
hook. Mr. Johnson is presenting the feature with special musical accompaniment
and a beautiful special stage setting with
light effects. A moon rising over the
smoldering battlefields and a bugle call by
a soldier trumpeter, while a British, a j
Scottish, an American sailor and a marine
salute, and it makes a splendid opening
for the big picture. The opening was
greeted with marked enthusiasm by each
audience during the showing.
T. Manager
L. Hays Theodore
Has FineL. Set
Haysforof"Tarzan."
the New
Garrick, St. Paul, stole first honors in presenting '-Tarzan of the Apes" to the people
of this territory the week of May 5. Preceded by a special overture arranged and
lor the most part composed by William
Warvelle Nelson, Garrick orchestra director. "Tarzan" was thrown on a screen
surrounded by typical tropical trees, vines
and effects, and the attractiveness of the
stage display made the feature doubly
enjoyable. St. Paulites are still talking
a-jodt the presentation.
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Theatre, Erie, Burns.
thePA.— The Columbia
PITTSBURGH,
ater In Erie, Pa., is reported to have
burned down <>n Maj
i I, sustaining
The Columbia
Is
of the i'i-st houses
In Erie,
having
devoted
to pictures
exclusively
for
Hie building
was o\\ ned bj
\
p
Wechsler,
who
owns
the
Keith
in Erie, the Colonial
The
theater

I by the
>'"..
e
i controls
the Columbia
Majestic
(aTheater
vaudevill
i and the Columbia
in Erie, as well
as the Columbia
in Warren,
Pa . also dei to pictures.
O. A. Potter,
the ding manager of the
theaters,
made
his headquarters at the Columbia in Erie.
The theater, seating 1,300 people, showed
mount-Artcraft
pictures at 25 cents.
Burry

Building

Theater.

The

new theater spirit is hitting' Pittsburgh hard of late probably
because
of
ew Government ordnance plant cost170,1
i which
has been
definitely
arranged for on Neville Island, Pittsburgh. The latest addition to the new
theaters building at the present time in
Pittsburgh proper is the site of the old
Variety and Comique theaters on Beaver
avenue, north side. The new theater is
: built by George Burry, one of the
shibltors in the district, having had
the B. & B. theater for years. The B. &
B. has been taken over by Mr. Michaels,
of the United Business Association, and
will be remodeled and called the "Variety."
The new theater will have a seating
capacity of about 1,200.
Theater

Opens

in Juniata.

The moving picture theater at Juniata,
a suburb of Altoona, was opened Saturday. May 11, under the management of
R. H. Detiviler, of Altoona. This theater
formerly controled by Silverman
Bros., who have the Strand at Altoona.
The new manager has made arrangements to remodel and decorate and make
necessary
installation
changes.
Pittsburgh Trade Jottings.
Fred Herrington left Monday, May 13,
for Indianapolis and St. Louis, and will
return to Pittsburgh probably the end
of the week.
Practically all of the local exchange
managers have joined the local Chamber
of Commerce, and one or two of the exhibitors in the city have done so.
The district manager for Pathe, Tom
North, was in Pittsburgh, and while here
spent considerable time looking over the
situation with
Manager
Fuller.
M. H. Berman, of the New York Jewel
office, together with Dan Lederman, assistant to General Manager Brandt, were
here in the interests of Universal. They
are making a tour of the exchanges, and
Berman left shortlu after arrival for Cincinnati. Mr. Berman is a Pittsburgh man,
having been connected here in his first
film capacity as salesman for the World
Film in the old days.
Express

Deliveries

Are

Still

PIC'll'KK

Minneapolis

Arcade,
Arcade,

Columbia

George

MOVING

Slow.

Despite the improvement of the weather
for transportation purposes the retrenchment in the railroad field, together with
the unusually heavy war work, still keeps
express and parcel post deliveries about
50 per cent, efficient for exhibitors and
exchanges. The special delivery stamp on
parcel post shipments seems to aid but
little in improving the situation, as deliveries in small towns are not expedited
to any extent by this extra cost. The
messenger service in use locally is the
one source of relief for the congestion,
and it is the desire, if not the expectation,
of exhibitors and exchangemen that the
service be extended to cover much more
territory if at all possible.

Recent

Convention

'

Annual
Bj

Meeting
Northwest
i

i.

WORLD

of the
Motion
Picture
Reviewed — Things
Done,

Johnston,

719

Hennepin

MINNEAPOLIS,
it's all away.
over,
and
the smoke MINNhas
cleared
We mean the seventh annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Corp., of the Northwest. Nothing remains of tin' convention save memories
and a little history. A little. The
vention, as a business session, was Whal
one
might
justly
term
(er>
light.
The
exhibitors met, talked, shouted, demanded, and left things just about as they
were, As a get-to-gether, get-acquainted
proposition the lasl convention Is head
and shoulders above anything that has
passed before. It is doubtful if so many
exhibitors ever got so intimately acquainted with one another as at the last
convention, and it is only fair to say that
the exchangemen more than did their
share in getting every exhibitor in closer
touch
with
his neighbor.
The fact that the mind and the heart
do not always work along the same lanes
was very evident at the last convention
and entertainments. With all due respect for the right and for some exhibitors' determination to make things
right it must be said that a Missourian
would likely grow impatient and gray
awaiting developments of what was resolved on the convention floor. The exhibitors voted that the exchanges should
buy Liberty Bonds with advance deposit moneys of their's; they voted that
local exchange managers be given broader authority in the matter of accepting
and rejecting contracts, and they did all
sorts of planning for the exchanges (and
we admit it might work out well, too),
but we feel pretty safe in saying that it
will likely be a cold day in Havana before the exchanges adopt the methods decided upon by the convention.
Judging from the convention proceedings the Northwest body has all of the
ear marks of becoming a power in this
territory if, after several years of internal uprisings, peace has finally been
restored. The Northwest organization's
members have proved that they have some
splendid ideas, but not until the bodyis one strong unit instead of a collection
of arguing factions are those good ideas
going
to be carried
out.
Rumors that flew thick and fast previous to the convention gave one good reason to believe the convention would develop into a good verbal war, and. although it did, the issue so much discussed
previous to convention time did not loom
up strong on the convention floor. It was
expected that the Northwest body would
withdraw from the national league at the
convention, but it did not, and did not
voice any desire to do so. The election
brought about a verbal storm, but not
along the lines anticipated. The question of changing the by-laws won premier
honors for debate and friction, and the
less that is said of the results perhaps
the better.
For a time it looked very much as
though certain factions within the organization would bolt, but the "opposition," though disappointed in the election,
remained loyal to the organization, and
must be given credit for being goad
losers.
James

G. Gilosky, president of the organization for three years, refused to accept any office whatsoever, thus giving
the opposition a chance to run its ticket
against unknown strength. The constitutionality of the election was questioned
several times, but as the proceedings
were carried on similarly to those heretofore the opposition let it go at that, and
did not grumble about the outcome. The
convention elected a board of directors
from the "white ticket," with but one exception. Ralph Parker really being a
"blue."
because
William
Abrahamson,
a

Summarized
Exhibitors'
Corporation
Things
Attempted.

Ave.,

Minneapolis,

of

the

Minn.

"blue," refused to i"- nominated, and
chose m i i 'arker as his nomlni •
The elected bos rd of fllrei i t he
number of vote received b
iminee

Ralph
i
i mint h. 62;
BHlj
B. Watson,
Minneapolis,
46; Clyde
ii
1 1 I1 ■ I
i. Minneapolis,
16
Jo
i '■ i< dman, St, Paul, 16; W. n i >eei h, Minneapolis, it: D. W. Chamberlain, Mankato, Minn . 18; Fred n. Dpham, Minneapolis, il\ and i ian lei Eselln, ,\i li
and Ellsworth
Cameron,
St. Paul, 10 '.oh.
Runners-up were Oliver Rowe, St. Paul,
88 : .1 R. Martin, n H. i ireen, and Ed. F.
Hinz with 80 each; W. A. Stettes with 31,
and George lle.sen with 32. Acting accordlng to the original by-laws, which
advice informed the convention could
not be changed unless the charter in the
possession of the secretary of the state
was also changed, the board of directors
met after the convention closed and selected William H. Deeth, American theater, Minneapolis, president; Ralph E.
Parker. Sunbeam theater, Duluth, Minn.,
vice-president; re-elected Clyde H. Hitchcock, Princess theater, Minneapolis, secretary, and chose Daniel Eselin, formerly
of the University theater, Minneapolis,
treasurer.
The new officers have seemingly met
with the approval of all interested in the
organization. Mr.
Deeth
previously
served as treasurer of the organization,
and is well known because of his activities within the organization. Mr.
Deeth is aggressive and a good parliamentarian. The same may be said of the
other three officials. The Northwest body
plans on sending a strong delegation to
the Boston convention, and "under new
management" promises to stir things up
a Abit.list of early arrivals to the convention
was published in the World last week. A
few of the later arrivals follows: George
J. Ehlers, Worthington, Minn.: J. J.
Isaacs, Grand Forks, N. D. ; S. K. Leen,
Jamestown, N. D.; J. R. Brown, Minneapolis; Roy E. Ramsell,
Huron,
S. D.; J.
E. Sherwood, Madison. Wis.: Anton Gilles,
Breckenridge, Minn.; J. M. Bergstrom, Jr.,
Minneapolis;
G. M. Heesen,
Osseo, Minn.;
F. H. Smith. Menomonia, Wis. ; M. A.
Brown, Riceville, Iowa; H. B. Smooths,
Little Falls. Minn.: J. G. Shonka, Hoplkins, Minn.; F. V. Peterson. International
Falls, Minn.; Charles G. Branham, Minneapolis; H. G. Billings, Minneapolis; J. A.
Keough. Minneapolis: Mrs. M. E. Brinkman. Bemidji, Minn.; Oliver Whaley,
Bemidji. Minn.: T. E. Hansing, Minneapolis; F. H. Dillon, Minneapolis; L. A.
Haglund, Sewal City, Iowa; Mrs. Henrietta B. Starkey, Le Sueur, Minn.; C. G.
Gates. Aberdeen, S. D. ; E. G. Anderson,
Aberdeen. S. D.; Joe Ryan, Madison, S. D.;
L. C. Howden, St. Paul, Minn., and L. J.
Roesner,
Winona,
Minn.
This year's conventio
brought more
exhibitors from distant npoints
than any
ever held previously, representatives being present from several Iowa, South
Dakota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana,
York points.
Illinois, and New
Extra
Notes
from Des Moines.
Madame Nazimova in the Metro,
"Revelation." broke all attendance records
on its opening at the Palace theater here.
The picture played to big business during its week's run, and was
season.
one of the finest subjects of thepronounced
L A. Sheridan, of Pathe, is making surrounding towns via automobile these fine
spring days. He asserts that his experience proves that a manager should be
able to be a good roadman when occasion
demands.
Ezra Skirboll. of San Francisco, brother
of Manager Billy Skirboll. of the local
Metro office, was a Des Moines visitor a
few days last week en route to the Coast.
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Texas Airdomes Will Be Few This Season
Some

Exhibitors Are Planning

to Show

Under the Sky Roof, but the Wise Ones
er Notes of Interest.
Say "Lay Off"— Oth
By Douglas
Hawley,
The Times-Herald, Dallas, Tex.
on May 11, and indications were for even
DALLAS, TEX. — Rising temperatures
and falling attendances as a prosbetter business during the subsequent run.
pective result, are engaging the atBig publicity was secured through an
tentions of Texas moving picture exhibessay competition on "Why America is in
itors at the moment. The fellow who
the war" among school pupils, who flocked
to
the theater before the results were anruns a house where the cool breezes don't
nounced.
blow is wondering how an "airdome" in
the great out-of-doors might work. But
The Vitagraph's "Over the Top" opened
the experienced man in the Texas picat the Jefferson' on May 12 for a two
ture game would probably tell the fellow
weeks' run, with every indications for big
business, notwithstanding the patriotic
with such a thought to "lay off." It's a
competition.
strange proposition, but the "airdome"
idea doesn't work well in Texas. They
Arthur Lucas Back in Harness.
are
few and
far between.
"What's
the
Arthur Lucas, district manager for
answer?
The vagaries
of Texas
weather
Goldwyn, is back "on the job" after beand the psychology — or rather the "moing laid up for a few days at Hot Springs.
rale" as a very clever Mutual Film advertisement in the World recently has it —
J. E. Huey Loses
His Wife.
of the moving picture patron, is the anThe sympathy of every man on Dallas'
swer. The vagaries of the weather send
row goes out to J. E. Huey, chief booking
up a threatening storm cloud along about
clerk with Vitagraph, Dallas, in the loss
show time some four evenings a week.
of
his wife, who died May 9, after a brief
The rain rarely comes, but the psychology
illness.
of crowds works to the extent that people
Trade Notes from the Southwest.
will not go to an open-air place in threatening -weather. And there you are.
Tulsa, Okla. — The new Majestic theater
Some of the fellows may be thinking
here, under construction for the last
several months for McCarthy and Rothairdome, but the wise ones say "don't do
it." and salesmen declare that the combistein, is due to open during the first week
nation above referred to is making itself
in June. The theater is one of the handfelt on their efforts. Outside of that,
somest in the state, if not really the handsomest, and is declared to have cost conhowever, everything's all right, and the
siderably more than the original estimate
man with a place where there's fane and
ice water — about all you can get in Texas
of $135,000. It will open with a new
Goldwyn
release.
now — is still doing business at the old
stand.
Harry Hearne, for the last several
months connected with the Hulsey manUp-To-Date
Idea in Peach Town.
agements at Dallas, is no longer with the
Lindale is over in the heart of the
well known Texas film man's endeavors.
peach country of East Texas. J. P. JarMr. Hearne. who came here from Baltiman is an up-to-date resident thereof
more as manager for the Old Mill, has
who has joined the ranks of exhibitors,
resigned. No announcement of a new
connection has been made.
and he doesn't care a rap about the storm
clouds or rising temperatures. RegardN. Lewis, manager Electric Palace,
less of the fact that his town hasn't an
Tyler, Texas, passed through Dallas reelectric plant, he has electric fans and
cently returning home from Mineral
electric lights in the new Jarman theWrells. Mr. Lewis declares his health much
benefited from his visit.
ater, just opened. Mr. Jarman has installed a Power's 6-B and a Delco lightM. L. Levine, of the Grand, Corsicana.
ing system.
Texas, called on Dallas exchange people
recently, and reported the outlook someA Buy-Out and a Kick-Back.
what brighter. Mr. Devine's new house
"Bill" Lytle. of Lytle and Eppstein, San
is adapted for summer shows, with a roof
Antonio, purchased the interests of his
garden fully equipped against summer
partner, Mr. Eppstein, in the Princess theshowers.
ater, San Antonio; the Royal, San Antonio,
;ni(l the Strand, at Laredo, for a price
said to be a hundred-thousand, but the
deal hasn't been closed — that is, it's all
tied up. Mr. Lytle was interested in the
By X. E Thatcher,
2801 Canal
St.. Xew
Empire theater, San Antonio, with some
Orleans, La.
other parties who, San Antonio reports
Diamond Theater Brightens.
declare, have applied for a receivership,
and thus started litigation which may
NEW
ORLEANS,
LA. — onThe
theater
was reopened
May Diamond
12 with
result in the bigger deal failing to go
through. The thing at this writing is still
motion pictures consisting of a feain its primary stages, with moving picture, a comedy made l>y the Diamond
ture people wlio know about it watching
Film Company, and vaudeville acts. The
interestedly for final results.
theater has been entirely rejuvenated and
put in excellent shape for the summer
W. S. Wessling Visits Dallas.
business, and it will make a bid for a
W. S. Wessling, Pathe district manager,
division of the patronage of the Palace
with headquarters at Cincinnati, and Hoyt
and Loew's Crescent, both of which have
Rickt'tls, auditor, were visitors at the
been doing capacity business at popular
Dallas branch during the second week in
May. With Local Manager H. W. Talbot
prices.
Liberty Theater Ready to Begin.
there has been a general rearrangement
of things, with a view to more general
The Liberty theater. Xew Orleans, lias
been undergoing a rush toward comactivities in the Texas territory. Mr. Talpletion, and the tentative date of May 28
bot declares lie's becoming acclimated to
has been fixed as the time for the formal
the "normal" Texas temperatures now prevailing, in good fashion.
opening. The program for this event is
the most elaborate one ever arranged for
J. J. Daugherty
Answers
Draft Call.
a motion picture theater in the South.
J. J. Daugherty, only recently put on the
The initial feature production is Ouy
road for Vitagraph and who "made good,"
Empey'S
"Over the Top."
ami it is to have
a
most
distinctive
showing.
by the way- has responded to the draft
call and gone to Camp Travis, San Antonio.
J. W. Pope, Jr., Heads Triangle Branch.
Patriotic
Pictures
Go Big in Dallas.
".lack" Stewart, who has been the manager ft the Triangle exchange in New
"My Four 7ears in Germany," at the
Orleans for several months, has received

New Orleans Trade Letter

Hippodrome, Dallas, proved about the blg-

gesl tiling Pallas has seen during its first
week's run ending May ii. it continued
for another
week.
It did two thousand
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notice of his transfer to another city —
perhaps Cincinnati or Pittsburgh — and J.
W. Pope. Jr.. who has been with the Para-

mount in Detroit, has been placed in
-<-- of the Triangle exchange here.
Manager Pope has a wide acquaintance
with film men in this territory, and he
will no doubt keep the office up to the
high standard maintained by Manager
Stewart.
Fox "Cleopatra" Makes Record Run.
"Cleopatra," the William Fox superfeature, with Theda Bara as the star,
has
completedXew
a two
weeks' run at the Tulane
theater.
Orleans,
which is considered
a remarkable accomplishment in this city.
Xew Orleans is distinctively a short-run
motion picture city. The people frankly
denote their displeasure with mediocre
pictures by staying awav from them.
Manager Tom Campbell, however, By
strong newspaper advertising and by
keeping
the exhibition of "Cleopatra" out
of
the bally-ho
running, was able to fill
his theater at every showing of the picture at dollar prices, and the production
closed stronger at the end of the run than
when it commenced. And the print has
gone begging at the regular motion picture theaters of Xew Orleans ever since
its release.
Ernst Boehringer Back at Desk.
Ernst Boehringer, manager of the
Boehringer Amusement Company, has recently undergone an operation which
proved to be rather serious in its after
effects, due probably to his too early exposure while looking over the work at
the new Liberty theater. The report was
current at one time that he was in a
dangerous condition, but proved to be unfounded. He is now at his home and completely out of danger, and will by this
printing be able to resume his activities.

Des Moines Trade Letter
By

J.

L.

Patriotic

Shipley,
Moines,615 la.Locust
Pictures

Take First

St.,

Des

Place.

DESheldMOIXES.
— Patriotic
pictures
full swayIA. last
week with
Des
Moines' audiences. At the Berehel
the Gerard picture. "My Four Tears in
Germany," played to big houses at -5
cents to $1.00, having been billed heavily
and used large newspaper space. At the
Royal the Vitagraph picture, Guy Empey's
"Over the Top." attracted liberal patronage at 26 cents admission, while the new
Pialto did well with the Kleine special.
"The Unbeliever."
Louis
Rosenfield
to Have
New
House.
Louis Rosenfield. manager of the Temple
Grand, at Creston. la., was a Des Moines
visitor, and told of plans for a new theater under his management in Creston.
He is to have a new house on the principal street of the town, and with S00
seats. Mr. Rosenfield will continue to
operate the Temple Grand for road shows
and big picture features at advanced admission, using' the new house for program and other service.
Frank Hurst Gets Advance Job.
Frank Hurst, former manager of "The
Birth of a Nation" during its long tour
of Iowa, has been appointed advance
representative of Co. B. of "My Four
Years in Germany," which opens its
season at Burlington. la. Harry Mitehnick, treasurer of the local Orpheum, will
be back with this company.
Des Moines Rialto in Summer Dress.
K. Metzger, manager of the Rialto, is
enjoying a two weeks' vacation, and Billy '
O'Hare, manager of the Majestic, is doing double duty at both houses during
the time. Mr. O'Hare is getting eool
summer atmosphere at the Majestic, coverins the seats with tan slip-ons, replacing valour tapestries with khaki hangings, and attiring his girl ushers in attractive gray silk-mohair uniforms with
soft white collars. The Majestic also
has a new sign, which is one of
the biggest in Des Moines. It has
a clever arrangement which gives the
effect of two reels of film running continuously. The center panel lifts out and
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ts tin' placing of tin- name and paintr of the current attraction.
side of the sign a color wheel
•ul causes
a constant
shll
■ in the advertisl ns sui i ace
The
"f the house has been repainted en. i riil new lobb> ii ki ures put In |
L. A. Crawford Assists at the Laemmle.
r Friedman, of the Laemmle ofannounces
the appointment
"i L \
Crawford
as
assistant
manager.
Mr.
rford
has
been
with
Universal
for
time past as special road representaand liis long experience In the busishould make
him Invaluable
to Mr.
Friedman
as his right hand man.
Lorber and Mclntyre Visit Des Moines.
Messrs. Herman Lorber and Robert Mclntyre, traveling representatives
of the
Famous
Players-Lasky offices, New
fork,
spent several days last week
with ManR. c. i.i Beau, of the Dea Moines
Mr. Lorber was suddenly called to
N.w York to answer to the draft board,
Mr. Mclntyre
remaining
for a few days
to work out the details of the new bookin t;- and accounting systems which are beins Installed in the Paramount
offices.
Exhibitors Registered at Des Moines.
■\ isitors
at local
exchanges
during
week
Included
George
Vanteicher,
of the
the
Royal theater, Carroll: Ed. Awe, of the
Strand, Fort Dodge; .1. Jolly Jones, of
the Strand. Marshall tow-n; John Kock, of
tin- Orpheum, Oskaloosa: J. A. Price, of
the Empress, Indianola; Harry DeBaggio,
of the Star. Colfax, and Pete Lemcn, of
the Rialto, Newton.
Notes
of Interest
From
Des Moines.
nan Samish, manager of the A-Musel" and Family theater at Clinton, announces that both houses will be redecorated during the summer and rel throughout. Mr. Samish is plannine- several innovations, which will include a new ventilating system at the
Family.
Jesse J. Goldburg stopped in Des Moines
one day recently for a conference with A.
H. Blank. Mr. Goldburg was two days behind his schedule on a tour to the Pacific
Coast.
ich

Nashville Trade Letter
B.

J. L.

Ray, care Nashville
Banner,
Nashville, Tenn.
Manager Arrested for Running Sunday
Show.
— W. H. Wassman,
TENN.
LLE,
NASHVI
manager of the Nashville Knickerbocker, was arrested a few days ago
for operating his moving picture house on
Sunday. Although no admission was
charged, it was alleged that ushers were
instructed to tell the people who entered
that contributions could be made, if desired, and that such action was a violation
of the Sunday closing laws in Nashville.
wassman gave bond and asked postponement of the trial, which was granted.
Interesting developments are expected
when the case is tried, for the feeling in
Nashville is high in favor of Sunday moving pictures, and it seems that this is one
town where the pictures would be permitted if submitted to a vote of the people.
Nothing But Pictures in Nashville.
The week of May 12 in Nashville marked
an "all-picture week" in local showhouses. Every playhouse in town in the
uptown district with the exception of the
Orpheum was open, and every house, both
legitimate and picture, showed moving
pictures. At the Vendome, the largest
house showing road shows, Arthur Guy
Empey's "Over the Top" held the boards
the entire week at prices of 30 cents for
any seat, including war tax.
At the Knickerbocker Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in Germany" played
to splendid houses during the week, with
full orchestral accompaniment, prices
running from 25 cents to $1.
With other houses all in full blast, it
was truly a gala week in picturedom.
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Kansas City Film Corporation Crows Bigger
Branch and Also the Business of
It Takes
over the Four square
United States Exhibitors Booking — May Get More.
Rail- way Excha
, Mo.
Bj Kansas
Citj N'.ws Service, LIB
M ie \
, Mai
• larden, Mabt i
a lid nt her I odd u J
Kws
\s CITY,
MO
w Ithln
i,u daj s ,i i w ei\ ,• t houi a ml dollar
son lives as well
deal has been negotiated whereby the
Standard
Film
corporation.
of K
City, has taken over the Kansas Cltj II oil
Among
Kansas Exhibitors.
man Foursquare office and the Kani is City
Fat!
r, Kan.
The
StS
of tiits city, is now
under the mai
office of the United stales Exhibitors'
m. -in ..I A. \\ '. Crosby.
Booking
I lorpora I Ion.
The
11
was handled by Jerry Ahrams. of I he New
< 'on '■> \ in.-. Kan
a new
t heater, the
York Foursquare office; Phi] Ryan, genTackett,
Is being erected
at the corner
eral manager, and F. J. Warren, treasurer
llghth a mi Maple
tree!
of the Stands rd.
Tins bring s i he
Parsons,
Can
After bell
I for
some 1 1 iii. while
i mi remodeltures, "The Eagle's Eye,
rhe Belgian,"
"The Zeppelin's
Last Raid," "Those
who
ing was being done the Elks theater
is
Pay," and many
others to be released by
to i
pened to the public In th<
the Kansas
City Standard
office.
I
future.
Tin- owmr oi the building, s D.
are also a number
of travel pictures inNewton,
has leased the op
ise to
volved in the deal.
The Standard
Film
•Manager
Bray,
of the Bluh
th
corporation
is also negotiating
for the
transfer of scvral other offices in this
Joplin.
Tipton,
Kan. — John
Kilter
has opened
territory.
The local Standard
office is In
his picture show
in the New
theater.
the Boley building on the fourth floor,
For)
S.olt,
Kan.
—
Thomas
M. Hennesharing
that
floor with
the Vitagraph
berry and J. R. Everett, of Paola, who
Company. It is now undoubtedly the
recently
bought
the
Pictureland,
will
largest independent exchange in the city.
make
some
improvements
in the theater.
Newton.
Kan.Mr. liaison, of Wichita,
Bell Engages a Secretary.
Miss Berenice Brown has been made
has purchased
the Pearl theater.
It will
be enlarged so as to seat 400 people.
secretary to W. H. Bell, head of the iimwConcordia.
Kan.
—
F.
F.
Davis
i^
Co.,
ly organized
Camp
Bell Company.
She
owners of the White Way theater, have
had formerly held a similar position with
purchased the Iris theater from Geo.
the Kansas City Hoffman Foursquare
Beach.
office.
Girard, Kan.— The Bluebird theater has
A. A. Bourg Joins Universal.
1 n sold to Howard C. Collins, of Salina,
Kansas,
who has taken charge.
A. A. Bourg, formerly a salesman for the
Kansas Cily Vitagraph office, has been
Abilene. Kan. — The Gem theater, readded to the sales force of the Kansas
cently damaged by fire, will be reopened
City office of the Universal Film and Supas soon as the new equipment can be
secured.
ply Company.
Concordia, Kan. — F. F. Davis & ComL. E. Trainer Gets New Territory.
pany have taken over the Iris. This is the
L. E. Trainer has been given a territory
same
in western Missouri and in eastern Kansas
Way. company which operates the White
with the Camp Bell Company. lie was
Eldorado, Kan. — Parton & Everton will
lately with the Kansas City Hoffman
erect a theater here with two stories and
office. On his first trip over his territory
basement of brick and stone to cost
he will concentrate on Billy West
comedies.
$10,000.
Theater
Notes
from Oklahoma.
Celluloid Pushers Meet.
Billings.
Okla.
—
S.
C. Crail has purThe Kansas City Celluloid Pushers, an
chased lots a block north of Main street,
ing.
Organization of Kansas City film salesmen,
and
will
construct
a
large
theater buildheld their first meeting since the organization of the body at the Kupper Hotel,
Duncan, Okla. — The new airdome will
Kansas City, the evening' of May 11, at
be opened immediately.
which meeting there were about twenty
Sulphur, Okla. — The new Ramona thepresent. This meeting was attended by
ater is ready to be opened to the public.
several of the managers of the local exThis was formerly the Palace
changes, as well as by several others inDuncan. Okla. — Frank Miller, theater
terested in local exchanges although not
manager at Marlow, has closed a deal with
directly engaged in selling pictures. There
the Pastime
theater, and will begin remodeling at once.
was a banquet following the meeting.
Duncan. Okla. — Burns & McDaniel, proSloan Wilson Will Now Go to Sea.
prietors of the Bungalow theater, will
Sloan Wilson, formerly shipping clerk
erect a commodious airdome on West
for the Kansas City Kleine office, has
Main street.
enlisted in the navy. He had held this
Pawnee, Okla. — Geo. Toler. of the Toler
position for over a year and a half. He
& Clark Dairy, are here looking for a
is succeeded by Harry Cameron, who was
location
for putting in a picture show in
formerly shipping clerk at the Kansas
connection with the Dairy.
City Feature Film Company.
Scattered
Theater
Notes.
By

a $12,000

Deal

Miss Locy with Mutual Office.
Miss Freddie Locy, formerly billing
clerk at the Local Keine office, is nowoccupying a similar position with the
Kansas
City Mutual
office.
Robertson May Soon
Have New Job.
Howard Robertson, Goldwyn salesman,
is another of the Kansas City film men
to be called to the colors. However, it
is not likely that he will have to leave
the'eity
before fall,
for have
a while
it was thought
thatalthough
he would
to ■
report May 26 at Camp Funston, Kansas.
He has been with the local Goldwyn office since its opening, coming here from
the Pacific Coast. Before going West he
was a salesman for the Kansas City World
Film Corporation office. It is certain that
■when he does get into service the new
National Army will become very familiar
with the attractiveness of Madge Kennedy,

Kirksville. Mo. — The Gem theater has
installed two new machines, and are again
open for business.
Jackson, Mo. — The present manager of
the Gem theater will move to Charleston.
and Joe Williams, of this city, will conduct the Gem until other arrangements
can be made.
Sheffield. la. — A. C. Finch has leased the
Star theater to Henry and Edwin Timmerman.
Hermleigh, Texas. — A picture show was
destroyed in the big fire here May 1.
Snyder, Tex. — The Cozy theater under
the new management has leased the
building they now occupy for two years.
kport, Texas. — The new managers
of the Opera House have added a new
picture machine to their equipment.
Beaumont. Tex. — A new airdome theater of brick, tile and concrete will be
erected on Front street.
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Patriotic Films Enjoying Extended Runs
Many

of the
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San Francisco Brevities.
The Strand theater has booked the first
Chaplin
release, "A Dog's Life," for two
additional weeks, planning to make a run
of a full month.
The California Film exchange has purchased an automobile for the use of its
salesmen and J. H. Goldberg, manager of
the Bluebird division, is making a trip
through the San Joaquin valley.
George Mann, Western representative of
Fox, paid the local branch a visit recently.
William Citron, who has had charge of
the local Fox exchange since this branch
was opened, will leave for New York
shortly to attend the annual meeting of
branch managers.
The York theater has been reopened by
M. Seager, a feature of the opening program being a Sunshine Comedy.
Peter Boyle is now filling the position of
business agent for the local operators'
union.
The Strand theater, San Francisco, has
booked the Jester Comedies released
through the Western Feature Film Com-

New National
Interest Features
Come
for Definite Times
and Stay
Longer 'with Continued Popularity — Some Splendid Records.
By T. A. Church, 1507 North Street, Berkeley, Cal.
Dowd will return shortly to Los Angeles,
CO, CAL. — Moving picFRANCIS
SAX
but will visit San Francisco again on his
tures of a patriotic order are much in
way to the Northwest.
demand at the present time and some
of those_ now being offered are meeting
Peerless Buys Many Chaplins.
The Peerless Film Service, 100 Golden
with phenomenal success. "My Four
Gate avenue, San Francisco, has bought
Years in Germany," recently shown at the
Tivoli theater for one week, doubling
twenty-five sigle-reel and seven two-reel
former records for receipts, has been
Chaplin re-issues, and has booked these to
brought back for a two-week run and has
the Portola theater for first run in this
been booked for the entire T. & D. circuit
city. E. H. Emmick, head of this concern,
at the highest prices ever charged by this
is preparing to leave shortly on a trip by
concern. The T. & D. theater at Sacraautomobile through the territory north of
mento is closed for repairs, but the owners
here.
of this house have rented the Strand and
Drummond Goes to Seattle.
the film will be shown there for a full
W. J. Drummond, formerly manager of
week, under the direction of A. M. Bowles.
the San Francisco Mutual Exchange, but
Great success is being met with in bookmore recently with the George Kleine Sysing
"The
Kaiser,
the
Beast
of
Berlin,"
and
tem, has been promoted to the position of
the success attained at the Strand in this
manager of the Seattle Kleine office and
city is being duplicated in the smaller
has left for the north.
P. E. Clinckert, assistant cashier at the
pany.
communities. M. E. Cory, of the Jewel
San Francisco Pathe branch, has been proproductions, recently completed a fourEmpire Theater Changes Hands.
moted to the position of cashier at the
teen-day trip by automobile through the
The old Empire theater, on Market
Dallas, Tex., office.
Coast territory, the Sacramento Valley
street, which was recently closed by the
Harry
Lustig, division manager for the
field, the mining district of the Sierras
exhibitors who conducted it for many
Metro Pictures Corporation, paid the San
and the San Joaquin valley, booking this
years, has been taken over by A. GoldFrancisco
office a visit early in May.
feature into every town visited, with the
berg, who conducts the Peerless theater
W. O. Edmunds, of the Majestic theater,
exception of three.
on Third street. Remodeling and renovatReno, breezed into San Francisco recently
ing work is now under way and several
"The Unbeliever" has also been going
to arrange his bookings and to see friends
over with a bang wherever shown, and its
thousand dollars will be expended before
on Film Row.
success as a money geter is illustrated
the house is reopened.
J. Schaeffer, assistant manager at the
by the manner in which engagements
Sol Lesser on Eastern Trip.
Pathe office at Dallas, Tex., is in training
have been extended. The original booking
Sol L. Lesser has left for New York on
at a local cantonment.
for one week in San Francisco was
business connected with the State Rights
Jack Harrison, a brother of Marcia
changed to a two-week run; the four-day
Distributors and expects to return with
Manon. and formerly a scenic decorator
booking for Oakland developed into an
several
large
productions
of
merit.
for
Triangle at Los Angeles, has returned
eleven-day run; the Berkeley booking was
to that city after having held a position
Edward Benedict Returns.
for three days, but the film was shown for
Edward Benedict, who filled a limited
two days more; the showing at Alameda
in the shipping department of the Progressive exchange, San Francisco, for some
was extended from two days to four, while
engagement as organist at the California
theater earlier in the year, has returned
the houses at Fresno, Sacramento, Stocktime.
ton and San Jose, which booked it for
to San Francisco for an indefinite stay
Northern
California
Jottings.
and is delighting audiences at this house
four days, finally wound up with a full
Lodi, Cal. — Work is under way on a new
week each.
with his art.
theater to be conducted by A. A. Richards.
The Government films, booked through
Douglas
Color
Films
Shown.
Benecia, Cal. — W. B. Crooks, of the
the film division of the State Council of
Leon F. Douglas, whose work in color
Orpheum theater, has joined the colors.
Defense, are also in big demand and are
photography
has
attracted
much
attention
Martinez, Cal. — The Royal theater has
proving to be distinct drawing cards, the
of late, recently showed his first complete
been closed for the summer by H. E. Case.
anonuncement that they are official Govmoving
picture
in
natural
colors
before
a
Stockton.
Cal. — The Empire theater is
ernment productions appealing to many.
being operated Saturdays and Sundays
gathering of invited guests at Elks' Hall,
The six-reel feature, "The Re-making of a
San Rafael, about five hundred being presonly during the summer months.
Nation," which was recently shown with
The Yosemite theater is being remodeled
ent. The picture is entitled "Cupid Angso much success at the Casino theater of
and will be reopened in September.
ling," and the scenes are in Marin County.
this city, is booking well out of town and
Government officials express a desire that
it be as widely distributed as possible.
Special slides and advertising matter have
been prepared for this production to assist
in its drawing powers.
Exhibitor Draws
Heavy Fine for Technical Violation of Pre-Publicity
Inspection
Louis S. Levin Visits City.
Law — Trade in the Northwest.
Louis S. Levin, an executive of the Fox
Film Corporation, was a recent visitor in
By Abraham
Nelson,
601 Journal
Bldg., Portland, Ore.
San Francisco from New York, this being
his first visit to the Pacific Coast exWoody, motion
former
and whose
PORTLAND,
ORE. — Leon
Sax,Sixth
manager
changes. He stated that he found the
made the manager,
office vacant,
on the profirst
of the Princess
theater,
and
Burnside streets, was fined $50 in the
branches in this territory in excellent
leg of his trip to New York, Mr. Dobbs
was
former
road
man
for
Select,
and
is
shape, with business conditions satisfacmunicipal court for exhibiting a film without a permit. Whether the Him which was
one of the most genial and best known
tory. Local moving picture theaters comfilm men in the Oregon territory.
pare with the best in the United States,
the cause of Mr. Sax's arrest was one
he declared, and he found exhibitors using
which should be run in the city of PortThe Brooklyn Theater Sold.
tin- must advanced business methods. The
land or not was not in issue: his offense
local Fox exchange, which occupies an enwas thai he did not have the permit.
F. P. Wittenberg, now owner of the
Mrs. E. H. Colwell, secretary of the
tire building built to meet its special reGrant theater in South Portland, has purquirements, came in for much favorable
chased the Brooklyn on the east side, and
censor board, at whose direction the arrest
comment. Alter a short stay here Mr.
will
make a few alterations immediately.
was made, said the board was back of
Levin resumed his tour of inspection, going
Mr. Wittenberg has been a successful exher in the matter, and that she was actto Los Angeles.
hibitor in his territory, and the Brooklyn
ing upon their instructions to inforce the
ordinance, numerous violations of which
should go big under his management.
Universal
Representative Visits.
Arthur s. Dowd, general sales reprehad been reported.
Herman
Brown
Progresses.
sentative of the Universal, spent sex rial
F. 1'. Wittenberg also came into the
toils of the law for showing a picture
Reports from Boise are that Herman
days recently at the San
Francisco
office
Brown has joined the United Theaters Cirfrom which, it was alleged, the eliminaof the California Film Exchange introduccuit, and thereby road men indicated that
tions had not been made. The trouble
ing new ideas in salesmanship and incidently getting some new ideas to be passed
in Wittenberg's ease was said to he due
Brown
gone on Inasmuch
"the war path,"
everhad
that means.
as hewhatconto a Seattle tilm company furnishing a
on to other exchanges, tine of the most
trols the situation in Boise his new move
print to its local office that had been used
interesting of the new departures inwill
put
some
film
companies
to
looking
in
Seattle
territory
in
place
of
the
augurated by him has been the installation
for a new spot to put their product.
expurgated
of a publicity department designed to asfor Portland. print that had been prepared
Herman Brown is one of the most
sist exhibitors in making the most of the
progressive exhibitors in this territory, as
Universal releases booked by them. This
New
Select
Manager
Visits.
is
shown by the class of pictures he runs
department has been placed in charge of
Recently in three successive days h«
Hugh
B. Dobbs,
the new manager for
Edward Lansing Cowles, formerly associate editor of Photoplay Art, Los Angeles,
Select, with headquarters
in Seattle, was
played "Carmen of the Klondike," "Kaiser
and is to be a permanent institution.
Mr.
a
recent
visitor,
accompanying
Jack
the Beast.'' and "Tarzan of the Apes."

Portland Censors Arrest on Technicality
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With
the Oregon
Road
Men.
E. B. Howe, traveling auditor tor I'niI, u.is .1 recent visitor In Portland
OUte to San
Francisco.
Mrs.
Howe,
\viii> has been ill In Denver, will Join bar
husband In the Bay City.
11 C. Arthur, Portland manager for De
Is back from a trip through Washington and Montana, and reports "Carmen
of the Klondike" booking well.
Sol Baura and Beverly Griffith, of UnlI, are back from Seattle with glowing reports of business conditions.
Ben ("Scar Top") Collier, formerly proprietor of the Superba theater, Los
Angeles, is working the Northwest territory, with headquarters in Butte, for ParaBount-Artcraft.
Short
Film
Row
Notes.
McMinnville, Ore.- The Star theater, M.
F Morris,
is installing'
now
equipment
furnished
by the Service Film Company,
•ortland.
Burley, Idaho. — S. J. Osika, Burley theater, is going into road shows in connection with pictures.
idlng, Idaho. — A new theater is being constructed here by A. J. Schubert.

Spokane Trade Letter
By S. Clark Patchin E. l^n Eleventh Ave.,
Spokane, Wash.
Pictures
That Drew
Well.
SPOKANE.
WASH. — Moving
picture
houses of Spokane
have been drawin g capacity
audiences
in many
Instances recently due to having
excellent
bookings
which
appeal
to the Spokane
moving picture fans.
During the week starting with the
shows Sunday. May 5, packed houses, with
the waiting line extending out into the
street, greeted the presentation of Charlie
Chaplin
in "A line
Dog's
Life" atfrom
the the
Liberty.
This
waiting
continued
first
show until the last one started at night,
and those finding no opportunity to get
inside left. There were large crowds the
three days following.
Mae Marsh drew well at the Clemmer
during the same time in "A Face in the
Dark": Mary Miles Minter was a good
drawing card at the Class A in "A Bit of
Jade"; Nazimova played to good sized
audiences at the Casino in "The Revelation," and Billie Burke in "The Mysterious
Miss Terry" was the leader at the Lyric.
The Casino presented "Eyes of the
World" the latter part of the week, and
Ann Pennington, a Spokane girl, was witNan" by many of her
friends nessed
atin "Sunshine
the Clemmer.
E. P. Coffey Gets Divorce.
E. P. Coffey, assistant manager of the
Stilwell theaters, obtained a divorce from
Goldie Coffey, his wife, through Judge
Hugo Oswald. He told the Judge that
his wife had deserted him, and was "doing a shredded wheat dance" with a
Hawaiian troup.
...

SEATTLE NOTES.
He Ought to Be Good at It.
R. C. Montgomery, for several years a
film salesman on the Pacific Coast, the last
two of which he spent in the Northwest
territory, is now devoting his time to the
promotion of the sale of whale meat. He
expects to give a banquet soon at the
Hotel Washington where only whale steak
will be served for the meat course. Mr.
Montgomery will eventually extend his
operations throughout the Northwest.
Born Into Film Circles.
C. O. Winrick, the popular accountant in
the Seattle Goldwyn office, called up C. F.
Hill, the Goldwyn manager, the other day
and informed that he would have to look
to his laurels, as he had Just become
father to a seven-pound baby boy who already had his eyes on Mr. Hill's Job.
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Orpheum Finds that Film Shows Pay Well
Lets

Vaudeville Walk the Streets for a Week
While
the "Kaiser" Film Keeps
the
Great House Filled at Good Prices — May Turn to Pictures.
Bj s .i Anderson, Dasl Seattle, Wash.
west nid because of his previous executive
SEATTLE, U ASH— The Orpheum theater, built for Orpheum Circuit vaudeexperience ■'•• district manager of the Remington Typewriter Companj Be has a
ville and leased last year by Eugene
Levy for the Seattle homo of ins own
very magnetic personality which has
vaudeville circuit and a combined bill of
gained friends for him wherevei he wont.
Mr. Dobbs has announced the appointfeature photoplays, was used recently for
ment of J, P. Perry to the Beat t le Seto ct
the lirst time for showing plctUreB exsales staff,
Mr. Perry I
tho e de
clusively. This is one of the finest and
most beautiful theaters in Seattle, and
cldedly out-of-the-ordlnary fellows with a
Mr. Levy has heretofore withstood all
great deal of experience in the distributurging when lilin managers came to linn
ing end of the business, hut he has a
with their super-features; but when ne
big personality coupled with a n aggressive disposition. He has not had a
was offered the Universal production, "The
knowledge of the production, and, conKaiser, the ISeast of Berlin," and was assidering his sales record in the automosured that he could make enough on the
bile tiro business, he Is going to make
picture to pay the vaudeville acts booked
good and go up.
for that week to walk the streets and
make a good profit besides, he consented
Is Building Two Alaska Theaters.
to put it on as an experiment. The result
Mrs. Rose Johnson, who has been in the
was so encouraging that Mr. Levy is now
motion picture business in Alaska for sevseriously thinking of turning his house
eral years, is building two new houses,
into a motion picture theater and eliminatone
in Valdez and one in Chitna. She left
ing vaudeville altogether. The success of
for
Alaska
this week with two new outthis picture in a legitimate house is the
lit s for her theaters. Besides operating
more remarkable because of the stiff comseveral motion picture theaters and propetition of the regular motion picture theducing some pictures, Mrs. Johnson has
aters of that week, when the regular 20Just
secured the contract from the Govcent admission price was being asked,
ernment to carry the mail over the Fairwhile the prices at the Orpheum were
banks-Chitna route. She will use an
raised to 30 cents and 50 cents.
automobile during this summer, but next
If the Orpheum does enter the motion
fall she plans to carry the mail by airpicture field exclusively, it will make Sethe finest "theatered"'
citynot
of already
its size
in theattlecountry,
even if it has
plane.
Several Managerial Changes Noted.
gained that position. It is indeed doubtSeveral shiftings are being made this
ful if any city save New York will surpass
month in the managerial offices of the
it in the number of houses that can truly
various
be called motion picture palaces.
Company. houses of the Greater Theaters
Walter Porges Goes Back to New York.
F. A. Tate, who has been manager of
the Coliseum since C. S. Jensen went to
Walter Porges is leaving Seattle this
week for his home in New York. Mr.
open atheposition
new R'ialto
Butte,
resigned
to
take
in the infilm
business
in Los
Porges has been chief booker and office
Angeles.
manager of the Seattle Select office for the
Frank Steffy, for the past year manager
past year, during which he made many
of the George Kleine exchange in Seattle,
friends among both exhibitors and exis the new manager of the Coliseum.
change men. He will continue in the film
C. S. Jensen has come from Butte to
business
in New
York.
Portland to take charge of the Columbia.
Mark Goldman Was Once a Youngster.
Ralph Ruffner, who has been managing
the Columbia for the past six months,
Mark Goldman, who is the Northwest
manager of Bee Hive exchanges, has a
took Mr. Jensen's place at the Rialto.
novel advertising stunt that he is using to
Carl Stern Is Metro Seattle Head.
popularize his Billy West comedies. He
Harry Lustig, special representative for
is organizing in every city clubs for boys
Metro, before he left Seattle recently on
that are called the Billy-West-I-Am-Youra tour of all his offices, announced the apPal Club. The boys all receive badges that
pointment of Carl Stern to trie managerhave on them a picture of Billy West and
ship of the Seattle office. Mr. Stern had
reads that the bearer is a member of the
club.
been salesman out of this office for the
past few months, and previous to that had
Dobbs
Made Select Branch
Manager.
been manager of the Pathe exchange in
Denver and of the George Kleine Seattle
Hugh B. Dobbs, Select salesman, has
office. He has been in the film business on
made a remarkable record since Joining
the coast for the last eight years and is
ranks with Mr. Woody (recently made
known and liked by exhibitors in every
field manager, as noted in this paper last
state in the far West. He has the repuweek), and has been promoted to the
tation for fair, conscientious dealing, so
rank of branch manager of the Seattle
Metro exhibitors in the territory will be
office. Mr. Dobbs' success as a film execuglad to welcome him to the managerial
tive is assured, both because of his popularity among the entire trade of the Northpost.

Along Film Row, Seattle, Wash.
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"THE MATING OF MARCELLA"
Dorothy
Dalton
in Paramount
Picture
with Interesting
Story Supervised
by Ince.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND is the
author of "The Mating of Marcella,"
a five-part Paramount picture produced under the supervision of Thomas H.
Ince and directed by R. William Neill.
The story has some novel angles, and
is put together so that the interest is
well sustained. A faithless wife and her
desire to go to Reno and obtain a divorce
and to go on a yachting trip 'with her
lover at the same time permits the heroine
of the story to fall heir to a rich husband
and to be transformed from a modiste's
model to a lady of position in the fashionable world.
Marcella Duranzo, the part played by
Dorothy Dalton, the star of the cast, is a
Spanish girl who is sent to the home of
Robert Underwood with some new frocks,
and attracts the attention of Lois Underwood, his wife. Lois is in love with
Count Louis Le Favri, and has agreed
to get a divorce from her husband. Having her choice between a trip to Reno
and a yachting tour with the count she
prevails upon Marcella to go to Reno in
her place and pose as Mrs. Underwood.
The husband goes to Reno himself with
his little son. The boy is taken ill, and
Marcella helps to nurse him back to
health. Underwood had met the girl in
New York, and is surprised when he
learns that she is known in the hotel as
his wife. The real Mrs. Underwood discovers that Marcella spent the night at
the bedside of the child in company with
her husband, and names her as co-respondent in her divorce suit. She then
quarrels with the count, and he ends
her life when she tries to throw him
over. Underwood and Marcella are married later on.
Dorothy Dalton makes Marcella a most
likeable young woman, and Thurston Hall,
Juanita Hansen, William Conklin, Donald
MacDonald, Milton Ross, Spottswoode Aitkin, and Buster Irving comprise the better-than-average cast. Excellent locations and skillful photography by John
Stumar
are pleasing features of the picture.
"THE GOLDEN GOAL."
Picture
and a Real Feature
Is
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon.
Reviewed
by Hanford
C. Judson.
THE truth to human nature in the central character of "The Golden Goal,"
a Vitagraph rsltio Ribbon feature, will
give the picture a powerful
appeal to the
cultured ami to die spectator in the
rough. The opening situation is not pleasant, though it convinces. The development carries a rough but strong-willed
man through episodes dramatically convincing to a knowledge that his own
humanity is the only golden goal worth
a t taining.
Harry
Morey plays the chief character
of the picture with much
understanding
and artistic ability. Rough tramp of the
seas, lie is Ignorant and uncouth; but is
toyed with by a rich girl who gets him a
job on her father's country place. This
girl, the Delilah type, is played by Florence Deshon, who
supplied
the marked
physical attraction
necessary
to make
us
comprehend her Influence on the man. The
A
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reaction between these two runs all
through the story and is as freshlv interesting as is life itself. The third
woman, the girl who becomes the intellectually growing man's good angel, is
played without art. but in any case it
would have been merely a propping part
and to keep the character from competing
with the other woman would have been
its chief artistic aim. This is perfectly
accomplished.
The man leaves his first job as the rich
man's gardener to make much money so
that he may become the "equal" of the
girl. He drifts to a shipbuilding company, where the stenographer starts him
on the path to an education by teaching
him arithmetic. He becomes the labor
leader. The other girl again enters the
action when her father tries to gain control of the Shipbuilding plant. He learns
of the man's position and has his daughter
invite him to the house as an "equal" in
order to get him to eall a strike and ruin
the company so that he can step in. The
daughter gladly aequiesees. He listens to
ili.' tempting offer; takes the money: calls
a strike, and only at the last minute and
with the help of the stenographer wakes
up to the self-disgust his action makes
him liable to. That the attraction is the
woman and not merely money is kept clear
tiling.
and convincing. This is the picture's big
Both Lawrence McClOskey, the author,
and Paul Scardon, the director, deserve
much credit for this picture. It is both
written and directed with wisdom and
dramatic ability.

"THE WINNING OF BEATRICE"
Five-Part
Metro
Comedy-Drama
May Allison and Hale Hamilton. with
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
SPIRITED comedy acting bv May AlliHale Hamilton ' go a long
way soninand carrying
"The Winning of
Beatrice" on the road to success. Adapted
by June Mathis and Katharine Kavanaugh
from a story by May Tully, this fivepart Metro comedy-drama is much more
convincing with its comedv than with its
drama. The plot follows along familiar
lines, but Harry L. Franklin, the director, has not neglected anv of his opportunities, and the picture will create
a favorable impression with manv patrons
of the screen.
John Maddox and his son are the villains of the story. The elder Maddox
forces Henry Jenkins to steal a note for
a large sum from James Bucklev, the
father of the heroine. Buckley is killed
in the struggle, and every one thinks he
has committed suicide. The loss of the
note bankrupts the Buckley estate, and
Beatrice has to earn her own living-.
The younger Maddox has been engaged
to Beatrice, but he promptlv throws her
over when he learns that she is penniless. The heroine is a candymakins expert. She goes into the business, and
Robert Howard, a live wire advertising
man. starts in to get orders and to make
love to his boss.
Prosperity becomes a side partner in the
firm, and Maddox. who is in the same line
of business, trys to start a strike in the
factory. Jenkins is put on the job. but
he goes over to the enemy and reveals
the truth about the note. James Buckley's name is cleared, Maddox is forced
to pay full price for the rival concern,
and Howard wins Beatrice.
Aside from the breezy work of May
Allison and Hale Hamilton. Frank Currier. Stephen Grattan. John Davidson,
Peggy Parr. Rean Raymond, Frank Joyner. and Baby Ivy Ward contributed satisfactory impersonations. Arthur Martinell was the cameraman.
"TOYS OF FATE"
Metro
Screen
Romance
Nazimova in Strong Dual
Role.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

Seven-Part
Shows

THEFate"
necessity
for making
"Toys has
of
a seven-part
feature
forced June Mathis. the author, to
stretch her story to the limit. This
Screen Classic, produced by Metro, successfully answers its purpose of providing Nazimova with her full share of
forceful acting. The construction and
direction of "Toys of Fate" fall considerably below the high level reached in
"Revelation," but the star dominates the
picture with her graphic personality and
illuminating art, and is supported by an
excellent body of actors in the other roles.
A tendency to move too quickly is the
only
on Baker,
Nazimova's
perform-of
anee. blemish
George D.
the director
the picture, has worked out most of the
business cleverly, but many of the backgrounds in the long shots are too full of
moving
figures.
Nazimova plays two gypsy women,
mother and daughter. In the prologue,
Ha gar. the wife of Pharos, a gypsy chief,
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deserts her husband and child for Bruce
wold, a wealthy
man, who Boon tiros
of her,
Hagar kills herself,
w hen Aaah,
her daughter, grows to young womanhood
her father's
the Southern
! thetribemm camp who on deserted
her
mother. Oriswold becomes Infatuated with
girl, and has
her educated,
after
promising
to make
her his wife.
The
Is further
complicated
by having
in love with Henry
Livingstone,
a
Qrlswold'a
whom
with
young titer,lawyer,
Blanche,
Is Infatuated.
Livone
really
cares
for
Azah,
but
he traps him int.) proposing
to her.
Gypsy
girl, believing she has lost
gstone. forces Grlswold
to keep his
promise ami marry her.
Later she is accused of his murder, ami is defended by
Livingstone.
The couple are Anally inarrled, Axah's father having a hand In all
that happens,
ami being anxious
to revenge
himself
on Grlswold.
Charles
Bryant,
Frank
Currier, Irving
Cummings,
Dodson
Mitchell,
Edward
J.
elly, and Nila Mao
form
the supPhotographed
by Eugene Gaudio.
"SOCIAL BRIARS"
Subject Features
Mary
Miles
in Moderately
Entertaining
Story.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"Social
production,
five-reel
THE
Briars,"
made
at
the
American
studios and released
on the Mutual
am May
13 is not strongly
entertaining for the reason that the chief essentials of the drama do not make themselves felt as vigorously as they should.
The opening scenes of the picture, which
take place in a village Sunday school, are
very amusing,
and had the entire production been developed
with
the same
nating
quality
as these
first few
s wherein
the human
side of the
rural Sunday
school scholar is excellentwould
have
beenly a depicted,
winner. "Social
As it Briars"
is it is neither
very
American
Minter

good nor very bad, but just mildly entertaining.
As the story runs an orphan girl who
has been given a good home but no love
grows tired of the village with the little
it has to offer and tries her luck in the
city. She accidentally falls into a position as soloist in a church choir, and later
becomes the star of a musical comedy.
During this period she meets again a
young man, son of a prominent member
of the church who had offered her a ride
in his automobile on her way to the city,
and who has also insulted her, and the
two fall in love wth each other. Because
of his entering her dressing room in a
drunken state the girl severs her connections with him, and goes back to her
native village, where he meets her again
after he has decided to work for a living as a traveling salesman for his
father's business. Here the romance comes
to a climax, and the two become bethrothed.
"A DAUGHTER
OF
THE
WEST"
Pathe-Diando
Subject
Features
Baby
Marie in Story of East and West.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS number, directed by William
Bertram, contains an enjoyable series
of events which bring out a strong
child interest in the opening reels. Later,
while the juveniles still hold the scene
at times, their work is largely superseded
by some exciting melodramatic occurrences. The first of the story is pictured
in the East and the latter part in the far
West.
Baby Marie Osborne appears as June,
daughter of Ralph and Stella Gordon, the
parents being portrayed by Frank Whitson and Marion Warren. June has a little
colored boy playmate who remains in the
production throughout adding much of the
comedy; he is very laughable at times.
Ralph and Stella Gordon are mismated,
the wife being shallow and discontented.
She is tired of her husband, who is older
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than
she, ami
tinalh
v.<u-s In the be.ieh,
where she has a flirtation with Allan
Btandlah,
Ralph Gordon catches his wife making
love lo StandlBh anil oasts her off, ho, himself, taking Juno with him on a trip West.
Gordon hoi tormerlj lived in the mining
t,.w ii of Moil's Gulch, ami is elected iherlff
soon after ins reappearance. There are
some pleasing comedy scenes here, bul
the later events have to do with the
sheriff's battles with a gat
utlaws
and tin- reappearance of Standlsh. The
story
gives evidence
of some
padding
toward the oloso. but is ono that will hold
the Interest.
There
is a love story in
which
Julie's governess
ami her fathei
figure, as will as Standish, who had dei June's
mother
just prior to the
tatter's death.
TWO FOX COMIC OFFERINGS
"Fisherless
Cartoon"
Will
Compel
Laughter and "A Neighbor's
Keyhole" Is Funny.
Reviewed
by Hanford
C. Judson.
, released
Fisherless cartoon
now Fox
THEho the
Film Corporation, is one
of the best Mutt ami Jeff comics n
some time. We see Lieutenant Fisher at
work on a picture with Jeff still unfinished. The telephone rings and the soldier is called to arms, leaving poor Jeff
with only a leg to stand on. Mutt rises
to the occasion and supplies the missing
member and then orders poor Jeff to
draw the thousands of pictures needed to
complete the story which Mutt has written. The "grinds" on the motion picture
business are fresh and good. They are
such as will be readily understood by
everybody, and the picture, written by
Mutt and finished, even to the photography by Jeff, is a sure winner.
"A Neighbor's Keyhole."
The Sunshine comedy, "A Neighbor's
Keyhole," by the Fox Film Corporation,
is all kinds of a comic and is surely uproarious. The wealth of incident makes
it impossible to describe it in detail. One
of its characters, Mr. Adam Sapple, has
a throat that goes up and down, up and
down, whenever he drinks. He and another character are saving a bottle together, and the other wise guy gets a
pretty bell to hang around the throat so
that when he hears a tinkle, tinkle, he
knows what's up and what's going down.
There are rivals for the hand of the
heroine, school girls in bathing a la Coronado Beach, cops, crazy automobiles, and
other wheels of many kinds, an indomitable swan and a most pugnacious ram. It
is to laugh all right and that's all one
needs to say about one of these fertilly
invented Sunshine comedies. It doesn't
skimp in anything.
"ROSE
O' PARADISE"
Bessie Barriscale in Fair Paralta Picture
Written by Grace Miller White.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
girlish
simple
the
of
ER
ANOTH
heroines that Grace Miller White is
so fond of creating heads the list of
characters in "Rose o' Paradise," a sixpart Paralta, with Bessie Barriscale in
the title role. The picture was directed
by James Young and photographed by
Clyde De Vinna. The author of "Tess of
the Storm Country" lays the scene of this
story in the South, and Virginia Singleton, the young heroine, finds her path in
life beset with enemies, chief of which
is her father's brother.
The girl's mother dies in childbirth, and
her father goes insane from grief. The
mother's fortune is left to Virginia, and
her uncle is appointed guardian. When
Virginia is sixteen her father recovers
his reason, escapes from the asylum
where his brother has had him confined,
and returns home. His daughter is in the
care of an old colored mammy. Fearing
that his brother will injure the girl he
sends Virginia to live with a lame shoemaker who was once his gardener. The
shoemaker lives in Paradise Row, and is
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up in an atio i.- of kindly po> ertj and di ep at u. At the proper time the wealthy
J OUng man a ppSS i I 00 I I"
'1 t be
girl eventually
becomes
h
Melodrama! Ic Intel
Into
the last two reels of the picture bj having the wicked uncle commit murder and
a toug ii ■
named
i :.ii es1 laal1 i1 empt iik
Bessie
plaj s I lo
a oil HOW anl
Hlcl 111. i n. i is \ oi .\i. i i-i rtford,
Noi
K < i rj , iMi the < !hs pma ti, Will la m i >elms r,
Lucille Foung, and Arthur Allardl round
out a competent cs
"THE OLDEST LAW"
World-Picture Features June Elvidge a*
a Country
Girl in Metropolis.
Reviewed by Roberl C. McElravy,
Tins
subject Is unusually
pleasing in
certain
respects,
and
quite i
pointing in others It makes a welcome departure from the familiar atorj
of the country girl who comes to the city
to earn her living, so far as her experiences are concerned, but there is .
tain lack of plausibility In some of the
action which weakens the plot. A touch
of the sordid in a number of instances is
also a bad feature. The film might be reedited to decided advantage and converted
into a strong subject. As it stands certain episodes lack balance and conviction.
June Elvidge makes a strong figure
as Jennie Cox, though the character is
loosely developed, and her step from rural
life to complete sophistication is rather
hurried. She finds herself alone in New
York after the death of her one friend,
the old professor. She loses her position
as typist through the trick of a jealous
girl in the office, and is finally reduced in
funds to three dollars. She decides to
spend this last money on a good meal in
a big hotel, a decision which carries the
sympathy of the observer. At this point
the story weakens. Her ordering of a
Bronx cocktail gave a touch of the
ridiculous under the circumstances, and
considering the fact that she was unused
to drinking. The heroine loses symhere.
Afterpathyleaving
the hotel the girl meets
a former married man whom she had
seen in the country, and reluctantly becomes his housekeeper. This situation is
well handled, but the scenes with the
gambler were prolonged and unnecessarily
unpleasant at time. The divorced wife
makes a good character, and is well portrayed by Eloise Clement. John Bowers
appears as the husband, and Frank Norcross as the gambler.
"THE
GUILT
OF SILENCE"
Bluebird
Offering
Features
Monroe
Salisbury in Story of Snow Country.
Reviewed by Robert C, McElravy.
HUGE drifts
of snow give
piled
mountains and valleys
an onexcellent
Alaskan atmosphere to this story of
the gold fields. The subject is full of entertaining action, and quite unusual in
plot. It is a story of primitive emotions
In the gold fields of the Northland, and
makes altogether, a striking feature.
Monroe Salisbury, always an interesting
performer, has a strong part in this. He
appears as David Matthew, a successful
miner, about to start back over the home
trail with his bags of gold dust. He is
victimized by Frank and Amy Marshall,
who drug him and steal his gold. In the
chase across the snow fields, in which dog
teams are used, Matthew becomes lost in
the snow, and loses his voice. He is
rescued by a miner named Harkness, who
takes the victim home. Matthew recovers
in every way except that he cannot
speak.
Matthew's rescuer. Harkness, is then
victimized by the same couple, and he
even consents to marry Amy. though she
is already the wife of Marshall. Matthew,
unable to make his story known, witnesses
this marriage, which he is unable to stop.
Later, when Harkness'
daughter appears,
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Matthew falls in love with her and she
with him despite his mute condition.
The situation in the cabin where all are
snowed in for weeks at a time is very unusual and full of dramatic possibilities.
Harkness is away, having gone to the
gold fields to look after his claim, and
Matthew discovers the relationship between Amy and Frank. Matthew, himself, is shot by Harkness, though not
fatally, when the latter returns. The
effect of this second injury restores Matthew's vocal powers, and he succeeds in
making the truth known.
This interesting story was produced by
Elmer Clifton from a story by Ethel Hall.
The cast includes Ruth Clifford, Betty
Schade, and Alfred Allen.
"THE FIREBRAND"
Melodramatic
Has
Pearson
Virginia
R0le_Story Starts Poorly But
Picks Up.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
usual type of
BEGINNING with the the
evil villains
melodrama in which
cultivate the facial expression of vultures and the good heroes look ardent as
well as noble and the heroine glances
around her in her loveliness from armchair or table or in pretty localities out"The Firebrand," a
of-doors, this picturnge. with
Virginia PearFox five-reel offeri
an prinson playing the part of a Russi
cess, does get a vigorous situation in the
up
works
and
action
its
s
of
reache
final
dramatic interest enough to hold strongly.
sheer
r
Its chief fault is that it is neithe
"slice of life" type
melodrama nor is it aobject
is reality. It
of production whose
may feel the
tors
specta
and
both,
mixes
clash between states of mind that are
mutually unreal to each other. It is not
one of the best vehicles for Virginia Pearson.
In the last reel a true tragic situation
is developed, but when the princess has
shot her husband who has made himself
president of Russia to save his country
from the Germans, she discovers that he
had murdered her uncle merely because
that evil aristocrat had sold out to the
ve ammuniHuns and furnished defecti
tion to the Russian Tenth Corps to which
her only brother had been assigned. That
corps had in consequence been wiped out.
Now the princess, who has married the
revolutionist, sees the poison coils of the
plot, and taking the supposedly dead body
in her arms she recalls it to life and they
ever after.
live happily
It is a picture of many players and
many scenes. It has some extremely well
excelfurnished interior sets and severalscene
in
lent location pictures. There is a
s
a quarry where political prisoner are
among
hero
nist
revolutio
the
working,
them. A cave-in of rock takes place and
the prisoner saves the life of the princess
who has come there to express sympathy
with him on account of his hard fate, due
to his book against the aristocrats. This
is the beginning of their friendship.

TWO

WOLFVILLE

TALES

Western
Stories
Adapted
from
the
Works of Alfred Henry Lewis.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
of a new series
THE first twol offerings
of two-ree Broadway Star Features
f, ,im. I. 'd on the popular "Wolfville
Tales" written by Alfred Henry Lewis
were shown recently by the General Film
Company. They are interesting and entertaining productions dealing with various phases of human nature as exemplified in a Western settlement.
"The Clients
of Aaron
Green."
A lawyer comes to Wolfville, but is
not received With open arms. Things
move slowly, so the boys decide to try
out his "oratory." They stage a fake
murder. After freeing the "murderer" the
dead man joins In the drinks. Later
three criminals are brought to the jail,
and the lawyer is hired to defend
them.
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His fiery oratory has such an effect on
the crowd in the courtroom that it seems
the criminals will be freed, when one of
the gang interrupts the proceedings,
takes the lawyer out, and shows him his
clients who have already been strung up.
The lawyer, disgusted, leaves the settlement. The cast, including Bob Burns as
Aaron Green, and Sidney Hayes, William
Lester, and Texas Allen, all give a good
account
of themselves.
"Cynthiana."
Cynthiana Bark
comes into camp and
opens athe"votes
women" that
saloon.
She
makes
men for
understand
she will
stand for no nonsense. A tenderfoot loses
his heart, and proposes. She chases him
out with a rifle, then changes her mind,
and as he flees from town in a stage .she
follows him, holds up the stage, and
makes him marry her then and there, a
minister fortunately being a passenger on
the stage. About this time the poor fellow's father appears, and falls in a fit.
Cynthiana nurses him, and he wants to
marry her, but she has to decline, saying
she is already
married
to his son.
There is considerable humor and a number of clever touches in this picture, which
was directed by George Sargent. Patricia
Palmer makes an excellent Cynthiana,
and Jack Dill does good work as Oscar,
the soft tenderfoot. The remainder of
the cast includes George Holt, Tex Allen,
William Lester, and Hattie Buskirk. The
photography and settings are adequate.
"BELIEVE ME, XANTIPPE."
Wallace
Reid
in Rattling
Good
Paramount Comedy from
Ballard
Stage
Success.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
BELIEVE me, gentle reader, "Believe
Me, Xantippe," is a rattling good
picture, and Wallace Reid is capital
as the hero. John Barrymore, who created the part in the stage version of the
Frederick Ballard success, has nothing
on the star put forth in the screen arrangement of the play produced by Jesse
L. Lasky. And let it no longer be said
that stage plays do not lend themselves
cleverly to the screen.
"Believe Me, Xantippe," was put into
scenario form by Olga Printzlau, and
skips along on its merry way without
hitch or stumble. Before the first reel
is half over the story is well started, and
there is no lagging of the fun right up
to the finish. Donald Crisp has caught
the spirit of the comedy and maintained
it through the entire production, of which
he is the director. Henry Kotani was
the cameraman.
"Believe Me, Xantippe," is the favorite
expression of George MacFarland, a young
college chap, who bets $20,000 with two
of his pals that he can commit a crime
and not be caught by the police within a
year. He forges the name of one of his
friends, and departs for the West. Brown
and Sole, his two chums, expect to trap
him by notifying the police to look out
for a man who is always saying "Believe
Me, Xantippe." MacFarland manages to
elude arrest until the year is almost up.
Then he meets a girl, and trouble starts
at once.
Dolly Kamman, the daughter of Sheriff
Kamman, of Colorado, is spending the
night
in her gets
father's
lodge
when alone
MacFarland
lost hunting
in the woods
and drops in to get his bearings. Before
he realizes just what lias happened, Dolly
has identified him and made him a
prisoner. From then on the complications
are rapid and amusing, and Mac wins
both the wager and the girl.
The easy and taking comedy method of
"Wallace Reid is matched by the deft
characterization of Ann Little as Dolly.
Ernest Joy, Henry Woodward. James Farley. Noah Beery. Charles Ogle, James
Cruze, Winifred Greenwood, and Clarance
Geldert help on the good work. A most
entertaining picture, "Believe Me, Xantippe."
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"WHO
IS TO BLAME?"
Picked
Cast in Novel
Triangle
Picture
With Well-Acted Japanese Hero.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
THERE
considerable
novelty Triangle
in "Who
Is to isBlame?"
a five-part
picture written by E. Magnus Ingleton. The story has little speed, but
reaches a satisfactory conclusion, and
the atmosphere of the Land of the Mikado
is reproduced with a fair amount of skill.
The cast is headed by the Japanese actor.
Jack Abbe. Frank Borzage directed the
production, Pliny Home having looked
after the photography.
Jack Livingston as the wealthy Grant
Barton, Maud Wayne as Marion Craig,
Lillian Langdon as her mother, and Lillian West as Tonia Marsh are seen to advantage. Jack Abbe impersonates a Jap
rickshaw boy whose devotion to his
American employer reunites that gentleman and his wife after a vampirish lady
has nearly succeeded in separating them
forever. The Japanese actor gives an ingratiating performance of the character,
and plays with commendable
restraint.
The opening scene of "Who Is to
Blame?" takes place in Japan. Grant
Barton, an American tourist, is unmarried, when he meets Taro Sam and prevails on him to become his valet. After
his return to the United States, Barton
meets Marion Craig, and marries her. JThey
are both very happy until Marion is
called away to the bedside of her mother,
and Barton meets Tonia Marsh, a young
woman who lives by her wits. When
Marion returns home she surprises her
husband embracing Tonia in the parlor.
She goes to her mother's home, and that
worthy woman does her best to keep the
couple apart.
Taro Sam determines to cure Barton of
his infatuation. He contrives to make
Tonia believe that he is a prince in- his
own country, and is successful in his atto take his
master's
place in and
her
favor. temptBarton
calls
unexpectedly,
finds Taro Sam and Tonia embracing each
other. He discharges the boy and goes
back to his wife. Taro Sam returns to
Japan and invests in a new rickshaw.
"CYCLONE HIGGINS, D. D."
Bushman and Bayne Are Featured in an
Entertaining Light Comedy.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
THE

Metro five-reel feature for May 13.
"Cyclone Higgins, D. D.," presents
Francis X. Bushman in an eccentric
character role, that of a parson in a backwoods settlement, and Beverly Bayne is
featured along with him as a harum scarum
village girl. The roles of the two stars
differ materially from their previous efforts. The production is entertaining,
and there are a lot of good laughs combined with considerable
heart interest.
Cyrus Higgins. an itinerant preacher,
accompanied by his Chinese - servant,
reaches Tellville. Soon after several robberies occur, and the guilty deputy sheriff
causes the arrest of Abner Phillips. His
daughter, Sally, seeks refuge in the parson's home, which starts a scandal. Cyrus
thrashes the deputy who starts the
rumors, and sends Sally to his sister in
Virginia to be educated. A waif is left
on his doorstep, and he adopts her. Soon
after the deputy sheriff attempts to kill
Higgins, but does not succeed. Sally.
realizing that she loves Higgins. returns
home, but Higgins tells her she must
share his love with another lady, and
brings in the little waif.
Much credit is due to Director Cabanne
for the manner in which he has built up
this simple story. There are a number
of well handled scenes, including the fight
between Higgins and the deputy, the attempt of the deputy to shoot Higgins, and,
in a lighter vein, the scenes where Sally
chases a rooster to get a feather for her
hat. and where the waif, following Bushman, imitates his walk. Bushman does
good work as Cyrus Higgins, or Cyclone,
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best work in the picture la performed
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•HIS OWN
HOME TOWN."
Paramount
Presents
Charles
Ray in a
Story by Larry Evans.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
him as a
sees
town
home
own
HIS
tramp when he returns on a freight
clerical
his
of
disgust
tram to the
r, but lie t.'lls his sweetheart, a budactress, "1 intend to make good right
n." II.- therein mj ow n homo , towalso
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■ uponof bidsthe only independent
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ami
town,
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While absent .mo
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James
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which his sweetheart
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He also emnoes make good in the end.
at the end,
actress
braces the young
annoysome
with
he announces
though
concluit is the conventional
that
ance
sion.
The story is intended to show the power
exerted by the press, especially, it would
when conducted by young men of
BO previous training or experience in the
newspaper publishing business. Duncan
not need either. He has the enthusiasm of youth, high ideals, and the
courage of conviction, the real essentials
of a campaign for reform, and these
qualities enable him to win out so overwhelmingly that he wipes a great political
organization out of existence. It is done
in jigtime. a marvelous accomplishment
for one so young, but it is not impossible.
Sound judgment is the prime essential of
success, while experience often gets men
into a rut. Mr. Ray and the supporting
oast are entirely equal to the requirements of their modest roles, and the settings are convincingly
appropriate.
"OLD HARTWELL'S CUB"
William Desmond
and Mary Warren in
Triangle Five-Part Heart Story.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
ADMIRERS of homely pathos and
simple humor will welcome "Old
Hartwell's Cub," a five-part Triangle story written by liable Richards
and adapted to the screen by George E.
Jenks. The picture was directed by
phed and
Thomas Gosden,
N. Heft'ron
and photogra
by
Alfred
William
Desmond
Marry Warren having the principal roles.
The story is told in novel form, and its
characters are such as are found in the
usual tale of small town life. Some of
the incidents are rather far-fetched, hut
the hero's heart is in the right place, and
he wages a fight in defense of his drunken
old father that will win the respect and
sympathy
of most
spectators.
Bill Hartwell, a young village blacksmith, has the misfortune to live in a
place where the neighbors have developed
only the mean side of their natures. Bill's
father is the town drunkard, and when
he is locked up in the jail Bill promptly
batters in the door with a sledge and
takes him home. The neighbors are all
against Bill except the Reverend David
Lane and his daughter, Mary. Bill falls
in love with Mary, but she gets entangled
with a worthless scamp named Edward
Jones, and marries him. Jones, who has
a wife in Chico, Ariz., promptly
deserts
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her. taking w ith him im>ne> I lial ha. I bOI "
intrusted to Mary, she follows him to
Arizona, and Bill follows Marj Thej

both have lively experiences In the West,
and when thej start for home Mary and
BUI are man and wife
\\ iiiiam Desmond has the physical qualifications for the pari of the blacksmith,
and, asnie from doing rather too much
. is il effectively.

Mary
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Warren

is a pleasing Marj Lane. Eugene Burr,
Wall Whitman, Percj Challenger, Dorothy
Hagar, Graham Pette, Edwin J. Brady,
and William Elllngford oomplete the oast,
"THE WRONG FLAT"
Dan
Does Good
Work
and Performs Several Stunts
in This
Two-Reeler.
Reviewed by C. S, Bewell.
IX this two-reel comedy, the fourth or
May release of i lie Jester Comedy Company, Twede Dan shows his versatility
as an aclor, and
his unusual
ability
SB
an acrobat He appears as a young man
who has Imbibed too freely, and later, in
endeavoring to gel away from an unpleasant situation, disguises as a woman. He
als,. performs several stunts, such as falling from one theater box into the one
directly beneath, and sliding dowrn a rope
from the top of a building, then making
a good fall after the rope burns.
The picture opens in a theater, where
Twede Dan succeeds in interfering with
all of the performers and is thrown out.
He goes home, gets into the wrong flat
much to the distress of the lady occupying it. The husband returns, Twede goes
out on the fire escape, and then a chase
ensues in which various obstacles are encountered.
The star is assisted by a capable cast,
including Nilde Babette. There are a
number of laughs, and the picture should
provide good entertainment in the majority of theaters.
Twede

r
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Fox Film Corporation.
\ FISHERLESS
CARTOON
(Fox), May
■ in,, ui i he best .\i ni i ami .i.ii comedies in some time, Lieut. Flshei being
called in arms has to leave Jeff with only
one Leg, so Mutl not only supplies him
with the missing member, bul writes a
scenario and has Jeff working till it is on
the screen, They finally try to sell it to
i he Rlalto, and, discouraged with 11
ception, :ind a S 0 S to Fisher for help.
A NEIGHBOR'S KEYHOLS (Fox SunComedy),
May .">.
wealth of
Incidentshineand
situation
thatHasis sastonishing.
It is uproariously funny and a sure winner. We have noticed it at more length
on another page of this Issue.
THE FIREBRAND (Fox Special Feature), May 36.- a five-reel
with
Virginia Pearson taking the role of a
Russian princess who finds her ideal at
the last in a revolutionist. The picture
is very melodramatic till almost the close,
when it works a real situation of mucn
tragic effectiveness. We have reviewed it
on another page of this issue.

Greater Vitagraph, Inc.
THE GOLDEN GOAL (Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon Feature), May 20. — A five-reel
picture of solid merit and would be a
good box office attraction if properly publicized. It is a picture of the soul of a
man rough but ambitious. He starts in
ignorance and works his way up to a
knowledge that glory of his own humanity is the only golden goal worth his
striving for. He finds that certain things
that glimmered before him in the beginning are tinsel and trash. Harry Morey
and Florence Deshon distinguish themselves in the two interesting roles of the

General Film Company.
THE

CLIENTS OF AARON GREEN
(Broadway Star). — This two-reel
picture is the first of a series adapted from the Wolfville Tales written by
Alfred Henry Lewis. It deals with a lawyer is a western settlement who, by his
fiery eloquence, is about to succeed in
freeing his guilty clients, when one of the
gang of cowboys reveals the fact that
they have been executed in the meantime.
The production is Interesting and well
acted.
CYNTHIANA (Broadway Star).— Another of the Wolfville stories, written by
Alfred Henry Lewis. This two-reel picture deals with the romance of a very
breezy western girl and a tenderfoot.
After refusing him at the point of a Winchester she changes her mind and goes
after him. The acting of the entire cast,
headed by Patricia Palmer and Jack Dill,
is excellent, and the production is interesting and has a number of good scenes
with several humorous touches.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE GUILT OF SILENCE (Bluebird).—
A strong five-reel subject, featuring Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford. The
scenes occur in the Alaskan gold fields
and are full of good drama. The snow
landscape, dog teams and settings in
general give a pleasing atmosphere to the
piece. It is altogether an unusual subject.

Famous

Players- Lasky.

THE MATING OF MARCELLA (Ince),
May 20. — Dorothy Dalton plays a modiste's
model in this five-part picture which has

W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation.

ROSE O' PARADISE (Paralta), May
plot.
20. — A Grace Miller White story, this picture has a simple, childish heroine, cleverly played by Bessie Barriscale. The production was directed by James Young. It
is reviewed at length on another page of
this issue.

Jester Comedy

Company.

THE WRONG FLAT. — This two-reel
offering is the fourth release of the Jester Comedies. There are a number of
amusing situations, first in a theater,
then in a flat. Twede-Dan again demonstrates that he is not only an excellent
actor, but a good acrobat. One of the
best
scenes
is where he masquerades as
a woman..

Metro

Pictures Corporation.

CYCLONE HIGGINS, D. D., May 13 —
There are a number of good laughs and
several scenes rich in human interest in
this five-reel production in w-hich Francis
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne are featured, assisted by a very clever little girl.
The story deals with an eccentric minister's experience in a mining camp.
THE WINNING OF BEATRICE (Metro),
May 20. — May Allison and Hale Hamilton
do a lot of breezy comedy work in this
five-part picture, written by June Mathis
and Katherine Kavanaugh. The dramatic
portion of the story is only fair. It is reviewed at length on another page of this
issue.
TOYS OF FATE (Screen Classics). — A
dual role in this seven-part picture gives
Nazimova a chance for vivid acting. The
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story was written by June Mathis and directed by George D. Baker. A longer review is printed on another page of this
issue.

Mutual Film Corporation.
SOCIAL, BRIARS (American), May 13 —
A Mary Miles Minter production directed
by Edward Sloman. The picture is much
more entertaining and more ably directed
than many of the former productions in
which this youthful star has appeared. A
full review will be found elsewhere.
HER TERRIBLE TIME (Strand), May
14. — This is one of the best of the recent
Billie Rhodes comedies. In it the heroine,
being entertained at the home of a friend
with whose brother she is in love, unintentionally places herself in a compromising position when she accidentally leaves
her diary in his room and is found there
with him (also an accident) by his parents and sister. Some truly funny complications attend her thwarted efforts to regain the diary before the young man arrives on the scene.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 22 (Mutual),
May 15. — An unusually interesting number, containing such items as a yacht
race at New Orleans, logging in Louisiana,
Toronto, Ont., in prayer for the victory
of the Allies, the King of Italy reviewing
the Parade of Triumph and other equally
attractive events.
HER RUSTIC ROMEO (Strand), May
28. — Rather a meaningless comedy featuring Billie Rhodes. The heroine of the play,
a musical comedy star, is sent to the
country to learn the dialect and manners
of the rural community, in anticipation
of playing the star part in a rural drama.
The new leading man of the company also
happens to be sent there, and the daughter of the farmer falls in love with him.
Finally the players land back in the city
followed by the farmer and his daughter.
The latter surprises her father when he
is about to insist that the leading man
marry her, by stating that she is about to
marry her country lover.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS, No. 3 (Pathe)
May 26.— This interesting installment pictures the movements of British troops in
the present campaign in Turkey and Asia.
The military base at Basra is shown, with
non-war side lights, such as Arabian fete
days. Trench scenes on Sinai desert and
the movement of wounded troops is also
shown. This has a valuable historical interest.
IN SOUTHERNMOST RUSSIA (Pathe),
June 2. — A descriptive reel, devoted to
scenes on the peninsula of Crimea. This
gives an excellent idea of conditions in
this part of Russia prior to the war.
Scenes are taken in Sebastopol and numerous villages, showing the arches,
monuments and architectural features of
the country. The glimpses of the varied
peoples, which include Greeks, Turks. Bulgars and others, as well as Russians, are
also interesting.
ENEMY ALIENS (Pathe), June 2. — Episode No. 13 of "The House of Hate." An
unusually interesting installment. Gresham rescues Pearl from the suburban cottage after seeing her S. O. S. light flashes
from the windows. They encounter The
Terror again. Later, after shadowing
Haynes Waldon, they learn of his communication with a German spy from whom
he is taking illegal pay. The number
closes with a strong melodramatic climax.
THE CITY SLICKER (Rolln-Pathe),
June 2. — A characteristic comedy number,
featuring Harold Lloyd, Harry Polard
and Bebe Daniels. Harold becomes clerk
at a country hotel, which he proceeds to
brighten up With all sorts of now appliances and time-saving devices. He has a
tunny love affair with a will at the hotel
and finally elopes with her. There are
some amusing now tricks in this.

Triangle Film Corporation.
OLD HARTWELL'S CUB (Triangle),
May
19. — Founded
on a story by Mable
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Richards, the picture has homely humor
and real pathos. William Desmond and
Mary Warren play the leads. A longer
review is printed on another page of this
issue.
WHO IS TO BLAME? (Triangle), May
19. — The hero of this five-part picture is
a Jap, played by Jack Abbe. The story
has some novel points and is well acted.
It is reviewed at length on another page
of this issue.

Universal Film Company.
CURRENT EVENTS. NO. 53 (Universal),
May 11. — With the "Blue Devils" at West
Point; opening of yachting season in San
Francisco; mile-a.-minute pigeons; British
monarch visiting marines; Italian line
holding firm against Huns, and numerous
other features of interest appear in this
number.
CURRENT EVENTS, NO. 52 (Universal),
May 4. — With the Yankee Flyers at Morrison, Va. ; Anzacs and Blue Devils in New
York; food conservation; Liberty Loan
scenes; greeting new Japanese ambassador, and numerous other war side lights
are given prominence in this number.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 23 (Universal), May 8. — Scenes from the Evening
Mail Marathon race in New York; Canadians celebrating first gas attack; what
women of England and America are doing in the war; a California swimming
contest, and numerous other entertaining
features are shown in this number, which
closes with Hy Mayer cartoons.
PRETTY BABIES (L-KO), May 15. — A
two-reel subject, featuring Dave Morris,
Rube Miller and a group of pretty girls.
The latter appear in bathing suits and
pajamas, being entertained at a house
party by Billy Bingo while his father is
away. The story, which is very indefinite
in plot, is told in poetical subtitles. The
subject is inoffensive, but contains little
humor and is not at all strong.
THE LION'S CLAW (Universal Special),
May 20. — Episode No. 8 of this serial. This
instalment is packed with thrills, all well
staged. Beth is rescued from the quicksand by Capt. Harris. They go to Bonda,
where they attempt to release the prisoners. But Beth herself is made prisoner.
Rex De Roselli does excellent work as
Rej Hari.
WHO'S ZOO? (L-KO), May 22. — A onereel comedy,
featuring
Kathleen
O'Connor,
Rube
Miller and
a trained
elephant.
The
latter furnishes much of the comedy, doing some rather surprising stunts. This
number is entertaining and will go strong
with children.
THE LION'S CLAWS (Universal Special), May 27. — Episode No. 9. Beth is
lowered in a tank by Rej Hari's men and
finally gives up the proclamation but
later recovers it. She is thrown into the
lion's den and rescued by Harris in an
exciting manner. She is placed in the
harem, but escapes. The number is full
of stirring action, the serial on the wholt!
being strongly built.
THE BULL'S EYE. NO. 17 (Universal),
May 27. — This begins with Cody gathering himself together after a fall over a
cliff, tied to the back of a horse. The
number is full of exciting action, which
includes knife throwing, the rescue of
Cora from drowning, the capture of North
and Sweeney and their escape, ana Cody's
recapture. The Installment comes to a
climax with Cody tied to a railroad track
before an approaching train.

U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corp.
MEN (Bacon-Backer). — Written by Harry
S. Sheldon and produced with a fine cast.
this six-part photoplay has a strong
theme and has been ably directed by
Perry R. Vekroft. It is reviewed at length
in last week's Issue.

World Pictures Corporation.
"VENGEANCE, May 20. — A six-reel subject, Which features Montagu Love. Barbara Castleton and
Madge
Evans.
The
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story occurs in India aiTd London, and
concerns the revenge taken by the son
of an exiled English gentleman upon the
latter's brother, the cause of his disgrace.
This is a well built story, with a number
of quite dramatic situations. Reviewed at
length in last week's issue.
THE OLDEST LAW (World-Picture),
May 27. — A five-reel subject, featuring
June Elvidge as a country girl wno comes
to the city. The subject holds the interest well and is strong in certain situations, but there is a lack of conviction in
the plot at times and the sordid note is
struck in some scenes, which could well
be modified or cut. Reviewed at length
elsewhere.
MAIN 1-2-3 (Fay Tincher Comedy). —
The first of a series of comedies featuring
Fay Tincher, who has done excellent work
in this line. This first two-reel offering
does not lend itself well to comedy purposes and fails to get over with any degree of strength. The plot contains elements which interfere with the natural,
spontaneous humor for which this commediene will be remembered. But future
numbers will be awaited with interest.

Hodkinson to Release
Louise Glaum Series
"An
achieved
to the success
OWING
Alien Enemy,"
the first
Louise by
Glaum
Paralta Play, it has been decided by
the executives of the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation and Paralta Plays, Inc., to
release a series of Glaum pictures as part
of the regular Hodkinson
service.
Miss Glaums first appearance on the
Hodkinson program was to fill the
vacancy made in the Warren Kerrigan
series caused by the latter fracturing his
leg. As Henry B. Walthall has been released from his Paralta contract to do
special work the Glaum series will take
Walthallls place in the production line-up.
While Louise Glaum has made a big
reputation for herself as a portrayer of
the so-called vampire woman her characters have always possessed a certain
human quality of redemption that wins
sympathy from her audience.
It is Miss Glaum's ambition always to
portray roles that have a deeply sympathetic appeal, and it is such a part she
essayed in "An Alien Enemy" and again
in "Shackled." her forthcoming picture,
to be released May 27.
Exchange managers all over the country
have wired their appreciation of the Glaum
series, it is said at the home office of the
Hodkinson Corporation, and the officers
of that organization are preparing for a
large volume of bookings on their new
star.

Tom Ince Lays Out Work
For HisXhief Players
THOMAS

H.
INCE.
producer
for Paramount and
Artcraft,
discussed
recently his plans for three of his stars
■— Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray and Enid
Bennett.
"Having demonstrated that she is
wholly as capable in society roles as in
more virile types Dorothy Dalton will be
presented hereafter, at least for a numin society dramas."
said ber
Mr.of productions,
Ince.
"Enid Bennett has proved that she is
able to play roles of a more mature character than those of the ingenue type. So
that for her forthcoming pictures, beginning with 'A Desert Wooing," she will
have parts that are, so to speak, between
Ingenue roles and those portrayed by
Miss Dalton.
"Charles Ray will continue to do his
typical young American characters, not
altogether of the country boy type, but
those in which he depicts a youth who is
placed under stress of circumstances and
must fight his way to the front by sheer
determination and physical as well as
mental

prowess."
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"LEND ME YOUR NAME"
Metro Presents the Popular Star, Harold Lockwood, in a Sprightly Adaptation of Francis Perry Elliott's Novel
of the Man Who Ran Away From a
Shrewish Wife.
(list.

larl of Gilleigh I
.,
,. , ,
„.
j .Harold Lockwood
Warrenlind Ellis
Pauline
Curley
Sophronla
Bessie Eyton
Dr. Kiimer
Bert Starkey
Hastings
Stanton
Heck
Phyllis
Peggy
Prevost
Bmithers
.*
Harry de Roy
cted by Fred J. Balshofer.
in.- Story i The Earl of Gilleigh, dyspeptic and henpecked,
is about
to commit
suicide because his wife is coming home,
when a noise rouses him, and he finds a
burglar In his dining room. To his amazement, when unmasked, the burglar
is his
double, and they exchange identities, Ellis,
the intruder, becoming
the earl and the
earl seeking the free life of the road.
He
establishes himself upon one of his estates
to which
Ellis presently comes.
He falls
in love with Rosalind,
pupil at a nearby
ling school, and wins her affection,
but the wife follows, and charges the girl
with flirting with a married man.
Ellis,
as the best way out, proceeds to break the
wife of her nagging tricks,- and with the
earl once more in his rightful position he
is free to win Rosalind all over again.
Feature Harold Lockwood, who plays the
dual roles of the Earl of Gilleigh and
Warren
Ellis,
and
Bessie
Eyton
as
Sophronia.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Double's
"While
Mystified Double
Characters Trouble
Pile
Up
Laughs
Through Surprising Incidents in FastMoving Comedy-Drama.
Men Who
Look
Alike Lose Other Resemblances When Youth
and Beauty
Put Them to the Test.
Oddly Conceived Photoplot Worked Out
in Entertaining
Fashion
by Large
Company of Skilled Players.
An Earl and a Girl With
Hearts
in a
Whirl Lead Pursuers
a Merry
Chase
in Riotous Outcomes of Swift Comedy
Situations.
Harold
Lockwood
Plays Dual Role in
Novel
Photo-Comedy
With
Surprise
Finish.
Latest Metro Picture Fulfills Best Mission of the Screen in Furnishing Innocent and Engaging Entertainment.
Stunt Suggestion*:
As the story hinges
upon
a double
offer to admit
free any
doubles
who
present
themselves
at the
theater.
For a throwaway use the catchline, "Would you rather be an earl or a
happy
man?"Harold
In the
lobby work
to
show two
Lockwoods
for aoffer
single
price of admission.
Back
this with cutouts of the star in his two characters.
Advertising: Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminute novel for newspapers. Lobby
sheet. Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby
displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Filler
sheet.
Released Mav 27.
"PRUNELLA."
Advertising aids on this Paramount release was published on page 1707 of the
March 23 issue. The picture is five reels
in length and is to be released on May 27.
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Bared Son of Kanaa (Greater \ itiipaph), Me. Xaatfcjrae (Paramount).
Believe
Broadway
Scandal
(Bluebird).
I he

< iiillmix

<'

( I'ov ).

v Daughter of the Weal (Pathe).
Tin- Devil's Playground (Atlantic)*
95,000 Reward (Bluebird).
High Stake* (Triangle).
Mis Own Home Town (Paramount).
Lend Me four Name (Metro).
Men i I . s. Exhibitor*').
Old Love for New (Triangle).
The Oldest Law (World).
Pay ■>:■> (Metro).
Prunella (Paramount).
Hose of Paradise
(Par alt a Play).
Toy* <>f Kate (Metro).
We Should Worry (Fox).

"HIS OWN HOME
Thomas H. Ince Presents
in an Intimate Story
Small Town Life and
Cleaned
Up His City by
Ring.

TOWN"
Charles Ray
of American
a Man Who
Smashing the

Cast.

Jimmy
Duncan
Charles
Ray
Carol Landis
Katherine
MacDonald
T. Elihu Banks
Charles
French
Tivotson
Otto Hoffman
Rev. John Duncan
Andrew Arbuckle
David Landis
Carl Forms
Justice Jameson
Milton
Ross
Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger.
The Story: Feeling
that he can never
rise to any great heights in the little town
in which
he is living,
Jimmy
Duncan
leaves for the big city, but after meeting ..with many
rebuffs and his capital
gone, he returns home on a freight train.
He is accorded
such a frigid reception
by his father that he goes away
again,
vowing
never
to return.
In extending
aid to a man
being robbed
by gamblers
Jimmy becomes involved in a fight which
results in his arrest and exile from the
city.
He becomes
a famous
playwright
and two years later returns to take possession of a newspaper
which
has been
bequeathed
to him by the death
of the
father of the girl he loves.
Through the
press he rounds
up his political enemies
and rehabilitates the community.
Feature
Charles
Ray as Jimmy
Duncan
and Katherine MacDonald as Carol Landis.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Ambitious Youth Defying Fate and Local
Opposition
Makes
Good Against
VilTown. lainy and Intrigue in His Own Home
Local Politics and Youthful
Ambitions
Come to Grips in Exciting Plot.
Brave
Youth
Overcomes
Local Opposition in Redeeming His Home Town.
Resourceful
Young
Reformer
Finds
Time to Love While Busy Saving His
Own Home Town.
Plot and Counterplot Heighten Interest
in Exciting American Play.
Stunt Suggestions: Get grocery and
drug stores to make a window display of
cleansing compounds of all sorts. Centre
with a large picture of the star and a
card reading: "These goods will clean up
most things, but you should see Charles
Ray, as Jimmie Duncan, clean up His Own
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Tow n. Jimi
cleaner. it's at th
A Jew eler's display
i tiese rin
t he ease with \\ hich Charli
lobbj political
.
the
ring.
I'se the still
Idverttslng
\iiis: Two each one, ihree
and six-sheets.
One 24-sheet.
Lobby displaj s. 8x10, 1 lxl I and 22x28.
Cutl
one to three columns on star and production.
Advertising layout
mats.
Press

hook.

Released May 27.
"THE DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND"
The Fraternity Players Offer a Striking
Expose
of the Evils of the Dancing
Craze Through the Medium
of a Fascinating and Gripping
Story.
( last.
The Woman
Vera Michelena
The Boy
Harry Spingler
The Father
Robert Cummings
Tin- Lawyer
W. II. Tooker
Man-About-Town
George S. Trimble
The Girl
Lillian Cook
Directed by Harry Mel lay Webster.
The Story: An employer finding that
his stenographer is fond of dancing and
has a sick mother takes her to cabs
and finally she leaps from a window to
escape from his attentions, and returns
home and finds her mother dead. Soon
after the man falls dead from heart failure. His son, fresh from school, meets
a vampire, and becomes infatuated with
her. To meet her demands for money he
robs the bank in which he is employed,
and is sent to prison. The vampire then
again welcomes the man of wealth whom
she had cast aside. On being released from
prison the boy, having learned his lesson,
returns to his mother whom he had left
for the vampire, and finally marries the
girl who was formerly employed by his
father.
Feature
Vera
Michelena
as the woman,
Harry Spingler as the boy, and Lillian
Cook as the Girl.
Proeram and Advertising Phrase*: Double
Life of Millionaire Revealed Through
Disclosures
Made
by Frequenters
of
Fashionable Dansants.
Satan Leads the Fashionable Dance, and
His Dupes Pay the Fiddler.
Crime, Degradation, and Exposure Follow the Devotees of "The Dance
Dangers of Public Dance Parlors Basis
of Gripping Photoplay.
Tense Scenes. Thrilling Episodes, and
Dramatic Climaxes Abound.
Stunt
Suggestions: This story is a
Craze."
preachment against the dancing craze.
Get the company's literature and get the
local paper to take the question up, giving it a local tinge if possible. The
smaller the town the more the editor can
he induced to froth at the mouth against
the evils of New York. For a lobby card
cut out as many dancing poses as possible. If you can get hold of some old
Ladies' Home Journals giving the Castles
in their dancing poses this will be just
the thing. Use in large letters, "The
Danger
of the lids:
Dance." One style each of
Vdvertisinc
three, six and 24-sheet posters. Lobbv displays. SxlO. 11x14, 22x28. One, two and
three-column cuts.
Heralds.
Press sheet.
Released by Atlantic Distributing Company.
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"WE
SHOULD
WORRY"
William
Fox Presents
Jane and Katherine Lee, the Baby Grands of Photoplay, in Five
Acts
of
Screened
Sunshine.
Cast.
Jane
Jane Lee
Katherine
Katherine Le6
Miss Ashton
Ruby De Remer
Jack Fenton
William Pike
Percival Gilpatrick
Henry Clive
Mike
Edward
Sturgis
Bill
Tammany
Young
Rev. Haughty
Charles Craig
Pierre Picard
George Humbert
George Steele
Henry Hallam
Mrs. Gilligan
Sarah McVicker
Ann Haughty
Ann Egleston
Directed
by Kenean
Buel.
The Story: Jane and Katherine, living
with their aunt, Miss Ashton, who has
many suitors, decide that Jack Fenton is
the best one. Miss Ashton also prefers
him until she meets the suave Percival
Gilpatrick, who in reality is a crook. The
children detest him, and foil him in his
many attempts to propose to Miss Ashton. Gilpatrick, incensed, had his two
confederates imprison Jane and Katherine,
but the little imps make it so unpleasant
for their captors that they are soon given
their liberty. A staged rescue act makes
a hero of Gilpatrick in the eyes of the
unsuspecting Miss Ashton, but when Jane
and Katherine reveal his true character
Miss Ashton sees that she has been tricked,
and returns to Jack Fenton, and they
are married.
Feature
Jane and Katherine
Lee, Ruby
De Remer as Miss Ashton, and William
Pike as Jack Fenton.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Talented Screen Infants Disclose Their
Greatest
Success
in Newest
Photoplay.
The Fastest,
Funniest,
and Most
Uproarious Comedy of the Season.
Talented Little Gloom Chasers in Their
Most Successful Undertaking.
Two Wonderful Children Seen at Their
Best in Newest
Comedy-Drama.
"Baby Grands"
of Screen
Comedy Play
Their Most Humorous
Interlude.
The Screen's Most Talented Youngsters
in Their Greatest
Offering.
Stunt Suggestions: Use as many stills
as possible of the Lee children. Nothing
attracts more attention than good kid
pictures. For a throwaway start with,
"Mothers, Avoid Kidnappers," and advise
parents to bring their children to see
how to act when kidnapped. Use cuts in
the advertising if at all possible. For the
lobby use a banner, "Lees bring laughs.
The Lee kiddies are here today."
Advertising lids: Two styles each, one
three and six-sheets. Lobby displays, 8x
10, 11x14, 22x28. Press sheet and mats
(mats can be secured free by writing to
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City). Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
per column.
IJelcnsed .1 line 1 6.
"BAREE, SON OF KAZAN"
Greater
Vitagraph
Presents
Nell Shipman and Alfred Whitman in a Screen
Adaptation of James Oliver Curwood's
Famous
Novel of the Northland.
Cast.
Marie
Nell Shipman
Jim Carvel
Alfred Whitman
tocTaggart
Al. Garcia
Perriot
Joe Rickson
Directed by Paul Scardon.
The Story: Henry Carvel, a Western
newspaper owner, exposes the Intrigue
of a steal ring and is shot by the political
boss. An intimidated jury frees the slayer,
who is killed later by Jim, Carvel's son.
Jim escapes to the Northwest, where he
becomes a fur trader. McTaggart, the
brutal factor of the trading post, having
tired of his Indian woman, sets about to
victimize Marie, the daughter of Pierre,
a trapper. McTaggart, who says that he
Is leaving for a distant trading post, gets
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Marie's father to run his store during his
absence. Instead, McTaggart goes to
Pierre's cabin, where he attacks Marie.
Pierre, fearing that harm might befall
his daughter, goes home, and is killed
in a fight with McTaggart. The
factor sets the Indians upon Jim's trail,
telling them that he is responsible for the
murder, but he is rescued by De Bar. a
half-breed, whom Jim befriended. Meanwhile, McTaggart abducts Marie, and the
Indians are unable to overtake him.
Marie's dog, Baree, however, assumes the
role of the avenger, and downs the
murderer.
Feature Nell Shipman as Marie and Alfred
Whitman as Jim Carvel.
Program and Advertising Phrases:
Stirring and Picturesque
Drama
of the
Great
west. Woods and Wilds of the NorthHalf Wolf, Half Dog, Protege, Protector and Final Avenger
of Heroine's
Wrongs.
Beautifully

Vizualizing
capped Grandeurs of

the
the

SnowSierra

Nevada's.
James
Oliver Curwood's
Famous Novel
Brought to the Screen.
Gripping
Tragedy
of the Great Northwest Screened in Vivid Scenes.
Greatest Glorification of the Dog Since
Jack London's Masterpiece.
Stunt Suggestions: Hook up with the
book sellers on the display of Curwood's
books, generally, featuring Baree. For
a throwaway use, "Do you like dogs? Of
course you do. In 'Baree, Son of Kazan,'
shown at (house and date), a Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature, five genuine
malamute dogs -were used to show the
canine hero at various stag'es of his
growth. A real woods story by James
Oliver Curwood." If you can get a dog
that will pass for half wolf use him for
street work, with a blanket lettered, "I
am 'Baree, Son of Kazan.' See me at the
(house) today." For the lobby use skins
and other hunting trophies, or roughly
suggest a post store in one corner if you
have the space.
Advertising Aids:
One design each one,
three
and
six-sheets.
Window
cards.
Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x2S.
Heralds.
Slides.
Plan book.
Press sheet.
Released May 27.
"THE CAILLAUX CASE"
William Fox Presents as a Contribution to the Cause of Democracy the
Supremely Sensational Visualization
of a Story of Real Life That Startled
the World.
Cast.
Joseph
Caillaux
Henry Warwick
Henriette Caillaux
Madaline Traverse
Bolo Pasha
George Majeroni
Gaston
Calmette
Eugene
Ormonde
Leo Claretie
Philip Van Loan
M. Renouard
Emile La Croix
Germaine Claretie
Norma McCloud
Albert
Calmette....
George
Humbert
Emperor
William
of Germany,
Frank McGlynn
Directed by Richard Stanton.
The Story:Renouard
Against her
father's
Henriette
elopes
withadvice
Leo
Claretie, a writer on the Paris newspaper.
"Le Figaro." The years pass. and
Claretie's failure to make a glowing success embitters his wife. With the assistance of Gaston Calmette, editor of the
paper, she meets Joseph Caillaux, the
French Minister of Finance, whose brilliant career has impressed her. Henriette
and Caillaux are mutually attracted to
each other. After divorcing his wife,
Caillaux, through his political influence,
secures a divorce for Henriette from
Claretie, who commits suicide. Caillaux
and Bolo Pasha scheme to bring about a
separate peace between France and Germany. Calmette, the political enemy of
Caillaux. hears of the intrigue, and announces his Intention to expose the plotters. But he is killed by Henriette before
he can carry out his plan. Caillaux employs his political power and secures an

June 1, 1918
acquittal for his wife. Data is discovered
in the United States relating to the conspiracy, which, when given to the French
Government, results in the execution of
Bolo Pasha and the imprisonment of Caillaux.
Feature Henry Warwick
as Joseph Caillaux, Madaline Traverse
as Henriette
Caillaux, and George Majeroni as Bolo
Pasha.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Picturizing the Greatest of International
Intrigues
as Exposed
by Startling
Turns
of the Wheels
of Avenging
Justice.
Screen Version of the Greatest International Tragedy of the War.
"The Evil Genius of France" Pilloried in
Convincing Photoplay.
Authentic Progress in Bola Pasha Case
Recorded in Convincing Episodes.
Doing
Murder
to Save Husband
from
Just Punishment for Treason.
Appalling Treachery and Treason
That
Nearly Prostrated Bleeding France.
Stunt Suggestions: At the present time
your capacity and enterprise alone will
limit the audiences you can draw to this
showing. Use the billboards generously,
and post smaller towns if there are transportation facilities. Use window paper
as well as the billboards. Make your
newspaper advertising sensational, and
take as large displays as you can afford.
Interest the local defense societies, and,
if possible, get them to attend the opening performance in groups. Keep a street
wagon out for a day or two before the
showing as well as during the run, and
work the papers for all the space they
will give to reading notices. The fact
that the story has a recent news value
that is still alive will give you a good
showing if you can make your stories
hinge on the late developments in the
news. Hammer away on the spy menace
and get the press stirred up. Give a
midnight matinee following the regular
showing "to accommodate the crowds
turned away from the regular performAdvertising Aids: Two styles each one.
three and six-sheets. Lobbv displays, Sx
10.
11x14.
Press free
sheets
and 'mats.
(Mats
may 22x2S.
be secured
by writing
to
the
Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Deance."
New York
on special partment,
order
at City.)
the rateCutsof are'made
20 cents
perReleased
column. May 19.
"PAY DAY"
Metro
Presents
Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney
Drew
in a Five-Act
Dramaturgical
Nightmare
with Farce-Comedy
Trimmings and a Wealth
of Rare Humor.
Cast.
Kirke Brentwood
Sidnev Drew
Doris Fenton
Mrs. Sidney Drew
Vampire
Florence Short
Isabel, Mrs. Brentwood I
Linda Farlev
Ruth. Mrs. Brentwood II.
Mrs. Samuel Zucker
Mrs. Fenton, Doris' mother.
Emily Lorraine
Dr. Grayson
Charles
Riegel
President Richard A. Rowland, of Metro,
Himself
Treasurer Joseph
Engel
Himself
Watkins. Brentwood's valet.... Dan Baker
Directed by Sidney Drew.
The Story: President Rowland grants
permission to the Drews to produce a fivereel drama, but Mr. Drew objects on the
ground that it may spoil their reputation
attained by their one-reel* comedies. So.
Mrs. Drew begins to read the story of the
plot. Doris Fenton. employed by Dr.
Grayson at the instigation of her fiance,
Kirke Brentwood, steals a large sum of
money from the doctor. The loss is discovered, and when Brentwood ignores her
requests to make restitution she pleads
guilty, and is sentenced to prison. Upon
her release two years later she finds that
Brentwood has married Isabel, a society
girl, whom he strangles to death when
she threatens to leave him after seeing
his true character.
Through an artifice

June
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« ood
has
Doris
convicted
of the
crime, but after Ave years of Imprison*
iixMit aba escapes, and from Dr. Grayson
■ th.it Brentwood lias married again.
.-. in Brentwood's home she finds aim
d is about to Blaj him when his
Ruth, appears.
Quickly
disarranging her hair and clothing she throws her
arms around
his neck, and assumi
iling attitude.
Ruth, placing but one
tructlon
on the scene,
leaves.
Dr.
Qrayson,
who
lias trailed her, Is horrlBed to discover that she Is afflicted with
leprosy, and
that
Brentwood
has contracted the disease.
The two are transto the leperthe colony.
Dnlshes portedreading
scenario, Mrs.and lo.-u
Mr.
Drew declares that it will never ilo, but
when he is told of the big money In the
proposition he agrees to produce It.
Feature Sidney Drew as Kirke Brentwood
and Mrs. Sidney Drew as Doris Fenton.
Program ami Advertising Phrases i Fantastic Revelation Of a Movie
Star's
Ambitions In Serious Offering by the
Comedy
Twain — Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Prow.

Saddening Story of a Kuined Life Revealed In Mock Tragedy.
Oddest of Screen Entertainments by
Cleverest of Screen Entertainers.
Original Theme Surrendering Ideals to
Demand of Profits.
Stars of Comedy Expand Their Artistry
to Encompass Serious Drama.
Vengeance of a Bride Revealed in a
Story Never Told in Pictures.
Stunt Sugegstions: About two weeks
before the showing set up in the lobby
a child's blackboard with a simple sum In
multiplication in which it is made to appear that live multiplied by one amounts
to ten. Decline to explain or to correct
the seeming error. When ready to advertise add on the board, "If the Drews
are funny in their one reel comedies they
are ten times as entertaining in this fivepart travesty. 'Pay Day'." Make this the
basis of your window work and newspaper advertising. Advertise that salary
will be paid all attending a certain performance. Hand out with the tickets the
small pay envelopes containing a herald
or other advertisement for "Pay Day,"
or distribute these from a special cashier's
window.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminute novel for newspapers. Lobby sheet.
Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby displays,
8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
Filler sheet.
Released May 27.
"BELIEVE
ME, XANTIPPE"
Jesse L. Lasky
Presents
Wallace
Reid
in Frederick
Ballad's
Harvard
Prize
Play of the Man
Who
Dodged
the
Police for One Year.
Cast.
George MacFarland
Wallace Reid
Thornton
Brown
Ernest
Joy
Dolly Kamman
Ann Little
Arthur
Sole
Henry
Woodward
Detective Thorne
James
Farley
Sheriff Kamman
Noah Beery
Wrenn
Wrigley
Charles
Ogle
Simp Calloway
James
Cruze
Violette
Winifred Greenwood
Williams
Clarence Geldert
Directed
by Donald Crisp.
The Story: The apartments of wealthy
George MacFarland are robbed and, in discussing the situation with his two
friends, Brown and Sole, he bets them
$20,000 that he can commit a crime and
escape capture for a year. According to
the wager MacFarland forges a check,
signing Brown's name. His friends plan
to play a trick on him and capture him,
but MacFarland succeeds In eluding them.
The check is brought to the bank, MacFarland is pronounced a fugitive from
justice and the police are given a description of him. His photograph, on
which is written his' favorite expression.
"Believe Me, Xantippe," is circulated
throughout
the country.
Nearly
twelve
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months

later in the west, where
MacFarland BOB gone, lie meets Dolly, daunlitet Of sii.miii k .iiiiiiiuu. who, bavin
calved one of the circulars showing
his
plct ure, 1 1
him .i i once u in n be
remarks
"Believe
Me, Xantippe."
Dolly
COVeri
him ins
with story.
her Kim According
ami M a.- 1'atorla the
ml
tells her
terms of the wager MacFarland Is to be
oaughl i'\ a real offloer of the law, and
Dolly, not being one, it is decided thai
MacFarland bas won his bet. Brown and
sole agree that the joke is on them, and
MacFarland makes Dolly his wl
Feature Wallace Reed as Gei
<Farlaml ami Ann Little as Doll] K. unman.
Program
and
kdvertialnsr
Phraaeai
SelfRellanl
Youth
Commits
Crime
on a
Wager and Blades Officials Until Captured by Brave Girl.
Wagering
His Wil
His Liberty Clever Youth
Baffles Detection.
Clubman
Wafers
Fortune Thai Me Can
Commit Crime and Elude Police.
Famous Stage Success Now Translated
to the Screen.
Harvard
Prize Play Finds
Revival
in
Fascinating Screen Version.
Criminal Sought by Police Betrays Himself at the Door of Liberty.
stunt Snggcstlonsi In the press work
make capita] of the fact that this play
won the prize in the 1913 play contest
at Harvard University, and that its Boston success induced professional presentation in New York and on the road. Use
snipe teasers with only the title and liners
in the newspapers. Get the stores to use
the phrase in window dressing of "Believe Me, Xantippe, our dollar shirts are
the best value you ever saw." This is
good only if you can get a majority of
the stores to use the catch phrase. If
you use the press book stunt suggestions,
it might be well to remember that Xantippe was a lady and not a man as suggested.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released May 27.
"TOYS
OF
FATE"
Metro
Presents
the
Famous
Actress
Mme. Nazimova in a Seven-Part Story
of a Gypsy's Vengeance that Worked
in Unexpected Ways.
Cast.

ova
Mme'
Henry
CharlesNazim
Bryant
}
H|gar Livingston
Pharos, the gypsy chief
Frank Currier
Greggo
Irving Cummings
Bruce Griswold
Dodson Mitchell
Howard Belmont
Edward J. Connelly
Blanche
Griswold
Nila Mac
Directed by George D. Baker.
The Story: Hagar, the young wife of
Pharos, the gysy chief, leaves him for
Bruce Griswold. When Griswold tires of
her he tells her to go, and in despair
she throws herself from an upper window. Pharos finds the body and swears
vengeance upon Griswold. Some years
after, the gypsies again camp on the Griswold estate. Griswold tells his lawyer,
Henry Livingston, to evict them. Henry
seeks to do so, but becomes enamoured
of Azah, the daughter of Hagar and
Pharos. Griswold, visiting the camp, also
becomes enamoured of Azah, and as a
means to gaining possession of her he
offers to have her educated. Thinking to
make herself more worthy of Henry, Azah,
assents,
Pharosonlywarns
Griswold martha'C
she may but
be won
in honorable
riage. Later Griswold, infatuated, offers
to marry her, but is poisoned by the
draught Azah intended for herself, and
her mother is avenged. She is tried for
murder,
but no
is longer
saved by
Henry's
defense and
is the
toy ofclever
fate.
Feature
Mme.
Nazimova,
who
portrays
Azah and Hagar, and Charles Bryant, as
Henry Livingston.

Program
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Provide
Thrilling
Screen
Enterta
iiiii

stunt Sugrvestionsi Bias- up
Btrongly, making heavy use of her name
ami photographs
In newspapers and window work. Y..1I may
be able to contrive
a gypsy encampment for the lobby display with a pretty girl in
dress
telling fortunes the burden ol whlcb Is
thai the listener should see Toys of Fate
on the playing date. Y.n
up a
gypsy street wagon with a girl and a
man In gypsy dress on the driver's seat
and h
or lithographs on the sides,
bul emphasis on the star and the feature
will pri.l. ably bring the best returns.
Advertising;
Mdai Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets.
Press sheet,
minute novel for newspapers. Lobby sheet.
Slides.
Heralds.
Cuts.
Lobby
displays,
8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
Filler sheet.
"A DAUGHTER OF THE
WEST"
Pathe Presents Baby Marie Osborne in
a Vividly Pictured Melodramatic Story
of the Untamed
West.
Cast.
Baby Marie Osborne
Ralph Gordon
Frank Whitson
Stella Gordon
Marion
Warren
Sarah Malcomb
Leota Lorraine
Allan Stand ish
j. w. Foster
"Rawhide" Pete
William Quinn
Directed by William Bertram.
The Story: Owing to the inequality of
age between Ralph Gordon and his wife,
Stella, the young woman at the seaside
resort where she has gone accompanied
only by her baby daughter, June, harkens
to the call of youth, and becomes enamored
of Allan Standish, a social parasite. Stella
shamefully neglects June, who finds happiness in playing with a little colored boy.
Gordon is advised anonymously of his
wife's infatuation, and hurries to the
scene. After thrashing the masher, Gordon goes
to Hell's Gulch to protect his
mining
interests
from the depredations of
"Rawhide" Pete. Gordon falls in love
with Sarah Malcomb, the governess to his
child, June. Standish arrives, buys a low
dancehall, and, with "Rawhide" Pete, defies Gordon, now the sheriff. Pete is captured, and Standish, who has escaped,
compels Sarah to hide him. Gordon
locates Standish, and a pistol duel results. From here to the end the action is
of the rapid fire order, with a startling
surprise in the climax.
Feature Baby Marie Osborne as June and
Frank Whitson as Ralph Gordon.
Program and Advertising Phrases:
Gripping Melodrama Full of Thrills and
Quick Action.
Mating
of December
and May
Brings
Happiness Through Wild Adventure.
Desperadoes
"Hell's
are
Thwarted by ofClever
Child. Gulch"
Stirring
Encounters
Lend
Thrills and
Excitement
to Photoplot.
Screen's Baby Star Makes Great Record
in Crime Exposures.
Domestic
Tragedy
Turned
Into Love
Romance by Child's Cleverness.
Stunt Suggestions: Play up strongly
the pictures of Baby Osborne, using them
for window displays with, "See Baby
Osborne foil the state robbers," "See
Baby Osborne capture the desperado, Rawhide Pete," and similar phrases, with the
addition of house name and date. For
the lobby use the picture display, with
a suggestion that this Western play is
different from the usual stories in which
the child has appeared. The same line
should
be followed
in the newspapers.
Advertising
Aids:
One one-sheet,
two
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three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x11. both in sepia and
color. Also 22x28. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
Released May 26.
"ROSE
O' PARADISE"
Paralta Plays Present Bessie Barriscale
in a Story
by Grace
Miller
White,
Author of "Tess of the Storm Country"
and Other Famous
Books
and Plays.
Cast.
Virginia
Singleton
Bessie Barriscale
Lafe Grandoken
Howard
Hickman
Jordon
Morse
David
M. Hartford
Theodore
King
Norman
Kerry
Peg Grandoken
Edythe Chapman
Maulding
Bates
William
Delmar
Mollie Mcrriweather
Lucille Young
Thomas
Singleton
Arthur Allardt
Directed by James Young.
The Story: The wife of Thomas Singleton dies giving birth to a daughter, Virginia. The tragedy unbalances Singleton's mind, and he is put in an
asylum. Jordon Morse, Singleton's halfbrother, becomes the legal guardian
of the child. Knowing that Virginia
has inherited quite a fortune, he plots to
secure it. When Virginia is eighteen
years old her father escapes from the
sanitarium. After establishing his identity and revealing Morse's scheme he
sends Virginia to "Lafe" Grandoken, an
old friend. The death of Singleton occurs shortly after the departure of his
daughter. While picking flowers in the
■woods near Grandoken's home, Virginia is
accosted by Maulding Bates, the town
bully, but aid comes in the person of
Theodore King, with whom she had become acquainted some time ago. For
threatening to tell Grandoken of his plot
to get Virginia's money Morse kills Bates,
and by a subterfuge fastens the blame on
Grandoken. Virginia is a "witness to the
murder, and Morse, fearing that she will
inform the authorities, imprisons her in
a dilapidated house, but she escapes, and
at the crucial moment during the inquest
she appears and tells her story. Morse is
placed under arrest and King, who has
fallen in love with Virginia, finds that
his love is reciprocated, and the two are
subsequently married.
Feature Bessie Barriscale as Virginia Sinsleton and Norman Kerry as Theodore
King.
Program
and
Advertising:
Phrases:
Intrigue and Violence,
Following
Villain's Plot to Rob Heiress of Fortune,
Fails
When
Justice
Avenges
Foul
Murder and Bestows Happiness Upon
Pretty Orphan Girl.
The Lengths to Which Villainy Will Go
to Further
Selfish Ends
Diclosed
in
Gripping Photo-Drama.
"Tess of the Storm Country" Has Sequel
in Gripping Photoplay.
Engaging
Entertainment
Provided
in
Photoplay of Thrilling Episodes.
Excitement and Thrills Create Sustained
Interest in Clever Plot.
Fast-Moving
Photo-Plot
Creates
Interesting Entertainment.
Stunt Suggestions:
Get some energetic
woman
to start a "Happy
in Spite" club
along the lines of that suggested
in the
story.
Announce
thai all of those who
have seen the story and understand
the
scope of the club are eligible to membership, or announce
the formation
of the
club at a matinee
performance.
Much
can be done with the press in a small
town
With
sllrh a club,
which
can
be
made to live (and work
for the house)
long after the play is gone.
For window
work
try a pail With
three or four toy
kittens,
a Violin
anil a bundle
dene
up
in a cloth, using a card announcing "This
is all the baggage the heiress carried, but
she found love an.d Cortune at her journey's end. See Hose o' Paradise at (house
and date), r.essie Barriscale is the star."
Idvertistng viiis: Two designs each one
and three-sheets. One six-sheet. Thumbnail and one
to three-column
cuts
in
electro

or

mats.

Press

Released May 13.
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"BROADWAY SCANDAL"
Bluebird
Presents
Carmel
Myers
and
Edwin August in the Story of a Man
Who Learned the True Worth of the
Women of the French Nation.
Cast.
Dr. Kendall
W. H. Bainbridge
David
Kendall
Edwin
August
"Kink"
Colby
Lon Chaney
Nenette Bisson
Carmel
Myers
Armande Bisson
Andrew Robson
Paul De Caval
S. K. Shilling
Falkner
Frederick Gamble
Directed by Joseph De Grasse.
The Story: Nenette Bisson, a young
French girl, is brought to the private sanitarium operated by David Kendall and
his father. She has a bullet wound in
the shoulder, and young Kendall, intoxicated, fails to notify the police. Nenette
becomes enamored of David, but he, believing that all French women are not
to be taken seriously, does not reciprocate
her affection. When she has fully recovered, Nenette returns to continue her
dancing
in her father's
cafe.
Kendall
follows sometime
later and
reaches
the

June 1, 1918
repudiated as a member of the family decides him to go West. In Mohawk, Ariz.,
where Harvey and his wife have gone, the
young man finds himself the butt of many
practical jokes by the cowboys, ajid
Gwendolyn
"lifeJ-»rry
she
is forced torevolts
live byagainst
flirtingthe
with
Marquis. Being an uncouth man, Jerry
takes her forcibly to him, and she is
struggling in his arms when Harvey
comes upon the scene. A fight ensues, and
Harvey is whipped. But Harvey, determined to show the man in him, takes
boxing lessons, and returns later to knock
out Jerry. Gwendolyn realizes her love
for her husband, and after explanations
they are reconciled.
Feature
Margery
Wilson
as Gwendolyn
Alcot and Lee Hill as Harvev Marton.
Jr.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Merge
in Questionable Marriage of Convenience.
Society Girl's "Baby Stare" Changed to
Intelligence
by Strange
Adventure.
Love Comes to Fickle Jade When Real
Manliness Opens Her Eyes.
The Way of the West Makes a Man of
Eastern
Fop.
Tenderfoot Turns Tables on Western
Disciples
of Force.
Society Manners and Boxing Gloves
Bring Surprising Climax.
Stunt Suggestions: Arrange with dealers
handling sporting goods to make a display of boxing gloves and books on
pugilism, with a card reading. "When
Harvey Marton caught his wife in the
arms
foreman he didn't knock him
down —ofhehisgot
knocked down. Learn to
handle your hands and save a similar embarrassment. See 'Old Loves for New' at
(house and date)." Use the stills for other
window displays, with a line. "A baby
stare made a man of Harvey Marton in
the Ions: run. See how it worked out in
'Old Loves for New' at (house and date)."
For
the lobby
ask, "Cantype
you that
flirt the
politelv."
explaining
in smaller
ranch

cafe just as Nenette has consented to become the wife of a man she does not love.
The police trail her and she is arrested.
The shame thus heaped upon her father
causes him to drive her from home.
Nenette becomes a stage favorite, and
David, who has joined the United States
medical corps, realizes while in the thick
of battle the valor and devotion of French
women.
Feature Edwin August as David Kendall
and Carmel Myers as Nenette.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Side
Lights on Stage Life Supply Surprising Trend of Gripping Photo-story.
Dancing Girl Wins
Happiness Through
Strange
Pranks
of Fate.
Brief Journeys Into Mysteries of Stage
Life.
Love Finds the Way to Dispose of Suspicion and Mistrust.
Unusual Photoplot Presented in a Series
of Surprising Episodes.
Mystifying Advance of Engaging Photoplay Baffles Plot-Detectives.
Stunt Suggestions: Use the French and
United States flags for drapes for window displays and lobby use. For a display in a jewelry store surround a wedding ring with a display of handsome diamonds with a card lettered "David Kendall was willing: to give Nenette any
ring save the plain gold band, and learned
late that not all French -women are shallow and inconstant. See Broad-way Scandal at (house and date)." Work some
special press paragraphs on the question
raised in this story and the misconception
as to the real nature of the French women.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and tWO-COiumns wide.
Tress book.
Released June 1.

"HIGH STAKES"
Triangle
Presents
J. Barney
Sherry
in
a Story of a Society Thief Who Baffles Scotland Yard
to the Very
End.
Cast.
Ralph Stanning
J. Barney Sherry
Inspector Reginald Culvert . Harvey Clark
Marie Stanning
,
Jane Miller
Chakiff
Ed Washington
Lady
Alice
Myrtle
Rishell
Clyde Harrison
Ben Lewis
Janitor
J. p. Wilde
Jimmy
Dick Rosson
Directed by Arthur Hoyt.

"OLD LOVES FOR NEW"
Triangle Presents Margery Wilson and
Lee
Hill in the Story
of a Society
Dangler Who
Was
Made a Man
Because His Wife Was Flirtatious.
Cast.
Gwendolyn Alcot
Margery Wilson
Airs. Alcot
Blanch
Gray
Harvey Marten. Sr
George
Pearco
Harvey
Marion.
.1 r
Lee Hill
Hose Harrison
Irene Hunt
Mugs
Leo Willis
.terry Marquis
Pete Morrison
1 Hennessey
Lee Phelps
Directed by Raymond Wells.
The story: When Harvey Marton, Jr..
the son of a wealthy banker, marries
Gwendolyn Alcot he is amazed to find that
she Is not the innocent uirl she appeared
to be before becoming his wife: she has
a fondness for cigarettes and cocktails.
The two enter a life of riotous living, hut
his father's demands that he cease or be

The Story: A famous jewel has been
stolen from Kensington Museum, London,
and Inspector Culvert, of Scotland Yard,
is baffled. He suspects Ralph Stanning,
but is unable to obtain any direct evidence, and Stanning eludes him at every
turn. Stanning rescues a young girl from
officers who have arrested her for attempted suicide and marries her. The
marriage works a great change in his
life and he abandons his evil ways, doing
good where once he planned only evil. At
last Culvert, unwilling to admit defeat,
thinks he has Stannine- trapped, but finds
instead that he has but paved the way
for Stanning's greatest triumph and his
own complete undoing.
Feature J. Barney Sherry as Ralph Stanning: Myrtle Rishell as Lady Alice.
Program
and Advertising Phrases:
Interest-Gripping Detective Story Involvingland
the Yard
Unfolding
of
a
Famous
ScotMystery.
Thrills of Adventure Provide Fascinating Interest in Detective Tale.

foreman couldn't play the game according to New Tork rules.
Advertising Aids: One design each one.
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x2V
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Press sheet.
TriansJe Masazine.
Released Mav 26.
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.i throwawaj
can bi
;i child
i "i adoption
clrcumatan
i ;i\ ■■ emphaali
to tl

A M K It 1 C A N

jfotoplnpcr

in-

p,.,.
Inre-Plot
i;.'\.-.cis Mysteries
of Famous Scotland
y.u.i
n Bugsreatlonai
Borrow
some
pairs
of handcuffs and attach them to window
«-.inls reading
"A
famous
Scotland
tlve sought
to i'li..'
those
on the
Ralph
Staiming,
l>"t his e\ ei >
•ffort led to tresh defeats in the splendid
of wits in High Si i : es, to be show n
at (house and
date).
J. Barnes
Sherry
had a better
chance
than
In tins
■plendid Triangle."
if you can borrow
a
for tli>' lobby use a card, "The man
who
stole
the
famous
Southern
Cross
worked the combination of the vault
through the sense of touch. A season
ticket will be given to anyone who can
open this safe. The ticket is inside the
Get it." Be careful to change the
combination of the safe or the owner
may pass around the tip.
Idvertfetng
Udai
Two
one-sheets,
one
three
and
six-sheets.
Heralds
in
rotogravure.
Slides.
Lobb>
displays,
lix
14 and 22x28.
Electros and
mats.
Tress
sheets.
Released May 26.
"MEN"
Foursquare
Pictures
Presents
a Star
Cast in a Screen Version of the Striking Dramatic
Success
by
Harry
S.
Sheldon.
Cast.
Laura Burton
\nna Lehr
Mrs. Burton
Charlotte
Walker
Mrs. Fairbanks
Wilette Kershaw
Alice
Fairbanks'
Gertrude
McCoy
Mrs
Hamilton
Ida
Darling:
Roger
Hamilton
Robert
Cain
George
Fairbanks
William
Tooker
Tom Courtney
Huntley Gordon
Anthony
Gerard
Bradley
Barker
Doctor Forbes
Fred
Radcliff e
Directed by Perry R. Vekroft.
The Story: Mrs. Fairbanks,
the wife of
the wealthy
George
Fairbanks,
has
become slightly mentally deranged
through
the death
of her child, and
in following
out the advice of his doctor to secure a
child if his wife's health is to be restored.
Mr. Fairbanks adopts the infant daughter
of Mrs. Burton, who is unable to support
her two
children.
Years
later
the two
sisters,
Laura
Burton
and
Alice
Fairbanks, meet Roger Hamilton,
a scion
of
a wealthy
family.
Roger
falls in love
with Laura, but a little later decides that
a match with Alice would be more to his
advantage.
When
Alice
and
her fiance.
Tom Courtney, quarrel, Roger pushes his
suit the harder,
but finds his efforts unproductive. True love
finally
triumphs
in the marriage
of Alice
to Tom,
and
Laura to Anthony
Gerard.
Feature Anna Lehr as Laura Burton, Gertrude McCoy as Alice Fairbanks, Huntley Gordon as Tom Courtney and Bradley Barker as Anthony
Gerard.
Program and Advertising Phrases: MotherLove
Mistakenly
Surrenders
Babe
to
the
Mercy
of
Men
Through
ColdHearted
Action
of Remorseless
Society Woman.
Sociological
Photodrama
Presents AgeOld Problem in Odd Solution.
Promptings of Poverty Surrenders Babe
to Cold-Hearted Foster Parent.
Reason
Saved
from
Tottering
Throne
Through
Mother's Sacrifice.
Gripping
Situations
Dominate
An
Unfolding Plot of Tense Interest.
Stunt
Suggestions:
The
story
does
not
offer much chance for special stunts, but
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"THE OLDEST LAW"
World-Pictures
Present June Elvidge in
the Story
of a Girl Who
Found
That
the Law of Self-Preservation
Was
the
Oldest Law of All.

Caat.

MOTION

PICTURE

CAMERA?

BASS tkstf.I) AM) QUARANTEBD
PICtllH Ca&UVM art* the nemo of
good .line Whether you purchaso a new
Universal at. a t)iK sarins or a used Universal at prtOOS from $195 to $225. you
are obtaining a camera of undoubted

BASS

capabilities. USED
ERAS MOTION
ALWAYS PICTURE
ON HANDCAM

CAMERA COMPANY

III N. Dearborn St.. CHICAGO.
M. P. CAMERA
DEPT. ___

For the fullest and latest news of the moving: picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by lead•read
ing British technical men — for brilliant and
('strictly impartial criticisms of all films,

THE

BIOSCOPE

The Leading British Trade Journal with an
International Circulation
85 Shaftesbury
Avenue,
London,
W.
Specimen
on Application
sprxo
:vM

Moving Picture
Machine Motor

Alternating
or Direct
$18.00
current complete with
variable speed lever.
Immediate delivery.
Fidelity Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tout
own prtnUng.
special
Ticket,
any
any
colore, erery
accurately
numbered;
roll
Coupon
Uckete guaranteed.
for Prise Drawing*.
5,000 $2.50.
Prompt
shipment*. Cash with
the order.
samples.Tickets,
Bend eertal
diagram for RewiredGetSeattheCoupon
or dated. Stock tickets 5.000 to 25.000 fifteen
cents per thousand, 50,000 ten cents, 100,000
nine cents.
PRICES
Five Thousand
$1.25
Ten Thousand
2.50
Fifteen Thousand
3.7S
Twenty-five Thousand
5.50
Fifty Thousand
7.60
One Handred Thousand
10.00

NationalTicketCo.,shamokin,pa.
Any 3 of these son^s including iP per \f k_.
title, chorus ♦ cory of music

>C5. iimTM'U,

Jennie < '"x
rune El
I >addy Cox
Capt. Ch
Billy West
inim
i lo
1 lora West
i
ment
Rolfe
Frank
Andl
Henry
Walker
Frank
Nort
Directed by Harvey Knoles.
The xtorj : While bunting In the words
of Maine. Professor Rolfe, a botanist, Injures himself. He is found by Jennie Cox,
who helps him to her father's cabin, where
he is nursed back to health. During the
pp. .lessor's convalescence a Btrong friendship develops between him and Jennie and
her father. It is not long after the departure of the professor that Jennie's
father dies, and the girl goes to the city
to earn her living. She meets the professor, who offers her the shelter of his
home, but her happiness is soon blasted
again by his death. She manapes to secure
a position as typist, but a disgruntled employee causes her discharge. Jennie, deciding to have a little pleasure before
searching for another position, enters a
famous New York Cafe, where she encounters Billy West, whom she met in the
Maine woods, and who is now winding up
the affairs of his divorce suit. She becomes his housekeeper, and it is here that
a series of thrilling incidents enter her
life. It culminates, however, in her favor,
for she becomes the wife of West.
Feature June Elvidge as Jennie Cox and
John Bowers as Billy 'West.
Program
I Advertising Phrases: Mountain Girl's Battle Against Adversity in
Great City Won by Surprising Combination of Circumstances That Culminate in Life's Happiness.
Resisting
Temptation
Brave
Girl Wins
Happiness
in Great
City.
Gay Life in a Great City Reveal Temptations to Young
Womanhood.
Modern
Story
of City Life Filled
With
Thrilling and Unusual Episodes.
Surprises
and
Thrills
Lend
Tense
Interest to Gripping
Photoplot.
Stnnt
Suggestions:
Use
a throwaway.
"What
is the oldest
law?
If you
don't
know
come
to the Blank theater
(date)
and
find out.
If you
do know,
we can't
keep
you away."
For
window
work
use
a few law reports with a card, "These are
the newest
laws — the laws of man.
'The
Oldest
Law'
is the law
of nature.
See
what
it is at the Chouse
and
date).
A
World feature with pretty June Elvidge.."
For
lobby
work
use
the stills and
the
query as to what is the oldest law.
Advertising Aids: Two styles, each one,
three and six-sheets. Free advance poster. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x2^.
Two-color heralds. One and two-column
cuts. Slides. Press sheet.
Released May
27.

Watch for

SPANUTH'S ORIGINAL
VOD-A-VIL MOVIES
Chicago
Commonwealth
Pictures Corp.

Greater N.Y. Slide Co. ' 154 W45^ St. N. Y
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"$5,000 REWARD"
Bluebird Presents
Franklyn
Farnum
in
a Vivid Adaptation of Charles Wesley
Saunders' Story, Cast"My Arcadian Wife."
Henry Arlington
William Lloyd
Dick Arlington
Franklyn Farnum
Norcross
J. Farrell MacDonald
Tracy
Wharton
Jones
Hammersley
Marc Fenton
Margaret Hammersley
Gloria Hope
Ackley
Frank Brownlee
Aunt Kate
Lule Warrenton
Jeanette
Grace
McLean
Directed by Douglas Gerrard.
The Story: Dick Arlington's wife is the
daughter of the farmer for whom he
works. Dick is a fugitive, having been
accused — but unjustly so — of the murder
of his rich uncle. He finally tells Margaret,
his wife, and she, having implicit faith in
her husband, leaves with him for the city
where the crime was committed. After
having caused Dick many a heartache,
Margaret solves the problem which has
been mystifying the police. It turns out
that a foxy, old lawyer was at the bottom
of the affair, and Dick, with a great load
off his mind, returns with his wife to
their country home.
Feature Franklyn Farnum as Dick Arlington and Gloria Hope as Margaret.
Program and Advertising Phrases:
Country Bride Turns Actress to Free
Her Husband from Suspicion of Crime
and Captures Real Criminal Through
Her Artistry.
Groom Beset With Suspicions Mistrusts
Bride Who
Gives Him Freedom.
Odd Twist of Plot Brings Mystery Play
to Surprise Finish.
Screen
Comedian
Turns to Serious Effort in Latest Photo Hit.
Crime Story Mingles Love and Mystery
in Gripping Proportions.
Wins
Bride,
Freedom
and
Happiness
While Dodging the Law.
Stunt Suggestions: The reward bill suggested in the press matter is an excellent
idea and should be followed in some form,
with or without the cut. Work it in all
possible forms for window and lobby display, for the title will work harder than
any special stunt you can devise. Also
play up in your advertising the fact that
in this story Farnum does dramatic work
instead of the serio-comicy style of acting he has been following. Offer it as a
novelty.
Advertising Aids: One design each one.
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two-columns wide. Press book.
Released May 25.

tles here raged furiously, and front line
trenches were mercilessly raked by Huns,
but they did not pass.
In the Far East. — The new star in
Bethlehem. British forces enter old
Biblical City in their slow but sure advance in Mesopotamia.
Chicago, 111. — Masaryk — Masaryk — this
magic name is shouted by 40,000 Czechoslovaks in welcoming the great Bohemian
patriot. Subtitles: Professor Masaryk,
who seeks to free his people from Austria's oppressive domination. They rally
'round Old Glory — for it will bring freedom to all people — all races — everywhere.
Des Moines, la. — Breaking in Western
horses is the task of the remount station
*** ftm
an
U
£ t

buys
model
Power's
double• latest
dissolving
stereopticon

*¥
factory and
even a sign
sell quick.

guarantee
it to be
fully
equipped
as if bought from
that it is the same as new, not
of rust on nickel parts. Must

r^ t rj with iris diaphragm. Will

CARL

GILBERT,

1008

Pierce

St.,

Sioux

City,

Iowa

Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER
ELECTRIC
CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio

EXHIBITORS SBPPLY CO. One.
Mailers

Building,

CHICAGO,

Exclusive

Distributors

ILL.

Simplex Machines

Illinois

Indiana

Wisconsin

SWAAB
SIMPLEX

MACHINE

Distributor
PENNSYLVANIA.
NEW
JERSEY,
DELAWARE.
MARYLAND
1S27 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
Repairing and AU Supplies

CENTRAL
THEATRE SUPPLY
In

the

Heart

of the

Film

CO.

District

A COMPLETE
LINE OF
SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
606 Consumers

Bldg., Chicago, 111.

UNIVERSAL

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Btearst-Pathe News No. 39 (May 11).
London, England. — Small and large,
young and old — every one in Britain is
doing something for the war. King
George reviews marine scouts.
Denver, Colo. — Back from a long visit
to the American forces in France, MajorGeneral Wood urges the speeding up of
war activities.
San Francisco, Cal. — Midst the turmoil
of war the water sports season slips in
quietly, and white-winged skippers come
out in full force.
Champagne,
France. — For weeks
bat-

Motion Picture Camera
more speed
better results,
at half the price.
Write

for 6 new

feature*.

LOCAL

SCREEN

I-sue

No.

73

(May

31).

For the Kiddies. — Chemistry for the
Kiddies. The magic of modern science
enables youngsters to make a variety of
useful things.
Comedy. — Screen Vaudeville De Luxe.
High Brow Ponies Perform. A product
of equine culture which, if it becomes
widespread, ought to put a large percentage of our animal citizenship in the
voting class.
Industry. — Planting for the Future
Generation.
Lumber
is one offor
Unclebuilding
Sam's
most
necessary
materials
ships and other war purposes. Ten
million young seedlings and a great
quantity of seed are being planted annually in national
forests in order that

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
PICTURE THEATRES

Everv State — total, 25.300; by States. $3. 50
Per M.
1.500 film exchanges
5.00
313 manufacturers and studios
2.00
36$ machine and supply dealers.... 2.00
Further Particular*:

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
We

Manufacture

Complete EXIT Signs

<5 to 79 Cents in Quantity
Also Fir* Escape Signs and Other Specialties

240 E. Ontario St., Chicago

T. L. ROBINSON
& CO.
105 W. Monroe St., Chicago

MERCHANTS

GLAD

TO

ADVERTISING

USE

Exclusive Territory — "Wonderful Sample Outfits — Helpful Cooperation — Investigate

ROTHACKER

Universal Screen Magazine.

Burke & James, Inc.

PHOTOPLAYLETS
YOUR

Hearst-Pnthe Xevrs No. 40 (May 15).
San Francisco, Cal. — O. K. — a great
achievement! Largest concrete ship in
the world, the S. S. Faith, successfully
undergoes its trial test.
Fair Forest, S. C. — Railroad wreck with
no fatalities! Xew York-Xew Orleans
train is derailed near Camp Wadsworth
due to defective
tracks.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Loyal to our Allies —
Golden West Flag Day celebration is occasion for a glorious tribute to the cause
of the Allies.
Venice, Italy. — Innocent victims of
ruthless warfare. American JRed Cross
succors thousands of little refugees from
Hun-ravaged lands.
Gottenburg, Sweden. — More dreadnaughts for Sweden and her merchant
ships will be safe. King Gustav attends
the launching of latest warship.
Washington, D. C. — Welcomed by all —
Pershing's veterans on short visit here
are accorded a •warm reception by Senate
Military
Committee.
Louisville, Ky. — The turf classic of the
year— the historic Kentucky Derby brings
60.000 enthusiastic race fans to Churchill
Down.

MOVING

Synopses of News Reels

MAKE

at Camp
which is one of the largest in theDodge,
country.
In the Limelight. — Lloyd George, Prime
Minister of Great Britain, whose Government was overwhelmingly upheld by
House of Commons.
Yaphank, L I. — Trench veterans greet
rookies. Blue Devils of France visit Camp
Uptonshape.
to see America's great army round
into

FILM MFG. CO. SS&SoTKLSSfi
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Commonwealth
Pictures Corp.
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(250.00

21 Baal

Mutual.
Screen Telegram
No. 22 < May
15).
Italy Observes
Victory. — King
and
his
review
French
and
Italian
troops
after defeat
of Austrians
at a city near
Lustro-Itallan
battle front.
Form Battalion of Death. — Los Angeles
high school girls Organize for war, and
offer their services to the United States
on the firing line if wanted.
ranize Border Cavalry. — Three pretty
• nan sisters stage stunt at Houston,
Tex ., to stimulate
recruiting
for newly
organized regiment
of horsemen.
Graduate 1.500 Midshipmen. — Special
class of students receive diplomas in
United States Navy at impressive ceremony at the naval academy in picturesque Annapolis.
Billie Sunday Plays Ball. — Sensational
evangelist takes part in old time basehall game staged on Chicago grounds for
war relief.
Stars of 1SS0 participate.
Anzacs Visit West Point. — Special
parade held at United States Military
Academy for visiting veterans of British
Army. Cadets stage their world famed
drills.
Say Prayers for Victory. — Canadians
assemble at Queen's Park, Toronto, and
offer public supplication for military success. Wounded heroes take part in services.
Perfect Camouflauge Art. — Women of
New York pose as stones and trees in
experiments for military deception conducted by Relief Camouflage
Corps.
St. Louis Opens Markets. — Missouri
metropolis establishes public markets
where farmers from neighboring territory sell produce direct to the consumer.

AUTOMATIC

TICKET SELLING and CASH REGISTER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

AUTOMATICKET

OF

MACHINES

and

all kinds of Theatre Tickets
USED
UNIVERSALLY
1735 BROADWAY
N. Y. CITY

Watch

for

SPANUTH'S ORIGINAL
VOD-A-VIL MOVIES
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Chicago
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World.

Th$o3u.s5a0nd
Every player in the films.
Size of picture, 2% inches
long, l3/4 inches wide. You
can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
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OKLAHOMA

Telegram
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(Mary
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Gaumont Company.
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10).

Atlanta, Ga. — Dirt Track Season Opens.
Ellingbee wins Southeastern sweepstakes.
Los Angeles, Cal. — School Children Help

We have tor tale Twenty Million
. Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; Zudora, IB
reels; and Million Dollar Mystery,
46 reels. We also have a large stock
of new and commercial film In all
lengths for all parts of the globe.
EataDlitbcd

THE

220 West 42nd Street, New York
12th Floor,
Candler Building

THEATRE

inrlu<lnl.

throughout thi oonatiy.

Girl Students Set Record. — Pupils of
Julia Richman High School, New York,
visit City Hall Park. Sell $2,199,000
Liberty Bonds and $28,679 savings stamps.
Save American Baby Power. — Chicago
holds exposition to teach mothers ways
to rear their youngsters into healthy boys
and
girls.

MFG. CO.

WORLD'S STANDARD

50c.-Strrlch.ri.

King
Views
Boy
Marines.George,
of
England,
Inspects organization
oi youthful soldiers of the sea.
Monarch
with and pats youngsters
on the back.
Auto Trucks Carrj Horses. — Motor
transports of American Expeditionary
Force rush toward front with machine
guns
and
horses
to help
erman
drive.
Review Pershing's Vets. — Troop of
American Expeditionary Force parades
before members of Senate Committee on
Military Affairs at Washington, D. C.
Great Horse Race Staged.. — Exterminator wins turf classic at Louisville, Ky.,
before a crowd of 40,000 spectal
Show How the "Subs" Fight. — Sea fight
between submarines and submarine
chasers staged at Venice, Cal., as part of
patriotic
demonstratioi .
Red Cross Drive Starts. — American Red
Cross begins campaign in New York City
for its second $100,000,000. Canteen in
big Pennsylvania
station.
Yale Oarsmen Win Race. — Penn Varsity
crew defeated by New Haven crew in
race on Schuylkill River. Penn Freshmen win from Yale class crew.
Commission New Officers. — Men from
Camp Meade Training School receive their
diplomas and commissions from MajorGeneral
Keehn.
Open Great Greek Theater. — Largest
edifice of its kind in the world dedicated
at
Pomona, Cal. To be home of classic
dancing.

Send
for
samples
and new catalogue.
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I "•. Angeles

the war may no! leave a depleted supply.
(Official Mm of the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Sports. On the Trail of the Sea Cow
or Manati. One of the strangest and
most ponderous aquatic animals, it lias
■ curious human-like habit of lying with
head and shoulders out of water with its
young clasped to Its breast. Fishermen
find hunting it an exciting
sport.

THE
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126 West 46th St., New
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Save
Leather
Supply.
They
shed
their
shoes as aid to war conservation.
Boston, Mass. — Send a "Pill" to Kaiser
Bill. Everyone who buys a 25-cent stamp
drops a real bullet into a sharpnel shell
that will be sent to the front and fired
into the Kaiser's ranks.
Elsinore,
Cal.Farmers
— America's
ized Women
TakeFirst
the OrganField.
Farmerettes will operate a 4,000 acre
ranch.
Chicago, 111. — 20,000 Bohemians Greet
Chief of Revolution. Prof. Mazaryk
passes through Chicago en route to Washington.
Phoenix, Ariz. — Wool Is Scarce. Millions
of uniforms are required for our army in
Prance. Make your old woolen garments
last as long as possible.
Detroit, Mich. — Train of 90 Trucks
Break Record Run to Seaboard. War supplies moved and training of men accomplished at same time.
San Francisco, Cal. — White Wings on
First Cruise of 191S Season.
Wellesley, Mass. — May Day Exercises at
Wellesley
College.
France. — France's Traveling Circus.
Mitrailleuse squads are moved rapidly
from one sector to another by motor cars.
Camp Upton, N. Y. — "Blue Devils" Are
Guests of the Brigade Here. French
fighters enjoy entertainment given by
camp officials.
Plainfield, N. J. — Summer Homes Destroyed by Fire. Vacation camps in the
Watchung
Mountains
go up in smoke.

Gaumoiit

News

No. 8 (May

14).

New York City. — This City's Mayor
Leads Annual Police Parade Down Fifth
Avenue. Public has first opportunity to
see new squad of policewomen.
Newburyport, Mass. — A New Kind of
War Garden on the Banks of the Merrimac. Never knew they planted clams, did
you?
Oakland, Cal. — G. A. R. veterans carry
war-torn battle flags in annual demonstration.
San Francisco, Cal. — The First Concrete
Ship, "Faith," Makes Official Trial Trip.
Exceeds all estimates in speed tests.
Washington, D. C. — "Pershing's 50" Attend Reception in Their Honor at Senate
Office Building.
London, England. — Her Majesty, the
Queen, With the Prince of Wales and
Prince Henry, "Visits a Munition Plant.
Los Angeles, Cal. — The Spirit of the Nation Typified in Flag
Day
Celebration.
Somewhere in France. — The Red Cross
Re-educates Crippled Soldiers, Fitting
Them
for Work and Play.
Mare Island, Cal. — Good-bye Folks,
We're Starting for "Over There"! Their
training completed, these fighting marines
receive final inspection before departing
for France to help give Autocracy its
knockout
wallop!
New York City. — F. Luis Mora, Famous
Artist, Puts Final Touches on $10,000 Food
Poster He Presents to Government.
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HE'S
YOU

gone
"come

Issue

across—
across"!

for
"SMOKES"
ply him with of
the Duration
the WAR!

Street, New

York

City

Bank, New York

Women's Land Army Aids Great Britain.
— British Food Dictator reviews women
"soldiers of the soil," for "the hand that
rocks the cradle" is also helping to rock
Eng. throne of the autocrat who slays inthe
nocents in the name of Kultur. — London,

BOYS
IN FRANCE
TOBACCO
FUND"
19 West 44th Street. New York

GENTLEMEN: I want to do my part to help the
American soldiers who are fighting my battle in France.
If
will do
it. I'm for tobacco. (Check below
howtobacco
you desire
to contribute.)
I
you
the
I

enclose $1.00. I will adopt a soldier and send
$1.00 a month
supply him with "smokes" for
duration
of the towar.
send you herewith
my contribution towards the purchase of tobacco for American
soldiers. This does not obligate me to contribute more.
NAME
ADDRESS

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL

15).

"Send a Pill to Kaiser Bill:" — War Savings Stamps sell like hot cakes when
each purchaser is allowed to drop a
shrapnel ball into a shell later to be sent
crashing into the German lines. — Boston,
Mass.

"I wish you all possible success in
your admirable effort to get our boys
in France —THEODORE
tobacco."
ROOSEVELT.
Endorsed by
The Secretary of War
Lyman Abbott
The Secretary of the
Rabbi Wise
Navy
Gertrude Atherton
The
American
Red
Theodore Eoosevelt
Cross
Alton B. Parker
Cardinal Gibbons
And the Entire Nation
"OUR

Weekly.

(May

Senate Pledges Support to Pershing's
Vets. — Members of the Military Affairs
Committee greet boys from the trenches
on their first visit to "the powers that
be" ton,
atD. C.the National Capital. — Washing-

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND
Irving National

24

Cal.Spectacular Night Fire Destroys Stockyards.— Firemen and employees battle in
vain against $300,000 blaze that razed extensive catle pens, threatening to consume thousands of animals. — St. Louis, Mo.

g meno
fightin
YOUare know
o. Tobacc
beggingthat
for our
tobacc
cheers them. They need it. "Send
more cigarettes." "We can't get half
enough smokes over here." "A cigarette
is the first thing a wounded man asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.
$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier Supplied—Will YOU Be
a
"BIG
BROTHER " or a "BIG SISTER" to
ng
a Lonely
Fighti
Man?
Every dollar sends four 45c. packages of tobacco. Mail the money
and coupon right now.
19 West 44th

No.

First "Stone" Ship Proves a Success. —
Experts believe the lumber problem in
shipbuilding has been solved with the
successful trial trips of the 7,900 ton
steamer "Faith," the only large vessel
of concrete in the world. — San Francisco,

Adopt a SOLDIER and Sup-

Depository:

Animated

Cage Ball Is a Good Excuse for a "Rough
House." — Divided into a team of "Blues"
and a team of "Whites" the boys of the
Great Lakes Naval Training Station find
a sport almost as thrilling as football. —
White Sox Park, Chicago, 111.
Complete Largest Floating Dry Dock. —
Launch sixth section of marvelous piece
of engineering which soon will be ready
to accommodate ships 750 feet long and
up to 33,000 tons weight. — New York City.
Celebrate Pontifical High Mass at Camp
Dix. — The Rt. Rev. Patrick J. Hayes,
Chaplain Bishop, officiates at services attended by thousands of boys in khaki. —
Wrightstown,
N. J.

Watch for

SPANUTH'S ORIGINAL
VOD-A-VIL MOVIES

CAST
IRON

Commonwealth
Pictures Corp.
Chicago

Opera Chairs

Immediate shipment
on many
stylesChairs
; Sec- ;
ond Hand
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.STEEL

Get

In

Touch

MORTIMER

FURNITURE

With

the

FILM LIFE

if you want to prolong
tbe life of Mrarnpeort
your films.
SAVING
STATION
They mate SO-day stuff look like first release.
Ask

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich. New York, 150 Fifth Are.

the wise one
MORTIMER

who knows all about
FILM
CLEANER

Educate Your Audience to Help *-:Fight Censorship
Introducing a bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures is a favorite
indoor
pastime
in legislative
halls
throughout
the country.
Eternal vigilance is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety if not his success.
Presented
in the proper manner,
the
Censorship of Moving Pictures is just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as It is to the Exhibitor. And public
opinion aroused in behalf of moving
pictures and against their unfair and
discriminatory
control
is the surest
weapon to defeat Censorship.

V

The Management of this Theatre
desires the co-operation of its
patrons

in

providing

good"

We want no "legalized" censorship of moving pictures

.

We have prepared a series of nine different stereopticon slides which crystallize the argument
against Censorship;
one of the slides is shown herewith.
These slides shown
repeatedly in any
theatre cannot fail to influence public
opinion in that locality against Censorwill of
linetheup Exhibitor.
the general public onship.
theThey side
You Ought to Be Showing Them Now!
Legislature* Everywhere Are Convening
Set of Nine Slides, carefully packed,
will be sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.
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note terms carefully

Classified Advertisements
NOTICE

TO

at follows: One
all orders for classified advertitementt
must accompany
Remittance!
Five cents per word on copy
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
addresses.
Each word to be counted including names and
containing over twenty words.
ADVERTISERS:— The Publi.h.r. aspect that all statements made in e»ery advertisement will bear the strictest

HELP

ATTENTION.

SITUATIONS

.lay.
DAVID
BTERN
COMP »N
I'al.
tuie. Chicago,
Camera HI.Headquarters,"
1027 u M
st

I'n -i class, reliable plan
b musician w 1 1 1> nun Ing picture ei
perlence.
Thirty
nubs
from
New
Yorl
no sun. i. iv work,
Pianist, oare M. P, World,
N. Y. CltJ .

WANTED.

FILMS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

FOR

SALE
state 1 1
production, "Me und Gott, or tie Orlm on God,"
Vntl-Gen
m • mom ! tel tor. Will A
for men with .small capita I Hi
pal r lotlc
iii nature, ami can be bool ed
h in int.
Write
i"
I" i I in Co., March Si I

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.
R \ CHAIRS, stcd and ca
75c, up, Sei
o '.is guaranteed, cut
on new- chairs. Three
booths. Si a
Usl dropped patterns and save hair. J. P. RedIngton, Scranton,
Pa.
EXHIBITORS— OPERATORS — PROJECTION
EXPERT P 11. RICHARDSON SAYS ••INSTALL
•AMBERLUX' LENS FILTERS." IMPROVE
PROJECTION 100%.
RES1
LRANTEED.
PRICE
WITH
ADVERTISING
SU
PARCELS
POST
PREPAID.
W, D. WARNER.
8 EAST BROAD ST.. COLUMBI s, OHIO.
FOR SALE — 200-800 theater seats. Herman
Ellis. Perth Amboy, N. J.
ALL MAKES OF USED MACHINES— Power,
Simplex, Edison, Motiograph ; also Film Calcium Lights and everything for the movie; write
for our prices before placing your order. MOV1XC PICTURE SALES CO., 540 Plymouth Place,
Chicago, 111.

MANAGER,

at liberty.
Twelve
yean
Knows
picture business
thoroughly,
ywhere,
tu-st references.
Address
Amerlcare Id. P. World, N. v. City.

MANAGER,
at liberty after June
10,
Bis
practical experience,
married,
sober, reliable; draft, class l-a.
Address
Wood,
care
M. P. World,
N. Y. City.
NOTICE OWNERS SUPER PRODUCTIONS.—
At liberty, can book. rout,
and make
success ol your production in territory Nebraska,
South Dakota, Wyoming. Know personally
■very manager Made big success right here
for three years, if you need a live who who
knows every angle of the game wire or write
at onco. C. T. Smithers, 521 N. 23rd St.,
Omaha, Neb.

BUSINESS

WANTED.

u \vn:i>

ANYONE
knowing the whereabouts of Edwin
reridge kindly conns
Mth W. E.
Idge. -(Hi No. Calvert St.. Baltimore, Md.

Investigation

1

OPPORTUNITIES.

TO LEASE — Open air motion picture studios.
Platform, 40x40. with adjoining, 50x80 : 24
wings, curtains, accessories. Motion Picture
Cameras, etc. 259th St. and Riverdale Ave.,
N. Y. City. See Brunei, 12 No. Broadway,
Yonkers, N. Y.
FILM MAN in every large town or city as
representative. Big profits, new protected idea ;
no experience, exclusive territory assigned. We
ask no bonus. Applicant should have funds to
establish office or desk room. For leasing
rights write W. B. Seifert, 201 Joseph Mack
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
FOR SALE OR ROYALTY, patent pending.
Greatly improved intermittent movement. Much
taster," butflicker.
less strain
on film.pictures
Absolutely
eliminates
Gives brighter
even
with four or five blade shutter. Working model
demonstration. Prefer interviews to correspondence. Math. Yinik, 1SS Claremont Ave.,
N. Y. City.

CAMERAS

FOR

con(
THE COW PUNCHE
dition; great WesternR subject 6
with splendid 208-3-1-% si
raids.
Ohio. Film
In.
Queen nciniiali,
City Feature
Co., 109
Koli
"Battle
Blood,"
Wilkes

SALE
"The
Fighting
Line,'
Hull Run," 8; "Blazing Sea," 8 ; "Indian
2;
"Cinderella,"
I.
II.
Davis,
Lee Park,
Barre, I

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

USED MACHINES, FILMS, FANS, ETC.—
Anything used for theater ; best prices paid.
MOVING PICTURE SALES COMPANY, 540
Plymouth Place, Chicago, 111.

SALE.

THEATERS

PATIIE CAMERA, inclosed magazine model,
new. never used, without lens, cash bargain.
Photographic description on receipt stamps.
Smith. 1331 13th Ave., South, Seattle, Wash.
A 1918 Model INIYERSAL M. P. fitted with
50 M. M. TESSAR f :3.5 lens like new, at
$205.00. A 1017 PRESTWICH model, DISSOLVE, Trick Crank, etc., 50 M. M. TESSAR
f :.■?.") lens, at $125.00. Other real bargains.
Northern lights at $45.00. Send for list. BASS
CAMERA COMPANY, CHARLES BASS, PRESIDENT. 10!) No. Dearborn
St., Chicago,
111.
HERE'S
the biggest snap of the season
$300.00 Universal M. P. Camera, tested and
guaranteed,
in perfect
condition
our
price for quick sale $167.50.
Telegraphic orders shipped same day they are received. Wire Deposit. Have you a copy of our
list of slightly used Motion
Picture
Cameras?

FOR SALE OR RENT.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY— Very latest
equipped
moving
picture
750 seats,
ground Moor. Main street Massachusetts city
of 135,000. Doing profitable business. Excellent prospects. Long lease. Low rent. No direct opposition. Other business Interest force
sale. Act quick. Owner, care M. P. World,
N. Y. City.

MISCELLANEOUS.
DIRECTORS ATTENTION— When you read
of a company going to North Carolina to film
pictures
theyInn,
are bound
Turner's byplace,
Esmeralda
which for
is Tom
surrounded
the
grandest mountain scenery in America. Twenty
hours from New York. Write him for information. Post Office Address Esmeralda, N. C.
(Formerly
Bat Cave.)

100% INVESTMENT

Your friends in the moving picture industry will thank you 365 days in the year for any one
of our various helpful and entertaining publications dealing with the business in which they are
interested.

A Year's Subscription to the
Moving Picture World
will pay for itself many

times over within the year.

Our Other Publications are:

MOTION
FOR

PICTURE

HANDBOOK

MANAGERS
ANO OPERATORS
By F. H. RICHARDSON
Price $4.00, postage paid

MOTION

PICTURE

ELECTRICITY

PICTURE

THEATRE

ADVERTISING

MODERN

THEATRE

CONSTRUCTION

By EPES WINTHBOP
SARGENT
Price $2.00, postage paid

By EDWARD BERNARD
Price $3.00, postage

By J. H. HALLBERG
Price $2.50, postage paid

TECHNIQUE
By

EPES
Price

OF

THE

PHOTOPLAY

THE

MAKING

CRAFT
OF

A

PHOTOPLAY

By LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
Price $2.00, postage paid

WINTHROP
SARGENT
$3.00, postage paid

Any of these Publications Sent Promptly

CHALMERS

SCREEN
OR

KINSILA
paid

Upon

Application

to

PUBLISHING
CO., 516 Fifth Ave., New
OR YOUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE

Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Wright

& Callender

York City

Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON GENERAL

FILM, PATHS

JUDGE

tfGeneral Film Company, Inc.
(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
The Clients of Aaron Green (Wolfville Tale —
Two
Parts — Drama).
Cynthiana
(Wolfville Tale — Two Parts — Dr.).
Tuscon Jennie's Heart (Wolfville Tale — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Enchanted Profile (One of the 0. HenrySeries — Two Parts — Drama).
The Girl and the Graft (One of the O. Henry
Scries — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Coming of Faro Nell (Wolfville Tales — Two
Parts — Drama).
Sisters of the Golden Circle (One of the 0.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
BLUE

RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned Flnley)
The Return of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).
CHAPLIN
COMEDIES.
The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).
CLOVER
COMEDIES.
Rip-Roaring Rivals
(One Part).
He Couldn't Fool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part).
The Paper Hanger's Revenge (One Part).
From Caterpillar to Butterfly (One Part).
A Widow's Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
Oh! the Women
(One Part).
DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Way Up in Society (One Part).
His Fatal Fate (One Part).
DUPLEX
Shame

FILMS,

INC.

(Seven Parts — Drama).

EBONY
COMEDIES.
Spying the Spy (One Part).
The Porters
(One Part).
A Milk Fed Hero (One Part).
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).
The Bully (One Part).
ESSANAY

COMEDIES.

Slippery Slim's Inheritance (One Part).
Sophie's
Legacy
Part).
Sophie Gets
Stung(One(One
Part).
Slippery Slim, Diplomat
(One Part).
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent
(One Part).
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
Why — the Bolshevikl
(Five

FILM
CORP.
Parts— Drama).

HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camllle (Helen Hesporla — Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maciste (Six Parts — Drama).
Monster of Fate.
INTERSTATE
STATE
FILM
COMPANY.
The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21.
JAXON
COMEDIES.
(Seventh Seriat.)
The Unofficial Maneuver.
What Occurred on the Beach.
An All Fools' Day Affair.
Beating Him to It.
Forced Into Matrimony.
JAXON

FILM

CORPORATION.

"A Daughter
of Unole
9am"Serial
(A OneReel each
Bpleede of this
Patriotic
released
week).
Producers. — Kindly

AND

BROWN

PARAMOUNT

PROGRAMS

STORIES.

Paramount Pictures Corp.

(AfJ Two-Part Comedy -Drama*.)
Thief or Angel?
The Accusing Toe.
The Rebellion.
A Boy Built City.
I'm a Man.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
PROGRESSIVE
On a Fox Farm

SELBURN

SERIES.

FAMOUS

COMEDIES.

FILM

MFG.

May Drama).
6 — The White Man's Law
Drama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute Kendall

May
May

OF

MAY

12.

The

Dagger Woman (Five Parts — Drama —
Russian Art Films).
The —House
No. 10 — Two Parts
Dramaof— Hate
Astra) (Episode
.
The Non Stop Kid (One Reel— Comedy— Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 1 — "Women MountainEngland"
(One Reel — Government
Officialeers ofWar
Pictures).
Strange Animals from Many Climes — "The
Crimea"
(One
Reel — Educational — Pathe).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 40 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 41 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF MAY

19.

The Astra).
Mysterious Client (Five Parts — Drama —
The House of Hate (Episode No. 11 — "Haunts
of EVil" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Two Gun Gussie (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 2 — "Messines and Its
Irish Captors" (One Reel — Government Official War Pictures).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 42 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 43 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

26.

A Daughter of the West — Five Parts — Drama —
Diando).
The House of Hate
(Episode No. 12, "Flashes
in the Dark" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The Junkman (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Fireman,
Rolin).Save My Child ! (One Reel — Comedy —
Britain's Bulwarks
(Part 3, "Hardships of the
British
Army on
its Way to
Bagdad" — One
Reel
— Official
Government
Pictures).
In
the
Southernmost
Russia
(One
Part —
Scenic).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 44 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 45 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

2.

The Yellow Ticket (Five Parts — Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 13, "Enemy
Aliens" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The City Slicker (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks, No. 4 — "How England
Treats Her Prisoners" — One Reel — Government Official War Pictures).
Ilea ist -Pat he News No. 40 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 47 (Topical). ;
Furnish

Titles and

Date*

(Five Parts(Five Parts —

May

CO.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
WEEK

CORP.

27 — Prunella (Five Parts — Drama).
27— HisDrama).
Own Home Town (Five Parts —
Drama).
27 — Believe Me, Xantippe (Five Parts —

Mar. 25 — The

FOR

PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount
Feature*.

Apr. 29 — Let's
Get a Divorce
(Five Parts —
Comedy-Drama)
.
Apr. 29 — Tyrant Fear (Five Parts — Dram*).
May — 6Drama).
— Resurrection
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 6 — The Biggest Show on Earth (Five Parte

The Triumph of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

RELEASES

COMEDIES.

May 20— The Drama)
Mating . of Marcella (Five Parts-

Corporation)

Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part — Com.).
His College Proxy
(One part — Comedy).
VICTORY

ARBUCKLE

Mar. 18— The Bell Boy.
Moonshine
(Two Parts).

(All Two-part
Drama*.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.
Poverty Gulch.
Bashful Buck Bailey.
The Mating of Meg Malloy (Two Parts — Dr.),

(Piedmont Picture*

PARAMOUNT-MACK
9ENNETT
COMEDIES.
25 — Those Athletic Girls.
8 — Friend
Husband.
22— Saucy Madeline.
6 — His Smothered Love.
20— Battle Royal.

PARAMOUNT

FILM.

(One Part — Educational).

RANCHO

'

ef All New

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

— Drama).
Artoraft Picture*.
Whispering
Chorus

(Fire

Parts

31— The Blue Bird (Five Parts — Drama).
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five Part* — Drama).
8 — The Lie (Five Parts — Drama).
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five
Parts — Comedy13 — M'Liss
(Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Old Wives for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
20 — Selfish Yates
(Five Parts — Drama).

PARAMOUNT-BRAY
PICTOGRAJPHS.
Apr. 15 — Subjects on Reel : Women in the World
of Work ; Hawaii ; The Beautiful ;
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
Apr. 22 — Subjects on Reel : Mioroecoplo Revelations ;Horse Training by Experts ;Scientific Rose Culture ; Cartoon by Bray Studios.
Apr. 29 — (Subject to Be Announced Later).
May 6 — Subjects on Reel : America's Sleeping
Giants; Ingenious Insects; Cartoon
by Wallace Carlson.
May 13 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for War
Time ; The Art of Animal Training ; Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
May 20 — Subjects on Reel : War Garden Hints ;
American Rifles and Riflemen ;
Cartoon by Bray Studio.
May 27 — Subjects on Reel : Scenic Gems of
America : Charting the Sky ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Apr. 15 — Peerless Pineapples of the Pacific.
Drama).
Apr. 22— High Spots of Hawaii.
Apr. 29 — Our
May
6 — The
May 13 — The
May 20 — Oblin
May

Filipino Fighting Force.
Filipino National Guard.
Klondike To-Day
(Scenic).
: the Switzerland of British Columbia (Scenic).
27 — On the Beach at Waikiki (Scenic),

BENJAMIN

CHAPIN'S — PARAMOUNT
SERIES.

"Tkt
Son of Democracy."
Parts).
Mar. 11— Tender Memories (Fifth Release— Twe
— Two Parts).
Mar. IS— A Presldeat's Answer
(Sixth Release
Mar. 25— Native
State
i Seventh
parts).
Apr. 1— Down Parts).
the River
(Eighth

Release— Twe
Release — Twe

Apr. S— The Two
SlaveParts).
Auction
(Ninth
Release
Parts).
Apr. IS — Under
the Stars (Tenth Rale

Releasee

Before

Saturday.

June

1. 1918
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Don't Fool Yourself
Good Pictures alone won't keep the crowds coming.

Take Care

Projection that offends the eye discounts the goodness
of the best Picture.

Men Who Know
The immortals among Exhibitors, the conspicuous successes, realize what a sensitive thing the human eye is.
They don't consider any Picture good unless the Projection isgood. So they use

The
Motion
Picture
Projector
It's the Cheapest

The Simplex is so well built that, figuring price of Machine and upkeep, its better projection actually costs
less.

Good Men Sell It

Men who have your interest at heart, who want your
good-will more than your money, sell the Simplex
exclusively.

In Your Territory
There is such a Simplex Distributor. May we send you
his name?
Anyway, ask us to mail you Catalog "A."
Good Pictures and Simplex Projection make a mighty Profitable Combination

ThePrecisionMachine CoJnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork
In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

THE
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL,

MUTUAL.

GOLDWYN.

METRO

AND

TRIANGLE

PROGRAMS

wumBMammmm
Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
May 8— No. 23 (Topical)— 03002.
May 15— No. 24 (Topical)— 03013.
May 22— No. 25 (Topical)— 03023.
May
29— No. 26 (Topical)— 03033.
May

20 — Her

CENTURY
COMEDY.
Unmarried
Life
(Two
03032.

Parts) —

L-KO.
1 — Fathers, Sons, and Chorus Girls (Two
Parts— Comedy )—02989.
May
8 — Her
Movie
Madness
(Two
Parts —
Comedy)— O30O1.
May 15— Pretty Babies— 03012.
May
22 — Who's
(Two
Parts — Comedy) —
03022. Zoo
May

Metro Pictures

Mutual Film Corp.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

STRAND.
26— Up in the Air (Comedy)— CCST1.
5 — Waltzing Around
(Comedy) — 10CST-1.
12 — Finishing
Mary
(Comedy)— 11CST-1.
19— Hla Quaker Girl (Comedy;— 12-CST-l.
26 — Up She Goes (Comedy) — 13 C S T L
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
9— For Art's Sake
(Comedy) — 15CST-1.
16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16CST-1.
23 — Mary's Frame-Up (Comedy)— 17-CST-l.
30— Spotted
(Comedy)— 18-CST-l.
7 — Over
the
Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l.
14 — Her Terrible Time (Comedy) — 20csT-l.
21 — My
Ladv
Nicotine
(Comedy) —
21-CST-l.
28— Her Rustic Romeo— 22-CST-l.

NESTOR.
May
6— A Kitchen Hero
(Comedy ) —03000.
May 13— New
York— By
Heck
(Comedy) —
03011.
May
20 — The Bath House Scandal
(Comedy) —
03021.
May
27— Who's Your Wife?
(Comedy)— 03031.
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
PRODUCTION.
Apr. 22 — The Scarlet Drop
(Five Parts — Dr..) —
02986.
Apr. 29 — No Release This Week.
May 11 — The Two-Soul
Woman
(Five Parts —
Drama)— 03009.
May 18 — No Release This Week.
May
25 — The Bride's Awakening
(Six Parts —
Drama)— 03029.
June
1 — No release this week.
UNIVERSAL
Apr. 27 — Issue No.
May 4— Issue No.
May 11 — Issue No.
May 18 — Issue No.
May 25 — Issue No.
June
1 — Issue No.
UNIVERSAL
May 10 — The

SCREEN
MAGAZINE.
68 (Educational)— 02980.
69 (Educational) — 02991.
70 (Educational)— 03003.
71 (Educational)— 03014.
72 (Educational)— 03024.
73 (Educational)— 03034.
SPECIAL FEATURE.

Bull's Eye (Episode No. 4, "The
Firing Squad" — Two Parts — Drama)
—03005.

May 10 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 6, "The
Dungeon
of Terror" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 03006.
May 10 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (Episode No.
4, 03007.
"The
Spies' Nest" — Two
Parts)
—
May 18 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 15 — "The
Stained
Face" — Two
Parts — Dr.) —
03016.
Lion's
Claws
(Episode
No. 7 —
Two Parts — Drama) — 03017.
"Quicksand" — Two Parts — Drama) —
03017.
May 18 — Boy Scouts
to the Rescue
(No. 5—
"Treachery at Sea" — Two Parts) —
03018.
May
25 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 16, "RunParts — Drama) —
03026. ning Wild" — Two
May
25 — The
Lion's
Claws
(Episode
No. 8,
"Into
the
Harem" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 03027.
June
1 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 17. "In
Irons" — Two Parts— Drama) — 03036.
.June
1 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 9. "The
Human
Pendulum" — Two
Parts —
Drama)- 03037.

MUTUAL

STAR

21 — Screen
24 — Screen
28 — Screen
1 — Screen
5 — Screen
8 — Screen
12 — Screen
15 — Screen
19 — Screen
22 — Screen
26 — Screen
29 — Screen
2 — Screen

Producers.— Kindly

Parti-

Apr. Drama).
29— Riders of the Night

(Five Parts-

May Druma).
6— The Trail of Yesterday (Five Parts —
May 13 — Cyclone
Higgins, D.D. (Five Parts—Drama).
Drama).
May 20 — The Winning of Beatrice (Five Parts
May 27 — Lend Me Your Name (Yorke — Five
Parts — Drama ) .
May
27 — Pay Day
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
3 — The Demon (Five Parts — Drama).
June 10 — The Only Road (Five Parts— Dr.).
CLASSICS,

INC.,

SPECL4LS.

January — The

Legion
of Death
(Rolf* — Seven
parts — Drama).
January — Revelation
(Seven
parts — Drama).
Lest We Forget (Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman ProductionEight Parts — Drama).
The Million
(Emerald
Production— FiveDollar
Parts).Dollies
Toys of Fate

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

(Seven

Parts — Drama).

METRO
COMEDIE*.
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity (Drew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Drew).
11— His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today
(Drew).
25 — When
a Man's
Married
(Drew).
1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
S — A Youthful
Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

TRIANGLE

Triangle
Without

Release*
Notice.

PRODUCTIONS.

Apr. 14 — The

Law
of the
Great
Northwest
Parts — Drama).
—(Five
Drama).
Apr. 14 — Who Killed Walton (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr.21 — The Hand at the Window
(Five Parts

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.

May IS— The

UNIVERSAL
CURHENT
EVENTS.
May
3 — Issue No. 51 (Topical)— 02992.
May 10— Issue No. 52 (Topical) — 03004.
May 17— Issue No. 53 (Topical)— 03015.
May
2" — Issue No. 54 (Topical)— 03025.
June
1 — Issue No. 55 (Topical )030.!."i.
STAR COMEDIES.
Lvons-Moran Pictures.
Apr. 27— The Guilty Egg— 02087.
May
3 — Mum's the Word — 02996,
May 10— Whose Baby Aro You?— 03010.
May 18— The Dodgers— 03020.
May
25 — The One Horse Show— 03030.
June
1 — A Ripping 'rime— 03039.

CORP.
(Five

Apr. 15 — With
Dispatch (FlYi
PartsNeatness
— Drama) and
.
Drama). of the Sea (Five Parts —
Apr. 22 — Treasure

SCREEN

MUTUAL.
-15-T-l.
Telegram
-16-T-l.
Telegram
-17-T-1.
Telegram (Toplcal)- -18-T-l.
Telegram (TopicaD- -19-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)- -20-T-l.
Telegram (Topical- -21-T-l.
Telegram topical )• -22-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)- -23-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)- -24-T-l.
(Topical)
Telegram (Topical)-25-T-l.
Telegram (Topical) -26-T-l.
Telegram (Topical) -27-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)(Topical)

PICTURES

Apr. 8 — Social
Hypocrites
Drama).

PRODUCTION.

Mar. 18 — The Girl and the Judge (Frohman —
Five Parts — Drama) — 12-F-T-5.
Mar. 25 — No release this date.
Apr. 1 — A Bit of Jade (American — Five Parts
—Drama) — 14-F-M-5.
Apr. 8 — The Richest Girl (Frohman — Five
Reels — Drama) — 15FAM-5.
Apr. 15 — The Primitive Woman (American —
Five Parts— Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
Apr. 22— (Title Not Reported).
Apr. 29 — Hearts or Diamonds (Five PartsDrama) — 18-F-R-5.
May
20 — No release this date.
May 27 — Social Briars (American — Five Parts —
Drama)— 19-FM-5.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June

METRO

Corporation.

GOLDWYN

Apr. 21— Society for Sale (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 2S — The Drama).
Lonely
Woman
(Five
Parts —

FEATURES.

Feb. 24 — The Drama)
Beloved.
Traitor
(Six
PartsMay. 10 — TheDrama).
Floor Below (Six Parts — ComedyMar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

Sinner

(Six

Part*

Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts — Dramt.)
Apr. 21— The Face in the Dark
(Six PartsDrama).
May
5— Joan of Pittsburgh
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
June
2 — All Woman (Six Parts — Drama).
GOLDWYN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Parts — Drama).
The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
For Drama).
the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parts —
Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Social Ambition
(Six Parts — Drama).
CAPITOL
COMEDIES.
May
SWBill's Baby"
(Two Reels),
May
20 — "Hill's Predicament"
(Two Reels).
Jmne
" — "Birds of a Feather" (Two Reels).
JUne 17 — "Matching Billy" (Two
Keels).
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All

New

Apr. 28 — Paying His Debt (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5— An Honest Man
(Five Parts— Drama).
Kay
5 — Mile. Paulette (Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Her Decision
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Wolves
of the Border
(Five Parts —
Drama).
May 19 — Who Drama).
Is to Blame?
(Five
Parts —
May 19— Old Hartwell's Cub (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
2C — Old Loves for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26 — High Stakes (Five Parts — Drama).
TRIANGLE

KOMEDY.

Mar. 3— His Hidden Shame.
Mar. 10 — Wires and Worries.
Mar. 10— she Didn't Do It.
KEYSTONE
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

7—
14 —
21 —
285 ——
12 —

COMEDY.

First Aid.
Mr. Briggs
Closes the House.
Their Neighbor's Baby.
Miller's
IMr.Love
CharlesEconomies.
Albert (Two Parts).
Parts).
Mr. Miller's Muddles
Through
(Two

May 19 — Newspaper Clippings
(Two Parts).
May
2(1 — Are Parts).
Wives
Unreasonable?
(Two
Releases

Before

Saturday.

June 1. 1918
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For TAKING— PRINTING— PROJECTION
Alamo

Raby

Dn> light loading, Interchangeable magazines, lilted with Him counter, capacity
50 ft. '>t standard motion picture fllm;
weight

i1- lbs.

Price, $38.00

Alamo Junior
Double the capacity of the Baby Alamo;
has automatic Focusing and Finder tiltin>; device, Film Marker, Film foot counter and adjustment for single exposures;
weight 8% lbs.
Price, $85.00
All sizes and models of motion picture
cameras ranging in price from $38.00 to
¥250.00, manufactured by the Simplex
Photo Products Co., are illustrated and
described in a complete catalogue which
will be mailed upon request.

Daylight Film Printer
Northern

100

Light

Foot

Capacity

Price $35.00

The most efficient portable lighting system for Motion Picture and Portrait Photography. An esesntial requisite for all
progressive Photographic Departments.
Price, complete in carrying case, $68.00

Motor

Drive

$58.00

Precision Portable
Projector
Accommodates

Multi

Exposure
Camera

Price, Hand
purposes.
Price, Motor

For tourists, sportsmen, explorers,
scientists. Greatest capacity, highest efficiency and lowest cost per negative ever
achieved in the history of photography.
Daylight loading, capacity 50 ft. of standard fllm ; will record 800 single or 400
double size exposures, yielding enlargements sharp in detail up to 11x14 inches
in size.
Price, $25.00

SIMPLEX PSSIS CO.
NO.

1 NORTHERN

LIGHT

RICHMOND HILL, L. I.
NEW YORK
In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

standard Motion Picture

fllm in any length up to 1,000 ft. Invalunble for cutting and editing film. Screenlite lighting system permit hold film
indefinitely for lectures or demonstrating

PICTURE

WORLD.

driven,
driven,

complete,
complete,

$150.00
175.00
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List of Current Film Release Dates
FEATURE

PROGRAM,

VITAGBAPH

GREATER

STATE

AND

RIGHT

—"

Feature

Greater Vitagraph Inc.

SELECT
PICTURES.
April — The Reason Why
(Firs Part* — Drama).
Drama).
April— Up the Road with Sally (Five Part* —

Releases

AMERICAN

VITAGRAPH FEATURES.
Silence .(Five Partsofma)
Seal
Apr. 2&— The Dra
_
(Fire Parts —
Runaway
Little
6 — The
May

May 13— The — Triumph
Drama). of the Weak

(Five Parts

Dr.).
May 20— The Golden Goal (Five Parts—
the Son of Kayan (Five Parts
27— Bares,
May
— Drama).
3— A Game with Fate (Five Parts— Dr.).
June
BIG V COMEDIES.
Apr. 29 — Flirts and Fakers.
May
6 — Laws and Outlaws.
May 13 — Spies and Spills.
May 20 — Love and Lavallieres.
May
27 — Romans and Rascals.
3 — Sneakers and Snoozers.
June
VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES.
Feb. 18 — Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.
DREW
COMEDIES.
Apr. 22 — Beautiful Thoughts.
Apr. 29 — All for the Love of a Girl.
May
6— The Story of the Glove.
May 13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
May 20 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey.
May
27 — Rooney's Sad Case.
June
3 — Romantic Reggie.
VITAGRAPH SERIAL.
"The Woman in the Web."
3— "The Speeding Doom"
Apr. 22— Episode
(Two No.
Parts — Drama).
of TerClutch
No. 4 — "The
Apr 29— Episode
ror"— (Two
Parts — Drama).
Mystery
of
Hand
"The
—
5
No.
6 — Episode
May (Two
Parts — Drama).
Ahead
Speed
No. 6, "Full
May 13— Episode
(Two Parts — Drama).
Death
of
Crater
"The
7— — Drama).
May 20— Episode
— Two No.Parts
May
June

No. 8, "The Plunge of Hor27— Episode ror"— Two
Parts — Drama).
9, "The Fire Trap"— Two
3— Episode
Parts —No.
Drama).

Fox Film Corporation
FOX

SPECIAL

1

FEATURES.

Apr. 28 — Hsr One Mistake (Five Parts— Dr.).
May
6 — Brave and Bold (Five Parts — Drama.).
May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
Part* —
Drama).
May 19 — The Confession
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 2C — The Firebrand
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
2— Blue-Eyed Mary (Five Parts — Drama).
June
9 — Ace High
(Five Parts — Drama).
June 1(3 — We Should Worry
(Five Parts — Dr.).
FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
Mar. 24 — Roujh and Ready (Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Blindness of Divorce (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
5 — True Blue (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
19 — The Calllaux Case (Six Parts).
FOX
SUNSHINE
COMEDIES.
Mar.
3 — A Huiband's Wife (Two Parts).
Mar. 15— A Self-Made Lady
(Two Parts).
Apr.
7 — A Walter's Wasted Life (Two Parts).
May
5— A Neighbor's Keyhole (Two Parts).
June
2 — Wild
Women
and Tame
Lions
(Two
Parts).

MUTT
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

AND

JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

CAR-

7— The Freight Investigation (Half-Reel).
14 — The Leak
(Half Reel).
21— On Ice (Half-Reel).
28— Helping
McAdoo
(Half-Reel).
5— A FIsherless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
19 — Superintendents
(Half-Reel).
20— Tonsorial Artists (Half Reel).
Producers.— Kindly

STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE CORP.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
Tom Brett Comedies.
The Blackmailers.
Ignorance.
S. O. S.
Mormon Maid.
Whither Thou Goest.
God's Man.
BLUEBIRD

PHOTOPLAYS.

A

Rich
Man's 02975.
Darling
(Five Parts — ComedyDrama)—
The
Marriage
Lie
(Five
Parts — Drama) —
02985.
A Mother's Secret (Five Parts — Dr.) — 02995.
Danger Within
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03008.
The
Guilt of Silence
(Five Parts — Drama) —
03019.
$5,000 Reward
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03026.
A Broadway 03038.
Scandal
(Five Parts — Drama) —
DE LUXE
PICTURES,
INC.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The Street of Seven Stars (Six Parts — Drama).
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
Tarzan of the Apes (National Film Corp.).
Fall of the Romanoffs
(Brenon
Productions,
Inc. — Eight Parts).
A Dog's Life (Charlie Chaplin Picture).
My Four Years in Germany.
Petrova Pictures Company.
The Parts).
Light Within
(Second
Production— Seven
The

Life
Parts).

Parts).
Tempered

Mask
Steel

(Third

Production — Seven

(Fourth

Production — Seven

FIRST

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
< Distributing
the
following:
Christie
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State and Northern
New
Jersey.)
Apr. 15— Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
W. W. HODKTNSON
CORP.
(Paralta Play.)
Apr.
1 — An Alien Enemy (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five Parts—
May
May

13 — Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts — Dr.).
20 — Shackled
(Five Parts — Drama).

JEWEL
The Price of a
The Doctor and
The Kaiser, the

PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
Good Tim* (Sevan parts — Dr.).
the Woman (Seven Parts — Dr.).
Beast of Berlin.

Apr.

GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM.
— Drama).
1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — Six Parts

Apr.

Parts).Me
8 — Chase

Charlie

(Essanay — Fivs

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comediei,
You Know"
(Made
by Edison).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27 — The Stenog.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.
Besanay.

"QirU

Apr.
5 — Broncho Billy, a Friend In Need.
Apr. 12— Broncho
Billy's Wild
Ride.
Apr. IS) — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
Apr. 26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
May
3 — Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue.
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incaa, No. 1.
Mar. 8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 8.
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29 — Puno, and Scenes Around Lake Tltlcaca, Bolivia.
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

RELEASES

SSHHBm

of

All

New

April — At
May — The
May — De
May— The
The
The
May
May
May
May
June
June

the Mercy of Men
(Five Parts — Dr.).
Lesson
(Five Parts — Drama).
Luxe Annie (Six Parts — Drama).
Ordeal of Rosetta (Five Parts — Dr.).
Special Release*.
Barrier (Seven Part* — Drama).
Wild Girl (Five Parts — Drama).
WORLD PICTURES.
6 — Masks and Faces (Five ParU — Drama).
13 — Journey's End (Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Vengeance
(Six Parts — Drama).
27 — The Oldest Law
(Five Parts — Dr.).
3— The Interloper
(Five Parts — Drama).
10 — The Cabaret (Five Parts — Drama).

State Right Releases
ARROW
FILM
CORPORATTOH.
Times Building, New Terk.
Weavers of Life.
To-Day
(Seven Parts — Drama — Paths).
Mad Lover
(Six Parts — Drama — Paths).
The Struggle
ductio.n ) Everlasting (Harry Rapf
The duction).
Accidental Honeymoon

Pro-

(Harry Rapf Pro-

ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Times Building, New York City.
Nine-Tenths
of the Law
(Six Parts — Drama).
The Devil's Playground
(Seven Reels — Drama).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
1600 Broadway, New York.
Balloonatlcs.
Automaniacs.
Neptune's Naughty Daughter.
Her Bareback Career.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh, Baby!
What's
the Matter with Father?
CHRISTIE FILM CORP.
Los Angeles,
Cal.
Never Surprise Your Wife.
In and Out.
Betty's
Adventure.
By'Orange
Aid.
Ail Dressed Up.
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.
COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).

CORP.

COSMOFOTOFILM
COMPANY,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York City.
The Hypocrites.
I Believe.
CREST PICTURES
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust.
MARION
DAVIES
FILM
CO., INC.
oil Longacre Bldg., New York City.
Cecilia of the Pink Roses
(Julius Steger Production— Drama) .
M. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Depths of the Sea (in a Series of Four
Parts — Educational).
FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue. New York.
The Folio"
Eagle's— Two
Eye Parts
(Episode
No. 7 — "Brown
— Drama).

Port

The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. S — "The Kaiser's
The Death
Silent Messenger"
Witness. — Two Parts — Drama).
The

Eagle's Drama).
Eye (Episode No. 9 — "The Munition's Campaign" — Two
Parts —

The

Eagle's Drama).
Eye
(Episode
No. 10 — "The
Invasion of Canada" — Two
Parts —
The Sin Woman.
The Natural Law (France Films).

Releases

Before

Saturday.
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Sure Fire Helps to Success
The CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., publishers of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD and CINE
MUNDIAL, the leading trade papers devoted to the Motion Picture Industry, are also publishers of the
only library of practical text books dealing with the cinema art adapted to the every-day needs of
those already engaged in the business or about to engage in it.
These text books, six in number, have been wri tten by men carefully selected for their proven
knowledge of the subjects to be covered, being almost without exception veteran members of the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD'S editorial staff; entirely without exception these men are at present
actively engaged in the motion picture business — they are not dreamers or theorists.
Each text book has been written to provide real help to the individual who reads it — consistent
with the unswerving policy of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD— a genuine "Dedication to Service."

Motion Picture Handbook

Picture Theatre Advertising

for Managers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
Third Edition

By EPES WINTHROP

The most complete, exhaustive and Instructive work ever
published on the projection of moving pictures. Contains
complete instruction with detail Illustrations on all leading
makes of American projection machines and practical Information on wiring, lenses, carbon settings, screens, theatre
equipment, etc., etc. 700 pages and over 300 illustrations,
MOO, postage paid.

SARGENT

A real help and business builder for exhibitors, theatre
managers and owners. It tells all about theatre advertising,
type, printing and paper, house programs, lobby displays,
newspaper advertising, posters, heralds, etc., etc. 300 pages.
$2.00, postage paid. P. S. — Mr. Sargent conducts a weekly
department in this same style in the Moving Picture World,
which contains many up-to-date business-getting ideas.

Motion Picture Electricity Modern Theatre Construction
By J. H. HALLBERG

By EDWARD

An up-to-date work on the electrical equipment of picture
theatres by a practical electrical expert. Contains chapters
on electricity, D.C. and A.C. current, resistance and resistance devices, electric service, wiring, lighting, etc. Also contains practical suggestions and ail necessary reference tables
on wire sizes and capacity, weights and measures, heat units,
etc., etc. 260 pages, illustrated.
$2.50, postage paid.

Technique of the Photoplay
By EPES WINTHROP

BERNARD

KINSILA

Our newest book Is one that will fill a long-felt want to
those contemplating the building of a theatre. This is a very
complete and exhaustive work by an architect with many
years of practical experience in theatre and studio construction. Fully illustrated, with considerable data as to requirements, construction cost, building laws, etc. $3.00, postage

Screencraft

paid.

SARGENT

Complete instruction in photoplay writing, including study
of plots, how to obtain and how to develop; writing the
synopsis; studio requirements; script preparation and marketing; technical terms; examples of actual scripts in facsimile typewriting, etc.
400 pages.
$3.00, postage paid.

By LOUIS

REEVES

of These

Publications

Sent

Promptly

Upon

A comprehensive and thought-provoking treatment
of the subject in a series of chapters, similar to a
university
course
of lectures, by a successful
writer of photoplays.
Also contains a com

Application

516 FIFTH AVENUE,

WORLD

NEW

YORK

from

Nearest

1ST

CITY

&A ^ *>

.••.o\#

J*

/
/

Office

/

Address.

/
/
In Answering Advertisements,

o^

SJ?

Wright & Callender Bide
Los Angeles, Cal.

Schiller Building
Chicago.
111.
Order

PICTURE

M&

to

Chalmers Publishing Co.
Publishers of the MOVING

/

HARRISON

plete working scenario and seV'
eral sample pages of manuscript. 150 pages ; illus> •A
trated. $2.00, postage paid.
SA> N
Any

/*

or the Making of a Photoplay

Third Edition
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List of Current Film Release Dates
CLIFFORD
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY.
5817 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal.
The Ranger.
FORT

PITT
FILM
CORPORATION.
Lyceum Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Italian Battlefront.
The Italian Stand on the Piave.
FRANCO-AMERICAN
FILM
CORP.
12G West 46th Street, New York.
Birth of Democracy.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
Times Building, New York.
God's Man.
GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaunaont News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.

JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
(Featuring Twede-Dan.)
February — The Recruit
(Two Parts).
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April— All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).

FRANK

GENERAL
ENTERPRISES,
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother
(Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).
JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liare.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.
GRAPHIC
FILM
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Moral Suicide
(Seven Parts — Drama).
HILLER & WILK.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The
Following
Are
Keystone-Mack
Comedies.)

IVAN FILM
PRODUCTION.
130 West 40th Street, New York.
One Law for Both.
Babbling Tongues
(Six Parts — Drama).
Married in Name
Only (Six Parts — Drama).
Sins of Ambition.
Two Men and a Woman.
Human Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.

A Romance
Marriage.

The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).
(The Following
Are
Cartoon
Comedies,
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

1493 Broadway, New York.
of the Underworld.

His

SUBMARINE
FILM
1476 Broadway, New
Submarine Eye.

The

CO.
York.

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant in the House.
The Siren in the House.
U.

ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).
PHYSICAL
CULTURE
PHOTO
PLAYS,
INC.
Flatiron
Building,
New York.
Zongar (Drama).
Sennett

Each

Doctor
Bunny's Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The Unknown.

A. KEENEY.

KING
BEE
FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
15 — His Day Out.
1 — The Rogue.
15 — The Orderly.
1 — The Scholar.
15 — The Messenger.
15 — The Handy Man.
1 — Bright and Early.
15 — Straight and Narrow.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
June
June

STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Cloud (Five Parts — Drama).
The God of Little Children (Five Parts — Dr.).
A Mother's Ordeal
(Five Parts — Drama).
Pride and the Devil (Six Parts — Drama).
Miss Deception (Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
Drama).
When
You
and I Were
Young
(Five Parts —

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Daughter Pays.

S.

EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.
The Zeppelin's
Just
a Woman

CO.

Last
Raid.Production).
(Steger

Men. Crucible of Life.
The
HARRY
Brokaw

McRAE

WEBSTER
TIONS, INC.
Bldg., 42d
N. Y.Street
City. and

PRODUCBroadway.

Reclaimed.

The Village Scandal.
Saved
by Wireless.
Fatty and the Broadway Stars.
Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Waiters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Productions.)
Honor Thy Name.
The Thoroughbred.
Jim
Grimsby's
The Sins
Ye Do.Boy.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.

PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 4Gth St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).

WESTERN
IMPORT
FILM
CO.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).

PYRAMID
COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch
(Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).

W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
(The Following Are Multiple Reel TV. S. Bart
Subjects. Released in Order Listed.)
The
Two-Gun
Man
in The
Bargain
(Six
Parts — Drama).
The Drama).
Bandit
and the Preacher
(Fire Parte —

(The Following Are Normations. ) Talmadge ProducThe Missing Link.
Martha's
Vindication.
Children in the House.
Going Straight.
The Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.
(The Following Are Wm. S. Hart Productions.)
The Primal -Lure.
Captive God.
The Patriot.
The Dawnmaker.
Apostle of Vengeance.
The Return of Draw Bgan.
The
Devil's
Double.
Truthful
Tulllver.
The Gunflghter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
Fairbanks Produc(The Following Are Douglas
tions.)
The Habit
of Happiness.
The Good Bad Man.
Reggie Mixes In.
Flirting With
Fate.
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrlmaniac.
The Americano.

Josh Blimey Comedies Featuring Funny
Fatty Filbert — One Release a Month.
May — Fabulous
Fortune
FumMers
(two reels).
June — Fred's Fictitious Foundling
(two reels).
julv — Freda's Fighting Father
(two reels).
Au». — Fatty's Fast Flivver (two reels).
Sept, — Fatty's Frivolous Fiancee ttwo reels).
Denny from Ireland (First Release of the
Shorty
Hamilton Series— Five Parts — Corned v-Hrama).
(Fordart Production — Six
America
Berlin via Tarts
— Drama 1.
Drama).in the Rough (Five Parts— Comedy —
A Nuggel

Producers.— Kindly

HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
The Hand of the Hun
(Four Parts— Novelty).
The Master Crook.
RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
Naked Hands
(Five Parts— Drama).
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
ERNEST
SHIPMAX.
17 West 44th Street, N. Y. City.

Trooper 14 (Five Parts— Drama).
The Tiger of the Sea (Seven Parts— Drama V
S. & S. PHOTOPLAYS,
INC.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Redemption
(Six Parts— Drama).
STATE RIGHTS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts — Drama).

Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All

New

The Hell Hound of Alaska (Five Parte— Dr.).
(Die
Following
Are
Two-Reel
Hart
Produotions.
Released
in Order Listed.)
Dakota Dan.
Double Crossed.
The Last Card.
A Knight of the Trail.
A Square Deal.
Horns and Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The Comedies.
Following EachAre TwoMack
Reels Sennctt-jKeystone
in Length.)
The Small Town
Bully.
Friendly Enemies.
His Diving Beauty.
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate
Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
ductions.)
(The
Following
Are
Bessie

BarriscaU

Pro-

Satan's Pawn.
M.
Wm.

A. Bradv

Stolen Orders

Releases

Before

WEISSBERG.
Plavhouse.
X. Y. City.137 W.

48th

(Eight Reels— Drama).

S aturday.
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June
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Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co.
Expert

Developing,

Printing

and

Wanted:

Coloring

i \vi i; \ (U I ri is
\M>
RAW
FILM
BUPP1 ii i>
c \mi i; v HEN
SENT
INTWHEBE.

985 Market

Street

r

Experienced Feature Film

SALESMEN

San Francisco, Cal.

W

E desire the services of several men capable of selling
high grade
Feature proposition)
Film.
i Nut ;i programme

You Make or Mar the
Picture

We

want men who are acquainted with the New York,
Brooklyn and Jersey territory.
Novices need not apply. Only
men possessing the knowledge
of salesmanship and who are
producers desired.
If you are one of the men we
want, we have a well paying position
open for
you.confidential.
All applications
considered

by projecting it through efficient of inefficient lenses and yet the best lenses. Cost
but little more, and pay for themselves by
pleasing your patrons.

paused [omt
Projection |er\ses
bring out every detail of the film, clear and
sharp to the edge of the screen — an essential in every first-class house, yet moderate
in cost.

Apply in person
1600

Bausch & lpmb Optical (5.
566 St PAUL STREET
New York

ROCHESTER.
Chicago

Washington

to

UNIVERSAL

Write for your copy of special projection
lens booklet — free to owners and operators.

L

WORLD

Broadway,

H

N.X

York

City

OilMElS/IA
NEWS

San Francisco

New

AND

PROPERTY

GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, England

Leading American Makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses, Projection Lanterns (Baloptxcons) , Microscopes, Stereo-Prism Binoculars and other High-Grade
Optical Products.

lias the quality circulation of the trade in Great Britain and the Dominions.
All Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to its members are published exclusively in this journal.
Yearly
Rate— Postpaid.
Weekly,
$7.25
Sample copy and advertising
rates on request.

Appointed by Agreement Dated 7,8114 THE
THE CINEMATOGRAPH

State Rights Buyers!

OFFICIAL

ORGAN

A Dependable Mailing List Service

The Moving Picture World desires to advise
the manufacturing trade, through its columns,
whenever you or any of your staff are due
in New York. In this way we will be able
to render your trip more effective, particularly if you advise the date of arrival, contemplated length of stay, and hotel where you
will stop.

=

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features. Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
W74
being
or to be built.

1

MOTION

Write if letter will reach us sufficiently far ahead — otherwise wire to the

m

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Addressing
In

New York City

Multi graphing

Answering

COMPANY

Phone— Chelsea 3227
Phone— Randolph 2003

80 Fifth Avenue, New York
425 Ashland
Block, Chicago

State Rights Department, Moving Picture World

516 Fifth Ave.

Printing

Advertisements,
MOVING
PICTURE

Typewriting

Please
Mention
WORLD

TYPHOON POOLING & VENTILATING SYSTEM
I TYPHOON

FAN

Mercury

CO.

\J

NEW

YORK

CITY

V

business
In Answering Advertisements,

Please

of

EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND. LTD

H*44

CAMP

ST.

NEW

ORLEANS

down - Typhoons
Mention
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PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S

SUPREME TRIUMPH "HEARTS OF THE WORLD." Installs Two UP to The Minute Type S SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
with Robin TIME and SPEED DEDICATORS in the 44th St. Theatre, New York. The Marvelous PROJECTION of
this
and greatest
effects. picture of modern times is synchronized accurately to the fraction of a- second with the beautiful music

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT

TIMES SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

Have you ever stopped to consider the many ad vantages to be found in JK VANS' SERVICE, Mr.
Producer?
We are convinced no one turns out a better quality of DEVELOPING and PRINTING than EVANS
turns out and a trial will convince you if you h ave any doubt.
ilS
"We are also convinced we can meet all reasonabl e demands when it comes to delivery.

°n

m

EVANS

FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City st. JS£%»4i

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

Guaranteed Rebuilt Moving Picture Machines
We have on hand all makes of rebuilt machines which we GUARANTEE to bf In
A-l ADJUSTMENT, all worn parts having been replaced by NEW
PARTS.

The only screen built to the specifications of the
theatre in which it is to be used.
You'd naturally expect the world's largest producers
pf Moving Picture Screens to construct the best screen.
We do!

Simplex, Complete with Lenses, Hand Drive
$150.00
Simplex Complete, with Lenses, Motor Drive
200.00
Power's 6A, Complete with Lenses, Hand Drive
110.00
Power's 6A. Complete with Lenses, Motor Drive
150.00
Power's 6. Complete with Lenses
75.00
Motio, 190S, Complete with Lenses
25.00
Motio, 1909. Complete with Lenses
30.00
Edison Exhibition Model. Complete with Lenses
25.09
Standard. 1915 Model, Complete with Lenses
50.08
Ft. Wayne A. C. to D. C. Generator, used 3 weeks. 110 volt,
60 eye, 1 phase
200.00
All orders subject to prior sale.
Write

Write and let us tell you about Mlnusa screens and send you samples.

Q^^/oufS,9/lo.

Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting

Particulars

Supply

Moving Picture Machine

Foreign

LOAN

City Film

40th Street

Laboratories,
New

Company

Patents My Specialty

AND

ATTORNEY
TRUST

BUILDING

WASHINGTON,

345 West

Catalog

N. Moore

PATENT

Empire

and

PATENTS
William

Titles
Domestic

for

Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Trade
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
5 S. Wabaah Ave.
Dealers
in Motiograph.
Standard
and
Simplex
Moving
Picture
Machine*,
National Carbons, Mlnusa Screens,
and Everything for the Theatre

MINU/A CINE /CPEENCOj
ffiomont & Morgan

today

Amusement

Some sections still available
to dealers

Inc.
York

D. C.

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with $5.00 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

Established 25 Years

Personal Attention

ERBOGRAPH
LUDWIG

COMPANY

G. B. ERB, President

Producers

MOTION

of

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone
LABORATORIES

and

STUDIO

Audubon

3716

203 to 211 West 146th St., New York City

THE
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Seats That Stay Beautiful
Here is a theatre seal that will be beautiful
after years of bard Bervice because it is covered with I)u Rout Fabrikoid which does nol
wear shabby and is absolutely unaffected by
water, grease, stains, dust or perspiration.

DUlPONT CO.
fabrikoid

EASTMAN
FILM

Wilmington,

ROCHESTER,

No. 680

Made by
WISCONSIN
CABINET &
PANEL
CO.
105 West 40th
Street
New York

CO.,

N. Y.

The Essential Requirements

BIG ADVANCE
IN
M. P. PHOTOGRAPHY

FOR

Improved Projection
ARE

SPEER
Speer

Six great scientific improvements make the Universal
Motion Picture Camera the choice of expert cameramen everywhere. Wonder-value at less than half standard motion picture
camera prices ! You want it.

CARBONS

Alterno

UNIVERSAL JsS

Combinations

for A. C. Work
AND

Speer

Hold-Ark

Delaware

Canadian Factory
and Office:
NEW TORONTO
ONTARIO

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.
KODAK

1353

miuuimm OU PONT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES,

Silver bullion of a quality
equal to that used bv the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture of

EASTMAN

WORLD

See how it increases your speed, improves framing, film
transmission, focusing, eliminates static, etc. New automatic
dissolve ready.

Combinations

for D. C. Work

Produce Incomparable Results

Burke &

Write today for descriptive folders.

James, Inc.
240 East
Ontario St.
Chicago

WRITE

Read the unbiased opinions ol operators.

FOR
CATALOG

Place an order now with your Supply House.

RcxoMakers
M. P. ofFilm

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee"
MANUFACTURED
SPEER

CARBON
ST.

MARYS,

COMPANY
PA.

In Answering

Advertisements,
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Mention
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PICTURE
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1U11VI II
The Standard of Direct Current Carbons
For

Motion Picture Projection
The modern pictures of quality are best projected by a light of
high quality such as given by the

National-Silvertip Combination
The Silvertip is heavily plated, making it capable of carrying the heaviest currents used in
projection without harmful heating. It is of small diameter, thereby eliminating the disagreeable flicker due to traveling of the arc.

For Alternating Current Projection.
To

get

perfect

projection

on

WHITE

alternating

Send

NATIONAL

L
A
S
T
C
A
L
L

current

without

A. C. SPECIAL

CARBON

to-day

for

our

equipment

use

folders.

COMPANY,

INCREASE

additional

CARBONS

Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

IN ADVERTISING

Attention

is hereby

directed

to the

raise

in advertising

RATES!
rates

in

(@E#feff!lML
(The Export Edition of the Moving Picture World)
which becomes effective

JUNE 1, 1918
All advertising contracts for a year or half year entered into prior to this date will
be written

at the current

follows :—

space

rates.

1, our space will be valued as

$60.00 per Page
31.50
" Half Page
17.00
" Quarter Page
9.00
" Eighth Page
proportionately

CHALMERS

After June

for lesser

sizes

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

WE

TOLD

YOU

1.555

WORLD
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LAST

WEEK

TO

BEWARE
OF
CERTAIN
EXCHANGE
PROPOSITIONS
(To

Remind

You,

Look

on

Page

1207,

M.

P.

World,

May

25,

1918)

You know that your Power's Machine gives the best
picture when
in proper condition.
When
your
Power's machine is worn out do not let a foxy salesman compare
your Power's projection with that of a new machine of other makeA new Power's will do more for you than any other make. Besides

you will take no chances in experimenting and breaking in your operator on another make machine. The Power's can't be beaten. That is a fact proven by the
big majority of prominent exhibitors.

FRED

J. DOLLINGER

writes

to us as follows:

Three years ago you equipped our theatre with a complete outfit — two Power's 6-A projecting
machines which I am pleased to state have given us good service and are still in good condition.
Nevertheless, I want to be up to date and I herewith place my order for two more Power's machines,
latest type, and I am willing: to pay the regular price — although I have been offered two complete
projection machines from other manufacturers without charge. The reason 1 prefer the Power's
machine is that I have a 165% foot throw, and the size of my picture is I6V2 x 20%', on a plaster wall,
and I use only 45 to 50 amperes — and have perfect projection. Please let me know when you will
be able to install the new machines..
.
Very truly yours,
CLAREMONT THEATRE,
New York, Dec. 2nd, 1917.

FRED

J. DOLLINGER,

Manager.

He did not fall for the Salesman's (?) statement that HIS machine is used in the
Best Theatres on Broadway, New York. Dollinger told him that his Power's Projection isthe best one in New York City. Therefore Dollinger sticks to Power's,
the Better Projector.

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

Pres.

Executive Offices:

Largest Moving Picture
RRANCH

STORES

AND

WAREHOUSES

( NEW YORK
j DETROIT
KANSAS

J. H. HALLBERG,

1604 Broadway,

Equipment
ROSTON
OMAHA
CITY
MACHINE

Vice-Pre*

New York

House

in the World

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSRURGH
CINCINNATI
CHICAGO
& MINNEAPOLIS
SUPPLY
CO., INC., CLEVELAND
KANSAS
CITY, MISSOURI
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A Veritable

tain *<Money
"I believe I have hung up a
record," writes C. E. Miller
of La Salle, Colo., "and you
may think I am foolish
when I tell you that I'm
going to play a return engagement. Statistics would
appear to prove that every
person living in La Salle
saw 'The Kaiser' on the
first showing. I am willing
to gamble that they want to
see it again.
I charged an

admission of $1 all over the
house. I will also charge $1
the next time. Please let me
have a print as soon as posLa Salle has a population of
300.
Mr. Miller's receipts
sible."
for
the day were $301 — or
an average of a trifle more
than a dollar for every resident of the town. If this
isn't a record we'd like to
know just what it is.

Out in Cherokee, Iowa, the
American Theatre says:
"Our audiences forgot they
were looking at a picture
and they did all that New
York said they would. They
hissed, they yelled, they
whistled, they cheered and
stamped. It is in our opinion the greatest play that
was ever in our house. It
also made us more money
than any other picture."

The Beast of Berlin
"It gave more satisfaction
at our Liberty Theatre and
made more clear money for
us than any other production we have ever played,"
says J. S. McGill of Vancouver. "We have only one
regret
thatweek
we didn't
get ofit
for a —full
instead
only two days. Anybody
but Jewel, with such a picture, would have made it a
state rights production and

would not have given the
regular exhibitor a chance
on the big money-making
possibilities of the film. We
know this to be a fact — that
it is one picture in a thou^

• Prod
,NC
V vuctions
16OO Brodd-wdX- 'Kev'^brk Qity

sand for drawing power, because during its run at the
Liberty it was shown to
scores of people who seldom, ifever, make it a practice to gohibitors
to willshows.
extake ourIf tip,
they will play 'The Kaiser'
at
good advanced
tip; but ourprices."
own tip Ais
to first get your reservation.
Your
today. competitor is acting

1 HE
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Feel Your Theatre's Pulse
Do you realize that the public is longing
for good, cheering entertainment; that it is
satiated with the gruesome melodramatic
subjects flooding the market. Try clean,
wholesome comedy drama and see how your
patrons instantly respond with quickened
interest. The George K. Spoor features are
just the thing in this line.
LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF MASTERPIECES
"A Pair of Sixes"
"Ruggles of Red Gap"
"Uneasy Money"
"The Small Town Guy"
"Two Bit Seats"
"Fools For Luck"
"Efficiency Edgar's Courtship"

"Sadie Goes to Heaven"
"The Kill-Joy"
"Young Mother Hubbard"
"Pants"
featuring
LITTLE

MARY
^

featuring

TAYLOR

^s/sonioq

^

featuring

featuring

B.

*

"The Fibbers"
"Skinner's Baby"
"Skinner's Bubble"
"Skinner's Dress Suit"
"The Golden Idiot"
"The Man Who Was Afraid"
"Filling His Own Shoes"

HOLMES

"Little Shoes"
"The Saint's Adventure"
"Burning the Candle"
HENRY

McALISTER

WALTHALL

George Kleine System
Distributors

BRYANT

WASHBURN

THE
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Utiiversdt Speeidt Attraction
Diree-fed

hy*

$&

Robert Z.Leoud/rd

^ov bodKitiA fhni ill Uiiivens&l&xetoges
©drl gaemmte, Pres., 1600 Broadvdy
Uutversdl Fitm Mufa.@o.,
u
Mew York

June 8, 1918
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an jlHacurcn

T/%' B :^&&&

^c Cl1TVer^COIV £)eaulij of the Screen -

Directed by
IDA MAY

Reserve now,

PARK

thru any Universal Exchange

THE
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S ±TLu

ANIMATED
WEEKLY
CURRENT
EVENTS
SCREEN
MAGAZINE

The theatre that does not show a News Weekly today
is the rare exception. WHY? Because the News Weekly
is more sought for and draws as big and as regularly
as the costliest feature production, yet there is no comparison in price.
UNIVERSAL

FILM

MN'FG.

CO.,

Largest

Film

Mn'iR.

Co. in the

The UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY. CURRENT
EVENTS and SCREEN MAGAZINE are the acknowledged
leaders in the news weekly field. Always the best news
first from every quarter of the globe, and you can book
either or all on the most equitable basis. See your
nearest Universal Exchange.
Universe,

CARL

LAEMMLE,

President,

1600 Broadway,

New York

fune 8, 1918
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"the drear and oiuV
ferial of its kind
THIS
Is the one and
market that has NO

only serial en
COMPETITION

the world's
whatsoever.

If you get It tor your territory, you havo

It alone,

without tear of some other similar serial jeopardizing your
success. No one else can get anything similar because
there Is no other serial like it.

BACKED
by that invincible

Advertising Force

14.000, 000
AMERICAN
You

can

announce

It and

advertise

it

and boost It to the limit as being THE
ONLY
SERIAL
of its kind EVER
SHOWN IN YOUR CITY— the great big.
fascinating BOY SCOUTS
serial that
every father, mother and child Is extremely Interested in, particularly right
now when the Boy Scouts are doing
their bit so wonderfully
well.
There are posters of the striking kind
the Universal always puts out with big
specials. Get a copy of the
Scout Folder showing ready

big Boy
prepared

ads— complete press sheets with cuts of
all kinds. There is explained in detail
how

to go about getting the direct cooperation of Scout Executives — Scout

Masters, etc., right In your own territory. All you have to do Is BOOK IT
and follow the ready prepared Information and success
Is ycurs.

DON'T
DELAY
YOUR BOOKING
Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange, or communicate with the UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.. Largest Film
Mfg. Co. in the Universe. Carl Laemnile,
Fres., 1600 Broadway,
Xew
York.

I'll I UR]
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What has the young man just
done?
He has shot another who, he thinks, has
ruined the girl he loves.

Will the victim recover?
That rests with the other man in the picture— the greatest surgeon in the country,
now in disgrace, but in love with the
same woman as the other two.

If you were this great surgeon, would you help one
rival escape and bring the
other back to life — ~
would you — ?
I'd go first to see how this torturing problem was solved in the big, tense picture
made from Mary Roberts Rinehart's
famous "K" as published by Houghton, Mifflin Co. —

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Tune 8, 191.
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Comedy Smash
The Biggest Se
ason
of the

TheOeezerof Berlin
a Burlesque on

_

-■%■-.

The KAISERr the Beast oF Berlin

WATCH For * !
WAIT for it !
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Cecil H
ldMve s
Mot a.ble.

"By David Graham Phillip
an artcraf:

It Has Every Quality
A statement from Mr. De Mille—
"I chose the David Graham Phillips novel 'Old Whss
for New', because
'It has a big human appeal; it deals with intim;:e
phases of marriage and divorce ; every phase a c
humor of a woman is in it.
'It shows that a wife must compete with other worn n
if she wishes to keep her husband, and that by suh
competition
she benefits physically, morally a
mentally.

'It is a real object lesson for wives, who are taug
by the story that merely being virtuous is not, as t
may have been at one time, enough in these da^i

A campaign of national advertising ii
The Saturday Evening Post, The Ro
Book, Every Week, and Hearsts Mag<zine, is paving the way for big business
in YOUR community.
.*

L:-

j=
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DeMilles
For Ne
ProcUxc"tion

Jldaplt&for the Screen by Jeanie MacpberSOIl

PICTURE
A Money Picture Needs
"The human note is
though the ending is
"It gives a wonderful
and scenes with wide

self-sacrifice and renunciation
satisfactory.
chance for gorgeous costuming
diversity.

"It mirrors night life of Broadway but shows the evil
results of Broadway life, in the effects upon the highly
contrasted characters.
"The moral is obvious and convincing but there is
not a trace of preaching.
"It has fine advertising possibilities with name of
author, splendid gown stuff, marriage and divorce
problem, catch phrases such as 'Why husbands leave
home,' and so on.
"It will do more good than any picture I have
ever produced." CECIL
B_ DeMILLE.
M

Bfamous players-lasky corporation

'^^^^^,1

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

Prvs. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MILLE DmxOrGenenil

\
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Adolph Zukor presents

MARGUERITE
rune

CLAKK
a
tf

in

by Granville Barker and Laurence Housman.
Scenario
by Charles Maigne.
Directed by Maurice Tourneur

^ GpaiwnountCplctur&
""HIS presentation of "Prunella" is of unusual signifv
* cance.
It was when she was starring in the famous
LittleMarguerite
TheatreClark.
production
"Prunella"
that Adolph
Zukor
saw
So impressedofwas
he with her charm
that he at once
made first
her
a Paramount Star. Now. under the direction of Maurice Tourneur. Marguerite Clark
lives again the charming tale of the little girl who ran away with a strolling player

W, FAMOUS
v

~

>»

Kf

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
)>>■>

.IFSSK

L

1

ASKY

.

m

IV

CECIL

B

DE

MILLS

MMBi

f

7K

^gJPICTURES

'-*■''$:

vvhydont you shoot?
taunted Lola,
1 have had my revenge — / am ready !

DISTRIBUTED BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729

Sevenfrt Avenue,

Mew

York Citp

P CTURE5

NORMA
TALMADGE
Presented

as the

by JOSEPH

M.

SCHENCK

adventuresome, lovable heroine o

DELUXE ANNIE't

Shoxtfn simultaneously at two First-Rur
Nlew York Theatres — Rothapfel s Rialtc
and Loev?'s New York.
Nothing the Kialto kas offered in several week; ha
had so many good points." — New York Globe.
"We nope Miss Talmadge will go on and make man}
more 'De Luxe Annies.'" — New York Tribune.

DISTRIBUTED

BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seven4« Avenue, New York Git^

mmamm

Ton* 8. 1

THE

U

i Ooldwyn
"*^-

'RLD

pictures^

*y

*^

A Picture That Will Silence the
Whispering Campaign of Slander
Directed at the Mothers of America !
Read in the article reproduced below from the New
York Evening Sun of the campaign being waged to
strike at our nation through the hearts and brains of
its women.
These secret voices are at work in your town; sly,
persuasive, dangerous voices and you as an exhibitor
can do both your country and your people a magnify
cent service by booking at once for your theatre Goldwyn's thrilling and inspiring presentation of

<^MaM Noimand
MS
o^PunyDiwG
6y Porter Emerson Browne
A story of National ideals; of faith, hope and courage.
A story that shows the millions here at home what
they can do to help their country.

Get your local Red Cross; your local newspapers; your
leading writers and citizens to sponsor this beautiful
production as a loyalty-builder.

Hundreds of exhibitors have telegraphed or written
seeking this production as a big "special" attraction.
It's a regular Goldwyn release that comes to make you
larger profits.
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JAe Star Extraordinary s
Tense, Emotional,Mstful,
Lovely and Appealing

in All Woman
By E Lloyd Sheldon

Directed by Hobavt Hpnley

The action-drama and romance of a girl who risked all for love; who
whipped a "bad town," saved her friend's reputation and vindicated her
own honor. Released June 2.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL

GOLDFfSH,

16 East &Znd

President

Street

Edgar

Selwyn.

New

Vice President

York City

June 8. 1918
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APITOL
OAVEDIES

THE ONLY TWO- REEL
DI-WEEKLY COMEDIES BEING PRODUCED in AMERICA
"THIS means regular, consistent supply — a
star appearing often enough and in bright
enough stories to make him a sought-after
favorite.
The greatest adage in the advertising world
is "Repetition Makes Reputation. " In laughable, speedy, clean stories you are offered
through Goldwyn

Vmiling bill

PAR/ON/
211

CAPITOL

COMEDIES

The first five "Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies are:
May
May
June
June

With one voice thousands of exhibitors have
said and are saying: "Here is a great comedian
I can cash in on; a comedian who is instantly
winning the affection of the nation."

5: "Billy's Baby"
19: "Billy's Predicament"
2: ' 'Birds of a Feather ' '
16: "Matching Billy"

June 30: "The Widow's Might"
Why don't you book them quickly for your theatre?

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish

16 East 4-2«c/ Street

president

New

York City
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"Little Talks with Foreign Buyers9* — No. 13

Presid ent

A

Special
"THE

Opportunity
VICTIM"

I

NTER-OCEAN has been selected to distribute
in all foreign markets a feature play of such

unique dramatic appeal that a trial showing has already resulted in several sales. To see "The Victim" is to want to
exploit it. The effect on the spectator is simply tremendous.
It is a "repeat" picture. Even the veteran buyer — the "wise" film man — wants
a second look. It is just punch! punch! PUNCH! The priestly hero, in facing
the electric chair, risks all for a principle — and we all of us care for that sort
of chap. The picture is an absolute succession of thrills. There has never been a melodrama
like it! And it challenges solution up to the last few feet of the sizzling finish. Can be worked

as a "special," with Church endorsement, or j ust as a rattling good theatre thriller.

"THE VICTIM"-9 Reels-Starring Robert T. Haines
INTERr OCEAN
INTER-OCEAN
BUILDING

"We

Operate

^CORPORATJON

FIL/Ai
21 S W. 42»oST.

NEW

YORK. CITY

Everywhere" — Largest
Distributors
of Films
in Foreign
Exporters of Speer Carbons and Fulco Accessories.

Fields

and

Sole

READY FOR WORLD SALE— 52 World Films a year, featuring
Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young, Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell, and June
Elvidge; 24 Varalta Plays a year, featuring Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan,
Henry B. Walthall, and Louise Glaum; the great features, Ince's "Whither Thou
Goest," Rapf's "To-day," and "Mad Lover," Pyramid's "Inside the Lines,"
and "The Man of Bronze;" Selexart's "Honor's Cross," "Blue Blood," and
"The 13th Labor of Hercules;" the sure fire comedy brands, Vim, Black
Bingo, "Charley" (Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.
Diamond,

INI

Iune8, 1918
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- M$>*
ME VALUE

OP A

'SUPREME
COAVMANP

|
/

Just as President Wilson and the Allies
welcomed a "Supreme CommanoV'so
responsible exhibitors today all over the
country are supporting the Hodkinson
Co-partnership Plan, as the ONE FORCE
in the motion picture field, organized to
co-ordinate the interests of exhibitor and
producer.

9

» i
f

»**
^»-^,^-**,

WW, HODKINSON CORP
571 FIFTW AVENUE

NEW

YODKCITY

UODKIN/ON
.TEttVICE AT ALL^a©
®3®e> GENERAL FILM EXCUANGE-T
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PLAYS

PARALTA

PICTURES

QFTHE

PICK

CURRENT

BESSIE

ISSUE

BARRISCALE
m

jamesDirector
voONO «ROSE
ROBERT

The

O' PARADISE"'
BRUNTON,

Sunshine

SigyKS1

o7Wanager of Productions

picture you

need

in these

stern

times.

With her fiddle and a pail of kittens,
Jinnie enters the world's arena.
Life's grime and grisly passions
cannot tarnish her faith
in God's creatures.
Those twisted in spirit,
those broken in body
are hers to love.
She plays the song of God's faith
on her fiddle,
and works the miracle of HIS love
among

halt humanity

in life's backyard.
Bessie Barriscale is Jinnie,
a crystal chalice that contains
life, loveliness, and the ever-young spirit
of mother Eve.

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc.

8 WEST
48th
NEW
YORK

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian

Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

HO&KINSON
AT ALU GENERAL.

THROUGH

FILM

SERVICE

EXCHANGES

STREET
CITY

I III-.

June 8, 1918
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WORLD

GLAUM

"SHACKLED'
REGINALD BARKER
Director

LAWRENCE McCLOSKEY
Author
ROBERT

BRUNTON.

Manager o< Productions

Not a "wronged gal" story.
Not a "vampire wench" affair.
But the story of a real woman
who scatters to the winds
prejudice, slander, calumny,
by the force
of her noble nature
and sterling character.
A loyal woman
who fights the merciless
puppets of society
to save those
she loves, and whose love
is her reward.

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc.

8 WEST 48th STREET
NEW
YORK
CITY

Foreign Distributors: Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

HO&K
INSON SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES

KERRIGAN
J.
WARREN
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GENEPAL FILM COMPANY

Snakeville Comedies!

The first block of ten fun makers made such a tremendous hit with the public that
Essanay has been compelled by the dem and of exhibitors to issue a second set of
ten pictures, one to be released each week. These fifteen minute comedies fit in
with any program.
Arrange your bookings now.
"SLIPPERY
SLIM'S INHERITANCE"
"SOPHIE'S LEGACY"
"SOPHIE GETS STUNG"
"SLIPPERY SLIM— DIPLOMAT"
'SLIPPERY SLIM AND THE CLAIM AGENT"

"SLIPPERY SLIM'S STRATAGEM"
"A HOT TIME IN SNAKEVILLE"
"SNAKEYTLLE'S NEW SHERIFF"
"A SNAKEVILLE EPIDEMIC"
"SOPHIE'S BIRTHDAY PARTY"
■'■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

.."■

■ ■! c

: ■ .:

CHARLIE
CH APL I N
NEVER
MISSES
FIRE
You can always bank on packing your house by showing; an Essanay-Chaplin
"A NIGHT OUT"
"HIS NEW JOB'
"THE TRAMP"

"IN THE PARK'
"A WOMAN"
"BY THE SEA"

comedy.

"THE CHAMPION"
"A JITNEY ELOPEMENT"
"WORK"

^^sis/oniou
^m\M^?^^^^J

Distributed Exclusively by General Film Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City

mrV, M^^^M

:

June 8, 1918

THE
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mms

mm \m^Mi^^ru

PI< l URE

\\ < >UI.I>

Distributed
Exclusively
by General
Film
Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City
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THAT PULL!

This sign draws the crowds

WILLIAM V. /-^v^~~Wjpiv
DRAMAS
THAT
DRAW
OLLARS

j&eEml&icndl Stair

GLADYS BROCEWELL

JUNE CAPRICE™

BLUE-EYED

WARY

ci'ud her Sprightly atLveniuves

itoift elSentik* cf
Cana

item

and- bta£ til h

He

% SCARLET

ROAD

cdever
woman's
tviuwiph
tfU x?eVvc$
cf
2%ew !£>*♦& S&xiety*

StiijfeeL bv Havvy Millard e-

One aurc\
$2 aifear
FIJLM

CaRPtflUflLTIOK

2

_» MONEY

MAKERS!

Jdcy hringr -profits
EXHIBITORS

am*:

to

and joy to yowv

PATRONS

►A

it & i> a> l>Xi •& 1

-,. "- .

WILLIAM

liresenti

FOX

JANE and T 1C 17
KATHERINE AjUiJCj
jki an

*j<mpisli,Stoir<my Comedy-Dramd

Written and stayed Toy TCeviewn Unci*

■m

you dorit gamMewitfowx
res <~tyou win\
SpecialSPECIAL
featuFEATURES
Qlrl&~&W.&$jk

FILM

O X

$2 a year

CORPORATION

■11

V

•flft

•^*t ;
d3r^
*-**■*

*i
i

PV

»/ %

L _^*

.»-« *- ■

1 tit GREATEST WESTERN

WILLIAM

FOX PRESENTS

wl asLLI
Am
LASS ITER

In a Masterly Picturizationo

R IDE R$ oft h(

An Epic of the Utah Border
The Story of a Ranger whose
'
Word was Law

\ Millions have read tlielookMillions demand die picture
Js.

STANDARD

PICTURES

DRAMA

EVERTMAPE

1

AMERICA'S FOREMOST ACTOtf

F
A
R
N
U
M
TheAVENGER
ZANE

GREYS

Famous Novel

PURPLE $ACE
A

WILLIAM

FARNUM

DIRECTED

DE LUXE

BY FRANK

PRODUCTION

LLOYD

A Other Big Farmim Attractions:
" THE TR
UE BLOF
UEA LION
HEART
WHEN A MAN SEES REP
ROUGH AND READY

FILM

CORPORATION

?

BIGS
'ew versions ^fwcrld-wide successes

TH E DA
BARA
WILLIAM

FOX -presents

CLEMENCEAU
CASE
by Alexander Dumas
thai thrashes society irith a living urfap
J he best strmghi screen drama ever seen
A wonderful story of throhhiny emotion
that pulls relentlessly "- %»faJi Mail

FOX

FILM CORPORATION

HHlilli

■omnia

"THE twoAND orphans"
"A TOOL THERE WAS"

NEW
FIVE

PRINTS
REELS

Toman
OF 191 8

„
^^l>

faster, Stronger BvighterTkanEm
XJiili matchless sweep and fjcwer

p

WIIXIAM

rj

/

FOX presents

WILLIAM
FARNUM
injke

PLUNDERER
by iloy Norton

JL GJilliam crarnum De Luxe Production

A storu of love, hatred and qreed for

J J yellow gold

J

J

Brilliant romance with a 1dm% Ireezu,
ficjhtinej Jtero

Coming
NIW POSTERS
A**!D

LOBBY DISP1AYS

"THE BOAND
NDMAN"
"A SOLDIER'S OATH'

■■J

r
\Jjhk.
7ILM CORTORATIOW

ey send em away with a smile !

"Will
iamLoudest
Fax IWnt*
Echo
in the \Box•Office■

A Neighfoi* Keyhole
Wild Wcm en and Tamelion J
L A Waiter*- Wasted Life
Self-Made
Aa A Her
HusbandsLady
Wife

Those Howling

Gales af Mirth

Mutt and
^ *

Bud Fisher's

(Animated Car teens)

The Tale of a Pig
The Siiperintentoitsr
A Fisheries* Cartoon
Tenserial Artists
Hospital Orderlies
Life Savers

BOQK THESE
SCREEN RIOTS

FILM

CeRPCRATJtfJV

THE
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Get Ready for Summer
Xo dull days when you show the

The News Reel
of REAL NEWS
Issued

EVERY

TUESDAY

Then, there's the

Gaumont
Graphic

Just like
Issued

the NEWS

EVERY
gaatononb

except

that

it is

FRIDAY

The sensational

Gaumont Serial
in only 10 episodes.
Ready

soon.
At the

%

Best

Independent

Exchanges

Gaumont
NEW YORK
LONDON

Co.
PARIS

IF YOU VALUE THE GOODWILL AND RESPEC
OF YOUR AUDIENCES - IF YOU WANT THEI
TO THINK BETTER OF YOUR BUS NES<

A

.«*i*&*

BIGGEST MONE
fc; MAKERS

•^ ^

<> /ft

*oo
before *«PermWi <hlUtf"eat up to * at that.
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An Open Letter to Exhibitors Who Run
Old Films Under New Titles

They're Using You for a
Catspaw
When you book old pictures under new titles,
you know what you are paying for. When you
advertise old pictures to your patrons under new
titles, you lay yourself open to an imputation of
fraud, for they don't know what they are to see
until you have taken their money.
The men who sell the faked titles don't care a
Tinker's dam what your patrons think of you.
The fact that they have virtually made a swindler
of you doesn't hurt them any because you went
into the dishonest deal with your eyes open.
The big point, so far as you are concerned, is:
Are you going to allow these men to make a
dupe of you for their own selfish ends?
If you want to run re-issues, all right; they are
entirely legitimate. But don't be foolish enough
to cheat with false titles the people whose dimes
and nickels buy your bread and butter.

THINK IT OVER!

!>•'
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Newspapers
Like
PATRONS

to
WILL

PAY

Print
TO

SEE

CLEVER

Educational
EDUCATIONALS IF YOU'LL
TELL THEM
ABOUT
IT.

HELP NUMBER

"Copy'
JUST

TAKE

THE

TROUBLE

TO

THREE

We furnish brief publicity on each "Little Feature."
Ask the motion picture editor to print this tabloid
news regularly. It will help him and help you.
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THE

ELLOW TICKET

in. the overwhelmingly successTul adaptation of A.H.Woods* sensational hit

for
full week
The isnumber
theatres
booking'
for three
and atour
day runs
like a of
motion
picture
theatreit directory!
THE YELLOW
TICKET"
goneANDover
the top before release!
A GREAT
LINE OFhasPAPER
ADVERTISING

AND PUBLICITY HELPS FOR YOUR USE.
IT S ALL READY AND ALL DELIVERED!!

Produced hyASTRA from the play by Michael Morton.Directed byWm.Parke

DRAFT!!!
You ^et it when you, play
FANNIE WARD
in the motion picture adaptation
of A.H.Woods' sensational stage liit

THE YELLOW

TICKET

The play itself made stage history It
stood em up inKewYorkfor400days;
in Chicago
houses inevery for
city 200days.lt
in the land. ITpacfted
has draft!
MissWard is aheadliner. She fills the theatres where she playsThepublic wants her
SHEhasDraffc!! Warner Oland.Armand
Kaiisz,AnnaLehr,LeonBary,Helene ^
ChadwicU ,all are in the cast Your public
fcnows tHem. The CAST Has draft!
APPLYTHEAC1DTESTSEE THE PICTURE
YOULL BOOK IT !
Pathe
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trFatkerf if you marry
tikis woman, you commit
moral suicide!91

MORAL SUICIDE
a feature with a tremendous title and with
the vast publicity of the Hearst newspapers
behind it, will be distributed byo
Notable cast witk Joktl Masotv
Anne Luther, leahBaird and others.
Written and directed by Ivan Abramson,
Produced by Graphic Film Corp
GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR PATHE
EXCHANGE AT ONCE ON THIS PICTURE!

June 8, 19?
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That Hot Weather Bogie

E

VERY wise exhibitor should anticipate the hot summer season. Now is
the time to make plans that will assure good business during the coming
warm weather.

The wise exhibitor realizes that he must compete with amusement parks,
lake and ocean resorts and with all open air amusements for the next few months,
rle should also realize, however, that people do not stay by their "firesides" in
the summer and that, although competition is stronger, yet the opportunity for
business is much greater.
Exhibitors who provide a cool and comfortable theatre, good music, courteous
attendants and, most important of all, good pictures, should have no trouble in
making money during the summer.
Triangle exhibitors have a decided advantage during the summer season.
They are assured of a consistent program of high quality productions that is
bound to please their patrons ; a program that has won its way into the hearts
and judgment of thousands of exhibitors from Maine to California ; a program
whose lure can be pitted successfully against the lure of the outdoors and bring
old and young to the box office of any well conducted theatre.
Xo matter what pictures you have been showing, no matter what the trade
mark, stars or producers— to exhibitors not showing Triangle productions we
address this question, "Why not anticipate your summer business by making a
contract now for Triangle service?"
We realize that in inviting you to run Triangle pictures during the unfavorable season of the year, we are subjecting our pictures to the most rigid
and exacting test which any service can sustain. Triangle gladly extends 1 11 is
challenge knowing that Triangle pictures are bound to make good.
There's a Triangle Exchange near you that is waiting to hear from YOU.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457 Broadway
New York
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ALAN DALE
NEW

of the
AMERICAN
YORK
says :

"I saw an extremely interesting and vividly gripping picture the other day.
It was "THE UNCHASwith
TENED WOMAN,"
Miss Grace Valentine as
the star. Miss Valentine
is unforgetably authoritative, marvelously subtle,
cynical and intriguing. I
either like a picture for
its story and its actors or
—I don't like it. In the
case of "THE UNCHASTENED WOMAN" I appreciated the fdm for the sake
of the Anspacher story,
and for the unusually
illuminative acting of Miss
Grace

Valentine."

T.

E.

OLIPHANT

MAIL
NEW YORK EVENING

a^ea'Tce^r/the

***£&

is
Miss Valentine's brand of acting
excellent."F. TIDDEN
ATIC MIRROR says:
in the DRAM
of
-The brilliant performance
the title role
Grace Valentine in
her
and the excellent support given
representacapable and ly.
bv ativelarge,
A thorcast stands out strongmount
ed to
tage.
ng story,
advan
its best oughly
interesti

"It is a masterful character study
of a woman who is chaste in body.
but whose soul is just the reverse.

HARRIET

UNDERHILL

YORK TRIBUNE says:
in the NEW
"The most interesting thing that
this
has been done on the screenGrace
season. We never dreamed
Valentine could act like that. She
was so convincing and compelling.

The play from
picwhich ture thewas evolved
sen- the
wis a New
like all
and York
sation,
enproductions
Morosco
on Broadjoyed a long run by
the enway. As evinced
evoked,
thusiasm the picture Woman
"The Dnchastened
will continue in popularity
and grow in the hearts i t
picture fans everywhere.
the
-MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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£old!
| \^J a stream of it is
j passiry^ your lobbies;w^ bring ijttnside wjth

the £reat,pulsatin£t
smashing epi c of the
West in the making ,
It will brin^the mon7J
ey to your box oficeT
Entirely different -airip- j
pm^phofc>-drania that will I
create a lenuine sensation

OpenTor
Applications

Book It
first -NOW

on State RftMs

forY>urTheater
b. *•

Bear State Film Company -Chicago. 111.

Temporary Office 1104 Consumers Bld^-, 220 So. Stale St.
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LOVE

/ MO NT AOL

' BARBARA CASTLETON
in

"Vengeance*

cast incluoinc MADGE
EVANS
GEOROE MACCUARRIE and LOUISE
Directed,

MOTION

PICTURE

by

TRAVELS

EXHIBITORS HERALD:
"Out-of-the-ordinary picture,
one that should immediately attract and hold interest."

NEWS:

"Lavishly produced
Plentiful supply of incidents."
MOVING PICTURE WORLD:
"Entertaining
Wellrounded story .... Action flows
smoothly."
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"Exceptionally good cast."
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biennial session of the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, held during the firsl week in Maj at Hoi Sprii
Ark., at which time he made a strenuous effort ti
the adoption of a resolution favoring legalized i ensotship
throughout the country.
As we understand 1 11 * - law it
provides thai Dr. Oberholzer shall view and pass judg
ment Upon SUCh motion pictures as arc to Ik- shown at pic
ture theaters in Pennsylvania and that his activities end
just

there.

Where

he

finds

it within

the

SCOpe of

his

duty to go gallivanting about the country to lecture in
Favor of censorship we do no1 understand.
Who pays
the expenses of such jaunts?
*
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Facts and Comments
PLEASE observe for a moment Dr. Ellis P. Oberholzer. The doctor is secretary of the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors, well known to motion picture producers, and the man who, in his official
capacity, has endeavored to stop the showing in Pennsylvania of such propaganada pictures as "My Four Years
in Germany," not to mention others offered in the general
run of business. In his authoritative position as censor
for the people of Pennsylvania the trade has managed to
get along notwithstanding the Doctor's decisions, but we
do not. understand where he comes in to spread the
pernicious doctrine of censorship to other states and
cities.
*
We refer to the activities of Dr. Oberholzer at the

However that may be it shall stand to the everlasting
credit of the General Federation of Women's Clubs that
its members promptly squelched the efforts of the energetic doctor and sent him home a wiser man. Whatever
may be said about Major Funkhouser he at least attends
to his appointed business.
* * *
HERE'S
tip to
American
which awegood
mustlivegive
credit
to the producers,
editor of for
the
Cinema, a British motion picture trade paper.
Cinema regrets that there are not British propaganda pictures such as "My Four Years In Germany," produced
in the United States, and suggests the reason to be that
the "official mind is as dull as dishwater" and "shackled
by antiquated conceptions of what is fit and proper."
Continuing Cinema intimates that the British Blue Books
are filled with subjects for such pictures. In view of this
bit of information it might be well for some of our
American producers to take a look at some of the aforefound.said Blue Books. Something "fit and proper" might be
THE
publication of the letters that passed between
Sydney Cohen, president of the New York State
Exhibitors League, and Charles C. Pettijohn of
the American Exhibitors' Association, published in last
week's issue of the Moving Picture World has led to the
belief by some that Mr. Cohen is a candidate for the office
of president of the National League at the Boston com •< f
tion. Mr. Cohen hastens to inform us that he has no
desire to become president of the National League and,
consequently, is not a candidate. His sole desire is, he
says, to see the league separated from every form of business except that of building up the organization along
legitimate lines. In this commendable ambition the Moving Picture World desires to second his efforts. There
is a demand for a strong and effective trade organization
to look after the interests of motion pictures and the men
who have made investments in theaters. Such an organization, properly administered, will become of great assistance to the business at large. It is up to the exhibitor to
perfect such a trade organization, but the exhibitor who
dabbles in the business of production and distribution is
almost certain to lose out in his proper calling. Cut out
the "sidethem.
issues" and give us a national organization
without
*
If exhibitors will do a little thinking they will discover
that no profit has come to them through the side issues
that have been started by the leaders of the League in the
past year for their especial benefit. How much money
has the trade paper business paid them? Yet they were
told that a large portion of the profits of that venture
was to go into the coffers of the League. What has it all
amounted to? If there were any profits, who got them?
Since the launching of the trade paper scheme another
proposition has been offered to exhibitors bv officials of

1400
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the League and the exhibitor has been asked
its financing. Does any one of them believe
alleged profits of the new scheme will ever
pockets? Yet it is all being done in the name
hibitor and the League.

to assist in
any of the
reach their
of tbe ex-

Let us hope that Mr. Cohen and his associates will be
able to defeat any candidate for president of the National
League who has the least interest in any of these propositions. The slate should be wiped clean and the men who
are elected to office should be pledged to run the organization for the benefit of its members generally and not for
the purpose of backing up the private ambitions of any
individual.
IT is unfortunate that the Government method of accounting as applied to the collection of revenues does
not segregate the sums collected from various sources
so that we might have an exact statement of the money
paid by the motion picture industry for the support of the
war. Estimates of license fees, admission and footage
taxes indicate that the total sum derived from those
sources will approach $60,000,000, of which the greater
part will be paid by picture theaters and picture producers. This would seem to indicate that the motion picture industry was something more than a non-essential
calling.

Aiding the Exhibitor
By Edward Weitzel.
Always Take Obvious Advice.
ONE of the most touching and inspiring incidents
connected with the moving picture is the willingness of a certain grade of trade journal to
teach the exhibitor how to conduct all departments
of his business. Occasionally the advice offered is
good. More often it is just the reverse. Frequently
the exhibitor is asked to set aside practical knowledge
acquired by experience and to pay heed only to the
instruction of versatile and profoundly self-confident
young gentlemen, whose grasp of the show business
is as limited as was the reasoning power of Barnum's
What-Is-It.
A considerable portion of the first-aids offered the
proprietor of the moving picture theater put him in
the managerial infant class.
Take this gem of wisdom from an advertising aid
published recently : "Use the star's name and pictures freely." Hundreds of such brilliant thoughts
have illuminated the sections devoted to teaching the
exhibitor how to arrange his advertising campaigns.
"Always Take Mother's Advice" was the catch line
in the old song.
"Always Take Obvious Advice" is
the theme of this class of advertising "helps."
The Universal Forecaster.
The Universal Forecaster is another valuable first
aid to the exhibitor — if the U. F. happens to guess
right on the drawing powers of a picture for a fair
percentage of the dates booked. Fortunately there
are more than one of these gifted seers, and they frequently disagree. However, by absorbing the advice
of them all the exhibitor will have the satisfaction
of knowing that one of the number has given him
the correct prognostication.
A rude awakening awaits the exhibitor who relies
on any judgment but his own in selecting his
programs.
The writer recalls being connected with a play that
was booked in a western city for a week following
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a week of one-night stands. At the Friday one-night
stand the audience, as they say in Wisconsin, "Did
not wish to care" for the performance. The one-night I
stand manager telegraphed the week stand manager
that the show was no good. That worthy individual
was furious and swore if the paper wasn't already
up he'd cancel the play. It filled the date and broke
tbe house record for the season. The next year it
went out again — and broke its owner.
Classifying the Exhibitor.
It would be foolish to contend that the moving
picture has not brought new angles and novel publicity schemes into the show business. A casual
glance through the publications covering the moving
picture field will reveal a wide range in the articles
in the different journals and also in the style in which
they are written.
From the tone of some of the trade papers it is
evident that they are endeavoring to address themselves to only one class of exhibitors, and expect
their statements to be received without question and
with no appeal to common sense. By following the
Tammany rule of claiming everything in sight and
blowing their own horns continuously each one hopes
to dominate the trade in spite of the fact that its
methods restrict it to the support of only a limited
portion of motion picture theater managers.
Some of the "stunts" invented by the editor of one
publication resemble the efforts of a Shanghai rooster
just after he has suffered decapitation — energetic, but
futile.
"How Far That Little Candle Throws His Beams!"
The variety of styles in which the articles in the
different papers are written include the exploitation
of favored persons in words of almost honeyed sweetness and palpitating editorials, penned with the
emotional stress of a sob sister's seventh son.
Who that read it can forget the fervor with which
one seventh son poured forth his soul to his subscribers and reminded them of how the light from his
editorial window streamed into Times Square "like a
good deed in a naughty world" while he toiled far
into the night that they might not be denied the priceless benefit of his unerring judgment and command of
easy speech ? That little candle no longer rivals in
brightness the light-jeweled center of Broadway's
night life, but the beam from that window will long
be remembered. In ages to come, no doubt, when
the building itself is a crumbling ruin, parents will
bring their offspring and point to the spot as hallowed
"Here, my children."
ground.
with emotion, "toiled
to and mastery of his
figure in the century

they will say in voices choked
one whose unselfish devotion
profession made him a unique
when the moving picture was

given to the races of the earth."
Bunkum and Slang.
The progress of the screen has been steadily upward in all branches of its development except in the
tone of some of its trade journals. Why put a club
into the hands of its enemies by spreading the impression that the only mediums of expression that appeal
to the men engaged in the exhibition of the silent
drama are bunkum and slang? They are continually
treated with the familiarity common to a bunch of
rough-necks on a spree or inflicted with a brand of
painfully labored humor long since discarded by the
regular stage. To judge from this kind of getting
down to the reader's level the mental development
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of the exhibitor does not include the rudiments of a
common school education nor the slightest trace ol
natural refinement.
The fallacy of such a conclusion is readily underd by tin.- men who control the screen theaters, and
who have learned to solve their individual problems
with the aid given them by competent and reliable
trade publications that set down no more than they
know.

From the Depths
By Louis Reeves 1 [arrison,
REMARKABLE success has attended the production and performance of Victor Hugo's "Les
Miserables" at all times, particularly the recent
version released by Fox, showing the immortality of its
theme. This is embodied in the novelist's own preface.
"So long as there shall exist, by reason of law and custom, a social condemnation, which, in the face of civilization, artificially creates hells on earth, and complicates a
destiny that is divine with human fatality ; so long as the
three problems of the age — the degradation of man by
rty, the ruin of women by starvation, and the dwarfing of children by physical and spiritual night — are not
ned ; so long as, in certain regions, social asphyxia
shall be possible ; in other words, and from a yet more
extended point of view, so long as ignorance and misery
remain on earth, books like this cannot be useless."
Miserables''
stillworks
has a which
powerful
It may
be "Les
immortal,
as are all
showappeal.
how pregnant
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Mill
live right, work according to inclination and natural in
ness, to enjoy both labor and leisure, [n thos< feu word
lie a thousand beautiful themes. None of us would d<
the creators of little children, their moth
fonis of affection flows the influence which purifies exist
enee. To mother and children many a man is giving all
he can earn by his utmosl effori and hardest self denial
Why not consider him also? On the screen can be intensely shown how his increasing burdens and mental
slavery can be mitigated in one case and abolished iii
oilier.' In serious drama only can his cry he heard and
appreciated. I he whole idea of human liberty is marvelously incorporated in the famous poem by "Bobby" Burns,
a message which humanized the English-speaking world.
Then let us pray that come it may
i As come it will for a' that),
That sense and worth, o'er a' the earth
bear the gree and a' that
May
For a' that and a' that—
It's coming yet, for a' that,
When man to man, the warld o'er
Shall brithers be for a' that.

Keep the War Reels Turning

T

By Robert C. McElravy.
for subscriptions to the Third Libcampaign
HE
erty Loan has come to a successful termination.
Approximately twenty million people in the United
States are said to have subscribed. The figure may be
high or low, but it gives an idea of the sweeping work
accomplished during the period set for raising funds.
is human life with power, yet how unavailingly it is expended. That the high spirit is in us has been recently
We wish there were some definite way of determining
shown by our splendid response to the appeals of strugjust how great a share of these subscriptions moving picgling France and despairing Belgium. Though selfishness
tures were responsible for gathering in. It must have
may whisper in one ear and ignorance sneer at the other,
been very great ; we may be sure of that.
there is plenty of heroic stuff in us all ; great thoughts
Aside from the daily press, moving pictures rank as
and noble impulses lurk in all the depths of human
the
world's greatest publicist and educator at the present
nature.
moment. Their message is swift and illuminating; it
spreads definite knowledge to both the learned and the
Flowers of the heart are they !
unlearned. As a means of strengthening the war arm of
Let them not like weeds pass away !
the Government the moving picture is a thing of priceless
Their heritage a sunless day!
value. It rouses the minds of unawakened people to the
In the midst of such reiteration of the commonplace as
magnitude
of the task we have undertaken, and the actual
we are getting on the screen really great plays give us a
scenes from the front bring us close to the great cor.fuct.
spiritual awakening, stir us out of our overfed lethargy,
This annihilation of distance is one of the most valuable
our easy indifference to injustice doled out to others.
In
accomplishments
of the screen. When we see actual
the abstract every American revolts against wrong done
pictures of our men in France, mingling with their comto the helpless and unfortunate, but he was enjoying the
rades of other nations, it brings the situation home to us.
calm routine of peace when came the call for help from
Let
us keep a plentiful supply of these war subjects
his brothers across the sea, and it was not an easy matter
going. It is the right thing to do from every standpoint.
to arouse him.
To show how little we know our real
It is patriotism of the best sort and it is also good busiselves we are amazed at the tremendous sacrifices made
ness. The people of this country who have grasped the
by those who stay at home and the greater risks bravely
significance of the situation are no longer trying to escape
taken by those who stake their lives for the cause of libthe labors of war. Instead, they are bending every effort
erty. Martyrs and heroes rise by millions.
to press the war to a successful conclusion by whipping
True freedom is to share
the Hun. They are also trying to wake up other people
All the chains our brothers wear,
and spur them on toward doing their share of war work.
And, with heart and hand, to be
It is the sluggish elements of humanity that are most
Earnest to make others free.
easily wrought upon by misleading peace propaganda.
The simplest mission of comedy is to divert our minds.
They do not wish to be disturbed by war and its rude
and it should have its place on every program.
Its higher
alarms ; they feel no sense of personal responsibility in
purpose is to laugh human weakness to scorn, and it is the situation. Such people, by their mere failure to act,
probably the most effective weapon for that purpose, but ■ have a detrimental effect upon others. These are the real
let us not ignore the heart appeal of serious drama. These
pacifists and pro-Germans— the sluggish, the idle, the contented slackers who do no actual work and love to sit and
are serious times.
We are in mood to sympathize with
anxious hearts of the poor, to see that justice is done those
talk. They are advocates of a false peace without realizclose at hand whose lives and labor seems spent in vain,
ing it, for they have not learned the tremendous price
to enforce the vital rights of mankind where we dwell.
that must be paid for victory.
Let us have plays that inspire.
Moving pictures have shocked more than one of these
None of us would deny little children the privilege to
dull souls into something of a comprehension of what is
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going on in the world ; they have awakened a proper
sense of responsibility in many indifferent individuals and
set them to working and talking the right way.
Let us continue to make an inspiring war message a
part of every program in the moving picture theaters of
the country, so far as is possible. Producers are doing
excellent work in turning out the subjects., and exhibitors
have a wide range of choice. There is a constant menace
of pro-German propaganda to be offset in this country,
and moving pictures do much in keeping the truth before
the people. We have seen what this insidious pro-German
propaganda accomplished in Russia and Italy. It weakened the morale of the people at home and led to immediate disaster on the battlefield. May the sons of America
never have occasion to reproach those at home for failure
to squelch premature talk of peace. There can be no
peace for the world until America and her Allies have
won victory on the battlefield. It will come.
Keep the war reels turning!

Program Building
By Epes W. Sargent.
PROGRAM release of films seems to militate against
program building, yet the real measure of entertainment will never be reached until every exhibitor of motion
pictures comes to understand at" least
the rudiments
of programming.
To take one five-reel feature of a certain brand and exhibit itwith one comedy of another brand and a scenic of
a third, no matter what these releases may be, is not program making. It is trusting to blind luck. Last week
one house in New York, a part of a leading circuit, advertised Chaplin in "A Night Out" and De Mille's "The
Whispering Chorus." Because the latter was billed without a star the two-reel .Chaplin was put in the place of
honor. The contrast in such a bill is startling. The crude
comedy of this Essanay Chaplin, about the last made before he developed his craze for a touch of pathos, was
disgusting to those who were appealed to by the
psychology of "The Whispering Chorus," while the latter
was regarded with disfavor by a majority of those who
were drawn in by the Chaplin name and found him to be
but two-sevenths of the show. At other houses on the
same circuit the Chaplin was linked with a Hart feature.
a much better coupling, but the damage had been done in
those houses in which the first combination had been
played.
Everything lies in the combination of the individual
features of a program, and this business will never reach
its proper level until it is possible to select and arrange
the programs. Vaudeville managers are successful in the
degree of skill with which they put their programs together. Sonic hire the requisite number of acts and put
them in some semblance of order according to the salaries
paid. Others even go so far as to book acts for their
special place on the bill, a turn perhaps being billed to
appear in number live position three months before the
engagement is to be played, and the acts for the four and
six positions are engaged to match this billing. A really
clever manager can make $1,500 worth of acts look like
twice as much and another can put $3,000 worth of talent
in such a combination that each turn kills the other and
nothing affords entertainment.
It is the same condition that should prevail in filmland. The exhibitor, who can, should be given a chance
to build a program from material that will work well together. For such a play as "The Whispering Chorus** a
Drew comedy would seem to be indicated, and rough
melodrama should he coupled with the Chaplin farce reissues. Then at least one element of the audience would
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be appealed to, but with mismatched attractions evervone
is apt to go away dissatisfied.
Some rough attempt was made by the General Film!
back in 1911 with the system of "locked" releases, but this
was not real program making, since the releases had tc
be handled by dates, but it still remains about the onh
effort made on the part of anyone to solve a problem thai
is the foundation of business success. It is time thai
something more practical should be attempted toward)
this end.

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs for the Week of May 26 at New York's Principal
New York's Principal Motion Picture Houses.
THE RIALTO.— "The Yellow Ticket," a Pathe production
of Michael Morton's powerful play, with Fannie Ward as
Anna Mirrel, was the leading screen attraction at the Rialto
the week of May 26. Milton Sills and Warner Oland are in
the cast. "Winter Scenes in Southern France," "Wild
Women
and Tame
Magazine were
also
shown.
Greek Lions,"
Evans and
was the
the Animated
soloist.
THE STRAXD. — Madge Kennedy in a photo-corned}-, "The
Fair Pretender," a Goldwyn production, held the honor position on the Strand program. Bob Baker appeared in person and explained motion pictures, showing how he captures
mountain lions single handed. The fifth of the ChesterOuting scenics, the Topical Review and James Montgomery
Flagg's "The Spoiled Girl" completed the screen features.
Betty Brown was the soloist.
THE RIYOLI. — Frank Keenan in "More Trouble." a corned}', produced by the Anderson-Brunton Company and
adapted by Ouida Bergere from a story by Edgar Franklin,
was the fature picture at the Rivoli. A Mexican scenic, the
Katzenjammer Kids and the Animated Pictorial were included in the program. Jeanne Gordon, vocalist, and Rita
Lee, dancer, appeared.
EIGHTY-FIRST STREET THEATER.— Enid Bennett in
"The Biggest Show on Earth," and a new chapter of "The
Eagle Eye," first half. Henry B. Walthall in "With Hoops
of Steel," last half.
FORTY-FOURTH STREET.— Eighth week of "Hearts of
— "Pershing's Crusaders."
theLYRIC.
World."
BROADWAY.— Dorothy Phillips in "A Soul for Sale."
Second week.
PATHE
ELECTRICIAN
WINS MILITARY MEDAL.
Maurice Astier, electrician of the house of Pathe at the
big factory in Bound Brook, X. J., who left for France to join
his regiment in August, 1914, has been named in army orders
with the following official mention.
"Military Medal. Maurice Astier, adjutant of the Eighth
Engineers' Telegraph Section, accomplished in the midst of
battle the construction and operation of an improvised telephone during a period of five days and five nights, without
a moment of rest, with extraordinary courage and under
continual artillery fire. He himself directed the groups of
construction and repair. He rendered great service in 1917,
in constructing a telephone buried in a bombarded zone and
he is for every one an example of calm courage and self
Mr. Astier had alreadv received the War Cross in 1915.
sacrifice."
EDITH STOREY RETURNING TO NEW YORK.
Edith Storey, Metro star, will return to Xew York from
California, where she has been engaged in the production
of Metro features and Screen Classics, as soon as she comher work will
in "As
the inSuntheWent
Miss pletesStorey
work
EastDown."
during the summer,
returning to the Coast in the fall.
OLD GENERAL
FILM MAN ENTERS
ARMY.
Y. Carroll, booker at the Albany exchange of General
Film, has entered the selective army and is now a member
of the 311th Infantry at Camp Dix. Mr. Carroll had served
General Film four years in the Xew York, Syracuse, Buffalo
and Albany exchanges.
LEARNING TO SOAK *EM AT SLOCUM.
George
Department,since
The
army. Pubthe Select's
to join of
weeka member
last fall
left last
licityLandy,
speed and adaptability with which he grew into the picture
industry lead his friends to entertain high hopes for his
latest job. He went to Fort Slocum.
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Los Angeles Film Men Alarmed® a
At Mass Meeting Measures are Taken to Combat Situation that Is Closing Theaters
and Reducing Attendance
MOTION picture exhibitors in Los Angeles face at present time a most alarming situation. Teachers in the
public schools, it is reported, are requesting children
not to attend picture theaters but save their money for other
purposes. The result of this is that many theaters have been
forced out of business. A mass meeting of exhibitors, exchangemen, producers and others interested in the trade
«a< called at the Mutual Exchange on Saturday, May 18, to
discuss the serious situation. Nearly a hundred people from
various branches of the industry attended the meeting.
Testimony was given by many of the exhibitors present
that their receipts had dropped fully from 30 to 50 per cent,
in the last two months and that very few children are patronizing the picture theaters. It was reported by several
exhibitors that teachers in some public schools even went
ir as pledging children on their word of honor not to go
to picture shows, with the result also of a considerable decrease of patronage from parents who have been going to
shows with their children. The smaller theaters, particularly
those in the residence districts, had suffered the most. The
chairman of the meeting, F. A. MacDonald, who is president
of the local league, threw a bombshell in the assembly by
the astounding statement that on account of this thrift campaign not less than 32 theaters had been forced to close in
the last few weeks.
Mr. MacDonald also stated that it had been hinted that
insidious German propaganda might be responsible for these
abnormal conditions. It had been suggested that the consistent boosting of Government activities through special
trailers and slides, and also the active work of the FourMinute men, and active assistance of producers and exhibitors in carrying out the policy of the Government might have
incensed the German element to the extent of carrying on a
campaign which would take away the people from the theaters with the end in view that the efforts of speakers and
the screen would have less effect.
Several of the producers were present at the meeting, including Jesse L. Lasky, Samuel Goldfish, Thomas H. Ince and
D. E. Robbin, representing D. W. Griffith.
Mr. Goldfish stated that he had already taken up the matter with New York and had wired, among others, W. A.
Brady. He had received an answer from Mr. Brady, and the
Los Angeles exhibitors could be assured of the assistance
of the New York organizations. Mr. Goldfish, however, was
of the opinion that the condition was only local and suggested that before making a national issue of it the exhibitors should leave the matter to the local producers. The
studios here had considerable influence and could approach
the Chambers ot Commerce, Board of Education and other
civic bodies and impress upon them the unfair and precarious situation for the moving picture theaters.
Whitson Denies That Situation Is Local.
Mr. Whitson, of the Plaza Theater in San Diego, took exception to Mr. Goldfish's statement that the condition was
only local. He said it was the same thing in San Diego and
many other cities all over the country. He said the producers as yet did not realize the seriousness of the situation
and that the attitude of the schools is the same in almost
every city in the United States. He would suggest the
producers take immediate action and get in touch with the
authorities at Washington.
Mr. Hepburn, local manager of the Vitagraph office, testified that conditions were very bad in Salt Lake City.
Mr. Lustig of the Metro exchange said the same conditions
existed in the state of Washington, and that exhibitors there
had already got together and advertised full pages in the
newspapers.
Mr. Robbin said Mr. Griffith was sorry that he could
not attend in person, but that he had received a wire from
Mr. Brady in which he was requested to make investigation
regarding the attitude of the Board of Education. He was
informed that officially the Board of Education had made
no statement to teachers with regard to telling children to
stay away from the theaters. However, they had advised
the children not to throw away money or buy candy. Mr.
Griffith stated he would stand by any action taken by the
exhibitors.

Mr. Lasky said business is far from normal and that therewas much unrest and agitation. He said he would keep in
touch with New York and Washington and follow developments closely.
Mr. hue suggested that the exhibitors enlist the support
of the local newspapers. The exhibitors spend a lot of money
for advertising and could expect a friendly attitude from
the press. There should be started a regular campaign in
papers and on billboards. Tell the people it is patriotic to
patronize picture shows. Mr. Ince also offered the co-operation of the producers to the extent of making special trailers
for the houses to tell the people on the screen that the picture theater is the most wholesome amusement and relaxation, and in thus reaching the people urge them not to forget the many things done by the producers, actors, picture
theater
and
Red owners
Cross. and exhibitors in behalf of the Liberty Loan
J. A. Quinn of the Rialto Theater said no better time could
befound than the present moment to establish a strong campaign in behalf of theaters, to go to the teachers and school
board and ask them to correct any impression that might
have been made on children as to staying away from the
theater. He pointed to the fact that President Wilson at
one time said: "The moving picture is helping win the war";
that public information comes to a great extent from the
weekly news reels of the varioirs producers and that the
Public Information Bureau in Washington relies heavily
upon the moving picture screens of the country to bring
before the people the activities of the army and navy, etc.
He suggested that action be takn at once.
An exhibitor from Pasadena said the only salvation for
thing.
this business would be to get President Wilson to do someMr. MacDonald said he was in favor of Mr. Ince's suggestion of an efficient publicity campaign. Mr. Lasky offered
the services of his publicity department. A resolution was
passed immediately to launch a campaign. A committee
was appointed with J. A. Quinn as chairman. The campaign
will interview the Chambers of Commerce, Board of Education and consult with the newspapers. Another mass meeting will be called within a few days.
G. P. H.
FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY EXCHANGE PROMOTIONS.
A number of changes in the personnel of exchange offices
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation throughout the
country resulted in many recent promotions for members of
the organization. Among these are J. W. Allen to special
representative, C. Lang Cobb to special representative, temporarily managing the Buffalo exchange; Oscar Morgan to
manager of the Washington office, M. H. Cohn to manager
of the Denver branch, F. B. McCracken to manager of the
Salt Lake City branch, P. C. Wreath to manager of St.
Louis exchange, M. H. Lewis to manager of the San Francisco office and J. J. Halsted to manager of Los Angeles
branch. Several new appointments include H. H. Buxbaum
as special representative, R. R. Rich as assistant manager of
the Cincinnati office, G. E. McKean as special salesman in
Kansas City district and L. Rogers as assistant manager of
the New York exchange.

SELECT

TO HAVE

CANADIAN

EXCHANGES.

Announcement has been made in Toronto that the Select Pictures Corporation of New York has made arrangements for its own distribution throughout Canada. Phil
Kauffman, sales manager of the Regal Films, Limited, is
named as general manager for Canada for the Select interests, and he has visited New York City to arrange for
the opening of direct branches in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vaucouver and St. John.
Mr. Kaufman was at one time sales manager for the
Famous Players Film Service, Limited, former Canadian distributors for Select releases.
BERST WITH DIVISION OF FILMS.
J. A. Berst, formerly vice president and general manager
of Pathe, has been engaged to manage the distribution of
by the Division of Films of the Comdistributed
the pictures
mittee of Public
Information. He takes the place of G. A.
Smith, who has been called to the service.
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Tampa;
Aurelio
Torres,
the
San
Carlos,
Key
West;
Burt
Canadians Talk of National Organization
Mank, the Airdrome,
Miami;
Carl Kettler, Jr. , the Bijou,!

Conferences Have Been Held by Film Men Looking Toward
Formation of Militant Body.
A
MOVEMENT has been started in Toronto, Ontario, for
the formation of a country-wide association for all
exhibitors in Canada. It is believed the federal and
provincial authorities will soon try to find more ways in
which to tax the Canadian film industry and moral reformers
"havemoving
also been
payingFor
considerable
to theit subject
■of
pictures.
these and attention
other reasons
is felt
;the exhibitors of the Dominion should band themselves to.gether for their mutual protection. Several important conferences have already been held in Toronto to discuss
•arrangements for a campaign to secure the co-operation of
every Canadian film man.
At the present time there are local associations of exhibitors in various cities, including Toronto, Montreal.
Winnipeg and other leading centres. There are exchange
ananagers'
in these
and other
:St.
John, N.organizations
B., Calgary and
Vancouver.
All citie.s,
these including
could be
used as local units of the national film association, it is
pointed out. It is felt many exhibitors are ripe for such an
organization because of the manner in which the rights of
the picture men have been trampled upon. As an indication
of the spirit it is only necessary to point out that in a recent
round-up President Baillie of the Moving Picture Exhibitors'
Protective Association, Toronto, secured twenty new members by personal effort and without much trouble. Air.
Baillie, who is a prominent Toronto exhibitor, is one of those
who are behind the movement to organize a Canadian
association.
There are one thousand moving picture theaters in Canada.
This is not an unwieldly number, it is asserted, and with at
least a majority of the Canadian exhibitors in one organization the industry could go a long way in protecting its own
interests.

Atlantans Attend Florida Convention
Many

Exhibitors

and Film Men Are Present at the Four
Sessions and the Banquet.
ATLANTA motion picture men are back from the Florida
State Exhibitors' convention, held at Daytona on May
7 and 8, with Judge Henry T. Titus, the motion picture
man of Daytona and Daytona Beach as the host.
The convention was the largest gathering of exhibitors
and exchange men ever held in Florida. President Charles
D. Cooney, of Tampa, presided over the four business meetings. At the big banquet of the convention Mrs. Louis
Kalbfield, of Palatka, presided as toastmistress.
Among those present were E. J. Sparks, of the S. A. Lynch
Enterprises, Jacksonville; Jesse Clark, Arcade theater, Jacksonville; W. L. Whitehead, Republic theater, Jacksonville;
L. D. Joel, Casino and Liberty, Jacksonville; Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Kalbfield, the Grand, Palatka; Mr. Jones, representing the Sanger interests, I'ensacola; Thomas J. Hayes, Princess, Deland; A. \. Tano, the Rialto, West Palm Beach;
Barm Beacham, Jr., the Grand, Orlando; C. D. Cooley. the
Strand and Grand, Tampa; Al H. LaBelle, the Nationa,
Spanish
theater, Ybor City; F. M. Catron, the Bonita,

West Palm
West Palm Beach; "Dad" Sutherland, the Bijou,
Beach; Henry T. Titus, the Crystal, Daytona ;
jewski, the Star, West Palm Beach.
Paul I. MaThe manufacturers were represented by "Dia
Anderson and J. Oliver Levy, of Pathe; Mr. and
berlain, Paramount; R. M. Simril and G. N. Ty ler,
Mrs. General
Chamand Paralta; C. G. Jordan, Universal; E. E. mond
Jerallie,Dick"
of
George Kleine, and B. S. Bryan and Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Nininger, Vitagraph.

Oregon League Elects Officers
Ruffner

Is Chosen

President and Bradt Secretary — To
ganize Local Committees.

THEwhich
Motion
Exhibitors'of League,
most Picture
of the exhibitors
Portland ofareOregon,
members,of
held a meeting at the league rooms at the Majestic
Theater building May 15, at which officers were elected for
the ensuing year. Abraham Nelson, secretary of the Majestic Amusement Company, presided. The following Portland men were elected officers of the association :
President, Ralph Ruffner, Columbia Theater; vice-presidents, W. E. Tibbets, Alhambra ; J. J. Parker, Majestic; J. B.
Washtock, Victoria; treasurer, Joe Bradt, Echo; secretary,
W. A. Ayres, Sunnyside ; chairman executive committee. W.
A. Graeper, Union Avenue; executive committee, J. C. Stille.
Peoples; J. J. Parker, Majestic; W. E. Tebbetts, Alhambra;
J. B. WTashtock, Victoria ; chairman of house committee,
Hugh McCredie, Multnomah ; chairman of membership
committee, H. C. Phillips, Tivoli; chairman entertainment
committee, J. A. Jennings, Sunset.
.It is planned to appoint executive committees among the
theater man in different parts of the state, with exhibitors
in the local communities as presiding officers. This will be
done by the organization under the new regime. Retiring
Manager Nelson reported the association busy with war
activities. The use of slides on the screens except for purposes sanctioned by Government authorities will hereafter
be curtailed.
The finances of the organization were reported to be in
excellent shape, with a goodly balance in the treasury and
no debts outstanding.
The League is preparing to move to newer and larger
quarters in the basement of the Strand Theater building.
Arrangements toward this end were made by H. C. Phillips
of a committee appointed for the purpose.
±~

Ochs Issues Supplementary Call
Notifies
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Be Paid to Secure Representation.
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surer.
In view of the extraordinary
importance of this
's convention, he urged that ever} effort be made to
re the attendance of full quotas of delegates and altei
nates.
Mr. Ochs also called a meeting of the national executive
committee of the league to be held at the Copley Plaza
Hotel in Boston throe days prior to the opening of the con
on, in accordance with the by-laws of the league.
Reports from the various committees in charge of the
preparations for the Exposition of the Motion Picture Industry indicate that they are receiving universal support in
their efforts to make the Exposition bigger and greater than
anv that has been held hitherto.

Hinz Protests Minneapolis Election
Exhibitor

Claims

Recent Choice of President Is Illegal on
Account of No Quorum.
EDWARD F. HINZ, owner of the Cozy and Alhambra
theaters in Minneapolis, has served an injunction on
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the
Invest claiming that the election of the board of directors at the recent convention is illegal due to the failure
of a quorum to be present at election time. Mr. Hinz maintains that a majority of the 257 stockholders were not represented at election time. Convention minutes show that
tockholders out of 173 in good standing at convention
timecarrying
voted. such
Exhibitors'
vary as to the advisability
of
a point opinions
into court.
EXPOSITION MANAGER GRANT VISITS NEW YORK.
The preparations for the National Convention that is to
be held in Boston July 13 to 20 are going ahead full speed
with the hearty support of all the Boston newspapers.
Manager Samuel Grant, of the Exposition, stated in an
interview that the large amount of space that was given
to his get-together dinner by both the newspapers and
trade journals was greatly beyond his expectation.
Mr. Grant has been in New York conferring with the New
York manager, Frederick H. Elliott, after which he will proceed to Washington to take part in an international conference with the object of gaining the attendance of President
Wilson for at least one day at the Boston exposition.
VIRGINIA EXHIBITORS' CONVENTION.
There will be a convention of Virginia exhibitors at Gray's
Armory, Richmond, Ya., on June 13 to 15. On the night of
Saturday, June 15, there \vill be a movie star ball. Henry
Bernstein, chairman, has charge of the arrangements. It is
expected that there will be a large turnout of exhibitors
from all parts of the state. Plans for the movie star ball
are said to be elaborate and a big attendance is promised.

Millions in Tax Paid by Theaters
Treasury Department's Figures Show License Fees and Admission and Footage Tax Amounts Will Be
Larger Part of $60,000,000.
THE motion picture and other theaters of the country
are going to pour a lot of money into the United States
treasury during the next few months as a contribution
to our war needs under the provisions of the several internal
revenue laws. The Senate, curious to know where all the
money needed to run the war was coming from, and probably with a view to developing additional sources of income, called upon the Secretary of the Treasury for information as to how much had been collected and how much
would be paid by the various industries and on the various
matters covered in the several laws.
It is not the practice at the Treasury Department to separate the various classes of taxes coming under one particular head. For instance, there is grouped under "special
taxes, miscellaneous," brokers, theaters, bowling alleys, pool
and billiard tables. The theaters would, of course, be the
heaviest contributors under this and there has been collected under this title between July 1, 1917, and March 31,
1918, $1,417,000. Secretary McAdoo expects a total of $3,237,000 for twelve months, and so it is estimated there will
be collected between March 31 and June 30, 1918, $1,820,000.
"Admissions and dues" include the penny tax assessed
against seats in theaters, concert halls and other places of
amusement of this type, and the assessment levied on club
dues. The theaters here also are the heaviest contributors,
and were it possible to dissect the figures given it would be
found that they paid by far the heaviest part of the $14,798,000 collected between October 3, 1917, and March 31, 1918,
and will pay a correspondingly large part of the $16,000,000
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additional to be collected between the lattei date and rune
vim tOI
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make
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1,000
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The footage taxes are buried in the group covering automobiles, jewelry, piano players, sporting ■.
proprietary
medicines, chewing
gum, cameras,
boats and
yachts. From this source there was collected betv
tol.er 3, 1917, and March 31, 1918, $19,573,000, and then
expected to come in between
the latter date and June 30,
next, another • Ic.miii.i mil
The moving picture trades will also pay heavily under the
income tax and excess profits tax provisions. It also contributes through the purchase of transportation for its people and for its property and on long distance telephone and
telegraph messages. Truly, one can but say that the motion
picture industry is paying its share.
LINZ.

Universal's Footage Tax Runs High

Less

Than

Tenth

of Year and Reckoned
Yields $45,600.

on Quiet

Period

THE

Universal Film Manufacturing Company on Wednesday, May 21, sent a check calling for the payment of
$45,600 to the United States Government as its initial
remittance for film tax footage made mandatory in the war
revenue measure last fall. The $45,600 is the amount of tax
due for a period of ten weeks ending December 12.
That this figure does not in any way represent collections
for the future is demonstrated by the statement made at the
offices of the Universal Company that the production at
Universal City during the ten weeks represented by the
payment was the smallest in footage for a long period
For a time during the ten weeks' prior to December 12
the big producing center on the West Coast — Universal City
— was being used by but three and four companies as against
sixteen and seventeen when production is proceeding at the
usual rate.
The records of the Universal show that the fifteen cents
a reel tax required from the exhibitors does not take care
of the footage tax demanded by the Government. Notwithstanding this the Universal Company announces that it purposes to stand on the original figure and will not request the
exhibitors to pay more unless the difference between the
payment by the exhibitors and the sum demanded by the
Government is so great as to make an increase in the reel
tax absolutely necessary.

THEATER

BREAKS

RECORD

WITH GERARD

FILM.

The first motion picture theaters in Pennsylvania to show
"My Four Years in Germany" are Charles F. Oldt's Third
Street theater of Easton, and L. F. Heilberger's Lorenz
theater of Bethlehem and Lehigh Orpheum of South Bethlehem. Mr. Oldt has run the Gerard picture for a full week,
beginning May 20, to big business, this being the first time
in the history of his house that he has played one attraction
for that length of time. "My Four Years in Germany" will
begin its run at the Heilberger theaters on June 6, and will
continue until the 12th.
In Louisville the picture met with such a reception during
its first week at the Mary Anderson theater that manager
Lee Goldberg was obliged to hold it over for a second week.
According to reviews in the Louisville newspapers. Ambassador Gerard's revelations have aroused more discussion
than any motion picture material that has been shown in
the Kentucky city in many years.
BOWMAN

TO ASSIST

DIRECTOR

BALSHOFER.

In the making of Metro's screen version of Henry Kitchell Webster's novel, "A King in Khaki," which has been
selected for immediate production as a starring vehicle for
Harold Lockwood, Director Fred J. Balshofer will have the
assistance of William J. Bowman, who has just been added
exforces.
the Metroto the personnel
in the studio.
and Bowman's
the stage
both onYorke
perience has been ofgained
When he joined Thanhouser in 1912 he played leads, but after
that engagement he joined the American Film Company in
that firm's
later going
as a director,
Chicago
the Newin
with studios
he was todirecting
Successively
Santa Barbara.
York Motion Picture Company, Quality Pictures Corporation and Yitagraph, where he remained for three years.
Another addition to the forces of the Lockwood company
is Edward J. Hass. who has been engaged as technical drector.
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Adding to the Pictures
Opera, Concert, Ballet and Productions Used by
S. Barret McCormick to Add Effect
to the Pictures
ENTERPRISING managers long since realized that the
presentation of the motion picture meant something
more than sending the cans to the projection room
and seeing that the screen was dusted more or less
regularly, yet this means "long since" only as time is counted
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By Epes W. Sargent
that this sometimes keeps them until just before the Sunday
matinee (twelve hours) it can be seen that the productions
are by no means light. Often mechanical effects are used,
which must be got just right, and the crews are rehearsed
in setting and striking the effects that a smooth performance may be given at the opening.
Mr. McCormick is fortunate in that there is a school for
the ballet in Indianapolis, and for more than a year he has
been working in conjunction with the instructors to devise
dances to fit the productions, using the advanced pupils
as his seconds, with trained dancers in the solo numbers.
The photograph shows a set for "The Primeval Forest,"
used as an opening to "Tarzan of the Apes" at its recent
showing. A blue cyclorama is used, against which the vivid
coloring of the tropical forests shows to advantage. The
painting was done in the manner of the modernish school,
with broad strokes rather than intricate detail; not to save
work, but to accord with the spirit of the play. The story
of the ballet is thrown upon the screen before the overture
that the audience may be able to follow the allegory, in
which the emotions of the heart were symbolized by the
dancers.
The second cut shows the stage setting for a tabloid production of "The Mikado," done last October. A Japanese
artist
was
employed
the Circle's
scenic Only
studios
do
the set, which
shows ina teahouse
garden.
the tomost
popular numbers of the opera are sung with a small chorus,
but
setting
as ( arefully
as though
run. theBits
from isother
operas done
are given
from for
timea season's
to time,

Set for the Ballet, "The Primeval Forest."
in this branch of the amusement business, for it is not
more than five or six years since Rothapfel startled his
brother exhibitors by making "productions" of the films
with added effects, pictorial prologues and the like.
Live wires were not long in taking the hint, and now
dead stages are scarce in the better class of houses. They
are at least tastefully set, and in many instances there is
a production of some sort, perhaps only a singer, but something to give life to the otherwise silent stage. Of the
hustlers none seems to have worked out the scheme more
thoroughly than S. Barret McCormick, of the Circle theater,
Indianapolis. Since he came on from Denver to assume the
management of this house he has worked out the scheme
of additions to include five branches.
These include the
One of the Two Settings Used for "The Two Grenadiers."
alternating
with the other features, the forest scene from
song.
"Robin Hood," for example, being given with the Armorer's

The Japanese

Tea Gardens

Set

from

the

Tabloid

"Mikado."

ballet, the production,
the opera, t lie prologue
and the
singer.
Booking well ahead, and knowing what he is to have, it is
possible to give orders to the scenic artists well in advance.
and two weeks are generalrj allowed for the production of
an effect in the studio. \- soon as the Saturday night house
is out the stage crew strike ami remove the current production and start to iu-tall the new scenery.
From
the fact

Sometimes merely a song is given a scenic setting, as is
shown in this set for "The Two Grenadiers," sung by an
operatic basso. As the close of the song is reached the
hack drop is taken up to disclose a battlefield. Back of
the set wall, which remains in place, a truck is slowly
moved. This is covered with French flags of all sizes, more
than a hundred being used, to give the effect of a marching
army passing behind the wall. An old effect, but one
strikingly effective when the flags of our gallant allies were
.shown. A thirty-six-inch fan was used to keep the flags
fluttering, and twenty or thirty explosions sent up their
tire and smoke to give the effect of an assault. Songs not
relevant to the film production are used only when the
picture does not lend itself to special treatment.
On the other hand, many of the plays lend themselves
unusually well to scenic treatment. For "The Barrier" an
Alaskan setting was used with a "real" waterfall. The rise
of the curtain disclosed 'Poleon standing beside his canoe
singing "The Song of the North." with "Somewhere a Voice
[s ('ailing" tor an encore. That 'Poleon. with his red and
white voyager's cap and mackinaw. looks more like the
hero oi "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is due to the photography. It
might be added that all of these photographs but imperfectly
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to their subjects because of the improper recorddo justice
ing of color values.
Prologues of tins sort are useful in getting the audience
into a proper frame of mind, and are by no means unusual;
out more daring was the recent experiment of stopping the
film to play a scene with living figures. This was clone and

'Poleon Singing "The Call of the North," Prelude to
"The Barrier."

with the Goldwyn production of "The
very successfully
Block." The film was started upon the screen,
Auction
but when the ancient slave market scene was reached the
screen was taken up and in its place the scene was enacted
as shown, then the screen dropped and the run of the film
was resumed. The experiment might not be so successful
where players in their own character are to be reproduced,
but this scene was extraneous to the play proper and its
actual enactment made for effect.
The special production is featured in the newspaper advertising, as may be noted in the many examples of Mr.
McCormick's work shown in Advertising for Exhibitors; but
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An Interpolated Scene with Living Actors in "The
Auction Block."
it is never permitted to overshadow the film announcements,
nor, save in the case of some notable musical star, to gain
equal prominence. It is treated merely as the Circle's way
of showing film, and explains why Circle productions make
for regular and satisfied patrons.
MRS.
McCONNELL
PLAYING
WITH
METRO.
Mollie McConnell, widow of Will A. McConnell, former
editor of the Xew York Morning Telegraph, is playing in
her second picture with the Metro forces at the company's
west coast studios in Hollywood. Mrs. McConnell at present
is in the support of Bert Lytell, appearing before the camera in the role of Mrs. Brayton in "No Man's Land."
HARDEN
SELLS E. & H. INTERESTS
TO ENGLER.
Ownership of the E. & H. Film Distributing Company, of
Atlanta, Ga., changed hands last week when Charles W.
Harden arrived in New York City. In order to devote his
entire time to another end of the industry, Mr. Harden disposed of his holdings in the E. & H. toP. A. Engler, another
of the old southern film men.
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Top"by William
the Led
"Over Team,
Drive Picture
Allied Theatrical
and Motion
I\cd Cross
Fox, Doei
Heroic
Work.

total amount secured by the Allied Theatrical and
Motion Picture team is not available as this
the Moving Picture World goes to press, but it >
tain that the forces led by William Fox have rolled up a
sum toward the national proceeds of tin- second Red i
drive. Various entertainments were held throughout the

Till

week ending May 25 and on Monday evening. May 27, the
operatic festival at the Metropolitan Opera House brought
the drive to a brilliant conclusion.
Sunday evening, May 26, there was a carnival of vaudeville
at the Century theater; Saturday evening, May 25, the gold
ballroom at the Hotel Astor was the scene of a ball and
fashion show ; Friday evening, May 24, at Madison Square
Garden, a boxing carnival was held, and on Thursday evening. May 23, "Cheer Up" was revived for one performance
at the Hippodrome. In every theater and motion picture
house throughout the boroughs of Greater Xew York special
efforts were made, every afternon and evening, to swell the
totals secured through volunteer contributions.
The grand ball at the Astor was the most popular of all
the entertainments provided by the William Fox team. To
attempt an adequate description of the event would require
a skillful force of fashion experts and to list the names of
those in attendance would call into requisition a directory
of the theatrical and Metropolitan fraternity. It was observed, however, that screen stars outnumbered and outshone their sisters from the legitimate stage — and it was a
big night for "pictures."
Machine

R. Sidney Drew Falls in Battle

Driven

by Talented
Young
Actor Makes
Safe
Landing in German Territory.
CORPORAL R. Sidney Drew, son of Sidney Drew/and a
nephew of John Drew, who enlisted in the French
aviation corps in 1917, was shot down in a fight with
an enemy plane inside the German lines on May 23,
according to information received in New York.
It is believed that he is a prisoner, as his plane apparently
landed safely.
R. Sidney Drew is thirty years old. Three months before
the United States entered the war he was working for the
Metro Pictures Company as a director and player in leading
parts. He joined the French ambulance service and went
to France and had not been there long when he was moved
to write his father the result of his experience with an
expression
his intention
get ashamed
into the to"action."
what he hadof seen
he said hetofelt
be in theAfter
ambulance service and he announced his intention of asking
for active service with the Lafayette Escadrille.
He was accepted for training and in the course of a very
short time he was with the fighting planes. Since last April
he has been in continuous service. The younger Drew had
risen quickly in the moving picture field, which he entered
at the beginning of his career. For many years he was
acting in and directing Vitagraph productions. His mother
was the late Georgia Cameron, long known as a player and
also a writer of note.

Major Funkhouser Suspended
Second Deputy Superintendent of Police and Censor of Pictures of Chicago Not
Relieved
from Duty — Charges
Revealed.
Chicago, May 26.
ACTING Chief of Police Alcock of Chicago, with the
sanction of Mayor Thompson, suspended Major Funkhouser, second deputy superintendent of police and
morals censor of Chicago, on Saturday, May 25. * Two of
Funkhouser's aids in the morals department were also suspended. William H. Luthardt, secretary to the Chief of
Police, was named as second deputy to succeed Funkhouser.
The charges against the second deputy are kept secret for
the present. Acting Superintendent Alcock has thirty days
in which to file them before the Civil Service Commission.
Alcock has hinted that Major Funkhouser was not giving
him proper support in police matters connected with the
morals department. Major Funkhouser also refuses to make
any statement until his trial comes up.
PETE LOBRAICO JOINS CANADIANS.
Pete Lobraico. who has been in charge of the poster department of the Canadian Universal Film Company. Ltd.,
for some years, left on May 11 to join the Canadian Expeditionary Force. The staff of the Toronto office presented
him with a military wrist watch on the eve of his departure.
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Getting Out of the Well Beaten Track a
World Correspondent Looks In on Some of the
Smaller Cities Near St. Paul and
Minneapolis
DEPARTING from the usual custom of only visiting the
larger cities and judging conditions from that viewpoint, we dropped in on some of the smaller centers
and got an ear and an eye full from their way of looking at
things.
At Stillwater, Minn., about twenty-five miles from St. Paul,
we talked with F. W. Boll, the owner and manager of the
Majestic theater, which seats 400. The Majestic is the only
regular motion picture theater in the town and caters to a
population of 12,000. There are three shows of six or seven
reels given every night, at 15 cents admission, matinees only
on Saturday and Sunday. There is an auditorium in Stillwater where legitimate performances and large meetings
are held occasionally and where a special picture is featured
now and then. The Majestic is well ventilated and employs
aThese
women's
orchestra
three in
pieces
piano, violin
traps.
musicians
haveof been
the :employ
of Mr.andBoll
for
nine years, here and other places where he has exploited
theaters. He has had control of the Majestic for five
months and has finally decided to locate in Stillwater. He
keeps his house in good shape, his pictures standard and
his music excellent. Everything indicated he is a regular
showman.
Stillwater is characteristic of all towns of its size. There
is a sashweight factory, and recently a munition factory has
been established there. It is surrounded by a great farming
country.
Mr. Boll told us business is good, but he finds that the
war has drafted about 1,800 of the young men who were all
theatergoers, and that number is considerable and means a
large percentage of patronage and a big attraction to the
girls, now minus their escorts, who used to take them to the
show almost every night. Just now the weather is fine and
automobiling is popular pastime in this section.
.
Another reason, which is general in these smaller places,
for the falling off of business, is the daylight saving. Most
people work in their war gardens until 9 P. M. now, which
makes the second performance better than the first, at the
same time many are so tired after their labors they do not
go out at all.
Canning the Town.
Air. Boll told us of a very good advertising stunt he pulled
off. He announced he was going to clean up the town, a
startling statement. To make good, he offered prizes to the
three youngsters who would collect the largest number of
old tin cans scattered about the city and deliver them in
front of his theater. One youngster collected 1,963 and so
on down the line.
The winner of the first prize received $3, the second $2
and* the third $1, and to all the rest he gave a ticket of admission. The Mayor was so pleased with the result he
gave $3 additional to the winners. The sashweight factory
bought the old cans, carted away five double truck loads,
and Mr. Bolls gave the proceeds to the Red Cross Society.
This only goes to show what a real enterprising showman
with ideas can do to help his town, popularize his theater
and do another little bit towards winning the war.
Over invested.
At Eau Claire, Wis., we found a peculiar state of affairs.
There are five theaters, the Unique, Oklare, Lyric, Grand
and Orpheum, The first two are open all the time, the second Saturday ami Sunday,
the Orpheum
is permanently
clpsed ami the Grand is used for stae,e productions and special features. All five air owned b\ the Kau Claire Theater Company. We did nol see Mr, Schwann, the manager,
he was out of town, hut we saw B. J. Bostick, his assistant.
lie told us business was good, hut decreasing as the fine
weather progressed,
lie assigned the same reasons tor the
decline as Mr. Boll of Stillwater, (hit of a population of
eighteen "i twenty thousand an unusually large proportion
of the men were in the army.
Standard
and quite recent
pictures are run here. We attended the matinee performance at the Unique. It was poorly attended, at admissions
of 10 and 15 cents. In the evening there was a full attendance. ^

By Sam Spedon

A Town of Retired Farmers.
Chippewa Falls, Wis., a town of 9,700, twelve miles from
Eau Claire, has four theaters, all owned by the Chippewa
Theaters Company, Inc., and controlled by C. M. Waterbury.
All of them are well equipped, showing best pictures. The
Rex, seating about 500, is thoroughly up to date, with a six
thousand dollar organ. This and the Lyric are the only
ones running. The Palace and the Empire are closed. We
attended the evening shows. When we asked Mr. Waterbury "How's business?" he said: "Judge for yourself. It
couldn't be much worse."
"Over 800 young men of this town have been drafted,"
Air. Waterbury continued. "They all spent money on the
girls
and water
now the
girls indon't
attend thebutshows.
We have
the
greatest
power
the country,
no munition
plants.
which are a boon to most towns and would be to this.
"Sunday on
is our
that's The
all. That
doesn't
pay isoura
overhead
all big
the day,
theaters.
daylight
saving
drawback
to their
us. Wre
used from
to have
large attendance
of
farmers and
families
the a surrounding
country.
The cows won't change their habits. Daydight saving means
nothing in their young lives, and they won't come in to get
milked until
o'clock until
(7 now)
get
through
their6 milking
it isand
too the
latefarmers
to get can't
in town.
Last September, when I got control, everything was booming here. Now it is different. I will be doing well to keep
my two places going. During the summer I think I shall
shut
down altogether."
It appears
that both Eau Claire and Chippewa Falls have
overinvested. They have too many theaters for the patronage of the towns. The foregoing information gives us a
different angle to small-town conditions than we get bysitting on our swivel chairs in the home office or by visiting metropolitan centers and getting it second hand. It is
worth careful consideration and all the time and travel to
get it direct from the source. It was most gratifying to note
in our journeydngs the thriving crops and their progress,
which are indicative of a prosperous fall and winter.
Quiet, but Hopeful.
At Winona, Minn., 18,000 population, we met L. G. Roesner, president of the Colonial Amusement Company, which
owns the Colonial, the Opera House and did own the Princess theater, recently sold to be converted into a business
house. The Colonial is a large house of 1,200 seats, built on
theatrical lines and thoroughly equipped. Mr. Roesner reported business as very bad since last September. He runs
the best pictures that cost on an average of $50 a feature,
and says he has hardly covered his overhead for the past
two months. The Dream theater is closed, the Opera House
is used for stage performances.
There is another house in Winona of 500 seats, the
Unique, with a three-piece orchestra, run by L. Bolvieki.
While the Colonial charges a regular admission of 15 cents
and 20 for special features, the Unique charges 11 cents.
Mr. Bolvieki said his business was satisfactory. We were
informed that Bolvieki is going to build another house at
the east end of Winona, a residential section, from which
the town theaters draw much patronage. Both the Colonial
and the Unique are well kept houses. Bolvieki is not an
while Roesner is a thorough and sysexperienced
tematic showman,
manager of long service.
The owner of the Unique, we understand, has been a keen
competitor of the Colonial, with his lower prices, together
with the advantage of owning the building and living above
the theater, also having the assistance of his two sons in
running the place. We heard the same plaint at Winona
as elsewhere, that war conditions and interests hurt the
business. There are 800 young men drafted from Winona
and no industries that hold them there.
Between Eau Claire and I. a Crosse we noted two small
towns— Durand. Wis.. 1,700 population, and Wabasha. Minn.,
2.500 inhabitants. Each has a small theater. At Durand,
A. \. Storey is manager of the Durand. 250 seats, running
and
every evening except Friday, at 20 cents admission,
making a living business. At Wabasha the house, seating
business
The manager has another
500, is run occasionally.
there.
Normal

and

Seasonable.

theaLa Crosse, thirty to thirty-two thousand, has eight
ters- Majestic, Bijou, Casino. Rex, Star, Dreamland, Strand
The latter is used occasionally
and 1 a Cross Opera House.
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Hal Roach in New York

for --iHTi.il features, principally for stage performances, The
Majestic, owned in I'. I. Koppelberger, who also
the Opera House, is the largesl motion picture house in
tlu- city, seating 1,400, original!} a vaudeville theater, It is
efficiently managed by W. Freise. We called on II. ll. Burford, who runs the Bijou ami many more houses in Wisconsin. The Bijou has 500 seats, is well managed and thoro
ly equipped with a pipe organ ami an up-to-date Operating
booth. We had the pleasure of listening to his blind organist play. He is a marvelous musician,
All the other theaters are smaller. Two of them are suburban houses in North ami South I. a Crosse. While af]
ed by war and warm weather conditions. La Crosse upon
the whole is enjoying a fair business. We were impressed
with the new and novel decorations instituted in the Majestic, particularly the cages of canary birds bung in the
lobby and interior. They seemed to sing in harmony with
the orchestra. -Mr. Freise was redecorating the lobby for
the summer with hanging baskets of flowers, plants and
ferns. He was also making provisions for two fountains of
flowing water to give the place an air of coolness and outdoor atmosphere.
From these reports of our visits you can probably get a
general idea of the motion picture situation in these communities. The summer months concern the exhibitors most
and their main anxiety is to get through them at an even
break. They are all sanguine about a general revival in the
fall.

First Lady of the Land to See "Joan"
Goldwyn Patriotic Comedy-Drama Given Invitation Showing
Before Children's Year Campaign Association.
JOAN
Plattsburg,"
patriotic
dramaof starring
MabelGoldwyn's
Normand,great
is to
have a comedyprivate
showing in Washington Tuesday, June 4, under distinguished auspices. It will be presented to an invited audience
at the Knickerbocker theater by the Children's Year Campaign Association, and among the guests will be Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wife of the president, and ladies of the Cabinet.
It is possible that President Wilson also will be present.
In connection with the presentation of the picture Miss
Normand will make a personal appearance as part of a program of patriotic numbers especially arranged to give the
production an appropriate setting as the story of the unswerving faith of the nation's women in time of war.
The performance will be staged under the personal direction of Harry M. Crandall, owner of the theater, and Arthur
Robb, his manager. One of the Cabinet officers — probably
Secretary Wilson of the Department of the Interior — will
begin the afternoon's program with a short address. He
will be followed by a Canadian officer direct from the battlefields of France, who will sing some of the trench songs of
the soldiers. Colonel Barry Bulkley, a Washington lecturer,
then will recite "The Star Spangled Banner" in an appropriate stage setting, and a Washington society woman will
sing "Joan of Arc." R. W. Bingham will sing "The Vacant
Chair," and a soldier's quartet from Camp Meade will be
heard in "Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground" and
other field melodies. Then will come the picture and the
personal appearance of the star.
The ushers will be chosen from among this year's Washington debutantes. Members of the Cabinet, the War and
Navy Departments and representative figures in all of official Washington have been invited to attend.
The Children's Year Campaign Association, with which
George F. Lenehan, Goldwyn's Washington manager, is arranging the details of the affair, has the indorsement of
President Wilson and Mrs. Wilson is one of the patronesses.

MACNULTY
The

WITH

FAMOUS

PLAYERS.

settings appearing in Paramount and Artcraft pictures now being produced in the Fort Lee, N. J., studios
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation are the work of
William MacNulty, who has been appointed technical and
art director. Mr. MacNulty comes to his new post well
equipped for the exacting duties required, with knowledge
and experience gained from ten years spent in the motion
picture business following a thorough artistic and dramatic
training.
Previous to his association with the silent drama Mr. MacNulty had gained prominence as .a cartoonist, artist and
draftsman and was an interior decorator for a large Chicago firm, and selected the furnishing and appointments for
many palatial homes in the Windy City.

WORLD

Rolin's

Director

General
Harold

PlanningComedies.
Bigger
Lloyd

Productions

H

for
1 IT-

\i ROA< H, director general oi Rolin Btudios, arrived
m New York from Los Angeles last week, n, u,n
remain in the big town a fortnight perfecting plans with
Paul Brunet, vice president and general managei ol the
Pathe Exchange, for bigger productions foi the Ha.,, id
Lloyd one i eel laughmakers.
"Ii isn't so surprising (hat Lloyd is going so big in his
new work." said Mr. Roach.
"I (irmly believe the vogue
oi
the screen comedians who depend
largelj upon gi
make-up
or physical
infirmities
to get them
over
out.
I believe that
more
legitimate
methods
will be demanded by the public even in slapstick."
Rolin is spending a large appropriation on studio extensions, Mr. Roach said, preparatory to increasing production facilities.

Hobart Henley, Director
Till-',
reason
for Hobart
Henley's skill as a director is no
secret
to those
who know
his methods. It is sympathy
which gives him power and perception. He is as acutely
alive to the feelings of the player of a "bit," as he is to the
star's conception of a role, and' labors as diligently to bring
out the best in a child as he does to surround a leading
player with appeal. His striking success with Goldwyn Pictures starring Mae Marsh is evidence of this. They are perfect examples of Hobart Henley's art.
Immediately a script is handed to him he reads it as he
would a novel, for enjoyment only. It takes form in his
brain as a narrative. He looks upon it almost impersonally
Then, as the story begins to digest in his mind, it assumes
the aspect of a photoplay, with the high lights visualized.
From this moment the
production may be said
to start.
Once again Mr. Henley
reads the scenario, slowly, carefully, visualizing
every moment of the
play and every detail,
making copious notes as
to costume, business and
the development of the
drama of the story. He
repeats this process several times, adding notes,
strengthening impressions until finally he sees
the play exactly as it will
appear when it is photographed. He leaves
nothing to the inspiration of the moment,
nothing to chance and
little to the exigencies of
actual direction. For
this reason he produces
rapidly, smoothly and
with the least appreciable delay. His value to
Goldwyn is enhanced by
this thoroughness and
facility.
Hobart Henley.
The success of Hobart
Henley in directing Mae Marsh, now in the midst of her
third production with him, has occasioned no little comment among those in touch with Goldwyn activities. Heretofore Miss Marsh has had a new director for each of her
productions. Goldwyn feeling that the summit of Miss
Marsh's delicate art had not been reached.
Shy, elusive and inclined to retire within herself. Miss
Marsh responds only under intelligence, sympathetic understanding and a sense of dramatic values as keen as her
own. In Mr. Henley she recognized all these essentials at
their first meeting, and with characteristic wholcheartedness enthusiastically accepted him as her ideal director. At
once she corroborated her judgment by doing the best work
of her career in their first production, "The Face in the
Dark." and in "All Woman," released June 2, Mae Marsh has
given even more of her many-sided self, according to those
who have seen an advance showing of the story of "a good
girl who tamed a bad town."
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Business "Better Than Usual" in Panama
War Influences Not Felt in Canal Zone, Where
Pictures Are the Main Diversion of
Americans and Natives

This letter has been received from Clarke Irvine, formerly Los Angeles correspondent of the Moving Picture World, a young man who
possesses a host of friends among the picture colony of the West Coast,
The Navy Department has given its consent to the publication of the
story. Mr. Irvine may be addressed U. S. S. Cheyenne, via New York.
THE moving picture business in the torrid zone is not
suffering from the effects of the great war. On the
contrary, "business as usual" here is not applicable,
but "better than usual" prevails. Before dropping down in
the Southern cross country, let me explain how I got there.
Shortly after the draft I dropped my work in Los Angeles
and shipped in the navy. I traded my motor to my sister
for her ukelele, for a machine on board a fighting ship
would never do, while the Hawaiian fox-trot orchestra is
tolerated. So I departed the sunny moving picture capital
last October on the good ship Cheyenne, and a few days
later found myself in Acapulco, Mexico, a small and typical
bean port where the sun beats down worse than in the
famous Sahara.
Although I could not get ashore here I procured a program
of the Teatro Salon Rojo. From what I could learn here the
photoplay is about the only amusement, and business is
good, only it is difficult to secure pictures. The program
told the tale.
I believe that when Mexican affairs are settled once more
the United States will have a rich field for operations. The
same obtains in most of the lower and Central American
states. The more interesting picture situation is in the
Canal Zone, which is made up of Panama, the old city,
Balboa, the sister city, which is run by the government, on
the Pacific side, and Cristobal and Colon, the two on the
Atlantic side.
Pictures Main Diversion of Canal Country.
The Zone theaters are, in the majority, operated under the
supervision of Robert Wilcox, of New York, who maintains
his own exchange, the Tropical Film Exchange, in New Orleans. This concern supplies the Zone theaters, several in
Jamaica, and the twenty-five odd army, navy and Y. M. C. A.
house'stions isthroughout
the Canal
Theis base
of operalocated in Colon,
where country.
F. L. Scott
representative,
in addition to managing the theaters on the Atlantic side.
On the other side of the Isthmus is A. I. Corinaldi, who runs
the Cecilie, the new 1,500-seat house just opened, and the
Amador.
The canal country likes pictures. They are the main diversion, outside of the lottery, which is not patronized by
all, but then that is another story. At that Sunday morning in Panama is interesting, especially in the plaza, where
the hunthe $10,000 capital prize is awarded, togetheris with
an institution,
dreds of other cash payments. The lottery
maintained by everybody from the highest to those who
scrape 50 centimos a week to contribute, always losing.
But sometimes a poor man wins, and then his affairs
change, which means a motor, a house to live in, and lots
. .
of other tilings.
Panama is a wonderful city. It is cosmopolitan, Parisian,
Now Vorkv, and antiquated modernish. Life is seen in all
its phases. I never visited so large a city on such a small
area where so many large and luxurious cars were to be
seen. The main street has Los Angeles' Broadway backed
when it comes to traffic. And in all this
the boards
awaj ell'mass
of business is the moving picture, the mam
chaotic
attraction by night and the afternoon diversion of women
and children and underworked business men, to say nothing
of the sen ice men.
When 1 visited the Panamanian capital the Amador theater was the Strand of the city, which has since been superCecilie. Manager Corinaldi, a genial Panaceded by the
manian who has been to New York and everything, and who
seems to have stepped from Broadway, took me up to his
office when I met him in the lobby of the ancient theater.
IK -iid he considered himself luckj to meet a picture man,
Picture
ami especially .me who had been with theas Moving
was proved by
World as that was his only film magazine,
the stacks of Worlds in his office. And hero 1 might say
that in all my travels 1 have seen the World wherever pic-
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tures held mention.
My faith in it has more than been
substantiated by the dip into foreign parts.
Mr. Corinaldi is a progressive exhibitor and a fine fellow
to meet. He said, "Man, we want pictures down here. The
Zone is pretty well supplied, but it is the land down South
and Central America that is in need of films. I know dozens
of theater men who are begging for pictures. The people
have nothing to do, and the photoplay has supplied that
eternal wish of everybody for so'mething that they did not
know how to describe — something that they wanted — and
our screen stars have filled the bill, especially the women.
Exhibitor Accuses Manufacturers of Practicing "Manana."
"These southerners want live virile stories, played by real
strong men and women. Bill Hart captures the crowd.
Louise Glaum is a riot, and Chaplin gives them the breezy
stuff they have ached for these centuries. I tell you," and
he
desksouth,
with and
his fist,
want pictures.
are pounded
millions the
down
the "we
Americans
seem to There
have
taken the 'manana' standpoint as far as going after it is
concerned." I was surprised to hear so vehement an appeal.
Mr. Corinaldi runs at this house of a thousand seats, a
daily change of Paramount, Artcraft, and Triangle features,
at the "gold" 10, 20 and 30 rate. One is surprised at the
volume of business. Every house is jammed; daily matinee
and two-a-night. The audience is divided about 60 per cent.
Americans and 40 per cent. Panamanian. One strange thing
is that no Spanish sub-titles are run, everybody seeming to
understand without translations. The latest pictures are
shown, and the fans are more rabid than in the States, their
applause at times being terrific. Hart and the outdoor,
western, athletic stars are supreme. Fairbanks, Rawlinson and Walsh are well liked. The women are more popular, however, as the Panamanian goes wild over Glaum,
Dalton, and those types. These southern people like the
more virile, red-blooded action plays than the meek and innocent heart-interest stuff. Frank Keenan pulls well and
Roscoe Arbuckle is making a hit, but as 3ret Chaplin holds
the hearts, even to the mite of a bootblack who discards his
for an entry to see "Chully Cheplin."
portable shoestand
One night in the place, for the prize of a dime I had seven
such kiddies imitating Chaplin's famous walk, and if it
could
have been filmed beholders would have had to visit a

hospital to have their ribs set in plaster. I fell off a bench
laughing at their antics, and all I had to quench with was
real limeade. The people are just like the kids— picture
fans, unadulterated, so you see that business as usual is
better than usual here.
came to make "The
when outSelig
says that
Corinaldi
Mr. Do
en masse to see it, some
turned
Well" Panama
Ne'er
participating. The Amador theater was used in the film.
When the picture was shown the whole city saw it, and the
run was prolonged, at top prices.

Cecilie Is a Surprise to the Traveler.
The new and beautiful Cecilie theater is a little Strand removed from New York. It seats 1,500, is fireproof, has complete and modern equipment, is well situated just off the
main plaza, and is a real surprise to the traveler in this
ancient city of the isthmus. It has two new Power s machines, a m'irroroid screen and a late Fotoplayer. The shipments were delaved manv months, which held up the openbelow the
the war down .
all they feel
is about os
s.
ing. ThisCr
Southern
.,
There are two smaller theaters in Panama, running mostly
foreign, but the two I deAmerican pictures, and some
scribed are the principal ones. On the Atlantic side Mr.
Scott runs the America theater, which seats 1,180. and which
is equipped almost identically as the others. Here a daily
change is shown, with matinee thrice weekly. There, is not
the activity at Colon that there is at Panama, hence the
lesser volume oi business. The Broadway, also under the
Wilcox control, seals 1,080, but is not open all the time on
not
account of the business, which is good, but the city does time
some
r
competito
a
by
built
was
house
This
it.
warrant
house was taken over by the Wilago who failed, andis the
now run intermittently. It is well
cox concern and
attraction. It is used
equipped for road shows and any like It
has compete stage
for 1-oiu-orts and public events now.
is the
house
other
The
.
equipment
and projection is doing a comtortable business.in Colon
strand, which
than
I was fortunate in seeing Panama as a citizen more
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a> a tourist, as the guesl ol Mr. Corinaldi, who took me in
and around the historical i > Ul citj and the new, below the
superficial. I also had the pleasure ol dining with Arthur
\Y. Concklin »,w 1 1 11 whom 1 had corresponded in Los Angeles on film topics), an executive in the big administration
building, who explained the working of the giant waterway,
and .showed me through the building housing the models,
working plans,
and a maps
canal. Mi".
Concklin
is in hisminiatures,
leisure hours
writerofandthescenariost
of
some note and is tapping out modern American comedies
ami
dramas
in t lie
Zone. while helping to run the United States' business
America has improved the country in the vicinity of the
big ditch. Balboa is a small modern city in itself, run by the
government, and is healthier than most cities in the States.
The houses art- set off the ground. There is not a trace of
rubbish; no alleys, no fly-breeding garbage cans, no hidden
vacant lots with trash overflowing, but a clean-as-a-whistle
town with robust men and women and sturdy children. The
government employes make good money, and eat well, at
wholesale prices, even though old H.-C-L is abroad in the
land. The municipal cafeterias arc wonders when it comes
to cooking, quality and conservation of the contents of the
wallet.
Government

Conducts

Picture

The

Sailorman's

Angle
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Essanay Announces Real Novelty
Muggsy,

Mi.m- and

Mike Will Perform in Half-Length Reels
as Movie Marionettes.

ESSANAY has nc.uU completed a
il ten picl
which it claims are the most uniqui
produced.
liie chief characters are Muggsy, Mose and alike,
movie marionettes, although in some of the pictures human
characters take minor parts.
These dolls are fourteen imhes high and act before the
camera just as human beings act. They run the gamut ol
facial expressions, depicting grief, joy, anger, terror, jealousy, hate, love or any other emotion.
They move on the screen as human beings, walking, running, etc. They have been so perfected thai there is scarce-

House.

"It the Canal employe," says Mr. Concklin, "wishes to
take a bus or a carriage to town he goes and sees a picture,
but if he is tired and wants to see one just around the hill,
the Ancon theater, run by the government, shows pictures
one day later than the downtown houses." He went on to
explain about pictures and their future in the southland. "It
has been a puzzle to me why American distributors do not
go after this South American business more than they have,"
he remarked. "All the central and southern people crave
the photoplay, and it remains for the States man to come
and get the money. Since the war started, foreign pictures
have been replaced here by American-made films, and the
people like them much more. What the photoplay fans of
the torrid zone want are real live pictures of life; the romantic west and its picturesque characters — especially the
women." And he concluded with, "You can say that I am
always a faithful devotee of the World, and when you get
to New York give my regards to those who are supplying
the real news of the industry. There is one scribbler down
south who appreciates the only real picture journal — I would
be utterly lost without the Moving Picture World."
I hope this little traveltalk will get by the Navy censor
without much amputation. The trip was made some time
ago, but the picture information is timely. I have since
gathered some material from Key West, the coral island
city that came back to life with the war, where two picture houses are running all the time with the good old S. R.
0. sign nailed permanently to the lobby and lighted with
the electrics.
of "Home

One admonition to you at home : Keep
(to save coal) as much as you can; buy
it hurts ; save food, wish and pray, and
and Stripes will float from a housetop
these days. I wish it !

PICTURE

Muggsy,

Mose and Mike, Three Chief Actors in
Essanay's
Marionette Pictures.

ly any perceptible hesitancy in their movements. Each film
carries a distinct plot just as any picture in which real players enact their roles.
The making of these pictures has entailed months of work
on the part of Directors Howard S. Moss and Charles B.
Bennes. Frequently it is necessary for the men manipulating the dolls to hold one position for hours at a time, to
time the action perfectly so that there be no jerkiness in
the movements of the marionettes.
The making of the many dolls to get the various facial
expressions also entails long, tedious work.
This is the first

Fires."

the home fires out
Liberty Bonds — till
the good old Stars
in Berlin some of

Keeney Will Continue Making Pictures
Corporation Denies It Is Going Out of Producing Business,
as Intimated by New Publication.

AN

article recently printed on May 22 in a daily publication conveys the erroneous impression that the Frank
A. Keeney Pictures Corporation has gone out of the
producing
business.
The Pathe
facts Studio
are that
a three
months'
lease was taken
on the
at Park
avenue
and
134th street by the Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corporation
for the purpose of producing two pictures, "Marriage" and
a picture tentatively entitled "Out of the Night," according
to a formal statement by the company. Both pictures have
been completed, except for the cutting and titling, and Mr.
Keeney has given up the studio, in accordance with his
original intention. He had previously used the Biograph
Studios under the short-term lease for the production of
"A Romance of the Underworld." All three pictures star
Catherine Calvert, who is under a long-term contract with
the corporation. The work of production is to be resumed
after the first of the Keeney pictures is placed on the market.
HOTALING DIRECTOR IN L-KO COMPANY.
Arthur Hotaling, who has been directing the Lyons-Moran
comedies, has been assigned as a director to the L-KO Company.

Muggsy

in a scene from

Essanay's Marionette

Picture*.

time in doll pictures in which the dolls were able to show
a change of countenance.
Among the first releases will be "Cracked Ice," "Ups and
Downs," "All Balled Up," "Drafted," "Angel's Food" and
"Their Jonah Day."
The pictures run five hundred feet each. Their release
dates will be announced shortly.
BERNARD McCONVILLE WITH UNIVERSAL.
Bernard McConville, well known screen author, has been
added to the staff of scenario writers at the Bluebird studios and is now preparing the working script from "Turn
About Eleanor," Ethel M. Kelley's novel, which is to be used
by Bluebird as Ella Hall's next photoplay.
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Foreign

Conducted by F. G. ORTEGA.
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/fen/ /feac/s Foreign Organization
New

Exchange

Will Distribute Films in the Antilles, Central America, Venezuela and Colombia.
ARCH G. KENT, representing the Central American Film
Company, a corporation with main offices in Havana
recently formed for the purpose of distributing American pictures throughout Cuba, Santo Domingo, Porto Rico,
Jamaica, Venezuela, Colombia, Panama and all the Central
American republics, has been in New York for the past four
weeks closing contracts
and making purchases
— and he certainly has
not wasted his time.
"We have closed contracts," said Mr. Kent
to a representative of
the Moving Picture
World,
DavidFirst
P.
Howells "with
for the
National Exhibitors'
pictures and with William M. Vogel for the
new Chaplin series;
with Edna Williams of
t h e Robertson -Cole
Company for the various productions controlled by this firm ;
and from Sidney Garrett, of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., we have purchased The Natural
Law' and 'The Liar.'
'The Triumph of Venus' (Victory) and 'Don
Quixote' (Triangle)
w ere also bought
through A. T. Bimbers;
and Hiller & Wilk respectively.
Arch G. Kent.
"The Central American Film Company is
a new partnership formed by Torvaldo Hoff, an influential
business man of Havana, and myself. We will endeavor —
and the connections already made proves it— to present the
best photoplays produced in the United States to the different markets covered by our firm, some of which have been
distributors."
producers ofand
sadly
Mr. neglected
Kent, who byis American
also the manager
the Fausto theater
in Havana, owned by the Caribbean Film Company, is already
on his way back to the tropics. Before leaving, an office was
established in New York, at Room 1101, 729 Seventh avenue,
with Cluster E. Sawyer in charge, for the purpose of keeping in closer contact with the producers.
It is understood that the Central American Film Company
will release its films in Cuba and Porto Rico through the
exchanges organized by the Caribbean Film Company, of
Havana.

Lamy Agrees and Disagrees
Holds That Duping Should Be Allowed in the United Kingdom Only Under Certain Restrictions.
privileges to Euro"duping"
allowing
THE question
pean buyers of
while
the war
lasts has created quite a
stir among the New 5fork exporters. When asked for
his opinion on the subject, Joseph Lamy, of the Piedmont
Pictures Corporation, was rather inclined to favor a middle
course. However, we will let Mr. Lamy discuss the matter
in his own \\ •'
"I road with much interest the opinions on the duping
question' of my friends, Sidney Garrett, of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., and Paul Cromelin, of the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.

"Fjrst of all, I wish to state that I am practically entirely in
accord with the statement of Mr. Cromelin, who, as an expert in the film export trade, recognized at once the danger of duping subjects should it become a common practice. All film men can easily see the difference between a
positive print taken from an original negative and one taken
from a dupe-negative, and in many instances, if the duping
is not done by experts or if the original positive is not of
absolutely first class photographic quality, the results are
far from encouraging. However, it has become a common
practice with the manufacturers to have two original
negatives, both made at the time of taking the picture, and
those manufacturers who have this advantage can, of course,
easily ship one negative abroad. However, for those who
have only one negative I would not advocate the duping for
any other country than the United Kingdom, and only then
in case the dupe-negative remains the property of the manufacturer to be returned immediately after the necessary
prints for Great Britain have been taken off same.
"In such cases as this, I rather try to consider the film
business from the public's point of view than as a business
proposition. I believe that the moving picture house, as a
cheap public entertainment, is essential in all countries today
involved in the great conflict, because it has been proved on
many former occasions that in war times the nations need
wholesome and inexpensive amusements.
"If, therefore, the Government should be unable to spare
space on the ships for the shipment of films in general, I
would still be of the opinion that with the right restrictions
duping should be allowed. However, the manufacturer ought
to have the duping made in laboratories where the printing
receives the most careful handling by an expert and he
should not try to dupe any films, the photographic quality
of which does not justify it.

Burlingham Fears Unwarranted, Says Cromelin
The

International Film Market Cannot Be Monopolized by
Conducting
Business
at a Loss.

PAUL

H. tion,
CROMELIN,
of the
Inter-Ocean
Filmexperts
Corporaconsidered among
leading
American
on
international film conditions, has given out the following statement as the result of the warning of Frederick
Burlingham, who recently reached the United States from
Switzerland, that Germany was preparing to control the
world's film business. "I have no doubt that a German Film
Trust has actually been formed," says Mr. Cromelin. "But
I really doubt that it will become the world menace its projectors expect it to be."
"I absolutely
with Mr.
Germans would likeagree
to control
the Burlingham
international that
film the
business
if for no other purpose than propaganda use. The World has
time and again published stories calling the attention of
America to the development of films-for-propaganda-use by
Germany, and if our officials have not heeded it, it is not for
the want of sufficient publicity on the part of our trade press.
"But how can Germany monopolize the international film
market by mere willingness to conduct their film business
at a loss? Even if theaters were willing to show certain
makes of pictures because they were cheap, that does not
mean that the public will patronize these houses. I am sure
that in this country exhibitors can get films that 'are given
away' so to speak, and yet they pass them up to pay big
prices for the films they actually use. And the publics of
all countries are the final judges of the films and they will
not support theaters that do not show the best, regardless
of price. If Mr. Burlingham would fully realize this, he
would not take his fears nearly as seriously as he does.
"Then as to keeping American films out of the lands of
the Central Empires and Allies, it is simply to be done the
way Mr. Burlingham believes the Germans have decided to
go about it. When peace comes the publics of the Central
Empires, too, will only go to see the films that most en-
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Motion Picture Sub-Titles a ■
Some Observations and Suggestions for the
Benefit of Those \\ ho Write Them
THE

word sub-title is a rather loose term, commonly
used to designate all reading matter, except the main
or lead title, which appears on the screen.
A more
correct designation divides the term into two sub-headings:
lions, meaning
all explanatory
reading
matter, and
Spoken Titles, meaning all words put into the mouths of
the characters and indicated by quotation marks.
When, where and why is a sub-title necessary or
desirable?
Some of the reasons for their use are:
1. To explain the purpose or indicate the main theme of
the picture.
2. To give the picture coherency by using them as links,
which join the scenes and help to carry the thread of the
story.
3. To name and characterize the principal roles portrayed; to identify settings or location, and sometimes to
fix the time of the story or any of its component parts.
4. To illuminate and interpret the picture or any of its
situations by implanting ideas which the action does not
or cannot register.
5. To inject comedy, pathos, or other sentiments which
may be entirely arbitrary into the picture.
6. To indicate lapses of time, or cover jumps in the
continuity.
7. To economize footage or save production costs by
substituting them for scenes not shown.
Some of these uses, as I have tried to indicate them, may
appear to be similar and some of them may overlap — that
is, one sub-title may serve two or more of these purposes.
But, on the other hand, a sub-title may be required for
only one of these definite reasons.
There are as many ways of wording or phrasing a given
sub-title of moderate length as there are individuals who
may write it, and perhaps each one would consider his
style and wording the best. It is certain that no two would
write it exactly the same. There is and can be no set rules
to govern its composition and no definite standard by which
it may be measured, therefore its final form must be dictated
by the intelligence, judgment and experience of the writer
who creates it. Hence the wide diversity of opinion as to
what constitutes a good and sufficient sub-title. Some
people favor a florid or high sounding style, while others
advocate a condensed, almost abbreviated form. As a
matter of fact each kind may have its proper uses, depending upon the character of the story and the interpretation
given it in the picture. The sub-title writer should endeavor
to sense the atmosphere and characterizations of the picture as they are shown on the screen and write his material
to fit the scenes as played, not as he thinks they should, or
as he wishes they might, have been portrayed.
Sub-titles should be fitted into a picture so that, instead
of interrupting or irritating, they help the natural flow of
the story and add to its interest. If they are too few or
too short and abrupt they may defeat this purpose as
effectually as when they are too numerous or too long.
Everybody knows how interesting a spoken or written story
may be when told by a master and how flat or insipid the
same tale may be when related by one unskilled in the art.
It is often much more difficult and takes more time and
study to decide not to insert a sub-title than to write one.
If a sub-title will not help a scene, or if one is not really
needed, it is a safe rule to leave it out. It is not always as
simple and easy to write a suitable sub-title to fit a given
scene as it might seem to one who views the finished picture. It is much easier to. write something long and flowery
than one which is terse and expressive. A caption of
moderate length, designed to cover several points, is often
revised and rewritten a dozen times before it assumes
satisfactory form. Sub-title writing has its nuisances as
well as music and art. Words that may express the desired
thought must sometimes be discarded because they are too
long or not familiar enough to the average motion picture
patron. The best captions and the most difficult to formulate are those in simple, correct and expressive English,
devoid of technical or uncommon terms, which register the
desired thought in the fewest words.
Captions covering a considerable lapse of time should not
be too short.
There is a psychological reason for this. It
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ina\ seem sufficient to cover a lapse oi tune by simply
Bashing "A \ ear Later" on the screen, but if this short
Caption follows intense action or suspense the mind of the
audience should be given a little longer time in which to
relax and to grasp the new thought before the n<
is shown. Therefore a caption containing from six to ten
words may swa\ the trend of thought smoothly
pleasantly and without the menial wrench that the shorter
caption might give to the average person. Of course this
does not apply when surprise is desired.
Spoken titles often present many diffculties. Witness the
mushy, inane speeches often put into the mouths of some
characters in love scenes — speech such as no regular human
being would ever make. The effort should be to write
spoken titles that will seem natural and at the same time
in keeping with the character supposedly talking. A speech
that may sound all right when actually spoken, with the
advantage of inflection and emphasis, may seem very flat
when thrown upon the screen.
Dialect spoken titles are tricky things, and should be
used sparingly. They are usually difficult to read and often
fail to impress. Very few people can write any dialect with
great success, especially for pictures, and probably no one
can write all dialects with any approach to satisfaction.
Long spoken titles should be avoided as much as possible.
Better to have two or three short ones than a single long
speech, provided the scene will carry more than one. As a
rule it is better to confine them to one sentence, worded,
punctuated and spaced to read as smoothly as possible.
Many spoken titles containing two or more sentences could
be condensed into one by a little thought and study. But
brevity may, in some cases, be overdone. It is often easier
to catch the sense of a well-rounded sentence than one
which has been clipped too short.
Title cards should be edited carefully by the title writer
before they are photographed. The idea contained in a
sub-title is often obscured by crowding, bad spacing, the
incorrect or unnecessary division of a word at the end of
a line, caused by the exercise of poor judgment on the part
of the man who letters the cards, making the words hard
to read or difficult to interpret readily.
Spoken titles should not be cut into long shots if it can
be avoided because it is often difficult to be sure which
person is speaking. If possible flash to a close-up of the
person talking, cut in the title, another flash of the closeup and then back to the long shot. A very short piece
before and after the spoken title will accomplish this purpose and add very little to the footage. If a close-up is not
available and the spoken title is essential to the scene then
write it so that the audience may be sure as to which person
speaks. Do not leave it to them to guess.
In writing sub-titles and also in cutting a picture keep
the audience constantly in mind. Try to work from the
point of view of the person who is going to look at your
picture in the theater. Remember that the people seeing
the picture but once will not be as familiar with it as those
who have run it over and over while working on it, and
that the public may not catch the fine points that have
become quite familiar and obvious to you.
While a certain amount of latitude in language is allowable in spoken titles, captions should be written in good
English and be grammatically correct. Study, analysis,
judgment and experience are as necessary in writing good
sub-titles as in any other department of picture production. Ability to write stories, advertising copy, letters or
other forms of composition does not necessarily imply
qualification to write satisfactory sub-titles.
CHAPLIN
RESENTS
EXEMPTION
SLUR.
The announcement in the current issue of a Los Angeles
film magazine that Charlie Chaplin has circulated petitions
among women's clubs throughout the nation in his
endeavor to gain exemption from military service has
aroused the comedian. Chaplin, as well as his associates
and attorneys, considers the article exploited for the purpose of placing him in a false and unpatriotic light with the
public. Chaplin and his studio manager declare the entire
story to be untrue.
Chaplin registered under the rules of the selective service
law. He has been placed in Class 5. He has never claimed
exemption nor has he sought it, and will willingly respond
when called.
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Williams
Roastsof Film
" The
Grave
Diggers
a Commission
Men to
Decide What
Punish-"

Wants

ment Shall be Meted

Out

to Them.

JD.

WILLIAMS, manager of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, has drawn a strong indictment against
• the men in the picture business who make a practice of
digging up old subjects and, furbishing them up with new
titles and sub-titles, and offering them to the trade. Mr.
Williams has no objection to reissues of old subjects under
their original titles, but he objects to the practice of making
the old subjects look like new pictures, thus deceiving the
patrons of the theater which shows them. His argument'
against the practice follows.
The practice that has lately come into vogue of reissuing well-known
films of the past under new titles is the most sinister move that has
been developed within the film industry for many years. And unless
the men of this country who have raised the business to its present
high plane immediately express their disapproval of such questionable
methods, the matter is likely to produce results of far-reaching evil,
and permanently damage its prestige.
The people who. are now digging up the successes of four and five
years ago from the graveyard of the past and trying to animate them
with new life under new names are guilty of bare-faced fraud, and are
trying to get away with tactics that would not be tolerated for an
instant in any other industry or profession that I can call to mind.
Suppose, for instance, that after Jack London's great story, "The
Sea Wolf," had temporarily exhausted its popularity in its original
$1.35 edition, do you imagine that MacMillan & Company would even
consider the idea of getting out a cheap edition under the title, say, of
"The Blond Beast," with new chapter headings to fool the unwary
into the supposition that it was a brand new novel from London's pen?
Doesn't
very what
probable,
Yet
that sound
is exactly
these does
grave it?
diggers in the film field are doing
when they reissue pictures that have already served their full duty
from the standpoint of both entertainment and money-making.
They offer the alibi that the exhibitor books the stuff with his eyes
open, and that if the man who runs the theater is willing to take a
chance on fooling his patrons into the belief that they are going to see
one of their favorite stars in a new production, why, they will print
up all the old material in the storehouse and ship it out under new labels
so long as the office thesaurus of words and phrases will supply them
with new titles.
This is passing the buck with a vengeance, and if I am not greatly
mistaken, will turn out to be a boomerang-throwing act that will sooner
or later knock the parties who evolved the scheme into the discard, along
with the gentry who used to fake labels on well-known articles of
merchandise and misbrand cattle on the open range.
Any theater manager who once gets the reputation of luring the
crowds into his house under false pretenses is going to find himself
without any crowds to lure before he has pulled the stunt more than
two or three times.
And without the co-operation of the ultimate consumer where is the
money going to come from to keep the film industry in a live, progressive
state, anyway?
Reissues that are put out frankly as reissues are not objectionable in
any sense. There is no reason why acknowledged screen classics should
not livo as long as literary or musical classics. But when titles are
deliberately changed, and "new prints from original negatives" are
gotten out under a camouflage of "up-to-date sub-titles," rewritten press
books and newly designed posters and advertising accessories, the scheme
degenerates into a deliberate effort to mislead.
"The old title is given as well as the new one in the trade paper
advertising," say the apologists of the men who are trying to float the
proposition.
So it is — in the advertising pages of the trade papers — but NOT ON
THE ADVERTISING" MATERIAL AND THE LITHOGRAPHIC STANDS
THAT ARE BEING PUT OUT TO ATTRACT THE PUBLIC AT LARGE.
In fact, so flagrant and so well calculated is the effort to deceive in
this respect, that I believe the department that has legal jurisdiction
over tho selling of goods under fraudulent names in any community could
be made to stop the showing of such films, if the proper steps were
taken.
I hereby call for a commission of seven of the leading producers and
distributors of motion pictures — to be selected by the editors of the
Moving Picture World, the Motion Picture News and the Exhibitors'
Trade Review — to meet at the earliest convenient date that can be
agreed upon and decide upon the proper action to be taken to stamp
out this despicable form of counterfeiting.

Do Exhibitors Undervalue News Weeklies ?
That Is the Contention of the Makers — Campaign On to Convince Theater Men of Intrinsic Worth.

JUST how much is the news weekly worth to the motion
picture theater? Under the leadership of Jack Cohn,
manager of the Universal News Weekly department, the
manufacturers and distributors of the weekly picturization
oi the current events have been conducting an investigation
in the theaters of New York with the result that they have
made reports to the heads of their companies tending to
prove thai the value of the news weeklies is so undervalued
1>\ exhibitors in general as to warrant the statement that
many exhibitors have failed to keep their fingers on the publie pulse.
The investigations have been conducted through personal
investigation by members of the manufacturing company
staffs who were instructed to attend the theaters and make
observations on the applause given for each unit of the
show. The reports on this phase show that the applause
given the news weeklies was more spontaneous and in
greater volume than the applause given other parts of the
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program. This did not apply in every instance, but was the
fact when the feature presented was about the average
production.
The second test consisted of personal interviews with
members of the audiences. This test would seem to prove
even more conclusively the popularity of the news reel.
While members of the audiences were divided on their opinion of the feature and the comedy they were a unit in praising the news reel.
As a result of the investigation exhibitors throughout the
country will be asked to give more attention to the news
weeklies and to meet the producers at least half way in
assisting in defraying the expense of getting them out by
paying a legitimate rental price.
It is a fact well known to the exhibitors that the life of
a news weekly is very short. Every print must w'ork continually to even pay the print cost, to say nothing of the office and production overhead.

Paralta Changes Due to Army Demands
With

Kane

in

Service
and Brown
Soon
to
Decided to Release Holdings.

Be,

Anderson

THE

transfer of Paralta stock, which has just been consummated in Los Angeles, as told in the World last
week, provides for the release of the Carl Anderson,
Nat I. Brown and Robert Kane interests in all of the eight
corporations of which they have been officers and directors.
Mr. Anderson was, prior to his sale of stock, president of
these eight companies and Mr. Brown was general manager.
The principal reason which prompted the transfer of stock
was the practical disorganization of the Anderson, Brown
and Kane faction, due to both Mr. Kane and Mr. Brown being called into the service of the United States Army. Mr.
Kane has just been commissioned an officer at American
Lake, Washington, while Mr. Brown will report at camp
this month. This left only Mr. Anderson to represent the
original group of organizers and business heads of the
Paralta company, and, consequently when the others found
it necessary to dispose of their interests due to their enforced resignation as active executives, Mr. Anderson decided to release his own holdings to Herman Katz and John
E. De Wolf.
In the terms of the agreement of purchase, however, Mr.
Anderson has consented to remain with the company temporarily in order to allow Mr. Katz and Mr. De Wolf ample
time to affect a reorganization capable of carrying on successfully the business created by him.
In an interview this week it was pointed out to Mr. Anderson that his success with Paralta should be of benefit to
the world of pictures, inasmuch as it will inject assurance
and confidence into many men who have been fearful regarding the reported financial depression in the business.
"Motion pictures are now an industry — they are no longer
an
repliedwith
Mr.films
Anderson.
That be' means
that
everyenterprise,"
man connected
today must
a business
man; he cannot be a money-mad prospector. The only reason that there has been a lot of calamity-howling resounding in the industry is that the incompetents are being forced
out by the men wdio belong in the amusement field by right
of knowledge, and it is these, the incompetents, who are
doing the shouting, and it is really a good sign and not a
bad one. It is a sign that the industry is finding itself and is
becoming established upon solid foundation.
"It is said that the poor will always be with us. It is a
fact that as long as we have the poor we shall have motion
pictures. There is just as much money in them now as there
ever was, and the secret of success is really not a secret at
all. It consists merely of business acumen. Our success
with the Paralta company is gratifying, but it is not astonishing. Itsimply verifies what I have said — that there is
money in the industry for those who understand the busi-

STAFF.
JOINS ADVERTISING AGENCY
HENDERSON
Daniel M. Henderson has resigned from the staff of Mcness." Magazine to become a member of the Ruthrauff and
Clure's
Rvan Advertising Agency of New York City.
Mr. Henderson, in addition to his duties as promotion
manager for McClure Publications, was also advertising director for McClure Pictures and Petrova Pictures, conducting the nation-wide exploitation campaigns on "Seven Deadly Sins" and Petrova Pictures. The latter campaign was
specially commented upon by the trade for its artistic and
attention-attracting qualities.
In his new position Mr. Henderson will devote himself to
mail-order advertising.
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Ralph Ince at HeadDirector
and Sawyer and Lubin
Contract Executed Between
for Making of Special Feature Attractions.

of interests in production and
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entered into between Ralph lnce, Arthur 11. Sawyer
•uul Herbert Lubin, whereby a series of big special feature
attractions will be produced, marketed and exploited, bearFilm Attraction
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In ingaddition
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ion are comprehensive.
tract. The plans of the
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They embrace the stage
successes and the works of famous
tured versions of
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it has been atof the successful screen productions to which
tached as director. Prior to becoming a producer Ince was
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several
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still remembe
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Think Cantonment Will Boost Business

Soldiers Will Bring
Picture Men Believe New
to Theaters.
Money
Much
May 18, 1918.
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An addition is to be made very shortly to the moving
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picture theater at Borinquen Park. For several months the
theater al hast one night a week- has had to turn people
awaj aftei providing all >>i the extra teating capacity the
house will hold. As high as 400 people, it is said, havr b( I 11
turned away on Sunday night, the big night of tin- week.

More people have seen Mar} Pickford in "The Little

American"
in any
other filmDonahue
that has
ever Caribbean
come to
PortO Run, than
according
to Manager
of the
Film Company.
"The Little American" was released here
on March
1. and up to the llMh of May had been shown
thirty-five times to 30,000 people. At Ponce the film has
been shown nine times, three times in each of the three
houso, and Ponce is still asking for repeats on the film. It
is expected this film is good for at least three months more
in the island. So far only the largest cities have had the
film. In every theater in San Juan it has been shown, in
most cases for two performances.
Broadway

Will Have Seating Capacity of 2,700.

What is to be the largest and finest moving picture
theater in the island is now being constructed at Ponce by
Antonio Arias, who also owns and operates the Cine
Delicias, Cine Apolo and Cine Mundial in that city. The
new theater will be called the Broadway, and it is now
planned to arrange for a seating capacity of 2,700. This
will be double the capacity of any house in the island.
The Universal Film Company is planning to release "The
Kaiser, or the Beast of Berlin" for six performances on
Memorial Day, May 30, which will be a holiday here.
Already "The Kaiser" is being extensively advertised, and
Manager Goldman has been getting some good publicity
for the picture. It was first shown at a private performance
at Borinquen Park ten days ago for the special benefit of
Governor Yager.
The Caribbean Film Company has two features which it
is planning to release soon. The first of these is "Joan of
Arc," which is now being held up on account of lack of
advertising material. The Caribbean is also expecting to
receive this week "The Woman God Forgot," which probably will be released within the next month.
Most of the exchanges and cine managers say that the
moving picture business in Porto Rico is improving all of
the time ; that the demand for better pictures is more
general, and that more people are going to the movies more
nights a week than ever before.
This increase, however, is largely noticed in the larger
towns ; while in the smaller places, where there is competition, it is inclined to be of a ruinous nature. Almost any
sort of a program will make money in almost every theater
in almost any town on Sunday night, and if it were not
for the Sunday night performance many of the smaller
theaters would not be in existence.
In some of the smaller towns there is a tendency to cut
prices on dull nights in the week, and the exchanges report
that frequently they know of programs which are shown
for the admission of one, three and five cents on dull week
nights in theaters that charge fifteen cents or more for
their Sunday night performance. Probably in no place in
the world are prices cut so low as this.
WARNER OLAND TO APPEAR WITH WORLD.
Warner Oland has become affiliated with W^orld Pictures
and will play the principal Chinese role in "Mandarin's
Gold," a World production featuring Miss Kitty Gordon and
directed by Oscar Apfel.
Mr. Oland comes of Swedish stock and had a long experience on the stage. He played with Viola Allen, Sothern and
Marlowe in Shakespearean repertoire and with Alia Nazi"Doll's
"The Master
Ibsen's world
in camera
mova
In the
he was Builder"
associatedandwith
ThedaHouse."
Rara
and John Mason and Fanny Ward and appeared with Grace
Castle in the serial "Patria" and then with Pearl White in
"The Fatal Ring."
KATTERJOHN RESIGNS FROM PARALTA.
Monte M. Katterjohn, for some time past a leading author
at the Paralta studios in Los Angeles, has resigned from
the company. While with Paralta Mr. Katterjohn wrote
"Carmen of the Klondike," the Alaskan production which
was purchased by the State Rights Distributors, Inc., as
the Cup," starring
well as "Madam Who?" and "Within
Bessie Barriscale. Mr. Katterjohn is also the author of
"An Alien Enemy," which introduces Louise Glaum as a
Paralta star, and which has proven a success on account of
its timeliness and its powerful story. Mr. Katterjohn has
received offers from four producing organizations in Los
Angeles, but has not yet chosen his future affiliation.
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Goldwyn Engages Two Directors
Giblyn and Barker, Both Former Ince Men, Have Made Good
"On Their Own."
SAMUEL GOLDFISH, president of the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation,
has engaged
two directors, both distinguished by excellent past achievements
and whose
names on the Goldwyn programs will be an addition that
will attract notice in the trade.
These are Reginald Barker
and Charles Giblyn.
Mr. Barker is known as one of the most vigorous directors
in the motion picture industry. He is a master craftsman
possessed of a rare combination — a flawless technique and
an unfailing sense of dramatic values as they are expressed
for the screen. His engagement to direct Geraldine Farrar
follows the natural conclusion of Goldwyn that few directors
are Mr. clusion
Barker's
equal, isnone
his superiors,
his industries
own conthat Goldwyn
in the
forefront and
of the
producing organizations and that it holds the largest promise for the future.
The first two plays for Afiss Farrar's Goldwwn work are
already
Mr. Barker's
and he has
expressed
himself
as highlyin pleased
with hands
the material
selected
for her.
He
says he regards his selection to direct the famous star of
opera and motion pictures as the big achievement of his
career. He signed his Goldwyn contract after negotiations
in Los Angeles with Mr. Goldfish and other Goldwyn executives extending over a period of several months.
Mr. Barker's most distinguished work was done in his
association with Thomas H. Ince, which began with the
formation of Triangle and continued until the director cast
his lot with Paralta. In his Ince-Triangle connection Mr.
Barker directed such successes as "Thoroughbred," "Jim
Grimsby's Boy," "The Market of Vain Desire," "Three of
Many," "The Criminal," "Happiness" and a dozen others.
Among Mr. Barker's most recent and distinctive directorial achievements is "Carmen of the Klondike," a success of
the winter and spring season. He also is responsible for
"Madam Who," another Paralta picture starring Bessie
Barriscale.
Mr. Giblyn is known for his able handling of many big
and powerful motion picture productions. He will join the
Fort Lee branch of the Goldwyn producing organization.
He is already at work on a picture starring a personality
about whom Goldwyn is making something of a mystery.
Even the title is a secret.
Mr. Giblyn comes to Goldwyn with an enviable record.
He is of the Ince-Triangle school, too. In his association
with Mr. Ince he directed several of the most successful
of the Frank Keenan pictures and others which stamped
his work as distinctively capable. Later he directed Clara
Kimball Young, Constance Talmadge and Ann Pennington in
productions which proved a tribute to his skill.
Mr. Giblyn is a director who has grown up with the industry. He was an actor of prominence for many years
before he became interested in the screen form of dramatic
expression and his first work in motion pictures was as a
player. When the Fine Arts Company was organized as one
corner of the Triangle Corporation Mr. Giblyn became one
of its leading directors.
Among the more recent of Mr. Giblyn's successes are "The
Vagabond Prince," "Somewhere in France," "The Price She
Paid," "The Lesson," "Scandal" and "The Honeymoon."
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and marketing
"The the
Hushed
It will probably be decided policy
to stateof right
latter.Hour."
Mr. Garson has just purchased the rights to "Told in the
Hills" by Marsh Ellis Ryan, for which
paid and
a sumHouse
said
to be over $15,000, in which Blanche heSweet
Peters will probably be co-starred.

Sherry Opens Headquarters in New York
Distributor of Keeney Pictures Will Have Exchanges at All
Principal United States and Canadian Points.
THE recent announcement that William L. Sherry is to
form his own distributing organization, with exchanges
at all principal distribution points in the United States
and Canada, is likely to cause talk in the film world. Mr.
Sherry is known as a man of large ideas and vigorous and
effective execution. He has associated with him in his newenterprise men well known and highly esteemed for their
character, ability and experience. Exhibitors may therefore well realize what kind of service to expect from the
new concern.
As the general headquarters of his New York exchange
Mr. Sherry has rented half of the twelfth floor of the Godfrey Building. He will take possession next Saturday. His
new enterprise will be known as the William L. Sherry
Service. His manager will be X. J. Sennott, who has been
closely affiliated with Mr. Sherry in the William L. Sherry
Feature Film Company and Paramount and Famous Players-Lasky. At the time Air. Sherry resigned as vice president of Paramount Air. Sennott also resigned, to be with
Air. Sherry in whatever enterprise he might engage.
Daniel J. Savage, formerly manager of the First National
exchange in Buffalo, will be general sales manager. Howard Brink, who was general salesman for the same exchange, will be in charge of one of the Sherry exchanges.
Air. Sherry also will have with him A. C. Novotny, formerly
auditor of the New York exchange of Famous Players-Lasky,
and Frank A. Lappan, well known to Long Island and upState exhibitors. All of these men have been associated
with Air. Sherry at one time or other and he and they have
reciprocally
each York
other'sa confidence.
Air. Sinnottearned
left New
few days ago, to open up
exchanges in the territory east of Chicago. Air. Savage is
doing similar work in the section between Chicago and the
Pacific. Air. Sherry says that the new concern will be
beginning operations on June 15.
The William L. Sherry Service was organized primarily
to distribute the pictures of the Frank A. Keeney Pictures
Corporation. His first release will be "A Romance of the
Underworld," the release date to be announced shortly.
The second will be "Alarriage" and the third a picture tentatively titled "Out of the Night." All of these are practically complete. Other Keeney productions are to be made
after "A Romance of the Underworld" is placed on the
market.

Gene Pallette Waits for Air Call

publicity manager and minister pleni, to Harry
RUDOLPHpotentiary
1. Garson, has left for the coast
•on a "hurry up" call from his chief to go over im- to
interests. Under
Mr. Garson's
portant matters
Mr. Garson
is pertaining
one of the
busiest
men in filmdom.
his management Clara Kimball Voting is making one hit
after another. Since going to California Miss Young has
Claw,"
"The any
Cynthia
completed
which is soon
to heStockley's
released, well-known
and is said novel
to surpass
of

Coast Player Has Passed All Examinations
Is Taking Only Short Contracts.
EUGENE PALLETTE. a member of the cast supporting
Bert Lytell in the Metro production, "No Alan's Land,"
is subject to call on ten days' notice as an army student
aviator. Although he is just under the draft age maximum. Air. Pallette enlisted in the flying branch of the service at San Diego several months ago, but as yet has not
been summoned to camp for instruction.
The screen actor passed the rigid physical and mental examinations for entrance into the aviation corps with a perbeen expecting the call momentfect rating. He has since
arily. Because of the uncertainty as to when his services
may be required, Mr. Pallette has abstained from signing a
loner term contract to appear in pictures.
In "No Alan's Land" Air. Pallette has the role of Sidney
Dundas, a sycophant. He was last seen in a Metro production in "Breakers
Ahead."

her former successes Miss Young is now filming "The
Savage Woman" (1 a Fille Sauvage), by Francois Curel.
In addition to Miss Young's interests Mr. Garson is engaged with his owtt producing company, headed by Blanche
Sweet, in which are such well-known artists as Harry
Northrup, Wilfred Lucas, Milton Sills. Mary Anderson and
Rosemary Theby.
Mis- Swe<
picture, "The Hushed
Hour." hasmatters
just been
completed.
goes to consult
business
pertaining
to the"Rudy"
two companies,
both on
as
to publicity tor Mi-- Young and to decide on the publicity

YORK.
BACK IN NEW
REICHER
DIRECTOR
New York
in
arrived
has
director,
Aletro
Reicher.
Frank
Hollywood
Aletro's
at
months
several
after having
he directed Edith Storey in two pictures and
where spent
studios,
Viola Dana in one. Air. Reicher was accompanied by Mrs
Reicher. A slight token of the esteem in which he is held
by bis Coast associates took the form of a wrist watch,
handed to him as he was about to board the train
whichNewwas York.
for

Rudolph Goes to West Coast
Takes

Trip to Consult with Harry I. Garson, His Chief, on
Business Matters.

WH.

Popular

West
and
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Chicago News Letter
By

JAS.

S. McQUADE

Exhibitors' Booking Directors Hold Session
The Organization Being Rapidly Whipped Into Shape — Particulars of Selecting Films and Other Matters.

of the board of directors of the Exhibitors'
MEETING
Booking Corporation of Illinois (the title being changed
from the Chicago Exhibitors' Booking Corporation, as
given in my last letter) was held Monday, May 20, at headquarters of the M. P. T. O. Association, in the Mailers
building, to elect officers for the ensuing year.
Joseph Hopp and Louis H. Frank were elected national
directors and the following officers were also elected: President, William E. Heaney; vice president, William H. Burford; secretary, H. A. Gundling; treasurer, M. A. Choynski,
the auditor, Sam Gold.
The next meeting of the organization was held Wednesday,
May 22, at 1 P. M., in Fraternity Hall, and William E.
Heaney occupied the chair. A thorough explanation was
made of all questions where proper understanding had not
been arrived at by certain members — Messrs. Hopp, Frank,
Heaney, Burford and Choynski taking leading parts in the
discussions.
The selection of the first picture that will be used through
the
various3, zones'
take City.
place some
timenational
during the
week
of June
in NewwillYork
All the
directors
from the various zones at that time formed will be present
at this first meeting and all will have a voice in the selection of the first picture.
The selection of the second picture will be made at a meeting of five different directors chosen from the zones then
in existence and this meeting also will be held in New York.
The third picture will be chosen by five different directors
chosen from the various zones and the meeting will be held
in Chicago.
Thereafter it will be arranged in what zone the next
meeting of five other different directors will be held to
select the fourth picture, and so on.
The selection of five different directors at the viewing of
each picture is to prevent possible collusion. It is held in
each of
every case that when a picture has been selected by must
be
these sets of five different directors, their dictum
A

member of the Affiliated Distributors'
accepted by inevery
Corporation
the country.
of these directors, when a picture
expenses
The traveling
is to be selected, are paid by the parent organization.
been pur$100 per share, have now
Fifty-five shares, at zone
and an additional $2,500, making
chased in the Illinois
the first
before
bank
the
$10,000 in all, must be deposited in
has alMr. Choynski, treasurer,
picture will be reviewed.
ready filed his bond for $10,000 to meet the requirements.
of
time
Eight zones have already been formed at the
be twenty
writing throughout the country and there towill
one national
such zones in all. Each zone is entitled
New York
gives
This
booking.
days'
100
each
for
director
with their allotment of 200 booking days, two
and Chicago,
each.
directors
The next meeting of the Exhibitors' Booking Corporation
of Illinois will be held Wednesday, May 29, in Fraternity
Hall.

First Victory for Maypole Ordinance

It Passes the Judiciary Committee 11 to 5 and Will Be Called
Up for Passage in Council June 3.

o
a meeting of the judiciary committee of the Chicag
ing
city council Tuesday, May 21, the ordinance govern
the censorship of moving pictures as amended by
Alderman Maypole was recommended for passage by a vote
i
...
of 11 yeas and 5 nays.
The amended ordinance will be reported in the council
Monday, May 27. It will then be published and deferred, and
Monday, June 3, following the
for passager.
called up de
will
usualbe or
.
_
It has been learned that the statement concerning the Kev.
AT

Father Dinneen, that he represented Archbishop Mundelein in his attitude toward the Maypole ordinance, is without foundation and that he simply represents himself and
his followers.
The chief supporter of Major Funkhouser as well as the
most bitter opponent of the Maypole ordinance is Alderman A. A. McCormick. This alderman charges that the only
object of the amended ordinance is to get rid of Funkhouser
and that the moving picture men are back of it.
Alderman Maypole answers that his motive in introducing
the amended ordinance is to do away with one man censorship. He stoutly denied to the meeting, in his reply to Alderman McCormick, that he had any connection with moving
picture men and stated that his ordinance provides for majority rule by the censor board.
"Pershing's

Crusaders"

at Orchestra

Hall.

"Pershing's Crusaders," the first of a series of engrossing
war pictures released by the United States Government,
opened a two weeks' run at Orchestra Hall, Monday evening, May 20. The same pictures are being shown contemporaneously insixteen of the largest centers in the country,
and it is the purpose of the Government, through the Bureau
of Public Information, to release at intervals a continuation
of this pictorial history of the great world war.
No American with red blood in his veins can fail to be
enthused by "Pershing's Crusaders," or to be aroused to the
cheering point by the might and majesty of Uncle Sam. The
tremendous tasks which are being carried on successfully
and concurrently by the nation, as viewed in these pictures,
cheer and strengthen the beholder as no written words could
do, while the conviction that the Hun will be wiped out
settles down in every mind with a grim certainty.
Much snap is given the scenes by the carefully and happily
constructed sub-titles throughout. Indeed, they fill the place
of a lecturer without the accompanying disillusion. The
general excellence of the pictures in assembling and titling
is not to be wondered at when it is known that H. C. Hoagland, a pastmaster in such matters and an all-around expert
in the making of moving pictures, is the editor of the film
department of the bureau of public information at Washington, D. C.
Great crowds have attended Orchestra Hall every day
since the opening, and eager interest is taken in the success of the pictures financially, as it is known that the balance remaining, after all expenses have been paid will go
to the support and comfort of the boys over there.
The splendid Orchestra Hall symphony orchestra, under
the magic wand of Director Dunham, plays the musical accompaniment to the pictures in a way that wins frequent
applause.
Ascher Brothers

Secure

Site

of Old Columbia.

In a recent conversation with Nate Ascher, of the Ascher
Brothers, this city, he announced that his firm is figuring
on securing the site of the old Inter Ocean at 55 West Monroe street, together with the site of the next building west
of it, for the purpose of building a first-class moving picture
theater. If the deal goes through, the new building will be
four stories high, with a frontage of 100 feet on Monroe
street, and it will provide three floors for offices. The seating capacity of the new theater will be about 3,000 and a
stage will be built so that in case of need either dramatic or
vaudeville attractions could be used as well as pictures.
Mr. Ascher states that at the present outlook he expects
only pictures will be shown in the house.
The site of the Inter Ocean was formerly occupied by the
old Columbia theater, owned by Mrs. Lehman, of the Fair,
who also owns the Majestic theater building on Monroe
street. The Columbia was burned down in 1898 and the
on the
present unoccupied Inter Ocean building was built and
the
site. The location is a block and a half from State,
fact that the Loop section, outside of State and Randolph
streets, is poorlv illuminated at night has deterred several
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others in years past from erecting a theater there.
Ascher, however, believes that this can be overcome and
patrons will flock to his theater if the right attractions
offered. We wish the Ascher Brothers good luck on
venture.
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that "Toys of
featuring
been granted
a white permitFate,"
by the censor Nazimova,
board andhasthat
it will be
shown at the Playhouse during the week of Sunday, May 26.
|"The Million Dollar Dollies," another Metro feature, with
"Pay Da3'," a Sidney Drew comedy, have drawn fine business during the current week.
Louis J. Selznick Visits Chicago.
Louis J. Selznick, president of Select Pictures Corporation,
came in from New York Monday, May 20. He remained for
two days and then left to continue his tour of Select offices
in the central western states.
"Tarzan of the Apes" Goes to Orpheum.
"Tarzan of the Apes," which had a successful two weeks'
run at the Colonial, closed its engagement Sunday night,
May 26, and will be shown at the Orpheum, at the regular
admission prices there, from Tuesday, May 28, to Friday,
May 31, inclusive.

Permit for "Rose of Blood" Under Advisement.
In
December,
"Rose
of Blood,"anda Fox
film, was
refused a permit1917,
by the
Major
Funkhouser
the case
was
carried to the U. S. district court, before Judge Carpenter,
for trial. Judge Carpenter refused to grant a permit and
the case was appealed to the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals.
The case was heard Tuesday, May 21, before Judges
Baker, Evans and Geiger, with Charles P. Schwartz, of Friedman and Schwartz, counsel for the petitioner. For the
benefit of the presiding judges the picture was presented on
the screen in court, this being the first instance of the kind
which has happened-in the city. The case was taken under
advisement and a decision will be rendered in the near
Pathe Plans in Two Broadway Houses
future.
Company
Officials Elated Over Showing
of "The Yellow
Thrilling British War Film at Coliseum.
Ticket" at Rialto and "More Trouble" at Rivoli.
. The Canadian Club of Chicago presented the British ofPATHE dropped a bomb on Broadway last week with
the announcement that two of. the three biggest mofficial war film, "British Bulwarks," at the Coliseum, this
city, Friday evening, May 24. F. E. Tapsfield, secretary of
tion picture theaters in New York, the Rialto and
the club, announced that this new war picture, which shows
Rivoli, would present Pathe feature photoplays for the week
of May 26.
actual fighting in Flanders and which has been taken under
the direction of the British War Office, was loaned for the
They are Fannie Ward in "The Yellow Ticket," at the
occasion in aid of the Western Relief Fund to assist deRialto, and Frank Keenan, in More Trouble," at the Rivoli,
pendents of Chicago men who have gone to the British
marking the first time Pathe has figured as "the party of the
front. The pictures depict scenes of actual warfare on the
first part" in such a deal, which is said to be the forerunner
Flanders front, such as were never thrown on any screen
of important events in the film world of New York.
in Chicago. Added features of the program for the occasion
The rumor is considered well founded that other big things
were dancing numbers by twenty-four Scotch lads and lassies
are pending between Pathe and all the big Broadway houses.
and music by the Edison Symphony Orchestra, the latter
The Rialto has put up a big paper showing on "The Yellow
having been secured for the occasion by Samuel Insull,
Ticket,"
further distributing two color booklets to all pachairman of the Illinois State Council of Defense. The adtrons during the past week, and "More Trouble" is looked
mission was 50 cents, with the war tax added.
upon as a novelty picture, S. L. Rothapfel having secured it
despite the fact that the feature is scheduled for release in
Harry Reichenbach Visits Chicago.
Harry Reichenbach, the human dynamo in firm circles,
July.
"The Yellow Ticket" is the photoplay version of A. H.
spent several busy days in the city during the week of MonWoods'
stage success of the same name by Michael Morton,
day, May 20. His activities in the interests of "Tarzan of the
in which Florence Reed, John Mason and John Barrymore
Apes" were unusually brisk, even for him, and he indulged in
playedsons aago. long engagement at the Eltinge theater several seaconsiderable pyrotechnics in the way of publicity in the
daily papers for that much-discussed production. While
In the picture produced for Pathe by Astra, under the dihere Harry announced that he will sail for Italy on governrection of William Parke, the cast includes Warner Oland,
ment propaganda work early in June, and that in addition to
Milton Sills, Armand Kalisz, Leon Bary, Anna Lehr, Helene
that work, he will take along "Tarzan of the Apes," "My
Chadwick, Nicholas Dunaew and J. H. Gilmour.
Four
in Germany,"
Own United
States"
and
severalYears
Parsons
comedies for"My
distribution
in Italy.
He will
"More Trouble" is something entirely new, not only for
Frank Keenan, but for the screen — a comedy-drama, almost
represent the International Film organization, which is laya farce-comedy, in which there is not a single comedy charing plans to neutralize German film activities when the war
acter, in which every person is properly serious and in which
is over.
the events that throw them together, following in rapid
Another Fine Modern Theater on North Side.
succession, create one laughable situation after another. It
A large, modern picture theater, which will seat about 2,000
was produced for Pathe at the Paralta Studio in California,
people, is now nearing completion at Lincoln and Lawrence
under the direction of Ernest C. Warde.
avenues, on the North Side. The name of the owner has
not yet been given out, but it is stated on reliable authority
FAMOUS PLAYERS GET TOGETHER ON RED CROSS.
that Tom Chamales, owner of the Green Mill Gardens in
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky
that vicinity, is the proprietor. It is said that the house has
Corporation, marshalled the forces of his organization in
already been leased to the Balaban and Katz organization,
co-operation with the drive of the Allied Theatrical and
which owns the big modern Central Park Theater, at 3535
Motion Picture team for contributions to the Second Red
West Twelfth street. The name of the new theater has not
Cross Fund. A meeting was held in the offices last week at
yet been given out, but it is said that it will be opened in
which the four hundred employees were assembled, and Mr.
about thirty days.
Zukor made a plea for funds to further Red Cross work. He
concluded his remarks with the statement that he would per"Cleopatra" (Fox) Opens at Colonial.
sonally give $5,000. Arthur S. Friend, treasurer, made an
"Cleopatra,"
the and
famous
Fox has
production
in which
Theda
Bara
is featured
which
gained wide
advertising
Marguerite Clark gave $1,000. John C. Flinn, director of
through tlir litigation required to obtain a permit for its
appeal.
advertising and publicity, who acted as master of cereshow mil; m Chicago, will begin an indefinite run at the Comonies, advanced arguments in his brief talks presenting
lonial theater Monday, May 27. James Grainger, representing the Fox Film Company from New York, will have charge
the speakers. Mr. Friend outlined a plan by which payment of contributions could be made in twelve monthly in..I the presentations during its Colonial run. Two presenstallments.
ts iion- will be given daily at the following admissions: matinees, 25 and 50 criii-; evenings, 25, 50, 75 and $1.
LUCAS VISITING NEW YORK.
Trade Review Sued by Funkhouser.
Harry
K.
Lucas,
of the Lucas Supply Company, Atlanta,
t h\ Monday, Maj 20, Major M. L. C. Funkhouser filed a
has been a visitor in town the past week.
He is on a vacation, hut attending
to a little business
relating to his
libelNew
suit York,
for $100,000
against
the Leslie
Exhibitors'
Trade
oi
and its
editor,
Mason.
The Review.
major
southern agency for the Simplex machine.
charges that the paper has impugned his honesty in the censorship of films. He further alleges that the publication in
GEORGE STEVENSON IN FRANCE.
question printed purported interviews with the Kaiser, in
George Stevenson, long time with the Universal as a mem
which the latter thanked Funkhouser for his aid and comher of its publicity staff, who sailed recently from New York
fort.
as a Y, M. C. A. worker, is reported as having safely arrived
"Toys of Fate" (Metro) at the Playhouse.
in France. Mr. Stevenson's duties will be in the line of his;
Cresson E. Smith. Chicago manager for Metro, announces
special experience, i. c, motion pictures and writing.

..I
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\ News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By

G.

P.

Filmusic Company Makes Its Bow
Los Angeles Concern Puts New Music Device on the Markrket
— Demonstration
at the Alhambra
Theater to
the Film Trade.
FILMUSIC
C< >.\!
is the aname
of afor
Los synchronizing
Angeles concern which
is l'.W'Y
exploiting
device
music and pictures. This firm has been experimenting for
several years. A demonstration was given to the Los An- trade at the Alhambra theater at 11 p. m. on May IS.
The demonstration was held under the auspices of Jesse L.
Lasky. led B. De Mille, Thomas H. Ince, H. 0. Davis,
Robert Brunton, Reginald Barker and Raymond B. West.
Over six hundred attended, including many stars and directors.
The performance opened with a prologue criticising music
conditions in the majority of motion picture theaters in the
United States, the claim being made that in the smaller
theaters not enough attention was given to appropriate
music. The Filmusic Company proposes to improve these
conditions and has perfected its device in the music service
so the operator may play a perfect music score to follow
every shade of the picture. Complete scores are prepared
for each production by the company's musical directors.
There are two rolls of music to each reel. An electric synchronizing device has been invented by the company by
which the machine operator automatically can regulate the
picture and the music so the performance will synchronize.
The company calls this synchronizing device a synchron-ometer. The company won two gold medals at the Panama
Pacific Exposition in San Francisco, in 1915.
The company has a factory on 1729 Highland avenue, Hollywood, where it makes its own rolls, and it is the only
concern on the Pacific Coast to cut music rolls. The music
score is produced on a masteroll similar to a motion picture
negative and copies are made therefrom and sent with the
picture to the theater owners, and can be played on any
mechanical musical instrument, whether player piano, organ
or photoplayer.
C. P. Bradshaw is the president and general manager of
the company; F. H. Grannis is vice president; D. P. Simons,
secretary and treasurer ; W. A. Bishop, director of musical
production, and W. W. Drum, sales and advertising manager.
The demonstration at the Alhambra theater was successful and the audience applauded the device.
Hart's Military Ball Is a Success.
The military ball given by William S. Hart, Artcraft star,
at Hotel Coronado, May 11, in honor of the officers of the
159th California Infantry, "Bill Hart's Two-Gun Men," was a
thorough success. Generals Tuthill, Strong, Young and Hall,
with their wives; General Strong's staff and members of the
British and French missions at Camp Kearny were in attendance in addition to the officers of Hart's regiment.
Hart took a carload of film stars from Los Angeles and
from the time he landed in San Diego with his contingent
of beauty and chivalry he owned the town. At the ball the
grand march was led by Bill Hart and Mrs. Col. Farrell ;
Col. L. M. Farrell, commander of the 159th and Miss Katherine MacDonald, Hart's leading woman. Many film players
were present.
Studios Subscribe $1,274,900 to Liberty Loan.
Chairman Charles Christie, in charge of the Studio Liberty Loan Campaign, announces that the grand total subscribed by the employes of Los Angeles motion picture
studios for the Third Liberty Loan is $1,274,900. This amount
does not include the hundreds and thousands of dollars
raised by the stars from the exhibition tank in Central Park.
The studio folks of Southern California have given more
to the Liberty Loan than any other profession. Following
is an itemized report showing the amount of Liberty Bonds
purchased bv each studio:
Lasky studio, $302,700; Fox, $141,700; Hart studio, $122,000;
Universal, $102,400; Ince studio, $87,000; Triangle, $60,000;
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Pathe, $78,000; Pafalta, $48,600; Vitagraph, $32,000; Mack
Sennet t studio, $48,000; National, $32^200; Chaplin studio
$52,000; Griffith, $40,000; Christie studio, $18,5(11); Lois \\
Company, $16,000; L-Ko, $11,000; Sunshine Comedies, i
Metro, $39,000; King Bee, $3,6(iii; Morosco, $27,000; George
Beban Company, $5,200.
Samuel Goldfish on the Coast.
Samuel Goldfish, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has arrived in Los Angeles. He was met at the
station by a representative body of Los Angeles film folks,
including J. A. Quinn, at whose Rialto theater Goldwyn pictures are receiving their local first-run exhibition.
Charlie Chaplin Is Back Again.
Charlie Chaplin is back again in Los Angeles. He arrived
on the afternoon of May 12, after having sold bonds for the
Third Liberty Loan. His tour, which started six weeks ago,
included the Southern States, where he was a stranger in
person.
At the time of his departure for the tour, Mr. Chaplin was
not in the best of health. On returning to Los Angeles,
however, he was in an improved condition.
On his tour, in which he personally "stumped" the South,
Mr. Chaplin was not to be hindered by the irregularity of
trains, and hence traveled considerably by automobile, sometimes covering as many as four and five towns in a day,
making a speech in each.
Hayakawa
Players Return from Japan.
Kamatsu Ori, Humri Ojato and Unjo Tamara, members of
Sessue Hayakawa's company, sent to Japan to film native
scenes for the initial Hayakawa production, are back in Los
Angeles. They brought with them about four thousand feet
of film taken in Tokio and Yokohama and in the beautiful
Mount Fujiyama region.
The film, when exhibited in the projection theater at the
studio, was greatly' admired by Hayakawa, who said that
excellent judgment had been used in the selection of the
scenes, many of which will be incorporated in the present
production. Others will be retained to be used in future
creations of the company.
Triangle Studio Employes Doing Their "Bit."
With fifty former employes wearing blue and olive drab
in Uncle Sam's service and more than $53,000 subscribers to
the Third Liberty Loan, employes of the Triangle Film Corporation at Culver City are being congratulated on all sides
on their patriotic showing, and with the girls of the playing
forces using all their spare time to knit for the sailors and
soldiers all are busy "doing their bit."
Colonel Bray Appointed Manager of Orpheum.
Colonel Charles Edward Bray, until recently assistant
general manager of the Orpheum circuit of theaters, has
been appointed resident manager of the Los Angeles Orpheum, succeeding Clarence Drown, former manager, who lias
been confined to his home by illness for the past six months.
Mr. Drown will be retained in the personnel of the theater's
organization, but will be assigned to other duties when his
health permits.
Colonel Bray is an old connection with the Orpheum organization, having been the manager of the old theater at
First and Main streets twenty-five years ago, when it was
the second house of that name in the country. During his
connection with the circuit he has held the positions of
house manager, booking manager, press representative, European agent, superintendent of construction, auditor and
assistant general manager.

Roscoe Arbuckle Takes a "Vacation."
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle has been working his company
Nurse," his latest
so hard in the filming of "Good Night,
comedy for Paramount release, that he decided they needed
a rest br a change of scenery. Accordingly, the portly come-
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dian and his supporting fun creators, Al St. John, Buster
Keaton, Alice Lake and others have descended upon Arrowhead Hot Springs, which is just abort the most famous
health resort in Southern California.
Arbuckle immediately plunged into the finishing touches
of "Good Night, Nurse." With the hundreds of healthseekers as "extras," the sanitarium and the mud baths for a background, Fatty Arbuckle promises to get considerable atmosphere for his picture.
Ince Films Military Spectacle.
As a troop train of the Fortieth (Sunshine) Division
swept along the parade grounds at Camp Kearny Thomas
H. Ince, the director, mounted a big platform in the center
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only a slight chance for his recovery. But Hersholt surprised them by his remarkable vitality, and his condition
is now showing such improvement that the surgeons hold
out strong hopes for him. * * *
Gloria Swanson, Triangle star, has received good news
from her father, Joseph Swanson. He has received a captain's commission in the regular army and expects to sail
in a short time for France.

* * *

W. H. Clifford is now busily engaged in supervising the
completion
Shorty
Hamilton's
fourth
of hisbeing
series
of five
productions.of The
present
production
is now
produced
by Lynn Darling under the working title of "The Pen Vul-

* * *

Julian Johnson has resigned as scenario editor of the Triangle Film Corporation and will leave Los Angeles June 1 to
resume the editorship of Photoplay Magazine.
ture."

Miss Clayton in Cohan Support

Ince

Photographs

Military

Spectacle.

of the grounds and directed the photographing of the
brilliant spectacle for use in "Claws of the Hun," a Paramount picture, starring Charles Ray. Mr. Ince is seen
standing, head bared; while to his left are two officers of
the Signal Corps.
Over twenty-eight thousand troops participated in the
review, the Government granting unusual privileges to Mr.
Ince and a corps of assistants.
Farewell Party for Carl Robinson.
Carl Robinson, the popular publicity purveyor of the
Charlie Chaplin studios, has been drafted and left on Saturday, May 18, for Camp Kearny. A farewell dinner was
given Robinson by a number of his friends.
Says Monkey Did Him $15,000 Damage.
Thomas G. Cockings May 16 filed suit in the Superior
Court, through Attorney L. D. Collings, demanding that the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company pay him damages
for personal injuries to the extent of $15,000 because of an
alleged attack made upon him by Joe Martin, an orang-outang
owned by the film company. Cockings in his complain declares that he was attacked by the orang-outang on June
30 last while he was looking at the animals in the film company's zoo at Universal City and the large animal "bit,
bruised
and wounded" "him severely before he could be
subjugated.
Mary Pickford's Mother 111.
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, mother of the Artcraft star, is ill
at the Sister's Hospital with a recurrence of the ear affection which made necessary an operation in Toronto on her
recent trip east with her daughter during the Liberty Bond

campaign.

Quinn Takes to Film Cutting.
J. A. Quinn, of Quinn's Rialto theater, has won such signal success in film editing that he is to be upon the advisory
board of one of the largest film producing companies in the
industry, having jurisdiction over the cutting of films and
editing of the company's features.
Recently Mr. Quinn cut two reels out of a five-reel picture and, unlike most instances of this kind, the local manager of the exchange handling the feature agreed that it was
materially improved and forwarded the film, as cut by Mr.
Quinn. to the New York office of his company
for their
inspection.
* * *
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
Jean Hersholt. Triangle player, has been critically ill
at the California Hospital in Los Angeles, where he recently
underwent an operation for appendicitis. His case had
reached such an advanced stage that the surgeons held out

beautiful leading woman
the will
CLAYTON,
MARGARET
of the screen
and stage,
be seen in the chief
feminine role of George M. Cohan's Artcraft vehicle,
"Hit the Trail Holliday," released the middle of June. The
Cohan picture affords Miss Clayton a splendid opportunity
to assert her talent and charm in the part of Edith Jason,
the hotelkeeper's daughter, who wins the ex-bartender over
t o the prohibition
c a use. According to
advance- reports, Miss
Clayton makes an ideal
lead for the famous
Y an k e e Doodle Boy.
This is the first time
that she has appeared
in an Artcraft picture,
although she has had
wide experience
in motion pictures covering
a period of some six
}rears, four of which
she acted in important
portrayals for Essanay,
one with Paralta and
the balance in special
engagements. Among
the films in which she
met with particular fav o r are "The Great
Divide," "Inside the
Lines," "Prince of
Graustark," "The Night
Worker," with Taylor
Margaret Clayton.
Holmes in "Two Bit
Seats" and the "Is Marriage Sacred" series. Prior to her appearance on the screen
Miss Clayton played in stock for three years in Salt Lake
City, where she gained valuable training for the demands of
the photoplay. As a result of her splendid work in "Hit the
Trail Holliday"
is predicted
she will
increase
to a
great
extent her itfollowing
amongthat
motion
picture
patrons.
"Hit the Trail Holliday" is one of the last films in which
the late Russell Bassett appeared and also presents one of
his finest characterizations in the role of Burr Jason, the
father of Edith, played by Miss Clayton. Others in the
supporting
Robert Broderick,
O'Malley.
Richard
Barthelmesseastandare William
Walcott. Pat
Marshall
Neilan.
the
youthful master of film production, is the director of the
new Cohan subject and John Emerson and Anita Loos are
responsible for the script.
•
TRIANGLE
WINS COPYRIGHT SUIT.
A suit brought by the executors of the estate of Richard
Harding Davis for an injunction against the exhibition of
"The Americano" has terminated favorably to Triangle. The
suit was based on the claim that the novel "The White Mice"
was copyrighted and that the Triangle Film Corporation,
Triangle Distributing Corporation and others were infring"The Americano."
the exhibition
the copyright
The ing
Triangle
Film by
Corporation
by itsof counsel,
Walter N.
Seligsberg. applied to the court to dismiss the case on the
ground that the copyright was invalid. As a result the
plaintiffs applied for a leave to discontinue the case, and this
leave was granted.
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State Rights Still Strong
"Gentleman
With

from
Tennessee"
Say*
Business
Gets
Better
His Company — Winstock Backs Him Up.
Knoxville, Tom.. April 29, L918
Editor Moving
Picture World,
\m
\ ork City.
,i Sir: If you will allow me the space in your very
valuable paper again 1 would like to saj a tew words which
may help to show some lew kickers thai the state rights
business
has not gone to the "dumps" as bad as the) state
that it has.

when to'The
Gentleman
as Some
he hasweeks
been ago
referred
in your
paper, from
wrote Tennessee,"
the article
regarding the prolonged publicity for state rights productions he had my entire and most hearty endorsement. Why?
Because 1 know that he is right in what he says, and,
second, because he has been making some tests which I
have personally been interested in; thirdly, because he is
iny partner in the state rights business.
We will admit that Mr. Rosenthal is right in his letter
regarding programs being too cheap, and we will admit
that independent manufacturers must do more to help put
their productions over to exhibitors, and again we will
admit, according to Mr. Kunsky, that there are a lot of
"Pikers"
in the independent
Then isagain
Mr. Sawyer,
of the General
Enterprise game.
Company,
pessimistic,
and
states that exchanges should be able to handle at least
eight productions each year.
Take all this into consideration ; separate the facts from
the near-facts, and it simmers down to this bare fact alone :
There are not so many more fly-by-night exchangemen as
there are fly-by-night independent producers. The trouble
as I see it lies in the fact that a concern will organize to
produce a feature and they will get probably a decent star
and not a decent photographer, or they will get a good
photographer and not get a good director. The success of
any production lies not so much in the star, but in the
director, photographer and story, and if they have a decent
star they will have a good production as sure as fate.
Also I beg to differ from Epes Winthrop Sargent in his
statement regarding names of photoplays. The name does
count in the estimation of a good picture with the majority
of picture-goers; then if the picture is not good they, of
course, are disappointed. One of the foremost productions
of the year, which stars one of our best actresses, did not
get as much money in nine-tenths of the southern states
as it would had they given it another name. I asked a well
educated exhibitor the other day what he though of the
said picture in question and its name. He said if they had
not told him what it was he would have thought it was
'he name of an island or something. Just remember that
all the exhibitors are not geniuses or Rothapfels and are
not in a position to put over a production like their New
York brothers.
In another paragraph Mr. Sargent says that this exhibitor
can pick up enough stuff from the state rights market to
meet his needs. I will admit that there is much "stuff," as
he calls it, in the state rights market, but in proportion to
the number of pictures produced there is not as much of
this so-called "stuff" as in the programs.
The state rights game has not gone to the dickens as
some few think, but to my company it gets better. Why?
Simply because we bin- only pictures of merit and pictures
that we see personally. There must be a bad production
with every company once in a great while, but there is
absolutely no need for any company to produce a weak
picture these days more often than every two or three
months, and the state rights producer, knowing that he is
gambling to a certain extent, should absolutely know when
his feature leaves the assembling room that it will be a
money-maker. If he doesn't know then he is not fit to be a
producer, and he is not a reader of human emotions or a
fair judge of what the public wants. I know the public is
a fickle thing, but human nature is about the same everywhere, and I. of course, know that times are ever changing.
A feature based on a certain thing may be good now
and die three months later; but a drama of merit, that has
the director, photographer and a decent star, with a story
that's good, will not die three months or a year from now.
I also noticed in a trade paper this week a letter from
one exhibitor, who states that the William S. Hart re-issues
are merely junk. I had a Mutual film exchange manager in
to see a Hart re-issue — "The Bandit and the Preacher" —
which was formerly a Mutual production, and he states that
it was the best one Hart ever made, and the scenes were
the same as the original only that the titles were much
better.
All over our territory exhibitors are praising the
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II. tit re issues, and I think this exhibitoi is wrong when
ills them J imk, tor are the) are QOl • ' William S. Hart
production
tin' same
his oi
Art features
i tat t le.ttnthat have proven
Our company
has aas list
good, but w i- bought them only after we had seen them.
And it producers will make pictures that have merit they
will sell, and 1 know that we would hi- willing to pay our

pro rata

share ol a page

ad in each

trade journal

each

week for three months
on ever)
production
that we buy,
thus keeping
that feature before tin eyes ot exhibitors
r\ erywhere.
The North and West has ever) reason to be in just as
good condition and better than the South, and I know we
are not yelling hard times. We are satisfied with a reasonable amount of profit on each production, and we have
exhibitors
satisfied
with
our methods
excepting
a few
kicks that will come into every exchange.
There is only
one way.
Remember that honesty is the best policy. Treat
the exhibitor fairly and give him a reasonably good produc*
tion; show him that you don't want it all, and you will be
doing business rightRespectfully,
in the same old stand.
"NAT' L ROYSTER,
Sales Manager, Special Features Co.,
Knoxville, Tenn.

"Ao/ Shot to Pieces"

Winstock
of Seattle Says That State Rights Business
Good — Better and Fewer Productions Needed.

is

EVKRY once and so often," said Melvin G. Winstock of
Seattle (of the L. J. Schlaifer Attractions), "some chap
who has made a bad buy breaks into print with the
statement that the state rights business is all shot to pieces.
We in the Northwest admit no such thing. The contrary
is true.
"There was never a time when good material was in
greater demand or prices better for productions of real
box office merit. Certain it is that those who have been
misled by exaggerated advertising to buy overpraised stuff
at exorbitant prices lose money, but that's the chance we
all take in this industry, and the man who kicks is usually
aanalysis.
cheap cry baby anyway and doesn't count in the final
"The point you make in your issue of March 30 is vital.
The producer or seller lacks efficiency in the aid he gives
to the buyer in putting over product. His aim in the past
has been to sell and get the coin without regard to whether
or not the buyer makes good. There is one notable exception to this iron-clad experience of the past and that is
Frank Seng with his "Parentage." Here is the one bright
shining example of a greater service rendered after sale
than before.
"What we need in our field is fewer and better productions, reasonable prices, equitable contracts, truthful advertising and efficient co-operation in putting over. I have
seen photographs, paper and publicity material so lacking
in punch as to represent a completely wasted investment;
whereas all of these should be distinctive and of affirmative
and efficient help.
"Another thing producers are doing that is a positive
detriment all around. All kinds of publications are printing articles and in many instances illustrating the methods
and secrets of the industry, showing the mechanical nature
of the big thrills, exposing the making of trick photography,
and in a thousand ways tearing aside that veil of mystery
which should always be between the footlights, the stage
line and the public. The public is getting to know too much,
and when curiosity ceases we will have lost a big asset.
"But getting back to the main theme, don't let anybody
tell you that any legitimate state rights firms are going
out of business.
"I would like also to say that we will welcome any move
that will induce the producer or seller of independent features to keep his product exploited in the trade journals.
Ordinarily he makes enough profit to do that much for his
customer. But if he wants to lay it on a little thicker we
will be game enough' to stand a part even of that added
burden, for we think it will pay in the long run."
CITY LETS DOWN BARS FOR GERARD FILM.
A unique tribute has been paid to the patriotic value of
"My Four Years in Germany" by the city of New Bedford,
Mass. For some time the law against Sunday showings has
been strictly enforced in the New England town, but after
the Mayor and the members of the City Council had witnessed a screening of the Gerard picture they issued a
special permit for its exhibition at Gordon's Olympia on
any and all forthcoming Sundays that the management of
the theater might desire to show it.
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Grinding the Crank
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With Thornton Fisher

Everybody Reads the Moving Picture
Down Here

World

FRED HANCOCK has been drafted ! Down in that part
of our country where folks wrap themselves in their
mittens and earmuffs when it's seventy-five above, are
able to tolerate the chill of ninety above and are fairly
comfortable at one hundred in the shade, Fred has been
owner, manager and operator of the Lyric theater. The
other day your good, old Uncle Sam extended a tenacle and
took him away from the folks at Stuart, Fla. Now we are
wondering who will be the first one to read Fred's copy of
the
Picture
World, Onforthebe morning
it knownof the
"World"a
is an Moving
institution
in Stuart.
its arrival
perfectly good citizen will chew the end off his cigar until
that copy in the course of its travels reaches him and when
he has absorbed everything contained within its covers
passes it on to the one next entitled to receive it. Thus the
shoe store man, the bait and tackle dealer, the dry goods
man, the ice man, the restaurant keeper, the editor of the
local newspaper, etc., are enabled to read and discuss the
current pictures with the same intelligence of their brothers
in the
cities byof the
the townsmen
north. By itsthepristine
time the
"World"
has
beenlarge
perused
beauty
has
fled like the morning dew before the mid-day sun, leaving
nothing but a tattered and torn something resembling a
wreck. D. E. Wynne, one of the town's leading citizens, is
particularly distinguished by virtue of the fact that he is
the recipient of a personal copy of the Moving Picture
World. The population of Stuart, a pretty little town some
thirty miles north of Palm Beach is not large. It is the
idling place of the Northerner who packs his bathing and
fishing suits in his old kit bag and beats it to the land of
palms
the thermometer
to do population
a "Brodie," Fred
and
during when
the winter
months with begins
the increased
Hancock collects the "jitneys" like a mahogany piano collects dust. With the advent of spring, however, the winter
visitors return north and the town settles down to its local
routine.
But all-year-round residents must have their pic-
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tures. So it is that on Wednesday and Saturday nights the
townspeople lock up the house and take the children and
the dog to the movies. You exhibitors who complain that
you've had a bad day if you do not play to two thousand
cease your carping. We've seen Fred perfectly happy operating his machine with twelve grown-ups, four children and
six
dogs
the dogs.
entire They
house.areFred
doesn't
charge
admission in for
free Hancock
to saunter
in and
out
at will. We've seen and heard three long-tailed dogs simultaneously beat an excited tattoo on the floor with the extreme ends of their vertebrae watching Bill Desmond streak
down four flights of stairs and land on the villain's back.
The pictures are not accompanied with music at the Lyric
theater. No, there is no music — but I have visited numerous other theaters in this land of ours where there was no
music, although it could clearly be seen that six or seven
husky gentlemen in the orchestra pit were trying to manufacture something on their respective instruments. But
down in the Lyric theater the only sound to be heard is the
click of the projecting machine in the rear above you with
interpolations by the tail beat of an Irish setter. But you
enjoy the picture just the same — everyone does — I did. This
unimposing little frame theater is a bright spot. Perhaps
no gorgeous door man looking like the Mahwah of Pujah
receives your ticket and though no exquisite bit of femininity accepts your "jits" and granting that you enter no
marble or mosaic tinted lobby, Fred Hancock can boast of
as many distinguished patrons as the manager of the most
ostentatious theater on Broadway. Noted authors, artists,
actors and financiers have been glad to lay down the price
of admission at his ticket window. Men whose names have
been associated with the most colossal enterprises in America have
sat in the
the open
blue depths
of Fred
theater
where
through
ventilators
highHancock's
by the roof
the
moon projects a shaft of light as though in competition with
man's mechanism in the booth. But Fred has been drafted.
However, he'll still read the "World," and the Lyric theater
will continue to entertain its patrons until Fred comes home
again.

DRAFT CALLS MORE
SELECT WORKERS.
The various offices of Select Pictures Corporation continue
to give their quota to the Army. Among the Select workers
who have recently joined the colors are Earl Kerr, of the
office force, in the Chicago branch, and M. Monsky. a road
salesman from the same branch. Although he had been
affiliated with Select only a short time, Mr. Monsky had
earned a high place for himself in the organization through
his efficiency.
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with the tlag.
The girl gives
with her picture and one ol the
is placed upside down, and we
this hit ol business
nol Keen
the error rectified ?
** #

By Marion Howard
Bert Lytell, if liis
in securing
one for Metro
SCORE
initial picture is any criterion, For he is a handsome
chap, takes a close-up well and is a dandy lover. "The
It is a
Trail to Yesterday" is the title and a good one.
western play, full of pep and good riding by all. Anna
Nilsson is a dainty heroine and Ernest Maupin was some
villain, deserving all he got. Harry Northrop was a close
second as the had man. hut 1 thought the best work was
done by the old man. whose name 1 forget. It was artistic
and quite original in the working out. He injected a bit
of humor which was refreshing in its novelty. One unnecesepisode— the awful long snake which closed many eyes
in front. It was there to frighten the horse bearing the
heroine and caused the runaway, but a big sheet of white
paper would have had the same effect on such a nervous
animal. Do cut out the hideous things — the vilest that
crawl! Metro seems to delight in planting the creatures
which
offend most patrons.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew are going to New York followthe run and
of other
"Keep cities
Her Smiling,"
at the
Wilbur theater.
New ingYork
will see this
remarkable
comedy
next season. Meantime Mrs. Drew is looking over new
scenarios, and they will produce a number of screen plays
during the summer. Mrs. Drew and her leading woman,
Maidel Turner, the handsome Texas actress, were guests
of the founder and historian of the Professional Women's
Club on May 14 at the club luncheon at the Copley-Plaza,
and were the center of attraction. Their hostess is also
founder of the Film Club of Boston.

* * *

We are anticipating "Inside the Lines," on here tor a long
run at the Copley theater last winter, with Leon Gordon,
who has been on the screen. Lewis Stone ought to be
great in the double role; besides the play was written by
our own
Earl Derr
Biggers,
author
of so many
stage
successes.

* * *

"Cecilia of the Pink Roses" sounds good when we read
of the cast: Marion Davies, George Le Guere and others,
to say nothing of Julius Steger, who is making it.

* * *

I have often wondered why no one put a sequel to "Mme.
Butterfly," and at last we get the Japanese star in one, to
picture the son, as he only* can
* * do.
After divorcing his sixth wife Nat Goodwin makes another
try at the screen it seems, and what a suggestive title —
"Married
Again" — once
known
as the three-act
comedy
"Confusion."
* * *
Why Henry Miller for "Daddy Long Legs" when Charles
Waldron is available, following the long run of the piece
here and abroad, in which he scored?
And he is such a
good looker, too.

* * *

"The Lie," another gem for Elsie Ferguson, the dependable, and this time with David Powell, who drifts about a
good deal of late. In this picture are some wonderful snow
scenes, with hunters and hounds in action. And doesn't
Powell ride well? Percy Marmont as Nol Dibdin was
unusually good as the innocent slanderer of the heroine.
He redeemed himself and really became the hero. Betty
Howe, too, was clever. In fact, the entire cast played up
to Miss Ferguson, and that's saying much! The ending is
not quite to the liking of the average playgoer, but it was
refreshingly new, and we felt glad that Nol was rewarded
for his atonement.
Fine actor that man !

* * *

"Hearts of the World" rightly running to full houses
and giving the Hub a genuine treat. Nothing new can be
said on the merits of this offering. One blase critic comes
out with encomiums of praise after sneering at motion pictures, in general showing absolute ignorance of the merits
of this art in pantomime, or a mind too blase to grasp its
importance. Well, millions go daily to the picture houses
and the industry is endorsed and commended by our President, so who cares for the unappreciative. I wonder if
you noticed in this wonder picture a lapse in connection

the boy a photograph
Hag, which, without
excuse,
get tins twice
Why
lias
hel el . .1 ore
mention.. I and
*

"Mrs. Slacker" is a good plaj For little Hulette and
Creighton Hale, a popular lead.
Here we get the coward
with the alleged family trait inherited
from mother, as in
some
oilui
pictures
seen.
Hale
played
il might]
well,
developing from the cad to a real man in the face of danger.
Walter Ilieis. as usual, got the laughs; but there was too
much kid Stuff like what we have seen; no really new
situations. ( )i course the purpose of the play is to inspire
patriotism, and it certainly goes over with punch along
this line — a good
picture
for small cities.

* * *

Mae Marsh has a splendid vehicle in "The Face in the
Dark," a play of some mystery and surprise, and in line
with the Goldwyn offerings. Alec I!. Francis does excellent
work, and completely fooled us in front as to his real part
in the burglars. There is a real story here; the sequence
well preserved
to the very end.

* * *

"The Trap" is saved by the acting of Alice Brady in one
of her World pictures, and has one or two good situations. It nowhere offends intelligence, and we rather liked
that cowboy Cooksey; also the studio scene betwreen the
vampire and heroine, as it was a bit new.

* * *

"The Life Mask" is a great picture for Petrova's special
gifts and personality, vividly shown in all her latest pictures, which are also notable as to photography. I had
not seen Wyndham Standing do anything so villainous as
his part required, recalling his fine work in "The Bugle
Call" and "A Rose of the World," but he played it to the
limit and the artist all through. Mrs. L. Case Russell has
given us her best work. The plot is distinctly original,
the outcome never hinted at, and we were glad of the
mystery^ injected through the introductory titles. Bets were
made in my party, but not one of us suspected Lucille La
Verne, who played the companion. All here know her
well for her clever acting in Gillette's play, "Clarice," in
which she played a mammy servant, creating the title role.
Marie Doro was in it too. Why does not some producer
or scenarioist get busy on this play and a producer put
the three in it, they being screen players? In this picture
were some gambling scenes, but the outdoor ones got us
strong. Thomas Holding in military togs was good to look
at, especially' when "holding" the star. He is some lover!
Why the ghastly mask in the title? And what had this to
do with the playr anyhow?

* * *

Let me commend "The Mad Lover," a Pathe picture, featuring Robert Warwick (in, if I mistake not, his first
appearance with this firm) and Elaine Hammerstein, playing together in fine style. A clever picture with private
theatricals, showing a play within a play and and Othello
at that!
It so happened that hubby was intensely jealous, and
over a cad of a chap, who played the part of Iago rather
too realistically at the rehearsal and precipitated things.
The house was fooled somewhat by the working out of too
much realism in the killing scene, the young hostess being
made to appear lifeless. However, it proved only a dream
of the host, and the awakening was a relief for him and
the fans. There was an amusing scene when he collars
the aforesaid cad, puts him on a wheelbarrow and ducks
him in the pond. The outdoor scenes, of much beauty-, are
a credit to the photographer. Well, "Bob" is with Pershing
now and we will not get another new picture for a while.

* * *

"The Purple Lily" — absurd title, with no bearing on the
play, which was a good one for Kittys Gordon's talents.
Here we get Charles Wellesley again. He played Bradley,
an unscrupuluos capitalist, the other leading man being
none other than the clever son of the late Frank Mayo,
playing a somewhat weak character, with which he
struggled against many inconsistencies. The men liked the
rough-neck stuff in the barroom, but they might give such
a company
a better vehicle.

* * *

For a short subject commend me to "The Spirit of the
Red Cross," a drama by James Montgomery Flagg, who has
developed considerable versatility. Here we get a patriotic
twist and Red Cross appeal. Indeed, Paramount has put
this out for that very object, backed by the Red Cross, the
work
of which
in the war is clearly illustrated.
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Motion Picture Educator
Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON

and MARGARET

9

I. MACDONALD
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Southern Exhibitors Win Praise
Interesting Educationals
Two

Military

Subjects, One Industrial, Two
Travel,
Hunting and One Forestry.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

One

"Britain's Bulwarks"
(Pathe).
THIS series of pictures is valuable in a historical sense
and tremendously interesting at the present time. The
third number gives many scenes taken during the
British campaign in Turkey in Asia. The military base at
Basra is pictured, the movement of troops up the Tigris
River, trench scenes on Sinai Desert and Arabian fete
scenes are shown. The care and movement of wounded
English and Indian troops is also shown.
"Guns of Our Forefathers" (Paramount-Bray).
An interesting and timely subject appearing in the Paramount-Bray Pictograph No. 121 reviews the various kinds
of guns that have been made in America and used by
American soldiers since the days of Paul Revere and. the
flintlock. The picture includes also the most modern of
America's
which are now being used against the
Germans inarms,
France.
"Farming
for Alligators" (Paramount-Bray).
A southern California alligator farm is shown in the
121st release of Pictograph. Here a goodly crop of these
animals are raised each year for the sake of their valuable
hides, and are given as a range vast tracts of swamp and
river. Their habits and their manner of rearing their young
are shown in the picture, which is intensely interesting.
"Some Beauty Spots of the Eastern States" (General Film).
The Rivoli theater included in its program for the week
of May 12 a series of views which exploit some of the
scenic beauties of the east. Among these are the Raymondskill Falls, Digman's Falls, Bushkill Falls and the switchback
leading up the side of Mount Pisgah to a height of 2.000 feet.
From this spot a railroad can be seen winding through the
hills, and finally we are given a view of Bear Mountain.
"In Southernmost Russia" (Pathe).
A pictorial subject, showing many scenes taken on the
peninsula of Crimea, in and about Sebastopol. Russians,
Turks, Bulgars and people of other nationalities are seen
mingling freely, the subject being taken previous to the
war. A Russian church, a market place, ruins of former
Mohammedan settlements, monuments, arches and other
features of interest are included.
"On the Trail of the Sea Cow" (Universal).
The seventy-third issue of the Screen Magazine contains
an interesting study of the sea cow, or manati. The curious
human-like habit of lying with head and shoulders out of
the water is drawn attention to and illustrated in the picture. These ponderous aquatic animals are found in tropieal waters, particularly in t lie Gulf of Mexico, and are prized
for their flesh, which tastes similar to beef. In the capture
(it a sea enw shown in the picture is a fine close-up of the
head, showing the peculiar eyelid contrivance with which
its nostrils have been provided by nature for the purpose
of shutting off the water when it goes below to dine on the
vegetation of the sea bottom.
"Planting for the Future Generations"
(Universal).
A carefully detailed illustration of how Uncle Sam
replenishes the country's natural supply of timber is shown
in the Screen Magazine No. 73. Here we are shown the
gathering of the seed, much of which is taken from the
stores of the squirrel; the sowing of the seed; the transplanting of the seedlings, and the final setting out of the
trees in the places where they are intended to attain
maturity.

Use

Unusual

Discrimination
Cities Adjacent

in Selection of Programs
to Cantonments.

in

ORRIN G. COCKS, advisory secretary of the National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures, who has been
making a survey of recreation conditions in a number
of cities of the South for the Playground and Recreation
Association of America, has just returned to New York.
He sees a liberalizing tendency in the South regarding the
opening of motion picture theaters on Sunday afternoons,
due to the pressure of military needs. He visited Wilmington, Greenville and Charlotte, N. C. ; Columbia, Charleston
and Spartanburg, S. C. ; Augusta, Atlanta and Macon and
Jacksonville.
"All of these cities," says Mr. Cocks, "have a strong feeling about preserving the sanctity of Sunday and the closing
of commercial entertainments on that day. In view of the
fact, however, that the church has not made good in solving
the problem of the Sunday activities of the soldiers in
neighboring cantonments the pressure of events is tending
toward the recognition of the need of some form of commercial entertainment on Sunday afternoons. In Chattanooga the ministers have not objected to the use of pictures on Sunday, and the citizens feel that the community
atmosphere has been improved as a result.
"The entertainments have not interfered with the church
services. The influence on the non-church group has been
found to be decidedly wholesome. In Atlanta the ministers
have agreed not to oppose motion pictures in the city auditorium on Sunday afternoons if no admission charge is
required. Some fine motion pictures are now being shown
in Charleston. In all the towns mentioned the exhibitors
have been peculiarly alive to the needs of their cities and
have exercised discernment in the selection of pictures. In
this way they have won the respect of their communities.
This will have a marked relationship upon the further use
of pictures for the soldiers on Sunday afternoons. A characteristic of the motion picture exhibitions in the southern
cities is that one man usually controls practically all the
shows in a given community."
Collection

Educational' s Current Releases
Containing
Both
Information
Presented to Public.

and

Amusement

SOME of the more recent of the Educational Film Company of America's releases, contained in the following
resume, are of more than ordinary interest. Professor
Ditmars, in the three split-reelers of April 22. May 6 and
May 20, deals with "Wild Goats and Sheep," "Wild Babies"
and "The Friendly Bee." In the last named the professor
shows that the honey bee of commerce is not necessarily a
stinger, but that its friendship can be successfully cultivated.
The heroines of the little story are two young girls, who
enter a bee village and perform with the bees feats of a
marvelous character. The other two Ditmars' pictures are
being
Babies"
indicated
by their
sufficiently
of baby
for some
funnytitles,
porcupines,
views "Wild
specially notable
and also of the mother Aoudad teaching its young to climb.
Following "What the Ice Age Left" Robert C. Bruce is
represented on May 15 and 29 by the two parts of "The
Silent Wonderlands of the West," and on May 22 by
"Following the Course of the Cayuse."

Outing -Chester at Strand
"A

Mountaineering

Memory,"
Third of Excellent Outdoor
Series, Pleases Audience.
ONE of the most delightful of the recent outdoor film
series is the Outing-Chester, already reviewed in these
columns. During the past three weeks these pictures
have been running at the Strand theater, New York, and
have been much appreciated.
The third of this series, "A Mountaineering
Memory,"
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appeal mi; on the program the week of May 1_\ is one of
the best of the series, ami (.overs mountain climbing in
the Canadian Rockies, the nature of the picture being the
:it of Mount Assinaboine. This mountain is almost
ible, and the view of the neighboring peaks from
its summit is truly inspiring. The gathering storm, with
the gale attaining considerable fury, tonus one of the
closing and most interesting sights of the picture.

Rivoli Pictorial at Its Best
Wealth
of Interesting
Material
Presented
Includes
Fox
Farming,
Alaskan
Huskies
in the Alps, and the
Manufacture
of Rubber
Tires.
THE Rivoli Animated Pictorial for the week of May 12
seemed to have readied the top notch of excellence,
much of interest did it hold. At a guess we would
say that it contained considerably more footage than usual,
and as a compliment to the management we would add that
it held the attention of the audience from first to last.
Variously important and attractive scenes and events
bore down upon us to the exhilarating accompaniment of
the orchestra. Among these scenes appeared teams of
Alaskan huskies doing war duty in the Alps, which also
included close-ups of individual favorites, who barked their
appreciation cameraward. Fox farming at East Northport,
L. I. (General Film Company), was also given the "once
over." and, at length, as was also the making of rubber
tires and tubes (a film loaned by the Ford Motor Company). Then there were glimpses at the sheep-raising
industry, and also inspiring views of the West Point cadets
in review, with the famous "Blue Devils" as audience. These
are only a few of the splendid items presented in this particular pictorial.
ITEMS
OF INTEREST.
M. S. Epstein announces the sale of the following rights
on "Depths of the Sea" : To Globe Feature Film Company,
Boston, for New England states; to General Film Company,
for New York State; to Celebrated Players' Film Company,
Chicago, for Illinois and Indiana ; to Tom Moore, Washington, for Delaware. Maryland, and District of Columbia ; to
Peerless Feature Film Company, Philadelphia, for eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey.
Subjects appearing in the seventy-fourth release of the
Universal Screen Magazine, which will be released June 7,
are: "Transplanting Nuremburg," "Our Engineers Win
Renown Over There," "Educated Seals" and "Learn to Save
Life." The latter deals with the rescue of drowning persons.

More Shows for Children in Canada
Exhibitors

Find Youthful
Patron a Valuable
Help and a
Born Press Agent for Good Shows.
IT has become quite the vogue among Canadian exhibitors
to fact,
conduct
matinee performances.
in
has children's
gained considerable
ground during The
the idea,
past
two months, and the youthful patrons have responded in an
encouraging manner. The plan of children's matinees has
been developed to a high degree by several managers in
Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton and Winnipeg. In some
instances appropriate features are exhibited at the children's
performances ahead of the regular booking date for the
theater, and in this way the stunt works out as an advertising method to a considerable extent. The general development has been such that it can be truthfully said that a
number of Canadian exhibitors are actually catering to the
children at last.
Manager Conover of the Imperial theater, Montreal, has
been booking special pictures for the one weekly performance for the juveniles. In several instances he has
presented a feature which he has released as a regular
attraction on subsequent dates. Each of the children
become an enthusiastic advance agent for the picture.
Children will talk. Manager Conover also presents Judge
Brown stories, features with a particular appeal to children,
comedies, news weeklies and cartoons for the special programs. Pictures featuring the Fox Kiddies, "The Blue
Bird," "Huck
and Tom,"
Seven Swans" and kindred
releases
have been
shown "The
with success.
In Toronto Ben Cronk, of the Allen theater, instituted a
newspaper coupon plan for the popularization of children's
Saturday morning shows, as noted in this column a few
weeks ago. The admissions cost the children nothing. This
plan was adopted because it was felt that the advertising
secured was worth while. On such occasions the theater
has been filled twice during a morning.
The Temple the-
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aiii. Hamilton, Ontario, also has taken up the lame itunti
while the Regenl theater, Toronto, has held special morning shows on different occasions when the attraction has
attracted
children.
At Masses
Hall, Toronto,
children's
matinees have been held for special features, such as "20,000
Leaguesat such
Under times
the bySea."
the big auditorium
has been
filled
the and
youngsters.
Not many Toronto
theaters hold matinee
performances
daily, but Saturday afternoon shows, with special prices
foi the children, have become quite the rule. A suburban
exhibitor who provides special children's pictures for Saturday afternoons is Manager Sexton of the Family theater,
Queen street east and l.ee avenue. The Vermont theater,
Bathurst and Dupont streets, gives Saturday matinees, the
admission for which is only live cents, and other houses
make the same charge. After-school matinees are given at
some Toronto theaters on odd days. The Revue theater,
390 Roncesvalles avenue, for instance, held an after-school
matinee on Mondav, May 20, for a presentation of "The
Blue
Bird."morning matiness are advertised quite frequently
Special
by several Winnipeg theaters, and these are held when
special attractions are being presented in the larger downtown houses. An interesting feature of the Winnipeg situation is that Jules L. Steele, moving picture editor of the
Winnipeg Telegram, regularly publishes a list of attractions
which he believes are suitable for the children. The variety
of these selected pictures is wide and range from comedy
features and war dramas to historical and costume photoplays.
In Calgary, Alberta, Manager Cloakey of the Allen theater frequently pulls off an advertising stunt which consists of the renting of one or two sightseeing cars, in which
children are invited to have a free ride. On the sides of
these cars are fastened streamers, advertising a coming
attraction. The children supply the noise to attract notice
of course and in return the youthful joy-riders are given
tickets for children's performances.
It is noteworthy that the increase in the plan to hold
special shows for children in Canadian theaters comes at a
time when there is an increased tendency on the part of
preachers and moral dictators to condemn moving pictures
as an aid to evil. The question arises as to whether the
exhibitors should not take concerted action to encourage
the patronage of children at extra performances where suitable pictures are shown or not — just to emphasize the place
of the moving picture in the life of childhood.
The Toronto authorities have been active of late against
exhibitors who, they claimed, permitted the admission of
unaccompanied children to regular performances. This has
led some exhibitors to raise the admission prices for children
to keep out the youngsters unless they come with their
parents. This sort of a barrier is perhaps negative in value
to a greater extent than the exhibitors realize, because it is
the children who frequently lead the grown-ups to the
neighborhood house. Each child patron undeniably stands
as a living advertisement for a theater, and the more child
patronage, within legal limitations, the more advertising a
theater obtains.
\Y. M. G.

Archbishop Pushes Guardian Law
Montreal
Prelate Appeals
to Police Chief, Who
in Turn
Bars Unaccompanied Children from Theaters.
FOLLOWING the receipt of a communication from
Archbishop Bruchesi of Montreal instructions were
issued by the Montreal Administrative Commission to
Police Chief Campeau to .enforce the law with regard to
the admission of children to moving picture theaters unless
accompanied by adult parents or guardians. The Quebec
law prohibits the admission of unaccompanied minors under
fifteen ye'ars of age. Chief Campeau was notified to warn
all local exhibitors before taking action and after the warning to see that the letter of the law was obeyed.
Archbishop Bruchesi's letter to the Montreal authorities
is interesting. He declared that the law was not being
observed in the slightest and that it seemed to be forgotten
entirely. He had received complaints from various sources
regarding the admission of children to the theaters, and
the children frequently passed hours in the amusement
houses, especially during vacations, during which time they
watched "scenes of theft, quarrels, libertinage, which can
only excite or awaken bad passions in their young hearts."
No doubt, he added, the board of censors exists, and the
board is a safeguard for public morals, for which credit
was due the civic authorities; but this board could not
prohibit everything, and among the views it permits or
tolerates
there
were
not many
suitable
for children.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted

:;(

by EPES WINTHROP

SARGENT
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Good and Bad Advertising.
WRITING
not altogether
without
heat, an exhibitor
takes issue
with us as to comment
made upon a recent advertisement he
ran.
This advertisement made
the common
mistake
of overloading the space, and we said so. Rises the exhibitor to remark :
This theater has a seating capacity of 2,100, and we play to
only 80,000 a week from Monday to Saturday. The reason we
don't have better ads is that we play to capacity practically all
the time during the hours we are open, and if we had better
ads wc would have to open the house mornings.
This probably takes some of the soreness out of his system, but why
not have better advertisements, capacity all the time and a turnaway?
Nothing advertises a house like a turnaway. If you make more people
want to come than can be accommodated, then you will never lack an
audience in case some of the regulars drop out. Good advertising costs
no more than poor work, though more thought is required. Evidently
this house can run without much advertising of any sort, so far as the
regulars are concerned. They know that they can see the sort of show
they like at the house, and they go there. They go because it is a
certain house and not because of the particular attraction offered. The
patron may glance over the list in the Sunday paper, but the chances
are that he has already been sold by his preference for the house and
bis knowledge of the bill gleaned from the underline on the previous
week's program. In such a case it would seem that any perfunctory
advertisement would suffice, since apparently no advertising is needed
at all and space is taken merely because the other houses take space.
But it is precisely this self-advertised type of house which most actually
needs attractive advertising to increase its clientele. Eventually some
of those who go to make up the 30,000 weekly audience will die or
move or get drafted, and others must be found to take their places.
It can best be done by making them want to get into the house now
and making it difficult for them to do so by reason of the crowds ahead
Hi them. It does not always follow that advertising is good merely in
spite of the advertising. If your business is good without advertising
and you can make it better by intelligent advertising why not advertise
intelligently and get that better business?

Now

It's Blotters.

The Parkway, Baltimore, has changed from the tiny cards lately
used to blotters carrying four weeks. It is along the same lines as the
cards and shows the same neatness of display. The blotters are eight
inches by three with a line green border, rule work in brown and text
In purple, three printings. We particularly like the underline which
announces as the house policy that particular attention is given to
presenting entertainment of "a light, artistic and amusing nature to
drive dull care away." That line, we think, will appeal to a great
many people who an' tired of pseudo patriotism. Have your screen
rtalnment truly entertaining and then you will have room for
Libi rtj Loan and War stump arguments, but don't get the idea that it
is patriotic to show a depressing picture merely because some director
has said that it is a patriotic subject,

I have a drawing made of what I think is the best bet of the
week. The rest of the show for the entire week is filled in with
type. My reason for advertising the ^entire show on Sunday
is that the cost of the space that I use would be enormous
and too much for me to stand if I used the space three times
a week. Besides it makes a big flash, being alone on the page.
in addition to a cut from another feature different from the ad
cut and also a large writeup.
On Sunday I use 210 lines, and sometimes 250, for the whole
week's show, and on Tuesday evening I use 30 lines for the
Wednesday and Thursday show in addition to a writeup, and
on Thursday evening I use 50 lines for the Friday and Saturday show.
My patrons are used to looking for the Sunday display ;
that is, I think that they are, and so arranging their plans for
the week — say, for instance, I play a certain star on Monday
and Tuesday of next week and any one of my patrons who
wants to see this picture will ten times to one cancel a previous
engagement and come to the theater because by reading the
Sunday display of the entire week's show they will arrange
their plans different. Of course this is only my idea ; I may
be
wrong ; but I know in my own case I would do the same
thing.
Another advantage that I think that I have is that I am a
second-run theater, being one of the very few in Providence,
and I have my patrons educated to the fact that in the near
future they will be able to see the biggest pictures that play
the first-run houses for big money at this theater at our small
price, which is ten cents including war tax.
I want to thank you for your valuable information that you
were so kind to give me through the World, and I trust that
in the near future that you may be able to give me more.
Personally we still think that it would be better in the Sunday issue
to concentrate upon the first attraction for the week, merely underlining the second and third changes, but Mr. Lovett seems to find
it different, and he is on the ground. As a general proposition we
think that it is best to advertise one attraction at a time and advertise
it so strongly that business is made. Then later in the week get
after the other attractions, though there is no reason why the Sunday
announcement should not give an underline for the week. In the
matter of position. Mr. Lovett has what might be designated as a cinch.
He is on a page away from the other houses with no heavy advertising
to fight, so he dominates the page. He gets in each Sunday issue
a cut about equal in area to his advertisement, and a reading notice
in addition.
The cut of the half-page shows all three of his displays;

Mr. Lovett Explains.
J. Fred Lovett, Of the Royal. Providence, R. I., explains some of the
advertising commented upon in the issue of March .">0. There we spoke
..i iin u • "i iii' full program tor the week in the Sunday issue instead
"i cot
i
upon the Qxst attraction and merely underlining the
other
We also sai.i wi could nol tell much about the effectiveness of
the display from a clipped advertisement,
since it did not show the
iimn.
Mr. Lovetl writes rather fully, but we think his letter will
Interest managers
aborhood theaters:
Enclosed you will find a few samples of my recent advertism
Ymi will note that my ad is the only one on the page instead
hi brim- placed with the other theater advertising. In your
■ nt nun ism in The Moving Picture World you were under
the Impression that my ad was In with the other theaters, and
i made the mistake by not sending you the papers, so I will try
and explain my method of displaying my shows.
beatei I
Itu
tv
les away from all others In
Providence and is the only theater In this location which is a
mill Bectlon. it is called Olneyvllle and it is about the same
relation thai the Bronx la to New York. The Providence Journal and all Other papers have a special page with each issue
that is devoted to Olneyvllle news, and that is the page that I
use because that la the 0n< that my patrons are interested
In. and not the downtown
section,
1 have the advai
ae other theaters iii this way-- my ail
appears In the Brat section of the paper, which is usually the
first section that Is read by the layman, while the other theaters are combined upon two pages In the dramatic section,
being all together, and which is usually jammed with all kinds
of displays.

mvmiiit
MRHIIi

=E5-T.~."r

the press notice being between the cut and the advertisement, as indicated. The only other advertisement on the page is a trade two-fours
at the bottom. Where Mr. Lovett has things so much to himself we
think that he would do as well, if not better, with a plain type display,
no matter what the downtown houses may employ. Using a drawn
design for the signature only will get just as much attention as a fulldrawn design each week, and it is but seldom that the artist gets a
design that hooks up in the mind of the reader with the attractions.
The design shown in the cut is about the best of the two lots sent
in. In most of them the drawing takes space without yielding anything in return, though it is but seldom the artist makes the fault
commented upon in connection with the last batch and letters on
the drawing. Most of the designs are mortised to let the type in
on white space.
This should be done wherever practicable.
We think
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that if Mr. Lovott would get a distinctive signature out tor the house
anil U90 that In conjunction with border material, be oould wet an
good an effect at less cost, lr he will play up his Monday and Tu<
bill, splitting the last half-Inch between the other two changes, be will
still announce his full program and yel do most of bii pulling tor
the Impending attraction, doing the sam,' thing on week days for bii
es. Ii Is largely a matter of opinion, and Mr. Lovett Is right
on the ground, but we still think it would work.
English

Programs.

ii. Montagu, who for so many years represented the Balls Interests
In London, sends over some Interesting English programs. One of the
most pretentious is that of the Scala, Birmingham, for which four
cents is charged. It Is four pages and cover, the latter in red and black,
giving a smart appearance. Two full-length features are run the entire
week, but the news reel and a comedy or topical are changed on Thursday. The program is run on the lirst of the inside pages, with the
i es on the middle pages and the underline on the back page, this
Inside four being printed in green. The program is supplemented by the
Scala Tattler, a monthly, nicely gotten up — eight pages and cover. We
owe to this publication a new phrase, for the more important of the
two features is "supported by" the other ; a line evidently borrowed
from the dramatic announcements, but reading rather oddly when used
in connection with two live-reelers.
The New Savoy. Glasgow, gets out an eight-page weekly, with tint
cover.
Their handling of the musical program is to be commended.
It
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Sealed and Delivered.
II. A. fin ii, , wi 111, or the Strand.
W. Mi. Id. Ml
and
n, |0 Odd
tbrowaway,
II Is folded Into thirds and lealed witli an ln<
half red leal, kUihk it a legal look, and over at tin- tefl you will
sd with the explanation,
"Seal of approval." Tbeae are specially affixed and not printed on, and thi offect
Is very striking.
We
an- afraid.
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part Metro feature. Evidently Mr. Chenoweth got it confounded
with The Slacker, which followed, and which was advertised by means
of a blotter. They must require a lot for their money in Westneld.
Thirteen reels is also too much show.
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Nice for a Border.
Notice the middle page of this six-page folder of the Columbia opera
house, Columbia, Pa. A border design along those lines would take
the eyes of the reader directly to the text, since all lines converge
I*
to the centre of attraction.
It will
be noted on the right hand that
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will be noted that the program, with its two changes, runs on one side
of the middle page and the numbers for each film selection are given
on the other, numbered to correspond with the film. This program is
well edited and adroitly laid out to get a maximum of advertising without being intrusive. It is not as pretentious as the others in the matter
of dress, but it is better handled in many ways because it is made to
work harder.
The Picture House News is issued by the Picturedome and West End
Picture House, West Hartlepool, in lieu of a more pretentious house
organ ; possibly on account of the paper shortage, which is much more
severe in England than it is here. It is a four-pager, with the front
page for chat, a middle for the two programs and a back for underline,
though in the issue sent this space is taken for an appreciation of the
efforts of the town in the last war loan.
The middle pages show that
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the added attraction is cut off from the main feature by a rule.
Inside pages show the same fault with double rule used, which is even
worse. Dashes can be used to break the banks, but a rule across
the page should never be used until the story for that bill is done
and a new story for the next change is to be begun. This is a toocommon error, yet even a country printer should know better than
that.
Better.
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>*!e Children In the House

.Tlllte's Terrible

The Web

TumblcH..-

SrOffrair

Recently we commented upon the Picture News of New Orleans, and
questioned the usefulness of printing the programs of houses all along
the Gulf. A recent issue announces the discontinuance of the practise.
We gather that the houses are all under the Saenger Amusement Company management and that the sheet is used as a general house organ.
By changing the makeup on one page, it is possible to cover the territory into which the paper goes, along the lines of special local editions.
This is better than trying to give the programs of forty-three houses
in a four-page organ.
It gives more space for general matters.

•n^SfctofrfES?

The Web

of Desire

a~.n,
Tlllle's Terrible

of Desire

In Colors.
By way of doing his bit, J. Lewis Arnold, of the Star, Bellingham,
Wash., put his program into two colors to display his advertisement
for the Third Liberty Loan. Then he. kept on talking about it so his
patrons could not forget — even if he had to give up his front page
to it. That is practical patriotism.

In

The Children In the Mouse
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the reels must do considerable jumping about to play their dates since
the same titles are announced for both houses on the same date, and
both houses run under the same time-table.

Doing It in Texas.
P. M. Ferguson, of the Hippodrome, Wolfe City, Texas, gets an
awful lot of advertising for $15 a week, and his letter gives an interesting picture of small-town work.
He writes :
This is my first letter to you, though I have been a close
student of your advertising department for nearly five years,
that is ever since I became associated with the exhibition of
motion pictures. I am at present operating the Hippodrome
theater in Wolfe City, Texas, a little town of some 1,500 inhabitants. Something like twenty months ago I became manager
of this little show, business was shot to pieces, I had never
had any experience as sole manager of a theater, but I had
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had fine training under an older man than I whom I consider
to this day a real showman. Immediately upon taking charge
of this theater I wrote for your book on Picture Theater Advertising and have found it a great help. I have been using a
house organ ever since I have been here — I use plenty of
space in the newspaper, and I am enclosing my first two editions
of The Amusement Herald, a little newspaper that I find has
and is still increasing my patronage and bringing new faces
to my theater. I distribute these heralds myself with the aid of
boys, placing one in every home in my little town. Every Saturday afternoon I personally place one in every automobile,
wagon and buggy that is on the streets ; in this way I reach
the country people, and at night through the week they invariably drive back to visit the movies. The Amusement
Herald is not original, neither is my house organ, but thinking
that some fellow might be in the same boat that I was once in
I am sending you a copy of my first two editions and copies of
my house organs ; if you will kindly comment upon them, whatever you say will be appreciated. I am only a small-town
exhibitor, and if you get the money I think you have to advertise— make the people believe your show is about the most
important institution in the city. I might add that this advertising is comparatively cheap — I spent about $15 per week for
house organ, newspaper advertisement and The Herald.
What Mr. Ferguson
program, but he has
talk. He began with
8%. and finally went
HIPPODROME

Toe Amusement
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be driven home by all small-town managers. The theater brings
business to town. It is often worth while to make an especial effort
to attract that business with merchants' matinees or other special
schemes.
Mr. Ferguson seems to have an objection to dated days — which Is
something that Picture Theater Advertising does not teach. Here is a
part page from the local paper, for example, dropping sixteen inches,
page width. This is printed on one of the inside sheets of an eightpage issue. The paper carries no running beads, and one must turn to
the front page to get the date. If this sheet should become separated
from the one carrying the date, there is no means of telling whether
the films referred to are for the current week or last month. The display is well done for a small-town office. The rule work is restrained
and helpful and the proper lines are played up. We do not know
whether Mr. Ferguson marks his copy or leaves it to the compositor,
but the result is good. For extra advertising Mr. Ferguson us
eighteen-point readers on every page, and that eighteen-point stands out
above the eight-point body type like a three-sheet. Some of the local
tradesmen also use these readers, but the Hippodrome has a majority
of the space, using fifteen or twenty to the issue.
And right in the

Mystery clanking —
mystery gasping — mystery twanging, — in
"Madam Who?" at the
Hippodrome Thursday
next week, prices 10 and
20 cents.

calls his house organ is more properly a straight
always made it a point to carry some good house
a little four-by-six, four pages, enlarged to 4 by
to a five-inch width.
Now he uses a four-pager,
FRIDAY

CHARLES
"SUDDEN

WORLD

Herald

RAY
JIM

centre of the front page is a two-sixes for the popcorn machine in
the lobby. Mr. Ferguson evidently believes in showing all features.
Fifteen dollars would not pay for the readers alone in many towns.
Mr. Ferguson is fortunate in that he can do so much for so little money,
and doubly fortunate in that he can do it so well.
Mr. Ryan's Logic.
Here
is a good program
reader
from
the Garfield, Chicago.
Mr.
Ryan usually does have good stuff for his front page, but this is rather
better than usual.
A. L. Middleton lately tried to convince his patrons
that if they came three times for thirty cents they could have more fun
than if they came
but twice at a fifteen-cent
admission.
He didn't
quite convince the population of De Queen, but the essence of the entire
amusement
business
is contained
in the statement
that the theatergoing public is a body that pools its funds to gain entertainment its
members could not individually afford.
You can do a lot of missionary
work along these lines.
Here is Mr. Ryan's copy :
"MUTUAL
BENEFIT."
We know that we cannot charge below a certain figure, and we
should not, in fairness to our patrons that appreciate our consideration, charge them above that which admits of a reasonable

Hippodrome Saturday

William S. Hart
"The Last Card"
"The Lamb"
"THE HIDDEN

HAND

9 by 12. Even this is more of a program than a real house organ, for
there are no film notes and comparatively little house talk. More local
stuff would benefit the house, we think. In one issue he makes the very
point that the Hippodrome helps business generally in that it brings
to town the country patrons who come in to see the show and stop to
make a few purchases on the way home.
This is something that might

Wmmm
'Till: SIII.W

UOKTH

WHIl.h"

Saturday

FRIDAY
The Hippodrome Of ten

BIG STKCIAI. PROCR4M

■ Charles Ray

William S. Hart

'The Last Card'

"SUDDEN JIM"
You nnwmhfi his uvrmpdouj tuevrtt in Tb* Clodhopper,'
ho Million*!** VafnvM* *nO the Ptoch Hitter " "Sudden Jim'
rr»n MU>

•mi: mnnr.N hand"

MONDAY

TUESDAY
The hm

"FOR VALOUR"

Httkmil I ihlbiun

On OH IVwwnlj.

TURKEY

TROT"

WEDNESDAY
THE SUNSHINE COMEDY

"Damaged— No— Goods''

Why Blotters?
Blotters are always welcome to the average parson and they make
good advertisements, but why the sudden run on blotters in all parts
Ol the country just now?
It seems to be almost a craze.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

HERBERT BRENON'S
"EMPTY

POCKETS"

Third Liberty Loan "over the top"
'A T0UOH

profit.
The theatergoing public is a body that pools the funds of its
members in order to pay for an entertainment that they could
not separately
afford.
The more
members
there are in the
body — in other words, the larger the attendance of the given
theater — the less each individual will have to contribute.
We think that Mr. Ryan would give these statements a stronger punch
if he signed them.
His name appears directly above as manager, but
there is certain conviction" in the signed statement that must be counted
upon.

Therwifteat
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Picture Theatre Advertising
By EPES WINTHROP

9

SARGENT

(Cooiactor ol Adftrtisloj fo

Exhibitors is tbe Mnior. Piclor

World

TEXT BOOK ANO A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame you?
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters o.,
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth Ave., New

Schiller Building
Chicago. 111.

York

Wright and Callemder BoLUBtw
Las AsrolM. GO.
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The Photoplaywright
Conducted by EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT

NOTICE.
Owing lo Illness, Mr. Sargent will be unable In reply to any
luiliiirics whether a return envelope accompanies <li<- qaesrtlona
■>r nix. No exception* to this rule ran lie made, perhaps, for
•ncnil months.

Book

and

Play Rights.

Tcceptlon
to the suggestion of archer McMackln to the
■ that presently piuys and books would be elaborated from the
original screen productions, an official of a well-known company
writes that he does not believe that the launching of a book can
successfully follow the exploitation of a screen production, and says
that his company has recently refused the book rights to two stories by
well known writers.
We are inclined to agree with our correspondent — at least in so far as
the book rights are concerned. Indeed we'll go a bit further and add
that we do not believe that tho printed version can follow the stage
play to any great advantage, though in some instances cheap editions
of both stage and screen plays have gained good sales. Roy McCardell's serial, "A Diamond from the Sky," was released in book form
after publication of the serial, and several novels have been made from
stage plays. Moreover, film productions have served as the basis for
Innumerable short stories. B.ut these are largely the exceptions that
seem to prove the rule. In a majority of instances we do not believe
that an author can first sell the screen rights and then negotiate the
sale of publication rights. The stories mentioned by the publisher
were serials, both of which had been exploited in the newspapers
simultaneously with the screen production as a means of advertising.
It might be argued that most best sellers are also released serially
before they appear in bound volumes, but the parallel is not truly drawn.
In the first place, we do not believe that the average reader will pay a
dollar or a dollar and a half for the printed version of a screen play,
particularly if he has seen that play for fifteen or twenty cents admission. He feels that the relative cost is disproportionate, and, moreover,
the book cannot render the story with the vividness of pictured action
and disappointment is certain to follow the purchase. On the other
band, most persons who are interested in a book will pay the smaller
sum to see the story realized upon the screen, and will often find that
the screen version, if well made, is far more vivid than the book. Having paid a dollar or more for the book, he feels that he has the best
of the bargain when he can see the story acted for a much smaller
sum. and in a greater or less degree this holds good of the stage version,
though here the limitations of the stage, requiring the condensation of
the action to comparatively few locations, militates strongly against
the giving of entire satisfaction. We are not however, in agreement
with our correspondent's second contention that "any book can be made
Into a good play, but few plays will make good books." This statement
is guided either by ignorance or prejudice. Not all books make good
screen plays. One cannot convey to the screen the literary charm of an
author. Only stories of action can be made into good screen subjects.
On the other hand, plays consisting largely of action can almost always
work into good stories, provided always that the author is not cramped.
The fiction -version of screen plays appearing in the various photoplay
magazines intended for the general public are poor, not because there is
not good story material there, but because the limitations of space
cramp the author into a mere synopsis. Some of the stories that read
badly in two or three thousand words would make capital novelettes, or
even novels. It is not, however, a question of the relative fitness of
the material, but a matter of dollars and cents, and we believe that for
a long time to come the author will profit most who first sells his
fiction and novel rights and then disposes of the screen rights. In
selling screen stories first he must either be paid a sum sufficient to
offset the loss of publication rights or else look merely to advertising
for his reward. Perhaps the time will come when the original screen
story will be in demand in a more permanent form, but this time will
not come until the photoplay audiences are trained to look to the
play rather than to the star. They must be made to feel that the
story as such is so interesting that it is worth a dollar to have it in
form for home reading. It is not sufficient that they associate the
production with the star. We believe that this will come to pass in
time. Producers of pictures must, in self preservation, follow the
example of the dramatic stage and feature the play above the players.
There are far fewer stage stars today than there were ten years ago,
and the tendency is toward more even casts and a better all-around
production of the offering. When this comes to pass in Pictureland,
when the whole story is not thrown to the star (though always there
must be one leading character to hold the interest), then the story
will come into its own. Better stories will be demanded and procured
and the story will then be able to make a sufficient impression upon
the spectator to create a demand for the fiction form of the work.
At present the author who can command sales will find the most profitable exploitation of his work to be the serial ■ rights, the novel rights,
the second serial rights and then the screen, though a stage version
may be run simultaneously with the publication in book form to no
bad effect upon the book sales.
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llshed authors,
one photoplay
write!
••
no iicp.- for th<
follow He
i.
no u . in continuing
his effort* since tl
oi Res ii, arii. iriiii Oobb, Richard Harding Davla ami otbei
the preference over bis own efforts,
"They arc •
I
be com
plains, "Whal ohanoa have l againal the recognized writers? rle
lias the same chance the • writers bad befori tb<
sized,
of the favorite
Matthew White, Jr., ol Munsey's, relatei
to Upton Sinclair's iirsi sale to thai publli
wrote thai be
was a sixteen year old buy and would
Mr. White please give bim a
chance.
Mr. While did, anil n
|
be knew thai Ills
supposed youthful prodigy was using a razor. There was a time when
Richard Harding Davis was a newspaper reporter In Philadelphia,
and Cobb
was working on a sheet In Paducab,
Ky.
They
did not
Bpend their i
lamenting their lack of opportunity,
They created
an opening tor themselves.
Davis was helped by tl
; thai be came
of a literary family, but mo I ol the writers bad no such aid . Kipling
lifted himself out •> i" the obscurity of (he Indian Civil Bervlce with )iih
Btoriea. He did nol give UP hope because others were well Known. He
made himself known through his work. No one started writing with
greater handicaps than O. Henry, yet. his Is B name to conjure with in
films. He stuck to it and demanded, and received, the recognition thai
made him one of the Brat rank of authors.
Morgan
Robertson
for a
long time haunted I lie editorial offices before he got a start, and we
recall his visits to the old Metropolitan Magazine, when he looked as
though an invitation to lunch would tje almost as welcome as the sale
of a story, yet he was a powerful writer, though fame found him too
late to do him much good. When you get right down to facts there is
no reason why the obscure writer of today should not be the literary
star of tomorrow. Harry Chandlee, now the editor for Paralta, was
about ready to quit several years ago, but he was persuaded to stick, and
he later gained a place on the Lubin staff and more than made good.
One thing must be remembered — the business will not always exist on
the present basis. The time must come when screen stories must be
written for the screen ; when the fiction story will not be accepted
unless it is clearly a screen story as well. The best stories will be
written by the men and women who write directly for the screen, and this
time may not be so far distant as many suppose. There is always a
reaction from the fiction play when the stock becomes exhausted and
there are bound to come into the business men who will come as film
producers and not as dramatists or novelists and who bring with them
the traditions of their former estate. It will be discovered that the
man who writes original stories with the screen technique in mind will
write more successful stories than the staff man who vainly tries to
get to the screen the literary flavor of a novel or stage play. If stories
sold on merit there would be vastly fewer adaptations today, but so
long as the program selling scheme carries the good and bad alike, just
so long will producers be more or less indifferent as to the individual
story. If they make a 50 per cent, average of pleasing plays they will
be content. When each story is booked upon its merits and upon its
own merits alone, there must come better stories, and better stories
mean stories written primarily for the screen and without reference to
their previous use as printed fiction or spoken plays. The only thing to
do is to keep on working and hoping for the golden days that must
come sooner or later.
Do

Your

Best.

Just remember that the average editor is a bard-hearted, unsympathetic sort of cuss who is not going to take the same friendly interest
in your stories that your friends evince. The fact that you wrote it is
going to influence his opinion to the slightest degree, so don't get
not
the idea that anything you send out ought to sell. Hard as it may be,
is is so good that you can't make it any better,
a plot until
hold on togive
it an airing with a silent prayer. At best you stand but
and then
a poor chance of making a sale.
It Depends.
It pays to be business-like. One former author writes that he has
not written a script in months, "since there is no market for them."
Another says, "I have four two-reelers to get out this week, having
contracted for 26 within the year for the
Company, and
The latter makes a business of
I want to get them a little ahead."
writing, and goes at it in a business-like way.
Show the Goods.
Don't ask an editor if he is in the market for five-reel stories. Ask
him if he wants the five-part synopsis you are sending.

TECHNIQUE

OF

THE

PHOTOPLAY

By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
A book replete with practical pointers on the preparation
of stories for the screen, answering the hundred and one
questions which immediately present themselves when the
first script is attempted. A tested handbook for the constant
writer of picture plots. "Straight-from-the-shoulder" information from an author with a wealth of real "dollars- andcents" experience.
By Mail, Postpaid, Three Dollars
Published and For Sale by

THE MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD,

Schiller Bldg.. Chicago

516 Fifth Ave, N. T.

Wright & Callender Bide, Los Angeles
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Projection Department
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
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Manufacturer*'

Notice,

[T IS an establlBhed rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed cr recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.

Important

Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting, publication, It Is Impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mall, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot
be replied to In the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
In neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Hither booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of

study.

Progressive

Votes-for-Women

Operator.

Down in Toledo, Ohio, I was handed a letter, parts of which I shall
take the liberty of quoting, although it is a personal communication :
Mr. F. H. Richardson, Greetings : For nine long years I have
been a projectionist. During those nine years I have read
your (first) column and (later) pages in the Moving Picture
World, and always the reading has been done with the greatest
pleasure and interest. Twice in the past two or three years I
have heard a letter from you read before the Toledo Projectionists Union, offering to come here and deliver the address which
every other city has so deeply appreciated, but both times it all
came to naught. I despaired ! And then how glad I was when
our good friend, Delaney, president of the Breco Electric
Company, announced the fact that he had arranged, on his own
responsibility, to have you address us. * * * gut after all I
will not be able to hear you, for I am flat on my back in the
hospital, so I guess I will have to still admire your work from
a distance, and keep on trying, every day in my own way, to
be a better projectionist.
In my nine years of projecting pictures I have never been
discharged, never held up opening time one single minute,
never been drunk on the job, never smoke cigaretes or anything
else in the operating room — not such a bad record, is it? I love
my work so much that it never becomes tiresome or monotonous.
Therefore, I am on the job sixty minutes of every hour that I
:ini on duly. I hope you meet the real opeartors of Toledo.
They may not be so many, but are decidedly worth knowing,
i also hope you are not thinking I am tiresome. I am going to
ipiii now, but I just couldn't let you come to Toledo and leave
without knowing how sincerely I have admired your work.
Thanking you tor the help you have so often given me in my
work, and for the time you nave consumed in reading this letter,
i ■ mm.
Eva McCormick, Operator Priscilla Theater'
li do, Fraternally,
Ohio.

Thai

i b letter lome of you hemale men will do well to read quite
ral tlm
ii o there is at least one sentence in it vou might
i pa ti Immediately over your observation port. The sen''•'"',' ' : "' :lni <ln the Job sixty minutes of every hour that I am on
,h"v
■"' '■ ' McCormick, thai fad Is the besl possible evidence that
i would hate to say bow many prothere are who are on duty eigW hours each day and 'on the
,;""" '»""' tnlnu
. They are oi the type who leave an Inanimate Iron motoi to •■.rind out the ar( of an artist Who receives thousands
ol dollars a week, while they, the "projectionists," wander around the
whin, has lost its mother, or rubber out the
window :" ""' P
Immediately upon receipt of the
letter I demanded thai i behow.driven
out to St. Vincent's Hospital
1 ""'"" w hake hand
with a woman projectionist who is •■on the
Jon sixty minutes of every hour thai she is on duty."
I am one of
those old-fashioned men who hate to see women going out into
the
aelds of labor and shovel! iron Into a furnace. I don't believe
the Impending change In the status of women is witm to benefit either
women or humanity to anj greal extent, but on the other hand. I dent

H'ur" '"
;",;::;;,'
si,:
\ to the Toledo

'' "'m

projectionists,

'''"" «*««• is here, and if we are
I think

their

lethargy

was

most

largely due to a lack of understanding. They did not realize the
importance of the message I had to deliver. Certainly those Toledo
projectionists whom I met are well worth knowing, and I hope to have
the pleasure of meeting both them and Mrs. • McCormick again in the
not distant future. By the way, Mrs. MeCormick's husband, Tom McCormick, is a projectionist also, holding down a job in a theater about
a block from the Priscilla. Betw-een the two of them they have a
Saxon four-wheeled gasoline buggy, in which, according to statements
by both of them, they succeed in burning up considerable of the combined McCormick salary.

"Martin"

Rotary

Converter.

While in Chicago I called at the new plant of the Northwestern
Electric Company, and met my old friend, S. H. Martin, the president.
IMartin
'was considerably
At the You
timehadof my last visit friend
had his office surprised.
under his desk.
to pretty near crawl in on your hands and
knees. When I expostulated he explained he
really could not help it because every inch of
space was needed for factory operations. Today he conducted me into a luxurious office
containing two or three desks and a regular
flock of office help.
The factory occupies two entire floors of a
large brick building, and is equipped with modern machinery and appliances for the manufacture of electrical goods, among which is the
"Martin" converter, now well known to the
motion picture fraternity, it being one of the
old established current rectifying devices. The
Martin converter has already been described in
the Projection Department, and since that description there has been no change made, as
will be seen in the illustration. The Martin
Rotary Converter is very compact. It consists
of the converter itself, and a switchboard contained in a metal cabinet with door. The whole apparatus occupies 30"x
80" floor space and is 66" high: it is furnished in sizes from 2% to 15
K. W., and for any desired voltage. The current characteristic is flat —
no pulsation at all. The secondary current is generated at 70 volts,
which is reduced by ballast resistance, which gives a very easily
handled arc, the difference between the arc voltage of TO being sufficient to render the arc stable. This apparatus has had the approval
of the Projection Department for a long time. It is substantially constructed and reasonably efficient in its electrical operation. The Northwestern Electric .Company is a thoroughly reliable corporation and the
goods which it puts out are covered by all necessary guarantees, which
same are made good in case of failure of the apparatus.

He Is No Slacker.
R.

Douglas

Harrison,

Lansing.

Michigan,

orders

Handbook

and

says :

I am projectionist at the Reo Club House, this city. Run
two shows a week. Wednesday and Saturday, as well as a
single subject every morning and afternoon at 10 and 3 respectively. Have a Motiograph, projecting 131 feet. Use D. C.
It is the longest throw in the city, and from what I have
heard I am giving the best all around projection in the city,
so. you see, I am no slacker. We expect to add another machine in a few weeks, possibly a 1!MS DeLuxe Motiograph,
whereupon I look forward to being able to give an even better projection. Present operating room is in the balcony, but
we must rebuild it when the second machine is added. Do
you think we should put the new room on the main floor?
also should there be an intake pipe to bring in fresh air from
the outside? We haven't one as yet: not even a pipe from top
of laniphousc. I am in favor of these things myself, but
those in charge don't seem to think it practical. Ninety degrees and more of temperature aid in forming my decision.

Whereas there is no serious objection to a reasonable drop in the
projection, there is a very serious objection to a heavy drop, and the
best possible result is always obtained where the lens is central, up.
down and sidewise with the screen. It is only under the latter condition that there is no distortion of the picture. Certainly there should
be a vent pipe to bring fresh air into the operating room, and another
vent pipe to lead the foul air out: the latter being not only a safeguard to the health of the operator, but a safeguard to the audience in
ease of lire, since it provides means for the escape of smoke and gases
generated by the burning film, which otherwise must escape into the
auditorium,
with every
likelihood
of producing
a dangerous
panic.
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partly to
The ton of the lamphouse Bbould be piped to tha ven.1 Bue,and partlj
are
Sow for escape ot the heat generated by the electricof carbon. I an
, ,,,TV away the gases generated In the volatilisation
I <„• man who do.
',,, to hear that you are no projection slacker.
class reaulte.
not take pride In Ins work seldom or never produces blgb
It Won't Work.
New
Ford Amusement
Company, Baal Palestine,
Ohio, by
Ford Henry, Jr., makes the following Inquiry:
are using 110 volt 60 cycle A. C. for projecting, taking
w
Tlu-

MAINS
HOV AC
RUNS
ABOUT
104 V

3
3

BANKS
LAMPS

OF
TO

25 VOLTS. 20
THE
BANK

AMPERE

i>.

LAMPS

A
PROJECTION

LAMP

A

two
supplies
which
economizer,
a Hummel
through
current
We have a 34 volt arc, pulling about
Power's li-A projectors.
system
wiring
Am enclosing a rough sketch of the
amperes.
to
if practical,
we propose,
which
lamps,
of Incandescent
This would permit US to utilize
the economizer.
for
substitute
in
for front lighting the current which is now going to waste
advise us as to whether or not this
Kindly
the economizer.
idea is feasible.
after a
such a plan work
Of course you could make
It is not
There are several reasons
fashion, but it would not be satisfactory.
In the first place, such an arrangement would be inelastic.
for this.
nt
You would have Just GO amperes, and no more, when your incandesce
As they grew older, however, their resistance would
lamps were new.
second
the
In
increase and you would not get quite as much current.
lamps of voltage to make
vou would have to have 20 ampere
arc voltage
projection
a
and
up the line voltage less the arc voltage,
The fact that you
is variable unless the carbons are fed automatically.
is proof positive
pulling CO amperes
are getting a 34 volt arc when
in other
or,
have,
moist
arc
your
voltage
is the
that
that
00 amperes
pulling
when
have
words, that is the length of arc you must
Still another
in order to get the best possible results on the screen.
use 60
nominally
would
which
of lamps
objection is that the banks
amperes would not let through 60 amperes when placed in series with
Still
resistance.
in itself offers considerable
arc, which
a projection
another objection is that if one of the lamps burned out, it would act
to reduce your amperage by one-third, and when your arc is off you
that might easily be
though
would not have any front illumination,
If these are not objections enough, neighbor Henry, I
gotten around.
can readily dig up several others, but I think the above list will probably suffice. Incidentally. I will say, however, that you would not be
gaining such a terrible lot, because the economizer is not such a current
has less than 50 per cent,
The rheostat
waster as is the rheostat.
efficiency on 110 volt current, whereas the economizer has, or ought to
have, better than SO per cent, efficiency.
More
Punch
Marks.
Fred Knoll, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, sends in a bunch of punch
marks which are evidently at least partly the product on the punch
wielded by Brother Niles's friend.
He says :
Have
been following
the Department
for quite some
time,
though never before taken the liberty to write.
Enclosed find
samples of punch marks removed from a print of the Metro picture "Blue Jeans," which came out of the Minneapolis office.
I
would
suggest to the projectionist who is doing this kind of
work the following : Get an old reel which is of no more use
and punch
it full of holes, then if he wants to run a show
full of holes let him use that reel.
I have been trying to
eliminate travel ghost at the top ; also at the bottom.
Have
made the test set forth in the "Bible"
(which, incidentally, I
could not get along without),
but find the shutter
blade is
wide enough.
Can you tell me the trouble?
I have two Simplex with a 96 foot throw, using 40 amperes.
Have been a
resident of the operating room for seven years.
There are six short samples of film submitted, respectively 3%", 5",
3%", 5", and 4%" in length.
In these samples are a total of
27 punch marks, some of which are almost 3/16" in diameter.
Comment is, it seems
to me. quite unnecessary.
You say your shutter
blade is wide enough.
If that is true, then I should
say you have
some pretty badly worn
gears.
Hold
your flywheel
stationery
and
rock your shutter back and forth with your finger.
If you can move
it very much, the seat of your trouble is there, and the remedy is new
gears. You can also effect a temporary remedy as follows : Get a strap of
soft leather %"
wide.
Attach
one end of this strap to something
solid, immediately below the shutter shaft.
Hang the strap over the
shutter shaft and attach to the loose end a small weight,
the idea
being to provide a brake which will hold the shutter retarded all the
time.
Don't use too heavy a weight, or you will cause undue wear to
the mechanism.
If your trouble lies in worn gears, this will throw the
travel ghost all in one direction
and you can set your shutter
to
eliminate it. The better remedy is, however, new gears.
The brake
is merely a makeshift.
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Squeak*

a

Lot.

He i
Bugene Bagby, Eldorado, Illinois, i In troubli
Have been with
i am projectionist at the Casino theater,
irlj four years, and u sd thi i rank until
thl hou
about a month ago, when friend Boa bought me two moti
Believe me, 11 I much eaaler thl« way, bui there i where my
pull
One ol them makes an awful rackel
trouble began.
that
th< t<
queaka a lot. 1 loosened
pretty bard, and would
e to the plate, bui
nol I
the friction wheel
should there be more noise and
i to help much,
doe no
squeak when the friction wheel la nearei 01 fai awaj from
ih, ,1, , ■• i operate two Power's machlni . taking currenl
Have had pretty good li
through a Mercury arc rectifier.
until lately, when I have been getting some pretty had ipe
talk, man'
that Australian
(watcha Inmean
this bycountry
Bid.), someline olol them
o badly\v. bent
"reels"
that tii" Blm will hardly pull out; others so crooked they rub
the magazine badly — in fact, so had that 1 have to turn them
lOl
Our breaks are moslly caused DJ
With my hand.
l don't see why the exchange don't put their reels on better
spools.
I don't cither, friend Bagby. The mental processes of a film exchange manager who puts a valuable roll of film on a God-forsaken,
bent-up, decrepit old wreck of a reel is past human understanding.
He may have brains, but that particular operation would hardly had
one to suppose so. Presumably you have the regular Powcr'6 motor
drive, in which case I would refer you to the Power's motor drive instructions in the Handbook, if you have one. Your trouble is doubtless caused through lack of adjustment, but your description is so indefinite that I am unable to determine its exact seat. You want to
know whether the friction wheel should be near to or far away from
the disc. I cannot even begin to understand what you mean. The
friction wheel could not be "far away from the disc," because if it
were the machine would not run. Y'ou should so adjust the friction
wheel and the disc that the friction engendered between the two will
just pull the machine without any slipping. Examine the face of the
friction material. Possibly it is rough, in which case it will be necessary to smooth it out. I cannot take a lot of space every few weeks
to describe the process of smoothing out friction wheel material. You
will have to get a Handbook for that, or write to Nicholas Power Company for instructions. I am sorry I cannot give you a more definite
answer, but your unfamiliarity with the motor drive forbids your
giving a very intelligent description of the trouble.
Some

Puncher.

R. L. Miles, Mitchell, S. D., who is a member of Local 355, I. A of
Sioux City, Iowa, arises to make the following pointed remarks :
From time to time I have noted that samples of film were
sent to our department
showing how some
projectionists
(?)
were practically ruining prints by using a punch-hole changeover signal. Well, here is a sample of the work of this particular brand of little Bright Eyes, which
same
I amputated
from "The Hired Man," a practically new subject at the time
of my writing.
The half-wit who punched these holes is somewhere in this neck of the woods, and I certainly
would
like
the chance to converse with him personally.
He should, as I
believe you once said, have a hole punched
in his ear for
every one he punches in the film.
This is my first offense in
your
("our,"
Mr.
Man — Ed.)
department,
although
I have
been reading it for seevral years, and with much
interest.
Suffering
Mother
of the Green-Toed
Prophet,
Man,
what
size ears
do you think that man
has?
The sample
you sent in is 41l" in
length, and in that length are nine punch holes, eight of them being
within a space of 2%".
That one job of punching would make his ear
look like a kitchen collender.
I don't think. Brother Nilcs, there is any
use talking to an ingrowing bonehead who will do a trick like that.
A
man
with brains would
not commit
that sort of outrage,
and if he
hasn't brains the only argument he would give attention
to would be
the loss of his job or the weight of a No. 6 fist. If you do find this
chap, kindly finish up your own conversation with him and then re-do the
whole business on my account.
It Is Some Book.
Ernest Hendrickson,
Rochester, Indiana, says :
Although I am a reader of the department and an owner of
the third edition of the Handbook, which, by the way, is some
book, yet I am in trouble and that fact furnishes the cause for
this letter. I have a Power's 6-A, and last fall we replaced the
old flywheel pinion with a new one. Of course, I expected that
there would be some grind at first, but after seven months of
constant use the gear seems to grind as bad as ever when the
framing lever is in certain positions, though when it is in
other positions the grind is not so noticeable. Have tried the
method suggested in the Handbook for dealing with this trouble,
but it does not seem to have helped very much. Any suggestions you might offer for the removal or reduction of this
grind will be greatly appreciated. I would very much like to
know where I may purchase a copy of "Optical Projection," by
Simon Henry and Henry Phelps Gage ; also probable cost of
same. I see you are coming out into this neck of the woods
soon. If you could stop off between trains in this little 3,500
population city, which has only one theater, I certainly would be
eager to accept and act upon any suggestions you might offer
for the betterment of my projection.
It would be impractical to stop in your city, Brother Hendrickson.
To stop even between trains would doubtless mean a Gay's loss, and
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city I would be
might mean more. By devoting that day to a larger
amount of good for the Inable to accomplish a very much greaterdemands
upon them are many.
dustry My days are limited, and the
and do not reChicago
in
this
writing
am
I
point?
Do you see the
ion. If howmember the address of the publisher of "Optical Project
Gage Cornell
Henry
Simon
Prof.
to
inquiry
an
ever you will address
supplied. The
University. Ithaca, N. Y., the desired address will be
money and
price of the book is $3.00. You could send Prof. Gage the d by the
avoid delay. As to the grind, why if the method suggeste
the gear
Handbook does not eliminate the trouble, then it must be that
the machine
is of too great diameter, and you will do well to return
you
that
to the Power's Company for adjustment. It is also possible
to
put in one of the old rawhide or fiber gears, which had a totendency
refer that
swell somewhat. On the whole, I am afraid you will have
machine to the manufacturer for the elimination of the trouble.
Why Not Agree?
of C. F.
The following is respectfully referred to the attention
Company, 120 BroadMorrison, vice-president of the General Electric
out it
way New York City, because I believe he can straighten thingswhy the
he cares to. It seems to me there is no legitimate reason
use
Westingho
the
and
Works
National Lamp Works, the Edison Lamp
on the .statements
Lamp Works should not get together and agree
issued by them with regard to Mazda projection lamps. As the matter
watt
now is the National claims that the 20 ampere, 28-30 volt, COO
picture
T-20 Ma/da C lamp will replace the A. C. carbon-arc for motion
picture
the
and
feet,
projectors where the throw does not exceed 100
does not exceed 14 feet in width. The Edison Company claims that
than
this type of lamp is only adapted for a 12-foot picture and itless
is only
a 100 foot throw, whereas the Westinghouse claim that
not
does
throw
the
adapted to use with a 12-foot picture and where
lamps are preexceed 60 feet. Now the 28-30 600 watt Mazda y.C This
being true,
sumably all alike, or of equal filament brillianc
why this diversity of claims? Sounds rather foolish, does it not?
going to
you
And anyhow, how in the name of common sense are
establish a basis of that sort? Suppose we find that under a certain
condition of auditorium lighting the lamp in question will successfully
with a 14replace an A. C. carbon-arc where there is a poor operator,
foot picture at an 80 foot throw. Now, let us take the same lamp into
throw,
foot
80
an
with
another theater where there is a 14-foot picture
but a first-class projectionist. Does not that establish a very different
condition. Or supposing -the throw is 80 feet and the picture 14 feet,
but that the auditorium is very well lighted. Would you, under that
condition, expect the same results you would get on a 14-foot picture
with an 80 foot throw where the auditorium is comparatively dark?
Most emphatically you would not, unless you are afflicted with an ingrowing case of foolishness. This department has insisted upon the
use of carbon-arc amperage as a basis for comparison. We have agreed
that the Mazda lamp will successfully replace a 60-cycle A. C. carbonarc of certain amperage. We do not claim that this is a perfect basis
for comparison, because, whereas it might replace the carbon-arc of
that amperage where the arc is handled by a projectionist of mediocre
ability, it could not successfully replace the same carbon-arc handled
by a projectionist of high ability. Notwithstanding this fact, however, the fact still remains that by using this basis of comparison we
automatically place the Tungsten and the carbon-arc on the same
grounds, insofar as has to do with auditorium lighting, which is a
highly important proposition. But again, however, the whole thing
becomes complicated by reason of the difference of results obtained
through the use of various screen surfaces. What this department
would like would be to see the Sales Department and Engineering Departments of the National, the Westinghouse and the Edison Lamp
Works get together in a meeting, together with the editor of this department and such others as might be expected to throw some light on
this subject and then and there thresh the whole thing out, arriving at
a basis for comparison which could be used intelligently by us all.
There is no earthly reason why this could not be done, and it certainly
ought to be done. The making of conflicting claims by various companies does not get us anywhere. It simply 6erves to befog the whole
matter, and to confuse the prospective purchaser.
Further

Report

on National
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A. C. Special Carbons.

At the same time 1 requested the National Carbon Company to send
some of their A. C. White Special carbons to La Grow for test, I also
requested them to send some to John Griffiths, Ansonia, Connecticut,
for test.
Friend Griffith reports as follows :
At last I am able to report on the National White A. C.
Spceial Carbon. Have been keeping the doctor busy for a week,
for tin lit tlmo in my life, and you betcha I'm glad to
get rid of him. Am O. K. again now. I have to report that
the National White A. C. Special Carbon is O. K. Its perCormonce i; very satisfactory. It is quiet, the arc is steady
and the Illumination brilliant. The light is soft and white,
but i in- ciiIm.ii aeed close feeding to prevent the showing of
too much blue. Til.- National \. 0. White Special Carbons
combine well with the amberlu lens. I would add just a
word
atng:
Whei
any of the Special Noiseless
A. C. Carbons, the arc-condenser lens should be protected by
n photographer's negative plate washed clean, because the new
cail. on. can
pitting of the condenser.
All of which Is good. The two reports, together with other unOfflolal reports received, fully justify this department in giving its
hearty endorsement and recommendation to the White A. C. Special Carbons for use on A. C. The notation with regard to the use of amberlux
is Interesting, and l hav< no doubt bul that Brother Griffith has
Kivcn Rood advice in that re poet The photographic plate stunt Is
worth
a trial.
Almost
any photographer will give you a lot of old
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negative plates, and a little hot water and Sal Soda will remove the
emulsion, after which a ten cent glass cutter will do the rest, although
I should think it would be an easy matter to suspend a 4x5 plate in
front of the condenser without any cutting. There would, of course,
be some additional loss due to reflection, but I think that it would not
amount to much.
Optical

Dope.

John

Griffith, Ansonia, Connecticut, says :
WTith reference to your reply to Chauncey
Greene,
Grantsburg, I believe you are right when you say that some portion
of the added area of crater is projected to the center of the
spot, because the spot is not an exact image of the crater.
However, a considerable amount of the increased light is due
to the brighter crater.
I do not know what amperage will bring
an A. C. crater to maximum temperature, but it will require
much more than would be necessary with D. C, due to the fact
that the alternations allow the crater to cool between periods.
It seems to me that if A. C. amperage be raised sufficiently
the temperature may become practically constant, thus eliminating the flicker inherent in -alternating current light.
The
higher the temperature the more slowly the crater will cool.
We have an illustration of this in the new incandescent lamp,
which, the filament of which being enclosed and surrounded by
gas, maintains its brilliancy between the period of alternations.
The steady and noiseless action of the new A. C. carbons may
be due to the presence of some substance which does not cool
quickly, thus tending to maintain a more constant resistance
between the electrodes.
All of which is given for what it is worth.
Personally, my eye has
never been able to detect any unsteadiness in 60 A. C. current illumination, due to the alternations
of the current.
It is possible some
eyes are so sensitive that they may detect the slight and very rapid
fluctuation in brilliancy.
I don't know.
As to the availability of the
additional crater area, why that matter will be dealt with in another
article.
From
Tom
Costello.
The friends of Tom
Costello, and they are many, will be glad to
hear from him.
He is in Denver, Colorado, and says :
Dear Friend Richardson : I want to take this opportunity of
thanking you for the very kind letter you gave me to the boys
here. It was the key which unlocked the door of friendship to
me.
They
have
done everything
possible to make
me feel
like a native 6on.
I went to work on a night job, but had to
go back to bed for a time, but I am up again, enjoying the
wonderful
air and sunshine.
I have
hopes
of being
once
more,
in the fullness of time, a well man.
Eleven
out of
the seventy
members
of Denver
Local
Union
No. 230 are
helping
to make
the self-appointed
partner
of the Almighty
uncomfortable, which is a pretty good showing, don't you think?
I do.
But it is what I would expect of the Denver men.
I most
sincerely hope Costello will fully recover, for Tom is of the kind we
can ill afford to lose.
If my recommendation to the Denver man has
helped, I am glad to know it. Will be glad to hear "how goes it." My
regards to the members of 230.
Incidentally, why the bust-up at one
A. M. ???
Did the grape juice repository close down (Denver is d-r-y)
or the ice cream give out?
Growing

Interest

in

Knowledge.

I have of late noticed a very encouraging symptom. Organizations
of projectionists who heretofore took but little interest in an address
on projection have, considerably to my surprise, requested me to visit
them and address them. I also notice in my audiences an apparently
greater desire for knowledge. A year or more ago when I landed on
the boys heavily there was sometimes a disposition to feel "sore" about
it for a time. During my last trip, however, I observed nothing of
this kind, no matter how heavy a jolt I handed the men they always
came up smiling, cheerfully admitting the fact that it was for their own
good, and that if the shoe did not fit, they would not have had to wear it.
This is decidedly encouraging. It shows that the men are advancing,
both in knowledge and mental ability. It is a wise man who can
accept drastic criticism cheerfully, with an understanding of the fact
that the criticism is for his own benefit, regardless of how much it
may hurt.
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Music for the Picture
Conducted by GEORGE

W. BEYNON.
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Notice.
Q

IT IONS regarding music, addressed to this department, will receive a carbon copy of the department's
reply by mall, when 4
cms nre enclosed.
Special replies by mall on matter which can■ot be answered In this column $1.00.

Musical

Directors.

duties of a musical director become more arduous as the demands for better music become more exacting, More and more
of l»is time must be devoted to bis musical settings. Hours must
be devoted to research work to properly lit some peculiar situation
• rising in the picture for the following day or wee*. It may be just
possible that because he cannot find the necessary theme he will be
forced to arrange it from his memory. In the larger houses where
they have a regular librarian the work is lightened somewhat, hut in
any case the musical director has little time for conducting after he
his show in running order. lie has become a man-of-affairs in
the strictest sense of the word and his position is one of dignity and
importance, ranking favorably with that of any successful executive
of Big Business.
No workman or professional man can show results without good
tools. A large library is the one large asset of the successful leader
or director. It must be properly classified according to his individual
needs, so that time is saved in selection. The peculiarity of a library
is the fact that it must be personally selected in the first place to be
of real value to the director in his picture work. A library bought
off-hand and installed in a theater expressly for the use of a leader
has but one advantage in that it saves him looking over the music in
a publishers salesroom. He must, however, familiarize himself with
every number before he knows what atmosphere it holds and of what
use he can make of it. Taking chances on what some one else has
classified would prove disastrous in the extreme, because of the wide
range and latitude found in musical interpretation.
The musical department of the motion picture industry has never
received its proper mead of praise and recognition, largely because the
attention of the producers has not been called to the necessary qualifications requisite in a good musical director, and partly because of
the general ignorance prevailing about the art of music in the lay
mind. It is popularly supposed that any one who can play a violin,
piano, or organ, can take charge of the music in a picture house and
render excellent service in the fitting of pictures. One might just as
well say that every carpenter can be a contractor, or every plowman
become a successful farmer. A carpenter may some day become a contractor, providing he possesses the other necessary qualifications, and
the plowman has the chance of owning his farm if his ambition and
initiative be strong enough. A general should come from the ranks,
but every soldier would not make a good general. So it is with music.
A player may be a virtuoso as such, but would fail utterly as a musical
director, especially if he were called upon to fit pictures, while at the
same time there are many musical directors who are not and never
have been wonderful players.
A musical director must first of all be a good general, with a firm
control over his men, but beloved by them for his ability and good
fellowship. Commanding an orchestra through the principle of fear
never speaks for the highest form of excellence in their playing, while
good fellowship alone is not conducive to good playing. A leader must
command the respect of his men, assert his authority while in the pit,
but be one of them during rest periods or on the street. At no time
should players be treated like dogs. Leaders who get the best results
from their orchestras are those who show a little appreciation of their
efforts and occasionally pass the word of praise. This tact is born in
one and is probably the greatest of all the necessary attributes of a
good leader.
Besides being able to handle men to the greatest advantage a director
in charge of a picture theater must have a wide knowledge of picture
values. He should know considerable of the technique of picture
making. His knowledge of the dramatic values should be wide, not
those gleaned from the blood-and-thunder ten, twent and thirt. He
must be capable of true perception of plot development and accurately
gauge his music to lead up to the climax lest his musical climax precede
that of the picture and rob the feature of its merit. It is sometimes
a difficult matter to judge the proper situation to fit when the action
is fast and kaleidoscopic. In fact, sometimes judgment fails and intuition must be relied upon entirely. A great director will mark, musically,
his atmosphere, as accurately as his tempo. This means much because
it further enhances the entertainment quality of the picture. It takes
the audience out of themselves as the producer intended it should.
Music values must be thoroughly understood by the competent director. The old way of fitting pictures simply meant that if a pathetic
number were required the leader would search out a slow andante of
a pathetic nature and use it, disregarding other conditions altogether.
Recently we heard the "Song of the Boatmen of the Volga" played
6lowly as a pathetic number during a sad scene, the location of which
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I he time has arrived when a musical director
Play or conduct. He must read widely the trade must do more than
journals He mu«
familiarise himself with what pictures are being
produced and when
. u,v are to be released He must keep up with the times
in the mltter
Of orchestra scores and special presentations. He must
learn what the
other
Md bigger fellow Is doing. He should note what m™ music
availabl
e for picture purposes, and, above all, he should
i.
visT other
cues and other picture theaters for new ideas
relating to picture
presentation. The wise exhibitor will gladly furnish
the expenses
inc dental to such a foraging expedition. Wise theater manager
s -should
Insist upon ,h,,r eader taking the time necessary
for
research and
review work Nothing can bring the theater better returns
in dollars
ana cents. In fact, it is senseless, under present keen
competition to
'
anything else.
do Summing
up, we find that a good director of music in the picture
theater must have a wide knowledge of pictures and
men, a keen
insight and instinct for dramatic and music values, a powerful
ception of the desires of his patrons and a devotion to his work perand
employer
his show. that will call forth his best efforts in continually bettering
"The Sister of Rosie O'Grady."
This is not the name of a book, nor an Irish comedy. It is
a sonc
that goes .with the Goldwyn picture, "The Venus Model"
It is intensely gratifying to watch the new moves on the
picturemusic chessboard. Each advance is strengthening the game,
and from
our observation on the sidelines it looks like a won game
for music
Coincident with the release of this song, exhibitors throughou
t the
Lnited States have arranged to use the song covers for lobby
displays
to have the soloists use the number, and also to have their orchestras
play it throughout the week of the release of "The Venus Model " In
addition hundreds of exhibitors have arranged to have music tables
in
their lobbies and sell the song to their patrons.
We do not believe that such a reputable firm as Goldwyn would
use a picture to exploit a song for monetary gain. Goldwyn is in the
business of making and distributing pictures, so that the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn is that they have seen the light. Music
makes pictures just as emphatically as a camera makes them, but in a
different way.
Let the good work proceed.

Music for "Pershing's Crusaders" at the Lyric.
The regular Lyric Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Mr. Arundel
provides a splendid musical accompaniment to "Pershing's Crusaders."
The picture is largely educational in its aim and purpose, which
makes it difficult to fit music of sufficient variety to hold the ear, but
throughout the entire seven reels your thoughts are with the brave
boys who have rushed into the breach to fight for democracy. Speaking
of democracy, the music truly portrays that feeling and ideal "Chin
Chin Chinaman," "Onward Christian Soldiers," "By the Suwanee
River," "Semper Fidelis," "Marseillaise," "Zampa Overture" and "American Melodies."
Picture
fitting, owing to the elasticity of musical art and the wide
latitude allowed musical interpretation, is a subject that presents many
difficulties in criticizing. However, there are some fundamental principles that must be adhered to in order that the greatest good can
be received from the music, and there are some well defined rules
regarding misfit music that are understood by layman and musician.
"American Patrol," used where the American boys are in the trenches,
is not the best possible selection. "Ballroom Chatter" and "Where
Do We Go from Here" have no place in the setting, especially the
latter, which carries through it the strain of "Hail, Hail, the Gang's
All Here." Why lower the dignity of the picture in this way? Another selection that jarred upon us was the use of Chopin Funeral
March in a scene of the Kaiser reviewing a squad of troops. The
idea behind the selection was excellent. We all desire his death, and
speedily, but instead of impressing the audience seriously, it creates
a laugh that is decidedly out of place at the moment. The cleverness
shown in selection will never overcome the burlesque possibilities.
Mr. Arundel handles his orchestra in a quiet, gentlemanly way, and
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gets good results therefrom.
His playing of the sub-titles PP is highly
■ unliable
and the music
becomes
a real accompaniment
to the
action.

A. If your likes run to red-heads, by all means get them. But as
you are not running a circus or side-show
* * » why collect monstrosities.

Musical
Suggestion
Synopsis.
THE
MERCY
OF
MEN
(Select— Five
Reels)— Theme— Andante.
—Suggest
Delmas.Hawk's Dramatic — Hawk, L'Arlesieime — Bizet, or Meditation

Q. Do the makers of player-pianos and automatic organs produce
pictures scores in roll music form?
A. So far there has been no way discovered to make the idea practical, owing to the fact o£ the altered footage in a feature as it goes
from theater to theater. Some day, when they invent unbreakable
film, all these things will be possible.

AT

This picture is dramatic and needs big stuff.
Many agitatos, misteriosos
and hurrys will fill the gaps and fit the action.
Cue sheets may be
obtained from the Select exchange.
A

MODEL'S
CONFESSION(Universal— Six Reels)— Theme— Allegretto.
Suggest
Why Don't You — Caldwell,
Serenata — Cajani, or A Spring
Morn — Morris.

Light

music
will fit this picture nicely.
"Just a Little Love,"
by
Silesu ; "Japanese
Reverie,"
by Bartlett, and "Egmont
Overture"
are numbers that can be used to great advantage.
Cue sheets may
be obtained from the Universal exchange.
BRAVE
AND
ISOLD
(Fox— Five Reels)— Theme— Andante.
Suggest
Ariso — Froy. Meditation — Leigh, or Nocturne— Karganoff.
There will be needed for this picture a slow misterioso, two furiosos,
a few agitatos and a galop.
Use "Hello
Frisco"
if possible and
"We Won't
Go Home Till Morning."
Cue sheets may be obtained
from the Fox exchange.
$0,000 REWARD
(Bluebird— Four Reels) — Theme— Valse Lento.
Suggest Eileen Asthore, from Victor Herbert's "Eileen," or Miss Molly
May, by Edwards.
Stirring adventures are depicted in this little feature.
Use big stuff.
Have
a few misteriosos,
hurrys,
agitatos, and dramatic
tensions
ready.
Cue sheets may be obtained from the Universal exchange.
GOLDEN
GOAL,
THE
(Vitagraph— Five
Reels) — Theme— Moderato.
Suggest Purity — Borch, Adieu — Karanoff,
or Elysian Dreams — Renlaud.
This is a dramatic and requires big treatment.
At "T. (?) One of those
seaman's mission," use the hymn, "Throw Out the Life-line," on the
organ if possible.
Cue sheets may be obtained from the Vitagraph
exchange.
MYSTERIOUS
CLIENT, THE
(Pathe— Five Reels)— Theme— Andantino.
Suggest
Premier
D'Amour — Benoist, Astarte — Mildenberg,
or Over
the Waters — Hoffman.
This picture
is a melodrama
filled with dramatic
action requiring
dramatic music.
There
is a bit of Italian-American
atmosphere
which can be well taken care of by the use of some well known
Italian folk song.
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Pathe exchange.
OLDEST LAW, THE (World— Five Reels) — Theme — Andantino. Suggest
—Mountain
El gar. Music Song — Borch, Moonbeams — Keiser, or Salut D'Amour
This picture is dramatic, with many Maine woods' exteriors which can
be well fitted by pastorales.
Although the picture is dramatic- there
will be no need for heavy music.
Use melodious stuff of an andante
or slow nature.
Cue sheets can be obtained from the World excbange.
PRUNELLA
(Paramount — Five Reels) — Theme — Valse Lente.
Suggest
Maytime — Romberg, or Girl from Brazil — Romberg.
The story is somewhat light, and as you have played Marguerite Clark
many times before you can readily guess the class of music which
will fit her light heartedness.
There is little chance for dramatic
stuff, and no opportunity for hurrys, agitatos or misteriosos.
In the
third reel a semi-misterioso might be used at the "T. That Night,"
bul it must be very light.
Choose dainty music as far as possible.
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Paramount exchange.
SHACKLED
(Paralta Plays — Six Reels) — Theme — Moderato and Dramatie. Suggest Nocturne No. 2 — Chopin, Melodie — FrimI, or Serenade —
Chaminade.
Nothing is Found In this picture but drama, with the exception of a few
i touches, which are short.
There is a place for the "Wedding
tfarch" played briskly, 'Home Sweet Home," and close with "Song
hi Songs,"
by De Moya.
Cue sheets may
be obtained
from the
Hodklnson
Distributing Corporation.

Questions

Leaders' Service Bureau.
Answered — Suggestions

» • •

Q. Are there such things as glass "wind" instruments? I should
think glass would produce much sweeter tones than brass. And. too,
the player would always be able to see the notes he was making, provided the instrument was of transparent glass. Cut glass should produce clean-cut tones.
A. This question does not fall within our jurisdiction and we refer
you to your nearest jeweler.
* « •
Q. There are several scales in music which we all know, such as
melodic, harmonic, etc. Is there such a scale as a major-minor scale?
A. The following definitions of major and minor scales will preclude
any further misunderstanding on this subject : A major scale is one
composed of five full tone and two semi-tones, the latter falling between three and four and seven and eight. A minor scale is one
composed of four whole tones, two semi-tones, and a tone and a half,
and the semi-tones falling in between two and three and seven and
eight while the augmented second lies between sis and seven.

» * *

Q. Kindly give me an idea of how to arrange my orchestra on the
stage. We have just moved from our old theater across the street into
a house that was formerly used for the legitimate drama and the
stage is very large. I only have a small orchestra of ten pieces with
piano.
Is it advisable to put the piano on the stage with the orchestra ;
A. We must answer your last question first in order to arrive at a
reasonable result. If your piano is an upright it will obstruct the
view of your screen when placed on the stage or it will be misplaced
if used on either side of the orchestra. We would advise you to exchange
it for a grand piano and place the same up stage and a little to the
left, with the keyboard hidden from the audience. This will give the
pianist an unobstructed view of the leader and at the same time allow
him to play to the picture if necessary. With regard to your orchestra
we would suggest that you add two more first violins an 1 arrange to
have your leader conduct with the baton, as it makes the music more
impressive. The strings should be on the left of the leader and the
wood-wind and brass on the right, the drums being on the extreme
right. By the use of palms and other flowers placed about the stage
you can make a very good showing *even
* with
* such a small combination.
Q. I am a leader in a house changing pictures every day and I
depend a great deal upon cue sheets. There is no similarity in the
various cue sheets that I get and it is difficult in many cases to read
them.
Can you help me?
A. We are not in a position to suggest any relief at the present, but
your problem is one that has appealed to us, and upon which we have
had many complaints. This department is making every effort to force
a standardization of all cue sheets, and we hope that the time is not
far distant when the petty jealousies of carping caddishness will give
place to a broader outlook among the various cue sheet arrangers.

* * *

Q. What can I do to overcome the nuisance of "substitutes" in my
orchestra?
A. In a small town like the one in which you work it is almost impossible to avoid the "substitute" habit. No doubt you have the cream
of the players in your orchestra and any society event means new faces
to play the picture. You dare not lay down the law and force your
men to stop the practice, as it would probably be your undoing as a
leader. We believe a serious talk to the "boys" would have its effect
if you used tact and clearly defined your reasons for requesting that
they devote their entire time to you.

Offered.

Q, wii.it are
nnd w bat is i bi
\. One "f the
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harmonics on the violin, and how are they produced,
H cli al Iflc cause?
series of tones which usually accompany, more or less
tone produced by a string, an organ pipe, the human
prime tone is the Btrong tone produced by the vibration
in . or the entire column <>f air In the pipe; the partial
vibration ol tractlonal parts of that string
or air or air column. These same harmonics are obtained on any stringed
Instrument
whli I
iped by lightly touching
a nodal point of a
string.
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Q. I am desii
lining n novel and freak effect.
Do you think
an orchestra made up entirely v\ re. 1 loaded musicians would produce
a soft amber light In the orchestra pit if direct light rays wore projected Upon their heads'."
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Scene
from Australian
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Inquiries.
Ql

DICTIONS
in Cinematography
addressed
to this department
will
receive carbon
copy of the department's reply by mall when four
cents in stamps are inclosed.
Special replies by mail on matters
which cannot be replied to In this department,
SI.

crossbar.
The height of ti"' wire loop regulates the time of entering
and withdrawing of pins.
Adjust
this until the pins enter slightly
before the downward
pull starts, and Withdraw
the instant the shuttll
£ tf FOR //V ANO Oorp/HS
■*- fiOL
wene:
<S£./PC/-Aiv was

_,.

Hi

Manufacturers'
Notice.
It is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be indorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

To

Change
Pathe
Slip Claw
to an In and Out
Movement.
Contributed
by Geo. Roy Clough,
Galveston,
Texas.
EXAMINE
length of crank-pin
throw on claws, and if more than
%-inch
on one frame
remove
connecting rod crank-pin
cam and
drill hole to fit crank-pin threads exactly 25/64-inch from center
of shaft hole, as near as possible to old hole to maintain the same balance.
A 16-inch frame is 24. 04- inch from center, and the extra 1/64-inch

'S77A
_

p>
/^/qufie: a

starts on its upward movement so as not to touch the perforation at the
top. Care in this matter is very essential, but once adjusted you need
not bother with it. When this change is made the film may be run

will allow for iclearance between pins and film perforation when
entering.
Now, to change the design of the slip claw shuttle to a pin shuttle,
remove the intermittent shuttle, then remove the claw member from
the shuttle by removing the small hinge pin at the bottom. File the
back of claws slightly to remove the burr in riveting, then pull them
out with a twisting motion. This leaves small holes in the claw
member as shown in Fig. 2.
Secure at any hardware store two steel brads that will fit these holes
exactly (with flat heads, if possible). Allow them to project about
H-inch through shuttle, or slightly longer than old slip claws. Sweat
the heads securely to the claw member with good clean acid and halfand-half solder, then polish with oily rag to remove all traces of acid
which would tend to rust the movement.
Xow secure several inches of brass spring wire, about No. 12 B. & S.
Gauge and make a "U" (see Fig. 3) about %-inch long and %-inch
wide at open end. File the ends square with each other, then stand on
crossbar of claw member and sweat with solder to the center of the
crossbar, so that connecting rod will come in exact center of under
side of this inverted wire.
Now assemble the complete movement and allow the connecting rod
to come
inside of the loop of wire, between
wire and pin shuttle
•Copyright, 1918, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

"U shape.
A/o /a 3 KS gauge, w/ne sza/t- //v

backward and forward equally well, nor will the camera lose
its loop
and buckle when turned backward, as with the old slip claw.
It is a
good idea to file the under side of pins flat, and be sure that they
are
both in perfect line and have the same tension on the film perforation
s.
If too long, file tbem off until they project through the film about
1/lo-inch and dress them up with very fine emery cloth or on
an
oil
stone until they are well rounded on the ends
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!"■ of these pins has a great deal to do with the steadiness
ture, so get them right.
The shutter may
require about
^-Inch
mor.- oipgtttg than in the
case of slip claws.
In threading,
no attention
need be paid to the
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Sergeant Richard H. Gamble
SERGEANT RICHARD H. GAMBLE, amusement inspector for Providence, R. I., is perhaps one of the best
known and liked men filling this difficult office in the
East. He has filled the position for seven years, and during this time has been instrumental in effecting a closer and
more
harmonious
relationship
between
his work
and the
exhibitors and manufacturers of moving
pictures. Sergeant
Gamble,
a member ofwho
the isadvisory
board of the National
Board of Review, occupies one of those difficult positions which
tax diplomacy and
energy, yet he manand too ambitious
ages to pacify "cranks"
manufacturers.
Perhaps the genial
police officer has done
more for the public in

Sergeant

pins as they will catch the first perforation which they encounter, due
to the spring on shuttle. These machines can only use 2-inch lens
on account of the outside shutter and, if desired, I will show an inside
shutter that can be put on for about $2 worth of small gears, so that
any lens of any focal length may be used.
Direct

Positives

in the

Camera.

(Continued.)
Partial reversals
of negatives
have been obtained
by the addition
oi thlo-carblmide and similar reagents to the developer, but completely
ucci -ml results are seldom, if ever, obtained.
The writer has tried
reversal process
similar
to that used in the development
of the
Lumiere Autochrome plates, but has never succeeded in getting good,
clear, high lights.
For the benefit of those who care to experiment with this interesting
subject, ili, following details are given:
Give aboul twice the normal exposure required for a ful-timed negative
and develop In the developer ordinarily used, until the high lights
show through plainly on the back; after washing well for one minute
Mm ma] be brought out into the ordinary light of the room and
mail in
carried on In this light,
immerse In either
following
solutions until the black negative image has completely
d :
in Permanganate,
10% solution
Sulphuric
Acid, 10% solution by volume
acid
Water
this solution :
Poti >
Sulphuric
Veld
Water

of 1.98

Richard

H. Gamble.

eliminating
the "fly-bynight" moving
picture
manufacturer and
agents than any other
man in Xew England
for his city, and has
been set up as a sort
of criterion for his district, which even the
larger communities
follow in most instances without question. He is known as
square and industrious,
equally ready to give

the public and manufacturers ajust consideration. Although crusades have been
startedin Providence to "clean up the city" as it relates to
moving pictures he has always sat tight and watched. Invariably these so-called crusades were launched by simpleminded moralists, who believed the city was going straight to
perdition
any
way. because a red-blooded picture reflected life in
In these instances the sergeant has refused to stop the
exhibition of a picture no matter how great the demand
was if he honestly believed the photoplay was not detrimental to the morals of the public. Yet, on the other hand,
he would order stopped and the picture taken off if a photoplay was vulgar or revealed the seamy side of life too
graphically. His popularity and success have been due
wholly to this same impartiality to influence. His lectures
on the duties and purpose of censorship have attracted wide
attention, and he is in great demand as a speaker, for he
intelligently outlines his views of the problem of his office.
Although his work includes a consideration of the legitimate houses, vaudeville and cabarets. Air. Gamble has been
particularly interested in motion pictures, and has used
every influence in his power to make them better and thus
benefit moving picture patrons and the manufacturers as
well.

1 drum
5 drams
5 ounces

100 grains
7 lluid drams
10 ounces

The latter BOlUtion i probably preferable, as it works faster and is
not bo liable to stain as the pergmanganate,
immerse again In the
developer when
the pom"
will develop up.
Wash
and dry.
I ni hypo, as the silver which
is ordinarily
dissolved out bj the bypo i "li.it forms the positive image.
Instead ei the econd development in developer a sepia brown
positive may be obtained by using:
Sodium
Water

Sulphlc

Motion

Formulas are given for small quantities,
economically conducted with short lengths
four feet.
It would ho of Interest to the department
have tried any of these experiment I would
results for comparison.

3 ounces
20 ounces
as experiments are most
of tiim of from one to
if such of Its readers who
send an account of their

rs," showing Gen. Pershing,
Scene fromPresident
"Pershing's
Crusadea
leve.
Poincaire
nd Paul Pain
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WhyManager
Shea's
Hippodrome
Is toFamous
Harold
B. Franklin
Does
Increase

What

Power

of Appeal

of Great

Buffalo

Picture

PICTURE

Makes
the

House.

IN an amusement business possessing 16,000 show places
covering every state and virtually everj cross roada town
is well as large city in America, a man ins attained an
honorable estate when, offhand, well-informed persons elect
ame liuu as being one of the ten most distinctive and
lurceful managers in the country.
Harold B. Franklin, manager of Shea's Hippodrome, Buftakes this rank in the opinion of men who are watching
the continuous development and improvement of motion
picture presentation.
Mr. Franklin is the unhampered employe of a big boss
named Mike Shea- amusement man and magnate of widead theatrical and amusement interests and a fortune
with which almost anyone would be quite content. Like
most big men. Mike Shea works long hours, watches the
details of his many interests and loves his job. And he has
wed the wise precedent of leaders in other businesses
and professions by surrounding himself with able, lighting,
imaginative lieutenants.
Mike Shea's lieutenant and manager of the big Hippodrome, Buffalo, is Harold B. Franklin, who, when you take
his measure, would be listed as about thirty-two or three
years old at top; a young man who lives and dreams "show
business" and gives everything that is in him to his "house."
Franklin passed his novitiate as manager of a theater in
an outlying district of Detroit. His enterprise soon won him
advancement, and for two years he was solely responsible
for thetownsuccess
by one answered
of Detroit'sa call
largest
theaters. attained
Later Franklin
fromdownthe
Lyric Theater, Buffalo, at that time one of the city's most
prosperous vaudeville and picture houses. It was his splendid achievements at the Lyric that prompted Air. Shea to
obtain his services for his mammoth playhouse.
Readers of the Moving Picture World know him best perhaps through the frequent reproductions of distinctive stage
sets that have found imitators all over the country and by
Trade Brevities by our Buffalo correspondent that show he
understands showmanship, publicity exploitation and newspaper advertising. These things that have made him talked
about in the industry at large have likewise made him known
to virtually everyone in Buffalo and an influence for good
in his community. Stimulated by the liberal support of his
chief, Mr. Shea, he is able to give the Hippodrome presentations of pictures a standard of excellence not exceeded anywhere else in America.
Has Solved Problem

of Harmonizing

WORLD

All Elements.

Like other able managers Mr. Franklin has solved the
problem of keeping his feature picture, his musical program,
his lighting effects, his theater's internal atmosphere and the
curiosity values of his newspaper and outdoor exploitation
in tune.
A great believer in paid advertising in newspapers, Franklin knows that his basic product, the amusement he has to
sell to the public, must be sound, must be clean, entertaining and challenging. Of course, this is what any and every
manager is supposed to do, but there are thousands who do
not; they are haphazard men.
"If I have a strong well-balanced show that is the time
I call upon the big siege guns of paid newspaper advertising
and a publicity,"
lay off to a minimum
on
show that says
does Franklin.
not come "And
up to I expectations.
I know
that if I sell a poor show or just an average show I am
doing Mr. Shea harm for his big institution. I would be
destroying confidence and injuring our standing. The people of Buffalo know that when we say we have a good show
at the Hippodrome it is a good show. Naturally, we try to
do this every week.
"I think that one of the greatest errors showmen make
is the misuse of newspapers. They are the great mediums
for instant communication with the oublic, and the exhibitor
who promotes bad shows through his local papers is doing
himself harm.
The boomerang always comes back.
"At the Hippodrome, having brought the public inside our
theater, we take pride in what we give them. We think we
have found restfulness to the eyes for our audiences in our
frequent resort to most unusual stage sets — sets created for
the purpose of inducing relaxation, for relieving tension
and strain ; sets lighted so as to be visible and effective.
These sets, during recent months, have done much to
strengthen the patriotic feelings of the time — sets for War
Thrift Stamps; sets for the birthday weeks of our nation's
founders and preservers; sets for the Liberty Loan campaigns."

Theater

Brighter

for Comedies.

Mr. Franklin has just evolved ■ new plan foi the pi
tion ol screen comedies ami will introduce h with Goldw
"Smiling Bill" Parsons Capitol Comedies and with the occa
sion.il i.ine comedies or melodramatic comedies in which
Madge Kennedy and Mabel Normand
are seen foi the
Hippodrome is the first run home ol Goldwyn Pictun
Buffalo.
"Laughter
"li you
man,
woman isorcontagious,"
child begin explains
to smileFranklin,
or laugh heartilj j/ou
yourself relax Unless you are an exceptional human bi

your own inclination is to laugh or smile, for most ..
react alike front the same causes.
But how can JTOU
whether some one near to you is going to laugh in darkened
motion picture theaters:The answer is, lighten JTOUI hi
a bit when a comedy is being run; use a t hrcc-quai t ei I
maybe more light than that — «et as much light as you
without hurting your screen values.
Immediately
everyone
will be able to see others nearby and people will no longer
keep laughs exclusively to themselves.
They will share their
amusement with others."
In Buffalo the amusement enterprises are fortunate in
having several newspapers most friendly to all forms of
amusement and especially to motion pictures. The late Ed
ward H. Butler, owner of the Buffalo News, always was a
friend of the theater, a lover of good music and a believer
in the development of motion pictures. His son, Edward H.
Butler, Jr., the present owner of the News, goes even farther in his loyalty to clean amusements and the dramatic
and screen pages of his newspaper give liberal treatment
and co-operation to the screen theaters.
William J. Connors' two big newspapers, the Buffalo Courier and the Buffalo Enquirer, devote a great amount of
space to pictures, and their intelligent assistance has caused
the managers of Buffalo to repay these properties and the
News liberally in the form of paid advertising space. Norman E. Mack, owner of the Buffalo Times, also gives liberal space to motion pictures of worth in his daily and in
his widely-read Sunday edition.
Buffalo is not a city of distinctive looking newspaper advertising. A great deal of the copy is formal billing in
which "human interest" is ignored. The local inclination is
to rely largely upon type advertisements instead of upon
illustrated copy. But it will not be surprising in the near
future to find Shea's Hippodrome taking the lead for perfection copy and giving to "the look" of the house advertising the same individuality that its successful stage settings
have had. In fact, Mr. Franklin predicts that this innovation will soon be under way.

Goldwyn
Takes Horacein Los
Greeley's
Advice
Goldfish Announces
Angeles the Coming

President

Removal of Company's Stars to Coast.
SAMUEL GOLDFISH, head of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, isin Los Angeles to arrange for the purchase
or erection of a great studio in Los Angeles and the
removal of all of Goldwyn's stars and producing activities
to the coast. Goldwyn is the last picture plant of the first
magnitude left in the east. In confirming the reports of the
early advent of the Goldwyn forces Mr. Goldfish said :
"You will recall that when I formed and conducted the
Lasky Company my first move after its organization was to
send Cecil De Mille here with $20,000, which constituted a
larger percentage of our available capital than I care to
think about at this late date.
"From the day that I organized Goldwyn I have intended
to come out here to attain our fullest expansion and to
bring with me many of the able and brilliant men and
women associated with Goldwyn.
"You will soon have with you in Los Angeles, for example,
Beach,
one of our
country's
popular
thors.RexWhere
the previous
poticy
has beenmost
to make
one auor
perhaps two Rex Beach productions annually, there will be
hereafter a series of Rex Beach production a year — four to
sixMr.
of Goldfish
them."
then referred to the expansion of Goldwyn's
program,
details
of wdiich
were printed
in last week's
Worldof
the making
of six
productions
with Geraldine
Farrar,
eight productions annually by Pauline Frederick, and of the
same number by Mabel Normand, by Madge Kennedy, and
by Mae Marsh, as well as by a male star as yet unnamed.
"So you see from this that Goldwyn can forecast more
than forty productions next year of its own making," concluded Mr. Goldfish, "and there are likely to be still more in
addition to worthy independent productions which we will
distribute for other concerns, as we are equipped to distribute any productions of a high standard."
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Soldiers Constitute New Audience Type
Captain Warwick, Back From France, Graphically Describes
Attitude of Fighters When in Theater.
CAPTAIN ROBERT WARWICK, who recently returned
from the front in France, and whose last film production, "The Accidental Honeymoon" is now scoring a
hit, told the other day in a graphic way of the effect various Forms of entertainment — especially pictures — have on
our boys "over there."
"The war," said Captain Warwick, "has created a new
type of audience, and the privilege of watching our soldier
boys enthuse over the entertainment provided them has afforded me the keenest pleasure. I had thought that I was
acquainted with audiences of all sorts, but these soldieraudiences are distinctly different and that is why I say the
war has created a new type of audience.
"In the first place, the soldiers, without any exception, go
to these shows with a determination to be pleased. They
are less critical than audiences are wont to be, for the
hardships of war have taught them to appreciate. They
magnify the fine points of a picture and they minimize the
occasional flaws if they notice them at all.
"But whether it is romance, tragedy or comedy that is unfolded before them they follow it all with an interest that
is intense. Whether the actor appears in his physical being
or only in his screen impersonation he receives an undivided
attention which is the highest tribute an audience can pay.
"With the atmosphere of war around them, with mental
visions of the battlefield ever present with them and the
imaginary din of artillery ever ringing in their ears, entertainment to the soldier means in an exalted way rest, surcease from worry and partial forgetfulness of the things
which are so abhorrent and so terrible. For that reason it is
not to be wondered at that the soldier-audience is strangely
emotional.
"When the simple home scenes are thrown upon the
screen more than one brown sleeve is drawn surreptitiously
across the eyes and a shame-faced soldier looks sheepishly
toward his companion to see if the evidence of weakness has
been noticed. The chances are that the companion has been
guilty of the same weakness and, perhaps, he in turn gazes
at his friend and their eyes meet in a message of understanding.
"Anything that carries the soldier boy's thoughts back
home to the mother and father, to the sweetheart — causes
a quietude to settle over the audience which is akin to the
quietude of the room where death has just entered. But the
next moment the scene may be one to arouse the patriotism
of the boys in uniform and then the enthusiasm is unlimited.
"No one can measure the good accomplished by the entertainments arranged for our boys. They make them better
men and better soldiers; they soften their hearts for the
moment only to give them a firm grip on their weapons in
the battle of the morrow; they fill them with a new desire
for home-life, the peaceful joys of life and love, but they
give them a new determination to die if necessary for the
cause of world-democracy."

No Stock Salesmen for Affiliated
Success of Distributing Organization Due in Part to Exclusive Use of Exhibitor Organizers, Pettijohn Says.
ANNOUNCED ENT that six more states: Colorado, Utah.
Montana, Idaho, Nevada and Wyoming, have subscribed their quota for membership in the Affiliated
Distributors' Corporation, brought forth the statement from
C. C. Pettijohn, General Counsel of the organization, that one
of the reasons for the remarkable progress of the new unit
is the fact thai it is being presented solely by exhibitors.
"The Affiliated is a ease of exhibitors only, even to the oration of the booking units comprising it," said Mr.
Pettijohn. There are no stork salesmen on the payroll of
the organization. Our feeling is thai groups of exhibitors
prefer having an exhibitor's proposition presented to them
bj exhibitors,
"The exhibitors doing this organization work are giving
their time and em
he movement, because they believe
in it. Outside ol the fairness such organization methods
insure, thej rep
an enormous saving to the exhibiting
branch of the industry.
\ large staS of high-salaried stock
salesmen runs into several thousand dollars a week. As
usual, the exhibitoi s pay the freight, either in an out-and-out
assessment on their stock For promotion expenses, pr
through
a cut-in on the profits that stock should earn.
Under the Affiliated plan, every dollar invested by the exhibitor goes tor the single purpose of obtaining better pic-
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tures, at lower prices. Not a penny of it can be touched
forTheorganization
or promotion
Intermountain
states whichexpenses."
have just completed their
quota were organized by Byron Park of Salt Lake City, the
secretary of the exhibitors' committee, which drafted trie Affiliated plan of operation. Following the election of officers
of the booking association in these states, Mr. Park will go
to Nebraska and Iowa to organize the association in those
states. In the meantime, Fred Herrington, having gotten
the Pittsburgh territory underway, is devoting his efforts to
the organization of the Kansas City and St. Louis territories
and early in June he will go to Oklahoma.
Frank Rembusch has the Indiana interests so well lined
up that this week he is helping Ohio exhibitors in the organization of a Cincinnati Unit. Messrs. Hopp and Frank,
of Chicago, in addition to completing the subscription of
the Association for Illinois, are lending their efforts to the
organization of the Wisconsin exhibitors.
In the East, John Manheimer, president of the Manhattan
Local of the M. P. Exhibitors' League, is assisting in the organization of the New York State Association, spending
most of his time in Buffalo, while Sydney S. Cohen, the president of the New York State League, is working with the
Philadelphia exhibitors.
Mr. Pettijohn left New York Tuesday for a swing around
the circle of the associations already organized or in process
of completion. He stated that twenty-six states were lined
up to the extent of all or more than three-quarters of their
quota of booking days. In some cases, as in Chicago, this
quota, had been voluntarily increased by the exhibitors.

Emile Chautard Renews Contract
EMILE CHAUTARD, the noted French motion picture
producer, has made a long-term contract to direct
Paramount and Artcraft pictures. Mr. Chautard is
one of the prominent figures in the producing field. Recent
pictures produced by him are "Magda." "Marionettes" and
"The House
of Glass," with Clara Kimball
Young;
"The
Eternal Temptress,"
Paramount
picture,a
featuring Lina Cavalieri; "The Ordeal of
Rosetta," w i t h Alice
Brady, and "Her Final
Reckoning." starring
Pauline Frederick, a
Paramount picture just
completed.
Mr. Chautard will direct
Miss
Frederick in her next
The director has
picture.
been a 1 i f e - 1 o n g
student of drama, and
was a well-known
actor on the continent
before associating
himself with the silent
drama. He played the
role of Napoleon 1,600
times in "Madame Sans
Gene" with Madame
Rejane, with whom he
Emile Chautard.
was leading man for
many years. Among
other well-known plays produced in France in which he
played the leading roles are "La Gamine," "Le Scandale,
"Alsace."
"Alias
Jimmy Valentine," "A Doll's House," "Divorcons" and
Mr. Chautard also acted as general manager and stage
director of the Rejane theater in Paris, and was the producing director of the Renaissance theater and the Gymnase
theater, staging the productions of great actors. He left
the stage to become producing director for the French
Eclair Company, and his artistic work attracted attention.
MOSES VISITS THE OLD HOME TOWN.
Vivian M. Moses, director of publicity for Select Pictures,
left May 15 for a twelve-day vacation. The illness of _ his
mother gave him the needed impetus and he left New York
for the quiet confines of Sumter, S..C, his old hometown.
In this, his first visit in several years, he will be joined
by Mrs. Moses, who is attached to the personal division of
the Fuel Administration at Washington. After their visit
Mr. Moses is coming to "burn up the track" at Select, while
his wife will go back to picking the nation's coal-savers.
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Educational* Navy Film Nearly Ready
Will Show

Jack Afloat and Ashore, at Work and at
Illustrates
Submarine Fighting.

Play —

Till-" Educational Films Corporation's great Feature, illustrating the war activities of the Navy, is being rapidly
put in shape foi presentation .u .1 Broadway theater
earl) in June,
\fter this pre release, the spectacle will be
>l>uted direct to the exhibitors of the New York district,
side of .\«.w York "Your Fighting Navy" will be sold on
state right plan.
"Your Fighting
Navy" will differ from all previous
Navj
films in the uptodateness of the material, the accuracy of
the information conveyed in the captions, and the "punch"
of the big scenes, which are not allowed to drag but tell the
. in terse Hashes.
It is believed the submarine lighting,
smoke screen work and the torpedo destroyer work have
never been more graphically illustrated than in this picture.
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Salesmen Must Push All Propaganda /Urns
Joe

Brandt,

of Universal,
Starting
on Country wide
Says That Is Policy of Company.

Trip,

JOE Brandt, assistant treasurer and in charge oi exi hai
oi the Universal film Manufacturing Company, on Nlon
day, M.iv 20, started on a trip which
when
Completed
will cover the lulled Stales and include a visit to ever
change
owned
or controlled
by the l.aeiuinle organization.
The purposes of the trip are manifold. Mr. Brandt hrst
expects to become personally acquainted with every m
ber oi the sales torce, many of whom he never has met owing to organization changes caused by war necessities. He
also will instruct the entire personnel of the organization as
to what is expected of them in assisting the government to
win the war. In commenting upon this phase of his instructions before leaving New York, Mr. Brandt
said:
"President Laemmle feels that the lust duty of every employee of Universal is to do everything in his cjower to help
the Allies win this war. To accomplish this, patriotism must
be placed before business and personal ends. This tact rial
urally upsets many selling precedents especially in the film
business.
"There are many good war propaganda pictures on the
market. One of the best, 'The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin,'
is being rented through Universal Kxchanges throughout the
country.
"But there are several other splendid war propaganda
pictures being released by other companies. The American
public should see them.
"One thing the members of our sales organization must
do is to promote the rentals of all of these war propaganda
pictures. It doesn't make any difference to Universal if it is
'The Kaiser' or some picture released by another distributor,
if the picture brings home to the American people the necessity of standing squarely behind our armies at the front,

Scene

from

"Your

Fighting
Navy at Work
(Educational).

and

Play"

Another pleasing novelty is the careful alternation of grave
and gay.
The bluejackets are shown as their friends, relatives and
admirers would like to see them. Every part of the twentyfour hours of the day aboard the fighting fleet is vividly
represented. Jack afloat and ashore is shown as the likable,
human, alert and efficient chap that he is. Furthermore,
each of the reels is said to end in a big sweeping climax
that will aid the patriotic cause so dear to every American
heart.

"The Kaiser" Hits Snag in Havana

Local Official Causes Indignation When He Orders
of Illuminated Sign.

Removal

presented in
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," will be
THEHavana,
Cuba, only after a determined fight against
pro-Germanism. It is apparent the pro-Germans have
a strong organization which reaches, possibly through devious channels, into official circles in Cuba. So strong are the
pro-Germans that they have forced the removal of an electric sign in front of a local theater. The sign read: "Biggest
attraction ever presented. Coming, 'The Kaiser, the Beast
of Berlin.' "
The sign had been ordered erected by B. Lichtig, Havana
manager for the Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
which is handling the Jewel Production there. It was illuminated for only a few moments when Mr. Lichtig received
notice that the sign would have to come down. As the
notice was official down it came, and it has not been replaced.
President Menocal, of Cuba, is said to be taking a personal interest in the investigation as to why the local authorities in a Cuban citv should feel sympathetic toward the
Kaiser when Cuba is fighting beside the rest of the Allies.
Havana newspapers are a unit in labeling the removal
as an outrage. All of them are carrying daily stories demanding of the authorities to know the reason why the
Kaiser should receive any consideration.
The Havana Anti-German League, which numbers among
its members several Cuban senators, has started an official
investigation and threatens internment or deportation to the
person responsible for the original order that caused the
removal of "The Kaiser" sign.

theAnother
picture duty
must ofbeMr.
promoted."
Brandt during the present trip is to
explain to members of the Universal organization the significance of the move which went into effect on May 20 by
which all Universal controlled exchanges were taken over
by the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc. This is an efficiency
move aimed to do away with much overhead, but without
materially changing
the personnel of the organization.
During his trip Mr. Brandt also probably will employ
capable publicity and sales promotion men, one of whom
will be attached to each of the more important branch exchanges.

"The Romance of Coal" Under Way
Company

to Go to West Virginia in June for Making
Educational Subject.

of Big

DIRECTOR Frederick A. Thomson started production
work on "The Romance of Coal" for the Educational
Films Corporation May 27, having engaged Harry Lyon
as head photographer and Charles Chapman as technical
director. Two or three of the principals are yet to be engaged. The last week in May and the first week in June
were to be devoted to staging a few interiors for the one
or two scenes of the play laid in New York City. The company will go to Charleston, W. Va., not later than June 15.
The scenario is practically complete.
Director Thomson is familiarly known as "Bing" Thomson.
His energy has been tried in many fields, in each of which
his Scottish genius has achieved something worth while.
Harry W. Lyon, the official photographer of the Educational's "Romance of Coal" expedition, is a graduate of Yale
University, Class of 1899. He practiced photography from
early youth, in fact, made his way through college by earnings from it, and then returned after graduation to the same
vocation from the sheer love of it.
The technical director of "The Romance of Coal," Charles
Chapman, occupied a similar position with the Vitagraph
for twelve years. He is an indefatigable student of costume,
scenery, furnishings, properties and all that relates to the
outward dress of a picture.
"CECILIA" TO BE RELEASED JUNE 3.
Announcement is made by the Marion Davies Film Company that its first picture just completed, "Cecilia of the
Pink Roses," starring Miss Davies, will be released through
the Graphic Film Corporation, 729 Seventh avenue, on June
3. The production is booked for simultaneous exhibition at
all the Marcus Loew theaters of Greater New York.
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With WALTER

K. HILL.

SBlBMaBlBlBMBIBlBIBlBiBlBlBEMBfBIBtBtBIBIBIB^aBl^SlBEBfBEI^S^BlBElBliMB^EtBBBBB^B
than a soldier who volunbetter beal
WHO teered—
his draft board to it by
several hundred numbers — may express an opinion upon the possible results
Of war "ii the Well Known Industry?
Especially if that same young man had,
previous to enlisting, reviewed pictures by
the score and won an excellent reputation
as a result o£ his good judgment and fairness. We venture to opine that Ben
Grimm has a right to* his "say."

from her brother in France for four
months, is not going to be satisfied with
five reels of mushy nothingness when she
goes to a show. She want something deep
— something that 'has guts.' Until now
her world has been made up of romance —
the things she saw happen to other people
on the screen were 'only stories anyway.'
But now something is happening to her —
to her, Susie Brown, who is known perhaps only by her number at the factory.

The following contribution was written
nearly three months ago. The former film
er for
"World
Picture
Moving Park,
review
er,
Rochest
to Kodak
sent the
been
had
there to be trained as an aerial photographer and map-maker. Ben is not in
Rochester now — he has gone forth to practice what he was "teached." He had previously been in training along the Jersey
.Shore, in preliminary work.

"The war is going to make individuals
of all of us. The Susie Browns, who up
until now7 never had anything exciting
happen to them, are going to know and
feel the emotions they have seen interpreted so often by their favorite actress.
And that is going to change them mentally. The Susie Browns are going to be
individuals, not numbers. They are going
to pass through phases of life that make
them realize that they have been chasing
phantoms — that they have found the end
of the rainbow and found it dross — that
they are real human beings. And, being
human beings, the Susie Browns are not
going to be satisfied with the load of
junky superficiality some of the produc■ — w s s on them."
ers have been inflicting

Ben's contribution has been kept waiting until the psychological time had arrived for its release. We think that time
is now. Manufacturers of motion pictures
who read anything except the outgivings
of their own publicists will find the expressed opinions of Ben Grimm worth
while.
Go to it.

*

"Sometimes, when I have time to think,
I wonder what effect the war is going to
have on the screen. I believe that it is
going to have a great and, if I must say it,
a revolutionary effect on motion pictures.
It cannot help having such an effect. It
seems to me that people these days think,
act, breathe and live nothing but war —
that the composite mind has come to cast
aside many of the superficialities that
formerly seemed so highly important to
life.
"If you observe you can see the changing attitude on all sides. Even the short
time I have been in camp near a city has
shown me that . folks are really different
than they used to be. As far as being in
touch with the world is concerned I have
been virtually a hermit for six months,
and brushing up against people in civilian
clothes lias opened my eyes to the change
of attitude.

«

"Last night I was on a street car coming home from a picture show. Just to
prove ii to myself 1 found that more than
half the people In the car were talking
aboul war.
n was not that way a year
Winn
lasi I pushed my curiosity to
the point where
I was bold enough
to
drop i" learn what occupied peoples'
minds,
nd thai the percentage
was
about one In twenty
who had a serious
line of conversation,
Thai
was
in the
summer,
1 merely
mention
the i ■■'■
lis to show you how things

•

"And
i i eel cert ain tl
composite
mind Is go
re within
the next few
months.
So far we have
beer
larln
ir our part in "The
Bli
Show.'
Bui
'
"
as the Hellhounds turn loose on
ins in eario si the pc.pic of this country arc going
to drop th
id lh e In earnest.
The
made to think
i i heir mind.
I o require
more stimulation ai their motion pictures
i iiui i )ie> ha \ e been

•

form

thS I

to take i do not know,

tlia t Susie,
w lio
factors ail day,

lias
and

Kind of a Cluck Is
Singer,
Bee-Hive
Film
Exchange, Xew York City.
Dear Sir: — Mr. J. B. Buchanan, staff
cameraman of the Pathe Xews, and one of
our mutual friends, states that you have
a quantity of film for sale including Billy
West Comedies. He also states that you
are a nice fellow to deal with providing
you are closely watched and states that
you are not like the rest of the film men.
but that you are an honest crook.
Thanking you to let us know what you
have for sale, stating price and condition
of same, we are.
Yours very trulv,
S. & P. Film & Supply Co., By W. E. Carrell, Pres. & —Magr.
w s s—
Mr.

Rambles 'Round Filmtown

"What
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ion

is

i do know, though,

been
who has not

it a
heard

*

Co-operative
Ruination.
"Hook up with your bookseller" is kept
standing as advice to exhibitors. If the
prospective ticket-purchaser first reads
the book he will not want to see the picture. If the prospective purchaser sees
the picture first he will not want to buy
the book. The only way for an absolutely 50-50 break would be to buy the book
and read it while the story is being pictured upon the screen.
— w s s—
Lee Kugel being sworn, testified as follows:
"The World Film story had to do with
manufacturing flowers. The purchasing
department secured a large supply to be
used in the 'work room.' When they were
unpacked at Fort Lee the containers were
marked 'Made in Germany.' The property
men and artificial flower workers promptly struck. Then all hands took a holiday
and plucked wild flowers along the Pali— w s s
sades."The Sensational Commodore.
J. Stuart Blackton's "Wild Youth."
J. Stuart Blackton's
— w s s"Missing."
—
Here's
another
playmate
for old
Muck:

This
Julius

Yankee showmen are touring South
American cities, playing day and date,
with "Purity''
and "Damaged Goods" as
their
film offerings.
Are they boosting or knocking the Well
Known
Industry?
— w s s—
Trepanning
the Brazilian Nut.
The moving picture is being used in
Brazil to disseminate greater knowledge
of the United States in that country. The
resultant composite on the Brazilian mind
must be a sort of cross between a custard
Sun.
pie, an auto and a cowboy. — Xew York
— w s s—
"That's
What
They All Say."
Don't you think "Rally to the American
Standard" a good slogan in the fillum business just now? I do; so please will you
signifyner?"— -Thomas
the same Bedding.
■—for
w me
s s in the usual manThey say it was a Texas exhibitor: According to the salesman the exhibitor
couldn't use "Over the Top" because he
was already figuring on "The Beast of
Vienna" and "My Four Years in France."
And Texas Dry Since May 1.
■— w s s

■

The attention of the Honest Advertising
League is thus early directed to the cuts
of bathing girls that appear in seashore
advertising. Asbury Park has begun showing high-water bathing suits with the
briney at low tide.
— w s s—

"Good Thing— Push It Along."
Lady Tsen Moi, the Chinese film star of
the Betzwood Film Co., has developed a
new method in aiding the Government in
its Thrift Stamp campaign. When her admirers write in for her pictures, they receive a polite note to the effect that on
rceipt of one U. S. Thrift Stamp they will
receive an autographed photo of their
favorite.
— w s s—

Mae's
Doc

Hapsburg
Lieb, author of "The Last
Rebel"
(Triangle).
— w s s—
"The Bradstreet
of Filmdom."
"The Recognized Authority."
"The Producer's Bible."
When Will — "Wid"
w s s Have Dun?
Sounding a Note of Envy.
We
should
like to have
been bright
enough to have been the one who wrote to
the New
York
Times
about a purported
conversation In which Leudendor.f referred
to his co-Hun as Behlndenberg and was in
turn eluded for being 1 Vludcndorf.
— w s s

•■short paragraphs," according to a bulletin in the Pox
publicity
department,
"are desired b\ editors. Members of the
FOX Staff who have other ideas will please
Contract for their services with Street &
Smith and not waste their time here."'
How
About Upper-Casing.

Marshy

Look.

In a specially posed picture the winsome
Goldwyn star is seen fondling a baby, the
expression on her face being calculated to
endear
her anew to her admirers. — Goldwyn Publicity.
— w s s—

Squirrel Falls Into Feast of Nuts.
A tiny squirrel not more than three
inches long — a mere infant — fell from a
tree into the lap of Lady Tsen Moi, who
is starring in a feature for the Betzwood
Film Company, and caused the entire first
part
the so
picture
be its
re-taken.
The
actressof was
taken towith
bright ways
and "cuteness" that she insisted that it
be used in her scenes. So Director Ira M.
Lowry consented and at quite some cost
several scenes of the picture already secured at great expense were retaken to include the" new member of the supporting
cast.
— w s s—

Our esteemed friend, the Exhibitor's
Trade Review, declares itself to be "of, for
exhibitor
picture
motion
andAll bywe the
want
to know
is which
one." it is
by.
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Plenty of Petrova
Poetry.
Bert Ennis is authority for the carbonoopj statement
tli.it "Madame
Olga Petrov.i is the recipient dull} of many hundreds of letters from movie
tana in ;ill
of the United
States.
Among
the
nun}
novel, pathetic, humorous
and mtlng communications received by her,
a re.il piece of literature or poetry Is often
\ cred "

The poem appended and which was deditn Madame
Petrova
by May
K.
Terry. No. 500 Fust
street, Brooklyn, N.
submitted
by Petrova
Publicity as
-sinn
"real
lyric
quallllcations" —
whatever that is:
1 watch your ever changing moods
In wonder, as from time to time
the screen I see revealed
The perfect art of pantomime.
Tour eyes reflect each inmost thought
great emotion you portray
And every move of grace
far more than words could say.
Thiii's fast ination in your smile,
There's magic in your depth of power,
And. shining from those wondrous eyes
A deep sweet love for child or flower.
You've risen in the realms of art,
You've fame
_known
renown
and
world-wide
ess be ever yours to reach
That goal for which you aim.
We have printed the foregoing poem, if
such it be, in the hope that someone will
send us a better example of really poor
We would, ourselves, write a sonnet to the right side of Petrova's face if
we ever saw it in print — a threat that will
probably keep her turning her left cheek
to our view (as usual) for some time to
come.
— w s s—

Found Among the Missing.
Employes of film concerns who used
to undergo military training on the roofs
of various office buildings.
— w s s
The Empys are taking on a new color
scheme. "The Yellow Ticket" has been
produced and Universal has purchased the
screen rights to a recent Saturday Evening Post story, "The Yellow Dog."
-— w s s —
Famous Reviewer Lured to Screen.
Joseph Limerick Kelley, one of the most
conscientious writers that ever told an
exhibitor a picture was good for a twoday run, began leading a double life
Saturday afternoon, May 25, when "Cecelia
of the Pink Roses" was shown to other
reviewers at the New York roof. Mr.
Kelley was then revealed as a camera
actor in support of Marion Davies, star of
the Ben Atwell press-agented production.
A large and excited assemblage of his
fellow reviewers marked the showing by
their critical presence and "a good time
was had by all." Never before in all his
experience did The Rambler so yearn to
be a film reviewer — that there might at
least be one complete and full exposure of
Mr. Kelley's jaunty artistry in gamboling
on the screen. It was a great day for the
man who invented Kelley pool.
— w s s—
Kerrigan's
News
headline.Leg Mended. — Motion Picture
'Twas a long, hard pull.
■— w s s
Carpenter Visions Screen Millennium. —
Motion Picture News headline.
Must have hammered his thumb.
— w s s—
The Eastman Drive Against the Hun.
"Me Und Gott" (Romayne).
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin"
(Jewel).
"To Hell With the Kaiser"
(Metro).
"Over the Top" (Vitagraph).
"My Four Years in Germany" (First National).
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'Arry's 'Aunted by Green Eyed Monster.
Dear Rambler:

The treat, and verj sudden fame which
has loin,, to me through the medium of

your column, has sorely irked the soul of
a friend Of nunc. Yours being the cause,
it is only
lair that yours should
l>. the

means of easing the anguish of his soul.
1 am end, .sin;; his wail. — Q, W. Landon.
Blimey mil, far bieeden dime's m ther
piper </;/'"<'• Ain't you a corf-drop, an
no i rror.
S'welp me ten men an a
it gives nif titer /up, strite, it does.
i set to i'ic dona, i set: "Era's tins
■ ■ Landon one wot peddles them ere
i'niir.1 (•) masheen things so stuck on 'is
batli/ tut/ that he cahnt keep his rile and
an.shint inonnik-er outer site a single
she sea, scs she : "Corn, yer josser,
seckind."
yer jealous. 'Zif I didn't know! E's a
'/it an 'e knaws how to
blow 'is own trumpet. Why'nA tier </..
the simr. yer sojty. Your'e too bally
'orty fur this awb" (*•).
/ ses: "Witej an' I'll show yer who's
Then uc finished the nite at thcr "Pig
an'
I'orkcr," over a pot or two o' fore
irich."
'or/. I yot so blind I was run in an' fined
Forty
Bob fur bein
an' i furgave
(**•). me,
llowsumdeier,
me d dona
so everythink in the garden's lovely naow.
I DON'T think.
After rich, lets dror a wail over the
subsiquvent seekval. — W. Sikes.

* — Powers.

** — Orb.

*** — Drunk and incapable.

— w s s—

Take Your Choice — Work or Jail?
A plaintive wail sounded through the
Astor grill one afternoon last week. Roy
Somerville
was speaking:
"Talk about making slaves of the workingmen! What about the writingmen —
huh? Here I've been grinding all week to
get out an original story on time, and today I came up for air.
"Between this place and Rector's I have
been ordered to go back to work on a fivereel feature for Lillian Walker, a two-reel
comedy for Nat Goodwin and a vaudeville
act for Dolan and Green. And each one
wants delivery made by next Monday.
"Why, compared with the writingman
the workingman is a pampered son of
leisure and Uncle Tom was a lounge liz"
The ard.plaint
died
away in the sibilant hiss
Why
of a siphon.
— w s s
Their Useless and Final E's.
Nat Stronge.
Peter Milne.
— w s s—
There's hope for the industry.
W. H. Strives to Please Public. — Motion
Picture News headline.
— w s s—
Smoking Out the Men
P. V. R. Key.
E. H. L. Denig.
F. V. H. Tidden.

of Letters.

IH POTATOES HGHT
TKcy yonSave
"Wheat.
When,
eat Potatoes
dLortt

eat
Bread
us. food

A.DM.i^fi.sTXA'riox

Burglar"

Steals

Space.

A seven-year-old
youngster, daughtai ■■<
i,. t k now •!
Hi,- country, bldi fair to out
most
.'ii.- ,,i 1 1,,

..i ii.. w.ii known ami vastly older writers

of motion picture sci Ipl
is. by her
premier effort. She i i lharlol te E
even, daughtei oi i lharles E
■ei ..I i ii,- manu crlpl di pa rl mem ,,i
World Films, ami author, If you p

of

a success
scenario.
It is will
''Mary's
and He
work
shortlyBurglar"
be produced
"Don't ask me aboul It," said Mr. Sarvi i ,
wit b a decided!]
"i -didn't i
-girlto- be-s -scenarlorlst" air, "]
ou i
didn't want a little BCrlptlst in my family,
But,Miss
accidents
happen,
you a know"
Barver will
is al
present
pupil ot
Ossininu
School tor Girls, Osslning,
New
York, despite which
she
follows
the
fans.
— w s s
Making Haste in Upper Case.
John Libston, of the Interstate ETilm Co.,
and producer of "THK LAST RAID OK
ZEPPELIN L-21," will sail shortly for Europe to photograph scenes for the Interstate's forthcoming production. The title
has not yet been decided upon, but the
picture will be a chronology of the life of
President
Wilson.
Necessary to the completion of this production is a scene showing the American
troops entering Berlin. Mr. Libston has
therefore decided to lose no time, expecting that by sailing immediately he will
arrive in Berlin just in time to photograph
this scene.
— w s s
One of the Brooklyn
theaters
played
"Cleopatra"
four days and "The Kaiser"
three, thus creating a third title: "Beauty
w s s—
and the Beast." —— Chicot.
"Over the Top" Like a Blue Streak.
It was old stuff, but it worked, and Leo
Cornelius, publicity manager for the
Saenger Amusement Co., landed a story
on page one, under a two-column head at
Houston as a result. Cornelius went over
to Houston from New Orleans to put on
theThree-sheet
publicity fordates,
"Overearly
the one
Top." morning,
were discovered obliterated with blue
paint on every "stand" in town. German
agents, it was whispered, were suspected,
and the newspapers went strong for the
story. They say the painting out stuff
cost Cornelius three seventy-five. Before
wages advanced he might have had it done
— w s s
for a dollar six ■bits.
Actors Hustle and Save Their Jobs.
So prompt was the response on the part
of every man and woman working at the
Famous Players-Lasky Hollywood studio
when the alarm of fire was sounded recently that the flames were held within a
comparatively small radius and the extent
of the damage done greatly lessened, no
doubt. Genuine gratitude is felt by the
heads of the organization to those who
counted not the personal risk in defending
the property of the company against the
inroads of the flames.
— w s s—
When Mae Marsh watches the first
showing of a production in which she appears, her comments amuse those present.
She regards herself not as Mae Marsh, but
as a different person.
"that's she doing there?" she asks no
one in particular. "Oh, she did that well."
and
"Isn't she bad right there." — Goldwyn
Publicity.
Then

No

One ■—inw Particular
Laughs.
s s

Monroe Salisbury, while appearing in
his newest Bluebird production, "The
Eagle," wore a fantastic headpiece of
eagle's feathers in the play. To assume
stability he glued the downy helmet to
his head every morning and pried it loose
every night. The wear and tear on his
licity.
classic head was terrific. — Bluebird PubShould Have Been a Bald Eagle.

THE
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Stenographer Saves Brother Joseph.
Joseph Doyle, "i No. L817 Morris avenue,
the Bronx, declares that be owes th<
that be Is visiting there at the home of
hi.s parents instead of being held in an
Internment camp In ( !anada to a letterbead of "The i
'lie screen
serial bj William J. Plynn, the recently
ed Chief of the United States Secret
Joseph and his brother William arrived
at their home In the Bronx from Canada
last Saturday. Both are of draft age. Joseph was in Canada at the time of regisii. and following advices of the
American Consul there did not register in
i anadian enrollment on the ground
that he was merely a visitor in the country.
William Joined him there later after he
was exempted by the local draft board in
Bronx,
They
had no trouble getting
passports, but the one given Joseph got
him into trougle
at the border.
It de■ ribed him as a resident of Canada and
immediately
t he authorities
wanted
his
registration card. When he could produce
ae he was placed under arrest.
He was searched and was on his way to
a detention pen when one of the immigration authorities who had been searching
through
the
young
man's
possessions
called for him to be returned.
When Doyle
was once more
before him he saw the
official was holding a letter on the stationery of "The Eagle's Eye." ,
"Do you know Chief Flynn?" he was
asked.
"No," answered Doyle, "but my sister is
a stenographer for the "Wharton Releasing
Corporation, which is producing his mopicture."
His tionquestioner
reflected for a moment
and then told Doyrle to have a seat. Joseph
sat. Doyle
doesn't know
yet what
was
done, but in about half an hour he was
told that he was. free to cross the border.
— w s s—
Strictly Confidential.
The World man who reads a goodly part
of the materia] contributed to this paper
by publicists is considering the advisability of bestowing a medal on the first P. A.
says "will be released
in July" instead of "the month of July."
— w s s—
Cameron II. Bristol, who has for a long
time created publicity for Triangle's eastern istabllshment
has scrapped
the old
ph and taken a position with the
I, allies'

World.
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— w s s
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Rambles 'Round Filmtown
Next to more theaters the one thing
lacking to make the world safe for the
printer is more motion picture trade
papers. Therefore the Evening Mail will,
according to street rumor, revive its defunct Empy Supplement.
— w s s
"War hath its wictories," as a well known
film critic might write it. The famous
German actor "willun" has changed his
monicker from Hans Unterkircher to
Thornton Church and will soon slide
across the screen in Universal pictures.
— w s s—
"Lina Cavaliria and Director Edward
Hose, During the Filming of Paramount's
'Love's Conquest' " 'was the caption used
by the generally careful Motion Picture
News under a studio scene in last week's
issue. One of the disrespectful members
of the Paramount staff was subsequentlyreferring to the director as ''Jose, Old
— w s s

She Reads Only Storey Papers.
The other day a young man paid a
Sox!" to Metro's west coast studios in
visit
Hollywood, where Edith Storey greeted
him with the utmost cordiality. Prom
"super" he has risen to the dignity of doing "bits" in motion pictures and he
wanted the world to know how important
he 'was.
"By the way, Miss Storey," he began,
striking an attitude, "did you happen to
see my name in the papers this morning?"
"Er, what paper?" inquired the star.
"Why, all of them. Didn't you see it?"
"No," drawled Miss Storey, "Were you
in Whereupon
an accident?"
the young man abruptly departed, amid shrieks of silence, with resultant mimeographing.
— w s s—
"What," asks Tom Moore, in Goldwyn
publicity, "did moths live on before Adam
and Eve 'wore clothes?"
Easy enough.
Cotton and fir.
— w s s—
Press Agenting in Full Flower.
Do you know that —
The Simplex projection machines are advertised in the most unexpected places?
Botanists call the Simple Stemmed Burweeii the sparganium simplex.
Which goes to show that this flower —
like our factory — is a projector plant. —
W. R. Andrews.
— w s s—

And a smooth combination of initials for
a publicist comes with Ivan press work. —
O. I. Lamberger.
— w s s—
Billy West Coming East.
Kinp-Bee Billy West has been promised
a fourteen-day vacation about July 1. He
will spend ten days of his furlough traveling on trains, and the other four days he
will spend between Forty-second and
Fifty-ninth street on Broadway, drinking
Ice cream sodas and seeing' the strange
in the photo are shown John Seiieek. manager of the Grand, and George Mathews,
with Pierce and Scheck.

nim in, n
, (rand
t in .it, i . ii i :.i 1 1 Imore and i toliday si
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ed bj
them in that city, Recentl> when this feature was run at the Grand Philip Schools
conceh ed the id
,i lions In i ront ol the thes
i I'm i attention Hi iv the mother lion
and the cubs advert! ed In a department
store for $26 and after purchasing them
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Gertrude McCoy's
Busy Week-End.
On Saturday afternoon, May 18, at 3
p. m., Gertrude McCoy,, of the ParamountArtcraft forces, reached Baltimore as the
guest of Manager Weber, of the Gertrude
McCoy theater, and remained over Sunday
and Monday. On the first day of her visit
Miss McCoy appeared personally at the
theater named in her honor, in conjunction with the showing of Maeterlink's
"The Blue Bird," in which she has the
character of Light, and made a short
speech after each performance and then
greeted the patrons of the house.
For Sunday Mr. Weber made arrangements to take Miss McCoy to Camp Meade,
where she was the guest of one of the
Colonels and while there appeared at the
main Knights of Columbus hall in a vaudeville show and then made a stirring, patriotic address to the assembled soldiers.
"The Blue Bird" was also shown while
she was there, through the activities of
Mr. Weber.
On Monday she again appeared at the
Gertrude McCoy theater and at night she
aided the drive for selling War Savings
Stamps at the corner of Baltimore and
Holiday streets, where, mounted on the
wooden tank "Thrift," which was built to
aid the drive, she sold flowers, one to each
purchaser, for $50. A picture of the girl
on the tank was taken and eighteen people subscribed $50 each to get one. The
total amount of the subscriptions was
Miss McCoy stated to the correspondent
of the Moving Picture World that she has
$3,500.
been liefinof New
touch York
with for
the some
Woman's
time War
and Rehas
made application to go to France as an
ambulance driver. She appeared very
anxious to go "over
— w there."
s s—
Reichenbach's
Absent
Treatment.
Washington, D. C. — "When Charles the
Great, a trained ape which, with its consort, is appearing at the Strand theater in
the prologue staged by Tom Moore in connection with the showing of "Tarzan of
the Apes," escaped from its keeper, V. P.
Wormwood, a near riot was occasioned in
several emporiums in and around Ninth
and D streets. The big ape, dressed as a
dude, took possession of the kitchen of a
restaurant and later ran up Ninth street
for several blocks before being caught.
The papers the following day were particular to state that this was not a press
agent story and that the escape and capture of the animal was noted at the police
station.
— w s s—
"Soon we will see babies with nickels in
their tiny hands pushing their carriages
up to the windows of moving picture theaters and gaining admittance," declared
Justice O'Keefe, who sat with Justices
Murphy and Collins yesterday in the
Jamaica Eagle.
Court of Special Sessions. —
Brooklyn
Industry

and

—Approaching
w s s

Infancy.

At the risk of repetition we say it yet:
Slip the Dope and Everything No One Else
Will Print to

the rambler:

Pathe's "Moral Suicide" Reaching Out.
After being successfully exhibited in
nearly a hundred theaters in New York
and Newark ".Moral Suicide" was released
last week by Pathe in five other large
eiiies. Boston. Chicago, Atlanta. San Franeiseo and Los Angeles. This release was
made in co-operation with the Hearst
newspapers in the cities named, for
"Moral Suicide" is receiving stronger publieity at the hands of this group of
papers than has ever been accorded any
aim feature. Not only are special articles
by Hearst's most important special writers to appear as the film is shown locally,
but there is a series of strong art features
by Nell Brinkley, Hal Coffman and other
people of the drawing-board enlisted to
put "Moral Suicide" on the map of bigpunch
hits.
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Fo.v fo Exploit
Bara-Farnum
Reissues as "The Big Six'
displays, new slides, new cuts, new mats
provampire
famous
BARA'S

T11KPA
duction, "A Fool There
Was."
Is to
head the list of the Bara and William
urn subjects that Fox will release in
re-edited and revised form beginning
in
June.
The statement
from
the Fox ofBces says the pictures, for which Mr. Fox
has adopted
the official slogan
of "The
H8," will be issued
in the
following order: "A Fool There Was." "The
Iraan," "The Clemenceau
rase," "The
Plunderer,"
"The Two
Orphans,"
and "A
Soldier's Oath."
"As is apparent from the list," the statement continues, "the Bara and Farnum
dramas are alternated. We have not yet
decided definitely just when the first of
Bara productions is to go out, but
the date depends largely upon the time
when the new matter for their exploitation
is finished.
"We are not only having them completevised by Miss Hettie Gray Baker, the
editor of our productions, but we are preparing entirely new lithographs, new lobby

Universal to Star Polo
in Big Circus Serial

BOYS from six to sixty to whom the
odor of the sawdust ring, the blare
of the ballyhoo band, and the shout
of the peanut vendor are either present
day realities or treasured memories will
hail with delight the reappearance of
their idol, Eddie Polo, in a big circus serial
that is in course of preparation at Universal City under the supervision of Director J. P. MeGowan.
For Polo it will be but a flash-back to
a few years ago when he was starred
performer
"under
and manyin
of the thrills
that the
willbigbetop,"
reproduced
the various episodes of the serial will be
merely pages lifted from the diary he
kept while trouping under canvas.
Polo broke into screen limelight three
years ago in "The Campbells Are Comhe gave
to photoplay
first ofing,"a whenseries
of athletic
stunts. fans the
While Polo's work has been largely
confined to serial work he has appeared
in a number of features that have shown
his versatility and ability to act as well
as perform feats of daring. Notable
among these were "Onda of the Orient"
and "Behind the Lines."
His work with Marie Walcamp in
"Liberty, a Daughter of the U. S. A.," as
well as the following serial, "The Bulls'
Eye," is still pointed to.
Newspaper
Atmosphere
in Ray
Story.
Every newspaper man from cub reporter
to managing editor will appreciate "His
Own Home Town," Charles Ray's newest
Paramount picture, from Larry Evans'
story, directed by Victor L. Schertzinger,
because it contains enough of the characteristic "graft" quality to prove entertaining and evoke memories of big "stories"
that have broken in the past.
Every small town has its "Tweed Ring"
in little. However small the circle, it is
generally successful in a measure and for
a time, in encompassing all the good people of the village. Such a ring exists in
this picture, which Thomas H. Ince supervised and now presents for the edification
of Paramount patrons.

s

and

new press matter.
"Our branch offices are going to conduct
a vigorous campaign on 'The Big six' and,
incidentally, we plan to make that slogan
known well throughout the film world.
Their efforts will be backed up by the
home office by extensive advertising and
publicity.
"We desire to call the attention of exhibitors everywhere to the fact that each
of the six photoplays, in its 1918 version,
Is to be released in five reels. This should
make them even snappier and brighter
and faster-moving than in their original

form."

Truex to be "Opposite"
to Miss Shirley Mason
ERNEST TRUEX, juvenile actor, has
been engaged to play opposite and to
be featured with Shirley Mason in the
John Emerson-Anita Loos productions,
which will be released under the Paramount trade-mark.
Ernest Truex is the youngest comedy
star on the speaking stage. One of the
biggest hits of his career was scored in
"The Very Idea," which closed recently at
the Astor theater after a long run. He
is now on tour with a new comedy, "What
Could the Poor Girl Do?" Other vehicles
in which Truex added notably to his prestige were "Very Good Eddie," "The
Dummy"
and "The Good Little Devil."
The comedian received his first dramatic
training when a baby, and his first public
performance was given as he had just
reached his fifth birthday. Little Ernest
and another infant phenomenon, Helen
Fairbanks, then went on tour under the
management of Mrs. Truex.
Truex appeared in the title role of "A
Good Little Devil," produced by David Belasco. This was the production in which
Mary Pick-ford appeared.
The same roles

Scene from "All

were played b
ind "Little Mary"
in the Famous Players screen adaptation,
and Truex also had an important
pari in
"Caprice," another Mary Plckford photoThe comedian
is five feet one inch In
play.
height, and Shirley .Mason is a trifle below
five feet, making them well matched for
the vivacious
photoplays
In which
they
will appear together under the direction Of
John Emerson. Work on these pictures
will be commenced shortly.
Animated "Gets" Cement Steamship.
America's flrst "stone" steamship has
proved a success. The suggestion of a
"stone" vessel seems ridiculous at lirst to
the mind of the layman. "Stone won't
float," he says. True, and neither will
steel or iron, yet steel steamships traverse
the ocean lanes every day. That "stone"
ships not only float but make considerable
speed is well proven by Universal Animated Weekly No. 24, where pictures of
the trial runs of the Faith, the only large
concrete
the world,
a're shown.
The
Faith,vessel
in theis opinion
of shipbuilding
experts, has solved the problem of lumber
in ship construction. With the demonstrated success of the concrete ship America has immediately set about building
many more.
Another Rupert Julian Picture Coming.
Exhibitors throughout the country who
have added to their bank accounts
through the presentation of "The Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin," which was directed
by Rupert Julian, and in which he picturized the Kaiser, will have an opportunity to capitalize on the popularity of
the star by booking "Midnight Madness,"
which will be released by Bluebird on
June 3. The picture was directed by
Julian.
He was
was stopped
just about
to' finish
when work
In order
that heit
might
in andplays
produce
Kaiser."
Ruth play
Clifford
the "The
leading
role.
She has the support of Harry Von Meter,
Harry Holden, and Louis Willoughby.
"Midnight Madness" is a mystery story.

Woman"

(Goldwyn).
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Eleventh
Episode of "Lion'sparties
Claws"
Leads
Universal
go to the
same cabaret
with the
FOR
ill*- flrsl time In several months

the release lisl as issued weekly by
the Universal
Film Company for the
week of June 10 lists but one serial epithal ' he eleventh episode of "The
l. inn's ('laws." with Marie Wale:
final, or eighteenth, ep,isode of
"The Bull's Bye" had its presentation in
the first-run houses during the week of
::, Universal failed to schedule another serial to follow "The Bull's Eye" in
usual second serial, scheduling: the- two-reel western drama, "Play
Straight or Fight."
"Merrj Mermaids," a two-reel L-KO
comedy, In which the L-KO beauties are
given unsual prominence, also appears
..a the schedule for June 10. The comedy revolves around a swimming-school
tank, .mi the edge of which the mermaids
disport attired in the latest bathing costumes, the creation of American makers
who have been thrown on their own
resources as designers since the war shut
off the Paris modes.
"Stepping Some," a Lyons-Moran onereeler, according to Universal, is strong
enough to help along any feature. It is
the unfortunate mix-up of a commission
man who has to use his own wife to
entertain an out-of-town buyer. The
commission man then has to entertain
a visiting female
buyer.
Of course both

Higher Thought Stuff In
Coming Fisher Comedg
American-Mutual production starring -Margarita Fisher, "A Square
Deal," was adapted to the screen by
Elizabeth Mahoney from a story by Albert Payson Terhune. As a magazine
storj it attracted wide attention. It will
be released June 10.
.Miss Fisher gives an unaffected portrayal, or" a type that has achieved more
or less notoriety of late, a young girl
who finds home tedious and seeks diversion in the dubious society of a "Higher
Thought" clique. There is some similarity in the theme to that of Charpentier's
opera, "Louise," with the exception that
the setting is an American one and the
ending happy.
The direction was in the hands of
Lloyd [ngraham. Jack Mower plays the
lead, thai of the young husband, and does
some excellent work. Others in the cast
are Val Paul, Constance Johnson, Louis
M. W.Us
and Nanine
Wright.
THE

Romantic Drama Picked for Lockwood.
I., obtain the exterior
scenes for his
i Metro starring
vehicle, "A King'
In Khaki.'
a romantic
drama
based
on
Henry
Kitchell
Webster's
novel of that
Harold Lockwood with ins director,
Fred J. Bal hofi r, and members
of his
supporting cast, will leave the Hollywood
studio
I Ins week
for a location
off the
Coast near Monterey,
California,
Th. i...ai. is an island in the semitropics whii ii is being developed under
the supervision of a former New York
newspaper
reporter
tor a syndicate
of
Wall
Street
promoters.
In spite
of its
military title, "A King in Khaki" does not
on the war either directly or Indirectly. It is a drama of romance which
begets its title from the king of the island, whose habitual dress is khaki. The
of tin- picturesque, khaki-clad Smith
will I..- piaj cd i..\ m r. Lockwood.
Locomotive Upsets Film Players.
Three
yoUDg
women
members
of the
Henrj Lehrman sunshine Comedy companies were Injured recently when a loco.
motive struck a wagon in which they were
riding during
the filming of a picture.
Miss Sylvia Daj suffered ionises on the
arms, and the Misses Bettj Carpenter and
Mars Kocloston were bruised about the
body and legs, AH three were hurled from
the wagon.

usual family
row resultant.
The third comedy on the list is a Nestor, with Gale Henry and William Franey,
entitled "Butter Again."
The usual split-reel subjects, consisting of tin- Universal Animated Weekly,
Universal Screen Magazine and Universal
Current Events complete the regular releases for the week.

Pathe Shows Thrills of
Allied U-Boat Hunters
THE thrilling life of the Allied U-boat
hunters is graphically portraj'ed in
"With the Drifters and Mine-sweepers in the Danger Zone," the gripping
Official British War Picture released exclusively through Pathe on June 9. This
remarkable picture is the fifth of Pathe's
"Britain's Bulwarks" series of official
scenes from all phases of the great world
war. The opening scene shows the "sea
dogs" who man the drifters and minesweepers. Next we see the two kinds
of mines sown 'within the submarine zone.
Included in the feature are scenes of
the British destroyer leaders, which act
in close co-operation 'with the drifters and
mine sweepers. Two of these famous destroyers, "Swift," and "Broke," are shown.
Mary
MacLaren
to Make
"Bread."
"Bread" is the tentative title of Mary
MacLaren's latest Universal special feature production, work on which has begun at Universal City under the direction
of Ida May Park. Evelyn Campbell, who
wrote the story, has shown what tremendous effect on humanity may be
brought about through such a simple
atom as a loaf of bread. Kenneth Harlan and Edward Cecil will have the principal masculine roles, while Gladys Fox
and Louis Morrison also have important
parts.
"The Spawn" Is After-the-War Story.
A daring theme is followed in "The
Spawn," a new Bluebird photoplay, in
■which Grace Cunard stars under the direction of Joseph de Grasse. The play
deals with conditions as the author assumes they will be after the war. A
diversity of opinion as to the attitude of
the allies toward the Beast of Berlin when
peace
is restored
makes great
"The interest
Spawn" isa
photodrama
to which
directed.
Three Boroughs House Fox Studios.
The recent use by an editor of the term
Fox's "Eastern studios" as synonymous
witli William Fox's "New Jersey studios"
moves the company to call attention to the
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fact that three boroughs of New York City
house Fox studios; also there are companies engaged at the several New Jersey
The Fox organization is said to be the
plants.
only one that has this distinction, and Mr.
Fox points to it as one sign of the steady
expansion that is taking place in the East
as well as the West.

"Her Final Reckoning" Completed.
Emile Chautard has just finished "Her
Final Reckoning," the famous director's
first production for Paramount release,
providing Pauline Frederick with a starring vehicle of intense emotionalism. The
character she portrays is a creature of
moods, inheriting a passionate nature from
her gypsy mother which is disclosed in her
love of outdoor life, and her partiality to
wandering gypsy bands whose wild music
touched responsive chords in her heart.
The hundred thousand feet of film taken
for "Love's Conquest," the Paramount picture starring Lina Cavalieri, has been
trimmed to about fifteen thousand, and
Director Edward Jose is engaged in cutting it down to its final length.
Hodkinson Service Scores on East Side.
The Meyer & Sneider Circuit, controlling a large number of houses on the east
side of New York, has written an enthusiastic letter to the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation in reference to Paralta
Plays. The circuit claims unqualified
success with the Warren Kerrigan, Bessie
Barriscale, and Henry B. Walthall productions in all its houses.

"The Girl and the Graft" (O. Henry).
Another trio of popular players is featured in an O. Henry story, "The Girl and
the Graft," released this week by General
Film. Edward Earle, Florence Dishon,
and Adele De Garde are the principals in
this sprightly story of New York life.
The surprise ending adds greatly to the
strength of the tale.
Hart
Finishes
"Shark
Monroe."
"Shark Monroe," William S. Hart's latest
Ince-Artcraft picture, is at last completed,
after numerous delays occasioned by the
star's Governmental service for the Liberty Loan. Katherine MacDonald. who appeared as his leading woman in "Shark
Monroe,"
will again fill that post in his
next picture.
Julian Directing Ruth Clifford.
Rupert Julian, creator of "The Kaiser,
the Beast
of Zoe
Berlin."
is now
directing
Ruth
Clifford.
Rae and
Kenneth
Harlan in a southern romance, similar to "A
Kentucky Cinderella," in which Ruth
Clifford made Iter first big Bluebird hit.

Pathe's
New Serial "Hands Up"
Combines Old and New
as his many works have had. Ruth RoP ATI IK announces that the next serial
of the big distributing company will
be "Hands Up," produced by the
Astra Film Corporation, story by Gilson
W'illets, scenario by Jack Cunningham,
and starring Ruth Koland with George
chesebro
as the dealing
hero. "Hands
western story
with a Up"
fieldis ofa
motion picture material not yet touched
for the screen — the traditions and legends
of the [nca Indians with a modern story
of romance and adventure. The cast further includes Kaster Walters. Geore Gebhardt and William A. Carroll. .lames
Hall, who produced the "Hull's Kye," will
direct.

It is stated that "Hands Up" will be a
most elaborated and expensively produced western serial and that it has a
story of real literary value.
Gilson W'illets in preparing the story
of the serial has made a minute investigation of the material with which he
has worked. His ability as a builder of
net ion assures a story of love and romance that will have as wide an appeal

land, the star of "Hands Up," won the
hearts of countless screen enthusiasts by
her work in "Who Pays." "The Red Circle" and "The Neglected Wife." also in
several five-reel features released by
Pathe,
George Chesebro will be remembered
for his recent work in "Broadway, Arizona." He played lead with Olive Thomas
for many months, also with Mae Murray,
Dorothy Philips and others. Before his
present
engagement
"Hands
was
leading
man with for
Viola
Dana. Up" he
Easter Walters, because of her expert
skill in various fields of athletics, was
engaged by Louis J. Gasnier to play one
of the principal parts in the serial. Miss
Walters "photographs like a million dolGeorge Gebhart is known as the greatest portrayer of Indian characters on the
screen. Like Mr. Gebhart, William A.
Carroll grew up in the show business.
He has a wide range of work and has
appeared in many notable films.
lars."
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Novelty in a Cartoon
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The greatest success that lias attended
release of any of Bud Fisher's antd Mutt and Jeff cartoons thus far, according to a statement bj an official of the
Fllm Corporation, through whose i I
changes
they are now being distributed,
it scored !>> "A Fisherless Cartoon,"
i .i fortnight ago.
The picture is "a
• n within ;i cartoon"
and recites in
: pen-and-ink drawings the efforts of
enial Mutt and Jeff to make a earwithout tin' aid of their creator, Bud
the

The

ei

statement
says that the contract
rtment at the Fox headquarters
lias
ved many letters ami telegrams from
exhibitors complimenting
the Fox offices
on the novelty and the originality of the
ct and appreciating the extra footage
that the film carries.
The picture, it is explained, runs about
feet 150 feet longer than the usual
Mutt and Jeff. It had drawn extraordinary attention from the public and the exhibitor because it is believed to be the first
that has shown the difficulties with which
an artist making animated cartoons has to
contend.
The artist's troubles
are dealt with in
humorous vein, of course, but the seriousof the problem is there, nevertheless.
persons realize that it requires thous of individual sketches for the material from which an animated cartoon is
derived.
\ot the least of the several good twists
in "A Fisherless Cartoon,' " the statement
continues, "is the effect that is obtained
when the cartoon that Mutt and Jeff have
drawn is shown on the screen — all within
the cartoon.
•When Mr. Fox took over the releasing
of the Bud Fisher's work, he promised that
the pietures would be funnier than ever.
That is a promise that has been kept faithfully— and the cartoons for June are the
most enjoyable group we have had for any
month. We are particularly gratified to
find, upon examination of our contracts,
that the cartoons are being booked equally
by the large downtown theater and the
small neighborhood house."

Scene from "The Street of the Seven Stars" (De Luxe).

"Wolfville Tales" Are
Meeting Exhibitor Favor
SO

far two of the Wolfville Tales have
been released by General Film, and
they have already established themselves in favor, according to officials of
the company. Many inquiries for new
subjects in this series followed the release of "The Clients of Aaron Green"
and "Cynthiana."

What Triangle Has In Work
For Distribution In June
AT

the Triangle Culver City studio, in
addition to "The Heritage," "Station
Content," "The Last Rebel," and
"The Poor Fish," a Keystone comedy heretofore announced, the June schedule of
Triangle includes several unusual productions which are now in production.
In response to the demand for diversity
of theme in Western dramas. Triangle
will offer Roy Stewart in a series of cowboy plays adapted from the famous "Red
Saunders"
stories by Henry Wallace
Phillips.

Select's "Over There"
Fits Red Cross Work
In the week of the second war drive of
the American Red Cross, when every exhibitor was doing his utmost to enlist the
sympathy of his patrons for this noblest
of all causes, and when many showmen
found a most successful method lay in cooperation with local branches of the Red
Cross in showing "Over There," comes
again the news of the continued public
approval of Select's patriotic photodrama.
"Over There" features the work of "the
greatest mother in the world," as this organization of mercy has so eloquently
been called.
In a testimonial from C. M. Peregrine,
manager of the American theater at Corning, Iowa, that well known exhibitor
writes:
" 'Over There,' your patriotic production,
smashed our box-office record to smithereens. We played to more gross business
on the last day of the run than was ever
known before in our seven years' experienee as an exhibitor. Ordinarily, by 11
o'clock p. m. people begin to grow restless and want to get to their homes, but
not so with this picture. In fact, we were
standing them up at 1 o'clock in the morning and. to my knowledge, not a person
left the theater until the last 'Good Night'
was flashed on the screen at 1:30 a. m."
A. T. Campbell Comes to Vitagraph.
A. T. Campbell, a former exhibitor ih
northern Michigan, started out Monday
morning as traveling salesman for Vitagraph pictures. He will cover the western part of the state, from Detroit.

tive type. William Lester as Doc Peets
and Robert Burns as Cherokee Hall also
contribute to the success of these delightful stories.
The Wolfville Tales are released fortnightly, alternating with O. Henry stories
to provide a weekly high class two-reel
comedy-drama or drama interpreting the
most popular short stories of the day.
Intensive productions, similar to that
given the O. Henry stories, is being devoted to the Wolfville Tales, and forthcoming releases under the Broadway Star
Features brand are expected to prove a
revelation.

Patricia
The
Lewis,
a set
along

Palmer.

WTolfville Tales, by Alfred Henry
present a tangible thing to pin to
of truly human characters carried
generally through the series. Although each story is complete the effect
is similar to that of a serial, as the atmosphere is always the same and the
fortunes of the characters constantly overlap. The better known Wolfville characters are brought to life in a successful
manner. Patricia Palmer, featured in
numerous O. Henry and other Western
film stories, plays the leading feminine
roles in these Broadway Star Features.
Tex Thompson's part is taken by Tex
Allen, a well known Western player, and
the part of Old Man Enright is portrayed
by George Holt. Mrs. Rucker, another
familiar Wolfville character, is presented
on the screen by Hattie Buskirk, who has
done many character parts of an attrac-

"The Fly God" is the working title for
the second of this series of Western
thrillers, and will be released June 23.
"The Red-Haired
Cupid"
was the first.
A new two-reel Triangle-Keystone
comedy to be put into production, with
William Beaudine handling the megaphone, has been temporarily titled "Flapjacks." This is scheduled for release the
week of June 9. It was w-ritten by Frank
Condon, and has a Western locale.
Director J. W. McLaughlin has st
work on a picture that will serve as a
vehicle for William Desmond. The story
opens in the East, and then jumps to the
Canadian Northwest, where Desmond is
shown as an officer of the Northwestern
Mounted. Maude Wayne will be seen as
Desmond's leading woman.
Standard
Releases
the Motion
"Wolf Girl."
The
American
Standard
Picture
Corporation will shortly release the western drama, "The Wolf Girl." starring Beatrice Allen. The picture is the first of a
series produced by Square Films. Inc. "The
Wolf Girl" was directed by Will Rex, and
it is based upon a story by Fred Lucas

Till-:
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World Pictures Making
An Oriental Production

William Farnum

and Mary Mersch

Farnum Completing Grey's
"Riders of the Purple Sage"
After having- spent three weeks in

Arizona and the Grand Canyon working
on outdoor scenes for "Riders of the
Purple Sage," the William Farnum Standard Picture release for June, Farnum and
his company are back at the William Fox
Hollywood studio. In Hollywood the Fox
star will complete the final interior scenes
for the completion of the production, which
is based on the Zane Grey novel of the
same name. In the cast besides Mr. Farnum are Mary Mersch, Murdock McQuarrie,
Marc Robbins, William Scott, Katherine
Adams, Nancy Caswell and J. Holmes.
To give the proper atmosphere to a
street set in the subject Mr. Farnum enlisted the aid of 150 Civil War Veterans
from a government home and not only
tided himself over a difficulty, but also
gave the old men a treat in the way of
.ni ertainment.
Ten big automobiles
were sent to the
with the message that it was Farninn's treat. Besides it was said that there
was a live-spot in it for each of the men
who took p. ni. 'Phis was enough for the
veterans. When they were told that they
would have t.> discard their blue uniforms
and 'i"'i civilian elothes of the early Mormon period, however, many balked. lulled of i he exacl reason, they aceed, and the seines were a huge suc-

Ebony
Burlesques
Flat Life.
"The Janitor," another of the series of
Ebon j corned
released bj i leneral
Film, presents thi company of negro
players In one of the most laughable
stories they have screened. New talent
has been added to the company, and much
attention has been given to the development "I" the plot, Which Is said tO present
burlesque of tiat life off
South state street In Chicago, where the
picture was Rimed.
Ned Finley in Mystery
Role.
"The Man i-.nn Nowhere," a Blue Ridge
Drama featuring Ned Finley and Marion
Henry, is the fifth Ned Finley production
for General Film. "The Man from Nowhere" abounds in tense situation-,
and
contains a hear) Interest note as well. Ned
Flnlej plaj s t he roll ol Jud i itndsay, the
man
from
nowhere.
who
witnesses
B
murderous attack upon a new millband by

in "Riders of the Purple Sage" (Fox).
the foreman and one of his helpers. As
a result he becomes the central figure in a
fast moving drama which revolves around
the attempts of the foreman to remove
the lone witness to the crime. The climax
is reached in a thrilling sawmill scene.
Several well known players formerly
associated with Finley at the Vitagraph
studio are now working with him at Bat
Cave, N. C. Among them are Harry Hammel and Logan
Paul.

Times Square Doubles Up
On Norma Talmadge
propicture
is being star's
duction
shownfeature
simultaneously in two prominent photoplay
houses on Times Square. "De Luxe
Annie," the Select Picture made by Norma
Talmadge, was the feature attraction at
the Rialto during- the week commencing
May 19, across
and also
Loew's
New York
theater
the at
street
on Wednesday
and Thursday of the same week.
This is the first time that Maanager
Rothapfel
playanya star's
production has
day consented
and date to
with
other
Times Square theater, and this is the first
time in the history of that neighborhood
that two photoplay houses which show
first runs exclusively and which are practically across the street from one another
have day.
played the same attraction on the
same
AMOTION

Strong Supporting Cast For
Artcrait's "4 Doll's House"
THE

main supporting characters in "A
Doll's House" are of importance,
in
the Arteral'l picture, released June -.
which is adapted from the Ibsen drama.
particular attention was given to the cast
supporting
Elsie Eermison.
The part of the strait-laced
husband
is
played bj H. E Herbert.
Alex K. shannon
has the pari of Krousiadt. the blackmailing money lender, who brings grief to the
Helmar household. His better nature is
touched by (he idea of Mrs. Linden, played
by Ethel Grey Terry, Warren Cook is Or.
Rank, the family phyisieian. Mrs. R. S.
Anderson convincingly plays the part of
Anna, the nurse, and Tula Belle, who appeared in "The nine Bird," and Ivy Ward
aie the Helmar children and Douglas Redmond and Charles Crompton the Krogstadt
children. Maurice Touruour directed the
picture.

AFTER
work, several
Director weeks
Oscar preliminary
Apfel has
".Mandarin's Gold" under way at the
World studio. Miss Kitty Gordon is the
star, and Irving Cummings is her leading man. The other members of the cast
include George MacQuarrie, Warner
Oland, Anthony Merlo, Marguerite Gale,
Veronica Lee, Joseph Lee, Marion Barney,
and of the Chinese professionals Charles
Fang and Alice Lee are the best known.
Philip Lonergan, the pioneer scenarioist,
wrote the story.
The picture has an Oriental locale, and
requires a large number of Chinese. Because of this fact an interpreter had to
be engaged. Director Apfel and the
technical director made a tour of NewYork's Chinatown for the purpose of selecting the necessary and unusual properties. Mr. Apfel, believing in absolute
fidelity to the requirements of his stories,
located as many scenes as possible in
Chinatown. A school in Mott street, the
principal thoroughfare in Chinatown,
where the children of the vicinity attend,
was secured for the prologue of the picture.
The most difficult task for the casting
director was to obtain suitable Orientals
for important parts and extras. Scouts
canvassed the Chinese district, visited the
Chinese theater in Doyer street in securing extra people. One was fortunate in
discovering a Chinese girl who had previously appeared with success in pictures.

Four Artcrafts Listed
For Release in June
FOUR
Artcraft
are listed for
release
by the pictures
Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, presenting two female
and two male stars. Two of the pictures
were produced in the western coast studios
and two in the east, the Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks offerings coming from
Los Angeles and the Elsie Ferguson and
George M. Cohan photoplays from New
York.
The first subject is Elsie Ferguson in
"A Doll's House," adapted from the playby Henrik Ibsen. On the 16th Douglas
Fairbanks creates a new character as a
newspaper reporter in "Say, Young Fellow," and it is quite likely that the novelty of this picture will make it the most
attractive of his screen successes.
On the same day "Hit the Trail Holliday," starring George M. Cohan, is released. Mary Pickford makes her appearance on June 23 in "How Could You. Jean^"
It was adapted by Frances Marion from
the novel by Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd.
Current Events Has Bit that Thrills.
The "Blue and the Gray" in a new combination is one of the striking patriotic
features of Universal Current Events Xo.
53. The blue is the blue of the "Blue
Devils" of France and the gray the gray
of the marvelously efficient young men
composing the crack cadet corps of West
Point Military Academy. The "Blue and
the Grey" mingled on the visit of the
famous Alpine Chasseurs to the most famous military academy in the world. The
Alpine Chasseurs watch the future generals march, and in turn parade for the
cadets.
It is a picture that will thrill.
Nine Essanays
Released in June.
Essanay's schedule of releases for the
month of June includes nine pictures.
Four of these are Western pictures, the
revivified Broncho Billy dramas, and five
are comedies,
the Snakeville
series.
On June 1 heritance."
comesfollowed
"Slippery
Slim's Ineach week
by
"Sophie's Legacy." "Sophie Gets Stung."
"Slippery Slim — Diplomat," and "Slippery
Slim and the Claim Agent."
Beginning June 7 the weekly releases
are "Broncho Billy's Grit." "Broncho Billy**
True Love." "Broncho Billy and the Western Girls," and "Broncho Billy Wins Out."
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Many I nusual Settings
In "The Venus Model"

I\

i . Venus Model," her latest Goldw > ii picture, Mabel
Normand
appears
In a production
replete
with moyoInterest and unusual
beauty.
And
in the person
of 1 11 «- sprlghtlj,
star all
elements
of success
are
concenI. although
the production
in Itself
is unique.
Settings of unusual richness and beautj
been devised bj Hugo
Ballin.
They
all the way from a shop window
simulating
a sandstrewn
beach,
where
N'ormand
poses in a chic bathing
me, to a restaurant
where
living
arc
used
in ureal
numbers
for
atlve purposes.
Thej are no) caged,
but are grouped on branches of trees set
in niches in the walls
Love birds, paris. and Java sparrows are used, with
magnificent
parrots
hanging
in
ornamental
rings.
The effect is original
with Mr. Ballin, and is an outstanding
ire of the production.
From
another
standpoint
the bathing
suit factors- is equally
interesting,
with
dummies
clad
in the garb
of the beaches.
The scenes which
show
the chute down
which boxes are shot for
shipment
are
highly
diverting.
When
the star herself elects to shoot the chute
and slides down
head first at high speed
audiences are assured the heartiest laugh
of the season.
A child, a little girl named Nadia Gary,
contributes almost as much as Miss Normand to "The
Venus
Model"
with her
beauty and sympathetic
acting.
She is
the first model on whom Mabel Normand
tits the bathing dress she has designed —
the costume
which
brings the star sucand love and exciting adventures.
Much
of the excitement
for the audiwill be found in the episodes in the
shop
window
and
around
it.
A great
crowd surrounds
the place, drawn
there
by the promise
of seeing the wonderful
"Venus
Model."
When
Mabel
Normand
appears clad in the already famous swimming suit she creates a sensation.
That
tion fortunately
is not confined
to
the shadow
people
on the screen,
but
spreads to the audience in the theater.

Robert Thornby Is Now
William Fox Director
ROBERT THORNBY has been added to
William Fox's directorial forces and
will work in the Western studios at
Hollywood, Cal. Mr. Thornby has already
taken active charge of a vehicle starring
Jewel Carmen, the story of which is based
on Gouverneur Morris' dissection of metropolitan life and character, "You Can't
Get Away With It."
A Fox statement says that this production
will be by far the most pretentious starring film Miss Carmen has had and will
be one of the most expensive photodramas
the company has ever released as a Special Feature. Scores of scenes will be
taken in Arizona and on wonderful locations at Catalina Island. Because of the
nature of the play, the indoor settings, it
is said, will also be more costly and ornate
than usual.
Director Thornby has been busy during
the week casting the subject and supervising: the creation of the first "sets."
Several of the leading film corporations
are said to have been in a spirited competition for the motion picture rights of
"You Can't Get Away With It" and the
Fox scenario department is delighted at
having made the purchase. The story is
not only the ■work of one of America's
most distinguished and widely-read authors, but has the further advantage of
being admirably suited to the screen.
Dramas are now being produced in the
West by a staff of five Fox directors.
These men are J. Gordon Edwards, Frank
Lloyd, Edward J. LeSaint, Lynn Reynolds
and Mr. Thornby. In addition, there are a
number of Sunshine Comedy makers under
the supervision of Henry Lehrman.

Scene from "A Red-Haired

Cupid" (Triangle).

Triangle Releases June 2 Southern and Western Dramas
THE first release on Triangle's June 2
program, "The Man Who Woke Up,"
is a picturesque story of the South
relating the conflict between the unyielding character of a staid, old aristrocra I ic
Southerner and the progressive ideas of
a kindly Northerner who is residing in
Oglesby with the philanthropic intentions
of investing his millions to the welfare
and progress of this small town community. Many trying experiences are encountered by the Southerner before his
prejudiced dislike for the Northerner is
overcome, but when his good wife finally
asserts herself he awakes to a realization that the intentions of the philanthropist are sincere. Then the romance
which has developed between the son and
daughter of the feudists reaches a happy
climax, and the two journey onward with
the parental blessing.
Pauline Starke is featured in this production with William V. Mong, who wrote
the story. Darrell Foss has the part of
Foster's son, while George Hernandez appears as old man Foster. J. W, .McLaughlin directed, and Steve Norton photographed.
"The Red-Haired Cupid," featuring Roy
Stewart, is the second release for the
week. Tt is the first of a series of the
screen adaptations of the famous "Red
Saunders" stories by Henry Wallace Phillips. It rs a comedy of the West relating the adventures of a ranch foreman
who, through his natural interest in
"things human," becomes involved in the
love affair of his pal with an attractive
little woman from the East. As a modern
cupid with Western diplomacy he guides
their romance to a happy conclusion.
Roy Stewart is William (Red) Saunders.
Others
in the cast are Ray Griffith and

"Good Night, Paul" Is
Good Type of Farce
OF

all the various types of acting, one
of the hardest and one requiring the
most skill, is farce. For this n
the hardest working actor or actress, and
the one who must pay the greatest attention to the fine points, is the farceur, or
his feminine co-worker, the farceuse. For
the aim of farce is, primarily, to make a
series of unreal incidents seem convincing; their very improbability and the
speed with which one incident follows another bring forth the situations with
arouse us to merriment. Constance Talmadge has achieved her best in the characterization she has created in the heroine
of "Good
Night, Paul," a Select subject.

Peggy Pearce. The picture was directed
by < " 1 i IT Smith, and Steve Rounds photographed.
The concluding release of the week is
a
Keystone
"TheClaire
Poor AnderFish,"
featuring
Ed. comedy,
Brady and
son.

Doris Kenyon Selects Cast
For "Inn of the Blue Moon"
DORIS KENTON has completed the
cast for "The Inn of the Blue Moon,"
by Louis Joseph Vance, the second
feature to be produced by .Miss Kenyon's
own company, De Luxe Pictures, Inc. In
this picture Miss Kenyon assumes two
roles, impersonating twin sisters whose
parents separated when they were infants, the two girls being brought up in
wholly
different
environment. Miss
Kenyon has two leading men of totally
opposite types — one a stalwart, manly
American, and the other an Englishman
of the fortune-hunting
variety.
For the part of the American, Miss
Kenyon selected Harry C. Browne, at
present appearing as leading man in "Oh,
Lady, Lady!" at the Princess theater. His
most recent film work was with Constance
Talmadge in "Scandal." The other leading man- is Crawford Kent. Mr. Kent will
assume the role of the Englishman. In
addition to a long list of stage successes,
Mr. Kent's most recent screen activities
were as leading man for Elsie Ferguson
in "The Song of Songs" and for Pauline
Frederick
in "Double
Crossed."
Lyn Donaldson, whose impersonation of
"Night" in "The Blue Bird" attracted attention, has been cast for the part of an
unscrupulous
of the of
twin's
father.
Other half-sister
prominent members
the
cast are John Hopkins, William Walcott,
and Harriet Ross.
William S. Crolly has been retained by
De Luxe as cameraman, while E. O. McCarthy, director
formerly Mr. andO'Brien's
is technical
studio assistant,
manager.
Miss Ferguson Plays "A Doll's House."
Portraying- one of the most arduous roles
in her screen career, Elsie Ferguson will
be seen as Nora Helmar, the chief character in "A Doll's House," an Artcraft
picture released June 2, adapted from
the famous play by Henrik Ibsen. The
role of the husband is played by H. E.
Herbert, and Ivy Ward and Tula Belle
are the children. The heavy part of
Krogstadt is interpreted by Alex K. Shannon. Maurice Tourneur directed.
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Mary Garden in Paris
Sees Herself On Screen

Scene

from "Prunella"

World Pictures Announces
List of Its July\Releases

FIVE World Pictures are scheduled for
release during July in which Barbara Castleton, Madge Evans, Kitty
Gordon, Carlyle Blackwell, and June
Elvidge are starred. Care has been exercised to produce program releases which
would bear favorable comparison with
special features sold on the open market.
Barbara Castleton in "The Heart of a
Girl" is scheduled for July 1. John G.
Adolfi handled the direction of this picture, and his initial World Picture is said
to be of marked superiority. Irving Cummings is the leading man.
The second production, released July 8,
Is "Neighbors," featuring Madge Evans,
the child star, and Johnny Hines, who
makes his first appearance as a World
star in this picture. Frank Crane was
responsible
for the direction.
Kitty Gordon appears on July 15 in
••Tinsel." iise.it Apfel directed. The cast
assisting .Miss Gordon is almost entirely
composed of principals; namely, Miss
Muriel Ostriehe. Frank Mayo, Anthony
Merlo, Bradley Barker, George de Carleton and \i.M-ie Nau,
Carlyle
Blackwell
and Evelyn
Greely
make
their
joint
appearance
in "The
Golden I ninler
Wall" the
on direction
July 2:!, which
proof Del was
Henderon

On July 29, June F.l\ Idge In "The Judge"
■ i Travels Vale was in charge
of the work of production. John Bowers
plays, as usual, opposite
Miss Elvidge.

(Paramount).

weeks alternating the two stars. The
schedule reads: May 27, Fay Tincher in
"Alain 1-2-3"; June 10, Marie Dressier in
"Fired"; June 24, Fay Tincher in "Some
Job"; July 8, Marie Dressier in "Agonies
Tincher and her company are busiof Miss
Agnes."
ly engaged in making future releases at
her studio in California, and has the picturization of several well known comedies
under consideration.
Miss Dressier will soon return to New
York for the purpose of beginning a
series of new comedies with her own company for World
Pictures.

Goldwyn
Makesthe campaign
CutsRed ofCross
"Joan"
for theRed
throughout
UnitedCross
States. Work
Already
the request
committee of theof Canadian

AT

Society, Goldwyn has forwarded
nine prints of generous cuttings from
Mabel Normand's latest and greatest
Goldwyn
"Joan of in
Plattsburg,"
to
Canada success,
for incorporation
a special
patriotic film which is being prepared
for Dominion-wide exhibition during Red
Cross
week.
This novel film is being assembled by
George F. Gault, the president, and other
officers of the Manitoba Branch of the
Canadian Red Cross Society. Though cuttings from several other currently popular motion picture .productions are being used the greater part of the finished
composite will he made up of telling
scenes from "Joan of Plattsburg." Regal
Films, Ltd., the Winnipeg representatives
of Goldwyn Pictures, are handling the
negotiations
cut
tings,

Carey

in Bear
Valley.
11a i
a ml company
are now
in
Bear Valley shootli now scenes under
the direction of Jack Ford for Carey's
new
Universal special teatun
production,
"Heirs Neck."
The
C0Wb07
star
in
this
phOtopla]
leaves his western atmosphere ami Invades th iin Northwest- where
iii.- adventures of the mounted police an1
rich in romance
ami furnish
ideal themes
for re. i blooded melodramas Neva Qerber will again he Carey's leading woman.
Eugene B Lewis wrote the story ami
scenario
World

Names

Tincher-Dressler

Dates.

The first four eome.lies
hv "fascinating
Fay
Tincher"
ami
"irresistible
Marie
Dressier" have been completed. Beginning with the week of May 27, World
Pictures will release a comedy everj
two

HER friendly relations with Goldwyn
by no means at an end with her appearance in "The Splendid Sinner,"
Mary Garden has cabled news of her safe
arrival in Paris after what she describes
as "the most gorgeous 'winter in my life."
With her all triumphs on the operatic
stage the singer declared before sailing
from New York on April 3 that her debut
on the screen as a Goldwyn star and the
subsequent success of "Thais" and "The
Splendid Sinner" did more to bring her
to a realization of her powers and her
hold on the hearts of the largest audiences she has ever known than all her
operatic
furores
put together.
Remaining in Paris a few days to transact some business and close her apartment on the Avenue Malakoff, Miss
Garden had an opportunity of seeing her
two cinema productions in surroundings
distinctly different from those of the
Strand theater and Broadway. The Goldwyn pictures were shown at one of the
great cinema palaces on the Boulevard
des Italiens, and Miss Garden reports that
the crowds "went quite mad in their
darling
French
way." down to the Riviera
Now she
has gone
to rest for the summer, occupying the
apartment she never tired of enthusing
over to her friends at the Goldwyn
studios. It is in the Park Palace at Monte
Carlo, faces the Casino gardens, and overlooks the Mediterranean. Her neighbors
are Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Williamson, known
the world over for the romances they write
under the names of C. N. and A. JL
Williamson. There Mary Garden plans
to spend the entire summer, with, perhaps, a week or so at Aix and some
motor tours through the Maritime Alps.
It is not likely that she will sing in
opera, although she says she will probably give some war concerts at the theater connected
Casino, •where she
has often
sung with
in thethepast.

for the use

of the

"Joan"

Under the auspices of Porter Emerson
Browne, author of the story, and Herman
Hagedorn, one of the chiefs of the
Vigilantes,
shown last ".loan
week of
to Plattsburg"
an audience wasof
farmers
at Greenfield
Church,
Conn., as
part of an evening's entertainment arranged by Messrs. Browne and Hagedorn.
These two are preaching American propaganda in the Connecticut rural districts
in what Mr. Ilniwno terms a sugar-coated
form. Since ".loan of Plattsburg" retlects in a quaintly amusing yet forceful
way
of war
the faith
a nation's
womenthe inpower
time of
it wasof selected
as
partArrangements
of the evening's
lesson.made through
are being
Charles .1. Rosebault, managing editor of
the Vigilantes, with the Western Newspaper Union to use as "boiler plate" Mr.
Browne's fictional version of the picture.
This will be offered for publication in
several
thousand
small towns
and cities

Goldwyn has placed the story in fullpage matrix form illustrated with stills
from the production in more than 200
newspapers in the larger centers.

Second Series of Ebony Ready.
L,. J. Pollard, general manager of the
Ebony Film Corporation, announces that
the second batch of Ebony comedies are
now ready, and that the General Film
Company, distributors for these comedies.
have already announced the schedule of
the releases. It is in this batch of subjects, he claims, that exhibitors will find
the kind of slapstick comedies which always go over big. and in these particular
pictures is proof that colored players are
right at home when it comes to putting
over real,
"honest
to John,"
slapstick stuff.
The first
of the natural
new releases
is "The Bully." This will be followed "by
"The Janitor." Then will come "The
Reckless Rover." "Mercy, the Mummy
Mumbled." "Help Wanted — Female." "The
Millionaire Piker." "The Politician," "A
No ItAccount
has beenCount,"
the aimetc.of the producers to
translate on the screen the inimitable
humor of the negro which always meets
with such popular approval.

Standard to Distribute Brett Comedies.
The Tom Bret Comedies, it is announced,
will be released on the American Standard
Motion Picture Corporation's program. The
comedies will be distributed through the
American Standard's own exchanges operating in the principal cities of the United
States. The foreign rights of the comedies
Standard.
will
also be handled by the American
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Pathe Features That
Promise Good Things
PATHE
has three Interesting
features
in store for exhibitors
during
the
early summer:
Bessie Lovi in "A LitBter of Everybody," dated June 30;
Gladys
Hulette
ami Crelghton
Hale
In
xlng Bill," July 7; Frank
Keenan
in "More Trouble," July 1 I.
Untie
Sister
of Everybody"
was
made at the Paralta studio from the story
\ illlam Addison
Lathrop,
under
the
direction of Robert
Thornby.
The scenario was written
by Jack Cunningham.
The
leading1
man
is George
Fisher,
known
for his work
as the Christus
in
i -at ion."
The picture marks the return of Bessie Love to the type of "ragparts in which she made her first
With a strong- human
interiors and good
support
she scores
not only another
personal
hit, but the
all-around
production
she has yet
made for Pathe.
"Annexing
Bill" is expected
to prove
a flttiiiL; successor to "For Sale." in which
the popular co-star team of Gladys Huand Creiuhton
Hale score heavily.
narioized by Tom Cushing, and
is produced
under
the direction
of
Albert
Parker.
The picture
is a high
comedy
of modern
American
life, youth
and love, in which a young man refuses
to marry
the girl he loves
(and
who
him) because of her wealth.
They
■.•ncounter thrilling adventures in attempting to get rid of it. Margaret
Greene
..ues honors.
"More Trouble" has caused comment on
the Pacific Coast, since It is something
tew not only for Mr. Keenan
but for
ahotoplays
as well.
It is a comedy
in
which there is not a single comedy charicter. in which
every person
is serious,
ind in which the events that throw them
together, following
in rapid fire succession, create one laughable situation after
mother.
Bushman and Bayne in "Both Members."
Francis
X.
Bushman
and
Beverly
Bayne have placed in production
at the
Metro studio a comedy-drama by Corporal
Luther A. Reed, at present entitled "Both
Members."
Charles J. Brabin is directing.
ge A. McGuire
is assistant
director
R. J. Bergquist is responsible for the
graphy.
feature is of the type of brilliant
dy in which
the co-stars
have put
their best efforts.
Prominent among
the cast is Gerald Griffin. Jessie Stevens,
"harles YV. Sutton and Edward Lawrence.

Scene from "The One Woman" (Mastercraft).
Alexander
portraying
the
sympathetic
roles of the children.
The production when completed will
ment.
constitute an entire evening's entertain-

THOMAS DIXON, JR., promises photodramatic achievement in "The One
Woman." The production is now in
the making at the Brunton studios in
Hollywood, under the direction of Reginald Barker. When the story appeared in
book form it created a furore, and was
looked upon as a strong preachment
against socialistic ideas. The characters
of the story are few, but vivid. The atmosphere is well done, tense and vibrant
with the jangling, discordant note, the
misery, the injustice, cruelty and hopelessness of the life of the metropolis.
The story in book form is overwhelming in its convincingness. It shows marriage for what it is — a sacred institution,
the foundation stone of character, of morality, of cleanliness, of civilization itself.
As a photoplay the story will be presented with still broader strokes and With
wider range than cold type could possibly
permit. The photoplay version of the storyhas been prepared under the supervision
of the author, who has insisted on the
action of the novel being closely adhered
to. It will be presented with a strong
cast of players, including W. Lawson Butt,
Adda Gleason, Clara Williams, Herschel
Mayall, Thurston Hall and Joseph .T.
Dowling, with Mary Jane Irving and Ben

Strong Cast for Metro's "The Christine
Way Mayo,
to a who
Man's
Heart"of
is a member
METRO announces an unusually strong
cast of screen favorites who will
appear in support of May Allison in
the star's third starring vehicle in her
own right, "The Way to a Man's Heart."
written by June Mathis. Katharine Kavunaugh prepared the continuity and
Harry Franklin is directing the picture,
which will be Miss Allison's next comrama following "The Winning of
Beatrice."
Harry Hilliard, one of the popular leading men of the screen, plays opposite the
star in the role of Perry Arnold. For
two years Mr. Hilliard was leading man
under the Fox banner. On the stage he
has appeared prominently with Wilton
Lackaye. Blanche Ring, Florence Reed,
Marie Dressier and Cyril Scott.
Frank Currier, Metro's sterling char"father"
in another
actor, is seen
role asacter Daniel
Houston,
the parent of
Virginia Houston, who is portrayed by
Miss Allison. One of Mr. Currier's greatest characterizations is that of Pharos,
the
gypsy
chief starring
in "Toys Nazimova.
of Fate,"
the old
latest
picture
Edward Connelly, another actor w-ho distinguished himself in "Toys of Fate."
plavs Lionel Houston, the brother of Daniel.

the all-star cast in "The House of Mirth,"
which was recently completed at the
Metro studio, is cast as Rose Mason. Fred
C. Jones essays the role of Marvin Du
Bois. He has played under the Metro
banner in "Threads of Fate" and "The
Girl Without a Soul," both starring Viola
Dana. Kate Blancke, who plays the aunt
of Rose Mason, is remembered for her
work as Mme. Heriot in "Lest We For-'
get" with Rita Jolivet.
Pauline Dempsey, a well known colored player, enacts the part of Aunt Judy.
Anthony Byrd is another colored member of the company, being cast as old
Uncle Joshua. Mr. Byrd is an old-time
minstrel man and is the originator of
the musical act called the "Darktown
Four clever children are members of
Follies."
the cast — Phoebe Starr, Maury Steuart,
Howard Oppenheim and Lionel Houston.
Dion Muse, a diminutive colored lad, is
seen as his own true self in many amusing scenes.
Director Franklin is being assisted by
P. Thad Volkman, and the photography is
in charge of Arthur Martinelli, assisted
bv Michael
Whelan.

Love and
"TenderJune
feet" Releases
in Sennett
Two Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy
productions are being issued from the
Sennett fun-factory during the month of
June, including "Love Loops the Loop,"
directed by Walter Wright, on the 3d, and
"Two Tough Tenderfeet," directed by
Richard Jones, on the 17th.
"Love Loops the Loop" derives its title
from one of the most sensational feats
ever performed in a motion picture, Mary
Thurman "looping the loop" on roller
skates. The picture is a cyclone of fun,
in which other thrilling acts are done.
Wayland Trask is in love with Mary Thurman, a cabaret girl. Charles Murray is a
rival of Trask.
"Two Tough Tenderfeet" presents Ben
Turpin and Charlie Lynn as two exceedingly tough individuals. Their adventures
land them in the desert, where they successfully escape lions, wild men, jack rabbits and other fierce creatures, and reach a
frontier settlement which was so tough
that the two tough tenderfeet are made to
feel themselves mere amateurs in the line
of toughness. Ben falls in love with Polly
Moran, the female sheriff.
Booksellers
Aid in Exploiting
Picture.
Exhibitors throughout the country are
to have the active assistance of numerous
book dealers in the production of "The
Doctor and the Woman," the picturization
of Mary Robert Rhinehart's popular
novel, "K." The co-operation between
exhibitor and bookseller is being arranged by Grosset & Dunlap, the New
York publishers, who have caused a
popular-priced edition of "K" to be
printed. Every large bookseller in the
United States has been circularized. The
advantage of having an exclusive window
display of the novel "K" just prior to
the presentation of the picture is urged
as the best kind of a selling campaign
for not only the book but for the picture.

"For Sale."
with Pathe's
Publicity
Good
Farsighted
exhibitors
who have already
booked "For Sale," the Pathe feature
play released June 9, will find that they
have obtained something especially fine,
according
to all reports.
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Edna Goodrich to Make Series of Mutual Productions
EDNA GOODRICH has begun work on
"The Gadabout," the first of a newseries of productions to be released
through the exchanges of the Mutual Film
Corporation. The pictures are to be made
at the studios of the Biograph Company
in New York. David Powell has been specially engaged to support Miss Goodrich
in "The Gadabout." It is under the direction of Burton King, whose screen career
covers a series of successful productions,
including "The Public Defenders," "The
Flower of Faith" and "A Soul of a Magdalen."
The Goodrich pictures will be released
at intervals beginning August 5, following "Impossible Susan" in the Mutual
schedule.
"The Gadabout" is the work of Maibelle
Heikes Justice, whose status as a writer
of picture plays has been amply established by important successes released by
various distributors of quality dramas.
She is the .author of "The End of the
Trail," starring William Farnum; "Durant
of the Bad Lands," in which Dustin Farnum played; "The Glory of Yolande," an
Anita Stewart vehicle, and plays in which
Mary Miles Minter and Peggy Hyland have
starred.
"A very large collection of material, including all that we thought best in the
New York play market,
has been consid-

Good Supporting Cast
for "A Man's World"
AN exceptional cast of players has been
engaged by Metro to support
Stevens in the picturization of
Crothers' big Broadway success, "A
World," which is being produced
the direction of Herbert Blache.

Emily
Rachel
Man's
under

John Frederick
Merkyl is Miss
Stevens'
leading
man.
Truesdell
plays
the
heavy lead. Florence Short, whose last
Metro appearance was as Mrs. Standish
in "The Outsider" with Emmy Wehlen,
portrays an Italian opera singer. Walter Hiers, well known as a provoker of
mirth, essays the light comedy role of
an Irish dramatist.
Baby Ivy
Ward, Metro's
four-year-old
actress,
is Kiddie,
a mischievous
boy.
Lucile Dorrington is cast as the mother
of Kiddie. Sidney Bracy plays a French
artist. Vera Royer is a water-color artist. Vinnie Burns, who is remembered
as a Lubin star under the name of June
Daye, plays a slavey character role. Lisle
Leigh is cast as the landlady of the quaint
French lodging house. Jack Newton is
seen as a book reviewer.
Lytell Company
Goes to Catalina.
Bert Lytell and members of his support in the Metro production, "No Man's
Land." are on location at Catalina Island.
The star's second picture under the Metro
banner is well along, a majority of the
interior scenes and a number of exteriors
having been filmed before the company
left the Hollywood studios for the Pacific
Coast resort so renowned for its natural
bea ui les,
Catalina was chosen as the locale for
the Lytell picture because many of the
Stirring episodes
in "No Man's Land," an
adaptation by Mr. Lytell and A. s. Le Vino
of Louis Joseph Vance's novel, take place
on a desolate island in the Pacific, where
:i young man Calselj aeeused and Convicted Of a murder
runs
biS nemesis
to
earth and works out ins own regeneration,

Strong Cast in Mix's "Ace High."
Although Tom Mix ami his extraordinary
ability as a horseman aii' (he major attraction in "Ace High." the current William FOX release, the picture is made
notable hy a particularly strong cast.
One of the supporting players is little
Virginia Lee Corbin, Another is Louis Sargent, and a third is Kathleen
Connors, an

ered in selecting the coming vehicles for
Miss Goodrich," remarked James M. Sheldon, the Mutual president, who is devoting a large share of personal attention to
the matter of production as a preliminary
to the execution of important distribution
"There are few women of the stage and
plans.
screen so well known to the followers of
the drama, throughout the United States
and abroad, as Miss Goodrich. She is famous most particularly as a woman of
beauty
andword
beautiful
dress.
to be the
that fits
best,'Regal'
and weseems
are
seeking to express that in the productions
to come. We aim and expect to put into
the productions the material which will
make it possible for the exhibitor to realize to the maximum on the name and fame
of Miss
Miss Goodrich
Goodrich."has had a period of several months' rest, spent at Palm Beach
and her newly completed country home at
Mamaroneck, near New York. She is entering the production
"The Gadabout"
with special
energy andof fitness.
might be
"The York,
Gadabout"
is As
a society
tale,expected,
laid in New
with
some highlight splashes of color and lively
action. It is the story of a society-mad
lady who finds other things and an opportunity for playing a bigger game for a
bigger stake.

June 8. 1918
ingnettthe Cohen.
picture from a scenario by BenThe cast consists of Kathleen Connors
George Nicholls, C. McHugh, Jack Dill
Annette DeFoe. Val Haul, E. E. Wallace
and Clarence
Burton.

Eddie Polo has Big Top
for "Lure of the Circus'
"th<
to as work
referred
oftenscreen,"
POLO, the
EDDIE
Hercules
started
l new
last weekof on
the sensationa
serial, "The Lure of the Circus," a chaptered melodrama of life under the "bis.
top."
MaloneJ. will
be seen as famec
Polo's
leadingMolly
woman.
P. McGowan,
for the excitement he injected into th<
Helen Holmes railroad series, has beer
engaged
by the
"Big E.
U" Wing
as director
foi
Eddie Polo.
William
is writing
the script for the production.
The Sells-Floto circus, playing a three
day special engagement in Los Angeles
was commandeered by Director McGowai
for several extra performances in orde
to take a score of the scenes for th<
serial. A monster tent will be erectec
at Universal City, and for the next fev
months every day will be circus day.
The Universal zoo will play no smal
part in this serial of side-shows, pink
tighted women and red lemonade.

actress of ability who makes her debut
with the Fox forces in this picture. Others
in the cast are Lloyd Perl, Lawrence Peyton, Colin Chase, Jay Motley and Pat
Chrisman.
The story, ■which was written and staged
by Lynn Reynolds, is laid in the Canadian
Northwest and depicts the exploits of Mix
as a member of the Mounted Police.
"Missing" is Full of Pathos.
In his latest Paramount picture, "Missing1," taken from the well-known and
widely- read novel by Mrs. Humphry Ward,
J. Stuart Blackton is developing a story
that cannot fail to impress by its dignity
and power, presenting as it does the
woman's side of the great conflict. The
scenario is by J. Stuart Blackton ami
James Young; the latter is directing- with
the Commodore supervising. The story in
brief is that of two sisters, one an elderly
and much-soured woman, and the other
young- and beautiful. The former hopes to
replenish the family exchequer by marrying off her sister to wealth and title. The
story is full of pathos, yet shows the bravery of women in the face of great sacrifices.
Mix Starts "Slow Burgess."
Tom
Mix lias started the transfer
to
celluloid of Charles Alden Seltzer's story,
"Slow Burgess."
Lynn Reynolds is direct-

Alice

Brady

in "The Order
(Select).

of

Rosetta

Fox
Reviews Nine Months' Issue of Standard Picture
Fox; Films call attention to the fact
that it is just a year since work was
started on "The Spy," tin- first issue
under
Standard
Pictures,
was
the initial
Standard
release "The
ami Spy"
was sent
out on August 10.
Director Richard Stanton commenced on
that drama in the latter part of May.
ami since then Fox has made twenty Other
films for release as Standard Pictures.
Here are the pictures and the order in
which
they have been issued:
"The Spy,
Die Honor System," "Jack
and
the
Beanstalk,
Phe
Conquerer,"
"Camille." "When a Man Sees Red,"
•Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp,"
"The Rose of Blood," "Treasure Island."
"A Daughter of the Gods," "Troublemakers," "I'll Barry," "Cheating the rublie." "The Forbidden Path," "Les Miserables," "Woman and the Law." "Rough
and Ready,"
"The Blindness of Divorce,"

"The Soul of Buddha," and "True Blue."
Among the more attractive production
for Standard that are to be released withi
the next few months are "The Caillau
Case." "Queen of the Sea," "Under th
Yoke." and "Riders of the Purple Sage."
"When we made our preliminary an
nouncement about the forthcoming drama
last year, we promised that Standard Pic
tores would be all that their name implie
— films worthy to be a Standard of com
a company
parison,"
have beensays
careful,
as the statement.
list shows,"Wt
cover a wide range of subjects. We hav
made historical plays and have had im
personated historical characters of firs
importance: we have screened propogand
films such as 'Woman and the Law' an
of Divorce.' and we wet
rue Blindness
responsible
for the innovation that was in
and the Beanstalk' antroducedin as
others
thatMack
series."
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"Doing Their Hit" Is
Comedy-Drama for Lees
IANB and Kal herlnc Le< . u 1111am i
• i' i bj i ;i and
tai
u ho hai •■ b<
tlve i.i i bej ond t heli
i t he
\ arloua drh ea for wai i undi .i rid n ho
been lending their efforts to putting the
Red I Iroaa i und over t be top, did a doubii
patriotic duty last week. Bj strenuous
work they <■
pleted a finely apirlted picture thai la described as "showing now
two pettlcoal patriot) li nd a hand to Uncle
The photoplay was written ar
bj Kenean
Buel, win. has had chai
a n of t he atarlei a' \ ehiclei
Mr. B*o
i the title. "Doing Their Bit," for the
subject, which is of the, comedy-drama
in."

Scene from "What

the

•What the Wind Did" Is
Story of Black and White
THE

horrors
of a white
mother
who
a black
baby
in her perambulator have frequently
been
pictured, but the fury of a black mother who
finds a white baby on her hands has been
cleverly
portrayed
in "What
the Wind
the Strand-Mutual
comedy
starring
Hillie Rhodes, scheduled for release June
4. What
the wind
actually
did was to
the black mother's baby check into
the hands
of a white
baby's
youthful
nurse.
The
indignation
of the black's
mammy
knew
no
bounds
when
the
nursery attempted
to give her a white
baby.
A world of funny things happen in the
tment
store nursery,
including
the
embarrassment
of a youthful
gallant to
whom
the safety of a pretty baby has
been entrusted.
finds

Screen Telegram Shows
Events Home and Abroad
\ MERICAN troops being rushed across
£\ the plains of Picardy to help check
the drive of the Huns in the world's
greatest battle is a graphic scene in
ti Telegram Xo. 25, released by Mutual May 26. Other war pictures in this
issue show heroic French soldiers taking
a huge contingent of German shock
troops after a fierce encounter at Maille
Raineval.
-peeial feature of Screen Telegram
. t. released May 22, shows President
Wilson viewing the start of the aerial
mail route. The first plane is seen leaving Washington with special delivery
mail for New
York.
The first pictures ever presented of the
greatest boat building plant in the world
at Hog Island. Pennsylvania, are seen in
this issue of Screen Telegram. The plant
is putting on extra steam and running
full shifts in order to rush ships for
Pershing.
Official French war pictures show the
destruction of towns along the western
front as a result of the recent great offensive of the Kaiser's hordes.
Pauline Frederick Plays Gypsy Role.
To portray the role of a "tiger woman"
artistically, necessarily calls for talents
of a high order, and "Her Final Reckoning," a Paramount picture released June
9, makes heavy demands upon Pauline
Frederick, who stars in such a role as
Marsa, the half-gypsy heroine of this photoplay, which was adopted by Charles E,
Whittaker from "Prince Zilah," the play
by Jules Claretie, the noted Franch dramatist. Mr. Whittaker's scenario is an elab-

Wind

Did" (Mutual).
oration of the stage play. In which Miss
Frederick plays the two roles of herself
and her mother.
"Her Final Reckoning" is the first Paramount picture directed by Emile Chautard.
John Miltern plays the chief supporting
male role.

New Irene Castle Picture Pleases.
"The Mysterious Client," Irene Castle's
latest feature, recently described as "one
of the best mystery plays that ever came
out of a developing laboratory," is proving one of the best attractions among the
current Pathe features. Milton Sills and
Warner Oland. who made such individual
and collective hits with the star in the
serial "Patria," appear again with her in
"The Mysterious
Client." It is an unusual play.
It was made under the direction of
Fred Wright from the clever story by
Charles Davey. The scenario was written by Roy Somerville. The story opens
as a conventional society drama, but rapidly assumes the character and intensity
of a gripping melodrama as the exciting
scenes are unfolded.
Mile. Una
Dances
for Universal.
Mile. Una, headlined over the Orpheum
circuit as a premiere danseuse and featured in a similar capacity with the California grand opera company and Oliver
Morosco's "So Long Letty," spent a day
at Universal City recently, appearing as
a dancer in the big cafe scene in "Disand Genevra," Dorothy Phillips'
Universal ciplineproduction.

Sa
With the completion of the production,
type.
Jane
and [Catherine did further good work
by accepting an invitation to he a conspicuous part of the entertainment mranged by Private Irving Berlin for his
colleagues at Camp 1'pton. The children
were not only by far the youngest perBona
I .its.- ii t — on cither side Of the footlights
OH the Yaphank stage — but they were also
the only motion picture players there.
The Lees' skit consisted of a song by
Jane, a recitation by Katherine, and B
dance by both.

Madge Evans
Wins
Honors.
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo has
just conferred a high honor on Madge
Evans, the World's kiddie star. Little
Madge has received from Secretary McAdoo an honor button in recognition of
her efforts in behalf of the Third Liberty
Loan. Madge made a great number of personal appearances during the campaign
for this loan, and also made speeches herself, selling more bonds than any other
child actress. Madge has also been made
a major in the Junior American Guard,
an organization of young patriots who
are whole-heartedly serving their country
in many capacities.

Air Raid Boosts Film's Drawing Power.
The recent raid upon the city of London
by Hun aviators has served to arouse interest in "The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21,"
reports General Film, which is distributing
this two-part war news thriller for the
Interstate Film Company. Exhibitors have
been quick to realize the great advertising
value of this subject at the present time
and are booking it for extended runs as a
feature production. It presents the amazing manner in which the British capital is
defended from air raids and culminates
with the destruction of the murderous
dirigible that was brought down on English soil.

Hulette and Hale Lead Patheof twenty
in "For
Sale" on June 9
episodes, as has been announced,
BACKED
by strong indorsements of
critics who have enjoyed private
showings of "For Sale," Pathe's program for release the week of June 9 appears to be a fitting successor, from a boxoffice standpoint, to the one for June 2,
which was headed by "The Yellow Ticket."
In "For Sale," in which Gladys Hulette
and Creighton Hale have the leading roles.
Pathe has come upon an unexpected "find."
Everybody who has seen the play has become enthusiastic. The title is strong as
a draw, the acting, production and Story
remarkable, and the play stands up with
a strong and unconventional punch at the
end.
'•Underworld Allies" is the title of the
two-reel episode ( Xo. 14) of "The House
of Hate." in which Pearl White and Antonio Moreno are given plenty of opportunity for dare-devil stuff. This Pathe
serial seems to be growing in intensity
and strength of plot. There will be a total

and it appears that each builds to a more
absorbing climax.
Harold Lloyd comedies are becoming the
one best bet with the Pathe branches, and
in "Sic 'Em, Towser." the new one released on this program, the young screen
funmaker, wfho has discarded all conventional "comedy" make-up save for a pair
of horn-rimmed spectacles, and gets over
better than ever, is going strong.
Part V Of "Britain's Bulwarks," the Official British War series, released exclusively by Pathe, has to do with the work
of drifters and mine sweepers in the dan-

Theger zone.
scenic for release on this program
is that one described as a sure draw for
summer business, "Yosemite in Winter,"
showing the beautiful snow-clad scenes of
the garden spot of America.
Hearst-Pathe News Xo. 48 is released
June 12; Xo. 49 on June 15.
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bniversal Starts Drive
on Its Two-Reel Dramas

Scene

from

"To

Hell

With

the

Kaiser"

(Metro).

To Hell
Hellwithwith
the Kaiser" Is the
to Kaiser.
be Made
Big Grant,
Scalean
He is on
Lawrence
the Kaiser," a seven-act

TO

super-feature built around the obsessions of Germany's mad war lord, is
Screen Classics, Inc., latest offering. The
final scenes of this production, which has
been made on an unprecedented scale, with
an all-star cast and a company of twelve
hundred, will be finished and assembled
within the next few days. Metro will distribute it.
Based largely on facts which Screen
Classics, Inc., had access to during the
making of the picture, the story is most
dramatic and sensational. In a highly
original manner it reveals the machinations of Europe's military monster before
and during the war, his contempt for
Americans and their ideals, his elaborate
plans to crush France and destroy Russia
and partition the world, including the
United States, among his sons and his
court favorites; his indorsement of and
order to Germany's chemists to employ
deadly gases in the war, the true circumstances under which he ordered the sinking of the Lusitania, the raiding of hospitals, his plan for the disintegration of
Russia, and other intimate glimpses into
the character of Germany's ruler never accurately and fully revealed before.
Throughout the drama runs a gripping
and appealing love story. The scenario
is by June Mathis and the direction was
under George Irving and a staff of capable
assistants.
Through the co-operation of the Government a fleet of aeroplanes is shown to
give a faithful idea of what real air lighting at the front Is like. These scenes
are doubly interesting because the heroine,
played by Olive Tell, and the hero, John
Sunderland, a real aviator who has seen
much service at the front in the air, take
part in these (lights.
Miss Tell is a former Frohman star, and
only recently left Broad-way to appear especially in tins production. Mr. Sunderland as well as being an aviator hero of
many battles around Liege and Namur and
Tpres at the beginning of the war is an
abtor of exceptional talents.
The producers have made a most happy
selection In choosing the player to portray
Russell's Second Comes June 24.
William
Russell's
next production
for
"Mill ual is "rp li.ini.i iii c I load." a story
ol sabotage and how a wide-awake American chap frustrated the plotters. The
scenario was written by Elizabeth Mahoney from a story by Stephen Fox, and
the production made under the direction
of Harry King. This is the second picture made by William Russell Productions, Inc., the first of which was "Hearts
or Diamonds'"' It is set for release June
24.

Englishman, who has made a study of the
German ruler. The Crown Prince is
played by Earl Schenck, who has previously distinguished himself in this despicable role. All of the Kaiser's retinue, including Von Hindenburg, Von Hollweg,
Von Tirpitz, Mackensen, Von Moltke and
General Truchess, are portrayed with true
characterization. Frank Currier plays
Miss Tell's father, and W. P. Lewis has
the part of Satan, the Kaiser's co-partner.

The first of the two-reel dramas upon
which Universal will make a drive for
several months is scheduled for release
on June 10. It inaugurates the attempt
of President Laemmle to turn back the
clock to the time when every person connected with- the motion picture industry
was prosperous and happy. That was the
time exhibitors were presenting programs
made up entirely of short-reel subjects.
In making its selection for its first
release Universal has picked a good average product, refusing for the sake of
future business to place its best foot forward and give the exhibitors the best
of the two-reel subjects, several score of
which have been made.
"Play Straight or Fight" is the title of
the first of the two-reelers. It is essentially a western, with Helen Gibson playing the lead, and a supporting cast consisting of Hoot Gibson, M. K. Wilson and
G. Raymond Nye.
Miss Gibson appears in the role of a
strong-minded, upright, two-handed gunwoman, the protector of a younger
brother with all the vices of mankind as
a result of coming under the domination
of unscrupulous companions. The scenario is by Karl Coolidge from a story
by
Leon de la Matte. Paul Hurst directed.
Zoe Rae Back
in Los Angeles.
Little Zoe Rae, Bluebird's stellar child
actress, after six weeks in Chicago, where
she was loaned to Essanay for a picture,
has returned to Los Angeles Bluebird
studios, and will appear with Ruth Clifford and Kenneth Harlan in a new Rupert
Julian-directed
production.

Betzwood's
Premier, a Storymanyof types
China,
Nearly
Ready
other than
celestial ones
make
i HE Betzwood Film Company's first

T

production at their plant on the
Schuylkill River, at Betzwood, Pa., is
nearing completion under the direction of
Ira M. Lowry. The combination of its
star, Lady Tsen Mei,. said to be the only
Chinese woman film star; its Chinese settings, its story by J. Allan Dunn, and its

her a "find." It is the purpose of the
Betzwood Film Company to present her
in various roles of the Far East in big
stories written around those types. In
the present story of China and Washington no expense is being spared to secure
the richest settings and costumes to surround their star.

Mr. Lowry was producer of "For the
Freedom of the World," and for many
years at the head of film studios and
laboratories. The supporting cast is composed of Robert Elliott, Benjamin
Hendricks, Jr.. and Herbert Pattee and
a host of Chinese actors and actresses.
Camera and laboratory are under the expert handling of William Cooper and
Davide Calcogni.
The Betzwood company announces that
on or about June 3 they will begin production of their second feature starring
Louis Bennison, the stage star of "Johnn>
Get Your Gun." who will be presented ir
a "Western" feature of a different type
It will be a comedy-drama based upor
the character creation of "Sandy Burke'
by J. Allan Dunn.
Arrangements for release have not ye
been made, all possible attention being
given to making
these productions.
With its unusual facilities, location
stars and big laboratory equipment
stages. 500 acres of variable scenery oi
its own plant, the Betzwood bids fair t<
become one of the big producing plants
Its first release will be ready some tim<
in July, and its second a month later.
Lady

Tsen

Mei.

generally
unusual
atmosphere
augur
its
being
a
"feature
de
luxe."
In introducing Lady Tsen Mei. a brilliant
si. me star of the vaudeville circuit, the
producers feel they have an unusual and
versatile Him star to introduce. Quite
apart fromtionality,
the however,
novelty
of Tsen toMei's
naher ability
portray

Theda Bara Working on Brueil Story.
"The Message of the Lilies" is the ten
Thed.
tative title of the picture on which
Bara is working, but this is to be changec
it is understood. The story was writte:
by Betta Brueil and the scenario by E
Lloyd Sheldon. J. Gordon Edwards is di
rector, this being the twenty-seventh h
has done since joining the Fox forces.
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Gaumont Invites Suggestions for Name of New Serial
Endeavoring

to

Find

an

Appropriate and
One
Origin ally

* SSISTED
by many
buyers
« ho have
\ ipplied tor territory on the ten episode serial which is being prepared
fur early release, the Gaumont Company
|i wrestling with the subject of a title
which will not only describe the principal character, but be short, snappy and
attraeti\ e.
The hero, whose daring: deeds and thrilling adventures gain the sympathy of the
spectators, is a man who has been wronged
and for years supposed to be dead. lie
returns and finds a man who stole his fortune and attempts to kill him. When his
e is completed, he becomes a
Champion of the oppressed.
It was at first decided to call the serial
■The Man From the Dead," but the word
"dead" has a gruesome look, and this is
said to be anything but a gruesome picture. Several exhibitors have suggested
"The Avenger of Wrongs," and, as this
title is aptly descriptive, it may be used.
The Gaumont Company will be glad to
receive suggestions of other titles which
may be more suitable.

Cartoons and Ditmars
Subject on Same Reel
THE

title of the latest Katzenjammer
Kid animated cartoon offering' of the
International
Film
Service,
released
by Educational Films Corporation is "Fishermen's Luck," and. as the name implies,
the theme is "fish."
The Captain and the Professor are supposed to do the fishing- and while the Promakes
a very successful
"catch,"
the Captain,
thanks
to the Kids,
only
catches a cold.
With the aid of a trained
Suck to steal his bait, a dead whale with
a live cat and a bulldog
inserted as its
..ins. and a stovepipe camouflage as a periscope, the rejuvenated
sea
monster makes the captain's life a miserable one. But he who laughs last has the
of the are
argument,
and the
the Captain's
tormentors
far from
laughing
when
the Captain
invokes
the aid
of an octopus to administer punishment to
Kids.
"Night Animals" is the title of the Ditmars picture on this same reel. The longtailed tropical o'possum is shown and the
manner in which it adapts itself to a life
in the trees.
This is a slow but sure creature that depends largely upon the use of
Its prehensile
tail, and
is very
easily
caught.
Another interesting- specimen
of
the nig-ht animals is the ant eater of South
America.
When in captivity this animal's
consists mostly
of milk.
The sloth.
an animal very unprepossessing- in appearance, is shown.
A peculiarity of this animal is that it will not take
its meals
otherwise
than from the protection
of a
basket.
"Eagle's Eye" Aids Liberty Loan Drive.
The worth of "The Eagle's Eye" and the
le Sam Trailers" used on each episode,
according to the report of the manager
of the Hippodrome theater, Newport, Kentucky, is visible in the showing- made by
that city and Campbell county in the recent Liberty Loan Drive, the county subscribing 2S2 per cent, of its quota, while
Newport quadrupled its assignment. It
aroused
talk, enthusiasm
and bitterness

More
Pleasant-Sounding
Title
Thai:
Selected.
toward Germany, put the people in proper
mood to heed the admonition of the trailer
i" buj Libert] Bonds. Thej became
boosters, signed up themselves for bonds
and urged their friends to do so.

Robert Elliott Appears
in New Graphic Picture
ONE of the principal roles In the torthg
Ing Graphic
production,
"When
.Man
Betrays,"
produced
by
Ivan
\br.imson.
that of Raymond
Edwards,
is
portrayed by Hobert Elliot, an actor of
long and varied stage experience.
Born in Tipperary, Ireland, he began
his career as a newspaper man. lie then
appeared In London in repertoire with Sir
Herbert l'.eerbohm Tree, Sir Johnston
Forbes Uobertson, and Sir George Alexander. He is also the author of several
successful one-act plays which he produced in the English provinces, and is
likewise the author of a volume of theatrical short stories entitled "Between
Shows,"
which
had a large sale.
On coming to America, he again took
up newspaper work, and for three years
during Roosevelt's second term was employed by the government in a confidential
capacity. He later appeared on the stage
in New York in the leading role in "The
Country
Girl."
"When Man Betrays" is now being cut
and assembled and will be ready for release in the very near future.
Physical
Culture
in New
Offices.
Physical Culture Photoplays have moved
to larger quarters at 113-119 West Fortieth
street.
,

Pre-Release Bookings
for Marion Davies Film

Ft >i:
Is said
to to
| time In
the what
history
of the
Marcus
Loew
'" ' ' of I heaters, a mot Ion plct m . hai
been booked
for presentation
throughout
the Beventj days Bhowlng In Greater New
Voi k u Ithoul awaiting
i he completion oi
having
seen the til ill . This unusual
pro
ceedlng
was taken in contracting for the
premier Showing
of Ma rum I )a\ :■
eeiia of the Pink Roses," adapted
from
Katharine
II. Taylor's novel of the same
title. \ number of o< her exhibitors have
also it.
booked
this picture without
having
seen
It Is claimed
that this production
will
enjoj the largest budget of pre-release
bookings In the hlstorj of the film business In America. This is said to be due
to the glowing reports from the studio, the
Interest attached to the film as the first
motion picture made by the musical comedy beauty at the bead of her own company, the big sale of the story in book
form and its popularity as a serial; the
ition enjoyed by its producer, Julius
Steger, and the whirlwind publicity campaign that has been given it. Many huge
electric signs on Broadway announce the
forthcoming- release, and this week an intensive billing starts.
Mr. Steger is now putting: the finishing
touches to the picture, cutting and preparing the titles so as to be in readiness
for the Loew showing commencing June
:;. The picture is said to be a story of
pathos and heart interest, dealing with the
vicissitude's Of a poor family suddenly
overtaken by immense wealth and its attendant responsibilities; and to afford an
interesting psychological study and to
have strong dramatic moments and touches
of comedy which are more strongly embook.
phasized upon the screen than in the

Scene from "Cecilia of the Pink Roses" (Marion Davies).
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Designed by Burton Rice

Paper

for "The
Unchastened
Woman"
the Work
of this Weil-Known
Artist — To
Be Used at Opening of Symphony
Theater, New York.
facility and command of lines should take
IT is with more than a little pride that
Dr. Lamberger, of the Rialto-De Luxe
him ever farther along the road to artistic success.
Production, "The Unchastened Woman,"
calls attention to the paper for the opening at the Symphony theater at Ninetyfifth street and Broadway, New York.
Miss Grace Valentine, star in this Oliver
Morosco photoplay, is featured, and her
beauty and the unique character she porGAUMONT Graphic
8 shows
inauguration of the No.
United
States the
aerial
mail service. The aeroplanes leaving
New York at 11.30 a. m. on May 15, and
three hours and twenty minutes later
Major Fleet, of the Aerial Mail Service,
arriving in Washington and being greeted
by President Wilson, the Cabinet, Foreign
Ambassadors and other distinguished
guests are shown.
First stages of the German Drive of
March 21 are pictured, we see the British
holding back the Huns, the heavy artillery
in action, the bringing up of the left flank
of the French which reinforced the British, the evacuation of threatened villages,
the arrival of English reserves, thousands
of captured Germans, and finally the
American troops rushed to the front.
Another subject shows how by means
of scientific cultivation in France the land
is being made to yield the maximum. In
Chicago, an improved steam shovel digging
underground and doing the work of two
hundred men; the repairing and laundering of flags, and the training of boys for
the Navy are shown.
tNOLIVTRMOftOSCOS MOST BRILLIANT DRAMATIC
SUCCESS
The annual rush of students of the
University of Pennsylvania is depicted and
the motion picture actress Gertrude McCoy is shown, turning over her scrap
KkK'S'SK-AHSPfiS.™
supported
cy rRANK
books to be auctioned off for the benefit
AND
AN AU'SlAR CAST
DIRECTED
BY W1LUAM
Hu. MiLLS
of the Red Cross drive.

First Aerial Mail Trip
Shows in Gaumont Graphic

GRACE

VALENTINE

THE UNCHASTENED
WOMAN
A "Burton

Rice"

Poster.

trays are said to have proven a real inspiration to the artist, Burton Rice, of
Rice-Kavanaugh, Inc.
Like many of the successful artists Mr.
Rice came to New York unheralded and
unknown, and it is by the strength and
character of his individuality, so vividly
expressed in all his work, that he has
achieved recognition in a comparatively
short enlisted
time. After
year's workAmbulance
here Mr.
Rice
in thea American
Corps, and sailed for France in December,
1916.
So well did he perform his arduous duties that before returning to America he
was made a brevet-lieutenant. Like all
artists he felt the call of Paris, and studied there, but on account of conditions
there his plan of foreign work was given
up and he came back to New York.
It is claimed that in none of his work
has he so completely expressed his own
ideas of what poster art should be as in
the series of one, three, six and twentyfour sheet posters for "The Unchastened
Woman." Miss Valentine's head alone is
the extent of the pictorial work on the
twenty-four sheet, which presents striking color combination, and effective composition arrangement. Impressed as it is
with a certain distinction of drawing, in
both line and color, the secret is set forth
in Mr. Rice's own conception of the art
of the poster. "The object of the poster,"
lie says, "is primarily that of catching the
passing crowd. There is no time or room
for literary qualities. Attraction is the
first element; thai quality of distinction
expressed bj 'different' is another — luit all
its qualifies must be blended by that art
which conceals art. A poster must not be
fussy, simplieity In a poster is strength.
Color ail. Is charm, while grace too Is essential. It has been a pleasure to work
on 'The Unchastened Woman' series. Miss

Valentine's personality and the character

as well have lent themselves most happily
In effective poster designing."
That Mr. Rice is Still In his early twenties speaks well for his achievements Constant study, high i.leals. a marvelous color

Several Houses Increase
Runs on "The Eagle's Eye"

SOME of the. leading motion picture exhibitors have found "The Eagle's Eye"
such an attraction that they are inereasing the run of each episode. Nixon
iV- Nirdlinger recently forwarded a contract
calling for three days on each episode
instead of the two days originally booked
for the Colonial theater at Germantown.
Pa. Poli's Bijou at New Haven changed
original booking to open on Sunday night
instead of Monday, and the Strand theater
at Youngstown, Ohio, increased their original booking from three clays to four days
run on each episode.
S. Z. Poli, the proprietor of Poli's Theatrical Enterprises, wrote the following to
the Wharton Releasing Corporation in regard to the change at the Bijou:
"I am pleased to inform you that we
have been very successful in presenting
•The Eagle's Eye' the past few weeks by
opening il on Sundays rather than on
Mondays
as formerly.
"The Sunday opening gives a greater
seope for advertising in the Sunday papers and to my way of thinking, based
observation. 'The Eagle's Eye."
personalexploited
on
properly
by the man who exhibits it. is unquestionably one of the biggest draws on the screen, especially for
a Sunday night concert It is timely, and
surely authentic, which adds greatly to
its drawing powers."
"Universal
Appeal"
in "Mickey."
IN" speaking of the requirements for successful motion pictures a representative of the Western import Company
appeal is the guiding"A universal
says:toward
which producers are straining.
star
the essentials like
on
1
agree,
are
They
That is evident, for even
interest.
heart
of today
pictures
war
big
of the
some
to hind together
interest
have the heart
the other essentials of the play.
"The result Of producer, efforts, and how
far they have succeeded In producing this
universal appeal is evidenced by the pub-
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lic's response. Each of the objections is
only to an essential basic appeal which
has been overdone. How Mack Sennett,
who produce
' analyzed the situd 'Mickey,
ation is interest
ing and
unique. He su
pervised the direction. He could handle
the humorous situations, as humor was his
field, but he did not want 'Mickey' to be
a comedy, pure and simple. It must be
step ahead, interwoven with humor an
pathos, love and adventure. He therefore
secured four directors, each an expert in
his particular field. No one but an expert could have produced the original humorous
in 'Mickey' or the wonderful
horsesituations
race, or
the romantic wistful
love story, with its pathetic touches. And
no one could better portray the versatile,
mischievous little tomboy, or the vivacious
debutante heiress of a gold mine than
Mabel Normand. When the picture was
finished 'Mickey' was screened for a typical moving picture audience. They were
unanimous in their expressions of praise,
but to almost each one it appealed from a
quite different angle. That was Mack
Sennett's answer — 'Mickey' had the universal appeal he had aimed
for."
Stuart Holmes in "When Man Betrays."
In the new Graphic Film production
"When Man Betrays." directed by Ivan
Abramson. the "heavy" role, that of Frederick Barton, is portrayed by the wellknown actor Stuart Holmes. In this role
he is said to have created a character of
great worth from a dramatic point of viewibecause it so strongly emphasizes its unworthiness from a moral standpoint, and
shows the depths to which an unscrupulous man can descend in furtherance of
his own ends.
In contradistinction to his work on the
screen, Mr. Holmes is said to be in real
life a man of kindly impulses, intensely
fond of animals, and in no way to resemble the characters he portrays.
All of the scenes for ""When Man Betrays" have been "shot," the film is now
being cut and assembled, and will be ready
for release within a short time.
"It's a Great Life"-— Fifth Jester.
After much discussion as to what the
fifth of the Jester Comedies, featuring
Twede-Dan, the International Mirth
Maker, was to be named, the title "It's a
Great Life" was finally decided on. Giving a picture a proper name today is said
to be as big a problem as it is to get
the right kind of material, as a name can
hardly be suggested that has not in some
way been used before.
Mr. Steiner has impressed upon his
entire production staff that under no circumstances are they to use a name similar to one already on the market and in
no way to trade on what has gone before,
claiming that there is still enough originality left in the world of pictures to be
able to create new ideas.
New Leading Lady for King-Bee Films.
The King-Bee Comedy company at their
Hoolywood studio are working at top
speed. During the month of May they
turned out three two-reel comedies, namely "Bright and Early." "Straight and Narrow." and "Playmates."
In the last two comedies a new leading
ingenue is prominently cast. Her name is
Myrtle Lind. and she is said to he the
handsomest of all the beauties that have
Bees.
played opposite Billy West in the King"Playmates"
Is Latest
King
Bee.
The name of the new Billy West King
Bee Comedy just completed at the Hollywood studio is entitled "Playmates." It
will be released by the King-Bee Film
Corporation July 1.
'Die other "playmates" in this new comedv include Babe Hardy. Leo White, Budd

Director
i.Ethel
who makes
as an Chas.
actor '
Gibson, hisand debut
in
King-Bee Comedies, portraying a dope
Rend.
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Advertising Aids For
Fourth Petrova Picture
order that exhibitors
may
exploit
mpered
Steel," the fourth
speolal
rova picture on the widest
Boale,
arrangements have boon completed wherethe First
NationalPicture
Exhibitors'
and by the
Petrova
Company Circuit
will
publicity forces to accomplish
this
of "Tempered
toTheofferstoryunlimited
possibility Stool"
In theis
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Severn! Sales of Territory Announced by W. H.
Ki

lit

1\

Wll.

Hamilton
Subjects
to Twenty-six Chaplins and Sixt een Shorty
William S. Hart Feature D isposed of for Several States.

PRODUCTIONS
COMPANY
report considerable activity in connection with tio
i
-I the pictures they ore marketing,
Including the

Film

Corporation

offered

and

Fourth

110,000 for the

"luio hi ut the mystery which wu» to \,<• i in i he tw<, closing reels.
The prise
was won by a st. Louis stenographer.
of this serial from 47,000
fourth
spooi.il
William
S. Hail
reissue,
(eel to 6,000 feet is said to have eon.su ined
"Staking
His
Life."
seven
months
and
t wo weeks, during which
During
the past
week,
the following
time the 111 111 was run off several hundred
sales were eonstimmatod : Series of twenlv iiiii.;; while I be In si seel ions were being
~i\
Chaplin amireissues;
for Colorado.
I'tali.
selected, ami the story gradually reduced
Wyoming
New Mexico,
to Foursquare
in lengl h. in it
hape, the thrills,
Pictures, Denver; for northern New Jersej
suspense and continuity tire said to have
t.i Frank Qersten, incorporated, Now fork,
been retained.
N. V.; for Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and
The United States and Canadian rights
Kansas, to Phil Goldstone, Omaha; for
to the serial are controlled by the RanWashington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho,
dolph Film Corporation, arid the revised
t,, Greater Features Company, Seattle; for
six-reel edition is being sold on state
Ohio and Kentucky, to Standard Film SerCleveland; for Michigan to Strand ' rlghl basis by Arrow Film Corporation,
Times
Building,
New York.
Features, Detroit, and for New York to
Magnet Film Exchange.
Series of sixteen Shorty Hamilton tworeei comedy drama reissues: For Georgia, Alabama. Tennessee, South Carolina
and Florida, to E. & H. Film Company,
Atlanta, for Iowa and Nebraska, to Phil
AMONG
the many
of interest
in
Gaumont
News items
Number
Nine are
Goldstone, Omaha; for Ohio and Kentucky,
to standard Film Service. Cleveland; for
views showing President Wilson
leading the parade in New York which
Michigan, to Standard Film Service, Detroit; for Delaware. Maryland, District of
inaugurated the Red Cross drive for $100,Columbia and Virginia, to Standard Film
000,000, also a view of the President, toAttractions, Washington, and for New
gether with Mrs. Wilson and Colonel
House.
York, to Magnet Film Exchange.
The arrival at San Francisco of 300 BelWilliam S. Hart feature reissue, "Stakgian fighters who are returning from
ing His Life": For Illinois and Indiana,
Russia to the western front, after Jourto Unity Film Co., Chicago; for Iowa, Neneying across Siberia and the Pacific
braska, Kansas and Missouri, to Phil GoldOcean is also pictured. Accompanying
stone, Omaha; for northern New Jersey to
these soldiers is Madame Maria BotchFrank Gersten, Inc., New York City; for
karova, who organized the famous Russian
New York, to Magnet Film Exchange,
Now York.
"Battalion of Death."
In connection with the war news, the
battle in progress on the Picardy front occupies a prominent portion of this reel.
There are shown, soldiers and "tanks"
hurrying to the front, the bombardment
by the monster guns which stopped the
CAPTAIN ROBERT WARWICK, star of
Prussian
advance, the replacement by
"The Accidental Honeymoon," only
fresh soldiers of those fatigued by ceasesaw the screen presentation of this,
less fighting, and thousands of Germans
his latest picture, a few days ago; after
happy because they have been captured.
many thousands of his admirers had alAnother scene shows Captain Resnati,
ready seen it.
Actors have their favorite roles and best
of the Royal Italian Flying Corps, who
liked vehicles, and Captain Warwick is
recently plunged to his death while exsaid to have a warm affection for this
hibiting a large Caproni bi-plane. The
testing of thousands of pigeons, to be
production. It was his last work before
used by the army, a military horse show
going to the fighting front in France from
reel.
and other timely subjects complete the
which he recently returned. As it was
not possible for him to pass upon the actual screen result before going abroad, he
arranged to see it immediately upon his
return.
In speaking of this rather unique exHAROLD J. BINNEY, who produces the
Captain Warwick
"So long
"Josh Binney Comedies," is building
a time hadperience,
elapsed
between said,
the making
of
a thoroughly up to date laboratory In
the picture and my inspection of it, and
Jacksonville, Florida. The new building
so much has happened to me in that time,
will be of steel and concrete faced with
that I was able to look upon it in a very
cream colored brick and will be of fireimpartial way. It almost seemed to me
proof construction throughout. It will be
as though it was another actor rather than
located on Ninth street immediately admyself, who was appearing before me.
joining the Klutho Studios, in which Mr.
However, I was immensely pleased at the
Binney is producing his pictures.
production and will say, though I fear it
This laboratory is designed very much
may seem a trifle immodest, that I think
like the one which he built in Houston,
the 'Accidental Honeymoon' one of the
Texas, for the Master Motion Picture Company, which was pronounced by many as
most pleasing pictures I ever worked in."
being the most Ideal in the country. It
is necessary, in the South, to give great
care to atmospheric temperatures and this
condition is uniquely taken care of in the
new plant.
A circulation of air will always be maintained and the means of heating or cooling
THEnow revised
result of
is the Mystery,"
released, Dollar
being "Million
same,
so as to be able to always maintain
cutting down the original serial,
an even temperature of 65 degrees is very
which is said to have been one of the most
simple and effective. The system used is
successful serials ever filmed.
the result of long and careful study and
Produced originally by the Thanhouser
Film Corporation from a story by Harold
many experiments on Mr. Binney's part.
This side of picture producing is not one
McGrath arranged for the screen by Lloyd
that every director attempts to master,
Lonergan, it was directed by the late
but It has been more or less of a hobby
Howell Hansel ,and numbered among the
with Mr. Binney. His work in this recast, James Cruze, Marguerite Snow, Sidspect has resulted in many unusual and
ney Bracey, Frank Farrington Irving Cumnovel effects in his comedies. It is anmings, and the late Florence LaBadie.
nounced that the new laboratory will be
It -was released in twenty-three episodes
of two reels each, and the Thanhouser
operating not later than the first of July.

"News" No. 9 Shows President
Leading Red Cross Parade

Scene from "Tempered Steel" (Petrova).
way of exploitation and advertising, inasmuch as it is a melodrama with innumerable "punch" scenes and wonderful phophic effects. The following exploitation aids and accessories have been pre1 at the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit office for the benefit of exhibitors.
A varied assortment of one, three, six
and twenty-four sheet posters, complete
sets of black and white photographs, size
of scenes from the play. A set of
photographs size 11x14 for lobby display.
Additional photographs of the star herself
and scenes from the play in size 22x28 for
lobby and window display. A complete assortment of single column and double
column cuts suitable for newspaper use,
together with slides, novelty heralds, window cards, and a four-page press sheet
containing suggestions and other aids.
Combined with this advertising matter,
the publicity department of the Petrova
Picture Company will offer for the use of
exhibitors the following material: Special cuts of Madame Petrova and her leading man, Thomas Holding, suitable for
newspaper, magazine and program use, together with matrixes of same. A complete
set of thumb nail cuts of Madame Petrova
and Thomas Holding to be used as a border for newspaper advertisements. Special
photographs of Madame Petrova and
Thomas Holding in several different poses
for newspaper and program use. Excluphotographs done in sepia brown of
Madame Petrova, together with a set of
photographs size 10x14 for lobby display
and additional special pictures of the Polish star size 15x20 personally autographed.
Special twenty-four sheet art stands of
Madame Petrova and publicity stories, together with suggestions and stunts.
In addition, the Petrova Picture Company has prepared a beautiful lobby display novelty for the use of exhibitors. It
consists of a photograph on glass of the
Polish actress, done in several colors.
This novelty is electrically lighted and as
the passerby watches, the photographicpose changes into many different positions,
each change being accompanied by a different color effect.
Twede Dan Starts on Tenth Jester.
Twede Dan, the International Mirth
Maker, has returned from a brief vacation and will start work on the tenth,
eleventh and twelfth of the Jester Comedies, which will complete the work of the
first year's output, and bring the releases
up to January, 1919.

Warwick Back Gets First
View of His Last Picture

Binney Building Laboratory

"Million Dollar Mystery"
a Thrilling Six-Reeler
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Stamp

Tour

for "Patience Spa rhawk," Her Fifth Special Picture, and Is
Trip.
Getting Ready for Country-Wide
on their series of Chaplin reissues, Shorty
MADAME
OLGA PETROVA is now
Hamilton reissues and the fourth William
winding up her affairs prior to her
departure on a country-wide tour in
S.
Hart feature reissue "Staking His Life,"
behalf of the Thrift Stamp movement.
is made in a story in another column of
this issue.
The final scenes of "Patience Sparhawk,"
her fifth special production, were filmed
during the past week, and she expects to
leave New York early in June. Her
representatives is in Washington at the
THE
work
of re-editing
and retitling
present time conferring with government
productions
which
are
being
released by. the W. H. Productions
officials regarding co-operation during the
campaign.
Company,
including
the William
S. Hart
and Bessie Barriscale
features,
together
Many requests are said to have been received from War Saving Stamp Committees throughout the country for Madame
Petrova to work in conjunction with their
efforts, including a wire from D. S. Culver,
of the Minneapolis commission, to Petrova's
representative: "Understand you start nation-wide tour next Monday to promote
war saving stamp purchases, please register this as most urgent request that you
be sent to Minnesota between now and
May 20 for week in this state; need you
badly, as we have drive scheduled first
week June."
Efforts are being made to arrange for
the use of a special train so that no time
may be lost in making jumps from one
territory to another. The itinerary will
embrace Philadelphia, Washington, Boston,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Des
Moines, Omaha, Butte, Laramie, Denver,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Phoenix, Tucson, Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta and New
York.
It is said that the trip will be exploited
in the same manner as a theatrical attraction, with advance agents, twenty-four
sheet billing, and newspaper stories. A
camera man will also accompany the party
McGovern.
to film items of interest and make a pictorial record of the trip.
with the series of Shorty Hamilton, Charlie Chaplin and Keystone comedies, is being done by Elmer J. McGovern, who is
the production
editor.
Work of this kind requires considerable
experience and understanding of the variCONTRACTS recently entered into by
ous phases of the motion picture industry,
Foursquare Pictures provide for the
and
Mr. McGovern in addition to possessshowing of "Men," the Bacon-Backer
ing these requirements is also acquainted
six-reel feature, in some of the William
with a large number of exhibitors and
Fox theaters, including the Terminal thehas made a thorough study of the industry
ater In Newark, the Academy of Music in
for a number of years, having practically
New York, and other first run houses in
this circuit.
grown up with it.
In the past four or five months he has
In addition to the interest in the story
re-edited
and retitled twenty-eight Keyand strong cast, the settings, which are
stone comedies. three
Hart
features.
the work of George Backer, are said to be
u feature of the production. "Those who
know Mr. Backer's skill as a builder are
aware that he is no less expert in the
matter of interior furnishings," says an
officialtheofclosest
Foursquare,
'Men' lie
gave
attention"and
withto respect
to
the design of the settings and selection
and arrangement of furniture, hangings
decorations.''
andReports
from the various exchanges are
said to Indicate thai exhibitors
an- well
pleased with this picture, and a large number Of bookings are being Secured.
Finishes

Final

Scenes

Elmer J. McGovern

Fine Settings a Feature
of Bacon-Backer Picture
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five Bessie Barriscale features, sixteen
Shorty Hamilton western comedy-dramas
and twenty-six one and two-reel Charlie
Chaplin comedies.
Entering the lilm business several years
ago in the employ of a trade paper, Mr.
McGovern has been identified with the industry in several capacities, such as assistant to the president of the New York
Motion Picture Corporation, general manager of the Frank Powell Productions.
Inc., and studio and casting director for
the Vitagraph Company. He is also the
author of a number of successful photoplays.

PICTURE

THEATERS

EXSELV,
Amusement
Company ALA.has — Ensley
been
incorporated
with $5,000 capital by Joe Steed, Mrs.
Annie Steed, and D. A. McEachern.
OXXARD, CAL — Theater to cost $35,000
to be erected here.
RIVERSIDE, CAL— About $25,000 will
be expended in remodeling Loring theater.
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Grand Amusement Company has been incorporated with
$15,000 capital.
DALLAS, GA.— W. X. Bagwell will improve interior of Majestic theater.
CHICAGO, ILL— H. J. Furber, of Furber
& Wakelee, attorneys for the Chicago
Board of Underwriters, has sold the
Powers theater property at 124-20 W.
Randolph street to Benjamin J. Rosenthal for $400,000.
CHICAGO, ILL — Building at 532 S. State
street has been leased by Omar Theater
Company and Granville W. Smith.
DECATUR. ILL. — Edward Thorpe has
sold Princess
theater
to Joe Allman.
FREEPORT, ILL— William S. Nichols
has sold Superba theater at 123 Stephenson street to Thomas
J. Watson.
WRIGHTS, ILL — J. Frank Jackson
plans to open moving picture theater here.
COLUMBUS, IXD. — Crystal theater is
being improved. Hereafter will be known
as Gem.
COVINGTON, IND. — Lyric theater is
now being conducted under management
of \\". L Archer.
1XD1AXAPOLIS, IND.— Theater is to
be erected at Wabash and Delaware
streets on site of old Empire theater, with
seating capacity for 4.000.
[NDIANAPOLIS, IXD.— South Side theater erected at 1044 Virginia avenue for
R. R. Bair has been completed.

Sales of the Week
JESTEB

COMBDI

COMPANY

announces

tlir sale Of rights
to their
two-reel
comedies teaturing Twede Dan, to the
Super
Film
Attractions
Company,
446
South Warren street. Syracuse, lor territory embracing the upper pari of the state
of New
York.
w. M. Productions
Company
announce
the sale Of series
of twenty-six
Charlie
Chaplin reissues and twenty-eight Mack
Sennett Keystone reissues to Globe Films,
Limited, Toronto, for Dominion of Canada,
Announcement
of sales of considerable
territory i>y \v. n. Productions company

Scene

from

PROJECTED.

"It's a Great

Life"

(Jester).
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Girls of Two Boston Exchanges Form Club
The Nicawaba

Girls
By

of Pathe and General Film Offices Will Run a Summer
Near
Sea — To Commute
to Work
Daily.
Robert
X. Howe,
80 Summer
Street, Boston, Mass.

Girls,"
OSTON, MASS. — "The Nicawaba Girls,"
BOSTON,
club made up of the girls of the.
the.
a dub
Qflnera] and Pathe exchanges, Is to
have a summer's vacation and at the
same time do a summer's work. They
will rent a cottage at Nantasket Beach,
one of Xew England's popular summer
resorts, from which they will travel to
work every day and return in the evening. The cottage is to be rented for
the entire season. This plan will afford
the girls the full opportunity to enjoy
the real outdoors and turn them out in
for asoon
goodafter
day'sthework.
Aperfect
dance condition
is to be held
club
is established in its new quarters and the
employes of the two exchanges will be
invited.
The cottage will be leased from May
30 till the latter part of September. The
girls who will make up the party are:
Miss May Brown, president of the club:
Benevieve Taylor, Dolly Lynch, Lula Sullivan, Lydia Brown, Marion Scully, Mildred Pratt, Irene Grant, Ernestina Brown.
Robert Cobe Traveling.
Robert Cobe, assistant to manager
Harry Segal of the Globe Feature Film,
Boston, is now traveling in the New
England territory, handling special productions for both the Globe and the First
Xational Exhibitors'
Circuit.
Newsies See Empy Film Free.
Boys of the Boston Traveller-Herald
to the number of several hundred were
guests of the management of the Globe
theater one night this week at the showing of Sergt. Arthur G. Empey's war film,
"Over the Top." The Traveller-Herald
gave a large amount of free advertising
to the film showing as a result of this
action by the management.
Keith's Net Sum for Red Cross.
During Red Cross drive week here the
B. F. Keith's vaudeville theater and the
Boston
theater, houses,
one ofalso
Boston's
motion picture
owned largest
by the
Keith's
a collection
the
fund interests,
and also took
sold up
articles
which
been donated to the Red Cross. The
and subscription netted $1,673 for the
Cross.

for
had
sale
Red

"Hearts of World" Show for Red Cross.
A special performance of Griffith's
"Hearts of the World" was tciven at the
Majestic theater for the benefit of the
Red Cross. The total receipts of the
performance were turned into the Red
Cross fund. A large sum was realized.
The picture is on its eighth week at the
Majestic and playing to big houses daily.
Red Cross Benefit at Tremont Temple.
A benefit performance was held at the
Tremont Temple, Boston, showing "My
Four Tears in Germany." the proceeds
were turned over to the Red Cross, and
the receipts were very large for that
night. The picture will now be shown on
Sundays at Tremont Temple, which will
be the first Sunday showing of the film in
Xew England.
Quincy Woman's Club Asked to Censor.
Quincy, Mass. — The Woman's Club Federation of this city has been asked by
Mayor Joseph Whiton to censor the mo-

Home

tion pietures shown in the local theaters.
This action is the result of the showing
of a film recently which had girls in
semi-nude attire gamboling about on a
stage, ami some with American flags
about them. Members of the Grand
Army and other patriotic bodies took exception to this misuse of the American
Hag. The federation lias taken the matter under advisement and may appoint a
committee.
ture houses. Quincy has four motion picBobby Connolly at Soriero Houses.
Manager Thomas D. Soriero, of the
Park theater in Boston, and manager of
the Strand theater in Lowell, Mass.,
played a regular Red Cross program in
these two houses during Red Cross week.
He made a special trip to New York and
secured the juvenile Vitagraph star,
Bobby Connolly, to appear in both houses
the
three days
the week.
"Bobby"
was first
introduced
to ofBoston
audiences
by
Mr. and .Mrs. Sidney Drew. The first
night of his campaign Bobby secured $17,000 for the Red Cross.
Ernest Whitford at Camp.
Ernest Whitford, who has been with
the General Film, Boston, for over five
years, has been taken in the national
draft and is now training at Camp
Devens.
C. S. Baldwin Buys Another Theater.
Keene, N. H. — The Majestic_ theater,
formerly owned by E. L. Campbell and
H C. Campbell, has been sold to Charles
b. Baldwin, owner of the Scenic theater
of Keene. The Scenic and the Majestic
are the only theaters in the town. Mr.
Baldwin will close the Majestic and run
the Scenic for a time. When the Majestic is rebuilt and refurnished he will
close the Scenic and run only the Majestic. The policy of the theater will be
announced
later.
Louis Mayer Takes More Features.
Louis Mayer, of the American Features
Corp., Boston, has taken over a number
of the Universal state rights pictures,
among them are: "The Risky Road,"
"Scarlet Drop," "Two-Souled Woman," "A
Bride's Awakening," "Her Body in Bond,"
"My Own United States" and "Even as
Tou and I."

Maritime Provinces Letter.
By

Alice

Fairweather.
St. John, X.

"Standard,"
B.

Tax Driving Exchanges
from
St. John.
ST. JOHN,terestN.
B.
—
An
item
of
to exhibitors in St. much
John in-is
the possible removal of the exchanges
at present located in St. John to the city
of Moncton.
I. Soskin, representing the Film Exchange of .Canada, was in Moncton on May
17 and interviewed the city council of
Moncton with reference to the change.
Mr. Soskin said it has been found necessary to make this change on account
of the excessive taxation in St. John, the
recently imposed municipal tax proving
to be the last straw, in addition to censorship taxes and licenses. Mr. Soskin
left for Truro and Halifax, both of which

places arc anxious to secure the exchanges
in

t heir

I i

There
arc about
seventy
people
emi in the offices, and the move
will
mean
the changing of the centre of the
film exchange
bui Inesa from
St, John,
it was originally established
It is claimed by the exchanges that
the overhead expenses are heavy and that
money is being lost In the offices of all
firms, The taxes of one company would
amount to nearly $450 under the new
regulations and this, in addition to all
other
burden. expenses, is felt to be too great a
Among
Theaters
of the
Provinces.
J. M. Franklin's new theater, the
Strand, at Sydney, c. B., Is progressing
rapidly and is to be a very line house.
Billy Cozner's theater at Sydney will
not be ready till about October, as it has
been found necessary to remove some
buildings upon the site chosen.
Both pictures houses in Campbellton,
X. B., are doins well. The Imperial, manby Miss Laura Maclntyre, has splendid houses. The Opera House, under the
management of Don McRea, plays to good
audiences.
The Unique theater, St. John, has been
running several Pox pictures with good
success. Recently the latest of the Pathe
service opened at this theater, "The Price
The Opera House, St. John, continues
to attract
of
Folly." its usual splendid crowds, who
seem deeply interested in "The Mystery
Ship" (Universal) and the adventures of
"Vengeance and the Woman" (Vitagraph).
At the Star theater, St. John, the Fox
picture, "Fair Play," drew a good crowd
and is a really fine production in every
particular. "The Hidden Hand" opens
here this week.
The Nickel theater, St. John, showed
Frederick Warde in "Silas Marner" to
good audiences.
Made Children
Demand
Vaccination.
Owing to the prevalence of smallpox
the theater managers were asked to cooperate with the City Board of Health in
an endeavor to have the children vaccinated. It is not compulsory as yet
throughout the city, but this was regarded as a precautionary measure. An
order was passed that after Saturday,
May is, no children under sixteen may
enter any city theater unless a certificate
of successful vaccination can be shown.
A placard to this effect was posted in the
lobbies, and the popularity of the movies
has been shown by the very large number of children who have demanded that
they shall be vaccinated.
What Exchange Men Are Doing.
The Regal Film Company and the
Metro Film Service have moved into new
quarters, sharing the same office and
working together under the same roof.
E. Blzar, manager of the Regal Film
Company and the Metro Film Service,
has gone back to the United States and
his place is taken by E. Teele, formerly
of His Majesty's theater at Sherbrooke,
Que. The combined offices are in the
building on Dock street formerly occupied by the Perkins Electric Company.
The Regal Company has H. H. M< Arthur as manager, E. A. Brown as salesmanager. The films handled are Goldwvn, Globe, Triangle, Paralta and World.
The Metro has the Petrova, Charlie
Chaplin, and the releases of the First
Xational Exhibitors.
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Baltimore Trade Letter for the Week
Baltimore

Film
Exchange
in Its New
Offices — Managerial
Changes
Among
the
Distributing Companies and Theaters — Notes of Interest.
By J. M. Shellman, 1902 Mt. Royal Terrace, Baltimore, Md.
Howard Taft, the scene was made a
Baltimore Film in New Office.
notable affair by reason of the members
location
new
The
—
having enacted a part similar to the ones
BALTIMORE, MD.
and arrangement of the Baltimore
made by their famous predecessors. The
Film exchange, on the second floor
picture is expected to be shown by the
of the building at 412 East Baltimore
various weeklies in the very near future.
e
ess,
street, is a veritabl model for cleanlin
William Katz Back at the Stanley.
efficiency and layout. This exchange is
William Katz, formerly a manager of
under the management of Peter Oletzky,
the Stanley theater, has returned to Philwho has surrounded himself with a corps
adelphia after a brief vacation and will
resume work in a managerial capacity in
the very near future. His career at the
Stanley has been a notable one, inasmuch
as he was employed there for over three
years, while the theater lias always been
considered the criterion of Philadelphia
for the finest presentation of photoplays.
Joe Battersby in Khaki.
Joe Battersby, formerly manager of the
Savoy
theater,
has in
answered
his country's
call and
enlisted
the aviation
branch
of the army.
A

Rather Dull Week in Philadelphia.
The apparent dropping off of the attendance at the photoplay theaters has
been the topic of discussion among the
exhibitors of Philadelphia during the past
week. In view of the reopening of all
of the amusement parks, this apparently
is the chief cause for the short dull period now being experienced.

Manager

Peter

Oletzky.

of hard workers, among whom are M.
Seigel and S. Pelsweig, salesmen; Miss
Virginia Reihl, bookkeeper, and Miss Anna
Hastry, stenographer. The film and poster
department include two men and two
women.
As you enter the new quarters you find
yourself in a large, spacious room, on two
sides of which run a counter, over which
the business of the film and poster department is done. To your right, behind the
counter, you can look straight into the
poster department and back into the film
mending room, while on the left, opposite
the poster racks, is the neatly arranged
private projection room.
From this counter to the back of the
building is about 70 feet with a width of
20. In the rear, to the left, as you face
the back, is being built a concrete vault
for the storage of film, which will measure
about 6 by 10 feet.
Then when you turn to the front you
enter a small private reception room from
clerk's office
which doors open intoof the
Mr. Oletzky.
and the private office
whole floor
the
of
ents
measurem
The
space are about 100 by 20 feet. There are
many windows on the sides, front and
back.
E. Schucks Now in Service.
The Fairmou.nl theater, L21 North Clinton st, will now be run under the manngemcnl of John Schilpp, as E. Schucks.
who has piloted the affairs of this playhouse tor several years, has now been
called to the colors.

Philadelphia Trade Letter
By F. V. Armato, ill North Salford Street,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Historic Scene Filmed.
PA.s A motion picIA,member
DELPH
PHILA
ture
of the
of the League
to Enforce Peace signing a declaration of international importance was
made Thursday, May 16, at Independence
iiaii. The same room was used In which
the Declaration of Independence was
signed.
Headed by ex-President William

War Chest Drive Film Ready.
A trailer nearly 200 feet long, boosting
the Philadelphia War Chest drive, has
been made and is now being distributed
by the Motion Picture Committee, made
up of L. C. Beggs, Frank W. Buhler, A. L.
Einstein
and M. Greenwalt.
Lewis Newman with United Exhibitors.
Lewis Newman, formerly manager of a
local exchange, has been appointed the
manager of the United Exhibitors' Cooperative Booking exchange, of Philadelphia.
W. D. Reel Dead.
W. D. Reel, who was assistant manager of the Market Street theater and
also formerly manager of the Ruby theater, died last week at the age of 6S
years. Mr. Reel has had quite a varied
career, having been in the navy for several years before he entered the amusement field. H was in the employ of the
Central Market Amusement Company for
over three years while employed in the
above theaters.

Utica Trade Letter
By

Clifford
A. Carroll.
Utica Observer.
Exhibitors Are on the Job.

LTTICA,
N. Y. ilraina
— The has
summer
for
) the silent
openedseason
in Utica
in a fine manner. Practically every
house is offering the best to be had in the
line of big features. The Alhambra and
De Luxe recently played Maeterlinck's
"The Blue Bird," and with the co-operation of a Utica newspaper asked the
people of Utica with automobiles to donate them for the purpose of bringing
the children from the orphan homes to
the theater so that they might see this
picture as the guests Of the management.
The picture played each of the two houses
for three days during the week. Purine
its run at the DeLuxe a chorus of 60
voices from a local choir sang appropriate songs before, during and after the
picture. The same theaters this week
are showing Arteraft's "The Whispering
Chorus," and as an added feature "A
tDog's
ure. Life," Charlie Chaplin's latest picThe Avon opened the week with "Joan
of Plattsburg" and a new episode of "The
Son of Democracy,"
and the last half of

June 8, 1918
the week
Charles
Ray
in "The
Hired
Man"
with an O. Henry story.
The Hippodrome, changing programs
daily, offers a big generous show made
up of mostly first-run i
The Now Orpheum. a neighborhood
house, is doing a fine business considering the fact that all of the booking is
done at the owner's home in Niagara
Falls.
The Orpheum was formerly the South
Street theater and is using second and
third-run features, with sometimes two
five-reel features in one day.
Pox and Vitagraph features are found
regularly at the Majestic. The Colonial,
the local Keith house, is playing the last
three
days Bryant
in Pathe's
"Twenty-One."
The Washburn
popular Metro
brand
of features is shown at this theatre the
first three days of every week.
Instead of cutting down their advertising space in the daily papers, as is
usual in the spring, considerable more
space is being taken, and window cards,
used by the Alhambra and De Luxe, are
considered a fine aid to business. These
two houses have an enterprising advertising manager who has placed wooden
frames in advantageous positions in
windows in which the cardboard signs
are placed. It is a good stunt, for the
cards are assured of the same tine location every week. The exhibitors of Utica
are a wideawake bunch and are constantly springing new stunts and playing only the best of pictures, thus assuring Utica patrons fine entertainment in
the photoplay
world.

CINCINNATI
By

TRADE

BREVITIES.

Kenneth

C. Crain, 307 First National
Bank,
Cincinnati,
O.
Red Cross Atmosphere at the Gifts.

CINCINNATI,
O. — McMahan
Jackson,
who have been
prominent& in
all of
the patriotic movements in Cincinnati, helped along the Red Cross drive
during the week of May 20 in more ways
than one. Visitors to the Gifts theater
were reminded of the Red Cross campaign by the fact that the pretty girl
ushers and ticket-sellers at the theaters
were garbed in the attractive Red Cross
uniform, while the fountain in the foyer
at the Vine street entrance was removed
to make room for a booth at w-hich contributions were received for the benefit
of the relief organization. The latest Fox
release, "Rough and Ready.'' featuring
William Farnum, was the attraction during the week.
Clifford Theater Burns.
Urbana, O. — A fire destroyed the Clifford theater, erected by Billy Single Clifford, with a loss of about $75,000, partially
covered by insurance.
"The Remaking" Is Packing Houses.
Canton, O. — The exhibition of the Camp
Sherman film, "The Remaking of a Nation," at the Alhambra theater, was a
hues success. Several civic organizations,
including the Rotary and Aderaft clubs,
aided by the Boy Scouts, helped the engagement
by selling
At Massillon, also, the
picture tickets.
drew heavily
when
shown at the Lincoln theater. Manager
1". A. Kelley reporting a total attendance
in one day of over 3.000 people. "The
Remaking
of a Nation"
fair to become the official
picture bids
of cantonment
life, and its historical and educational
value as a true portrayal of the making
of National Army soldiers is beyond question.
What Pictures Are Doing.
The Jewel production, "The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin." which ran for a week
at the Lyric theater, has made a record
as one of the most exciting of the string
of patriotic tilnis which have been seen
in Cincinnati
recently.
The enthusiasm with which Cincinnatians greeted the third engagement of
"The Birth of a Nation" at the Grand
was such that the engagement was extended into a second
wreek.
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Newark Trade Letter
Bj

J. nub J. Salter,
Nl'H .Ilk.

... Branford
N,

riace,

J.

Exhibitors
Aid Red
Cross.
NEWARK,
\. J.— The exhibitors have
boon of material aid to the Red Cross
work. is in Newark In their effort to
iver tin' top." Of course, everj theater visited bj the World
correspondent
bad at least one of the official Red Cross
signs, showing
thai the exhibitor
was a
member.
But not only by contributing
nosey
to the fund were
the exhibitors
;il. In the choice of their programs,
Which
wore
at least partially
patriotic,
they also scored.
Spring Theater Changes Hands.
The Spring theater at West Hoboken, N.
J., has been taken over by a ncwly-oration corporation, and alter necessary alterations and Improvements the
show house will reopen under the new
name of the Strand. The theater is at
Spring street. The official title of
the corporation, capitalized at $5,000, is
the strand Theater Company of West Hohoken. and the registered agent is A. T,.
Kohnfeld. The incorporators besides Mr.
Kohnfeld include Leo Weil and A. Jacobs.
Newark
Exhibitor
Bankrupt.
William
S. Umberger,
formerly
owner
and manager of the Avon theater, 7 Avon
ue, Newark,
has tiled in the United
S District Court a voluntary petition
in bankruptcy.
"Joan"
Retained
at Strand.
Booked originally for four days, Mabel
Normand's "Joan of Plattsburg" proved
inch an excellent drawing card that it
was retained to finish the week at the
Strand theater, 120 Market street, Newark.
New
Distributing
Corporation.
The Liberty Distributing Corporation,
Hoboken, N. J., has been formed to deal
in moving picture film. George A. Enright,
with offices at 53 Newark avenue, is listed
tutory agent. The concern has an
authorized capitalization of $100,0j)0. The
ineorporators are Paul A. Chase, H. S.
ley and E. Kelly.
CAPITAL
CITY
NOTES.
I. Smith Called in the Draft.
A sixth star has appeared in the service
flag of the Super Films Attractions, Inc.,
Washington, D. C., marking the calling
of I. Smith, another of its employees, to
the colors. Mr. Smith has filled various
eapaeities in the exchange, his most reeent position being that of booker. He is
at present at Spartanburg, S. C.
A. J. Nelson Wins Promotion.
The exhibitors in Washington, D. C,
although glad to see a friend promoted,
were very sorry to part company with
A. J. Nelson, who, for the past two and
a half years, has been manager in this
city for the General Film Company. Mr.
Nelson has been called to the home office
for further service.
Mr. Nelson will be succeeded by Herbert E. Elder, who for the past year or
so has been manager of the St. Louis
branch of the General. Prior to that he
connected with the New York
branches. He started with the company
less than four years ago as shipping clerk
at one of these branches and, being a
regular fellow, promotion came his way.
Mr. Elder comes from the East and is
glad to get back in this section again.
During the past week or ten days he
has been going through the territory,
meeting the exhibitors whose names appear on the General's books, and he expresses himself to be well pleased with
the outlook.
Jake Flax, who for many years has
been associated with the Washington
branch, will remain assistant manager
under Mr. Elder. However, instead of
spending all of his time in the office here,
Mr. Flax is going to mingle more with
the trade.
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Cunningham Heads First National Branch
to Cuidr
Tom

Moore

Gets
Former
Manager
Washington, D. C, Office

of
Famous
Players
Exchange
of the Big Circuit — New
Plans.

Bj Clarenoe U Uni, 621 uigg.s ■""'
Building',
w . inn ton, D C
"lien
latter came bach ai manof the theFamot
WASHINGTON,
1
>.
C
B,
C
Cunningham, formerly manager,
and
D,
exchange,
his
friend
Q, Evans, Cormerlj assistant manof
the
,
,
t)|(.
ager, of the famous
Players excb
two a
ii.'.i uni, xom M001

in the Capitol City, have just joined the
Mooro
Interests,
The
former
has taken
charge of the office of the First National
ExhibitorB1
Circuit
in the Capital.
Mr.
Evans becomes personal representative of
.Mr. Moore at the several theaters.
Both
of these
men
are
well
known
throughout the territory. Mr. Cunningham entered th, iilin business
in 1912 as
manager
of the Baltimore
office of the
Mutual Film Corporation, Within a year
■lie to Washington for the same company and in the same capacity, remaining
here until the formation of the Artcraft
Pictures
Corporation.
On
August
16,
1916, im opened the Philadelphia office for
the latter concern.
After
remaining
in Philadelphia
for
exactly eight months he went to Seattle,
Wash., and a couple of months later he
was recalled to the East to become manager of the branch office on Twenty-third
street. New York. When the vacancy
occurred in the Washington office of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation he
was transferred
back to this city.
He will be located at 419 Ninth street,
northwest, until the Rialto theater is
completed, when he will have modern
quarters there. Mr. Cunningham stated
that Mr. Moore was kept very busy handling his large theater interests and wanted
to devote more of his time to that work.
Thus he has turned over to Mr. Cunningham full charge of all films he secures
under his franchise in the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit.
The Moore franchise covers Maryland,
Delaware and the District of Columbia,
but it is stated that the local organization is going into the market with a view
to the future handling and distribution
of large productions "on a basis that will
insure the greatest measure of returns
both
the secured
produceroutside
and the
exhibitor."
With to
films
of the
circuit
the Virginia territory also will be secured.
"Our policy," continued Mr. Cunningham, "will be to secure exhibitor-control
that will do the utmost for the exhibitor
and yield the greatest returns to the producer. We are going to franchise the
exhibitors in this territory. Plans are
now maturing whereby we will issue
stock to all of the representative exhibitors in this territory so that they will
become members of the circuit. That
membership will entitle them to these
films at the lowest possible rental price
and enable 'them to participate in such
profits as may
be made
in the circuit."
Mr. Cunningham is very enthusiastic
over his new proposition and of its future.
pointing to the fact that "My Four Years
in Germany" is to run for two weeks at
the Academy theater, in Baltimore, it
having been booked by Bernard Depkin to
start May 27, and that "Tarzan of the
Apes" ran a full week in Wilmington and
Baltimore, repeating the time in Washington.
Evans

to

Handle

Theater

a

Details.

Mr. Evans will handle much of tindetail work incident to the several Moon
theaters and becomes, after having been
an exchange manager for many years, a
real, sure-enough exhihitor. He will have
much to do with the booking of films,
reviewing them, etc. His duties will be
many, but he has "taken to the job like
a duck takes 1o water and thinks it fine."
The new personal representative of Tom
Moore was formerly a Mutual man,
having been associated with Mr. Cunningham as Baltimore salesman and
as assistant manager. When Mr. Cunningham left Washington to join the Artcraft folks, Mr. Evans succeeded him here,

managers
of the U
am:The Strand,
Charles
Plunketl
Moore.
George
Bchnelder,
ami
Plaza,

1
th<

William'
Wilson
Heads
Washington
Vitagraph Exchange.
Eugene Wilson, who has been 1 overlng
North
Carolina
and
Virginia
for
the
Washington,
1 >. c, vitagraph
ex( h
last September, has he,, appo
manager, succeeding to the
vacant by the resignation of Mr, Widnei
'i'i'" low
manager
has 1,.
with the amusement game for the of thirty years, spending aboul ten
years of that time handling motion pictures. He was with tin- Mutual for several years before joining V-L-S-E, and
prior to that time was himself an exhibitor. For three years he wai com
with Poll's Bijou theater in New II
Conn., and states he was the first mannecticut
ager.to put on Paramount shows in ConMr. Wilson is pretty well known
throughout this territory, so really needs
no introduction. He has made a host ol
tnends during his stay here and the
exhibitors are genuinely glad of his promotion.

Eugene

Children
to See "Careless
America."
Major Raymond L. Pullman, superintendent of police, Washington, 1 1. c, is
completing arrangements for the presentation of the Universalis film, "Careless
America," before all of the pupils of the
Washington schools and in the local theaters for the. benefit of adult patrons.
This is the film produced by the Universal
Company under the direction of II S.
Firestone, president of the Firestone Tire
and Rubber Company, and shows the dan
gers in the big cities from careless ami
reckless drivers of automobiles, and the
general lack of knowledge of the rules of
the road. In the reel there is shown the
destruction of nine touring cars through
careless and reckless driving. The reel
is a "thriller," and so impressed Major
Pullman that he has gone to the local
exhibitors
asking them to run it in their
houses.
Theater Often Used by Government.
Crandall's Knickerbocker theater,
Washington, D. C, is being used to a considerable extent in pushing America's wai
program to the fullest possible extent.
There is not a week passing but that the
house is not turned over for a part of
one or several days to some organization
or part of the Government for propaganda
or benefit purposes.
The Knickerbocked has been a favorite
with the Four-Minute Men and they are
using it to good advantage. Last week,
however, they caused a near riot on the
part of men and women anxious to pay
homage to the war heroes. When the
local committee saw the opportunity.
without any advance notice to the management, they rushed a delegation of visiting "Blue Devils" for a Red Cross-War
Savings Stamp campaign stunt. It was
just at the end of the show.
The valiant
h soldiers were led to the g|
house
orchestra
playing
the
"Marseillaise." The troopers
sang the souk, and
upon
its completion
the patriotic
of our own country
were played on the
organ, the audience singing.
The soM
then
went
out into the lobby
for the
benefit of those who had been unabl
get into the homse.
They receive'
ovation
in the street, for these Frenchmen, heroes all, are great
favorites
in
Washington.
They
spent the balance
of
the evening viewing the show.
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Will Open

Grows Warm, but Open Air Theaters
Two
Seasons — Daylight
Saving
Also

WORLD

in Louisville

Have Not Done Well in the
a Factor
Against
Them.

Past

By Ohio Valley News Service,

1404 Starks Building,
Louisville, Ky.
W. F. Hatton, asking damages of ?30,000
weather
May
Late
—
KY.
,
VILLE
LOUIS
for permanent injuries. The city of Winhas been unusually hot in Louisville
chester, the management of the theater,
this year, necessitating use of electric
and the owners of the adjoining property
fans, exhaust fans and cooling systems
from which the wall fell, are made desomewhat earlier than usual. However, the
fendants.
weather has been too uncertain for the
airdomes to start operating so far, and it
Sunday Show Manager Indicted.
is questionable as to whether many of
The Grand JUry at Henderson, Ky., in
them will make any effort this year due to
adjourning a few days ago, returned six
I he fact that very little money has been
indictments against Louis Hayes, propriemade out of the open-air propositions in
tor of the Princess theater, charging him
the past two or three seasons. However,
with
operating on Sunday in violation of
a lew airdomes which can call on the solthe state laws. So far as is known the
dier business will probably do fairly well
jury returnded no indictments against
this year,
as in
flannel
don't
other operators.
, andcarry
much
comfort
closed shirts
theaters
the

male population rather prefers the airdome, where there is greater comfort, and
where the male is privileged to smoke.
The daylight saving plan is beginning
to be unfavorable more and more as the
days grow longer, as people stay out late,
and there is hardly any business at the
7:30 shows, while attendance at the 9
o'clock performances is not what it
should be.
Reports from Lexington, Winchester and
other cities in the boom oil district of eastern Kentucky show that the moving picture theaters have handled a nice volume
of business this year. In those cities the
moving picture theaters constitute the
greater portion of the afforded amusement. Oil operations have been picking
up at a fast pace, and thousands of new
men have entered the field within the past
two years, resulting in several of the
towns building up materially.
Paducah

Theaters
Union

and the
At Odds.

Operators'

A disagreement has come up between
the moving picture exhibitors of Paducah
and the Paducah operators' union; The
difficulties were recently taken up at a
meeting of the Central Labor Union and
resolutions adopted in which the attitude
of the theater men was held as unfriendly.
An arbitration committee which reported
investigations claimed that union men had
been forced to work overtime without additional pay; that exhibitors released
union men and filled their places with
non-union men secured through representation that no union exists in Paducah.
and that a general antagonistic attitude
was shown by the employers in regard to
union labor. This action followed a conCerence held in Paducah some time ago
between Vice-President Canavan of the
I oho national Operators' Union and the
local theater men, at which no agreement
was reached. The theater managers deny
that they have violated any union contracts and claim they have paid for all
overt inic.
Juvenile Film Censors Elect.
At the annual meeting of the Board of
Censors of Children's Motion Pictures Cor
Louisville Mrs. Robert l >. Moors was elected president, succeeding Mrs. Fred Levy,
through whose efforts the organization
was formed several years ago. Mrs. Levi
was elected vice-president, Mrs. Hugh
Leavell secretarj and Mrs. J, B, Arbegust
treasurer, it was decided to continue
showing Saturday pictures for children at
t he SI rand free of chs i ge until the Lincoln
ri. is completed, about the middle of
June, when the picture shows
for Children
will he dlscont Inued until fall.
Suits Follow
Theater
Disaster.
Winchester.
K>
The
tliii,l of a Series
of suits growing out ,,r the disaster which
wrecked the Pastime theater, <<( Winchester, Ky., a tew months ago, was died last
week bj Sonnj Hatton, through his father.

Business
Notes
From
Louisville.
Following the completion of the vaudeville season at the Mary Anderson theater, the Keith house, the theater showed
the Ambassador Gerard picture, "My Four
Years in Germany." This picture made
such a big hit that it was carried over for
a second week's showing.
The Louisville picture theaters have
been doing good work in the big Red
Cross drive, showing slides, etc., and arranging to allow speakers to talk to the
audiences on the needs of the Red Cross
in pushing the big summer campaign.
The Walnut theater, Louisville, packed
'em in during the showing of "The Kaiser,
the Beast of Berlin," playing to more
than 12,000 people inside of two days.

Tennessee Trade Letter
By

J. L.

Builds

Ray,

Giant

Nashville,
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Pastors' Association, who sought to prevent the play on the grounds that it was
calculated to inflame' public opinion.

Tenn.

Open-Air

Theater.
new govthe
At
—
TENN.
NASHVILLE, ernment
powder works, located
in
the suburbs of Nashville, one of the
largest open-air theaters ever erected in
the South is now in operation for the
showing of moving pictures. The seating
capacity is 5,000, with standing room for
additional thousands. A monster screen
lias been erected, and pictures are shown
every night to the great army of men at
work on the project. The seats are built
on an inclined slope, with the stage and
screen at the bottom.
A record was made in building this
mammoth open-air theater, the entire
Structure, including seats, stage, screen
and other facilities being put in complete
working
order in the -short period of two
days. The rapidity of the work resulted.
i'( course, from a big force of men put to
work on the project. First class pictures
are shown,
both
comedies
ami
dramas.
with the comedy films having the preference.
"Birth" Film Wrangle in Jackson.
The mayor and commissioners
of .lackson,
acting upon
statutory
lawan. 1 Tenn.-,
an ordinance
of thethe City,
attempted
to prevent the play. "The Birth of a Nation," from showing in Jackson. Notice
was served on Pan Williamson, owner and
manager of the Lyric theater, on Ma> 6
that the picture would not be allowed.
Mr. Williamson sought and obtained from
Chancellor
Koss an injunction
to restrian
the city authorities from carrying out the
eider.
The Chancellor heard argument on
the motion oi the city to dismiss the injunction, and held that, under the rule of
law, proof was necessary to show the court
that the result would be harmful. In the
absence of such proof the court refused to
dismiss the restraining order, and thus the
play was allowed
to proceed.
The Court gave a verj elaborate oral
Without furaccepted
was city
which
opinion,
ther action
by the
authorities and the

payton Trade Letter

By P. J. G.. Dayton Theater Bldg., Dayton.
Famous

Players-Lasky

Auditor

in

Dayton.
DAYTON,
OHIO.— W.
J. Reich, auditor
of the Famous
Players-Lasky
Company from the New York office, was
in Dayton last week, and during his short
stay the World correspondent had the
pleasure of meeting him. Mr. Reich came
to Dayton with Lew Foster, manager of
the Famous Players exchange at Cincinnati. AVhile in the city Mr. Reich visited
the new Dayton theater, and declared it
the finest he had seen for some time. In
company with Mr. Foster he visited many
Dayton
exhibitors on business matters.
"Blue Bird" Goes Big at the Dayton.
Maeterlinck's "The Blue Bird," Artcraft,
which was the opening attraction at the
new Dayton theater, went over great, and
was a money-getter, so says Mark Gates,
managing director. Many school children
took advantage of the Saturday morning
matinee offered the last day of the engagement. High school teachers were
admitted free.
Dayton
Pick-Ups.
J. F. Brett, "he of the pleasant smile."
visited the Gem City several days recently. Mr. Brett is one of the most
pleasant men the writer has met, and is
a thorough
gentleman.
Dayton office of Moving Picture World
now
in the Dayton
Theater
building.
Homer V. Guy is once more with us.
Homer is now managing the East Majestic, a suburban house, in conjunction
with Ben Wheeler.
M. A. Malaney writes that he is to be
in Dayton within the next week. Malaney
publishes
"Bulletin"
has
a very thegood
paper. at Cleveland, and
Urlin G. Perril visited Indianapolis last
week for a day at the Circle theater.
Milton Gunckle, grand old man of the
business, is now on the door at the Strand
theater at Dayton.
D. C. Pollack is still at leisure, and
states that he will be so for the summer.
Mr. Pollack is evidently living on the
interest. Anyway lie still maintains that
look of prosperity for which he is noted.
I have not seen that Geo. M. C. cane of
his for some time.
Ralph Kretzer has taken over the Victoria theater at Springfield, Ohio. The
Victoria has 320 seats, and is to be entirely redecorated.
Xate Le Vene, Jr., manager of the
Mutual exchange at Cincinnati, visited
Dayton several days last week. Same old
Nate l.e Vene, Jr. Glasses and all.
Leoweek.
Udry, With
of Metro,
"covered"
Dayton
lasi
him came
a representative of Screen Classics. Inc., twin sister
to Metro. M. J. Chernoff is the new representative, and he will make a fine impression with Dayton
exhibitors.
Isodore Feibleman and Meyer Efreymson, of Indianapolis, both stockholders in
the Circle, as well as the new Dayton,
were in Dayton recently.
Eddy Gomersall. of Goldwyn, is to join
tin- forces of Uncle Sam soon. Eddy is
working till the last minute, however,
and was in Dayton last week screening
"For the Freedom
of the World."
Lou Baum, of the Cincinnati Buckeye,
Hit ted amongst us in the past week. I<ou
seems to think a lot of "The Doctor and
theCurWoman."
old friend Elmer Rauh visited Dayton several days ago. Elmer is working for Uncle Sam at Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Gilbert ("handler, son of Martin G, is
once more well, and writes that he wdl
soon be in Dayton.
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Buffalo Trade Letter
Bj Joseph A. McGulre, 157 N. Elmwood St.,
Buffalo, N. v.
Hanover

Will

Guide

First
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Filmdom News of the Week in Canada
Some

Worthwhile

Advertising

National.

BUFFALO, x. v -Irving Hanover baa
been appointed manager of the First
National exchange, Buffalo.
He baa

been with the company in New Fork since
December.
Hi' was
formerly
with
the
Ko\ Film three years.
A. T. Harnett has
appointed
road man
for the First
nal.
He was former booker for this
inge.
The now booker Is Bert Ryde.
"This company makes it a point to adeverybody connected with the consaid Manager
Hanover,
"and does
not Intend to look for outside help unless it is absolutely necessary."
D. J. Savage is District Manager.
Daniel J. Savage,
former Buffalo manof the First National,
has been appointed district manager of the William
U Sherry Service, New York City. Howard
F. Brink, former
road representative
of
the First
National,
will
represent
the
Sherry interests in the Chicago territory.
Messrs. Savage
and Brink carry to their
■ Ms of endeavor the best wishes of
a small army of Buffalo friends.
Theaters Aid in Red Cross Drive.
The good work which the Buffalo moving picture theaters have been doing in
the Ked Cross drive continues with unabated energy this week. Red Cross
booths have been opened at several of
the houses. All the theaters are showing
an official picture, "The Spirit of the Red
Cross."
New Fox Exchange Praised.
Herman Robbins, assistant general
manager of the Fox Film Corporation, recently made a thorough inspection of the
company's new Buffalo branch. He said
the exchange was quite up to the standard
of Fox offices. This branch has received
the enthusiastic approval of many theater managers who visited Buffalo the
past week. George F. Hallet, Fox booker,
soon will be. wearing a uniform for Uncle
Sam.
He left Wednesday for Katonah, N. T.,
his home, where he will spend a few days
before entering the army.
"Pershing's Crusaders" and No Tax.
"Pershing's Crusaders," a war film, was
presented at the Majestic theater, Buffalo,
one week, beginning May 26. Daniel
Roper, commissioner of internal revenue,
officially anounced that there would be
no war tax on tickets sold for this production. The reason for this concession
was that "these pictures are being displayed for educational purposes, and it
is the desire of the committee on public
information to make the price within the
reach of all."
Picked Up Along Film Row.
Daniel Hauser, owner of the Greenwich
theater. Christopher and Hudson streets,
New York City, was a Buffalo visitor.
S. Handel, auditor for the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, visited the
company's Buffalo exchange. Earl Brink,
booker for the exchange, is included in
the latest army draft.
Paul Fenyvessy, of the Strand theater,
Rochester, was a visitor in Buffalo, his
former home. He has been accepted into
the National Army.
G. A. Hickey, manager of the Goldwyn,
Buffalo, is among the topnotchers in a
national business-getting contest being
conducted by that company.
Business is prospering at the Como
moving district.
picture theater
in Buffalo's
steel
plant
The house
is conducted
by J. S. Savage & Son. Not far from the
Como, 7.000 men are employed in the
Lackawanna steel plant, and about 4,000
|in the Donner steel plant. Many of these
employees live in this section and patronize this theater. "Our admission is
straight ten cents," said Mr. Savage.
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By
Two

Good

W.

m

Stunts
Exhibitors

Qladiah,

Advertising

:n Wlneva

Stunts.

TORONTO,
Manager
Stuart,
ol
tile Rial toc.\'T.
theater,
Toronto,
plaj ol

to big business
during
the week
of
May l,'! through a novel advertising stunt
with the presentation of Fox's "Thi ii
i
System/1 The whole front of the theater
was made to resemble the interior ol a
penitentiary, with cells, barred windows,
armed guards, and other fixtures of a
"hooa gow."
The set was painted in deep
blue and black colors, giving it a sombre
appearance.
a husky man, garbed in
prison
clothes.
walked
the
streets
at
large. The appearance of this jail character on the main thoroughfares created
consider.! bio excitement.
Another Interesting lobby display during the same week was used at the Strand
theater to advertise Chaplin's "A Dog's
Life." This set, which was arranged by
William Dlneen, consisted of a street
scene in which the characters were Chaplin, the dog "Mutt," and a policeman.
The figures were cutouts, while the dog
was a plaster model.
A Feature a Day at the York.
The York theater, 812 Yonge street, Toronto, presented six different features
during the week of May 20, changing the
attraction for each day. The attractions
wrere "Under Suspicion," "The Flame of
the Yukon," "The Strong Way," "The Face
in the Dark," "Twenty-One" and "The
Seal of Silence." The York theater
adopted the policy of a daily change in
programmes about a year ago, and a success has been made of the practice.
Notes
About
Canadian
Theaters.
Manager1186Wilson
theater,
Queen opened
street the
West,"Amuse-U"
Toronto,
on May 15. The theater has a seating
capacity of 400.
Jack Stewart, of the Unique theater,
Hamilton, Ont., has purchased the Crystal
theater, Burlington, Ontario, and is now
operating
both houses.
The Maisonneuve theater, Montreal, has
changed hands. It is now manager by
Mr. Rochon
in succession to Mr. Debeau.
The Alcazar theater, Montreal, has been
reopened after extensive alterations.
Don McRae has been made manager of
the Empire theater, Quebec,
Quebec.
The Thuotoscope theater, St. Johns,
Quebec, has been rebuilt and was recently
re-opened, the opening attraction being
"When a Man Sees Red." This theater
was destroyed by fire a short time ago.
It is owned by Mr. O. Thuot.
The Garrick theater, College and Dovercourt road, Toronto, has again changed
hands. The new owner is W. C. Wright,
a veteran theater man. Mr. Wright has
not been engaged in any theatrical enterprise for the past twelve years.
Loew's theater, Toronto, booked a second-run feature for the week of May 20,
when Manager Bernstein played Fox's
"Les Miserables," which had been shown
as a road attraction at the Royal Alexandra theater, Toronto, a few months
previous.

Rochester Trade Letter
By

L.

"War

B.

Skeffington,
61 Main
Rochester, N. Y.

St.,

in Toronto — Interesting
and Pictures.

East,

Chest" Theater Committee
Busy.
N. Y. — Theaters here are
STER,
ROCHE
lining up strong for the War Chest
drive which is on all of this week.
Some time ago it was decided to do away
wnth separate appeals for the Red Cross,
Y. M. C. A.. Knights of Columbus, and
other war charities and to form an organization that would cover the ground
for all forms of war relief, apportioning

Avenue, Toronto,
the mono] to rariou

Brevities

About

Ont.
organiaat4oua«ccord-

Ing

to then
lit -oil:..
The
result
4m the
I drive thai
Rochester cum
known.
It la .soliciting
liom oaei, citizen
one rout mi, ut ion tor the year.
The good
work dona by the theater* In the Libert)
Loan and oilier drives lias Convinced
the
committee thai the best form of publicity
is in the movie
theaters. With .the result
that they are playing an Important ,l>-'<t
In the campaign.
Manager J, n. Finn, of the Temple theater, is chairman of the eomuniu-o n,
charge of the theaters, and under bin
four teams captained by theater managers
as follows: .lack Farren, nl Che Victoria; a. N. Wolff, manager of the Blalto,
and president of the Rochester Exhibitors' League; \v. R. Coarle, of the
Lyceum, and William A. Calihati, -manager
of the Regent, and secretary .of the
Regorson Company, -controlling the R<
gent, Gordon, and Piccadilly.
Notes and Personals.
Edith Johnston, who j>la\s -opposite
Franklyn Farnum, is a Rochester girl,
and the Empire theater here took advantage of that fact in lining <up a -large
crowd of fans when one of Franklyn's
pictures played at that house -this week.
The Lincoln theater has toeen -undergoing- its usual spring overhauling and
decorating under the personal supervision
of the energetic manager, Mike Carr.
When the job was completed <t was suggested that Manager Carr migiit qualify
for a painting and decorating -contractor,
but out
Miketo says
a -painter "he -was
cut
be a that
movieas artist.
R. B. Matson, representing 'Vitagraph
in western New York, is covering a lot
of ground and -covering it fast with his
big National roadster.
Basil Brady, the local Pathe "agent, has
learned to like Rochester so well in his
short time here that he has decided to
stay, and is bringing his family <here from
New York.
MORE BUFFALO ITEMS.
Pick-Up
Jottings.
"Over the Top," a Vitagraph feature
founded on Empey's war book, Tecently
had a successful run at the Teck theater,
Buffalo. Manager Oishei, of the Teck,
during this show gave 200 free seats to
men in uniform. Henry Carr. manager
of Shea's theater, also distributed -many
free tickets to soldier and sailor boys.
Samuel Strong, formerly with the Slutual,
Buffalo, and later with the New England
Features, Boston, recently ^visited this
city on his way to Detroit.
Recent visitors in Buffalo were Mr. and
Mrs. Herzberger, Auditorium theater.
Perry. N. Y., and Mr. Dipson. who «ontrols
the Family and Grand theaters, Satavia.
Recent callers on T. C. Montgomery, of
the Buffalo Triangle exchange, were Ben
Fitzer, manager of the Regent theater,
Syracuse; M. Fitzer, manager of the
Happy Hour, that city, and Mr. Dygert.
manager of the Rialto theater. East
Rochester. Edward D. Levy has "been appointed supervisor of the poster and
shipping departments of the Triangle.
William E. Freel, Triangle shipper, has
left for Camp Dix.
Theater Changes in New York State.
Mr. Merritt, owner of the family theater, Leroy, N. Y., has closed the Happy
Hour theater, Caledonia, N. %T., -formerly
operated by Luther & Scott.
Wales & Brown have opened Wie Bijou,
a ten-cent moving picture 'theater in
Binghamton.
William Bean has leased +iis "Majestic
moving picture theater. East Ferry street,
Buffalo, to Mr. Wischard.
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Anderson, Ind., Prepares License Ordinance
City Council Has a Schedule of Rates for Operating Picture Theaters and Action Is
Expected On It At Once.
By Indiana Trade News Service, 861 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis,
Ind.
The
contract
for
chairs
for
the
theater
which
ordinance
An
ANDERSON, IND.—
has been let to Messrs. Haywood and
would place a license tax on all motion picture theaters and other places
Wakefield, of Chicago. Mr. Brentlinger's
son, Byron, will be the manager of the
of amusement is pending before the AnTerre Haute house.
derson city council and probably will
come up for passage at the next regular
Theater Changes in Muncie.
meeting. •
Two Muncie, Ind., motion picture theAfter considerable wrangling at the
aters recently changed hands and a third
first two meetings a motion was introwent out of business. Fred Oland, of
duced authorizing the mayor to appoint
Muncie, has purchased the Royal theater
a committee to prepare an amendment
here from Dr. J. E. George and expects
to the ordinance. The committee reto do a big Saturday and Sunday busiported at the meeting, April 13, and inness throughout the summer months. The
troduced an amendment with the followLyric theater has been bought by John
thepicture
Templer, proprietor of two motion picaters: ing provisions for motion
ture theaters at Portland. The Victor
seating capacity of
Theaters ' with
theater, which closed recently, has been
400 or more, $ 50 a year; $45 a year for
dismantled and the room converted into
not less than 300 seating capacity nor
a drug store.
more than 400; $30 for not less than 200
and not more than- 300, and $15 for not
ST. LOUIS
TRADE
LETTER.
less than 200.
The amendment was adopted without a
Crystal Airdome Opened May 17.
dissenting vote and the measure probably will be brought up for a final vote
ST. LOUIS,proof
MO.lamphouse,
— A new
new concrete
entrance fireand
at next meeting of the council.
box office, and new seating accomMajor Mellett, who appears to be greatmodations throughout form but part of
ly opposed to the operation of motion
the improvements now under way at the
picture
shows'
on
Sunday,
is
reported
to
Crystal airdome on Delmar, at Laurel,
be considering the matter of closing the
St. Louis.
theaters
on'
that
day.
He
is
said
to
have
When completed the airdome will seat
remarked at the council meeting recently
twenty-five hundred people, and in conthat he thought the motion picture business should be taxed higher than any
junction with the Pageant theater directly opposite will run simultaneous shows.
other amusement and should not be perThe
Pageant
has a seating capacity of
mitted to open up on Sundays.
fifteen hundred, and reports a very prosIdle Hour Closes for Summer.
perous season.
The Idle Hour theater, Newport, Ind.,
The Crystal planned to open for the
one of the most popular motion picture
season on Friday, May 17, with a program of exceptional merit. Doors open at
houses in this vicinity, which has been
7:30.
operated by Messrs. Hughes and Payne,
of the Newport Hill Motor Company, for
the last few years, will be closed for
the next few months. It will be dismantled next week and will be converted
From
M. A. Malaney,
607 Belmont Bldg.,
Cleveland. O.
in the' repair arid sales department of
the company. It is probable that it will
Look Out for the Skating Rink.
be reopened
next winter.

Clevzland Tradz Letter

M. Switow Will Build Theater.
Michael Switow, of Jeffersonville, Ind.,
has purchased the Reilly hotel property
at 333-337 Spring street with a view of
remodeling it and turning it into a motion
picture theater, cafeteria and hotel. He
says that eventually the building will be
torn down and an up-to-date theater and
hotel building erected in its place. Work
on remodeling the structure for the new
theater, .cafeteria and hotel will be
started immediately.
Angelo
Immarino
Very
Sick.
The many friends of Angelo Immarino,
of Cleveland, O., who formerly operated
the Lyric' theater in Connersville, Ind.,
were • grieved last -week when they received' word" that he is seriously ill and
not expected to recover. Mr. Immarino
left Connersville about a year ag-o for
Cleveland, where he is engaged in business.
Auditorium at Nappanee Changes.
Charles G. Miller, Charles T. Baker,
James Arch and C. J. French, of Nappanee, Ind., have taken over the management of the Auditorium theater here.
They expect to make several Improvements in the place this summer.
New Terre Haute Home Opens June 1.
A. F. Brent tinner, general manager of
the Hankers and Merchants Theater Co.,
Indianapolis, which operates the Orpheum
theater at South Bend and has under
construction a new theater at Terre
Haute, and one at Flint, Mich., has opened
up offices in the Traction and Terminal
building
in Indianapolis.
Mr. Brentlingcr says June 1 is the date
set for the dedication of the new Terre
Haute theater at Wabash and Eighth
street.

CLEVELAND,
OHIO. manager
— A letter
from E. E. Bair,
of received
the Fayette theater, Celina, Ohio, indicates
that a traveling skating rink has put
business on the bum there. Mr. Bair
writes so that brother exhibitors in other
towns may know what they are up
against if such an outfit comes to their
localities.
He says:
"Business was good until about six
weeks ago — until the greatest competitor
in years floated into town — a portable
skating rink. The rink just took the
dimes out of the pockets of the theaters
here and also from other local business
enterprises, because the people got the
skating craze.
"Now what do you think of a city
official who relentlessly permits these
floating concerns to fly into towns for a
two or three-months' period and rob local
industry and staple picture theaters presenting only A-l productions on the market? This week I closed up and gave the
theater
the closed
Red Cross.
the
theaters over
here toare
it loses"When
the city
$15 a week each in light current alone.
The rink pays $20 per month license.
Now. which is belter. $20 per month for
a few months or $16 a week besides the
large amount ot" money the theaters pay
out for help, supplies, advertising,
etc.?
"1 am writing you this merely as a
favor to other exhibitors who might have
to face the same conditions, and would
advise them to head oft anything of this
Zanesville's Weller Reopens.
The big Weller theater. Zanesville. O..
his
been
reopened by Manager Morley.
kind."
The opening attraction was "The RemakIng of a Nation." which is the picture
tonment.
made
at Camp Sherman. Ohio's big can-

June 8, 1918
The Weller seats 1,400. It has been
redecorated and improved and no doubt
will prove a very popular place of amusement.
Hot Weather Hits Shows.
In spite of the warm weather film ex- changes of Cleveland continue to do a
good business. Theaters, however, have
not done so well, however, since the first
hot day, May 5. The real hot weather
has come on Sundays, and as this is the
best business day of the week, receipts
have taken some sharp tumbles.
Syd Rosenthal
Feels Proud.
Syd Rosenthal, of the Standard Film
Service, Cleveland, was wearing a proud
smile the week of May 19. He had short
reels playing in six first-run houses of
the city. These were the Stillman, Alhambra. Mall, Metropolitan, Strand and
Knickerbocker.
Syd says this is the first time a single
exchange has pulled off a stunt like this.
Claims 19 Out of 30 Theaters.
Walter Forster, roadman for the Cleveland General Film Co., claims a record
for bookings in the city of Akron and
challenges any salesman to break it.
Up to May 22 he had booked 19 theaters
in that city with Paralta plays. Of
course, booking 19 houses in one city does
not seem a remarkable thing, but when
you consider that there are only 30 theaters in that place it is a record.
Cleveland Trade Brevities.
Walter K. Hill, former manager of the
Doan theater, Cleveland, is now connected with Orchestra Hall, Chicago.
Jimmie Beale is with the General exchange, Cleveland, as booker, after having been in St. Louis for some time with
the Select. He succeeds Ed Wills, who
has received a merited promotion to the
sales-force.
Jim Thompson, manager of the Eclair
theater, Cleveland, has received a postcard from a former patron now in France
with
"Say. out
Jim,a
when the
we U.
get S.toarmy,
Berlinreading:
I will pick
good location for
S. J. Needham.
of a Nation"
he ing.has
about
leaves for Camp

a picture show for you."
handling "The Remakin
northerntheOhio,
reports
finished
work
and
Sherman.

Atlanta Trade Letter
By

Linton

K.

Starr,
Atlanta,

Atlanta
Ga.

Journal,

Chaplin Goes Big.

"A
Chaplin's
— Charlie
atnear smashing
Life"GA. oame
tendance records at the Rialto theto "The
close
ater recently, running
rethe Beast of Berlin." which
Kaiser,
cently set new records for this city.
The Criterian also reported good business with Sergeant Empey's "Over the

Pons.
ATLANTA

Oldknow
Out Again.
Oldknow. head of the Consolidated Film and Supply Company, who
recently underwent a surgical operation,
William

is out again "better than ever."
E. R. Champion
in Atlanta.
Top."
E.
R. Champion is in Atlanta to handle
Bathe's new serial, "Moral Suicide." and
will cover the main cities of the southeast from this point. Mr. Champion already is well known in this section, having been here a year ago boosting
"Civilization." Pathe Manager "Wild
Bill" Anderson has completed arrangements with the Atlanta Georgian whereby
he expectsmendous
"Moral
amount of Suicide"
publicity.to get a treVisitors to Atlanta.
R. J. Edenfield, of the Dreamland,
Augusta, and Joe Burton, of the Star,
Toccoa. were among the visitors to a number of local exchanges.
Gilbert N. Tyler With Pathe.
Gilbert N. Tyler, formerly with General
and Paralta. has signed up with Pathe
to cover Alabama territory out of Atlanta.
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IN DETROIT.
Personal

and

Trade

Notes.

The Exhibitors' Booking Corporation of
Michigan,
orga nixed recently
to do
tlve booking on the Pettljohn
plan.
ust filed articles of association
uud.-i- the laws of Delaware for $8,000.
amount
$4,000 has been paid in Of
in
cash.
Harry
I. Garson,
president
of
the
Iway-Strand
theater,
Detroit,
purDhased $5,000 of the Third Libert] Bonds.
,ia>k Ryder, of the State Film Co., was
recently visited by William Steiner, who
makes the Jester comedies, released In
Michigan through the state Film Co.
This exchange Is having big success with
these; also its series of Shorty Hamilton
live-reel features.
Dave Mundstuk, of the Strand Features,
is now releasing a series of four tworeel Chaplin reissues and 20 one-reelers,
Which lie says are booking exceptionally
strong.
The Vendome theater, at Grand River
and Fourteenth street, has passed into
the hands of II. J. Handler, who took
it over May 11. He will not change the
policy although he plans some extensive
improvements.
Herman Warren and Ben Cohen have
let contracts for remodeling the front of
the Rex theater, "West Fort street, Detroit. Besides they are letting contracts
for the complete redecoration of the interior.
M. S. Bailey, of the General Film, reports some big bookings on Paralta plays.
John M. Kunsky will play the Kerrigans
In one of his downtown theaters; the
prury Lane will play the Barriscales,
.Glaum and Walthall pictures; the Regent,
In Bay City, has booked Paralta first run,
and "Bill" says the best theaters are now
singing up.
Joe Horwitz, now resident partner and
manager of the Foursquare exchange in
Detroit, is already planning to tour east
in his new motor car in time for the
branch managers' convention. He will
also go to Far Rockaway for a few days
to see his family. Hustling Joe, as we
all know him, says business is very good.
"Ramona" is now being booked to Michigan exhibitors through the State Film
Co., Detroit.
H. M. Berman, general sales manager
for Jewel productions, and C. E. Shurtleff, general sales manager for Paralta
Plays, were recent Detroit visitors.
E. J. Mooney, formerly with the U
office in Minneapolis, has been appointed
auditor at the Detroit U office, succeeding
John A. Webber, who has returned to the
home
office in New York City.
J. C. Fishman, of the Standard exchange, announces the purchase of a newprint of "Cleopatra," with Helen Gardner: also a new six-reel feature called
"Mothers of Liberty."
Charles T. Smith, owner of the Wrhite
Palace theater, Pontiac. for ten years,
and one of the very oldest exhibitors in
the state, died recently after a long illness.
Notes of the Trade.
Max Milder, manager of the Select exchange, has just returned from an extensive trip throughout the territory and
reports satisfactory
conditions.
L. Chamberlain, who recently opened
the New Victoria theater in Reading, was
seen in Philadelphia and reported that
although business conditions were generally fair that the shipping conditions
were in a most deplorable state with no
prospects of relief in sight.
D. W. Griffith's "Intolerance" has been
booked by Mager Kendrick of the Fairmount theater, where it will be presented
for one day.
H. M. Morningstar, formerly manager
of the Fifty-sixth Street theater, has
been appointed in charge of the Belmont
theater.
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Special Productions Find Favor in Michigan
Big

Patriotic

Features and Other Special Films Are Decidedly
Offerings
that Have
Won
Records.
i'.\ Jacob Smith, 719

Free Press

DETROIT,
.Mien
The
Bucce s of a
number
of big pictures
now
being
released In M Ichlga n Is prooi eno
that what the exhibitors and the public
want
today Is Special
productions.
This
is no slur on the program pictures bi
cause the exhibitor needs them as he
does the special. The exhibiting business is a seven-day proposition, but the
point the writer makes Is that the big
specials give new life and stimulant to
the picture industry.
There is "The Unbeliever" — a George
Kleine picture — that is going over tremendously big in Michigan. Exhibitors
are doing so well that in almost every
case the picture has been rebooked for
a second engagement. Why, last week
the Ferry Field, a theater seating around
1,200 — four miles from town — booked it
for three days — breaking the two-day
policy — and it went so big that the engagement was extended to five days.
Manager Hal Smith never before believed
it possible to show a picture longer than
three days at the most — and yet he did
capacity on the five days, and would
have gone the sixth had it not been for
previously
arranged
bookings.
Then there is "The Kaiser" — this pic- ture is a positive sensation in Michigan,
and it is going better each day and even
the rebookings are doing as much business for the theaters as the first engagements. The writer has yet to run across
a single exhibitor who does not report
"we cleaned up on 'The Kaiser'."
Then there is "The Whip," owned by
the Dawn Masterplay — this picture has
positively played as many as three and
four repeat engagements at some houses
doing nearly as well on the fourth as on
the first engagement.
"Redemption," another big special
handled by the Dawn Masterplay, is having big success in Michigan. "My Four
Tears in Germany" has just started to be
released in Michigan, but wherever it has
played so far big business is reported.
It stayed five weeks at the Washington
theater and is booked by all of the biggest and best theaters throughout the
state on percentage.
"Over the Top" opened its Detroit engagement at the Majestic theater. May
18, and from the attendance thus far it
is certain to remain there no less than
four weeks. Throughout the state it is
booked solid for many weeks.
Again we say, "this is the day of big
specials."
Blankmeyer Takes the Gratiot.
Art Blankmeyer, who recently leased
the Duplex theater, Detroit, and who is
exchange manager of the Harry I. Garson Productions, has leased for a term of
11 years the Gratiot theater, Detroit, located at Gratiot and Chene. He plans to
continue it as a daily change picture
house, but may add a few vaudeville acts
later on.
Bert Deiner Glad to Be Home.
Bert Deiner, several years ago with the
Detroit Universal exchange, and recently
with the Standard in Cleveland, is again
with the Detroit Universal exchange, and
Manager "W. D. Ward, who negotiated the
deal, is as tickled as a baby with a new
toy. He has always admired Bert Deiner
as one of the most efficient men in the
film business. He will do general untility -wrork out of the Detroit office.
"Fill the Flag" Sung in Detroit.
"Fill the Flag," the official song of the
Detroit Patriotic Fund, was sung in most
local theaters for the week of May 1*.
connecting up with the big campaign for
funds, Detroit being asked to raise seven
millions in the one week. The publicity
committee succeeded in getting the song

Popular Just

Now —

Building-, Detroit, M
over In theaters throughout the city, bellevlng i ha I In i his way i b<
could quicklyn introduce
it. to Detrolters
and
to wuik
up enthusiasm
for the
fund
di i\ B,
Eddie
.Met Irat h san
every
perform i
I t be
i Iroad
Strand theater, and every noon in tho
public square before thousands of people.
At the theater. Manager Phil Qleichman
had painted a special stage set tor the
song. Mr. McGrath was each time assisted by a young lady who represi
herself as "Miss Detroit."
March to Patriotic Film.
Tuesday night, May 21, was "Patriotic
Night" at the Majestic theater, Detroit,
nearly 700 soldiers, members of the Michigan state troops, and several
Canadian returned soldiers, Mayor Marx
and city officials, marching to the theater
from opening
downtown
to see
"Over
the Top.''
The
number
of the
program
was
the National anthem with the soldiers
standing attention. The theater was especially decorated for the occasion.
Majestic
Will Have
New
Policy.
For the engagement of Vitagraph's big
special feature, "Over the Top," Manager
M. W. McGee, of the Majestic theater, Detroit, will make a change in the house
policy on account of the length of the production and the special added attractions.
The new policy will be only twro shows
daily — one in the afternoon
at 2:15 and

M. W. McGee.
one at night at S:15. The 75 and 50 cent
seats will be served by coupons, while the
general admission price will continue at
25 cents. All seats for the matinee will
be 25 cents. It will be the first time that
any Detroit picture theater operated under
such a policy, which is the same as the
legitimate theaters.
Manager McGee is not saying a great
deal about the presentation of "Over the
Top," but he is working hard on it, and
promises some novelties and innovations
that are certain to have all Wayne County
talking. The engagement of this special
feature is for four weeks.
Stanley W. Hatch, the new Metro manager in Detroit, has assumed active charge
and is the sort of fellow who wiil surely
make many friends in this territory. He
comes from Cincinnati, where he was formerly connected with the Vitagraph and
Kleine exchanges.
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Texas Exhibitors A re Now A iding Red Cross
Enter Whole-Hearted!y

and Loyally Into the Drive — Business is Fairly Prosperous
and Rains Are Helping.
By Douglas
Hawley,
The Times-Herald, Dallas, Tex.
big subjects was exemplified in OklaDALLAS,
TEX. — Their successful effort
in behalf of the Third Liberty Loan
homa City last week when "Over the
Top"
concluded, Texas moving picture thethe three-day record of the
Empressbroke
theater.
ater men entered
whole-heartedly
and
There
is
one other phase of the picture
loyally into the drive in behalf of the
second
war fund for the Red Cross and
demand in this territory that is too plain
contributed generously of their time and
to pass
ern stuff.by, and that is the call for "Westtheir money toward humanity's cause.
It is expected that the Red Cross drive
Incidentally, they continued to look after
from now on will not have the same detheir business, which, from all accounts,
pressing effect upon business that the
continues along the even tenor of its
Third Liberty Loan campaign had.
way, with some satisfaction, and, of
course, the little drawbacks that are
Notes
from
Universal
Exchange.
mixed up with it.
Universal exchange in Oklahoma City
More good rains fell in the San Angelo
reports a lively trade in all brands of
country and west of Fort Worth in the
its output. Sam Benjamin, general manAbilene district on May 16 and 17, the
news of their coming bringing a feeling
ager, has been out over the territory
lately opening new accounts and realignof optimism to folks in that territory,
ing old. The roster of the local Uniwhich has been so hard hit by the longcontinued drouth.
versal office
nowDewalt,
includes
besides"
Mr.
Benjamin,
J. C.
office
manager;
Rebuild
Waxahachie
Theater.
E. G. Heiner and Cliff White, bookers;
Messrs. Davenport, Ginch and Rockett,
Maude Renshaw, secretary, and Joe Moreland, bookkeeper. On the road for Unicomprising the Waxahachie Amusement
Company — Dixie theater, Waxahachie,
versal are G. E. ("Buddy") Benjamin,
Tex. — are soon to occupy a brand new,
Fred Framconia, and J. Redliffe. "Buddy"
up-to-date, fully equipped house which
Benjamin has been with Universal for
will cost close to $75,000 when completed.
two years in the same district, and is
one of the most popular salesmen in the
Among
Texas
Exhibitors.
state.
Redliffe comes from St. Louis,
Stuart Bros., Denton, Tex., have sold
where he has been with Universal.
their interests in the Dreamland theater
there to Davenport and Bates.
Exhibitors in Oklahoma City Recently.
J. H. Sligh, Teague, Tex., has disposed
Frank Powell, Mission theater, Ponca
of the Idlewild theater there, to a Mr.
City, Okla.
Reed, who will conduct it in future.
Walter Billings, American,
Enid, Okla.
Julian Woods, of the Mexia opera
Frank Miller, Marlow, Okla.
house, has disposed of his moving picture
W. C. Blackstone, Cozy theater, Chickinterests to O. H. Brannon, who will conasha, Okla.
tinue operation of the theater.
Art
Hamley, Yale, Pauls Valley, Okla.
A charter has been granted the Trinity
J. L. Carr, Electric, Kingfisher, Okla.
Amusement Company of Dallas, with a
C. L Schmoyer, Electric, Shamrock,
capital stock of $25,000. Incorporators
Okla.
are C. F. Tandy, R. B. Strayhorn and
J. S. Slocum, Woodrow, Mangum, Okla.
George M. Bailey, Jr.
J. C. Johnson,
Orpheum,
Haskell, Okla.
Corp. Kent
Watson Edits Camp
Paper.
B. F. Rothstein, of Majestic, Tulsa, Okla.
Corporal Kent Watson, former Moving
C. C. Chappelle, Clarendon, Kusa, Okla.
Picture World correspondent at Dallas,
Charles
Blaine,
Morgan,
Henrvetta,
Tex., is now editing The Reconnaissance,
Okla.
W. H. Frame, Pastime, Woodward, Okla.
a weekly paper published by the 36th
division at Camp Bowie, Tex. Corporal
Burns and McDaniels, Consolidate Theaters at Duncan and Marlow, Okla.
Watson resigned a position as night editor for the Associated Press at Dallas to
C. C. Harkins, Grand, Lehigh, Okla.
enlist in the army.
R. S. Bruner, Liberty, Wirt, Okla.
With the Travelers.
Morris Lowenstein Called by Draft.
Harry Barr, of the People's theater,
Beaumont, visited Dallas exchanges recently, reporting the South Texas city in
good shape and everything pretty.
H. M. Owen, manager Dallas branch
of the S. A. Lynch Enterprises, took a
ten-days' automobile trip during the
third week
in May.

H.

W.

Smith,. Liberty
Theater
Oklahoma City.

Bldg.,

Business Keeps Excellent.

CITY, OKLA.— Film exOKLAHOMA
changes here report the best business the past two weeks of any
fortnight since the first of the year.
Money seems to be plentiful throughout
the state, and retail trade, with the exception of farm machinery and hardware,
is flourishing. If any conclusion can be
deduced from present trade conditions in
Oklahoma it is that the demand is particularly for big pictures. Exchanges
and independent agencies here have
tested this demand more or less. For instance, the prices asked for some of the
big features, notably "My Four Years in
Germany," "The Kaiser, the l'.east of
Berlin," "Over the Top-" and "Lest We
Forget," Intimidate the small exhibitor.
Numerous cases are reported here where
the exchange then books the picture on
percentage basis, and Invariably has
for the
demand
The
profited thereby.

T. E. Larson has sold the Texas and
1,400.
Arkansas
rights to "Berlin
Via America"
to W. G. Underwood,
of the Specialty
Film
Company, of Dallas.
Chaplin's "A Dog's Life" is reported to
be shattering house records all over the
state, and to have been rebooked by
ninety per cent, of the larger houses.
Pathe here is having a tremendous
booking run on the twelve one-reel series
of official war pictures entitled "Britain's
H. E. Jameyson, of the United Picture
Bulwarks."Corp., has decided to make OklaTheaters
homa City his permanent headquarters.
Emerald Film Opens Office.
The Emerald Film Company, a branch
of an independent booking company of
the same name in Kansas City, has opened
offices in Oklahoma City in charge of J.
M. Brownlee.
J. A. Muchmore
Heads Local Metro.
M. B. Tritch. whose tenure here as
manager of the Metro exchange was cut
short by the draft, has been succeeded
by John A. Muchmore, formerly of the
Kansas City Metro
offices.

S. S. Baker Becomes Kansas City Censor
By

Former

Oklahoma Trade Letter
By

Morris Lowenstein, manager of the Majestic theater, Oklahoma City, leaves this
week for New Orleans, where he has been
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called to the colors under military draft.
Exchange managers have presented him
with a military kit and other items of
accoutrement. Lowenstein originally was
a newspaper man. For several years he
was publicity director for John Sinopoulo in his various Southwest amusement enterprises. He and his father
bought the Majestic property about two
years ago — then a considerably rundown nickel house. Today it is one of
the most popular ten-cent daily change
picture houses in the state built up by
the younger Lowenstein's thoughtful programming. The property was not remodeled; it was merely rebrained.
J. H. Brainard Goes to First National.
Jack H. Brainard, for four years manager of the Mutual branch, Oklahoma
City, has become local branch manager
for the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Brainard is a big fellow physically
and mentally, and in the esteem of Oklahoma exhibitors. Managers have long
since learned to take him at his word.
Local exhibitors express satisfaction with
the
word Mutual
for it
that change,
it is anaccepting
advance Jack's
for him.
management has been taken over by
Brainard's
former
assistant, Sam
Brunk.
Trade and Personal Notes.
"My Four Years in Germany" will open
the new Liberty theater in Blackwell,
Okla., June 30-31. This is a splendid
structure, with stage opening of 26 feet
and depth of 4S, and seating capacitv of

Manager

of Foursquare
Exchange
Appointed by New
Mayor
Films — Has Been Critical but Is Making Good.
B. S. Brown.
115 Railway
Exchange,
Kansas City. Mo.

13 someMay City
— On
MO. in
CITY,
KANSAS thing
happened
that
Kansas
brought greater joy to the Kansas
City exchange men than anything that
has ever happened or perhaps ever will
happen. Fred S. McClure, city censor.
served his last day as official custodian
of that office. The following day Sidney
S. Baker, formerly Foursquare manager
here, took the office, and has been in it
ever since.
alone and unassisted
Undoubtedly Mr. McClure had the interests of the City at heart throughout his
regime as censor. He gained the enmity
of the Kansas City exchange men by coneach' and
rejecting
sistently that
cutting orsavored
every picture
even slightly
of the unrefined or immoral.
The Kansas State Board has a reputation for being one of the strictest in the
country, and that board passed numerous
pictures with words of commendation that
Mr. McClure rejected and pronounced indecent and unworthy of being shown in
In his behalf it can be said
Kansas City.

to

View

that lie is a wealthy man, and his handling' the position as head of the recreational department of the Board of Public
Welfare has been what he has considered
a fair and public spirited work.
However, the new man is not without
his troubles. It has been the custom for
the Parent-Teachers' Association to view
the pictures by a representative and make
suggestions as to the cuts for those pictures to be recommended to exhibitors to
use on Friday nights for school children. It seems as if one or several of
these representatives continued to exercise this priviledge during the administration of Mr. Baker, and in several instances made suggestions that the new
censor failed to recognize, which seeming negligence incurred the wrath of the
organization. The resentment has been
freely voiced in the news and editorial
columns of the Kansas City Star and
Times, and the Kansas City Journal. The
Kansas City Post if upholding the actions
of Mr. Baker
in managing
the office as
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amy
Maker, sees tit. He is the type
et man that criticism will not worry, for
up to the present
tune
In- h.is received
derable
publicity
in regard
to the
Parent-Teachers'
Association
affair.
He
irer on the job, ami It is a sane bet
that no picture will go through that office
without his official stamp or rejection with
ins therefor.
He has the support
of
the city administration, and it is certain
that it will only be a question
of time
until he has become
as popular
with the
citizens of Kansas
City as he was with
his former
exchange
associates
ami exhibitors.
Visitors from the Head Offices.
Harold Bolster, an official of the GoldWjrn Company in New York, was in Kansas
City. Monday, May 13.
Richard Robertson, Goldwyn manager,
spent Wednesday ami Thursday, May 15
and 16, in Omaha visiting A. H. Blank,
manager of the new- Rialto theater there.
Its seating capacity is 2,500, and it is
one of the finest theaters in the state.
H. B. Brennon, auditor from the New
York office of the General Film Company, came to Kansas City from Philadelphia. He will remain
for two weeks.
L. S. Levin, of the Fox Film Corporation, was in Kansas City, Wednesday,
May 15, on a Western tour. J. A. Groves,
of the publicity department of the Fox
company, was here also Tuesday, May 14.
Hodupp-Towne
Photoplay Opens Office.
The Hodupp-Towne Photoplay Company, distributing- Gaumont News Features. Christie comedies, and "super-features." has opened an office here at 921
Gloyd building'. It will distribute films
through Missouri and Kansas. S. Taubman is manager.
C M. Kelley Will Handle Pathe Paper.
Charles H. Watson, in the poster department of the Kansas City Pathe office,
has resigned to work at the City Hall.
He will be succeeded by Carl M. Kelley,
formerly in the poster department of the
Vitagraph exchange, Kansas City.
Southwestern
Theater Changes.
Woodward, Okla. — Convention Hall is to
be equipped with a motion picture machine.
Antlers, Okla. — The new Dixie theater
has been taken over by O. Gill, of Hugo.
Mr. Melton was the former manager.
Waco, Tex. — Work is being pushed on
the Majestic airdome theater, which will
front on Washington and on Sixth streets.
It is expected that the opening will occur
within the next week or ten days. Messrs.
Mitchell and Simon, managers.
Beaumont, Tex. — A new $50,000 motion
picture theater is soon to be erected in
Beaumont, Sol E. Gordon. Jos. C. Clemmons, and J. I. Pittman will be the principals of the stock company, and will
constitute the management of the new
theater. The seating capacity of the theater will be 900.
Jefferson. Tex. — M. L. Moore is tearing
down the airdome and preparing to move
it on the lot next to W. P. Kirklin's store
where he originally had an airdome.
Caruthersville, Mo. — W. H. Gamble has
retired from the management of the Dixie
theater. John J. Lang will now have
charge pending the return of Mrs. White,
the new owner.
Syracuse, Kan. — Fire did a small
imount of damage at the Imp theater recently.
Hope, Ark. — Contracts have been let for
the building of a modern theater here.
The building will have a seating capacity
~>t 1,000. It will be erected and owned by
:he J. H. Betts estate, and will be operited under lease by John A. Collins, who
now owns two picture theaters in Hope.
Omaha, Neb. — The new Liberty theater
las been opened for business.
Des Moines, Iowa. — Articles of incorporation have been filed for the Majestic
Theater Company. Capital stock, $50,000;
ncorporators, Abe Frankle, president; W.
-*. O'Hare, Ira B. Thomas, and W. L.
'•tewart.
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Ruben & Finkelstein Get Two More Theaters
Minneapolis

Strand

and

St.

Paul Hippodrome
Taken
Over by Circuit — Move
Will
Greatly Lessen Competition.
By John l,. Johnston,
719 Hennepin
Avenue,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
has a natural course of entertainment to
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — It is anprovide ami carries it out splendidly,
nounced that Messrs. Kulien & Finkelstein have bought Hie MinneWhat Exchange Men Are Doing.
apolis Strand ami the St. Paul Hippodrome,
The Associate. l Theaters, Inc., MinneThe Strand, owned by the Saxe Brothers
apolis, has given up its distribution of
of Minneapolis ami Milwaukee, was conover a score of film features ami shortsidered the only "competing theater" In
reel comedies ami dramas ami, according
Minneapolis' "loop" lor some time, and a
to Manager T. J. Hainlln, is COncentri
merry war has been waged between this
its efforts in boosting the distribution "I
theater ami the R. ami !•'. interests. The
t lie i raumont
weeklies.
sale of the Strand to the It. and F. inW. II. Lawrence, formerly of the Minterests leaves Minneapolis practically
neapolis Imix exchange,
has joined the
without competition in the photoplay
sal.-sforce of the local Select exchange.
presentation end of things for the New
Mr.
Sutton,
who
for
several
months has
Garden, the only exclusive picture play
been
"out
ahead"
of
Fox's
"Cleopatra"
house in the "loop" is to be annexed to
road show, has joined the First Natlo
the R. and F. string October 1, we are
informed.
Exhibitors' Circuit exchange, Minneapolis,
and
will leave shortly for an advance
It must be stated that the film exbooking tour of Wisconsin and Minnesota
changes, and also the newspapers, are
not «xactly pleased with the sale of the
in the interests of "My Four Years in
Strand, but R. and F. have promised to
F. C. Byram, of the Lyric theater,
maintain their well-known policy of fairOsage,
Germany."Iowa, visited Minneapolis exness to all, and there is apparently no
change men last week. AVhile in the city
reason to doubt the continuance of such
Mr. Byram completed arrangements with
a Charles
policy. G. Branham will continue to act
the Twin City Scenic Co. for a complete
stage setting for his theater.
as manager of the Minneapolis Strand
Manager Robert Scott, of the Minnethe Moving Picture World representative
apolis Metropolitan theater, a legitimate
is informed. It is not known whether
house, has booked the Goldwyn-Rex Beach
the theater will continue its open bookfeature, "Heart of the Sunset" for a fouring policy or not. Messrs. Ruben & Finday showing, to begin Sunday, May 26.
kelstein have a good number of big features booked and have been holding some
of them back, it seems, for presentation
at the Strand.
In purchasing the Hippodrome, an 1,800
By Abraham
Nelson,
601 Journal
Bldg.,
seat vaudeville theater in St. Paul, they
Portland, Ore.
have decided to close the house for the
Portland's
Tivoli Theater
Sold.
summer season and re-open it in the fall
with a policy of pictures and vaudeville
PORTLAND, liams avenue
ORE. and
— TheRussel
Tivolistreet
at Wilwas
at popular prices.
recently
sold by H. C. Phillips to
The acquisition of the Strand brings
E. H. Marston.
Mr. Phillips is not going
the R. and F. circuit up to fourteen Twin
out of the show business, however, and is
City theaters, namely: New Garrick, Minlooking for another location.
neapolis, 2,400 seats, photoplays exclusMr. Marston is from Great Falls, Mont.,
ively; New Palace, Minneapolis, 2,200
and, while not a show man himself, has
seats, vaudeville and short-reel pictures:
three sons who are experienced in the
New Lyric, Minneapolis, 1,600 seats, phobusiness, and the combination should
toplays exclusively; Strand, Minneapolis,
make the Tivoli a big success. The the1.300 seats, photoplays exclusively; New
Grand, Minneapolis, 1,200 seats, vaudeaterment
was erected
for the
the boom
People'sdays,
AmuseCompany in
and
ville and short-reel subjects; New Aster,
was sold to Mr. Phillips several years
Minneapolis, 1,000 seats, photoplays exclusively; New Unique, Minneapolis, 800
ago. It has been a money-maker all the
seats, photoplays exclusively; Calhoun
time.
(neighborhood). Minneapolis, 1,000 seats,
Carl Laemmle
Visits Portland.
photoplays exclusively; New Palace, St.
Carl Laemmle honored the Rose City with
Paul, 3,000 seats, vaudeville and shorta visit May 18, and was entertained as
reel subjects; New Garrick, St. Paul, 1,800
guest of G. A. Metzger, general manager
seats, photoplays exclusively; Hippodrome,
of the Film Supply Company, handling
St. Paul, 1,800 seats, vaudeville and shortthe Universal product. He called on a
reel subjects: New Princess, St. Paul, 1,200
number of Portland theaters, and was
seats, photoplays exclusively; New Magiven
a real reception by exhibitors who
jestic, St. Paul, 1,000 seats, photoplays
called at the Universal exchange to see
exclusively; O. K., St. Paul, 600 seats, phohim. Lunch with Mayor George L. Baker
toplays exclusively.
was another distinction accorded Mr.
In St. Paul "opposition" theaters are
Laemmle. Harry Cohen, president of Mothe Alhambra, Gem, Blue Mouse, and Startion Picture Song Hits, is accompanying
land, in the "loop" district.
Mr. Laemmle
on his tour.
Jay Gove
Visits Minneapolis.
The party left Saturday night for
Seattle,
and
from
there will go direct
Jay Gove, of the New York Fox publicity department, spent a few days with
East.
Manager E. S. Flynn of the Minneapolis
With
the Oregon
Road
Men.
Fox exchange recently. Mr. Gove was
C. F. Hill, manager for Goldwyn In
accompanied by Stuart Atchison, who has
Seattle, recently made a trip to Portland
been handling publicity at the Pacific
and through the territory by automobile,
Coast studios for some time.
and found it an excellent way to call on
his customers. Rain and muddy roads
Dan Donnelan Leads in Popularity.
hampered part of his trip, however.
Dan Donnelan, manager of the MinneWhile in Portland. Mr. Hill held a trade
apolis Mutual exchange, as the result of
showing on two Mae Marsh and Mabel
some
electioneering
"Govie"in
Normand features, which was very well
Malonespirited
has gone
into firstby place
attended.
"Amusements" poplar exchange manager's
Yern Schubach, traveling for Universal,
contest. A recent meeting with M. Donnelan in his executive chambers proved
recently returned from the eastern part
of the territory where he has been bookto us one mighty good reason for his ating '"The Kaiser." After a few days
taining popularity in this territory. To
spent calling on Portland exhibitors he
begin with M. Donnellan has a regular
left on a long tour to place his picture
handshake to offer everybody, a regular
on a percentage basis in the towns not
smile and a bit of personality. As you sit
already
booked.
by his desk and start talking to him he
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Frisco Hall Owners Hit Out at Music Tax
Association

Denounces
Society of Authors, Composers
and Publishers
Theaters to Play Music Not Copyrighted.
By

T.

A.

Church,

1507

and

Urges

North
Street, Berkeley,
Cal.
Stockton house, has resigned owing to ill
health, and a successor will be named as
soon as one can be found. E. Kerskin is
in charge of the San Jose house, and will
probably be made the permanent manager.to succeed Mr. Miller. Vaudeville
is to be introduced into the T. & D. theater at Berkeley, but will be offered for
only one day a week.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — At a meeting
of the San Francisco Hall Owners'
Association held a few days ago at
the Palace hotel strong resolutions were
passed denouncing the tactics of the
American Society of Authors, Composers
& Publishers, and a committee was appointed to urge the managers of moving
picture theaters, hotels, cafes, and rented
halls to play other music than the copyrighted popular music published by members of this organization. The local
Musicians' Union has also been requested
to adopt a resolution urging the national
body at its meeting in Chicago next month
to take action against the use of the
copyrighted music. But few moving picture houses here are paying the royalties
demanded, and no serious efforts seem to
be made to compel any to do so.
Becomes Marine Corps Publicity Man.
Eugene W. Castle, for the past four
years with the Gaumont Company in San
Francisco, and most of this time in charge
of the Bulletin edition of the Gaumont
news service, has enlisted in the United
States Marine Corps, and has left for
Kansas City, Mo., where he will be assigned to publicity work under Lieut.
Hans Hornbostel, also formerly of this
city. Castle enjoys an enviable reputation as a news cameraman, having covered
many important events in the Pacific
Coast field, including the Panama-Pacific
International Fxposition in 1915.
He has been succeeded at the local post
by Blaine Walker, who has covered the
Los Angeles field for Gaumont during the
past two years, and who in turn has
been succeeded by J. B. Walker, formerly
a studio cameraman.
Carle Laemmle
Pays
a Visit.
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal, spent several days here recently
looking over the. local exchange and investigating film conditions in general. He
was very enthusiastic over business conditions here, and declared that the outlook was satisfactory. He predicted that
with the end of the war, whenever that
might be, there would come an immense
demand for American-made films throughout the world, with productions in lighter
vein especially wanted. He stated that
fourteen companies are now working at
Universal City instead of half that number earlier in the year. "Big feature pictures are what people want," he said,
"and they will not stand for fake stuff
any more. War pictures have to be genuine. You can't stage a battle at the
Somme in a Los Angeles studio, or on a
Glendale ranch. A Somme battle has to
be
staged
the Somme,
that's all
is to
it. on
Realism
and romance
arethere
the
two big things that the women as well
as the men always want, and, strange to
say, the women like realism and the men
romance."
Rialto Has New House Manager.
O. E. Lucas has succeeded Nat Holt
as house manager of the Rialto theater,
and is also attending to the publicity.
This is the first time that lie has ever
bandied work of this kind for a moving
picture theater, but lie had had much
experience in promoting outdoor events
and served on the publicity departments
of both the San Francisco and San Diego
Expositions. The new Rialto theater of
Sheehan & Lurie at Eureka, Cal., will be
opened early in June, all of the fixtures
new being on hand.
Turner & Dahnken
Make Changes.
A. M. Miller, formerly in charge of the
San Jose T. & D. theater, has been made
assistant manager of the entire circuit,
and will relieve B. B. Johnson of some
of his duties.
Tom South, manager of the

Orpheum Books War Films.
The management of the Orpheum has
booked one Government war film a week
for a period of twenty weeks from the
film division of the State Council of Defense. Many bookings are coming in from
the country districts on the strength of
the great showing made by the city
houses, and splendid distribution is being secured through the joint activity of
all film salesmen.
Edgar Lewis
Returns from
Honolulu.
Edgar Lewis, director and producer, has
returned with Mrs. Lewis from a trip to
Honolulu, and after a stay of a few days
in this city left for Los Angeles. He
plans to commence work at an early date
on some big productions, and will shortly go to New York to complete arrangements for these.
Aldrich
Makes
a Find.
W. F. Aldrich, who directed "Hidden
Pearls," and who recently went to Honolulu with Edgar Lewis, has commenced
the making of moving pictures there, having discovered a native built like "Fatty"
Arbuckle. The first picture he has completed is entitled "Poi or Bust." He has
also opened a large airdome in Honolulu.
Belgian Veterans Entertained.
Three hundred Belgian heroes driven
from the Russian front by an ignoble
peace, augmented by a handful of French
and Italian soldiers, reached San Francisco recently from Yladivostock, and
have been the guests of the municipality
since their arrival. Many fetes have been
held in their honor, but the men declare
that they have found the greatest enjoyment in the moving picture theaters.
One evening was spent at the Strand,
■where Charlie Chaplin was the attraction,
and on another occasion the men viewed
a special performance of "The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin." During their stay here
the Tivoli theater was featuring "My Four
Years in
viewed
and Germany,"
enjoyed. and this was also
San Francisco
Brevities.
The Lyric theater, of Stockton, recently broke attendance records of long
standing with '■Carmen of the Klondyke."
The production was well advertised, and
attracted many new patrons to the house.
Through the efforts of Miss Fay King.
a specialty writer for one of the large
San Francisco dailies, a late model
Tower's Camerograph has been purchased for the base hospital at Camp
Fremont. The machine was purchased
from the Movie Emporium of the Turner
& Dahnken Circuit.
D. J. Grauman. formerly of the Strand
theater of San Francisco, but now of Los
Angeles, was here recently for a short
stay.
Joe Jacoby, formerly of the Empress
theater on Twenty-sixth street. San
Francisco, has taken over the management of the Park theater on Devisadero
street.
Louis Levin has taken over the Elite
theater on Sacramento street, San Francisco.
Harry Cohn. of the New York office of
the Universal, was in San Francisco recently, and left for the Northwest with
President
Carl Laemmle.
William
D. Imwalle,
of Gonzales,
Cal.,
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was in San Francisco recently to attend
a I. O. O. F. convention, and while here
purchased a Motiograph projection machine from Walter Preddey.
Northern California Notes.
Burling ame, Cal.— George W. Gates and;
.kstelle Gates have awarded a contract fettle erection of a reinforced concrete movl
ing picture house to cover a lot 104 by;
173 feet in size.
Sausalito, Cal.— The management of the! J
Princess theater has given up the use
of
the gasoline
power
that has beeni;
used for some time, plant
and is now using a
Preddey no-carbon lamp
outfit
Anderson
Cal.— W. R. Claman has soldi
his local theater to C. D. Hainline.
Oakland, Cal.— The Avenue theater
which has been enlarged and renovated,
was reopened about the middle of May

stalledrlltZer

instrument

has

been
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Spokane Trade Letter
By

S.

Avenue, Patchin,
Clark
Spokane, E-1SU
Wash. Eleventh

Request Clemmer Not to Show "Birth'
O POKANE, WASH.— After two previous
O
showing
in the city, four weeks
in
tion had been launched and successfully
iv
\
ln.
each
case
after
st'ff
opposimet "The Birth of a Nation." booked for
a return engagement at the" Clemmer theater, June 15. is confronted once asrain
with an effort to block its public exhibition on the screen. The Countv Council
of Defense is taking a hand in the matter this time.
Former Gov. M. E. Hay has been namtu
a committee of one by the Countv Coun-,
cil of Defense to take
matter up
with the Clemmer managthe
ement with s
suggestion that the booking be canceled
without any controversy. Governor Haj
was in communication with Dr H C
Lambach, one of the Clemmer owners
but the conference was delaved until
the return of Dr. H. S. Clemmer, who i<
in Seattle.
The agitation to suppress the Griffith
masterpiece this time is not attribut
ed tc
colored opposition, as on the former occasion, but to the action of army authorities in asking its suppression.
Major General Greene, commandant at
Camp Lewis, it is said, refused to allow
the picture to be shown at the picture
theater on the reservation, on the ground
that colored men were in training- there
and would be subjected to embarrassment
if the picture were shown with its alleged appeal to race prejudice. General
Greene also requested that the picture
be
not shown in Taeoma, and his wishes
in the matter.
respected
were
In Portland, however, vigorous opposition developed, but the theater management won out in the courts, according
to reports, and the picture was shown to
the biggest crowds that ever saw it in
the Rose City.
"If we are to be charged with unpatriotic conduct in showing the picture,
we may be obliged to change our bookings," said Dr. Lambach. "However, the
picture has been shown here twice before
and I do not believe any conditions exist
today that did not exist at that time. If
a military ban is placed on the picture.
that settles it. We will meet the committee on the return of Dr. Clemmer and
find out its attitude."
Tyrone Power Moves to Spokane.
Tyrone Power, who is a star in a series
of pictures to be made at Minnehaha
Park by the Washington Motion Picture
Corporation, has arrived in Spokane and
has taken apartments at the Davenport
Hotel for the season. He begins work
here at once on his first picture producTrimble.tion, under the direction of Larry
"New York is waiting to
Northwest can do in the
moving pictures." said Mr.
eyes in the screen world are

see what the
production of
Power. "All
on the Wash-
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bSKton Motion Picture Corporation, for
xpected to show whal can bo
done with the scenerj
out here."
Members of the payroll committee of
the Spokane Ail Club arc preparing all
details in connection with the opening
of the Washington Motion Picture plant
with the exception of the portion of the
program to be furnished bj the cornTitan Film Getting
Into Shape.
Spokane's second motion picture company will be producing bj only in July,
it was announced by J. Don Alexander,
president of the Titan
Film Company.
Several officers of the compan> will go
ta Los Angeles next month to Inspect
studio methods and meet stars whom the
company is considering hiring. There
arc a half dozen popular players who
have i
I their willingness
to discuss terms and we shall doubtless Sign
of them on this trip.
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Pictures the Big Thing, Says Eugene Levy

1 \tt)

Seattle

Vaudeville

Man
Becomes
House,
Into

an
Exhibitor — Turns
Orpheum,
a Motion
Picture
Theater.

By s. .1. Anderson,
SEATTLE,
wash
The
probability
suggested
In this column
last week
that the Orpheum
theater might
go
to motion
pictures
exclusively
has become a facfr.
Eugene
Levy, who
took
Over
the house
last
fall and
has
Lting it as a Vaudeville
house,
declared that alter the great
success
of
the BhOWlng
Of "The Kaiser, the Feat
Of
Berlin," at the Orpheum two weekt
he had
a long
consultation
with
his
friend, Sid Grauman of Los Angeles, who

Up Again

SEATTLE NOTES.
Miss Donnelly Becomes Queen Bee.
Miss J. P. Donnelly lias been engaged as
manager of the Bee Hive exchange by
Mark Goldman. Miss Donnelly is the only
woman on the Pacific Coast who is manager of an exchange. She has been in the
motion picture business for five years,
during most of which time she conducted
her own exchange. With A T. Lambson
she opened the first Fox office in Seattle.
After a short time she bought the rights
to some feature photoplays,
and she and

Eugene

Miss J. P. Donnelly.
Mr. Lambson incorporated under the name
>f the Lambson Film Exchange. Early last
vear Mr. Lambson died and Miss Donnelly
iiad the entire responsibility of the business. She traveled with several of her
Jwn attractions, which were booked as
road shows, and so met exhibitors in every
part of the Northwest territory. By the
deputation for straight business sense and
"rank
good-fellowship
which these
she exhibithas esablished
for herself among
ors she has proved that a woman can make
?ood as an exchange manager.
She has already placed the first run for
3illy West Comedies in the Rex theater in
Seattle and has a lot more business lined
ip.
' B. F. Rosenberg, Western publicity man,
eft Seattle headquarters
this week
for
^os Angeles.

Seattle,

2,100-Seat

u

Warrior." stageBverj
is to ba
special
settl picture
Mr. Lev j has been In the show i,uh|ness In Seattle since 1907, and during
most of that time has been running motion pictures alon
. audevllle
show, which
makes
him Seattll
exhibitor,
He has al I be ame t ime
ated theaters
In several
other citli
northwest
With
such
length
breadth
of experience,
during
which
he
has proved
himself a real showman,
and
With such a One house as a hack-round
for the host productions,
Mr. Levy
will

undoubtedly cause the eyes of the entire

As for the Red Cross Drive,
If you count it Charity
You'd Better Add

Baal

a

Levy.

has just been converted from the vaudeville business to pictures and is making
a big success with his fine new house in
Los Angeles.
"After talking it over with Mr. Grauman," said Mr. Levy, "I was more than
ever convinced that motion pictures are
the important branch of the amusement
business of today, and while the Orpheum
as a vaudeville house was a success, still
I know that vaudeville is getting a setback through the draft. Furthermore,
the fact that another first-class motion
picture theater is needed in Seattle is
shown by the crowds that are always
waiting in the lobbies of the big downtown houses every evening and on Sunday and holiday matinees. The many
new residents which the big shipyards
and other manufacturing concerns are
attracting to Seattle makes the opening
of another motion picture theater a good
business proposition, wrhere a year and a
half ago it would have been folly."
The Orpheum is one of the handsomest
theaters on the Pacific Coast, with a
seating capacity of 2,100.
The Orpheum opened as a motion picture theater on Sunday, April 19, with
a 15-piece orchestra to interpret the pictures. Mr. Levy has lined up some of
the best box-office attractions on the market. Owing to peculiar conditions of the
motion picture situation in Seattle some
of the best pictures released within the
last two years had never been shown
here, and film men have welcomed the
entrance of the Orpheum to the market
for big features as an outlet for many
of their finest productions. Those already contracted for are all the forthcoming star series of the Select pictures,
the Paralta plays, the Pathe specials, the
Pathe weekly, the Pathe scenic, and the
Lonesome Luke comedies, Fox Standard
pictures and Sunshine comedies, the forthcoming Arbuckle and Mack Sennett comedies, and such state rights features as
"Over
the Top," "The Crisis" and "The

industry
to again
turn
toward
Si
as the most progressive City In the country in the presentation ol photoplays,
Business Notes of Interest.
The new war pictures, entitled "Britain's Bulwarks," have been receive*
the Seattle Pathe office, and W. \v. Kofeldt, Pathe manager, announces that he
has already placed them with J. J. Parker
of the Majestic theater, Portland.
Carl Pierce is touring the Northwest
territory with the "Blue Bird."
H. R. Hagram, of the Artcraft-Paramount shipping force, has gone to take a
place in the shipping room of the Seattle
Goldwyn exchange.
C. E. Keith, shipping clerk, is now in
the Select shipping department.
Jack Lannon, president of the Greater
Features Company, had a narrow escape
when his motor car turned two somersaults and was completely wrecked.
The Greater Features Company has purchased the Northwest rights to "The
Modern Lorelef."
The Jester Comedies have been added to
the Schlaifer Attractions.
Melvin G. Winstock, partner of L. J.
Schlaifer, has returned from a trip
through southern Oregon, and declares
that conditions are not so bad as they
are painted in that part of the territory.
L. A. Todd, formerly manager of General's Seattle office, is helping John Danz
to manage his two Seattle theaters, the
Colonial and the High Class, and is helping to plan a new theater which Mr.
Danz expectes to open this summer. The
name of the new theater will be the
"Star." It will be situated on Occidental
avenue, near Yesler Way.
Mr. Huhn and M. L. Brown have bought
the Yeshsr theater and are enlarging and
redecorating it. One hundred more seats
have been added, making a total now of
425, and a% ladies' rest room is a new
feature of 'this
Fotoplayer
will neighborhood
be installed theater.
to furnishA
music. Mr. Brown has been in the film
business in the Northwest for the last ten
years and is thoroughly familiar with the
exhibiting end. He is known by everybody on film row, and he received the good
wishes. of all of them when embarking on
his new enterprise.
Many
Out-of-Town
Exhibitors
Visit.
An unusual number of out-of-town exhibitors visited Seattle's film row this
week. Among them were: A. H. Hilton,
Paramount Family theaters, Lewiston,
Idaho; W. W. Kriegel, Rex, Anacortes;
George Reizner, Liberty theaters of Raymond and North Bend; J. J. Parker, Majestic, Portland; John A. Jennings, Sunset, Portland; H. C. Lambach, assistant
manager Clemmer, Spokane; Henry Newman, Arcade, Hoquiam; Joe Lucas, Grand,
Centralia; Fred Mercy, North Yakima; Carl
McKee, Orpheum, Everett; W. G. Ripley,
Western Amusement Co., Aberdeen; H. T.
Moore, Colonial, Tacoma; A. C. Anderson,
Apollo, Tacoma.
F. C. Weskill of North Powder spent the
winter in Seattle. He returned home this
week.
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions

?^^g~^^>^£
"ALL WOMAN"
Mae Marsh
in Goldwyn
Picture
Shows
Mother Instinct that Makes Her
Tackle
Rough Job.
Reviewed by Hanford
C. Judson.
THERE is a pull at the heartstrings in
Mae Marsh's characterization of
Susan Sweeney in "All "Woman," a
Goldwyn five-reel picture by E. Lloyd
Sheldon.
anythingcould
be
fresher
thanHardly
the situation
that is
used as
the starting after
point she
of this
adventures
getslittle
by shopgirl's
legacy a
half interest in a saloon-hotel, the "hell
hole" of a country village. There was
poetry in her nature, and in the crowded
city she was glad to dream of green fields
and mountain brooks, and when she gets
the legacy she visualizes one of those
Adirondack hotels in clean and sweet surroundings.
Dan Mason as village cab driver carries
the heroine and two friends of the factory
whom she wants to have a part in her
inheritance up to the hotel, and soon all
its disreputable slatternliness is presented
to them. They are for going back to New
York at once, when Susan sees two uncared for children, motherless, and being
ruined by the atmosphere of the place.
Their father, Kibby, played by Jack
Dillon, is the other half owner, and keeps
the saloon. Her two friends go, but, for
the sake of the children, Sue decides to
stay and be of use.
From this point the love story begins.
The young and worthy lawyer of the
village, played by Jere Austin, watches
the change she is accomplishing. He
helps her elbow out the saloonkeeper.
The dramatic obstacle to love's fulfillment
in the story is not quite so fresh as the
situation from 'which it starts, and
several of the lesser characters are not
so humanly convincing as are Sue, the
lawyer, the cabman, the saloonkeeper, and
the village drunkard. There are one or
two awkward spots where the action does
not quite reach the naturalness of most
of the picture.
On the whole the humanness of the
story, especially in its first part, and the
character that Mae Marsh pictures for
us in Sue, make the offering valuable. It
has a specially pleasing pull at the sympathetic emotions of the spectator.
"BAREE, SON OF KAZAN"
Remarkable
Vitagraph
Picture
of the
Far North— Will Surely Make
a Sensation.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
THE center of interest at the opening
and the ending of this picture,
"Baree, Son of Kazan," a five-reel
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature, is a dog,
so tar as an animal can be the center of
interest In a story where human fates
are deeply tragic and at the same time
are presented with vigorous realism. The
picture is, for the courage of its realism,
for tin- artistic use of suggestion mostly
to keep the story vividly In its proper
background, where alone it could be true,
and for the touch with which the players
put over their parts, a remarkable production. It seems like a living thing with
the earth of the North still on its roots
and the sap still flowing.
The villain of the story Is a factor of
a Hudson
Bay trading
post.
He didn't

s si °^ si — ^- &• q & g ^- s s **:• ^cs
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All Woman

(Goldwyn).

Baree, Son of Kazan (Greater Vitagraph).
Old Wives for New (Art craft).
The Yellow Ticket (Pathe).
The Interloper (World).
High Stakes (Triangle).
Blue-Eyed Mary
(Fox).
De Luxe Annie (Select).
Restitution (Mena Film).
A Soul for Sale (Jewel).
The Street of Seven Stars
Pictures).

(De Luxe

Prunella (Paramount).
Reclaimed (Harry McRae Webster).
Cecilia of the Pink Roses
(Marion
Davies Company).
Five Christies — "Here Comes the
Groom," "A Regular Patsy,'' "Their
Breezy Affair," "Love and a Gold
Brick," "Somebody's Baby.''
A Doll's House (Arteraft).
The Enchanted Profile (General
Film).
The Million-Dollar Mystery (Arrow).
Missing (Paramount).

need to do much heavy work with his
mouth and eyebrows; his actions, eloquent
enough of an evil nature, didn't ask for
and he didn't give them any Mephistofelian
bolstering. Al Garcia plays the role with
splendid naturalness. The heroine, a
courageous half-breed (Nell Shipman),
lives in a trapper's cabin with her father
(Joe Rickson), and in the course" of the
story has become the desire of the factor,
who already has an Indian wife whom he
sadly abuses. Miss Shipman's work fits
into the picture's atmosphere well, and
Joe Rickson carries all the mannerisms
and the peculiar heartiness usually associated with a character of the type.
Baree, the dog, is the hero of many of
the picture's scenes, when the human
story, in the first place, has not really begun, and, in the second, when it seems
ended by tragic catastrophy. I have seen
good animal pictures, but never in a story
have 1 seen animal psychology used so
Intelligently and sympathetically as here.
There are scenes, one of them a chase of
a moose by wolves, that to me seem
marvels of picturemaking. But the art
with which the film was made in every
department of it fills me with admiration.
What effect the picture will have on an
audience is a new question. The realism
with which the director has pictured his
wild-country action, especial an eye-gouging, ear-biting-oft", throat-tearing, legbreaking fight between the brawny factor
and the agile trapper when he finds the
villain trying to force his daughter in the
lonely cabin, will attract the mass by its
courageness. Where this will go, and
other pictures
have proved
that it will

go, the other splendid qualities of "Baree,
Son of Kazan," its
background in
summer and winter, wild
and populated by
both men and animals: its excellent snow
scenes, its calmly able acting, its trueness to type in even the least actor, its
exciting story, and its animal pictures
will probably make it a tremenduous hit.
It smells of pine boughs, of human beings, of dogs and sweat and red blood. It
is a real picture of the wild.

Cecil

"OLD WIVES FOR NEW"
B. De Mille Gives Phillips Novel
an Artistic Production.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

A WIDE
of the
opinion
is status
bound
to existdifference
concerning
ethical
of the Arteraft picture made by Cecil
De
from by"Old
for New."
novelMille
written
the Wives
late David
Grahama
Phillips. The story has one fundamental
weakness that even the skill of the director could not hide — hardly any of the
characters command the spectator's respect. Charles Murdock, the man whose
family affairs make him the most prominent person in the story, has but little
moral stamina, and is surrounded, principally, by well dressed men and women
of no morals at all.
The author has uncovered some of the
ugliest sores on American social life and
has treated his theme with absolute frankness. He does not attempt to excuse his
characters or bring retribution on them,
except in the case of one man. He merely
exposes the acts of certain human beings
in the
way body,
the surgeon's
lays bare]
the
human
and the knife
great American
bank roll seems to have the power to healj
crew.
all the mental suffering of the sinning
To those who know life the sincerity of
the author is apparent. Managers of moving picture theaters who are not opposed
to showing their patrons views of sordid
passion and giving them a clear insight
into the ways of immoral women and
faithless husbands will have the satisfaction of knowing that the acting and gen- .
eral production of the picture could hardly
be bettered. The cabaret scene is too insistent in establishing the moral laxity of
its female guests, and other scenes of the
same nature would stand cutting without
the slightest danger of the spectator not <
comprehending
their meaning.
Barely
"Old himself
Wives
for
New," tells
how outlined,
a man
finds
unhappily
married
and falls in love with another
woman
before he obtains a divorce from i
his wife.
Before
he finally succeeds
in i
giving the second Mrs. Murdock
the pro- j
tection of his name he gets entangled with
a third woman,
and is only saved from
infidelity by a telephone call asking him
to hurry to the side of his business associate, who has just been shot by his mistress. At the finish Murdock's
wife also i
marries again, his son and daughter are
discovered
arranging
their
own
matri- i
monial plans and the entire family start
out on separate roads to happiness.
A castFlorence
containing
the Theodore
names' ofRoberts.
Elliott
Dexter.
Yidor.
Helen Jerome Eddy, Sylvia Aston, Gustav
Seyffertitz and Julia Faye and directed by
Cecil De Mille is bound to give a gooc
account of itself. The scenario is b>
Jeanie Macpherson.
"Old Wives for New" will instruct
amuse or shock. In some cases it will dc
all three.
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"THE YELLOW TICKET"
Pathe Play Featuring
Fannie
Ward
in
Well-Known
Drama
Proves
Strong
Subject.
Reviewed bj Robert C. McElravy.
AN
Intense and highl> dramatic phi
play
has
been
made
from
tins
former stage success. William Parke
directed the picture tor the Astra
Film
oration, the scenario
being by Tom
Cushing.
Fannie
Ward
is cast
in the rol<
Anna Mlrrel, a prettj Jewess.
The scenes
of the story arc all laiil in Russia
before the war. and have to iio with the
ution of the Jews under the regime
of Czar Nicholas.
The "yellow
ticket,"
It will be remembered by those who saw
the original play, was given by the police
irtaln
outcasts
from
society,
who
compelled
to report
to the police
at regular intervals.
It was regarded as
■ bulge
of dishonor,
and
those
carrying it were subject to all manner of Insult.
The plot structure
Is one that lends
Itself to intensity of feeling, and at times
irries
the observer
away
in complete forgetfulness of the fact that It
picture.
This Is a prime
test of a
strong subject.
The plight of Anna Mlrrel is one that
ises sympathy from the first. Her
mother dies under dramatic circumstances
during a raid by the Moujiks on the Jews.
The daughter, desiring to get to St.
Petersburg, where her father is ill, accepts a "yellow ticket" as the only available passport. She thus brings upon her
head a train of misery and persecution
from which she is finally rescued through
the heroism of an American correspondent
In Russia. While in St. Petersburg she is
forced to pass herself off as Marya
Varenka in order to obtain decent employment. But the police locate her, and
she is hounded by Baron Andrey, head
of the secret police, who desires her for
himself.
She kills the latter by stabbing him.
The American correspondent then saves
her at the risk of his own life.
The acting in this subject is excellent
throughout. Fannie Ward carries off her
role with her usual skill; Milton Sills
is strong as the correspondent, and
Warner Oland ea.ually good as the baron.
Other roles are played by J. H. Gilmour,
Anna Lehr, and Helen Chadwick.
"THE INTERLOPER"
Kitty Gordon Appears in World-Picture,
Supported by Irving Cummings.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
MANY a woman will undoubtedly sympathize with Jane Cameron, the
heroine of this entertaining subject, particularly those who are second
wives of men who are forever chanting
the praises of their first wives. Paul
Whitney, the hero of this story, had this
bad habit, and was assisted in his mistaken course by his proud parents. Jane
Cameron, Paul's second wife, is nearly
driven to desperation by hearing so much
of Blanche, the departed wife. Jane's
love begins to cool, and is aided in the
process by Paul's designing friend, Edmond Knapp. But she catches herself in
time, and the story ends happily.
Kitty Gordon does some very effective
acting in this number. She carries the
chief interest of the production in her
own pulchritudinous person, giving the
observer a view of many sumptuous
gowns and even a glimpse or two of the
famous Kitty Gordon back. She appears
during the first scenes in a riding habit,
which shows off her statuesque figure to
advantage.
The story itself is comparatively simple
In plot. Jane Cameron owns a Southern
plantation across which a railroad desires to gain right-of-way. The hero,
representing the railroad, visits the
plantation, meets Jane, and falls in love
with her. They are married, and live in
Xew York.
Here Jane hears much of the
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hist wife, and almost
falls a victim to
the advances
oi Paul's
supposed
friend,
The
se\ Interest la dellcatelj
and ad
rnlrabl] bandied
m this number.
There
are some
slight
lapses
in continuity.
Irving Cummlngs appeals as Paul and
Prank Maj o as t he i rlend,

J.

"HIGH
STAKES"
Barney
Sherry
in Triangle
Crook
Photoplay of Considerable Ingenuity.
i :.\ levi ed by Kdw ard Weltsel.

ANDREW
the author
of "High
stakes," SOUTAR,
a live-part
Triangle
crook
play, has made his principal character a combination
of Raffles and Jimmy
Valentine. Endowed with the polish and
skill of the one and the noble nature of
the Other, Ralph Stanning, the hero of
"High Stakes," throws an air of romance
about his crimes and his reformation that
will win him the regard and admiration
of those who have a liking for his more
famous prototypes, j. Barney Sherry
plays the master cracksman who foils the
entire detective force of Scotland Yard
and gives a capital performance. Arthur
Hoyt, the director of the production, understands how to build this brand of screen
merchandise, which has an important and
well pleased following.
Stanning, the celebrated thief of the
story, always plays for high stakes. The
last trick he turned was to steal the famous "Southern Cross" diamonds from Kensington Museum, London, and then laugh
at the efforts of Scotland Yard to fasten
the crime upon him. The vault of the
museum was opened by the thief merely
by the sense of touch, and the detectives
are anxious to learn if Stanning can perform the feat. They rob his house and
when he comes to claim his property, after
learning that it has been recovered by
Scotland Yard, a trap is set for him. He
is told that the office boy is locked in the
vaults and is in danger of being suffocated. Stanning's first impulse is to risk
everything and save the boy. His keen
intellect comes to his rescue just in time
and he sees through the trick.
Later on Stanning helps to rescue a
young girl from the river. Finding she
is without friends he takes her home and
is rewarded by having the real nobility
of his nature come to the surface. He reforms for her sake, marries her, settles
down on a fine estate in the country, is
received in society, becomes the father of
a boy and Is at peace with the world until
Scotland Yard again gets on his trail. Inspector Culvert, who leads the plot to entrap him for the "Southern Cross" job,
hatches up a neat little scheme for his
undoing, but Stanning outwits him and
remains honest for the sake of his wife
and boy.
"High Stakes" belongs to the sort of
fiction that bears no relation to life, but
serves to entertain many worthy persons
with a liking for sentimental rogues.
Harvey Clark, as Inspector Culvert, and
Jane Miller as Stanning's wife, are prominent members of the support. Cameraman, Elgin Leslie.

Good

"BLUE EYED MARY."
Story and Kept Interesting — June
Caprice Has Typical Role.
Reviewed
by Hanford C. Judson.

IT IS the story that primarily will attract In the new Fox picture, "Blue
Eyed Mary," a five-reel production
written by Frances Crowley, the same
author who -wrote the Fox picture of a
few weeks ago, "The Heart of Romance,"
in which June Caprice also starred. The
background of both pictures is Washington Square, Xew York, and both have the
same fresh interest in life and the same
feeling for character. Besides the interesting and dramatic story there Is a fine
old she-dragon of a woman that Helen
Tracy puts over with knowledge and restraint. In the story she is the grandmother of that awkward slip of humanity
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d b\ June.
Then then
la an iiiHh
cook . bj Florence
Ashbrool
tnpa thel
i in' 1ii1 Ish« in woman,
« ill Ic,
wiii ii:fab vor
be Hked « bji those
who Uked "Hear!
of R
ai
The i • .i i itorj di til with t he «t inning
une of the crabbed old grandmother
u ho had e.i i .oi i ■ ■ i ton becau • hi had
married "beneath" bla family. Jun<
pi lee plays i he g > i ndds u ght< r w I om he
has consented to educate, The old woman
has a nephew, wastrel and wot e, to
whom sio
save her fortune
Thla
man is a tin. i and has as his accomplice
( not a COnvlm
ill Ion) one ol his
b ii ii i '. houi emaids.
When
he su
that his outside burglaries have |,,-, ,, discovered be and the maid plan a getaway,
All this time the girl has been tryli
placate the she-dragon and has been basing- a hard
lime.
That
night
June'
sweetheart
from the country,
whom
the
grandmother bad scared away, comi
Call on her when the old woman Is
asleep. Bridget lets him in. The two
see the nephew breaking Into the strongbox and there is a fight. The grandmother, waking, finds the nephew and the
country boy tumbling together on the
floor and June holding the box of securities. The scapegrace says that she was
attempting to steal and he came to the
rescue, and the woman believes him till
the police arrive and everything is cleared
up. That country lover is no actor as
The story is interesting and dramatic
and shows good construction; but is not
a well-written story. Most of it is
human, but some of it Isn't worth calling
yet.
good work. There is always some sort
of Nemesis in poor writing by an author
who can do good work.

Norma
Select

"DE LUXE ANNIE"
Talmadge
Star
of Absorbing
Picture Presented by Schenck.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

TAKES
from Clark,
a stage
written
by
Edward
the play
Select
picture,
""De Luxe Annie" is the sort of story
that will entertain any healthy-minded
spectator just as long as he refrains from
asking- embarrassing questions about the
probability of the plot. It is a crook
drama, and Norma Talmadge and her excellent support carry it along- with speed
and judgment. Roland West, who directed
the production, has brought out the melodramatic possibilities of the theme without
descending to cheap sensationalism, and
there is never a moment when the development of the story is retarded. Skill and
good taste are found in the settings and
the other details of production.
"De Luxe Annie" is the name given an
attractive and industrious young woman
who poses as a book agent and manages
to blackmail many incautious gentlemen,
with the help of a male confederate, who
turns up at the right time and acts the
part of an injured husband. Walter Kendal and his friend, Dr. Fernand Niblo,
attempt to capture the pair. They fail,
and Kendal's wife is injured mentally
while the blackmailers are making their
escape. Mrs. Kendal wanders away, her
mind a blank concerning her past life.
By one of the twists of fate that a clever
playwright knows how to invent, the male
crook gets her to take the place of the
real "De Luxe Annie" and work the
"badger game" with him. while Mrs. Kendal's husbarkd and little daughter are nearly heartbroken over her disappearance.
The manner in which the family is finally
reunited and the Innocent criminal restored to reason will be followed with
tense Interest.
Norma Talmadge looks, acts and dresses
the character of JuMe Kendal with equal
success. Frank Mills as Walter Kendal,
Edwards Davis as Dr. Fernand Niblo,
Hunter as "De Luxe Annie," Eugene
O'Brie-n as Jimmy Fitzpatrick and P, Stanton as Cronln are the members of the high
grade support. Paul West Is responsible
for the scenario.
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"RESTITUTION."
Mena
Film
Company
Presents
TenReeler Dealing with Biblical and
Modern
Times.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS subject is one of tremendous scope
and many excellences, but its entertainment value is questionable in its
present form. It dates back to the creation of man, the first scenes showing the
molding of Adam from the dust and then
the creation of Eve from Adam's rib.
With the eating of the forbidden fruit
sin first finds its way into the life of humanity, and from this moment the picture
takes up the operation of evil forces on
the lives of men. Satan himself is pictured from time to time, watching in his
hourglass the struggles of man to make or
find restitution for sin.
All of the early part of the offering has
been admirably done. The scenes showing
the creation of man are beautifully effective; likewise the wanderings of Adam and
Eve in the Garden of Eden. The same is
true of later biblical scenes, up to a certain point. The killing of Abel by Cain,
the pilgrimage of Abraham and Sarah into
Egypt,, the birth and crucifixion of Christ
are all handled with rare delicacy and a
freedom from the usual crudities that accompany the average attempt at this sort
of offering. But with the massacre of the
innocents by Herod and the torture of the
Christians by Caesar there comes an overdose of the unpleasant. If these features
were properly toned down and the whole
conception brought to a close with Columbia defying autocratic military power,
which seemed to be the logical end to the
offering, it would have a great deal to
commend it with the public at large.
The last reel or two, dealing with the
special experience of. John Boyd and his
wife, seemed like an additional story. In
this there is a great deal of mysticism
and element of religious propaganda. The
feature showing the salvation of the world
being brought about by the reincarnation
of Abraham, who restores the dead to life
as proof of his divine authority, might
appeal to certain observers, but we think
would not entertain the public at large.
There are some fine impersonations in
the fore part of this feature and the photography, by Delbert Davis, is unusual.
The production as a whole, which was
supervised by G. C. Driscoll, shows infinite attention to artistic detail. But we
think it should be cut down by at least
two or three reels in order to meet success with the general public.
Among those appearing in the cast are
Eugene Corry as Adam, Lois Gardner as
Eve, Alfred Garcia as Satan, Frank Whitson as Abraham, Amy Jerome as Sarah,
Harold Quintin Driscoll as Jesus the boy
and Howard Gaye as Jesus the man. The
supporting cast is large.
"A SOUL FOR SALE"
Six-Reel
Jewel
Production
Features
Dorothy Phillips in Drama of Society

Life.

Reviewed by Robert
C. McElravy.
STRONG plot material has been used
in the making of this number, which
was adapted. for screen purposes by
Elliott J. Clawson from a magazine story
by Evelyn Campbell. It is classed as a
society drama, but really contains a good
deal of melodramatic treatment. Dorothy
Phillips is pleasing in the part of Neila
Pendleton, and acts with skill, but the
pari is not one of the pleasant type with
Which she is frequently associated. The
events are quite sordid at times.
Neila Fendleton's lot is one that few
girls are called upon to endure in fiction
or out of it. Her own mother has a
passion for jewels so great that she conceives a wealthy marriage for Neila in
order to gratify it. The girl is deliberately thrown at the head of an old
millionaire roue, whose advances fill her
witli dread. "William Burgess appears as
the repellant millionaire. Hale Faxon,
and he spares no effort to make the char-
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acter obnoxious. The situations have a
sort of crude strength where he appears,
but it rather strains the credulity to
think the mother would give up her
daughter
to him.
Later the mother again yields to her
desire for money to buy gems, and steals
a large sum from Steele Minturn, the one
decent young man who has come into
Neila's life. The girl, learning of her
mother's theft, attempts to return the
money to Minturn's room one night. She
is discovered, and becomes compromised,
but later events lead to her salvation of
soul and happy union with Minturn. The
fire scenes are realistic and well staged.
"THE
STREET OF SEVEN
STARS"
Doris Kenyon in De Luxe Pictures ProStory.
duction of Mary
Roberts
Rinehart
Reviewed

by

Edward

Weitzel.

A

STORY written by Mary Roberts
Rinehart is bound to contain an interesting collection of human beings.
"The Street of Seven Stars," produced by
the De Luxe Pictures, Inc., and starring
Doris Kenyon, is full of quiet pathos and
keen insight into life, but the maker of
the scenario has done little to give it
photodramatic form. It ambles along
from one incident to another, and only
speeds up a bit when the hero has a
rough and tumble fight with an interpolated character, a French Apache. As
originally written the scene of the story
was Vienna; in the picture it is transferred to Paris.
The most picturesque portion of the
plot is laid in the Swiss mountains. John
B. O'Brien, who directed the production,
has evidently taken great pains to make
these scenes as effective as possible. The
snow and ice and the winter sports add
greatly to the value of the picture. Persons who care for a pretty story and do
not insist upon dramatic action and thrill
in the acting will be entertained by "The
Street
Seven Stars."
Doris of Kenyon
plays Harmony Wells, a
young American girl, who is studying the
violin in Paris. She has but little money,
and is living with two roommates. When
the girls go back to the United States,
Harmony moves to a house where two
friends of hers are staying. Dr. Peter
Byrne and Dr. Anna Gates. The three
take an apartment together, Dr. Gates
being an elderly woman and a proper
chaperon for the household. Byrne is in
love with Harmony, but the girl is too
intent on her career to listen to his lovemaking. An invalid boy whose mother
has deserted him for the stage becomes
an inmate of the apartment, and his death
is the strongest pathetic note in the story.
After being assured of her success as a
musician. Harmony gives up her longdreamed-of career and marries Dr. Byrne.
There are many minor incidents and characters in the picture.
Doris Kenyon is very beautiful when
she smiles, and acts the lighter moods of
Harmony charmingly. The inner nature
of the character is quite beyond her. Hugh
Thompson as Dr. Byrne and Carey Hastings as Dr. Anna Gates are the leading
members of a competent support. Stephen
Carr wins great sympathy as the invalid
boy. The cameraman was William S.
Crolly.
Marguerite

"PRUNELLA"
Clark
Delightful
mount Version
of Quaint
Fantasy.

in ParaStage

Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
IF the array of names connected with
"Prunella" be any criterion this Paramount picture should have a large following. Written by Granville Barker and
Laurence Housman, adapted to the screen
by Charles Maigne. directed by Maurice
Tourneur, photographed by John VanderBroeck, and the cast headed by Marguerite
Clark, there is but little doubt that the
artistic side of the production is as flawless as it is possible to make it.
"Prunella"
is a new telling of the old
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story of a Pierrot who elopes with a trus
ing little maiden and soon tires of he
when she prevails upon him to make he
his wife. After he deserts her his heai
reproaches him and he goes back to th
garden where they first met. Prunella als
returns to her old home, and the coup!
are reunited in front of the fountai
where the magic statue carved by th
girl's father came to life.
The tale is placed in a setting that re
sembles the drawings in a child's pictur
book. "Love in a Dutch garden," th
authors called it, and it is a fantasy, pur
and simple. "Prunella" has been brough
up by three maiden aunts and they hav
taken every precaution to keep from he
all knowledge of the world. Pierrot be
longs to a troupe of traveling players an,
when they drive past the garden the aunt
are dreadfully afraid that the little gir
will see them. This she manages to d
and at once thinks Pierrot the most won
derful being she has ever beheld. Tha
night she runs away with him.
Such a story will be best appreciated b:
persons of culture and taste. Admirers o
Marguerite Clark will find her as delight
ful as ever, in a new embodiment of youti
and innocence. One of the surprises o
the picture is the grace and skill of he
Pierette dance. Jules Raucourt as Pierro
is a handsome and fascinating rascal
Harry Leoni as Scaramel; Isabel Berwin
Marcia Harris and Nora Cecil as the thre,
aunts; William J. Gross, A. Voorhes Woo<
and Charles Hartley as the gardeners, am
Arthur
Kennedy
the ofgardener's
hold closely
to the asspirit
the play. boy

"RECLAIMED"
Seven-Part
Melodrama
Cleverly
Pro
duced
by Harry
McRae
Webster.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
MABELWelch JULIENNE
SCOTTof the
and Harr:
Nile
are the stars
McRae Webster production of Rich
ard
F. Carroll's
seven-part
melodrama
"Reclaimed."
The picture is intended fo
state rights distribution
and contains
;
story of sufficient diversity of theme am
vigor of action to warrant
its being pu
out as a feature. It is treated throughou
in a consistent manner and the struggle
of the hero and heroine
against
unusu
ally adverse
circumstances
will be fol
lowed with close attention.
Like all melo
dramas,
it is meant
solely to entertain
and the rise of the little orphan girl fron
poverty
and ignorance
until she become:
a beautiful and accomplished woman wil
command the sympathetic interest of mos
spectators.
The plot contains
very littlt
original
material,
but both author
anc,
director
have handled
it skillfully. anc;
the excellent
acting of the entire
casl
puts all the scenes in the best light possible. "Reclaimed" has nothing
in common with the highbrow drama,
but is 8
good, honest job at picturemaking for the
average screen patron.
Opening with a prologue, the story
shows Lola, a half-breed Mexican woman
who is coveted by Mark Sinister, an American whose chief stock-in-trade is villainy
Lola is a wife and mother, and in trying
to put her husband out of the way Sinister
kills her. He then murders the man and
leaves Amorita, the little orphan girl,
who lias witnessed the double crime, to
her fate. At the age of sixteen Amorita
finds her way to the United States and
crosses the path of Mark Sinister. He is
struck by her beauty and tries to secure
her for a mistress, but she escapes him.
Frank Truman, the son of a man that
Sinister has robbed and cheated, is also
persecuted by him. The young fellow is
made to appear a thief and serves a term
in prison. Before this he has met Amorita
and both are attracted by the other. When
Frank is released he discovers that
Amorita has been befriended by some
worthy
power,
become
them.

people,
are also
in Sinister'sto
and
that who
the girl
has consented
the villain's wife in order to save
The means by which she finds out
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that Sinister la the murderer of her parents and fate avenges the crime brings
iii<- story to an exciting finish.
(label Julienne Scott plays both Lola and
Amorlta.
She has an attractive personality and Is thoroughly In earnest iri everything she dies. The development of charin ih<' orphan girl as she comes In
contact with refinement and friendship is
cleverly portrayed.
ts'iles Welch
makes
Xruman a manly young chap In whom the
tators
believes
absolutely.
Anders
Randolf
does Sinister, the melodramatic
villain, with so much
finish and seeming
capacity for evil that his actions never apoverdrawn.
Fred W. Peters as Jasi cam re plays a tool of Sinister' s with
-kill of a well-schooled
actor, and
.Ti Cook
is equally satisfactory
as
■i John Truman.
Mabel
Wright endows the part of Creature's invalid sister
with the gentleness and beauty of character it calls for. Sidney Bracy Is a lifelike Cadet.
The lighting- and camera
work
are of
lent quality.

bride and bridegroom
caused
bj practical Jokea played on them bj their trl<
The reaull ol the laal and worel find
bridegroom a nub' or so from home In ■
convict's suit in which be li puraued
prison
guard
who
finally discover!
t inyoung
man's to predicament
ins clothes
gel home In. andHe loana
arrlveahim
at
the home of the bride with bia mlschievons frlenda at pistol's po
"A Regular
Patsy."
Elinor Field and Billy Mason
are the
featured members in the east of a i;
lar Patsy." The corned] in this number Is
not stroii)-;', ami the stor] concerns the
habit of the youngest and prettiest of a
family tile
of beaus
alwayscome
getting
when
around.In sister's way

"CECILIA OF THE PINK ROSES."
Marion
Davies
Company
Releases
Subject, with Miss Davies in Title Role.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
AUTISTIC beatify and fine sentiment of
llgious character are the strong
features of "Cecilia of the Pink Rose,"
reel number produced by the Marion
Davies Film Company. The story was
adapted by S. M. Weller, from a novel by
Katherine Haviland Taylor and directed
by Julius Steger. The picture is to be
released by the Graphic Film Corporation.
Marion Davies plays the part of Cecilia,
daughter of an Irish bricklayer and his
wife. The mother is suffering from an
incurable disease and there is no hope for
her, particularly after a famous surgeon
refuses to see her when the father appeals to him.
The opening scenes are entirely of a
domestic character, picturing in a slow,
leisurely manner the daughter's labors as
housekeeper, and the slowly weakening
condition of the mother. There is a certain convincing tenderness in all this, but
as the story has a thin plot at best it
would no doubt be better to do some
vigorous cutting in the fore part of the
offering.
The scenes following the mother's death
have to do with the experiences of Cecilia
and her brother Johnny at school. The
latter is expelled for misconduct. Cecilia
falls in love with a young lawyer, who
aids her afterward in saving Johnny from
the clutches of a blackmailer and his wife.
The closing reel is strong in action.
Marion Davies is as sweetly attractive
as usual in this number, but the plot
makes no particular demands upon her.
Edward O'Connor has the good character
part as the father, and one which he plays
with fine effect. Harry Benham is cast as
the girl's lover.
The photographic effects are beautiful
throughout and there is also a very pleasing effect wrought by the tinted title decorations.

week, at the end of which time he is released when the object the obtaining of
which requires her appearing as a married woman has been attained. Complications occur which are rather amusing
when he meets his sweetheart at the seashore.
"Love and a Gold Brick."
Bobby Vernon and Ethel Lynne are the
stars of this comedy which will please
the ordinary audience. A sporty young
man impersonating a rube brings about
some amusing situations in which the city
cousins and friends get sadly left, and he
walks away with the prettiest girl.

A GROUP OF CHRISTIES.
Unequal
Merits
Characterize
Collection
of Comedies of Which Cleanliness
Forms Best Attribute.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"Here Comes the Groom."
of a group of Christie comedies
recently shown to the press is called
"Here Comes the Groom." This
particular comedy, had it been developed
along strictly farcical lines, might have
been entitled to considerable praise. As
it stands it is neither one thing nor the
other and presents situations that are not
convincing enough to be funny. Bobby
Vernon and Dorothy Dane are the featured members of the cast and carry out
attractively the work allotted them. The
story tells of the discomfiture of a young

ONE

"Their Breezy Affair."
Billy Mason and Dorothy Dane play the
leads in "Their Breezy Affair," which borders On farce comedy. The comedy elements in this picture arc ordinary, The
hero of the play, desirous of making a
thousand dollars quick in order to comply with
the wishes
of ahisstranger
sweetheart's
father,
marries
in secret
for a

"Somebody's Baby."
The best of the group is decidedly
"Somebody's Baby," in which an old theme
is well handled. Billy Mason and Betty
Compson are the stars. The hero, starting out to take his sweetheart for a spin,
finds a baby in the seat of the car. The
search of the mother for the child and
the effort of the young man to take care
of it until its mother is found proves
very funny.
"A DOLL'S HOUSE"
Artcraft
Presents
Elsie Ferguson
in a
Version of the Ibsen Drama.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
AMONG all versions of the Ibsen drama
which have appeared on the screen
none seem to approach more nearly
the Ibsen idea than that of the Artcraft,
with Miss Ferguson admirably interpreting the role of "Nora," the girlish and
irresponsible wife who is entirely at sea
as to what is right and wrong under manmade laws. Ibsen was living in an age of
transition so far as woman was concerned
and became a pioneer in her emancipation. He was alive to vital questions of
his time and blazed the way for dramatists
to find release from nearly all traditions
of the stage, but it is doubtful whether
he would have treated his theme as he
did had he lived in another environment,
for instance, that of our own to-day. The
same theme would be handled according
to conditions, and present ones are very
different from those of the society he
knew.
The woman question with Ibsen meant
primarily her position in marriage, which
at the time he wrote "The Doll's House"
was ignominious in comparison with that
accorded the American woman of to-day,
hence his development loses force wherever it does not apply to modern conditions. We could not regard a man as
"honorable" nowadays who would sacrifice a loving wife, one who had given the
world three beautiful children, for the
sake of his business position, so when
Nora's husband prates of his "honor," HIS
honor, and is horrified, instead of loving
his wife more
deeply when
he finds she

■
tii\ understand he Judges feminine
condui
i 1 1 om .i ■!anda ndpolnl
pui ■ i ■■ no
line
iii Ills time
p]

di a ma
becomei
pun i j
wherever
II depli
i social condli Ion
w h Ich no longi
ind II
tl
which uouid be pon erful II ad •. am ed to
pr< snl
9a
Ides
lost ,; home
t ■ at th< act ly
that
extent
NoraIs,leaves
olusion
of the play, putting
behind
her
iver a well-meaning husband oi narrow moral OOde,
but loyal. deVOtei
generally
kind. She haves the home he
built for her, with all Its tendei associations. Shi lea ' her three loving children, not because she has ceased to care
for them, not because she has been lured
a way,
it cannot
be for a pi Inclple, because no wife ami mother
"i principle
would do such a thing to-day. She leaves
in bitterness,
in resentment
and
revolt
against
the humiliating
position
of the
Scandinavian wife at that time What
might have seemed justified then and been
Justified, is a line of conduct completely
out of modern sympathy.
Thus, because of its close adherence to
the Ibsen idea the play is not likely to
lind favor as a screen product except to
the limited extent that it depicts two kinds
of conscience, one for each sex, still a
live theme. The story affords Miss Ferguson a chance to act as the catastrophe approaches, the inevitable discovery that she
signed her father's name in order to save
her husband from illness and death, and
the talented actress vividly port rays the
unhappy wife's state of mind. That fine
use of opportunity, the admirable settings
and the
play's values.
historical accuracy constitute its chief

An

"THE ENCHANTED PROFILE"
Entertaining
O. Henry
Story Built
on a Clever Idea.
Reviewed
by C. S. Sewell.

A

CLEVER idea forms the basis of "The
Enchanted Profile," a two-reel
Broadway Star Feature released by
General Film Company, adapted from an
O. Henry story, and the director, Martin
Justice, has succeeded in making an entertaining production, which holds the interest well.
A wealthy woman, inclined to be miserly, takes a sudden fancy to a hotel stenographer and adopts her, and for a short
wrhile spends money lavishly. However,
when the bills keep coming in she reverts
to her former method of living, and the
two move into a squalid and ill-furnished
flat. An artist friend of the girl, wondering at the sudden fascination of the old
woman, solves the riddle and finally persuades the girl to marry him and leave
her new-found friend, after explaining it
is her profile that is the cause of the fascination, as it is a dead ringer for the
female on the silver dollar. The picture
closes with the woman gazing at a design
showing the girl's profile in a setting resembling the one of a silver dollar, and
apparently perfectly contented.
Agnes Ayres gives an excellent portrayal of the girl and Evart Overton is
satisfactory as the artist. Mrs. Spaulding
puts much realism into her portrayal of
the miserly woman and Adele De Garde
is cast as a friend of the girl.
"THE MILLION-DOLLAR MYSTERY"
Former Serial Now
Released as a SixReeler Full of Action and Thrills.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
RELEASED
originally
as a serial, In
twenty-three episodes
of two reels
each, "The Million Dollar Mystery"
has now been cut down to six reels and is
being offered on a state right basis by
the Arrow Film Corporation.
In its present form it is full of action
and thrills and the continuity of the story
has been well maintained, appropriate subtitles aiding materially.
The thrills in-
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elude rescues by aeroplane, balloon and
motor boat, an automobile running
through an open drawbridge, and others.
John Hargreaves, in his youth, joined
the Black Hundred, a Russian secret society, agreeing to devote his life and resources to that organization. Later he
came to America and amassed great
wealth. In order to shield his daughter
had her placed in a girl's school when
.he
still a baby, and raised in ignorance of
her father. When she was seventeen Hargreaves sent for her to come to him. In
the meantime the Black Hundred learns
his whereabouts and he prepares to flee,
drawing a million dollars from various
banks just before his departure. The band
tracks him, and in order to elude them
his butler, who resembles him, escapes in
a balloon, while Hargreaves, disguised as
the butler, remains behind to look after
his daughter. The attempts of the band
to find the million dollars provides a series
of adventures in which the daughter figures, and from which she is rescued by a
young reporter.
The story was written by Harold McGrath and directed by the late Howell
Hansel. There is an excellent cast, including James Cruze as Jim Norton, the reporter; Sidney Bracey as Hargreaves, also
as the'butler; Marguerite Snow as a Russian adventuress, the Countess Ol'ga; Frank
Farrington as Braine, leader of the gang,
together with the late Florence La Badie
as Florence, Hargreave's daughter, and
s as a special representaIrvingtive ofCumming
the Black Hundred.
Particularly pleasing is the work of
Florence La Badie, and an effective scene
is the one in which she jumps from an
oceangoing steamship.
"MISSING"

n's Effective
Paramount Presents Blackto
and Highly Artistic Version of
Mrs. Ward's
Novel.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
ng the title throughout
FROM the openi
the scenes and screen imprints of
"Missing" there is shown the Blackton trend to pure artistry. An artist himself, a keen lover of beauty of form, capable of intensifying interest in a story by
picture inspiration, Mr. Blackton is constantly devising new effects, and his inventive resources seem to be as exhaustgh symless as they are intuitive. Through
nicely
bols, through suggestion, throu
balanced picture composition, he keeps
the eye pleased, and not without full
recognition that his story must reach beyond the eye to the soul.
The theme of the story, that of true
courage, is beautifully embodied in the
idea that we must hide aching hearts at
this trying moment and show our bravery
by almost meeting death with a smile. The
development is intended to show the grit
of Englishwomen in this hour of struggle
and sacrifice, but the story, for all of its
affecting moments, runs away from its
our purposes at times.
A young officer, admirably impersonated
Robert Gordon, marries the younger of
'by
two sisters, much to the annoyance of the
older one. who hoped for an alliance with
wealth. The young couple pass through
a short honeymoon and the groom goes
away to the war. He is later reported
a
missing, "wounded and missing," and
him.
year passes by with no word from word
gets
sister
older
The inconceivable
that a man resembling the missing officer
brought in from "No Man's
has boon
Land" and recognizes her brother-in-law,
but does not disclose the fact to her suffering sister, because the latter might
marrv another man advantageously from a
financial standpoint, though the alliance
is hound to be proved bigamous. The
characterization and conduct of this sister
and the growing tendency of the younger
to marry before being assured that her
d
husband' mentar
is deady can
hardlyhwomen
be regarde
.
to Englis
as compli
There are other women, however, some
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noble ones barely glimpsed in a powerful
bit of psychology, where a number of officers and men are singing "Bonnie Sweet
Bessie" behind the trenches. It is this
song which restores the memory of the
young officer, suffering from shell shock,
and eventually leads to a happy reunion
with his wife. This recovery of memory
is the crisis of the story, and it is so
faultily placed, remote from the end, that
the concluding scenes come very close to
operating as an anti-climax of the worst
kind. They are saved by some true pathos.
Mr. Blackton's power to awaken sympathetic interest is manifested at all stages,
and it counts most heavily where least
expected, in little side issues branching
away from the main line of action.
In that the story is timely, fairly welltyped, a genuine piece of artistry so far
as the picturing is concerned and generally convincing in spite of its faults, lies
the sum of values. That it is vital and
beautifully done will carry it over.

General Film Company.
LE (BroadNTED
ENCHA
). — Agnes
way Star
FeaturePROFI
Ayres
and Evart Overton appear in the
ting
leading roles in this interes
two-reel
O. Henry adaptation, which is based on a
story of a wealthy but miserly old lady
who suddenly becomes fascinated with a
young girl and adopts her. An artist
friend solves the mystery by discovering
that the girl's profile closely resembles
the lady on a silver dollar. There are a
number of clever touches and the story is
well directed. Reviewed at length in this
issue.
THE BULLY (Ebony). — This number,
enacted by a cast composed entirely of
colored players, including Sam Robinson,
Evon Junior and Rudolph Tatum, is exaggerated slapstick, the story dealing with
a bully who works in a bakery and who
is finally overcome by a new cook who
subdues him by means of a loaf of bread
in which he has placed a horseshoe. It is
about on an average with the previous issues of this brand and contains some
laughs.
SNAKE YILLE'S NEW
WAITRESS. —
This is an amusing Essanay reissue, dealing with the arrival of a new waitress in
a mining camp. The scenes showing how
the proprietors, Mustang Pete (Harry
Todd) and Slippery Slim (Victor Potel) attempt to win her by taking her out riding, one on horseback and the other in a
buggy; and the troubles they e.ncounter
and the schemes they adopt to outdo each
other are cleverly handled and get a number of laughs. Margaret Joslin appears as
Sophie, the new waitness.
THE

Arrow Film Corporation.
THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY. —
This six-reel story being released on state
right basis was made by cutting down the
forty-six-reel serial issued some time ago.
The result is filled with action, it contains
many thrills and the continuity and suspense of the story is well maintained. A
longer review appears on another page of
this issue.

Christie

Film Corporation.

HERE COMES THE GROOM (Christie),
April 22. — This comedy might be considered very funny if it had been developed
along strictly farcical lines. As it is the
happenings in which the groom is the
central figure are at times not convincing.
A full review will be found elsewhere.
SOMEBODY'S BABY (Christie), April
29. — One of the best of the recent Christie
comedies. The picture tells the story of
how a baby lost in an automobile mix-up
almost gets a young man in bad in the
bargain.
Reviewed elsewhere.
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A REGULAR PATSY (Christie). — A poc
sample of comedy in which a young gi
is continually
getting
in sister's
an1
mother's way when there are men aroun^i
A full review will be found elsewhere.
LOVE AND A GOLD BRICK (Christie).Rather
an amusing
though
not a ne"
situation
is presented
in this comedy
i
which
a young
man
who
has been serj
by his father to the oil fields to learn thl
business thoroughly plays the rube whel
he comes
to visit a cousin who believe*
him to be like a rube picture of him whic
he has sent her. Reviewed elsewhere.
THEIR BREEZY AFFAIR (Christie).-,
An ordinary type of comedy in which th
hero consents to marry a strange woma
for the period of a week for the sum o
$1,000, so that he may later have enoug
money to marry his own sweetheart. Re!
viewed elsewhere.

De Luxe Pictures, Inc.

THE STREET OF SEVEN STARS (D
Luxe Pictures). — Doris Kenyon is the sta
in this six-part screen version of the Mar
Roberts Rinhart story. The scene ha
changed from Vienna to Paris and th
history of the young American girl wh
gives up her musical career for the ma
she loves is told pleasantly but with littl
dramatic action. A longer review is print
ed on another page of this issue.

Educational Films Corporation.
FISHERMAN'S LUCK (Educational).—.
Katzenjammer number in which the elde
Katzenjammer goes fishing. He watche
his neighbor having the most wonderfi
luck while he not only catches nothing
but loses his bait. Needless to say th
youngsters are on the job, using a duck t
steal the bait. An imitation fish contain
ing the Katzenjammer cat and dog whic
Pa finally succeeds in landing with diffi
culty proves to be the last straw and earn
the youngsters the usual spanking.
UP IN THE AIR (Educational). — One c
the Katzenjammer comic cartoons in whic
the youngsters take advantage of P
Katzenjammer having the toothache t
play a practical joke. They together in:
personate the dentist camouflaged by
linen duster, and give him gas which in
flates him to such an extent that he serve
the youngsters as a balloon to which the
attach themselves for a ride through th
air. Taken for a hostile aeroplane th
outfit is bombarded and finally landed
Very funny.

Famous

Players-Lasky.

OLD WIVES FOR NEW (Artcraft), Ma:'
20. — David Graham Phillips handled a cer
tain phase of social life with uncompro
mising realism in his novel, and the screei
version, directed by Cecil DeMille, follow
the author's lead. The cast and produc
tion are of the best. A longer review i
printed on another page of this issue.
PRUNELLA (May 27).— Maurice Tour
neur and the cast led by Marguerite Clarl
made a delightful fantasy of this stag<
success in which the star was also see:
in the name part. It is reviewed at lengtl
on another page of this issue.
HIS OWN HOME TOWN (Ince). May 2 7
— A story showing the power of the press
in destroying organized graft, with Charles
Ray cast for the leading role. Reviewed
in last week's issue.
LOVE LOOPS THE LOOP (ParamountMack Sennet), June 3. — A mildly amusing
farce comedy, repeating many old tricks
and introducing one new one.

Fox Film Corporation.
OCCULTISM (Mutt and Jeff Cartoon),
May 12. — Jeff learns how to send his astral body out. Mutt finds the body and has
the undertakers come. Jeff's astral body
tloats around the weeping Mutt and has
fun with him, then scares him to death by
coming to. It's a good picture.
SUPERINTENDENTS (Mutt and Jeff
Cartoon), May If. — Mutt is in charge of
an apartment house and goes upstairs to
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talk with the woman who will play music
wants iii<' other tenants to chase
themselves. He has an awful time and
comes down all battered
Jefl Koes up and
g down
outside to the sidewalk.
To
licked out peeves him and h<- takes
off Ins coat.
Winn
he comes
down
this
time it Is by the stairs, and he carries
tin- piano with the woman tied to It. Plenty
lion; good stuff.
ni.ri: ia ED m 4.m i Fox Special Feature), June 2. A five-reel picture with
June Caprice In central role There Is much
freshness about the story, though trite
moans are used to bring climax. Some Inting characters well acted add to Its
value.
Some of the players can not act,
but iiif best part of the plot is In able
hands.
For longer notice see review
on
of this issue.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
A 1.1. WOMAN (Goldwyn), June 2. — A
five-reel picture In which Mac Marsh plays
a character of particularly pleasing
humanity. On this account especially, and
also on account of the freshly imagined
situation from which the story starts, the
production will probably come in for wide
favor. A longer account of the picture
may be found on another page of this
issue.

Graphic

Film Corporation.

CECILIA OF THE PINK ROSES (Marion
Davies Film Co.) — A six-reel story, adapted from a novel by Katherine Haviland
Taylor and directed by Julius Steger. The
story is thin in plot but beautiful in execution. It contains a great deal of home
sentiment and has strong religious moments. Marion Davies plays the leading
role, the daughter of an Irish bricklayer,
and is very appealing, though no great
acting demands are made upon her. Reviewed at length elsewhere.

Greater Vitagraph, Inc.
BAREE, SON OF KAZAN (Vitagraph
Blue Ribbon). May 27. — A production out
of the ordinary in many ways and one
that can safely be depended on to make
a sensation in the community among picture lovers that will entirely favor the
picture. It tells a tragic story of the
North Woods in a realistic way and smells
of pine boughs, of sweat and red blood.
Its animal scenes are most praiseworthy.
We have reviewed it at length on another
page of this issue.

Jewel Productions, Inc.
A SOUL FOR SALE (Jewel).— A sixreel offering, featuring Dorothy Phillips in
a story based on a tale by Evelyn Campbell in "Snappy Stories." The production
is a society drama with melodramatic moments, and is one in 'which the girl's depraved mother tries to wed her to a
millionaire roue and later steals money
from her real lover. The girl compromises
herself in trying to return the money, but
the story ends happily. Reviewed at length
elsewhere.

Mena Film

Corporation.

RESTITUTION (Mena Film Company).—
A ten-reel offering, showing the life of
man from the creation of the world up
to modern times, and the struggle of
humanity to find restitution for sin. The
offering is wonderful in a pictorial way.
but contains many unpleasant features. If
edited carefully and cut down several reels
it would no doubt find favor with a large
part of the public. Reviewed at length
elsewhere.

Mutual Film Corporation.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 24 (Mutual),
May 22. — Interesting items of this issue
are the inaugurating of the aviation mail
route at Washington, D. C; the mobilizing
of 15,000 war animals, including Texas
horses and mules; scenes in France showing the devastation 'wrought in the recent
German drive; ship building
activities at
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lest roj i us Insects, i nob. as | i
hoppers. In California,
SCREEN
TELEGRAM
MO 25 < Mutual I,
\i-i> 16
Interesting
i
e ..i t he 251 h
issue of the Screen
Telegram
Includi ■
meeting
of border
governors
t
i both
soles of the line on the Mexico-Texas border to insure peace In that region; plains
by the million being distributed among
the population oi Bogalusa, La., tor decoration purposes; scenes in France showing Pershing's men
going
iii the front;
women farming, a recuperation ramp bring erected at Denver, Col., and Red Cross
campaign activities In different cities,
my LAD* NICOTINE
(Strand), May 21.
\ ol as pleasing as some others 6f the
strand comedies iii which Blllle Rhodes
and Culleu Landls have appeared. The
story pictures an attempt by a young wife
to cure her husband of Bmoklng. She puts
a patent medicine which claims to have
the desired effect, In his coffee, and on
discovering her plan he makes believe
that he is becoming addicted to the drug
habit.
W II AT THE WIND DID (Strand). Quite
an amusing arrangement of an Old theme.
Billie Rhodes and Cullen Landls are, of
course, featured In the picture which tells
of how a young man in trying to be near
a young women he loves, but has never
met, offers to mind a baby which she Is
obliged to leave in a carriage outside a
department store door while she goes inside. In the development of the picture
he takes the child to the nursery and is
given a check which belongs to a colored
child, a gust of wind having caused the
two checks lying side by side on the counter to change places. Incidents following
are amusing, and he finally discovers that
the girl is not married, and that the baby
belongs to her sister.

Pathe

Exchange,
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Inc.

THE YELLOW TICKET (rathe Play),
June 2. — Strong five-reel offering, adapted
from the well-known stage success of the
same name. Fannie Ward is seen at her
best in this powerful number, which is
very dramatic throughout. She is supported by a strong case. Reviewed at
length elsewhere.
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS, No. 4 (Pathe),
June 2. — Another instructive instalment of
this series, which will have great historical value. It gives close views of a German prison camp in England, showing the
care taken of the men, their good physical
condition and opportunities for work and
play. The second part of the reel pictures
King Albert and Prince Alexander of Teck
on a visit to the British front. The subject is full of interest.
TOSEMITE IN WINTER (Pathe), June
9. — An interesting scenic, giving some fine
views of the well-known park under new
conditions. The mountains and valleys are
shown after heavy snowfalls, which renders climbing difficult. The experiences
of two travelers are shown in the pictures.
UNDERWORLD ALLIES (Pathe), June
9. — Episode No. 14 of "The House of Hate."
Further exciting adventures with the
Hooded Terror occur throughout this number. Pearl is no sooner rescued from the
cotton conveyor than both she and Gresham are plunged into fresh peril. Gresham
procures a map of the gang's headquarters from "Cokey" George. The latter is
killed by the gang and the principals are
about to follow a similar fate when# the
police raid the place.
SIC 'EM TOWSER (Pathe-Rolin), June
9. — A comedy number in which Harold
Lloyd dresses as a hobo to attend a masquerade ball. He is arrested as a tramp
and has some amusing adventures. Meanwhile a real hobo is entertained at the
ball and is only exposed when Harold appears later. Harry Pollard and Bebe Daniels are also in the cast.

Select Pictures Corporation.
DE i.i'x B ANN] i-: (Salt i I I Noi ma

in. ok- .i ii.i in i suppoi i put ovei i bi fivep. H i soi sen version
"i Bid ward
CI
orook
plaj with a bang
1 1 I given •>
longer
review
on another
page ol this
issue.

Triangle Film Corporation.
1 1 1 < : 1 1 BT \K BS i'I'i lang le >. Ms 26 An
English detective storj or the regulation
son. this live-part picture li verj well
i i.\ .i. Bai nej Shei i j and his supporl a longer review is printed •■" •"■
other parr mi ibis Issue.
ARE WIVES REASONABLE? I K<
Comedy), May 18, Two-part Triangle
Keystone comedy, the theme of thii picture 's amusing, but develops too slowly.
'iii.- oast is headed by Bd J. Brady ami
Claire Anderson, a colored maid and her
bran supply
tin- love-making
scenes.
Universal Film Company.
CURRENT
EVENTS,
.", i (Unlvei
May
iv
Women
or the No.
British
land army,
President
Wilson
greeting
tin- iPi
"Blue Devils," scenes from the ship yards,
beginning of first American aerial mall
service, Bcenes from the Picardy front and
other features are included in this.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, No. 26 (Universal), May 22. — This opens with the Sammies going over the top in a sham battle
Scenes from the Picardy front in the recent drive follow, and then incidents from
tin- Hed Cross drive. The number closes
with Ily Mayer cartoons.
MERRY
MERMAIDS
(L-KO),
June '>.—
Dave
Morris,
Rube Miller
and others
appear in this two-reel subject of the knockabout type. A number of good-looking
girls appear in gymnasium and swimmingtank scenes. But the plot is of no coneequence and most of the action is meaningless and without any particular humor.
Till-: ESCAPE THRU THE FLAMES
(Universal Serial), June 8. — Episode No.
10 of "The Lion's Claws." Another -carefully constructed and thrilling instalment.
This pictures Beth's rescue from the burning cottage and her subsequent adventures
among the wild beasts of the jungle. These
latter scenes are very effective; also the
numerous clashes with Rej Hari -and his
THE BULL'S EYES (Universal Special),
guards.
June 8. — Episode No. 18. This brings this
exciting serial to a close. Cody escapes
from the railroad track. He and Cora are
bound to runaway- engines, which are seen
approaching one another at breakneck
speed. They escape and later both North
and Sweeney are killed. Cora gives her
hand to Cody, and the successful serial
closes with him preparing to go to the
front.

Vanco Films Company.
JIM'S FOLKS (Vanco Films Company). —
One-reel comedy-drama based on a Bill
Stinger poem and directed by Bert Van
Tuyle. This picture has a patriotic appeal,
but the acting and direction are not up to
the mark.
Inc.

Harry McRae Webster Productions,
RECLAIMED (Harry McRae Webster
Productions). — Written by Richard Carroll
and featuring Mabel Julienne Scott and
Niles Walch. this seven-part pictures is a
fast -moving melodrama and has been well
produced. It is reviewed at length on another page of this issue.

World

Pictures

Corporation.

THE INTERLOPER (World Picture),
June 3. — A five-reel subject, featuring
Kitty Gordon, supported by Irving Cummings. This is the story of a second wife
who tires hearing the praises of her husband's wife number one. She almost rebels and accepts the love of another man.
but conquers herself and all ends well.
Kitty Gordon does some admirable acting
in this. Reviewed at length elsewhere.
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TIPTON, IND. — Thomas W. Davis will
open Purity theater in building where
Habit theater was formerly conducted.
Improvements are planned.
BOONE, IA. — James Dunton has disposed of his interest in Virginia theater
to Ervin Harland.
DAVENPORT, IA. — Joe Lauder has
purchased an interest in American theater.
ALEXANDRIA, LA. — An airdome is
under construction at 5th and Washington streets for George G. Scallan.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. — Victoria theater has been purchased by Louis Rosenweig.
STONEHAM, MASS. — William N. Ambler
has purchased Central theater from W. F.
Hosmer.
WORCESTER, MASS. — Crystal theater
on Trumbull street is being conducted by
Elias Low.
FLINT, MICH. — C. Edgar Momaud has
been engaged as manager of Garden theater.
SAGINAW, MICH. — Clyde Patterson
succeeds C. E. Momaud as manager of
Bijou theater.
FERTILE, MINN. — N. P. Glain will convert his building into moving picture theater.
HOPKINS,
MINN. — Leonard Jensen
has
disposed
of his moving picture business.
MARBLE,
MINN. — B. Z. Stanton
has
purchased
D. C. Burkhelder's
interest in
Unique
theater.
MOOREHEAD, MINN. — William McKallor has sold Lyceum theater to J. M. Freeman.
MORRISTOWN, MINN. — H. E. Hershey
is now sole owner of Uno theater.
MORTON, MINN. — A. Walters has taken
over Unique
theater.
OWATONNA, MINN. — A. A. Thomas,
manager of Metropolitan, has opened
Palace theater.
RED LAKE FALLS, MINN. — Lotus theater here has been leased by Manager
Lakie, of Bijou theater at Barnesville.
TRACY, MINN. — Peterson & Webb
have sold Colonial theater to John C.
Filkins. Improvements will be made to
interior.
WINONA, MINN. — H. A. Rolbiecki plans
to erect theater at Broadway and High
Forest street.
KANSAS CITY, MO. — E. A. Fruch and
H. W. Hildebrand, of St. Joseph, have
purchased Strand theater at 36th street
and Froost avenue.
SPRINGFIELD, MO. — Management of
Electric theater has been taken over by
G. W. Hartman.
MISSOULA, MONT. — Missoula theater
has been leased by William Simmons, W.
H. Smead, and Thomas Hickey.
PHILIPSBURG, MONT. — Fred F. Wilson
is preparing plans for moving picture theater to be erected here.
BLUE HILL, NEB. — Moving picture theater has been purchased here by C.
I timlerup.
CHAPPEL, NEB. — Moving picture theater has opened here.
HARTINGTON, NEB. — E. Greenwood
has purchased moving picture business of
B. Greeg.
NORFOLK, NEB. — Management of Audi.torlum has purchased Ideal theater.
YORK, NEB. — Dean theater has been
purchased by Peter Schnltzen.
MAKMARTH, N. D. — Mystic theater will
be remodeled.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. — New
moving picture house has been established
at 312 W. Central street by Fred Cameron.
BELMAR, N. J. — Hildinger, Papier &
Bishop will erect moving picture theater
at Ocean and 8th avenues, with seating
capacity for S00.

BROOKLYN, N. Y. — C. M. Straut, 147
Fourth avenue, is preparing plans for one
and two-story theater and store building,
125 by 125 feet, to cost $75,000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Bedford Ice Palace
Co., northeast corner Bedford and Atlantic avenues, has plans by De Rosa &
Pereira, 150 Nassau street. New York, for
interior alterations to store and moving
picture theater, to cost $5,500.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Holloway & Gunderson
here. will open moving picture theater
GLOVERSVILLE, N. Y.— I. O. O. F.
Encampment No. 49, Howard Warner,
chairman, has plans by Henry S. Moul for
alterations to theater to cost $5,000.
Lessee, the Hippodrome, 34-36 Fulton
street.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — R. A. Adams has
plans by A. Sheinart for moving picture
theater at 229 Eighth avenue, to cost
$5,000.
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. — G. M. Casale,
627 Nineteenth street, will build an addition, 30 by 70 feet, to moving picture
theater, to cost $10,000.
RENSSELAER, N. Y. — Mack theater at
Washington street and 3rd avenue has
opened under management of W. R. Jones.
UTICA, N. Y. — Meyer & Ring Company
has contract to improve Majestic theater.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — F. H. Harris, of
Carolina theater, will be manager of theater to be erected at Camp No. 4, with
seating capacity for 3,000, and costing
$5,000.
MINOT, N. D. — Grace M. Russell has
taken over management of Hippodrome
theater.
MINOT, N. D. — Lyceum theater has been
purchased
by J. M. Wilson.
AMHERST, O. — Albert E. Gracie has
taken over Park theater.
CLEVELAND, O. — Mary E. Cowan has
leased moving picture theater on north
side Wade Park avenue, N. E., near Giddings road, to Andrew Dobos.
COLUMBUS, O.— I. Libson has taken
over Colonial theater and appointed
Charles Weidner manager.
DAYTON, O. — Auditorium theater is to
be rebuilt.
FREMONT, O. — A. M. Jackson, owner of
Strand theater, has taken over Fremont
opera house, and plans extensive improvements.
GENEVA, O. — Manheim-Wolcott Amusement Company, of Cleveland, plans to
erect theater here.
WEST UNION, O. — W. E. Spencer has
purchased Lyric theater from Delbert
Watters, and appointed J. Warren Spencer
manager.
YOUNGSTOWN, O.— Orpheum theater has
been taken over by Max Schagrin.
PITCHER, OKLA. — Open air theater
will be erected on Connell avenue, near
3d street, by R. C. Berry. There will be
accommodation for 1,700.
BAKER CITY, ORE. — Baker theater has
reopened under management of J. D.
Cotter.
NORTH BEND, ORE. — Stars & Stripes
theater, formerly the Star, has been reopened by R. A. Bock.
ALTOONA, PA. — Colonial theater on
8th, near 12th street, has been leased by
Charles Lazaro.
BANGOR, PA. — Erection of moving picture theater here is planned by J. J.
Mayroch, of Nazareth.
CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA. — Folsom Stanton, 1828 Walnut street, Philadelphia, is
preparing plans for one-story moving picture theater, 40 by 120 feel.
DU BOIS, PA. — James J. and Joseph F.
Welst have taken over Carlton theater.
EASTON, PA. — Moving picture theater
will be erected at 447-49 Northampton
street by Lee Sooks.
ERIE, PA. — A. P. Weschler has plans by
G. Morton Wolfe, Main and Eutica streets,

for one-story theater, 100 by 165 feet, to
cost $200,000.
HALIFAX, PA. — Royal theater has been
leased by J. Clark Zimmerman and P. C.
Fox.
HARRISBURG, PA. — Family theater at
3rd and Harris streets has reopened.
HUMMELSTOWN, PA. — Star theater
has been purchased by J. L. Healy.
KELLETTVILLE, PA. — Village contemplates erecting one-story hall building, 2S
by 70 feet. E. S. Collins is chairman building committee.
LILLY, PA. — Illik Brothers contemplate
erecting one-story theater, 32 by 45 feet,
to cost $7,000.
MECHANICSBURG, PA. — C. L. Lenney
has taken over Paramount theater.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Frederick G.
Nixon-Nirdlinger has taken title to West
Allegheny moving picture theater at
southwest corner 25th and Allegheny avenue, subject to mortgages of $25,000.
Building is two-story on lot 71 by 108
feet, and is assessed at $25,000.
PITTSBURGH, PA. — Mary Windle will
expend about $14,000 for improvements to
theater at 1715 Beaver avenue.
PITTSBURGH, PA. — John Eichleay, Jr.,
20th and Wharton streets, has contract
to remodel theater building for Minerva
Theater & Amusement Co., 519 Fifth avenue, to cost about $20,000.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Grand Amusement Company has taken over the twostory brick moving picture theater at
519-31 Jackson street. Building is on
a. lot 107 by 57 feet, and is assessed at
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Alexander
$15,000.
Chambley has contract to erect one-story
brick, steel and concrete theater building,
69 by 102 feet, with rear building, 78 by
27 feet, at southwest corner Broad and
Lombard streets for Dunbar Theater Corporation, to cost $20,000.
PUNXSUTAWNEY, PA. — Drummond
building will be converted into moving
picture theater to be known as the MaUNIONTOWN, PA.— E. E. Schimpf has
jestic.
thoroughly renovated Rex theater.
WAYNESBORO, PA. — John Karper has
sold "It" theater to Watson & Daley.
Vaudeville and moving pictures will be
shown.
COLUMBIA, S. C. — Lawrence T. Lester
will erect two-story moving picture theater, with seating capacity for 1,000.
GREENVILLE, S. C. — War Camp Community Service will erect two auditoriums
at Camp Sevier.
REDFIELD,
S. D. — George
A. Bennett
has taken over lease on Peoples theater.
MARYVILLE,
TENX.
— Management
Palace
theater
has been taken
over by
H. A. Ragle.
DALLAS, TEX.— Trimly Theater Company has been incorporated with $3,000
capital by H. Hulsey, H. Stuart, and Harry
B. Hearn.
EL PASO, TEX. — Ellanay theater will be
erected for Andrews & Lewis on site
present
Mundy building on El Paso
street.
EL PASO, TEXAS.— R. E. McKee has
contract to erect moving picture theater,
50 by 134 feet: fireproof, composition roof,
steam heat, reinforced concrete floors; for
.1. M. Lewis and V. B. Andreas, to cost
$42,000.
FORT WORTH, TEX.— War Department
will erect Liberty theater at Camp Bowie.
ORANGE, TEX. — Airdome theater, H.
Thomas, manager, will soon let contract
to erect theater, 45 by 145 feet, of interlocking tile, stucco finish, with seating
capacity
for 1,200, and costing $35,000.
ORANGE. TEXAS. — H. Thomas has
awarded contract for steel, concrete and
hollow-tile airdome, 45 by 145 feet, with
seating capacity for 1,200, to cost $35,000.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Theater will
be erected at Broadway and State street
by Western Vaudeville
Booking Agency.
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"THE INTERLOPER"
World-Pictures
Presents
Kitty Gordon,
Supported
by Irving Cummings
in a
Memorable
Story of the Love Triumphant of a Brave Woman.
Cast.
Jane Cameron
Kitty Gordon
Paul Whitney
Irving Cumminga
Whitney
Pere
Warren
Cook
sirs. Whitney
Isabelle Berwin
Aunt
Patricia
June
Blackmail
Bdmond Knapp
Frank Mayo
Courtney Carvel
Geo. SlacQuarrie
Kph
Anthony
Byrd
Kamoto
I. Quong
The Whitney Butler
Tom Cameron
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
The Story i Jane Cameron refuses to
grant apermission
to Anthony
build
railroad through
her "Whitney
plantation,to
so he decides to send his son, Paul, \\ ho
has lost his wife, and who is In need of
a change in environment, to negotiate the
deajl. Paul finds Jane juat as steadfast In her determination not to accede.
A friendship develops between them, however, and when the elder Whitney brings
the
matter toThis
court,incenses
Jane's property
condemned.
the negrois
laborers, and they attack Paul, injuring
him, though not seriously. With the reof Paul's
the young and
people's
love turn
for
each health
other increase,
they
are soon married. At the father's home,
where the couple is living, Jane, during
Paul's has
absence,
Edmund to
Knapp,
who
becomeis told
muchby attached
her,
that Blanche, Paul's first wife, was not
the devoted woman pictured to her, but
that she yielded to the fervid protestations
of his love. Hatred and jealousy take
possession of Jane; but her attitude of
resentment against him is dissipa fed when
she realizes the devotion of her husband
and his grief over the perfidy of his first
wife.
Feature
Kitty Gordon
as Jane Cameron
and Irving Cummings as Paul Whitney.
Prosrrnm and Advertising Phrases:
Tireing of Offensive
Comparisons
With
First Wife Bride of Widower Silences
the Whole Family Through
Startling
Revelations.
Marrying a Widower Is All Right Until
Ghost of First Wife Intervenes.
It'sthe AllFirst
RightWifeto Will
Marry Only
a Widower
Stay Dead.If
How
Would
You Like to Have
Tour
Husband Perpetually Praise His First
Wife?
Odd
Theme
Involving
Two
Wives
Furnishes Gripping Photoplot.
Beautiful Kitty Gordon Star in Domestic Drama of Vital Purpose and Gripping Appeal.
Stunt Suggestions : For a throwaway
use, "Before you marry a second time,"
advising the reader to see "The Interloper." For a window display borrow a
grate basket and fill with coal and red
isinglass, illuminate from the rear with
a couple of incandescent globes. On this
place a bundle of letters in envelopes of
the sort a woman would use^and a photograph face down on the back of which is
written, "To my best beloved who first
taught me the meaning of love. Eternally, your Blanche." Arrange chiffon
"smoke" to be kept in motion by an electric fan, and a card reading, "Would you
burn his first wife's love letters to her
paramour for the sake of your husband's

IN THIS
ISSUE.
\u Woman (Goldwyn).
lie I.u\f Annie
(Select )•
The Demon
(Metro).
A l>i>ll'>. House
( l'lirimiount ).
The Interloper (World).
The Lesson
(Select).
Love's Conquest
( l'lirniuoiint ).
The Mini Who Woke l.'p (Triangle).
Missing
(I'nrnniount).
The Special).
Model's
Confession
(1'iilversnl
The Monster of Fate (General Film).
The Ordeal of Uosettn
(Select).
V Red-Haired Cupid (Triangle).
The Scarlet Hond (Fox).
Shackled (Paralta Playn).
The Yellow
Ticket (1'nthe).

peace of mind? Kitty Gordon did in 'The
Interloper,' and was glad she did. At
(house and date)." For an advertising
phrase use, "You have heard of Kitty
Gordon's back, but you should see the
good front she puts up in 'The Interloper' at (houseAids:
and Two
date)."
Advertising
styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Free advance poster. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
Two-color heralds. One and two-column
cuts.
Slides.
Press sheet.
Released June 3.
"THE DEMON"
Metro
Presents
Edith
Story
in C. N.
and A. M. Williamson's
Fascinating
Story of AlgerianCast,
Life.
Princess
Perdita
Jim Lassells
Tom Reardon,
Jim's

Edith Storey
Lewis
Cody
secretary,
Charles
Gerard
Lady Lilah Grey
Virginia
Chester
The Duchess of Westgate. Molly McConnell
Aissa
Laura
Winston
Count
Theodore
de Seramo,
Fred Malatesta
Prince Lorenzo di Rivoli. . .Frank Deshon
Senorita Selina Rossi. .. .Alice Knowland
Senorita Agatha Rossi
Ann Sraefer
Directed by George D. Baker.
The Story: Jim Lassells, in search of
legal proof that his cousin, Harold Brooks,
is dead obtains it in Africa. At a slave
market he buys a young girl, named Perdita. to prevent her from falling into the
hands of a Moslem. Years later, while
Jim is out driving with the impecunious
Duchess of Westgate and her daughter,
Lady Lilah Grey, Perdita, who has left
the school where she had been sent by
her benefactor, throws herself in front
of his machine, exclaiming "It is my
lord and master." Jim takes the girl
along with him, much to the chagrin of
Lady Grey, who is in love with him. Information comes to Jim which reveals
that Perdita is the daughter of Harold
Brooks, and that she is, therefore, the
legatee. Count Theodore de Seramo, at
the instigation of Perdita, abducts the
Duchess and her daughter, and when Jim,
who has heard that Perdita has eloped
with Prince Lorenzo di Rivoli, encounters the Prince and removes the veil from
the woman standing beside him he (Jim)
is astonished to meet Aissa, Perdita's
nurse.
Jim, searching
for Perdita, finds

her at the cave « hei e « !ounl ] ■
haa
taken the Duchesa and her daufl
and learna that Lady Grey and i
Jim t.iis Perdita of

her
Inheritance
ami they plan to get married.
Feature
Edith
Store]
aa Perdita
and
Lewis Cody as Jim Laacelles.
frognua
and Advertising
Phraaeai
Love
t ure. and Triumph of a Child of NaQuest

Child Purchased in Slave Mart Lives to
Reward
Her Comforters.
Popular
Novel
Finds
Interesting
Reflections in Gripping
Photoplay.
Another "Best Seller" Translated t" the
Screen with Entertaining Result
Thrilling
Story of Algerian . .Life Enacted in Gripping Photodrama.
Impelling
Story of Love and Sacrifice
Artistically Screened.
Romance of Algeria Beautifully Pictured in Vivid Settings.
Stunt Suggestions: If you can find
some little red devils that used to be
popular in the novelty .shops, you can
use these for window displays with a
card telling that "Jim- Lassefls bought
a little devil in the slave market and
later she bought him. See Edith Storey
in The Demon at (house and date)." Or
you may be able to procure some devil
cut-outs. Decorate the lobby with a suggestion of the Moorish; heavy colored
drapes, crescent flags (white on a red
field), curved
swords
and stilettos.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Press sheet. Tenminute novel for newspapers. -Lobby sheet.
Slides. Heralds. Cuts. Lobby displays,
8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Filler sheet.
Released June 3.
"SHACKLED"
Paralta
Plays
Presents
Louise
Glaum
in a Gripping Story of Tangled Lives
and
Twisted
Loves
by Lawrence
S.
McCloskey.
Lola
Thomas Dexter
Danfield
W. .Louise"'
Lawson Glaum
Butt
Walter
Cosgrove Cast. Charles
West
Edith
Danfield
•...'.: .Roberta"
Wilson
Jimmie
Ashley
Jack
Gilbert
Major
Duval
Roy
Laidlaw
Directed
by Reginald
Barker..
The Story: Walter Cosgrove becomes
fascinated with Lola Dexter, a destitute
young girl, and establishes her in luxurious quarters. When Cosgrove all but
dissipates .his fortune, he succeeds in
acquiring another by marrying the
wealthy Edith Danfield. Cosgrove gives
Lola a big check and she leaves for Palm
Beach, where she accidentally meets
Thomas Danfield, the invalid father of
Edith. She becomes his companion.
Upon their return to the city -they meet
Edith, who is disillusioned regarding Cosgrove. Edith hears of the-valor of Jimmie Ashley, her former sweetheart, on
the battlefield, and then realizes that she
never did care for Co^grbve, Soma time
later Jimmie and a famous Fr'ench surgeon return from the front, anci an operation performed by the doctor. Results in
Danfield regaining the tfsevof his limbs.
When again
Cosgrove
shows
that' h!e w'ants
Lola
she tells
Edith\and^,Danfleld,
who has fallen in love wjfh 'her, of her
past. As she finishes her -story she prepares to leave, and Cosgrove, who tries to
prevent her, falls down the staifs and 1j
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killed^
Edith- is- now free to marry Jimmie, and aa Lola departs
she tells Danlnld ta come for her at the end of a year
if he still loves her.
Feature. Louise Glaum as Lola Dexter and
Jack Gilbert as Jimmie Ashley.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Fate
Playa
Fast and, Loose
with Human
Pawns in. an Unending
Struggle
for
Happiness.
The Shackles, of Convention Make Helpless Prisoners of Love's Victims.
Fickle Hearts Fail Under Test of Sincerity.
Unusual Outcome, in- a Contest for Happiness- Under Strange Handicap.
Sterrv Conventions. Provide Barriers that
Bar the Way to Happiness.
Great. Drama
of Sociological
Purpose
Provides Tense Entertainment.
Stunt Suggestions: For window work
use handcuffs-,- with the explanation that
Harry- Houdini could get out of the cuffs
in ten- seconds,, but that not even a Houdini can. escape the- matrimonial shackles
so easy;, adding that Lola Dexter breaks
the. shackles for Edith Danfield at the
possible cost of her own happiness. For
a lobby- display use a. hank of yarn, badly
tangled,, with "You may think this is
tangled,- but it is not so badly snarled as
the. lova- affairs of Lola Dexter and Edith
Danfield in. Shackled: (playing date). With
Louise Glaum."
Advertising. Aids-: Two designs each one
and threes-sheets.. One six-sheet.
Thumbnail, and one- to three-column
cuts
in
electro, or- matsv
Press book.
Released- May- 20.
"MISSING"
Stuart1. Blackton
Presents
a Screen
Version- of the Much-Discussed Novel
by Mrs.. Humphrey Ward.
Cast.
Sir William. Farreli
Thomas Meighan
Lieut.. George Surratt
Robert Gordon
Dr.. Ho-wson.Winter
Hall
Nell
Sylvia Breamer
Hester
.-Qla, Humphrey
Mrs. Greyson
Mollie McConnell
CicelyKat.hJ.yn O'Connor
Directed by James Young.
The Story:- Neil and Hester are sisters.
Hester;, the- elder,, craves- wealth and social- position-.- Nell is beautiful and unworldly;. and1 she- falls- in love -with a poor
young Englishman who is about to receive a lieutenant's- commission and leave
for the front. She marries him, and
when- he is- reported missing, the elder
sister attempts to instill in Nell's mind
the belief- that he. is- dead and thus marry
a rich- man-. But in- the end Nell's soldier
husband- returns to her.
Feature
Robert'
Gordon
as Lieutenant
George. Surratt
and Sylvia Breamer as
Nell.
Program- and Advertising Phrases: Brave
Soldier- Numbered Among the Missing
Comes- Home- to His Loved Ones Under Unusual- Circumstances.
Mrs.- HumphreyWard's
Famous
Novel
Interpreted
by
Master
Craftsmen
Who
Brought
to the
Screen
"The
Battre Cry of Peace."
Charming- Photoplay
of War, Romance
and- Human- Sacrifice.
Memory
Restored
Through
Old
Love
Song
Furnishes
Basis of Photo-plot.
Commodore
J. Stuart
Blackton
Introduces- His Greatest
Screen
Production.
Stunt Suggestions:
Emphasize
the fact
that this- is- a love story with a war background-! rather than a war story with a
thread fromoi' 4hc.
romance.
Clip onthethe casualty
lists
local paper
nearest
J.
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city issue and mark the "missing" sections, lettering the announcement of the
play above with reference to the lists.
The newspapers can be worked for special mention through the use of Mrs.
AVard's name.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released June 2.

"LOVE'S
CONQUEST"
Adolph Zukor Presents Lina Cavalieri,
the Distinguished Operatic Star, in a
Screen Version of the Opera of Gismonda.
Cast.

Gismonda
Lina Cavalieri
Almerio
Courtenay
Foote
Prince
Zaecaria
Fred
Radcliffe
Gregoras
Frank Lee
Francesco
Fredi Verdi
Bishop
J. H. Gilmore
Nurse
Isabelle Berwind
Directed by Edward Jose.
The Story: Gismonda is a beautiful
Athenian duchess for whose hand and
riches the neighboring nobles are vieing.
She spurns all offers of marriage and
devotes herself wholly to affairs of state
and to the care of her four-year-old son.
When, through the trickery of Prince
Zaecaria, one of her suitors, this child
supposedly falls into a well where a lion
is confined, the grief-stricken mother,
vowing under the shadow of the Cross
to marry the man who saves her child,
she renounces her vow when a simple
huntsman of plebian birth rescues and
returns the boy to his mother, trouble
ensues. How this huntsman finally -wins
her love and she comes to the full realization of her love for him and publicly espouses him, is told in a series of
highly dramatic situations filled with
thrills.
Fenture Lina Cavalieri
as Gismonda and
Courtenay Foote as Almerio.
Prog-rnm
and Advertising
Phrases:
Dramatic Story of "Gismonda"
Translated to the Screen for Famous Operatic Star.
Victorien
Gripping
Tragedy
Reflected Sardou's
in Impelling
Photoplay.
Famous
Operatic
Star Seen in Screen
Version of Sardou's "Gismonda."
Internationally Famous Operatic
Beauty in Vivid
Drama
of Love
and
Thrills.
Sardou's
Famous
Play, Reflecting
the
Love
of a Duchess
Who
Married
a
Pauper.
"Gismonda,"
Famous
Sardou
Drama,
Brought
to the Screen
Under
New
Title.
Stunt Suggestions:
Play up the fame
and
beauty
of the
star.
Borrow
her
phonograph records and have a Cavalieri
concert
while slides announce
her coming. This has been done with success
with Mary
Garden.
The papers
should
be easy to work for this combination
of
an operatic
star in a well known
opera
by Sardou.
Also emphasize the fact that
the star has always
been more
of an
actress than a singer.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby dis8x10, 11x14
Cuts'
from
one to plays.
three
columnsandon 22x28.
star and
production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released June 2.

PISAPPvMNT

Jimmy
Eugene
Walter Fitzpatrick
Kendal
Frank O'Brien
Mills |
Dr. Fernand Niblo
Edwards Davis
Detective
Cronin
Fred R. Stanton j
Cyrus
Monroe
Joseph
Burke
Mrs. Archer
Edna
Hunter
Janet Kendal
Harriet
Jenkins
Joe, grocery
clerk
David
Burns
Directed by Roland West.
The Story: Julie Kendal, wife of Walter Kendal, becomes an aphasia victim as
the result of a blow on the head. While
in this condition she becomes the confederate of Jimmy Fitzpatrick in the
operation of the De Luxe-book variation
of the old badger game. Ignorant of his
real purpose she evades the detective
whom her husband has retained to trace
her, and subconsciously flees to the little
town in which the summer home of the
Kendals is situated. There a surprising,
but altogether logical, chain of events
brings her to the house where her husband and his friend, Dr. Niblo, meet her
and her confederate. An operation restores her memory and with it the happy
life which had blessed the home of the
Kendals before the catastrophe.
Feature Norma Talmadge as Julie Kendal
(De Luxe
Annie)
and Frank
Mills as
Walter Kendal.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Female Book Drummer Combines "Badger Game" with Merchandizing.
An Unusual "Crook" Play, Combining
a Moral
with its Interesting Lesson.
Norma Talmadge Finds an Ideal Role
In Her Latest Screen Success.
Saturday Evening Post Story, First
Staged, Now Screened, by Most Popular of Stars.
Odd Outcome of an Accident that
Changes
Disposition.
Crime
Playa Woman's
of Gripping
Appeal that
Baffles the "Plot Sherlocks."
Stunt Suggestions: There is little material in the play for special stunts, but
plenty of opportunity for good newspaper
work on this story of a submerged personality, with Miss Talmadge playing the
part of a loving wife who turns crook
when a blow destroys her memory of her
past life. Work to the newspaper end
and trust to window cards and posters
for the rest.
Advertising Aids: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Window cards. 14x21. Heralds. Lobby
display photographs, SxlO, 11x14, 22x28.
Slides. Cuts, two one-column, two twocolumn, one three-column, one one-halfcolumn cut of star and one one-column
and one two-column cuts of star.
Released in May.
"THE
SCARLET
ROAD"
William Fox Presents Gladys Brockwell
in the Story
of a Girl With
a Conscience Who Lived in Bohemia.
Cast. Gladys
Mabel
Halloway
Brockwell
Tiny
Betty
Shade
John
Rand
L C. Shumway
Raymond
LaFarge
Charles
Clary
Dick
Halloway
William
Scott
Directed
by Edward Le Saint.
The ried,.Story:
but not John
living Rand,
with anhis editor,
wife, marfalls
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"DE LUXE ANNIE"
Joseph
M.
Schenck
Presents
Norma
Talmadge
in a Crook
Play
That
is
Different
from
the Rest.
From
the
Play by Edward Clark.
Cast.
Julie Kendal
(De Luxe Norma
Annie), Talmadge |
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/NEW
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ALLAN ALOWNES
6EN. MGfi

June 8, 1918

TUK

in love with Mabel Halloway, Bh« is
ai.su loved by Raymond
LaFarge,
a broi. in she keeps both men at a distance. Mabel's brother,
Dick,
Bteals
a
sum of money from the bank where
be Is employed ami loses it at the gambling tables. Rand comes to the assistance of Mabel by giving her his entire
savings, telling her that she can remain
with
him
or go her
way.
But
Mabel
sometime later marries LaFarge in order
that she may repay Kami. When she
learns that LaFarge has another wife
she upbraids him ami a struggle ensues.
LaFarge falls to his death from a window m his office, and Shortly after this
Incident
Kami,
who
has learned
that his
iias died, marries
Mabel.
Feature Gladys
Brockwell
as Mabel
Hallow a\ .and
I... C. Shumway
as John
Rand.
Program
and
advertising
Thrum-*:
Mercenary Terminates
Marriage in inNew Tragedy
York's that
Bohemia
Clears
the Road to Happiness.
How a Puritan Girl Struggled to Happiness Through New York's Bohemia.
Puritan Blood Battles to Victory
\^aiust Forces of Evil In Great City.
Purged and Puritied by the Fires of
Evil in New
York's
Bohemia.
Perils of Life in Great City Combated
by Purity
of Girl's Purpose.
Vistas of Bohemia and its Unconventional Men and Women.
Stunt Suiruestions: For window work
get cheap lithographed landscapes showing a long road. Paint the roads a bright
scarlet and use a card, "Go to the end
Of The Scarlet Road with Gladys Brockwell at (house and date). She lived in
Bohemia, but she didn't belong. ' For the
lobby make a "road" with a red carpet
and a few trees in tubs and use the same
idea for the announcement. A simpler
lobby display can be made by adapting
the spider-web idea in the press sheet,
making the web of twine and using the
catehline
as shown.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each, one
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Real
Photographs
Th$o3u.s5a0nd
Every player in the films.
Size of -picture, 2% inches
long, 1%, inches wide. You
can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
Send
for samples
and new catalogue.

KRAUS

MFG. CO.

830 Wett 42nd Street, New York
12fh Floor, Candler Building

three and six-sheets. Lobby display's, 8x
lu. llxl-i, 22x2S. Press sheet and mats
(mats can be secured free by writing to
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City. Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
per column.
Released June 23.

Adopt a SOLDIER and Sup-

"THE YELLOW
TICKET"
Presents Fannie Ward in an Astra

for
"SMOKES"
ply him with of
the Duration
the WAR!

Pathe

Production
Broadway

of A.
H.
Wood's
Great
Success, by Michael Morton.
Cast.
Anna
Mirrell
Fannie
Ward
Julian
Rolfe
Milton
Sills
Baron Andrey
Warner Oland
Count
Rostov
Armand
Kalisz
1". S. Consul Seaton
J. H. Gilmour
Miss
Seaton
Helen
Chadwick
Petrov Paviak
Leon Bary
Marya
Varenka
Anna
Lehr
Isaac
Mirrel
Dan
Mason
Directed by William Parke.
The Story: The secret police of Russia
attempt to make Anna Mirrel, a beautiful
Jewish girl living in Tasepevka, an outcast because of her race. As a result of
an agitation against the Jewish population of the little town the Moujiks are
inflamed against the Jews, and many of
them are massacred. Anna's mother is
slain, and she sends her sick father to St.
Petersburg. Word comes to Anna later
that her father is dying, and to gain permission to leave the settlement Anna is
compelled to accept the badge of dishonor— the Yellow Ticket. She locates
her parent in the home of Marya Varenka,
who is caring for him devotedly. After
her father's death, Anna, under the name
of Marya, becomes tutor to the daughter
of Mr. Seaton. an American diplomat.
She meets Julian Rolfe, an American
journalist, who writes from the information given by Anna a series of articles
exposing Russia. Learning the souree of
the material an agent of the secret police
threatens Anna and secures her discharge.
Anna
encounters
Baron
Andrey,
head
of

HE'S

gone

across —

YOU

"come

across"!

fighting men
YOUare know
beggingthat
for our
tobacco. Tobacco
cheers them. They need it. "Send
more cigarettes." "We can't get half
enough smokes over here." "A cigarette
is the first thing a wounded man asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.
$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier Supplied—Will YOU Be
a
"BIG
BROTHER " or a "BIG SISTER" to
a Lonely
Fighting Man?
Every dollar sends four 45c. packages of tobacco. Mail the money
and coupon right now.

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND

19 West 44th Street, New York City
Depmltorsr: lnriag National Bank, New York
"I wish
you all possible
success
in
your admirable effort to get our boys
in ftftanea —THEODORE
tobacco."
ROOSEVELT.
Endorsed by
The Smrttan at War
Lyman Abbott
The Secretary of the
Rabbi Wise
Na»y
Gertrude Atherton
The
ASOsfisan
SbU
Theodore Booeerett
Crass
Alton B. Parker
Cardinal Q4bbone
And the Entire Nation
"OUR

BOYS IN FBANCE
TOBACCO
FUND"
79 ytast 44th Street, New York

GElft-LEMEK: I waot to do my part to help the
American sofdrejB who are flghtfng my battle In France.
If
will do
it, I'm for tobacco. (Check below
howtobacco
y«u desire
to contribute.)
I enclose $1.00. I will adopt a soldier and send
you
$1.00 a month
supply him with "smokes" for
the duration
of the towar.
I send you herewith
my contribution towards the purchase of tobacco for American
seldlerv This does not dBllgate me to contribute more.
NAME,
■ ■>■*..
,ADDRESS

i he .-.mi. i police, and li forced to murdei
inni to ia \ e her honor,
She thi n
1 1 up to 1 he police. A numbei a
i enaely drama tic and thrilling epl
bring about a moi i unex peel ed cllma
Feature
Mill. mi Fannie
siii: i Ward
rullanaa Anna
Rolfe. Mirrel and

7<;
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Program
nmi
advertising
Phrn—i
[nin- .-I
i !zara.
ii em
j Tragi* Btoi
ol Ru
la I ndi i

Fate of Social [Jnforl unati
1 1 1 • ■■ ocablj
Sealed bj Royal Edict.
TheAn Wide
Gulf
of
Caal
Ag-alnil
i
Unfathomable Abyaa,
Wrongs
of the Unfortunates
Foi
Unavenged.
Social Outcaata
Wandering
Hopelessly
With Only Death as Solace.
Qreal
Stage
Senaation
Turned
Into
Smashing Screen Success,
stunt Suggeatlonai
While the story is

clean,
the
Yellow
Ticket
.should
not
be
worked up in stunts. It would be better
to center the press work on the tyrannical
oppression oi the people by the secret
police in the reinn of the Romanoffs. Offer
the story as one reason for the revolution, and do not dwell too much upon the
Yellow Ticket itself, save in the use of
the color for window cards and lobby display.' It would be better to avoid all
special stunts on this and trust to press
work and pictorial paper. Dwell upon
the impression the play made on American audiences.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x14, both in sepia and
color. Also 22x28. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
Released June 2.

"THE ORDEAL
OF ROSETTA"
Select Pictures Presents Alice Brady in
a Unique
Story
of
a Stenographer
Who Was Made to Suffer Through the
Use
of Her
Face
on a Showbill.
Rosetta
Gelardi 1
an—
t> „.*,,
Lola
Gelardi iI Cast.
t i /-.„i„_.j.
Alice Brady
Aubrey
Hapgood
Crauford
Kent
Ruth
Hapgood
Ormi Hawley
Professor Gelardi
Henri Leone
Mrs.
Hapgood
Maud
Turner
Gordon
Dick
Ed. Burns
Mildred
Sanders
Hazel
Washburn
Theatrical
Agent
George
Henry
Directed
by Emile
Chautard.
The Story: The home of Rosetta and
Lola Gelardi, twins, living in Sicily with
their father, an aged professor, is destroyed by an earthquake. Lola is buried
in the ruins, and Rosetta and her father
come to New York City, where Rosetta
becomes secretary to Aubrey Hapgood,
an author. At his Long Island home
Rosetta wins all hearts; but Mildred Sanders, who is planning to win Hapgood,
shows a poster for which Rosetta had
posed, in total ignorance that her face
would be used to surmount a risque figure
drawn by the artist. The world becomes
black to Rosetta and she dreams that
Lola survived the earthquake and has
come to New York, where a series of
thrilling incidents occur. In the final
scenes the tangled threads are all unraveled, and Rosetta awakens from her
terrifying dream. Hapgood declares his
love for her and it is not long before
they are Alice
made man
Feature
Brady, and who'wife.portrays
the
dual roles of Rosetta and Lola Gelardi,
and Crauford Kent as Aubrey Hapgood.
Program and Advertising- Phrases: A Tale
of Twin Sisters Utterly Unlike in Any
Human
Attribute or Natural
Trait.
Marvelous
Dramatic
Creation
by Alice
Brady of Two Different Roles.
Alike
and
Unalike,
Twin
Sisters
Dc
velop
Marvelous
Photoplot.
Alice Brady Surpasses Her Previous Triumphs in Newest
Photoplay.
Photographic
Trickery
and
Super-Talent Creates Dual Characterizations.
A
Tense
Photo-Story
Reflected
in
Superior Artistic Achievements.
Stunt Suggestions: Get hold of a one or
three-sheet showing a figure In tights.
Cut out the head and in the blank space
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at (house and date).
For
other
windows

jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark
The Musical Marvel

AMERICAN

PLAYER

M0TI0GRAPH
574 West
Western Office:

New

CO.

York City

SERVICE

by

THE ENTERPRISE

every

SIMPLEX

OPTICAL

We

as
Nora
in
Hendrick
Ibsen's
Most
Notable Play of a Shattered Love and
a Woman
Undeceived.

MFG. CO.

Cast.

Cal.

A A 13
MACHINE

Manufacture

Complete EXIT Signs

65 to 70 Cents in Quantity
Also Fire Escape Signs and Other Specialties

T. L. ROBINSON

&

CO.

105 W. Monroe St., Chicago

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
V*J

Nora
Helmar
Krogstadt
Mrs.
Linden

Elsie
Ferguson
H. E. Herbert
Alex.
K. Shannon
Ethel Grey
Terry

Dr. Rank
"Warren
Cook
Ellen
(Maid)
Zelda
Crosby
Anna
(Nurse)
Mrs. R. S. Anderson
Directed by Maurice Tourneur.
The Story: Helmar, a poor lawyer, falls
ill, and his wife, Nora, in order to provide money to secure medical aid, commits forgery. For eight years she lives
under the dread of exposure as a doll wife,
and when disgrace comes her husband is
about to discard her despite her selfsacrificing course in his behalf, when a
letter reaches him containing the incriminating evidence against his wife. With
the fear of disgrace gone, the huband's
manner changes, and he seeks to reinstate his doll wife to her lost place in his
household. Her troubles have transformed her sentiments and ideas, and she
leaves her husband convinced that they
are both mismated. and that happiness
'for both lies in their separation.
Feature
Elsie
Ferguson
as Nora
and H.
E. Herbert as Helmar.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Henrlk
Ibsen's
Greatest
Story
and
Stage
Success
Translated
Into
Impelling Photoplay.
The Story of a Great Love Left to Die
Through Neglect.
Great Story.
Artcraft's
Super-Production
of Ibsen's

Tour
own
special
Ticket, any printing,
any colors, accurately
numbered ; eTery roll
Coupon
tickets guaranteed.
for Frits Drawlngi.
B.000 $2.59.
Prompt shipments. Cash with the order.
Get the samples.
Send diagram for Reserved Seat Coupon Tickets, serial
or dated. Stock tickets 6.000 to J5.000 fifteen
cents per thousand. 50.000 ten cents, 100,000
due cents.
PRICES
Five
Thousand
.'. .$1.25
Ten Thousand
2.50
Fifteen Thousand
S.75
Twenty-fiTe Thousand...5.50
Fifty Thousand
7.60
One Hundred Thousand
10.00

Elsie

Ferguson
Starred in the Most Intensely Dramatic Role.
Making
a Perfect
Unison of
Thought.Marriage
Sentiments
and Ideals.
Wife
Treated
as a Doll
Asserts
Her
Rights in Time of Stress.
Stunt Suggestions:
Get a notice up at
We lend ; let those that can, follow.

DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING— TONING
ILiNTJJ'ACTtniKRa
AND
IN MOTION
PICTUBB

GUNBY

NationalTicketCo.,shamokin,Pa.

goods
calico

IILL.

"A DOLL'S HOUSE"
Zukor
Presents
Elsie
Ferguson

Adolph

Distributor
PENNSYLVANIA.
NEW
JERSEY,
DELAWARE.
MARYLAND
1327 VTNE STREET.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA
Repairing and All Supplies

Unusual Curves to Gripping Plot.

CHICAGO,

marry twice to get one good husband,
but she had her lesson. Profit by it at
(house and date) and marry but once."
Play up the fact that the story is by
Virginia Terhune Van der Water, whose
syndicate stuff has made her name well
known.
Advertising Aids: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Window cards, 14x21. Heralds. Lobby
display photographs. 8x10, 11x14, 22x28.
Slides. Cuts, two one-column, two twocolumn, one three-column, one one-halfcolumn cut of star, and one one-column
and one two-column cuts of star.
Realeased
in May.

user

Randolph
St., Chicago,
III.
833 Market St., San Francisco,

SNA/

Directed
by Charles
Giblyn."
The Story: Helen Drayton
tires of life
in the little village in which she is living-. Because "Chet" Vernon,
one of the
young
men
of the town,
has
been
her
companion at all of the dances and other
social
affairs,
everyone
takes
it
for
granted that they will eventually be married. This impression
provokes
Helen
to such an extent that when John Galvin,
a young
architect
from
New
York
arrives, she falls deeply
in love with him,
and
before
many
weeks
pass
the
two
elope
and
are
married.
In New
York,
where
they are living,
Helen
soon finds
that she has married a very selfish man,
and
the
couple
begin
to
drift
apart.
Prom
this step the story speeds forward
to a highly
dramatic
conclusion.
Feature
Constance
Talmadge
as
Helen
Drayton and Tom Moore as "Chet" Vernon.
Program
and Advertising: Phrases: Country Girl Makes Life's Mistake in Confusing Plash of City
Manners
with
Sincerity
of Purpose.
Country
Girl,
Dazzled
by
City
Chap,
Learns Lesson by Bitter Experience.
Pretty
Girl Leaves
Boredom
of Country Town for False
Glamor
of City
Life.
Intensely
Dramatic
Conclusion
of
a
Country Girl's Venture in Life.
Married
to Unspeakably
Selfish
Man
Country
Girl
Learns
Lesson
Too
Late.
Dramatic
Story
of Everyday
Life with
In
the
dry
display
of a

Registered)
Write for Catalogue

PHOTO

62 West 45th Street

and Was
Sorry For It.
Cast.
Constance
Talmadge
Tom
Moore
Herbert
Heyes
Walter
Hiers
Joseph
Smiley
Lillian
Rambeau
Dorothy
Green
Christy
Walker

Suggestions:
arrange
the

It's the better way."
use,
"She
had
to

AMERICAN

Helen
Drayton
"Chet"
Vernon
John
Galvin
"Tub"
Martin . . . :
Henry
Hammond
Mrs.
Hammond
Ada
Thompson
Harriet
Reeves

Stunt
stores

CORPORATION

or gingham gown with a silk dress and
use a portrait with a card reading, "She
changed from prints to silks, but her
husband wouldn't and didn't pay for
them. See how she did it in The Lesson

"THE LESSON"
Lewis
J. Selznick
Presents
Constance
Talmadge
in the Faithful
Story
of a
Country
Girl Who
Met
and
Married

MOVIES

VOD-A-VIL
1st, 1918

PICTURES

Pronounced

a "City Chap"

JUNE

H. a. spanuth, Pres.

Street

ask: "How would you like to have your
face shown here? That is what happened to Rosetta and it brought her both
gladness and sorrow — but the sorrow
came first and the gladness lasted in The
Ordeal of Rosetta at (house and date)."
Use these for lobby and window work.
In the lobby posters back the opening
with a looking glass and place the text
above. The story will stand strong press
work. Play up the dual role and the
well-staged earthquake.
Advertising Aids: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
"Window cards, 14x21. Heralds. Lobby
display. Photographs, 8x10, 11x14, 22x28.
Slides, cut, two one-column, two twocolumn, one three-column, one one-halfcolumn cut of star, and one one-column
and one two-column cuts of star.
Released in May.

•

June 8, 1918

NOW!

ORIGINAL
RELEASE

SPANUTH'S

WORLD

145 West 45th

8P»CLsXJ8Te
PHOTOaBAFHT

BROS.,

Street

INC.

Nsw

York City

TYPHOON POOLING & VENTILATING SYSTEM
I TYPHOON

FAN

CO.

\J

NEW

YORK

CITY

W

*<>** CAMP

ST.

NEW

ORLEANS

\J

'As Mercury goes up your business goes down - Typhoons keep it balanced.
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WORLD

PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S

SUPREME TRIlMl'll "HEARTS OF THE WORLD." Installs Two UP to The Minute Type S SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
with Robin TIME and SPEED INDICATORS in the 41th St. Theatre, New York. The Marvelous PROJECTION of
this greatest picture of modern times is synchronized accurately
to the fraction of a xecond
with the beautiful
music
and effects.

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

th>> public library and Induce the book
sellers to make :i display of Ibsen's work
with stills from the play as a basis of
the layout. Interest the literal \ clubs
and any amateur dramatic clubs. Use
plenty of paper, but do not attempt clreus methods with this production,
• lobby display borrow a doll's house
from the toy store, if you ran, or make
one from an old box. Letter a card:
"This doll always will be a doll, but
Ibsen's heroine became a woman. See
the \d\great
transition
(date)."
en i-inu
Mils: Two
each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby dis- 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Tress book.
Released June 2.
"ALL WOMAN"
Goldwyn Presents Mae Marsh, the Star
Inimitable, in the Story of a Working
Girl Who Inherited a Country Dive.
Cast.
Susan Sweeney
Mae Harsh
Austin Strong
Jere Austin
Dick Wellman
Arthur Housman
Tupper
John
Sainpolis
Kibby
Jack Dillon
Hodges
Joe Henaway
Miriam
Strong
Hazel Alden
Millie
Madelyn
Klare
Agnes
Elsie Sothern
Amy
Lois Alexander
Directed by Hobart Henley.
The Story: Susan Sweeney, a New York
factory girl, inherits a rather dilapidated
hotel in the Adirondacks, which she decides to rehabilitate. Austin Strong, a
young lawyer and politician of the town,
tries to dissuade her from her purpose,
but Susan
obdurate.
Strong's
sister,
and is her
fiance, Miriam,
Dick Wellman,
elope,
and seek
Susan's
intending
to bequarters
marriedat the
next hotel,
day.
They register as man and wife, but Susan
persuades them not to adopt that method
of getting married, and they return home.
They forget to erase their registration,
and
a political
enemy
of Strong's with
uses Dick
this
against
him. In
an argument
he is killed, and Susan aids Dick to escape.
Susan is suspected of the murder, and
as the net of the law is tightening about
her, Dick and Miriam confess. Strong is
elected, and he and Susan are married.
Feature Mae Marsh as Susan Sweeney and
Jere Austin as Austin Strong.
ProKrnm
and Advertising
Phrases:
The
Story of a Good Girl Who Redeemed
a Bad Town.
Girl's Righteous Wrath Triumphs Over
Corruption.
Romantic
Girl
Fights
for Love
and
Wins
Great
Victory.
Broom
Used by Modern
Carrie Nation
to Smash
Her Own
Groggery.
Happiness
Gained
Through
Girl's Bravery
for Principal.
Stunt Suggestions: Feature the star,
and in this connection dwell on the unusual character of the play in which she
appears, a decent working girl who sud-

AT

denly timis herself pan owner of a
country due. Get artificial forget-menots for decorations for the window .aids.
Cet some extra l'Jxl's enlargements, and
use these in window displays Instead of
printed
eards.
Miss
Marsh's
name
and
race will pull harder than printed announcements)
Advertising Aids: ()ne one-sheet, two
three-shots, one six and one 24-sheet.
Rotogravure one-sheet. Lobby displays,
8x10, 11x14 and 22\2*. Coming and current slides. Advertising and scene cuts.
Photographic line-cut copy for ads. Press
book.
U. leased June 2.
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GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING

PICTURE THEATRES

Every State — total, 25,300; by States. $3. 50
PerH.
1.500 film exchanges
5.00
313 manufacturers and studios
2.00
368 machine and supply dealers.... 2.00
Further Particulars:

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

Motor

OSHKOSH,

RED-HAIRED CUPID"
Present* Roy Saunders and
Pearce in the Story of a RedForeman Who Is Some Matchin Spite of His Own Catas-

We have for sale Twenty Million
Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; Zudora, IS
reels; and Million Dollar Mystory,
46 reels. We also have a large stock
of new and commercial film In all
lengths for all parts of the globe.

Co.

BstaollBbed I90H

THE

FILM

EXCHANGE

126 West 46th St., New York City

WISC.

NOW!

NAL
ORIGI
RELEASE

FIRST

JUNE

VOD-A-VIL

PICTURES
H.

YORK

Out.
William
Saunders
Roy
Saunders
Kyle
Lambert
Charlea
Dorian
Loys
Andres
Peggy
I'earce
Albert Jones
Kay Qrlfflth
"Squint-Bye"
Lucaa
laron
ESdwa rda
"Wind-River"
Smith
Walter
Terry
Directed
by Cliff Smith.
The Story: "Red" Saunders is the foreman of the Chanta Seechee cattle ranch
in Oklahoma. His direction is most efficient, but the eastern directors of the
company are dissatisfied and send Albert
Jones to inject "eastern business methods" into the running of the ranch. At
"Red's" request the cowboys do not resign, but they aggravate the new boss
by doing everything wrong. Loys Andres,
niece of Jones, pays him a visit, and when
Kyle Lambert, one of the cowboys, falls
in love with her, Jones, believing that
if they marry they could never be happy,
due to the wide difference in their social
standing, decides to end the match by
sending Loys home. But, thanks to the
aid of "Red," who has been told of Jones'
intention, the lovers elope. They are intercepted, however, by "Squint-Eye"
Lucas, who fires upon Kyle, but the former is slain by "Red," and the lovers
are soon made man and wife.
Feature Charles Dorian as Kyle Lambert and Peggy Pearce as Loys Andres.
Program and Advertising Phrases: How
an Efficiency Expert Bungled Matters
in His Attempt to Manage Both a
Cattle Ranch and a Pretty Girl.
Eastern
"Tenderfoot"
Made
to Step
Lively by Fun-Loving
Cowmen.
Speedy
Entertainment
Enlivened
by
Cupid's Conflict with Authority.
Rousing
"Western
DramaExploits.
Replete
with
Sensational
Comedy
Cowboys Join Cupid in Sensational Rebellion Against "Efficiency."
Prairie
Justicewith
Renders
"Verdict
in Conflict
EasternSpeedy
Methods.
Stunt Suggestions: Offer free admission
to red-headed men. The girls have had
their share of chances, but men will be
a novelty.
State that special seats have

60 or 110 volts for stationary or
portable moving picture work and
theatre lighting. Smooth, steady
current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator
all self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 26

Universal

NEW

"A
Triangle
Peggy
Headed
Maker
trophe.

^4 K. W. Electric Generating Set

COMMONWEALTH

Street

to

Marquette
Chicago Piano

BOOK
SPANUTH'S
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been reserved for them. For newspaper
or throwaway use, "It took a doctor, a
minister and a red-headed foreman to
pull off a wedding at Chanta Seechee
ranch, but it was some wedding. See the
story in 'A Red-Haired Cupid' at (house
and date)." Play up the love affair of
Red and the Jersey "Lillie."
Advertising- Aids: One design each one,
three and six sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine.
Press sheet.
Released June 2.

THE

How
a "Double-Action"
Small
Town
"Live
Wire"
Reformed
His
Home
Town.
Dan Cupid Finds a Way to Settling Domestic Battles and Community
Strife.
Stirring Scenes and Dramatic
Incidents
Give "Punch" to Photo-Drama.
Stunt Suggestions: Your local newspaper may help you to make an artistic
"pi" in a store window. The jumble will
attract attention and can be used as the
basis of a display alluding to the breakingup of the Clarion forms. You can get
fifteen
or twenty
linotype
slugs,
jumble

K££r3&S

Unified
^Theatre
\dans

CORPORATION

Pres.

AUTOMATIC

TICKET SELLING and CASH REGISTER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

AUTOMATICKET

OF

MACHINES

and all kinds of Theatre Ticket*
USED
UNIVERSALLY
1735 BROADWAY
N. Y. CITY

(G.E.)FANS
shipped

same

day

as

received.

Central Theatre Supply Co.
606

Consumers
Bldg.
CHICAGO
(In the Heart of the Film District)

liaai^brteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.

HERTNER
W.

ELECTRIC

H4th

St., Cleveland.

CO.

Ohio

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO., Inc.
Mailers

Building,

Exclusive

CHICAGO,

Distributors

ILL.

Simplex Machines

Illinois

Indiana

Wisconsin

For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by leading: British technical men — for brilliant and
('6trictly
impartial
criticisms
of all films,
Vead

THE BIOSCOPE

The Leading: British Trade Journal with an
International Circulation
85

Shaftesbury
Specimen

Avenue,
London,
on Application

W.

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL
LOW

Price

CAST
IRON

Opera Chairs

Immediate shipment
on many
styles;
Sec- ;
ond Hand
Chairs
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

FURNITURE
CO.
paper.STEEL
Grand Rapids, Mich. New York. 150 Fifth Av«.

CHICAGO,

ILL
I

them up and print them at the head of
an advertisement or throwaway that tells
that "This is what the columns of the
Clarion might have looked like after they
-were pied by the editor's best friend to
keep him from business suicide. See the
incident in The Man Who Woke Up at
(house and date)." Mr. Mong has made
many friends in his screen career. Make
full use of his popularity in announcing
him as author and chief character.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays. 11x14 and 22x28.'
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine.
Press sheet.
Released June 2.
"THE
MONSTER
OF FATE"
The
General
Film
Company
Presents
Henry Galeen and Lydia Samonova in
Cast. of the "Golen."
a Quaint Folk-story
Aaron
Henry
Galeen
Eleanor
Lydia
Samonova
The Story: The narrative is based on
an old legend of a mythical monster
known as the Golen. A statue of clay
unearthed by workmen digging a well is
bought by Aaron, an old antique dealer,
and from a book which he has purchased
from an aged professor discovers that the
figure will come to life if a capsule con- '
taining the requisite magic words is inserted in its breast. Aaron secures the
necessary life producer which, when
placed in the figure, imbues it with life.
By removing the capsule the monster is
restored to its inanimate state. Aaron
learns that his daughter is having a
clandestine love affair with a count, and
when she dresses for the count's party he
employs the aid of the monster to prevent her going. Eleanor, struggling with
the figure, accidentally knocks out the
capsule and it becomes lifeless. Soon
after Eleanor has left the old professor
comes to Aaron's shop, places the capsule
in its breast, and with its life renewed
the monster goes in pursuit of Eleanor.
It enters the count's home while the party
is at its height and throws the assemblage
into confusion. Attempts to slay it are
futile, and order is restored only when
the capsule is knocked out. The monster
falls to the ground below and is dashed
to pieces.
Feature Lydia Samonova as Eleanor.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Fantastic Story Combining
Superstition
with Gripping Legendary
Romance,
Something
Unusual in Screen-Story and
Rare
Photography.
Mythical
Legend
Turned
to Entertaining Purpose on the Screen.
Strange
and
Unusual
Theme
Makes
Photoplay
of Unusual Merit.
Mystic
Procedure
Under
Spell
of Ancient
Legend.
Fantastic
Plot
Developed
in Unusual
Photoplay
Entertainment.
Stunt Suggestions: Get large-sized medicinal capsules and insert in each one
a tightly roller paper inscribed on one
side with mysterious characters. On the
other print: "The reverse gives the magic
formula for bringing the Golen to life.
If you want to see how it works, see The

SEEBURG

THE WORLD'S

MOVIES

VIL
VO1st,DA1918

PICTURES

Orders

"THE MAN
WHO
WOKE
UP"
Triangle Presents a Charming Story of
the South and the Man Who Would
Not Believe That the War Was Over,
From the Pen of William G. Mong,
Who Plays the Leading Character.
Cast.
G. Waldo
Campbell
Harry
Depp
Judge
Campbell
George
Pearce
Thomas
Foster
George
Hernandez
Dorothy
Foster
Jean
Calhoun
Edith
Oglesby
Pauline
Starke
William
Oglesby
William V. Mong
"On
Hand"
J. Blackwell
Sylvia
Oglesby
Estelle
Evans
Foster's
Son
Darrell
Foss
Oglesby's Wife
Alberta Lee
Directed by J. W. McLaughlin.
The Story: William Oglesby is still unreconstructed, and, as proprietor and
editor of the Oglesburg Clarion, strives
to keep alive the spirit of the Old South.
But the town is growing away from him,
and they welcome the offer of Thomas
Foster, a New York millionaire and philanthropic worker, to establish industrial
schools and otherwise promote the prosperity of the district. Oglesby goes to
the meeting as a reporter, but his violent
denunciation of the speaker creates a
sensation. Vainly he fights against the
growing public sentiment. His old friend,
Judge Campbell, prevents the issuance
of a special edition of the Clarion, denouncing the scheme, and his daughter
falls in love with Foster's son. The climax comes when even his wife turns
from him and, broken in spirit, yet born
anew, he come to the new order.
Feature
Estelle
Evans as Sylvia Oglesby
and Darrell
Foss as Foster's son.
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
The
Story of a Quaint Old Town
Told In
Intimate Scenes and Heart-Appealing
Incidents.
Dramatic Progress of Advance Ideas in
an Old-Fashioned
Community.
TheSurrenders
Last
Disciple
of "The Ideas.
Old South"
to Northern

JUNE

h. a. spanuth,
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NOW!

ORIGINAL
RELEASE

SPANUTH'S

WORLD

STANDARD/THEJVraE;ORGANS
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UM
Your productions are worthy of llu> most skilled efforts on the part of the printer and
developer.
Our reputation brands us as synonymous with perfection in this work.
Why not let us serve you?

EVANS

FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City
i'rocriini iiikI

Monster of Kate at the (house and date).
Its a thriller." For a street stum in a
town advertise that the Golen will be on
display on the streets on a certain day.
Semi
out
B man
With
an
overall
suit
painted clay color and his face made up
to match. On the back of the figure letter the announcement thai tins is the
Golen, and for further details the play
should be seen. With a clever man as
the Golen touch advertising can be obtained.
\.i\ erti-inu
tldai One one-sheet.
Two
three-sheets,
two six-sheets, one 1' 1-sheet.
x displays. SxlO, 11x14, 22x28,
Three
styles each
of one and
two-column
cuts.
Slides.
Press sheets.

TO
If
and

you

interesting

Mary

at

our correspondent
may

something
your
know

theatre
about

I>;ii1iil;

1*4
it.
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Shop- 1 Url

It

Billy Ravensworth
Kenneth
Harlan
Rita
Challoner
Edna
Earle
Bertrand Seldon
Herbert Prior
Clay Stewart
Louis
Willoughby
Mrs.
Stanley
Gretchen
Lederer
Directed by Ida May Park.
The Story: lva Seldon is a model in a
fashionable gown shop to which all kinds
of people come — the rich, the near-rich,
the fashionable, the would-be smart, and
those who pay for the gowns of the
women who amuse the rakes of society.
In one of the latter, lva recognizes her
father, the man who wronged her mother,
and who would not acknowledge or see
his daughter. lva plans to meet her
father on his own plane and to make him
tell the world that she is- of his own
flesh and blood. A way presents itself
in the financially stranded social lion,
Billy Ravensworth. She succeeded in
making him present her to society as his
fiancee, and her father, who does not
recognize her, forces his attentions upon
her. She agrees to go for an auto ride
with him, and a struggle ensues in the
car. A locket containing her mother's
picture falls to the floor. The chauffeur,
turning to see what is the matter, drives
the machine over a cliff, and the father is
killed. lva, who is only slightly wounded,
regains her health quickly, and marries
Billy.
Feature Mary MacLaren as lva Seldon
and Kenneth Harlan as Billy Ravensworth.

YOUR

LOCAL

SCREEN

Exclusive Territory — Wonderful

ROTHACKER

Safeguard
against having
your over
tickets
used
again
and resold.
Circumstances
sometimes
cause many
men to yield
to temptation.

tween ticket
collusion
beseller and
ticket taker.

FIVE
ON

We

The Newman
Mfg. Co.
ESTABLISHED 1882

i",

Vei

Frames,

Easels, Ralls, Grilles, Signs,
Kick Plates, Door Bars

GLAD

EASY

FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
REEL
FURTHER

DISSOLVING
INFORMATION

ELECTRIC

CO.

1010 Brokaw Bldg., New York

BILLS

PAYMENTS

June Price: $4.17

Choppers,

Watch for
coming announcement
of

TO USE

ry
rota
CONVERTER

SALE

25 Cents Starts You

717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, 111.
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone. Rlalto
Theatre Bldg.. Montreal. Canada.
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe. San Francisco. Cal.

iTlAIMln
TIN"
"MAB

NORTHWESTERN

Quest

and

Humble

w. s. s.

and Ralls.
manufacture the frames
In various finishes
which do not require polishing.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
PRODUCTIONS
Haworth

FILM MFG. CO. SKlSte

412 S. Hoyna Ave., Chicago

Hei

l,v

DOLLAR

Choppers.
Brass
Frames

ADVERTISING

FOR

< 'i >n \ i-ii I lulu,

Ethics.
Achieved

FOR

The most
tical and pracmost
attractive chopWrite persInmade.for
1918 Catalog
of Ticket

MERCHANTS

PERFECT

In

Wrecks

ticket choppers
positively
Newman's chop
and positively
Insure you
against any

Sample Outfits — Helpful Cooperation — Investigate

WRITE

Mary

stunt Bnggeatlonai Zou minlit plan
witli some drygoods store to Btage a small
fashion show, advertising the fact that
lva Seldon is a mannequin. Use tinmodels at your theater the week preceding the showing- of the picture. In exploiting the title be careful not to ^ive too
much of a suggestion that the story deals
with unclad artist's models else the better
element will slay away, and those who
come will be disappointed.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two columns wide. Press book.
Released June 8.

WORLD.

PHOTOPLAYLETS
MAKE

PfcnwMi

B nee.
Real Tin-ills Develop Rapidly in Gripping Expose of Social
Decadance.
Fashionable Shop .Model Exposes Shallowness of Hi^ii Society.

Ticket
"NEWMAN"Chopper

MacLaren

.\Iim1iI

DeSes Social
Great
I'urposi!

now

help others and help you as well.
Helpfully yours,

"THE
MODEL'S
CONFESSION"
Universal Presents a Special Production
with Mary MacLaren in a Sensational
Story by Ida May Park.
Cast.

Seldon

doing

advertising

MacLaren,
Beautiful
Heroine
"Shoes," Returns t" Screen In Another
Sociological Experiment.
Demure
and
Lovelj
storm Center
In High Mod<-i
Socletj i :. . ...,,,

EXHIBITORS.

are

aJSSTSm

H.

E

W.

Hellman

Pictures Corporation
Bide.

Loi

Angelee,

Cal.

CINEMA

NEWS

AND

PROPERTY

GAZETTE

30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, England
Has the Quality clrculaUon of the trade In Great Britain and the Dominions.
All Official Notices and News from the ASSOCIATION to Its members are published exclusively in this journal.
Yearly
Rate— Postpaid.
Weekly,
$7.25
Sample copy and advertising
rates on request.

Appointed by Agreement Dated 718I14 THE
THE CINEMATOGRAPH

OFFICIAL

ORGAN

EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN 1 IRELAND

of
LTD

the Moving picture world
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

GENERAL

FILM, PATHS

JUDGE

General Film Company, Inc.
(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
Clients of Aaron Green
(WoUville Tale —
Two Parts — Drama).
Cynthlana
(Wolfvllle Tale — Two Parts — Dr.).
Tuscon
Jennie's
Heart
(Wolfvllle
Tale — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Enchanted
Profile (One of the 0. Henry
Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Girl and the Graft (One of the 0. Henry
Series — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Coming of Faro Nell (Wolfville Tales — Two
Parts — Drama).
Sisters of the Golden
Circle (One of the 0.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).

COMEDIES.

DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Way Up in Society (One Part).
His Fatal Fate (One Part).
Her Ambitious Ambition
(One Part).

Shame

DUPLEX
FILMS, INC.
(Seven Parts — Drama).

EBONY
COMEDIES.
Spying the Spy (One Part).
The Porters
(One Part).
A Milk Fed Hero (One Part).
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).
The Bully (One Part).
The Janitor (One Part).
ESSANAY

COMEDIES.

Slippery Slim's Inheritance (One Part).
Sophie's Legacy (One Part).
Sophie Gets Stung
(One Part).
Slippery Slim. Diplomat (One Part).
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent (One Part).
Slippery
Slim's Epidemic
Stratagem(One (One
A SnakeviUe
Part).Part).
A Hot Time in Snakeville
(One Part).
Snnkoville's New Sheriff (One Part).
Sophie's Birthday Party
(One Part).
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
FILM
CORP.
Why — the Bolshevlkl
(Five Parts — Drama).
HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camille (Helen Hesperia — Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maclste (Six Parts — Drama).
Monster of Fate.
INTERSTATE

FILM

COMPANY.

The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21.

Producer!.- Kindly

STORIES.

Paramount* Pictures Corp.
PARAMOUNT-MACK
SBNNBTT
COMEDIES.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
June

PROGRESSIVE
On a Fox Farm

(One Part — Educational).

SELBURN

COMEDIES.

(Piedmont Picture*

Corporation)

Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part — Com.).
His College Proxy (One part — Comedy).
VICTORY
The Triumph

FILM

MFG.

CO.

of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF MAY

19.

The Astra).
Mysterious Client (Five Parts — Drama —
The House of Hate (Episode No. 11 — "Haunts
of Evil" — Two Parts — Drama — A6tra).
Two Gun Gussie (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 2 — "Messines and Ite
Irish ficial
Captors"
(One Reel — Government OfWar Pictures).
Hearst-Patbe News No. 42 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 43 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

26.

A Daughter
Diando). of the West — Five Parts — Drama —
The House of Hate
(Episode No. 12, "Flashes
in the Dark" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The Junkman (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Fireman,
Rolin).Save My Child ! (One Reel — Comedy —
Britain's Bulwarks
(Part 3, "Hardships of the
British
Army on
its Way toPictures).
Bagdad" — One
Reel
— Official
Government
In Scenic).
the
Southernmost
Russia
(One
Part —
Hearst-Pathe News No. 44
Hearst-Pathe News No. 45
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

(Topical).
(Topical).
OF

JUNE

2.

The Yellow Ticket (Five Parts — Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 13, "Enemy
Aliens" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The City Slicker (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks, No. 4 — "How England
Treats Her Prisoners" — One Reel — Government Official War Pictures).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 46 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 47 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

».

For Sale (Five Parts— Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 14 — "UnderWorld
Allies" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Sic 'em Towser
(One Reel — Comedy — Rolinl.
Britain's Bulwarks Xo. 6 — "With the Drifters
and Mine Sweepers in the Danger Zone"
(One Keel — Official Government
Pictures).
Yosemlte
El axle),In Winter (One Reel — Scenic — Ralph
Hearst-Pathe
News Xo. 48.

Hearst-Pathe News No. 49.

Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of All New

25 — Those Athletic Olrla.
8 — Friend
Husband.
22 — Saucy Madeline.
6 — His Smothered Love.
20— Battle Royal.
3 — Love Loops the Loop.

PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE
Mar. 18— The Ball Boy.
Moonshine
(Two Parts).

FILM.

RANCHO
SERIES.
(All Two-part
Drama*.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.
The Mating of Meg Malloy (Two Parts — Dr.),

The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).
CLOVER
COMEDIES.
Rip-Roaring Rivals (One Part).
He Couldn't Fool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part).
The Paper Hanger's Revenge (One Part).
From Caterpillar to Butterfly (One Part).
A Widow's Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
Oh! the Women
(One Part).

BROWN

PROGRAMS

Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
The Three Fives.
Kid Politics.
A Boy Built City.
The Case of Bennie.

BLUE

CHAPLIN

PARAMOUNT

(All Two-Part Comedy-Drama*.)
Thief or Angel?
The Accusing Toe.
The aRebellion.
I'm
Man.

The

RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned FInley)
The Return of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).

AND

COMEDIES.

FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Paramount
Feature*.
May — 6Drama).
— Resurrection
(Fivs Parts — Drama).
May
6 — The Biggest Show on Earth (Five Part*
May Drama).
6 — The White Man's Law
Drama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute
Kendall
Drama).
May 20 — The Mating of Marcella
May
May
May

(Fire

Parte—

(Five

Parta —

(Five Part* —

27 — Prunella (Five Parts — Drama).
27 — His Drama).
Own Home Town
(Five Parts —
Drama).
27 — Believe
Me, Xantippe
(Five Parts —

June
June
June

2 — Missing
(Five Parts — Drama).
2 — A Doll's House (Five Parts — Drama).
2 — Love's Conquest (Five Parts — Drama).
— Drama).
Artcraft Picture*.
Mar. 25 — The Whispering
Chorea
(Five Parti

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

31— The Blue Bird (Five Parta — Drama).
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five Parta — Drama).
8 — The Lie (Five Parta — Drama).
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five
Parti — Comedy13 — M'Liss
(Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Old Wives for New (Five Parts— Dr.).
20 — Selfish Yates
(Five Parts— Drama).

PARAMOUNT-BRAY

PICTOGRAPHS.

Apr. 15 — Subjects on Reel : Women in the World
of Work ; Hawaii ; The Beautiful J
Cartoon by Barl Hurd.
Apr. 22 — Subjects on Reel : Microscopic Revelations ;Horse Training by Experts ;Scientific Rose Culture ; Cartoon by Bray Studios.
Apr. 29 — (Subject to Be Announced Later).
May 6 — Subjects on Reel : America's Sleeping
Giants; Ingenious Insects; Cartoon
by Wallace Carlson.
May 13 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for War
Time ; The Art of Animal Training ;Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
May 20 — Subjects
on ReelRifles
: War and
Garden
Hints ;;
American
Riflemen
Cartoon by Bray Studio.
27 — Subjects on Reel : Scenic Gems of
America ; Charting the Sky ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
June 3 — Subjects on Reel — War Garden Hints;
Building the Liberty Hospitals ;
Cartoons by Bray Studios.
May

PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Apr. 15 — Peerless Pineapples of the Pacific
Apr. 22— High
Spots of Hawaii.
Drama).
Apr. 29 — Our
May
6 — The
May 13 — The
May 20— Oblin

Filipino Fighting
Force.
Filipino National Guard.
Klondike To-Day
(Scenic).
: the Switzerland of British Columbia (ScenicK
May
27— On the Beach at Waikiki
(Scenic),
June 3 — The Melting Pot of the Pacific.
BENJAMIN

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Releasee

CHAPIN'S — PARAMOUNT
SERIES.
"The Son. of Democracy."
Parts).
1 — Down the River (Eighth Release — Two
S — The Two
SlaveParts).
Auction
(Ninth
Release —
Parts).
15 — Under
the Stars (Tenth Release— Two

Before

Saturday.

THE
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note terms carefully

Classified Advertisements
NOTICE

TO

as follows: One
all orders for classified advertisements
accompany
must
Remittance*
copy
Five cents per word on
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
addresses.
and
Each word to be counted including names
containing over twenty words.
will b.ar the »trict«»t
ADVERTISERS:— The Publiehar. .M>.ct that oil ■t.tem.nU made in n.ry .dtwtlwimnl

ATTENTION.

FOR BALE OR K"\ m.tv, patent pending.
Greatly Improved Intermittent movement Much
taster, but leas strain on Urn, Absolutely
eliminates Bicker, Gives brighter pictures even
with four or ftvo blade shutter, Working model
demonstration, Prefer interviews to correN. Y. City. spondence. Math. Vlnlk, 188 Claremont Ave.,

ANYONE
knowing the whereabouts of Edwin
reridge
kindly
communicate
with
\V. E.
206 No. Calvert St.. Baltimore, Md.

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

MANAGER
at Liberty, deferred olaaalfloaUon
i \ 2S, married.
Thorough knowledge ol bUBlMean business, state all Drat letter.
tVddrees Kendall, care M. P. World. N. Y. City,

THEATERS

ORGANIST,
strictly
hlgb
class,
desires
engagement, thoroughly experienced, Dne library,
ces.
Address Musician, care Moving Picture World, Now
York.
HELP

WANTED.

zine Professional, fitted with the KRAI S8 /.Kiss
lens, Automat lo dl
BRIAL
NO.
Complete, with case and
i magazines.
A
at $400.00.
LOO Ft
Capacity
PITTMAN
model, complete with Tripod,
Slightly
used
Northern
Light,
$42.00.
New
i i n Lights
at special
prices.
Send
for
quotations.
Bverythlng
for the
making
and
taking of pictures.
Catalog and
Bargain
i.i t
iiass
CAMERA
COMPANY
(Charles
Mass, Pies. I, 109 No. Dearborn
St., Chicago, III.
LISTEN
Cameraman,
directors,
laboratory
managers,
exchanges,
operators
stamp
Invaluable
novelty
catalogue
concerning
you.
Eberhard Schneider, 219 Second Ave., N. Y. City.

FOR SALE OR RENT.

CAMERAS

FOR

MUSICAL

OPPORTUNITIES.

SALE.

WANTED.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

USED MACHINES, FILMS, FANS, ETC.—
Anything used for theater ; best prices paid.
MOVING
PICTURE
SALES COMPANY, 540
Plymouth Place, Chicago, III.

HERE'S
the biggest snap of the season
$300.00 Universal M. P. Camera, tested and
guaranteed,
in
perfect
condition
our
price for quick sale $167.50.
Telegraphic orders shipped same day they are received. Wire* Deposit. Have you a copy of our
list of slightly used Motion Picture Cameras?
Yours for the asking. Get in touch with us today. DAVID STERN COMPANY, "Motion Picture Camera Headquarters," 1027-R Madison
St., Chicago, 111.
NOTHING
SUCCEEDS
LIKE SUCCESS.—
EIGHT Motion Picture Cameras sold and shipped
in six days. An enviable record. BASS VALUE
and SERVICE brought the orders. Why experiment? Send your orders to America's Camera
Headquarters for real values in new and used
Motion Picture Cameras. Bargains for this
week. 1918 Model UNIVERSAL complete with lens
and Tripod, equal to new in appearance and
condition, price, complete with Tessar lens,
$235.00. 400 Ft. PHOTO CINES fitted with
Automatic dissolve, regular and trick crank,
Tessar F :3.5 lens, special light weight Tripod
and an extra value at $165.00. BELL &
HOWELL
CAMERA, fitted with three lenses,
Tripod, carrying case, almost new, at $850.00.
A BELL & HOWELL
Printer, equal to new, at
$650.00. A 400 ft. Capacity PATHE

INSTRUMENTS

ISED
PIPE
ORGAN
WANTED— Must
be In
good
Condition.
Price
must be right.
Address
Musician.
.M. P. World,
N. Y. Ciiy.

PATHE CAMERA, inclosed magazine model,
new, never used, without lens, cash bargain.
Photographic description on receipt stamps.
Smith, 1331 13th Ave., South, Seattle, Wash,

LARGE theaters pack house two weeks with
studio on stage — screening local people.
Kay. S26 Fifth Ave., X. Y. City.
LOCAL moving pictures taken for theaters,
prices low, industrial plants taken anywhere.
Portable lights.
Ray, 326 Fifth Ave., New Yrork.
TO LEASE — Open air motion picture studios.
Platform, 40x40, with adjoining, 50x80; 24
wings, curtains, accessories. Motion Picture
Cameras, etc. 259th St. and Riverdale Ave.,
N
Y. City. See Brunei, 12 No. Broadway,
Yonkers,
N. Y.
FILM MAN in every large town or city as
representative. Big profits, new protected idea ;
no experience, exclusive territory assigned. We
ask no bonus. Applicant should have funds to
establish office or desk room. For leasing
rights write W. B. Seifert, 201 Joseph Mack
Bldg.,
Detroit,
Mich.

lnv..tim.tiun

030
■nap

FOR
SALE— Theater,
'J'.'T seats,
two
Po
machines,
Wurlizter
one
man
orchestra;
no
Si location
in city of 82,000 population;
an
up-to-date
place:
Investigate.
Retiring
from
business, will sell worth the money asked.
Isls
Theater,
Anderson,
Ind.
SEE picture show, seating 430 ; leaso, ten
years; rent. $140- f4,000i want partner. Castlo
Theater, 7305 Wade Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

WANTBD— BXPBRIRNCHD
FHATTJRH FILM
DESIRE THE SERVICES
WE
SALESMEN.
OF SEVERAL MEN CAPABLE OP SELLING
HIGH QRADE
FEATURE
FILM.
(NOT A
PROGRAM PROPOSITION.) WE WANT
MEN
WHO ARE ACQUAINTED
WITH THE NEW
YORK. BROOKLYN
AND
JERSEY
TERRITORY. NOVICES NEED NOT APPLY. ONLY
MEN
POSSESSING THE
KNOWUSDGE
OF
3MANSHIP AND WHO ARE PRODUCERS
DESIRED. IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE MEN
WK
WANT. WE
HAVE
A WELL
PAYING
POSITION OPEN FOR YOU. ALL, APPLICATIONS CONSIDERED CONFIDENTIAL.
APPLY IN PERSON
TO
UNIVERSAL, 1600
BROADWAY,
N. Y. CITY.
BUSINESS

14S5

WORLD

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

EXHIBITORS— OPERATORS — PROJECTION
EXPERT F. H. RICHARDSON SAYS "INSTALL
•AMBERLUX'
LENS
FILTERS."
IMPROVE
PROJECTION 100%. RESULTS GUARANTEED.
PRICE, WITH ADVERTISING
SLIDE, $3.50.
PARCELS POST PREPAID. W. D. WARNER,
8 EAST BROAD ST., COLUMBUS, OHIO.
FOR SALE— 200-300 theater seats. Herman
Ellis, Perth Amboy, N. J.
ALL MAKES OF USED MACHINES— Power,
Simplex, Edison, Motiograph ; also Film Calcium Lights and everything for the movie ; write
for our prices before placing your order. MOVING PICTURE SALES CO., 540 Plymouth Place,
Chicago, 111.

MISCELLANEOUS.

DIRECTORS ATTENTION— When you read
of a company going to North Carolina to film
pictures they are bound for Tom Turner's place,
Esmeralda Inn, which is surrounded by the
grandest mountain scenery in America. Twenty
hours from New York. Write him for information. Post Office Address Esmeralda, X. C.
(Formerly
Bat Cave.)

outside maga-

100% INVESTMENT
Your friends in the moving picture industry will thank you 365 days in the year for any one
of our various helpful and entertaining publications dealing with the business in which they are
interested.

A Year's Subscription to the
Moving Picture World
will pay for itself many

times over

within

the year.

Our Other Publications are:

MOTION
PICTURE
FOR
MANAGERS
AND

HANDBOOK
OPERATORS

By
H. RICHAKDSON'
Price F. $4.00.
postage paid

MOTION

PICTURE

ELECTRICITY

PICTURE

MODERN

By

EPES
Price

OF

THE

CHALMERS
Schiller

Bldg., Chicago,

of these Publications

ADVERTISING

WINTHKOP
SARGENT
$2.00. postage paid

THEATRE
SCREEN

PHOTOPLAY

OR

WTNTHBOP
SABGENT
$3.00, postage paid
Any

EPES
Price

CONSTRUCTION

By EDWARD BERNARD
Price $3.00. postage

By J. H. HALLBERG
Price $2.50. postage paid

TECHNIQUE

THEATRE

By

Sent Promptly

KJNSILA
paid

CRAFT

THE MAKING
OF A PHOTOPLAY
By LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
Price $2.00, postage paid

Upon

Application

to

PUBLISHING
CO., 516 Fifth Ave., New
OR YOUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE
111.

Wright

&

Callender

York City

Bldg., Los

Angeles,

Cal.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL.

MUTUAL,

CENTURY

COMEDY.
(Two
Life

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Parts) —

Apr.
Apr.

L-KO.

May
May
May
May
June

1 Fathers, Sons, and Chorus Girls (Two
Parts— Comedy)— 02989.
Parts —
(Two
Madness
Movie
8 — Her
Comedy)— 03001.
15— Pretty Babies— 03012.
Parts — Comedy) —
(Two
22 — Who's
03022. Zoo
Mermaids (Two Parts— Comedy)
5— Merry
—03041.

NESTOR.
6— A Kitchen Hero (Comedy)— 03000.
May
Heck " (Comedy) —
May 13— New 030
York—
By
11* , /«
^ ^
(Comedy) —
20 — The Bath House Scandal
May
03021.
(Comedy) — 03031.
27— Who's Your Wife?
May
(Comedy) — 03040.
James"
3— "Home,
June

SPECIAL PRODUCTION.
UNIVERSAL
May 18 — No Release This Week.
(Six Parts —
Awakening
Bride's 03029,
25 — TheDrama)—
May
June
1 — No release this week.
(Six PartsConfession
8— The Model's
June
Drama ) —03048.

UNIVERSAL
May 18— Issue No.
May 25 — Issue No.
june i — issue No.
8— Issue No.
June

SCREEN MAGAZINE.
71 (Educational)— 03014.
72 (Educational) — 03024.
73 (Educational) — 03034.
74 (Educational) — 03043.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
May 10 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (Episode No.
Spies' Nest" — Two Parts)
4, "The
—03007.
(Episode No. 15— "The
Bull's Eye
May 18— The Stained
Parts — Dr.) —
Face"— Two
03016.
No. 7 —
(Episode
Claws
Lion's
May 18 — The
Two Parts— Drama)— 03017.
"Quicksand" — Two Parts — Drama) —
03017.
(No. 5 —
to the Rescue
May 18 — Boy Scouts
"Treachery at Sea" — Two Parts) —
03018.
25 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 16, RunMay
ning Wild" — Two Parts — Drama) —
03026.
No. 8,
(Episode
Claws
Lion's
25 — The
May
Parts —
Harem"— Two
the
"Into
Drama)— 03027.
1 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 17, "In
June
Irons" — Two Parts — Drama) — 03036.
No. 9, "The
1 — The Lion's Claws (Episode
June
Parts —
"""""•, -n Pendulum"— Two
Drama) — OouiX™sEye
ls_„Tne
(tot8-TheBuir
June
Runaway -Two
x ,0nrY8_(Dl.aina)_
0.!04;>.
(EpisS
Claws
Lion's
8-The
June
"The Escape Through t£a,e 1N°- "£7,
Parts— Drama)— 03Ce^6lames
—Two

UNIVERSAL
3— Issue No.
May
May 10-Issue No.
May 17— Issue No.
25— Issue No.
May
1— Issue No.
June
8— Issue No.
June

Apr.
May
May
May
May
Juno
June

AND

TRIANGLE

STRAND.

ANIMATED WEEKLY.
May 15 — No. 24 (Topical)— 03013.
May
22— No. 25 (Topical)— 03023.
May
29— No. 26 (Topical)— 03033.
June
5— Issue No. 27 (Topical)— 03042.

Unmarried
29 — Her 03032.

METRO

Mutual Film Corp.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

May

GOLDWYN.

EVENTS.
CURRENT
51 (Topical)— 02992.
52 (Top lea >-OM04.
53 (Topical)— 03015.
54 (Topieal)— 03025.
55 (Topical 103035
56 (Topical)— 03044.

STAR COMEDIES.
Lyons-Moran Pictures.
27— The Guilty Egg— 02987.
3— Mum's the Word— 02996. #v_M/v
10 — Whose Baby Are You? — 03010.
IS— The Dodgers— 03020.
25 — The One Horse Show — 03030.
1— A Ripping Time— 03030.
8— There Goes the Brld« — 03048.
Producers. — Kindly

Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June

26— Up in the Air (Comedy)— CC8T1.
5 — Waltzing Around (Comedy) — 10C8T-L
12— Finishing
Mary
(Comedy)— 11CST-1.
19— His Quaker Girl (Comedy)— 12-CST-L
26 — Up She Goes (Comedy) — 13 CSTl
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
9 — For Art's Sake
(Comedy) — 15CST-1.
16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16CST-1.
23 — Mary's Frame-Up (Comedy) — 17-CST-l.
30— Spotted (Comedy) — 18-CST-l.
7 — Over
the Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l
14 — Her Terrible Time (Comedy) — 20csT-l.
21 — My
Lady
Nicotine
(Comedy) —
21-CST-l.
28—
Her Rustic
'Romeo—
4— What
the Wind
Did—22-CST-l.
23-CST-l.
MUTUAL

STAR

PRODUCTION.

Apr.
1 — A Bit
of Jade 14-F-M-5.
(American — Fivs Parts
—Drama)—
Apr. 8 — The Richest Girl (Frohman — Five
Reels — Drama ) — 15FAM-5.
Apr. 15 — The Primitive Woman (American —
Five Parts — Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
Apr. 22 — (Title Not Reported).
Apr. 29 — Hearts or Diamonds (Five PartsDrama)— 18-F-R-5.
May
20 — No release this date.
May 27 — Social Briars (American — Five Parts —
Drama)— 19-FM-5.
June
3 — No Release This Date.
MUTUAL.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June

21 — Screen
24 — Screen
28 — Screen
1 — Screen
5 — Screen
8 — Screen
12 — Screen
15 — Screen
19/ — Screen
22 — Screen
26 — Screen
29— Screen
2 — Screen
5 — Screen
9 — Screen

Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram
Telegram

(Topieal) — 15-T-l.
(Topieai)— 16-T-l.
(Topical)— 17-T-l.
(Topical)— 18-T-l.
(Topical)— 19-T-l.
(Topical)— 20-T-l.
(Topical)— 21-T-l.
(Topical)— 22-T-l.
(Topical)— 23-T-l.
(Topical)—
24-T-l.
(Topical)
— 25-T-l.
(Topical)— 26-T-l.
(Topical)—
(Topical)— 27-T-l.
28-T-l.
(Topical)— 29-T-l.

I

PROGRAMS

Metro Pictures

Corporation.

METRO PICTURES
CORP.
Drama).
Apr. 22 — Treasure of the Sea (Five PartsApr. Drama).
29— Riders of the Night

(Five Parts-

May Drcma).
6 — The Trail of Yesterday (Five Parts —
—Drama).
Drama).
May 13 — Cyclone
Higglns, D.D. (Five PartsMay 20 — The Winning

of Beatrice (Five Parts

May 27 — Lend
Your Name (Yorke — Fivs
PartsMe
— Drama).
May
27 — Pay Day
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
3 — The Demon (Five Parts — Drama).
June 10 — The Only Road (Five Parts— Dr.).
June 17 — No Man's Land
(Five Parts — Drama).
June 24 — The Scheme
(Five Parts — Drama).
SCREEN

CLASSICS,

INC.,

SPECIALS.

Lest We Forget (Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million
tion— FiveDollar
Parts).Dollies (Emerald ProducToys of Fate

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

(Seven Parts — Drama).

METRO
COMEDIES.
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity (Draw).
4 — Before and After Taking (Draw).
11 — His Strength of Mind (Draw).
18 — Special Today (Draw).
25 — When
a Man's
Married
(Draw).
1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
8— A Youthful Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

TRIANGLE

Triangle
Without

Release*
Notice.

PRODUCTIONS.

Apr. 14 — The

Law
of the
Great
Northwest
Parts — Drama).
—(Five
Drama).
Apr. 14 — Who Killed Walton (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr.21 — The Hand at the Windaw
(Five Parts
Apr. 21 — Society for Sale (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 28 — The Drama).
Lonely
Woman
(Five
Parts—

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
GOLDWYN

FEATURES.

Slmror
(Six
Part*
Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts — Dram*)
Apr. 21 — The Drama).
Face in the Dark
(Six PartsMay
5 — Joan of Plattsburgh (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
June
2 — All Woman (Six Parts — Drama).
June 10 — The
Venus
Model
(Sis Parts— Comedy-Drama).
•Tune 30 — The
Service
Star
(Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Mar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

GOLDWYN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the 8unset
(Seven Parts — Drama).
, The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
'"'"or the Freedom of the World
(Seven PartsBlue Drama).
Honor .. Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Social Ai1 tibltion
Cross (Six
— —Drama),
(SixParts
Parts
Drama).
May
May

Apr. 2S — Paying His Debt (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5 — An Honest Man
(Five Parts— Drama).
May
5 — Mile. Paulette
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Her Decision
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Wolves
of the Border
(Five Parts —
Drama).
May 19 — Who Drama).
Is to Blame?
(Five
PartsMay 19 — Old Hartwell's Cub (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26 — Old Loves for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
— Drama).
May
26— High
Stakes (Five Parts — Drama).
June
- — The Man Who Woke Up (Five Parts
June

2 — A Drama).
Red-Haired

Cupid

June
June

9 — Madam
Sphinx
9— The Last Rebel

(Five Parts — Drama).
(Five Parts — Drama).

TRIANGLE

(Five

Parts —

KOMEDY.

Mar. 3 — His Hidden Sham*.
Mar. 10 — Wire* and Worries.
Mar. 10— She Didn't Do It.
KEYSTONE
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Mav

7—
14 —
21 —
28 —
5—
12 —

COMEDY.

First Aid.
Mr. Briggs
Closes the House.
Their Neighbor's Baby.
Mr. Miller's Economies.
I Love
Charles Albert (Two Parts).
Parts).
Mr. Miller's Muddles
Through
(Two

COMEDIES.
VPITOL
206—
— "Bltt
"BillV's
Baby"
(Two R^eFa).
May 19 — Newspaper
(Two Parts).
Parts). Clippings
June 8 — "Birds s Predicament"
(Two Reels").
Mav
26s-Are
Wives
Unreasonable?
(Two
of a Feather"
(Two Reels).
June 17 — "MatCJ 3'ling
Billy" (Two Reels).
Furnish
Titles a nd Dates of All New Release* Before Saturday.
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What to Do
How to Do It
Every day, even.- hour, every minute finds some moving
picture man, somewhere, in a quandary.
In the moving picture business — a comparatively new
one — there have always been many problems. There
are no weighty tomes of opinions and decisions, as in
the law, to provide precedents. Practically each new
case is an original problem in itself.
What the other chap is doing and how he is doing it
at the time the same problem is confronting you, and
the success with which his efforts are being rewarded, is
the most helpful information you can secure.
And such information is helpful in dollars and cents if
you use it intelligently.
The MOVING PICTURE WORLD, recognizing these conditions, aims each week to tell its readers "What to Do"
and "How to Do It."
It is a publication of specific and detailed service.
Its every issue is carefully planned to be genuinely
helpful to the moving picture industry at large.
It is the clearing house of facts, established by current
performances, that can be applied with undoubted success to individuals and individual businesses everywhere.
We think it a conservative statement to say that there
never has been an issue of the MOVING PICTURE
WORLD printed that could not have returned twice the
annual subscription price of the paper to any reader
commercially interested in moving pictures who took
the trouble to use it.
The per copy price everywhere is fifteen
nual subscription rate is: Domestic,
$3.50; Foreign, $4.00. To subscribe at
Four Dollars or more per year is your
move.

CHALMERS
516

cents. The an$3.00; Canada,
once and save
smart business

PUBLISHING CO.

FIFTH

AVE.,

NEW

YORK

Schiller Bldg., Chicago
Wright & Callender Bldg., Los Angeles

In
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Advertisements,

Please
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L/5^ o/ Current Film Release Dates
GREATER

VITAGRAPH

PROGRAM.

FEATURE

AND

STATE

RIGHT

RELEASES
Bttanay.

Feature

Greater Vitagraph Inc.

Apr.
5— Broncho Billy, a Friend In Need.
Apr. 12— Broncho
Billy's Wild Ride.
Apr. 19— Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
Apr. 26— Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
May
3— Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 1
Mar. 8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2
Mar. 15 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No 3
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No i.
Apr. 29 — Puno. and Scenes Around Lake Tltlcaca, Bolivia.

Releases

AMERICAN

VITAGRAPH

FEATURES.

May

6 — The
Little
Runaway
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
May 13 — The — Triumph
of
the
Weak
(Five
Parts
Drama).

May 20 — The Golden Goal (Five Parte — Dr.).
May 27 — Baree,
the Son of Kayan
(Five Parts
— Drama).
June
3— A Game with Fate (Five Parts — Dr.).
June 10— Find the Woman
(Five Parts— Dr.).
BIG V COMEDIES.
May
6 — Laws and Outlaws.
May 13 — Spies and Spills.
May 20 — Love and Lavallieres.
May
27 — Romans and Rascals.
June
3 — Sneakers and Snoozers.
June 10 — Skids and Scalawags.

A Mother's Secret (Five Parts — Dr.)^-02995.
Danger Within
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03008.
The Guilt of Silence
(Five Parts — Drama) —
03019.
$5,000 Reward
(Five Parts— Drama)— 03026.
A Broadway 03038.
Scandal
(Five Parts — Drama) —

VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES.
Feb. 18 — Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
June

Midnight
(Five
Parts — Drama) —
03047. Madness
DE
LUXE
PICTURES,
INC.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The Street of Seven Stars (Six Parts — Drama).
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORP.
(The Follcnving Are One-Reel Scenics)
April 17 — Our Egypt of the Southwest.
April 24 — The Cruise of the Quickern'ell.
May
1— Tidbits of Travel.
May
S— What the Ice Age Left.
May 15— The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
1.

DREW
COMEDIES.
22 — Beautiful Thoughts.
20— All for the Love of a Girl.
6 — The Story of the Glove.
13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
20 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey.
27 — Rooney's Sad Case.
3— Romantic Reggie.
10 — A Case of Eugenics.
VITAGRAPH

STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE CORP.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
Tom Brett Comedies.
The Blackmailers.
Ignorance.
S. O. S.
Mormon Maid.
Whither Thou Goest.
God's Man.
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS.
A Rich
Darling
(Five Parts — ComedyDramaMan's
) —02975.
The
Marriage02985. Lie
(Five
Parts — Drama) —

SERIAL..

Ditmars' "Living Book of Nature."
April 22 — Wild Goats and Sheep
(500 feet).
May
6 — Wild Babies
(500 feet).
May 20— The Friendly Bee (500 feet).
Cartoons.

May

May 13 — "His— (500
Last Will"
feet).

27 — Episode No. 8, "The Plunge of Horror"— Two Parts — Drama).
June 3— Episode
9, "The
Fire Trap" — Two
Parts —No.
Drama
).
June 10 — Episode No. 10 — "Out of the Dungeon"
— Two
Parts — Drama).

Fox Film Corporation
FOX
SPECIAL,
FEATURES.
May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
ParU —
Drama).
May 19 — The Confession
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 20— The Firebrand
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
2 — Blue-Eyed Mary (Five Parts — Drama).
June
9 — Ace High
(Five Parts — Drama).
June 16 — We Should Worry
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 23 — The Scarlet Road
(Five Parts— Dr.).
June 30— The Kid Is Klever
(Five Parts — Dr.).
FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
Mar. 24 — Rough and Ready (Six Parti — Comedy-Drama).
Apr. 7 — The Blindness of Divorce (Seven
Parts — Drama) .
May
r>— True Blue (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
19 — The Calllaux Case (Six Parts).
FOX

SUNSHINE

COMEDIES.

Mar.
3 — A Husband's Wife (Two Parte).
Mar. 15 — A Self-Made
Lady
(Two
Parte).
Apr.
7 — A Waiter's Waited Life (Two Parte).
May
6 — A Neighbor's Keyhole (Two Parte).
June
2 — WildParts).
Women
and Tame
Lions
(Two

MUTT
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

AND JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

CAR-

7— The Freight Investigation (Half-Reel).
14 — The Leak
(Half Reel).
21— On Ice (Half-Reel).
28— Helping
McAdoo
(Half-Reel).
5 — A Flsherless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
19 — Superintendents
(Half-Reel).
26 — Tonsorial Artists (Half Reel).
Producers.— Kindly

(Katzenjammer

the Mercy of Men
(Five Parts — Dr.).
Lesson
(Five Parts — Drama).
Luxe Annie (Seven Parts — Drama).
Ordeal of Rosetta (Five Parts — Dr.).
Special Release*.
The Barrier (Seven Parts— Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts — Drama).
WORLD

May
May
May
May
June
June

Life
Parts).

Tempered
Parts).

Mask
Steel

(Third

Production — Seven

(Fourth

Production — Sevea

Patience
Sparhawk — Fifth
Production— (Five
Parts — Drama).
FIRST
NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
(Distributingthe
followingChristie
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State
and
Northern
New
Jeraey.)
Apr. 15 — Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comei the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
W. W. HODKINSON
CORP.
(Poralta Plays.)
Apr.
1 — An Allen Enemy (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 29 — WithDrama).
Hoopb
of Steel
(Five Parta—
May
May
The
The
The
Apr.
Apr.

13— Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts— Dr.).
20 — Shackled
(Five Parts — Drama).
JBWEl
PRODUCTIONS.
INC.
Price of a Good Time (Seven parte — Dr.).
Doctor and the Woman
(Seven Parts — Dr.).
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
GEORGE
KLEINE
SYSTEM.
— Drama).
1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — Six Parts
Parts).Me
8 — Chase

Charlie

(Essanay — Five

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comediel,
You Know"
(Made
by Editon).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27— The Stenog.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of

All

New

PICTURES.

6 — Masks and Faces (Five ParU — Drama).
13 — Journey's End (Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Vengeance
(Six Parts — Drama).
27 — The Oldest Law
(Five Parts — Dr.).
3 — The Interloper
(Five Parts — Drama).
10 — The Cabaret
(Five Parts — Drama).

State Right Releases
ARROW
FILM
CORPOR1TIOR.
Times Building, New York.
duction).
The
Struggle
Everlasting
(Harry
Rapf
The duction).
Accidental
Honeymoon
(Harry Rapf

ProPro-

The

Kids)

May 20— "DerKids) Black
(Katzenjammer
— (500 Mitt"
feet).
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
Tarzan
of the Apes (National
Film Corp.).
Fall of the Romanoffs
(Brenon
Production*,
Inc.— Eight Parte).
A Dog's Life (Charlie Chaplin Picture).
My Four Years In Germany.
Petrova Picture* Company.
The Parts).
Light Within
(Second
Production — Sevea
The

PICTURES.

April — At
May — The
May — De
May— The

May 22 — Following the Course of the Cayuse.
May 29 — The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
2.

"The Woman In the Web."
6 — Episode No. 5 — "The Hand of Mystery"
(Two Parts — Drama).
May 13 — Episode No. 6, "Full Speed Ahead"
(Two Parts — Drama).
May 20— Episode
7 — —"The
Crater of Death"
— Two No.Parts
Drama).
May

SELECT

April — The Reason Why
(Five Parts— Drama)
Drama).
April — Up the
Road with Sally (Five Par^s

"OirU

Million Dollar Mystery
(Six Reels — Dr.).
ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Times Building, New York City.
Nine-Tenths
of the Law
(Six Parts — Dramal.
The Devil's Playground
(Seven Reels — Drama).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
16*00 Broadway, New York.
Balloonatlcs.
Automanlacs.
Neptune's
Naughty
Her
Bareback
Career.Daughter.
She Did Her Bit,
Oh, Baby!
What's the Matter with Father?
CHRISTIE
FILM
CORP.
Los Angeles,
Oal.
Never Surprise Your Wife.
In and Out.
Betty's Adventure.
By Orange
All
Dressed Aid.
Up.
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.
COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
111.
The Frozen WarningChicago.
(Drama).

CORP.

COSMOFOTOFILM
COMPANY,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York City.
The Hypocrites.
I Believe.
CREST PICTURES
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust
MARION
DAVIES
FILM
CO., INC.
311 Longacre Bldg., New York City.
Cecilia of the Pink Roses
(Julius Steger Production— Drama).
M. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Parts
Depths
of the Sea (In a Series
— Educational).

Releases

Before

Saturday.

of Four
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Don't Fool Yourself
Good Pictures alone won't keep the crowds coming.

Take Care

Projection that offends the eye discounts the goodness
of the best Picture.

Men Who Know
The immortals among Exhibitors, the conspicuous successes, realize what a sensitive thing the human eye is.
They don't
consider
any use
Picture good unless the Projection isgood.
So they

v

The
Motion
Picture
Projector

m
>:
\

_.;j

It's the Cheapest

The Simplex is so well built that, figuring price of Machine and upkeep, its better projection actually costs
less.

Good Men Sell It
Men who have your interest at heart, who want your
good-will more than your money, sell the Simplex
exclusively.

In Your Territory
There is such a Simplex Distributor. May we send you
his name?
Anyway, ask us to mail you Catalog "A."
Good Pictures and Simplex Projection make a mighty Profitable Combination

ThePrecision Machine (pJnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork
In Answering Advertisements,

Please

Mention

the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue. New York.
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 7 — "Brown Port
Folio" — Two Part* — Drama).
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 8 — "The Kaiser's
The Death
Silent Messenger"
Witness. — Two Parts — Drama).
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 9 — "The MuniParts —
Drama). tion's Campaign" — Two
The Eagle's
Eye
(Episode
No. 10 — "The
InParts —
Drama). vasion of Canada" — Two
The Sin Woman.
The Natural Law (France Films).
CLIFFORD
PHOTOPLAY COMPANY.
5817 Santa Monica Boulevard, Loa Angeles, Cal.
The Ranger.

FRANK
A. KEENEY.
1493 Broadway, New York.
A Romance of the Underworld.
Marriage.
KING
BEE FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
15 — His Day Out.
1 — The Rogue.
15 — The Orderly.
1 — The Scholar.
15 — The Messenger.
15 — The Handy Man.
1 — Bright and Early.
15 — Straight and Narrow.

FORT
PITT FILM
CORPORATION.
Lyceum Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Italian Battlefront.
The Italian Stand on the Piave.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
June
June

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
God's Man.

ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).

GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont News— Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.

PHYSICAL
Zongar

CULTUREINC.

Flatiron
(Drama).

Building,

PHOTO
New

Doctor
Bunny's
Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The
Unknown.

PLAYS,

York.

GENERAL
ENTERPRISES.
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother (Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).
JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.

PYRAMID COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch (Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).

Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Walters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Production*.)
The Sins Ye Do.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
(The Following Are tions.)
Norma Talmadge ProducThe Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.
(The Following Are Wm. S. Hart Production*.)
The
Devil's
Double.
Truthful
TullWer.
The Gunflghter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
(The Folioxcing Are Douglas
Fairbanks Productions.)
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrlmaniac.
The Americano.
IVAN FILM PRODUCTION.
130 West 46th Street, New York.
Two Men and a Woman.
Human Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.

HARRY
Brokaw

Producers. — Kindly

RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
Naked Hands
(Five Parts — Drama).
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
ERNEST
SHIPMAN.
17 West 44th Street, N. Y. City.
Josh Binney Comedies Featuring: Fi-nny
Fatty Filbert — One Release a Month.
May — Fabulous
Fortune
Fumblers
(two reels).
June — Fred's Fictitious Foundling
(two reels).
July — Freda's
Fighting Father
(two reels).
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver (two reels).
Sept. — Fatty's Frivolous Fiancee (two reels).
Denny from Ireland (First Release of the
Shorty Hamilton Series — Five Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Berlin via America (Fordart Production — Six
Parts — Drama).
A Nugget
Drama).in the Rough (Five Parts — Comedy —
Trooper 44 (Five Parts — Drama).
The Tiger of the Sea (Seven Parts — Drama).
1476 Broadway, New York.
Redemptlop
(Six Parts — Drama).
STATE RIGHTS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts — Drama).
Furnish

Titles and

Dates

of AH

New

McRAE

WEBSTER
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Bldg., 42d
N. Y.Street
City. and Broadway,

Reclaimed.

ROMAYXE
SUPER
FILM
CO.
221 Marsh-Strong Building. Los Angeles, Cal.
Me und Gott : or the Crimson
God (Five Parts
—World).
Depicting
Kaiser's
Attempt
to Enslave

INC.

CO.

The Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.Production).
Just
a Woman
(Steger
Men.
The Crucible of Life.

PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).

S. * S. PHOTOPLAYS.

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant In the House.
The Siren in the House.
U. S. EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.

HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
The Hand of the Hun
(Four Parts — Novelty).
The Master Crook.
Bennett

SUBMARINE
FILM
CO.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Submarine Eye.

The

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
His Daughter Pays.

HILLER & WILK.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The
Following
Are
Keystone-Mack
Comedies.
)

STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Cloud (Five Parts — Drama).
The God of Little Children (Five Parts — Dr.).
A Mother's Ordeal
(Five Parts — Drama).
Pride and the Devil (Six Parts — Drama).
Miss Deception (Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When
You
and I Were
Young
(Five Parta —
Drama).
The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).
(The
Following
Are Cartoon
Comedies,
Each
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
(Featuring Twede-Dan.)
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April — All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).

WESTERN
IMPORT
FILM
CO.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
(The Following Are Multiple Reel W. 8. Bart
Subjects, Released in Order Listed.)
The Parts
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Barfain
(Six
— Drama).
The Drama).
Bandit
and the Preacher
(Five Parts —
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Five Parts — Dr.).
(The
Followingtions. Are
Hart
ProducReleased Two-Reel
in Order Listed.)
Dakota Dan.
Double Crossed.
The Last Card.
A Knight of the Trail.
A Squareand Deal.
Horns
Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The Comedies,
Following EachAre TwoMack
Reels Sennett-fCeystone
in Length.)
The Small Town Bully.
Friendly Enemies.
His Diving Beauty.
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate
Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
(The
Following
Are
Bessieductions. ) BarrUeale
ProSatan's Pawn.

Releases

Wm.

M. WEISSBERG.
A. Brady Playhouse.
N. Y. City.137 W. 48th Street.

Stolen Orders
Before

(Eight Reels — Drama).

Saturday.
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PRINTERS-

We

have

MOVING
than

PICTURE

La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera

right in

'Stock— Ready for delivery— Models of approved

OflUirl Ortan of Ott Italian Cintmatotrapk Union
PUBLISHED ON THE ISth AND JOth OK EACH MONTH

typo, at vcr.N

reasonable prices.
Send for our catalogue of M. P. apparatua
G. GENNERT, 24 E. 13th St., New York
Chicago
I "- Angeles

Foreign Subscription:

Developing,
CAMERA
RAW

Printing

and

PERFECTION
IN PROJECTION

Coloring

per annum

Gold

King

Screen

10

OUTFITS
AND
FILM
SUPPLIED

Daya'
Trial
75c; No. 2 Grade,
50c. — Stretchera
included.
Sold by all the leading supply dealer, throughout the country.

No. 1 Grade,
Try before you buy.

CAMERA
MENSENT
ANYWHERE

MS .Market Street

20 francs,

Soilrr omL. Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co.
BJpert
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WORLD

Factory,

ALTUS,

OKLAHOMA

San Francisco, Cal.

The Essential Requirements
FOR

Improved Projection
ARE

SPEER

Gundlach

Speer

Projection Lenses

CARBONS

Alterno

Combinations

for A. C. Work
AND

Speer

give clean cut definition with the utmost illumination. This is all that you can expect from perfect lenses. The universal use of these lenses is
the best evidence of their superior quality. They
are sold on approval by all dealers and furnished
as the regular equipment with the best machines.

Hold-Ark

Combinations

for D. C. Work

Produce Incomparable Results
Write today for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions oi operators.

Place an order now with your Supply House.
fJT5AUl
| IN THE I

OENS/

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee"
MANUFACTURED
SPEER

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave.. Rochester, N.Y.

Educate Your Audience to Help
Introducing a bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures is a favorite
indoor pastime in legislative halls
throughout the country. Eternal vigilance is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety If not his success.
Presented in the proper manner, the
Cen^rship of Moving Pictures is just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as it is to the Exhibitor. And public
opinion aroused in behalf of moving
pictures and against their unfair and
discriminatory control is the surest
weapon
to defeat Censorship.

CARBON
ST.

MARYS,

PA.

Fight Censorship
We

have prepared a series of nine different stereopticon slides which crystallize the argument against Censorship;
one of the slides is shown herewith.

These slides shown repeatedly in any
theatre cannot fail to influence public
opinion in that locality against Censorship. They will line up the general public on the side of the Exhibitor.

The Management of this Theatre
desires the co-operation of its
patrons in providing good
clean entertainment.

: :

We want no "legalized" censorship of moving pictures

You Ought to Be Showing Them Now!
Legislature* Everywhere Are Convening
Set of Nine Slides, carefully packed,
will be sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

MOVING
516

In Answering

COMPANY

Advertisements,

Please

Mention

the MOVING

PICTURE

Fifth

WORLD.

PICTURE
Avenue,

New

WORLD
York

City
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8.

T~* , MOTION

BASS TESTED AXD GUARANTEE;
Motion Picture Camera* are the acme
good ralue. Whether you purchase a ne
Universal at a big sartng or a used UnJ
versal at prices from $195 to 1225, yil
are obtaining a camera of undoubtc

Uncle
Says'Light
Weight For Me
66 CushmanSam
Electric
Power Plants

BASS

for the U. S. Government

capabilities.

CUSHMAN
ELECTRIC PLANTS

UNIVERSAL

Give Clear, Bright, Steady Pictures

Motion Picture Camera
more speed
better results,
at half the price.

They are extremely light weight and compact —
4 H.P., 2 K.W. Outfit complete weighs only about
500 lbs.
Complete with all equipment — easy and ready to
set up and run.
Throttle
Governor,
connected
to Schebler
Carburetor, assures clear, bright and steady pictures.
Write
for free booklet and prices.

MOTOR

Write

WORKS

938 North 21st Street,

41

features.

240 E. Ontario St., Chicago

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features. Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
being or to be built.

fails —De Vry to
Attachply the
Storage Batteries and
your show goes on
without delay.

THE DE VRY CORPORATION,

6 new

A Dependable Mailing List Service

When your Electric Current Sup-

Hbtor Drive
Weighs but U»xlT"x7"
zu lbs. Takes Standard size reels and Mm.

for

Burke & James, Inc.

Lincoln,

Small
Town
Exhibitors!

i

CAMERA COMPAN

III N. Dearborn St.. CHICAGO. ILL
M. P. CAMERA
DEPT. ___^^_

This picture shows 66 Cushman Outfits that were
bought by the U. S. War Department for use at
the various army posts.

CUSHMAN

USED MOTION PICTURE CA>
ERAS ALWATS ON HAND

W74

MOTION

Any size picture up to 12 feet; any throw
up to 75 feet.

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

80 Fifth Avenue, New York
425 Ashland
Block, Chicago

Used by Western Electric Co.. General Electric Co., Westinshouse Electric Mfg. Co.,
National Lamp Works.

Addressing

Multigraphing

Printing

COMPANY
-Chelsea
3227
-Randolph 2003
Typewriting
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraniiiiij

117 North Fifth Ave.. Chicago. U. S. A.

Advertisers Are Now A\
on Contract *^
Seven more firms have assured us that they would
contracts
having therefore
been forwarded
them.

sign up this week,

Then, too, our advertising department has not, by any means, as yet.
finished seeing all of our regular advertisers in order to get their signed
contracts before

<THE
puts

into

EXPORT

EDITION

effect, commencing

OF THE
this

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD)

Saturday,

June i, 1918 **i*«&*M*
INCREASE

IN ADVERTISING

AH advertising contracts
this date will be written

REMEMBER!

for a year or
at the current

half year entered
space rates.

RATES
into

prior

to

THIS IS THE LAST CALL!

i r93
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moyixi;

ricrukK

world

ERBOGRAPH

COMPANY

LUDWIG
G. B. ERB, President
Producers
of

MOTION

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone
LABORATORIES

and

ELECTRIC

LUGS

smws
are the safest electrical
conductors made. Each
strand of the cable is
In direct contact
\JT B always
«ith the Lug, giving
greater conductive capacity than when all
wires are bunched. The
wins ;\s well as the insulation are lirmly hold
and cannot work loose.
Fic.1
The CRUBAN LUG is
made in one style and size for Ncs. 1, (i and 8 asbestos
F/g.3 covered
cable, and will lit an> arc lamp.
Larger sizes made to order.
"W"

on

WRITE

Rector

St.,

WE

York

HENRY MESTRUM
DOORS

EAST

NEW
New

Telephone

WE

DEAL

IN

WE

MAKE

WE

REPAIR

OF SEVENTH

CITY

Number:

BRYANT

LOAN
2948

KNOWLEDGE
Operator,

Everywhere: — The

moving

youngest

of the leading industries

but one

SELL

picture business

may

you keeping up?

Film

is one

all about it?

ONE
YEAR
SIX MONTHS

PLAN

N. Moore

AND

ATTORNEY
TRUST

BUILDING

D. C.

Established 25 Years

Personal Attention

Men

of the

SUCCESS

larger returns for an equal amount
know.

with it. Are
It will yield

of work

Each weekly issue of the MOVING

contains

more

up-to-date

mailing

list. You

information

Subscribe now

will get your

from the newsstand

Canada

PICTURE

and

than

paper

hours

and it costs §4.80 less.

WORLD

In Answering Advertisements,

Please

Please nil In the

T.

name

Aneaire.
Cut Out

Mention

of

row

the MOVING

,

PICTURE

and

Mail

WORLD.

you

who

WORLD
can

get

if not already on our

Foreign

516 Fifth Avenue, New York

to the men

PICTURE

$3.00
$1.50

See title page for rates

MOVING

INSTALLMENT

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with $5.00 and 1 will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

of the world

well be proud to be connected
Do you know

THE

BRINGS

and

COMPANY

WASHINGTON,

from all other sources.
to-day. We

ON

PATENT

'Motion
Picture Machines and All Supplies
Stereopticons Spotlights
Projection
Apparatus of All Descriptions
Stage
Effects
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Equipment
of Every
Kind

Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman,

SUPPLY

William

AVENUE)

YORK

LIST TODAY

PATENTS

TO

166 WEST 48th STREET
(TWO

PRICE

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty

Successor to C. B. KLEINE
REMOVED

COMPLETE

Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Moving Picture Tnulr
300-302 Mailers
Bldg. CHICAGO,
ILL. 5 South
Wabash Are.
Dealers
in Motiograph,
Standard
and
Simples
Moving
Picture
Machines.
-National
Carbons,
Mlnusa
Screens and Everything for the Theatre

request.

New

FOR

AMUSEMENT

Autoscope Products Corporation
2

FANS

Owing to trade conditions, there will he a
scarcity of ELECTRIQ FANS this year, so we
advise everyone who contemplates purchasing
to place their order at once.
We can quote all sizes at attractive prices hut
cannot guarantee present prices to last.

Price, 40 cents each
Circular

3716

203 to 211 West 146th St., New York City

STUDIO

CRUBAN
WIRE

Audubon

To-day — Now*

earlier than
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HARVEY

LEONCE PERRET

»11

MOTION-PICTURE
EXPOSURE
METER

y

EACH SECTION BELOW SHOWS OIF*
FERENT CLASSES
OF SUBJECTS.
SELECT A SECTION SIMILAR TO
TOUR
SUBJECT,

AMERICA
FIRST

i

FOR
ANT
VERTICALLY
ABOVE
THE
SHUTTER
ANGLE
YOU
ARE
USING.
FOR ANOLES THAT SHOW ON THE
VERTICAL BLACK LINES. SET STOP
ONE-HALF WAY BETWEEN THE ADJACENT
STOPS.

mm

IS or/ STOP NUMBERS
16 32

m
64

Mi 2 25
4-35-6 6-3

I I I
/ 1-93-5

I I
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Announces, as the title of
his next patriotic offering

EIEQIUIE

§MMP^^',C,V^'^™8^

Your Dealer or
s^sy'

Office,

1209

Times

Bnilding,

New

York

City

3"

G.psL. HARVEY, 105 S. Dearborn St., Chicago*

Price $2.50

gEJ2J3J2IgI3jai2MSJ313iaiSJaaBISM3JaJ3Ma!EMSiaJ3ISM§^EEMSJSaj®

Silver bullion of a quality
equal to that used by the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture of

S
'
N
O
S
D
R
A
H
C
I
R
HAND BOOK
MOTION

FOR MANAGERS

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
A carefully prepared guide to perfect pro-

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.
KODAK

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

and OPERATORS

Published by

EASTMAN
FILM

EASTMAN

PICTURE

CO.,

jection.
An invaluable help to every individual in
the trade who has to do with the mechanical
handling of motion picture film or the management of a moving picture theatre.
Over 680 Pages of Text. Illustrations include detail diagrams of the leading makes
of projection machines.
Substantially Bound

In Red Cloth, S4.00

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING
516 FHtb Ave.
New York City

PICTURE

WORLD

917 Schiller Bldg.
Wright & Calender Bldg.
Chicago, III.
Los Angeles, Cal.
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M M#w 7s Known
By TheHis
Work
Reputation of the
99

POWER'S

U T E Corporation

6B

m

hal,™™

MOTOR-GENERATOR

Has Been Built Up and Established by the Superiority of Its Motion Picture
Equipment

Our Branch Stores Serve 80% of the Theatres in Our
Various Territories
Successful Exhibitors Recognize the Advantages of Purchasing
Their Requirements from a Concern Which Guarantees

100 CENTS

Value For Your Dollar

Besides — You Have the Advantage of Consulting Projection
Experts Who Are at Your Service and Who Will Advise You
Intelligently, Economically and Efficiently on Any Subject You
Desire so as to Obtain for You

Perfect Screen Results
Distributors of

POWER'S
PROJECTORS— HALLBERG
MOTOR GENERATORS
GARDINER VELVET GOLD FIBRE SCREEN— NATIONAL
CARBONS
ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTORS-EDISON
MAZDA LAMPS— NOVELTY
SLIDES
AND
M. P. SUPPLIES
OF HIGH GRADE.
"EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

M.

P. THEATRE

EXCEPT

THE

FILM"

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

Pre*.

Executive Offices:

J. H. HALLBERG,

1604 Broadway,

Largest Moving Picture Equipment
BRANCH

STORES

AND

WAREHOUSES

( NEW YORK
< DETROIT
KANSAS

BOSTON
OMAHA
CITY MACHINE

Vice-Pres.

New York

House

PHILADELPHIA
MINNEAPOLIS
& SUPPLY
CO., INC.,

in the World
PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
KANSAS
CITY. MISSOURI

m
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June is, ran

fol. 36. No. ii

L Chalmers

Publishing

Company

Price 15 Cents

SlGpiftft Ave.i^ewYorlL
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It laker a&int
to beat an 4/tfcf/
Out in little old St. Joseph, Hal. Kelley, owner of the Colonial
Theatre, sat reading a statement that the Superba of Los Angeles
— a 600-seat house — showed "The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin,"
to 3156 paid admissions on its opening day.
"I ADMIT," he says, "THAT I THOUGHT THAT WAS GREAT
WHEN I READ IT AND NEVER HAD ANY HOPES OF EVEN
REMOTELY APPROACHING IT— BUT HERE IS THE
SEQUEL!
"WE NOT ONLY BEAT IT ON OUR OPENING DAY BUT WE
PLAYED TO 10,380 PEOPLE ON THE FIRST THREE DAYS
OF OUR ENGAGEMENT, MAINTAINING AN AVERAGE
BETTER THAN THE LOS ANGELES OPENING— WHICH, I
CONTEND, IS GOING SOME FOR A CITY THE SIZE OF ST.
JOSEPH.
"THERE IS SOMETHING ALMOST UNCANNY IN THE WAY
THIS NAME, "The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," SEEMED TO
REACH RIGHT OUT INTO THE HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS
SURROUNDING ST. JOSEPH AND JUST LITERALLY
DRAGGED PEOPLE INTO THIS THEATRE.
"ANY EXHIBITOR WHO FAILS TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THIS OPPORTUNITY IS LOSING THE BEST BET HE EVER
HAD A CHANCE

TO MAKE"

JJIEWIEIL

INC
PRODUCTDONS

THE

June 15. 1918
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WORLD

"Chase Me Charlie"
A
British
version
of
Charlie
Chaplin's
funniest
films

Screen time
one hour
MM— CEIll'! ' ■ EB^^

George Kleine
System
Distributors

li"'»
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Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange or communicate
with the UNIVERSAL FILM MN'FG. CO.
(Largest Film Mn'fg. Co. in the Universe), Carl Laemmle, President, 1600 BROADWAY.
NEW YORK

lune 15, 1918

THE

M< »\ IX'ii

I'U li RE

\\< »KI I)

Book thru your local Universal Exchange or the Universal Film
Mfg. Co., Carl Laemmle, Pres., 1600 Broadway,
New York

1501

'
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- J tee J nerved

Herbert

\\\

Rmimm

kAk4?*g

trMMSi

UNIVERSAL

Special

Attraction,

Elmer Clifton* Daredevil American Dramm
of
Love for
and everyone
a OoldMine—4
Thriller
from 8 Two-fisteak
to 80.
nHEY stole his mine and they stole his girl
but they couldn't steal his nerve — and here
he comes like a young tornado, smashing
through to mop up and collect ! A picture that
will jerk your people right out of their seats.
GET THIS ! It's lightning-fast romance,
with a biff and a bang and a punch.
UNIVERSAL

FILM

MFG.

COMPANY

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"

1600 Broadway, New York

Carl Laemmle, President

June 15, 1918
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-nice look/no hanct
irn'tit?

Doesn't reek with money — oh, no! Nor with coarse
pride of ownership — nor with brutality. How would
yon like to sec such a hand around your sister's arm?
Or your sweetheart's?
Bui Niela Pendleton was nobody's sister. And her own
mother first sold her into slavery — then mined her
in the eyes of the only man the girl ever loved.
Thai's why —

Dorothy

Phillips),,

©Ml
ALT

— will give your people one of the most affecting pictures they've ever seen. A Star, a Title and a Story
that will do a big business in every theatre in the land.

INCORPORATED

Executive Offices. 1600 Broadway-Nev\&rk City

I

MARGARITA
FISHER

in

Puts characteristic vim and
Fisher fun into a role of more
emotional type

"A Square Deal'
Produced by American Film Company, Inc., from Albert Pay son
Terhune's story of the career of
a wife who failed.

.

Available June 10 at Exchanges of the
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

%
%

VA

V

COMINGJune 24— WILLIAM RUSSELL
in "Up Romance Road"
July 8— MARY MILES MINTER
in "The Ghost of Rosy Taylor"
July22-M ARG ARITA FISHER
in "Impossible Susan"
Every Week— Billie Rhodes in
Strand comedies, one reelers
of feature quality. Screen Telegram, foremost news release,
twice-a-weeK.
Available at all Exchanges of the
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

THE
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TRAVEL-SPORT-ADVENTURE
WILD ANIMAL PICTURES
Always

Please Hot

Weather

Patrons

WE HAVE THEM: Bruce Scenics, Newman Travels, Wright's
Mexico Today, Ditmars' "Living Book of Nature" — and as
funny interludes the Katzen jammer Kids and Happy Hooligan
Comedies.

HELP NUMBER IV
For

Exhibitors

of

Our

Close-to-Nature

Series

Circularize a Selected List of Householders. Use a Mailing Card or Drop
Letter or Good System of House-toHouse Canvass.

Tell Your People of the Attractive Summery
a Form — Change It to Suit Local Needs.

Goods.

Here's

Dear Madam:
In addition to our regular bookings of excellent feature plays, we beg to announce at every
performance —
''Fifteen minutes of mental tonic, stirring
adventure or rollicking fun. ■ •
These short subjects include Robert C.
Bruce' s scenic rambles in the Great Northwest;
the travels of E. M. Newman, the famous globetrotter; Mexico Today (the actual conditions and
people); the Living Book of Nature, wild animal
pictures by Professor Ditmars of the New York Zoological Society; the Katzenjammer Kids and Happy
Hooligan Cartoon Comedies.
It's like taking a travel trip yourself.
Bring the children — everyone from eight to eighty
enjoys a snappy well-balanced show.
May we send you a weekly programme?
Cordially yours,
.(Insert name Theatre)
Per

(Insert Dame of Mana-er or Amusement Company]

Eduotional Films Gdrporajiqn
729 TIAVENUE

•• I — C

NEWTORK.ny

PICK

OF

Distributed through
HooKIKMM BnvKI

PLAYS

PARALTA
THE

PICTURES
—

—

—

— tt ii iWWWfc

<r-»r.--« 7f»*Tryfe.

1

! I

rt_~.

COMPLETED
"AN ALIEN
"SHACKLED

ENEMY"— By
-By
Lawrence

Monte M. Katterjohn
McCloskey

Louise

Glaum

Productions,

Inc.

NOT a "wronged gal" story.
NOT a "vampire wench" affair.
But the story of a real woman
who scatters to the winds
prejudice, slander, calumny,
by the force
of her great, good character I

CURRENT

ISSUE

Bessie Barriscale
in

"Rose o' Paradise"
ROBERT

BRUNTON,

Manager of Productions

And the picture is permeated
with the sovereign art,
transcendent spirit
and exquisite personality
of Bessie Barriscale.
A crystal gem upon liquid gold."

A. F. Gillaspev ^Baltimore News)

Paralta Plays, inc.
8 West 48th Street

DISTRIBUTED

New York City

THROUGH

INSON SERVICE
HO&K
ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGESgl

JPAT

GRACE MILLER
WHITE, Author

IL
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Eguj^zino' The Balance of Power"
TL
The fathers of American liberty foresaw that an equal division of the
"balance of power" was a fundamental
essential of a free people.
Accordingly they divided the power of the nation
among three branches of the government — Executive. Legislative and Judicial.
Millions of money and men are being spent today
to keep the balance of world power out of the
grasp of Germany.
The safety of the motion picture industry, no less
than that of the world, or of the United States,
demands that the "balance of power" be equally
divided— entirely out of the control of either producer or exhibitor.
Standing between both of these branches of the
industry, and responsible to both, but controlled by
neither, the Hodkinson Co-partnership Plan is the
one influence in the industry in a position to ad'
vance and protect the interests of alt.

f», - '
i

"L^

Mmm

mm

•W-W -UODKl INlSOIsl • COPPOPATIONl •
•327- FIFTH AVeNEW YORK CITY UODKM SCCVlCE ATALLCCHeWIL nLMD&H/vHOES-
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When your
Mayor reads

this

-will he think of
YOUR theatre?
/CONSIDER the psychology of advertis^—/ ing. You read the national magazines,
such as The Saturday Evening Post, don't
you?
When you see a motion picture advertisement in a magazine, you instinctively think
of Paramount and Artcraft Pictures, for
they are the nationally advertised pictures.
Thousands of persons in your community
read these advertisements. Their thought
is "Where can I see these Paramount and
Artcraft Pictures?" ■
The advertisements tell them what and
why.
You must tell them where.

The folks in your community, the Mayor,
the school children, the fathers and the
mothers, the girl who lives across the street
from you, the farmer at the edge of town —
they all want to see Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
This advertising is yours if you make it so.
Use the trademarks in your announcements.
Display copies of the "ads" in your lobby.
Announce "I show Paramount and Artcraft
Pictures !"
Make them think of your theatre when
they read the national advertising.

Thousands of theatres have increased their business by "tying up."
,«-r»,...
Cpgjwnount

I FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

%l®A?i

■-NEWVOU.O.

7

jjjjjfl

How about yours?

Till-:

June 15, L918

Mi >\ ING

PICTURE
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Jesse L. Lasky presents

Cecil B. De Mille's
"Old Wives lor New"
[Production

By David Graham Phillips — Adapted for the Screen by JeanieMacpherson

An ABTCBAFT
WHEN

YOU

BOOK

THIS

Picture

PRODUCTION,

ADVERTISE

S~VECIL B. DE MILLE, who produced "Carmen," "Joan the \Voinan,""The Whispering Chorus,"
1/
"The Cheat," "The Woman
God Forgot."
David Graham Phillips, whose
novels are known to all readers of the Saturday Evening
Post, Hearst's
Magazine,
etc.
The unique story, which "puts married life in a show window."
The cast,
which
includes
Elliott Dexter, Theodore Roberts, Tully Marshall, Florence Vidor,
Wanda Hawley, Helen Jerome Eddy, Marcia
M anon and Gustav Seyffertitz.
The monster production, the gorgeous costuming, the scenes of magnificence, the big human
appeal to all men and women.
The fact that it's an Artcraft picture.

And tie up with the magazine advertis ing on "Old Wives for New," in the
Saturday Evening Post, Hearst's Magazine, The Red Book and Every Week!
You'll do big business when you show this one!
Jj; ADOUHZUKORPrvy
FAMOUS PLAYERS
-LASKY CORPORATION
JESSE LLASKY M<v Pre* C ECU B DE MOLE Director Gener-l

»^~^VT"^»

'
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pictures

Another Splendid Mae Marsh Picture.
The authoritative critics of the
important trade newspapers are
more enthusiastic about Mae
Marsh in"AU Woman" than they
have ever been about any Goldwyn Picture, including "Polly of
the Circus," "The Cinderella
Man," and "Thais." Exhibitors
everywhere will recognize the
ear-marks of a sure screen
winner in these whole hearted
criticisms:

MAE
MARSH
*» 3ULL

WOMAN

MOVING PICTURE WORLD:
Hanford C. Judson: There is a
pull at the heart strings in Mae
Marsh's characterization in "All
Directed hy
Woman." The humanness of
this story and the character that
Mae Marsh pictures for us
makes the offering valuable.
It has a specially pleasing pull at the sympathetic emotions of spectators.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS:
P. S. Harrison: This is about the
best feature Mae Marsh has
ever been in. It will please
everybody. The story is full of
human touches that appeal to
the emotions.
N. Y. TELEGRAPH: Helen Pollock: "All Woman" is the type
of story that has a general appeal . . it is true to life and
thoroughly human.

VARIETY: Ibee: Goldwyn has
turned out an excellent production with Mae Marsh in "All
HobarlHenley
Woman." It is as interesting as
if presented in printed form
which appears to be a capital
test of its worth. Hobart Henley, as the director, has had considerable to do with the
good result obtained.

By E.Lloyd Sheldon

EXHIBITORS' TRADE REVIEW: George T. Pardy:
Mae Marsh from the beginning to end carries insistent
and sympathetic appeal . . "All Woman" is a valuable
picture.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: Joseph L. Kelley: This
Goldwyn offering is a smashing good picture a little
ahead of anything Mae Marsh has done for Goldwyn.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDFtSH.

President

16 East 4-2 „</ Street
fey wwi iMniiiiiwanw W11WWW

Edoa.r Selwyn. Vice President

New

York City

rm« i»» ■■iiiM«»iiwiimtiiinyiii«uiiiuuii««M««WMip»«gM»tiSff»«^^

■■-;':--.-.--

-_
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MORE BOOKINGS THAN
EVER HAD BEFORE
INSTANT nation-wide popularity with exhibitors and the public has launched
"Smiling Bill" Parsons as a tremendously
successful screen entertainer.

ANY NEW COMEDIES

"Smilinq Dill"

PARSONS
m

CAPITOL

COMEDIES

This quick success is due to —
1.

His magnetism, his wholesomeness, his
radiant good nature and comicality, and

2. The scarcity of comedies in general to
supply the needs of more than 14,000
theatres, and to the complete absence of
any comedian or comedies that can take
rank with him.

26 a year

Already booked by and playing in the leading
theatres of most of America's large cities
and possessing the box-office power to make
money for every exhibitor everywhere.
Plenty of prints ready to provide immediate
bookings.
Released exclusively through

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish.

16 East 4-2 ndt Street

Every Second Monday

President

New

York City
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GE GOOD TO YOURSELF
MAKE a profit out of your judgment. Consider the
money you spend for rentals as an investment
that pays you back interest in the form of box-office
patronage.
From these angles you will find that the trio of powerful, dramatic Selexart productions being distributed
exclusively through Goldwyn immediately will justify
your wisdom in booking them.
The Selexart productions have a "bite" in them. Each
has as its basis a compelling story. No audiences will
forget them. You will find your patrons saying as
they leave: "Get more pictures like this one."
Wire or write at once for prices and playing dates for
these three big box-office productions:

HOWARD

HICKMAN

in

BLUE BLOOD

By J. Grubb Alexander and Fred Myton

RHEA MITCHELL

By H. B. Daniel

Directed by Elliott Howe

in HONOR'S
CROSSI
Directed by Wallace Worsley

RHEA MITCHELL w HOWARD HICKMAN)
in SOCIAL AMBITION
By W. E. Wing

Directed by Wallace Worsley

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
JAMUF.L

OOLDFISH.

16 East 4-2 .,t/ Street

Prvsictent

New

York City

Honors Cross "

"Social Ambition.'
In Answering Advertisements,

Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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Just A Few Reports
's orts
icetorRep
Box Exh
Offibi
on Triangle Releases
taken from

Motion

Picture

News

of May 4th and 11th

ENDURIN'
H STEWART)
FAIT(ROY
BIG. "This star drawing better
every time." "Fine value." "Good
picture." "Well received." "One
of Stewart's best."

HARD

ROCK BREED

(MARGERY

WILSON)

BIG. "Great picture." "Strong
cast." "Good title." "Sounds picturesque."

THE ANSWER
(ALMA

In every case the exhibitor obtained his pictures at an attractive rental price. Triangle
rentals are based, of course, on the cost of
production. And production costs on Triangle
pictures are much lower than those of other
producers who have not yet arrived at the
high state of efficiency and economy which
Triangle management has set.

Hand in hand with efficiency goes a very
Triangle exhigh artistic standard. Every
hibitor finds this standard one that obtains
present business but assures susnot only
tained and increased patronage.
Triangle has no bargains to offer — but in
place an excellent business proposition to
every exhibitor who believes that he is showship. ing pictures to make a creditable profit commensurate with his investment and showman-

RUBENS)

"Very artistic:

HEIRESS FOR A DAY
(OLIVE

THOMAS)

"Pleased audience extremely
well." "Fine picture." "Kind of
picture the public want's"

SHOES THAT DANCED
(PAULINE

"Pleased."

Here are straight, unbiased, uninfluenced
reports from exhibitors in ail parts of the
country who are showing Triangle pictures.

STARKE)

"Fine picture."

It is a delight to deal with Triangle exchanges. The prompt, courteous, efficient
service, the gentlemanly conduct of ambitious
employes, the fair treatment, excellent cooperation and splendid pictures please and
delight every motion picture exhibitor.
Many new exhibitors are visiting Triangle
exchanges to arrange for summer service.
The warm weather is to be anticipated by better pictures and even better service.
Call for an exchange of ideas as well as
a new exchange service at any Triangle exchange.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK
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Another open letter to exhibitors who screen re-issues under new titles.

Why Kill the Goose that Lays the Golden Eggs?
There are two or three stars whose names attract capacity
business.
This is because those names have become the recognized trademarks of high class motion picture entertainment.
People believe in them because the players they advertise may
be depended upon to supply good entertainment.
For instance: —
When an exhibitor presents a new Chaplin film he knows he
is going to play to capacity business; purely because people have
faith in Chaplin's ability to entertain them they want to see every
new picture he does.
Why destroy this goodwill by coupling the star's good name
with an old subject under a new title?
The public will ever afterward distrust both exhibitor and
star after having been deceived in this manner.
Why create distrust of yourself and one of your best assets —
the drawing power of Chaplin's name?
Why prejudice the future of your theatre, your good name
for fair dealing and the star's valuable — to you — reputation for
the few dollars you may glean from the unwary by advertising
popular stars in old releases under new titles?

Will it pay you?
Exhibitors:
Use this Facsimile of Chaplin's Signature
when advertising "First National" Chaplins

It stands for decency in the picture business
and a better day's profits for you.
Cuts in various sizes on sale at all First National Exchanges
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While Other Special Features Were
Developing New Alibis

OF \ 1
N
A
r#
TH
E
J\M PES
i/jAIi
N
A
Z
R
TA
Broke
KINEMA,

All

Existing

LOS ANGELES

STILLMAN, CLEVELAND
ISIS, DENVER
CIRCLE, INDIANAPOLIS
STRAND, PATERSON
AMERICAN, SALT LAKE
AND

5,000 TWO

TARZAN

AND

Records

at

TIVOLI, SAN FRANCISCO
VICTORIA, PHILADELPHIA
STRAND,
MINNEAPOLIS
GOODWIN, NEWARK
CENTRAL, ST. LOUIS
CITY
THREE

TEMPLE,
DAY

TOLEDO

ENGAGEMENTS

OF THE APES

will have played 88% of the theatres
in Greater New York before August 1st.

The Motion
Picture News
says
it is extra big at advance prices.
Extra big advanced prices for extra week.

This picture affords you
an excellent medium for
correcting your past season s errors.

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

5 SMASH!

THEYF

Wa

w
"A MELODRAMATIC ROMANCE OF A^^^
DEVIL-MAY-CARE SPANISH COQUETTE^^^,
^^
WHO SCORCHED HER SOVL TO SAVE
AN AMERICAN CAVALRY OFFICER*
William

Fox presents

THEDA BARA >»,
UNDERtheYOKp
oi volcanic drama of tke PiUHp-pincs

cA 'JdedaBaraSuver^production staged, by J. Garden Edwards
Story hy George Scarborough- ~ Scenario hy Adrian Johnson*
m

lias the swift action^ the
tremendous climax of Under
Two Flags —
the fire and*
color of Carmen «
five other supreme
Sara successes :
"camille"
"the hose of blood*

m

DEN
BIDRY
^ PATH
UBAR
„ THE"PFOR
THE SOVL CFBUPPHA

FOX
STANDARD

FILM

PICTURES

CORPORATION^

THEY THROB VI

POWER!

VENGEANCE LASHED HIM ON
TILL THE MEN WHO STOLE
HIS SISTER WAILED IN
FEAR AT HIS NAME
William

Fox. presents

IWILLIAM FARNUM

RfflERS^PURPIE
SAGE

, in a stirring pictuvijation of Zane §rey's famous

rxovel

cA pulsing drama of the man who
was not afraid-*
ci William Farnum De Cuxc
Production* Directed hy Frank Lloydcdnd thesefcur otheir peeirless
Famutn triumphs :

A

I

THE HEART OF A LION
"WHENAMAN SEES RED"

"R ouch

"TRUE
v

and

ready

BLUE"

*•>

>

FOX
STANDARD

v>

PICTURES

FI1M CORPORATION

■

THEDA BARA

mnnvjii

In ike Kate ClaxtcnltyS version of

£u AiolpLe FEnnery

THE PLAY THAT THRILLED TWO CONTINENTS
Bara Super-Production

ATheda

WILLIAM FARNUM
In ike IQ18 version

of

A SOLDIERS OATH
Si tremendous drumfire of action
WILLIAM

BARA^
A
ED
TH
iyttkel^lS editions of
"7AeCLEMENCEAU CASE'
"A FOOL THERE WAS"

FARNUN

in the 1<)18 versions of

FILM CORPORATION

■annooH

he
LUOLTkzA
won-he
ftcn&t
His eyes feasted on the supple
lines of the girl as she entered
his apartment. He relished
the fear in her eyes ■
he would tame her! BUT—

Otlier

"—^SPECIAL FEATURES*^THAT CONJURE CAPACITY
TOM MIXm

ACE HIGH

JANEaniKATHERINE LEEin

WE SH0ULD WORKY !
GEORGE

DMID

WALSHin

IS aEVER

FOX

FItM CORPORATION
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A CI,EAN UP
FOR EXHIBITOR
3f^r

WILLIAM

FOX

i M?"

PRESENTS

~k DAUGHTER
THE GODS
KELLERMANN
with

^

ANNETTE

A SUMMER

TIME WINNER

As cool and refreshing as an Autumn nic&tGreatest of sub -sea, spectacles —
BEST ADVERTISED PICTURE

IN THE WORLD

Cost f 1.000.000 -* 7& reels .

MOTION

PICTURE

THEATRES

HAVE NEVER

HAD SO GREAT AN OPPORTUNITY

FIX DATES
NOW WITH

FOX

FILM

BEFORE

BRANGH
MANAGERS

CORPORATION

fune 15, 191S
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A burlesque on

Wait for it!

"The KAISER -the Beast of Berlin"

Watch for it !
In Answering Advertisements,

Please

Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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"Romance ^Dynamite
len

KO

featuring

„

"Charlie/Aow/^ Orient

Flash just the title of an "L-Ko" and right away you'll hear people start to laugh — they know there's fun
coming — clean fun and fast fun — fun that will pack up their war worries in their knitting bags and give them
a good time for a while. Let them roar over the quick-action stunts of Eddie Barry, Rube Miller and the
fascinating bevy of L-Ko Beauties and troubles will pass out and money
too often in these war times — so start now, beginning with "ROMANCE

pass in. You can't show L-Ko's
and DYNAMITE" — it's a whirl!

Book thru your nearest U. Exchange — or UNIVERSAL
FILM MFG. CO., 1600 Broadway.
New York, Carl Laemmle, President, "The Largest Film Mfg. Concern in the Universe"

^PICTURES

ALICE
BRADY
in]

"THE ORDEAL
OF ROSETTA"

By Edmund Goulding

Scenario by Paul West

Directed by Emile Ckautard
"Every minute a triumph, for Miss
Brady whose work in the many* roles
of this fascinating screen-play exceeds anything she has done before.
'The Ordeal of Rosetta' is a box
office attraction par excellence."

DISTRIBUTED

BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
72$ Seventh Avenue,

Hew

York City*

aVJPICTURES

■■,;;..: ^. ,.:.r, .-,■:-.. .. ,.h

mssm

*
$
m

SELECT
PICTURES
CORPORATION
announces

'^•si««i

&

X

MARION
D.AVIES
in

a

series

of

six
I

^PICTURES
the

firstof

which

is

"CECILIA OF THE PINK ROSES!
under

***

the

JULIUS

direction

of

STEGER

■src.

DISTRIBUTED

BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventft Avenue,

New

Y<*rk £-it\^

1

UJjMmyil
i of dazzling
nction

beauty

in a

extraordinary

!

[ARION
A V I E S
in

.ecilia of the
[ink Roses"
\ from the twJel of the same name
A by Katharine Haviland Taylor

v,
directed

JULIUS

b>>

STEGER

s*

DISTRIBUTED BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
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The first exclusive pictures of

Pathe

the British battleship" Vindictive!
leading factor in the famous attack upon Zeebruoe.

Tremendous scenes from

TheBattle of ficaxdy
showing American troops about
to enter the battle, German dead.
German prisoners,
Artillery in action, etc.etc.

Now showing in current issues

June 15, 1918
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Pathe

At Last a Travel Series of the
Greatest Interest With the Publicity Behind It Such as is Accorded Only the Biggest Features!

PatKe announces

TKe Post Travel Pictures
of 52 one-reel travel pictures, released one a week.
Filled with human interest as well as depicting the
most interesting spots of the world now open to the
motion picture camera. Backed by extensive publicity
and advertising in a selected. list of America's

Greatest Newspapers
One paper in practically every city of any size in the country is included in this list which will be published at an
early date. Your audiences will be reading of the series in
their favorite newspaper and will want to see the pictures!

Ask your Pathe Exchange — quick!
First Release June 16th

(' 7*1

fl

pij

in-
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Ten
Startling
Thrilling
Sensational

2-Reel Episodes

1.— The Sign of
the Scar
2. — Scheming

for Millions
3. — The Ambassador's
Diamond

4.— The Grey Lady

OF VENGEANCE

5. — The League
of Silence
6. — The Mysterious
Manor
7.— The Secret of
the Night

8.— The Kidnapped
Statesman
9.— The Girl in
the Hotel
10. — A Woman's Aid

THE

June 15, 1918
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The

Hand of Vengeance
VN UNUSUAL

SERIAL
OF GRIPPING

INTENSITY

Just the right length for Summer showing. Ten 2 reel episodes
with no superfluous footage.
Each episode is constructed to
advertise the next. It has the
greatest pulling power of any
serial ever made.
It has all the exhibitor demands:
Plot, logical interpretation, elaborate settings, beautiful scenery, perfection of detail, and — greatest of
all — thrilling surprises, which will
make the most blase theater-goer
follow its unfolding week by week
lo see what comes next.

6a a moot Co
LONDON

Distributed
Through the BEST

STATESRIGHT
Exchanges

TRADE SHOWING
WILL SOON BE
ANNOUNCED.
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SQUARE
is the newest IFOUR
PICTURE
A Declaration
of Faith

FOURSQUARE PICTURES believes that advertising space in trade
publications has just one function — to give to exhibitors the strongest
points of a new picture, so that they can cash on them at the
box-offices. No exhibitor likes to be told that a picture is the greatest
ever. What he is interested in is precisely what kind of a picture it
happens to be. He wants to be informed of the vital selling points that
will help him exploit the picture he has booked, for the two specific purposes of pleasing his patrons, and making as much money as is possible.

Vital Points for the Exhibitor
on the Picture, MEN
The Main
Theme

Two sisters form the pivotal point around which the story of "Men"
revolves. The younger — who has been adopted when she was a baby— is
being reared in the home of wealthy New Yorkers. She doesn't know
that she has a sister, who is living in humble surroundings.

The Punch
in the Picture

Now then — what would a girl do who sees the man she adores, and who
has compromised her, being unwittingly taken away from her by her own
sister? Would she permit this sister to marry this man, without an effort
to stop the wedding ceremony?
Picture the climax of such a situation!
Charlotte Walker, one of the stars of the legitimate stage, has an effective
role in "Men." The part of the elder sister is interpreted by Anna Lehr.
in which she does exceptional work. Gertrude McCoy is the younger
sister, and Robert Cain has the leading masculine character.

A Cast of
Distinguished
Players
Settings Like
Those in New
York Homes
of Wealth
All the Critics

In "Men" each set is" a faithful reproduction of some room in the home
of exclusive New Yorkers. There is a great hallway, treated exactly as
that of one of the millionaires whose name is nation-wide. The same is
true of the ball-room, the library, the boudoir of the daughter of the
house.
These settings are really a feature.
Incidentally, the following excerpts from critical reviews reflect the
unanimous opinion that "Men" is a good picture :
C

Praise "MEN"

(Motion Picture News)

(Moving Picture World)

"Men" is a clean drama for screen presentation. Itrepresents an offering which
both small-town and big-town exhibitors
can book and cash a good percentage at
the box-office.

"Men" is well constructed and finely
acted, and the production is in keeping
with the demands of the story. All the
drama in the play is the result of honest
love or dishonest passion.

(Exhibitor's Trade Review)

The pleasing personalities
(Wid's) of the players,
the direction and the fine atmosphere
make "Men" hold nicely. It registers
as good entertainment and will please
the great "80 per cent" patronage.

(Dramatic Mirror)
"Men" is a picture of distinct merit,
both in its acting and artistic production.
It has a story of wide appeal splendidly
presented.

"Men" is a first-class feature picture. It
is the sort of film that ought to go well
in all classes of theaters, for it has a
universal appeal. The Bacon-Backer people have set a high mark.

(Morning Telegraph)
The first release of the Bacon-Backer
Film Corporation satisfies with a good
story, superior players and pleasing
backgrounds. "Men" is marked by fine
suspense and quick action.

G FOURSQUARE EXCHANGES:
NOW AT ANY OF THE FOLLOWIN
BOOK
KANSAS
CITY
Boley Bldg.
ATLANTA
73 Walton
St.
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
PEN VER
DALLAS
DETROIT

48-50 Piedmont
St.
*? West Swan St.
207 So. Wabash Ave.
310 Sloan Bldg.
310 Strand Theatre Bldg.
1735 Welton St.
St.
1911% Commerce
304 Jos. Mack Bldg.

LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW
YORK
PITTSBURGH
PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS ".'

CANADA— SUPERFEATURES,
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
ST. JOHN, N. B

Block
215 Phoenix Square
19 Market

514 W. Sth St.
Exchange Bids.
729 Seventh Ave.
Seltzer Bldg.
1325 Vine St.
191 Golden Gate Ave.
2016 Third
Ave.
Empress
Theatre
Bldg.
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Film

Ltd.

204 St. Catherine St., W.
MONTREAL, QUE
59 Victoria St.
TORONTO. ONT... ......
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Franc ie
Ford

"BERLIN
VIA

AMERICA"
WITH

FRANCIS FORD
has made
record.

a

double-headed

1st. It sold more rapidly than
any State Rights feature
launched in a long time.
2d. The Buyers and exhibitors
are all making money because
The Francis Ford Producing
Company has cut to the core
in fixing the selling price and
will continue to do so on all
future releases for the open
market.

Active
State
who

have

Rights Buyers
already

contracted:

for "Berlin via America" will
automatically have the first refusal of other Francis
Ford
Features — six a year to follow!
Some good territory still open.
All the Francis Ford Features
will consist of big and timely
stories ably presented by artists of the highest order, and
with Mr. Ford in the stellar
role.
Nothing left undone to make
these pictures a chain of continuous successes.
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weeping*
tke
country
from coast to coast!

tremendous
money making
success
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tiie greatest
money making'
picture of the

year*

SCREEN

CLASSICS
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Metro Pictures Corporation

VIOLA

UneJictorable

DANA

presents

in A..S. CeVlno's
•>

-Ike ONLY

ROAD

Adapted by George D. Baker and ASXeVino
Directed by Prank Reicher in C Act s *
S£X>

METRO

TALKS

BV

METRO
r^^*

: QAslz the Ezlubitor ivho runs'Meiro J>ic£ures
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tth°e MOTION

By DAVID WARK

PICTURE

GRIFFITH

WHEN 'The Birth of a Nation" started on its astonishingly prosperous
career, critics, exhibitors and the public were kind enough to say that
it would never again be equaled from an artistic or money-drawing
point of view. I am now gratified to announce as a tribute to the constantly
growing powers of the motion picture that "Hearts of the World," in the
is
opinion of the trade and the public,
has surpassed "The Birth of a Nation"
both as a production and as an attraction.
this means of thanking
I TAKE
mv current offering

everybody for so unanimously terming

"a thrilling dramatic and pictorial reproduction
of the great world-conflict"
and
"the sweetest love story ever told"
Propositions for certain state rights of "Hearts of the World" will now
be received and considered.
Please address all communications personally to me.
Faithfully,

DAVID WARK
Century
New

Theatre

York City

GRIFFITH

153!
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"Main 1-2-3"

2 Reels

I

May 27

<tftlOUJ>
o/~j

/

"Fired"
2 Reels

June 10

FILM

corpoMtbh
^$^fs

OM

PR§5^J
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W ken Men

Betray

Another Sensational Success
Written and directed

IVAN

ABRAMSON
\

TKe Skakespeare of tke Screen
A pkotoplay from tKe book of life, full of joys
and sorrows, laugkter and tears, of
kope and deep despair
Enacted kr?

4

GAIL KANE
And
will undoubtedly
tkan an]?

an

I

all-star cast

ackie\>e greater artistic success

pkotoplay

ever written.

It will

prov'e tke greatest box office attraction
of anp

pkotoplay

ev^er screened.

QM^)M^(PAJ^m^LX

K
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J J K

DISTRIBUTED

BY

ISRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION |
CITY
A 729 SEVENTH AVE ,NEW YORK
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American Business — Attention!

The First of Every Month
will be observed as

Thrift Stamp Day
In The U. S. A.
The first Thrift Stamp Day went over big! It proved
a tremendous boost for Uncle Sam's Thrift Stamps
and War Savings Stamps campaign and for American business in general. As a result of the great success of the first Thrift Stamp Day, it has been decided
to make the First Day of every month Thrift Stamp
Day in the U. S. A.!
This means that every branch of
American business has the unusual
opportunity to make the first of every
month a red letter business day
throughout the Nation, and a Victory
day for the U. S. Government by disposing of hundreds of thousands of
dollars' worth of Thrift Stamps and
War Savings Stamps!
So get busy at once in preparation
for these red letter business days —
these monthly Thrift Stamp Days!
Manufacturers, jobbers, wholesalers,
retailers, get together and plan for
special Thrift Stamp Day sales, un-

ms.&
WAR

SAVING J STAMPS
IffUED »V THI

• UNITED STATES
GOVERN HINT

usual values in every line of merchandise and commodity. It's up to
you to help the Government and help
yourselves at the same time.
Profit by your experiences of the
first Thrift Stamp Day to make the
succeeding Thrift Stamp Days still
more of a success! Redouble your
former efforts and you'll double the
results I If any of you should still be
unfamiliar with the working plan for
Thrift Stamp Day, write for this plan
today without fail. Address W. Ward
Smith, National War Savings ComCity.
mittee, 51 Chambers St., New York

NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS COMMITTEE TW&S
51 Chambers Street, New York City

\VAR SAVINGS STAMPS
1SSUEP VT THE

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT
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EXPORTERS!

If any member of the motion picture industry needs .i protective trade organization, it is the film exporter, comprising all
branches of the business, namely, the manufacturer, accessory
makei
n -ales agent, film exporting spei
broker and foreign buyer himself.
Far-sighted exporters have long since endeavored to crystallize the movement for just such an organization,
l
not
only high time for such a body, indeed

It is to-day, the ELEVENTH

HOUR!

The reasons proposed justifying a

FILM EXPORTERS'

PROTECTIVE

ASSOCIATION

are briefly summed up in the following:
(and this is most important at this particular time)

The possibility that the Allied Governments and the United States might class moving pictures and all kinds of cinematographic machines and supplies as non-essential merchandise has assumed, during the past few weeks, the proportions
of a menace threatening the life of the industry. Although no ruling has been passed as yet on the subject, and not even a
hint has come from official quarters implying that the authorities are considering the placing of films and supplies on the
"non-essential list," the consequences of such a stand would be so disastrous and far-reaching that immediate steps should
be taken at once to secure proper representation in Washington. Exporters must consider that should these governments
rule that non-essential shipments be prohibited to the belligerent nations and those countries they control, the only field
left open would be the Spanish and Portuguese-speaking republics, which comprise South America. Central America, the West
Indies, Mexico, Spain and Portugal.
Capable representation in Washington should be retained to lay the case of the exporters before the war-time law-makers
and guide them in the conduct of their law-framing so as to protect the foreign rights seller and buyer, by advancing the
necessary proofs that

MOVING

PICTURES

ARE NOT "NON-ESSENTIAL"

Piracy of films, illegal shipment of duped, stolen and second-hand copies of productions could be prevented and controlled from the headquarters in* New York, by drastic action on the part of the organization, which would blacklist the
offending selling firm by expulsion from the protective body, rendering him powerless to do business with any other of the
members of this world-wide association ; and by blacklisting the offending buyer through expulsion, which would entail
the withdrawing of all purchasing privilege of said violator from any of the selling membership. An organization to do
this, must be complete and 100% strong. This can be done, however, in the United States, as it has already been accomili<hed both by the Italian manufacturers
in Italy and the French producers in France.
Surely, Americans can do quite as much to protect their own interests.
Certainly, no exporter, manufacturer, foreign buyer, or broker, now in the United States can underestimate the importance of attending the meeting that has been called at the

HOTEL ASTOR, 8th Floor
THIS THURSDAY, JUNE 6
AT

12:30 P. M.

for the purpose of taking the immediate initiatory steps toward the formation of this Film Exporters' Association.
There are no politics behind this movement, no personal axes to grind; in fact, those who have proposed this meeting
have no desire to even have their identities mentioned, so as to guarantee the mutuality, commonness of cause, and unity
of purpose of the undertaking.

It is for ALL engaged in film exporting.

Every Branch of Film Exporter Is Invited
If you fully realize the seriousness of the situation, and want to do your bit to keep in business, be there and help
give birth to the

FILM EXPORTERS'

PROTECTIVE

ASSOCIATION

THE
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GIVE THE PUBUC WHAT IT WANT^!
We herewith repro=
duce a representa=
tive set of posters for
one of our series of
CHAPLINS="The
Hula Hula Dance"
adapted from "His
Prehistoric Past."

W. H. PRODUCTIONS

CO.

W» H . PRODUCTIONS
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H- PRODUCTIONS
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Here is a Cloud witka
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Facts and Comments
ATTENTION was called by J. D. Williams in an
article published in these columns last week to the
injustice of releasing old pictures (reissues i under
new titles. The practice deserves all the opprobrium
heaped upon it by Mr. Williams and it is our inclination
to emphasize all that he said. At the very least it is misrepres nta ioan ; form of unfair trading upon the popularity of a name made popular by a competitor and one
not followed by those who have a regard for the best
form of business ethics.
Not only that, for it serves to
j cheapen and to discredit, unnecessarily, the fame of the
name upon which this unfair trading is carried on, so that
in the end not only is the value of that name discredited

15-U

We used the word "unnecessarily" in thi
nig
paragraph because we believe that it is un
change the name of an old picture in cider to rei ue it
li a picture made some time in the past is good enough
to reissue there is no occasion to change it^ name th<
picture is its own recommendation- and a change ol
name is misleading and an insult to the intelligence ol
those who paj to see it. Briefly, the releasing agent who
changes old titles to new is going out of his ua\ to discredit his own business. An old picture that is good maj
franklj put out as a reissue and will be welcomed as
such as an old friend by all who have seen it before; it
will be as well received by those who have never seen it
because it is good and because they have heard of it in
terms of praise. But if it is reissued under a new title
with new sub-titles it is a deception, and its appearand
will be resented bj those who discover the fraud.
*
li the releasing agent insists in thus unnecessarily revising an old picture there is still less reason why the exhibitor should continue the fraud upon his audience. If
the picture is good enough to go on his program there is
no reason win it should masquerade under a false name.
The exhibitor who lends himself to frauds of this sort
discredits his house in the eyes of his patrons. Not that
alone, but he aid- in depreciating the value of the name of
the player upon whom the fraud is practiced as well. No
exhibitor who seeks to deal fairly with his patrons will
be a party to such fraudulent practices.
*
There is another angle to this business of retitling reissues that may be oi interest to those who follow it. The
copyright law regards the title of a play or picture as an
integral part of the work for the purpose of identification.
It does not permit the owner of a picture to copyright it
under one title and issue it under another which differs
materially. By doing so the protection of the copyright
is practically lost and anyone may dupe and market the
film who so chooses. But if the original form of the picture in its titles is retained in the reissue the original
copyright protection remains in force. It would be well
for those making a practice of handling reissues to bear
this fact in mind.
^ + *

Red Cross drive conducted for the motion picTHE
ture industry by "Colonel" William Fox was a
whirlwind of intensity and an unequaled mine of
productiveness, according to the latest reports. At the
time of this writing all the nickels and dimes had not been
counted, but it showed sufficient returns to entitle the industry to first place in the team competition. The amount
collected by the forces under Mr. Fox's direction was
something more than a million dollars, raised to that imposing figure by dint of thorough organization and hard
work. Hundreds of motion picture men and women and
probablv every motion picture theater in greater Xew
a rare'deter
withinstitution
drive,forworking
in the
York wereto active
, the
that noble
utmost
do their
mination
Red Cross. Mr. Fox declared at the outset that he wain the drive to prove the efficiency of the motion picture
and theatrical interests in the task of collecting money.
He has proved all of his *contention
* * s.

effort of the Moving Picture World to
THE
parage the lack of dignity and intelligence, ofttimes of even the common garden variety, adopted
bv certain writers to the trade on subjects pertaining to
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pictures seems to have struck a responsive chord in the
soul of at least one of our readers. P. V. R. Key of
Foursquare Pictures, himself a critic of no mean ability,
is stirred to commend our effort fur betterment in t hefollowing letter :
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: The World has the faculty of putting its
linger almost unerringly upon the necessary spots in the
motion picture industry; occasionally with a skill so
marked as to gratify those of us who realize the value
of a constructive editorial and news policy that does not
fear to speak the truth when so doing is for the good
of the industry as a whole.
In The World of June 8 appears an article by Edward
Weitzel, wherein the writer touches illuminatively upon
the: wisdom of appealing — through the printed word, in
advertisements and otherwise in trade publications — to
the intelligence of the exhibitor.
No more appropriate, or admirable, argument could
be advanced than in Mr. Weitzel's summing up, in which
he states : "* * * They are continually treated with the
familiarity common to a bunch of roughnecks on a spree
or inflicted with a brand of painfully labored humor, long
since discarded by the regular stage. To judge from this
kind of getting down to the reader's level the mental
development of the exhibitor does not include the rudiments of a common school education nor the slightest
trace of natural refinement.
"The fallacy of such a conclusion is readily understood
by the men who control the screen theaters, and who
have learned to solve their individual problems with the
aid given them by competent and reliable trade publications that set down no more than they know."
Without wishing to criticise any publication, it is an
indisputable fact that water will ascend to a level no
higher than its source. On this theory it would seem
the intelligent side of the exhibitor's
cultivate rather
wise to equipment
mental
than to assume that he is devoid
of that quality.
Because some part of the mass of exhibitors happens
to run along ordinary channels is no reason for concluding that thousands incline in that direction — which we
know is not the case.
An industry which is attracting men of ability and integrity deserves, it would seem, dignified methods as well
asdignified language — whether the. latter be either written
or spoken. For the sooner the industry is regarded as an
industrial enterprise demanding consideration such as
prevails in older and admittedly sound business projects,
the nearer, will be the day which lifts it to the plane it
deserves.
Yours truly,
P. V. R. KEY, Foursquare Pictures. Inc.

Whatever may be the estimate some picture trade
paper editors place upon the intelligence of their readers
the fact remains that the standard is higher than that of
most commercial callings. The term "showman" is not
synonymous with "boor" and none is so illiterate that he
cannot comprehend English in its simple and best form.
gutter or the barWhy then should the language of thepicture
publications,
room be served to readers of motion
or shall we assume that such is the only language in
which the writer can express himself? If there is to be
an uplift in the picture business should not the trade
journals lead the way?

Know Your Power
By Epes W. Sargent
,
RECENTLY a state election was held in Oregon
that
out
points
nd,
Portla
r,
of
Ruffne
and Ralph
every candidate wdio used screen advertising to
further his nomination won out at the primaries, and
adds: "ll only the motion picture organizations
realized their strength!" They should, but they do
not. ll is line that the entire country realized what
a powerful factor for good the picture screens have
been in Liberty Loan and other patriotic drives, but
exhibitors do not seem to realize that the screen will
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work just as hard for the houses themselves and for
the organizations of exhibitors.
And this in spite of the fact that the anti-censorship
slides prepared by the Moving Picture World have
killed proposed censorships in many localities. Could
the body of motion picture exhibitors working as a unit
direct this screen publicity against freak legislation,
Sunday closing, censorship and kindred evils, the
education of the community would soon compel the
abolition of the absurd laws, but there must be intelligent planning and concerted action. It is an unusual
condition that the motion picture theaters do so much
good for others and try to do themselves no good
whatever.
The success of the various drives, the speeches of
the Four-Minute Men and the showing of propaganda
films has done as much good in the country as the
efforts of the newspapers, and yet it is only in isolated
instances that it seems to have occurred to the
exhibitor to use his screen power for his own defense
and protection. The screen today is almost as powerful as the press — or would be were concerted use made
of it. Why not take advantage of this power? It
will be found worth while ?

The Funniest Thing on Earth
By Louis Reeves Harrison
BORN in the working class, all the early part of
his life spent in subterranean environment, the
grim foundation stones of society encompassing
him on every side, one of the keenest observers of our
time has this to say of the people he met before he
climbed out of the darkness of poverty : "Among the
strong and alert-brained, withal horny-handed members of the working class, I found keen-flashing intellects, warm faith in the human, glowing idealism,
sweetness of unselfishness, and all the splendid
stinging things of the spirit.
"Here life was clean, noble and alive."
From our martyred President Lincoln, quite as well
as from Jack London ; from many others qualified to
speak of men and women who do not live on the parlor
floor, we have heard that among those who live by
hard labor are to be found nobleness of purpose and
heroism of effort, sweet charities and beautiful ideals.
That many of those who pay 5 or 10 cents to visit the
picture shows are in a state of long-suffering poverty
does not mean that their eyes are not drawn to the
light, more sternly fixed on the Holy Grail of Common
Enlightenment than is commonly understood and
appreciated.
Faith in high ideals is strongest among

common

Maeterlinck knows this, as he has announced in
people. Measure of the Hours." The great poet,
"The
dramatist and philosopher advocates telling the "highest possible truth" through the drama, and so all playwrights, from Shakespeare down to the most material
of our modern ineffectuals, gradually emerge from
self-interest to where they begin to see conscience and
spirit working, seething and fuming in lower orders
common people are not fundaof humanity, that
mentally brutal and stupid, that the worst thing about
poverty is the limitation of opportunity, that there is
spirit and soul among the people, confused aspiration
at times, vet always an aiming at freedom and greater
We on the parlor floor are just beginning
knowledge.
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to learn that our aims are beyond the struggle for a
living.
The European War is begetting an American Social
Revolution.
The dramatist of vision notes this change and may
guide his course according to the brightest lights of
our times in order to be in the swim oi audience receptivity, but lie will run up against some noisy vacuumpans in the motion picture business, those whose small
souls are so warped by unexpected good fortune, often
carelessly scattered, that they give out a lot of sound
with a very limited amount of sense. It is Vacuum
Tan who advises the exhibitor to boost the highsalaried performer, thus increasing the cost of the
product, and pay no attention to quality, the very
essence of successful showmanship.
Rothapel blazed the way to success by boosting his
own theater.-.
Vaccum Pan is simply echoing the old Barnum idea,
DOW only a calliope memory of the days of Tom
Sawyer. "Fooling the people" is a piece of holdover
vanity which even circus managers have discarded.
The inanities of the cabaret show lure only the suddenly rich. The blatant fathead who announces that
any great message sent broadcast through moving
pictures is "over the people's heads" may not be a
moral pervert or a mental slacker, but he links noisy
wealth with intelligence and the quiet of modest labor
with dense ignorance.
He is the funniest thing on earth.
The great common sense of American people, quite
as well as the nobleness of heart now being manifested,
is based on an intelligence which has been fostered
through compulsory and ever-widening education. The
tremendous movement now in progresst bringing all
classes of young men into line, shoulder to shoulder,
means better recognition of the fact that good work
honorably done, no matter how humble, goes beyond
maintenance of self and family, is nobly fraternal in
character and of national benefit. Just as the common
soul is behind the whole idea of liberty, so those common people, so faultily judged, are to be given the
right to live, to love, to enjoy the God-given fruits
of the earth.

Commercial Kaiserism
By Edward Weitzel.
PRESIDENT WILSON led the Red Cross parade
down Fifth avenue the other day. As he passed
the windows of the Moving Picture World all
were struck by the glow of health in his face and the air
of confidence that animated his step. Behind him came
the long ranks of marching women, their garb proclaiming the seriousness of their mission, but the President's
ready smile and evident faith in the triumph of the Allies
was reflected in the bearing of everyone in line.
A small Red Cross flag carried by the President
streamed out bravely— even jauntily. And the cheering
masses of men and women packed along the line of march
showed the same splendid courage, the same buoyant
faith.
Here is the spirit that wins battles :
The leader of a great nation at war marches in the
ranks with the forces of mercy and self-sacrifice and
avows by his demeanor that the soul of a free people is
not to be daunted, no matter how great the task before it.
Our men go into battle with a smile on their faces, a jest
on their lips — and a prayer in their hearts. The President of the United States follows the example of our
soldiers, as he busies himself with the duty of the hour,
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whether it he to address the nation b) Speech or pin or lo
inspire us \>\ tramping on fool in honor of the glorious
Red ( toss.
rhe reason for his smiling assuranci ily under
-loo. I.

It is to he found in his own

words.

* * *
President Wilson opened the Red Cross
York at the Metropolitan Opera House.
introduced bj Cleveland II. Dodge as "the
all
the great spirtual forces of the world"
lowing:
still with him.

Among

drive in New
When he was
spokesman of
his smile was

the things he said was

the fol-

Have you Formed a picture in your imagination of
what this war is doing for us and for the world r
In my own mind I am convinced that not a hundred
ars <>t peace could have knitted this nation together
a-, this single year of war has knitted it together;
and better than that, if possible, it is knitting the
world

together.

Look at the picture I In the center of the scene
four nations engaged against the world, and at every
point of vantage, showing that they are seeking selfaggrandizement ; and against them twenty-three
representing the great part of the population of the
world drawn together into a new sense of community
of interest, a new sense of community of purpose, a
new sense of unity of life.

* *

*

Here is the explanation of President Wilson's steady
outlook on the future. "A new sense of community of
interest, a new sense of unity of life." That is why he
is unafraid, why he can still find it in his heart to smile.
The lesson taught mankind by this terrible war will be
worth all it costs in human suffering and worldly wealth.
Hereafter, no nation will dare attempt the subjugation of
another nation ; the conscience of an awakened world will
not permit it.
World Domination and Kaiserism will have been given
their beathblow.
* * *
And Commercial Kaiserism will come under the same
influence.
Trusts of every description will be affected by this
same newly awakened conscience. The financier, the professional man, the skilled and the unskilled laborer have
already found a new community of interest and a newrespect for one another.
Public opinion will demand that commercial success be
built on a foundation of absolute merit ; not protected by
combines and trusts. Every phase of the industrial world
will come under the influence of this new unity of life :
Even moving picture trade journals.
No proprietor of a trade paper will then be brash
enough to pen an editorial suggesting that all makers of
films confine their advertising to one publication — and
pointing to himself, claim coyly, "Tag, I'm it!"

Our South American Neighbors
By Robert C. McElravy.

New York Evening Sun of May 20 carried a
THE
lengthy news dispatch, dated from Rio de Janeiro,
which will bring joy to all good Americans and
more especially to those associated with the moving picture industry.
The dispatch is so significant that we wish we could
quote it in full, but lack of space forbids. Suffice it to
say that the hard and consistent labor of American film
producers in the South American field has brought splendid results. Where our South American neighbors were
once in almost complete ignorance of conditions in the
United States, there is now an understanding that is
bound to prove most beneficial to all concerned.
And, to
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quote from the dispatch, "The change was brought about
by an entirely unexpected agent — the American motion
picture film."
It goes on to elaborate. Where Pan-American conventions, at which representatives of more than twenty western continent republics banqueted and made speeches,
failed to unite business relations, the "man who is putting
it over is the impresario of the celluloid stage.'' In other
words, American films have brought before the people of
Brazil actual scenes from American life and character
and done what diplomacy alone did not do. It has stimulated such an interest in our affairs that the newspapers
of Brazil are beginning to carry columns of news about
what is going on here. This rarely happened in the old
days.
American films are said to be immensely popular in
Brazil, which before the war consumed almost entirely
the European supply. Our films were not at first seriously considered, but they have made good in every sense
of the word. The Brazilian likes the swift action of the
American product, and it is said that "William S. Hart,
Dustin Farnum, George Walsh, Charlie Chaplin and all
the other stars in the American constellation are twinkling to popular approval down under the Southern Cross."
This closer union of the two xA.mericas is one of the
gratifying things that are coming out of the great war
cloud whose silver lining has been so long hidden. It is
to be hoped that the western hemisphere will never be
subjected to the hatreds and misunderstandings that have
wrought such destruction in the eastern. Men of vision
in all the countries concerned should work toward harmony both now and in the future. The diversity of
products should make trade relations most pleasant and
mutually profitable, and the twin Americas should guard
•with jealous friendship their own and each other's rights.
As the dispatch alluded to above asserts, the Brazilian
"formerly had to combat the notion that the American's
soul was stamped with his dollar sign, and that his instincts were imperialistic." It is easy to see how such an
idea might have become fixed in the minds of other
peoples, but we think the dollar-chasing instinct of our
business men was after all an acquired instinct and one
that he was not entirely proud of. Certainly, now that
duty calls, he is abandoning dollar-chasing with amazing
speed. Men of wealth are giving up their time and
many of them are throwing fortunes into the scales in
the effort to bring victory to the cause of justice. This
tremendous war is proving how genuine at bottom our
democracy is. Dollar-chasing is a sporting proposition
in times when few calls were made upon the better side
of men's natures ; it seemed no doubt to many that the
building up of a great fortune was one of the few big
things worth doing. But when Belgium lay bleeding and
France was stricken, and the small peoples of the world
were set upon by the despot, then the American business
man began showing his true colors. He is proving
himself a friend worth having!
It is pleasing to know that mining pictures arc aiding
in the establishment of better understandings between the
two Americas. And if our films are appreciated in
Brazil and the other Southern American countries the
peoples there should understand that the medium of the
screen is at the same time giving us a better comprehension of life below the equator. We have seen and
appreciated the wonders of the great South American
cities, with their splendid architecture and magnificent
surroundings. We know a great deal more of the mineral
and agricultural wealth of these lands.
May the growing respect of the two continents, which
moving pictures have done so much to strengthen, never
grow less !
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No Amalgamation, Says Rembusch
Secretary

of the American
That
Mr.
Ochs

Exhibitors' Association
Cannot
Be
Trusted.

Declares

FRANK

REMBUSCH,
secretary of the American Exhibitors' Association, in replying to a letter from Secretary Elliott of the N. A. M. P. I. regarding a proposi-

tion to effect an amalgamation of the two exhibitors' associations, makes it plain that so long as Mr. Ochs and the
men who favor his methods shall continue at the head of
the National League and are in control of that organization
amalgamation is impossible. Mr. Rembusch gives in detail
the reasons whj- the American Exhibitors' Association was
formed, and says that this action was compelled as a matter
of principle.
His letter to Secretary Elliott follows :
May lo, 1918.
City.
National Association of Motion Picture Industry, Times Bldg., New York
Mr. Elliott, SecretaryRe-Xational Convention and Amalgamation.
Dear Mr. Elliott :
Your letter of April 27th received. Same was referred to the Directors
of the as
American
answer
follows: Exhibitors' Association, who have instructed me to,
The A. E. A. is anxious to co-operate with any and all activities for
winning the war and for the best good of the industry. This has been
better evidenced by our work within the last year than any words on the
subject.
There was some talk of holding both conventions of the two national
exhiibtors' organizations at Boston, but the A. E. A. has never received
a communication or proposition- of any character unless your letter is
such, and this was very indefinite and unofficial, therefore we have arranged to hold our convention at Chicago in August, as we first planned.
We agree with you on Doth of your statements that expositions are
expensive on one hand, but at the same time provide the financial
wherewith to carry on the work of organizations, so we feel sure that
you also concede us the right to hold meetings that help carry on our
work, and if we han joined in the Boston affair would expect to realize a
just proportion of the profits. HOWEVER, THERE ARE SOME THIXGS
THAT WE WOULD BE ASSURED OF BEFORE WE COULD TAKE OUR
COXVEXTION
TO BOSTOX.
The idea of organization of exhibitors is to protect ourselves, not only
from evils without, BUT FROM EVILS WITHIN THE INDUSTRY. The
men who left the league and formed the American at Chicago last summer were compelled to do so on principle. We were opposed to Mr. Ochs
because he used the National Organization to further his personal affairs.
Instead of building up the League he used it to start a trade journal.
(No doubt to force producers to take his space.)
To continue this office last July, Mr. Ochs used the lowest kind of
methods. Let us refer to a few : He discarded all the precedents and
traditions of the -League. He allowed no one to enter the Convention hall
at the Coliseum without a badge and it has always been the rule to
welcome all exhibitors to our national convention, whether they were
membacs or not. He required all delegates to receive their credentials
at the Hotel Morrison and provided badges for his pledged delegates and
those that were doubtful, and refused badges to many who were opposed
to him, but collected the per capita tax from all, which is not taxation
with representation, an American principle worthy of defense at all
times. He stationed police at the Coliseum door to enforce his methods.
He refused the floor to many of our best workers. He took the appointmet
of committees
of the
the convention
delegates' hands.
electrified
his
hearers
after we hadoutleft
tprovingHethefinally
justification
of our
action) by his famous speech of acceptance and threat, "I'll get them
babies.'' etc., etc. These are all facts well known and. WE WOULD BE
TAKING QUITE A CHANCE IP WE PLACED OURSELVES AGAIN IN
A POSITION
OF TRUST WITH MR. OCHS.
Xow with reference to amalgamation, let me say this: The committee
who were interested in this have done nothing for obvious reasons. We
cannot amalgamate as long as the organization is in the hands of Mr.
Ochs. Our organization is only a few months old, but is growing very
rapidly. We have in our membership those who first work to protect
our industry. We are without any entangling alliances, and desire to
remain so. We have been to a great expense in organizing. Our work
against the evils from without the industry on the censorship question
and on constructive measures such as Sunday opening speak for themselves. WE HAVE NOTHING TO GAIN BY JOINING MR. OCHS AND
TAKE A CHANCE OF LOSING- MUCH.
We are opposed to those who use office for their own purposes, and
while on the subject, let me say. our general manager. Mr. Pettyjohn,
has again presented the A. E. A. his resignation, insisting that it be
accepted because he has taken a position in another institution of the
industry. In accepting same we do insist that he remain with us as a
general counsel, because of his splendid work. So we at least try to be
true to our principles.
We believe that it is better that there be two national exhibitors' organizations. Exhibitors comprise by far the largest portion of the industry, and it is not possible, not practical, and experience has shown
activities.
that
it is not good policy to have one man in control of exhibitors'
In deference to your date at Boston in July, and showing our good
will, we have postponed our meeting until the week of August 20th, one
month later.
There is no dissension anions exhibitors. Many members of the League
and the Association are working in perfect harmony on matters more
closely associated than the national organizations have ever presented to
exhibitors. Many in both organizations welcome the time when all exhibitors'
the melting
pot.organisations will be free from side issues. It must go through
Under
the
Exhibitors'
will
continue theircircumstances,
efforts towardsthetheAmerican
highest possible
goodAssociation
for exhibitors
and the entire Industry, and will also give our efforts to keep it worthy
of the respect of all.
We invite the entire industry to participate in our gathering and can
assure all that come a hearty welcome, Yours
a most interesting, profitable and •
enjoyable week, and hope to see everybody in truly,
Chicago August 20th.
AMERICAN" Frank
EXHIBITORS'
Rembusch. ASSOCIATION,
National Secretary.
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Amusements Proved to be War Essential b b b a
Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team is
Actually First, but Gets Credited Third
in Great Red Cross Drive

on the second day the headquarters were opened called Mr.
EUiotl into conference with a notice that he had been appointed to organize the industrial campaign with a view to
securing subscriptions from the employes oi the theatrical
profession, motion picture industry, vaudeville artists, the
music publishers, employes of the motion picture theaters,
and costumers
wigmakers
film exchanges,
WILLIAM FOX took command of the Allied Theatrical
motion
picture circuits
in Greater
New York.and the various'
and Motion Picture Team No. 7 in the Division of
The
task
of
securing
pledges
of
employes of theatrical,
Greater New York for the expressed purpose of
motion picture and allied interests was admitted by everyproving to the authorities at Washington that the industries
one to be a big one. Mr. Fox was frank in his expressions
represented in his section were essential in these times of
in regard to the selection of the committee with Mr. Elliott
war. Although the actual figures have not been given out
at the head to organize the employes in a quick and
down to the decimal, here is the final showing:
effective manner so that the industrial committee could
Mrs. Georger Baker, Jr., headed the team list for Greater
roll up a big total for the Red Cl
ond War Fund.
York. The Rockefeller team was second, as a matter
Within a period of four days Chairman Elliott had the
of record, and Team No. 7 was third. These three teams
various committees and divisions organized and the results
were all over a million and under a million and a half. To
are shown by the fact that $80,023.69 was raised by this comher own team Mrs. Baker contributed her personal check
mittee, coming only from employes of the professions, trade,
for a round million. There was a Rockefeller check for
and industries listed by the industrial committee.
$800,000
in the second team's total— and $5,000 was the largest
The motion picture employes lead the list with a total of
single subscription
to the William Fox total of $1,030,000.
$63,938.69. The next largest amount of pledges was received
It is said that Air. Fox insisted, personally, that the Rockefrom the National Vaudeville Artists, which was closely
feller name be retained in the more prominent place for the
followed by the film exchanges of Greater New York. Next
general good that would result during subsequent war drives.
in line came the pledges of the music publishers and the
Gallantry must have been considered in giving Mrs. Baker
manufacturers of musical instruments and the employes of
first position — but as a matter of fact Team No. 7 was far
the Marcus Loew's theaters followed by the wigmakers and
and away FIRST among the teams that combed Greater New
costumers, and the employes of the theaters controlled by
York from sidewalk to the dome of its loftiest skyscraper.
Sam
S. & Lee Shubert, Inc. The employes of the MetropoliTherefore, when William Fox, at the grand wind-up, reported
tan Opera House made a splendid showing, as did the
third, "he
said ofsomething."
form itraised
was anforaffectedly
employes of the William Fox Circuit of vaudeville and
modest
report
more than In
a million
the Red
motion picture theaters and Cinema Camera Club.
Cross fund through the united efforts of the allied theatrical
The industrial committee of the Theatrical and Motion
and motion picture people, but the hustling chairman could
Picture Team established a wonderful record in comparison
not repress the pride he felt in this achievement, which
to the results obtained by the committees of other trades
places the once-scorned "show people" in line with the
and industries, including the electrical, steel, automobile,
leading financial interests of the nation.
silk, linen, cloak and suit, and practically every important
Not only William Fox, but the whole theatrical profession,
trade of business in the city. The total amount secured by
especially the motion picture people, have a right to throw
the industrial committee of the Allied Theatrical and Motion
out their chests and wear that pleased and satisfied smile
Picture Team was treble the highest amount reported by
that won't come off. For they have proved that as moneyany other industrial committee, notwithstanding the fact
getters and money-givers they have no superiors when they
that in other trades and industries the number of employes
have a cause that appeals to their humane sympathies like
are many times greater than the number in the theatrical,
the Red Cross. This is the first time that they have all been
motion picture and allied trades.
united in one grand drive, and they proved the efficiency of
The report of the industrial committee reflects credit upon
"team work" in a manner that should be a lesson and an
the employes who so promptly and generously contributed
inspiration to all in the future. "United we drive — divided
to this worthy cause and each and every one should be proud
we are driven" might well be a showman's motto.
Almost impromptu in its inception the lucky Team No. 7 of the fact that the committee with which they filed their
was especially fortunate in having as its captain a man of
pledges or contributions raised one-tenth of the total amount
vast and varied affairs, constructive mentality, executive
reported by the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team
to the American Red Cross.
ability and enthusiasm unlimited. Nobody who knows the
record of William Fox in the theatrical and motion picture
The employes of the following film exchanges, under the
business had any doubt of the outcome of this particular
leadership of Emanuel Goldstein of the Universal, consector of the drive when he was appointed chairman.
tributed 100 per cent, to the Red Cross Drive:
But how many obstacles he had to overcome, how many
Fox Film, General Home Office, Universal Film, Famous
conflicting interests to reconcile for the time being at least,
Players, Pathe, General Film, Mutual Film, World Film,
and how many novel expedients he had to invent on the spur
George Kleine System, Metro, Select, Vitagraph, Goldwyn,
of the moment nobody but Mr. Fox knows — and he will not
Pioneer, Ivan & Merit, Foursquare, Liberty, W. H. Profight the battle over. Suffice that it was won — by a totally
ductions, First National, Modern Feature Photoplays. Hoy
surprising and unexpected surplus, not only over the miniAgency and Exclusive Features.
Reporting
mum, but over the most optimistic hopes.
Chairman Elliott acknowledges the response which was
of
The lesson to "show people" in general is that showmangiven to his request for cooperation in the organization
the various divisions and appreciates the response given by
ship, backed by "team work," will always win ; and the
great
the
for
aid
for
problem is how to apply this force steadily and systematithe thousands of employes to the appeal
cally to the best interest of trade and business. All who
Red Cross Organization.
appeal to the patronage of the amusement-loving public,
Associated with Chairman Elliott were the following:
whether for dimes or for dollars, are practically in the same
S. Cohen, vice chairman, President Motion Picture
Sydney
boat, and must pull together in order to attain permanent
League of New York State; Henry Chesterfield,
Exhibitors'
prosperity and success.
director of division, National Vaudeville Artists; George H.
Atkinson, director of division, Klaw & Erlanger; J. W.
Industrial Committee Heads All Team Scores Jacobs, director of division, Sam S. & Lee Shubert, Inc.;
Marcus I.oev. Nicholas M. Schenck, director of division.
Chairman
Elliott Reports Nearly $64,000, and the Returns
division, William Fox
of
director
Levin,
S.
Charles
theatersAre Far from Completed.
Circuit • E. F. Albee and A. Paul Keith, director of division,
THE biggest surprise in the drive for Red Cross funds
F Keith's Circuit; J. Witmark, director of division,
B
conducted under the auspices of the Allied Theatrical
musical publishers and musical instrument manufacturers;of
and Motion Picture Team was the big sum turned in by
Edward Ziegler, administration secretary, director
the industrial committee, of which Frederick H. Elliott,
Metropolitan Opera House; A. C. Plucker. din
division,
executive secretary of the National Association of the
wigmakers and costumers: Emanuel Goldstein,
division,
of
Motion Picture Industry, was chairman.
director of division, film exchanges.
The industrial committee was the last one to receive
The following individuals, companies and corporations
consideration bv William Fox and Winfield R. Sheehan, who
contributed to the success of the industrial camp;.
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Fox Film Corporation, Famous Players, Universal, Greater Vitagraph,
Inter-Ocean Film and Paul Cromclin interests, Goldwyn, First National
Exhibitors' Circuit, Metro, Precision Machine Company, International
Film Service Company, Inc., and Campbell Studios, reporting through
Hearst papers ; Eclipse Film Laboratories, Inc. ; Pathe Exchange, Epoch
Producing Company, United Theater Equipment Corporation, Moving
Picture World, General Enterprises, Inc., Motion Picture News,
Wyanoak Publishing Company, Lincoln & Parker Film Company,
Exhibitors' Trade Review, H. C. Miner Lithograph, Art Laboratory, Piedmont Pictures, Cinema Camera Club, Western Printing Company, Crystal Film, Alpha Lithographing, Exhibitors' Herald, Novelty
Slide, Hodkinson Corporation, Dramatic Mirror, Kalem Company, J.
Frank Brockliss, Harry Rapt, Robert Warwick Film Company, Nicholas
Power Company, National Binding Machinery Company, Evans Film
Company, Max Glucksman, Palisade Film Laboratory, Fox Circuit Motion
Picture Theaters, World Film, National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, office staff ; M. Witmark & Sons, Leo Feist Publishing Company, Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, Robert
Teller's Sons & Dorner, J. W. Stern & Co., McCarty Fisher Music Company, Broadway Music Corporation, Emerson Phonograph Company, Pathe
Freres Phonograph Company, Ernie Ball.
Universal Registers Hundred Per Cent.

As an aftermath of the Red Cross drive a checkup shows
that every employe of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, at the main office, 1600 Broadway, at the Fort Lee
Studio and at Universal City contributed to the fund. The
contributions considered as making the hundred per cent,
subscriptions consisted of pledges which will be deducted
from salaries beginning with June 1. Besides these pledges
nearly every employe contributed continually to the street
collectors. Returns have not been received as yet from the
branches.
Big Score for Eighty-first Street Theater.
The Eighty-first street theater, New York, collected $17,905
for the Second Red Cross War Fund. This is said to be one
of the largest amounts collected in a vaudeville or picture
house. All hands worked very hard and were glad to give
up a great deal of time to the drive.
Brandt Gives Fox Full Credit.
As general in charge of Brooklyn during the recent Red
Cross drive, under the appointment of William Fox, may I
not through your columns express my admiration for the
leadership of that gentleman and to add my opinion that the
credit for the success of the drive is entirely due to him.
Mr. Fox was the inspiration of every man on the team. By
his example of "twenty-four hours a day" working, his
aggressiveness, determination and ability, he was a veritable
human dynamo, radiating energy into every person with
whom he came in contact.
What Mr. Fox has accomplished in elevating the motion
picture industry in the minds of many who previously were
more or less unacquainted with the men in it, time alone
will show. For this, entirely apart from the wonderful good
he has done for our boys overseas, he is entitled to the
hearty, unanimous thanks of the industry.
WILLIAM BRANDT.
Good Work for Bronx Record.
The Bronx section of the Allied Theatrical and Motion
Picture Team, with John J. Wittman, president of the Cinema
Exhibitors of Bronx County, as general, did wonderful work
in the Red Cross drive, and the thousands of dollars collected by the theaters of Bronx County attest to the hard
and consistent work of General Wittman and his colonels
and captains, and again shows what wonderful and essential
work can be accomplished for the Government through the
medium of the motion picture theaters.
The work of General Wittman and his staff show how
results can be accomplished by organization and sincerity
HENRY COLE.
of purpose.
Elsie Ferguson's

Patriotism.

Elsie Ferguson, the Artcraft star, on May 25 posed as a
Red Cross nurse on the Public Library steps, Fifth avenue
and Forty-second street, for James Montgomery Flagg, the
famous artist. Mr. Flagg sketched a likeness of the famous
actress as the crowd watched, and when the portrait was
finished Miss Ferguson auctioned it off. A final bid of $3,000
took the sketch, whereupon the money was turned over to
.
the Red Cross.
At the Metropolitan on Monday evening, May 17, Miss
Ferguson sold programs for the Red Cross performance,
and the following evening she did the same at the Century
theater. Every invitation for patriotic work received by
the Artcraft star is promptly acepted, and her activities in
behalf of the Liberty Loan, Thrift Stamp and Red Cross
drives have brought substantial results.
General

Film

Produces

Liberally.

General Film's part in the American Red Cross Second
War Fund drive resulted in contributions totaling $1,500 from
the New York headquarters office and New York exchange.
Allied TheIts donations were placed to the credit of the
atrical and Motion Picture Team through the F. I. L. M.
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Club, Branch Manager J. A. Hammell, in charge of General's
collections, reporting to that branch of the team.
Camera

Clubmen

Guarantee

$2,466.

The Cinema
Camera
Club, co-operating with the Allied
Theatrical and Motion
Picture Team, reports a total subscription of$2,466 to the Second American Red Cross Fund.
Twenty-three Film Clubbers Register.
E. H. Goldstein, chairman of the F. I. L. M. Club Collection Committee for the Red Cross, reports that every
exchange employe has contributed his mite toward this work
and that he can report 100 per cent.
Goldwyn Kicks in 100 Per Cent.
With total contributions running high into thousands of
dollars, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is in the van of
motion picture companies 100 per cent, subscribed to the
Second War Fund of the American Red Cross. Everyone
in the organization, from Samuel Goldfish, the president, to
Tommy Brennan, the kewpie office boy who sits at the outer
gate of the home office, has pledged himself or herself to
contribute a stated sum each month to this greatest of war
charities.
Mr. Goldfish's large personal subscription, for which a
check already has been sent to William Fox, chairman of
the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team, heads the
list, and Tommy's fifty cents a month brings up a rear by
no means to be despised. The average pledge is $2 a month,
or approximately $25 for the year in which the total payment
must be made.

Cohen Advances Fox as "Favorite Son"

President

New York State League Presents Charity Drive
Leader as Candidate at Boston Convention.
To the Editor of the Moving Picture World :
The wonderful results obtained by the Allied Theatrical
and Motion Picture Team, directed by William Fox in the
American Red Cross Drive Second WTar Fund is the reason
for my writing to you.
In a period of about ten days Mr. Fox gathered about himself a staff of a few men and women whom he quickly
enthused and a most remarkable organization was developed
through his dynamic power and ability. My own personal
services were infinitesimal and virtually nil.
A great amount of good work was done by Samuel Herman, secretary of the Exhibitors' League of the State of
New York; John Manheimer, who was the general of the
Manhattan Division; William Brandt, general of the Brooklyn Division; John J. Wittman, general of the Bronx
Division; Samuel Sheer, general of the Queens County
Division, and Charles Moses and Samuel Peyser, colonels of
the Richmond County Division.
These generals in turn had the help and assistance of a
great number of exhibitors, who were made colonels of
zones in different parts of the greater city, these men enlisting the services of exhibitors operating theaters in their
particular zones, who were made captains.
My particular reason for writing this letter is to emphasize as strongly as I can that the tremendous organizing
ability of William Fox, in conjunction with his efficient and
aggressive way of doing things, ought to be made known
to the entire motion picture industry of the United States.
I am firmly of the opinion that if the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry were to have William
Fox as its president the same results he obtained in Greater
New York would be duplicated throughout the entire
country, and the motion picture industry would be given the
full credit for what it is doing.
Having the welfare of our industry at heart I hereby
present for the consideration of the members of the Nationalof
Association of the Motion Picture Industry the name
William Fox as the man whom we need in these very tryin? moments to co-ordinate, organize and harmonize all
branches of the industry and to extend the good work that
has thus far been done by William A. Brady, the president
of the National Association at this time.
SYDNEY S. COHEN.
President New York State Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League.

MYRON SELZNICK IS PROMOTED.
Myron Selznick is now general manager of the
Talmadce Film Corporation. The young man, who
son of President Lewis J. Selznick of Select, has been
as manager of the Norma Talmadge studio in East
eighth street for the past two months.

Norma
is the
acting
forty-
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Industry in W/est to Back the Government * a b n
>!/ /?/# Meeting in Los Angeles Motion Picture War Relief Association Js Formed
and $35,000 Subscribed
ON

Sundaj afternoon, May 26, a mass meeting of the
entire motion picture industry of Los Angeles was held
al Clune's Auditorium. It was one of the most enthusiastic and patriotic tallies ever held in Southern California and it is estimated that over two thousand persons,
all connected with the film industry, were present. The object of the meeting was to organize a Motion Picture Relief Association, to concentrate the efforts of the industry
»n one central organization. The movement had been
launched by the Motion Picture Directors' Association and
the following criculars were sent out to members of the film
industry, outlining the object of the association:
"In spite
the fact that
the and
motion
picture
peopleresults
have
made
greaterof individual
efforts
secured
greater
in war relief work than any other body of people in the
country, we have dissipated our strength through channels
not identified with our profession and thus lost our identity.
"Xo individual should seek credit in this critical time, but
being so powerful a body, the industry must be represented
in war relief work or be open to the suspicion that its members may be shirking their duty.
"We have all been buying Liberty Bonds and giving our
money, old magazines and newspapers and books and clothes
and kid gloves and tinfoil to different organizations, which
was the right thing to do, but it was not proving to the
world that our profession was an active war relief unit.
"If we had bought all our Liberty Bonds as a motion picture industry, we would have made a showing to startle the
world. If we had pooled all our other resources of entertainment, personal appearances before the public and donations of anything and everything, distributing all articles
and contributions from a motion picture headquarters, we
would have quashed forever any attempt to prove us undesirable citizens.
more,
but let
us correct'
our name
method.it
Let"Let
us us
givegive
the still
motion
picture
industry
the good
deserves and have it respected."
Body to Be Clearing House for War Activities.
The organization, which is to be the clearing house for
all war activity by the motion picture industry, will have its
national headquarters in Los Angeles and its principal aim
will be to strengthen the arm of the Government at Washington and to back up and look after its brothers who are
on the firing line.
The creed of the members of the organization, to which
all must pledge themselves, will be loyalty to this country
and to their profession. Material plans of the organization call for the construction of two hospitals at once, one
in New York and one in Los Angeles, to be known as the
Motion Picture Hospital. The hospitals will be more than
hospitals, according to the plans of the promoters — they will
be convalescent homes as well.
Each institution will cost approximately $185,000 and on
completion they will be turned over to the Government for
the period of the war as homes for convalescent soldiers.
At the end of the war they again will be taken over by the
organization and conducted as permanent institutions to
help the suffering, even though they be not members of the
organization or of the profession.
All Directors and Players Present.
At the grand assembly practically every motion picture
star and director in Southern California was present. Music
was furnished by the Submarine Base Band of the harbor,
by the presentation of "Liberty Bell" by Master Howard
Enstedt and selections by other singers, and as to entertainment there was sparkle and vim in every line spoken by
every star on the program.
Those elected as officers of the organization were: President, D. W. Griffith; vice presidents, Cecil B. De Mille, Lois
Weber. Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks
and William S. Hart; treasurer, Mack Sennett; secretary, S.
E. V. Taylor ; associate members of the board of directors,
Jesse Laskv. Marguerite Clark, Maurice Tourneur, J. Searle
Dawlev, S.'Rothapfel, Lee Ochs, J. Gordon Edwards, Henry

McRae, 1).
Frank
1. Woods, <i. \V. Bitzer, \\ . P, \l<ler and
William
Taylor.
Charlie Chaplin called the meeting to order and gave a
humorous little speech, which was received with applause,
lie was followed by William I). Taylor, president ot
Motion Picture Directors' Association, who ^ave a brief outline of the purpose of the meeting and the formation of a
war relief association to bring under one head the various
relief organizations.
In accepting the national chairmanship, Mr. Griffith sounded the keynote of the meeting:
"It is a childish thing to speak of patriotism to you or to
the American people; that is a thing for the heart. But our
work is cut out for us. We are to stand by our brothers,
to pick them up, to help them when they fail; that is what
brothers are for.
"We must stand behind those men, who are facing death
and eternity every minute of the day and nighl lor our
sake, as comrades and with everything we have — hands,
hearts, minds, bodies and money. Also we are not to chide
or criticize those on whom the huge responsibility for our
war program falls, for every person — we know from our own
human frailties — slips. Instead, we must work for the
cause, and the cause means the Government. There are
just two flags in our country today — the American flag and
theChallenging
service flag."
the women of other professions to a test of
service, Lois Weber told of the war work which could be
undertaken by the women of the screen. She urged them to
work every minute of their available time and to become the
"mother of a boy over there."
De Mille Tells Why Trade Should Organize.
Cecil B. De Mille gave four reasons why the motion picture trade should organize.
He said:
"The motion picture is the most powerful propaganda and
sends a message through its camera which can't be changed
by any crafty diplomat. We have got to help bring the war
to a speedy conclusion. If for nothing else but for our own
protection we should stand united behind this movement
and show the rest of the world what the motion picture industry can do. It is the aim of the organization to build
a lasting monument, and one of its chief objects is the erection of a war hospital of one thousand beds to be kept and
donated by the motion picture industry to the United States.
This hospital will cost $185,000 and will be built in Los
Mr. De Mille asked the meeting whether it wanted such
a hospital, and if they would give their money and work for
Angeles."
this
worthy cause. The audience stood up like one man and
shouted "yes," and Mr. De Mille said, "Well, we will build
Mary Pickford spoke of the wonderful work done by the
Stage Women's War Relief and said it now was up to the
motion picture men and women to get together and form
an efficient organization.
The real fun began when Charlie Murray began to auction
off the membership cards. There probably was never before such bidding for autographed cards and may never be

The first membership card, autographed by Miss Pickford,
was sold to Dustin Farnum for $2,500.
it." card, autographed by D. W. Griffith, went to
The second
Miss Pickford for $2,500.
The third card, autographed by Charlie Chaplin, was purchased by Chaplin himself for $2,600.
The fourth, signed by Clara Kimball Young, went to Mack
Sennett for $2,400.
The fifth, autographed by Mae Murray, was bought by D.
W. Griffith for $2,500, following which Miss Murray agreed
to donate $1,500 on general principles.
Card No. 6. autographed by Cecil B. De Mille, was sold to
Sessue Hayakawa for $2,000.
Card No. 7. autographed by Lois Weber, went to Phillips
Smalley for $2,000.
8, autographed by Mack Sennett, went to Henry
Card No.
for $1,000.
McRae
Card No. 9, autographed by William S. Hart, sold to George
Melford for $2,000.
h, sold to Douglas
No 10 with Margaret Clark's autograp
of
for $2,500, Mr. Griffith taking advantage
Fairbanks
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"Doug's" absence to make three successive bids in his behalf.
No. 11, autographed by Frank Keenan, was sold to Fannie
Ward for $2,500.
Card No. 12, signed by Miss Ward, went to Frank Keenan
for $2,000.
And if anyone thinks No. 13 an unlucky number, let him
reflect on the fact that Card No. 13, autographed by Dustin
Farnum, was sold to Harry Sherman for the highest sum of
any card sold, $2,750.
The last card, to which Douglas Fairbanks will affix his
signature, was purchased by Lois Weber for $2,000.
Fourteen Cards Yield $32,750 for Fund.
Thirty-two thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars was
realized on these first fourteen membership cards alone.
This sum was in addition to some $2,000 worth of memberships at a dollar each, sold to members of the audience.
As a patriotic climax of the meeting was the presentation
of a beautiful dramatic tableau. In a rich setting of velvet
curtains allegorical personifications of the chief allied nations engaged in the war against Prussian autocracy were
staged.
As the curtains raised, revealing some of the most noted
of motion picture stars in the "living picture" poses, the
submarine base band of sixty pieces, from the darkened
orchestra pit, below, played ■ the national anthem of the
country represented. As a foreground for the scene were
the hundred members of the Lasky studio home guard, under command of Captain De Mille, standing rigidly at attention. The countries portrayed in the tableau were :
Liberty, Clara Kimball Young; America, Wallie Reid; England, Robert Leonard; France, Robert Harron; Italy, Warren Kerrigan; Serbia, Constance Talmadge ; Japan, Sessue
Hayakawa.
Telegrams of regret at inability to be present and pledges
of support were read from the National Association of
MotionRelief,
Picture
Industry,
by W. A.Allan
Brady;
StageMarguerite
Women's
War
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Dwan,
Clark, Jesse L. Lasky and a number of exhibitors and exchangement.

Crown of Texas Visiting New York
Film Man Looking for Ideas on Big Theaters and Also Buying for Australia.
PC. CROWN, of Fort Worth and Houston, Texas, has
been in New York for the past two weeks for the
• purpose of looking over the situation of the film
market. As a matter of fact it was a twofold reason that
brought Mr. Crown to the city. Firstly, he desires to study
the conduct of the large motion picture theaters in the
East, for his associates are about to break ground for the
biggest motion picture theater west of the Mississippi,
intending to raise a temple for the silent art which shall
have a seating capacity of 3,500 in Houston. At this time
Mr. Crown desires to express his appreciation of the
courtesies that have been extended to him by presiding
geniuses of New York's foremost theaters.
The other reason, which had a more immediate bearing,
is his desire to procure for his Australasian interests pictures of exceptional value. Mr. Crown is the American
representative of a chain of exchanges in Australasia. He
has thus far purchased "One Law for Both" from Ivan, also
the Rialto-De Luxe production, "The Unchastened Woman."
Negotiations for Edison's "Unbeliever" and other productions of pretentious nature have been initiated.
Mr. Crown may be found while in New York in the office
of Ivan Film Productions.

Perret at Work on First Production
Veteran Director Has Taken Over Pathe New York Studios
— Distribution
Arrangements
Not Decided
On.
"Lest We
of
LEONCE PEKUKT. creator and producer
Forget," "The Million Dollar Dollies," and to be exact
417 motion pictures, announces the news of the organisation of his independent producing concern. The New York
Pathe studios have been taken over by Mr. Perret, and
there- the work on the first of the productions has been
started.
Although it had been previously announced that the title
of the first Petrel production would be "America First," Mr.
Perret decided to change it to one that will more appropriately lit history, which is based on fact and which will be
an intense love story flavored with mystery, intrigue and
war.
To Miss Dolores Cassinelli, of Essanay fame, falls the part
of the girl heroine.
E. K. Lincoln, who needs no introduc-
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tion to the public, will prove a popular hero in support of
Miss Cassinelli. The cast also includes Emmet C. King,
Ethel Winthrop and several others of proven ability.
Just how the Perret productions will be distributed has
not been determined. It is said, however, that negotiations
are under way with some of the larger releasing companies.
Adolphe Osso, business manager for Mr. Perret, is of the
opinion that the production, when completed, will undoubtedly on its merits readily find a marketing medium.

Carl Laemmle Finishes Coast Trip
Following Visit to Universal City and Exchange's Executive
Declares Business Is Good.
CARL
LAEMMLE,Company,
president
of the Universal Film
Manufacturing
returned
to New York on
May 26 after one of the most extensive business trips
he has made in years. Mr. Laemmle is enthusiastic over the
prospect of immediate prosperous conditions not only in
the film industry, but in every other business essential to the
winning of the world war.
Notwithstanding huge advance in the cost of living and in
the price of" essentials, Mr. Laemmle declares nearly everybody appears to be well supplied with money.
"I attribute the plentiful supply of money in the hands of
the public," he explained, "to the fact that the great majority have learned to economize in living expenses by eliminating the non-essentials and cutting waste to a irreducible
minimum. The people seem to believe, however, that the
eliminating of expenditures for entertainment is not economy, but that such action is dangerous.
"In my talks with men who have made a study of the
psychological question, they take the stand that the people
are following the proper procedure. In spending money for
entertainment during their hours of play they are "safetheir lagoing
guarding their hours
accomplish
can "to
whicharethey
mind inThey
frame ofof work.
bors in a happy
the most with the least effort."
•Thousands of dollars heretofore spent for liquor now is
finding its way into the box offices of theaters, according to
Mr. Laemmle. He says this does not apply only- in the
states where the prohibition forces have won their fight, but
is apparent in the cities where the saloons still flourish. His
explanation and the explanations of others who have made
a study of the question is that the saloon keepers in some
localities have raised their prices to such an extent as to be
charged with openly profiteering.
"Men,thewho,
ago, spent
two and Not
three because
dollars dailyover
bar one
haveyearbecome
teetotalers.
they
wanted to cut off their supply of liquors, but because they
refuse to pay prices they consider exorbitant. The result is
that this money goes largely for other forms of entertainDuring his trip Mr. Laemmle remained at Universal C
for two weeks, during which time he thoroughly went into
the production end of the company.
After leaving Universal City Mr. Laemmle visited several
ofment."
the Universal Branch exchanges in the Northwest, beginning at Portland and swinging around home by way of
Minneapolis and Chicago. In every city he met numerous
of the prominent exhibitors and in every "case he was
greeted with the same news — business is good.
"It is extraordinary," said Mr. Laemmle. "to have so many
exhibitors acknowledge that they are satisfied with business conditions. Usually in speaking with the executive of
a producing and distributing company they are inclined to
belittle their box office receipts. They seem to fear that an
acknowledgment that they are pleased with business conditions will be followed by an increase in rental prices. I am
sorry to see this, as every producer in the business is anxious to see favorable exhibiting conditions, and will not take
undue advantage of the prosperity of an exhibitor."
Mr, Laemmle" said that it was apparent that the exhibitors
of the country had managed to adjust themselves to war conditions and they all expressed the hope that no changes
would be made by the authorities at Washington to cause
readjustment which will mean another period of
another
uncertainty.

TWO MORE GENERAL MANAGERS SHOULDER GUNS.
Two new General Film branch managers have said farewell
to the film business within the last week to shoulder guns
for Uncle Sam. F. Flaritv. manager of the Albany exchange,
and C. D. Hill, acting branch manager at Indianapolis, both
army and are now in,
to join the selective
received summon-;ini
ng.
tra
This is the second time within a month that General bums
Indianapolis branch has lost its manager to the army.
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De Hoff of Baltimore Strong for Newspapers ■ ®
Manager of New Theater One of the Oriole
City's Keenest Buyers of Advertising
Space — Editors All Back
the Screen
THERE

is a young man in Baltimore who has an unrivaled flair tor showmanship; who has increased the
appeal and dignity of screen presentations in his city
and lifted up the quality of managerial showmanship in the
entire state of Maryland — and his name is Louis A. De Hoff.
Behind De Hoff is a wealthy Marylander, C. E. Whitehurst, owner of the New theater, Baltimore, which De Hoff
manages, and to the understanding that exists between a
successful business man of varied interests and his theatrical
manager can be credited the basic success of the New theater.
This institution is the finest of the downtown, mid-city
houses in Baltimore; a house of distinctive atmosphere and
appearance; a clean-cut, well-groomed, modern house which
is invested with a better atmosphere of shownlanship than
any
of theandtwo-dollar
theatrical houses in Maryland's big
industrial
social capital.
Mr. Whitehurst, having made a fortune in his other interests, is a man of determination and fixed purpose. He is
not instinctively a showman himself, but if he turned his
hand and his energies to showmanship he would be the
success that most positivists are in business. But despite
Mr. Whitehurst's convictions he believes in maintaining a
smiting arm that works independently of himself; and, theatrically speaking, Louis A. De Hoff is the figure who makes
Whitehurst lead Maryland showmen.
If you seek to dissect De Hoff so that you may discover
just why and where and how he is strong as a motion picture showman, one of your earliest conclusions will be that
he knows not merely the value of strong exploitation and
salesmanship via the newspapers, but that he knows how to
attain this personally without trusting to others. Consequently thereand
is nothe"leakage"
between
when De Hoff
has an idea
time when
that the
idea time
is translated
into
action. He does not have to tell someone else to carry out
his ideas and plans.
He executes them himself.
In other words, De Hoff is one of the newer type of managerial personalities that are beginning to dot the motion
picture map of America. Without having had newspaper
training, De Hoff is by instinct of the reportorial trend of
mind. He knows news values, he knows "angle"; every show
he plays in Whitehurst's New theater fills him with dozens
of ideas. He refuses to be hampered by the lame-duck
support that so many motion picture companies provide
managers who show their productions. If a company's exploitation of its own wares is bad or below grade De Hoff
throws everything in the discard and manufacture? his own
exploitation and publicity. Of course, there will be critics
quick to say that no manager should have to do this, but if
there were none who did such things there would be no outstanding managerial personalities — no men like McCormick
in Indianapolis, or Franklin in Buffalo or like Sheehan in
San Francisco as the part owner of the successful Rialto.
De Hoff's finest capacities are shown at those moments
when he has to put a derisive finger to his nose aimed in
the direction of motion picture incompetents who fail to give
him just the things he needs for his exploitation of pictures.
From the day that Goldwyn Pictures had their first release
in the United States De Hoff and his proprietor, Mr. Whitehurst, have taken a warm and close interest in the presentation of the Goldwyn productions at the New theater. They
have handled these pictures as if they owned them; as if
their financial welfare was linked with their manufacture.
When you find men doing that, when exhibitor, manager and
producer work in such alliance, you have attained the ideal
that so many seek without success.
Importance of Advertising in Daily Newspapers.
Baltimore's daily newspapers are an important factor in
motion picture showmanship — which is a trite statement,
for newspapers everywhere are just as important to an exhibitor. The trouble is there are thousands of hopeless persons who have not discovered this — plodders in pictures who
could add 25 to 40 per cent, to their annual gross revenues
by knowing how to use the newspapers.

Baltimore in ;i motion picture advertising lense is not a
"Imk space" city, nol as compared with faledo, Cleveland or
some of the coast cities. Nor is De IloiT for tin- New theater
B user of big spreads in advertising. Baltimore, to date, is
a compact advertiser that gets values out of its copy and
gets greater values than the copy itself is responsible for
because oi the alert editorial co-operation of the Baltimore
dailies with these amusement advertisers.
For four or five years, perhaps longer, the Baltimore
American has devoted two or even three pages to motion
picture news and pictorial layouts and advertising on Sunday. Credit for this attitude by the oldest of the Baltimore
dailies is perhaps due to J. G. Nelson, an influential editor
with broad vision who has always seen the value of the
screen and the circulation that could be reached by a newspaper with intelligent screen news and features. The evening edition of the American, the Baltimore Star, gives similar co-operation without giving up so much space.
On Frank A. Munsey's Baltimore News, Frank D. Webb,
the aggressive advertising manager, has undoubtedly been
one of the factors to bind that newspaper so closely to the
city's followers of the screen, and here again the exhibitors
receive intelligent editorial and news co-operation.
The Baltimore Sun and the Evening Sun both give a large
amount of news space to pictures, thus rounding out the
roster
of the where
city's newspapers.
Thishave
is one
the few cities
in America
motion pictures
the ofunanimous
and
wholehearted support of every daily newspaper in the community. In other cities there are laggards — papers that have
shown no appreciation of the screen. Baltimore's five dailies
stand without exception as friends of the screen and the exhibitor. This is understandable, because it is not difficult
for the newspapers to establish friendly points of daily contact in a city where there are at least a dozen alert advertisers who know and believe in newspaper values. And
among these twelve or more men Louis De Hoff easily ranks
at the top. His rivals or competitors will be first to admit
this.

Toronto's Allen Starting Week on Saturdays

Dominion

Theater Institutes Change in Exhibiting Plans and
Raises
Prices at Same
Time.

CONSIDERABLE interest has been aroused in Toronto
moving picture circles over the decision of the Allen
theater, a large downtown house, to adopt the policy
of making its weekly change in programs on Saturdays instead of Mondays. The change was made on Saturday, May
"M'Liss."
Pickford's
wasa Mary
25,
of admission
new schedule
decided upon
also attraction
has new
Allen the
The when
prices which means an increase in the evening. The genera!
admission for matinees is 15 cents. For the evening, however, the charge for the lower portion of the house is 35
cents and for the upper seats 25 cents. The boxes and loges
will be 50 cents. Only the latter are reserved.
The Allen theater has distributed thousands of tiny service
booklets which emphasize the manner in which the management is catering to patrons. The word "service" is mentioned in almost every sentence in the booklet. It is mentioned that the rule of the house is that "Each patron must
be pleased at any cost." Announcement is made that the management has decided to award an extra month's pay each
year to all employes with a perfect service record. This
has been done to encourage zeal among the attendants in
looking after patrons. Attention is also brought to various
facilities, including check room, rest rooms, lost and found
department, seat reservations, and information bureau. The
booklet is entitled "Putting the Serve in Service." The booklet is small, measuring only 2]4 inches by 3% inches when
folded. An entirely new service booklet is to be distributed
shortly, and this will be followed by others. Each of the
series contains a list of coming attractions.
The management of the Allen has discovered a method of
city's transient population.
of the
patronage
obtaining
Each day the
a list
of the new
guests at each of the leading
hotels is' secured and invitations to attend the theater are
addressed to each in care of the hotel. This plan advertises
menthe theater extensively, because the visitors frequently
tion the Allen theater to those with whom they come in
contact during their stay in the city. In other words, the
hotel guests frequently suggest to local residents that they
attend a performance at the theater.
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Pushing Plans for National Exposition
Three Halls Will Accommodate Throngsand Laboratory Among Attractions

StlldiO

WHILE

it is expected that the greatest galaxy of photoplay stars ever brought together will attend the
National Motion Picture Exposition in Boston, July
13 to 20, their presence will not be allowed to detract from
the general interests of the industry as a whole.
One of the criticisms most often heard of national expositions of the past has been the fact that widespread publicity has been given a few stars, while the industry as a
whole has been a silent setting for the stars' overworked
publicity departments.
Manager Samuel Grant of the Boston exposition believes
he has solved the problem at the coming national convention. The entire Mechanics' Building, containing three
great exposition halls, and all under the same roof, has
been secured for the exposition. Each hall will be a show
by itself, but one admission fee will admit to the entire
building.
Hence Mr. Grant figures out it will be impossible for any
star or group of stars under this arrangement to rrab all
the "spotlight"
time. Theto crowds
at the
tion will be boundat toone
be attracted
the various
hallsconvenwhere
interesting
shown.
If Mr.of Grant's
plan
works
out it exhibits
will be towill
the be
great
satisfaction
the industry
as a whole and to the producers, manufacturers and exhibitors who buy hall space for their exhibits.
A novel feature of the exposition will be a complete
studio set up in the main exposition hall. Producers will
be invited to stage some of the interior scenes of their
future releases here. There will be arrangements for groups
of visitors to the exhibition to take part in scenes. These
pictures will be developed in the complete laboratory, which
will be a convention feature, and later will be thrown upon
the screen in one of the two completely appointed theaters,
which will be a part of the exposition. Thus a group of
visitors from some prominent organization can stage a
scene of their own, see the film developed and attend the
theater a few hours later and witness the incident thrown
on the screen. Manager Grant considers there are wonderful publicity opportunities in connection with this studio.
Mechanics' Building is one of the largest and most complete exposition buildings in the country. There are three
big
halls
the main
auditorium,
or Mechanics'
Talbot
Hall and— Paul
Revere
Hall. Manager
Grant Hall,
has allotted
exhibition space in all these halls.
In the main hall outside of
the special studio will be one exhibition space Manager Grant
is already receiving letters from

a" branches, of the trade regarding allotment of space.
A prospectus will soon be in the hands of the trade, giving
full details regarding the exposition.
This will be followed
later by a complete and handsome convention program.
Manager Grant recently returned from Washington with,
assurances that President Wilson would attend the exposition if international affairs during convention week would
allow his getting away for a few days.
PENNSYLVANIA

LEAGUE

POSTPONES

CONVENTION.

The Exhibitors' League of Philadelphia was addressed
at its last regular meeting by C. C. Pettyjohn on behalf of
the Affiliated Distributing Corporation of New York, who
succeeded in forming a unit in Philadelphia.
The league determined not to recede from its original
stand upon the question of the music tax at the last meeting, and announced that it would fight it to a finish. Members were advised to play the music which does not come
under the music trust's lists.
At a special meeting of the state league of Pennsylvania,
held
the annual
week of
Mayconvention
27, Judge would
J. O'Donnell
announced
that the
state
be postponed
from
June 3, 4, 5 until the latter part of the month, when a new
date would be agreed upon.
MANY
FOREIGN
CONTRACTS
FOR WORLD
FILM.
The Inter-Ocean Film Corporation reports that it has
concluded a contract for the distribution of World pictures
for Brazil, Argentine, Paraguay, Chile, Uraguay and the
Argentine Republic. Inter-Ocean also reports the contract
for the rights to World pictures in Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Norway were renewed for a term of years. Another
large contract renewed on the strength of the new output
of World pictures was France. On the same day the concession for the distribution of World Pictures in Switzerland was made permanent for a term of years.
Egypt also was included in the countries to be supplied
with World Pictures.
PAULINE
CURLEY
IN FAIRBANKS'
SUPPORT.
In keeping with his policy of employing new leading
women for each production Douglas Fairbanks has engaged
Pauline Curley to play the leading female role in his. film to
follow "Say Young Fellow." Miss Curley comes to the Fairbanks company with eight months of film training which
started at the Eastern Triangle Studio.
Miss Curley's last speaking stage engagement was in the
all-star cast of "Polygamy," and although she has recently
passed her sixteenth birthday, has played sixty different
parts in a period of fifteen years.
HEARINGS
ON REVENUE
MEASURE
BEGIN
JUNE
6.
The House Ways and Means Committee at Washington
announces hearings will be begun on the new revenue
measure June 6, taking up the questions of taxes on incomes
and excess and war profits, etc.
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Australian Film Distributor Optimistic
Archie Fraser Declares Business Might Be Worse, Although
War Conditions Restrict Prosperity and Promotion.
DURING his trip to New Jfork, for the purpose ol renewing a contract with Universal to distribute their
product m Australia, Archie Frasei called at the World
. to pa} his respects ami tell something oi the condition prevailing in tin- Antipodes in tins fourth year oi war.
Mr Fraser will remain in the East for a month or more, then
going hackmy.to San Francisco to catch his boat for England's
"Everything is 'win the war' with us in every line of busisaid Mr.arms
Fraser.
"One-tenth
oi our
is now ness,"
under
and we
arc sending
moremale
men population
toFrance
as last as ships are available to <aw\ them. It costs Australia $1,500 a man for every soldier, as we completely equip
and maintain our forces on the field. It is all a question of
ships with us, as much or more than with every other country on the globe — for we are living on an island approximately as large as the main territory of the United States
ami ships arc our greatest essential.
"With 10 per cent, of our males under arms, the moving
picture business has been seriously affected — particularly in
the smaller towns. In the big cities the women and girls
left at home have become used to shifting for themselves,
ami theatrical business is as good as might reasonably be
expected. But in the small towns, exhibitors have a hard
time continually to stay in business. Houses that formerly
ran every week-day evening do well now to find business for
one and two nights a week — this statement, of course, applying to the smaller communities and towns.
"There are between 900 and 1,000 places in Australia where
pictures are exhibited — approximately as many as there are
in the Dominion of Canada. And until the war is won there
can be no more — for the authorities will allow no new building, no alterations or repairs (unless they shall directly
benefit public welfare) without Government sanction. As
win the war'
is the Government
permits for rebuilding or extending
the movingpurpose,
picture norepresentation
in
Australia are being issued."
Mr. Fraser states that, barring "topicals," which come
largely from England, the entire film supply for Australia is
drawn from American manufacturers. Last year ten or a
dozen distributing firms organized the Film Renters' Association of Australia, honoring Mr. Fraser with the office of
president, which he still holds. He is managing director of
the Frazer Film Release and Photographic Company, agents
tor Australia, during the past four years, for Universal
product. It is to renew this contract that Mr. Fraser came
to New York on his present trip.
Asked concerning the big features that have lately brought
so much money to American exhibitors through exposing
the Hun's brutality, Mr. Fraser said that they will soon be
showing in the antipodes. "My Four Years in Germany" was
due for exploitation by Australasian Films, Ltd., just about
now. "The Kaiser" will be on the screen in Australia early
in June. Other features are being arranged for through the
established Australian connections of the various producers.
Paramount-Artcraft and Fox maintain their own distributing service, with the main office in Sydney and branches in
Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide and in Wellington,
N. Z. Goldwyn is at the present time concluding an arrangement with J. C. Williamson, Ltd., the great legitimate theatrical firm, to distribute its product. Metro's connection is the
Co-operative Film Exchange, Ltd. The Progressive Film
Service has the Mutual agency, while the Australasian Films,
Ltd., distributes Triangle, World, Vitagraph, Select and
Pathe.
Essanay, in that land of universal suffrage and woman's
rights, has the distinction of being represented by Mrs. Mason, widow of Plymouth Mason, a pioneer in Australian film
service who died something like a year ago.
The World reporter who took notes during Mr. Fraser's
call at our office absolves the genial Australian for any mistakes that may have been made in transcribing. Perfection
will not have been attained until the Kaiser is licked — and we
desire to reflect our impression, gained from Mr. Fraser, that
Australia is doing her full share to that desired consummation.
SIMPLEX GETS GOOD AUSTRALIAN REPORT.
A recent report received by the Simplex company from the
Australasian Films. Ltd., Sydney, distributors for the machines in the island continent and in New Zealand, records
the sale of e'Hitv machines in all principal cities in every
state of the Commonwealth and in New Zealand, covering
a limited period.
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"While these sales are satisfai
the pres*
ent difficulties oi transportation," M. Porter,
ei.il manager of Simplex, "w«- are particularly gratinei
we have every
reason
to believe that m normal
I
!S the
number of machines placed by the
would have been more than double."

Australasian comp

Film Exporters to Form Association
Will Get Together on Thursday to Consider Action Designed
to Combat
Possibility
of Industry Being Declared
Non-Essential.

T11K grave possibility thai the Allied Governments and
the United States maj refuse shipping accommodations
to films and all forms of moving picture accessories, by
placing moving picture products OH the "non-essential"
is assuming alarming proportions. Although no official ai
tion has been taken, there is a general rumor current thai
the attitude of the Allies is to prohibit the shipment of films
on the grounds of non essentiality to all the beligerent nations, as well as the neutrals with whom shipping arrangements have been effected. Should this ruling become effective, itwould leave open to the exportation of film only
the Spanish and Portuguese speaking nations of the world,
which are comprised within the bounds of South America,
Central America, the West Indies, Philippines, Mexico, Spain
and Portugal.
There will be held on Thursday a meeting to form an exporters' association, the aim of which will be to guide the
lawmakers in Washington along justified and- patriotic lines,
intended to convince them that film should be classed as "esNo one man, or set of men, has undertaken the calling of
this
gathering for any purpose of personal glorification or
sential."
self-advancement. The meeting will be open to any and all
forms of cinematografic exporters, wherefore an announcement has been placed elsewhere in this issue of the Moving
Picture World, for the purpose of extending an open invitation to everyone.
While the matter of maintaining shipments of film to all
parts of the world, at this time, is the important consideration, the association will also endeavor to rectify many, in
fact all, of the evils that affect the business from time to
time. Chief among these are the piracy of films and the
smuggling and illegal shipment of stolen and duped productions into the foreign markets. Steps will therefore be
undertaken effectively to combat this evil right from the
headquarters in New York, which town is really the fountain-head of these permanently illicit activities which could
be curbed in this country, as both the Italian and French
producers have solved their difficulties in Italy and France.
The meeting has been arranged for 12.30 p. m. Thursday,
June 6 on the eighth floor of the Hotel Astor. It is hoped
that everyone who would be affected by the possible government ruling on films will be in attendance.

To Hold Up American Women to China
Alice

Lee

Preparing
Film
Gentler Sex

to Show
Her Countrymen
Is Regarded Here.

How

ASKING a million questions a minute and carefully storing away in her keen mind all the information she absorbs for future use in the elevating of womankind in
her native country, Alice Lee, a bright young Chinese girl,
is the busiest person about the World Pictures studio in
West Fort Lee, N. J., these days. Miss Lee realizes that
motion pictures are the greatest propaganda force in the
world, and it is for that reason that she has chosen the
screen as the mode of bringing her countrywomen to higher
things.
Miss Lee is appearing as one of the leading characters in
a World Picture, "Mandarin's Gold," in which Kitty Gordon
is starred, and she is utilizing every moment she has at the
studio in studying the making of motion pictures, from the
staging of the plays to the developing of the negatives and
the making of the prints.
"Everyone knows," said Miss Lee, "how the Chinese father
considers a son a blessing and a daughter a curse. Everyone knows how different things are here — how American
women are looked up to and respected and what an important place they take in the daily life, especially in these war
times. There is no reason why the Chinese women should
not also be looked up to and respected by the Chinese men
and, with the aid of the knowledge I have gained in this
country I hope to be successful in bringing this cha
about, or at least starting the change.
"I am going back to China soon, and with me I will take
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some thousands of feet of film showing the way American
men treat American women— with the utmost respect everywhere. Then, when I am in China, I will take pictures showing the way that Chinese men treat our womenfolk. After
this I will show both pictures, one after the other, and
this way forcibly bring home to my countrymen the differ-in
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mate $450 per
1,000 t0
metres
m^ «J?n
SUPPS
the SI?alIer
approxifor one exhi*>itors.
day's hire These
up to §12
for a
weeks
hire The first of the Goldwyn
pictures,
bv
American Film Releases, have been disposed of imported
by
Mr
Edmondson on a territorial rights basis.

* *

*

Upon the petition of Sir James M. Barrie, the Ideal Film
Kenting Co. have been restrained from using the title "Admirable Crichton Up-to-Date" for a film production on the
ground that it might lead the public to believe
it a version
of Barne s play, "The Admirab
le
Crichton
,"
*
*
*
screen
rights of which have been sold to the SamuelsontheFilm
Co
The Trans-Atlantic Film Co., Ltd., are making in this country a series of single-reel comedies starring Ella Shields, a
popular artiste of the variety stage. Percy Xash is directing
and the first number has the terse title, "Her"
Miss
self." Shields
It shows the player *in *four
* different characters.
A private moving picture theater has been opened in one
of the residences adjoining Parliament buildings, Westminster. It is to be used principally for the projection of propaganda subjects issued by the Government Department ef Information before they are *passed
* * for general circulation.
The American kinema fans will learn with interest that alt
profits from the Allied war pictures exhibited in the States
under the direction of Chas. Urban, including these shown at.
the Strand theater, New York City, are to be equally divided
between American and British war charities.

* * *

i.i,

Alice Lee.

ence in the standing of women in America and China. It is
so that I may be able to have success in taking the pictures
back home in China that I am studying so hard here now
and asking so many questions which everybody so kindly
answers for me."

Harold Shaw, principal director of African Film Productions, Ltd., is at present producing another spectacular subject at Durban, Natal, with a strong war plot. The film
when completed will be exhibited solely for the pecuniary
benefit of Durban relief and charity funds and any copies
sent to the U. S. A. will be devoted to the same purpose for
American institutions of a like nature. The lead in the film
is taken by Mrs. Shaw (Miss Edna Flugrath).
J. B. SUTCLIFFE.

William Fox Entertains Drive Aids
EolIi!MiiMQMilMi^
ARE film celebrities worth the large fees paid to them?
is a question that has been asked again and again
since the inception of the movie star and the
attendant princely stipend which the film manufacturer
seems only too ready to pay for his or her exclusive
services. Public opinion on the question is finely divided. Recently George Bernard Shaw was asked what
he thought of Mary Miles Minter's salary, eight times
more than that of an English Cabinet Minister even with
war bonus. Shaw sees nothing to complain of except "that
it won't last more than a few years. Still it is a very
fair salary for a young lady of sixteen. When I was that
age I only had a salary of £2 a week and nobody made any
fuss about it. She is putting up the standard for everyone,
and I hope she gets a raise at Christmas." Horatio Bottomley, as would be expected, treats it purely as a business
transaction and says she is worth all she can get. George
Lansbury, labor leader, reflects the other side of the question, the side that an increasing number of renters and exhibitors are fond of presenting, and says that no person is
worth such a salary.
* * *
Bairnsfather's comedy from the Oxford theater, one of the
war successes of the vaudeville stage, has been played before the moving picture camera. "The Better 'Olt or the Romance of Old Hill" is a trench comedy woven around Capt.
Bairnsfather's
famous
character,
impersonated
in the
photoplay version
by Chas.
Rock,ably
a former
player of
the
London Film Co. The producing enterprise is a new one.
the firm of Welsh, Pearson & Co., Ltd. Mr. Welsh was at
one time manager of the Gaumont Co.'s exchanges in F.ngland and Mr. Pearson produced
* * the
* "Ultus" pictures.
"Sapho."
the Famous
Players version,
has been
from
exhibition
at Huddersfield
on the order
of thebanned
local
authorities. This is not an isolated instance of an objection
to a notorious name rather* than
* * a questionable production.
The price of all "paper" supplied with films has been increased ten per cent, by French exchangemen, who have
also stipulated a fixed tariff of rentals tor old or second-

Presents Octagonal-Shaped
Gold Watches
to His Twenty*
five Guests in Appreciation of Their Co-operation.
the close of the drive, Willevening, following
TUESDAY
iam Fox assembled
twenty-five of his most active lieutenants around tables upon which a "war banquet" was
served at Murray's. Festivities began at 8 o'clock in the
evening
and wore
a goodly
part of disbanded.
the Wednesday's
early morning
hoursdown
before
the company
Every guest found under his plate, when he seated himself at the table, a beautiful memento of the Red Cross
Drive. Appropriately engraved watches, bearing the name
of the recipient and a phrase of appreciation from Mr. Fox
and his chief lieutenant, Winfield R. Sheehan. will be carried proudly by their possessors for years to come. The
watches are fashioned along nifty lines — the late-styled octagonal shape, thin, and of solid gold.
How twenty-five enthusiastic men. flushed with admiration
for the skill and efficiency of their leader, and individually
proud of the help they had rendered in making the great
drive a whqpping success ; how in the enthusiasm of their
immediate surroundings with good things to eat and much
bottled table-water to drink they would while away six or
eight hours in a private room with wifey well placated in
advance, may better be imagined than could possibly be described.
Had polls
and closed
at Murray's
that evening,
William
Fox opened
would have
been elected
unanimously
to any
office he might indicate as his patriotic heart's desire. It
was declared
to be
William
Fox the
heroa fitting
of the "End
hour. of a Perfect Drive," with
HIGH TALENT FOR "ROMANCE OF COAL."
The increasing proportions of the Educational Film Corporation's picture spectacle. "The Romance of Coal," have
made necessary the reorganization of the production staff,
with the result that on June 1 E. Lloyd Sheldon was put in
charge of the scenario and Carroll Fleming, former director
of tiie New York Hippodrome, playwright and film producer, was appointed director-in-chief.
It was felt the emotional and poetic side of the story
needed Sheldon's visioning. while the spectacular possibilities of mightily moving scenes laid in "the Switzerland of
America" required a production chief like Fleming, capable
of handling the biggest units.
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From Argentina to Panama
South

B

American

in the

HERRERA, "the luckiest moving picture impresario in South America," as his friends in the trade
call him, is again in town fresh from a six months' trip
which covered the different republics of the southern hemisphere from Panama to Argentina. As soon as he made his
appearance in the offices of our international edition, CineMundial, we knew that we were in for some interesting information. Mr. Herrera has been a theatrical producer, a
manager of bullfighting rings, and, during the past five year,s,
a renter and exhibitor
of moving pictures. He
is the man who bought
"Damaged Goods" for
Chile about a year ago,
re-edited the picture
practically beyond
recognition, obtaining
for it the backing of
sixty prominent physicians, and in seven
months of exploitation
in Chile, Peru and
Bolivia cleared, according to the local press, a
n e t profit of 40,000
Chilean pesos.
"When I came here
about two years ago,"
said Mr. Herrera, "the
number of Americanmade pictures shown in
South America did not
exceed 10 per cent, of
the total, and it meant
hard work and a considerable investment in
preliminary advertising
to convince the exhibitors that it would pay
them to run an American feature. At that
Bernardo
Herrera.
time the soporific effects
produced by one of the earliest serials were still remembered, and the general opinion among showmen down
there was that American pictures would drive away even
the chairs in the theaters. The first picture that opened
the eyes of the South American exhibitors and renters to
the possibilities of the United States as a source of supply
was "The Million Dollar Mystery," a serial that is still
being successfully exploited in some of the republics.
"At the present time, ninety per cent, of the film exhibited
in Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and Peru comes from this
country, although quite a large proportion of it is entirely
unsuited to the needs of those markets.
"In my estimation, the fact that American producers have
not yet captured all the Latin American markets is only
due to lack of proper understanding of the local conditions
prevailing in the various countries. What has been done in
Argentina and Chile can be easily duplicated in Venezuela
and Ecuador— but always in a smaller scale. I mean by this
that the value of a territory should always be estimated
by the number and importance of the theaters, and not by
population or size. Bolivia is many times larger than Cuba,
but would anybody in his right senses ask the same price
on a picture for both countries? You might as well figure
by the number of churches, in which case Colombia would
be the greatest market in the world.
"It may sound ridiculous, but I can remember a few instances in which I have been quoted by New York and Chicago manufacturers pretty nearly the same prices for Chile

l
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Renter Discusses Trade Conditions
Neighboring
Republics.

as for Bolivia, despite the fact that the former supportabout 150 fine moving picture houses and the latter not ovei
8 or 10, and most of them in a rather precarious condition.
"I have noticed that from time to time you have taken up
the matter of exclusive rights in foreign territories, and their
infringement, in the columns of the Moving Picture World
and Cine-Mundial, and you should keep on hammering at it
until the evil has been eliminated. Outside of Argentina
and Brazil, where the local laws offer some protection, the
pther republics do not recognize any cinematographic copyright privilege and anybody possessing a picture can show it.
However, after many years in this business, and as a result
of thorough investigation, I have come to the conclusion
that the trouble lies right here in the United States. I am
satisfied that 959o of the duped, pirated and stolen films
shown in Latin America are shipped from two or three ports
in this country — New York, of course, being responsible for
the lion's share.
titleAmerican
question manufacturers
is another important
one. the
It seems
to "The
me that
do not realize
value
of having their productions properly presented before Spanish and Portuguese audiences. Fox, Pathe and Universal are
the exceptions, and, as far as I know, none of their pictures has as yet been marred by faulty titling. In the other
American films that I have seen in South America, the titles,,
as a rule, were so short that they could scarcely be read,,
blurred and, to make matters worse, poorly translated.
Even the titles of "Civilization" were full of errors.
"My last trip from Chile all the way down to Panama
proved exceptionally interesting, and I have no doubt that
it will turn out profitable. I found conditions changed in
many places. In Nicaragua and Costa Rica, for example,,
the authorities have barred the exhibition of serials and all
other films dealing with detectives, thieves, robberies, murders, etc. In San Salvador, the most progressive city in
Central America, I had a chance to observe a thrilling advertising fight between two rival moving picture managers.
One of them Luis Bustamente, had purchased "The Million;
Dollar Mystery" and was advertising it as an extraordinary
feature, making it quite plain at the same time that extraordinary admission prices would be charged. Then
Miron Estrada came along with another copy of the same
film, and, just for the pleasure of smashing his friend and
brother manager, announced that he would release the picture in his theater at the usual 10-cent price. The night of
the release, when both managers had brought down the price
to five cents a throw, the town was hit by an earthquake
and Miron Estrada's print and theater were entirely destroyed. The next day Mr. Bustamante's copy was playing
to full houses — admission price, $1.00.
"In Central America I found a gentleman of color — very
deep color by the way — acting as local representative for a
New York firm the name of which, if I remember rightly,
was the Central American Film Service. This man was renting film at the rate of $5 a month and doing, naturally, a
great deal of harm to the business. Among other pictures,
in a more or less dilapitated condition, he was exploiting a
copy of "The Broken Coin," with two reels missing.
"Although some of the southern republics are jealously
neutral and the governments will not allow the exhibition
of any partisan photoplay, whether it be pro-Ally or proGerman, there are always some means of getting around
this difficulty by using a little diplomacy. Here is an example. In Temuco (Chile), a city where the Germans are
as thick as flies, the manager of one of the local theaters
was this
aboutfilm,
to show
Battle
Peace."
posters
for
as you"The
know,
haveCrya of
very
savageThe
picture
of
the Kaiser wielding a burning brand in one hand and a murderous dagger in the other. The Germans, naturally, created an uproar the minute they saw them, and a protesting
committee was immediately formed, with the result that the
film, although it had nothing to do with the present war or
the Germans, was barred by the authorities. Did the manNo, sir. He hired a painter, had
ager give up the fight?
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the Kaiser shaved and the dagger changed into a bouquet
of flowers. The picture was shown without further trouble."
Mr. Herrera is a member of the firm Pairoa & Herrera,
with headquarters in Santiago, Chile. They do not furnish
programs, devoting all their energies to the exploitation of
special features. Among their recent purchases, special mention should be made of "The Woman and the Law" (Fox),
for which a record price was paid, "The Bar Sinister" and
"The Fall of the Romanoffs." Mr. Herrera will remain in
New York for one or two months.

A Voice From the Trenches
Eugene Lauste, Cinematographer, Is Making His Mark on the
Battlefields
of France.
25th April, 1918.
The Editor, Moving Picture World, New York.
Dear Sir: Just a few lines to thank you very much tor the two copies
you kindly sent me of the "Cine-Mundial," which duly reached me in
the first line trenches last week. It contained an article on my father's
invention,
entitled "El
Cinemat6grafo
Parlante,"
which
I think
admirably written.
I was
specially pleased
with the
blocks,
seeingwasI
took the original photographs of all his instruments.
It may interest you to know that I was decorated with the Croix de
Guerre" on April 17th. My citation reads :
"Soldat courageoux.
Volontaire distingue
pour toutesen les
missiones
pezillense.
II est particuliarment
assurant
une
liaison parfaite dans desSincerely
circonstances
yours, difflcultes."
(Signed) E. L. LAUSTE.
Mr. Lauste is a veteran of the moving picture industry.
He was in this country for a few years and left for England in 1897 as printer for the American Biograph Company.
Connected with different moving picture firms in various capacities he traveled in pre-war times through France, Italy,
Spain, Holland, Norway, Sicily, Germany, Austria, Portugal,
South Africa, British East Africa, German East Africa, Belgian Congo, Uganda, Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania,
Canada and sundry other places.
Up to the time of joining the colors of his country — France
— he held the office of chief photographer at the Gaumont
Studios
in London.
His many friends in the trade, here and in Europe, will
surely be glad to know that after four years of war he is
still very much alive and doing his best to make the sojourn
of the Germans in France as unpleasant as possible.
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a solidification of American interests. But the man who is "putting it
over' i- the impressario of the celluloid stage.
For it follows, as day follows night, that Pan-American ties of
friendship are possible only when the friends are acquainted with each
other. Seeing
" American
implements
of progress
in action
commercial
demand
for those
implements.
Living scenes
of thecreates
Amer-a
ican in his home and business make the American character understood and appreciated, and the task of the diplomat becomes easv.
Formerly he had to combat the notion that the American's soul was
stamped with his dollar sign, and that his instincts were imperialistic.
Used European Films.
The interest aroused by screen pictures of America has caused demand
for news and knowledge of the happenings in that country and the
columns of the press now show a fair proportion of events "made in
U. S. A." And the picture play's the thing that did it.
Before the war Brazil was receiving practically all of its motion
picture films from Europe, principally from France and Italy. But
the film business not being considered among necessities, it was one of
the first to suffer. Many of the principal actors of European filmdom
were called to the trenches, and the feminine portion took to Red
Cross and knitting.
Materials used in production of films were needed

American Pictures in Brazil
Photoplays

Succeed
Where
Diplomats
Fail — Chaplin
and
Hart Brazilian Favorites.
following article, published last week in the New
THE
York Sun, will bear reproduction. At this time when
people are discussing essential and non-essential industries, it will not be amiss to emphasize the kind of service
that is being rendered to the cause by American moving
pictures in all neutral and allied countries. And it is a service that cannot be successfully performed through any other
medium.
average Brazilian's ignor1.— Before the war the vast
Rio de Janeiro, May and
— as vast as the averhis activities was
ance of the American
age American's ignorance of the Brazilian and his affairs.
the Erazilian has his
Now, after more three years of war confusion,
ideas about the Yankee and fairly clear ideas they are too. The change
— the American moagent
about by an utterly unexpected
was brought
tion picture film.
Much has been said and written about the tightening of PanAmerican ties. Conventions there were at which representatives of the
more than twenty western continent republics banqueted and made
Commercial interests strove to weave tight the web of busispeeches.
ness relations.
Diplomats multiplied plans and policies of the common acceptance
of the Monroe Doctrine.
The press of the two continents clamored for

Cinema

Pathe, Rio Janeiro, Brazil.

for munitions. Transportation to South America became difficult.
The result was that the European supply of films was almost completely cut off.
wailing
and woe hero,
in Brazilian
"movie"on fandom.
theThere
midst was
of this
the American
with a sombrero
his head But
and anin
unerring six-shooter in his hand, came galloping to the rescue. He
galloped right into the warm heart of the Brazilian, and presto, the
maiden was saved, the stolen papers restored, the villain vanquished,
and Pan-American solidification became as simple as a recipe for apple
Enter Hill and Charlie.
There isfilms.
scarcely
asame
"movie"
in Brazil
that onis innotevery
showing
American
The
showshouse
that are
being put
city
pie.
and village of the United States are doing their turns here, and probably at about
time. companies
The Brazilian
is fond itof in"action"
his
I'l'OSS.
film plots
and the
the same
American
are giving
a way innever
seen in the European product. William S. Hart, Dustin Farnum,
Gf orge Walsh. Charlie Chaplin and all the other stars in the American
constellation are twinkling to popular approval down under the Southern
The popular mind is vastly astonished and somewhat appaled at the
movie version of the American girl. Her independence and freedom —
her self-assertion and ability to manage for herself — the respect with
which
she is Oftreated
men' ofwith
whom she associates as with equals,
is the cause
much by
lifting
eyebrows.
incidentally,
picture development
show is the in
Brazilian's
favorite
amusement
and ashasthehadmoving
a tremendous
this country,
the
American export trade on picture films is a considerable commercial
item.

Inter-Ocean Activities
Becomes

Teatro Phenix, Rio Janeiro, Brazil.

Sole Exporter art
of "Fulco"
Pictures.Line and Acquires

Selex-

Till",
first
big news
fromownInter-Ocean
since
entering
their
building atFilm
218 Corporation
West 42nd
street. New York City, comes in the announcement
by president Paul H. Cromelin of the taking over of the
entire Foreign
distribution
of the accessories
and supplies
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made by the E. 1". Fulton Co., Chicago, HI. known as the
"Fulco" line. At the beginning the firm will confine itself
to offering abroad such specialties as enclosed rewinders,
bench rewinders, lugs, carbon savers and carbon adapters,
ene 11. Kauffman, who managed the "Speer" carbon camn, will be in charge of the "Fulco" foreign sales drive,
Mr. Cromelin further announces that [nter-Ocean has
cured tin- Selexart features for foreign distribution
rhej
an- "Honor's Cross," starring Rhea Mitchell; "Blue Blood,"
ing Howard Hickman; and "Social Ambition," with both
Miss Mitchell
and Mr. Hickman.
The Lewis
S. Stone
features, "Inside the Lines" and "Man of Bronze" and a Robert
T. Haines play, "The Victim," have also been added to Intern's list.
Among

the Exporters.

Gillespie Bros. & Co., an old-established commission house
with offices at 11 Broadway, New York, has started a department tor the exportation and importation of films and
all kinds of cinematographic supplies. This firm has branches
in the following countries: Great Britain, Argentina, Brazil,
Bolivia, Chile, Kcuador, Guatemala, Peru, Dominican Republic. West Indies, and agencies in other territories, lose
Manuel Aragon, who recently severed his connection with
Rojas, Randall & Co., is in charge of the new department.
It is understood that the activities of Gillespie Bros. & Co.
will not be confined to Latin America, their intention being
to cover all the markets of the world available at the present
time.

* * *

Jacobo Glucksmann, New York representative of Max
Glucksmann of Buenos Aires, reports that in addition to a
large number of Metro productions already finished, he has
just contracted for the entire 1918 program of the Metro
Pictures Corporation with exclusive rights for Argentina,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru and Bolivia. The deal was
closed
through
the Export
Importoutput,
Film Co.,
New Y'ork.
With the
purchase
of the &Metro
Max ofGlucksmann
has materially increased his already large service of American productions in the territory covered by his firm.

* * *

B. Lichtig, who has represented the Universal company in
he Antilles, Mexico and Central America for nearly two
cears, has become one of the most important moving picture factors in those territories.
According to Cine-Mun-
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auce boils,- in the West Indus, is doing great business with
Bluebird, Butterfly, Jewel ami
Universal productio
» » other
♦
William
Vogel, who owns the foreign
rights on all tinnew t haplin pictures, reports
(hat copies ot "A |I,,K\ Life"
have alreadj
been
shipped to Panama, Chile, and t<. the
headquarters oi the Central
American
Film Company,
at
Havana, tor distribution
in tuba,
Porto
Rico, Santo
Domingo, Jamaica, Venezuela, Colombia ami the Central At
ican republics with the exception
of Panama.
* * *
The Haworth Pictures Corporation, of Los Angeles, announces in the June issue of "( ine M undial" that its lirst
picture with Sessue Hayakawa in the title role will be ready
for release in the Latin American markets within a few
months. This announcement will create a great deal of interest in the Southern republics, where the Japanese actor
has many admirers.

* * *

David 1'. How ells has removed his office from 220 West
42nd street to the eleventh floor of 729 Seventh avenue. Chester I'.. Sawyer,
American Film
"First National"
tories, has also

New York representative for the Central
Company, which will handle Mr. Howells'
pictures in different Latin American terrian office in the same suite.

* * *

Arthur J. Lang, export manager of the Nicholas Power
Company, left last week on an extended trip through Latin
America in the interests of his firm. He will visit Panama,
Ecuador, Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, Chile, Uruguay and Argentina. Mr. Lang expects to remain away from New York for
nine or ten months.

* * *

The M. P. Sales Agency, of London, and the Australasian
Films, Ltd., of Sydney, bought the Jester comedies for the
United Kingdom and Australia respectively. Both deals
were consummated through David W. Russell, of New York.

* * *

Havana will soon boast of a large theater specially built
for the exhibition of moving pictures and equipped with all
modern appliances. The corner of Prado and Neptuno
streets has been selected as a site, and it will have seating
capacity for

1,100 spectators.

The name

* * *

of it will be "The

W. ."
H. Productions Co. announces the following sales :
RialtoBessie
Five
Barriscale features for France to M. Monat, of
Paris ; "Carmen of the Klondike," for South Africa, to the
Apex Films, Ltd., of Johannesburg; and for Norway, Denmark and Sweden to John Olsen & Co.

* * *

Alvarez, Arrondo

& Co., of Mexico, are advertising in the

local trade press "Enlighten Your Daughter," an Inter-Ocean
controlled production, and "Who Will Be Number One," presumably the Paramount serial of similar name.

* * *

The Cuban Electrical Supply Company, with headquarters
at Havana, has been appointed agent for the Nicholas
Power Company in Cuba. The deal was closed during A. J.
Lang's recent visit to the neighboring republic.
Inquiries from Abroad.
The addresses of these firms may be obtained from CineMundial, 516 Fifth avenue, New York. We do not assume
responsibility as to the standing of the inquirers, and the
usual precautions should be taken in all cases. All inquiries
are received direct by the Moving Picture World and CineMundial, the Spanish monthly edition of the Moving Picture
World.
Please mention number when writing.
46— A firm in Cuba is in the market for educational subas well as extraordinary features with titles and paper
in Spanish. It is also interested in securing a copy of
"Cabiria."
47— A man in San Juan, P. R. wishes to represent a producing or exporting company in Porto Rico.
48— A man in Tacua Chile is in the market for new and
second-hand film.

VIVIAN
1 eatro Campoamor,

Havana, Cuba.

dial's corresr jndent in Havana, the Campoamor theater, conrolled by Mr. Lichtig and the only continuous
perform-

i

MARTIN

RENEWS

PARAMOUNT

CONTRACT.

With the announcement of the renewal of Vivian Martin's
contract with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for
another year, comes also the statement that she will begin
ly, upon the completion of "Viviette," in
work immediate
she is now engaged, on a picture under the direction
which
of Tames Young.
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British front. The devastated trenches of Thiepval
Interesting Educationals
war torn valley of the Ancre are pictured.

Two Industrial, One Agricultural, One Topical, Two Military,
One Travel, and One Zoological Subject.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

"Fox Farming at East Northport, L. I." (General Film).
A
HALF reel showing how one of the most productive
industries is carried on. The fox farm at East Northport, L. I., where silver foxes of great value are reared
for their fur has been photographed in a way that gives us
unusually familiar views of these animals, which at the
slightest strange sound will take to their holes for weeks
at a time, coming out only at night. Evidently the avenues to their underground homes had been closed up, for
they are seen to rush about their pens frantically hunting a
point of escape. Finally a chicken hung in the middle of oneof the pens lures one of the foxes to a more prominent
position in the picture and makes him forget his fear.
"Transplanting
Nuremburg"
(Universal).
The transferring the world's toy making center from
Nuremburg, Germany, to Winchendon, Mass., is the subject of an interesting series of views in the Screen Magazine No. 74. The manufacture of mechanical toys such as
tin autos and boats, of a toy cannon, and of a toy piano
are attractive features of the picture. Then there is the
making of blackboards and the assembling of rocking horses,
all of which interest.
"War
Garden
Hints" (Paramount-Bray).
The 122d release of the Pictograph gives an excellent idea
of how to manage not only a war garden, but any garden if
you really want things to grow. Miss Grace Taylor, an energetic young woman connected with the United States Department of Agriculture, demonstrates in closeups just how
the work should be done. She spreads the fertilizer, digs
the ground and turns it under, and then sows the seed.
When the seed has been transformed into plants she shows
how to care for them. One of the things to which she draws
particular attention is the planting of beans, which she tells
us should be planted with the eye down. Closeups of the
sprouted bean, planted both ways are shown by way of illustration.
"Building Liberty Hospitals"
(Paramount-Bray).
An interesting and well-illustrated subject in the 122d
release of the Pictograph shows us a new type of ward for
a field hospital. This ward is known as the Libert}' Field
Hospital Ward, and has been presented to the country as
one of the contributions of the American Museum of Natural
History to the national service. The plans for this ward
were executed by Harry F. Beers under the direction of
President H. F. Osborn. The idea is based on the remarkable results obtained in an English hospital when
cures were effected by direct exposure of the wounded to the
open air and sunshine. The ward is built in portable style
and is seen in the picture under erection.
"Our Engineers
Win
Renown
'Over There' " (Universal)
In the Universal Screen Magazine No. 74 will be found
some illuminating views showing the splendid kind of work
our army engineers are doing on the battle front of France.
It shows iheni after throwing aside their picks and shovels
helping the British and French to maintain their positions
against the enemy. It also shows them on the hike and
building pontoon bridges.
"Britain's Bulwarks,"
No. 4 (Pathe).
This series of actual scenes connected with the present
war is destined to have great historical value, as it gives intimate glimpses of conditions on the British Front of an official
character. This number gives some excellent views of a
German prison camp in England, showing the humane treatment of prisoners and the occupations and amusements provided for them. The second half of the reel shows King
Albert and Prince Alexander
of Teck on a visit to the

2F

and the

"Yosemite
in Winter"
(Pathe).
A winter subject, showing this famous park under a mantle
of snow. The various waterfalls are pictured, also Glacier
Point, Union Point, Balanced Rock, Glacier Point Hotel and
other features. Two mountain climbers are also pictured
doing daring stunts on slippery trails.
"Educated
Seals" (Universal).
One of the most entertaining numbers in the 74th issue of
.the Screen Magazine are some views of educated seals performing juggling tricks. These well trained animals do tha
most marvelous things from balancing balls on their noses
to playing musical instruments. Those who have seen
performing seals on the vaudeville stage or at the circus
will be able to appreciate the attractiveness of this number.

Films for Civic Betterment
Municipal Reference Library of New York City Gives Screen
"Once Over" for Productions
of Civic and Educational Value — Metro
Scores.
ANOTHER evidence of the acknowledged usefulness of
the moving picture screen is given in the fact that the
Municipal Reference Library of New York City has
been preparing under the supervision of Librarian D. W.
Hyde a bulletin of screen productions of civic and educational value to be sent broadcast over the country. This,
published periodically, will be used for reference by communities and organizations wishing to utilize highgrade pictures in their work of town betterment, health campaigns
and patriotic propaganda. The Library plans to use constructively for the national benefit the widespread interest
in moving pictures.
The subjects in which they are especially interested are
Americanization, fire prevention, milk supply, sanitation, food
conservation, health education, engineering, police departments, public works of utilities, child welfare, city betterment, city planning, recreation, municipal gardens, etc.
An announcement from the Metro Pictures Corporation
states that the following productions of their make have
been chosen for recommendation : ''Help Wanted" (Drew
Patriotic comedy); "The Patriot" (food conservation); "Gas
Logic" (Drew comedy on fuel conservation) ; "The High
Cost of Living"; "My Own United States"; "Lest We Forget"; "Her Boy"; "Draft 25S"; "Her Greatest Power" (story
of girl chemist); "The Slacker"; "The Legion of Death":
"The Landloper" (on impure water supply) ; "The Upheaval"
(storv of craft reform) ; "God's Half Acre" (philanthropy) :
"The Sunbeam"; "The Eternal Mother" (child labor): "Red.
White and Blue Blood"; "The Hidden Spring," and "Under
Handicap" (showing western reclamation projects).

Questionnaire Reveals Film Tastes
Travel

and Western Tie for First Place With Children of
Schools of Onawa and Des Moines, Iowa.
have been comparatively few careful studies of
THERE
the subject of motion pictures in relation to young
people. Miss Irene Farrell. instructor in Latin and
English in the high school at Onawa. Iowa, population
2,500, has taken a deep interest in the subject, and recently
madc a careful survey in the high schools of that town and
of Des Moines. It was conducted by means of a questionnaire.
want enterThe results indicated that high school pupils
tainment of this kind about twice a week. In Onawa and
Des Moines, they usually go with their parents or with
their friends. Tlieir reading habits were affected, one-fifth,
pictures, probably the news weekfinding that thethemotion
desire for newspaper reading. General
lies, increased
reading was not so widely influenced, except that in every
ease where a picture was based on a book, there was regis-
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(1 an increase in the desire to read the work. News wceklies and picturized novels were found to have been very
helpful in the study oi current events, geography, and history and picturized novels in English. Those suffering from
eye trouble due to optical ailments were the only ones whose
suffered from looking at motion pictures. Miss Farrell
summed
up as follow s

"Studies in [nseCl I Hi." oncinii' plant In c,
grub, and other VICIOUS species. It also tells the
peanut industrj
from tin- planting and gathering
to their conversion into peanut butter.
Safe
methods ,,i can. >cing are also shown, as well as
oi young squirrels.

"The kind of picture given first choice was 'Spectacular,'
which claimed its rank by a single vote over 'Travel' and
•Western,' which tied for second place, which
likewise by a
single vote ranked above 'Romantic,' 'Comedy' and 'Educational,' all of which peculiarly were given third place.
'Thrillers'
'Tragedy'
were
relegated
to the
the former and
receiving
three
votes,
the latter
but background,
one. From

At the Lasky Studio Comedian Will Begin Work on a Production in Which Athletic Stunt* Are Featured.

the opinion as regards 'Thrillers,' we conclude that the pupils' tastewhen
must webe consider
refined and
but much
in respect
tragedy,
that literary,
in school
study to
is
made of the classic tragedians. Shakespeare especially, we
conclude that we are teaching something naturally disliked or possibly we conclude that the tragic appreciation
needs stronger cultivation. Perhaps the pupils have in
mind the overworked tragedy — as one boy says, 'I dislike
the tragedy in which the hero's manly breast heaves with
suppressed emotion.'
"'Educational' and 'Travel' proved to be the kind remembered the longest, while 'Comedy,' which ranked third by
choice of subject, received one vote for being longest remembered.
"As a result two points stand out as important and valuable. First, the children are as a whole appreciative of the
best in pictures and are vitally impressed by the best, and
second, motion pictures may be used to supplement class
room instruction with positive and effective results. It is
advisable to encourage the best pictures; it is sound educational doctrine to use this additional method of instruction."

Mexico on the Screen
Educational Films Corporation of America Releasing Splendid Series of Mexican Films.

IN spite of the fact that the twelve-reel series "Mexico
Today" which is being handled by the Educational Films
Corporation of America opened at the Rivoli theater,
New York City the closing week of May, its general release
is set for June.
"Mexico Today" represents the work of George D. Wright,
a young American who has been settled in Mexico City
for several years. The fact that he was in partnership with
a native Mexican afforded him unusual facilities for picturizing all the aspects of native Mexican life. Among the
subjects of these one-reel films are: The Heart of Mexico;
Picturesque Industries; History and Architecture; Market
Days and Fiestas; The World's Most Useful Plant; The
Floating Gardens; Life in the Indian Villages; In Silverland; A Modern Hacienda; The Power House of Mexico.

New Series of Anthr olographic Films
Social Life and Environment of Mongolian Tribes of Arctic
Siberia and America Arrives at Seattle.
of anthropographic films which promises to
reels
FOUR
be interesting has been photographed by Frederick
Yanegich, of 415 Madison street, Seattle, Wash., and
brought to that city to await the most suitable marketing
These films are said to cover the social life and environment of the Mongolian tribes of Artie Siberia and America.
Each reel contains about 650 feet of action and 350 feet of
titling, and each covers a different subject which is said to
lead logically to the following reel.
Not having seen this series of pictures we are not in a
position to qualify as to their merits, but we are glad to announce to the trade the news of its existence.
Items of Interest.
The Strand theatre, New York City, is running as a trailer
Topics of the Day told in "title form"
topical review,
to
and itsarranged
by the Literary Digest from the press of the
world. The Topical Review for the week of May 19 also
contained Part I of the Story of the Hun Drive at Picardy
from Pathe, and also a Ditmars number from the Educational
Films Corporation of America entitled "Night Animals." "A
Coorial on the Oronoco," the fourth number of the OutingChester series, formed one of the features of the program.
* * *

The 77th issue of the Universal Screen Magazine for release Tune 29 contains among its most attractive subjects,

the toni.iln
story of the
of tin- nuts
and m
the rearing

F red Stone Starts for West Coast
FRED STONE, famous eccentric comedian and one of
the best known musical comedy stars on the stage, left
June _' tor Hollywood lo begin his motion picture work
at the Famous Players-Lasky studio, where his first Paramount pictures will be produced. Mr. Stone the night before
Completed a season's run in "Jack o' Lantern" at the Globe
theater.
Mr. but
Stone
well have
playedhe"Jack
Lantern"
all summer,
he could
is anxious
for what
termso' his
vacation, which this summer
ture work.

will be found in his motion

pic-

Mr. Stone's first Paramount picture will be a circus story,
written by John Kmerson and Anita Loos especially for
him. and will be directed by Donald Crisp. Work will begin
at the Lasky studio June 10. In this picture the acrobatic
comedian will have opportunity for performing stunts
which are impossible on the stage. As he says himself: "I
expect there will be hundreds of feet of acrobatic features
which 1 have never before performed in public, but which
I have been practicing daily, not only this season, but in
seasons past. These stunts could never be presented on the
stage, but in motion pictures they will be easy.
"In my first picture there will be a dozen or more new
stunts which I have never shown to the public, such as leaping over seven horses, doing all sorts of trapeze stunts,
roping six head of cattle at once, and many others of this
nature," said Mr. Stone. "The beauty of the story, as I
have gathered from the scenario, is in the fact that there
will be a reason for bringing in these various athletic features. As a matter of fact the story is practically, as it
stands, the story of my own life, and naturally I am very
keen about it."

Vance Joins New Producing Combination
Author

to

Be

Lubin Company.
"Production
Analyst"

of

the

Ince-Sawyer-

FOLLOWING the announcement of the formation of a
company to produce "Ralph Ince Film Attractions,"
with Ralph Ince, Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin
as the moving spirits, a statement was issued by Mr. Sawyer
relative to the acquisition of a famous American novelist
who will be added to the personnel of the new organization.
Louis Joseph Vance is the author. As a result of contracts closed between Mr. Vance and the Ince-SawyerLubin combination the writer will play a prominent part
in the preparation, construction, titling and supervision of
all of the special vehicles to be released by the company.
A special executive capacity has been created for Mr.
Vance whereby he will not only furnish several original
■ stories, but also will occupy the position of "production
analyst." In this capacity he will bring all his constructive
knowledge of story writing and the drama to bear on each
attraction before it is placed in production.
VISIT

COAL

CONVENTION

AS GUESTS.

E. W. Hammons, vice-president and general manager of
the Educational Films Corporation, and Miss Caroline
Gentry, co-author of "The Romance of Coal," attended as
guests the convention of the National Coal Association of
America, held May 28 in Philadelphia.
Mr. Hammons and Miss Gentry went there to meet many
of the operators who have declared a friendly interest in
the coal picture and to report the progress that they have
been making. Many so-called industrial pictures have been
made that have dealt in a more or less detailed way with the
coal mines, but "The Romance of Coal" is the first literary
and artistic attempt to use a great industry as a background
for an entertaining story.
BINDER GETS SEND-OFF FROM BIG-U ASSOCIATES.
Oscar C. Binder, assistant auditor for the Universal Film
Company, has left for Camp Upton in answer to his call in
the draft. Before leaving he was presented with a Masonic
ring and a purse by employees of Universal.
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT
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Futile Argument.
SEEKING to traverse a recent statement an exhibitor seems to
argue that advertising does not pay. He has lately come into
the management of a house largely advertised by the previous
management, but he argues that this costly advertising did not pay.
He has cut down the size of his newspaper space, runs reissues of
features alternating with first runs, and points with pride to the
greatly increased profit he is showing on the box office statements.
On the face of it he has all the best of the argument. The house is
making more money than it did when it paid a large film rental and
took half-page spaces in the newspapers. But the exhibitor does not
realize that he is running upon the reputation builded by those earlier
advertisements, and that presently he will be found out and a slump
will ensue that will be gradual at first, but, acting with increasing
celerity, will in time bring the house to a position where only another
and even more expensive advertising campaign, backed by newer film,
can possibly pull the house back to the position it now occupies. A
single newspaper spread cannot make a clientele, nor can the occasional omission of heavy advertising break it down immediately.
Success comes only through a long and persistent campaign of advertising. A management cannot use a ten-inch space for months
and expect to pull a half page business immediately upon the insertion of a half-page advertisement. The half pages must be repeated with reasonable frequency if a permanent clientele is to be
built up. The single half page will undoubtedly bring into the house
more than its cost if the advertisement is properly written, but steady,
permanent results come only from steady and persistent advertising
campaigns, and what has been built up by patient endeavor cannot
be overthrown in a day. A house well advertised for a couple of
years will live on that advertising for from six months to a year.
The impression has been created that the house is desirable. Patrons
will be slow to realize that the change affects the value of the show,
but inevitably they will make this discovery and stay away in increasing numbers, and they will be slow indeed to respond to a new
campaign to regain business. This is a trap into which many inexperienced managers fall. They come into a well advertised house, and
are pleasantly surprised to find that business holds up in the face of
a materially decreased advertising appropriation. They at once plume
themselves upon their superior ability which enables them to dispense with the heavy newspaper bills and still do business, and this
frame of mind continues until they awake to the true facts too late to
regain easily what they have so easily lost. Advertising will last
beyond the period of advertising, but unless the house is to be dumped
it will not last long, and the last state of the house will be worse than
the first. We have seen this happen in New York houses and in small
town theaters. It never fails to work out, and the manager who argues
that he is saving money through dropping his advertising to a minimum
is assuredly digging his own grave.

Bad Breaks.
Jimquin, formerly of L. A., but now of El Paso, sends in an advertisement for "The Whispering Chorus" in which the printer makes
the types say that "Conscience doth make cords of us all." A
Mexican program announces the appearance of a certain feature "with
the famous actor, William Fox." He also tells of a tent show in a
Mexican town which on one day announced a show for men only, and
offered as the unannounced attraction the Passion Play. The crowd
burned down the tent after smashing up the seats for kindling. Reminds us of the good old days of the store fit-up with the innocuous
cooch for a "blow-off."

Hooked

Up.

P. E. Coe, of the Theater
Louisiana, Baton Rouge, La., gets right
It runs :
up to the minute with the Liberty Loan announcement.
BUY A
LIBERTY
BOND
By all means — but you can also help Uncle Sam by attending
this theater regularly.
The two cents war tax on admissions you
of the $100,000,000 yearly collected by picture thepay Isaterspart
for the Government.
We have changed the original text to the extent of adding the last
three words.
"Collected
by picture theaters"
is a bit vague.
The
addition of "for the Government" leaves no question as to the disposition of the money.

Doing His

Bit.

C. D. Buss, of the Third SI root theater, Baston, Pa., is now a member
of the photographic division of the Signal Corps, and is stationed at
Columbia University, New York. We are going to miss his work for
tho Third Street, for Mr. Buss is one of the oldest friends of the depart mont— and one of the most alert.

The

No Cuts, but
Strand theater. Minneapolis, produces an excellent advertisement with merely a cut signature and type from the cases.
This is

a four tens in the Sunday paper, and the star is played up with a
fifteen-line letter that is much to be preferred for advertising purposes
to a meaningless cut. This is a lesson that so few exhibitors and advertising agents seem
to have learned.
All type is infinitely to be

wm
MAE
MARSH
THE

PLAYHOUSE-^/

MINNEAPOLIS.

PICK of the
PICTURES

SUNDAY

4 DAYS

ONLY

FIELDS of HONOR
SANTREY
'The Littie Dear One'
IRVIN S. COBB'S

Will Sing the Prologue From
"Pagliacci" (In Costume)

preferred to a cut that means nothing. This particularly applies to
portrait cuts so poorly printed that the identity of the player cannot
be imagined. Some of the portrait cuts of Miss Pickford that are to
be found in the advertisements are both wasteful and libelous.
Poor

Lettering.

Here is another example of the foolishness of striving for effect.
Possibly the cut will not show as badly as the original, which is taken
from a quarter page, but there are white lines running down through
the letters which give the effect of a poorly printed type letter at first
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giance, and few win giv< it .i Becond glance unleu they are inter, sum
in tlu' announcement of the house. Keep to ■olid black li ttera for
your Important announcement, and you oannol to far wrong, The
for fanciful lettering is noi in newspaper advertising, but In men
carefully printed announcements.
Ruff on

Titles,

rring to a recent comment on titles, K;ii|>h Ruffner wrl
There is something to titles, and there is something to ad
vertising.
It has come to pass that millions ot our best dividend
dealers travel by sound, and sound synchronised with proper
advertising appeals.
The Low on the violin string maj vibrate
a steel building, or it may make the tenant In the next room
wrathy, it all depends.
Bui if it is handled deftly it may gel
response from both, a unified balance ol two distinctly different
natures.
There is a lot to that The title should be pleasing in sound, for
a fluent and pleasing title will do a lot to help the sale, but sales
should not be made on sound alone, but on the recommendation of
the house. Some companies carry the attractive title so far that they
take all the character of the picture away. Undoubtedly many persons
want to see a picture "because it sounds interesting," but they do not
want to be misled by the title.
Rufl sends in his idea of a Chaplin

CHADU£
CMAPl
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l would i» glad to read through the department the r<
attending the urn ol the Idea and sugge tlon
for furthoi am
belli
V7e are Arm believers thai an ad acoompai
bj .i laugh Is the beat kind ol an ad, consequently ere eternallj
.. the hiiin
of the public, and bui
li entertain
ment porHonllled.
.lus o ! Now it Rufl will roach down his copj '•' Plcturi Theater
Advertising and turn to pagi ■•!
I II bai been ■ good idea for
' who iirst seni the Idea In, bui it was
me in the mid west, and the lobeme has been worked to advai *Jx/o
y
innumerable times,
We like verj much Ruff's advertisement foi I
tain of ills Soul, but we think that the companion ad
i for

>••*>• ■

■■ will'
AJ-40 Ahi A
■ aii
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the Columbia in the same issue is about as bad as they come. The
artist has chopped up the lettering until you have to take a day off
to find out what it is all about. That Apostle of Originality Ruff has

EMlCOMtDtEf

on his staff should be persuaded to give the titles half a chance. That's
what the advertising is for. Any artist who draws a title In interrupted lines is a traitor and should be shot at sunrise. Ruff sends in
some billboard studies. The two Jensen and Von Herberg houses
maintain 55 stands weekly, all painted. About the niftiest is that for
the Columbia, shown heir.
The lettering and frame are In gold with

hi
T";the
Humor
into
thini, r IwT'
that the

hfdrawing,
thmkS
that th* artist miSht
have Reeled
»ore
in which
opinion we concur.
The sketch is
,tb°Ufh
the
P0Sing
is
we"
conceived.
Personally,
we
laughing face would have been better than the tearful
one.
The
comedy
rather
than
the
alleged
pathos
should
have been
played up.
Ruff

Is

Late.

Ralph Ruffner writes that we can "step on" this one, and
continues
For the benefit of the boys who have not favored our past
conations, owing to the amount of space they occupy
and the
expense of putting them across, want to tip you off to one
that
doesn't cost a cent. We have found it a most pleasant means
of banging 'em in the eye with a laugh and at the same time
calling very, very definite attention to a forthcoming production.
In this instance we will take Elsie Ferguson in "The Rose of
the World." The usual method would be to announce her
coming with a single slide. We use ten, adopting the K.C.B
style of disconnected sentences. During the running of these
Slides the audience is as quiet as "mice" except where the laughs
ooze through. About the fifth slide it begins to get on their
nerves, and the tenth slide drops 'em over the cliffff. Invariably
the slides get a big hand, and when an audience will applaud
an ad it shows conclusively where and how it hit.
To begin with, we aim to grab their attention by our opening
line, thus :
1. "Here's a tough one :
If you were a beautiful young woman
and your
first husband
Slide 2. had been a dashing army officer who had died a
hero, and your second husband was
Slide 3. an old man
of title and wealth, but stupid and
so forth, whom you had married in a moment
Slide 4. of weakness and
Slide 5. you found your love for your first husband growing
stronger and stronger until
Slide 6. you could not bear the presence of your second husband, and to complicate matters
Slide 7. if your first husband's
best friend fell in love
with you probabilities are you would
Slide 8. beat it
Slide 9. down
Slide 10. here early Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
and see Elsie Ferguson in "Rose of the World."
Slide 11. We thank you."
The foregoing text was taken from the press book furnished
by Artcraft. We have altered it in one or two places to make
room for a grin. Cut out all music during the running of the
set ; the silence serves as an added incentive to be alert for
the unusual — and they'll find it.

the panel in green. It is a 24-sheet size. We do not like as well a
set in which the star's name is painted in two colors — red and black —
the upper half red and the lower black. Both colors have the same
photographic value, so that the contrast does not show in the cut, but

r'7in

Slide

PEjWBGaf
THOSE

WHO

pay

we do not like two colored letters or letters that are set into a panel
of two colors. They are not as easily read, and the chief aim of the
billboard should be to get the legend read quickly and clearly. No one
has time to stop and puzzle a billboard out. In the cut the streamer Is
green and the house name in white. The third example shows the star's
name in white on black and the comedy in red. This is a better
scheme.
Legibility should be the first consideration, and all else should
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ally, worked in with the Loan Committee in giving all possible pub
licity to the appearance
of the star of the loan drive — and broke
another
record.
Four thousand
dollars for a two weeks' advertising
campaign
is a lot of money,
but it was only a fleabite to what
it

INDIAHAPOLIS
THE
FIBST
AMERICA
OUTSIDE
OF
YOBK TO SEE

The Authorized

CITY
KEW

IN

Version

AMBASSADOR

JAMES W. GERARD'S

Startling book that amaMd America and brought
this country face to face with kaiseriam.

"MY FOUR YEARS

defer to this. Ruffner explains that his principals believe in spending
five dollars to bring in five dollars in the hope that more than five
dollars will come in, and adds "The fear of spending money keeps a
lot of guys from its companionship." There is a whole bookful in
that quotation.

IK GERMANY'

Gosh!
Think of spending $4,000 for advertising for a single picture!
That is what S. Barret McCormick did for "My Four Years in Germany," at the Circle, Indianapolis,
he had the picture for two
weeks (a record for a city the size ofbutIndianapolis
), and he went out
into the country to get the patronage he needed. The Circle seats
3,100 people, and gave six shows a day for fourteen days. As the
picture played to practically packed houses all of the time, it played
to about 60,400 more persons than the population of the town.
But

ear.plctsn
u tb* Rlna
oi n
lira la Ccrcu
«.EtocrxcT.

-ALL

NEXT

week-

r»

ambassador

JAMES

W. GERARD

The Man Who Defied The Kaiter
Indianapolis' Guest Tomorrow, Who W$H Lead the
Liberty Loan Parade and Speak at
Tomlinson HaQ.
The authorized film version of his startling book,
"Hy Four Years in Germany." will be presented at
the Circle Theatre all next week.

brought in, and that is the real test. We regret we cannot show in
detail the advertising campaign, but the three illustrations show, in
order, the opening five-column displays, two four-fifteens and a foursevens that gives a detailed example of how he hooked up with the
Liberty
Loan
drive.
And
Mr. McCormick
remarks,
"A number
of

AMBASSADOR
JAMES

ww^^mm

W.'GERAftT/S

POUR YEARS

Germany;

yF4jg^|pg

exhibitors think I was iucky' to get the picture so soon after Gerard's
visit." It was not luck. It was the same sort of hustle and forethought that made a star manager out of a newspaper writer. McCormick looks ahead and plans to win every legitimate advantage.
Mr. McCormick did not merely hire the picture and let it make good
for him. He knows that cannot be done. He booked the attraction
and then set out to get his money on it. He knew that the former
Ambassador was due in Indianapolis to speak for the Liberty Loan
drive. He hooked up with the Loan Committee and he arranged to
get the film pre-release so that it might open the day following the
appearance of the distinguished visitor. The newspapers, as a matter
of news, ran considerable material on the Ambassador for several
days before his arrival, anil McCormick hooked up with this by announcing the appearances of the speaker in his advertising. He used
five-column advertisements to start the campaign and they ran the
length of the page. The film barely made connections, but It got to
town the evening before the opening, coining by special messenger,
Meantime the country for a radius of fifty miles had been billed like
a circus, and a large portion of the patronage consisted of persons
who came from the outlying districts to sec the tilni. for stress was
laid upon tho fact thai this was an exclusive booking and that the film
would not be seen in Indianapolis at any other house. Doubtless considerable money w;is brought into town to the loeal merchants hy
the visitors, Vfter the first day (he advertising included indorsements
from the Mayor, tin- IVfense Committee, and Others, and one large
department "store even Included 6 commendation of the dim In Its
own advertising for the good ol the propaganda. Every bit of the
publicity given Mr. Gerard naturally reacted in favor ol the picture
from tho smallest newspaper paragraph to the parade oi 10,000 which
the Ambassador lead and the rousing big meeting In the municipal
hall it all worked
tor McCormick.
Bui
Mr.
McCormick
did not
cheapen the presence Of the author by Booking to arrange for B personal
appearance
at the house.
lie knew
that sueh a move
would
<i
his own ends.
He merely
i nek the publicity that came to him natur-

Did You Notice?
Did you have any of those Third Liberty Bond door knobs in your
town? They were all over Xew York, and it is pleasant to remember
that the door knob was invented by a motion picture exhibitor.

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising
By EPES WINTHR0P

3

SARGENT (CmJnUt *i Ad»trtlslit fir Exhibit*! Ii DM Mirlai Plttirt W«M)

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guid*.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.

Wright & Callender Building
Los Angeles, Cal-
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The Photoplaywright
mum;

;;»n»mmt»mnm

by EPES WINTHROP
NOTICE.

SARGENT

Owing to lllneaa, Mr. Sargent v»ili be naable to r«-pl> i«i nn>
inquiries whether a return envelope accompanies
the (neattoaa
>r ikx.
No exeeptlona to thU
rule ran !>.• made, perkapa, to*
•cifriil months.
Not

the

Idea.

WRITES .in earnest Inquirer \- I understand your Idea, you want
na author- to keep on writing stories withot trying to sell until
the market gets good. Now suppose it takes two or three years for
he market to improve and in that time 1 have .written between one and
wo hundred stories. Am 1 to send out those stories In a batch' It
earns to me that if all beginners followed your advice the market
i-ouM be glutted." We think that if the correspondent keeps on writOS for two years he will not. at the end of that period, send out those
wo hundred stories. lie will find that about three-fourths of them
re so poor as compared with his later work that ho will be ashamed
o offer them for sale in the condition in which they are in. The
eal idea of the waiting policy is not to have a huge store of ideas
.•ith which to flood the market, but to hold bark the ideas that will
Ot sell now against the time there is a demand, and. meanwhile, to
lake such progress in writing as to be able to realize that the stuff
tored up is merely the foundation of a better story in every way.
f the average author writes two hundred stories in two or three years
and this is far too manyl be cannot but arrive at a point of judglent where he can see the faults of those early stories. He will not
se ih -in as mailing material, but as the foundations upon which to
uild better and stronger stories in the light of the newly acquired
xperience. The approximation to perfection comes only with practise,
nd the greater the practise the more nearly perfect is the product.
vTe do not think it possible for a man or woman to write two hundred
tories and not learn something from the endeavor, and since this is
je case, the writing of the two hundredth will help the sale of the first
reduction when the proper time conns. Don't sit with your stories
t your lap all ready to dump them into the first available market. Fix
lem up before you send them out, and send them singly.
Ware
Shun those local companies
ry. Possibly some of them
lock sales is coming in, but
nd nothing more, and they
lance at all in such a case.

One
>uple
toss
orth

author at
of scripts
the face.
more than

Wl >RLD
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the Wildcats.
that are springing up all over the counwill pay at first while the money From
most of them are stock-selling schemes
are not buying stories. You stand no

A New One.
least showed some originality when be • sent out a
with "Liberty Bonds accepted for this story'' typed
The trouble was that the smallest Liberty Bond was
the story.

Two
Opinions.
One old-timer writes that the market is completely dead, and another
the old guard writes that he has turned again from fiction to photoay "on account of the growing demand.''
You may take your choice.
Too Long.
-inner writes that he is putting in ten hours a day studying
aotoplay writing, but that he seems to make no progress. He is
•erdoing it. A person can go stale on ten hours a day at any job.
ut in two or three hours a day and you are doing about all you can do.
A Copyright Question.
An author wants to know if he can use an incident related in a
3ws dispatch from the front. There is a copyright line over the
ory, which is sent out by a news-gathering syndicate. The incident
ill work in nicely in a story he is writing, and he wants to know how
- get the right to use it. If he is certain that the material appeared
; a news item, no copyright line will protect the matter. News is in
e public domain and cannot be protected by copyright, no matter if
copyright line is used above it. It has been ruled that even a
'titious incident presented as news loses its privilege if so presented,
the writer can lift the matter without arrangement with any one.
jpyright in such a case could apply only to the special form of
ords in which the story is told.
Telling
the Director.
Authors are too fond of trying to boss the directors by inserting
jto their stories elaborate explanations of just how a thing should be
\de. This is not only useless, but irritating. The studio staffs know how to
their work. They ask only for stories to produce and to clutter up a mancript with elaborate details as to how to get tableau and light effects
how to build the clock in which the ever-present papers are hidden
an excess of care that will bring nothing to the author save rejec-

Hoitt

Up.

plol

' week v,'
.i '-'i Inch height

lookkei pel
tool ■ nd bad II
then wi put on lockei . .. tei and now we wrlti
MM in. i on a pile oi m
balanced on thi top
Regular typewriter chain do
come tbl uel nl bul ii i
able to get your elbowa above the work Trj II some tlm<
..a like it j on , ., n he ve a platform
thai »iii i
ordinary kitchen chair to the proper belgbl it you flo
aol a
.,
Changing
Over.
A Milter Bays thai
Ol town lor lh,. Rummer
and v
to know H
iii a portable machine will spoil in
on" ..
...ii.. when i"' return
to it in the fall.
We think
thai lie uiii have troubli a peed tor a couple oi week
on both
changes.
Pin this letting down
in speed Ii only temporary,
am
portable in. i. limes are \.r\ bandy
II on., is moving
aboui
much.
We
..in regular machines
II we expect to !»■ out or town for
than two weeks, and Ii ml IIm
. In in. works well and is noi ..
as it sounds, bui then w.- bave a batter; "i machlnei
i can
one or two machines off ahead of our own departure,
en u
arrival of the machine before w< get Into the new town.
Indigestion.
"I have been floundering
around
trying to digest what I have read
in books and magazines," comments a student.
Usually too many books
bring on an attack of acute indigestion.
It is better to carefully
tandard text book, by getting from the public library what they
have on the subject and making a selection. Master the teachings In
that and then — and not until then — read the others, accepting as fact
only such statements as may logically be adopted. Each writer on
photoplay technique — and there are no exceptions — had his personal
preferences, which may be in direct violation of the preferences of
others, though both may be substantially correct. One author, for
instance, may number his scenes in the middle of the page, a second
may favor a marginal numbering, and a third declare for the inset
number. All three forms would be substantially correct, and to keep
changing the placing of the scene number would militate against the
work of the student. It is best to accept a form that is simple and
convenient and to adhere to this until a studio job is had, when, of
course, the author will use the form most favored in that studio. Nothing is more confusing to the beginner than to try to reconcile the
teachings of half a dozen writers, where the differences are merely
of opinion.
Accept one good form and adhere to that.
Don't Send Them
In.
It seems to be necessary again to remind authors that we will not
r.ad manuscript stories. We cannot spare the time, for one thing,
and we will not make the time, for another.
Thi
with, equal
force to fragments of a script.
Do

Don't send them. pl<
It, Anyhow.

In commenting upon a script recently, the Writer's Magazine said
that it was not necesary to type with author's name and address upon
every shc( t of manuscript, "though it did no harm." It is not necesof
against
wise precaution
it is a stamps
but rubber
true, and
is very
author
no loss
that the
are so cheap
sin .is.
.,sary" itmore
should omit this precaution.
Criticism.
There is only one criticism that really amounts to anything, and this
."
enclosed please find release slip for
begins
Add

This.

"to me."
When you say that a plot of yours is absolutely new, add
else from thinking of the same
There is" nothing to prevent someone
thing, and it may be that you have been beaten to it.
Use

the

Library.

If your home library is small, learn to use the books in the public
library If vou have no late encyclopedia and are not certain of your
facts "take the time to go to the library and look up the data, that you
may get it right. You will find most librarians anxious to help you, and
in time you'll learn your way about without assistance.

Technique of the Photoplay
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
Practical pointers on the preparation of stories for the screen,
y
answering the hundred and one questions which immediatel
A
nresent themselves when the first script is attempted. of
writer
d
experience
the
for
standard and tested handbook
beginner.
for the
of real
as well n asfrom
a wealthfrom-thewith"StralghtPicture
an author
informatio
shoulder"plots
"dollars-and-cents" experience.
By mail, postpaid. Three Dollars
Order from nearest offieo.
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Manufacturers'

Notice.

T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important

Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mall, without delay. Special replies by mall on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
in neat boklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.
The

Transverter.

On my recent visit to Cleveland I called upon the Hertner Electric
Company, makers of the Transverter, and had a pleasant visit with
D. C. Cookingham, sales manager.
Since the Transverter first appeared, several improvements have been
made in its construction, the most important ones being the ventilating system and the construction of the coupling which joins the
AC rotor with the DC generator shaft.
The first machines built were fitted with couplings of machinery
steel. These couplings were keyed and had a pressed fit on the rotor
shafts, the DC armature shaft being keyed and given an easy slip fit
into the coupling. The company's experience was that if a customer
removed the DC armature for the purpose o£ truing up the commutator
there was a good chance of the end of the shaft, designed to fit into the
coupling, becoming slightly injured and that if while in that condition
it were forced into the coupling, it would be difficult to remove the
armature when occasion again required. The first change made in
order to eliminate this possibility was to fit the machines with couplings
which were hardened and ground. The dissimilarity of metals composing such a coupling and shaft to a large extent eliminated the possibility of the shaft sticking in a coupling so tight that it could not be
drawn out.
This did not, however, eliminate the possibility of rust accumulating
so as to effectively join the coupling and shaft and prevent the two
being taken apart and, in order to eliminate all of these possibilities,
the later machines have been fitted with a flange type of coupling,
either half of which is keyed and has a tight pressed fit on its respective shaft. In the outer edge of the flange of this coupling is a %
square pin rigidly attached to one-half of the coupling and having an
easy fit in a slot milled into the flange of the other half of the coupling.
This is much stronger than the original type coupling and makes the
taking down of the machine a very simple matter.
At the time this improvement was made the machines were fitted
■with a centrifugal type fan and a new type center section. The design of the fan is such that it sets between the two halves of the
coupling and is driven by the same driving pin as is used for driving
the DC armature. The center section of the machine which joins the
AC stator to the DC generator frame has four long, narrow openings,
which permit the fan to draw a much larger volume of air both up
through the AC motor, down through the DC generator, and out through
the openings in the center section. About four times as much air is
drawn through these new type machines as through the older type,
which is, of course, a wonderful improvement in the ventilating system,
so that while the machines have the same capacity rating as originally,
they will run much cooler.
Another Improvement noticed is in the design of the inspection
covers, four of which are in the top yoke to facilitate inspection of the
brushes and commutator, and to provide ventilation. In the original
design of the machine it was necessary to remove screws in order to
remove these InspecUon rovers. The new design Is such that one need
only back the screws off in order to remove them. The screws cannot
be taken out, therefore there is no possibility of accidentally dropping
one ol them down into the machine where it could cause damage.
Some improvements have also been made in Transverter cabinet
panels. They are now mad,- entirely ol' steel, the panels " \" and "D"
having the generator Held regulator, voltmeter and ampere meter
mounted on the steel door whirl) forms the t'aee of the cabinet This
door is hinged so that when open all mechanism and connection
s are
accessible.
One notable improvement is the addition of a double coil relay
In
panels supplied with double are trnnsverters. Before explaining what
the relay accomplishes it is well to review the current characteris
tics

°^> »s -j -> -I °:s »3 °^ »1 ^ m -^ 51 ^ ^

of double arc transverters. It will be recalled that in my first description of the Iransverter, in going from one arc to two, the amperage
remained constant and the voltage delivery of the generator doubled.
It is stated by the engineer and designer of the Transverter, J. H.
Hertner, that in order to get constant current over an operating voltage
range from 50 to 110, which is required for one or two arcs respectively when wired in series, a generator having an open circuit voltage
of approximately 200 or more must be used, and that such a high
voltage would seriously overheat the shunt fields of the generator were
some one to negligently permit the machine to run on open circuit
for more than a short time. It is in order to prevent such a possibility
that a relay is used having its windings in series with the shunt fields
and the regulator. This relay is adjusted for a maximum voltage.
When the voltage exceeds that it automatically inserts the entire resistance of the field regulator in the field circuit. This is likely to
occur only in case of the machine being run open circuited with strong
field adjustment, but when all of the regulator's resistance is inserted
in the field circuit it weakens the generator's field strength to such
an extent as to cut down the open circuit voltage of the machine to
much less than that which the fields would be capable of standing
continuously, and in this way it protects the field coils against overheating. As soon as the arc is struck the relay restores the regulator
connections to normal operating conditions, and in order to make
doubly sure it will do so the entire current of the arc load is passed
through a series coil, which is also on the relay, but in such position
as to reverse the action of the relay's working element. This also
compensates for any slight misadjustment of the relay which may take
place, due to wear or other cause. In short the additional feature
safeguards the machine against the human failings.
The Argus Lamp
& Appliance Company.
The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, is marketing
an apparatus known as the Sheck Universal Adapter— same being a
secondary lamphouse designed to be attached to the front end of the
regular lamphouse of standard projectors. The apparatus I have examined and find that with some late improvements tending to
strengthen the construction, it will meet all the requirements of the
service it will be called upon to perform.
The Adapter is attached to the regular projector lamphouse bv removing the condenser casing therefrom and drilling four holes through
the front end to receive the holding bolts. It has all of the adjustments necessary to focus the' incandescent lamp, has ample ventilation
and the necessary adjustments for handling
the mirror to focus the
filament image between the filament coils of the lamp. This apparatus
has the approval of the Projection Department and is recommended
for favorable consideration to those proposing to install Mazda Projector Lamps.

During a recent visit to the office of the Argus Lamp & Appliance
Company I had the privilege of meeting Mr. Cudmore, who is one of
those solid, substantial citizens, fully and entirely filling the chair
he
occupies. Also, according to the report of mutual friends, Cudmore
is
what our friend the Swede would term "a Guide Faller."
The arguments I have had with Brother Cudmore had to do with
certain statements made in Argus Lamp & Appliance Company
and advertisements. Friend Cudmore has made certain claims bulletins
maximum possibilities of the Mazda lamp, with which I was as to the
not able
to agree, but this has nothing whatever to do with the apparatus
the
company is marketing. My position with regard to the limitations
the Mazda lamp in its present stage is well known and needs of
no
repetition. The Mazda unquestionably has a field, which
it will fill
and fill very acceptably. Mr. Cudmore says that it is not
the Intention or practice of the Argus Lamp & Appliance Company
to try
to displace the carbon-arc for motion picture projection
in motion
picture theaters or any other places where the present
carbon-arc

Z Z wm
m° 'lroject!on apparatus and the projection conditions are
n . V~l r\ / Hmltati0M of I're?ent tyPM of Mazda projector lamps
In
oo, o this
he r«;ommend
submits the
In p1?
-:ln,d
»>y the
lamp
«i fact
rs.
that Mazda
in every
casemanufacture
the company
Insists on having complete informatio
n relating to present carbon-arc
equipment before making recommendations for the
instal
atien
of
Argus equipment with Mazda projector lamps.
He

Seconds

the

Motion.

floor, and seconds the motion as follows:
ikSF^^HSji ?6T, °r,0:,na- Louisiana, arises, makes his bow, gets the
Placed
on the market.
In mya Ieft
opinion
L. Russell
n.-!c!r0m\,tbe
m°,ti0n that
handW.projection
machine
Demin-be
New Mexico, has the right idea. I agree with his
conten ion
ttat the projectionist should be stationed between
the prokno*
how T
to construct
dissolver
i-™^'
"at TOFy anearly
a" Protectionists
in this it
country
for their projectors
is no
longer accessary that the machines be placed so
close together
By having them spaced a little further apart all
the necessary
instruments,
such as voltmeter,
ammeter,
switches, telephone
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shell [or the slides and rack tor tools can bo placed between
Hi. in. ID my opinion the drat projection ni.U'hln.' ni.uiuiaci uror
who takes thia step will prosper thereby,
i think the projectionists ol the country
should
wake up end expreea ttu-ir
kb on tins subject,
it la both interesting and important,
will you kindly send me a Folder, describing the now WeetInghouse Krantz automatic Jack switch?
You have sent no street address, therefore I oould not eend ■ Colder
Address
the Westlnghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co.
I
urgh
Pa
Publicity Department. They will be glad to forward the folder you
desire. By the way, what has become of our old friend Tun. QluckSnnin '

Projecting Small
Picture on Short Throw.
Charles E. Kecrll. Kansas City. Missouri, contributes the
following:
In May 11 issue I see where Mayo Foster. Xashvillo. Tennessee,
•at projecting an 8 toot picture at 40 feel i an
cameraman with Gaumonl News; also run a projector for
church occasionally, using an Edison Exhibition Model machine a
The current through a Power's 15-26 ampere rheostat Project a 7%-foot picture at 10 feet. The wiring is too small
and heats up when rheostat is adjusted for 16 amperes
In
spite of these handicaps I get a fairly good picture if the film
is of ordinary density, though it is not. of course, what one
would call brilliant. Current. A. C. ; carbons, 9 16 inch Electra •
screen, a heavy, duplex window shade, white on one side and
green on the other. In spite of low amperage, which must be
under 15, 1 get a clear field without any unusual amount of attention; probably a little greater frequency of carbon feeding is required than when using heavy amperage. Cannot say
for certain, as I have handled high amperage arc but very
little. I contribute this in the hope that it may be of use, and
thus partly repay you for the aid 1 have had from your department. Have had several arguments with a projectionist and
a photographer about distance of projection. You say in second
edition of Handbook that, provided picture size remains the
same, distance of projection has little effect on screen illumination. You may have changed this in the third edition ( Xot materially.—Ed.), if so, I beg pardon for what follows: The
projectionist I discussed this with said the throw had a verygreat effect on two pictures of the same size, with the same
amount of current, but was unable to tell me why. The photographer dropped a hint which caused me to reason as follows : He said that long focus lenses were slower than the
short focal length ones, which caused me to think that the
aperture acts the same as the diaphragm of a photographic lens,
except that it is fixed instead of adjustable. By this I mean that
the aperture limits the opening of the lens the same as does a
hetween-the-lens diaphragm. Since the aperture is fixed for
lenses of all foci, the shorter the foci the faster the lens.
This is illustrated by two lenses of 6 and 10-inch focal length,
but both having an effective diameter of one inch, the speed for
the former being F-6 and the latter P-10. This tends to prove
that long focal length projection lenses do not pass as much
light as those of shorter focal length. Where the lost light
goes I do not know, though it is probable it is lost in the spread
of the beam, as shown in your light ray experiments. It may
be that all I have said is just another way of looking at the
facts you have proven by your experiments. Best wishes to
yourself and the World.
Without entering into any discussion
Keeril, let us examine into the matter
ilace, I think I may say there is little or
iction and projection action, as applied

of
for
no
to
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i b] 1... ...I ..I mechanical limitation

ol projector!

might a.i. i i ii.it ih. iv ii ,i iii muob to be 'hue
tlon oi ih.- optical nai
the projector
The light loi
discussing moatlj oooun between aperture ami lei
i quite Impoi tanl fai I
A Queer Case of Trouble.
i town in Ohio e.mie ;1 letter from
UK forth the tollowln

In

In 1 i" pi
.■.■ havi

a theater mai

i'u> current has been ehanged from """ D. 0. to 1 1" V, C
I l.i\ e Simplex
proj
i , , tOOl
i I' ' "'■'. ami
1 I I....I pll |
Everything was Bne i
the change, using D. 0. to D I
t'oit W;i
n
After change in current
supply we
tiled I'm i Wayne Hand Ci
I. C. to A. C
''
pen ne.
h:.i, i. ii :;u 60 amperes, using National
, oored
above
.ml
special
below.
Trouble
developed
at once,
follows:
During
an 6VI
m both
the couipi-nsai <• and
wires Hum
ii to la
iy hoi
so hoi I eanni.I hold my
hand on them.
Carl
d about one Inch from
Cannot get an arc on the '■'•" ampere notch : on the 60 it la weak.
Thinking trouble was in compensarc, i i.oiiowed another, ii being
a Port Wayne 20
10 60 ampere machine.
With
it we can
get an are al 10 and a better one al 60, bul the arc is weak,
and far from what it should be; also the compensarc and wires
get hot,
Now
i used this compensarc In another town for six
years without
the least trouble.
The city electrician
says I
must get a special Simplex A. C. carbon holder, as these we have
are for D. C, and that that Is what my trouble is. Wires to
compensarc
were not changed,
but from compensarc
to lamp
heavier
wires were
installed.
Please
advise
me as what
I
must do.
Sorry, but guess I'm stuck myself.
Your city electrician
is lull of
prunes.
There is no such thing as an A. C. or D. C. carbon holder,
as you should know if you used A. C. for projection for six years.
I
am putting the thing up to our readers.
All I can see which could
possibly account for such a condition is (A) a compensarc working on
current of widely different cycle than that it was made for, but this
would not account for the hot wires.
(B) A very heavy ground in the
lamp, but a ground as heavy as this could hardly last any length of
time without making itself so evident that you would see it. (C) That
you are overloading your compensarc by having supply voltage higher
than it is supposed to be, and expecting too much of the A. C. arc.
But this is knocked
out by the fact that under
that condition
you
should get an arc at the 14 and 30 position.
Another queer thing is
that, whereas you say you get a weak arc, still the carbons get red
for an inch from their tips, which would
indicate ample current flow.
I might also think you are used to a D. C. arc and are expecting too
much
from A. C, hut you say you used A. C. for six years.
Well,
I give it up.
Let us hear from you, gentle readers, if you have a
solution to offer.
One

of the Regular

Fellers.

Over in Cleveland there is a whole-souled, large-bodied, deep-voiced
projectionist named Howard Codding. Codding is one of those reg'lar
fellars ; one of the boys it does one's soul good to meet. You can see
his hand sticking out in welcome
while you are half a block away.

your own letter, Friend
a moment. In the first
similarity in photographic
the objective lens. The

'ormer deals
entirelymust
withhandle
what aamounts
a converging
ray of light,
whereas
the latter
more orto less
sharply diverging
ray.
[ speak of the whole volume of light directed toward the lens as a
'ray." The projection machine aperture cannot, I think, be viewed
it all in the light of a diaphragm. If we could get the condenser back
:ar enough to cause the short focal length projection lens and its
onger focal length brother to receive an equally diverging ray, and at
he same time keep the arc an equal distance from the condenser, then
|'
seenotno bereason
the light delivered
the screen
by both
lenses
vill
equal, why
or substantially
so. In to
practice
we cannot,
however,
lo this, but we may approach near enough by intelligent application of
he knowledge we possess to make the actual difference pretty nearly
indiscernible, except in extreme cases. This is helped out by the fact
hat there is somewhat less light absorption and reflection in the
hlnner, flatter lenses of the long focal length lenses ; also the longer
oca! length lens gives sharper definition, and, I personally believe,
itilizes to better advantage the light delivered to it by the condenser,
iy this latter I mean that there will be less reflection loss inside the
ens. and that the sharper definition gives better contrast and an
llusion of greater brilliancy per lumen. Taken altogether the proectionist you argued with is right, but only so in a very modified way ;
Iso he probably formed his conclusions from observation alone, and
nder conditions which gave him no real information. It requires real
nowledge to properly match up a long focal length projection optical
rain, and the projectionist by his "I don't know why" disclosed the
act that he possessed no knowledge. He is proceeding by guess — by
ule o' thumb. He knew that he was unable to get as much light
n a screen of given size with a long focal length lens as with one of
flort E. F. But what he did not know was that most, if not all, the
ilfference was chargeable entirely to his unintelligent handling of the
rag focal length optical train. He did not, for instance, know that it
i quite possible to ]|five a considerably narrower main shutter blade
ith a medium long focal length lens than with a very short focal
ngth lens, thus saving materially in light delivered to the screen. The
ime applies to a very long focal length lens, though
its application

.

You can read your welcome in his face and sense it in his manner. I
like to have men like Howard Codding for my friends, but if he were
my enemy I think I would sidestep Cleveland or be prepared to run on
sight. I know how it feels when he slaps you good-naturedly on the
back. If he landed a punch in another spirit, I am afraid it would
be anything even faintly resembling funny. And Codding Is a good
projectionist too. The light on his screen is as pure and brilliant as
any I have ever looked at. In fact, it is too much so. It is chalky
white. Friend Manager should secure for Friend Codding two amberlux lenses. With them installed the picture at the Monarch, where
Codding holds forth, would be what is commonly termed a "peach."
The photograph shows Codding's operating room, but I think it must
have been taken the morning after the night before when the Simplex
projectors had been out on a spree. Really those machines stand as
straight and true as plumb line, but the wide angle lens has caused
such distortion that the right hand machine seems about ready to fall
over.
Observe beneath the lamphouse Codding's gentle hint to Friend
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Manager that be wants a couple of automatic arc controllers. Also
take note of the volt and ammeter between the observation ports. The
walls of the room are black.
And now I want it to be clearly understood that the foregoing is not
a mere bouquet of roses. I mean every word of it. Codding is a
friend of the kind that is worth having, and more than that he is a
distinctly high class projectionist. He has been at the Monarch theater
for several years.
From

Patrick Murphy,
isle as follows :

Waterford,

Ireland.

Ireland,

writes of conditions

in Paddy's

I have greatly enjoyed the third edition of the Handbook.
Consider it the greatest work on projection of which I have
any knowledge. I only wish we had a book like it on this side.
As to conditions in Ireland, operating rooms vary as to size.
Some are so small one can scarcely get into them, while others
are built comfortably large. The usual rule is to allow about
three feet between the two machines, and about two feet on the
outside. But the builders generally make a hash of the operating room. As for ventilation, the lantern body (Lamphouse.
Ed.) has no vent for conducting the heat and gases away.
A
window
in the top or side of the room is all there is. Our
in your Handbook
as described
are the same
fire shutters
(Fig. S7), only they are released by pulling, or by the foot.
The pull nearest the door releases all shutters, but' the inside
As to projection
ones only release the one machine's shutter.
(Beater
dog movement
in the early days Kham's
machines
movement. — Ed.)
was
a great favorite, though
some
places
This type is still in
machines.
dog movement
used Urban's
Gaumont,
Pathe,
towns.
in country
only
use, but usually
Power's, Kalee, and Brockliss maltese cross machines are the
ones most generally found in our cities and large towns ; also
the Ernemann, a German machine, was a great favorite before
My
in use.
of them
the war, and there are still hundreds
theater has Gaumont machines installed, and they give a rockThere are only
steady projection ; also a very clear picture.
three cities in Ireland (Large cities, Erother Murphy undoubtedly
First of all is Dublin, the capital, then Belfast,
means. — Ed).
First of all is Dublin, the capital, then Belfast,
means. — Ed).
Dublin's current is 3 phase A. C, 200 volt for lightand Cork.
When the picture houses first opened
ing, and 340 for power.
The
the power company allowed them to work off the mains.
usual way was to use a step-down transformer with 200 volt
This was then again reduced
primary and 100 volt secondary.
large
the usual amperage being GO, some
resistance,
through
Belfast supply is 220 and 440 D. C, three
houses using 100.
Houses there usually work off a motor generator,
wire system.
80 volts.
delivering
the generator
using a 440 volt motor,
The box is wired to
is the most usual thing.
Sixty amperes
throw the D. P. switch across 440 volts through resistance in
These resistances usually deliver 00 to TO
case of breakdown.
Some houses prefer to generate their own supply, usamperes.
In such cases two generators are coupled
ing gas engine power.
together, one generating 110 volts for lighting, the other SO volts
in Belfast.
are ten such installations
There
for projection.
As for Cork, I don't know what the conditions are, never having
Size of pictures varies according to idea of inworked there.
dividual managers, but, as a rule, they are comparatively small.
Our theaters have 00 to 70-foot throws, and mostly use 3-inch
and 4-inch projection lenses, though some use 4 ^ -inch, which
The usual speed of projection
gives about a 15.5-foot picture.
But this
is close to 00, or, roughly, 1,000 feet in 15 minutes.
is not always adhered to. In some of the continuous shows on
busy nights managers get their operators to put the films through
room staff consists of
The operating
at a disgraceful speed.
Some houses open at 1 :30
chief operator, assistant and film boy.
or 2 p. m., and the staff has to peg away until 10:30 p. m.
Other houses run two shifts, one relieving the other at about
Condition
G p. m., but these houses are few and far between.
of films is generally good, only some stupid boys keep ruining
the titles, also cutting holes in the ends of the reels of film
we are our-"
change-over
moans
if hewith.
(Wonder cursed
and
are not licensed,
operators punching
— Ed.).the The
selves
they have no union, all of which brings about a nice (?) state
Wages in the cities are disgracefully small ,and it is
of a ffaiis.
no uncommon thing for boys to take chief operators' places at
The net result is that a really capable
from £1, 5s to £1, 10s.
in Belfast are better
Conditions
at all.
man has no chance
positions are
I find country
in this respect than in Dublin.
The reason for this is that most smaller towns
the better paid.
lighted by gas, and the operator has to take charge of a
plant, and thus the operatorelectric generating
gas engine
under
may.
man
A capable
into his own.
comes
electrlcian
£2 10 s to £3 a week
from
command
.iMiiiu tances,
and only have one or two shows a night.
can,
man
A competent
do you think of that.
Well, boys, what
$15.00 a week
almost
command
the very best circumstances,
under
(£1 equals aboul $4.85), but in cities it goes as low as about $6.00
Of course it isn't quite as bad as it looks on the surface, bea week.
cause Hie worker is nol accustomed to and does not expect the United
I understand, however, that for an equal
of living.
siai.s standard
it costs about as much to live in England or Ireland
standard of hum'
We certainly are obliged to Brother Murphy for
as in this country,
that he has, for the
It will bo observed
letter.
his very Interesting
This is. 1 presume, because be has a Handmost pail, used our tonus.
As I understand it the operatbook and has applied thorn in bis letter.
over there, and D. C. is termed
[ni in. >m is mostly called n "Box"
Maybe that does not apply in Ireland, however.
••continuous current."
high line voltage and the, in some
You will note the comparatively
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cases, queer pressures, as. for instance. .'.40 volts. It is also of interest
to know that the old, and I had supposed obsolete, beater (dogj movement is still in at least limited use in Ireland. I would recommend
to Irish projectionists a good, strong organization. They surely do
need it.
Supervisor
of Motion
Pictures.
From an old correspondent, W. S. Turnpaugh, Corsicana, Texas, comes
the following :
I have an idea for a device for rectifying A. C. into D. C.
Ibelieve it can be used in conjunction with mercury arc
rectifiers, eliminating the tube, also with compensarcs. It would
have only one moving part, which, once set, would never be
changed. Could also be used for storage battery work, and
would cost but little by comparison with present rectifying devices. This information is, I know, rather meager, but the way
I dope it out it is O. K. What would be your opinion of such
an animal. I am on a new job now. Am supervisor of
motion pictures for the Community Motion Picture Bureau of
the Southern District. My duty is to travel from one army camp
or aviation field to another looking after the welfare of a lot
of projection machines and their appliances. There are several
states in this district, so I am on my way quite a bit of the
time, but I like it. Best wishes to you.
Really, old man,
I could express
no opinion
having
the slightest
value from the data provided.
Glad you like your new job. Better make
a model and give it a tryout, then we shall see what we shall see. Glad
you called

Come

again.
Bell & Howell

Splicer.

The firm of Bell and Howell, Chicago, makers of motion picture machinery de luxe, has perfected a film splicer designed for studio use
which is remarkable. Inasmuch as it is designed for use only in
studios (the process is too slow, I think, to ever find favor in exchanges,
and is clear out of the question for theater use) there is no need for a
technical description of the machine itself, except to say that it is
very sturdily built. The splice it makes is the remarkable part. It
is a bevel splice, and is only about 1 32 of an inch wide. In a film 6.5
thousandths of an inch thick the Bell and Howell splice is only 8
thousandths of an inch thick. I saw the splicer in operation at the
American Film Company's studios in Chicago. It is necessary to use a
slow-drying cement, and the process is itself slow and rather complicated,
but the splice seems to be very strong, the slow-drying cement welding
the film together. The opinion at the American plant was that it was
especially adapted for negative films. For myself, I would first have
to have it very thoroughly demonstrated that the splice would stand up
when used in positive.
New Contract.
Leroy Holt. Waco. Texas, orders a new Handbook, and says
Well, wo are having a nice time down here in the Lone Star
much
without
put through
contract
Just got a new
State.
grumbling from friend manager, though just a little, of course,
cantonan army
have
We
for the sake of appearances.
A new
ment near us. and there are several houses out there.
206 is
Xo.
altogether.
taken
and
Sunday,
next
opens
airdome
Wish yourself and the department
veryof well,
doing
all
kinds
good thank
luck. you.
The projectionist
Holt.
Brother
You did well to set a Handbook.
is not doing himself,
the educational books of his profession
without
I am
his employer, his union or the moving picture industry justice.
the Waco men are doing well and that
very glad indeed to hear that
Let the good work go on.
266 is prospering.
Denies Responsibility.
late visit to Chicago 1 gave a somewhat demy
of
In the account
night showing ot the "Hearts of
tailed account of viewing the opening
the World " in course of which I commented on the projection of tue
projectionist was set forth in
chief
Dicture I said. "The name of the
in charge the
the program as Benjamin Turner. If Mr. Turner was
has called
work was small credit to him." Since my return, Turner
the sh ow he
me up and explained that after arrival in Chicago withopening of the
the
was tied up with the board of censor, almost until
were highly
show that' ho employed two Chicago projectionists hewho
was. under the
first class men. and that
recommended to him as
them.
on
depend
to
obliged
circumstances,

erience
Projection™E Exp
HANDBOOK
There lan't an operator^ booth In th« unlTene In which thla carefully compUed book will
not utt lta purchase
price each
month.
Buy It
Today
$4 the Copy. Pottpald
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Conducted by GEORGE
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W. BEYNON.
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Notice.

ESTIONS regarding music, addressed to this department, will receive a carbon copy of the department's reply by mall, when 4
Special replies by mall on matter which cancents are enclosed.
not be answered In this column $1.00.

Ql

Mr. Rothapfel's Right-Hand Man.
found itii- delightful Doctor Riesenfeld, musical director of those
twin monuments to tin- picture industry, the Kialto and the
Rlvoli, seated at an ordinary business desk and looking for all
the world like a broker or some magnate of finance Yet there was a
difference In his surroundings that breathed of the flner arts
\
iwers stood conspicuously in the center of the desk obstructing our
view of the doctor's classic
profile, and we proceeded to
remove the flowers. Manuscript music lay carelessly
about the top, and a toy
metronome o f beautiful
workmanship spoke eloquently of his profession.
Looking about his neat
little studio-office one found
paintings in oil (not imitations, but original work), a
few shelves of books treating of many phases of
musical endeavor, some exquisite charcoal drawings,
one or two photographs, and
the musician's ever reliable
tool, a piano. The fine taste
displayed In the furniture
scheme makes this little
den, hidden away as it is,
on one of the upper floors
of the Rialto, most cozy
and homelike. Nothing offends the eye or jars the
ear. The atmosphere soothes
and pleases. In fact the
temptation to remain in
these pleasant surroundings
requires strength of will to
resist.
"Has the advance in picture music kept pace with
the advance in picture making?" we asked the genial
Hugo.
"I have little chance to
see what th? other theaters
are doing, hut, speaking for
myself and the work which
we are accomplishing here,
I can assure
you that we
Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld.
are taking more pains, exg more effort, and considering more detail than we formerly did ; say,
Music for the picture has become one of the outstanding
two years ago.
features in presenting features to the public. The novelty of the 'movies'
pictures.' At the
has worn off, and our patrons demand more than 'just
Never do we allow
same time we always give the picture first place.
do we
Never
situations.
picture
over the
our music to predominate
Our music must fittingly
permit the melodies to transcend the scenes.
Another
accompany the picture just as one would accompany the voice.
is in treating the psychological
we have progressed
point m which
Formerly this side was utterly ignored, and for
i of the picture.
We look
that reason the picture lost much of its musical meaning.
get at the underlying motive of each scene.
and
the surface
beneath
We analyze the action and place the
Mere titles don't tell us the story.
•s in their definite position with regard to the climax of the plot.
lit up and
he put into his discourse theme
The earnestness which
No one seeing him expounding his theory
almost transfigured his face.
could possibly doubt his sincerity and strong love for his work.
•The ideal accompaniment for pictures," he continued, "would be an
orchestra where the brass instruments were absent. Because of the
monotonv of the strings and woodwind it would be necessary to replace
less
the brass with a new kind of instrument— a smaller trumpet with
should
volume, trombones of a smaller size, and so forth. The color
volume
be the same, but the blare should be eradicated and the
overbalances
diminished. No matter how piano the brass section play it
the orchestra to a certain extent."
ot in%enThis is decidedly a new idea, and as America is the home

WE

">"> there li no doubl thai the day will arrive
If the need becomes
strong
when picture theaters will have orchestras eompo
erent
and ii. » Instruments,
There Is no question thai the bi
now found In symphony orchestras doi
nol exactly nil the bill for pictures. The coloring Is too decided, too well defined .end clei
I to
allow much beaut] ol Bhadlng.
Whal constitutes a good conductor tor pictures?" we asked,
Firs! lei me Baj thai showmanship has nothing
to do with conductorship.
it is said of Raphael thai had he been berefl ol
11 would b
palntei
The sa
holds with .
ductor.
His gi i
tures and good stage presence are nol th
tributes thai make blm b
ler. A good conductor for pictures
is one that Is a thorough musician he cannol be too thorough who
forgets what he has learned, disregards all markings, and reads hie
in the picture. He must play to screen action, and his dynamic
must coincide with those on the dim. Of course this does
not bold when a Bpeclal Bcore lias been written for the pictun
the composer places his markings and expects thai they will be adhered to. Hut when you must fit your picture with music that has
its own Interpretation and which must be changed to suit yours, one Is
forced to transgress many of the rules of good musicianship."
Mr. Riesenfeld is extremely conscientious and is continually at war
with himself on the subject of picture setting. His Inherent s. use of
the artistic and his reverence for the great works of the masters rebel
within him when he is forced to distort their music to fit a scene adequately. He is not the self satisfied person that you would expect.
''Frequently, after spending many hours on a setting, 1 go away
disgusted with the result of my efforts. It is not an unusual thing
for my librarian to receive an early telephone call the morning following our completion of a score and be requested to change certain
numbers therein. A good night's sleep clarifies one's vision, and I
always find that the changes of the 'morning after' bring good results."
Mr. ilicsenfcld compares the screen to opera without singing. His
twenty years of grand opera experience has stood him in good stead.
Frequently a scene recalls one similar in an opera of earlier day*, and
gives him his cue for proper musical interpretation of it. Of course.
when be must lit pictures which are based on the stories of certain grand
operas, he is at home, and the difficulties become very slight. Even
while selecting numbers for light pictures his experience in comic
opera can be drawn upon with telling effect. There is no question about
it. A real conductor must be one of wide musical experience because
of the wide scope of the picture industry today. Nothing is sacred
to the film manufacturer if it will give him a good story that has in
it a drawing capacity for box office receipts.
Our host kindly showed us the immense library of mu-ie which the
Rialto and Rlvoli use in putting together their respective weekly programs. The music is neatly arranged upon shelves and duly catalogued
under characteristic names in alphabetical order. Two large rooms are
needed to hold it all, and a librarian with two assistants is kept busy
filing and setting up the music. There is nothing intricate aboul
system used in this library, for it follows along the usual method of
tabulation. Conforming to the exacting demand for detail of 3. L.
Rothapfel. the managing director of both house
the special
arranging of many numbers that are out of print or for some reason
cannot be procured for use. This has added to the library a large collection of almost invaluable stuff that can be used over and over again
without fear of repetition. Besides this asset there are many original
compositions by Mr. Riesenfeld called forth by some delicate or peculiar
situation in a particular feature that in themselves are works of art and
real value. Altogether, we were much impressed with this library, its
methodical working and its magnitude, and left feeling that the high
standard of efficiency in the musical department could be credited to thai
careful, clean, and clear-cut brain of born artist, Doctor Hugo Riesenfeld.
Music At the Rivoli.
During the week commencing May 19, the Rlvoli theater offered a
is gradually
superb program of music. The Rivoli Symphony orchestra
gation thai
a cohesl
into form, and is becoming
rounding
It takes a few weeks' pi
set a mark for itself in the near future.
for any large sized combination to get together and perform smoothly.
Then the artistic touches can be brought out without fear of sham!
The overture. "Mignon," by Ambrose Thomas, was conducted by
Erno Rapee in a manner which delighted us indeed. This is the best
work we have had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Rapee do. He is Improving immensely, and the older leaders will have to look to their laurels
if his advance in the art continues. We sincerely hope that our prediction is more than fulfilled.
"Minuet L'Antique danced by
A pretty little divertissement was theBallet
School. The setting was
two little ladies from the Albertieri
ment from behind stage conespecially effective, and the accompani
sisting of a harp, flute and cello made the offering one which you
are the
could onlv associate with fairy land. These little touches
a highly artistic nature.
things that make for true entertainment of
both.
them
pleasing
while
Thev rest the eve and brain
favorably with the
compared
The setting for "Old Wives for New"
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high standard already set by this house. The idea of telling musically
the characters behind the different sets of hands as they are exposed
to view showed a careful consideration, and fulfilled its mission to the
uttermost. We knew the principals by what the music told us about
their hands. This psychological point of view is well worth some
thought, as it no doubt will have a stronger bearing on music for the
pictures in the future. One thing that pleased us was the fact that
when a title, "Home, Sweet Home," appeared the orchestra did NOT
play the old familiar ballad bearing the same name. We feel that a
more marked change of music to denote the change of location in the
last reel would have been effective. Italy is so different in its atmosphere from America, and a sharp musical accentuation of this fact
would make the story live.
Winnifrcd Marshall, a light lyric soprano, attempted "The Shadow
Song," from Dinorah. The voice is pleasing, and, with the possible
tendency for falling away from the true pitch, has wonderful technical
ability. The aria was a little beyond the voice capability because of
its immaturity. The foundation is there, and with years will come the
necessary warmth of tone and breadth of timbre bespeaking success.
The comedy and organ solo closed one of the most satisfactory shows
put on at the Rivoli.

French

Music.

This war will make many changes in business, and the selling of
music will, of necessity, undergo a radical one. The feeling against
all that emanates from Germany or springs from the creative mind of
its people will surely find expression in the field of music, and that
expression will probably take the form of a distinct boycott. The
progressive German and propagandist has done his work well in keeping German music in the foreground through every branch of the art.
The best known songs come from Germany, the familiar operas^ are the
German, the majority of programmed chamber music shows a large
percentage of the German school, while in the orchestral and symphonic
field we find practically the same majority.
The old masters of classics such as Johann Sebastian Bach, Beethoven,
Mendelssohn and Lizst will probably always be welcomed on the ground
that though born in Germany they are international in their musical
appeal. The few scholarly musicians who sufficiently antedate the war
to remove the stigma of Hunnishness reduce the available music from
this otherwise prolific source to a few hundred selections. The demand
for good music grows greater continually, and the loss must be more
than made up from other sources.
The French Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers keenly appreciates the chance of furthering the French school of music in
America, and has sent Oscar Osso to thoroughly organize a branch
office in New York to distribute the works of the thousands of French
composers so little known in our land. The aim of the society is most
laudable, and the method as outlined by Mr. Osso will commend itself
to the general public.
"It is not our intention to burden the places of entertainment with
heavy taxation for the performance rights to French music. That is,
after all, a secondary consideration. We are here to educate the
American public to the fact that there is a wealth of melodious and
beautiful music which they have never heard, but which stands preeminently worthy of execution. Our ultimate plan embodies the idea
of a chain of depots owned and operated by us where French music of
all descriptions can be procured at a reasonable price. We are handicapped at present because of the poor transportation facilities, and find
it difficult to obtain any quantity of saleable music. This condition
will soon be remedied, and we will be in a position to supply all
branches of the musical art with the best that France can offer.
"Regarding the taxing of theaters and other places of amusement for
only state that it is our inplaying our copyrighted numbers we can want
the American people to
tention to deal fairly by everybody. We
love our music, and the matter of a few dollars will not blind us to
our first principle. Your picture theaters will receive special consideration, because we believe that they hold wonderful possibilities in the
education of the masses to the better class of musical works. Whatever
tax or fee we apportion to these places will be<_based upon an equitable
principle that cannot fail to meet with hearty 'co-operation.
"Our entrance into the field will be most beneficial to places of amusement that provide music. The French people are proverbially gay
and light hearted, and this shows strongly in the music of the nation.
Compel it ion is the life of trade, and when we begin to operate our
influence should be felt in the reduction of fees already imposed by
other societies. It will give the exhibitor a chance for choice in his
music and not bind him to arbitrary taxes. We want your exhibitor
to feel our friendship and realize that our hand is outstretched to help
needs."
aim i" his musical
Mr Osso fully appreciates the fact that American exhibitors have
for the privilege of performing copyrighted music
paid
not heretofore
this
and thoroughly understands the difficulties that confront him in
new nlio He does not Haunt the law in our faces, but approaches us
from the standpoint of our duty to the composer. We profit by his
appreciamusic Why not pav an insignificantly small sum to show ouro1 the mistion in tangible form. The French society has the benefit
justice
takes made by ethers, and should profit therefrom. The sense of
, and we
seems to predominate over everything else In its propagandathe French
discretion
with
,-,,., sure tnai n it plans carefully and acts
Composers and Publishers will become the real
Society of Authors. exhibitor.
friend of the picture

Music in Public Parks.
park
of years enjoyed public *.>.(HKI
has tor a number
Washington,
Seattle
of
appropriation
An annual
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good music, is sinful, protested. The Central Labor Council entered the
most vigorous protest.
"Cheerfulness as usual," a fit sister to the slogan ; "business as
usual," with which this country was kept from the hysteria in the first
dark days of war, was the desire expressed by the Central Labor Council
in passing a resolution urging the park board and Mayor Hanson to
reconsider action cutting off the annual appropriation of $5,000 for
music in the parks, inferring that this city is fearful of defeat at the
hands of the Kaiser and creating an atmosphere of gloom when the
extreme reverse should be the order of the day. The resolution was
forwarded by the moving^picture operators, endorsed by the council, and
the municipal affairs committee of the council instructed to convey the
request to the mayor and park board.
This is practically the first instance upon record where the interests
of the musician and picture operator coincided. Great credit is due
the picture theater orchestras for their strenuous work in furthering a
measure that they could not personally gain by. but which they fully
appreciated as an advance in the art of music.

Musical Suggestion

Synopsis.

A DAUGHTER OF THE WEST (Pathe — Five Reels) — Theme — Andante
and Melodious. Suggest "Arioso" — Frey, "Clairs de Lune" — Thome,
or "The Herd Girl's Dream" — Labitisky.
The picture is full of action, and of a dramatic nature. The atmosphere is Western, requiring many galops, a few hurrys, a misterioso,
and a couple of big dramatic overtures in the last part. Cue sheets
can he obtained from the Pathe exchange.
A ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD (Keeney — Five Reels) — Theme —
Andantino.
Suggest "The Sunshine of Your Smile" — Ray, or "Extase
D' Amour" — Roze.
The title indicates the nature and atmosphere of this
is a strong love sentiment running throughout it.
as "East Side, West Side," or "Old Timers." by
found useful. Cue sheets can be obtained from
Keeney Corporation.

picture. There
Such numbers
Lake, will be
the Frank A.

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN (Vitagraph— Five Reels)— Theme for Wolf
Dog — Allegretto. Suggest "Babillage" — Castillo, "The Magpie and
the Parrot" — Bendix, or "Twilight" — Cesek.
The atmosphere is that of a great Northwest. Animal life is shown,
and there is great opportunity for pastorale music. At "T. Lerue,
the One Who Cared," you will need some American Indian stuff,
and it would be well to note the sleigh bell effects throughout the
picture.
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Vitagraph exchange.
DANGER WITHIN (Bluebird — Five Reels)— Theme — Tempo di Valse.
Suggest "Valse Poupee" — Podini, "Love Is Like a Firefly" — Friml,
or "Valse Poudre" — Popy.
This feature requires light treatment, and nothing of a heavy nature is
needed until the last two reels. Use "Erl King"— Schubert, a
galop, an agitato, a fox-trot, and close with the theme. Cue
sheets can be obtained from the Vitagraph exchange.
DOLLY
DOES HER BIT
(Pathe — Five Reels)— Theme unnecessary.
Open with "School Days," by Edwards, followed by a light polka, light
stuff till darky boy dances, then use a genuine of nigger hoe-down.
the scenes showing the automatic doll use the "Dance of
During
Marionettes." A few misteriosos and agitatos are also needed.
auto truck and silverware falling. Cue sheets can be obCatch tained
from the Pathe exchange.

OF SILENCE (Bluebird — Five Reels) — Theme — Moderato. Suggest "By the Banks of the Saskatchewan" — Caryll, "At the Hamlet"
Godard, or "New Mown Hay" — Mathews.
This is a Canadian story. Lots of pastorale music is needed with a little
that is dramatic. Cue sheets can be obtained from the Universal
exchange.
GUILT

INTERLOPER. The (World— Five Reels)— Theme— Andante Sostenuto.
Suggest "For All Eternity" — Mascheronie, "Wedding Morn" — Luscomb. or "Twilight" — Aver.
This picture has two locations, one in the South, and the other in New
York Citv. Make the change of atmosphere distinct and well
defined by your musical selection. There is some dramatic emotion,
is a bit light throughout. Open with "Dixie," and
but the picture
note the violin solo when musician sits at piano. Use a ballad for
singer who follows. Cue sheets can be obtained from the World
the
exchange.

LONELY WOMAN. THE (Triangle— Five Reels)— Theme— Andante
Speaks. "Love Song"— Flegier, "Love Song"— Nevin, or
"Elvsuim"
Dramatic. — Suggest
You will need pathetic music for this picture, a few dramatic tensions
and a considerable quantity of big stuff. Cue sheets can be obtained
from the Triangle exchange.
Suggest
PAYING ins DEBT (Triangle— Five Reels)— Theme— Andante.
sky. or "Sweet_
.
F"— Tschaikow
in ey
ng
, "Romance
renderings
— La
"Reverie"—" Vieuxtemp

big stun
There are seme dramatic moments in this picture that require prevail.
well selected. The usual numbers of tensions and agitatos
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Triangle exchange.
(Metro— Five Reels)— Theme— Valse
THE
OF BEATRICE,
WINNING
Suggest 'Sleeping Rose"— Borch, "Golden Hearted Daisies —
' Lento.
Williams, or "Bridal Bouquet"— Sawyer.
sprinkled
This is a modern business drama with touches of comedy
and woult
throughout it. The opening is dramatic and misterioso,
Thereafter
"Othello,' by Verdi.
from feet.
the a selection
suggest
few hundred
up for
lightensusing
it
Then a misterioso is followed
Again we |haye.
by a turioso sequeing into a big dramatic tension
The last reel must be j»f a broader
light stuff tor almost two reels.
Cue sheets can be
theme,
the
with
finish
quality of music, and
from the Metro exchange.
obtained
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Inquiries.
rNUBSTIONS
In cinematography
addressed
to this department
will
\J receive carbon copy of the department's reply by mail when four
^ cents In stamps are inclosed.
Special replies by mail on matters
ilch cannot be replied to In this department, SI.
Manufacturers'
Notice.
lit is an established
rule of this department
that no apparatus
tier goods will be indorsed
or recommended
editorially
until
•ellence of such articles has been demonstrated to Its editor.
A Handy

Exposure

or
the

Meter.

3. L. Harvey, whose exposure meter for still cameras was mentioned
tin se columns a short lime ago, has sent the department
a new
ter for use with a motion picture camera.

•

GREGORY,

♦
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Copyright, 191S, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.
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When you an cranking al "Normal Speed" of two tun
winch
expo i
pei
econd, tin Bhuttei
mglea
ih. exposures hewn
in seconds:
Shutter i - open, isn teel
Shutter 3 S open, 135 feel
Shutter l I open, 90 reel
Cranking
l 3/8
1/4

1 turn

per second,

l..21
1/36
1/48

8 pi

ten used

1 82 open
open
::

ALWAYS

USE

SET SHUTTER
THUS
FOM
STILL
OR SLOW
MOVING OBJECTS
BEST
SETTING
WORK
STREET
WALKING.
SLOW

FOB
GENERAL
TRAFFIC.
BOATS.
ETC

LENS

HOOO

ATHLETICS SPEEO BOATS ETC
OBJECTS
rFOR
IOO MILES
RACES AT MOVING
AUTO FASTEST
PER HOUR. AND TRAINS SHOULD
BE TAKEN ALMOST HEAD ON IF ISO
FEET OISTANT- THESE TWO FASTEST
SUBJECTS AT LESS THAN ISO FEET
UNSATISFACTORY
ARE
CRANKING
GIVE 3 TURNS
A SECOND
lie PICTURES!
FOR
FAST MOVING
OBJECTS
FOR
STILL
SUBJECTS
OR
SLOW
MOTION
14 PICTURES
PER
SECOND
IS GOOD PRACTICE.
USE SAME EXPOSURE
AS FOR 2 TURNS
SECOND —
STILL
SUBJECTS
VOU
MAT
AT ONE
TURN
PER SECONO
SAVES FILMS
THIS SPEEO
IS
FOR
MOST
TELEPHOTO PICTURES
NOT
FORGET
THAT
THE
STOP
BE CHANGED
WHEN CHANGES
MADE
IN CRANKING
SPEED.

ALWAYS
SELECT
THE
PAR AOinrpp;
WHICH GIVES THE NEAREST OR DARK
EST PORTION OF THE SUBJECT.
EVEN WHEN THERE IS SNOW ON THE
GROUND THE
EXPOSURES
ARE
TO BE
AS GIVEN FOR EACH CLASS OF SUBJECTS. AS CALLED FOR ON THE METER
INTENSE SUN WILL BE FOUND AT
TIMES ON SANDY BEACHES. WATER
DESERTS ANO SNOW
FOR SUN RISE AND SET PICTURES
(FAKE MOONLIGHTS) WITH CLOUDS
EXPOSE SAME AS SNOW WITH SMALL.
DARK
WHENOBJECTS."
USING
COLOR
SCREEN.
USE
LARGER
THE METER CALLS FOR.
WITH
LARGER
WITH

2 TIMES
STOP
3 TIMES

STOP
WITH 4 TIMES
LARGER STOP

FILTER
OR
STOP
THAN
AS FOLLOWS:

FILTER
FILTER
FILTER

USE

NEXT

USE I jLAROER
USE

SECONO

WITH
S TIMES
FILTER USE 2 '- LARGER STOP.
ETC
THE DIFFERENT SPEED LENSES
MAY BE CONSIDERED FOR PRACTICAL
PURPOSES
AS FOLLOWS:
F 2 SAME
F 3.4 ANO

AS IS
F 3.S AS F 3 5

IB BETWEEN
AND F U THE
f 2.4 SET STOP;- WAT
STOPS GIVEN FOR F
TQ CHANGE SPEEO OF METER
IF YOUR DEVELOPING METHODS ARE
SUCH THAT VOU REQUIRE LESS EXPOSURE. USE THE ARROW MARKED FOR
ONE-HALF NORMAL EXPOSURE. IF VOU
WISH TO HAVE SLIGHTLY STRONGER
EXPOSURE THAN NORMAL. USE THE
ARROW MARKED NORMAL PLUS 80%
USE NEXT
PHOTOGRAPHING

for still subjects:

'. . 1/16
1/24
1/82

1 I open

PER
FOR
CRANK
THIS
USED
DO
MUST
ARE

shown

1/32 of a sec
1/48 of a set mnl
I 84 of a second

at l'_- turns per Becond :
open
open
open

Cranking al

Mr. Harvey's letter explains the instrument so well that it may well
reproduced
here :
I am putting on the market June 1st, an Exposure Meter for
Motion Picture Cameras. This meter is a practical meter that
has been made for motion picture cameras, owing to the fact
that, for instance, with the shutter half open at a cranking
speed of two turns to the second, the exposure is 1/32 second ;
but if the cranking speed is changed so that you have say 1%
turns per second, then the exposure is 1/24 second; and if the
king speed is but one turn per second, the time changes to
1 16 second, and the same way with the other settings of the
shutter. With this meter a person sees at a glance the correct exposure for any shutter setting.
A couple of years ago I placed on the market the No. 2
Harvey Exposure Meter for ordinary cameras. I might say
this meter has met with remarkable success, owing to the fact
that it gives the exposure for the various kinds of subjects and
all stops at one setting, without requiring any calculations
whatever.
The figures for these meters were found by four years of
rimenting, taking pictures in various countries,
and from
Cuba way up 400 miles north of Quebec, in order to determine
the exposures.
For instance, a picture would
be taken of a
"Portrait in the Open" at 1/100, 1/50, 1/25, 1/10, 1/5 and 1/2;
or. more correctly speaking,
with a known
under-exposure
to
a known over-exposure, and developing the plate or film to find
\ out which exposure was correct to give the middle of the latitude
I of plate or film used.
Then a picture would be taken of a dark
building, building part in shade, in the woods, etc., in the same
way.
Three cameras were used in order to obtain the average
shutter speeds of different types of shutters, although I used 10
or 12 or more cameras in all at different times in testing.
This necessarily involved an enormous amount of work.
The plate speed list enclosed gives a number of plates other
than listed on the No. 2 Meter.
The meter has been found so correct, as I say, it is simply a
question of proper development in order to obtain first-class
pictures, as the meter gives the average of my best pictures
during the tests.
The plate speeds are different than those given by other meter
manufacturers, but in determining my plate speeds I always
used the developer as recommended by the manufacturer for
each plate or film and developed them according to the time
and temperature method given by the manufacturer, if he gives
one, so that the user of a plate or film simply opens up his
box of plates and finds the developer to be used and obtains
the correct developer.
You will notice the enormous changes in time required when
making exposures of different kinds of subjects on the same day
with the same light and the same plate. The time changes
from 160 to 200 times, depending on the class of subjects you
are photographing, and on the motion picture meter the stop
changes enormously, as will be seen readily, depending on the
class of subjects you are photographing, on the same day with
the same light ; or as you go to other countries, when the
light changes, or season of the year changes, the stops, of
course, are changed very materially.
In practice I have found that different people have different
developing methods, and some require slightly longer and some
-inly shorter exposures than what I call normal.
Even this
is taken care of on the Harvey Exposure Picture Meter.
he Harvey Exposure Motion
Picture Meter is a new departure in
iters, as it shows
cuts of the shutter settings or angles instead of

»>

F. R. P. S.

LARGER STOP WHEN
AGAINST
THE
SUN.

INTENSC

. 3UN

These
various figures
are rather complex. It
Is not necessary to remember them when
using this meter.
For the best shutter
angle to be used for
various cases, see back
of Slide "C" on the
meter.
The meter works just
as well with shutters
that are not adjustable.
Slide "C" may be pulled out of the meter and
on it will be found :
Shutter
settings
for
still
subjects,
moving
objects,
fastest work, etc.
cranking.
Suggestions

^BRIGHT
SUN
, TAINT
SUN

CLOUDY
-BJJIGMT
■

DULL
CLOUDY

for

Suggestions
as to
reading the meter.
Use the different
lenses.
Use
screens,

of
color
etc.

When
"C"
on you
the move
meter Slide
you
will be surprised tosee the enormous
changes of stops required for any
particular shutter
setting.
You
will probably be impressed with the idea
that it is a very difficult
proposition to remember
these settings for the
various classes of subjects, under the changing conditions in which
outdoor photography is
done.
The proper knowledge
of the great changes in
stops required for the
different classes of subjects it is of the most
vital importance to produce good work.
The light reflected
from the subject takes
the picture.
Some reflect
outdoor subjects
about 200 times more
light than others.
grows
i r The
the light
farther
northweakyou
go from the Equator.
Under Summer and Wln(latitude).
Therefore
the

ter the nanus
of cities appear ; also Lat
meter may be used in any part of the world.
In the southern hemisphere the meter would read correctly with one
exception, and that is, you should read Summer as Winter, and Winteras Summer, using the latitudes as given.
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All the above factors and conditions arc answered lor you automatically by the meter.
There is nothing made giving so much information on cinematography
exposures as this meter in such condensed form.
In reading the meter you would first set the meter as per instructions printed on the meter. Then you would see on the front cut of
the meter that the stop to be used would be for"People in the Open."
For example:
With the shutter set a 1/2 opening use f C.3.
With the shutter set a 1/3 opening use f 5.6.
With the shutter set at 1/4 opening use half way between
f 4.5 and f 5.6, and so on for each class of subjects.
You will notice on the back of the meter that Normal Exposure is
given Normal plus 00% and Half Normal. Different workers prefer
slightly different exposures to suit the different developing method they
employ. Using Normal plus 50% exposure gives you the fullest
desirable exposure, and Half Normal is the shortest practical exposure.
Thus the meter is easily adapted to the individual requirements of
the worker.
On the meter will be seen a note for increasing the speed for early
and late hours, and a diagram showing the angle of the sun above
the horizon. This works correctly for any season in the year and in
any country.
Always select the Paragraph which gives the nearest or darkest
portion of the subject you are photographing.
Even when there is snow on the ground the exposures are to be as
given for each class of subjects, as called for on the meter.
In general, if the sun is directly behind the back, you obtain a
flat lighting, as the shadows are cast straight behind the subject.
It is better with any camera to expose the light coming at an angle
of about 45 degrees on the subject ; more as though it came from over
either hand when extended from you, the shadows will then be clearly
seen and the object will then stand out in clearer relief.
Portraits are best when the subject is in the shade or on cloudy
days.
If you are taking a picture with the sun in front of the camera

How It Is Done at the Strand
A Discussion

of Methods Which Have Actually Been
Out Successfully.
By Harold

Worked

Edel, Manager-Director.

DOES
a mailing list pay? This question has often come
up for discussion in connection with advertising and
particularly in connection with the theater. The
Strand management is a firm believer in the effectiveness
of the proper kind of a mailing list. At the present time we
are conducting a vigorous direct-by-mail campaign in addition to our other advertising and have prepared special material along these lines.
We have selected thirty thousand names from the tel.phone book. These names were not picked at random, only
the telephone exchanges in the better class residential sections of New York City being used. In this mailing list
are included the names of the best families in New York;
at the same time the Goulds and Vanderbilts are omitted
for they are not patrons to the regular motion picture
theater. Of course, there are times when even they come in
for a circularization For instance, when we were showing "My Four Years In Germany," the entire gross receipts
of the theater for the week were invested in Liberty Bonds
in conjunction with the Women's Committee of the Liberty
Loan. At an official ceremony recently this matter was
taken up with this body, at which time the key of the
Strand was turned over to the women's organization which
included pesons most prominent in New York's best society.
Many of these society women were present therefore and
others were invited. However, for general circularization the families in the better residential sections are more
susceptible to the appeals of an institution such as the
Strand.
We do not circularize 30,000 names each week, but take
5,000 weekly. Instead of taking a few telephone exchanges
at a time comprising a certain district of the city, we take
all the names under A in each of the exchanges and go
down the list until our 5,000 names have been obtained. This
gives us a representative list of names covering the entire
city. The following week the list is commenced where it
was left off and so on until the thirty thousand have had a
broadside, when we begin at A again.
Our present mail appeal is a two-page folder, the covers
being in two colors presenting the same covers as those on
our house program. Inside on the left hand sheet is the
bill for the next week, together with some selling talking on
the various features of the entertainment. On the right
hand sheet are the features of the bills for the next four
weeks. Thus the person who receives this announcement
has before him the offerings of the Strand for the coininglive weeks. By the system used at the Strand he gets one
of these announcements every live weeks.
Thev are mailed
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you should use a long lens hood and the next larger stop that the meteii
calls for. A hood on a lens is good practice at all times for anjl
camera.
Clouds and distant landscapes, especially the Grand Canyon, snow
pictures, yellow or red, and most subjects photograph best when J
color screen or ray filter is used. A 2 or 3 times filter is best fo;
outdoor work.
The stop to be used with color screens is given on back of Slide
of the meter.
Some foreign lenses are marked with stop numbers 9, 12. is, Jo. etc.l
In using the Harvey Meter, which reads stop 16, for example. ;da
lever controlling
the stops on your
camera
slightly from
the 18
mark toward the 12 mark.
If you do not know,
for instance, whether
it is "'Bright Sun'- or
Faint Sun" you may set the meter half way between "Bright Sun"
and "Faint Sun" and the meter will read correctly.
The meter is for any lens ; for other lenses than those listed see
back of Slide "C" on the meter.
The speed of a lens is termed by its largest stop. Thus an f 15
lens is five times faster than an f 8 or (U. S. 4) lens.
If any fast lens of any make (Rectilinear or Anastigmat) is stopped
down to any stop, say to f 11, for example, it is no faster than any
other lens at f 11.
Always focus on your principal object if possible.
For subjects at different distances, like parades, street crowds. etc„
the following
table may
aid you :
HYPERFOCAL
TABLE
FOR
CINEMATOGRAPH
LENSES.
If lens is focused on objects at the following distances, everything
is supposed to be sharp from one-half that distance to infinity.
t 1.9
TO feet
r 3.5
40 feet
f i~>
30 feet
f 5.G
24 feet
i 6.3
22 feet
fS
IS feet
f 16
J0 feet
to him on Fridays so that he gets them Saturdav, the dav
before the change of bill takes place at the Strand.
Some time back we prepared a set of calendar cards.
twelve of them, each one containing the month's calendar.
Starting with the January card, we sent out one card to
each person on the mailing list at the end of every month.
Above the calendar dates on the card was the program of
every

week's attraction during that month so that the current attraction was always before the eyes of the person

making use of the calendar, which had" the name of the
Strand prominently displayed at the top. Not only was this
a handy reference for two purposes for the person who received it, but it was a good advertisement for the Strand.
The card was of good size so that the dates of the month
were prominently displayed. Each card was of different
colo- so that its change each month in its accustomed place
on the wall would be noticed.
BULL

"Bull"
He will
base at
sailors.
pictures

MONTANA

TO

COACH

SAILORS.

Montana has enlisted in the United States Navy.
be rated as physical instructor for the submarine
San Pedro, which includes thousands of enlisted
"Bull" will be remembered for his work in several
with Douglas Fairbanks.

Montana's last work was in "Say Young
Hearing completion at his Hollywood Studio.

Fellow."
Montana

now
was

discovered last year by Douglas in Bothner's New York
gymnasium and was immediately placed under a long term
contract that began with "In Again. Out Again." in which
the Italian actor played the part of burglar and made a hit.
Bull has won national fame as a wrestler, having many
successful arena matches to his credit. He is said to wear
a size 0'., hat and an 18*/2 collar. He has it all doped
"just how he will beat the Kaiser at his own game."
PHILADELPHIA

ANTI-CENSOR

MOVE

SEEMS

out

FIZZLE.

After three futile attempts had been made by the Penrose
faction in Pennsylvania to bring the local film men together
for the purpose of discussing ways and means by which the
present form of censorship could be improved, nothing has
been accomplished for the present that would tend to instill
any desire on the part of the film men to become mixed up
in any political issue.
HELEN

EDDY

ENGAGED

BY

UNIVERSAL.

Helen Eddy, well-known Lasky-Famous Players actress,
who possibly achieved her greatest fame as leading woman
with George Beban in his notable character dramas, has
been engaged by Director Elmer Clifton to support Monroe
Salisbury in his next Universal picture, based on D. W. Ogden's well known
novel. "The Rustler of Wind River."
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Chicago News Letter
By JAS.

Q Funkhousefs Suspension Slirs Chicago
Censorship of Pictures Not Included in Charges. But Insubordination and Disobedience
of Orders Are Declared.

THE suspension ol Majoi M I C. Funkhouser as second
deputy superintendent of police Saturday, May 25, by
Acting Superintendent of Police Alcock has created
'widespread discussion, in which the major has numerous
stanch supporters. It has developed that the action taken
1>\ Acting Chief of Police Alcock had nothing to do with
>r tures,
Funkhouser's
activities and
as censor
of moving
picbut that insubordination
disobedience
of orders
will be charged against him in some of his other official
capacities. These capacities include the suppression of commercialized vice, the inspection and supervision of police
equipment and the management of police automobile shops.
It is understood that the major will be charged before
the merit board with using the authority of his office in
the shadowing of prominent citizens and city officials. He
also will be asked to explain why the expenses incurred in
such cases were paid out of the second deputy's vice investigation fund. Aldermen were followed and reports of their
actions made and filed. Other reports showed that telephone wires of members of Mayor Thompson's cabinet
were tapped and that large sums of money had been spent
by vice investigators in buying wine in disorderly places.
Acting Chief Alcock has declared that the major was
suspended for disobedience of orders and inefficiency, but
has refused to make known any details until the investigation takes place before the merit board. The charges will
be filed in about two or three weeks, and the investigation
is expected to last several months.
Spirited support is being given Major Funkhouser at this
(time by women's civic organizations and church associations in his capacity as moving picture censor, while Alder,man A. A. McCormick is putting up a stiff battle for him
in the city council in the matter of the Maypole ordinance.
Acting Chief Alcock has informed the council that he would
like to have action deferred on the ordinance until he has
the leisure to examine it.
On Wednesday, May 29, the thirty investigators in vice
matters employed in the office of Major Funkhouser up to
the time of his suspension were dropped from the service,
! and the forty policemen assigned to the major for raiding
purposes were distributed among the various police stations
throughout the city. This action was taken by Acting Chief
Alcock on that date.
The actino- chief had the following to say about film
/censorship. -'I want to impress on the civic organizations
of Chicago that the suspension of Major Funkhouser was
absolutely divorced from the question of censorship of the
^movies. The movie censorship will not be jeopardized by
the suspension a f the major. Men, women and civic organizations intereVifcd in movie censorship need not worry. The
censorship will be regularly handled and no laxity will be
permitted in the censorship of films."
In the issue of May 30 the Chicago Tribune referred
editorially to the Funkhouser case as follows:
"The acting chief of police says he suspended Major Funkhouser for disobedience of orders and inefficiency.
"If this is an accurate and complete statement it will, of
explicit and consupported by charges from
course, be promptly that
the case is
thus far arises
crete. The odor
of disdiscovery
The
offensive.
say
to
suspicious, not
obedience and inefficiency is rather sudden. The attendant
circumstances w^ere peculiar. The grounds of complaint
attenwill have to be sustantial and established clearly ifmoving
tion is to be distracted from the very interesting
picture possibilities of the situation.
"At any rate the public will ask for plenty of light, and is
official, from non-official sources."
get it, if notof from
likely to Members
Local 110 Cited for Bravery.

Members of Local 110, I. A. T. S. E., have been contributing their quota steadily to the first three drafts made to

S. McQUADE

secure men for the front,
In the third, or recent draft, 2X
moving
picture Operators
have been called from Chicago,
making in all IIS up to date.
Alex Mitchell, formerly operator at the Kedzie Annex,
enlisted with the Canadian Forty-eighth Highlanders early
in the war, and was recently severely wounded in action at
Cambrai, and Richard Cohen, formerly operator at the
Vitagraph theater, but now a machine gun man in the
aviation division, was shot in the shoulder recently at
Cambria while bringing down his third man. James Cahill,
formerly operator at the Winchester theater, on Chicago
avenue, went over on a torpedo boat when Admiral Simms
crossed with his flotilla.
Others who have gone are Harry Trilling, formerly
operator at the Chicago theater, State and Eighth streets;
Jack Lucas, Castle theater, State and Madison streets;
"Whitey" Lewis, Orpheus, on Twelfth street, and Stanley
Smith, White Palace theater, Kedzie and Alton, all of the
Nineteenth Engineers, now in France, who have been cited
for valor and bravery.
A Septet
of Unspeakable
Criminals.
Monday evening, May 27, a man with six blond girls
dressed as Red Cross workers drove up to and entered the
Avon theater, 3325 Fullerton avenue. The man demanded
that the show be stopped while the young women solicited
cash gifts from the audience. Meantime he made a speech
lasting about seven minutes, the six blondes being busy
during that time collecting money. After they left Max
Hyman, owner of the Avon, who had not been in the theater
at the time of the collection, became suspicious and called
up Red Cross headquarters. He was informed that no
workers had been sent out in that district. The strangers
collected about $100.
M. H. Hoffman, manager of the Bell theater, 1539 Milwaukee avenue, and John Bobeng, of the Armitage theater,
3553 Armitage avenue, report that as far as they can make
out the same set of workers did the same thing at their
theaters — at the Bell on Monday and at the Armitage on
Tuesday night.
The police are searching for the septet, whose crime is
worse than sacrilege.
Douglas
Bergh Off to Pacific Coast.
Douglas Bergh, personal traveling representative of
George Kleine, returned from a tour of Canada last week
and left for the Pacific Coast by way of Omaha on Wednesday, May 29. On the trip he will visit in order Salt Lake
City, Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Denver. Moving picture conditions in Canada at the present
time are rather backward, Mr. Bergh informed me.
"Prunella"
at Orchestra
Hall.
"Pershing's
Crusaders"
closes Sunday
night, June 2, at
Orchestra Hall and thereafter throughout the summer Paramount-Artcraft pictures will be presented, the first being
Marguerite Clark in "Prunella," or Love in a Dutch Garden.
Funkhouser Cut-Outs Restored.
The eight cut-outs ordered by Major Funkhouser in "My
Four Years in Germany" have been restored by Acting Chief
Alcock after viewing the film as it originally appeared, and
the feature is now being shown in its entirety.
Lubliner & Trinz Liberal to Red Cross.
Lubliner & Trinz celebrated Red Cross Day on Wednesday, May 29, at their big Convent Garden theater, 2653 North
Clark street. The entire net proceeds for the afternoon and
evening presentations, amounting to about $1,500, were
donated to the Red Cross. On the program were "Social
Briars," with Mary Miles Minter; "The Spirit of the Red
Cross" and a current events reel. Messrs. Lubliner & Trinz
are to be heartily commended for their patriotism.
"Over the Top" Draws Well at Auditorium.
"Over the Top," Vitagraph's war feature, began its run of
two weeks
at the Auditorium
Sunday,
May 26. It was
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expected that Arthur Guy Empey, who wrote the book and
who is starred in the photoplay, would be present for the
Chicago opening, but he was held over in Detroit, where
the picture is now running, to assist in the Red Cross drive.
Mr. Empey telegraphed Manager T. W. Chatburn, of Vitagraph's Chicago office, to admit all British-Canadian recruits
at any presentation free of charge. Wednesday, May 29,
the public generally was admitted free of charge at the
reception given the Blue Devils of France, who were being
entertained and feted in the city on that date. Manager
Chatburn reports excellent business thus far at the Auditorium, and states that every succeeding day shows a steady
increase.
Metro Wins Injunction Suit on "Revelation."
An injunction granted the Homan Photoplay Company
to restrain the Metro Pictures Corporation from leasing,
and the Central Park theater, this city, from showing, Nazimova in "Revelation" was dissolved Monday, May 27, in
the court of Judge Windes. The Homan Photoplay Company operates the Twentieth Century theater here, and
claimed a previous verbal contract for "Revelation."
Big Demand for "Tarzan of the Apes."
Bookings for thirty-three of Chicago's leading theaters —
in most cases for a run of two days — have been made for
"Tarzan of the Apes" following its successful run at the
Colonial and Jones, Linick & Schaefer's Orpheum. This
bespeaks big business for the First National Exhibitors'
(Circuit exchange with this feature.
Changes in George Kleine Branch Offices.
Harry Graham, who has been branch manager of the
George Kleine System in Minneapolis for the past two
years, has been transferred to the management of the
branch office at Dallas. C. R. Mitchell, who has been chief
salesman out of the Minneapolis office for the past twro
years, has succeeded Mr. Graham.
Pathe's General Sales Manager Touring Country.
F. C. Quimby, general sales manager for Pathe Exchange,
Inc., came in from New York Monday, May 27, and left
the same day for Minneapolis, accompanied by Ralph O.
Proctor, district manager for the Middle West. Mr. Quimby
is at present making a tour of Pathe offices.
George A. Blair Visits Chicago.
George A. Blair, of the cinema department of the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., arrived in the city
Tuesday, May 28, and remained until the closing day of the
month. Mr. Blair was kept busy during his stay making
the rounds of the trade.
"Cleopatra" Showing to Good Business at Colonial.
James Grainger, Fox representative in charge of "Cleopatra's" run at the Colonial, is much enthused over the fine
attendance at the presentations of the big film thus far.
Manager Field of the Colonial believes that the picture
will easily make a run of four successful weeks.

Funkhouser Removal Pleases First National
Circuit

Officials
Rumpus

Believe Police
Over Gerard

Chief's Action Was
Film Eliminations.

Due

to

THE removal of "Major" Funkhouser from the office of
second deputy superintendent of police of Chicago is
a culmination of legal proceedings that were brought
against him by attorneys for the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit following the elimination of seven scenes and subtitles from Ambassador Gerard's "My Four Years in
Germany," is the belief of circuit officials in New York.
As soon as Funkhouser's ukase was given out demanding thewould
elimination
"objectionable"
beforefilma
license
be issuedof for
the exhibition material
of the Gerard
in Chicago, Jones, Linick & Schaefer, the local franchise
holders in the circuit, acting in co-operation with Warner
Brothers, producers of the film, and J. D. Williams, manager
of First National, retained the law firm of Adolph Marks
to file a petition for the removal of Funkhouser.
Mr. Williams also wired protests against Funkhouser's
action to George Creel, chairman of the Committee on Public Information ; Governor Lowden of Illinois, the governors
of various states and the mayors of several cities in which
the picture had already been successfully shown. Federal
political pressure was also brought to bear upon the city
officials of Chicago through the personal representations
of Ambassador Gerard, so that the men who have up to date
stood sponsor for the activities of Funkhouser found them-
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selves in the uncomfortable position of either countenancing
the censor or throwing the doughty major overboard.
Three of Funkhouser's aides were also included in the
suspension order of Acting Chief of Police Alcock. These
were Hugh Borland, manager of properties; Joseph A.
Mahoney, inspector of moral conditions, and Frank Schoeffel, acting department inspector.
William H. Luthardt has been appointed acting second
deputy in Funkhouser's place. The day following the
major's suspension Mr. Luthardt and Acting Chief Alcock
spent several hours in Funkhouser's office examining his
papers. Uniformed policemen were stationed at the door
• of the second deputy's office with orders to bar Funkhouser
and his aides and to permit no one to remove records.
All of the eliminated material from "My Four Years in
German}-" has been reconsidered by Mr. Luthardt and the
entire board of censors and ordered back in the production.
The film is now being shown in Chicago in its ungarbled
form.

Major and Fox Many Times at Odds
In Past Eight Months There Have Been Serious Differencei
of Opinion Between Censor and Company.
William Fox branch office in the
months the
eight Buidling,
FORMailers
Chicago, has been the center of the
bitterest fight Major Funkhouser has ever had on his
hands, and the Fox officials in Chicago may be pardoned if
they looked upon the action of Chief Alcock as justification
of their determined stand against what they and in most
cases the courts considered injustice.
Since last fall no less than eight of the more important
of the Fox pictures have been the subject of controversy
between the major and the film company. Those which
aroused the most comment were the cases of "The Spy,"
"The Rose of Blood." "For Liberty," "The Tiger Woman."
and "Cleopatra." Others were "The Conqueror," "Camille,"
"When a Man Sees Red," and "Du Barry." Before that
period there were numerous other differences of opinion
between the major and the Fox officials, but it was upon "The
Spy" the producer made his most determined fight, and
that picture may be said to have marked the beginning of
the real warfare between the major and the company. In
his contest and in the whole fight against one-man censorship, Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the Fox Film
Corporation, has been a conspicuous and forceful factor.
The fact that, with the exception of "The Rose of Blood,"
which is still in the courts, all of the pictures are now being or have been shown indicates how infrequently Major
Funkhouser has been upheld in his attitude.

Famous Players' Managers Conclude Sessio
Three

Announcement Is Made That Company Will Release
Features a Week as Well as Reissues.

district
Players-Lasky
THE Famous
by
calledmanYork meeting,
their New Corporation
agers adjourned
Walter E. Greene, managing director of distribution,
after six days of discussion, at which the plans for the
season of 1918-9 were discussed and decided upon. The
of Paramount and Artreleasesshortly.
year's
new be
of the will
detailspictures
announced
craft
The new season's star series will commence on September
1. In addition to a thorough discussion of film conditions
in this country, an outline of the world distribution of Paramount and Artcraft pictures was made.
Al Lichtman. general manager of distribution, announced
that a series of territorial meetings of the Wanch managers
and salesmen will be held about June 15.
It is said there will be regularly released three features
each week, in addition to which a number of the most
famous features of the past will be reissued under a novel
arrangement,
which should prove highly profitable to
exhibitors.
HAL ROACH
RETURNS
TO WEST COAST.
Hal Roach, managing director of the Rolin studios,
returned to Los Angeles the latter part of last week after a
ten days' visit at the Pathe headquarters in New York.
"Our two big bets ready for current release are Harold
Lloyd in 'Somewhere in Turkey' and Toto in 'Cleopatsy,'
said Mr. Roach. "Coming along in the Lloyd program are
'Sic 'Em Towser,' 'Are Crooks Dishonest?' 'An Ozark
Romance.' and 'That's Him.' Other Toto releases impending
are 'The Furniture Movers' and 'Fire the Cook.'"
"Cleopatsy" is announced for an engagement over the
entire Loew Circuit. It is a burlesque of the story of Antony
and Cleopatra.
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' Afeotf 0/L05 Angeles and Vicinity
By

Will

G.
pi

LASKY
STUDIOS
TO GIVE
BENEFIT
DANCE.
Raise Fund for the Benefit of Families of Former
ployes Who Are Now
At Front.

P.

Em-

A

STUDIO dance will be given by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation at its Hollywood studios tor the
benefit of the "Folks at Home Fund" on June 8. Director-General Cecil B. De Mille is the chairman and the fund is
or the benefit of families of men who were employed by
he Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and who have gone
o the front. From all indications the dance will be a huge
access. Not only will a splendid sum be raised for the
elief of dependents in the studio soldiers' families, but also
he large crowds that turn out on the night of the festivities
rill be treated to an excellent entertainment.
The exact nature of the many attractive features of the
>ig show has not as yet been announced by Airs. YV. D.
e Mille, who is the head of the entertainment committee;
>ut it is assured that all the stars will be present, and hunIreds of film fans who have seen their favorites on the
creen will have a chance to see them, talk to them and
ance with them.
Huge

Liberty

Theater for Camp

Kearny.

At San Diego work has been started on Camp Kearny's
liberty theater, which is to seat at least three thousand
oldiers. The theater entrance will be at the end of Center
treet, in the civic center, and the natural slope down the
anyon of the camp will save the Government time, labor
nd lumber, as the tiering of seats thus will be made simple.
The contractors estimate that the building will take about
00,000 feet of lumber and that the theater will cost about
30,000 when completed. Girders seventy-five feet long,
ung about thirty-five feet high, will span the monster pit
f the show-house and thus eliminate obstructive supports.
"Smileage Books" will be in demand when the Liberty
heater opens, with the best stage talent obtainable coverlg this end of their thirty-six house circuit.
Theda Bara

Entertained by Her Godsons.

The 158th Infantry Regiment, stationed at Camp Kearny,

• tart of the Grand March at the "Two-Gun Men" Ball
the Officers of the 159th California
-.eft to Right are — Mrs. Farrel, wife of Colonel Farrel ; Bill
and other officers of the

HARLEMAN

wanted
to show
their godmother,
Theda
Bara, just what
kind of a bunch of huskj lads she had adopted, and so they
united her down to witness their field games. "The Vampire" Regiment, as the 158th is now known, outdid themselves in displaying their athletic prowi
Alter the morning's games, which ended with an exhibition of wild west riding, Miss Bara had mess with the
officers, after which she presented to all members of the
regiment an autographed photograph of herself and a
bronze "good-luck" pin in the shape of the signs of the
Zodiac.
Clifford Company
Enlarges Activities.
W. H. Clifford, vice-president and general manager of
the YV. H. Clifford Photoplay Company, has appointed YV. G.
Gilmour as business manager for his organization. Mr. Gilmour was formerly business manager for the Signal Film
Company, company.
and prior to that was associated with the InceTriangle
Shorty Hamilton is being supported in his present fivereel comedy-drama, "The Pen Vulture," by Ruth King, a
recent addition to the Clifford organization.
Despite the many shutdowns of larger producing companies the Clifford company is finding an unusually active
market for its products. In fact, so great has been the
demand for the Clifford features that Mr. Clifford is considering putting on another company, headed by a wellknown male comedian. In addition to this Mr. Clifford is
personally directing his multiple-reel state right feature,
"The Black Boomerang."
Hayakawa

Gets

Letter

of

Appreciation.

Sessue Hayakawa's campaigning for the Liberty Loan
has brought the following letter of appreciation from James
K. Lynch, Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco:
"As fiscal agent of the United States Government for the
twelfth district the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

Given
by Bill Hart, May
11, at the Hotel Coronado
in Honor
of
Infantry, of Which Reg iment
Hart is Godfather.
Hart;
Katherine MacDonald ; Col. Leonard If. Farrel, Commander of the 150th,
regiment with their wives and swetharts.
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extends sincere thanks for the valuable service rendered by
you in the third Liberty Loan campaign. Your co-operation
is particularly appreciated by reason of the additional
assurance it affords our National Government of the loyalty
and support of its citizens in the present emergency."
American Players Give Benefit Performance.
Edward Sloman and fellow workers at the American
studios realized $1,400 on the benefit performance of "The
Wolf," which they gave recently at the Potter theater in
Santa Barbara. The entire receipts were turned over to
the fund for Belgian soldiers in German prison camps.
Sloman, who played the chief role in the original New York
production, directed the play and played the role he originated. Margarita Fisher, Lloyd Ingraham and Jack Mower
all distinguished
themselves
in their parts.
"The Spawn" Is Completed by Director De Grasse.
What promises to be one of the most sensational Bluebird productions of the year has been finished under the
title
of
Director
Grasse
for a
Bluebird "The
releaseSpawn"
at the by
West
Coast Joseph
studios De
of the
Universal.
The play anticipates the close of the war and the conditions that will arise from the chaos produced by the human
trail left by the Germans as they passed through the
belligerent countries.
The big climax of the production comes when a brilliant
opera singer, the mother of one of these unwelcomed Boche
babies, engaged to be married, meets socially the retired
German
army his
officer,
the wife.
babe's father, who is visiting her
country with
Teuton
Grace Cunard plays the leading role, and in her support
are Edward Cecil, Herbert Prior and Dora Rogers.
Billie Younger Gets Married.
A. P. (Billy) Younger, assistant to Scenario Editor O. L.
Sellers, of the Triangle, put one over on his friends at the
studios while supposedly enjoying a vacation. Younger
slipped quietly away to Santa Ana and married Miss Mary
V. Dearing, a Kansas City society girl, without telling a
soul of his intended matrimonial ieap, news of which just
leaked out at the Culver City studio. Younger, who is a
member of the Hollywood Officers' Training. School, is in
Class A in the draft and expects to be called into service
at any moment now. Mrs. Younger will accompany her
husband, living near him as long as he remains in the
United States.
Mae Murray Celebrates a Birthday.
Finishing touches are being taken at Universal City on
"The Big Little Person," a Mae Murray production, based
on Rebecca Hooper Eastman's novel of the same name.
During the week production lagged for a few minutes
while Miss Murray celebrated a birthday, cutting an
enormous cake presented to her by members of the company and drinking a toast to the success of the Mae Murray
Universal features.
Seaman Resigns from Superba.
Frank V. Seaman has resigned his position as manager
of the Superba theater to leave soon for the northern part
of the state, where he will give his personal attention to
operating his mining property.
Mr. Seaman assumed the management of the Superba
several months ago when Al Nathan went north to take the
management of the Alhambra theater in San Francisco.
Seaman has many friends up and down the Angeleno
rialto who will be sorry to see him forsake the bright lights.
Los Angeles Film Brevitie*.
AValter Perkins, well-known character actor at the
Triangle studios, has returned to work after an illness which
confined him to his home for two weeks. He contracted a
severe cold while working along the seashore in scenes for
"The Last Rebel," and his condition for several days was
regarded as serious.
* * *
V. R. Day has been appointed manager for the Boy City
film studio at Culver City, which concern produces the
Judge Willis Brown pictures. Mr. Day still retains his
position as western
representative
for the Essanay
Film

Corporation.

* * *

Jean Hersholt, Triangle actor, who played the role of
Manson in the H. O. Davis production of "The Servant in
the House," has been removed to his home from the California Hospital, where for several weeks he hovered near
death following an operation for appendicitis. When he
reached the hospital the surgeons declared he had only one
chance in a hundred for recovery. Despite the odds against
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him Hersholt won, and his case is regarded as one of the
most remarkable of its kind ever treated at the California
Hospital.
* * *
At the Ince studios Dorothy Dalton's latest story, "Green
Eyes," by Ella Stuart Carson, is nearing completion, and
Miss Dalton is busy consulting time tables preparatory to
leaving for the East. Miss Dalton's ultimate destination is
New York, but she has several invitations to stop over in
many of the large cities en route.

* * *

Airs. Margaret Raub, who is in charge of the hospital
at the Triangle Culver City studios, has offered her services to the Hollywood Officers' Training School, and twice
a week will instruct classes in first-aid work and other
phases of Red Cross activities.

* * *

Gus Peterson, veteran cameraman of the Triangle Culver
City studio, has made application to enlist in the photographic department of the United States Army, and hopes
soon to be "shooting" Germans
* * * in France.
Al Santell has joined the National Film Corporation, and
is now directing "Smiling Bill" Parsons. Santell is alternating with Director Louis Chaudet
* * *in directing these comedies.
Wyndham Standing left May 22 for New
the eastern studios of Goldwyn.

York to join

* * *

James K. Lynch, Governor of the Federal Reserve Bank
of San Francisco, has written a letter to Ann Kroman,
Triangle player, thanking her for her efforts in behalf of
the third Liberty Loan campaign. She was a nightly
attendant at the Los Angeles tank meetings, and by her
individual work gained many big subscriptions to the loan.
The grand total raised bv film plavers at the tank meetings was $582,000.

* * *

Carmel Myers and her Bluebird company of Universal
players are at Seven Oaks taking mountain scenes for her
next picture, based on Margaret Widdemer's well-known
novel, "Why Not?" It is the story of a "dreamer of
dreams." Supporting the Bluebird star are Thomas Holding, Kathleen Emerson, Harry V. Meter, Philo McCullough
and Elizabeth Janes. Elsie Jane Wilson is directing the
production from a working script by Fred Myton.

* * *

Stuart Paton
mountains east
Diando players
snow foiled his
repeated soon.
CHIEF

has returned from a location trip to the
of Fresno, where he took a company of
to film scenes of a logging camp. The deep
plans, however, and the trip will have to be

CASEY

TALKS

OF BOSTON

SITUATION.

John AL Casey, chief of the licensing department of the
mayor's office, Boston, who has charge of the regulation of
motion pictures in that city, passed through New York on
Alay 28 on his return from a trip south. Air. Casey, when
interviewed as to the motion picture situation in Boston,
stated that the regulation of motion pictures was progressing smoothly: that with the assistance of the National
Board of Review many perplexing questions which might
be involved in connection with films bearing upon the war
were skilfully adjusted, with the result that the public in
Boston appears satisfied with the type of films presented.
METRO EXCHANGE BIDS GODSPEED TO ASSOCIATES.
The New York Aletro exchange tendered a dinner on
May 25 to three of its men who have been called to the
colors. Herbert Kaufman of the sales force left for Spartanburg, S. C. Jack Bowen, booker, and Robert Elsworth,
manager of the film room, leave for Pelham Bay June 5.
All of these young men have been with the Aletro for a
considerable period. The dinner was a great surprise to
the hoys. They were each presented with a silver wrist

watch.

CLAIRE

WILLE

JOINS

WORLD

ART

DEPARTMENT.

Miss Claire Wille, a recent graduate from the art department of Cooper Union, has accepted a position in the art
section of the advertising department of World Pictures.
Aliss Wille takes the place left vacant by the drafting into
the army last week of James AlacDonald. who for two years
was the World Pictures advertising department's artist.
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J§ By Sam Spedon

der construction a lew doors from the Palace, which he
hopes to open in July. It will seat fifteen hundred and is
built on modern
lines of architecture, with every advai
idea ot comfort and equipmen
t,
Hurried Visit at Chicago.

MILWAUKEE was the first large city we stopped al on
our way from St. Paul.
We found conditions very
Our purpose in Stopping at Chicago was to pay our respects to Messrs. James S. McOuadc
much as they arc in all places of its si/c, 450,000 popu
and Paul Mm/, who
latum.
There arc ten motion
picture theaters located in
have charge of the Chicago branch of the Moving Picture
what might be termed a loop; centered on Grand avenue
World, and to say "hello" to a few ot our exhibitor friends
and Third street, not over a radius of two Mocks.
Those on
there. Our tune was limited, hut fortunatelj the Exhibitors'
Grand avenue are the Majestic, Butterfly, Palace, Alhambra,
Booking Corporation of Illinois held a meeting on WednesStrand, Merrill and Theatorium. The Merrill, located diday, May 22, and we had a chance of meeting tweni
thirty exhibitor friends in a bunch, among them Joe Hopp,
rectly opposite the Butterfly, charges 10 cents admission,
plus war tax, while all the others charge fifteen or more,
Phil Heancy, Morris Choynski, Louis Frank and W. I). I'.urexcepting the Theatorium, which charges 5 cents.
ford of Aurora. We had intended paying a visit to Aurora,
On Third street, within the loop, there are the Princess,
as Mr. Burford is president of the Aurora Theater Company
the White House, the American and the Magnet. The last
and controls five of the six houses at that place, but his
two are live-cent houses, the others charge 15 or more.
presence at the meeting saved us the trip. We called at
Most of the downtown houses, as you can see, are holding
the office of the M. P. E. L. of A. to meet our old friend Bill
Sweeney, the national secretary.
to the fifteen-cent admission price, plus the war tax. We
asked E. C. Bostick, manager of the Merrill, why he was
At the office of the Chicago Theater Managers' Organization we met Frank Rembusch, of Indianapolis, who was in
the exception to the rule. He said: "I raised the price to
15 cents and my patronage fell off. I returned to 10 cents
town to attend a meeting of the A. E. A. to set a date for
and at once it increased. I am doing a very good business
the business convention of that body to be held in Chicago
and see no reason why I should not continue it. I may be
the latter part of August. In the corridor of the Sherman
House we met Harry Reichenbach, who was in Chicago in
wrong, but I think it is best to leave well enough alone."
The Merrill, Alhambra, Butterfly and the Strand are the
the interest of the Red Cross drive. We understood him to
more pretentious houses, well managed and equipped.
say he was a member of one of its committees. We also
George Fischer, manager of the Alhambra; Leo Landau, of
ran into Bob Levy, an old-time exhibitor.
:he Butterfly; Frank Cook, of the Princess, one of the oldest
On Tuesday afternoon we took a ride out to the Woodind best managers in the business, and Charles C. Perry, of
lawn, Sixty-third street and Cottage Grove avenue, one of
:he Strand, an apt protege of Theodore Hayes of St. Paul,
Chicago's neighborhood houses of 2,300 capacity. It is a reextended to us every courtesy and gave us some valuable
markably beautiful theater, substantially built and up to
information. They are all readers of the Moving Picture
date in all its appointments. It was packed at both afterWorld and we needed no introduction. At the Alhambra
noon and evening performances.
It is well worth visiting.
On Wednesday evening we took a trolley ride to the
>ve were much impressed with the chidren's play and re:eption rooms, of which we shall speak more fully at another
Central Park theater, owned by Bellaban & Katz, one of the
:ime.
show houses of Chicago, seating 2,600. This is the theater
Neighborhood Houses.
that is equipped with dictaphones all over the house conIn order to get a general and varied idea of conditions in
nected with the manager's office, transmitting criticisms
Milwaukee we rode out to the Downer Theater, managed
and remarks by the audience to his ears, in order to get a
consensus of opinion on the pictures, etc. The Central Park
ay R. C. Wheeler, and located in the finest residential secis located on Twelfth street at Central Park avenue. The
:ion of the city. It is a beautiful house seating nine hundred, at an admission price of 15 cents, including war tax. 'neighborhood is principally Jewish and draws from the
residential section further out. The house plays to capacity
It is well attended at matinee and evening performances.
at almost every performance. Through the courtesy of
We were unable to visit the Modjeska, one of the Saxe
:ircuit, on the outskirts of the city, which we understand is Leopold Kohls, the assistant manager, we were shown
one of the finest in the country.
through every part of it. We were particularly interested
in the projection room, which is under the direction of J.
To get another angle, we visited the more thickly settled
H. Goldberg, a capable and ingenious young man. Just as
jart of the city, what might be likened to tenement or store
we were about taking our leave we met Sam Katz. who
renters. We took in the Arcade, Atlas, Aurora and Fern
theaters. The. :re smaller houses and are about as they
wanted to show us the house all over again.
ire in all such neighborhoods where the theaters are more
Directly opposite the Central Park is the Twentieth Cenlumerous, each one getting a fair quota of patronage.
tury theater, an 800-seat house, where we met our old
Taken all in all Milwaukee theaters are doing a good busifriend Joe Cooper, who is doing a good business, the Central
Park notwithstanding.
ness, although most of it is done in the "Loop." Of course,
There are so many beautiful houses in Qiicago we wended
they feel war conditions and the inroads of warm weather.
We regretted that we could not spend more time in Milour way
eastward
but their
couldmanagers,
not give asthem
the intended.
"O. O." and
have
a little
chat with
we had
waukee. One could make a profitable stay of ten days,
with no time to lose and then not see all the people and
Business in Chicago, from all accounts, is about normal
for this season of the year, with some apprehension for the
places he would'like to see. There are between seventy and
summer months.
seventy-five theaters in the city.
We were told that there are ninety thousand persons of
The City Beautiful.
German extraction in Milwaukee, and for that reason a cerLeaving
Chicago
by
way of the Michigan Central we wendtain character of war pictures were not as popular with
ed our way eastward to Detroit, where we started out to
this class as some others.
visit some of the nearby theaters. We sauntered into the
Plenty of Business Here.
Washington, on Washington boulevard and Clifford street.
Here we met Will M. Elliott, the manager, who took us
We spend Sunday in Racine, Wris., a flourishing city of through the house, seating 1,800. Mr. Elliott took us over
50,000. There are five theaters there and all doing a very
?ood business. There are large manufacturing interests at •to the Adams, 2,000 capacity, and there we met the genial
Russell G. Pearce, the manager.
this place and everybody is prosperous. The names of the
After a hurried inspection of the Adams we went to visit
theaters are the Rex, Bijou, Palace, Majestic and Orpheum.
The last one is a vaudeville house, which is not as well pat- (the Madison, 2,300 seats, across the way, where we met
Manager Tom Moule, who gave us a hearty welcome and
ronized as the motion picture theaters. The Bijou is run by
pointed out its main features of interest. These theaters
Dwen McKivett, seats about 1,200 and packs them in. The
are a few of the many beautiful houses of the John H. KunRex, managed by Tom Norman, does a thriving business
sky Amusement Enterprises of Detroit, all of them high
ind seats 600. The Majestic is a neighborhood house, some
in every particular and located at and surrounding
' distance out, wihch we were unable to visit on account of a class
Grand Circus Park in the center of the city.
:errific rain and hail storm. The Palace seats six or eight
Our next call was on W. M. McGee, who presides over the
aundred and is well patronized by a good class of people.
destinv of the Majestic, which has a seating capacity of
\rthur Friedman, the proprietor, is in other business, but
2,100. The Majestic is at Willis and Woodward
avenues,
i staunch believer in motion pictures.
He has a theater un-
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about one mile out. It is one of the most elaborate theaters
in the city of elegant and modern picture theaters. The
Regent, a few blocks beyond, is another beautiful theater,
seating 2,800. Rod Waggoner, the resident manager in
charge, gave us the glad hand and the freedom of the place.
We stopped in the Princess, 1,500 capacity, on Woodward
avenue, near Grand Circus Park, owned by A. J. Gilligham.
We asked Mr. Gilligham how the United Theaters Booking
Corporation was doing in Detroit and he informed us he
was not representing them, as it had not yet filed the necessary certificate in the state of Michigan.
Detroit is one of the busiest and most wide-awake cities
we visited, and business is on the boom, owing to the large
manufacturing interests there and their increased war output. Theaters are doing good business, although the opening of the summer parks, the starting of the steamer excursions on the lake, hot weather and general war conditions are noticeable in comparison to the attendance which
might be expected if so many men had not volunteered or
been drafted for the army. Within the past week or two
1,400 young men had left for the cantonments and many
more have been called.
There are 135 houses in Detroit.
Not wishing to overlook any of the interests of the industry we thought we would call on the Detroit exchanges.
We were directed to the Mack Building, which houses every
known distributing concern but two, the Metro and the
Triangle, who are located some distance away. Our time being limited, we called on all we could, although we found
some of the managers out. We did meet T. C. McConnell of
the World, Field Carmichael of the Fox, J. M. Duncan of the
Vitagraph and Dave Weinstock of Strand Features. We left
our card at the Universal and Paramount. Outside the building we met Sydney M. Golden of the Nelson Motion Picture
Company, a local manufacturing concern, and Lloyd Hammond, who said he was making pictures in Detroit. On
Michigan avenue we met King Perry of the Enterprise
Amusement Company, with whom we spent a pleasant half
hour.
Last, but Not Least.
At Toledo we found a nest of theaters in the loop, or
business part of the city. H. C. Horater, of the Alhambra,
was there to greet us and we certainly enjoyed the privileges he accorded us. The Alhambra seats 750, well ventilated and nicely equipped with all the modern improvements
that go to make its patrons comfortable. The same can be
said of the Hippodrome. It is managed by Ernest H. Klink,
who is treasurer of the Toledo Amusement Association, recently organized by both motion picture and legitimate managers, including every form of amusement. Mr. Klink informed us that it was formed for mutual protection and interchange of ideas and discussion of local problems.
From the Hippodrome we stopped at the Priscilla, Empress
and Regent, all of which are five-cent houses of smaller
capacity. Knowing that A. Horwitz is one of the directors
of the T. A. A. we stopped in at the Colonial, of which he is
the manager. Mr. Horwitz told us that he had always presented burlesque, but dating from Sunday, May 26, he would
run feature pictures, starting with "The Unbeliever." As a
burlesque house the Colonial has not been very successful
of late and will now transform it into a first-class moving
picture theater, with a capacity of 750. All of these theaters
are on Summit street, in the heart of the city.
Over on St. Claire street we found the Princess, 900 seats.
We had quite a chat with Manager R. W. Lebold. He took
us through the house and pointed out the many features he
had installed. Loew's Valentine, recently taken over by the
Marcus Loew circuit, is the largest theater in Toledo, seating 1,500. E. H. Gersele, the manager, who is also on the
board of directors of the T. A. A.,- is justly proud of this
handsome theater, which is one of the most attractive in
this section.
In the evening a ten-minute trolley ride landed us at the
Lyric, 700 scats, on the east side, owned by the Broadway
Amusement Companv and managed by A. J. Beck, who is
secretary of the T. A. A. Mr. Beck has another theater on
the south side of the town, the Liberty, seating 1,000, in the
Polish section.
At night we attended the performance at the Temple, 1,200
seats. The temple was originally the First Congregational
Church. It has been transformed into a beautiful and mod-it
ern theater, managed by E. A. Zorn. Everything about
is
is well arranged. The music, by a twelve-piece orchestra,
a feature of this novel theater, which is very impressive
when associated with its ecclesiastical origin. Our attendance at the Temple brought us very close to home. The
title of his local weekly was a reproduction of the cover of
did look
it certainly
and
World,
Picture
the Moving

WORLD

good. The manager in charge told us it had been selecte
on account of the appropriateness of its design.
The Keith Vaudeville theater is now showing pictures fo
the summer.
From what we gathered Toledo is doing a fair amount o
business, taking into consideration war conditions and thnatural effects of warm weather. Mr. Beck told us that 5f>
young men had been drafted in the neighborhood of tin
Lyric and 1,200 had volunteered in the Polish district, when
the Liberty is located. There is some talk among the man
agers about shutting down for about six weeks this sum
mer.
There are thirty-seven theaters in Toledo.

// "Perchers" Butt In on You, Get After Then
Treasury

Department
Decides
Clandestine
Spectators
Contribute
Their
War
Tax.

Mus

T'lE
has just a announced,
through
the Treasury
Bureau ofDepartment
Internal Revenue,
unique decision,
oj
interest to exhibitors who operate open air theatersf
involving those who witness motion picture shows and base
ball games
from nearby houseroofs.
These persons
ar ;
named "perchers" and their action "perching," the applicaj
tion of the terms coming from their likeness to birds.
Th
similarity was drawn by the bureau's press agent, who hat
learned that a colored woman, whose yard adjoins a base
ball park, had a tree in the 3-ard which enabled people fo I
five or ten cents to view the game, the charge being baseij
on whether or not the patron had to climb high into th f
tree branches or not.
The bureau announces that these "perchers" are subjec|
to tax just as any other person rightfully paying for a sea
within the park, and when
the negress was informed
o
that fact by a Treasury
agent her prices immediatel;
jumped to six and eleven cents, the extra cent being des|
tined
go to Uncle of
Sam's
pockets states
to help
the war. t
The to
announcement
the bureau
thatrunadmission
outdoor amusement parks is not taxable, but the tax doe
apply, however, to amusements within the grounds, such
motion
picture exhibitions, side shows, etc., admission
which is more than ten cents.
Registration of all places of amusement required to collec
the war tax is provided for under the regulations. Pre
prietors must file with the collector of internal revenue
statement setting forth the name of the theater or othe
place of amusement, its location, capacity, the number c
performances given during the year, and the names of per
sons interested in the business.
LINZ.

Goldwyn
to Temper
Heatto Re
Installing
Specially
ConstructedtheAir Summer's
Cooling Device
duce Temperature Under Glass Roof of Studio.
A LIFE-SAVING innovation is being inaugurated at th
Goldwyn studios in Fort Lee to lower the summer tem
perature beneath the great glass roof when the su:
begins to blaze. It takes the form of a specially constructs
air-cooling device originated by Hugo Ballin, the Goldwyi
art director, and involving thousands of gallons of iced wate
and no end of air. Through a network of pipes the wate
will flood the roof every hour in the hottest July and Augus
days.
The intense heat of last summer is not yet forgotten a
the big studio on the hill. It is the determination of Gold!
wyn that insofar as possible the conditions of last summc I
shall not be repeated during the months to come. Not onh I
the stars, but every worker in the big studio, will be pro
tected from any chance of collapse. This will be brough 1
about by means of a plan to be put into effect within a fev I
weeks.
At each end of the building is being built a duct about sb I
feet in diameter. Through these openings ouside air wil
be pumped into the studio, without, however, there being
any trace of draught. A series of openings in the roof wil
admit more air and do away with the lack of circulatior
complained of in the past.
Iced water will flood the roof at hour intervals througf
a network of perforated pipes. In conjunction with the
constant inflow of fresh air this will keep the atmosphere
outof the studio at a temperature considerably lower than week
side. Preparations are well under way, and within the
horsepower engine necessary for the improvement
the titty
will
be installed.
Every Goldwyn worker is enthusiastic and the increased
efficiency will, it is expected, more than justify the outlay.
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Famous Players to Make Cheerful Pictures
In Company's Production, Vice-President Says, Recognition
Will Be Given to Change in Public Sentiment.

l'\ Jesse 1 - I a sky.
THE present world conditions have, it is scarcely necessarj to observe, resulted in a pronounced revulsion of
feeling and a decided alteration of the public thought,
which in turn have had a marked influence upon the cliari of the amusements provided for public entertainment
and edification today.
^^ ,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_
America is finally i n volved to virtually the
fullest extent in the
world war, and each
day brings closer to
the people of this
country the actual
m e a ning of the
struggle for democracy.
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Anna Held Sees "Joan of Piatt sbury"
for an

Actress Bravely Awaiting Death Is Entertained
by Coldwyn Subject.

1577

Hour

ANNA HELD, the celebrated French actress, whose
physicians have told her she lias but a short time to
live, saw Goldwyn's
"Joan ol Plattsburg,"
starring
Mabel Xorniaiid, in her own apartments at the Hotel Savoy
lasl week. Lying il.it on a wheel chair the invalid, said to
be slowly dying ol a rare disease of the bones, paid unflagging attention for an hour as the inspiring story of the
fortunes of America's little orphan Joan unfolded before
her on a two-foot square of linen pinned against the wall

of her bedroom.

The showing was arranged for Miss Held by her personal
physician, Dr. Donald McCaskey, as a surprise and a
diversion from the stressful routine of the sick room.
Though six noted specialists have agreed in consultation
that the actress cannot survive more than a few days, Dr.
McCaskey declines to let her die. He believes an active
mind does much to keep even a ravaged body in condition
to make the last great fight.
Miss Held was much pleased with the picture and with
the spirit which prompted Mabel Normand to ask that it
be shown to her unfortunate sister artist of the sta^c and
screen. She enjoyed every minute of it, and afterward
asked Dr. McCaskey to write Miss Normand a note expressing her thanks.
The picture was screened witli two De Vry portable projection machines so that the end of one reel blended into
the beginning of the next and permitted the running of
the entire picture without a moment's delay. Miss Held
had never before seen a motion picture projected in so
small a compass, and expressed her delight over an invention that bids fair to be popular in homes everywhere.
Though the actress is never without agonizing pain she
seemed to forget this for an hour as the picture was shown.
Dr. McCaskey said afterward he believed it had done her
a great deal of good.

At such a time it is
obvious that the duty
of those engaged in
manufacturing motion
pictures or producing
stage plays is to inculcate the spirit of
cheerfulness, striving
invariably to lift the
thought of the people
above their troubles,
or, by the tone of the
entertainment offered,
to relieve their minds,
if only temporarily,
from the tragedy now
at our very doors.
At all times
the
THE KATZENJAMMERS BREAK INTO ELECTRICS.
Famous Players-Lasky
The Katzenjammer Kids and Happy Hooligan cartoon
Corporation
has been
comedies of the International are drawing cards, particularly
actuated by a desire to
since Educational enlarged their distribution to include many
Jesse Lasky.
give the public and the
theaters that had never previously handled cartoons.
exhibitors the kind of
Manager Rothapfel availed himself of the drawing power
lictures they demanded, and has welcomed advice, suggesions and even censure, if merited, from film showmen or
of the famous Kids by putting "Katzenjammer Kids" on the
he patrons of the photoplay; and in this connection I wish
iersonally to say that such comment and suggestion that
(as come to me has been a source of real satisfaction and
ias been thoroughly appreciated.
From the exhibitors and the public, then, we have received
ssurance over and over again that cheerful pictures are
vhat are needed anri must be produced. The morbid, tragic
>r depressing element in screen entertainment must be
liminated. This is more than a mere matter of good busiless sense; it is a national duty. Wars are as much the
oncern of the people at home as of the men in the trenches,
nd without the spirit of optimism, cheerfulness and conidence at home no battle is likely to be won. It is
'sychology simply.
"Katzenjammer Kids" in Electrics at Rialto.
Fairy Tales and Costume Pictures Unpopular Now,
electric light sign of his Rialto theater atBroadway and
In addition we have become convinced that photoplays
Forty-second street, the week ending May 25. The cartoon,
ealing with religious subjects, fairy tales, allegories,
>"Up in the Air," evenly divided interest with the feature
ostume plays and the like are neither desired nor accepted
play starring Norma Talmadge. The houses were capacity
oday by exhibitors or public. This condition is a result of
from the beginning to the end of the week. Continuous
thorough canvass of the situation, a campaign of extenapplause, laughter and comments heard in the audience
ive character, in which showmen in all parts of the country
proved that a large percentage of the spectators had come
lave been interrogated as to their experience with motion
especially to see the grotesque Captain and the lively Kids
as drawn by Gregory Le Cava.
■ictures. The consensus of opinion has been decidedly
gainst pictures of the character named.
ROTHACKER TO PUSH NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP.
Therefore, in pursuance of the foregoing, I desire to say
mphatically that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film
'ill hereafter eliminate from its productions all photoManufacturing Company, Chicago, has been appointed by
ramatic offerings of a morbid, depressing or tragic charPresident William A. Brady of the National Association of
cter, as well as those concerned with religious problems,
the Motion Picture Industry as chairman of a membership
airy tales, costume
plays, allegories, etc.
committee, which will have under its jurisdiction all of the
Wholesome dramas, uplifting in character; clean comeMiddle West territory. Mr. Rothacker was one the founders
lies, comedy-dramas and plays dealing with the more cheerof the National Association when it was organized at
ul aspects of life will be exclusively chosen for production.
Chicago in July, 1916, and he has been one of the most
Finally, I wish again personally to thank the public and
active of the film company executives in promoting and
he exhibitors, who have time and again indicated their
extending the work and activities of the national body since
Dyalty to our pictures and evinced an interest that has
its inception. Mr. Rothacker has a wide acquaintance
rompted them to offer sincere suggestions for improveand enjoys an international reputathroughout
tion as one the
of country
the most likeable and popular men in the
ment or change which have proved invaluable in our efforts
industry.
o give them what they want.
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WorkWashington
Stay
Away
CapitalVisitUrges
Crandal
ExhibitorFromDeclares
of Any
Protesting
Committee Will Result

Declares Voluntary
Body Has Elevated
Tone of Pictures
100 Per Cent, and Denounces Efforts to Deride Its Value.
By Samuel Goldfish, President of Goldwyn Pictures.
A MOST harmful proposal with relation to motion pictures and to the cause of nation-wide amusement has
just been under discussion by the General Federation
of Women's
Ark.
Clubs at its biennial meeting in Hot Springs,
The proposal took the form of seeking to extend motion
picture censorship across the country through the medium
of individual censor boards for each state, and during the
debate occasion was taken by several speakers to deride or
deprecate the value of the long-established National Board
of Review.
Against this effort to minimize the value of the National
Board I make vigorous personal protest. In behalf of the
sincere and earnest men and women who give their efforts'
to the work of viewing and passing upon pictures, as a producer of pictures, I desire to indorse the benefits this body
has brought and is bringing to the cause of film cleanliness
and healthfulness.
I had thought that the old political question of states
rights, a source of frequent bitter quarrels between the
states and the nation since the Civil War, had been eliminated in the turmoil of world war. The recurrent efforts to
foist individual state censorship upon the film industry
prove, however, that the states rights agitation hangs on
tenaciously in this one direction.
Always it is the custom of reformers who seek to introduce a new mechanism to attack the existing one they wish
to supplant, and this accounts for the slurs directed at the
National Board of Review in the Arkansas conference. It
was notable that the women members of this big and powerful organization did not personally engage in or encourage
these attacks, which came from imported censors from other
states, who hold positions created for them by state political
machines.
Board of Review Has Elevated Picture Tone 100 Per Cent.
The National Board of Review has elevated the tone of
motion pictures 100 per cent. It has been the mainstay and
backbone of those producers whose inclination is to make
clean, wholesome pictures. It has been the deterring mechanism that blocked the way of evil-minded speculators who
would have brought ruin to the industry by rushing in and
making one or two foul pictures for the quick profits that
such productions occasionally earn. I know of no body of
men and women more sincere in their purposes or more selfsacrificing in their work than the National Board of Review.
There is today in America, for the first time in the history
of our nation, a centralized authority. State lines .have
been wiped out or forgotten ; no state is today questioning
the national viewpoint or the national authority in any
manner. A President who is the most remarkable figure in
our country's history has, with the backing of the public,
become the most powerful authority and master any country
has ever had. His Food Administrator is a final authority.
His Railroad Administrator is a national instrument who
cannot be halted by petty individual claims. His Munitions
Administrator is unhampered in authority. His purchasing
department centralizes the buying of supplies, and no one
other than petty politicians and evicted managements stands
to question the wisdom and authority of these men.
I mean by these examples to show our complete nationalization in every respect and to urge the nationalization of
motion picture inspection and reviewing through the existing National Board of Review. No one can be more in harthe desire
aims offortheand
Women's
Clubs
and upholding
with all
women monyinwith the
insistence
upon
cleanliness. I have always stood firmly for wholesomeness
and cleanliness in pictures. But I wish to point out that the
organizations
^efforts that are being made to induce women's
to support individual state censorships all tend to the creation of thirty or forty individual and varying standards of
lack of harjudgment with regard to pictures and that this
mony would do more to undermine picture cleanliness and
wholesonuncss than anything that has come up in the
industry in the last live years.

FORCE.
SCENARIO
WORLD
JOINS
WARREN
Giles 1\. Warren has signed with World Pictures as staff
writer. Mr. Warren became connected with motion pictures
in 1910, when he was scenario editor for the Imp Company,
and it was at that time he inaugurated the policy of replying to contributors with personal letters.

Only in Increased Tax.
THE rumor has reached Washington that the film industry is about to send a committee there to work for the
relief of the business from the motion picture taxes
placed upon it in the recent revenue laws. The House Ways
and Means Committee has announced that it would give an
opportunity to all interested trades to have representatives
appear before it prior to the drafting of the proposed new
revenue measure, the hearings to commence on June 6.
That the motion picture industry take no such action is
strongly urged by Harry M. Crandall. who is keeping in
close touch with the legislative situation here. To do so,
he declares, may have the effect of inducing new legislation
for the industry with accompanying new taxes.
"The House Ways and Means Committee and
Senate
Finance Committee are going to hold hearings, the
but to my
mind they are not opening the tax controversy to take anything off. That is a foregone conclusion, for the President,
the Secretary of the Treasury and everybody else is declaring a need for more and more money to be obtained by such
taxation. Congress is going to put more taxes on evervthing that it thinks will be able to stand additional levies.
"This is not the time for any individual or any committee
to come taxes
to Washington
to try and
Congress"
to take
the
present
99 to
off. The chances
are get
1 that such
action
will only result in either more taxes being put on or the
present taxes being revised so that the exhibitors and
manufacturers will have to stand a heavier burden. There
are plenty of new ways that could be devised to put taxes
on the moving picture industry, and Congress will not be
slow in finding them if it thinks anybody is dodging his share.
"Speaker Champ Clark, of the House of Representatives,
in a speech recently, said that the decision to hold hearings
would result in the coming here of hundreds of buccaneers
seeking to have taxes removed or industries exempted from
proposed taxation. He declared he had no sympathy with
the men who seek to get out from under their duty of helping to support the Government and join in paying for the
war. His ideas are similar to those of many other members
of Congress.
"Official Washington looks upon the men who try to
dodge their share of any of the burdens placed upon the
whole country as unpatriotic. The film business is not unpatriotic, and furthermore, it is not particularly suffering
because of the present taxes placed upon the amusement
business alone. We feel the excess profits taxes immensely,
but that is aside from the admission and footage taxes
against which the committee rumored as coming here from
New York would work. Let sleeping dogs lie, is my advice,
and cease agitation that is going to rebound against the in-

The understanding here is that the Ways and Means
Committee plan no new taxes for the industry, other than
dustry."
those that will come in a general way through levies on incomes and excess profits, but Congress is in other than a
happy frame of mind because of being kept in session during
extreme hot weather, and this bodes ill for those persons or
those industries that are deemed "slackers."
LOUISE HUFF TO STAR IN WORLD
PICTURE.
World Pictures announces that on June 3 Louise Huff will
start work in the World Studio, in a picture bearing the
title of "T'other Dear Charmer." The story was written by
Charles Sarver. Miss Huff's most recent work has been
with J. Stuart Blackton and Paramount. W Mr. Blackton's
novel. "Wild Youth." she
picturization of Sir Gilbert Parker
played the leading role. She also appeared with Jack Pick"Great
ford in "His Majesty Bunker Bean," "Jack and Jill," Charles
some of
Expectations," and the picturization of
Dickens' stories. She also played the lead in a number of
other Paramount productions.

ONTARIO AGAIN JACKS UP FILM TAX.
The Ontario Provincial Government has decided to charge
a tax of 25 cents a month on each reel of film as long as the
film is in use. This tax will be collected from the exchanges
and is designed to clear all old pictures off the market. The
annual fee for moving picture exchanges has been raised
front $150 to :n200 a year, but the privileges under an exchange
license have been extended to permit an exchange to operate
a special or traveling show. Formerly an exchange was
required to take out a special show license costing $1;>0. The
fee for traveling film shows has also been raised from ?1W
to $200.
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A Section of the Great \V;ill. China
Scenes

from

E. M.

Newman
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Rainbow Bridge, Compared with tlu> EHatlron Building,
Travel Pictures, Released by Educational
Films

Newman Hunts Out the Remote Spots
Many

PICTURE

Brought to the Screen
tional Films Corporation.

by Educa-

THE

war is making the Allied countries (and the neutrals, too) America's
next Travels,
door neighbors
in Educaa very
sense.
The Newman
which the
tional Films Corporation are bringing out with pre-releases
at the Rothapfel theaters and regular releases monthly or
fortnightly throughout the country, present the remotesl
nooks of the earth, but in an up-to-date way that ties them
up to present events.
Among the lands picturalized by E. M. Newman in this
series are Japan and China, our oriental Allies; Brazil, our
chief South American ally; Peru, the land of the Incas ; our
new possessions, the Virgin Islands, and the life and scenery
of American dependencies such as Porto Ric« and Hawaii,
as well as the great American Southwest.
Here are three remarkable snapshots from the E. M. Newman motion picture series. The first shows him photographed in front of the Great Wall of China, which the
medieval Chinese Emperors fondly imagined would guard
them against barbaric incursion from the West and North.
Another striking view- is of the solidified lava on the
mountainside of a Hawaiian volcano. Nature literally sculptured the flowing fluid just as the human sculptor casts into
stone the grace of moving foliage, wind-swept drapery or
waving locks. The stupendous natural achievement of "The
Rainbow toBridg"''
is represented
1,000 feet, and
picturing
the
journey
and from
the desertbywilderness
the vast
structure itself, as "shot" from many angles. It stands 309
feet in height, is 177 feet wide and 30 feet thick. The Brooklyn Bridge is small beside it, and the Flatiron Building could
easily go under it. Next to the Grand Canyon itself, the
Rainbow Bridge is the greatest monument of the American
Southwest. Newman is one of less than one hundred white
men who have visited.it, and the only one who has pictured
it. The film, which is presently to be shown, should attract
an unusual amount of attention.

James Calnay Caught in Galveston
Gorge

Roy Clough, Freelance Cameraman, Recognizes
Him
from Picture in This Paper.
THANKS to the Moving Picture World the industry is
minus
another
'producer'
whose inwildcat
schemes
and
companies
can easily
be spared
these times
of war
and economy," writes Louis D. Lewyn, a Houston subscriber
to the Moving Picture World.
"Through the columns of the World it was made known
several weeks ago that a certain James Calnay, alias Kalany,
was badly wantd by the Louisville. Ky., police for embezzlement, and other charges preferred in Louisville, in which
city this man operated a studio, school of acting, and other
pet fakir schemes, and that anyone who knew the whereabouts of this 'producer' would not only confer a favor on
the chief of police, at Louisville, by communicating with him
immediately, but would also be doing the trade a service by
helping to eliminate crooks from the moving picture
industry.
"The desired Mr. Calnay is at this writing in the Galveston.
Tex., 'kooler," awaiting the arrival of a deputy to accompany
him back to Louisville, and all credit for bringing about the

Moii, n Lava, Kilauea
Corporation

of America.

arrest of this party is due George Roy Clough, freelance
camera man, of Galveston, an ardent reader of the Moving
Picture World, who lost no time in bringing this man to
justice, and so doing the profession a service which all should
through
his alertness
sense of justice."
A gnize,
few days
ago Calnay
called anil
on Cameraman
Clough at
2419 Q street. Galveston, to photograph some motion pictures
for him. Recognizing him from a cut printed in our March
30 issue, he got in touch with some friends in Houston, where
Calnay had been more recently operating, and made sure of
his man. He thereupon had an officer go with him to the
Panama hotel and make the arrest.

Congress
Providing for Soldiers' Rehabilitation
Among Occupations Listed for Injured Men Are Operating,
Photography

and

Theatrical

Mechanics.

THE Senate has passed a bill providing for the vocational
rehabilitation of disabled persons discharged from the
military or naval forces. The bill is modeled generally
along the line of the law now in operation in Canada, and
there was introduced into the Senate, as a part of the
debate, a list of the occupations being trained for in the
Dominion by soldiers who return from France after suffering
the loss of one or more limbs.
The list introduced by Senator Smith, of Georgia, gives
196 occupations, among them motion picture machine operating, photography and theatrical mechanics. This bill,
which now goes before the House of Representatives, has
been declared to be a most important measure, as it will
directly affect the thousands of men who will return maimed
before the expiration of the war.
The occupations provided, however, do not include only
indoor pursuits, by any means, but list a large number of
outdoor occupations which can be followed without difficulty
by men who have suffered the loss of a leg or foot.
It will be noted the men in the motion picture industry
who return thus disabled will be able to continued in their
former occupations or a modification thereof, in Canada, by
the inclusion of the three industries listed above.
CINCINNATI EXHIBITORS BACKING UP GOVERNMENT
The fine services which Cincinnati theaters, without exception, are rendering in the matter of cooperation in the
various lines of publicity and educational work desired by
the Government have been commented on in these columns
before, but the exhibitors themselves are not yet satisfied
with their work. A special meeting of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of the Chamber of Commerce was held
recently for the purpose of discussing means for giving even
more efficient service, in order to forward Government
activities of all sorts in and around Cincinnati. The Federal
and local authorities in charge of war work have recognized
fully the value of the screen as an advertising medium for
them, and are highly appreciative of the patriotic attitude
of the exhibitors.
EVANS GOES WITH UNIVERSAL
C. R. Evans, wrho has been with the
for some time, has been engaged by
apolis Exchange to take charge of
Productions.

AT MINNEAPOLIS.
General Film Company
the Universal Minnethe features of Jewel
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Select to Release Marion Davies Films
Contract Calling for Six Productions Starts Off with "Cecilia
of the Pink Roses."
CONFIRMING
earlier reports on an important
recent
picture transaction, Select Pictures Corporation
announces the acquisition to its ranks of Marion Davies,
whose defection from the stage, upon which she has been
one of the noted beauties, has been accompanied
by a
notable publicity campaign.

Miss Davies has signed a contract with Select, calling for
the production of six pictures in which she is to be starred
during the first year.
The first of these pictures is "Cecilia
of the presentation
Pink Roses," ofa
screen
Katharine Haviland
Taylor's populat novel
of the same name.
This picture was produced under the direction of Julius Steger,
who has taken full
charge of the work of
bringing Miss Davies'
personality and features to the screen in
the first of her Select
Series. Adroit director
as he is, and thoroughly versed in all
the lore of both speaking and shadow stage,
Mr. Steger has accomplished much in the
screening of "Cecilia of
the Pink
Roses,"
has
created
in and
the
screen presentation of
Miss Davies a new idol
Mc
for picturegoers to
admire.
The avalanche of advertising and publicity of every form,
coupled with the reception given the picture at its first
private showing to an invtied audience, resulted in the immediate booking of "Cecilia of the Pink Roses" for the week
of June 2 by the Rivoli theater and its booking for simultaneous showing during the same week, starting June 3,
in all of the Loew theaters in Greater New York.
This presentation of the picture over the Loew circuit at
the same time that it is playing at the Rivoli is said to be
the first instance of such duplicate presentation in one of
New York's great first-run houses, and in a chain of theaters
blanketing all sections of the greater city during the same
period.

Company Publicity Supreme, Says Cochrane
Universal's
Vice-President
Tells Publicity
May Ignore at Its Discretion
Names
and Employees.

Department
of Officers

It

COCHRANE, vice-president of the Universal Film
RH.
Manufacturing Company, has taken official recogni• tion of the controversy waged in the columns of the
Moving Picture World on the deficiencies of the publicity
director.
In his capacity as being directly responsible for all advertising and publicity of the Universal company Mr. Cochrane
has transmitted to the employees of the publicity department the information that in the future they are at liberty
to use their own discretion in the mention of the name of
any official or employee of the company.
If the mention of the name of an official or an employee
will add
the the
strength
of a story
Mr. On
Cochrane's
tions aretothat
name shall
be used.
the otherinstruchand,
he declares that names must not be mentioned when they
fail to add to the strength of the story. This rule applies
from the highest executive to the newest office boy.
"We are not running a personal publicity bureau," Mr.
Cochrane explains. "We are in the business of making and
marketing pictures. It is publicity that will assist in the
sale of those pictures that we desire. Any other kind of
publicity
It means
nothing
to the exhibitor
or to the doesn't
public count.
to say that
a certain
individual
produced
a certain picture when that individual had failed to make
a reputation by past performances."
Mr. Cochrane declared that he doesn't care if the name
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of an individual ever appears again in a story originating
in the Universal publicity department so long as the effort
of the department shows in increased publicity and
increased business.

Dave

NEW
YORK MANAGER ENLISTS.
Weinstock of the City Hall Theater Has Been Called
to Camp Merritt.

ON

Park Row, New York City, opposite the Post Office,
in 1914, David Weinstock associated himself with the
Little Bijou Theater as its manager. It was looked
upon at the time as a daring enterprise to launch in the
midst of an exclusively commercial and financial district, the
busiest section of the city. From the start it met with success and grew steadily in favor as a haven where tired
business men could while away an hour or so, seeking rest
from the trials and problems of commerce. At night when
the marts of trade were closed for the day office
janitors
of the and
big
buildings
their families filled
the little theater
until it was found
necessary to enlarge and embellish
it. On October 19.
1916, the Little
Bijou was
transformed into
the
City Hall theater
and David
Wein-as
stock continued
its manager. For
four years he has
been a figure and
benefactor in the
lower part of the
great metropolis.
On June left
3 Mr.
Weinstock
for
Camp Merritt,
Tenafly. X. J. He
has enlisted and
been assigned to
the

Quartermaster's Department.
Regardless
of his
call to service
he
held to his post at
the City
ter untilHall
the thealast.
During the Red
Cross drive, as a
David Weinstock.
fitting climax to
his previous
labors, heraised
collected $57.21 at his theater, and a few weeks
a handsome purse for the Catholic War Fund, as well as disposing of a large amount of Liberty Loan Bonds. His theater was at all times open to the four minute men and at the
disposal of the government in its propaganda work.
Dave Weinstock has always taken an active part in exhibitors' affairs and was this year made secretary of the
New York Exhibitors' League, Manhattan Local No. 1. In
assuming his duties in the service of Uncle Sam he has the
well wishes of the motion picture industry and the many
friends he has made in every branch of it. Jack Devick will
succeed Mr. Weinstock in the management of the City Hall
theater.
METRO

PICTURES

FOR

SANDY

HOOK

MEN.

Due to the action of Richard A. Rowland, president of
Metro Pictures Corporation. Metro pictures are being
shown free every Saturday night to the soldiers at Fort
Hancock, which is one of the most important heavy artillery
posts in the country. As the fort is somewhat off the
beaten track it has not been regularly visited by the entertainers who are so often seen at other camps. This need
of entertainment came to the notice of Miss Elaine Sterne,
a first lieutenant of the National Honor Guard. Miss
Sterne consulted June Mathis, of Metro's scenario department, who in turn consulted Mr. Rowland, with the result
that the boys are assured of motion pictures every Saturday
night. The
firstM. night
outside
the Y.
C. A. that
tent the
the sign
place"Free
was Movies"
literally went
mobbed,up
every one of the 6,000 men apparently wanting to get in
at once.
Metro pictures
are now
the only
regular feature of entertainment at the naval
hospital
in Brooklyn.
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Film Studio Projected in San Francisco
Among
the Promoters
Are
Such
Prominent
Names
As
Anderson, Hodkinson, Malone, Farnsworth and Dixon.
FRED WARD, advance agent of the Societj Players Film
Company, arrived in San Francisco recently and
launched plans for the establishment of a large studio
u the immediate vicinity of that city. He states that the
San Francisco possibilities have been canvassed and found
uglily satisfactory from ever) standpoint. The tact that
lie peninsula district is credited by the Smithsonian Instiute as possessing a perfect climate, with more hours of
sunshine per year than an) other community in California,
added factor in the selection of this city as a producing
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A Safety First Relay
An

Efficient

Method
of Providing
Alternating Current

Overload
Protection
Appliances.

for

Till'.
First andrelayManufacturing
manufacturedCompany,
by the WestinghouseSafetj
Electric
pro.
a neat, sate, ami efficient method of supplying overload
protection lor a It cin.it iiu' -current applications equipped with
starters or switches having low-voltage
protection,
The icla\ 1-. enclosed in a sheet steel case whuh excludes
dust and foreign particles of all kinds. The cover of this
case is seemed by two thumb screws and is provided with a
safety device which automatically trips the relay when the

1 Anderson, who recently disposed of his interests in
Paralta Plays, Inc.. and who will become executive manager
>f the new corporation, has also been here to help with the
ireliniinary plans. Others interested in the new $6,000,000
orporation are Dudley Field Malone, former collector of
he port of New York: F. Eugene Farnsworth, president;
)r. Thomas Dixon and H. Grattan Donnelly, authors; E. R.
Sherburne, vice-president and treasurer; Miss A. Blackburn
ind W. \Y. Hodkinson. Those interested in the concern
leclare that the climatic and scenic attractions of the
>an Francisco Bay region so far excel those of any other
>art of America and that it is but a matter of time until
his section takes its place as a great producing as well as
listributing and export center.
T. A. C.

Madlaine Traverse Forming Company
previously announced, the Madlaine Traverse Pictures
Corporation is in process of formation and soon will be
in position to announce its officers and the personnel
>f the company. Madlaine Traverse, the star of the organiation, in addition to her popularity on the speaking stage,
s no stranger to the lovers of the film drama, having been
een to advantage in "Three Weeks," "The Money Master,"
Fruits of Desire," "The Shielding Shadow," "The Closing
Poor Little Rich Girl," "Sins of Ambition," and
let,"
successes.
ther "The
Her last work for the screen was as Madame Caillaux in
The Caillaux Case," which will be disclosed to a waiting
ublic as soon as the final touches can be put to it. It may
be remarked that Miss
Traverse is only just
recovering from the
exceedingly strenuous
work incidental to the
taking of the picture.
She is now playing in
"Yes or No" at the
Longacre theater.
Madlaine Traverse
was inoculated with
the stage fever when
she was twelve years
of age. Her initial ?ppearance was in her
father's stock company, and at fifteen
years of age she was
playing leads. She was
afterward sent to
Europe to study for
the voice and diction.
Her first engagement
on her return was in
support of Rose Stahl
in "The Chorus Lady"
in New York, on tour,
and also in London.
She again studied for
the voice, resuming her
career in "Joseph and
Madia
[ raverse.
His
Brethren."seenShein
was afterward
Seven Keys to Baldpate" in New York and Chicago.
At this juncture Miss Traverse took up motion picture
■ ork, and her unqualified success as a screen subject has
;d to the ultimate formation of the corporation bearing
er name. Feature productions only will be the output of
ie company, and each will be noted for its careful preparalon and attention to the minutest detail. Miss Traverse
. as already accepted one scenario and is preparing an
nusual and a costly wardrobe. The first releases of the
ladlaine Traverse Pictures Corporation may be looked for
1 the early autumn.
AS

Westinghouse Safety First Relay.
cover is removed, thus rendering all parts of the relay
"dead" as long as the cover remains off, so that inspection
or repairs can be made without danger.
This case is arranged for wall-mounting in any convenient place near the switching equipment.
The relay operates by means of magnet coils, which are
inactive at loads less than that for which they are set. When
the current value reaches or exceeds this setting, the coils
lift plungers, which break the control circuit and operate the
low-voltage relay to open the line circuit. With no current
flowing in the line, the coils are de-energized and the relay
is automatically reset, the bridge being pressed against the
contacts by means of a compression spring.
The plungers operate in oil dash-pots, providing a time
element which allows the relay to carry a momentary overload without tripping.
This time limit is adjustable by means of a small perforated disc in the dash-pot, which is readily accessible by unscrewing the dash-pot from the casting which holds it.
Turning the disc so that more perforations are uncovered
lessens the time of the momentary overload; with fewer
perforations, the time element is increased.
These relays will operate over a wide range of current
values, for which adjustments can readily be made by lowering or raising the dash-pot. This is marked with a scale,
and an indicator clearly shows the tripping value.
To prevent accidental change of adjustment from vibration or jar, a spring lock is provided which holds the dashpot firmly.
The relay is mounted on a base which completely insulates
it from the case, within which all connections are made.
This case can be arranged for either open or conduit wiring.
The safety device by which the relay is tripped on removal
of the cover is a flat looped spring, which when free to act,
holds the contact bridge away from the contacts. When the
cover is fastened in place, this spring is depressed by a pin
on the cover, thus allowing the contact to be made between
contacts and bridge.
These relays are made in all commercial frequencies and
voltages, and in capacities of 5 to 300 amperes.
Further details and information regarding prices may be
obtained from the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Famous Players-Lasky Reaching Out
John C. Graham Sails to Complete

in Association with Syndicate Headed by Eduardo
Suarez
Formation
of
South Pacific Paramount Company.

A

FEW

days ago John Cecil Graham, general foreign representative of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
sailed from an American port bound for Chile, to complete the organization of a corporation which will be known
as the South Pacific Paramount Company, which will handle
the distribution of Paramount and Artcraft films in Chile,
Peru and Bolivia.

The headquarters of the corporation will be located at
Santiago, Chile, and associated with Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation in the enterprise will be a coterie of prominent
local capitalists a n d
business men, headed
by Eduardo Suarez,
formerly Chilean Ambassador to the United
States. The completion
of this corporation will
be the result of negotiations started months
ago between Mr. Suarez
and E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer of Famous Players - Lasky
Corporation.
"The business will be
launched by about 125
pro ductions featuring
the most prominent
stars," said Mr. Graham, in an interview befthese
o r e hesubjects
sailed,have
"and
been most carefully selected under expert advice as suitable for the
theatrical requirements
of the countries i n
which they will be exhibited. The business
will be inaugurated
John C. Graham.
along advanced progressive lines, similar
to those now in vogue in the United States which have made
Paramount and Artcraft household words from the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts. This will include publicity drives
and exceptional service to exhibitors, which will no doubt
command wide attention as such methods are entirely unheard of in South America at this time. Following the 125
subjects already selected we will continue to supply the
market on the basis of at least two new features each week.
Big Demand Anticipated for American Scenics.
"The world war has aroused the interest of South American countries in other parts of the globe, and we are sending a considerable quantity of scenics. The welding of
closer business relations with the United States will no
doubt make pictures of this country particularly desirable,
and we anticipate a big demand for such subjects. For other
short subjects, including comedy films, arrangements will be
made after my arrival in Chile. I am convinced that a ready
market can be established for the extraordinary comedy
productions being produced by Mack Sennett and Roscoe
"Fatty" Arbuckle.
"This project is inaugurated under most favorable conditions, as our pictures have been so thoroughly protected at
home that but an infinitesimal amount has fallen into the
hands of improper parties, and these pictures will be absolutely first run in those countries. Furthermore, we are
soliciting the business at a time when a healthy demand exists for our goods, for in my various interviews, from time
to time, with theatrical men from both Peru and Chile, they
have expressed gratification that a high grade product, such
as ours, will be available to them on a legitimate marketing
basis.
"With this additional distribution point established, we
will be represented throughout South America, and it will
add one more link in the chain of world-wide distribution
which is now practically complete, excepting-, oi course,
enemy
countries."
Eduardo
Snare/ is well known in diplomatic and financial
circles, and has been impressed with the magnitude of the
film industry in the United States. He is a man of integrity
and high standing, as evidenced by the important position
he occupied, and he ha- associated with him a group of men
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of the same calibre, who will be jointly interested with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in the new venture.
Air. Graham sailed on a ship of the United States and Pacific Line, a company authorized by the Government to promote business relations between the United States and the
west coast of South America. The trip requires about nineteen days, via the Panama Canal.

Tallis of Australia in New York
Half

Owner
of J. C. Williamson,
Ltd.,
Stage Plays and Arrange Goldwyn

Here to Purchase
Distribution.

BOOKING thus far received on Goldwyn Pictures in Australia have never been equaled in the history of the industry, according
Tallis, who,
with Hugh Ward,
owns toJ. George
C. Williamson,
Ltd., inthe"partnership
theatrical
trust of the Antipodes, who arrived in Xew York last week
to purchase some of the current stage successes and to attend to details of the distribution of the Goldwyn productions in his country.
In January last Williamsons entered into a contract with
Goldwyn for the distribution of its productions. The first
of these, "Polly of the Circus," opened the last week in
March at the Theater Royal, in Sydney, with the largest
symphony orchestra in Australia. A week later it was given
its first showing in Melbourne at the Paramount theater.
F. W. Thring, who manages the Williamson enterprises,
has obtained record bookings for the Goldwyn productions,
Mr. Tallis declares. He considers Mr. Thring the ablest
motion picture man in Australia and says that the record
achieved by Goldwyn Pictures through his efforts is no
more than he expected.
Among the Williamson theaters of Australia are Her
Majesty's theater, the Theater Royal and the Majestic in
Sydney,
and HerIn Majesty's
and thetheTheater
Royal
in
Melbourne.
addition totheater
these houses
Williamsons
also have beautiful theaters in Perth. Adelaide and Brisbane. In Melbourne they own the Paramount theater, a
most pretentious motion picture house, and the Star and
Victoria theaters.
Mr. Tallis was accompanied to Xew York by George Smith,
manager of the Theater Royal of Melbourne. He is going
to buy an American car and motor to San Francisco, from
which port he will sail for Sydney. He will be here until
about July 1.

Call for Screen Players for "Over There"

Harry Raver to Organize a Company of Two Men and Two
Women
to Entertain
Soldiers.
Wr

ORKING
in conjunction
with to
America's
Over-There
Theater League,
in an effort
supply our
soldiers
behind the lines with entertainment. Harry Raver
is organizing a company of four to appear in a novel picture,
the story of which will be written by a famous author, the
production made on this side, before sailing, and reproduced
in
Y. M. C.
after ofbeing
enacted and "taken" by
the the
company
in A.
the huts,
presence
the audience.
The aim of Mr. Raver in working on the project is to
produce a novelty in the hope of presenting to "our bovs" a
new angle of the motion picture as well to assist the OverThere Theater League in the splendid work it has undertaken. The most prominent men and women of the legitimate and vaudeville branches have volunteered their
services and Mr. Raver hopes to enlist four prominent
names, distinguished in pictures, for the 'Plan under way.
The requirements are for one leading man. one heavy man,
one ingenue and one "vampire."
These must be over twenty-five years of age, American
born, descendants of American born parents and grandparents, able to give character references of six American
citizens, birth certificates, or if not available proof of birth
by affidavit of member of family, and must have no immediate relatives serving under the American colors. Only
reasonable physical fitness necessary. Applicants must be in
sympathy with and loyal to the war aims of the United
States.
Mr. Raver wants to hear from those who feel the call of
duty and who are willing to spend three months on the
other side. The Y. M. C. A. will supply ocean transportation
and actual living and traveling expenses. America's Overaddition, "a soldier's wage"
League
There
of
$2 aTheater
day for
extrasoffers,
and inincidentals while in France.
Harry Raver can be reached at Suite 825. Knickerbocker
Theater Building. 1402 Broadway.
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Business Prospects Not Bad
Over

Forty
Theater
burgh— Tendency

Managers
Interviewed
in Direction of Outright

Around
PittsOwnership.

THE warm weather, together with the abnormal war
conditions, is beginning to make an impression on
business in the towns surrounding Pittsburgh, I have

interviewed about fort\ exhibitors from various towns in
Western Pennsylvania and all of them complained of the
[ailing ofl ot business. Many of them won- not disheartened,
however, as the) attributed the situation to the usual /early
dropping off in May. There an- those, however, who (eel
that the draft is making a marked decrease in business, one
town in particular showing a departure of 7lH) men through
induction or enlistment. This exhibitor explains that the
younger men were the backbone of his patronage, together
with their girl friends or relatives. Since their departure
the girls and relatives have pursued Other avocations in
their spare time. Vet there are not manj theaters for sale
in the district considering the general decline of business,
aps better business for the theaters is looked forward
to by the majority of exhibitors.
There is more building of theaters and remodeling and
enlarging of old ones than has ever occurred in the history
of the industry in this section. Week after week I have
ted new theaters under construction, and these are
fairly well scattered over the territory. A small group of
exhibitors and exchangemen have formed a company to
purchase outright property in three towns of an industrial
re near Pittsburgh, and erect theaters in the near
future to seat between 600 and 700 each. It is understood
that the first theater will he built in Milvale, the second in
or near Sharpshurg. while the location of the third has not
been exactly determined. The locations for the first two
have been purchased and the deals closed. The idea of this
group seems to be to avoid large propositions and avoid
where possible rental or lease arrangements, outright purchase being deemed almost a necessity to make the theaters
paying propositions.
There have been any number of instances where the
exhibitors have made a real show-house out of a "lemon"
through untiring effort and good judgment only to have
the landlord step in and ask for an exorbitant rental on
renewal of short-term leases. A short time ago a census
was taken by an exhibitor in the Beaver Valley section,
Which is a prosperous picture section, and it was found that
only three exhibitors out of about fifty owned the property
on which their theaters were built. The general end of
operations in the future will unquestionably be to buy outright and get away from high rentals and uncertain tenancy.

Votes Approve Sunday Film Shows
Nashville

Favors
Sunday
Moving
Pictures
Ten
to One —
Mayor Still Stands Against Them.
WITH
a vote that surpassed by several hundred the total
vote cast in the last election in both the city and
county Sunday moving pictures in Nashville were
approved in a newspaper voting contest by an unprecedented
majority. Over 9,000 voters took part, and of this number
8,237 voted "yes" and 844 voted "no."
After this overwhelming display of favor for Sunday pictures committees from various churches got into action,
and on Monday morning, May 27, visited the city hall with
protests. Mayor Gupton announced that Sunday pictures
would not be permitted in Nashville under any circumstances. He contended that there are both city and state
laws against Sunday amusements, and if the city commission failed to stand by him on the question he would invoke
the aid of the state law. Just how he considered the question of Sunday baseball within the city limits on Sunday
was not entered into at the meeting.
About seventy-five men comprised the committee from
the churches which called on the mayor, headed by Dr.
James I. Vance, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church.
After talks and appeals by various ministers and churchgoers against Sunday pictures the Rev. A. S. Allen, of the
Second Presbyterian Church, North Nashville, took the
floor and said he resented the specious plea to unload the
move for the Sunday shows on the laboring man, declaring,
that the seventh day was the only time the laboring mj
had for recreation and that Sunday shows meant more
work. This point had previously been argued in various
quarters, and clearly showed that the few employees who
'would
to work and
on would
Sunday beto well
entertain
would be
do forced
so cheerfully,
repaid thousands
for their
efforts. The Rev. Mr. Allen seems to have gained little
through taking this stand.
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Ballots in th<- newspapei cutest were passed around in
various churches, and the various
congrei
i on
the question.
The pastor of nu Kern
pi .•
senting his side oi the case, declared that thi
and
two other citj commissioners
voted against Sun
tin es at a i cci-nt service.
Manj
men when casting their votes remarked thai tin-,
had little tun.- for moving pictures, hut favon
pictures tor the betterment of their employ*

At the Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week

ofPicture
June

2 Houses.
at New

York's

Principal

The
RIVOLL— Marjon
Davies
in "(cilia
of the Pink
Roses" was the screen feature at the K'lvoli the week of
June _'. The photoplay was taken from Katherine Haviland
Taylor's
novel, and
was
directed
Julius Steger.t, whose
The
story deals with a girl of the tenementby hou
father becomes wealths
and sends her to a finishing school.
The Animated Pictorial, a scenic and a comedy were
included on the program.
The
RIALTO.
"Believe
Me.
Xantippe,"
with
Wallace
Reid and Ann Little in the leads, was shown at the Rialto.
The picture is one of the most entertaining comedies ever
made from a stage success, and is excellently played.
Animated
Magazine, a scenic and a comedy complete'!
screen
numbers.
Greek Evans and Miss
Greta Torpadie
were the soloists.
The STRAND.— Marguerite Clark, in a screen version
of "Prunella," a stage play in which she has already so
a success, was the principal attraction at the Strand. 'The
work is a delightful fantasy, and has been charmingly produced by Maurice Tourneur. Jules Raucourt heads the
.supporting company. The sixth of the Chester-Outing
scenics, a Boh Bakker animal picture, James Montgomery
Flagg's "The Spoiled Girl," another chapter of Raymond L.
Ditmar's "Living Book of Nature" and the Topical Rc\
completed the picture program. Mery Zentay was the
soloist.
EIGHTY-FIRST STREET THEATER.— Bessie Barriscale
in "Rose o' Paradise" and a chapter of "The Eagle's Nest,"
first half.
Louise Glaum in "Shackled," last half.
FORTY-FOURTH
STREKT.— Ninth
week
of "Hearts
of
theLYRIC.
World."
— Second week "Pershing's Crusaders."
BROADWAY.— "The Model's Confession."
A CORRECTION
AS TO BUFFALO.
Upon my return to New York from my recent trip west
I was confronted by a telegram from the Palace theater,
Buffalo, setting forth the fact that my criticism of the Palace
theater, as published in the May 11 issue, did not fit the
Palace theater of that city at all. The Palace cited several
excellent reasons why this was so. I was considerably
puzzled until reference to my Buffalo notes and some thinking proved that I was in error. An apology is due the
Palace theater. It is hereby tendered, with the note that
in fully 25,000 miles of travel, during which I have visited
theaters literally by the hundreds, this is the first time I
have been called upon to admit error in theater description
or criticism. But I am sorry than even one error has
occurred.
The United Film Service also wrote, directing my attention to the very evident error.
F. H. RICHARDSON.
FLAHERTY OF DE LUXE GOES TO UPTON.
De Luxe Pictures, Inc., has its first star in its service flag.
John Flaherty, w^ho has been assistant cameraman of the
organization since its inception, was summoned before his
local draft board in Brooklyn last week, passed the
examination, and left the following day for Camp Upton.
On the day of his departure Doris Kenyon, star of De Luxe,
presented Mr. Flaherty with a purse from herself and asso;s in the organization, with all of whom Mr. Flaherty
extremely popular.
MISS COURTOT MAKES APPEARANCE IN RIDGEWOOD
At the Play House, Ridgewood, N. J., on Tuesday, May 28,
Marguerite Courtot made a personal appearance in Connection with "The Unbeliever." in which she is featured.
She was introduced to the audience at both the evening performances byW. W. Young, the manager. The Play House
seats 800 and is one of the most up-to-date theaters in NewJersey.
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shers Must Be Girls, Decrees Crowder
If Men Are Employed They Must Be Outside of Draft Age
— Clause Regarding Clerks May Hit Exchanges.
EXHIBITORS will be compelled to resort to the use of
girl ushers and attendants or employ men not subject
to draft, under the terms of the new regulations, aimed
at idlers but affecting workers in many lines, just announced
by the office of the Provost Marshal General. The intention is "of
compelling
men themselves
not engaged
in a useful
occupation
immediately
to apply
to some
form of
labor
contributing to the general good. The idler, too, will find
himself confronted with the alternative of finding suitable
employment or entering the Army."
This regulation provides that after July 1 any registrant
who is found by a local board to be a habitual idler or not
engaged in some useful occupation shall be summoned before
the board, given a chance to explain, and, in the absence of a
satisfactory explanation, to be inducted into the military
service of the United States.
Motion picture and other actors are specifically exempted
from the working of this regulation, but it will affect among
others :
"Persons, including ushers and other attendants, engaged
and occupied in and in connection with games, sports and
amusements, excepting actual performers in legitimate concerts, operas or theatrical performances.
"Sales clerks and other clerks employed in stores and other
mercantile establishments."
While the theaters stand to lose ushers, ticket takers, doormen, etc., etc., the exchanges face a similar problem — it may
be that they will be included and therefore lose the services
of bookers, bookkeepers, shipping clerks, and others. And
the regulations further state that "Men who are engaged as
above will not be permitted to seek relief because of the
fact that they have drawn a late order number or because
they have been placed in Class 2, 3 or 4 on the grounds of
dependency. The fact that he is not usefully employed will
outweigh both of the above conditions."
There is a proviso, however, that local boards may give
consideration to special circumstances governing the employment of men in the classes referred to, where there are
compelling domestic circumstances that would not permit
a change of employment by the registrant without disproportionate hardship to his dependents, or where a change
from non-useful to useful employment would necessitate a
removal of the registrant or his family.

Stanley Company Under Charges
Federal

Trade

Commission Alleges Philadelphia
Organization's Methods Have Been Unfair.
A NUMBER of charges involving unfair methods of competition have been made by the Federal Trade Commission against the Stanley Booking Corporation, of
Philadelphia. It is alleged that "with the purpose and effect of stifling and suppressing competition in the sale and
leasing of moving picture films, the Stanley Booking Corporation" resorted to the methods complained of. The defendants will be given an opportunity to meet the following
allegations that it has
(a) By divers means and methods caused contracts for
the exhibition of films entered into by its competitors to be
broken and canceled, which was designed to and did embarrass, harass, and hinder these competitors in the conduct
of their business.
(b) Procured films advertised for exhibition by competitors, and displayed them in advance of the dates advertised
by these competitors, the displays occurring in theaters
near those of such competitors, and the price of admission
being less than was advertised by the competitors.
(c) Leased, sold, and made contracts for the leasing and
sale of films on the condition that the purchaser or lessee
shall not use or exhibit the films dealt in by competitors of
the Stanley Booking Corporation.
com(d) By threats and various methods of intimidationspicture
pelled owners and operators of numerous moving
theaters to pay the Stanley Booking Corporation 10 per
cent, of the cost of films booked directly from producers.
(e) Compelled owners and operators of numerous moving
picture theaters in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware
to book films through the Stanley Booking Corporation
through threats to cut off their supply of films.
(f) By threats of withdrawal of its patronage and divers
methods of intimidation compelled producers of films and
exchanges handling films to cease supplying certain of its
competitors.
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Brooklyn to Have Novel Screen Theater

Ice Palace to Be Transferred for Pictures and to Have Seating Capacity of 2,500.
TD bridge over the summer months, when the ice skating craze is at its lowest ebb, the management of the
Brooklyn Ice Skating Palace, Bedford and Atlantic avenues, announces that the policy of the big amphitheater will
be changed to that of high-class picture presentation for the
period of the summer months. Whether this policy will
continue next season or not has as yet been undecided, but
it was said that very likely pictures would be the future
policy of the house.
In refitting the house for picture offerings plans have been
drawn for the rebuilding of the entire interior. Architecturely the management is ambitious to make the Ice Palace
one of the finest theater properties in Brooklyn and particular attention will be directed to the seating, lighting and to
the general convenience and comfort of the patrons. Work
on the remodeling has been underway for. some weeks, with
the contractors pledged to deliver the house complete in
the early days of June.
The plans call for a seating capacity of 2,500, every seat
roomy.
having a perfect view of the stage and screen and being

A feature of the house will be a symphony orchestra of
twenty-five members, with a huge pipe organ as a background. At every performance it is the intention of the
management to devote a half to three-quarters of an hour
to operatic concerts before the regular show.
The monster ice plant that was used to make the ice for
skating will now be used to refrigerate the theater. For the
ladies the management will fit up a large room with wicker
furniture of the cottage type, including the most comfortable chairs,
and will
rockers
particular
ware.
hanging
and divans
coverings
be ofof'this
a delicate
chintz.
For The
the
men a room will be fitted up along club lines, giving the
"tired business man" all the comforts common in the first
class clubs.
Although the opening program has not been selected, it
will be the policy of the house to offer the biggest pictures in
the market, at the box office price of 10 cents in the afternoon and 15 cents at night.

May Export Film to Denmark

War Trade Board Announces Method to Follow in Applying
for License to Ship on Vessels Flying Danish Flag.
THE War Trade Board at Washington, D. C, announces
that hereafter applications for licenses to export moving picture films now being considered for exportation
to Sweden and European Holland will be considered also
for exportation to Denmark proper.
prospecIn the case of proposed shipment to Denmark thecertificate
tive importer abroad must first obtain an import
from the Danish Merchants' Guild. When this certificate is
received, the prospective importer will advise the exporter
in the United States of the serial number. Applications for
export licenses must be made on application form X. and the
supplemental
applicant must attach thereto the appropriate
information sheets, and also supplemental information sheet
X-105, upon which must be noted the Danish Merchants
Guild import certificate serial number. Such shipments need
not be consigned to the Danish Merchants' Guild, but may be
Licenses will be valid for shipconsigned to an individual.
ment.only on vessels flying the Danish flag.

"Revelation" Is Issued in Book Form
Issue "The Rose Bush of a Thousand
Wagnalls
Years," with Illustrations from the Film.
have just issued in an attractive
K &e WAGN
FUNvolum
Rose Bush of a Thousand \ears, by
"The ALLS
Mabel Wagnalls, which originally appeared in Snappy
Stories and which forms the basis of the Metro production
of "Revelation." with Mine. Nazimova as the star. The book
is illustrated with eight well-chosen half-tone full pages
from the film production and the cover reproduces in colors
the rose bush in the monastery garden of Hildensheim, on
by Miss Wagnalls, is
which the legend, woven into the story
net. Postage .S
al
75 cents,.
at.
onhed
ti
is publis
di
book
d. The
cents
foundead
Funk

&

Exhibitors who have not yet played this film can v^ork
with their local booksellers to advertise both book and film
might
and where the plav has already been seen the volume
or otterea
be used to advantage as the prize in some contest
the changes in its
for sale. The storv is a gripping one andalter
the tale.
transfer to the screen do not materially
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Western Photoplays Open Offices
Company
Is
Joseph

Now
Producing
A. Golden
and

a Serial
Featuring

Under
Leah

Direction
Baird.

William N, Bailey
of

Till'
Inc., offices
with
the Western
Triumph Photoplays,
Film Corporation
and are
the situated
Crystal Film
Corporation, in a new suite of offices overlooking Times
Square, on the eighth Hour oi the I ongacre Building, lncluded among the executives oi all throe corporations are
the names oi Joseph
\. Golden and A. Alperstein.
It is
therefore t o l> e p i e ^■pi
^BHl
sinned that the
porating o i t It e company means new activities by the same men
responsible for s u c It
1> i ^ successes as "The
Libertine,"
with
John
Mason and Alma llanlon. "REvelyn
e d e m Nep tion,"
with
sb i t
Thaw and son ; "Law of
Compensation,"
Norma T a 1 in a wd gi te h:
"Would
You Forgive?"
w i t h Holbrook
Blinn,
etc.
Inquiry for Mr. Golden developed the fact
that he will not be
prominent around the
executive offices for at
least four or five
months. The reason is
that he is personally
Joseph A. Golden.
directing- the first o f
the motion picture enterprises included among the plans of Western Photoplays,
Inc. It is characteristic of the above mentioned officials of
this company to first do things and talk about them afterward. Mr. Alperstein, however, briefly outlined some of the
facts connected with the new corporation, as follows :
"First, we have firm belief in the motion picture industry
not only of the past, but the present and future. The only
change in our producing plans as conducted
in the past twelve
years is that we are going to become more active than ever before —
that our productions
will be more lavish and
that each photoplay
will be turned out directly from the hand of
our president, Jospeh
A. Golden. By that we
mean, that he will personally take over the
direction and every detail of actual production on all future releases. Only the best
known artists of the
cinema world will be
featured in our productions, and they will
each be surrounded by
a cast capable of not
only finished support,
A. Alperstein.
but of capable box-office attraction and
worth." He added enthusiastically: "We submarined several big producing companies when we obtained the signature to a long-time contract of our first screen star, Miss
Leah Baird. Under the direction of Mr. Golden she has
been busily at work for some time in the Crystal studios on
the opening episodes of a serial in which she is to be
starred."
Regarding this particular serial production it is stated important announcements of interest to the trade will shortly
be made.
Miss Baird is to be starred in productions especially obtained for her. The particular talents of the artist are to
be exploited in a lavish manner. The first important production in which she will be starred will be released as a
serial consisting of sixteen episodes.

J
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Actor

of

Marked

Ability Has Seen
Many
Film Business.

Changes

in

IF eight years in the film business following as many

the
of

experience on the legitimate stage makes a veteran film
player, then William X. Bailey, though still a young man,
has already attained the desired landmark stage thai makes
him one oi the outstanding figures of the profi ssion,
When
he started in the film making

part

ol his i.irnT

with

tin

cago
averageat t'hipi<
sanay the
company
t u r e w a s a one-reel
film, and the actor was

called on to take on a
new

part so often thai

it must ha\ e b e e n a
perplexing
factor
in his
dreams it he
happened

to

be

temperami

Mr. Bailey is tlOl one of
the unbalanced kind,
and a thousand roles
have no effect at all on
his even way. An engineer might design a
thousand bridges and
each would make him
the more fresh for a
new one as an intellectual enterprise in
his profession — so it
is with Mr. Bailey taking on a new character.
With Essanay h e
played in pictures with
Ruth Stonehouse and
with Beverly Bayne
for two years.
Then

nrii-

».r D

-i

William N. Bailey.
role in a Fox
he had a"The
picture,
Valley of the Missing." His most recent part
with the Fox company was in "The Pride of New York."
a masterpiece, in which he played the villain role. Another
noted picture in which he played, supporting Alia Nazimova, was "War Brides." He has had parts with Mrs.
Vernon Castle, with Edna Goodrich and with Anna Q.
Neilson, and has been in several pictures for World, Vitagraph and Famous Players. He has just finished work on
ihe big serial, "The Eagle's Eye," for the Whartons. Id
this he had the part Heinrich von Lertz, the German spy.
This gave him a splendid chance, and it introduced to the
public a different kind of heavy role.
He is an all-around athlete, a swimmer, a horse rider, a
lover of tennis, of polo and other outdoor sports. Meeting him on the street you get the impression of bigness
physically and strength, the more pleasing, as it is backed
up with a smiling expression.

DORIS KENYON

TREASURER

OF DE LUXE.

Doris Kenyon's name, which is so familiar to motion picture patrons, will soon be equally well known in .the financial world. At a special meeting of the board of directors
of De Luxe Pictures, Inc., held last week, Miss Kenyon was
elected treasurer of the organization, and hereafter all
checks of the company signed by Theodore C. Deitrich, its
president and general manager, will be countersigned by
Miss Kenyon.
Miss Kenyon succeeds E. V. Goerz, who left last week for
South America, where he will look after the financial
interests of a large American packing concern.

FALLET

AGAIN RESPONDS

TO WAR'S CALL.

Maurice Fallet, a French war hero, who upon being honorably discharged from the French army came to this country
and was signed by World Pictures, has felt the lure of the
war again and has enlisted with the Canadian army. Mr.
Fallet is now with the Second Battery, Light Artillery,
stationed at Ontario, Canada. Mr. Fallet appeared with
success with Kitty Gordon in World Pictures. Not only was
he gassed at Verdun, but he was wounded in other battles
and was given the Croix du Guerre for bravery under fire.
He is but seventeen years old.
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Buhler Is Managing Director of Stanley
Weil-Known

Showman
Will Have
ters Controlled by Company

Supervision
in Various

PICTURE

manager
Davis'
house in of
thatthecity.
In
December of the same
year Mr. Buhler came
to Philadelphia and
was associated, w i t h
Alexander R. Boyd in
the Bijou Dream and
later the Regent theater. From here he became managing director of"the Central Market Street Company,
operating a chain of
houses on Market
street. Under his supervision every one of
these became successful motion picture enterprises.
In his new position
a s managing director
of the Stanley ComBuhler's ability aspanyanMr. executive
and
organizer will have a
wider scope. And there
are but few men beFrank W. Buhler.
sides himself possessed
of the very necessary
requisites to handle the work of this corporation, which includes in its lists many theaters in Philadelphia, New York,
Atlantic City, and other cities and towns in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and other states. That he is equipped mentally
to undertake the task is conceded by all who know him.
In popular parlance Mr. Buhler is "on the job" early and
late, working and planning. He is one of the best judges of
pictures the industry knows.
The case of the Victoria theater is but one illustration of
his discernment in the matter of pictures, and it also shows
his remarkable knowledge of just what the public wants.
It was predicted that when he put on big feature films at
the Victoria he had not sized up the public right. Mr. Buhler, however, had the conviction that the public wanted to
see these big pictures, that they were willing to see them at
popular
and he,these
believing
in afilms,
liberal
printer's
ink, afterprices
advertising
various
put use
themof on.
The
result was that every week at the Victoria it is almost impossible at any hour to obtain admittance. In a less degree,
the same condition now prevails at all the other Central
Market street houses, every one of which Air. Buhler books
personally and sees the pictures before they are shown to
the public.
The Stanley standard of music will be fully maintained by
Mr. Buhler, who is himself a student of musical harmony.
Another feature of theater buildings in which he_is considered an expert is the ventilation. He studied this under
the best men in the country in this line, and it is safe to conchide that every theater that is under his supervision will
have the proper ventilating system installed if it is not
already there.

WORLD PICTURES GETS "BUCHANAN'S WIFE."
World Pictures has acquired the motion picture rights to
Wife."
novel "Buchanan's
Miles Forman's
the
and late
underJustus
the supervision
of Charles
Sarver. the World
scenario chief, the continuity is being prepared for filming.
"Buchanan's Wife" was written in 1906 and deals with the
developments arising from peculiar disappearance of a
famous figure in business leaving no trace behind and the
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manner in which his ambitious wife solves the way out of
the predicament.

of All TheaCities.

JULES E. MASTBAUM, president of the Stanley Cdmpany of Philadelphia, has announced that Frank \V.
Buhler, one of the most widely known theatrical men
in the east, has been appointed managing director of all the
theaters under the control and direction of the Stanley company and its affiliated enterprises.
Mr. Buhler was born in Savannah, Mo., thirty-seven years
ago. In early manhood he was at the head of a dramatic
stock company.
Later he became
engaged
in the motion
picture business w i t h
Harry Davis, of Pittsburgh, and in 1908 was
transferred by Mr.
Davis to Buffalo a s

WORLD

Sherry Service Acquiring Exchanges
Offices

Will

Be
Date

Opened
of First

in Fifteen
Cities Before
Subject Is Announced.

Releasa

RAPID

and effective steps are being taken in the organization of the William L. Sherr3" Service which is to
distribute the pictures of the Frank A. Keeney Pictures
Corporation and certain productions Mr. Sherry has
acquired. The New York exchange is already open and
ready for business, with John S. Clark, formerly in charge
of the exchange department of the New York office of
Famous Players-Lasky, as manager. Mr. Sherry announces
that he will give direct personal attention to this exchange.
It is on the twelfth floor of the Godfrey Building, Seventh
avenue and Forty-ninth street, New York, where the headquarters of the William L. Sherry Service is also located.
Mr. Sherry intends to open exchanges in about fifteen
cities in the very near future. Some of these are already
manned. Aaron Corn, for many years connected with Paramount's New York exchange and for the last two months
with the United Picture Theaters of America, left New York
last week to become manager of the Boston offices. He
carried with him the godspeed of Manhattan and Brooklyn
exhibitors, with whom he has been popular for many years.
George Wright, of Albany, has been placed in charge of
the Philadelphia offices. The Chicago exchange is under
the management of Howard Brink, formerly salesman for
the First National in the Western New York territory. _ B.
F. Lyon, recently district manager for the General Film
Company and the International Film Service at Chicago, is
in charge of the exchange at Cleveland. In the next week
or so exchanges will also be opened at Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Atlanta, Dallas,
Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Seattle.
N. J. Sennott, Air. Sherry's general manager, is touring in
the eastern part of the country, opening up exchanges.
Daniel J. Savage, formerly in charge of the First National's
and now Air. Sherry's general sales manBuffalo exchange
ager, is on a similar mission in the territory west of Chicago.
Frank A. Lappan will be in charge of one of the exchanges.
Aliss Irene Alulcay, secretary to Air. Sennott when he was
with Paramount, is now Air. Sherry's secretary. A. C.
Novotnv. formerly auditor of the New York exchange of
Famous Players-Lasky, has been employed in a similar
capacitv in Mr. Sherry's New York exchange.
The only thing which has been delaying the release -ot the
the
." is
the Underworld
Romanceg of
picture,
first Keeney
going
n before
organizatio
distributin
the "A
to perfect
desire
announced
be
will
date
ahead. It is expected that a release
in the course of a week or so. This will be followed by "Marriage" and a picture tentatively titled "Out of the Night.
NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY NOTES.
The Pacific Amusement Supply Company, Los Angeles,
for thea
6B projectors
two Power's
installatio
report thetheater.
been awarded
also has
company
Then of
Kinema
for two Power's 6B machines with motor drive for
contract
Laskv Studios.
the
\rthur Lang, export manager of the Nicholas Power Lornpany, has left New York on an extensive business trip. He
will" be away for several months. During his absence
publicity matters will be handled by G. W. Landon.

IVAN.
FROM
TO RETIRE
LAMBERGER
Film ProIvan
the
of
ident
Dr. O. I. Lamberger. vice-pres
ductions. Inc.. is arranging to sever his connection with that
about June 15. His retirement from
cempany to take effect fact
that he is going in business for
the firm is due to the
himself. Several persons who will be identified with him
in his new undertaking have been engaged, and it is stated
the scenario" for the first production has been prethat while
pared no title tor it has yet been selected.
DR.

BESSIE EYTON TO SUPPORT LOCKWOOD.
Bessie Eyton, who appeared prominently in support of
Harold Lockwood in Metro's production of "Lend Ale \our
Xame." has been re-engaged for the leading feminine role
in support of Mr. Lockwood in Metro's film version of Henry
Kitchcll Webster's novel. "A King in Khaki." now in course
of production under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer. Aliss
Eyton achieved popularity as a film actress for her fine
work as a featured player in many Selig productions.
Among the biggest Selig pictures in which she appeared
are "the Spoilers" and "The Crisis."
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"Saving

Rambles 'Round Filmtown
With WALTER

K. HILL.

I1

Family

Name."

UNLESS

the E Plurlbua
Flllum
Company (credit Terrj Ramsaye)
throws
■ Bhoe it will soon become a dominating factor In the Fifth mid Well Known
Industry.
Going
ubout matters
In busiushion quarters have been leased, office furniture lias been assembled and Jusl
ion as the concrete foundation for its
mimeograph is prepared the I'ress Department will Issue "statements" A X I > EVERYTHING just like the Old Line Pollcj organisations have been about it for some
derable space of time.

•

The Rambler discovered the E Pluribus
Fillum Company by accident. The delivery lorry of an auction furniture house
was backed against the curb in one of the
"Forties"
was rolls
disgorging
its loadandof
desks
and and
chairs,
of linoleum
strips of knee-deep carpet.
Following the
of a man bearing a mammoth safe on
his shoulder.
The Rambler
climbed
three
flights
of stairs
and,
through
an open
stepped into a scene of activity- that
ited a busy day in the Something Do1 lepartment.

•

Erasmus Pluribus, President, General
Manager, chief of the Inspection Department, Art Director, Superintendent of Publicity, Sales Manager. Purchasing Agent.
Efficiency
Expert.
Vice-President
and
surer, Commissioner of Accounts, Notary Public, Chief of Foreign Department,
and Executive Extraordinary, was on the
Job, bossing things with multiple authority. Nice chap, is Erasmus, and he gave
ka a Meeea out of his own collection.

*

"We are in the infant class just now,"
said the President. "I've read that this
industry is in its infancy, so we will shove
another infant into the pereulator and
make things
boilinaugurating
for the Old the
Line Tontine
Policyoutfits.
YVe are
to beat it being to
awake. Understand.
regular statement — I
bust into print regu-

The Chief of the Inspection Department
led the way to a dark room. Here he explained was a money saving combination— a projection room and film inspecting
plant. In one corner stood a complicated
pile of mechanism he called the Sprocket
Hole Detective. "We will examine films
by machinery." said the C of the I D.
"Thus we will release a lot of good looking
girls for work as conductorettes. The Old
Line Policy folks have been cornering
the best looking girls in town, putting
them in a stuffy room and making them
wear out old gloves in the foolish business of spying on sprocket holes. The result is a stoppage of street cars whenever
the electricity gets one good look at the
conductorettes. We will ship perfectly
new and good film and shall expect exhibitors to take care of it. If they don't
they will have only themselves
to blame."
*
The Superintendent of Publicity then
came swinging around the end of stack
of swivel-action chairs the workmen had
piled in the middle of the floor, and led
the way to the Educational Department.
In this branch of the outfit The Rambler
was particularly interested. Entrance to
the spacious, high-ceilinged, well lighted
and perfectly ventilated room was gained
through two swinging doors. Adopting
the precaution of restauranters in separating the kitchen from the eating arrangements one door was marked "In" and the
other "Out."
As we halted, overcome by

perplexity,
the General
Manager
cul in
with an explanation thai appealed mlghtllj
to The Rambler'a near-Intelligence

•

"This Bwingln
irrangement is tor
convenience in tiring and hiring. We anticipate a goodlj amount of Bpace-steallng
to result from this method,
The parade
"I 'ins' and "outs"
will give tins Bection
of our Tontine System an air of great activity, and the swinging doors will prevent
collisions. There have been many had
jams under the Old Line
Pollcj
as press
agents struggled
to gel at the Jobs just
vacated
This
we will avoid
under
the
Tontine System of contracting and canning." Thus spoke the
• General Manager.
The Superintendent
of Publicity pointed
out other and n u melons Innovations once
we hadone passed
through the
"in" door.
was
typewriting
machine
that Here
was
equipped exclusively for UPPER CASE.
The mlneograph, as we have Intimated,
was unmounted; the concrete foundation
was just beginning to dry. Around the
wall small hoards of soft lumber were
huni-;. readj to receive the clippings that
should carry the picture of Erasmus Pluribus, in his many and various capacities.
"I'm thinking thai we ran get a lot of
publicity for the Boss by describing how
he holds so many jobs and gets away with
it," said the S. of 1'. "Of course our stars
and plays and policies, all being strictly
Tontine, will not require any publicity.
Sticking 'em on the wall (the clippings, I
mean), makes 'em handy to read, easily
seen and right where they can't be missed.
We shall have our own printer run off
these works of art and smear every one
of these bulletin boards with a complete
set of 'em."

*

Note. — Rollo's Travels Through E Pluribus Fillumtown may or may not be continued in our next. There's no use ordering extra copies from your newsdealer.
Nothing more may come of it — any more
than already has.
And that's nothing.
Names to Conjure
Houdini.
Trixie Friganza.
Charles R. F. Condon.
— w s s—

With.

Hey, Teddy! Here's a New Member!
"We all know that the ex-drunkard makes
the
prohibition
(at leastspeech).
so I'm
told;best
I never
heard orator
a prohibition
That principle probably accounts for your
earnest campaign against UPPER CASING.
For I remember in the old days, when
we were young and the Motion Picture
Mail was flourishing weekly, the press
agent that gave me most annoyance was
this same Walt Hill. I used to devote
every Tuesday to fixing your copy.
I didn't have time to do anything else
that day. In removing your upper cases
I became bent, worn, aged and bald. It
was you that caused me to take to drink.
After a day with your copy I wanted to
forget — forget.
But you're a good preacher. Heaven
help us if you ever stop drinking.
Sure, this is for publication,
damn you!
— Pat Kearney.
-— w s s —
Some Nifty Nomenclature.
North Bend, Ore. — Stars & Stripes theater, formerly the Star, has been reopened
by R. A. Bock.
Waynesboro, Pa. — John Karper has sold
"It" theater to Watson & Daley. Vaudeville and moving pictures will be shown.
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"The |aVenus
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In which Maid,- d\..ibj
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starred,
I
i loldw ) ii as "The Pel fejt I 86 of i-'iim
Wr call that a uilt\
w .
i ira mas."
Actor Claims Credit for War.
Richard Nelson has been summoned
to
the colore
n was Mr. Nelson who played
the pan of Gabriel Prlnzepe, the Serbian
sure-shot,
in Goldwyn's
production
of
trvln
Cobb's
story, "Fields
of Honoi
Prlnzepe,
you will recall, was the first
Of the famous "Zeps." He assassinated
the Archduke of Austria and hlfl consort,
thus cusefurnishing
Kaiser with an exfor the world thewar.
Mr. Nelson hadn't been feeling Up top
over bis achievement even though it was
only for
and it
didn't
cheer
him a upmotion
any topicture,
learn that
Prlnzepe
recently died in prison. He confessi
Celt he ought to do something by way of
expiation, and it was with a feeling of
Joy that he received his summons to report at camp.
"Having
had experience
as an assassin
.1 royalty,"
remarksfor aMr. shotNelson,
findI
myself
hankering
at one "I Oth<
bird who
is much
in the public prints
these days.
I don't care to mention names.
but if a guy with a withered left arm and
a fierce moustache ever gets in the way
if
anything
handyto doI'll for
do
more for shootable
him than I've
I was got able
— w s s—
friend the Archduke."
This Bird Finds Comedy in War.
Charles Parrott, director of the HillyWest comedies, is co-author of a new
his

comedy war song entitled, "Sammy's Saving Souvenirs for the Girl He Left Behind." James Adams and Chris Schonberg are his coadjutors. The song is issued by a Los Angeles music publisher.
— w s s—
Danny ("Kid") Hogan, chief of "props"
at Metro's West Coast studios, is rearing a family of kittens, and, with the true
zeal of a property man, declares he will
train all of his tiny charges to act in
motion pictures. The kittens number
three, and Danny has named them "Iris,"
"Close-up," and —"Long
w s s —Shot."
Fat and Finicky but Not Forty.
"Fat'.' Yes. Bald? Yes. But not forty,"
says "Smiling Bill" Parsons. "I'll, indeed,
he durned if I'm forty," he adds by way of
emphasis. No count of forty is going to
stand against the star of Capitol comedies
so long as he can stand at the bar — of
public favor — and plead, sez he.
Just now Bill is pretty mad at Lottie
Lee, who writes pieces about the movies
for the Cleveland News. Lottie doesn't
know him
him,— but
mind she
you comes
— she'sright
only out
heardin
about
print to accuse the millionaire comedian of
being forty years old — maybe more.
to peeve any insurance-made
Enough
millionaire, not to say a temperamental
screen star.
"I don't like to say cruel things about
a lady," observes Bill, "but if this Lottie
person thinks she's going to damn me in
the eyes of the public I'm just in the
getting she's got another think
midst of I'm
coming.
a romantic feller, I am, and
whoever heard of romance at forty?
"Woman will tell you that's possible,
but I'll answer that it isn't. At forty
the plating of life wears off, and the brass
begins to show through; at forty a man
can't live in peaceful enjoyment for thinking of all the
he should
havethings
done heorhasn't
those done
thatthat
he
should have done that he hasn't."
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Will Rock Small Town Society.
For Polo it will be but a flash-back to
a few years ago when the was starred
performer "under the big top," and many
of the thrills that will be reproduced in
the various episodes of the serial will be
merely pages lifted from the diary . he
kept while trouping under canvas. — Universal Publicity.
Granting, for the nonce, so to say, that
the average circus performer keeps a
diary we opine that scenarios thereof
would get a whole lot of people into
trouble.
— w s s—
We'll Take Ours in Thrift Stamps.
Gaumont Invites Suggestions for Name
of New Serial. — Moving Picture World
Headline.
"The Close of a Wheatless Day."
"John
Barleycorn's
Dilemma."
"In This Wheat, Buy and Buy."
"Feeling
His Oats."
"Coming
Through
the Rye."
"Good as the Wheat."
"The Kaiser Can't Buckwheat."
Having started this atrocious
competition we will finish it with reference
to
America's "Cross of Coal" and "Crown of
— w s s—
Corn."

MOVING

Aftermath of Red Cross Drive.
Over at William Brandt's Carlton theater, in Brooklyn, the Four Minute Man
concluded his appeal for funds with a request that "all those who will contribute
a dollar for this patriotic cause — please
stand up." One at a time, some few arose
from their seats and stood
up to be
counted. Manager Harry Brandt inspired
with an idea hurried down to the orchestra
"Play the 'Star Spangled Banner,' " was
the manager's
whispered
ns.
The
audience caught the instructio
joke instanter
pit.
and amid roars of laughter — $405 was collected in a house that seats 450.
G. Warren Landon, publicist for Nicholas
Power, devoted all of his spare time to
addressing audiences in Greater New York
theaters. His best "selling argument" was
this poem:

"Can the Kaiser do what none,
Attila nor Hun,
Neither
Genghis Khan,
Alexander,
Bonaparte or any man
Finished, however well begun?
Can he corner every one
Of
places 'inin the
As the
established
his sun'
plan,
Can the Kaiser?
Can he hold what he has won,
Retribution can he shun?
All the world has placed its ban
On the Hohenzollern plan.
Brothers, what is to be done?

thus far appeared."

— w s s—

One Comedian the Movies Missed.
Urbana, O., is suffering under calamity.
The Clifford opera house has burned to
the ground. Billy "Single" Clifford had
entrusted his life's savings to the theater, and the fire fiend has put him where
he cannot replace his losses- with another
building. Clifford's was the best place in
town to show films, and Billy was showing 'em at the time of his monument's
destruction. Urbana, individually and collectively, may furnish a bank-roll by
popular subscription — for Billy, during his
troupings, made the town famous.
— w s s
Warwick Back, Gets First View of Last
Picture. — Moving Picture World Headline.
His last view of first picture is suggested as follow-up.
Bull from
the Bulletin Board.
"The average of value for news stories
for this newspaper is one stick. Stick to
the rule unless you have a special permit."
"We want to load this newspaper with
shrapnel. The paragrapher is the man
who most aids t lie cause."
"Conserve paper.
The reporter's part in
War-Saving Is to tell his story in the least
possible
words." — Fox Bulletin
Board.
— W s s—
Metro
Aviator
Weds
on the Fly.
Private Philip Jules Armand, formerly
a property man at the Metro studio, was
lately in town on a four days' leave of
absence, Which lie utilized as a honeymoon. The first morning of his leave he
married
Maud
Ravel, formerly
a dancer
at the
Hippodrome,
whose
father
is a
clown, one of die Great Ravels with Ringling's Clcus. Private Armand lias just
graduated from the school of aerial photography at Kodak Park, Rochester, and
expects to be transferred to the signal
corps division of the motion picture photography Instruction at Columbia University,

WORLD

Rambles 'Round Filmtown

Petrova Out for Movie Record.
Bert Ennis vouches for this statement:
"Tempered Steel," written for Olga Petrova, by George Middleton, to be directed
by Ralph Ince, with J. Herbert Frank,
Thomas Holding and E. J. Ratcliff, her
leading
support,
will be in
the which
"first out-andout movie
melodrama
she has

Snakeville Comedies are being released
as forerunners of the advancing wave of
prohibition. Happily no exhibitor may
hold any fear of being bitten. They are
not that kind of snakes.

PICTURE

the Kaiser."
New
York
Colonial, he supplemented the recitation with a brief speech.
Suddenly
he stopped, and addressing
nobody in particular, said:
"If anybody will give me a dollar I'll
stopHe collected
talking." $60 before the police interfered and quieted the rush.
— w s s
At

CAN
the

Slip Him a Few Rambles.
Walter K. Hill, former manager of the
Doan theater, Cleveland, is now connected
with Orchestra • —Hall,
Cleveland
w s Chicago.
s —Picture— World.
Correspondence Moving
Boxing
the Empy
Compass.
South has retired from the management of the Stockton
(Cal.) T-D theater, leaving Tom
North
still with Pathe.
And Billy West is coming East.
— w s s—
Tom

Agnes Ayers Plays "Enchanted Profile."
— Moving Picture World
Headline.
Is Petrova going to have opposition in
the "one cheek" line?
— w s s—

Lew Cody, via Metro mimeographing,
declares that shaving off his moustache
was comparable to rheumatism in that
"when it was gone he never missed it."
And, very possibly, when it grows out
again he will not know it is there — unless it is rheumatic.
— w s s—

Sam Spedon, in his cross-country run
from Minneapolis to Flatbush stopped for
breath at Chippewa Falls, Wis., where he
interviewed Manager C. M, Waterbuxy,
who has a monopoly on the picture business in that town. Speaking as controller
of four theaters Mr. Waterbury, following
the example of film magnates, made a
statement.
"The daylight saving." said Mr. Waterbury, "is a drawback to us. The cows
won't change their habits. Daylight saving means nothing in their young lives,
and they won't come in to get milked
until 6 o'clock (7 now) and the farmers
can't gel through their milking until it
is too late to get in town."
Udderwise Cows Are Patriotic.

June 15, 19
Our Film Millionaires at Home.
(Third and Last Gripping Episode.)
What You Don't See. — In Los Angeh
where
he is esteemed
as the popul
owner of a splendid mansion in Wellin
ton Road, "Smiling Bill" Parsons is knov
to everybody
and the police — especial
the motor
cops.
Becoming
tired of t:
insurance
business
he retired, a millio
aire, to pictures, and built the herei
before and hereafter described house,
you missed
the basement,
parlor
floe
and bedrooms you can make up for yo*
loss by going
through
the rest of tl
bungalow as follows:
The Chinese breakfast room is the go
of every sojourner in Los Angeles, and fe
notables leave the city without an i
vitation from the master to ride out f
one of the Parsons' breakfasts. Beaut
fied with wonderful fruits and flowei
all California contributes to the tab
when guests are expected. This happe;
the time, for— "Smiling
all idiosyncras
to beone
be coh:
he must Bill"
but
y
stantly companioned.
It is his fixed rule never to take b»
place at the head of his table with few
than ten guests looking at him aero
the prodigal board. It nearly breaks Pa
sons' heart to order his cook to conser\
but, as he is the most patriotic of me
Mr. Hoover would find him no lagger
adopting suggestions made by the Gover
ment.
No matter at what hour, no matter
what number his friends descend on hii
Parsons stands on the threshold
"Laughter Hall" radiating the hone
goodfellowship for which he is famoi
and which is as apparent in his shado
self when he appears on the screen as h
lucky friends know it in real life.
It is the presence
of this quality
mind and heart which is responsible in
large measure for his signal success
<
the screens of the world.
His friends di
covered
that the lovable
personality
"Smiling
Bill" had not suffered
in t
transmission from real to mimic life. T
note in his laughter
is silent, yes, b
enjoyment of his by-play, the variety
his facial
expressions,
and his comi<
walk is enhanced when seen in made-t
order situations, they all agree.
For the god of laughter perches on t
shoulder of the hospitable comedian be
in his home and on the shadow stage.
]
is Puck's
Peter
Pan. elder brother, and the pal
(Regretfully We Fade Out.)
— w s s—
The statement that H. L. Newhouse
architect of a theater under constructi
in Des Moines will fill this space witho
doing and special— wservice
s s — or harm.
Syracuse, Kan. — Fire did a sm;
amount of damage at the Imp theater r
cently.
— News Item.
Naturally.
— w s s—
We Announce with Regret —
That what seems
to be a clever sto::
about
a meandering
canary
bird cann
appear
here for the following
reasor
viz., to wit:
Stencil so worn that the ends of tl
lines fade out into indefiniteness; papso creased in applying to mimeograi
that blank streaks run athwart the fa>
of the returns obliteratingly ; ink t
mimeograph so sparingly used that tl
linotype operator would require a rea(
ing glass to decipher copy; stencil so car«
lessly cut that the wrong word is poppir.
up exasperatingly at the right timeotherwise it's a good example of whl
press agents take their bosses' money fc
We are having
rather good -luck wit
our weather this Spring, me thinks.
— w s s—
Fox Reviews Nine Months' Issue <
Standard Pictures. — Moving Picture Wor!
Headline.
Film critics for the trade press wl
boast of long sessions in a projection roo
will go wild with envy.

THE

fuse 15, 1918
Display*
la Dana
clothes

Line*
for Advertising.
likes
the idea of wearing
and attending a prize light.
led upon
to .U> in
She also has to display
her unskill
with
the
boxing
gloves
and
to .say nothing
of Indian
nil foils.

irlltz Sherwln is the entire
f the
agricultural
forecaster
"success"
in advance
for
m's Winter-gardening,
k von Hem
Tldden,
who
works
or Lyman ntis Plske. told ns this in the
of
Laurence
Mam
Keid
w ho
rn) Is distantly
related
in Jake
and
Shubert
through
being
the reviewer
if the Revi( «
Of Course,

We're Naming
— w s s—

No

Name*.

. -Mc.tl Culture in New Office. — Moving
'picture World
Headline.
ng the old furniture
around
until
I it fits

— W s s—

Director
of Railroads
McAdoo
has orI an increase to three cents per mile
|
railroad travel, effective July 1. This.
insider,
is a direct
discrimination
'against
the publicists
who
issue
"state' ments" every time the boss departs upon
uirns from a railroad journey.
The
1 increased cost is sure to diminish the num1 ber of declarations.
Shall We Then Have Interurban Views?
— w

s s

Good Publicity in Pathe's "For
Moving Picture World Headline.
Forecasting another merger?
— w s s—
•

Sale." —

Tipton. Ind. — Thomas WT. Davis will
open Purity theater in building where
Habit theater was formerly conducted.
Improvements are planned— News Item.
The

"Tip-off" on Tipton's
— w s s

Morals.

March to Patriotic
Film. — Moving
ture World Headline.
The reel-bands were playing.

Pic-

Pathe publicity imparts the information
that in the current issue of "Britain's
Bulwarks," picturing destroyers, mine
sweeper and drifters, "two of these famous destroyers, 'Swift' and 'Broke,' are
shown."
In Their Customary Sequence.
Recently one of Mabel Normand's correspondents asked her for an eyelash to
keep as a charm between glass. She has
extraordinarily long ones, you know,
which hardly show in motion pictures. He
thought that she might have outgrown one
— or it might have grown out, he said.
But Mabel couldn't spare a particle of her
optical fringe because she is using her
full equipment in "The Venus Model," her
new Goldwyn production. — Goldwyn Publicity.
Funkhouser
Funked Just in Time.

Somebod-oddy's Kid-diding.
find these questions gravely submitted to the "Leaders' Service Bureau"
In a recent issue of the Justly Celebrated
Moving Picture World:
Q. I am desirous of obtaining a novel
and freak effect. Do you think an orchestra made up entirely of red-headed
musicians would produce a soft amber
light in the orchestra pit if direct light
rays were
projected
upon
their
heads?
Q- Are there such things as glass "wind"
instruments? I should think glass would
produce much sweeter tones than brass.
And, too, the player would always be able
to see the notes he was making, provided
the instrument was of transparent glass.
Cut glass should produce clean-cut tones.
We

MOVING

PICTURE
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Killing
Time
at the Movies.
I \\ ml
last night
To so' Mabel Normand
In

her

new

est

pla J ,

"The Floor Below,"

And
While
See « bare
it's name
it la that

I dlilu I
it gets
i saw
« iiv
Mabel li

The

ei I and has one of I
color of the ralnbo
■ i white one.

Mineographing.

and ol n i

sal

"For i
ette he
mol i . Harold
Loi i.u ood puts aside a Dickie fo
i ■ rs a nd aallora."
Thai must be a pipe.
In 'The
Winning
of
pari ol a llttli
In b ca nd
carriea him a dlnnei
..; large aa hei
mean man brings n

"The
Dolly
Sisters
are so much
alike
thej
ei instantly
find themselvi
dering the same things to eat at the
Then

they argue

as to which

one shall

pay t he check.
"In some of the scenes taken on hoard
time."old frigate Constitution for 'Mj Own
the
United
States.'
Arnold
Daly
uses
some
pewter mugs that belonged to the officer*
of the veteran
when
she
was
a commisWe
Journal.

Acid Test of Honesty.

The men who sell the faked titles don't
care a Tinker's dam what your patrons
think of you. The fact that they have
virtually made a swindler of you doesn't
hurt them any because you went into the
dishonest deal with your eyes open. —
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons resembles
Arbuckle, in a weigh. Only not
so. Arbuckle is several pounds
Then, too, they were both "in
Parsons as an insurance agent
buckle in the coffee business.

Metro

"Bab;
Ivj
Ward,
Beatrice,'
playa
the
w hose
father
worka
At the noon hour she
pall which is almost
Ami empt
at night
the
home
J,

A howis Ung
She
a hll Silo,
le -ess.
imp
Thai
cllmbB
walls
Ami steals watches
Ami fries eggs
And
shoots craps
And steals hearts
With I he same ease.
Just as she was
Kissing
Tom
Moore
The lights went out.
The
minutes
passed —
Ten,
twenty,
thirty.
The
lights
came
back.
There
on the screen
Was
Tom
still
kissing
Mabel — he had
been
Doing
it all that
time.
— Albany Evening

"Edith •' i

"Fatty"
so much
more so.
trade" —
and Ar-

"The Devil's in the Cards."
Many complaints have been received
by the Mayor about the presentation of
"Ten of Diamonds" and a special order
has been sent to the theater where this
picture had been shown demanding that
it be discontinued and a repetition would
cause revocation of license. The proprietor was also reprimanded. — Trenton
Times.

"To Hell with the Kaiser" is to be
Made on Big Scale. — Moving Picture
World Headline.
We hope it loses nothing in intensity
through
expansion.
Sam Spedon as special representative
of the Moving Picture World will, during
June, visit state conventions of exhibitors
at Philadelphia and Richmond. Slip him
some Rambles.

With Beauty at the Wheel.
Anna Q. Nilsson is telling her friends
in Hollywood a tale of woe. She is the
proud possessor of a nifty roadster, which
she has owned for three weeks. And in
the period of time made famous by Elinor
Glyn, Miss Xilsson's auto has sustained
the following
casualties:
Front fender
ripped
off.
Two rear fenders badly bent.
Self-starter
turned
into a self-stopper.
Carburetor
fractured.
Steering post afflicted with the rattles.
These are in addition to the loss of
many square inches of enamel. And the
reason is that Miss Nilsson, against all
warnings, has three times essayed to
drive her new benzine buggy through
traffic in the downtown streets of Los
Angeles.

sioned ship been
of war."
have;
led to believe that "mugging" was beneath Daly's artistic dignity.

"Rita Jollvet wore short skirts and rubber boots, and walked many miles in rainsoaked mines to sell Liberty Bonds to the
miners
in Pennsylvania
coal who
fields."
She was
not the only one
went
soak for Liberty Bonds.

in

"May Allison still retains as her personal maid the same old nurse of her
early childhood in Georgia, when she lived
on We
her thought
father's Abe
plantation."
Lincoln
stuff.

stopped

that

"Nazimova says the screen demands
more emotional hard work than the stage.
Thoughts instead of spoken words have
to be conveyed to the audience with the
action, she says, and consequently the demands on an actress are much greater."
If thinking thoughts makes good pictures the Fifth Industry is turning out a
lot of absent-minded photography.
"Katherine

Harris Barrymore,

who

plays

the leading role is 'The House of Mirth.'
wears a pair of earrings that has been in
theThus
Barrymore
family the
for old
generations."
substantiating
saying that
"if you keep a thing around the house
for seven years you'll find use for it."
"Anna Q. Nilsson has one of the cutest
little bungalows in Hollywood. So proud
Is she of this little home, having 'fixed it
up' all herself, that she won't accept the
freely offered help of her admirers — not
even to the driving of tacks in hanging
Her middle initial very likely stands for
the quandary In which she finds herself
when,
upon hitting her thumb, she must
pictures."
select the most expressive words to fit the
occasion.
Man of Letters Has Bank Roll.
Among the charters recently filed at
Dover, Del., we find:
Realkraft Pictures Organization, to
produce and exhibit motion pictures, $5.000,000: W. I. X. Loftland. Frank Jackson,
Geo.
W. Morgan,
incorporators.
— w s s—
Kitty Gets 'Em Going and Coming.
For an advertising phrase use, "You
have heard of Kitty Gordon's back, but
you should see the good front she puts
in 'The Picture
Interloper'
at (house and date)."
—up Moving
World.
Other and more vital issues, concerning
the Fifth Industry, demand attention.
Turn, now, front or back, and read pages
of essentials. But hurry back next week.
Greetings from
THE
RAMBLER.
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Griffith's
Artcraftpic- Will
Be
Released
in July
the personal
assistance of Queen
Alexfirst D. First
W. Griffith-Artcraft
andria, Sir Frederick Treeves, head of the

THE

ture has been given the title of "The
Great Love," and will be released in
the middle of July. This is the subject
on which the producer has been engaged
since his return from Europe, where some
of the scenes were taken, and it will be
the first time in several years that a D.
W. Griffith picture will be available to
motion picture theaters immediately on
release instead of being presented at high
prices.
The underlying theme of "The Great Love"
is the awakening of the social butterflies
of England after the declaration of war,
the loss of the young manhood in the early
days of the struggle, and the consequent
marshalling of the nation's forces in the
gigantic struggle in which all ranks were
leveled and the aroused country worked
with a unity of purpose.
In his undertaking, Mr. Griffith had the
support
of the British Government
and

Mix Is Lone Male in Fox's
July Quartette of Releases
PLAYS to be released by William Fox
during July are four in number, and
are as follows: Peggy Hyland in
Other Men's Daughters," a drama in
which the golden rule strikes back home.
Virginia Pearson in "Her Price," the
story of an opera singer's ambitions and
sacrifice.
June Caprice in "Miss Innocence," in
which the daughter of gay Parisians
struggles against the desires that she has
within her as her only inheritance.
Tom Mix in
a swift
melodrama
of "Fame
a man and
whoFortune,"
was robbed
of
his birthright, but who won it back after
a tremendous struggle.
"Other Men's Daughters," which is said
to be particularly suited to Peggy Hyland's beauty and personality, was written by E. Lloyd Sheldon and staged by
Carl Harbaugh. It is the story of a girl
who seeks to save her father from social
parasites, and who in turn is endangered
by the father of a girl who has gone the
easiest way.
Virginia Pearson's play, "Her Price," was
written by George Scarborough, author of
"Under the Yoke," and other screen successes, as well as stage triumphs.
The urge to pleasure is the basis for
"Miss Innocence," which is declared to be
a vehicle which affords June Caprice unusual opportunities for vivid acting.
Opportunities for hard riding and quick
shooting are given in plenty in "Fame and
Fortune," in which Tox Mix will be the
star. The scenes are in the West, and the
play is said to be crowded with action.
Strong
Role for Salisbury
in Bluebird.
Monroe Salisbury, whose following in
photoplay circles is becoming larger with
each successive release, will be seen next
in "The
Eagle,"
the
Bluebird
release
scheduled for June 17. a picture that gives
him every opportunity for the sort of
work he prefers. Salisbury portrays the
role of a man who is a law unto himself. His mother, who had died in poverty,
had invested her last cent in a corporation formed to swindle the stockholders
rather than for the purpose of creating a
solid business.
Salisbury
determined
not only
to re-

g

British Red Cross; the Baroness Rothschild,
Sir Henry Stanley, especially assigned by
the British War Office to assist the producer.
In addition to these and other celebrities
the subject offers a most notable cast, including practically all of the important
players who appeared in "The Birth of a
Nation" and "Hearts of the World," prominent parts being portrayed by Henry
Walthall, Lillian Gish, George Fawcett,
Robert Harron, George Siegmann, Mansfield Stanley, Rosemary Theby.
The story should prove of absorbing interest to Americans who find themselves
in the same conditions and frame of mind
as the characters in the drama Griffith has
produced. The Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation is putting into effect a tremendous publicity and advertising campaign.
venge the death of his mother, but also
to obtain the return of the money out of
•which she was swindled. In order to accomplish his purpose he assumes the role
of "The Eagle." under the guise of which
he terrorizes the entire country. The
corporation which had robbed his mother
was his especial prey. He had made up
his mind to continue robbing it until he
had obtained the amount of which his
mother had been swindled.

Universal
Revives "One Round" Laugh.
"The Knockout," a one-reel comedy featuring Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, is said
by Universal to be among the best work
done by the comedians. It is released during the week of June 17. Eddie Lyons
appears in the role of the heavyweight
champion meeting all comers. He is successful through the fact that he manages
to back his opponents against the scenery
at the back of the stage ring.
Frqai a
P

Scene

from

"All

vantage point behind the scenes Le
Moran whacks the opponent on the heawith a club invariably causing th
"knockout." The end comes when thl
"heavyweight" is pushed against th
scenery by one of his opponents. Mora
knocks out the wrong man.
Other comedy releases for the week in)
elude the L-Ko
entitled "A Blind Pig,l
two reels of the L-Ko beauties, who perl
form under
the direction
of Eva Nova
and Eddie Barry.
The Nestor release features Eileen Sedg
wick, and is entitled "Passing the Bomb.l

Pathe's Double-Header
Makes a Broadway Hi
THEmaking
success
two Pathe
twin ofpremieres
at thefeature
Iiia.lt
and Rivoli theaters last week was n
half-hearted affair. Both plays went ov€
with a bang, and reviewers of all ion
portant New York iit-wspapers gave thei
lavish praise.
"The Yellow Ticket" and "Mor
Trouble." starring Fannie Ward an
Frank Keenan. were staged and presente
with the usual perfection of detail the
Managing Director Rothapfel gives all h
features.
At the Rialto there were capacity aud
ences, and warm applause and other ir
dications of high favor were bestowe
upon the Fannie Ward play from stai
to finish. One novelty was the music;
prelude in which the Rialto orchesti
participated.
Frank Keenan in "More Trouble
registered the hit of his screen career e
the Rivoli. In this unique comedy thei
is not a single comedy character; all ar
dead serious, yet there was a gale c
laughter in every reel, and the audienc
"just ate it up" right down to the las
scene.
Morning and Evening newspapers c
New York gave both productions enthusi
astic reviews on the day following th
double premiere.

Woman"

(Goldwyn).
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'•Hands bp" Designed to
Pack 'Em In in Summer
HVNDS II' announced last week as
the next Pathe serial (.' follow "The
House of Hale," is looked upon aa
thing new In Western adventure and
ianee picture.
"Hands
Up," the nickname
of u il
owboy
who Is the hero of 1 1» * • serial,
picture specially
designed
for summer business.
It is a continued
photoof fifteen
two-reel
weekl.\
Installa dramatic
story
of the West
iris, lnca
Indians,
liidden
ure, adventures
of a girl reporter.
i phantom
rider whose
identitj
re
■gains a mystery till the last chapter.
• ! stress
is laid upon
the strong:
ent of suspense
and mystery
that is
Incorporated
in
"Hands
lTp"
without
hlng the plausibilit ies
Ruth Roland appears to better advantthan ever before.
George
Chesebro,
ero, indulges
in horsemanship
ol
irder in t he \ ery start.
Tlii' story has novelty
to commend
it
There is .i mystery
character in the form
Of the Phantom Rider, but he is a mystery
character of a new sort.
His identity remains a mystery
by the employment
of
ng effects very cleverly handled
by
or James Home and his cameraman.
O. Henry's Name a Real Asset.
A new popularity mark for the O. Henry
s is being established by "The Purple
3." a recent release featuring
Agnes
and Evart Overton.
Several prints
of this subject have been booked solidly
for a period of six weeks by the New York
nge of General Film.
Many sections
of the country are reporting that the name
Henry itself is a big drawing card,
and is an asset which is being generally
appreciated
by showmen.
The name of O. Henry, they say, lends
distinction to any program, and is widelyr
accepted by the public as the guarantee
of a good show backed up as it has been
With meritorious productions. It is depower cumulatively.
of O. Henrystories clared
has the drawing
been increased
Ebony Is Piling Up Comedies.
Although but two weeks old, the new
Ebony comedies have scored an even
greater hit than the preceding block of
these fast-stepping comedies, according
to General Film. Exhibitors are said to
be making arrangements to show the entire series on the strength of the popularity record established by the first six
Ebony comedies.
Subjects in the second series which have

Scene from

"Under

Yoke"

(Fox).

Bolo Knives in Fox-Bara Play
Have
Topical kindInterest
it was
with
the sum-

WHEN
"Under the Yoke."
Theda
Bara super-product
ion to bethereleased
in June by William Pox, was being
filmed in California, considerable difficulty
was experienced in procuring bolo knives
for the players who were to represent
Filipino troops in the battle scenes. Army
officers at ('amp Kearney, h iwever, went
to the assistance of J. Gordon Edwards,
the director, and supplied a sufficient number.

ited ii on, i hi Filipinos
t Hit
es Roberts
and Johnson,
the two
'.i American soldiers, repelled an atif twenty-four German Boldiers, who
surpi
t he night recently.
The bolos wen
I ound to bi
efficiency, as they had been when
used In
the Philippines by the natives during the
early d
tin American occupation, aa
shown in scenes of "Under the Y>

been completed are "The Bully." "The
Janitor." "Mercy, the Mummy .Mumbled"
and "The Reckless Rover." Additional
comedies are being finished at Chicago.

Jane Wolff, Clarence Geldart, Gus Oliver,
Goro Kino, r. Aoyama, Josephine Crowell,
and others appear in the supporting cast,
and
sonic
half a dozen
tiny Nipponese
babies contribute to the charm of the

Japanese
Babies
in Hayakawa
Support.
A notable cast supports Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese star, in his Paramount picture,
Bravest
Tsuru Aoki,
wife of"The
Hayakawa.
and "Way."
Florence Vidor have the leading feminine
roles — the latter as a Japanese-American
girl, and the former as a real Oriental.
Winter Hall, a talented character actor,
has a heavy role, as does Tom Kurahara.

pict ure.

Universal^ "The Yellow Dog"also Aims
Routas the
Half-Huns
may be to
known
Government

N rights to "The Yellow Dog"
SCREE
have been purchased by Jewel Productions to be used as a companion
picture to "The Kaiser, the Beast of
Herlin." It also will be a sequel to "The
Kaiser" picture for the purpose of shutting the mouths of the war calamity
howlers in the Allied countries. The
rights to the story were purchased by
President Carl Laemmle, of Universal,
against strong competition.
The story first appeared in the issue of
the Saturday Evening Post of May 4.
It is the work of Henry Irving Dodge,
and is to appear shortly in book form.
Harnessing the boy power of the United
States so that the millions of youngsters
in forty-eight states will be a compelling
force in the stamping out of the German
propaganda is one of the chief reasons
for the screening of "The Yellow Dog."
It is to be done in such a manner that
'■very boy in the country will be a semiofficial member of Uncle Sam's detective
force. All the force of the Federal government will be placed behind the picture
to insure the accomplishment of its purpose.
The first object of the picture will be
to cause the establishment in every
municipality of "Yellow Dog Clubs," which

the

Boy
Detective
It will
the ferret
duty
of the
membersClubs."
of these
clubsbe to
out the men and women who disparage
the war efforts of the United States or
unjustly criticize the Government or show
a sympathy for Germany or spread false
rumors regarding war losses and label
them as "Yellow Dogs."
Another object is the production of a
photoplay that every person will want to
see not for its propaganda value alone,
but for pleasing entertainment.
Henry Irving Dodge has written not
only propaganda, but he has interwoven
a tale of tragedy and comedy that travels
from an eager fighting tenseness to a gay
hilarity. And he has given to it that
touch of nature that "makes the whole
world kin" by making it a story of the
kids, one that takes every man back to his
boyhood days and makes the boys see
themselves in the very best light.
President Laemmle, of Universal, has
ordered that a large and comprehensive
advertising campaign be started immediately, so thai millions of persons, especially the boys and the leaders of the boys,
will know when and where the picture is
to be presented.

Emily Stevens to Star
in "Kildare of Storm"
METRO
lias acquired the motion picture rights to
"Kildare
of Storm,"
by Eleanor
Mercein
Kelly,
for the
use of Emily Stevens. A screen version
of "Kildare of Storm" is now being made
by .lere Dooney, and work on the production will be begun by Miss Stevens as soon
as siteMathis
completes
"A Man'sfrom
World."
which
June
has adapted
the Kachel
Crothers
play. It"Kildare
is a
recent novel.
contains ofa Storm"
superb role,
Kate Kildare. The scenes are laid in the
South on an ancestral estate where pride
of family is the strongest asset, the tendency being to let the place run to seed.
Its great possibilities are undeveloped until Kate, a young girl with a wide-awake
mind, marries the "master" and comes to
Storm to live. Then she sets about making it pay. using up-to-date scientific and
businesslike methods. Against this hackground is acted a drama of power.
General
Releases
"Sophie
Gets Strong."
"Sophie Gets Stung," is the second series
of Snakevllle comedy reissues, is reli
this week by General Film Company
The
laughmaklng
features
of this story are
said to be greatly increased by the pi
of re-editing
and retitling the film on
new positive stock from the original
atlves,
and is expected
to be one ..f the
most popular of the series.
Slipp< - Slim,
Sophie Clutts and Mustang
Pel
leading
characters
in
th(
played
by Victor I'otei. M
roslin
and
Todd, old favorites
with the
fans. Harry
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Six Pictures Under Way
At William Fox Studios

Scene

from

"A

Square

Deal"

(Mutual).

Miss
Fisher in "A Square
Leads Mutual June 10
MARGARITA FISHER is announced byDear
ing a turkey for admiring husband's

Mutual in "A Square Deal," set for
release June 10. The production was
made by the American Film Company, Inc.
The director was Lloyd Ingraham, who
has produced many of Miss Fisher's
successes. The play is from a magazine
story by Albert Payson Terhune and was
scenariozed by Elizabeth Mahoney. The
role assigned to Miss Fisher is different
from anything she has done in pictures,
and calls on the star's emotional ability
as an actress, while utilizing her talents
as a comedienne which have made her so
popular.
Supporting Miss Fisher in the leading
male role is Jack Mower, who plays the
young husband. The cast is an excellent
one, including Louis M. Wells, a noted
character actor, while the photography and
settings are said to be superb.
The Strand Comedy, released June 11,
stars Billie Rhodes in a hilarious comedy
in which a young- wife is suddenly called
on to prove her culinary ability by roast-

Antipodes Showmen Like
Goldwyn Productions
pictures daily grow more
GOLDWYN
popular in Australia and New Zealand. Though given their premiere
in the antipodes only three months ago,
four of the Goldwyn productions have met
with large success in Melbourne, Auckland, Sydney, and other cities in New
South Wales, and several centers in other
sections. One of the reasons for Goldwyn's popularity is ascribed to the fact
that Its output is being exploited by the
most enterprising and most widely known
showmen the antipodes can boast.
Especially successful with Goldwyn pictures is the Strand theater, Auckland.
Hairy Hay ward, manager of the Strand,
who is mainly responsible for the presentday popularity of motion pictures in New
Zealand, has, by his splendid methods of
exploitation, scored ureal successes With
"The Auction Block," "Polly of the Circus" and "Ilnhy Mine."
One of the first to realize that newspaper advertising Is vital to the success
of productions. Manager Ha\ ward set the
population agog for "The Auction Block,"
his opening Goldwyn production, by some
unique advertising and Intelligent copy
heralding the coming of the Rex Beach
picture, As a result of this "The Auction
Block" played to crowded houses at every
performance of the four-day engagement.

friends. She solves the difficulty by borrowing her neighbor's turkey, already
cooked, without the neighbor's consent,
and a heated scene occurs when the neighbor appears and demands her bird.

Demand Reported for Baby Marie Play.
A heavy advance demand for Baby
Marie Osborne's new picture, "The Voice
of Destiny," which is the most ambitious
effort made by Diando with its little girl
star, is revealed in letters and telegrams
to the offices of the company. The general
release date is June 23.
It is in "The Voice of Destiny" that the
dictaphone plays so important a part, and
many exhibitors are planning a novel advertising campaign to tie up to this business efficiency device.

WITHbegun
the on
announcement
that work "The
has
the super-productin,
Message f the Lilies," at the William
Pox Hollywood studios, the Fox offices can
now say that six pictures are under wav.
• The Message of the Lilies," the story for
which
was written by Beta Breuil and the
scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon, is being
directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
Jewel Carmen, also in the west, is working on the adaptation of Gouverneur Morris's famous story, "You Can't Get Awav
"W Uh It," under the direction of Robert
Thornby. Gladys Brockwell has just completed "The Bird of Prey." Tom Mix has
begun "Fame and Fortune," a picture said
to give plenty of opportunity for hard riding, in which the Fox star excels. The
other Fox star now in the West is William Farnum, who has just completed
"Riders of the Purple Sage," the film version of Zane
famous novel, which
will be releasedGrey's
in June.
In the East the Fox stars are Jane and
Katherine Lee, June Caprice, Virginia
Pearson, Peggy Hyland and George Walsh.
Jane and Katherine, at the Biograph studios, have just finished "Doing Their Bit";
June
Caprice has "Miss Innocence" in work
at the
Victor; Virginia Pearson, at the
Blackton studio in Brooklyn, is finishing
"Her Price," and George Walsh is busy at
the Kalem studio under the direction of
Burton George on a play which has for
its tentative title, "The Sleep-Walker,"
Peggy Hyland has just completed "Other
Men's Daughters."
Universal Interviews "The Peach."
Chauncey Depew, formerly president of
the New York Central Railroad Company,
and for many years noted for his afterdinner speaking, is the subject of another
of the Animated Interviews which the
Universal
is releasing.
This asis
the seventh Company'
of the series,
and described
one of the most interesting. Mr. Depew
is shown in a jovial mood as he sits at
a desk in his office regaling the Uni- !
versal's interviewer with some of his witty
stories interspersed with pungent advice
on how to become successful in business
life. The "Interviews" are released on
the Universal Screen Magazine.

Jack Barrymore is at Work Under Paramount Banner
Jack Barrymore again occupies a star
dressing room at the Fifty-Sixth Street
studio of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and is at work on his first
Paramount
picture, E."On
the Quiet.''
adapted
by Charles
Whittaker
from
the starring vehicle for William Collier,
written by Augustus Thomas. Chester
Withey is directing. The story is a roaring farce.
Emile Chautard is developing some particularly artistic scenes in "A Daughter
of the Old South," a Paramount picture
starring Pauline Frederick, the interiors
of which are being made at the same
studio. In the supporting cast are Pedro
De Cordoba. Rex MePougall, Vera Beresford, Myra Brooks, Thelma Randolph, and
Joseph Smiley.
Lina Cavalieri is working on "The
Woman of Impulse" at Fort Lee under the
direction of Edward Jose, and again appears in gorgeous gowns and dazzling
jewels as the prima donna heroine of the
play, which
is toUzzell
be released
as apart
Para-of
mount. Corene
plays the
the octoroon.
"Heart of the Wilds." the thrilling
Western picture starring Elsie Ferguson.
has been completed at the Fort l.ee studios
1»\ Marshall Neilan for Arteraft release.
It has been a strenuous picture for Miss
Ferguson, being a combination of comedy,
emotional drama, and sensationalism, and
she has been in the saddle a good part
of the time.
In preparation
at the Lasky
studio in

Hollywood is "The Source," by Clarence
Buddington Kelland, Wallace Reid's starring vehicle,
following
"Less the
Thanpicture,
Kin."
George
Melford
will direct
which will be largely filmed in the mountains— a lumber camp being the locale for
the most impressive scenes. Ann Little
will again appear in support of Mr. Reid.
Monte Katterjohn has been specially engaged to do the scenario.
Donald Crisp, who has been directing
Wallace Reid in his recent productions
for Paramount, will handle Fred Stone on
the latter's arrival next month.
Vivian Martin's new Paramount picture
has been named
"Her Country
First."
"We Can't Have Everything." which is
from Rupert Hughes' novel, with the
scenario by William C. DeMille, and directed by Cecil De Mille. will be an Arteraft special, and is nearing completion.
In many ways it will be exceptional, combining numerous sensational incidents
such as' a studio fire and aeroplane views
with hilarious comedy moments depicting the making of a "movie."
Fred Niblo. Broadway player and husband of Enid Bennett, the Ince star, is
now an actor for the screen supporting
his wife in a picture being produced under
direction of Victor Schertzinger.
The picture in which Miss Dalton stars
following "The Kaiser's Shadow" is titled
"Green Eyes." and, as the name implies,
has to do with jealousy. It is a story of
the South.
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Monkey Does Chaplin Stunt
in "The
House
a N educated
monkej
doingofa Gold"
Charlie
J\

Chaplin ".siuiu" will be a feature of
an elaborate banquet seem- In "The
of Gold." a forthcoming Metro feature production starring
Emmy
Wehlen.
Tlii' Btorj la from the pen of Katharine
naugh, and Is being directed by EdCarewe simian,
The none
"monk"
question
a famous
other In than
CharlesIs
Great, and his Chaplin act Is one of
the best things he has done.
,'ptlan dances also enliven the
banquet scene. A dance of striking
beaut) and unusual Interest is presented
u o girls, 1 >orothy 1 >aj and Sari
Arnold, experts In rhythmic posing and
Other developments of the art. It Is an
Incident at the banquet which precipitates
the climax of the play.
Joseph Kilgour is Douglas Martin, the
rich man who Indulges In Bacchanalian
ravels In his own homo. Emmy Whelen
is Pamela, his w Ife.

Trouble Aplenty in the
Lees'
"We Should
Worry"
JANE
and Katherine
Lee's "We
Should

Worry" is announced from the William
\ offices as the next Special Feature
— B June release.
The picture is of the
comedy-drama
type of the famous
"Baby
Grands." and is said to have an appeal for
one from six to sixty.
The subject
written and staged by Kenean Buel,
and enlisted the aid of a large supporting
company for the diminutive players.
The
cast includes as principals Ruby De Remer,
William
Pike, Edward
Sturgis, Tammany
Young,
Charles
Craig. George
Humbert.
Henry Hallam,
Sarah McVicker
and Ann
Egleston.
N > film the children have appeared in
thus far has kept them more on the screen
than has "We Should Worry," according to
the Fox offices. The number of plots and
ides in which Jane and Katherine
are involved is responsible for this fact.
This is, of course, a feature of the playthat should win great favor from exhibitors. The picture is pre-eminently a Jane
and Katherine Lee subject — one that is
said to be brimful of laughs and excitement.
The Lees are kept busy from start to
finish, putting
to rout cops, snobs, bur-

Scene from "The Last

Story of South and a Mystery on Triangle June 9 Card
North to fight for the Union, and after-

A

MYSTERY
play, on
"Madam
Sphinx,"
the first release
the Triangle
Juneis
9 program, featuring Alma Rubens
and Wallace MacDonald. Belle Bennett
is the featured player In "The Last Rebel,"
a tale of three generations which is
scheduled for release the latter part of
the week.
"Madam Sphinx" is the story of an
amateur detective who profits by her mistakes. After causing the arrest of an
innocent suspect she falls in love with
her victim, and through a woman's natural intuition, intensified by her love, she
is finally successful in fixing the crime
on the guilty one. Alma Rubens appears
as Celeste-Madam Sphinx, while Wallace
MacDonald has the part of Andre Du Bois,
the misjudged and disinherited son of a
wealthy Frenchman. The story was written by Raymond L. Shrock and scenario ized by Lanier Bartlett. Thomas N. Heffron directed and C. H. Wales photographed.
The happiness that has been denied their
grandparents shall be enjoyed by the children of the second generation is the pleasant theme of the second release for the
week of June 9 — "The Last Rebel."
Belle Bennett is featured in this production, which opens in the South on
the eve of the Civil War, appearing as
Cora Batesford. and later as Cora's granddaughter, Floribel. Joe King is her leading man, portraying first Harry Apperson,
a graduate of West Point who joins the
Aii domes Like Serials, Says Universal.
Proprietors of airdomes throughout the
country are running largely to serial
bookings, according to Universal, the
sales force of which reports heavy advance rentals of numerous Universal
serials, some of which are several months
old. Many of the airdome proprietors
seems to be running to straight melodrama, giving their audience three and
four episodes of the same serial on one
night, and following with a continuation
of the same serial on the second night.

Scene from "We Should Worry" (Fox).
glars, kidnappers and fortune hunters, and
they dispose of them all with equal ease
and despatch. Some of the most amusing
incidents in the feature, it is said, are
those that take place in the rendezvous to
which kidnappers bring the children.

Rebel" (Triangle).

The twelfth episode of "The Lion's
Claws." with Marie Waleamp, is scheduled
for release during the week of June 17.
The episode title is "The Spy's Cave." In
this episode practically every animal in
the big Universal Zoo is used, making it
not only a melodramatic picture, but a
nature study as well.
Universal will not release its latest
serial, "The Brass Bullet," until following the release of the final episode of "The
Lion's Claws."

appearing asto
son,wards
who returns
West, where he was
old Apperson mansion
Walt Whitman has

Batesford.

"Lucky"
Apperthe SouthJimfrom
the
horn, to restore the
for his grandfather.
the part of Colonel

"The Last Rebel" was written by Hapsburg Liebe and scenarioized by <:. E.
JenkS. Gilbert P. Hamilton directed and
.lack .Mackenzie
photographed.

"Fatty" Lets In Simian
on Real Monkey Tricks
ROSCOE
next appearance
in a ARBUCKLE'S
Paramount-Arbuckle
comedy
will be a picture entitled "Good Night,
Nurse," which is now being produced at
Arrowhead, Hot Springs, Cal., in which
the obese comedian plays the part of a
man who is still celebrating the morning
after the night before, and while in this
ecstatic frame of mind visits various
places where his welcome is more or less
warm, and brings home a strange collection of people and animals to the indignation of his wife.
In addition to the fact that "Good
Night, Nurse," promises to be a gloom
dispeller of great effectiveness it will
present scenic backgrounds of great
beauty, for the country around Arrowhead Springs abounds in wild and picviews. Supporting
"Fatty"
this latest turesque
comedy
are the elastic
marvels,in
"Buster" Keaton and Al St. John. Winsome Alice
feminine
joy.Lake supplies the beauty and
A scene which attracted a great deal of
attention on the streets of Arrowhead
Springs was that in which the comedian
did some amusing stunts with a monkey.
The little simian plays an important part
in the picture, and "Fatty" has spent
many hours in teaching it tricks.
"Yellow Ticket" Gets Wide Booking.
1 'it lu's version of A. H. Wood's sensational stage success, "The Yellow Ticket,"
is being booked by leading first run exhibitors. Like Managing Director Rothapfel, of the Rialto theater, who featured
the production during the past week, they
are playing up the full possibilities of
this attraction.
All of the exhibitors who have been
heard from to date are preparing to follow up with concerted drives in their individual districts the advance advertising
campaign
conducted
by Pathe.
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Alice Brady Strong for
Playing Her Own Role
ALICEsincerity
BRADY'S
reputationperseverence
for utter
and dogged
in her work has been put to another
test in the picture upon which
this star
is now at work for Select Pictures.
In a production which will not be ready
for some weeks following the release of
"The Ordeal of Rosetta," her current production, there is a scene in which an important bit of dramatic acting- takes place
during the performance of a difficult
character dance. This dance is performed
by the star, and the ordinary procedure
in pictures would be to employ an expert
dancer resembling the star as much as
possible in type, and have her costumed in
such a manner that when the dance is
given the audience could scarcely tell that
the star herself was not performing the
steps. This illusion would be heightened
by
dim lighting and clever cutting of
scenes.

Veterans

Waiting Their Call

for "As

the

Sun

Went

Down."

like aSupport
corner of the
lawn Storey
of an old
Grizzled
Veterans
Edith
grizzled
veterans ofofthe'49
Cali-Days

EIGHT

fornia mining- camps of the 'fifties
who migrated toward the settingsun on the heels of the gold rush in 1849
are in the cast supporting Edith Storey
in "As the Sun "Went Down," the athletic
star's latest picture.
The story, adapted for the screen by
George D. Baker from his own drama of
the same name, is a romance of early California, and these relics of the days when
only the strong survived in the mad quest
for the precious yellow metal are living
again some of the stirring- incidents of
their early lives.
E. Mason Hopper, who is directing Miss
Storey in this picture, rounded up the
eight ancient miners. The aggregate of
their years is 580, and the daddy of them
all is "Pop" Taylor, one-time prospector,
plainsman, and scout, who at 90 boasts
that he can outride, outshoot, and outwalk
any man twenty years younger.
"Pop" has been in the "movies" for
several years, but most of the others were
lured from civil life to lend atmosphere
to the Metro production. But none of
them is camera-shy.
The Metro lot looks

"Smashing Through" Is
Expose of Fake Mining
extra strong- Western is "Smashing
Through," according- to the producers.
It is a Universal special attraction
for the week of June IT. The subject had
a pre-release showing in the West, where
1 1 was received with enthusiasm by hundreds of miners who are acquainted with
mining tactics. The story not only is full
of Western act ion, but Is an expose of the
extent to which dishonest mine promoters
will :4o to unload worthless stock upon
an unsuspecting public,
Herbert Rawllnson is the star of the
story, the scenes of which are situated in
a mining town at the collapse of the boom.
It opens with a wild scene on the last
day of the collapse, with the bankrupt
miners keeping up their spirits by consuming spirits of the liquid order.
^Smashing Through" has a happy ending. Rawlinson, in the making of "Smashing Through," has tin- assistance of a cast
consisting of Neal Hart, Sam
De Grasse,
.\i. k Wilson. Sail] Starr, Clarissa Selwyn,
and Paul llnrst.
Elmer Clifton directed it from a scenario
AN

hj

Walter

Woods

soldiers' home. The veterans, each one
wearing a huge crop of whiskers, sit
around the studio all day when they are
not being used in the picture and swap

yarns.
As a rule everything- is peaceful and
lovely among them. The only jarring note
is when "Cal" Dugan, who is only 76,
butts in while "Pop" Taylor is holding
the floor. Then "Pop" gets sore, and
tells Director Hopper that "these youngfellers are too fresh."

Alice Brady, however, would not consent to such an arrangement for her Select picture. The scene being an important
one, the star insisted upon playing it herself, and when her director objected that
nothing but a skilled performance of the
chanacter dance called for could be accepted, Miss Brady promptly decided to
acquire the technical skill which she
lacked for such a performance.
A suitable teacher was procured and
under her skillful direction Miss Brady
is taking daily lessons in the particular
character dance which she is to perform.
In her current release, too, Miss Brady
did a somewhat similar stunt. In one of
the several roles which she plays in "The
Ordeal of Rosetta" she portrays the character of a typist who is unusually expert
and who succeeds where others fail in
taking on her machine dictation from a
high-speed temperamental novelist. Again
Miss Brady refused to stoop to subterfuge. She practiced at home on the typewriter used by her secretary until she
was able to give a favorable performance
of high-speed
typewriting.

Pathe's
Comedy "Kidder & Co/'
Leads
Weekwhile of German
June sea16
English
destroyers,
PATHE'S program for release the week
of June 16 is headed by what is
understood to be the best comedy of
a series in which Bryant Washburn is
starring, "Kidder & Ko." Washburn
plays the part of a college lad whose
father, an old-fashioned codfish packer
of Kiddersport, Me., believes that his son
is just one degree less than altogether
worthless. He bitterly regrets the illomened day he ever sent him to college,
and never "callates" he'll ever amount
to anything.
Episode No. 15 of "The House of Hate,''
with Pearl "White and Antonio Moreno, is
called "The False Signal." It was staged
on the palisades of the Jersey shore of the
Hudson, and there are more thrills than
usual. "The House of Hate," by the way,
has proved
to be
greatest
continued picture
yet.Pathe's
It goes
to twenty
chapters.
%

Harold Lloyd's present comedy release
is well up to the new standard set for
this
amiable
young
star's
comedies.
"Somewhere in Turkey" called for a
pretty Stiff investment if one may judge
by the elaborate sets employed. There
is an army of extia people, camels, pretty
girls, and a harem scene that will go
Strong with audiences anywhere. Bebe
Daniels is the favored hour! of the
seraglio, and looks the part right down
to the ground.
for AnJuneimportant
16 is theitem
first in of ratho's
the Postreleases
Film
Company's travel pictures. The first number is "St. Thomas. Virgin Islands, of the

T. Part
S. A."6 of "Britain's Bulwarks," the official British war series, is "The Deand includes
an attackstroyeronRaid onthe Zeebrugge,"
German
naval
base by

planes try to ward off the attack.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 50 is released
AYednesday. June 19, and No. 51 on Saturday. June 22.

Bessie Love Play Released June 30.
Pathe's feature for June 30 will be
Bessie Love's "A Little Sister of Everybody.'' in which the Pathe star has a part
singularly congenial to her ingenuous
talents. Charles Sarver wrote the scenario
from a story by William Addison Lathrop.
In "A Little Sister of Everybody," Miss
Love is a quarters.
product of About
one ofeighteen,
New York's
Bohemian
she
is bubbling with spirits and good nature,
and can't help loving and helping everybody. Her clothes and hair are never in
order (till she falls in love in a reallyand-truly way). Despite her youth and
buoyancy she is a pretty shrewd little
girl, and how she handles a great big
problem that enters into her life makes
the story of the play.
There is a tine flavor of patriotism in
"A Little Sister of Everybody." and, aside
from its romance, the interest is timely
ami should make a strong popular appeal.

Shea Takes
on "Mutt and Jeff."
Shea's Hippodrome, of Buffalo, one of
the foremost motion picture theaters of
the state, is announced by the William Fox
offices as one of tin- recent big theaters
that has contracted for all of Bud Fisher's
"Mutt and Jeff" animated cartoons that
William Fox is releasing. The booking
1'..
for Franklin.
Shea's was made by Manager Harold
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Universal Suggests Use |£
For Two- Reel Dramas
BOOKINGS
on
the
two-reel
drama,
"Plaj Straight
or Fight,"
released
Universal
for the
week
of
June bj
10
would Indicate that numerous
exhibitors
the tiiiii- for a largelj
diversified
ram
has
arrived,
according
to the
manager
of t lie l,aeniniU> company.
il exhibitors
who will stick to the
reel feature
as the
foundation
of
their program
have booked
the two-reel
drama
to offset their five-reel comedydrama
by tins procedure,
giving
their
audience
.i comedy-drama,
a straight
oomedy,
an out-and-out
drama,
and
a
new s reel
Other exhibitors are trying the experiment of running seven reels Of one and
two-reel dramas and comedies and the
Split news reels.
The second of the two-reel dramas will
leased by Universal for the week of
June K. It is essentially a Western entitled "Quick Trigger." and is built
around a straight shooting cowgirl, the
laughter of the sheriff, and who possesses
all the nerve and resourcefulness lacking
in her fat her.
The
east
is made
up of hard-riding
rners.
It consists
of Neal
Hart,
Kileen Sedgwick.
Dick
La Reno, Gypsy
Hart. Joe Rickson, and Buck Connors.
"The Bravest Way" Has Strong Theme.
Love, loyalty, self-immolation, and true
friendship are the motivating inlluences
in the Paramount picture starring Sessue
Hayakawa entitled "The Bravest Way."
In this story by Edith Kennedy, directed
by George H. Melford, the Oriental §tar
n as a poor and humble worker and
student in a Western city. The picture
is said to abound in touching and also
humorous moments, and affords good actins: opportunities for all.

Norma Talmadge Working
on "The Safety Curtain"
production upon which Norma TalTHE

madge has been so hard at work
ever since the completion of her recently released Select Picture, "De Luxe
Annie." is a screen version of the novel
1>> Ethel M. Dell, entitled "The Safety
Curtain.''
Published simultaneously in London and
in this country, "The Safety Curtain" ran
into large editions in a short time. It has
scored one of the real commercial suc9 among "best sellers" of recent
The central character of "The Safety Curtain" is a clever specialty dancer
who. when the story opens, is one of the
star performers in a London music hall.
She proves her mettle by quelling a panic
in the audience when the theater catches

Norma

Talmadge

as Puck

in scene

Scene
from "A Doll's House"
(Artcraft).
lire, but is herself overcome by the smoke.
S, -\. Franklin, who is directing .Miss
Talmadge In the new production, prepared
its scenario with the assistance of Paul
West, who put in on this photoplay the
REMINISCENT of her musical comedy
days is the remarkable dan..- perlast work he did before he left for Prance.
formed by Elsie
Ferguson
in "A
Eugene O'Brien is again seen as leading
i loirs House," her Artcraft picture leased
June 2. for the star started her career as
a chorus girl. Possessed of an 6Xi Optional voice, blessed by nature with beauty
Of face and symmetry of figure, and displaying unusual grace as a dancer, Miss
Ferguson might today be known as a
queen
of
musical comedy if the call of
APPEARING
forin the
time in
moher ambition had not led her into emotion pictures
manyfirst
months,
George
tional
dramatic
channels.
M. Cohan will be seen in a picturizaThus equipped by her experiences of the
tion of his own Broadway success, "Hit the
past, Miss Ferguson gives a most disTrail Holliday," released as an Artcraft
tinctive and individual Interpretation of
picture on June 16.
the
character of Nora Helmar.
To all who have seen Billy Sunday, the
The
quick
transition from the assumed
famous evangelist, in action it will be
character of the light-footed, smiling dollquite apparent, and no secret is made of
wife without a care in the world to the
the
fact, baseball
that thisrevivalist,
is a "take-off"
woman enduring the strain of terrible fear
famous
and it ofis the
an
makes heavy demands upon the dram 1 tic
excellent reintroduction to picturedom for
ability of Miss Ferguson.
the energetic comedian.
"A Doll's House" is an adaptation from
As Billy Holliday. Cohan plays the part
the famous Ibsen drama, and was directed
of a bartender whose characteristics have
by Maurice Tourneur.
won him enviable celebrity. He plays the
bartending same on the square, and, refusing' to supply liquor to some minors
at the behest of his employer, finds himself separated from his job. and is offered
work in a small town. He becomes converted through his love for the daughter
A FASHIONABLE summer colony forms
the background of "You Can't Believe
of the prohibition leader, and, after a
Everything," a Triangle drama to be
desperate battle with the German brewery
released June 23. The production is a picinterests, his eloquence and magnetism
succeed in making the town go dry.
turization of Norman Sherbrook's magazine Story, "Smoke." featuring Gloria
Swanson, and will serve to introduce Triangle's new leading man, Edward
Piel.
Gloria Swanson, who appears as Patria
Reynolds, a young girl who is initiated
into the ultra-smart set, will appear In
attractive bathing costume and a number
of smart frocks. In fact, it is said that
many of the summer costumes and evening gowns worn by the actress in this
picture are a revelation of up-to-date
fashions.
Much of the action takes place on the
veranda of a luxurious yacht club, an
elaborate set constructed on one end of
the big open stage by Director Jack Conway at the Culver City studios.

Elsie Ferguson Dances

in "A Doll's House"

Cohan Hits Screen Trail
Hard in Billy Sunday Role

Ed.

from "The

Safety

Curtain" (Select).

Piel Is Introduced
to Triangle's Patrons

Judge Brown Stories Holding Up.
Judge Brown Stories continue to prove
entertaining features. "Bud's Recruit." the
initial release, shows no signs of losing
its early popularity as a patriotic story,
while "I'm a Man," another more recent
patriotic subject in the series, has more
than duplicated the record established by
"Bud's Pecruit." The other stories are
boy adventures. The Judge Brown Stories
have seized audiences composed largely
of the older classes of patrons.
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Madge Kennedy Has Luck
When Out on Location
MADGE

Scene from "A Woman
of Redemption"
(World).
situations are found throughout this L.
"A Woman of Redemption" (World).
Beautiful scenes filmed at Bat Cave,
Case Russell story, the big climax comingin the fight in -which Ned Finley, as Jud
N. C, are a feature in the new World
Lindsey, narrowly escapes death in a
picture, "A Woman of Redemption," in
sawmill. There are a number of other
which June Elvidge is starred. This proscenes in which the action of the story is
duction will be published by World Picsaid to strike a high dramatic pitch, maktures on June 24.
ing this, the fifth of the Blue Ridge
"A Woman of Redemption" is a strikingdramas, the most interesting of the series.
story of the redemptive power of a good
woman's mountains.
love. The story
is laid
in the
Southern
The main
character
is an unsophisticated mountain girl who
lives with her father in a tiny cabin in
the hills. The picture ends with an unexpected punch that is said to be grippingly interesting.
THEheads
Theda
the Bara
list ofsuper-production
the new versionsthat
of
big William Fox successes that are
Strong Cast for Fox's Morris Story.
soon to be reissued, "A Fool There Was."
What the William Fox offices term "one
has been the occasion of such wide comof the finest companies that has been seen
ment, says a Fox official, because of the
In any Special Feature this organization
story
and Miss Bara's remarkable porhas made" is that which will interpret for
trayal of the vampire woman, that exhibthe screen the Gouverneur Morris story of
itors perhaps have not noted the supportthe hurly-burly of metropolitan life, "You
ing company.
Can't Get Away With It."
Edward Jose, who is seen as the fool,
Robert Thornby, the most recent addiis a distinguished director and actor with
tion to the staff of Fox directors in Hola brilliant record on both screen and stage.
lywood, Cal., is filming' the drama with
Mr. Jose was for twenty years a figure
Jewel Carmen as the star. The other prinbefore the footlights in France, Belgium,
cipals in the picture include Charles
South America and England. He was
Clary, L. C. Shumway, Herbert Heyes, La.
vina Monsch and Daisy Robinson. Benstage director for Antoine and Sarah Bernnett Cohen wrote the scenario.
hardt, and, in fact, began his career with
the "Divine Sarah." He appeared in practically every classical part in her repertoire.
"Caillaux Case" Coming
Soon.
Cable dispatches from France to the efClifford Bruce, leading man for Charles
fect that former Premier Joseph Caillaux
Frohman companies and equally well
will probably be placed on trial for treaknown on the screen: May Allison, a favorson either in June or early July is taken
ite of picturegoers. and Victor Benoit. who
as an indication that William Fox will
has achieved a reputation for his charrelease his film, "The Caillaux Case," at
acterizations in musical comedy with Lillian Russell and Eddie Foy, are others who
about the time that the "evil genius of
France" begins his light for life.
have important roles in "A Fool There
The picture, which was made by an allstar cast, is declared to show in amazing
detail the spread and aims of the "defeatist" propaganda, which resulted in the
execution of B-olo Pasha, the arrest and
to Release "The Woman Eternal."
Pathe
Was."
l'athe announces the impending release
conviction of men connected with the
newspaper Bonnet Rouge, and the arrest
of "The Woman Eternal," featuring Elaine
and Incarceration on a charge of treason
Hammerstein. The subject will have the
advantage of Pathe publicity, and is ex•f Caillaux, the ex-premier.. America's
pected to have a Kroiulway premiere. The
part In uncovering the vast plot for a Gertitle insures a box office draw, and the
man peace Is also portrayed, it is said.
picture is one that will stand up. it is
said by those who have seen the advance
showing.
Thrills Promised
in Finley
Drama.
Thrills are promised by General Film in
Ralph W. Tnce directed the picture,
which was adapted by John E. Ince from
"The Man from Nowhere." the current
Blue Ridge drama with Ned Finley and
the novel.
Buck."The Battle Cry," by Charles
Neville
Marion Henry.
Numerous tense dramatic

Edward Jose in Cast of
Fox's "A Fool There Was"

KENNEDY'S
work in producher recently completed Goldwyn
tion, "The Service Star," soon to be
released, not only afforded her unusual
dramatic opportunities, but enabled her to
do what is a commonplace to most stars
— act on location. Unusual as it seems.
Madge Kennedy in her short year as a
star in motion pictures has hardly ever
left the Goldwyn studios for scenes in
"Baby Mine," "Our Little Wife," "The
Danger Game," and other productions.
In "The Service Star," however, she
spent most of her time away from Fort
Lee. returning only when it became necessary to play in some needed interiors.
Meanwhile she and her company journeyed throughout northern New Jersey,
far out into Long Island and down to
Washington for scenes around the Capitol
and Treasury buildings.
As Marilyn March, the part she plays
in "The Service Star," Madge Kennedy is
supposed to be a downtrodden librarian in
a small town, thrilled by the part everyone around her is playing in war work
and burning with envy of those girls who
have soldier or sailor sweethearts. She
sees a trainload of drafted men leaving
the station and is heartbroken because
she has no man among them.
Fortunately, a crowd of drafted men
on their way to Camp Upton paused at a
way station on Long Island, and. with
the help of the extras quickly obtained,
Miss Kennedy found herself in precisely
the scene written in the scenario.
So it is with a parade of Grand Army
veterans at Center Moriches, L. I. By a
streak of luck the director got wind of
the happening and rushes Miss Kennedy
and the company to the spot, thereby getting fine old types in full army regalia
which could not be got at the studio.
Luck attended every move Miss Kennedy made. Unexpected opportunities for
convincing environment and atmosphere
greeted her wherever she -went. Altogether she is enthusiastic about working
on location and believes that if it were
possible to move around constantly in the
course of a production results would warrant the expenditure of time and energy.

One Cast Presents All
of the Wolfville Tales
which isabounds
Tale Nell"
Wolfville
a picof Faro
Coming
THEturized
in the keen and incisive humor of
the Western plans that tlowed from the
pen of Alfred Henry Lewis. It is the current release in the Broadway Star Features series of Wolfville Tales. Patricia
Palmer, Robert Burns. Hattie Buskirk,
George Holt and William Lester appear
again in their favorite characterizations
of the famous Wolfville characters. This
plan of keeping the same group of players in the series insures a growing intimate interest among audiences, as it goes
along, and General Film reports great
public response to these high-class Western subjects already in evidence.
"Faro Nell" was one of the favorite
feminine characters evolved by Alfred
Henry Lewis, and her introduction into
Wolfville is accomplished in this story.
Following
Faro Nell"O.
General
Film"The
willComing
presentof another
Henry story, "Sisters of the Golden Circle." featuring- a well known trio of players— Edward Earle. Agnes Ayres and Alice
Terry. Almost the entire action of this
story is laid on the top of a Fifth avenue,
bus. and presents one of the film novelties
of the year.
Universal
Animates
the War
Map.
A brand new idea in animated war maps
is about to be released by the Universal
its animated departthrough
Companyment. A part
of the recent great drive
on the Western front by the Germans is
included in the feature.
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Two Educational Films Commissioners at Work Abroad

Robert

Burns.

Bob Burns Has Good 'Lead
in the Wolfvillejales
ONE of the most picturesque leads in
the Wolfville Tales of Alfred Henry
Lewis now being interpreted on the
screen for General Film release is Robert
E. Burns, who takes the Cherokee Hall
role throughout the series. As the gentleman gambler type of the Western settlement, Burns has made a distinct and
pleasing impression. He has been seen so
far in "The Coming of Faro Nell," "Tucson Jennie's Heart," and "The Dismissal
of Silver Phil" in the Cherokee Hall role.
"Bob" Burns, with his brothers, Fred
and Edward, was graduated from AVild
West performances into pictures about
eight years ago, and has seen service with
Buffalo Bill, Pawnee Bill, and "101 Ranch."
He played a leading part in the first
Western picture Vitagraph put on, the
star being Edith Storey. His other picture work includes engagements with D.
W Griffith in "The Birth of a Nation."
"The Massacre." "The Battle of Elder
Bush Gulch," "Primitive Man," "Judith of
Bethulia," and "The Great Leap." He was
severely injured in one of his daring
stunts while with Griffith, and has only
been back in pictures since last January,
after one year in a hospital. He was
nursed during his illness by the present
Mrs. Burns, whom he married after leaving the hospital.
With all his riding and roping ability.
Bob Burns is an accomplished actor, and
a good musician and singer as well.

the
Mexico," erles
Hear) D olw
"TheGeorge
WHILE
,,t
ol "Mexico Tods y," wa
b
pr<
sented at the New Sfork Rlvoll thi
week In May, Mi Wright, the Educational
Films Corporation's commissioner to oui
Astec neighbor, had arrived tn Mexico
Citj to begin another series of pictures
on the sain.- theme. During Mr Wright's
absence his interests are being looked
aft.i- by Wallace Thompson. The latter
was formerly connected with Paramount
Pictograph, and edited the titles of
"Mexico
The onBeries
has attracted
unusual Today."
attention
account
of Its
novelty.
News also has been received ol
arrival of the Educational's other Foreign
commissioner, E. M. Newman, In Greal
Britain. Mr. Newman is now hard at work
Riming war conditions throughout the
United Kingdom, in about six weeks he
will go to Prance, where he will spend
an equal length of time studying the
novel aspects of life behind the lines, picturising many of the characteristic American activities "over there," as well as tinlite of the people. His next anil last visit
will be paid to Italy, where he will tour
the peninsula and bring hark in pictorial
form a record of how the war has affected
the Italians. Releases Of these new pictures are promised for next winter. In
the meantime, the K. M. Newman Travel
Series will be shown frequently in prerelease at New York's Broadway theaters
beginning with "Nature's Curios," a motion picture of the great natural curiosity
shop of the Yellowstone Geysers and other
wonders of the American National Parks.
Throughout
the
summer
and
fall the

Newman
Travels
uiii alternate
with the
Robei t i ' Bruci
Bcenli
In th< i Idui i
tional's i ■
>ses.
i<i wa j i > i ■ ■ r e I e a a i 1 1 1 • (1 1
June are "Nature's Cui
one ol the
Rothapfel
houses
and "Wild
Goats
and
Sheep," from the Dltmars' Living Boi
Nature, at the Strand
There also will be
s cartoon corned]
from the International
Film Service, which
is
ill Its
Katsenjammers
and
Happ)
Hool
through t he iMil at tonal.

Novelty and Punch Found
in Pathe-Post Travels
NOWADAY8
newljmust
Introduced
lerles
of feature a liims
have novelty,
as well as purel) pictorial punch,
In the Post Travel series, tin- first Issue
of which Is to i" relea ed by rathe on
June in, there is a lot of novelty both In
t he sub |ect mat ter and in t he ma nner In
which the film has been edited.
There Is
i.
Feet in each subject, released weekly,
and presented by i>ig newspapers. Each
picture deals with some
remote
I'nrner
Of the world where dwell people whose
Characteristics, customs, clothes, manners,
ethnology and habits are almost entirely
unknown to the average American.
In presenting
these
scenes,
Civile
E.
Elliott, of the Post Film Company,
has
seen to it that fitting subtitles have been
made, and they lend a great deal of intelligent interest and entertainment to the
series.
It is, as Mr. Elliott points out, as if you
had gone along on the long trek around
the world with him, for he wrote the sub-

Camera Enters Chinese Mission.
The first views in a motion picture feature of the_ famous Chinatown Mission in
the old Chinese theater at 10 Mott street
will appear in the World picture, "Hitting
the Trail," which is now in process of
filming under the direction of Dell Henderson, with Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn
Greeley.
Several of the important scenes in the
picture occur in this mission. The officers of the mission, when informed of
the nature of the picture, gladly permitted
the use of the institution for the taking
of the scenes, and co-operated in every
possible way.
The Chinese" mission is located in the
heart of Chinatown, and the purposes of
the mission is to reclaim girls and secure
positions for them, to give temporary
shelter to the unfortunates breaking away
from the drug habit, and also those who
are broken in physical, moral and spiritual
health.

Big Westchester Estate Is Background for Metro Story
ONE of the handsomest old estates in
Westchester County, New York, will
be used as the background for May
Allison's forthcoming Metro feature photodrama, "A Successful Adventure," ■written by June Mathis. This is the Ruland
estate on the old White Plains road at
Mamaroneck.
The sunken gardens of this place will
figure prominently. Harry Franklin is directing, assisted by P. Thad Volkman.
Arthur Martinelli is the "boss" cameraman to whom has been entrusted the
task of securing the most artistic "shots"
of this handsome estate.
Cross country riding is one of the sports
called for in the picture, and some good
horsemanship is displayed by Miss Allison, Christine Mayo, and Fred Jones on
the broad acres of the Westchester property. The Ruland estate was chosen as
being ideal to represent the home in the
North to which Virginia Houston, a southern girl, played by Miss Allison, comes
for the purpose of trying the "adventure"
which finally turns out to be "success-

ful," and the action of the play requires
the photographing of all parts of this
delightful home.
As a final touch of beauty a masked
ball is given at the yacht club. This Miss
Allison as Virginia attends in an adaptation of a Yama Yama costume. Harry
Hilliard as Perry Arnold, the part opposite Miss Allison, attends in a Pierrot
garb. The two hundred dancers appear
in a variety of beautiful and bewildering
costumes
Miss Allison's role in "A Successful Adventure" combines dash and whimsicality,
and is perhaps the most winsome in which
she has appeared for Metro.
Pathe
Issues Final Serial Book.
As the final episode of the big Pathe
serial "The House of Hate" are now being
made by Pearl White and Antonio Moreno
in the Astra studio in Jersey City, Pathe
is issuing the third and final campaign
book for the use of exhibitors. The helpful volume is full of pep and punch.

Clyde

E. Elliott of the Post Film Company, Taking Pictures for the Big New
Travel
Series Distributed
by Pathe.

titles, and they fit in smoothly and are in
just the proper spirit for the picture.
The Post series is to be shown under the
auspices of forty of the most important
daily newspapers in the country.
"The Voice of Destiny" (Diando).
"The Voice of Destiny" is the title finally
selected by Pathe for the Baby Marie Osborne picture, made by Diando, soon to
be released. There is every element of a
strong screen drama in the piece and the
emotional work of the juvenile star Is
surprisingly clever in spite of her already
bright record of past performances. The
little colored boy, now an integral part of
all Baby
deck
again.Marie Osborne's pictures, Is on
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State Rights Department
I

Conducted by C. S. SEWELL
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Dispose of Rights for Many States on Griffith Film
"Hearts of the World" to Be Presented as Theatrical Attraction by Sol Lesser in
Eleven Western States, Dawn Masterplays in Michigan and Doll-Van Company in Indiana and Kentucky.

DURING the past week arrangements
were consummated by A. L. Gray,
who has succeeded Elliott, Cornstock & Gest in the handling of D. W.
Griffith's great war spectacle "Hearts of
the
it on
willatbe advance
handled
al which
d
as aWorld,"
theatricby
attracti
prices by certain prominent state right
men in their respective territories. Sol.
L. Lesser, president of the All Star Feature Distributors, Inc., San Francisco,
secured rights for the eleven Pacific
coast and mountain states, including
California, at what is possibly the highest price ever paid for territorial rights
on a film production, $200,000. Mr. Lesser announces that arrangements are being made for the immediate presentation
of this picture in all the important coast
cities.
Rights to the state of Michigan were
secured by the Dawn Masterplay Company of Detroit, negotiation in behalf of
this concern being conducted by Arthur
S. Hyman, vice president and general
manager, together with Charles E. Seaman, treasurer and general manager of
the Consolidated Theaters, Inc., of Grand
Rapids. Mr. Hyman announces that this
picture will be put on for indefinite runs
at several of the principal theaters in
his territory, beginning with the Washington, in Detroit, about June 23.
Rights for Indiana and Kentucky were
secured by the Doll-Van Company of Indianapolis, negotiations being conducted
by H. Dollman, and record breaking
prices are said to have been paid for this
as well as for the Michigan territory secured by Dawn Masterplays.

Lesser Spends $250,000
for Territorial Rights
Prominent Western Buyer Makes What
Is Possibly Record Breaking Investment in Several Big Productions.
IN addition to having secured rights to
"Hearts of the World" for eleven Western states for $200,000 as referred to
in the preceding article, Sol. L. Lesser
on his recent trip to this city also purchased rights for his territory to several
other productions, including "The Still
Alarm," "Nine-Tenths of the Law," "The
Crucible of Life," "Just a Woman," and
"The Grain of Dust" at an outlay of $r»0,000, or a total of a Quarter of a million,
which is claimed to be the geatest sum
ever invested at one time by a single state
rights buyer.
Mr. Lesser is president of the All-Star
Feature Distributors, Inc., San Francisco,
operating principally in California, Arizona, and Nevada, and, as this unusual
financial outlay would indicate, he is of
the opinion that the state rights market
is in a very wholesome
condition,
and is
optimistic regarding its Future,
Besides being one of the most prominent

of the independent distributors, Mr. Lesser is also president of the State Right
Distributors, Inc., an organization composed of representative buyers from practically every section of the United States,

patronize, and any picture that has real
box office value can be marketed successfully on a state rights basis."
Good Business Outlook for Foursquare.
According to Sales Manager Key of
Foursquare Pictures, reports received
from their various exchanges indicate very
satisfactory business for June and July
on the productions they are handling and
that exhibitors are satisfied with the class
of product and service of this organization.
Jerome Abrams, who is now stopping off
at the various exchanges on his way to the
Pacific coast, reports that he found exhibitors to be most cordial toward Foursquare. Mr. Abrams expects to visit most
of the offices between Cleveland and the
west within the next two weeks.
Chester Beecroft to Exploit "Reclaimed."
Harry McRae Webster, president and
director general of the Harry McRae Webster Productions, Inc.. has turned over to
Chester Beecroft rights to market the big
seven-reel feature "Reclaimed; the Struggle for a Soul Between Love and Hate."
written by Richard Field Carroll and costarring Mabel Juliene Scott and Niles
Welch, which had a private showing a
few days ago.
Mr. Webster announces that the second
of his features, which is as yet unnamed,
will be a distinctive novelty in theme and
treatment. He is now putting the finishing touches to the scenario, written by
himself and by the author of "Reclaimed."

Sol L. Lesser.
which has been marketing "Carmen of
the Klondike," starring Clara Williams,
having purchased this film outright.
In conversation with a representative
of this paper, Mr. Lesser said regarding
the state rights market: "This branch
of the industry is now getting down to
a firmer business basis. The sellers have
a better understanding of territorial conditions than in the early days, and in the
distribution of territory the percentages
are being figured on a basis which enables the buyers as well as the exhibitors
to make the profits to which they are
entitled.
"The yell that has been raised in the
past that 'the state rights business is all
shot
pieces' has
been that
from due
mento who
were to
marketing
pictures
the
ignorance of the producers along certain
vital lines are really fifty per cent, productions: that is, the story might be
strong, or founded on a well known play
or book, but the direction, acting or some
other feature is not up to the standard desired, consequently the producers were
only able to dispose of a portion of the
territory, and therefore did not make the
profit on their investment that they had
hoped to make.
"There are now responsible buyers in
all territories, men who command the Confidence of the producers, and who are experienced in their particular line and are,
or at least believe that they are, good
iudst'PS of i 'Hire values and what the
pull i i; tho.r
teititoty
want
and
will

Heavy
Bookings
on "The
Stillannounces
Alarm."
Pioneer
Film Corporation
that "The Still Alarm," founded on the
stage melodrama of the same title, has
been booked for the Marcus Loew circuit
of theaters and also for houses on the
U. B. O. circuit in New York City, including the Keith and Proctor houses; also
that bookings throughout New York State
and northern New Jersey, where they are
handling the production, have been heavy.
and that arrangements have been made
for showing this picture at Coney Island
for the entire summer.
Quite a large section of territory has
been sold on this picture, including Washington. Oregon. Idaho. Montana, and
Alaska, to the First National Exchange,
Of Seattle, and Colorado. Utah, Wyoming,
and New Mexico to the First National Exchange, Of Denver, in addition to sales
previously reported, and it is expected
that negotiations covering additional territorv will be closed within the next few
days.

Recent

Bee

Hive

Bookings.

Last week the New York Bee Hive exchange handling "King Bees" closed the
following contracts on the Billy West Comedies: Regent theater. Albany, two days
for each release, starting with "The Orderly"; Parkway, at Albany: Hasbrouck,
at Hasbrouck. N. J.; Unique, at Whitestone. L. I.; Unique, at Patchogue, L. I.:
the Carlstadt.
Unqua, at N.Farmingdale,
L. I., and City.
at
J.
The following Brooklyn theaters are
now releasing the Billy West Comedies:
Kenmore, Margaret. New Liberty. Strand.
Saratoga,
Chester and T. N. F. theater.
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Many Novel Camera Effects
Achieved in Petrova Picture
Photographer Henry Harris Responsible
for Several Innovations Employed in
"Tempered
Steel."
rHK
four tli special vehicle
In which
Madame
Olga Petrova
will shortly
be seen Is said to contain
Beveral
itlons m the matter of photographic
effects, serving
as an excellent
example
of ilw most approved methods of camera
Ique.
"Tempered st.-.-l.'' the vehicle In question, was written especlall> for the Polish
aotress bj George Middloton, author of
the Broadwaj play, "Polly With a Past,"
and directed by Ralph luce. The picture
melodrama, dealing with theatrical
life mi New York. Some of the "punch"
a required an extraordinary display
of skill on the part of the cameraman, ami
It is claimed that Harry Harris, the photographer, has succeeded in achieving remarkable results in the carrying out of
the melodramatic effects desired.
The climax of the fourth reel calls for
\ terrific thunder ami lightning storm
and the death of one of the leading char9 as a result of a lightning stroke.
The electrical dlsplaj is vivid and impresLightning is seen to play up anil
down the woodwork of a window, finally
striking. The alternate periods of light
and darkness have been very cleverly
managed so as to bring out a startling
clearness in every detail of the scene and
its tragic episode.
Following the storm the moon is seen
to rise above the clouds. The effect of
having the moonlight creep inch by inch
across the floor, lighting up the darkened
apartment,
has been vividly recorded.
In addition to the scenes mentioned, a
most realistic rain storm, which plays an
important part in the drama, has been
cleverly photographed by Mr. Harris. The
gleaming street pavement is seen in the
lamplight as the various characters pass
through the storm.
"Tempered Steel" will be released
through the exchanges of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit and is the first
Petrova production directed by Ralph
Ince.
King-Bee Salesman Joins Array.
M. Schonberger, one of the Bee Hive
salesmen, will be into the service in less
than two weeks. After being rejected
three times he has succeeded in getting
into the army as a non-commissioned officer.
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Francis Ford Will Produce Six Features Each Year
Has

Contracted
for Several
Stories
of Elsie Van
Name— Second
Picture,
"Man
of Today," About Completed and Will Be Released Soon.
and amusement of our Hoys in Franci
IN \ IKW of the Mieeessful m.uketli
Francis Fords llrsi Independent feaold i.isi
d barbecue
In honor of soldlers i ua rdlng a outht rn ship-} ard, and
ture, "Berlin Via America," t q. Larson, of Oklahoma, having contracted for
tin- \ i ii to i in- White Hou • ol i'i Inoe
eighteen states, ami the remaining terriArthur of i '..mi., in; hi on bis way to Japan,
complete
the i
tory being practically disposed of, th
ition with u hieh Mr. Ford is associated has decided upon a policy under
which there will be si\ Feature pictures
>e..ii> under Mr. Ford's personal dlreotion. in addition to his appearance in the
stellar
rolo
in each
production.
These
pictures will he made on the Pacific Coast.
Constructive Suggestions Made by RepMr. Ford announces that he is so satisresentatives of Various
Angles
of
tied with the story value of his first proPublic Temperament
Adopted.
duction that he has seeured the exclusive,
production rights to several stories from
TSBRB
has been
so muchor said
about
'the star's
the thing,'
'the play's
the pen of its author. Miss Elsie Van
the thing,' etc., till it Is becoming
Name, and that the title selected for the
difficult to discover what is 'the thing'
second release is "A .Man of To-Day."
for th, perfect motion picture, and tin.,
Bmest Shipman, who is marketing the
is the predicament in which many producFrancis Ford productions on state right
ers And themselves," says a representabasis, announces that "A Man of To-Day"
tive of The Western Import Company.
is about completed and its release date
"How can one really find the answer
will be announced shortly.
to. just what is needed to make the perfect masterpiece, a motion picture pattern
for any style of production? In making
'Mickey,' Mack Sennett went in quest of
that evasive quality. He knew of hundreds of books and articles and lectures,
etc., on how to make the perfect moving
picture by laying emphasis on this or
AMONG
the interesting subjects in
that particular point. And it was amazGaumont News, No. 10, is one showing President Wilson attending a
ing how correct each contention was — so
far as it went. The simplest and most
big league ball game in Washington for
obvious
answers are oftentimes the most
the benefit of the Red Cross. The first ball
easily overlooked. Yet the infallible anput into play was autographed by the
swer is from the public itself, and SenPresident and immediately auctioned for
nett secured an opinion and criticism from
$3,500. Another Red Cross subject shows
Governor Whitman of New York bidding
the public without jeopardizing the finished picture.
godspeed to a large number of nurses
ready for departure for the fighting front.
"A carefully laid out plan was sketched.
There was a private showing for some of
Among the other happenings depicted
the best laboratory men in the country,
are a fire which destroyed several aeroat which were present such authorities as
planes, the workingmen, however, saving
George Dobbs, formerly superintendent of
much valuable spruce lurnber used in the
the Triangle laboratories, and now general
construction of these machines; a train
manager of the Palisades laboratories;
load of wheat wrecked but fortunately
Herman Breuner, of the Biograph Comsaved; a Spanish steamer captured by a
German raider and wrecked off the Jutpany, and many others, who had no peland coast.
cuniary interest in the picture. Their remarks were carefully collected. There was
Portable laundries mounted on motor
also
a
screening
for several prominent
trucks for army use; the blind doing work
showmen such as A. H. Woods, Alfred E.
for Uncle Sam; a ranch which has turned
Aarons, general manager of Klaw & Erover its entire wool production to the govlanger's theaters, and others. Then the
ernment; afactory working night and day
office
force constituted another cog, and
to furnish sporting goods for the benefit
after the screening- of the picture a prize
was given to the one who gave the best
criticism of 'Mickey.' In the end the suggestions gathered from every angle of
the public temperament were analyzed and
adopted
necessary,
that is'Mickey'
possesseswhere
universal
appealso and
a picture which will interest everyone, every-

"Mickey" Embodies Ideas
Developed at Showinys

Scenes of Red Cross
Drive in Gaumont News

Harry Rapf Reports Several Sales.
where."
During the past week negotiations have
been closed by the Arrow Film Company
for Harry Rapf productions, for the sale
of the following territorial rights on "The
Struggle Everlasting," starring Florence
Reed, and "The Accidental Honeymoon,"
with Robert Warwick and Elaine Hammerstein; Pioneer Film Company, for Upper .New York State, to Frank Gersten
Inc.. for Northern New Jersey; to Keystone Distributing Company, for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey;
to Supreme Photoplay Company, for Western Pennsylvania and Western Virginia;
to V. H. Hodupp, for Indiana: to Big Feature Film Company, for Tennessee and
Kentucky.

Scene

from

"The

Servant

in the

House"

(Triangle)

Mr. Rapf leaves Thursday for Chi
to meet several Western buyers in Chicago, and attributes the demand for the
pictures throughout the United States to
the success they have met with in New
York.
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First Cinema-Symphong
June 15, 19Tells a Roman
tic Stor
Love Drama of Organist-Hero Combine
With
Musical Accompaniment
Produces Thrilling Climaxes

Scene from

"The Hand

of Vengeance"

(Gaumont)

Gaumont
SerialProduction
Title Now
"The Hand
of Vengeance
Twenty-Reel
in Ten Episodes
With
Suspense
Carried Over

Thrilling

From
Each
Installment
To the Next
tween the hero and the officers of the
AFTER
carefully
considering
names
submitted
for its new
serial, the
law. The ingenious methods by which he
Gaumont
Company
has decided to
escapes from many thrilling and sensational dangers are shown, and startling
call it by the descriptive title "The Hand
and • surprising but at all times probable
of Vengeance."
situations
are introduced.
In many ways this serial is said to
differ from others. The principal charac"The Hand of Vengeance" has been conter is wounded and deserted on a desert
structed with the idea of carrying the suspense from one episode to another, so that
by a trusted friend who appropriates his
no
one
who
sees one episode will want to
wealth. Returning, the hero Becomes "The
miss the others. And the episodes are said
Hand of Vengeance," and, impatient of
the slowness of the law, begins, bit by
to get better and better as the story progresses. Each time the hero makes a
bit, to take back the property of which
he had been defrauded.
startling escape the theater-goers will
wonder if it is possible for him to surpass
So far the story is not unusual. But
his feat in the next episode.
then comes the many contests of wit beC

Katzenjammer Kids Make
Captain Forget Trouble
THE

International
Film Service black
and white
comedy
release
of the
Educational
Films
Corporation
of
America this week is entitled "Up in the
Aie," and the Katzenjammer
family
occupy the star roles.
The story has to do with the suffering
of Captain Katzenjammer from a toothache, and the means employed by the
Kids to "relieve" the pain. They succeed
beyond their fondest expectations, but it
is through the channels of forgetfulness,
events happening so thick and fast that
the Captain hasn't time to think of any
one thing for any length of time, not even
a toothache.
"Night Animals" is the title of the Ditmars' animal picture appearing on this
same reel. The long-tailed tropical opossum is shown. It is a slow creature that
depends largely upon the use of its phehensile tail. Another Interesting specimen of the night animals is the ant eater
Of South America. The sloth, a very unprepossessing animal in appearance, is

shown.

Painting of Mme. Petrova for Rialto.
During one week recently Madame Olga

Petrova achieved the distinction of having

her portrait on the cover of lour photoplay magazines. In addition the June
issue of two other motion picture magazines are carrying several poses of Petrova executed by several well known
"Greenwich
Village"
artists.
She is also

at present sitting for a portrait to be
made by the New York artist Lou Mayer,
which on completion will be given a
prominent place in the lobby of the Rialto
theater, New York.

Gaumont Shows Americans
Brigaded with Our Allies
NO. 9ce shows
C accordan
GRAPHI
NT
GAUMO
with
troops in
American
General Fershing's promise to General Foch, lighting shoulder to shoulder
with French and British soldiers in the
same divisions. Other war scenes include
reserves being moved to the front during
the Flanders lighting, handling of heavy
artillery in seas of mud, capture of a German aeroplane uninjured and dozens of
aviators.
Prussian
captured
Pictures taken in the United States
Show recruits in a northern cantonment
lighting dummy teutons and storming
trenches above which German Hags have
been placed; Penny Leonard, light-weight
champion, teaching .Tackles at Mare Island
the similarity of bayonet exercise and
boxing. Engineers, in the presence of
French. English and American officers,
constructing a 330-fool pontoon bridge in
•12 minutes are also shown. There are
also views of the now $5,000,000 market
just opened in CjOS Angeles, together with
opening o( the campaign in Washington
to save the lives of 100.000 babies this
year, the wives of the Vice-President.
Secretary of War and Secretary of Agriculture weighing "the babies of the cabinet." who are said to be perfect specimens of "young America."

NtOT
only ofhasa Hopp
Hadley's announc
ij ment
Cinema-Symphony
bason "The Lost Chord"
caused inte
est in picture circles, but it is also said
have aroused
interest in musical c
and through
error in a comment
musical
magazine,
Mr. Hadley
wa>
fused with the well known America:
poser, Henry Hadley.
Hopp Hadley has been in the the..
and
motion
picture
business
sini.
summer
of 189S, when
he exhibited n.
tion pictures in a tent, and does no:
any distinction as a musician.
He
that "The Lost Chord,"
although
into
ducing several novel effects and allow;r
for a closer combination
of music ar
drama
is essentially
a motion
pictui
proposition, the backbone being the stor
an interesting love drama written aroui
the organist hero of the song.
The organist, the victim of a hopele:
love, seeks forgetfulness in his work ar
becomes famous. At a musicale he mee
the girl, now unhappily married. His a
tempts to aid her, the stealing of her chi
by her husband, his death in a duel withe organist, the disappearance of the gi
a second time, and her return and proroi:
to marry him, as he sits dreaming
organ, all lead up to the climax where 1
strikes "one chord of music like the soui
of the great amen." A tragedy inte
rupts this moment, the chord is lost ai
found again by an act of self-sacrifi.
which is said to bring the picture to :
unusual dramatic and musical finish.
Mr. Hadley says that the cinema-syr
phony idea makes possible the buildir
up of powerful climaxes at four points
the story, the organist at the organ wor:
ing up each climax, the action of the stor
the playing of orchestra, piano or org!
visualizing the music, and that the su
cess of the production does not depei
upon the skill of the musicians; rath
that it tends to overcome the handic.
of poor music by the simplicity of t:
musical arrangement and ease with whi,
the action can be followed.
"I am confident that Cinema-Symphor
will have a definite influence upon the r
lations of music and pictures, calling a
tention of the public to the large pa
that music plays in the presentation ■
photo dramas and causing musicians ar
producers to work in closer accor
Further." stated Mr. Hadley, " 'The Lc
Chord' has been worked out from tt
popular music standpoint with the shov
man's idea of appealing to everybody ai
not shooting over the heads of the masswhile appealing to the classes."
As previously announced, this "cinenv
symphony" is now ready for the seret
and
will soon be released by Foursquai
Pictures.

Billy Minus
Mustache
in "Playmates
In the forthcoming King Bee corned
••Playmates." which will be released Ju"1. Billy West will be seen without h
mustache and in a different characti
from his previous productions. He ar
•Babe" Hardy portray two kids dressed i
rompers.
Among the new members of the Kir.
Bee company is Fay Holderness, who r<
neatly appeared in "Hearts of the World
King-Bee Making "Billy West" Dolls
King-Bee Films Corporation annount
that they are preparing a special adverti;
ing novelty, a doll modeled from th
character now being played by Billy Wes
and these dolls will be furnished to e>
hibitors at a reasonable price so that the
away as an advertisin
them patrons.
may give
feature
to their
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Steiner is Optimistic
vy» Conditions Are Good and Exhibit>rs Clamoring for High Class Pictures.
VILLIAM
STEINER,
of the
Jester
Comedy
Company,
who
has just
returned from his third trip aorosa
mntry, embracing
territory as far
a Omaha, makes an Interesting: rert on conditions, particularly in the Inent rteld. "In the various
centers
u l visited 1 found conditions
In topsays Mr. Steiner.
"Tl
few calamity
howlers who saj the
s h.is gone to the dog's and claim
(lit.' would
game only
is on look
the over
toboggan.
men
the classIt'
goods they offer exhibitors they would
t the answer
as to why
they are not
any
business.
1 found
a number
places trying to sell pictures that were
ide Ave or ten years ago and asking
prices for them.
"The exhibitor
of to-day is after real
otures and is willing to pay a good price
r them.
This is proved by the class of
atmes that he is picking. The exhibitor
potting up a good program and educatg his patrons to look for pictures that
ean something and are of the highest
andard.
If the tly by night manufacirers and exchanges think that they ean
■t by with a lot of junk then they must
nit to throw their money away.
Instead
being on the decline the business is on
ie ascent, and it is up to the manufacirers to keep up the good work of turng out pictures that are worth while.
1
talked to many
exhibitors
on this
ip. They all claim that they are willing
pay for the right kind of pictures as
know
that they can get the boxTice play to warrant paying right prices.
hat the day is here for better pictures is
surety and the man
with the inferior
Ims is doomed
in the majority
of theers. Before you can sell pictures
you
ive to show the goods. While this is a
trdship on the manufacturer
and
exlange, it is fast bringing about a condion that will place those who turn out
ie worth
while subjects
back into the
mftdence of the exhibitors and if a little
.ore intelligent
salesmanship
would
be
itroduced the problems of the manufaclrer would be greatly lightened."
Hold Showing of New Graphic Film.
TrlTH
a cast
including
Gail
Kane,
y\
Stuart
Holmes,
Robert
Elliot,
Sally Crute, Jack McLean,
Reed
.imilton,
Tallulah
Bankhead,
Gertrude
raun. Dora Mills Adams,
Hazel
Washurn, Juliette Moore
and Lillian Berse,
When
Men Betray,"
the latest effort of
an Abramson as a director and author,
•ill soon be released by the Graphic Film
orporation.
This picture is said to comine with romance
and realism, tragedy
nd comedy, pathos and joy, and to abound
n tremendous
situations
and smashing'
limaxes.
The thrills, it is claimed,
are
lot the result of spectacular effects, but
ire the outcome
of the actions
of the
haracters delineated
in a life-like manler.
In addition to the elaborate sets, the
exteriors are said to be exceptionally fine.
The initial showing of this picture took
place on the Xew York theater roof,
Kroadway and Forty-fifth street, on Tueslay, May 28, at 2.30 p. m.
"Zongar"
Has
Timely
Appeal.
"Zongar, the Dare-Devil of Romance,"
«hich is being distributed on state right
basis by Physical Culture Photoplays, Inc.,
Is said to have particular appeal just at
this time, when the question of physical
preparedness is so much in evidence, and
its needs emphasized by the war.
This production, the work of Bernarr
MacFadden, the well known exponent of
Physical culture, features George Larkin,
in athlete known to motion picture audiences for his thrilling stunts, and, together with the series of screen magazine
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photoplays
winch are also being made
by
Mr. MacFadden, Illustrating general
letlC, medical and physical culture BVOntS,
are said to iia\e stimulated Interest In the
health
and
physical
development
Ol Donation.
The most recent sale id' territory announced on "Zongar, the Dare-Devil of
Romance,"
is to the Supreme
Photoplay
Company,
of Denver,
for Colorado.
Wyoming. N. u Mexico,
Southern
Idaho
and
Utah.
SALES

OF

THE

WEEK.

Activities in State Rights Market During
Past Seven Days.
A;
announced
in first article
in this
department
arrangements
ba\.
completed for presentation of
"Heart of the World'' by certain prominent state rights buyers in their respective
territories.

• * •

The following sales of rights to Jester
coin, dies are announced: To United Film
Service, St. Louis, for southern Illinois
and Eastern Missouri, and to Independent
Film Exchange, Omaha, for Nebraska and
Iowa.

• • *

Rights for California, Arizona and
Nevada have been secured by Sol Lesser,
of the All-Star Feature Distributors. Inc.,
for "Nine Tenths of the Law," "The Crucible of Life," "Just a Woman," and "A
« » •
Grain of Dust."
Physical Culture Photoplays announce
the sale of "Zongar, the Dare Devil of
Romance," to the Supreme Photoplay
Company,
of Denver,
for Colorado,
ing, New Mexico,
southern
Idaho and"WyomUtah.

• • •

Announcement is made of several sales
by Arrow Film Corporation on the Harry
Rapf productions, "The Struggle Everlasting" and "The Accidental Honeymoon."
Full details published in another column
of this issue.

PICTURE
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PROJECTED.

BIRMINGHAM,
ALA.contract
— City
er has awarded
Carey to erect open-air
seating
capacity
for 7,000

1601

WORLD

Commissionto James L.
theater with
and
to cost

$2,750.
HOPE. ARK. — Theater with seating
capacity for 1.000 to be erected here; will
be operated by John A. Collins.
SAN DIEGO, CAL. — Proposed new theater is to be erected on Third street and
Broadway, with seating capacity for 3.500.
SAN
FRANCISCO,
CAL. — Open-air
the-

Scene from "When

Men

i 'amp

ater erected bj Mirl-'i cm., nt Bale

Qeorgi
1 1 i 'ope a'
I [OSplt ■ I llS
bl • D

opened.
SAX JOSE, CAL
\\ oi I, i
rapidly on i [Ippodrome i b< atei
BURLINQAME, CAL,
[ra w Coburn of
San ITranclSCO
has contract
to erect $33,beater.
OAR] »EN \. CAL
Extern Ive
meiits an- being made t,i Auditorium Do
ater. ter i:. House
Brown. was recentlj leased bj Wal''••! ..f
C. Orpheum
E
hasLOSbeenANGELES,
appointed CALmanager

t loater.

s.\x RAFAEL,
CAL,
star theater has
ben opened by .Mr. and Mis. m. Morfln.
VALLEJO,
CAL
John
Brerton
will
shortly stall work on an op.-n-.iir theater to be erect.-, l on Vi.ik street, between Martin and Sonoma streets, with
seating capacity for about 1,400.
MIAMI. FLA. — Edwin Baker has leased
Hippodrome
building
at Twelfth
and Avenue
:! ; will remove
roof and remodel structure for airdome,
with Beating
capacity for 650.
PENS'ACOLA, FLA.— Garden theater has
opened.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. — S. A. Lynch Enterprise. Inc. and J. W. Sprat t have plans
by R. A. Benjamin for theater building at
Forsyth and Ocean streets; face brick
with limestone or terra cotta trim; glass
and ornamental marquise; upholstered
opera chairs in main auditorium and balcony; mechanical ventilating and heating
apparatus; brick and tile walls; site, 95
by 105 feet; cost, $100,000.
ATLAXTA, GA. — William Oldknow will
expend $5,000 to remodel Odeon theater
at 87 Peachtree street.
MACON, GA. — G. X. Howard and Brown
Wimberly are reported to erect twelvestory office building and theater at Third
and Wall streets, to cost $500,000.
TOCCOA, GA. — Joseph Burton plans to
erect moving picture theater here.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Remodeled and practically rebuilt, the old Parkway theater at
corner Clark street and Diversey Parkway, has reopened under management of
W. R. Riddell.
EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL— Joseph Erber
and Phil Cohn have plans by George Kapp
of Chicago for new theater at Illinois and
Collinsville avenues, to cost $225,000.
GLASFORD, ILL.— Clyde Cowser has
disposed of his interest in Dreamland theater to F. A. Vandeventer.
MARSEILLES, - ILL. — Picture theater
with seating capacity for 1,000, to cost
$25,000, will be erected here.

Betray

(Graphic).
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CHICAGO, ILL. — Ascher Bros. have
leased Inter-Ocean building- at 55 W. Monroe street and will convert it into movingpicture theater with seating- capacity for
3,300.
CHAMPA ION, ILL.— G. R. Parker, of
Urbana, has taken over Varsity theater
from George Applegate and plans improvements to building.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Howard theater at 1630
Howard street will be opened by Seaver &
Zahler. House has seating capacity for
2,000.
KEITHSBURG, ILL.— Gem theater has
been reopened.
MARSEILLES, ILL— Chicago Theatrical
Corporative Company contemplates building- theater on Galloway property on
Washington street.
NEW ATHENS, ILL.— Joseph and Phil
Cohn plan to erect $225,000 theater on
Collinsville avenue.
ROCK ISLAND, ILL. — Moving- picture
theater to cost $10,000 will be erected at
624 Ninth street for M. Brotman.
ROSEVILLE, ILL. — Idle Hour theater
has been opened by E. C. Smith.
ST. CHARLES, ILL. — Bryant & Cremer,
who operated Idle Hour and Strand theaters, have dissolved partnership. T. W.
Bryant will hereafter manage Idle Hour.
DIXON, ILL. — Princess theater has been
leased by Walter J. Crawley of Chicago
and reopened.
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.— Frank Perkins,
917 Twelfth street, has contract to erect
one-story moving picture theater, to cost
$10,000.
SEYMOUR, IND. — Majestic theater has
reopened.
BOONVILLE, IND. — Star theater has
been leased by A. E. Steel, proprietor of
Star theater at Owensville.
KENDALLVILLE, IND. — E. W. Hoover
has sold Princess theater to Miss Bertha
Emmerick.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA.— Samuel Harding', owner of Liberty theater in Kansas
City, has purchased Nicholis theater and
renamed it the Liberty. Structure will be
remodeled.
HOPKINSON, IA.— Root building, leased
by E. L. Belknap, will be converted into
moving picture theater.
ROCKWELL CITY, IA.— G. L. Meholen
has sold Empress theater to Mrs. Lulu M.
Suter.
SHEFFIELD, IA. — Star theater has been
leased by Henry and Edwin Timmerman.
SIOUX CITY, IA. — Gayety Theater Company has been incorporated with capital
of $25,000 by Jacob Schlant, president,
and R. Emery, secretary.
STRAHAN, IA. — Moving picture theater
is being erected here for M. H. Peterson.
TOLEDO, IA.— L. C. Hill has purchased
half interest in Grand theater.
WASHINGTON, IA.— C. S. Barger has
disposed of Star theater to Clyde A. Pratt.
COIN, IA. — Ray Whitney has disposed of
his
nold. moving- picture business to R. D. ArDBS MOINES, IA.— New Rialto theater
has opened.
MT. AYR, IA. — F. E. Miare has disposed
of Princess theater to Homer A. Foster.
POCAHONTAS, I A. — Morris Burckhalter
has taken over management of Princess
theater and will devote- it to moving pictures.
Wichita, kan. Work is already under way on a three-story theater building-,
50 by 140 feet, at S08-10 E. Douglas avenue, for Peerless Theater Company, to
cost $75,000. C. C. McCollister will manage new enterprise.
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.— Auditorium
theater has reopened.
NEW HAVEN, KY. — W. O, stiles. Ernest
N. Fulton and John Kelly are behind
project to erect moving
picture theater
here.
UAI/TIMORE, MP. — H. M. llartman, 11
Mt. Royal
avenue,
has plans by E. H.
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Short, 370 Macon street, for two-story
theater, 80 by 200 feet, to cost $100,000.
BROOKLYN. X. Y.— Miller & Weiss have
plans by Shampan & Shampan, 772 Broadway, for one-story moving picture theater, 50 by 100 feet, to cost $20,000.
CANANDAIGUA, N. Y.— Becaues of fire
damage Liberty theater has been remodeled and will be reopened shortlv by
James McFarlane & Son.
ALBANY. N. Y. — Management of Leland
theater has been taken over by John H.
Hogan.
NEW YORK. X. Y.— Open-air theater on
Southern
boulevard
to cost
$6.0planned by J. B. Dash, 32 Xassau str
NEW YORK. X. Y.— Harry T. Howell is
preparing plans for alterations to theater
at 167th street and Webster avenue, to
cost $5,600.
WIXSTOX-SALEM, X. C— R. D. Craver.
Charlotte, X. C, is promoting erection of
vaudeville and moving picture theater,
with seating capacity for 1,500.
DICKINSON, X. D.— Ray theater has
been leased by Thomas
Vallaney.
LA MOURE, X. D. — Rex theater has
been leased by L. A. Smith and Carl
Christ.
MAYVILLE. X. D. — Monroe Drug Company has sold Mayville theater to Charles
Tolan.
LANCASTER, O. — Weller theater has
opened under management of Arthur
Morley.

Glidden, Harrett building, for $100,000 theater.
BOSTON, MASS.— New Codman Square
theater, with seating capacity for 2.000.
has opened under the management of
Harry E. Jones.
HOUGHTON, MICH.— John Meinardt has
taken over Lyric theater.
DETROIT, MICH.— Building is being
erected on Grand River boulevard by
Kenneth M. De Vos, Inc., in which theater
may be located.
MT. MORRIS, MICH.— Arcadia theater
has opened.
DETROIT, MICH.— Lyceum theater has
been leased by Bert Whitney. Alterations
are being considered.
GREENLAND, MICH.— Management of
Jewel theater has been taken over by
J. J. Clark.
IRONWOOD, MICH. — Rialto theater has
been leased by Frank J. Petrusha and
A. L. Picker.
WAKEFIELD, MICH. — Management of
Rex theater at Bessemer has taken over
Strand theater.
ALBERT LEA, MINN. — Bessenden theater has plans by Nels Jacobson, Jr.. Owatonna, Minn., for remodeling theater building, to cost $9,000.
SAUK RAPIDS, MINN. — Kurr theater on
Grant street has been opened by Thomas
A. Pasch.
FERTILE. MINN. — Liberty theater has
been opened by H. P. Glain.
MILAN, MINN. — George M. Ferol will
establish moving picture theater in Woodman hall.
ST. PAUL, MINN. — Lilly-Hoyde Voelker
Company have contract to erect moving
picture theater at Grand avenue and Oxford street for Oxford Grand Company, to
cost $55,000.
MOSS POINT, MISS. — A. D. Trelvar will
erect moving picture theater.
FORT BENTON, MONT. — James Wall
has taken over Mission theater.
HAMILTON, MONT. — Star theater has
reopened.
ALLIANCE, NEB. — Half interest in Imperial theater has been purchased by J.
Hughs of Lincoln.
BEATRICE. NEB. — New theater will be
opened here by Hal Kelley.
MILLIGAN, NEB. — Pavilion theater has
been opened by Ruts & Svates.
UPLAND, NEB. — New Upland opera
house has opened as moving picture theater.
STROMSBURG. NEB. — A new theater, to
be known as the Rialto. is being erected
for A. Johnson, with seating capacity for
500.
CENTRAL CITY, NEB.— Moving picture
theater has been purchased by J. Scott.
CHAPNELL, NEB. — S. S. Groves has
taken over Lyric theater.
CROFTON, NEB. — E. Greenwood has
disposed
of his moving
picture business.
NORFOLK, NEB. — H. Bluechal has sold
Lyric theater to E. Miller.
LEIGH. NEB. — Odd Fellows Lodge has
taken over Lyric t beater from .1. Tesar.
LINCOLN, NEB. — Magnet moving picture theater has been purchased by Max
Katelman of Omaha.
SCOTTSRLUFF, NER — H. Oubuque has
sold half interest in Orpheum theater.
PERTH AMHOY. N. .1. — Owners of
Dumas theater have leased City theater
at Smith street and Madison avenue. After alterations are made house will be
reopened under management of Ned K.
Miller.

WILKES-BARRE, PA. — Dreamland theater is being remodeled.
PHILADELPHIA. PA. — Hoffman Compreparing plans for theater to be
erectedpany isat 52d and Chestnut streets.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.— H. B. Weldon
has completed plans for one-story moving
picture theater. SO by 120 feet, to be
erected at Rimer street and Moyamensing
avenue for Morris Gerson.
SOUTH BETHLEHEM. PA.-R. E. and
E. 11 Neumeyer. 1416 E. 3d street, have
by A. W. Lob. 4th street and Broadplans avenue,
head
for one-story moving picture theater, 60 by 100 feet, to cost

NEWARK, N. J.— Max L. Bow, S14 Walnut street, has plans by Frank C.rad. 24."i
Springfield avenue, for alterations and
one-story addition. 50 by 40 feet, to moving picture theater, to cost $20,000.
BED RANK. N. J. — Manasquan theater
lias been rented by Phillip l.inni.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Isaac Miller. 1663
Union
street,
has
plans
by R. Thomas

$20,000.
FLORENCE, S. C. — O'Dowd Amusement
erect moving picture theCompany will
ater, with seating capacity for 1,000. Will
be equipped with automatic ventilation.
orchestration, and
combined
$40,000.organ and
cost
HOPEWELL. VA. — Hopewell Lodge
plans to erect theOrder
Loyal ater,
hotel andof Moose,
lodge building.

LIMA, O. — R. L. Russell has plans by
McLaughlin & Huesken for theater and
office building, to cost $500,000.
SPRIXGFIELD, O. — Hippodrome theater has been purchased by George Mailers
CINCINNATI, O. — Walnut Street Amusement Co.. 1405 Union Trust building, has
plans by George and C. L. Rapp, 69 X.
Washington street. Chicago, for remodeling theater building, to cost $30,000.
ALPIXE. ORE. — Moving picture house
will be opened here by Dan L. Webster.
NEW CASTLE. PA. — West Penn Photoplay Company, recently organized with
$100,000 capital, has purchased Regent and
Star theaters.
PITTSBURGH. PA. — Michael Brothers
contemplate building theater at corner
Carson and S. 7th streets.
PITTSBURGH, PA. — Contract has been
let for erection of Olympic theater at
Fifth avenue and Diamond street.
CONFLUENCE. PA. — Liberty theater has
been opened
by C. E. Yeagley.
FARRELL, PA. — Mover Brothers are
promoting
erection
of new theater here.
READING, PA. — Lord & Gage store
building on Penn square will be converted
into theater.
RIDGWAY, PA. — Lease on Ridgway
theater has been taken over by McCartney and tensive
Johnson,
of Punxsutawney.
improvements
will be made. ExWASHINGTON. PA. — Court theater on
W. Chestnut street has been taken over
by Wheatley and Summers.
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Trade News
Brevities
Sew England Trade Letter of Past Week
'athe

Managers

Reorganizes
His Sales Staff — Many
Interesting
Changes
Managers
of Exchanges
and Theaters.
By Robert
N. Howe,
80 Summer
Street, Boston, Mass.

iSTON.
MASS. — The
Pathe
exchange
reports very good business under the
management
of Stanley Hand.
"The
allow Ticket" is booked in the following
England houses for the week of Maj
7: Keith's, Boston;
Modern.
Providence,
Pox's, Springfield, Mass.; Poli, HartConn.; New
Bristol, Bristol, Conn.;
rand.
Middletown,
Conn.;
Auditorium,
ch, Conn.; Kincaide, Quincy,
Mass.;
rpheum, Brockton, Mass.; Park. Taunton,
Colonial.
Newport,
R. I.; Strand,
ke, Mass.; Hurst Broadway,
Somerdle, Mass.; Union
Sq., Olympia,
SomerMass.; Day Sq. Olympia.
Somerville,
Olympia, Cambridge, Mass.
The sales force of the Pathe has been
onsiderably enlarged during the last two
r three weeks, and under the leadership
nager Hand
are doing
a recordreaking business.
Harry Aken, who was
•eently manager
of the Castle Square.
tie of Boston's large vaudeville and movig picture houses, has joined the sales
: the New England Pathe exchange.
Manager
Hand
now
considers
he has
ne of the livest sales forces in New Engine! territory.
The picture
below
was
aken in front of the New
England
exhange in Boston.
From left to right are:
.ouis Meas, A. F. Walters,
Harry
Aken,
r. J. Corbett, Harry
Buxban,
Exchange
lanager Stanley Hand, George A. Rogers,
!. Plame, Hovey Dodge, Walter Goodwin
*nd J. J. Jan.iings.
S. G. Gibson Gets New England Job.
S. G. Gibson, who has been on the sales
orce of the Metro and General Film in
Montreal, Canada, for eight years, has
>een transferred to the New England
iranch of the General Film Corporation,
■le will be assigned to part of the State of
Hampshire and will cover the whole
<( Vermont.
C J. Cotter Now on Active Duty.
Pittstield, Mass. — C. J. Cotter, owner and
manager of the Cotter theater, in this
town, has enlisted in the Medical Corps
and is now on active duty at Newburyport. His theater was taken over by a
Mr. Young, of .New York City, who is well
known in the film industry there.
J. F. Sullivan Takes Another House.
South Manchester, Conn. — J. F. Sullican, owner and manager of the Park theater, in this town, has taken over and
will manage the Circle theater, the leading motion picture house in South Manchester. The Circle theater was formerly
controlled by George Carney and others.
The New Majestic Will Seat 1,500.
Pittstield. Mass. — The Majestic
theater,
f this city, that was recently
destroyed
re, damage amounting
to $25,000 or
$35,000, has been rebuilt and refurnished.
The theater will open the first of August
under the management
of J. F. Sullivan,
o will devote the house to high-class
vaudeville and motion pictures.
The seating capacity is 1,500.
There are six moving picture houses in
Pittstield, and one is allowed to run on
Sunday, thus the Majestic will be open
every sixth Sunday.
J. F. Sullivan
now

Among

controls three theaters in Plttafleld, thus

getting the profits of three

Sundays out

of the six. His houses are the Grand, the
Colonial and the Majestic, and the Empire
theater, in North Adams, Mass.
Mrs. P. J. DeFault. owner of the Globe
theater, at Holyoke, Mass., was a visitor
in Boston at the various theaters and
spent a very pleasant week.
The Rialto theater, of Springfield, Mass.,
which was recently taken over by W. H.
Dunbar, is now doing a fine business under
his management. Mr. Dunbar was formerly manager of the General Film, in Montreal, Canada, and was one of the crack
salesmen with the Triangle Film Co.
R. W. Cobe with United Equipment.
Robert W. Cobe, assistant to Harry
Segal, of the Globe Feature Film and the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit, Boston.
has resigned and is now with the United
Picture Theater Equipment Company.

Pine Tree Trade Letter
By John

1'. Flanagan, Park View Avenue,
Bangor, Maine.
Theaters Ready for Tourists.
ANGOR, ME. — With the coming of
warm weather, summer tourists will
flock to Maine as usual, and many
small houses along the coast and by lakes,
ponds and other resort centers are preparing to open. The Bangor exchanges
are already receiving inquiries for film
service from these smaller theaters. One
of the first to start is the Century, of Bluehill, Mason Bros., proprietors. They will
use Universal service.
Miss Sarah Lynch Booking for the U.
The war is making inroads in the operating forces of theaters and film exchanges
up here in Maine. Miss Sarah E. Lynch,
for several years a stenographer in the
Bangor Universal office, is believed to be
the first woman film booker in the state
of Maine. She succeeds Samuel Stern, who
is now traveling for the William Fox Co.
through New England.

B

Charles Chaplin Always at the Graphic.
Some
theaters
show
Charlie
Chaplin
once b « eek, i >u t t here I
>uee where
M be seen every night the year round.
That is t he < Iraphlc t heater, Bxi
street, Bangor, where Charles Chaplin, of
Bangor, has been in charge of things under the management, Grant .^- Burns, for
Beveral years. "Charlie" Chaplin, of Bangor, is as popular In his home town as
the other Charle
is all over the world.
New Theaters and Changes.
.lames Greeley, of Portland, the veteran
moving picture man, is at the head of a
company
build a this
new summer.
casino at U'illanl
Beach, to Portland,
Southwest Harbor, Me. — A 600-seat theater Is to be built
here
at once
for the
summer and permanent residents by Mr.
Mayo. It will be ready for use this season
If materials arrive.
Guilford, Me. — Crockett & Jackson have
taken over the town hall moving picture
theater formerly run by Mr. Men-ill, of
Dover, and are now running this house.

Philadelphia Trade Letter

By E. V. Armato, 144 North Salford Street,
Philadelphia, Pa,
Fairmont
Takes
Two
New
Salesmen.

— Since atthetheadvent,
PHILADE
Fairbig featurePA.service
of theLPHIA,
anCarrick
Mr.
exchange
mount
have
salesmen
more
nounces that two
been added to the staff.
Joseph H. Toner in Khaki.
Joseph H. Toner, booker for the Mutual,
has joined Uncle Sam's Army and will
make his headquarters at Camp Meade.
He
goes with the best wishes of all his
co-workers.
Allen May Again Gets Bacon.
Allen May, of the Metro, one of the
pioneer film salesmen of Philadelphia, has
scored again. He won the grand weekly
prize of $5.00 awarded for bringing In the
largest amount of business during the
past week.
Dolly Sisters in Philadelphia.
Manager Bob Lynch, of the Metro, ar"Dolly"
of the
Sisters inranged Philadelphia
on June
3 upon
the
for the appearance
occasion of the initial presentation of "The
Million Hollar Dollies." which was shown
at the Victoria theater.

Pathe's Boston
Sales Force.
Harry Buxban, Manager
From Left to Right-Louis Meas. A. F. Walters. Harry Aken, (,. .1. Corbett.
W. Goodwin and J. J. Jennings.
Dodge,
H.
Stanley Hand G. A. Rogers, S. Plame,
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Trade Doings of the M/eek in Pittsbwgh
Big

War

Films

Hold Attention— Film G reat Help in Red Cross
Will Be at a Premium -Notes of the Theaters.

Drive — Operators

By Edward J. McCurty, 455 Union Arcade, Pittsburgh, Pa.
new theater, which is now building in
Big War
Films
Hold Attention.
Clarksburg on practically the same site
PITTSBURGH, PA. — Griffith's "The
as his present theater, and which will be
Hearts of the World" is now in its
third week at the Pitt theater, and is completed and opened about the tenth of
June. Mr. Marks says that he looks forplaying- to more than capacity business at
ward to great business this Fall, with a
each evening* performance. The price of
theater the capacity of which will be about
admission is $1.50 top. The picture has
1,200.
made a deep impression on the people of
At Wilson, Pa. (which is down the river
Pittsburgh. At the Nixon theater, comclose
to the industrial towns of McKeesmencing Monday, May 27, the official U. S.
port and Clairton, the latter town having
"War Films, better known as "Pershing's
obtained the big U. S. Steel plant which
Crusaders," appealed for business at 25
was scheduled for completion last Octoand 50 cents. So far the business done has
ber, but is just about finished now), the
not been comparable to that at the Pitt,
Dobbins Bros, have almost completed a
although improvement may be noticeable
splendid new theater which -will seat about
next week, when the publicity begins to
600. They have been in Pittsburgh recentseep through. The pictures at the Nixon
ly arranging their program and purchashave pleased those who have seen them
ing the most modern equpment which the
immensely, especially for their informative
local market affords. Ticket registers,
value. "A Dog's Life" has been the atnew machines, gold-fibre screens, etc., are
traction for the third repeat at 20 cents
a small part of the many necessaries which
at the Columbia downtown, which bought
the exclusive downtown franchise on this
they have laid in. The industrial location surrounding them on all sides makes
release. It has played to good business.
The regular admission fee at this theater
the proposition look like a -winner.
is 15 cents.
A new theater is being built at Sistersville, W. Va., by Isaac Peters, who already
Movies Played a Big Part in Drive.
operates a house at Shinston, W. Va. The
The movies have played a large part in
Peters Bros, have been in the picture busithe Red Cross campaign during the big
ness for a number of years, their first vendrive, outside movies having been used at
ture being the old Theatorium at Moundsseveral locations in the city to arouse
ville, W. Va. The new theater under coninterest in the drive. The work was under
struction will be modern in every respect
the direction of Mr. Sivitz, of the Rowlandand should enjoy good patronage.
Clark theaters.
Silveus Gets Competing Theater.
The elimination of competition goes rapidly forward, the latest instance of one
exhibitor taking over both houses in a
town is that of the Opera House in
Waynesburg being taken over by Mr. Silveus, who formerly had only the Eclipse
theater. Business ought to be good for
Mr. Silveus now. He is remodelling the
Opera House, and 'while he will continue
both theaters for pictures, he will use the
Opera House during the season for legitimate attractions.
Operator Convicted.
One of the unfortunate incidents which
it is necessary to report is that of a moving picture operator in a suburb of Pittsburgh, who was convicted on three counts
in Judge Wasson's Court recently on a
charge of having drugged and kept a girl
who was employed as a ticket-seller in a
movie show in the same town at his home
while his wife was away. Instances of
this kind are exceptions which prove the
rule that this business is clean despite
the unreasonable clamors of the selfrighteous.
Operators Will Be at a Premium.
A dearth of motion-picture operators is
already noticeable as a result of the draft,
and it is understood that they will be at
a premium here by Fall. It is said that
the scale for the Local will be increased
to take advantage of the situation. With
labor at a premium in many lines, it is
natural that the same trend should affect
this field, and exhibitors are not measurably surprised at the result.
Notes of the Trade.
Two new houses in smaller towns have
been announced as opening within a short
time, the first at Robertsdale, Pa., the
otiher at Claghorn, Pa. The theater at
Langeloth, Pa., which was formerly owned
by Mr. Tennyson, the squire of the town.
is now operated by the borough and is
managed by the schoolmaster. The theater is not conducted for profit, it is unil<-i stood.

Jack .Marks, proprietor of the Orpheum
trieater In Clarksburg, West Virginia, a
thriving manufacturing and oil town of
about 30,000 population, was In Pittsburgh
arranging his prom-am and making purchases of iiowers, etc., for his magnificent

Buffalo Trade Letter
By

Joseph
A. McGuire,
152 North
wood Ave., Buffalo, N. T.

Elm-

Getting Recruits with "The Unbeliever."
Graham,hasa
— Robert
O, N.
BUFFAL
member
of Y.the
MarineC. Corps,
been detailed to do publicity work in
this district on "The Unbeliever," the
Kleine-Edison production made in cooperation with the Marine Corps at
Quanico, Va. Mr. Graham was former
news editor of the Niagara Falls Journal.
"The Unbeliever" is playing at the Strand
theater, Buffalo, this week. The Marine
Corps has a color guard at each performance. Another feature is four-minute talks
by Mr. Graham. He appeals to eligible
men in the audience to enlist in the Marine
Corps. He also asks fathers, mothers,
and others present to interest their sons,
brothers, etc., in this great branch of
Uncle Sam's fighting forces.
Mr. Graham also points out in his talks
that this picture shows the development
of the moral spirit and physical condition
of men who enter this service from
civilian life.
"We urge every man and -woman in the
audience to have their friends see this
picture." said Mr. Graham, "because we
think it is a great factor in recruiting the
calibre of men wanted for the Marine
More than three hundred Belgian
veterans who had fought in Flanders and
Corps."
in Russia
visiteda Buffalo
May -~.
In
their parade
Marine Monday.
Corps recruiting
truck carrying a large sign of '"The Unbeliever" was conspicuous.
Harry Dixon Takes the Popular Theater.
Harry
Dizon, manager
of the Variety
moving
picture theater, Buffalo, has also
taken over the Popular theater, this city.
L. L. Hatfield in Heavy Artillery.
L. L. Hatfield, assistant manager of the
Gardiner Syndicate, Buffalo, is now in
khaki. He recently enlisted in the
Canadian Heavy Artillery. T. R. Gardiner,
manager of this Buffalo exchange, which
distributes the Biliy West comedies, announces that he now receives three prints
of these pictures. He says the West
comedies are being Shown in forty-two
houses in Buffalo.
They have first-run at
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the
tures Lyric,
seven Buffalo
days , a which
week. shows the ni
L. D. Wolfe Heads General Branch.
L D Wolfe has been appointed manag.
^
l^e Flarity
General
Film, has
Buffalo
Fred
. Hethesuccee.
, who
joined
color
-Mr. TS olfe was formerly Eastern divisk
representative of the Vitagraph offic
Syracuse.
G. A. Hickey Sets Up Window
DispU
Following the example of the big
street merchants, who know the valueMa ,
show window space for advertising Du
poses. George A. Hickey, Buffalo manag.
of the Goldwyn, is using the large
play window at this exchange to advardi
age.
week he is showing a "de lu-.
frame This
contai
ning pictures of Madge Kei
nedy in "The Fair Defender" and of Ifc
Marsh in "The Face in the Dark."
Philip Gentilly
Visits.
Philip Gentilly, formerly chief shippir
clerk for the Mutual, Buffalo, was a calle
He expects to sail for France in a fe
weeks. He was here on a brief furloug
Mr. Gentilly, who enlisted in the Xav
has been stationed at Norfolk, Va.
Pioneer Film Office Closes.
The Buffalo branch of the Pioneer Fil
Corporation at -17 West Swan street h
been closed, and all business of this e
change will be transacted from the hor
office.
"The reason we closed was the scarci
of help to conduct
the exchange
in t
proper
manner,"
said A. B. Davis, ma
ager.
"I will represent
the company
eastern New York,
my old territo
ry."
Will Keep
the Family
Going.
Samuel Carver, manager of the Fanr
moving picture theater, Buffalo, has a
pointed George M. Reese, of Cambrid
Springs. Pa., organist of that house "\
Reese skillfully
handles the new Wu
litzer orchestra at the Familv. Manag
Carver intends to keep this theater op
right through the hot weather. He h
just installed eight electric ventilati
fans. He is drawing good business
means of satisfactory pictures, and pla
no vaudeville. His admission is five a
ten cents.
Buffalo
Theaters
Make
Fine Showir
With a quota of $1,500,000, Buffalo we
nearly a million dollars over the top
the second Red Cross campaign. W
their quota passed Saturday, the exhi
itors. exchange men. and other worke
showed real consecration to this wort
cause by continuing their efforts until t
last minute. Manager Mack, of t
Mutual, and his Red Cross committee r
ceived the hearty support of everybody
the local film industry. it was aga
demonstrated that when it comes to ai
ing in any patriotic campaign the mo
ina picture houses and exchanges
Buffalo are always able to plav a tantrib
while part.
worth
Bob Murphy
in Signal Corps.
Bob Murphy, former booker for the Ti
angle, is now in the Signal Corp. Aviatii
Section, at Camp Greene. N. C. >
Murphy writes that he expects to sail f
England
in a few days.
Trade Jottings
From
Buffalo.
G. A. Hickey, manager of the Goldwj
Buffalo, is covering Syracuse. Watertov
and other points in that territorv tl
week.
Mrs. Grace Hyman of the Goldwyn offi
staff lias gone to Macon. Ga.. where he
husband. E. L. Hyman, former manager
the Victoria moving picture theater. Bu
falo, is managing the Liberty theater f
the Government at Camp Wheeler. J
Hyman
was included
in the army
dra
The Liberty theater, Canandaigua, X.
recently
had a fire.
In two
days t
management
of this moving picture hou
equipped
the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium
that town as a theater and on the thi
day was able to continue the shows.
The
Colonial
moving
picture
theat'
Norwich.
X. Y.. which
was damaged
fire, is being repaired.
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Clevelan
Letter
A, Malaney,d Trade
607 Belmont
Building,
Ontario's New License Fees Counted Fair
Cleveland, Ohio,
Plan for Taxation
Bated on Seating Capacity
Not Hard
on the Smaller
Houses —

Three Thenters Figure in Deals.
1VELAND,
OHIO
Cleveland
thej aters figured In three Important di
during the work
of May 26, one of
bleb has Ix-.ti consummated.
Thi' Prlscilla
theater,
on East
Ninth
a downtown
vaudeville
theater
htlng about 1,000, was sold by Proctor
to Charles
Kltts and Michael
CarThe published
price paid was $40,Ifessrs. Kltts and Carrlg, who have been
>nnected with the Star burlesque theater
r twenty-two and eighteen years, reiMtlvely, at once engaged 1'almer C.
ocum as manager. Mr. Slocuni resigned
9 position as manager of the Liberty
eater, a big neighborhood Vaudeville
Previously he had been connected
;th
Keith's
Hippodrome and the Miles
eater.
Lnnouncement
was also made that the
r, which had just closed its vaudeUe season, would
reopen
earls
in June
th pictures, the first attraction
being
he Unbeliever."
In the fall the house
scheduled
to go back
to vaudeville
rain.
The big Wind-a-meer
theater
in East
ind figures in another deal.
Man;. .oilman announced that he had aci a deposit and gave an option to a
k, Ohio, man. at a purchase
price
JIT."""
Owing
to the fact that the
il was
not completed,
Mr.
Goodman
dined
to give further
particulars
as
the identity of the prospective buyer.
Another house which is reported to figi a deal is the Prospect
theater, a
iwntown
legitimate
theater.
According
i reliable
information,
and Havlin's
has run
out and Stair
a Cincinnati
man
negotiating for the theater with a view
■ putting moving pictures in it.
Manager
Greenbaum
Joins Army.
One of the first Cleveland theater manto go into the U. S. Army was J.
. Greenbaum, manager of the Alhambra
tester.
He left May 27 for Camp Sher■ hillicothe, Ohio, where
he joined

J. M.

Greenbaum.

j:he hospital corps.
He is located at the
.^ase hospital there for the present.
The Alhambra's service flag has more
in it than any other Cleveland theater. There are seven former employes
serving Uncle Sam. Besides Mr. GreenI'aum, they are Lawrence Hruby, pianist:
Frank Tichy, drummer; Byron and Bruce
Brady, twin brothers, ushers; "Wade Richardson, usher; James Franch,
operator.

Operators'

B\

w.

M,

Qladiah,

Fees

38

Also

Are

WIneva

Revised.

am-.. Toronto,

On!

The
of
ent Irs]exhibitors
y 6
wiiii the new arrangement for theater license lees illl|iusrll by the province.
The plan of taxation based on the seating
capacity of a theater
is considered Just,
and. while a number
of exhibitors
will be
required
to pay a higher tax, the small
theater proprietor gets i. it comparatively
easy. In cities of 10,000 population and
over the charge is 25 cents a seat a year,
with a minimum of $135. Until the system
was explained by the Provincial Treasurer's Department a number of exhibitors
believed that they would have to pay the
seat charge and $135 in addition. The
limited fee is based on a minimum of 540
seats. Heretofore, theaters in a city of
over 16,000 population were called upon
to pay an annual Provincial fee of $150.
Quite a number of houses will now be
paying only the minimum of $135 per year.
The new charge for Class "B" picture
theaters: namely, those in municipalities
of from 5,000 to 10.000 people, is 20 cents
a seat, with a minimum charge of $90.
This is based on a seating capacity of
450. The seat tax for theaters in places
having less than 5.000 persons is now 15
cents, with a minimum of $75.

i In Top" has Just been Started on a successful rarer In Ontario,
The lOmpey apecls i w as show q for i lis flrsl i Imc In
Canada
at
the
Grand,
in
Hamilton,
during
the
Week
of
May
18,
and
the
second
presentation
was
at
the
Qrand, In London, Ontario, where Bsrg as in Kmp.y enlist ed to srve In the
1Mb Battalion, C. E. B\ Manager Mlnhinnlck, of the Grand, London, added
several special effects for the attraction.

New
Fee for Operators'
License.
The Ontario Provincial Government,
through Provincial Treasurer Hon. T. W.
MeGarry, has decided upon several new
details which affect moving picture projection machine operators within the
province. The new fee for operators has
beefi raised from $5 to $8 per year, but
renewals will cost only $3 per year as
in the past. The license fee for apprentices has been raised from $1 to $2, and
the minimum age for apprentices has been
lowered from IS years to 16 years. The
latter concession is appreciated in view
of the growing shortage of labor in all
fields.

pictures.
Toronto's Grand Begins Summer Shows.
There has been a persistent rumor that
the Grand opera house, Toronto, one of
the oldest dramatic houses in Canada,
had been purchased by Jules and J. J.
Allen, who control many theaters in both
eastern and western Canada. Manager
James Cowan, of the Grand, denies the
report, however. Incidentally, the Grand
closed its dramatic season on Saturday,
May 25, and opened as a picture theater
on Monday, May 27, with "Within the
Law." which was presented as a special
attraction
during the whole week.
Roland
Roberts
in Charge
of Regent.
Manager Roland Roberts, of the St.
Denis theater, Montreal, assumed the management of the Regent theater, one of
Toronto's finest picture theaters, on Monday. May 20. Manager Roberts announced
that the Regent would be thoroughly
renovated at once. He also announced
that one of the special attractions for
the Regent would be "Tarzan of the Apes,"
which is scheduled for presentation during the week of June 3. This is the first
Showing of this feature in eastern Canada. There will be no changes in the
personnel
of the theater, it is declared.
Theatre
Notes
From
Canada.
The name of the Grand theater. Kitchener, Ontario, which was recently purchased by the Allen interests of Toronto,
has been changed to the Allen theater.
To advertise a coming feature, "$5,000
Reward," Manager Harry Pomeroy, of
the Holman theater, Montreal, offered a
reward of $10 for the capture of "The
Mysterious Dick Arlington," a character
of the picture, who appeared in various
places around the city during the week
of May 20. The current attraction at
the theater was "20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea,"
was time.
being shown in Montreal for which
the first

TORONTO,
i mtario

areUNT.-not

Censors Will Pass on Paper.
The Ontario Board of Censors has also
arranged to examine all film printed matter, such as photographs, posters, slides,
etc. This step has been taken because
it has been found that some of the advertising matter has contained references
to or pictures of scenes which have been
eliminated. No great objection is taken to
the new arrangement because now all
posters and still photographs will be in
exact conformity- with the release itself
after it has passed through the hands
of the censors.
What London, Ont., Will Contribute.
The theaters of London, Ontario, will
contribute $1,400 a year to the Ontario
Government for Provincial license fees
under the new arrangement of taxing according to the seating capacity of a theater. The seven local theaters have a
total seating capacity of 5,600, or sufficient to accommodate one-tenth of the local population at one time. The seating
capacity of the seven houses are as follows: Grand, 1,800; Majestic. 1,400; Patricia, 900; Princess, 450; Empire, 400;
Star, 360, and the Unique, 320.
Only one theater is playing vaudeville,
and this house, the Patricia, is the only
one which will be required to pay the
new fee of $5 for each vaudeville act
presented.
Keeping
Up the Big Shows.
There is no apparent tendency on the
part of representative exhibitors in Ontario to cut down the quality of attractions because of the approach of the
summer season or because of the newimposition of new taxes and increased
duty on imported films. Manager Roland
Roberts of the Regent theater. Toronto,
booked "Tarzan of the Apes" for the week
of June 3 for the first showing of the
feature
in eastern
Canada,
while
"Over

Kauffman
Heads
Canadian
Select.
Announcement has been made at Toronto that the select Pictures Corporation of New York will hereafter control
the distribution of Its releases throughout the Dominion through direct channels. Phil Kauffman, formerly sales manager oi Regal Films, Ltd., has been appointed general manager for the Canadian
interests of the Select. He has opened
an office in the Herman) building, 15 Dundas street east, Toronto, and is arranging for the opening of bramh offices In
five other Canadian cities. The Select
releases were formerly handled in Canada by the Famous Players Film Service,
Ltd., which still distributes Paramount
and Artcraft features as well as other

MORE

CLEVELAND

NOTES.

Many
Cleveland
Theaters
Cut Shows.
Hot weather during the last part of
May has resulted in a big slump of business among theaters of Cleveland and
northern Ohio.
Nearly 25 theaters in Cleveland have
cut down to two and four nights a week.
Even the biggest of film attractions did
not hold up during the hot days. However, this condition may be better later
on, as the first hot weather of the year
usually
hurts business.
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Gilligham & Smith Theaters Change Name
Stockholders

of Michigan Corporation Take Name of Consolidated Theaters, Inc.,
and Elect H. C. Cornelius
as President and Secretary.
Bj .Jacob Smith, 719 Free Press Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Madison
to Release
Educational.
DETROIT, MICH.— The stockholders of
the corporation in Grand Rapids,
The Madison Film Exchange, Detroit,
known as the Gillingham & Smith Enhas secured the Michigan rights to the
terprises, at a recent meeting changed the
Gaumont Weekly, which will be shown
name to the Consolidated Theaters, Inc.,
exclusively in Detroit at the Washington
and elected the following new officers: H. C.
theater. The Madison has also secured
Cornelius, president and secretary; Willthrough the Educational Film Corporation
iam Clark, treasurer, and Charles S. Seathe Michigan rights to a split-reel comman, general manager. All of the stock
bination scenic and cartoon that formerly
formerly controlled by A. J. Gilligham. of
was released
through
Pathe.
Detroit, has been acquired by Mr. Seaman
and others from Grand Rapids, and in
Sam Spedon
Stops Over.
view of the fact that neither Mr. Gilligham
Sam Spedon, one of the veterans of
nor Mr. Smith are longer interested in
the film industry, and now special reprethe enterprises, it was thought best to
sentative of the World, was in Detroit
change the name.
recently on his way back to New York
The theaters operated by the Consolifrom the Minneapolis exhibitors' convendated Theaters, Inc., are the Majestic Gartion. Mr. Spedon called on as many exdens, Orpheum, Strand, Original and Idle
hibitors as his time would permit, but, of
Hour.
course, could not see them all. He exAll of these theaters will continue operpects to visit here again in August and
ating during the summer months. The
may stay a week.
Majestic Gardens has a splendid cooling
Joe David Leases Lyric Theater.
system so that it is not affected by the
weather.
Joe David has leased the Lyric theater
in Grand Rapids, which makes him the
Charles S. Seaman, who is general manproud manager of both the Apollo and
ager and handles all of the bookings, was
in
Co.
Film
General
the
with
time
at one
Lyric theaters, both located on Monroe
Detroit.
avenue.
Globe Theater Changes Hands.
Prominent
Michigan
Film Man.
Another big theater deal in Detroit was
consummated recently when Ben and Lou
Cohen and Herman Warren, who now operate the Coliseum and Rex theaters,
leased the Globe theater at Grand River
and Trumbull avenues for a term of years.
The new lease takes effect June 1. The
Globe seats about 1,000 people and for
many months was under the management
of Roy Bishop, now operating the Reaper
theater in Monroe. Ben Cohen looks after
the Coliseum and Herman Warren looks
after the Rex theater. Lou Cohen, the
third partner, is in France with the motor
truck division of the American Expeditionary Force.
Opens Office at Grand Rapids.
The Pan-American Film Co., of Saginaw,
announces the opening of an office in
Grand Rapids at 323 Murray building,
where the company will keep on hand a
of short reel subjects, comelarge diesvariety
and features.
Kunsky Contributes Liberally.
John H. Kunsky, president of the John
H. Kunsky Enterprises, has contributed
$1,200 to the Detroit Patriotic Fund. And,
by the way, 100 per cent, of the Kunsky
subscribed to the fund propor•employees
tionate with their salary.
Harry
Charnas Visits Fishman.
Harry Charnas, president of the Standard Film Service, of Detroit, Cleveland
and Cincinnati, was in town Friday, May
24, conferring with J. C. Fishman, local
manager and vice-president of the company, upon important matters. Mr. Charnas said he recently purchased a number
of big pictures for Michigan territory
which would be announced later.
Joe Optner Leases the Jewel.
Joe Optner, who I'm- some time has been
operating the Olympic theater, Detroit, lias
just leased the Jewel theater at 448
Gratiol avenue and bakes Immediate possession. The Jewel seats about 600 people and was formerly operated by Jack
Matthews, being originally one of the
Kiatt chain of houses. Mr. Matthews will
leave in a few days for southern California, going there for his health. Mr. Optner plans extensive changes and Improvements i" the Jewel, with picture policy.
Yeggs Like the Washington's
Makings.
For the third time, the Washington theater. Detroit, has been
robbed
inside
Of
five weeks. The latest robbery netted the
yeggmen, who blew the sate, about $300.
it's the
mont
hs. sixth theater robbery In three
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released
exclusively
in Michigan
b; I
Madison.
John H. Kunsky has signed a co:
to show Goldwyn comedies at his M
theater, Detroit.
Dave Mundstuk, of the Strand Feature
reports that among the prominent exhit
itors who have booked his series of Chap
lin two-reel comedies are Paul J. Schloss
man, of Muskegon; Herb Weil, of Por
Huron, the Baker and the Perrien thea
ters. He says business is exceptional)
good on his Chaplins.
The first Frank
Keenan
picture whic
the Dawn Masterplay Co. will release ha
been booked by John H. Kunsky fo
Liberty
theater,
Detroit.
This
firlease is "The Coward," and it goes into tb
Liberty
starting June 6. Later the Lit
erty will
show "The
Devil's
Norma
Talmadge.
which
is theNeedle.'
first releas
of the series featuring
Miss
Talmadg
which the Dawn will release at the rat
of one a month.
"Forbidden Path," a Fox-Standard pic
ture, goes into the Washington theate
Detroit, starting June 2. "The Soul c
Buddha" will also be shown there at
later date and early in the fall the Was:
ington will have an extended run of lome." All are Fox productions featu:
ing Theda Bara.

Cincinnati Trade Letter
By

Kenneth

C. Crain, 307 First Nation
Bank,
Cincinnati,
O.
All Local and Visiting Vamps Welcome
CINCINNATI,
O. — Advance
Frank
Clausman,
in charge Manag
of ti
Cincinnati
engagement
of the _:
Fox presentation of Theda Bara in "Cle
patra," seen for the first time in the Quei
City at the Grand for a week, put ov
an interesting bit of publicity in conne
tion with the Wednesday
matinee.
1
called this performance a "vampire ma
inee," admitting
as his guests all loc
and visiting "vampires,"
professional
otherwise, who cared to attend.
The pre
ence in the city of several distinguish
members
of the profession
with the a
star "Out There" company, which show
in a single performance at the Grand
Wednesday
evening,
enabled
Mr. Clav.
man
to count
upon
the attendance
these stars at his special performance, a
the public was correspondingly interest!
Good attendance prevailed at the engag
ment, in spite of the relatively high |
50 and 25 cents.
I. W.

J. E. Flynn,
Detroit

Manager

for

Goldwyn.

Notes of the Trade.
Herman A. Bird, who operates the
Nichols theater on Division avenue. Grand
Rapids, has changed its name to the RiVOli.
Frank Sayles, who controls the Tokio
and Lion theaters in Muskegon, reports
the present spring is the best he has ever
had.
The Apollo theater. Grand Rapids, has
enlarged its projection booth and installed two new
machines.recently.
A new
organ
has
also Tower's
been Installed
YV. 11. House has finally opened a theater
in Mt. Morris, a suburb of Flint, calling
it the Arcadia. The opening attraction
was "Civilisation."
Business Jottings.
Three prints of "My Four rears in Germany" are now working solidly in the
lower peninsula of Michigan.
Herb Fauser, special representative for
the Madison Film Exchange. Detroit, will
leave In about a week for Northern Michigan to arrange bookings on "My Four
Fears In Germany," "Taraan of the A.pes,"
"Empty
Pockets"
and the other pictures

McMahon

Made

Telling

Plea.

As a Red
Cross "spellbinder''
McMahan,
of McMahan
& Jackson. I. Ci
cinnati, is willing to accept whatever dv
orations may be offered him, after
incident which occurred during the eat
paign in Cincinnati, in which he was
tively engaged. After addressing t
waiters of the Hotel Gibson, all color
men, one of the waiters approached J
McMahan and said he would give a wh<
week's pay to the great relief organiz
tion. This so enthused the others th
they added another dollar each to th<
previous gifts, and Mr. McMahan depart
for more conquests greatly cheered at I
demonstration of patriotism on the pa
of the colored brethren.
Christy Mathewson Speaks at Orpheui
A bit of work for the Red Cross whi<
not only helped the campaign, but adddecidediy to the usually large attendan
at the Orpheum theater on Walnut Hil
was the appearance of Christy Mathe\
Six" orof "TlI
as "Big
better known
son, Mister."
Old
and now
manager
Cincinnati Reds, as orator of the evenin
Mr. Mathewson is one of the most po
ular men in baseball or out of it. and h
appearance at the Orpheum. which W
well advertised in advance, drew a BUI
house to the theater.

Cincinnati Expects Gaumont Branch.
Another
film exchange
is to be add'
alrea<
score and more
to
shortly
loeated
in the
Cincinnati,
as Pell Mitche

THE

ine 15, l'MS

editor of the I inumont "New "
,1 the Gaumont "Graphic," was in Cinnnuti a few days ago looking around
r| location i"i a b run oh office Hi was
nvlnced al once that there should be a
Mich of the Gaumont orKanization In
■i City, and all that remains Is to
led tlu' location of the office. Tins will
ortl> be done.
Youngstown
Business Notes.
fOUngstown, O
The Libert) theater did
slness with a week's engagement of
thur Guy
Empey's
famous
"Over
the
Plie Dome
management
had the gratlexperienoe
of aiding
a splendid
the Marine
enlistment
campaign,
,1 handling
big business
at the same
during the engagement
of Klelne's
• ." which
has been made
.■ official Marino
photoplay.
A detachnt of Marines in trench equipment and
music ,i.l<l'-.l to the Interest of the
..lit.

Dayton News Letter
p .1. G., Dayton

Film Men

Bid

Theater Bldg.,

Ohio.

Hirsch

Dayton,

Godspeed.

)\Vl'"\.
farewell Hirsch,
partj who
was
held in OHIO.—
honor ofA Robert
joined the army Sunday, Ma> 26. The
was held at Little York. Ohio, in a
autlful country
home on the Stillwater
,ir Dayton, and was a success.
Among
prominent in the film world present
re John Lyons, manager of the Orpheum
, Ed Banker, manager Mirror theaEspy, manager World theater; Geo.
manager
Peoples
theater;
Paul
Harry
(Whitey)
Neimeyer,
with
Pa t ho exchange,
Cincinnati;
Rudolph
loepfte, with the Fix Company,
Cincinti, and Eddy Gomersall, with the Goldn exchange, who also left last week for
i army.
Mr.
Hirsch
was
very
well
iwn in Dayton and his loss will be felt
by the Miami
Valley
Exhibitors'
ague here, of which he is a member.
Theodore Chifos Leaves for Army.
Teddy Chifos, of whom much has been
id in these columns as manager of the
olio theater here, was among those inlded in the call for the U. S. Army last
<k. Mr. Chifos went to Camp Taylor at
uisville, Kentucky. Teddy seemed very
xious to go and was not in the least
rry that he was to help fight the Hun.
e management of the Apollo will be
ken care of by another Teddy — Theodore
ndsey. Mr. Chifos promised to write the
orld representative and left word that
■ •i pies of the "World" should be forI irded him as soon as possible.
Eddy Gomersall Joins the Army.
Eddy Gomersall, one of the most popular
m salesmen
in this territory, was inin the recent contingent from his
I 'me town, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Gomer11 was in Dayton just before leaving
id called upon the writer to bid him
'od-bye. Eddy will be missed in Dayton
: he was very well liked here.
Good
1 ck, Eddy.
We hope to hear from you.
Chillicothe Star and Queen Do Well.
Leo Udry, of Metro, brings in reports
|iat C. A. Smith, of the Star and Queen
eater is doing very well in Chillicothe,
ihio. This was predicted
by the wfriter
«"o months
ago,Mr.forSmith
I had atthethat
great
visiting
timepleasand
•und him a wide-awake
exhibitor.
Mr.
"ith is without a doubt Chillicothe's
- exhibitor and justlv deserves the
|tie.
Isidore Feibleman Visits Dayton.
Isidore Feibleman, of Indianapolis, vised Dayton on a tour of inspection of
eral theaters he is interested in in this
ate. Mr. Feibleman says the Valentine
it, Toledo, is doing very well under
le management of E. H. Gerstle. Mr.
eibleman is on the board of directors of
lie Dayton Theater Co.
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Indianapolis Expects More Soldier Patrons
Camp

of

10,000

Engineers
Will Prohnbly
Are Few
Diversions
Except
Bj Indiana Trade News Service, 89
INDIANAPOLIS, IND Juol whal eff< ol
i he advent of i he hoi » eal her a nd
vacation season is going i" have on
attendance ai motion picture theatera i,:
a question In which Indianapolis and
other Indiana exhibltora are vltallj Interested at this time.
i ine thing w hich Iocs l exh Ibll oi
lleve may aid In keeping up attend
during the "slszling" months is the plan
of the war department to accommodate
10,000 engineering troops at Ft. Benjamin
Harrison, a few miles north of here, during the summer.
The
army
post
lias
been practically deserted all winter with
the exception of about 1,000 men of the
United states regulars who were quartered here.
Soldiers have proved themselves in the
past good motion picture fans, and Inasmuch as Indianapolis has no bathing
beaches near the city or no large parks
containing summer amusements, the exhibitors (eel that the soldiers will turn
to motion
pictures
for their amusement.
Theaters Help War Chest Campaign.
With the third Liberty Loan drive now
a thing of the past Indianapolis exhibitors are now exerting their efforts in
support of the $3,000,000 war chest campaign which is now in progress. Practically every theater in the city lias turned
over its stage to the Four-Minute Men
and many of them have furnished slides,
posters and other advertising matter to
boost the campaign. The $3,000,00(1 war
chest fund which is being raised will be
used for Red Cross, Y. M. C. A., Knights
of Columbus, and other allied war work.
New Washington, Ind., Theater.
Washington will have another new motion picture theater in the near future,
according to an announcement made this
week by A. R. DeVoe, proprietor of the
American theater on West Van Trees
street. Mr. DeVoe has made arrangement
for the remodeling of H. T. Trueblood
building, near Main and Meridian street,
and plans to convert it into an up-to-date
motion picture house. The ceiling will be
raised, he said, and the interior of the
place redecorated. The new theater will
have a seating capacity of approximately
600.
To Remodel
the Harris-Grand.
Robert H. Harris, proprietor of the
Harris-Grand and Princess theaters in
Bloomington, Ind., has just let a contract
for the remodeling and redecorating of
the former house. According to Mr. Harris, the interior of the theater will laremodeled alonu lines resembling the Circle theater in Indianapolis.
War Pictures Are Drawing Cards.
That war-time motion pictures are now
in bigger demand in Indianapolis than any
other kind is evidenced by the attendance
records that have been set at theaters
which have been showing pictures of a
patriotic order recently.
"My Four Tears in Germany," which
showed for two weeks at the Circle theater, recently broke all attendance records at that playhouse. The picture, "The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," was preto capacity
English's
theater sented
week
before crowds
last, andat this
week
Segt. Arthur Guy Empey in "over the
Top"
is packing English's at every performance.
Similar reports regarding patriotic films
have been received from exhibitors
throughout the state. The Government
films, booked through the Indiana state
council of defense, are also in big demand,
it is reported, and are proving to be excellent drawing cards, especially at this
time with Red Cross campaign in progress.
"People are really aroused and awakened over the war," said one down-state

Be Stationed
Near
the City and
Ili.nAt the Picture
Theaters.
Layman
Avenue,
Indianapolis,
[nd
exhibitor,
••and about
the onlj
kind of
plcl tires i hej cs re a boul now
woi IdDaily
conflict."
License Fees in Wabash.
w ah ih. [nd
M the w ai,.-, h cit: i ouncll can have Its way
ah. on it, motion
picture exhibltora ol Wabash
will have
to pay a city license tor •
the
theaters
are In
iratlon
.\t the
Lr meeting
ol the council thi
attornej
was authorized
to prepare
an
ordinance
thai will place a license on
theaters, and it la understood
thai the
proposed measure will bi n oiy to h<
at the next meeting.
The exhlbltoi
Itj are preparing
to stage a bitter
tight against the measure, it is said.

Louisville News Letter
By

Ohio

Valley

Building.
.News
Service,

1104

Stark

Central Exchange Using New Name.
OUISVILLB, kv.- The Universal Film
Exchange, inc., on May -a, discontinued using the old name of the Central Film Service Co., in Louisville, and
all business In the future will be handled
under the Universal title.
Majestic
Donates
a Full Day's Gross.
Tin Majestic theater recently donated
a full day's gross proceeds to the Bed
Cross, the sum of $524 being taken in and
turned over by Manager Lindenberger.
Good crowds attended every performance.
The company decided on Saturday, a good
day for big receipts.
Visiting Exhibitors in Louisville.
A number of visitors have been in Louisville lately, the list including M, P. Foster, of the Horse Cave Opera House, Horse
Cave, Ky.; Frank Tarmon, of the Dream
theater, Salem, Ind., and Roland Clark, of
the Arista, Lebanon.
Louisville Business
Notes.
Manager Steurle, of the Walnut theater,
is much pleased with the way in which
the public has attended the showing of
"Over
the Top,"
the Vitagraph
sp
Richmond, Ky. — Dick Parsons, an operator at the Alhambra theater, of this city,
was presented with a beautiful gold wrist
watch by prominent local people on the
eve of his departure for Ft. Thomas, Ky.,
Mr. Parsons having answered the military
call.
Thomas O. Davis, manager of the Strand,
of Louisville, has returned from a visit
to his old home at Lexington, where he
spent a day with his family.
Lexington, Ky. — In order to popularize
the shows at the Orpheum theater, the
management during the latter part of May
published coupons in the newspapers,
good until May 31, five coupons being accepted for admission except on Saturday
and Sunday.
"The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin," the
Jewel production, has made a big hit In
Kentucky, and incidentally two copies of
the picture were working in Louisville at
one time, one being run at the Camp Taylor "Liberty theater," while the other at
the Walnut theater. This picture was also
shown at the Capital theater, of Prankfort, Ky., where it broke all attendance
records for all time previous including
both stage and screen attractions.
II. .1. Martin, manager of Macau
theater, is running summer pictures this
season at popular prices, and is showing
a number of attractive features, having
booked
up some good
material, including
several Universal
features.
Th.- Alamo theater has hooked the Lion
brand star comedies, which will be shown
along with the regular feat'ire program.
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among the five largest downtown theater
in Kansas City and play big feature stufl
The Garden is the newest theater in Kan
sas City, built for the legitimate stag*
and since its completion has been used fo
vaudeville, musical comedy, operas, van
ous kinds of road shows, big convention
and pictures. All the pictures that hav
been shown there are big features run
ning from one week to a month at ad
vanced prices. The policy of the nev
lessees will be to run big features for ;
week's run at a minimum price of 2
cents; however, this may be changed. Th
theater, now closed, will be opened abou
June 2.

in Kansas
City Gives First Day's Proceeds— Is a Beautiful Mo. House,
Seating 956 Persons— Some Novel Arrangements.
By Kansas City News Service, 115 Railway Exchange, Kansas City
which he became
DONATING
the entire proceeds impaign,
shipping
clerk, is after
booker. This
first day to the Red Cross
ca of the
his first work in the capacity of salesman.
the new Doric theater in Kansas City
opened Saturday. May 25, featuring Arthur
Richter
to Handle "Mothers o' Liberty."
Guy Empey's "Over the Top," seen for the
Jack Richter, formerly of the Mignon
first time in Kansas City. The seating caFeature
Film
Company, has been selected
pacity of the theater is 956 and it was
filled at every performance. The theater
to handle "Mothers o' Liberty" for the
Camp Bell Company of Kansas City. This
is one of the most beautiful in the city,
will be exploited on a road-show
picture
taking its name from the style of archiTwo New Standard Film Men.
basis.
tecture, the inside also carrying out the
W. C. Ansell, formerly Goldwyn an.
Grecian effect. The lighting system is esFoursquare salesman out of Kansas Cit>
J. W. Spratley Gets Metro Territory.
pecially well worked out, as all the lights
has been given a Missouri territory fo
J. W. Spratley, who for the last eight
are invisible and by an arrangement the
the
Standard Film Corporation. This com
years has been engaged in the moving
house is at no time suddenly illumined or
picture
business
in
several
of
its
branches,
pany
has recently taken over the Kansa
thrown into darkness. The lights are
City Hoffman office.
has been made Missouri salesman for the
dimmed both on and off, giving a very
C. C. Spessor, a new man to the filr
Kansas City Metro office. His territory
pretty as well as unique effect.
industry, has been engaged to cover th
will include all of Missouri with the exThe color scheme of the theater is soft
ception of St. Louis.
Iowa and Kansas territories of the Stand
shades of brown. Birch wood is used for
ard Film Corporation. He has had cor
Stirabout at General
Exchange.
the wood work, as it is best for the acsiderable success on his first few days ou
The Kansas City General office has uncoustics, and it is stained a dark brown.
ment.
which fact points to a successful engage
The walls, of brocaded fabric, are golden
dergone great changes, due to a promotion
brown and the side lights rose. One of
and marriages. R. H. Fairchild, who has
been booker for the last few months, has
the principal attractions is the seating arJoseph Brandt Consolidates Office.
rangement. There are three different
been made Oklahoma salesman to sucJoseph Brandt, general manager of tl
ceed F. H. Cassel. He has been with the
slants in the floor, and there Is no seat in
Universal. New York City, was a '
the house from which the entire screen is
company about two years and is succeedin Kansas May 24 and 25. The Universi
not continually visible.
ed by Miss Grace Specking. Miss Loyal
will make one company out of the Blu<
Starbucks and Miss Grace McMillan have
Unique In truth are the various dubird Photo Plays, Inc., the Longacre Di;
ties of the machine operator. He not
been succeeded by Miss Ethel Davenport
tributing Company, Jewell Production
only runs the film, but manipulates the
and Miss Beulah Wallingford in their reInc., and the Universal Film and Supp
spective positions, the first mentioned
curtain through a system patented by the
Company. Mr. Brandt will also put in
Doric theater, and runs two clocks, one
young ladies having left for parts unnew sales policy in the exchanges visite
on each side of the screen. The curtain
known to be married to army men.
Is velvet and is drawn and closed from
Garden
Theater Takes
New Life.
E. E. Reynolds
Now with Mutual.
the sides by electricity. The clocks are
The Garden theater, Kansas City, has
E. E. Reynolds,
recently Mutual
sale
also something new. One gives the corman,
will handle
Jewell
productions
been leased by Richards and Flynn, ownrect time, and the other the time of the
Kansas and Missouri for the local U
ers of the Twelfth Street and Wonderland
end of the next performance. At the close
sal office.
theaters
here.
These
two
theaters
are
of each show, the time is flashed on one
By
clock, and the time the following performance will end is illumined on the other.
The screen is set in a large carved gilt
frame, and the back of the stage kept entirely dark, giving the impression of a
Review of the Recent Programs
in Dallas — Personal
Notes
From
the Exchang
picture in a huge frame. The music is
and Theaters — Other Business Notes of Interest.
invisible, both the organ and orchestra.
A $15,000 pipe organ, played by hand, but
Douglas
Hawley,
The Times-Herald. Dallas. Tex.
with mechanical attachments for emerthe picture for a return at popular pric
-A combination of GoldALLAS,
TEX.
gencies, furnishes the music part of the
for the week July 4. Stinnett turned li
wyn and Paramount made Dallas' —
time, and one of the few women's orcheswhole
theater over to local 'women wor :
and perhaps Texas' — most attractive
tras in Kansas City furnishes it the rest
ers during the week of the Red Cn
program during the week ending May
of the time.
campaign,
guaranteeing them against lo:
25, and the combination has proved a
and giving them all receipts. The pro
A clever scheme for making announce"Moonshine."
Arbuckle's
for
the
cause
was, of course, a considt
before.
winner
ments has been developed, whereby words
able one.
with Mabel Normand in "The Floor Below,"
are reproduced on the screen as fast as
they are written, each letter appearing as
a big business at Hulsey's Old
played
J. M. Sheldon Popular in Texas.
Mill
theater, vieing with the Select, "Up
written. No advertising or feature slides
the
Road
With Sally." at the Queen. There
James M. Sheldon's name at the l
of any kind will be used in the theater.
of Mutual advertisements in the Movii
sort of travesty in •Moonis the cleverest
An original ticket system is also in use
shine," and unbiased critics put Normand
Picture World is counting for more th:
at the new Doric. Insted of several ticklittle with Texas exhibitors. There aj
at her best in "The Floor Below." Conets being issued to a party of two or more,
stance Talmadge will soon be recognized
many of them who know Mr. Sheldc
one of the persons is given a celluloid disk
and
who are looking forward to thin
for
count
won't
titles
for what she is, and
with the number on it, eliminating the
much. "Up the Road," regrettable as it
of big interest
counting and handling of numerous tickets
mediate
future. 'with Mutual in the it
may be, didn't do so well in Dallas. People
by the patron and doorkeeper.
didn't
seem
to
"get"
the
title,
but
those
The theater has its own committee to
who saw the play pronounced it one of
E. T. Peter Joins Remy's Forces.
make the posters announcing the pictures.
Manager Lou Remy, of Goldwyn, sa
"Prunella,"
put out.
Select hasClark,
the best
Probably the most original and attracwith
Marguerite
at the
Queen
business
is booming,
what with
"ma'
tive feature of the new theater is the sysgoods" Texas
exhibitors
havetherecent
proved highly popular in its radical detem of ventilation. They have entirely
parture from the ordinary in pictures.
shown,
and
notice
of
what's
to
come
go i
abroad?
E.
T.
Peter,
veteran
of
the
done away with the old method of piping
First run Dallas releases for the week
the air into the auditorium and have two
dustry in Texas, has joined Mr. Remj
beginning May 2ti included Chas. Ray in
road force in the intensive campail
basements. In the lower one is an elec"His Old Home Town" and Hart in
trically-run five-horse power blower. The
Goldwyn is waging for the new thin
"Selfish Yates" at the Old Mill theater,
air is refrigerated and sent through a
secured and coming. Frederick a
with "Believe Me, Xantippe." and the Semammoth shaft Into the first basement
Farrer, with the big male star, name y
lect, "The Reason Why," with Clara Kimto
be announced, sound mighty good
room where the cold air is equalized.
bail Young, at the Queen. Figuring that
From this room it rises through 300 holes
Texas
exhibitors, who are acquainted wi
folk didn't know their history of old
the Goldwyn record.
about eight Inches In diameter in the ceilman Socrates' family affairs, or else
ing to the main Boor, In this way the air
didn't know the latter-day play, the
Perhaps;
But the Boy Is a Fact.
in the entire upper part of the building
became "Sweetie" in local bill"Xantippe"
I'd be willing to make a little wag'
is changed every eight minutes and kept
ing. The Washington offered World PicIt's this: Show me the man who fii
continually cool ana refreshing.
tures, "The Doctor and the Woman," from
signed a F. N. E. A. contract for "J
the
and
"K."
Rinehart's
Roberts
J. E. McAvoy Will Travel for Mutual.
Mary
Four Years in Germany" after a certa
Gloria
with
Decision."
"Her
Triangle,
Swanson
and
Barney
Sherry.
J. E. McAvoy, who for the last two years
recent event, and I'll show you a mi
whom
I'll venture to wager, got the pi
with
has been employed at the local Mutual ofAt the Jefferson the Fox feature
ture
a wee bit cheaper than some oth
fice, Kansas City, has been made a travelran
Clever."
Is
Kid
"TheStinnett, of the JefferGeorge
fellows
— and
it's good
business
ing salesman for that office and will work
Manager
week.Walsh,
all
that, they didsay.
whatever
you pay.
a part of Kansas. His first position at the
records with "Over
local
to
close
came
son,
It's
like
this:
President
E.
H. Huls>
local
office of the Mutual
was
that of
the Top" for a week's run. and is booking

The Week's Film Trade Doings in Texa

D

une 15, 1918
r \. E. A., is doing a regular man's
1" other
right branch
«1 . ■ \\ n
desk
tit the words,
F. \ E.he's\ local
bookln' 'em t" beat th<' band.
But
iat's not the story.
Just the other iluy a visitor showed up
Isey's house.
His name was Hulsey,
■ ict it, it w as E. n 1 lulsey, .1 r . and
Wi
hed ten and a half pounds
The
\ i: a. ln-.ul just looked so tickled,
figure, that tin' first follow who booked
is" that
morning
and
asked
might ha\ e got it.
Gave a Party to Departing Soldiers.
M.oiis
Lowenstein,
manager
Majestic
i. has to answered
the country's
call
Now
Orleans
for further
Mr. Lowenstein
was entertained
ith a dinner
given by his compatriots
i the business
just before
leaving.
"A
■it time was had by all." ami a handino gift was carried away
by the wellked picture man as a remembrance from
s friends.
ork

Des Moines Trade Letter
By J. S. Shipley. 615 Locust Street,
Des Moines, la.
C. C. Leith Now
Kleine
Manager.
>ES MOINES, IA.— C. C. Leith, formerly
with Essanay
in Chicago
and with
the Kleine office in Minneapolis,
has
appointed
Iowa
representative
for
te Kleine
System.
Mr. Leith succeeds
. R. Michel, who has been promoted
to
le management
of
the
Minneapolis
ranch.
Harry Graham, the former manner there has been made a district manBoth Mr. Michel and Mr. Graham
e well known to Iowa exhibitors.
New Policy at Marshalltown Casino.
J. E. Hostettler, manager of the Crytaj theater, Waterloo, has purchased the
i theater in Marshalltown, and after
edecorating has opened it with a straight
icture policy The Casino of late has
>>en playing*vaudeville and pictures. Mr.
lostettler announces that he will play
othing but the best open market feaires.
. R. Martin
Will Represent
General.
F. R. Martin, well known in Iowa film
:rcles as representative for several difcompanies, has been made Iowa
epresentative for the General Film Cornany in Iowa. Mr. Martin's headquarters
• ill be in Des Moines. He will specialize
n Paralta pictures and the short subhandled
by the General.
reudenfeld
Will
Manage
Road
Film.
A Freudenfeld, manager of the Matheater at Waterloo, has been made
tanager of one of the companies of "My
our Years in Germany," which is handled
•y the A. H. Blank Enterprises. Mr.
'reudenfeld
was who
in Davenport
SunE. Bonns,
has been last
manager
>f Company A of that organization, goes
head as booking representative.
Grand
Theater
Will Be Bigger.
Sam Elman, manager of the Grand theiter on the east side, announces that he
as secured a lease of the room south
i his present location and that he will
edecorate during July and have a thetter with a seating capacity of 500 as
'. result. Mr. Elman is one great sucith a dc. house in east Des Moines,
>ut as soon as his new theater is comdete he will put in better features at
10c. admission.
Interesting
Business
Notes.
O. K. Garland, manager of the Yale
Photoplays Company, was an Omaha vistor last week and reports several suburban runs on "The Whip." Mr. Garand states that two prints on this'sublect are booked until early fall, which
>eems to prove that the big racing play
s one of the best bets for Iowa.
The A. H. Blank Enterprises, who will
landle "Spanuth's Original Yod-A-Yil
3," announce a great deal of interest ir. these one-reelers and already have
'.rranged several contracts for the first
release, which will be on or about June 1.
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Minneapolis Film Row Scene of Changes
luio
Three

New

Managers
Are in Charge of Local Exchanges — None
of the Managers
Now
Here
Have
Bern
in Office Two
Years.
Bj John i,. Johnston.
; i ;i i [ennepln Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn,
Barman not at the Minneapolis I'm
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN
in
the
Moving
ire \\ ... i.i oi Mas
i Tarleton
exchange
reoi ntly, each coming
fi on. a
dlnTei . -in ,
m,
Laemmla'i
visit
Winchester Includes in an Interest1 ■ " v. , ins drat in tu .. |
ing article two forceful lines as follows:
Mr
MacQowan
and Mr. [son, ai
"i >ur path
is not st row n with
ro •
bj Manager i: R Pi arson and Mlsi B< ti"In no business
in the world do In
tan Armani, local Universal
manager
ami
happen
as in oursWinchester
"
auditor respectively, started oil the Dew
To ourso fast
knowledge
never
Universal accounting system while in the
li\..l or worked in Minneapolis, hut these
Citj Mr.
Laemmle,
Mr.
Cohn
and
Mr.
lines
hit the loeal
lilm circle
right
on
Berman
went
to New
York
from
the hea.i. so to speak. Certainly things
Mr Brand! went to Kansas City, Mr. Mo do
move at breakneck Bpeed in our little
midst.
Oowan
to Detroit ami Mr. [son to Des
Moines.

Three dim exchange managers changed

positions

here

last

week

and

the

outlook

is that two more changes will ho made
w it hin a few days.
K. EC Evans, who came to Minneapolis
two weeks ago to manage the local
eral exchange, has resigned to take charge
of the Jewel department for the local Uniexchange.
successor
at the versal
General
has Mr.
not Evans'
been announced
to date, but we have been informed that
a number of looal film men have sought
the position.
Harry Graham, who has managed one
Minneapolis exchange longer than any
man now at the head of a distributing
office, resigned as manager of the local
Perfection or K-E-S-E exchange to accept a better position with the Kleine interests. Mr. Graham managed the local
Kleine office for almost two years. His
leaving makes R. L. Hewitt of the Unicorn exchange the oldest local exchange
manager in service. There is not one
man now managing a Minneapolis exchange that was an executive two years
ago — and Minneapolis has thirty-six exchanges.
Mr, Graham went to Chicago from Minneapolis, and it it understood that he
will spend some time at the Cincinnati
and Pittsburgh Kleine exchanges prior
to being promoted to a divisional managership. To say the least, Mr. Graham is
deserving of such a promotion. Carl R.
Michel, who is well known to exhibitors
of this territory, due to his many trips
throughout the Northwest, will succeed
Mr. Graham as manager of the local
Kleine office. Mr. Michel is a likeable
sort with a business-like manner that has
won him some firm friends among exhibitors. He assumed charge of the Kleine
office May
20.
Jack Corbett. who has served as manager of the Triangle exchange in the
Film Exchange building here since Dan
Michalove resigned to become a district
manager last fall, has left Minneapolis
for his home at Ridgewood, Ohio, where
he will spend a few days previous to
entering the army service. Mr. Corbett,
recently drafted, has passed the examinations for aviation corps service and is
awaiting call. Mr. Corbett will be missed
considerably by Northwest exhibitors,
with whom he has become very popular.
Mr. Corbett, previous to entering .the film
field was a baseball player in the Southr
ern association, and he started his film
activities like Ty Cobb in mid-season
form. Mr. Corbett developed a splendid
business for Triangle in this territory.
He will be succeeded by W. F. Seymour,
for two years manager for the Triangle
in the Seattle office. Mr. Seymour comes
here with a splendid record as a manager
and with a wide acquaintanceship among
exhibitors.
Mike Conhaim Honorably Discharged.
Mike Conhaim, former manager of the
Supreme exchange, recently called to
Camp Dodge, Des Moines, in the National
army service, has returned to Minneapolis
after having been honorably discharged
from service.
Gathering of the U. Clan.
Carl Laemmle. Harry Cohn, C. H. MacGowan. C. H. Ison, Joe Brandt and Harry-

Harry
Rathner's
Office Wins
Prize.
Harry
Rathner, manager of the Select
exchange, Minneapolis, states that his ofdce has w..n the hist prize for business
done durum the past month by Belecl exchanges all over the country, Mr. Rathner has also let it he known that his
exchange is hading the countrv in the
contest for the grand prize of $500 to be
awarded the exchange doing the most
business during the present scnii-i
season.
Minneapolis Film Row Jottings.
D- O. Rei Be, formei Ij South Dakota road
man for the Minneapolis First National
exchange, returned to Minneapolis recently after an absence of about three
months. Mr. Reese recently joined the
Song Hits and Photoplays, inc.. office in
New York and is now completing a continental sales tour. Mr. Reese reports big
success in selling state rights and in booking the new song pictures.
John R. Elliott, of the Elliott & Sherman exchange, has announced that his
exchange has taken over several of the
features previously booked by the local
Associated Theaters, Inc.. exchange,
among them being "The Snail," "The Public Defender"Edward
and "Denny
from of Ireland."
Manager
S. Flynn.
the Fox
exchange, left Minneapolis for New York
Monday morning, .May 27, to attend a conference of Fox exchange managers. A. A.
Hixon will bo in charge of the exchange
during
Mr. Flynn's
absence.
Manager Frank Thayer, of the Supreme
exchange, has been in New York City
dickering for some new territorial rights
photoplays.
T. J. Hamlin has given up his state senatorial aspirations to devote all of his
time to building up business at the Associated Theaters, Inc., exchange.
IN

CALIFORNIA.

"The Unbeliever" Featured at Alhambra.
The Alhambra theater offered as its
special feature during "Marine Drive
Week" the George Kleine attraction, "The
Unbeliever." The famous Marine Corps
band of forty pieces from Mare Island,
with the premier soloist, Rudy Weidoeft,
a vocal quartette and twenty-five marines
in full fighting equipment assisted in making the engagement a memorable one.
Liberty
Theater
Makes
Improvements.
The Liberty theater of San Jose, near
San Francisco, has taken a lease on adjoining property and is awarding contracts for the construction of a splendid
ladies' rest room off the lobby, which will
cost not less than $6,000. This rest room
will be furnished in sumptuous style and
will compare very favorably with conveniences of the kind to be found in any
theater in the State. The additional space
secured also gives an opportunity for extending the balcony, and room for five
hundred seats may be added later, together with exits from the balcony to
the street. Adjoining stores have also
been taken over and these are to be remodeled with the idea of improving the
tone of the entire neighborhood.
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Red Cross Drive Interest Fills Theaters

erts. Robert E. Green, formerly with tl
Fox exchange at Los Angeles, is now wi
the San Francisco Pathe office as book«

Moving

Apollo
Theater Opens.
Aaron Goldberg, who recently took ovl
the old Empire theater on Market stre<
has
redecorated
and
refurnished
house, installed a beautiful front and r
opened it as the Apollo theater.

Picture

Houses Are Made Centers of the Drive and
and a Half Netted for the Cause.
By

T.

A.

Church ,1507

North

FRANCISCO, CAL.— Red Cross
SAN
week, which netted about a million
and a half dollars in the cities making
up the greater San Francisco, proved to
g picture thebe a good week for movin
aters, in spite of the fact that so many
part in the
active
an
people were taking
drive for funds. Many theater owners
co-operated with the leaders of the drive
to make their houses gathering places
for the dissemination of Red Cross information, and all assisted by showing specolcial slides or films. In some houses
lections were taken and the management
an
that
of one, the Hippodrome, states
average of $200 a day was secured there.
The California theater posted its honor
roll the second day of the drive, every
one of its seventy employes being a subscriber to the fund. The Imperial theof its daily adverater gave over a partcause,
and some of
tising space to the
the entire prothe smaller houses gave
.
mances
perfor
ceeds of certain
The management of the moving picture
houses of Berkeley, comprising the U. C,
the T. & D., the Berkeley, the Lorin, the
Strand and the Varsity theaters, united
in featuring a Red Cross day on May 23d,
and all the profits of the day were donated
to the Berkeley Chapter of the Red Cross.
The joint advertising campaign was very
effective and the local fund was swelled
by a neat sum.
Many Theaters Sold.
The United Theater exchange has been
instrumental in making several important
theater transfers of late, among these
being the following: Clement theater, 1800
Clement street, San Francisco, from
D. O'Costa.
Michaelson Bros, to atC. Sixth
and Clement
Lincoln theater,
from L. H. Kil,
Francisco
San
streets,
and J. H. Enos to Abe Markolingswort
witz and h Ben
Lebo.
Lyric theater, at 61 South Second street,
San Jose, from Louis Horn and John
Peterson to T. W. Bordman.
New Star theater, 928 Tenth street, Moto C. F. Reindollar. desto, from W. B. Martin
Novelty theater, at Martinez, from J.
W. Clark to A. Gattemann.
A one-half interest in the Sequoia theater, Twenty-fifth and Telegraph avenue,
Oakland, from J. Tobias to Ed. Poussir.
Atlas Film Takes
on New Lines.
The Atlas Educational Film Company,
Pacific building, is now handling the line
of developing tanks, printers and laboratory equipment made by R. P. Stineman
of Los Angeles. Mr. Stineman was here
recently and made demonstrations of his
equipment at several developing and finishing plants and his visit resulted in
arrangements for the carrying of stocks
here for immediate delivery.
Many Exhibitors Visit Metropolis.
Many country exhibitors have been here
during the past few days to arrange for
service and to purchase machines and supplies. Among these have been:
Charles Godard, of Godard's J Street
theater, Sacramento, who is the proud
owner of a new Franklin touring car.
Edgar S. Thompson, of the Gem theater,
Kennet, Cal., whose house was recently
destroyed by fire, but who has resumed
business
there.
Glenn Hurst, of Reno, New
Theodore Keech, of the Liberty theater,
Fresno, Cal.
C. C. Howell, of iii«' Monache theater,
rorterville,
Cal.
Claude i,. Langley, of Taft and Hanford,
Cal.
.lames J. Wood, of Redding, Cal.
W. F. Jacobs, of the Auburn theater,
Auburn, Cal,

More

Than

a Million

Street, Berkeley,
Cal.
W. F. McClune, of
of the
the Rose theater,
Roseville, Cal.
C.
T.
Reavies,
of
the
Cline theater,
Santa Rosa.
Much New Equipment Being Purchased.
Considerable new moving picture theater equipment is being purchased at the
present time and local dealers are having
trouble in keeping a sufficient stock of
machines on hand to supply the demand.
Edward H. Kemp, Commercial building,
has just installed two of the De Luxe
model Motiographs in the Lorin theater of
Beach and Krahn at Berkeley, Cal., and
one machine of this type in the new
Shriners' building in this city. He has
also installed two standard type machines
in Fisher's theater in the Richmond district, San Francisco; two in the Butler
theater at Tonopah, Nev. ; one in the new
theater of John E. Triguerio, at Mendocino, Cal., and sold a traveling outfit to
the latter to be used in small mountain
towns.

Oakland to Have
Hippodrome
Theater.
Ackerman & Harris will take possession
of the MacDonough theater property in
July and work will be commenced at once
on the remodeling of the building at a
cost of not less than ?100,000. It was
originally planned to call this new house
the Palace theater, but arrangements
have been made whereby it will be called
the Hippodrome, to conform with the other
houses on the circuit. Sam Harris, of this
concern, states that business is good
throughout the entire territory, the slight
falling off in attendance in interior houses
being more than made up by the increase
in the large cities. Irving C. Ackerman
recently left for the Yosemite valley with
his family for a short outing in California's wonderland.
Cartoon Concern Retires.
The Animated Cartoon Film Corporation,
David Hewes building, has turned its contracts over to the Tarn Slide Company, 171
Second street, and will retire from the
field after June 1. Byington Ford, the
active head of the concern is in France,
and it is possible that upon his return
the business may be resumed, as it was
very successful previous to his departure.
The Tarn Slide Company plans to take
over the quarters of the Animated Cartoon Film Corporation and to use the
present equipment.
Banquet Tendered Peter Boyle.
Peter Boyle, the new business agent of
Moving Picture Operators' Union No. 162,
and past president of this organization,
was tendered a banquet by his associates
on May 18 in appreciation of his efforts
in furthering the union cause. William
G. Rusk, international organizer, presented him with a gold watch and chain
on behalf of those present.
J. L. Warner Returns to the Coast.
J. L. Warner, representing Warner
Bros., of New York, has returned to San
Francisco, after a stay of about a year
in the east, and will assist E. M. Asher,
of the film exchange department of the
Turner & Pahnken circuit, in booking
"My Four Years in Germany."
Among
Managers
and Salesmen.
H. H. Hicks, manager of the local
branch of the Select Pictures Corporation,
recently made a business trip to Los Angeles.
H. E. Lotz. manager of the Pacific
Coast distributing interests of the Triangle, has left for New York, and Ben F.
Simpson, manager of the loeal branch, lias
gone to Salt Lake City to attend a meeting of Western branch managers.
Mell Hulling has been promoted to the
position Of assistant branch manager of
the local rathe office, and his former
by Percy Robterritory is being covered

Popular
Booker
in Army
Service
Phil Weinstein, formerly booker for
Metro Pictures Corporation at San Fra:
Cisco, and one of the most popular youi
men in the business, is now with Cor
pany D, 159th U. S. Infantry, Fifth Ca:
fornia Regiment. stationed at Can
Kearny,
Cal.
His booking
experience

Phil

Weinstein.

standing him in good stead and he is fil
ing a position
in division^ headquarm
while waiting word
to start on th<
"over there."
Theater at Alameda
Incorporates.
The Hamblen Theater Company 1
been incorporated at Alameda, Cal., w
a capital stock of $25,000 by George
Stewart. Frank Trimble and Hans Roeb
The concern will conduct the Harab
theater, recently
opened
on Park
str«

Seattle Trade Letter
By

S. J. Anderson, East Seattle. Was)
ington.
Gerard
Film Wakes
Enthusiasm.

WASH. — The idea that I
SEATTLE
people .have grown tired of patriot
pictures has been exploded in Seat!
by the enthusiasm aroused at the Cp'
seum theater by Ambassador Gerar ■
story,picture
"My has
Fourbeen
Years
in German
This
running
all we<, '
and the crowds that come to see it seo
to grow with each performance. Ev«f
seat is being taken, both at the matintl
and at the evening performances. S •
dom has any picture elicited such w I
applause, even in Seattle, where motii
picture audiences are more demonstrate
than in any other part of the country
Another

Good

Lobby at Clemmer.

For the presentation of "Carmen of t»
Klondyke"
this week
the lobby of t
Clemmer theater is dressed up in anotf
of those
clever disguises
for which t
has
become
famous.
This
week
passerby
sees, instead of the usual 1
office and
conventional
glass
doors,
brown
log
cabin
specked
with
siii
Everybody
stops and looks as they pi
along
Second
avenue.
The
picture
drawing
excellent business, although
I
price has been raised from 20 cents
26 cents.
W. J. Drummond
Steersman at K.E.S •
W. J. Drummond, well known in t
motion picture circles of both the E;
and the West, has taken over the m

I'.Il
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affwnent <>f the Seatth
K-E-S-E
office,
which Frank Steffj gave up last week to
ne manager of the Coliseum theater.
Mr Drummond became familiar with this
territory when
he was acting In the caspecial representative
for Mutual two years ago.
He Is verj popular
with all the exhibitors anil exchange men
,if the territory.
He comes
to Seattle
from Nin Francisco,
where lie had
luarters as California
special repretlve for "The Linbeliever."
Previous
:,. that lie was special representative
for
Triangle in the New
Gngland
states.
Leon
Buries
Made
Manager.
M ii. Hoffman, president of Foursquare
Pictures Corp., spent two days in Seattle
tly.
He came
to open a new
office
for the handling of his productions.
Leon
u.is appointed
manager,
and the
ocated at 201 6 Third a\ enue, on
Row.
Mr. Borles will also handle
rial written by Wm. .1 Flynn, foread of the I. S. Secret Service, "The
Deltch will also handle
from
this
the pictures belonging to the North.i.-si Consolidated Film Corp.
Exhibitors from Out of Town.
Among
the exhibitors
visiting Seattle's
Film Row last week
were E. J. Myrick,
■ ' y theater.
Portland.
Frank
Stannard,
Gem
and Wenatchee
■ s, Wenatchee.
Henry
Newman,
Arcade
and
Liberty,
am.
II. C. Thomas.
Dream,
Hoquiam.
H. T. .Moore, Colonial, Tacoma.
G. G. Maxey
Takes
New Job.
G. G. Maxey,
for two years manager
..f the accessory department
of the Seattramount
office, has resigned
to act
■ rial representative
for "My
Four
In Germany."
Mr. Maxey will cover
the four states of Washington,
Oregon,

G. G. Maxey.
daho and Montana, and, judging from
the success the picture is having in Seattle, he should have little trouble in placing it in every town throughout the territory.
Mr. Maxey has organized and conducted
his department at the Paramount office in
i very efficient manner, and when the
new Artcraft business was added to his
duties he showed his ability to grow with
his job. Mr. Rosenbaum, ParamountArtcraft manager, is sorry to lose him to
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, but
e is nevertheless glad to see him start
on his journey toward the top.
Mr. Maxey's work at the ParamountArtcraft office will be assumed by A. J.
Kennedy, publicity manager of the office.
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Ackerman & Harris Plan Spokane House
the Circuit
Are
In
The

Hippodrome

Needs
Rigger
Capacity
and the Heads
of
Spokane
to Prepare
For n New
Theater.
WllHll.
Bj B.Clark Patchln, ED 181] BUeventh Ave,
Bpol
m. -lit of the "Birth of a Nation" film a*
SPOK
wi:. atw \sn
\ (166, corner
thi
building
the northwest
ol
requested bj the count] council, The
Lincoln and Sprague street*, Spokane,
council voted to send letters to all moving picture non
in Spokane district reto house the Hippodrome shows is being
considered on the site of the Denver hotel,
Ing t hem to refrain n om runnln
i.-nse
picture,t,, and
to the
Plana for the building have been drawn
request
th stat.- council ol
by Francis
P, Rooney,
and the location
quests over the state
is arranged
for.
owners
Of the circuit
will be in Spokane
soon to Investigate
Battle Bang at Liberty Theater.
the proposition.
Realiam was added i" the presentation
"Ackerman & Harris have Improvements
in mind for this city, and the new buildof Arthur Guy Empey in "Over th.- Top"
at th.- Liberty, which had ., big run for
ing plans and
the
location
have
been
the w eek ending
May
1 s, by an aii
placed before them, with what results i do
bags of sawdust
being lined across
the
not know. The new location would be
Just
before
th.- picture
was
a great advantage In many ways, and
thrown
on a soldier appeared
before the
may appeal to them, and the proposition
curtain and mad.- a plea for enlistments
has been put in definite shape for their
in
the
state
guard,
then
the
house
was
eonsidrrat ion.
darkened,
and a slid,- of the picture was
"Alterations in t ho present building
shown. 'i'h.- house was again darkened,
WO.Uld need to be very extensive to meet
and. zip. bang, rifles were being dlsch
the present needs, and, Since the Hippoii into the audience, but over I
drome is being provided with new Quarters
heads, by a squad of soldiers who were
in several other cities and Spokane is
secreted
back of the bulward of bags. A
supporting the circuit ill good shape, it
dim light appeared as an apparently
is not unlikely that the building proposal
wounded man with head bandaged was
carried off of the stage.
will be met with approval."
The new theater will seat 1.S50 people,
having the largest capacity in town. The
Titan Making War Pictures.
main floor will accommodate 1,000, and
Motion
pictures of Spokane's big Red
there will be a balcony, with a mezzanine
Cross parade taken May is were profloor commanding a view of the stage, to
duced within four hours afterward on the
accommodate the crowd unable to find
screen at the Liberty theater by the Titan
seats until the end of a performance.
Feature Photoplay Company.
Every attention will be given to heating
"We plan to incorporate part of the
and ventilating, and the artistic features
Red Cross parade in a It.-, I Cross photowill be equal to those of any theater in
play whi<h we are preparing to produce
the Northwest.
shortly," said Frank 10. Montgomery, manMr. Ackerman and Mr. Harris will be in
ager of the Titan Company. "The prothe city the week of May 27, according to
story. posed picture will have many prominent
Manager Smith, and will give their attenSpokane people in it, incidental to the
tion to these proposals during their stay.
Spokane Has Film Colony Now.
"Our first big feature play will probably be a war narrative out of the or"A score of people prominently identidinary in many ways. The scenario is
fied with the motion picture industry are
now
in
our hands, and is written by one
now gathered in Spokane from New York
of the leading photoplay authors of the
and California, and will form a permancountry. It deals with a branch of the
ently colony," said General Manager C.
Government service that has never been
.1. Ward, of the Washington Motion Picexploited in pictures, to my knowledge,
ture Corporation.
and is full of sensations."
"Tyrone Power, our star, will play the
Inland Empire Jottings.
leading male role in our first feature
photoplay, that of Marshal Strong an
Moscow, Idaho — R. S. Tucker has sold
early-day prospector of the Northwest.
the Strand to J. H. Kenworthy. Mr. Ken"Miss Florence Turner, a noted interworthy recently came from the east. Mr.
national star of the silent drama, will
Tucker will continue to operate the Orplay opposite
Mr. Power.
pheum in Moscow.
"Wellington Player, recently of the
W. J. Drummond branch manager of
Famous Players, plays one of the charthe George Kleine office in Seattle and
acter leads, and Mrs. C. S. Albert, of
formerly branch manager of the Mutual
Spokane,
'Lilas,'
wife recently
of Marin Spokane, spent a couple of days in
shallwill
Strong.play
Evelyn
Brent,
Spokane and booked "The Unbeliever" to
leading lady for Lionel Barrymore, will be
run at the Auditorium
for eight
days.
'NancyBrent
Strong,'
Tyrone Power's
daughter.
Miss
is conceded
to be one
of the
beauties of the screen.
Seattle
Exchange
Personals.
"Kempton Greene is coming to do the
James L. Tally, manager of the Seattle
juvenile lead, Duncan McRae will take
Vitagraph office, returned
from a trip to
an English character part, and Jane
Spokane, where he placed the new
\
Murfin, well known as a playwright, is
graph
special,
"Over
the Top."
giving her attention to the preparation of
H.
H.
Brownell,
formerly
with
the
Vitainteresting stories to be produced by our
graph studios and later employed in the
Los Angeles Vitagraph office, has accepted
corporation."
a
position in the Seattle office.
Change
in Titan Company
Officers.
R. H. Dunn, bookkeeper in the Seattle
At a stockholders' meeting, the Titan
Artcraft-Paramount office, has been called
Feature Photoplay Company re-elected its
to Philadelphia on account of the death of
board of five directors, who will be anhis mother.
nounced soon. A change was made in the
Miss F. C. Solomon, assistant manager
officers, those elected being J. Don Alexof the De Luxe Feature Film Company,
ander, president; C. L. Mayo, vice-presireturned from Portland recently, where
dent; R. E. Musser, secretary-treasurer.
she helped H. <?. Arthur, Jr., open the new
city.
The stock underwriting contract with the
branch office for the company. She reK. H. Dixon Company was renewed, and
ports business very good in the Oregon
the present business offices of the Titan
ing.
W. H. Merwin, manager of the Seattle
company will be in the Sherwood buildMutual office, reports that he has booked
his entire service to Jensen and Von
Cancel "Birth" Film in Spokane.
Herberg. The first Mutual production to
Dr. H. S. Clemmer and Dr. H. C. Lambe shown in Seattle under the new conbach, of the Clemmer theater, informed
tract is the Wm. Russel special, "Hearts
members of the county council of defense that they would cancel the engageor Diamonds."
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"Eagle's
Eye"
Players
Visit Rochester.
The presence of a large number of the
cast which is playing "The Eagle's Eye"
in this city was a big stimulus to the
business of the houses where the picture
is being shown. King Baggott and other
members of the company came to this city
with Leopold and Theodore Wharton to
take part in the film which was produced
for the Rochester War Chest and which is
this week being shown in all of the local
theaters.
Outdoor Movies at Moose Park.
Glen Haven, in former years one of
the most popular nearby resorts, will open
this summer as Moose Park, under the direction of the local Moose organization,
and among the summer attractions announced are outdoor movies.
John Sitterly Selling for Fox.
John Sitterly, formerly manager of the
Pioneer Film Corporation in Western New
York, is now on the road selling Annette
Kellermann in "Neptune's Daughter."
BALTIMORE
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War Brides" Film Cannot Enter Marylari

In Trial

Brought

by Louis
Censors

Has a Circuit of One Night Shows.
ROCHESTER, N. Y. — "Hub Taylor's
Tank Town Circuit" is the latest
movie combine in this territory.
Hub, who formerly represented Pathe here
and who is now in the general supply business for himself, has booked up a string
of theaters in the nearby "sticks" where
he follows a one-night policy. He is making a success of the circuit, too, but Hub
had that all figured out before he went
into it. Some of the pictures that he offered his rural patrons last week included
"The Zeppelin's Last Raid," "The Vicar
of Wakefield," Pathe Weekly.

WORLD

By

J.

M.

Shellman,

J. Selznick Court Upholds
Decision
in Its Condemnation of the Picture.
1902

Mount

BALTIMORE, MD.— The Selznick production entitled "War Brides" cannot be
shown in the State of Maryland. This
is the decision which has finally been
given out by Judge Duffy in Part 3 of the
Circuit Court of Baltimore City, concerning the appeal which was taken recently
by the producers of the film play over the
ruling of the Maryland Board of Censors,
and it is the only appeal case 'which has
ever come up in the courts of Maryland
concerning a moving picture production.
The court, went to the Garden theater,
Lexington street, at Park avenue, on Saturday morning, May 25, and witnessed a
private exhibition of "War Brides." It was
the first time the court had sat outside
the court room to hear evidence.
In handing down his decision on the case
Judge Duffy states in one part that he
should hesitate to declare "War Brides"
immoral in the narrower sense, that it is
not obscene, lewd or salacious and that
he does not think it tends to the degeneracy of the moral sense of the public,
yet he is strongly of the opinion that the
finding of the board that this play is imtained. moral is not arbitrary and should be susE. R. Price On Call for Army.
E. R. Price, the efficient and well known
worker in the film industry of Baltimore,
who has had five years' experience in several sections of the country, has now
joined the fighting forces of Uncle Sam
and was booked to leave for Camp Meade
on May 25. Mr. Price's five years' service
represents a remarkable record. He start-

NEWS.

Shellman Joins Sun Staff.
J. M. Shellman, who has been on the
staff of the Moving Picture World for two
years, and who handled the publicity work
for the Parkway Theater Company for
some
time for Bernard
Depkin,
Jr., the

of State

Board

Royal
Terrace, Baltimore, Md.
states rights features, covering Loui
-Mississippi and Alabama, where he sta;
for three months.
After giving this up
joined the General Film Company and wi
sent to the Pittsburgh district to special
on Paralta.
Glasser Now Heads Baltimore Pathe
On Monday,
May
13, Nat Glasser, w
has wide experience
in film matters i
Baltimore
and other Eastern
cities, a
who, during
the past several years, h.
acted as the representative for many w.
known film companies, such as Select a
Vitagraph, has now succeeded N. Drook*.
who formerly had charge of the Pathe echange in this city. Mr. Drooker resignl
as manager of the Baltimore Pathe offii
on Saturday, May 18, to accept a positij
with the General Film Company as ma
ager of their Cleveland office.
New
Pilot for Majestic.
The Majestic theater, 320 South Broa.
way, is now being run under the manag
mem of Samuel Digristine, who took ov
the affairs of this playhouse, just all*
Mr. Stem, the former manager, was call!
to the colors.
Benefit
at Garden
Theater.
On Sunday
night, May
19, the Gardi
theater, Baltimore, held a benefit perfor •
ance to help St. Elizabeth Home for C
ored Children.
L A. DeHoff. the manat
of the New theater, arranged the progr;>
of moving
pictures.
The playhouse
w
loaned
through
the
courtesy
of C.
Whitehurst, president of the Garden Tl
ater Company.
A good sum was collect
Third
Year
for Broadway.
The Broadway theater, 509 South Broa
way, celebrated its third anniversary di
ing the week of May 20. During its si
cessful career as a moving picture plSj
house J. Louis Rome has managed its i
fairs with great insight and efficien
The officers of the company
are Mor
Klein, president;
Morris
A. Rome.
att<i
ney, and J. Louis Rome, manager, seci
tary and treasurer.
During
the anniv«
sary week
a special program
was *lv
ranged,
including
such
stars
as Bil
Burke,
Clara
Kimball
Young,
Doug:
Fairbanks and Julian Eltinge.
Manager Bush Off to Army.
Grafton. W. Va. — John Lester Bush, t
popular manager of the Grand theater,
this city, has now volunteered as a n
chanic in Uncle Sam's fighting forces. 1
is the first man in Grafton to give up 1
business for army service. The Grand th
ater will now be under the management
Miss Maude Moore, who is well kno^

E. R. Price.

J. M. Shellman.
supervising manager, and who at the present time is engaged In turning out the announcement and program work for the
New theater under the management of L
A. Delloff, has now become a member of
the staff of the Baltimore Evening Sun.
Besides his correspondence work for the
Moving Picture World, which is his first
love, Mr. Shellman acts as Baltimore representative for six other trade journals.

ed into the game as salesman at the
Mutual exchange in Baltimore, of which
J. A. Cunningham was then the manager.
After remaining fourteen months with
this company he was then transferred to
the Washington, D. C, branch of the Mutual, which was then under the management of B. C. Cunningham, and remained
with this office up until the time that the
Triangle Film Company opened a branch
office in Washington, which he then
joined, covering the Baltimore. Maryland,
West Virginia and Virginia territory, reporting to J. H. Buttner, who then piloted
the affairs of the Triangle. After remaining there for ten months he was transferred to the Buffalo Triangle office as
manager, where he remained until December, 1917. He then went South and
opened
up an office in New
Orleans
for

here.
Cumberland
Theater Redecorated.
Cumberland. Md. — The Empire theat<
in this city, now presents an entirely nt
aspect to its patrons, for very recently
H. Burke, the proprietor, has had t
lobby entirely remodeled, changing t
location of the ticket office and the e
tire exterior, together with the walls ai
moldings of the lobby redecorated ai
painted. The interior has also been goi
over by artisans and presents a spic ai
span appearance now.
Personal
Item.
J. L. Whittle, the representative of tl
Variety Film Corporation in Baltimore, Ik
been touring through the Eastern Shoi
of Maryland and Delaware in the inte
est of tures
this
company.
big feanow being
bookedOneby ofthetheVariety
Florence Reed in "The Woman's Law
Mr. Whittle's activities booked this piture at the Blue Mouse theater here.
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions

F-P & •& ->?tt\£ ^-^ -^ ^^'"K"A GAME
WITH
FATE."
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature — Poorly
Directed
and Weakly
Acted.
Reviewed
by Hanford C. Judson.
IT MAKES
little demand
on the specr. the new Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
iture, "A Game
with Fate."
It is
nough to follow, but many will feel
'.luring the first reel that it is not going
even fourth-rate entertainment, for
the
plot seems
to be "the
to-write
melodrama,
and same
it is old"
clear easythat
the leading
woman
is not putting
any
semblance
of life in her part.
Harry
Storey has the central role, and it makes
no demands on him as an actor.
He plays
naturally, but it is a part any actor could
walk through.
We see a crime committed and are led
to feel that there is a mystery behind it.
In the second reel it looks as though
.mother crime, murder, has been committed, and the law slowly winds the
accusation around the man who in the
rtrst reel stole so mysteriously from the
murdered man. The man is condemned
;nd, after failing in all legal aids to clear
ttimself, semis a cable to a mysterious
stranger in Europe, who, he says, "can
save me now." The answer comes that
he is sailing, and the papers report the
sinking of the ship and the death of the
man. Now it turns out that the "murilered" man is really the man on the ship
who is drowned. There are papers proving that it was only a wager to fool the
police, and the man who has the papers
loves the woman and tries to force her
to
him.that
Shewould
won't, free
and her
he fiance
burns
the marry
evidence
in a scene acted by Betty Blythe as though
the only thing at stake was a crushed
flower. At the end the "murdered" man,
of course, turns up.
A good deal of the action consists of
opening and shutting of a cell door, of
the leading woman putting her arms
around the leading man's neck, of getting
in and out of automobiles. True, the
story is told by these things, but the
feeling of monotony and dragging at a
time when the action begins to wear thin
makes the closing part of the picture
tiresome. It was written by Tom Terris
and directed by Paul Scardon.
"THE CABARET."
World
Pictures
Presents
Notable
Cast
in Story of America's Latin Quarter.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.
THIS five-reel World picture offering,
"The Cabaret," is as pretty a little
romance as ever came out of Greenwich Village. It contains all of the
?lamour and charm of that famous secion, and the* director, Harley- Knowles,
las very kindly wrapped up all of the
'amiliar sordid touches and thrown them
nto the waste basket. There is not a
arring note in it, and the pleasant little
!tory comes to a natural and sympathetic
lose with just the right element of sur>rise at the finish.
The story, written by J. U. Guisey, has
itilized the "Trilby" idea to a certain
stent in the main situation, 'which is
lappily acknowledged in the course of
he production. It might have been as
veil to call the whole "A Greenwich Vilage Trilby," as that is really what the
leroine is, up to a certain point. The
■resent title, besides being trite and un-
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ISSUE.
( YltnKrnph ).

(World).

v Broadway

Scandal

(Bluebird) •

l.ove'-t Conquest (Paramount).
For Snle (Pnthe).
Vlvlette

(Paramount),

Ace

lllnh

The

Red-Hnlred

The Square Deal

on theher,stagi-.
ffoea
goea to'I France and loses
who lovea
an arm
in serviee.
Later he nl urns to
this country and meets Nonette, who
cornea reconciled with her parents.
Colby,
prior to this, had been aenl to prlaon.
The presentation of this offering is particularly pleasing from almost every point
of view. Others In the east are Edwin
August, Lon Chancy and Andrew Robson.

"LOVE'S

(Fox).
Cupid

she is befriended by a young dot tor When
ber story appeara In the papera her parents refuse to receive her again and ibe

(Triangle).

(Mutual).

When Men lletray (Graphic).
Wild Women and Tame Lions (Fox).
Lend Me Your Name
(Metro).
More Trouble
(Fathe).
The Fair Pretender ((ioldwyn).
The Bravest Way (Paramount).
worthy of this really admirable tale, is
something of a misnomer, as only a few
short scenes are taken in a cabaret.
June Elvidge is simple and convincing
in her portrayal of the girl out of a job
who strolls into the village quarters of
the four artists and makes her home with
them. They do not want her at first, but
she dusts, cleans their brushes und makes
herself so generally useful that they keep
her, and eventually, of course, all wind
up by falling in love with her. Carlyle
Blackwell is excellent as the jealous Ned
Lorrimer, Montague Love quietly effective
as Darrel and John Bowers and George
MacQuarrie complete the quartet of artists pleasingly.
The story is one that should prove popular.
"A BROADWAY
SCANDAL."
Bluebird
Offering
Features
Carmel
Myers
in Dashing
Comedy-Drama.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
has come up wonderMYERS
CARMEL fully
in her acting
ability. Her
performance in this number, which
was written by Harvey Gates and directed by Joseph De Grasse, is a revelation of feminine chic, and she proves altogether bewitching as Nonette Bisson, the
girl of French parentage who is fond of
"thrills."
The plot, in spite of its unpromising
title, is thoroughly enjoyable and moves
swiftly through its course to a pleasing
conclusion. Nonette is the daughter of
Armande Bisson and his wife, who conduct a French cafe in New York. The
girl is a favorite with the French colony,
but finds life rather tame and expresses
a desire to experience some of the thrills
of life. She is a pretty, thoughtless creature, and is induced to go on a joy ride
with a chauffeur named Colby. This ride
precipitates a series of adventures which
prove more than she had bargained for.
Colby is in reality an automobile thief,
and they are pursued by the motor police,
one of whom fires a shot which wounds
Nonette. Colby shoots one of the police
and takes the girl to a hospital.
Here

CONQUEST.

Lina Cavalieri's Beauty and Art Strongest Features of Paramount
Picture.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
\TICTORIEN
play.
"Olsmonda," SARDOU'S
that Fannystage
Davenport
Introduced to this country, has been
recliristened and produced by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation under the
name of "Love's Conquest." Lina Cavalieri, the famous Italian beauty and opera
singer, is the star of the cast, which was
directed by Edward Jose; Charles E. Whittaker did the scenario. The combined
efforts of all three results in a screen
drama that has many impressive moments,
real pictorial appeal, but whose strongest features are the beauty and art of the .
woman
who plays
The original
play"Gismonda."
was not one of the
French dramatist's most successful works.
All its author's knowledge of dramatic
technic and historical incident are in evidence, and he has not omitted to supply
his usual big scene where passion gets
the better of the two human beings who
occupy the center of his story, but his
present material lacks the sympathetic
warmth of his masterpieces.
As a pageant reproducing the life of
sixteenth century Athens, when that city
was ruled by its Roman conquerors, the
screen toversion
of "Gismonda"
can has
lay
claim
much merit.
Edward Jose
been permitted to employ every aid to
correct settings for the pictures of the
Athenian Court, and to people his scenes
with .the mobs and principal characters
called for by the story. Some of the concerted movements of the crowds are a
trifle too mechanical, but most of the
groupings are well handled.
Gismonda, a beautiful widow, and the
ruler of the Duchy of Athens, is forced
to choose between her honor and her
pride when her little son is saved by a
slave from the claws of a lion after the
boy's mother has vowed to wed the man
who rescues her child. The rescuer's
name is Almerio, and he is shown struggling with the lion. When Gismonda learns
of Almerio's birth she refuses to keep
her vow, but after he kills a noted pirate
chief and wins the title of duke, promised
to the man who frees Athens from the
menace of the pirate, the duchess grants
Almerio his request, and spents the night
with him at his hut. The next morning
Gismonda kills the man who threw her
boy to the lion, and Almerio takes the
deed upon himself to shield her. This
wins her over completely, and she accepts
him as her husband.
Lina Cavalieri as Gismonda is always
a source of supreme satisfaction to the
eye, and a perfect figure of old romance.
She wears the flowing robes of the
duchess as though born to them, and
mirrors the soul of the titled woman with
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fine skill. Her artistic restraint is greatly in her favor. Courtenay Foote as
Almerlo is manly and forceful. Fred Redcliff e, Frank Lee, Fredi Verdi, J. H. Gilmore, and Isabele Berwind complete the
cast.
"FOR SALE."
Pathe
Release Features Gladys
Hulette
and Creighton Hale in Pleasing Story.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.
THIS five-reel number, produced by
Astra Film Corporation from a story
by Fred Jackson, was directed by
Fred Wright. It presents Gladys Hulette
and Creighton Hale as the principals, the
narrative containing plenty of story interest and an abundance of action. It is
a type of offering that, while it makes
no pretense of going very far beneath
the surface of life, at the same time wins
the observer's continued interest by a
rapid succession of entertaining events.
It is in no sense a powerful, or even
at times a particularly convincing story,
yet it is one that will make friends
wherever presented.
The girl in the case is a young stenographer named Dorothy Daniels, a role
assumed in her usual naive and captivating manner by Miss Hulette. She is out
of work and finally gets a job with the
boss of. her friend Jim, with whom she
is in love. Jim is a potential crook and
a cad of the worst kind when the story
opens, and he develops amazingly along
these lines as the piece proceeds.
Dorothy's employer is Waverly Hamilton, a young man portrayed agreeably by
Creighton Hale. Hamilton is at once atby the girl's
looks she
andis falls
in
love withtracted her.
He knows
in love
with Jim, and gives her a sum of money
to send Jim West when the latter is presumably ill. As a matter of fact, Jim has
stolen a large sum of money from Hamilton, a fact which the latter soon learns.
Dorothy eventually marries Hamilton,
though she does not love him, in order
to provide funds for her family and Jim.
Later, when she learns Jim's true character, after the latter attempts blackmail,
her love turns to her husband.
The production is developed in short,
sketchy scenes at the beginning, and
scarcely makes the most of the dramatic
moments which follow; it succeeds largely
because of the agreeable cast and an
abundance of plot interest.
"VIVIETTE."
Vivian
Martin
in Paramount
Picture
from
Novel by William J. Locke.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
THE English novelist, William J. Locke,
has departed from his usual whimsical style
in writing
"Viviette,"'
turned out
a story
that belongs
to and
the
realistic or Sir Henry Arthur Jones school
of fiction. The screen version, made from
a scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers and
directed by Walter Edwards, reveals a
well put together photoplay, for the most
part, that is acted with good effect, except in one particular, by Vivian Martin
and her support. Produced by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, the picture has the advantage of an intelligent
and generous policy of preparing the story
for the screen, and an upper middle class
English society furnishes the background
for considerable real drama.
Viviette, the young woman whose name
supplies tin- title of the picture, is a very
un-English person. She has just returned from a finishing school when she
first appears at Ware Manor, ami, as portrayed by Vivian Martin, has the vivacity
of a French girl, the roguishness of a
daughter of Uncle Sam, and dressed with
the good taste of both, Two brothers of
the house of Ware fall in love with her.
Dick, the elder, is a type of primitive man
as ho is known on an English Country
estate. Horses and dogs alone occupy his
thoughts until the arrival of the coquettish Viviette. Austin, the other brother,
lias -one in for a law career, and is al-
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ready a successful solicitor. Viviette
throws Dick off his mental balance to
such an extent that he begins to hate
Austin, and is even tempted, for the moment, to kill him. This scene is cleverly
handled. Viviette urges the brothers to
re-enact a duel in which one of the
ancient Wares figured, and a loaded pistol
almost turns the incident into a tragedy.
The finish finds Dick and Viviette married
and happy in the Canadian Northwest, and
Austin engaged to a pretty young widow.
The picture would make a much better
impression if the character of Dick had
been properly cast. Eugene Pallette is
an excellent actor, but his personality is
not suited to the elder Ware brother.
Harrison Ford as Austin, Kate Toncray
as Mrs. Ware, and Clara Whipple as
Kathryn Holroyd are admirable selections.

Tox

"ACE HIGH."
Splendid
Hero
in Melodrama of the North
and is
Excellently Supported.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.
Mix

is

SUCH good work is done in the recent
Fox picture, "Ace High," by everybody concerned, even the Indian
players, that it might be called an all-star
production without stretching: the truth.
Tom Mix himself makes a splendid hero
for this kind of story, in which he takes
the role of a Northwest mounted officer
and, as champion of an unprotected girl
(Kathleen Connors), saves her from the
villainous sheriff from over the border
(Lawrence
Pay ton).
The Ace High is the name of a rough
saloon where the bar can be moved at a
signal across a room from the United
States into Canada, or the other way, as
the coming of authority makes necessary.
It is kept by a venal character, perfectly
played by Colin Chase, whose wife, now
dead, had adopted a baby girl found in the
woods and, unknown to him, daughter of
an American engineer. She is now grown
up and away at a convent, but is coming
back. The mounted officer and the sheriff
both drop in at the saloon now and again.
The officer had been the girl's playmate
a few years before and the sheriff, seeing
her picture, takes a fancy to her and the
plot is on.
The officer is out on the mountain — the
best kind of backgrounds distinguish the
whole picture — the girl is coming on the
stage. The sheriff has set his gang on to
rob the stage of a package of money and
the officer sees it held up. There's a dash
to the rescue and a runaway, with the girl
the only occupant of the rocking vehicle;
then more wild galloping and a few wellhandled scenes in which the girl and the
man recognize each other. The officer
knows that he is taking- the girl back to
danger, has
but doesn't
thather
her tofoster
father
decided know
to sell
the
sheriff.
There is no lack of fresh interest in the
story that follows a path often taken by
other pictures of this kind, and it comes
largely from the new and apparently extemporaneous way the players go about
the business. The flight of the man with
the girl down a dangerous looking rapid
to escape the gang of the sheriff seems a
bit
too to
perilous
to be atoften
all trite.
isn't
likely
be repeated
and It
carries
through some beautiful scenery.
Director Lynn Reynolds has scored another triumph in outdoor directing.
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Roy Stewart is a good type for the role
since he plays with an agreeable freedoc
from self-consciousness.
The director of this first subject, Clif
Smith, has succeeded very well with th.
humor of the story, which is the importan
feature. The plot itself, in which Rec
seeks to aid his friend Kyle Lambert ir
marryingis the
girlclearly
againstoutlined.
her uncle":
wishes,
not so
The
uncle's opposition to the match is no'
brought out with sufficient positiveness
and it might be well to insert one or twe
explanatory subtitles.
The Western settings are in perfect
keeping with a ranch story of this type
The cowboys play a joke on the uncle
Albert Jones, of Boston, by mounting hinr
on a genuine bucking bronco, which soor
unseats him. Later the girl, after learning of this, revenges both herself and
her uncle by telling them of the arriva:
of "Lilly," her beautiful friend from the
East. The boys dress up in lavish style
to meet Lilly, a Jersey cow.
Peggy Pearce plays the girl, Ra\
Griffith, the uncle, and Charles Dorian
the lover.
"THE SQUARE DEAL."
Margarita
Fisher
Gives
Pleasing
Performance in Mutual Production.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THESquare
average
audience
will enjoy
"The
Deal,"
a five-part
productior
made at the American studios, ir
which Margarita Fisher is the featured
member of the cast. Jack Mowrer plays
good ofeffect
—opposite
in fact the
his feminine
work in star
some-with
scenes
the
picture is more than ordinarily good. The
production was directed by Lloyd Ingraham in a creditable manner.
As the story runs the petted youngest
daughter of an elderly couple becomes influenced by a male expounder of loose1
theories which are embraced by certair.
apostles of culture. Falling in love with
a cousin of her dearest friend she marries
him, but not before extracting from hiir
atheory
promise
to abide
by an
her interchange
"square deal'ol
which
calls for
confidences should either one fall in love
with someone else, with the idea of bringing about a divorce. After suffering life
in an apartment hotel which resolves
finally
meeting
place for
his to
wife's
friends into
the ayoung
husband
turns
the
girl's mother for a cure. Making his wife
believe that he has found another ■woman
■who is willing to make a real home for
him he with
goes the
to her
in athat
nearby
village
fullmother's
confidence
she
will also find her way there and learn
his purpose. The expected happens, and
the young wife finds herself a wiser and
happier woman.
"WHEN MEN BETRAY."
Ivan Abramson's Latest Production, ■with
Gale Kane, Strong Sex Drama.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

"THE RED-HAIRED CUPID "
Triangle
Subject Presents
Roy Stewart
as Henry
Wallace
Phillips' Hero.

SEX lure is the proper theme of a photoplay with the suggestive title. "When
Men Betray." Ivan Abramson, the
author and director of the six-part picture produced by the Graphic Film Corporation and featuring Gale Kane, has
not attempted to catch his public with a
title that promises a frank revelation of
human frailty and then failed to deliver
the goods. "When Men Betray" lives up
to its name. The theme has not been
made unnecessarily offensive, however.
The author states his case frankly, but
dwells strongest on the consequence of
the immorality of his sinning characters.
and shows how far-reaching and unsuspected
the results
of a man's departuremayfrombephysical
purity.

Triangle subject. "The
live-reel
THIS
red Cupid," catches a great
Red-Hai
deal
of the flavor
of Henry Wallace
le stories of Western
Phillips'
memorab
humor. There is a certain geniality in the
character o( "Red" Saunders that will no
doubt
appeal
to screen
observers,
and

Stated baldly, the plot of "When Men
Ret ray" deals with a man who has wealth,
the love of a beautiful wife and a sweet
little girl, and is fool enough to keep a mistress also. When his wife finds this out
he adds insult to injury by mumbling
something about his love for the woman
being so strong that he is powerless to

Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
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He keeps up his Infatuation
until
lie discovers
tint his business
partner
1m
[lie real lover
"i his mistress,
thill
ili>'
er hits attempted
.in. I almost
buctl in !
iii ini
.i 1 111 1 ii.i 1 1 \ mi Imate
with
the hero's
wife, and
thai
the man
.■el to tin' hero's
elder
sister
has
advantage
of an opportunity
given
linn by her brother's miseonduet
to seduce
incee's younger
sister.
Mattel
htened out by iii.urj ing the betrayed
maiden off to the brother of the dishonorfellow,
who
is shot
by
tiio
of a partner,
and
by having
the
husband promise his wife to behave hlm•iflf in the future.
There is nothing subtle in the way Ivan
Uu.nnson
has told this story,
hut it is
d out in a logical
manner,
and
it
illj has
the force
of real drama.
There is too much moralizing in the suband
everyone
talks
in the
good
old set speech
of cheap
sensationalism:
'Your brother seeks pleasures
with
other
n, and
1. 1 seek
revenge."
It also
in spots,
but it is well acted
and
•..reduced.
Admirers
of
the
Abramson
: of screen drama will not find "When
Men
Betray"
at the top of the list, but
the) will count it as excellent
entertainment.
Kane as the wife is limited to a
display of but few emotions. She brings
to the part great personal attraction and
i tine quality of screen art. The other
tarts are in the hands of Robert Elliot,
Stuart Holmes, .lack .McLean, Sally Crute,
Keed Hamilton, Dora Molls Adams, Ger:rude Braun, Tallulah Bankhead, Hazel
Washburn, and Juliet Moore. Marcel A.
Lei'icard is responsible for the phophy, which is of good quality.

Harold

"LEND
ME
Lockwood

YOUR
Enacts

NAME"
Dual
Role

in

Entertaining
Farce-Comedy.
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
Dl'E largely to clever subtitling and
several amusing situations, "Lend Me
Your Name," the five-reel Metro reease for May 27, is an entertaining picure. The story, adapted from Francis
Perry Elliot's novel of the same title, is
somewhat involved, and Harold Lockwood,
ast in a dual role, although doing capable
>vork in a majority of the scenes, does
not always succeed in keeping the two
haracters distinct.
The Earl of Gilleigh, a dyspeptic, leaves
nis fiery- tempered wife and comes to
America. His twin brother, who many
sears before forsook the ancestral hearth
to wander over the face of the earth, enters the earl's home, and is discovered.
The earl, having received word that his
wife is coming to visit him, changes places
with his brother. Various complications
of a farce-comedy nature ensue, based on
each brother being mistaken for the other
until finally all is straightened out, the
earl becoming reconciled to his wife, while
his brother wins the girl of his choice.
Harold Lockwood as the. earl and his
wandering brother gets a number of
laughs, and he is assisted by a capable
east. Pauline Curley is charming as the
girl, and Bessie Eyton handles well the
role of the fiery-tempered wife. Bert
Starkey and Harry De Roy in the eccentric roles of Dr. Dinger, a specialist
In brain diseases and a valet, respectively,
gives good performances and adds to the
merriment. Stanton Heck is well cast as
the caretaker who poses as a real earl.
The production was directed by Fred
L. Balshofer, and the photography is the
work of Antonio Gaudio. The interior
scenes are lavish in their evidence of
i, and in keeping with the beautiful
exteriors of the two castles. There is also
an attractive woodland scene showing a
number of girls engaged in classical dancing, and one of the best scenes, which
gets over well, is where Lockwood attempts to carry Pauline Curley across a
brook, slips on a rolling stone, and ends
by sitting contentedly in the water watching the girl as she runs away.
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"MORE
TROUBLE"
Frank Keenan Give* Fine linpc rsoiiation
of Doting
Father
in Fivr-Part
Pathe Comedy-Drama.
Le\ I, u e.l In Mai :'..!,! I Mad ...lial.l
Oxk

of tin- i..st comedy-drama production! of tinon.- made
bj
Kriicst
('. Ward.for the
And.
Brunton Companj entitled "More Trouble."
This
production,
which
will
be r, I.
July i -i through the ratio- exchange, Inc.,
features Prank Keenan, and 11 tnaj ito the
latter's
credit
that
raicL
has
he
appeared to better advantage.
The
on which the picture is based Is a good
one, written by Kdg.-ir Franklin and put in
scenario form by t Hilda Bergere. An excellent supporting east consist jim ,,f John

Gilbert, Ida Lewis, Roberta Wilson, Joseph

.I Dowllng, .lack Rollins, and Helen lumbar do much to keep the comedy moving.
The story concerns the troubles that
Overtake
Lemuel
Deerlng,
a rich
iron

manufacturer,

the

rather

of

the

only

student
at a certain
college
who
boasts
not a single demerit
mark.
He
neither
drinks nor smokes, and in fact is a model
young man. John Gilbert, by tiie way,
gives an excellent interpretation of this
character. The proud father, discovering
that his son is bent on attending faithfully to the business of life, makes him
a partner in his business.
The comedy of the situation which presents itself when there come in bills for
cigarettes, liquors, taxis, and all sorts of
extravagant luxuries charged to the account of the younger Deering, and finally
a note on the bank for some twenty-live
thousand
dollars can easily
be imagined.
The end of it all is that the rescue of
the young man from the lockup, where he
landed through blackmail by his former
college room mate, brings the latter's confession to having forged the note and also
to having used Young Deering's name on
his charge account because his father,
also a rich manufacturer, refused him
funds. This, however, does not occur
until the elder Deering faces bankruptcy,
with the guilty man's father almost in
possession of the Deering mills. The manner in which the doting father persists
in relying absolutely on the word of his
son almost to the last has a strong human
appeal, as well as a comedy side.

"THE
FAIR
PRETENDER"
Six-Part
Goldwyn
Comedy-Drama
Feauring Madge Kennedy Presents Star
At Her Best.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE

theme of "The Fair Pretender." a
six-part Goldwyn production released
May 19, is not new. But in the hands
of Hugo Ballin, director, and Madge Kennedy, the featured member of the cast,
it became as good as new. Madge Kennedy has perhaps never done better work
than in this production, which gives her
ample opportunity for the class to which
she is best suited. Playing opposite her
is Tom Moore. Others of the cast are
Robert Walker, Paul Doucet. Wilmer
Walter, Emmett King, John Terry, Charles
Slattery, Florence Billings, and Grace
Stevens.
The story, written by Florence Bolles,
follows a brief but stirring portion of the
career of a youns woman, stenographer
by profession, who worked in the office
of a theatrical manager. Beset with the
idea that she can take the place of the
leading woman who, in a fit of temperament, has left the cast, she is finally told
by the manager that if she can prove to
him that she can appear to advantage In
society he will grant her wish. The story
then follows the young lady into the
home of one of the upper ten, into which
she is forced by circumstances surrounding her choice of a name. Posing as the
wife of a certain Captain Brown reported
to have been killed in the war she find-s
herself in the tightest of tight places,
finally coming face to face with the man
whose
wife
she
is supposed
to be.
A

young
author, alao
no- romantic side oi
man
n ho - ti ala
no
.tor- pjbelonging
<"

prt
helps out
the
tory, and .. i ;■ ■
the hosl
plana ■■> ..
the
<.i the home
In whloh
the pi ,1. n. i. i
,,, . i
i adds
a melodramatic
touch.
"The
i-.,n
r, ,
tender" may be claaaed -.s ., dial lm
...llle.lv.
CSaa

from

the

\ leu p., int-,

..I

.hi

.,,,,1

..i

"WILD
WOMEN
AND TAME LIONS."
Laughable
Fox-Sunshine
Comedy
in
Which Two Tame Lions and Several
Hysterical Women Appear.

Review .-.I bj Margaret i Had »onald.
Til WE omenl''ox and
- Sin, Tamo
shine Lions."
< ..in. .1is. , another
"Wild
mark
of
Lehrnian
Ingenuity.
The
picture
is a series
of
funny
incidents
which
do not require
serious explanation.
The lameness of the lions which appi u
in the picture in conjunction with women
ei different types, including a sprinkling
of men, is something that might be •
tioned Judging from the frequent .snarls
formers.
wiih which they greet their fellow perThe manner in which these beasts have
been made t.. really act in this production Is worthy of mention. The id.,. .,i
a full-sized lion allowing himself to be
tied up in a laundry bundle before entering a single complaint is something
that litis to lie seen to be appreciated. He
also allows his tail to be braided in the
plait of a maiden lady's hair. By way of
further explanation we will say that he
found his way unnoticed into said lady's
room when she was retiring for the night.
The attempt at speedy separation of tail
and braid is very funny.
The picture is full of Just such entertaining nonsense, and one wonders at the
daring of the players who work with perfei i ,-ase apparently unmindful of the
danger which must necessarily attend association with the most treacherous of
beasts.
"THE BRAVEST
WAY"
Paramount
Presents
Sessue
Hayakawa
in a Drama
of Sacrifice.
Reviewed
by Louis
Reeves Harrison.
CHIEF
values in this
are those
of personality.
The story
essential
character of Mr. Hayakawa is that of
gentle manliness, and, if it is representative of his race, it contributes to a more
complete understanding of his people.
Miss Florence Vidor charms equally with
her sweet womanliness. These two and
their supporting- players carry along an
action which is so entirely at the discretion of the author, irrespective of plausibility, and so easily determinable in advance, that the high value of suspense is
almost entirely lacking. A villainous
Japanese kills a brother clerk for no
other apparent reason than that of revenging himself on a third, played by
Hayakawa, against whom he has a grudge.
He uses the latter's knife, and plants it
near the victim. The knife is not found —
it has slipped down a crack — and the villain makes no accusation until a period
of three years has intervened.
Hayakawa, in the role of sacrifice, marries the wife of the murdered comrade in
ord.-r to support her and her children and
suit some religious neighbors, not Liking the trouble to explain to them the
circumstances, nor even to the half-caste
to whom he is engaged.
The half-caste is broken-hearted, and
induced by an American villain to go
abroad and study vocal music for three
years. She returns, and finds herself
in the villain's power to the extent of
five thousand dollars. How can she pay
it? The employer of Hayakawa conveniently assigns to Hayakawa his entire
business and six thousand dollars; the
Japanese woman he has married conveniently dies: the villain who did the murder
is forced into a confession, and the manly young Japanese at last embraces the
gentle half-caste, the two agreeing to
raise the dead woman's
children.
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General

Film

Company.

THE

RAIDERS OP SUNSET GAP (Ned
Finley). — L. Case Russell is the
author of this two-part photoplay
produced by .Ned Finley. It is a story of
moonshiners in the Tennessee Mountains
and follows along the beaten path of this
class of pictures. The love interest is
built around the efforts of Buck Lane to
protect Lindy Farley's father from the
revenue officers, the old man being- a true
son of the mountains and engaged in the
manufacture of moonshine whiskey. Buck
pretends to be looking for copper ore, and
a fake blast which he set off uncovers a
deposit of the metal. The picture was
made in the Tennessee country and possesses a number of striking scenes. It is
fairly well acted. Ned Finley, Marion
Henry, Richard R. Neil, Harry Hamill and
Bert Gudgeon are in the cast.
WAY UP IN SOCIETY (Diamond).— Lew
Marks, Irving Browning and Diana Allen
are the chief fun-makers in this one-part
knockabout farce. The plot turns on the
efforts of two tramps to get into society
and get a square meal into themselves.
They waylay a count, steal his clothes and
his title and go through the regulation
comic business set down for such cases.
Everyone in the cast works vigorously
and the picture will amuse a limited class
of spectators.
HIS FATAL FATE (Diamond). — This
one-part comedy is acted by the same cast
as theshows
one used
"Way of
Up ain theatrical
Society,"
and
the in
humors
boarding house as seen through the
glasses of a pair of burlesque comedians.
The action is rapid a,nd the fun of the
same quality as "Way Up in Society."

. Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.

A BROADWAY SCANDAL (Bluebird). —
A brilliant little comedy-drama in five
reels, written by Harvey Gates and directed by Joseph De Grasse. Carmel Myers
is featured as a daughter of a French restaurateur in New York. The plot action is
swift and the situations are delicately
handled.
Reviewed at length elsewhere.

Educational Films Corporation.
SWAT THE FLY (Educational).— A Katzenjammer number, the enjoyment of
which will depend entirely on the viewpoint of the audience. In this number Mr.
K. is painting the floor while Mrs. K. is
busy trying to swat a fly that will not be
swatted. The children finding a vacuum
cleaner and also a hive full of bees endeavor to turn pain into comedy by disgorging the vacuum's load of bees about
their parents' heads.

Famous Players-Lasky.
LOVE'S CONQUEST, June 2.— Taken
from Sardou's stage play "Gismonda," this
ilve-part picture presents an elaborate
production of life in Athens in the sixteenth century and is well played by Lina
Cavalieri and her support. A longer review is printed on another page of this
issue.
VIVIETTE, June 9. — Vivian Martin is
the star of this screen version of the story
by William J. Locke. The plot is dramatic
and the scenes take place on an English
country estate. The picture is in five
parts. It is reviewed at length on another
page of this issue.

Fox Film Corporation.
WILD

WOMEN AND TAME LIONS (Sunshine), June 2. — A comedy which will
please the majority of people because of
the part taken in it by a couple of apparently tame lions. The picture contains
some good slapstick comedy, and the dar-
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ing of the players in acting in close conjunction with the king of beasts will
elicit considerable admiration.
"ACE HIGH" (Fox), June 9. — A five-reel
melodrama of the Northwest. It will more
than probably prove a popular number, for
it is most satisfactorily played with Tom
Mix in the leading role and supported by
Kathleen Connors, Colin Chase, Lawrence
Peyton and others, many not named in the
cast, but all excellent. The story has
fresh interest, is exciting and is directed
by Lynn Reynolds, whose other recent
Western picture will be recalled. For a
longer notice see another page of this
issue.

Graphic Film Corporation.
WHEX MEN BETRAY (Graphic). — Written and directed by Ivan Abramson, this
six-part picture has a vital story on the
lines indicated by the title, and is capab
acted by Gale Kane and the supporting
company. It is given a longer review on
another page of this issue.

Greater

Vitagraph,

Inc.

A GAME WITH FATE (Blue Ribbon
Feature), June 3. — Five-reel melodrama
poorly acted for the most part. It holds
attention till the outcome can be guessed,
which is during the fourth reel, but there
is more than one rather awkward and
dragging place in the action. For a longer
notice see another page of this issue.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
LEND ME YOUR NAME, May 27.—
Adapted from the novel of the same title
, by Frances Perry Elliot, this five-reel picture furnishes Harold Lockwood with an
entertaining vehicle. There are several
amusing situations and a number of good
laughs. Lockwood appears in the dual
role of an English nobleman and his carefree brother, who has become a wanderer
on the face of the earth. Reviewed at
length elsewhere in this issue.

Mutual Film Corporation.
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answers any number of mental querie
that have been asked about the work o
"drifters" and mine-laying vessels, a;
well as mine-sweepers in the North Sea
Any amount of absorbing details are pic
tured in connection with this war work
It gives a new comprehension of the gi
gantic labors carried out in the water:
surrounding the British Isles.
FOR SALE (Pathe), June 9. — A five-ree
subject produced by Astra from a stor>
by Fred Jackson. It features Gladys Hu
lette and Creighton Hale. The story concerns a girl who marries her employer lr
order to send money to her real lover, whc
is presumably ill. The latter is a cad anc
later develops into a crook, and the gir:
comes to true happiness at last with hei
husband. This is not powerful in any way
but entertaining and full of action.
ST. THOMAS (Pathe-Post Film Co.)'
June 16. — This first issue of the New York
Evening Mail Travel series is decidedly
instructive and interesting. It describes
in pictures the island of St. Thomas, purchased by this country from Denmark
The towns and native life are most picturesque, and especially enjoyable are the
scenes showing the inhabitants carrying
coal in wholesale lots.
SOMEWHERE IN TURKEY (RolinPathe), June 16. — A laughable knockabout
comedy, featuring Harold Lloyd, Harr\
Pollard and Bebe Daniels. This pictures
Harold as a professor in Turkey. He becomes enamoured of a girl whom the Sultan also likes and of course trouble speedily follows. The situations are of the
slapstick order and will get many laughs

Triangle Pictures Corporation.
THE POOR FISH (Triangle-Keystone)
June 2. — A two-reel comedy, based on a
story by Frank Condon. This pictures th«
amusing experiences of a young lady witt
a bowl of goldfish, and a young man with
an unwelcome baby, on the way to a houst
party. The scenes are nicely pictured anc
the general effect quite pleasing, thougt
not extremely laughable. The baby was
too roughly handled at times.
THE RED-HAIRED CUPID (Triangle)
J»une 2. — A five-reel story of ranch life
adapted from one of the well knowr
humorous tales by Henry Wallace Phillips. Roy Stewart plays the part of Rec
Saunders, a role 'which suits him ver>
well. There is some very good humor ir
this subject and the story is entertaining
Reviewed at length elsewhere.

SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 26 (Mutual),
May 29. — Among the interesting items
of this issue is given a demonstration of
the effective use of honey in treating
wounds. There are also Red Cross parades,
scenes on the French battle front, Belgian
soldiers on their way from Russia to the
wet front, and other events of interest.
SCREEN TELEGRAM .NO. 27 (Mutual),
June 2. — A fire at the Fowler aeroplane
works opens this number, 'which also show
women learning to do the work of men,
the result of a tornado at Boone, la.; putting a stop to smuggling on the Mexican
border, and other items of current interest.
A SQUARE DEAL (American), June
10. — A moderately entertaining Margarita
Fisher feature in which a young woman,
led away by the teachings of a certain irresponsible male, tries to carry into her
married life what she terms "the square
deal." The idea is that if either should
fall in love with someone else, that party
should confide in the other so that a divorce might be arranged without further
trouble. Needless to say grief attends her
adventures. A full review will be found
elsewhere.

CURRENT EVENTS, NO. 55 (Universal)
May 25. — Training with our Naval Rookies:
registration of men of 21 years: official
"baby" -week in Chicago; Belgian troops
returning from Russia, and numerous
other subjects are treated in this number

BY FOWL MEANS (Strand). — Rather an
entertaining comedy in which the troubles
of a young wife who tries to cook dinner
for some friends of hubby's are set forth.
Finally, after burning her own turkey she
steals one from the oven of her neighbor,
who, when she discovers her loss, proceeds
to make things hum. The guests
also furnish turkeys, and the ending of the
picture takes place in the studio where
the stage hands are finishing the remains
of the feast. The latter is hardly understandable as a finish to the story.

FIRED (World-Comedy). — A two-reel
knockabout comedy featuring Marie
Dressier, heroine of many stage comedies.
She plays in this the role of a waitress
discharged from her job who makes
friends with a hobo and afterward tries
to rob a house. There is a good deal that
is laughable in this, but the efforts at
humor are too obvious at times to get the
best results. It makes a fairly strong
comedy number.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS, NO. 5 (Pathe),
June 9. — Another informing number of the
series compiled
by Charles
Urban.
This

Universal Film Company.

World Pictures Corporation.
THE CABARET (World Picture), June
10. — A charming little romance of Greenwich Village, quite the best that has come
out of that interesting quarter for some
time. The story, by J. U. Guisey, is one
of the pleasant type and awakens sympathetic interest. It is enacted by a splendid
cast, which includes June Elvidge. Carlyle
Blackwell, Montagu Love and others. Reviewed at length elsewhere.

FOR

SALE

?5.00 for ?4.17
25 cents Starts You.

w. s. s.
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"THE CABARET."
World-Pictures Present Carlyle Blackwell, Montagu Love, June Elvidge,
John Bowers and George MacQuarrie
in an All-Star Production of Timely
Interest.
< list.

Hoi >ii>'
Juno Elvidge
Grand pere
Captain Charles
Jaffrey Darrel
Montagu
Love
No,l Lorrimer
Carlyle Blackwell
Dick Turner
John Bowers
j Sargent
George MacQuarrie
Directed by Harley Knoles.
The story: The narrative deals with the
idventures of a girl seeking a liveliwho comes innocently to a student's
apartment in Greenwich village and calm1> assumes possession of one of his rooms.
The
student the
is a other
membermembers
of "The are
Quartet,"
of whom
three
other artists like himself. The four take
an intense interest in the young girl, and
they vie with themselves in being nice
to her until one of the number becomes
jealous of her supposed preference for
another member of the quartet, and the
pleasant relationships are disrupted and
not restored. Then happen surprising and
interesting events which culminate in the
happy union of two loving hearts.
Feature June Elvidge as Helen and Carlyle
Blackwell as Ned Lorrimer.
fountain
unci Advertising
Phrases:
Bohemian Life, Its Love and Jealousy,
screened
in
New
York's
Famous
Greenwich Village.
Revelations
in New
York's
Famous
Bohemia Under the Bright Lights of
Broadway.
Gripping Drama Splendidly
Interpreted
by an All-Star Cast.
Gay Lifeland ofinBohemia.
New York's Alluring DreamThe Good and Innocent Find Happiness
Amid Gay Surroundings.
Modern
Drama
of Gripping
Interest
Portrays Life in Gay Bohemia.
Stunt Suggestions: In your advertising
generally feature the names of the five
stars who appear in a single production,
using "A Trilby of Greenwich Village" to
refer to the play. Use a star border for
your newspaper display, and work stars
into a throwaway if you use one. Decorate the lobby with five large gilt-paper
stars, if possible using the portraits of
the quintet in the centers. "Work the art
stores for special window displays working on the same all-star idea.
\dvertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Free advance poster. Lobby displays, SxlO, 11x14 and 22x28.
Two-color heralds. One and two-column
cuts. Slides. Press sheet.
Released June 10.
"MIDNIGHT MADNESS."
Bluebird Presents
Kenneth
Harlan and
Ruth Clifford in an Unusual Story of
Stolen Gems
and a Gem
Thief Who
Did Not Belong.
Cast.
Prentice Tiller
Kenneth Harlan
Aaron Molitor
Harry Van Meter
Simon Temple
Harry M. Holden
Gertrude
Temple
Ruth
Clifford
Chevat
Louis Willoughby
Lola Montez
Miss Harris
The Story: Prentice Tiller goes to his
hotel room to dress a wound in his left
hand.
A number
of jewelry
robberies

•?• ■ \f J> ■ «■ » "i ■» - * '» — ». ■« : ■ ■ ■ w g ' » ■ «. '■ ,• ■ < —
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IN THIS

'I'lie t'lihiirct

ISSUE.

(World).

Cecilia of the
I'luk
Koni-.n
(Select).
I mil the
Woiiimi
( V Itiigrnph).
For
Sale
(I'nthe).
\ (in me with I'm to ( V itiigrnph).
Her Final
Ite ckouiug
< Pnrn mount ) .
Hypocrites

The Kid
The i.nst
Madame
Midnight
The

Only

i t 'oMiuol'ototi liu I .

is Klever (Fox).
Rebel (Triangle).
sphinx (Triangle).
Madhesa (Bluebird).
Konil

(Metro).

The soap Girl (Vltagraph).

V Soul for Sale (Jewel).
I mler
the Yoke
(Fox).
The \ cutis Model ( (ioldwyn).
Vlviette
(Paramount).

have been committed, and the only evidence the police have is that the thief
has a wounded left hand. Through
Gertrude Temple, Tiller meets Aaron
Molitor, and sees that his left hand is
also wounded. The next night Tiller
breaks into Gertrude's house via the
window, and is about to steal her gems,
when the police arrive. To save Gertrude,
Tiller allows the officers to think that he
is Molitor. Sometime later, Molitor,
Gertrude and her father are on the boat
for France, when Tiller comes aboard.
Molitor, assuming that he is one of them,
does not molest him. In Paris, Gertrude
becomes involved in a love quarrel with
Lola, the plaything of Chevat, the
mastercrook. Lola is about to kill her
when Tiller appears. At this moment the
police break in, and in the melee, Tiller
gives Gertrude a bag of jewels and aids
her in escaping. Chevat is killed by Lola,
and Tiller, who has disguised himself,
flees.
Feature Kenneth Harlan as Prentice Tiller and Ruth
Clifford
as
Gertrude
Temple.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Crime
Story Provides
Thrills Through
Developements in Clever Detective Work.
Mystery Play Reveals Startling Outcome of Crime Plot Unfolded by Skilful Detective Work.
Thrilling Sequel to "The Mysterious Mr.
Tiller,"
dramas. Greatest of Detective PhotoStrange Adventures of Beautiful Girl
Victim
of Crime
Circumstances.
Great Jewel Robbery Stirs Master Detective to Daring
Deeds.
Detective Story of Gripping Appeal Carries Fascinating Love Sequel.
Stunt Suggestions: For two or three
days before presentation have all of the
house staff with their left hands neatly
bandaged. To any inquiries instruct them
to
reply,the"See
'Midnight
Madness',"
and
naming
playing
dates. Parade
a street
man with an enormous bandage upon his
left hand. Paint on the bandage, "See
'Midnight Madness' (house) today." The
bandage should be large enough to permit
clear lettering. Cut-out bandaged hands
or glove models can be used to hold
window
cards.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two columns wide. Press book.
Released June 8.

0

"HYPOCRITES."
Cosmcfotofilm
Presents
the
Famous
English Cinema Production with Elizabeth Risdon, Star< list.
of "The Manx Man."
Ra< he!
Elizabeth
i:
Michael
.Neve
Edward O'Neill
1 loien
Marga i el I li •
Sarah Piper
Minnie Grey
Lennard
Cyril Raymond
Re\
Edgar Llnnel
Prank Randall
Mr. Wiimure
Douglaa Munro
The Story i Lennard, the son of the
squire df the village of Weybury, England, meets Rachel, daughter of Michael
Neve, a poor sculptor, for whom he poses.
Upon receipt of a letter from his mother
telling him that arrangements have been
made for his marriage to Helen, daughter
of Sir John Plugenet, Lennard leaves
Rachel, but with the promise to return.
When Lennard reaches home he is told
that he must marry Helen to prevent
financial ruin overtaking his father. A
rumor to has
the been
effectunwise
that the
squire's
stableman
in his
relations with Sarah Piper spreads about, so
the squire, Mr. Wilmore, who considers
himself guardian of the village morals,
orders their marriage to take place at
once. But the Rev. Edgar Linnel, the
village curate, who detests hypocrisy, and
who is a man with a broad mind, refuses
to perform the ceremony on the ground
that he is sure that the stableman has
been used as a pawn. Lennard's mother
intercepts his letter to Rachel, and the
girl, whose father has died, and who believes that he has forsaken her, comes to
the village. She falls ill upon her arrival,
and the curate learning the cause of her
illness exposes Lennard's affair with her.
Rachel is compelled by the squire's lawyer
to sign a paper absolving Lennard, but
the curate reveals the true state of affairs,
and the young people are married.
Feature Elizabeth
Risdon
as Rachel
and
Cyril Raymond as Lennard.
Program and Advertising Phrases: HeartAppealing Story of Love and Intrigue
in a Quiet English Countryside.
Hypocrisy Exposed by God-Fearing
Curate at Risk of His Office.
Wealth and Influence Fail Despite Intrigue and Villainy When True Love
Takes Command.
Honest Love Finds the Way to Happiness While Baffling Intrigue and
Malice.
Gripping Story of True Love in Its Fight
Against
Oppression.
The Power of Love in Its Battle Against
Deceit and Malice.
Stunt Suggestions: This story of English country life offers no opportunities
for special stunts. Make the most of the
hit Miss Risdon has made in "The Manx
Man." Offer it as a picture of English
life, but not as a typical example, and
dwell on the pretty country scenes. You
might ask your patrons if they know a
hypocrite when they see one, and explain
they can learn the ear marks at your
house on a certain date.
Advertising Aids: One style each three,
six and twenty-four-sheets. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts.
Heralds.
Press sheet.

"THE

KID

IS KLEVER."

Advertising aids on this five-reel Fox
picture was published on page 133 of the
April 6 issue.
"The on
KidJuneis Klever"
is
scheduled
for release
30.

lolK

THE

"UNDER
THE
William
Fox Presents
Romantic
Melodrama
pine Insurrection.

YOKE."
Theda Bara in a
of the Philip-

tilst.

Maria
Val verde
Theda
Bara
Captain Paul Winter
Albert Roscoe
"Diabolo" Ramirez
G. Raymond Nye
Don Ramon Valverde
E. B. Tilton
The Duenna
Carrie Clark Ward
Directed by J. Gordon Edwards.
The Story: Captain Paul Winter, of
the American Army of Occupation in the
Philippine Islands, meets Marie Valverde,
who falls passionately in love with him.
She scorns the advances of "Diabolo"
Ramirez, an overseer on her father's
plantation. "Diabolo," intent on revenge,
foments an uprising among the natives,
and Marie's father is slain. When word
of the revolt reaches the headquarters at
a deManila, Captain Winter is senthiswith
endeavor
tachment to subdue it. In
to rescue Marie, who has been captured
by "Diabolo," Winter is himself taken
prisoner. The United States artillery
comes into the fray, and the bombardment sets the house afire; but the troops
enter and carry Marie and Winter to
safety.
Valverde
as Marie
Bara
Theda
Feature
and
Albert
Roscoe
as Captain
Paul
Winter.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Theda
of a Heart-Stirring
Heroine
Bara
Romance
Picturing Volcanic Love in
the Phillipines.
Dark-Eyed Charmer Dares American
Soldier to Plunge Into Conflict for
Love and Treasure.
Cupid's Triumph When the Philippines
Were
Ablaze
With
Revolt.
A Dramatic Thunderbolt Capping the
Climax
of Volcanic
Love.
Stirring Theda Bara Super-Production
Sustaining
Splendid
Traditions.
Theda Bara's Latest and Greatest Sensational Dramatic Triumph.
Stunt Suggestions: The lithographs for
this play, particularly the larger sizes,
are sufficiently vivid to bring good returns, and will pay for extra posting.
Trust to these for the outside work, and
in the papers hook up the Philippine campaign with the present world war and
draw comparisons between the methods
and means of warfare.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Lobby displays, 8x
10, 11x14, 22x28. Press sheets and mats.
(Mats may be secured free by writing to
the Fox Film Corporation, Publicity Department, New York City.) Cuts are made
on special order at the rate of 20 cents
per column.
Released June 9.
"A SOUL FOR SALE."
Jewel
Presents
Dorothy
Phillips in An
Absorbing and Piquant Adaptation of
Barter
Evelyn
V. Campbell's
Vivid
Tale in Snappy Stories.
Cast.
Neila Pendleton
Dorothy
Phillips
Mrs. Pendleton
Catherine Kirkwood
Wilbur Simons
Harry Dunkinson
Hale Faxon
Wm.
Burress
Steele Minturn
Albert Roscoe
Directed by Allen Holubar.
The Story: Mrs. Pendleton has an insat Lable desire for jewelry, so when her
husband dies she finds herself without
funds as the result of her extravagances.
To obtain money she contrives to marry
her daughter, Neila, to some wealthy man.
and at a fashionable resort where Mrs.
Pendleton takes her daughter she does
her utmost to get her wedded to the rich
old Hale Faxon. By a trick the mother
involves Neila's financial honor, and it
looks as if Neila would have to sell her
soul to Faxon, who in reality is the
scandal of the place. But Neila falls in
love with Steele Minturn, a wealthy young
man, and her mother robs him to secure
money. Neila learns of her mother's
transgression,
and
in
replacing
the

MOVING

PICTL'RH

WORLD

money is caught by Minturn, who, believing her guilty, breaks their love affair.
But Minturn hears the truth later on, and
the development of the plot brings about
a pleasing
end.
Feature Dorothy Phillips as Neila Pendleton and Albert Roscoe as Steele Minturn.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Reared
in Luxury a Girl's Soul Is Offered for
Sale to Social Lepers by Her Fiendish
Mother.
"Barter,"
a
Famous
Serial
Story,
Brought
to the Screen
in Gripping
Photoplot.
Society's Craven Leaders Traffic in Souls
of
Financially
Embarrassed
Debutantes.
Graphic
Exposure
of the
Loathsome
Fiends Who Pose as Social Lions.
Money
Society's
God
CrushesEnthroned
Its Cringingas Victims.
"High
Society"
Exposed
in Gripping
Photoplay of Great Moral Purpose.
Stunt Suggestions: Make the most of
the title. Feature it on the boards and
in the newspapers, and get out throwaways, with the title for the catchline,
giving a description of the player, and
adding that her soul can be seen at your
house on a certain date. Get the butchers
to
signsbrains,
reading,
and display
livers and
but "We
only sell
the hearts
Blank
theater has 'A Soul for Sale.' On sale
(date)." Send out a sandwich man with
the title on the front sign and the details
on the back board.
Advertising Aids: One, three, five and
twelve-sheets. Various stills. Heralds in
rotogravure. Window cards. Lobby displays. Advertising book. One, two and
three-column cuts.
"THE LAST REBEL."
Triangle
Presents
Belle Bennett
in a
Story
of An Unreconstructed
Family
That
Stayed
Unreconstructed
to the
Third Generation.
Cast.
Floribel , \
Ben
Bennett
Cora Batesford J
Colonel Batesford
Walt Whitman
Mrs. Batesford
Lillian Langdon
Jack Batesford
Joe Bennett
Harry Apperson
Joe King
Jim Apperson
Joe King
Pensinger
Gale
Jack Curtis
Mammy Lulu
Lucretia Harris
Landlady
Anna Dodge
Directed *by Gilbert P. Hamilton.
The Story: At the outbreak of the Civil
War the friendliness between the Batesfords and the Appersons, two old southern
families, is broken when Harry Apperson
declares his intention to fight to save the
Union. At the end of the war Harry finds
his sweetheart, Cora Batesford, married.
Harry goes to the West, where he strikes
it rich. Fifty years later he and Lis grandson, Jim, are the only Appersons left, and
Jim is sent to Carolina to buy back the
old homestead. When Jim arrives at the
old town he finds the fortunes of the
Batesfords have so dwindled that Floribel
Batesford. who is just reaching womanhood and Who is the only remaining member of the Batesford family, is unable to
pav the mortgage on the estate and has
to let it go into the hands of Pensinger
Gale, who holds the mortgage. Gale offers
to give the property back to her if she
will become his wife, but she refuses. Jim
meets Floribel and proffers his assistance,
but she ignores him when site learns that
he is an Apperson. He vows to look after
her, ami in another city where Floribel
lias made a vain search for employment
and is on the verge of committing suicide
lie at last persuades ler to abandon her
determination to cherish the Batesford
honor and to aeeept aid from an Apperson. Shortly before Jim and Floribel are
married he buys the Batesford estate from
Gale and gives it to his wife as a wedding
present.
Feature Belle Bennett, who plays the parts
of Floribel and Cora Batesford, and Joe
King as Jim Apperson.

June 15, 1918
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases. — E
gaging Story of the Old South Brough
Down
to Date by Tricks
of Curiou
Fate.
Ancestral
Pride Endures Poverty
Unt
Death Stalks at the Door.
Two
Gener^ions Wage
Battles That th
Rebellion^ould
Not Decide.
The Best Traditions of North and Soutl
Recalled in Vital Photoplot.
Great Drama of the Rebellion Re-enacte
in Gripping
Screen
Entertainment.
Pride of Race Brings Haughty Southeri
Belle Close to Ignominious Death.
Stunt Suggestions: About the best wa
to handle this story would be to worl
along the lines that there is no North am
South today and present this as a curiou
picture of a condition no longer existing
Point to the northern and southern me
fighting together in the trenches and wav
the flag. This is about all that can b
done to excuse the revival of this anti
quated
idea.
Advertising
Aids: One design each one
three and six sheets. Special process ar
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats
Triangle
ReleasedMagazine.
June 9. Press sheet.
"FIND THE WOMAN."
Vitagraph
Presents
Alice
Joyce
in
Blue Ribbon Feature By Stanley Olm
stead
Fromla Suggestions
by O. Henry'
Cherchez
Femme.
Cast.
Madeline Renard
Alice Joyc
Maurice Dumars
Walter McGrai
Monsieur
Morin
Arthur
Donaldsoi
Madame Tibault
Jessie Steven
Nicolette
Jean PaigW
Sol Robbins
Henry Hour;i
Sister Felicite
Mary K. Carii
Directed by Tom Terris.
The Story:
Maurice Dumars, a journal
ist, is enamored of Madeline Renard of ;|
French
opera company.
She is to sin;'
Marguerite in Faust and induces Monsieui
Morin, a gold worker, to make a paste re
plica of a string of pearls, which beloni
to her mother
and which
is worth
-000, for the great jewel aria. Morin make
the counterfeit gems, and the next day i
The $20,000 which M. Mori
found dead.
received
from Madame
Tibault
to invesi
for her is missing from his effects, but jj
is found'
note
favo
a great
done herwhich
hadMadeline
he to
thathim
savin?from
upoi,
suspicion
casts
jewelry
the
making
in
he
she makes
When
the opera singer.
i'
in Faust she
as Marguerite
appearance
;
rela
hissed, and she tells of her business
i
mother'
her
of
and
Morin
M.
with
tions
Simultaneous with her leaving th
jewels.
convent a year or so later, where she hat|
?one to seek refuge. Dumars finds pinnei
inn thTibauh's
Mme.
on the walls of notes
which M. Morin ha<|
$20,000 in bank
siven her and which
she had carelessl3|
cleared
the mystery
With
left there.
Madeline is again sought by Dumars anc
all who had done an injustice.
Renarc
Alice Joyce as Madeline
Feature
and Walter McGrall as Maurice Dumars
Phrases: Event-:
and Advertising
Program
full Career
of An Opera Singer Win
Lives Down
Criminal
Suspicions and
Finds Triumph in True Love.
Fateful
Legend
of Paste
Pearls
That
Happiness to Loving Hearts.
Brought
Ambitious
Girl Sees Fame
on Operatic
Stage to Find Happiness
Where
She
Least Expeeted.
Revelations
of a Great
Secret in the
Career of a Famous Singer.
ProPhotodrama
Intensely duced Emotional
With Consummate
Artistry.
Ambitious
Most
the
Creates
Alice Joyce
Role in Her Screen Career.
Stunt Suggestions: A good line for
or window cards would be a
throwaway
lame
"Find the Woman and bring her to
the Blank theater (date) to see Alice
1
Joyce in Find the Woman." This woui
disalso work on small cards for general
tribution. On the cards all but the title
Should be in very small type well away
Get department stores to
from the title.
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Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co.
Expert

CAMERA
HAW

and

Printing

Developing,

Ilaa the quality circulation of lh« trade In Oml llrltaln arid Uio lJolulnlons.
AM Official NoClOM ami NfWI trum the ASSOCIATION lo lu meinlwra arw nubllshed tudualvt-ly In thla Journal.

CAMERA
MEN
SENT
ANYWHERE

Yearly
Rate— Poatpald.
Sample
copy
and
advertlilng

San Francisco, Cal.
exthe
the

in."
kdvertlMlng
Vlds:
On.- design each one.
three
ami
six-sheets.
Window
cards.
Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
Heralds.
Slides.
Plan hook.
Tress sheet.
Released June in.

"A GAME
WITH
FATE."
Greater
Vitagraph
Presents
Harry
Morey, With Betty Blythe in a Sensational and Thrilling
Story
of a Man
Who Gambled With Death.
Cast.
Robert Harwell
Harry Morey
Elalio Hunting-ton
Betty Blythe
Henry Dawson
Denton Vane
Richard
Shields
Percy Standing
Chief Inspector Burke
Robert Gaillard
Harwell's Lawyer
Stanley "Walpole
Directed by Paul Scardon.
The Story: Robert Harwell ,a young mill's with a friend he can get
himself convicted of murder on evidence
he himself "plants." Affidavits are made
out to guard against any possible conncy, and the friend disappears,
ell. is found guilty and condemned
to die in the chair, and on the day of his
sentence he learns that his friend, whom
he is supposed to have murdered, has perished when a steamship on which he is
returning from Europe is torpedoed. He
sends a supposed friend for the affidavits
and this man seeks to use them to force
the girl, whom Harwell loves, to marry
him. She refuses and he destroys the
doeuments, the last hope Harwell has of
ns the chair. But as Harwell is being led to the execution chamber his
friend, who had been saved when the
ship was attacked by the U-boat, arriver.
and Harwell's life is spared. His sweetheart forgives him and again they find
happiness in each other's love.
Kent are Harry
Morey as Robert Harwell
and Betty Blythe as Elaine Huntington.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Rich
Clubmen Provide Themselves with Thrill
by Wagering That One May Be Convicted of Murder He Did Not Commit.
Close to the Electric Chair for a Murder
Never
Committed
Rich
Clubman
Miraculously
Saved
by
Protecting
Fate.
Suspense and Thrills Provided by a Succession of Surprises.
Oddly
Conceived
Photoplot
Provides
Gripping Entertainment.
Something New in Photoplot Furnishes
Unique Thrills and Sensations.
Surprise
Follows
Sensation
'in FastMoving Photodrama of Thrills.
Stunt Suggestions: If your patrons like
melodrama you have plenty of chance to
get their money with this by giving the
plot of the story, but holding
back the
climax.
Use the newspapers and get out
a noisy throwaway.
With a better class

CINEMATOGRAPH

(G.E.)FANS
Orders

shipped

same

day

as

receiwd.

Central Theatre Supply Co.
606

Consumers
CI. I,(In tho Heart of tlu> Film

CHICAGO
Dlltrlot]

YOUR

LOCAL

SCREEN

Iran^brteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER
ELECTRIC
CO.
W. M4th St.. Cleveland. Ohio

0

sand
ou.5
Th$3
Every player in the films.
Size of picture, 2% inches
long, l3/4 inches wide. You
can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
Send
for samples
and new catalogue.

KRAUS

MFG. CO.

23a West 42nd Street, New York
12th Floor, Candler Building

MERCHANTS

GLAD

TO USE

ADVERTISING

Exclusive Territory — Wonderful Sample Outfits — Helpful Cooperation — Investigate

JROTHACKER

EXHIBITORS'

FILM MFG. CO. i^i2Sr&335

ASSOCIATION

OF QBEAT

BRITAIN

« IRELAND

of
LTD

audit nee d< ..1 1.1 ther with the noveli
the story ami 1 he orlginallt > of 1 he
tion in whieh Robert Qnda hlmeelf. Work
also on the value of circumstantial evi[f you can, hook up with eome
local oi itate murder trial 1 fee such linea
as "it's ail right to bet, but don't make
the

electric

chair

the

stakes."

"Veil

rival on death
bed denounces
innocent
rival
as
murderer."
"I'-hoat
tOrpedoei
condemned murderer's last hope of life."
advertising
Aids: One design each one.
three

PHOTOPLAyLETS
MAKE

Weekly.
$7.23
ratea on rtqueat.

Appointed by Agreement Dated 718I14 THE OFFICIAL ORGAN
THE

v imitation
poarls with a card
plaining' that paste
pearls
mail.' all
trouble fur Madeline
Kenard In "Kind

CINEMA

NEWS and PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, Kngland

Coloring

OUTFITS
AND
FILM
SUPPLIED

MS .Market Street
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WORLD

and

six-sheets.

Window

Lobby display, llxii and 22x28.
Slides.
Plan book.
Press sheet.
Released Juno 3.

cards.

Heralds.

"VIVIETTE."
Jesse L. Lasky
Presents
Vivian
Martin
in William J. Locke's Popular Story of
the Loves of Viviette.
Cast.
Vlvette
Vivian Martin
Dick Ware
Eugene Pallette
Austin
Ware
Harrison Ford
Mrs. Ware
Kate Ton Cray
Katnryn
Holroyd
Clare Whipple
Lord Banstead
Donald
Blakemore
Directed by Walter Edwards.
The Story: Viviette is an impulsive
English girl whose charms attract men to
her as the flame attracts the moths. When
Dick Ware, a primitive Englishman, strong
and masterful, declares his love for her,
she coquettes with him and then devotes
her attention to Dick's brother Austin, and
later to Lord Banstead. She dangles the
three upon her fingers, sporting with them,
loving each in greater or less measure,
but in her heart of hearts, the big primitive man's image lingers with increasing
affection. So it happens that when Dick
becomes jealous of her and she banteringly suggests that he fight a make-believe
duel with Austin, he carries out the program with murder in his heart. Fortunately for all concerned, however a catastrophe is providentially averted and Viviette realizes that she has done a foolish
thing. After many scenes of intense interest and not a few serious complications,
Dick's strong primitive nature wins her
love tual
andaffection.
both find happiness in their muFeature
Vivian
Martin
as Viviette
and
Eugene Pallette as Dick Ware.
Program and Advertising Phrases:
Pretty
Coquette Waits to Decide Whom She
Loves Until One of Her Admirers Nearly Murders His Rival.
The Primitive Call Makes Appeal to
Love and Forms Girl's Decision.
Thrilling
Photoplay Based on Impelling
Love-Plot.
Gay Coquette Lead Three Rivals for Her
Hand
Close to Mortal
Combat.
Vivian
Martin
Makes
Her
Greatest
Screen Success in Role of Coquette.
There's
a Lesson for
Flirts Besides Good
Entertainment
in Photoplay.
Stunt Suggestions:
Make the usual arrangements with the booksellers and the

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO. Inc
Mailers

Building,

Exclusive

CHICAGO,

Distributors

ILL.

Simplex
Machines
Indiana
Wisconsin

Illinois
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MAwr-Tra Anew principle for Motion Picture
»2S2

Cameras.
Shows Shutter Openings and
all stops Tor all lenses. Exterior worK only.

"'^fgTER

other
cameras.
The N°2
Harvey Exposure Meter is for
> St Chi<

CAMERA— TRIPOD— 2-IN.

Distributor
PENNSYLVANIA.
NEW
JERSEY,
DELAWARE,
MARYLAND
1327 VINE
STREET,
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
Repairing
and All Supplies

M0TI0GRAPH
Pronounced
574 West
Western Office:

OUTFIT

F3.5

exceptional

COMPLETE
B.

*. L.

TESSAR

LENS

can convince.

'Si-':
«*:

•^sS^'s.

GOERZ

PICTURE WORLD

by
the

{CathSame

Cast.

Investigate
all means—
/l<*
your
service. by Let
us show We
you arehowat "f[,:.
ftLJiS/i»>/
easy it is to try one; to own one.
"^K^^
Phone Central 6563; call up— call in— or
^ti**°
write—
y
Woodstock Typewriter Company,
23 W. Washington St., Chicago

Industry"

How
a Shop
Girl Worked
Her Way
to
Wealth
and
Happiness
by
Unusual
Methods.
Venus in a Bathing Suit Reproduced by
Mabel Normand on the Screen.
The Story of a Girl Who Found Fortune
and Happiness in a Bath Costume.
Inventive Shop Girl Busts Fashion Trust
by Inventing Sensational Bathing Suit.
Stunt Suggestions: Work in with stores
selling bathing suits. Use stills and cards
showing the star in her bathing suit, and
suggest that the styles shown will be
equally attractive when properly filled.
Offer a prize to the girl appearing upon
your stage in the most attractive bathing
suit. Work this some dull night just before showing the feature. Let the audience make the decision. Offer a prize of
sufficient value to make it worth while
for the girls to turn out and you can get
the money back in the extra admissions.
In a small town you can get big business
and make business for the coming attraction at the same time. You can make this
a clean-up if you are careful not to give
offense.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheet, one six and one 24-sheet.
Rotogravure one-sheet. Lobby displays,
SxlO, 11x14 and 22x2S. Coming and current slides. Advertising and scene cuts.
Photographic line-cut copy for ads. Press
book.
Released June 16.

Arrangement
of the Novel
of
Title. erine Haviland Taylor

In the Woodstock
You Will Find

Every time-tested worth-while feature
which you like in the machine you are
used to, and you will also find the
favorite features of the other standard
makes which you wish your machine had.
Yet in the Woodstock yon will find this
agjrregation of high point features much
improved
and simplified, to fit the
touch, the person, the mood, in a way
that no other typewriter does— (The
best operators say this).
Only trial
a close-up
an actual
touch
and
of this view,
excellent
typewriter

Cal.

Program and Advertising; Phrases: Story
of Love and Thrills Involving a Pretty
Girl Who Found Fortune in a Bathing
Suit.
Goldwyn
Presents
Mabel
Normand
in
Gripping
Photoplay
and
New
Bath
Suit.

"CECILIA OF THE PINK ROSES."
Marion
Davies
Presents
Herself
in An

Improved-Simplified-Modernized 4p
Simple — Artistic— Durable— Efficient-Standard — 42 Key — Single
Shift — Ball Bearing — Quiet— Visible—Soft Touch — Light Action.

Picture

THE MOVING

swcle-skift

The Leading Features of the Leading Machines all harmoniously combined inone handsome NewTroubleFree Writing Machine of the First
Quality — In which you will find
your own favorite feature of your
own favorite typewriter, and the
others besides.

For This Reason We Enjoy the Confidence of
Our Readers — and, For This Reason
YoSlVouMSAdrerrtuef?n}

MFG. CO.

6 in One

It Is Our Aim
Motion

OPTICAL

user

Randolph
St., Chicago.
III.
833 Market St., San Francisco,

- STANDARD

The Story: Kitty O'Brien is an employee
of Braddock & Company, manufacturers
of bathing suits. On account of its oldfashioned methods and stock the business
is on the wane. Kitty designs a stunning
bathing dress, -which creates a sensation
among the buyers. The new bathing suit
resuscitates business and Bradford, whose
health has been rather undermined as the
result of worry over his son's extravagant
living, goes to a country resort to recuperate. Kitty, who has never seen
Paul, the son, -writes him at college, telling
him of his father's condition and that he
is the cause of it. Determined to show his
father that he has the right stuff in him,
Paul applies for and secures a position in
his father's office under an assumed name.
But his identity is revealed to Kitty some
time later when he gets into trouble 'with
an adventuress. Kitty gives the -woman
a position as model upon her promise to
reform, and Bergman falls in love with
her. Paul goes to Kitty's home to tell her
of his love, and arrives as the dissolute
father of "Dimples," a little girl whom
Kitty has taken into her home, attempts
to abduct her. In coming to the aid of
"Dimples," Paul is shot by the father of
the girl. Kitty nurses him back to health,
and when Mr. Braddock returns he receives
the surprise of his life in hearing that Paul
has helped to build up the business and
that he and Kitty are to be married.
Feature Mabel Normand as Kitty O'Brien
and Rodrique LaRoque as Paul Braddock.

the Entire

SERVICE
every

OODSTOG1

Kitty O'Brien
Mabel Normand
Paul Braddock
Rodrique LaRocque
John
Braddock
Alec
B. Francis
Nathan
Bergman
Alfred Hickman
Briggs
Edward Boulden
Bagley
Edward
Elkas
Boy
Albert Hackett
Hattie Fanshawe
Una Trevelyn
"Dimples"
Briggs
Nadia
Gary
Directed by H. R. Durant.

Serve

by

THE ENTERPRISE

"THE
VENUS
MODEL."
Goldwyn
Presents
Mabel
Normand
in a
Story of Big Business, Little Business
and a Bathing Suit.
Cast.

"To

$250.00

SNA/AAB
SIMPLEX
MACHINE

and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby dis-*
plays, SxlO, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released June 9.

CINES

Never-successfully
equaled
at the
pre-war
price of

A fully equipped JL P. outfit especially adapted to topical work.
Send for descriptive catalogue.
GENXERT
24 East 13th Street
NEW
YORK
Chicago
Los Angeles

YovirD.altrorGLHjrv.y 105 So D«

library to advertise the novel. In your
newspaper work play up the name of
Locke and refer to the popularity of the
book. Pake an archery bow and from it
run three streamers of baby ribbon, on
each naming one of the three men (Lord
Banstead, Dick and Austin Ware) and announce on a card that Viviette had three
strings to her bow and advise seeing the
story to see what trouble it nearly brought
her to. Ask on the throwaway "Would
you fight a duel because another man
kissed your sweetheart's hand,"
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three

PHOTO

No. 4

HARVEY EXPOSURE
METER

June 15, 1918

Jeremiah
Madden
Mary, His Wife
Cecilia

Edward
O'Connor
Willette Kershawe
Marion
Davies

I George
Le Benham
Guere
Harry Twombly
Harry
n
s Jackso
j Charle
Johnny McGowan
Father
Daniel J. Sullivan
George
Dickson
John
Charles
Dolly Vernon
Eva Campbell
Doctor McNeil
Joseph Burke
Directed by Julius Steger.
The Story: A new brick is invented by
Jeremiah Madden, a poor bricklayer. His
wife is dangerously ill, and he fears that
she will not live to enjoy the fruits oJUhis
invention. Under the kindly direction of
Father McGowan, Cecilia, their daughter,
takes care of mother, runs the house, and
looks after little Johnnie, her brother.
The aid of a noted physician is sought, but
the doctor refuses to take the case because Madden is unable to pay, and the
mother dies. Later. Madden, becoming: a
rich man through the sale of his invention, sends Cecilia to a finishing school
where
her rough
manners
provoke
much

VIGNETTING

DEVICES

At no time in the development of the motion picture have the
standards been higher than they are today. To meet these
demands, the camera-man must have the best equipment. The
GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES are unsurpassed and they may
be fitted to any standard camera. Used with the well-known
GOERZ KINO HYPAR F:3.5, they leave nothing to be desired.
Write now or call for our latest descriptive matter.
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
318 East 31th Street
New York
City

THE

June 15, 1918

WE HAVE

MOVING

THE EXPERIENCE

PICTURE

L621

WORLD

AND EQUIPMENT

TO RENDER

SERVICE

in our ni'w location .it 18th Street, east ol Seventh
Ivenue. In lh* heart "i the Dim district, will be a firs! class machine
ihep,
lully equipped, and an ui> to date Sales itoom where from our large stock the heal In equipment ma)
be obtained.
Repairs to •
projectors and other motion picture apparatus will receive prompt attention
!■• expert*,
with
the plant
facllitlei -ii theli
dlipoeal
We manufacture and deal in ill kinds i i

MACHINES— STEREOPTICONS

HENRY

THEATRICAL

MESTRUM,

hi the purl of tin' other students,
he, nevertheless,
cornea
through
triumphant. Harrj Twombly,
who
had fallen in love with Cecilia
while she was .it
school, proposes
to her. but she will not
it him
until he has met
her father.
Ing home
she is surprised
to hear
that
her
brother
has
developed
Into
a
gate, a situation
which
greatly
humiliates her, but her distress
Is changed
> when
Harry,
having
learned
her
plight, takes her In his arms.
Kmlurt'
Marion
Davies
as
Cecilia
anil
Harry Benham as Harry
Twombly.
rrnaniiii
mul
Advertising
Phraaeai
How
Fortune Brought Love and Happiness to a Girl Who
Had Begun Life
in the Slums.
on
Version
of Katherine
Havlland
Taylor's Popular Novel.
Here Is Another "Best Seller" Converted
to the Screen.
Introducing
Marion
Davies.
Youngest
and Most Beautiful of Screen Queens.
An Unusual
Story
Certifying
the Truth
That Here Is the Land of Opportunity.
From
Rags
to
Riches
with
Honest
Hearts Unchanged by Good Fortune,
xiimt
Suggestions:
For
a window
ati
or use half a dozen
bricks
with
a
e.ml: "What
do you know
about
bricks?
Jerry Maddi n knew a lot and it made him
the Brick
King', but his son-in-law
made
a man
of him.
See Cecelia
of the Pink
s, with
Marion
Davies,
the
Star
ty, at (house and date)."
Make good
use of the portraits
of the star in the
lobby
and
windows.
Point
to the wellknown
players
in her support,
including
Harry Benham, John Charles and Edward
O'Connor.
Advertising; Aids: Two one-sheets, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Window cards, 14x21. Heralds. Lobbydisplay. Photographs, 8x10. 11x14, 22x2S.
Slides, cut, two one-column, two twocolumn, one three-column, one one-halfcolumn cut of star, and one one-column
and one two-column cuts of star.
Released by Select Pictures Corporation.
"FOR SALE"
Pathe
Presents
Gladys
Hulette
and
Creighton Hale in an Astra Production
of a Girl Who Sacrificed for Love and
Found
the Object
Worthless.
Cast.
Dorothy Daniels
Gladys Hulette
Waverly
Hamilton
Creighton
Hale
The Story: Dorothy Daniels is a
stenographer in the office of Waverly
Hamilton. In the same place works Jim
Reynolds, a bookkeeper, and her sweetheart. Jim contracts a violent cough,
and Dorothy, much alarmed, consents to
his request to ask Hamilton for a loan
to enable him to get to a dry climate.
Hamilton
extends
aid, but
only
on the

MANtTAiTfllKKM
AMI
IN
MOTION
PICTUBJ

GUNBY
W«t

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

80 Fifth Avenue, New York
425 Ashland
Block, Chicago

.Addressing

M altigraph ing

Manufacture

Complete EXIT Signs

• 5 to 7» ConU in Quantity
Alao Firo Eacapo Sifns and Other Specialties

T.

L.

105

ROBINSON

W. Monroe

&

AMERICAN

PHOTO

PLAYER

»aJl*#MJ

|\VL£V£R
\

CO.

New York

City

Moving Picture
Machine Motor

Gripping
iEvery
Xlice.

r-nClaW. /I

1 V£ //

HRwTj]
HmF W

|P

gjgL ^m

Alternating
or Direct
currvnt complete
with
variable
speed
lever.
Immediate
delivery.

$18.00

Fidelity
ElectricPa. Co.
Lancaster,

STEEL
CAST
IRON

Typewriting

III'

1 1 I . I I I '.

) I 1 11 1

Around
Business

SALE

$5.00 for §4.17
25 cents Starts You.

w. s. s.

FURNITURE
CO.
paper.STEEL
Grand Rapids, Mich. New York. 150 Fifth Ave

g

I

Photoplot
Woven
Day Life in Bustling

FOR

Chairs

Immediate shipment
on many
stylesChairs
; Sec- ;
ond Hand
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

COMPANY

I

With No Look Before the Leap Foolish
Girl Marries Into Maze of Troubles.
Stunt Siiiruestlons: The title will work
up well on an imitation auction bill for
a throwaway or small poster following the
general style of such bills in your territory. For the lobby use a large portrait
of Miss Hulette, with a "For Sale" sign
and the date. For street work use a man
with a bell and a sandwich board carrying out the "For Sale" idea.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x14, both in sepia and
color. Also 22x28. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
Released June 9.

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary

Opera

Hi

Stenographer,
Believing She Loves Fellow Employee, Steals Money from Her
Benefactor
and
Pays
the
Price
in
Humiliation.
Complicated
Situations
and
Complex
Plot Lends
Gripping Appeal
to Sympathy-Impelling Photoplay.
Weak
Will
and
Faint
Heart
Leads
Mat rimony.
Stenographer
to Hazardous Venture in

Registered)
Write for Catalogue

62 West 45th Street

I

Program
mul
Advertising
Phrase* i Girl
Marries
for
Mercenary
Reasons
and
band.
Then
Falls
In Love
With
Her
Hus-

jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark
The Musical Marvel

„':!,,'
"I

liff.
A ml t lii-n i'<
s I In- In:- <-li ma t.
Feature Gladys Hulette aa Dorothy Daniela
ton.
and
on Hale aa Waverly Hamil-

CO.

St., Chicago

AMERICAN

Phone— Chelsea 3227
Phone— Randolph 2003

Printing

HPBCIALInTB
ritOTOURAniT

Street
We

SUPPLIES

Jim takea tin- money, but does no) know
thai Dorothj virtually has cold herself
tu tier employer, it developa th.it Jim
h.i.i stolen :i i ; i r- 1 - • - mini nf money front
Hamilton, and thai i» hli real reason foi
going away, Dorothy la Ignorant of this,
ami aa tin- wife of Hamilton aha Ih in
position to send Jim enough money to
keep him In the healthful climate. Dorothj
■till bellevea that aha lovea Jim, but aa
1 11 « - weeks go bj aha beglna to aee the
admirable qualities In her husband, and
finds herself falling In love with him.
Jim, learning that Dorothy haa married,
returns. Ha spurns the explanation that
Dorothy
made
the sacrifice to save his

BROS., New INC.
York City

4Mh

Saves vou from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or g
selected list of theatres
in any territory.
Includes
name
of g
exhibitor as well as the theatre
in address.
A list of pub- g
licity mediums
desiring
motion
picture
news.
Unaffiliated ^
exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are prop- g
erly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios, g
laboratories
and offices. Information
in advance
of theatres
being or to be built.
=

W74

11 1 ' I I 1 1 1 I M

DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING— TONING

145

AND

!(>(> West ISth Street, New York

I A Dependable Mailing List Service (

MOTION

APPARATUS

W« lend ; let those thnt Ban, follow.

anuiiiiii

jj

LIGHTING

PERFECTION
EN PROJECTION

Gold

King

Screen

10 Days'
Trial
No. 1 Grade, 75c; No. 2 Grade,
50c. — Stretchers
included.
Try before you buy. Sold by all the leading supply dealers throughout the country.
Factory,
ALTUS.
OKLAHOMA

La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera
Official Organ of the Italian Cincmatotrapk Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 16th AND 30th OP BACH MONTH

Foreig-n

Subscription:

20 francs,

per annum

B..i..£ OS?.-: Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
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Pictures are judged by the results which depend as much upon the ability and experience of
the DEVELOPER and PRINTER as they do upon the one who takes them.

EVANS' reputation, experience and responsibility are essential to best results forTelephone:
you.

EVANS

"HER

FINAL

FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City

Adolph

Zukor
Presents
Pauline
Frederick in a Story
Based
Upon
Jules
Claretie's
"Prince Zilah."
Cast.
Marsa
1
Pauline Frederick
Princess
Zilah J
Prince
Zilah
John
Miltern
Count
Menko
Bob
Cain
Count Verhely
Warren
Cooke
Doctor
Forg
Joseph
Smiley
Doctor Charcot
James Laffey
Prince Tcheretoff
Karl Dane
Marquis de Nati
Florence Beresford
Butler in Marsa's Home... Louis Reinhart
Maid in Marsa's Home
Edith EUwood
Directed by Emile Chautard.
The Story: Marsa is the gypsy daughter
of a Russian prince who is wronged at an
early age by a rascally count. When she
meets and loves Prince Zilah in Paris at
a later period the count seeks to force
her into a resumption of their former
relationship, but when he calls at the
villa at midnight she sets her Russian
wolfhounds upon him, and he is nearly
bitten to death. Unfortunately for Marsa
the man escapes with his life, and he
later forwards to Prince Zilah a packet
of compromising letters written by her,
and in despair she confesses all to her
fiancee. She becomes ill, the count is
killed in a duel, and Prince Zilah takes
Marsa to his heart despite her admissions
of guilt.
Feature Pauline Frederick, who plays the
dual
roles
of
Marsa
and
Princess
Zilah, and John Miltern as Prince Zilah.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Dual
Roles
Give
Pauline
Frederick
the
Greatest
Opportunity
for Passionate
Acting in All Her Career.
Cruel
Betrayer
of Youthful
Innocence
Pays Belated Penalty.
Wolf in Human Form Faces Retribution
in Thrilling Denouement.
How the Full Strength of a Great Love
Wins Faith and Happiness.
Striking Problem
Play
Discloses
Great
Moral Lesson in Screen Revelations.

ORCHESTRA
Write

The

for

- ORGANS

information

MOTION

PICTURE

capabilities.

A COMPA
CAMER
0N HJNDNY
flLWflrs
ERflS

AUTOMATIC

MANUFACTURERS

AUTOMATICKET
1735

For the fullest and latest news of the moving: picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by leading: British technical men — for brilliant and
strictly impartial criticisms of all films,
read

BIOSCOPE

The Leading British Trade Journal with an
International Circulation
85 Shaftesbury
Avenue,
London,
W.
Specimen on Application

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING

PICTURE THEATRES

AMUSEMENT

TODAY

SUPPLY

CO.

Largest
Exclusive
Dealers
to the Moving
Picture Trade
300-302 Mailers Uuildins
5 South Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS
Dealers

in Uotlograpb,
Standard
and
Simples
Motui
Picture Machines,
Nntlonnl Cathons, Mimisa Screens and Everything for the Theatre
WE
SELL
ON THE
INSTALLMENT
PLAN

H^

Gladys
Leslie
as Marjorie
Sanford and Edward Burns as Richard Van

Ruhl.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Clever
Satire of Social Distinction Combined
With Interesting Love Plot to Adorn
the Sarcastic Tale.
Dan
Cupid
Proves
Once
More
That
It
Pays to Advertise.

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

to be in A-l adjustmenta— 11
replaced by new parts.
LIST

Feature

Every State — total, 25,300; by States. S3. 50
PerM.
1,500 film exchanges
5.00
313 manufacturers and studios
2.00
36S machine and supply dealers....
2.00
Further
Particular*:

We have a number of Rebuilt Machines as good as
new, in fact, could be sold as new, but we would rather
sell them for what they are.

GIRL."

The
Story:
Marjorie
Sanford wants
tol
break into society.
Her father, a million-;
aire soap manufacturer,
to aid her social!
ambitions,
proceeds
on the theory
that,
society people principally crave publicity, \
and
advertises
her by placing
her face,
on each cake of soap that leaves his factory. But instead
of assisting
Marjorie'
the scheme operates against her, for Mrs.
Van Ruhl, her aunt, and social arbiter, re- I
fuses
to countenance
such
an idea, and B
the young girl finds herself a social outcast. Having learned that the first Van l\
Ruhls sold rum to the Indians,
Marjorie,
in retaliation,
buys a distillery and sells
whiskey,
and
on the bottles
is a trademark bearing a likeness of Mrs. Van Ruhl.
On the ground that Marjorie has injured
her standing, Mrs. Van Ruhl brings
suit
against
her; but Richard
Van
Ruhl,
the f
nephew,
who
has
been
disinherited
be- |
cause
of
his
infatuation
for
Marjorie.
learns
of the trouble,
and
comes
to her
rescue.
He succeeds in making Mrs. Van
Ruhl
see her
error
and
in getting
her
to drop
her suit.
Marjorie
becomes iig the
wife
of Richard,
and Mrs. Van
Ruhl relinquishes her place
as social arbiter in !
favor of the young girl.

OF

MACHINES

and all kinds of Theatre Tickets
USED
UNIVERSALLY
BROADWAY
N. Y. CITY

THE

SHOP

Her
Father
Frank Ed.
"xorcrossi
Richard
Van Ruhl
Burns!
Mrs. Van Ruhl
Julia Swavne Gordon
Jimmie
Harold Foshav
Deering
Ed. Favorl
Directed by Martin Justice.

TICKET SELLING and CASH REGISTER CO.

ARE YOU PROGRESSIVE?

FOR

"THE

II N. Dearborn St., CHICAGO,
ILL.
M. P. CAMERA
DEPT. ______

THE

9.

Vitagraph Presents Gladys Leslie in the
Story
of a Million
Dollar
Damage
Suit.
A Blue
Ribbon
Feature.
Cast.
Marjorie
Sanford
Gladvs
Leslie!

USED MOTION PICTURE CAM-

UAOO
n ACQ

June

CAMERAS

BASS TESTED AND GUAKANTEED
Motion Picture Cameras are the acme of
good value. Whether you purchase a new
Universal at a big saving or a used Universal at prices from $195 to $225. you
are obtaining a camera of undoubted

Love and Confidence Gains Victory Over Cruel Intrigue.
Stunt Suggestions:
If you can borrow
a real wolf hound parade it through the
streets
with
a banner
reading,
"How
would
you
like to meet
three
of these
dogs instead of Pauline Frederick
if you
had an appointment
with her?
See 'Her
Final
Reckoning'
at
(house
and
date)."
Play up the star in your newspaper and
window work, and also mention the author

SEND

Co.

Released

Abiding

We guarantee them
worn parts have been

to

Marquette
Chicago Piano

3443-3444

and
his distinction.
For a catchline fo
the
throwaway
try.
'Would
you
hav^j
married Marsa?" without explaining why*
advising the reader to see the story.
Advertising: Aids: Two each one, thre<
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobbv dis
plays, SxlO, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts fronl
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides
Press book.

Cremona

RECKONING."

St. Nich.

TTTF77H
HT
Gold Fibre Screens

The only screen built to the specifications of the
theatre in which it is to be used.
You'd naturally expect the world's largest producers
pf Moving Picture Screens to construct the best screen.
We do!
Write and let us tell you about Mlnusa screens and send you sample*.
Si

■■' sections still a callable
to dealers

MINU/ACINE/CPEENCQj
Sdomont S.-7H organ

o/iJou/s,9/lo

\

|une 15, 1918
Prills : 1 1 > > 1 Follies
of Socletj
Exposed
in Cleverly Sarcastic
Photoplot.
mmerclnl
Sagacltj
Outwits
Society
Plotters in tiiime of Vengeance,
Oddity in Photoplay
Combines
Business
With Love in Appealing Measures,
Brilliant
Comedy-Drama
LOxposes
tli>'
Follies and Frailties of Society.
Stunt
SusKeatlonsi
Use a teaser cambefore
announcing
the title with
such lines as, "You can't slide Into society
mi a cake of snap,"
"While
there's soap
there's hope," "Have you heard about
the
' damage
suit'"' etc.
For win. low
work cut rough busts or Cm mes out of
yellow bar or soft soap and use them as
the basis for window displays. Offer a
small prize for the best reproduction of
"The Soap Girl" to be turned in a day
or two before the showing and placed on
lition in some store window
Use the
display ill a borrowed show ease for the
lobby ballyhoo if space permits.
lilvertUlnK; Aid*: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Window cards.
Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x2S. Heralds.
Plan
book.
Press
sheet.
Released June 17.
"THE
ONLY
ROAD."
Metro Presents Viola Dana and a Cast of
Favorite Players in a Charming Story
of a Tomboy
Heiress.
Cart.
Nit a
Viola
Dana
\ rmstrong
Casson
Ferguson
(Mara
Hawkins
Edith
Chapman
Ramon
l.upo
Fred Huntley
i Lupo
Monte
Blue
Manuel Lopez
Paul Weigel
Lopez
Marie Van Tassel
Directed by Frank Reicher.
The Story: Nita is living with Manuel
Lopez and his wife, Rosa, low Mexicans.
Manuel sends her for beer, and in the saloon Nita is accosted by Pedro Lupo, a
prepossessing young Mexican and the son
of Ramon Lupo, a lawyer. She repulses
him and rushes away. Some days later
she is again approached by Pedro and is
struggling in his arms when assistance
comes in the person of Bob Armstrong,
who on account of insubordination to his
father has been sent West to make good.
Pedro learns that Nita is really the daughter of Mrs. Clara Hawkins, the wealthyranch owner, with whom Bob is stopping.
In her youth Mrs. Hawkins eloped and
when her child was born it was stolen.
Bob rescues Nita from the room in which
she is placed upon her refusal to marry
Pedro. The Mexicans, bent on revenge,
eapture him and tell the sheriff that he
compromised Nita. The sheriff compels
Bob and Nita to marry, and after the
ceremony Bob places his bride in a convent, from which she subsequently escapes
and obtains work on the Hawkins ranch
disguised as a boy. When her identity is
discovered and she is discharged, the better nature of Ramon Lupo asserts itself
and he confesses that Nita is Mrs. Hawkins' daughter. A happy reunion fellows.
Feature Viola
Dana
as Nita
and
Casson
Ferguson as Bob Armstrong.
Program and Advertising Phrases:
Going
West to "Make Good" Rich Youth Brings
Back to His Eastern Home a Bride of
Surprising Ancestry.
Adventurous Excitement Provides Thrills
During Progress of Impelling Love
Story.
Mexican Bandits Make Ranch Life An
Era of Excitement for Eastern Youth.
Thrilling Scenes and Swift Sensations
in Photoplot of Great Interest.
Viola Dana, Star of Latest Metro, Has
Best Role of Her Career.
Brigands and Bandits Foiled in Their
Purpose
of Gritty
"Tenderfoot."
Stunt Suggestions: Work your newspaper and throwaway advertising along
the line that "The Only Road" on (playing
date) leads to (house name). You might
get permission to post placards at streetintersections reading "Detour to The Only
Road at (house and date)." Pattern these
after the usual automobile
signs.
If you
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HE'S
YOU

gone
"come

across —
across"!

Adopt a SOLDIER and Supply him with of
"SMOKES"
for
the Duration
the WAR!
YOU
know that our Oghttng men
are begging for tobacco Tobacco
cheers them. They need it. "Send
more Cigarettes. " "We can't net half
enough
smokes
overa wounded
here." "A mini
clKnrette
Is the first
thing
asks
for." Almost every mail bring* many
thousands of such requests,
$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier Supplied—Will YOU Be
a
"BIG
BROTHER M or a "BIG SISTER" to
a Lonely
Fighting Man?
Every dollar sends four 45c. packages of tobacco. Mail the money
and coupon right now.

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND
19 West 44th Street, New York City
Depository:
Irving National Bank. New York
"I wish
you all possible
success
in
your admirable effort to get our boys
in France —THEODORE
tobacco."
Endorsed byROOSEVELT.
The Secretary of War
The Secretary of the
Navy
The
American
Bed
Cross
Cardinal Gibbons

Lyman Abbott
Itabbl Wise
Gertrude Atherton
Theodore Booaevelt
Alton B. Parker
And the Entire Nation

tS WjBst 44th Street.

New

York

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE
FUND~ ™
GENTLEMKN:
I want to doTOBACCO
my part to
help the
American soldiers who are fighting my battle In France.
If tobacco
will do
It. I'm for tobacco. (Check below
how
you desire
to contribute.)

I
you
the
I

enclose $1.00. I will adopt a soldier and send
$1.00 a month
supply him with "smokes" for
duration
ot the towar.
send you herewith
my contribution towards the purchase ot tobacco for American
soldiers. This does not obligate me to contribute more.
NAME.
_'.
ADDRESS

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour
own
special
Ticket, any printing,
any colors, accurately
numbered ; every roll
guaranteed.
Coupon
tickets for Prize Drawings.
B.000 $250.
Prompt
shipments. Cash with the order.
GetSeattheCoupon
samples.Tickets,
Rend serial
diagram
for
Reserved
id or dated. Stock tickets 5.000 to 25.000 fifteen
I cents per thousand. 50.000 ten cents, 100,000
nine cents.
PRICES
Five Thousand
$1.25
Ten Thousand
2.50
Fifteen Thousand
3.75
Twenty-five Thousand
5.50
Fifty Thousand
7.50
One Hundred Thousand
10.00

National Ticket Co. , shamokin, pa.

We have for sale Twenty Mlllio..
Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; Zudo.s, IB
reels; and Million Dollar Mystery.
46 reels. V$ also have a large stock
ol new and commercial film In all
lengths for all parts of the globe.
BMtaoHibed

THE

FILM

r.'l

I
in
old
ihi-t with
aI, icard,,l reading
"Viola Dana In 'The <>ni\ Road
rope from bar aweel hi
aok wll h ,i
gun ilka thli and nuraed > lama trrlat i"i
aaveral daya,
Baa the plaj at (hou

I II

\<i \ in i«.ihk tiii>: Two
' i ■ eaoh one,
'ivn
minute and
novellistinaheeti
newapapi1'ri i - . Min-oi
Lobbj abeel
slides,
iii-r.iiiis.
cuts
Lobbj
dlaplaya,
8x10, 1 1\ i i and 28x28,
Plllei ahi at,
data
three i

Released

Jinn

9

"MADAME
SPHINX"
Triangle Presents Alma Rubens in an
Original Story by Raymond L. Sbrock,
Telling the Luck of a Girl Detective
Who Found a Murderer and a Husband.
i leleste
Andre i >n Mnis
Raoul Laverne
Henri i>u Bola
Qulsaert
Dessin
Lys
Chambre
1 1 <au chard
Louis

Oaat.

u.na Rubena
Wallace MacDonald
Qene Burr
Prank MacQuarrle
William
D
I lick Bosaon
Betty
Pearce
Wilbur
I
Arthur
Millet!
John
Li nee

Directed by Thomas N. Heffron.
The Story: The obstinacy of Andre Du
Bois causes his father, Henri, to disinherit
him, and to make Celeste, his ward, the
sole heir to his fortune. Henri is murdered,
and Celeste, finding a cuff-button near
the scene of the crime on which a sphinx
has been carved, retains it, and decides to
do a little detective work. In a cafe she
sees an artist with a tie-pin on which is
engraved a sphinx identical in design to
the one on the cuff-button. Being under
the impression that he is the slayer of
Henri Du Bois she sets a trap for him,
and at the psychological moment springs
it, getting the young man in her power.
She turns him over to the police, but
learns that her captive is the long missing
son of Henri. Andre protests his innocence, and Celeste, continuing her search
for the murderer, finally fixes the crime
on Raoul DaVerne, whose love she had
spurned. Raoul's confession releases
Andre, who eventually becomes the betrothed of Celeste.
Feature Alma Rubens as Celeste and Wallace MacDonald as Andre Du Bois.
I'rojsraiu and Advertising Phrases: Clever
Girl Unravels
Murder
Mystery,
Finds
the Criminal, and Wins Happiness
in
Requited
Love.
Skillful
Detective
Work
Brings
Girl
Heroine Into Love and Fortune.
Quaint Sleeve Buttons Provide the Missins Link in Murder Mystery's Chain.
Tracing
a Murder
Mystery
Through
a
Mass of Complications.
Baffling Plot Finds Solution in Convicting Evidence Gathered by Girl.
Baffling Screen Plot Provides Unrelaxing Interest in Skillful Photodrama.
Stunt Suggestions: The story does not
lend itself to stunting, but can be attractively presented in press work. Use
the lithographs for general display, and
take a little extra space for newspaper advertising or put the money into a throwaway headed, "She found a murderer and
Aids: One design each one,
wonAdvertising
a husband."
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine. Press sheet.
Released June 9.

Watch for
coming announcement

I90H

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
PRODUCTIONS

EXCHANGE

12C West 46th St., Ne*

B

York City

Haworth Pictures Corporation
H.

W.

Hellman

Bldg-

Los

Angeles.

Cal.
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You Are Right, Mr. Williams
We Agree With You

Y

OU are a BIG man with BIG ideas- -and we do hope your latest BIG
idea will be successful.

Counterfeiters and those who practice fraud should be blotted from
the industry. And we have taken this stand from the first day of
the formation of W. H. PRODUCTIONS CO., which can be verified by our
various advertisements in the trade papers.
Some of the most reputable State Right buyers in the country have bought
our re-issues, prints from original negatives and are using all of our advertising literature. From reports received from them, these re-issues are meeting with the approval of the public.
For your information, the following is a list of State Right buyers handling
our product:
JOHN
H. KUNSKY
For Casino Feature Film Co.
Madison Theatre Building, Detroit, Michigan
H. SCHWALBE
For Electric Theatre Supply Co.
13th and Vine Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

NATHAN

H. GORDON

For Globe Feature Film Corporation
20 Winchester Street, Boston, Mass.
JAKE WELLS, INC.
146 Marietta Street, Atlanta, Ga.
JAKE WELLS, INC.
Exhibitors'
Film Exchange
420 9th Street, N. \V., Washington, D. C.
TOM MOORE
419 9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
T. E. LARSEN
Empress Theatre Building, Oklahoma City, Okla.
W. E. DRUMMOND
Specialty Features Co.
609 Market Street, Knoxville, Tenn.
FRANK
GERSTEN
130 West 46th Street, New York City
Globe Feature Films Corp.
20 Winchester Street, Boston, Mass. (Nathan H. Gordeon)
Globe Films, Ltd.
221 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.
Unity Photoplays
Co.
207 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Foursquare Pictures Corp.
1735 Welton Street, Denver, Colo.
♦Standard Film Exchange
412 Perry Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Peerless Film Service
100 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
W. High
Wilson Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
*Wieland Film Co.
412 Ferry Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Standard Film Corporation
Boley Building (4th Floor), Kansas City, Mo.
Matinee Film Co.
107 South St. Paul Street, Dallas, Tex.
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
104 South Hudson Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Greater
Features
Co.
2020 Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
Phil. Goldstone
1417 Farnam Street, Omaha, Neb.
Consolidated Theatres Co.
18 East 6th Street, Cincinnati, O.
Boston
Photoplay
Co.
75 East Broadway, Boston, Mass.
DeLuxe
Feature
Film
Co.
2014 Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
Liberty Film Renting Co.
938 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions
1235 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Regal Films, Ltd.
21 Adelaide Street, Toronto, Ont.
A. WARNER
Standard Film Service
316 Sloan Building, Cleveland, O.
Western
Feature
Films Co.
180 Golden Gate. Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Wisconsin Film Corporation
Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. & H. Film
Distributing
Co.
Moore Building, Atlanta, Ga.
Standard Film Service
316 Sloan Building, Cleveland, O.
All Star Feature Distributors
191 Golden Gate Avenue. San Francisco, Cal.
Max W. Herring
427 Fourth Avenue. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Masterpiece Film Attractions
404 Sincere Building, Cleveland, O.
WM.
POLITZER
Specialty Film Co.
107 South St. Paul Street, Dallas, Tex.

The above State Right buyers are conceded to be
intelligent film men, and have made a success of
because they have always dealt with reputable
have eliminated deception and fraud from their
ings.

reputable and
their business
concerns, and
business deal-
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note terms carefully

^^^v'
NOTICE

TO

Remittance!
must
accompany
all orders for classified advertisement!
as follows: One
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
Five cents per word on copy
containing over twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names
and
addresses.
ADVERTISERS:— The Publishers expect that all etatements made in every advertisement will bear the strictest

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

HELP

ORGANIST,
strictly blgb class, desires enlent, thorough!)
experienced,
Bne library,
references.
Address Musician, care Movln
ture World. Now York.
EXPERT
CAMERAMAN
Negative trimmer—
irs experience
In studio, educational
nnu>
mdustrtal
besl
referenci
draft
exempt.
A<1 dress Decatur, rare M. P. World, N. Y. City.
managerunderstands
Age, :;.">;theu business,
years experience,
thoroughly
character
■nquestionable, state all In first letter. Win. B.
■tosenberger, Perkasle, Pa.
MOTION
picture cameraman
wishes position.
li.i- own reliable.
Moy Outfit,Palumbo,
•"> years experience,
207
Myrtle married,
\\. .
Brooklyn, N, Y.
CAMERAMAN, own outfit, exempt, at present
■Orbing
part time, offers services;
reasonable.
balance
part time or full time, exterior,
inReferences.
L., care M. P. World, X. Y.
City.

EXECUTIVE manager. 39 years of age. knows
every phase of the amusement Held, office,
bouse or road, system and efficiency man now
general manager with corporation for past 8
years, desires to make a change. Address A.
B. C, care M. P. World, X. Y. City.

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

WANTED.

USED PIPE ORGAN WANTED— Must be in
good condition. Price must he right. Address
Organ. M. P. World, N. Y. City.

WANTED.

ORGANIST, experleneed in i-innr: pictures,
state references in letter, giving full particulars.
Kimball pipe organ, Leader Theater, Washington, D, 0.
THEATERS

FOR

SALE

OR

RENT.

PHOTOPLAY
bouae, eastern New york town
ol twenty-live thousand Inhabitants; exclusive
photoplays, capacity
tor one thousand;
fifteen
year lease; rent only hundred tu.uty-tlve
month ; total expenses will not exceed live
hundred week; the receipts between eight and
nine hundred week; catering to the select trade
Oj the town, Here is an opportunity tO clean up
fifteen to twenty thousand year; our client is
in the draft, and will sacrifice this thirty thousand dollar gilt edge proposition for fifteen thousand. Lewis. Theater llroker, 580 Ellicott .Sip,
Buffalo, X. Y.

CAMERAS,

ETC.,

FOR

BEND at onoe for the BASS LIST No 30
Creates! values In HIGH GRADE, Used MOTION
PICT! RE Cameras ever offered
200 fl i
with Tea ar t 3.0 lenses from $66.00 up Tie
New HARVEY Meter for MOTION PICTURE
photography,
Jusl out,
Pi
1.50
mass
CAMERA COMPANY, Charles Has-,. President,
109 No. Dearborn St., Chicago.
LISTEN Cameramen, directors, laboratory
managers, exchanges, operator . stamp brings
invaluable novelty catalogue concerning you.
Kb. i hard Schneider, 818 Second Ave., N. Y. City.
CLOSING out American Cinematograph, professional. kooiI as new, $1 10. 200 ft Erneman,
.\.
Y. Clt!
$130.
Kinograph, $51. Ray, 826 111 I li AVI .
KOEHLER M. P. Camera 2" III. Tessar Lens
F :•"...">. Cooke 1.4'' Lena, Mechanical Tripod head,
HI. Projector with rheostat. Set rewinder and
disc rewinder. Twin AH Arc lamp. Addresi
(). M., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

WANTED.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANT n second-hand moving picture camera.
State condition
and price in first letter.
Fred
Pay. Forsyth,
Mont.

CAMERAS

investigation

SALE.

HERE'S the biggest snap of the season$300.00 Universal M. P. Camera, tested and
guaranteed.
In perfect
condition
our
price for quick sale $107.50.
Have you
a copy of our slightly used Motion Picture
Cameras? Yours for the asking. Get in touch
with us today. Telegraphic orders shipped same
day they are received. Wire Deposit. DAVID
STERX COMPANY, "Motion Picture Camera
Headquarters," 1027R Madison St., Chicago, 111.

MOTION picture operators — start in business
for yourself. We will co-operate with you.
Expenses very small. Send 10 cents for plan.
Address Bird Film Service, Box 123 B. B. Station, Boston, Mass.

EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED 800 iron or steel standard opera
chairs. Write particulars. Movies, care M. P.
World, 510 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE— 200-300 theater seats. Herman
Ellis, Perth Amboy, N. J.

The Advertisers Who Use the Columns of The Moving Picture World
Represent the "Class" of the Industry
We Exercise a Strict Supervision Over the Business Announcements Which We
This Protects the Prospective Purchaser

LEADERS

INSTANTLY
No.

x l °

It Also Adds Force to Our Advertisers' Messages

RECOGNIZE

THE

CRUBAN

LUG

72S
S771AHDS

Tin; MUTX3AL.
B.y>TK
m>
:sii»>w sniiax w

f>" -J a

i

Print

,
l)()l I.MIS

2;,- 5
In

;.

24 Cr it -

40 cents each.

FlG.I

■-..'■i1 long to recognize the VERY BEST.
It does not take the LEADERS in the 1business
Insist on geetting CRUBAN when buying LUGS.
You cannot obtain the BEST ILLUMINATION unless you use the VERY BEST electrical connector.
CRUBAN

LUGS

with speecial contact

surface plates made

Unified
roans

Fia.3
Descriptive Circular "W"

Autoscope
2 RECTOR

to order for machine manufacturers.

SEEBURG

THE WORLD'S

STANDARD

THEATRE

on

Products
STREET,

NEW

ORGANS

J.PSIEBURG PIANO CO- REPUBLIC BLDG. CHICAGO

request.

lutomatic

Corp.
YORK
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

GENERAL

FILM.

PATHS

JUDGE

General Film Company, Inc.
(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
The Clients of Aaron Green (Wolfville Tale —
Two
Parts — Drama).
Cynthlana
(Wolfville Tale — Two Parts — Dr.).
Tuscon Jennie's Heart (Wolfville Tale — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Enchanted Profile (One of the O. HenrySeries — Two Parts — Drama).
The Girl and the Graft (One of the O. Henry
Series — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Coming of Paro Nell (Wolfville Tales — Two
Parts — Drama).
Sisters of the Golden Circle (One of the O.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
BLUE

RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned
Fin Icy)

DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Way Up in Society (One Part).
His Fatal Fate (One Part).
Her Ambitious Ambition
(One Part).
DUPLEX FILMS.
(Seven Parts — Drama).

INC.

EBONY COMEDIES.
Spying the Spy (One Part).
The Porters
(One Part).
A Milk Fed Hero (One Part).
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).
The Bully (One Part).
The Janitor
(One Part).
Mercy, the Mummy
Mumbled
(One part).
The Reckless Rover (One Part).
COMEDIES.

Slippery Slim's Inheritance (One Part).
Sophie's Legacy (One Part).
Sophie Gets Stung
(One Part).
Slippery Slim, Diplomat
(One Part).
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent (One Part).
Slippery
Slim's Epidemic
Stratagem(One (One
A Snakeville
Part).Part).
A Hot Time in Snakeville
(One Part).
Snakeville'a New Sheriff (One Part).
Sophie's Birthday
Party
(One Part).
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
Why — the Bolshevikl
(Five

FILM
CORP.
Parts — Drama).

HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camllle (Helen Hesperla — Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maclste (Six Parts — Drama).
Monster of Fate.
INTERSTATE

STORIES.

Paramount Pictures Corp.

Comedy-Drama*.)

PARAMOUNT-MACK
COMEDIES. SEN'XETT

PROGRESSIVE
On a Fox Farm

FBOGBAMS

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
June

FILM.

(One Part — Educational).

RANCHO

PARAMOUNT
ARBUCKLE
Mar. 18 — The Bell Boy.
Moonshine
(Two Parts).

SERIES.

(AH Two-part
Dramas.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.

SELBURN

VICTORY

PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Paramount
Feature*.
Drama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute
Kendall (Five Parts —
May 20 — The Drama).
Mating of Marcella (Five Parts-

Corporation)

FILM

MFG.

COMEDIES.

FAMOUS

COMEDIES.

(Piedmont Pictures

The Triumph

25 — Those Athletic GirU.
8 — Friend
Husband.
22 — Saucy Madeline.
6 — His Smothered Love.
20 — Battle Royal.
3 — Love Loops the Loop.

May
27 — Prunella (Five Parts — Drama).
May 27 — HisDrama).
Own Home Town (Five Parts —
Drama).
May 27 — Believe
Me, Xantippe (Five Parts —

CO.

June
June
June
June

of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

2—
2—
9—
9—

Missing
(Five Parts — Drama).
Love's Conquest (Five Parts — Drama).
Viviette (Five Parts — Drama).
HerDrama).
Final Reckoning (Five Parts —

COMEDIES.

CLOVER
COMEDIES.
Rip-Roaring Rivals (One Part).
He Couldn't Fool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part). .
The
Hanger's
Revenge (One
From Paper
Caterpillar
to Butterfly
(One Part).
Part).
A Widow's Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
Oh! the Women
(One Part).

ESSANAY

BROWN

(Ail Tico-Part
I'm a Man.
Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
The Three Fives.
Kid Politics.
A Boy Built City.
The Case of Bennie.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).

Shame

PARAMOUNT

Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part — Com.).
His College Proxy
(One part — Comedy).

The Return
of O'Garry
(Two
Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).
CHAPLIN

AND

FILM

COMPANY.

The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21.
Producers.— Kitullv

RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

MAY

— Drama).
Arteraft Picture:
Mar. 25 — The

26.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
June

A Daughter
Diando). of the West — Five Parts — Drama —
The House of Hate
(Episode No. 12, "Flashes
in the Dark" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The Junkman (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Fireman,
Rolin).Save My Child! (One Reel — Comedy —
Britain's Bulwarks
(Part 3, "Hardships of the
British
Army on
its Way toPictures).
Bagdad" — One
Reel
— Official
Government
In
the
Southernmost
Russia
(One
Part —
Scenic).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 44 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 45 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

PARA3IOUNT-BRAY
May
May

2.
May

The Yellow Ticket (Five Parts — Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 13, "Enemy
Aliens" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The City Slicker (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks, No. 4^— "How England
Treats mentHer
— One Reel — GovernOfficialPrisoners"
War Pictures).

May
June

Hearst-Pathe News No. 46 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 47 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

June
9.

For Sale (Five Parts — Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 14 — "UnderWorld Allies" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Sic 'em Towser (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 5 — "With the Drifters
and Mine Sweepers in the Danger Zone"
(One Reel — Official Government
Pictures).
Yosemite
Earle). in Winter (One Reel — Scenic — Ralph
Hearst-Pathe News No. 4S.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 49.
RELEASED
KidderPathe).
& Ko

FOR

WEEK

(Five

OF

JUNE

t»5.

(Five

Parts

PICTOGRAPHS.

6 — Subjects on Reel : America's Sleeping
Giants; Ingenious Insects ; Cartoon
by Wallace Carlson.
13 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for War
Time ; The Art of Animal Training ; Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
20 — Subjects on Reel: War Garden Hints;
American Rifles and Riflemen ;
Cartoon by Bray Studio.
27 — Subjects on Reel : Scenic Gems of
America ; Charting the Sky ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
3— Subjects on Reel — War Garden Hints ;
Building the Liberty Hospitals ;
Cartoons by Bray Studios.
10 — Subjects on Reel — Character Analysis ;
The Science of Weather Prediction ;
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON

HOLMES.

Apr. 29 — Our
May
6— The
May 13 — The
May 20 — Oblin

JKinpmo
Fighting Force.
Filipino National Guard.
Klondike
To-Day
(Scenic).
: the Switzerland of British Columbia (Scenic).
May
27— On the Beach at Waiklkl (Scenic),
June 3 — The Melting Pot of the Pacific.
June 10 — Today in Samoa (Scenic).

Parts — Comedy-Drama —
BENJAMIN

Britain's Bulwarks No. 6 — "Destroyers' Raid on
Zeebrugge"
— (One Reel — Government Official
War
Pictures).

Apr.

St. Thomas
(One Reel — Educational — Post
Company) .
Hearst-rathe News No. 60 (Topical).
Hearst-rathe Xews No. 51 (Topical).

Apr.

Titles and

Chorus

Apr. 15 — Peerless Pineapples of the Pacific
Apr. 22— HighDrama).
Spots of Hawaii.

The House of Hate (Episode No. 16 — "The False
Signal"- Two Paris — Drama— Astra).
Rolin). In Turkey
Somewhere
(.One Reel — Comedy —

Furnish

Whispering

31— The Blue Bird (Five Parts — Drama).
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five Pari9 — Drama).
8 — The Lie (Five Parts — Drama).
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five
Parts — Comedy13 — M'Liss
(Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Old Wives for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
20 — Selfish Yates
(Five Parts — Drama).
2 — A Doll's House
(Five Parts — Drama).

Dates

of All

New

Film

Apr.
Releases

CHAPIN'S — PARAMOUNT
SERIES.

"The Son of Democracy."
Parts).
1 — Down the River (Eighth Release — Two
S — The Two
SlaveParts).
Auction
(Ninth
Release —
Parts).
16 — Under the Stars (Tenth Release — Two

Before

Saturday.

THE
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Why tlie Operator is so fond of the
Type o Simplex Lamphouse
Excellent ventilation. Doable doors.
Projection Room kept cool

%>

IS*

Condensers quickly accessible, and
individually held in rin^s scientifically designed to expand
and contract same as the lenses.
reducing breakage to a
mininnrrv.

Patent terminals for leadwires require neither lu^s
nor solder, and yet provide
carrying capacity ample
for the most extreme
neecXs.

Lamp is built like a machine, and
so generously designed that it
mill hold a larger arc than can
possibly be required.
Can draurlSO amperes or
more.

Uhese are only a few of the reasons. In
every detail this outfit is one that makes
the Operator dissatisfied zt/ith arty other
Jlrvd it can be had only on the Simplex
Projector.
Jhe Simplex Mechanism insures projection of unecjualed steadiness
Jhe Type'S "insures clear- cut pictures, unecjualed in brilliancy
Its a combination that produces profits for you— ifyouuse it

ii ii ii ii ii ii " " '■ ■■ ii ■■ ",-

THEPRECISIONMAfflmTCO-lNC.
317 East 34 th: St- New York

!■

ii

ii

ii

■■
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL.

MUTUAL,

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
May
22— No. 25 (Topical)— 03023.
May
29— No. 26 (Topical)— 03033.
June
5— Issue No. 27 (Topical)— 03042.
June 12— No. 28 (Topical)— 03002.
CENTURY
May

COMEDY.

29 — Her 03032.
Unmarried

Life

(Two

Parts) —

L-KO.
May

8 — Her

Movie
Madness
(Two
Parts —
Comedy)— 03001.
May 15— Pretty Babies— 03012.
May
22 — Who's
(Two
Parts — Comedy). —
03022. Zoo
June
5 — Merry
Mermaids
(Two
Parts — Comedy)
—03041.
June 12— A Blind Pig (Two Parts— Comedy) —
03051.
NESTOR.
York— By
Heck
May 13— New03011.
(Comedy) —
May
20 — The Bath House Scandal
(Comedy) —
03021.
May
27— Who's Your Wife?
(Comedy) — 03031.
June
3— "Home,
James"
(Comedy) — 03040.
June 10 — Butter Again
(Comedy)— 03050.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL PRODUCTION.
May 18 — No Release This Week.
May
25 — The Bride's Awakening
(Six Parts —
Drama)— 03029.
June
1 — No release this week.
June
8 — The Model's
Confession
(Six Parts —
Drama)— 03048.
June 15 — No Release This Week.
UNIVERSAL
May 18 — Issue No.
May
25 — Issue No.
june
1 — Issue No.
june
8— Issue No.
June 15 — Issue No.
UNIVERSAL

SCREEN
MAGAZINE.
71 (Educational)— 03014.
72 (Educational) — 03024.
73 (Educational) — 03034.
74 (Educational) — 03043.
75 (Educational) — 03053.
SPECIAL

FEATURE.

May 18 — The

Lion's
Claws
(Episode
No. 7 —
Two Parts — Drama) — 03017.
"Quicksand" — Two Parts — Drama) —
03017.
May 18 — Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 5 —
"Treachery at Sea" — Two Parts) —
03018.
May 25 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 16, "Running Wild" — Two Parts — Drama) —
03026.
May 25 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 8,
"Into the Harem" — Two Parts —
Drama)— 03027.
June 1 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 17, "In
Irons" — Two Parts — Drama) — 03036.
June 1 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 9, "The
Human Pendulum" — Two Parts —
Drama)— 03037.
.June 8— The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 18 — "The
Runaway" — Two Parts — Drama) —
03045.
June 8 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 10 —
"The Escape Through the Flames"
— Two Parts — Drama) — 03046.
June 15 — Tho Lion's Claws (Episode No. 11 —
"Caught in the Toils"— Two PartsDrama) — 03055.
UNIVERSAL
May 17— Issue No.
May
25— Issue No.
June
1— Issue No.
Juno
8— Issue No.
J unn 16 — Issue No.

CURRENT
EVENTS.
53 (Topical)— 03015.
54 (Topical)— 03025.
66 (Topical)03035.
50 (Topical)— 03044.
57 (Topical)— 03054.

STAR
COMEDIES.
Lyons-Moran Pictures.
May
3 — Mum's the Word— 02996.
May 10— Whose Baby Are You? — 03010.
May IS— The Dodgers— 03020.
May
25— The One Horse Show— 03030.
June
1— A Ripping Time— 03039.
June
8— There
Goes the Bride— 03049.
Juno 15 — Stopping Somo — 03057.
Producers. — Kindly

GOLDWYN,

METRO

AND

TRIANGLE

PROGRAMS

Metro Pictures

Mutual Film Corp.
STRAND.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
June
June

12— Finishing
Mary
(Comedy)— 11CST-1.
19— His Quaker Girl (Comedy;— 12-CST-l.
26 — Up She Goes (Comedy)— 13 C S T L
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
9 — For Art's Sake (Comedy) — 15CST-1.
16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16CST-1.
23 — Mary's Frame-Up (Comedy)— 17-CST-l.
30— Spotted
(Comedy)— 18-CST-l.
7 — Over
the Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l
14 — Her Terrible Time (Comedy) — 20csT-l.
21 — My
Lady
Nicotine
(Comedy) —
21-CST-l.
28 — Her Rustic Romeo — 22-CST-l.
4— What the Wind Did— 23-CST-l.
11— By Fowl Means— 24-CST-l.
18— Beware of Blonds — 25-SST-l.
MUTUAL

STAR

May
May
Apr.
Apr.

(Five

MUTUAL.
-19-T-l.
-20-T-l.
Telegram
Telegram
-21-T-l.
(Topical
)-29-T-l
Telegram
Telegram
(TopicaD- -23-T-l.
(Toj>ic»l)Telegram (Topical)- -24-T-l.
Telegram
-25-T-l.
(Toplcal)Telegram
Telegram (TopicaD- -26-T-l.
— 2S-T-1.
Telegram (TopicaD — -27-T-l.
-29-T-l.
Telegram (TopicaD(Topical) -30-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)-31-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)- -32-T-l.
Telegram
Telegram (Topical)- -33-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)(TopicaD(Topical)-

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
GOLDWYN

FEATURES.

Mar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

Sinner

(Six

Part*

Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts — Dramt.)
Apr. 21 — The Face in the Dark
(Six PartsDrama).
May
5— Joan of Plattsburgh (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
June
2 — All Woman (Six Parts — Drama).
June 16 — The
Venus
Model
(Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
June 30 — The
Service
Star
(Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
GOLDWYN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Parts-^Drama).
The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
For the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parts —
Drama).
Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Sooial Ambition
(Six Parts — Drama).
CAPITOL
COMEDIES.
May
C — "Bill's Baby"
(Two
Reels).
.May 20 — "Bill's Predicament"
(Two Reels 1.
Juno
,"— "Birds of a Foather" (Two Reels).
June 17 — "Matching Billy" (Two
Reels').
Furnish

Titles

and

Parts-

May Drtma).
6 — The

Dates

of All

New

of

the

Night

(Five

Trail of Yesterday

(Five

Parts—

Drama).
May 13 — Cyclone
Higgins,
D.D.
(Five Parts—
— Drama).
May 20 — The Winning of Beatrice
(Five Parts
May 27 — LendPartsMe— Drama).
Your
Name

(Yorke — Five

May
27 — Pay Day
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
3 — The Only Road (Five Parts — Drama).
June 10 — Social Quicksands
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 17 — The House of Gold (Five Parts — Dr.).
June 24 — A Man's World
(Five Parts — Drama).
CLASSICS,

INC.,

SPECIALS.

Lest We Forget (Eight Parti — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million
Dollar Dollies
(Emerald
Production— Five Parts).
Toys of Fate

Parts) — Drama)

June 15— No Release This Week.
May
May
May 5— Screen
May
8 — Screen
May 12— Screen
May
15 — Screen
May 19 — Screen
May 22 — Screen
26 — Screen
29 — Screen
June 2 — Screen
59 —— Screen
Screen
June
June
June 12 — Screen
16 — Screen
19 — Screen
June
June 23— Screen

Par

Apr. Drama).
29— Riders

SCREEN

Primitive
Woman
(American —
Five Parts — Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
22— (Title Not Reported).
29 — Hearts
or Diamonds
(Five
Parts18-F-R-5.
20 — No Drama)
release — this
date.
27 — Social Briars (American — FivB Parts —
19-FM-6.
3 — No Drama)—
Release This
Date.

June
June 10 — A —Square
21-FF-5.
Deal

METRO PICTURES
CORP.
Drama). of the Sea
Apr. 22 — Treasure
(Five

PRODUCTION.

Apr. 15 — The

Corporation.

(Seven

Parts — Drama).

METRO
COMEDIES.
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25— His Generosity (Drew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Drew).
11— His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today (Drew).

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar. 25 — When a Man's Married
(Drew).
Apr. 1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
Apr. 8— A Youthful
Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

Triangle
Without

Releases
Notice.

TRIANGLE
PRODUCTIONS.
Apr. 2S — TheDrama).
Lonely Woman (Five Parts —
A.pr. 2S — Paying His Debt (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
5 — An Honest Man
(Five Parts— Drama).
May
5 — Mile. Paulette
(Five Parts — Drama).
.Uay 12 — Her Decision
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Wolves of the Border (Five Parts —
Drama).
Drama).
May 19 — Who Is to Blame? (Five PartsMay 19— Old Hartwell's Cub (Five Parts— Dr.).
May
26 — Old Loves for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26— High
Stakes1. (Five Parts — Drama).
— Drama
June 2 — The Man Who Woke Up (Five Parts
June

2— A Red-Haired Cupid (Five
Drama).
June
9 — Madam
Sphinx
(Five Parts —
June
9 — The Last Rebel (Five Parts —
June 16 — HisDrama).
Enemy, the Law (Five
June 16 — Station Comment
(Five Parts
KEYSTONE
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
Mar
May
Juno
Juno

Releases

PartsDrama).
Drama).
Parts —
— Dr.).

COMEDY.

7 — First Aid.
14 — Mr. Briggs
Closes the House.
21 — Their Neighbor's Baby.
2S — Mr. Miller's Economies.
5 — I Love Charles Albert (Two Parts).
12 — Mr. Parts).
Miller's Muddles
Through
(Two
19 — Newspaper Clippings
(Two Parts).
26i— AreParts).Wives
Unreasonable?
(Two
2— Tho Toor Fi?U (Two Parts).
2— Flapjacks
(Two Parts).
Before

Saturday.
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Sure Fire Helps to Success
The CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., publishers of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD and CINE
MUNDIAL, the lending trade papers devoted to the Motion Picture Industry, are also publishers of the
only library of practical text books dealing with the cinema art adapted to the every-day needs of
those already engaged in the business or about to engage in it.
These text books, six in number, have been wri tten by men carefully selected for their proven
knowledge of the subjects to be covered, being almost without exception veteran members of the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD'S editorial staff; entirely without exception these men are at present
actively engaged
in the motion
picture business — they are not dreamers or theorists.
Each text book has been written to provide real help to the individual who reads it — consistent
with the unswerving policy of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD— a genuine "Dedication to Service."

Motion Picture Handbook

Picture Theatre Advertising

for Managers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
Third Edition

By EPES

Motion Picture Electricity

Modern Theatre Construction

By J. H. HALLBERG

By EDWARD

An up-to-date work on the electrical equipment of picture
theatres by a practical electrical expert. Contains chapters
on electricity, D.C. and A.C. current, resistance and resistance devices, electric service, wiring, lighting, etc. Also contains practical suggestions and all necessary reference tables
on wire sizes and capacity, weights and measures, heat units,
etc., etc. 260 pages, illustrated.
$2.50, postage paid.

Technique of the Photoplay

of These

Publications

Sent

Promptly

paid.

516 FIFTH AVENUE,
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111.
Order

Upon

By LOUIS

WORLD

NEW

YORK

Nearest

REEVES

HARRISON

/

A comprehensive and thought-provoking treatment
successful to a ^c"
of the subject In a series of chapters, similar
university
course of lectures, by
writer of photoplays.
Also contains a com
plete working scenario and sev
eral sample pages of manuscript. 150 pages;
lllusy /o*^
A- X^^
trated. $2.00, postage paid.

* °v

Application

PICTURE

■ IP

/

or the Making of a Photoplay

&s.

/

to

/

W

4? <v

CITY

A

Wright & Callender Bid*.
Los Angeles, Cat.
from

KINSILA

Screencraft

Chalmers Publishing Co.
Publishers of the MOVING

BERNARD

Our newest book Is one that will fill a long-felt want to
those contemplating the building of a theatre. This Is a very
complete and exhaustive work by an architect with many
years of practical experience in theatre and studio construction. Fully illustrated, with considerable data as to requirements, construction cost, building laws, etc. $3.00, postage

WINTHROP SARGENT
Third Edition

Complete instruction in photoplay writing, including study
of plots, how to obtain and how to develop ; writing the
synopsis; studio requirements; script preparation and marketing; technical terms; examples of actual scripts in facsimile typewriting, etc.
400 pages.
$3.00, postage paid.

Any

SARGENT

A real help and business builder for exhibitors, theatre
managers and owners. It tells all about theatre advertising,
type, printing and paper, house programs, lobby displays,
newspaper advertising, posters, heralds, etc., etc. 300 pages.
$2.00, postage paid. P. S.— Mr. Sargent conducts a weekly
department in this same style in the Moving Picture World,
which contains many up-to-date business-getting ideas.

The most complete, exhaustive and instructive work ever
published on the projection of moving pictures. Contains
complete instruction with detail illustrations on all leading
makes of American projection machines and practical Information on wiring, lenses, carbon settings, screens, theatre
equipment, etc., etc. 700 pages and over 300 illustrations,
$4.00, postage paid.

By EPES

WINTHROP

/
/

Office

/

Address .

/

A* 1*"

/

/♦V
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List of Current Film Release Dates
GREATER

VITAGRAPH

PROGRAM.

FEATURE

AND

STATE

RIGHT

RELEASES

■■■■HH^lHHMaHBMHHHIiHHHHHnHi^
— Drama).
GEORGE KLEINE

Feature

Greater Vitagraph Inc.

Releases

Apr.
Apr.

AMERICAN

VITAGRAPH
FEATURES.
the Weak (Five Parts
of
May 13 — The— Triumph
Drama).
May 20— The Golden Goal (Five Parts— Dr.).
the Son of Kay an (Five Parts
May 27— Baree,
— Drama).
3 — A Game with Fate (Five Parts— Dr.).
June
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 10 — Find the Woman
June 17 — The Soap Girl (Five Parts — Drama).
May
May
May
June
June
June

BIG V COMEDIES.
13— Spies and Spills.
20 — Love and Lavallieres.
27 — Romans and Rascals.
3 — Sneakers and Snoozers.
10 — Skids and Scalawags.
17 — Lame Brains and Lunatics.

Woman

DREW
COMEDIES.
29 — All for the Love of a Girl.
6 — The Story of the Glove.
13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
20 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey.
27 — Rooney's Sad Case.
3 — Romantic Reggie.
10 — A Case of Eugenics
17 — When Two Play a Gamb.
VITAGRAPH
"The

Against Woman
03056.

SERIAL.

In the Web."
Ahead"
Speed
"Full
No. 6,
May 13 — Episode
(Two Parts
— Drama).
Death"
of
Crater
"The
—
7
No.
May 20 — Episode
— Two Parts — Drama).
27 — Episode No. 8, "The Plunge of HorMay
ror"— Two Parts — Drama).
9, "The Fire Trap" — Two
3 — Episode
June
Parts —No.
Drama).

SPECIAL

"Out
of the Dungeon"
Drama).
the Desert's Grip" —
Drama).

FOX
7 — The

STANDARD
PICTURES.
Apr.
Blindness
of
Divorce
(Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
5 — True Blue (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
19 — The Caillaux Case (Six Parts).
June
!* -Under the Yoke (Drama).
Juno 1(3 — Riders of the Purple Sage (Drama).
COMEDIES.

Mar.
3 — A Husband's Wife (Two Parts).
Mar. lfi — A Self-Made Lady
(Two
Parts).
Apr.
7— A Waiter's Wasted Life (Two Parts).
May
5 — A Neighbor's Keyhole (Two Parts).
June
2 — Wild Women
and Tame
Lions
(Two
Parts).

MUTT

AND JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

—
—

(Five Parts — Drama) —

Ditmars'
"Living Book
of Nature."
April 22 — Wild Goats and Sheep
(500 feet).
May
6 — Wild
Babies
(500 feet).
May 20 — The Friendly Bee (500 feet).
Cartoons.

May 20 — "Der

FEATURES.

SUNSHINE

—

May 22 — Following the Course of the Cayuse.
May 29 — The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
2.

May 13 — "His— (500
Last Will"
feet).

May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
May 19 — The Confession
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 26 — The Firebrand
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
2— Blue-Eyed Mary (Five Parts— Drama).
June
9— Ace High
(Five Parts — Drama).
June 16 — We Should Worry
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 23— The Scarlet Road
(Five Parts— Dr.).
June 30 — The Kid Is Klever (Five Parts — Dr.).

FOX

—

EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORP.
(The Following Are One-Reel Scenics)
April 17 — Our Egypt of the Southwest.
April 24 — The Cruise of the Quickern'ell.
May
1 — Tidbits of Travel.
May
8— What the Ice Age Left.
May 15 — The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
1.

FIRST

FOX

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comediet,
You Know"
(Hade
by Editon).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27 — The Stenog.
Eetanay.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.

DE
LUXE
PICTURES,
INC.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The Street of Seven Stars (Six Parts — Drama).

Woman

June 10 — Episode
10 ——
— Two No.
Parts
june 17 — Episode 11— "In
(Two Parts —

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS.
Marriage
Lie
(Five
Parts — Drama)
02985.
A Mother's Secret (Five Parts— Dr.) — 02995.
Danger Within
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03008.
The Guilt of Silence
(Five Parts — Drama)
03019.
$5,000 Reward
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03026.
A Broadway
Scandal
(Five Parts — Drama)
03038.
Midnight
Madness
(Five
Parts — Drama)
03047.

The

VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES.
Feb. 18 — Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
June
June

STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE CORP.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
Tom
Brett Comedies.
The Blackmailers.
Ignorance.
S. O. S.
Mormon Maid.
Whither Thou Goesx.
God's Man.

CAR-

Apr. 28 — Helping McAdoo
(Half-Reel).
May
5— A Flsherless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
May 12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
May 19 — Superintendents
(Half-Reel).
May
26 — Tonsorial Artists (Half Reel).
June
2— The Tale of B Pig.

June 9 — Hospital Orderlies,
June 16 Life-Savers.

Producers. — Kindly

(Katzenjammer

Black
Mitt"
Kids) — (500 feet).

Kids)

(Katzen jammer

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
CIRCUIT.

Passing of the Third Floor Back (Sir Johnston
Forbes-Robertson) .
Tempered Steel (Mme. Petrova).
The Life Mask
(Mme. Petrova).
The Light Within
(Mme. Petrova).
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Edgar Lewis' The Sign Invisible (Mitchell
Lewis).
Herbert Brenon's Empty Pockets.
lliodor).
Herbert
Brenon's Fall of the Romanoffs (With
(Josephine Whittell).

FIRST

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS*
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.
(Distrlbutlnif
the
following
l hri.tlo
Comedies for Grenter New York, New York
State and
Northern
New Jersey.)
Apr. 15 — Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
XV. XV. HODICINSON
CORP.
(Paralta Playt.)
Apr.
1 — An Allen Enemy (Five Parts — Dr.).
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts — Drama).
Apr. 2!) — WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five
Parts —
May
May

13 — Rose o" Paradise (Five Parts — Dr.).
20 — Shackled
(Five Parts— Drama).
JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS.
INC.
The Price of a Good Tim© (Seven part* — Dr.).
The Doctor and the Woman
(Seven Parts — Dr.).
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
Furnish

Titles

and

Dates

of

All

New

Releases

"OArU

Apr.
5 — Broncho Billy, a Friend In Need.
Apr. 12 — Broncho
Billy's Wild Ride.
Apr. 19 — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
Apr. 26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
May
3— Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue.
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 1.
Mar. 8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15 — Peru, the Land of Incas. No. 3
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29 — Puno,
Scenes Around
Lake
Tltlcaca.andBolivia,
SELECT

PICTURES.

May — The Lesson
(Five Parts — Drama).
May — De Luxe Annie (Seven Parts — Drama).
May— The Ordeal of Rosetta
(Five Parts — Dr.).
(Special Releases.)
The Barrier
(Seven Parts — Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts — Drama).
tion).
Cecilia
of the Pink Roses (Julius Steger ProducWORLD
May
May
May
June
June
June

PICTURES.

13 — Journey's End (Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Vengeance
(Six Parts— Drama) .
27 — The Oldest Law
(Five Parts — Dr.).
3 — The Interloper
(Five Parts — Drama).
10 — The Cabaret (Five Parts — Drama).
17— The Man Hunt (Five Parts— Drama).

State Right Releases
ARROW
FILM
CORPORA TlOIf.
Times Building. New York
The duction).
Struggle
Everlasting
(Harry
Rapf
The duction).
Accidental
Honeymoon
(Harry Rapf
The Million

Charlie
many.Chaplin in A Dog's Life.
Ambassador Gerard's My Four Years in GerTarzan
of Ithe
Apes (Elmo Lincoln & Enid
Markey
.

Alimony

SYSTEM.

1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — Six Parts
Parts).
8 — Chase
Me
Charlie
(Essanay— Fire

Dollar Mystery

ProPro-

(Six Reels— Dr.).

ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Times Building, New York Citv.
Nine-Tenths
of the Law
(Six Parts — Drama).
The Devil's Playground
(Seven Reels — Drama).
BEAR
STATE
FILM
COMPANY.
220 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
The Vigilantes
(Drama).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
1600 Broadway, New York.
Balloonatlcs.
Automaniacs.
Neptune's
Naughty
Her
Bareback
Career.Daughter.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh. Baby !
What's
the Matter with Father?
CHRISTIE
FILM
CORP.
Los Angeles,
Cal.
Never Surprise Your Wife.
In and Out.
Betty's Adventure.
By Orange
All
Dressed Aid.
Up.
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.
COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).

CORP.

COSMOFOTOFILM
COMPANY,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York City.
The Hypocrites.
I Believe.
Before

Saturday.

THE
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The Essential Requirements

Improved Projection
ARE

SPEER
Speer

Combinations

Hold-Ark

BIG ADVANCE
IN
M. P. PHOTOGRAPHY
a

• *m««wwj«*^

UNIVERSAL

for A. C. Work
AND

Speer
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Six great scientific Improvement! make the Universal
Motion Picture Camera the choice "i expert cameramen everywhere. Wonder value at lesa than half .standard motion picture
camera prices ! You want it.

CARBONS

Alterno

PICTURE

Combinations

for D. C. Work

•

Hurke &
.lames, Inc.
240 East
Ontario
Chicago St.

Write today for descriptive folders.
WRITE

Place an order now with your Supply House.

"SEE

See how
it increases
your
spend, improves
framing,
Blm
transmission,
focusing,
eliminates
static, etc.
New
automatic
dissolve ready.

Produce Incomparable Results

Read the unbiased opinions ot operators.

MOTION

FOR
CATALOG

Milkers

of

Rexo M. 1'. Film

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee**
MANUFACTURED
SPEER

CARBON
ST.

COMPANY

MARYS,

PA.

ERBOGRAPH

COMPANY

LUDWIG G. B. ERB, President
Producers
of

MOTION

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone
LABORATORIES

Educate

and

Introducing a bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures is a favorite
indoor pastime in legislative halls
throughout the country. Eternal vigilance is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety if not his success.
Presented in the proper manner, the
Cen^rship of Moving Pictures is just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as it is to the Exhibitor. And public
opinion aroused in behalf of moving
pictures and against their unfair and
discriminatory control is the surest
weapon to defeat Censorship.

3716

203 to 211 West 146th St., New York City

STUDIO

Your

Audubon

Audience to Help

Fight Censorship
We have prepared a series of nine different stereopticon slides which crystallize the argument against Censorship;
one of the slides is shown herewith.

Tic Mintrcmeit it this Theatre
desires the to-epentits of Hi
•strait ii providinf (ted
den

entertainment.

We wait ■• "legalized" eeiitrtfcii it moviir, pictures

These slides shown repeatedly in any
theatre cannot fail to influence public
opinion in that locality against Censorwill of
linetheup Exhibitor.
the general public onship.
theThey side
You Ought to Be Showing Them Now I
Legislatures Everywhere Are Convening
Set of Nine Slides, carefully packed,
will be sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

MOVING
516

Fifth

PICTURE
Avenue, New

WORLD
York

City
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List of Current Film Release Dates
M. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. T. C.
The Depths of the Sea (In a Series
Parts — Educational ) .

FRANK

of Four

A. KEENEY.

1493 Broadway, New York.
A Romance of the Underworld.
Marriage.

FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 9— "The MuniDrama). tion's Campaign" — Two Parts —
The Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 10 — "The InDrama). vasion of Canada" — Two Parts —
The Sin Woman.
The Natural Law (France Films).
CLIFFORD
PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY.
5817 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal.
The Ranger.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
Times Building, New York.
God's Man.
GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.

JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.

PHYSICAL
Zongar

Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Walters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Eeenan Production*.)
The Sins Ye Do.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
(The Following Are Norma
tions. ) Talmadge ProducThe Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.
(The Following Are Wm. S. Hart Production*.)
The
Devil's
Double.
Truthful
Tulllver.
The Gunflghter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
(The Following Are Douglas
Fairbanks Productions.)
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrimaniac.
The Americano.
IVAN FILM PRODUCTION.
130 West 40th Street, New York.
Two Men and a Woman.
Human
Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.
Producers. — Kindly

CULTURE
INC.

Flatiron
(Drama).

Building,

PHOTO
New

PLAYS,

HARRY
Brokaw
Reclaimed.

HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
Hand
of the Hun
(Four Parts — Novelty).
Master Crook.

ROMAYNE
SUPER
FILM
CO.
221 Marsh-Strong Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Me und Gott ; or the Crimson God (Five Parts
—World).
Depicting
Kaiser's
Attempt
to Enslave
RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1000 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
Naked Hands
(Five Parts — Drama).
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
ERNEST
SHIPMAN.
17 West 44th Street, N. Y. City.
Josh
Binney
Comedies
Featuring
Ffiiny
Fatty Filbert — One Release a Month.
May — Fabulous
Fortune
Fumblere
(two reels).
June — Fred's Fictitious Foundling
(two reels).
July — Freda's Fighting Father
(two reels).
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver (two reels).
Sept. — Fatty's Frivolous Fiancee (two reels).
Denny from Ireland (First Release of the
Shorty Hamilton Series — Five Parts — Comedy-Dram).
Berlin via America (Fordart Production — Six
Parts — Drama).
A Nugget
Drama).in the Rough (Five Parts — Comedy —
Trooper 44 (Five Parts — Drama).
The Tiger of the Sea (Seven Parts — Drama).
S. & S. PHOTOPLAYS. INC
1476 Broadway, New York.

and

Dates

of AH

New

W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
(The Following Are Multiple Reel W. 8. Bart
Subjects, Released in Order Listed.)
The Parts
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Bargain
(81x
— Drama).
The
Bandit
and the Preacher
(Fire Parts—
Drama).
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Five Parts— Dr.).
(The
Following
Are
Two-Reel
Bart
Productions. Released in Order Listed.)
Dakota Dan.
Double
Crossed.
The Last Card.
A Knight of the Trail.
AHorns
Square
and Deal.
Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman
from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The
Following
Are
Mack
Sennett-Keyitone
Comedies, Each Two Reels in Length.)
The Small Town
Bully.
Friendly Enemies.
His Diving Beautv.
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate
Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
ductions.
(The
Following
Are
Bessie)
Barriscale
ProSatan's

Releases

McRAE
WEBSTER
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Bldg., 42d
Street
and
Broadway,
N. Y. City.

WESTERS
IMPORT
FILM
CO.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).

Pawn.

Parts — Drama).

STATE RIGHTS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts — Drama).
Titles

CO.

The Zeppelin's Last Raid.
Just a Woman
(Steger Production).
Men.
The Crucible of Life.

PYRAMID
COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch
(Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).

Furnish

The

U. S. EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.

PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).

(Six

SUBMARINE
FILM
CO.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Submarine Eye.

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant in the House.
The Siren in the House.

York.

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Daughter Pays.

Redemptiop

Bach

Doctor
Bunny's Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The Unknown.

ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Wbo Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).

The
The

Sennett

The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).
(The
Following
Are Cartoon
Comedies,
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

KING BEE FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
May
15 — The Handy Man.
June
1 — Bright and Early.
June 15 — Straight and Narrow.

His

GENERAL
ENTERPRISES,
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother
(Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).

HILLER & WILK.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The Following Are
Keystone-Mack
Comedies.
)

STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
The Cloud (Five Parts — Drama).
The God of Little Children (Five Parts— Dr.).
A Mother's Ordeal
(Five Parts — Drama).
Pride and the Devil (Six Parts — Drama).
Miss Deception (Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When Drama).
You and I Were Young
(Five Part* —

JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
( Featuring Twede-Dan. )
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April — All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).

CREST PICTURES CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Agea.
A Grain of Dust.

Wm.

A.

M. WEISSBERG.
Brady Playhouse.
N. Y. City.137 W. 4Sth

Stolen Orders
Before

(Eight Reels — Drama).
Saturday.

Street,

THE
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PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S

SUPKEMK
TRIUMPH
"HEARTS
OF THE
WORLD."
UstalU Two DP to Th« Minute Typ« B SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
with
Robin
TIME
and
SPEED
INDICATORS
In the 44th St. Theatre. New
York.
The
Marvelous
PROJECTION
of
this greatest picture of modern times is synchronized accurately
to the fraction
of a second
with
the beautiful
music
and effects.

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT

TIMES SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting

Silver bullion of a quality
equal to that used by the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture of

Titles
Domestic

Empire

Foreign

City Film

345 West 40th Street

Laboratories,

EASTMAN
FILM

Inc.

New York

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty

PATENTS
William

N. Moore

PATENT
LOAN

AND

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.

ATTORNEY
TRUST

BUILDING

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

EASTMAN

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with $5.00 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

Personal Attention

ROCHESTER,

KNOWLEDGE
Operator,

Everywhere: — The

moving

youngest

of the leading industries

picture business

BRINGS

and

Film

is one

Men

may

you keeping

up?

of the

of the world

well be proud to be connected
Do you know

all about it?

ONE
YEAR
SIX MONTHS
See title page

MOVING

N. Y.

SUCCESS

larger returns for an equal amount
know.

with it. Are
It will yield

contains
mailing

of work

Each weekly issue of the MOVING
more

up-to-date

from all other sources.
to-day. We

CO.,

Established 25 Years

Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman,

but one

KODAK

list. You

information

Subscribe now

will get your

from the newsstand

than

rates

Canada

PICTURE

and

paper

hours

and it costs §4.80 less.

Foreign

WORLD

516 Fifth Avenue, New York

Please fill In the
name
vnnr
ofof your
uma

fru^.~tr~
A neaire
Cut Out

and

Mail

you

who

WORLD
can

get

if not already on our

$3.00
$1.50
for

to the men

PICTURE

To-day — Now!

earlier than
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The Standard Of Direct Current Carbons
For

: :

PERFECT MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
The Silvertip carbons are used and approved by the best projectionists in the motion picture
industry. When these men give a product their stamp of approval you can be sure that it is a
quality product.
Silvertips answer every requirement and are the standard direct current carbons.
The light given by Silvertips is pure white, flickerless, and very penetrating. Silvertips eliminate entirely the disagreeable
negative shadows.
Try them.

WHITE A. C. SPECIAL CARBONS
For Alternating Current Projection
Give perfect projection without additional equipment
Write today for our folders

NATIONAL

41

CARBON

COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio

INC.

Advertisers Are Now A\
on Contract **
Seven more firms have assured us that they would sign up this week,
contracts having therefore been forwarded them.

Then, too, our advertising department has not, by any means, as yet,
finished seeing all of our regular advertisers in order to get their signed
contracts before

(THE

EXPORT

ffli-ilpiIM,
EDITION

puts into effect, commencing

OF

THE MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD)

this Saturday,

June 1, 1918 ********
INCREASE

IN ADVERTISING

All advertising contracts
this date will be written

REMEMBER!

for a year or half year entered
at the current space rates.

RATES
into

prior

to

THIS IS THE LAST CALL!

June 15, 1918
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WOULD

1MB a ■ Ol
IFF ICIINCY

CORPORATION'*

HALLBERG
MOTO
R-GENERATOR

"The Double Arc Motor - Generator which
gives DOUBLE THE AMPERES
FOR SINGLE ARC"
This means that the Exhibitor who puts in a HALLBERG gets twice
as many amperes at the arc with one lamp burning as does the Exhibitor
who puts in any other make motor-generator designed to operate the two
arcs in series. This is important because one arc only operates 90% of
the time when a strong light on the screen is necessary.
Besides, the HALLBERG costs no more than the less efficient two-arcsin-series generators.
Remember, the HALLBERG gives plenty of amperes for change-over
with two arcs, but gives

Double the Amperes with One Arc
We Guarantee Perfect Screen Results
Distributors of
POWER'S
PROJECTORS— HALLBERG
MOTOR
GENERATORS
GARDINER VELVET GOLD FIBRE SCREEN— NATIONAL CARBONS
ACME PORTABLE PROJECTOR— EDISON MAZDA
LAMPS— NOVELTY
SLIDES AND M. P. SUPPLIES
OF HIGH GRADE.
"EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

M.

P. THEATRE

EXCEPT

THE

FILM"

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

Pres.

Executive Offices:

Largest Moving
HRANCH

STORES

AND

WAREHOUSES

Picture
, NEW YORK
\ DETROIT
KANSAS

J. H. HALLBERG,

1604 Broadway,

Equipment

Vice-Pre*.

New York

House

in the World

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
CINCINNATI
OMAHA
MINNEAPOLIS
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.. INC.. KANSAS
CITY. MISSOURI
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"'KAISER'

film beat 'Civilization, ' 'Fall of a Nation, '
'Daughter of the Gods, ' 'Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the
Sea, ' by fifty per cent. '

" 'The KAISER ' beat 'The Birth
of a Nation. y We played to over
35, OOO people. Had to call out
the police.
Holds all known
records at the Grand at the
prices for twenty years. '

Do some
beating
yourself.
Book
it
today — by wire.
I -^t beat* <rf Ptrlio -

JJIEWffilL
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YOU CAN
WIN THE

WORLD

J 639

HELP
WAR!

The business of war is a grim,
hard task, that all must share.
But there must be periods of
relaxation to cheer the mind and
renew strength and courage.
Clean, wholesome comedy drama
is what the public wants and
needs. Run the George K.
Spoor pictures featuring Taylor
Holmes.

"A Pair of Sixes"
"Two Bit Seats"

"Ruggles of Red Gap"

"Uneasy Money"

"The Small Town Guy"

"Fools For Luck"

'Efficiency Edgar's Courtship"

^/sisiainaiif

George Kleine System
Distributors

640.
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t Don't Bite
LookNo., 211BuStraight
from the
Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the
OW

Universal Film Mfg.

Co.

keep your eyes open!

Use keener judgment than you ever used in all your life to avoid making a
calamitous blunder in your booking.
Frantic efforts will soon be made — if they have not already been made — to tie you up as
tight as a drum with such a big program of features that you will not have room to book anything else. Alluring bait will be dangled before your eyes. Look at it, if you like. Smell it a
bit. But be careful about biting it.
If you like certain stars and feel that they will make money for you, book them — but book
them alone. Don't let anyone use certain stars as a club to hammer
called "stars" that you don't want.

you into booking other so-

For example, if you like Dorothy Phillips, book Dorothy Phillips pictures. If you like Mary
MacLaren, book Mary MacLaren pictures. That's the Universal plan, and it is based on nothing
but the merit of the pictures. If you want Douglas Fairbanks pictures, book them, but retain
the right to book them WITHOUT having to take other pictures at the same time.
Don't let ANYONE induce you to take one, two, three, four, five or six pictures that you
DON'T want in order to get an occasional picture that you DO want. It is the rankest kind of
booking folly and it leads to disaster.
Any exhibitor with half an eye has been able to see the lightning-like changes the business has undergone in the past few weeks. Right now the big picture is the thing. The program
feature that used to be a real feature is now merely a filler. The overpaid star used to pack
the house, but now he packs nothing but great gobs of weekly salary in his own panties. The
exhibitor who kept himself free to book the big specials is now COINING MONEY. The exhibitor who booked up a lot of stuff ON PROMISES is not.
You never were in a better position to pick and choose. The same

overproduction that

makes conditions bad for producers makes them glorious for you. You don't have to book anything you don't want, and there isn't any organization or group of organizations strong enough
to make you book pictures that you don't want in order to get pictures that you do want.
Don't tie yourself up in a booking knot. Keep free and clear. When
you, simply look, but don't bite.

the bait is shoved at

■ 22
June

l'MN
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Hook ihir Universal Specialjlttmction

thru your nearesi Universul (Sxcfiange
J6008ioadmi/

WevJfcrk
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Do you know that
the Universal

Animated

Weekly,

Universal Current Events and Screen Magazine
constitute as big drawing cards each week

as your

features ? Do you realize that millions of American people are
more eager to see these news weeklies than they are to see your costly

feature photo plays? Do you realize that you can cash in on the huge Nation wide
demand for news in pictures of "Our Boys" at home, abroad, on the firing line, in the
trenches, and everywhere? Do you realize that even one third of the amount of
advertising you spend on your features, if spent on these news weeklies, would pay you
triple the amount of actual cash profits ?

We have proven it
by actual test made in theatres in
different parts of the country.

Exhibitors who

have taken our tip and who have boosted these news

weeklies with advertising, using even only a fraction of the

money spent each week on features, have, for the amount invested in the

weeklies, made more actual profits than they believed possible. We have proven to Exhibitors that these news weeklies are tremendous drawing cards BECAUSE THE PEOPLE
WANT THEM.

self
your
it
Try
in your House. Book and Boost these
three Universal Weeklies. Keep it up week after
week. Establish the fact that YOU have the fascinating Universal News Weeklies in YOUR house every week with
all the latest and best news of the war in pictures. The results will surprise you. Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange or communicate with the Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New York City-
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Take June, For Instance

tyammowtCpictures
( Iti order °/ release )

J. Stuart Blackton's .. /Missingf
Lina Cavalieii ?„ 'Loves Conquest"
,„ *Vivi@tt<?*
Vivian Martin
Pauline Frederick ,«*Her Pinal Reckoning*
Sessue Hayakawa «/The Bravest Vay'
"Wallace Reicl ^*The Firefly qf France'
Enid. Bennett ,« A Desert Wooing'
Vou know theyire all first class pictures
■— and so do your patron & . . .
SJiatls the important thine/,
£®8fl

•: FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKY
CORPORATION ,W
ADOLPH ZUKORFVri
JESSE LLASXT
UvPrw OBUiiaUltaMMri
MrrTBlfll

IfllllRllRlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllRllllllllllllllllllllllllBllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllDlllil
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II Comicler
'The
June
tLeleases
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*
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1.
JLT*.

AKTCRAFT PICTURES
( In order oP relea.ee )

Elsie Ferguson

m

"ADoli«Hou9ew

Douglas Paivb atlks
GGOtOG AA..C6h.an
Cecil B. Dg Mille's

m
in

*Sa.yl Young Fellow"
'nifc-the-Trail Jtollicky
'Old Vive? for tW

AVaiV Pickfotd

fe

How Could Youjean"

^u know the Quality of these
5*
produc tions. Artdyour patrons
$*
know the Quality of the theatre
*
Lhat shows them /
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S

HEARTS oC tWORLD
has captured the heart of the nation'
\\

NEBRASKA
JnEW
JERSEY
. 0E1AW»SS
AAri-yLAmo

imMHM

I MiSJOyftl

OKLAHOMA

I ARKANSAS

I

,0**

lRGlUH

Ht^

TEXAS
llttQ

|N<*
p6«"

Tho shaded states represent ricjhts
to D7W Griffith's latest and greatest,
tTi-ampln already disposed oP . The
white states l'Gpi-esent money to
yotL -— ' or to whoever sends in,
h/is application Pitrst
For the opportunity of profiting by
this photoplay epic oP the great world
war/- the sweetest love story ever toldproduced -under the auspices of the
British War Office , address personally
D . W. GTIIFFI TH
Room 720-LongacrG Bld'g.
lle^'York City

i
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Successes that beat
the warm_ureather
Toys TvLih
of fate
NAZ IMOVA

([he new screen sensation^

Lest We"witForget
h
RlTAjOLIVET
Greater
now than before

BLUE 'wiJEANS
th,

Viola danaI
cljjerpelual money maker

Draft 2C8
■with,

v_y

Mabel Taliaferro

LEGION iviifi
sfDEAIH

Edith Storey

Agreat star in a greatjyvodudlon

SCREENMetro

r\

S^-MyOwn
Untited
States
with Mr. ARNOLD PALY

\

The success of the day

Revelation
njuitlx
Nazimova
cdn unqualified iriuwifi/v

Doily Sisters

in The MILLION
DOLLAR DOLLIES
^lhe most distinctive production op
. the year ■

<wlih>

Emily Stevens

(Soming

TO HELL
^SfKAISER

CLASSICS
JPictuxcs Coiporation^Lsinbutors

INC*
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Wid
causes us to re-issue two of the great Metio

succeses, and in all offices there are nowreadj-

IHZw Trlnts ~elfew AdvertisLnfMatter on

SOVLqfa
WOMAN
Ith

SHOTTING of
DANMSGREW
with

EMILY STEVENS

Edmund Breese

Wi

dUons have been
thrilled and mdliens
more will be thrilled
by this sensational
drami

based on ihellobert
L/W. Service j^oem of
Alaskan life, this
produdion has broken
records ivherevev
shown-

offers tnese tried and proven triumphs
for your summer requirements*
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jbulisive seen Busiiman and Bnynein
Their Compact'lTlie Addled Son, The
Voice of Conscience", ]\ed3f}ii>let and
"Bine Blood]' Under Si ispifion&ndflfith
rfl(eci{ness andDispatcn* Each, proved
a genuine success in a Jbig way'
/^Ifiih ihis new production^
Metro assures you an even
jiner
iriumph - a positive
delight
I.,

Metro Vi c t ures

Metro Pictures Corporation

I

presents
BRANCISX.

BEVERLY

BUSHMAN & BAYNE
In Katharine Kavavtaug'hs

SOCIAL QUICKSANDS
(2/L new type of screen drama, directed
in C acts by Charles y.lSrab in* Scenario
by June 'Mathis and Miss Kavanaugh

RELEASED ^A/TT? T"1 13 C*\ JUNE l0*
MAXWELL

KARGER

rM.anage-r of ¥rocLuctL<n>\,$ •

on
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every ulip,

In every heart,

10

June 22, 1'8

anad soor

On every screer

Metro Pictures Corporation, DLslrtbuiors

an offset to tlie warmest weather
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w

DAMMING

THE

CURRENT

/^\NE
of the impossible things in nature is to permanently dam a running body
^
of water.
A LL the engineers in the world with all the forces at their command could not
■**■ stop the flow of the Mississippi River.
"^EITHER

can progress in the motion picture business be checked.

TpRI ANGLE saw that the fabulous prices being paid to large numbers of socalled motion picture stars could never be sustained becaujse the enormously
swollen rentals of films could not be successfully met by exhibitors.
*"pHESE outrageous rentals acted like a dam to the stream of profits which
*- motion picture exhibitors should have been, but were not making.
''"pHE
waters
of opposition rose higher and higher.
* became
terrific.

The pressure on the dam

At first the crack only
HpRIANGLE got to the dam and split it wide open.
* permitted a small volume of water to flow through.
But the Triangle policy
of higher profits for exhibitors gradually widened the opening.

The stream of profits for exhibitors
OUSINESS began to pour into Triangle.
*-* began to run through in an ever widening channel.

TRIANGLE tore aside that part of the dam given over to "secret agreements
The Triangle policy was a fair and square one, open
and secret diplomacy."
and above-board and based on the principle of making the exhibitor a success.
A NOTHER

huge hole in the dam.

success has crowned the efforts of Triangle and Triangle exhibipNORMOU
itors as aSwhole.

rentals, poor service,
SO if anybody is damming your business with unreasonable the
Triangle channel
or unfair business methods just turn your business into
and watch that dam disappear.

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK
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First U. S. Official M^ar Feature
The United States is at war with Germany.
dous, its achievements great.

Its preparations are stupen-

All Americans want full and accurate information concerning these activities. More important, the motive and purpose of this conflict should be
better understood by all the people of this country.
The Government will use motion pictures to convey this information.
These films will be shown in theatres everywhere from the metropolitan city
to the rural village. They will be released regularly in various forms, from
news service to special features. The first of these is

r>v

??

Pershing's Crusaders

showing- not only General Pershing and our boys at the Front, but telling
Uncle Sain is feeding, clothing and transporting these sons of America.

graphieallv bow-

"Pershing's Crusaders" has already played some ot the largest cities of the United States
with unusual success. At Cincinnati, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, Milwaukee and at other
points the public has registered at the box office its intention to see this film.

What the U^wspapers say:
"There is a break in the voice and a sob in the

New York Times:
" • Pershinci's Crusaders' is tar and away
the best compilation of war pictures exhibited here since the

throat when we mention 'Pershing's Crusaders'; there is
so much that should be said and so little that can be said

beginning of the European struggle."
Washington Herald: " It is a picture that' makes the cheeks tingle
with pride, and the graphic portrayal of America's coming
might is a thing that tightens the throat."
St. Louis Dispatch:
"The pictures are . . . extremely thrilling
in the realism with which they show what it means to be a

adequately."
Wihcaukrt Wisconsin: •••Pershing's Crcsader>' registers
enough facts to have done credit to the United States if three
years instead of one had been consumed."
Bnffoi

soldier in the world's greatest war."
eland Press;

Times:

" Applause was thunderous."

"Scenes of staggering immensity."

"Pershing's Crusaders"

was taken by the U.S. Signal Corps and

Navy Photographers and the French General Star}*
Presented by COMMITTEE
Through

ON

PUBLIC

Division

OF

INFORMATION,
FlLMS,

Charley

Washington, D. C.

S.

George Crkei.,

Hart, '/».■•

Distributed hy FlRST
NATIONAL EXHIBITORS'
6 S West 4Srh Street, New York
Voi (
. ipply to
State Council ot Defense lor California
iiji Golden Gate \venue,San Francisco
<i4 Weil 8th Street, Lu
Vngeli

EXCEPT
/-

■

A

•

/>.;n

.-.;,

appl)

to

State Council of Defense for North Dakota
Bismarck, N. D.

I

ClRCUIT, Inc.
Ft ■ Mil higait) appl} t.
State Council ot Defense for Michigan
Lansing, Mich.

Announcement

Pershing's Crusaders
Presented by the Committee on Public Information
George Creel, Chairman
Through Division of Films, Chas. S. Hart, Director

Will be distributed by
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
For information apply to any of the following
First National Exchanges :
Denver, Colo., 1744 Curtis Street

Boston, Mass., 20 Winchester Street

Seattle, Wash., 1200 Fourth Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa., 800 Westinghouse Building

Chicago, 111., 110 South State Street

Philadelphia, Pa., 1:589 Vine Street

Indianapolis, Ind., 24 West Washington Street

New Orleans, La., 712 Poydras Street

Des Moines, la., Garden Theatre

1)al,.ls T(,x^

Minneapolis, Minn., 717 Hennepin Avenue
K
r

UH{) M;|m gtreet
T
n iu
-n
i
Louisville, Ivy., Hex I neatre

Milwaukee, Wis., Toy Building

,, ,
Oklahoma

. Okla.,
M
.,.,
( lty,
rum

St. Louis, Mo., New Grand Central Theatre

.. ,
,liuilding
., ,.
Exchange

Reno and Hudson Streets

Cleveland, Ohio. 402 Sloan Building

Washington, 1). ('.. 420 Ninth Street. N. \V.

Washington, 1). C, 419 Ninth Street, N. W.

Atlanta. Ga.,

New York City, 509 Fifth Avenue

Richmond. \ a. . 812 Lyric Theatre Building

146 Marietta Street

General Offices, 8 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.
Notk: California, Sorlh Dakota, Michigan and Canada will n<>l he handled by First National Exchanges

The Screen helps to win the War

That the exhibitors of America will take
the same pride in presenting

PERSHING'S
to the American

CRUSADERS
People that we do in

having been granted the privilege of distributing it,we are confident
This will be the most important aid the
screen has been privileged to give in the
Nation's work of winning the war.

FIRST

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS

v§y
VCIRCUIT'

Juno

In

22
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strife people will welcome
drama
of human
kindness

this

beautiful

A

"First
National"
Attraction

For box office values these are names to conjure with —

SIR JOHNSTON

FORBES

ROBERTSON

in Herbert Brenon's masterly production of

"PASSING OF THE THIRD FLOOR

Good enough for First National Theatres

BACK"

Good enough for yours

lioiteij couldn't buy this wonderful review

iivery
word of it is true — Read it !
t is a tribute to motion pictures that will warm the
eart of every man wjjotakes honest pride in our business
ROM THE LOS AN6ELES TIMES,
MAY 21,1918

i'^saiti,

(Mark
Produced
by as s
M.Dintenf
..".'ess «.'. a°<3 ti

""•on. -

mmrn^-

or

v«s

■" m»

Harrcj and
Warner
Directed by
Willia.m
Nigh

Scenario by
Chas. A.LocJixe
▼

Foreign. Rights
controlled*
Hiller &Wilkby
Lon.cSa.cre Bldo.
Nev? York
*
c- £n f,°day/^er'e can't , ^fe^

for

,Yyln~

Pernio

*BWr

Ger«r.

**8t

i«rLSV5» Stt

as/at 5s£ «Ss? s «* ^

FIRST NATIONAL
ATTRACTION

or Patriotism -for profits , kid profits. Ambassador
tame sW. Gerard's ' 'My Four waw In Germany"
* has few equals
▼
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MJWW^^

Sidney/ Garrett
Coresident ~J. Frank Brockliss Inc.
was selected as the guiding spirit for his enterprises inAmerica by Mr. Brockliss himself
as the acme of character, integrity and
"Square Dealing.''
Your business will always

be important

enough for Mr. Garrett's personal attention.

"May

We Serve

You?"

J.FRANK
SIDNEY BROCKLISS^
GARRETT Pees.
(/eziev&Z JZxpoTrtev and Jrnvpozter
729 Seventh Ave. ~
-*..— - /Jew \brlc City

_F
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WWUODKINSON
527

FIFTH
AVENUE
NODKINSON
GENERAL

CORPORATION

' ' ' NEW
YORK
SERVICE AT ALL
FILM
EXCHANGES

CITY

1669
TH1>

MHYIXC

!M<

l"URF

W < >RLD

Not a story depicting the strife of battle, but a vivid, patrioitic inspiration, the
embodiment of glorious femininity and exquisite art.

PARALTA PLAYS, Inc.
Foreign

8 WEST 48th STREET
NEW
YORK
CITY

Distributors:
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation.
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films, Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

HOLVKINSON
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL
FILM EXCHANGES
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J*J^tt*km)

THE FILMS THAT MADE
CHARLIE CHAPLIN FAMOUS

The Moving Picture Stories Magazine says:
'There are many who believe that Charlie Chaplin
did his greatest and best work in his earlier pictures.
This undoubtedly accounts for the success of the
famous Essanay-Chaplin comedies. They are as popular todav as thev were two vears ago."
*

#

SNAKEVILLE
BRING GALES

#

*

COMEDIES
OF LAUGHTER

Try fifteen minutes of fun on any program and
watch the effect on your audience. Twenty laugh
makers; ask for one a week at any General Film office.
*»Tnr»i*

M^

i in ■ n i —J

K&S^X XJ^fe-y^iTUVVJ

Distributed
Exclusively
by General
Film
Company
25 West 44th Street, N*w York CUy

^svv; iMwu^^w
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^LastDaid ^Zeppelin L:21
^k.\

Ufet*

Ne*YX£>rk June 4

^&«r«t.

=S?'-(

ofo.

&■*

°'»,
""•«/,

'C'»-4(>cM„

* '9na'S to On tiSteni»<>

"•Up.

r

*•/«:. "»»

^
■*5L?C^ -^

?^w

^*>**

Link up the big news
event with this timely
picture of actual Hun
attacks.

/">«,

**

^* «••»!,

,-o«>

A colossal drama of actual
VVC

war encounters — the antiaircraft defenses of London in action against a
daring raider which

is

brought to earth by a heroic British flier.

Frightf ulness
Checkmated
You Can FEATURE
Th is Two -Ree I Production and Make Big
Money.
MOTOR -AMOUNTED
WELCOMING

ANTI- AIRCRAFT
THE
L- XI .

^^y^^^^vv-vj

GUN

Distributed
Exclusively
by General
Film
Company
25 West 44th Street, New York City

m^rwu^^^Hd
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DIAMOND

FILM

R. M. CHISHOLM,

Wftik k^tK ^TVWJ

COMPANY
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au^rt^a*

New Orleans

President

Di"'r'br.r;;:;t^ ZfJX0-™

Haw rw^ro^^d
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WOLFVILLE TALES
K>

y Alfred Henry Lewis
Another in this fine
series o£ Jhuro*n Western

stories

lull of dr&ro* ^nd ch&r*cier.

msjx UA'^wimi

<*Jth
Patricia Paltrier
RoBert Buirixs
George Holt

[ b^rr^:n:,r::yc— R^xruuvu

>s^^3
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STOLE1S
The Drury Lane Melodrama by

CECIL RALEIGH

and HENRY

HAMILTON

BIGGEST
GREATEST

) OF ALL I
( WAR
PICTURE
THRILLING / PLAYS
<«

Master Production"

IS YOUR NEIGHBOR A HUN O
ARE YOU FEEDING A BOCHE •
"Stolen Orders" shows yon how we catch them.
exposes their tricks.
See the Dirigibles, Battleships,
and other implements of war.

Anti-Aircraft Guns

THRILLS!

PLAYING

TO

It

CAPACITY

THRILLS!

AT THI1

THE
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"
S
R
E
D
OR

EIGHT
PARTS

Starring

Carlyle Blackwell
Montagu Love

Kitty Gordon
June Elvidge

Directed by HARLEY

WHAT

NEW

YORK

KNOLES

CRITICS

SAY:

IMES:

MORNING

"Crowd gets thrill in 'Stolen Orders.' It provides a suc■ssion of thrills.
Stirring scenes."

"It should have no difficulty in capturing popular approval
with its thrilling story and exciting situations, all of which
are very well suited to the needs of the movies."

ERALD:
" "Stolen Orders' is filled with action. Such was the
terest in the picture that the playhouse was crowded to
ipacity, notwithstanding the heat.
'Stolen Orders' on the
Teen is twice as exciting as on the stage."

RIBUNE:
"It is seldom indeed that one finds a picture so entirely
itisfactory in every detail. The story is interesting from
le first foot of film, and never for one instant is interest
llowed to flag. It is all very exciting."

LOBE:
"Some new thrills are given the people in 'Stolen Orders.''
is an interesting and thrilling production."

WORLD:

TELEGRAPH:
"Decidedly

EVENING

entertaining,

besides

being

good

propaganda."

MAIL:

"Goes over the top successfully. A large audience fanned
and perspired for two hours without one spectator leaving
the auditorium. At the end of the picture there was a genuine and generous tribute. If it receives the support it
deserves it will be running for a long, long time."

JOURNAL

OF COMMERCE:

" 'Stolen Orders' is full of excitement. The picture is a
better show than the speaking version. A thrilling tale of
the American navy and German spies."

1VENING SUN:

P. S. Harrison in MOTION

" V masterpiece.
The action is continuous throughout the
ictnre. The picture's most thrilling moments centre about
Zeppelin in midair.
The illusion is perfect."

"This is a good production. It is the kind that will offer
your patrons entertainment worth their money. The story is
very interesting. It is a picture that will appeal to all

PICTURE

NEWS:

IORNTNG SUN:
VARIETY:
classes."

"Thrilling."

IVENING

TELEGRAM:

'Exciting Thrills."

'ARK THEATRE,

"A corking, suspensive melodrama dear to the hearts of the
picture patrons. A series of hair-raising episodes that hold
one grippingly."

NEW

YORK
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A. SHERMAN
Presents

THE

FOREMOST

EXPONENT

OF

WESTERN

DRAMA

DUSTIN
FARNUM
IN THEIR

INITIAL PRODUCTION

THE LIGHT OF
WESTERN STARS
ZANE

Picturized from the Novel by

GREY

The Season's Masterpiece

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS
LOS

ANGELES

NEW

YORK

June 22. 191
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WoKI.D

1 op"

CK)er tne

^-fC'OR once something
has really been done for the exhibitor.
*}* Co-operative booking, under the exclusive control of exhibitors,
has been established in the United States, without the exhibitors
of the country having been asked for ine dollar for promotion expenses.
Fifteen co-operative booking associations, united with the Affiliated
Distributors Corporation, embracing twenty-eight states, are at this
time chartered and ready for operation. Four of them — Illinois,
Michigan, Eastern Pennsylvania, and Greater New York — are
actually releasing pictures
THE

ASSOCIATIONS

ORGANIZED

ARE:

Exhibitors Booking Assn. of Greater N. Y. and Northern N. J. (New York City)
New York State (Buffalo & Albany)
Illinois {Chicago)
Eastern Penn. and Southern N. J. (Philadelphia)
Western Penn. and West Va. (Pittsburgh)
North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee and Virginia (Richmond, Va., and Charlotte, N. C.)
District of Columbia and Md. (Washington)
Southern Ohio (Cincinnati)
Northern Ohio (Cleveland)
Michigan (Detroit)
Indiana and Kentucky (Indianapolis)
Iowa (Des Moines)
Missouri
(St. Louis)'and Pacific States, Comprising CaliThe
Intermountain
fornia, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington (Los
Angeles, Salt Lake City and Seattle)

Officers and directors have been elected by each of these organizations and a total of more than 1,800 booking days subscribed up to
quota for the entire
of the minimum
or 85%
date,
country.

NOTICE
Announcements of the
progress of the Affiliated
make necessary postponing the publication of the
additional planks of the
Affiliated platform. Howivcr, a complete analysis
of the entire plan may
be had by sending the
coupon opposite.

/

Organization work in the territories not yet covered
is now under way. If you have not yet arranged
to share in the advantages of this assured
exhibitors movement
GET IN NOW

0

u* /
C° /

AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS
CORPORATION
Longacre Building, 1476 Broadway, New York

,, /

fcV

\ v

/

/
/

City.
CJF/

Plan."

Affiliated
Distributors
Corporation,
1476 Broadway,
New York.

Gentlemen:
Please
send
nie

prospectus,

Name
Theatre

^/

"The

your

Affiliated

Hook upof
j)our
presentation

MARION
DAVIE S
in

fito* "Cecilia of the «ijj^
Pink Roses
(directed by

JULIUS

STEGER)

with the exceptional
campaign of publicity ana advertising
that is behind this
beautiful star — you
will reap results in
your box office!

DISTRIBUTED

BT

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

^pictures
JL

\ \

SELECT PICT

m

butIS by

\

V-.-N

CORPORATION

*

\.\-A
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The Harry McRae Webster Productions, Inc.
BROKAW

BUILDING,

NEW

YORK

CITY

JZgTi
Bryant 48G

PRESENTS
"Reclaimed" is a good, honest job at picture-making.— Edward Weitzel in Moving
Picture World.

The excellent acting of the entire cast puts
all the scenes in the best possible light. —
Moving
Picture
World.

THE
BIG

The story starts off with a punch and
keeps on landing the same blow through
almost every foot of film. An eye-opener
from start to finish. — New York Clipper.

Niles Welch gives a sincere and sympathetic performance . . . while Mabel
Juliene Scott is interesting and vigorous. —
Laurence Reid in New York Review.

7 REEL
FEATURE

"Reclaimed" holds the interest throughout
and is clean in purport. The story is at all
times intense, exciting and thrilling. — Exhibitor's Herald.

Entertainment, story, photography, settings— all good. Acting and technical handling, very good. — Mirror.

WITH

MABEL JULIENE SCOTT
NILES WELCH

RECLAIMED
THE

STRUGGLE

FOR

A SOUL

BETWEEN

LOVE

AND

HATE

written by
Richard Field
The production reveals the able direction
of Harry McRae Webster, who has provided
good settings. — Frances Agnew in Sunday
Telegraph.

Photography and settings are entirely
adequate. — New Y'ork Review.
Photographv excellent. — Exhibitor's Herald.
The lighting and camera work are of excellent quality. — Moving Picture World.
Photography and lighting effects are
splendid. — Sunday
Telegraph.

A HIT
FROM

It is treated throughout in a consistent
manner . . . both author and director
have handled it skillfully.— Edward Weitzel
in Moving Picture World.

EVERY

A tensely dramatic story, handled in expert fashion. New York Clipper.

ANGLE

EXCLUSIVE

CHESTER

Carroll

SALES

Mr. Webster accomplishes with "Reclaimed" what Mr. Shouts achieves with
his subway. — Laurence Reid in New York
Review.

MANAGER

BEECROFT

Phone
Vanderbilt 5599

501 Fifth Avenue, New York City

IN THE MAKING:

ANOTHER

PUNCH:

PULSATIONS:

VITAL

PLAY

PURITY

WITH

and PERFECTION

PATHE

RUTH ROLAND

B.C

the
famous star ofand
"WhoPays?
TheRedCircle
The PriceTheNe^lectedWife
of Folly stars
in the sensational cyclonic Pajhe' western serial

IK

withGeorc£eChesebro as leading man and
Easter Walters, George Gebhardt and Wm.A
Carroll in the c ist • • • .Producedhy ASTRA.
Writtenhy Gilson Willed Directed hyJas.Hor n.

COMING
SOON

*\

^x >
r
(K/\

\.

RATHE
RC

A

KNOWS
HE'
PA TSERIALS!
Eighteen successful serials a record unique in the industry, furnish proof positive that
jbthe knows the Serial Business

Many
exhibitors
haveto played
every Pathe'them
serial.
bank
accounts
testify
their wisdom.To
and.Their
all others
this message: For thrills,action, suspense and crashing climaxes

"
P
U
S
D
N
A
H
RUTH ROLAND
the New Pathe' Western*

Serial with *** *

has never been surpassed. Produced by ASTRA; Directed,
by Jas.Horn-.written by Gilsori Willets^*
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Frank Keenan in "More Trouble" Plays the Rivoli
and Fannie Ward in "The Yellow Ticket" the Rialto
the Week of May 26th!
3ne of the new Pathe
features which you should
see — and book

HP WO Pathe pictures in these
-*- two famous Broadway
houses the same week can mean
but one thing— that Pathe is
offering to the exhibitor absolutely first-class productions
gauged from every angle— star,
cast, story, direction and box
office appeal.
Pathe has promised more—
Pathe is giving more— better
quality, better value, better
service. There are no better
pictures on the market today
than the new Pathe features.
They deserve extended runs in
every first-class theatre in the
land.

BRYANT WASHBURN
in
KIDDER & KO.
'roduced by Diando
Vritten by M. Ramirez-Torres
and John W. Grey

•Vashburn at his best !
doming the middle of June

It is highly gratifying to
know that many splendid bookings in America's best known
theatres give evidence that the
most successful exhibitorsNorth, South, East and West,
have not been slow to recognize the Pathe' Value.

We Invite You, Mr. Exhibitor, to Investigate
the New Pathe Features and the Pathe Prices.
PATHE EXCHANGE,

Inc.

25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
In Answering Advertisements,

Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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Pathe

"Fatter.

warn you, your
marriage to tKat woman
means moral suicide!
■■■■'■ i

r
W

n.

is 0
A Play That Lives Up To Its Tremendous Title

MORAL

SUICIDE)

A sensational, vivid depiction of how a
man was willing to barter his soul for
love of an unworthy woman.
Written and directed by Ivan Abramson
Presented by Graphic Film Corp'n and distributed by

Stellar cast with John Mason ,Leah Baird and Anne Luther
Handled properly an absolute clean up' tor any exhibitor-*

1111
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FIRST- As Usual !
In the Hearst-PatheNews*46
Released June 5th
Vivid ofpictures
showing*
result
murderous
wont
of Hun submarines on
the Atlantic Coast.
Survivors of sunken vessels
as they landed after terrible
experience.
The map of the zone of terror

In tke Hearst-Patke News Released June 8th:
Exclusive pictures
of tKe American
transport
President Lincoln
sunk hy
German
U- Boats

The HeaTst-Pathe
News
Sees All Knows All
Always

In

Answering

Advertisements,

Please

Mention

First
the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

SURE TO HIT THE MARK
viT

i

-Tfc_^» 1

kS|

W1LUAM

Fax presents

GEORGE vnWALSH
KID* CLEVER
Bristling with electrifying stunts!
Buhhling -with fuvi!
cs4lso these ot'Ueir
One a x^reeh

Fox Special Features

JT2 a yew
JANE «w<iKATHERINE
LEE in,
"WE
SHOVED
W^RRY"
GLADYS
BROCKWELL
in
"THE SCARLET
ROAD"
PEGGY

'other men's

daughters

FOX
FILM

CORPORATION

£*

IRE! COLOR! ACTION!

OL
WILLIAM

FOX

-presents

THEDA BARA
n a Pulsing Melodrama of the Philippine Jnsurrection

UNDERu»YOKE
J lie Jin jja.ro> Super—Prodxicbiott'
Direction J. Gordon Edwards*

cAs JhrillinJ as Under Two Flags
els Romantic and Colorful as Carmen

d Timely story of love
and the Stars and Stripes

FOX
STANDARD

FH.M

PICTURES

CORPORATION'

of dollars
into
youv
%z
theatre*

I

%Aim

Che Prettiest Girls on Earth !
WILLIAM

THAT'S

FOX

WHAT

Presents in HENRY

LEHRMAN'

SUNSHINE GOMEDIES

FILM

CORPORATION

htf winners of 1918
He quested* %y $000 Cxnimters
WILLIAM

FOX presents

BARA
THEDA

TREMENTBOTJS
SUCCESS!

rcatest
vpirePlay
evevfilmea*

A FOOL
IhmWAS
in

cljheda Bara Super ~Pwducb ion
oyPerberEmersen 3 iwn
WILLIAM

2 oilier oftltcBigSixBam plats

THE CLEMENCEAU CASE"
THE TWO ORPHANS"

FARNUM
in

.BONDMAN

iSt&ry

yJlalL La hies greatest novel.**' — »
d U)i lliamj-avnum. Be Cuxe Production

hat drips
wthelds
?3 satisfies

U otlwrs of thcBigSixJaritum plays
2^j^*^^f

}Aew Prints in 5 Teels^
ATexf lH^hoavajyTis, new
fdhloy displays*

THE PLUNDERER"
'A SOLDIER'S OATH'

EMADE! HE-EDITED! HE-TITLED!

F OX
FILM

COR&ORA.TZON*
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A Tense, Dramatic
Plea to Parenthood
Based on Rev. Smith 's Successful
Fight Against the Vicious Barbary Coast
This is the first announcement to buyers.
There have been no secret deals with syndicates orindividuals. Choice territories every'
where are open.

The Finger of Justice is the picture pacific coast exhibitors fought to get. Successful ones coined money.
Theatres were jammed. Crowds were turned away. Newspapers wrote columns and columns and columns.
Now this sensational morality[drama— the actual story of
Rev. Paul Smith's fight that smashed the notorious "Barbary
Coast"— is on the open market. Ready now for you state
rights buyers who know a triumph when you see one.

>J

:,; ■'-:■;..
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State Rights Buyers

RUSTIC
featuring the celebrated star

Crane Wilbur

Quick action wins
consideration strictly in
Remember — this is
Francisco. Shows vivid

this money making picture.
Buyers will receive
the order their applications are received.
the picture of the fight that drove vice from San
views of life on the "Barbary Coast" —

the workings of the vicious "system" that took its toll, first, in virtue, then
in life. Portrays conditions that exist, or can exist, in every sizable city.
Newspapers— civic bodies— clergy — all are one in endorsement of
this picture.

WIRE! Don't Wait To Write!
The Finger of Justice present* a sensational
opportunity to you who can
territorial rights.
Delay means sure loss. Get your application in immediately.
If you wait to write, you are taking chances. First
spplication from each territory receives first conlideration.
WIRE!

ARROW

FILM CORPORATION
W. E. Shallenberger, President

Times Building, New York City

clinch

L679
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you shine Above them aiai
An open leitev to-v

CHARLIE CHAPLIK

Good nvitjto $otmd$ Jweetei*
tke second time it tj keaird,
and critic^ fay iKaino book
iy wovtK reading %rP it cannot
to read twice.
To enjoy aijytkin.6 move the
Second time it ij feen,ij $ut*e*
proof tkat you. Kave looked ai
a masterpiece* Because it -waj
a masterpiece, tkc Public vvjent*
to fee dojeph defferfon in" Rip
Van Winkle .year afies* vedr *for
over twenty year/. That/ va^Y
tkey voant to ^ovou inj/our
parly product ionr^ and iHotj
voby v>c kave called tlaem tlte
*

*

V* *

26 CHARWE CHM>UN
• and tkcjy ave kavin6 an
ovorvokelmincS
$ttoeey$P
A

^VYHPRODUCTIONJ
^t WEST

23i-a-3t

N^W

YORK

a
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A SURE THING GAMBLE!
FOR 1HE EXHIBITOR^

A
#

*tm

Wc> ddvevtijp ilip old txtlctf,
<oj£j?tbe>i' vjitK -tl\o npv), jo
that the Public* will KnovO
hovo pood ilipy av<?!

CHARUE
CHAPLIN

26

ONE AND

TWO

REEE HE-ISSUES

WiiH tlie *7i<»<?ption oP ihp
fnyt i-c»l<?a}<», ili<> acWi-tijini

matter of "tlipfe* Ckaplins
boars -ili«. ORIGINAtTlU^.
That onp error liaj 511100
bc»<»n

THEY

MADE

rpeirfipcl.

HIM EAMOTJJ\ THEY WIU MAKE YOU PROfPEROUY!

WH- PRODUCTIONS
7lWejt

In Answering Advertisements,

23 id St

Please
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Phorv Gi.amevcy3027
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(Mdwynjf^pictures

"MAE MARSH'S
BEST WORK

or a nation:"

"THIS is the verdict of The Chicago
Journal on the most powerful
dramatic story Gold wyn has thus far
given this famous and beloved little
star.

by E. Lloyd Sheldon

Directed by Hobaii Henley

is hailed by the trade press and by the critics in all cities
where pre-vie ws have been held as having the greatest picture
of her career — bigger than all of her previous Gold wyn successes. "All Woman** is described as an elemental story
containing "the emotions that will be recognized by millions."
Released everywhere June 2.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish; President

16 East 42„c/ Street

Edgar Selwyn. Vice President

New

York City

[une 22, 1918
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(5oldwyrx»picturcs
THE GIRL WHO
FOUND A FORTUNE
in a BATHING SUIT
JERE you have the 'liveliest and the
•* best of all the Goldwyn Mabel Normand
screen
productions — charming,
fascinating, appealing and filled with
fun, romance and the doctrine
of
"business with pleasure."
You can advertise this
36" of screen dramas,
mance of a perfect fit"
will flock in to see one
greatest favorites

as "the perfect
or as "the roand the crowds
of the screen's

MABEL
NORMAND
m
VemmMwM
byH.Rdwant

Direcied by CH Badger

Better than "Dodging a Million;" snappier
than "The Floor Below;" more appealing
than the patriotic "Joan of Plattsburg;"
by all odds the best thing Mabel Normand has done in the past five years.
Released everywhere June 16.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel GoLDFrsn

President

Edgar SeCvntyn. Vice President

16 East 4-2 nJ Street

New York City

Ti
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90.000.000 AMERICANS NEED LAUGHS!
THE popular heroes of the home in times
like these are the men who can lighten the
burdens of the nation with fun and laughtermaking stunts. People, hearing depressing
news, desire the reaction obtained from humor
and lively music.

On the screen the great diversions are found in
comedies. The unique, happy personality
challenges instant attention and wins popular
affection. This explains why hundreds of exhibitors have hastened to sign up our newest
American fun-maker

in

COMEDIES

CAPITOL

Every Second Monday

26 a year

Two reels of joy and cleanliness at attractive prices. A happy-go-lucky, wonderful hero; always
young and beautiful leading women and nearly always a flock of America's youngest and loveliest
girls. The first five "Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies are: "Bill's aby," "Bill's Predicament,"
"Birds of a Feather," "Mat hing Billy" and "The Widow's Might." Wire or write at
once to your nearest Gbldwyn office for the finest short feature to strengthen your summer bill.

G0LDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish.

16 East 42,J Street

Pnndcnl

New

York City

une 22, 1918
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of the MOVING PICTURE
WORLD will be a bigger, better
and more valuable medium for
the conservative buyer of advertising space than any other previous numbers we have yet
published.

rHE
EIGHTH
4NNUAL
CONVENTION
NUMBER

The SPECIAL will be known
as a Publicity Number and dated
July 20th. All copy intended
for this issue must be in our New
York Office no later than July
3rd.
Expert attention will be given
to special printing jobs and layouts.
You should reserve your space
now as the big number is only
four weeks ahead of you.
There will be no advance made
in the advertising rates for the
Publicity Number.

Everybody connected with the
industry will have and hold as a
lasting reference, a special issue
of the most dependable trade
paperMOVING
THE

PICTURE

WORLD
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TO CONTENTS
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Exhibitors
1703
Advertising Aids for Busy Managers
1759
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Soon, Says Pettijohn
1696
Airdomes Go We.ll Near Mother Theater. .1751
Allen's Program Shift, Wide Interest in.. 1689
At Leading
Picture
Theaters
1697
"Bondsman,
The"
(Pox)
Business and the Box Office

1756
1688

Canadian
Exhibitors Choose an Organizer.. 1694
Chicago News
Letter
1719
Ch.apin, Benjamin, Dead at Forty-Four. .. .1699
"Claw,
The"
(Select)
1756
Critical Reviews and Comments
1754
Detroit

News

1744

Don't Forget Flag Day Is June 14

Trade

1726

"Eleventh Commandment, The" (Advanced). 1754
Exhibitors
Should
Watch
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Famous Players Announce a Find
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"Find
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Amusement
Supply
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Northwestern
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Exchange,
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Chalmers
516 FIFTH

AVENUE,

Weekly

by

the

issue <4 the Moving Picture World prints
s from men high in tin- councils of the
Nation <mi tin- subject of the essentiality of motion pictures, should leave no doubt in our minds
as to where tin-- industr) of ours stands in the
great scheme of war. We believe that the utterances
ot these high officials reflect tin- true sentiment and
intentions of those who have been chosen to guide our
Nation through the great emergency which we now
face. While it lias been the desire of all men in the
trade to do their utmost to aid in the conduct of the
war, it is not possible for us to do more. Let us prove
that we appreciate the confidence which is reposed
in us.

Publishing Company
AT 43D STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY

(Telephone, Murray Hill, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
J. F. Chalmers
Vice-President and General Manager
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
James
L. Hoff
Managing
Editor
A. MacArthur, Jr
Advertising Manager
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE— Suite 917-919 Schiller Building, 64 West Randolph
St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central S099.
PACIFIC COAST OFFICE— 610 611 \Vright and Callender Building, Los
Angeles, Cal. Telephone, Broadway 4649.

WE

would suggest to our esteemed contemporaries that they can serve the interests of
the trade best by dropping the bone of controversy as regards Major Funkhouser, once Chicago
censor. The Major has been relieved of his duties as
censor and the work is being conducted by others, and
that's an end to it. Nothing will serve better the
desire of a certain coterie to have him restored to his
old job than this continued nagging that some trade
papers are indulging in. Suppose we drop it?

ONCE more the question of taxation is before the
country. Beginning June 6 a Congressional
United
States, Cuba,
Mexico,
Hawaii,
Porto
committee began its work of securing data from
Rico and Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
the various industries in an effort to learn how the
Canada
3.50 per year
additional tax could be laid to the least discomfort.
Foreign
Countries
(Postpaid)
4.00 per year
More money must be raised and none can expect to
Changes of address should give both old and new addresses in full
escape the inevitable and very necessary increase. The
and be clearly written.
Two weeks' time should be allowed for change.
only question to be decided is how it shall be imposed.
It is understood that the National Association of the
ADVERTISING RATES.
Motion Picture Industry has made arrangements to
Classified Advertising — One dollar for twenty words or less ;
be adequately represented before the Congressional
over twenty words, five cents per word.
committee. Just what has been decided to recomDisplay Advertising Rates made known on application.
mend we have not been informed ; nevertheless we feel
constrained to venture our opinion on the subject,
NOTE — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
which is this : Any tax that may be placed upon the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 516 Fifth Avenue, at Forty-third Street,
New York, and not to individuals.
industry must, finally, be paid by the public in increased prices of admission. This will be true even
CINE-MUNDIAL, the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picthough the levy be directed against film footage or
ture World, is published at 516 Fifth Avenue by the Chalmers Publishprofits of manufacturers or distributors. This being
ing Company. It reaches the South American and Spanish-speaking
market.
Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising rates on application.
the case, why is it not better to place the tax directly
on admissions and have done with it. This method is
better because it is simpler ; it will not affect in any
Saturday, June 22, 1918
particular the schedules of prices for service or the
cost of production ; it will be easier to obtain because
it will be collecting a small sum from many people.
We know, when we advance this method, that our
readers who are the exhibitors will feel that we should
JUNE 14 is "Flag Day," that date being the 141st
not
advocate placing the burden of taxation upon
birthday of Old Glory. Every exhibitor should
them, but we would remind them that, no matter where
take this opportunity to impress upon his audience
the sacred nature of the Stars and Stripes and what its it may be originally placed, they will have to pay it
significance is to the world at this time. Born amid a eventually, so why not pay in the first place. Still,
they should remember that it is not a case of paying,
struggle for freedom from oppression it has ever been
but
only of collecting — it is the public that pays. Folthe emblem of Equality of Man, liberty for the inlowing this theory we suggest that a fair and equal
dividual and righteousness among nations. Now it is
pro rata tax on admissions, including all theaters and
leading armed hosts in the great battle for the
Democracy of the World. When, by the grace of
places of amusement, will be paid by the patrons thereAlmighty God, peace shall finally prevail, the principles
of for the purpose of winning the war without comfor which it stands shall fill the hearts and actuate the
plaint. Think this over.
SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

Facts and Comments
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Little Christopher Discovers the Show
Business
By Edward Weitzel.
What Tradition Teaches.

tells us that Christopher Columbus discovered America in 1492. Little Christopher
discovered the show business in 1918. The
records also make it clear that hundreds of years
before the ships of the Italian adventurer sighted the
western world the show business was known to the
HISTORY

ancients and has kept pace with the march of civilization down to the present day. Recognized as a
specialized branch of commercial activity, the man
who undertook to exchange his particular brand of
amusement for the coins of his own particular public
has always been forced to use his best wits in mastering his business.
There never was and never will be any other road
to success. No one else can run his show business
for him. He must be a natural born showman to
begin with and must develop his gift by every means
in his power.
Showmanship and the Screen.
The successful men in all branches of the moving
picture business today are showmen.
Either by instinct or training they started on the
right track and have learned by practical experience
how to satisfy the wants of the public to which they
cater. The wide point of difference between their
occupation and that of the ordinary business man,
whether engaged in the manufacture of pictures or
their exhibition, is that every photoplay is a separate
proposition, and requires its own special touches of
showmanship in the making and also in the advertising on the part of both the maker and the exhibitor.
Every detail of running a picture theater comes
under the head of showmanship, and the real showman buys the best product for the needs of his theater
and proceeds to market it as his own skill and experience dictates.
This condition existed long before the editors of
certain trade papers learned there was such a word in
the amusement world as showmanship and announced
their discovery with a flourish of trumpets worthy the
achievement of Columbus himself.
These little Christophers are now so pleased with
themselves that they will talk of nothing but the
wonders of their new discovery.
It is, of course, quite within their province to
publish every useful hint for the exploiting of pictures they can devise or annex. Some one may
benefit by it ; but there are men in all branches of
the industry who had a thorough training in showmanship before any of the trade papers recognized its
importance, and who must regard the attitude of these
complacent Columbuses with the amused tolerance
granted a child with a new toy.
A Primer on Showmanship.
Show business is the trade name for every form of
amusement enterprise.
Showmanship is the art of making money out of
the show business.
Every detail of manufacturing and exhibiting the
moving picture comes under the head of showmanship.
Every moving picture presents its individual problems to the author, the director, the producer, the
advertising staff of the producer and of the exhibitor.
Highly developed natural ability, assisted by brains,
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education and untiring effort, are absolutely essential
to success in any and all departments.
Time was when a certain element interested in the
screen resented the entrance of showmen who had
received their training in the older amusement field —
the stage. That day has passed.
Time was when money could be made out of the
moving picture by producers and exhibitors who
were not showmen.
That day also has passed.
Showmanship is not the art of deceiving the publice, but of gaining its confidence. P. T. Barnum was
a great showman, and made a fortune out of his
circus because he had what his posters called for —
the best show on the road.
Showmanship enables the manager of a play or the
maker of a moving picture to turn out an attraction
that "will please the public and roll up big profits,
although the critics and reviewers damn it most
cordially.
Showmanship built the beautifully designed motion
picture houses all over the world and dictated the
policy
giving
the spectator
more than
his money's
worth of in
excellent
amusement
among
refined
surroundings.
The above primer is not for the enlightenment of
the well informed exhibitor.
It is for Little Christopher and his kind.
Interesting Facts About a Showman,
Your true alive.
showman
individuals

is among

the most wideawrake

He is capable of doing his own thinking.
Give him the facts and he'll work out his own
deductions.
His knowledge is 50 per cent, tradition and 50 per
cent, initiative.
He knows that the moment he tries some advertising scheme just because the other fellow used it
he is slipping back.
He does not book pictures to please himself — or
his wife's mother.
He does not bother his head about a few technical
errors of lighting or some minor slip of direction provided the human interest of the story is so strong
that the spectator fails to notice the defects.
He does not rely solely upon the opinion of the
talkative patron, who stops every time he leaves the
theater and tells how much he likes or dislikes the
picture he has just seen.
Neither does he make it his business to find out
the sort of picture his patrons enjoy the most and
then book this one class all the time.
He believes in constructive booking as well as in
constructive criticism.

Business and the Box Office
By Epes W. Sargent.

many managers appear to be considering
TOO
box office "slips as units. A certain film
their tion
takes in a certain amount of money, the
produc
profit or loss therefrom in so many dollars and cents.
This is beautifully simple, but the real proposition is
far more complex'. Often the film showing an apparent
profit may entail a loss, and a seemingly losing film
may be the cause of an increase in business attributed
film*.
anothe
to Let
it rbe supposed, for instance, that the manager
is over-persuaded by some independent film salesman
to put in a sensational subject. Perhaps he may be
shown other box office statements to prove that the
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film has made money elsewhere. He shows the subject ami the box office report records an additional
hundred dollars on the day. The nexl day he playa
a program offering and takes a loss m twentj dollars.
The natural inference is that the sensational picture
made a hundred and the other lost twenty. But as a
matter of fact the sensational picture is directly to be
charged with the loss of the twenty dollars the following day. It made a hundred dollars on the day, but it
brought to the house only a percentage of the regular
patronage. The rest was supplied by the sensation
seekers, and the established clientele stayed away not
only on the day of showing, but perhaps for many
days thereafter. In reality the objectionable film may
have cost the management five hundred dollars instead
of making a profit of one hundred. More than that,
the films which follow and which show varying losses
may really show a profit in the long run in that they
restore the confidence of the regular patrons and bring
this business back.
It is perhaps only natural for the manager to argue
that what is wanted is sensation. He took a profit on
that and lost it on clean films. He is tempted to book
in other odorous productions, and presently his business is shot to pieces because he cannot keep on increasing the sensation. He argues that people are
tired of film, though in reality it is merely that he
cannot hold his sensation-seekers and cannot draw the
more respectable and more lasting patronage back.
To correctly read the box office statement the statements for the week preceding and the month following
must be read as well. It is only by reading in relation
to other days that the true figures are arrived at.
Even a special feature wholly unobjectionable may
react on the box office statements for a week following, and this loss must be charged against the
feature and subtracted from the apparent profit on
the day if proper judgment is to be formed. This is
not an argument against the so-called super-features,
but merely a plea that the regular subjects shall not
be blamed for the falling business which generally
follows. It is probable that the net gain Will still
show a profit, but in booking films do not be guided by
the box. office statement for the day, but charge
against that the lesser business that will follow, and
then figure about how much a special will really bring
into the house. Specials are necessary and even valuable in building eventual business, but do not credit
them with profits really obtained at the expense of the
average product.
It may be figured even more closely. If you sell a
film for twenty-five cents to a patron who usually
takes in two fifteen-cent shows, you have lost five
cents instead of gaining a quarter. Look at it in that
light.

Exporters Should Organize
attempt is being made to organize motion
picture exporters, a meeting for that purpose
having been held at the Hotel Astor on June 6.
The effort should succeed because there is great need
for such an organization. Through the abnormal conditions caused by the war the world trade in motion
pictures has become centered in New York instead of
London. Insofar as the product of the United States
is concerned this status should be maintained always.
In the past transportation facilities have not favored
American exporters, but we shall have a merchant
marine after the war, plying to every port in the world,
and it will be up to American manufacturers to sustain
AX
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Tourneur Pays Respect to Star System
Producer
Draws
Independent

Contrast
Selection

Between
It and
the
Plan
to Advantage
of Latter.

of

M.\l RICE TOURNEUR, who lias just launched ins own
producing organization, is a firm believer in the big
opportunities uow offered the independent film maker.
"The star system of today is fast proving its fallacy,"
declaresducerMr.
"Consider
of the films
prowith a Tourneur.
chain of stars.
He the
mustproblem
manufacture
regularly, using these stars at systematic intervals, in order
to succeed, li is natural that the stars are alloted certain
roles to which they have shown themselves fitted. From
two and three to twenty stars must be fitted, and there is
no time to study a player's possibilities.
"Thus these stars come to get stereotyped stories, providing them with essentially the same characters. This is
dangerous from many angles. Except in rare instances film
fans tend to lose interest in stars who keep on playing upon
the same string. Screen patrons come to be familiar with
the stories and they know just what is likely to happen in
their working out, so that all novelty is gone. All this
spells the ultimate eclipse of the star in question.
"Today the star has no substantial hold upon his or her
following. A series of three bad pictures can send a star
sliding downward rapidly, while one or two unusual vehicles
will pull a star back into popularity. This has been demonstrated adozen times this year. It all goes to show the
insecurity — steadily growing — of the star system.
"Don't think that the stars do not realize all this themselves ! Note how they change leading men and leading
women with each production, hoping to gain some novelty
in this fashion.
"The independent producer, on the other hand, can afford
to select the star to fit his photodrama or to produce his
film play as he feels it should be produced. He can put
time, undivided attention and care into his efforts as against
the machine-made productions of the star system."
Mr. Tourneur, in speaking of the steadily advancing
prominence of the director, says : "The charge is made
that to substitute the prominence of the director in place
of the player is but to shift stars, and is therefore no cure
for the star system evil. This is obviously not true. The
director is the man who paints the dramatic picture. Give
him a bigger canvas and recognition and he will do bigger
things; but make him paint around the limitations of a
certain player and you curb him, stunt his growth and prevent his development.
"Let us not forget that the director and the scenario
writer must be the big factors of the photoplay's future."
Mr. Tourneur is now completing his first independent production, "Sporting Life," adapted from the famous Drury
Lane melodrama.

Ben

Wide Interest There
in Allen's
ProgramAdvantages
Shift
Are
Distinct

Cronk
Declares
Downtown
House

in Starting

Week

on

Saturday.

to

UNUSUALLY wide interest has been aroused in Canada
over
the adoption
theater,
Toronto's
new
downtown
theater, byofthetheAllen
policy
to start
its weekly
programs on Saturdays instead of Mondays. Belief in the
advantages of the arrangement is expressed strongly by
Ben Cronk, of the Allen theater interests. According to Mr.
Cronk these advantages consist of increased advertising for
a new picture, better Monday business, a plan that is
entirely different from that of any other theater; greater
prominence for reviews in the newspapers, and a general
lead of one day over all other theaters.
Mr. Cronk declares that the difference in business and
otherwise during the first week or two after the new policy
was put into effect immediately justified the change in
system. He secured good reports in the Monday newspapers
and the Monday business proved to be better than usual.
A great many people saw the new pictures on Saturday, of
course, and these people talked about the pictures on Sunday. This word of mouth publicity was supplemented by
large advertisements in the Saturday and Sunday editions
of
the papers
; the there
reviewswere
in Monday's
papers carried
headlines
because
no other theater
reports. large
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Motion Pictures Are Essential to Victory m m m a
McAdoo,
Hoover, Creel and Garfield
Authoritative Expression to Their Belief
That the Screen Serves a
Necessary Purpose

Give

DESPITE the fact that in every other belligerent
country theatricals in general and moving
pictures in particular have not been disturbed
save for necessary control and taxation, there have
been persistent rumors that the Government would,
sooner or later, decide that the screen in America is
not essential to victory and that, ultimately, picture
theatres would be closed and the production of films
would be curtailed, if not entirely prohibited. These
reports have prevailed despite the high praise and
appreciation President Wilson has publicly rendered
to the good work already done, not alone in direct support of the war, but in spreading the gospel of Liberty
in patriotic films as well as in inestimably valuable
aid that has been given by the motion picture industry
in advancing three Liberty Loans, the Red Cross and
Knights of Columbus Drive and promoting the sale of
Thrift and War Savings Stamps.
Charles Hart, director division of films, Committee
on Public Information, undertook recently to get a
chairdirect expression of opinion from George Creel,
man of the Committee on Public Information ; and Mr.
Creel, in turn, sought opinions from Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo; Herbert Hoover, director of food
administration, and Dr. Harry A. Garfield, director of
fuel administration, bearing upon the usefulness of
films as a war essential.
Copies of these opinions, as expressed in letters to
Mr. Hart and Mr. Creel, should bring assurance to
everybody concerned in the industry that there will be
no disturbance of the present situation during the war.
June 7, 1918.
Mr. Charles Hart,
Director Division of Films,
Committee on Public Information,
Washington, D. C.
My dear Mr. Hart: This is an acknowledgment of your
letter, calling my attention to the growth of a movement
against the continuance of the motion picture theaters on
the theory that it is non-essential. As you know, my own
views are not only definite, but a matter of record.
I believe in the motion picture just as I believe in the
press, and in my work it plays just as powerful a part in
and stimulation of an aroused and enlightthe production
ened war sentiment.
The motion picture industry as a
whole has put itself squarely behind the Government and
at the disposal of the Government, and I cannot speak too
highly of the importance and effectiveness of its services.
Because I do not wish to speak out of my own experience
entirely, or in any manner to run counter to the policies of
other Governmental divisions, I took the whole matter up at
once with Secretary McAdoo, Dr. Garfield, and Mr. Hoover,
and I inclose you copies of their letters.
Believe me, very sincerely,
GEORGE CREEL, Chairman.
THE

SECRETARY

OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, May 25. 1918.
My dear Mr. Creel:
1 have your letter of the 23d of May,
informing me that a movement is sweeping over the country
to close moving picture theaters on the ground that they
are non-essential.
I am amazed that such a movement should gain any headway. While (here have undoubtedly been many harmful
moving pictures displayed in the past, and while it is prob-

able that some of this kind of pictures are still being displayed, Iconsider the influence of moving pictures, particularly during the war, a beneficial one. The people of the
country who are working at high pressure to win the war
need some form of recreation, and to a vast n mber of our
people moving pictures are the only form of recreation
within their means.
The majority of the moving picture theaters of the country
have placed themselves unreservedly at the disposal of the
Government for the furtherance of Liberty Loans, War
Savings, and other Government movements, and deserve the
thanks of the country for their patriotic attitude. I should
look upon it as a misfortune if moving pictures or other
clean forms of amusement in America should be abolished.
Sincerely yours,
W. G. McADOO, Secretary.
UNITED

STATES

FOOD

ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, 25 May, 1918

George Creel, Esq., Chairman
Committee on Public Information,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Creel : I would say that at the present moment
there is no necessity to close the moving pictures as nonessentials. To me, non-essentials are all relative to our
necessities. I believe it is essential to get all of the labor
in the United States who have mechanical or agricultural
training back into these callings.
This does not at all impl}- that the moving pictures should
be closed down ; in fact, they are educational and they have
great value from a moral point of view. War does not imply
the abolition of recreation — so long as it is not wasteful of
national resources.
Long before the movies are closed they should be given
ample opportunity to engage women for such of the work
as is now carried on by men who can be replaced. That is,
all such people as ushers, ticket-selling people and so on,
can quite properly be replaced by women. So far as I know,
none of the countries at war has found it necessary to go
farther than this. Yours faithfully," HERBERT HOOVER.
UNITED

FUEL ADMINISTRATION.
Washington, D. C, May 29, 1918.
Air. George Creel, Chairman
Committee on Public Information,
Washington, D. C.
My dear Mr. Creel : So far as I have any personal conviction in the matter, I am frank to say that I consider the
motion picture, properly controlled, as having distinct educational value, and as well being a legitimate amusement which
I see no present need of the Government curtailing.
Yours very trulv.
H. A. GARFIELD, United States Fuel Administrator.
EALAND

STATES

OF

DETROIT

VISITS

TORONTO.

A visitor in Toronto film circles on Memorial Day was
Manager Ealand of the Orpheum and Regent theaters, Detroit. Mr. Ealand is a native son of Paris. Ontario, and on
a visit to his home he came on to Toronto to inspect local
theaters. Comparing notes with local downtown exhibitors,
he was surprised to find that pictures which had proved
disappointments in Detroit had gone over big in Toronto
and vice versa. It was explained that the fact that Canada
had been at war for almost four years had probably made
a difference in the tastes of the people of Toronto and
other Canadian cities.
GERALD

GRIFFIN

OUT

OF

HOSPITAL.

Gerald Griffin, the "veteran globe-trotter," has returned to
his work at the Metro studio in the preparation of the fiveact cis
feature
comedy-drama,
Members,"
starring
X. Bushman
and Beverly"Both
Bayne.
Mr. Griffith
has Franbeen
at Misericordia Hospital, New York, for several days, and
was even "congratulated on his death." but has emerged
feeling better and younger than ever. When his work in the
Bushman-Bayne feature is finished, Mr. Griffin will go to
his summer camp in Maine, to rest up for another seasons
activities.
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Frank Marion Returns to United States ■ ■ ■ ■
Representative of Public Information Committee
Tells of the Educational Work Accomplished inSpain and Italy
in Half Year
FRANK

I MARION

of the Kalem

Company,

who

was

tent to Spain and Italy last November .is special representative ofthe Committee of Public Information t«>

secure the distribution and exhibition of American motion
pictures in those countries, has returned to New York. Mr
.m arrived at an American port on Saturday, June 1,
and immediately joined his family, from whom he had been
separated for nearly sev*ii months. The real purpose of his
return was his desire to make the acquaintance of a new
daughter who arrived during his absence. He was pleased
to find the young lady in the best of health, whereupon he
proceeded at once to Washington to report to George Creel,
chairman of the committee under which direction he is
working.
On his way to Washington Mr. Marion stopped over in
New York a day and was seen at the offices of the Kalem
Company by a representative of the Moving Picture World,
to whom he related many interesting incidents of his work
abroad. Regarding his official business Mr. Marion spoke in
a very guarded manner, as much of the work of the Committee on Public Information is not available for publication, but he was able to say that all Spain was being entertained by motion pictures made in the United States and
that the people enjoyed them immensely.
"I had considerable difficulty at first," said Mr. Marion,
*in getting my campaign started, but once the ice was broken
things moved rapidly. Spaniards like our pictures and the
only signs of disapproval came, I am convinced, from Ger-

An Open

Air

Show

of American

Pictures

in

and

man propagandists) who now and again, hiss when the
Stripes are shown.

"M\ lust efforl and the one of which 1 am most pi mid
was in gaining the approval ol the Catholic Bducatori in
Spain, who have encouraged the showing ol American pictures in many of then schools throughout thai country.
"In addition to handling all the American film used in
Spain I also had charge of the news service, tending out a
i i Main
number
of words
each day, which
made
the job a
fairly considerable one. < >ne difficulty that 1 had to overcome was to get the right kind of material in both lilnis and
news. Some pictures were being shown commercially in
which a character in army or navy uniform portrayed a
disreputable part, such as would tend to disgrace the uniform. Because of this we were compelled to advise a strict
censorship over pictures intended for foreign use.
"I must say one thing, though, President Wilson is the
biggest man in the world with the Spaniards. Every word
coining from him is printed in the Spanish press and the
people read it with avidity. It is truly remarkable. In fact,
wherever 1 went I found that our Chief Executive was held
in reverence and everyone conceded that he was right in his
conduct of the affairs of the United States in this war."
Mr. Marion spent some time in Italy, where he went to
establish a film and news service similar to that he had
built up in Spain, but he said that the task of directing the
service for both countries was beyond the capabilities of any
one man, and finally confined his efforts to the Spanish
service.
It was Mr. Marion's good fortune to get to the front in
several sectors of the battle line in France and he related
a number of personal experiences and observations. He was
also in Paris during the great air raid when some sixty German bombing machines flew over the city. Of the last incident he said :
"I do not expect again in my life to pass through such a

Seville,

Spain,

During "Feria," the

Great

Spring Fiesta.
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terrifying experience as the German raid on Paris. Life in
the front line trenches is a Sunday school picnic in comparison. There you arc, sitting in the dark, for all lights
are extinguished; you can go nowhere, nor do anything —
you just sit and wait, the bombs bursting all about you, and
not knowing but that the next one may hit the building in
which you may be for the time sheltered. It is more like a
terrific thunderstorm than anything else I can imagine, with
the exception that there is no rain. There is nothing you
can do; no way to retaliate, so you just sit still and wait till
it is over. In the trenches you know where the shells are
coming from and you have some measure of protection; you
also know that our side is giving the enemy as good as he
sends, but when the bombs fall from the sky all about you
in the darkness, there is nothing you can do. I'll take the
trenches for mine every time if I have a choice in the
matter."
Much that Mr. Marion said of the efforts being made to
get motion pictures of military activities in France cannot
be printed here, but he insisted that very different methods
would have to be adopted before the right kind of pictures
could be obtained. He intimated that it had been impossible
to have a cameraman at the right spot when big things
happened, but that this trouble was now being remedied.
Camermen are not plentiful for the work. "The big things
may have to be put on back of the lines just as we put them
on here," said Mr. Marion. "A story must be written and
the picture must be directed by regular directors who know
their business, making the cameraman responsible for photography only. Such scenes as marching troops, construction work and artillery operations are already stale and
something more substantial must be secured. This kind of
material cannot be obtained by cameramen in the front
lines."
Mr. Marion spoke enthusiastically of the work being done
by the Y. M. C. A. in providing motion picture shows for
the soldiers back of the lines. He said that the service was
remarkably good and that the soldiers were making the
most of the opportunity afforded. All troopships, he said,
were fully equipped with machines and pictures and plenty
of entertainment was provided for the men going over
there.
American pictures were the rule, he said.
Just how long he will remain here Mr. Marion was unable
to say. He left for Washington Tuesday night to report to
the Committee on Public Information and was greatly
pleased with the support given his work and the great enthusiasm of George Creel and his associates in pushing every
phase of its activities.
F. R. HIRSCH

JOINS THE

MARINES.

Among the younger film reviewers who meet in the different projection rooms of the metropolitan producers to report on the chances that coming film releases have of making a hit with the public, F. R. Hirsch, of the New York
Dramatic Mirror, has become popular with his fellow-newspapermen and with the trade by his gentlemanly personality
and pleasing address. On May 1 he celebrated his twentyfirst birthday and made a resolution not to wait to be
drafted, but to enlist. The branch of the service he chose
was the Marines. At his first examination he was not quite
acceptable, but the difficulty was not important, and as he
was so clearly the kind of young American most wanted in
that select branch of the service, the medical officers took
interest in him and instructed him to take certain developing
exercises. He quickly made such progress that they were
glad to enroll him and he has been sworn in and is awaiting
a final call to join. Mr. Hirsch will be missed in New York
while he is away on duty.
GILSON
WILLETS
IN NEW
YORK.
Gilson Willets, widely known as a novelist, world traveler
and scenario writer of the Pathe forces, has returned from
Los Angeles, where he has been preparing the story of the
new "Hands Up" serial, starring Ruth Roland and George
Chesebro, and where he witnessed the filming of the first
episodes of this hot weather tonic which Pathe will release
in midsummer.
As a scenario writer Mr. Willets has many successes to
his credit, among them the first motion picture serial, "The
Adventures of Kathlyn." He began his literary career at the
age of nineteen and at twenty-one published his first book.
In search of literary material he has traveled in all parts
of the world.
Mr. Willets comes of an old colonial family. His ancestor,
Thomas Willets, was first mayor of New York in 1665.
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Exhibitors Should Watch Income Tax Returns
Joe

Brandt,

Back
from
Long
Trip, Brings
Interesting
Observations on Some Things That Came Under His Eye.

JOE BRAXDT, general manager of Universal, returned
May 31 from an extended trip around the country, as a
result of which he has issued a warning to exhibitors to
be more careful in compiling their receipts and disbursements in order that they may avoid trouble when they are
called upon by the government to make income tax return.
"I was amazed," said Mr. Brandt, "to find the number of
exhibitors who are paying absolutely no attention to their
receipts and expenditures. All of them are checking their
theater receipts very carefully in order that they may make
proper war tax returns. But in doing this they seem to overlook the fact that the government also is in the market for
income taxes.
"I don't say this in a spirit of criticism, but rather to keep
the exhibitors out of trouble later on. During my trip I
visited numerous of them, and when I found a man not
keeping the proper books so that at a glance he would know
exactly his net income I showed him how to do it. From
my superfiicial investigation there must be thousands of
exhibitors who will not be in a position to render the proper
income return unless they start immediately to put their
house in order. They have reached the point where they
must understand that a bookkeeper is not a luxury, but is
anAs absolute
the exactnecessity."
opposite to the conditions Mr. Brandt found
in numerous theaters he cites the case of Mr. Blackwell, an
exhibitor of El Dorado, Kan. Mr. Blackwell is a successful
exhibitor. Just the appearance of his theater would prove
that. His books are in such condition that at the end of
every day's performance he can tell the exact amount of
his profit and loss, and by carrying the total forward from
the first day of the year, he knows just exactly where he
stands. By this system, on the night of December 31 next,
Mr. Blackwell will be able to make his income returns to
the government with the absolute assurance that it b correct in every detail.
Blackwell Has Special Checks Printed.
Mr. Blackwell has carried his efficiency even farther. He
has caused his bank to have special checks printed for him
in a manner that makes them an absolute receipt for everything that goes with every picture he shows. There are
blank spaces on the check for the name of the picture, the
exchange number of the feature, the price paid, the poster
cost, the advertising cost and the war tax. When one of
these checks is returned at Mr. Blackwell's bank with the
indorsement of the exchange he has proof conclusive of his
payment for everything. The natural result is that he
never has a controversy with an exchange over a financial
matter.
"Another thing that was impressed upon me," said Mr.
Brandt, "is the fact that the day of the big stars seems to
be in the eclipse. The result of this change is thaat the big
first run houses are booking the big specials and not stars.
This means that the day of the big specials is here. Of
course it is not safe to make a prediction as to how long
this condition will last, but it is a fact that the specials are
in the ascendancy and the stars are on the downward
During his trip Mr. Brandt went out in the capacity of a
roadman. He called on numerous exhibitors throughout
Oklahoma and got acquainted with some exhibitors who not
only ran picture shows, but owned the local butcher shop,
acted as postmaster, justice of the peace, as well as mayors
of their municipality. He finished his road experience, aspath."
sured of the fact that selling a film service at a reasonable
price is not quite as easy as selling ice when the thermometer is at 110 degrees fahrenheit.
During his trip Mr. Brandt made several changes. L. H.
Coen, in charge of the Minneapolis Metro Exchange, became branch manager of Universal in place of Elmer Pierson, who went with the First National.
Air. Frisch, formerly with Pathe, was employed to take
charge of Jewel Productions released through the Des
Moines office.
Mr. Roderick was placed in charge of the Milwaukee
Universal Exchange in place of Fred Myers, who resigned
on account of ill health.
METRO

GETS

RIGHTS

TO MYRTLE

REED

NOVEL.

Screen rights to Myrtle Reed's novel, "Flower of the
Dusk." published by G. P. Putnam's Sons, have been acquired
Dana.
of Viola
use the
for theunder
Corporation
Pictures'picture
Metro feature
of
direction
will be made
Aby live-act
John H. Collins, who is also adapting the novel.
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Manhattan Local Holds an Active Session
Small Number

of Members Decide to Get Busy in Reorganizing and Securing Suitable Quarters.

A

SPECIAL meeting of Manhattan Local No. 1 of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League was held inWurlitzer Hall, New York, on Friday afternoon, June 7, President John Manheimer in the chair. There were fifty members
present. Preliminary to the regular order of business a
young corporal, who returned from the trenches "Over
There" with the fifty soldiers General Pershing sent over
here to tell us of what real war is like, addresses the meeting and made a plea for our assistance in the thrift stamp
drive to be made on June 28. He was followed by a representative of the Government, who asked the exhibitors to
make a special drive on that day to dispose of all the War
Savings Stamps they possibly could.
Charles Haring, who is chairman of the Thrift Stamp national committee of the Motion Picture Industry, distributed
among those present blanks which he asked all the exhibitors
to sign as authorized agents of the Treasury Department
and said he would furnish all the signers with any amount
of stamps they thought they could dispose of on June 28.
Among the communications read was the resignation of
David Weinstock as secretary of Manhattan local. In it he
stated he had joined the colors and been called to Camp
Merritt, N. J., where he was stationed in the Quartermaster's Department. 'He expressed regret that he could not keep
up his associations with the League and then mentioned that
he cherished his last work in connection with the motion
picture Red Cross Drive and the collection of $857.12 by personal solicitation at the Park Row theater. In last week's
Moving Picture World the amount was erroneously printed
as
$57.12, which
we are glad
resignation
was accepted
and to
the correct.
SecretaryMr.of Weinstock's
the League
instructed to write a letter to him expressing the loss of his
services to the League and its best wishes for his more
valuable service to the Government.
Sydney Cohen brought up the question as to how many
delegates New York State was entitled at the National Convention at Boston. Tom Howard, as national secretary,
answered it by stating there were seventeen in all, including five general delegates elected at the annual state convention at the Hotel Astor last March. The question of the
special meeting of the State League to be held at the Astor
on June 14 was broached. There seems to be some doubt as
to the legality in calling it for the purpose of electing deleat large, when this work had been done at the conventiongatesin March.
Manheimer

Questions

Right

of Howard

to Floor.

At this point the chairman asked Mr. Howard if he were
an exhibitor. Howard said he was. Mr. Manheimer differed
with him and said no one but an exhibitor was allowed the
privilege of the floor and no one but a bona-fide exhibitor
would have his permission to debate at meetings of the
League while he was president. Things were getting very
interesting when some one suggested that such discussion
was very much out of place and was not within the province
of the meeting. The incident was closed and the regular
order of business resumed.
The standee law was brought up and Lee Ochs asked what

*
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had been done by the Law and Legislation Committee appointed by the League three or four months ago, Charlea
O'Reilly,
of the
committee,
said nothing
been
done, liechairman
added that
he believed
something
could had
be done
if the League were properly organized and with propci
operation.
Max Ostricher started some action when he declared that
lie
was ashamed
\'<w was
York anExhibitors'
League.
meeting
of only ofa the
handful
evidence of
its lackThis
of
strength and the interests manifested in its affairs. "The
Manhattan Local is without a home and is nil," he said.
Its headquarters is on the film broker's curb at 729 Seventh
avenue. I want to be proud of my League, where I can invite
my Sydney
friendsCohen
and advocated
not be ashamed."
a new body of 100 exhibitors and
start an organization of power and influence. Mr. Ostricher
said he would give $100 to secure new quarters. "If fifty of
us will
he
said. give the same amount we can get a home right away,"
Fifteen hundred or two thousand dollars was pledged.
Mr. Ochs advised that he thought before taking new quarters it would be better to reorganize the league.
League Declares for Reorganization.

This suggestion met with general approval, and it was so
decided. There seemed to be a sentiment that in addition
to reorganization new officers should be elected. Mr. Ochs
made, a motion to dismiss the old committee on securing
headquarters for the league and a new committee appointed.
He said the New York League was a disgrace and inferior
to all other leagues. His motion was seconded and carried
and a committee of ways and means was appointed, with
power to act, consisting of Lee Ochs, chairman; Charles
OReilly, Charles Steiner, Ike Hartstall, Joe Perlman, Max
Ostricher, Sam Brandon, Charles Haring and John Manheimer. This committee will take up question of headquarters and all other business matters of the League.
The question of transportation of films was brought up,
and it was stated the Prudential Transportation Company
had filed a bond of $1,000 to cover losses, but this would apply only to members of the League in good standing.
The ways and means committee are to deliberate on the
several questions discussed every day during the week of
June 9, and report their deliberations and actions at a special meeting to be called early in the week of June 16.

St. Paul and Minneapolis Form Locals
Former

Starts Off With
Hundred Per Cent. Membership —
Hays and Hansing Are Presidents.

EXHIBITORS in the Twin Cities have taken up the
local exhibitors' organization proposition. On May 23 St.
Paul exhibitors (every one of them, too) held a meet1. TheoLocal No.
St. Paul
ingdoreandL. organized
was
theater,
the New Garrick
of Exhibitors'
Hays, manager
elected president; Oliver A. Rowe, of the Blue Mouse, vicepresident; Joseph Friedman, Park theater, secretary, and
James Gilosky, of the Alhambra, Gem and Rex, treasurer.
Mr. Gilosky was for three terms president of the NorthThe new board of directors
west Exhibitors' Corporation.

Particulars Promptly)
ors' Conventions
Dates and Exhibit
Are Requested
Other
andto Send
League
Coming(Secretaries

Pennsylvania State Exhibitors' Convention
At Headquarters, 1331 Vine St., Philadelphia
Virginia Exhibitors' Convention, Grays Armory. Richmond
New York Exhibitors' State League, Hotel Astor, N. Y. City, 1:30 P. M
National Exposition Moving Picture League of America at Boston
American Exhibitors' Association, Business Convention

June 24 and 25

June 13-15
June 14
Week July 13 to 20
Week August 20
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is made
Simpson,
lein, of
theater,
that the

up of S. P. O'Malley, of the Palace theater; G. R.
of the Ideal theater, South St. Paul; Henry Breithe Breilein Circuit; Charlie Marks, of the Cozy
and E. U. Carter, of the New Garden. The fact
organization started off with a 100 per cent membership speaks well for the feeling existing among St. Paul
exhibitors.
Three days following the organization of the St. Paul local, Minneapolis exhibitors organized Minneapolis Exhibitors' Local No. 2. C. E. Hansing, of the Nokomas theater,
was elected president; O. A. Lee, of the Oak Park theater,
vice-president; Henry P. Greene, of the Lake theater, secretary, and John R. Martin, of the New Lyndale theater, treasurer. The board of directors consists of W. G. True, of the
Princess theater; W. H. Deeth, of the American theater; S.
G. Lebedoff, of the Liberty theater; Mike Mitchell, of the
lone theater, and George Granstrom, of the New Eranklin
theater. Mr. Deeth is president of the Northwest Exhibitors' Corporation. Both locals plan holding semi-monthly
meetings, and it is expected the Minneapolis local will soon
rival St. Paul by showing a 100 per cent, roster.
A local exhibitors' organization will, in all probability, be
organized in Duluth shortly. It will be known as the Duluth
Local No. 3. All local members are affiliated with the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Corporation of the Northwest.

Short Shrift for Meddlesome Teachers
California Superintendent Says Picture Theater Is Help to
Government and That It's Patriotic to Attend Them.

s' League of Alameda
Exhibitor
Picture
Moving
THE
County
recently
held its
monthly gathering at Oakland,
Cal., and discussed at length the campaign that was
being waged by certain teachers in the public schools against
the patronizing of moving picture theaters by sschool children. It was pointed out by several exhibitor that this
campaign had reached a point where the theaters were
keenly feeling the loss of patronage and that it was spread
over many towns in the vicinity. It was asserted that
teachers were making pleas in the schools for the children
to refrain from attending moving picture houses during the
period of the war on the ground that it would be patriotic
for them to save the money spent for amusement and invest
it in thrift stamps.
This matter has been taken up with the county superintendent of schools and he has advised exhibitors that he
will dismiss any teacher found making talks against moving
picture houses. He agreed with the exhibitors who called
upon him that it was in reality patriotic for people to attend
theaters as much as possible, since the Government was
making such an effort to present its activities through the
medium of the screen.
At the May meeting of the League an exhibitor tola, ot
how he had been approached by members of an organization
of women and asked to give publicity to a parade that was
being planned. He did so, going to the expense of having
slides made, but was rather taken back on viewing the
position
parade to see a large sign carried in a prominent
admonishing people to remain away from moving picture
houses during the period of the war. In several east-bay
children
communities Mothers' Clubs are attempting to keep
from theaters, except when pictures approved by them are
in the moveshown and these organizations are assisting
ment in the public schools, alleged to be in the interests of
thrift.
A. E. A. MEN WILL BE AT BOSTON.
At lunch, a few days ago, with Alfred Black, Frank Rembusch Henry Varner and Tom Blumenthal, the matter ot
reconciliation of the A. E. A. and the M. P. E. L. of America
was broached. From the conversation it appeared that an
invitation had already been sent to the A. E. A. to meet .in
conference at the convention in Boston next month. Mi.
received any communiRembusch said he had not officially
cation from M. P. E. L. to that effect. It transpired that he
would be so notified. Mr. Varner said he would attend the
exposition if he could possibly make it, just to have a good
time and show his interest in the affairs of the industry. Mr.
Government for everyBlack said he thought it a duty to theexpositio
n.
body in the industry to attend the

NEW

DATE FOR PENNSYLVANIA

CONVENTION.

The convention of Pennsvlvania exhibitors which was
previouslv scheduled for June 3 to 5, will be held on June
and at the same place as formerly
24 and 25" in Philadelphia
announced. Delegates to the Boston convention will be
elected.
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Canadian Exhibitors Choose an Organizer
To

Devote

His

Time to Forming National Protective Association to Work for Wiser Legislation — None
Named
for Position As Yet.

THE moving picture exhibitors of Canada are on the
road to a national protective organization. The first
definite step in this direction was taken at an important conference of theater owners and managers at the
Toronto headquarters of the Ontario Moving Picture
Exhibitors' Protective Association, which was attended by
no less than forty-six interested men. The exhibitors were
unanimous in their desire for more activity on the part of
the Ontario association and for an extension of the association idea. This feeling had developed, it was apparent,
because of increased taxation on the part of both federal
and privincial governments and the enactment of regulations affecting the film business.
To stimulate the energy of the Ontario association it was
decided to employ an organizer. Who the new organizer
is to be has not yet been announced officially, but it
is probable that whoever is chosen will devote all his
time to the movement and will retain fifty per cent, of
all the fees he collects for his services. When the Ontario
body is thoroughly organized it is proposed to launch a
dominion-wide organization, in which case the exhibitors'
associations in various cities are to be invited to join in a
body. It was decided to base the new membership fee for
the Ontario association on the seating capacity of the theaters. The rate will be 7yi cents a seat a year, or approximately half the charge which the Ontario government makes
for the annual picture theater license fee. The membership
fee for a theater with 500 seats will therefore be $37.50 a
The exhibitors present at the conference discussed
various matters of urgent importance to the independent
year.
theater interests. One exhibitor strenuously opposed the
tendency on the part of film exchanges to acquire control
of large and small theaters by purchase or lease. It was
urged that the independent exhibitors should not patronize
exchanges which owned a string of theaters because, it was
claimed, they were helping to feed their own opposition.
The organization of exhibitors' circuits for the booking of
pictures was also urged.
The Ontario association purposes to get busy on various
legislative and legal matters, including the subject of the
admission of children to theaters. The exhibitors want a
little more freedom in this respect. The association also
intends to give attention to the methods of taxation by the
federal and provincial governments, as well as by municipalities. The first step, however, must be the building up of
the Ontario organization, according to President Baillie.
who is a Toronto exhibitor. There are more than three
hundred exhibitors in Ontario, and an effort is being made
to secure the active support of every exhibitor in the
province. The new organizer will cover every part of the
province in an effort to line up all exhibitors for the
association.
PORTLAND

EXHIBITORS

ORGANIZE

FOR WAR

HELP.

An association has been formed among Portland exhibitors for an entirely patriotic purpose. At a recent meeting
at the Benson hotel, attended by a large number of theater
men, the plan was broached to affiliate the local exhibitors
with a large exhibitors' organization now being promoted
on themore
coastexpeditiously.
for the purpose of doing the theater men's
"bit"
Heretofore the Portlanders have worked hand in hand
with Liberty Loan campaigners and Red Cross workers to a
more or less disadvantage to the cause being promoted as
well as to themselves. Under the new plan exhibitors will
patriotic work independent of other organicarry onzations tothe
a certain degree at least. E. J. Myrick, manager
of the Libertv theater, is chairman of the new organization.

NEW

YORK

STATE

LEAGUE

MEETING

CALLED.

To All Exhibitors of the State of New York: June 3, 1918.
Please take notice that a convention will be held at the
Hotel Astor, New York City, on Friday. June 14, 1918. at
11.30 a. m., for the purpose of electing delegates at large to
the national convention to be held at Boston, Mass., July 15
Yours Fraternally.
to 20, 1918.
SAMUEL I. BERMAN, Secretary.
By order of Sydney S. Cohen, President.
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Gerard Film Has Dallas by the Ears
Hulsey

Puts Over
Publicity
Stunt That
Wakes
Up Texn
Town
and Packs
'Em In for Two
Weeks.
EAR]
II HULSEY, First National Franchise holder Eor
rexas, nnisi be credited with putting over a mosl
' novel and effective publicity "stunt" io connection
with the recent two weeks' showing of "My Four Years In
Germany" at his Hippodrome
theater in Dallas.
The Hulsey idea which proved so successful in drawing
widespread attention to Ambassador Gerard's sereen stor\
Was nothing less than an essay writing contest on the subject "Win We \if at War with Germany," open to all the
pupils in the public and private schools of Dallas County.
The contest wa^ held under the auspices of the Dallas Daily
Times Herald, which carried big news stories on the subject,
members of the editorial staff of the paper serving as judges
of the manuscripts submitted. The active co-operation of
school officials and teachers was also secured, with the
result that more than 2,000 children of both sexes became
participants in the contest. As a result it overshadowed
every other juvenile interest in the community during the
seven days of its duration.
Essays were confined to _'(H) words in length, and each
contestant was required to give his or her name, address,
age and school grade. Age and grade were important considerations inawarding prizes, the system of marking being
such that everybody' was given an equal chance.
ipies of President Wilson's fourteen official reasons for
America's
entry
the war
were and
printed
and distributed
in all schools
by into
the Times
Herald,
in addition
children
were encouraged to familiarize themselves with Ambassador
Gerard's book. The prizes offered were as follows : First
prize, $20 in gold; second prize, twelve tickets to "My Four
Years in Germany." In addition, 900 honorable mention
prizes were distributed to as many contestants in the form
of tickets to the Gerard production.
The essay to win highest award was written by Andrew
Patton, 15 years old, Bryan High School.
When the awards were made, the line of school children
reached from the office of the Times Herald almost around
the entire adjacent block. Mr. Hulsey received wholesale
congratulations on the success of his enterprise, and the results were also apparent in the record-breaking attendance
at the Hippodrome during the run of the Gerard picture.
The names of the 2,000 contestants have been retained as
a permanent mailing list.
An entire reproduction
of the campaign
as it was
car-

Children Awaiting Admission
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i ied on bj Mi. I [ulsey and 1 1
Herald is bi
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out to othei exhibitors booking "M\
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man} " bj tin- Fit it Nat ional E ichibit
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FLAGG

TO

MAKE

SERIES

FOR

FAMOUS

PLAYERS.

announces tin- signing of a ionLaskyMontgomery
Players
Famous
tract
wherebj
fames
Flagg will provide a
series ol comedies to be released in the neat future under
the Paramount
trade mark.
The theme ol the seiies will be
"Sweethearts and Wives," and each release, which will be
in two reels, will appear under a distinctive title, the
of which
will be "it's Greek
to in," and
the second,
"Romance in Brass Tacks."
There will be sixteen subjects
to the seiies, which will be released on dates which will not
conflict with Paramount Mack Sennetf and ParamountArbuckle comedies, and which will have a decided advantage over former Flagg comedies in that the humorous side
ol married life will be depicted.
PICTURE
CARNIVAL
IN AID OF RED CROSS.
A great display of moving pictures, the appearance of
artists of the screen and stage, and of operatic soloists of
the first magnitude will mark the big Red Cross carnival
to be held at Midland IScach, Staten Island, Friday and
Saturday, June 28 and 29.
One of the novel features will be a great picture screen,
built like a solid wall, in the water just off the shore of the
beach. On this screen will be displayed war pictures and
the newest screen plays. The screen, projection apparatus
and operators will be contributed by William L. Sherry.
The proceeds of the carnival will be for the benefit of the
Red Cross, the entertainments being under the direction of
committees of the Staten Island Chapter. In addition to the
picture shows and theatrical performances the committee
plans to have military and naval displays.
CHANGES
IN GENERAL
FILM
MANAGERS.
Two changes in the management of its branches was
reported during the week by General Film Company. L. D.
Wolfe, recently connected with the V-L-S-E exchange at
Syracuse, has been appointed manager of the General
exchange at Buffalo, succeeding F. Flarity, who resigned last
week to enter the National Army.
C. D. Hill, acting manager of the Indianapolis exchange,
also drafted for the selective army, has been succeeded as
acting manager by C. W. McDaniel, who has been transferred to that post from the Chicago General Film exchange,
where he has been acting as a traveling representative.

to See Gerard Film at Hulsey's Hippodrome,

Dallas,

Following

Newspaper

Contest.
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North Carolina Ignores Boston Session
State League Sets Date for Convention That Conflicts With
Time Set for National Gathering.

13 as the date for the
THE naming of July 11, 12 andille
Beach of the North
annual convention at Wrightsv
League by Secrs'
Exhibito
Picture
Motion
Carolina
retary Varner and President Wells, sets at rest all
speculation as to whether or not the Tar Heels intend to be
connational
League's
at the of
year holding
again this
represented
Carolina
the North
as the
vention in Boston,
meeting near the middle of July precludes the possibility of
sending delegates to Boston.
While neither Mr. Varner nor Mr. Wells has been approached for a statement as to the present status with relation to the Leagues national organization, it is felt that there
would be a slight embarrassment in sending a delegation
to Boston in the face of the treatment accorded the Southeven reerners at the last convention, since they have not
ceived an invitation from the Ochs aggregation to rejoin
XT
,
the League.
The correspondence between the president of the Mew
York State League and General Manager Pettijohn upon the
subject of amalgamation cannot be considered except in the
the New York oflight of a personal correspondence, since
ficial was not vested with authority to make official overfar Mr
tures to the American Exhibitors' Association. Soundivided
Ochs has only hinted at an effort to secure an notice.
force at Boston through his official convention
Mr Ochs recently made a trip to North Carolina, where he
of the Carolina
explained his distribution plan to a group included
in this
exhibitors. He made a few friends, but
at the Chicago connumber were none of those who were that
there could be
vention, among whom it is still felt
as
nothing gained by again joining hands with the League
long as Mr. Ochs and his supporters are in control of its
destinies. It is felt among certain exhibitors that Mr Pettijohn exceeded his authority in agreeing to President Cohen's invitation for amalgamation without first submitting
this
the proposition to the directors of the A. E. Ah , and
national
view is evidently also held by Frank Rembusc
Secretary
secretary, who last week addressed a letter tothe
Boston
M. P. I. declining to join in
the N. A.
Elliott ofven
tion.
, ,. „,..
,
con
eThe Chicago farce of last summer has reacted disagrebea League, many exhibitors
ably upon the North Carolin
coming disgusted with the organization as a whole, and the
extent during the
to a great
inactive hs
has beennt
League
State
.
past several mo
... „t
at
The summer convention in July, which will be held
a special ocWriehtsville Beach, Wilmington, will be madea state
organiLeague as
casion for reviving interest in the all
matters pertaining to
zation to handle independently
connection
members, without regard to any ama gamat.on or
or the JNation
Associa
ors'
Exhibit
an
Americ
the
with either
a business
purely
be
will
ion
convent
The
.
League
I
tlona
e with
ies being allowed to interfer
social
, nf
meeting
D. W. B.
business.
of festivit
ction
transa
the

Nashville Fights for Sunday Shows
Following

Vote
Straw
Newspaper
Tennessean Continues

of 10 to
Campaign.

1

in

Favor

for Sunday moving pictures has
THE fight in Nashville
the
narrowed practically to one point-the majority of
sevenwant
e
peopl
The
hes.
churc
the
st
again
e
peopl
t straw
day pictures, as forcibly demonstrated in the recen
c*t
election held by the Nashville Tennessean and Am"\
would not allow
Following the mayor's assertion that he
a picture house to open in Nashville on Sunday under any
circumstances, even if he had to use the entire city police
and
nt to enforce the order," the Tennessean city
departme
American addressed an open letter to the Nashville
wide
ns
colum
three
shed
commission. The letter was publi
g on
and running the full length of the editorial page, callin
the commission to take action and amend the statutes of the
be percity to such an extent that Sunday pictures n would
means of protection to the moder welfare conmitted
ditionsasofathe
city.
The open letter pointed out that various labor unions had
adopted resolutions approving Sunday pictures; that the
election by a
people had voted in the newspaper "straw" and
that only
majority of 8,237 votes for Sunday pictures
844 voted against the pictures. It was shown that in a
certain city statute a phrase existed which points out that it
is unlawful for any place of business or amusement to
appeal to the comremain open for profit on Sunday. The
mission asks that this section be so amended as to permit
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the shows to be run on Sunday without any violation of the
law.
"In so suggesting," the letter reads, "we wish to call your
honored attention to Section 1072, same page, same volume,
laws of Nashville, which reads, 'It shall be unlawful and is
hereby declared a misdemeanor to engage in, conduct or
permit any agent or employee to engage in or conduct any
game,
sportyour
or device
for profit
Sundayweexcept
In calling
attention
to thisonsection
do so baseball.'
because
baseball is made an exception — an exception just as we
suggest, and the people want moving pictures to be excepted
in Section 1073.
"The United States Government has approved of Sunday
moving pictures by allowing the Liberty theaters in all army
cantonments and the motion picture houses in the District
of Columbia to be open on Sundays. It is evident that the
United States Government has felt that this was necessary
for the welfare of its soldiers and its citizens, especially in
these times of stress, when human nature tends toward
morbidness.
"Nashville now has an army of many thousands of men
working from early morn to late at night making powder
for the Government, helping us to win in this struggle for
world democracy. These men deserve some recognition.
They should be given an opportunity for clean recreation
on Sunday, and nothing offers better recreation than moving
Taking the question from a standpoint of the church
people,
pictures."there has been strong opposition since the "straw"
election. At a meeting of the Pastors' Alliance on Monday
morning, June 3, all members of the alliance, embracing
various churches of the city, voted solidly against Sunday
pictures.

Affiliated Begins Soon, Says Pettijohn
General Counsel Announces First Meeting of National Board
of Directors, to Take Place This Month.

RETURNING to New York from an organization trip in
the Middle West Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel
of the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation, announces
that that organization would start the distribution of pictures within the immediate future.
"We expected it would require six months for organization work," said Mr. Pettijohn. Instead it has taken less
than two. We were prepared to spend $100,000 or more for
preliminary expenses. Instead the organization work to
date has involved less than a tenth of that amount. The
first meeting of the national board of directors will be held
in New York this month, at which time the selection of the
first pictures for release over the Affiliated will be made.
"While the Affiliated was organized primarily for the
benefit of the average theater owners, in the belief that they
constitute the main strength of the industry, a remarkable
number of 'first-run' houses have allied themselves with this
movement.
"In Buffalo, Detroit, Philadelphia and other cities these
houses are the foremost of their communities. Contrary to
other exhibitor organizations, however, these larger exhibitors will enjoy no advantages not shared by every other
exhibitor.
"One of the reasons why the Affiliated has made such a
universal appeal is the fact that none of the Affiliated's
national directors have had to advance any money for promotion expenses, nor do they hold notes to be paid back
out of exhibitors' funds. The exhibitor's money is at all
times under his own control in his own territory.
"Evidence of the confidence which such a plan engenders
is the fact that of the seventy-five officers and directors
thus far chosen by exhibitors for their local association not
one has declined to serve."
Mr. Pettijohn announces receipt of a telegram from the
Theater Owners' Association of California, signed bv H. J.
Siler, president and Giles Harper, secretary, stating they
have completed organization for California, Washington,
Oregon and Nevada and are to unite with an organization
composed of the states of Montana, Iowa, Wyoming, Utah,
Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico for the formation of a
unit of the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation, based on 300
booking days. There will be four distributing pointsLos Angeles, St. Lake, San Francisco and Seattle. The
stock is fully subscribed, and directors have been named for
the meeting, to be held in New York on June 18-20.
With the formation of this unit 85 per cent, of the territory of the United States is now organized, only the New
England states and a few of the southern states being
still open.
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Goldfish Finds Exhibitors Optimistic » a ® ® ■ ■
/n Ten-Thousand Mile Trip Goldwyn Executive
Interviews Many Showmen and Completes Plans for Expansion
READY to carry into immediate execution the doubling
oi
productions
and Goldwith
workGoldwyn's
well laidannual
out in output
advanceof for
six or more
u>i; stars, Samuel Goldfish returned last week from California expressing greater confidence in the development of
Goldwyn and the expansion of motion picture popularity
than he has shown at any time in the last two years.
Mi Goldfish while away covered ten thousand miles of
territory, saw important exhibitors in most of the large
cities, and came in contact with the owners of the big and
little houses in the western half of America.
"Every motion picture producer should take at least a
semi-annual trip to the Pacific Coast," such
says Mr.
Goldfish,
"for
trips
frequently
made would absolutely
destroy the cynical and
of ttimes pessimistic
outlook which New
York associations and
lobby lounging induces.
The exhibitors of the
West, large and small,
are too busy, too prosperous, too busily devoted to building bigger houses to take care
of their patronage to
take time for pessimism. In Los Angeles
the Kehrlein brothers
are finding their handsome new Kinema
theater taxed to capacity business and I was
happy to arrange with
them to become the
first-run customers of
Goldwyn Pictures,
thereby giving our
productions a home
where increased house
capacity will enablevastly more Angelenos
to see them. Sid GrauSamuel
Goldfish.
man has made an instantaneous success
with his new million-dollar Grauman theater and deserves
all possible praise for his courage in building such a costly
and beautiful structure. Always fine and aggressive showmen, the Graumans are now attaining the greatest success
of their lives, which they well deserve.
San Francisco Theaters Are Prosperous.
"In San Francisco I found from Mr. Turner of the big
Turner & Dahnken circuit that patronage conditions have
never before come anywhere near equaling their present
levels. These two wealthy and successful showmen's greatest regret at this moment is that their popular Tivoli
theater is not twice as large with regards to seating
capacity.
"Eugene Roth's faith in the present and the future of the
motion picture is advertised to the world in his beautiful
and remarkable California theater, which from the day
that its doors were opened has played to capacity business
without lessening even in the smallest degree the attendance
at his Portola theatre, which immediately adjoins the California.
"Howard Sheehan, of the Sheehan and Lourie partnership,
which owns the Rialto, San Francisco, has made a tremenrous success of his house by splendid showmanship and a
skilled knowledge of presentation, and since my departure
from the Coast has purchased two other screen theaters in
nearby cities.
"Contact with men of this sort has built anew my increased faith in the solidity of American exhibitors. All
of these men have the big, broad viewpoints that prevail in
all other successful businesses, and the bigness of their

viewpoints shoul I and docs stimulate cv< ry producer in the
in. lust i \

Mr. Goldfish, on returning, pointl out to Secretary of War
Baker and Provost Marshal Crowder the vital essentiality
ot the motion picture in war time and urges both of these
Officials to give earnest attention before depleting the picture industry of tOO many nun
Government
Officials Recognize
Essentiality of Screen.
"It has been B pleasure to find our governmental officers
recognizing the essentiality of the stage and screen," says
Mr. Goldfish. "The government view that the theater and
other amusements should be encouraged and sustained is
both just and wise. The motion picture industry is the biggest help the government has in winning the war. Through
the picture theaters is the one great way of spreading
propaganda and information. The pictures have helped in
all the great drives for money. There arc more than 18,000
Four-Minute men speaking in the theaters and other
amusement places of the country. Take away the pictures and you at once lower the morale of the country.
"The screen is supporting the morale on the other side,
too. The government called in the producers and asked us
to hurry and send pictures to Europe to foil the German
propaganda, which is telling that America is as autocracyridden as Russia, so we sent the pictures of American homes
and the way people work and play here. They must have
pictures for the soldiers of the cantonments and camps.
Amusement is necessary to keep them happy. You can only
have a stage show once in a while, but you can have the
motion picture theater all the time, on the ocean as well
as at home. Motion pictures are essential, and the men who
act in them, distribute them and produce them are of vital
service to the nation at this moment "
During Mr. Goldfish's absence on the Coast Mae Marsh's
latest production, "All Woman," was completed and released,
scoring the finest success of any Mae Marsh picture thus far
made by Goldwyn. "I am especially delighted with 'All
Woman' because it reveals the splendid dramatic capacities
of Willard Mack, who recently assumed full direction of
the scenario organization at our Fort Lee studios," said Mr.
Goldfish. "Having enlisted the brilliant capacities of Mr.
Mack, one of our most successful American dramatists, and
the
chief has
exponent
of theatrical
certainin that
Goldwyn
obtained
the one big'punch,'
factor Iwefeeldesired
our
organization

to round

it out into fuller perfection."

At the Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
June 9Houses.
at New York's Principal
THE STRAND. — A double feature program was shown at
the Strand for the week of June 9. "Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt's Expedition into the Wilds" and Mae Marsh in
the Goldwyn photoplay "All Woman" were the two numbers. The Roosevelt pictures cover the Colonel's South
American trip. The Topical Review was also on the program. Betty Brown and Joseph Tushinsky were the soloists.
THE RIVOLI. — George M. Cohan in a screen version of his
stage play "Hit-the-Trail Holliday" was the feature at the
Rivoli. The picture is an Artcraft. Marguerite Clayton is
the star's leading support. A scenic of modern Mexico, a
comedy and the Animated Pictorial completed the picture
program.
Gladys Rice and Greek Evans were the soloists.
THE RIALTO. — Elsie Ferguson in an Artcraft production
of Ibsen's "A Doll's House" headed the list of screen attractions at the Rialto. The picture was directed by Maurice
Tourneur and does full justice to the subject. Views in St.
Croix, the Animated Magazine, and a comedy were also on
the program. The soloists were Annie Rosner and Carlos
Mejia.
EIGHTY-FIRST STREET THEATER.— First half, Charlotte Walker in "Men," and a number of "The Eagle's Eye."
Second half, Dorothy Dalton in "Tyrant Fear."
FORTY-FOURTH STREET— Tenth week of "Hearts of
theLYRIC—
World." Third week of "Pershing's Crusaders."
B ROAD WAY. — Herbert Rawlinson in "Smashing
PARK.— Second week of "Sealed Orders."
Through."
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Film Exporters Form an Association
Elect Temporary Officers and Discuss
and Means for the Protection of
Their Interests

Ways

ACCORDING to schedule the exporters of films and
cinematographic supplies — or, to be exact, most of
those established in New York — and some of the
Latin-American buyers in town gathered on the eighth
floor of the Astor on June 6, at 12:30, to devise ways and
means for the protection of their interests.
Those present were : J. M. Aragon, manager of film
department of Gillespie Brothers & Company; W. E. Atkinson, export manager of Metro; B. Herrera, of Pairoa &
Herrera, Chile; H. G. Kosch and S. S. Krellberg, of the
Trans-Russian Film Corporation; Fred Thomander, of the
A. B. C. Film Company; C. P. York, representing John
Olsen of Sweden ; Piedmont Pictures, represented by
Joseph Lamy and H. R. Habicht; John M. Millander; K. W.
Linn, export manager of the Universal ; L. H. Allen, L. R.
Thomas and C. L. Chapman, North American Motion Pictures, Inc., Argentina; L. L. Hiller and Jacob Wilk, of
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.; Joe Lee, representing Reginald Warde ;
A. J. Bimberg, Popular Pictures ; David P. Howells, David
Russell, J. H. Hallberg, vice-president United Theater
Equipment Company; R. P. Martin, Cuban-American Film
Company, Havana; Miles & Manheimer, represented by E.
S. Manheimer and Joseph R. Miles; Mutual Export and
Import Company, Peru, Bolivia, Chile and Ecuador, represented by J. Hoffberg; L. Auerbach, Export and Import
Film Company; Chester E. Sawyer, Caribbean Film Company and Central American Film Service, West Indies and
Central America; John Carlson, Scandinavia; E. Wineberg
and A. Schlesinger, African Film Trust, Ltd.; Manuel Zeno
and F. H. Knocke, Medal Film Company, West Indies;
Robert W. Priest, Merida Export Company; A. L. Godoy,
Louis Burstein, King-Bee Film Corporation; William M.
Vogel, of William Vogel Productions; Sidney Garrett, president J. Frank Brockliss, Inc.; Carl Hamburger, representing the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry.
After a short preliminary address by Mr. Howells he was
elected temporary chairman and Mr. Kosch temporary
secretary.
The discussion took a rather peculiar turn. A minority,
instead of going into the different matters that would form
the scope of the proposed organization, seemed to doubt
the wisdom of organizing at all. Mr. Atkinson advocated
that the exporters should join the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry as individuals, while Mr.
Schlesinger appeared to be in fear that the mere fact that
such organization had been formed would tend to predispose the authorities in Washington against the exporters
in general.
Mr. Garrett reminded the gathering that the merchants
engaged in the export of film in Great Britain, France and
Italy were already organized, not only for the purely selfish
purpose of safeguarding their interests, but to help the
government in all possible ways.
Mr. Aurbach did not think the gathering sufficiently
representative, and insisted that the actions of the organization (if there was to be one. Mr. Aurbach was not quite
sure of the advisability of organizing) would carry more
weight when backed by the counsel and approval of some
of the exporters absent from the meeting.
Manufacturers
a Secondary
Export
Factor.
the manufacthat
effect
the
to
made
statement
a
To
turers were the biggest exporters of all and should have
been invited to the meeting, Mr. Kosch replied that,
although the intention was to co-operate with them as
well as with all other branches of the industry, it was a
fact that the producing companies, with the exception of
Pathe, Fox and Universal, had really very little at stake
in a direct way, as their practice was to take no chances
whatever on outside markets, selling their foreign rights
to the different exporting houses situated in New York.
Mr. Schlesinger, in the course of the debate, remarked
several times that he was not interested in generalities and
wanted somebody to state his specific troubles. Although
this request was not refused point blank, none of those
present showed any inclination of complying with Mr.
Schlesinger's wish.

Mr. Hallberg, as a vice-president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, advised the
exporters to join that body as individual members, as he
thought that better and quicker results would be obtained
that way.
Mr. Vogel suggested that before definite steps were taken
a committee should be appointed to approach the N. A. M.
P. I. and decide the best method of procedure.
Mr. Krellberg stated the only effective method of meeting organized competition abroad, now and after the war,
was by organizing in New York, the position of which, as
the film export center of the world, would be seriously
endangered if the exporters were to adopt a policy of
indifference.
By this time most of those present had taken part in
the debate, and the whole discussion had concentrated on
two points :
body.
Whether the exporters should organize as an independent
Whether they should join the N. A. M. P. I. as individual
members.
On a motion from Mr. Krellberg, seconded by Mr.
Garrett, the first proposition was put to the vote and passed
by an overwhelming majority.
Messrs. Howells and Kosch were retained as temporary
president and secretary respectively until the next meeting, which will be held June 13 at the same place and hour.
At the suggestion of Mr. Vogel the chair was authorized
to select a committee of five for the purpose of interviewing the officers of the N. A. M. P. I. and arrive at an understanding as to the best means of co-operating with them.
Messrs. Howells, Chapman, Krellberg, Miles and Garrett
were appointed members of the committee.
The meeting adjourned at 2:30 p. m.
Washington Officials Refuse to Discuss Situation.
A few minutes before the meeting adjourned one of the
representatives of the Moving Picture World read the
following telegram from the journal's Washington correspondent :
"War Trade Board officials refuse any information on
Government's attitude on discontinuance of film exports.
It is understood the whole film question is now under consideration, and until present investigations are completed
no information is available. Officials refuse absolutelv to
LINZ."
talk.
A Great Step Forward.
It was undoubtedly a great step forward to get forty odd
exporters together. The tricks of the film exporting business were so primitive two or three years ago on this side
of the Atlantic that the men engaged in it had to adopt
secretive methods to survive and to discourage possible
competitors.
Things have changed in New York. It now requires
capital and world-wide connecstanding
specialtions totraining,
do business
in films in foreign countries. The age
of mystery has passed, and the film exporters are quite_
willing to make as much noise as any other branch of
international merchandising. Besides, during this short
space of time, the interests of most of the exporters who
met at the Astor have increased tenfold, and today they
have something tangible to defend.
These are some of the reasons why it was comparatively
easy to get them together.
The fact that an organization was formed and that the
New York film exporters are already able to act as a unit
indicates of itself a great deal, but, in our estimation, the
first meeting was devoted to the discussion of a subject
that is not as important as some of those present seemed
to think. Some of the opinions aired on the lack of steamship facilities and the stand that the authorities in Washwould take in regard to 'the film industry bordered
on the ington
hysterical.

GIL-SPEAR

BALLOONING

IN

CUBA.

Adrian Gil-Spear, former scenario editor for Goldwyn, has
the
been busy since he left New York not only writing
higher. He
stories for which he is noted, but soaring even
has been ballooning in Cuba and expects soon to get his
commission in the balloon section of the aviation corps once
he succeeds in the final test.
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Dead Afterat Forty-Fou
Chapin
Benjamin
Famous
Impersonator
of Lincoln
Illness of Several

it propei to admit loldien to their thi
should appL to othei theaters as well, and, in fact, to all
othei forms ol entertainment, includini
ball games.
Unless more interest is shown in the matter,

Si CCUMBING to tuberculosis, Benjamin Chester Chapin,
widely known as an impersonator ol Abraham Lincoln,
to whom he bore a remarkable resemblance, died at
tin- Loomis Sanitarium,
Liberty, Y N .. on Sunday, Jum
coincidence, Mr. Chapin's illness assumed its serious
r on Lincoln's birthday, when he ceased all activities
ami was sent to the sanitarium where he died.
It is a peculiar circumstance, also, that Mr. Chapin's teriea
ot len motion pictures, "The Son oi Democracy, in which
he personated Abraham Lincoln, was released by the
Famous Players Laskj Corporation on the day he became
ill and since that day the pictures have been and still are
being presented with meat success. By a strange perversity
ot fate, Mr. Chapin was not privileged to enjoy the financial
fruits
of his
profits Mr.of which
are
estimated
at life's
more work,
than the
$500,000.
Chapin to wasdate born
in Bristolville, Ohio, on
August 9, 1874, a son of
Warren Ely and Catherine Taylor Chapin. He
was graduated from the
Bristolville high school
in 1890, and from New
Lyme Institute in 1892.
From 1892 to 1898 he
was a platform lecturer
and entertainer, and in
1902 he entered vaudeville in a dramtic mono-

one

Months

Succumbs

to Tuberculosis.

"Lincoln,"a
in which
he achieved
logue entitled
decided success.
In 1906 Mr. Chapin
produced a play in four
"Lincoln,"
acts entitled
which
later he presented with success. His
remarkable resemblance
to the great emancipator attracted much
attention and his success spurred him on to
write his now famous
Benjamin Chapin.
"Lincoln Cycle" for motion pictures giving the
depicthuman side of the man in a series of ten storiesfrom
his
ing incidents in the career of Abraham Lincoln
bovhood until his death. This great work required five
vears of unremitting study and toil to complete, and though
was
he frequently suffered severely from the malady that until
slowlv sapping his vitality, he never ceased his labors
the final story was picturized and released on the anniversary of Lincoln's birthday.
Mr Chapin's lecture on Lincoln, as well as his crowning
for him the
achievement, "The Son of Democracy," gained conferred
on
degree of Doctor of Literature, which was
, Tenn.
Harrowgate
at
University
him bv Lincoln Memorial
last month. He was a member of the American Society of
of the Charter Features CorporaDramatists and president
tion of New York. He is survived by his mother, Mrs
Catherine Taylor Chapin, his sister, Lucile A. Chapin, and
brother. Warren T. Chapin. Interment was at Bristolville,
Ohio. Arrangements for a memorial service in New York
are being made.

Would Give Soldiers Free Admission

Cincinnati Councilman Introduces Ordinance Granting to
Men in Uniform One-tenth of House's Capacity.
* X ordinance has been introduced in the Cincinnati city
A council of Cincinnati, under which soldiers in uniform
-*• * will be admitted free of charge to all moving picture
theaters, as well as to free rides on street cars. However,
the author of the ordinance recognized that there might on
and
occasion be large numbers of soldiers on the streets,
therefore limited the number to be admitted free of charge
to the theaters to one-tenth of a house's seating capacity.
little comment on the free adThere has been comparatively
mission ordinance among exhibitors, and those who have
to admit
been interviewed expressed their perfect willingness also
been
men in uniform free of charge. However, it has
exthe
on"
"nick
to
reason
no
is
there
that
pointed out
hibitors, inasmuch as the same reasons which would make

.
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Mabel Normand Meets Mrs. Wilson
At

Society

Gathering

in Washington

Congratulated

MRS.

Player

WOODROW

Lady

on "Joan

Wll.sox

of White

House

of Plattsburg."

asked

that

Mabel

I

mand he broughl to her box at Crandall'i Knicl
DOCker theater in Washington that the Inst lady of
the land might speak to the star of "Joan ol Plattsburg. It
happened on June 4. when Goldwyn's patriotic comedydrama paign
was Committee
presented
in aid
of the
Year Camof the
Council
of Children's
National Defen
e, an
organization devoted to the welfare of babies. Miss Nor
mand was in Washington at the direct invitation of this
organization, of which Mrs. Wilson is the chief patron.
The audience, one of the most distinguished ever asscm
bled to see a motion picture and meet the star of it, included, besides Mrs. Wilson, Vice-President Marshall and
Mrs. Marshall, Secretary of War Baker and Mrs. Baker,
Mrs. Josephus Daniels, wife of the Secretary of the Navy,
and various other ladies of the cabinet as well as Army and
Navy officials and leaders in war work.
When she was called to the stage after the showing of the
picture, Miss Normand told the audience how happy she
was to be in Washington for the first time and how deeply
she appreciated the honor paid her by the Children's Year
Campaign Association in asking her to make a personal appearance.
Previous to this Mrs. Wilson had made known to Manager
Arthur Robb that she would like to say au revoir to the
star, and in the lobby of the Knickerbocker, surrounded by
the crowd, most of them Mrs. Wilson's personal friends, the
wife of the President expressed her enjoyment of Mabel
Normand's work to the star herself.
NAVY
PICTURE
PRAISED
BY OFFICER.
The United States Navy holds the shooting record of the
world, and faces the coming naval Armageddon with perfect
confidence, according to Lieutenant Henry Reuterdahl,
U. S. N. R. F., who addressed the Architectural League in
West 57th street, New York, on Thursday evening, May 30,
in connection with his showing of the Educational Films
Corporation's new spectacle, "Your Fighting Navy at Work
and at Play." The navy has attained a record of 25 per cent.
of hits at a distance of over ten miles (18,000 yards) at
targets no larger in size than a railroad freight car. The
average of hits in actual battle in this war has only been
between 1 and 2 per cent. Three per cent, of hits is more
than can be expected.
The lieutenant said that the Educational's "Your Fighting
Navy" was the best navy picture he had thus far edited.
GEORGE KANN WILL REMAIN IN NEW YORK.
George Kann, chief assistant to Carl Laemmle, president
of the Universal Film Company, will not go to Universal
City as has been persistently reported in the trade for several weeks. The rumor was that Mr. Kann would be the
personal representative of Mr. Laemmle at the production
plant. This rumor was stifled recently at the New York
offices
of New
Universal
by the
Kann's
duties in
York are
far announcement
too exacting andthat
his Mr.
knowledge
of the organization detail too comprehensive to think of
sending him to the coast permanently. It may be that he
will be sent West for a short time to look over the big plant
of which he formerly was in charge.
COHN

GETS

PICTURES

UNDER

DIFFICULTIES.

Jack Cohn, in charge of the Universal news weekly
department, claims to have put across an exclusive on his
competitors by obtaining motion pictures of the survivors
of the vessels sent to the bottom by the Hun submarines.
He had several cameramen at the docks at which the
survivors were landed only to find that the Government
representatives had orders not to allow any pictures to be
taken. For several hours the Universal representatives
hung around the piers, eventually gathering together
parties of the survivors and inviting them to the Universal
studios at 1600 Broadway, where pictures were taken.
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Hoffman Retires from Foursquare
Former Vice-President Sells Holdings to George Backer and
Buys the Company's New York Exchange.
ARE-ALIGNMENT of financial interests in Foursquare
Pictures, Inc., has been made. The holdings of M. H.
Hoffman, who has been vice-president and general
manager of Foursquare, were purchased by George Backer.
Simultaneously Mr. Hoffman resigned and withdrew from
the administrative
headquarters
of the corporation.
Mr. Backer, president of Foursquare, assumes active control of the organization and with his associates will proceed
to extend its endeavors. With Jacob Wildberg, treasurer,
Mr. Backer will not only direct the operations of the Foursquare organization but also select the pictures to be acquired for distribution.
Foursquare will secure for distribution, through its
twenty-six exchanges and affiliated distributing companies,
one feature photoplay each month. Every picture, in order
to qualify as Foursquare product, must conform to a given
standard of pictorial and box-office excellence.
Eight of these "specials" will be produced by the BaconBacker Film Corporation, which is confining its efforts solely to that number. Arrangements have been concluded with
another producing firm for four, possibly six, features.
It is the purpose of Mr. Backer and his associates to apply
to the conduct of the enterprise the constructive methods
which are followed by large commercial institutions.
"Mr. Hoffman leaves us with every good wish for his success," said President Backer. "He has purchased from us
the New York Foursquare Exchange, the terms of the contract specifying that he shall distribute in this territory our
product. Mr. Hoffman, I am sure, will endeavor to operate
the exchange upon a basis of serving the needs of exhibitors
to the end of increasing the business and making it one^of
permanence and worthy of the good will of its patrons."

George Irving Joins Goldwyn
distinction is given Goldwyn's roster of directors
ADDE
in Dthe acquisition of George Irving, who is to hold the
Normand's production, the _title
in Mabel
reinsbeen
guiding
of which
has not
announced.
From his recently brilliant work in "Daughter of Destiny
admirers of George Irving look back on his successful career
as a motion picture
director and, before
that, his thirteen years
in Charles Frohman's
stage productions. In
passing it is worth
mentioning that Goldwyn brings together
two artists, each of
whom rendered distinct service in the
same stage play. Both
George Irving and
Pauline Frederick appeared with Francis
Wilson in "When
Bold"
Knights
some
yearsWere
ago, before
either realized that
the silent drama would
offer them their
greatest opportunities.
Miss Frederick will
soon be a Goldwyn
star, and George Irving
is a Goldwyn director.
Irving's first undertaking in this direction
George Irving.
was the picturization
of Booth Tarkington's "The Conquest of Canaan," and after
a few more productions he scored his greatest success in
visualizing Augustus Thomas' play, "The Witching Hour
His status as a director of unusual delicacy, keenness and
strength was at once evidenced, and since then he has taken
additional proof of those qualities.
In analyzing his methods of work the bystander does not
popularity
have to search long to account for Mr. Irving's
with the players under him nor reason for the polished
under
considerate
exceedingly
Quiet,
achieves.
he
results
all conditions, his poise and authority are sensed before
they arc felt, and when work is actually begun his unerring
sense o\ dramatic values, his searching eye for the pictorial
quality of everj scene and his never-failing grasp on the
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psychology of a character and the human nature underlying it make George Irving a director to whom the most
exacting star gives fullest confidence.

Court Won't Interfere With Sunday Law
Supreme Tribunal of Ohio Refuses to Disturb Lower Court's
Conviction of Standen for Operating on Sabbath.
THERE have been several decisions of the Supreme
Court of Ohio during the past week or so of direct
interest to moving picture exhibitors and to the public
as well. The most important of these, and that which
excited the greatest amount of comment, was that in which
the court refused to disturb the ruling of a lower court convicting William Standen, of Medina, of operating a moving
picture theater on Sunday in violation of the old Ohio
statute forbidding amusements and numerous other things
on the Sabbath. In other words, the court has again upheld
the validity of this old statute and has affirmed its existence,
which is not a secret to anybody. As it has frequently been
pointed out, however, the statute is a dead letter in most
of the cities, inasmuch as its enforcement would be directly
against the desires of the public and the general sentiment
of today, and it is consequently ignored.
Wherever blue-stocking agitators are sufficiently strong
to force a case into court the court must recognize the
existence of the statute, but exhibitors in Cincinnati and
the other large cities, as well as in most of the other communities of Ohio, feel no apprehension of a general resort
to and enforcement of the statute.
The two other cases referred to dealt with the power of
cities to operate moving picture exhibitions themselves, and
while the decisions were somewhat confusing to the layman,
apparently' one overruling the other, the opinion of the
Supreme Court seems to be that Ohio cities may run picture shows if they please as a part of their educational
activities.

Whiteside to Make Patriotic Picture
ARRANGEMENTS have been made between Walker
Whiteside and Ernest Shipman whereby Mr. Whiteside will depict for the screen the part of a Japanese
patriot and head of the Japanese Secret Service in America.
The story is constructed along up-to-date lines, visualizing
modern events in the most attractive form and showing the
closest co-operation between the Allies and the United
States Government, particularly the splendid friendship that
is being formed between America and neutral governments.
It will be manufactured along lines that
lend themselves most
thoroughly to a strongspirit of patriotism and
will be released in the
open market.
Walker Whiteside
has not as yet had his
full dramatic value and
reputation exploited in
pictures, although both
of his past efforts have
proved
most
successful from
a financial
standpoint. Mr. Whiteside's great success in
"The Typhoon" not
only in this country,
hut in London, stamped
him as a most successful interpreter of Oriental roles. The selection of Mr. Whiteside
for the part of a Japanese patriot and Secret
Service agent is a
happy one and should
meet with the appro\ Walker Whiteside.
al of buyers, exhibitors
and the public.
One of the foremost organizations has already put its
0. K, upon the theme and stands ready to purchase it when
completed. Definite plans for marketing it will not be announced until the picture has been privately screened by the
owners.
Ernest Shipman has left for Los Angeles to complete
studio arrangements for the making of the Walker Whiteside picture.
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Fox Managers Hold Fourth Convention
Representatives
From
Nine
Countries
Attend
Four-Day
Business Session and President.
Are Entertained By Company's

WITH nine countries represented, the fourth annual
convention oi the managers and representatives of
the Fox Film Corporation was held from June 3 to

June 6, inclusive, at the Biltmore Hotel, New York. (
on the heels of his successful efforts as captain of the Allied
Theatrical and Motion Picture team in the Red Cross cam
paign, and his successes in the Knights of Columbus and
Jewish War Relief drives, Mr. Fox at the opening session
on Monday enunciated the policy of the Fox Film Corporation.

"The only job in tlu- country today is the winning of the
war," said Mr. Fox. "To bring this war to a successful conclusion the Government needs money, and lots of it, and
the only way the Government can .net this money is through
taxation.
"Therefore it is up to the business men of the country to
expand and push their business with greater energy and
vigor, so that when the Government comes to collect its
war taxes — whether they be 5 per cent, or 95 per cent. — it
will find more money to levy on.
"It doesn't matter a continental whether we, as a corporation, have a nickel left after these taxes are collected.
The point is that we have got to make enough money so
that the Government can collect more money. That, gentlemen, is our job this coming year."
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the Fox Film
Corporation, presided at all the business sessions. The countries represented, besides the United States, were Canada,
Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Brazil,
Uruguay and Paraguay. After the opening business conference Monday afternoon Mr. Fox was host to the visitors
in the evening at the Winter
Garden.
The second business session was held all day Tuesday at
the Biltmore, following which Mr. Fox entertained his managers and the others attending the convention at a beefsteak
Murray's,
Forty-second
street.
HarrywasF.
Campbell, dinner
of atBoston,
New in England
district
manager,
toastmaster, and the evening was enlivened with humorous speeches and anecdotes by the various guests. Several
vaudeville acts also were given, under the direction of Jack
Loeb, and a jazz band dispensed music throughout the dinner. Flashlight photographs were taken of the diners, who
were garbed in aprons.
The program Wednesday was a screening in the morning
at Wurlitzer Hall and another business conference in the
afternoon at the Biltmore. In the evening the visitors were
again guests of Mr. Fox, this time at the Eltinge theater,
where they saw "Business Before Pleasure." Later Mr. Fox
took them to "The Midnight Revue" at the Century Grove.
Thursday morning saw another screening at Wurlitzer
Hall and a conference was held in the afternoon at the Biltmore. The convention closed with final instructions by Mr.
Sheehan at the home office, 130 Wrest Forty-sixth street.
Throughout the entire convention the sessions were
marked with patriotism and a desire for national service. At
the opening meeting Air. Campbell, of Boston, in a short
speech, expressed the pride of the whole Fox organization
in the war relief work Mr. Fox has been doing. In his response Mr. Fox announced that 312 employees of the Fox
Film Corporation throughout the country are now in their
government's service for the war.
On their arrival at the convention, the managers were
presented with small gold American flags, which were worn
in their coat lapels.
Those attending the convention were : District managers Harry F. Campbell, Clyde Eckhardt, George F. Mann,
Vincent C. McCabe and Paul C. Mooney.
Managers and assistants, Sam Dembow, Jr., and G. Hoffman, of Atlanta; W. D. Shapiro, of Boston; Thomas Brady,
of Buffalo; William Jenner and Harry Willard, of Chicago;
Lester Sturm and Rudolph Knoepfle, of Cincinnati; C. A.
Browne, of Cleveland; E. H. Wachter, of Dallas; R. J.
Churchill, of Denver ; Field Carmichael and Joe Kaliski, of
Detroit; C. E. Penrod, of Indianapolis; G W. Young and
B. E. Edwards, of Kansas City; M. A. Walsh, of Los Angeles; E. S. Flynn, of Minneapolis; Maurice West, of Montreal; A. S. Moritz, of New Orleans; Louis Rosenbluh, Jack
Levy and Isadore Schmertz, of New York; Sidney Meyer, of
Omaha ; George Dembow and L. Burnstine, of Philadelphia ;
F. C. Burhans. of Pittsburgh ; W. J. Citron, of San Francisco;Albert W. Eden, of Seattle; Joseph Lieverman, of
St. John, N. B.; Joseph P. Roden, of Salt Lake City; B. P.
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Rogers,
( I Senning, >■! Washington, ami l>
M.
'I'h. mi.>'i1 1, [*oronto;
..i st Louis.
Home office, I. i'i- G Let
ral manager's office, Herman Robbins, Lewis S. Levin, J. R Grainger; advertising
department, Lloyd Willis, Jerome Wilson; contract department, Leon I Bamberger, Irving Ma. is ami Henry Heitman;
scenario department, Hamilton Thompson; auditing department, C. J O'Donoghue ami Edward Walso; publicity department, l-i'. \ Gove, Russell Micheltree, David Morrusey,
Stu.nt

\i in sun. Will T. (nut/, C

I' McCarthy,

Benjamin

Garetson, of Chicago, ami Joseph I'i Pesa, of Boston; requisition department, \\ . E. Sennett and A. P. Maclntyrej foreign department, \ Carlos, David .1 Mountan and F, \\
Lange;
disbursement department, Maurice Goodman and
llai
r\ Reinhardt.
Company Famous
to Back Players
Lila LeeAnnounces
of Vaudevillea "Find"
with
National
Exploitation— Will Work in the West.
JESSE L. LASK'Y, vice president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, last week announced a "find" for
the screen in the person of Lila Lee, prominently identified for the past eight years with vaudeville in Gus Edwards
attractions. This confirms the recent rumor that the big
organization was about to announce a young star, who will
be given a national exploitation that will aim to make her
one of the big attractions of the screen.
In makingnouncement,his
anMr. Lasky
said: "The published
rumor that the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation was about to announce a young star of
unusual talent and
beauty is confirmed in
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Lila Lee.

our engagement
'Cud-a
dles.' For more ofthan
year our organization
has been searching all
branches of the entertainment world for just
such
a young
woman
and
our
hunt
finally
been
rewarded
in has
the
person of Lila Lee, widewas first
lv "Little
known Lila
as 'Cuddles.'
'discovered' by Gus Edwards, some eight years
ago. It was the time of
the vaudeville,
first 'kiddie'when
showa
in

certain song, 'Look Out For Jimmy Valentine,' demanded
a cute tot properly to express the humor of it. Mr. Edwards
sought and sought and found no one. Finally, riding along
despondently in his machine one day, he spied a lot of little
children playing in a street of Union Hill, N. ]., where his act
was to open. They all looked alike to him with the exception
of one, who in her childish way and forceful manner immediately impressed the song writer as just the type he wanted.
"With the consent of her parents, Mr. Edwards put her
in his act and the result was that the child 'ran away with
the show.' Her subsequent work displayed further genuine
histrionic accomplishments that were conceded to be unusual considering her youth. Lila has many friends
throughout
thewill
country
andthose
her recent
'discovery'
for motion pictures
delight
who have
been charmed
with her really exceptional work behind the footlights. She
will be a Paramount star in photoplays that will strike a
strong human appeal. Miss Lee is tall, faultlessly built,
vigorous and athletic and is fully eligible for the heavier
demands of the motion picture drama as well as the finer
expressions. We have signed her for a period of five years.
She will be surrounded in her work by the best artists, and
nothing will be overlooked to make her name the household
word of the motion picture patron. She will leave for the
Lasky studios in Hollywood
shortly."
ARTHUR

BATES

JOINS COLORS.

Arthur Bates, for years one of Essanay's leading character
players, was called last week to join the colors. He left
for Camp Wheeler at Macon. His best characterizations
were as old man parts in "The Man Trail" and "The KillJoy." He played comedy parts with Chaplin in his early
Essanay comedies ami later played leads in the Essanay
comedies directed by Arthur Hotaling.
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Pathe Exchange Declares a Bonus
Company

Executives
Believe
Spurt
Selective
Service
Method

in
of

Business
Booking.

Due

to

FOLLOWING the presentation of two big Pathe features at the Rialto and Rivoli Theaters, a further
indication of the prosperity attained by the company
under Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager, is
seen in the statement that a big bonus has just been paid
to employes.
The double Broadway presentation is considered a demonstration ofthe big way Pathe is handling features under
the new system, and the bonus, after an interval of more
than half a year, follows upon the inauguration
of Mr.
Brunet as chief executive, as the benefits resulting from his broad
business policies begin
to be reflected in the
biggest business transacted in the history of
Pathe Exchange, Inc,
"No words could better show the prosperthis company,"
said itya ofPathe
official in
discussing the trend of
the industry, "than the
single statement : Pathe
has just declared a
bonus. Nothing could
more clearly indicate
the great organization
Pathe is building."
Among the Pathe employes who received
the latest bonus are
W. E. Raynor, B. Sanford, M. Marsh, A. M.
Holah, Henry Laws, D.
C. Stearns, E. A. Helouis, R. Shrader, Paul
McDaniels, C. B. Haskett, F. W. Gebhardt,
Leo Adler, A. Reinlieb,

^f S MIA. Doughert
Kohn,
Goodman,y, M.J.
Paul Brunet.
W. Fuller, L. Lowe, E. E. Heller and Thomas Lark.
An enthusiastic
spirit of co-operation is manifest in all
Pathe branches.
F. C. Quimby, sales manager, is now on a
tour that will take him to Chicago, Minneapolis, Spokane,
Seattle, San Francisco,
Los Angeles,
Salt Lake, Denver,
Oklahoma, Dallas, New
Orleans,
Atlanta
and
Charlotte, and his long
trip is taken for the
purpose
of furthering
the
co-operation
between home office and
branches.
One of the first acts
of the new chief executive was to establish the Pathe selective service method of
booking features, and
it is this policy which
is responsible for the
big results Pathe is
now getting with its
features which are hiting a high average.
The selective service
system has all advant a g e s of former
methods without their
disadvantages. For instance, it permits an
exhibitor
to
select
F. C. Quimby.
each picture and play
it on its merits, to book in star series or to play the program, which last is often found the must satisfactory policy
for the small house, while one of the other two is preferred
by .the larger.
In the immediate future the company will release in all
exchanges
the seven-reel
Pathe special
feature
"Moral
Suicide."
Another bix six-reel special on the way will be "Common
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Clay," the A. H. Woods stage hit, starring Fannie Ward.
"A Japanese Nightingale" is another coming Ward play.
Pathe also will release "The Woman Eternal," a Ralph
Ince picture. "The Narrow Path" is an A. H. Woods hit.
"The Bells" and "The Orleans Coach." "The Ghost of the
Rancho" and "In Wrong' are coming with Bryant Washburn.
"Caroline of the Corners" and "A Little Sister of Everybody" are two attractive Bessie Love vehicles on the way.
"The First Law" is an Irene Castle play. "Annexing Bill"
and "Waifs." starring Gladys Hulette and Creighton Hale.
Baby Marie Osborne is represented in the list of coming
feature attractions by "The Voice of Destiny" and "Cupid
by

Proxy."

Ragland Goes to St. Louis for Select

Old-Time Showman

Was Four Years With Kleine and Later
With Fox.

BEGINNING June 3 Select Pictures St. Louis Exchange
came under the management of J. C. Ragland. Mr.
Ragland was installed as the St. Louis branch manager by Field Manager J. S. Woody. Mr. Woody is spending some time at the St. Louis branch inducting Hr. Ragland into his office.
In the new manager, St. Louis exhibitors gain a friend
who is an expert showman, and whose pride it is to help
every exhibitor in his territory to succeed in putting over
the pictures which he sells them. Mr. Ragland is both an
expert showman and an old picture salesman. He has been
prominently identified with both picture and theatrical concerns for many years.
Way back in the dim past, when George Kleine astonished
New York show circles by putting on the first "dollar-top"
picture presented Broadway, "Quo Vadis," at the Astor
Theater, Ragland was the man at the helm. Already well
known for his expert handling of theatrical attractions, he
was chosen by Mr. Kleine to put over this daring experiment
in picture presentation, and Ragland put "Quo Vadis" over
with a will. In New York and on the road, first with "Quo
Vadis," then with "Pompeii' and other similar attractions,
off and on Ragland spent four years with the Kleine interests. And then his first love called to him, and he backslided to handling the attractions of the spoken drama once
more.
Recently' Mr. Ragland has been with William Fox enterprises. His success as manager of the Pittsburgh branch, in
exploiting Fox's Standard Pictures, is one of the traditions
of the "Smoky City." In the fall of 1917 he became Fox's
manager in Cincinnati, which position he has held until recentlv.

W. W. Hodkinson Not in New Concern
Denies

Statement That He Is Interested in Society Players
Film Company.

IN a San Francisco report published in the Moving Picture World of June 15, W. W. Hodkinson's name was
given as among others who were planning a large producing company to be called the Society Players Film Company
and to build a great studio in that city. We have a communication from Mr. Hodkinson definitely and unequivocably
stating that he is in no way interested in the concern. He
also wishes it made known to the trade that should he enter
or make connections with other business organizations,
complete and full announcement will always come from his
home office, the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, 527 Fifth
avenue, New York.
BIG LIGHTING EFFECTS IN WEHLEN PICTURE.
A scene in silhouette is one of the striking features of
"The House of Gold," the Metro production starring Emmy
Wehlen. which will have early release. Unusual and startling
light effects are made necessary by reason of the developments of theKavanaugh
story. "The
of Gold"
was written
by
Katharine
andHouse
directed
by Edwin
Carewe,
Eugene Gaudio is responsible for the photography, and he
has been obliged to use every trick at his command to secure
the results called for.
SEELY

OUT

OF ARROW

FILM.

W. E. Shallenberger. president of the Arrow Film Corporation, announces that Walter Hoff Seely is no longer
connected with that company in any capacity. It is also
that Robert Priest has also severed his connection
reported
Arrow.
with
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The Pictwes and the Law
A Valuable Compilation of Leading Cases and Opinions
Newest Contribution to Our Literature.

the

By Epes W. Sargent.
MOTION pictures and the theater in their legal aspect
is the subject of an exhaustive work by Louis D.
Froelich and Charles Schwarts, just published by
Baker, Voorhis & Company under the title of "The Law of
Motion Pictures and the Theater." It offers a reasonably
complete treatise of the laws governing the making and
exhibiting of motion pictures so far as there are any
precedents, with opinions as to the probable rulings where
no precedent yet exists.
The work is not to be confounded with "popular" books
of the "Law at a Glance" or "Every Man His Own Lawyer'
type. This has its initial place in the law library, but is
so carefully laid out that it also serves the maker and
exhibitor of pictures as a guidance, the classification of
chapters and their sub-divisions being so intelligently made
that the law or opinion upon any phase of making or showing is readily accessible. It is broadly divided into sections
on the author and literary rights, the actor and his rights,
other employees of the producer, the distributor and exhibitor, the public and copyright.
Where such exist the leading cases in the various points
are cited, many of them being briefed in the footnotes to
give a sufficient understanding of the leading case as it
applies to the point at issue. Where there is no precedent
(and there- are innumerable points yet to be passed upon by
the courts) leading cases in dramatic litigation are cited
as the nearest approach to a precedent, and inferences are
drawn that are usually sound, though it is not probable that
many of the decisions arrived at will be sustained when
taken in connection with general custom.
As an example the authors are of the opinion that "there
is a good consideration to the producer when a manuscript
is submitted to him — namely, the opportunity of reading the
manuscript," and therefore he will be held liable if the
script is lost through his own or his employees' negligence.
The only citation in support of this contention is an English
case, in which it was decided that a printer could not be
held liable for the destruction of plates stored without
charge by them. This point would not hold in law against
the prevailing custom, for scripts are submitted at the risk
of the author, who is supposed to hold a carbon copy of
the same and to sustain only the lpss of time and white
paper. There is a ruling to this effect in the California
courts, where a thief who stole a script and sought to
make a sale was discharged because he was held not to
have taken anything of value. Along the same lines, basing
upon dramatic usage, it is held that a company cannot
materially change the script of an author without libel; a
decision which, if sustained, would keep half the authors in
the courts all of the time and the rest on part time.
Another point to be questioned is the statement that
the actor, knowing that in filming a play it is frequently
necessary to travel, is personally liable for his traveling
expenses and support in strange towns if he agrees to take
part in a picture without specifying that these expenses
shall be paid by his employer. Here the citations are all
based on theatrical usage, and the chief case is one from
the English courts. Many actors receive no contracts, and
it is general custom that a company shall pay traveling
expenses, though usage differs as to the defrayment of
board and lodging.
There are several other instances where the inferences
drawn are distinctly bad, but in general the book is sound
in its logic and valuable in collecting the various precedents.
Some rather surprising facts are arrived at. Perhaps the
most vital of these is the changing of a title or the presentation ofa dramatized novel under another title destroys
the validity of the copyright. If this contention is susstained by the courts then 75 per cent, of the novels from
which plays have been made are now in the public domain
and no longer under copyright protection. To use a concrete example, if this opinion be held good, then the Universal Company, in releasing Mary Roberts Rinehart's
novel "K" under the title of "The Doctor and the Woman"
(presumably acting with her consent), has destroyed all of
her copyright rights in the novel, which has become public
property. The importance of such a question cannot be
underestimated.
The chapters of laws relating to the exhibiting end are
more fully sustained by precedents along the same lines,
and therefore are more authoritative than opinion unbacked
bv decision can be. These and the chapters on copyright
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are complete as they stand, and of value to house and production managers.
Taken as a whole the work is one of great importance
to the industry, though it should be understood that none
of the opinions contained therein are the final word. State
laws differ, and a local lawyer should be consulted upon
all important points, but the work provides him with the
references he needs and, lacking a later precedent of contrary effect, gives him a working basis for his case preparation. The work is a book of nearly one thousand pages,
and is the first to cover the ground comprehensively and
with legal care. It should be in the libraries of all picture
producers, managers and those lawyers who specialize in
motion picture litigation, for it is the last, as well as the
first, word on the subject.

Lawrence Grant Bears Likeness to Kaiser
Portrayer of German Emperor
Known in United States

in Metro Production Is Well
as Actor and Lecturer.

LAWRENCE GRANT, who plays the important part of
the Kaiser in the Screen Classics, Inc., production, "To
Hell with the Kaiser,"
as well as an English actor
of distinction a noted traveleris and
lecturer, who has toured
the world in many capacities.
At the beginning of the European war Mr. Grant was associated with Anne Morgan and Elizabeth Marbury on the
lecture committee of the Women's Department of the National Civic Federation. Mr. Grant talked on "England and
the War," a subject on which he is highly versed, having
spent much time at the front in 1914. He also gave a series
o f illustrated travel
talks, with motion pictures taken by himself
on "Women of France
in Timegiven
of War,"
was
underwhich
the
auspices
of for
the French
American Fund
Wounded.
Mr. Grant has made
a special study of the
Indian in his native
life and preserved hi;
impressions
color motionin Kinemapictures
which he obtained permission from the Government to take for lee
ture purposes.
As an actor Mr
Grant is numbered
among the best known
English thespians. He
was born in Bournemouth, Hampshire
near New Forest, EngLawrence Grant.
land. His stage debut
was made in London ir
1899. Eighteen months later he was made leading man wit:Mrs. ofLewis
Waller
He enacted
the" other
important
part
Dufresne
and inwas"Zaza."
her leading
man in five
productions. Later he appeared in various London productions
with Kate Rorka. Then he succeeded Kyrle Bellew as leading man with Mrs. Browne-Potter, with whom he played in
eleven successful productions. After this he was associated
with Sir George Alexander at the Saint James theater, and
with Arthur Bourchier at the Shaftesbury and Garrick theaters. Then he starred in the famous play by Henry Arthur
Jones, "Joseph Entangled," in the same part played in this
country by Henry Miller. Mr. Grant's first visit to America
was with Olga Nethersole, in a repertoire of eleven plays.
As the Kaiser in the Screen Classics. Inc., big melodramatic production, "To Hell with the Kaiser," Mr. Grant
makes his motion picture debut. His great likeness to this
monarch and his talents as an actor made him the ideal
player for the part. His experience in this character ha?
been gained by three years of playing the role of the German
Emperor in his two vaudeville sketches, "The Final Arbiter'
and country.
"Efficiency," which have attracted attention throughout
the

JULY 20TH— JUST FOUR WEEKS AWAY
Will be the date of the
Eighth Annual Convention Number
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By Marion Howurd

MOST effective picture seen here in weeks— "My Own
United States," shown privately at the Fenway, and
1 hope it will be soon by millions all over the land, if
only for it- patriotic lessons. We have had this worked out
in part
in "The
Beautiful
Mrs. Reynolds,"
picturing
Hamilton
and
Burr,
and the
duel scene,
also the latter
part of
it well
done, in "A Man Without a Country." opening similarly, but
with duo credit to the late Edward Everett Hale, who gave
us this classic. Nowhere in this picture has he boon given
credit — a groat mistake, easily rectified. The scenes portrayed in the book are cleverly reproduced. Arnold Daly
lives up to his reputation as a painstaking actor. The
greatest care has been taken by all concerned to give a
(lawless picture; the cast has been carefully selected. Know
any other actor who could play Hamilton like Duncan McKae? He certainly looked the part, and very like the portraits seen. There were some high lights in the production.
Now let William Sherrill, head of the Frohman Producing
Company, interpolate a picture of Dr. Hale somewhere, as
Nolan goes in the picture and give him rightful credit for
the idea, anyhow. True, this episode does not appear early
as many of the initial reels are given over to the historic
sequence of events, leading up to the disastrous utterance
of the unfortunate Nolan, yet it is only fair to the author.
Daly is fine in the ship scenes, but they have not given him
the correct lines in appealing to the boy to stand by the flag.
A strong sentence was this : "Stand by her (the country)
as you would by your mother," etc. And then he added :
"Oh, if anybody had said that to me when I was your age !"
Sentimental?
Well, why not
* *! *
Glad to see J. Frank Glendon well supported as he was in
"The Wooing of Princess Pat," for he and little Leslie
carried the play along, as of itself there was not very much
to chronicle, it being one of those small kingdoms eternally
squabbling with their neighbors. The exteriors were fine,
and little Gladys was quite a sport in her coasting stunts.
William Dunn, whose work grows, had a thankless part.
The finale was a delight, and as a whole it is well worth
while.

* * *

If you like Theda Bara and Oriental or East Indian stuff,
go for "The Soul of Buddha," beautifully staged in every
detail, and a credit to Fox. Splendor with a capital "S" prevails. Isaw it at the Park, and following it was "The Guilt
of Silence," a Bluebird, with Monroe Salisbury doing some
quite severe stunts like being snowed under, near death,
emerging at the right moment (thanks to a passer-by), but
minus the power of speech. He suddenly recovered it at the
close, but seemed unable to hear the sound of his voice.
There are many inconsistencies in this picture. As a woman
said: "Where on earth did they get that six months' old
baby, when its supposed mother had not been away from
home and there was no indication that the stork was to
arrive." Then the hero had his hands scalded, and bound
up, only to remain that way until after said baby had to be
born months later and brought into the picture — from where,
is not indicated. There were wonderful outdoor snow scenes.

* * *

and Milton Sills struggled with "Today,"
Reedparticular
Florence
merit in story, is risque in spots,
has no
which
and not one to take the very young to see.

* * *

Glad to know that the work of Charles Miller, formerly of
the Hub, is appreciated by Goldwyn and we anticiapte seeing
the results in "The Fair Pretender," which Mrs. Ayer is
giving us this week. We also congratulate that company
on securing Herbert Rawlinson, the clever lead, for its forthHis percoming release, with Mabel Normand opposite.
sonality iscompelling and we
* have
* * missed him for some time.

When one sits in front and sees one's own flesh and blood
(a nephew), with other chaps, doing a big stunt along
patriotic lines, it does clutch the heart. In one of the
weeklies we had the Pelham Bay naval recruits spelling the
word "Victory" in double quick time. The Great Lakes flag
was some picture, with its 10,000 men, but we did not see it
made, as in this case. Another picture in the same series
showed the building of a pontoon bridge, 350 feet long, in
exactly 37 minutes, the men doing flawless work— much to
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the astonishment ol French Arm)
officers and oven
Some discipline here,» ■* joy
own
* to uiti

their

^Mother" whal ■ play ! Done in old England, directed by
1 oane
by thelove
M< < lures lot our edification
and as a["ucker,
lessonputin oul
mother
and sacrifice Here
we gel a throbbing story concerning the simple folks In
rural England Having seen Elizabeth Risdon on the speaking stage, in "Seven Days' Leave," I could hardly penetrate
her make-up in this, although she was equally artistic in
Hall Caine's "Manx Man," done on the isle of Man— the
author's son in the cast. All the players are English, but
mother love is the same the♦ world
* « over.
"The Winning of Beatrice," featuring May Allison, with a
new leading man in Hale Hamilton, a good-looker, and John
Davidson returning to the screen after appearing in the
spoken play, villain to the core in this. Baby Ivy Ward will
make this picture one to be remembered. A young thing
exclaimed
: "Haint
she I cute,
and,know.
say, he's just grand !"
Whether Hale
or John
did not

* * *

Bobby Connelly has been making speeches at the Park
theater for the Red Cross and incidentally being entertained
by admirers. I took him to the Professional Women's Club
last luncheon, along with Mrs. Sidney Drew and her clever
leading woman, Maidel Turner, and the lad made a big hit
with the many fans there. He is more attractive away from
the camera and is unspoiled by adulation. He was accompanied by his mother, a comely woman. Then he was taken
out to Concord by Manager Soriero to see rehearsals of
scenes in "Little Women," being done there under Arthur
Ashley's direction for the World Film Company, of which he
is still a valued member. Ashley has made a big hit here
in "The Man Who Came Back" at the Plymouth theater, and
the dear young things who have seen him on the screen are
going to the theater to hear his voice, as they did for the
Drews, who made a distinct success, and are now back near
Broadway to resume picture work. Speaking of the Drews
— why "Pay Day"? Of course, we all went, hoping to see it,
but one theater canceled the booking and the Park showed
it only three days, and then substituted another picture. It
is not a credit to these popular players or to the company.

* * *

Mrs. Ayer also gave us last week "Resurrection," splendidly put on by Paramount, reverently pictured, following
the story of Tolstoi, to the delight of the class of patrons
at this house, which has the call on the Back Bay set, now
waking up to the value of the photoplay. Our old friend of
the Castle Square theater, John Sainpolis, had a part unlike
that usually assigned him, and was most satisfactory. In
Road with Sallie"—
night "Up the
thateffervescent
had the
vein wewith
lighterpicture,
some
Constance Talmadge in
the limelight, compelling close attention, especially when
she was speeding with "auntie" down hills and around curves
until we held our breath with fear. Good picture, with new
plot and twists at the end! * * *

Majesty
"His howl
againseein and
andJack
for Pickford
those whoscores
did not
over Bunker
the playBean,"
with
with the
unfamiliar
are
who
and
Homes
Taylor
the only
mummy stunt, the picture has novelties not seen on the
screen this season. A man next me said: "I wonder what
the drink was they gave him before the wedding — some dope
to last so long!" On the same program at the Exeter I saw
"The Doctor and the Woman," a very strong offering, certainly a "Jewel" of a picture, directed by Lois Weber,
.
Rinehart's book, "K." This
done
Mary Roberts
fromconsistent,
adapted was
new
^ #in ,plot, and wonderfully well
picture

"Unclaimed Goods," with Vivian Martin, had a new stunt,
getting
shipping a human being as an animal by freight and
away with it— rather cleverly. Harrison Ford is one of my
favorites He is dependable always and clean-cut: Remember him in "Petticoat Pilot," when he sat down on the fly
On the same propaper in a Cape Cod "corner grocery?"
in "Rich Man, Poor Man,
gram Marguerite Clark appeared Here
we get another young
good vehicle for her in all ways.
Frederick
lead of the Ford type in Richard Barthelmess, and made
the
Warde in his first Paramount. These players
picture a success, as there was little new in any of it.

"The Seal of Silence," with Earle Williams and Grace
diverting to a
Darmond, was seen at the Park and proved doctor
cleverly
deeree with the professional side of the
good.
making
back
Price
Kate
see
to
shown.' Glad
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Motion Picture Educator
Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON

and MARGARET
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Unpardonable Procrastination
Plain

Facts

Showing

How Educational Pictures Are Kept
from the Schools.
By Rev. W. H. Jackson.
PROCRASTINATION is the Thief of Time." This oldtime proverb is still true. There is, however, another
which may now truthfully be used, entitled "Procrastination is the Thief of Education." Strange though it may
seem it is nevertheless true that the greatest hindrance to
the use of moving pictures in schools comes from the school
principals and county superintendents. Taking them as a
whole they are a most reactionary company. Every pioneer
in the school use of pictures describes how he had to force
his way through opposition, in every case finding himself
vindicated in the course he had so violently to take. Some
of these successful men have written us, proud of their
successes, proud of the advance made in their schools, proud
of the advance of their pupils. On the other hand, those
who have ventured to put upon paper their slow use of the
pictures would not like to see their excuses written on the
pages of well-read journals or magazines. In every instance
no good reason or cause is advanced, but always and only
procrastination — a procrastination pardonable with a person lacking responsibility or leadership, pardonable under
circumstances in which either promptitude or haste have
no part; but entirely unpardonable when procrastination
means the delay of some good. Under these circumstances
procrastination becomes criminal and justifies the old-time
truth — that to whatever it may truthfully and helpfully be
applied procrastination is a thief. Before proving the guilt
of the procrastinator let us try to realize the importance
of that matter about which such unpardonable, if not guilty,
delay is made. We are living in days when it is admitted
that moving pictures are an essential. Opinions and
debates die in the presence of facts. About facts there can
be neither debate nor opinion. Facts are here to be dealt
with. Whoever is guilty of debating with them when they
concern progress is a pure, common, ordinary reactionaire.
These are days of progress and nowhere is progress more
required and demanded than in educational matters. Whoever is guilty of delaying the progress of educational
matters is encouraging the retention of ignorance, delaying
advance and hindering the progress of youth — a most unforgivable offense. There is not a field of endeavor in
which the moving picture has not been tried, proved and
accepted, with the result that it has become an essential.
In spite of all this there are school and other officials,
whose opposition on forgotten grounds and whose prejudice
on untenable grounds have been killed by the development
of facts, who still drag upon the wheels of progress by the
newly adopted method of procrastination, thereby robbing
the youth of the country of the best means of education
given to them since the discovery of printing. Some
enlightened (?) educators put off the use of the pictures
"until they are absolutely perfect" or until they are "accompanied by the talking machine" or, again, until they are
"pedagogically arranged" or "conform to the school's curriculum." Others sin in waiting "for a more convenient
season," or, say some, "until after the war." Of this latter
it should be said that the period of the war is the one in
which they are most to be desired. Now they can be of
tremendous importance to the pupils. This is the very time
in which greater haste and anxiety should be displayed to
get the pictures installed while they are of such overwhelming importance, the war relating pictures are the greatest
educators of the day, and, an up-to-date school principal
should be nervously anxious to avoid any further delay
which can rob his pupils of the great benefits of such manifold learning powers as are found possible with the pictures
in these swift history-making times; to procrastinate now
is an offence against the youth of the land, and a fearful
dereliction of duty upon the part of those responsible. A
strange vindication of the value of the pictures has recently
been seen in Greater New York. In the Borough of Brooklyn
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the "Eagle" provides for weekly current topic talks and
uses a current topic bee, which is well known as a contest.
In the most recent bee those who failed did so upon topics
familiar to those who keep themselves instructed by the
very valuable current topics of the screen ; these are far
superior to the daily paper, in that the intense nature of
the information they convey is invaluable, confirming the
belief of all patriotic instructors of the American youth that
every boy and girl in the land ought to be familiar with
them, and whoever hinders them when it is his power to
help, is in every respect unworthy of confidence, or trust, or
responsibility. Most of the foolish and ignorant oppositions
to the best uses of the moving picture have died (as they
should) ienominious deaths, above all let us now and here
kill that most insidious enemy— PROCRASTINATION.

Interesting Educationals
Four

Industrial

Subjects, Three Travel, One Military, and
Two Scientific Subjects.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"The Friendly Bee" (Educational).
its makers forms one of the most interand
HONEY esting topics
of the day, inasmuch as it is now being
used in the treatment of wounds as well as for food.
The Ditmars number, entitled "The Friendly Bee," gives us
500 feet of material, in which we are privileged to see the
bee at work in its home. Close-ups of the honey and of
the hive, and also of young women being instructed in the
care of bees are shown. After seeing this picture it is easy
to realize the congestion of population in a bee-hive.
"Raising Chickens" (Universal).
In the 75th issue of the Screen Magazine are shown some
instructive views on the incubation of eggs, and the rearing
of chickens. These views include close-ups of the egg and
chick from the first evidences of form and life. This subject
is very interesting and is well illustrated in this particular
number of the Screen Magazine.
"Harvesting Bananas in Central America" (Universal).
Just how the great bunches of bananas are cut from the
trees by the natives of Central America and landed on^the
ground without injuring the fruit can be seen in the 75th
issue of the Screen Magazine. Then we see the harvesters
on their way to the storage sheds laden with the fruit.
The executioner of the irregular stem^ is also on hand
and as the line passes along he deftly relieves with his long
knife each bunch of any irregularity which its stem displays.
"Arms for Democracy's Defenders" (Universal).
The manufacture of pistols forms one of the most interesting subjects of the 75th release of the Screen Magazine.
In this picture can be seen the various details of the making
ol the pistol from the original rough casting from which it
is shaped, up to the inspecting of the magazine and final
assembling.
"St. Thomas" (Pathe-Post Film Company).
The first of the New York Evening Mail Travel Series. It
takes the observer on an intimate trip to the island of St.
Thomas, purchased by this country from Denmark. The
scenes are both picturesque and highly entertaining. Native
life and customs are shown and points of interest are
pictured on this former pirate isle, which lies in the North
Caribbean Sea. The coal-carriers at labor makes an excellent feature.
"Winter Scenes in Southern France" (Beacon).
A pleasing series of views showing Southern France in its
winter coat were shown at the Rialto theater during the
showweek of May 25. These views included farm homes, which
ing the natives at their simple tasks, bridges, most of
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have but one span, an old and picturesque water mill, mountain women in the Pyrenees doing their washing in the cold
mountain streams.
"The Heart of Mexico" (Educational).
Mexico City is the particular portion of the land of our
southern border which is shown us in the lirst of the series
of pictures being released by the Educational Films Corporation of America
entitled
Today."Plaza,
It opens
with
views showing
the busy
life ".Mexico
of the Central
followed
by a panoramic view of the city and the volcanos which
stand guard over the valley. Chapultepec Park is another
point of interest shown, and also the Paseo de la Reforma,
the residential section where live the city's wealthiest residents.ofIndependence
monument,
President
Carranza's
the ruins
the home
of the late
President
Madero,home,
the
Citadel and other interesting features are included in the
picture. This series is running at the Rivoli theater, New
York City.
"Britain's Bulwarks, No. 5" (Pathe).
Hundreds of Britain's fishermen and their women-folk are
shown in this informing number at the work of preparing
nets and electrical cables for protecting sea travel in the
submarine zone. Scenes are also pictured on board "drifters,"
mine-layers and mine-sweepers, which have played so important a part in the war. This entire number contains
matter that will be of absorbing interest to everyone. It is
an extremely good instalment.
"Character Analysis, No. 2" (Paramount-Bray).
Quite the most interesting series that has appeared in
connection with the Pictograph is "Character Analysis."
This time it deals with the facial features. By means of a
chart and the faces of prominent personages the various
evidences of good or bad are noted. Such men as President
Wilson, General Foch, General Pershing, Theodore Roosevelt and General Haig are shown. In contradistinction to
these splendid types of manhood the face of the beast Von
Hindenburg is shown and analyzed.
"The Science of Weather Prediction" (Paramount-Bray).
Although there are many who maintain that weather
prediction is more a matter of guess work than real knowledge, the 123d release of Paramount-Bray Pictograph shows
conclusively that when the report goes out from the
Weather Bureau that rain is in order for the following day,
rain falls in ninety per cent, of the cases.
Perched more than four hundred feet above the street in
a tower above one of New York's skyscrapers the "weather
man," surrounded by all manner of complex instruments,
watches day and night the automatically registered records
that are made, each on long strips of paper running through
the machines, and twice each day his reports are flashed to
every paper and post office in the country.
The weather man has turned science to good account and
his instruments are marvels of ingenuity and precision. One
of them, the hygrometer, tells by the shrinking or expanding
of a hair, whether there will be rain or sunshine, while
another, the anemometer, catches every stray breeze, registers its velocity and at the end of the day leaves a written
report of the direction and speed of the wind for the
preceeding twenty-four hours.
Other devices, which record rain fall, hours of sunshine
and darkness and in fact every feature of the weather
changes, make the Weather Bureau a place of extreme
interest.

Progress in Animated Drawing
Max Fleischer of Bray Studios Gives Startling Demonstration
of Pen Plus Screen.
ONE of the most remarkable evidences of what the
animated drawing has to offer in the way of realism
is demonstrated in a simple bit of pen work by Max
Fleischer in the Paramount-Bray Pictograph No. 123. This
work is entitled, "Out of the Inkwell," and is nothing more
than a pen drawing of a clown performing some funny
stunts; but the animation of said drawing is so remarkable
that the movements of the figure are as smooth and easy
as those of the human body. In a fade-out which finishes
the cartoon the clown continues to wave his farewell until
only the tips of his fingers are visible.
We would judge that one of the secrets of the realism of
this work is a matter of a greater number of drawings to the
foot of film than usual. After witnessing such an exhibition
of artistic ingenuity it is hard to predict just what splendid
future is in store for the animated drawing.
Considerable

PICTURE

WORLD

hai been accomplished already in an educational way with
the animated drawing, and who knows to what instructional
USea it may yet he put.

Story Form
of OldHistory
Glory"
Strand Presents"The
in Pictured
of American Flag
— Especially Well Suited to School Curriculum.
E(i. LUTZ, 1110 Park avenue, New York City, is responsible tor the arrangement and photographing of "The
• Story of Old Glory," which was presented at the
Strand theater during tin- week of May 26 in commemoration
of Memorial Day. This picture, which is in one reel, is
particularly interesting by reason of its apparently accurate
recording of historical facts connected with the development of our flag from the period of the three original States,
New York, Virginia and Massachusetts. A map thrown on
the screen at intervals keeps us acquainted with the order
in which the stars representing the States were added to the
flag until we come finally to a full explanation of the
of the 48 stars and the 13 stripes of "Old Glory" as
meaning
flics today.
she
Schools as well as theaters should welcome this clearly
defined story of the national flag.
Gaumont Makes Coal Picture
Industrial

Department
of the Gaumont
Company
Makes
Two-Part Production on Fuel Situation.
THE Industrial Department of the Gaumont Company
has just made, in cooperation with the National Coal
Association, a two-reel motion picture called "A Day in
the Coal Fields." This picture, which opens with beautifully
picturesque
in the ofworld's
coal fields,grading,
shows
the completescenes
operation
mininggreatest
coal, including
loading and shipping. It also draws attention to the necessity
for a continuous supply of coal cars to insure a reasonable
production cost. The picture is completed with a realistic
animated drawing which impresses upon everyone that
Uncle
says,will"Buy
your coal
This Sam
picture
be shown
not now!"
only to all coal operatives,
but will be widely distributed and exhibited to users of coal
all over the United States.

"Nations at War"

Newly

Arranged
Patriotic Feature
Presenting
History of
the War Contains Eight Reels Covering Scenes
at Home and Abroad.
ONE of the latest arrangements of scenes pertaining to
the present war have been grouped into eight reels of
film covering in all about 7,500 feet, by Joseph L.
Dunham, Room 702, 320 Fifth avenue, New York City. These
pictures, it is said, were exhibited abroad previous to their
being brought to this country, and jt is further claimed for
them that they are among the best pictures from the scenes
of battle that have been presented. W. J. Hanley is representing this feature in the capacity of booking agent, and has
been booking towns along the Hudson prior to entering
New England for an extended tour. According to information received these pictures have been passed by the Committee on Public Information at Washington, D. C, by the
British, French and Italian consulates, and by the National
Board of Censors.
These pictures have been brought up to date and have
been given a more emphatic patriotic flavor by the use of
scenes showing the activities of preparation on this side of
the water, closing with a newspaper quotation lauding the
work of the American soldiers at Cantigny.
Further information concerning these pictures can be had
by communicating with Air. Dunham.
Items of Interest.
Strand specials during the week of May 26 included, in
addition to "The Story of Old Glory," the first instalment
of the Bob Bakker animal pictures, entitled "Capturing Wild
Mountain Lions Single-Handed." At each performance this
was accompanied by an interesting talk by Mr. Bakker, in
which he further illuminated the scenes of the picture. The
fifth of the Outing-Chester >eries, entitled "A Jungle Joy
Ride," which takes us through
the wilderness
of British
Guiana.

* * *

The Rialto included in its Animated Magazines during the
week of May 26 several unusually interesting features.
Among these were "Educated Seals," "War Dogs," "A Military Horse Show."
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Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

SARGENT
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Public Spirit.
SEVERAL

years ago we began
to urge Exhibitors to make themselves a part of the business and public life of their town or section. We pointed out that it was time for the Exhibitor to become
something
more
than the man
who runs the picture theater.
Many
Exhibitors
have followed
this advice and have
raised themselves
to
positions of importance in their localities.
No one man has done more
in this respect than George A. Bleich of Owensboro,
Ky.
When the
first Liberty Loan drive was started Mr. Bleich was on the committee.
He helped the Red Cross and the Y. M. C. A. raise money.
He was
one of the solid citizens of the town to whom people turned when they
wanted things done and done right.
He was not a booster merely from
motives of policy, or he never would have reached the position he now
enjoys.
He was a booster because he was built that way.
And the
other day the local paper came out with this editorial tribute :
NO. THIS IS NOT PAID PUBLICITY.
We have had it in mind for some time to say something nice
about George Bleich, the genial and hustling theatrical manager, but he is so modest that we have up to this time spared
his blushes.
Owensboro has not a more public spirited citizen
in all her borders than George Bleich.
If there is any soliciting
to be done of funds for public enterprises,
we all with one
accord say : "Let George do it." And he is just as clever in
performing these little tasks as we are in asking him to do
them.
Mr. Bleich is the manager of all the amusement places in the
city. This is his means of making a living. But when there is
a patriotic or educational function that needs a hall, he is always ready to allow the use of his halls. Frequently this is
done at a financial sacrifice. Only yesterday the May festival
of the pupils of the public schools for the benefit of the Junior
Red Cross was carried out. It was necessary to have an exhibition hall, and there was no place fitted for it except the
Grand. Manager Bleich had a musical comedy there all week,
and yesterday was matinee day. But Manager Bleich and the
manager of the company gave way in order that the children
might have their play, and Bleich didn't charge them a cent for
it. You don't find many playhouse managers like that.
But it is all in the day's work. Bleich is not living in this
town for the money he can make out of it. He knows that he
is going to make a living, and at the same time he can be
doing good to all around him.
In addition to this being an absolutely free notice, George
hasn't even heard about it yet.
That sort of thing counts. People seeing this editorial will have a
greater respect for Mr. Bleich and for the moving pictures with which
his name is connected. Mr. Bleich started with one house. Now he has
three. He controls the amusements of the town, and he is one of the
leaders of the town's business affairs. His connection with the pictures gives them a solidity in the minds of the readers. They look
upon pictures with increased respect. Mr. Bleich did not donate his
house to get a press notice, but he got a press notice that could not be
purchased by donating the house. Train yourself to work along the
same lines, and train yourself to mean it. To be effective you must be
sincere.

Not the

cut in this ad also came with the still photograph on "Jack
and the Beanstalk," which was showed some time previous to
"Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp." It is not one time in a .
dozen that we are able to secure a picture that tells the story
as well as the illustration used in the "Auction Block." You
must remember the conditions out here are a little different
than in New York, where the exhibitors can secure the stills
which they need from the main office of the producer.
A little educational plan to the producer telling him what
photographs the exhibitor should have in order that he may
advertise the producer's picture and thereby put it over in a
successful way both from the appearance of his advertising and
from a box office standpoint might do a world of good for the
exhibitors who have the same conditions to contend with as the
local motion picture man.
I am writing this letter so you may know what we have to
contend with in trying to write advertising for the local motion
picture exhibitors. If you will inquire of Manager Gerstle, of
Loew's Valentine ; Mr. Zorn, of the Temple theater, or Mr.
Horater, of the Alhambra, you will be able to verify these facts.
"A little educational plan" to the producer will not do a bit of good.
He has been talked to and talked to in the trade papers and out of
them, and the average manufacturer of motion pictures is turning out
just as rotten stills today as were turned out ten years ago, and for
the same reason that the average manufacturer doesn't know his
business and is afraid to talk back to those whom he thinks does.
He tells his press man to get good stills. If his press man happens
to be a live wire he tells the directors to turn in better stills, the
director tells his camera man, and they individually and collectively
tell the dear boss to go to Tophet, and the boss doesn't talk back because
he's afraid of them. With most companies, and this goes for the
biggest as well as the smallest, the good still picture is an accident
and not a matter of design. Sometimes the exhibitor can get no
stills at all ; particularly those houses further West, and conditions are
worse in some exchanges than others. But the point is that the advertisement does not HAVE to carry a still. It does not HAVE to be
a drawn design. If proper stills are lacking — and they will be so long
as present conditions continue- — why not use a good type display in
preference to .a meaningless cut that takes space and gives no return?
If Mr. Tefft writes the copy for all the advertisements he must have
his hands full. It's bad enough to have to write the copy for one
house, with such aids as the average exchange affords.

A

Revolutionary

Poster.

The revival of "The Still Alarm" by the Selig Company brings to
the fore again a historic poster, for the paper issued for the state
rights proposition duplicates the paper used for the original play some

Way.

A private correspondent remarks that the other day he went to see
a new Pickford release, and between the second and third parts a Liberty
Loan rally was held, "which rather interrupted the continuity." This
is not the right way. It is a patriotic duty to open your house to the
four-minute men, the loan workers or any others who seek, with proper
authoiity, to advance the aims of the Government, and it is up to the
individual exhibitor to supplement their efforts, but primarily the picture theater is a place whore entertainment is sold, and not even a
Liberty Loan speech should be permitted to break in on the chief feature, or presently there will be no audience to talk to. The idea is
probably that the audience will rush out at the close of the feature
and not remain to be talked to, but this does not hold good argument.
Let the speaker get out and hold the audience before they have a chance
to slip away.
It can be done.

Toledo

Talks

Back.

C. P. Tofft, of tho Toledo Times, writes relative to the comment on
tho Toledo advertisements shown in the issuo for April 13. He says
in part :
I, personally, write all the ads that appear in the Toledo
Times for the theaters which you criticized. I, therefore, know
the conditions that exist, and know how hard it is to secure
good illustrations for these advertisements. Take for instance
the Temple nd in "Scandal." This is a Selzuick picture, and
the Temple theater had but four stills of this show of which
the two appearing in the "Scandal" ad are the best. In the
case of "Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp'' they had a few
stills, but none that would make up well in an ad.
The lower

thirty years ago, and old timers will remember the sensation this
striking paper caused in London when the play was first shown there.
It was so superior to the best English work of that time that for the
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first tew works people stood before the boards admiring the paper, u4
ihe Improvement In English siu.» i>rlut paper may be laid to data from
tbat time, for it sot a mow standard across the water. It till stands
up with tho best of the paper of today on either side of the water.

Side Casts.
The program for the Majestic, Jack on, Midi., offers n now wrinkle
for giving the ousts in proximity to the program without detracting
from the program display
YVe have already
reproduced the program
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WOULD
Wastes No Space.

The inn thaatar, Newark, n. J., believes la iraatlai do ipaoa
four !•>• ni\ program ih not only oIomIj printed In the proper rp

but then ere legend! on all four atdee of tim typo pace, mid we think
tiioy would print on the edge of tint Hh, >
uffletenl r
The mil is ■ iivo ,in, i ton i
and parbapt play. t<> ■
patronage that ih tmpreaeed by U
6 program, bul we think
thin even bare ■ more open composition would be eppreol
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Anzac

Phil Hayward, of the Strand, Auckland, New Zealand, sends In some
more of his clever bouse organs, and this tlmo given us a couple wo can
reproduce. Tho pages ere 5% by 8% and form a six page railroad
style. The front form gives a page with portrait cut and a double page
for tho current
week'i attraction.
This permits the use of a really

In k story of melodramatic Jjikh in Si» seta

OOLDWYX

Its Third.

i bi ttegenl theater, Montreal, [g now In Iti third rear, having passed
the second milestone on Karen B. The Regent Ih a high olaai home, In
the residential seotlon, and makes appeal to the better ol
wtlh ■ well chosen program as
ment to the dim
\ specially
good program wai ai
I the anniversary, with a double orchostra ■
'Us.
it wan made ;i real oooa Ion, and not merely
•in advertisement unbacked by aotlon, Tho program — a four-pager — was
nlooly laid OUt, but I
0 nowlty In make-up.
Tin
in the
type Of bOUTC thai helps the OH
i. ■rally.
May It long continue I

Y

llrte you have M,aa Kennedy, and her amtlc and her eyee.Sn a
"dinerent" kind ol a awry — a Attentive aiory with lota ol thrill*
but many a anula to make II exieedinf,ly enjoyable.
-^
—
Alao Showing
—
-FATTY" ARBUCKLE and MABELTJORMAND ,n the Merry
Two Pan Keratone Comedy. *THE
BRIGHT
LIGHTS"

FRL
EVE.

KAYE"

its

MEN-

A story ol red-blooded, virile combats in which Hart and Peters
hthi wuh tun and Wall Street wile, over <be love of a girL
IT IS SAID BY CRITICS TO BE HARTS BEST* PICTURE
■
A) to Showing

By

C' CaidJitr S-U.rao sod TWeaw

»aW,li

.

„

y,

rlaae.a

. ^K.U.,

J

U.
H»n

M.K-,

with its side-hoxed days and time-table, but this new wrinkle adds to
the completeness of the Idea and is worth another look.

The Rivoli Booklet.
Someone — we suppose it is Haniish McLaurin — has gotten out a
booklet on the Rivoli, reproducing a story in the New York Post. It
is one of the best examples of efficient publicity we have seen in some
time, and it. is the more efficient in that it does not smear the house
name over every page. You read with interest the entire story, and
do not come to the name of the house or even Rothapfel until the
very ond of the story. A page announcement of the theater follows,
and that is all. In typography and preparation alike it is a model.

well-planned display with cuts as well as type, and gives a better layout than would two single pages. The example shown was printed In
a two-tone green-to-brown ink. The inside form has three regular
pages with some house talk and enough miscellaneous matter to take
the curse off and get it read ail the way through.
The reproduction
■THE
THE
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Expanding.
Walter Brooks, of the Auditorium, Coatesville, Pa., is using special
folders and booklets in addition to his model six-page folder. We have
already spoken of his special work for the Chapin films, and now he
conies out with a neat four-page for "The Blue Bird." If you pay a
special rental for a special film it pays to add a couple of dollars for
special advertising, and if you can, with a small investment, make a
special of some regular priced attraction, it pays even more.

We

Don't Like It.

The Fenray theater, Martins Ferry, West Virginia, has recently increased the size of its program to a 7 by 10. They should do better
with the larger page, but we confess that we do not like the appearance
fUbiJUi,
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not so good, being largely
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shows the folder for "The Auction Block" and gives about half the
space to that attraction, with some film chat. Mr. Hayward doesn't
like the stock the organs are printed upon, but realizes that he is lucky
to get any sort of print paper with the war going on. He sends in a three
elevens from the Sunday paper on "The Auction Block" : thirty-three
inches at $1.25 an inch. The main attractor is the cut of the lead
made familiar through its very general use over here, but in this advertisement a circle has been drawn in into which project a hand holding an auctioneer's gavel and other hands offering coin and bills for
the victim. The text falls below. The original drawing Is in line
work with the figure in half tone. It is not precisely artistic, but It
is vigorous and compelling, which counts for more. Mr. Hayward is
also using the "We dare you to show this to your wife" sealed envelope, worked some years ago over here. The idea is in Picture Theater
Advertising, but if you have not your copy yet, the idea is merely to
give out sealed envelopes printed across the face (preferably in reproducer typewriting), "W:e dare you to give this to your wife." Mr.
Hayward improved this by adding in a fine line below, "If you haven't
a wife, give it to someone else's." But better still, on the flap, as the
recipient starts to open the envelope, is printed, "Now then, play
the Game!" Inside there is merely an invitation to the better half to
visit the Strand to see the picture named. It is an old idea, but It Is
still a good one.

Still
of type is
page, and
reproducreplace a

YUKON-

Likes

Throwaways.

Just to show that he still likes throwaways, Steve Farrar sends in
a whole bunch of them, and we note that below each large "Tonight"
there follows the day and date. You can't go wrong with Steve on
dates. He knows it pays to use that extra line, just as he knows
he can reach
some
people
to the best advantage
with
newspaper
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advertisement. The cut is really typical of the picture and the wording
is good selling talk. Ruff sends in another photograph of his usherettes
Instead of loading them down with fifteen
worth of near-gold
lace he has dressed them in neat little house dollars'
dreeses of gingham. Each
yirl has two dresses, to provide for frequent laundering and Ruff thinks

publicity and others with the cheaper form. He uses both and gets
both. That's Steve in a nutshell. He goes after all the business there
is in town, and he knows that to do so he will have to use the two
mediums.

A Joke.
In a certain town a new and fine house was recently opened. It
opened with a feature and five acts of vaudeville, and the other managers tore their hair. Pretty soon It brought in a 10-20-30 show, and
charged 15-25-50 ; half the house being the latter price, and the once
proud kings tore their hair some more. They cannot seem to realize
with glee that a house with flunctuating prices and motion picturevaudeville is builded upon the sands even if those sands do happen to
be on Main street.

Doubled

Up.

For Marguerite Clarke in the "Seven Swans," John C. Green, of
on the front would have greatly helped the display, and it could have
been gained with no additional cost ; indeed, there would have been a
saving, both on the make-ready and the number of impressions. On
a run of five thousand, for example, but ten thousand impressions would
have been charged instead of fifteen thousand.

Whitcombe

Philosophy.

Here are a couple of bits by Philip Wright Whitcombe
London Triangle booklets :

from late

GIVE YOUR CINEMA A DISTINCT "PERSONALITY."
Decide on a distinct tone for your theater.
Keep to it. Make
attendants, advertising, decorations all harmonize with it.
But even when you've seen, chosen and booked the best films
your
isn'tshow
done.the best films in the best way.
You job
must
Then your cinema
make best profits.
There is a lot to that
have the best subjects.
best surroundings if you

that the effect is to give one a feeling of ease to the patron. There Is
a lot in this. The stiff ushers at the New York Rialto have always
oppressed us, just as the general atmosphere of the hou^e is oppressive.
Informality in dressing, if it still makes for uniformity and effect, is
much to be preferred. But Ruff adds that they use good qualitv dresses,
that keep on looking good after their first bath.

will be one of the best liked and you will
last paragraph.
It is not sufficient merely to
You must give them the best projection in the
would clean up.

Ruff Stuff.
Ralph Ruffner wants to know what we think of advertisements with
the signature top and bottom, and sends in an example to show what
he means.
The sample is four columns wide, full length of the page.

LIBERTY

Program

Copy.

L. W. Carroll, who used to have a house at Lancaster, N. H, is
now with the General Film's Bangor branch. He sends in a couple of
pieces of copy prepared by W. P. Sherburne, of Dover, Maine, for
Central Hall.
One is straight text, and reads:
The battle for Democracy must be as hard-fought on American
soil as in the front-line trenches.
America's boys — our boys —
are over in France giving all. they can't win the war alone.
War is a 50-50 proposition.
A tremendous responsibility is ours.
The greatest
of all is the folks at home — the fathers, the
mothers, the workers, all of us — must be kept in the right frame
of mind.
The motion picture exhibitor must do his part.
President Wilson has said so. General Pershing has said so. It is
just as important to project the right sort of picture as to fire
the right sort of cartridges.
This is used both on a throwaway and also on a neat card program
for a Belfast house managed by George
C. Thompson,
with the text
and house name
on one side and the weekly program on the other.
The second piece of copy is a nonsense throwaway that runs:
$5 REWARD.
LOST. A small hoy about the size of a man, barefooted, with
his father's shoes on. Hungry, with a loaf of bread in his pocket.
When last heard of he was sweeping the sun off the roof of Central
Hall to get the price of admission to the pictures.
This is sufficiently idiotic to attract attention, and played up in
the regular reward style of throwaway will bring business in small
towns and perhaps the larger ones as well. Stuff like that will be
passed from hand to hand where more serious argument will be read
by the recipient
and thrown
down.

Getting the Talk.

%

FRIEND HUSBAND

$?

LIBERTY
We think that a smaller signature at the bottom might look well, but to
box in top and bottom with a signature 2% Inches deep is a little too
heavy. A page-deep advertisement is sufficiently well held together by
its size. It lias to fight nothing. A top and bottom signature would
work better In a half page or less where there are other heavy ads to
be met. Then we would use the two cuts, not quite so high, and run
a six or even a twelve point rule down the sides to hold them together.
Generally speaking, however, we think that the double signature is a
waste of space. A single signature, properly placed, will do all that
is necessary, and if a second is used for a tailpiece it need not be as
large as that at the top. The cut for "Playing the Came" carries Gordon H. Fullerton's trade mark; an arrow piercing "100 per cent.." for
RutT finds himself picking about the same shut that Fullerton uses, and
so lie buys the mats and saves money.
Trained
advertising
men are
apt to hit upon the same cut as being the best attractor, and we are
surprised that there is not a greater interchange of ideas.
We like the
smaller advertisement
for "Hunker
Bean"
much
better than the Ray

The publicity man for "The Eagle's Eye" tells how A. J. Mack, of
the Hill theater, Newark, made a patriotic talk after each showing of
"The Eagle's Eye," dwelling on the spy menace and urging his hearers
to talk to their neighbors about it. Of course they did, and they could
not very well talk without mentioning the Hill, and the house came in
for a deal of word-of-mouth advertisement that beats the skin off newspaper advertising. The scheme will work with other attractions, but
this serial lends itself particularly well to the idea.

A

NEW

HELP

FOR

MANAGERS

Picture Theatre Advertising
Br EPES WINTHR0P

Si

SARGENT (CtriNtv W AfrartUlil fw Exhibitors li til Mfflll Plilin W*U

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a compendium and a guide.
It tells all about advertising, about type and type-setting, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how to frame your
newspaper advertisements, how to write form letters, posters or
throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and rainy
days. All practical because it has helped others. It will help
you.
By mail, postpaid, $2.00.
Order from nearest office.

Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chicago, 111

Wright ft CaUender Building
Lea Angelas. Oal.
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NOTICE.
Owing; to I linen a, Mr. SnrnTiil wll] lit- uiinl>l<' to reply to nny
I it <i ii ■ 1 i<> mIii'iIht ii return envelope accompanies the qucatlona
or not. >o exception* to thin rale i-iin lie iiiikIc, pertiupa, for
• cuTiil months.

Imagination.
THIRTY years ago visitors to to the National Capital will recall
the Potomac Flats, an oozy, odorous mudbank between the harbor channel and the channel of the river almost directly back
of the Executive Mansion. It was a breeder of malaria conditions
and a thing hideously ugly. Most persons saw only the mudbank
until someone with more Imagination than the rest saw the possibilities of this waste swamp. The river needed dredging. The liquid
mud pumped up was drained onto the flats until high land was made.
The channel was dredged to a proper depth and the flats became the
now beautiful Potomac Park. Bids were asked for dredging a certain
portion of the Delaware River. One bidder made a price so much
lower than the rest that he was given the contract. He dredged onto
a tract of swamp he purchased instead of carrying away the material
by scows. He made a profit on the dredging operation and found
himself possessed of an amusement park for which he paid swamp
land prices. Others saw only the dredging job. He saw the possibilities. He had Imagination to see beyond the immediate work. It
Is the same way with plot getting and development. Learn to see beyond the immediate idea. Most persons will see in a stcry only the
plot they have imagined. The successful writer may see something
so wholly different that the original plot is not used at all ; it Is
merely the stepping stone to something better. This quality of
Imagination is inherent, but it- must be trained and developed to be
of value, and some who do not realize that they possess imagination
might, with care, develop into brilliant thinkers along one line or
another. But to achieve the proper stage of imagination, the imagination must be constantly employed, and not merely brought into use
when a plot is needed. Imagination is not a thing to be kept at beck
and call. It must be given free rein. It cannot merely be used when
ideas are wanted. It must be permitted to bring ideas even at inopportune moments. Learn to exercise the imagination at all opportunities and in time imagination will require no effort. If you are on
a street car, look at the different people. Try to weave stories around
them. One man may have a scar on his cheek. It may have been
the result of football playing, but try to weave a romance around the
scar. Another may be lame. Make a story about that. They will
not be very good stories at first, but as time passes you will find that
your imaginary histories will become more and more vivid. Presently you will have your imagination so trained that the slightest
happening will start a train of romance that, with development, which
is merely an intensification of the imagination intelligently applied,
you will have a worth while story. But remember that the imagination
must be constantly employed cr it will grow stale. You must keep in
the habit of thinking stories or you will be under the necessity of
again learning to think them. Story writing is not wholly a matter
of inspiration, however. It is inspiration systematized to businesslike methods. That is the thing that many would-be writers do not
realize. They seek to run upon imagination alone and not upon an
imagination trained to do its work properly. Train your imagination
to think along the right lines or you will get much chaff with your
grain and are liable to overlook the grain.
The Surest Way.
For a great many years now we have been listening to authors tell
tow they did it, and there seems to be one method that gives the best
results. This is the analysis of the story ; the study of the film upon
the screen. This does not mean the viewing of the picture and the
formation of snap judgment. It means the close study of a subject
through several viewings and then a dissection of the good and bad
points. Several writers have reduced the film plays to what they
imagine the synopsis to have been. Some have done it from memory
and others have used shorthand. One man got a job as usher so that
he could see the plays repeatedly. But in the end it all gets down to
this one point: The student has learned how to produce an effect
through screened action. He sees what makes audiences laugh and cry,
grow sympathetic or indignant. He studies the effect of the picture
upon the spectator until he knows how to produce those same effects
himself, not through the use of the same action, but by application of
the same methods. He knows that a certain style of scene should
bring a laugh and another create sympathy. He knows how to build
his play. He cannot show much of this through the synopsis only, but
even here he can line his action to get practically the desired effect,
because he knows how it should be done. It is better for the student
to see one play six times than six plays once. The trouble is that the
average student makes his studies the excuse for seeing plays rather
than for their study. He wants to see as many plays as possible rather
than one play as many times as possible. One dramatic writer has
told how he used to see the same play night after night in order to
see just how to gain an effect. It is the same with the photoplay. See
as often as possible and study the handling of
production
the same
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Letting It Wait.
Wo know n man who has an Idea he wants to write, but be
cannot find tho tlmo to gi\r it propOT attention, and ao he Is letting
It wait until he can do It properly. He Is not going to daah It
off some night Instead of getting his proper aleep. He Ih not going
to write It piecemeal as a few spare minutes offer. Ha knows that
he will stand no chance of making a good synopsis until he gets
the time to write It deliberately and properly. He needs tho money
his story will probably bring, but he Is willing to wait until ho
can present his story In such an attractive form that It will stand
a proper chance of selling. He knows that to do poor work on
the synopsis will spoil his chance of making a sale now or later on,
and so ho is waiting until he can offer it In Its best form. There
are a few authors Ilka that, but not enough. Too many get the
story down in an Incomplete form and expect the editor to supply
the missing inspiration. It Is not being done now, and It Is far
better until you can get the Inspiration yourself, and you have
full inspiration
only under
proper writing conditions.
Mechanical Work.
If you cannot take an Interest In your story, how can you hope
to interest others? So many stories sound as though they had been
ground out by a tired brain. There might be the germ of an Idea
there, but the idea has not been expanded into a plot. The synopsis
reads as though the author had striven to get the story out of the
way in order that he might tackle the next one and make up in
quantity what his ideas lacked in quality. Even in these days of
slow markets the story really above the average will be bought,
but it must be above the average, and the standard is not what
shows on the screen, but what shows on the script before the director
gets a chance to spoil it. Do not put a story out until you are
certain that it stands a chance. Do not even undertake to make
a final draft until you have become so engrossed in it that you
simply must write it or lose sleep. If you merely grind out your
material you will produce a labored script that will tire the editor to
read it just as it tired you to write it. It will not sell, and it may get
you a reputation for writing poor plots. Wait until you can see the
story clearly. The plot that seems flat to you today may seem better
than usual if you will put it away for a few weeks and take it up
new
fresh Give yourself a chance to partly forget it and it will seem
day
to you when you take it up. You cannot eat the same dinner
stick
after day. You seek a variety in food. In the same way, if you
you
When
to a story too long you are bound to lose your enthusiasm.
up, meanwhile
do drop that story and give it a chance to freshen
literary menu.
giving your attention to some other item in your

Hold on to the Dead Ones.
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Projection Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
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Manufacturers'

Notice.

T is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or
other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the
excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication, it is impossible to
reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order
to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than
actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by
mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot
be replied to in the department, one dollar.
Both the first and second sets of questions are now ready and printed
in neat boklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to
the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of
study.
Non-Citizen and Enemy Alien Projectionists.
It has been suggested to this department by a Federal investigator
that the matter of non-citizen and enemy alien projectionists is one
well deserving of our attention. That this is true is proven by the
fact that Federal investigators have already discovered that there are
some non-citizen and even enemy alien projectionists working in the
projection
rooms of Greater New York City.
This is a matter which should be checked up immediately and the
license of every man who cannot show proper Federal registration card
should be revoked forthwith. This for several reasons. The very fact
that a man carries a license card sealed with the seal of New York
City, or any other city or any state, is presumptive evidence that he
is "allright." Personally I know it would not occur to me to question
the citizenship of a man holding a proper license, evidenced by a card
sealed by, let us say, the State of Massachusetts. This feature in itself
is distinctly bad in times such as these, when the enemy guns are today working havoc just off our coast, and hundreds of thousands of
our boys are facing the Hun in France. Personally I am not inclined to
be lenient with or look with any but a cold, fishy eye, upon the noncitizen projectionist when, however improbable, it is entirely possible
that a shell may drop down on the roof of my domicile as I write this,
blow a perfectly good roof to smithereens and reduce me to small and
widely scattered fragments. These are war times, and the chap who
does not want to become a citizen should, in my humble opinion, be led
down to the shore of the Atlantic and invited to swim back to where he
came from, said invitation to be backed with a cocked, hair-trigger
smoke wagon, aimed straight at his most vital spot. I was agin the
war before we got into it, but we're in it now, and the time has arrived
to cut out all foolishness, get down to hard-pan and use every shred
of effort we have to WIN, and one bit of effort is the elimination of
the non-citizen and enemy alien. There is no darned excuse for them.
The non-citizen ones may mean no harm, but, if so, lettum prove it by
the speed they show in eliminating the objection. As to the enemy
alien, why the sooner we put every blasted one of them in confinement the better for us. We are at WAR, gentlemen, and war isn't refined tiddle winks or anything like that. It is just plain, simple
hell, as the German has so ably demonstrated by his fiendish treatment
of women, children, Red Cross nurses and helpless prisoners.
But to get back to our subject : It has been found by Federal investigators that in at least one case a New York City projectionist had
no Federal registration card, claiming he was not yet 21 years of age.
Inasmuch as New York law prohibits the licensing of any one under
21, he was immediately removed. It later developed he was an enemy
alien and he was interned.
It is not only wrong in principle to have the places of our loyal
men, drafted into the army or navy, filled by non-citizens, who
may even be enemy aliens, but it is also dangerous to have men who
may bo enemy aliens in such positions. They might, under some circumstances, do serious damage and cause a lot of trouble.
The Department is already working with the Federal Government and
if it bo possible I would respectfully suggest that steps be immediately
taken to revoke the license of every projectionist In Greater Now York
City who cannot produce a Federal registration card, and that the
same action be extended all over the country, modified only by the
fact that In some places men of less than 'M are permitted to project
pictures. Under this condition those under age should be made to prove
their citizenship by other moans. The motion picture industry has no
room for, and cannot, at this time, afford to harbor any other than
lov.il citizens of these United States of America, excepting, of course,
citizens of France, the British Empire, Italy and our other allies. The
one I'm after is the Enemy, and I'm after him good and strong.
I de-
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votedly wish he, the enemy, had just one neck, and I was within reach
of it with a good, sharp axe.
From
Lesley

New

Zealand.

W.

Fowler,
Hastings,
Hawkes
Bay, New Zealand,
write interestingly and at some length, with regard to various matters.
Says
food waste and profiteering go merrily
on over there, and that our
methods of setting down on those things excite admiration among the
few who know.
He expresses surprise that United
States newspapers
have not cultivated
the New Zealand
field.
Says the United
States
and its people are much misunderstood in New Zealand and Australia.
Says the best war illustrations he has seen have appeared in the New
York papers.
Says my comment on his last letter was re-printed
in
New Zealand daily papers.
Novelties in connection with theater advertising, such as film cartoons, are quite unknown there.
Says there is
a field for what they call "Cute Yank notions."
He then continues :
Since my last letter the Powers and Simplex are doing well
in the machine market, and they tell me shipments are coming
forward very well now.
But the prices ($500.00 to S600.00)
are too high for small country
shows,
which
are constantly
on the lookout for second-hand projectors at ?150.00 to $200.00.
(Might be a field there for Power's No. Six. — Ed.)
The Metro
films, I neglected to say in former letter, are extremely popular
here.
Neither "Mr. Slacker" or "Draft 25S" yet released here.
And now here is something for the National Carbon Company.
Several
of us have tried the one-inch
positive on 60 and 75
volts (Presumably
meaning
a 60 or To volt arc. — Ed.)
and
have turned them down.
We ascribe the lack of popularity to
the fact that the core is so much smaller than that of other
makes.
The bottom carbon is "bonsor," which means real good.
(Wonder if he means the Silver Tip? — Ed).
Would the National
people let us try a carbon with a larger core?
I had a resistance with five rows of coils in series, and seven
series, with a switch for each series.
On a 90-volt supply this
gave me 9 amperes per series.
With all seven series cut in this
gave me 65 amperes.
Wanted to get the same amperage at
65 volts.
Consulted
some
theorists, who
said : "Add
more
wire."
Under practical test, however.
I had to cut out three
coils on each of five series, and four each on the other two,
making a difference of twelve coils.
(He says "wires" where
I have used the word
"coils," but think he must mean wire
coils. — Ed.).
Would
never have imagined
that 25 volts less
would have meant such a large reduction in quantity of wire.
In closing let me add just a word of praise for the splendid
topical gazettes your film firms are turning out.
As to the larger core, I will refer the matter to the National, but
believe your objection is not well founded.
The core in a projection
carbon
is placed there merely
to stabilize the arc.
It accomplishes
this by supplying a comparatively large quantity of gas, as compared
to a similar area of surrounding carbon, and a gas of different quality.
having greater conductivity.
Having accomplished the stabilization of
the arc there is nothing else the core can do, and anything above the
core area necessary to accomplish the desired result is objectionable,
because every bit of added gas makes for flaming and light absorption :
the first named preventing the bringing of the arc as close as it should
be to the lens.
The National
has a core of ample
dimensions
to
accomplish
reasonable
stablization
of the arc
True, a larger core
might
possibly
make
the arc somewhat
easier to handle,
but if so
it would. I think, be at the expense of efficiency.
If I am in error in my
setting forth of the case let some carbon manufacturer correct me.
As
to your resistance problem,
it seems to me you set up an electrical
impossibility.
You might lower the arc voltage by reducing resistance
(by eliminating coils you, of course, reduce resistance), but you would
at the same time very greatly increase amperage, and your proposition
was to lower arc voltage, with amperage remaining stationary.
I do not
myself just know what would happen to the arc voltage if you cut out
all that resistance, but it is a cinch that as you increase amperage
you would have to increase are length in order to maintain satisfactory
projection light conditions.
It really seems to me that, whereas you
may have lowered arc voltage, with a given arc length, by increasing
amperage, still as soon as you increased arc length to what it should
be with the new amperage, you would have about the same voltage you
had before.
I have never actually made any such experiment, but will
ask the National when I write them about the other matter, to test
the thins; out and report results.
You will doubtless hear from the
National
direct.
Answered the Last Call.
He says :
Fred Knoll, Sioux Falls. South Dakota, sends in bad news.
Have just finished reading the letter Mr. Olson, late projectionist of the Strand theater, this city, wrote you (May IS issue. —
Ed.), and wish to say that Mr. Olson was a high-class workman
I am. however, sorry to record that some weeks
in ever; respect,
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ii>- answered
the Lest Call uud pussed
into the iiiv.u
a. Pneumonia was the cause.
i am now working In the plaoe his death left vacant, and

will miy i never, In all mj
better oondltlon than those

experlenoe, saw two machlnee In
formerly handled t>y all

I also fully endorse his good opinion of the OMMfV
ol thll
theoter.
There could not po slbly ba .i batter manager aa to
for a trouble i em
\nd now
repairs and projection speed.
arc Is chain
l strike the second
When
baring.
tho one operating almost ««•.• out,, while the eeoond oi
about throe minutes to get up to normal brilllanay.
Haw
Wayne
nun.'
or set.
Use 10 amperea
with a
flfty-volt arc.
Am using %-lnch cored upper carbon and amine
below,
tan you advise as to what la wrong?
1 ain sony indeed to hear of Brother Oleon'a death,
But after all,
be has merely Bet forward a little In advance along the path you and
I, and all of us must very soon travel.
Would advise, first of all. that you uso a solid carbon below, either
your dealer ami try
Silver Tip or Holdark. Get a tew of each' from
them out. As to the motor generator trouble, you have not sot forth
1 suspect you have
Bet
the
of
capacity
\i
Item,
one very Important
a 86-ampere set, which is operating normally at 10. It should work
for a short time at 100 per cent overload, or TO amperes, and might
work for, say three minutes, at 80 amperes. However, it is unite
possible that something is wrou . which makes it very slow to pick
up on such heavy overload. 1 could name a number of things which
might cause this, hut on the whole think it better to refer your letter
direct t» the Fort Wayne folks for attention You will hear from
them long before this letter is publish, d. My ,omplimcnts to your
lie must be a member in good standing in the Keg'lar Feller's
manager,
Club.
Acme Motion Picture Projector.
President H. T. Edwards and our old friend J. H. Hallberg of the
United Theater Equipment Corporation have been doing so much blowing about the Acme Portable Projector that it was with considerable
degree of curiosity I visited the factory where it is made, over in the
Windy City by the Lake.
The machine is made by the Acme Motion Picture Projector Company, and is the invention of O. J. Holmes and L. B. Larscn. While
at tie factory I had the privilege of meeting C. M. Swan, O. J. Holmes
and L. B. Larsen of the company, all of them energetic business men,
and gentlemen whom I am glad to add to my list of friends.
The Acme factory is on the Northwest Side in Chicago, and is still
somewhat in the state of building. The company's present difficulties
consist principally in getting out enough machines to satisfy the demand. The Acme is contained in a substantial wooden case, lined inside with sheet asbestos and outside with imitation leather. The case
is 17 inches by 18 inches by 7% inches in size, made in the form of a
suitcase. In the lower left hand corner, as will be seen by the illustration, is the driving motor (which is universal, and may therefore
be used either on alternating or direct current) on the top of which,
behind a perforated metal guard, is the ventilating fan which runs
12.000 revolutions per minute, drawing air in through an opening in
the bottom of the case and forcing it out at the top, thus providing
ample ventilation to dissipate the heat generated by the illuminant.
In the upper left hand corner, behind the metal guard, is the illuminant, a 400 watt, special designed Tungsten film incandescent lamp.
In the lower right hand corner are the reels and films, contained in a
double magazine, or perhaps I might better say in a single magazine
opening in its center, either side containing one of the reels. The
path of the film through the mechanism is easily followed in the illustration. Tension at the gate is provided
by the usual tension shoes
and suitable springs. The
aperture plate tracks are of
spring steel and are instantly detachable for renewal in case of wear. Rewinding is accomplished by
motor, without removing
the reels from the magazine
and without operating the
mechanism. The machine
uses a two-wing shutter.
The machine has all the
necessary • adjustments for
speed control, framing,
focusing, etc. The mechanism frame is aluminum
casting with phosphoric
bronze bushings. The oiling system is by means of
oil pipes leading to the
various bearings, so that
all lubrication may be taken care of merely by sliding back a metal guard cover at the top of the case, which discloses the
ends of all the oil pipes. Electrical connection is had by means of a
countersunk slip connector. There is also a very simple attachment by
means of which wear in the intermittent movement may be taken up
without removing the machine from its case ; it is merely a matter of
loosening four screws, moving a small lever slightly and retightening the
screws. The intermittent is of the familiar star and cam type, is glass
hard and runs in an oil well. The optical system consists of a two-lens,
three-inch diameter, piano convex condenser, the component lenses being
4% focus, and a standard objective lens of suitable E. F. The lamp is a
"G 30" bulb, 4% inches in diameter, its edge being right up almost:
against the condenser, which places the filament about 2'4 inches
from the lens.
All together the Acme is a well built, serviceable projector for use in
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Experting

That

Don't Work

Wrll.

i,, which

Fort

Prom the World Publicity Dtpartmaal oomaa the following:
Woiki Pieturaa haw eatabll bad at their atudlo at

Lee

n laboratory
that 000UP
UM
relative
DO ItlOD to the
Him
indu
the Rockefeller
Inetltute
tor Medical
Research to medicine, or the Oarnegla Pounda
i to tb< furtherance "t ■ higher degree or educational afflolency, Thia
laborator) at the World Hiudio is presided over by men ol i tpsrlenoi who itudj and pas on fl'wimi ti
rwlng out
of Injuriei t" prlnta during their exhibition, The one question
thai
nora Ulan any other la as i" the sooting along
on tins point an extensive dlacu
been waged as to its can e, effect and n« value as an exci
t" axhlb
s in the adjustments of Mm damage,
In order thai
this oontrover y tx settled by an unquestionable authority, ths
subject baa been given exhaustive study la the World Lab
atory,
the decision mado
there by World
experts Is as
follows and
:
Scoring along sprocket holes does not to the slightest degree
affect tho wearing quality of Dim, weaken th
bole or
affect projection.
As this scoring or scratching
Is always on
the
emulsion
or emulsion
"printed" and
'sidecoloring.
ol the Dim, It only affects the
emulsion
or the
We
would
respectfully
suggest
to these "men
of experience"
that
tiny guess again, at least in so far as appllei to their statement that
the thing d
not affect pro
["hat it does not in
injure Dim is also not true.
Given some types Of tension spring
anil a tight enough tension, I have myself seen emu.
ItJ 0D the
spring, or shoes, cut right down into the celluloid.
True this will only
occut under certain conditions, and then at comparatively
intervals, but the Kiel remains that it can. and i/oe.v oeeur, lor 1
myself seen many examples of that kind of injury, and 1 am a
believer
in what
1 Bee.
Moreover,
emulsion
or tension
springs,
or
inn, and that very seriously, especially in case
of worn intermittent
movement.
Then, too, with old tyi» springe the
emulsion
deposit causes them to "clutter" and jump, and that in turn
,ause unsteadiness
of the picture.
is nothing short of perI
anyhow, such advice spread
of that
a statement
reading
projectionists
nicious. Many unthinking
will at once
rami,
c ipetent
supposed-to-be
from
sort, emanating
become careless as to preventing emulsion deposit, or removing that
which forms promptly, and the net result of such action will be most
kind
anything but good. Men who presume to give advice of that
s who •know the game," but
must not only be practical projectionist
a thing of
they must be familiar With all types of machines, because must
know
that kind does not act the same with them all; also, he
types. It
all
of
actual conditions in the projection rooms of theaters
full of "experts
is very easy to give advice. The woods are literally
Hut to give advice
with bushels of advice they ache to give awayPOUND
IN ACTUAL
S
CONDITION
which will FIT THE ACTUAL
those found
PRACTICE which same are very different indeed from
it is very muchly
in laboratories, is something else again. Yea, verily
,hat
„„„„_expert
discovered
signs have else
hoisted "projection
who have ow.
manysorr
again, toastheir
something
But

r.ght on preventing that
My own advice to projectionists is to keepcomman
d and *e heavier
emulsion deposit with every means at your
for clean shoes. ine
need
vour necessary tension the greater the
they say that
World "men oy£ experience" tell us nothing new when
(though it may. and is apt
ordinary "coring docs no harm to the isfilm
stay
that it does not always
The trouble
projection).
t^tTtUe

irfiaS^

takU £» rbitP0fthe right k* ndT'diri ctffi
the film goes back to.
I have been there, and I know.
rr^X^SAt™^?1
exchange.
friend
The

Mazda

a painted surtace, a m"
jected on
*"

Lamp

and the Screen.

. ht

f

the

Mazda

when

pro-

a screen oi >.
illumination.
In many
instances where
a'Tr'eT °o" SS kind"?. dfstLcUy yellow, and returns its

plaster, cloth or ka.somine surthe3 MazV amp haf betn "uld'wTth
have been obface with but indifferent results, satisfactory results
metallic surface semitained by the substitution of one of thes modern
ating the installation
reflective screens. I repeat: exhibitor contempl carefully consider the
oi Mazda projection lamps will do well to very
it will be of vital
type of screen they have or propose to get, since
importance to the result.

Installation.
Motiograph
Rogers Park,
The operating room of the New Howard Theater.
Optical Mfg.
Chicago seating 2,300, is to be equipped by the Enterprise
hs, one disCo which company will install two De Luxe Monograp
of this
sol'ver one spot light, and a motor rewind. The operating room
ion. The
theater will be of ample dimensions and of modern construct
other
Howard is owned by leavers & Zoller, who own a number of
e
Chicago theaters. Mr. Spahr, general manager of the Enterprisbe
will
ion
installat
the
optical Mfg. Company, informs me that
thoroughly up to date in every respect, which means that if it is placed
of a competent projection 1st, the Howard may expect highin charge
class
results on the screen.
The placing of the installation was under the direct supervision or
Messrs. Gill and Hahn, Motiograph salesmen.
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Madison
M^lry

£owm*n'
*'no8e
Barracks,
name »« known to our readers, writes from
New York:
This is to inform
you that another
of your disciples has
donned
the uniform
and is rehearsing
for the big show
I
volunteered
in the Photographic Division of the Signal Corps
ihere is a fine bunch of fellows up here, some of them
from the
big producing
studios of Los Angeles.
They
are drilling us
very hard, but it is a great life and not one of us would be
anywhere
else from .choice, except Over There.
Was
hoping
maybe you might be up-state and drop in to see us If only
for a short stay.
(Wish
I might.
Ed.)
The Y. M
C A
is nights
operating
shows,
free
for
the
boys'
on
whentwotheywell-patron
can get ized
pictures.
They have Motiograph
at both places ; use A. C. We will remain in Madison Barrackss
until our military training is over, then we are off to Rochester for training in photography.
When
I get my first furlough, if I get one, I want to come to your town and see you
but don't take that for a promise.
Glad to have you.
My domicile
is sort of a soldiers' home anyhow. When we are not entertaining one or more visiting Uncle Sam
boys, friend wife Is generally out rolling bandages, working in Coney
Island canteen or otherwise helping the Red Cross nurse proposition
Me, I'm getting to be a dandy cook, getting my own meals;
if
the war isn't soon over, I'll be able to darn the holes (I damn also,
them
already)
in my socks.
It's a great life— if you don't weaken.
And
say, son, you needn't think you soldier chaps have ALL the trouble.
We
remain-at-home
soldiers get ours too.
Grass
widowers
we are
most
of the time, while
the wife is out
(and
we're
glad of it'
mind
you) working for the Red Cross, or something else for you boys ;
also, we can't stick our noses outside the door without being boned for
contributions, Liberty Bond investment or what not (which we're proud
and glad to give, mind
you), and they give us the glad smile for
shouldering
the burden
(and it is s-o-m-e
burden,
too, mind
you)
until a uniform
heaves
into sight, whereupon we are danged
small
potatoes
and scarcely
any at all in a hill until aforesaid
uniform
passeth from view.
Yea, verily, we, the ordinary burden bearers of
the war, have troubles of our own.
Come on, Old Man, we'll be glad to
see you.
Has Delivered the Goods.
W. L. Henderson, Des Moines, Iowa, writes :
Just received the question booklets and find I can only fully
answer a comparatively small number of the questions ; also,
can only answer some of the others partially, and some not at
all. Will study up on them at once.
Would like to have the
answers if they are published.
(They were published, one each
week, in the department, covering a period of 150 weeks.
Ed.)
Have been in the "game" for five years, on the West Coast and
in Canada.
Have
succeeded
in delivering
the goods
to the
satisfaction of all the managers
I have worked
for to date.
(Um, and did you deliver the goods to your own satis faction?
Ed.)
Have studied both the second and third editions of your
handbook and consider them as being invaluable.
Would not
sell mine at any price, if I could not replace it.
Good
luck to you, brother Henderson,
though
"good
luck" usually
comes to those who go out and surround
it. Am glad you like the
books.
It is significant that of all the thousands upon thousands of
my books
which
have been sold, there has, to date, not been one
single purchaser who has expressed dissatisfaction, whereas I could not
even estimate the number who have spoken words of commendation,
many of them
in terms of enthusiasm.
It is said one cannot
hope
to please everyone, but surely in this matter I at least do not seem
to have displeased any one.
And, believe me, a book must have real
merit when it sells for four dollars and satisfies the purchaser.
The Airdome and Daylight.
Herman
Altmyer,
of the Bon Ton theater, Cincinnati,
Ohio, is
trouble as to its airdome and daylight, which is set forth as follows :
I have heard that airdomes in New York City are projecting pictures in broad
daylight.
As you will understand
the
additional hour of daylight is seriously affecting our airdomes,
and I would ask your assistance in solving the problem confronting me. Please advise as to how the New York airdomes
are projecting
pictures
in daylight.
We
project
a 15-foot
picture at about 110 feet.
The sun, sotting in the west, throws
its rays directly on our screen.
We are seriously hampered by
using A.C., hence do not get a very bright picture as it is.

in

First, I have no knowledge of New York airdomes "projecting pictures
in broad daylight."
However, I have born nbsent from the city and it
may all be very true.
But if it is true, there can, I think, be no mystery
about it. It is done by the application of very simple, easily understood rules. First : Install a metalic surface screen having as "bright"
a surface
as you can get without
objectionable
Cade-away.
Second :
reduce your picture as much in 6ize as is practical, since for a given
amperage you will materially
increase picture brilliancy by reduction
in size.
I would suggest a 10 or 11 foot picture during the period of
daylight,
changing
to a larger one when
it gets daru if you think
necessary.
This may be done as follows:
use your prerent lenses for
projection
after dark and get another pair projecting a 10 or 11 foot
picture during daylight hours, substituting
the other lenses when the
time conies, between
reels, of course.
This will involve sumo
export
condenser and lamphouse juggling, but it can be done.
Third : Make a
false black border for the screen, of black cloth or light, thin lumber,
which
can bo rolled up. set into place and removed or hinged at top
and swung up out of the way when it is desired to substitute the larger
picture for the .smaller.
This change
of borders
is very important,
since it is highly essential that the black border come right up to the
picture where daylight projection is attempted.
Fourth:
Increase your
A. C. amperage to seventy amperes, at least, using Ppeer Alterno or
the National Carbon Company Special A. C. White carbons.
This latter
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(kind of carbons) is also important. Fifth : Build a canopy
and sideflare at least ten feet deep, as per figures 13 and 314 of the Handbook
painting its inside dead (non-gloss) black. Sixth: If it is impractica
l
to change the location of your screen, then there is nothing you
which will give you a decent result unless you can build a screen can do
which
will cut off the direct rays of the sun from the picture screen,
which
same might not be impractical. The sun will, I think, be very
low
when
you start and a screen of canvas or lumber might be erected
at the rear
of the airdome which would shade the picture screen from the
direct sun
rays. I do not say this can be done, but it may be practical.
That would
be a matter for you to decide. You most certainly cannot get results
with
direct sun rays striking the screen. Provided you can
keep the direct
rays off your screen either by changing its location
or as suggested,
then if you follow the suggestions I have outlined faithfully
you wil
canopy
deep
and almost,
c^nonv^
.f not
?icture',
But quite,
let ™ flat,
caution
to the
make the top
^ S°°Hd
and toyou
bring
n at as sharp an angle to the screen as you can without side wings
cutting off
the view from your seats.
6 °
Clock Face

Illumination.

telegraph
Company,
says:
TpW™'nhMndlet0n'
PonIand'
0reS°n.
manager
Home
Telephone
and
I notice on several occasions the objection you make to
the
clock face being too brilliantly
lighted.
The
just
occurred to me that you could put radio light onthought
the hands
and numbers,
similar to the way
wrist watches are treated
and dispense with a light altogether.
This chemical
is- now
obtainable at any reputable jewelers.
In fact, a jeweler recently
offered to put some on the hands of my watch.
He said, however, that the Waltham people, and, in fact, all the best watch
manufacturers
had hands
and dials already
prepared
to fit
on the standard watches.
I have no doubt that clock manufacturers have the same, and the change could be made for
a very nominal sum, probably it would be better to go direct
to the manufacturers,
as they have it prepared
correctly so
it will give a maximum
brilliance.
Has this idea ever been
suggested?
I would
be glad to be advised
as to what you
think of it, and give it publicity if you think it is meritorious.
Yes, the thing has been suggested, though quite some time ago.
I
have not, however, approved of the plan, for two reasons : (A) As I
understand
the matter,
all these paints require
the application
of
light to their surface for an extended period at fairly frequent intervals, else they will not be luminous, or at least only very faintly so.
(B) I very much
doubt that the luminosity
of the paint would
be
sufficient to make the hands and figures sufficiently visible at a distance, especially if placed close to the screen, where there is considerable diffused light.
If any one has actually tried the plan out we
would be glad to hear from them, with full data as to distance of
seats furthest from clock, location of clock (whether in a very dark
place or a place of comparative light), whether or no it is necessary
to apply light to the paint, and if so, how often and how long.
Nothing

Doing.

A correspondent sends in sample of carbon branded "Plania A. C,"
and wants to know where he can secure a supply of them.
Sorry, brother, but it can't be did. The carbon in question was
(note the "was") the product of a German factory. And that is quite
amply sufficient for the present, and I hope for quite some several moons
in
very States,
distant have
future.
the manufacturers
in these
HI'
ole the
United
rose But,
up onanyhow,
their hind
legs and produced
carbons
equal to anything the Hun ever made ; also as applies to A. C. carbons
we have gone the German not only one, but several better. Try National
White A. C. Special or Speer Alterno. Use either of these as directed
by the manufacturer, and I have faith to believe you will never allow
another German carbon within seven miles of your theater. See our
advertising pages for where you can gettum.
Cheyenne
Projectionists
Now
Organized.
Recently a committee from Denver Local Union 230, consisting of
Ed Shields, President, J. Dooley, Vice-President, H. Kintusky, Recording Secretary, George Thomas, Business Representative, . and Tom Costello, former Business Representative Local Union 300, New York City,
now located in Denver, at the urgent request of the Cheyenne Trades
Assembly journeyed to that city and effected a 100 per cent, organization of the projectionists of the city, which same are under the jurisdiction of Local 230. The men were well pleased at their accomplishment. Incidentally Costello is getting along all right, and I predict
will again be a well man, for Colorado's wonderful sunthat heshine,soon
air and climate works near-miracles in health restoration.

Projection Experience
S HANDBOOK
Terse
fully

booth
In
whichIn aa operaTherecompiled
Isn't
book carewill
thla
unlaara
it* the
purchase
price each month.
not
Bay It Today
Postpaid
$4
tor's th. Copy.
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Systematizing
the Laboratory.
By Gerald A. Proper.
ALMOST every executive has asked himself this perplexing question,
and well he may.
It is therefore the purpose of this article to show
the reader that with proper co-operation
between
executive and
employee a simple yet efficient system may be devised whereby we may
eliminate certain leakages and wastage which are apt to occur in the
daily routine.

^

~.^#.a~Fig. ■».

veloped and a test
'7 print made and returned the following day. Let us
follow it through the plant by the following checking syi-ti m :
Having been received by tlio receiving clerk It Is recorded In a
triplicate book.
See Fig. 1.
Two copies of these are then sent to the general laboratory office.
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It is surprising how little attention is paid to this important branch
of the motion picture industry, due in great part to the ill-advised
slogan among representative concerns,
"Spare no expense."
However,
while this may be true to the proper
*x*r'*c Cow**!-)
production of a picture, it does
not apply to the motion picture
laboratory any more than we would
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to the automobile or kinapply dreditindustries.
The writer has in mind one prominent concern in the film industry
that practically
relies on the sayso of its laboratory manager as to
such vital questions as these : How
many
feet of positive stock have
passed through the developing room
today?
Or how many
feet of film
.—■/j^r'&ir
were reprinted
this week, and why
Fig. 2.
were they reprinted?
Inquiries
of
assert that a
safely
can
we
and
occurence,
common
of
are
this type
™t°™£«on
very small percentage of executives ever receive authentic construction
laboratory
The writer will not go into the details of
'■t£
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but will in confine himself to a
plied most every instance.
The chief shortcoming of
lays in its total inability to
results in the losing of an

Fig. 3.
few simple record forms that may be ap-

every laboratory, with a few exceptions,
deliver prints when specified, which often
account or creating a loss of confidence.

•Copyright, 1918, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.
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black line follows the amount of positive printed, the dotted line the
amount of negative developed and the black line at the bottom records
the percentage of positive waste.

the remaining copy kept by the receiving department as a matter of
record. In the office of the manager the necessary instructions are
added, such as date of delivery, number of prints, etc.
One copy Is
then sent to the shipping department, a second goes to the developing
room with the cans of negative or
to the printing room in the event
that a print is wanted, the person in
charge of the developing room upon
receiving the slip enters the time and
his initials in the place designated,
after being developed he again
AO^
signs the time. This procedure is
carried out in the fixing, washing
Fig. 7.
and drying rooms and so on through
i
the various stages until completion ;
the shipping department having at all times a record of all work in process for the day, for the purpose of billing and shipping.
It may be noted that the above procedures require no difficult or
intricate work on the part of the various employees, yet at the completion of the negative or print we
have an accurate and concise record.
We may suggest that the time record is not essential in every instance
except when a print or negative is
■wanted within a prescribed time.
We now come to another important
part of laboratory records, that of
having an accurate report (daily)
of negative and positive stock used
in the course of the day ; amount
of footage used in the making of
Fig
positive prints ; the number of reprints ; amount of wastage ; total
amount of footage made in the title
department ; quantity of chemicals
used ; these important facts and
others are absolutely essential, if we
are to draw an accurate production report. Above
number
of record cards that are self-explanatory :
in each instance that the line "STOCK ON HAND"
may beat seen
is Itentered
the beginning of the day from the general office ; using
for its base the report of the previous day, the balance being filled in
by the various departments.
With card No. 5 an individual slip No. 6 Is filled out by the person in
charge of the printing room. These are returned at the end of the day
to the general laboratory office for further completion.
WEEK
WEEKLY
SUMMARY SHEET.
FT. OF POSITIVE USED @
FT. OF NEGATIVE
USED
@
OF CHEMICALS
USED
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Quick Lens Change
for Box Type Cameras.
W. Wallace Clendinin sends a drawing of a very handy front board
by which
lenses of different focal lengths may be quickly substituted
for each other.
He writes as follows:
Editor Photographic Dept.
Dear Sir:
In answer to W. W. B., Cleveland, Ohio, in issue of May 11,
1918, you advise me to buy a reversing prism for use in
making temporary titles from typewritten copy. He says he is
using carbon paper for his impression. The answer is one of
those simple things that have a peculiar faculty of being overlooked, and, I have no doubt, has been called to your attention by now. Let W. W. B. use a thin paper, and put his carbon paper on the under side of it, face up, thereby obtaining
reversed lettering that can be photographed in the ordinary
way, with the emulsion side of the film towards the lens. If
the thinner paper has any tendency to photograph slightly
darker on account of any dark backing, a white glazed paper is
very
shine. satisfactory, as the thin paper in front entirely kills any
I am sending a sketch of a sliding lens board that could be

OP:
$
$.
$

pi

built very easily for any type of box camera. I have never
seen any arrangement similar to this, and I see no reason why
it should not be practical.
I would
like to ask if you have
any knowledge
of the
"Kronig"
or "Chronig"
camera.
I think I have seen it or
heard of it somewhere, but I can't remember anything about
it now.
I understand it to be a professional camera, and as I
know
most of them, I would
like to know
this one too.
I
would appreciate any information you could give me concerning it.
Your
suggestion
in regard
to reversing
typewritten
matter
with
carbon paper is a very good one, but would, of course, be of no use for
printed or sign written titles.
Typewritten
titles are a makeshift at
best and should never be used except where
it is impractical to use
better methods.
In regard to the camera of whick you speak — you are probably referring to the Provex camera manufactured by the Chronik Bros, and
sold by the Motion Picture Apparatus Co.
This camera is comparatively new and only a few have yet been made.
It is somewhat larger than the DeBrie or Gillon types which it resembles. The department hopes to print a description of these cameras
in the near future.

$
$

etc

GRAND
TOTAL.
Tabulated by . ..
FIG. 9.
Fig. 9 is a typical weekly report sheet, data being obtained from the
individual record cards.
There are a number of equally good routing and checking systems
similar to the one described, but we find from practical observation
that this one is sufficient for the needs of the average busy laboratory
that desires the maximum of efficiency with a minimum of labor expended.
For the busy executive who desires a ready reference chart, pertaining to the weekly production of his plant, we suggest the following
graphic chart, the information being tabulated from the daily report
records of each individual department.
NOTE : The perpendicular numbered squares indicate the footage
and the horizontal squares the successive weeks in the year.
The solid
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Conducted by GEORGE
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Notice.

QUESTIONS regarding music, addressed to this department, will receive a carbon copy of the department's reply by mall, when 4
cents are enclosed.
Special replies by mall on matter which canaot be answered In this column $1.00.

The

Star

Spangled

Banner.

"The Star Spangled Banner" the official
make provokes
BILL proposing
national
anthem toagain
inquiry into the history of Its
author, the debated origin of its music and the various attempts to
induce Congress to adopt the hymn of the American nation. Numerous
musicians have proposed alterations of the music with a view to simplifications, but none has ever been officially recognized. The most recent
endeavor to provide a uniform form of the music was made by the distinguished committee of three musicians, O. G. Sonneck, J. P. Sousa
and Walter Damrosch.
This new version shows no change in the essential features of the
anthem. The tune is practically the same, but altered slightly in
rhythm. There are a few minor changes in the harmony and the bass
progression has been rewritten to conform to the rules of harmony and
theory. It is decidedly superior in every way to the old form. It has
breadth and majesty. It flows more freely and requires less effort to
sing it. It can be had in orchestral form and though you may be
accused of misplaying the national hymn, we would advise every leader
to get it. There is a tendency to look around for something as a substitute for this unofficial national anthem and we feel that every
musician should do his part towards the official recognition of our traditional song, "The Star Spangled Banner."
It has a peculiar history. About the year 1775 a poem called "To
Anacreon in Heaven" was written by one Ralph Tomlinson, and set to
music by John Stafford Smith. This song was sung for years by the
Anacreontic Society of Ludgate Hill, London, England, and shortly
gained vogue in America. It took preference over the old English glees
and madrigals because of its simplicity and inherent strength.
About the year 1814 Francis Scott Key wrote a patriotic poem, which
at first bore no title, but found much favor because of its fervor Autographed copies were much sought after, and as the demand grew Key
named it "Defense of Fort McHenry," later changing it to "The Star
Spangled Banner." The poem was used everywhere and became one of
the classics of American literature of the time.
Judge Joseph Hopper Nicholson, a brother-in-law of Key, is credited
with the printing of the poem and singing it to the tune of "To Anacreon
In Heaven." The melody fitted the meter with a little stretching and
he so liked the effect that he had it put into song form. This forever
wedded the music and the words, and we were given the hymn which
we now sing as our national anthem.
J. Norris Hering, the music critic of the Baltimore Star, has been for
many years devoting his energies towards legislation that would give
the United States an official national air. Baltimore being the birth
place of "The Star Spangled Banner," and naturally the clearing house
for all data regarding it, we can well hold him as an authority on the
subject. He claims that six measures have been introduced in Congress
since last spring calling for official recognition and adoption of "The
Star Spangled Banner" as our national hymn, but for various reasons
they have been referred to Committee and quietly shelved.
We can never expect to get what we want unless we ask for it.
Asking once is not sufficient, for sometimes we must obtain it through
our very importunity. Let us become importunate to the nth degree and
gain the much-needed official sanction of one song which we can call
our national anthem without fear of argument.
A

Music for "When
Men
Betray."
They say that any fool can pull down a house, but it takes a good
architect to build it again. We fully appreciate this trite saying, and
always keep it in mind when called upon to criticize the work of
others. We try to be constructive in our reviews of the music that is
set to pictures, always keeping in mind the fact, that only by close and
analytical scrutiny can we hope to elevate the music for the motion
picture industry.
The musical setting given to the feature "When Men Betray" proved
most pleasing in the main. Long selections were used with just sufficient melody to hold the ear and keep the interest in the picture. The
sad scene fitted with Gabriel-Marie's "Lamento" proved very effective
and the double theme idea was carried out with a judicious intermingling of lighter music that in no wise confused the mind as to who
was represented. There was a splendid opportunity for realistic effect
during the scene showing the ingenue dancing to a tune from a phonograph. If a Victrola had been used behind stage, properly timed, and
accurately operated, the scene would have lived in the minds of the
audience. Behides the possibility for a real effect it would have lent
orchestral coloring.
Speaking of effects, we were surprised to hear Mr. Telephone ringing
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every time an artist picked up the receiver. This belongs to the
"stone age" of pictures and long lias been regarded ■
striving to rata the Standard of picture music. Wo are inclined to
believe that the drummer must have iprung this on our friend, Mr.
l.uu, at the last minute, as bis selection of music, with a few exception.-., how cd an uplifting trend. Especially was this noticeable
during the vision of the marriage ceremony. Most leaders would have
Introduced the much-abused Wedding March and killed the scene, but
Mr. Lutz properly regarded the scene as irrelevant.
The two outstanding errors in judgment seemed to be the "Prelude,"
by Rachmaninoff, and •The Tempest." from the Overture of "William
Toll." Mr. Lutz could not be guilty of these gross misconceptions and
we feel that they were forced upon him by '"The Shakespeare of the
Screen." A wordy argument In no way should disrupt the elements
and call forth the thunder and lightning of the storm, evident In "The
Tempest." The climax of the picture needed a very heavy dramatic
selection, but because of the accepted Interpretation of the "Prelude"
and Its well-known associations, a more appropriate number should
have held this spot.
Looking at the general effect produced by the music we must say in
all justice that it fulfilled its mission and, but for the two exceptions
mentioned, never transcended the picture.
A National Conservatory of Music and Art.
There is a movement on foot for the establishment of a National
Conservatory of Music and Fine Arts to be established by the Government. This is a step to the right direction, and every musician and
music lover should further this movement in every way.
This is not a case of "filling a long felt want," it is not a political
move to make another position on the long list of "Government jobs,"
nor is there behind the movement any motive of self aggrandizement.
We need a Conservatory officially sanctioned and properly controlled
by the Government. We need a standard curriculum of studies that
a pupil must follow, and, before receiving his "sheep-skin," pass a stiff
examination therein. We need a Minister of Fine Arts whose duties
will consist in attending to such legislation as will further the interests
of art, protect the real artist from the charlatan, and educate the masses
to a higher appreciation of music, paintings, sculpture, architecture, and
other allied though lesser arts.
Schools and conservatories for music abound all over the country.
Some are good, while some are decidedly bad. Anyone can start
a conservatory. The diploma simply states that you have finished
the course prescribed in that school. If the curriculum be light, naturally the pupil gets little real value for the time spent, and the diploma
does not represent the completion of a thorough course in the branch of
music undertaken. This leaves the way open for teachers of mediocre
ability to foist on the pupil untenable theories and turn on the public
half-baked musicians. This condition is largely to blame for the
slow advance of Americans in musical fields. The grounding they
receive so frequently is entirely wrong, and years must be spent in unlearning those things which they were taught to believe.
Music as taught in our public schools should have the attention of
a capable supervisor. No definite plan is followed to instill into the
minds of the children the elementary principles of music. Many of
those teaching it as an added subject, could not pass an examination
in rudiments, and are in no way qualified to class themselves as
musicians. They are wasting their time, the money of the taxpayer,
and distorting the minds of young America so that they hate the name
of music.
France has its Minister of Fine Arts, why should we be so little interested in this phase of our national life? In England music is
taught in every school, and is a compulsory subject. Music teachers
must prove their ability by passing an examination set forth by one
of the universities controlled by the Government. The text books
prescribed for this subject are as carefully considered as those used
for mathematics. Can we afford to jeopardize the future musical knowledge of our children by slip-shod methods?
We appeal to every musician in the picture playing cohorts for help
for taking up this good movement for the betterment of his art. The
Moving Picture World will send in your name along with thousands of
other petitioners requesting that Congress establish a National Conservatory of Music, and that a Secretary for Fine Arts be appointed.
Don't let this opportunity pass. No action can be taken unless we have
the active support and co-operation of every musician in America. Let
the picture industry be well represented in this mighty movement for
Wanted — Military
Precision.
good.
Colonel G. is a fine commander, but not a musician. He sent for
the chief musician of his regimental band one day and delivered this
scathing criticism:
"I notice a lack of uniformity about the band which must be
regulated Yesterday morning they were out on parade, and the
and
largest man in the band was playing a little bit of an instrument—
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you had the big drum played by a small man. That sort of thing doesn't
look well, and must be attended to. I want the small men to play
small instruments and the big men the big instruments. And another
thing — I want the trombone players to slide their instruments in and
out in unison. It annoys me to see them all out of step with their
hands."

Musical

Suggestion

Synopsis.

BRAVEST WAY, THE (Paramount— Five Reels)— Theme— Valse Lento.
Suggest "The Kingdom of Flowers" — Ringleben, "Valse Slave" —
Savasta, or "Lady Picking Mulberries" — Kelly.
This is a Japanese picture calling for a complete Japanese setting as far
as possible. To help the leader we submit the following list of
Japanese music that may prove beneficial :
"Japanese
Patrol"
(March)
by Tobani
"Veil Dance"
(Ballet) by Friml
"Jap's Tattoo"
(March)
by Lawrendeau
"Fuji Koe"
(Intermezzo)
by Shelley
"The Bombardment"
(March)
by Heed
"Japanese
Reverie"
(Andantino)
by Bartlett ■
"The Kingdom of Flowers"
(Valse)
by Ringleban
"Poppies"
(Romance)
by Moret
"A Night in Japan"
(Suite) by Brahm
"Japanese Sunset"
(Meditation)
by Zamanick
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Paramount Exchange.
BRIDE'S

AWAKENING, THE (Universal— Six Reels)— Theme— Moderate Suggest "Dans Les Roses" — Barthelmy, "Basket of Roses" —
Albers, or "Dance of the Rose Maidens" — Brahms.
Light music will fit this picture throughout with the exception of a
hurry in the first and fourth reel, a fox-trot in the fifth and some
dramatic tensions in the last three reels. Cue sheets can be obtained from the Universal Exchange.
CABARET, THE (World — Five Reels) — Theme — Moderate. Suggest
"Serenade" — Chaminade, "Sparklets" — Miles, or "Whispering Willows"— Herbert.
La Boheme selections will fit this picture admirably. Nothing could be
more effective as a general delineator of the characteristic studio
scenes here shown. Note the cabaret scene in the opening, using
selections of popular song hits and the stage performance in the
third reel. Here you need a tango. There is a strong dramatic
value that must receive careful consideration in your musical setting. The use of a guitar soloist would enhance the picture. Cue
sheets can be obtained from the World Film Exchange.
CONFESSION
(Fox — Five Reels) — Theme — Unnecessary.
Open with the "Pique Dame Overture," followed by Lohengrin's "Wedding March." Next you will need an allegro, agitato and Vaise
lento, a slow andante, a misterioso, agitato and "Reverie" by
Vieuxtemp. The balance of the picture is decidedly dramatic to
the end. Note the silence effect when the Governor tells of the
execution.
Cut sheets can be obtained from the Fox Exchange.
DESSERT WOOING, THE (Paramount — Five Reels) — Theme — Tempo di
Valse. Suggest "Amarylis" — Vecsey, "Estellita" — Herbert, "I Am
Waiting for You, Darling" — Williams.
The story is dramatic, but not entirely so. There are many, opportunities for pastorale music and bright andantinos. Note the pistol
shot early in the fifth reel. A few good numbers that will fit this
picture are as follows : "The Wooing Hour". — Zamecnik, "Woodland Whisper," Czibulbeu, "Ballett Sentimantal" — Zamecnik. Cue
sheets can be obtained from the Paramount Exchange.
DESTINY (Metro— Five Reels) — Theme — Valse Lento. Suggest "Golden
Hearted Daisies" — Williams, "Just a Little Love" — Silseu, "Waters
of Venice". — Von Tilzer.
This is a tense drama that requires careful handling for a proper
musical interpretation. Nothing popular or well known should be
used outside of the cafe scenes. Many religiosos are needed and
the general trend of the music should be sombre. During the introduction of the allegorical characters, lust, avarice, rum, passion,
etc., special themes should be used symbolic of these attributes.
Organ can be used effectively at T. "Dawn till" T. "In the Palace"
and from D. "When boy enters convent" to T. "The Hand of Time."
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Metro Exchange.
MATING OF MARCELLA (Paramount— Five Reels)— Theme— Italian
Folk Song.
Suggest "O Sole Mio," "Maria Mari."
This holds Italian atmosphere throughout and the music should be
distinctive. Choose only numbers that have the flavor of Italy In
them. You will need a fox-trot and an agitato for irregular stuff.
A list of Italian music that can be used for this picture follows :
"Serenata"
Tarenghi
"Songs from Italy"
Langey
"A Day in Venice"
Nevin
"Two
Venetian
Songs"
Tanara
"Gltanella
Suite"
Heinrichs
"Carnival
Venetian"
Benjiucin
"Le Romance De Pierrot Et Pierrette"
Bengmein
"La Columbe"
Gounod
Cue sheets can be obtained from the Paramount Exchange.
WHEN

MEN BETRAY (Graphic— Six Reels)— -Theme — Andante. Suggest "Elysium" — Speaks, "Evening Devotion" — Kohler, or "Meditation"— Leigh.
This story is dramatic society atmosphere. You will need waltzes,
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early in the first reel.
Paramount Exchange.
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Questions Answered — Suggestions Offered.
Q. — What do you think of using one of the musicians out of th«
orchestra and "spot-lighting" him as a soloist between shows?
A. — It is an excellent idea and one that has been used with great
success in the Rialto and Strand Theaters of New York City. If you
have the facilities greater results can be obtained by using a "baby
spot" upon the face only, of the• artist,
• •
Q.—merWould you suggest linen suits for the orchestra during the summonths.

A. — Some theaters have tried the experiment and have found that, unless the orchestra is completely hidden from a direct line of screen
vision, there is a degree of reflective light upon the picture. It would
be better to have them dressed in black alpaca.

• * •

Q— I have composed some special music that I think could be cued in
on most pictures, and would like to know where I can find a good arranger to make orchestrations. Do you know of any? Is there any demand for such music and would a publisher be interested in buying <=uch
compositions?
A- — Already the market is flooded with such stuff, but if it be of exceptional merit and suitable for arranging in album form, it would have a
chance of a publisher's acceptance. However, we would advise vou that
it is a hard row to hoe and, at the best, would bring but small remuneration for your creative ability and hard work. Regarding arrangers, we
are in a position to offer you names of many who are considered experts
in their line. If you desire such information, an addressed envelope and
four cents in stamps will bring it to you.
• * •

Q. — There's a woman across the street from me
voice who
screeches five hours daily, and there's a fellow on thestudying
floor above who is
ambitious to become a cornetist and strives untiringly to get a "lip." Is
there not some law to regulate such nuisances, or send them to the
South Sea Isles?
A.— We are not a legal department,
confine our efforts solely to
the interests of the exhibitor and his and
orchestra leader. However as
man to man, we would advise that if you are fortunately of a healthy
and robust stature and combatative nature, the best plan would be
to
"clean house."
• • •

Q.— Will musicians be classed as non-useful in the new selective draft
amendment. — "Work or Fight"?
A.—
They certainly will, unless they hold regular and steady positions
in theaters.

» * *

Q. — What is the usual pay for musicians at summer resorts and
are
union men allowed to accept "board and lodging" as part pay9
A.— For non-union musicians the salary depends on what
they
are
willing to accept. While there is a regular rate authorized bv the union
for such engagements, if the salary and the regular rate of "board and
lodging equals the minimum union rates per week, we do not see
where
there would be any complaint from the union. Be on the safe side
and
ask the Secretary of your local.

• * »

Q. Is there any diminution in the Interest shown for singers at the
larger theaters in New York?
A. In New York the singers have become part of the show and are
here to stay. Judgment has always prevailed in employing onlv the
best
talent, and you can readily understand that with* the price of
admission
so small the opportunity of hearing good songs well sung is
not passed by. In smaller cities it has been found that local talent
have a splendid drawing capacity if not used too frequently. The style
of song most popular at present is the old fashioned ballads well staged
• • •
with lighting effects.
Q. I am beginning to build my library along the lines of the works
of the individual composers, that is, getting every available number
composed by a certain one before proceeding to the next. Of course, I
must
first? have variety for every-day use. What composer would vou suggest
A. Get the works of Tschaikowski. He was a prolific writer, and
no composer ever lived that was so varied in style and atmosphere.
His Russian music exemplified in symphonies, overtures and songs, are
typical, while his Oriental numbers breathe of the East. Grieg should
follow, as his entire writings
are
• • most• suitable for pictures.
Q. Can music be procured for a
tities to use for pictures?
A. No. There is little if any
but if you wish to introduce the
baritone saxaphone readly plays
clarinet part transposed, and the
innovation we imagine it would
"Jazzy" as a regular thing.
•

saxaphone quintet in sufficient quanmusic written solely for saxaphones,
instruments into your orchestra, the
from a cello part, the alto from a
soprano from the violin part. As an
be immense, but might become too

» •

serenades
Longrequired.
selections A will
your
needs and and
no bright
hurrys intermezzos.'
or agitatos are
few meet
dramatic
tensions and some big stuff can be fittingly used. Cue sheets can
be obtained from the Graphic Film Co.

Q. What is the best instrumentation of a seven-piece orchestra for a
small theater playing pictures?
A. Piano, harmonium, two violins, flute, clarinet and cello.

VIVIETTE (Paramount — Five Reels) — Theme — Tempo Rubato. Suggest
"Al Fresco" — Eteenne, "Under the Leaves" — Thome, or "Mock
Morris" — Grainger.
This picture is very light and lively in the main, but there are some
moments
of sadness
and dramatic
intensity.
Note the explosion

Q. Can I get a list of music that can be played free?
A. We refer you to our printed lists in the issues of November 10,
November 24, December 1, December 29, January 12 and January 26.
If you cannot readily procure these we will be pleased to send you a
copy of them upon your request.

• • •
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Maypole Ordinance Is Referred Back
City Council

by Vote of 54 to 16 Postpone Action
ence to Request of Acting Chief Alcock.

in Defer-

the City Council meeting Monday afternoon, June 3,
the Maypole ordinance was referred back to the
judiciary committee for further consideration, after a
Spirited debate. This procedure was doubtless due to the
request made by Acting Chief Alcock last week that action
he deferred by the Council until he had opportunity to study
the measure. The Council also directed Corporation Counsel
-on to submit an opinion on the validity of the proposed
ordinance.
Uderman A. A. McCormick, leader of the forces against
the ordinance, charged that under its terms the owners of
ricious pictures could exhibit them in the city and be gone
before court action could be taken to prevent their showing.
Uderman Maypole made a convincing speech in support
of his measure.
He declared that one-man censorship had
proved a failure and directed attention to the fact that his
ordinance would crease a board of twelve censors to have
■ lute authority to pass on all pictures.
"1 have made an exhaustive study of censorship and at
no time was I opposed to it," he said. "I challenge anybody
to prove this ordinance is sponsored by moving picture
interests.
"It would work a hardship on producers who send offensive
pictures to Chicago. Sex and other pictures shown before
will not be tolerated under this ordinance, as it eliminates
theIt pink
must permit."
be remembered that the vote of 54 yeas to 16 nays,
in favor of returning the Maypole measure to the judiciary
committee does not express the views of the members of
the Council on its passage. The vote merely expresses compliance with the request of Acting Chief of Police Alcock to
delay final action on the ordinance until he had time to
examine it personally. Indeed, many aldermen favorable
to its passage voted to delay action.
The members of the Chicago Political Equality League are
in favor of the Maypole ordinance, after discussing it with
Alderman Maypole.
AT

Will
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"Jack" Wheeler Off to London

Have
Charge
of Distribution
of All Official
Films in Allied and Neutral Countries.

War

LUCIEN C. WHEELER, formerly editor of the SeligTribune for two years, and for some time past manager
of the Selig company, has been appointed special representative of the Committee on Public Information, of which
George Creel is chairman, to take charge of the distribution
of all United States official films in allied and neutral countries, with headquarters in London. He accepted the appointment Friday. May 31, and will leave in the near future
to take charge of his duties.
While the Signal Corps photographers are busy taking
films on the battlefields in France and Italy, showing war
action of all kinds and other activities in the carrying on
of the war, the Signal Corps and the Committee on Public
Information at Washington will be busy taking pictures of
all war activities in America.
The headquarters for the production of pictures taken on
European battle fronts are located in Paris, in the Signal
Corps laboratory there. All war films produced in America
and abroad will be edited and assembled there, under the
direction of Herbert C. Hoagland, who has charge of production in Paris. Mr. Hoagland had long experience with
Pathe Freres and with Pathe Exchange, Inc., and afterward,
for some time, was manager of the Selig company.
J. A. Berst, for many years vice-president of Pathe Exchange, Inc., will have charge of the distribution in the
United States of all United States official war films taken
on the battle fronts in Europe, and of those showing other
activities, such as the arrival of American troops and their

camp
etc., before
Hirst's
offices training,
will be located
in Newgoing
York,to inthethe front.
Times Mr.
lluilding.
The entire product, taken abroad and here, it is understood, will be distributed in all allied and neutral countries.
"Jack" Wheeler, as he is best known by his wide circli
friends and acquaintances,
spent
seventeen
years
in the
United States Secret Service.
Ten of these were Spent at
the White House with Presidents Roosevelt and Taft, and
oneDuring
year during
Wilsons'
term. Mr. Wheeler
his stayPresident
with the
Selig first
company
gained valuable knowledge of the film business and added
scores of new friends to the old list. Every one of them
will miss him keenly, just as all of them wish him great
success in his new field.
Mr. Wheeler expressed great regret to me over severing
his connections with the Selig Polyscope Company and its
genial head, Colonel William \. Selig.
The Wheelers' Chicago residence will be discontinued, and
Mrs. Wheeler and her two sons will spend the summer in
the Adirondacks.
Regarding Major Funkhouser's Suspension.
Major Funkhouser has sent letters to several members of
the City Council denying emphatically that he had employed
his investigators at any time, while serving as special deputy
superintendent of police, to shadow aldermen and city
officials. He charges that published stories to that effect
were used to prejudice the Council and city officials against
him.
"Any statement to the contrary is made with malicious
intent
and is an absolute and consummate falsehood," says
the
major.
It is expected that charges will be filed against Major
writing.
Funkhouser within a week or ten days from the time of
"My evidence is not in shape yet to be used in the trial,
but my investigation is revealing additional proof for my
reasons
suspending the second deputy," says Acting Chief
of Police inAlcock.
A protest against the suspension of the major was made
in resolutions adopted recently at the eighty-first annual
convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church of Chicago,
and sent to City Clerk Igoe for presentation to the City
Council. These resolutions stated that emphatic protest had
been made by^ the convention against any action by the
City Council abolishing or weakening the present moral
safeguards enjoyed under the existing ordinance.
John S. Miller, for over twenty years the leading lawyer
of Chicago, has been engaged in defense of Major
Funkhouser.
The A. A. A. Made Permanent and Officers Elected.
A meeting of the members of the Allied Amusement
Association was held in the Masonic Temple Friday, May
31, in response to a call sent out to discuss the Maypole
censorship ordinance. Attorney Herbert J. Friedman, who
represented the Film Exchange Managers Club, delivered
an address explaining the ordinance and urged exhibitors to
see their aldermen on this important matter.
A motion was then moved and carried to effect at once
a permanent organization of the Association and proceed
with the election of permanent officers.
This, however, was ruled as being illegal, due to the fact,
that the call sent out for this meeting was for the sole
purpose of considering the censorship ordinance. It was
then agreed to meet Tuesday, June 4, at the same place to
elect permanent officers.
The following officers were elected at the Tuesday meeting: President, Peter J. Schaefer; first vice president, M. A.
Choynski; second vice president, Sam Gold; treasurer, Robert R. Levy, and secretary, Sidney Smith.
The board of directors of the organization is comprised
of the officers mentioned and fifteen other members. Among
the latter are W. Tohnson, Alfred Hamburger, Sam Katz.
Herman Schoenstadt, A. J. Krug, H. A. Newell, Aug Zilli-
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gen, Nathan
Ascher, Harry
Lubliner, Louis
Marks.
Ike
Bergson, H. A. Dutton, Max Hyman and Harry C. Miller.
Hartman

at

Work

for

Boston

Convention.

Fred \V. Hartman, assistant manager of the National
Motion Picture Exposition to be held in Boston July 13-20,
received notice last week to begin work soliciting prospective space buyers in the trade here. He started in Wednesday, May 29, by sending out mail to likely patrons and began
his personal canvass Monday, June 3. Mr. Hartman has
had long experience in this work, having held the position
for the past seven years. He can be reached at Room 1224,
Century Building, his phone number being Harrison 608.
J. M.

Feldman

Leaves

for Jefferson

Barracks.

Joseph M. Fieldman, who has been in the trade for the
past thirteen years, left Saturday, June 1, for Jefferson Barracks, Mo., for training. Mr. Fieldman; during his career,
has been associated with Metro Pictures Corporation, the
World Film Corporation, Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, Standard Motion Picture Company and Unity
Photoplays Company. Before entering the army, he was
special representative in this city for Unity Photoplays
Company and for the Standard Motion Picture Company in
Kansas City, St. Louis and Omaha.
Dorothy
Dalton Pays Chicago a Visit. .
Dorothy Dalton arrived in Chicago Monday morning,
June 3, from San Francisco and remained until Wednesday
forenoon, when she left for New York. On Tuesday afternoon Miss Dalton held an informal reception in the grand
foyer, mezzanine floor of Orchestra Hall, when she greeted
a large number of her personal friends and admirers.
"Pershing's Crusaders" Very Successful.
"Pershing's Crusaders" closed its second successful week
and its run at Orchestra Hall Sunday, June 2. H. E. Voegeli,
assistant manager of Orchestra Hall, states that extraordinary business was done with the U. S. war film. The second
week surpassed the first in attendance, and the pictures grew
more popular every day.
Frank L. Browne Will Locate in San Francisco.
Frank L. Browne, formerly manager of the Allston Theater, Boston, passed through the city Wednesday, June 5,
on his way to San Francisco. The Allston changed hands
last January and since that time Mr. Browne has been engaged in the business in various capacities. He will be connected with the business on the coast, but could not state in
what capacity. Mr. Browne is a member of Boston Local, M.
P. E. L. of A., and when he goes to Frisco he will immediately get in connection with the local organization there.
He is a strong admirer of the World, which he has read since
he became connected with the moving picture business.
"Prunella" at Orchestra
Hall.
"Prunella," which opened at Orchestra Hall Monday evening, June 3, and which features Marguerite Clark, is reported
to be doing gradually increasing business. The patronage
is representative of the best class of people in the city and
the daily press has been very kind in its treatment of the
picture. Kitty Kelly, in the Herald and Examiner, has this
to say. "It is a quaint and lovely bit of imagining and it is
presented in form as quaint and lovely. Maurice Tourneur's
'Blue Bird' was a beautiful thing, bigger and more pretentious than this, but in this, it seems to me, he has drawn
some of the most exquisite camera scenes he has ever done."
Katherine

C. Melcher

Organist at Auditorium.

Miss Katherine C. Melcher, the well-known organist who
has gained an enviable record in playing accompanying
music for moving pictures, was. selected about six weeks ago
to play the large organ at the Auditorium with the grand
opera orchestra during the run of "Belgium — the Kingdom
of Grief." She has played continuously since then with "The
Unbeliever" and "Restitution," and is at present playing the
accompaniment to "Over the Top." Miss Melcher's talented
playing of the big instrument has made her very popular
with patrons of this theater.
Fraternity Hall New Meeting Place for Chicago Local.
The members of Chicago Local, M. P. E. L. of A., will
henceforth hold their meetings at Fraternity Hall, 19 \\ est
Adams street. This hall is centrally located and is easy of
access. The regular monthly meeting was held Friday, June
7, when only the regular routine business was transacted.
Nazimova Popular in "Toys of Fate."
Nazimova has proved so popular in "Toys of Fate" (Metro)
at the Playhouse, on Michigan avenue, that the feature was
continued for a second week at this house.
Campaign Films for Congressman McCormick.
The Selig Polyscope Company has arranged with Congressman Medill McCormick to make special films which
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will be used by him in his campaign for Senator for Illinois,
on the Republican ticket, this fall. Work was- started on the
films Thursday, June 6, and they will be completed about
the middle of July.
"Over

the

Top"

Goes

to

Orpheum.

"Over
the Top"
leavesruntheof Auditorium
after
a most
successful
two weeks. Saturday,
It will be June
shown8,
at the Orpheum, State street, June 12, 13, 14 and 15. Manager
Chatburn, of Yitagraph's Chicago office, is enthusiastic over
the large volume of bookings for this popular war film.
Sidney Abel of Select in Town.
Sidney Abel, special representative
of Select Pictures
Corporation, came in from St. Louis Thursday, June 6. and
left the following night for New York.
Mr. Abel has been
visiting some of the Select exchanges in the middle west.
"Cleopatra" Continues Popular at Colonial.
Manager Field, of the Colonial, reports continued satisfactory business
with the
"Cleopairi."
several very
hot days,
house has With
been the
filledexception
to capacityof
during the second week's run.

Willard Holcomb
WILLARD HOLCOMB is a stormy petrel of publicity
who usually appears on the scene when there is
something big doing. In fact Holcomb is better
known as a dramatic and musical critic, dramatizer of such
successes as "St. Elmo" and producer of plays, but having
beenof baptized
in printer's ink he just naturally can't keep
out
it.
Moreoverover Holcomb has a habit of keeping his fine
publicity hand concealed in a camouflage glove, so that some
of his friends do not know how ambidextrous he is. For
instance last season
Morris G e s t wanted
somebody to excite Boston over
derer.""The
Will A. WanPage
introduced Holcomb,
who had just adjourned
with congress after a
special engagement on
Capitol Hill, where he
served years on the
Washington Post. Gest
knew Holcomb as a
musical critic, but asked
Page ence.
about
his experi"He taught
me the
business," replied Page,
and Gest guessed he
wasTherefore
"Ho-Kay."when Holcomb hitched onto the
Fox publicity staff a few
months ago it was
known there was "somedoing." When
he
wrote thing
a couple
of Fox
bulletins and half a
dozen press books, including the new Zane
Grey series, that was
Willard Holcomb.
only a preliminary
bombardment. Then when
Mr. Fox was appointed
captain of the Allied Theatrical and Motion Picture Team
it was Lieutenant Holcomb who emplaced the publicity big
guns in the reformed "Heidelberg" Building, which became
the campaign headquarters, and kept up such a Red Cross
lire of press shrapnel that there was no escaping it.
No wonder the drive went "over the top," and the fact
that Holcomb hid behind Theo. Mitchell, John T. Kelly and
other volunteers didn't conceal his work.
SELECT'S BUFFALO CREW DECORATES ROGERS.
The sales force and other employes of Select's Buffalo
Exchange surprised and overwhelmed their retiring manager, Charles R. Rogers, on Saturday. June 1. when they
trapped him in his office and presented him with a strikingly
handsome seven-piece desk set. The articles in the set are
made of solid bronze with decorative medallions in relief.
The occasion was in the nature of a double celebration.
The gift was a token of appreciation to Mr. Rogers from
his office force at the moment when he was leaving to assume charge of another branch, and also marked the conclusion of Rogers' first year in the Buffalo Exchange.
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\ News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By

G.

P.

Sweeping Changes at Triangle Studios
H. O. Davis Retires and H. E. Aitken Takes
Active Charge
— Company
to Open
Its Own
Employment
Agency
— Culver City Again Becomes Storm Center.

THINGS again have happened at Culver City. Turbulent
and stormy lias been the career of the former [nee
plant, but this time a regular cyclone struck the West
i studios of the Triangle Film Corporation,
apparent
by the arrival in Los Angeles of Harry E. Aitken, president of the company.
As an evident result H. O. Davis, general manager, has
departed to New York, and though no definite statement
has been given out by the officials of the Triangle corporation it out
is generally
conceded Film
that Corporation
Mr. Davis "has
retired
ami is
of the Triangle
altogether,
i. Patterson, assistant general manager, left with Mr.
Davis. Harry Aitken is in absolute control and in active
charge of the big West Coast plant. 0. L. Sellers has been
appointed assistant to the general manager, and will be
in charge when Mr. Aitken, in a few days, goes to New
York. About fifty employees have been dismissed and
many others are likely to receive the blue envelope. The
following statement has been issued by the Triangle
officials :
"H. 0. Davis, former manager
studios, has left for New York,
in the House' and where he
activities in connection with
time.

of the Triangle Culver City
where he took 'The Servant
will be engaged in various
the film industry for some

"In the management of the local studios Mr. Aitken will
have as assistant O. L. Sellers, who has been connected
with the Triangle Pacific Coast studios for many months.
"One of the first changes to be made with Mr. Aitken and
Mr. Sellers in charge is the cutting down of the stock company. Already more than thirty players have been given
their notices. The new raanagement expects to keep only
the prominent leads.
"In the future the Triangle will cast almost entirely by
the picture, and with this in view a Triangle employment
and booking agency will be opened in Los Angeles, with
Benjamin Singer in charge.
"All players washing to register with the new Triangle
exchange will be welcomed by Mr. Singer, and no fee will
be charged if they are cast for a Triangle picture. This
will mean that many people with screen ambition will be
given a chance, and the new policy should result in the
unearthing of 'finds.' Also it will guarantee a change of
faces in forthcoming Triangle productions arid eliminate
sameness of types cast in character roles."
The official communication is somewhat vague as to the
retirement of Mr. Davis. It is reported that the former
general manager was given full ownership in the picture
The Servant in the House,' which, as remembered Mr.
Davis personally directed, for his interest in the company.
Patterson follows Davis to exploit the picture, it is stated.
Charles F. Stocking, author of several well-known novels
and a former newspaperman, has been appointed head of
the scenario department, and with him as associate editor
is another newcomer to Triangle, but by no means a
stranger in scenario work. He is Dr. Daniel Goodman, also
a well-known author and scenario expert, who has been
associated with both Griffith and H. E. Aitken.
In an interview with this paper Mr. Sellers gave the
following information with regard to present and future
activities of the Triangle : "So far as is known we will
continue to make program pictures, while our new policy
may also include the manufacture of some special superproductions.
"Christy Cabanne, a director of long experience, has
been engaged by Triangle, and is now rehearsing a large
cast on a special picture, which will probably be an eightreeler.

HARLEMAN

"Working

with

Caliannc

are

Ralph

Lewis,

who

will

be

remembered for his Stoneman in 'The Birth of a Nal
.1. Barney
Sherry,
.lack Curtis,
George
Pearce,
Wilbur
Higby

and

Louise

Lester."

Wuh Stocking in charge of the scenario department the
reading department is now headed by Miss Xan Blair. The
other
leaders
are
continuity
writers

Ralph
Westfall
and
Dorothy
include
Charles
J. Wilson.

Yost.
Stall'
Calk'

Carr and George
Elwood
Jenks, while Mrs. L. Magnus
lngleton
is expected
to continue
to contribute
to the
scenario department.
With
the changes
in the scenario department
also a
change in the research department took place when I ,.
lngleton was put in charge.
New Regulations for Film Plants Planned by City Council.
Regulation of the motion picture plants within the city
limits rather than the removal of any of them is the
prophesied policy of the city council. On May 29 the Public
Welfare Committee heard both sides of the mooted question
and finally decided to take it under advisement and request
the city attorney for advice as to the legal features involved.
Little or no objection was raised to the location of the
studios, but some of the persons living near them complained about unusual noises. The city attorney said that
most of these objections are of no consequence because
they can be remedied by merely applying the present laws.
William Mead, representing the Chamber of Commerce,
urged the council to take no drastic action, pointing out
that the motion picture industry is one of the biggest in
Southern California and should be encouraged.
Mr. Mead said, however, no one would object to an
ordinance which will permit the enlargement of the studios
upon a limited scale.
It is believed more than probable that the zones will be
left almost as they now are, and the motion picture producers will be compelled to go into the one big zone south
of the Hollywood cemetery if they want larger quarters.
Wallace

MacDonald

to

Join

the

Colors.

Wallace MacDonald will finish his Triangle contract at
the conclusion of "Marked Cards," and leaves at once for
his home in Halifax, where he will become a private in the
Tenth Siege Battery of the Royal Canadian Artillery, Fort
Cambridge, N. S., C. E. F.
MacDonald has been with the Triangle since November,
coming from the eastern Vitagraph. He enlisted in the
Royal Flying Corps on February 12, but was rejected on
account
of eyesight.
Find "Spirit of '76" in Plumber's
Room.
Found
with
a
considerable
amount
of
"The
Spirit
of 76"
film, the picture which resulted in the conviction
of Robert
Goldstein, the promoter, by a federal grand jury, Lee C.
Miller, thirty-four years old, a plumber, was held May 30
by the police war squad on a charge of suspicion of violating the Espionage Act. Miller was arrested at 846 Francisco street by officer Lucas, who had been watching the
man for several days.
According to the war squad operatives Miller also had
two books by Pastor Russell and a considerable amount
of literature published by the International Bible Students'
Association.
The portions of the film, which, the police say, are those
stricken torium
outbecause
before
the picture
shown ofat the
Clune's
Audiof their
flagrant was
violation
Espionage
Act, have been held by Miller for several months.
Clifford Photoplay Company Enlarging Activities.
With the announcement by W. H. Clifford that the
Clifford Photoplay Company will shortly put into production another series of comedies, headed by a well-known
company's Shorty Hamilton
comedian,
comedies, itin isaddition
evident tothatthe this concern
will soon take
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its place among the most productive of the motion picture
organizations
in Los Angeles.
W. H. Clifford has won a reputation as a photo-dramatist,
and it is due entitrely to his skill in his chosen field that
the Shorty Hamilton comedies have been so successful.
Mr. Clifford has now put into production his greatest effort
to date — a multiple-reel, state right production, entitled
"The Black Boomerang," which was written by him as an
answer to "The Clansman." In it are depicted the struggles
of the black race from the time of their leaving Africa as
captives until they gain freedom and educational possibilities inAmerica. Interwoven in the story is a strong love
theme between two white people of the North and South,
with a background of the strong fealty of the negro for his
white master and mistress.
James
Young
Engaged
by Haworth.
Under the direction of William Worthington Sessue
Hayakawa has completed his first picture for the Haworth
Pictures Corporation, entitled "His Birthright," and production will soon be started on the second Hayakawa feature, which has been given the name "The Temple of
Dusk."
The story was written by Frances
Marion.
James Young, who recently directed Hayakawa at the
Lasky studios, has been engaged to direct Hayakawa's
second picture, and will alternate with Director Worthington in the production of these features.
"His Birthright" soon will be released on the Mutual
program.
Unique
Theater
for Arcadia.
Using eucalyptus logs and palms to produce a rustic
effect and yet to provide a quiet elegance, Mrs. Ruth Cassill,
proprietor of the Colonial theater in Monrovia, will construct a moving picture theater in the little town of
Arcadia, Cal. It is expected construction will start about
June 3.
The theater will follow the general style of an airdome.
Inside the entrance will be a pergola, where soft drinks,
sandwiches, pastry and candy will be served. This will be
set with palms and hanging baskets. An orchestra has been
obtained and will play at each performance. The theater
will cater particularly to the men who will be quartered at
the
Aviation
campwill
andbewill
be known
as the "Outpost." The
seating
capacity
about
800.
Friend
Judge
and an
visit to
"She

of King Albert of Belgium
Visits Miss Bara.
Louis Lazard, of the Brussels Board of Commerce
intimate friend of King Albert of Belgium, paid a
Miss Theda Bara.
is a remarkable
woman,"
said the judge
after
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Farnum's first picture, "The Light of the Western
Stars.'
The picture will be shown in the ballroom of the RitzCarlton
Hotel in New
York
before a specially invitee
audience.
Dustin Farnum, the star; Winifred Kingston, his leading
woman; Mrs. Kingston, her mother, and Charles Swickard
Mr. Farnum's director, will be taken to Xew York by Harrj
Sherman in order to attend the preview.
Production
has been started at the Sherman
studios or

Dustin Farnum and Harry A. Sherman
the second of the Dustin Farnum features, which is
picturization of Jackson Gregory's popular story. "The Wo
Breed," which recently appeared as a magazine serial an
which also has been published in book form. As in a
Sherman productions, Dustin Farnum will be seen in tl
leading role.
Los Angeles Film Brevities.
Belle Bennett, popular Triangle leading woman, and wide
known as the godmother of the boys at the San Pedro Su
marine Base, has returned to the studio after a serious i
ness of several weeks. Miss Bennett suffered a nervo
breakdown immediately after she had completed "The La
Rebel," and her condition was so serious that it was nece
s.ary for her to undergo hospital treatment.
She has e
tirelv recovered.

* * *

Alma
Angeles
work up
is
held

Rubens, Triangle player who has been in a L'
hospital, is again at the Culver City studios at
going
bv herahead
illness.on "The Painted Lily," which had bet

* * *

J. B. Woodside, for the past two years advertising at
publicity manager of the Triangle Film Corporation, has tei
dered his resignation. Ivan St. John, assistant publicity d
rector, has been appointed his successor.

Left

to

Right:

Monroe
Lathrop, Theda
Louis Lazard.

Bara

and

Judge

leaving Miss Bara, "and I have occasion to know that she
is the idol of the Belgian populace, especially among those
who are at the present time in England and have the
opportunity to see Miss Bara in the pictures."
Premiere
of Dustin Farnum
Picture at Ritz-Carlton.
What will be one of the most elaborate presentations of
a screen feature ever made has been arranged by Harry
A. Sherman, president and general manager of the Sherman
Productions.
Inc.. for the premier presentation
of Dustin

STRAND COMEDY TO BOOST "SMOKES" FUND.
Due to the patriotic interest displayed by D. J. Sulliva
assistant general manager of the Mutual Film Corporatio
"Our Boys in France Tobacco Fund" will receive a re;
impetus
in connection
Mutual comedy
release. with "My Lady Nicotine, " a one-re'
Arrangements have just been consummated between M
Sullivan and Bert Ennis, director of publicity for "Our Bo>
in France Tobacco Fund," whereby the Strand Corned
featuring Miss Billy Rhodes will be released in conjunctio
with the splendid work of supplying our American soldiet
"Over There" with the much-needed "smokes."
METRO MAN IN ARMY PLANT.
Rutgers Neilson has resigned from the publicity staff c
the Metro Pictures Corporation to accept an editorial pos
tion at the United States army gas defense plant, at Lon
Island City. Neilson is glad to join forces with Uncle San
having tried for some time to enter Government war servici
He was unable to qualify for active military duty because c
a minor physical disqualification.
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National Association Chiefs Confer
Listen to Reports on Accomplishments of the Year and Plan
for Enlarged Activities in the Future.
THE most representative gathering of officials ol the
film companies held in over a year took place at the
Hotel Astor, New
York, on Wednesday, June 5. The
ailed for the purpose of reviewing the present
ition of the business and incidentally
the activities of
Association of the Motion Picture Industry and
the National
arious committees.
Special reference was made to the
and efficient cooperation rendered to the various
irtments of the Government
in the prosecution
of the
President William A. Brady referred to the aid given by
the film and screen in floating the Third Liberty Loan and
in the Red Cross Second War Fund drive.
It was announced
that individuals and companies
identified with the industry
Jit ten millions of Third Liberty Loan bonds and that
ard of one hundred millions in bonds were sold to the
public through the splendid cooperation given by the motion
re theaters throughout the United States.
Many other accomplishments were referred to and an
invitation extended to some of the companies which were
represented and were not members to join so as to particiactively in the counsels of the organization, which
comprises forty-five producing companies, twelve distributcorporations and eighteen supply and equipment
concerns.
President Brady announced that meetings of each of the
branches of the National Association would be held
during June to nominate directors to be elected at the annual
meeting of the association in Boston during the week of
July 13-20. The directors elected at Boston will elect the
officers of the National Association for the ensuing year.
This meeting will be held coincident with the convention of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America and the
National Motion Picture Exposition in Mechanics Hall.
William Fox was invited by President Brady, with the
consent of all present, to take the chair, and after setting
forth his own views in regard to the status of the industry
at the present time, called upon the film company executives
to offer any suggestions or ideas with a view to securing
unity of action, and for the purpose of coordinating the
various branches of the industry for action upon any matters
in relation to Government cooperation. Among those participating in the discussion were President Brady, P. A.
Powers, Walter W. Irwin, Samuel Goldfish. Arthur S. Friend,
I. Robert Rubin, Lee A. Ochs, Ernest H. Horstmann and
Alfred S. Black.
Waterson R. Rothacker of Chicago, who recently had been
appointed by President Brady as chairman of the membership committee for the Middle West, announced that there
were several companies represented which desired to join
the National Association. Among these were the Mutual
Film Corporation and the Essanay Film Company of Chicago,
Educational Film Corporation of America, Baumer Films,
Inc.. Haworth Pictures Corporation and the Art Film
Laboratories of New York. Immediately upon receiving this
splendid report from Mr. Rothacker President Brady stated
he would appoint Mr. Rothacker as chairman of a national
membership committee, which designation was promptly
accepted.
This is the biggest membership gain by the National
Association at any single meeting since its inception two
years ago, and the month of June will establish a new record
for additions to the membership rolls of the association. Mr.
Rothacker announced that he would remain in New York a
few days to perfect plans for the national committee and
upon his return to Chicago would leave at once for the
Pacific Coast for the purpose of lining up all the companies
which
not identified
in any way with' the association
throughareEastern
connections.
With a view to perfecting the plans for providing closer
relationship with the Government activities and to render
every possible aid to the various Federal committees, a
committee was appointed with one representative from each
branch of the industry, which is to be known as the committee on ways and means and which held its first meeting
at the office of the association on Thursday, June 6. The
committee comprises the following: Producers, Arthur S.
Friend; distributors, Walter W. Irwin; supply and equipment,
Edward Earl; laboratories, W. R. Rothacker; exporters,
David P. Howells ; National Exhibitors' League. Lee A. Ochs;
American Exhibitors' Association, H. B. Varner.
A plan was adopted for proving adequate funds to carry
on the work of the association by the appointment
of a
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finance committee compo ed ol the following: P, A Po>
Arthur S. Friend, William Fox, Rieord Gradwell, J. I
Brulatout and fames M . Sheldon.
his the pin
itlj i" extend th<
nd a< ' n itiei
oi the National Association th
linating vari
oils branches ol the trade which are not in any ■•
nected with the ii\<- branches of the national organization.
It i> contended thai two thuds ol the work at tin
lion's
limes Building
is devoted
patrioticheadquarters
endeavoi andin !•'theGovernment
cooperation,
entailingt"
expenses which must be provided for.
The association has outgrown the present quarters, which
have been occupied for two years, and it is not improbable
that a readjustment of the offices will !><■ made in the near
future to provide room i"i the addition to the executive stait
and in other ways carrj on the constantly growing ni
ol the association, which since its inception, two years i
has done so much to advance the interest of the industry and
place it upon a parallel basis with the national organizations
representing
the other great industries
of the nation.

Western Theaters Is Now bnited, Limited
Amalgamation

of Canadian Concerns in Million-Dollar Corporation— Aim
to Secure
Larger
Attractions.

ONE

of the largest deals put through in Canadian theatrical circles was completed June 1 when an agreement was entered into whereby the Western Theater
Company, Limited, amalgamated its interests under a new
million-dollar corporation, to be known as the United
'Theaters, Limited.
The combination was not brought about through the
desire of any of the parties in the deal to dominate the
situation in Northwestern Canada, but all agreed that conditions existing in the territory made it absolutely necessary for the big exhibitors to pool their interests in order
to secure the best possible attractions for their various
theaters.
The officers of the new company are: J. R. Muir, president; M. I. Barr, vice-president; j. A. Schuberg, secretarytreasurer, and W. P. Dewees, general manager.
Any one who has followed their successful records in the
theater business in Western Canada for the past eighteen
years will have little doubt as to the future success of this
new and gigantic
enterprise.
Mr. Muir is one of the pioneer moving picture exhibitors
of Vancouver, having started in the business here when it
was in its infancy, and through successful management has
succeeded in advancing his interests to such an extent that
at the time of this amalgamation he was in control of three
of the most successful theaters in Western Canada— the
Dominion theater of Vancouver, the Dominion of Victoria
and the Dominion of Nanaimo.
Mr. Barr, who is one of the associates of Mr. Muir, has not
been actively engaged in the moving picture business in the
past, butcessful
is business
one men.
of Vancouver's best known and most suc-

Mr. Schuberg is one of the best known and most successful moving picture exhibitors in Western Canada, having in
the city of Winnipeg alone theatrical holdings which will
aggregate well on to half a million dollars, besides being
heavily interested in the western theater enterprises in
Vancouver. Taking into consideration the fact that these
interests are practically allied at the present time the new
company has an additional strength when it comes to buying power that it is believed will be impossible for any other
such concern in Western Canada to equal.
Mr. Dewees, the general manager, upon whom falls the
responsibility of securing attractions for the various theaters, isone of the best posted film men in the dominion,
and his reputation for square dealing and his widespread
connections in the film centers will assure this new company of the hearty support of all the film concerns both in
Canada and the United States. This combination will in no
way affect the present arrangement under which the various
theaters are working with the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, Limited, of Canada.

SPEIRO IS OFF FOR SPARTANBURG.
Called to the colors under the draft. Gerald B. Speiro, who
has been in the publicity department of the Fox Film' Corporation for the last two years, has been sent to Camp
Wadsworth at Spartanburg. S. C. Earlv in the war Mr.
Speiro, who is a graduate of Columbia, volunteered for the
aviation section of the Signal Corps, hut was rejected because of defective eyesight. Before his departure, Mr. Speiro
was presented a wrist watch by his friends.
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Universal to Make Films for Government
Under Authority of Creel Committee Will Issue Fortnightly
Series Devoted
to War Activities.
Company has again
Manufacturing
Film
THE Universal
been designated by the United States Government as
the agency through which to discharge one of its most
important and necessary war-time functions. Ever since
we have been at war with Germany and more particularly
recently there has been a desire to know what we are doing
to win the war — what weapons we are using, how they are
turned out, what are the actual conditions of training, how
the boys live, how they fight and how they play. There are
many things that cannot be told about our war work, but
there are many, many things that can, and every government realizes that the telling of these is the greatest force
which can be exerted in creating and increasing the morale
of a great army.
There are only two ways to build up this morale — through
the newspapers and on the motion picture screen. The
Government has already utilized the animated weeklies
extensively in waking up the country to the reality of war.
The Agricultural Department entrusted to the Universal a
most important contract dealing with its activities. A great
official recognition of the essential character of the motion
picture screen is the placing with Universal, through the
Committee on Public Information, of a commission to film
a series of single-reel features on "The Wonders of Our
War Work," and to circulate them through the medium of
the Universal exchanges, one every other week.
The first five of these subjects already have been suggested and written by Rufus Steele, the magazine writer
and novelist, and known as the author of "The Eagle's
Wings,"
a film which
played a part
preparing
thiswar.
country
for the industrial
mobilization
whichin is
to win the
Mr.
Steele was drafted into service, and is now a member of
the division of films, Committee on Public Information.
Mr. Steele is selecting a list of authorities on other Government activities. These men will write seven or more
features in the series, all of which will bear the official
sanction and authority of the Committee on Public Information. The release date of the first subject will be announced
as soon as it is finished and sanctioned. It will be available
also through the company's twenty foreign offices, for the
Government desires these films to circulate in foreign
countries as well as in America.
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will be the Frank A. Keeney picture, "A Romance of the
Underworld," which will be ready for showings about the
middle of June. Mr. Sherry says he believes this production
will "go over big."

Jones a Believer in War Films
Chicago Exhibitor Says Box Office Figures Show They Have
Done a Lot to Boost Business Generally.

Jones', inLinick
chief executive
JONES,
AAROX
Schaefer,
First National
franchiseof holders
Illinois,&
who has a directing finger in a score of Chicago's
amusement enterprises, spent several days in New York
recently and predicts that the silent drama will score as
often as Ty Cobb this summer. He thinks it will be one of
the best seasons on record, both for the downtown and
outlying houses.
"I saw a line extending two hundred feet out into Randolph street during a heavy downpour of rain last Tuesday,"
said Mr. Jones, "and if people can stand a drenching to see
a picture I do not think a little torrid weather will bother
them. Of course 'Cleopatra' is an unusual picture, and I
think I'd take a little ducking myself if I couldn't see this
Fox masterpiece otherwise, but the report from motion
picture houses generally is most encouraging. 'Tarzan of
the Apes,' which also enjoyed a record run at the Colonial,
will have one of the largest bookings locally of an}' picture
in which I have been concerned.
"The war films have done a lot to boost the picture business, too. Some people may say that the public gets enough
of the war from the press and from personal relations and
prefers light comedy for its amusement, but box office figures
do not uphold this argument. The war films are educational
and inspiring. Truthful delineation on the screen and stage
of the European horrors awakens the public to the real situation and the desperateness of it. It inspires them to 'get
into the game,' or, if they cannot actually get into it, to give
for the support of those who do.
"Much credit is to be given to men who produce such film
masterpieces as 'Gerard's Four Years in German}',' 'The Unbeliever,' 'Hearts of the World' and 'Over the Top.'
"There is no doubt, too, that the popular price of the
motion picture is appealing to the masses these days. We
should be glad that we can get such entertainment at from
15 cents to a dollar, and I am quite sure that the public is
going to take that view of it throughout the coming warm

Sennott to Open Sherry Exchanges
General Manager of New Service Will Cover Eastern Territory, While D. J. Savage Tours Western.
NORMAN
J. SENNOTT, general manager of the new
William L. Sherry service, has left New York to open
nine exchanges. He departed May 23 for Cleveland.
Mr. Sennott will cover the country east of the Mississippi
River and including the Mississippi Valley. He will open
exchanges in Cleveland, Chicago, Cincinnati, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, Atlanta and either Washington or Philadelphia. In each case a completely equipped
exchange will be installed, each office to conform in size to
the territory allotted to it and will be patterned after plans
laid out by Mr. Sherry regarding size of floor space, vault
space, inspection room, etc, etc.
While Mr. Sennott is working his way through the eastern
and central portion of the country, D. J. Savage, formerly
with Mr. Sherry, will cover the west and arrange offices at
principal distributing points there. Both will be gone from
New York at least a month and possibly two months.
Among the latest accessions to the Sherry forces are Tack
Goldstein, formerly of Paramount and more recently of the
United Theaters of America, and E. H. Wells, who has been
with Triangle. Mr. Goldstein will manage one of the exchanges of the Sherry Service, and Mr. Wells will be in
charge of the Detroit exchange. P. H. Smith, now with
Triangle, will join the Sherry organization on June 17, as
general salesman for New York City.
Exchanges of the new service have now been opened in
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago
and Kansas City. The general manager, N. J. Sennott, and the
general sales manager, Daniel J. Savage, are busily engaged
in visiting the principal distributing points of the country
and opening exchanges.
During the hist few weeks Mr. Sherry has received a number of applications for immediate distribution of pictures.
These he was unable to take eare of because there had not
been time to get his organization in shape. Now, however,
he announces that he is ready for business. His first release

months."
Sherry

to Distribute De Luxe Pictures

Exchangeman
and
President
Deitrich
Make
Agreement
Whereby Latter Is to Produce Four to Eight
Subjects Yearly.
OF especial interest to exhibitors is the announcement
that William L. Sherry, head of the William L. Sherry
Service, and Theodore C. Deitrich, president of De
Luxe Pictures, Inc., have entered into an agreement whereby
all of the Doris Kenyon pictures will be distributed through
the new Sherry organization. These pictures are said to be
of an artistic character. They are being produced by Miss
Kenyon's own company, of which Mr. Deitrich is president
and general manager. The first release will be "The Street
of Seven Stars," described as "a superlative, six-reel photoplay." It is by Mary Roberts Rinehart, from her story of
the same name. The popularity of the story is demonstrated
by the fact that it already lias had a sale of more than
250,000 copies in book form. The picture was produced
under the direction of John B. O'Brien.
Under the terms of agreement between Mr. Deitrich and
Mr. Sherry a minimum of four pictures and a maximum of
eight will be produced each year for an extended term of
years, with Miss Kenyon as star. Mr. Deitrich now has
the motion picture rights on stories by half a dozen of the
Foremost authors of the world.
"I am convinced Air. Sherry will not merely make a success
of the Kenyon pictures," said Mr. Deitrich, "but also of his
new distributing agency. He has wide experience to build
upon, and he is getting together a force of men well versed
in all the details of the marketing end of the business and
absolutely loyal to their chief. Mr. Sherry is also distributing the Frank A. Keeney pictures, with Catherine Calvert
as star, but will not allow the distribution of the pictures
of either concern to interfere in any way with those of the
other. As in the case of the Keenev pictures, no pains or
expense has been spared to make the Kenvon pictures first
class in every particular."
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Hutchinson Offers Big Money for Scripts

to Pay at
He i> Ready
Announces
as $25,000 for a Story.
l S. Hutchinson of the AmeriPRESIDENT Samue
can Film Company, Inc., has thrown his ha1 into the
s^-nario market. He announces that he stands ready
to pay anywhere from $1,000 to $25,000 for stories from which
future American productions will be made. He asserts that
the vers best is none too pood for him; that he wants to
cas forereceive stories, scripts, scenarios, etc., from Ameri
most authors; that he well realizes he will be expected to
pa) unusuallv high prices for the best work ol Americas
best authors, but that he is eager and willing to pay almost
price if he can only obtain the high type of story he
.
eeking.
American'*

President
High

"I am convinced the story is the thing, said Mr. Hutchinson. "We all know the story is the foundation of every big
motion picture success. The best director and the best star
in the world are handicapped from the start when called
upon to work with a mediocre story. The better the story
the better the finished picture, providing the star and the
director are worthy of their opportunity.
"We have determined to go after the finest stories that
"and
have ever been screened," continued Mr. Hutchinson,
if money will bring them to us we are going to pet them.
We are prepared to pay anywhere from $1,(HHI to $25,000 for
stories from which to make forthcoming American feature
pictures. We invite the foremost authors of the entire
world to submit the children of their brains to us. We bar
none. There is no author living who is too big, too well
known, too famous, for us to consider purchasing his story.
By that I mean whose work is beyond our price. We shan't
accept anybody's story solely because it was written by this
or that author of note. The author's name means nothing
to us. His fame won't sell his story to us. The story will
be chosen purely on its merits.
"We will consider not alone the works of famous authors,
original manuscripts, etc., but will be willing to buy the
motion picture rights to proved stage successes, famous
books, or simply a big idea for a play. It's the story, the
plot, the theme we are after. We place no restrictions upon
the author. We don't specify he shall write a drama or
comedy, or a comedy-drama for us. We'll consider them
all. He isn't required to submit a script for a five or a six
or an eight or a ten reel feature. We'll decide how long
the picture shall be after we buy the story. The stories
don't have to be fitted to the personality of any particular
star. We will go after the necessary stars if we haven't
them already on our payrolls.
"Authors may rest assured that adequate production will
be given their stories. We would never think of offering
such prices for stories unless we were prepared to spend a
proportionate amount upon staging the plav properly. It
would be folly to invest $1,000 or $5,000 or $25,000 in a story
and then set about making a mediocre film. Ample time will
be taken with each production to make certain that we
properly present it. But first of all we must have the
stories. We expect to be ready to release these subjects
some time in the fall."

Perret to Make Patriotic Series
Pictures Are Designed to Illustrate the Growth of Fraternal
Feeling
Between
France
and America.
OXE
of the interesting happenings of the past week was
the occasion of the commencement of the production
of a patriotic series of films when on Friday afternoon, June 7, before a gathering composed of representatives
of the press and prominent persons, including M. E. Ratisbone, chief of the French photographic division ; M. Aimel,
editor-in-chief of the French publication The New France;
M. Gaston Liebort, French consul; M. Maracine, French
vice-consul; M. Guy, head of the department of French
propaganda in the United States, and M. Lucien Muratore,
the French opera star, one of the big scenes of the first of
the series was enacted by a cast headed by Dolores Cassinelli and directed by Leonce Perret. The scene of the
gathering was at the Leonce Perret Studio (Pathe), 134th
street and Park avenue, New York.
This series of films is intended to portray the growing
fraternity between the peoples of the United States and
France which has been brought about by the war. One of
the points upon which Director Perret will dwell in the
making of the series is the manner in which our American
boys are being received in French homes.
The particular set, which was erected for the occasion,
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was unusually elaborate, and viewed either from the gallery
oi the studio ..i from a pomt oi vantage on the platform,
which commanded a deep perspective, which included a
drawing room scene in the front with deep staircase and
ballroom

in

the

rear,

was

very

impressive

ll

the

series

lues up to what might be expected from Friday's demonstration it will surely be something worth while.
Dolores Cassinelli and E. K. Lincoln acted a- hosts, and
Berved the quests with refreshments. A stirring add
was made i>\ \|. Ratisbone, in which he paid tribute to M.
I'eiiet and Ins company, and also r.ad a Inter from
Captain Henry Tardieu, head .it the French High I
mission to the United States, offering M. Perret every ofn< ial
co operation on the part of the French Government toward
the SUCCeSS

of his venture.

Hodkinson Optimistic on Return of Trip
After

Absence

RETURNING,

from

New
York
fidence in Industry's

after

a

trip

Film Man
Expresses
Future Welfare.
of

over

four

months.

ConW.

W.

Hodkinson seemed very pleased ami well satisfied t,, i,,
back at his office at ?27 fifth avenue.
After expressing;
pleasure in the appearance of his offices, winch have been
extensively enlarged and altered in his absence, Mr. Hodkinson replied to the usual questions of what his opinion was
after making his trip by saying:
"I see no reason for the pessimism expressed by some
members of the industry. My observations and results obtained while in the field have brought to me a sense of
optimism and confidence not only in our own success, but
also in the future welfare of the entire industry.
"As everyone is already aware, the Hodkinson co-partnership plan has embraced practically the entire western
half of the United States, and the biggest and best exhibitors
of that territory are with us.
"While compared to the mushroom (so-called) growth of
some new schemes in the market this may not appear in its
true perspective, but experience teaches us that any project
of merit built on principle and right is slow rather than swift
in its advance, yet, with all its development, just as with our
plan, is sure and steady.
"A sense of responsibility to the exhibitor led me to delay
certain plans of my own in order to see that the product
which at present forms the basis of Hodkinson Service was
made sure and settled. The results obtained in the reorganization of Paralta have made us all feel reassured and satisfied that in the future our plans will go ahead, and we shall
be able to supply the exhibitor with the standard quality of
product that we have assured him.
"Probably but one thing that will be most evident to the
exhibitor as an earnest of our good faith and desire to give
him only the best lies in the institution of a new series
featuring Miss Glaum."

Select's Eastern Managers to Meet

Conference in New York Will Inaugurate Series of Similar
Sessions to Be Held Throughout the Country.
A

SUMMONS to a conference of Select branch managers,
to be held in the home office June 12 and 13, has been
issued by General Manager Arthur S. Kane. This
meeting will be attended by branch managers whose exchanges are near New York. It will be followed by a similar
conference held with Chicago as its central point, and this
will be followed by other conferences to be held in other
parts of the country, which will in the end have embraced
all of the Select branches.
The New York conference will be attended by Henrv
Siegel of the New York Exchange; Max Wilder, Philadelphia; Charles R. Rogers, Boston; S. S. Webster, Buffalo;
V. P. WHiitaker, Washington; Leo F. Levison, Pittsburgh;
Sam E. Morris, Cleveland, and T. O. Tuttle, Atlanta. J. S.
Woody, field manager, will come on from St. Louis, and for
the home office, besides General Manager Kane, President
Lewis J. Selznick, Treasurer Morris Kohn and others will
attend the conference.
This is the first occasion since the organization of the
company that the Select Corporation has brought its branch
officials together for a confab. Therefore, many of the
branch managers will become acquainted with managers in
other exchanges for the first time, and also this will mark
the first visit to the home office of some of the men.
The second of the series of conferences will be held at
Chicago, where Select's office is presided over by Fred
Aiken, June 19 and 20. President Selznick and General
Manager Kane will go to Chicago for that purpose.
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First National Gets "Pershing's Crusaders"

Committee

on

Public
Information
Announces
That
Government
tributing Company Will Handle
Production.

Dis-

THE

Committee
on Public Information
has just made
another important move.
Announcement is made by
Charles S. Hart, director of the division of films, that
the contract for national distribution has been awarded to
the
First
National
Exhibitors'
to this
matter
Mr. Hart
said: Circuit, Inc. With reference

"In placing 'Pershing's Crusaders,' the
officialchannels,
feature,
for distribution through regular motionfirst
picture
our purpose is to have it reach the largest possible number
of people.
"While the First National Exhibitors' Circuit will handle
this picture, nationally, it has been necessary to withhold
the states of California, North Dakota and Michigan because of contracts which already existed to handle United
States war pictures through their State Councils of Defense. Exhibitors in these three states will apply to their
State Councils for bookings.
"The circulation
'Pershing's
to within
the public,
reaching
as it will ofpeoples
of allCrusaders'
nationalities
the
United States, should have, and without doubt will have, a
most beneficial effect.
"The primary object of the United States official films is
to publish information of our Government's war activities.
Hardly a home in the land but has sent at least one boy to
the front; then each has contributed money to the Red
Cross, the Y. M. C. A., bought Liberty Bonds and in other
ways supported war enactments. Naturally, these patriotic
citizens want to know how their boys are being cared for
and what is being done with this money. United States
Official War Films tell the complete story. They depict
more graphically than words the actual facts.
"It seems unnecessary to add that the sole purpose for
the existence of this division is to help win the war. It
helps by making pictures such as 'Pershing's Crusaders'
and then arranging for their most thorough and rapid distribution to the waiting public.
"Other feature films will be released from time to time.
Several of these are already in preparation. Like 'Pershing's Crusaders,'
they then
will be
played byfirst
by this ondivision
in
the large
cities and
released
contract
bids for
distribution through the motion picture agencies. A war
review will also be another form of film release, arrangements for which are not fully consummated."

WORLD

PRODUCES

MARAVENE

THOMPSON

STORY.

The first motion picture to be written by Maravene
Thompson, the famous writer, whose stories appear in
leading periodicals, and whose novels are best sellers, has
been made by World Pictures. This picture bears the title
of "The Heart of a Girl," and it will be published by the
World on July 1. Barbara Castleton and Irving Cummings
are the stars in this production.
"The Heart of a Girl' is refreshingly novel in theme and
presentation. It will receive much attention throughout
the industry because of the fact that it was written by
Mrs. Thompson and because Barbara Castleton, the newest
World star, is the star of the production. It was directed
by John G Adolf.
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Don't Forget Flag Day Is June 14
Laemmle
Passes on
Exhibitors
Made by Patrioticto Societies.

the

Request

99

PRESIDENT Carl Laemmle of the Universal
neFilm Company has made a personal request of all Ju
of the motion
picture trade papers that thev concentrate in their
news columns in order to call the attention of the exhibitors
of the country the importance of properly celebrating flag
day on June 14 next, the one hundred forty-first birthday
ot the Stars and Stripes.

The appeal by Mr. Laemmle was sent out at the request
ot several patriotic societies, among them the National
Security League. The appeal from the latter savs :
"We are extremely anxious to have the motion picture
houses take up Flag Day,
as we think it would have a good
effect upon their patrons, it being the first time in a long
time that an appeal was made to patriotism which at the
same time was not an appeal to the pocket book"
Mr. Laemmle suggests that for June 14 everv motion picture in the country decorate its lobbv with the Stars and
Stripes to the exclusion of every other flag. He also suggests that the screen might be banked with American
kept ripphng continually with breezes from electric fans. flags

Mae Marsh, Philosopher
MAE

MARSH is as varied in her moods off the screen
as she is on it, and always she is a delightful, appealing girl, beloved by her associates at the Goldwvn
Mudios and adored by her familv, her friends and her
servants. Success has not spoiled her, nor has she lost one
whit of her enthusiasm over appearing in motion pictures
Success in any other field of endeavor brings hardships
she said to a visitor at the studio the other day. "but with"
me everything is ideal.
Life is glorious,
and
just the joy of living
and being young
and
knowing
that my efforts are appreciated —
it is all too wonderful.
"All my life I have
read
biographies
of
actors, singers, artists
and workers in various
fields, and I learned —
even before I dreamed
N.
of being an actress myself— that
success
is
never achieved without
sacrifice. Think of the
writers, the scientists
and the great figures in
the world's history who
have toiled for years
without a tithe of the
material
success
w e
Mae Marsh.
girls intures motion
picenjoy. Indeed,
many
a great genius
has passed on with no reward at all. Not that I call myself
a great genius, but I do enjoy the reward."
Rarely does Mae Marsh go to the theater. She prefers
to spend her evenings receiving her girl friends or trying
her hand at sculpture, an avocation in which she shows real
talent. Public restaurants do not know her, for when it is
necessary to seek refreshment away from her home Mae
Marsh makes her way to her natural environment, a charming tea shop. To keep herself unknown to the public, except
through her work on the screen, might be said to be her
mission in life.
E. C. JENSEN
JOINS
THE
ARMY.
E. C. Jensen, who for some time has been western manager for World Pictures, with headquarters in San Francisco, is among the World men now in the army.
Mr. Jensen answered the call of the last May draft from
his board in Brooklyn, and was assigned to service at Camp
Upton. Long Island. Mr. Jensen, who is but twenty-three
years old. has covered America from coast to coast and
from Canada to Mexico in the interests of World Pictures,
during the past two years. His genial smile and his ready
humor has endeared him to hundreds of exhibitors, who
will hear of his army service with much interest. It is said
of Mr. Jensen that he personally knows as many exhibitors
as any other man in the film industry.
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Rambles 'Round Filmtown
With WALTER

Listen to "The Warwhoop."
(Reviewed by Our Own Cowboy Critic.)
Yip! Yip! Yip!
Gosh-ding it all, this is some Whopper
of a picture!
Don't be afraid of it, Mr. Exhibitor!
You can bring 'em in with this and send
the shivers down
their spines.
The heroine. Miss Gerty Gethere, is all
to the mustard. So is the hero, for that
matter.
Everybody
is all there in this picture.
Get it Old Kid: you can't miss it with this!
And the "Willun" is a wonder.
— w s s—
Actor Applies "Three-in-One."
Arnold
Daly, star of "My Own
United
States." is one of the few actors who can
see himself as "himself," his "father" and
"grandfather"
all in one production.
In
the Screen Classics, Inc., picture he plays
the part of the three generations of Philip
Nolans. — Metro Publicity.
■— w s s
Found Among the Missing.
Publicity for the Beverly Bruce film
productions that blossomed so profusely
in early Spring, has not been followed by
the pictures then so fulsomely promised.
The stuff made good copy, at all events.

An
Eddie

Advocate
of Longer
Rosenbaum,
a kin
declares
thai exhlbltoi
be ad> si tlsl ng 1 1
■■ 'To ii. 11 with the Kal ■ c

K. HILL.

W

S 8

W

8 8

■\ Square Deal" from Mutual
lot mi- New | Hi ...lino-.
i inlj
."
Somebodj
been complalnli
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MAURICE TOURNEUR rises to protest
"The
vampire.
Inst the screen
all wrong,"
vamp is psychologlcall)
"I do not believe
declares the producer.
that any man, unless ho himself wills
it. can become the victim of any woman
after the fashion of the hypnotized slaves
of the film vampire. This idea that the
vampire can make a captive of any man
by merely rolling her eyes in his direction is as far from life as the Kaiser
rom success.
"In the tirst place, the very makeup and
dross of the vampire would put any man
upon his guard. That's \vh>- 1 protest
st the sneering, wriggling, cigarettesmoking vampire of the films. There ain't
no 'such' cold-blooded being in real life.
(>n the other hand, the really deadly female is the little ingenue type of cutie
who radiates innocence and guilelessness.
Tin re are more men led astray by pure
than by impure
women.
"I understand that a play called 'A
There Was'.', based on the Kipling
poem, started the vampire craze on the
and that it soon spread to tinmovies. The studio demand for tiger-skin
ruus. peacock feathers and cigarettes has
appalling.
vamps
everywhere. And onlyWe've
last had
season
a certain
stage comedy advertised its baby vampire.
•The authors of that piece had the right
idea Let wives look to the bolts of then
windows and doors when the guileless
vampire approaches."
Once in a blue moon a man of authority.
.nee. sound judgment, and full menquipment, tackles a screen problem
and disposes of the matter so completely
that no room is left to say one single
word in addition thereto. Certainly it
would be wrong for a space-killer of
experience as The Rambsuchler toimmature
attempt any comment.
But we are quite willing to contribute
any or all of the good white paper that
has been assigned to our meanderings; to
open this department to a full and fr<
discussion of this vampire business that
it may be officially, finally, fully and
authoritatively settled once and for all.
Let any and all who have defenses of
the vampire to submit, speed their screeds
by first post or special messenger.
— w s s—
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'Nother Little Pal for Doc. Muck.
Musical director with the companj playing "A Trip to Chinatown"
on a tour
of the
arm]
cantonments
is entitled
Richard BZleaerllng.
— w s s
Fox
publicists
are
changing
places,
Dave Morriasey, who has been editli
News, going to tin- Coast to replace Stuart
AtChlSOn,
who has just returned
to New
York to assume the vacant editorial chair,
— w s s—
l'athe Serial as Summer
Tonie. — Motion
Picture
News
Headline.
I'.e\ 0 '.'
— w s s
Empy
House
Drug
on the Market.
Mayville, N. D. — Monroe Drug Company
has
sold
Mayville
theater
to Charles
Tolan. — Moving Picture
— w s s World.

YeggS Hike the Washington's Makings.
— Moving
Picture World Headline.
ling
Durham
they
need
"Over
— w s s—
A question
to be determined
by GoldThere."
wynWill
: Harold Bolster up the exchange
business?
— w s s
Swift-Moving
Serial Scores.
* * * At that time the soporific effects produced by one
of the earliest
serials were
still remembered,
and the
general
opinion
among
show
men
in
Argentina
was
that American
pictures
would drive away even the chairs in the
theaters. — Moving Picture World.
— w s s—
Randolph Bartlett has resigned as Eastern representative of Photoplay Magazine
to take up the more active life of a daily
newspaper
worker.
It is believed
that
Julian Johnston will return to his former
position, now vacated by Mr. Bartlett.
— w s s—
Viola Dana at last has her "Opportunity"
in Metro releases.
She is now preparing
to take advantage of it.
— w s s—
Cerberus
Changes
His Location.
Henry Warwick, who has been associated with World-Pictures since last fall,
nearly succeeded in emulating the achievement of the master who painted grapes
so naturally that the birds peeked at
them. Under the direction of Travers
Vale he is playing the part of a distinguished foreign diplomat which calls for
a full square beard, in the manhandling
of which
Mr. Warwick
excels.
Coming across on the Fort Lee ferry
for location in New York Mr. Warwick
left the motor car to stretch his legs
and fondle his beard. Frock-coated, silkhatted and dark-spectacled, he strolled,
inadvertently, into the ladies' cabin,
where he continued puffing a cigarette.
Cerberus, in the shape of the colored
porter, approached and observing the distinguished foreigner flirting with my
Lady Nicotine in prohibited area, he deferentially removed his cap and with many
bows and quirks thus addressed the "diplomat":
"Beg pardon, boss, beg pardon! — 'scuse
me for mention it boss — but dere am a
regulation which do not permit"
• » »
Approaching a little closer to whisper
apologetically the why and wherefore of
said regulation, the porter glimpsed paint
on Mr. Warwick's face and stepping back
aghast, thundered out:
"No Smoking Dis Side De Boat!"
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\ v. Meeting of Famous Players Now
Adjourned
Morning Telegraph
Headline
"Work or jail" law would seem to
i.e having an early effeel upon thai
to. n of Broadwaj
Known as "The Rlalto."
W

8

H

Man of Letters Becomes Magnate.
a ii bur i ). v. Storej . fresh from
plotting
foi
Universal, "Boyhas Bouts
n<to the a Rescue"
conm
wiih Boy's Life, the official organ of the
Boj Scouts of America, and will begin
;.t ..nee tin- production an. i release "f
Hoy's Life pictures and Boy's Life
Ri view. Tiles.- subjects will i"Btories printed
in ico-ordinated
:..-. '•■ Life ami with
their circulation will be
Boj
Seoul activities throughout
the country.
W 8 S
Consistency being desirable in i i I iii publicity, Lady Tsen Mel's press agent should
have vlsioned his star playing fan-tan for
Thrift Stamps in Philadelphia's City Hall
Square
instead of matching
quarters.
W

8 8

Herald Duffy, who retired from Street &
Smith's
employ,
to become
w.st Coast
studio,
has againpublicist
changedfor hisa
no. de of living.
He is personal
I'. A. for
William
S. Hart.
— w s s
Alice Terry, who has been appearing in
many pieturizations of the famous i >.
Henry stories, has been entertaining her
young godson. The young man is visiting New- York fin- the first time, leaving
his home in Washington to see the Bights
of the Great White Way. Alice insists
that she has seen every Charlie Chaplin
film that was ever made because tinyoungster will never pass a theater where
the noted comedian is playing without
going right in with no questions ask.-.l.
Now for Reissues
New Titles.
— w s and
s
While the Chicago
Herald
is no more,
I.ouella Parsons and Jaunita Hamel, who
formerly
associated
with
films for the
paper that has passed, are much
in evidence at Rosie
Schulsinger's
"manless
luncheons"
hereabouts.
Tne film scribes
may accept as serious some of the flattering offers they have received
to remain
in New York permanently.
— w s s—
Charles Giegrich, with the Morning Telegraph once, is now associated with Universal's
publicity
department.
He
will
specialize in longs, shorts, and mediums
concerning "The —Yellow
w s s — Dog."
Navigating With Precision.
The Simplex machine has in more than
one instance proved itself a good sailor on
Uncle Sams
war vessels.
The moment it
gets aboard
it feels itself perfectly
at
home, and shows that it has sea legs as
steady as an admiral's.
"Collective data would show that the
Simplex machines at sea have not only
proved themselves to be sailors free from
sea sickness," says E. M. Porter, chief
navigator of the Simplex Company, "but
are steady veterans under fire, whether
in action on board ship or within i.
of our competitors'
— w batteries."
s s
We Crawl Into a REAL "Column."
Archy is clamoring to be sent to Washington by aeroplane mail. If we can get
a motor to fit him we intend to turn him
into an aeroplane and let him ramble. —
Don Marquis.
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Taking
a Fling at Efficiency.
World Pictures executives last -week
received a decided jolt when the following- letter was received from a man living- near the Fort Lee Kugel
studio:
■What the hell do you mean by bildin
a wall around your stujio and putting loks
on the doors. Last year I did not hav
to by a stick of wood to bild my chicken
koop this year i got to by and lumber
Is hier than hell."
— w s s—
It is said that Charlie Chaplin's next
picture under the million-dollar contract
National Exhibitors' CirFirst
with cuitthe
will be
a comedy.
— w

s s—

"Much
Bull."
The impression that Charlie Chaplin is
a Spaniard must have grown out of the
"toro mucho" passed freely around regarding his standing in the draft. Please
close the window!
— w s s
New Draft Order May Close Many Pic— Morning Telegraph Headline. ture Theaters.
draft will close more.
Summer's hot-air
■— w s s

Saving Scheme ate.HollyAdopt Dayligght Telegra
ph Headlin
wood.— Mornin
The news has finally reached the Coast.
— w s s—
Seymour.
at Hotel
Excitement
Kitty Gordon attracted large crowds
both Monday and Tuesday nights when
she was photographed in the lobby of a
downtown New York hotel and in a well
known place of amusement for scenes for
"The Scar." —
feature,
World
her
y.
s Publicit
Picture
Worldlatest
— w s s
Edith Storey Company Establishes a
Morning Telegraph HeadHike
line. Record. —
In training against three cents a mile?
— w s s—
Adopts Air Cooling Plan. —
Goldwyn
Morning Telegraph Headline.
Making it harder for the publicity department.
— w s s—
A man posing as the noted artist, Howard Chandler Christy, tried to put over a
Aim flam game on Betty Blythe. He was
a new kind of crook and his plan was
to get into the good graces of people
about the studios and then, when his
chance came, to make a raid on the dressing rooms and steal everything of value
he could find. Betty caught him at his
game and he is now doing time at a noted
state resort on the shores of the Hudson
River.
Bunco
Blythely
Sing Sings.
— w s s
Theda Bara Has Fine Support in "Fool
There AVas." — Morning Telegraph Headline.
We noticed that in "Cleopatra."
— w s s
Crisp Wears One On Each
Foot.
Donald Crisp has a pair of gorgeous
Scotch plaid socks of a kind that are
worth ten dollars a couple and will never
fade or wear out, and all that sort of
thing.
There'sforan they
interesting
storyforback
of
the socks;
were made
the
Paramount photoplay director by a fine
old Scotch lady, .Mother Crirnlak, back in
the old country.
Mother t'rindak is blind, and she and
another old Scotch woman are supported
in a Scottish Home for the Blind by Director Crisp. Each year the old ladies
semi him some gift from Scotland that
they have made with their own hands,
and this year Mother Crlndak sent the
hand-woven and hand-dyed socks. The
hose" are of black, gray and white plaid,
and every stage of their making, from
the time the wool left the sheep, was
done by
retail
for hand.
about" In
?5 the
each.stores they would
Donald Crisp wears them proudly about
the lot at the Lasky studio In Hollywood.
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Rambles 'Round Filmtown
They Would Like Some Letters.
Charles C. Burr, assistant general manager, department of distribution, Famous
Players, upper cases to say that Bernie
Fineman is now happily situated with the
Tanks at Camp Colt and recommends
the service enthusiastically.
Mr. Burr declares that "the little
groups of 'Filmites' down there, headed
by Fineman, including Joe Reddy, of the
Morning Telegraph, and Herb Howe, formerly of the Triangle, would like to have
anybody in the film business who is desirous of enlisting, communicate with
them at Camp Colt, Casual Co. Tanks,
Gettysburg,
Pa."— w s s
Marked for the Firing Squad.
"Jazz dancing has become so popular
that it is destined to vie eventually with
any of the bag dance crazes of past
seasons. Friscoe has been the man -who
inspired this, and Friscoe it is who continues to stimulate the craze," says a certain publicist.
— w s s—

Oneonta, X. T. — A petition is before the
Federal Court to declare Granville J.
Ackley, proprietor of the Happy Hour
theater, a bankrupt. — News Item.
We call that a mean disposition.
— w s s—
Pinheads Screen Problems.
"Problems of Pin Hole Parish," a motion picture drama, will be given tonight
in First Baptist Church. — Columbus (O.)
Journal.
-— w s s —
New Universal Pictures Urge Small Boy
Draft. — Morning
Telegraph
Headline.
Old
stuff."
The
Kaiser
has
been doing
it for many months.
— w

s s—

Searching Out Men of Letters.
Director
W. P. S. Earle gets into the
Combination
Class
as
possessor,
like
"E."
Terry Ramsaye,
of a Useless
and Final

Don't Wait
to see what somebody
else is going
to do.

Send Your Copy
in at once

for

the

Eighth Annual
Convention Number
Introducing His Father's Son.
II anyone has doubts as to Myron Selznick's executive abilities, just let him
drop around to the Norma Talmadge studio and watch him manage a bit. Myron
is a believer In the rule of the rod, and
while we don't care to intimate that the
whipping-post has been rehabilitated on
the stamping-ground of so gentle a person as Miss Talmadge. we would like
to warn you that the touch of velvet hides
a hand of steel.
(Boys,
here's
tip!
your favorite! If you
knowa of
any Play
unusually
pretty
"comer" — one of the ultra chic, peaches
and cream, all-there variety — send her to
Myron. He is waiting with a welcoming
smile. Some classy job. being general
manager for the adorable star, and in on
the picking of delectable beauties for the
"extras."
Oh, oh, Myron!). — Select Pictures Publicity.
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Putting the Cards on the Table.
Enthusiastically the patriots of the
fifth and well known industry met in Los
Angeles on a recent Sunday afternoon, and
organized the Motion Picture Relief Association to participate in war work. The
efforts then and there directed to obtaining a large "bank roll" was greatly accelerated by the auction sale of membership cards autographed by men and
women of screen renown. Bidding was
spirited, and here are some of the results:
Card No. 7, autographed by Lois Weber,
was purchased by Phillips Smalley for
Keeping it in the family.
$2,000.
Card No. 3, autographed by Charley
Chaplin,
-was purchased by Chaplin himself for $2,600.
The
one for nothing.
Card Rambler
No.
11, got"
autographed
by Frank
Keenan, was bid in
But look-a here:
Card No. 12, signed
?2,500.
purchased by Frank
The ungaliant Mr.

by Fannie

"vTard

for

by Fannie Ward, was
Keenan for $2,000.
Keenan!

Smoking Out a Famous Man.
Some theaters show Charlie Chaplin
once a week, but there is one house where
he can be seen every night the year round.
That is the Graphic theater, Exchange
street, Bangor, where Charles Chaplin, of
Bangor, has been in charge of things under the management of Grant & Burns for
several years. "Charlie" Chaplin, of Bangor, is as popular in his home town as
the other Charlie is all over the world. —
Moving Picture —World.
w s s—
Fred Niblo Now Is Supporting His Wife.
— Exhibitors'
Trade
Review
Headline.
Our co-worker, Johnny Archer, a high
class sport both by name and nature, suggests that we "Take a Rambler's chance
— w s s—
on that one."
Record Run for "Unbeliever" in Detroit
— Exhibitors' Trade Review Headline.
Page Billy Sabbath.
— w s s—
Despite the fact that Gloria Swanson
was called upon to do many feats of daring in the water, just after learning howto swim, she declares that she was only
scared once during the filming of "You
Can't Believe Everything," the new Triangle play in which she is featured. It
was when she was called upon to make
a twenty-foot dive into the black waters
of the San Pedro harbor at night.
Flash Back to Main Title.
— w

s s

A full blooded Russian wolf with a
perfect soprano voice has been discovered
at Universal City.
At least, James Keeny, boy soprano of
the noted Paulist Choir, says so, and he
should know.
He is at Publicity.
the head of his profession. —
Universal
And So Is His Press Agent.
— w s s—
Joseph Smiley is the factory owner in
"Hitting the Trail," in which four fights
a minute features the third and fourth
reels. The director is Dell Henderson;
the script is by Roy Sommerville, and
Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greely are
co-starred. — World Pictures Publicity.
Announcing ■— wthes s "Scrappers"?
Louise Huff, who recently signed to
make a special feature for World Films,
has been trying to enjoy a vacation at
Overbrook, Pa., but it turned out that she
was in reality more of a commuter, for
she was called to New York frequently.
Sometime, says Louise, she is going to get
a real sure-enough vacation, and get so
far away from studios and directors that
she can't even read about them.
Might Try Lost City, W. Va.

I
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Camera Endangers Popular Pastime.
The
clipping
Bervlce
has rendered
the
following account of itself in bringti
hand
proof
that the motion
pictun
chine Is becoming
a 1'ower
tor Simplex)
lawus of trlck>
In frustrating the do:
by coin-oonjurins
clients,
lect damages
tor fancied hurts and
\mong other examples
set forth
pular
Mechanics
Magazine
la this
A

woman
sued the street
railway eomfor damages sustained while al
Din a car.
She claimed to have been
no
so that she was
injured
permanently
househer usual
able to perform
longer
: duties.
When the caso came to trial the court
room was darkened and a picture shown
in the woman was washing, hanging
out her clothes after haying washed them,
ind splitting kindling wood. Evidence In
(his ease, however, would have failed to
•onvlnce the jury, as the defense contended the pictures had been taken beore the accident occurred.
Ing the operation of the machine,
r was conHowever, while the operato
■ealed in a position which enabled him
ire a good picture of the plaintiff,
lachlne turned so that it took In B
portion of a neighboring billboard. On
his was the advertisement of an operUic entertainment. It was easily proved
hat the advertising matter was placed
>n the billboard after the date of the
iccident, and the jury found for the de'endant.
— w s s—
on the Film.
Revenge
Getting
George D. Baker has resumed his duties
Metros
is manager of productions at
.vest coast studios in Hollywood, having
for
tion
ullv recovered from an opera
month
uipendicitis performed less than a al in
leo at the Good Samaritan Hospit ise
Jos Angeles. Mr. Baker will superv
Lythe cutting of "No Mans Land, Bert
bun
• 11s newest picture, and "As the
the
as
Storey
Down," with Edith
Went
star.
— w s s—

Emily Stevens, Metro star, has a brulette French maid named Blondine. And
\tav \llison, another Metro star, has a
lark-hued maid named Lily. From which
uav be deduced anything a person may
:hink is sufficiently bright and clever.
— w s s—
Jeff Contributes.
Most Well Known
"Jeff Dolan. the diminutive salesman of
the Mavtrix Film Corp.. has enlisted in
he Medical Division of the United States
Axmv. His enlistment will be a loss to
lis great friends in the film industry.
Little Jeff has been in the film business
for the last ten years, being associated
with some of the most well known firms.
The film industry has lost one of its ^brilliant young men. Good luck to him."
— w s s—
Indeed.
Praise
Petrova
Praise from
"More is required of a director now
than ever before," says Olga Petrova.
Reallv. a director these days has to know
a good deal of everything. He often has
to have medical knowledge — frequently
he is required to look up legal questions,
and, in the staging of courtroom scenes,
he may have to consult a lawyer. Often
he has to call a minister of the church
into conference, and he always has to
have the Encvclopedia Britannica at his
elbow. At all times he must be up. to
date on all topics of the day.
"Ralph Ince more than fulfills all of
the qualifications I have mentioned herein
and combines a wonderful sense of artistic value with great dramatic perception. Having been an actor of considerable note himself, both on stage and
screen, he is alive to the requirements of
emotional work in front of the camera.
His entire methods of production are sincere, delightful and efficient, and I am of
the opinion that the stamp of his name
on a picture play is a guarantee of merit
of the exhibitor."
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Lee Moran. the Universal comedian,
a hobby,
For yeara be baa colleoted odd
bus
of wardrobe
thai
have
been
worn
i.\ famous
comedians, and
from
time to
time he uses aomi
ra In
his work in Star corned
in a recent
Lyons-Moran
picture
be
wore shoea
thai were once
the pro]
of Billy
Emeraon
of Immortal
mil
fame,
a hat that was
used
bj Ton]
tor, a dall's\<sicoat. of Pan
l'aU's
and
Ezra
Ken-

"Clothes

Don't
Make
the Man."
— w s s
ii. oner Lauds Pickford. — Morning 1
graph
Headline.
.Meaning Little Mary or I, It tie Jack,
— w s s
Horner'.'
Alice Terry has discovered how to be
happy though working. Just because she
has been
fortunate
enough
to be making
scenes at Glen Cove, Long Island, sinthinks she has the laugh on all her fellowplayers at the studios. Alice has, imidentally, made a wonderf.pl discovery.
She tells an anxious and waiting world
that the ocean, or rather Long Island
sound, is decidedly cold in June and not
at all conducive to the enjoyment of surf
bathing.
Page

"Snow
Birds" and "Polar
Bears."
— w s s
The Russian actress, Xazimova, has both
her tea and cigarettes sent directly from
Russia by her friends in that country.
Even in these unsettled times her friends
find a way of getting these luxuries to
her.
Wha-dya
Mean, Luxuries?
— w s s

Lawrence Grant, who plays the part
of the Kaiser in "To Hell with the Kaiser,"
is a fully adopted Indian of the Blackfeet
tribe. His official name is Striped Elk,
but he is familiarly known among the
tribe as One-eye-in-eye on account of the
monocle
which he wears.
What's

the

Name

of His

Other

Eye.

We want you to know that
The Rambler seeks YOUR aid in
making "Rambles" something
more than just so much type.
Mere man has no monopoly on
wit.
Go ahead and prove it !

Played

With

Sporting
Life
in
Mm
w in. mi,
iio
i.
•i ippoi i unit) " i pla ■■ ed
ib , iii.
, reply

Manhattan.
.mi..... berolna
of
bj
\ tola
11
in1pi lie

aa CI
a I bbl advertised
le OlUb.
Am
I hat
vlnl. il id
none
i,l
1 1 Ions u a s "pulled
"il
\..| a i i lit
'
iV ill I., ii..

de"

seals,
am!

a
I lo

prom bo

In
I lo

bout
iu ht I" i w een
Willie
.i i romi
KhI" Murray, to tinon of the
I. on
bun. Ii.. I
ion i in- i. i..ut
. a i in
piece
d Joe
i w een
ECearnej ami Bill McGarry. Dave Thompkei pson u
a, Ben Weiaa tin- announcer
ami
Larry
McLean,
old-time eat. her for
the
New
Yoik
QlantS,
acted
as
:
— w s 8—
Superstition
Makes
Actor
Quail.
labile
Lyons,
the Universal
comedian,
has a hunting atory that goes <m.- better
than Ho- perennial tale of the valuable
p. ail found in an oyster by some fortunate diner in a cafe. labile went hunting ami shot a quail.
While cleaning it be found an opal in
its craw, and
Investigation
proved it to
be worth
eighty
dollars.
Eddie sold it.
"I wouldn't
take a chance
of wearing
it." he remark.-d
to Lee
Moran.
"Look
what happened
to wthes squail!"
—
—
Talented Bird of Great Promise.
Chas. Parrott, who writes words, and
Billy West, who composes melodies, are
promising to write a musical comedy before the summer Is over. They have
determined to have it ready for rehearsal before Labor Day.
— w s s—

"I've been beaten and cuffed. I've been
thrown off cliffs. I have had my nose
tweaked a thousand times. Once I nearly
acquired a cauliflower ear. I bear more
brusises and scars than any prizefighter.
And now — now — they sic a rattlesnake
on me!", says Metro's Harry Xorthrup.
Wait Till — He
a Serial!
w sHits
s
"The Safety Curtain" for Norma Talmadge. — Motion
Picture
World
Headline.
The Cherry Sisters originated that idea,
— w s s—

"Very appropriately," suggests a friend
"Olive T-ell is in the east
who stammers,
of "To Hell With— the
s—
w s Kaiser."

Oh, Ladies!
Look-a-Here! !

Monte

1729

\V« iRl l>

Sky

the

Limit.

Monte M. Katterjohn, author of manyscreen dramas, now claims to be taking
a vacation in his sky-line bungalow at
Venice, Cal. If Mr. Katterjohn soars to
unusual heights in turning out scenarios
the answer may be found in the fact that
his bungalow is perched on the top of a
four-story hotel building with a viewthat extends from here to there — and, on
clear days, further than that. •
— w s s—
What
Is Called a "Fat Chance."
"When the allied armies have broken
down the German military forces, American films will enter Germany to educate
Germans against a resumption of Pruskultur." the declaration made by a
Thissian was
prominent film manufacturer in an interview recently published in the Minneapolis
(Minn.)
News.

Twitting of His Earlier Usefulness.
Joseph White Farnum, the editor, and
skipper, and publisher, and hurler of i , i
Harpoon, sinks his shaft into those of
our ilk with merciless Power and Simplex
Precision (we must tote fair with all
friends), as per page 11, of copy three,
dated for the month of June. Josephus,
who was the earliest and monumentarilv
best
to say:of all the Gordon Trents, has this
"There is a breed of super-conceited,
self opinionated, unmitigatedly nerved, abnormally swelled headed mock geniuses
who are taking money from the newspapers and magazines of these T
States . . . they are legion, they are
as profuse as rabbits right here in our
town.
Gotham
own
"They parade under the title of Columnist, Editor, Critic or what not
most of 'em should be wary of the Compulsory Labor Law
. . most of 'em
should be swinging a pick, not slinging
ink or pounding
a typewriter.
"These polite burglars generally and generously accredit themselves with incomparable ability and unquestionable knowledge . . . they drivel and prattle
incessantly . . they
display
a dim
ray Right
of intelligence
occasionally."
there, on those
eleven last words,
seems to be a dandy spot to quit and sign:
THE RAMBLE I :.
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"Tarzan" and Real Apes Do Red
Cross
in ofCapital
said Tom
Moore Work
at the end
the per-

FRONT
page publicity was secured
in
the newspapers of Washington, D. C,
for "Tarzan of the Apes," coincident
with the presentation
of the big First
National
attraction
at
Tom
Moore's
Strand theater
last week.
This was brought about through the
employment of the trained apes, Charles
the Great,, and his consort, in selling on
the streets special copies of Red Cross
editions of the daily papers that were
issued during the last days of the recent
drive. The apes were taken to Washington to participate in the opening of "Tarzan," and upon the suggestion of their
trainer, V. P. Wormwood, their services
were requisitioned by Red Cross officials,
who gave the animals and the production they represented much valuable
newspaper
comment
in return.
Charles the Great and his lady were
driven about the city in an especially
decorated car by Mrs. John B. Pitney,
of the motor corps, and other Red Cross
workers accompanied the cavalcade to
check up accounts and keep the crowds
in order.
The largest Sunday audiences in the
history of the Strand packed themselves
into the house at the opening of "Tarzan
on Sunday, May 19. The film was preceded by a special prologue, staged ar
a mass of tropical verdure, in which the
apes were put through a series of stunts
and tableaux, supported by several acrobats in jungle costume.
"It's the greatest adventure story that
has ever been shown in any of my houses."

Chadwick Returns from
Visit to Kleine Offices

formance. "A few more productions of
this calibre would make the life of any
exhibitor an enviable one. Judging from
the crowds that passed through my stiles
I guess we outdrew everything else i.i
the capital two to one."
Tornado Shown in Screen Telegram.
The first pictures of the destruction
caused by the great tornado which recently swept Iowa, killing ten persons, injuring scores of others and causing a loss
of more than a half million dollars, feature
Screen Telegram No. 27, released by Mutual June 2.
The recent fire at San Francisco, Cal.,
which destroyed several government
plants, including the Fowler aeroplane
factory, is also shown in this issue.
Other interesting subjects include President and Mrs. Wilson attending a benefit
ball game at the capital, pictures from Chicago, showing the monster demonstration
made in greeting the Belgium heroes of
the battle of Liege, who are returning to
the battle front in France; pictures of
marines building- a pontoon bridge across
the Potomac in thirty-seven minutes; pictures from Philadelphia, showing 10,000
shipbuilders celebrating the success of the
"ship-a-day" program by parading through
the city; baseball fans presenting American soldiers and sailors with baseball
outfits.
"The
Heart
of Mexico"
(Educational).
"The Heart of Mexico," the first instalmenttures
of George
Wright's
series ofFilms
picmade forD. the
Educational
Corporation
entitled hit
"Mexico
has
achieved and
a decided
at theToday."
New

York Rivoli theater, and its release in
June to American theaters generally is
looked forward to with keen interest.
It begins with views of the busy life
in the Central Plaza of Mexico City, then
takes the visitor- to the chief points of
political or mercantile interest, spreads
the wonderful panorama of the volcanoguarded Valley of Mexico, the beauty of
the semi-tropical parks, the grandeur of
Chapultepec, and the rich residences of
the Paseo de la Reforma and the glory of
the Independence Monument. The lively
finish of the reel is the exhibition of a
charactristic boy-and-dog circus, one of
the Mexican street amusements by which
the vagrant
youngsters
pick up coppers.
The scenes of "Mexico Today" are not
mere travels, because Mr. Wright always
brings out the characteristic activities of
the people, i. e.. he gets the Mexicans to
do things instead of merely posing before
the camera eye. Pictures of President
Carranza's mansion, of the late President
Madero's wrecked home, and of the citadel
where Felix Diaz held out in 1913 are vivid
reminders of the revolution.
Romance and Thrills in Ned Finley Play.
Ned Finley, the hero of many a screen
battle, appears in another sympathetic
role in "The Man from Nowhere." the current Blue Ridge Drama released by General Film. A number of thrilling situations and a delightful bit of romance have
been woven into a story which is expected to prove of great interest. A
dramatic touch has been given by the
sawmill scene in which the hero is the
central figure. Marion Henry and Harry
Hamill provide strong support. The locations used present some most attractive
mountain scenery, and add greatly to the
attractiveness of the release.

CHADWICK, the guiding head of
IE.
Rialto-De Luxe Productions, has just
• returned from a flying trip to the
Middle West. The purpose of this journey was to come in contact with the local
managers of the George Kleine System,
which is handling "The Unchastened
Woman," and which will handle all of
the De Luxe product until further notice.
"The Unchastened Woman" will be released immediately, and advance bookings are said to be coming in fast.
"It is the purpose of Rialto-De Luxe to
establish a higher quality of pictures
under their trade mark. It has more than
achieved its purpose," said an official of
the company. "It is now up to us to
keep up, if not transcend, the standard
reached. Only recognized plays of merit
or exceptional best sellers wil be found
In the output
of this concern."
Fully realizing the value of stars whose
box office attraction has been proven, Mr.
Chadwick says stars of high merit only
will be employed. Negotiations are now
In progress for stars and directors, and
within a short lime an announcement will
lie made
regarding
them.
Rialto Showing Keystone Reissues.
With a former Keystone comedy,
"Ambrose's Cup of Woe," featuring Mack
Swain, on the Rialto program for the week
of June 2 comes the announcement that
Manager Rothapfel Is to present at th s
theater sixteen of the former Mack Sennett-Keystone comedies which have just
been reissued by the Triangle.

Scene

from "A Man's

World"

(Metro).
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Out-and-Out Dramatic Role
's Latest
Is Madge Kennedy
S scope as a star In
KENNEDY'
MA.DGE
Goldwyn Pictures broadens with her
the
and
productions,
successive
choice ot her plays is a matter of keen
her proto those who s direct
Importance destiny
to
it is aimed
Alwa\
.
,mil
as mueh
part
a
in
y
Kenned
I Madge
sible unlike any with which she has
een Identified, and in "The Service
in whh
A. I.ogue,
bv Charles
Btar"
on June 30, Miss
presents .1herto show
Qoldwyn
her admirers
can do in her first out-and-out
what she
lie role.

•■The Service Star" Is, as its title in-in
dicates, a drama of today. While it is
carryno sense a war play, not one scene conflict,
ing a suggestion of the world
the store is built around the emotions ot
deeply in, dozen people who arc
volved in the workings of the draft.
KennedVs role is that of Marilynn
a girl of plain appearance and
s
humdrum life, whose wealthy relativeby
Thrilled
keep her In the background. women
doing
the war the girl envies the
war work, each with a sweetheart or a
And when she anhusband at theshefront.
is a war bride, as other
nounces that
she is reactional heroines have done,
the regarded almost as a heroine. Inaudience
s
,
sult of her deception, however
.
will find their great surprise
r directs, and the producCharles Mille
tion is done in the characteristic Goldwynof
the admirable work
ting
enlis
manner,
and a cast of
Hugo Ballin as art director,Clare
nce Oliver
finished players, including
res;
a leading man new to Goldwyn Pictu
l-is
andj
es
Cowl
Jules
.
Young
any
Tamm
Item Bechtel. The feminine interest
Mabel
sustained by Maude Turner Gordon.
EllsBallin, Victory Bateman, and Zula
worth.

June 23 Is Next Pickford Day.
Jean ?'\ the
The cast of "How Could I You.
June 23, star
\rtcraft picture released
des a round half
ring Marv Pickford, inclu
skill In screen
of unusual
1Z.n plavew
First among these comes
testations.
ile
on Ferguson, who plays the juven
"Herbert Standing and Spottiswoode Aitken are screen players who are famous
tions of oldfor their many characteriza
ant parts.
men types, and they have import
Larry Peyton and Zazu
Midgely, the
Fanny round
list.
up
Pitts
In addition there are seven clever child
ck,
actors. Emma Gerdes, Bur-well Hamen
y
Weslev Barry. Althea Worthier. Doroth
r.
Traxle
Rosher. Jack Herbert and Valeria
Install Boiler for "Salome."
according to an an\ special boiler,
nouncement from the William Fox offices,
lot adjoining one of
the
was installed on
the scenes
the huge stages where one of produc
tion,
superBara
Theda
in the

Doris

Cassinalli

in

Scene

from

"Salome,"
was taken at Hollywood,
Cal.
The set was the apartment of Herod, and
to give it the weird lighting effect desired steam was circulated through all
the pillars of the apartment in which
were apertures with electric fixtures. The
combination of steam and the arc lights
gave

the

effect

of

burning

oil.

Pathe's
Double
Bill Gets Publicity.
Pathe's invasion of Broadway last week
with "The Yellow Ticket" and "More
Trouble" at the two Rothapfel houses
was backed by a strong publicity campaign which resulted in the publication
of four full pages, 32 columns of space,
in New York and Brooklyn dailies.
Early in the week the Publicity Department issued a sheet reproducing the material available at that time. This sheet
is printed on two sides with the heading
"How I'athe Hit Broadway," page one
giving what the newspapers say and page
two what the trade papers say.
The sheet shows the actual clippings
from

the papers and

not

"extracts."

"Good
Night
Nurse"
Is Next Arbuckle.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle is having the
time of his young- life up at Arrowhead
Hot Springs producing his latest comedy,
which has to do with revels in a sanitarium. The picture is called "Good
Night, tund
Nurse,"
is saidopportunities
to give the rocomedian and
splendid
for
funmaking. "Fatty" has laid in a special
flock of gorgeous silk pajamas and bathrobes to be worn in tne picture. He will
be supported by those wiry comics, Al St.
John and Buster Keaton. Alice Lake will
be his leading woman.

its Negro Comedies
Ebony Discards Dialections,Titles in
title or insert the easier it is to lead
-~

., -

t^i

nnMA^t.

nrnitiirtions.

product
comedy
the Ebony
IXCE
s
Swith all colored casts, playing storie
with characteristic situations and motives, have been played generally over
a favorable nathe countrv comment of
ture has been heard upon the subtitles
nded
and inserts. The fact is being comme
t
that the inserts are not in negro dialec
n of
natio
elimi
the
d
towar
This attitude
of Presidialect bears out the judgment
dent L. J. Pollard, of the Ebony Film
Corporation, who decided at the outset
pt t.forcing the comedy by renot to attem
course to dialec
good reasons for eliminatvery
had
"We
Pollard. "Fir *
says to Mr.
ing dialect."
read and understand
all dialect is hard
on the screen, where there is such limited
time allowed for inspection by an audience. The simpler the wording of a sub-

title

or

insprt

the

easier

it

is

to

read

and grasp. Second, dialect is not necessarily representative of the speech of the
race, and has really no standard, since the
cleverest of writers disagree as to its predominating peculiarities. Thirdly, the
humor of the negro is mainly in his mannerisms and his actions, and he makes
these inimitably humorous when he tries
to be. This is demonstrated in the Ebony
comedies, because nine-tenths of the spectators, after seeing one run off, are not
able to say whether dialect was used or
not. Those who have heard colored people
talk are led by the screen action mentally
to translate the words not into dialect, bu'
into the habitual tone and inflection of
the negro, which is really inimitable in
cold type, and which is entirely apart from
occasional mistakes in pronunciation and
grammar."

Initial

Perret

Production.

Perret Picture Is Story
of France and America
Proof the Perret
the beinglirstproduced
ALTHOUGH
ductions
by l.conce
Perret le rapidly Hearing completion
the title is still withheld.
Mr. Perret baa
a powerful and compelling title up his
sleeve, and is not taking any chances until
his production is completed.
That the production offers splendid opportunity for an extremely original and
forceful title may be judged from tinstory, which carries its characters from
America to England and France and back
again, through love and war, mystery and
intrigue, bat tlefronts and hospitals righl
on to happiness and home. Mr. Perret is
sparing no expense and effort in turning
out what he intends to be his crowning
photodramatic achievement.
The production will present In an entirely unique and original way a most
worthy and powerful propaganda. Mr.
Perret will present on the screen a
visualization of the growing bond of
friendship and love between the people
of the United States and the people i
France.
Pictograph Submarine Clips in Demand.
The possibilities offered wideawake exhibitors when big
news stories
"break"
were forcefully
illustrated
the other
day
when the American people stood amazed
at the first announcement flashed over
the press wires that German U-boats had
invaded the waters of the western Atlantic and commenced their deadly warfare
against American shipping. That many of
the country's leading exhibitors were
eager to grasp the opportunity to put
over a "scoop" on this big story of the
day's news was attested by the fact that
numerous requests were received at the
various exchanges of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation throughout the day the
news was first Hashed, and on the succeeding day calling for clips from I'aramount-Bray Pictograpbs touching on the
general subjects of submarine warfare
and coast defense.
"Moral
Suicide"
to Go Out as Special.
Pathe will release "Moral Suicide" as
a special seven-reel feature independent
from the regular program the week of
June 23, giving all exhibitors the opportunity of playing this successful Ivan
picture that has already registered a real
hit in ldo New York theaters. The subject is one of the feature plays to be released by Pathe under its policy of distributing "specials" that are of more than
ordinary importance.
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Lynn and Turpin Run
From Rabbit and Lion
ANIMALS
are again
much in evidence
in the latest
Paramount-Mack
.Sennett comedy,
"Two on
Tough
scheduled
for release
JuneTenderfeet,"
17, and it
would seem that every living thing around
the fun factory where these laugh-producers are made soon absorbs the humor
with which the air is charged and develops comedy talents.
Most any one can make a rabbit run,
but it is some trick to make the rabbit
run in a desired direction, and a still
greater feat to make the rabbit chase his
natural enemy, man, but that is exactly
what Br'er Rabbit does in "Two Tough
Tenderfeet," and he gives Charlie Lynn
and Ben Turpin the run of their lives.
The Mack Sennett lion covers himself
with glory -with his histrionic achievements, and the way he grins when he puts
the two tough tenderfeet to flight would
indicate that he thoroughly appreciated
the humor of the situation.
Another animal with a sense of humor
is the calico pony which gets very tired
and leisurely lies down when the two
heroes leap upon his back to pursue the
escaping villain who is tearing up the
trail to more
congenial
surroundings.
The cast includes Polly Moran, Ben Turpin, Charlie Lynn, Bert Roach and Laura
LaVarnie.
Richard Jones directed.
Woman"

Adda Gleason to Appear as
Ruth in "The One Woman"
MISS ADDA GLEASON, who will be
red for her sterlingremembeof
happily etation
the title role of
interpr
"Ramona," has been selected to interpret
the role of "Ruth," the leading feminine
Woman,
"The One
Thomas
part
d "at
amatize
being photodr
now Dixon's
whichin is
the Brunton Studios in Hollywood.
Miss Gleason is a Chicago girl, having
been born in that city and educated in
its public schools, after which she was
graduated from Notre Dame Academy
and the Chicago Musical College. She
made her debut in the amusement world
as a member of the Marlowe stock company, after which she toured the country
with Julia Marlowe for a season. Among
the plays of the spoken stage in which
she is best remembered are "The Lion
and the Mouse," "Mrs. Dane's Defense"
and "The Three of Us." She started
working in pictures about four years ago
when she became a member of the Selig
company, after which she appeared in productions of the Lubin and American companies.
Miss Gleason is an ideal type to interpret the role of Ruth Gordon, the persecuted wife of the socialistic clergyman.
A diminutive girl, a trifle over five feet
tall, with dark brown hair and large,
appealing eyes, she is endowed with a
sweet personality, together with exceptional histrionic ability, the combination
of which made her interpretation of
Ramona one of the long-to-be-remembered characterizations of the screen.
And while the role of Ruth Gordon in "The
One Woman" is nothing like that of Ramona. still it calls for the same kind of
type which was responsible for Dr. Dixon's
being especially desirous of securing Miss
Gleason's services to interpret the part.
Hearst-Pathe Shows Raid Survivors.
Two more feats were scored last week
by tlic 1 learst-Pathe News organization in
Obtaining the flrst animated pictures of
(ho results of the raid on the Atlantic
Coast by German submarines. In the
Hearst-Pathe News No. 16, which was released \\ odnesda > . a ml exll Ibil '■<! in all
leading theaters in New York, there is a
vivid presentment of the first results of
the sinking of American ships almost
Within sight of the shores of Now York
and New
Jersey.
A map
showing
the

(Mastercraft).

probable course of the U-boats in American waters adds much interest to these
pictures.
In the Hearst-Pathe News No. 47, released Saturday, are many exclusive
scenes of the American transport President Lincoln, which was sunk by the German submarines.
Essanay Begins on "Young America."
The cast for "Young America," the
forthcoming George K. Spoor feature, has
been selected and production started at
the Essanay studios June 10. Director
Arthur Berthelet spent the week in New
York closing contracts with the players.
The cast practically were all selected from
the speaking stage in New York and
Chicago. Sets have been erected in the
Essanay studios and outside locations all
secured, so that it is expected to finish
the production in record time. The photoplay was written from the stage play by
Fred Ballard and produced by Cohan and
Harris.
Miss Pickford Making "Capt. Kidd, Jr."
Work is progressing rapidly on "Capt.
Kidd, Jr.," Miss Pickford's new Artcraft
picture from the stage play, with scenario
by Frances Marion. William D. Taylor
is directing, and it is said the picture
will be completed in record time. It is
also said that this will be one of her
most amusing and original vehicles.

Rolin Completes "Kicking
the Germ Out of Germany'

PATHE inghas
a wire
news just
that received
the Rolin
Film carryCompany has completed a burlesque on
the Kaiser. Hal Roach, president and director general says: "We are calling it
'Kicking the Germ Out of Germany.' It is
a very good picture and we will rush it
through to you as fast as we can."
If "Kicking the Germ Out of Germany"
is as good as "Cleopatsy," starring Toto,
and "Somewhere in Turkey," starring
Harold Lloyd, to mention two of the company's recent productions, it should prove
a real kick.
"Say! Young Fellow" Comes June 16.
The prominence of Douglas Fairbanks
as a screen favorite, coupled with the
novel theme and delightful photographic
effects, make '"Say! Young Fellow," the
Artcraft release of June 16, an exceptional
subject for exploitation. The Fairbanksian athletics and methods are largely in
evidence and can be made the subject of
liberal publicity.
In the role of a newspaper reporter
Douglas Fairbanks should prove interesting to the newspaper men throughout the
country, who will, no doubt, be amused
by the extraordinary efforts this young
man puts forth to accomplish his purposes. The author and director is Joseph
Henaberry.

Marie Osborne in Dramatic Role Heads Pathe June 23
BABY
MARIE OSBORNE, the little
Pathe star, has gone in for serious
drama. Her first appearance as a
bona fide dramatic star is announced in
"The Voice of Destiny," a five-part rathe
play which heads the program to be released the week of June 23. In this play
Baby Marie plays the role of Little Marie
Lind, a winsome bit of femininity who is
the prime favorite of an indulgent uncle.
Episode 1G of "The House of Hate.''
Pathe's most successful serial, is released
on this program. This chapter is called
"The Vial of Death," and in the two reels
there is a full measure of thrill, mystery
and suspense.
What is said to be the best Toto comedy yet released
Pathe ison"Cleopatsy."
a clever
two-reelby travesty
the story
of "Cleopatra," the serpent of the Nile.
The Rolin studios have given the comedy
a rich production, employing heavy palace

sets and beautiful
girls for the throne
room scenes.
'Are Crooks Dishonest?" is the title of
a Harold Lloyd comedy released in this
program, and Lloyd, Harry Pollard and
Bebe Daniels puts the fun-punch in every
foot of the one-reeler.
Part 7 of "Britain's Bulwarks" is entitled "Fighting the Hun at St. Quentin,"
and shows the Germans blowing the
crossroads, villages, manufacturing plants
and churches in their effort to raze as
much of France as they can.
The Post Travel Series picture on this
program is "St Croix," and is one of the
most beautiful and interesting yet offered,
showing intimate views of life in what
were the Danish West Indies till they
were recently purchased by Uncle Sam.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 52 is released
Wednesday.
day. June 29.June 26, and No. 53 on Satur-
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Brunton Builds Big Set
Inside of Class Studio
e o( Man" described In
THE Templ
Thomas Dixon's novel. "The One
lan," now being photodramatlied
at the Hrunton studios, is .1 notable
itructure; one of tli>- most extensive
churches or meeting houses ever erected
lm purposes if it were necessar> t<>
arect it In its entirety. However, onl) the
Ulterior of "The Temple of Man" Is needed
for screen purposes. The technical department of the studio solved the difficulty
by putting the temple Interior set into
the big glass stage.
It was thought that a stage would not
be large enough
for the tiers of seats
required t" accommodate th<> 14 i«-.i t .vow, is
us, -a in the "Temple of Man" scenes.
unately, the largest
glass stage at
tli,- Brunton studio is of exceptional size.
and it was found that by removing all of
the other sets ami devoting
the entire
■ to the seats, aisles, pillars, pulpit.
anil rostrum of the temple the big scenes
were capable of being made as extensive
as any camera
could grasp
for an interior.
Maion-Truex
Team
Begins
in July.
Production work will be commenced
early in July on the first Shirley MasonErnest Truex pictures of the John Emerson-Anita Loos series for Paramount release, is the statement of- the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation following the
return of Miss Loos from Los Angeles.
where she had been conferring with Jesse
L. Lasky on the initial scripts. John
Emerson will personally direct the pictures, which will be produced at the eastern studios.
Pathe
Issues Seventh
War Picture.
Vandalism and destructiveness of the
Huns on the Western front are shown in
"Fighting the Hun at St, Quentin," seventh
picture in the "Britain's Bulwarks" series
of exclusive British official war pictures,
released by Pathe June 23. In their fight
the Germans blow up all the crossroads
and villages to hinder the British advance.
The allied engineers quickly restore communication by constructing a new road
around the outer lip of a huge mine
crater.

Scene from "Uncle Tom's Cabin" (Paramount).

"Uncle Tom's" Ice Plays Hide
and Seek up a fineDawley
her arms had worked With
expression

Y, the veteran dlLE forDAWLE
JSEAR
the Famous Players-Lasky
. rector
Corporation, is noted for his even
disposition, but his temper was given a
severe trial when he took the scenes of
Eliza crossing the river on the floating
ice, in the production of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," the Paramount picture starring
Marguerite Clark.
The New Meadows River at Bath, Me ,
was selected for this location, as it was
breaking up and huge blocks of ice were
floating down to the ocean. Dawley arrived on the scene, selected the location
and issued orders for an early start the
next morning. Everybody was on hand,
the dogs were baying and straining at
their leashes, and Eliza with the child In

of fear and desperation. But the ice had
disappeared!
A searching party was organized to
trace the truant props, and it was discovered some miles up the river, where it
had been floated back by the incoming
tide, which, at this point, reaches a height
of eight feet. By this time clouds had
appeared, and when the sky was clear
again it was found that the elusive Ice
had floated down the river again. It was
pursued to the original spot selected for
the location and the scenes were taken as
planned.
It is Now "The City of Tears."
The title of Carmel Myers' next release,
about which so much has been written,
has been changed from "A Penny's Worth
of Love" to "The City of Tears." It will
take its place on the Bluebird release list
on
Junehas24 been
in place
of "After
the War,"
which
set back
until July
8.
In "The City of Tears" Miss Myers picturizes the prima donna of an Italian
opera company which has closed after a
financially unsuccessful season, leaving
the members to shift for themselves to
the best of their ability.
Edwin August does strong work in the
role of the Italian storekeeper and he is
assisted materially by the titles which
apparently were handled by a person who
had made a study of the United States
dialect of an imported- Italian. Other
members of the cast are Earl Rodney,
Beatrice Joy and Lottie Krause.
Lois Meredith Supports
Barrymore.
Lois Meredith, well known star of the
stage and screen, is playing the leading
feminine role opposite Jack Barrymore
in the Paramount picture, "On the Quiet,"
which is now being produced at the Fiftysixth street studio of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation under the direction of
Chet Withey.
Miss Meredith was formerly a Paramount star and will be remembered in the
two successful pictures, "The Woman"
and "Help Wanted," released several years
ago. In the Barrymore photoplay Miss
Meredith plays the part of the wealthy
heiress with whom Barrymore Is in
love.

Scene

from

"More

Trouble"

(Pathe).
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General Film Releases
Sixty-first O. Henry

Scene from "The

Heart of a World"

(World).

There Are Star Actors if No Star in De Mille Play
comes from the Pacific Coast
WORD
studio of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation that Cecil B. DeMille
has completed the work of photographing his Artcraft special picture, "We
Can't Have Everything." The featured
players in the picture are Kathlyn Williams, Elliott Dexter, Wanda Hawley and
Theodore Roberts, though it is not a star
production. Others -who are prominent
in the cast are Sylvia Breamer, Thurston
Hall, Tully Marshall and Raymond Hatton. The cast in its makeup seems to be
a most important one.
There are many unusually effective
scenes
including
"Cascades,"
a well promised,
known New
Yorktheroof
garden,
with a great company of guests and a
specially engaged troup of ballet dancers.
Comedy will reign supreme, though
there will be plenty of real drama as well.
However, there will be, it is declared,
more laughs in this production than in
any former film directed by Mr. DeMille,
and the burlesqueing of a "movie" company at work is said to provide much
amusement.
In these scenes Tully Mar-

Farnum Starts Work on
Second Zane Grey Story
WILLIAM
FARNUM,
according
to a
telegram
received at the William
Fox offices from the Fox studios at
Hollywood,
Cal., has begun
work
on the
picturization of "The Rainbow Trail," the
famous novel of Zane Grey's.
"The Rainbow Trail" is a sequel to
"Riders of the Purple Sage," also written
by /.ane Grey, and recently completed for
fall release by Mr. Farnum. It is being
directed by Frank Lloyd, who also guided
the work on "Riders of the Purple Sage."
The climax of "Riders of the Purple
Sage" came when Lassiter, the terror of
the Utah border, rolled a huge stone into
a narrow canyon blocking pursuit by
Mormons, and at the same time sealing
himself and a woman and a child up in
a small valley.
"The Rainbow Trail" lakes up the life
in the lost valley ten years later, when the
child, now grown to womanhood. is
spirited out of the canyon by Mormon
agents.
Those who have read the "Rainbow
Trail" in book form say that it is even
Stronger in Its dramatic Situations and
in the swiftness of its action than "Killers
of the Purple Sage."

shall as the "director" proves that as a
comedian he is a past master.
Kathlyn Williams has a particularly
striking role in the part of Charity Cheever, a society woman. Elliott Dexter is a
young millionaire with a hopeless love
staring him in the face.
The story was by Rupert Hughes, while
Wm. C. DeMille wrote the photoplay.
Hundreds of beautifully gowned women,
soldiers, Red Cross nurses, dancers and
others contribute to the general excellence of the ensemble scenes.

Kansas Mothers Approve
More Goldwyn Pictures

THAT
Henry is
story,
".Sisters
the novel
Golden O.Circle,"
on the
Generalof
Film release list for the week. This
is the sixty-first O. Henry story in the
Broadway Star Features series, and presents a trio of popular players in a unique
and typical O. Henry plot. Edward Earl
Agnes Ayres, and Alice Terry are
featured principals.
Practically the entire action of "Siste
of the Golden Circle" was laid on
top of a Fifth avenue bus, the picture
ing staged during the final week of tta
Third Liberty Loan drive in New York
City. Numerous novel situations are
presented during the story, which recounts unusual adventures of two honeymoon couples during a sightseeing tour
of New York. O. Henry has provided a
surprising climax which has been effectively worked out in the film version.
Following "Sisters of the Golden Circle"
will come "The Dismissal of Silver Phil."
a tensely dramatic Wolfville tale by Alfred Henry Lewis in which Patricia
Palmer, Bob Burns, George Holt, and Hattie Buskirk are featured as the popular
"Western characters in this author's
humorous chronicles of frontier adventure.

Mix Dabbles in Comedy;
Says Stuff Is Too Fast
WHILE

working
"Fame
and Fortune," his next on release,
Tom
Mix
took a dip into comedy recently to
help his friend, Henry Lehrman.
director
of the Fox-Lehrman Sunshine comedies at \
the Hollywood studios.
was for
"Who's
YourwhoFather?"
andThethe comedy
plot called
an actor
would
typify the Western cowboy, and who could
ride a horse as one to the saddle born.
After a prolonged search among his companies for a player with such qualifications, Mr. Lehrman was in despair, when
he mentioned
his trouble to Tom
Mix.
The comedy started with the rescue by i
the cowboy's
dog of a baby
that was
floating down a gorge toward a cataract
in a tiny crib.
The cowboy
takes the
foundling
to his cabin.
Then
the cow-

THREE
Goldwyn
pictures ofhave
receivedmore
the stamp
of approval
the
Kansas Congress of Mothers and
Parent-Teacher associations in their statewide campaign for better films as a part
of their child welfare movement. Early
in March the organizations, acting- in conjunction with the Kansas Board of Review, gave seven Goldwyn productions
marked and unusual commendation in listing them for presentation on "family
nights" — dates set apart by the Board of
Review and the child welfare workers for
showing pictures that are entertaining
for adults and at the same time highly
moral fare for children. The co-operation
of the Board of Review and the mothers'
organization has made "family nights" in
Kansas a huge success.
The three latest Goldwyn pictures to
receive approbation are "The Dancer
Game," starring Madge Kennedy: Mae
Marsh in "The Face in the Dark," and
"Joan of Plattsburg." starring Mabel Normand. These, together with the seven
other Goldwyn pictures previously approved, are being shown throughout the
state on the designated
"family
nights."
Miss Glaum at Work on "Marriage."
Having completed her second Paralta
Play. "Shackled," Which is now being released by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Louise Glaum started work on her
third Paralta production, "Marriage," last
week at the Brunton studios in Hollywood.
The story is a strong society drama especially written for Miss Glaum by Denison Clift, and is being produced under
the direction of Wallace Worsley.
Miss Glaum will be supported by John
Gilbert, Herschell Mayall, George Fisher.
Joseph .1. DOWling, Ida Lewis, and Charles
Gunn.

Toi

Mi

boy finds himself not only beset with the
troubles of feeding an infant, but also is
i lie object of a spinster who, by claiming
the baby, hopes to compromise the cowbox- and thus force him to marry her.
Tox Mix has engaged in many strenuous plays of Western life, but after Lehrman got through with him he said. "Never
again! This comedy stuff is too fast for.
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Louise Huff Is at \\ ork
On First World Release
the "Dollj Varden" of
HUPP,
SEscreen
LOUI
, began work at 1 1» « ■ World
tinstudio at Fort Lee a week ago upder
the direction of William S. Earle In
(T'other Prat- Charmer," a five-reel production written by Charles S. Sat \ or. The
Supporting company Includes Joint
is. Charles Dungan. Eugenie WoodNorFrank
ami
ck Raymond,
Heretofore the World in making a picture has engaged a cast ami tin' various
departments have talked things over with
the actors an.l director.
No special con?
, ,., where every department has been
sented, was ever held. So anxious
was the World organisation that Miss
Hurt's first picture be a success that a
meeting was called for everybodj concerned in the picture.
The symposium
place at the World
studio at Fort
The story was first discussed with
the writers, both continuity ami scenariolets.
The details of the east were disd and the photographs of the leads
and the minor players were displayed. The
wardrobe department was present, and
the costuming of each player was settled
then and there.
The scenic and property departments re1 their orders and suggestions. The
locations, photographs of which were
taken from the files, were decided upon,
and the data furnished to the director and
assistant directors. This conference consumed five hours, and will result in a
saving- of at least four working days in
the making of the picture, reducing- the
tost of the production several thousand
dollars. Another result of this conference was in the ironing out of any improbabilities in the
story,
savingdirector valuable
time,
as in
most thecases
where a scenario has to be changed it
becomes necessary to lay off the company
and cease work until matters are
straightened out.

General Film to Release
Anna
Luther's
"Her Moment"
A
SCREEN
event of importance is the
early release of a special feature production, "Her Moment,"
in which
Anna
Luther will be the star.
Negotiations are being closed with General Film
Company for the distribution.
Critics who

w*
Scene
from "The
Scarlet
Road"
(Fox).
time she has appeared in many screen
seen Harry Woodward, Prlscllla Dean,
productions. Her most recent picture is
Fred Goodwin, Bruce Delameter and Kate
Toncray.
"Moral Suicide," in which she was featured, and in which her work identified
her as a magnetic player. An effective
sales campaign will be placed back of
Story
of Bohemia
Is "Scarlet
A powerful
delineation
of lifeRoad."
in New
duction.
the Anna Luther, "Her Moment," proYork's Bohemia is given by Gladys Brockwell in "The Scarlet Road," which is announced from the William Fox offices as
the next special feature for June releases.
The play shows how a young girl of
Puritan training is enmeshed in the free,
unconventional life of the art studios,
COLIN CAMPBELL, one of the most
and how she emerges from the maelstrom
successful of motion picture direcof temptation with a clean soul. "The
tors, has been engaged to direct "The
Scarlet Road" was written by Charles
Yellow Dog," the picturization of Henry
Kenyon and directed by Edward LeSaint.
Irving Dodge's patriotic story which will
A particularly strong east supports Miss
be released by Jewel Productions at the
Brockwell, the other players being Betty
earliest possible date.
Shade,
L. C. Shumway, Charles Clary, and
The Dodge story first appeared in the
William Scott. With the latter three the
May 4 issue of the Saturday Evening Post,
star has three leading men.
and since has been issued By Harper &
Brothers in book form. Harper &
Brothers are marketing it in two forms,
New
Title for Madge
Evans
Picture.
the library edition in cloth binding, and
The new World Picture in which Madge
the popular edition in paper binding,
Evans and Johnny Hines are starred has
which will be in great demand as soon as
been renamed "Neighbors" in place of
the Jewel picture is released.
"Clarissa," the working title under which
That Colin Campbell has been engaged
the picture was known. July 29 has been
to direct the picture is an assurance as to
set as the date for publishing this unthe quality of the production.
usual attraction.
In directing "The Yellow Dog," Director Campbell will endeavor to create a
wonderful boy star something of which
motion pictures have been unable to claim
to the present. He must be a regular boy
something between the babies of the
screen and those players known as
A
BIG
directedMine,
by
Albertproduction
Capellani, staff,
will handle
juveniles. He must resemble the wonderNazimova's
next
multiple-reel
S
ful red-headed "Torchey" of Sewell Ford
Classics, Inc., picture, a screen version
fame, with all his slangy talk paraphrased
by Mr. Capellani and June Math is of
in speaking titles, with every devilish
"L'Occident," by the Belgian dramatist,
boyish trait, and with it all an honorable
Kistemaecker. The actual work of phoyoungster who takes his lickings with a
tography began June 10. Henri Menessier,
smile if not with relish.
a French technical director, has been enThat is the character Colin Campbell is
sure he will create.
gaged as a part of the Nazimova organization, and he has completed the ait drawings
of sets and scenery. E. J. Shulter is
Lois
Weber
Completes
a Feature.
now in charge of the execution of these
The final scenes have just been taken
for Lois Weber's latest six-part superMr. Capellani considers that "L'Occident"
plans.
production, made under the title of "The
will
strengthen the impression alreadyForbidden Box," from the story by E. V.
made
in Mme. Nazimova's previous Screen
Classics.
Durling. It is the tale of a modern Pandora and a twentieth century Epithemeus,
For his cameraman, Albert Capellani
and the clever woman producer has given
has chosen Eugene Gaudio. Gaudio is a
member of the Cinema Camera clubs of
a decidedly- new twist to the old Greek
both New York and California.
legend of the maid who loosed troubles
A few of the leading players already
galore on the world because of her insatiable curiosity.
have been decided upon. Charles Bryant
Mildred Harris, whose characterizations
again will have the role opposite the star.
Richard Barthelmess will play the imof Linnie in "The Price of a Good Time,"
portant part of the young ensign. Arnault.
and Sydney Page in "The Doctor and the
Sally Crute will he prominent. E. L.
Woman." have placed her in the first
Fernandez will be intrusted with the part
ranks of the screen's emotional stars,
of Taibe, a crafty Arabian.
plays the stellar part. In her support are

Campbell Is to Produce
Jewel's "The Yellow Dog"

Who's Who in Nazimova's

Making of "U Occident"

Anna

Luther.

have had a view of the picture declare it
to be the best work yet done by Miss
Luther.
Miss Luther has appeared in numerous
productions of high rank in the last fewyears. Her first work in pictures was
with the Reliance
Company.
Since that
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Edna Goodrich Is Making
"The Gadabour for Mutual

Scene from "The Venus Model"

(Goldwyn).

Venus Model'
in "The
Star
es Old and New Back
Favorit
old favorite.
He renders his usual able
to
GOLDWYN has left nothing undone
do full justice to Mabel Normand in
"The Venus Model," for which success greater than she has yet enjoyed is
predicted for the star. A cast of unusual
excellence has been chosen for the play,
which is described as "the perfect 36 of
screen plays." Miss Normand's leading
man is Rodrique LaRocque, who makes his
producfirst appearance with an Eastern
had varied
ing company, although he has
screen and stage experience. While but
nineteen years of age his mature physique
equals the sureness of his acting. The
star and her leading man are ideal foils.
Next comes little Nadia Gary, aged six,
t role of "Dimples," comin the importan
panion and confidant of the star. She
has appeared with practically every comin support of many stars, but m "The
Venuspany Model" the child has a part of
greater appeal than she has yet had. Her
beauty and appealing acting go far to
make her presence a distinct delight.
Una Trevelyn, well known for her
many stage successes, is the sympathetic
vampire who makes trouble then wins the
star's friendship.
Among the men are Alec B. Francis, an

Installs Typhoons.
Bennethum
George W. Bennethum, one of Pennsyl
Tyis installing
vania's live exhibitors,
of 1
in two
phoon Cooling Systems
at Readhouses, the Pictureland theater
ille.
Coatesv
at
theater
ing and the Palace
This makes six houses in all that Mr.
.
Bennethum is cooling with Typhoons The
other theaters were equipped last year,
and comprise the Scenic and Hippodrome
theaters at York, Pa.: the Hippodrome at
, and the Hippodrome at PottsAllentown
town.

support in the role of Braddock, owner
of the bathing suit factory where the star
meets with many extraordinary adventures.
Edward Boulden, identified with Edison
pictures for years, contributes his ability,
and Alfred Hickman, distinguished in
Belasco productions, assumes the villainies
of Nathan Bergman, the buyer, whose attentions trouble the star. Edward Elkas
also is in the cast, as is Albert Hackett, s.
juvenile.

ORIENTAL
strategy
in diplomatic
combat with the
cleverness
of an American woman furnishes the plot for
"The Gadabout," Maibelle Heikes Justice's
story which has been selected as the first
vehicle for Edna Goodrich in a new series
of
Mutual
productions.
"The Gadabout"
is now
in the
course of production
at the
Biograph studios in New York under the
direction of Burton King. David Powell,
who scored heavily with Olive Tell in "The
Unforeseen" and "Her Sister," and with
Ann Murdock in "The Beautiful Adventure"
and "The Richest Girl," Empire-Mutual
pictures, has been chosen to support Miss
Goodrich
in "The Gadabout."
"The Gadabout"
is a society drama, laid
in New York today and deals with high
finance, secret diplomacy and exclusive society. Dishonest business is thwarted by
means of oriental intrigue and both are
beaten by the cleverness of a woman, a
supposedly frivolous society butterfly,
who. goaded by the threat of her husband's ruin, manipulates a cold-blooded
financier and a wily diplomat to her own
"Swat
the Fly" Uninterrupted
Scream.
In the current Katzenjammer Kids cartoon comedy, "Swat the Fly," a fly annoys
the Captain's wife, and a colony of bees
attack the Captain. The subtitle of "Swat
the Fly" is "The Birth of a Nuisance."
Yes, Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" is kidded
just a little bit. The novelty of the bee
attack is in the fact that the Kids collect
millions of them by means of a vacuum
cleaner and discharge them in "gas attacks" on the unhappy parents. In the
pre-release at the New York Rivoli, "Swat
the Fly" was one uninterrupted scream.
It has been one of the funniest cartoon
comedies
released.

Triangle Features Are Tales of Theater and of West
A

ROMANCE of the West, "His Enemy,
the Law," by Lillian Ducey, featuring
Jack Richardson and Irene Hunt in
dual roles, is the first release on the Triangle program for the week of June 16. A
theatrical story, "Station Content," is the
second release of the week, featuring
Gloria Swanson and Lee Hill.
In "His Enemy, the Law." Jack Richardson as Captain Jack Rogers, after many
years in the West, develops into a bandit
known as "Red" Rogers. Later Richardson interprets Jack's son, John. Irene
Hunt portrays Sarah Catherwood and later
the daughter, Sally Randolph. Raymond
Wells directed this production, and C. G.
Peterson was the photographer.

"Station Content" deals with the loves
and heartaches of the theatrical profession. Gloria Swanson, who received
much favorable comment for her work
with have
J. Barney
Sherry in "Her
Decision,"
will
an opportunity
to strengthen
her reputation in the role of Kitty Manning. Lee Hill and Arthur Millett are in
the cast.
Catherine Carr wrote the story, with the
scenario by Charles J. Wilson. Arthur
Hoyt directed, and Elgin Leslie photographed.
A Keystone
comedy,William
"Isn't It
Warm?"
with
Harry Depp,
Dyer,
and
Claire McDowell, concludes the week's
program.

Snakeville

Hero Has Role of Diplomat.
a SnakeSlim, hero of many
Slipperycomedy,
is present in a new role
ville
this week in the current General FilmEssanay release, "Slippery Slim. Diplomat." ■The beanpole comedian experiences
some lively adventures in proving his
in introright to the title, and succeeds
ducing a few novel laughgetters. The
n. M release in this series will be "Slippery
Slim and the Claim Agent."

"A Reckless
Rover"
(Ebony).
"A Reckless Hover," said to be the best
of the Ebony comedies produced to date,
is released this week by General Film.
The company of negro players, reinforced
by a number of new faces, introduces lively comedy, with its slapstick humor developed to a high pitch.

Scene from "His Enemy

the Law"

(Triangle).
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Three Big Writers Sell
Stories to World Film
most
of the
one
HALSEY,
T
FORES
short story writers In America,
noted
In
whoso work appears regularlj
has just sold a story
leading magaslnes,
It bears the title ol
orld Pictures.
of Dreams," and it Is now
"The Crook
for early
form
being put Into scenario
to
Mr. Halsey, it is Interesting
fUmlng.
but
writer,
stor>
short
a
only
not
is
note,
Five of his plays
also a writer of plays.
No
on the stage.
been produced
a higher
commands
r in America
works
his
for the screen .rights to
price does
Mr. Halsey
than
After reading In the Moving Picture
World that World Pictures is a buyer of
moving picture stories In record-breaking time, E. Forst, who on the same day
ha.l placed a play with Al Woods for
earl] production, came to the World
scenario department last week and offered
a complete scenario for sale. The work
was read at once by the scenario start
and Charles E. Sarver, the World scenario
!. and made such a deep impression
on the entire staff that it was purchased
at once. Mr. Forst in the meantime had
been waiting while the reading wont on.
The present title of the story is "The
Theription."
screen rights to Elizabeth B.
Carpenter's story. 'The Quickening
Flame." have just been purchased by
World Pictures. Miss Carpenter is a well
known writer, and her works have been
Interpreted in motion pictures by the leadinn screen stars.
5,060 People in New World Picture.
nver Ave thousand people will be seen
in a new World Picture written by Harry
O. Hoyt, of the World scenario department, in which Carlyle Blackwell and
Evelyn Greeley will be starred. Both
the story and scenario of this attraction,
which bears the title of "Making- Good,"
were written by Mr. Hoyt, and the work
may be said to be a combination of those
elements which make educational pictures
so interesting and a striking love story
which gives it zest and a big appeal. For
the present the theme of the picture is
being kept a secret, but it is revealed
that the subject is one of tremendous
popular interest and a topic that has not
yet been treated upon in pictures. So
big is the picture considered by the World
executives that it is expected that it will
mark a distinct advance in direction, photography, and entertainment value.
"The Midnight Flyer" (Universal).
"The Midnight Flyer," the third of Universale two-reel dramas, will be released during the week of June 24 at the
request of exhibitors who report that the
short melodramas are making a splendid
impression
upon their audiences.
The latest two-reeler is a combination
between a Western and a railroad drama,
with all the thrills of the West and the
excitement of the life of railroading.
Helen Gibson is the heroine of the story.

Scene from "The Claw" (Select).

ge and Brady in June Selects
Davies, Young,that Talmad
in addition to
The Whirlpool," Select's June release
nces
SELECTn annou
Mario Davies' picture, "Cecilia of the
Pictures
Fink Roses," three SelectThese
are
will be released during June.
"The Claw," presented by Clara Kimball
Young; Constance Talmadge presented by
Lewis J. Selznick in "Good Night, Paul,"
Whirlpool."
Brady isina "The
AliceClaw"
and"The
story of the African
veldt from the pen of Cynthia Stockley,
another
"Poppy,"
of of
the gifted
which happens
the star
tale,author
African
to have been another of the Select players.
Norma Talmadge. In it we see Clara
Kimball Young first in a desert wagon,
which is being uncertainly guided across
the veldt by a drunken driver. Later Miss
Young appears on horseback, and there
are other glimpses of her in novel scenes.
Milton Sills is once more leading man,
star's
are theManon,
cast Marcia
supporting
in the
and
father.
Edward
Kimball;
and Jack Holt.
True to the prediction of those who have
closely followed her work that Constance
Talmadge could play anything from high
farce
to tragedy
it"
she appears
for and
the "get
first away
time with
in pure
farce in "Good Night, Paul," and she
makes good in this metier just as convincingly as she has done in "The Lesson"
and "Up the Road With Sallie," recent
among her Select productions, which are
of a totally different type. There are
practically two leading men in "Good
Xight, Paul." Xornan Kerry, who plays
the husband, and Harrison Forde, who
plays his counterpart. Then there is John
Steppling. who, in the role of sprightly
old M. Batiste Bordeaux, becomes wax in
Matilda's clever fingers.

Metro Is to Reissue Two Old Favorites of Exhibitors
IN response to demands from exhibitors,
Metro Pictures Corporation has decided on the reissue of two of its most
famous features, "Destiny, or the Soul of
a Woman" and "The Shooting of Dan McGrew." "Fans" throughout the country
have never forgotten these two productions, and requests for another view of
them have influenced exhibitors to make
so many requests that a reissue was
necessary.
Emily Stevens is the star of "Destiny,
or the Soul of a "Woman." Her recent
Metro and Screen Classics triumphs have
stimulated popular interest in her earlier
pictures. "Destiny" is an allegorical
screen spectacle by Anthony Paul Kelly.
Edwin Carewe directed it.

Edmund Breese is the star of "The
Shootingversion
of Dan
McGrew."
Is a
screen
of the
poem of This
the same
name by Robert W. Service. Magnificent
snow scenes form the background for
most of this five-act feature, which was
directed by Herbert Blache. Great
stretches of the snow-clad fields of the
Yukon district, superb fights on the cold
Alaskan wastes between men matched in
muscle and strength, perilous avalanches
that threaten the lives of men and dogs
on the trail to the gold country — these
are a few of the scenes shown in "The
Shooting
of Dan McGrew,"
which virile
recreates
for the spectator
the splendid,
life
of the north country. Romance, tragedy,
and bitter revenge give force and beauty
to this pictured epic of the Yukon.

starring Alice Brady, is a clean drama.
Miss Brady is seen in the role of a girl
with high ideals who Is unknowingly made
in his gambling purto aid her
How this girl
retrieves herself
suits.guardian
from the false position in which she is
thus placed and works side by side with
a judge on the bench to encompass the
regeneration of one of her victims makes
the fascinating photoplay which has been
adapted
Victoria
by successname the
same from
the Unsell
ful novelbyofEve
Morton.
The action of "The Whirlpool" is particularly swift and direct, and its handling clean and breezy throughout. Miss
Brady's characterization of Bella Cavallo,
the gambler's stepdaughter, is unusually
skillful and from first to last the photoplay is marked by a simplicity and naturalness which are refreshing.
"Patriotism" is Finished.
"Patriotism," Bessie Barriscale's Paralta
Play, has been completed at the Brunton
studios. The picture will be given a showing at the studio for the benefit of the
Red Cross.
Raymond
director
the pro-it
duction, andB.Mr.West,
Brunton
bothof declare
to be an exceptional picture in many ways.
It has gripping plot against a vivid background of the great war, which, however,
is felt rather than seen. The screen version of "Patriotism" was written by Julian
Louis Lamothe, who has since joined the
colors.

July 20th
will be the date of
The Eighth Annual
Convention Number

JUST FOUR WEEKS
AWAY
Reserve Your Space
NOW
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"The Woman Eternal" Is
Now Ready for Release
PATHE

announced last week the forthcoming release of "The Woman
Eternal," in which Elaine Hammerstein is starred. All of the exterior work
on this photoplay was made at Bat Cave,
N. C, near Hendersonville. The interiors
were made at the old Biograph studio in
New York. The original scenario, by John
E. Ince, was as carefully worked out as
any play intended for the speaking stage.
The story has to do with a New York
society debutante who forsakes her life
of ease and luxury to go to the Cumberland Mountains as a teacher in a rural
school, her aim being to aid the wretched
mountaineers, whose chief interests in life
are corn whiskey and murderous feuds.
How in a most original, back-to-nature
manner the heroine puts an end to feudism and tames the savage spirit of a powerful mountaineer who falls in love with
her makes the tensely interesting story.
The photography is remarkably well nan-

Scene

from

"Beware

of Blondes"

(Mutual).

Chester Pictures
Outing's
Release Six of make
Mutual to
people talk. When I saw them first
extraordinary adventure picOUTING'S

tures, one-reel travel classics produced by C. L. Chester in collaboration with the editorial board of Outing,
will be released through exchanges of the
Mutual Film Corporation one a week commencing June 30. The first release will
be "Ex-Cannibal Carnival," a Fiji Island
picture.
Announcement of the consummation of
negotiations for the release of the Outing-Chester series through the Mutual
Film Corporation was made following the
return last week of James M. Sheldon,
president of the Mutual, to .the executive
offices in Chicago from a trip to New York.
The negotiations were conducted by Mr.
Sheldon and Mr. Chester. The first six of
the series and their release dates follow:
June 30. — "Ex-Cannibal Carnival," a
story of the camera's search for the headhunting savage of the South Sea Islands.
July 7. — "Kaieteur," an interesting journey through the strange wilderness of
British Guiana, two weeks from civilization, to the famous waterfall, five times
as high as Niagara.
July 14. — "Mountaineering Memory," a
trip along untraveled trails in the mountains of British Columbia.
July 21. — "Zuni Kicking Races," a
unique race, older than history, one of
the strange customs of the Zunis of New
Mexico, who live still in the pueblos of
their prehistoric forefathers.
July 28.
— "A White
Wilderness,"
the
Mount
Columbia
ice fields
of British
Columbia, 200 square miles of glaciers,
towering mountain peaks, and unexplored
wilderness.
August 4. — "A Coorial on the Orinoco," a
trip by native logboat through a tempest
of seething waters to the heart of
Venezuela. where Spanish buccaneers
three centuries ago tilled their treasure

chests.

"The outing-Chester series excels in
subject matter, technical work, and
human Interest qualities anything that I
have ever seen of its kind." declared Mr,
Sheldon. "These pictures are lit (or the
finest screens and for the mosl discriminating audiences.
"They show the touches of master craftmanship. The subjeot matter is so unusual and it is handled In such an original
way, the tides arc so snappy, and the Individual pictures arc in such contrast that
they arc hound to go over big in any theater,
I i tins of this kind arc the sort which

screened they gave me a sense of pleased
surprise. I know that they are business
building pictures for exhibitors, pictures
which will make an exhibitor proud of his
show."

Kerrigan Working Hard on
Paralta's "A Dollar Bid"
WARREN KERRIGAN, the Paralta
m star, who has been absent from the
studios for a number of months owing to a fractured leg, has returned to the
Brunton studios, and is now engaged with
the filming of his third Paralta Play, "A
Dollar Bid," adapted from Credo Harris'
novel,
The "Toby."
locale of the story is laid in the
Kentucky hills, that picturesque part of
the United States which has afforded so
much excellent material for song and
story. "A Dollar Bid" is a typical Kerrigan story, which gives the popular star
ample opportunity to be seen as a dashing young American hero.
Miss Lois Wilson, who appeared as leading woman with Mr. Kerrigan in his two
former Paralta Plays, will again be seen
in the leading feminine role of this production, which will be released by the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation immediately
upon its completion.

J

Elaine Hammerstein.
died

and Miss Hammerstein
proves
herself worthy of stellar honors in the play.

Lytell's "No Man's
Land"
Completed.
Bert Lytell has finished work
in "No
Man's Land," his second picture as a Metro
star, which follows "The Trail to Yesterday." Completion of the film was accomplished after a stretch "drive" in which
the company worked several nights until
a late hour to get some unusual and
strikingly
beautiful
light effects.

Here's the Cast for Metro's when
"To the
Hellmonster
withof the
Kaiser'
Europe lias been
feature of the forthTHRILLING Screen
coming
Classics, Inc., sevenreel patriotic production de luxe, "To
Hell With the Kaiser." will be the battle
royal of two air armies. Bach of the
opposing forces is represented by forty
planes in close view in the fury of attack. The air is literally black with
planes just previous to the engaging of
the rival aerial squadrons in the contest,
and the actual bombardment between the
two forces of air-artillery is probably the
most splendid spectacle ever shown upon
the screen. Government aid and co-operation was necessary in order to secure
pictures of these manoeuvres. This feature is now almost completed, and will
have early release.
The air battle has an important bearing on the story, and precipitates the
climax of the action.
As a welcome contrast to the scenes
of battle the subject shows some beautiful pictures of a world restored
to peace

A

captured and brought to justice.
The Kaiser is played by Lawrence
Grant. Olive Tell plays the American girl,
Alice Monroe, the leading feminine role.
John Sunderland, an aviator, has the part
of the American air-fighter. Betty Howe
has the touching
role of Ruth
Monroe.
Character players of reputation and
ability were engaged to play the members of the Kaiser's family and staff. Earl
Schenck plays the Crown Prince. Mabel
Wright, the Kaiser in; H. J. Carvill is
Bismarck, Charles Hartley impersonates
Count Zeppelin. Emil Hoch is Yon Hindenburg, George Trimble, Yon Tirpitz: Carl
Pane. Von Hollweg : Frank Farrington,
General Pershing. Walter P. Lewis plays
Satan. Well known persons who have
taken small parts to be identified with
this production are W. J. Gross. May McAvoy. Allan Walker, Margaret McWade,
Marion
Willsea. Stewart. George Ridell and Bertha
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"Both Members" Is Title
of Bushman-Bayne story
linn

AS

"f

d

;i ill

gethei bj Metro to support
n brouiFrancis
lit to\ i tushman a mi i :.\ erl j i '..i • n< In theli
ne« picture, 'lie. ih Members," which was
u rltten for them bj i.ut her K, Reed
i :\ erj member of t he com pa
note,
.i n. I .ill

'in.

pi. i v

dllll. nil

. hi l a. I. i

i

pa ii ..I M ichae] Mi Groi he n
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not

\e« v.iik stage successes. Anothei
it«- pi...- .i i Jessie Stevens, « hi
in iio

i ,.i. ,,i i irldgel

\iei ;i ..:• hi ii

i
ii

w. Sniton, who plays the sari <■! i n< Ii
Harry Burgess, is a Metro favorite • •! long
standing
ami has played, among numerous other parts, thai of many "mini
and has supported
such notable
pli
as Ethel Barrymore ami Edith Tallal
"Both
Members"
is being directed
by
Charles
Brabln.

World Pictures Extends Service Bureau to All Offices
THE
service bureau established by
World Pictures in all of its branch
offices two years ago — on June S3,
1916, to be exact — has by its success and
Increasing popularity justified another innovation. World Pictures now announces
Its branch office departments of local publicity under the supervision of the company's general publicity director.
Strictly in line with its policy covering
several years of affording the exhibitor
Of World Pictures every possible aid in
BUCCessfully promoting his business and
securing box office results. World Pichires lias inaugurated in connection with
its publicity department a bureau that
will prove of inestimable value to exhibitors who cannot afford a press agent.
This idea grew out of the apparent
-sity for showmanship among the
exhibitors who seldom edit the advertising and press matter sent out by the distributing companies. This is plainly apparent by analyzing a large number of
local newspapers throughout the country
carrying advertisement and press notices
for the local exhibitors. Such an analysis
shows that the copy is being used line
for line and word for word the same as it
is being mailed the exhibitors without a
change. It is not the intention of the
distributor in sending out this press matter to have it used as written, it is merely to furnish a local man with a general
idea, and that he should adapt it to fit
local conditions, both as regards the
policy of the newspaper and the patrons
he is endeavoring to reach.
This new bureau of World Pictures
wishes to impress on the exhibitors that
no two pictures should be advertised the
same way. Each picture must have an
individual appeal just the same as each
play, and being different from each other
must make its bid for approval along an
entirely different line.
If the exhibitor would only stop for a
moment and analyze the synopsis of the
story sent him he can make his press
matter conform with local conditions. The
stories on which feature pictures are
based are supposed to have the human
note, and by the same token these stories
have, in one variation or another, appeared in the columns of the local papers
as news. If Mr. Exhibitor will let his
memory aid him in adapting his publicity
to events of like character that have been
of general interest at different times in
his home town he can "hook" this up with
his picture and "cash in" at the box office.
Charles Klein, famous author of "The
Lion and the Mouse" and other successes,
once stated that he could find the story
of a play any day in the reading of the
newspapers, and that he could see material for a hundred plays in walking
down the street and watching the passersby. Just so the local exhibitor can make
capital out of men, women, and events
that happen in his home town by attach-

ing them to bis press matter winch be
Bends t" ins home papers.
The Bervlce bureau
of World
Pictures
will be placed at the bock
and
Call of
those who screen the World program, and
if they desire Special ideas to excite interest in their offerings it will be theirs
for the asking.

L-Ko Beauty Sextette
Breaks Into Broadway
THE

L-Kii Beauty sextette has broken
into big time on Broadway. All LKo comedies have been booked by
the .Marcus Loew circuit for an indefinite
period beginning the week of June 0, and
continuing until the public shows a desire for some other form of comedy.
For several months the Loew interests
have been watching the work of Gale
Henry,
Kathleen
Daveof .Morris,
Rube Miller,
and O'Connor,
the sextette
female
beauties awaiting actual booking until
a vigorous demand had been created. The
market has been created, and the Loew
interests are prepared to grab it.
In breaking into the big time the L-Ko
management has caused special projection instruction slips to be printed. On
these the attention of the operators is
called to the fact that L-Ko comedies
should be run at a speed much slower than
the usual feature. This is necessary, it
is explained, to give the feminine portion
of the audience an opportunity to grasp
the detail of the costumes worn by the
beauties and the male portion to thoroughly assimilate every detail of the work
of nature.
IS IN
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Russell's First Picture
Breaks All His Records
Bi ii (KINGS i'.r the Brsl w eeh ..i "Hearts
or
Diamonds?"
first picture ofhave
the
William
Russellthe Productions,
exceeded all previous bookings for tinsame period of Russell pictures.
rii. second release iii tin- Russell series,
"i"|i Romance Road," lias been completed,
and will be released
by Mutual June 24.
This is another strenuous romance-dl
of the type
that
have
made
Russell's
reputation as one of the premier Bghting
men of the screen. It is full of fust
aetion and mystery, with a
eh ment
of
ro
and
uives
"Fighting
plenty of opportunities to display Mill"
his
talents as a doer of heroic deeds.
Miss Charlotte
Burton, win. played the
lead in "Hearts or Diamonds?" will a
do the heroine.
Henry
King
again
is
responsible for the direction.

Universal Names Trio of
Comedies for June 24 Week
IN comedy
line with
a recent
the
releases
of announcement
Universal for the
week of June 24 will include a tworeel Century featuring Alice Howell instead of the usual L-Ko. The recent announcement was to the effect that every
fourth week one of the Century comedies
would be substituted for the L-Ko. The
title
the Howell
comedy
is "In
Theof Nestor
comedy
for the
sameDutch."
week
is entitled "The Borrowed Baby," in which
Gale Henry and William Franey are featured. Its all about a young man who
told his wealthy uncle about his beautiany. ful wife and baby when he didn't have
"Birth Control," a one-reeler, is the
Lyons-Moran offering for the week under
the brand name of Star comedies. Its a
regular baby story with lots of both
smilins and squalling babies in many of
the scenes.

Thirteen Fox Companies Now at Work East and West
Gladys Brockwell, also at

THERE apparently is no superstition in
the make-up of William Fox, for
announcement from the Fox offices
is to the effect that thirteen of the Fox
companies are now busy making pictures
both in the East and at the Hollywood
studios in California.
William Farnum, aft.er a brief sojourn
at the Grand Canyon, has begun work on
"The Rainbow Trail," which Zane Grey
wrote as a sequel to his other famous
novel, "Riders of the Purple Sage," the
picturization of which Mr. Farnum had
only ten days before completed.
J. Gordon Edwards, the Fox director,
has got a good start on "The Message of
the Lilies," and Jewel Carmen is progressing on her picture, "You Can't Get Away
With It," which is adapted from Gouverneur Morris'
story
of the same
name.

Hollywood, is
working on "Kultur," an expose of how
Germany went to war, and Tom Mix
is doing "Fame and Fortune." The other
I'.ix workers at Hollywood comprise three
Sunshine comedy
companies under the
direction of Henry
Lehrman.
In the East, Jane and [Catherine Lee
have just completed "Doing Their Bit"
at the Biograph studios. Virginia Pearson at the Blackton studio in Brooklyn
is nearing the completion of "Her Price,"
and
Caprice has "Miss innocence" in
workJune
at the
Victor. A play which has
for its tentative title "The Sleepwalker"
is keeping George Walsh on the jump
the Kalem studio, and another productionat
is under way at the Biograph studio in
the Bronx under the direction of R \
Walsh. Peggy Hyland is resting after
having completed "Other Men's Daughters "
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State Rights Department
Conducted by C. S. SEWELL
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Arrow
Film Corporation Handling "Finger of Justice"
Seven-Reel Feature Photoplay by Reverend Paul Smith Dealing with Vice Question
Being Offered on State Rights Basis — Crane Wilbur in Leading Role.
Gods," "Persuasive Peggy," "Marvelous
UNDER the terms of an arrangement
recently completed the Arrow Film
Maciste," and the series of Keenan and
Talmadge reissues.
Corporation is offering on state
The watchword of the company is servrights basis Reverend Paul Smith's feaice, the road force consists of eleven men,
of Justice." Dr.
ture picture, "The FingerCentral
and
as an example of the lengths to
t
Methodis
Smith was pastor of
which they go to keep from disappointEpiscopal Church in San Francisco, and
ing their customers, during the past
was instrumental in the campaign which
winter, when train service was interculminated in the clean-up of the Barbary
rupted and it was impossible to ship films
Coast in that city, which forms the basis
to an exhibitor in Luddington, they arof the story of this picture, which is in
seven reels.
ranged for a relay consisting of an automobile and three sleighs, the films reachThe scenario is the work of Grace Maring the exhibitors only two hours late.
bury Sanderson, grand-daughter of a man
who was eight times mayor of San Francisco. The production was directed by
William Chaudet, and the leading characters consist of Crane Wilbur as the
Activities
in State Rights Market Durfighting parson, Henry Barrows as the
ing the Past Seven
Days.
poltical boss, and Jane O'Rourke in the
vampire role as the spider in the web of
ARROW
FILM
CORPORATION
anthe boss.
nounces sale of rights
on
"The
This picture is said to have great moral
Finger of Justice" to G. W. Ritchey,
president of Greenwich Lithograph
Comand educational value, and. to be a powerful plea against commercialized vice. It
pany, New York, for Delaware, Maryland,
has been exhibited in a large number of
District of Columbia, and Virginia.
* * «
houses not only in California, but on the
entire Pacific Coast, where it was well reRights on "The Struggle Everlasting"
ceived.
and "The Accidental Honeymoon" have
The net proceeds received from this
been sold by Arrow Film Corporation for
production are to be used for civic work
the following territories: To Big Feature
in connection with the suppression of comRights Corporation, Louisville, for Kenmercialized vice, the money being detucky and Tennessee; to Supreme Photoposited in a fund administered by D. B.
play Co., Pittsburgh, for West Virginia
Brumett, editor of the Epworth Herald,
and western Pennsylvania.
Chicago; Charles Jewett, the present
* * *
Mayor of Indianapolis, and the Reverend
Hodupp-Towne Company, St. Louis, have
Paul Smith.
secured from the Arrow Film Corporation
rights to
Sunset Princess" for
Missouri
and "The
Kansas.

Sales or the Week

Arthur S. Hyman

interesting visitor to the Moving
Picture World offices during the past
week was Arthur S. Hyman, vicepresident and general manager of Dawn
Masterplay Company, located in suite 501
Owen building, Detroit, distributing state
rights features in the state of Michigan.
During this trip to New York, Mr.
Hyman secured for his company, as announced in our last issue, rights to D.
W. Griffith's "Hearts of the World" for
Michigan at what is said to be a record
price for this territory, and Ohio and
Michigan rights to the "Eleventh Commandment" from Advanced Motion Picture Corporation.
Mr. Hyman expressed himself as being
strongly In favor of the co-operative plan
of the Affiliated Distributors Corporation,
and lias made an offer to Michigan exhibitors, ponding the formation of all the
national units of this organization, U.
handle the productions of his company
with the exception of "Hearts of the
World" under the plan of this organization In order to demonstrate its practicability; the exhibitors sharing in the
profits. Mr. Hyman is of the opinion that
the working out of this plan will be of
benefit to and increase the business of
state rights buyers.
Associated with Mr. Hyman in the Pawn
Masterplays Company is J. M. Frieburg,
secretary and treasurer. This company
occupies spacious offices consisting of
eleven rooms in the Owen building, Detroit, and are handling a number of feature productions, including "The Whip,"
"Raffles,"
"I Believe,"
-Wrath
of the
AN

* * *

Jesse J. Goldburg has disposed of the
following rights on "My Husband's
Fj-iend": To Northwest Consolidated Film
Company, Seattle, for Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana: to W. Ritchey,
New York, for District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware,
and Minnesota,
Virginia; North
to "Wesccott Film
Corp., for
and
South Dakota, Iowa, and Nebraska; to
Eastern Feature Film Company, Boston,
for New England States.

* • *

General Enterprises announce the sales
of territory on "Mother" and "The Warrior" in another article
* * * in this issue.
Announcement is made by Ernest Shipman of sales on Shorty Hamilton features,
Josh Binney comedies, and "Berlin Via
America'' for a number of territories. Full
details given in another column of this
department.

Gail Kane Is Featured
In ''When Men Betray"
SINCE the premiere of "When Men Be-,
tray" on the New York Theater Roof
exhibitors have been endeavoring to
secure an early booking. It is said to be
a "human" picture, the kind that gets
under your skin and makes you feel you
heloim to the story. The plot deals with
the betrayal of the marriage vow, and,
while this is a very delicate subject to
handle, it is claimed to have been done
In such a way as not to offend anyone.
The cast includes Gail Kane In the role

gyggg
°^ °^ gf °^ °^ g g •
of the wronged wife, Robert Elliott

as
the husband, Stuart Holmes as a disloyal
friend, Sally Crute as the other woman,
and Tallulah Bankhead, a young Southern
beauty, who made her debut in New York
in "The Squab Farm," plays the part of a
young and rather "flighty" girl brought
fulness.
to
the verge of despair by man's unfaith-

All Territory on "Warrior" Sold
THE acquired
Warrior"
for and
the "Mother"
states of have
Ohio, been
Indiana, and Kentucky by the Metro
exchange. Contracts to this effect have
just been consummated between Arthur
H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, of General
Enterprises, Inc., which organization has
distributed throughout the United States
and Canada both of these productions, and
representatives of the Metro exchanges.
The Metro exchange, of New York, has
also
"The and
Warrior"
Ne
York purchased
City and state,
it has forplanned
to offer this feature starring Maciste as a
special hot-weather attraction.
With the consummation of the deal
whereby Metro secures "The Warrior" for
Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, General
Enterprises, Inc., has announced that the
entire territory embraced by the United
States and Canada has been disposed of
for this spectacle.

"Song Hits
In Photoplays"
Offered
on State Rights
SONG
Hitsproduced
in Photoplay,"
noveltyin
series
by Harrya Cohn
collaboration with the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, indicates that
there is something new in motion pictures.
At a recent showing at the New York
Strand the audience so liked the idea that
they joined in the chorus.
Reports from Western states suggest
that "Song Hits in Photoplay" is here to
stay. State rights have been arranged
for in almost every state in the country
and requests for bookings are continually
received at the office of the company.
D. O. Reese has been traveling in the
middle and far west, while David A. Levy
is handling the proposition from the New
York end and has closed with several
large exchanges and exhibitors in the east.
Advance

offers "The Eleventh Command-

"The Eleventh Commandment," featuring Lucille Lee Stewart and directed by
Ralph Ince, is being offered by the Advanced Motion Picture Corporation on
state rights basis; also under the plan
of the Affiliated Distributors'
Corporation..
ment."
They announce that
arrangements have
already been -made with the Pawn Masterplays for the State of Michigan and with
the Exhibitors' Booking Syndicate for
New
York on the latter basis.
Pretty Girls in King-Bee Comedy.
The King-Bee comedy in which President Burstein announced that a bevy of
beautiful girls would appear is now being made at the Hollywood studios, and
will be released July 15 under the title
"Beauty in Distress." This cluster of good
looking girls are said to have been
selected from California. Washington,Oregon. Idaho, North Dakota, South
Dakota. Iowa, Illinois. Michigan, and Indiana, each from a different state.
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Ernest Shipman Goes West

Close Contract*
for New
Production* and Confer
With
Prominent
State Right Buyers
on the Coast.
ShipErnest
(lit- past week.
DURING
man left New S ork for a trip to the
LSt in order to make necesfor closing contracts
mgements
now in the
number of productions
and also to des of manufacture,
negotiations
important
,.,i other
lime,
for some
•i have been pending
three
ts to be .m>ne for about
important
will visit several
s, and
Francisco,
San
. rn cities, including
Seattle, and Salt
Vngeles, Portland,
state
prominent
with
conferring
rights buyers, and on his return expects
of special attraca number
nounee
or the state rights market.
In addition to his selling activities, Mr.
Shipman has also recently made arrangements with a number of out of town state
rights buyers to represent their interests
-. fork in the selection and purchase
require,
may
as they
eli pictures
pictures
desirable
for any
tiating
available on the open market.
One of Mr. Shipman's last activities before staining West was the viewing of a
feature picture made by Director Lloyd
Carleton, of the Carlton Attractions, Los
es, which reached New York only a
few hours before Mr. Shipman's departure.
Mr. Shipman also announces that ar■ ments have been made with Walker
Whiteside, the well known actor, whereby
he will interpret the part of a Japanese
Service agent in America in a timely seven-reel release based upon stirring
episodes of the present war. He also
calls attention to the timeliness of the
forthcoming Nell Shipman productions,
"The Tiger of the Sea" and "The Coast
Guard Patrol," both of which deal with
the submarine menace along our coasts
now so much in evidence account of the
activities of the German submarine along
the Atlantic coast.
In addition to list published in a recent
issue, Mr. Shipman also announces the
following sales of territory of the productions that he is handling: Shorty
Hamilton series, to Josiah Pearce & Sons,
New Orleans, for Mississippi and Louisiana; to Kaufman Specials, Memphis, for
Tennessee and Arkansas; to Unity Photoplay Company, Chicago, for Illinois; to
Elliott & Sherman, Minneapolis, for Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South
Dakota, and to V. H. Hodupp, Indianapolis, for Kansas; Josh Binney comedies
to Doo-Lee Film Co., Syracuse, for New
York State. Berlin Via America, to Westcott Film Corp, Minneapolis, for Minnesota, North and South Dakota, and 'Wisconsin, and to C. F. Michaels, Pittsburgh,
for West Virginia and western Pennsylvania.

Several Massive Sets
"For Tempered Steel"

THE fourth special production, "Temwhich figure,
Madame is Olga
PetrovaperedisSteel,"
the inleading
said
to be marked by a number of unusual
stage sets of massive character.
The story calls for considerable theatrical atmosphere, with several scenes
laid in a Broadway playhouse, and Director Ralph Ince caused to be erected a reproduction of the Belasco theater. This
setting occupied the entire floor space of
the studio, and on the film shows in detail the stage, boxes, and more than half
of the lower floor of the theater holding
a capacity audience, including a complete
orchestra.
Another novel setting is the foyer of a
large New York apartment house showing
a row of elevators, switch-board, etc. This
setting was patterned after one of the
biggest apartment dwellings on Riverside
drive, and the staff of attendants is said
to have been requisitioned from the house
to play the characters of hall boys, switchboard operators, elevator runners, doormen, etc.

Gaumont News-Reel Pictures First Fabricated Ship
"Agawam"

Shown
in Graphic
Harkness
Trophy

No.
10 — While
News
No.
II Contains
Race — Many Other
Interesting
Scenes.
"A
uiie
and
the
Archduke
.i •■
GraGaumont
ni
TANT
IMPOR
phic n<>. l". read] Maj SI, shew
the
w oman ol im
i i ihlldi en," and "Th il ed
• In th<
launching
ol the "Agawam,"
the Brit
.\ii
"fabricated"
ship;
the
big
Red
l mi\ e tor t he Second w ar Fund ol
a ter no( oni ) 1 1 on t he i i andpolni
of t he
aul hnr, lull of I he public, and Ii i
10, « hloh our people nearly dot
■uai Ion of the
memorial services all over the country on
on "An Organized Audience" was ii.
i lay ; the « ay In w ii ich t he
Dram
American
Red doss
|
to t he w ell know ii act i ess, K.n h rj n
ferers In Europe,
and
the
qi rro who
der, is n lecturer on hi
matlc
broke the world's record tor ship-riveting,
i me-, as will
as phllOBOphli a
contests
which
are
expected
to speed
psychological movement In the theat<
Up ship const nut ion tor the Allies.
No.
1 1 of t he ' ;. uiuu.nl
Ni u B,
His contribution
to the screen consists
Tuesday,
June
t. contains
more
tha
of th<
Ito-DeLuxe
produi
dozen
new subjects, pertaining
not only
to the war. imt to ot her topli
"The
way. Unchastened Woman," which, as a
play, enjoyed a successful run on BroadInterest, including the 100-mii,- Harknesa
Handicap at Sliecpshoad Hay on June I,
in which Do l'alma piloted a. I'ackaud to
victory and won $30,000 in prize money.
Mickey"
a Cheerful Picture
Other interesting topics show the chamE are on the brink of a great cl
pion gas-mask girls Of New York, who
in the public sentiment tuv.
were entertained at a theater as a reward
motion pictures," says an official
lor their speedy work In making these
of Western Import Company. "Bach day
necessary life-savers; the visit of the
King of Roumanla and the French Ministhat therecloser home,
the ofwarsuspense,
brings
ter of Munitions to the battle-front; the
is a sort
which,so though
not
monster thrift festival at the Polo
a fear, is an apprehension that should
Grounds in New York City; activities of
and must be relieved. Motion pictures
must now do their bit.
There has I
our soldiers and ship-builders on both
coasts, and the war work of the women
anything in the world which has
reached the hearts of the masses In so
in England and the United States. A very
universal a .language as motion pictures.
interesting subject shows how the Mission Indians of Southern California are
At this time everyone is turning to motion pictures for entertainment and relief,
working for the' Red Cross.
though temporary, from the great tragedy

W

Leah Baird in New Serial
iHE announcement that Western Photoplays, Inc., had signed Leah Baird
for feature productions is said to
have caused numerous letters and wires
to that company, particularly from independent releasing concerns throughout the
country.
The reason is ascribed to the fact that
both Messrs. Golden and Alperstein are
well known film men and in addition
there are nine independent feature releases before the public in which Miss
Baird appeared during the past year, and
the desire of the independent men to retain this star in their ranks.
Whether or not the Western Photoplays
intend releasing on the state rights market
has not yet been announced. Progress on
the opening five episodes of the serial
featuring Miss Baird is being pushed and
other plans laid aside until these are given
pre-release showing.
Among the stipulations included for
Miss Leah Baird in her contract with the
Western Photoplays, Inc., is a clause which
guaranteed that all her work is to be
under the personal direction of Joseph A.
Golden. Mr. Golden's w^ork is well known,
as he has in the past directed such artists
as Blanche Walsh, James O'Neill, Pearl
White, Nat Goodwin, Helen Ware, Norma
Talmadge, John Mason, Alma Hanlon,
Holbrook Blinn, and Evelyn Nesbit Thaw.

nr]

Louis K. Anspacher
SELDOM has so prominent a man of
the literary world as Louis K. Anspacher used his talents for the screen.
Born in Cincinnati. Mr. Anspacher, after
graduating at the College of the City of
New York, specialized in philosophy,
metaphysics, ethics, and political science
at Columbia, taking a post graduate
course. He is a member of the permanent
lecture staff of the League for Political
Education, the Brooklyn Institute of Arts
and Sciences, and the staff of the Civic
Forum
Lecture
Bureau.
His modern drama, "The Embarrassment of Riches," was produced in 1906,
and is said to be the first American play
to deal with the political machinery of
lower New York.
His other plays include

of the war.
"Imperceptibly, changes In public sentiment and taste in motion pictures are
accomplished. He who can see ahead and
can feel and understand the workings of
the public mind and their ultimate decision has solved the great problem of the
motion picture industry — the longevity of
pictures.
"Over two years ago Mack Sennett
started
of the'Mickey.'
At
that time his
thisproduction
repulsion of
public mind
against bloodshed in motion pictures was
apparent to a certain extent, but was not
then so marked as it is ibday. He conceived the idea of a big comedy. But
he knew it might be two years before he
could complete and release such a feature, and that he had to look ahead, for,
while a good comedy might be desired
more than anything else at that time, it
must be at the same time carefully
balanced — not too light nor too depressing, but witty and wistfully humorous.
"That he read the signs truthfully is
evidenced in 'Mickey.' There is no bloodshed. It is not a drama of flying pastry
or innocent heroines seduced. It is a
cheerful play. "Mickey' is a mischievous
little mountain girl whose pranks are
amusing, and whose sunny disposition is
magnetic. In spite of hardships her
sparkling personality conquers, and ends
in a wistfully sweet romai
"Mickey" is now complete, an illustration of the kind of photoplays that are
doing their bit cheerfully for humanity."
Poli

Praises

Flynn

Serial.

S. Z. Poli, head of Poli's Theatrical Enterprises, operating vaudeville and motion picture houses throughout New
land, recently changed his original booking for "The Eagle's Eye." and is now
showing this serial four days instead of
three, beginning- with Sunday of each
week. He is enthusiastic over the result
of this change in the opening date, and
writes the Wharton Releasing Co. as follows; "The Sunday opening gives a
greater scope for advertising in the Sunday papers, and, to my way of thinking,
and based on personal observation, 'The
Eagle's Eye' properly exploited by the
man who exhibits It unquestionably is
one of the biggest attractions on the
screen, especially for a Sunday night con-
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Lniqueness Claimed
For Gaumont Serial

Scene from "Stolen Orders" (Wm.

A. Brady).

Successful
Premiere For Brady's "Stolen Orders'*
Received
by

Well

Audience
at Park
Theater,
New
York — Four
Stars
in Cast,
Kitty Gordon, Carlyle Blackwell, Montagu Love and June Elvidge.
THE premier of the picturized version
The Italian government tendered Mr.
of Cecil Raleigh and Henry HamilBrady the use of war scenes taken on the
Italian front, which have been used in
ton's Drury Lane melodramatic sucsuch a manner as to lend zest to a success, Stolen Orders," produced by William
A. Brady, took place at the Park theater,
cession of thrills such as have been selNew York, on Sunday evening, June 2.
dom seen on the screen. In the filming
Notwithstanding the intense heat the theof this picture it was necessary to conater was packed to capacity, and when
struct a dirigible balloon and have it dethe picture was finished it was accorded
a tribute of applause.
stroyed by anti-aircraft guns. By a
strange coincidence the spot where the
The cast is headed by four stars — Kitty
Gordon, Carlyle Blackwell, Montagu Love
light in the dirigible takes place is the
and June Elvidge. Besides there are sevlocale where the German submarines have
eral prominent actors in minor roles,
recently been operating against vessels in
while several hundred persons are emAmerican waters.
ployed in the big scenes. Numerous necesThe criticisms of the daily newspapers
sary accessories for the production of a
were strongly favorable. Such exprespatriotic picture were placed by the govsions as "The most interesting melodrama
ernment at the disposal of Mr. Brady, who
is a member of the National Council of
we ever saw on the screen,'" "A masterDefense. In the picture are battleships,
piece," "Interesting and thrilling," "At the
end of the picture there was a generous
naval launches, hydroplanes and anti-aircraft guns, and sailors, marines and naval
and genuine tribute." "Succession of
officers participate. President Wilson is
thrills" and "Decidedly entertaining beshown delivering a speech indicting the
sides being good propaganda" being- emenemies within our gates.
ployed.

Petrova Starts Thrift
Stamp Tour on June 6
THE

final
arrangements
have
been
completed
between
Madame
Olga
Petrova and the War Saving Stamps
Committee,
of Washington, D. C, for the
tour which
she will make
in behalf of
this patriotic movement.
As
a preliminary,
Madame
Petrova
visited Philadelphia
last week,
where
a
Liberty
booth was erected for her work
in the public square
of the City
Hi
During her visit she sold several hundred
dollars
worth
of War
Saving
Stamps.
With each sale of one War Saving Stamp
and ten Thrift Stamps she gave the r>tehaser a photograph
of herself, in addition to auctioning off eight de luxe pi
traits, which were secured
by purehasin
$50 worth of Thrift Stamps for each.
Madame Petrova then made a tour of all
first-run motion
picture houses, in which
she gave patriotic talks and an entertain
ment which consisted of two songs.
Accompanied by Beulah Livingstone,
her personal representative, and Bobby
North, manager of the Petrova studio.
Madame
Petrova
left New York on June

6 for Baltimore, where she will appear
at the New theater. From there she will
go to the Strand theater, Washington.
Arrangements have been made whereby
each theater will show "The Life Mask"
during
Petrova's
personal of appearance.
Due to
the necessity
witnessing
a
screening
"Patience
Madame
Petrovaof will
return toSparhawk."
New York
following her appearance in Washington.
After which she will depart for Boston.
Following her appeal in each city to
the public relative to the purpose of Thrift
Stamps, Madame Petrova will visit as
many motion picture theaters as time will
permit in order to still further impress
on the minds of photoplay audiences the
necessity of giving the United States
Government their utmost financial support.

Sets Built for "Playmates."
Special
In
"Playmates," the King-r.ee comedy to
be released June 25. in which Billy West
ami Babe Hardy appear in rompers, a
special set was built for the prologue, so
as to make the characters appear diminutive, and it is said that the illusion produce.! is a remarkable one.

The Gaumont Company announces in
"The Hand of Vengeance" they have what
is really a unique serial, and that those
who appear in it are prominent dramatic
actors. Among them is a mysterious personage, "The Grey Lady," the daughter
of a prominent statesman, to whom the
avenger of wrong loses his heart while
engaged in acting as her champion. Even
before the last episode was completed
"The Grey Lady" sailed for France to
nurse wounded soldiers.
It is claimed that picturegoers who
insist upon sensations will be satisfied
with "The Hand of Vengeance," though
the title is more gruesome than the scenrs
portrayed, and that the serial does not
rely on crime to make it interesting.
Though he constitutes himself a dispenser of justice and incurs the enmity
of the police, it is said that the principal
character is far from being a criminal.
The thrills come from the dangerous
situations in which the hero finds himself
while being hunted by an officer of the
law. Several times in each episode it
seems that the avenger will be captured
by the detective, and each time his ingenious mind enables him to escape.
It is claimed that the element of suspense is so well held that the spectator is
unable to figure what will happen next,
and that this, particularly, is why the
Gaumont Company calls it the "different"'
serial.

Flies, Bees, Sheep and
Goats Share Split Reel
SWATInternational
THE
FLYFilm is Service
the titleblackof and
the
white comedy released by the Educational Film Corporation
this week,
and
there
is said
to be a laugh
in every
"swat."
In the beginning, and as an obligato
running through the story, the spring
drive of sunshine waves a fly from his
hibernacle for the express purpose of
tormenting Ma Katzenjammer. which it
proceeds to do in diverse unique ways and
much to its own edification.
Captain Katzenjammer. who is painting a floor, of
hasthe"tackled"
the jobin, from
the outside
room coming
and
finds himself marooned on a small spot
in the center. This wouldn't be so serious if the Kids hadn't put molasses in
his paint pot, and in trying to make his
escape he finds himself anchored. With
a vacuum cleaner as their machine gun
and bees as their ammunition his "devoted" nephews proceed to make his life
even more miserable, but in the end they
find their own weapon turned against them
in a manner that is very discomforting.
On this same reel is a Ditmars Animal
picture
"Wild of Sheep
Goats."
in which entitled
the customs
these and
animals
are
shown. With plenty of snow and cold
weather they are in their element, and
will travel to the highest mountain peaks
to get into a more rarified atmosphere.
Their sure-footedness is shown by the manner in which they traverse seemingly impassable crags and peaks with the greatest ease. The method of capture and
elating for shipment
is also shown.
Gus Alexander
in Moon
Comedies.
Sunshine Film, Inc.. announce that they
have engaged Gus Alexander, better
known as "Shorty" Alexander, and that
the first two Moon Comedies in which he
will appear have already been completed.
Mr. Alexander has had considerable experience both on the stage and in moving
pictures, having appeared on the stage
with Dan Daly, David Warfield and Madge
Lessing, while in moving pictures he created the role of "Jeff" in Horsleys "Mutt
and Jeff Comedies." and has also appeared
in
supporting
with Farnum
Mary Pickford.theBlanche
Sweet.casts
William
and
others, also in Universal. Christie and
Biograph productions.
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Trade News
Brevities
Trade News of the Week in New England
"Pershing's

Crusaders"

Shown
at the Shubert
Theater — Personal
and Business
Notes
of Interest — Theater Brevities.
By Robert
N. Howe,
BO Summer
Street, r.oston, Mass.
built in Foxboro
and
was just about
to
BOSTON, mass. — a large amount ox
open it when he died,
it is expected that
publicity was given the tirst showing
his son will open the new theater and
of the Government Mm, "Pershing's
close the other house in Canton.
Crusaders." at the Shubert theater on
Here and There About New England.
Monday night, June 10. Prominent government officials and army and navy nun
Boston. — There
has been a change
in
very prominent in the first-night
management of the Huntington Avenue
audience.
theater, which is in the Hack Hay district
The showing dt scenes In Prance in
of Boston.
which the 101st, a Boston regiment, had
George Haley, the former manager, has
part, caused great enthusileft to take charge of the Dudley theater
a prominent
asm. The film was sent here by th
in Koxbury. Frank .laqtics, who was forCommittee on Public Information and has
merly on the road for the Universal Film
of the Government. Postthe backing
Corporation, has bought an Interest in the
master Murray, of this city, and a com
Huntington
Avenue theater and will manmlttee of fifty representative business
age it himself.
men behind the local showing of the film,
Medford, Mass. — The Fellsway theater
are producing some unique publicity to
of this city has been taken over by Tamer
boost it.
Lane, motion picture editor of the Boston
An
admission
of 25 and
50 cents is
Evening Record. He reports very good
ged to cover expenses.
What
surbusiness for the first two weeks.
plus there is -will be given
to the lied
Woburn, Mass. — John Watt, manager of
Cross, tin- Knights of Columbus, and other
the Woburn theater, has resigned. As
activities.
yet. no one has been appointed to succeed
him.
"Little Women"
Film Nearly
Finished.
Newport, R. I. — A. R. Commette, owner
Concord. Mass. — Director Haw ley
and manager of the Opera House in this
Knowles, of the World Film corporation,
city, announces that his theater will close
has nearly finished the filming of "Little
the first of June for the summer season
Women" in this town. With a company
During the summer the theater will unof a dozen or more actors of the World
dergo repairs, will be completely refurthe Wright's
been at scenes
nished, enlarged and redecorated.
he has
company Many
Tavern.
interesting
on the
H. DuMont Perry, manager of the Laold battlefields of Concord and Lexington
fayette
theater of Newport, R. I., is having
hive been taken by Mr. Knowles. Among
his theater enlarged and rebuilt; as the
those with Mr. Knowles are Henry Hull.
theater is now he is unable to accommoDorothy Bernard, Conrade Nagle, Kate
date hundreds of people at every performLester. Lillian Hall, Florence Blinn. Elance. Newport, R. I., which was a city
sable Lamon. Mother Anderson, Mrs. Hurle,
of
about
8,000 inhabitants, has had its
Frank Demon, Lynn Hammond and
population increased about 95,0nu since
George
Kelson.
the war started, and the exhibitors have
their houses packed at every performance
Farrell Leaves Selznick Exchange.
with sailors and marines from the great
Edward J. Farrell, who has been mannaval training station here. The theater
ager of the New England exchange of L.
will be closed only when the floors are
J. Selznick Pictures Corporation, has sent
being laid and when the seats are being
in his resignation, which was accepted
and took effect June 1.
put
in.
Springfield,
Mass. — The Poli theater, a
Mr. Farrell has managed the New Engmoving picture and vaudeville house, has
land exchange of the Selznick Pictures
changed
to
a
stock
house for the summer
corporation for the past six months, and
and will resume their former policy in
is probably the best known film man
the
fall.
among the exchanges in New England.
Springfield, Mass. — A. Sheifitz, manager
He was formerly manager of the Genof the Gordon theater in this city, is
eral Film, Metro and Pathe exchanges,
spending the week in Boston. He will
and was the first salesman to go on the
visit his son in the service at Newport,
road in New England territory, having
R. I. His other son, Louis Sheifitz, who
been in the motion picture business for
twelve years.
was recently in the motion picture business, is now at Camp
Devens.
Mr. Farrell was very well liked in the
Selznick office. This was shown when the
employees of the exchange presented him
a pair of engraved, studded cuff links
Maritime Provinces Letter
when they learned of his resignation. Mr.
Farrell has not made known his plans
By Alice Fairweather,
"Standard,"
St.
for the future, but it is understood that
John, N. B.
he is through with the film business. D.
Business
in New
Brunswick
Dull.
J. Selznick, brother of L. J. Selznick, will
local
assume the position as manager until
Several of
B. — installed
JOHN, N.
ST. theaters
have
newthebooths
another is appointed.
especially for the handling of the
Dominion's new admission tax. This has
Exhibitor J. F. Truman
Dies.
been done at the St. John opera house
Foxboro, Mass. — J. F. Truman, owner
and at the Imperial theater. The Governof the Orpheum theater in Canton, died
ment allows a small commission for the
after a long illness. The management of
theaters for looking after these tax tickthe theater will now be under the direcets.
tion of his son, Paul Truman.
Theaters not using the ticket-chopping
J. F. Truman was having a new theater
receptacles are being supplied with them

bj

t he

' :o\ it

nl

a in!

I hi

out or i in' commission.
Th< Oo ei anient
ot Nov. i Scot Is insists i hat i he th<
there must buy these machines outright,
and

their

eost

is

l

The imperial theater patrona
boxes will have to pay tin- t w . • ami tin' Opera House lower floor
ets will also
call for a two
are the only houses
In
Ch uuin^

above

t went

who :
. • i , t rate,
seal tickSt.

John

\ -li\ I

The "Nickel" theater will have to
change
Its name,
as they have had to
raise their price to ten cents. They ailvertise that they will absorb the tax, but
1 understand
that this is prob
trary to the law.
The tax on the reels will cost one manager of two houses
in the cit
year, figuring
on the number
"i reels
used
last year.
Th,- Imp. -rial man
stales that with the two taxes his ,,,
will be over $4,1
Theater
Business
Is Depressed.
Business is dull at present throughout
the whole
territory.
The
daylight
lull
is very hard on theaters and the general
depression
is felt Immediately
wh<
the war news is bad.
une theater in Moncton. N. B., the
others
is closed, and I hi
Grand,
through the Province reducing the number of days for opening.
Certainly the expenses are mounting
very high, but with the summer season
over

and

brighter

limes,

the

people

will

to their amusements doubth
Brief Personal
Mention.
C. K. stowe, manager of F. G. Spencer's theater, the Gem, at Fredericton,
N. B., visited St. John recently.
Charles Allan, manager of the Empress
theater, owned by F. G. Spencer of St.
John, was in the city a few days ago.
return

Utica Trade Letter
By

Clifford
Norwich's

A.

Carroll. The Utica
server, Utica, N. Y.

Ob-

Colonia
to Open
Soon.
UTICA,
N. opening
Y. — It has
beenColonia
announced
that the
of the
theater, Norwich. N. Y., will take place
the latter part of June. The theater was
badly damaged by tire some time ago and
was closed to allow repairs to !,, made
and new equipment installed. A New
York firm of decorators have been at
work entirely redecorating the interior,
and when finished the Colonia will present a more beautiful appearance than it
did before the fire. Adam Tennis is manager of the house, and as all of the former employes of the house are now in
the service of Uncle Sam, his son, Lou a
Tennis, will be associated with him. Louis
Tennis has been connected with the Majestic theater, Utica, for a number of
years and has had much experience jn the
amusement business. Quite a few thousand dollars have been expended in the
new equipment of the theater, which includes two new Simplex projection machines, a new screen, new curtains, new
stage accessories, new seats and new
apparatus for lighting effects. Mr. Tennis
is a veteran showman, having formerly
been the proprietor of the Hippodrome,
Utica, which place he conducted for about
four years. Mr. Tennis has already booked
many of the bigger features, and as hi*
stage is fully equipped for road shows
he will undoubtedly run some legitimate
attractions.
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Trade News Letter of Week from Detroit
Dawn

By
Masterplay
Other

Company
Gets Michigan
Rights
to "Hearts
of the
Items of Interest About Theaters and Exchanges.
Jacob
Smith,
719 Free Press
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Dawn
Gets Griffith's Masterpiece.
DETROIT, MICH. — "Hearts of the
World," made by ' D. W. Griffith, has
been sold to the Dawn Masterplay
Co., of Detroit, for Michigan. It is unquestionably the biggest deal ever made
in the Wolverine state. We might add that
the Dawn Masterplay Co. is one of the
first exchanges in the country to buy it.
The Dawn is to get three prints, considerable paper, advertising paper, photos, etc.,
so that it would not be one bit surprising if the total amount reached $100, 000.
It is a tremendous feather in the cap of

World" —

the exhibitor," said Mr. Bolster.
"All they
have to do is to ask for it."
Dave Mundstuk Buys More Features.
Dave Mundstuk, of the Strand Features,
is fast coming to the front. He has
gained considerable prestige for his exby the purchase
the two-reel
"W.
S. Hart changefeatures,
the of
series
of Chaplin
reissues, and the series of Triangle-Keystone-Sennett comedies. Dave is now doing business with the leading houses
throughout the city and state.
Claud
Cady
Buys
Theater.
The Family theater in Ionia, formerly
conducted by F. Jacobi, has been sold to
Claud Cady, who operates the Colonial
theater in Lansing.
Opens
Office in Saginaw.
The Pan-American Film Co., of Saginaw,
announces the opening of a branch office
in Grand Rapids at 323 Murray building.
Among

Prominent

Film

Men.
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Dayton Trade Letter
By P. J. G., Dayton Theater Building,
Dayton,
Ohio.
Local T. M. A. Lodge Opened in Dayton.
DAYTOX,
At of
lasttheDayton
has
a local OHIO.—
fraternity
Theatrical
Mechanical Association. The charter
has already been closed and contains the
names of thirty local showmen, including
managers and attaches and others connected with the business end of the game.
The officers of the present society are
W. R. Record, president; Martin Gaunt,
secretary-treasurer; W. Clair, vice-president; H. Bucher, marshal; Gus Pfeiffer,
chaplain, and E. Bauroth, sergeant-atarms. The Dayton Lodge is Xo. 99. Martin Gaunt, of the Dayton theater, passes
out the information that "The objects of
the order are to bind all theatrical people
together into a fraternity for the propagation of the principles of charity, benevolence and fidelity, and for the advancement of their mutual welfare." Anyone
of good moral character who has been
engaged in the show business for a period
of 6 months is eligigle to membership.
Martin Gaunt, secretary of the local lodge,
states that at present his office is flooded
with membership applications and that
the lodge will number five hundred by
midsummer.
Majestic Theater at Dayton Closes.
The Majestic theater at Dayton, Ohio,
closed recently, and according to the receiver, Dick Raynor, it 'will not open
again for some time. The Majestic always was out of the "beaten path." but
at one time was Dayton's leading theater.
"The

Doctor

and the Woman"
at the
Dayton.
The best bet played yet at the Dayton
theater, said Mark Gates, managing director, has been "The Doctor and the
Woman." The Sunday opening was far
above the usual Sunday, and it seems as
though the public wants this kind of

picture.
Arthur S. Hyman.

Kentucky Trade Letter

the Dawn Masterplay Co. to secure such
a picture, and justly entitles them to claim
the slogan, "The biggest film exchange in
Michigan." As a matter of fact they are
one of the biggest in the country, because
they have many other big successes, such
as "The Whip," "Redemption," "I Believe,"
"Raffles," "Wrath of the Gods," "Persuasive Peggy," "Maciste," etc.
On top of the announcement that they
purchased
the World"
we also
just
learn
at the"Hearts
time of ofwriting
that they

By Ohio Valley Xews Service, 1404 Starks
Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

of the Klondike" for
"Carmen
purchased and
Michigan
a number of other special
features, bringing their total investment
for films during the past few days over
$125,000 mark.
S. M. Krohn, of Dayton, is president of
the Dawn Masterplay Co.; Arthur S. Hyman is general manager, and I. M. Freiberg is secretary. They occupy suites 70770S-713 Owen building, and have just
leased two additional rooms, and are still
negotiating for more space which in time
assures them of the entire floor.
At the time of writing it is practically
settled that the Washington theater, Detroit, will play •■Hearts of the World"
starting Sunday, June 23. This is one of
John II. Kunsky's theaters, and he is planning an extensive publicity and advertisThere will liken- be three
ing campaign.
Shows
dailj -one matinee and two at
prices up to $1.50. The ennight, Withgagement,
once started, no doubt will last
most of the summer.
Harold
Bolster Visits Detroit.
Harold Bolster, vice-president of the
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, was In
town recently for a day or two. It lias
been known for some time that Goldwyn
had planned the installation of sorvieo
departments in its various film exchanges.
"There
is nothing
we won't do to help

Benefit Greatly Profits

Red Cross.

Red Cross benefit
performance
LOUISVILLE,
KY— "Out
There,"which
the
was
recently
shown
at
Maeauley's
theater, proved a great success, a total of
Frank E. Stuart, a Long Time Employee
of the General Film Company, who Was
Recently Appointed Assistant
Manager
at Detroit.
Detroit
Items.
Field Carmichael and Jos. Kaliski, of the
Detroit branch of the Fox Film exchange,
have been attending the convention of
branch managers in New York week of
June 3.
Dave Pricen, of the Triangle, feels quite
elated over the fact that in the city of
Detroit there are S2 theaters using Triangle service.
J. C. Fishman, of the Standard Film exchange, is now offering to state exhibitors "Mothers of Liberty" and Helen
Gardner
in "Cleopatra."
Hal Smith,
of the Ferry Field theater,
Detroit, has just signed what is probably
the biggest contract of any residential
theater. It calls for Fox regular service,
Fox specials. Fox Standards. Fox Mult
and Jeff Cartoons. and Fox-Sunshine
comedies,
.i. O. Brooks, salesman for Fox,
was responsible
for the sale.
W. F. Rogers, sales manager for the
General Film Co., was in Detroit recently.
lie said
he was
well
pleased
with
the
conduct of the exchange under the management of M. S. Bailey, who was producing considerable new business.

$31,401 being taken in at the one performance. Lawrence Jones, a wealthy
turfman and distiller of Louisville, secured the program autographed by race
horse men and local society people, which
was run up to $11,S50. The seats sold for
S5.6S1. and seat premiums brought in
$13,600, while ihe play bill was sold in
the auditorium by Red Cross girls, bringing in $270 additional. The program was
auctioned off by Burr Mcintosh, who explained at the outset that every bid would
be a pledge to the local Red Cross.
W. E. Carrell is a Daddy.
Louisville. Ky. — W. E. Carrell. manager
of the S. & P. Film & Supply Co., is now
a daddy, he becoming father of a fin-1
boy on June 1, this being the first heir
to the Carrell interests.
Calnay

Taken

to

Louisville.

.Tames Calnay, former promoter of t' •
Dixie Film Corporation. Nashville, and
the Calnay Cinema Corporation, Louisville,
for whom the police were looking for
months on indictments returned against
Calany for irregular practices in Louisville, was brought back to Louisville on
May 31 from Galveston, Tex., to face t. charges.
Clinton. Ky. — O. C. Thompson, manager
of the Star theater, has remodeled his
ventilating- system, and announces that
he has tures.
secured
the World's Famous PicBrady Made.
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Newark
News Letter
Theaters Make
J- Kalter, 26 Branford
Place,

ioob

Now ark, N .1
Newark
Censor*
Stop Film.
of the
action
.1 The
\
^T^.\\ \ i;k.
"Old
censorship In banning
(
Wives tor New,'' origlnall) bookedfor
presentation al the Newark theater,
Market street, Newark, N J., prevented
Its showing:, and Paramounfs "Prun
was substituted. The picture will, bowreturn to the theater later on during the summer, it is announced.

"Careless America" Exhibited Free.
Under
the auspices
of Chief of i
the Universal exhibited the safety
In the
"Careless
Brst picture,
various
Newark
motion America,"
picture theaters.
II n - v, Fargo, special representative of the
Universal, was in the city, and enlisted
the aid of Mayor Glllen, who spoke at an
Invitation performance of the dim Tuesmorning at Proctor's theater, l it*.
Marketday snoot.
Brighton
Theater
Reopened.
The
Brighton
theater,
East
Orange,
after extensive alterations
and remodeling, was opened
to the public Saturday
Ing, June
1. Excellent
initial business Is reported at tho new house.
Edna Goodrich Speaks for Red Cross.
Edna Goodrich, the Mutual star, appeared personally May 21 at the Hill
theater, Springfield and South Orange
avenues. Newark, in connection with the
showing
of her appeared
picture, "American
Miss Goodrich
in her Red Maid."
Cross
uniform, and incidentally was the indirect
cause of materially adding to the total
collected for the Second Red Cross Fund.
Ex-Captain
Stucky in Film.
Former police captain, but now a film
star. William H. Stucky appears in Vitagraph's "Over the Top," on exhibition June
5 and 6 at the City theater, Seventh and
Orange streets, Newark. Leo O. Mumford is the managing director of the showhouse.
New Company at East Rutherford.
The Milton Amusement Company has
been incorporated at East Rutherford, and
papers for same were filed June 5. The
concern is capitalized at $10,000. The incorporators are J. I. Stene, of Passaic, and
S. A. Goldberg and Irving Goldberg, of
New York.

Rochester Trade Letter
By L. B. Skeffington, 61 Main Street, East
Rochester, N. T.
Joe Stoffel Writes Good Song.
ROCHESTER, N. Y. — Joe Stoffel, live
wire manager of the Plymouth theater, has written a song that has
received much humorous praise. It is
entitled "The Nickel You Waste for Carfare Will Never Buy a Thrift Stamp."
Joe is endeavoring to educate the people
of his section of the city to patronize
neighborhood business instead of going
downtown.
Woman
Asks
Operator's
Permit.
The first local application by a woman
for a permit to work as an apprentice motion picture operator has been filed byMrs. Laurine Staley. The Staleys nowrun the Rose Garden theater, and Mrs.
Staley- is preparing herself for the practical end of the game. A six months'
apprenticeship is necessary before an applicant may take the examination for an
operator's license.
Paul Fennyvessey Honored.
Paul Fennyvessey, manager of the
Strand theater, and a son of Albert A.
Fenneyvessey, president and general manager of the Theaters Operating Company,
controlling several Rochester theaters,
has been accepted by the Government to
direct Liberty theaters, and is now assigned to a camp in Texas.
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Drive

ve Shows
on Sabbath
Kntirly
for War
Leading:
Houses
Gi
Almost
a Half Million.
Saving Stamps and Get
i-.\ ,i. m. Shellman, 190S Mount Royal Terrace, Baltimore, Md,
minor
privileges,
Now
Is the tlm<
dared
w hal
>i;i:, Mi'
i
Bai.tim
t in- Marj la mi i :\ hlbll or's I
of the blggei I drlvi ever made
The] an
for electrli
in Baltimore bj the local theal
Frank Pierce to Represent Goldwyn.
In the Interests "i patriotism
enterprises
was held "ii Sundaj night, June -. Beven
The Goldwyn
Dlstrll
ig Coi
theaters were allowed to open, ana ei
will be represent ed in the Baltimore i • i
oellent shows were presented In each for
rltory by Frank
Price, Jr, who
became
the benefit of the \\ , 5 B, The amount
ated with that company on Moi
Of the sales were | 110,1
Of R h
J one ::, m r i 'ii, el
very plei
i w as taken
up in ado
« hlle
and
,s obtained
by canvassing
for
icourteous,
ha i Ho will
pi i t ho u in. r 1 ,-, 1 . , . i tain
I loldwyn,
extra subscript ions in the audiences
The
Frederli
and Auditorium,
Maryland
Newsboys
See Gerard Picture.
Schanberger, manager; Academy of Music,
Real American
hate
was
shown
for
o
Ford's
manager;
A. Henkel,E. Ford,
Harry Charles
manager; Garden
house.
lam
"ii
Monds
•
night,
June
'■'■.
«
hen
the newaboya
In care ,,r the social
and New, Charles E. Wnltehurat, prei Ident,
Krogman,
and Milton
;UHl i„ a. DeHofl
partment of the Baltimore Bun were lnvlted to the Academj
ol
SellgAbe
Victoria,
Nixon's
managers;
gueata of Sarry a. Henkel. and about 800
man. manager, were open.
fled. The aubjecl was Qerard'a "My
The stage hands, as well as the
Pour Years in Germany."
and ushers, tendered their servmusicians
i\ es for the occasion.
Manager Seligman's New Sign.
Community
Recognizes Good Work.
At Nixon's
Victoria
theater,
116
Baltimore
street, something
new
Ii
A unique gift was presented to L. A. De
way
of
signs
has
been
originated
by Abo
of the New theater, remanager
HolT. the
Seligman, the manager.
They are a take
cently, which was entirely unexpected. For
on on the old cross road signs, but they
some time Mr. De Hoff has been arrangread,
"Stop — Look — Laugh."
According to
ing to showing of moving pictures at the
Mr. Seligman
they have been stopping,
Maryland Penetentiary for the inmates.
looking, and laughing,
He has been doing this work just for the
pleasure of knowing he was helping the
C. S. Anderson Leaves Baltimore.
prisoners spend a pleasant hour during
-Manager Charles S. Anderson, pioneer
their confinement. One night a short time
film man of Baltimore, is to leave the
ago, Mr. De Hoff was summoned from his
Alonumental City. Mr. Anderson is well
office to a box seat by one of the city
officials and told to wait a few moments,
liked, and has a host of friends throughout the Baltimore territory. For the
that he had something to communicate
to him. Mr. De Hoff sat in the first row
five years he has been associated with
the Grand theater. On Monday, June 3,
of box seats. Suddenly, to his great surMr. Anderson took over the affairs of the
prise, the footlights flashed up, and out
Palace theater at Newport News, Va .
walked another city official on the stage
and will act as manager.
and began a speech. Mr. De Hoff realized
that something was being put over on him.
Theaters Aid Red Cross Drive.
The voice on the stage said, "As Mr. De
Three of Baltimore's moving picture
Hoff, the efficient manager of this theater, has done so much in furnishing the
theaters and two out-of-town theaters in
moving pictures for the inmates of the
the state of Maryland held patriotic meetings on Sunday, May 19, in the interests
penetentiary they wish to show their appreciation by presenting him with a token
of the Red Cross drive.
of remembrance." The audience wildlyCha.rles Nolte, manager of the Linwood
applauded when a beautifuly hand painted
theater, Baltimore, arranged a fine program for the Red Cross entertainment, the
s Creed
shown,a
of the
copy
to make
had was
Hoff then
De American'
and Mr.
feature being "The Spirit of the Red
speech.
More Benefits for Red Cross.
L. Gorman, manager of the Pimlico theater, Baltimore, arranged a Red Cross
meeting.
Williamsport, Md. — On Wednesday, May
22, W. O. Bowser, the popular proprietor
Cross."
of the Princess theater in this city, doIsaac Berman,
of Berman's
theater,
Baltimore,proprietor
was on the
job with
nated the entire receipts of the day to the
Red Cross.
patriotic moving pictures and a fine musical program for a Red Cross benefit.
Salisbury, Md. — A big meeting in the interests of the Red Cross was held in the
Arcade theater here on the night of Saturday, May 25, through the courtesy of W.
MORE
ROCHESTER, N. Y., ITEMS.
G. Pond, and a good sum was realized.
Five Stars Honor
the Victoria.
Aberdeen, Md. — A rousing meeting in
the interests of the Red Cross was held at
The Victoria theater has flung its servthe Opera House in this city by J. H.
ice flag to the breeze.
There are no less
McPherson, the manager, on Tuesday, May
than
five stars on the flag.
The men
21.
who have left the Victoria to serve Uncle
Sam in his lighting forces are Lieutenant
C. B. Councilman Promoted.
P. Harry
Farren,
brother
of Mai
C. B. Councilman is now manager of the
Jack Farren, Aviation Corps, Camp
Dick,
Grand theater in Highlandtown, Md. He
Dallas,
Tex;
Corporal
Al Florack.
.Jr..
has been operator at that theater for the
formerly
an
operator,
now
at
Camp
past three years, and knows the house
N.
J.;
Private
Russell
Fishhaugh,
Camp
and its patrons. He succeeds Charles S.
Wadsworth,
S. C. ; Private
Henry
GardAnderson.
ner, Camp Dix;
Private
Morris
E
Minor Privileges May Be Cheaper.
formerly a drummer in the Vic orch.
Camp
Dix.
The new schedule of minor privilege
tax charges that went into effect in JanuA. H. Westfall Made Manager.
ary, 1917. may now be greatly reduced.
It is understood that the Board of EstiA. H. Westfall has been appointed manmates is now in favor of working out an
ager in the Rochester territory for the
Educational Film Corporation of America.
entire new minor privilege charge schedHe reports that his features are recel
ule. The tendency, it is rumored, is to
lower the existing prices, to put some
a hearty reception from the better (lass
of theaters. The Piccadilly theater here
on the free list, and to grant some that
has sinned up for first run, which fact
are now prohibited under the existing law.
alone should be a big help to Mr. Westfall
It is also probable that a very much more
in getting some good bookings hereabouts.
liberal policy will be adopted in handling
Six

of

Baltimore's
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Week's Filmdom Doings in Capital City
— Other

Chosen
Joseph M. Cummings
Items
of Live

to Head Mutual's Washington,
Interest
to the Motion
Picture

By Clarence L. Linz, 622 Riggs
Film
;TON, D. C. — The Mutual Film
1 1.\'< TON,
W\SIA.SHING
a new manager for
Corporation
for
Corporation has -«=
tiio
«.n^.;^o.
—
its Washington office following the
separation of Victor Abbey from that
t of the manposition. The new occupan
agerial chair is no stranger to the film
native produca
almost
business, and is
"Washingfrom
does,
he
as
hailing,
tion,
ton's prettiest suburb, Baltimore. His
name is Joseph M. Cummings, and he
broke into the film business in Dallas
the Genas the Texas representative of
eral Film during the anti-trust controversy When his work there was concluded he joined the Mutual Film, and
to Canada as general manager in the
went
Dominion.
After about a two years' absence from
the United States he went to Kansas City
for the Triangle Film Company. He retained this connection until last September when he went with the General Film
as a district manager. This position tookit
him all over the country, and he kept
until last April, when, tiring of being
away from home all of the time, he returned to the Mutual, and now he's he>Mr. Cummings was installed in his new
home
position by D. A. Poucher, from adtheinterim
office, who was on the job as
r. Mr. Poucher returned to New
managelast
week.
York

of Liberty."
"Mothers
Distributing
The distribution of the new release,
"Mothers of Liberty," in the District of
Columbia, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
and North Carolina is to be handled by
Fritz Hoffman for Harry M. Crandall. Mr.
Crandall has just concluded thes purchase
of the state rights privilege for the
states named from the Monopol Film
Company.
Is

at Meader's.
Manager
is House
Dipple
Charles Dipple has been named as house
manager of Meader's theater, Washington,
D. C, one of the Crandall string. Mr.
Dipple was formerly an usher at the
theater, another of the Crandall
Apollo
houses.
A. C. Eckhardt Back Again.
A. C. Eckhardt, formerly employed at
the K-E-S-E exchange in Washington,
D. C, who went to Chicago for the same
concern when the local office was closed,
returns to Washington to enter the emInc.
ploy of the Super Film Attractions,
Two
Mutual
Film Boys Join Navy.
Some day the Washington, D. C, correspondent of the Moving Picture World
hopes to be able to have printed in these
columns a complete roll of honor with the
names of all the film men who have joined
the colors. Washington is well represented on the battlefields of France, and
the film center here is proud of its boys,
in khaki and blue.
Tardy mention must be made, therefore,
of the enlistment of Eugene Dyer and
George Leibold in the Naval Reserve.
Both were with the Mutual Film Company, the former as shipping clerk in this
city, the latter as booker, first in Baltimore, and then in Washington. Mr. Dyer
is now stationed at the Washington Navy
Yard: Mr. Leibold is at the training station at Newport News, Va.
Sam Flax Comfortable for Present.
Manager Sam Flax, of the Washington,
D. C, Metro Film Service, is getting
straightened out in his new quarters in
the Costello building, at Sixth ami <;
streets. Mr. Flax has only one complaint
now — that even these quarters may only

prove to be temporary,

The entrance to the exchange is from
the Sixth street side. The first of the
olliees is occupied by Mr. Flax, and the
other two which follow, house the mem-

D. C, Branch
Trade.

Building,
'Washington, D. C.
is the
Beyond
bers of his office force.
with nearly
large film and poster room
The exa thousand feet of floor space.
change is in a fairly good location, but
before it can be made to comply with
the proposed new fire regulations it would
have to undergo considerable additional
improvement. There is no fireproof vault
there. It may be, therefore, that Mr.
Flax will have to go through the moving
task again at the conclusion of his temporary lease.
"Tillie's Punctured Romance" Again.
Sidney B. Lust, of the Super Films
Attractions, Inc., Washington, D. C, is
bringing back "Tillie's Punctured Romance." Through the Community Motion
Picture Bureau he has obtained booking
for 200 booking days. The film is to be
shown at all army camps, cantonments
and forts between Washington and Louisiana.
New Operators Cause of Trouble.
Washington, D. C, exchange managers
are having a great deal of trouble with
shipments of films. Most of the difficulty
arises from the fact that a great many
of the exhibitors have new operators who
do not seem to know that a great deal
of damage can be done by their failing
to follow closely shipping directions that
go with the reels. Many instances have
come to the attention ofthe writer recently where films were intended to be
routed between towns but were returned
to Washington by operators or others
handling the shipments, with the result
that the theater for which the film was
intended for showing the following day
remained dark. Some times the films
returned are not even sent to the right
exchange.
Washington's exchange managers have
asked that the exhibitors instruct their
employes as to the necessity of following
shipping instructions. This failure to do
so has resulted in some of the offices
losing good business, and they have no
redress in the matter.
Summer Dress Helps Theaters.
The male employes of the Strand and
Garden theaters, Washington, D. C, look
both cool and neat in their white duck
suits, which were donned with the coming of the hot wave last week. The girl
ushers are also dressing in appropriate
summer costume. With slip covers over
the orchestra chairs and additional electric fans, these theaters have become
doubly inviting.

North Carolina Trade Letter
By

D.

M.

Wilmington

Bain,

Wilmington,

Expecting

Big

N.

C.

Business.

of
— The
GTON,n DEL.
WILMIN
Wilmingto
as one
of selection
the largest
of the shipbuilding plants to be
permanently engaged in construction of
both steel and concrete ships during the
war and afterward, has caused a boom
in the industrial life of the city which
is due to reach the theaters and result
in big business once the plants now being
constructed by the Government are completed. With a present population of
thirty thousand. Wilmington is looking
tor a doubling of population within twelve
months, and the Howard-Wells Amusement Company, operating the five theaters in the city, are preparing in advance
to handle the newcomers.
Alterations
are including
being madetheto Victoria,
the different theaters,
where twenty thousand dollars is being
spent. This house will open in the early
fall With Keith vaudeville, high-class feature pictures replacing the present tab
shows at the Royal about the same time.

Tune 22, 1918
An option was secured upon the only
other available Front street site for a
theater and was later closed, so that this
corporation may at any time erect another
theater to add to their change should
business warrant it. The Howard-Wells
organization, pioneers in the motion picture field in the South, have grown from
a small ten show thirteen years ago to
the proprietorship of five theaters in Wilmington and one in Charlotte at the present time, besides numerous allied interests in the vaudeville field.
S. S. Stevenson
Plans
New
Home.
S. S. Stevenson, manager of the Princess
theater, Henderson, X. C, is building a
new house, which will be known as the
Liberty theater, with a capacity of over
300. The Liberty will also have a balcony
and will be given over entirely to pictures, using regular
feature
service.
The Princess, which Mr. Stevenson has
managed for five years, is being enlarged
and will have a seating capacity of 400.
It will be a combination theater and airdome. The back walls will be made so as
to be raised level with the eaves of the
house and open into a large court planted
with grass. Patrons may either occupy
seats in the theater or comfortable chairs
and benches placed on the lawn. The new
Liberty will be open about June 15.
Henry
Randall Answers
Call.
Henry Randall, for the past two years
representative of Famous Players' interests through the Wilmington. X. C, territory, is making his farewell trip and
will don khaki. Randall is one of the
most popular film salesmen who ever
traveled this territory, having covered
Xorth and South Carolina for Mutual for
a period of three years before going with
Paramount Washington exchange two
years ago.
C. B. Rohder Leaves Howard-Wells.
Carl B. Rohder, for the past three years
manager of screen and program advertising for the Howard-Wells theaters, Wilmington, X. C, severs his connection witli
this company on June 1. Mr. Rohrer was
forced to seek a rest on account of ill
health, and will later consider several
attractive propositions which have been
tendered to him. Mr. Rohder has made
a long study of the screen advertising
business and has achieved success in the
theaters he has handled which will stand
for a long time as a world record.
Jolliffe Will Guide Durham House.
J. M. Jolliffe has assumed managership
of the Orpheum theater at Durham, X. C,
succeeding Grover Daniels, who resigned
to accept a similar position in Atlanta,
Ga. Mr. Jolliffe is an ' experienced showman, having at
been
managersVa..of and
the Elks'
Auditorium
Bluefield.
more
recently assistant to Ollie Savin, general
manager of the Piedmont Amusement Enterprises at Winston-Salem, X. C.
H. R. Mason to Take
Rest Cure.
The many friends of Harry R. Mason,
for many years connected actively with
film interests in the South, but for the
past five years owner and proprietor of
the Acme and Rex theaters at Goldsboro,
X. C, will regret very much to know that
he has found it necessary to seek a more
congenial climate and, after recuperating
in the mountains, will look over several
theatrical propositions in another territory. The local theaters are under the
Thillips.
management of Mr. Mason's partner, R. r.

Philadelphia Trade Letter
By F. V. AnnaPhiladelphia,
to. 144 Xorth Pa.Salford Street.
Edgar Wolf at the Victoria's
Helm.
Wolf, one
PA. — Edgar
ELPHIA
PHILAD
of the
most , popular
managers
of
Philadelphia, has been appointed the
new manager of the Victoria theater, haved a splendid
ing
s and record forpreviously
himself establish
at the Crosskey
the

Tune

1918

Qlobe
\ ludevllle theaters
Mr
Wolf
Is
chiefly noted for ins high moral Btandardi
and believe In always catering to th< de
iikiihIs of the finer element
for entertainment. In the same
manner thai he has
Ised his judgment
In securing
the
that vaudeville
afforded, II « ill be
bis Intention to follow oul the same prln
oiple In obtaining photoplays ror the Vic
torla, thereby continuing
the Bame pollc)
far which this house is noted
Arthur Forbes Now Heads the Stanley.
Arthur Forbes, who has won consider
able merit as the manager of the Victoria
theater, has been made manager of the
Stanley theater, one of the finest photoplay houses in tins countrj and will enor to render tin" same efficient service
to the patrons of the Stanley that has
made the Victoria bo popular with the
photoplay
lovers in Philadelphia,
Dolly Sisters Help Sailors.
William i>. Parry, social secretary of
the v. m. c. a. corpB, who is in charge
of the entertainment for the sailors and
marines at League island Navy Yard, secured the services
of the Polly Sisters
on the occasion of their last visit here
when they voluntarily ottered to entertain
the hoys at the Navy Yard on last Friday
afternoon. The famous dancers were accompanied by their mother and a party
composed of Frank W. Buhler, genera]
manager Of the Stanley theaters: Ahe 1,.
Einstein, publicity director of the StanRobert Lynch, manager of the Metro;
Mrs. Irine Solomon
and P. V. Armato.
What Notable Films Are Doing.
"Joan of Plattsburg," a story of timely
Interest, attracted great crowds at the
Stanley last week upon the occasion of
the first presentation on Monday, June
3. when Mabel Xormand again displayed
her versatile talent as a capable screen
actress.
"My Four Years in Germany," after
enjoying: three weeks of capacity busiterminated its engagement at the
Forest theater on Saturday. June 8. Durum the showing soldiers and sailors were
admitted free by the manager, Eugene
Terry.
R. Berger. manager of the local George
Kleine exchange, has booked "The Unbeliever" at. the Hippodrome theater in
Allentown, Pa., and the Victoria, in Wilmington, Del., for a week's engagement
at both places.
Dr. Walter Stuempfig, of the Germantown theater, has installed a massive organ which has materially added to the
interest of the photoplay attractions as
the box office will testify.
Edward Kruppa Buys Exchange.
Edward Kruppa. of the Monarch, has
bought out the American Photoplay exchange and acquired its entire stock of
films, including "The Warrior" and "The
Lust of the Ages."
New Theaters and Changes.
The Iris theater, seating- over 1,000, at
3142 to 3154 Kensington avenue, was conveyed last week by Frederick P. Kennedy
to Ellen Reed for a price not disclosed.
It occupies a lot SOxllS. and is assessed
at $45,000.
Arthur Graver has been appointed the
new manager of the Ridge avenue theater
and succeeds Ben Shindler, who has recently joined the sales force of the Select
exchange.
Negotiations are now pending whereby
Gabriel Michels will take possession of
two Philadelphia theaters, the Bellevue at
Front and Susquehanna and the Eddystone at Lyna and Eddystone, to be reopened about June 1.
Under the name of Paramount, a new
theater recently opened at Arnot, Pa. The
house contains 350 seats and is considered
a cosy and up-to-date place, whic his under the capable management of H. H.
Roberts.
Mrs. W. Dunn, of the Washington Palace, has greatly improved the quality of
pictures being shown there. The patriotic
Metro 6.feature, "Draft 258." will be shown
June
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Great Need in Sharon for Sunday Shows
Being Circulated by Citizen s Who Have No Plate to Go on Sundays
It For Them.
—Exhibitors
Would
LiUe to Provide
Ion
Arcade,
rui burgh, Pa,
Bj
i:. J
m. Cui i J . 158 i n
•
Ided
and
the
i wen
it was
been
hai
P * There
found that the flgui
appears
nee oltotaled,
thi
PtTTSBURGH, le
considerab
discussion amon
•I more
than
|fl,
,,
| „.,,
stamps,
members
and other exhlbltON
"i lata
The evening appi
in the Pittsburgh, Pa„ district Sundaj
shows,
There are two towi
I foi
re spirited bidding,
western Pennsylvania at the present nine
and several thousand
dollars u oil b more
of the stamps
were sold,
The audience
which
have isSunda}
movies,
reii.
Erie
the onlj
large Brie
town and In I'.n
the
I Miss Marsh
to make
a speech,
She
terrltorj where Sundaj
pictures havi
said she was glad to appear for such a
come
a pari
Of the regular
amusement
W ol t hj pill pose.
life of the city. There is no music perMr. Perrin of the New V.nl, office •■! the
mitted With the
pictures
there.
howGoldwyn; Oeorge a. Rickey, the comp
ever. Parrel] is a small Industrial town,
Buffalo manager, and Harold B, Franklin,
but the theaters lia \ .■ b,en permitted
manager of Shea's Hippodrome, aided Miss
to run on Sundaj because of the liberal
•Marsh
in tin- war
Stamp
Campaign,
A
views of the council and magistrate There
bouquet of dowers, pre.., ,,\. ,\ i, Mr. Hi< kis an unusually large foreign population
ey, was autloned by Miss Marsh at the
there.
Hippodrome for $i,
The star had the
The latest re -run to the "Sunday" Idea
pleasure Of seeing her picture, "A Pa., in
la Sharon. Pa., a town close to I'arrell,
the I lark." at thai t beater.
but much
larger in population.
Petitions
Miss Marsh said she was delighted
with
are now being circulated h> many citizens,
the reception thai Buffalo gave her
sinand they arc taking
advantage
of the
re narked that if every city in her itinertime that the workers put in the mills
ary gave her the same greeting, she would
there during the week, and showing that
feel well repaid for her work. Miss .Marsh
they have no place to go for amusement
was
accompanied by her sister, Margaret,
on Sunday, although it is the only day that
also of the < rOldwyn staff.
most of them can avail themselves of the
Bruce Fowler, manager of the Olympic
Opportunity for amusement. It is suptheater, and Charles Bowe, manager of
posed that the petitioners will receive acthe LyriC,
Buffalo, are among
the Thrift
tive and hostile opposition from the
stamp workers in Buffalo. The. furnished
Ministerial
Association
of the valley.
the combined orchestras of these houses
There are some exhibitors In the terrifor a Thrift stamp meeting at Lafayette
tory who are not in favor of Sunday
shows strange as this may seem. One of
square
Saturday.'
Latzthese
was thethe
leader. on
Vaudeville
actsLeofrom
the largest exhibitors in Pittsburgh some
aters and the Academy were another att racl ion.
time ago, in declared
a discussion
of theopposed
"Sunday"to
proposition,
himself
the idea simply on the ground that he felt
C. R. Rogers
Gets Merited
Promotion.
that he should have a rest day for himCharles R. Rogers, for the past year
self despite that extra income which might
manager of the Select exchange, Buffalo,
be
derived
the divided
extra day's
showing.
There
seemsfrom
to be
sentiment
on
has been appointed manager of the Boston
the part of exhibitors over the territory,
branch ofin that
company.
Mr. S.Rogers'
successor
Buffalo
is Sherman
Weband from what I can gather, the sentiment is largely based on this argument
ster, former road representative of the
of the Pittsburgh exhibitor, where theater
company
in this territory.
men are opposed to opening on the first
"Boston is one of the big offices of the
day of the week. There is, however, a
Select, and Mr. Rogers' promotion is well
large sentiment for Sunday shows on the
deserved," said Mr. Webster. "The compart of the public in many towns, and expany has picked a good man for the posihibitors feel in many instances that the
Mr. Rogers which
laid out
Select'sa
Huffalo tion."
exchange,
wastheopened
desire for amusement on the part of the
few months ago. Nearly every visitor to
public should be met by the theaters on
the branch commented on the fact that
Sunday as it is in so many other territories.
the place was always kept as neat "as the
proverbial pin." Any praise along this
New House at North Clairton.
line was well merited by Mr. Rogers, who,
no matter how great the rush, was a
M. A. Scarletto & Co. is opening a newhouse at North Clairton, Pa., which will
sticker for having the exchange in "apple
have a seating capacity of about 350, and
pie order." Mr. Webster has always been
the indications are that the house will
known as a tenacious campaigner f inprosper, as the location is exceptionally
Select Pictures. Besides hitting "the high
good from an industrial standpoint. Mr.
spots,"
or, In other words, the big cities.
Scarletto, who is manager of the new
he has covered by auto nearly every hamhouse, has been connected with the Verdi
let and junction in Xew York State where
theater in Pittsburgh for a number of
pictures are shown. At one time he was
in the film business for himself in Buffalo,
years.
and later was with the Universal in CleveF. E. Osborne and E. Phillips in Khaki.
land. He has been with the Select PicF. E. Osborne, of the Independent Distures Corporation since it went into busiplay Company in the Film building, and
ness. He is favorably known by every
exhibitor from Toledo, O., to Hudson. X. Y.
"Eddie" Phillips, who formerly shipped
for Pathe. but has had charge of the
Interesting Buffalo
Bits.
Triangle department for some time, have
Max Lewis, owner of the Frontier movgone to camp. Phillips has gone to
ing: picture theater. Buffalo, is putting on
Columbus Barracks, while Osborne has
vaudeville two night a week.
gone
to
Camp
Humphries
at
Acotink.
\'a.
The Academy, a popular priced vaudeBoth have the best wishes of the local film
ville and moving picture house, Buffalo.
men.
is now playing summer stock with pictures.
Fred Flarity, former manager of the
General, Buffalo, has been called to Washington for special war service.
By Joseph
A. McGuire,
152 X. Elmwood
The Amusu moving picture theater,
Ave.. Buffalo. X. Y.
Arcade, X. Y., has lost its operator on acMae Marsh
Sells Many
Thrift Stamps.
count of the draft.
c.len Houghey, owner of the Glen theBUFFALO, X. Y. — Mae Marsh, Goldwyn
star, appeared in person in Buffalo
ater, Watkins, X. Y., has been drafted.
on Saturday, June 1, to aid the War
Sales Manager Rogers, of the General,
was a Buffalo caller.
Savings Stamps cause. At the afternoon
Another visitor was Art Lee, special
performance
Shea'sand.
Hippodrome
she appeared on the ofstage
amid enthusiasm,
representative of the Gaumont.
H. Petrosky has taken over the Popular
auctioned twenty-four of her autographed
theater on Broadway. Buffalo.
photographs.
When the bidding had subPetitions

Are
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No Electricity Even for Advertising Toy
Theater

in

Toronto

Wanted
to Use Mechanical
Dog
to Advertise
But Dominion Power Controller Forbids.

Chaplin

Film,

By W. M. Gladish, 33 Wineva Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario.
The accused were brought before ReTORONTO, ONT. — An instance of the
corder Semple, and the representatives
far-reaching effect of the special
regulations enforced in Ontario by
of two houses, the Majestic theater, Frontenac street, and the Dominion theater,
the Dominion Power Controller was seen
were immediately found guilty and senwhen Manager Clarence Robson of the
tenced to $25 and costs or one month in
Strand theater, Toronto, desired to make
jail. It is interesting to note that the
use of a moving object in a special lobby
two proprietors of each of these theaters
display eet
for Chaplin's "A Dog's ,Life." .v
were both fined for the same offence.
back-str
scene was arranged and it
al
was intended to use a mechanic
dog in
In other words, there were two convictions over each alleged case.
the set. The theater was forbidden to
do so because it was ruled electricity
The managers of the North Star thewould be used for advertising purposes.
ater, "Villerai and Hubert streets; the
Napoleon theater, Ontario street east:
According to the special regulations, no
the Maisonneuve theater, Ontario street
juice can be used for ornamental or adeast; the Alhambra theater, St. Catherine
vertising purposes on any theater front
street east, and the Lord Nelson, all
or in any window except on Saturday evenings.
pleaded not guilty and their cases were
remanded.
In this connection, Manager Fegan of
the Eclipse theater, Parliament street, has
Goldman
Assisting
at the Holman.
the laugh on the authorities because
makes use of an arc rectifier in the lobby
Harry Pomeroy, manager of the Holman
theater, Montreal, recently acquired by the
of his theater. This gives an illumination that is attractive as well as effective.
Canadian Universal interests, has secured
the services of Sam Goldman as assistant
This stunt has not been prohibited.
manager.
Theater
Invites Aid of Teachers.
"Lunch-Hour"
Shows
at the Rialto.
The Allen theater, Toronto, has mailed
Manager Stuart of the Rialto theater,
special invitations, in the form of letters,
Toronto, launched a new policy, starting
to every school teacher in Toronto to atwith the week of June 3, when he artend the regular Saturday morning perranged for special noon-hour shows lastformances for children either as a guaring exactly one hour each. These were
presented between 12 and 1 P. M., and
dian for children whom they may brin-j
to the theater or to look after children
from 1 P. M. to 2 P. M. Chaplin's "A
already at the theater. In each letter
Dog's Life" and other short subjects were
presented during the week. The special
■was enclosed a complimentary ticket for
two adults. The co-operation of the
shows were called "Business Men's Lunch
teachers in the move for "selected picHour
Performances."
Manager
Stuart has also decided to
tures for children" was invited in the
letters and a request was made for the
operate his theater from 9.30 A. M. to 11
opinion of the teachers regarding pictures
P. M. daily. This is the second downtown
shown.
theater in Toronto to open in the mornEvery teacher in the city is on a regings. Stuart has also fallen in line with
ular mailing list of the theater and letters
special performances for children, the
are sent to them at frequent intervals.
first of which was given on Saturday
morning, June 8, for a ten-cent admission.
Organizations Indorse Scout Film.
President Clair Hague of the Canadian
Grand, at Kitchener, Becomes Allen.
Universal Film Company, Toronto, anThe name of the Grand opera house,
nounces that he has secured the indorseKitchener, Ontario, recently purchased by
ment for the special serial, "Boy Scouts
Jules and J. J. Allen, of Toronto, has been
to the Rescue," from a number of Canachanged to the Allen theater. It has been
dian organizations. After a special
decided to charge 15c. and 20c. prices for
screening of the series at Ottawa, the
the two evening performances and 10c. and
Canadian General Council of Boy Scouts
15c. prices for the daily matinee. Progave its official support to the picture.
grammes are being changed twice weekly.
Others who have endorsed the subject
include the Ontario Council of Boy Scouts,
Recent Allen Acquisition Brightens.
Dominion Council of Girl Guides and the
The Regent theater, one of the finest
League of Honor. The picture has also
picture theaters in Ottawa, was re-opened
had a special screening in Toronto.
on Monday, May 27, after having been
closed for a remodelling and redeeoration.
Y. M. C. A. Backs Fox Standard Films.
The Regent was recently acquired by
Jules
and J. J. Allen, of Toronto, who
The Princess theater at Brownsburg.
now own sixteen theaters in eastern and
Que., has arranged for the presentation of
western Canada. J. Moxley remains as
a number of Fox Standard pictures under
Y. M. C. A. auspices. This arrangement
manager of the theater.
Announcement is made that the Aliens
was made following the success of the
have acquired control of the Coliseum
presentation of "The Daughter of the
theater, a 500-seat theater in the Beaches
Gods" as a benefit for the Canadian Red
district of Toronto. They now have three
Cross Society. The plan is largely due
to the initiative of the executive of the
large and small theaters in Toronto, and
a fourth theater, to seat 1,000 people, is
nonunion Cartridge Company, which embeing built for them on Bloor street west.
plays a considerable number of local residents. •
Raoul
Rickner
Becomes
Birdman.
The third employe of the Specialty Film
Two Montreal Managers Fined.
Import, Ltd., Pathe distributors in CanThe proprietors of seven moving picada, has joined the Royal Air Force. This
ture theaters in Montreal, Que., have been
man is Kaoul Rickner, for three years
summoned to court for alleged infraction
willi the Montreal office Of the company.
of the law regarding the admission of
Interesting Theater Items.
unaccompanied children under sixteen
years of age. This action against the
I.oew's theater, Hamilton. Out., obtained
exhibitors was taken as a result of a
a meat line-up of people every day for
campaign of annoyance instituted by
the first week's run of '"A Dog's Life" in
Archbishop Bruchesi toward the civic auHamilton by Offering orchestra seats free
thorities. The Archbishop adopted varito the fust fifty people in line at the box
Office when the doors were opened at 12:30.
ous methods to bring about the prosecution of the exhibitors on this account
Ross Humble, manager of the Family
and a letter by him to the civic administheater. WalkervUle. tint., is now oxertration commission resulted in the arseas with the Canadian Army, serving as
rests.
a corporal with the 64th Battery.
During
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his absence
the Family theater is being
managed by his mother, Sirs. Humble.
William Dineen, of the Strand theater,
Toronto, has disposed of his interest in
the Idle Hour, a small house at Queen
street east and Parliament street. Dineen
had the theater for three months, during
which time he made many changes in it.
The Montreal
branch
of the Famous
Players Film Service now occupies a fine
new suite of offices at 437 Bleury si
One of the features
is a well-equipped
projection room.
Andrew Keenan, of Montreal, formerly
with Pathe and Mutual, has joined the
staff of the Vitagraph in Montreal.
The
Vermont
theater,
Toronto,
has
adopted
the
odd-cent
admission
price.
General admission to this theater is now
11 cents, according to an announcement.
Exhibitor Gerbitig Back.
Proprietor M. Gerbitig, of the Blue Bell
theater, Parliament street, Toronto, and
one of the pioneer exhibitors of the city,
returned
recently During
from ahisfive
months'
stay
in California.
absence
the
Blue Bell was managed by Mrs. Gerbitig.
This exhibitor started in the theater business in Toronto eleven years ago, when
he opened the Queen's Palace on College
street, after which he operated the Savoy
theater at Queen
and McCaul streets.

Cleveland Trade Letter
By M. A. Malaney, 607 Belmont Building,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Elyria

Dispute

Settled.

ELTRIA,
OHIO. Theaters
— At a recent
meeting the
of
the Elyria
Company,
concern which operates all the theaters in Elyria, Ohio, the stockholders,
who have been in a dispute for several
months, agreed to bury the hatchet. So
the dove of peace is now flying over the
American, Strand, Dreamland, Bannon
and Rialto theaters.
The battle between a faction led by
Melton Phelos and another led by Owen
Bannon was fought out in the courts
about three months ago and resulted in
the Bannon faction winning.
At the meeting
recently, two new
directors were elected
to replace
Frank
Stetson and
Countyinterests
Clerk to"Williams,
w*1
disposed
of their
John Pekras
and L. T. Fay. 'who are the new directors.
Fay also was elected secretary of the
company, and it was announced all dit
ferences between the directors had been
adjusted and that the best photoplays
obtainable will be presented in the theaters. The directors now are Henry
Wurst, John Pekras, L. T. Fay, Owen Bannon, Melton Phelos, Chris Neufer and
Charles
Chisolm.
Collected $11,711 for Red Cross.
The Electrical League of Cleveland has
announced that the total amount of money
collected from theaters of the city during the Victory Chest-Red Cross campaign
was $11,711.
Chairman Baxter of the committee in
charge of the theater collections wishes
to thank the exhibitors for their hearty
co-operation
the campaign. and the way they supported
Rita

Jolivet

Stirs

Cleveland.

The coming of Rita Jolivet to Cleveland
proved an event of unusual importance
for photoplay fans and she drew a great
amount of publicity.
Miss Jolivet came June 2 and appeared
for four days at the Stillman theater in
connection with her picture, "Lest We
Forget." In addition, she was the guest
at several patriotic meetings, her husband, the Count Giuseppe de Cippico, accompanying her.
'1 certainly loved this enthusiastic reception." she said.
One of the features of the event was
the act of the Baker Electric Automobile
Company in presenting a machine camouflaged, which she used during her stay.
It attracted lots of attention and gave
the picture valuable publicity.
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Cincinnati Trade Letter
l'.y Kenneth C Craln, :!07 First National
Bank Building:, Cincinnati, Ohio.
"The
Remaking"
for Benefit
Show.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
\m
islderable
delay, due In part to the desire of Hie
authorities
In charge
t<. secure
i *i * possible time and location
for the
picture, tin> initial showlns
of the Camp
Sherman
cantonment
picture, "The
ReMaking
of a Nation."
has
been
duly
scheduled
for the Grand
theater, followingstand
the secondsome week weeks
of "Cleopatra."
it
ago
that
the
camp picture, which
bids fair to be one
Of the real successes
of the season
ill
Cincinnati, on account of the interest of
local people in seeing their boys In training, was to be shown at the Olympic, but
opportunity to secure the Grand was
given to the promotors, and was promptly
ed.
The net proceeds of the picture, which
has already been shown at nearly i
other city In Ohio, will go to form an
emergency fund for Ohio soldiers ami
their dependents. The engagement is for
two weeks, Manager Libson having offered to Interrupt the arrangements made
for other features for that length of time,
and as numerous
patriotic societies will
aid in pushing
the sales
of seats,
an
attendance of large proportions will certainly he made before the engagement is
terminated.
Airdomes Do Well During Hot Spell.
All of the Cincinnati, O., airdomes got
into their stride during: the period of
extremely hot weather which featured the
last week in May, and handled hip; business Temperatures around 90 degrees
prevailed during all of the week mentioned, and while, as a rule, the airdomes
had not been expecting warm nights,
suitable for their business, before June,
they took advantages of the break in
their favor with promptness and dispatch.
An unexpected factor against them, however, proved to be the extra hour of
daylight gained by the new time schedule
on which the country is working. As
it is not now really dark until after eight
o'clock, the outdoor exhibition of pictures
is therefore not practicable until a correspondingly late hour, and this has hampered the airdomes considerably. In spite
of this, the way people flocked to the cool
outdoor exhibitions promises big business
for the summer, and the lost hour of
darkness will probably be made up by
running
the shows
later.
Western Ohio Items.
Wapakoneta, O. — The Shannon Amusement Co., organized by Harry Shannon
and others, with a capital stock of $5,000, will operate a moving-picture theater
here.
Canton, O. — The Odean Amusement Co.
has been incorporated by A. H. Abrams, A.
L. Abrams. I. O. McKinnery, and others,
and will operate the Odeon theater. The
Abrams Company, organized at the same
time, with a capital stock of $25,000, by
the same interests, will control the Odeon
company and probably others, the plans of
the men interested being to operate a
string of theaters.

Are You
Preparing your copy
for the Eighth Annual
Convention Number?
Just four weeks away.
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Another Shift in Minneapolis Exchanges
Two

More

Managers Are Holding
New Job*— Pearion Leaves
Universal
for First
National
and Coen
Leaves
Metro
for Universal.
By John i,. join
Hennepin Avenue
MInni ipol . Minn
The rights to ihon
the p
In
Miwi: VPOLIS, minx
Tv
\
dlana a nd EG nt u< I
been obi
change manag< i b ha \ •■ shifted their
activities In Minneapolis, thus keepbj i he i '"ii \ in Film i lompa i
di. map. .lis and i 'hi. igo
Tl
up
the
splendid
record
• •(
changes established during Ma]
• i bj Henrj
i. i tollman, ••! Indian
i : i: i v.. rson hi
apol
ii la undent
i i bat
■ t oi p
Interest In the First National
Exhibitors'
m. .1. ope i .it.. i , effect men. and
Circuit exchange In Minneapolis and
u hi come
1 1 ..in New
York to
Carl l.aemiule to relieve linn ..I
as manager
of thi
I ndiana polia for t h< local
engagement.
joe Brandt, assistant treasurer of the UniIn
i.rd.r
t ., ;.. i i . . i ii,
versal, arrived In Minneapolis June
meiit
rj to propei
i t he
ill be dai k for t hi
completed arrangements for taking the
Universal management off ol Mr Peai
two weeki
The theater h
with an exhibit Io
son's hands and turning the executive
office over to Louis h Coen, who for the
of s.-i: .Mm Guj ESmpey'a "Over the Top"
pasi eight months
has been manager ol
Arnold
Brothers
Take
Kokomo
House.
the
Minneapolis
Metro
ov.liai
The Isis t hea t or, B mot ion pict II
The First National exchange will
tinue to transact
its business
out of the
in South
Main
slnit.
has I.e. n sold
to
Minneapolis Universal exchange,
but Mr,
Arnold Brothers, of ECokomo, who for the
Pearson Will devote his entire time to furlast few yean have been successfully
operating
the Grand
theater
here
The
thering the business of the First National, lie will Bpend some of his time at
lsis for the last tWO 01 threi
'.ears has
the Milwaukee First National branch and
been operated
by the Alhambra Amusewill visit exhibitors throughout the terriment Company, of BJlwood and Biol
tory occasionally, something
he has not
of which
Ralph
Mosiman
was
the local
previously had time to do owing to his
representative, it is understood that Mr.
many
important
duties.
Mosiman will return to his former home
Mr. Coen has resigned his managerial
in Elwood, where he and his brother,
position at the Metro and will assume
Hugh, will continue to operate a moving
charge of the Universal exchange on
picture theater now controlled by them.
Arnold
Brothers
have announced
that
Monday, June 10. Mr. Coen Is well known
to exhibitors throughout the territory,
the policy of the Isis, which has built up
having been affiliated with local film exa reputation as a moving picture th
changes for about three years. Mr. Coen
of the highest class, will be continued.
was twice previously with the local Universal exchange. He has also acted as
salesman for Paramount and Metro. No
successor to Mr. Coen has been selected
By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
by the Metro organization as yet, but it
Chicago, 111.
is expected that the new manager will
New Companies — Theater Changes.
come here from Canada. The personnel
of the Universal exchange will remain as
SPRINGFIELD,
— Secretary
Mr. Pearson has selected and developed it.
Emmerson has ILL.
issued
certificateof ofState
incorporation to the A. and B. Theater
Business Jottings from Twin Cities.
and
Amusement
Company,
Chicago;
capManager Charles G. Branham, of the
ital, $2,500; incorporators, John T. Boyle,
Strand theater, has had so many requests
Ellen C. Boyle, and William M. Lynch.
for
return
of "The
Unbeliever,"
Nauvoo, 111. — The Nauvoo airdome has
that a he
has showing
booked the
film for
showing
been sold to Simon Diekman, who will
its eighth, ninth and tenth days. Reoperate a moving picture show.
cently Mr. Branham played "The UnbeChampaign, 111. — George Applegate has
sold the Varsity theater to G. R. Parker,
liever" a week to a consistent capacitybusiness.
of Urbana.
Arthur Tyson, formerly assistant manKeithsburg, 111. — The Gem theater was
ager of the Minneapolis Strand, has joined
reopened after being closed for two weeks.
the Minneapolis Fox exchange as a salesPeoria, 111. — Fire at the Princess theater
on South Adams street damaged that
man.
James V. Bryson, who controls the terhouse, making it necessary to close It for
ten days for redecoration. The fire was
ritorial rights to "Come Through," and
noticed while the show was in progress,
"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" will leave
Minneapolis June 23 for an automobile
but Secretary Henry Weisbruch, of the
Seaver Amusement Company got the
trip to Boston where he and William
Koenig, manager of the Minneapolis Bijou
crowd out without difficulty. The Chaplin
theater, will attend the National Moving
feature, "A Dog's Life," was booked 1
Picture Exposition.
the Princess, but was transferred to the
Hippodrome.
Manager Billy B. "Watson, of the New
Garden, Minneapolis, has booked for a
St. Charles, 111. — T. W. Bryant is now in
control of the Idle Hour theater, the firm
second downtown Minneapolis run "The
of Bryant & Cremer, which operated
M
Heart
of the
Sunset,"
wyn. Mr.
Watson
has Rex
also Beach's
booked GoldAlice
Idle Hour
and Strand
theaters,
having
been dissolved.
Brady's "The Spurs of Sybil" for showing
four days beginning June 9.
Roseville, 111. — E. C. Smith has opene-'
his new moving picture theater, the Idle
"Over the Top," Vitagraph's big photoHour.
play featuring Arthur Guy Empey, began
a week's run at the Hippodrome theater,
Plans Great Theater in East St. Louis.
which the distributors subleased from
I St. Louis, 111. — Title to a site 160*
Ruben & Finkelstein for the occasion i •
200 feet at the southwest corner of ColSunday, June 2, to a good business. The
linsville
and Illinois avenues has been
feature was preceded by a big newspaper
taken by Josehp Erber and Phil Colin.
and billboard
advertising campaign.
proprietors of several southern Illinois
moving picture houses. The building now
Lay
on the property will be remodeled so as
to provide for a steel and concrete vaudeBy Indiana Trade News Service, 69
ville and moving picture theater seating
man Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
2.500 persons. The project represents an
investment of $225,000. Plans for theater
"Hearts
of World"
in Indianapolis.
have been drawn by C. W. and George
s
Griffith'
W.
D.
—
Rapp, of Chicago. The promotors operate
IS, IND.
NAPOL
INDIA
great
"Hearts
the World"
is to
be
ed
exhibit
for theof week
beginning
June
Erber's theater in East St. Louis, the
Washington and Lyric in Belleville and
16 at English's opera house, operated durother, and, in addition, contemplate esing the summer by Messrs. Barton and
tablishing others in other Illinois towns.
Olson.

Illinois Trade Letter
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What Has Happened in Texas Filmdom
Pictures

that Pleased
in Dallas
Last Week — Some
Interesting
Changes
Among
People in the Trade — Exhibitor
Commends
Texas
Editors.
By Douglas
Hawley,
Times-Herald,
Dallas, Texas.
toward restoring the confidence that
most
the
s
Perhap
—
TEX.
AS,
DALL
should exist between the two countries."
pleasing moving picture offered DalThe Eagle Pass man says things are rocklas patrons during the week ending
ing along nicely.
June 1, was the Hart-Paramount "Selfish
The Owens Back With Contracts.
Yates." Local newspaper critics hesitated
not to call it the best release the "gun
Harry Owen, manager Lynch Enterman" has been seen in in many a week.
prises branch, with Mrs. Owen, has reThe two "kiddies" were particularly apturned from a week's automobile trip
pealing to most of the local reviewers.
through
southwest Texas territory — deDallas releases for the week beginning
clared to have been both enjoyable and
June 2 included the first "Selexart" shown
profitable. Mr. Owen reports several very
here, in "Carmen of the Klondike," at
satisfactory new accounts opened and
Nevill's Washington theater. Manager
some personal acquaintances made that
were
thoroughly
enjoyable.
Bissinger put the picture on for a week's
run, and first day's indications were for a
Harry Musser, in charge of short subgood
business.
Hulsey's
Old
Mill
began
jects
at
the
Paramount-Artcraft
office,
the week with a return engagement of
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Owen — his last
the Metro "Revelation," with Nazimova,
trip before joining up with Uncle Sam.
for three days, and ended up with the
Mr. Musser, with F. A. Little, also of the
Select "De Luxe Annie," with Norma TalLynch staff, have both reported at Camp
madge, a picture many local people had
Travis for army training.
been waiting for. Hayakawa, in the
Paramount,
"The White
Man'sincluding
Law," with
the
Pathe news
features,
the
official French issues on Americans in
Picardy, started the Queen off, and a revival of "The Coward," with Chas. P?
and Frank Keenan took the latter part
of the week. The Hippodrome ran "The
Spreading Evil" the week through.
J. W. Hill, Jr., New Pathe Manager.
District Manager C. W. Wessling, of
Pathe, before leaving Dallas after a stay
of some ten days, announced appointment
of a new local staff and a complete rejuvenation of the Dallas branch. The new
manager is J. W. Hill, Jr., with L. D.
Brown named as assistant manager. Mr.
Hill is a native Texan and has been in
the "game" as an independent distributor
for several years. P. E. Clinckett, formerly of the San Francisco office, and
with a record declared to be enviable,
has been made Dallas auditor.
Pathe
Worker
With
Red
Cross.
Miss Willie Sterett, for the last several years assistant cashier at the local
Pathe branch, resigned her place May 15,
to go into Red Cross work. Miss Sterett
has already sailed for "over there," where
she is entering the canteen service of the
great war-time organization.
Cliff Reid Quits Mutual.
Cliff Reid has resigned as Dallas manager for the Mutual, going with W. G.
Underwood of the Matinee Film Company,
interested in the United Theaters project.
District Manager Stephens of the Mutual,
came up from New Orleans to check Mr.
Reid out.
H. G. Morrow, formerly with F. N. E. A.,
but now with the United, has been transferred from Dallas to New Orleans and
Atlanta territory.
James
Kelly Back
From
Border.
"Jimmy" — or more properly James —
Kelly, the Paralta specialist with the General, is back at headquarters from a trip
into lower Rio Grande border territory.
James — or "Jimmy" — reports some business and is Chockfull of optimism as usual.
Sam
Schwartz Not an Editor.
Sam Schwartz says he isn't an editor,
and particularly not a Mexican editor,
but he's "for" the latter contingent just
the same. Mr. Schwartz is proprietor of
the Aztec theater. Eagle Pass, Tex., and
he was in Pallas just about the time a
party of thirty Mexican editors landed
at Laredo, preparatory to making a tour
of the Pnited States, studying war-time
conditions. They arc all pro-Ally In their
sentiments, it is said. "It's a good thine.-."
said Mr. Schwartz. "They're bright,
brainy,
up-to-date
fellows,
and
they'll
learn
that the Pnited
States
is friendly
toward Mexico — wants to help her to the
fullest of its power in the sister republic's present difficulties. I venture to sav
that their trip will do a world
of good

Quanah
Man Quits Films.
T. K. Hawkins is now operating the
theater formerly conducted at Quanah by
W. W. Fernell. Mr. Fernell has sold out
his interests and gone into the oil business at Bartlesville, Okla. He had many
friends in the trade who wish him success in his new venture.
Rockport, Tex. — C. F. Hoffman and Mrs.
Merritt have sold the opera house to H.
L. McKee and C. L. Camble, who are now
running it.
Deming, N. M. — The Majestic Theater
Company chartered, with a capital stock
of $50,000, by W. W. Wilcox and William
Menhennet, of Deming, and C. Fred
Brackett. of Mesa. Ariz.
By

Gulf States Trade Letter
N.

E.

Thatcher,
2S01 Canal
Orleans, La.

St.,

New

Liberty Theater Opens June 15.
EW ORLEANS, LA.— The date of the
formal opening of the Liberty theater has been fixed for June 15, and
it is probable that there will be no change
in the present arrangements. The dedication of the new theater is expected to takf
on the proportions of a public ceremonyfrom the fact that dedicatory exercises
will include the unveiling- of a great statue
of Liberty enlightening- the world, which
will surmount the theater, and further
that the entire proceeds of the opening
date will be given to the Red Cross. The
feature production is to be Guy Empey's
"Over the Top." Manager Ernst Boehringer, of the Boehringer Amusement
Company, builders of the Liberty, has recently been under medical care at a local
hospital, and for the past few days has
been in Texas in the hope of regaining
strength for the strenuous work of opening the magnificent new photoplay house.

N

Al. G. Dunning
Wins
Promotion.
Al. G. Dunning, who for two or three
years has
beenMutual
with Film
the New
(it-leans
branch
of the
Corporation,
was appointed branch manager on Monday. May '.'7, and he has become well
settled in his new position. Al. is one of
llo- best known film salesmen in the New
Orleans territory, and he has been receiving congratulations of his friends ever
since his good fortune. S. T. Stephens.
former branch manager, has been rewarded for good work by being appointed
Southern superintendent, and he will retain his headquarters in this city.
New Company in Plaque-mine.
Plaquemine. La. — The charter of the
Liberty Theater, Inc., has been tiled with
the clerk of court. The company is incorporated for $26,000, the shares being
divided
into 2,500 at $10 each, and the
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charter was signed by upwards of a thousand stockholders. The officers are Victor
J. Kurzweg, president; William J. Oubre,
vice-president, and Henry J. Levy, secretary and treasurer. The board of directors consists of V. J. Kurzweg, Henry J.
Levy, William J. Oubre, Ned B. Schwing,
A. H. Gay, H. N. Sherburne. S. P. Schwing.
W. A. Holloway, Henry Xadler, E. J. Gay.
C. K. Schwing, Eugene Holloway, Joseph
J. Templet, Mark Arnold, Sam Polizzotto,
Jules A. Carville, W. C. Miller, Sidnev
Levert, Charles W. Row, W. C. Mvhand,
and Dan D. Holliday.
Karl A. Bugbee
Drops
United.
Karl A. Bugbee, one of the best known
film men in the South, has severed his
connection with the United Pictures Corporation, Inc., New Orleans, and will turn
his activities in other directions. The
exhibitors of this section are using great
caution in entering into any of the organizations that propose to revolutionize
the film business, and Mr. Bugbee decided
to seek other fields.
Des

Iowa Trade Letter
By
W.

J.

L.

Shipley,
615 Locust
Moines. Iowa.

L. Myers

Leaves

Palace

St.
Theater.

DESsurprises
MOINES.of IA.—
biggest
the One
week of intheIowa
film
circles is the announcement that W.
L. Myers, for the past several years manager of the Palace theater in Waterloo,
has tendered his resignation to take effect this month. Mr. Myers, through his
splendid showmanship and unusual advertising ability, has won a place of almost national prominence. He is relinquishing the management of the Palace
in "Waterloo because of a desire to enjoy
a vacation to which he feels entitled art
many months on the job.
Charles McGuire, formerly manager of
the Palace in Vinton, will succeed Mr.
Myers as manager of the Waterloo Palace,
while George Smith, formerly of the
Palace in Cedar Rapids, becomes manager
of the Vinton theater. A. J. Diebold, of
Cedar towns.
Rapids, will do booking for all
three
M. J. Frisch
Back
M. J. Frisch, formerly assistant manager of the local Pathe office, Mc
and later
connected with the Pathe in Oklahoma
City as officer manager, has returned to
Des Moines, and is now associated with
Manager H. E. Friedman, of the local
Laemmle interests here. Mr. Frisch states
he is very glad to return to Iowa, and
his many friends will be glad to see him.
Iowa Business Brevities.
A. Kahn, Iowa representative for Select.
pulled a stunt recently that entitled him
to the business that rewarded his efforts.
Missing his train on a jump from Waterloo to Reinbeck he borrowed a motorcycle
from one of the attaches of the Palace theater there, and made the round trip in an
hour and a half, bringing back a contract
for five pictures. Mr. Kahn threatens to
use a motorcycle for the rest of the summer to make
the smaller
towns.
The Palace in Pes Moines is establishing the record for week runs. Not only
did Nazimova in "Revelation" pack the
theater for seven days, but "Lest We Forget," with a big Memorial Pay attendance,
held up over the week to nice business.
P. C. Purgum. manager of the Garden
theater. Pes Moines, has left for an Eastern trip, stopping at Chicago. Cincinnati.
and Cleveland en route to Pittsburgh, his
former home. Mr. Burgum will be gone
about two weeks.
The A. H. Blank Enterprises. Des Moines.
have had to purchase additional prints of
"Tarzan of the .Apes" to take care of the
number of bookings which have been coming in on this subject. "Tarzan" has
proven one of the most consistent moneymakers in this part of the country, and
several
prints are booked well into the
fall.
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a Soldier.
Now
F. R. Martin
j. R Martin,
well known
Iowa
road
has
tUm concerns,
naii for several
l>ei>artment,
listed in lli>' Quartermasters
and Is stationed at Camp L>od

Wisconsin Trade Letter

Ave.,
623 S Wabash
r,s F 11. Madison,
Chicago, in.
Dies in Florida.
Boyle
Henry
Boyle,
Henrj
W is
LAC,
nr
F,,nm>
years old, who was resixty-seven
of the
sponsible for tli.' building
died at Miami, Fla
Henry Boyle theater,
aire.
million
a
as
Be w
New Theaters and Changes.
u crosse, Wis. -Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ted th<
fcesenfeld, who formerly operaha
e reside
Dome theater on the north
bj takentered the local photoplay fieldreopen
ing
gg ,ner the star theater and
the ini. ,s the Rex. Improvements and
stallation of new projection apparatus
r. I h.
make it a practically new theate
ams will be ... charge ol
musicalvonprogr
Franz
Loew.
a
Spring Valley, Wis.— H. L Boch. lj
former exhibitor here, but more recent
e
of Glenwood City, has purchased atpictur
Ah...
shows at Black River Falls and
will
center, which he will operate. He River
at Black
his headquarters
make
F MHwaukee. Wis -The Davidson theater
over "My Four
found it profitable" toforhold
a second w *ek.
Years in Germany
ior theaters
Super
Ml
Superior, Wis—
ing oneof May 20, donat
united the night
half the receipts to the Red Cross.
"Sheboygan. Wis.-The funeral of .Tacka number of mo% of
Clark, who operated in
various parts
ins picture theaters
and who died at Muskegon.
Wisconsin,
here.
held
Mich . was
Iron River, Wis.-The building formerly
Co-operative
by the Farmers'
occupied
and will be
Store has been remodeled,
theater
picture
by a moving
ed
occupiated
by E. Daniels.
«-„!.
Maple
of
n,
Hurlev, Wis.— M. E. Keega
ck
Gajri
the
ased
Lake. Minn., who purch
auled the
theater from Carl Becker, overh
about
reopening
its
to
prior
house
picture
Wis.— A moving
JUBieack Creek,
orium
theater has been opened fn the Audit
Friday
it
te
opera
will
who
by F. N. Blick,
Staehle is
Wis.-Charles
Dam.
^leaver
and
now in control of both the Odeon
on
Davison theaters, having taken a lease
the latter house. The Photoplay policj
Will remain at the Odeon. while the Davison will be used for road shows, as well
as for feature pictures.
TOT,„
Lyric
Waupaca. Wis— The remodeled
the
theater has been reopened under seat. The
of Charles Cohen
management
ins capacity will be doubled.
Washburn. Wis.— A moving picture show
under canvas will be operated here
Marinette, Wis.— Manager Ael.ck, of the
Strand theater, was host to the members
of the senior class of the high ^school at a
performance of "Tom Sawyer."

KANSAS

CITY ITEMS.

and Changes.
New Theaters
be re— The airdome will
Marceline, Mo.
modeled and opened some time soon.
St Charles, Mo.— The Lyric theater and
the airdome are under new management.
of the airJohn Moore will be in charge
dome. and D. W. Bass will continue to
house.
run the Lvric as a picture
Joplin, Mo.— J. Taylor, formerly in the
moving picture business in Oklahoma, has
reopened the Star theater at Joplin, Mo.,
under the name of the Liberty.
Kansas City, Mo— W. A. Andlauer, proprietor of the Bonadventure and St. John
theaters, recently sold the St. John to
Mr L. M. Lashell, formerly connect e
with the Kansas City Star. The St. John
theater is located at 3608-10 St. John
street.
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Airdomes Go Well Near Mother Theaters
In

Kansas

City
Who

Bj i

Separate
Can Run

Sky Roof Shows Are
Two
Shows
Together

itj News Bervloe, us Rallwaj

moi •
The houi
KVNSA
da> StightCITY,
plan MOhas been
B pi Oblem tO
the Kansas City exhibitors which
thej are Bolvlng in various wayi Thoae
who have been maintaining airdomes have
In some instances decided t" abandon them
and continue the performances at the
regular theater.
Other exhibitors
w
airdomes
are convenient l\ located
With
respect
to their winter
hon
di
elded to try out the plan of giving tinlirst performance indoors and a later one
commencing
about
9:15 at the open air
theater.
w. <;. Bailey, proprietor of the Alamo
at Hunter
.mil
Main
Streets,
is an
ample of the latter group.
Mr
Bailey's
ome is Just next d
- to the regular
picture house, the screen being placed on
lUtSlde wall Of the Alamo. rations
COmlng in toward the close Of the indoor
performance are given extra tickets which
will admit them to the adjoining air. 1. mi.
for the outdoor entertainment. Ill case of
Unfavorable weather the patrons are
furnished with rainchecks and the performance continues at the Alamo. Jlr.
Bailey opened his airdome the evening of
Memorial Day, and the plan has worked
out very weil so far. Improving as the
patrons become accustomed to the new
system.
Mr. Scott, of the Apollo theater at 33rd
and Troost avenue, intends to try out a
similar plan, though his open air theater
is located two blocks away, and it will
be necessary to employ a double shift of
assistants.
Kansas
City Universal
Notes.
E. E. Reynolds, formerly with the
Mutual Film Corporation, is now filling
the position of sales manager of the Jewel
productions in the Universal office.
Frank S. Cass, who has been with the
Universal office in Kansas City for the
past four years, has been promoted to
sales manager of the special productions
department.
C. A. "Red" Jones has accepted a position as manager of the short subjects
department.
Geo. W. Himton has been added to the
sales force of the Universal Film and
Supply Company.
While here, Joe Brant, assistant treasurer of the Universal Film Mfg. Co., decided to make the Wichita office, of which
O. K. Major is manager, a branch of the
Kansas City exchange, the action to take
effect July 1. The Wichita office has formerly been a branch of the Oklahoma City
exchange.
H. W. Talbot, formerly manager of the
Universal office of Kansas City, and now
connected with the Paramount at Dallas,
Tex., was in Kansas City recently on business.
J. T. McGowan, general auditor for the
Universal Film and Supply Co., New York,
was in Kansas City recently installing a
new system in the office here. A similar
system will be installed in the offices of
each of the seventy-three exchanges of the
Universal Company.
Lends "Unbeliever" for Recruiting.
The Kansas City office of the Geo.
Kleine productions, of which C. C.
Vaughan is manager, donated "The Unbeliever" to the Marine Corps for a free
showing, which was put on at the Grand
Avenue Temple, Sunday, June 2. The film
was put on for recruiting purposes.
Madame
Guerin
Stirs Audience.
Madame Guerin. wife of the French
jurist, who is in Kansas City for a week
or ten days in the interests of the Red
Cross and other war charities, spoke on
France in war time at the Gillham theater, Saturday night, June
1.
Madame

at a Disadvantage,
but Exhibitors
Find Them
Profitable.

Exchange, Kansas City, Mo.

Guerin, who

won.

the BVenoh

uniform,

he audi
enoe, and when at the •Ived
clos< by
••! t her
talk sixteen young ladies passed quickly
through the aiales the well-filled contrl
button plates testified to the deep impression her pathetically
vivid
Sketch
hid
made. Mr. Rhoades, the proprietor of the

Gillham, hai placed his theater at the dlsposal ..r all Red cross benefits, and th<
entire proceeds for one evening during the
war fund week were donated t.. the cauae,
"Pershing's
Crusaders" in Kansas
City.
"Pershing's Crusaders," now running at
thi Ga rden th<
r a limit ed engagement, drew an unusually large crowd on
Its opening night, Every available seat
occupied, and about two hundred
fifty spectators who had not made
reservations were turned away. It was
an enthusiastic
audience
which
cheered
wildly as the American
troops inarched
across the Rhine, the many troops from
nearby training camps adding their share
The advertising of ^he film was done In
a novel way. One feature of this was inserting notices in the pay envelopes of
all employees of mills, packing houses,
and mercantile establishments. AnnOUOCi ment was also made from pulpits and
schools.
E. McAvoy Becomes Salesman.
B. McAvoy, who has been with the
Mutual for some time as a booker, has
left to take the position of salesman for
the southern Kansas and Missouri territory, formerly held by E. E. Reynolds,
now of the Universal. Mr. McAvoy will
be succeeded as booker by Mr. Roder Wild.
Exhibitors
Seen
in Kansas
City.
The Kansas City exchanges are enjoying visits from many out of town exhibitors as the weather grows warmer.
Among these were:
J. H. Kamm, Coffeyville, Kan.
J. G. Tindale, Baxter Springs, Kan.
W. H. Ingran, Fairfax, Okla.
John E. Feeney, Okmulgee, Okla.
C. C. Johnson, Great Bend, Kan.
E. T. Burgan, Beloit, Kan.
S. A. Davidson, Cherryvale, Kan.
H. Roy Payne, Spring Hill, Kan.
J. R. Burferdt, Rex theater, Arkansas
E. R.
City,
Kan.Munson, of the Belmont theater,
and J. P. Barkwell, of the Royal, Eldorado,
Kan.
Theater Notes

from

Middle West.

Cunningham, Kan.— Mr. Ludwig is now
manager of the picture show at this place.
Colony, Kan. — Preston Bowen, owner
and manager of the Crescent theater, has
closed the theater and joined the army.
Newton, Kan. — The old Pearl theater
here is being remodeled. Mr. Hardin is
the new proprietor.
Wichita, Kan. — Work of wrecking
buildings at 308 and 310 East Douglas
avenue will begin immediately. The new
Wichita theater, to cost about $80,000, will
be erected on the site.
Corning, Kan. — A recent fire destroyed
the Starlight theater. W. M Ward, proprietor. The loss runs into thousands,
and there was no insurance.
Wichita, Kan. — The Palace block on
West Douglas, owned by Charles and
Harry Lawrence, is being remodeled. E.
B. Holmes, of Newton, will move his moving picture concern from Newton to the
Palace block. The Lyric theater, which
has been in that building, is moved to Its
new home at Twrenty-first and Lawrence.
Milford, la. — G. H. Williams has purchased the Royal show at this place.
Hopkinton, la. — The new Belnap theater has been opened for business.
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Start Co-operative Booking in Bay City
Some

Leading

Exhibitors Open Office on Golden
Gate Avenue — Want
in Each Town — Officers Chosen for Company.
By T. A. Church,
1507 North Street, Berkeley,
Cal.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. — In order to
take advantage of the plan of collective booking some of the leading
exhibitors in the San Francisco territory
have organized the Pacific Coast Exhibitors, and offices have been opened with
the Liberty Film exchange at 168-170
Golden Gate avenue, recently launched
by Nat A. Magner. It is the plan of this
organization to have one member in each
town, or in the case of San Francisco, one
in each district. The membership already
includes Louis R. Greenfield, of the Mission and Fillmore street districts, San
Francisco; C. W. Midgley, of Oakland and
Alameda; James Beatty, of San Jose and
Fresno; Charles Godard, Sacramento; Joe
Cohen, of Honolulu, and Peter Hanlon, of
Valle.io. The officers are Charles Godard,
president; C. W. Midgley, secretary, and
James Beatty, treasurer. The reviewing
committee is composed of C. W. Midgley
and James Beatty. Owners of houses in
some of the smaller towns of northern
and central California are expected to
affiliate with the organization at an early
date.
Apollo Theater Reopened.
The old Empire theater, on Market
street, near Sixth, recently taken over by
Aaron Goldberg and associates, has been
refitted in handsome style and reopened
as the Apollo theater. The entire front
of the house has been changed and presents a very handsome appearance in a
new shade of gray. The interior has been
redecorated and the theater transformed
into a very cozy house at a cost of several thousand dollars. It is near the
Strand theater and in the very center of
the amusement district of the city. The
seating capacity is 400 and the projection
equipment consists of Simplex machines.
The price of admission is 10 cents at all
times.
Goldwyn Head Pays a Visit.
Samuel Goldfish, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, recently visited
the San Francisco office of this concern
and spent a short time inspecting some of
the fine theaters that have been erected
here since his last visit, and is investigating conditions. He has since left for home,
going by way of Denver. Upon the departure of Mr. Goldfish for the east local
manager, G. C. Parsons, left for Los Angeles on a brief trip.
Chaplin Film to Return to Strand.
After having been shown at the Strand
theater for three weeks in succession, the
Chaplin success, "A Dog's Life," has been
taken off to make way for other attractions. It will be brought back in June,
however, for another week's run.
Casino
Drops
Pictures for Ten Weeks.
The Casino theater has dropped moving
pictures for a period of ten weeks to make
way for the Will King musical comedy
company, which has brought its enfrn^ement at the Savoj theater to a close. All
of the pictures booked for the Casino will
be shown .'i i the Hippodrome during this
special engagement.
Incandescent
Outfits Prove
Popular.
Especially in the smaller Communities,
incandescent outfits are meeting good success. Oeors'c Metcalfe reports having sold
equipment of this kind to L. S. Murphy,
Q-uemevllle, Cal.; the Antelope Valley
Land Company. Topaz, Cal., and to the
United States Government for use on Goal
Island.
Managers Out Meeting Exhibitors.
The managers of several San Francisco
film exchanges have been making road
trips of late to meet exhibitors and to
learn of country
conditions
from
first

a Member

hand. H. H. Hicks, of the Select
Pictures Corporation, has completed a trip
through the valley; Floyd St. John, of the
local World branch, has also made a valley trip with one of his road men, and
Louis Reichert, of the Metro, has visited
exhibitors in Sacramento and Stockton.
Myron H. Lewis, manager of the San
Francisco office of the Progressive Motion
Picture Company, has been covering the
Sacramento Valley, while J. Goldberg, of
the local Bluebird office, has also been out
visiting exhibitors. Meyer J. Cohen, of
the George KTeine System, returned recently from Fresno, where he started an
engagement of '"The Unbeliever" at 'he
Liberty theater.
Progressive Motion Pictures Notes,
Herman Wobber, manager of the Pro
gressive Motion Picture Company, Sac
Francisco, is expected home shortly frorr
a conference of Famous Players' managers at New York.
Robert C. Poor has been added to the
local selling staff and is rapidly becoming
conversant ■with the business.
The Famous Players-Lasky recently
published a large advertisement giving
the names and addresses of thirty-one
local theaters where Paramount and Artcraft pictures may be seen.
Lasky Company to Visit Wawona.
A Lasky company will visit Wawona.
near the Yosemite valley, early in Junf
to film "The Source," a lumber story featuring Wallace Reid, supported by Ann
Little. The production will be made lender the direction of George Melford, anc1
other members of the company will b.
James Cruze, Theodore Roberts, Charlie
Ogle, Guy Oliver, Raymond Hatton and
James Mason. The camera work will b€
done by Paul Perry. The location is in
the Sierra Nevada mountains, almost due
east of San Francisco, where specimens
of Sequoia, the largest trees in the world
are to be found.
Jesse Goldberg
Visits Coast.
Jesse Goldberg, of the Metro, arrived
in San Francisco recently in the interests
of the film production. "My Own United
States," featuring Arnold Daly.
Found Fotoplayer Far from Home.
The American Photoplayer Company has
received word from W. B. Crooks, of the
Orpheum theater. Benecia, Cal., that he
has landed safely at Ellis Island. New
York, after a trip to the Atlantic by way
of the Panama Canal. He states that he
was surprised to find a Fotoplayer installed in the Sailors' theater there, the
gift of Mrs. Edith Kingdon Gould, and
advises that he has been asked to remain
there as the permanent player.
San Francisco
Briefs.
A special Memorial Day musical program, free to the public, was offered by
the management of the Tivoli opera
bouse, a feature of this being two mammoth pipe organs playing the same numbers at the same time in perfect synchronism by Cordon Bretland and Edward
House.
the recent
showing
of "M'liss,"
at During
the Imperial
theater,
a special
attraction was offered in the appearance of
Miss Roberta ffnwson, a counterpart of
Mary Piekford. who wore on the Stage
the same costume worn by the screen
star during the filming of this story.
The California theater now has sixstars in its service Rag, and another former employe is now with the United States
Shipping Board.
Vivian Preston, formerly of this city,
is touring Xew Mexico with the Evans >v

S'ontag

Mm,

"The

Folly

of

a Life

of
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Crime," controlled by Ceorge Chamberlain
of the Independent Film exchange.
D. Santry, a cartoonist of South Africa,
was a recent visitor here and has since
left for New York to take up work with
some of the news weeklies.
Northern California Notes.
Petaluma, Cal. — E. B. Deakin and Clyde
Van Deveere, who recently purchased the
M. & M. theater, have secured property
on West street and plan to erect a moving
picture house at an estimated cost of S40,000.
Corning,
Cal. — F. D. Gogers,
who con- -t
ducts the new Corning theater, has purchased
the
Haywood
opera
house
from
Alex. Case.
Niles, Cal. — The Niles theater has been 1
purchased
by Thomas
Spees.
Jackson,
Cal. — John
Ratto,
who
conducts houses here and at Plymouth
and
Sutter, has closed the one at the latter i
place and will show
pictures
but two
days a week in the other two.

Portland, Ore. Trade Letter
By Abraham

Nelson, 601 Journal Building,
Portland, Ore.

Village Theaters

Close for Summer.

PORTLAND,
Travelling
film menof
returning ORE.
from — interior
portions
the state bewail the fact that the
sentiment among many small exhibitors is
to close for the summer time. Among the
towns that have definitely reported to
exchanges that they will not continue to
operate during the hot months are the
Burns, Riddle and Myrtle Creek, Oregon.
While these accounts are small, exchanges
take theif closing as an indication of conPortland. ditions throughout the territory except
Metropolitan exhibitors are looking forward to a big season this summer in asmuch as the war activities started in the
Rose City will not be abated during the
summer months; in fact, the influx of labor is expected to be greater than ever.
Said J. J. Parker, president of the Majestic Amusement Company, conducting
the Majestic theater. "I am lookng forward
to one of the best summers in the history
of the amusement business in Portland.
Accordingly, the Majestic theater is going
to follow the plan of booking the best pictures available during the summer months
as it has done during the season just closing; there will be no cheap pictures to
'tide over' the summer, so to speak. The
business conditions here are such that I
do not think this procedure necessary."
Ralph
Ruffner Goes to Butte.
Ralph Ruffner, popular publicist and
successful manager of the Columbia theater, plans to change his place of residence
to Butte. Montana, in about 10 days from
this writing. He will change places with
Mr. Jensen, of Jensen and Yon Herberg,
who will come to Portland, to live. C. AY.
Rohrhand, known from the Atlantic to the
Pacific as one of the best commercial
artists in the country, will handle publicity for the Liberty and Columbia theaters.
Ideal Theater Has a Fire.
The Ideal theater. H. C. Wirple. manager,
suffered the loss of one reel of film recently when it ignited in a projector. Prompt
action by Manager Wirple. who was standIng near the booth, saved the machine
from damage.
No panic resulted.
Jack Tillman with General.
Jack Tillman is booking for General and
Paralta. Until recently Jack has been
conducting a restaurant in Vancouver,
Wash., making a sale about the time H. G.
Ma pes resigned as booker. This is the
fifth time he has gone to work for General.
The Portland office now has a most live
organization in the persons of George
Ekre, manager, Bill Matthews, road man,
and Tillman, booker.
Three Stars on Liberty's Flag.
The Liberty theater has placed another
star on its service flag. Henry Monet, or-

fune 22, 1918
. Is the latest to enlist In the army.
Vithin the hist month or so, the Liberty
.is lost Its assist. nit organist and door
ian tn Uncle Sam's forces. The new Wuritier at the Liberty is scheduled to play
or the first time on Juno tf.
More Picture* in Spruce Campi.
The photodrama
Is becoming
a more
ipular form of entertainment In the
nt sprue
.-.imps
of Oregon
and
in, where
United States soldiers
i the thousands are at work getting out
e for airplanes.
\V. A. Stone, of the
Film
Company,
is placing
prolipped
with
Mazda
lights and
batteries in the ramps and
m of Loggers, an organlzamong the lumber men, are boosting
■ r good pictures in the camps.
Theater Changes and Notes.
a ash- T. S. Woolson, owner of
le Opera House here, is installing eijulpnew
theater
l'ashougal,
. In andthe expects
to openat soon.
The
is In a new building and will seat
JOUt 4 00.
The Gresham theater, Portland, formerly
■ elated by L. L. Hyatt, has been reopened
Mrs. Mamie
Boyle and will hereafter
• called the Bluebird theater.
Mr. Hyatt
ne to Brighton,
Oregon,
a lumber
inter, to put in a new theater.
M. Minnville,
Ore. — Dr.
11. E. Morris,
of the Star theater, has purchased
ie Palace theater at Amity and the Aride theater at Dayton, Ore., and will opate them on a circuit. Dr. Morris took
er the Star here about a year and a half
;o and has had excellent success in the
iow business.
Mrs. Lee Kreigh, formerly an exhibitor
Indianapolis, Ind.. has been a visitor in
jrtland seeking a theater location in the
icilic Northwest.
Mrs.
Kreigh
expects
• enter the show game again soon either
Portland or Seattle.
Gold Hill. — H. D. Herron is reported to
we taken over the Comus theater.
The Oaks Park opened May 18 and Is
lowing three reels of pictures each after)on and evening in connection with a
mdeville show.
Among the Portland Exchanges.
Portland. — Hobart H. Brownell is back
the territory again as representative
r Vitagraph. He will make his headlarters in Portland.
Al Eden, en route east, stopped over in
irtland just long enough to land a couple
big contracts.
Gus Metzger accompanied Carl Lammle
Seattle and remained there a few days
inspect the territory.
C. M. Hill, of Paramount, took one Sunly oft recently to go fishing. His Appern "Jackrabbit" got stuck in the mud and
om Hill's sentiments he would much
ther have spent his Sunday at the office.
Dobbs Goes to San Francisco.
Nye Dobbs, for the past year bookeeper for the Mutual at Portland, has
aen promoted to auditor for the Pacific
oast, and has gone to San Francisco,
here he will make his headquarters. Mr.
obbs is very well known on Portland's
.m row, having been bookkeeper for Genal during the time of T. C. Malcolm,
iss Bertha Peterson, formerly stenograler in the bookkeeping department, suc;eds Mr. Dobbs as Portland bookkeeper.
Fire at Heppner.
Advices have been received from Hepper, Ore., that a serious fire there deroyed the opera house and the residence
C J. B. Sparks, manager. It is underood that the Star theater, also owned by
r. Sparks, was not damaged. Mr. Suarks
lso owns the American theater at Condon.
With the Exchanges.
C. M. Hill, manager, and Harry Hunter,
?sistant manager at the Paramount-Artaft exchange, left June 1 for San Fransco to attend the convention of Pacific
aast managers. Fortunately for Mr.
ill the Portland office has broken all
usiness records for Portland exchanges,
:cording to the opinion on film row.
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Starts Film

Production

Turner
Takes
First Scene
fur Washington Motion
Picture
Company
in
Picture
of Old Country
School — Gala Day Made
for Opening.
Bj B Clark
r.ileliin,
K. \\{[ 11th Ave., Spokane, V,
All."
This will be shown
at all the thechildren,
with
.Miss \ Florence
Tinner,
oj Mondaj
Then on Baturash
w
E,
AN
. i
btalned
the use of
SPOK
on m.i> ... put on tin
q« in iiie
"N •' '
hrst Him to be made bj the Washli
■ iii|i, i
pheum,
the
Clemmer,
th<
Mission,
and the
Motion Picture Corporation bel
■ crowd
Colonial,
hows in the moni« ■ i guests of the. company In the now plant
tor thS children.
Th(
at .Minnehaha.
The ceremonies
w . i ■■ the flrst of three
only
In that
thai
. :,,Jdays
. ities to mai u i
I this
is
"""lh
i t iii, but something
opening
of the new studios in which
Hie
to get
out."
Red
cross
workers
wen
Payroll
Committee
of the Spokane -Ad
at the doors tO COlll Ct B SllvSI 1
Club, which was lnstruineiit.it in Inn
hum
■• ich person going out. The Dims were all
the
industry
to
Spok.ui.-,
cnl.i I ,
several
hundred
guests
with
01
' 'I by
the
exchanges,
and
I be type to appeal to
and dancing In the indoor studio and the
lui audiences, but mostly pa trio the j outhstudios outdoors.
Carl Laemmle
Visits Seattle.
ii. i'. Sampson was chairman of the day,
and Introduced T, s. Lane, presidenl oi
of the Unipresident
Laemmle,
the Chamber of Commerce, who well
versal Film .Manufacturing
Company
the corporation to the activities of the
spent
i Sunday
in Seattle.
G. A.
Inland Empire, and assured the stockMetzger,
manager
of
the
Northwest
holders and screen stars of Hie heai i
':111"' "I' from Portland withterriMr.
operation of people of Spokane and
Laemmle, and will take charge of the
vicinity. Mayor c. M. Fassett extended
Seattle ..nice for several weeks while John
the welcome of the city to the corporation.
K. Meldrum, the Seattle manager, is out
General Manager C. J. Ward, of the
In the territory. Mr. Metzger Is inauguratcompany, declared that the splendid
ing a special sales campaign, with
R
J.atz and Beverly Griffith helpingB Mr.
equipment and settings for the work has
fulfilled his fondest hopes.
Meldrum to cover the territory. Mr.
Griffith is a director at Universal City!
Lawrence Trimble, director of producHe Is trying to sound exhibitors on just
tions, said: "I have found here just the
the kind of pictures that their patrons
conditions that 1 have long sought for."
Tyrone Power was warmly greeted by
want. This is in line with Universalis
policy of finding out what the exhibitor
the guests, and he responded by expresswants and giving it to him.
ing his deep appreciation of the interest
of Spokane people in the moving picture
C F. Hill Making a Motor Car Trip.
industry, and particularly the welcome
C. F. 1 1 ill. Northwest manager for Goldthat had been extended to him and the
wyn, is making a trip in his motor car
other members of the company who have
as
far south as Corvallis, Oregon, calling
come here and are about to produce the
on all exhibitors along the line, whether
first film plays.
they have booked Goldwyn pictures or
Others who spoke were Wellington
not. In this way Mr. Hill expects to make
Playter, Miss Turner, Sarah Truax Albeit,
friends among the exhibitors and to
and Harry
Hyde.
get a first hand knowledge of conditions
The guests were then entertained by
in that part of the territory.
watching the filming of the old country
school with the Spokane children and Miss
Film Personals From Seattle.
Turner.
B.
R. Keller, who opened the Select
Kempton Greene arrived in the midst of
exchange In Seattle, Is now road reprethe festivities, and was introduced to the
sentative out of the Seattle Foursquare
office.
assemblage. Mr. Greene will take juvenile
roles in the screen productions at MinneMike
Rosenber
g, manager of the De
haha park.
Luxe Feature Film Company, announces
Tyrone Power, now leading man with
that he has secured the Northwest rights
the Washington Motion Picture Corporato '"song hits in motion pictures."
tion, was featured May 30 and 31 only, at
the Clemmer theater in "A Modern
Florence

Lorelei."
Liberty
Theater
Releases
Boy
Ushers.
In order to release 14 boy ushers for
farm work this summer the Liberty theater, Spokane, has decided to employ girls,
and to make the substitution in the next
four or five weeks. A natty serviceable
costume is being designed now, and as
soon as the manufacturers turn over the
costumes the girls will be placed in the
Liberty in place of the 14 boy ushers.
"The Liberty theater wants to help win
war," the
said best
Manager
Sam Cone,
Ithebelieve
contribution
we "and
can
make right now is 14 healthy, strong lads
between the ages of 16 and 20 years.
The Liberty has booked the Pathe play,
"The Yellow Ticket."

Seattle Trade Letter
By J. S. Anderson, East Seattle, Wash.
Plans
to Use Theaters for War Chest
Fund.
SEATTLE, WASH.— -J. A. Koerpel,
Seattle World manager, who is a member of the publicity committee for
the second war fund drive in Seattle, has
planned to make motion pictures play an
important part in the drive, both in advertising it and in actually furnishing a
means for collecting money. He had a
short length film made of the subject of
the war
poster
entitled
"He Gave
His

Notes from the Dakotas

By Frank H. Madison, 623 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.
New

Theaters

and

Changes.

REDFIELD,
D.— Hanson
& Wentwortfa have S.purchased
the Lyric
theater from Roy Greenman.
Wahpeton, N. D. — W. L. Brown, of
Underwood, N. D., who took a lease of
the Wahpeton opera house, used "Tarzan
of the Apes" as an opening attraction.
He will change pictures three times a
week, adding vaudeville the last two
days, and upon occasion will book road
shows.
Mayville, N. D. — Charles Tolan has purchased the Mayville theater from the MunDrug Company.
Kock Rapids, S. D. — The new theater
which E. A. Hunt is having erected is
expected to open about October 1.
LaMoure, N. D. — The Rex theater has
been leased to L. A. Smith and Carl Christ.
Parker, S. D. — The Orpheum (formerly
the Idle Hour) lias been taken over by
11. Wheeler, who will run it with Artcraft-Paramount programs, making four
changes a week.
Dickinson, N. D. — Thomas Vallency
owner of the JUalto, has taken over the
Ray theater and will keep it closed until
fall. Manager Davis, of the Ray, has
enlisted in the United States army as an
electrician.
roe
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions
^.^^.^^^■^.^•^..^■^.^...

"STOLEN ORDERS."
William
A. Brady's
Screen
Production
of Stage Melodrama
Excellent War
Propaganda.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
ENGLISH melodrama generally has the
merit of being well made. "Stolen
Orders" is no exception to the rule.
Written by Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton, and produced first on the London
stage, the play was brought to New York
and put on for a run at the Manhattan
opera house by "William A. Brady. An
eight-part screen version has been prepared by Manager Brady, most of the
stars of the World Film Corporation being
included in the cast. The picture is excellent war propaganda. The Drury Lane
production had English characters and
scenes. In the screen version the personnel is American, and most of the action takes place in the United States.
The story never attempts to get above
its class. Frankly melodramatic, it depends on the vigor of its action and the
variety and "punch" of its incident to
hold the spectator. It shows a striking
phase of the German spy system in this
country, has a United States naval officer
for its hero and contains a number of
scenes taken on board of a United States
battleship.
"Stolen Orders" is a timely picture. It
is an extensive and capably handled production and will thrill the hearts of all
honest Americans. Minor faults will be
readily overlooked for the sake of the
soundness of its patriotism and the opportunity it gives to applaud the overthrow of a German plot to obtain secret
information from the United States War
Department.
There are several novel features to the
plot of "Stolen Orders." The German spy
system manages to get two Americans
in its power and forces them to steal important information concerning naval
movements that are sent to an American
admiral. The wife of this admiral is one
of the unwilling tools, and a man whose
love for his sick child outweighs every
other consideration, is the other. The incidents leading up to the moment when
the young naval officer wrests the orders
from the German diplomat and gives him
a thrashing are pieced together in a
workmanlike manner, and the sensations
include an attempt to escape In a balloon and its pursuit by the hero in an
airplane.
The cast contains the names of Kitty
Cordon, Montagu Love, June Elvidge,
Carlyle Blackwell, George MacQuarrie,
Walter D. Greene and Madge Evans. It
is hardly necessary to assure screen patrons that the acting in the picture meets
every demand.
"THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT."
Melodrama
Full of Human Touches and
Ince.
by Ralph
Finely Directed
Reviewed by Ilanford C. Judson.
IT Is the sympathetic light thrown into
human hearts In passing rather than
consistent slow on life from the pint
that makes the new Advanced production,
"The Eleventh Commandment," a noteworthy picture among the early summer
releases. The story is melodrama, but,
written
and directed
by Ralph
Ince, it
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"THE

MAN

HUNT."

World
Stolen Orders
Thevanced).
Eleventh

(Brady).
Commandment

(Ad-

The Man Hunt
(World).
Find the Woman
(Vitagraph).
Smashing
Through
(Universal).
The Only Road
(Metro).
KJdder & Ko (Pathe)
Social Quicksands
(Metro).
Her Final Reckoning
(Paramount).
Shackled (Paralta
Plays).
The Model's
Confession
(Universal)
Madame
Sphinx
(Triangle).
The Claw (Select).
Hit-the-Trail-Holliday
(Art craft).
The Bondman
(Fox).
A Fool There Was
(Fox).
The Firefly of France (Paramount).
The Last Rebel
(Triangle).
The Spoiled Girl (Edison).
The Purple Dress (General Film).
Tucson
Heart
(General
Film). Jennie's

has been so artistically handled in the
making that it is beyond cavil a beautiful picture.
The scenes surrounding one deeply
poignant place in the story where the
lights on the little heroine's birthday cake
are permitted to go out on the dining
room table while she is led away to prison
prove its maker a master-hand, and reminds one money.
of Belasco's
work.
She hadn't
taken the
It was
her fiance
who
snatched it away from her against her
struggling
will, convicting
and she couldn't
clear
herself
without
him. Lucille
Lee Stewart plays this part witli charming skill, and makes such incidents as this.
and there is more than one or two of them
in the picture, convincing and moving to
a degree.
The details of direction and stagecraft.
the supporting players, the gracefully arranged entrances and exits, lighting,
furnishings and all consistently aim at a
poetic and beautiful effect, and they attain it amply. The subtitles — not all of
them, but a good many — are weaker than
the picture, and this is the more noticeable, as the action has been so clearly
pictured that many of them are not
needed.
Walter Miller plays the villainous lover
whose selfish lack of conscience causes
all the trouble. Huntley Gordon has the
role of faithful and unselfish hero who is
true to the bitter end, and his playing
does much to keep the character convincing. Grace Reals as the girls mother
has one scene that gives her all the
chance she needs, and she tills the opportunity splendidly. It is, of course, when
her daughter
deny Macy
she took
stolen
money,won't
Carlton
playsthea
benevolent doctor who intrusted the funds
to the girl, his stenographer, and he
carries a rather hard part without losing
its dignity lor an instant. It is an offering whose beauty will be the cause of
much favorable comment.

Picture
Features
Ethel
Clayton
in Story That Is Different.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.

THERE
is no effort
amusing
fivereel subject
basedin onthisa story
by Fred
Jackson
to adhere
to the probabilities.
It owes
its particular
interest
to the way in which the heroine throws
ordinary procedure to the winds and sets
out to marry a man she chooses for herself.
It is a veritable
case of "Woman
proposes, and man disposes."
In this instance the reluctant
hero says he won't
marry her, but the girl employs some men
to abduct
him, taking a minister along,
and they go to a cabin in the woods.
In
the end she, of course, has her way.
Ethel Clayton is cast in the role of Betty
Hammond,
daughter
of a mining
and
lumber king.
After her father's death she
goes abroad,
and all sorts of titled individuals desire to marry her.
This pursuit by the men
of title was
handled
sketchily,
and
it would
have
added
strength
to the story to show
that her
coming to America was a positive flight
from them.
This might
be accomplished
by a well worded subtitle, and would help
to justify her decision to choose an American man for herself.
Ethel Clayton plays
in good style, and carries off her role very
attractively.
Rockliffe Fellows, the American hero, and the lover of her childhood
days, is also an excellent type.
The work
of the two principals does much to render
convincing
a plot so improbable
that it
requires considerable skill to get it over.
The number
was
directed
by Travers
Vale.
Others in the cast are Henry Warwick, John Adrizonia,
Herbert
Barrington,
Jack Drumier,
Al. Hart, and John
Dungan.

"FIND THE
WOMAN."
Vitagraph
Version
of O. Henry
Story
Presents
AliceRomance.
Joyce
in Pleasing
Reviewed

by

Edward

Weitzel.

THEstories
giftedmust
author
the inO. aHenry
have ofbeen
very
romantic mood when he wrote "Find
the Woman," which has been produced
on the screen by the Vitagraph Company
as a Blue Ribbon Feature. The picture is
a love story, with Madeline Renard, of the
French Opera Company of New Orleans,
as its heroine. Alice Joyce plays the part,
and makes it human and appealing.
Modern realism has little in common with
the method and personality of this refined and earnest actress: the gentleness
and charm of the young opera singer wli
is the central character in "Find the.
Woman" fits her in every way. Tom
Terriss directed the picture. His work is
greatly to his credit. The New Orleans'
exteriors are well chosen, and there are
glimpses of an old garden that are very
beautiful.
Unless one knows New Orleans intimately it is difficult to realize that the
scenes of the story are in the United
States and the time is today. The entire
atmosphere is French, and O. Henry has
caught the style of the French romantic
school. Mme. Tibault, the keeper of the
cafe, who pastes a fortune in Government
bonds over a crack in the wall, is a char-
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actor that belongs to a land different from
ours. The fortune u;is left her by an
aunt, and Intrusted to Monsieur Morln, an
unworldl) old gold worker, who Invi
in the bonds for ma. lam.-, and then died
Without idling her their value. Madallne,
Who is to sing Marguerite In "Faust," has
Morln make her a number of paste jewels
to wear In the part. A pearl necklRce
thai belonged to her mother gets mixed
with the Imitation jewels, and Morln is
supposed to have used Madame Tlbault's
money to pa) tor the necklace, and given
it to the opera singer. Madallne almost
liet- lover through tin' mistake, after
she gives up the pearls to shield the old
goldsmith's name. The ending Is a happy
one
Walter McGrall, Henry Houry, Jessie
Stevens, Jean Paige, Arthur Donaldson,
and Martin
Kaust
complete
the east.
"SMASHING
THROUGH."
Herbert
Rawlinson
Scores
in Universal
Subject, Abounding
in Action.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.
THE
title of this
live-reel
Universal
feature, "Smashing Through," is verj
apt. ami
gives
a t'me conception
of
the dashing qualities displayed by Herbert
Bawlinson
as the hero.
The part is one
that brings out his athletic powers to the
advantage. He is assisted in this
Offering by a capable east, Sally Starr appearing as the girl, and Xoal Hart. M. K.
Wilson. Sam He Grasse, and Clarissa
Selwynne
having important
roles.
The story, which was written by Walter
Is and directed by Elmer Clifton, is a
first class Western yarn of the type in
which action and suspense figure largely.
Mr. Rawlinson appears as Tod Mason, a
young prospector, whose rich claim is
about to be jumped by a crooked lawyer
and his friends. The lawyer. Earl Foster,
is in love with the sister of Ralph Brandon, the girl heroine. Ralph Brandon is a
weakling, and has been drawn into the
crooked work
by the lawyer.
During the course of the story Foster
succeeds in entrapping the girl in a false
marriage, and the hero makes a dash in
an automobile and later on a motorcycle
to overtake the train and rescue her.
But perhaps an even more exciting feature of the yarn is the three-cornered fight
bit ween the would-be claim jumpers, the
sheriff's
posse, and the hero and the girl
in a cabin.
The subject is one that will have wide
appeal.
"THE ONLY ROAD."
Metro
Pictures
Release
Features
Viola
Dana
in Strong California Tale.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THERE
is an undeniable charm about
this five-reel number, "The Only
Road." It was written and adapted
by George D. Baker and A. S. Le Vino,
directed by Frank Reicher, and photographed by John Arnold. The plot ingredients are not altogether new, but
they have been put together in a very
convincing manner despite the fact that
an averted hanging and a forced marriage
are included. For all-around story interest this subject should not be overlooked.
Viola Dana is cast in the role of Nita,
a seller of vegetables in a sleepy old
town of Southern California. She is just
the type for such a part, being rather
diminutive and girlish, but at the same
time able to look out for herself, as she
is frequently called upon to do in this
number. Edith Chapman makes a strong
bid for the acting honors in the part of
Clara Hawkins. It has been some time
since the writer has seen any actress
throw more sincerity into a role than she
accomplishes in certain scenes here. Casson Ferguson as the hero and Fred Huntley and Monte Blue as the villain and
his son also do good work.
The
plot revolves about the parentage
of the girl.
She is presumed
to be tf
daughter of a half crazy old peon, but her
fair complexion
and blue eyes belie this.
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.no brought out alter Borne verj dramatic
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"KIDDER
Pathe
Play
Features
and Gertrude Selby

& KO."
Bryant
Washburn
in Pleasing Yarn.

Reviewed by Robert C. M< Elravy,
This five-reel Pathe Play, i luced bj

i Ma n. i.. ii ..in a plaj u in ten bj .1 "i. n
\\ Grey, makes good light entertainment, The action
is biec/.x
ami
full of
humorous touches. The plot is not exceedingly novel in anj respect, but the
continuity is swift ami the characterisations wood. It is the sort of an offering
that will amuse the average audlenci \ • rj
successfully.
Bryant
Washburn
plays
the
role
of
Cuthberl
Kidder,
son Of a wealthy
(baler
iii dried fish, The young man is one of
the type designated as to., strong to work,
hut
be plays
excellent
pool.
In fact
he
wins a championship at this much t.> bis
father's disgust.
The old gentleman wives
Cuthbert fifty dollars, and tells him I.,
cmc back when he has earned one thousand dollars by honest toil.
Cuthbert
woes
West,
and
in a certain
.ii' comes to financial mi.f He is finally knocked unconscious by some crooks,
and picked up by Julie Knight and her
wealthy father. They take him home, and
there are some amusing seems during
Cuthbert's convalescence. lie pretends to
have invented a patent can, and finally induces a young
Inventor to help him make
good on the story. They produce a "Keyless, Kutless Kan," and make a fortune.
Cuthbert wins the girl, and then brings
his father to terms.
Bryant
Washburn
and Gertrude
Selby
are both
pleasing
as the lovers.
Others
in the cast an- Harry Jenkinson ami
Wa.lsworth Harris.

Metro

"SOCIAL
QUICKSANDS."
Pictures Release Presents Beverly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman
in Romance.

Reviewed

by Robert

C. McElravy.

five-reel Metro number, "Social
THIS
Quicksands," is not an emotional
story as the title might indicate. It
is what the magazines are prone to call
a '"summer story," and a very delightful
one of the type. It contains a wealth of
agreeable photography, some picturesque
scenic effects, and the plot itself makes
excellent light entertainment. Beverly
Bayne and Francis X. Bushman are seen
in pleasant and appealing situations
throughout
the entire story.
The girl heroine, Phyllis Bane, is stung
by the indifference of Warren Dexter, who
fails to attend a reception at which lie
was to meet her. The circumstances of
the case are known to the other guests,
and Phyllis makes a wager that within a
month she will bring the young man to
the altar with a matrimonial rope about
his neck. To make good her proposal,
Phyllis decides to go to his home and faint
on the steps, but when she arrives there
a better plan occurs to her.
She catches sight of some crooks trying
to raid the place. Phyllis enters the house,
and discovers a girl crook gathering up
the silverware.
grasps theof girl's
revolver and forces She
an exchange
clothing.
She then hides the girl in the clock, and
allows Dexter to believe she herself- is the
lady crook when he comes. There are
some good humorous touches strung along
through these scenes.
Bater Dexter, thinking to reform the
alleged crook, offers her a job as maid
at his hunting lodge. During the romantic
situations which follow he falls madly in
love with her. and so within the given
time Phyllis brings him a captive to the
altar.
The number, as a whole, is artistically
presented, and holds the interest firmly.
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The Child .Marsa
grows
up ami is i
iris for her bee lit \ . Prince Zila h, a
Hungarian patriot, falls in love with her
in. I they an- married,
it Is next die.
that Marsa bad been intimate with an admirer name, | Count
Meuko
and
is living
in U-.if of him.
The Count demands a meeting with his
Old sweetheart and Marsa consents.
When
he arlves she turns loose a number of
savage dogs and the Count is disfigured
for life, a package of compromising letters fail into the hands of the Prince and
.Marsa
confesses
the
truth
about
Mriiko.
Ziiab leaves her and she loses her reason.
Count. Varhely, a friend of Zilab'S, kills
Menko in B duel and helps to convince the
Prince that Marsa loves him devoutedly.
He goes to his wife at the request of her
physician to help restore her reason and
is successful. Finally convinced that
Marsa is worthy Of his love, the Prince
becomes reconciled with his wife.
Set in its Old World frame and finely
acted by Pauline Frederick and her support, "Her Final Reckoning" makes a very
favorable impression in spite of the feverish nature of its story. It Is finely produced and seems a truthful reflection of
the life it is intended to depict.
Pauline Frederick does the best work
of her screen career in this picture and
acts with a sincerity and restraint that
are thoroughly convincing. John Miltern
as the Prince, Bob Cain as Count Menko
and Warren Cooke as Count Varhely lend
her efficient aid.
"SHACKLED."
Louise Glaum
the Emotional
Heroine
Well-Made
Paralta
Photoplay.
Reviewed

by Edward

of

Weitzel.

LAWRENCE
McCBoSKKV is the author
of "Shackled," a six-part Paralta
play, directed by Reginald Barker.
The scenario was made by .1. Gruhh Alexander and Kred Myton, and Bouise Glaum
is the featured player. There are a number of beautiful seashore and garden exterlors and the camera work by B. Guy
Wilky is uniformly excellent. The acting
also is generally commendable, and the
production reflects credit on all concerned.
The story is bound to excite a wide difference of opinion. Some will find it unusually sympathetic, others will refuse to
forgive the heroine for accepting the protection of a man without having gone
through the formality of a marriage ceremony with him. This act leads to all the
drama in the story and the woman is made
to pay in tears and heartache before she
is permitted to become the wife of the
man she learns to truly love. Lola Dexter
is weak by nature, but Louise Glaum contrives to give the Impression that the girl
is more sinned against than sinning and
that inability to light the battle of life
rather than vicious instinct is what leads
her to become the mistress of Walter Cosgrove.
A thorough

cad,

Cosgrove

makes

her
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believe he intends to marry her and then
coldly turns her off when he sees an opportunity to secure a wealthy bride. While
the pair are on their wedding trip Lola
meets the father of Cosgrove's wife. He
is an invalid and offers her the position
of secretary. When Cosgrove and his
bride return they find Lola an inmate of
the Danfield home.
Complications, ending in the death of
Cosgrove and the engagement of Lola to
Danfield, who regains his health, keep the
dramatic tension well keyed up. W. Lawson But, Charles West, Roberta Wilson,
Jack Gilbert and Roy Laidlow are the
leading members of the support.
"THE
MODEL'S
CONFESSION"
Universal Feature Presents Mary MacLaren in Story of Ultra-Social Type.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
society hangs
glamor of high
THEabout
this six-reel Universal feature,
and the presence of an agreeable and
y balanced cast does much to suscleverl
tain interest in its slight, artificial story.
There is a well-sustained mystery in the
conduct of theionheroine, and we think careful eliminat
of unnecessary scenes to
the extent of about one reel would speed
tion
the produc
up immensely.
Mary MacLaren is attractive in the role
of Iva Seldon, and the remainder of the
cast is proficient. It includes Kenneth
Harlan as the hero, Billy Ravensworth;
Edna Earle as Rita Challoner, the other
woman, and Herbert Prior, Louis Willoughby, and Gretchen Lederer in other
roles. The social atmosphere is excellently suggested throughout this number,
but the action drags through too many
close-ups and too much conscious posing.
There are many observers who like a certain amount of this style of presentation,
but it should not be permitted to slow
down the story too much, as happens in
this number.
The plot is interesting, and concerns a
girl named Iva Seldon, who poses for an
exclusive gown shop. She becomes interested in. Billy Ravensworth, who has
been reduced to poverty by a beautiful
woman named Rita Challoner. Iva desires to get into society, and makes a proposal to Billy that he announce their engagement, and his jealousy of Rita induces him to take this course. Iva makes
an impression in the exclusive circles, and
it develops that she is desirous of revenging herself upon her father, Bertrand
Seldon, who does not know her. The closing scenes in which the father meets
death are quite dramatic.
"MADAME
SPHINX"
Alma
Rubens
Excellent
in Interesting
French Criminal Story Produced by
Triangle.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
STARTING with a tenseness that
catches and holds the attention from
the first moment, "Madame Sphinx,"
a five-part Triangle photoplay in which
Alma Rubens is the star, proves an exceptionally interesting criminal story with
Paris as the scerie of action. Raymond L.
Shrock wrote the story and Lanier Bartlctt furnished the scenario. Thomas N.
Heffron directed the production, which
was photographed by C. H. Wales. The
picture lias received adequate treatment
in all departments of production.
Celeste, the ward of Henri Du Bols,
finds herself friendless when the body of
her guardian is discovered on the floor of
the library. The safe lias been rilled and
a cuff-bujton carved with the head of a
sphinx is lying near it. Celeste picks up
the button and determines to track the
murderer, after the police fall, Her quest
takes her into the Latin Quarter. Here
she Is attracted by a young artist who
wears on his tie a pin that matches In design tin- cuff-button with the sphinx's
head. Satisfied that she is on the track
of the murderer she makes his acquaintance and accompanies him to a cafe fre-
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quented by the male and female Apaches
of the neighborhood. A realistic free-forall fight is a feature of this incident.
Celeste finally manages to get the artist
into the room where Henri Du Bois was
murdered and accuses him of the crime.
He is innocent and turns out to be the son
of the murdered man, having quarreled
with his father over becoming an artist
and then changed his name. A love of
excitement and a wish to help many of
the poor people near his studio led him
to assist a band of thieves ply their trade.
Celeste is happy to learn the truth regarding- him and the two have the good
sense to fall in love with each other. The
real murderer is caught.
Alma Rubens is a fine selection for the
part of Celeste. Her beauty and intelligent acting give the character the right
touch of romantic interest. Wallace McDonald is a worthy second as the artist,
and the minor roles are in competent
hands.
"THE CLAW"
Clara Kimball Young in Well Produced
Select Picture of South African Life.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
STORIES of South . African life written
by Cynthia Stockley are always correct as to detail. "The Claw" is one
of this author's most interesting novels,
and the five-part screen version produced
by Select, with Clara Kimball Young as
the heroine, has been skillfully directed
by Robert G. Vignola. The scenes in the
book showing Mary Saurin's life in London and her first meeting with Major Kinsella, the hero, are left out of the screen
version, the picture opening with the
heroine traveling across the South African veldt in a cart driven by a drunken
driver. She is rescued from danger by
Kinsella, and when she joins her brother
at Fort George becomes the belle of the
Stair, the resident commissioner at Fort
post.
George, is smitten by Mary and makes up
his mind to cut out the Major at any cost.
An uprising of the blacks sends Kinsella
and Stair on the warpath after them.
Stair runs away when the battle begins
and Kinsella is captured by the natives.
By making the blacks think he is crazy
he avoids being put to death. Stair goes
back to Fort George, tells Mary that Kinsella has been killed and prevails upon
her to mary him. News is finally brought
that the Major is a prisoner. Stair experiences a change of heart, goes to his
rescue, is fatally wounded and dies in
Mary's arms, after reaching Fort George
with Kinsella,
The human interest is carried along
cleverly. "The Claw" will not rank among
the most dramatic of the Clara Kimball
Young pictures, but its atmosphere will
please. The part of Mary Saurin has few
strong scenes and the star is not severely
taxed by it. She dresses it becomingly
and makes the most of her opportunities.
Milton Sills is manly and convincing as
Major Kinsella, Henry Woodward, Mary
Mersch, Marcia Manon, Jack Holt and E.
M. Kimball complete the excellent cast.
Louis J. Physioc had charge of the photography.
"HIT-THE-TRAIL-HOLLIDAY"
George
M. Cohan
Seen
As the Wideawake Hero of His Up-to-Date
Comedy-Drama.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

ul career on the
a successf
AFTER
-Trail-Holllday"
stage
"Hit-the
been turned
Into a screen play has
by
John Emerson and Anita Loos, with
Author George M. Cohan as the hero of
his own story. Marshall Xeilan directed
the production and Walter Stradling was
the cameraman, The character of Billy
Sunday, the famous evangelist, is the prototype for Billy Holliday, the champion
drink mixer, who is won over to the cause
of prohibition and who helps to defeat
the brewery element of the town In which
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his sweetheart lives. The subject is up to
the minute and George M. Cohan's breezy
impersonation of Billy carries the performance along at a lively rate.
The first glimpse of Holliday shows him
tending
bar in a New
York
hotel.
Billy
never takes a drink himself and his refusal to serve some
young boys results
in his quitting his job. Otto Wurst,
the
proprietor of a brewery in a small town,
starts a hotel of his own when
he finds
out that Burr Jason, the owner of the old
established hotel, has closed his bar and
is strong for prohibition.
Wurst engages
Billy to run his bar for him, but Holliday
throws up the job without even starting
it and helps Jason
to put a temperance
drink on the market with the near Anhauser-Busch name of "Vevo."
Billy also
prevents the liquor crowd from breaking
up a prohibition
convention
and makes
such a live speech on the subject that he
is in great demand as a prohibition advocate all over the country.
Being
a normal
fellow get
Billy's
sire
to help
the young
hotel man
rich deis
caused mainly by his interest in Jason's
pretty daughter and he is rewarded by
winning the girl's heart. The story is all
very human and leaves an excellent impression.
The supporting cast includes Marguerite
Clayton,
Robert Broderick,
Pat O'Malley,
Russell Bassett,
Richard Bartelmess
and
William Walcott in well acted parts. "Hitthe-Trail-Holliday" is an Artcraft picture
and the production is worthy the name.
FOX REISSUES TWO FILM HITS.
"The Bondsman" with William Farnum
and "A Fool There Was" with Theda
Bar a.
Reviewed by Hanford C. Judson.

Fox reissues
recent of
more Bondsman,
THEis "The
" two
'which I reviewed
in the issue of this paper dated April
8, 1916. novel.
The story
Caine's
famous
It is
is from
very Hall
tragic,
and
while not the best
of
Mr.
Farnum's
box
office attractions nor so convincingly directed as some of his more recent pictures, the leading man has two tremendous roles as the vagabond, Stephen
Orry, and in the latter parts of the tale
as his Iceland son, Jason. Sunlocks, the
vagabond's Isle of Man son, is taken by
Harry Spingler. Dorothy Bernard plays
the role of the heroine of the younger
generation, and Doris Wooldridge has the
s interestin
role
the picture
vagabond'
aristocratgic today
first
wife. ofThe
is as
as when it was produced because the
story has a bigness that will not grow
trivial.
It has substantial worth.
"A Fool There Was."
Even more artistic than the Hall Caine
story is this Theda Bara picture, "A Fool
There Was," which gives her probably
her best vampire role. It is true that
it pictures the degradation of what was
a fine man, distinguished and worthy,
who falls under the sway of the adventuress, but there is nothing sloppy in its
relentless showing of the fact. It is an
unpleasant but a remarkably ably directed and acted picture. The plot carries the man from the heights of public
esteem to the depths when her "Kiss
me,
you fool,"
will make
him and
turn cling,
from
the appeal
of wife
and child
the slobbering
aroundin the
siren'sa
neck.
The houseidiot,
he lives
becomes
pen. He crawls on his belly among a
litter of bottles and glasses. The picture
was first released
early in 1915.
"THE
FIREFLY
OF
FRANCE."
Paramount
Presents Wallace Reid in a
Romantic
Melodrama.
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves Harrison.
STARTING
out with ofgreat
promise, girl
the
romantic pursuit
a mysterious
by a young American aviator on his
way to volunteer at the front, the story
leads through a series of adventures
aboard ship, in Italy and France, complicated by the constant reappearance of
an alleged
Secret Service
agent
of the
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1 States, who is In reality a German
The young aviator, Impersonated In
shlon by Wallace Ketd, one
in this enthusiastic chase because he has
ne
infatuated
by
the
mysterious
; lady, Ann
Little.
The spy is after
important "papers" Intrusted to her
brother,
"The
Firefly
of France."
He Is
so sure
that she will lead him
straight
to where her wounded
brother is in hiding, and that she is unaware
of his purhe follows
her closely
without
attempt at disguise.
This double pursuit leads to an old
!i chateau near the line of battle,
where the wounded "Firefly of France"
is hiding:, carrying with him a double set
of papers, one intended to deceive the
onem\ in the event of capture. The Araeraviator, supplanting the mysterious
spy

young her
lady's
chauffeur,
arrives
with
at murdered
the chateau,
and only
to
rind the old caretaker bound and gagged
and the spy with confederates In French
uniform
in possession.
The American and the girl are made
prisoners, and is about to be tortured
into a confession when they put up a
spirited fight and escape to a secret room
where "The Firefly" is hiding. Her conduet there leads the hero to become desperately jealous, and he resorts to a
dangerous expedient to release her from
ution. He gives up the false papers
ind rides away with the spies. At the
battle fr.ont he turns them over to the
French forces, but he is seriously wounded
by an exploding shell. In the end, while
convalescent at a hospital, he is decorated
for his services, is rejoined by the girl,
nds she is the Firefly's sister-inlaw. They "seal their love with a kiss."
3ach is the story he relates to some
companions in the service.

GENERAL

FILM

TWO-REELERS.

\n O. Henry, "The
Purple
Dress," and
a Wolfville, "Tucson Jennie's Heart."
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
"The Purple Dress."
the large number of O. Henry
stories which have been filmed as
Broadway Star Features, "The Purple
Oress," a two-reel offering, is one of the
nost interesting and entertaining. The
itory is slight, but the characters are well
lrawn and. finely interpreted by a competent cast. It is rich in human interest,
ind much credit is due to Agnes Eyres,
vho enacts the principal role with a great
leal of realism. The production as a
vhole is well directed, although there is
i lack of continuity in certain of the
scenes.
All the girls in the department store
Iesire to make a hit with the junior partler. Maida saves her money to buy a,
>urple dress to wear at a Thanksgivii
>arty. Just as she is about to make the
ast payment her friend Grace is turned
)Ut of her room for non-payment of rent,
ind Maida comes to her rescue. The tailor
ets her have the dress on credit, and.
jilthough it is a cold day, she goes to the
|>ark without a wrap. She accidentally
neets the junior partner, who is a fresh
lir fiend, and everything ends satisfacorily,
Evart Overton is well cast in the leadng male role. Bernard Siegal gives a fine
haracterization of the Jewish tailor, and
Vdele De Garde is satisfactory as Grace.
The closing scene where Maida sneezes
ust as
is accepting
Ramsey's proposal is she
a clever
bit.
OF

"Tucson Jennie's Heart."
This two-reel Broadway Star Feature
s the best of the Wolfville stories of
Ufred Henry Lewis so far presented by
General Film Company. There is a lot of
vholesome humor in the story, which
leals with the arrival of a new and very
>retty waitress. Two of the boys imnediately fall in love with her, and in
>rder to find out just where they stand
hey stage a fake murder wherein the
'ne whom the crowd thinks is the favored
mitor is supposed to be killed. Contrary
o expectations, Jennie clings to the neck
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Other
Ohap,
th« onlythe one
isOfnotthesurprised
la Mrs and Rucker,
boardwho
Ing
hou.se
keeper,
who
enjoj
>wd's
dlscomforture

Patricia Palmer not onlj look! the part,

making life misi rable toi ■ husband
w ill b

Comments

t directed the production,

"THE

LAST

REBEL"

War. ■'The Last Rebel" Is a romance
Of two
.generations.
This
live -pail
Triangle photoplay, featuring
Belle
nett, was
written
by llapsburg
Liebi
directed
by Gilbert
P. Hamilton.
<:. B.
Jenks is responsible for the Scenario
.lack Mackenzie was the cameraman.
Aside from the rather overdrawn innocence and pride of the heroine and the
UnCOn8CiOUB humor Of some of the subtitles the story has considerable appeal.
The tirst portion has the more life and
movement,
but the local color
is always
correctly handled and the negro pari
acted
by colored actors of real ability.
In the earlier scenes two prominent
southern families are turned into bitter
enemies by the breaking out of the Rebellion. Harry Apperson and Cora Batesford are lovers, but their engagement is
broken off forever.
Fifty years later the grandchildren of
these two become the hero and heroine of
the story. Jim Apperson, who has gone
west and made a fortune, returns to the
south to find that Floribel Batesford is
about to have her old home sold for debt
and be turned out on the world. Jim tries
to befriend her, but Floribel will have
nothing to do with an Apperson and goes
away with her old mammy to earn her
living. During her struggles in the city
Jim watches over her and finally succeeds
in getting back the Batesford plantation.
It is not until after he is badly hurt in
defending her that Floribel learns to love
him. Her attempt to drown herself and
Jim's fight with a band of thugs is not
very skillfully devised.
Belle Bennett is earnest, but lacks the
youthfulness called for by the part of
Floribel. Joe King is likable as Jim Apperson. Lucretia Harris is an amusing
Manimy Lulu.

"THE
Montgomery
Reviewed

.■■-■ ■IW»«^i

Picture of Southern
Life Featuring Belle Bennet,
Entertaining. Fairly

Reviewed by Edward Wei t eel.
COMMENCING at the time of the Civil

SPOILED

GIRL."

Flagg Sketch Gives Unforgettable Portrayal of Type.
by Margaret I. MacDonald.

and freshness with
originality
THE
which
the Montgomery Flagg
sketches known as the Kleine-Edison
"Girls You Know" series is imbued make
them welcome on any program. The particular number entitled "The Spoiled
Girl" is one of the best of these, and not
only reminds us of girls we have known,
but also inspires a more emphatic dislike
of this type.
James Montgomery Flagg first draws
his sketch of the girl, and then tearing
it from its frame reveals the real girl
lounging in bed with the pouting expression which is her wont. Then we are
treated to an expose of her various moods
and selfish acts. For instance, she allows mother to bring breakfast to her
in bed, and doesn't even greet her with
a smile nor trouble to thank her.
And it is nothing for father and mother
to sit up until daylight to open the door
for her as she returns from a dance.
Finally she demands an automobile so
that she will not have to bother with
taxis, and in order to grant her wish
some of the house furniture has to be
sold. In a tantrum she takes her car
and goes to her lover, and the closing
scene shows
her in a home
of her own

majority of audi-

pi. i ii i

but acts it well.
The east Include! Robert
Hums,
Tex
Allen,
William
Lester,
Edward
Alexander.
and
II. it lie
Inisklrk.

Triangle

d bj ih.

The

General Film Company.
reel
|
i out
t lie best
Of t he
JENNIE'S HEART.— This '
Ton
w nit \ iii.
toriee
by
Alfred
Hi m ■■■
Lew I
baVe
been
I . I, ;i . .1 l.\
ipany,
The manner Iii whloh
i the boys
lose their hearts
to the
new
waitress
and
the whole
lown
picks
out the wrong one as the favored suitor
is cleverly brought
out.
Patricia Palmer
is attractive In the title role.
Revi>
elsewhere? in this i

THE PURPLE DRESS.— An Interesting
two-reel ( ). Henry story, although the
continuity is not as satisfactory as in
some of the earlier subjects. Agnes Ajrres
and Evari Overton are the principal
players. The atmosphere of the original
is well maintained. Reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

Advanced
THK

Motion Picture Corp.

ELEVENTH

COMMANDMENT

(Advanced). — A five-reel offering of exceptional merit written and directed by
Ralph
text Man
for women,
Shalt Ince
Not from
MarrytheAny
Whom "Thee
Thou
Dost Not Love." It is a beautifully written and splendidly played picture. For .a
longer notice see another page of this
issue.

Famous

Players-Lasky.

HER

FINAL
RECKONING
(Paramount), June 9. — Pauline Frederick is at
her best In the leading role of this fivepart photoplay taken from a stage drama
written by Jules Claretie and directed by
Emile Chautard. The story is one of
love and passion, but is a fine example of
its class. It is reviewed at length on another page of this issue.
HIT-THE-TRAH.
HOLLIDAY
(Artcraft), June lfi. — George M. Cohan in a
screen version of his own stage playshould prove a big cardT The YankeeDoodle comedian keeps the fun and interest moving right along, and the entire
production Is up to the Artcraft standard.
A longer review is printed on another
page of this issue.

Fox Film Corporation.
THE BONDMAN (Fox Reissue). — A William Farnum picture of Hall Caine's famous novel. The leading man has two
roles, and both are worthy of him. For a
longer review see another page of this
issue.
A FOOE THERE WAS (Fox Reissue). —
Theda Bara's truest vampire role is In
this picture of the degradation of what
was once a worthy man. It is Paul
Emerson Browne's story, and is noticed
at more length on another page of this
issue.

Goldwyn

Pictures Corporation.

THE FAIR PRETFXDER
(Goldwyn),
May 1<). — An unusually entertaining
comedy-drama featuring Madge Kennedy.
The story lives up to its title well. A
full review of same will be found In our
issue of June li>.
.

W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation.

SHACKLED
(Paralta).— Lawrence
McCloskey is the author of this five-part
picture, which tells the story of a woman
who is forced to pay deariy for breaking the moral law. Louise Glaum gives
a sincere performance of the part. The
production is well done. It is reviewed
at length on another page of this issue.
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THE
George Kleine System.

THE SPOILED GIRL (Edison). — One of
the Montgomery Flagg sketches that is
unusually good. The character of the
spoiled girl is well portrayed, and the
picture serves as a lesson to doting
entermaking good
well asreview
parents, as tainment.
will be found
A full
elsewhere.

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE ONLY ROAD (Metro), June 3. — A
strong five-reel story of southern California featuring Viola Dana and a wellbalanced cast. The story is full of exciting action, and has strong dramatic
moments. It is also beautifully pictured.
Reviewed at length elsewhere.
SOCIAL QUICKSANDS (Metro), June 10.
— A five-reel comedy-drama featuring
Beverly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman.
The plot is a light, romantic one, with
some good humorous touches strung
through it. It makes excellent light entertainment. Reviewed at length elsewhere.

Mutual Film Corporation.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 29 (Mutual),
june 9. — This issue contains a number
of items of special interest, including a
parade of the veterans of '61, the motor
races at Sheepshead Bay., with Ralph De
Palma winning; Red Cross nurses en
route to France, Schwab and Edison at
Ship Christening, veterans of Civil War
and of Northwest Rebellion at Toronto,
Canada, the Tale oarsmen at work,
Roosevelt at Detroit, and artists painting war subjects for use in patriotic endeavor from posed war scenes.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
THE FALSE SIGNAL (Pathe), June 16.
—InEpisode
15 of "The instalment
House of Hate."
this No.
interesting
both
Gresham and Pearl indulge in pretended
love affair in order to escape from the
island on which they are held prisoners
by the Terror's gang. Pearl dazzles her
susceptible male guard, and induces him
to change the location of the signal light.
Gresham pretends to make love to Queenie

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Kate. The Terror, in the darkness, is
thrown against the rocks by the high
tide, but escapes, and the pursuit of Pearl
and Gresham
begins.
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS NO. 6 (Pathe),
June 16. — This instalment gives some admirable glimpses of the British Navy in
action, or at least some monitors, destroyers, and drifters on a raid near the
Belgian coast. The maneuvers are full
of interest, and give an idea of the swift
travel of these war craft. Scenes on board
a monitor carrying 15-inch guns are also
shown. Also King George and Prince
Albert on an inspection trip.
KIDDER & KO (Pathe Play), June 16. —
A five-reel subject featuring Bryant
Washburn and Gertrude Selby. This is a
breezy little comedy in which the idle son
of a dried fish merchant finally pulls himself together and makes good. He also
wins the hand of a pretty girl, portrayed
by Miss Selby. The story makes good
light entertainment.
ARE CROOKS DISHONEST? (RolinPathe), June 23. — A laughable number,
featuring Harold Lloyd, Harry Pollard,
and Bebe Daniels. The two men play the
parts of fake jewelry salesmen, and the
girl is assistant to a seer. Many amusing schemes of one kind and another are
pictured in this, which is one of the best
in which this clever trio have appeared.
MORE TROUBLE (Pathe), July 11— A
Frank Keenan feature in which he and
a competent cast do excellent work. The
picture is a comedy-drama of original
and excellent type — one of the best of the
season. A full review appeared in our
issue of June 15.

Triangle Film Corporation.
THE LAST REBEL (Triangle), June 9.
— Belle Bennett appears as a young southern girl in this five-reel picture, which
covers the Civil War period and the
present. The story has considerable appeal. The production was directed by
Gilbett P. Hamilton. A longer review was
printed on another
page of this issue.
MADAME SPHINX (Triangle), June 9.
— Alma Rubens does excellent work in
this five-part detective photoplay with
scenes laid in the underworld Paris.
The

Fox
Production "Kultur" Takes
a Crack
Kaiser
hostilities
is shown at
withthe
great
fidelity
IN view of the alarm that Provost Marshal General Crowder's "work or fight"
order has caused in the motion picture
industry officials of the Fox Film Corporation are pointing to "Kultur," now being made at Hollywood by Gladys Brockwell, as an instance of the patriotic service which the films can perform for the
nation.
"Kultur" is described as a blow at
Berlin's methods of diplomacy, and is said
to show in a startling way the readiness
and eagerness of the Kaiser for war and
the domination of Austria by Germany.
How Germany peremptorily demanded
of Austria
that she find a pretext
for

to detail. It is said one of the remarkable scenes in the picture is that of the
secret council at which the Teuton leaders
plotted to upset the peace of the world.
"Kultur," said a Fox official, "is merely another example of the patriotic work
which the films are doing for the country.
Like 'The Spy' and 'The Pride of New
York," both of which undoubtedly performed a great service in stimulatingpatriotism and recruiting, 'Kultur' is
aimed to arouse among the people of
the United States a realization of the
cynical methods employed by the German

June 22, 1918
picture was directed by Thomas H
Heffron and is full of interest. It is reviewed at length on another page of this
issue.

Universal Film Company.

CURRENT
EVENTS NO. 56 (Universal),
June 1. — With the U. S. Marines in Texas,
aerial
practice
in America,
with
the
Belgium
troops
in Chicago,
launching
fabricated steel ship, women as farmers.
and numerous other subjects are pictured
in this diversified number.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY
NO. 27 (Universal),
June
5.
—
With
the
"Blue
Devils" in
St. Louis, War Savings Stamp Festival
in
New
York,
knitting
contest
in Detroit.
U-Boat
activities on Atlantic
coast, and
other subjects
are treated in this number.

A
J
|

1
I
1

THE MODEL'S CONFESSION (Univer- i
sal), June 8. — A six-reel number, adapted I
and directed by Ida May Park. The cast j
is a pleasing
one,Harlan,
consisting
of Prior,
Mar}' II
MacLaren,
Kenneth
Herbert
Edna Earle. and others, but the plot is I
of an artificial type and none too_ con- j
vincing. This would no doubt be stronger I
as a five-rel subject. Reviewed at length \
elsewhere.
THE LION'S CLAWS, NO. 11 (Universal •
Serial), June 10. — Another thrilling and j
excellently pictured instalment. Beth is
rescued from the back of the horse by
Lieut. Gordon, but is later captured by
the four natives. Her father, Harris, and
Musa search for her. The jungle scenes
are again well-contrived.
A BLIND PIG (L-Ko), June 12.— This
two-reel comic gets its best effects in the
second reel, where some excellent mechan- j
ical feats are pictured. The humor of the
first reel is of the knockabout order, and
only fairly strong. But the second reel is
much better, and makes the offering one
above the average.
THE KNOCKOUT (Lyons & Moran).
June 22. — A prize ring story, with a lot
of laughs in it. Lee Moran poses as the
great "Kid Mulligan," while Eddie slugs
his opponents from behind the scenes with
a club. This is one of the best sporting
pictures made in a long while, and will
make a hit with the fans.
SAMASHING THROUGH
(UniversalRawlinson). — A five-reel subject written
by Walter Woods and directed by Elmer
Clifton. Herbert Rawlinson is cast as
the hero, a young prospector, whose rich
claim is endangered by a crooked lawyer
and his accomplices. The action is very
swift, and contains much suspense. Reviewed at length elsewhere.

World Pictures Corporation.
THE_ MAX HUNT (World Pictures),
June 17. — A five-reel subject based on a
story by Fred Jackson. Ethel Clayton
plays the role of a girl heiress who is
pursued by unwelcome fortune hunters
and chooses a hard-working American
man. She practically forces him into
marriage. The story is improbable, but
the cast handles it so well that it will
pass as an entertaining subject. Reviewed
at length elsewhere.

rulers."

Edna Goodrich Portrays
Young Society Matron
JUSTICE'S story,
HEIKES
LLEGadabou
MAMtE
t," upon which Edna
•■The
Goodrich is now working Cor Mutual
al the Biograph studios In New York
gives the stage beauty the role of a
frivolous, pampered young society matron
's
to .MissOf (loodrieh
a parts welland adapted
—Comelines
her faculty
wearing

gorgeous clothes.

she portrays the type of woman found
in all circles of ultra wealthy society,
spoiled by worship and attention, living
reher husband's
limit
to the very
sources. The
plot ofrevolves
around the
situation which arises when the young
husband's ruin threatens and the methods
she adopts to avert ruin.
Miss Goodrich
is known
in Europe
and
America for ber charming appearance.
Her stage successes here and abroad gave
her a tremendous screen vogue, and hei

Cites Testimonials
to Prove of Power
of "The Kaiser"
the country several weeks ago. every
testimonials from exUNSOLICITED
hibitors, according to President Carl
Laemmle of Universal, through
whose exchanges Jewel Productions are
being released, are the most conclusive
proof of the box-office value of a mot inn
picture. As an example of his contention
be cites the testimonials received from
exhibitors all over the country on their
success in presenting "The Kaiser, the
Beast Of Berlin." which II. M. P.erman. of
Jewel Productions, claims has made more
money for exhibitors than any picture yet
released.
its

Notwithstanding that
presentation
in the

"The Kaiser" had
first run theaters

previous motion
picture productions have
been distinct box Office successes.
Her new series for Mutual will open
with "The Gadabout." It is being produced under the direction of Burton King.

mail continues
to bringexhibitors'
monial letters from
exhibitors
to the testiNew
York office, and it is seldom a day passes
without the receipt of a least one telegram
from a first-run house demanding a rebooking date.
The demands for rebooking are so heavy
that the branch exchange managers
throughout the country are more insistent
in their present demands for extra prints
than when "The Kaiser" first was released. The answer for these demands Is
given in hibitors
thenow on
indorsements
exfile in the from
offices the
of the
company.
with David Powell as leading man. Mi
Powell has appeared opposite some of
the screen's most favored actresses in the
last
this is his first appearance
with year,
Miss but
Goodrich.
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"THE BRAVEST WAY"
Lasky
Presents
Sessue
Hayakawa and a Japanese-American
Cast
in a Charmingly
Characteristic
Story
of Japanese in America.
Cast.
Taimira
Sessue
Hayakawa
Xunio
Florence
Vidor
tt-su
Tsurl Aokl
Watana
r Apyama
Miss Tomkins
lane Wolff
Em Orson
Tom
Kurahara
Nnson
Winter
Hall
Jani tress
Josephine Crowell
Sotoyoshi
Goro Kino
Minister
Clarence
Geldart
l.au yer
Guy Oliver
Directed by George Melford.
The Story: Tamura and Watana, Japanese, are living: in America. Watana
sends for his wife and children, and
Tamura, who is in love with Nume Rogers,
i charming Japanese-American girl,
dreams of the day when he will be a landscape gardener and will have enough
money to marry. On the day his wife arrives. Watana is murdered, and Tamura
shoulders the responsibility of caring for
the wife and children of his dead friend.
Because they all live in one house, Tamura
is told that he must marry Sat-su, and he
does so in sacrificial spirit. Xume, heartbroken, goes away, studies voice culture.
and becomes a famous singer. When she
returns Tamura saves her from a man who
is trying to force his unwelcome attentions upon her. She goes to the house
where Sat-su and Tamura live. Sat-su
is fatally ill, but before she dies she explains to Xume, Tamura's reason for
marrying her. After Sat-su's death, Xume
and Tamura are reunited, and plan their
romance together.
Feature Sessue Hayakawa as Tamura and
Tsuri Aaoki as Sat-su.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Love
Theme
of Great Tenderness
Coupled
With Thrilling Scenes in Heart-Gripping Photodrama.
Famous
Japanese
Actor
Exploited
in
Best Character in His Screen Career.
Tremendous Love Theme Coupled With
Thrills. Suspense,
and Intensive
Action.
Charming
Photoplay
of Japanese
Life
Presented by Famous Xative Actor.
Bravest Way Leads Down Thorny Path
to Great Reward
in Ultimate Happiness.
An Engaging Photodrama Appealing to
Every Class of Humanity.
Stunt Suggestions: Get tiny Japanese
dolls and mount several on each windowcard reading, "See these dainty tots in
'The Bravest Way,' with Sessue Hayakawa
and his Japanese co-workers in an unusual story at (house and date)." Offer
a prize to the child attending one of the
matinees with the most correct Japanese
make-up. Get a committee of outsiders to
be the judges. Arrange to have the children photographed if possible for a general story. If any local store handles the
minature Japanese gardens use these for
lobby work, with an allusion to Tamura's
garden. Otherwise use lanterns and other
Japanese decorations for the lobby.
Advertising- Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobbv disSxlO, 11x14
andon 22x28.
Cuts'
from
one to plays.
three
columns
star and
production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released
June 16.
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IN THIS ISSUE.
The Unix est Way ( Pant mount ).
The House of Gold (Metro).
His Kllciuv, the l.lliv ( TrimiKli- I.
iiii-ilic- Trail iioiiiiiii.v (Art craft).
Kidder
A Ko (Pulliel.
Tin- VI a ii Hunt (World).
Itiders of thv Purple Sage (Vox).
Say] Young Fellow (Artcraft).
Smashing- Through
( I ill vcrsal).
A Square Deal I V mcricaii ).
Station Content
(Triangle).
Social Quicksands ( Metro).
To Hell
with
the Kaiser
(Screen
Classics I.
Which Woman f (Bluebird).

"SMASHING THROUGH"
Universal
Presents
Herbert
Rawlinson
in a Story
of Concentrated
Action
Originally
Intended
to Serve
as Material For an Entire Serial.
Cast.Herbert
Jack
Mason
Rawlinson
Dave Marco
Neal Hart
Earl Foster
Sam DeGrasse
Ralph
Brandon
M. K. Wilson
Holly Brandon
Sally StanMrs. Brandon
Clarissa Selwynne
Stevens
Paul Hurst
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
The Story:
Running short of funds to
operate his mine, Jack Maston comes East
to see Earle Foster, an investment broker.
Foster refuses to take an interest in Jack's
proposition.
In Foster's
office is Holly
Brandon, daughter of a rich and speculatively inclined widow, whom he takes for
a stenographer.
Holly is amused at this,
and allows him to think so. She advances
him money to enable him to return to his
mine
in the West, telling him that she
may call on him at a later date.
A few
weeks
later Mrs. Brandon
finds herself
almost penniless, having been induced by
Foster to invest in a worthless mine.
Her
plans to recoup
her fortunes
by having
Holly married to Foster would have materialized had not
the
broker
been
in
too much of a hurry to get married.
Then
Jack comes
into possession
of information which turns the tide for him, and the
conclusion
shows
him
with
plenty
of
money and with Holly as his wife.
Feature
Herbert
Rawlinson
as
Jack
Maston
and
Sally
Starr
as
Holly
Brandon.
Program

and Advertising Phrases:
Famous Star of "Come Through"
Is Xow
"Smashing
Through"
in High
Speed
Love Adventure.
Jaunty Claim Jumper Brought to Brook
by Fear-Defying Tenderfoot.
Snappy Story of the Wild West Visioned
in Exciting Episodes.
Venturesome Actor-Acrobat Breaks All
Records in Doing Daring Stunts.
High
Speed
Love Chase
Ends
in Triumph for Death-Defying Lothario.
Victory
Follows
Whirlwind
Dash
of
Acrobatic Lover in Chase for Love.
Stunt Suggestions: For the lobby use
a large "Insurance Agents Keep Out," and
add in smaller lettering the explanation
that it will make them too nervous to
see all the stunts Rawlinson does in this
play.condensed
Play up from
the fact
that with
this storywas
a serial
such
lines as. "All the meat of a thirty-part
serial condensed
into a single five-part
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feal lire
Anol her k
i Line u ould be,
"You've Been Herbert
Rawlinson In 'Come
Through.'
Now
, , idm
i,i -Sm..
Through.'
i [e cornea much Fasti i
Ldverttalna lldai <)n-- design each one,
three and six-sheets, stock one-sheel or
star Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays, Slide, Heralds, Pla i r cuts in
Scene cuts oni and t n >
three sizes.
URinS wide.
Press hook.
Released .June 22.
"THE
MAN
HUNT"
World
Pictures
Presents
Ethel Clayton
in the Exciting
Story of a Girl Who
Had to Force Marriage Upon the Man
Who
Loved
Her.Cast.
Betty Hammond
Ethel Clayton
James
Ogden
Rockllffe
Fellows
English
Lord
Henry
Warwick
French
Count
John Adrizonia
Russian Prince
Herbert BarringtOtl
Parson
Brown
Jack Drumier
Bigfoot Ben
\i Hart
Lemuel Thomas
John Dungari
Directed by Travers Vale.
The Story: Upon her father's death
Petty Hammond inherits his vast mining
interests. In Europe, where she has gone,
she finds herself besieged by many fortune hunters, but refuses all, for none
measures up to her conception of a husband. In her effects she finds a photograph of Jim Ogden, a playmate of hers
in the mining days, and decides that he
is the man for her. Going to California
where her property is situated she hears
that Jim has become superintendent of
her mines, and without revealing her
identity secures a position as stenographer
in his office. She falls in love with him.
and asks him to marry her, but he refuses. She rebels, discloses her identity,
and Jim discharges her. In order to
awaken his love, Betty has Ben, one of
the miners, abduct her. Jim, hearing of
the abduction and believing the miner
to be sincere, organizes a posse and goes
in pursuit. Ben and Betty are overtaken,
and Jim is about to inflict punishment
upon the miner when Betty tells him of
her scheme. Jim, who has really loved
Betty all the time, no longer suppresses
his affection, and takes the determined
little girl in his arms.
Feature Ethel Clayton as Betty Hammond
and Rockliffe Fellows as James Ogden
Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Woman's
Equal
Opportunity
Kxpressed in the Xovel Story of a Girl
Who
Married
the Man
of Her Own
Choice.
Discarding Three Insistant Suitors Girl
Marries
Man
Who
Refused
IPi
Bewitching
Ethel Clayton's
Search
for
Something
Xew
Discloses
Xovel
Theme.
Oddity In Plotwitching
and ScreenPurpose
Queen
Photodrama.
Screen
Queen's
Successful
Provides
Heroine
With
Her Own
Choice.
Screen Surprise Presented
Makes an Obstinate Man

Presents
Bein
Xovel
Man
Hunt
Husband
of
by Girl Whb
Marry Her.

Stunt Suggestions: For the windowcards prepare sets of three sticks of equal
length and letter, "Three men wanted to
marry Betty, and the man she loved proposed that they draw lots, but no man
drew
the
shortest
stick
because
Jim
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SWAAB
SIMPLEX
MACHINE
We lead; let those that can, follow.

DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING— TONING
8PBCIAUBTB
PHOTOGRAPHY

GUNBY

BROS.,

14S Wert 45th Street

INC.
New

York Qty

-maybe
Stone
has it
Here's

a "Film Library"
Special
Scenes.

of

When you want to "Flash In" a Fire,
Explosion, Rough Water, Wreck, Collision, Submarine, Zeppelin, Sunset, Ship
Arriving or Departing, Naval Guns Firing, Shots Striking, War Stuff of Foreign
or U. S. Action, Travel Scenes anywhere
in the World, Scientific, Industrial, Insect, Animal or Bird Life, Magic, Colored
or Non-Flam,
"MAYBE
STONE
HAS
145 West 45th Street

HE'S
YOU

gone
"come

IT"
New

York

across —
across"!

Adopt a SOLDIER and Supfor
"SMOKE
ply him with
WAR!
the S"
on of
the Durati
that our flighting men
YOUare know
begging for tobacco. Tobacco
cheers them. They need it. "Send
more cigarettes." "We can't get half
enough smokes over here."ed"A cigarette
is the first thing a wound
man asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.
$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier Supplied—Will YOU Be
a
"BIG
BROTHER " or a "BIG SISTER" to
a Lonely
Fighting Man?
Every dollar sends four 45c. packages of tobacco. Mail the money
and coupon right now.

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND

19 West 44th Street. New York City
Depository: Irving National Bank, New York
"I wish you all possible success in
your admirable effort to get our boys
in France —THEODORE
tobacco."
ROOSEVELT.
Endorsed by
The Secretary of War
Lyman Abbott
The Secretary of the
Itabbl Wise
Navy
Gertrude Atherton
The
American
Bed
Theodore Booserelt
Croo
Alton B. Parker
Cardinal Gibbons
And the Kntlre Nation

"~ "OUR

PICTURE

WORLD

wanted
hereven
himself,
wouldn't
marry her
thoughandsheyet
hadhe kidnapped
him to force a wedding. See the unusual

Distributor
PENNSYLVANIA.
NEW
JERSEY.
DELAWARE,
MARYLAND
1327 VINE STREET.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
Repairing and All Supplies

AND
MANTTFACTUHER8
IN
MOTION
PICTDRB

MOVING

BOYS
FRANCE
19 WestIN 44th
Stroot. TOBACCO
New York FUND"

GENTLEMEN: I want to do my part to help the
American soldiers who are Utihunn my battle In France.
If tobacco will do It. I'm for tobacco. (Check below
how you desire to contribute)
I oncloso $1.00. I will adopt a soldier and send
you
$1.00 a month
supply him with "smokos" for
the duration
of tho towar.
I sond you horowlth
my contribution towards the purchaso of tobacco for Amorloan
soldiers. This does not obligate me to contribute more.
NAME
ADDRESS

story of 'The Man Hunt' at (house and'
date)." For a catchline try, "Come on
girls,
are going
to have Get
a 'Man
at
the we(house
and date).
in on Hunt'
it if
it isn't leap year." For the lobby erect
a cage, and announce that when "The
Man Hunt" is ended you will cage him
there.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Free advance poster. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
Two-color heralds. One and two-column
cuts.
Slides.
Press sheet.
Released June 17.
"SOCIAL QUICKSANDS"
Metro Presents Francis X. Bushman and
Beverley
Bayne
in a Comedy-Drama
of a Society-Shy
Man
Who
Fell Into
the Social
Quicksands
of Matrimony.
Cast.
Warren Dexter
Francis X. Bushman
Phyllis Lane
Beverly Bayne
Mollie
Mabel
Frenyear
Dudley,
Mollie's father
Leslie
Stowe
Jim
William
Dunn
Mrs.
Byrd
Cutting
Lila Blow
Mrs. Amos
Rolinda Bainbridge
Miss "Nobody Home"
Elsie MacLeod
"Englishman"
J. B. Hollis
'"The Bullet Girl"
Armorel McDowell
Directed by Charles J. Brabin.
The Story: Mrs. Byrd Cutting, the aunt
of Warren Dexter, wants him to marry
Phyllis Dane, but he refuses. Phyllis
vows that she will exact a proposal o
marriage from him, and to get acquainted
she plans to faint on his doorstep. When
she arrives she sees Mollie, who, at the
demand of her father and brother, is robbing his silver. She changes places with
the girl, and when Warren appears and
catches her in the act of thieving she
tells him that her father and brother has
made a thief of her. He is struck by her
appearance, and gives her a position as
housekeeper of his mountain lodge. Mollie,
who had been hidden in a closet by Phyllis
and had heard Warren's proposition,
escapes, and tells her father and brother,
who decide to follow. Warren is attacked
by the crooks, but he quickly subdues
them. Some time later Warren, having
fallen deeply in love with Phyllis, decides to return to the city, and informs
his aunt that he and "Ann Thompson."
the name under which Phyllis is known
to him, are to be married. But when he
arrives he learns to his surprise that he
is to marry the girl whom he had determined never to meet.
Feature
Francis X. Bushman
as Warren
Dexter
and
Beverly
Bayne
as Phyllis
Dane.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Comedy
Photodrama
of Romance
and
AdvenSpiced With Love's Witchery and
Virile tureAction.
Dan
Cupid's
Trickery
Bewitches
Masquerading Lovers Into
True
Happiness.
Bushman
and Bayne Disclosed in Roles
That Suit Them to a Nicety.
Plenty
of Thrills
and
Excitement
in
Swift-Moving So. :iety Comedy.
Society
Man
and
Social
Bud
Arrive
at
Adventurous
Through
Happiness
Route.
heavy use of
Make
Suggestions)
Stunt
The names will mean
names of the stars.
Get the local
more than the play title.
tackle
to display
store
goods
sporting
with, "Watch Francis X. Bushman catch a
Quicksands' at (house and
trout
date)." in 'Social
You
can get up a lobby
display
in quickburied
doll partly
a male
with
a life
him
sand and a girl doll throwing
ring.
wedding-

preserver In the shape of a large

Vdverttalng Aids: Two each one,
and six-sheets. Press sheet. Filler
'Pen-minute novel. Slide. Herald.
8x10 sepia, 11x14 sepia,
colored
displays., Cuts.
Released June 10.

three
sheet.
Bobby
22x2S

June 22, 1918
"HIT-THE-TRAIL
HOLLIDAY"
George M. Cohan Presents Himself
(Through Artcraft) in His Own Play
of the Star Barkeeper Who Became
a Temperance Reformer — and •
Hustler.
Cast.
Billy Holliday
Edith Jason
Otto Wurst

George M. Cohan
Marguerite Clayton
Robert Broderick

Kent
B. Wurst
Pat O'Malley
Burr Jason
Russell
Bassett
Bobby Jason
Richard Barthelmess
Rev. Holden
William
Walcott
Directed by Marshall Xeilan.
The Story:
Billy Holliday, a bartender,
for refusing
to supply
drinks
to minors
at the behest
of his employer,
loses his
job.
In the little country town where he
has
wandered
in search
of employment 1
he finds two elements— one wet, the other (
dry.
When he meets the daughter of the
leader of the drys he casts in his lot with
them, and when the leader of the wet faction threatens vengeance.
Billy
is instantly on the job.
At a meeting of prohibitionists,
which
the brewery
element
seeks to disrupt by the introduction- of a
number of rough-necks, Holliday takes the
platform
and
nullifies
their
efforts
by a
fiery speech.
He succeeds finally in putting the wet element out of business, and
in winning
the love of Edith Jason.
He
also becomes
a power in the community.
Feature

George M. Cohan as Billy
day and Marguerite
Clayton
as

HolliEdith

Jason.
Program and Advertising Phrases: George
M. Cohan Stars in His Own Portraiture
of Famous
Evangelist.
George
M. Cohan's
Famous
Stage
H:Translated
to the Screen.
Trust to George M. Cohan's Keen Wit to
"Brighten
the
Corners
Where
You
Cohan's
Saving
Grace
of Good
Humor
Presents
Clever
Portraiture
of Billy
Sunday.
Speedy
Photoplay
Offers
Whirl-Wind
Exploitation
of Billy Sunday's Hurricane Evangelism.
Prohibition
Propaganda
Expounded
by
Veteran
Bar-Keeper
Who
Never
Are."
Tasted His Own Wares.
Stunt Suggestions: Plunge on the Cohan
name in all forms of advertising.
It will
bring
in the money.
Using his portrait
one-sheets for window work. For a throwaway
start
off, "Hit-the-Trail
Holliday
never
took
a drink,"
and
continue
in
smaller type. "But. Gee!
The cocktails he
used
to make!"
If the sprinkling
carts
are out use banners on their sides reading "Get on the Wagon
before
Hit-thetrail Holliday pets you. He's at the (house
and
date).
Interest
the temperance
societies. You may be able to get their aid
in the ticket sale.
Advertising Aids: Two each one. three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays. SxlO, 11x14 and 22x2S. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press
book.
Released June 16.
"A SQUARE DEAL"
Presents
Company
Film
American
The
Payson
in Albert
Fisher
Margarita
Terhune's
Popular
Red
Book
Story.
Cast.

Fisher
Mo.ver
Val Paul
Johnson
Constance
Louis M. Y\ ells
Wright
Xanine
Lloyd Ingraham.
parents
her
Although
Story:
The
Ahc
of her action.
disapprove
strongly
to the theory
a convert
becomes
Gilson
and joins the Culture
of "individualism"
is the
LeMoyne
Peyton
of which
Club,
meets
She
member.
prominent
most
1
of
member
a
(not
Bruce
Thurston
a
becomes
LeMoyne.
with
who.
society),

Gilson
Alys
Bruce
Thurston
LeMoyne
Peyton
Hamilton
Marion
John Gilson
Gilson
Mary
Directed by

Margarita
Jack

THE
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rival for her hand. She Anally consents
to many Bruce, but only on tin- baa It
of a square deal which inaures each of
them absolute libertj with the undei
■landing that the murriaKe is in be ills■Olved If either of them finds that love
has ceased to exist. In line with her
policj of freedom, Alice makes her home
i meeting place for the members of the
tj This
causes
an
est i a imemenl,
.uul Bruce tells Alice, who has been
rtchrlatened Alys by the cult, that, according to their agreement, she is free
uul thai he Is goltiR to the woman who
will make him happy. Alys confides
her troubles to LeMoyne, whose true
•haraeter is revealed when he scoffs at
her marriage vows and makes advances.
Disillusioned,
Alys finds
returns
her parents'
home where she
herto husband
and
learns that the woman he referred to is
her mother. It was a scheme to ^et
Mice to realize the foolishness of her
Itcision. and they begin their real honeynoon.
Venture
Margarita
Fisher
as Alys
Gilson and Jack Mower as Thruston Bruce.
I'TOttram
nnd
Advprtlatni;
1'hrn.ieM:
Keen
Satire on Sociological Fads Presented
In Entertaining'
Photodrama.
Higher Thought and Lesser Morals lampooned in Interesting Photodrama.
For Every
"Ism" There is an Antidote
as Proven
in Fascinating
Photoplay.
Foolish Girl Treads Visionary Paths of
"New Thought"
to Her Great Regret.
Margarita Fisher Puts Realism
in Role
of Raging and Tearful Bride.
Experimenting
with
Advanced
Thought
Fads and Another Man's Wife.
Stunt Suggestions: This story does not
>ffer much opportunity for freak stunts,
iut should be played up by means of
•sinter's ink. Tell that it is a story by
VIbert Payson Terhune, whose reputaion is well established, and that it orignally appeared in the Red Book. Play
ip the plot as a satire on the professional
Bohemians and "serious thinkers." Ask
our patrons in your advertising and on
he screen if they are gerious thinkers,
■ r want
to be.
Advertising Aids: One each one, three
nil six-sheets. Banner unmounted. One,
90 and three-column cuts and mats.
•rogram cover cut. Lobby displays, llx
4 and 22x28.
Slides.
Press sheet.
Released June 10.

"RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE"
Villiam
Fox
Presents
William
Farnum
in a Vividly Realistic Picturization
of
Zane
West.

Grey's

Powerful

.assiter
'enters
)yer
'ull
ane Withersteen
'he Masked
Rider

Cast.

Novel

of

the

William Farnum
William Scott
M. B. Robbins
Murdock
MacQuarrie
Mary
Merch
(Millie Erne),
Katherine Adams
"ay Larkin
Nancy Caswell
erry Card
J. Holmes
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
The Story: Lassiter, a Texas ranger,
earns that his married sister, Millie Erne,
ias been abducted by a sect to which she
ias been converted recently, and goes in
earch of her. He hears that Millie was
ast seen at Withersteen's place, and arives there as cowboys are about to administer a -whipping to a rider named
'enters because they suspect him of
ourting Jane Withersteen, the heiress of
he areat estate. When the men learn
he identity of Lassiter, -whom they know
ias a reputation as a deadly gun-man,
hey abandon their punishment of Venters
nd leave. Venteis goes in pursuit of
ustlers who have been stealing the
Vithersteen cattle, and Lassiter assumes
he management of the ranch. The lair
f the rustlers is discovered, and Venters
s astonished to find that they are led bybeautiful young woman known as the
lasked Rider. Still on the hunt for his
ister, Lassiter invades the rendezvous of
clique
of religious
fanatics,
and
after

MOVING

PICTURE
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WORLD
•r

killing l>\er. the man wln> lured .M 1 1 1 1 • .im.iy.
!!<• mCUM
K.i>
1. ii Kin.
■ little
orphan Laastter later i
■ upon \ inters, and the
Masked
Rider,
whom
h<ni/.es
as Hess,
tin
■later.
Venters
and
i
. fm
the

Watch for
coming announcement

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
PRODUCTIONS

mintater'a home to bo married

finding thai nil escape lias been
bio
b] Klder
Till] and
his
i. -movents
then- attempt to capture him by eltmbtnl
a cliff and shoving a massive bolder down
upon ins pursuers.
IViitiirr William Karnum as l.assller and
M.ir\
Kerch
as Jane
W i I herst ein
I'royrrimi ami \ lit ertlalng IMirnscs: Pulling Heart Heats Mingle with Poundtng Hoofs in Great
Western Btorj
of
a Man
Who Was Not Afraid.
Brave Man Rode Hard, Shot Straight
and Defended Womanhood
Qreal American Drama Baaed on Zane
Qrey's "Bast Boiler."
Love, Mystery, and Strange Adventure In
the Great
Southwest
Stirring
of Zane Grey's
Famous Picturization
Novel.

Haworth
II. W.

Pictures Corporation

Hrllmstn

Bids..

Loa

ADsjaiest.

C*L

James Laboratory
Developing,
Printing, Toning,
Titles, Still Pictures Finished,
Enlargements, any size.
Expert
Cameramen
furnished
with
or
without cameras.
Pathe Cameras for rent.
1715

William Farnum Seen at His Best h
Dashing Western Character.
Stunt Su ingestions: The extracts from
the book printed in the press book can be
used to excellent advantage for newspaper teasers. Print them without mention of the picture for a day or two, and
then add that the picture can be seen at
your house on a given date. Play in
the author and the novel, as well as the
star, forming a combination of the three
Use the one and three-sheets as liberally
as ymi can afford, and try and get up at
least one 21-sheet
stand.
Advertising \ids: Two each threesheets and one-sheet. One each sixsheet and twenty-four-sheet. Lobby displays, twelve Sxin black and white.
Twelve 11x14 gelatins, three 22x28 gelatins. Photos. Cuts.
Slides.
Music cues.
Released June 16.

ALLESANDRO
EDENDALE,
Phone:

STREET
CAL.

Wllihlre

1912

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set
"KIDDER
& KO"
Pathe
Presents
Bryant
Washburn
in a
Capricious
Conglomeration
of Love,
Codfish
and
Kiddersport,
Maine.
Cast.

Cuthbert Kidder
Bryant Washburn
Silas
Kidder
Harry
Jenkinson
Julie
Knight
Gertrude
Silbv
James
Knight
Wadsworth
Harris
The Story: Silas Kidder sends his son,
Cuthbert, to college, hut fears that the
boy will not be benefited by the schooling, as he is too frivolous. When Cuthbert wins the New England Pool Championship his father writes him that he
must not return until he has $10,000 to
his credit. Cuthbert. taking the old man
at his word establishes a dried codfish
business and runs in competition with
his father, who has been in that line
all his life. The modern methods of Cuthbert amaze and confound the old-timers,
and how he builds un an enormous business, wins his sweetheart, and convinces
his father that his son is a business man
of
to-day
is entertainingly told in the
climax.
Feature Bryant Washburn as Cuthbert
Kidder and Gertrude Silhv as Julie
Knight.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Dashiner Lover.
Equipped
with
Youth
and
Love
of Adventure.
Triumphs
Over
Every
Handicap
to Happiness.
Hero
of the "Skinner"
Comedies
Presented in Another Appealing
Play.
Frills and Frolics of College Life Abandoned by the Pool Champion
of New
England.
When
the Most
Wonderful
Boy
Meets
the Most
Wonderful
Girl Cupid
Has
a Cinch.
Dashing
Youth
Abandons
Pool
Table
to Instill Novelty in the Codfish Business.
Stunt
Suggestions:
Play
up
Bryant
Washburn
in a new
studio
connection,
and
make
a generous
use
of his portraits if he is popular with your patrons.
Use
"Codfish"
as
the
catchline
for
a
throwaway,
adding
details
of the story
to hook
up.
Get
your
grocers
to use

60 or 110 volts for stationary or
portable moving picture work and
theatre lighting. Smooth, steady
current, no flicker.
Portable type with cooling radiator
all self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 26

Universal
OSHKOSH,

Motor

Co.

WISC.

"NEWMAN" Brass
Frames and Rails
A

FEW

REASONS
METAL FRAMES
have
chosen
Why been
"NEWMAN"
by allcuitsthe
big class
cirand best
of theatres.
1— Because the constant exposure to all
sorts of tions
weather
cannot condiaffect
"NEWMAN" METAL
noncorrosive
FRAMES.
2 — Because of their
richness in beauty and
desicn. they liven the
entrance and render the
fmnoa
lobby more inviting
than any other kind of
3 — Because they will
ouUast a dozen wood
frames. They are practically un-wear-ontable.

INSIST WHEN
ON THE
NAME FRAMES
"NEWMAN"
BUYING
Write for New 1918 Catalogue

We

The

manufacture
the frames
In various
which do not require polishing.

Newman

Mfg.

finishes

Co.

ESTABLISHED
1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, O.
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, 111.
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone, Rlalto
Theatre Bids.. Montreal. Canada.
racific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe. San Francisco. CaL
Frames. Easels. Ralls. Grille*. Signs. Choppers,
Kick Plates, Door Bart
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THE

Cremona
ORCHESTRA
Write

The

for

- ORGANS

information

Marquette

Chicago

to

Piano

Co.

AMERICAN

jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue
AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER
CO.
62 West 45th Street
Ne-w York City

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING

PICTURE THEATRES

Every State — total, 25,300; by States.$3.50
PerM.
1,500 film exchanges
5.00
313 manufacturers and studios
2.00
368 machine and supply dealers.... 2.00
Further Particulars:

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago

Real
Photographs
f^H^^^^HBoaii^^^^^^^HHlBi^^HI^Ha^^HI^HiH

$3.50nd

Thousa

Every player in the films.
Size of picture, 2% inches
long, \ZA inches wide. You
can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
Send
for samples
and new catalogue.

KRAUS

MFG. CO.

230 West 42nd Street, New York
12th Floor, Candler Building

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

signs urging their patrons to eat dried
codfish and conserve meat for the soldiers, suggesting that they see Kidder &
Ko. to learn the details. Or arrange
to offer a free matinee ticket with every
package of codfish sold if your matinee
business is light.
Advertising Aids: One one-sheet, two
three-sheets, one six-sheet, one 24-sheet.
Lobby displays, 11x14, both in sepia and
color. Also 22x28. Slide. Campaign book.
Cuts.
Released
June 16.

"WHICH WOMAN?"
Bluebird Presents Ella Hall in a Screen
Version of the Story by Evelyn Campbell in the All Story Weekly.
Cast.
Doris Standish
Ella Hall
Cyrus Hopkins
Edward Jobson
Jimmy Nevin
Eddie Sutherland
Mary Eutler
Priscilla Dean
Peter Standish
Andrew Robson
Directed by Harry Pollard.
The Story: Doris Standish is compelled
by her mother and her uncle to marry
Cyrus Hopkins, an aged millionaire. A
gang of crooks plan to rob him on his
wedding day, and Mary Butler, a member
of the clique, secures a position as maid
in the Hopkins' home. Jimmy Nevins, to
get revenge on old Hopkins for driving
his father's business to the wall, agrees
to act as chauffeur for the crooks. At the
appointed hour in the evening he goes
to the Hopkins' residence. Shortly after
he sees a girl with a suitcase come running out of the house. He thinks it is
Mary Butler with the jewels, and drives
off with her. But he learns later that he
has helped Doris, who has decided not to
marry Hopkins, to escape. He decides
to protect the girl, and takes her temporarily to the thieves' den. While Jimmy
has gone out for food Doris escapes, but
not before the crooks have recognized
her. They send for her uncle, Peter, and
old Hopkins, and tell them that they
must hand over money for information
concerning the girl. The police arrive,
and the crooks are arrested, and Jimmy
and Doris realize that they are really more
than friends.
Feature Ella Hall as Doris Standish
and
Eddie Sutherland as Jimmy Nevin.
Program and Advertising Phrases:
Thrilling Episodes Lead
to
Startling
Climax in Great Mystery Play.
Gripping Crime Play Speeds Along
Through
Stirring Scenes to Happy
Ending.
Scheming Adventuress and Her Dupes
Foiled by Clever
Girl's Speed
Maneuvers.
Fast-Moving
Episodes
Mystery
Plot Through Gripping Sequences.
Crime Story Reveals Fruitless Plot
Against Fulfillment of Faithful Love.
Latest Product of Bluebird's Screencraft Reveals Gripping Mystery Plot.
Stunt Suggestions: For a window display two similar suitcases with a card
stating that "One of these cases contains
Which
the other
and Stanley
clothing
one
did Doris
takedoesn't.
when she ran
away from the union with the aged millionaire, and what happened? You can find
the answer at (house and date) when you
see Ella Hall in 'Which Woman." It's a
Bluebird." Play up the star in the newspaper and other advertising, and make use
of the fact that the story is taken from
the All Story weekly.
vdvoriising Aids:
One design each one,
three and six-sheets.
Stock one-Sheet
of
star.
Colored
and black-and-white
lobby

• cuts in

June 22, 1918
displays.
Slide.
Heralds.
Player
three sizes.
Scene cuts one and two col- ,
umns wide.
Press book.
Released June 15.

"TO HELL WITH THE KAISER
Screen Classics, Inc., Presents a Cast of
Stars in a Startling
Story
of What
Might Have Happened
in Berlin.
Cast.
Alice Monroe
Olive Tell
Lawrence
Graubel S
Robert'Monroe
Ruth
Betty Grant
Howe
Winslow Dodge
John Sunderland
Professor Monroe
Frank Currier
Crown Prince
Earl Schenck
Directed by George Irving.
The Story:
In the spring of 1914 the
Kaiser
and his war
council
decide
to
break
the treaty with
Belgium.
Prof.
Monroe,
an American,
in Belgium
with
his daughters.
Alice and Ruth, has perfected a wireless invention which will enable messages
to be sent without
interception.
The Kaiser fails in his attempt
to secure the discovery,
and later •when
the Germans commit all sorts of violence,
and Ruth is killed. Prof. Monroe denounces
them, and is shot.
Alice vows vengeance.
She returns to Berlin, and tells Winslow
Dodge, an attache of the American legation. of the tragedy.
Another suitor for
her hand is Robert Graubel, an actor, who
sometimes has to impersonate the Kaiser.
The United
States declares
war on Germany, and the Kaiser, in partitioning the
various
countries
of the
world,
gives
America
to the Crown
Prince.
Through
Graubel, Alice is introduced to the Crown
Prince, and he tries to force his odious
attentions
upon her.
She kills him, and
then gives Dodge,
who
has entered
the
American aviation
corps, the signal, and
the Kaiser's
forces are defeated
by the
Americans.
The Kaiser
is captured
and
sent to a barren
island, where
he goes
mad and leaps into the sea.
Feature
Olive Tell as Alice Monroe
and
John Sunderland as Winslow Dodge.
Program and Advertising Phrases:
Seven
Acts
of Blood-Tingling
Revelations
That Picture the Hun in His Hellish
Degeneracy.
Screen
Fiction
Combined
With
Proven
Facts Show Hun in Beastly Reality.
While the Hun Brings the War to Our
Shores
the Screen
Kaiser's
Fiendishness
to Our Carries
Doors.
Stirring
Patriot's
Blood
Yankee the
Soldiers
Make the
World While
Safe
for Women
and Children.
Screen-Craft Calls to Patriotism
While
Fiendish
Hun
Is Banished
to His
Final and Fitting Exile.
Stunt Suggestions: This story is so
melodramatic as to approach travesty in
ms plot, and should be billed and treated
as such rather than as a straight propaganda story. The paper is vivid, and
should he used liberally in preference to
special stunts. Work it on a wagon
through the streets, and post several
stands. If you can hire a devil masquerade
suit dress the driver of the wagon in the
costume. Care should be taken not to
present it as a companion to the more
serious propaganda stories.
Advertising Aids: Four styles onesheets. Three styles three-sheets. Two
styles six-sheets. One twenty-four-sheet.
Photos. Slides. Music cue sheets. Special
heralds. Special hand colored lobby displays, tine, two and three-column
ready
made advertisements.
Scene cuts.

Your productions are worthy of the most skilled efforts on the part of the printer
developer.
Our reputation brands us as synonymous with perfection in this work.
Why not let us serve you?

EVANS

and

FILM MFG. CO., 416-24 West 216th St., New York City st £c„ph30443e-3444
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"HIS
ENEMY
THE
LAW"
Triangle
Present*
Jack
Richardson
and
Irene Hunt in a Curiously
Interesting
Study
of Inherited
Traits.
Caat.
•' J»uk I
lark
Kirhardson
Sarah
Catherwood I
I,.,.,,,. Hunt
Sally Randolph l
Livingston
Jark
Mason
\rthur
Pette
Cr. ilium
Paws. .11
rim
Ulen
l>oioth>
II j
itherwood
Walt
Whitman
Olracl
M»>
Qlrl of s>\
Directed
by Raymond
Wells.
Mori: The father of Sarah Cutherubjects
to her marrj low ("apt
Jark
young
I'onferedate,
upon
his
larks
he
been use
war
the
from
return
sufficient funds
Jark goes west
to make
money, and when
lie has attained a lilllr
fortune
he hears
that Sarah
has become
the wife of another,
.lark then
marries
i widow,
but they are unhappy
Finally
they
separate
and
Jark
takes
his
son
with him.
He becomes a bandit and supports himself and
his
l>o\
b>
robbing
coaches.
When
he
is killed
his
son, John,
is adopted
by the sheriff.
A
number
of years
later,
John,
who
has
heroine
a lawyer,
is beseeched
by Sally
Randolph
to save
her lover,
accused
of
murder.
He wins
an acquittal,
but soon
ifter the lover
is murdered.
Then
John
learns that Sally is the daughter of Sarah
Catherwood,
his
lather's
lirst
sweetheart
andwho whowas married
Mr.
Randolph, and they
plan
an early
wedding:.
Feature
Jark
Richardson,
who
plays
both
Capt.
Jack
Rogers
and
John,
and
Irene
Hunt,
who
portrays
the roles
of
Sarah Catherwood and Sally Randolph.
Program and Advertising I'll rases: Strange
Revelations
in a Gripping
Romance
that Tells of the Wild
West
and
Its
Opportunities
Surprising
Outcome
of
War-time
Romanre that Kinds Fruition in the Ci.rcumstances
of Rare Chance.
Gripping Story
of Romantic Adventure
Replete
with
Thrilling
Scenes
and
Kpisodes.
Dashing
Career
of
Romantic
Bandit
Brought
to a Halt by Rarest Chance.
Love's
Strange
Reunion
Amid
Stirring
Episodes and
Rare Adventure.
Children
of an Old and
Faithful
Love
United Under Happy Circumstances.
Stunt Suggestions: The story will not
work well on special stunts, but can
best be advertised in the papers and
through throwaways, dwelling upon the
peculiarity of the young lawyer in fighting
to defeat the law". Make it clear however
that the story is one of vivid action.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Press sheet.
Magazine.
Triangle
Released Junt 16.

"SAY!
YOUNG
FELLOW"
Artcraft Presents
Douglas
Fairbanks
in
a Smile
Story
with
Acrobatic
Trimmings, Planned by Joseph
Henaberry
and
Elaborated
by the Star.
Cast.
The Young Fellow. .. .Douglas
Fairbanks
Th<~ Girl
Marjorie
Daw
The
Villain
Frank
Campeau
A Sweet
Spinster
Edythe
Chapman
A Kindly
Bachelor
James
Xeill
Directed by Joseph Henaberry.
The story: In this production Fairbanks
alays the part of a young
reporter who
smiles
a grouchy
millionaire
out of his

(G.E.)FANS
Orders

shipped

same

day

as

received.

Central Theatre Supply Co.
606 Consumers

i

Bld^.
CHICAGO
(In the Heart of the Film District)
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bad
temper
and
get a an Interview
thai
in. i kea his repui atlon
1 1•
ed to
unearth
a fraiidulenl
scheme
In a iie.iil.v
town and doea the lob, bul not until the
-hi
in thi
him
on th<
i i.irk.-.
A.a a a acrobat It del ectlve
i■
is, If anything, funnier than In hia earlier
pictures.
He never know
I m
mt,
and he manages
to make
n Just as llvol)

tor the othera
umphant
from
follow s her a
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until Justice emerges 111
the wi.
ind Cupid
.lose BOCOnd

Feature

Dou
las Fairbanks
>- the
Reporter and Marjorie Daw aa the Girl.
Proamua
"i><i
Idvertlalna
Phraaeai
Cub
Reporter Playfullj
Toyi
with Ben
lional
News
Tip
and
Follows
lnlo
Thrills
and
Adventm.
Actor-Acrobat Exploits New and Daring Perils in Latest
Thriller
\ -i oung Fellow, a Qlrl, a Villain, a
Sweet Spinster and a Knoii\ Bachelor
Contribute
to a Regular
Fairbanks
Feat ure
This
Series
of Thrilling
Exploits
Will
Demonstrate the Fact thai There's No
Knd
to the A rl or- Acroha 1's Activities.
Paring
"DOUg."
Pashes
Into
Dangers
with Devil-May-Care
Dexterltj
Nothing
Pan Come Too Quick,
Too Hoi
or Too Fast for This Agile Actor.
Stunt Suggestions: This is a rase ,,f the
name being the biggest draw in most
sections. Use paper and throwaways In
addition to newspaper displays to
nounce the coming of Fairbanks in another comedy of action. If you can gel
a man with a persuasive smile and a
nice manner, let him work the streets.
stopping people with the advice to smile
more, and thrusting into their hands a
eard reading "Its the smile that wins.
Study Douglas Fairbanks in "Say! Young
Fellow, at (house and date). See how its
done
and GO DOAids:
IT." Two each one, three
Vdvertising;
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three colums on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released June 16.

"STATION
CONTENT."
Triangle
Presents
Lee
Hill and
Gloria
Swanson
in the
Story
by Catherine
Carr
of a Woman
Who
Found
Real
Contentment
in Sacrifice for Love.
Cast.
Jim Manning
Lee Hill
Kitty Manning
Gloria Swanson
Stephen Morton
Arthur Milled
Mrs. Stephen
Morton
Nellie Allen
Theatrical Manager
Ward Caultield
Mrs. Rothfield
-May Walters
Squaw
Diana
Carrillo
Directed by Arthur Hoyt.
The Story: Kitty Manning, the wife of
Jim Manning, a telegraph operator at an
isolated railway station, tires of the
monotony of her existence. The birth of
their baby relieves the dullness of her
life, but it is only for a short time, as the
infant dies, and the mother, again plunged
in solitude, becomes a member of a theatrical troupe. Jim, alone, works energetically, and is rewarded by being given
an important executive position. Meanwhile, Kitty has become acquainted with
Stephen Morton, president of the road for
which her husband is working. Kitty at
first refuses to do Morton's bidding, but
finally assents to his plan, and they arrange to meet in San Francisco. On the
way Kitty's machine break down, and she
stops for a few days with the wife of a
flagman.
A severe
storm
comes
up and

EXCHANGES
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ENTERPRISE

574 Writ
Western Office:

SERVICE
every

OPTICAL

user

MFG

CO.

Randolph
St.. Chicago.
III.
(33 Market St.. San Francisco.

Cal.

Kor the fulleHt and Intent news of the moT1111; picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by leading liritinh technical men — for brilliant and
strictly impartial criticisms of all films,
read

THE

The
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BIOSCOPE

Leading British Trade Journal with an
International Circulation
Shaftesbury
Avenue,
London,
W.
Specimen
on Application

gPDSTOGI<
ball »i»»im

STANDARD

sihsu-skut

y

6 in One
The Leading Features of the Leading Machines all harmoniously combined in one handsome NewTroubleFree Writing Machine of the First
Quality — In which you will find
your own favorite feature of your
own favorite typewriter, and the
others besides.

Improved— Simplified— Modernized
Simple—
Artistic—
Efficient— Standard
— 42Durable—
Key — Single
Shift— Ball Bearing— Quiet— Visible—Soft Touch— Light Action.

'&*
**f

In the Woodstock
You Will Find

Every time-tested worth-while feature
which you like in the machine you are
used to, and you will also find the
favorite features of the other standard
makes which you wish your machine had.
Yet in the Woodstock you will find this
aggregation
of highsimplified,
point features
much
improved
and
to fit the
touch, the person, the mood, in a way
that no other typewriter does— (The
best operators say this).
Only
a close-up
an actual
touch
and trial
of this view,
excellent
typewriter
can convince.
O^&iv
Investigate by all meant- We are at jfc Vy <r
your service. Let us show you how «Vv*^>^
easy it ie to try one; to own one.
tKV^ £
Phone Central 5563; call up— call in— or ^lu**
write —
T
Woodstock Typewriter Company,
23 W. Washington St., Chicago

PHOTOPLAyLETS
MAKE

YOUR

LOCAL

SCREEN

Exclusive Territory — Wonderful

ROTHACKER

MERCHANTS

GLAD

TO USE

ADVERTISING

Sample Outfit* — Helpful Cooperation — Investigate

FILM MFG. CO. SSigoTSiSoTi
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wrecks the trestle, and the approaching
express train is saved from destruction by
the quick action of Kitty. On board are
Morton and Kitty's husband. Morton is
so pleased to hear that Kitty has saved
his life that he shows no sign of recognition when he meets her, but tells her
that her husband is on the way to Kansas
City as the new division superintendent.
Kitty and Jim are reconciled.
Feature Gloria Swanson as Kitty Manning and Lee Hill as Jim Manning.
Program

and Advertising Phrases: Sensational Screen Drama Carries Fateful
Lesson in Self Sacrifice.
From Obscurity to Fame in Quick
Transition Turns Foolish Girl from
Happiness.
Vain
Woman
Disillusioned
by Fickle
Fate Is Restored to Happiness.
Thrilling Race Against
Death
Ends in
Victory and Content.
Gripping
and
Sensational
Melodrama
Provides Nerve-Tingling Thrills.
Stunt Suggestions: The title and the
railroad locale give plenty of opportunity
for novel handling. Print up imitation
railroad tickets to "Station Content,"
"good only for date stamped. Must be
validated at the box office of the Dash
theater accompanied by a fee of fifteen
cents," or whatever the price of admission
is. You might be able to borrow some
railroad material from the station agent
for lobby decoration. In the newspaper
advertising tell enough of the story to
make it clear that this is not whollv
railroad story, using such lines as, "She
ran away with an opera troupe — but she
has a return ticket."
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine. Press sheet.
Released June 16.
"THE HOUSE OF GOLD"
Metro
Presents
Emmy
Whelen
in the
Story
of a Girl Who
Married
for
Love, but
it was Love for the Other
Man.
Cast.
Pamela Cartwright
Emmy
Wehlen
Douglas Martin 1
Joseph Kilgour
Gilbert Martin
S
Hugh Thompson
Frank Steele
Mrs. Stanley Cartwright. . .Helen Lindroth
Maud Hill
Mrs. Alicia Temple
Directed by Edwin Carewe.
The Story: Pamela Cartwright becomes
the wife of the wealthy Douglas Martin
at the urgings of her mother. Her husband's carousing and dissolute habits are
repugnant to Pamela, and she slips awaya
for a few moments with Frank Steele,
lawyer, to whom she had been engaged,
and whose reputation had been jeopardized
by Martin. Finally Pamela revolts at her
husband's continued indulgence in drunken
orgies, and upbraids him. They struggle,
The room ■
and the lamp is knocked over. when
the
is plunged in darkness, and
lights are turned on Martin is found dead
arrested
is
She
and Pamela unconscious.
as the murderer, but Steele secures her
release for lack of evidence. On the day
that she is to be wedded to Steele she
sees at the window the face of Martin.
The ceremony is postponed, but at night
she is awakened by a noise in her room,
and beholds Martin standing before her.
He tells her that he is the twin brother of
her dead husband, that he had been unjustly confined in a lunatic asylum, that
he killed Douglas,
and that he is going

HARVEY EXPOSURE
METER
A new principle for Motion Picture
Cumcr.lv
Shows Shutter Openings and
.ill stops for all k'ns<-. Exterior work only
X*2MtTTR
The N°2 Harwy Exposure Meter is for
other cameras.
St Cfeio<c
Your D»»l«r or G LH«i-v.y 105 So D.
MPMtTIR

MOVING
THE

PICTURE
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AUTOMATIC

TICKET SELLING and CASH REGISTER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

AUTOMATICKET

OF

MACHINES

and all kinds of Theatre Ticket*
USED
UNIVERSALLY
1735 BROADWAY
N. Y. CITY
We Manufacture

Complete EXIT Signs

65 to 79 Cents in Quantity
Also Fire Escape Signs and Other Specialties

T. L. ROBINSON

&

CO.

105 W. Monroe St., Chicago

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL
CAST
IRON

June 22, 1918

to prevent
her marriage
to Steele.
She
screams, and her mother and Steele, who
is in the house, appear.
The two men
grapple.
Martin
falls over the balcony
and meets his death, and happiness at last
comes to Pamela and Steele.
Feature Emmy
Wehlen
as Pamela
Cartwright and Hugh
Thompson
as Frank
Steele.
Program and Advertising- Phrase*: Crime
and
Infamy
Fail
to Tarnish
Pure
Soul Forced Into Degradation.
Love Endures
as Flaming
Hope
Amid
Devastating Influences.
Married
Against
Her Will Brave
Girl
Holds
Fast
to True
Love
Through
Storm and Stress.
Unholy
Passion
and Relentless Vengeance Makes Hell on Earth for Persecuted Heroine.
Stirring Melodrama
Revealed
in GripThrills. ping Scenes and
Xerve-Tingling
The Way
to Happiness Leads
Through
Valley of Dispair.
Stunt Suggestions: The stills showing
the revels in the Martin home are apt to
prove of greater advertising value for
window and lobby work. Make the most of
them and play this feature up in your
press work, holding back on the rather
conventional story. Play up, too, the name
of the star.
Advertising Aids:
Two each one, three
and six-sheets.
Press sheet.
Filler sheet.
Ten-minute novel. Slide.
Heralds.
Lobby
'
displays,
8x10 sepia, 11x14 sepia,
22x2>
colored.
Cuts.
Released June IT.

Opera Chairs

Immediate shipment
on many
stylesChairs
; Sec- ;
ond Hand
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this

FURNITURE
CO.
paper.STEEL
Grand Rapids Mich. New York, 150 Fifth Ave

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Tour
own
special
Ticket, any printing,
any colon, accurately
numbered;
every roll
Coupon
tickets guaranteed.
for Prise Drawlnn.
6,000 J2.60.
Prompt
shipments. Cash with
the order.
GetSeattheCoupon
samples.Tickets,
Send serial
diagram
for
Reserved
or dated. Stock tickets 5.800 to J5.W0 fifteen
oents per thousand. 50,000 ten cents. 10M00
nine cents. PRICES
Five Thousand
H-25
Ten Thousand
J.St
Fifteen Thousand
3.76
Twenty-fire Thousand
5.60
Fifty Thousand
7.60
One Hundred Thousand
10.00

National Ticket Co., shamokm, pa.
When writing mention
to advertisers kindlyThe Moving Picture World.

FOR SALE
$5.00 for $4.17
25 cents starts you
W. S. S.

UNIVERSAL
Motion Picture Camera
more speed
better results,
at half the price.
Write

for < new

features.

Burke & James, Inc.
We have lor sale Twenty Million
Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; Zudora, IB
reels; and Million Dollar Mystery.
46 reels. We also have a large stock
of new and commercial film In all
lengths for all parts of the globe.
EuraollBbed

THE

FILM

1V0H

EXCHANGE

126 West 46th St., New York City

240 E. Ontario St., Chicago

Jxani&SrteR
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No waste of current in ballast.

HERTNER
W.

ELECTRIC

114th St., Cleveland.

CO.

Ohio

THE
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note terms carefully

^^^^

NOTICE

Remittance*
must accompany
all orders for classified advertisement!
at follows: One
dollar per insertion for copy containing twenty words or less.
Five cents per word on copy
containing over twenty words.
Each word to be counted including names and
addresses.
ADVERTISERS:— The Publisher* expect that all ilnttm.nl. made in erery advertisement will bear the strictest

TO

SITUATIONS

WANTED.

V organist, experienced
in picture
change,
extensive
library,
best
Address
M. !•'., care M. P. World.

ence.

work,
\.

Y.

BOB

BROTHERTON,
V>
years
laboratory
Sellg,
American,
Balboa,
wants
job.
1282 E. :M St., Long Beach, Cnl.
WANTED position as manager of picture
theater. Capable and efficient. Excellent record. Eight years' experience, ;ilso first-class
operator. Would purchase Interest in luisiE. Perryman, UISi itli Vve., s. Nashvllle. Tenn.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

WANTED
to rent
or buy
moving
picture
theater in Greater
New
York,
able to stand
closest
investigation
regarding
proilts
and
probabilities
Only
better
class
theater
and
on considered.
No nickel shows.
Might
also consider
partnership,
investing
capital in
Al proposition.
Address
M. V. V., care M. P.
I, X. V. City.
TO LEASE — Open air motion picture studios.
Platform. 40x40, with adjoining hall, 50x80; 24
curtains,
accessories.
Motion
Picture
250th St. and Riverdale
Ave.,
N. Y. City.
See Brunei,
12 No.
Broadway,
Yonkers, N. Y.

THEATERS

FOR

SALE

OR

FOR SALEWurlitzer
— Theater,one297 man
seats,orchestra
two Power's
machines.
; no
better location in city of 32,000 population ; an
up-to-date place ; investigate. Retiring from
business, will sell worth the money asked. Isis
Theater, Anderson, Ind.

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE— 200-300 theater seats. Herman
Ellis, Perth Amboy, N. J.

BOUND

FOR
SALE,
two W'ohl
Broad Ide and
two
Wohl
Double
Duplei
phOtO are OUtfltB, complete
with Oexible glass dlffusers,
etc.. in excel leu < condition,
u ed four u
Cos) (1,000, Accept anj reasonable offer. I
company
of America,
[no., vi West
23d st
i 10th Door), N. Y. city.

FILMS
FOR

SALE

VOLUMES

FOR SALE OR RENT.
1,700

feet

of

Eastman

negative

slick for motion picture film. Cheap. Win. .1.
Wilkinson,
fJI W. - 1 83d St., X. Y. City.
EXCEPTIONAL war feature six reels perfect condition, special
lithographs,
mounted,
unmounted,
20,000 Heralds,
photographs,
cuts.
A high-class money maker. K. Ferguson, 1 I7C
Broadway,
N. Y. City.
WILL sell twenty reels weekly, including
features and singles, also advertising, one hundred dollars, remit twenty-live dollars, balance
C. O. D. United Film Service, 8628 Olive St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

MUSIC, ETC.

RENT.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME, a business proposition of unusual merit is placed on the market
for various reasons which can only be told in
person : we offer ono of the loading and' most
-fully conducted vaudeville houses in
Doited States, admission ten to thirty cents;
annual business about one hundred seventy-five
thousand dollars ; with net profit of about
seventy-live thousand. This proposition run entirely by hired help, as the stockholders are interested in various other lines ; real estate,
equipment, good will and business to be sold;
price one-half million dollars ; half cash will
be accepted. LEWIS, "The Movie Broker," 580
Ellicott Sq.. Buffalo, N. Y.

EQUIPMENT

ALL
MAKES
OF USED
MACHINES
Power,
Simplex.
Edison,
Motlograpb . also Film
alum Lights and everything tor the movie; write
for our prii 68 before
our order
MOVING PICTURE SALES CO., 540 Plymouth Place.
Chicago,
HI.

FREE
MUSIC
AND
ORCHESTRATIONS— to
introduce our catalogue containing the latest
song hits of all music publishers, we will send
a free piano copy or orchestration of latest hit
to any theater, piano player or orchestra Nader.
Write on theater stationery and inclose 8 cent
stamp for postage. Broadway Music Service,
1482 Broadway, New York City.

CAMERAS,

ETC.,

FOR

SALE.

HERE'S the biggest snap of the season
$300.00 Universal M. P. Camera, tested and
guaranteed,
in perfect
condition
our
for ofquick
$1(!7.;">0used ■ MotionHavePicture
you
aprice
copy
our sale
slightly
Cameras? Yours for the asking. Get in touch
with us today. Telegraphic orders shipped same
day they are received. Wire Deposit. DAVID
STERN COMPANY', "Motion Picture Camera
Headquarters," 1027R Madison St., Chicago, 111.
GOOD NEWS FOR ALL INTERESTED IN
MOTIOX PICTURE CAMERAS ! We purchased
from the Camel Film Company of Chicago 6
Extremely Good Cameras, which we are able to
sell at record breaking low prices for quick ac-

OF THE

You Need Them

MOVING

investigation
Hen they are ; i i too it. Plttman
il. Regular and Ti li k Crank, outside
Ernon
f 3 S len
i value
'.00
Ji\
100 ii London Presto Ich
model, all adjustments,
Aluminum d
Bar F::;.. lens.
A $275.00
value at $1
■:'i : •
i capacity Paths Cim
h
InIdt magaxine.
\
oi king cami
beautiful
rucchnnl m.
Complete
with
Hellar
i'' : ' B ten . | IS
hi. : 200 tl i Dlv< r al
slightly used but perfect.
Pitted with i' :.;.:,
It ii . 8 extra, magazines
and a I
panoram and tilting top tripod. A $480.00 outllt
comph
i.. 00.
5th : 200 it cs
i Pre twlch
Model,
regular
and trick
crank.
Direct gear tall
tip, reverse and forOCUa,
Hand
<h olve,
\ wonderiuilv iniiit camera. Cob! $825.00, ideal for
cartoons and all around work, complete with
panoram and tilting top tripod. $155.00
<;th :
2
capacity
f. s. DeLuxe,
specially built
■
8 lenses, Including
Telepboto
Still
i attachment,
Automatic dl olve, Panond Tilting Top Tripod and Carrying Case.
A $1,000.00 outfit at $525.00. Never before
have such bargains
been offered.
Every
one
guaranteed
Write
at once' to the Home
of
Moiioii
Plcturi
CAMERA
COMPANY,
109 X. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.
LISTEN — Cameramen, directors, laboratory
managers, exchanges, operators, stamp brings
invaluable novelty catalogue concerning you
Eberhard Schneider, 211) Second Ave., N. Y'. City!

SES, largo stock, high grade, new moving picture and stereo lenses of various focal
lengths.
"Lenses," care M. P, World
New York Address
City.
SALE — A Moy
motion
picture camera,
feet, six magazines,
tripod,
four
Goerz
all in perfect condition,
also portable
projeetor.
Win.
J. Wilkinson,
421
West
,'!.'Id
St., N. Y. City.
200

FOR

FOR SALE— Bell & Howell Camera and
tripod, like new, costs $1,000.00, 2 extra magazims, ;! lenses, Goertz Vlgneting Device, extra
masks, spools, carrying cases — $1,050.00.
Urban Camera. -40O ft. capacity, extra magazine, Carl Zeiss F :3.5 lens 7.5 cm., tripod, tilt
and panorama — $150.00. M. Gordon, 1020
Mailers Building,
Chicago, 111. ,

MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

WANTED.

USED PIPE ORGAN WANTED— Must be in
good condition. Price must be right. Address
Organ, M. P. World, N. Y. City.
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in Your Business !

Each issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD represents the fruit of studied effort on the part of experts
to provide just what the average reader of trade puhli cations in the moving picture field can use to best advantage in his business.
Since this is true, the bound volumes of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD, each comprising the complete
issues printed during a period of three months, take immediate standing as
The Reliable Reference Book of the Trade
The Record of Moving Picture History la the Making

NOW

READY— VOL.

33— JULY

WE HAVE AT YOUR DISPOSAL
Bound
Volumes for the years 1912, 1913, 1914,
1915 and 1916. Four volumes each year. Shipped
as per your instructions at $1.50 per volume—
transportation charges additional.

CHALMERS

PUBLISHING

"AVE NEVER

TO

SEPTEMBER,

1917

INVEST 134.50
and have at your hand for ready reference every
issue of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD which
has been printed since January 1, 1912. These
issues are in bound volume form, and are invaluable to the wide-awake moving- picture man.

CO., 516 Fifth Ave.,

DISAPPOINT^

New York City

TELEPHONE

BRYANT

5576
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

j<rGeneral

GENERAL

FILM.

PATHE

INTERSTATE

Film Company, Inc.

BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
Clients of Aaron
Green
(Wolfvllle Tale —
Two
Parts — Drama).
Cynthlana
(Wolfvllle Tale — Two Parts— Dr.).
Tuscon
Jennie's
Heart
(Wolfvllle
Tale — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Enchanted
Profile (One of the O. Henry
Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The Girl and the Graft (One of the 0. Henry
Series — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Coming of Faro Nell (Wolfvllle Tales — Two
Parts — Drama ) .
Sisters of the Golden
Circle (One of the 0.
Henry Series — Two Parts — Drama).
The

BLUE

The
Return
of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parts — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parts — Drama).

PARAMOUNT-MACK
COMEDIES. SENVETT
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
June
June

Love of Bob.
Dog vs. Dog.
The Three Fives.
Kid Politics.
A Boy Built City.
The Case of Bennie.
PROGRESSIVE
On a Fox Farm

SERIES.

FAMOUS

Drama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute

COMEDIES.

May
May

Corporation)

FILM

MFG.

CO.

The Triumph of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

DUPLEX
FILMS.
(Seven Parts — Drama).

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

2.

9.

For Sale (Five Parts — Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 14 — "UnderWorld Allies" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Sic 'em Towser
(One Reel— Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 5 — "With the Drifters
and Mine Sweepers in the Danger Zone"
(One Reel — Official Government
Pictures).
Yosemite
Earle). in Winter (One Reel — Scenic — Ralph

INC.

Hearst-Pathe News No. 48.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 49.

EBONY
COMEDIES.
Busted Romance (One Part).
Spooks (One Part).
The Bully (One Part).
The Janitor (One Part).
Mercy, the Mummy
Mumbled
(One part).
The Reckless Rover (One Part).

RELEASED

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

10.

KidderPathc).
& Ko
(Five
Parts — Comedy-Drama —
The House of Hate (Episode No. 15 — "The False
Signal"— Two Parts — Drama — Astra ) .
Somewhere
(One
Reel — Comedy —
Rolin). in Turkey

COMEDIES.

Slippery Slim's Inheritance (One Part).
Sophie's Legacy (One Part).
Sophie Gets Stuns
(One Part).
Slippery Slim, Diplomat
(One Part).
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent (One Part).
Slippery
Slim's Epidemic
Stratagem(One (One
A Snakevllle
Part).Part).
A Hot Time in Snakevllle (One Part).
Snakeville's New Sheriff (One Part).
Sophie's Birthday Party
(One Part).

Britain's Bulwarks No. G— "Destroyers' Raid on
Zeebrugge"
— (One Reel — Government Official
War
Pictures).
St. Thomas
(One Reel — Educational — Post Film
Company).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 50 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 51 (Topical).

EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
Why — the Bolshevlkl
(Five

The

FILM
CORP.
Parts — Drama).

HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camille (Helen Hesperla— Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maclste (Six Parts — Drama).
Monster of Fate.
BCIGHGRADE
FILM
ENTERPRISES,
Blllle in Society (Two Parts — Comedy).
Bunco
Hilly
(Two
Harts
Comedy).
Hilly in Harness
(Two Parts — Comedy).

INC.

Producers. — Kindly

RELEASES
Voice of
Diando).

FOR

WEEK

Destiny

(Five

OF

JUNE

23.

Parts — Drama — •

The House ol' Hate (Episode No. lt>. "The Vial
Of Death"
Two l'arts
Drama — Astra).
Cleopatsy (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Are
Crooks
Dishonest
(One
Reel — Comedv —
Rolin).
Britain's
Bulwarks No. 7. "Fighting the Hun
at St. Queutin"
(One
Reel — Government
Official Pictures).
Si. Croix (One Hart
Educational- Tost Film
Company ) .
Hearst Pathe News No. 52 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe
News
No. 53 (Topical).
Furnish

Titles and

Dates

of All New

COMEDIES.

Kendall

CORP.
(Five

ParU—

(Five Parts-

May

27 — Prunella
Drama).(Five Parts — Drama).
27 — His Own
Home
Town
(Five Parte —
Drama).
27 — Believe
Me, Xantippe
(Five Parts —

June
June
June
June

2—
2—
9—
9—

Missing
(Five Parts— Drama) .
Love's Conquest (Five Parts — Drama).
Viviette (Five Parts — Drama).
Her Drama).
Final
Reckoning
(Five Parts —

June 16 — The Bravest Way
(Five Parts — Dr.).
— Drama).
Artcraft Pictures.
Mar. 25 — The Whispering
Chorus
(Fire Parts

The Yellow Ticket (Five Parts — Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 13, "Enemy
Aliens" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The City Slicker (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks, No. 4 — "How England
Treats mentHer
— One Reel — GovernOfficialPrisoners"
War Pictures).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 46 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 47 (Topical).
RELEASES

PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount Features.

May 20— The Drama)
Mating . of Marcella

Wedding Bells and Lunatics (One part — Com.).
His College Proxy
(One part — Comedy).
VICTORY

ARBUCKLE

Mar. 18— The Bell Boy.
Moonshine
(Two Parts).

(All Two-part
Drama*.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.
8ELBURN

8 — Friend
Husband.
22 — Saucy Madeline.
6 — His Smothered Love.
20— Battle Royal.
3 — Love Loops the Loop.
17 — Two Tough Tender Feet.

PARAMOUNT

FILM.

(One Part — Educational).

RANCHO

RELEASES

CRYSTAL FILM
COMPANY.
and Juliet (Two Parts — Comedy).

ESSANAY

Paramount Pictures Corp.

STORIES.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Up in Society (One Part).
Fatal Fate (One Part).
Ambitious
Ambition
(One Part).
Matrimonial
Moans
(One Part).

Shame

BROWN

COMEDIES.

CLOVER
COMEDIES.
Rip-Roaring Rivals (One Part).
He Couldn't Fool His Wife (One Part).
By Heck, I'll Save Her (One Part).
The Paper Hanger's Revenge (One Part).
From Caterpillar to Butterfly
(One Part).
A Widow's Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
Oh! the Women
(One Part).

Way
His
Her
His

COMPANY.

PROGRAMS

(All Two-Part Comedy-Drama*.)
I'm a Man.

The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).

Romeo

FILM

(Piedmont Picture*

RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned Flnley)

CHAPLIN

PARAMOUNT

The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21.
JUDGE

(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)

AND

Releases

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
June
June

31— The Blue Bird (Five Parts — Drama).
1 — The Tiger Man
(Five Parts — Drama).
8 — The Lie (Five Parts — Drama).
15 — Mr.
Fix-It
(Five
Parts — Comedy13 — M'Lis8
(Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Old Wives for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
20 — Selfish Yates
(Five Parts — Drama)
2 — A Doll's House
(Five Parts — Drama).
16 — Say!Drama).
Young
Fellow
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
June 16 — Hit the Trail Holliday
(Five PartsPAR

VMOl

NT-BRAY

PICTOGRAPHS.

May 13 — Subjects on Reel : Lumbering for War
Time ; The Art of Animal Training ; Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
May 20 — Subjects on Reel : War Garden Hints :
American Rifles and Riflemen ;
Cartoon by Bray Studio.
May 27 — Subjects on Reel : Scenic Gems of
America ; Charting the Sky ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
June 3— Subjects on Reel — War Garden Hints,
Building the Liberty Hospitals;
Cartoons by Bray Studios.
June 10 — Subjects on Reel — Character Analysis ;
The Science of Weather Prediction ;
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
June 17 — Subjects on Reel: Women in the
World of Work ; Scenic Gems of
America ; Beauty to Order. Cartoon
by Wallace Carlson.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
Drama).
Apr. 22— High Spots of Hawaii.
Apr. 29 — Our
May
ti— The
May 13 — The
May 20— Oblin

Filipino Fighting
Force.
Filipino National Guard.
Klondike
To-Day
(Scenic).
: the lumbia
Switzerland
of British Co(Scenic).
May
27— On the Beach at Waiklkl (Scenic).
June 3 — The Melting Pot of the Pacific.
Juno 10 — Today in Samoa
(Scenic).
June 17 — Yesterdays in Samoa (Scenic).
BENJAMIN

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

CHAPIN'S
SERIES. — PARAMOUNT

"The Son of Democracy."
Parts).
1 — Down the River (Eighth Release — Two
S — The Two
SlaveParts).
Auction
(Ninth
ReleaseParts).
15 — Under the Stars (Tenth Release — Two

Before

Saturday.
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Why the Operator is so fond of the
Type "S" Simplex Lamphouse
Sxcellent ventilation. Double doors.
Projection Room kept cool.
Condensers cjuickly accessible, and
individually held in rin^s scientifically designed to expand
and contract same as Ike lenses.
reducing breakage to a
mininttm,.

Lamp is built like a mach ine, and
so generously designed that it
mill hold a larger arc than can
possibly be required.

Patent terminals for leadwires require neither lu^s
nor solder, and yet -provide
carrying capacity ample
for the most extreme
needs.

Can drawl fO amperes or
more.

Ihese are only a few of the reasons. In
every detail this outfit is oite that makes
the Operator dissatisfied u/ith arty other
Jlnd it can be had only on the Simplex
Projector.

Jke Simplex Mechanism insures projection of unecjualed steadiness
Jhe Type'S'msures clear-cut pictures, unecjualed in hrrilliancy
Its a combination triat produces -profits for yon— iFyouuse it

ThePrecisionMachine&.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St- NewYork
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL,

MUTUAL,

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
May
29— No. 26 (Topical)— 03033.
June
5— Issue No. 27 (Topical)— 03042.
June 12— No. 28 (Topical)— 03052.
June 19— No. 29 (Topical) — 03061.
May

29 — Her

CENTURY
Unmarried
03032.

COMEDY.
Life
(Two

Parts) —

L-KO.
May 15 — Pretty Babies— 03012.
May 22 — Who's
(Two
Parts — Comedy) —
03022. Zoo
June
5— Merry
Mermaids (Two Parts — Comedy)
—03041.
June 12— A 03051.
Blind Pig (Two Parts— Comedy) —
June 19 — Romance and Dynamite
(Two Parts —
Comedy)— 03060.
NESTOR.
York — By
Heck
May 13 — New
(Comedy) —
03011.
May
20 — The Bath House Scandal
(Comedy) —
03021.
May
27— Who's Your Wife?
(Comedy)— 03031.
June
3 — "Home,
James"
(Comedy)— 03040.
June 10 — Butter Again
(Comedy) — 03050.
June 17 — Passing the Bomb (Comedy) — 03059.
UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

PRODUCTION.

May
25 — The Bride's Awakening
(Six Parts —
Drama)— 03029.
June
1 — No release this week.
June
8 — The Model's
Confession
(Six Parts —
Drama) — 03048.
June 15 — No Release This Week.
June 22 — Smashing
Through
(Five
Parts —
Drama)— 03067.
UNIVERSAL
SCREEN
MAGAZINE.
May 18 — Issue No. 71 (Educational)— 03014.
May 25 — Issue No. 72 (Educational) — 03024.
June 1— Issue No. 73 (Educational)— 03034.
June 8— Issue No. 74 (Educational) — 03043.
June If — Issue No. 75 (Educational) — 03053.
June 22— Issue No. 76 (Educational)— 03062.
UNIVERSAL
June
June
June
June

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

1 — The

Bull's Eye (Episode No. 17, "In
Irons" — Two Parts— Drama) — 03036.
1 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 9, "The
Human
Pendulum" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 03037.
8 — The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 18 — "The
Runaway" — Two
Parts — (Drama) —
03045.

Lion's Claws
(Episode
No. 10 —
"The Escape Through the Flames"
—Two
Parts— Drama) — 03046.
June 15 — The Lion's Claws
(Episode No. 11 —
"Caught in the Toils" — Two Parts —
Drama) — 03055.
June 22 — The
Lion's Claws
(Episode
No. 12,
"The
Spies
Cave" — Two
Parts —
Drama)— 03065.

May
May
May
June
Juno
Juno
Juno

STAR COMEDIES.
Lyons-Moran Pictures.
10— Whose Baby Are You?— 03010.
18 — The Dodgers— 03020.
25 — The One Horse Show — 03030.
1— A Ripping Time — 03039.
8— There Goes the Bride — 03049.
16 — Stepping Some — 03057.
22— The Knockout — 03068.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS.
June 15 — Play
Straight or Fight (Two Parts) —
08068.
June 22— Quick Triggers (Two Parts)— 03064.
Producers. — Kindly

METRO

AND

TRIANGLE

PROGRAMS

Metro Pictures

Mutual Film Corp.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

12 — Finishing Mary
(Comedy)— 11C8T-1.
19— His Quaker Girl (Comedy)— 12-C8T-1.
26 — Up She Goes (Comedy)— 13 C 8 T L
2 — She
Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
Apr.
9 — For Art's Sake
(Comedy) — 15CST-1.
Apr. 16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16-

CST-1.
Apr. 23 — Mary's
Frame-Up (Comedy) — 17-CST-l.
Apr. 30— Spotted (Comedy) — 18-CST-l.
May
7 — Over
the
Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l.
May 14 — Her Terrible Time (Comedy) — 20csT-l.
May
21 — My
Lady
Nicotine
(Comedy) —
21-CST-l.
May
28 — Her Rustic Romeo — 22-CST-l.
June
4— What the Wind Did— 23-CST-l.
June 11— By Fowl Means— 24-CST-l.
June 18 — Beware of Blonds — 25-SST-l.
MUTUAL

STAR

MUTUAL.
Telegram
Telegram (Topical)— 19-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 20-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 21-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 22-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 23-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 24-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 25-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 26-T-l.
Telegram
27-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)—
(Topical)— 28-T-l.
Telegram (Topical) — 29-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 30-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 31-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 32-T-l.
(Topical)— 33-T-l.

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
GOLDWYN
Mar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

FEATURES.
S laser

(Six

Part*

Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts) — Dram*)
Apr. 21 — The Face in the Dark
(Six Parts—
Drama).
May
5— Joan of Plattsburgh (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
June
2 — All Woman (Six Parts — Drama).
June 16 — The
Venus
Model
(Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
June 30 — The
Service
Star
(Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
GOLDWYN

May
June
June
June
June

27 —
3—
10 —
17 —
24 —

Pay Day
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Only Road (Five Parts — Drama).
Social Quicksands
(Five Parts — Dr.).
The House of Gold (Five Parts — Dr.).
A Man's World (Five Parts — Drama).

SCREEN

June 15 — No Release This Week.

5 — Screen
8 — Screen
May 12 — Screen
15 — Screen
May 19 — Screen
May 22 — Screen
26 — Screen
292 —— Screen
Screen
June
Screen
June 95—— Screen
June
June 12 — Screen
June 16 — Screen
June 19 — Screen
June 23 — Screen

Night
(Five
Apr. Drama).
29 — Riders
of the
Parts
Apr. 22Parts—
May Dnma).
6— The Trail of Yesterday
(Five
Drama).
May 13 — Cyclone
Higgins,
D.D.
Parts— Drama).
May 20 — The Winning of Beatrice (Five
(Five Parts
Parts—
(Five
May 27 — Lend
Me
Your
Name
(Yorke — Fivs
Parts — Drama).

PRODUCTION.

Apr. 15 — The Primitive Woman (American —
Five Parts — Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
Apr. 22— (Title Not Reported).
Apr. 29 — Hearts or Diamonds (Five PartsDrama)— 18-F-R-5.
May
20 — No release this date.
May 27 — Social Briars (American — Five Parts —
Drama) — 19-FM-6.
June
3— No Release This Date.
21-FF-5.
June 10 — A —Square
Deal (Five Parts) — Drama)
May
May
May
May

Corporation.

METRO
PICTURES
CORP.
-Treasure
Drama). of the Sea

STRAND.

8 — The

UNIVERSAL
CURRENT
EVENTS.
May
25— Issue No. 54 (Topical)— 03025.
June
1 — Issue No. 55 (Topical) 03035.
June
8 — Issue No. 56 (Topical) — 03044.
June 15 — Issue No. 57 (Topical)— 03054.
June 22 — Issue No. 58 (Topical) — 03063.

GOLOWTN,

SPECIALS.

CLASSICS,

INC.,

SPECIALS.

Lest We Forget (Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million
tion— FiveDollar
Parts).Dollies (Emerald ProducToys of Fate
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

(Seven Parts — Drama).

METRO
COMEDIES.
18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity (Drew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Drew).
11 — His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today (Drew).
25 — When a Man's Married
(Drew).
1 — Gas Logio (Drew).
8— A Youthful Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

Triangle
Without

Releasee
Notice.

TRIANGLE
PRODUCTIONS.
May 12 — Her Decision
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 12 — Wolves
of the Border
(Five Parts —
Drama).
May 19 — Who Drama).
Is to Blame?
(Five
PartsMav 19— Old - — Hartwell's
Cub (Five Parts — Dr.).
Drama).
May
26 — Old Loves for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26 — High Stakes (Five Parts — Drama).
June
2 — The Man Who Woke Up (Five Parts
June
2 — A Drama).
Red-Haired
Cupid
(Five
Parts—
June
9 — Madam
Sphinx
Parts — Drama).
June
9 — The Last Rebel (Five
(Five Parts — Drama).
June 16 — His Enemy,
the Law
(Five Parts —
Drama).
June 16 — Station Comment
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 23 — You Parts
Can't
Believe
Everything
(Five
— Drama).
June 23 — Closin' In (Five Parts — Drama).
KEYSTONE COMEDY.
May
5 — I Love
Charles Albert (Two Parts).
Parts).
May 12 — Mr. Miller's Muddles
Through
(Two

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Farter-Drama).
The Manx Man
(Seven Parts — Drama).
For Drama).
the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parti —
Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Sooial Ambition (Six Parts — Drama).

Mav 19 — Newspaper Clippings
(Two Parts).
May
26s-Are
Wives
Unreasonable?
(Two
Parts).
June
2 — The Poor Fish (Two Parts).
June
2 — Flapjacks
(Two Parts).
June 10 — Isn't It Warm?
(Two
Parts).
June 16 — Cupid and the Cop (Two Partst.

CAPITOL
COMEDIES.
May
f — "Bill's Baby"
(Two Reels).
May
20 — "Bill's Predicament"
(Two Reels).
June
3 — "Birds of a Feather" (Two Reels).
June 17 — "Matching Billy" (Two Reels').

KEYSTONE
COMEDY
REISSUES.
June
9 — The Snow Cure (Ford Sterlingl.
June 16 — Cinders of Love (Chester Conklin).
June 28 — Ambrose's Cup of Woe (Mack Swain).
Juno 3(1 — Bucking Society (Chester Conklin).
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When

exceptional

COMPLETE

CAMERA— TRIPOD— 2-IN. F3.5 B. 4. L. TESSAR
LENS
A fully euulpmil If. P. outfit Mpedallj
mUpt.il u> topical work.
Send fur urtcrlptlvo catalogue.
CENNERT
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l.llh Street
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\V« >R1 l>

the Mercury
(joes Up —

VOHK

PKOJ ECTION "

So li^lit ami strong, so ht-Mtitlftilly simple and compact thai it maj be shipped
I > x Parcels Post to all parts of the ooun
try, the- DeVrs Portable Motion Picture
Projector is likewise equal In perform
ence, within Its prescribed limitations,
to tin' best standard projector for professlonal use,

i >rlvi- and Rewind S
17"vi:"\7". Weigh! but 20
lbs. Takes standard size reels
and film. Any sl/e liiiure up
to 12 ft. Any throw op to SO ft.
Co setting ui> — no adjustments.

Adopted i>> the United States Government in all Departments where motion
pictures arc usnl, ami In the American
Red (loss at home and abroad. Used
aKo in all Y. M. C. A. work, on trans
i» its. at home ami "over there."
Write today for our Catalogue G-l.
THE
DEVRY
109 N. Wells Street

Your

CORPORATION
Chicago. U. S. A.

I A Dependable Mailing List Service

PICTURE

DIRECTORY

Addressing

And before the hot weather is over your Typhoon System will have paid for itself— PROVED in hundreds of
theatres.
Easily
Shall ire tell vu

COMPANY

Phone— Chelsea 3227
Phone — Randolph 2003

Maltigraphing

Printing

Typewriting

Down!

You can stop thai loss easily with the Typhoon Cooling System. Its gentle, refreshing breezes will attract
people toto your
anxious
come show
again. "just to cool oil" and make them

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address. A list of publicity mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features. Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
being or to be built.
\Y74
80 Fifth Avenue, New York
425 Ashland
Block, Chicag.

Goes

Every hoi day costs you money in lost admissions a loss that runs into hundreds of dollars
every summer.

jMWIIIIIIMIIIIIIIPllIll

MOTION

Business

Box

107

hum.-.-

installed — Low
Wiiti

TYPHOON

TODA1

in

FAN

1544

price.

before the mercury icoos higher.

CO.

BROADWAY.

NEW

YORK

g

The Essential Requirements
FOR

Improved Projection
ARE

SPEER
Speer

CARBONS

Alterno

Gundlach

Combinations

for A. C. Work

Projection Lenses

AND

Speer

Hold-Ark

Combinations

give clean cut definition with the utmost illumination. This is all that you can expect from perfect lenses. The universal use of these lenses is
the best evidence of their superior quality. They
are sold on approval by all dealers and furnished
as the regular equipment with the best machines.

for D. C. Work

Produce Incomparable Results
Write today for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions oi operators.

Place an order now with your Supply House.

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee"
MANUFACTURED
SPEER

CARBON
ST.

MARYS,
In

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

COMPANY

808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N.Y.

PA.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
GSEATES

VITAGEAPH

PROGRAM.

FEATURE

AND

8TATE

RIGHT

RELEASES
— Drama).
GEORGE KLEINE

Feature

Greater Vitagraph Inc.
VITAGRAPH

Releases

AMERICAN

FEATURES.

May 20— The Golden Goal (Five Parts — Dr.).
May 27 — Baree,
the Son o£ Kayan
(Five Parts
— Drama).
June
3 — A Game with Fate (Five Parts — Dr.).
June 10 — Find the Woman
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 17— The Soap Girl (Five Parts— Drama) .
june 24 — The Girl in His House
(Five Parts —
Drama).

STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE CORP.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
Tom Brett Comedies.
The Blackmailers.
Ignorance.
S. O. S.
BLUEBIRD

May
May
June
June
June
June

Midnight
(Five
Parts — Drama) —
03047. Madness
Which
Woman
(Five Parts — Drama)— 03056.
The Eagle (Five Parts— Drama) — 03066.

May
May
May
June
June
June
June

DE LUXE
PICTURES,
INC.
516 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The Street of Seven Stars (Six Parts — Drama).

DREW- COMEDIES.
13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
20 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey.
273 —— Romantic
Rooney's Sad
Case.
Reggie.
10 — A Case of Eugenics
17 — When Two Play a Gamb.
24 — When Greek Meets Greek.
VITAGRAPH

SERIAL.

"The Woman In the Web."
May 20 — Episode
7 — —"The
Crater of Death"
— Two No.Parts
Drama).
May 27 — Episode No. 8, "The Plunge of Horror"— Two Parts — Drama).
June 3 — Episode
9, "The
Fire Trap" — Two
Parts —No.
Drama)
.
June 10 — Episode No. 10 — "Out of the Dungeon"
— Two Parts — Drama).
June 17 — Episode 11 — "In the Desert's Grip" —
(Two Parts — Drama).
June 24 — Episode No. 12, "Hurled to Destruction" (Two Parts — Drama).

EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
CORP.
(The Following Are One-Reel Scenics)
May
1 — Tidbits of Travel.
May
8— What the Ice Age Left.
May 15— The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
1.
May 22 — Following the Course of the Cayuse.
May 29 — The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
2.
Ditmars' "Living Book of Nature."
April 22— Wild Goats and Sheep
(500 feet).
May
6 — Wild
Babies
(500 feet).
May 20— The Friendly Bee (500 feet).
Cartoons.
May 13 — "His— Last
(500 Will"
feet).
May 20 — "Der
FIRST

(KaUenjammer

Black
Mitt"
Kids) — (500 feet).

FOX
SPECIAL
FEATURES.
May 12 — Peg
of the
Pirates
(Five
Parts —
Drama).
May 19 — The Confession
(Five Parts — Drama).
May 26 — The Firebrand
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
2 — Blue-Eyed Mary (Five Parts — Drama).
June
9 — Ace High
(Five Parts — Drama).
June 16 — We Should Worry
(Five Parts — Dr.).
Juno 23— The Scarlet Road
(Five Parts— Dr.).
June 30 — The Kid Is Klever (Five Parts — Dr.).

Passing of the Third Floor Back (Sir Johnston
Forbes-Robertson) .
Tempered Steel (Mme. Petrova).
The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova).
The Light Within
(Mme. Petrova).
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Edgar
Lewis' The Sign Invisible (Mitchell
Lewis).

FOX

SUNSHINE

COMEDIES.

MUTT
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
Juno
June

AND JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

CAR-

28— Helping McAdoo
(Half-Riel).
5 — A Flsharless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
19 — Superintendents
(Half-Reel).
26— Tonsorlal Artists (Half Reel).
2 — The Tnle of a Pig.
!*— Hospital Orderlies.
If — Llfe-Snvors.
Producers.— Kindly

SELECT

May
May
June
June
June
June

(With

HODKINSON
CORP.
(Faralta Playi.)

13 — Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts— Dr.).
20 — Shackled
(Five Parte — Drama).

JEWEL
PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
Tne Pries of a Good Tims (Sena parts— Dr.).
Tha Doctor and the Woman (Bsvea Parti — Dr.).
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
Titles

and

Dates

of

All

New

WORLD PICTURES.
20 — Vengeance
(Six Parts — Drama).
27 — The Oldest Law
(Five Parts— Dr.).
3— The Interloper
(Five Parts — Drama).
10 — The— Cabaret
(Five
Parts — Drama).
Drama).
17 — The Man Hunt (Five Parts — Drama).
24 — A Woman
of Redemption
(Five Parts

Pro-

The duction).
Accidental Honeymoon

(Harry Rapf Pro-

The Million

(Six Reels — Dr.).

Dollar Mystery

ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
-Drama).
-Drama).
Times Building, New York City.
Nine-Tenths
of the Law
(Six Part
The Devil's Playground
(Seven Reel
BEAR
STATE FILM COMPANY.
220 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
The Vigilantes (Drama).

Apr.
1 — An Allen Enemy (Five Parts— Dr.).
Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts— Drama).
Apr. 29— WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five
Parti-

Furnish

"OirU

PICTURES.

ARROW
FILM
CORPORATION.
Times Building, New York.
duction).
The Struggle Everlasting (Harry Rapf

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
(Distributing
the
foil. .wine:
Christie
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State and
Northern
New Jersey.)
Apr. 15 — Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.

May
May

(Eiianay — Fin

State Right Releases

FIRST

W. W.

Charlie

WORLD
COMEDY
RELEASES.
May 27 — Main 1-2-3 (Two Parts— Fay Tincher).
June 10 — Fired (Two Parts — Marie Dressier).

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
CIRCUIT.

Charlie Chaplin in A Dog's Life.
many.
Ambassador
Gerard's My Four Years in GerTarzan
of the Apes (Elmo Lincoln & Enid
Markey).

Mar.
S — A Husband's Wife (Two Parti).
Mar. 15 — A Self-Made
Lady
(Two Parts).
Apr.
7 — A Walter's Wasted Life (Two Parts).
May
C — A Neighbor's Keyhole (Two Parti).
June
2 — WildParts).
Women
and Tame Lions
(Two

Me

Kids)

Fox Film Corporation

FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
Apr.
7 — The
Blindness
of
Divorce
(Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
5 — True Blue (Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
19— The Calllaux Case (Six Parts).
June
9 — Under the Yoke (Drama).
June 16 — Riders of the Purple Sage (Drama).

8 — Chase

May — The Lesson
(Five Parts — Drama).
May — De Luxe Annie (Seven Parts — Drama).
May— The Ordeal of Rosetta (Five Parts — Dr.).
(Special Releases.)
The Barrier (Seven Parts — Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts — Drama).
tion).
Cecilia
of the Pink Roses (Julius Steger Produc-

(Katzenjammer

Herbert Brenon's Empty Pockets.
Herbert
Brenon's Fall of the Romanoffs
Iliodor).
Alimony
(Josephine Whittell).

Apr.

Apr.
5— Broncho Billy, a Friend In Need.
Apr. 12 — Broncho
Billy'B Wild Ride.
Apr. 19 — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
Apr. 26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler'i Child.
May
3 — Broncho Billy's Last Deed.
Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue.
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. L
Mar. 8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 3.
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29 — Puno, and Scenes Around Lake T1Ucaca. Bolivia.

PHOTOPLAYS.

Marriage02985 Lie
(Five
Parts — Drama,) —
A Mother's Secret (Five Parts— Dr.) — 02995.
Danger Within
(Five Parts — Drama) — 03008.
The Guilt of Silence
(Five Parts — Drama) —
03019.
$5,000 Reward
(Five Parts— Drama)— 03026.
A Broadway 03038.
Scandal
(Five Parts — Drama) —

VITAGRAPH COMEDIES.
Feb. 18 — Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.

1 — The Parts).
Curse of Iku (Eisanay — Six Parti

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comedie*,
You Know"
(Made by Editon).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Hater.
Mar. 27 — The Stenog.
Buanay.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bur.

The
BIG V COMEDIES.
20 — Love and Lavallieres.
27 — Romans and Rascals.
3 — Sneakers and Snoozers.
10 — Skids and Scalawags.
17 — Lame Brains and Lunatics.
24 — Boodle and Bandits.

SYSTEM.

Apr.

Releases

CENTURY COMEDIES.
1600 Broadway, New Yerk.
Balloonatlcs.
Automanlacs.
Neptune's
Naughty
Her
Bareback
Career.Daughter.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh. Baby!
What's
the Matter with FatherT
CHRISTIE FILM
CORP.
Loi Angeles,
Cal.
Never Surprise Your Wife.
In and Out.
Betty's Adventure.
By Orange
All
Dressed Aid.
Up.
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.
COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).
Before

Saturday.

CORP.

Tu.u- 22, 1918
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COPY,

POSTPAID

Published and for Sale by

Moving

The first Important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with $5.00 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to •
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

Personal Attention

EXHIBITORS'

An invaluable help to lb** writer who is making *
serious effort to evolve stories for screen production.

ATTORNEY
TRUST

Postpaid.
Weekly.
$7.25
advertising rates on request.

Screencraft

N. Moore

WASHINGTON,

trado In Great Isrttatn and the Dominions.
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516

FIFTH

Picture
AVENUE,

NEW

World
YOKK

CITY

Schiller Building. Chicago. Illinois
Wright 6- C&llender Building, Los Angeles. Cal.

Established 25 Years

Educate Your Audience to Help Fight Censorship
We have prepared a series of nine difstereopticon slides
crystallize ferent
the argument
against which
Censorship;
one of the slides is shown herewith.

Introducing a bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures is a favorite
indoor
pastime
In legislative
halls
throughout
the country.
Eternal vigilance is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety if not his success.

The Minigen lent of this Theatre

Presented
in the proper manner,
the
Censorship of Moving Pictures is just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as it is to the Exhibitor.
And public
opinion aroused in behalf of moving
pictures and against their unfair and
discriminatory
control
is the surest
weapon to defeat Censorship.

desires the t o-operition

of its

providing

good

patrons
in
clem enteric

Everywhere: — The moving

sorship

"legalized" eenot moving pictures

MOVING

BRINGS

Operator, and Film Men

picture business is one of the

to-day. Wc may well be proud to be connected with it. Are
Do you know all about it?

ONE
YEAR
SIX MONTHS
See title page

MOVING

PICTURE

516 Fifth Avenne, New

youngest but one of the leading industries of the world

you keeping up?

Yeu Ought te Be Showing Them Now!
Legislature* Everywhere Are Oonvening
Set of Nine Slides, carefully packed,
will be sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

We want no

KNOWLEDGE
Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman,

These slides shown repeatedly in any
theatre cannot fail to influence public
opinion in that locality against Censorwill of
linetheup Exhibitor.
the general public onship.theThey side

It will yield

SUCCESS

larger returns for an equal amount of work to the men who
know.

Each weekly issue of the MOVING

PICTURE

rates

Canada

PICTURE

and

mailing list. You will get your paper hours earlier than
from the newsstand and it costs $4.80 less.

Foreign

WORLD

516 Fifth Avenue, New York

WORLD

contains more up-to-date information than you can get
from all other sources. Subscribe now if not already on our

$3.00
$1.50
for

WORLD
York City

Please fill In the

name

of

your

Tt,-„tro

* neaire
Cut
Out

and

Mail

To-day — Now!
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List of Current Film Release Dates
Reclaimed.

CHESTER BEECROFT.
501 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

OOSMOFOTOFILM
COMPANY,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York City.
The Hypocrites.
I Believe.
CREST PICTURES CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust.
M. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Depths of the Sea (In a Series
Parts — Educational).

of Four

FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 10 — "The InDrama). vasion of Canada" — Two Parts —
The Sin Woman.
A Trip Through China.
The Silent Witness.
The Fringe of Society.
The Bar Sinister.
,
Her Fighting Chance.
Whither Thou Goest.
The Sin Woman.
Madame Sherry.
The Submarine Eye.
Should She Obey?
The Great White Trail.
One Hour.
The Cast Off.
Men.

S. & S. PHOTOPLAYS,
INC.
1476 Broadway, New York.
Redemptior
(Six Parts — Drama).

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION.
130 West 46th Street, New York.
Two Men and a Woman.
Human Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.

STATE RIGHTS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Carmen of the Klondike (Seven Parts — Drama).

JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
(Featuring Twede-Dan.)
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April — All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).
This Is the Life (Two Parts).

STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Miss Deception (Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery (Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When Drama).
You and I Were Young
(Five Part*—

FRANK
A. KEENEY.
1493 Broadway, New York.
A Romance of the Underworld.
Marriage.

The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).

The

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
Times Building, New York.
God's Man.
GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.
GENERAL
ENTERPRISES,
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother (Six Parts — Drama — McClure Picture*).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — McClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).
JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.
HILLER & WILK.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(.The Following Are Keystone-Mack Bennett
Comedies. )
Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Waiters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Productions.)
The Sins Ye Do.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
(The Following Are tions.)
Norma Talmadge ProducThe Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.
(The Following Are Wm. S. Bart Productions.)
The Devil's Double.
Truthful Tulllver.
The Gunflghter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
(The Following Are Douolas
Fairbanks Productions.)
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrimaniac.
The Americano.

PHYSICAL
Zongar

His

CULTURE
INC.
Flatiron Building,
(Drama).

PHOTO
New

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
729 Seventh Avenue, N.
Daughter Pays.

PLAYS,

York.

EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.

ROMAYNE
SUPER
FILM
CO.
221 Marsh-Strong Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Me und Gott ; or the Crimson God (Five Parts
— Depicting
Kaiser's
Attempt
to Enslave
World).
RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
ERNEST
SHIPMAN.
17 West 44th Street, N. Y. City.
Josh
Blnney
Comedies
Featuring:
Funny
Fntty Filbert — One Release a Month.
May — Fabulous
Fortune
Fumblers
(two reels).
June — Fred's Fictitious Foundling
(two reels).
July — Freda's Fighting Father
(two reels).
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver (two reels).
Sept. — Fatty's Frivolous Fiancee (two reels).
Denny from Ireland (First Release of the
Shorty Hamilton Series — Five Parts — Comedy-Drama).
Berlin via America (Fordart Production — Six
Parts — Drama).
A Nugget
Drama).in the Rough (Five Parts — ComedyParts — Drama).
Sea (Seven Parts — Drama).
of the Shorty Hamilton Series
— Drama).

and

Dates

of All

New

CO.

WESTERN
IMPORT
FILM
C«.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
Mickey (Seven Parts).

HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
Hand
of the Hun
(Four Parts — Novelty).
Master Crook.

Titles

S.

The Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.Production).
Just
a Woman
(Steger
Men.
The Crucible of Life.

PYRAMID COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch
(Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).

Furnish

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
145" Broadway, New York City.
The Servant in the House.
The Siren in the House.
U.

CORP.
Y. City.

PIONEER
FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).

The
The

Baeh

Doctor
Bunny's Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insurance.
Zippy's
Pets.
The Unknown.

ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).

Trooper 44 (Five
The Tiger of the
The Ranger (One
— Five Parts
Producers. — Kindly

(The Following
Are
Cartoon
Comedies,
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

. KING BEE FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
May
15— The Handy Man.
June
1 — Bright and Early.
June 15 — Straight and Narrow.

W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New York.
(The Following Are Multiple Reel W. 8. Bart
Subjects, Released in Order Lists*.)
The Parts
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Barfaia
(Six
— Drama).
The Drama).
Bandit

and

The Hell Hound

the

Preacher

of Alaska

(FIts

Parts-

(Five Part*— Dr.).

(The
Folloicing
Are
Two-Reel
Hart
Produetions.
Released in Order Listed.)
A Knight of the Trail.
AHorns
Square
and Deal.
Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman from Blue Gulch.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The
Following
Are
Mack
Sennett-Jieystone
Comedies, Each Two Reels in Length.)
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
(The
Satan's

Wm.

Following

Barriseale

Pro-

Pawn.
M. WEISSBERG.
A. Brady Playhouse.
137 W. 48th
N. Y. City.

Stolen Orders

Releases

ductions.)
Are
Bessie

Before

(Eight Reels — Drama).
Saturday.

Strsst.
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JVES8&, Gold

King

MOVING
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Day*'
Trial
75c: No. 2 Grade,
50c. — Stretchers
included.
Sold by all the loading supply dealer* throughout Hie country.
Factory.

ALTUS.

Silver bullion of a quality
equal to that used by the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture of

OKLAHOMA

La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera
OJ/Uirl iVij« ol thr Italian Cintmalctrafk Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 15th AND S»th OF EACH MONTH

Foreign

Subscription:

20 francs,

per annum

EASTMAN
FILM

S£££ fitc~: Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

iMARTIN CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PEKFECT
WRITE

NORTHWESTERN
412 S. Hoyn* Ave.. Chicago

THE

SURE,

SAFE,
to

MOVING

Secure

Week

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.

DTSSOLVTNG

FURTHER

INFORMATION

ELECTRIC
CO.
I0(J Brokaw BUg., New York

QUICK

WAY

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

the

PICTURE
Each

KEEL

FOR

Is

WORLD
to

SUBSCRIBE

177.1

Screen

10

No. 1 Grade,
Try before you buy.

WORLD

!

PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S

SUPREME TRIUMPH "HEARTS OF THE WORLD." Installs Two UP to The Minute Type S SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
with Robin TIME and SPEED INDICATORS in the 44th St. Theatre, New York. The Marvelous PROJECTION of
this greatest picture of modern times is synchronized accurately to the fraction of a second with the beautiful music
and effects.

B. F. PORTER,

1482 BROADWAY,

AT

TIMES

SQUARE,

ERBOGRAPH

NEW

YORK

COMPANY

LUDWIG G. B. ERB, President
Producers
of

MOTION

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone
LABORATORIES

and

Answering

3716

203 to 211 West 146th St., New York City
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DSON'S
R
A
H
C
I
R
HAND BOOK

Bauscli |omi>

MOTION

Projection \enses
have long been considered standard equipment by the leading motion picture machine
manufacturers. The product of America's
greatest lens specialists, who have been producing high grade lenses of one type or another for 65 years, they are unexcelled in
the clear-cut, evenly illuminated pictures
they produce on the screen.

FOR MANAGERS
and OPERATORS
Published by

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
A carefully prepared guide to perfect pro-

Because of the demand made upon our resources
for some of the Government's most important
military needs, we are unable to make projection
lens deliveries for the present. While proud to be
of such service in this world crisis, we shall expect
to serve our other patrons even more efficiently
than before, when the world is again at peace.

jection.
An invaluable help to every individual in
the trade who has to do with the mechanical
handling of motion picture film or the management of a moving picture theatre.
Over 680 Pages of Text. Illustrations include detail diagrams of the leading makes
of projection machines.

Bausch
& Ipmb OPtical
(9566 Si PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. IV*
New York

Chicago

Washington

PICTURE

Substantially Bound

San Francisco

In Red Cloth, $4.00

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING

Leading American Makers of Projection Apparatus (Balopticons and Lenses), Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses,
Microscopes, Binoculars, Range Finders, Chin Sights, Searchlight Reflectors and Other High-Grade Optical Products.

PICTURE

516 Fifth Ave.
New York City

y

WORLD

917 Schiller Bldg. Wright & Calender Bldg.
Chicago, III. Los Angeles, Cal.
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GARDINER

VELVET
GOLD FIBRE SCREEN

:0RP0RATI0N

CORPORATION

err iciincy

CFF ICIINCY

Will Improve Your Projection
READING

100%

IS BELIEVING

Mr. John H. Kunsky, Michigan's biggest
operator in Moving Picture enterprises, writes:
"We have been trying to get a screen which would
meet with our approval end have tried out almost
every make on the market. Your screen is the first
we have been able to find which gives a perfectly
clear picture from all parts of the house, and we
are indeed delighted with it."

Mr. Frank Baker, Manager of Marine City's
(Mich.) popular Family Theatre, writes:
"Your screen is giving me excellent service and is
saving on my electric light bill and also saving me
a large amount of carbons and improving my pictures about 75 percent. By my experience I would
advise all managers to put in one of these Gardiner Velvet Gold Fibre Screens and they will find
to their own advantage its saving."

Mr. Wm. I. Bogett, Manager Battle Creek's
(Mich.) beautiful Photo Play House, The Majestic, writes:
"\Ve truly consider that it is between thirty and
forty percent better than any other screen we have
used, although we use alternating current, by using
the A. C. White Light Special Carbons with the
Gardiner Velvet Gold Fibre Screen we get such
good projection that most exhibitors that call on
us think we have the D. C."

Mr. M. W. McGee, Managing Director of The
Majestic, one of Michigan's finest and largest
Picture Theatres (Detroit), says:
"We are being complimented all the time on how
wonderfully defined our pictures are projected on
the screen — the satisfaction of sitting anywhere in
the auditorium and seeing good pictures at their
best, we believe to be one of the reasons for t heincreasing popularity of The Majestic."

Mr. J. B. Hunter, of Grand Ledge's (Mich.)
Palace Theatre, writes:
"My A. C. projection on the Gardiner Velvet Gold
Fibre Screen is much better than some D. C. I
have seen on other makes of screens. When Mr.
McCoy was here with 'Redemption' he said: 'You
have the most perfect A. C. picture I have ever
seen. I don't believe your screen can be equaled.'"

Mr. B. F. Dillard, of The Rex Theatre, Auburn Neb., writes:
"We

receive compliments nightly on the brightness and steadiness of our pictures — your screen

is a great improvement."

We Guarantee Perfect Screen Results
Distributors of
POWER'S
PROJECTORS— HALLBERG
MOTOR
GENERATORS
GARDINER VELVET GOLD FIBRE SCREEN— NATIO NAL CARBONS
ACME PORTABLE PROJECTOR— EDISON MAZDA
LAMPS— NOVELTY
SLIDES AND M. P. SUPPLIES
OF HIGH GRADE.
"EVERYTHING

FOR

THE

M.

P. THEATRE

EXCEPT

THE

FILM"

United Theatre Equipment Corporation
H. T. EDWARDS,

J. H. HALLBERG,

Pre*

Executive Offices:

Largest Moving Picture
BRANCH

STORES

AND

WAREHOUSES

( NEW YORK
1 DETROIT
(
KANSAS

1604 Broadway,

Equipment

New York

House

Vice-Pr«

in the World

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
PITT8BUBGH
CINCINNATI
OMAHA
MINNEAPOLIS
CLEVELAND
CHTCAGO
CTTT MACHINE A SUPPLY CO.. INC., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

.
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It Is Right
To assume that an article which has been prominently before
the public throughout the entire life of an industry — nearly 20
years — must possess merit. Isn't that so?

Power'
s
is the only projector

Camer
agraph
that has existed since the inception

of
motion pictures. It is the product of years of scientific mechanical research, and it possesses every known device for the proper
projection of motion pictures. Present day knowledge has not
produced anything better. Under all conditions

This

Machine

QOODD

Makes

Good

CHalmerg

Publishing Company

BIG Fifth: 'Aye .NewYork-J
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more than a dollar
a head from every
resident !"
Small towns furnish no exception in breaking records with "The KAISER, the Beast of Berlin." In
La Salle, Colorado — a town of only 270 people, C.
L. Miller took in $301.00 in only one day, or an
average of more than a dollar a head from every
resident. He says: "I am going to play a return
engagement. I charged an admission of $1.00 all over
the house — / will also charge $1.00 the next time.
Let me have a print as soon as possible."

nri

f
f
J
F
A
K

The Beast of Berlin

packs the Small Town theatre just as full
as the Big City house. In the middle-western farmingthem
communities
is drawing
in from 30"The
milesKAISER"
around.

How can you hesitate in such a situation?
Prompt action in hooking is only common
sense. Tal<e that action today.

ri
13T1
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The business of war is a grim,
hard task, that all must share.
But there must be periods of
relaxation to cheer the mind and
renew strength and courage.
Clean, wholesome comedy drama
is what the public wants and
needs. Run the George K.
Spoor pictures featuring Taylor
Holmes.

'A Pair of Sixes"
'Two Bit Seats"

"Ruggles of Red Gap"

"Uneasy Money"

"The Small Town Guy"

"Fools For Luck"

"Efficiency Edgar's Courtship"

m
-,
2®§SS9if

George Kleine System
Distributors

5fect|?n
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The Only Wild Animal Serial
Showincf on ang Screen Tods

See it at your nearest UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE
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A Genuine Harry Carey Thriller
Directed by Jack Ford
L ATSPECIA
ask you toTRACTION atsee
WE
a
Univers
nearest
yourthis
Exchange and compare it with ANY Western feature production you ever played
in your House. We will withhold descrip
tive advertising phrases on this productior
and let you be the judge of how big thi:
feature really is. It's 100 to 1 you'll boo!
it if you see it, and if you do — book it for a
least 2 days — and 3 if you have the oper
time. Book thru your nearest Universal Exchange. Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600
Broadway, New York.

Universal
Special Attraction

June 29, 1918
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Missing
cprosents

% (^ammountCfacture'

ft

AN INSPIRATION to the WOMEN
•TWTISSING" is one of the finest
of all the war plays, lor it is
first of all a tremendous drama of
love and sacrifice. Mrs. Humphry
Ward's famous novel uses the great
war as a setting tor a story as big
and as vital as the war itsell.
Your patrons are going to welcome
this J. Stuart Blackton production,

"Piciuaatioaftisoadltf
Supenksed by

...

JSTUAOTBLAClflOK

AT HOME

for it brings a definite message to
the people back of the line— the
message of solace that every wife
and mother is vainly groping for.
"Missing" is the motion picture of
the hour, the very play America
needs — a comfort and an inspiration to the women who have to
stay at home.
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These men advisei
3^ou to Bool<-*

conducts
Picture News
Motion
e
id
u — "run ed
a splend
select by
we have
whom burea
exhibitorsservic
the
as representatives of the industry,"
"They are all exhibThe News announces.
itors, men whose chief interest is the prosperity of the showman"
The News itself emphasizes the last sentence.
nHE

1
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The advice you get from these men is for only
one purpose — to help you make more money.
Twenty-six of the most successful exhibitors
in America tell you why they prosper.
It is significant that, almost without exception, these men are Paramount and
Artcraft exhibitors.

The Most Prosperous Exhibitors Are the Ones Who

Show

Cpammount cinct Urtcraft
Cfiictwws

THE
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'^paramount and
OHcraft
ures
For the

t
c
i
p
^
(
Good of Your

Box Office

Jsad what some of the members of the Motion Picture News Volunteer Board
say about these pictures
1DWARD L. HYMAN, Victoria Theatre,
] iffalo (Member of Advisory Board Exhibi1, *'s Service Bureau.) — "Paramount and
I tcraft Pictures have proven in every sense
i be money-makers as well as patron-makers.
uninterrupted
presentation
three yearsof
i' leParamount
Pictures
and theforexhibition
. tcraft productions since their inception, in
1 e Victoria Theatre, is one of the most flattering
1 >timonials as to their true merit. I never
i ive hesitated to use the Paramount and
. -tcraft trade marks in my advertising matter
; id upon the screen. They seem to serve as
i ivance guarantees of merit and satisfaction."
AM. W. B. COHN, Secretary and General
Manager Liberty Theatre, Spokane (Member
Advisory Board Exhibitor's Service Bureau.)
"The Paramount and Artcraft combination
making 'em sit up and take notice here in
Dokane
— and
that's going
aramount
and Artcraft
release some!
sends theEvery
fans
it of the house boosting! And when I say
very' I mean it ! "
LAROLD B. FRANKLIN, Manager Shea
[ippodrome Co., Buffalo (Member of Advisory
oard Exhibitor's Service Bureau.) — "Your
rganization has, to our mind, kept faith with
le exhibitor when you promised us Great
tars, Fine Plays and Splendid Direction."

FRANK L. NEWMAN, Pres. and Manager
Royal and Regent Theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
(Member of Advisory Board Exhibitor's Service
Bureau.) — "I attribute the success of my
theatres to Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
We have had a consistent policy of showing
Paramount and Artcraft Pictures exclusively.
An exhibitor who is not using Paramount and
Artcraft Pictures, I feel, is under a handicap in
making a success of his theatre and is not
giving the people what they want."
H. M. THOMAS, Strand Theatre, Omaha
(Member of Advisory Board Exhibitor's Service
Bureau.) — "Paramount and Artcraft Pictures
represent the very best standard of features
that can be obtained to-day."
E. V. RICHARDS, Jr., General Manager
Saenger Amusement Co., New Orleans (Member
of Advisory Board Exhibitor's Service Bureau.)
— "All good things speak for themselves and
in this instance Paramount and Artcraft Pictures
hold their own among the hundred million
souls of the U. S. A."
GEO. E. CARPENTER, Manager ParamountEmpress Theatre, Salt Lake City (Member of
Advisory Board Exhibitor's Service Bureau.) —
"A Famous Players-Lasky contract is our
biggest asset for continued prosperity."

Hundreds More Give the Same Advice.

Will You Heed It?

5 ADOLPH
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ZVLKORPres. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres CECIL B.DEIdlLUEDirvctorGenerul
<-. NEW

YORK_/

•

J
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If You Xevier M©adl
Aaiyf HimkjS Else 1
a year of kept promBACKED ises, by
by a year of clean-cut,
look-you-in-the-eye business
integrity, by a year of splendid production achievements which have
e
mad the name Goldwyn powerful
and respected everywhere, I am now
making our second annual announcement to the exhibitors of
America.

One year ago in June Goldwyn deliberately challenged the attention
of the nation's exhibitors by announcing its readiness to distribute
the then-new Goldwyn Pictures
under the great mercantile slogan:
"The customer be pleased!"
Today — twelve months later — 5,148
contract customers of our company
bear witness to the revolutionary
success of the Goldwyn principle
and the Goldwyn productions.
We have proved in a year to the industry at large that it is wise and
profitable to operate under a policy
of human-being service. We have
regarded our exhibitor-customers
and all other exhibitors with friendliness and respect instead of with
cynical contempt.

We have been enabled to do this be*
cause I have around me the finest
and most loyal organization ever
created in the motion picture industry; men of ideals — clean, powerful, able people who set out to build
good will for Goldwyn because they
knew that nothing in the world can
be permanently successful unless it
possesses the unquestioned good
will of the customers it serves.

In a year, with a very small percentage of mistakes, which any new organization isbound to make, Goldwyn has been a pace-maker; a
blazer of new trails, the discoverer
of new brains, the offerer of big
stars, powerful stories, fresh, new
personalities and the producer of
the newer types of stories which the
popular tastes craved and world conditions made desirable.
In the literary markets of America
today the agents and venders of
screen material are being urged by
other producers to "get us the kind
of stories that Goldwyn is producing." This means that for twelve
months exhibitors of Goldwyn Pictures have had the good fortune to
possess the forms of screen enter-

June 29, 19:
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Goldwyn

tainment the public was most anxious and eager to buy.
Having grown amazingly — having
led the way for a year— another
Great Advance is at hand.

The Goldwyn organization which
was equipped in its first year to give
you 26 productions, is ready in the
coming twelve months to double
this number of productions, giving
you and every other exhibitor in the
country more freedom and independence.
A great California exhibitor said to
me the other day: "It has been a
fine thing, and a lucky thing, for the
exhibitors of this country that Goldwyn was in existence during the
past twelve months. Goldwyn was
formed just in time to keep America's exhibitors from being ground
to pieces."
If a company with but 26 productions accomplished this for the exhibitors of quality pictures in its
first year of existence, think how
much greater freedom and independence Goldwyn will bring you in
its second year with its productions
doubled to in excess of fifty.

PICTURE

WORLD

pictures

Just as there is required in the big
world A BALANCE OF POWER, just
so is a similar balance imperatively
necessary in motion pictures. The
more than 14,000 exhibitors in the
United States would be in sorry
straits if they found themselves at
the mercy of any one motion picture organization.
An organization that has GERALDINE FARRAR, PAULINE FREDERICK, MAE MARSH, MABEL
NORMAND, MADGE KENNEDY,
REX BEACH'S stories, TOM
MOORE and other stars to be announced, has in its possession to
give to you the star names and
values and popularities to make any
exhibitors in the world successful.
We have all of these great assets to
give you in our second year — and
still more. We have created a Goldwyn magnetism, a Goldwyn power
of attraction and there surrounds
this company's name a feeling of
exhibitor trust' and confidence that
is making the great stars of the
screen wish to become a part of our
growing organization.
SAMUEL GOLDFISH,
President.

GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
16 East A-2 nd Street

New

York City
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This is the keynote of modern, ambitious, hustling America.
Fast trains;
wireless telegraphy, five-day boats to Europe. Americans employ them all
because of their speed. In theatricals the fast, snappy shows succeed. On the screen the
snappy, happy, joyous personalities more quickly win popularity. In screen comedy the cleanest,
fastest, freshest and most popular of all new personalities is

'""SSfr PARSONS
in

CAPITOL
26 a Year

COMEDIES

THE FIRST SEVEN

Every Second Monday

All Goldwyn offices are having tremendous success
in signing up not only the large houses but the
small ones as well. There is an additional "summer
value" in these happy comedies. Have you booked
them for your theatre?

May 6: "Bill's Baby"
May 20:
"Bill's Predicament"
June 3: "Birds of a Feather"
June 17: "Matching Billy"
June 30:
"Widow's Might"
July 14: "Dad's Knockout'

GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuki Goldfish

16 East 4-2>,</ Street

President

New

COMEDIES:

York City

July 28:

"Up a Tree"

^PICTURES

LEWIS J. SELZNICK

CONSTANCE

presents

TALMADGE

a

NIGHT,

GOOD

PAUL!"

A determined uncle from Canada, a scapegrace of a nephew caught in the midst
of a big fib, an alarmed partner, and Constance Talmadge as his cleverly
obliging wife — these are the ingredients of this swiftest of screen farces
You'll love it, from a box-office angle, and you'll
giggle just as muck as y\?ur audiences do.
Try it !
Directed by Walter Edwards
Adapted by Julia Crawford

1-Oers from

tl e libretto of Roland Oliver and

DISTRIBUTED

Charles

Dickson

BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue, hJew York Otry*

Marion
Directed

Davies in scenes f

fcn?

JULIUS STEGER

first Select Picture, "Cecil:*

Pink Roses."

"
^

BfejT: • ^ ^-

^5
'

^>
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CECILIA^In

PINK

THE

OF

ROSES''

American idyl of the true and beautiful

MARION

presenting lo\>el>>

in the first of her SELECT

DAVIES
PICTURES

It is your cue to act! Tkis attraction is backed o$ a whirlwind campaign of national publicity, record-breaking in its
extent and thoroughness.
Plaj) promptly for big profits!
DISTRIBUTED BT

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION

flfr)P'CTURES

"THE

CLAW"

A South African Romance by the author of "Poppy"
presented b$

CLARA

KIMBALL
AND

HER OWN

YOUNG

COMPANY

Tke Claw" adds another link to the strong chain forged
by Clara Kimball Young's recent successes, The Reason
Why,"
The House of Glass," and The Marionettes."

Clara Kimball Young in scenes
from her latest Select Picture,

Scenario by Charles E. Whittaker
from the novel by Cynthia Stockley

"The CW

Directed by Robert G. Vignola

DISTRIBUTED BY

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
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Available
June
the -Fourth
Twenty
at
Exchanges
of the
Mutual
Film
Corporation

Do

m anc e

Produced by

William

Russell

Productions,
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A

PLAY of love
and conspiracy —
An adventure drama with
punch and fast action —
Exciting and spectacular —
How a love affair ran afoul
an enemy plot —
Unusual box office
possibili ties —

COMING
July 8— Mary
THE

GHOST

Miles Minter

OF ROSY

in

TAYLOR"

July 2 2— Margarita Fisher in
•IMPOSSIBLE

SUSAN"

Produced by
American

Film Company.

Available at Exchanges of
Mutual Film Corporation

Inc.
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WANTED!
Stories for Bipj Feature Productions !
Manuscripts Worth $1,000 to $25,000

WE

want stories for a number of big feature productions
to be released next fall and winter. We offer $1,000
to $25,000 each for these stories. They must be BIG — worthy
of our investment.
Copy may be original manuscript, synopsis, scenario, famous
books or stories for which we can purchase motion picture
rights, or stage successes for which we can secure motion picture rights.
We are seeking the very best stories to be obtained anywhere
in the world. We are willing to pay big prices for them. No
author is too big, too well known, too famous for our purpose.
No restrictions whatever. This is a bona fide offer for the best
stories or plays obtainable. They will be produced at our
Santa Barbara, California, studios — one of the largest and best
equipped motion picture studios in the world.
Submit manuscripts at once to our General Offices, 6225-6237
Broadway, Chicago.

The American
SAMUEL

Film Company,
S. HUTCHINSON,

Pres.

General Offices: 6225-6237 Broadway, Chicago, Illinois

inc.

Alii
icial

Announcing
#

n ¥1€W

The films of

Italy

France
England
United States
Presented by Committee
George
DIVISION

OF

on Public Information
Creel, chairman

FILMS,

Charles S. Hart, Director

Released by PATHE

*****

° \a\"VTEE ON p,..*1

The Film Division of the Committee on Public
Information will release weekly, beginning June
24th, the

Allied Nations
Official War Review
This release in one reel will show current events
in the war zones over here and "over there"
our boys and our government working hand in
hand with our Allies.
These pictures are being taken regularly by
the U. S. Signal Corps and Navy photographers
and by the Allied General Staffs.
This reel gives the authentic, live, up-to-date
war news that the American public wants to see.
Every theatre in the United States should
book it.
Distributed nationally by
PATHE

EXCHANGE,

25 West 45th Street
New York

*»>

**

*

* *

° \aVTTEE ON p,J.*'x

Inc.
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Exhibitors everywhere
are having the same

00 00* 00
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PRODUCED BY $5.
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No better proof of
its drawing power
could be asked for:
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It is a friend Winner
for your theatre in
addition to being
a tremendous box
% of fice attraction

-5=5

WARNER.^

*•

.»
**ss»f**

DIRECTED
BY ^
/ILLIAM
NIGH 5
SCENARIO
BY s
HAS A LOGUE

*><!»

FOREIGN
RIGHTS
CONTROLLED
BY
ILLER
Zt WILK
ONGACRE
BLDG
NEW
YORK

1**

Directed

by

WILLIAM

NIGH
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Uncle Sam photographed it
Uncle Sam will be pleased if
you show it in your theatre
The First Official
War Film
Photographed by U. S. Signal Corps, Navy Department
and French General Staff
Presented by Committee on Public Information
Geo. Creel, Chairman

u

Through Division of Films, Chas. S. Hart, Director

Hurrah for
Round After Round oi
Sound Mighty Gooo

THE
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Wire Some Friend
in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, San
Francisco,
or anyunder
cuy where
Pershing's
is being shown
the auspices
of theCrusaders
various
patriotic bodies

and ask about the tremendous business it is doing and the wonderful
enthusiasm it is arousing.

Our National Family Photographs
that everyone wants to see
THEY SHOW

These official pictures will give the people of America their
lirst opportunity of seeing our boys in action in France; to
understand just what these months of preparation have
brought about in combating our common enemy; to enable
the worker in the munition factories, the toiler in the field,
in fact every man, woman and child who is doing his or her
part to visualize the results of their labor to the present time.
They will show those who so generously subscribed to the
Liberty War Loans, Red Cross, Knights of Columbus, Y. M.
C. A., Salvation Army, and other campaigns just what their
money has accomplished.

America
Ringing Cheers will
in Your Theatre

>

DISTRIBUTORS

»
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oi<$& of Awakened FxhibitoLT

The progressive exhibitors of
the United
States are thoroughly aroused to the need of
sounder business principles
and practices in the indus. try. They realize that, bound
together in a unity of command and strength, they can do
collectively what they are unable to
do individually.
This fact is evidenced by the large number of inquiries which have been received
regarding the Hodkinson Co-partnership
Plan. A recent folder setting forth seven
specific reasons why the Hodkinson Copartnership Plan merits the investigation
of every thinking exhibitor, for instance,
brought back requests for more detailed
information from exhibitors in 687 cities.
If you are one of the many picture theatre owners, who are keeping their e^irs
"close to the ground" these days, this action
of your fellow exhibitors will not be without its significance for yi

WHODKINSON
CORP
527 FIFTH WE. NEW YORK CITY
HODKINSON

SERVICE

AT ALL CENER&L FILM EXCHANGES
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PLAYS

PARALTA
PICK
I

BESSIE
in

Directed by
RAYMOND B. WEST

WORLD
i

QF THE PICTURES

BARRISCALE

"PATRIOTISM"
(Ready for Release
June 10)

Written by

R. B. KIDD

and JANE

HOLLY

Not a story depicting the strife of battle, but a vivid, patrioitic inspiration, the
embodiment of glorious femininity and exquisite art.

PARALTA
Foreign

WEST 48th STREET
EW
YORK
CITY

PLAYS, Inc. i

Distributors:
Inter-Ocean
Film Corporation
Canadian Distributors: Globe Films. Ltd.

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

HO&KINSQN
SERVICE
AT ALL GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
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HAROLD L10TO
has 400 days in
New York!

America's greatest city proves conclusively
this great comedian's surpassing popularity.
Among the New York theaters which
play every Lloyd comedy are the
Loew Circuit
Crescent Broadway Photoplay
Fox Circuit
Majestic Standard
M&S Circuit
Bunny
Plaza
Consolidated Amusement Grcuit Heights NewBrevoort (Brooklyn)
Keith's Prospect
77tV? Street Linden
»
David Picker
Schuyler Rialto etc. etc. "

If you want to see one reel comedies get
across with a bang, show Harold Lloyd!
Produced by Rolin
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Pathe

Beyond all question the best picture

GLADYS

HULETTE^

has yet appeared in

ANNEXING

BOLI^

with the popular leading man
A notable chapter of accidents, laugh
able and strongly dramatic by turns. It
will be thoroughly liked by every audience.
Produced ty Astra from tke rtory V klgaT Franklyn
Directed lay All>ert Parker

Vhetx your automobile
tits on all six cylinders

Touvc ^ohxd some!

When yjui^k the BIG SIX,youre totting
^mup fast on the Speedway of Success?
Start your Money Motor goitxt to day
by bookitig tliese two!
WILLIAM FOX pvesents

fllSKWiiEE

foy o4l(*x;a<w,<i<?a'- i>umas

A Tlieda Bara Super-Production-

PLUNDERER
OTHER

A vvilliatxx Fai-xiuxnBeJLuxePi-oduction*

BIG

SIX SUBJECTS

uh.ese Six Favorite Fox

Photoplays, Released
at the Request o£ 5000
ExliibitorsXemeBadk
with a R-uslx tiiaf;
Means Capacity to you
CWcwVevsiovisof'WorleLS'uccesseS'*
A
RE~EDITEI> RE-T1TXED REVISED*

THERE WAS'M
OATH"
SOI^IER^
'XAFOOI*
BONPMAN^
"THE
"THE TWOORPHAN^

^^
*&>

O X
FILM

CORPORATION*

f~Jr^~

A THRILLER !
Startling Sequel to The Blindness of Divovce" The higgest

money-maker
of the
season!
William Fox
r>™$enis

PEGGY HYL AND m
By E.Llatfd Sheldon.

Staged by Carl Harbaugh-

£4 Violation of the §oldenIlul%
that strikes back home
cAlsoamazing
these other

FOX SPECIAL
FEATURES
■ONEA-WEEX - 51-A-YEAR

Vever Jbave swh.
been
productionsexcept
*^ attainable
'as super-specials!

Awwnan's
iriimipli over
the wolves of IfevcVorJk society-

(GLADYS EROCKWELLi,

/^SCARLET ROAD

t
FILM CORPORATION*

The story of an alluring
nvaw 11 wh.o sold lie 1-self £oy fa. na e * * <

(VIRGINIA PEARSON

HER

PRICE

everybody latt^hs
r\di tKe Id ox

office man

WILLIAM
HENRY

FOX

laxtglns loudest

Presents

LEHRMAN'S

NSHINE
COMEDIES
■ ' in I'lui m 3

Keyhole"
Neighbor
"Wild ZAWomen
ands Tame
Lions"
'A. Waiters Wasted Life"
"A Self -Made Lady"
" My Husbands Wife"

^

r

The
laughter
that
money
means
to

These Scream
iV

^

Booh,
these
moneyyou
widlwrs

Creators

II i.

.AND

JEFF
ANIMATED

FOX

CARTOONS

FILM

CORPORATION

a

:he Tail of a Pig"
le Superintendents1
i Ksherless Cartoon ■•
Rmsorial Artists*

"Hospital Orderlies
"life Savers"
"Occultism"
They never miss fin?
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MARINES TRIUMPH !!
Heroes oFHour in Great Battle on Western Front

SHOWN

THEBA

"WILLIAM

IN ACTION

!

BAUA

TOX PRESENTS

ATheda Bara Super-Production - Directed hy J. Gordon Edwards

A PLAY THAT BLAZES WITH THE SPIRIT OF PATRIOTISM

FOX

FILM CCRPtfRATiaH

AMBUSHING OF REGIMENT
STORMING OF FORT
EXECUTION
OF PATRIOT
WRECKING OF PLANTATION

Every newspaper ablaze with stories of achievements ofUS.Marines ! Profit hypuhlic interest]

BOOK THIS POWERFUL
PRODUCTION TODAY-

A
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The Big STATES=RIGHT Serial
;r

m* Hand °f
Vengeance

,

An Amazing Serial for Independent Buyers]
Only 10 Episodes===20 Reels
The most successful exhibitors
Strive always
To please theater-goers
With novelty features
Of class.
This wonderful photo-serial
Is in a class alone!
Don't
Becausecompare it with others
It's different!
It's a sure-enough motion-p\c\ure\
Every scene
Is full of motion —
And every action
Is a picture artistic.
No hot-weather dullness
For theaters showing this serial.
It will banish from the mind
The
mercury —
The climbing
woes of war!
Hold the interest? —
There's suspense in every foot.
And when you see the thrills
In one episode
You simply have to see
The greater thrills
In the next!

6a a moot Co.
paris

FLUSHING, N. Y.

London

WARNING!
To all theatres run
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attractions three days to a weelo
SIX months ago Metro warned
you to keep your house free
to run big specials that would
make you money.
Metro warned you that otherwise you would be unable to
book these productions, or
would be forced to pay for
those you had to put on the
shelf.
It was true then, it is true now, it
will Jbe true all next season !
No big house closed to special
attractions can compete. Every
successful week-run Exhibitor
will book open time.
Take heed of this second warning. Next season is the season
for big pictures. Pick from the
open market!

Keep your houses cpem
Metro Pictures Corporation

I
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METRO

TALKS

<A/Oi/a/^ absolutely
^guaranteed in -this
product ion-beauty- charm,
wonderful settings and
phot
ography and the
star
best at her delightful
METRO

Pictures

Corporation-

(§

Metro Pictures Corporation,

presents

EMMY WEHLEN
TheKOUSE gf GOLD
in Katkarcne Kavanaugk's

Directed in A -Acts by Edwin Oar ewe
Jrom the scenario by June Mathis*

METRO
MAXWELL

KAPLGEIT

AA%y. of Productions

T*

THE
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%re vou sharinf

Mook them

THE SOUL

TOYS
of FATE
ivitk the Great

of a

NAZIMOVA

My Own United Slates
iviih

Mr ARNOLD DALY
LEST WE•witFORGET
h,
RITA JOLIVET
^MillionDolkr Dollies
with tlie
DOLLY SISTERS
REVELATION
zvith

NAZIMOVA

WOMAN
xuith wanderfid

EMILY STEVENS
and

The SHOOTING
ivlhrx
/DANM^REW

EDMUND BREESE
T^eiv Trtnts ^Kgw Tape r~
T^ew Advertising Matterbut the same
vital %rtppLvig dramas tlud
made these productions
triumphant

fi8r?t
^ A^3°l^
SICS™! | i>X_
CLAS
SCRE
MetroEN
Tictuxes
Corporation
£«.
,
_
/-^ „ ;£\^
ers
but
tri
Dis
iiiiij!i/!iiij]i!ii:M!iT!;ri!:i,iiiiiiiijiiiiinriiiii!:.r;niiHiiiiiiiiiiiii
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U-BOATS !
U*VERY
evil practice
industry.

in the motion picture business

is a U-Boat to the

"CINK
ON SIGHT" is the only policy to be adopted toward the evil
practice.
A S thoroughly and effectually as the United States sweeps the seas of the
pirates of the deep, Triangle sweeps aside practices that tend to torpedo the profits of exhibitors.
CTAR-EVIL, Secret-Agrcement-Evil,
Reel-Tax-Evil, Competitive-Bid-Evil,
Waste-Evil — they have all gone down before the quick-firing, cool and
practiced gunnery of the Triangle flagships.
/^" ENTLEMEN, there are men in charge of the Triangle who know what
your needs are, what your problems are, what your reward should be.
'"THESE men are proceeding with clear vision, far-sightedness and a keen
sense of your requirements to make the Exhibition of pictures something
more solid than a gamble.
[ TP to date, enormous success has attended the Triangle efforts.
HpURN which way you will on the high seas of motion picture progress,
you will meet Triangle exhibitors who are glad we are here to serve
them.

EXCELLENT pictures?
T OWER rentals?
Yes.

Yes.

INCREASED patronage and the respect of all those elements in the cora1 munitv who demand CLEAN pictures?
Yes.
f^ENTLEMEN
tpVERY
CTEAM'S

in charge of every exchange?

Yes.

reason in the world exists for your using Triangle service.
up.

Bunkers loaded with coal.

VyE'LL clear the Summer
O O. S. to

TRIANGLE

waters of Submarines.

DISTRIBUTING
1457 BROADWAY,

In Answering

Decks cleared for action !

Advertisements,

Please

NEW

CORPORATION
YORK

Mention the MOVING
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A R1ALTO DE LUPRESENT

lu ^

with -

is ine
palliations, e
ned
Unchast
nesWoman'^unea of the
tionably on
sfnl
wost sncces
ever
screen-plays
produced.

allToreign
rights
PIEDMONT PICTURES
CORPORATION

PRODUCTION

GRACE VALENTINE
THE UNCHASTENED
WOMAN
IN OLIVER MOROSCOS

e picA remarkaablworldly
ture of
omam
modern w
h all
drawn wit m
f
sympathy o

June 29, 1918

/MOST BRILLIANT DRAMATIC

SUCCESS

BY LOUIS K. AN SPACHER. SUPPORTED BY FRANK MILLS
AND AN ALL-STAR CAST. DIRECTED BY WILLIAM HUMPHREY
"Consistently fascin
ating. The un
chastened heroine is
the most fas.
gating study of curious wom
ankind that has been offere
d in many
-Bu
a day
."rns Mantle, in N. y. Evc M

"Remarkable for the
creation of a
jAaracter that in sheer bri
lliance is
little short of sensation
al."
-Louis Sherwin. i„
N. Y. Globe

GEORGE

DISTRIBUTORS.

blows."
home
driven

_Dramatic
sieag
by

Mirror.

and I*""*"
«A most brilliant aauthor has taken
The
the
„t
master
hand.
^.
y Review.
achievement,

KLEINE

EXCHANGES

SYSTEM

EVERYWHERE

THE
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"All South America Went Like That"
Little Talks with Foreign Buyers — No. 14

President

RECENTLY

we started a sales campaign in

behalf of Paralta Plays in every South American country. Selling a whole line of features — an entire program —
is a different matter from disposing of a SINGLE feature. But all
South America went like that! The buyers fairly gobbled the contracts up! Paralta quality and our recommendation were irresistible. Now, why
does Inter-Ocean's recommendation have weight with you, the Foreign Buyer?
Solely and simply because it IS TIED TO QUALITY.
You know that we tolerate
nothing else! You know that Inter-Ocean has time and again turned down films for distribution (to YOU) because they failed to reach a certain standard. You know the slogan of "Nojunk" that we have made famous. Inter-Ocean will not attempt to struggle with questionable
quality when its recommendation of perfect quality means instant sale, as in the Paralta instance.

INTERr OCEAN
INTER-OCEAN
BUILDING

"We

Operate

FIEA1
218 W. 42.„ST.
NEW YORK. CITY

Everywhere" — Largest
Distributors
of Films
in Foreign
Exporters of Speer Carbons and Fulco Accessories.

Fields

and

Sole

READY FOR WORLD SALE— 52 World Films a year, featuring
Ethel Clayton, Clara Kimball Young, Alice Brady, Carlyle Blackwell, and June
Elvidge; 24 Paralta Plays a year, featuring Bessie Barriscale, J. Warren Kerrigan,
Henry B. Walthall, and Louise Glaum; the great features, Ince's "Whither Thou
Goest," Rapf's "To-day," and "Mad Lover," Pyramid's "Inside the Lines,"
and "The Man of Bronze;" Selexart's "Honor's Cross," "Blue Blood," and
"The 13th Labor of Hercules;" the sure fire comedy brands, Vim, Black
Diamond,
Bingo, "Charley" (Mabel and Fatty) cartoons.

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention

the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.
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Act quick to get this greatest of money-makers for your territory. The keenest men in the business are closing their deals
right now.
Don't miss this opportunity!

Rev. Paul Smith Presents
His Own Colossal Film Triumph

It
X,

A Tense, Dramatic Plea to Parenthood
Based on Rev. Smith 's Successful Fight
Against the Vicious Barbary Coast
This is the seven reel picture woven around the great fight that drove vice
from San Franscisco. Portrays conditions that exist, or may exist, in every
sizeable city.
Every influence for good demands

this picture be shown

put the nation's length and breadth.
All co-operation
for buyers.
Rev.
Smith personally stands back
of this
triumph.
He has left no stone unturned l
to help you win sensational success.
A
complete campaign of smashing
advertising prepared by experts. Act nowto get this suresuccess! ^

through-

,

Over flow crowds liked this
marked each performance at
the Savoy, San Francisco.
Prices $.25, $.50, and $1.00

Arrow Film Corp.

W. E. Shallenberger, Pres.

Crane Wilbur, the famous
star, considers this the greatest triumph of his film career.

Times Building

N. Y.

^

SSltiij
flJJ'Uli'

ii ill":

jL* ~\ -

"We failed to take care of
'the crowds All previous records shattered," says E. V.
Glover, Mgr. T.& D. Theatre,
Oakland, Cal. This theatre
teats 3250 people.

'

9Rr^J
^^H *SbHH
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Massachusetts
Presents

ERNEST

H.

HORSTMANN
As Their Candidate (or

President
Mo ion Picture
Exhibitors League
of America

His Platform :

Organized Vermont, Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts and New Hampshire,
State Branch of
M. P. E. L.
Five years President
of Massachusetts
State
League.
Two years member
of the National Executive
Committee.

^
=
=
—
^=
^g

Present treasuier of the National Organization.

BB

He believes that there should be but one National Organization of Exhibitors;
that the Exhibitors League should belong to the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry and should pay their just proportion of dues to that body.
That the board of directors of the National League should be elected and
not appointed.
That the President of the League must be a bona fide exhibitor and should
devote his whole time to the interests of that body and have no other affiliations.

He believes in the absolute freedom
(Signed)
of the screen and the use thereof for
CT
unncTu*vv
II. HORSTMANN
ERNEST
seven days of the week.
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1845
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1850
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Meets
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Entered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter

Published Weekly

Chalmers

by

the

Publishing Company

IX

516 FIFTH AVENUE, AT 43D STREET, NEW YORK CITY
(Telephone, Murray Hill, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
J. F. Chalmers
E. J. Chalmers
James
L. H off
A. MacArthur, Jr

President
Vice-President and General Manager
Secretary and Treasurer
Managing
Editor
Advertising
Manager

The office of the company

is the address of the officers.

CHICAGO
OFFICE-Suite
917-919 Schiller Building,
St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
PACIFIC COAST
Angeles, Cal.

OFFICE— 610-611 Wright and
Telephone, Broadway 4649.

SUBSCRIPTION
United
States, Cuba,
Mexico,
Rico and Philippine Islands
Canada
Foreign
Countries
(Postpaid)

64

West

Callender

Randolph

Building,

Los

RATES.

Hawaii,

Porto
$3.00 per year
3.50 per year
4.00 per year

Changes
of address
should give both old and new addresses in full
and be clearly written.
Two weeks' time should be allowed for change.

ADVERTISING

Willi I1'. the Moving Pu i use World madi
t ion quite plain on tin- subjei t m a |
editorial itdesire to reiterate the •
ed belief
thai there is no valid n<
the title of a
picture to be reissued.
There is but oni
For
changing a title, and that is to lead the uninformed to
believe that a new picture is being shown. That the old
title is printed in very small type under the new on
the purpose
il the de< eption without
seeming to and is a device well known to all showmen.
It does not change the original purpose, which is to deceive. Reputable business men should not resort to such
methods.
* * *

RATES.

Classified Advertising — One dollar for twenty words or less ;
over twenty words, five cents per word.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
NOTE — Address all correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to
MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 516 Fifth Avenue, at Forty-third Street.
New York, and not to individuals.
CINE-MUNDIAL, the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Picture World, is published at 516 Fifth Avenue by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South American and Spanish-speaking
market.
Yearly
subscription,
$1.50.
Advertising
rates on application.
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Facts and Comments
picture trade papers which are edited by
MOTION
the business manager find many excuses for
printing objectionable advertising, the rejection
of which would decrease the amount of the week's cash
receipts. It ill becomes a trade paper to put money above
principle and there is no truth in the statement that it is
impossible for the publisher of such a paper to vise every
bit of advertising copy offered for publication by him
whether it comes early or late. No trade paper is obliged
to accept advertising that is of an objectionable character and there is no time in the course of the work of
putting an issue of a paper together that objectionable

its issue dated June 15 the Exhibitors' Trade Review, founded by Lee Ochs and controlled by his
friends, declares that the exhibitors of this country
want amalgamation and organization.
It prints the .statement boldly thus :
We believe that the exhihitors of this country want
organization — that they are anxious to sec an amalconfidence.gamated exhibitors' body which they can join with

Our esteemed contemporary is undoubtedly right
in its conclusion that exhibitors of this country are
anxious to see an amalgamated body which they
can join with confidence. It is because of lack of
confidence in the men who control the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America that there are two organizations today, and unless the Trade Review has become totally blind in its partisanship it knows the exact
reason for the existing lack of confidence and it also
knows the precise remedy for the conditions it pretends
to deplore. Confidence can be restored and amalgamation effected in but one way: the selection of men who
have the confidence of the entire industry to direct the
affairs of the National League along legitimate lines. If
the Trade Review is really serious in its desire for a
united trade organization it should begin by recognizing
the indisputable facts and being honest with the trade.
*
While we hold no brief for the American Exhibitors'
Association we do know that the leaders of that organization stand on practically the same ground they occupied at Chicago a year ago. At that time they left the
National League as a protest against the bulldozing
methods of the Ochs crowd. Nothing has happened in
the interim to change the situation. Ochs is still in the
saddle and is still planning to continue his grip on the
organization. It is apparent to exhibitors everywhere
that he has done nothing for the organization during his
two years as president, and there is no promise that anything will happen in the future toward the betterment of
the National League. If the men who are chosen at
Boston to administer the affairs of the League can give
sufficient guarantee that they will conduct the organization for the benefit of its members, and not use it to exploit their personal schemes, there is a possibility of gaining the confidence of all exhibitors, after which amalgamation will be easily effected.
* * *
THUS

far the Moving Picture World has consistently refrained from showing preference for any
one of the men mentioned for the office of president
of the National League, but a statement has just come to
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its notice that is reported to have been made by E. H.
Horstmann of Boston, who has been mentioned as a candidate for that office. Mr. Horstmann is credited with
this statement:
Mr. Horstmann, in declaring his platform, said
that the National president should be free from all
entangling alliances such as trade papers and film interests and stated that within a week he would be entirely free to devote all his time strictly and impartially to the best interests of the League if elected
national president.

While Mr. Horstmann was hand in glove with the
Ochs crowd at Chicago last year and has since been interested insome of Ochs' private projects, he is a bigger
man than Ochs and is not dependent upon the success
of any of those projects. He is a man of large mentality
as well as large means and, if he could assure the exhibitors of the country of his singleness of purpose in
behalf of the National League and his complete severance of all connection with disturbing elements and "entangling alliances" mentioned by him, he would be able
to accomplish great good for the exhibitors of this country if elected national president. If Mr. Horstmann is
in earnest when he says that he will sever all such connections he should be able to convince all the trade of
that determination because he is a forceful man and a
man of his word.
We shall see.

In the Long Run
By Edward Weitzel.
ideal condition for the exhibitor would be to
show nothing but exceptional features. Unfortunately, as the name indicates, their output is limited. When one is booked, however, there is an excellent
reason for extending its run, aside from the monetary
return shown on the exhibitor's books. This consideration is of vital importance and should spur the theater
manager to force as many profitable week's business out
of a sensational feature like "The Kaiser," "My Four
Years
in Germany" or "Tarzan of the Apes" as his house
will stand.
AN

The engagement of a phenomenally successful picture
is bound to have a favorable effect on the business of the
picture following it. Leaving out the facts that during its
extended run the exceptional feature never fails to make
new patrons for the theater and that the old clientele will
have experienced the added satisfaction that always accompanies the showing of a big winner, the time that
elapses before the patrons of the earlier weeks of the
run are offered a new attraction is sure to find them
hungry and eager for the next photoplay.
All the supporters of a moving picture theater do not
attend it every week. If, in place of booking fifty-two
features a year, the manager of the one week run house
extends the engagement of certain pictures so as to limit
the number of his bookings to forty he stands that much
better chance of getting the cream of the releases and of
giving his patrons an opportunity to vary their amusement diet without missing any of the pictures shown at
his theater. This rule holds good, in a different degree,
in every class of house where the usual engagement can
be extended.
No possible aid to attracting patronage should be overlooked. Constant repetition will, in time, dull the edc;c
of even a movie fan's appetite for the screen. Whet his
desire by filling his favorite seat in your theater with new
patrons as often as possible. He will be the more anxious
to be among those present when the next picture goes on.
The new patron will come under the same influence.
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Passing Along the Torch
By Louis Reeves Harrisox.

an idea in your play," wrote Clyde
you inculcate
IF Fitch,
"so much the better for your play and for
your audience." This is also the opinion of
Augustus Thomas, who believes that the theater is of
vital importance only when visualizing some idea in
the public mind at the moment. Therein lies nearly
all rational pleasure of the drama.
To do this naturally, sympathetically, or thrillingly,
the author must be an artist as well as a thinker. He
vitalizes Truth.
Every fine drama can be compared to a soul feast.
The drawing power of the billboard is that of the
printed menu.
"Come in and enjoy yourselves, ladies and gentle"This looks good on the bill of fare — let's go in and
Is it fair to give people stale food, half-cooked,
badly-served?
men."
You
it."know very well that fresh material is the most
try

palatable.
You know very well that what is old and trite, tales
timeworn and threadbare, may not have been spoiled
by age, nor even worse for the keeping, so far as the
ingredients are concerned, but there has been lost the
sparkle that gave them flavor and they now taste flat
and insipid. In presenting a picture of humanity and
its problems, the audience naturally prefers those
being solved, or which are to be, rather than those
well-forgotten.
It is particularly the tendency of the newspaperreading public of this country to watch with keen
interest what is going on now and to speculate upon
results in the future of present-day action and conduct.
We are great believers in our self-realization as a
nation.

We are aroused at this time by new and serious
thoughts.
The screen drama can be made one of the most
...
powerful mediums on earth.
crisis.
this
at
mind
public
the
in
It can visualize ideas
Powerful drama would be that presenting our spirit
of sacrifice.
It would be a great torch to light the way of those
who follow.
future
of many
path
the
illumine
It would
generations.
It would bring comfort to hearts now almost
despairing.
moment?
Why not visualize what is in our minds at. this trying

Here we are a great and intelligent nation, engaged
in upsetting all our methods of life and systems of
social control, submitting to restrictions of personal
freedom after a go-as-you-please existence of many
generations, turning over our tremendous railroad
system to Government control and kicking out the
presidents, attempting food conservation and coal
the Red Cross, subregulation, giving generously to
scribing our best to Liberty Bonds, paying income
a realization
taxes, taxes on excess profits, all with that
its rights
that the nation must be supported, and
every
almost
in
g
providin
hour,
an
such
at
supreme
are
act of our lives high dramatic material, live stuff, fairly
throbbing with big themes— why not visualize it on
the screen?
What happened before the war now seems ages ago.
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Why not vitalize ideas in the public mind at this timei
Why not show the spirit which is stirring all
America ?
All around us arc characters beautiful with new enthu
siasin, comic with it in sonic cases, tragic in others.
We arc amused at ourselves, surprised at ourselves,
proud of ourselves what we arc doing is in our minds
— it is the "vital" stufl that Mr. Thomas speaks of,
that which strikes home to audience receptivity,
whether by direct methods or by those more subtle.
Let us see ourselves as we arc on the screen.
Other generations will read by the torches we light
now.
Every play fired with spirit will kindle that of the
present public.
We are showing a spirit opposed to nature and instinct, opposed to individualism and grasping selfishness, not because we fear the integrity of our nation
is at stake, not because our ideals are on trial, but
because there is a great sense of justice and right
within us all, that the freedom we have so fully
enjoyed under enlightenment should be denied no hungering soul or aspiring nation on earth. Why not let
our great light of sane principle and lofty unselfishness shine now before men and for all time to come
so long as liberty shall endure.

Maids of the Millions
By Robert C. McElravy.
You may cut, you may alter, the film as you will,
But the charm of the girlies will hang round it still.
THAT is not the way the poet wrote the lines, but it
is undoubtedly what he meant. You have to interpret poets that way, because if you took their exact
wording for anything, it would land you nowhere in particular. This is especially true of some of our modern
bards.
But we started out to talk about moving picture
actresses and not about poets.
It is a task not to be lightly undertaken. It is like
entering a garden of roses and saying, "This is a beautiful
rose and that is a beautiful rose," while all the time there
are other roses of equal beauty blossoming about one.
To attempt to discriminate is to invite disaster. No doubt
it would be far wiser simply to retrace one's steps and
say, "This is a magnificent garden," and let it go at that.
As applied to moving picture addresses, it would be an
undoubted truth, and when truth is all-inclusive it is
bound to be pleasant.
We should say, without reservation, that about 51 per
cent of the success of moving pictures has been due to
the superior charms of its actresses. This will more than
balance the dramatic, the comic, the educational, the historical and all of the other attributes of the films put together. What is going to happen to the girl? That is
the consuming problem we are all worrying about. It is
all very well for the villain to contrive his nefarious
schemes to attract our attention ; it is all very well for the
hero to strut and pose before our admiring gaze ; it is all
very well to explode bombs and burn up buildings and
run automobi'es over the cliff — but what about the girl ?
We can have no peace of mind until we know everything
is well with her.
Without a proper feminine interest it is safe to say
moving pictures would have made slight progress as general entertainment. And when posterity takes up the
moving pictures that have been handed down by the
present age it will no doubt be quite as interested in the
way Mary Pickford did up her hair, when it wasn't hang-
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ing in curls, as in anything else. Posterity will be no more
grateful i"i a record "i our firsl struggles with the aii
plane and stihniai me than n wiH for having immortalized
the
gentle hack
curves
of Mabel Normand's ankle and Kitty
< .' 'i don's
!
What a wealth of feminine rosea there are in this gi
moving picture garden to Ik- sure.
It would he a rash
individual who attempted to enumerate all who have
loaned their irresistible appeal to draw millions of daily
observers to the lihns. lint there can he no great harm
in going part way, at least.
\\ i- could mention, for instance, the unfailing naturalness of Dorothy Phillips, the sheer beauty of Mas Allison, the sprightly charm of Constance and Norma Talmadge, the grace of Hetty Compson, the radiance of Alice
Brady, the daintiness of Marguerite Clark, the lure of
Theda Bara, the pulchritude of Pauline Frederick, the
juvenile freshness of Mary Miles Minter, the bloom of
June Elvidge, the magnificence of Irene Castle, the vivacity of Carmel Myers, the comeliness of June Caprice,
the winsomeness of Mae Marsh.
We could mention the stately appeal of Ethel Barrymore, Elsie Ferguson, Mary Garden, Alice Joyce, Rita
[olivet, Olga Petrova, Virginia Pearson, Clara Kimball
Young and Nazimova; we could speak of the daring
grace of Pearl White, Marie Walcamp, Helen Holmes
and many others ; we could name for their brilliant attractiveness Bessie Barriscale, Lina Cavalieri, Mary MacLaren, Jewel Carmen, Enid Bennett, Billie Burke, Louise
Glaum, Viola Dana, the Dollv Sisters, Dorothy Dalton,
Vivian Martin, Mae Murray, Madge Kennedy, Jane and
Katherine Lee, Florence Reed, Emmy Wehlen, Lillian
Walker, Charlotte Walker, Helen Ware, Emily Stevens,
Olive Thomas and Edith Storey.
But you can see how absurd it is to make the effort.
It begins to sound like a roll call, and besides there are
no more adjectives left. It is sufficient to say that the
film world knows what it owes to its actresses and is duly
appreciative.
As for the actresses themselves, they may miss the applause of an immediate audience, but there are many compensations in acting for the screen. Not the least of
these is the knowledge that their performance is as accessible to the small towns as the larger ones, and that their
fame is of world-wide rather than of merely local appeal.

Is This the Open Market?
By Epes W. Sargent.
editorial in these columns suggested
an
LATELY
that a manager seeking blood and thunder stuff
might obtain it through the State Rights renters.
Most readers remembered the gory State Rights subjects of five and six years ago and realized that these
were what were meant, but one objector remarked,
"The State Rights film is at least the nearest approach
to the open market," and he is right. Perhaps it is the
nucleus of the eventual open market.
The State Rights dealer is merely an exchange permitting the manager to select his own film from the
stock in hand, if we except the efforts of the salesman
in writing "permitting." The manager does not have
to take the entire output to obtain one desired subject.
The program exchange is nothing more than a State
Rights dealer who, under the pressure of the companies
whose films he handles, can sell only his entire program, or at least, only series of films and not single
titles. The program exchange has but a single merit
to plead.
It insures the steady delivery of film of an
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average standard. The exhibitor does not have to
worry as to the supply for next week or next month.
Were it not for this fact, the program exchange would
have become extinct long ago.
The State Rights dealer, plus the booking agent,
seems to be the real solution to the problem, or at least
a possible solution. The booking agent representing
the house hires film in accordance with his judgment,
matching the film's "open time" as well as he can to
make easy the jumps. He books on his own initiative
or at the direction of his client, but he looks where he
can get the film and deals with all agencies instead of
one or two.
The success of such a scheme will depend largely
upon the honesty and good judgment of the agent
employed, but while there may arise many evils, out
of those evils may come eventual good, for then only
the good films will be purchased for the exchanges and
only the best of these shown in the houses. It will
largely do away with stuff released merely because it
has been made, and the producer might as well spend
a few hundred dollars additional trying to get back the
thousands already spent.
In England the film hirers and circuit agents are
doing practically the same thing now, and the system
seems to work well. It may also be the answer to the
American problem.

Criticisms and Comparisons
By Robert C. McElravy.
COMPARISONS are said to be odious, but it is
often difficult to see just why they should be so
considered. In criticism they must be indulged
in as a rule, for comparisons are almost the basis of
criticism. Without contrasting the relative values of
books and plays we might never get a clear understanding of them. And if one work of art appears to suffer
in this contrast with another, it is unfair to blame the
comparison itself, for it is merely an accessory after and
not before the fact.

The writer of this article has been subjected to some
adverse comment for pointing out so assiduously the
present ascendancy of moving pictures as compared with
literature and the stage. If the writer has sinned in this
respect, it has been with no intention of being unpleasant
but rather the contrary. There is no use blinking and
dodging conditions when they exist. The best way is to
look the facts squarely in the face and see if this does
not aid in applying a remedy.
We must confess to a certain pleasure in trying to get
a fresh measure of the strides that have been made^in
the production of moving pictures. But if we have had
occasion to mention the rather debilitated conditions of
the sister arts, it has been largely because they are forms
of entertainment which make comparison inevitable.
The success of moving pictures, to our way of thinking, has been something in the nature of a revolt against
the artificialities of our literature and the legitimate
stage. Moving pictures are a going and a growing art ;
they are alive with human sympathy and are up with
the tunes. They attack problems, reflect life and awaken
intellectual curiosity. They are not commercialized in
the ordinary sense of the word at all. though they are
often erroneously said to be. A great deal of money
has been gathered together at times to exploit them but
it has been spent lavishly and often thrown away in
foolish and unprofitable exploits, by fresh hands in the
business. But the screen itself has never been held down
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to the fixed and woodenish rules which prevail so largely
in the sister arts.
If we have at times mentioned the shortcomings of the
stage and literature it has been with no idea of announcing a discovery. They have been mentioned before, quite
pointedly, and by the very persons most concerned with
this condition. Almost every creative artist in this country, engaged in the writing of fiction or plays, has recorded some sort of a protest against the existing situation. Only a year or so ago the New York Times, in its
Sunday book department, ran a series of articles in
which leading authors lamented openly the unsatisfactory
state of American literature. Many publishers joined
in this outcry, and playwrights and theatrical producers
have frequently expressed themselves in a similar way
with reference to the stage.
There should be no disposition on the part of moving
picture interests to rejoice at the flattened condition of
these other arts. All are interdependent to a great extent, and the situation is at most merely temporary. The
screen is yet new and has no necessity for shaking off
the mossgrown and artificial methods that cling to the
established arts. It knows nothing of the difficulties of
breaking fresh ground with tools dulled by long usage.
Itstilling.
own tools are sharp and adapted to the virgin soil it
is
Some day there is going to be a break in the theatrical
and literary world. The pressure of these new times,
with their unparalleled problems of heart and soul and
mind, will not be denied expression in artistic form.
The authors and playwrights who have in the past been
held down to cold, commercial standards will produce
novels and plays written to suit themselves, and the publishers and producers are going to bring them out, just so.
When this revival of the great arts comes the moving
picture will find its real test of worth. That it will meet
the test is not for a moment to be doubted, for it has
already won a distinctive and lasting place in the hearts
of the public.

Now for the War Savings Stamps
FRIDAY, June 28, has been named as War Savings
Stamp Day and in the meantime it is urged that
all loyal citizens will so adjust their affairs that
they may pledge themselves to invest a maximum
amount of their savings in War Stamps. The grand
total to be raised through this popular form of security
is $2,000,000,000. At this time but little more than ten
per cent, of that amount has been taken. The campaign which ends on June 28 is expected to complete
the two billions. President Wilson has issued the
following appeal, which indicates the necessity:
I earnestly appeal to every man, woman and
child to pledge themselves, on or before the 28th
of June, to save constantly and buy regularly
Government securities. The person who buys
War Savings Stamps transfers the purchasing
power of his money to the United States Government until after the war. May there be none
unenlisted in the great volunteer army of production and savings.
WOODROW WILSON.
Now is the time to commence. How much can you
turn over to Uncle Sam each week? Figure it out
carefully and then sign your name on the dotted line
for that amount each week for the rest of the year.
You will get it back with interest compounded in five
years. The more you put in now the more you will
have when the war is over.
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Active Work for Film Exporters h ■ ■
Volunteer Body Journeys to Washington to Present Difficulties
New Exporters'
Association
Also Meets
for Second Time
THE

second meeting of the Now York colony of film
exporters, managers
of export departments
of producing organizations, managers
of the foreign departments of film accessory
houses, and foreign buyers
either now on a visit to New York or having permanent
buying offices here was held Thursday, June 13, at the Hotel
Astor. Much was accomplished toward furthering the completion of the newly created association.
First oi all the title was selected, so that henceforth the
body will be officially known as Film Exporters of America.
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, oi the Arrow Film Corporation
and Thanhouser interests, was elected temporary treasurer
to complete the temporary officers selected last week. These
were David P. Howells, temporary chairman, and Harry
G. Kosch, temporary secretary. Every firm represented at
the meeting contributed an equal amount to the "preorganization expense" fund. It was decided that a charter
be drafted, and that the association incorporate under the
membership corporation law of New York. The committee
to take charge of this detail comprises Dr. W. E. Shallenberger as chairman, Louis R. Thomas, and Harry G. Kosch.
It was decided that these temporary officers continue in
•*rfice until the charter is drawn up, and all members of the
exporting fraternity of the world have been formally invited
to the next meeting, when the permanent officers are to be
elected. This event has been scheduled for next Thursday,
June 20, in the evening at 8 o'clock at the Astor. Every
exporter should make it his duty to attend this most important session.
The committee consisting of David P. Howells, chairman;
Louis R. Thomas, Sidney Garrett, Harry G. Kosch, and
Joseph R. Miles, which was appointed for the purpose of
conferring with the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry regarding an affiliation, reported that Secretary Frederick H. Elliott, of the National Association, had
called a meeting of the executive committee of the latter
body, which was in session at that very time considering
the situations created through the existence of the Film
Exporters of America and its overtures toward establishing an affiliation.
Later it was learned that this executive committee had
further appointed Messrs. P. A. Powers, Gabriel Hess, and
Walter W. Irwin to serve as a committee constituted with
full powers to meet with the committee of five representing
the Film Exporters of America and make final decision in
the matter and method of affiliation as the Export Division
of the N. A. M. P. I. This division already exists, though
at present consisting only of a few members, among which
are Reginald Warde and Paul H. Cromelin, of the InterOcean Film Corporation, who presides as chairman of this
branch. Up to the time that this article was written the
National committee of three and the exporters committee
of five had not arranged their joint session.
A period of the afternoon was devoted to the report of
the group of six men consisting of Paul H. Cromelin, who
served as chairman; P. A. Power, of the Universal; Reginald
Warde, Millard Johnson, of the Australasian Films, Limited;
Sidney Garrett, of the J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., and David
P. Howells, of the firm bearing his name, who volunteered to
journey to Washington at the recommendation of the N. A.
M. P. I., and did meet with various heads of the War Trade
Board, Bureau of Public Information and Customs Bureau.
Those assembled expressed their appreciation at the way
in which the committee handled the situation in Washington, and agreed that the peculiarities of the motion picture industry had been so effectively set forth by Chairman
Cromelin and his associates that relief was even already in
evidence. For those who were not in attendance at the
meeting, as well as others not directly members of the exporting fraternity, who, nevertheless, are interested in the
activities of the committee during their two days' stay in
the nation's Capitol, the following statement by Mr.
Cromelin to the Division of Customs is herewith presented :
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action "i the War
Prade Board, and that any effort with a view to im
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You promised, non
to endeavor to work out a plan tor the actual administration ot tho
order, while it remains In force, in the manner which, whll
pllshlng the desired results, will i>o framed with a view to avoiding tho
imposition of unnecessary burdens upon the industry.
in tins
mnectlon permit us to submit the followin
1. If the new rules require that for each and every shipment of
multiple copies ot any given subject to different foreign countries the
same motion picture must time and tlnio again be submitted to dIM
committees who may be called upon to view It and pass upon whether
It Is to be permitted to be exported It will result In great and unary multiplication of labor In respect to the same subject matter.
2 It an exporter must order from the manufacturer and pay .for all
the copies of any given subject Intended for export to any particular
country, have each and every print of the same subject censored, and
the case sealed prior to making his application for export license to the
War Trade Board, which license may or may not eventually Issue for
tnat particular territory, it would result in practice in putting most of
the smaller exporters out of business :
(a) They could not finance tho transactions;
(b) If the license were refused they would soon be ruined, for they
could not afford the luxury entailed In standing such losses. They
purchase and pay for the rights to and prints of a given subject for a
limited and restricted territory.
If the license is refused they would be absolutely unable to ship
the production to or use it In any other territory or within the United
States under heavy penalties.
It is in this respect that the motion picture differs broadly from any
ordinary article of merchandise.
All motion pictures issued in the United States are eventually exported to a greater or smaller extent dependent upon their International
appeal. We suggest that the pictures be censored for export by the
custom officials at the time they are passed upon for use in the United
States by the National Board of Review. That If approved for export
without deletions or alterations, or if with certain deletions or alterations, the manufacturer be licensed and each given picture passed as
approved by giving an export license number. The manufacturers could
then dispose of as many prints as may be required for each of the
respective foreign markets, guaranteeing to the exporter that he is delivering a motion picture which, in the form delivered, is exactly as
licensed by the customs.
The department, if it saw fit, might require each and every print to
be resubmitted for examination, or it might require the manufacturer to
deliver it to the exporter sealed and under guarantee that the film was
an exact copy of the motion picture previously censored and approved
under No
and this particular copy or copies might be deposited without being opened by the exporter in a shipping case with
other licensed films which it was desired to export and sealed In the
presence of the customs authorities if such a course seemed necessary
or desirable and in the public interest.
Another and an entirely practical method would be to submit to the
customs one copy of a motion picture as to which an export license is
desired. If approved, an application would be filed with the War Trade
Board for the necessary permit. When this is actually received, assuring the exporter that his application is approved, he would then order
the number of copies of the subject required in the country to which
he wished to export. These copies, when received, would be exhibited
to the customs officials, and, after examination, sealed and exported.
Such a method would seem to be entirely practicable, working but a
minimum of inconvenience to the exporter, and would seem to accomplish all that Is being sought.
2. We have pointed out how desirable it would be. having in mind
the peculiar contractual relations existing in the motion picture industry
which require films to reach foreign countries in time to be used to
fill contracts entered into, to have such an order deferred in its application until some future date as would give us time to get notice to
our foreign clients and a cabled reply, but meanwhile not holding up
and delaying the prompt dispatch of such films as are now on order.
We suggested that the new rule go into effect as of July 6. You have
promptly indicated your intention immediately to meet us to the extent of honoring all licenses which have heretofore been granted by the
War Trade Board without requiring the films to be subject to further
censorship, and for this we wish to express our appreciation.
3. In respect to negatives shipped abroad the only country to which
these are sent to any extent is Great Britain. There are commercial
reasons which make it desirable and to a certain extent imperative to
send negatives to England if the American manufacturer wishes to
compete in the British market. The negative usually remains In England for four to six months. To subject it to a screen examination by
running it through a motion picture machine would mean to run the
risk of ruining it. Every scratch and defect caused thereby would
appear in each print made thereafter. These defeats, when magnified
thousands of times when the positives made from such a negative are
thrown on a screen, would in all probability cause the manufacturer to
refuse to permit shipment of negatives at all, and thus a large, Important, and growing business would be destroyed.
As a practical method of meeting the situation the exporter ought to
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be permitted to submit a positive copy of the picture, the negative of
which it is desired to export, and the manufacturer and exporter make
oath that the negative sent is an exact negative of the positive motion
picture submitted and approved.
In conclusion permit us to remind you of the very strict British censorship now in force, which would make it quite impossible to send to
England for exploitation there a negative containing anything which
might be considered inimical to Great Britain or any of our other
Allies.
Once more thanking you for the courteous and kindly interest you
have displayed in the matters presented, and with every assurance of
the desire on the part of the members of the committee and of all of the
motion picture industry to co-operate with yours and the other branches
of the Government in these critical times, I remain,
Very respectfully yours,
For and on behalf of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, Export Division,
PAUL H. CROMELIN,
Chairman.

In addition to the above results secured through Mr.
Cromelin and his associates a definition as to the Government's interpretation of "educational films," which are hereafter to comprise 20 per cent, of all
shipments made to
foreign countries, was sought. The definition as it will
finally apply seems to be a most liberal one, which, though
differing considerably from the accepted film version of
the word "educational," nevertheless provides for considerable scope in character and availability of product.
More details will be forthcoming concerning the relief
obtained through the volunteer Washington delegation as
George Creel, head of the Committee on Public Information, is due in New York, where he has arranged a conference for certain of the representatives of the film industry, on Saturday, June IS.
As matters stand, Mr. Cromelin's report that the representatives of the film industry were everywhere received
with appreciation and courtesy should go far to allay the
needless worries of the exporting fraternity. The Government is not unmindful of the patriotic and efficacious service the film industry is rendering and will continue to
render until victory in the war has been achieved. It shows
a decided disposition to make its new and necessary regulations disturb the tenor of the business as little as possible.
Present at the meeting on Thusday were Gabriel Hess, of
Goldwyn ; Jacobo Glucksmann, New York representative of
Max Glucksmann, Argentina; Dr. E. W. Shallenberger, of
the Arrow Film Corporation; Messrs. T. Oswald and F. J.
Bird, of the Nicholas Power Company; W. E. Kesting, of
the Western Import Company; Sidney Garrett, of J. Frank
Brockliss, Inc.; Ben Blumenthal, of the Export and Import
Film Company; Frederick Knocke and Manuel Zone, of the
Cuban Medal Film Company, West Indies; Joseph R. Miles
and E. S. Manheimer, of Miles & Manheimer; Jose M.
Aragon, of Gillespie Brothers & Co.; H. R. Habicht, of the
Piedmont Pictures Corporation; Chester E. Sawyer, of the
Caribbean Film Company, Havana, and Central American
Film Service, Central America; E. Wineberg, African Films
Trust, Limited; Leroy Garfinkle, representing Sociedad General Cinematografica of Argentina, Spain and Portugal; C.
P. Mattson, John Olsen Company, Scandinavia, and H.
Mayer, of the Corona Film Corporation.

Ruppert Plans a Film Clearing House
Beer and Baseball Man Believes He Can Eliminate a Lot of
Overhead
in Picture
Distribution.

THE rumors that have been floating around filmdom to
the effect that Colonel Jacob Ruppert, brewer and
owner of the New York American League baseball
club, had been attracted to the industry received confirmation last week in the announcement of the incorporation on
May 6 last of the Film Clearing House, a New York corporation, with Colonel Ruppert as president. The purpose
of the organization is to eliminate the vast distributing
overhead expense that is said to make the exchange end of
the business unprofitable in too many instances.
Colonel Ruppert made this brief statement: "I think I
have a plan that will improve the film distributing situation.
But it is a little more than a plan. It has already been
presented to some of the leading exchange systems, and is
receiving their serious attention. And I am still investigating. Until my investigations have been completed and the
entire field sounded, I prefer to say nothing further."
The Moving Picture World leai ns t hat the Ruppert company plans to consolidate' the shipping work of the exchanges— to act as a complete forwarding service to the
exhibitor without touching the sales end of the exchange
business. Colonel Ruppert is said to feel that one "clearing
house" in a locality can df the physical portion of the distributing work now accomplished by fifteen to twenty
branch exchange offices, lie expects to eliminate the neces-
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sity for these fifteen to twenty branch offices with his single "clearing house" — at which the sales staff of each exchange system represented will have its separate headquarters. For at no time does Colonel Ruppert, according
to this information, intend to sell film — just to distribute it.
His attention is said to have been originally called to the
need of such a clearing house by an item in a trade paper
to the effect that one city with thirty theaters had twelve
branch exchanges.
The World's informan said further that none of the exchanges which had been mentioned in connection with consolidation plans for similar "overhead saving" purposes was
financially interested in the new organization, nor indeed
was anyone other than Colonel Ruppert. The latter had
realized, said this man, that no company could hope to act
as the clearing house of a number of competing exchange
systems unless it was clearly independent in a proprietary
sense of all of them. Col. Ruppert is said to be going into
this venture for the sole purpose of making a permanent
business of it, as with his other lines.
Along with exchange systems independent producers will
be represented. Negotiations are pending with three such,
who already have arrangements for selling and therefore
require distribution only. A temporary office has been
opened at 18 East Forty-first street, New York. Other officers announced are Fred Dennett, vice-president and general manager, and Colonel Ruppert, Asbel P. Fitch and William M. Seabury, directors.

American Films Kill German Propaganda
Interesting Letter from Traveler in South America Describe*
How
Kaiser's Agents
Distributed German
Subjects
Under Spanish Titles.

THE insidious manner in which Germany sought to
push its propaganda in South America through films
made in Germany, retitled in Spain and sent to South
America from Spain and of the manner in which American
films have ousted the German propaganda pictures and
established a much more cordial feeling toward the United
States in all South American countries is interestingly told
in a letter received by World-Pictures from John E. Moore.
Mr. Moore penned the letter at Punta Arena, Chile, while
held up in that city during the time that his vessel coaled
before proceeding through the Straits of Magellan.
"During this trip of mine through these South American
countries," wrote Mr. Moore, "I have made some interesting discoveries regarding the manner in which Germany
was able to distribute its propaganda films through South
America so thoroughly despite the fact that she was cut
off from any direct intercourse. The propaganda films were
made in Germany, then shipped to Spain, where they were
retitled in Spanish — the prevailing language down here —
and then shipped here from Spain. Many of the films were
given to theaters free of charge; others were placed with
theaters by German commercial travelers, who, while
ostensibly not connected with the German government,
plugged for the propaganda films in town after town after
completing
their regular
day's inwork.
Naturally the German
films were widely
distributed
this manner.
"Now, however, I am glad to say that American films
have pushed the German pictures into the discard, and it
will be a big satisfaction to American producers to know
that it is the superior entertainment value of films over
any other make which has done this. South Americans like
our films; in fact, I may say that they are crazy about them.
This delight in American films is doing far more than any
diplomacy could possibly do in cementing the friendship
of the Lmited States and South America.
"In this connection," Mr. Moore concludes, "you will be
interested in knowing that World Pictures are represented
in all the picture theaters I have so far attended here in
South
America."is a prominent New England business man,
Mr. Moore
whose interests make it necessary for him to take yearly
trips to South America.
MRS. BOILEAU SUPPORTING
LOUISE HUFF.
Mrs. Philip Boileau, wife of the late artist, whose beautiful magazine covers and illustrations made him famous from
one end of the country to the other, has been signed by
World-Pictures to support Louise Huff in her World production, "T'Other Dear Charmer." Mrs. Boileau, who posed
for her husband constantly' and who is known as a most
beautiful woman, screens perfectly, and it is expected her
appearance in "T'Other Dear Charmer" will make a decided
impression.
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Film Exports Show Steady Decline
Reveal
of Commerce
Department
by
Compiled
Figures
Inroads of War Conditions on Business of Industry.
the film exporters more or less at sea to know
WITH
just what the government is going to do in the matter
of permitting motion picture films to lease the United
States, ami under what conditions, the figures just compiled
by the Bureau of Foreign ami Domestic Commerce of the
irtment of Commerce on our foreign trade are of exceptional interest
There has been a continuous falling off in our him exports.
In each of the following statements the figures are for ten
months ending with April of the year named. France, which
in the 1916 period bought from us 14,154,383 feet valued at
m the
$359,177, bought only 8.-117,14° feet valued at $321,694,
1917 period. During the ten months ending with April.
1918, our exportations to that country amounted to only
1.734.8l>7 feet and for this France paid $166,125.
England, our other great ally, bought from us during the
1916 period 93,868^224 feet of exposed him. That was 50 per
cent more than the total of our sales to all the world during
She paid us $o,7°7,_'88 for the stock. Amerithe 1918 period.
can-made films were prime favorites in Great Britain, but
the war cut down its demands until in the next period there
was sent over there but -'8,246,319 feet, valued at $1,985,531,
and even this volume of trade was cut in half during the
ten months ending with April, 1918, the figures being 12,633,260 feet and the value 81,264,920.
Our Italian trade during the 1917 period took a big slump,
for while our shipments to that country totaled 15,855,240
feet, valued at $412,917, during the ten months ending with
April. 1916, during the ten months ending with April, 1917,
the exportations had totaled but 5,752.941 feet, valued at
$152,159, and during the ten months ending with April, 1918,
the figures were 1,704,199 feet, valued at $49,274. The dearth
of shipping space and the various import embargoes are
plainly apparent in the figures covering our trade with all
of these European countries.
Canadian Situation More Satisfactory.
The Canadian situation is far more satisfactory, although
the increase in our business with that country does not by
any means make up the losses sustained in the falling off
in the purchases of European countries. However, Canada
bought during the ten months ending with April, 1916,
8,971,994 feet of American film, paying $685,162; during the
ten months ending with April, 1917, these figures w^ere increased to 11.503,038 feet and to $879,581, while during the
ten months ending with April, 1918, the total went to 12,961.974 feet, with the value placed at $966,269.
Newfoundland and Labrador, during the 1916 period,
bought 1,631,050 feet of exposed film, valued at $104,469.
The next ten months' period showed only a slight falling
off, the figures being 1,614,370 feet, valued at $78,299, but during the period ending with April, 1918, the footage totaled
only 786,418 and the value $17,668.
Australia during the 1916 period bought 5,291,338 feet, for
which she paid $374,252. The 1917 period found this increased to 7,808,751 feet, valued at $581,008. A slump came
during the ten months ending with April, 1918, and there
was exported to that country but 3,589,605 feet, valued at
$279,463.
Our total sales during the ten months ending with April,
1916, amounted to 141,50g,027 feet, valued at $5,929,699. Of
this 11,838,097 feet, valued at $457,192, went to countries other
than those mentioned above. This total showed a considerable falling off during the ten months ending with April,
1917, the footage amounting to only 109,964,110 feet and the
value to $5,648,676. Of this 36,519,252 feet, valued at $1,389,■646, went to countries other than those mentioned above.
The ten months ending with April, 1918, showed the greatest slump, the total being 68,247,869 feet, valued at $4,414,407.
Of this amount 34,837,516 feet, valued at $1,670,688, went to
■countries other than those mentioned above.
Our exportations of unexposed film for the ten months
ending with April were : 1916, 62,601,495 feet, valued at $1,:830,108; 1917, 27,616.288 feet, valued at $716,453; 1918, 37,464,732 feet, valued at $968,187.
Raw Stock Imports Show Decline.
Figures have just been completed by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce showing the value of our
importations of films for the ten months ending with April,
1918, together with a comparison for a like number of
months ending with April, 1916 and 1917.
While our purchase of raw stock during the 1918 period
-exceeded that of the 1917 period, the figures show a falling
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our importations during the rut) peoit as compared with
riod. Tins trade, like that of all other industries and 1

has tallen oil due to l.iek ol t ran ipol t.it ion spa.., llowing
extent, .uid ex|
tO lOme
demand
Oi the domestic
down
and import embargoi During the 1916 peu.nl th
brought into the United Mate-, sensitized but unexposed
motion picture films to the extent of 52,730,606 feet, valued
663,827. During the 1917 period the importations totaled
40,373,010 feet, valued at $624,018. During the 1918 period
these figures were increased to 43,642,403 feet, valued at
The
importation
of m
during
the 1916 period
reached 627270 feet, valued at $166,535. A lug jump came
during the 1917 period when we brought in 835/68 feet, valued at $434,199. During the 1918 period the negative, rea< bed
$675
635,091 feet, valued at $157,576,
Of positives there was brought into the American market
dunne, the 1916 period 5,854,747 feet, valued at $199,210; during
the L917 period, 3,111,556 feet, valued at $146,728. and during
the 1918 period, 2,874,402 feet, valued at $142,183.
CLARENCE L. LINX.

Frederick Truesdell
FREDERICK TRUESDELL, who plays the role of Maiin the new Metro production, "A Man's
come Gaskell,
World."
starring the talented actress Emily Stevens, is
one of the best known actors of the day on the American
stage. His versatility has gained him fame in light opera as
well as on the dramatic stage and his success in the motion
pictures is the result of his achievements in other lines of
acting. His theatrical career was begun in stock, where he
had the thorough
training
which
has helped
him to his
present laurels. One
of his best known
successes was gained
in "Daddy Long Legs,"
the Henry Miller production with Ruth
Chatterton. In this
play
createdMr.
the Truesdell
leading
role. He also will be
remembered for his excellent work in "On
Trial," and in "The
Three became
of Us,"thewhich
later
first
picture to be produced
byAmong
Metro. his earlier
roles in light opera
were
those Girl,"
in "Alma,"
"The Show
"The
Pink Lady," and "His
His screenthe career
Highness
Boy." has
also been unusual in its
rapid success and he
has many big roles to
his credit. He has
been seen in the Metro

Frederick

picture, "The Great
Power," among others,
and for other companies he has played
in "The Man Who For-

Truesdell.

got," "The Beloved Adventure" and "The Marriage Market."
Mr. Truesdell's work in "A Man's World" is strong. The
role in which he is seen is that of an unscrupulous man who
believes that there is one code of morals for a man and
another for a woman. He plays this part with distinction
and force which is most convincing.
LILA

LEE

NOW

IN

CALIFORNIA.

Lila Lee. the new fourteen-year-old star of Paramount
pictures recently announced by Famous Players-Lasky, has
left New York for the Lasky studios at Hollywood, where
she will start work immediately on the first of the series of
productions in which she will be starred under the terms of
her five-year contract.
Miss Lee's first picture will be "The Cruise of the MakeBelieve," a widely read story from the pen of Tom Gallon.
It is said to provide a role perfectly suited to the personality and talent of the young actress who, as those familiar
with her work in vaudeville are aware, can easily pass for
several vears above or below her actual age, as the case may
be.
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At Annual Outing New Englanders
Play Games, Eat, and
Raise $1,000 to Push Presidential Campaign of
Favorite Son.
ONE of the most successful outings held by the New
England motion picture exhibitors took place at the
Pemberton Inn, Hull, on Tuesday, June 11, when 125
members of the Massachusetts and Rhode Island branches
of the Exhibitors' League of America, along with their
guests among the exchangemen and- other exhibitors indulged in field sports, a baseball game, and enjoyed a
banquet.
The dinner served as a big boost for the National exposition to be held in Boston, July 13-20, and for the candidacy
of Ernest H. Horstmann for president of the National
League. Over $1,000 was subscribed to the fund to boost
Horstmann for National president. Mr. Horstmann, in declaring his platform, said that the National president should
be free from all entangling alliances such as trade papers
and film interests, and stated that within a week he would
be entirely free to devote all his time strictly and impartially to the best interests of the league if elected National
president.
Samuel Grant, manager of the Boston National exposition, told of the grave problems now facing the industry —
the Government classification of the industry as essential
or non-essential, and the proposal to double the war tax
of all theaters. He asked all the exhibitors who were on
committees for the convention to be organized so that
when called upon they could act quickly and effectively.
He said the fate of the exposition and the motion picture
industry itself hinged upon what the Government intends
to do as to its classification of the industry and as to the
war tax.
Exhibitors Get Away Early.
The exhibitors and guests assembled at Rowes wharf,
Boston, at 10:15 a. m., and boarded one of the large steamers
of the Nantasket Beach line for the sail down .the harbor
to Pemberton.
Shortly after landing at the beach the annual baseball
game between the exhibitors and the exchangemen was
under way. Jacob Lourie, of the Modern and Beacon theaters in Boston, captained the exhibitors' team, and his
colleague in the battery was Stanley Sumner, of the Fenway theater in Boston. Samuel Moscow, of the United Film
Corporation, of Boston, and J. Jennings, of the Pathe exchange, were the battery for the exchangemen.
On the sidelines the din was like that of a bombardment.
The exhibitors gathered on one side and the exchangemen
on the other. About twenty-five pitchers were "booed"
out of the box before the game was over.
The score by innings was :
Exhibitors
3-5-5-7-0—20.
Exchangemen
6-7-0-0-0 — 13.
The results of other contests were as follows:
Fat
second. men's race. — Won by Robert Clark; Stanley Hand,
Three legged race.— Won by Edward McAvoy and Harry
Segal; second, Harry Campbell and Elmer Daniels.
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Hop, step and jump. — Won by L. A. Fabre ; Harry Segal,
second.
440-yard dash. — Won by H. Meyers; J. B. Levine, second.
Tug of war. — Won by the exchangemen.
100-yard dash. — Won by Edward McAvoy ; N. Meyers,
second.
Walking race. — Won by P. F. Lydon; M. Berstein, second.
The committee in charge of the games was Harry Wasserman, Bert Cornell, and Abe Montague. The general committee of the outing was Ernest H. Horstmann, Harry
Wasserman, Stanley Sumner, Abe Montague, Jacob Lourie,
and Elmer Daniels.
4>
At 4:30 o'clock, Mr. Horstmann
announced
dinner.
A
bevy of cabaret girls started making merry, and kept the
banqueters in good humor during their fine repast.
Wants
Exchangemen
Back in League.
P. F. Lydon, president of the Massachusetts and Rhode
Island branches, opened the exercises after dinner with a
short speech. He advocated the getting together again of
the exhibitors and exchangemen. He said it was a mistake
at the last annual meeting to throw the exchangemen out
of the exhibitors' league. He said there was a fine spirit
of co-operation and good fellowship between the two
branches of the industry in New England, and he hoped
that at the next meeting of the exhibitors the matter of
reinstating the exchangemen who wish to become members
of the league and all others closely allied with the inwould be approval
carried through.
Mr. Lydon's plan met
with thedustry
instant
of all present.
Manager Grant was called upon for a speech. He said
he had just returned from a very important conference in
New York. He said that two grave questions confronted
the motion picture industry; first, whether the Government would declare the industry essential or non-essential;
second, whether the Government would double the war tax
now in force.
Mr. Grant said that these questions were so vital to the
industry that he was compelled to give up his business in
regard cision
to upon
thethese
exposition
dematters.andHewait
saidthe
thatGovernment's
if the industry
was found non-essential it meant that 80 per cent, of the
motion picture operators would be drafted into some kind
of war service. He said the chances of the Government declaring the industry non-essential were about ninety to
one, but still the developments of the war from day to day
were such that few could foretell what might happen.
A vote was taken declaring Mr. Horstmann the unanimous choice of the gathering as candidate for the national
presidency of the league. Mr. Grant paid high praise to Mr.
Horstmann as the logical man for next president of the
league.
Mr. Horstmann was introduced, and was greeted with
loud cheers. He spoke briefly of his career, and said that
if the industry was declared non-essential that the price of
film would go up 100 per cent. He said it would be impossible to import film into the country. He made an earnest plea for the closer co-operation of the entire industry
and the getting together of the exhibitors into one body.
Jacob Lourie followed Mr. Horstmann, and declared Mr.
Horstmann the right man for president of the National
League.
He called for donations for a campaign fund for

Coming(Secretaries
League
andto Send
Other
Are Requested
Dates and Exhibitors'
Particulars Promptly) Conventions
Pennsylvania State Exhibitors' Convention
At Headquarters, 1331 Vine St., Philadelphia
National Exposition Moving Picture League of America at Boston
American Exhibitors' Association, Business Convention

June 24 and 25
Week July 13 to 20
Week August 20
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Mr. Horstraann. There were several cries of "I'll give $25."
The donations came so fast that for a time all was confusion, and they could not be tabulated.
Manager Harry Campbell, of the Fox exchange, urged
a big fund for Mr. Horstmann, and spoke feelingly of the
debt the industry
owed
to Mr. lloistinann.
He Concluded
by saving, "I'll give $100." Manager Mullen, of Universal,
equalled this amount, and Harry Asher, of the Famous
Players-Lasky exchange, gave $150.
Inside of 15 minutes over $1,000 was donated for the
campaign fund. The exhibitors spent several hours in social
gatherings, and at a late hour returned to Boston declaring the outing the greatest ever.
Before the party broke up it was voted to hold another
outing later in the season for the joint pleasure of the
exhibitors and exchangemen.
Roster of Those Present.
Film ; T. H.
Those present at the outing were Harry Campbell, FoxChirk,
General
Burke, Marlboro; William Shapiro, Fox Film; Nathaniel
Film- F Q Snodgrass, Boston; L. Hacking, Boston; Fred Murphy,
Pictures;
Select
Selmick,
J.
D.
;
Vitagraph
Sawln,
United Film; C. W.
C N Rogers, Select ; Edward Farrell, Doston ; Joseph Mack and \\ . H.
Leahy Select ; Manager Stanley Hand. Assistant Manager S. Rubenstein G. A. Rogers. E. E. Weakley. S. Flame. K. Harris, J. Jennings,
and L O. Maas, all of the Pathe exchange; Harry Wasserman and H.
Burns,
Dodge. Eagle theater, Roxbury ; B. 11. Ludwlg, Boston; W, R.R.ganlels,
; E.
Newport, Vermont ; Robert W. Cobe. United Pictures
William
Corn,
A.
A.
Boston;
Montague,
A.
Lynn;
theater.
Dreamland
Boston
L Sherry service; I. M. Mullen, Universal: CharlesE. Harris,
Jones, Olympia
theater Charles \V. Frazer. United Booking office; I.
National
theater, Boston; A. 11. Mauley. Boston; Harry G. Segal, First
Exhibitors' Circuit; E. McAvoy. Globe Feature Film; R. W. Gilman,
Thomas Spry, Metro; M. J. Lydon. DorDorchester; Louis Mayer and
chester • J. B. Connolly; Edward Kline. Major Film; Harry Weiss,
Boston ; John Casey, Censor of City of Boston ; Jack Leonard, Amherst.
Manager Harrv Asher, Assistant Manager Joseph McConville, John
P McConville, High Robinson, Walter H. Patten, Harney Asher, and
Fall
Boas,branch
Louis
exchange;
the Famous
Stone,F all
S*
Maine
of the
S. Black, president
Alfred Players-Lasky
G ofAdams,
RiverFrank,
Billy
Mayo,
Harry
League;
Exhibitors'
Picture
Motion
the
of
Boston M. P. Supply Company; G. M. A. Fecke, World Film; Max
; Joseph DiPesa, Samuel Grant, manCarmusin. John Callahan, Boston
ager of the National Motion Picture Exposition ; Dennis Shea, Boston ;
Boston ; C. H. Ross, Lancaster thetheaters,
Frank Hookilow, Olvmpia
ater Boston, R. J. Cohee, R. W. Drown, Cambridge ; R. D. Marson,
and Herman Rifkin, all of
LaFoboro,
E.
H.
Holbrook,
Boston ; H. S.
Film ; S.
Eastern Film service ; J. B. Levin and James Donovan, General
; Samuel Merchant and
Photoplay
Boston
Golden,
E.
;
J Strong Boston
River ; Robert Clark, Kleiue-Edison ; Joseph WoodHasse, Fall
Samuel Clinton
; E. H. Brand, Tremont exchange, Boston ; X. Meyers, I.
head
E Bolan Providence, R. I. ; B. F. Lydon. Boston ; C. W. Hodgedon,
Wakefield; William E. Dowling, Central Square theater, Cambridge;
Ernest H. Horstmann, Boston; R. Eyester, S. Frankel, Lawrence ; J.
Louris of the Beacon theater, Boston ; Samuel Moscow, United Film
George
service ; Samuel Steinfild, Boston Photoplay ; George Sharon,
Rosendorf,
Wehlan, Boston ; Harry Basset, Boston ; H. M. David, Harry
Square
Bowdoin
Somerby,
Al
;
Boston
Cornell,
E.
T.
Boston ■ B. H. and
s of the trade
theater,'
papers. Boston ; Boston newspapermen and representative

National Association to Meet July 19
in Boston— Four
Be Held
Will
Session
Annual
Companies Elected to Membership.
THE second annual meeting of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry will be held at the
Copely Plaza Hotel. Boston, on Friday, July 19, in accordance with the resolution which was adopted at a meeting of the executive committee of the association held on
Thursday, June 13.
Prior to the annual meeting the four branches of the association, comprising the distributers, producers and exchanges, supply and equipment companies, and the general
division which includes individuals, trade publications and
exporters, will each meet for the purpose of nominating
seven directors to be elected at the annual meeting in Boston. Authorization was also given for the preparation of
proxies for all members so that they may be represented
and instructed to vote at the annual meeting, at which time
the Board of Directors for the ensuing year will be elected.
The directors so chosen elect all of the officers.
That there is evidence of a desire to support the National
Association in all of its important activities, especially during the present crisis, is proved by the fact that four important companies were, June 13, elected to membership.
The Baumer Films, Inc., and the Educational Films Corporation of America were assigned to the producers' division; the Australasian Films, Ltd., was assigned to the exporters' division and the Exhibitors' Trade Review was assigned to the trade paper publications' division. Announcement was made that six other companies had given their
assurance that they would file their applications for membership and there is every reason to believe that all of the
few remaining companies which are not actively identified
with the work of the association will soon be enrolled as
members.
Consideration was given to the application of a number of
exporters who desire to affiliate with the National AssociaSecond
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tion, and it was decided to refer tin- matter to a committee
consisting of Walter W. Irwin, chairman;
I'. A. Towers and
Gabriel
I Hess, iwith mil powei to act on behalf ol the Ejc«
n titn e Commitl

Virginia Showmen Hold Contention
American Exhibitors' Association Also Conducts Exposition
in Richmond Which
Is Attended by Players — Jake
Wells Re-elected
President.
By Sam Spcdon.
Till, convention and exposition of the American Exhibitors' Association of Virginia was held at the Grays'
Armory, Richmond, June 13, 14, 15. The first session
of the convention was scheduled for 2 p. in. of the 13th.
In the absence of Jake Wells, the president, who was
unable to attend on account of severe sickness, Manager
Harry Bernstein, of the Colonial theater, as his representative, addressed the handful of exhibitors present. At
Mr. Wells' request he suggested that the opening of the
convention be deferred until 2 p. m. the next day. This
suggestion was agreed to.
In the evening the. exposition was formally opened by
Mayor Ceorge Ainslie of Richmond. He complimented the
exhibitors on the educational value of the pictures they
were showing, the great work they arc doing in co-operation with the Government and the fine patriotism displayed
by them. He especially commended them on the example
they had set other communities by reviewing their own
films and eliminating any objectionable features in them.
In conclusion he extended a hearty welcome to the visiting
delegates, and expressed a sincere wish that the guests
would enjoy themselvs and make the exposition a success
so that the motion picture people might see fit to repeat it.
Manager Bernstein, chairman of the entertainment committee, announced that the proceeds of the exposition would
be given to the sick babies' milk fund, the committee of
which expressed a hope that it would realize the necesbalance to total $1,500 needed before midnight of the
closingsary day.
Booths representing the Pathe, World, Metro, First
National, Vitagraph, Super Features, Inc., Select, Paramount-Artcraft and Nicholas Power Company were assigned
prominent space and brought into notice by their individual
decorations. In addition to these were many other booths
representing local interests, as well as candy and light
refreshments, flowers, and booths at which visitors were
asked to take chances in winning a doll or some other
souvenir of an amusing nature.
The hall was artistically and tastefully decorated with
the allied flags and Chinese lanterns. At one end a large
stage was set as a forest scene, with running waterfalls
made brilliant with colored lights. On the stage a jazz
band of ten pieces discoursed seductive music, to which the
guests danced almost incessantly. At the other end of the
hall was hung a large screen, on which were shown moving
pictures, viewed by those in the galleries, uninterrupted by
the dancers. The festivities were continued until midnight.
Convention
Opens
on Friday.
The convention was called to order at 3 p. m. Friday by
C. E. Goeghegan of Chase City, treasurer of the A. E. A.
Charles E. Toney, of the Theato, Richmond, secretary, was
about to read the minutes of the previous convention, but,
on motion, these were dispensed with until a later session.
Mr. Goeghegan occupied the chair because of the continued
illness of Mr. Wells and the non-attendance of the vicepresident.
The chairman set forth the objects of the convention and
then called upon C. C. Pettijohn to address those present,
and he urged upon the delegates the necessity of holding
state conventions annually to set forth the power of organization as a demonstration of the strength of the motion
picture exhibitors as a united body.
Mr. Pettijohn explained the merits of affiliated booking,
and gave in brief the plans of the Affiliated Distributing
Corporation. He stated that already there were sixty subscribers to the local unit from North and South Carolina,
and needed forty more — thirty from Virginia and ten from
Tennessee — to make up a necessary unit of one hundred.
Mr. Pettijohn said in conclusion he would arrange a
special meeting, at which he would explain the plans in
detail and answer the questions of those who might be
interested and cared to subscribe. This annonucement was
received with approval.
Rose Tapley, at the request of the chairman, addressed
the meeting and urged the need of promoting the pictures
by the exercise of individual censorship.
She also appealed
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to the exhibitors to show nothing but the best pictures,
thereby strengthening the influence of them in the great
work that might be accomplished and already demonstrated
in the aid they had given the Government towards a victory
in the present conflict for universal democracy.
Dan Oestrecher of Petersburg moved that a committee
of exhibitors be appointed to review all pictures to be shown
in Virginia to avoid all possible objection. The chairman
suggested that the matter should be deferred until the
evening session, which, after motion to adjourn, was set
for eight o'clock.
A sightseeing tour at 4 p. m. was arranged for the stars
who arrived on the 7 a. m. train. Eight automobiles drew
up at Murphy's Hotel and drew away with the following
well-known picture favorites: Edith Storey, MargueriteSnow, Lillian Walker, Madge Evans, June Elvidge, Marguerite Courtot, Rose Tapley and King Baggot. At 6:30 a
banquet was given the stars and their guests in the Gold
Room of Murphy's Hotel.
Friday Evening's
Session.
The eight o'clock meeting of the convention was called
to order by Presiding Officer Goeghegan. The main subwas rendered
the settlement
of Attorneywith
H. L.
bill ject
for discussed
services,
in connection
theKelly's
state
censorship question, which was held in committee at the
adjournment of the state legislature of last spring rind the
passing of the license bill at the same session. This license
bill was of considerable importance to the exhibitors of
Virginia, whereby their license fees were changed from
$15.75 a week where there was an admission charge of 15
cents to to a yearly license fee of $25 to $60. For example,
take a town of from four to twenty thousand inhabitants
the license is now $60 a year instead of $15.75 a week. In
. towns from one thousand to four thousand inhabitants the
license fee is now $25 a year instead of $15.75 a week, or
$819 a year, with the privilege of charging as high as 30
cents admission. Mr. Kelly's bill was referred to the ways
and means committee for settlement. After calling for a
report from the rules and by-laws committee tne meeting
adjourned until Saturday morning 9:30 o'clock.
Upon the return of the moving picture stars from making
a tour of the various theaters in behalf of the W. S. S.
drive, at which they disposed of a large number of the
stamps, they were presented to the large attendance at
the exposition hall. There were at least a thousand persons
in attendance, and toward the close of the general merriment the prizes were awarded to those who were chiefly
concerned in the affairs of a "country store."
Jake Wells Re-Elected
President.
The closing session of the convention was called to order
at 9:30 a. m. It was hoped that Jake Wells, the president,
would preside at this meeting, but by the advice of his
physician he had to return to his home at Norfolk, where
he is reported to be a very sick man. A full quorum of
members being present the convention proceeded, with the
election of officers for the ensuing year as follows: Jake
Wells, president; Mrs. A. E. Thorpe, of the Hippodrome,
Richmond, vice-president; Harry Bernstein, secretary, and
C. E. Goeghegan, treasurer.
All elections were unanimous.
A motion made by R. D. Craver that the convention recommend to the A. E. A. members of Virginia the affiliated Distributing Corporation and that they join ill completing the
unit of its section was unanimously carried by those present.
The convention, on motion, adjourned to reconvene at
Ocean View, Norfolk, on August 25 and 26 to transact uncompleted business and inaugurate the new officers.
At the exposition hall in the evening, where the grand
ball was held, the throng was so great it was uncomfortably
crowded, and it was remarked that never before had Richmond beheld so many people under one roof. Much credit
is due Harry Bernstein, as chairman of the entertainment
committee, for his successful management of the exposition and his untiring efforts in making it so. The presence
of Governor Davis and Maj'or Ainslic in the grand march,
with all the picture stars, added much to the brilliancy of
the closing exercises.
All the stars remained over Sunday to participate in the
public meeting held at the Coliseum by the war stamp
auxiliary of Virginia.
DETROIT
EXHIBITORS
HOLD
MEETING.
There was a Fairly good attendance of exhibitors present
at the meeting
Thursday,
June 6,and
at King
the Hotel
troit. M. \Y. WcGee
presided
Perry'Fuller,
acted Deas
secretary.
C. C. Pettijohn was the guest of honor.
Owing
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to the small attendance, it was decided to postpone the annual election until June 13.
The plan of the Exhibitors' Booking Corporation was also
discussed and the members showed a great deal of interest
in the proposition. It was announced that nearly seventyfive exhibitors had subscribed for stock.

Special

New York Rectifies Delegates' List

Convocation
Exhibitors'
League
Chooses
Representativesof State
for National
Assemblage.

FRIDAY morning, June 14, at the Hotel Astor, represenof the Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
of the
State oftativesNew
York met
for the
purpose League
of rectifying
the list of delegates and alternates to the Boston convention
of the National League. President Sydney Cohen was in the
chair. In addition to assigning representatives to the Hub,
two important resolutions were adopted.
William Brandt, of Brooklyn, proposed the following resolution which was unanimously carried :
"That the exhibitors of the State of New York in convention assembled go on record as indorsing the movement to
develop
the special
children's
mornings
in the motion
picture
theatersmatinee
in eachon ofSaturday
the cities
of the
State
patrioticresolution
communitywas
rallies."
The into
following
also introduced by Mr.
Brandt and was passed with enthusiasm:
"That the exhibitors of the State of New York go upon
record as urging its members to help in every way possible
in the sale of Thrift Stamps in the motion picture theaters
throughout the State and to make Thrift Stamp Day on
June 28 a very successful drive, and that the secretary be
instructed to notify William G. McAdoo, Secretary of the
Treasury, and other necessary officials regarding this
Sydney Cohen moved that the convention go on record as
resolution."
indorsing the movement inaugurated by the Bureau Council
recommending that Governor Whitman be asked to recommend to the next Legislature a constitutional amendment
providing for self government by all cities. The motion
was passed.
The following is the official list of delegates as decided
upon : Messrs. Howard, Manheimer, Hartstall, Charles Haring, Edelstein, Roberts, Elliott, Buettner, Lederer, Stockhammer, Levine, Grossman, Sanders, Cole, Gersen, Vinegrad,
Wittman, O'Reilly, Sydney Cohen, Rhonheimer, Berman,
Suckno, Hilkemeier, Needles, and Linton.
The list of alternates is as follows : Messrs. H. Haring,
Koenigswald, Lyons, Steiner, Weinstock, McCarthy, Powers,
Cella, Shapiro, Silverman, Zuckman, Soloman, Maross,
Wrightmeyer, Goodman, Hartman, Saphier, Grossman,
Schwartz, Ostreicher, Anson, Sol. Coleman, Rachmein and
Duffy.

Receipts from Graduated Tax Decline
Current

Ten-Month
Period Shows
Loss of $148,591 Over
Corresponding Time of Year Before.
THE amount of taxes paid by an organization or group
of organizations may be said to reflect the degree of
their prosperity. If this is true, then, the period between
July 1, 1917, and April 30, 1918, was not particularly a prosperous one for the theaters, museums, circuses and other
amusement places subject to the seating-capacity tax. This
is the tax graduated between $25 and $100.
For the ten months ending with April 30, 1918. these amusement places paid into the Treasury of the United States
$608,158.73. This shows a decrease from the payment made
during the ten months ending with April 30, 1917, when the
payments totaled $756,749.80. During the month of April.
1917, this tax netted the Government $20,028.17. During April
of this year the returns amounted to $18,581.58, showing a
decrease of $1,446.59 for a single month.
April was a comparatively prosperous month for the Government in the way of collections from the admission taxes,
the Treasury being the richer by $3.9S8,S6S.79 for that month.
For the period between October 3, 1917, the date the law
providing admission taxes was enacted, and April 30, 1918,
the collections reached the total of $17,804,636.87.
The motion picture industry is paying other national taxes,
for it has had to stand its share of the $16,614,346.09 paid on
the movement of property by freight; the $3,402,174.50 paid
on the movement of property by express, during the period
between October 3, 1917, and April 30, 1918. There are also
the footage taxes, of which no individual record is furnished
by the Internal Revenue Bureau, of the Treasury Department, which administers this law.
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Toledo Fourth City in Advertising Efficiency a a
Goldwyn Writer So Classifies It, and at the Head
of Motion Picture Exploitation He
Places Edward A. Zorn
By a Goldwyn Executive.
THE
right kind of newspaper advertising inevitably
reflects something of the man who wrote or inspired it.
If it doesn't then it is faulty and at least partially
ineffective. There is an "I" element or a "me" element that
has to be put into printed salesmanship, and you find this
element in the two largest motion picture advertising
accounts of Toledo, Ohio. The writer of this series of
articles has ranked Toledo as the fourth city in advertising
efficiency, and ever since doing this he has wondered if,
under analysis, Toledo is not pushing Cleveland hard for
third place.
Beyond question the most alert advertiser in Toledo isEdward A. Zorn, manager of the Temple and Alhambra
theaters
"Edward
A.," as
a literary
courtesy,
"Eddie"
Zorn in —point
of fact.
Zorn
is of the
size andanddimension
that make great infielders in baseball— nervous, full of
vitality, rangey and covering much ground rapidly. He has
the newspaper temperament and agility of mind. He plays
with the plot of a motion picture as a newspaper editor
plays with news. To him a picture possesses plot for the
sole purpose of being transmitted to the public via the
newspapers. In other words, he handles his shows as if
they were news, which is, of course, the correct way of
exploiting an amusement.
Zorn knows, of course, that humanity is interested first
of all in itself and secondly in others. He knows that personality isthe biggest and greatest human interest power
in the world. He knows that Mae Marsh or Bill Farnum
or Madge Kennedy or Mabel Normand are known to more
people individually in Toledo than any citizen of Toledo is
known to his fellow citizens. The mayor of Toledo might
walk
city's main
unrecognized
more down
than ahishundred
people,thoroughfare
whereas Mabel
Normand by
or
Bill Farnum would be followed by 60 per cent, of all available pedestrians and require the services of the police for
protection.
Knowing all of these things, Eddie Zorn and H. C. Horater,
his co-manager, advertise on a large, liberal and able scale
to the people of Toledo, whose patronage they seek. In the
Toledo Blade on Saturday — almost every Saturday — you find
the Temple carrying 200 lines deep by five columns wide
or 225 lines deep by five or six columns wide. In the Toledo
Sunday Times you will find this space duplicated, and in
the Toledo News Bee space of large dimension. There are
three papers in the town, and Zorn and Horater use them
all. On the same days the Alhambra carries as large or
larger space, not as an occasional departure, but regularly.
Zorn Has Stimulated Other Showmen

to Advertise Big.

Since the development of the Zorn advertising other showmen of Toledo have been stimulated into carrying big space
and into selling a show according to the best of modern
merchandising methods. From the moment that the Valentine theater passed under the Marcus Loew management it
took rank with these other two houses, and today it is the
most liberally advertised of all the houses owned by Mr.
Loew — on a scale even larger than his Stillman theater,
Cleveland. The other houses in Toledo that are big users
of newspaper advertising space are the Princess Paramount
theater, the Colonial and the Hippodrome.
Exhibitors in certain "hard towns" would consider the
newspaper co-operation given in Toledo almost ideal. As a
matter of fact, as intelligently as newspaper co-operation
has been developed there, it is still limited more than it
should be and more than the revenues derived from motion
picture advertising warrant. This is true with the single
exception of the Toledo Sunday Times, which carries an
eight or ten page section devoted primarily to the screen
and secondarily to the theater. Incidentally, the theater in
Toledo is effectually and finally drowned by the more progressive motion picture exhibitor, who has cast dignity and
dry-as-dust traditions to the winds and learned to be human
in print.
The lessees of the Toledo Blade, an old and distinguished

newspaper, known to all Ohioans, carry a huge volume of
advertising copy from their local picture theaters, but
restrict the editorial co-operation within definite limits.
These lessees are Nat C. Wright and Harry S. Thalheimer,
also owners of the Detroit Journal and the Newark (N. J.)
Star-Eagle, both of which are friends of the screen and
beneficiaries of newspaper advertising from the picture theater. In point of editorial co-operation the News Bee could
be much stronger than it is, and this co-operation, if further
developed, would
directly benefit the paper's revenues from
amusement
advertising.
Toledo and Cleveland are virtually on a par with regard
to the number of daily newspapers, but the Toledo exhibitors are superior advertisers in point of volume of advertising copy used. Naturally more theaters in Cleveland
advertise, but the few that advertise in Toledo equal — on
Saturdays and Sundays — in volume of space the larger
number of advertisers in the larger city.
Zorn and Horater have had great value outside of their
home city. They have been pointed out to exhibitors elsewhere for several years, and their skilful exploitation has
influenced many other exhibitors in other towns to sell a
motion picture to the public as Toledo sells it. These two
men have attained, through working together, a remarkable
co-ordination of thought and action. They constitute in
their field a team as skilled as were Alexander and Killifer
in baseball. The one has watched the advertising and
exploitation unceasingly and the other has shown the
greater interest in house showmanship and management.
Two remarkable, successful houses pay tribute to their skill.

Gillstrom on From the Coast
ARVID E. GILLSTROM, until recently associated
the King Bee Film Corporation as director of
star, Billy West, has been in New York for the
week or two. He plans to return to the coast in the
future.

with
their
past
near

Across seven "years Mr. Gillstrom has had an interesting
experience in the picture business. Originally a mining engineer working in Colorado, Mr. Gillstrom had gone to the
coast to rest and happened to be in Los Angeles at a time
„
when
the
Universal
was looking
for a
chap willing to earn
$500 by "taking a
Brodie" from the top of
a ship's mast just as it
was being rocked to
sleep b3r a charge of
dynamite. Gillstrom
thought he had never
had a chance to earn
the same amount of
moneyfort before
with and
as little
efenlisted
for the stunt, which he
successfully accomGillstrom continued
plished.
with Universal for
some time before joining the Kalem forces
on the coast as assistant director. A three
and a half year engagement with Mack Sennett. directing Fred
Mace and Fred Sterling
under Mr. Sennett's
supervision,
followed.
Mr. Mace's
Arvid
E. Gillstrom.
death
while insudden
New
York in company with
Mr. Gillstrom
of years extent.
ago upset the director's then
future
plans toa couple
a considerable
While with the King Bee company Mr. Gillstrom directed
West in twenty-two two-reel pictures in a period of fortysix weeks. His future connection has not yet been announced.
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Fischer of Milwaukee Has Ideas
Works

Clever

Plan

to Bring Young
People to Hi» House.
Helps Mothers,
Too.
DO You know that man] oi the exhibitors know more
about their own business than some of ns ilunk they
do. We can learn a whole lot that is new and surpris

ing
it' we get out but
among
them, makes
listen, perfect.
look and learn,
is speculation,
practice
We arerheorj
vinced from observation that some exhibitors are practicing
the ideas which some of the wise ones who, in the recesses
of their sanctums, believe they are discovering.
Theater Parties in Milwaukee.
At the Alhambra Theater, Milwaukee, George Fischer, the
manager, lias tried to provide the maximum of service at the
minimum of cost. He has made many innovations which he
has brought to such perfection; they deserve more than
passing notice. His young people's heater parties not only
furnish a service that is a boon and accommodation to many
mothers, but in addition makes the Alhambra one of the
most popular places of entertainment in the city. These
parties make it possible for any Miss or young man to entertain a number of their friends at luncheon and afterwards at the performance at a moderate sum, under the
most favorable circumstances. There is a special reception
room for these parties, beautifully furnished, and a cafe
service equal to the best hotel or restaurant. The host selects his or her own menu, which varies in price according
to the number of dishes selected. Each party has Its own
menu card with spaces for the autographs of the guests
and remarks.
The Nursery.
The nursery is another feature, while not a new idea, it is
so complete in its appointments it meets a modern and popular need. In one part of the room there is a sand box, with
shovels and pails; in another hobby horses and all sorts of
toys and in another section are white cribs dressed in
immaculate sheets and coverlets. Two trained nurses are
constantly in attendance. When the mother leaves her child
in the nursery, it is tagged and a duplicate tag is given to
the parent with a corresponding number. If the mother is
needed in the nursery during the performance the number
appears on a transparency at the left side of the screen and
without interruption the mother repairs to the nursery.
There is direct electric communication from the nursery
with the operator's booth and he flashes the number on the
transparency.
These are some of the modern improvements that are
setting the pace for modern theater construction and making the motion picture houses in some of the larger cities
the nearest things to home with all the modern comforts
and advantages.
Service That Advertises.
In addition to his many other innovations he has printed
a service booklet which contains a set of rules for his employes, presumably, which accidentally on purpose, fall into
the hands of his patrons. The apparent purpose of this
idea is to place the employes on their good behavior if they
wish to retain their positions and gives those who attend
the theater a clear understanding of the courtesies they
may expect.

World Film Insures Its Employees
Under

Blanket Arrangement
the Plan Applies to Branch
Offices and Is Intended to Promote Team Work.
IN ITS announcement of covering the lives of its employes
with insurance for the benefit of the family of employes,
the World Film Corporation gives practical evidence of
its appreciation of the devotion its employes have manifested
to the employing company.
Beginning at its studios and going through its operating
divisions covering all branches the blanket insurance principle is applied. The innovation is intended to encourage
and promote team work, better service and absolute permanency of occupation, all tending for increased efficiency.
Contracts have been negotiated between World Film and
one of the great life insurance companies under the terms
of which the lives of all employes, including those in branch
offices, are covered by insurance in substantial amounts.
The plan includes all except department heads, for whom
special arrangements have been negotiated.
It will not be necessary for employes to pass medical
examinations, nor will they be subject to a charge of any
kind, nor will the insurance given them by the company
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interfere in inj respect with the rights "i employes under
the Mate compensation lawi oi othei
foi employe
pi i'tei Hon.i a-, a man oi wo man enters the World service he
or she becomes a candidate for the insurance) the tost policy
issuing ninets dayi aitei employment and continuing th
after throughout
the entire length o
ising
steadil} in amount until the end of five years, when the
maximum under the plan i- reached.

Reginald Barker at Work
Tll\l
Goldwyn b all in readiness for Geraldine Farrar
to begin her firsl production under the Goldwyn Pi( I
imprint was evidenced l>y the arrival in New York of
Reginald Barker, Miss Farrar s due, tor, from Los Angi
Mr. Barker completed his last Pacific (oast picture
Vngeles on Sunday, June 2, and left on the lollowing day
for New \uik, bringing with him the scripts and continuities
Of three big h'aii.n productions which outhad west
been weeks
sent to
him
before
and gone over with him
in all details by Samuel

Goldfish, president of
Goldwyn,
whom
Mr. Barkerwith
signed
his
Goldwyn contract.
Miss Farrar's first
Goldwyn production is
to be one of the big
surprises of the fall
season in motion pictures. No one familiar
with this artist's screen
career can foretell the
type of story that
Goldwyn has found for
her. It varies greatly
in type from any
picture the star of the
opera and concert
stages has ever done
Reginald Barker.
on the screen, and she
is quite as delighted
with itas are the Goldwyn executives. With artists of Miss
Farrar's importance, no producer does things without long
advance preparations. For months Goldwyn has been preparing for the advent into its studios of this star. Sets
have been ready for weeks, the continuities of not only her
first, but her second and third stories as well have been
approved to the last letter, and Hugo Ballin and his technical
and art aids long ago have approved all scene designs and
seen them put into work.
Mr. Barker brings with him from California Harry
Schenck, his long-time aid, so that he has not got to accustom himself to any new assistants. The likelihood is that
the cameras will be grinding by the time this story is printed
and the entire Goldwyn organization will be examining the
"takes" of her first picture with enthusiasm.
CAMERA SHOWS CANADIAN REHABILITATION WORK.
Upward of one thousand prominent citizens of Canada
and the United States, including an American Educational
Mission, witnessed the first presentation of moving pictures
showing the work of the Military Hospitals Commission in
Canada at the University of Toronto recently. Eight of
twelve officials reels were shown. The views indicate the
work that is being doen in the rehabilitation of returned
disabled w-arriors to Canada and shows the handling of the
convalescent men from the time of their arrival at Halifax
or elsewhere until they assume civilian responsibilities.
The pictures are intended for various uses. They are to
be shown to Canadian soldiers who are %till in France and
England as evidence as to what the Canadian Government is
doing for the disabled warrior.
BRADLEY

BARKER

RETURNS

TO

UNIVERSAL.

Bradley Barker, a screen favorite of many years' standing.
has been engaged by Universal to appear in feature leads.
He will leave for Universal City in a few days and will begin
work immediately. This is the second time Barker has been
with Universal, having been connected with the company
during the earlier days of his screen career. Since then he
has been with Famous Players, Fox, World and Metro. The
most recent pictures in which he has appeared are "The Million Dollar Dollies," with the Dolly Sisters; "Tinsel," with
Kitty Gordon;
"Eyes of
Mystery." with Edith Storey, and
"Men,"
with Charlotte
Walker.
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Goldwyn Exchanges Are a Year Old
Since Opening Its American Offices Company Has Extended
Its Distributing System to Cover World.

GOLDWYN'S
world-wideCorporation,
releasing has
organization,
Goldwyn Distributing
celebrated the
its
first birthday, its offices having been opened throughout North America in the second week of June, 1917. What
one year ago was but the mere beginning of a distribution
system has now expanded until it covers every part of the
habitable globe and not only releases Goldwyn's own productions, but independently made pictures of other producers.
At no time in film history has any company succeeded in
girdling the globe in its first year of existence. The United
States offices of Goldwyn are in Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit,
Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York City,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis, Seattle
and Washington, D. C. — nineteen offices in all parts of the
country.
The offices of Goldwyn Pictures, Ltd., of Canada, are operated in Toronto, Calgary, Winnipeg, St. John, Montreal and
Vancouver — six in all. In England the Goldwyn headquarters
are in the hands of the Stoll Film Company. Oswald Stoll
is the head of this organization and Jeffrey Bernard is his
managing director. The Stoll Film Company has a chain of
offic s throughout the United Kingdom.
Australasian distribution for Goldwyn is obtained through
J. C. Williamson Films, Ltd., with headquarters at Sydney.
Hugh Ward, well known to many Americans; George Tallis,
now making friends here in the States, and F. W. Thring
are the managing directors of the Williamson organization.
New Zealand distribution is in the hands of the New
Zealand Pictures Supply, Ltd., with the popular Harry Heyward as chairman of the board.
Scandinavian offices are maintained by John Olsen & Company, with headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark.
South Africa is covered through the South African Film
Trust; Brazil through the Companhia Bresil Cinematographica, with offices in Rio de Janeiro; Argentine, Uruguay
the Paraguay through Messrs. Saenz & Gonzalez, in Buenos
Aires; Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador through the Mutual
Export and Import Company; Porto Rico, Santo Domingo
and Venezuela through the Agencia General Cinematografica, San Juan, Porto Rico.
Mexican and Central American distribution is handled
through Messrs. Lescale, Goni & Company, of Mexico City;
Italy through Antonio Bonetti, of Milan; Dutch East Indies
and Straits Settlements through the Unity Film Service, of
Bandoeng, Java, and Egypt through Joseph A. Adda of
Cairo.
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Netherlands, Japanese,
Chinese and Philippine distributions are now being organized, nations
completing Goldwyn's
withwar.the exception
of those
allied with globe-girdling
Germany in the

How Railroad Rate Increase Hits Pictures
World

Film Points Out ThaJ Many More Actors and Houses
Are Available for Screen Productions.

THE tremendous boost in passenger rates, which went
into effect on June 10, will proye of immense benefit to
the picture industry, is the opinion of World Pictures.
The World is securing many prominent stage actors who are
unable to secure legitimate engagements owing to cancellation of routes of companies organized for the road. Many
of the big legitimate theaters throughout the country are
planning to show pictures next year and making preparations now for this change as they realize it will be impossible to keep their houses open night after night with the
limited stage productions which can survive.
This condition is the inevitable result of the passenger
rate increase. It will, of course, be impossible for many
theatrical road companies to operate as heretofore, owing
to the fact that they cannot pay the increased fares for the
members of their companies and still make a profit. Just
how big this increased railroad fare is, as it affects road
companies, can be graphically shown by taking dramatic
movement from New York to Buffalo. It is a railroad rule
that twenty-five fares must be purchased to secure the use
of a baggage car, and as a baggage car is needed for the
companies' use the computation is made on the basis of
twenty-five fares.
The rate prior to June 10, including sleeper and war tax,
was $10.84. Under the new schedule the cost will be $18.80,
showing an increase of $7.96 for each person.
This means for a company of twenty-five an increase of
$200 in the fare from New York to Buffalo, which, of course,
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is prohibitive. Consequently there will be fewer attractions
on the road next season, which makes it necessary for theater owners to look for other forms of entertainment wit'
which to keep their theaters open. Naturally they are turning to films, and as a consequence pictures will this coming
year
them. be seen in legitimate theaters never before opened to
World Pictures are alertly watching the new conditions,
and the World men in the field have been instructed to cooperate to the utmost with theater owners seeking to find
attractions for the coming season.

Unar tons Make Picture for War Charity
Plans

Under

Way
for National
Circulation
of the Propaganda Subject, "The Mission of the War Chest."

by
PICTURE of power has recently been completed on
the Whartons — as a gift. It formed the contributi
of Theodore and Leopold D. Wharton to the war
chest fund, and now is busily engaged in rolling up the
dollars that the fund in New York State may keep on piling
up even after the campaign of the Red Cross and kindred
organizations is over.
Offick'ly the picture
was presented to the
Chamber of Commerce
of the city of Rochester, but so great has
been the influence of
the film for raising
money that plans
already are under way
to make
tion of itthea distribunational
A

WorkEye"on w "The
Eagle's
a s
stopped for a week
while every member
of the staff of Whar'
ton was turned
over to
matter.
Mission
of the
War
the
making
of "The
Chest." King Baggott
and Marguerite Snow,
the stars of Chief
Flynn's serial, had
Theodore Wharton.
their part in the picture, the scenario of which was written by Theodore and
Leopold D. Wharton.
The story is of a man who would not give — but who had
a son who is willing to give more than money — his life. Even
after the son has enlisted the father is still obdurate, and
it is not until his son's letters arrive from the front, describing the work of the Red Cross, the Y. M. C. A., the Knights
of Columbus, and the Salvation Army — all of which derive
their money from the war chest, that the father finally sees
the light and becomes a subscriber. It is largely through
the son's description of the death of a chum that this change
comes — and the realization of conscience that while his son
has been over there, giving his all for his country, he, the
father, has been doing nothing and has been more than a
detriment to the nation that has formed his haven.
Large numbers of troops were used in the battle scenes,
in which a reproduction of the explosion on Vimy Ridge
is shown. All the scenes were personally directed by
Theodore and Leopold D. Wharton.
ARTISTIC

TOUCHES.

Many exhibitors are playing up their lobbies by employing
a capable artist to design and produce novel and artistic displays. The additional expense is offset by the effects and
result secured. In one theater we were struck by the color
scheme employed in the lobby display, everything harmonized and gave one the impression that the place had been
freshly and especially decorated. At a theater where "The
Bluerobins
Bird" egg
wasblue
being"
shown,frames
the original
of
in gold
on gold display
easels. cards
Above were
the
entrance to the foyer, in a semi-circular niche, was a forest
scene, with a sunset effect produced by an electric light
behind the back drop and several cut-out blue birds on
strings swinging among the trees. This display was in a
miniature model scene set. Only an artist could produce
these displays, but, nevertheless, they are quite the vogue.
In some places two or three theaters employ the same artist,
particularly where they play weekly runs.
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Theaters Are to Aid in Coal Saving
While

Be

There
Is No Talk of Closing
House* Exhibitors Will
Expected
to Conserve
Fuel Where
Possible.

WITH

a view to eliminating any possibility of necessity for more workless days in 1918 the United States
Fuel Administration is mappmg out a plan for conservation thai will, however, include lightless nights to ■
iter extent than previously ordered. Events at the
front have changed all of the Government's plans, it is understood, and make
necessary greater savings in fuel.
The need for conservation was outlined by Dr. Hairy A.
Garfield, United States Fuel Administrator, to a group of
newspaper men at a special conference. He pointed out
that the situation was serious. It was estimated that all
non-war industries would have to give up -H),(X)0,000 tons
of coal; now it is found that the requirement will be something more than 100,000,000 tons.
As far as could be ascertained by the Washington correspondent of the Moving Picture World, who was present
at this conference, no real demands will be made on the
moving picture theaters of the country other than that they
observe the lightless nights that are sure to be ordered.
Exhibitors are to be urged to save all that they can in
the heating of their houses. They may have to resort to
soft coal, and it is recommended that the theaters lay in as
much as they can conveniently house as soon as possible.
There is no talk of closing the theaters. That is, there is
no move on foot in the Government departments. There
has been some activity on the part of cranks to bring about
various reforms, but they will not get very far, for the motion picture theaters are recognized as something of a war
aid.
But the big rows and circles of flaming electric lights set
in the fronts of the theaters will have to go out of existence.

New Big Theaters Must Fill Public Need
War

Finance Act Is Interfering With Sale of Stocks Where
Expenditure
of $100,000 Is Required.

EXHIBITORS and others planning the establishment of
motion picture or other theaters, requiring the ex' penditure of $100,000 or more, if that money is to be
raised through the sale of stocks or bonds, will find themselves confronted by the provisions of the so-called War
Finance Act. It develops that there are few concerns of
this nature who understand the law.
Before starting on such a project, the parties interested
should submit the facts to the Capital Issues Committee at
the Treasury Department in Washington. The applications
for permission to conduct the proposed enterprise must show
that they are to serve a section wherein there is no theater
or where there is no theater near enough to care for the
residents therein.
There are few set rules covering the issuance of permits. Every case is considered and decided upon its merits.
There has been no expression as to the attitude of the
committee toward any particular lines of industry or toward
any organization engaged in any industry. But the committee holds to its original decision not to approve applications and issue permits for organizations or things for
which there is no actual need.
There have been several applications for stock issue by
theater organizations, and most of these have been turned
down, it is understood, because it was not shown to the
satisfaction of the Capital Issues Committee that the theaters proposed would serve any war-time need. On the other
hand, a permit was recently granted for a stock issue
covering a theater to be located near an Army camp.
The committee is not endeavoring to restrict enterprise,
to curb commercial activity, but it is trying to divert it
to such projects as there is real need for.

STRAND.
MANAGING NEW ORLEANS
CORNELIUS
successpast
months
several
for
has
who
Cornelius,
D L.
the Saenger
fully filled the office of publicity manager for has
recently
Amusement Company, Inc., of New Orleans,
taken over the position of manager of the Strand theater in
that city, in connection with his other work.
Maurice Barr, who was manager of the Strand, is now a
member of the National Army, having been drafted on May
28 Mr Barr was for many months the right hand man of
E V Richards, Jr., secretary and general manager of the
Saenger Amusement Company, and much of the prosperity
was due to his zeal and initiathat
tive. the Strand has enjoyed
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President Wilson Corrects a Title
Wlu-rr ()tli<-r» I .nl.-cl to Note Slip in "Pershing's Crusaders,"
Krrn Executive Eye Caught
It— It's All Right Now.

DURING
the presentation
"Pershing's
" .it
Poll's theater,
Washington,of D.
C. which Crusadei
was attended
by President Wilson and Mrs. Wilson and most of
the nation's official dignitaries, President Wilson discovered
a grammatical erroi in one of the sub-titles. This is rather
an amusing evidence of the keenness with which the President watched the production and also shows his wonderful
powers
oi Observation,
as thousands
Of other people had
witnessed the production during its engagements in New
York and Boston without discovering this slip On the part
oi the title editor.
The President communicated his correction to George
Creel, and Mr. Creel immediately remedied the solecism.
"Pershing's Crusaders" is being distributed throughout the
United States by the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.

Nell Shipman, Australian Favorite
FROM far Australia an order for another screen story
has come to Nell Shipman, motion picture star and
author. Miss Shipman states that if the strenuous work
now being done under the direction of David Smith permits
she will take on the contract.
This will not by any means be the first story Miss Shipman has constructed to order for Australian producers, as
she wrote thu first
scenario ever produced
by an Australian company, and her form of
continuity was used
for a time by the
Sydney
ald to Morning
illustrate Herthe
methods of construction to stimulate a
local interest in this
department.
A Sydney firm has
also purchased the
rights to her first book,
"Under the Crescent,"
and Millard Johnson,
New York representative of the Australasian
Film Association,
states that her screen
successes are in considerable vogue south
of the equator.
Nell Shipman has
recently constructed
two strong screendramas, which will be
exploited in the open
market. The first, "The
Tiger
Sea," ofis
now of
in the
course
Nell Shipman.
manufacture, and the
second, "The Coast Guard Patrol," has been passed on
favorably by the strongest d istributing organization in the
field.

LOUIS
WALDMAN
DROWNED
IN HUDSON.
Louis Waldman, twenty-four years old, for many years in
the employ of General Film Company at various exchanges—
his most recent employment being as booker at the Albany
exchange— was accidentally drowned in the Hudson River
on the evening of June 5. While returning to Albany from
Troy on a steamboat, he undertook the feat of swimming
from the boat to the shore. Discarding some of his clothing, he jumped into the water and was making good progress when he was seized with an attack of the cramps and
was drowned.
Mr. Waldman's parents live in Brooklyn.
KELLEY

MANAGING GENERAL'S DALLAS OFFICE.
James B. Kelley, otherwise known as "Smiling Jimmy,"
has been appointed branch manager at Dallas for General
Film Company, according to an announcement made this
week. He has been serving as special representative for
General Film product out of the Dallas office, where he
served as a salesman several years ago. He is one of the
best known film men in the southwest and south.
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Motion Picture Educator
Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON
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Five Reels of the Educational Films Corporation of America's
Splendid
Series Divulge Secrets
of Border Land.

AT

LAST we are permitted to learn something of Mexico
as she really is, thanks to the screen, to George D.
Wright
and his photographer,
I. W. Gobbett, who
brought to us twelve reels of characteristic
scenes from
there, and to the Educational Films Corporation of America,
their distributors.
Of these twelve reels of pictures we have thus far viewed
five, entitled respectively "The Heart of Mexico," "Mexico's

^s

fourth number shows the making of rope from the leaves
of the plant, the use of the fresh green leaves cut into pieces
as fodder for cattle, the covering of the roofs of houses with
the leaves of the maguey plant and also the repairing of
roads with the dried leaves.
The fifth reel covers all details in connection with the
location, construction, and workings of the great power
plant of Mexico, Necaxa. The great reservoirs and the
mechanical part of the plant which supplies electric power
to practically all of interior Mexico, with views of the great
water pipes and all of that now remains of the former falls
of Necaxa is shown in the picture. The reservoir of Tenango,
back of the hills, and also the village of Necaxo, populated
principally by engineers, are included in the illustration of
one of the most remarkable engineering feats of which we
have evidence.
This series of pictures is one of the most interesting and
informational that the market has to offer. No one who has
an opportunity to see it should fail to do so. Others of this
series, which will be reviewed in these columns at a later
date, are as follows: "Market Days and Festivals"; "A
Modern Mexican Hacienda"; "In the Silver Country" (silver
mining at the famous Puchuca camp) ; "Picturesque Industries of Mexico" (fly catching, adobe brick making, and
Mexican feather work); "An Indian Village in Mexico";
"Mexico, Historic and Architectural"; 'The Mexican Venice."

Interesting Educationals
One

Scene

from

"Mexico

Today"

(Educational).

Floating Gardens," "Pulque, the National Drink of Mexico,"
"The Most Useful Plant in the World," and "Necaxa, the
Power Plant of Mexico."
The first of the number has already been reviewed in these
columns, and covers Mexico City in an illuminative manner.
The second "Mexico's Floating Gardens" shows us that there
are at least a few Mexicans who are not lazy. These
gardens, which originally floated about on the Mexican
lakes, now form the banks of the Viga Canal. Here not
only an intensive method of gardening is used, but also
scientific methods which the natives follow singularly enough
without knowing why. The careful planting of seeds, the
rearing of the plants, and the gathering and washing of the
fruits and vegetables for the market is shown. These gardens are about thirty miles from Mexico City. The small
boats en route to the city, and arriving in the early dawn,
and also the transporting of the garden product in various
ways to the market or shipping port present picturesque
scenes.
"Pulque, the National Drink of Mexico," the third number,
and "The Most Useful Plant in the World," the fourth number, are unusually interesting inasmuch as they acquaint us
with the multiple virtues of the century plant, known in
Mexico as the maguey plant, and which yields the Mexican
food and drink, covering for his house and material for rope.
Pulque, the national drink, is extracted by gouging a hole
in the heart of the plant where the tender new leaves are
about to unfold the blossom, which if allowed to grow would
shoot up into the air a distance of thirty feet. Into this
cavity the plant deposits its sap at the rate of two or three
quarts daily which is gathered into a gourd by suction caused
by a vacuum created by the drawing of the air from the
gourd through a small hole pierced in its upper end. The
sap is then taken to the brewery where it is left to ferment
for several weeks in cowhide which has the hair side turned
in. The pulque, which is rich in alcohol, is then sold in the
streets or in saloons. This drink cannot be imported for
the reason that it will not keep longer than two days. The

Military

Subject,

One
Travel
Pictures.

and

Three

Industrial

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
"Britain's Bulwarks"
(Pathe).
, destroyers and other British war craft are
MONITORS
pictured here in a raid on the Belgian coast This
installment will change the ideas of persons who
think the British navy has been lying idle during the past
year or two. The maneuvers of these war craft are
astonishingly swift and well ordered. Scenes are pictured
from on board one of the monitors, which carries 15-inch
guns. King George and Prince Albert are shown on an
inspection trip. The installment is very entertaining.
"Pines Up

and

Palms

Down"

(Goldburg-Outing-Chester).

The sixth of the Outing-Chester travel scenics takes us
first to the Florida everglades, where, in the marsh, a baby
otter makes his appearance and has a run-in with a young
alligator, which he treats to a proper nipping. The Seminole Indians here reveal some of their customs, and the
big cypress trees afford fascinating scenes. Then we take
a long step north into the wilds of Quebec, where, over
the camp fire among the pines, the members of a party
which has just arrived via canoe spin yarns to the night
winds. In the morning they start off on their quest for
game, portaging the canoe to the next body of water. On
their way across a lake they discover a young moose, which
has come to the water to escape the flies. Here it feeds on
the roots of the lilies; but on the approach of strangers it
makes a hasty exit from the scene. An old moose swimming
across a river presents a highly picturesque appearance.
The closing scene is a beautiful one of mirrored waters.
"Machine

Guns for Pershing's Boys" (Universal).

In the 76th issue of the Screen Magazine we learn how
in France
boys shown
guns with
machinefamous
the
as
are are
The details
made. America's
are which
becoming
follows: Making the handle-lock, machining the tripod
mount, grinding the recoil plate, grinding the lock frame,
boring, rifling and straightening the barrels, inspecting the
lock, and finally the firing test.
"The Florida Crawfish or Spiny Lobster" (Universal).

The 76th issue of the Screen Magazine makes us acquainted
with the Florida crawfish or spiny lobster.
Closeups convince us that he is first cousin to the lobster. He grows even
larger and is also a rival in flesh and flavor. He is an easy
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catch manwith
the "bully"
net after
eye oi
fisherhas spied
him through
the the
clearkeen
water.
He the
lacki
the
powerful claws oi the Northern lobster and relies for pro
lection on sharp spines which project from his hods- in every
direction. He has also spines to protect his eyes, and a
wonderfully constructed tail makes him a swift swimmer, a
feat which he performs backwards. His mouth n-voals heavy
grinders which are worked by powerful muscles and
useful for crushing the smaller shellfish on which he feeds.
"Women in the World of Work" (Paramount-Bray).
In the PictOgraph No. 124 another ol the avenues for the
industrial ingenuity of women is depicted. In this number
we have some excellent examples of the results of expert
needlework. Various beautiful articles are shown, as well as
the actual working of them, from pincushions to the larger
and more elaborate accomplishment of the theater curtain.

South American Expedition Filmed
Col.

Theodore Wilds
Roosevelt's
Shown

South
onJourney
Strand into
Screen.

American

STRAND theater patrons had an unusual opportunity
during the past week of glimpsing the habitation of the
natives of the interior of Brazil. The exhibition of the
first of a series of pictures entitled "Col. Theodore Roosevelt's Expedition into the Wilds." introduced us to the
Parecis Indians, the Nahmbirquaras Indians, and the Coronado Indians, showing their industrial capacity, and their
feasts and religious ceremonies.
This number opened with views of Rio de Janiero. From
here the party journeyed to Asuncion on the Paraguay River,
and along its palm-clad banks to Corumba. There was considerable sport to be had shooting alligators in the Paraguay; and finally the Barros ranch was reached, from whence
at sunrise the party started out on a jaguar hunt. Views of
the hunt have not been included in the collection, however,
and we have to be satisfied with a close examination of a
beautiful jaguar skin, one of the trophies.
Then there are scenes on the River Tapirs, showing the
beautiful Salto Bello Falls and the river below the falls.
Tapirapoan, the headquarters of the telegraph commission
of this district, is also shown ; and from here they start off,
accompanied by a quarter load of quinine into a land of
unfamiliar sights and fever germs. The Parecis Indians, a
type of fine physique, are fairly industrious, judging from
scenes showing the making of flour by a laborious primitive
method, and weaving, cooking, etc. The women are able to
carry 100-pound basket loads on their heads. Like the other
tribes shown in the picture they wear little or no clothing.
Then come the Nahmbirquaras Indians in the Burity River
section. Here are also fine samples of long-horned cattle,
which are driven in large herds through the river, presenting a remarkable sight. The Coronado Indians are shown
fishing in their primitive way, the exits of the river being
blocked and the fish being lured to the surface with food.
Previous to going on their fishing expedition they perform
a remarkable ceremony, of which a strenuous round of
dancing forms a part. The burial of an Indian chief is one
of the most interesting features on this part of the picture.
The men decorated by their wives for the occasion present
ludicrous sights, "all dressed up" for the funeral. In this
ceremony is included dancing and the carrying of the
Wheels of Ike by strong men of the tribe. These wheels
weigh each 180 pounds. The pall-bearers, whose naked
bodies are painted with clay or charcoal, have a dance by
themselves. After the ceremony a celebration takes place,
which includes the drinking of sugar-cane juice. Information can be had of Luiz Reis, 178 West Ninety-fourth street,
New York City.

Theaters Present Attractive Programs
Rivoli,

Rialto

and

Strand

Alive with
Interest.

Matters

of

Special

THE week of June 2 found the three leading New York
moving picture theaters vieing with one another in
presenting to the public matters of entertaining, educational and current interest. For instance, seldom have we
in one week three such excellent feature attractions as
"Prunella," "Believe Me Xantippe" and "Cecilia of the Pink
Roses." Nor do we often find on one program as at the
Strand such a bevy of educational and semi-educational
subjects as "Pines Up and Palms Down" from the OutingChester series, "Character Analysis" and "Out of the Inkwell" (the latter presenting the latest thing in cartoon
animation), from the Paramount-Bray Pictograph, and "Capturing aHuge Bear" from the Bob Bakker series. In fact
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tin Strand is t.. be congratulated on the informational
character
pi esented. which us programs "t recent months have
The Rivoli during tin. particular week inclined to the
exquisite, making a play foi artistii
were
in evidence, and the atmosphere oi the theater supplied a
confirmation ol the leadins feature's title that the play itself
had tailed tO do.
The
Kivoli
l'ntoiial
pi.
ome
unusually
pleasing
features, among
them "Hunting
Wild
Geese."
This latter exhibited taken on the farm of
Jack Miner near kmgsville, Ontario, Canada, where protection is provided t"i wild geese which flock in large
numbers at a certain season of the year to the lake on the
Miner I arm. Some amusing scenes showing the anger of
one ol the geese who has been induced to hatch her young
in capitivity, when the farm dog puts in an appearance.
Colored studies in floriculture arranged from selections contributed by the Educational Films Corporation of America
and the Beacon Films, inc., were also much enjoyed and
included the primrose, the double tulip, garden anemones,
roses and other (lowers with closeups of buds in the act of
opening.
The Strand presented among other interesting things the
Ditmars subject, "Wild Babies," one of the most remarkable
features of which is the hatching of frog's eggs. "Out of
the Inkwell" and "Studies in Character Analysis," from
the Paramount-Bray 1'ictograph No. 123, were also among
the features of the Strand Topical Review. From the Outing-Chester series "Pines Up and Palms Down" gave
glimpses of the Quebec section of Canada, where the pines
grown in profusion, and also of the Florida Everglades. Bob
Bakker with his interesting picture in which he captures a
bear was one of the most enjoyable numbers.
The Rialto presented a series of interesting scenes from
the Virgin Islands, released by Pathe, and included in its
Animated Magazine scenes on the sheep industry on the San
Clemente island, off the Californian coast. In this subject
are shown the bathing and shearing of the sheep, each of
which yields about ten pounds of wool or enough for three
soldiers' uniforms, and also hundreds of sheep in the range.
Patriotic scenes also formed a large part of the magazine.

Ten Montreal Exhibitors Are Fined
Court Imposes Penalties Ranging from Ten to Fifty Dollars
for Admitting Unaccompanied Minors.
TEX more moving picture exhibitors of Montreal have
been found guilty in the local police court of permitting
unaccompanied minors to enter their theaters. Fines
ranging from $10 to $50 were imposed. A week previous
another assortment of Montreal exhibitors had been haled
to court for the same alleged offence, and the activity of the
authorities is credited to the agitation of Archbishop
Bruchesi of the Roman Catholic Church against the admission of children to moving picture theaters.
In the last cases the following fines were imposed : Manager E. Thomas, Maple Leaf theater, $50; N. Law and N.
Tabah of the Dominion theater, $25 each; Joseph Sperdakos,
Alhambra theater, $10; N. Lawand; Lawand theater, $10; N.
Berzanski, proprietor of the North Star and Boulevard theaters, $10 for each theater. The following were ordered to
pay costs only: Joseph Boutara, Sol Saad and F. Maker
of the Napoleon theater and Arthur Bourget of the National
Biograph.
CHANGES

AMONG

CANADIAN

THEATERS.

The Princess theater, Sherbrooke, Quebec, one of the
theaters affected by the Sunday closing order of the Sherbrooke court, has been sold to J. A. Bayeur by R. L. Vallee.
The theater has been temporarily closed for repairs and
redecorations.
Along with the larger legitimate and vaudeville theaters
of Montreal, a number of local moving picture theaters have
closed down for the summer months. The largest of the
picture theaters to close is the St. Denis. Another is the
Rialto theater, which was managed during the past months
by Mr. Allison. The Rialto will be reopened in a few weeks
under new management. Messrs. Heller and Rosenberg,
owners of the Victoria theater on Mount Royal avenue,
Montreal, has also been closed for the summer months.
Another Montreal change affects the Canada theater.
Manager Brady of this theater has enlisted in the Canadian
army, and the management of the house has been taken
over by Joe Block, manager of the Globe theater.
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As Mr. Middleton

Sees

It.

AL. MIDDLETON, of the Queen, De Queen, Ark., is one of those
managers who do not write their own obituary every time they
'write a letter to the trade press. Lately he offered to make the
price ten cents instead of fifteen if the people would come frequently so
as to keep the same amount of money coming into the house. They did
not meet the offer, and so he not only went back to the old prices, but
he put in an orchestra and better films two nights a week, and hoisted
the price to a quarter and the war tax in addition. And he is making
good with the stunt just as Steve Farrar and others made good. He
persuades the people that they should be willing to pay more for
stronger attractions a couple of nights a week. They are willing, as
a rule, but they do not know it, and must be properly approached with
convincing argument. Here is one of Mr. Middleton's program talks.
There is no spread eagle lying, just plain facts that the patrons know
to be facts :
AS PATRONAGE
INCREASES
we respond with a better show.
That's why Gray's Orchestra
has been engaged to play at the Queen theater every Tuesday
and Wednesday hereafter.
Because of our large seating capacity — because the people
come out and occupy these seats, and because we know how to
buy pictures we are delighted to present these big dollar
attractions at an admission price of 25 cents.
We were unable, even with our large seating capacity, to
handle the crowds on these big Wednesday night attractions,
and that's why we decided to run them two days instead of one.
Now we have engaged Gray's Orchestra and put in four more
big ventilating fans to insure perfect comfort for our patrons
on the hottest nights, and no advance in prices, for we confidently expect still another increase in patronage.
We now have two first-class operators in the machine room,
G. A. Proctor and Harry Wood, and we are calmly looking
about to see if there is some other improvement we can make —
something else we can do to add to the entertainment and
pleasure of our patrons.
Don't imagine we are getting rich. Patronage is good. We
are making money. But please notice that we are spending this
the
money for your pleasure and entertainment— improving
show. Compare the equipment and the program at the Queen
now with a year, a year and a half, and two years ago. Then
try to imagine what it will be a year or two years ahead. If
the good patronage keeps up we promise there will te still more
spend all we make that we don't
improvements, for we expect toand
a decent living, on improveinvest in LIBERTY BONDS,
and pleasure.
convenience
your
for
Queen
ments at the
Yours to please,
A. L. MIDDLETON.
For
The most telling argument is found in that last paragraph
his house
eighteen months Mr. Middleton has been putting back into
of it, and
a portion of his profits. He is making a regular place out were more
he has improved even in his advertising methods. If there
men of his type there would be less pessimism.
Nicely Done.

an announceWill Stewart, of the Princess, Eagle Grove, la., sends inis a four-page
It
ment he prepared for the opening of the house.
printed
neatly
stock,
n
invitatio
regular
n;
sheet with a plate depressio
announcement and
in readable script and nicely worded. It is an
of cordially
not an invitation, so he "respectfully announces instead house policy,
invites " and names the prices. On the back he states the
possible
only
The
and tie inner pages list the notable underlines.
up two titles
oWec fon to be offered is that the printer has doubled
the impression
to give "Ramona-France in Arms," which will give
By paying
thit this is not the California Ramona, but a war play.
starts off with the
Stewart
Mr.
elegance
of
details
he
o
n
attentio
It pays to do things just right.
possible patrons properly impressed.
The Kaiser and Charlie.

for the front
Toward Hyman uses cuts of the Kaiser and Chaplin
ion tha the
explanat
the
with
program
)
(Buffalo
Victoria
Dage of hi
and Chapl.n captures
Kaiser V striving to conquer us all with might
of the two portraits
fne wor d with fun and laughter. The combination
of Berlin" and "A
l« * RtriklnK one and gets attention for "The Beast
of fists
"' Another |ood wrinkle in the Kaiser ad is the use get
t\r
the.
It will
£ the larger type pointing down to some eight point.
Hyman
Mr.
over.
passed
imaler ace read where otherwise It might be
than most maneh-es more attention to the make-up of Ins program
on that acners and he gets infinitely more out of his advertising
style and adhere to that. He
orn ,' He does6 not adopt one formal one
the general
adapts
he
Issue
Ganges almost every issue, and In any
the page Program copy
Style to the particular film he is announcing onand
It
some description.
U not merely a case of writing down titles

is a matter of writing pulling advertisements if it is done properly.
Mr. Hyman makes people want to see his offerings. He does not
merely tell what attraction he will have on certain days. It takes
more thought, but it brings results, and that is what counts. We did
not get our usual copy on white paper of this issue, so we cannot reproduce some of his neat arrangements, but they are well worth while.
With

Some

Novel

Touches.

Will J. Glaser, of the Grand, Faribault, Minn., sends in a batch of
advertisements and advertising novelties. One consists of a set of
four cards for "My Unmarried Wife." These are printed in green on
one side and red on the other, the cards 2% by 3%. Each face carries
a pat allusion to the story of the play or some epigram on marriage.
Probably they are printed up in sets of four and cut apart afterward,
at least that would be the most economical way. There is enough
cleverness to the phrasing to cause the cards to be kept. Another
novelty idea is a prescription that can be adapted to any program.
The signature should not read "Dr. I. 0. Dine," but rather "I. 0. Dine,
M. D." Where time permits it would be better to have the prescription proper written out in a legible hand and use as a cut.
The
AS

FATTY

ARBUCKLE

DR. I. O. DINE
GROUCH

SPECIALIST

OFFICE HOURS:
2:30-3-45-7 30 a 9 OO

B

OFFICE
GRAND THEATRE
PRESCRIPTION

FOR

THE

BLUES

"Saty" dtAicM^ iamexh^ 2(fleJ^
'Pauline Jnedanick J'jzatut^ 5 KeelA
3>irectiot%&: CtYlixcd toaetfier fair one and one hal§ haur& next
Sunday, llflat. and &va., 3d. 10tn, at tfie Strand Sfieatreutiti auarantee to cure the u-ar&t cake afj Muei.

Dr. 1 0. Dine
office hours are the times of showing and the office the Grand theater.
A dual program for the Grand and Empress is in blue on blue, so we
cannot show it. but it is a monthly bill, the Grand on one side of the
double middle and the Empress on the other with one set of dates in
between serving both. This is better, for two houses, than having the
date at the left. It Is not only more convenient but it looks better,
making a very attractive layout. In his newspaper work Mr. Glaser
uses about two nines or three fours or fives. In the three two-column
displays shown the middle display covers too much ground with three
changes of program. That on the right gets a better display for two,
and a still more
effective layout is shown
on the left with but one
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attraction to announce,
rh* three-column strips are apparently confined to a single title and perhaps this fact determines tlu- use of the

GRAND THEATRE
Wed mm
Feb'y
and B?T« 13th
Thurs. I ' t& ! 14th

GRAND—

■ Desmond

"The

AW

Bdh. RUk

Of tin- |tM

and

Hi"

play

to go acroni

Hi.- time

columns

m

A SOUL IN TRUST

BEAUTY :R0GUE

I 1)1 KS

\M>

III VMIISIIS

Po8tL.

Douglas Fairbanks

■ -t - *— « Om*v"

Man

Bi%Burke

,•*

From
Painte

The Mysterious Miss Terry

Madge Kennedy

I h«. name

1835

and get ii"- full display
Copj oould have bora pulled In on the rhsbt
to tot the nine n nit. but here the najni
M not large, tiiuuKh
it i» detracted from bj ■ bad oholoi of type loi the naming <>' the

(. K A N 1)

Mary Miles Minter
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I ..111 MtXMTT

In

"The Moor Below"

i.—

d

MABU NORMAND

b "NEARLY MARRIED"
broad Instead of long space.
The first cut shows
a partial
one trusting to the column rules, but both are large enough

GRAND
ma*

WEDNESDAY

THEATRE

* TMLRSDAY

VHJL.JUH
•THECOLD~DECK"

i.li^j

.k. r«t rW< FNen— TWi H*. fie—

Bee-

r ejjj MiU»a) Hum

box and
to stand

maemSrsh
Tonight and Thursday

LVibo-

aThe Cinderella Man"
GRAND

support. A smaller face would have given greater prominence to the
star and title as well. All three are good display because the cuts get
the attention and hold the Interest until the reader begins to take in
the type, yet all three advertisements are a bit too lull of copy for the
best results.
"Tarzan of the Apes" is another picture that was a clean-up through
a well-planned advertising campaign. The subject suggests the use of
tropical foliage for border and the artist has made good use of the sug-

GRAND PIPE ORGAN

up on the page.
The second pair are both boxed in with rule, though
here the use of portrait cuts would help gain display.
McCormick's.
Not even S. Barret MeCormick got out very good advertising for
Chaplin in "A Dog's Life," but he did the best he could with the material at hand. The trouble seems to be that the comedian wants to
impress his ability as a pathetic actor upon a public that wants him
in slapstick. Most of the cut copy for "A Dog's Life" seems to have
played up the pathetic side, and Mr. MeCormick worked along with
this by praising the pathos. He got more real comedy out of "Blue
Jeans," which was used on the same bill. This is a play of Indiana

V A Double Feature Program
With Bewitching

Viola Dana
n the Famous Melodrama of Indiana Life
', wO
~£e"o
One of the moat popular play* of the it>gv. "Blue
Jeaiu,- come* to the tcrwa with ait the wealth of
thrills, homely humor and paths* that ha* mad* it
e favorite play for twenty years. With it* locale in
Rising Bun, Indiana, and it* intimate touches of
Hoosier life and polities delightfully toM and act*!
rajfctadh ems*. as *nt*rt»lnini to the
an a* it didrally
to B fathere.
remembers that thrill in* fixhl In

"" '""■

9

ed the country band at t bepolitk*!
a. ta, ft™, IK, (list

„.*

ASK

DAP. HE

KNOWS.

MR. HERBERT WATEROUS
CIRCLE TOPICAL DI6EST
Toie Pictures of tie North aid Sooth
ALL NEXT WEEK STARTING TOMORROW

and naturally it appealed to Indianapolis audiences. The taking up of
a tobacco advertisement catch phrase is particularly apt in connection
with this old-time melodrama of a quarter century ago. He had better
material to work with for "The Warrior," for the Maciste stunts make
fine cut copy, but the best thing in this batch of advertising was in
type. It can be adapted to any other film likely to be a sell out, and
it convinces as fully as does Ralph Ruffner's "Try to Get In."
It reads :
WARNING !
If you can't get in the Circle tomorrow the first man you meet
Monday morning that was able to get in is going to say, "Have
you seen The Warrior?" Then he's going to try aDd describe
it to you and fall down just as bad as we are telling you about
it, and he'll wind up by saying, "Well, anyway, den't miss it,
it's the greatest thing that ever came over — and by the way,
better take along some shock absorbers for the thrills and a
set of weed chains so you won't skid out of your seat laughing
at it."
For Mabel Normand he had some good cut copy and made effective use
of it. The three displays shown are three columns wide and from 11 to
13 inches deep. Evidently Mr. MeCormick is not supertitious. The
display on the left is the better of the three, since the layout here per-

gestion, but the advertisement on the right shows that even here we
get the horrible fuzzy lettering, though this is the first time we recall
having seen this style of thing in an advertisement of the Circle. This
intermittent lettering is becoming a nation-wide craze, and it Is just
as bad now as when it started. "Tarzan" is a story best advertised
and practically all of the advertisements for this atby description,
traction take up one feature of the film and enlarge upon it. This is
merely announcing the title and trusting to the
than
better
vastly
popularity of the "Tarzan" books to get the patron in. Direct Interest
aroused at the moment is always better than the reference to something grown cold, but the description must be vivid and interesting
of itself if it is to work. We don't know where Mr. MeCormick gets
to be in the dictionary of Prohis monkey talk from. It doesn't seem is
as good as a cut for getting
fessor Garner, but that line at the top
interest. It is worth noting that most of the plays are helped by a
ballet or song production, a ballet going with "Tarzan" tc, heighten the
suggestion of forest life.

•9

But Get the Names Right.
The Mikadow theater, Manitowoc, Wis., sends in a broadside for
Easter week (a bit late), printed on cheap stock, the sheet 20x24,
folded once. It is striking, but it has been rather carelessly prepared.
"Mary MacLaren" instead of Mary McLane, is announced in "Men Who
Made Love to Me" instead of men who have made love, and the
secondary line for "Jack and the Beanstalk" is "1,300 children in a
giant 8% feet tall." "In" and "and" have vastly different meanings.
It must be reA little care in the proofreading would have saved this.
membered that there are printers in the draft and new faces in the
exercised.
be
should
ever
than
care
more
composing rooms, and
Another "Bit" to Do.
Hand it to the Majestic, Grand Junction, Cal., once more. Charles
Decker is distributing the corn-meal booklets of the Department of
Agriculture with an advertisement of the theater Imprinted upon the
back. He wrote for three thousand copies, but received only 500, with
an offer to send others direct to a list of names and addresses supplied.
WTe think that the idea might have been amplified by providing blanks to
be filled in by patrons unable to obtain a copy, to be sent in by the
house.
The clipping tells its own story :
By co-operation with the United States Department of Agriculture the Majestic Theater has received 5(10 Farmers' Bulletin, No. 565, which will be given to every lady free as long
as they last.
The Bulletin is a 28-page Booklet, containing 68 different
receipts for the use of Corn Meal as a food and ways of using it.
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Now that the food administration is only allowing six pounds
of flour to each member of the family per month, this valuable
little booklet should be a wonderful help to the housewives in
meeting the difficult problems of cooking and baking to conserve wheat.
The department is glad to work in with local distributors and so is
the Food Administration.
If you cannot get booklets from one, you can
probably get something similar from the other.
Patrons do not realize
that, and the suggestion of "official" connection is helpful to the house.
Follow Mr. Decker in, now that he has shown the way, remembering
that if you put an imprint on the books it should be a general house
talk and not merely the announcement of a particular release.
These
cook books will be held around the house for a long time.
Mr. Bleich's
George A. Bleich, of the Empress,
slides that are evidently locally made,
asked him for details.
We show one

Slides.
Ownesboro, Ky., sends in some
but so well done that we have
on The Kaiser.
The postscript

WORLD
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hibitor. Another instance of real press, work is the issuance of mats
in three and four-column sizes of their Navy pictures and to go with a
story on how cartoon comedies are made. Most editors would be glad
to pay for this stuff. They certainly will appreciate getting it without
charge and will give up valuable space cheerfully, for the story is
written from a news-interest viewpoint. It's a step in the right
direction.
Had

an Extra.

Will Stewart, of the Princess, Eagle Grove, la., evidently believes in
making his presence felt. For the opening of the house he got out a
red ink extra, taking most of the front page for his announcement and
advertisement.
The issue seems to be the regular edition of the paper

Eagle

e Eagle

EXTRA!

If you are an admirer of the
KAISER you are advised to stay
away from this theater FRIDAY
next, because you will certainly
have your feelings hurt.

rS^yJFORMAL

fesrd™11 SfflflR
PRINCESS THEATREp^gM Jai—

j|pp|g

P. S. — If you are a friend of
this "Nut" you can stay away from
the Empress every day so far as
we are concerned.

OPENING

iiiiiiiiiiiririiiiaa»aarf4s«aBiii»iiiiiiiTiiiTiTnp
TONIGHT

FORMAL

HfUgi

TONIGHT

OPENING
THURSDAY

APRIL

25
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will bring a laugh and yet there is something back of the laugh. But
we think we could call the Kaiser worse than a "nut." Another slide
reads
Keep Your Pistol
In your pocket
and don't shoot holes in our show
screen on Friday next when we
"The

Kaiser,

the

Beast of Berlin."
We ture
expect
you to get mad, but don't take it out on our furniand fixtures.
Another slide is for Mary Pickford In "The Little American,"
and
here the same judicious appeal is made with
No 4th of July Celebration
Ever furnished half the patriotic thrills you will receive if
see
MaryyouPickford
"The Littlein American."
If it does not arouse
and stir you then you are a poor
patriot
or
—
well,
you
don't
justslides
care. it would seem that Mr. Bleich
From a dissection of one of the
uses printer's ink on the slides, probably by means of the roller scheme,
but he gets unusually good results, and the finish of the slide is just
as good as the wording of the copy.
Cuts for Educationals.
The Educational Films Corporation is issuing mats for its scenics
and cartoon comedies. The cuts (which are sent out in mat form) are
two inches wide and 2*4 long; perhaps a little too long for a small

New

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIHtt«III»IIH4iaiIIIIIITITITITI*TlTffF
and not a special printing. There is another advertisement on the
back page for a coming attraction, but advertising must be cheaper
in the small towns than in the cities. We like the line "The small town
house with the city program," but we are not so admiring of the stunt
of the printer in announcing Hall "Cairne" and Miss "Risden." He
should have read proof on himself.

A Bad Mix.
A recent program envelope also covers a circular of the opening of a
new dairy in the vicinity of the theater. We think this is a bad scheme.
It is all right to let the advertisement into the program itself, but
such an enclosure cheapens the value of the house advertising and
cannot but have a bad effect.

HELP
AGE
WHAT THE ICE
-V.
*
LEFT
MORE MARVELOUS

■'*■'■■■ J,w
*

>j; «-'":-., ROBERT

SCENIC

beautiful:
advertisement, but they
coming to realizo that
patrons and are giving
permit
the showing
to

fit nicely into larger layouts. Exhibitors
these Interest pictures have a real pull
them greater publicity. The mats issued
be Improved
without
much
cost to the

FOR

MANAGERS

a

SARGENT (Ciidictor «l Advertislaj ftr Eihlhltirs li tki Miiiij Pietin W«rld

TEXT BOOK and a HAND BOOK. It tells all about advertising, printing and paper, how to run a house program, how t«
frame your newspaper advertisements, posters or throwaways, how to make your house an advertisement, how to
get matinee business, special schemes for hot weather and
rainy days. Practical plans that hare helped others and
will "help you.
By

are
with
will
Ex-

THEATRE

Picture Theatre Advertising
flj EPES w:NTHR0P
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STORY
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mail,

postpaid,

$2.00.

Order from

nearest office.

Moving Picture World, 516 Fifth Avenue, New York
Schiller Building
Chicago, m.

Wright A. Callender Building
Los Angeles, OaL
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SARGENT

NOTICE.
Owing to Ulmeaa, Mr. Sargent aril] bet uualkla to ranly to any
Inquiries whether n return envelope nccoliipinilcN the <|ii. -.(lona
or not. No exceptions to thta nil.- run I..- mmlr. perhaps, for
■evernl monlha.

One

of

the

Sincere*.

SOMETIMES men write for clucks and never get them, and some men
write lor tame ami tall In that, but the man who has some ability
and more determination la apl to land somewhere, sometime.
The
other day we got a personal
letter from an old reader, and while he
was not trying to break Into print, his comment has all the greater
value from that fact.
He was no) trying to write something clever for
publication.
He was telling his own experience.
In part he says:
For the present
I have
found
that I can express
myself
better in short stories, and I am just breaking in, although I
have knocked at the editorial doors for the last Ave years
I
do not write for money— though
I take what I can get with
avidity— I have by patience learned that it is unprofitable to do
so. I write because I am in sympathy with this character or
that.
I imagine a great deal, and a part of that which
is
convincing and would have a parallel in the life of the ordinary
man or woman I draw from and place upon paper that others
may draw from it again.
* • • So many writers want to
know how to start.
This is what I did after I had failed for
three years at writing scenarios : I had been a railroad clerk,
photographer and journalist.
After much deliberation I got a
I saw pictures seven days
job as usher In a photoplay theater.
a week, from noon to midnight.
I got a chance to analyze them,
More than that, I learned what the public thought,
and I did.
and it was not uncommon for a priest or a clergyman, a lawyer
or a physician, a judge, a carpenter, or a bootblack to cast a
I began to look at pictures from
comment into my hungry ears.
a different angle ; to grasp some of the necessary help that was
I took a firmer hold of my pen as I sat
so easily gotten.
down to my work and began to get letters along with rejections.
My photoplays did not immediately begin to bring in remuneration, for the path of the photoplay writer is narrow, rocky and
very long, yet that path can be made broad and smooth after
a while.
It happened that advancement came and the writer is superintendent
of one of the largest houses in one of the coast cities, but he still keeps
on with his writing when time permits in spite of his advance along
the managerial lines. He is getting ahead, but he keeps on writing
because he has it in him to write. He writes for the love of the work,
and the writer who does that is the one who finds the greatest success
and the most permanent career. No one can do much without work
and enthusiasm, for one cannot perform the work without the sustaining enthusiasm that keeps him at the task when seeming failure would
discourage the mere check chaser.
Examine the histories of the leading writers and it will be found
that invariably they have studied the technique of their work not alone
from books but from the screen. They have examined and analyzed
production. They know what effects to get and how to get them. They
work with surenoss and certainty. They know that there is something
to the business other than merely sitting down and writing plays. They
must know the whys and wherefores, and this comes more from the
personal study of the screen than from any book, though a good text
book is useful in directing the studies. And among the men who last
you will find few who have not done years of preliminary work. That
is the real answer. It is work plus time plus thought which brings
success.
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born to th< |ob but one who
takingly and learned to aj thing! in the
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snarlo editors and din
Ive from most writera.
They
reveal potential talent, the
but Insufflolenl training,
"Sni>|...s.
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man

wire

I., tiy

to da

Ign

a lion ,.• with. nit

train

Ing, just inc. ins.' he happened u> \w<- in a bouse, ami bees
he iia.i seen a great many bouses,
He'd probably make a bad
job of it. Vet thousands of i
of them irltb writing
ability, think they ran writ* scenarios nn i.iy i eeauM they have
1 in
irous moving pictures,
Tin- result is a mass of poor
We think Mi
I'. Mille would not have said Just this.
Wo do not
believe that he would, for a moment,
contend
that any person
may
be educated
to beet
an acceptable writer.
He must know that the
work."
faculty ol Imagination is Inborn and not to he Implanted through education. The author i Brat l»>rn and then I.
ated. Both the
Inherent ability and the developing education are necessary. With
hut one the author Is Incomplete. The born author, without education,
is merely a blunderer who irritates because his Ideas are so good and
his developments are so poor. On the other hand the man who lB
merely educated, without posses ing Inherent Imagination, Is no more
than a clever but shallow trickster, working with second-hand ideas
toward mechanical effects. There is no real base to his work. It Is
all artificial and impermanent. Mr. De Mille announces that he la
constantly on the lookout for new authors. If what he says is true, he
has only to put a few strange hands under long-time contracts, have
them educated and then use their plays — but we do not think that Mr.
De Mille really says what his press agent says he said.
Ones

and Fives.

Universal is again announcing a return to one-reel dramas. It is
only an announcement thus far, but sooner or later the change must
come, even though it means more trouble to the exchange and exhibitor,
the one in handling, and the other in advertising the product. The
five-reel story should contain as much plot as the full evening play.
Not all stories do, but all stories should. From fifteen to twenty film
plays are released each week. It is a notable week on Broadway when
five new plays are presented within seven days, and it is improbable
that all five of those plays will succeed. Were there a demand for
fifteen new plays a week each season of forty weeks, the dramatic stage
would reach a low ebb through lack of proper material, yet the much
newer enterprise of photoplay demands an excess of fifteen new plots
each week. Naturally, some of them must be poor, and many worse
than that. On the other hand it is easier to turn out an idea to hold
the interest for fifteen minutes than for seventy-five. There are more
good short stories than there are good novels, and the short stories
give greater pleasure. The one and two-reel film plays are the short
stories of the screen. Give more of these and the public will be better
pleased once they are re-educated to an appreciation of the short story.
It is merely a matter of fashion and precedent. Exhibitors welcomed
the longer plays at first because they were stronger and because they
were easier to advertise. Now only the latter advantage holds, for
many five to seven-part stories are but one-reel ideas padded out, and
The trouble is that exhibthe public is tired of the inexpert padding.
itors will not change policy until assured of a continuous supply of
them until assured of a
make
not
will
producers
and
good one-reels,
or later the
profitable market. There the matter stands, but sooner
patrons.
former
many
will
one-reel must come back— and so
Wide

Appeal.

Be careful to base your stories upon matters of wide appeal. Too
requires too
many writers use as a foundation some local custom atthat
large. Make a
much explanation to make it clear to the country
customs.
local and general
sharp distinction between
The

New

Davy

Crockett.

Be sure you are right — then write it.
The Right Spirit.
The man who writes because he needs the money is not an author.
The man who writes because he cannot help himself is more apt to
prove such, though many who long to write never become recognized
authors because they lack insight or education. Something within
them urges them to write and they cannot resist the appeal, but instinct
alone does not make the author, and a fair education plus a knowledge
of the world is as necessary as ideas. We know many aspirants who
would make good had they received a better education, but they did not
have the chance in their youth, and the desire for expression is checked
by an inability to give in words what the mind gives in thought. In
other words they can think, but they cannot write. They at least are
making a laudable effort and are to be encouraged, but the man who
writes merely because he wants or needs the money will never make
an author. He must have a higher source of inspiration than this
or he cannot succeed. The other day a man announced he was going
to write one story "because it was in him and had to come out." His
was at least a better excuse than the man who writes one story and
refuses to try another until he has sold the first and so has been
assured that there really is money in the game. There never is any
There never will be.
profit for such a man.

Takes

was
Home
minutes.

not

built

in

a

day,

Time.

nor

a

five-reel

feature

in

twenty

TECHNIQUE
OF
THE
PHOTOPLAY
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
A book replete with practical pointers on the preparation
of stories lor the screen, answering the hundred and one
questions which immediately present themselves when the
first script is attempted. A tested handbook for the constant
he-shouldcr" inforwriter of picture plots. "Straiglit-from-t
mation from an author with a wealth of real "dollars- andcents" experience.
By Mail, Postpaid, Three Dollars
Published and For Sale by
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD,
516 Fifth Ave, N. T.
Schiller Bide-, Chicago
Wright & Callender Bldg., Los Angeles
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Manufacturers'
Notice.
rT IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other
[ goods lencewill
Indorsedhasor been
recommended
editorially
until the excelof suchbe articles
demonstrated
to Its editor.
Operators'
Notice.
I am about to make a trip as follows :
Starting April 5 or 6 to Chicago via Albany, Schenectady, Utlca,
Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Toronto, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit and
Battle Creek, returning via Ft. Wayne, Bucyrus, Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, Philadelphia and Trenton in the interests of the industry. It
will be a pleasure to stop in any city on this route and address operators and exhibitors. My subject will be "The presentation of the
silent drama upon the screen," which will include all things allied with
projection, but will deal particularly with the terrific waste everywhere
present in the practice of today.
It will be necessary that I hear either from opeiators or exhibitors
at once if they desire me to stop. I will make short side trips from
the proposed route if necessary. All I ask is a representative
meeting of operators and exhibitors. There will be no expense to you
except such as may be incurred in making the local arrangements.
F. H. RICHARDSON.

THIS IS IMPORTANT!
As editor of this department I have been requested to prepare a paper
to be read at the next meeting of the Society of Projection Engineers,
subject : "The Operating Room and Its Requirements." As some of the
recommendations that I will make therein may be embodied in the
standards adopted by the Society, I would be glad to hear from projectionists as to their views concerning the following: (A) Smallest
permissible size of room, remembering that if the recommendation is
adopted as "standard," then in due course of time many projection
rooms will be built to conform. (B) What should be the official designation of the room? Booth is absurd; also it is a misnomer, as you
may see by reference to a dictionary. "Projection Room" is my own
suggestion. (D) What beside projection should be permitted inside the
room? (E) Of what should shelves be constructed? (F) Should or
should not a work bench be permitted inside the room, and if so of
what should it be made? (G) What standard of ventilation should be
set up? What should be minimum size of observation ports? (H)
What forms of construction should be permitted, i. e., brick, concrete,
hollow tile, asbestos board, etc.? (I) What should be the standard as
to the floor? (J) What should be the standard as to fire shutters and
fuse links for same? (K) Such other points as may occur to you,
which you think shouid receive attention.
Now, gentlemen, this matter is of IMPORTANCE TO YOU. I must
have this paper in the hands of the Committee on Papers not later
than August 15th, hence if your suggestion or suggestions are to receive consideration it is absolutely necessary that they reach me not
later than August First.
Now let's see how many of you really have enough interest to go
to the trouble of setting forth your ideas.
It's up to you.
He Takes Liberties.
Duane D. Signor, Cazenovia, New York, says:
As an exhibitor of motion
pictures in a small town I am
taking the liberty of asking your advice concerning a trouble
I am having, viz. : the picture has a tendency to jump.
As
shutter
is adjusted
as correctly as possible I do not understand where the trouble
lies.
It may
be in the sprocket
wheel which
guides the film ; I do not know.
I am new at
the business.
In doubt as to whom to consult, I came upon
your department
in the Moving
Picture
World.
Perhaps
I
am out of order in expecting an answer, but shall hope for a
reply of sonyi sort.
You are entirely in order, Friend Signor.
That Is one of the things
this department is for.
You are in a small town — too small to enable
you to employ a competent
projectionist.
You are doing an excellent
work
in providing
that little community
with legitimate
amusement,
hence deserve all the aid we can give.
In the first place, I would very
strongly advise you to immediately send four dollars for a Handbook.
See advertisement
at end of Projection
Department.
It is precisely
what you need, and need badhj.
As to the jump, It may be due to
many tilings.
First, be sure the intermittent
sprockets
(all of them,
'for thai matter, but particularly the Intermittent)
are perfectly clean.
Any accumulation
of gum
and dirt on its face Is apt to make
the
picture jump.
Second,
if the Intermittent
sprocket
is clean and the
jump occurs regularly four times to every revolution of the crank, or
of the crank-shaft if machine
is motor driven, then the trouble lies
in one of three things, viz. : Intermittent
sprocket
itself not true
(very rare in these Inter days), sprocket shaft bent or bushings carrying shaft badly worn.
If the jump is a general unsteadiness and the

picture moves up slightly on the screen when you increase 6peed of
projector, then the tension springs on gate are not set tight enough.
In increasing tension be very sure not to overdo it. See Handbook,
page 463. Also jump may be caused by undercut sprocket teeth, or
badly hooked sprocket teeth. Remedy, new intermittent sprocket. Jump
may also be due to using very old films, in which the sprocket holes
are in very bad condition. If none of these things enable you to locate
your trouble, then write again, describing the "jump" in exact detail.
The setting of the revolving shutter has nothing to do with the picture
jumping.
The Mazda Lamp.
G. H. Stickney,
Illuminating Engineer, Assistant to Sales Manager,
Harrison Lamp Works, comments on a recent editorial of this department as follows :
I have read, with interest, issue April 20, page 391, article
titled : "Important to Incandescent Users," regarding careful
adjustment of the spherical mirror in connection with motion picture lamps. The material for this article was evidently taken
from literature put out by lamp companies in an effort to emphatize the importance of mirror setting, but the greatest reason for such accuracy lies in the additional screen illumination
made possible by accurate mirror adjustment, rather than for
the reason ascribed. The relatively small effect an improper adjustment has on lamp life is a secondary consideration, and I
think both these items have been over estimated and given more
importance than they deserve. The paragraph, as it appears,
leads one to believe that, should the mirror be so set that the
image falls directly on the filament coils themselves, then the
lamp will fail almost immediately upon turning on the current.
If this were true, then a prospective user of Mazda lamps for
projection might well hesitate to make the trial, since, how
could he tell before lighting the lamp just where the image
would fall? No, the lamp will NOT fail immediately, or even
very soon, should the image happen to fall directly on the filament coils themselves, though the life of the lamp MAY be
shortened somewhat. As a matter of fact, in the thirty ampere,
750 watt lamp, more than half the reflected image of necessity
falls upon the filament coils, because these coils are .0S5" in
diameter and are separated by .02", whereas the reflected image
of the coils also is .0S5" in diameter, therefore, with the centers
of these images exactly between the actual filament coils, approximately 76 per cent, of the image, of necessity, falls directly
on the coils.
With the 600 watt, 20 ampere lamp the coil is .06S" in diameter, and the space between only .043", hence about 36 per
cent, of the image falls upon the coils. Tests with a 750 watt
lamp, working without a mirror, showed that the temperature,
with 30 amperes flowing, was 3,100° C. The screen lumens
(amount of light projected through the motion picture machine
lens system) (Machine running or standing still? This would
make a difference of approximately 50 per cent, as applied to
actual screen light, though it would not in the least affect the
actual experiment in hand. — Ed.) were 420. With the mirror
so set that centers of reflected coil images came exactly between
the actual coils, and the current maintained at 30 amperes, filament temperature was only increased by SO per cent, total temperature 3.ISO" C, whereas screen lumens were raised to 650,
with mirror so set. that center of reflected images fell directly
on center of filament coils, current maintained at 3u amperes,
temperature was found to be 3.205° C.
You will thus see that, as the lamp is designed and tested to
operate with mirror correctly set. at 3,180° C the worst possible
condition obtainable, i. e., with image superimposed directly upon
filament, gives an increase of but 25° C, which is a rise of
slightly less than 8/10 of 1 per cent. Such an increase may be
expected to shorten the life of a lamp In the neighborhood of
6 per cent. In other words, under the worst possible condition
as to mirror adjustment the lamp life would be 94 hours instead
of 100. The screen illumination, on the other hand, falls approximately 10 per cent.
WARNING : The placing of the mirror image on or between
the filament coils should not be confused with correct alignment
of mirror on the optical axis of the lens system.
Tests have
shown that with the mirror but 1/10" off the optical axis, screen
illumination may fall as much as 16 per cent., hence very careful
adjustment is necessary if maximum screen illumination is to
be had.
It seems what is objected to is not my calling attention to the extreme
Importance of proper mirror adjustment, but the reason I have advanced
therefor.
If the artiele in question conveys the idea that superimpositlon of image on coil will act to immediately destroy the filament, then
I owe the Mazda folks an apology, for I certainly meant to convey no
such impression.
What I had in mind was the fact (for it is a fact)
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that tin- Maada lamp is made to la i a oartatn, given ttana, whan operated
at a given temperature, that temperature being produoed by Iti ratad
amperage.
Now, ir we do anythln
coll, to raise that temperature, then we automatically shorten the lite

of the lamp.

Hut I had been lad to auppoaa the matter wai vorj nuota

more serious than the tcls cited by Mr
Toiler show It to he
1 muot
take exception, howev.r to the remark ol Brother Porter where he Bays,
"The worst condition obtainable."
The mere supcrlmpo
unont
Image on filament Image, with amperage at normal, la bj do maana the
worst condition, because it may well he, ami very frequently Is, the condition that amperage it elf la oyer normal. 1 also must question the
\i \ v be shortened somewhat," sutistitutin.it 'Ufa certainly win be
shortened somewhat." because anything which raises temperature
shortens filament life.
On the whole, howerer, It appears from the tests clteil that we may
very greatly modify our views as to poaalble filament damage through
Improper mirror adjustment. This does not, however, materially I
the real Importance of very accurate mirror adjustment. It merely
changes the prime reason for It from filament damage to conservation of
light. Anil, anyhow. I am rather well pleased that 1 made the mistake,
because It has served to pry loose another bit of very valuable Information, which has come in the best poaalble form.
And while I am at it. J. T.Caldwell, of the Natl'jial Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio, also takes a punch at the editorial goat by calling our attention to what he very kindly says was "evidently a typographical error," but which was, In reality, a plain piece of editorial
carelessness — oh yes. editors sometimes get careless, too, strange as It
may seem.
He says :
In article titled, "He Horns
In," you refer to incandescent
projection lamps costing $7.00 each. List price on the 20 ampere,
■>• volt. TUN bulb Mazda lamp is $6.00, and on the 30 ampere.
86 volt, T-20 bulb lamp it Is $6.75.
You also refer to the 750
watt lamp being operated at a temperature which will burn out
the filament
in UK) hours when
20 amperes of current flows.
The current capacity of the 750 watt lamp is 30 amperes, not
20.
I take opportunity of calling your attention to these two
points that you may have the information ; also that the projectionist may not get wrong ideas as to the lamps.
I solemnly promise to be more careful in future.
Incidentally I Intend
to try to get a meeting of the engineering departments of the three big
lamp works, viz. : the National, Harrison and Westlnghouse, in the near
future, that we may try to arrive at a basis for harmonizing the claims
of the companies as regards Mazda lamps.
What this department seeks
is real information as to the Mazda projection lamp, its possibilties and
limitations.
We desire to aid, if we may, in its development, but to
prevent the publication of claims which cannot be substantiated, which
is hard to do, with each company making different claims for what are
essentially the same goods.
"A Corking Good Machine."
On my Eastward journey, I made my initial visit to the City of
Fort Wayne, the home of the Fort Wayne Works of the General
Electric Company, to which is delegated the manufacture of current
rectifying devices for motion picture projection other than Mercury
Arc Rectifiers. I shall always be pleased with myself that this visit
was made ; this for several reasons. In the first place it resulted
in addingmercial
to engineer
my list
of acquaintances'
and friends
S. P.
Hirsch, comin the
fractional horsepower
motor
department
; T.
W. Behan, manager of the commercial department; A. J. Sorem, designing engineer of compensarcs ; R. J. Hoffman, foreman of the general
testing department, and Stewart Herring, tester of compensarcs — the
latter being also a practical operator and a member of the Local
Union 466 of Moving Picture Machine Operators, a bunch of bright,
brainy men, all members in good standing of the Ancient and Accepted
Order of Good Fellows.
Under the guidance of Mr. Hirsch it was my privilege to make a tour
of the works. I have visited many factories, but here it fell to my lot
machines I have
to watch operation of some of the most interesting ever
seen. The Fort
Wayne Works
manufacture many
small motors, and
some of the machines used in armature winding and
field winding seem
almost human In
their intelligence.
The company employees about 4,000
men, women and
girls. Its machinery and buildings
are thoroughly upto-date. The real
purpose
my visit to theof plant,
however, and In
fact my stop in
Fort Wayne was to
examine and test the new type A. C. to D. C. Compensarc, which
has been on the market for quite some time and is meeting with
much favor from exhibitors and operators. The electrical characteristics
of the new type Fort Wayne Compensarc follow very closely along the
lines of the well known characteristics of the Transverter which has
won such favor during the past few years. In starting the second
lamp for change-over the new compensarc doubles its voltage, while
the amperage remains to all intents and purposes the same. The
machine is of what is known the "constant current type." The arcs
are, by the manipulation of a single switch, placed in series with each
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and

found

thnt, although the machine was in the
rough, taken off the factory floor nnd
not bb yet even tested, the amperage
ition was only about two when the second arc was struck, and tbla
is fine enough regulation tor any one.
A""""r '' ' ' made was as follows: I set the arc at 52 volts and
ml then let It burn until the arc voltage reached 70.
The amperage changea during this test were as followH : At 60 volte
(a rise of 8 volts from the start) the amperage reading was 41. a rloe
of 1% amperes. At 66 volts the amperage was 4.'i, a rise of 14 volta,
and only 3V4 amperes. At 70 volts the amperage was 4.'!%, a rise of
1% amperes from tho last test, and a rise of 4 volts. This Is, I think,
as good a showing of the constant current characteristics as any one
need ask for. The machine at the time was working at considerable
over-load. It will run a matter of 5 minutes pulling both arcs, or lo
a pinch longer, which is ample for all practical purposes such as the
burning in of craters, etc.
I did not personally make an electrical efficiency test, but the company claims an overall efficiency of 63 per cent, for the single phase,
and 70 per cent, for the two and three phase machines. This Is for
a 35 ampere lamp at 55 volts. For other crrents and arc voltagea
the efficiency will vary, so the company claims, from 60 to 72 per cent.
I am not so much interested In the exact efficiency of the machine
as I used to be, because I find that not in one case in a hundred doee
a motor generator set deliver its maximum efficiency if it has been In
the operating room for even as much as 30 days, which is rather a
sad commentary on the skill and knowledge of the men in charge of
these machines.
The new type Fort Wayne A. C. to D. C. Compensarc occupies a
moderate amount of floor space, and Is equipped with steel cabinet
panel arranged for conduit wiring and two short circuit switches —
one to be mounted on each projection machine. With each machine
is sent a very complete instruction book covering its operation and
care. The machine is rigid in construction, and the fact that It is
put out by the Fort Wayne Works is sufficient guarantee of mechanical
excellence.
Fnm the tests made I am glad to say I can approve heartily of the
Fort Wayne A. C. to D. C. Series Type Compensarc, which ts the
endorsement and recommendation of the projection department.
Motor
From

Dope.

Massachusetts comes the following :

We have just installed a new Power's motor drive machine,
and I must have a special license to operate it. In this state,
in order to secure such a license the projectionist must not only
know the projection machine, but must have some knowledge of
motors ; that is to say, the various types, their parts, care,
etc.. On page 506 of the Handbook you give detailed, illustrated
Instructions on Power's Speed Control, but there is nothing as
to the motor Itself. Have you a fourth edition containing this
information, or can you tell me where it may be obtained?
No, there is no fourth edition. I did not include motors, because that
subject requires a book to itself. You have committed the error so very
many projectionists do, viz. : waited until you are in actual, dire need of
information and knowledge every projectionist should equip himself with
as an integral part of his equipment, before making any effort to acquire
it. I would recommend that you purchase "The Electric Motor," by
Burns, published by Joseph J. Branch & Company, 608 South Dearborn
street, Chicago, 111. Am not sure as to price. Send $2.00 and tell them
to return any balance there may be, or send $1.00 and ask them to send
parcelminute
post C.
O. D.starting
for balance.
timeasdon't
until
the
last
before
to studyAnd
suchnext
things
you wait
may be
called
upon at any time to take charge of. That is not the way the really
successful man does business.
Preddy

Gets Into the Game.

Our old friend, Walter G. Preddy, that Prince of Good Fellows, who
deals In motion picture supplies out in San Francisco,
says :
Dear
Friend
Richardson : Note that occasionally
you are
asked, through the department, as to who is putting out Mazda
lamp outfits for projection.
Well, we are doing quite a bit
in that line, and wish to place our name before you as a manufacturer of such apparatus.
We hope to receive some of your
consideration.
You may just bet your last and only collar button that you will, friend
Preddy.
Why?
Well, because I've known Preddy for quite some several
years, and he is one of the squarest men in the business.
I haven't
seen his Mazda
lamp
outfit, but I'll back
Preddy
up to satisfy a
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customer or give him his coin back. Walter is a friend of mine;
also, he is on the level, and that last is the best recommendation any
living man can possibly have.
From

Texas.

G. A. Yager, Vernon, Texas, who expects soon to be with the colors,
writes, in part, as follows :
Desire to call your attention
to article in The
Electrical
World,
April 13 issue, titled "Light
Projection
with
Gasfilled Lamps," by R. P. Burrows and J. T. Caldwell.
Would
very much like to see it reprinted in the department and commented on by you.
Claim is made therein that present tendency is to decrease
screen illumination.
Is this a fact?
If
so, it is the first time I have heard of it. The article agrees
with you as to permissible size of picture with Mazda
lamp
projection.
It also says the Mazda does away with the "objectionable flicker common
with the arc lamp."
It also says
the prismatic
lens of the Fresnel
type utilizes a 76-degree
solid angle of light, as against
a 45-degree
solid angle of
light from a condenser used with an arc lamp.
If this is so,
then why is not the type named used with the arc lamp ? The
article lays great stress on the fact that mirror should be so
focused that it will not reflect the light back on the filament, in
order to get a solid light source, but say nothing about the
Improper condition
shortening
life of lamp.
With
regard
to
left hand machine, I am not at all certain it would work out
operating
smaller
a
for
.
excuse
offer
simply
It might
well.
A
now.
enough
they are small
knows
and Heaven
room,
projectionist may work between his machines as they are now,
film is in such bad shape
or when
threading,
except when
Are the papers
that he has to be continually resetting loops.
read at the meeting of the Society of Projection Engineers to be
What is the address of St. Louis
printed in booklet form?
local?
Want to get into union if I may, but they are not as
soon to be
Expect
letters.
a rule very good at answering
working for Uncle Samuel, but intend to continue to study projection, for I know an awful bunch of knowledge has thus far
eluded
me.
Most
likely I have
demonstrated
that fact in
this letter, but I find the best way to get at a thing is to
expose
your
ignorance
and
trust to one who
knows
for
enlightenment.
No, brother Yager,
you have not exposed
any alarming
ignorance.
In fact, your letter is indicative of a wide-awake, progressive mind.
As to the union, you must join the one in whose jurisdiction you are,
and that is the one nearest to you in actual miles, which might be
Oklahoma City, Dennison, Sherman or Ft. Worth.
A reliable (official)
map,
such as your county officers should
possess, and a scale, will
determine
the matter.
Address
of locals are as follows : Oklahoma
City L. U. 380, Harry Baker, secretary, Box 380; Sherman, Texas, Ed
Bonham,
secretary,
1111 West
Houston
street, Local 468; Dennison,
Texas, L. U. 280, W. T. Looney, secretary, Box 228; Ft. Worth, Texas,
L. U. 330, V. Wood, secretary, Box 543.
I am sure you will get courteous reply from them all. As to the Mazda, I do not wish to discuss
it very much right now.
Am to have a meeting with the engineering
departments of the three lamp companies in early June.
Will have
more to say after that.
Will, however, say this : Modern photography
demands brilliant illumination to do it full justice.
There is tendency
to reduce abnormal and largely useless amperage, but slight tendency,
if any, to reduce actual screen illumination, except where slight increase
is had at absurdedly out-of-proportion cost (excess amperage).
I do
not think my friends, Burrows and Caldwell, referred to arc flicker.
When illumination is decreased the flicker due to revolving shutter Is
automatically
decreased,
which
is equivalent
to the well understood
proposition
that as you increase
screen brilliancy you also increase
tendency
to flicker.
Would rather not discuss the lens matter — yet,
except to say that very much of the matter lies in ability to bring
the Mazda light source closer to lens than is possible with arc.
As
to mirror focusing, would refer you to soon-to-be-published article, "The
Mazda Lamp."
As to left hand machines,
I hope the intelligence of
the worth-while
theater
managers
has reached
a plane where
they
understand at least something of the importance of a reasonable size
projection room, and that they have ceased to regard its walls as a
mere
housing
for certain
machinery.
Yes, the papers
will be in
pamphlet form.
This department will advise you when they are ready
for distribution, or you can write C. Francis Jenkins. President S. P. E.,
712, Eleventh street, N. W., Washington, D. C, asking that a copy be
sent you by post.
Send 50 cents stamps.
Any balance
will be returned. Price heretofore has been 25 cents.
Trouble With
Motor Drive.
J. Lindsey, McGregor, Texas, is having trouble with his motor drive.
He sets it forth as follows :

Have a Power's 6-A and have trouble with the fiber bushings in which
the fiber disc shaft runs.
Motor
runs fairly
cool, but this shaft gets very warm.
Bushings seem to start
melting
and then the shaft sticks, stopping
the motor
altogether. Up to now have been unable
to locate the trouble.
Would
appreciate
your advice
very much.
I just couldn't
do without the "World" or the Handbook.
Would like to see
the questions and answers put into book form.
Referring back
to the trouble, both armature and fiber disc shafts seem to be
in perfect alignment ; also fiber disc seems to be fairly true
and smooth.
Makes no undue amount of noise when running.
Many thanks for your kinds words of appreciation of the "World"
and the book.
Delay in reply due to absence from city.
Sorry
As
for the bushings
"melting,"
why
fiber bushings
cannot
melt.
What
you see is the grease with which the material
Is impregnated frying
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tr°Ubleout'
is which
most ,ike'y
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burned
causesduethe*° current
wfi
, ?USh thC armature' "'«» very high speed as a result
Have
on shaft. You can determine this item for yourself
I think
von loose
will
in aha
YoSnp-teSt,,Je,d
y°Ur m°t0r- (B) Disc
w£el
find
yourt trouble
in one ofC0US„0f
these two things
If not
«W I
.,,
or to a competent repair man for examination
and adjustment
Sto a ™
Vand-While >•- sendVe'sp^ed control' toTbeTcto^
His Goat Captured.

fonows: Park6r' Sh6rman'
T6XaS' iS ha™S
tr°^le ""h his goat,
Am sending samples of carbons which have
gotten my angora
Looks to me like fault in manufacture.
You will noTice a note

as

To
make
certain
it was causes
not in athebrown
opticalghost
To
teJr,'
7hiC\same
on the
train
(the screen
ghost
trouble,
I mean)
I have had the lamphouse back as far f
s 15
inches
us.ng a 6%-7%
condenser
combination
and a 6 inch
Projection
lens
Project
a 12-foot picture
with 40 amperes

the older
found tomaybe
7ho
,„ carbons
defect I seems
be worse
in three
the late
In
two or
bad carbons.
ones to the
bundle.
My manager just got a shipment, and about half of
them seem to be as per samples.
Same trouble occurs whether
% cored 1 or fc -inch solid lower is used.
Yes, I use the solid
below, though it makes a fellow keep
his hand on the trigger
all right.
But, as you say, that is what we are there for
In my opinion the light is the main thing in projection, and
I have been studying hard for six years past that I might
some
day be master of the arc lamp.
I have also studied
the other points involved
in projection,
and have
certainly
learned
one thing anyhow, viz.: that I need to study more
Some
of the other men
here are having
the same
trouble
with carbons.
In some cases two or three inches of the core
will just "pour
out."
Could
that be caused
by dampness?
Would
like you to pass judgment on the matter.
In closing,
wish to extend to you congratulations on the good being done
My bookcase conby both the department and the handbook.
the
Guides,
Electrical
a set of Hawkins'
tains a Handbook,
Question Booklets and a Moving Picture World each week, all
of which I am very proud of.
since it shows you to be a
And well you may be, brother Parker,
could not cause the core
moisture
Most decidedly
man.
progressive
I cannot, of course, say whether the
to come out in any such way.
trouble is due to faulty core mixture or lack of proper pressure in
forcing the core in. It could hardly be air bubbles, because the hole
and your
samples
I will forward
to be fairly continuous.
seems
faulty carbons
that your present
suggesting
letter to manufacturer,
In any event the prevalence of the fault
be replaced by perfect ones.
to the
regards
My
at the factory.
pretty rotten inspection
shows
It is a real pleasure
bunch.
They are a live-wire
men.
Sherman
Incidentally, has brother
to be of assistance to the men of local 468.
Moon got lost in the clouds?

Mc

Bible

Mb

T. E. Maclnnis, Port Morien, N. S., arises to remark :
Enclosed find postoffice money order for year's subscription to
the Moving Picture World.
Had it on trial for six months, and
find I can't get along without it. It surely is the movie man's
Bible.
Please have Mr. Richardson publish, or mail me address
of Independent Movie Supply Company ! Was much interested
in his description of their new electric light plant, published
recently in the Projection Department.
With regard to Brother Maclnnis' views of the Moving Picture World,
why
the man
is absolutely
right.
We
compliment
him on his good
judgment, which we know is good, because it coincides with our own.
Har-r-umph ! Far be it from us to, etc. ! The Independent has been
requested to forward to Friend Maclnnis full description, etc., of their
light plant.
Projectionists
Organizing.
This department has in the past acted as intermediary by referring to the I. A. headquarters many inquirers who asked of it Instructions as how to proceed to organize. Many unions, some of them
of goodly size, have resulted. Just within the past few weeks the
men of one middle-west city and one western mining district have
asked our aid in this respect. Both were promptly relerred to headquarters, and we have no doubt that organizations will result.
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Music for the Picture
Conducted by GEORGE

W. BEYNON.
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Notice.
QUESTIONS regarding music, addressed to this department, will receive a carbon copy of the department's reply by mall, when 4
cents are enclosed.
Special replies by mall on matter which canmot be answered In this column $1.00.
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Together.
many moons we have diligently, dilated upon tho urgent net
for closer co-operation between the music. il director mid the picture director. We have heartlessly harped upon the discrepancy
of interpretation and consistently nailed tor some action that would
bring a closer unity of purpose. Motion picture directors themselves
are coming forward and strongly advocating a conference with the
musician. These directors realize that the leader can ruin all his
painstaking preparations if it is not made clear what tho underlying
motive really means.
Exhibitors have expressed a keen deslro to have unnecessary flashbacks and superfluous scenes eliminated from tho picture In order that
it may become more adaptable to music. The picture Is the thing that
they are showing, but without good music it cannot successfully be
screened tor their patrons. There are some rabid reformers that
insist that pictures should fit the music, a reversion of the old conditions. This is going too far. Music can never dictate to pictures.
We cannot expect the producer to first consider each scene as to its
adaptabilty for music.
The time has come when music service plays as important a part
in winning the exhibitor as any other form of service. We cannot
say that it supersedes other forms, but every live manager considers his
musical program as carefully as his lobby display or publicity matter.
Every producer knows that he must have some sort of music service,
and therefore a competent musician must prepare it for him. In preparing cue-sheets or scores he will naturally embody in them his
personal impressions, and if left to himself will interpret the picture
in his own way.
When he is doing piece work in a projection room, sometimes under
adverse conditions, and always a bit hurried, he cannot give the concentration needed to turn out a good musical suggestion sheet. He
enters the atmosphere of the picture totally unprepared for what is
to be shown, and leaves with but a general idea of the dominant motive
depicted.
There are good directors, fair directors, and poor directors of pictures. Each has his own ideas and ideals. Each works with but
one object in view — to produce a masterpiece of film craft that will redound to the credit of his employers and himself. We have continually
heard the howls from tBe bigger ones when an exhibitor cuts his film
to suit the time limit of the theater. He claims that the house manager cannot cut it without killing it. Music can kill it more effectively.
If the projection is bad in a house showing their picture the director
will complain bitterly that his contrasts are not brought out properly,
and the picture loses its color value. Music can make the picture
appear positively lifeless in color.
Bearing these facts in mind and taking it for granted that the producer wants appreciation for his good pictures, why not bring the two
directors together? It will mean co-ordination of picture and music
that will tend to more clearly define the underlying principles involved.
The day is not far distant when manufacturers will have their own
musical department. Service today means more than it has ever
meant as a talking point in feature selling and real music service
would be hailed with wild enthusiasm by every theater owner in the
country.
Consistency is another word that is well received by the buyers of
film, providing the producer lives up to it. After spending thousands
to make a picture, hundreds in exploitation of it, and carrying a first
rate publicity department, strong in distribution, lavish with advertising
and lobby display is it consistent to spend a measly few dollars for
a cue-sheet and call it musical service? Wake up and look this music
question squarely in the face. Later it may menace your very existence
if you ignore it now.
Europe is the home of music, and bolstered up with musical lore it
will naturally emphasize the musical phase of pictures, when, after the
war, it enters into active commercial competition. At present we have
all the advantages, but those advantages will only be useful while
competitors do not see them. The instant they realize that we have
deliberately overlooked or neglected to accept them they will take them
away by utilization. There is a national side to this question that
should appeal to all on account of its future commercial value.
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Music at the Strand.
Warm weather always has its effect upon musicians and artists, as
well as unduly influencing the pitch of their instruments. Summer Is
extremely trying to those that play pictures. The necessary grind is
made so much harder by climatic conditions that it is necessary to
alleviate the strain as far as possible to obtain the best musical results.
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The position is most difficult to fill because the
entire success of the musical
program
devolves
upon
while at the same time he must hold the confidence of the conductor
his men
and
a pleasing personality must be reflected back to his listeners
Taking it by and large the program was neat and
well chosen for
hot weather enjoyment. Mr. Edel always has some
new lighting effects
which are pleasing, and his back drops used during
the overtures are
looked forward
to with keen anticipation
because
they are always

Music At the California Theater, San Francisco.
The California theater in San Francisco, In procuring Edward
Benedict, the noted organist, to assist their already fine Symphony orchestra,
has indicated its progressive spirit in the showing of pictures.
Mr
Benedict inherits his wonderful ability from his father, who was
probably one of the best organists of his day. All his life the son has lived
with the organ. The atmosphere was entirely cluttered with It
so
we can naturally expect big things from
him.
"In music." he says, "one must appeal to the consciousness
of the
multitude, and to the masses minor strains with powerfully accented
rythms and with frequent use of the unvocal 'augmented second' interval
invariably suggests crime just as to lovers of Beethoven and Handel
six-eignt rytnm suggest green fields and flocks of shepherds."
Mr. Benedict is a firm believer In the efficacy of musical scores,
believes that they should be specially composed, not compiled. and
He
suggests a difficulty that has so far escaped our notice. He claims that
the use of the masters frequently detracts from the picture, and that
many
of the patrons
are forced to cudgel their brain to recall the
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names and authors of the composition played. This takes their mind
off the picture, and the thread of the plot is lost to them.
Benedict's solution of the difficulty is at once simple and complete.
He would have a printed schedule issued to the audience on or with
the programs indicating the various selections which were to be used.
Thus to the one who knew the selection, but was annoyed because he
couldn't recall its source, reference to the program would relieve him of
the aggravating doubt and permit him to continue to give to the picture
that attention which his musical doubts had distracted from the filmed
story.
His claim of this new faulty presentation no doubt is based upon
facts, but we think that it is bringing the picture music art into the
"hair-splitting" class before it has really established itself firmly as
an art. His solution places a further burden upon the shoulders of
the showman which he can scarcely carry. If the music be programmed it must be done thoroughly, as even a typographical error will
cause more distraction and argument than would ignorance of the
number.
In connection with the class of program that should be played Mr.
Benedict says, "The proper method, I believe, is to endeavor to please
all comers and at the same time so assemble your programs that the
cultural tendency is gradually upward. I have found, for instance, that
the so-called 'low-brow' can be surprised into approving Dvorak's "New
World" symphony when he doesn't know what it is, and one of the
most popular of my recent selections has been the largo movement of
that symphony.
"On the other hand, I have not infrequently found the so-called 'highbrow' approving a popular song when played simply and with effectual
use of the stops. If the melody is cheap, but, for the time being, popular
in the streets and in the theaters, I give it to my audience on the basis
of the merchant who aims to please. I try, however, as best I can to
glorify its trivialities with such 'registration' as my ingenuity can
devise.
"Music is an essential in the presentation of pictures. The world they
disclose is soundless. The world we observe is not. The picture, to
that degree of its silence, becomes unreal. Here is where music comes
In to make up that discrepancy and allure the mind of the observer
from contemplation of the stillnesses of the scenes which in real life
are vibrant with action, contact, and struggle. This music must be of
a nature to appeal, for otherwise it would not beguile anybody from
consciousness of the unnatural stillness. Thus the musical tastes of the
auditors must be consulted in order that they be not cheated of their
enjoyment of the picture to see which they have paid their good money."
Under the able direction of Conductor McKinney the orchestra has
developed into a fine body of men, and the music presented in this
theater is of the highest standard. Our best wishes for continued
progress and greater success goes out to this beautiful home of the
motion picture in the city at the Golden Gate.
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only light music, building up a bit during the second, with a hurry
in the third and fourth. The fifth reel is dramatic, and closes with
the "Wedding March." In view of the strong feeling against the
Lohengrin and Mendelssohn marches we would suggest that you
use Grieg's "Wedding Procession" instead. Cue sheets can be obtained from the World exchange.
PATRIOTISM (Paralta Plays— Six Reels)— Theme— Moderato and
Scotch.
Suggest Lass O'Killean— Stickles.
The story takes place entirely in Scotland, and the atmosphere is bo
strong that nothing but Scotch music will effectively put the picture
over. Be sure to have "The Campbells Are Coming" and "The
March of the Cameron Men." These two marches are needed. During the tableau scenes you will require three short emblematic
numbers, "The Hundred Pipers" for the "Hieland-maun," "Rule
Britannia" for England, and "Joan of Arc" or "Marseillaise" for
Joan. When Robin first sees the picture of the Kaiser in the grotto
it would be most effective to have the orchestra or organist strike
three harsh and dissonant chords indicative of our hatred. Cue
sheets can be obtained from the Paralta exchange.
SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW, THE (Metro Pictures— Five Reels) —
Theme — Adagio. Suggest Adagietto — Berge, Prelude — Chopin,
Reverie — Rissland.
This is the dramatization of the well known poem of the same name,
and the action takes place in the Canadian Northwest. There is
room for some good pastorale stuff and typical Canadian "shanty
songs." There is a strong dramatic value and many scenes of
intensity, so that you will require heavy music with dramatic tension qualities. The climax is reached just before the finish, and
care must be taken lest you bring your musical climax too early
in the feature and spoil the dynamic effect. Note the piano solo
opportunities, using your judgment in their playing. Cue sheets
can be obtained from the Metro exchange.
SMASHING THROUGH (Bluebird— Five Reels)— Theme for HeroineAndante. Suggest Berceuse — Danbe, Dialogue — Meyer-Helmunth, or
Even Song — Martin.
This picture is filled with action. It is Western in atmosphere, requiring the usual number of hurrys, galops, and misteriosos. It is
distinctly melodramatic, with a few little touches of pathos. Cue
sheets can be obtained from the Bluebird exchange.
SQUARE DEAL, A (Mutual— Five Reels)— Theme — Allegretto. Suggest
Le Secret — Gautier, A Little Story — Lack, or Twilight — Bendix.
The picture opens brightly, and gradually works up the dramatic situations. Note the fox-trot in the second reel, one-step in the third,
and dramatic tensions in the fourth. During the fifth there is an
opportunity to introduce "Home Sweet Home" if you consider it
advisable. Close with the theme. Cue sheets can be obtained from
the Mutual exchange.

"Last Hope"
Musical Synopsis Suggestions.
FIND

THE WOMAN (Vitagraph — Five Reels) — Theme — Andante. Suggest Peacefulness — Borch, Roma — Edwards, or Souvenir — Geehl.
This picture deals with the dramatic side of operatic artists in New
Orleans. It is filled with action, and requires many excerpts from
well known operas. At "T. Sol Robbins classed all — " use the
intermezzo from "Cavalleria Rusticana." When the direct cue,
"T. The Great Jewel Aria," appears use the "Jewel Song" from
"Faust." A splendid effect can be obtained by using a phonograph
back stage playing an operatic melody when Madeleine starts the
Victrola. You will also need a few misteriosos, a furioso, and some
dramatic tension stuff. Cue sheets can be obtained from the Vitagraph exchange.
FIREBRAND, THE (Fox — Five Reels) — Theme— Andante. Suggest
Arioso — Frey, Dawn of Hope — Casella, or Extase — Ganne.
This story is one of particularly dramatic value, and will need all the
big stuff that you can get into it. Be sure that you give variety,
because the feature will drag otherwise. Many agitatos, misteriosos,
hurrys, dramatic tensions, and furiosos will be needed. Long themes
will fit this picture better than anything else providing they have
the requisite depth of feeling to them. Cue sheets can be obtained
from the Fox exchange.
HIT-THE-TRAIL HOLLIDAY (Artcraft — Five Reels)— Theme — Unnecessary.
Light music again, a few agitatos, hurrys, and one misteriosos. You
may think some of these scenes will require a religious treatment.
Have some ready at any rate. Use the "Fire-music" from the
Valkyrie If you have it during the mob scene. Cue sheets can be
obtained from the Paramount exchange.
KIDDER & KO (Pathe — Five Reels) — Theme for the Heroine — Moderate
Suggest Basket of Roses — Albers, Bowl of Pansies— Reynard, or
Dainty Daffodils — Miles.
Light music is needed for this dramatic comedy. You will require some
college stuff in the early part of the feature. A big agitato may be
used in the hold-up scene. Serenades, intermezzos, and love themes
will play the balance of the picture. Cue sheets can be obtained
from the Pathe exchange.
LEND ME YOUR NAME (Metro— Five Reels) — Theme — Allegretto. Suggest Babillage— Castillo, Babbilage — Herbert, or Basket of Roses —
Reynard.
Light music will be needed for this picture in the main. There is a bit
of misterioso in the beginning and a hurry when Earl sees police
guns. The balance of the picture can be played with light waltzes,
serenades, and polkas. Close with the theme. Cue sheets can be
obtained from the Metro exchange.
MAN HUNT, THE (World Film— Five Reels) — Theme — Moderato
Caprice. Suggest Capricious Annette — Borch, Jacqueline — Behr, or
Legend — Friml.
This Is a comedy-drama. It has two distinct atmospheres which it
would bo well to strongly contrast in your music. The locations
The first reel needs
are in Europe and an American lumber camp.

In Jail.

Musicians are familiar with the account of the composition of "The
Last Hope," by Gottschalk, which places the scene at Rio Janeiro, and
accompanies it with an interesting account of the composer's intimacy
with a Spanish family.
Some months ago a prominent California judge . contributed a series
of recollections to the Oakland Tribune. In the course of these
reminiscences he referred to a once famous resort situated in a inarch
later filled in for building purposes, "more famous for the wines and
cuisine than for its morality." It was sometimes the subject of police
raids.
Gottschalk visited San Francisco in the course of his travels and also
Oakland. The story continues. "Tradition has it that Gottschalk, the
pianist, was once arrested there, and that he wrote his famous 'Last
Hope' while in the Oakland city jail."

Listening Feet.
A nev.-spaper report of a piano recital in Seattle played by Josef
Hofman records an interesting incident.
On the stage, about six feet from the pianist, sat a boy musician who
is afflicted with deafness. In some way he had discovered that vibrations striking the nerve centers of his feet carried powerfully to his
brain and produced impressions analogous to those made through the
ear. In response to his request he had been allowed to sit on the
stage close to the instrument with his shoes removed, so as to get the
fullest possible benefit of the vibration.
He had been studying for some time Rachmaninoff's celebrated "Prelude" in C sharp minor, which Hofman had included in his program for
the recital. That he received correct impressions is proven by the fact
that he altered a number of the details of his own playing of the composition to accord with the great virtuoso's interpretation.
Leader's

Questions

Service

Bureau.

Answered — Suggestions

Offered.

Q. Is it true that Campanini has given Wagner operas in English in
Chicago?
A. Campanini has given Wagner opera in Chicago with an all American cast, but never in English. We believe that it is his intention to
give them in England with the same cast when English will be sung.

* • *

Q. Could you tell me where I could go to a whistling teacher to take
a few lessons for my own personal use?
A. At the moment we are unable to give the name of a good whistling
teacher. The greatest teacher, who was also the greatest whistling performer, Mrs. Shaw, has recently died, and there appears no one capable
of taking her place. Claims may perhaps be made of being able
to whistle and to teach the art, but hearing of such claimants shows
their claims are not founded on fact. Whistling is done by forcing
the breath through the contracted lips ; a noise made in the throat is
not whistling.
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By JAS. S. McQUADE
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l///t'tf Amusement Association Meets
President
Peter J. Schaefer
Recommends
Duplication
of
Body in Every City and Town in the Country.
ABOUT two months ago the original Allied Amusement
Association was formed and included within its ranks
Chicago Local. M. P E 1- oi A : Chicago Local. M. P.
T. O. Association; the Chicago Film Managers' Association,
and representatives of the vaudeville theaters and slide manufacturers.
The organization became so important to the amusement
world in Chicago that the following letter was sent out to
members of the Chicago Theatrical Managers' Association
by Frank A. P. Gazzolo, secretary :
"At a special meeting of the Chicago Theatrical Managers'
Association, held April _'. it was unanimously resolved as
follow?. :
"That each theater now a member of the Chicago Theatrical Managers' Association join the new organization
recently formed and known as the Allied Amusement Association of Chicago. This is of vital importance to every
member.
"Detailed information will be imparted to each member,
personally, by Peter J. Schaefer."
Peter J. Schaefer, when he was elected president of the
Allied Amusement Association at a meeting of its members
held at the Masonic Temple, Friday, May 31, therefore became president of
the organization.
At the recent
sale of Third Liberty Loan bonds
the organization
assisted greatly in
carrying the sale
of bonds to the
high figure of
$900,000. That was
done, it must be
remembered, beforetion
the organizahad been
fully completed.
The
Allied
Amusement Association is now an
organization for
the mutual benefit
of all forms of
amusement parks,
and Mr. Schaefer
expects to have
them included in
a few days.
Theters ofheadquarthe new
association will be
located at 336
Peter J. Schaefer.
South State street.
"The amusement
business, in my opinion, is the third greatest American industry," said Mr. Schaefer. "Incidentally, there is more
money represented in the amusement business of this country than in Standard Oil and Bethlehem Steel combined.
"President
Wilsonof, isandthein greatest
friend
the amusement
business
can boast
several of
his recent
addresses
he has stated that the theaters of America are doing more
to preserve the morale of this country than any other
agency. The screens of every motion picture theater in
America have been turned over to government propaganda
gladly and gratuitously. Motion picture weeklies are continually spreading the doctrine of our government. In
every legitimate first class theater, as well as in vaudeville
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and picture house- 'I'oui - M inut e Men' have preached American patriotism. This alone, in my mind, places the amusement business among the very foremost agencies for winning the war.
"Since the tax on theaters was instituted the theaters of
America have contributed to the national treasury millions
Oi dollars. In excess profits and income tax alone, theater
owners ami managers have patriotically and gladly given
to the government.
"It is time that this great industry should become organized throughout the country in every department, and from
our beginning in Chicago it is hoped the idea embodied in
the organization of the Allied Amusement Association will
spread to every big city, town and hamlet. As an organization, we can do a great deal more to help our country
win the war than by acting as mere individuals."
Peter J. Schaefer was born, reared and educated in Chicago and at business
the present
ranks affairs.
on the During
list of Chicago's
well-known
men time
of large
his early
business life he devoted his activities to vaudeville and
theatrical business and to amusement parks. His chief
specialty in his early career was building roller coasters and
riding devices for amusement parks.
Mr. Schaefer was the pioneer of popular-priced vaudeville
in this city and he reaped from this source alone a golden
harvest. That was back in 1905, when he opened the Imperial Theater, on South State street, near Congress. He ran
this house for six years to extraordinary business.
In 1905 he became a member of the firm of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer, which was organized at the close of that year.
On the Jones, Linick & Schaefer circuit of houses in Chicago, at the present time, are the Orpheum, Bijou, Rialto,
Colonial, McVicker's, Lyric, Royal and the La Salle.

Convention of Paramount- Artcraft Men
District Managers,
Branch
Managers,
Assistant Managers
and Salesmen in Middle West Meet June 8, 9, 10 in
Hotel Sherman.
A

CONVENTION of the eleven exchanges in the Middle
West of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation was
held at the Hotel Sherman June 8, 9 and 10. It was
called by J. W. Allen, the special representative of the organization to exchanges, and he presided as chairman during its run.
The convention was called for the purpose of laying before
the men assembled the plans of the corporation for the coming year. They were told all about the new releases for the
coming fiscal year, which begins September 1, and Mr. Allen
outlined the new service for exhibitors and the renting plan
of the selective-star-series system of booking Paramount
and Artcraft pictures. Three features a week of Paramount
and Artcraft makes will be used by exhibitors in August
and September. All the stars of merit employed last year,
as well as all whom the organization has wished to retain,
have been retained.
Among these are Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks,
William S. Hart, Marguerite Clark, Fred Stone (of Montgomery & Stone) and a number of new stars, about whom
announcements will shortly be made in the advertising and
news columns of the Moving Picture World.
Full instructions regarding sales plans was given the visiting exchange managers and also a careful outline of organization plans, showing the evolution toward improved
business methods as applied to the distributing business.
The three district managers of the Middle West were
present, namely, Max Goldstine, who has supervision of the
Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Chicago offices; James Steele,
district manager for Pittsburgh. Cincinnati. Cleveland and
Detroit, and A. D. Flintom, district manager for Kansas
City, St. Louis, Omaha and Des Moines. Each of these district managers brought with him to the convention his en-
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Convention of Eleven Middle West Exchanges of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, June 8-10.
tire force of branch managers, ^assistant managers, salesbook of that title, opened a week's run at Orchestra Hall
men and office men.
Monday evening, June 10. The opening presentation gave
great satisfaction to the large gathering present and the atAt the close of Monday's meeting, each of the branch
managers of the eleven exchanges made a short speech, and
tendance has been close to capacity since. The dailies have
very enthusiastic sentiments were expressed concerning the
been exceptionally liberal in their praise of the picture and
merits of the Paramount and Artcraft service. At the conof Director Blackton. Beginning Sunday, June 16, Sunday
clusion of these speeches Mr. Allen delivered an address
night will become the opening time for Paramount-Artcraft
showing the wonderful possibilities of a structure of such
pictures at this house, instead of Monday night, as herefirm foundation as their organization, and he predicted
tofore. "Missing" will be followed by "The Firefly of
great success for the coming year for the entire force presFrance," which features Wallace Reid.
ent. He also complimented the men on their fine morale
and for the enthusiasm shown in their work.
Fine Loyalty of Rothacker Men.
The surprise of the speechmaking was furnished by Miss
Watterson
R.
Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film
Lucille Goldstine, the fifteen-year-old daughter of Max GoldManufacturing Company, informed me the other day he was
stine, district manager, located in Chicago, who delivered an
proud of the fact that every individual member of his organextemporaneous speech on "Loyalty." This was followed by
ization, including his studio, laboratory, service and admina forceful and compelling speech by Mr. Goldstine. James
istration departments, was a member of the American Red
Steele followed with an address that was both helpful and
Cross; also that no less than twenty members of the organiinspirational to the workers.
zation had been called to service and are now with the
A. D. Flintom had the honor of adjourning the meeting.
colors. He also reminded me that Donald Thompson, the
In a pithy speech, which brought every one present to his
well-known war cameraman of Kansas, received his first
feet, this old war-horse exchange man was at his best, and
experience at the Rothacker plant and that Lieutenants E. F.
all present will long remember his famous "Over the Top"
Weigle and W. H. Durborough, who made European war
speech, which ended as follows : "Come on boys ! Get out
films which were exploited by the Chicago Tribune, had also
of the trenches!
Come on over the top!"
received their early training at his plant. I. G. Ries, forMr. Allen came to the city about two weeks ago and will
merly associated with. Lieutenant Durborough in the taking
remain in the Middle West for several more weeks. During
of foreign war pictures, is also an ex-cameraman of the
that time he will visit the exchanges in Milwaukee and MinRothacker organization.
neapolis.
Maypole Ordinance Up Tuesday, June 18.
The Maypole ordinance will be reconsidered by the judiciary committee Tuesday, June 18. According to customary
procedure it will be reported out of the committee and
again brought before the City Council in the near future.
It seems as if another censorship ordinance will soon be
brought before the City Council for its approval. This ordinance has been prepared by the corporation counsel at the
request of Alderman John J. Coughlin, familiarly known as
"Bath House" John. It is the intention to
plan
as a substitute for the Maypole ordinance,present
but itthis
is very
questionable if this will be done.
The Coughlin substitute ordinance proposes to take censorship out of the hands of the police department altogether,
and to place supreme power in a board of three censors to
be appointed by the mayor, with power to serve for two
years. Each of the three members is to receive $4,000 a
year.
"Missing" at Orchestra Hall.
"Missing," the fine Paramount feature directed by J.
Stuart Blackton and adapted from Mrs. Humphrey Ward's

Delbert Miller Joins Canadian Army.
Delbert Miller, who has been assistant manager of the
Rose, Alcazar and Boston theaters in this city for the past
three years, enlisted at th e Canadian recruiting station in
Chicago last week and left for Toronto to join his Canadian
company.
Mr. Miller is an American by birth, but is beyond
the United States draft ag e, being 33 years old. He called
at the Canadian station a nd was so enthused by the talk
given him by the officers that he immediately signed up
with the Canadian forces, His Chicago friends admire him
for his pluck and wish hi m all good luck at the front in
France.
His brother, Har ry C. Miller, is manager of the
three houses mentioned
"Cleopatra" Continues Successful Run.
"Cleopatra" is scoring continued success during its third
week at the Colonial. Among the big stirring scenes in the
Fox feature are the naval battle at Actium and the sack of
Alexandria by the Roman soldiers, under Emperor Octavius.
The death scene of Cleopatra is thrilling, no less for the
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regal surroundings of the throne room than lor the queenly
dignity of the expiring queen.
Dorothy Giih Visits Chicago.

By

Dorothy Gi.-.h, the "Little Disturber" of Griffith's "Hearts
of the World," came into the city Friday morning, June 7,
from Los Angeles. She spoke .it both the tfteraoon and
evening
"Hearts of
the World"
at assist
the Olympic
on
Friday,showings
and alsoof appeared
at Grant
Park to
in the

famous motion picture features
of reissuing
question
THEunder
new titles,
which has been tin a '.In 1 out so fully
in the trade press of late, was taken up by the Assod Motion Picture Advertisers at the meeting held on

sale of Thrift Stamps Saturday afternoon. Miss Gish left
Saturday night for New York. Before returning to 1
Angeles she will make speeches in Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and other cities.
Chicago Office of General Film Moved.
The offices of the General Film Company were moved
Sunday, June 9, from the City Hall Square Building, 139
North Clark street, to the College Building, 207 South
Wabash avenue.
The entire eighth floor is being occupied
by the company.
The 'phone number has been changed to
Harrison
9574.
"Hearts of the World"
to Colonial.
"Hearts of the World" will move from the Olympic to the
Colonial Theater Monday, June 24, where it will be shown
in the same style as at the Olympic until August 4. The
prices will be the same as at the Olympic.
Camel Film Company Removes Offices.
The Camel Film Company has removed its offices and
studios from 3715 Grand avenue to 950-54 Edgecomb place,
where the company has an entire building to accommodate
its business. This is the manufacture of cartoon films, developing and printing and everything appertaining to commercial film work. Paul Suhling, formerly of Burke &
James, this city, has been appointed manager of the laboratory department. Walter Herzberg is now secretary and
general manager, having succeeded F. C. Laflin.

Think Trade Should Aid Soldier Film Men
That They May Lose as Little as Possible Through Service
to the Flag They Should Be Helped to keep
in Touch with Business.
SIDNEY B. LUST, of the Super Films Attractions, Inc.,
Washington, D. C, has the right idea as to what should
be done for our soldier boys. He is asking the cooperation of the other exchangemen and the exhibitors of
this city to assist him. Mr. Lust tells the story to the
Moving Picture World correspondent as follows:
"We have about two hundred men in the armed service of
the United States who were formerly connected with the
film business in Washington. More are to go. There are
many of these men who want to return to the film business
when they are finally released from military duty. They
want to keep up with the game so that they will not suffer
losses when it comes time to get back into harness.
"I do not know how better we could help these men, especially those in nearby camps, than to see to it that they are
kept supplied with the trade papers. That is the best way
to keep them posted on changes and new events. I have not
had a chance to hear from all of the other exchangemen and
exhibitors, but thus far the response to my request for
assistance has been splendid.
"The film men left behind can do a whole lot for those
who are going to the front. I am contemplating putting at
the disposal of visiting film men in uniform one of the rooms
on the second floor of my exchange at 1209-1211 E street,
northwest, as a clubroom, where all of the latest issues of
the trade papers may be found and where the boys can find
cigarettes, tobacco and other things for their comfort.
"If my plans are successful, a fund will be started to make
these things possible. It must be remembered that a man
cannot do very much after there is taken from his pay the
allotment that he makes for the benefit of those dependent
upon him and a further draft is made on his $30 per month
to pay for his insurance. There are many boys to whom the
presentation of transportation from camp to home would be
most acceptable."

F. M. COTNER,

PLEASE

WRITE!

Pell Mitchell, of the news and graphic department of the
Gaumont Company, advises us that he is anxious to obtain
the address of F. M. Cotner, a cameraman, to whom there is
due a check for negative submitted for the Gaumont news
weekly. Will Mr. Cotner please write to Mr. Mitchell, care
of the Gaumont Company, Flushing, New York?

Advertising Men Enter Reissue Controversy
Formal

Resolution
They Condemn
Practice of Sending
Out Old Pictures Under New Titles.

The association
was Keen's.
represented
by twenty of its most
Thursday,
June 13, al
prominent members, who unanimously placed themselves on
rd as oppose. I to the practice.
The question came up
for discussion, following the consideration of plans for the
forthcoming second annual banquet to be held on the evening
of Wednesday, June 26, at Delmonico
C. W. Barrell, of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
brought the matter to the attention of the association. After
brief and pointed remarks in condemnation of such unethical methods of foisting old goods upon the public under
new labels, John C. Flinn introduced tb : following resolution,
which was seconded by Nat Rothstein, Julian Soloman and
Harry Rcichenbach :
"Resolved, That the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
Inc., emphatically place themselves on record as condemning
the practice in the motion picture industry of publishing and
advertising reissued features under different titles than those
by This
whichresolution
they werewasfirst
shownby toa the
public." vote, and Paul
passed
unanimous
Gulick, chairman of the publicity committee, was instructed
by President Arthur James to give the matter widest
publicity in the trade press.
Rowland Writes a Letter to Williams.
During his remarks on the question Mr. Burrell read the
following letter from the president of the Metro Pictures
Corporation to J. D. Williams, manager of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit :
"My dear Williams :
"Replying to your' letter of June 3, I agree with you that
it is a very bad thing for the motion picture business to
take a lot of cutouts and attempt to make reissues. The
public is led to believe that these pictures are genuine and
are very much disappointed when they see them, and this
has a very serious effect upon current releases.
"R. A. ROWLAND."
The letter was applauded and was one of the arguments
that drove home the necessity of taking prompt action
against the continuance of questionable advertising in the
moving picture industry.
A resolution was offered by Allan Rock, seconded by C.
W. Burrell and P. A. Parsons and unanimously carried,
directing the officials of the association to bring the previous
resolution to the attention of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, with the suggestion that the
members of that organization take similar action against
the practice.

Women May Take Road as Film Sellers
Dallas Correspondent Tells of One Exchange Manager Who
Is Seriously Considering Sending Them Out.
IF ayou
an exhibitor
a good-looking
with
linewere
of films
that youandknew
were good woman
films should
come along and offer you that line, and she talked as if
she knew her business, wouldn't you be pretty likely to take
on that line, everything being equal?
You would.
It's human nature.
And that very bit of psychology may be the cause for
chronicling the fact pretty soon that women are calling on
Texas exhibitors with the latest so-and-so releases
I know an exchangeman here in Dallas who says he's very
likely to try the thing, if but as an experiment. Never mind
his
name.
He's perfectly
evenly
balanced
and he's
number
of instances
in which
women
folk have
madeseen
gooda
in the picture game, and he believes they can do equally as
well as sales "men." The heavy call on the men folks by the
draft is the cause of it all. This exchange manager for a
couple of days last week had to be porter, posterman, and
short feature booker all at the same time — the draft had
robbed him of those three employes all in one day. Incidentally a woman "made good" in the posterfnan's place
right from the jump. The exchange manager, in filling the
vacancies, put a young woman in charge of the poster room.
The colorful advertising seemed to appeal to her sense of
the artistic, and now the manager declares she's even better
than the man whose place she took.
D. H.
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News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
By■f G.

feSP. HARLEMAN

Carnival at Laskey Studio a Success
Fifteen

Thousand
Persons Attend Benefit for Families of
Former Employes
Now in Service.
THE benefit carnival at the Lasky Studios on Saturday
night, June 8, was a great success. The carnival was
for the benefit of the families of soldiers and sailors
formerly members of the Lasky organization.
The affair was held at the big indoor studio of the Lasky
plant, which had been tastefully decorated for the occasion.
The sides of the walls were lined with concession booths
presided over by stars of the Los Angeles film colony.
It was estimated that fifteen thousand persons were present, including every star, director and stock player on the
Lasky lot, as well as hundreds of players from the other
studios. The enormous stage was so crowded it was almost
impossible to turn around.
It was the first time the studio has been open to the public. The program consisted of an address of welcome by
Cecil B. De Mille, chairman of the folks at home fund, and
special auction performances by Douglas Fairbanks, Bryant
Washburn, Mary Pickford, Clara Kimball Young, Donald
Crisp and others.
Booths were presided over by Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish,
Gladys Brockwell, Edna Earle, Mary O'Connor, Loyola
O'Connor,
Constance Talmadge, Carmel Myers and Winifred Kingston.
Many articles were auctioned off. Among others, Clara
Kimball Young, who appeared in evening dress and wearing
a magnificent hat, auctioned off her wearing apparel, delivering the hat and gloves at first hand, and thereafter retiring behind a screen, over the top of which she sold her
dress and some other garments, and whence she emerged
following the sale mysteriously clad in street clothes.
A western bar, presided over by William S. Hart and his
cowboys, did a rushing business, although very mild drinks
were served. Douglas Fairbanks and Fred Stone staged a
drinking bout and staggered away after the fifth ice cream
soda.
Douglas Fairbanks offered to box Kid McCoy, but the
fight closed after the second round for the simple reason
that Doug, in the heat of the contest, fell into the swimming
pool on the platform adjoining which the dance was held.
Mrs. Lillian Brockwell gathered in money to the amount
of about two hundred dollars up to the point, in fact, when
the footbridge across the little stream beyond which her
candy booth was situated fell in owing to the heavy traffic.
Among others who took an active part in the program
were Wallace Reid, Jeanie MacPherson, Wilfred Buckland,
Ann Little, Blanche Sweet, Mildred Harris, Charley Murray,
William A. Bishop and Billy Mason. A unique comedy feature was introduced by Fred Stone.
Madame Aldrich, the celebrated opera singer, contributed
a dignifiedly patriotic flavor to the occasion by singing "The
Star Spangled Banner."

Universal City Forces Are Busy
Many

New
Productions
Under
Way — Dot De Vore New
Leading
Woman
for Moran
and Lyons.
AT Universal City Priscilla Dean has started production
on a sensational feature picture entitled "Joan of the
Apaches," under the direction of Joseph De Grasse.
The story was written by Harvey Gates.
Mac Murray's latest Universal special feature production,
made by Director Robert Z. Leonard from "The Big Little
Person," the novel by Rebecca Hooper Eastman, has just
been completed.
After ten days passed at Seven Oaks, one of the famous mountain resorts near Los Angeles, Carmel Myers, the
charming Bluebird star, and her company have returned to
Los Angeles to finish the production of a film version ol
Margaret Widdemar's novel, "Why Not?" Seen in Miss
Myers' support are Thomas
Holding, Kathleen
Emerson.

Harry

V.

Meter,

Philo

McCullough

and

little

Elizabeth

Dot De Vore, musical comedy favorite, has been engaged
Janes.
the the
Universal
funmakers.
as
new leading
woman for Eddie Lyons and Lee M~oran,
"Should a Woman Tell?" is the tentative title of a sensational sex problem drama just started at the Bluebird studios under the direction of Douglas
Gerrard.
Brunton
Gives Dinner for Eugene
Farnsworth.
A dinner party was given on June 4 at the Los Angeles
Athletic Club by Robert Brunton, head of the Brunton
Studios, with F. Eugene Farnsworth, president of the Mastercraft Photoplay Corporation, as the guest of honor.
The dinner was to celebrate the completion at the
Brunton
Studios of the Mastercraft
super-feature,
"The

Banquet

Given

by Robert

Brunton

for F. E. Farnsworth.

One Woman," a screen version of Thomas Dixon's novel of
the same name.
Among the guests were the principal members of the cast,
the heads of the various departments of the Brunton Studios, and several of the Paralta stars. Among these were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brunton, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse D. Hampton, Mr. and Mrs. Farnsworth, Miss Bessie Barriscale. Miss
Louise Glaum, Miss Clara Williams, Miss Adda Gleason,
W. Lawson Butt, Herschall Mayall, Joseph J. Dowling, Howard Hickman, J. Korn. J. C. Okey. R. J. Kern, Charles Kaufman, T. E. Woodburv. Thomas Little, Bert Crossland, Albert
Cody "and R. B. Kidd.
Harold Bell Wright
Forms
His Own Company.
E. W. Reynolds, publisher of the Harold Bejl Wright
books, arrived in Los Angeles on Friday, June 7, and has
made the first authentic statement of the plans of the new
Harold Bell Wright Story Picture Corporation, which has
been incorporated in California with a paid-up capital of
$100,000.
Mr. Revnolds. who earned fame through the salesmanship he out behind the Wright books, is president and
general manager of the new company: Charles M. Stone is
treasurer: George L. Belcher, secretary, and Harold Bell
Wright, director general.
The first story to be filmed. "The Shepherd of the Hills,
will be made on the scenes of the tale. For three months
the author has been at work on the scenario, and together
with Mr. Reynolds, E. J. Vallejo, cameraman; Guy Brooks,
property man, and lack Holden, scenic artist, he has gone
to the Ozarks to plan for the making of the scenes. L. F.
of Los Angeles, will be assistant director.
Gotischalk
"The Shepherd of the Hills" will be made in seven reels
and released on the state rights market.
Aristo Is a New Film Producing Company.
\risto Productions is the name of a new film producing
company soon to start work in Los Angeles. Julius Frankenberg well known motion picture director, is director-gen-
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I i verett ii the general man
i and Logan S. Paine, business
m i
,,IIIV
has a suite ol offices in the Hollingsworth building, al mil
and Sixth streets.
Leona Lamar, a headliner on the Orpheum Circuit baa
been engaged as the leading woman. Her firs! appearance
will be in a Secret Service story, in seven reels, entitled "A
Princess oi the IS
\ "
Miss Hazel Boone, a talented playei and ■ descendant of
Daniel Boone, will also be a featured player in the Vristo
Productions.
The companj expects to release its pictures on the state
rights market.
Hayakawa Company
Films Scenes at Coronado.
Sessue Hayakawa is now well under way on his second
production, "The remple of Dusk." The company is at
present at Coronado, where a numbei
ties are being
filmed in the Japanese tea garden on the Coronado
Strand
owned
I
e l\ Marsh, merchant
oi San Frani
who gave permission for its use. The garden is a replica
of one of the most attractive places of the kind in Fapan and
is one of the real show places of Southern California.
In addition to Hayakawa and Director lames Young are
Jane Novak. Sylvia Breamer and Lewis Willoughby, who
play leading roles; twelve geisha girls, eighl fapanese,
Studio Manager George Stout, Cameraman Del Clawson
and
Assistant Director William Carr.
Francis
Ford
Producing
at Christie
Studios.
Francis Ford has leased stage space at the Christie Studios
and is producing a six-reel state right feature and six onereel pictures to be released on the General program. The
first of the series, entitled "Madam Delirium," with Elsie
Van Name and Duke Worne as principals, has already been
shipped to the General Film Company's Eastern offices.
"Solitaire," in which Mr. Ford plays the principal part himself, is in the making. "The Isle of Intrigue' is the name of
the six-reel state right feature. Miss Edna Emerson, who
came from New York with the Ford Company, is playing
Mr. Ford.
opposite
Dustin
Farnum
Adopted
as Big Brother.
Honor has been conferred upon Dustin Farnum, as evinced
in a telegram received by him on June 1. The message was
from Major W. A. Jolley, commanding the 115th Sanitary
Train of the Sunshine Division, stationed at Camp Kearny,
and says: "The officers and men of the 115th Sanitary Train
of the Sunshine Division have unanimously decided to adopt
you
as our
We hope
may members
be able to'
us soon
andbiggetbrother.
acquainted
with you
all the
of visit
this
organization."
Needless to state, Farnum was elated.
The 115th Sanitary Train includes the entire medical organization of the Camp Kearny Division. It consists of
four field hospitals and four field ambulances. The train includes over a thousand men and fifty-nine officers.
Farnum left Los Angeles June 11 for San Diego, to visit
the 115th Sanitary Train. It is his intention while at Camp
Kearny, to make a picture showing the work of the Sanitary
Train, from the time reveille blows in the morning until
taps are sounded at night, in order to make clear to every
person in the country who has a relative engaged in the
war just how efficiently their men are cared for upon the
battlefields of France. by the men of the medical divisions.
It is proposed that Mr. Farnum shall donate this film to the
officers and men of the 115th Sanitary Train, as well as
have it released under the auspices of the Red Cross, providing the Government acquiesces to the plan.
Clifford Photoplay
Company
Starts Production.
The W. H. Clifford Producing forces are engaged in turning out what Mr. Clifford claims to be one of the most
thrilling stories of the year. It is entitled "A Prisoner of
War." One of the scenes is a fight between a German aviator and Shorty Hamilton, who pays the part of a Scotch
aviator. To get the real thing Mr. Clifford went to the expense of hiring an aeroplane factory at Venice. Ruth King
and William Colvin appear in support of the star.
Japanese Active in Liberty
Loan and Red Cross.
Sessue Hayakawa is in receipt of letters from several of
his friends in Tokio conveying information of interest
concerning the Liberty Loan and Red Cross drives in Japan.
K. Omura writes Hayakawa that the American residents
of the "land of the rising sun" have been wonderfully active
in their efforts in behalf of the bonds and that the subscriptions to the war securities in all the large cities of the
empire by the Americans and their allies have been large.
'The Japanese women have proceeded in a very systematic manner during the progress of the campaign for funds,"
says Hayakawa's correspondent, "and they have been highly
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Hart

Take.

Company

to

Nevada.
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e." [t has been
--ma—
^
rena
TOddTFSEL? an PSS
will
be supported by Missmed
{Catherine McDo
fading female role, Gertrude Short, Leon Kent nald in thi
Lon Chanev
I he photoplay is one of actum, concerning
the lift-lon
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F'eM and G?etfhen UdereJ
^e
S. C. Burr Promoted.
nuring ?hUerrHaniSn
the 1 1. O. Davis
at the Manager
di-W
nt- t0regime
Production
L. Sellers
Triangle O.Culver
Citv
studios
has been promoted. With the advancement
of Mr
Sellers to assistant to President II. K.
Aitken, Burr is now
production manager. Other promotions
have made M D
Gardner assistant to production manager and J. Scott
Sa'yre"
cast ng director
,n charge of the free
booking and
employmen bureau, which has been Triangle
opened
,n
suite 902
Knickerbocker
Building,
in Los Angeles.
Ince Not to Move Companies to Brunton Studios
Announcement has been made by Thomas
H. I nee that all
negotiations relating to the removal of his
organization to
facilities tor his productions,
are
However, additional
Mr
Ince
ieilhf/s
rlhthe idea off.
of Procurifg
has
decided " to?"dl°'
retain the old Biograph and Selig Studios
enlarging each- to meet the requirements of his organization.
Hart Sends
Six Thousand
Sacks
of Bull.
Six thousand sacks of Bull Durham smoking tobacco
were
sent to the men of the 159th California Infantry on lime
by their godfather, Bill Hart, and Bill has an idea hat 1
i
the men knew the difficulty he had in securin that
many
sacks, now that the government has taken over g the
Durham
tactory, the soldiers would doubly appreciate the gift.
Goldstein Begins Penitentiary Sentence.

-,Ro.b^,rt Goldstein, convicted author and exhibitor of the
Rim The Spirit of 76," will
at once for McNeils Island
to begin serving a sentence leave
of ten years, unless a further
stay ot execution is granted in his case, it has been announced by Ins attorney, Le Compte Davis.
According to the attorney, Goldstein's stay of execution
for the perfection of an appeal expired fune 1 and the
probabilities are that no further steps are to be taken with
respect to exercising further rights the defendant may have
in order to keep him out of prison.
Carl is a Regular
Doughboy
Now.
Carlyle R. Robinson, formerly publicity man for Charlie
Chaplin, is now a member of the Twenty-first Infantry, in
training at San Diego. Robinson was taken in the draft
three weeks ago.
Gerald Duffy Publicity Man for Hart.
Gerald C. Duffy is now publicity man for the Williai
Hart studio.
Mr. Duffy but recently came to the coast from
New
York City.
His father was a well known
magazine
writer.
Government Wants Pictures of War Activities.
Have you interesting pictures illustrating war activities in
Southern California? Photographs of unique Red Cross
workers, sales campaigns, drilling for home defense, property destroyed by enemy aliens, arrest
of such enemies,
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draft scenes of unusual character, public service work of
prominence, food administration scenes, manufacture of
equipment, entraining of troops and similar photographs are
needed.
Such pictures will render a useful public service. Send
them to William E. Wing, 1543 Council street, Los Angeles.
All such photos should be accompanied by written descriptive matter covering fully the nature of the scenes with mention of names, if prominent persons are shown.
Mr. Wing is acting in this work for the pictorial section
of the War Department at Washington.
Eddie Ring Joins the Flyers.
Eddie Ring Sutherland
has joined the Canadian
Royal
Flying Corps and has already left to take up activities in
this branch of the service.
He is known in filmdom as a
juvenile leading man. He is a nephew of Blanche Ring.
Tipton Steck With Universal.
H. Tipton Steck, for several years manager of production
and script department for Essanay Company and responsible for many of that company's screen successes, has come
to Universal City to take over the management of a newly
created department, that of the Reconstruction Bureau
which has as its work the "making over" of scripts.
Stage Women's War Relief Stages Camp Show.
The Stage Women's War Relief continues merrily to
launch its camp shows for the benefit of the soldiers and
sailors stationed at the training camps. The next event
is scheduled for June 25, when Lillian Brockwell, Fox player
and mother of Gladys Brockwell, will take a show to Fort
McArthur.
Gladys
Farnum,
will appear William
On the program
Brockwell, William Burress, William Louis, William Scott,
Ethel Davis, Chester Conklin, Ford Sterling, Harry Gribbon,
Charlie Murray, Polly Moran and Alice Davenport.
Franklyn
Farnum
With Metro.
Franklyn Farnum has joined the Metro company and
will be featured in special productions under direction of
Will Davis. Anna Q. Nilson will play the feminine lead
opposite Mr. Farnum.

Symphony Theater Opening a Success
Aubrey

M.

Erects Neighborhood
Kennedy
at Ninety-Fifth
usual AttractivenessBroadway
.

of
House
Street and

Un-

of the Symphony theater at Ninety-fifth
openi
THEstreet
andng Broadway, New York, on Friday evening,
June 14 was a decided success. It spoke well for the
the Kennedy Theartistic bump of Aubrey M. Kennedy, of
Massarene,
aters, Inc., by whom it was erected, and for W. G.oned
to his
artist and architect, whom Mr. Kennedy summ
aid The Symphony theater has a large seating capacity,
chairs alone aclounging
willows.
with son
ped400 per
its loges equipcommodating
.
.
It is not too much to say that there is not an undesirable
feature in the Symphony theater. The architectural and
decorative beauty of the house is a delight— simplicity, good
taste, and comfort are the predominating features. Ine
amphitheatric, gradual rise in the orchestra gives each and
every viewer an unobstructed view of the screen.
The building and site represent an initial investment ot
$1,250,000. It consists of one sunken and two above street
g of a fifteen story apartfloors, which were the beginnin
ment house, plans for which were filed by Vincent Astor.
market, and lately as
modern
a
It was at one time used as
a skating rink, and it was the first parcel of property that
sale, ine
had ever passed out of the Astor family by actual
walls of this theater are built of reinforced steel concrete
of a twenty-five-inch thickness.
The feature of the Symphony theater which will be most
welcome to residents of this section of the city is the
splendid orchestra of fifty pieces which is being employed
under the supervision of Carlo Ronchi, musical director,
and Enrico Leide, conductor, with Harold Osborne Smith
and Seraphin Albisser assisting. The musical program of
the opening night was well selected and given in masterful
style.
The program, which was a fair sample of what Symphony
theater patrons may expect, consisted of the following
numbers: 1. Patriotic tableau, The rape of Chateau-Thiery,
a village near the battle front in France. 2. Symphony News
exDigest and Symphony War Digest. 3. "La .Boheme,
ecerpts from opera by the Symphony orchestra Divertiss
ment from celebrated "Dance of the Hours," from the opera,
Clara
"La Gioconda," bv a selected Corps de Ballet, Mile.
Tosca Prima Ballerina; mise en scene by Signor Luigi
6. "The
Albertieri, ballet master. 5. Mutt and Jeff comedy.
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Unchastened
Woman," by Luis K. Anspacher, featuring
Grace Valentine.
This program was beautifully carried out, and the fact
that it was flag day was well remembered by the management. Simplex machines provided the projection.
The Symphony theater is under the management of Charles
L. Cole, who opened the first theater for the famous
Pantages circuit. Its program will be changed every Sunday, and will be comprised of the finest and newest in the
moving picture art, including educational scenic, news,
travel, comedy, and novelty films. The prices range from
25 and 35 cents and 10 cents for children at matinees to 45
and
tax. 60 cents for evening performances, including the war

Winchester Joins Shipping Control Committee
Publicity

Manager of Pathe
the Duration

to Serve the Government
of the War.

for

TARLETON WINCHESTER, publicity manager of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., has tendered his resignation to Paul
Brunet, vice-president and general manager, to accept
an appointment in the United States Shipping Control Committee. It is probable he will leave Pathe, to take his place
in government service for the duration of the war, on June
22. William Lord Wright, who has been with Pathe for
some time as scenario and title expert, will take Mr. Winchester's place.
Under Mr. Winchester's management Pathe's publicity
department has been brought up to a high state of efficiency which has had an important part in the big things
Pathe has been doing recently. He is known for his knowledge of the sales and newspaper angles of publicity, and
sustained by his ability as an organizer he has built up a
department which obtains remarkable results.
Mr. Winchester has been closely identified with the industry for five years. Coming to Paramount as publicity
manager from the motion picture desk of the New York
Morning Telegraph, he remained with that company through
two years of its formative period. He left Paramount to go
to Pathe, and has been there ever since, being identified with
the progressive policy of the big house.
He is known as a writer of special articles and fiction and
it is probable that he will continue to contribute to magazines, including those devoted to motion pictures, insofar as
his new duties will permit.
William Lord Wright is a well known figure in the industry, having been publicity manager for the Selig-Polyscope
Company prior to joining Pathe.

Small Towns Make and Unmake Stars
So Declares Fay Tincher, Who Points
Communities
Screen
Is Main

Out That in Lesser
Amusement.

IT'S the small town demand that makes a star of a motion picture actress, declares Fay Tincher, the comedienne, who has just affixed her signature to a contract
with World Pictures. Miss Tincher backs up this novel
idea in a logical manner.
"In the small towns," says Miss Tincher', "the motion picture star reigns supreme. She does not have to divide
attention with theaters, skating rinks, dansants, concerts
and opera the way she does in the big cities. Her only
competition is with other movie actresses. If the small
town people like her, then a tremendous demand for more
of her pictures arises from the small towns — where the
bulk of the motion picture business is done—and she is
made. But if the demand is from the big cities and her
fall flat in the small towns, then she is a failure."
pictures
"The news I await most anxiousLy," continued Miss
Tincher, "is that which tells me how my picture is going
over in the small towns. It's the small town people I
work for. They are the most critical audiences in the picture business, for the simple reason, as I stated before, that
in the small towns the movies form almost the only source
amusement."
of Incidentall
y, the World Film press department remarks
that the Fay Tincher comedies are "Main 1-2-3," just released, and "Some Job," released on June 24.

ANNA MEAD TO RETURN TO PICTURES.
Miss Anna Mead, who has been officially recognized as
and who has been doing benthe world's youngest heroine sailors
during the past three
efit work for soldiers and
Laumonths, is arranging through her manager,to Carolyn
return to the
rence of 120 Lexington avenue. New York,
screen. Anna is a charming girl with lots of ginger, and
has already done some very creditable picture work.
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Back Horstmann for President
New

England
Exhibitors
Massachusetts
Associate,
for Over

Pushing
Candidacy
Who
Has been One
Ten Years.

of
Their
of 'Em

NEW
l'\i,l foi
\\i>Ernest
motion11. picture
exhibitors
up solidlj
Horstmann
for theare
nextlining
national president ol the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America, At the annual outing of the Massachusetts and Rhode Island branches at Pexnberton Inn, Hull, on
Tuesday, Juno 11. the exhibitors of the New England section
lined up solidly behind Mr. Horstmann and some important work was done tow ,ud boosting his candidacy. It is
a safe guess that Mr. Horstmann will poll the solid vote of
the delegates from tins section to the national convention
in Boston July 13 to 20.
Mr. Horstmann believes that the motion picture industry
has yet to reach its real stride as one of the world's great
In an interindustries.
repregsenta
a
with
w
Pictive of the Movin
_s»t •
rvie
ture World he expressed some of his ideas regarding the future of
the industry.
"T h e
government
looks upon the motion
picture industry as a
more powerful agent
for its new purposes
and educational propaganda than even the
newspaper," declared
Mr. Horstmann. "The
largest manufacturing
concerns of the country today are using
the motion pictures to
demonstrate their various processes, which
can be very much more
aptly described than
any salesman could
talk. Then there is the
cost of producing the
pictures, which has
jumped from $20 a reel
Ernest H. Horstmann.
in the early days to upwards of three quarters of a million dollars. I feel confident in predicting the
coming exposition in Boston will prove, like the convention,
the greatest in years. We are striving very hard to have
with us the nation's chief executive, who, like a great manynotable men, have come to appreciate the value of the motion- picture both from an educational and propaganda point
of view. This convention is not aimed to bring together a
number of motion picture actors merely for the purpose of
obtaining publicity as some may infer. On the contrary it
will bring together the greatest aggregation of successful
business men that the country has produced in the past
decade. It will assemble here men connected with every
branch of this industry and the public will be afforded the
novel opportunity of witnessing the marvelous growth
since achieved since the birth of motion pictures.
Horstmann an Expert Electrician.
Mr. Horstmann is one of the pioneers of the motion picture business of New England. He is a native of England,
and was born in Weston-Super-Mare on February 20, 1869.
He received his early education in that country. In 1890
he came to America and settled in New York City. He
remained there for fifteen years, during which time he
was engaged in the clock department of Tiffany's and with
the Electric Time Clock Company. It was while he was
associated with the latter that he chanced to come to Boston, having been assigned to the work of wiring the State
House.
Mr. Horstmann's initial advent in the amusement field
took place in Lynn in 1906, when he became interested in
the penny-in-the-slot machines, or more commonly known
in those days as the "penny arcades." His success in this
venture was of such amazing proportions that he lost
no time in opening other arcades in Revere. In the operation of both places Mr. Horstmann was associated with
Arthur E. Lord and A. Downing. It was this trio that
opened the Dreamland at Lynn at the same time that the
now extinct Comique theater, the Hub's pioneer moving
picture theater, was opened. Not unlike the latter, the
Dreamland was one of the ground stores converted into a
theater and boasted a seating capacity of forty-six seats.
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Horstmann Is alio recorded as having beau one of

the lost to operate a motion picture machine.
Tins t
rience took place at Asbury
Park, N. I. about
.
years ago.
I lie machine was then called a \
and
I he til in show n was a i .dm c<l mie and did in it exceed twenty
teet in length,
('lie m the peculiar
incidents
t" tins experience was the necessity
ol employing twelve men to install a massive motor generator in order that the street
> in lent might be used.
Hooks Up With Howard and Gordon.
Yielding u> the tremendous popularity of the motion pictnies Mi Horstmann and his partners completed plans for
the construction of the Lynn Olympia theater, which was
thrown
open of
to the
January
l'M.S,anwith
a
int; capacity
L240public
seats.on Since
that25,time
additional
1,800 scats have been put into the theater, making it the
largest theater in the shoe manufacturing city. In the course
of buying films Mr. Horstmann met Frank J. Howard, then
recognized as the "film kin^" of New England, who soon
thereafter became identified with the former in the operation of the Lynn theater. At this time Nathan II. Gordon,
interested in theaters in Chelsea and Worcester, made a
proposition that met with general favor ,and this combination opened Gordon's Olympia on Washington street in
November, 1911. Then followed other houses, notably the
Scollay Square Olympia, the Olympia in New Haven and
the Olympia in New Bedford.
These theaters were combined into the Olympia theaters
company and operated under one management. In July,
1916, Mr. Horstmann sold out a major portion of his interest
and has devoted a great deal of his time to the development
of the Exhibitors' League of America. He was organizer and
president for several years of the state branch of that organization. He has also lent invaluable aid in the organizations formed for Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire and Connecticut.

Saenger Amusement Company Under Charges
Is Defendant

to a Series of Complaints Filed by the Federal
Trade Commission.

1

AyAHE Saenger Amusement Company, of New Orleans,
which owns, operates and controls theaters in various
States and which also acts as a booking agency, booking films for various other exhibitors on a commission basis,
and purchasing, leasing or otherwise procuring the license
of films from producing companies and film exchanges, is the
defendant to a complaint just issued by the Federal Trade
Commission.
The following summary of the charges is made public by
the commission :
The complaint avers that accompanying films sent out by the respondent is certain advertising matter. It is alleged that the company,
to stifle competition, has made threats to certain film exchanges that
unless they accept terms made by the respondent for the lease, sale,
or license of films, the Saenger Amusement Company would cause exhibitors to refuse to lease, handle, or procure the license of the films
of such exchanges, and that some of these threats were fulfilled.
The complaint charges also that the respondent company has caused
contracts for the exhibition of various films made between certain exchanges and exhibitors to be broken or canceled, thus hindering and
harassing such film exchanges. The respondent is charged also with
causing contracts for the exhibition of films by certain exhibitors to
be canceled, such cancellations being procured after the exhibitions
were advertised, whereupon the respondent company or persons connected with it displayed the same film in advance of the date advertised,
the exhibition taking place in the neighborhood of the theaters of exhibitors who had advertised the films.
The complaint charges, too, that the Saenger Amusement Company,
through threats of withdrawing its patronage or the patronage of other
exhibitors of moving pictures, has compelled certain film exchanges to
cease supplying films to exhibitors competing with the Saenger Amusement Company.
According to the complaint the respondent company has compelled
exhibitors to book films through it by threats of cutting off the supply
of moving picture films. The company is charged also with inducing
the employees of competitors to leave their employment by offering them
positions with the Saenger Amusement Company.
DRESSLER

AND

TINCHER

COMEDY

DATES

SET.

. World-Pictures announces the publication dates of new
comedies just completed or being finished by Marie Dressier and Fay Tincher, the famous comediennes, who are
making two-reel comedies for the World. On July 8 Miss
Dressler's "The Agonies of Agnes" will be published. "The
Red Cross Nurse," another Marie Dressier production, is
announced for publication on August 5. On July 22 Fay
Tincher
seen in "Oh,
Behave."
In the will
latterbe attraction
Miss Susie,
Tincher
is seen in the role
of Susie Snipp, who works for five dollars a week as errand
girl in a modish little hat shop. She has one ambition — to
become a saleslady, and her efforts in this direction furnish
Miss Tincher with ample opportunities to display her
abilites as a comedienne.
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Universal Appeals to Newspapers
Carl Laemmle Addresses Letter to Press of Country, Asking
for Aid in Establishing Industry as a War Essential.
A NATION-WIDE campaign has been started by the
Universal company for the purpose of enlisting the
aid of the newspapers on the side of the motion picture industry in its battle to establish itself as an essential
industry in the eyes of the Government.
The opening gun in the campaign is a letter addressed
to the publisher of every newspaper in the country. This
letter, signed by Carl Laemmle, directs attention to the
movement set afoot by people ignorant of the part being
played by the screen in sustaining the morale of the nation
and which urges a virtual boycott against moving pictures.
The letter was originally sent to the editor of the Pasadena Star-News of Pasadena, Cal. It is on the West Coast
that the campaign which urges supression of motion picture entertainment started. So enthusiastic was the reception
given to
by theit trade
throughout
California
thatMr.it Laemmle's
was decidedletter
to send
broadcast.
The tremendously valuable assistance given to the Government's effort to disseminate patriotic propaganda through
the medium of the minute men, who speak in thousands
of motion picture theaters, is dwelt upon. Emphasis is
also laid upon the hundreds of thousands of dollars of
revenue in the shape of war taxes imposed upon the industry and the theater-going public which is contributed every
twenty-four hours.
The letter further points out the fact that so importantly
has the motion picture figured in keeping up the spirits of
the people in France, Italy and the British Empire that
every suggestion for the curtailment of moving picture
entertainment has been instantly frowned upon by these
governments. It closes with the statement that as the two
most important factors for education and enlightenment
the newspaper and the screen should stand together.
According to information received from Universal that
company proposes vigorously to combat every effort by
misguided zealots who single the film industry out as a nonessential that might as well be dispensed with. Orders have
been forwarded to the publicity men in all of the exchanges
controlled by the organization to the effect that they are
to notify the home office of every instance of movements
started in their respective territories which have for their
object a harmful influence upon the attendance of moving
picture theaters.

How Home Pictures Strike Soldiers
Make Up for the Letters That Do Not Come, Says Former
World Pictures Auditor.
I HAD the great pleasure the other evening of seeing a
World picture — Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
in 'His Royal Highness' — in the Y. M. C. A. hut in the
camp where I am located," writes Brun.o Jaeger to WorldPictures from France. Mr. Jaeger was formerly a traveling
auditor for World-Pictures and was drafted a number of
months ago.
"The boys enjoyed the picture immensely," Mr. Jaeger
continues, "and when they found that I formerly worked
for World-Pictures I was the hit of the evening. They
asked a million questions, and had me up a tree on technical
points more than once.
"Of course, all the boys are delighted when they get a
chance to see an American picture. If the moving picture
producers only knew how much pleasure American pictures
give to our boys at the front they would take some steps
to see that every release made by them would be shown
over here. I tell you it certainly warms the cockles of your
heart to see a Yankee picture with Yankee scenes, and
actors. It takes you back home, and with many of the
boys makes up for the letters that do not come. I find
motion pictures showing familiar scenes and faces is the
greatest cure for homesickness
imaginable."
Mr. Jaeger is one of the expert accountants now serving
LTncle Sam at the front.

"PERSHING'S CRUSADERS" SHOWN IN WASHINGTON.
A special exhibition of "Pershing's Crusaders" was given
at Poli's Theater, Washington, D. C., on June 3 by the Cornmil tee on Public Information for the purpose of acquainting President Wilson and his official family with the work
that has been accomplished by the committee's film division.
A large and representative audience attended the production, including editors and proprietors of practically every
newspaper in the capital.
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Many Affiliated Units Elect Directors
O'Donnell

Is Chosen in Pennsylvania, Cohen in New York
City and Mosher in Buffalo.
FOLLOWING the granting of charters last week to
fifteen co-operative booking associations united with the
Affiliated Distributors' Associations, the selection of
directors was made in many of the units. Each affiliated
booking association is under its own management, and the
officers are chosen by the exhibitor members of the respective organizations. The announcement of the election
of officers in Pennsylvania, New York City and Western
New York shows that the movement has the support of
many prominent exhibitors.
Judge John H. O'Donnell, president of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania, is one of the directors
chosen for the Exhibitors' Booking Association of Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey. The other members of the directorate are : Robert H. Kincade, president
of the United Exhibitors' Association, president; Morris
Spiers, secretary of the United Exhibitors' Association, secMichael Steifel, Harry Greene, Edward O'Keefe and
Columbiaretary;
Stamper.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New York, is president of the Greater
New York unit of the Affiliated. All the presidents of the
local branches of the State League represented in New York
City are members of the board of directors. They include :
John Manheimer, president of the Manhattan Local, M. P.
E. L. ; John J. Wittman, president of Bronx Local; Rudolph
Sanders, president of the Brooklyn Local, and Isador
Edelstein.
Western New York has for its directors Ira Mosher, of the
Palace theater, Buffalo, president; Harold B. Franklin, manager of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; William Fait, Jr., of
the Avon theater, Utica ; W. H. Linton of the Hippodrome,
Little Falls; A. A. Fennessy, Little Falls; Charles M yman,
of the Cataret, Niagara Falls, and William A. Callahan, of
the Regent theater, Rochester.
Directors also have been elected for the Affiliated units of
Michigan, Illinois, North and South Carolina, Indiana,
Missouri, Northern Ohio and Western Pennsylvania.

Canada and England Interested in Affiliated
Steps Being Takento by
Officials
of Distributors'
Corporation
Extend
Booking
Plan.
PLANS were instituted last week by the executives of the
Affiliated Distributors' Corporation for the extension
of that organization's cooperative plan of booking to
other parts of the world. Organization work in Canada is
already under way, under the supervision of Chandos Brenon
and Merrit Nutting, editor of the Canadian Motion Picture
Digest. It is expected this unit of the Affiliated will be
ready for operation shortly after distribution is started in
the United States.
Herbert Brenon, one of the producers allied with the
Affiliated, who is now in England, has advised the officials
of the Affiliated that the keenest interest has been expressed
in the Affiliated plan by English exhibitors. Mr. Brenon
was cabled authority to arrange for a preliminary organization of the English exhibitors. New Zealand, as a result
of a petition from twenty of the foremost exhibitors of that
territory, will be granted a charter for twenty days with
the Affiliated. Other foreign units will be organized as
rapidly as war conditions permit.
NELSON
APPOINTED
GENERAL'S
REPRESENTATIVE.
The appointment of A. J. Nelson, formerly manager of
the Washington exchange, as special representative, with
headquarters at the home office in New York, is announced
by General Film. Among other duties Mr. Nelson will superintend the work of the traveling auditors in the field,
lie is well known in film circles, having been employed in
the auditing department of the General home office prior to
his entry into the sales department.

You may not be able to fight, but you can save
and buy War

Savings Stamps.
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for Closer ComRepublics.

THOSE exporters who seem to doubt the ability of this
country to retain its film trade with Latin America
after the war. on account of superior shipping faeilities
between our southern neighbors and the great trading centers of Europe, should peruse the address delivered by Edward N. Hurley, chairman of the United States Shipping
Board, at the University of Notre Dame, Indiana, on
June 10.
The two following paragraphs, which we reproduce, ought
to furnish food for thought to all' film exporters:
If in 1919-20 we have i!>c passenger and cargo tonnage we have
planned we will be in a iKisition to establish a weekly passenger service
between New York and Kio de Janeiro. Montevideo, Buenos Aires, and
Caracas on the East coast, and weekly service between Colombia. Ecuador, Peru, and Valparaiso. Chile, on the Western coast. On the West
coast we now have two fast passenger steamers plying between New
York and Valparaiso. These are the first to carry the American flag on
that route. They have cut the time between these two important cities
from
to IS days
— a savins
of !' days.Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Our-~ Central
American
neighbors,
Honduras, and Costa Rica must all have the very best passenger and
cargo service as must all of our South American neighbors. Wc have
planned the class of steamers required for this service. The type will
serve our Latin-American friends in a manner that they have never been
served before, but which they are entitled to. With the wonderful resources which these countries have their products should be distributed
in the world's
and that
they will
should
havethem
sufficient
at their disposition and atmarkets,
such rates
enable
when ships
it is necessary
to
sell their products in competition with other nations. This will give
them an opportunity to receive their share of profits which will permit
them to further develop their countries.
If the program sketched above is carried out, and we
can think of no reason why it should not have become an
accomplished fact by the time the war is over, the danger
to our film business from European competition will be
reduced to a negligible point — providing, of course, that our
product does not lose its present superiority over the European article. Moreover, this closer intercourse between
North. Central and South America is bound to increase in a
short time, and to a considerable extent, the buying power
of all the Spanish and Portuguese speaking republics.

A Sensible View of the Shipping Question
Timely

Suggestions
Made to the Treasury
Department
on
Film Shipments
to Foreign
Countries.
IN REPLY to a circular sent out by the New York
branch of the United States Treasury Department and
dealing with the shipping of film to foreign countries,
Joseph Lamy, of the Piedmont Pictures Corporation, has
prepared and submitted a set of suggestions that, if adopted,
would undoubtedly increase the efficiency of the government officials engaged in this line of work and reduce to a
minimum many of the handicaps under which the exporters
have been working during the past year.
Mr. Lamy's suggestions cover the following points:
1. One print of each moving picture, as soon as manufactured, should be inspected by the censor in accord with the
manufacturer.
2. The manufacturer must pledge himself, under oath, to
export or to supply exporters only with prints of the same
subject exactly like the one which has been approved of by
the customs censors.
3. The manufacturer does not offer for export or does not
deliver for export any film which is not approved by the
customs censors.
4. A record to be kept of all films thus inspected, approved
or rejected by the customs censor, and that each subject
receives a classification number so that the manufacturer
when delivering any print of that subject for export can
mention the corresponding file number of the classification
on a certified invoice.
5. Everything written contained within the pictures, such
as titles, sub-titles, spoken titles, letters and other inserts
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which may have to he translated into a foreign Ian.
be translated
according
to the textl Of the censored
pictures and all translations ar< to be approved by the cusl
censors.

(i. All exporters hi make a declaration under oath to comply with these rules and not to export any film unless in the

above mentioned way.

7. Upon making shipments, the shipper will have to supply full details of all films to he shipped, with the corresponding classification numbers of each picture and with the
certified invoices of the manufacturer or a declaration of
the manufacturers that the corresponding prints were
printed in accord with the government
regulations.
8. The inspection of these pictures could be started in
accord with the manufacturers at a certain date and all
pictures manufactured before that date might be gradually
inspected and classified for export each and every time the
first print of such a picture is again printed for export by
the corresponding manufacturer.
9. The exporter when applying for the export license for
the films, to do so with the understanding that the license
can be employed only against shipment of specific censored
films and the Custom House Inspectors, as hitherto, watch
the packing and sealing of the cases in order to avoid any
fraud.
10. The Custom House Inspector to be authorized to pick
out and screen certain pictures from time to time in order
to make sure that the rules are complied with.
Such an arrangement would save much time in making
shipments and at the same time would do away with much
work which the customs officers are now compelled to do,
especially with respect to screening a great number of prints
of the same subject, all of which could be avoided through
the first and officially approved screening of one print.
AMONG THE EXPORTERS.
The Public Information Committee made no mistake in
sending Frank J. Marion, of the Kalem company, to Spain —
even if unacquainted with the language when he first landed
on the other side. Mr. Marion is a keen student of human
nature and has the rare ability of rapidly adapting himself
to new environments, no matter how exotic. So much so
that he does not hesitate in stating that he finds himself
more at home in Madrid than in London. When interviewed
by the writer for our international edition, Cine-Mundial,
he emphasized a few points that are worth while bringing
out in plain English.
For instance, he made it quite plain that from three to
five copies of a meritorious subject could be marketed in
Spain, and backed this statement by remarking that in his

A Typical

Neighborhood

Theater

of Barcelona,

Spain.

Madrid office there is a classified file with the addresses of
2,000 Spanish theaters.
Mr. Marion is also a very strong advocate of the direct-
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dealing commercial policy. He is opposed to the handling
of
American
pictures in Spain through -any of the European
middle
markets.
There is very little difference, according to Mr. Marion,
between the ordinary Spaniard and the ordinary American
in physical and mental make-up. Although in this respect
we haveto to
and we attribute
Marion's
views
hisdisagree
faculty in
of toto,
assimilation;
his standMr.reminds
us
of the Barcelona trade paper editor, who, for the purpose
of explaining the popularity of American pictures, sarcastically remarked that the Spaniards were not "civilized
enough" to comprehend and appreciate the morbid dramas
of Italian origin, and found the American productions more
in keeping with their way of looking at things in real life.
"In spite of the 70,000 wide-awake German business men
scattered throughout the peninsula against three hundred
odd Americans," said Mr. Marion, "there is no prejudice
whatever against the United States. I found everybody willing to meet me half-way." * * *
A record sales campaign on an American film in a foreign
market has just been completed by Inter-Ocean Film Corporation in behalf of Paralta Plays. Within a space of two
months this American brand has been placed in every
South American territory. President Cromelin, of InterOcean, made this announcement upon the sale Friday of
Argentine and Uruguay, the last of the "open" South American countries. Louis Brock, Gus Schlessinger and Ricardo
Castro, of the Inter-Ocean sales force, are credited with
the speedy results attained in this campaign. Mr. Brock,
further, sold last week "The Mad Lover" and "Today" to
Brazil and "Parentage" to Scandinavia, while Mr. Schlessinger disposed of "The Manx-Man" and "The Victim" to
Brazil, and Mr. Castro the latter picture to the West Indies.
The latest Speer Carbon sales to be reported by Inter-Ocean
are 30,000 to Spain; 17,000 to Cuba; 5,000 to Venezuela.
Eugene H. Kaufman, handling this campaign, says that the
large foreign Speer sale has attracted favorable notice from
the branch of the Department of State, Washington, that
follows the progress of American-made products in foreign
lands.
Hiller & Wilk, Inc., selling agents for the foreign rights
to Ambassador James W. Gerard's photoplay, "My Four
Years in Germany," announce the sale of the following
groups of territory: Argentina, Chile, Peru, Paraguay and
Uruguay; Cuba, Porto Rico and Santo Domingo; Panama
and the British West Indies; Hongkong and the Straits Settlements; Norway, Sweden and Denmark. While several
of the territories are neutral countries, the purchasers feel
certain that the various governments will allow the exhibition of the picture because of its truthful reproduction of
historical events.
Sidney Garrett, president of the J. Frank Brockliss, Inc.,
has just closed a contract with the Western Photoplay, Inc.,
whereby he controls the rights for the entire world, with
the exception of the United States and Canada, of the new
sixteen-episode serial now being made with Leah Baird
playing the lead. He closed this deal on June 12 and in
forty-eight hours had orders for five prints of each episode. Mr. Garrett, who has an enviable reputation for
"speed," has broken all his previous records in disposing of
territories in such a short space of time.

* * *

The most important foreign deal of the past week was
consummated by the North American Motion Pictures, Inc.,
a New York distributing organization, covering Argentina,
Uruguay, Chile, Peru and Bolivia. According to advices
received from L. R. Thomas, secretary of the North American, all the Paralta features, the new Chaplin million-dollar comedies, and the Petrova, Michel Lewis, Brenon and
all other productions controlled by the First National Exhibitors' Circuit have been acquired, on an exclusive contract basis, for Argentina, Chile and Uruguay.
These transactions were closed through the Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, William Vogel and David
* * P.* Howells, respectively.

Ernest Shipman has made arrangements with Toseph
Fisher, of Capetown, to represent him in this country in
the purchase of six, seven and eight reel pictures for exploitation intSouth Africa, and he has also agreed to exploit
Mr. Fisher's South African success in eight reels entitled
'The Rose of Rhodesia,"
the
have an early showing in throughout
New York city. Americas. It will
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Instead of being a prophet of ill-omen, as some of his
friends in the trade appeared to regard him a couple of
months ago, Sidney Garrett, if he were not so busy attending meetings, taking trips to Washington and devising plans
to counteract the export crisis, could have the satisfaction
of patting himself on the back and addressing his fellow
exporters with the proverbial
* * "I *told you so."
L. J. Pollard, general manager of the Ebony Film Corporation, of Chicago, will be in New York some time this
month. We understand that the trip is connected with the
exploitation of Ebony productions in foreign markets.

* * *

The offices of the Piedmont Pictures Corporation have
been moved to the Leavitt Building, 130 West 46th street.
Its new telephone number is Bryant 4200.
* * *
Through the Arrow Film Corporation the Kester Comedies have been disposed of for Japan.

* * *

Chester Beecroft has secured the Jester Comedies for
Norway, Sweden and Denmark.
News from Foreign Markets.
Gonzalo Varela, S. en. C, who represents the Universal
company in Mexico, is having quite a lot of trouble with
other local film renters. Advices received in Cine-Mundial.
our international edition, and advertisements published in
the Mexican press, indicate that some of Mr. Varela's competitors are releasing Universal pictures before he is able
to do so. If the exporters who met at the Astor are in
earnest and really mean to co-operate with each other, a
method could easily be devised to put a stop to this intolerable state of affairs. It seems unexplainable that Mexico,
our nearest neighbor, and undoubtedly the most productive
Latin-American market if the business were transacted
under normal conditions, should be practically lost to us on
account of sheer laxity of control.

* * *

Through a misinterpretation, in an interview with Arch.
G. Kent, of the Central American Film Company, of Havana, published in our issue of June 8, a statement was
made to the effect that a Triangle feature entitled "Don
Quixote"
had been
purchased
Mr. Cuban
Kent's Medal
firm from
Hiller & Wilk.
F. H.
Knocke, bv
of the
Film
Company, Inc., calls our attention to the fact that his company has the exclusive right of exhibition and exploitation
of all Triangle productions in Cuba, Porto Rico and Santo
Domingo.
We stand corrected.

* * *

The Ernemann projector, manufactured in Dresden, Germany, is still being advertised regularly in the trade press
of practically every neutral country in the world, despite
the fact that the Central Empire has been at war, under
all kinds of restrictions and effectively blockaded during
the past two years. The Ernemann steady advertising
campaign stands as a symbol of the aggressive commercial
methods that placed Germany before the war at the head
of the exporting nations of the world, and it should furnish
a good object lesson to some of the Xew York film exporters
affected with "cold-feetitis."

* * *

"A Daughter of the Gods," the Fox production, with Annette Kellermann, had its premiere in Argentina at the
Splendid Theater of Buenos Aires. The public and the press
accorded the picture an enthusiastic reception.

* * *

According to a Barcelona trade paper, Mabel Normand's
"Mickey" cost the producers $300,000. Dollars are pretty
cheap in Spain at the present time, and statements like
this might probably cause another drop in the rate of
exchange.
Brockliss Buffet to Serve Buyers.
Commencing Thursday, June 20. Sidney Garrett, president
of the J. Frank Brockliss, Inc.. will inaugurate a distinct innovation for foreign film buyers. Mr. Garrett will screen
from
9
o'clock
in the morning
untilby6 the
o'clock
in theBrockliss,
evening
the various productions
controlled
J. Frank
Inc.. for the foreign him buyers who are now in New York
buying films for their respective countries.
It is Mr. Garrett's pleasure to serve a buffet luncheon
those buyers each day. right in the Brockliss projectionto
rooms.
A recess of one-half hour will be made each day.
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and liglit luncheon and other refreshments will in- served
to tlu-sc buyers. This will save considerable time, rod is i
convenience thai is sure to be appreciated.
A New Manual for Shipper*.
exceedingly valuable and interesting hook, specially
prepared for exporters and importers, consisting
over 100 pages of instructions and rulings of the war
Trade Board, blank forms, Conservation List up to date
and other matter which has superseded that which appeared
in Rules and Regulations No. 1. issued last November, is now
off the press and in process of distribution. A copy may be
obtained 1>> those interested in export or import by applying to the War
Trade Board, Washington, L). C.

AN

Inquiries from Abroad.
The addresses of these firms may he obtained from CineMundial, 516 Fifth avenue, New York. We do not assume
responsibility as to the standing of the inquirers, and the
usual precautions should be taken in all cases. All inquiries
are received direct by the Moving Picture World and CineMundial, the Spanish monthly edition of the Moving Picture
World.
Please mention number when writing.
46 — A firm in Cuba is in the market for educational subjects as well as extraordinary features with titles and paper
in^ Spanish. It is also interested in securing a copy of
"Cabiria."
47 — A man in San Juan, P. R., wishes to represent a producing or exporting company in Porto Rico.
48 — A man in Tacua, Chile, is in the market for new and
second-hand film.
4l> — A firm in Porto Rico wishes to secure the representation of producing or exporting company.
A man
and50 —used
films.in Santiago, Chile, is in the market for new

British Notes
QEM2JSJSJoMSia^^
By J. B. Sutcliffe.
THE time for the compulsory closing of moving picture
theaters, music halls, theaters and places of entertainment, originally planned for 9.30 p. m., has now been
finally fixed at 10.30 p. m. So far as moving picture exhibitions are concerned the order will make no appreciable
difference to the proprietors of theaters either in London
or the provinces, as practically all manage to terminate the
last house within a few minutes after 10.30 p. m. In some
of the continuous performance shows a re-arrangement of
the program may be necessitated to reach termination at the
required time.
* * *
The fleet of automobile moving picture exhibitions, similar
to those engaged in Allied propaganda work on the Continent and in neutral countries, provided by the Department
of Information (Kinematograph Branch), has already started
on its first tour. Beginning at Cardiff, three of the travelling
kinema outfits are making their way slowly but consummately through the rural mountain districts of Wales. Another detachment is acquainting the inhabitants in the
sparely populated Scottish highlands, some whom have
never seen and rarely heard of the moving picture, with the
latest phases of the international conflict, while a third is
engaging the attention of the country side in the northern
and midland counties of England. The travelling shows in
each case confine their work as far as possible to villages
where no permanent moving picture theater exists to avoid
trespassing on the territory served by regular exhibitors.

* * *

It is rather unusual for the stage to take to the vindication of the pictures, but a sketch played at the London
Coliseum does so in admirable fashion, and is the most convincing answer of the year to the few eccentric high-brows,
that negligible few waiting for a cheap edition of the Kinema
Commission's report. The playlet is entitled "Blame the
Kinema," and stars Miss Lily
(Lady de Bath).
* * Langtry
*
The president of the Coliseum proprietary and also the
moving spirit in several other large vaudeville enterprises,
Oswald Stoll, has started out film renting and has formed
an independent exchange, the Stoll Film Company. The
success which Stoll, within a year, has made of the London
Opera House, Oscar Hammerstein's costly failure, by con-
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verting itinto a first class moving picture theatei and club
ioi film fans, has probably been ins incentive to exploit the
industry in another direction. Associated with the Stoll
Film Co« hi a managing capacity, i I feffery Bernerd, late
of the Essen
exchange,
The financial backing and
the company coven exteniive interests in theatrical property and tin- statement that the company will specialize in
multi-reel features and super productions
that
many important bookings <•! their films will be automatically
rved in advance.
The nominal capital is registered at

* * ♦
£100,0t)i).
A few of the country branches of the Kinematograph Exhibitors' Association have ratified the resolution 01 the London brant h condemning the Evelyn Thaw Film, "Shadows
of My Life." One local branch in Northeastern England
has acquainted every chief of police in the county of its objection to the him — an indiscretion which might conceivably
recoil in the form of a police censorship. Asking village
constables to censor a film that has already passed the careful scrutiny of an official censor certainly indicates a
schismatic state of affairs within, or another instance of the
adage which ends " — where* angels
* * fear to tread."
Granger's Exclusives of Stoke-on-Trent, one of the most
enterprising independent exchanges in the Midlands, have
acquired United Kingdom rights of "Betsy Ross," starring
Alice Brady, and "The Beloved Adventuress," featuring Kitty
Gordon.
* * *
A psychological investigation of the durability of kinema
impressions on the minds of school children is to be the
first task of the expert committee appointed by the recent
Kinema Commission to estimate the value and possibilities
of education by moving pictures.
* * *
topical
drama, by
"The
GreatFilm
Awakening,"
hasThebeenAmerican
secured for
this country
Phillips
Co.

* * *

At the introduction of the next financial Budget in the
House of Commons moving picture exhibitors, in co-operation with theatrical and other interests are to make a bold
bid for a reduction of the Entertainments Tax. The "modus"
will be the presentation of a memorial to the Chancellor of
the Exchequer stating the case for the exhibitor. In one
direction the exhibitor has a strong claim to a remission of
a percentage of the duty, in his dual status as exhibitor and
tax collector. In the administration of its revenue departments the State has in every instance but this to make allowance, very often substantial, for the collection of the
imports. The income tax collector does no more, yet he
doesn't work without wages.* *Why
* should the exhibitor?
As a rule magisterial authorities, district councils, or
other local authorities responsible for the issue of licenses
to exhibit moving pictures are considerate of the demands
exhibitor when dealing with the applicaof thetionprofessional
of an occasional amateur. But not so at Rhyl, the
pretty Welsh holiday resort. Taking the cue from another
coast town, Bridlington, the city fathers have decided to
show pictures themselves this summer and have already
granted themselves a license to do so in direct competition
to three regular rate-paying exhibitors. Even this is not
the extent of unfair competition showmen in Wales have to
contend against. At Cardiff the Sunday School Union proposes to open a free kinema for young people as a counter
attraction to the streets o' nights. But the license for this
enterprise has yet to be granted.

* * *

The second and subsequent tasks of the expert committee appointed by the Kinema Commission to analyze the
educational value of the moving picture, now sitting under
the aegis of the Board of Education are (ii) Measurement
of mental fatigue caused by instruction by kinematograph;
(iii) Radical comparative tests of instruction by kinematograph and ordinary methods; (iv) Subjects in which better
results would be yielded; (v) Cultivation of ideals in social
conduct, tastes and imagination by moving pictures ; (vi)
Co-operation between school and kinema; (vii) The most effective and economical methods of exhibiting moving pictures in schools; (viii) The best method of obtaining suitable
films for educational purposes. The recommendations of
the committee of investigation are expected to have far
reaching effects and influence with the Board of Education,
and it would not surprise the industry here if the outcome
is not some definite scheme for installing the moving picture
permanently in the school.
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Fox Managers on Their Way Home
Fourth

Annual

BRANCH

Convention
Closes
After
sion of Company's
Work
and

Week
of
Policy.

Discus-

managers and executives of the Fox Film Corporation of this country and Canada and other foreign
countries returned last week to their homes after concluding the business of the fourth annual convention of the
Fox Film Corporation. The sessions were voted the most
successful and enthusiastic of any so far held by the Fox
forces.
At the closing meeting Friday, the managers gave Mr.
Fox a beautifully illuminated resolution expressing their
pride in his patriotic efforts during the past year. This was
presented by Harry F. Campbell, of Boston, New England
district manager. It was done in brilliant colors and across
the top bore a group, in colors, of the flags of the United
States and the Allies. The resolution, which was inclosed
in a frame, follows :
"We, the Fox Film Corporation Managers of the United States and
Canada and the executives of the Home Office, assembled in annual
convention at the Hotel Biltmore, New York City, June third, nineteen
hundred and eighteen, take this opportunity to express our deep and
sincere appreciation of our peerless leader, William Fox, whose humanitarian acts have won him the love and respect of the nation ; a
man who knows no race or creed, one who gladly extends his hand to
the poor as well as the rich, to the humble as well as the powerful.
To him such acts are solely prompted by his love for his fellow-men.
"Unmindful of his personal interests, he made cheerful sacrifice in
order that he might prove the guiding spirit of the Jewish War Relief
Fund, the American Federation of Jewish Charities, the Knights of
Columbus, the Liberty Loan and Second War Fund Drive for the
American Rer Cross in their campaigns successfully conducted throughout Greater New York.
"In further expression of our love, respect and admiration and loyalty to him, it is our sincere prayer that he may long be spared to
continue such worthy and noble deeds."

In responding to the presentation of the resolution, Mr.
Fox expressed his thanks to the men for the token of their
esteem and also voiced his gratitude for their loyalty and
energies in his behalf.
Later in the closing session Mr. Fox gave a brief address,
in which he outlined the policy of the corporation for the
coming year and called on the managers for renewed industry"Our ambition this coming year," he said, "is to deliver
the greatest and best motion pictures that can be produced.
If you managers will show the same energy and the same
ambition in selling these productions that the home office
has in making them, three things will result:
"First, you will help the Government of the United States,
because you will increase the profits of this corporation
and thus enable our Government to take more money in
taxes.
"Second, you will increase your own value to this corporation, and this increase in value will redound to your
material benefit.
"Third, you will benefit the Fox Film Corporation, for if
you work hard enough you will make the name of the
Fox Film Corporation resound throughout the world as the
makers of the greatest motion pictures in all history.
"Last year at our convention I spoke on the topic, 'Opportunity.' Iwant to reiterate that message. The opportunities for men in the service of this corporation are boundless. Your future depends entirely on yourselves, for this
corporation is eager to find men who are capable of filling
$15,000, $20,000 and $25,000-a-year jobs.
"Now, in closing this convention I want to thank you all
for your loyal support during the last year, and I pray to
God that you and I shall all be spared for our work, so that
we shall meet here again a year hence."

Sidney Drew Now Counted as Dead
Heroic Actor's Aeroplane Fell Within Enemy Lines — Was
Combat With Seven Enemy Machines.

in

that Corporal Sidney RanIT has been definitely learned rican
Air Corps, was killed
kin Drew, of the Franco-Ame
in combat with seven enemy machines above the German lines, according to the Gazette des Ardennes.
Corporal Drew had been missing for three weeks, but his
friends had maintained the hope that he had been taken
prisoner. He was the son of Sidney Drew. Both father
and son are known- wherever pictures are seen and millions
vill feel a loss in Sidney Drew and a deep sympathy with
his father.
Sidney Rankin Drew, 27 years old, was a graduate of a
military school, but until a year ago had devoted his time to
motion picture work. In this field he became well known
both as a director and actor. He left this country a year
ago to become an ambulance driver in France. This becom-
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ing too "tame," he joined the French flying corps. His
father lives at 876 Park avenue, Xew York.
Young Drew abandoned an annual income of $27,000 and
a rapidly developing career as a moving picture director to
enter the army.
"I feel that my boy's gift of his life was a wonderful
thing," his father said shortly after hearing the sad news.
"Of course the publication of his death notice from Paris
makes it almost certain that he has been lost and it has
broken me badly."

At Leading Picture Theaters
Programs

for the Motion
Week ofPicture
June 16 Houses.
at New

York's Principal

THE

RIALTO. — Paramount screen version of Mrs. Humphry Ward's novel, "Missing," was the chief feature of the
Rialto program for the week of June 16. Thomas Meighan,
Robert Gordon and Sylvia Breamer have the principal roles.
A scenic, a comedy and the Rialto Animated Magazine were
also shown. Annie Rosner and Emmanuel List were the
soloists.
THE RIVOLI. — Douglas Fairbanks in his new Artcraft
comedy, "Say! Young Fellow," headed the bill at the Rivoli.
Joseph Henaberry wrote the story and directed the picture.
Marjorie Daw and Frank Campeau are the leading support. The Rivoli Animated Pictorial, a scenic, an educational and a comic completed the pictures. Gladys Rice and
Greek Evans were the vocalists.
THE STRAND.— A double feature bill at the Strand consisted of the Prima color production, "Our Invincible Navy,"
and Mabel Normand in the Goldwyn picture, "The Venus
Model." H. R. Durant wrote the Goldwyn story. The Topical Review was also shown.
Mory Zentay w-s the soloist.
FORTY-FOURTH STREET THEATER.— Eleventh week
of "Hearts of the World.'
LYRIC. — Fourth week of "Pershing's Crusaders."
PARK. — Third week of "Sealed Orders."
BROADWAY.— Mae Murray in "Her Body in Bond."
NEW ORLEANS MEN AID DIAMOND PRODUCERS.
R. M. Chisholm, president of the Diamond Film Company, and owner of the Diamond theater in New Orleans,,
in which the Diamond Comedies are given pre-release showings, reports that local citizens, business interests and the
press are lending unusual encouragement to film companies desiring to locate in that city. The co-operation has
facilitated the work of filming the Diamond Comedies. The
use of one of the finest mansions in the South was obtained
"Way Up
scenes for
of interior
for
the the
firsttaking
release,
while historic
Audubon
Parkin Society,"^
provided
many beautiful exterior locations for the company in its
productions of "Her Ambitious Ambition" and "His Matrimonial Moans." A great variety of scenery is to be found
within a short radius of the studio and advantage of the
opportunity is being taken in the selection of locations for
forthcoming Diamond releases.

KERSHAW OF MANITOBA VISITS U-CITY.
In a whirlwind visit to Universal City as the guest of the
California Film Exchange, R. Kershaw, president of the
Provincial Exhibitors' Association of Manitoba, recently
acquired an intimate view of activities at the world's film
will carry back with him to his fellowcapital, which
exhibitors
in thehe Dominion.
The Canadian exhibitor, while calling upon David Bershon. manager of the California . Film Exchanges at Los
Angeles, expressed a keen desire to see motion pictures in
the making.
A trip to Universal City followed.
Mr. Kershaw spoke in a highly optimistic fashion of the
exhibitor's
Canadian
business
motion picture
the war has made
which
inroadsthe
of the from
In spite
standpoint.
has never been better.
power,
Canada's man
upon relaxation
the screen has been one of the
by business
afforded
The
most important factors in sustaining the morale of our
Northern neighbors.
TRAVERS VALE IN FILM ADVISORY BOARD.
Director Travers Yale, who has directed many big successes for World Pictures, and who is now engaged on another big World Picture, has been named as a member of
of films, United States governthe advisory board, division
ment. Charles S. Hart is the director of this division. The
advisory board members will have much to do directing the
films.
taking "and distributing of the government's propaganda,
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Exposition Auditorium VS. Theaters
San

Francisco
Managers
Hall Becomes

Justly
Fear
Competition
a City Show
Place.

If

Big

ALARMED

at tin- plans being made For the use of the
iition Auditorium for theatrical
purposes
the directors of the United Motion Picture Industries
of Northern California
mel recently
to discuss ways and
in.-. ins tor forestalling action along this line. One >>i the
officials of a large city in the Northwest was in San Francisco recently to interest tin- officials of that city and t lakland in the formation
cuit of municipal auditoriums,
which attractions could be booked from a central ol
fice. As the local auditorium lias ■ seating capacity of more
than twelve thousand, its frequent
use tor theatrical performances would have a serious effect on the attendance at
moving picture shows.
The local film men have taken up the matter with Mayot
James Rolph, Jr., and have explained to him that then
showhouses in the Bay City capable of handling almost
any attraction that visits the Pacific Coast. Some of the
cities having municipal auditoriums have no suitable show
houses, hut such is not the case lure. Just what action the
local officials will take on joining the proposed circuit has
not been indicated.
The film men who attended the recent meeting were Louis
Reichert, manager of the .Metro branch; Meyer J. Cohen,
manager of the local office of the George Kleine System;
Herman Wobber, division manager for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation; Eugene Roth, of the California theater;
Sam Levin and Louis K. Greenfield, prominent local exhibitors.

WoKl.I)

Washington Motion Picture Company Elects
Allen

M«i««nh«im«r
it and

C.

Chosaa
President
J. Ward
Vice

Perret's First Series of Patriotic Pictures Starts With Echo
of Pershing's Famous Speech — Is a Love Story.
THE title for the first of the series of the patriotic photoplays being produced independently by Leonce Perret, the noted French directory and producer, will be
"Lafayette ! We Come !" The title and story are based on
the laconic speech of General Pershing at the Tomb of
Lafayette at the time of Pershing's arrival in Paris. It is
said that his speech is the shortest and probably the most
impressive in history.
"Lafayette ! We Come !" is the first motion picture novel to
receive the sanction of the French Government. Every official cooperation is being extended to Mr. Perret in order
to insure the success of the film. The production when
completed will be shown to French and United States officials, who the
will effect
be invited
to witness
new and
subtle'
propaganda
of which
should bethis
greater
because
of
its tremendous entertaining value. At that time the method
of distribution
will be decided.
Although the story of "Lafayette! We Come!" has to do
with a phase of the war, Mr. Perret has woven a throbbing story of love and intrigue around it. E. K. Lincoln
and Dolores Cassinelli will enact the principal roles and an
excellent cast will support them.

Nashville Church Bell Sounds Prayer Call
At First Tap Each Noon All Machines of Crescent Company
Stop and Slide on Screen Suggests Meditation.
THAT the hearts of the people of this nation are in the
world war at all times and that they are relying upon
the Almighty to bring victory to the arms of the
allies and thereby establish world peace have been forcefully demonstrated in Nashville. Every day at noon the big
bell in the tower of the First Presbyterian church sounds
a call to the people to stop for a moment in the hurry and
bustle of business to commune with God in a moment of
prayer and ask for a speedy end to the world conflict and
preservation of humanity and democracy-.
At the first tap of the bell each day the machines in all
houses of the Crescent Amusement Company are instantly
stopped and a card is displayed upon the screen asking that
every patron bow for a moment of prayer. The policy has
met with the approval of the audiences, and marks the beginning of a new era of greater faith in God as well as
emphasizing the fact that places of amusement are splendid
agencies for diverting the minds of the people from their
daily routine and bringing about a relaxation of the nervous strain.
The inauguration of this plan by the Crescent has been
widelv commended.

W.
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" The produ< tion ol oui
i photo
well
under way and we are a in st featui
onsiderini
our second production," was the report of Lawrence Trim
ble, director of productions.
•'More than 1,000 feet of picture has been developed m our laboratory
and inspected in
our projecting room.
We know now beyond any possibility
of doubl
thai th<
nd atmospheric
condition
locality are favorable for motion picture photography."

Miss Honor Wriyht Stewart
J

P. SEEBURG,
maker
of the Seehurg
Organs,
declares
that while he is not in the motion
pictuTl
g he
• has a star of considerable magnitude whom he wishes
to present to the consideration of motion picture exhibitors.
The lady's name
is Honor Wright
Stewart, and she is an
inist of considerable
ability and temperament.
Miss
Stewart has been playing Seehurg organs since that instru-

ment first made a bid for

^

"Lafayette! We Come! "

and Judge
Pmidrnts.

lly
I and
plays
skillfuthat
delightfully
she
favor so and
public sothem
the Seeburg folks have,
kept her busy ever since.

_.. ™
T|

Speaking gagements,
of Mr. her
enSeeburg
informs the Moving Pic-

\j&

-ifl

t^B

has been
-^iss
t,iat heard
u,rewart^ orl(1
I principally
in the South,

I

and
the Loew
appearing
on thecircuits.
Wells'
She has also appeared
in the Bijou of Birmingham, Ala., quite recently,
the Academy of Music
of Charleston, S. C. ; the
Strand and the Isis of
Richmond, Va., and the
Criterion, Strand and
Grand of Atlanta, as
well as a number of
others, the names of
Miss Honor
Wright
Stewart.
which Mr. Seeburg did
not recall.
An opportunity will presently be given New York exhibitors to hear and judge the talents of Miss Stewart, for
Mr. Seeburg has arranged for her to demonstrate a Seeburg organ which is being installed at the warerooms of
the Kramer Organ Company, 727 Seventh avenue, New
York. The date of this demonstration has not been determined, but it will be announced presently and should be an
event
worth
looking forward
to.

ELLIOTT DEXTER RENEWS LASKY CONTRACT.
Elliott Dexter has cast bis fortunes for another year with
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, it is announced.
Mr. Dexter will probably remain at the West Coast studio
for some time to come.
Just what is planned for him in future productions of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has not been divulged,
but he will undoubtedly portray some highly important
roles in the foremost offerings of the organization during
the year to come.

ROTHACKER

STRONG

FOR RED CROSS.

Notwithstanding the large contributions made by the
Rathacker Film Manufacturing Company and its employees
t? t,ution K'
fund
the recentpsdrive, that corporahas decided to
takeduring
out membershi
in the Red Cross
for each individual member of the organization and to have
a copy of the Red Cross magazine delivered at their homes.
The idea is a good one and worthy of being followed by
every concern in the motion picture business.
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Laemmle Recognizes "Vacuum Pan"
Sees Type in* Harrison's Sketch of Empty Headed AdviceGiver — Warns

Exhibitors

to

Look

Before

Booking.

THAT Louis Reeves Harrison's shots at "Vacuum Pan"
in his recent Moving Picture World article entitled
"The Funniest Thing on Earth" have met with the
approval of at least one of the big film producers is evident
from the hearty indorsement given it by Carl Laemmle of
Universal.
"Vacuum Pan" is the name with which Harrison dubs the
individual who so earnestly advises the exhibitor to regard
his theater as being of secondary importance and instead
to concentrate his advertising upon the various high-salaried stars who appear in the pictures he presents.
"Never before has the moving picture industry witnessed
so amazing a change as has taken place during the last
few weeks," declared Mr. Laemmle. "Two months ago, the
feature program was practically the dominating factor. Today the big special production has swept the industry like
wildfire and has just about relegated the program to the
discard.
"This has resulted in serious injury to those exhibitors
been
who are tied up solidly with a program or who have
depending upon the popularity of a few stars. The coming
of such specials as 'The Kaiser' found these showmen up
against a situation with which they were unable to cope, or
else which cost them heavily before they were able to meet
it.
"Had 'Vacuum Pan' ever been an exhibitor he would have
known what it is to popularize a star until the latter becomes a genuine box office asset in his community — only to
find the rentals of the pictures in which this star appears
boosted sky-high. Or else he might have found that this
star's popularity had waned overnight.
"Universal has produced a greater variety of subjects
than any other film organization in the industry — but it has
religiously kept away from high-priced stars. Foreseeing
the transition that is now taking place we refused to adopt
a policy which, in the long run, would profit none save the
star.
"The coming fall season will see the market flooded with
the most wonderful special productions the industry has yet
known. Practically every film producing organization is
now at work on one or more. There is every possibility
that the overproduction of specials will force down the
rental prices of all except the very cream, but the exhibitor who is tied up with a star or a program will be
unable to avail himself of the box office opportunities in
these specials, unless he first shelves the pictures for which
he unwisely contracted a long time ago.
"The one absolutely safe rule for the exhibitor to follow,
if he wants to play safe is that of building up prestige for
his theater, and of 'Looking Before Booking.'"

Three Nashville Theaters Open Sunday
Mayor

Still Obstinate, But Does Not Molest Patriotic Sabbath Shows — No Fine for Wassman.

Mayor William A. Gupton still obstinately
WHILE
persists in opposing the various petitions and requests to permit the moving picture houses of Nashville to open on Sundays, local managers nevertheless
showed pictures in Nashville on Sunday, June 9. Three of
the largest uptown houses, the Knickerbocker, Fifth Avenue,
and Strand, opened their doors from 2 to 10 p. m., and,
although not permitted to charge admission, a plan to
furnish amusement and at the same time assist the Government was perfected by charging one thrift stamp admission.
Each patroi) bought a thrift stamp at the box office, and,
of course, was admitted free, being allowed to keep the
thrift stamp.
While the managers realized no profits whatsoever the
moral effect of running the houses on Sunday is expected
to create a still further call for Sunday amusement on the
part of the Nashville public. In fact, employees gave their
services free, and the managers were under no expense in
running the films.
The people are actually demanding pictures. As an evidence of the popularity of the Sunday opening over $1,000
in thrift stamps were sold at the Sunday shows, with only
three houses running, meaning that 4,000 people attended the
performances.
Expressions of commendation were heard on all sides
over the plan, both as a method of furnishing entertainment and as a means of aiding the thrift stamp campaign.
In view of the extreme popularity of the Sunday thrift
shows it is probable that the policy will be followed each
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Sunday even though the managers are the losers. Toney
Sudekum, William Wassman, and Carson Bradford were
the managers who patriotically tendered the use of their
respective houses.
The case of William Wassman, manager of the Knickerbocker theater, Nashville, arrested for Sunday opening, has
been dismissed with no fine assessed in City Court. Mr.
Wassman opened the Knickerbocker several weeks ago in
Nashville, charging no admission, but inviting patrons to
contribute anything they desired. He was charged with
violation of the Sunday opening laws, but the case was
thrown out of court.

Forbids Indianapolis to Tax Operators
Circuit Court Says City Lacks Authority to Make Them
Actors or Stage Hands Pay License Fee.

or

IN a decision handed down Tuesday, June 4, Judge Louis
B. Ewbank, of the Marion County Circuit Court, Indianapolis, held null and void the provisions of Section
748 of the General Municipal Code of 1917, which requires
operators of motion picture machines to pay a license fee
of $5.
The case has been pending since the first part of last December, when the city authorities attempted to force all
of the operators in the city to pay a license. When it became known that the police were to arrest those who failed,
Robert J. Gavin, a local operator, surrendered himself and
asked that his case be made a test case.
When Gavin was tried in the City Court, Judge James E.
Deery ruled that the section of the ordinance was constitutional and fined Gavin $1 and costs for failing to obtain a license. TheCourt.
local operators' union then appealed the case to
the Circuit
"There is as much implied power to require each stage
hand who works in a theater or each actor who appears in
any play to pay a license fee of $5 as there is to require
such payment by each operator of a moving picture machine," said Judge Ewbank, "which amounts to saying that
there is no statutory authority for the imposition of such a
license tax on either the stage hand, actor or moving picture
machine operator.
"The power of the city to enact this ordinance is not
measured by what the council or this court may think ought
to be the extent of its authority to license and tax occupations, but it is limited and defined by the terms of the statute conferring power to license and tax occupations."

Hoffman Outlines Future Activities
.Following Recovery of His Health Film Man Will Be Open
to Acquisition of Feature Pictures.

MH.

HOFFMAN, who has so long been identified with
large interests in the motion picture industry, is
• preparing to enter a hospital to undergo a serious
operation. At present he is confined to his home while the
physicians are in consultation and endeavoring to further
diagnose his malady. Before leaving his offices Mr. Hoffman made the following statement :
"I disposed of my interest in Foursquare Pictures and
withdrew from that organization solely because of my
health. Had I been well I should have bought, not sold.
The arrangements provided for my purchasing the New
York Exchange of Foursquare, which I will now own outright, but the active manager will be Hy Gainsborg.
"As purely a smaller part of my future operations is to be
the exchange, which I shall conduct under the name of the
M. H. Hoffman Exchange, I shall devote my time after the
recover}' of my health to larger motion picture operations.
"I shall be open to the acquiring of feature pictures — in
conjunction with Mr. Gainsborg — but they must be strictly
of the finest quality. Whether I shall start another organization or affiliate myself with one of the existing large companies will depend largely upon my decision on those offers
now before

me."

FRANCES

MARION

SIGNS YEAR'S CONTRACT.

Frances Marion, one of the gifted and successful scenarioists and photoplaywrights. has signed a contract to write
for Artcraft and Paramount for a year.
During the past year Miss Marion has written almost exclusively for Mary Pickford and among her notable recent
successes have been "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." "Stella
Maris." "Amarilly of Clothes-Line Alley," "M'liss" and
"How Could You. Jean?" Her latest is an adaptation of
the famous stage success, "Captain Kidd, Jr."
Miss Marion was formerly a newspaper woman.
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Metro Rents Part of Biograph Studio

Producers
Find
Extra
Space
Necessary
to Accommodate
the Increasing Number of Players Joining Their Standard.

ME

I'ROthehasuserented
the top
of the
Biogruhliu.,studio
for
pi Metro
and floor
Screen
Classics,
itai
and companies.
This was found to be a in
measure oo account of the firm's many activities, which I
expanded to such an extent that there is DO longer room
for them in the East and West eoast studios, the capacities
of which are crowded to the utmost and room had to be
found for the stars now under contract.
Viola Dana will be one of the players to work in the
"deepest Bronx" location, her new production. "Flower of
the Dusk," a picturization of Myrtle Reed's famous novel,
will be made there under the directum oi John 11. Collins.
Emily Stevens will probably make "Kildare of Storm"
there under the direction of Edwin Carewe. "Kildare of
Storm" is a screen version of Eleanor Mercein Kelly's novel
of the same name, published by the Century company.
Whether Mine. Nazimova and Ethel Barrymore, in their
forthcoming productions, will he at the Biograph or Metro's
home studio at 3 West Sixty-fust street is as yet undecided.
David Thompson, assistant to Maxwell Karger, Metro's production manager, will take charge of Metro's "extension
studio"with
at him.
the Biograph,
and Cordova
will takewillhisforown
crew
Leander De
the working
present
take Mr. Thompson's place at the Metro studio.
Exterior locations for Mme. Nazimova's Screen Classics,
Inc.,
production
de luxe,
"L'Occident,"
Henry
Kistemaecker,
have already
been
chosen by by
Albert
Capellani,
who is handling the making of the production. Assisting
him will be Henry Kolker, who is learning motion picture
direction under Mr. Capellani's guidance.
Mme. Nazimova is at present superintending the creation
of the fascinating costumes she will wear as Hassouna, the
Bedouin girl, whose stormy fortunes form the basis of the
story of "L'Occident." Charles Bryant will a.gain be seen
in the leading masculine role.
Ralph W. lnce, who has been specially engaged to direct Ethel Barrymore in "Our Mrs. McChesney," is completing his cast. Miss Barrymore is returning from a
season of successes on the speaking stage to further screen
triumphs.
"To Hell With the Kaiser," the Screen Classics, Inc., multiple reel patriotic feature directed by George Irving, with
Lawrence Grant and Olive Tell in the leading roles, is practicallv readv for release.
Metro'sandWestern
from
returned her
has choosing
who Cal.,
Edithat Storey,
aiding
costumes
Hollvwood,
studio
her cast for the
choosing
in
Blache,
her director, Herbert
Lois Zellner screen romance that has been written for her.
May Allison will soon finish work in "A Successful Adventure," an original story by June Mathis, which Harry
Franklin is directing.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne are deep in the
preparation
of which
"Both Charles
Members,"
the original
story by
Luther A. Reed,
J. Brabin
is directing.
Viola Dana begins work at once at the Biograph studio
on "Flower of the Dusk," the Myrtle Reed novel, which
has been adapted for the screen by John H. Collins, who
will direct the production. Heart interest is the keynote
of this story, in which Miss Dana will have the dual role
of mother and daughter.
Emmy Wehlen is enjoying a brief vacation until Miss
Allison's picture, "A Successful Adventure," is completed,
as her next feature photodrama will be directed by Harry
L. Franklin.
On the West coast, Metro stars and companies are
equally active. Harold Lockwood is preparing "A King in
Khaki," under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer, who
adapted
Henry Kitchell
W'ebster's
novel of
same nameof
for the screen.
Bert Lytell
has begun
the the
production
"Boston's Blackie's Little Pal," from the story by Jack
Boyle in the Red Book magazine. E. Mason Hopper is
directing this attractive feature. Mr. Lytell has completed
work on "No Man's Land,' a screen adaptation by himself
and A. S. Le Vino of the novel by Louis Joseph Vanqe,
under the direction of Mr. Hopper.
WORLD WILL RELEASE "INSIDE THE LINES."
"Inside the Lines," the famous screen version of the play
of the same title with Lewis Stone starred, will be distributed
by World Pictures, the release date set for the near future.
This announcement is made in order to settle who will
distribute this picture. It has come to the attention of
World officials that several persons are claiming they have
the rights of distribution of this unusual feature.
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Fineman Gets Ready to '•Treat Em Rough"

B ERNIE FINEMAN has enlisted with the Tanks, and
is now learning t" "treat 'em rough" at Gettysburg.
flu- "Filmites" in tin l.nik Service, including Herb
Howe and Joe Keddv, welcomed
I'.eiuic
l'ineiiian resigned
from Famous Playei
Lasky ( orporation some three mouths
ago tn conducl a special advertising campaign for the government, moi ■• ally the Ordnance Department.
The problem which
ited him was the securing of
negro labor for the Air Nitrates Corporation, at Muscle
Shoals, Ala.
His display advertising campaign
throughout
the state, and the daily
paper Shoals
issued did
from
Muscle
the
work so well that the
surrounding cities and
states insisted that his
efforts be confined to
the immediate locality
since the entire population commenced to
migrate toward Muscle
Shoals.
Incidentally Bernie
had ture
twotheaters
moving
built picand
installed at the plant,
for the white and colored employees respectively, and after
providing
good
ment advertisedamuseit so
successfully as one of
the advantages o f
dwelling a t Muscle
Shoals that the officials in other locali. an.
ties
singled forout the
this
Bernard P. Finem
attraction
basis of attack. Fineman had to journey to Washington
to explain his methods and receive the final sanction from
the chief authority — and after planning and setting in motion a subsequent campaign, although his occupation exempted him from draft, he came to New York to enlist.
Mr. Fineman was formerly associate editor of Progress,
Advance, the house organ of Famous Players, and expanded
and greatly improved the scope of this publication.
Prior to this connection he was connected with the Fox
publicity staff, had been advertising and publicity manager
of Art Dramas, Inc., and sales manager for the Jackson
Film Company.

Ralph lnce to Direct Ethel Barrymore
Will

Make

One
Subject
Inaugurating

for
Metro
Pictures
His Own Company.

Prior

to

METRO, by arrangement with Arthur Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin, has engaged Ralph W. lnce to direct
Ethel Barrymore in 'Our Mrs. McChesney," a picturization of the star's stage success of a season ago. The
directing of "Our Mrs. McChesney" will be the only work
undertaken by Mr. lnce before the inauguration of his own
producing company for the preparation of feature films.
He has been influenced in accepting the engagement by his
admiration for the art of Miss Barrymore and his friendship for Richard A. Rowland, Metro's president.
Mr. lnce has recently finished the direction of Mme.
Petrova in feature photodramas scheduled for early release,
and of Lucile Lee Stewart in "The Eleventh Commandment," which he himself wrote. Among his recent pictures
have been "Woman Eternal" for Pathe, "Today," with
Florence Reed, and "The Argyle Case."
ALASKA

HAS SIX MONTHS

OF DAYLIGHT.

Dustin Farnum, star of Sherman Productions, has recently received a letter from a member of the Chamber of
Commerce of Nome, Alaska, inviting him to locate his
studio at that thriving northern metropolis. Among the
virtues of that city, as recounted in the letter, is the fact
that Mr. Farnum would have six months of sunshine, twentyfour hours to the day, which would afford continuous working capacity for the filming of his features. As a business
man this appeals to Mr. Farnum, but as an actor this six
months' continuous sunshine thing is appalling.
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House
in Clarksburg,
a Town
of 11,000
Population and Cost $150,000.
ONE of the finest motion picture theaters in the South
threw open its doors on Monday, June 10, when a
special invitation performance was followed by the
first public showing of Goldwyn's "Joan of Plattsburg,"
starring Mabel Normand, in Jack Marks's new $150,000
cinema palace, the Opera House, at Clarksburg, W. Va.
The Opera House succeeds as the premier screen theater of
Clarksburg the Orpheum, also built and owned by Mr.
Marks.
Clarksburg, with 11,000 population, points with a show
of pardonable pride to the Opera House. Its seating capacity is 1,400, 800 of which
is on the main floor.
Every seat in the house
is 22 inches wide, insuring the maximum of
comfort for patrons.
The stage is 40 by 70
feet, big enough to accommodate any road attraction, no matter how
pretentious. There are
fourteen dressing rooms
and one large chorus
room, big enough for
seventy-five members of
a company.
The lobby is gorgeously wrought. It is
finished in Italian marble, with a floor of black
and white tile. The
screen is of gold fibre,
adjusted to a throw of
115 feet from two motordriven Simplex machines
installed in a concrete
projection booth 14 feet
square. All of the sea.ts
are leather upholstered
and there is not a post
in the house.
Music will be supplied
by an orchestra
and a
Jack Marks.
large organ.
The house
is decorated throughout
in ivory and pale green
A pea green velour curtain covers
the big asbestos drop.
The Opera House is the twenty-fourth amusement place
Mr. Marks has either built or owned or both. He began in
the show business at Anderson, Ind., with a house seating
198. From that time success followed success. His Orpheum
at Clarksburg has shown more than 700 pictures to satisfied
audiences.

1,400-Seat

George Larkin, Hurt, Is Recovering
Star

of Diando-Pathe Serial Injures an Artery
While Putting Over a Stunt.

in His
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Pathe to Issue Official War Review

Jack Marks Opens Opera House
Is

WORLD

Leg

GEORGE LARKIN, now working on "Wolf Face," a Diando-Pathe serial, has been laid up for a few days following an injury to an artery of his leg. The accident
came while putting over one of his death-defying stunts that
provide thrills and make a serial curl hair in a dozen or more
exciting parts. Larkin has been through many tight squeaks
in his film experience, and a slight bruise, so long as no
bones are broken, is no great matter to him. That is why
he failed to take the proper care of what he supposed was
of no great importance when, after a big scene, he noticed
a pain in his leg. A week or so later it began to swell, and
a doctor informed him that an artery had been injured, and
clots of blood had formed in the tissues. It was necessary
to operate to remove the local irritation. This demanded
a trip to the hospital and a stay of several days in bed.
He is doing well at this writing, and, unless complications
set in, will be at work again by the time it is in print.
Mr. Larkin has startled many by his stunts, especially
for serial pictures, among them the notable "Grant, the
Hotel Reporter" series made by Kalem a few years ago.
He is a young man who doesn't hesitate to take a Steve
Brodie in the line of his profession. He gets away with
ticklish jobs by his physical ability to handle himself. An
athlete, he is always in the pink of condition mentally and
physically, otherwise he would have to take a less exacting
job.

Will Be Released Weekly and Contain the Real
the War on All Fronts.

History

of

A

MOST from
important
announcement
is that
coming this
week
the Committee
on Public
Information
and
carrying the news that Pathe Exchange, Inc., has been
selected as the distributor of the Allies' Official War Review, presented by the Committee on Public Information.
A letter from Charles S. Hart, director of the division of
films, reads :
"Editor Moving Picture World.
"Dear Sir — This letter is officially to announce to you that
the distribution of the Allies' Official War Review,' issued
weekly, presented by the Committee on Public Information
through this division, has been awarded to Pathe Exchange,
Inc.
"The award was made on a competitive basis, the greater
percentage of money taken in returns by this division to
be used by it for the production and distribution of film information, a vitally essential factor in helping to win the
war.
"The rental prices charged to exhibitors will be approved
by the director of the Division of Films. Such co-operation
between this committee and Pathe will insure a charge that
is in every way a reasonable one.
"This information presents the mathematically certain
conclusion that there can be no commercialism in the handling of the 'Allies' Official War Review-,' and gives assurance to exhibitors who are showing
these patriotic
films.
"CHARLES
S. HART,
"Director Division of Films."
The first release of the Allies' Official War Review will
be on June 24. It will contain exclusive pictures of the
American, British, French and Italian fronts and the war
activities of all allied nations. It will be handled by Pathe
as a feature of tremendous importance, coming as it does
with the official stamp of the allied governments.
Up-to-the-minute, exclusive, official and pictorial, it combines every element demanded by the public and every element necessary to the important work of presenting to the
people of the civilized world the real history of the war as
the great events are chronicled. It has the appeal of patriotism to every one who sees it and to every exhibitor who
plays
The it.
Allies' Official War Review is the first of its kind ever
issued and should be a star feature on every picture program
in the United States and allied countries.

Fox to Organize East for War Work
Named by New War Service Association As Vice-Chairman
for Territory from Atlantic to Mississippi.
AT

the first meeting of the executive committee of the
Motion Picture War Service Association in Los
Angeles, William Fox was unanimously selected vicechairman to be in charge of all work connected with the
organization east of the Mississippi River. The motion was
made b}r Jesse L. Lasky.
The following telegram in reply was read to the members
by J. Gordon Edwards, a member of the board of directors
of the Motion Picture War Service Association :
"I have your wire relative to the organization named
Motion Picture War Service Association, formed in Los
Angeles. I think it an excellent idea to mobilize our industry
for all war charities and other efforts to win the war. I
give my full support to any such worthy movement, and
will appreciate further details so as to enable me to give it
vigorous attention. During the recent American Red Cross
Drive, in which I served as captain of Allied Theatrical and
Motion Picture team, our industry raised more than $1,000,000.
showing plainly that the stage and motion picture are an
essential in the winning of the war. Congratulations on the
fine spirit of our associates in Los Angeles.
"WILLIAM
FOX."

L. H. KEENE, LOEW

MANAGER,

AT CAMP

MEADE.

Lionel H. Keene, for some time manager of Loew's Bijou
theater at Birmingham. Ala., has been called to the colors
and is now with a machine gun company of the 313th Infantry at Camp Meade, Md. Fred G. Weis of New York succeeds him in the management of the Bijou. Mr. Keene was
an enthusiastic motion picture man and through his efforts
the BijouThree
was weeks
one ofprior
Birmingham's
most inpopular
picture
houses.
to being called
the draft
Mr.
Keene was married to a well-known Southern girl.
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Feature Comedies. Advises Manufacturer
Charles

H. Christie, on Business Trip in East, Declares
hibitors Overlook an Important
Item in
Business
Getting.

Ex-

AN

interesting visitor to the Moving Picture World
offices during the present week was Charles II
i hnstie, treasun i ol the Christie Film Companj
Angeles, rhe object ol Mr. Christie's trip East is to visit
the independent exchanges which are handling Christie
comedies and to take steps to push this brand. He calls
particular .mention to the attractive stills issued bj Ins
company, and contends that the average theater does not
play up comedies sufficiently in its program, lobbj displays
or advertising, and he
r e p oris considerable
success in inducing exhibitors to give more
attention
to this feat ure.
Mr. Christie is en
thusiastic o \ e r t li e
business being done by
Christie comedies. He
reports
it is cont i n n a 1 that
I y increasing,
calling attention to the
(act that a number of
the most prominent
houses in the country,
including the Rivoli in
New York, are presenting their productions.
1 n A u g ust the
Christies will issue
their one hundredth
comedy, the pictures
having been issued
weekly without interruption of service. He
attributes the success
of this brand to a large
Charles H. Christie.
extent to the fact that
they present clean
comedy without slapstick based on amusing situations and
complications that could really happen to real people, and
that their players are attractive human beings, mostly
young people good to look at. Further, on account of the
large number of their players they are able to vary the casts
so as to provide motion picture audiences with variety and
not to tire them with the same stars every week.
Mr. Christie on this trip has visited Boston and Philadelphia in addition to New York, and expects to return to Los
Angeles about July 1. visiting a number of exchange centers
in the meantime, including Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Atlanta,
and Oklahoma
City.

Williams Has Animated Filing List
Metro's

West
Coast
Casting
Director
Is Forming
Library
of Collected "Bits" of Company's Players.
WHAT
he believes to be the only film album of players
in existence is the proud possession of Horace Williams, casting director at Metro's west coast studios
in Hollywood. Mr. Williams, who before he entered the
motion picture industry was a practicing attorney, is a
stickler for efficiency, and his present position also requires
an elaborate filing system as an aid to his memory in cataloguing the great number of screen players according to
their specialties and qualifications.
Mr. Williams some time ago hit upon the innovation of
making use of the various odds and ends of film that invariably are left over after a big production has been cut,
titled and assembled in its final form. So the cutting ro.om
turns over to him leftover pieces of scenes that fail to get
into the completed picture. These invariably contain actsupporting players as well as some of the
work ingof"bits,"
the bystar.
Thus far Air. Williams has collected nearly 200 strips of
film, ranging in length from 15 to 70 feet, showing actors
and actresses in action. When his collection has progressed further the Metro casting director intends to classify the players into 1,000-foot reels. He will have a reel
of "heavies"; one of character men; one of character
women : one of ingenues, and so on, for instant reference in
the projecting room.
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Courtenay Foote

• > ' ' \l .

,\ hen the

1 i-' n one ol the fit H ol
lenti drama
ninent
^
foi
take the footliphts for the camera.
II
raph
productions, notably "The Reincarnation ol Karma," and the
Dickens stoi
replete with di.nn.ii.. - 1, . polish
and natural < hai m.
I atei he i
ed the M
acting under the direction of D w, Griffith in "Home, S
Home" and othei ol the master's productions, followed by
what
is considered
Ins
finest
aclne\ einent - the
young
monk
iii
Lois
\\ Now
ebei she "i isl \ appearin
poii ites."
leading man to Lina l
alieri in the Paramount

luction
"t
"I
quest," founded

on

\ ictorii u the
S.n don's
'
monda,"
play made
famous l>\ Sarah Bernhardt, released June 2. M r.

Foote excels in roles like
Almerio in the Sardou
drama, for all pict

quality of his acting is
given ample scope, besides allowing full sway
to the deeper,
stronger
passions of human nature.
Yet by no means is he
confined to portrayals of
this kind, his recent stage
success as Terence
()' Keefe in Oliver Morosco's production of "Upstairs and Down," a part
he created at the Cort
theater, attesting his versatility. Prior to that he
spent a season with
Georgeraeli" Arliss
"Disand was a inmember
Courtenay Foote.
of Charles Frohman's allstar revival of "Oliver Twist" in a cast which included Nat
C. Goodwin, Constance Collier, Olive Wyndham, Marie Doro
and Lyn Harding.
With two strong modes of expression to choose from, it
is no wonder that Courtenay Foote never remains long
with either.
Both stage and screen claim him.
WILLIAM

FOX

WILL

DISMISS

PRO-GERMANS.

In line with his energetic patriotism as shown in his successful campaigns for the Jewish War Relief Fund, the
Knights of Columbus, and the Red Cross, William Fox, at
the close of the fourth annual convention last week at the
Hotel Biltmore of the Fox Film Corporations exchange
managers and executives, took steps toward the discharge
from the Fox organization of any employee who is not 100
per cent. American.
Mr. Fox called on all the branch managers present to
submit confidential reports as to anybody whom they even
suspected of not being true Americans. These reports, Mr.
Fox announced, would be thoroughly investigated, and if
any employee in the Fox forces should be found to be even
slightly pro-German
he would be dismissed.

KOLKER

BECOMES

PUPIL OF CAPELLANI.

Henry Kolker, one of America's prominent actors, has
decided to add to his attainments by becoming a director.
He will learn every angle under the best possible auspices,
as assistant to Albert Capellani. at the Metro studio. Mr.
Kolker will be associated with Mr. Capellani in the production of Mine. Nazimova's "L'Occident," a screen version
of the play by Henri Kistemaecker.
Mr. Kolker has already begun his work by interviewing
players for the production. His own experience on both
screen and stage has given him intimate knowledge of the
abilities of large numbers of players. He will assist Mr.
Capellani in various technical matters connected with the
production, at the same time placing himself in the mental
attitude of an eager pupil. J. J. Dunne, who has been
assisting Mr. Capellani in previous productions, will remain.
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Dorothy Dalton Has Her Picture Taken
New

York

Photographer
Finds
Out That
the
Ince Star Knows How to Pose.

Thomas

H.

LIFT your chin a little more — that's it — now smile and
show your dimples — just what I want — you've posed
for pictures before, Miss Dalton." Even a photographer
must have his joke — when in good humor. And this particular knight of the camera was in the best of spirits. Dorothy
Dalton is a subject to inspire the artistic skill of any
photographer, and negatives were being taken at the rate
of eighteen an hour, without the exhibition of the slightest
bit of temperament on the part of the Ince star. No wonder
the head operator smiled, while his subject was arranging
her hair in the pier glass, and remarked facetiously.
"Your conception of the part of a young lady having her
picture taken is perfect, Miss Dalton. You
put so much
terest in it heart
and inso
much
naturalbecause
charm." I
"That's
know my business,
perhaps," replied the
heroine of "Love Me,"
bringing the famous
dimples into play again.
Dorothy Dalton arrived in New York
from Los Angeles on
June 6 for a brief vacation and is having a
strenuous time of it.
First and foremost
there are costumes to
be selected for her
next photoplay. It was
written by H. H. Van
Loan, and Miss Dalton's part demands a
number of very-muchout-of-the-o r d i n a r y
gowns.
"I can't tell you anything about the picture
Dorothy Dalton.
just now," the star
explained. and"It Mr.hasn't
been named yet, but I like my part immensely
Van
Loan has done something quite different."
"You seem to enjoy posing for pictures, Miss Dalton."
"I might if I were not so tired. It's not difficult for a movie
actress, of Course, but I think it very unkind of Charles
Moyer, of the Paramount Company, to insist upon a new set
of 'still' when I have so many other things to do. Sorry
you had to come to the studio, but really, I'm never in my
rooms at the Ritz except to sleep."
"Your vacation hasn't been all work, I trust?"
"Oh, no, I've spent my evenings seeing the shows and the
restaurants, but it's all very tiring."
The next moment Miss Dalton was taking her thirty-third
pose with the same show of interest and adaptability as
before and the head operator was again directing her with
the air of a man who enjoyed his task.

Select Managers Hold First Conference
Take Part in Two-Day Convention in New York and Discuss
Coming Winter's Campaign.

THE first conference of managers of branch offices of
the Select Pictures Corporation was held June 12 and
13, quarters
according
to schedule,
at theheldcompany's
headin New York.
Meetings were
in the office
of
President Lewis J. Selznick. The sessions were conducted
by General Manager Arthur S. Kane. Treasurer Morris
Kohn was present at all meetings.
The branch executives in attendance on the conference
were: Max Milder, Philadelphia; Charles R. Rogers,
Boston; Sherman S. Webster, Buffalo; Leo F. Levison,
Pittsburgh; T. O. Tuttle, Atlanta; Henry Siegel, of New
York; Lester W. Adler, office manager of the New York
exchange, and J. S. Woody field manager.
Representing the home office were: John R. Rotchford,
assistant general manager, and George Sharrard, correspondent.
Many topics affecting sale and distribution of Select Pictures were brought up for discussion in response to calls
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for suggestions. Naturally the one topic in which all were
most deeply concerned was the fall and winter campaign
of 1918-19. Plans for the future were gone over from every
angle, and by the time the conferences ended a complete
understanding had been arrived at as to policies to be
pursued in the coming months.
There was much enthusiasm over details of forthcoming
series imparted to the managers. Aside from matters of
distribution and sale proper the conference discussed in
detail the accessories and advertising put out by Select.
It was deemed advisable to continue the quality in Select
paper and advertising.
Socially the men from the territory enjoyed their visit
to New York. Aside from many luncheon and dinner parties
the
social side offered
of the Wednesday
meeting took
in anoffice.
evening's
entertainment,
by form
the home
This
consisted of a dinner at the Astor, followed by a theater
party, the choice falling upon Raymond Hitchcock's new
revue, "Hitchy-Koo." After the theater all hands repaired
to the Century Roof, and finished up the evening in fine
style, watching the Century revue and partaking of a light
supper.

Fourteen Sherry Exchanges Are Open
Four More Shortly Will Be Ready for Distribution of Keeney
and De Luxe Pictures.

WTilliam
that an
a month toagoform
aboutintention
it was only his
ALTHOUGH
indeL. Sherry announced
pendent distributing organization, exchanges are
already open and ready for business in fourteen cities — New
York, Chicago, Kansas City, Boston, Minneapolis, Cleveland,
Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Seattle and Denver. Within the next week
or so exchanges of the Sherry Service will also be opened in
Buffalo, St. Louis, Atlanta and Dallas, eighteen cities in all.
Air. Sherry is also arranging for distributing points in
Canada. William Alexander, who represented the William
Fox Film Corporation abroad for two years, will be general
manager of the Sherry exchange in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle, with assistants in charge of the individual
offices. B. F. Lyon, now temporary manager of the Cleveland office, will be the Pittsburgh representative, and Walter
R. Liebman will have charge of Cleveland. A. L. Widner
will probably manage the Kansas City office.
N. J.a Sennott,
Sherry's
has City.
returned
from
tour whichMr.took
him asgeneral
far westmanager,
as Kansas
He
has been opening up exchanges. Mr. Sennott reports that
he found exhibitors as a rule in an optimistic mood, hungry
for good productions and willing to pay for them.
"A concrete evidence that the exhibitor has faith in the
future of the moving picture business is found in the fact
that so many new 'movie' theaters are going up, and good
ones, too," says. Mr. Sennott. "The exhibitors are very
anxious to get better pictures."
"Despite the fa^t that the hot weather is upon us," says
Air. Sherry, "orders are coming in rapidly for the first of my
reelases, 'A Romance of the Underworld,' the initial Frank
A. Keeney production. I have also concrete evidence that
there will be a very wide sale for the first of the pictures Doris
Kenyon is producing as the head of her own company, 'The
Street of Seven Stars,' by Alary Roberts Rinehart. This
picture has the advantage of having been published in the
Saturday Evening Post in serial story form and also in a
book of which more than 250,000 copies have been already
sold.
"I am very glad to be affiliated with men like Frank A.
Keeney
C. Deitrich,
company,and DeTheodore
Luxe Pictures,
Inc.,president
because ofI 'Miss
know Kenyon's
that as
producers
satisfied ofwith
except the
best."is
The New they
Yorkareexchange
the nothing
Sherry Service,
which
in charge of John S. Clark, formerly manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky exchange in New York City, has been busy
within the last week or so and has been showing remarkable
results. The exchange is on the twelfth floor of the Godfrey
Building, Seventh avenue and Forty-ninth street, where Mr.
Sherry's general offices are also.

MACBRIDE

TO BE A FOX EXECUTIVE.

James E. MacBride, president of the New York Alunicipal
Civil Service Commission, has tendered his resignation to
Mayor John F. Hylan, to take effect before July 1. Air.
MacBride is to take an executive position with the Fox Film
Corporation.
Air. AlacBride, who formerly was a newspaper man, was
in charge of the publicity of the Business Afen's League,
which conducted Mr. Hylan's campaign for Mayor.
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Rambles 'Round Filmtown
With WALTER

\ COMPETITION
conducted
In the
Now
Orleans newBpa
the four
most beautiful girls In LiOulBtana, Suelain Dudet and Marjel Warfleld, of the
Diamond Corned] Company, scored victoriously, a jury of artists, headed by
Ellsworth Woodward, noted southern
painter, made the award The obJ<
the contest was to Becure tour typical
southern beauties whose pictures might
bo blended into a composite head for a
Victory poster intended to help Uncle
Sam "get over the top" with his War Savings Stamps drive.
When the tour portraits of tho winners
were published in the New oilcans [tern
of recent date, ami requests for their
identity wore printed, it turned out that
two of the four winning girls were members of the Diamond Film Company of
New Orleans, which makes the Diamond
comedies
distributed
through
General
Film Company.
These two were Suelain Dudet and
Marjel Warfleld. Friends had sent in
their portraits anonymously. That the
Diamond girls were represented as half
of the winning quartet is considered a
great honor, since scores of the most
beautiful women in Louisiana had been
considered
by the committee.
Of the Warfleld portrait the committee
said it indicated "great physical reserve
and calmness of disposition, suggesting
the Spirit of Venice' type." Of the Dudet
portrait the committee said: "It represents an American type of an eager nervous disposition and suggests aspiration."
— w s s—
Alone in His Desire.
Clyde E. Elliott, managing director of
the Post Film Corporation, who headed
the expedition around the world taking
the pictures for the travel series now
released by Pathe, was terribly embarrassed while in Calcutta because one of
the native princes desired to present him
with a small elephant.
— w s s—
Vacation camps for publicists might be
appropriately located at Bullville, N. Y.,
and Bulltown, Va,
— w s s—
Osculation
Item.
Capt. Richard Pearson Hobson declares
that Mary Pickford was a hit with his
children, but that Bill Hart was his wife's
particular favorite. He was presented at
the Lasky studio with photographs of
both the Artcraft stars to send to his
family.
— w s s
Maurice F. Barr, former manager of
the Strand theater, New Orleans, is now
in the service. He was drafted on May
28, and is now in Company K, 156th
Infantry, Camp Beauregard, La.
D. L. Cornelius has assumed Mr. Barr's
duties in connection with the publicity of
the Saenger Amusement Co., which he has
been handling for several months.
— w s s— ■
Dry Texas
Knows
How,
but Can't.
Dallas reviewers liked the Select "De
Luxe Annie" mighty well, but one of them
picked just a little flaw. He said once in
a while a really good picture came along,
and "Annie" was that kind; that the photography was excellent, the setting superb; the acting all that could be asked,
and that it might have been a compliment
to Norma Talmadge that she did it, because she mi^ht not have known — and
anyway it was a lost art in Texas — but
she mixed a highball with sugar.
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His Name, Rank and Address.
Paymaster
Wells Hawks,
CJ. B. x. u P.
Bureau ol Na \ Igs t Ion
Navy Department
Washington, D. C
We give this as a guide to publli
who
waul
to locate
a chap
who
has
brought
honor to his calling after
in the service of theatrical managers and
motion picture magnates.
— w s s—
Betty Blythe'y
Answered.
Betty Blythe has a new Grand
piano.
Somebody asked her whoso it. was, meanintr. of course, what make. Miss Betty
told them in no uncertain terms that it
was lui's, all bought
— w s and
s — paid for.
You can't convince Louise Huff that
New
isn'tin.
the After
greatest
placebeen
in the
world York
to live
having
in
Hollywood for fifteen months she arrived
In
of "thighs
beers," that
took ita
triptheincity
a taxlcab
andanddeclared
truly was a wonderful place. Now she
Bays she even hates to leave it just to
cross over to Fort Lee, where she is busily
engaged making scenes for a World Picture.
Page One of
the "Native Sons."
— w s s
Dorothy Dalton, the popular Thomas H.
Ince star, arrived in New York last week
for a brief stay in the eastern metropolis,
it being the ^rst time in many months
she has b°en in the cast. Miss Dalton's
sojourn in New York will combine business with pleasure, for she is taking advantage of the period of inaction between pictures to take a much-needed
vacation, following her arduous work in
"The Kaiser's Shadow" for Paramount release, and to purchase new gowns for the
picture to follow, which requires the display of elaborate costumes.
From Shadow
to Substance.
— w s s
To his. various other accomplishments
Bert Lytell, the young Metro star, has
added wireless telegraphy. Bert spent
the greater part of the mornings of two
successive weeks delving into the mysteries of senders, coils, antennae and
the Morse code so as to be letter-perfect
in a scene in "No Man's Land," his newest
Metro production, in which he has to send
a wireless call to the Navy for help.
Quick

Study—
— w Just
s s Like That!
Edna Goodrich has had a period of
several months rest, spent at Palm Beach
and her newly completed country home at
Mamaroneck, near New York. She is entering the production of "The Gadabout"
with
special energy and fitness. — Mutual
Publicity.
Reaction

Setting
In?
— w s s
Evelyn Greeley, the World Picture star,
has adopted three Belgian soldiers and
will provide them with every comfort enjoyed by the American soldiers. They are
among the 320 survivors of an army of
2800 who were sent to the Russian lines
and recently traveled across America enroute back to Belgium. — Publicity.
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Worrying
Along
Without
Bert.
.ii.im c. shields received a letter yesterday from Bert Oil
ig his
withdrawal
from the dim world
for the
Bert is with tin- Poley .<- Burns
which la
west.
Mr
Shields
was
in C
about
a
year ago and made a trip to the olty
where Bert was working with a "movie"
company.
letter states
the engagement with The
tho carnival
company
is only
temporary, Indicating Bert will be back
with the "movies" next fall. — HoughtonCalumet (Mich.) G
— w s s
Getting the Fever Very Young.
Baby Mary .lane Irving Is in an all-star
cast now, so sin- figures
ami rightly —
that she is a star herself. Mary Jane
and
lien A lexander
ai
er in the
screen production of Thomas Dixon's
novel,
now being
Blmed
;n"The
the One
BruntonWoman,"
Btud
After a consultation with Hen, and with
her mother, and Reginald Barker, her
director, Mary Jane hegged from one of
the stage hands the tin star from his
plug of chewing tobacco. Then she proceeded to stick it upon the door of her
dressing room, just under the name card.
"Now." she said, "Everybody'U know
I'm a star!"
— w s s
Frustrating
the
Firing
Squad.
World Pictures has taken out a group
insurance policy on all World employees,
this being the first time that a motion
company has ever done this. This
picture
is another World efficiency step as the
World believes that skilled, loyal employee are much more efficient than frequent newcomers, and the possession of
this insurance policy will tend to keep
World employees from drifting away for
slight reasons.
— w s s—
Soon after Mrs. Wilson arrived in the
theater, she asked that Miss Xormand be
brought to her box, and the dainty star
hurried out to open her ten-minute chat
with the President's wife. Among other
N'ormand:
to Miss
said you
Wilsonloved
Mrs.always
things,
picin motion
i have
tures. You have whiled away many a dull
Mabel
real
the
love
I
now
hour for me, and
Xormand even more." — Goldwyn Publicity.
Well! What Do You Think of That?

— w s s
Bettv Blythe admires Noah more than
character. Asked
any ordinary Biblical
sa
,
choice Miss Blythe
for this :
the reasonid
"I admire Noah because he dtdn t sit
down and wait for his ship to come In.
Not a hit of it. He just up and started
something on his own account."
Self-Starter.
The Original
— w s s

the War"
"After
Announces
Bluebird
Headline.
Picture News
Feature. — Motion
idedly a pre-release.
— w s s—
We should like to corral for Rambles
to
threatens
prohibition
all the "smiles"
obliterate.
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The
Waiting
World
Shall
Know.
Earle Mitchell has some Ideas of his
own as regards proper personal publicity
and respectfully submits the following.
"I am the Earle Mitchell whose short
stories and sketches occasionally appear
in the magazines. I am the author of
'The Bookmaker's Shoes,' the $1,000.00
prize sketch which Smart Set published a
few years ago. I wrote 'The End of the
Tour,' which was Lionel Barrymore's most
successful picture. I am also drawing
royalty on a few vaudeville
sketches.
"But my greatest claim to distinction
is the fact that I am the only living
pseudo-scribbler who has never attempted
to write a play for the legitimate stage.
"This literary negligence on my part
is doubly unusual in view of the fact
that I am also the Earle Mitchell who
has created comedy parts in 'Over the
Phone,' 'Under Cover,' 'Believe Me, Xantippe,' 'Rosedale' and many other recent
Broadway
productions.
"But there, I have spilled the beans!
I had meant to impress you as one of
those rare, gifted and brainy entities
called an Author, and I have tipped off
the fact that I am only a common or garden actor ■who, when he can muster the
energy, augments his income by hammering a rickety — wBlick."
s s
Last But Not Least.
"A great deal of the success of this
brand is due to the brains of the organization behind it. Louis Burstein is
president and general manager; Nat H.
Spitzer, vice-president and sales manager; L. L. Hiller, treasurer, and Ed. Rosenbaum, Jr., publicity director." — King
Bee Publicity.
— w s s—
A rattlesnake hunt was staged the
other day at Metro's west coast studios.
The reptile failed to answer to the name
of Priscilla. Priscilla, as it had been
titled, escaped from her wooden cage
without shaking a single rattle, and for
two days thereafter stars, principals and
"extras" were in a state of nervous apprehension. But when fourty-eight
hours had passed without a sign of Priscilla's return,
everybody
concluded
the
rattler
had heard
about the
Sinn Fein
movement.
Priscilla was a genuine rattlesnake,
but had been denatured. Removal of her
poison ducts was out of deference to the
company producing the forthcoming Metro production, "As the Sun Went Down,"
by George D. Baker, starring Edith
Storey. Priscilla had to bite Harry S.
Northrup, and had done said biting just
a few hours before she vanished from
the Metro lot.
Probably
Died (See Main
Title).
■— w s s

Bells''
been picturized
five"Eight
reels by
WorldhasPictures.
The comedyin
has been seen by millions having toured
the United States for fifteen years. John
Byrne, the eldest of the famous Byrne
brothers, directed the filming of the picture. It was originally made in eight
reels.
— w s s—

Concerning
A Certain
Party.
A get-ttogether meeting' not on the
Paramount district convention schedule
was held by some of the boys after the
close of the New York City meeting. Arthur Why to, L. A. Rogers. Jim McConvillo, Hurry Asher, Henry Scully, Johnny
Clark, Edgar Moss and H. H. Buxbaum
repaired to the Astor grill for refreshments. Then the fun began, but our Underground Secret Service operatives were
unable to learn any of the details of what
followed. We do know that these "sales
hounds" of the East had a grand time.
— Paramount
Pep.
— w s s—
One
Feature
To Be Avoided.
Director Lawrence Windom has just
finished "The Appearance of Evil" starring June Elvidge, with Prank Mayo in
the lead.
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Passing
Time
On
Quiet
Sector.
A scenario called "Heart of the Soul,"
written in the trenches in France in pen
and pencil on such scraps of paper as the
writer could secure, has just been purchased by World Pictures. The virile
soul of the story gripped and held despite its bad physical condition. The
author is Lieut. Howard Irving
Toung.
— Publicity.
— W s s—
In And Out of Focus.
The Nicholas Power Company recently
sold a G B Cameragraph to an exhibitor
out in Montana. The man gave no details; and as the road was muddy, the
N. P. people wired him asking for voltage
and frequency.
The answer came back: "110 Volts and
5 reels per night for six nights."
This really ought to go in the projectionists' column.
Alice Terry -was born in Nashville, Tenn.,
and says that the best negro story she
ever heard was told by a negro mammy
who still acts as cook for Miss Alice.
Mandy said to Rastus: "You all reminds
me of dem flying machines."
Then Rastus asked why and Mandy replied: "'Cause you ain't no good on earth."
Sun Sets on Superstition.
E. Mason Hopper has so little regard
for a popular superstition that he started
work on the Metro productions, "As the
Sun Went Down," on a Friday, and the
first scene he "shot" was Number Thirteen.
He directed the final scene. Number 213.
also on a Friday, the last day of May,
the numerals of which when reversed are
thirteen.
There were thirteen retakes in the
course
of filming
the and
production
at Metro's
west coast
studios,
in thirteen
scenes
requiring an ensemble, Hopper used thirteen "extras" in every case save one, when
he used thirty-nine, which is three times
thirteen.
Passed by the Censor.
At the closing session in the Hotel Biltmore of the fourth annual convention of
the exchange managers of the Fox Film
Corporation on last Friday, a surprise
■was sprung on the visiting managers
when newsboys, specially hired for the
occasion, rushed into the- big room at the
Biltmore, shouting:
"Extra! Extra! New York Invaded!
After the first surprise at seeing newsExtra!"boys in the Hotel Biltmore had worn off.
the managers made a rush for the boys
and quickly bought up all the papers they
were carrying.
The papers proved to be a special edition of "The New York Echo," a newspaper issued by the publicity department
of the Fox Film Corporation as a souvenir
of the convention. The "Echo" in makeup and style followed the lines of metropolitan dailies and gave a full account
of everything that had happened at the
convention from the opening session to
the close.
On the front page was a three-column
cartoon of William Fox, president of the
corporation, shooting at the Kaiser
through a moving picture camera. Throe
shots won- tired, one shell representing the
Jewish War Relief Fund, another the
Knights of Columbus campaign and the
third the lied cross campaign,
in all of
which
Mr. Fox was very active.
Pencilduring
sketches
"hy a staff
drawn
the convention
and artist,"
showing different persons in informal poses.
were
scattered
through
the publication,
as were large and small outs. On the
back page wore editorials, and several
advertisements gave a realistic touch.
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The Low-Down On Bennie's Haven.
Bennie Zeidman, having recovered from
his recent incarceration in the Venice jail,
as a result of a jolly little prank on the
part of his friends; and also having overcome the dampened ardor resultant from
his being dumped into the studio tank
by his employer, Doug Fairbanks — has
gone to house-keeping, or batching, with
Harry Haven, of the Trade Revihis side-kick.
T i y rented a bungalow furnished on
El Centro — back of the Lasky studio and
moved in their personal belonging which
consisted, aside from clothing, of two
hundred and thirty-seven photos (autographed and otherwise) of beautiful
young screen players; nine ash trays;
two boxes of matches and two shaving
kits.
They expect to entertain lavishly this
summer, having a front porch and several
chairs. They request that guests shall
furnish their own food, as the cost of
living is high. Also musical instruments.
Bennie is thinking seriously of acquiring
a bulldog, having a Buick runabout, which,
with Bennie at the wheel, runs about a
block and then starts to — back
up.
Pete Schmid.
— w s a—
Knowing
How
To Take
a Joke.
Neenah — When
a local picture theater
attempted
to display
a picture
of the
Kaiser
for advertising
an anti-German
photodrama, a crowd assembled and hurled mud at the flaring likeness.
The manager wasn't a bit peeved, and he joined
the crowd in the patriotic demonstration.
■ — Milwaukee
(Wis.) News.
— w s s
P. A. Parsons, advertising manager for
Pathe, has returned from a fortnight's
stay up in New York State, where he
angled for the illusive trout. He annexed
an elegant coat of tan.
— w s s
Film
Star
Gets
Short
Sentance.

Montagu Love is starred in "To Him
That Hath." the film version of the famous best selling novel written by Leroy
Scott. Oscar Apfel is directing- Mr. Love
in this production. Scenes are being
taken at Sing Sing.
— w s s—
Julia Faye, just now working at Morosco studio, and one of the prettiest and
most "usable" of the young players at
the Lasky plant in Hollywood, is busy
collecting members for the Motion Picture
Society for War
Service these days.
Making
a Serviceable
Collection.
— w s s

"War time economy properly consists
of both saving and spending wisely. Two
great institutions demand your war time
patronage, both in value to you and in
service to your country. They are: the
newspaper and the motion picture." This
is the message of James M. Sheldon, president of the Mutual Film Corporation to
the motion picture industry.
Hear?
Here!
Here.
Travers Vale, who has : directed many
features for World Pictures has been
named as a member of the advisory board,
division of Sims, U. S, Government. The
advisory board members will have much
to do in directing the taking and distrifilms.
buting of the government's propaganda
Childs' and Automat Reissued — Retitled.
The two enterprising spirits of General
Enterprises Inc.. Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin, have been observed recently dining
at successive
Delmonieo'sdays.
and The
the
Biltmore
on two
attitude of mystery assumed by the successful exploiters of motion pictures,
when questioned regarding the impressive
looking strangers with whom they were
seen eating, tends to the belief that General Enterprises Inc. contemplates "starting something.'' Oh. yes, Ralph Ince was
also present. — Bert Ennisism.
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in Easy Seats.
Symphonies
Wis.' man, this aubrej M Kennedy, wrho
the Bymphonj
opened
lately
II. •
street
fifth
Ninetj
and
Broadwaj
to the residents of
seems to have Riven
want
thej
thai section Jusl what
lestra,
featuring the
tertainment
In .1
heard
best conducted, we have evei
ptcturei
to motion
devoted
theater
has given people, In I h
thej may
where
fortable chairs, a place
they
while
pictures
the
enjoy
„t ease
listen to an almost i ont nuous orch<

and women of the uppei
iture'a
fo<
their
well and
have di i fresh air to
Thej
best purpose.
and
w
healthful
to their
slse, prop.. dhum.
.'•row comfortable In
war
of
the restrictions
what
nnedy
Mai
up(..> their appetites
seems to have thought tins out, and we
has
believe that the pleasant places he
provided tor upper w<
g
bringin
In
will be an Important factor
audiences back to enjoy the show, the
music and the easy .hairs.
— \v s s
Men

Interiors.
Own
Furnishes
Ruminant
Bert Lennon, the [nee publicity expert,
wanted to buy a goat recently. After
oldmuch searching he located a genuine, confashioned bill) one of the kind that
sumes tin cans and moving picture posters.
Since acquiring the ruminant he has had
difficulty In finding a place to keep it.
"ms
He put it in on.
then
Since
on celluloid.
it feasted
and
that
ionium has been in deadly tear
animal will eat some matches and suffer
internal
combustion.
— w s s
Shine Business Is Shine.
The famous bootblack stand at the
Lasky Coast plant is the popular gossip
exchange of the stock company players,
stars and others about the studio. It is
good business for Lee, the dark-skin:
gentleman who presides over the polish.
At this writing Henry Woodward, Guy
Oliver. J. Parks-Jones, and Assistant Director Sam Woods are all perched on the
stand — and one is getting a shine. Douglas Fairbanks just left, while John Brown
has arrived with .Air. Higgins of the scenic
department. So it goes the whole day
s. P. S. —
Ions; between scenes or picture
Jas. Neill has just appeared on the scene.
— Paramount
Publicity.
— w s s—
Nothing is sacred to this fellow, Harold
in
make-up
clown
abandoned
who
Lloyd,
his ''Lonesome Luke'' farces to play howling comedies straight.
Now he's going to take all the good old
"melo-drammers" and just naturally josh
'em.
First on the program of this devilish
"An Ozark Romance,'' in which
plan comes
Harold spots the moonshiners, reforms the
and marries the gal.
ide
countrys
Others like it are on the way. — Pathe
Publicity.
They Will Be Good?
— w s s
Hal
Hodes
is again
creating
publicity
since
hitting"
"pinch
for the Universal,
attention
skilful
his
turned
Stronge
Nat
to street-car advertising.
— w s s—
Illustrations carried by the trade papers,
the announcements
with
in conjunction
of "The Venus Model," indicate that Mabel
Normand
is returning to form.
— w s s —
Goldfish
Turns
Reviewer. — Motion
Picture News Headline.
The projection room experts for trade
papers will surely welcome this new addition to their ranks.
— w s s—
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The Fifth Industry Inspired three headlines for one news page of the \<-w fork
Telegram one night la i week, to wit:
"Says she Has Opera Taste, He Has

better

Into

two

Movie
This Salary."
caption
case.

One
' illy walk
from
Fort
iwoo,
o opposil
.• i traveling
lyckman
si reel 1 1 he i
i ferry),

Lee

"Theda

was

applied

to a divorce

Bars Not In Court; Movie

Blaming
Actress."
prank.
Certainly

the industry
the

for a fool girl's

Empys
Are
— w s s

Essential.

What with releases, re-releases, prereleases, reissues, re-reissues, and all that
sort of thing, the Well
Known
and
Fifth
Industry
is gradually creeping into complications.
— w s s—
Sam Palmer has abandoned the editorial
blue pencil lie previously operated for the
Motion Picture News, and turned his talent to creating publicity in the Paramount-Artcraft offices where Pete Schmid
neral
superintendent.
Jerome Wilson, publicist for Aubrey
Kennedy's Symphony theater, established
a remarkable record in printed results of
his work among daily newspapers. The
Symphony was given a splendid showing
on tin- opening, and whether the notices
indicated that they were Wilsonlan outgivings or the opinions of men who had
been assigned to the job, they were all
convincing and formed a symposium of
good will that indicated clever work by
the Symphony's publicity department.

FOR SALE
$5.00 for $4.17
25 cents starts you
W. S. S.

to

divide

I;

»

'Fans'

in Theda's
i ".loom." chauffeur had run a man down.
"Runaway Girl Binds Self Like 'Movie'

So Bad

Paramount Pep is using "dashes" formed
by "w s s" to serve as paragraph conclusions. Needless to say The Rambler likes
the idea.
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"hike"

would

ta ke

the

ti a veler

fonkers,
of

the

ferries.

Then there Is an equally picturesque and rustic way along the top
Palisades,
linking
up the same

At Englewood ferry "Jitneys" will, for
a dime, run passengers who do not want
to climb to the top of the Pa
I here,
rustic
grandeur
Is ClOSI
al hand,
and upper New
York
spreads before
the
vision
to show
man's
competitive
purto try and outdo nature.

*

hi al Englewood ferry there is a
wide sweep of "made" shore where thousands may disport themselves freely and
democratically. Two recreation piers
have been constructed where benches,
tables and accommodations for luncheon
parties are abundantly provided. There
is plenty of room to dance on the "upper
decks" — if you bring your own Jews-harp.
There is a fine spread of sandy beach
where bathers disport themselves. 1'p In
the woods, handy to the shore, are bathhouse accommodations — with showers,
mind you — all free and open to the public. Fires built among the rocks, with
tables scattered under the trees along
the shore, provide healthy occasion to
satisfy the appetite that a few hours in
the clean, fresh, invigorating pure air of
the Palisades creates.

*

The Rambler recalls an outing given by
a certain film organization, when employees were Invited
to attend
at $2 per
person.
The "location" was iii a combination beer-garden and pleasure ground.
It
took
two
perfectly
good
hours
to make
the trip (for employees
who
were
short
on automobiles and long on carfare), and
the ticket-price
included
what
was
purported to be a "shore dinner,"
served
in
a stuffy hall by a gang of unclean roughwho have, very possibly, been lately
operating
offshore,
hereabouts,
as memof the Kaiser's submarine crews.

»

Much
better,
more
freely,
and
vastly
more
pleasureable,
may
such
an outing
be held
opposite
Dyckman
street,
along
the shores of the majestic Hudson, under
and upon the nature-wonders entitled the
Palisades — with
luncheon
baskets
and
bathing
suits
the only
equipment,
aside
from ten cents for a round trip on one of
the three ferryboats that open this playground to New
Yorkers.

•

If there

be

employees

of

film

concerns

an
outing,
tip.
Give mplating
the
Palisades
and
the here's
shore a walk
the "once over."
Greetings from
THE
RAMBLER.
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through General Film Company, owes its
importance to the picturing of an aerial
Universal to Show War Relief in France and Belgium raid
upon London and the destruction of
methods employed in the balling and

CO-OPERATION given the industrial
department of the Universal Film
Manufacturing company by Anne
Morgan, head of the American Commission for Devastated France, has enabled
that film organization to obtain some
wonderful views showing the extent of
the relief society's work in the war zone.
Miss Morgan is the daughter of the
late J. P. Morgan, and her work for the
relief of French war sufferers has been
so unremitting and so productive of results as to cause the French Government
to bestow
upon her the highest
honors.
Lack of warm clothing has caused intense suffering among the people whose
homes were in the path of the Huns. As
a measure of relief the American Commission undertook to provide these people with knitted garments.
Some of the scenes obtained by Universal show the knitting of shawls. The
various steps in this process are first
shown, however, and these commence
with the shearing of the sheep which
furnish
the wool.
The
many
different

by

Dorothy Gish Is to Be
Starred OU Paramount
DOROTHY GISH is now a Paramount
star. This announcement was made
this week by Jesse L. Lasky. The
services of Miss Gish are under contract
to D. W. Griffith, and by the terms of the
agreement recently entered into by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and
Mr. Griffith she will be presented as a
star in seven productions under the
Paramount trademark during the coming
year.
The acquisition of Miss Gish adds still
another name to the list of stars announced for appearance in Paramount and
Artcraft productions within the next few
months, including Fred Stone, John Barrymore, Ethel Clayton, Shirley Mason,
Bryant Washburn, and Lila Lee. The
young star, who is an Ohioan by birth, and
is just twenty years old, has been identified with the stage and screen since 1902,
when, at the age of four, she made her
debut before the footlights. She began
her screen career with the old Biograph
Company, her first appearance being in
the Biograph production, "The Mountain
Rat."
Her association with the productions of
Mr. Griffith has continued unbroken. When
Mr. Griffith projected "The Birth of a Nation" it was natural that he should choose
Miss Gish for an important role. Later
she achieved equal success in the second
big Griffith
production, in
"Intolerance,"
while
her characterization
the role of

working of the yarn are also presented,
and these range all the way from the old
laborious hand method to the speedy and
efficient machine .method.
The final scenes show the actual distribution of the garments in the war zone
and these form a wpnderfully human
document. Incidently, Miss Morgan is
being aided in her work by such famous
theatrical and film stars as Sarah Bernhardt, Julia Marlow
and Mary
Garden.

Work
Started
on
Goodrich
Series.
Production has been completed on the
first of the new series of Goodrich
features to be distributed by the Mutual
Film Corporation. It is a story by Maibelle Heikes Justice, made under the
working title of "The Gadabout." The
picture was produced at the Mutual's
New York
studios.
Burton King directed, with David
Powell in the leading role. An able supporting cast appears with Miss Goodrich
and Mr. Powell
in the picture.
The story hinges
about
the effort
of
a party of Japanese
business
envoys
to
secure a set of plans and specifications

for their

government

from

an American

firm of' contractors. The contractor has
forced responsibility for certain forged
vouchers on to his chief engineer and
then has offered him the alternative of
selling the plans to the Japs thus saving
the firm or going to prison for the forgeries.
"Zeppelin
L-21" Is Timely
Subject.
No direct stimulation of a motion picture film has been more marked than the
German submarine raid on American coastwise shipping and its accidental introduction of "The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21"
to the public as a timely war thrill subject. This two-reel feature from the Interstate Film Company,
just
released

the Zeppelin L-21 after a series of outrages committed upon an English countryside.
As one evidence of the intense popular
appeal of the feature, Montreal's office of
General Film reports "The Last Raid of
Zeppelin
hasweek.
been put in the Loew
house for L-21"
a solid
Chaplin at Work on Second Comedy.
Within the week of his return to Hollywood, following his successful Liberty
Loan tour, Charlie Chaplin surprised
everyone by dropping into his studio, hastily ordering several sets to be built, after
which he went into executive session with
brother Syd.
All the afternoon there was much
hurrying
and fro
between Charlie's
office and tovarious
departments,
and it
was apparent to the most careful onlooker, that another famous Chaplin comedy was in the brewing.
By this time, the second picture of
Charlie Chaplin's ?1, 000. 000 contract with
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit is
under way. Its release is awaited with
interest.

"Bound in Morocco" Is Next Fairbanks.
Douglas Fairbanks' next Artcraft picture will be "Bound in Morocco," the story
of 'which, ■written by Allan Dwan, is described as a snappy, high-geared, romantic
comedy-drama of the twentieth century.
The production is now -well on the way
toward completion under the direction of
Mr. Dwan, this being his third picture
with Fairbanks as star. Colorful locations of the type for which the Fairbanks productions have become distinguished are utilized in the subject, thepicturesque country of Algiers being the
fanciful background.
A number of new stunts was originated1
for the picture.

the charming little French girl, Grizette,
in "Hearts inof the
the large
World''
is making
an
impression
centers
where the
production Is now being shown.
Activity
at Triangle
Studios.
With President Harry E. Aitken in New
York and his assistant, O. L. Sellers, In
Charge of the big Culver City studios,
Triangle continues the activities of Its
summer production schedule. Two pictures have just been completed and two
new photoplays are being read over preparatory to casting for production. Three
other stories are nearing completion and
several exceptional stories, including wellknown novel and magazine stories are
being put into continuity.

Scene from "Kicking the Germ

Out of Germany"

(Rolin-Pathe).
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Lieutenant Young Writes
War Stories for World Film
SNATCHING a moment whonevor possible in the vigils of the night while
serving In the trenches In France,
J. lout. 'ii. mi Howard Irving young, of the
American Armj wrote a plctureplay
which he named "Song of the Heart."
Into it ho poured the tensity and the mystery of war. And when he had made of
his piotureplay a vital human dooument
he Bent it to \\ orld Pictures.
"Son^ of the Heart" was received by
World Picture
s last week. The manuscript was In terrible condition, r.u-t of
It was written In pencil and part In ink.
Bach scraps of paper as Ll< utenant Foung
could secure
in the trenches
had been
use. I. And yet. despite these physical handicaps, the virile soul of tiie storj gripped
and held, it was purchased at once by
World
Pictures
and the continuity
for
it is now being written. It will 1,,. [>0UlSe
Huff's
W orld. second starring vehicle for the
(tenant Young was in the old Seventh
regiment of the New Fork National Guard
and wnii u saw Bervlce In Texas before
going to Franco. Before and after his. border service he was with the Metro Boript
department.

Mary Mac/vor to Support
"Smiling Bill" Parsons
SMILING BILL PARSONS, Who charac-

terizes the Capitol Comedies on the
Goldwyn
program
with his fat and
MvolOUS personality. 1ms cone right out
in the wilds of Los Angeles and in the
parlance of studioites, "grabbed himself
another
woman."
Hill has been rambling around, borrowing a leading woman here and enticing
another one there — this time he went almost to Venice, California — and when he
came back he had Mary Maclvor with him
and Mary is to be his new leading woman.
Mary started her still youthful career
with Thomas Ince, and during hor period
under his auspices she was seen as leading woman with William S. Hart and
others.
Mary's talent secured her many excellent roles, and later She took up a post
of temporary duration opposite William
Desmond, with whom she has been featured for the past few months.
Miss Maclvor is but eighteen years of
age and. according to Los Angeles reports, has charm, exquisite poise, fine temperament and exceptional
ability.
Miss Maclvor will be seen within a few
months opposite the rotund laughing William in a series of Capitol comedies and
these will reach the market through Gold•wyn every other week.

Scene

from

"Up

Romance

Romance
Road,"
his big mj
melodrama, released by Mutual June -'I
As Gregory Thome, a young chap of
wealth and position wh.. is bored i>\
pink teas and social matters ind yearns
for the high lights of adventure, lie will
appeal to every red-blooded American.
Gregory, in a spirit of mischief, pretends to his fiancee's father, a ship
owner, that he knows the plotters who
have threatened to blow up his plant if
a ship loaded with supplies for the Allies
is allowed to sail. The old man is riled,
and forbids Gregory to see his fiancee unless he divulges the identity of the
crooks. Then the excitement begins.
When Gregory attempts to elope with
his fiancee they- are both kidnapped by
the gang
of spies and held as hostages.
The story and scenario is by Stephen
Fox. a magazine writer, and the production is under the directioti of Henry
King, who was responsible for Russell's
big success, "Hearts or Diamonds?" It
is the second picture made by William
Russell Productions. Inc.
Russell is supported by Miss Charlotte
Burton,
who
plays the lead; Carl Stock-

A

DISTINCT departure from the broad
comedy vehicle for the Ebony colored
performers is announced for the
future by General Film Company. The
Chicago producing company states that
it has begun work of filming "Luck
in Old Clothes," a unique story by E. K.
Means, a well known American writer,
which appeared in one of the Munsey
publications. This is a delightful story
of negro life of a humorous character and.
it is predicted, will make one of the most
entertaining
of screen
offerings.
Departing from its usual custom, the
Ebony Company has selected a mixed
company of white and negro players for
the filming of the story, and a high order
of treatment is planned for the subject.
"Luck in Old Clothes" will form one of
the early releases on the General Film

Maclvor.

(Mutual).

Russel
l's RUSSELL
ECluge, Claire
"Up Roma
luBi i i . John
nce
Roaddale,
" Emma
Leads
WtLLIAM
su
da in
l i June
24
Burton
and JosephMutua
Belmont.
Ing a distinct character type In "Up

White Players Perform
in Coming Ebony Comedy

Mary

Road"

program.
The current release in the Ebony com"Are Working
Girlsof Safe?"
one edy
of series
the is liveliest
and best
these
ludicrous productions.

Billie Rhodes
will appear
in a Bti
dy, "ii. r Spooney
Affair," re]
June -i:>.
\\s in love with Mary
at lirst Sight. When
he calls at her
aunt's house Mary is disguised as the
maid,
| the sincerity
of
Jack'l
:i. All sorts of embarrassing situations ensue, and
Jack is accused
of trying to get away with the silvrware when he is found in the cellar with
the silver spoons in his pocket. It all
ends happily, however, when Jack learns
he has been the subject of a little joke,
and reali/.es he has won out with Mary.
Issues Nos. 34 and 35 of the Screen
Telegram
and 30. are released by Mutual June
26

Ethel B anymore Returns
in "Our Mrs. McChesney"
ETHEL
Barrymore.
having
a brilliant
season of
stage completed
successes
at the Empire
Theatre,
New
York,
will return at once to her motion picture
activities
under
the auspices
of Metro
Pictures
Corporation,
the only firm with
which
she has been identified.
Richard
A. Rowland.
Metro's
president,
has secured for Miss
Barrymore
the
screen
rights to her famous
play of a season
"Our
-Mrs. McChesney,"
which
was
dramatized
by
George
V. Hobart
and
Edna
Perber from the Emma
McChesney
by Miss Ferber.
Miss Barrymore fell In love with the
Emma McChesney stories when she first
read them in the magazines, and was not
content until she had obtained the right
to impersonate the "traveling saleslady"
on the stage. The part calls for the sort
..I' quaint humor and clever characterization in which
the star delights.
Luther A. Reed is completing the
picturization of "Our Mrs. M I
for Miss Barrymore's use, and it will be
placed in production at once under the
direction of Ralph W. Inc.. A supporting
.ast of a high grade of
nee Is being engaged for the picture.
Miss Barrymore's previous Metro productions include "An American Widow,"
the last to appear before her stage season
of 1917-1918; "Life's Whirlpool." "The
Eternal Mother," "The Lifted Veil," 'The
Awakening of Helena Richie," "The Call
of her People," and "The Greatest Power."
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Triangle Announces Two
Stories for July Release
OX betheannounced
Triangle Jul}is aschedule
society soon
dramato
temporarily titled "Marked Cards."
This is a screen adaptation of an original
story by Adela Rogers St. John, magazine
writer, and is based on the tremendous
.sacrifice of a young girl, in which she risks
honor and reputation to save the man she
loves from the gallows. Margery Wilson,
Wallace MacDonald and Jack Curtis are
featured players in this production, which
is being directed by Count H. D'Elba.
Others in the cast are Rae Godfrey, Harvey Clark and Joseph
Bennett.
Dick Donaldson is directing a new western drama, which will also be released on
the July schedule, titled "A Good Loser."
Lee Hill and Peggy Pearce have the principal parts in the play, which pictures a
young easterner who comes west to find
health and fortune. He sacrifices his
life on the altar of friendship. Others in
the cast are Arthur Millett, Dick Rosson,
Graham Pette, and Pete Morrison.

Scene

from

"Just

For

Tonight"

(Goldwyn).

In
"Just For Tonight" Tom Moore
Makes Debut as Star
Star; the Flag of All Mothers," now beGIVE the public what it wants" has

been the basis of so many American
mercantile and industrial fortunes
that Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has decided to give the public Tom Moore as a
screen star. In becoming- a star Tom Mpore
reaps the reward of his own popularity.
He is being- starred by Goldwyn and has
been at work on his first picture for several weeks because several thousand of
the men who own theaters have written
to
"We and
likeweTom
our Goldwyn
audiencessaying:
liked him
wantMoore,
him

as a star in Goldwyn
Pictures."
It has long been a truism in business
that the public is willing to pay for the
personalities upon whom it casts its favor, and in a few weeks of electric signs,
billboards, theater lobby pictorial displays
and all of the varied mechanism of screen
exploitation will blazon forth the news
that "Goldwyn Presents Tom Moore in
'Just for Tonight'
at this theater."
"Just for Tonight" is the name of Tom
Moore's first starring adventure, and the
story is both adventurous and properly
romantic, as befits a handsome young
Irishman with a fascinating smile, a handsome face and a pair of laughing Irish
"come-hither"
eyes.
Goldwyn is not assuming too much in
claiming that its own productions have
contributed to the popularity of Mr.
Moore. Following his personal triumph
in "Brown of Harvard," his advent into
Goldwyn Pictures came in the engagingrole of Tony Quintard, the hungry poet
in "The Cinderella Man," the leading role
opposite Mae Marsh.
The public next saw Mr. Moore as Jack
Forsythe, the son of the corset king, who
fell in love with and won Mabel Normand
in her first Goldwyn production, "Dodging a Million. Following that, Miss Normand again won Mr. Moore as her leading
man, the young settlement house benefactor in "The Floor Below," and then
Madge Kennedy had him as her leading
man for the first time in "The Dangei
Game." Tom Moore's role in this romantic melodrama was that of one Gilpin, a
literary critic who turned burglar to protect Madge Kennedy, who was herself a
faseinat Ing criminal.
Tom Moore is in luck in his new plaj
both in the mailer of author and director.
".lust for Tonight" is the work Of Charles
A. Logue, who lias written another Goldwyn-Madge
Konne,l>
success, "The Service

ginning to sweep the country. Charles
Giblyn, who made "Peggy" the most brilliant of all of Billie Burke's screen successes and many other early Triangle successes, is Mr. Moore's
director.
quickly
and effectively
has he
workedSo at
Fort

Lee and so secretly that "Just for Tonight" is now out and being assembled.
No date has been set for the release
of the picture.
Po!i Takes
on Paralta
Plays.
The home office of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces that the Paralta portion of Hodkinson Service will
play throughout the Poli circuit in New
Haven, Hartford, Waterbury, Bridgeport
and Worcester.
This adds to the long list of circuits
throughout the country, which are already playing Paralta Plays and demonstrates that these productions are of the
consistent quality claimed
for them.

Scene

General Has July 4 O. Henry Story.
An O. Henry story which is winning
renewed favor just now with exhibitors
is "The Fourth in Salvador," General Film
declares. Large numbers of theaters over
the country are booking this O. Henry
success for the Fourth of July week because of its timely nature. "The Fourth
in Salvador"
bids "fair to beat its original
records
of bookings.
The film presents a humorous and somewhat dramatic story of the efforts of a
party brate
of theAmericans
in Salvador
to celenational American
holiday,
and
is featured by one of O. Henry's characteristic surprise climaxes. The celebrating Americans, aided and abetted by an
Englishman, run counter to a revolution
which springs up unexpectedly and. thinking the regulars are bent upon crushing
their little party, the celebrators turn in
and give them a licking. The general
who succeeds to the presidency is, of
course, profoundly grateful for the unexpected turn taken
by the celebration.
Diamond's
Fourth
Is Announced.
"His Matrimonial Moans," the fourth of
the Diamond Comedies, is announced for
release by General Film Comedy, with
Diamond's Lou Barks, Irving Browning,
Joe Eschezabal and Oom Paul. The story
of "His Matrimonial Moans" is that of a
gay dog who becomes tangled up with the
operations of an enterprising matrimonial
agency proprietor. Pretty girls galore
and some clever children are introduced in
this comedy.

from "Tinsel"

(World).
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American Soldiers Sec
Many Fox Productions
tttILUAM
POX pictures are being
yV
shown
behind
the
trenchea
In
France,
according
to M
bath Richej
Di
tanl editor of
the Community
Motion
Picture
Bureau.
in a atatement
which
lias been
li
from the Fox offices.
Mi
mounted
on motorcycles are braving German shot
and shell to carry Fox tilms to the boIdlers, declares Mrs. i>,->-., .-, who . dda, thai
it Fox tilms were human ed I ej could
not follow the Bag more faithfully than
they do
"The tilms of the Fox Film Corporation sent to France to be shown for the
American soldiers In the trenchea and
training camps." Mrs. Dessez Bays, "far
outnumber those of any other motion plcluro company. The fact thai th<
Corporation has control of the foreign
rights on pictures shown abroad doea
away with much red tape and considerably facilitates the task of the Community
Motion Picture Bureau In providing entertainment for the American troops."
The Community Motion Picture Bureau
la conducted on behalf of the National
War Work Council of the V. M. C. a..
under the supervision of the Commission
on Training Camp Activitiea of the War
ami Navj
Departments.

Scene from "We

General
Releases
a Wolfville
Tale.
A Wolfville
Tale.
"The
Dismissal
of
Silver Phil," is announced by General Film
Company, in the series of O. Henry and
Alfred Henry Lewis productions. The
serious side of cowboy life is reflected
with plenty of inimitable Alfred Henry
Lewis humor contributing to the interest.
TheBookings
story is for
of athe
"badfirst
man's"
two finish.
months of
the Wolfville Tales have been unusually
heavy for a new series of short length
features, according to a General Film
official, and the Alfred Henry Lewis stories
are in step with the O. Henry stories for
popularity.
policy distinctive
of alternatingfilm versions The
of these
gems the
of
American literature has resulted in a
big1 spurt in bookings for the Broadway
Star Feature releases.
The Wolfville Tale, "Faro Nell, Lookout." has been scheduled to take the place
of "The Arrival
of Faro Nell."

Universal Reports Two

Can't Have Everything" (Artcraft).

Tells of Movies
De Milk's "We Can't Have Everything"
on as unconcernedly as if I had no thought
of the moweapons
TURNING
of
itself some
tion picturestheagainst
the
most
humorous
incidents
ever
found in a photoplay— outside a professed
comedy — are said to be included in C. I '•
De Mille's Artcraft special offering, "We
can't Have Everything." These incidents
the making of a "movie" in a
concern
film studio, which is subsequently destroyed by fire.
There is much actual fun as well as an
unimaginable amount of work in making
a picture for the screen, as everyone who
has worked in a studio knows. And all
directors
have their mannerisms.
Tully Marshall was cast for the role
of the director in the play within a play.
He smiled as he talked of the role after
the scenes had been shot: "It was a sort
of composite," he declared. "Partly Mr.
De Mille and partly D. W. Griffith. 1
didn't tell anyone what I intended doing
and when the time came I could see Mr.
De Mille smiling
covertly.
But I went
BY

and Three Reelers in Favor

there is a steadily grow-ing deTHAT
mand for the two and three reel dramatic subjects and that this demand
is sufficiently great to be given recognition is the consensus of opinion exUniversal
whichforward
the reports
s have
ed 'sto
exchangepressed inmanager
Carl Laemmle.
These reports came as the result of a
promise made by Universal's chief executive that that organization would seriously consider placing the Short subject
on its program of the weekly releases if
it were definitely ascertained that exhibitors wanted them. This promise was
made by Mr. Laemmle during his recent
tour of his company's exchanges.
In the report sent in by Barney Rosenof Universal's St. Louis
thal, manager
exchange,
is contained
the following:
"Not even in the palmiest days of the
program was there such a strong demand
for short subjects. The exhibitor is in
desperate need of two and three reel
dramas to round out his show and he
doesn't know where to lay his hands on
them. In fact, this need is so great that
some of the showmen who formerly looked down upon serials are now running
them because they've got to show something with features. Nothing we've done
in a long time, has afforded the exhibitors in this territory more satisfaction than our recent announcement concerning Universal's issuance of two
reelers."

From John J. McAller, Universal's
Pittsburgh representative, came this report: "The inclosed bookings for the
two reel dramas we are releasing tell
their own story. So far as this territory
is concerned, you couldn't do better than
to make the short subject a permanent
fixture of our weekly program."
That the sentiment on the West coast
is also in favor of the short dramatic
subject is contained in the letter written
by G. A. Metzger, manager of the Universal's Portland office.
"The day after the trade papers containing the story of Universal's plan to
release two and three reel dramas reached this corner of the country two of my
most important accounts came to me
with the stories in their hands and requested that I confirm the announcements.
When I told them it was 'honest Injun'
they booked the pictures on the spot.
I've been deluged with requests for bookAs ings
thesince."
result of this demand, order for
extra prints of the short subjects have
been steadily coming from the exchanges.
The first of the short subjects was a tworeel western drama entitled "PlayStraight or Fight," featuring Helen Gibson, of the railroad series fame. It is
stated by Universal that the eightyseventh print was shipped a few days
ago.

in the world of caricaturing anyone."
It is claimed that the result will be
highly edifying, as well as the work of
Alvin WyekolT, who also "doubles in brass"
and plays cameraman
rial and pseudo;
Theodore Roberts, who does the character
actor — the Sultan: .lames
Neil] as a det eel i \
i Joy as a "heavy"
act or ;
Billy Elmer
Sylvia
Ashton, as as"props";
a COUpleCharles
from Ogli
Ximrim,
the "star"
Wanda
In
In-comeHawley.
daughterby has
whoseenacted
MO.,.i role
fad
the latter
is one of the most
importa
ra cteistory
-.
In ntthe chamain
the leading figures
are portrayed by Kathlyn Williams, ElDexter, Thurston Hall. Sylvia
ley.
Breamer, Raymond Hatton and Miss HawThe studio fire in the picture will be
realistic enough to satisfy the most
exacting critic, for it is the real thing.
"My
Lady
Nicotine"
to Help
Smokes
"My Lady Nicotine," a recent MutualStrand comedy starring Billie Rhodes,
his been
tied up with the "Our Hoys in
e Tobacco
Fund,"
and as a i
considerable money shall be added to the
fund for "smokes" through motion picture
theal
"My Lady Nicotine" carries a knockout
appea
ikes for soldiers in France.
It was one of the regular releases of Mutual-Strand series, picturing
a bl
efforts to cure her husband of smoking.
Exhibitors
who
run
"My
Lady
Nicotine" on the regular
schedule
will
be
supplied
with posters
by "Our
Boys in
ce Tobacco
Fund"
and
with
subscription blanks for the fund.
Exhibitora who have joined the movement to solicit "smokes" for the soldiers in France have pledged their coLady Nicotine."
The ation
fund byhasbooking
made "My
a request
that exhibitors contribute a percr
f the
receipts of the picture to the fund
The fund for tobacco for soldiers in
France now totals $227,330. Officers of
the fund expect that "My Lady Nicotine"
will
effort.add many hundreds of dollars to the
Power's
Machines
on New
Mexico.
Nicholas Power product continues to
find favor with the "service." The company
reports the battle ship New Mexico,
said to be the most powerful battle ship
afloat, has after careful consideration installed a Power's Cameragraph No. 6 B
for the entertainment
of the jackies.
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"Smiling Bill" to Drop In
on Trip Across Country

Scene from "You Can't Believe Everything''

(Triangle).

Story of the Northwest and E. ofJenksSociety
Lead Triangle
wrote the scenario and Steve

APICTURIZATION of Norman Sherbrook's well-known magazine story,
"Smoke," under the title of "You
Can't
Believe isEverything,"
featuring
Gloria Swanson,
the first release
on the
Triangle program for June 23. A romance
of the Canadian Northwest with Maude
Wayne and William Desmond follows.
"You Can't Believe Everything" features
Gloria Swanson as Patria Reynolds, a
belle of society's favorite summer colony.
Possessing wealth, beauty and a charming personality her career is an assured
success. The production will introduce
Edward
Piel,
Triangle's
leading
man,
who will
play
oppositenewMiss
Swanson.
Claire McDowell. Darrell Foss, Jack Richadson and George Hernandez are other
members in the cast of this production,
which is reported to be of unusual
strength.
Jack Conway directed, with Elgin Leslie at the camera. The scenario was written by Charles Mortimer Peck.
"Closin' In," the second release on the
Triangle June 23 program, is a story by
Joseph F. Poland, featuring William Desmond and Maud Wayne. This is a human interest story in which Jack Brandon,
an athlete and society favorite, sacrifices
his honor and future happiness to save
the aristocratic parents of his sweetheart
from disgrace. In the Canadian Northwest, Brandon seeks life anew, and after
many rebuffs he reaps the reward of valor
when he and Barbara Carlton are reunited
in happiness.
Darrell Foss, Louis (Bull) Durham and
Graham Pette are included in the cast. G.

"The
Venus
Model"
(Goldwyn).
Mabel Normand is called upon in her
latest Goldwyn photoplay, "The Venus
Model," to do many unusual things, such
as designing bathing suits, building up
the business of the firm employing her,
bringing a young collegian to his senses,
advertising a bathing suit by posing in
a shop window clad in it and — oh, everything. And there Is something more than
this. Mabel Normand, as Kitty O'Brien,
reforms a vampire and wins her friendship as well.
In her character of the happy-go-lucky
working girl who wins promotion to the
post of head designer in the bathing suit
establishment, Mabel Normand comes in
contact with the son of the owner. She
is unaware of his identity and regards
him only as a promising worker. Gradually her intorest becomes deeper, however, and soon she is in love with him.

Norton handled the camera. J. W. Mcpicture.
Laughlin directed the

World to Release "Eight Bells."
Byrne Brothers' "Eight Bells," the best
known comedy of the stage, not even excepting Hanlon's "Superba," "The Devil's
Auction" or "Voyage en Suisse," has been
picturized in five reels and will be distributed by World Pictures. The comedy
when presented on the stage toured the
United States for fifteen years and during
which time it became a household word
wherever clean comedy and a hurricane
of laughs were appreciated.
John Byrne, the eldest of the famous
Byrnes, directed the filming. He was
aided both in the development of the
scenario and its manufacture by his
brothers and several members of the
original cast.
Miss
Storey
Finishes
Coast
Picture.
Filming of "As the Sun Went Down,"
Edith Storey's starring vehicle for the
Metro program has been completed at
Metro's west coast studios in Hollywood.
E. Mason Hopper directed the picture,
which was photographed by William
Thompson.

sons, the well-to-do
comedian
and
THESE days
find "Smiling
Bill" Parcreator of Capitol Comedies, working
harder than ever in his studios at Hollywood, Cal. For "Bill" is planning a vacation— the same sort of leisure period at
Bar Harbor, Me., he enjoyed during the
long stretch of years in which, as an insurance salesman he turned in a large
amount
of business
annually.
And why not? Parsons, as a screencomedian, is duplicating the success hehad as a leader in the field of business.
To date he has produced ten Capitol
Comedies, and the five already released
have been declared works of comedy art
in every section of the country.
The reason for the unusual bustle at
the Parsons studios is that the corpulent
comedian wants to complete twenty productions before starting on his transcontinental trip some time in July. At the
solicitation of Goldwyn, which has received requests from exhibitors that Parsons make personal appearances at their
houses, the comedian is planning to combine business with pleasure on his journey from Los Angeles
to Bar Harbor.
Parsons will make at least fifteen stops
in large cities and in some of the smaller
towns on his trip across the continent.
He came out 'with flying colors from his
first personal appearance in connection
with the opening of a new theatre in a
San Francisco suburb recently, and he is
pleased rather than bored at the thought
of presenting himself before audiences on
his trip East.
Parsons has rented the villa at Bar
Harbor he has occupied the last five
summer seasons. There he plans to entertain his eastern friends just as he does
his
associates
Hall," his
home adjoining at
the "Laughter
studios at Hollywood.
"Dad's Knockout," his sixth Capitol
Comedy, conceded by Los Angeles critics
to be the best of the Parsons output, is
shortly to be released.
Lytell at Work on Third Picture.
"Boston Blackie's Little Pal," a screen
adaptation of the popular "Boston
Blackie" stories, which have been appearing in a magazine, will be Bert Lytell's next starring vehicle under the Metro banner, following "The Trail to
Yesterday"
and has
"No prepared
Man's
Land."
A. S. Le Vino
the scenario.
Mr. Lytell will be directed by E. Mason
Hopper. The Metro production starring
Mr. Lytell will mark the first appearance
on the screen of Boston Blackie, the refined and resourceful
burglar.

Hodkinson Removes speaking
Impression
A bout His Copartnership
of

WW. . his co-partnership
HODKINSON.
in s stated that
plan,
in some quarters of the country the
impression was that the Hodkinson Copartnership was, in effect, a film exchange
business. "Of course this is due to a
lack of complete information and understanding of our ideas and plans," remarked Mr. Hodkinson. "To begin with,"
he continued, "I wish to make it clear
that we are not conducting a film exchange business in the usual meaning of
the word.
"Our function is to gather together a
large group of representative theaters
throughout the country and to utilize the
enormous force they would represent to
do the very tilings which the exhibitors
themselves would do to protect their
business, but which they individually and
Singly arc powerless to do. The capital
furnished by our prospective stockholders
will not be employed as investment in
branch offices nor used for overhead expenses while we organize. We already
have a going business fully financed and
showing a profit every week.
The capital

is required as advances to producers to
assure ourselves of additional quality
product
for further
expansion.
"We do not contemplate the establishment of new film exchanges. One of the
strongest planks in our platform is the
economy we have effected through our
utilization of an exchange organization
already established. Our present contract
with this exchange corporation gives it
a certain commission for handling our
sales, which is always fixed and reduced
with the volume of our sales. In other
words, there is always a profit between
the commission we pay and the percentage received by us from the producers.
"We have no financial interest in any
producing companies nor is any producer going to hold stock in our corporation. The product we handle Is acquired on a percentage basis only, with
no risk on our part whatever. The exhibitor's business is to run his theater, the
manufacturer's to produce pictures. We
furnish the means of contact in such a
way as to avoid domination of one faction
by the other."
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Special Publicity to Aid
"Street of Seven Stars"
SOME "t the most beautiful and artistic

ra Issued for .1 motion ploture
i\a\ >• beeu '"in pad ed foi bj Da I >uxe
Pictures, [nc, and the William i. Sherry
Bervlce tor Doris Kenyon'a first production at tin' bead of her own oompany,
"The Street of Seven Stars."
The artistic trend of the photoplay will
be fully maintained in the posters, lobby
display material, and ail other exhibitors'
helps,
of which
an unusually
large and
i assortment has been contraoted tor.
The original drawings by two famous
artists. Haskell Coffin and Charles Chambers, will be used in connection with th.'
presentation of Miss Kenyon in this more
notable of Mary Roberts Rlnehart'a
stories.

ISO'*

An intensive and nation-wide publicity
campaign lias been Inaugurated, which
will Include many of the foremost publicaWhlle it has not been definitely
decided upon. William L. Slurry expects
to June
release
on
30. "The Street of Seven stars"

Many Early Bookings
for Outing -Chesters

ANNOUNCEMENT
that
the
famous
Outing- Chester
adventure
pictures
were to be released through exchanges of the Mutual Film Corporation
at the rate of one a week commencing
June 30 brought scores of inquiries to
the Mutual branches from big exhibitors
who knew of the production of the series
and resulted in immediate heavy bookings for first runs in the larger cities.
Prints of ''Ex-Cannibal Carnival," the
Fiji island picture which is first on the
schedule will be in the various exchanges
within a few days where special preview
screenings can be arranged by exhibitors.
Striking and original posters are being
prepared for the series, as different from
the ordinary litho as the Outing-Chester
pictures are from the ordinary productions of their type.
The arrangements for the release of the
series were only recently consumated at
a series of conferences between Mr. Chester and James M. Sheldon, president of
Mutual.
Selling plans were quickly
for-

Scene from "Good

mulated and the first of the pictures set
on the Mutual
schedule
for June 30.
The releases to follow "Ex-Cannibal
Carnival" and the dates are: July 7,
"Kaieteur"; July 14, "Mountaineering
Memory"; July 21. "Zuni Kicking Races";
July 28, "A White "Wilderness"; August
4, "A Coorial on the Orinoco."

Paul"

(Select).

Clara Kimball Young to Build Studio in Los Angeles
YOUNG, under the
KIMBALL
CLARA
nt of Harry
manageme
Carson, is. to
build her own studio in Los Angeles,
probably during the coming summer or
fall. Miss Young is now in the midst of
production of "The Savage Woman,"
adapted to the screen by Kathryn Stuart
from the celebrated "La Fille Sauvage,"
by Francois Curel, at the Lasky Studio,
Hollywood. It is said that this work, displaying, as over
it does,
the soul's
struggle
for mastery
the primal
passions
and
appetites, affords the versatile Miss Young
one of her best opportunities for emotional acting and screen characterization.
The production is under the direction of
Robert Vignola, who also directed Cynthia
Stockley's
est release. "The Claw," Miss Young's latAfter completing "The Savage Woman,"
Miss Young will start on a short tour of
the western coast July 2, appearing at
various theaters in San Francisco, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and Spokane. She
will return to New York through the
Canadian Rockies, stopping at Lake
Louise, Banff and Langan for a short vacation.
.Miss Young comes to New York for the
purpose of producing one of New York's
greatest successes, "Cheating Cheaters,"
bought at a high price, it is said, from
A. H. Woods. The cast for the production is now well under way and will be
announced shortly.
Upon the completion of "Cheating
Cheaters" Miss Young will return to California to build
her
own
studio.
Her

Scene from "Karateur" (Mutual).

Night

Benedict
Making
a Three
Reeler.
Kingsley Benedict, recently featured in
Universal serials, and who first became
popular as the result of his work in the
short subjects which were released by
Universal several years ago is again to
appear in two and three reel dramas.
Benedict has been cast for the central
role in a stirring three-reel drama now
in course of production at Universal
City entitled "The Human Target." The
story deals with the workings of the
Secret Service and affords the Universal
player an unusual
opportunity.
A strong cast appears in support of
Benedict who appears as Harrison Craige. This includes Claire Du Brey as
Thelma Von Styne, M. K. Wilson, as
Prince Oscar and Clyde Benson as Lieutenant Bertram. The release date for
"The Human Target" has not as yet been
set.

father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
M. Kimball, are buying a home in Loa
nently.
Angeles, and will remain there perma-

Timely Story Is Reid's
"The Firefly of France"

THE date of release set for the next
appearance of Wallace Reid in a
Paramount picture is June 23, and it
proves a most auspicious one, for the su Inject is "The Firefly of France," adapted
by Margaret Turnbull from the stirring
story by Marion
Polk Angellotti.
The interest of the public in aeroplanes
is high. In "The Firefly of France" Wallace Reid plays the part of an intrepid
liirdman. The story deals with a German spy •whose plot against the Allies
is frustrated by a daring young American who saves important papers obtained
by the Firefly, an aviator with the French
army. A love story relieves the strain
of the suspense and thrill.
The wide publicity given the story has
ainted the public with the subject
matter of this photoplay, and the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation anticipates
that it will be one of the more successful
pictures of the year.

Rialto Audience Applaud
Pathe Post Travel Pictures
Patrons of the Rialto theater in New
York are reported to have applauded the
showing of the Post Travel Pictures released by Pathe. The Rialto has booked
the full series. The showings started
June 2, and have taken hold right from
the start. The Evening Mail prints a
splendidly written travel article each
week dealing with the country depicted
in the pictures simultaneously.
In forty other American cities these
pictures are being distributed by Pathe,
each one presented under the auspices of
the most prominent local newspaper, the
same scheme of simultaneous publication
of descriptive articles being pursued.
The first four or five pictures in the
program (which will go on for fifty
weeks) show the West Indies under the
American, British, and French flags.
From that point the expedition moved
South, and obtained remarkable pictures
in the interior of South America in the
tangled jungles, in interior Japan, and in
China and India.
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Tour new Believes War
Is Reviving Melodrama
WAR

always brings melodrama into
a
wave Toumeur,
of popularity,"
Maurice
who nowdeclares
heads
his own independent producing organization. "Melodrama has come to mean a
play of exciting action. Since war is a
thing of excitement, unexpected twists,
tragedies, comedies and thrills, it always
changes our whole routine of life. Incidents that seemed impossible a year ago
are now not only possible, but happening every day.
"For instance, you see your neighbor's
son in khaki, three weeks later you learn
of his arrival in France, and in seemingly a few more you may hear that he has
been awarded a medal of honor on a
battlefield over there.
"All this turns the popular thought
from introspective literature and drama
to plays and books reflecting physical achistory.tion. We find this true all throughout
"The production which I am now filming is in an instance in point. 'Sporting
Life," the Drury Lane melodrama, was
brought to America on September 26, 1S3S,
the year of the war with Spain. I credit
a great deal of its phenomenal popularity
to the vogue of melodrama following in
Scene from "Hell Bent" (Universal).

Harry
Bent" suspicions.
Leads TheUniversal
result is an exceedingly
RECENTLYCarey's
approached "Hell
by a stranger
July 1
who confided to him that his face
amusing mixup which ends disastrously
was strangely familiar and who also
asked him for his name and occupation,
Harry Carey, Universal star, promptly
replied, "My name is Carey — and I'm the
only movie actor who has never been
featured
in a war
picture!"
In line with this distinction, Carey
has again completed one of the wild
and woolly western production with
which he has become identified. In
"Hell Bent" he heads the list of productions released by Universal during the
week of July 1. "Hell Bent" is a fivereel special attraction and Universal
claims for it unusual beauties scenically
and unusual interest from a story standpoint.
Neva Gerber who has appeared to
such excellent advantage in several of
the recent Universal serials, makes her
debut as Carey's leading woman. Vesta
Pegg, who usually furnishes the bad men
for Carey's heroes to reform, via the
six-shooter route, enacts a more sympathetic role. Others in the cast are
Duke
Lee and Joseph
Harris.
"The Butler's Blunder," a comedy
featuring Eileen Sedgwick, Ralph McComas, Milton Sims and Charles Haefeli,
in the Monday Nestor. It tells of the
mixup that occurs when a butler who
suspects his mistress of being in love with
another man takes it upon himself anonymously to warn
her husband
of his

Pathe Employs Large
Staff of Art Experts
comment on the remarkFAVORABLE
ably artistic and convincing series
of posters and lobby displays beingissued by Pathe with its latest releases
reflects a lot of credit upon the art department of the big house.
Harry Lewis, now in charge of this department, has signed up several important
artists for poster work, some of them men
who have hitherto declined to perform
"commercial" work.
The line of pictorial material advertising such plays as "The Kirst l/.aw" (Irene
Castle and Antonio .Moreno), "The Woman
Eternal" (Elaine Hammersteln), "Hands
tip" (the new Pathe serial, with Kuth
Roland and George Chesebro), all to be
released this summer by rathe, is superior
to work usually offered exhibitors.

for- the butler and which also convinces
the husband that as a detective he is a
very good
business
man.
The two-reel L-Ko Komedy, the title
of which has not yet been decided upon
also is scheduled
for release this w'eek.
"Naked Fists," a drama featuring Neal
Hart, Dick LaReno, Eileen Sedwick, Joe
Rickson and Dark Cloud, is the two-reel
Western feature to be released this week.
Among the other releases for the week
will be issue No. 31 of Animated Weekly,
No. 7S of Universal Screen Magazine. No.
60 of Universal Current Events, the fourteenth episode of "The Lion's Claws." the
serial in which Marie Walcamp is featured, and the newest Lyons-Moran Star
comedy.

theMr.steps
of war."has interesting ideas on
Tourneur
screen melodrama. "Melodrama," he
says, "has come to mean an artificial form
of highly colored drama, because the stage
has been unable to present big action
adequately. Train wrecks, mid-air combats between biplanes, great battlefield
struggles and so on cannot be presented
within the narrow limits of a stage. The
mechanism, the painted canvas, the artificialities of the whole thing are glaring."
Valkeyrian
to Support Louise
Huff.
Valda Valkeyrian, the young Danish
actress and dancer, who has created so
very favorable an impression in pictures,
will be soon in support of Louise Huff
in her forthcoming World feature,
"T'Other Dear Charmer," from the script
of Charles S. Sarver. the filming of which
is in progress at the World Studio at Fort
Lee. under the direction of William P. S.
Earle.

Bessie Love Leads Pathe Junelot of30swiftInaction
Glad-Love
Story
in it with some very
Pathe's winsome comBESSIE LOVE,
edienne in "A Little Sister of Every- '
body," is the feature of the Pathe
program to be released the week of June
30. Elaborate advertising and publicity
campaigns prepared by the Pathe forces
describe the picture as "the happy play
by
written
play, by
glad girl."
the Sarver
with
William
a novel
from The
Charles
Addison Lathrop, was produced by Anderson-Brunton at the Paralta studio, and
directed by Robert Thornhy.
It is a play that will have a direct appeal at this time, for there is no war
element, no sinister sex or problem stuff,
and, although there are serious moments,
the general trend of the picture is one of
cheerfulness and optimism, and Bessie
Love is doing splendid work in another
of her familiar ingenue roles.
Also on this program will be released
episode No. 17 of "The House of Hate."
which carries the title, "The Death
Switch." There is more suspense and
more tragic touches in this episode than
in any of the others of this remarkable
serial.
A new Toto comedy, "The Furniture
Movers," a one-reeler. comes on this program; Britain's Bulwarks Xo. S. "Dest met ion Wrought by the Hun at St.
Quentin,"
amiare"Guadeloupe"
the have
Post
Travel series
short featuresin that
their own individual appeal.
The tremendous success of "Cleopatsy,"
a Toto comedy that burlesques "Cleopatra," has given the Toto stock a decided
boost, and "The Furniture Movers" has a

amusing "trick stuff" showing a highly
original method of loading moving vans.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 54 and No. 55
will be released July 3 and 6, respectively,
and will contain new war pictures, as
well as the animated news record of important events at home.
Two
Big Artcrafts
in One Week.
In releasing the two Artcraft productions. "Say, Young Fellow!" and and "Hitthe-Trail Holliday," the week of June 16.
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
offers exhibitors the opportunity of presenting to their patrons the foremost exponents of light comedy on the screen.
namely, Douglas Fairbanks and George
M. Cohan, the same week, in what may
prove to be their greatest successes. This
double offering comes at a psychological
moment, when the American public is
most in need of the diversion of light
entertainment.
"For Sale" a Hit in New
York.
Twenty-one theaters of the major class
in New York City played Gladys Hulette
and
Hale houses
in "Foron Sale"
last
week.Creighton
Five of these
Broadway
had special lobby displays, and in one
theater in the Bronx a novel advertising
campaign was used. The theater management placed signs in vacant store windows
playing up the title of the picture in
thereby.
heavy lettering, and drew large business
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In "The ciaws of the Hun," adapti ■
i: Cecil Smith
from
the story by Ella
Stuart Carson,
Charles
Kay
is see,, in a
calculated
to teach
a lesson
in
Otiam to the mothers of the country.
•ri.e photoplay
of strong
dramatic
action. offera
Mr. Kayplenty
is BUppOBted
bj
Novak.
Robert
bourne MacDowell.
Scene from "The Kid Is Clever" (Fox).

Walsh's
"The Kid Is Clever" rector's
Is Motion
Picture Satire
illness, Walsh is authorized to
RAPID-FIRE comedy of South

A

revolutionists, an adventure-loving young American, and an
eccentric motion picture director is
furnished by George Walsh in "The Kid
ver," which is announced from the
feature release. The picture, which is a
William Fox offices as the next special
film within a film, is described as one long
laugh.
"The Kid Is Clever" was written by
Randolph Lewis and Ralph Spence, and
a particularly strong cast supports the
star, the other players being Doris Pawn,
Ralph Lewis, A. Burt Wesner, Don Likes,
Clyde Hoplins, and James
Marcus.
The picture tells the difficulties which
George Walsh experiences when word
comes to the studio that his director is
ill. In the telegram
announcing
the diAmerican

Mix Finishes "Fame and Fortune."
Word received at the William Fox offices is that Tom Mix has completed the
filming of "Fame and Fortune," a picturization of Charles Alden Seltzer's story,
"Slow
Burgess."
The subject was directed by Lynn Reynolds, and the scenario was written by
Bennett Cole. A particularly strong cast
supports Tom Mix, the others in the play
being Katherine Connors, George Nicholls.
Robert Bolden, Charles McHugh, Annette
De Foe, Val Paul, E. N. Wallack, and
Clarence Burton.

May Irwin Is to Make
Universal Two-Reeler
MAY

Irwin will shortly make her bow
photoplay
patrons
via the medium of the two-reel Universal production entitled "Thoroughbreds."
The picture was filmed at Southington,
Conn., famous as the home of a big stock
farm. Miss Irwin enacts the role of an
up-to-the-minute business woman who,
although ignorant of matters rural, wins
success as a farmer through perseverance
and sound
business
methods.
Aside from the story itself those picture patrons who reside in rural communities will take particular interest in
the wonderful Jersey stock shown in this
Universal release. Some of the most
famous cows in the country are shown.
The release date for "Thoroughbreds"
has not as yet been announced.
to

employ his own director. While George
is wondering where he can pick up a director, Monsieur Jules De Hoe Beaux, the
great French cinema director, appears in
the studio, and applies for a job. George
Walsh immediately gives him a job directing the new Walsh picture, and work Is
begun.
A month later the picture is completed,
and in one of the projection rooms of the
company Walsh, his camera man, and the
new director view the result.

Mary
Murillo
to Write
for Select.
Work on the scenario of a photoplay to
be used by Norma Talmadge is progressing in the hands of Mary Murillo. Sydney
A. Franklin will be the director.
Mary Murillo has been engaged by the
Norma Talmadge Film Corporation to
write scenarios exclusively for that concern. This brings Miss Murillo once more
to the front as a scenarioist for Select
Pictures. Clara Kimball Young's recent
popular picture, "The Reason Why," was
prepared for the screen by Miss Murillo,
who also prepared titles for Norma Talmadge's "The Safety Curtain."

McKim

and

.Mel-

Jane and Katherine Make Speeches.
A feature of an entertainment given
recently at Bayside, L. I., by the residents
of that town for 300 visiting Belgian soldiers, was the singing, dancing and
speechmaking of Jane and Katherine Lee,
the Fox "baby grands."
Jane's speech was in verse and made
a big hit with the audience. Jane said:
"You'd scarce expect a little girl like me
to come up here where all can see, and
make a speech as well as those who wear
the grandest kind of clothes. But I like
you and if you like me then size don't
count,
we will agree."
As souvenirs
of the occasion Jane and
Katherine were presented with a cartridge brought from the front, a button
from the uniform of a Belgian soldier
worn through the war and a button from
the uniform of a German
prisoner.
"Woman
Eternal"
Carefully
Directed.
"The Woman Eternal," the feature in
which Elaine Hammerstein stars, and
which will be released this summer by
Pathe, was written and produced for the
screen with the same attention to detail
as if for the speaking stage. John E.
Ince, who wrote the original scenario, insisted that every character learn the
lines and speak them during the taking
of scenes. That this painstaking effort
materially benefitted the final result can
be judged by the picture. Ralph Ince directed the picture.

"

Farnsworth Talks About
Making
hasis asofthe"The
theme One
of our Woman
first producCorporalay ion of its
Photop
raft the
Masterc
THE
tion announces
complet
initial production at the Brunton studios in Los Angeles. According to F.
Eugene Farnsworth, president of the concern, this first picture is distinctly in
that class known to the industry as
"super-productions." It is a screen adaptation of Thomas Dixon's "The One

"In the first place," states Mr. FarnsWoman."worth. "Dr. Dixon had a gigantic theme
for the strong, virile story which he
turned out. The author wrote of something which he felt strongly — the question
of socialism as it is generally understood
and advocated in the United States. This
is maintained to be against all loyalty
to country, to humanity, and to the very
basic ideas of the home and social ethics.
He sincerely felt a great danger in the
growth of such a doctrine among the
American people.
"So we have
an exceptionally
strong

tion— a novel which is both vital and
timely, from an author whose books have
already proved themselves admirably
adapted for screen interpretation. In
offering this story in its screen version
we have given it a worthy production
down to the most minute details of screen
technique. It has a four-squared bigness
combined with something which I think
is seldom found in really big pictures —
fine artistic details.
"There was at one time before we
started the actual filming of the production considerable discussion about the
length, which might have run as high as
ten or twelve reels. It was agreed, however, that seven reels would be the ideal
length which would enable the production to be shown not only in the foremost
theaters throughout the country, but
would also offer managers of the smaller
houses an opportunity to present the production to their audiences."
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"The Kaiser" is Propaganda for Screen.
That the success which attended the
showing of "The Kaiser, The Beast of
Berlin," at the Orpheum theater, Seattle,
Wash., has caused manager Levy, of that
house, to decide to adopt a straight moving picture policy is stated in a report
made to Jewel Productions, Inc., by G.
A. Metzger, manager of its Portland office.
The Orpheum has heretofore featured
vaudeville with a moderate degree of success. The recent run of "The Kaiser" to
exceptional business at this Seattle
amusement resort demonstrated the possibilities of a policy calling for shewing
of nothing but big film productions.
It is stated that the change in the Orpheum's policy will become effective with
the coming season.

Washburn and Paramount
Sign Three-Year Compact

Scene from "A Successful Adventure"

Fox's English Offices
Issue Novel Publicity
IN a letter to Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the Fox Film Corporation, Harry Engholm, who is
publicity representative of the United
Kingdom branch of the Fox Corporation,
shows how the war is developing various
devices to conserve the supply of war
materials in England.
"With regard to our big productions,"
writes Mr. Engholm, "which I hear from
all sides, are very greatly appreciated. I
have issued a novel form of synopsis
printed on a card ten inches by eight, one
side of which contains an extremely brief
description of the play, and the other an
artistic portrait of the star in question.
These synopses have secured for us universal praise, and in this country, with
conditions as they are, they meet all the
needs of the moment. The card is somewhat easier to get than paper for the time
being.
"The closing of all houses of entertainment and restaurants in the Southern
countries of England at the hour of 10:30
at night
'not toseem
haveextent;
affectedin
the
picturedoes
palace
any togreat
fact, the picture palace from my observation is the one paying entertainment from
the box office point of view. Of course,
the farther North one goes the less things
are affected by these war measures."
Eighth "Bulwark" Shows
Hun Damage.
"The Destruction Wrought by the Huns
at St. Quentin" is the title of the eighth
picture of the graphic "Britain's Bulwarks" series of exclusive official war pictures released by Pathe on June 30. The
British infantry is shown moving forward
for a further advance and cheered by their
comrades who are resting by the wayside.
We are shown French guns bombarding
a village near St. Quentin preparatory to
attack. The Leicesters are awaiting an
order to advance in old German trenches,
which make up the British support line.
A ruined village in possession of the
British is being heavily bombarded with
gas shells. After beating back the Germans during a night attack we see the
return of the successful British troops
bringing many more prisoners which are
added to their grand total.
Happy Angle in Bessie Love Play.
In releasing Bessie Love's play, "A
Lltle Sister of Everybody," Pathe is executing a novel publicity campaign in
which the following billing is used: "The
the glad girl."
with -exhibitors
happy
Lettersplay from
all over the

(Metro).

United States and Canada indicate that
patrons of photoplay theaters are demanding plays with a truthful, healthful
optimistic note prominent. The great surplus of war dramas, war pictorials,
problem plays, sex plays, crook plays, and
others of that character seem to make it
essential that more quiet plays built
upon human, natural lines should be
offered.
" 'A Little Sister of Everybody' is this
kind of a play," says Pathe, and Bessie
Love reappears in one of her familiar
ingenue roles.

Miss Barriscale Making
"A Wife's Conscience"
BESSIE BARRISCALE has returned to
the Brunton studios in Los Angeles
from her visit to New York and has
completed her arrangements for the costuming of her new role in her next Paralta story
production,
"A Miss
Wife'sBarriscale
Conscience."
The
will offer
one
of the best opportunities she has yet had
for the display of strong emotional acting. The picture is one of tense situations and romantic moments, made all the
more striking by the fact that the cast
is not a large one, and the interest therefore centers in the six principal players.
Edward Coxen, who plays the husband,
has played the lead with Miss Barriscale
in "Madam Who," one of her biggest and
most successful pictures.
Charles Gunn, who is cast for the heavy,
just finished playing the lead in Miss Barriscale's last picture, "Patriotism."
Mary Jane Irving, who plays the child
in the forthcoming production, a part,
by the way, upon which the drama centers, is one of the most attractive and
natural of the children now on the screen.
James Farley is cast for the detective,
while David Kirby is to be seen in an
important creminal role.
"De Luxe Annie" Breaks Stanley Record.
Jules Mastbaum, of the Mastbaum chain
of theaters, with headquarters at Philadelphia, spent the day with Lewis J. Selznick, president of Select Pictures Corporatlon, June 11, at Select headquarters
in New York.
Mr. Mastbaum was loud in his praise
of the various current releases on the star
series of pictures made by Select stars.
lie reported enthusiasm on the part of
both exhibitors and public over Norma
Talmadge's latest picture, "De Luxe
Annie." This attraction, he informed Mr.
Solznlck, had just broken all standing
house records during its week's run at the
Stanley theater in Philadelphia.

JESSE
L. LASKY,
vice-president
of the
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation,
in charge of production, announces the
signing of Bryant Washburn to a threeyear contract to appear in Paramount
pictures. Under the terms of the compact Mr. Washburn will make eight Paramount pictures during
the coming
year.
"Mr. Washburn's engagement," said Mr.
Lasky,' "is one of the most satisfactory,
not only to the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, but to exhibitors and the
public of all the recent additions to our
forces. There is a scarcity of light comedy stars on the screen, and as such Mr.
Washburn is prominent among the few
who may be said to possess real merit.
He laid the foundation for his later success on the speaking stage. It was in
1907 that he began his stage career, appearing in several successes with George
Fawcett, and it is an interesting coincidence that this announcement of his engagement should come on the heels of
the announced appearance of Mr. Fawcett
in a leading role in D. W. Griffith's Artcraft presentation of 'The Great Love,'
soon to be released. Later he appeared
as a star in his own right in 'The Fighter.'
"Mr. Washburn's motion picture career
started in 1911 with Essanay, for whom
he made many comedies of uniform excellence during succeeding years, including
'Skinner Bubble,' 'Skinner's Baby,' "Promised Land,' 'The Golden Idiot,' 'The Fibbers,' etc., and 'The Girl God Made
for

Bryant

Washburn.

Jones,' 'Skinner's Dress Suit,' and others
lor K-E-S-E. His more recent appearances have been as a Pathe star.
"Mr. Washburn will make a series of
eight pictures for Paramount release the
coming year, the first of which will be
an adaptation of William Hurlbut's comedy. 'Saturday to Monday,' which probably will be released in the early fall."
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John Stewart Robinson
Directing Mice Brady
has acquired ■ new *.i i ALICE
rectorBRAD1
In the person of John Stewart
n.
Robertso
This director, who has
done effective work for the screen, received a stave training under Charles
Frohmaii with Maude Adams, and under
Henry B, Harris, having been two
with Rose Stahl. Mr. Robertson, who la
in charge of tho new
production
which
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Romance
of the Underworld"
will
be released
In about
■ week
Ml ol
the Keeney piol ui • ; are b< I
through the William L Bherry Service,

Harry McRae Webster Is
Working on Second Play
Ti i E stamp of app
been placed
upon the Harry McRae Webster Productions' big seven-reel feature, "Reclaimed; the Struggle for a Soul Between
i,o\,- and Hate." The press has
it unstinted praise. Nol only the author,
Richard Field Carroll, and the producer,
Harry McRae Webster, but the stars. Miss
Mabel Juliene Scott and Nlles Welch and
their supporting cast headed by Anders
Kandolf and BUCh well-known
players as
Mabel Wright, Fred W. Peters, Warren
Cook, Sidney Bracy, Maude LeRoy and
Little "Babette" Connelly have been happily cast. McRae Webster has turned over
Harry

the
b)

Job

again,
and
there Is
r to the p

a

Mtrong;
i

its title.

Cordon />'</< A on Screen
Following Auto Smash
former Mutual Film
HARRIS CORDON,
oial
■' P*os
unpleted
ol Rl<-,"bard
dli si ' Ion
urs under t he
Stanton.
I
tr. Ooi don' • i S1 UI n
to dims
after
an
' two
. due to injuries receive d in an
in 1911 wiiii the Rellam
moblli

iii

Walt

hall,

Mao

as i tlancha I
Marsh

and

Kol.. i t

i. appearing under the dlreotion of
Lewis and i). W. Griffith.
Wit h Ohlverss i Mr. i lordon m a
in the victor brand, and tion returned to

the exclusive sales management to Chester Beecroft, and together with the author
of "Reclaimed," he is now busy on their
next production, which is said to contain
a new theme treated In a novel fashion.
Mr. Webster says the new feature will
live up to the motto adopted by the Harry
McRae Webster Productions and prove a
From

Her

Alice Brady.
Latest
Photograph.

Miss Brady is now starting' for Select, is
hard at work collecting his cast, the principal members of which already have been
engaged.
David Powell will be seen for the first
time as Miss Brady's leading man. Crauford Kent will play the heavy role in
the piece. Mr. Kent has appeared in two
other ofbeen
Misseffective
Brady'sas Select
pictures,in
having
the lawyer
"The Knife" and as leading man in Miss
Brady's more recent Select picture, "The
Ordeal of Rosetta."
Miss Brady herself will again essay a
double role. In this case she will play
two sisters who strikingly resemble each
other in appearance, but whose natures
are totally dissimilar. The production is
being prepared at the Paragon studio,
where the filming will soon be in order.

Keeney Starts Work on
His Fourth Production
THE

Frank

A. Keeney Pictures Corporation has begun at the Biograph
studios, in the Bronx, the production
of its four picture, "The Girl with a Past,"
by Paul Armstrong. According to the
general manager of the corporation, Ray
C. Owens, production was resumed earlier
than had beej-^xtended, because of the
brisk demar, le^Par the first picture, "A
Romance of the Underworld," which is
now open for bookings. The original
plan was to produce three pictures and
suspend production until the latter part
of tbe summer or early in the fall. The
pictures already made, in addition to the
subject named, are "Marriage," by Guy
Bolton, and "Her Problem," by E. Lloyd
Sheldon.
All of the Keeney pictures star Catherine Calvert, the widow of Mr. Armstrong.
Among those in the cast of the fourth
picture are Dudley Ayres, well known as
leading man in stock, and Edwin Forsberg, who starred in "Madame X," "Jack
o' Diamonds," and other screen productions. This will be Mr. Ayres' first appearance in pictures. Tests which have
been made of him show that he registers
remarkably well. He is tall and dark and
has demonstrated exceptional abilities as
an actor.
The part in which
Miss Calvert
will

play with punch, pulsations, purity "and
perfection.
How
Dawn
Secured
Griffith Film.
The completion of arrangements for the
presentation
"Hearts of the
by
the Dawn ofMasterplays
in World"
Michigan
demonstrates, according to a statement
from C. C. Pettijohn, of the Affiliated Distributors' Corporation, the value of cooperative booking. The Dawn, like a number of other distributors, desired to secure this production, for which a record
price was asked, and at the suggestion of
Mr. Pettijohn, Mr. Hyman secured from
twenty-one first run theaters in Michigan
signed contracts, with all the exhibitors
interested joining the Affiliated »f they
were not already members. With these
contracts, Mr. Pettijohn arranged for the
financing of the deal in such a manner
that all parties interested, including the
Affiliated organization in Michigan and
D. W. Griffith, himself, will share in the
profits accruing from the showing of this
picture.
"The Yellow Ticket" Opens Orpheum.
Pathe's production of "The Yellow
Ticket," with Fannie Ward, was selected
by Manager Eugene Levy as the opening
attraction of the beautiful Orpheum theater in Seattle. The Orpheum was built
four years ago as a permanent home for
Orpheum time vaudeville in the Northwest Pacific metropolis. The house has
now passed into the hands of Mr. Levy,
who will devote It to high class photoplays also. In announcing "The Yellow
Ticket," Mr. Levy ran full page display
advertisements in the daily newspapers
of Seattle, using the copy and cuts prepared by Pathe's New York publicity department in each case.
"Cupid by Proxy" for Baby Osborne.
"Cupid by Proxy" is the title of the
next play in which Baby Marie Osborne
appears, to be released next month by
Pathe. While the serious nature is not
dominant in "Cupid by Proxy" as it was
in "The Voice of Destiny," just released,
the child star has ample opportunity to
display the outcropping of mature talent
which has recently been shown in her
features.
Little Snowball, the snow colored lad
who had made a very considerable personal hit in Baby Marie's pictures, is on

J
Harris

Gordon.

Mutual to star in Mutual Masterpictures.
Some of the releases in which he will be
remembered are "The Picture of Dorian
Grey," "The Mill on the Floss," "The Escape," "The Floor Above," "The Image
Maker"
and "At the Mercy
of Tiberius."

Dual Eva Topsy Roles
Require Many Changes
IN PLAYING the two roles of Topsy and
Little Eva
Tom's Cabin"
MargueriteinClark"Uncle
was compelled
to change
from one make-up to another at least a
hundred times while the Paramount picture was being produced. In photographing a moving picture story all the scenes
are taken in each particular setting at
one time, and Little Eva and Topsy appear
in the same settings in a great many
instances. The grease paint and burnt
cork and the kinky curls as well as the
pickaninny dress had to be replaced with
the fluffy daintiness of Eva as many as
six times in one day, and the star's skin
was raw and painful from the vigorous
scrubbings
it received.
The esteem in which Miss Clark is held
in the South and her winsome powers of
persuasion were demonstrated when she
enlisted the services of a number of old
soldiers who were inmates of the Confederate Army Home of Louisiana to take
part in the picture.
Lyman Broening, chief of the camera
staff at the Eastern studios, was in personal charge of the photographic work,
which entailed the use of multiple -exposures in scenes where Topsy and Little Eva appear at the same time.
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State Rights Department
5:__

Conducted by C. S. SEWELL

and Announces
New
Channel
Terminates Arrangement
with Foursqua re Pictures
for Distribution of U. S. Exhibitors' Productions Through Several State Right
Exchanges.
portunities offered, and to have secured
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking CorTHE
many fine "shots" of the cotton fields and
poration, of which Frank Hall is
picturesque
colored workers.
president and general manager, hasA historic mansion was used for the interminated the arrangement under which
teriors, showing many relics of ante-beltheir productions have been handled
lum days, and the scenes are reminiscent
uare Picthrough the exchanges of Foursq
of
the
traditions
of that section of the
tures, and announce that the following
country. In addition many animated picdeals have been consummated for hantorial titles showing the darkey with his
dling their pictures, "The Zeppelin's Last
banjo, old log cabins, and scenes showRaid," "Those Who Pay," "The Belgian,"
ing the care free spirit of the Southern
"Just a Woman," and "The Crucible of
negro workers have been used, and several
Life."
in
bars of "Massa's in the Cold Cold Ground"
All U. S. subjects will be handled
have been worked in effectively in the
New York State by the Liberty Distributopening scenes of the production.
by
Jersey
New
in
and
ing Corporation
"Tempered Steel" will be released
Frank Gersten, Inc. In New England the
through the exchanges of the First NaGlobe Feature Film Company will handle
tional Exhibitors' Circuit sometime dur"The Zeppelin's. Last Raid," "Those Who
ing the month
of June.
"Just a Woman,"
and
Belgian,"
"The
Pay,"
and the Eastern Feature Film Company
will have "The Crucible of Life" and all
future releases for one year. All the U.
S. productions will be handled by Max
Milder and John Hennessey for eastern
Pennsylvania, and Dawn Masterplay ComASSOCIATED
PICTURES,
INC., for
is the
title which has
been selected
the
pany for Michigan. All U. S. productions
and all future releases for one year will
company
recently
organized
by
Hern
Corporatio
Film
be handled by Quality
bert Lubin, Arthur H. Sawyer, and Ralph
for western Pennsylvania; Doll-Van Film
Ince to produce a series of special feaand
Illinois,
and
Indiana
for
,
Corporation
tures to be known as Ralph Ince Film
All-Star Feature Distributors, Inc., for
Attractions. Louis Joseph Vance, the proCalifornia, Nevada, Arizona, and Hawaiian
duction analyst of this company, is now
Islands, while Super-Film Attractions will
completing the initial story, and it is exhandle "Just a Woman" and "The Crucible
pected that work on the first production
of Life" for Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
will begin within the next two weeks.
and District of Columbia.
Arthur H. Sawyer has issued the following statement regarding the plans of
of the U. S. Exhibitors'
The policy
Corporation of buying outright
Booking
this organization:
special productions and renting them to
"The pictures will consist of big meloexhibitors through independent exchanges
dramatic stories dealing with subjects
closingwhose
entertainment value has been fully
tion
organiza
this
in
has resulted
tested. We believe that the combination
several large deals of interest to exhibitors, and the securing of a number of the
of Ralph Ince and Louis Joseph Vance
most important pictures of the past year.
should make for the production of extraThe U. S. plan, according to a statement
ordinary screen offerings, inasmuch as the
of one of their representatives, is to force
latter is one of the foremost American
each productions to stand on its own
writers of modern melodrama, while
merits and make a profit dependent on
Ralph Ince is a master in the art of inits box office value. An exchange in each
jecting thrill and 'punch' into picture
territory is selected while an advertising
plays of a virile nature.
campaign is carried on by the home office
"Casts of players whose names and
introducing each picture independent of
faces will be immediately recognized by
the other U. S. subjects and continued at
followers of the motion picture and stage
intervals during the life of the picture
will be assembled to interpret each story,
instead of being limited to only a few
and we feel that the series of 'Ralph Ince
weeks before release date.
Film Attractions' which are to be proWhile Mr. Hall will continue to buy
duced will answer the ever increasing despecial productions upon the open market
mand of the state rights buyer for 'bethe is also contracting for twelve special
pictures to be made by two prominent diter productions'."
rectors during the coming year. His plan
calls for the purchase and distribution of
twenty-four pictures in the next twelve
months, regarding which interesting announcements are promised for the near
future.
IN connection
withon the
German submarines
the activity
Americanof coast,
Gaumont Graphic No. 11 shows what is
believed to be the type of (J- boat which
sank several sailing vessels and steamships; also the types of aeroplanes,
dirigibles, etc., that are patrolling the
prospecial
fourth
VA'S
PBTRO
OLGA
coast in search of U-boats, together with
duction, "Tempered Steel," is charmany of the survivors from the lost ships.
acterized by many beautiful SouthA picture of a new submarine recently
ern scenes. The locale of the scenario
added
to the French navy is also shown.
called for the enactment of several scenes
and in Gaumont News Xo. 12 is pictured
south of the Mason and Dixon line, and
the graduating class of the U. S. Naval
several works were spent by the comAcademy
at Annapolis.
pany in North and South Carolina for the
The Current Graphic also shows Red
ng the necessary "atCross call for 25.000 nurses, French class
purpose of securi
mosphere." Director Ralph Ince is said
of 1919, which lias just been called to the
to have taken full advantage of the op-

Associated Pictures Formed
By Lubin, Sawyer and Ince

Submarines and Dirigibles
In Gaumont News- Reels

Many Southern Scenes
In ''Tempered Steel"

J
i
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Frank Hall to Distribute Two Dozen Pictures a Year

9

colors; the manner in which Parisians
protect their windows from air raids and
bombardments, opening of 1518 bathing
season at Atlantic City, the Secretary of
War testing a 5-ton caterpillar tractor,
a concrete launch and other subjects.
News Xo. 12 also shows interesting
scenes of the Picardy and Italian battle
fronts, U. S. artillery pounding the German lines, our boys marching to the front
and some of them being decorated for exceptional bravery; also a steamship recently sunk by U-boats near the Atlantic
coast.

''Throwing The Bull" and
"Wild Babies" Share Reel
A

COMBINATION
amusing is
zoological
fact and cartoonof comedy
effected
in the latest fifteen-minute picture
issued by the Educational Films Corporation of America. This reel comprises an
International black and white comedy entitled "Throwing the Bull" and a Ditmar's
"Living Book of Xature" offering entitled
"Wild Babies."
In the cartoon comedy, Happy Hooligan
is the principal comedian, and the story
centers around a cow yielding condensed
milk. Happy as the custodian is inveigled
from his job by the wiles of a Spanish
girl, and the cow is stolen for the purpose of fortifying the depleted ranks of
a number of fighting bulls against which
a company of matadors is to battle.
Many things happen to the cow and to
Happy in his endeavors to effect its return to the more peaceful pursuit.
Professor Ditmar's "Wild Babies" shows
the evolution of the tadpole into the frog,
the training and guarding of the baby
porcupines, the education of infant turtles,
and how the aouidad (a rare species of
goaf) teachers its young to climb. This
playful animal lives among rocks, and the
sole ambition of the mothers is to make
their children mountaineers.

Many Reasons Contribute to
Success of "Stolen Orders"
week's
first at
of the
conclusio
THEshowing
Orders"
of n"Stolen
to
appears the
Xew York,
Park theater,
have vindicated the judgment of the
critics, who declared that it should be a
tremendous box office magnet. Xot only
has it made money. bu:it*^s said to have
set a record for profitable^ engagements
at high box office prices.
This is ascribed to a number of reasons.
The production is timely, and the foiling
of German spies is exciting and interesting in view of the constant warfare waged
by the Government against the German
secret agents. The spectacular scenes —
the fight In the car of a dirigible balloon
far above the sea. the rescue of a drowning girl by a hydroaeroplane, and the
scenes on the American battleships — all
draw people to the box office. The exciting thrills and the charming love story
add to the pulling power of the picture.
Jester Completing Year's Output.
With the return of Mr. William Steiner,
founder of the Jester Comedy Company,
from his Western trip, work on the last
tour Jester comedies that will make up
the first year's output has commenced. The
finishing of these subjects 'will bring the
releases in complete form up to and including January, 1919.
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Western Photoplay* To
Produce Six Features
Also
Engage
Sheldon
Lewis
for Serial
Now Being Made Starring Leah Baird.
WESTERN
PHOTOPLAYS, INC., of
which Messrs Golden and Alperstein are the managing officials,
announce that following the completion
of the sixteen episode serial on which she
is ii"\\ engaged. Leah Balrd will be starred
in a Berles <>f six reature productions
based on well known plays and books,
ami she will then be presented In another
serial
of fifteen episodes
The cast of the presenl serial is rapidly being completed, and
Western
l'hoto-
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"Hearts
of the
Work!"
Breaking
State Disposed
Right of Record
Large
Proportion
of Territory
on Griffith
I'iiture
Already
at Lpoch
i boul
Making

Prices in Remarkably

Short Time — Producer Retains Interest in Profits.
ictlon will be made in New fork, ami
' he

..i H
view
"i • financial
i
\ peel ed from
MUC
i > W. Griffith'!
it) m
w ar, "i [earts
ol t he w orld,"
the i
u hlch
ha » •• been
tor ' he
■ alreadj i
of on this pi oduc
Hon priare said to have
not onlj
exci .
all

but lia\ e e\ en ail\ .i iii ed b< j ond
t hi
tlclpatlona
of the producer,
both
In the
sums received and the remarkablj
sp.ue of time In which the rights • •! the
greater
pan
of the oountrj
have
been
disposed of.
The
territorial
rights
ii> the
picture
already
ceded
by
the
producer
a i
follows: The New
England States, to Wm.
11. O'Neill
of
the
Auditorium
theater,
Mandchester, N. n . for $100,
; the southedn states, Including Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, .Mississippi, Smith Carolina,
North Carolina, Louisiana. Tennessee, to
Abo
s Guckenhelmer
of Savannah
ml Kentucky,
to the imiiFilm Corpn. of Indianapolis, for
Michigan,
to the Dawn
Masterplay
Co., of which Arthur S. llyman is general
manager, for $60,000, and the western
states. Including Washington, Oregon,
Idaho. .Montana. Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
New Mexico, California. Arizona, Nevada.
to Sol Lesser, for $200,000.
It is stated
that those
sums represent
only the advances, the producer retaining
a half interest in the profits after the
amounts in question have been returned
to the purchasers. The territory still
open on the Griffith Masterpiece is New
York. Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, District of Columbia, New Jersey,
is, Oklahoma and Arkansas, Missouri
and Kansas, Iowa and Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota,
for which negotiations are now pending
at the Griffith offices at 720 Longacre
building.
Van

Leah

Baird.

plays. Inc., advise that box office attraction, as well as ability, constitutes the
recommendation of the individual players.
The latest acquisition is Sheldon Lewis,
familiar to motion picture audiences all
over the country for his work in a number of serials, including "The Iron Claw"
and "The Hidden Hand," in which he has
been the center of apparently innumerable mysteries. Mr. Lewis is a master of
make-up and manipulator of disguises,
as well as an actor of ability.
It is stated that Joseph A. Golden, who
is directing the production, is utilizing
dramatic suspense and situations for the
punches in the serial in addition to the
danger thrills and
stunts.

Assembling and Cutting of
"The Eagle's Eye" Finished
GOOD-BYE
cutting room!" It was
Theodore Wharton, of Wharton, Inc.,
who half-shouted the words as he
locked the door of the cutting room at
the Wharton plant in Ithaca one night
last week. And the reason was that five
minutes before he had assembled and cut
the last scene of the twentieth episode of
"The Eagle's Eye."
And in the cutting of that last scene a
noteworthy achievement in the making of
motion picture serials had been finished,
for "The Eagle's Eye" has fulfilled more
purposes than that of an ordinary serial,
as it has been used to combat the intrigues and the propaganda of Germany
and has been used by Liberty Loan committees to further the buying of bonds.
It is also said to have been used in Mexico
to forestall German propaganda, and it
soon is to have widespread circulation
abroad, that foreign countries may see
the difficulties with which America was
beset before it entered the war.
In the taking of the picture, the work
was evenly divided between Theodore and
Leopold D. Wharton, Leopold looking after the direction, Theodore handling the
work in the cutting and assembling rooms.
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Harry Rapf Returns from
Successful Western Trip
RAPF, who has just returned
H\RRY
from a trip through the west In the
interest of his productions, reports
that he has closed a contract with Sol
Lesser of the All Star Feature Distributors to handle "The Struggle Everlasting" and "The Accidental Homymoon" in California, Arizona and Nevada.
He also met Leon D. Nettcr In Chicago
and arranged with him to handle these
two productions in Ohio. After having
his pictures reviewed and passed by the
Board of Censors, Mr. Rapf sold his two
productions to Louis Frank and Joe
Cooper of the Motion Picture Theater
Owner's Association for Illinois and
southern Wisconsin. Messrs. Frank and
Cooper are elated with these productions,
and they hope to see them in the majority
of theaters in Illinois, as they intend to
inaugurate a tremendous advert I
campaign, on account of the exhibitors
themselves owning the rights to these pictures.

Blanche Sweet Signed for

H

LOng

I erm

by Harry

GarSOn

ARRY GARSON announces that acof Blanche Sweet's excellent
count in
work
"The Hushed Hour," the
first production in which she has appeared
under his management, he has signed her
for a long
term
contract.
"The Hushed Hour" is being made at
the Fine Arts studio in Hollywood, California, and the cast is composed of prominent players, including Harry Northrup,
Wilfred Lucas, Milton Sills, Mary Anderson, and Rosemary
Theby.
The second picture will be "The Unpardonable Sin," by Rupert Hughes.
This
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"When Men Betray" Against
Double Standard of Morals
WHEN

\ \\ ril tin ami directedtin- bj I I van
BETRAY,"
MEN
Abra
.it o ha\ •■ in. lib- .in
appeal
than
any
of
his

Week
bookln
i ed da lly, and
some
i heater
ma n
■ cui mg
it
for inn a mi t hree « i eks1 run.
The story is a preachment against the
double standard of morals, and dwells on
the consequence of Immorality showing
how far-reaching
ami
unsuspecting
may
be the results
of a man's departure
from
phj iii.
sieal author
purity. is said to have evolved a
gripping drama with a strong climax, and
both tin- interiors ami exteriors an- above
the ordinary, and the photography is the
work of an art ist.

W. H. Offers Twenty-Four
Fatty Ar buckle Reissues
COMPANY are
WH.
to release the series of
ready TIONS
. now PRODUC
10 two-reel Shorty Hamilton pictures, the original titles of which are as
follows: "Shorty Inherits a Harem,"
"Shorty's Ranch," "Shorty's Trip to
.Mexico," "Shorty Escapes Matrimony,"
•Shorty and the Fortune Teller," "Shorty
in Trouble," "Shorty and the Prize
Fighter," "Shorty and Sherlock Holmes,"
"Shorty's Sacrifice," "Shorty's Strategy,"
"Shorty Among Cannibals," "Adventures
of Shorty," "Shorty Falls Into a Title,"
"Shorty Turns Actor," "Shorty Turns
Judge," and "Shorty Shifts a Sheriff."
It is announced that each of these subjects will be reconstructed and given a
new title, the old title also being given
prominence not only on the film, but on
the advertising matter. It is claimed that
there is realy five reels of action in each
two reels, and that each one is of a different type. They were produced under the
supervision of Thos. H. Ince. Some territory has already been disposed of, and
it is expected that the remaining territory will be closed
quickly.
W. H. Productions Co. will also reissue
a series of 24 one-reel Fatty Arbuckle
comedies. In many of these series Mabel
Normand is featured with Arbuckle.
Every foot is said to be full of action.

International
Comedies
Are Timely.
The adventures of the scapegraces, the
Katzenjammer Kids, continue to excite
merriment. One characteristic of these
cartoons is that they are timely — relating
to the news of the day or to some topic
of seasonal interest. The last three have

dealt

with

the summer

themes

of "swat

",PS*°Tman'S„ V\C,k'" a"d 1"Up
*h\hFly'"
story of Then
lesque
a mid-summer
and
the burwill followpicnic,
Air'
,ln thethat,
after
one dealing with a charitable
benefit at which the Captain poses as a
magician
and the Kids spoil his tricks.
Seiter
Engaged
to
Direct
Jesters.
William A. Seiter has been engaged to
direct Twede-Dan in Jester comedies. Mr.
Seiter's work in the comedy field as a director is well known to the motion picture
public.
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ten episodes to enable exhibitors to find
an antidote for hot weather dullness during the coming summer.
"The Hand of Vengeance" will be released only through state rights exchanges, and a trade showing will probably be announced
next week.

Special Government Poster
For Petr ova's W. S. S. Tour
AFTER

Scene from "Your Fighting Navy at Work

and at Play" (Educational).

Many State Right Offers for "Your Fighting Navy''

Brisk Demand from Buyers Says E. W. Hammons,
Who Issues Statement Regarding This Patriotic Feature Which Was Edited by Lieutenant Henry Reuterdahl.
extent, even providing a smoke screen
THE announcement that the presentachase and the methods of hunting, caption of "Your Fighting Navy at
turing, and destroying submarines.
Work and at Play" at a Broadway
theater and in Greater New York gen"The picture is arranged in units of
approximately 1,800 feet, which rise by
erally would be followed by its sale to
state righters has created a demand all
virtue of suspense, surprise, and climax
over the country. Parties from Boston,
to the spectacular and emotional height of
the finish. Each unit can be shown
Philadelphia, Chicago, Minneapolis, and
California called on E. W. Hammons, viceseparately, or the five-reeler can be shown
as a whole. Whether used as a serial or
president of the Educational Films Corporation, and asked that the proposition
as feature, 'Your Fighting Navy,' I confidently predict, will prove one of the
be explained in detail. For the informastrongest attractions of the summer and
tion of the trade, Mr. Hammons issues
fall of 1918. Its value is based not only
the following:
on the merit of films and titling, but also
" Tour Fighting Navy at Work and at
on its journalistic
quality.
Play' is a five-reel feature prepared under
the approval of the navy and edited by
"Any state rights man who purchases
the film now can clean up in his territory
Lieutenant Henry Reuterdahl, U. S. N.
R. F. It is a big spectacle of what the
on it the very first time big naval happenings break on the first page of the papers,
navy is actually doing to protect the
coasts, to convoy the troops and supplies
and they are going to break again, because the German rats will not stay in
going to Europe, and to help keep the
their holes indefinitely, but are coming
Teutonic fleets bottled up. All this is
out, according to the best expert naval
shown faithfully and accurately by means
of a series of manouevres representative
opinion. The picture will also be of value
as a record and standard of information
of everything done at the fighting front,
the navy having co-operated to the fullest
for many years to come."

To Issue Orchestration
Based
on "Mickey" Song
& WILSON, publishers, ad-

DANIELS
vise that the song, "Mickey," is being featured at the Tivoli theater,
San Francisco, this week, and that Harry
Fox, the well known vaudeville and
musical comedy actor, is singing it with
a chorus slide.
The following week Mr. Fox will appear
at the Turner & Dahnken theater, Oakland, and subsequently at a number of
other Turner & Dahnken houses.
They also advise that the exhibitors on
the Coast are anxiously awaiting the picture, and that they are arranging to send
a full orchestration of "Mickey," with a
set of slides, to the largest picture houses
throughout the country, so that when the
feature is released the public in every section will be familiar with the name
"Mickey."

"The Eagle's
Eye" Popular
With Canadian
Audiences
ACCORDING to Charles M. Stevens,
general manager of Superfeatures,
Limited, Canadian distributors of
"The Eagle's Eye," this serial based on
the spy activities of the German Governmeril has created unusual interest in the
Dominion particularly in view of the
public's previous knowledge of the scope
and extent of Germany's plots for world
conquest, and a number of exhibitors and

exchangemen have had their calculations
upset; in many instances houses which
change their program daily are showing
"The Eagle's Eye" for two or three days
and playing to capacity. Soldiers returned
from the front on furlough or invalided
home, men who have faced the German
hordes, are showing a keen interest in
what
the America.
Kaiser's secret army attempted
to do in

Many Battles of Wits in
"The Hand of Vengeance"
WHEN
the hero no
is inway
peril,
is seemingly
in and
whichthere
he
can escape, and then he does escape
by a surprising and clever trick the
spectators are apt to sit up and take
notice. It is claimed that this occurs in
practically every reel of "The Hand of
"Vengeance," the ten-episode serial which
the Gaumont Company has ready for summer showing, and that it does not rely
on improbabilities or inventions yet to be
made to save the hero and heroine from
danger.
There are many clever characters in
this serial, the avenger of wrongs who
acts as his own judge and jury, and an
expert crime investigator who opposes
him. The many battles of wits between
these two begin in the first and continue
until the last episode. This is said to be
a serial with no padding, which could have
easily been made into more episodes, but
it was thought best to release it in only

NewherYork
to witnessreturning
a screeningto of
latest
picture, "Patience Sparhawk," Madame
Petrova left for Boston this week to begin her transcontinental tour on behalf
of the War Savings Stamp movement.
Nathan Gordon, of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, of that city, will cooperate with her, and says he will have
an audience of 40,000 on Boston Common
to hear her speak.
It is also announced that arrangements
have been completed whereby the War
Savings Stamp inscription will be carried
on all stationery and cuts for publicity
purposes, together with patriotic posters,
booklets, etc. Arrangements have also
been made for a special Government poster
for Madame Petrova's tour, ■which will be
used on Government publicity for the
war stamp drive. This poster will be
stamped with W. S. S. insignia, and used
for lobby displays and one-sheets in
houses where Madame Petrova makes her
personal appearance.
The tour will include Atlanta, Houston,
Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, Des Moines,
Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle,
Butte, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Chicago,
Louisville, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh.

King Bee Completes
First Year's Output
n
King-Bee
Films
Corporatio
s"
of "Playmate
production
WITHthe the
has completed its first year's output, consisting of twenty-four Billy West
comedies, released one every two weeks
in two reels each, as follows:
"Back Stage," "The Hero," "Doughnuts."
"Cupid's Rival," "The Villain," "The
Millionaire," "The Goat," "The Fly Cop,"
"The Chief Cook," "The Candy Kid." "The
Hobo," "The Pest," "The Bandmaster,"
"The Slave," "The Stranger," "His Day
Out." "The Rogue," "The Orderly," "The
Scholar," "The Messenger," "The Handy
Man." "Bright and Early," "Straight and
Narrow,"
and brief
"Playmates."
Within this
period this brand has
become firmly established on the market,
and Billy West, the star, is being featured in a large number of motion picture theaters. World rights have been
disposed of, with the exception of the
countries with which we are at war.
The officials of the company consist of
Louis Burstein, president and general
manager;. Nat H. Spitzer, vice-president
and sales manager, and L. L. Hiller, treasurer, with Edward Rosenbaum, Jr., in
charge of "he publicity department. The
studio is located at Hollywood. California,
and in addition to Billy West the principal
players are Babe Hardy, Leo White, Budd
Ross, Rosemary Theby, Myrtle Lind, and
Ethel Gibson. Charles Parrott is the director, and Ben H. Cohen, auditor.
Meyer to Handle All U. S. Features.
As announced in another article in this
issue. Phillip E. Meyer, of the Liberty Distributing Corporation, has taken over the
handling of five U. S. Exhibitors' Booking
Corporation productions and completed
arrangements for all of the U. S. productions to be made during the coming year.
This is attributed to the successful handling by Mr. Meyer's new exchange of his
first two features, "The Devil's Playground" and "Nine-Tenths of the Law,"
which includes bookings over the Loew,
Moss, and other well known circuits of
large theaters in his territory.
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Sales of the Week
Activities
in the State
Right
Market
During the Pa»t Seven Day*.
territory
SEVER \i, sales of additional
on i>. W. Griffith's "Heart!
of the
World" are announced In an artlole in
of tins department.
another oolumn

»

• •

\\ 11 Productions Co. announce the Bale
of rights for twenty-six Chaplin reissues
. Louisiana.
Arkansas
and
,pl, to William Oldknow of the Consolidated Film Supply Co.

• • •

Physical Culture Photoplays announce
the Bale of rights to "Zongar, the Daredevil of Romance," to L. J. Schlatter Attractlons, Seattle, for Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana, and to M. S R.
Feature Film Co., San Francisco, for CaliHawaiian
and
fornia, Nevada, Arizona
Islands.
• • •
Announcement
of a number
of Independent exchanges which will distribute
3. Exhibitors'
Booking
Corporation
productions is published in another article
in this issue.
W. H. Successful in Selling Reissues.
The W. 11. Productions Company announce that all American rights on the
\Y. S. Hart reissues which they are han■dling, as well as on the series of Keystone reissues, have been disposed of;
also on the series of Chaplin reissues, with
the exception of a single territory. There
Is still some open territory on the Barriscale features, and a new campaign
is being launched on the series of tworeel Shorty
Hamilton
reissues.
Spitzer Visits Chicago.
Nat H. Spitzer, sales manager of KingBee comedies, is in Chicago conferring
with R. C. Cropper, manager of the Chi•cago Bee Hive exchange.
Announcement is made that the Bee
Hive exchanges throughout the United
■States have closed fifty-four new contracts in the past six days on Billy "West
comedies.
Michigan Booking on "Tarzan."
Following its two weeks' engagement
at the Adams theater, Detroit, "Tarzan of
the Apes" has been booked by Lapp &
Cross, Battle Creek, five days; Palace,
Saginaw, four days; Washington, Bay
City, four days; Arcade theater, Ann
Arbor, two days; Majestic, Jackson, four
■days, and Empress theater, Lansing, seven
days.
Big Demand for Fifth Jester Comedy.
Reports from exchanges handling Jester
comedies are said to indicate that the fifth
release, "It's a Great Life," is in great
demand, and the results are beyond expectations.

PICTURE

THEATERS

PROJECTED.

OATMAN, ARIZ. — Needles theater has
been taken over by the Brotherhood
of Railway Trainmen and renamed
the Liberty.
BERKELEY, CAL. — Te Liberty Playhouse has reopened under management of
J. J. MacArthur and J. W. Jackson.
MAYFIELD, CAL. — Moving picture theater to cost $8,000 will be erected on Main
street.
AUGUSTA, GA. — S. A. Lynch, Jacksonville, Fla., reported to erect moving picture theater, to cost $15,000.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA — Old Nicholas
theater has been renamed
the Liberty.
DUBUQUE, IA. — Union Park theater has
opened.
EAGLE GROVE, IA. — Princess theater
has been opened by Will Stewart.
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LANBSBi iR< '. i \ Theater has been
opened here b;
\i: w ii IMPTi 'V i \ J. C Ti I lie, of
Lynnvllle, has taken over Idle Houi I
tor.

i'ki.i. \. i \
i. Boffman
taken
over Elite thea
HAMMOND, IND In nltei I w loTurner,
CI t liens'
Bank
Bulldii
preparing
i or t « o story mo\ Ing plot ure i heater, 50 by 118 feet, to
ECOKOMO, IND. [sis theater on Main
street has been taken over bj Arnold
Bros,
WASHINGTON,
INP.
B. w dawson is
preparing plans for converting n T. Trueblood barn on Main
Btreel Into mo
picture theater.
Will be operated under
management
ol \ . i ; De \ oe
J \tks
CENTER,
K \\s
Star thi
has opened.
DETROIT, MICH
A. D. Walstrom,
nt avenue, has plana by William
ii. O'Dell, 101 smith building, for converting store building into moving picture
theater.
HOUQHTON, Mien. Joseph Skelly has
sold his Interest in Orpheum theater to
Richard
Callahan.
BAUDETTE, MINN. — Peterson & Son,
of International Falls, have purchased
Grand
theater from A. M. Hoover.
BIG FORK, MINN. — Peter Peterson plans
to open moving picture theater here.
BUHL, MINN. — Crescent theater owned
by N. L. Johnson is being remodeled.
CARSON LAKE, MINN. — Thomas Hamre
will rebuild his moving picture theater.
ELGIN, MINN. — H. J. Baltz has purchased interest of F. A. Schuchard in Empress theater.
OGILVIE, MINN. — E. H. Metzener has
sold Strand theater to H. I. Hodberg.
CLARKSDALE, MISS. — Sommers &
Laudry are having plans prepared by M.
M. Alsop for moving picture theater, to
cost $6,000.
MOSS POINT, MISS. — Lee Beyer has contract to erect theater building, 40 by 95
feet; frame, felt roofing, inclined floor,
electric lights; for Treloar & Company,
to cost $6,000.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— J. F. Brady, 122 N.
Clinton street, reported planning to erect
$200,000 theater building; reinforced concrete, steel, brick, and terra-cotta.
HARTINGTON, NEB. — Emery Greenwood has purchased Lyric theater from
W. A. Bowker.
BRADLEY BEACH, N. J.— Casino theater has been leased by Rockafeller,
Hughson and Falkner. They conduct a
chain of theaters known as the Monmouth
Shore Cinema Circuit. Extensive improvements will be made to the Casino.
RUTHERFORD, N. J.— Park theater,
which recently changed hands, will be remodeled.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Rudolph Nurick,
1102 Eastern Parkway, has plans by H.
J. Nurick, 957 Broadway, for interior alterations to moving picture theater, to
cost $3,000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Brooklyn Ice Skating Palace is being converted into moving picture theater, with seating capacity
for 2,500.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Alphonse J. Palumbo
has plans by George J. Lobenstein, 230
Hortense avenue, for one-story moving
picture theater, 28 by 130 feet, to cost
$10,000.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — J. A. Dolgoff and A.
Migdall have leased former Drury Lane
theater at 17 W. 125th street.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Max Blitzen plans
to erect a $45,000 theater at 31st street
and Surf avenue,
Coney Island.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — Albany theater,
care Paul Alberts, 730 Albany street, has
plans by Obenaus-Nichols Co., 208 Center
street, for alterations to one-story theater,
to cost $5,000.
AZALEA,
N. C. — War
Department
has

awarded oonlraol to Qude A Co., Atlanta,
. t |l,
1 1 ulosls
tai inlum,\i;i.'
to ITTE,
mi ludaN t h<C a J H
m, vden lei • onti at t to
i dn< i to
I.

I

lOlll. Il>

w ii. i. 1ST' >n.

i

flo.eOO.

N

'

I'M

i>
Wall
Mesa
pheum theatre to Miss

Amaj
Si (itt.
ri CHTBI*

< ' William
M
itrtJ
. n. |son\ llle, i
■ paring plans for "i"
loving ploture
1 1,. .it i e, ia by 100 feet, to cost js.ooo.
WA8HINOT( »N O 'ii;i
Hi II BE,
II
Charles
B, Johnson,
ol Wonderland
the>
ater, has purchased Colonial from Frank
SULPHUR,
« >ki,a - J. i>. Ramsey
w ill
i building i" replace burned structui
probabl}
two-story; lower Boor for mo*
ments.
picture theater, upper Door for apartTULSA, <>K LA.— Theater to cost $15,000
will
erected on Greenwood avenue by
w . m.be Redfern.
ERIE, PA.— Work has been started on
rebuilding ''olumbia theater, which was
deal roj ed by Are.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Sablosky & McQulrk, Globe theater building, have plans
by Hoffman & Co., 1428 S. Penn square,
for improvements, new marquise and interior alterations to theater.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Ketcham & IfoQuade have contract for making alterations to Broadway theater at Broad
street and Snyder avenue, to cost $15,80u.
1'IIILADELPHIA, PA.— Milton Rogasner
has taken title to one-story brick theater building at 3142-54 Kensington avenue, subject to mortgages of $86,375.
Furniture and equipment included in sale.
Building is on lot 80 by 115 feet, and is
assessed at $48,000.
REDFIELD, S. D. — Harrison and Went
worth
have
purchased
interest
of Roy
Greenman in Lyric theater.
PARKER, S. D. — Idle Hour theater has
been renamed Orpheum and opened by H
Wheeler.
JELLICO, TENN.-C. H. Townsend has
purchased Palace theater from R. i;
Brummett.
BEAUMONT, TEXAS. — Gordon estate
has plans by C. A. Logan for theater, with
seating capacity for 1,000, and to cost
$23,000.
DALLAS, TEX. — War Department will
erect Liberty theater at Love Field.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— H. Silverberg has
taken over Crown theater, and appointed
Jake Abrahams manager.
ORANGE, TEXAS.— J. S. Merriweather
has contract to erect brick theater.
ORANGE, TEXAS. — George E. Holland
has let contract to J. M. Pearson, Box
384, to erect moving picture theater and
store building, two-story brick and tile,
tar and gravel roof, concrete and wood
floors.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. — M. L. Oppenheimer will remodel vaudeville and moving picture theater, to cost $8,000.
SAN ANGELO, TEXAS.— Sam Nastos, El
Paso, and J. D. Jones, Greenville, let contract to remodel building for theater, to
cost $5,000.
WACO, . TEXAS. — Waco Arcade &
Amusement Company has plans by Milton
W. Scott for theater and store building,
204 by 165 feet; concrete, composition
roof, plastered steel lathing, to cost
$40,000.
WACO,willTEXAS.
A. GoTd'stein
others
erect —theater
at 5th and
Franklin streets.
BINGHAM,
UTAH.—
Brisk to
atTd
will
open theater
in building
be 'ctiVsler
erected
by George E. Chandler.
SALT LAKE CITY, UT;fft.— E* E.
Jenkins Company plans to construct theater on Main street, with seating capacity
for 3,000 people, and to cost $200,000.
{Continued on page 1900.)
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Trade News
Brevities
Atlas Film Entertains Boston Movie Club
Film

Club

Makes

Automobile
Trip to Newton
Highlands
and Is Welcomed
by
Manager Dadmun — Th ose Who Particip _£ed.
By Robert
N. Howe,
No. SO Summer
Street,
Boston,
Mass.
were, Mrs. M. J. Lydon, Mrs. Evelyn W.
BOSTON, Mass. — A picnc was held by
the Boston Film Club at the Atlas
Somerby, Miss Otelia L. Malther, Mrs. J.
Film Corporation grounds Saturday
J. Delaney, Miss Anna Callahan, Miss
afternoon, June 8, under the direction of
Carrie A. Hartly, Mrs. Mary S. Scott,
Mrs. Florence LaPoint Brackett, president
Miss Laura Brown, Mrs. Alice K. Bailey.
of the club. Mrs. Frank J. Howard, 1st
Miss Louise Golden, Miss Bonnie Starett,
Miss Harriet W. Foster, Mis. Jennie A.
vice president of the club was the hostess.
The party started from the Copley
Downs, Miss Emma Prichard Hadley,
Miss Florence Harris, Miss Gwendolin
Plaza hotel, Boston, at 1.45 in the afterRidgway, Miss Jeannette Holmberg, Mrs.
noon. There was an auto parade of fourteen cars to the Atlas studio at Newton
Alice Aberdein, Miss Mabel J. Golden,
Highlands about two thirty and started
Miss Lila Izan, Miss Frances Mittenthal,
Miss
Ida Harrison, Miss. Harriet Wilcox,
a general survey of the twenty-five acres
Miss Helen Tongas, and Miss Kathrine
(with but a single entrance) that comTongas.
pose the grounds of the Atlas Film Corporation. After looking over the outside
Boston
General
Office Moves.
of the studio the party passed in to the
interior where a scene was acted for their
The General Film Co. of Boston has
special benefit. Leon E. Dadmun, manmoved to 5 Isabella street, 'where it will
ager of the Boston branch of the Atlas,
have nearly as much room and the office
will be more concentrated. The reason
conducted the party to the basement
where they were shown the developing
for moving is of a patriotic and economic
rooms
and other places of interest.
nature allowing the Vitagraph to occupy
A luncheon was held on the lawn in
the space formerly taken by the General
on the Church street side of the same
front of the studio. Speeches were made
building. The Vitagraph will be installed
by members of the Film Club. Mr. Dadmun spoke on the good work that the
in their new office June 10th.
Film Club had done in the way of cenManager Hand of the Boston Pathe exsuring pictures.
change reports very heavy bookings on
At 5.30 o'clock the journey home was
the picture "Moral Suicide," that is now
begun. Those present -were (as guests)
being distributed through the Pathe ofMayor of Lowell, Hon. Perry Thompson
fices. Manager Hand has appointed a
and his wife; Walter Hartstone, Frank
special representative to handle the picJ. Howard, president of the Atlas Film
ture in New England territory.
Massachusetts members of the salesforce
Corp.; Herman Wolf, designer of the
costumes for the Atlas Film; Edwin F.
of the Boston Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, are not going to let any sale
Delaney, E. F. Blodgett, Miss Grace Culbert, and Robert N. Howe, representative
slip by just by missing a train, as the
Moving
Picture
World.
whole force is now equipped with autoThe officers of the club present were:
mobiles, which are used in their travels
Mrs. Florence Brackett. president; Mrs.
over their territory.
Frank J. Howard, first vice-president;
Boston Men Visit Portland Opening.
Miss Mable M. Brewerton, corresponding
Portland, Maine. — The Strand theater
secretary; Dr. Carrie I. Bence, second
of this city has opened with a large numvice-president; Dr. G. Maude Hpugh,
ber of invited guests from Boston, inrecording secretary; Miss Elizabeth
Downs, treasurer; Mrs. Walter Nelson,
cluding Harry Asher of the FamousPlayers-Laskey and John and Joseph
Mcauditor. The members of the club present

Conville of the Famous Players Boston
office. The opening feature was Mary
Pickford in "M'liss" followed by a Fox
picture, "Brave and Bold," featuring
George Walsh. The theater is considered
the best theater north of Boston and is
only equalled by the Strand theater at
Lynn, Mass., for straight
pictures.
Dream
Theater
of Revere
Sold.
Revere, Mass. — The Dream theater of
this city has been sold by Eclar and McKenna. The new owner is P. J. Flynn, who
controls the Crescent Gardens theater and
ballroom at Revere.
Samuel Stratton in National Army.
Maiden, Mass. — Samuel Stratton, formerly manager of the Mystic theater in
this city has been drafted for the National
army, he is succeeded by W. H. Fish, a
well known theatrical man. The Mystic
theater is considered the best moving
picture house in this city being built in
1916 and seating 2,000. Fine business is
reported
under
the new
management.
Melrose, Mass. — The Melrose theater in
this city, which has been closed during
the winter on account of a fire that destroyed the theater last fall, will reopen
this month.
The theater has been rebuilt and refurnished and is now one of the finest
houses in Melrose. They will open up
with Paramount and Artcraft pictures and
• vaudeville. The theater will be managed
by the Melrose Amusement Company,
which is controlled by William Bradstreet.

NOTES
By

FROM

ILLINOIS.

Joe Esler, Traveling
Representative
of the Moving Picture World.
Theater Brevities.

Davenport, 111. — The Quality Film Company, a new producing concern, has been
organized in Davenport and has opened
a studio at 20S Iowa street. C. B. Holman
and Ivan L. Swanson are the managers.
They will make animated and commercial
motion pictures.
Moline, 111. — W. D. Dunn, formerly of
the Columbia theater at Davenport, has
been appointed manager of the Palace
theater in this city.

Boston Film Club, Guests of Atlas Film Corporation, Newton

Highlands.
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Baltimore Trade Letter
Bj .1. \i Shellman,
ml
race, Baltimore,
MaTj

Royal Ter«

Row
Over "It May
Be Your
Daughter."
BALTIMORE, m D The Marj land Censor Board, on Tuesday, June LI,
swore out a warrant charging Joseph
Bleohman, manager of the Picture Garden
theater, with allowing certain portions
ol ii Maj Be Ifour Daughter" to be
shown.
it Is alleged bj Mrs Marguerite B, Harrison, of the Cen
I rd, that many
portions were ordered to be cut out of
the picture by tin* Board and that later,
when she viewed the ploture In 1 1» < * theater, several of the scenes which h.ui been
ordered cut out, were still being shown.
The feature was advertised as "a startUngly bold picture presenting truths as
they should be Been and known." The
was scheduled to come up on Thursday, June 13. it Is understood that several other dim men
are connected
with
the rase.
Petrova Appears at New Theater.
Thursday, June >;. was one of the gala
days for the New theater, 210 West Lexington street, Baltimore. Manager L. A.
DeHoff was making s big drive for the
Wat- Savings stamp campaign. He arranged for the personal appearance of
Madame Olga Petrova at the New at both
the afternoon and evening. In conjunction with her personal appearance, lie arranged for the screening of one of her
best pictures, "The Life
Mask."
On Sunday, .tune 9, at the Harden theater. .Manager DeHoff continued his patriotic work by arranging a special performance of Gerard's, "My Four Years in Germany." for several thousand employees
Of the Bartlett Hayward Company munition plant. .Major A. G. Nutter, of the
British Army, spoke to the men on the
need of hastening- the work on munitions.
Arcade Aids W. S. S. Drive.
Salisbury, Md. — To aid the War Savings
Stamp campaign, which was opened in
Wlcomoco county on the night of Wednesday, June 5, Manager W. G. Pond offered
the use of his Arcade theater. Subscriptions ranging from 25 cents to $1,000 were
given at the meeting for War Savings
Stamps.
J. Howard Bennett Has Important Job.
J. Howard Bennett, one of the early
pioneer film men of Baltimore, with whom
many of the now prominent managers of
the Baltimore started out, is now field
auditor of the Constructing Quartermaster's Corps, at Base Hospital No. 16, New
en, Conn.
M. D. Hooker, who for eight years has
successfully piloted the affairs of the
Hampden theater in Hampden, as manager, has now resigned. Mr. Hooker is
going into the service of the Government
in a clerical capacity. He will join the
forces of J. Howard
Bennett.
Notes About Maryland Taxes.
Notice has been given by City Collector
Page, of Baltimore, that on July 1, 191S,
the 1918 taxes on real estate, all forms of
personal property, including shares of
stock and other property valued or subject to valuation by the State Tax Commission, will be in arrears. From that
date on the amount due will bear interest
at the rate of six per cent, per annum, and
a penalty at the rate of one per cent., in
addition. If the taxes are not paid on
July 1, 1918, the taxes on which said taxes
are levied will then be subject to sale for
taxes.
At a special meeting of the County
Commissioners of Anne Arundel County,
held in this city on the morning of Friday,
June 7, the general tax rate of the county
was fixed for the year of 1918 at 64 cents
on $100.
The tax levy for 1918 of Howard County
was fixed on Tuesday, June 4, by the
county commissioners at a special meeting held in this city at 95 cents on the
$100.
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Theaters Must Let Patrons Pay War Tax
Philadelphia

Post

Office

Authorities
and Collect

Orders
All Local Theaters
the Seat Tax Directly.

to

Notify

Patrons

Bj i' \ Irmato, mi n
, Balford Btreet, Philadelphia, Ps
Iueopold com erted I
I Idi lobby
PHILA1 > i : i . i • 1 1 1 \. i- \ Thi Phil tdel< ifflce aul too it u ■ ha \ a no Into
titled ail theaters that adn
Hong
the enl
pries must be displayed In ■ conaplououi
oi t he north u all, and running
1 1 on t he
pl&ce in front of the i>o\ office and that
I iiI In-tui floor,
was ana I
can .
ii
n
houses
olut
ail war taxes would have to i" collected
tered with debi
out the i
upon the prices of the tickets sola, Theally in- bad piled alon
aters who ii.n e in t he pai t be< n p
floor a hair ton or moi t he tax will be required t o Ins
dried mortar
and twisted
iron.
Sturdy
new ruling.
policy In order to comply
with this
new
marines paced bach and forth with rifles
over
their
shoulders,
and
a
to
W.
Herchenrider
Promoted.
machine
gun
commanded
the entrance.
While standing admiring his m
\\ Herchenrider, of the Stanley Company, has received
a well deserved
proMr. i pold received
the Jolt of hi
when he heard a woman, accompanied by
motion and is now receiving the congratu-*
latlona of all his friends.
her husband, remark: "Oh, look John, they
an- making Improvements to the lobby.
Jack Delmar
Has Charge
of Bookings.
have
wall covered
They
that
and are
.lack Delmar, of the Stanlej Company,
tearing It out,
i
i; at the brick
has been appointed In cha i ge of a I
and slate bookings.
Mr. Delmar
has also
piled up along the wall."
General Manager Taylor Hopeful.
been in the exhibiting field and met with
considerable success in managing the Jefm. W. Taylor, genera I mai ager for J.
ferson, Park, Empress,
Cayuga
theaters,
Fred Zimmerman's enterprises, who has
and has been responsible for the sucess
a directing linger iii the Keystone, LibOf the Kivoli which, after some difficulty,
erty, l-'airinount and Orphi-uin theaters in
has been put on a paving basis.
Philadelphia and the Edgemont In CI predicts that the silent drama will
"Hearts
of the World"
at Cape
May.
as often as Ty Cobb this summer. II.thinks it will be one of the best seasons
•■Hearts of the World" will have its
on record, both for the downtown
initial presentation In Cape May, x. J., at
the Lyric theater, on May 2'J, at one dollar
outlying houses, "i saw a line extending
two hundred feet out into Lehigh avenue
top price, upon the occasion of the reduring a heavy downpour of rain last
opening of this house under the management of Karl Suelke.
Tuesday," said Mr. Taylor, "and if people
can stand a drenching to see a vaudeville
Mrs. Given
Back
Smiling.
show or pictures, I do not think a little
Miss Catherine Agnes Daly, for many
torrid weather will bother them. He also
years private secretary to Alexander Boyd,
states that "The Woman in the Web" is
an unusual picture and has been drawing
was given a royal reception by the emexceedingly well at all of his theaters.
ployees of the Stanley Company upon the
return from her honeymoon from which
Mr. Taylor predicts that "Tarzan of the
she emerged with the title of Mrs. KenApes," which had a wonderful run at the
neth Caldwell Given. Her husband. SerLiberty, will have one of the largest bookgeant Given, has been in the service now
ings locally of any pieture in which he
for quite some time and we have good
has been concerned and considers that
the war films have done a lot to boost
reason to believe that the bride has realized the height of her ambition by marrythe picture businesses they are educational and inspiring.
ing one of Uncle Sam's warriors. Mrs.
Given received a substantial wedding gift
of $100 in gold from her numerous friends
in the Stanley Company. Mrs. (liven is
bade again at her desk, smiling and
By D. M. Bain, Wilmington, N. C.
happy, and apparently much interested in
her secretarial position.
The Victoria Will Reopen.
Gerard
Film at the Victoria.
WILMINGTON,
C— TheandVictoria,
Wilmington's N.largest
handFrank W. Buhler, managing director
somest theater, will reopen about
of the Stanley Company, announces that
he has secured for presentation at the
August 1 after extensive alterations, including complete new scenic equipment,
Victoria theater Gerard's "My Four Years
larger dressing rooms and stage space
in Germany," which just closed a successand the addition of several suites of offul four weeks' engagement at the Forfices. The Howard Wells Amusement Co.
rest theater, Philadelphia. The engagement has been limited to one week from
operate it.
Monday,
June
16.
Investigating
H. J. Paradis.
The Broadway
Theater
Darkens.
Wilson, N. C. — The refusal of H. J. Paradis, proprietor of the Oasis theater here,
The Broadway theater, under the dito allow Four-Minute speakers to talk in
rection of Sablosky and McGuirk, closed
his
theater
under the auspices of the U.
for the summer last week after having
S. Government, has brought about an inconcluded one of the most successful seavestigation by the civic authorities and
sons. Many improvements will be made
the Chamber of Commerce, and the Wilson
to this popular motion picture-vaudeville
Daily
Times
has launched an editorial
resort during the summer, including the
campaign in condemnation of the theater
entire rearranging of the seating capacity, the house being refitted throughout
manager's action.
F. D. Swindell, chairman of the Fourwith new and up-to-date comfortable
Minute speakers of Wilson, stated that
chairs. There will be many other changes
Mr.
Paradis had denied them the privilege
made with an eye for the comfort and
convenience to the patrons.
of speaking in his theater without furnishing any excuse therefor except that
Park
Theater
Dark for Summer.
it would disarrange his program, according to newspaper reports, which state
Green and Altman, who recently acfurther that the Wilson Four-Minute men
quired the Park theater, have planned to
comprise
some of the most influential citiclose the house for extensive improvezens of the city, including the secretary
ments during July and will reopen about
of the Chamber of Commerce, secretary of
the end of August, at a straight fifteen
the Y. M. C. A. and the editor of the
cents admission price.
"Times." Both the Princess and Globe
A Telling Front for Empy
Film.
theaters have been allowing the patriotic
speakers free access to their theaters, it
During
the presentation
of "Over
the
is stated.
Top" at the Nixon theater recently Man-
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Washington Theaters Wait on Local Boards
Provost

Marshal
General
Says No
That
Individual Cases

Fixed
Rule Will Govern
Work
Will Be Considered
Separately.

By Clarence L. Linz, 622 Riggs
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The exhibitors
and exchange managers of this city
who have in their employ men of
draft age are in something of a dilemma
as to what will be the outcome of the
recent so-called "work or fight" order of
the Provost Marshal General. Harry M.
Crandall, who is the largest employer of
labor in the motion picture business here,
^is having his men appear before their
"respective
draft boards
a view
to
getting decisions
as to with
whether
or not
they can continue in their present employment. Operators, doormen, ushers,
musicians and all others connected with
the theaters are subject to these regulations.
The Provost Marshal General recently
announced that no fixed rule would govern all men. Each person in the industries or employments "frowned on" as
perhaps not being essential to the prosecution of the war or the direct welfare
of the nation, will have his case decided
as an individual. For instance, there
might be two operators working in the
same booth of a theater, both of whom
are subject to the draft. One might be
permitted to continue operating while the
other might be told to seek employment
in a more essential plant. Circumstances
would be different; it might be impossible
for the first-named to enter into other
employment for reasons affecting himself and dependents alone.
Female operators in Washington are
as yet a thing of the future. Women
musicians, ticket sellers and ushers are
not new, but the National Capital has a
fine crew of male employees, both in the
theaters and exchanges, and it is hoped
that circumstances will be such as to permit them all to stay where they are.
Autos Can Be Parked After Six P. M.
The matinee business of Washington,
D. C, has been hit somewhat by the
recently adopted parking regulations for
automobiles. It used to be that the street
in front of the theaters and adjacent side
streets would be filled with cars owned
by theater-goers. Now the police permit
cars to remain on these streets but thirty
minutes at a time and where this regulation is violated a white card informs the
owner to appear at the station house and
leave $2.
There are many auto owners who do
not know that the thirty-minute parking
regulation is in force only until six
o'clock in the evening, and consequently
they do not come downtown at night,
but go to the neighborhood picture
houses. It has been suggested that the
downtown houses could run a slide containing this information.
Will Moore Becomes Coast Guardsman.
Will Moore, brother of Tom Moore and
formerly house manager of the Plaza theater on Ninth street northwest, has enlisted in the United States Coast Guard,
now under the supervision of the Navy,
and has been assigned to duty at Bridgeport, Conn. He is succeeded as house
manager by Frank Storty, formerly his
assistant.
Billie Airey Helping C. S. Anderson.
Billie Airey, who has been night man
at the Pathe exchange, and formerly engaged in this and other cities as theater
manager, has gone to Newport News, Va.,
to help out C. S. Anderson, formerly of
the New Grand theater, Baltimore, at the
Palace theater. Mr. Airey states that
his stay in Newport News will be but
temporary, pending the finding of another man by Mr. Anderson.
Jake
Flax to Manage
Sub-Branch.
Jake Flax, assistant manager of the
Washington branch of the General Film,
has been placed in charge of the Baltl-

Orders,

But

Building', Washington, D. C.
more sub-branch, replacing Lester Rosenthal, who formerly held that post. Mr.
Flax is well known to the trade throughout this section by his long connection
with the General Film.
Herbert
Elder
Visits New
York.
Herbert E. Elder, who recently came
to the capital from St. Louis to assume
charge of the local General Film exchange, spent the week-end in New York
City with Mrs. Elder celebrating their
seventh anniversary. Mrs. Elder will retain her residence in Albany, N. Y., until
the coming of cooler weather, when Mr.
Elder will seek permanent quarters for
his family in Washington.
Some
Parcels
Post Criticism.
There has been some little complaint
of late against the parcel post service as
the medium for the transportation of
films between Washington and some of
the southern cities. Conditions are such
as to make it desirable that the exchanges
use the mails in the movement of films,
but when long delays occur in the delivery of the films, the reverse is the case.
A local exchange complains that the delay
in getting films from a southern house
for the use of another theater caused the
cancellation of a contract, besides keeping
the second house dark. Another complaint is to the effect that where a house
in Portsmouth, Va., uses a film on, say,
Monday night, that film will be sent via
parcel post the following day, but it
will be Wednesday afternoon before it
reaches the exchange. The same shipment via express shipped Tuesday night
will be received at the exchange Wednesday morning.
The exchange managers are very much
disappointed with the parcel post service.
When the movement of films was first
inaugurated via this service, representatives of the local post office promised
that it 'would approximate the express
transportation. It has not done so yet,
and where exhibitors specify that their
shows be sent by parcel post they are
being informed of the probable delays
that will occur.
A Wedding
in Film
Circles.
Miss Ethel Jeffries, who has been assisting Abe Dresner at the Exhibitors'
Film exchange, Washington, surprised all
her friends last week by changing her
name to Mrs. Walter Riston. The young
lady was 'within a few days of becoming
eighteen; the groom has just reached 21
and registered under the draft law on
June 5. Because the bride was a few
days short of being of legal age, two
attempts were made before a license
could be obtained. The ceremony took
place either in Marlboro or Alexandria,
application for a license having been
made at both places. Mrs. Riston is the
second girl in the Jeffries family to elope.
A third sister is Miss Mary Jeffries, who
is the best known
film woman
in this
section of the country, having been assistant to Carl F. Senning, manager here
for the Fox
Film
Corporation,
and of
Jim P. Anderson, the latter's predecessor
for a number of years. Mrs. Riston has
rejoined her sister as an employee of the
Fox Film.
Short
Notes
from
the Capital.
The employees of the Crandall theaters
have commenced
their vacation schedule.
Mr. Crandall recently announced that all
employees would be given a week's vacation with pay this year.
They are also
to receive an extra week's pay during
December
as a Christmas
present.
A Moeller organ, said to be the largest
in Washington, has just been put in place
at the Knickerbocker
theater.
Manager

June 29, 1918
Arthur Robb is much pleased with the
new acquisition.
E. A. Sherwood, well known in local
film circles, has joined the Washington
exchange
of the Mutual
Film as booker.
Sidney B. Lust has turned the two-byfour breathing spot that the builders
kindly left vacant of his exchange into
something of a flower garden. The small
yard is a-bloom with red geraniums and
other flowers. Something unusual in exchanges.

Rochester Trade Letter
By
W.

L.

B.

Skeffington,
61 Main
Rochester, N. Y.
Ramsey
Is Gaumont
Camera

Street,
Man.

ROCHESTER,
N. Y. — for
William
Ramsey,
staff photographer
the Democrat
and
Chronicle,
Rochester's
leading
daily, has joined the ranks of movie camerists and will shoot for Gaumont here.
Jules Greenstone Beautifies Theater.
Jules Greenstone has just completed
many improvements and decorations to
his Empire theater, Rochester. Both the
lobby and the interior show that the renovations have been carefully planned and
carefully carried out. The Empire is a
popular house on West avenue, just a short
distance from the busy down town section, and Mr. Greenstone reports a decided increase in business since the renovations were completed. He states that
one night last week the number of admissions broke all records for the house.
C. J. Sanford Becomes Exhibitor.
C. J. Sanford, an ex-newspaper man, has
taken over the Princess theater. He
comes from Newark, a suburb near
Rochester, and is planning to give a real
live-wire program of film entertainment.
Mr. Sanford has some very progressive
ideas and already there is considerable
favorable comment centering around his
management of the Princess. For one
thing, Mr. Sanford has abolished the fivecent nights at the Princess, and hereafter
the uniform price will be ten cents and
the pictures will be the best that Mr.
Sanford can buy.
Starts Ticket Buying Contest.
To stimulate business during the summer months the Family theater has inaugurated a contest 'with votes based on the
number of tickets bought. The prizes are
courses in the Rochester Business Institute for the young man and woman receiving the most votes.
Has Three
Days
a Week
Policy.
The Gordon theater follows the policy
of opening on Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays only. It is controlled by the
Regorson Company, which also has the
Regent and Piccadilly theaters and ever
since the Piccadilly was built it was apparent that the number of downtown theaters was at least one too many.

Utica Trade Letter
Bv

C.

A.

Carroll,

Theaters

Utica Observer,
Utica.
N. Y.
Using
Splendid
Signs.

the many imX. Y. — Among
made in the
provements
few
past picthe Utica
within
ture theaters
months is the large number of electric
signs, the kind which allows the placing
of each attraction in letters with electric
lights. The DeLuxe has a large sign from
Norden Company over the main entrance
doors, under the marquee, 'with the word
"DeLuxe" in large letters; there are two
rows underneath for the title of the attraction. The same company has the Alhambra and has placed a fine marquee
over the main entrance directly under
which is an alphabet sign with two rows
of letters for names of the picture and
star playing at the house. Between the
third and fourth stories and fourth and
fifth stories of the theater building are
two other rows of frames with letters
illuminated with electric lights. This is
a fine place, as hundreds of people who
UTICA.
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TllK

w.iil for Street cars at what is called the

Busy Corner, can Bee the eigne on the
(root of the building better than they oan
■ee the one under the marqui
a striking elaborate sign in the A\
it la Immense and extends out into the
air from tin' front of the building near

tilt' loof.
It was
mail.' by tin- Geneva
Pine Ad Company ami haa four rovi
letters.
The letters are about
two feel
in height and, when lighted, can be seen
at quite a distance There is also a sicn
with the name of the theater.
Orpheum
has a plain letter elgn
-i so that it can be Been from four
different
directions.
The
Majestic also
lias Iwo of the Norden alphabet Signs at
either end of the marquee.
Possibly tin- most elaborate sign of any
seen In this part of the state was the one
the Park theater had erected when that
unfortunate house opened last October.
Just the four letters — Park — were on the
Blgn ami each one of the letters were
four feet in height Along the side of
the sign was a cannon which at intervals
shot a bullet into the air, along a Btrlng
of varicolored lights, finally exploding
into the word "Park," first in white, then
green, then red, and finally into a delightful combination. The sign was almost
the height of the theater, which was four
stories, high ones too. and extended a
considerable distance over the top of the
roof. At the edge of the roof was the
words — Tark Theater" — set in a flaming
Egyptian smoke pot. There were also
two of the Norden alphabet signs above
the marquee.
As a whole, the exhibitors of Utica are
progressing as rapidly as those of any
other cities, and there seems to be no
doubt that the patrons notice and appreciate them.

Nashville Trade Notes
By

J.

L.

Nashville
Banner,
Nashville, Tenn.
Comedy
Pictures at Orpheum.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Since opening the
Orpheum in Nashville for musical
comedy sketches during the summer
months, moving pictures have been playing a strong part in the program. At
first two shows were shown each night,
with a short reel of pictures between,
but this policy was soon discontinued and
one show presented each night.
Open Nashville Suburban Houses.
With the coming of extremely warm
weather a number of the suburban houses
in Nashville have been opened. Owing
to hard times and cold weather a number of these outlying houses were closed
during the winter, but are now doing
business on a substantial basis.
MORE

Ray,

MINNEAPOLIS

NOTES.

A Daughter at Benjamin Blotcky's.
Benjamin Blotcky, of the Minneapolis
Goldwyn exchange force, became the
proud papa to a bouncing baby daughter
one rainy day last week. Ben didn't stop
for the door to open at the Goldwyn exchange the morning the baby arrived. He
didn't see it.
Westcott
Buys
American
Maid
Films.
Manager J. Earle Kemp, of the Westcott Film Corp., has announced the purchase of films previously distributed
throughout this territory by the American Maid Film Co., namely "Glory." "The
Deemster," "I Believe" and "The Woman
and the Beast." Mr. Wilson, former manager of the American Maid, it is expected
will become an exhibitor in the Twin
Cities.
Ruben & Finkelstein Make Denial.
Answering reports that have been circulated about to the effect that Ruben &
Finkelstein, realizing that they had practically a monopoly on the local film presentation, had demanded from two months
to six months' protection on all features
presented by them, I. H. Ruben has denied the truth in such a statement.
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Good Showmanship Made the Anchor Hold
Small

Pittsburgh

Theater
in Out-of-the- Way
Location
Hai
Changes
Hands
at a Cood
Figure.

By D. J. McCurty,

PA
H, June
PITTSBURG
Saturday,

166 Union

\ deal waa closed
9, In Pittsburgh, for

i he saio of i he Anchor
t heal
Diamond street, downtown, whirl, revlvea

Interest in a theater unique as a moving

proposition
Anchor,
apicture
small Ionise,
ami In a'noeompa
i;i t i Velyii outof-the-way location on a sale street, has
for a number of yeara prospered greatly
under
the
management
<>f Profi
Gerechter,
The
"Professor,"
as ho Is familiarly
known
among
ti 1 111 folk, has peculiar
ideas
about
drawing
patronage,
which
have proven tremendously successful.
He.
has used an electric sign over the theater
which would have sufficed for a much
larger house ami has placed a bannerin on the downtown streets almost
daily for some time, advertising his productions. He has played the popular stars
continually, and although but a square
away from the Fifth avenue theaters, he
has drawn exceptionally fine business on
every picture.
He has endeavored to give an appearance of life and activity in front of his
place, and in this ho has been very successful. All of his means of advertising
have brought him results, and it Is because of his live-wire work and enthusiasm that he has a theater which Is said
to have brought an exceptionally high
figure in the transfer.
The house has been taken over by Mr.
Soltz, of the Majestic theater on upper
Fifth avenue, in conjunction with two or
three other film men. It is understood
that the same policy will be pursued, and
there is no reason to believe that the
theater will not remain a very profitable
investment, as Mr. Soltz and his associates
are experienced successful exhibitors of
a number of years standing in Pittsburgh.
It is said that a small theater on Fifth
avenue which has been closed for a number of years, but which is in a fair downtown location, will be reopened by the
same group of exhibitors. This theater
was formerly known as the Quality. In
so far as I can learn no deal has been
closed for this proposition as yet.
Yeggs Break Another Theater.
The Rex theater in Wheeling, W. Va.,
owned by the Rex Amusement Company,
of which George Zeppides is the president,
was robbed recently. Teggmen have been
operating in the vicity for some time, and
this is one of the many jobs which have
been pulled off within the past few weeks.
The safe of the theater was cracked early
in the morning and about $500 in cash secured. The Rex is one of the finest theaters in the "Stogie City," and has enjoyed splendid patronage for the past
three years.
Theaters
Left Without
Juice.
On Monday, June 11, considerable difficulty was experienced by a few of the
downtown exhibitors who have no lighting plant of their own for regular or
emergency use. The Duquesne Light
Company, which supplies the current for
Pittsburgh, had a gigantic breakdown in
their power house, and the lights
throughout the city were off for the entire
day until about six-thirty P. M. Several
of the theaters managed to connect up an
emergency light for their machines and
lobbies, with nearby stores, etc., but the
Wonderland and several others were without light until well on in the afternoon.
The downtown theaters commence operation at about nine-thirty A. M., and
this unquestionably meant a loss to them.
Joseph
Wagman
Buys
Plant.
A deal was closed last week, which
effects the consolidation of the two largest program printers catering to the film

arcade,

Prospered

Pitl burgh,

and

Now

Pa,

ti ide in Pittsburgh.

Joseph
Wagman, of
has pin chased i be plant
ami good win oi the Bxhlbltora' Publl n• oinpany
al '.ills I'en n
formerly controlled by Mr Callahan of the

Exhibitors'
Company,
eei
us have Service
had a coo,
I business,Both I con.Mr. Wagman
baa been concentrating Mh
entln
m the program
field, it in
natural
that ha should avail himself of
the opportunity
to n«-t a splendid
plant

and

equipment

With

this conaolldation,

I In- business
of Mr. Wagman
should
be
exceptionally cood, ami as ha is oi
the most energetic men in the field, there
is no question that he will ogerlt the patronage of exhibitors.

Buffalo Trade Brevities
A

Billy

West

Rules

a Regent.

BUFFALO,
N. Y— Billy
but no relative
of theWest,
film showman,
comedian
of the same name, is now managing
the Regent moving picture theater at Main
and Utlca streets, Buffalo. Mr. West's
successful policy is to have an entire
change of pictures seven times a week.
He is one of the few exhibitors following
this plan in Buffalo.
Interesting Theater Items.
Jules Michael, manager of the Academy
theater, Buffalo, is having a vacation. In
order to forget business cares entirely
for a few days Mr. Michael wisely withheld from local exchange managers the
name of the place where he has been
seeking
rest again
and recreation.
He will~be
on the job
in a few days.
He is
playing stock and pictures for the summer.
A successful benefit for Uncle Sam's
soldiers and sailors was held at the Victoria moving picture theater, Buffalo, Saturday night, June 8. The event was in
charge of Harry Greenman, manager of
the house. Eight hundred young men
in uniform were present. The benefit began after the last show at 11 P. M. and
continued up to 2.30 A. M. Besides the
pictures there was music and other entertainment, as well as refreshments. The
pictures included a Kinemacolor educational film; George Walsh, in "The Yankee
Way," a Fox production, and Charlie Chaplin in "A Dog's Life."
All Buffalo
Theaters
Comply.
Councilman Malone has filed with the
city clerk a complete record of Inspection
of all moving picture and other theaters In
Buffalo. The report sets forth that every
one of these houses complies with the ordinances which existed at the time the
theaters were constructed. Aisles, exits,
and operating booths are constructed according to ordinance, Mr. Malone re-

ported.
C. I. Sanford Sells One, Buys
Two.
C. I. Sanford, of Newark. N. J., has purchased the Princess theater, Rochester.
He also conducts the Opera House,
Newark, and the Crescent theater, of that
place. Mr. Sanford has sold the Wayne
theater, Towanda, Pa., to Mr. Woodln, who
also runs the Keystone theater there.
A Good Time to Get Busy Is Now.
The advent of warm weather has various effects on exhibitors in this territory.
When the temperature rises some of the
film men sink into a state of coma, so far
as stirring up active business is concerned.
Others bring every ounce of their energy
and resourcefulness into play when the
lure of the outside world draws many film
fans away from the theaters in the hot
weather. These wise ones have the foresight to realize that the going after business is easier now than it may be in face
of "heatless Mondays" and other wartime
handicaps next winter.
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Many Cleveland Theaters Change Owners
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The Apollo theater, now under the management of Theodore Lindsey, owing to
the absence of Teddy Chifos (Teddy is
now in the army), played William Farnum,
localis favorite,
Blue,"
and
much athat
good can inbe"True
said of
the Fox
Film mentioned. The other houses, most
of whom are second-run theaters, played
to good business for the week.
Picked
Up Dayton
Brevities.
George Jacobs, manager of the Masterpiece Film exchange, Cincinnati; Felix
Mendelsohn, manager of the Word Exchange, Cincinnati, and several others
were visitors in Dayton last week.
E. R. Custer, manager of the Metro
exchange at Cincinnati, visited in Dayton
last week in order to get acquainted with
local exhibitors. Mr. Custer seems a
young man for the position he holds and
is a jolly fellow. Mr. Custer included the
"World" correspondent in his list of
callers. The Ideal theater, this city, now
plays the Metro program first run.
Leo Edry, salesman working from the
Metro office, Cincinnati, was slightly injured when the automobile overturned in
which he and his wife were riding. Mr.
Udry is once more able to be out.
Mark Gates, managing director of the
Dayton theater, spent a day in Cincinnati
last week booking pictures. Mr. Gates
signed up for several features and reviewed many more.
John Seifert, at the Ideal, announces
that the month of May was one of the
most prosperous that he has had for some
time. Considering the warm weather
that Dayton is now enjoying, John should
be proud of his work.
Martin G. Chandler, of Chillicothe,
Ohio, was planning to visit Dayton this
week. Mr. Chandler reports that all's
well in Chillicothe.
A representative half of the Meyers
Bros., Inc., who operate the Royal and
Majestic at Chillicothe, O., visited Dayton last week in company with none other
than Elmer Rauh. who motored through
from Chillicothe, O., where he is stationed
with the U. S. Army at Camp Sherman.
While in Dayton Mr. Rauh and Mr. Meyers
talked with the World representative.
Mr. Meyers also brings in the news that
the Majestic, a legitimate theater which
he and his brother own in Chillicothe,
will be remodeled so that it will seat
about 1,500 when opened. The Majestic
formerly played pictures, but is now booking vaudeville.

Fairyland Goes to Dave Adler, the Homestead to Paul Gustanovic, the Moonlight
to the Bell Film — Other Changes.
By M. A. Malaney, 607 Belmont Building,
Cleveland, O.
whether
it
was
first or second
run, and
ending
week
The
—
CI LEVELAND, OHIO.
they certainly did.
j June 8 saw a number of changes in
"The Unbeliever" went over great and
the ownership of Cleveland photoplay
will no doubt prove a worthy success all
houses.
over the city.
West
on
theater
d
The big Fairylan
Tom
North
Visits Cleveland.
25th street, a house that runs from 10
A. M. till 11 P. M., was bought from
Tom North, Pathe home office official,
W. C. Kaspar by Dave Adler. Mr. Adler
was in Cleveland last week, in conference
owns the Strand theater, located in the
with Manager Holah. Several new ideas
downtown
section.
were incorporated into the exchange.
The Homestead theater in Lakewood. a
Cleveland
Business
Brevities.
suburb, seating nearly 1,000, was bought
SurJames
with
who,
"My
Four
Years
in
Germany"
is setby Paul Gusdanovic,
ting a record in Cleveland,
as it is h
rell, operates the Orpheum, a downtown
house.
in its third week
at the Opera
House,
and business is keeping up.
The Moonlight, on Broadway, was sold
M. E. Smith, general manager for
by J. Leavey to the owners of the Bell
Kleine System, was in Cleveland last week
Film Service. The Bell people announce
in
conference with Manager Norwood of
in Clevethat they will buy morein houses
the local office.
Pittsburgh.
land. They own four
L. D. Netter returned to Cleveland the
The Alvin theater, one of the smaller
week of June 4, after a flying trip to
downtown shows, which has a reputation
sold
Chicago and Cincinnati in the interest of
as a consistent moneymaker, was
the Masterpiece Film Attractions, his
by L. Zoffer to a saloon keeper, whose
company.
name Mr. Zoffer would not give out until
the deal is absolutely
complete.
The Strand theater, at East 89th street
and Superior avenue, was bought by Weisonofsky and Co., who also operate the
By P. J. G, Dayton
Theater
Building,
Grand theater, on Broadway.
Dayton, Ohio.
For nearly two years the exhibitors of
Business Good at Dayton Theaters.
Cleveland have been buying up other
theaters. Nearly every exhibitor in town
of the local picture
GHare some
ALTHOU
retrenching, most of them
houses
has the fever to own one or two or more
are enjoying a good business at the
theaters in addition to the one that each
present time. Warm weather often brings
usually operates. They figure they can
poor business, but the exact opposite
operate two or three more economically
own
their
of
and that they have enough
holds at present for most theaters heretime to do so.
abouts. The last three Sundays downtown houses played to a large attendance.
W. L. Sherry Opens Cleveland Office.
The Dayton opened with "Ruggles of Red
The William L. Sherry Service Co. has
Gap" to big business. "The Son of Democracy," featuring Benjamin Chapin, was
opened a Cleveland exchange at 410 Sloan
also on the program. The Strand opened
building, to operate in Northern Ohio.
The exchange is in charge of B. F. Lyon,
Sunday with Pauline Frederick in "Resura former Pittsburgh exchange man. Mr.
rection." Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew in a
comedy and the Pathe weekly filled out
to
plan
company's
is his
itexchange
states
Lyon
for
program.
the
Cincinnati
in
also have an
The Columbia had Lina Cavalieri in
southern Ohio and Kentucky.
"Love's Conquest," spoken of roughly by
The William L. Sherry Service Co. will
the several critics, and a Lonesome Luke
handle state rights pictures and do a
comedy, as well as the Screen Telegram.
regeneral exchange business. The first fealeases will be the Catherine Calvert
tures.
The Sunbeam Loses Property.
Someone made a good haul in the booth
of the Sunbeam theater, Cleveland, last
Are Building New House to Seat 1,600 at Edmonton, Alberta — At Lachine, Quebec,
week, and Manager Scovill is going
They
Take Over the Royal
Alexandria
Theater.
around in disguise in an effort to locate
the thief. The lens and condensers were
By W. M. Gladish,
33 Wineva
Avenue,
Toronto, Ont.
The Aliens have also invaded moving
stolen, and if the machines weren't so
heavy, Scovill thinks the thief might have
TORONTO,
Ontario. — consisting
The Templeof Theater Corporation,
Jule
taken them, too.
pi.cture theater circles of the Province of
and J. J. Allen, with Ben. Allen, of
Quebec. R. S. Slesinger, part owner of
"I am going to put a heavy lock on
the Royal Alexander Theater at Lachine,
Toronto, has decided to erect a theater in
the booth door now," said Scovill as he
Edmonton, Alberta, to cost $150,000. Along
Quebec, has just announced that the Alpurchased new lenses in the U. T. E.
office.
term lease has been secured on a large
iens have purchased this theater and that
the house will he reopened shortly under
site
on
Jasper
avenue,
Edmonton,
and
it
The Windameer Changes Hands.
the
new
ownership. This theater was
is proposed to open the theater in September. The capacity of the new house
The Windameer theater, in East Clevepartially destroyed by fire some weeks
land, was sold to George Siebanoller, of
is 1,000 seats aand the plans follow the
ago and the builder of the theater also
Newark, Ohio, last week. This deal had
style of Roman amphitheater. In other
died while it was being rebuilt. The
Arweeks,
several
for
fire
been hanging
words, the theater will have no balcony.
house is now nearing completion, hownold Goodman, the manager and part
ever, and will be in operation shortly.
An order has been placed for an organ
owner,
having announced
it May 15.
for the new house to cost $15,000.
Mr. Slesinger is now engaged in the
Mr. Siebanoller is a well known Ohio
H. L. Gage, construction engineer of the
publication business. A brother is genexhibitor, having been in the film busiAllen interests, has arrived in Edmonton
eral manager of the Inter-Ocean Film
ness for a long time. He operates the
Corporation
York City
anto supervise the work. The general deAlhambra theater in Newark.
other brotherof isNew
associated
withwhile
William
tails will follow closely the structural
Fox in New
York also.
Allen Theater at
new
"Unbeliever" at Mall and Alhambra.
the
of
arrangement
Toronto.
It is also -announced
that
the Aliens
One of the surprises in Cleveland film
have acquired
the new Majestic
theater
This will make the second theater in
circles was the announcement by the Mall
Edmonton
for
the
Aliens
as
they
already
in
Wostmount,
which
is
a
suburb
of Montreal.
and Alhambra theaters, two flrst-run
own the Monarch Theater, which is manhouses, that they would break their polAliens
Get
Canadian
Select
Pictures.
M. Allen. The Aliens
aged by H.
."
Unbeliever
"The
on
second
run
to
built their
first theater in the Canadian
The icy
picture opened its engagement in the
,1. J. Allen, executive of the FamWest at Calgary about eight years ago.
ous Players Film Service. Limited.
Prlscllla, playing the week of June 2.
Manager Norwood, of the Kleine ServToronto, Montreal and other cities, has
They now own or control upwards of
boldness
sheer
announced that the Canadian franchise
ice, put over tli is deal by
theaters from Calgary to Montwentytreal.
Quebec. They are building a fine
and nerve. He showed the management
of the Select Pictures Corporation of New
suburban theater in Toronto which will
of these theaters that they could make
York has been regained by his company.
seat
about
1,000
people.
Canadian
monev
with
the picture,
regardless
of
became
who
Kauffman,
Phil

Dayton Trade Brevities

Aliens Have Two More Canadian Theaters
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genera)
manager
for the Seleol a few
weeks
ago,
«iil
still
handle
features
In the Dominion and Sele
change office* will be continued In
treal ana Toronto, it la announced,
The
Select business In Canada
will be under
the Una] control of the Famous
Players'
Film Service, how ■
Mr. Kauffman recently appointed his
brother,
Ben Kauffman,
m
of tii>>
Seleot branch
In Monl re il
11
tlnue to have charge
ol thai offloe
The Famous Players, constituting Jules
and J. .1. Allen, control Paramount, Artcraft and Select releases, ana other pictures, throughout the Dominion.
Canadian Brevities of Interest.
The Manitoba Board of Censors has
emned in its entirety "Old Wives for
New", one of the latest Paramount releases dlreoted by Cecil B. DeMille, it
Is also reported that tiu> Manitoba Censors made big cuts In the Fox special,
"When a Man Sees Red." For this ana
other work there has been considerable
comment in Uu-ai newspapers and in Win.
nipeg moving picture clrcl s.
Manager Roland Roberts of the Regent theater, Toronto, announces that
people paid admission at the theater
on Monday, June ::. to see "Tarsan of the
Apes." This means that this downtown
house was filled more than three tunes
during the day. The theater played to
big- business all week.
The llolman theater, Montreal, which is
controlled by the Canadian Universal
Film Company, Limited, obtained first
Canadian run of "Boy Scouts to the
Rescue" which is being handled in the
Dominion under the personal direction of
Clair Hague, president of the Canadian
Universal. The first chapter of the Boy
Scout pictures was presented at the Holman during the week of June 3.
The Wonderland theater, a prominent
moving picture theater of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, lias been reopened under the
management of Frank Hyde, who is also
proprietor of the Crescent theater. The
theater was closed for a month, during
which time new seats, new screen, new
decorations and new projection machines
were installed. The theater, which is
located at Sargent and Sherbrook streets,
was reopened on June 3. The policy of
the theater will be to present Goldwyn,
Fox, Paralta
and Chaplin
pictures.
The St. Denis theater, Montreal, reputed
to be the largest exclusive moving picture theater in Canada, closed for the
season on Sunday. June 2. with the
Goldwyn's "All Woman."
of has
presentation
The
big house
had varied fortunes
during the past ten months, owing chiefly
to its size and location. It is proposed
to reopen the theater in September. Roland Roberts, manager of the St. Denis
during the past winter, has become manager of the Regent theater, Toronto-'
which is controlled by the same interests.
IN DETROIT.
Globe
Theater
Is Leased.
It is now definitely settled that Herman Warren and Ben Cohen get the Globe
theater, Detroit. The stockholders at a
meeting held last Friday ratified the
recommendation of the board of directors.
The lease is effective to Messrs. Cohen
and Warren starting June 10, and is for a
period of seven years.
Admit Soldiers and Sailors Free.
Frank Mellon, manager of the Norwood
and Fine Arts theaters, Detroit, has posted
signs in front of these houses that any
soldier or sailor in uniform will be admitted to the theaters free at any time.
Boyne City Houses Merge.
The Opera House ajid the Princess theaters in Boyne City have merged. This
means that C. I. Bellamy and Tom Tyrell
are now co-partners. The Opera House
will run pictures seven days, while the
Princess will only show them on Saturdays and Sundays.
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Detroit Exchanges Join Hoard of Commerce
Managers

of the Local

Distributing Companies
Will Have Organization
Affiliate with the City Board
of Trade.

Bj Jai ob Smith,

. iD I

DETROIT, a, a MICH
thai

now
theIt ii •■ troll
din
u hi affiliate « Ith
the Board
of Commerce
ana thej
will
I heir ou n 01
n
A no ,i ing
place Tuesday, June
11, to p<
the IS.organisation ana elect temporal

lotting Improved express shipments
will he the lirst thing attempted by the
film men m oo-operatlon wlCi the Board
of Commerce.
Sidney Golden Producing in Detroit.
Sidney M, Golden, backed by local capital, Is producing a Blx-reel feature in
Detroit, having already started on the
tirst scenes. Mr. Golden has been in the
producing Held for the past twelve years,
coming here direct from New Fork studios. Among his stars are Walter Miller,
who appeared
in "ThewhoSlacker"
and "lir.
it't
.lark Hopkins,
has played
heavy
parts with many famous stars: Corlls
Beck, who played the boy in "The Lone
Wolf," and Edna Mason, who has a., no
some big work in pictures. The story
involves
and underworld
lit', and
is said tosociety
be unusually
Interesting,
He
expects to complete his first Detroit feature by July 1.
Howard Pierce With Vitagraph.
Howard O. Pierce, for the past six
months manager of the Butterfield theater interests in Flint, and previously
with the State Film Co. and the Kunsky
Enterprises, has joined the sales organization of Vitagraph out of Detroit, and,
in addition, will look after publicity.
Howard was for several years the editor
of the Weekly Film News, the official
organ of the Kunsky Enterprises.
C. C. Pippin
With
Madison
Film.
C. C. Pippin, formerly salesman for
rathe, Kleine and Vitagraph, is now city
salesman in Detroit for the Madison Film
exchange.
Handling
City Sales for
J. P. Souders, former booker
Universal, is now handling city
the Universal in addition to a
the state.

U.
for the
sales for
part of

Bert Deiner in Charge of Bookings.
Bert Deiner, who came to Detroit re'ment. cently from Cleveland, is again in charge
o/ bookings at the Universal, succeeding
P. Souders, who is in the sales departMany "Unbeliever" Contracts.
W. A. Kent, salesman for the George
kleine System, has been spending the past
three weeks getting business on "The
'nbeliever." He signed up this big feain nineteen
different
know ture that
exhibitors
are towns.
waiting "Do
for you
the
salesman to book 'The Unbeliever'." said
Bill. "Their mind is all made up to book
it and it is simply a question of being
able to agree on the price."
"The
Kaiser"
Still Breaking
Records.
Remarkable how "The Kaiser, the Beast;
of Berlin," still holds up. Wherever show^
it is doing capacity business, and Manager Ward reports rebookings nearly
everywhere it has played.
M. S. Bailey Makes
Fine Record.
M. S. Bailey, manager of the General
Film Co., Detroit, has positively increased
the business 100 per cent, since taking
hold five weeks ago. Bill not only has
surprised the New York office, but has
exceeded
his own
expectations.
C. W. Perry With United Theaters.
Do you remember C. W. Perry, former
Detroit manager for Pathe who later went
to Boston — well, he is now traveling representative for the United
Picture
The-

tiding,
■ a i io

and

Will

Detroit

in,. Innatl oil i

iii

Secures "Carmen of the Klondike."
\ rthur s 1 1 ) ma i
er of
the ii>a"(u 'uiio
ii .Mi n or t ha k i, ooii ki
• a in, great Norl hw<
i Ing ' !lars
w 111 lams,
Ths
i lawn
Ma
I !om pan]
io make i
as they an- giving all their attention to
• in ••'rii.' i [earta <>r the Woi la "
Tins live-wire concern surely means hiiniTiii-y have leased two more rooms
on the seventh Door and are planning their
own projection room, so that we wouldn't
in- ^ire lotfloor.
surprised to see them occupy the
int
Book
"Hearts
of the World."
it is announced
that "Hearts
of the
World"
has been > ked for an Ii
nlte run io John ii. Kunsky, of Detroit,
for his Washington
theater.
It will open
there on Sunday, June 2:;, ana the policy
will be one show in the afternoon and
One at night,
with
prices
from
26 iints
to $1.50 top.
Manager will M. Elllo
tin- Washington,
has conceived a number
of unique
ideas in connection
with the
showing.
Col.
W.
S.
Butterfield
lias
hooked
"lliarts of the World" over his entiicuit of Michigan theaters on a percentage
arrangement.
Th.
| calls
for a
showing of the production an entire week
in each town, which Includes Kalamazoo,
Battle Creek, Jackson, Lansing, Saginaw.
Bay City. Flint and Ann Arbor. The
starting date will be some time the last
part of June.
A third print is to be devoted exclusively to engagements in the upper peninsular. Manager Arthur s. Hyman, of the
Dawn Masterplay Co., will leave tor that
section immediately after the Detroit
opening
at the Washington.
Operated on for Appendicitis.
a. j. Gilligham, of the Empire theater,
Detroit, was operated on for appendicitis
ten days ago, but we are glad to report
that he is out of all danger and is on
the road to recovery. lie will Ik- back
at his office before this is read in Detroit.
Regent
Will Remain
Open.
The Regent theater, Detroit, will not
close, as we announced last week. According to C. H. Miles, the lessee, it will
remain open the entire summer and there
will be no change in policy. Vaudeville
and pictures will continue, playing split
week with the Orpheum downtown.
New Front for Virginia Park.
Manager Wadlow, of the Virginia Park,
Detroit, has had the entire front painted
and improved. He is also planning some
extensive interior improvements and
changes. Had it not been for the war,
anned to enlarge the house. Mr.
V\>fdlow was formerly located in New York
ty. but came to Detroit to take the place
of his brother, Floyd, who is now in the
aviation department in France, and who
originally operated the Virginia Park.
Will Be Called the Blackstone.
The new theater at 30 Michigan avenue,
which A. D. Walstrom will open sometime
in June, will be called The Blackstone.
W. S. McLaren in the East.
W. S. McLaren, of the Majestic-Colonial
theaters, Jackson, will leave June 21 for
Providence, I:. I. and New York City, as
been
elected
delegate cities.
from Jackson
to
well as
other a eastern
"Mac"" has
the Kiwanis annual convention. After he
gets through at Providence he will spend
about a week in New York calling on the
different producers and visiting some of
the studios.
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Many Texas Village Shows Wait on Harvest
Texas

Wheat

Fields

Invite All Inhabitants
Including
the Theater
Men — Farmers
Are Aided and Harvest Goes Northward.
Herald,
Dallas, Tex.
By Douglas
Hawley,
The Times
men
in
the
southwest.
They say he
DALLAS, Tex. — Texas moving- pictures
knows every pig track in the eleven
— at least those located in the
southern states. He was formerly here
towns in the grain growing district
with Universal. In addition to the Gen— sort of ran themselves during the first
two weeks in June. The butcher, the
eral's regular business, Mr. Kelly will have
baker, the candlestick maker and his
charge of the Hodkinson releases, particularly the Paralta output. W. H. Hodwife and mother-in-law, got out into the
kinson paid a recent visit to the Dallas
fields and helped the farmers gather In
the sheaves. And there were a lot of
branch and was high in praise of conditions as he found
them
in Texas.
picture show fellows in among 'em, according to reports. The thing by this
F.
E.
Morrow
New
Mutual
Manager.
time, has gone on up into Oklahoma and
F. E. Morrow has been appointed Dallas
Kansas, with the progress of the harvest.
branch manager for the Mutual, succeedThe result in Texas, it is declared will be
ing Cliff Reid, resigned. Mr. Morrow is a
a full harvest of the wheat crop, which
brother of H. G. Morrow, formerly local
means many dollars this year. EveryF. N. E. A. manager and now with the
looking good,
to well
United
Theaters.
known thing's
exhibitors
whoaccording
have come
to
town
during the last week.
Hal Norfleet
Back
in Dallas.
Charley Kimball, manager American
Hal Norfleet is back in Dallas as mantheater, McKinney, says Collin county
ager for Hulsey's Old Mill theater, Mr.
people helped the farmers right along.
Norfleet was here in that capacity some
The only trouble he reported was that
months
ago, but was transferred to a
when the army aviators from Dallas and
Hulsey assignment at San Antonio, temFort Worth flying fields, put on shows
porarily.
above the wheat fields, it causes a slackLaurence Stuart, formerly Old Mill
ing up in the work. "Honest," he said,
manager, it is believed, is on his way
"some of the farmers, they say, wrote
"over there" if he isn't already over.
letters to the commanding officers, asking
Laurence's command has left Camp Tra'em to keep the students out over the
vis, San Antonio, and his friends are
bald prairie somewhere — the hands just
eagerly waiting some word.
couldn't "rubber" and work at the same
T. P. Finnegan
Seen
Again.
time."
H. C. Johnson of the Crystal theater,
T. P. Finnegan, formerly manager HipStamford, says everybody in his district,
podrome theater, but recently operating
up in Oklahoma and Kansas, is tn Dallas,
is quitting the town at 6 o'clock each
morning, and going out to help the
but is reticent as to plans or intentions.
farmers. Mr. Johnson's town is where
New Theater at Tulsa Opens.
the folks celebrated so some three months
The new Majestic theater, Tulsa, Okla.,
ago, when the drouth was broken. The
rains that have come since, he says, have
opened June 20, with the Goldwyn "Vemade
the crop outlook a splendid
one.
nus Model" and Mabel Normand. The
new theater Is one of the handsomest
south.
Pan Handle Gets Rain.
"Bill" Rowley of Robb and Rowley,
who conduct theaters at Abilene, San Angelo and two or three other points in
the Southwestern and Pan Handle sections, is feeling better. Rain has come.
It meant for any number of towns, that
a number of shows will not be closed.
Out in the Pan Handle country, it was
mighty dry at Clarendon and Amarillo;
Vernon, Childress and Quanah. This district now is feeling a whole lot better,
the manager said.
Fire at Caldwell's Isis Theater.
The Isis Theater, Caldwell, Tex., operated by W. W. Wright, burned during the
second week in June, with a loss of some
$2,000. No insurance was carried and no
films were destroyed. It is not known, as
yet, whether Mr. Wright will continue in
the business.
"Spider"
Kelly With
General.
James B. "Spider" Kelly has been named
as Dallas branch manager for the General
Film Company. John Mcllhern presented
his resignation early in June, and the
check over to Mr. Kelly was completed
by Division Manager T. F. McTier. "Jimmy" Kelly is one of the best known film

Notes About Interesting Persons.
John Saig of Ennis, paid a visit to exchangemen recently, and declared he was
going to keep on coming. "You see I
ride the interurban," said Jonathan, "and
interurban fares are about the only thing
I've discovered, recently, that haven't
beenC. W.
advanced."
Batsel of Sherman, was a caller
on branch managers, recently, reporting
business good and the outlook equally
so. H. H. Starcke of the Palace theater,
Seguin, Tex., booked some new Goldwyn
releases recently, and reported conditions
in his section of the southwest improved
as a result of rains.
Joe C. Clemmons of the Tivoli and John
Pitiman of the Crystal, Beaumont, were
in Dallas recently buying seats and other
equipment for their new $50,000 Beaumont house which is to be opened by the
middle of July. The new place will seat
1200.
J. A. Holton of the Port Arthur Amusement Company, Port Arthur, Tex., has returned from a California trip, and is
superintending
the
work
on
his
new
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Pierce theater, to open at Port Arthur
about August
1.
Theodore Polmanakos of Houston, seen
here not long ago, hinted at the possibility of opening a new theater at Tyler.
Texas film men have extended their
sympathies to P. G. Cameron of the
Crystal, Dallas, on the recent death of
his father, a pioneer settler in the state.

Louisville Trade Brevities
By Ohio Valley News Service, 1404 Starks
Building,
Louisville, Ky.
Several Things Help Theaters.
LOUISVILLE,
KY. —in Now
that theit spring
races are over
Louisville
is expected that business -will show some
improvement. During the thirty days of
racing thousands of people were at the
track ninguntil
nearly to7 their
o'clock
in the
and returned
homes
so evelate
that the theaters were forgotten. Considering the hot 'weather experienced,
business has been remarkably active during the past week. The fact that some
of the parks have about been put out
of business through being forced to go
dry, being inside of the five-mile zone of
Camp Taylor, has resulted in some parks
losing a great deal of business this year,
thereby improving things for the theaters.
"Cleopatra" Breaks Another Record.
The management of the Mary Anderson
theater, Louisville, 'which is running pictures during the summer months, reported
that on Monday, June 10, all attendance
records of the house were broken. The
event was the showing of Theda Bara in
"Cleopatra," one of the most sumptuous
and magnificent film spectacles shown for
some time. The film was booked for a
week's
run.
Older
Men
Are Filling Booths.
The possibility of women entering the
movingville haspicture
operator'sstrong
booth during
in Louisbeen looming
the
last few days, since talk arose concerning
picture machine operators being classed as
non-productive labor, which, if within the
draft age, would have to enter the army
or productive lines. However, there are
quite a number of old men operating machines in Louisville, and it will possibly
be some time before feminine operators
take much of a hand. In many of the
country towns women operators have
been doing good work since the younger
men were cleaned out by the draft.
Princes Theater Consumed.
Hopkinsville, Ky. — The Princess theater,
of this city, one of the finest moving picture houses in southwestern Kentucky,
was totally destroyed by fire on Monday
evening'. June 10, the blaze starting shortly beforewhite
5 o'clock,
a reel Morton
of f'm
ignited
on awhen
machine.
Reese, operator of the machine, stayed
on the job until his clothing took fire,
but
escaped
'while
the crowcl
in the
house uninjured,
left without
anyone
being
hurt.
Due to the alarm being turned in late
the fire department reached the scene late,
the entire house being in flames, and resulting in the plant being entirely gutted
and adjoining' buildings damaged. This
house, which was owned by L. H. Davis,
of Hopkinsville. was valued at $10,000
and had $8,000 in insurance. The building was under lease to the Crescent
Amusement Co., of Nashville, Tenn.,
which operates other theaters in Bowling
Green, Ky.. This
and concern
other points
in 'western
Kentucky.
had about
$7,000
worth of equipment in the building, -which,
it is said, was fully insured. From present indications it will be necessary to
build from the foundations up. and it is
doubtful whether the house will be rebuilt
at this time.
The Ben Ali Has Been
Cleaned.
Lexington, Ky. — The management of the
Ben Ali theater has completely renovated
and cleaned the theater. The floor has
boon recarpeted, the walls and ceilings
redecorated and the seats repaired and
placed in first-class shape.
The company
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"Unbeliever."
to Show
Hippodrome
Ruben & Flnkelateln
l'Ai'i.. MINN
ST.have
theater
leased the Hippodrome
on Wabash sin'ot near Ninth, to the
exchan >■ tor s w eek'a
Memo
of Hi-- big Edison feature, "The
showing
enit played a Beven-day
ellever."
to
Strand
at the Minneapolis
,m
capacity, played a return eng igement of
enjoyed
has
and
three daya to big crowda
uccesa In Duluth, Wlllmar and other
first and Becond-olass cities of the Norththat it will do a
it is expected
vest,
good business in St. Paul.
House.
to Billy Mick's
Boy Comes
Billy B. Mlok, manager of the Now Palace theater, st. 1'aul, is wearing a broad"I'was a bey.
Yep.
er smll« these days.
Doing nicely, thanks.
EUght-pounder.
T. B. McCormick Will Manage Theater.
■p. B, McCormick, who has traveled with
a "Birth of a Nation'' show for -7 months
day, has been
a single "open"
without
appointed manager of the Hippodrome
theater, St. Paul, which recently was purchased by Ruben & Kinkelstein. Mr. McIck was assistant manager of the
Grand, St. Paul, several years ago, working under Theodore L. Hays, now manager
of the New Cairn U.

n

Alio

Splendid

CITY,
Ull ' lb raiding
the
ol the new theater al Petti
lane ami
Main
treel
during
the!
m .1 line is a Bl i .
t lb- slsm \\ ii uii Dashes "Llbei I
the sky, flfty-fl
ive 1 he
new structure. On a broad shield is the
name, Liberty, in thlrty-lncn letters with
a darning torch on eaoh side. This Is surmounted b> an unfurled American flag,
nine by twelve feet in length. During
the day the artisue Front draws the attention of passersby and bi
that if
the
Interior
CulfllS
the
premise
of the
entrance June -."> will witness the openKansas
City's is
"theater
TheOf exterior,
which
of east beaut
Iron, iflaill."
In
terra

OOl I a

alon ■■

I In-

li nes

of the Italian Renaissance.
On either side
of the ureal
arched doorw
Mountings carrying the Qgure "i Pan blowing
his pipes.
Over the entrance
is a wide
Copper Canopy illuminated With about one
hundred and twenty-live
lights.
The Liberty will open with "The Unbeliever," a Kleine- 1 alison
production,
under the direction of the Marine
Corps.
The theater will be managed by the Harding Bros., Dave H. and Samuel
Harding,
formerly
of Omaha,
Neb., and owners
of
the Princess theater there,
i>. M. HardIng, secretary anil treasurer of the company, came to Kansas City about two
years ago and realized the fleld for flrstclass photoplay
houses
which
it offered.

Compelled to Vacate
is Mutual
IndianapolBureau
Exchan
Forces

ge to Leave
Office Over
Theater — Code
Inspectors.
by Deputy
By Indiana Trade News Service, 6 9 Layman Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.
county council of defense. In return for
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Jacob H. Hilkene,
the applause the Chasseurs sang several
of the fire prerecently chosen director apolis
, created
battle songs and "The Marseillaise."
vention bureau of Indian
Theater to Make a Picture.
in a new city ordinance passed a few
weeks ago, has refused the Mutual Film
An opportunity is to be presented soon
Corporation a permit to operate its film
for some of the young women of Barexchange above the Keystone theater in
tholomew county, Ind., to break into moNorth Illinois street.
tion pictures. J. E. Rogers, manager of
Mr. Hilkene said he sent word to the
Crumps theater in Columbus, Ind., has
contracted with a film firm of Indianapolis
company that under the provision of the
ordinance creating the bureau, a motion
to produce about the latter part of the
picture film exchange can not be operated
summer a film entitled "On the Banks
a
is
there
where
building
same
the
in
of the Wabash." All of the scenes are
would
he
said
He
hall.
assembly
to be laid in Indiana and a large part
public
of them will be in Bartholomew county.
give the film company thirty days in which
to find a suitable location.
Indiana Trade Notes.
Edward G. Sourbier, county treasurer
and owner of the Palms, Bijou and KeyEvansville, Ind. — "The Unbeliever," the
stone theaters, leases the rooms above the
Unitedtion States
film producwhich has Marine
broken Corps'
attendance
records
latter to the Mutual company. He took
at theaters all over the country, kept up
an active part in opposing the ordinance
when it was considered by the council
its record breaking ability when shown
at the Strand theater for the last five
and asked to have the measure made redays of the week. During the showing of
troactive, pointing out that the film exthe picture, Sergeant W. G. Ellwanger,
change quarters could be made entirely
of the local Marine Corps recruiting office,
safe. It is rumored that he is now conestablished a recruiting office in the lobby,
templating bringing suit to attack that
and succeeded in getting a large number
part of the ordinance.
of enlistments. A patriotic prelude was
Deputy fire inspectors, who were apstaged at the beginning of the exhibition
pointed with Mr. Hilkene, have been instructed to make a tour of the various
of the picture in which a large chorus
motion picture film exchanges and theunder Eugene
the direction
Ada appeared.
Bickin'g,
with
Stinson ofas Miss
soloist,
aters in the city and see that the regulations pertaining to such places are comMarion, Ind. — C. L. Branigan, owner of
plied with.
the Marion theater, last week purchased
the Luna Lite theater, and has begun plans
Had
Blue
Devils
as Guests.
for remodeling and redecorating the place
S. Barrett McCormick, manager of the
throughout. It will be one of the prettiest
Circle theater, Indianapolis, was host to
little theaters in the city.
about fifty of the "Blue Devils" or Alpine
Stephen C. Hurley is going to 'WoodChasseurs of the French army who were
stock to look after Mr. Spencer's theater
quartered at Fort Benjamin Harrison for
at that place, and all his friends will wish
several days the first of the week, Monhim every success.
day night at the 9:30 o'clock performance
"A Dog's Life" made a decided hit at
at the picture playhouse. A number of
the Imperial theater, St. John, recently.
special song features were given for them
Joe Lieberman, the popular manager of
and at the conclusion of the extra
the Fox local office, left Saturday, June
entertainment the visiting soldiers were
1,
to attend the annual Fox convention
introduced from the stage by Col. Rusin New Tork.
sell B. Harrison, secretary of the Marion
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to in- erected by Prank L Newman, owner
oi the R03 ai .ind tin- Regent, at mm LU!
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I
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theater i
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ted

and
new

a

here,
will
be the
third
hlnh-c.laSB
within
a stretch
of
a bare
block
half.
The
Newman
theater,
as tho
structure
will
be called,
will
have
a

Beating

capacity

Ol a little

more

productions,
and
will accommodate

an
a

ind,
a
sta^e
verted into use
tor

dramatic
pit that
""0

to

Tho
cost
$400,00(1.

than

which
may
vaudeville

be
or

two

conother

orchestra
symphony

is est ima I ed
The
exterior

al
will

be

of ten
'. it b a oolonnade 1 1 ea I ment
across the entire front, along the lines of
the Italian
Renaissance.
Mr.
Newman
to complete
the
theater
for a
Christmas week opening.
Adfilm
Offices Moved.
The Adfilm Co. has moved
its offices from
918 Oak
street to the 5th floor of the
building,
920-922
Grand
ave.
By
the change in location the company
will
have more than three times as much floor
as before and will be equipped
to
do any sort of indoor
production
work
along commercial lines.
O. A. Bandy Will Manage New Theater.
The Isis theater will open the latter
part of June at Thirty-first and Troost
avenue. It is in new building erected by
J. W. Wirthman, a druggist
of this city.
0. A. Bandy, formerly connected with the
Fox Film, will be the manager of the
Isis.
Inspection
Charge
Ordinance
Passes.
The ordinance providing for a fiftycent charge per reel for inspection was
passed by the city council June 10. Payment will be made by coupon from coupon
the comptroller's
office. books
Thepurchased
coupon atbooks
issued will
range in price from fifty cents to $25.
Changes
at the Pathe
Exchange.
J. E. Story, manager of the Pathe exchange in Kansas City, states that business, instead of slowing down, is coming
in in fine shape. One or two changes
have taken placed in the personnel of
the Pathe exchange. F. B. Pickerel, formerly salesman in the southern Kansas
territory, has been appointed branch manager of the Oklahoma City office. F. H.
Cassil, who has been with the Fox Film
as salesman, has been added to handle
the southern Kansas territory made vacant by Mr. Pickerels promotion. George
Jenkins, formerly with Vitagraph and Select, is now acting as shipping clerk for
Pathe.
Theater
Notes.

Duncan, Okla. — Burns & McDaniels have
announced that the Bungalow theater in
this city will be dismantled and the entire fixtures and furniture moved to
Comanche, Okla., where it will be reopened as soon as possible under the same
name.
Beaumont, Tex. — The contract for the
new Liberty theater has been let. A
charter for a $75,000 stock company has
been applied for. The theater will have
a seating capacity of 900. It will probably be ready to open by October 1. James
1. Pittman is president and general manager of the stock company.
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Trade News Letter From the Pacific Coast
The

Hamblen,

a New

Theater
at Alame da, Taken
Over
by
Sol Lesser Gets Big State Rights.

Lurie

and

Sheehan —

By T. A. Church,
1507 North
Street,
Berkeley, Cal.
will be held in the future, when sewing
O, CAL. — Louis R. Lurie
SANand FRANCISC
Howard J. Sheehan, who conduct
work will be taken up under the guidthe Rialto theater in San Francisco,
ance of Red Cross instructors. The
have purchased and taken over the
women also plan to tender dances and
entertainments to soldiers and sailors and
Hamblen theater in the suburban city of
Alameda. This theater was opened on
to otherwise take an active part in war
work. Many who could not be present
April 15 by James Hamblen, and represents an investment of about $100,000.
at the initial meeting are expected to
It is in the heart of the business section
join the organization.
of Alameda and is the largest theater
Famous
Players
Managers
Meet.
there, having a seating capacity of 1,500.
A convention of managers of the PaThe new owners plan to conduct it along
cific Coast branches of the Famous Playthe lines that have brought them success
ers-Lasky Co., was held this week at the
at the Rialto theater and have selected
division headquarters in San Francisco,
Bert Donnellen as house manager. This
the gathering being presided over by
is the second in the chain of theaters
Herman Wobber, who recently returned
planned by them, and a third will be in
from
a general conference in New York.
operation within less than a month, a
Those who attended the gathering, in
fine house at Eureka, Cal., now being
addition to district manager, were M. H.
touches.
given the finishing
Lewis, manager of the San Francisco
Sol L. Lesser Brings
Back
Big Rights.
branch; J. J. Halsted, of the Los Angeles
Sol L. Lesser has returned from New
office, and his assistant, O. V. Traggardh;
York, where he consummated some of the
C. M. Hill, manager of the Portland
greatest deals ill his business career, and
branch, and his assistant, Harry Hunter,
is now planning for the booking of the
and H. G. Rosebaum, manager of the Seattle branch.
great features secured by him, including
"Hearts of the World." He has purchased
Army and Navy Notes.
the rights for the eleven Western states
Larry Selenger, long with the Califor this production and also brought back
fornia Film exchange, is now in training
with him "The Still Alarm," "Nine-Tenths
at American Lake, and before his deof the Law," "Grain of Dust," "The Strugparture was tendered a party by his assogle Everlasting" and "Pershing's Cruciates in the business. The girls in the
saders."
office
presented
him with a handsome silThe Alcazar theater has been enaged
ver cigarette case, -while a silver pocket
for a run on "Hearts of the World," and
knife was the gift of Morris L. Markowitz.
this production will be featured there
Ralph Smith, popular booker with the
commencing June 24. Mike Rosenberg,
local Triangle exchange, has enlisted in
who always shares in Mr. Lesser's big
the
radio division of the navy.
purchases, came down from Seattle upon
Word has been received at the Triangle
the return of the latter and made aroffice of the safe arrival in France of M.
rangements for handling the big feature
F. Lowery,
formerly
salesman
here.
in Oregon and Washington, leaving for
the Northwest with a print in his posNew Oakland Theater Opens.
session. Irving Lesser, manager of tjie
The new Oakland theater, which was
Los Angeles branch of the All Star Feabeen remodeled by George Pyros, has
tures Distributors, Inc., came up from the
been formally opened to good business.
southern city to confer with- his brother
Mr. Pyros has been very successful in the
and left after a stay of a few days.
restaurant business, and has built up a
Patriotic Films Still Going Big.
splendid patronage, and if he is half so
successful
in his new venture he will have
Wonderful success is being met with in
a
splendid proposition.
booking meritorious productions of a patriotic nature and receipts from these are
San
Francisco
Newslets.
in the nature of record-breakers, in
Frank L. Hudson, who opened the local
spite of the fact that the amusement busiPathe branch several years ago, arrived
ness as a whole is off.
in San Francisco recently. At present he
"The Unbeliever" continues to attract
wide attention and is regarded here as
is not actively engaged in the film business, but finds it hard to keep away
being the greatest recruiting agent of
from Film Row.
the United States Marine Corps. ManRecent visitors have included C. H.
ager M. J. Cohen, of the George Kleine
Douglass,
of the Elite theater, Merced.
System, is spending much of his time
Frank Atkins, Marysville.
supervising the starting of engagements
Nick Turner, of the Strand theater,
at various theaters, planning to be on
Grass Valley.
hand at all houses where the Marine
N. L. Watton, Stockton and Sacramento.
Corps
band is used.
L. C. Burga, of the Westwood opera
Five prints of "My Four Tears in Gerhouse, Westwood.
many"
are
working
in
the
local
territory
and bookings have been made in almost
H. E. Lotz, division manager for Triangle, has returned from a trip to New
every community that boasts a moving
York.
picture machine. A. M. Bowles recently
Nye F. Dobbs. Mutual auditor, is paying
returned from a trip through the interior
the local branch a visit, having come here
in the interests of the Turner & Dahnken
by way of the Northwest.
exchange, and J. L. Warner, who has been
George Seach, booker for the Mutual
here for several weeks as special repreexchange, has enlisted in the army of
sentative of Warner Bros., has returned
married men, the event being an affair of
to New York-, well satisfied with the manearly .lime.
ner in Which this production has been
E. Barnett. assistant comptroller of the
placed.
Famous Players-Lasky Co., is paying the
Wonderful success is still being met
West
Coast branches a visit.
with in booking "The Kaiser, the Beast
Northern California News.
of Berlin." and live prints of this are
being used in the San Francisco field.
Burlingame. Cal. — Ceorgo Roy is planBookings have been made at such small
ning to remodel and enlarge the Burplaces as Covele, which
has ;i population
lingame photoplay theater and will inof but 860, the owl theater there having
stall a new heating and ventilating sysbooked it at the largest price it ever
tem,
put
in new chairs and thoroughly
paid for a moving
picture.
modernize this popular playhouse, makStart
Red
Cross
Auxiliary.
ing it one of the finest houses on the
Twenty-live women connected with loSan Francisco peninsula. When the work
is done the theater will have a seating
cal film exchanges, met a few days ago
and organized a branch of the Stage
capacity of 1,400.
Stockton,
Cal. — E. Y. Clover, for many
Women's
War
Relief.
Regular
meetings
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years with the Turner & Dahnken circuit,
but for a time manager of the new
Hamblen theater at Alameda, is back with
the old concern again and has been made
manager
of the local house.
Los Gatos, Cal. — L. H. Killingsworth,
formerly of the Lincoln theater, San Francisco, has taken over the Strand theater
of this place.
Marysville, Cal. — I. D. Stanford, formerly of Chico, has purchased the Liberty
theater and has closed it for extensive
alterations.
Chico, Cal. — J. J. Daly is preparing to
open an airdome.
Taft, Cal. — F. W. Livingston has become interested -with C. L. Langley in the
Hippodrome
theater.
Eureka, Cal. — The Rialto theater of Eureka has been granted a permit to issue
stock to Roy Carruthers and Louis R.
Lurie, who are transferring a lease to the
corporation and financing a theater business.

Iowa Trade Letter
By

J. L.

Shipley, 615 Locust
Street,
Des Moines,
Iowa.
Floods in Iowa Cause Delays.

DES

MOINES.
Local
film exexchanges, and IOWA.
Omaha — and
Chicago
changes as well, supplying service in
Iowa, have experienced the utmost difficulty in making shipments during the
past week, on account of transportation being at a standstill, owing to high
water. The main trunk lines east and
■west, as well as the lines north and
south, have been able to run through
only a few miles at a stretch. Tracks
have been washed out by the floods, and
in several cases bridges have also gone
out.
A good many dark houses have resulted
from the railroad tie-up, but exhibitors
have remained good natured in the face
of a difficulty which they knew could not
be helped and have made the best of a
bad deal. Probably there have been fewer
houses open during the last week than in
any period of Iowa history since the motion pictures became a popular institution.
Ridick and Bennett
Buy Theater.
Messrs. West and Jericho have disposed
of the Orpheum theater in Fairfield, Iowa,
to Ridick and Bennett. The latter firm
now controls both theaters in the town,
having the Fairfield as well. Mr. Bennett announces that the Orpheum will
continue to show the highest grade of
state rights features and is making several changes in the physical appearance
of the theater.
Mt. Pleasant House Changes Hands.
E. H. Helmts has sold the Auditorium
theater at Jit. Pleasant to Miss Pauline
Beckwith, manager of the Pastime theater of that city, so that now Miss Beckwith controls both theaters in that city.
Mr. Helmts is planning a long vacation
and is going to motor to the Coast, where
he will spend several months before returning to the theatrical business.
H. H. Kellogg Takes
Ft. Dodge
House.
H. H. Kellogg, one of the former owners of the Lyric theater at Fort Dodge.
has purchased the Orpheum at Centerville
from Bitter & Lane. Mr. Lane has been
drafted, and Mr. Ritter has retired from
theatricals.
Exhibitor
Makes
Good
Councilman.
C. G. Behrens. manager of the Family
theater in Davenport,
who
was recently
elected councilman in that city, is combining both activities. Mr. Behrens is
without question the most popular councilman in Davenport, and already is being
touted as a candidate for mayor when
the next election rolls around.
Big Des Moines Theater Sold.
The Palace theater of Des Moines has
been sold by J. Miloslowsky to a number
of local capitalists.
It is one of the larg-

rune 29, L918
theaters In the city, with .1 Beating
oapacitj ■■! 900, it is located In the heart
of the theatrloa] district, Harrj W
formerly picture editor ol the Omaha Bee,
ami recently associated with 11 m
The. mas in the management ol the Strand
ami Rialto theaters In that city, has been
appointed resident manager ol the Palace.
Mr. Waits lias already mail,- a number
of changes In the appearance of the theater ami its stall, ami is lining up an
attractive program of high class features,
nis former newspaper experience ami
his success along managerial lines, he is
expected to do big thin
for the Palace.
Iowa Business Jottings.
Harry Wolfberg, well known m the east
ami south as an Independent
state rights
exchange man. spent a daj in Des Moines
recently
with
a. 11. Blank
en route
to
New York. Mr. Wolfberg has (lisp,. soil of
his interests in Pittsburg, Kan . ami announces that in the verj
near
future
he
will open up an independent
exchan
Kansas
City.
Pan p. Burgum, resident manager of
the Garden theater, pes .\ioines. is spending his two weeks' vacation In Pittsburgh, his former home, ami .1. C. Collins, who has been acting as road man
for the Plank Enterprises, is look
the theater during .Mr. Burgum's ab
Dora p. Middlesworth, cashier ana office
manager of the Garden theater, has returned from her two weeks' vacation in
Chicago and other Illinois points.
Exhibitors Visiting Des Moines.
Visitors in Pes .Moines exchanges
dure past week included:
8. E. Greenebaum, of the Garden, Davenport.
Pete Lemen, of the Rialto, Newton.
rge Penteicher,
of the Royal,
Carroll.
Ed Awe, of the Strand, Fort Dodge.
P. H. Tuel, of Stuart. Iowa.

Spokane News Brevities
By

S.

Clark
Patchin,
E.
1S11
Eleventh
Avenue,
Spokane,
Wash.
Notes From Local Theaters.

SPOKANE.
Wash. — Charles Packeritz,
manager of the Empress theater reports that "The Kaiser, The Beast
Of Berlin," which he run for three days
charging an admission price of 10 cents
as compared to his regular admission
price of five cents was the best picture,
from a box office standpoint also in numbers in attendance, that he has run for
months.
He
also
showed
"Mother
O'Mine,"
at 10 cents
admission
to large
audiences
of a three-day
run.
Mr. Packeritz is having good success
with serials and is just running the last
parts of "The Mystery Ship," which he
runs on Sundays and Mondays. He will
start "The Bull's Eye" June 13 running
it three days a week until all the pictures
have
been
shown.
Spokane
Trade
Jottings.
Spokane, Wash. — "My Four Years in
Germany," from the book of Ambassador
Gerard drew capacity audiences to the
Clemmer theater where it run for four
days. Edith Storey also drew capacity
audiences to the Casino in "The Legion
of Death."
The Liberty theater will begin the substitution of girl ushers for the 17 boy
ushers on Sunday, June 9. Two girls
will be put in the service now, and the
other 15 will be put on as they are chosen
and the costumes are finished.
C. H. Code, salesman for Goldwyn, arrived home a few days ago, after a 90
days' trip through the territory.
C. H. Feldman, salesman out of the Exhibitors' Film exchange, returned from a
short trip through western Washington
and Oregon. Mr. Feldman is concentrating his efforts on "My Four Years in Germany" and "Tarzan." The last Chaplin
comedy. "A Dog's Life," is also giving the
Exhibitors' exchange salesman cause for
great
satisfaction.
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Orpheum
Makes
Good
With
Films.
After
tWO weeks
of motion
pictures
the
business of the Orpheum theater is proving t lie w is. bun of Ma n. 1 ■■,<! Le\ j
from vaudeville to tlie screen drama. II
Is also
proving
the
mistake
of
some
propheslers that there were enough motion picture theaters In Seattle, and that
any new our entering the Held would be
one t..o many. Others said that with the
genei a 1 grav Itat Ion north w ard of thi
tail center the Orpheum was too
downtown.
All these propii.is of Seattle's
amusement world are now finding 0U1
their mistake, however, for the Orpheum
is becoming more ami more popular with
eaeh
performance.
On the other hand,
it
ran
not
be
denied
t ha I m
■ . ir Lev]
selected the psychological moment
to
ter the motion picture field, tor the business is better now In Seattle and ol 61
coast towns that it has ever been in
the history
of the industry.

Scates

Opens

Theater

1 he N01 ' ■ 1 !omi
emodoffli • ■ a nd
to ta 1. ■
at Okanogan.

( '. P, Scatea opened the Paramount
the, at ( ika noga n, Wash! n
Thei .- was qull e a lo( ••! d< la 5 and
expense
in building
the house, OWil
lai.oi
and
difficulty
in getting
material,
but Mr. 1
Scatea says he I .low [|
to Seattle and finished a line-up of bookthat
will bring
the people
to his
house whether they want to eome or not.
Arleraft
of Goldwyn'E
and
1i
rig in s 1 .a 1 11 r< a, "Ra m
and "The
Birth Of a Nat ion."
Buys
Interest
in Yesler
Theater.
Mike
Rosenberg,
manager
of the
De
Luxe Feature Film Company,
has bo
out
Mr.
Halm's
interest
in the
theater.
M. L. Brown, who was th<
ter's partner,
will keep
his interest
in
the house and will remain as manager.
H. H. Hum
Now
in Charge.
W.
F. Seymour,
who
came
out
from
New- v.iik as a special representative for
Triangle
to straighten
out the affal
the Seattle office, left this week to take
over the management of the Minneapolis
office- During his sojourn of several
months in this city Mr. Seymour made
friends of all the exhibitors that he met,
and both they and the exchange men of
the Northwest were beginning to wish
that he might be stationed here permanently. Hd left H. H. Hum In charge of
office. Mr. Hum is well known and
liked through his previous experience as
manager of the Triangle office and as Mr.
Seymour's right-hand man for the past
few months.
Business
Brevities
From
Seattle.
A. L. Alylan, manager of the Seattle
General office, announces that the first

F. C. Quimby
Greeted
in Seattle.
F. C. Quimby, business manager of
Pathe Exchange, Inc., arrived In Seattle
on June 4. This was quite an event in
motion picture circles of this vieinii
it is the first time Mr. Quimby has visited
the city where he is perhaps better known
than in any other locality since he left
here to take his important posl at New
York headquarters last autumn. He is
so busy greeting those who come to see
him that we are afraid he will have a
hard time getting any business done
while he is here. He will remain sei
weeks before proceeding on his tour of
Pathe offices. He reports conditions all
over the country as excellent, so far as
Pathe is concerned, and, as usual, is most
enthusiastic.
L. J. Schlaifer Joins
Marines.
L. J. Schlaifer, manager of the L. J.
Schlaifer Attractions, has joined the U. S.
Maines and left this week for a training
camp. During his absence. Melvin G
W'instock, his partner, will have entire
charge of the business. The companj has
recently added to its list of features the
Rex Beach Travelogue, featuring Rex
Beach, Mary Roberts Rinehart and Edward Salisbury.
F.
F. R.
manager

and

two of the Interstate features, "The Last
Paid of Zeppelin L 21" and "The Mother
and the Paw," have arrived at the Seattle
office and are ready for distribution.
Eugene Levy, manager of the Orpheum
theater, has signed for Billy West comedies and World comedies.
W. A. .Mead, who has charge of the
Seattle
Pox
office during
the absence
of
A. W. Eden at a conference In New York,
announces that the "The Big Six" reissues are open for booking.

R. Durand
Leaves
Seattle.
Durand,
for the last few
months
of the Greater
Features
Com-

Keep your eye* open foi
-t1
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Critical Reviews and Comments
Upon Current Productions
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"THE
SOAP
GIRL."
Gladys
Leslie Romps
Prettily
Through
a Light
Love
Story.
Reviewed
by Hanford
C. Judson.
THE
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature
"The Soap Girl" is chiefly for
patrons still in their teens and
early twenties, and such will probably
take pleasure in it. In the first place, it
has Gladys Leslie, who is good to look at
and makes a pleasing heroine for a love
story; at least she provides a convincing
possibility. Art cannot be conceded to
her; but she is frisky and light hearted.
Her special stunt is ducking
kisses.
In the second place, the story starts off
with a good idea and since the average
youthful patron of pictures is imaginative,
more imaginative sometimes than the
author and director, he or she will be
glad to supply deficiency and get more enjoyment than the art, in this case, of
Director Martin Justice or Author L. A.
Browns
really warrants.
The heroine's daddy is a successful
manufacturer of soap and the girl is in
love with a nephew of a society woman
whose ancestors had made a fortune
selling rum to the Indians. This has
now been forgotten and the fashionable
woman's pride makes her look down on
the daughter of the soap man. Daddy
is told of the situation and rightly conjectures that the thing the girl needs is
publicity, so he gives orders to his advertising man to get her picture before
the public. Just here the author and director are confronted with a dilemma.
They are going to put her picture in all
the magazines and, of course, it is going
to be a soap advertisement. If they
make it poetic — it is bound to be pretty
— they lose a chance, dear to the hearts
of some directors, of getting something
either sensational or near sensational,
as in this case, where they fall for it
and make her head and shoulders appear
over the rim of a bathtub. That gained
the touch they wanted and made Daddy
and his advertising man fat wits — :fa"t
wits do not make successes in manufacturing these days. It also takes from
Daddy a chance to show a human heart.
It also spoils the plot by giving the society woman a real reason for her distaste at having the girl in any way connected with her. And what was gained
was only a near-sensation after all.
The role of the society woman is taken
by Julia Swayne Gordon, an able and accomplished actress; but she exemplifies
at her director's will several of the false
notes found in all but the better pictures.
She tries to substitute facial expression
for real action in places where the business has nothing interesting or dramatic
to offer. In this case, she puts Media and
Hecuba Into a little parlor scrap with her
nephew, and when her pride is pricked
she dramatically rests her forehead on
the marble balustrade, her black dress
contrasting with its white, in a picture
of dejection worthy of some grief-burdened Laodemia. Another thing she exemplifies and this is too common in pictures. When a loading character wants
to call a servant he or she takes a step
backward, looks to right or left, tilts
the nose once or twice upward to an
angle of about forty-five degrees and
steps grandly back to position. This has
grown ridiculous.

IN THIS

ISSUE.

The Soap Girl (Vitagraph).
How Could Yon, Jean? (Artcraft).
We Should Worry (Fox).
Patriotism
(Paralta Plays).
His Enemy the Law (Triangle).
Station Content (Triangle).
Tonsorial
Artists (Fox).
Hospital Orderlies
(Fox).
The Voice of Destiny
(Pathe).
Midnight
Madness
(Bluebird).
Which
Woman?
(Bluebird).
A Desert
Wooing
(Paramount).
A Woman of Redemption (World).
Her Screen Idol (Paramount).
Up Romance Road
(Mutual).
Good
Night, Paul (Select).
The
Unchastened
Woman
(RialtoDe Luxe).
The Heart of a Girl (World).
A Little Sister of Eveirybody (Pathe).

get their meals and do other odd chores
about the place. The job would have
frightened off any other poverty-stricken
heiress, but Jean is one of those fortunate
mortals who can get fun out of anything
or anybody, and two lovers, five small
children, a dog, the cow and the all-toofamiliar goat furnish her with plenty of
amusing material. One of her admirers is
the Swede hired man and the other is
young Ted Burton, the son of a millionaire. Ted is so much in love with Jean
that he bribes the Swede to let him take
his place on the farm. Such devotion is
entitled to its reward. He is shown embracing Jean as the picture ends.
The construction of the story could be
vastly improved, but its spirit is good
clean fun and the production reveals
country scenes of quiet beauty that are
refreshing
the soul.
Pickford's
arch
wink, to
radiant
smile Mary
and deft
comic
methods are given full play in the character of Jean. Casson Ferguson, Herbert
Standing, Spottiswoode Aitken, Fanny
Midgley, Larry Peyton and Zazu Pitts
are the leading members of the admirable
support.
"WE
SHOULD
WORRY."
Fox
Company
Lees — (Catherine
Left Bower
and
the Other
Is Some Jane.
Reviewed
by Hanford
C. Judson.

Those
is

Mary

"HOW COULD YOU, JEAN?"
Pickford
Does
Broad
Comedy
Stunts
in Artcraft
Picture.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.

ELEANOR HOYT BRAINARD wrote the
story of "How Could You, Jean?''
and Frances Marion made the scenario from it for Mary Pickford's Artcraft screen production, directed by William D. Taylor. Charles Rosher was the
cameraman. The result is a disjointed
but for the most part highly amusing
screen story, with the star doing bits of
broad comedy at unexpected moments.
One of the most unexpected of these
moments is when a wicked he-goat advances rapidly from the south while
Mary is gazing north and charges her
so viciously that she does a complete
summersault before losing her momentum.
Miss Pickford has other funny bits of
a less strenuous sort and a brief touch
of pathos when she puts on the oldfashioned clothes that were worn in the
long ago the
by her
daughter
and
soothes
last employer's
moments of
the dying
man. There is also a slight sprinkling
of melodrama as Mary dashes into a
burning barn and drags out the family
cow, stern first.
"How Could You, Jean?" has an original
heroine. Born and reared to great
wealth, when her income stops and she
is forced to earn her own living she
takes stock of herself and discovers that
the only thing she knows anything about
is cooking; so she goes to an employment
office and gets a job as cook. Not at the
first attempt, however. It is only after
she has dressed herself to correspond
with the other cook-ladies and claimed
to come from Sweden that she succeeds
in getting
herself hired out.
The Bonners, a scientifically inclined
old couple too busy with bugs and beetles
to attend to their farm, engage
Jean to

a

exfor the
hibitor in be
the norecent
picture
worry Fox
THERE will
with
the
Lee
kids,
"We
Should
"Worry"— it is effective as a worry-killer both
for theater management and theater audience. The story was plainly 'written
for the Lee children and has not only
novelty but is more human and understandable by the heart than most stories
dealing with pranks of kids more full of
pep than of desire to make grown-ups
around them comfortable. It runs along
the general line of former Lee pictures
with not so good a melodrama hitched
up to it as had "American Budi," but it
more than makes up for this by the
dandy part it gives to Jane. Katherine is
a delightful little player, ' but Jane has
exceptionaland
facial
as 'wellthat
as
liveliness,
both expression
have personality
carries along the spectator a willing
captive.
The big thing in this picture is the
longing of the two kids to be kidnapped,
and their progress through the slum part
of the city with this object in view yet
with keen dramatic sense of all the requirements of the situation is a joy.
Nothing was to be lost, not even their
fright at being captured, and with Jane
to arrange things the thugs were not to
have an easy time in making the haul.
Well, there are a couple of real bad
men who are willing to pull off a little
job while resting before cracking the
bank's crib. They get a handful when
the; bag the kids and take them to the
dark, black cellar where one poor kidnapper is left to watch while his pal goes
to collect the swag from the wealthy
aunt. Jane is not satisfied to have things
go smoothly and starts something that
neither the watcher nor his partner when
he returns want to finish. Not all of it
gets over, but most of it does, and as a
whole it is a mighty good laugh maker.
It
willit. be a fortunate exhibitor who
shows
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"PATRIOTISM."
Bessie Barriscale Star of Timely Pnralta
Picture Directed by Raymond
B. West.
Reviewed
by Edward
w.-itzH.
AS the title Indicates, "Patriotism" belongs to the class of photoplays that
have been written to aid In oreating
the love of freedom and Justice which
Is tlio foundation of the Allies cause. Ths
authors of this six-part Parana picture
are K. B. Kidd and Jane Holly, the
scenario being: tho work of Julian Louis
Lamothe. The story serves its purpose
excellently and Bessie Barriscale acts a
patriotic Scotch lassie with her accustomed depth of feeling and artistic
skill. Raymond B. West has directed the
picture effectively and Cameraman Clyde
I v Viniia lias taken advantage of a number of picturesque locations along the
seashore.
The story Is out of the usual ehannel.
The scenes take place in Scotland. Robin Cameron, the heroine, has given her
home on the Scottish seaooast as a
hospital for convalescent soldiers. Doctor Hyde, of the hospital staff, is in love
with Robin, and Sidney Carson, who
owns the next estate, is also another of
her suitors. An American is added to
the number when a submarine sinks a
ship near the Cameron coast line and
John Hamilton is washed ashore and
cared for by Robin.
Sir Angus Cameron, an army officer,
is sent to learn if there is a German
submarine base near his home. His life
is attempted in a German air raid, and
Sir Angus is confident that there is a
spy in the neighborhood. Hamilton finds
out that Carson is the man, but Carson
accuses him of being- in league with the
enemy, and Doctor Hyde, from motives
of jealousy, backs up Carson. A little
Belgian girl, who has been adopted by
Robin, is the means of finding out that
Carson is the real spy and has an underground chamber in which supplies for the
submarine
are stored.
Robin's
younger
brother
has just
killed in battle when
Hamilton
tells been
her
that he is going to the front. The girl
shrinks from giving him up at first, but
ends by putting her duty before her love
and bidding
him a brave fairwell.
Charles Gunn is manly and capable as
John Hamilton. Herschal Mayall, Arthur
Allardt, Joseph J. Dowling, Clifford
Alexander, Ida Lewis and Mary Jane
Irving
complete
a well rounded
cast.
"HIS ENEMY
THE
LAW."
Five-Part
Triangle
Picture
Featuring
Jack Richardson
in Well Acted
Dual
Role.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
JACK RICHARDSON is called upon to
act two parts in "His Enemy, the
Law," a Triangle photoplay written
by Lillian Ducey, scenario by George E.
Jenks. The dual role consists of father and
son, and the story is filled with incident.
Starting in the days before the Civil War
the many connecting links in the lives
of Captain Jack and "Red," his son, constitute a theme that is always interesting,
even when the spectator is not in sympathy with the conduct of either of the
characters. Raymond Wells, who directed
the production, has given it the benefit
of skilled treatment, and G. C. Peterson's
photographic work is also of the right
grade.
A bitter disappointment in an affair of
the heart turns Captain Jack Rogers, a
young Confederate army officer, into a
reckless man who finally becomes an outlaw. Learning that the woman he loves
has married another Rogers offers himself to a widow living near his cabin in
Texas and the couple start a union that
ends in unhappiness and a separation.
A son, called "Red," is" the one thing
Rogers loves and he takes the boy with
him. Losing everything at the gambling
table, he turns bandit and is shot and
killed by the sheriff.
The boy is adopted
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trial.
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rs and the girl learn of the
romance
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The lawyer
also undergoes a ohange of bear! to
society.
Jack Richardson la ably east as father
and son. and Is well Supported
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Livingston,
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and
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"THE

VOICE

OF

DESTINY."

Diando-Pathe
Subject
Features
Baby
Marie
in Simple,
Pleasing
Tale.
K.vlewed
by Hubert
C. M.KIruvy.
THAT

"STATION
CONTENT."
Gloria Swanson
Has Congenial
Role in
Pleasing
Triangle
Photoplay
of
Railroad
Life.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitsel.
VKKY real ami convincing Is the story
of "Station Content," a five-part Trl.
■ ■ picture starring Gloria Swanson. Catherine Carr is credited with its
authorship and Charles J. Wilson supplied the scenario. The production was
directed by Arthur lloyt and photographed
by Elgin Leslie. Most of the scenes t a k <■
place on or near a railroad and great care
has been used in having the details correct. A reproduction of a burning trestle
is the -only effect that is not wholly successful. A furious rain and wind storm,
during which the heroine fights her way
along the track and stops the train that
is speeding toward destruction, is remarkably impressive.
"Station Content" tells of two people
whose happiness is almost wrecked because loneliness and fancied neglect
causes the wife of a station agent to leave
him after the death of her baby and join
a comic opera company. The president of
the road her husband works for is attracted by the young woman and tries to
purchase her companionship with money
and jewels. She is just about to yield
when an accident to her train forces her
to stay over night at a lonely station
just like the one she deserted. The wife
of the agent shows the runaway wife her
duty and when the repentant woman stops
the train, at the risk of her own life, she
discovers that it is a special belonging
to the president of the road and that her
husband, who has been made a division
superintendent, is also on board. The
couple are reunited.
Gloria Swanson fits the character of
Kitty Manning perfectly and acts with
genuine appeal. Nothing is overdone or
slighted. She makes the woman live on
the screen. Lee Hill as Jim Manning, Arthur Millett as Stephen Morton, Nellie
Allen as Mrs. Morton and Ward Caufield
as a theatrical manager are the leading
members of a capable supporting company.
TWO
GOOD
MUTT
AND
JEFFS.
Among the New Fox Releases are "Tonsorial Artists"
and "Hospital
Reviewed
byOrderlies."
Hanford
C. Judson.
INbarber
"The Tonsorial
Artists"
Jeffoffbuys
shop in a place far
froma
everything except an old sailors' home
and Mutt tells him he is a fool. They decide to get a pretty manicure artist, and
then the old boys come in a long line;
but they do not want to get shaved. Mutt
sends out for some itch powder and has
the artist apply a little to the beard of
each of her customers. Soon they want
to get shaved. There is so much business
that Jeff rigs up a lawnmower to run
along the edge of a table and clips off
the hirsute growth, first on one side of
the row of faces and then on the other.
"Hospital
Orderlies."
Mutt and Jeff are left in charge of the
ward by the doctor who is called away.

It Is possible
for a m
0 have a quite ob.
simple
plot and at the lame
time
•"'')' effective as entertainment is
proved by this five-reel subject. The
production, by Dlando Film Corporation,
was adapted
to the screen
by Clara S.
and
directed
by William
tram,
it makes its chief appeal through
the naturalness of its home settings and
the tine atmosphere
of home
life.
Baby
■ ■ borne, always
a favorite
with
audiences,
is cast in the role of
Llnd,
and
her
little colored
playscenes.
ma ie, Sambo,
also
appears
in several
e has a very interesting uncle,
1 Charles, who has been stricken
blind while still quite young. Charles
considerable money and also
possesses some valuable jewels, which he
keeps in the box under his dictaphone.
into
to dictati
H Is his custom
the dictaphone, which plays an important
part in the story.
Marie's father is an honest, but visionary man. He loses part of her uncle's
money and is later suspected of murdering Charles. The circumstances of the
murder are so free from complications
that guilt falls upon the butler almost by
necessity, since it is unthinkable that the
father would commit the crime. But the
unraveling of the mystery brings out
some dramatic moments and proves very
interesting. The part played by the dictaphone is well-devised.
Jack Connolly, Morris Foster, Howard
Crampton
and Ellen Cossity also appear.
"MIDNIGHT
MADNESS."
Five-Reel
Bluebird
Offering
Presents
Ruth
Clifford and Kenneth
Harlan
in Mystery Story.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. McElravy.
THIS by surprising
written
Elliott J. mystery
Clawson yarn,
and directed
by Rupert Julian, is one of great
technical excellence. It easily marks another milestone, and a much needed one,
in the progress of this type of fiction on
the screen, inasmuch as it gets clear
away from obvious situations and keeps
the observer alert with interest.
Ruth Clifford appears as the girl heroine, Gertrude Temple, a part which she
fills very creditably. The bulk of the
work falls upon the hero, Kenneth Harlan, who appears as Prentice Tiller, and
his performance is one of gratifying skill.
Much of the success of this swiftly-moving number is due to the careful avoidance of extraneous situations and the
smooth direction of those necessary to
the tale.
The first scenes launch the observer into a jewel theft in an art museum, following which a shot is fired which strikes
a man in the left hand. Two men appear
in the story shortly afterward, each
wounded in the hand. One of them is
the hero, Prentice Tiller, and the other
a strange individual named Molitor. Both
call at the hotel apartment of the heroine.
No time is spent in outlining characters,
for the rapid action of the piece will not
permit of this. All the observer knows
or cares about Is that the girl has become interested in Prentice Tiller. She
leads him quite unwittingly
into peril in
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an old church building, and then helps
him get put of it. The scenes at the masquerade bull are excellently
Staged.
Others in the cast are Harry Von Meter, Harry H. Holden, Louis Willoughby
and Claire liu IJrey.
"WHICH
WOMAN?"
Bluebird
Presents
Ella Hall and Priscilla Dean in an Entertaining Subject.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. MeElravy.
AN interrupted wedding- has been made
the leading feature of numerous
stories, and the one here pictured
loses nothing by the repetition. In fact a
consistent and logical crook story has
been built up around the wedding feature,
and taken as a whole the offering presents first class entertainment.
Ella Hall appears as Doris Standish, a
young girl about to be sacrificed on the
altar of social pride to an old lover. Priscilla Dean plays the role of Mary Butler,
the pretty member of a band of crooks,
who have selected the scene of the forthcoming marriage as a base for operations.
Mary Butler, employed as maid, finds
the doleful bride-elect and learns of her
opposition to the match. She advises the
girl to run away, and Doris, already attired in her wedding gown, suddenly decides to do so. She .makes a dash for an
automobile outside and is mistaken by
the chauffeur, Jimmy Nevin, as Mary in
the excitement of the moment. Jimmy
is a new and quite green member of the
crooks' organization, and has only agreed
to go on the job in order to get revenge
on the man Doris was to marry. In the
end he gets a better revenge than he had
anticipated
by winning
Doris
himself.
The scenes at the crooks' headquarters
are a good feature of this number, quite
equal to those at the country house itself. Some pains have been taken to
bring out the characteristics of individual
members and considerable humor results
from this.
The action is good and the number on
the whole
very successful.
"A DESERT
WOOING."
Bennett
in Familiar
but
Finely
Produced
Paramount.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weitzel.
NEW
YORK social life and Western
civilization are again contrasted in
"A Desert Wooing," a five-part
Paramount picture written by J. G.
Hawks and directed by Jerome Storm.
Enid Bennett, the little Australian actress
who was married recently to Fred Niblo,
is the star. Most of the material is
familiar, but the love story is interesting,
and scenically the production has many
moments of beauty. Edwin Willat was
the cameraman.
Avice Bereton, the character played by
Enid Bennett, is a young society girl
whose mother and brother have about run
through all the family possessions when
Barton Masters, a western millionaire,
arrives in New York and is introduced to
the Beretons. Masters is smitten with
Avice land marries her after a short
courtship. The girl accepts the westerner solely on account of his wealth.
Doctor Van Fleet, a man of good social
position, little money and less morals,
is in love with Avice and determines not
to give her up even after she is another
man's wife. The newly made wile has
always been attracted by the doctor ami
is relieved when she learns that he and
her mother and a party of friends are to
accompany the wedding party to the
Masters' ranch.
The young westerner is a Strong,
dominant character, and soon wins the
respect of his wife. This feeling is rapidly developing into something deeper when
Van Fleet takes advantages of Masters
supposed absence to force his attentions
on Avice. Masters enters the room and
gives the doctor a severe thrashing, lie
then drives him from the house. Thinking his Wife is partly to blame.
.Masters

Enid
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sends all his guests away and makes her
do the housework herself. The couple
are fully reconciled after Van Fleet
shoots Masters and Avice shows her devotion to her husband by stealing the
doctor's revolver and compelling him to
use his professional skill to save Masters'
life.
Enid Bennett's part is much stronger
than any she has yet played. Her youth
and beauty are quite as valuable as ever
and she is very much in earnest in everything she does. Her expression of emotion is limited at present, but the charm
of her personality goes a long way toward
making up for the defect. Jack Holt rides
and acts Masters with dash and spirit.
Donald Macdonald as Doctor Van Fleet,
John P. Lockney as "Keno" Clark, Charles Spere as Billy Bereton and Elinor
Hancock as Mrs. Bereton are all excellent.
"A WOMAN OF REDEMPTION."
World
Picture
Release
Features
June
Elvidge
in Mountain
Story.
Reviewed
by Robert
C. MeElravy.
IN this five-reel number June Elvidge
appears
as Gene
Romaine,
daughter
of the fire warden of a great lumber
company. The girl is sought in marriage
by McDaniels, the camp "boss," who is a
squaw man and whose Indian wife is intensely jealous of the white girl. Gene
does not love McDaniels, but he has a
business hold upon her father and sets
about to force a marriage upon the girl.
It will be seen that the opening situations are of a familiar type. The chief
novelty of the story comes later, when
the president of the lumber company
brings his son, Timothy, West in order
to reform him. The youth immediately
renews his fast life in the Western dance
halls and the father takes him out into
the great woods and abandons him to his
fate. Tim will either come back a man,
or not at all.
Gene Romaine, in the meantime, has
left her father's cabin and taken to the
wilds, in order to escape McDaniels. She
finds Tim, suffering from a sprained
ankle and takes him back to the cabin
with her. They discover that McDaniels
has just buried her father, whom he says
died of heart disease. Suspicion is
thrown upon Tim later for the sudien
death of McDaniel, but it develops that
the squaw
wife committed
the crime.
This number contains no great originality of plot, but is quite dramatic at
times, in a conventional sort of way. The
big woods
settings are attractive.
The cast also includes John Bowers,
Alec Shannon
and Marie
Pagano.
"HER
SCREEN
IDOL."
Paramount Releases a Sennett Farce of
Original
and Amusing
Character.
Reviewed
by Louis Reeves
Harrison.

hardly be recogFORD STERLING will
me Jack Darling"
nized as "Handso
re of
in a caricatu
the screen idol
who rides his horse through windows and
up toernthe
bar, thefortwo-gun
man heof makes
westmelodrama,
the faces
are not those of the Ford Sterling we
have been accustomed to see.
Jack Pu-
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ling goes to a show where he is to appear
"in person" during an exhibition of a
screen story written by Jack Darling, directed' and supervised by Jack Darling,
his name displayed in the introductory
announcements almost as often as that
of a prominent producer who neglects no
such opportunity for screen publicity.
The burlesque is shown on the screen
while Jack, in person, sits in the audience and leads applause, but his popularity stirs the bile of more than one envious spectator, and his real bravery is
put to the test after the show.
All this is done with a great deal of
skill and some incidents well out of the
ordinary, such as the puppy-mobile chase,
in which a baby drives too kittle pups
in an actual chase after a frightened cat.
The subsequent exhibition of courage, the
rescue of a man who has fallen from
a high building and caught on a flag line
stretched high above the street is ingenious enough, but it is carried to the
verge of absurdity. The entire release
has merit in getting away from the commonplace, in ridiculing it, and in affording that variety so essential to a screen
program.
"UP ROMANCE ROAD."
Second
Russell
Production
for Mutual
Program Comedy-Romance
of
Pleasing Character.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE

second of
William
Russell
Productionsthe
for the
Mutual
program,
June 24, is a comedy-romance of moderate merit. Its comedy moments do not
always reach the top notch, nor is the
story of the picture strongly entertaining. William Russell does good work
with the opportunities afforded him, and
Charlotte Burton, playing opposite him,
brings considerable charm to the feminine
element of an affianced pair. The supporting cast includes the names of John Burton, Carl Stockdale, Joseph Belmont, Emma Kluge and Claire Du Brey.
As the story runs the son of one shipowner and daughter of another becomes
engaged, but owing to the fact that too
much luxury provides few thrills and
much monotony they seek some method
of bringing to their period of courtship
a few thrilling episodes. The first attempt being merely the driving over a
flower bed in the grounds of the young
woman's father's home in hopes of exciting his anger fails to produce the desired
order
fiance. for dismissal of his daughter's
Parallel with a scheme to kidnap her
runs a conspiracy by some German sympathizers to blow up some explosives in
the
in punishment
of ashipowner's
refusal to storehouses
obey a warning
to stop
shipment to the Allies. An exciting situation arises here when the girl is kidnapped by the wrong party along with
her lover, both being held as hostages.
Through the young man the plot is uncovered and the bomb located. The occurrence cures the pair of their wild ideas
and the wedding proceeds with haste.
The
was well directed by
Henry production
King.
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"GOOD
NIGHT,
PAUL."
Constance
Talmadge
as Sparkling
as
Ever in Select Version
of Stage Farce.
Reviewed
by Edward
Weltzel.

"The i 'in hasti ned w oman,"
Louis K
Inapacher.
The plot ui e, n hit h was made b] Rialto
De Luxe and appears on the Klelne pro
gram, features Qraci Valentine In as
eie\ ,r an Interpretal Ion <•> i b it • Ifli b
1 1 pe ol soclet j u oman w boss ohs i ai tei
seems to boast no) one redeeming feature
as could be desired A splendid supporting east Includes Prank Mills, who plays
a clever opposite to the star; Mildred
Manning, Catherine Tower, ESdns Hunter,
Adelaide Barker, .Mildred Rankin, Victor
Sutherland, Paul Panser, Mike Donlin
John Hopkins The picture was skillfully
directed by William Humphrey.
The story of the play, which Is well and
elaborately presented, concerns a group
of characters
which
an
no doubt
pei
feetly human, and whieh. With Hie exception of one or inn which
belong
to the
more serious ami Conscientious walks of
life, appear
With
frequency
among
the
Idle rich. The chief character Is a wealthy woman whose joy in life depends on
the number of flirtations whieh inter
her life.
A complex situation arises when the
woman, whose husband has grown weary
under the by
yokemeans
of his
selfishness,
discovers
of wife's
a detective
that
he is on intimate terms with another
woman. There also enters the story of a
woman of stable character whose fad Is
the encouragement of the building of
model tenements. This woman, by means
of her writings, supports her husband
while he completes a course in art in
Italy. The "unchastened" woman on B
trip to Italy meets and flirts with this
woman's husband, and finally, when all
hands have again centered in New York
City some time later, after a series of
insults and rebukes mingled with regrets,
a happy culmination of affairs ensues, in
which husbands, wives and sweethearts
at last come to a satisfactory understanding.

WHEN

Roland

Oliver

and

Charles

DickBOn
wrote
the
Stage
f.uvr
"Qood Night, Paul," they took oare
to use plenty Of Well tried material.
Turned Into ■ screen attraction by Julia
Crawford [vera, the story still betrays
Its close relationship to the style ,.i carpenter made but often amusing French
farces that are always deprived of their
broadest situations before iieum thought
proper for American audiences, in its
present shape "Good Night, Paul" Is quite
harmless
and without
moral
shock.
[Qxperl playing on the part of Constance
Talmadge and her support are of great
assistance to this select picture, and the
familiar complications take on a guise
of newness under the clever direction of
Walter Edwards. The play lacks the
charm of many of the Constance Talmadge releases, but is full of laughs and
has sufficient speed to prevent too close
study of Its component parts.
The plot Is another angle of the "Lend
Me Your Wife" motive. Paul Boudeaux
and Richard Landers are partners and
the firm is in need of fifty thousand
dollars. Richard has a wife and Paul
hasn't, although his uncle, who is a
bachelor, is wealthy and anxious to have
the family name perpetuated. The uncle
arrives on a visit and, by sudden inspiration, Richard's wife claims that Paul Is
her husband, the partners occupying the
same
apartment.
Uncle is delighted and announces his
determination to give Paul all the money
he cares to ask for and to remain with
them for a month. A nurse, with whom
Paul is in love, and a French modiste add
to the perplexities of the partners, but
the quick wits of Mrs. Richard prevents
discovery until matters are righted and
uncle signs a check for the fifty thousand. The title comes from the situation
when ancle finds out that his nephew has
spent the night on a couch in the living
room instead of sharing his supposed
wife'sled apartment.
This incident
without the slightest
offense.is handConstance Talmadge is as sparkling as
ever and Norman Kerry, Harrison Ford,
John Steppling, Beatrice Van and Rosita
Marstini as the husband, the partner, the
uncle, the nurse and the modiste respecfollow the
faithfully.
James tively
C. Van
Treesstar's
is a lead
skilled
knight
of the camera.

"THE
UNCHASTENED
WOMAN."
nspacher's
Stage Success
Given
Elaborate Production by Rialto De Luxe.
eviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE picture play fan has learned to
choose , the splendid hero of the
drama or the double-dyed villain of
the melodrama in preference to the unwholesome domestic type of either man
or woman presented as the featured character of the cast. Therefore, it is hard
to enthuse largely on the charms of the
screen
version
of the
Oliver
Morosco
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"THE HEART OF A GIRL."
Five-Reel
World-Picture
PresenJ^Bai
bara Castleton and Irving Cummings
in Leads.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS five-reel World Pictures subjfect
adapted by George D. Proctor from a
story by Maravene thompson, deals
with society life in Washington in/ the
opening reels, and later dips into a state
political campaign in an interesting manner. Barbara Castleton is quite charming
in the role of the society girl, Betty Lansing, and receives good support from Irving Cummings as the hero, Brandon Kent.
The story is not particularly notable for
dramatic strength, though some of the
scenes at the state convention are exciting and enacted with a fair degree of suspense. The chief strength of the production is found in its smooth development
and entertaining qualities, and the freedom from jarring notes of any sort.
Betty Lansing is a sweet girl with a
charitable heart. She visits the poor of
Washington on missions of mercy, and,
while on one of these trips, renews her
acquaintance with Congressman Kent,
whom she had formerly met in an auto-

mobile eland. 'llo COI
lX'Mto
i n i. i . i . ,i in her.
He it b<
ed
i on for i"\ . i nor of hi
tate, and
the subsequenl a oi
■ i ■ i.1 1 a i i
me almost
upsets his political futun
iii enemies
i. bis eii. i ractei owii
i bis rn«
• a. lent, whlOh he will mil explain heeiiuso
■ •I the >iii a mi bar nothei
Buii ml ilea
Betty,i I
inKent')
.inin. 1 1nam.
ion

a w a v that
byin aoclamal
Ion wins

linn

tho

"A LITTLE SISTER OF EVERYBODY."
Pathe Play Features Bessie Love in Story
of Love and Labor Troubles.

Reviewed

bj Robert

C. McElravy.

This
ii\. reel Salver
rathe from
offering
adapted
by Charles
a Btorj
by
William
Addison
l.atlnop
and
(11rected by Robert T. Thornby is not unlike previous numbers dealing with perplexed labor problems.
Kor this reason
the BUbJeCt
possesses
llo ill:.llll<l
00
it is, at the same time, an entertaining
offering, and furnishes
Bessie Love with
vehicle
whieh
is well-suited
to ber
talents.
Miss Love plays the role of a young girl
of the east sld< reared in the atmosphere
of poverty and socialism. George Fisher
plays the part of Hugh Travers, a young
man whose wealthy father dies suddenly
leaving upon his shoulders the burden of
running a great factory.
The part of the girl heroine
is well
drawn, but the hero would have been more
convincing if a few additional scenes from
his early life had been shown.
His sudden reform from the "butterfly"
mode
of
.existence is a little too much
taken for
?rantedxas it stands.
However, he gains
('favor in the later scones,
Winn
he dons
warding clothes and enters his own fac4ry under an assumed name.
The dramatic end of the story concerns"
the manner
in which
the girl saves the
hero from being shot by a socialist who
had been discharged.
The offering, as a
whole, is one of moderate strength.
The settings, both as regards the east
side scenes and in the home of Hugh
Travers and his mother, are quite effective. Hector Sarno appears to advantage
in the role of Ivan, the socialist.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
reel number
adapted
and produced
by
WHICH
WOMAN?
(Bluebird).—
A fiveTodd Browning, with Ella Hall and
Priscilla Dean in the cast. An interrupted
wedding in which the unwilling bride
flees and afterward becomes entangled
with a band of crooks are the chief features. The story is a good one, and contains both thrills and humor.
MIDNIGHT MADNESS (Bluebird).— An
excellent five-reel mystery story, written
by Elliott J. Clawson and produced by
Rupert Julian. Ruth Clifford and Kenneth Harlan play the leading roles. The
story is one of swift action, and has a
well-contrived plot. It makes a desirable
offering of the type.

Famous Players-Lasky.
HOW COULD YOU, JEAN? (Artcraft),
June 23. — Mary Pickford's latest picture
is taken from a story by Eleanor Hoyt
Bainard, and was directed by William D.
Taylor. It is strong on comedy, and
is full of beautiful country scenes.
A DESERT WOOING (Thomas H. Ince),
June 23. — J. G. Hawks is the author of
this five-part photoplay starring Enid
Bennett. It is a story of an Eastern
society girl and a Western millionaire,
and the little Australian actress makes a
charming heroine. A longer review is
printed
on another
page of this issue.
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Fox Film Corporation.
WE SHOULD WORRY (Fox), June 16. —
A five-reel picture with the Lee children
that seems sure to make a hit with all
kinds of audiences, and can well be shown
anywhere. For a longer notice see another page of this issue.
THE TONSORIAL ARTISTS (Mutt and
Jeff Cartoon), May 26. — The adventures of
the two pen made picture comedians in
making a barbership near nothing but
an old sailors' home have some very
laughable situations. It is noticed more
at length on another page of this issue.
HOSPITAL, ORDERLIES (Mutt and Jeff
Cartoon), June 9. — Mutt and Jeff are left
in charge of a ward by the doctor, and
their troubles begin. It has much good
comic matter, and will make laughter. For
longer notice see another page of this
issue.

Greater Vitagraph, Inc.
THE SOAP GIRL (Blue Ribbon Vitagraph), June 17. — A five-reel picture with
Gladys Leslie. It is a comedy love story
that may be quite pleasing to the younger
people of any average audience. It lacks
substance in plot and direction, but has
some pretty scenes. For a longer notice
see another page of this issue.-

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
PATRIOTISM (Paralta), June 10. — This
picture treats of the war from a new
angle, and is good propaganda. Bessie
Barriscale is an earnest and capable
heroine. Raymond B. West directed the
performance. It is reviewed at length on
another page of this issue.

Mutual Film Corporation.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 30 (Mutual).
— This issue pictures a number of interesting events, among them the surviving
crews of vessels recently sunk by U-boats,
preparing sugar cane land at Masita, La.;
athletes in competition at Washington,
D. C. ; U. S. troops on the hike near Los
Angeles, Cal.; a tractor proving its fitness,
and interesting scenes with Detroit's Boy
Scouts.
SCREEN TELEGRAM NO. 31 (Mutual).
— Among the first scenes in this number
are the midshipmen at Annapolis receiving naval honors. Other scenes of interest
include women in England aiding in the
"back to the farm" movement, an unsinkable lifeboat, scenes with the soldiers
in Italy, and teaching the U. S. Indians
all about trench warfare.
BEWARE OF BLONDS (Strand), June
18. — A Billie Rhodes comedy in which a
fortune teller warns a couple of sweethearts of the interference of a blond lady
in their love serenity. Some scenes at a
bathing resort bring on a deluge of
blonds. The feminine member of the
affianced pair puts on a blond wig, and
causes the young man to fall in love with
her in disguise before she doffs her blond
wig revealing her real identity.
UP ROMANCE ROAD (Russell), June
24. — The second of the William Russell
productions proves to be a comedyromance of fairly entertaining quality.
The story concerns the search for something of the unusual to break the
monotony in the lives of a couple of
wealthy sweethearts. A full review will
be found elsewhere.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
THE VOICE OF DESTINY (Pathe-Diando), June 23. — A pleasing five-reel subject featuring Baby Marie Osborne and
a good supporting cast. The story concerns the murder of a blind man, the
Kill's uncle, and the subsequent rounding
up of the murderer. The plot is simple.
but effectively worked out. This has a
good juvenile interest, and will please
the average audience. Reviewed at length
elsewhere.
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS NO. 7 (Pathe),
June 23. — A good instalment, giving a
further insight into the conditions about
St. Quentin after the German retreat.
British cavalry is seen advancing through
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flooded areas, and the ruins of many towns
and villages are shown. This gives a
clear idea of the districts in France over
which great armies are fighting.
THE FURNITURE MOVERS (RolinPathe), June 30. — A one-reel Toto comedy,
with some good knockabout stunts in it.
Toto appears as a furniture mover, and
helps move away goods from the wrong
room. The slapstick incidents are quite
laughable.

Select

Pictures

Corporation.

GOOD NIGHT, PAUL (Select).— A screen
version of a stage farce, this five-part
picture is cleverly played by Constance
Talmadge and her company. It was directed by Walter Edwards, and is full of
laughs. A longer review is printed on
another page of this issue.

Triangle Film Corporation.
STATION CONTENT, June 1G.— Gloria
Swanson does a fine piece of acting in
this five-part photoplay, which has a real
heart story and contains a fine storm
effect. It deals with railroad life. A
longer review is printed on another page
of this issue.
HIS ENEMY THE LAW, June 16. — Jack
Richardson plays a dual role in this fivepart melodrama from a story by Lillian
Ducey. There is plenty of interest all
through, and Raymond Wells has directed
the picture skillfully. It is reviewed at
length on another page of this issue.

Universal Film Company.
CURRENT EVENTS NO. 57 (Universal),
June 7. — Draft registration of young men
of 21 years, enrolling additional Red Cross
nurses, Anzac troops en route to France,
athletic meets in American army camps,
spy activities in Los Angeles, and numerous other topics of interest are pictured
in this number.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 28 (Universal), June 12. — This contains many
subjects of current interest, including the
graduation of "Middies" for fighting submarines, a naval athletic meet at Pelham
Bay, hospital preparations in London, an
outing for New York orphans, a California
polo match, and various other features.
ROMANCE AND DYNAMITE (L-Ko),
June 12. — A two-reel comic, which features Eddie Barry, Rube Miller, Eva
Novak, and others. The small Chinaman
and young alligator contribute a few
laughs in the first reel, and there are
some funny mechanical effects in the
second. The number, on the whole, strikes
a good average for this type of film,
though there is little if any plot.
IN DUTCH (Century), June 26. — A tworeel comic, which features Alice Howell
as a girl immigrant. She first appears on
a boat coming from Holland, and afterward dances in wooden shoes in a cabaret.
The scenes are of a knockabout type, and
contain a moderate amount of amusement.
The subject is not very strong.
MUM'S THE WORD (Nestor). — An entertaining little farce comedy picturing
the troubles of two quarreling couples,
the Blacks and Whites. They get divorces,
and Mr. Black weds Mrs. White, and vice
versa. Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran, Gertrude
Astor, and Edith Roberts extract quite a
lot of amusement out of this plot.
PASSING THE BOMB (Nestor). — A burlesque comedy by Tom Gibson featuring
Ralph McComas, Eileen Sedgwick, and
Milton
railroad
president's
daughterSims.
loves The
a young
engineer,
and
despite her father's objections determines
to wed him. They plan an elopement, and
become mixed up with three desperate
hobos. The action runs along quite entertainingly, and there is considerable
quiet amusement
in the offering.
WHO'S YOUR WIFE? (Nestor). — A
comedy by Tom Gibson featuring Gale
Henry
principal ofofa agirls'
She
becomesas enamoured
youngschool.
man who
calls sub rosa on one of the students, and
forces him to marry her, Not very new
in plot, but quite entertaining.
THE GUILTY EGG (Star Comedy).—
Eddie
Lyons,
Lee
Moran,
and
Gladys
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Tennyson appear in this amusing domestic
comedy. The newlyweds buy a rooster
and expect it to lay eggs. Food conservation also comes in for some quiet, humorous effects. The number is pleasing.
STEPPING SOME (Lyons & Moran Special).— A laughable comedy subject in
which Eddie plays the young married
man and Lee a country youth in the city.
where he comes to buy millinery. The
cabaret doings are put on in good style,
and will get a number of laughs. A live
number.
A RIPPING TIME (Lyons & Moran).—
Lee Moranprenticeplays
the part
of a tailor's
apwho follows
his customer,
Eddie,
to a social affair. Lee measures up the
guests for new clothes. Both he and
Eddie lose their trousers and do some
tall dodging about among the guests as
a result. The knockabout situations are
rather broad, but will bring laughter.
BATH HOUSE SCANDAL (Nestor). — A
comedy number
by Haven,
Harry Wulze,
'which
features
Carter De
Mina Cunard,
Margaret Whistler, and Dan Daly. Two
couples en route to Catalina Island on a
steamer became entagled. The young man,
engaged to an old maid, gets into a flirtation with a young girl. The father objects. He tries to have the girl kidnapped,
but the old maid is carried off instead.
This has a slight but amusing plot, and
is attractive in a scenic way.
PLAY STRAIGHT OR FIGHT (Western).— A two-reel Western number by
Leon De Mothe featuring Helen Gibson.
G. Raymond Nye, Hoot Gibson, Millard K.
Wilson, and Noble Johnson. The villain
of the story frames up a stage coach robbery on the girl's brother, but the girl
gets advance knowledge of the crime, and
prevents same. This is conventional in
plot, but is made exciting and generally
successful by the graphic nature of the
attempted holdup. Fast horseback riding and picturesque scenes are features of
the production.
THE STOLEN KEYHOLE (Nestor).— A
comedy number by Arthur F. Statler featuring Harry Mann as an intoxicated
gentleman. The "jag" scenes are original
and really laughable, something often attempted with far less success. The knight
cannot get home, so he sleeps in a tree:
later he falls into the lake, and finally
winds up in a padded cell. This is handled without offense.
BUTTER AGAIN (Nestor).— A comedy
number by Tom Gibson featuring Gale
Henry, Wm. Franey, and others on a
farm. Gale is a city girl with a passion
for animal pets, so she goes to the farm.
Here she meets with various experiences
that make her decide to return. Among
other things she is chased by a ram and
thrown into a well.
Typical and amusing.
HOME JAMES 'Nestor). — A comedy
number by Al Santell featuring Harry
Mann, Kathleen O'Connor, and Mark Fenton. A young wife appeals to an
astrologer to cure her husband of drink.
The latter gives the husband a good scare.
Trick photography is employed in this
number to good effect. It contains a fair
amount of amusement.
THERE GOES THE BRIDE (Star
Comedy). — A comedy subject by King
Vidor featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran,
and Beatrice Van. The young men live
in a boarding house, and are rivals for
the affections of the same girl. They
agree that the one who loses the girl
shall have complete ownership of their
phonograph. Eddie gets the girl, and Lee
gets the phonograph. Slight in theme,
but
good in characterizations and presentation.

World Pictures Corporation.
A WOMAN OF REDEMPTION (World
Pictures), June 24. — A five-reel subject
featuring June Elvidge and John Bowers.
This is a mountain romance of a rather
conventional type. It shows how a mountain girl and the wild son of an Eastern
lumber king find happiness together. The
story, while not very new in plot, has some
quite dramatic
moments.
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We need not say much more. The kind of men who are
using this recipe, their success as Exhibitors, and the
class of men who sell and recommend it— all these
things speak very convincingly to you.

A recipe that's been tried and found true is bound to be good also for you
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"THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW"
Metro Presents a Revival of the ProducBased Upon Poem
RobertWithW. Service's
Most tionFamous
Edmund
Breese.

Cast.
Jim Maxwell
Edmund
Breese
Lou, his wife
Katheryn Adams
Nell, their daughter
Audrine Stark
Nell, grown up...'
Evelyn Brent
Jack, Nell's husband
Wallace Stopp
Dan McGrew
William A. Morse
Directed
by Herbert Blache.
The Story: After accepting the hospitality of Jim Maxwell and his wife, Lou,
Dan McGrew proceeds to wreck their home
by telling Lou that her husband is unfaithful and in inducing her to elope with
him to the Yukon. McGrew reluctantly
takes her child, Nell, along but makes no
effort to save her when she falls off the
horse. Lou discovers the despicable character of McGrew and, embittered, becomes
a woman of the dance halls. Meanwhile
Jim Maxwell, who has become a wanderer,
arrives in the Yukon and is rescued from
an avalanche by his daughter, Nell, who
had been picked up by some kindly people
when she fell from the horse years ago
and who is now the wife of Jack, a sturdy
young man. McGrew kills Sam Ward, a
miner, and manages to fasten the crime
on Jack, who is placed under arrest. In
the saloon Maxwell and McGrew at last
come face to face. There is a terrific fight
in which Maxwell kills the man who ruined his home. Maxwell and Lou are reunited by Nell and Jack, who has been
released from jail, and they start life
anew.
Feature Edmund
Breese
as Jim Maxwell
and Katheryn Adams as Lou, his wife.
Program and Advertising Phrases: Screen
Realization
of Robert
W.
Service's
Greatest Poem.
"Kipling
the Yukon"
Furnished
Great
Poem Asof Basis
of Great
Photoplay.
The Code of the Klondyke Reaps Vengeance in Pull Atonement.
Great Tragedy of the Land of the Golden
Romance
and Adventure.
Avenging Hand Reaps Toll of Retribution in Far-Off Alaska.
Strong Hearts and Steadfast Love Find
Happiness "Farthest North."
Stunt Suggestions: The bookseller can
hook up his window display with your
stills, getting up a run on Service's poems.
If you can, borrow a few of the books and
place them in other windows open at this
poem with a card "You've read it, now
SEE it at (house and date)." In the news-

IN THIS

ISSUE

Closin' In (Triangle).
A Desert
Wooing
(Paramount).
Destiny (Metro).
The Eagle (Bluebird).
The Firefly of France (Paramount).
The Girl In His House
(Vitagraph).
How
Could You, Jean?
(Artcraft).
A Alan's World
(Metro).
The Million Dollar Mystery (Arrow)
The Shooting of Dan McGrew
(Metro)
Up Romance Road
(Mutual).
The Voice of Destiny (Pathe).
A Woman of Redemption
(World).
When Men Betray
(Graphic).
You
Can't Believe Everything (Triangle).
paper work dwell on the fact that this
subject has been reissued in response to
an insistent demand and that the leading
role is played by one of the most virile
actors on the American
stage.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. Press sheet. Filler sheet.
Ten-minute novel. Slide. Heralds. Lobby
displays, 8x10 sepia, 11x14 sepia, 22x28
colored. Cuts.
"THE VOICE OF DESTINY"
Pathe Presents Baby Marie Osborne in
an Unusual
Play With
Strong
Emotional Appeal. Cast.
Little Marie Lind
Baby Marie Osborne
Charles Lind
Jack Connolly
John Lind
Morris Foster
Eleanor Lee m
Ellen Cossiety
Briggs, the Butler
Howard Crompton
Directed by William Bertram.
The isStory:
Marieassumes
Lind's
uncle
strickenWhen
blind Little
her father
control of the latter's business. Marie
opens and reads the mail to her uncle so
that he can dictate his replies on the dictaphone. Marie's father loses a lot of
money in stock gambling and confesses to
the uncle. A fight follows, and a little
later Marie's uncle is shot as he is sitting
by the dictaphone. The father is seen
crouching near the prostrate body. The
police arrive, but he escapes. The evidence points to his guilt, and he is later
apprehended. The detectives guarding
Marie's home recognize in Griggs, the
butler, an old-time crook, and in trying
to escape the vigilance of the officers he
is shot. Meanwhile Marie, toying with the
dictaphone, turns on the record into which
her uncle had been dictating when he was

record contains the last words
of the uncle, and Marie's mother has
machine taken to Griggs, who is in the
the
hospital.
The record is put on-and the
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tw1Ve?iS!ns
°ne one-sheet,
two
Lobby
displays, Alds:
11x14, both in sepia and
„hl;/et?'
°ne six-sh*et, one 24-sheet
color.
Also 22x28. Slide. Campal^n'book
Released June
23.

"THE
FIREFLY OF
FRANCE."
Jesse L. Lasky
Presents
Wallace
Reid
in Marion
Polk
Angelloti's
Latest
Novel of "Over Cast.
There."

Devereux

Bayne

Un
Blenheim
vr16
*/aLC°ner (alias

Wallace

Reid

Jenkins)Ann
Little
The
Firefly
Raymon
d
mu
-r,. ~
Charles Hatton
Ogle
,Dttnh™
••;
Winter
Hall
V on Blenheim
s
Aides
Ernest
Joy,
Clarence
Geldert, William
Elder
Georges
Henry
Woodward
Mane-Jeanne
Jane Wolff
Directed by Donald Crisp.
The Story: Devereux Bayne, a wealthy
young American, joins the American Ambulance Corps in France. He becomes
entangled with a German spv and a
young girl, the latter going from New
lork to France in search of certain
papers hidden by the "Firefly," an aviator who has disappeared under
ous
circumstances and who is hersuspici
relative.
With the aid of Bayne these papers are
found in a chateau near the firing line,
but they are not obtained without serious
difficulties in which Bayne and Esme Falconer, the young woman, become involved. Bayne foists upon a number of
German spies seeking the papers a faked
set of documents, but he, himself, is
made prisoner and is about to be taken
into the German lines when a shell providentially ends the adventure, killing
When
Bayne.
the spies and wounding

nil-

June 29, 1918

Bayno
regains
consciousness
he
Hilda
himself In a hospital with BSame nursing
him.
li.iyne not only wins ;i cross Of u.ir
but also the love of Ksme.
Feature
Wallace
Raid as Devereux
lS.ivne
and Ann Little as Ksin<- l'alconer.
Procraaa and Ldvertlalag Pkraaaai Saturday Evening Poal serial Brought to
the Sciecn in Latest Paramount Proiluction.
Daring
American
Wins
Cross
of War
and frown
of l.ove Through
Noble
i i.e. u ot' Valor.
iplng Story of Hun Intrigue and
Treachery Turned to Pitting Retribution.
American Pluck Wins Thrilling Decision When Matched Against Hun
Intrigue.
Inspiring story Strengthens Faith in
American
Valor on Firing lane.
Sua]
Photoplay
Assures
Thrilling
Entertainment
Mum SiiinllttMl Use the aviation
pictures to he found in all the magazines
as decorations for window and lobby work
with "The star of them all la The Firefly of France." See his exploits at the
(house and date). You might be able
to arrange B toy aeroplane race in front
Of your house. If you do. work in with
the stores selling these toys to advertise your play and the race. Borrow a
few planes and stage a flight in the lobby,
using a concealed fan to give life to the
little machines.
\,l\crtl«.in- Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x2S. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released June 23.
"A DESERT
WOOING."
Thomas
H. Ince Presents Enid Bennett
in J. G. Hawkes' Story of a Girl Who
Found Real Life and Real Love on the
Western Plains.
Cast
Avice
Bereton
Enid Bennett
Barton
Masters
Jack
Holt
Dr. Fortescue Van Fleet
Donald
Macdonald
"Keno" Clark
John P. Lockney
Billy
Bereton
Charles
Spere
Mrs. Bereton
Elinor
Hancock
Directed
by Jerome
Storm.
The Story: Mrs. Bereton, who is in
sore financial straits, plans to marry her
daughter, Avice, to some wealthy man
in order to rehabilitate her fortunes.
Barton Masters, a millionaire copper man
and rancher, arrives from the West. He
meets Avice and they are mutually attracted to each other. Their love develops and they marry, and Avice tells
Dr. Fortescue Van Fleet, a social parasite
who admires her greatly, that her marriage to Masters will mean nothing in
their possible relations as marriage is
only a convention in their set. The young
couple leave for the Western ranch, and
Masters brings along the doctor and
Mrs. Bereton. Billy, the brother of Avice,
who was somewhat of a waster in the
East, has gone on ahead and is rapidly
improving in the clean life in the open
lands. The doctor tries to compel Avice
to make good her assurance, but is caught
by Masters, thrashed and thrown out to
make his way home on the desert as best
he can. Masters then sends his relative
back to New York. Avice is rebellious, a
slave to her husband's will, but she worships him secretly, nevertheless. The
doctor
returns
and shoots
Masters,
but

HARWY EXPOSURE
METER
Anew principle for Motion Picture
Cameras. Shows Shutter Openings and
all stops for all lenses. Exterior wont only
*t5iaaUt other
^"e N°2cameras.
Harvey Exposure Meter is for
TJU

.
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July 20th
will be the date of
The Eighth Annual
Convention Number

JUST THREE WEEKS
AWAY
Reserve Your Space
NOW

HE'S
YOU

gone across —
"come across"!

Adopt a SOLDIER and Supfor
"SMOKES"
ply him with of
the Duration
the WAR!
men
fighting
YOUare know
. Tobacco
beggingthat
for our
tobacco
cheers them. They need it. "Send
more cigarettes." "We can't get half
e
enough
smokes
overa wounde
here." d"A man
cigarett
is the first
thing
asks
for." Almost every mail brings many
thousands of such requests.
$1.00 a Month Keeps a Soldier Supplied—Will YOU Be a "BIG
BROTHER " or a "BIG SISTER" to
a Lonely Fighting Man?
Every dollar sends four 45c. packages of tobacco. Mail the money
and coupon right now.

"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO FUND
19 West 44th Street, New York City
Depository: Irving National Bank, New York
"I wish
you all possible
success
in
your admirable effort to get our boys
in France —THEODORE
tobacco."
ROOSEVELT.
Endorsed by
The Secretary of War
Lyman Abbott
The Secretary ot the
Rabbi Wlae
Navy
GerUnde Atherton
Toe
American
Bed
Theodore Roo**relt
Cnxj
Alton B. Parker
CaitUoal Olbboni
And the Entire Natloa
"OUR BOYS IN FRANCE TOBACCO
FUND"
(9Wtst 44th Street New York
GENTLEllEN: I want to do my part to help the
American soldiers who are fighting my battle In Prance.
If tobacco
will do
it. I'm for tobacco. (Cbeofc Uelow
how
you desire
to contribute.)
I enclose $1.00. I will adopt a soldier and (end
you
$1.00 a month
supply him with "smoke*" for
the duration
of the towar.
I tend you herewith
my contribution towards the purchase of tobacco for Americas
•etdlert. This does not obligate me to contribute more.
NAME.
■
ADDRESS
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Markat,

Married for Mom
I 'Ind i tdaa] in
tio Huaband \\h.. Bought
Her in tha
i ipan m
i'i-i in in. i Pi
i Mlxaa with nig
Burly u • -ti in
Olrl.in.iv7hi
for .m u• ealth and
i

!upld
Trlcka
Languid
Boolaty
Bi ii.- int.. Marriageppolntad.
with
Man
who
Made •! Woman
of Her.
Monej
is not tin. Main
Thing
wion
True l.ov.
Finally
Awak.
Miint Bnffseatlonai ii is rather late to
work on the wlfo-for-salo Idea, but you
can make Bome advertising capital out of
the fart that tin- hero had the nerve to
throw his mother-in-law and his troubles
out of the house at the same time. A
throwaway might be used starting oft
"Do you want your wife to love you?"
and explaining the way will be shown
in this feature. Use Miss Bennett's pictures freely for window work. Put a sand
box in the lobby with a sign inviting the
wooing.
patron to cross the desert to a desert
\<i« crtisiiiK Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three colums on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released June 23.
"THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY."
The Randolph Film Corp. Presents a
New Version of This Famous Serial
Story Condensed Into Six Acts of
Vivid Action, the Very Essence of the
Longer Story.
Cast
Hargreave
Sidney
Bracey
Countess
Olga
Marguerite
Snow
Florence
Florence
La Badle
Jim Norton
James
Cruze
Gang
Leader
Mitchell
Lewis
The Story: When Hargreave severs
his connection with a Russian secret organization with which he became associated in his youth the members plan
to wreck vengeance upon him. The fact
that he was drawn a million dollars from
a number of banks comes to the attention of the crooks, and they contrive to
secure the money. Through her acquaintance with Florence, the daughter of Hargreave, Countess Olga, in league with the
crooks, is enabled to give them invaluable
aid, and they eventually gain entrance to
the Hargreave house. A search for the
money begins, but Hargreaves outwits
them and escapes in a balloon. The gangsters, unable to locate the money, try to
get Florence in their power. Intending
to force her to reveal the hiding place.
Again they are frustrated, but still persist in their determination to come Into
possession of the million. A rapid succession of thrilling and most exciting
events follow, with the perplexing
problem cleared up in the climax.
Feature Sidney Bracey as Hargreave and
Florence La Badle as Florence.
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THE
AMERICAN

Jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel
Write for Catalogue
AMERICAN
PHOTO
PLAYER
CO.
«2 West 45th Street
New York City
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by

SERVICE
every
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THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. 00.
574 Wert Randolph St., Chicago,
III.
Western Office: 833 Market St, San Francisco, Cal.

Iraai^rteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as
arc requires. No -waste of current in ballast.
HERTNER
ELECTRIC
CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio
We lead; let those that can, follow.
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145 West 45th Street

For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture industry in Great Britain and
Europe — for authoritative articles by leading British technical men — for brilliant and
strictly impartial criticisms of all films,
read

THE BIOSCOPE

The Leading British Trade Journal with an
International Circulation
85 Shaftesbury
Avenue,
London, W.
Specimen on Application

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists
MOVING

PICTURE THEATRES

Every State — total, 25,300; by States.$3.50
PerM.
1,500 film exchanges
5.00
313 manufacturers and studios
2.00
368 machine and supply dealers.... 2.00
Further Particulars: "

A. F. WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St., Chicago
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WORLD

Program
and
Advertising
Phrases:
Big
Thrills, Tense Dramatic
Situations and
Gripping Episodes Provide Sensations
in Exciting Feature.
Romance and Adventure Combine in
Sensational Photoplay to Furnish Exciting Entertainment.
Mystery of a Phantom Million Solved in
Sensational Photostory.
Good Old-Fashioned Melodrama Provides
Thrills for Sensational Lovers.
Excellent Cast of Screen Celebrities Join
in Gripping Entertainment.
Stunt Suggestions : Most of your patrons will probably recall this very succesful Thanhouser serial. Lay emphasis
upon the fact that the entire action has
been condensed into six reels and call attention to the cast of favorites. For two
of three days before other advertising
send a man out late at night to chalk
$1,000,000 on sidewalks and fences or use
as teaser snipes. The chalk work will be
best if you can fix it with the police. Get
out a throwaway with "If you had a million dollars" in large type following with
"would it bother you as much as it did
Hargreave in 'The Million Dollar MysAdvertising Aids: Two one sheets. Two
three-sheets.
One six-sheet. One twentery?' "
ty-four-sheet cuts. Twelve-page circular
magazine.
Lobby displays.
"UP ROMANCE ROAD"
William
Russell
Presents
Himself in a
Five-Part Feature in Which a Prosaic
Young Man Who Longed for Romance
Found More Than
Cast.He Bargained For.
Gregory Thorne
William Russell
Marta Milbanke
Charlotte
Burton
Samuel Thorne
John Burton
Thomas Milbanke
Joseph Belmont
Mrs. Milbanke
Emma Kluge
Count Hilgar Eckstrom. . . .Carl Stockdale
Hilda
Claire Du Brey
Directed by Henry King.
The Story: Gregory Thorne and Marta
Milbanke are engaged. Their fathers are
million'aire ship owners. Gregory's efforts to inject a little excitement into
their engagement life are fruitless, but
when Mr. Milbanke receives an anonymous letter which threatens disaster to his
home and fortune if lie permits a ship
load of supplies for the Allies to leave
the docks the young man sees an opportunity for creating what he longs for and
tells Mr. Milbanke that he knows who
has written the letter but that he will
not divulge the man's identity. Gregory,
who suspects Count Hilgar Eckstrom, is
told that he must terminate his engagement with Marta. But this is what Gregory wants, so he plans to abduct his
sweetheart. Gregory's men clash with
Eckstrom's gang, who has also come to
kidnap
Marta,
and the disturbance
re-

June 29, 1918
sults in the arrival of the police. Marta
by mistake, allows herself to be carried
off by Eckstrom's men and is taken a
prisoner. Gregory, following, is also made
a captive, and the young people are held
as hostages. How Gregory outwits Eckstrom and places him and his gang in the
hands
climax. of the law brings about a startling
Feature
William
Russell
as
Gregory
Thorne
Milbanke.and Charlotte
Burton as Marta
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
The
Monotony
of Love
TJurned
Into
Excitement of Romantic Adventure.the
Conspiracytrates Clever
and Dan
Intrigue
FrusCupid. Xearlv
Fight
for Love
Switches
Speedilv
to
Fight for Life.
Thrilling Adventure Follows A Successful Attempt to Invent Excitement.
Xot Satisfied With
True Love Foolish
Perished.
Youth
Wooed
Thrills— and
Xearly
When
a
Girl
Loves
— She Loves.
That
Should Be Sufficient.
Stunt Suggestions: For window work
use prints of country roads with the invitation to "Go 'Up Romance Road' with
William Russell at (house and date). You'll
have a lively time." Lay down a dirt
"road" in your lobby with
invitation
similarly worded. The track anshould
lead
from the sidewalk to the box office and to
the lobby. in the newspaper work repeat the phrase and play up the man who
wanted a romantic courtship — and got it.
Advertising Aids: One each one, three
and six-sheets. Banner unmounted. One,
two
and cover
three-c
and ,mats.'
Program
olumn
cut.
Lobbvcutsdisplays
llx
14 and 22x28. Press sheet.
Released June 24.

"DESTINY"
Metro Presents in a Smart Revival the
Highly
Successful
Photodrama
With
Emily
Stevens
and a Truly
Notable
Cast.
Cast.

Mary Gadman
Emily Stevens
The Boy
George Le Guere
Standish, the husband. .Theodore Babcock
Connoisseur
Walter
Hitchcock
Parishioner
Fred Stone
Father Anthony
Howard Truesdell
Beauty
Vivian
Oakland
Directed by Edwin Carewe.
The Story: Standish, an artist, finishes
a painting of the Madonna. His wife,
Mary, acted as model, and when the Connoisseur and the Parishioner inspect the
picture, the former tells Standish that he
recognizes in the model a one-time paramour of his. The Connoisseur and the
Parishioner buy the painting and after
their departure Standish upbraids his wife,
who tells him that she believed herself
legally married to the Connoisseur.
Stand-

Educate Your Audience to Help Fight Censorship
Introducing a bill providing for the Censorship of Moving Pictures is a favorite
indoor pastime in legislative halls
throughout the country. Eternal vigilance is the price of the Exhibitor's
mere safety if not his success.
Presented in the proper manner, the
Cen^rship of Moving Pictures is just
as obnoxious to the Exhibitor's audiences
as it is to the Exhibitor. And public
opinion aroused in behalf of moving
pictures and against their unfair and
discriminatory control is the surest
weapon to defeat Censorship.

We have prepared a series of nine different stereopticon slides which crystallize the argument against Censorship;
one of the slides is shown herewith.
The Management of this Theatre
desires the co-operation of its
patrons in providing good
clean entertainment. : :
We want no "legalized" censorship of moving pictures

These slides shown repeatedly in any
theatre cannot fail to influence public
opinion in that locality against Censorship. They will line up the general public on the side of the Exhibitor.
Yen Ou§ht to Be Show%7%g Them N&wl
Legislatures Everywhere Are Convening
Set of Nine Slides, carefully packed,
will be sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.
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516 Fifth Avenne, New

WORLD
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ish refuses t>> aooept her explanation and
■Jeots her and their babj son. Mary leaves
hoi- boy on the stops of .1 monastery, and
seventeen years later, just before beoomiiiK a monk, ii>- receives permission to
the world
He wanders Into .1 Raj oafe
and Buccumbs t>> the charms "i Beauty.
Thi' other Inmates >>t the place, Lust, Rum,
Av.uu'o and Passion are dancing around
him when the proprietor enters, u is
Mary, his mother. She recognises him
from the oruoiflx whloh u<' wears and
which Bhe lefi with him when h<> was ■
baby, without revealing her Indentltj Bhe
persuades him to £0 back and later when
he has become a i>ii«'st, a bedraggled old
woman
this mother) enters his churoh,
she recognises htm and .mst before Bhe
dios her son i;i\»'s her absolution,
i-vnturr
Bmll]
Stevens as Mary
Qadman
and George Le Quere as her s.m.
I'roKrnm
mid
advertising
Phrmaeai
The
Toll
of
Sin
Collected
bj
Suffer!
Victim of Gross
Betrayal.
Gripping
Drama
of Love
Betrayed
and
Villainy
Punished.
Frail
Woman
.Masters
the
Strength
ot

Her Evil Genius,
Appealing
Drama of Life In the Parisian Latin Quarter.
The Strength of the Weak Revealed in

Deep
Atonement.
Lons
Arm
of Coincidence
Reaches Out
to Apprehend Plotters.
Stunt Suggestions) Make it clear to your
patrons that this is a reissued story. If
you used it before mention the fact. If
it is new to your people dwell upon the
success the play achieved at its first
showing as "The Soul of a Woman."
If
you can get a really good oil painting of
the Madonna use for lobby display with
"Back of this picture lay
woman. See the wonderful

the soul of a
story in Des-

tiny (Date). With Emily Stevens." In
newspaper work
explain that reissued
stories are the cream of past productions when offered as reissues and not
under misleading titles and ask how often
they have seen East Lynne or some similar play.
Adverti.sins: Aids: Two each, one, three
and six-sheets. Press sheet. Filler sheet.
Ten-minute novel. Slide. Heralds. Lobby
displays SxlO sepia, 11x14 sepia, 22x28 colored. Cuts.
"A

WOMAN

World-Pictures
in a Different
Great
Woods.

OF

REDEMPTION."

Presents
Sort
of

June
Story

Elvidge
of
the

\l< >\ [NG
1.1k. s

Gene
Romaine
June
Elvidge
Jacques
Romaine
Charles
H.
Martin
Tim
Stanton
John
Bowers
Timothy
Stanton.
Sr
Alec
Shannon
Boss
McDaniels
Albert
Hart
Squaw
Marie
Pagano
Directed by Travers Vale.
The Story: Gene Romaine lives in the
solitude of Tall Pine Mountain with her
father, fire warden for the Stanton Lumber Company. They live alone, but her
mother's grave is in the little clearing
and the father has promised never to
leave it. To them comes McDaniels, the
logging boss, who is attracted by Jean
and offers her father to discard his Indian wife for the young girl. Romaine
indignantly refuses and is threatened with
dismissal. Gene, knowing he cannot bear
to leave his wife's grave, assents to the
marriage in spite of her father's protests.
Stanton, chief owner of the lumber company, maroons his worthless son in the
woods,
in
the
hope
of
reforming
him.

of

him

\\< IRLD

\\ hen

I,.

inkle, and lie proteota bar from
Daniels ami la blamed for the murder of
the boss when
ins vengeful
Indian wltt
Btaba him In the back
1 ••
him
from
Slotl

.1
of

tnoli
till'

ot

l\ minis

Si|U.l\\

happlneaa,
Feature June
and Charles

paVeS

ami
the

Elvld
1 1 Martin
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Advertising
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In-
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tensely Dramatic Storj
of
a
Man's
Woman's the Love,
HowRedemption
a MountainThrough
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SIMPLEX

dempt Ion of t he Man she i.,.\ ed
s« if i -mo\ lng
si o
Through
Gripping
Episodes to Stirring
Climax
Mountain Seems oil;
itj Frame
Intense]}
Dramatic
Episodes,
Forced
M
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(iirl
With
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oi Lumber
Camp
Frustrated
by
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Distributor
PENNSYLVANIA.
NEW
JERSEY,
DELAWARE,
MARYLAND
1327 VINE
STREET,
PHILADELPHIA,
TA.
Repairing
and
All Supplies

Strange
Turn
of
Fortune's
Wheel.
Love
Finds
lis Way
to Mountain
Fastness When Woman's
Love
Redeems
Wealthy
Profligate,
sunn
Suggestions!
Play
up
the
fact
that
here
is a who, Is story
with
a different
atmosphere
from
the
usual
lumber
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A Few Camera Bargains
PrlOM

Earle
Williams
Grace Darmond
James
Abrahams
Irene
Rich
Margaret
Allen

Directed by Tom Mills.
The Story: When
James Armitage, a
wealthy young man, is jilted by Clare
Wendell, he leaves for Burma after committing the care of his estate to his lawyer. Years later he is informed that Clare
is a widow. His old love for her flames
and he returns to find that the lawyer has absconded with half of his fortune and that his mansion has been sold

Smashed, In Confonmtj with
moyk toGOODS
Polio]
.-I'll atQUICK
low prlcet —

GENUINE
PRESTWICH
M. P.. London, mad,' complete, with Tessar F:3 5
lens.
Oniv
$220
4 PATH
OutsidePerfect,
Magazine
-IjiU' E im»'
withStudio
lms, Model
case
and tour magazines.
Only
$350
UNIVERSAL— lato
model,
witU
lens.
Onlv
$195
PITTMAN
PROFESSIONAL—
plete
»itu P:8.S
lens, only . . .<-om$85
Trlnuds, Northern Lights, etc . at special prices.
All goods guaranteed.
Other Special Reduotionfl
in ii-c<l and new Moving
Picture Cameras offered In bass monthly
ISARCAIN BULLETIN, mailed FREE Write for it TODAY.
DHaa
RACC

to the father of Doris Athelstone. Armitage's love for Clare dies, and an investigation reveals to him that the lawyer is
in reality the thief and the father of
Doris, and that the young girl, who has
not seen her father since she was a baby,
is under

the impression that he is an explorer. In his love for Doris, who is the
sole occupant of his mansion, he keeps
this a secret, but is impelled to disclose
the facts to her when, entering his house
for s'ome papers, he is shot by Doris. He
starts out to unravel the mystery and lolates the father dying in Yucatan. The
old man tells Armitage that he stole to

her

' MICAGO

Complete EXIT Signs

"THE GIRL IN HIS HOUSE"
Vitagraph
Presents
Earle
Williams
and
Grace
Darmond
in a Five-Part
Blue
Ribbon
Feature of Strange
Situations
and Unusual Complications.
Cast.

keep

received.

(In tlio Hoart of tho Film Dlslrit-t)

105 W. Monroe

James
Armitage
Doris Athelstone
Samuel
Bordman
Betty
Burlingham
Clare
Wendell

as

Central Theatre Supply Co.

camp
tale.
Speak
of I'.at Cave,
the lOi
in which the picture was made ami dwell
on the scenic background.
Use the paper
for street and window work and play up
the
star.
Advertising Aids: Two styles each one,
three and six-sheets. Free advance poster. Lobby displays, 8x10, llxl 1 ami 22x28.
Two-color heralds. One and two-column
cuts.
Slides.
Press
sheet.
Released
June
24.

anew

Cast.

oars

PICTURE

his daughter from want, and forgiven, he dies happy. Armitage, returning, marries Doris, but keeps secret that
father was a thief.

111 N. Dearborn
CAMERA
CO.

St., DeiL 7, Chicago

When

writing to advertisers kindly
mention
The Moving Picture World.

We have for sale Twenty Million
Dollar Mystery, 22 reels; ZurJora, 18
reels; and Million Dollar Mystery,
46 reels. We also have a large stock
of new and commercial film In all
lengths for all parts of the globe.
Eutaollabed

THE

FILM

I90H

EXCHANGE

126 West 46th St., New York City

Feature

Earle 'Williams as James Armitage and Grace Darmond as Doris Athelstone.

PORTER EQUIPS THEATRE FOR GRIFFITH'S
SUPREME

TRIUMPH

"HEARTS

with Robin TIME and SPEED
this greatest picture of modern
and effects.

OF

THE

WORLD."

DEDICATORS
in the
times is synchronized

Installs

Two

UP

44th St. Theatre,
accurately
to the

B. F. PORTER, 1482 BROADWAY,

AT

to The

Minute

Type

S SIMPLEX

PROJECTORS

New York. The* Marvelous PROJECTION
of
fraction
of a second
with
the beautiful
music

TIMES SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

1898

THE

Haworth Pictures Corporation
Hellman

Bldg..

Loa

Angele*.

CaL

Non-Breakable and
Sanitary
STEEL
CAST
IRON

Stunt Suggestions: Offer a free admission to anyone who has loved and lost that
he may take heart from and profit by the
lesson of this story. If any joker takes
you up, put him through the door, but
later introduce him to the audience as a
heart-broken seeker for sympathy. For
the lobby paint or cut out a huge heart
with a crack through it and advertise
"Broken hearts mended here. If yours is
broken see The Girl in His House (date).
See it anyway." Use "If your heart is
broken" as the catchline for a throwaway
or card if you use such material.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Window cards. Lobby
displays, 11x14 and 22x28. Heralds.
Slides.
Plan book.
Press sheet.
Released June 24.

era Chairs
Immediate shipment
on many styles; Second Hand Chairs ;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL

FURNITURE

WORLD

and Advertising Phrases: Fascinating Mystery and Romance Combined in Appealing: Love Story.
Disappointed in First Love, Greater
Happiness Comes Through Heroic
Sacrifice.
OddSorrow
CapriceInto of Happiness.
Fortune's Wheel Turns
An
Unusual
Plot
Carried
Forward
Through Gripping Suspense.
Blue Ribbon
Feature
That Runs
True
to Its Designation.
Avarice and Intrigue Falls Before Love
and Constancy.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA
PRODUCTIONS
W.

PICTURE

Program

Watch for
coming announcement

H.

MOVING

CO.

Grand Rapids. Mich. New York, 150 Fifth Ave.

Real
Photographs
$3.50 d
Thousan
Every player in the films.
Size of picture, 2% inches
long, l3/4 inches wide. You
can print your next week's
programme on the other
side.
Send
for samples
and new catalogue.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
230 West 42nd Street, New York
12th Floor, Candler Building

"CLOSIN' IN"
Triangle Presents
William
Desmond
in
the Story of a Man
Who
Ran Away
in Order to Shoulder
the Burden
of
Another's Crime.
Cast.
Jack Brandon
William Desmond
Barbara Carlton
Maud Wayne
Mr. Carlton
George Pearce
Burt Carlton
Darrell Foss
Mrs. Carlton
Alberta Lee
Jules La Roche
Louis Durham
Sergeant Barry
Bob Thompson
"Sour Dough" Green
Graham Pette
Directed by J. W. McLaughlin.
The Story: Jack Brandon,
in love with
Barbara Carlton, assumes the responsibilfather,ity forwhothe is defalcations
president
of ofthe Barbara's
bank
in
which
Jack is employed.
Branded
as a
thief, Jack flees and joins the Mounted
Northwest Police. Chance brings Barbara
across Jack's pathway,
but she declines
to recognize him. Later he saves her from
a bigamous marriage into which she has
been lured. Word is then received of her
father's deathbed
confession
exonerating
Jack, so all ends happily.
Feature William Desmond as Jack Brandon and Maud Wayne as Barbara Carlton.
Program
and Atlvertising
Phrases:
Misguided Sacrifice for Girl He Loves
Nearlyless Hero.
Ends
Disastrously
for ReckInnocent Man Branded a Crook by His
Own Foolish Confession.
Self-Accused
Bank
Robber
Caught
in
Web of False Suspicion.
Deathbed
Confession
of Guilt
Places
Crime on Unsuspected Coward.
OddSacrifice.
Outcome of an Innocent Man's SelfRomance and Adventure Lead Through
Adversity to Happy Ending.
Stunt Suggestions: Send a man on the
street with a sign on his chest bearing
the single word "Thief" and on his back
a card reading: "Jack Brandon bore the
burden of another's crime to shield the
girl he loved. See the interesting complications that followed in 'Closin' In' at
(house
and date)."
Use much
the same

T

June 29, 1918
idea for newspaper work and throwawaye.
Also tell that this is a story of the Canadian Northwest Police unless you have
had too many such stories lately.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine.
Press sheet.
Released June 23.

"A

MAN'S

WORLD"

Metro
Presents
Emily
Stevens
In an
Cast.
Adaptation of Rachel Crothers' Highly
Successful Play of the Same Title.
Frankie Ware
Emily Stevens
David Powell
John Merkyl
Malcolm Gaskell, the publisher
Frederick Truesdell
Lione Brune
Florence Short
Kiddie
Baby Ivy Ward
Larry Hanlon
Walter Hiers
Emile Grimeaux
Sidney Bracy
Clara Oakes, artist
Vera Royer
Alice Ellery
Lucile Dorrington
Directed by Herbert Bloche.
The Story: Frankie Ware, a novelist in
Paris in search of atmosphere for her
novel, soothes the last moments of Alice
Ellery by promising to care for the latter's child, born out of wedlock. Alice refuses to name the father. Frankie returns
to America and writes a book protesting
against the man-made social laws that
seem to rule the world. She gives no explanation of the child and gradually a
rival builds up the suggestion that the
book is her own defense for the presence
of the child. Gaskell, her publisher, who
is madly in love with her, demands to
know the history of the child, and
Frankie, in an inspiration, asks if he
knew Alice Ellery in Paris. His confusion
betrays
him if
andKiddie
she retorts
marry me
were "You
my wouldn't
child. I
shall
not seeks
marry toyouforce
because
he is yours."
Gaskell
marriage,
but is
defeated and happiness comes to Frankie
from another source.
Feature Emily
Stevens
as Frankie Ware
and John Merkyl as David Powell.
Program
and Advertising
Phrases:
Surprising Outcome of Sociological Promlem Photoplay
Brings
Thrilling
Climax.
Moot
Question
Skillfully
Answered
in
Gripping Screen Drama.
Exploding
the
Fallacy
That
This
Is
a
Man's World.
Exposing
the Inner Workings
of New
York's Artist Colony.
Famous Washington Square Society Revealed in Its True Light.
Sociological
Drama of Gripping Appeal
Acted by Star Cast of Photoplayers.
Stunt Suggestions: Make capital of the
success of this play and dwell upon the
question of morals this interesting story
raises. If you can work it with the editor, precipitate a newspaper discussion.
Once get it started and it will run itself.
Start at least two weeks in advance of
the play. Do not try street stunts and
use paper for window displays.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six sheets. Press sheet. Filler sheet.
Ten-minute novel. Slide. Heralds. Lobby
displays, SxlO sepia, 11x14 sepia, 22x28
colored. Cuts.
Released June 24.

Hartley Withers, the editor of the
Economist, of London, says: "Money
spent in war time on things not needed is money given to the enemy."

June 29, 1918
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"WHEN
MEN
BETRAY."
Graphic
Film
Corp.
Presents
Ivan
Abramson's Realistic Drama of Human
Frailties With Gail Kane and An AllStar Cast.
Cast.

Raymond
Edward es
■ a Bdwardea
Vivian
Bdwardea
Lucille Stanton
Florence
Alice
Bob Gardner
Mrs. Gardner

Robert
BHllott
i;.ui Kane
Juliet Moore
s.iiiy Crute
Qertrude Braum
Tallulah Bank head
k McLean
Dora Mills Adams
Reed
n imllton
Frederick Barton
Stuart Holmes
Directed
by Ivan Abramaon.
The ^Iciri : Tho charms
ami b<\iul\
of
Lucille Stanton prove Irresistible t"
mond Bdwardea and he breaks his marriage vows, ills ears are deaf to the
pleadings of his wife, Marion, and their
five-year-old daughter, Vivian, On the
evening thai Frederick Barton, a friend
of Bdwardea takes Marlon to a reception,
Alice, the younger sister of Bdwardea i«
betrayed by Bob Gardner, the Dam
Florence, and elder sister of Bdwardea
But Bdwardea realizes the folly of his action when he sees Barton in Lucllle's
room, anil pleads with his wife to be forgiven. Bob is killed in a li.^ht with liarton. Dick Gardner, to atone for his
transgression, marries Alice, and the end
of the drama shows a happy reunion of
the household.
Feature
Robert
BUlott as Raymond
Edwardes
and Gail Kane
as Marion,
his
wife.
PrORrniu
and
YdvertistiuK
Phrases:
Stirring Drama of
Human
Frailties
Tinged With
Gripping Sensations.
Sensational Domestic Drama Gives Fair
Warning to Faithless Husbands.
Carnivals
of Worldly
Pleasures Substituted for Marital
Felicity.
Great Domestic Problem Solved in Sensational Photodrama.
Husband
and Wife Chose
the Way
of
the World
and Find Happiness.
Solving the Problem
of Life in Sensational Melodrama.
Stunt Suggestions: This picture should
not be stunted. Use straight advertising
and emphasize the problem of whether
two wrongs make a right.
Advertising Aids: Two styles of one
sheet. Two styles of three sheets, one
six-sheet, one 24-sheet. Lobby displays,
8x10, 11x14. 22x118. Press book. Double
and single-column cuts.
Slides.
Heralds.
"HOW
COULD
YOU, JEAN?"
Artcraft
Presents
Mary
Pickford,
"the
Star
Perpetual,"
in
an
Absorbing
Adaptation from Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd's Well Known Novel of That Title.
Cast.
Jean Mackaye
Mary
Pickford
Ted Burton, Jr
Casson Ferguson
Burton,
Sr
Herbert Standing
Rufus
Bonner
Spottiswoode
Aitken
Mrs. Bonner
Fanny
Midgley
Oscar, the Bonners'
hired man,
Larry Peyton
His Sweetheart
Zazu Pitts
Susan Trent
Mabelle Harvey
Mrs. Kate Morley
Lucille Ward
Directed by William D. Taylor.
The Story: Left penniless through the
wreckage of her fortune, Jean Mackaye
decides that since she must earn her
own living she will be a cook. But she
is too pretty to get a job, so she procures an outfit from the Salvation Army
and learns a Swedish dialect. Thus fortified, she obtains a position with the Bon-
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Spoils

Mis-
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i.ai, of Cook Who P
slum
Hei ird'a
m Role
HowBeauty
One and
LittleKitchen
rook Work
Spoiled Won't
Dan Mix.
Cupid's Broth.
"America's
Sweetheart"
Comes
to tho
Screen In cms,- of Kitchen U
Bleanor Hoyl Bralnerd's Popular Novel
iins Clever
Screen
Entertainment.
Honeal Toll as Servant Girl Wins Qui band and Happiness
for Aristocratic
Victim of Mlsforl
stum
Svggeatloiuii
in most
localities
it will be BufBclent
to play up the an:ement of the star.
If you can get
a cow send it through
the streets with
a banner announcing that this is the cow
of which
Mary
Pickford
made
a confidante in "How
Could
You,
Jean?"
or
use toy cows for window work, with pictures of the star.
Use a picture display,
with a banner for the lobby.
Advertising Aids: Two each one, three
and six-sheets. One 24-sheet. Lobby displays, SxlO, 11x14 and 22x28. Cuts from
one to three columns on star and production. Advertising layout mats. Slides.
Press book.
Released June 23.
"YOU CAN'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING"
Triangle Presents Gloria Swanson and a
Host
of Favorites
in the Story of a
Girl That Even Women Liked.
Cast.
Patria Reynolds
Gloria Swanson
Arthur Kirby
Darrell Foss
Hastings Carson
Jack Richardson
Jim Wheeler
Edward Piel
Chuck
Danforth
James
Cope
Ferdinand
Thatcher
Grover
Franke
Henry Pettit
George Hernandez
Mrs. Powellson
Kitty Brandbury
Mrs. Morton Danforth
Bliss Chevalier
Amy
Powellson
Iris Ashton
Grace Darling
Claire McDowell
Directed by Jack Conway.
The Story: Pat Reynolds was the sort of
a girl that even the other women liked —
to say nothing of all the single men. She
was the queen of the summer colony.
Gradually her suitors dropped off. discouraged, until but two remained — Kirby
and Carson. Kirby took her motoring and
when she refused to marry him he lost his
head and tried to kiss her. Frightened
at the outburst she jumped from the car
and Kirby took another girl — wrapped in
the cloak Pat had left in the car. Meanwhile Jim Wheeler, given up by his physicians, had determined to end it all. Pat
dragged him from the water and made
him promise to see the leading specialist,
promising in turn never to reveal his attempted suicide. This sealed her lips when
the gossips told that she had gone to a
road house with Kirby, being recognized
by the missing cloak. She passed a very
unhappy summer, but Jim came back —
cured— and all ended as well planned
stories should.
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6 in One
The Leading Features of the Leading Machines all harmoniously combinenone
di
handsome NewTroubleFree Writing Machine of the First
Quality — In which you will find
your own favorite feature of your
own favorite typewriter, and the
others besides.

Improved-Simplified-Modernized
Simple — Artistic— Durable— Efficient—Standard — 42 Key — Single
Shift — Ball Bearing— Quiet— Visible—Soft Touch— Light Action.

%

In the Woodstock
You Will Find

Every time-tested worth-while feature
which you like in the machine vou are
used to, and you will also find the
favorite features of the other standard
makes which you wish your machine had.
Yet in the Woodstock yon will find this
aggregation of high point features much

improved

and

simplified,

to

fit the

touch, the person, the mood, in a way
that no other typewriter does— (The
best operators say this).
Only a close-up view, an actual touch
and trial of this excellent typewriter
can convince.
"VS^'v
Investigate by all means— We are at tf'
/V&
easy
is to try Let
your itservice.
you how
v'':yJ%ii
one; usto show
own one.
^kN^jL
Phone Central 5563; call up— call in— or
T?W»*
write—
>?
Woodst

ock Typewriter Company,
23 W. Washington St., Chicago
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Feature

Gloria Swanson
as Patrla Reynolds and lidward I'icl as Jim Wheeler.
Program
anil Suspect
Advertising
It's
Easy to
and HardPhrasesi
to Defend
the Purpose of Innocent Actions.
The Finger of Scorn Is Too Often Carelessly Pointed.
An Ideal Romance
Brought
to Happy
Ending
Under
Unusual
Circumstances.
Trifling With
Good
Reputations
Frustrates the Joy of Wagging Tongues.
See This Clever
Play and Have
Done
With Dangerous Gossip.
Cleverest of Photoplays Carries Delight
to "Surprise Ending."
Stunt Suggestions: In your press work
dwell on the beauty of the swimming
scenes and the exciting episode of the
rescue. Make good use of the catchline
value of the title, as "You can't believe
everything, but take it from us that Tou
Can't Believe Everything is a story you
can't afford to miss. It's a wonder." Some
of the stills should make good lobby dis-play. Have your frame-maker cut mats to
give the pictures greater prominence. Play
up the local favorites in the unusually
good cast.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Special process art
heralds. Lobby displays, 11x14 and 22x28.
Photographs. Slides. Electros and mats.
Triangle Magazine. Press sheet.
Released June 23.
"THE EAGLE"
Bluebird Presents Monroe Salisbury and
Edna
Earle
in a Story
of Unofficial
Justice That Very Nearly Resulted in
the Death
of an Innocent Man.
Cast.
John Gregory
Monroe Salisbury
Lucy
Edna
Earle
Bob
Ward
Wing
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
The Story: The mother of John Gregory
is swindled of a large sum of money by a
mining company. It causes her death and
John, vowing to get back the money by
stealing it, assumes the disguise of an Indian and becomes known as "The Eagle."
Going to the office to take a shipment of
money he finds Bob, the brother of Lucy,
his sweetheart, attacking the guard. Bob
is wounded, but Gregory helps him to escape. He is later captured, however, and
is accused of not only killing the guard,
but also of committing the robberies perpetrated by Gregory. Things are looking
pretty black for Bob at the trial when

Cremona
ORCHESTRA
Write

The

for

Chicago

to

Piano

PICTURE

WORLD

Gregory and Lucy come in, she having discovered that Gregory committed the
thefts and having forced him to court. He
tells his story, and the mining company,
realizing that it never could convict
Gregory, withdraws its case against
Bob. With their troubles ended, Gregory
and Lucy are married.
Feature Monroe Salisbury as John Gregory and Edna Earle as Lucy.
Program and Advertising
I'lirasis: Thrilling Melodrama
of Western
Wilds
With
Gripping
Love
Plot to Excite
Heart -Inter est.
Carrying a Vengeful Vow
to the Limit
of Human Sacrifice.
Wild Riding and Straight Shooting Give
Thrills to Melodrama.
Eloquent Thief Wins His Own Case Before Judge Lynch.
Sturdy
of Vengeance.
the "Woolly
West''
Settles Justice
Claim . of
Thrills and Surprises
Sustain
Interest
in Gripping Photoplot.
Stunt Suggestions: If you can work it,
a good stunt would be to have a man in
Indian dress driven through the streets
by a girl in western costume who holds
a revolver on him. On her back place a
sign "If you want to see why I am driving my sweetheart to jail, see 'The Eagle'
at (house and date)." For a dodger use
"Have you been robbed? If you have do
not follow the course of John Gregory in
'The Eagle' and try to execute justice
yourself. See the play at (house and
date) and be warned.
Advertising Aids: One design each one,
three and six-sheets. Stock one-sheet of
star. Colored and black-and-white lobby
displays. Slide. Heralds. Player cuts in
three sizes. Scene cuts one and two colums wide. Press book.
Released June 22.
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THEATERS

PROJECTED.

(Continued from page 1877.)
SALT
LAKE
CITY,
UTAH. — Plans
are
under
way
to erect theater
on campus
University
of Utah
for
"Girls
of the
Order of the Gleam."
NEWPORT NEWS, VA. — War Camp
Community Service has let contract to
erect Liberty theater at Camp Stuart,
with seating capacity for 3,000.
NORFOLK, VA.— Jake Wells is having
plans prepared by E. S. Howell, Richmond,
for alterations
to interior of Academy.
NORTON, VA. — Queen is name of moving picture house opened here by Dunn
and Fuller, with seating capacity for 350.
CENTRALIA, AVASH. — Joe Lucas has
purchased Central theater and leased the
new Liberty.
COLFAX, WASH. — Management Rose
theater has been taken over by C. E.
Stillwell, of Spokane.

- ORGANS

information

Marquette

MOVING

Co.

SEATTLE, AVASH. — Orpheum theater
will discontinue vaudeville and use pictures exclusively.

June 29, 1918
SPOKANE, AVASH. — Ackerman and
Harris, of Hippodrome circuit, have plans
by Francis P. Rooney for $165,000 theater
to be erected at Lincoln and Sprague
streets.
TACOMA, AVASH. — Orpheus theater at
Green Park will be opened by E. J. Donnellan.
SEATTLE, WASH.— Flag theater, at
1413 First avenue, has opened under management of J. A. Reed.
SEATTLE,
WASH.
Ackerman
and
Harris, owners of Hippodrome theater circuit, will remodel Palace theater here.
WASHOUGAL, WASH. — One-story moving picture theater, 30 by 80 feet, is being erected for Lewis Starr on 2d street.
BEAVER DAM, WIS. — Davison theater
has been leased by Charles Staehle.
BLACK CREEK, WIS.— E. N. Blick is
arranging
to show
moving
pictures
in
Auditorium.
HURLEY, WIS.— M. E. Keegan, of
Maple Lake, Minn., has purchased Garrick theater from Carl Becker.
IRONativeRIA'ER,
WIS. —isFarmers'
Co-operStore building
being converted
into moving picture theater for E. Daniels.
KAUKAUNA, AA'IS. — Conkey - Cleland
Bijou theater,
moving
picture formerly
house, hasNugent
opened.Brothers'
LA CROSSE, AA'IS. — Rex theater, formerly the Star, has reopened under management of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Liesenfield.
MARINETTE, AVIS. — Coffey Brothers
have purchased building in which their
Plan to rebuild
Cozy theater is located.
theater.
MENOMINEE, WIS. — W. R. A'incent has
purchased
A. T. Campbell's
interest
in
Grand theater.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — J. Miller, 539
Fourth street, has plans by Leiser & Hoist.
Germania building, for remodeling theater, to cost $25,000.
MILWAUKEE, AAIS. — Globe Theater
Company, 24th and Walnut streets, has
plans by John Menge. Jr., 1S5 Wright
street, to remodel theater front, to cost
RACINE, WIS. — Rialto Amusement
$3,500.
Company incorporated with $100,000 capital has leased theater being erected in
rear Baker
block.
plans
byROTHSCHILD,
Swarthout & AVIS.
Speer,— A'illage
Spencer has
building,
AA'ausau, Wis., for two-story hall. 90 by
100 feet, containing theater, to cost $35,000.
Get

in

Touch

With

the

MORTIMER FILM LIFE
if
you want to prolong
the life of g&r*your films.
STATION
SAVING
Tlu-y make S0-day stuff look like first release.
Ask

the wise one
MORTIMER

ERBOGRAPH

who
knows
all about
FILM
CLEANER

COMPANY

LUDWIG G. B. ERB, President
Producers
of

MOTION

PICTURE

FILMS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone
LABORATORIES

and

STUDIO

Audubon

3716

203 to 211 West 146th St, New York City

the

THK
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MUVIXi;

CLASSIFIED

I'KTURE

L901

WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS

NOTE

TERMS

CAREFULLY

Remittances must accompany all orders for classified advertisements as follows: Onedollar per insertion tor copj containing twentj words or less. Five cents per word on copj
containing over twenty words.
NOTICE

TO ADVERTISERS:

SITUATIONS

The Publishers expect thai all statements made in every advertisement will bear
the strictest investigation.

FILMS

WANTED.

BOD
BROTHERTON,
15 years
laboratory
work — Sellg,
American,
Balboa,
wants
Job.
K. 3d St., Long Beach, Cat.
YOl'XC.
man desires
position asin anaimassistant cameraman.
Has aexperience
cutting, address s. W., care M. I'. World. New
City.

York

FILM
man.
exploited
and
.lust Bnishing
South.
Open
Experience,
M.

sales manager,
branch
mar
sold big and small productions,
otic year trip through
the entire
for position
June
20th.
Write
P. World. New York City.

MANAGER at liberty after June 20th, eleven
JTears detailed experience, lias managed and
owned high class picture theaters. Only a theater that needs detailed experience anil where
efforts and accomplishments will be appreciated
considered. Write. Presentation, care M. I*.
World. -New York City.
EXPERT operator wants out of town position
where good service i> appreciated. Address
Operator. 509 West 124th Street, New York City.

HELP

WANTED.

WANTED high class laboratory assistant.
Man capable of taking general charge. Write
stating experience and salary expected to V. 1'.
F. Co.. care M. 1'. World. New York City.
WAXTED — Moving picture operator, experienced. Power's
(i-A motor-driven
machines,
direct current
Hallberg
motor generator
; must
be strictly sober and understand the business
thoroughly ; two hours in the afternoon and
three hours at night ; no Sunday work. Steady
work the year round : salary $25.00 a week.
Address J. J. Ryan. Opera House, Susquehanna,
Susquehanna Co., Pa.

BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

CAMERAMAN in western Canada wants to
represent company or buyer of scenic or current events. Y. Arsin, G16 Avenue Block, Winnipeg. Canada.

DICKS

Each word to In- counted, Including names and addressee.

FOR SALE OR RENT.

WILL sell twenty reels weekly, including
features and Bingles, Bl80 advertising, one hundred dollars, remit twenl v-live dollars, balance
C. O. D. united Film Service, 8628 Olive St.,
st. Louis, Mo.
FIVE
hundred
reels Young,
-1, 2, thi
'■'■. I and ."i-i Norma
featuring
Clara
K.
Talniadgc,
Edith
Storey,
Ruth
Roland,
Anna
ii. Ham
and Cud. Alice Joyce, Earl Williams, Hughie .Mack.
Helen
Holmes,
Wi
slap-stick comedies, dram.
lot of
dim on market. Suitable tor Bret-cla theaters. Popular Film Exchange, 1831 Vine
Strei i. Philadelphia.
Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
EXPERIENCED
writer
for the
market
for dramatic
Scenarios.
Tempest,
6 Harron
Rd., Southsea,
England.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

film
Addre
Hampshire,

SALE.

FOR SALE— 200-300 theater seats. Herman
Ellis, Perth Amboy, N. J.
ALL MAKES OF USED MACHINES— Power,
Simplex, Edison, Motiograph ; also Film Calcium Lights and everything for the movie; write
for our prices before placing your order. MOVIXG PICTURE SALES CO., 540 Plymouth Place,
Chicago, 111.
POWERS Xo. 5 Motion Picture Machine comwith lenses, magazines,
stand and No. 0
lamp all in good running order.
Xo reasonable
offer refused.
L. Du Jardin, 10 Brown Place,
Maspeth, L. I., X. Y

CAMERAS,

ETC.,

FOR

SALE.

HERE'S the biggest snap of the season-$300.00 Universal M. P. Camera, tested and
guaranteed,
in perfect
condition
our
price for quick sale $167.50
■
Have you
a copy of our slightly used Motion Picture
Cameras? Yours for the asking. Get in touch
with us today.
Telegraphic orders shipped same

DAVID

day thi
STERN
COMPANY,
"Motion
I ,■' 1027R Madi. on

It, DAVID
Picture
Camera
St., < 'In. ago, 111.

GOOD NEWS FOR ALL INTERESTED IN
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS! We purchased
from
the Camel
Film Company
ol Chic
Extrem.iy Good Camera', which ire are ab
sell at record breaking low prices for quick acceptance. Here tiny are:
1st: W0 ft. Plttman
lonal. Regular and Trick Crank, outside
Qg.
Ernon
1'" ::: i
0.00 value
at $85.00. I'd: Inn ii London Prestwlch, latest
model, all adjustments. Aluminum doors, Teasar V:SJB lens. A $275.00 value at $186.00,
3d: 400 it. capacity Pathe cinematograph. Inside magazine. A straight working camera of
beaut ii ui mechanism. Complete with Hellar
K : LS ten . $136.00. 4th : 200 ft. Dnlvi
slightly3 extra
used magazines
but perfect.and Fitted
with panoF :.''.. 5
a Universal
ram and tilting top tripod. A $430.00 outfit
complete at $215.00. 5th : 'J00 ft. capacity
Special Prestwich Model, regular and trick
crank. Direct gear take up, reverse and forward. Outside focus. Hand dissolve. A wonderfully built camera. Cos( $825.00. Ideal for
cartoons and all around work. Complete with
panoram and tilting top tripod, $165.00. 0th :
200 ft. capacity U. S. DeLuxe, specially built
camera. 6 lenses, including Telephoto Still
Camera attachment, Automatic dissolve, Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod and Carrying Case.
A $1,000.00 outfit at $525.00. Never before
have such bargains been offered. Every one
guaranteed. Write at once to the Home of
Motion Picture Cameras. BASS CAMERA
COMPANY, 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
LISTEN — Cameramen, directors, laboratory
managers, exchanges, operators, stamp brings
invaluable novelty catalogue concerning you.
Eberhard Schneider, 219 Second Ave., N. Y. City.
FOR SALE — Bell & Howell Camera and
tripod, like new, costs $1,600.00, 2 extra magazines, 3 lenses, Goertz Vigneting Device, extra
masks, spools, carrying cases — $1,050.00.
Urban Camera, 400 ft. capacity, extra magazine, Carl Zeiss F :3.5 lens 7.5 cm., tripod, tilt
and panorama — $150.00. M. Gordon, 1620
Mailers Building,
Chicago, 111.

DEVELOPER

lasts longer than any other medium now used and
gives a perfectly clean bath.
Now in use by leading film laboratories, with uniformly satisfactory results.

DICKS DAVID

CO., Inc.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

r

GENERAL

FILM.

PATHS

INTERSTATE

General Film Company,

C

JUDGE

(Note — Pictures given below are listed
in the order of their release. Additions
are made from week to week in the order of release.)

BROWN

Paramount

On a Fox Farm

PARAMOUNT-MACK
SEXXETT
COMEDIES.
May 6— His Smothered Love.
May 20— Battle Royal.
June
3 — Love Loops the Loop.
June 17 — Two Tough Tender Feet.

PARAMOUNT

FILM.

SERIES.

PLAYERS-LASKY
CORP.
Paramount Features.
Drama).
May 13 — Mile-a-Minute
Kendall
(Five Parte —
May 20 — The Drama).
Mating of Marcella

VICTORY
The Triumph

FILM

MFG.

CO.

of Venus (Five Parts — Drama).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

CRYSTAL FILM
COMPANY.
Romeo and Juliet (Two Parts — Comedy).
What
She Did to Her
Husband
and Almost
Lucky
(Split Reel — Comedy).
What's in the Trunk?
(One Part — Comedy).
Reuben's Romance
(One Part — Comedy).
The
Lady
Detective
and
His Wedding
Day
(Split Reel— Comedy).
Troubled Waters
(One Part — Comedy).
Her Necklace and His Hoodoo Day (Split Reel
— Comedy).
DIAMOND
COMEDIES.
Up in Society (One Part).
Fatal Fate (One Part).
Ambitious
Ambition
(One Part).
Matrimonial Moans
(One Part).
DUPLEX
FILMS,
(Seven Parts — Drama).

RELEASES

WEEK

OF

JUNE

9.

Hearst-Pathe News No. 48.
Hearst-Pathe News No. 49.
RELEASED
KidderPathe)& . Ko

WEEK

(Five

OF

JUNE

16.

Parts — Comedy-Drama —

27 — Prunella
Drama).(Five Parts — Drama).
27 — His Own Home Town
(Five Parte —

May

Drama).
27 — Believe
Me,

June
June
June
June

2—
2—
9—
9—

June 23 — A Desert Wooing

The Diando).
Voice
of

Destiny

(Five

PARAMOUNT-BRAY
May
June

June

The House of Hate (Episode No. 16, "The Vial
of Death" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Cleopatsy (Two Parts — Comedy — Rolin).
Are
Crooks
Dishonest
(One
Reel — Comedy —
Rolin).

ESSANAY COMEDIES.
Slippery Slim, Diplomat
(One Part).
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent (One Part).
Slippery
Slim's Epidemic
Stratagem(One (One
A Snakevtlle
Part).Part).
A Hot Time In Snakeville (One Part).
Snakevllle's New Sheriff (One Part).
Sophie's Birthday Party
(One Part).
EXPORT
AND
IMPORT
FILM
CORP.
Why — the Bolshevikl
(Five Parte — Drama).
HANOVER
FILM
COMPANY.
Camllle (Helen Hesperla — Six Parts — Drama).
The Marvelous Maclste (Six Parts — Drama).
Monster of Fate.
INC.

Producers. — Kindly

Britain's
Bulwarks No. 7, "Fighting the Hun
at St. Pictures).
Quentln"
(One
Reel — Government
Official
St. Croix (One Part — Educational — Post Film
Company).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 52 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 53 (Topical).
RELEASES

FOR

WEEK

OF

JUNE

30.

A

Little Sister of Everybody
(Five
Parts —
Comedy- Drama — Pathe).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 17, "The Death
Switch" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
The Rolin).
Furniture
Movers
(One
Reel — Comedy —
Britain's Bulwarks No. 8 ("Destruction Wrought
by
the Hun Official
at St. Pictures).
Quentin" — One Part —
Government
Co.)
Guadeloupe
(One Reel — Educational — Post Film
Hearst-Pathe News No. 54
Hearst-Pathe News No. 55
Furnish

Titles and

Dates

(Topical).
(Topical).
of All New

Releases

(Five Parts — Dr.).

1 — The Tiger Man
(Five Parts — Drama).
8 — The Lie (Five Parte — Drama).
15 — Mr. Fix-It (Five Parts — Comedy13 — M'Llss
(Five Parts — Drama).
20 — Old Wives for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
20 — Selfish Yates
(Five Parts — Drama).
2 — A Doll's House (Five Parts — Drama).
16 — SayDrama).
! Young Fellow (Five Parts —
June 16 — HitDrama).
the Trail Holliday (Five PartsDrama).
June 23 — How Could You, Jean? (Five Parts —

23.

Parts — Drama —

Parte —

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
June
June

June

OF JUNE

(Five

Artcraft Pictures.

June

WEEK

Xantlppe

Missing
(Five Parts — Drama).
Love's Conquest (Five Parts — Drama).
Viviette
(Five Parts — Drama).
Her Drama).
Final
Reckoning
(Five
Parts —

June 16 — The Bravest Way
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 23 — The Drama.
Firefly of France
(Five Parts —

Hearst-Pathe News No. 50 (Topical).
Hearst-Pathe News No. 51 (Topical).
FOR

(Five Parte—

May
May

Britain's Bulwarks No. 6 — "Destroyers' Raid on
Zeebrugge"
— (One Reel — Government Official
War
Pictures).
St. Thomas
(One
Reel — Educational — Post Film
Company).

RELEASES

EBONY COMEDIES.
The Bully (One Part).
The Janitor (One Part).
Mercy, the Mummy Mumbled (One part).
A Reckless Rover
(One Part).
Are Working Girls Safe? (One Part).

FOR

The House of Hate (Episode No. 15 — "The False
Signal" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Rolin). in Turkey
Somewhere
(One
Reel — Comedy —

INC.

HIGHGRADE
FILM
ENTERPRISES,
Blllle In Society (Two Parts— Comedy).
Bunco
Billy (Two
Parts — Comedy).
Billy in Harness (Two Parts — Comedy).

FOR

COMEDIES.

FAMOUS

(All Two-part
Drama*.)
In the Shadow of the Rockies.
Where the Sun Sets Red.

For Sale (Five Parts — Drama — Astra).
The House of Hate (Episode No. 14— "UnderWorld Allies" — Two Parts — Drama — Astra).
Sic 'em Towser (One Reel — Comedy — Rolin).
Britain's Bulwarks No. 5 — "With the Drifters
and Mine Sweepers in the Danger Zone"
(One Reel — Official Government Pictures).
Earle). in Winter (One Reel — Scenic — Ralph
Yosemite

CLOVER
COMEDIES.
From Caterpillar to Butterfly (One Part).
A Widow's Camouflage
(One Part).
Love's Lucky
Day
(One Part).
Oh ! the Women
(One Part).

ARBUCKLE

Mar. 18— The Bell Boy.
Moonshine
(Two Parts).

(One Part — Educational).

RANCHO

Pictures Corp.

STORIES.

RIDGE
DRAMAS.
(Ned Finley)

CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
The Tramp (Two Parts — Comedy).
His New Job (Two Parts — Comedy).
A Night Out (Two Parts).

Shame

COMPANY.

PROGRESSIVE

The Return of O'Garry
(Two Parts — Drama).
Mountain Law
(Two Parts — Drama).
The Raiders of Sunset Gap (Two Parte — Dr.).
O'Garry Rides Alone (Two Parts — Drama).
The Man from Nowhere (Two Parte — Drama).

Way
His
Her
His

FILM

ROGBjUB

(AH Two-Port Comedy -Drama*.)
Dog vs. Dog.
The Three FiveB.
Kid Politics.
A Boy Built City.
The Case of Bennie.

The

BLUE

PARAMOUNT

The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21.

Inc.

BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE.
Enchanted
Profile (One of the 0. Henry
Stories — Two Parts — Drama).
The Girl and the Graft (One of the O. Henry
Stories— Two Parts — Drama).
The Coming of Faro Nell (Wolfville Tales — Two
Parts — Drama).
Faro Nell, Lookout
(Wolfville Tale— Two Parts
■— Drama).
Sisters of the Golden Circle (One of O. Henry
Stories — Two
Parts — Drama).
Dismissal
of Silver Phil (Wolfville Tale — Two
Parts — Drama).
The Brief Debut of Tildy (One of the O. Henry
Stories — Two Parts — Drama).
The Coming of Faro Nell (Wolfville Tale — Two
Parts — Drama).

AND

PICTOGRAPHS.

27 — Subjects on Reel : Scenic Gems of
America ; Charting the Sky ; Cartoon by Wallace Carlson.
3— Subjects on Reel — War Garden Hints;
Building the Liberty Hospitals ;
Cartoons by Bray Studios.
10 — Subjects on Reel — Character Analysis ;
The Science of Weather Prediction ;
Cartoon by Earl Hurd.
17 — Subjects on Reel : Women in the
World of Work ; Scenic Gems of
America ; Beauty to Order, Cartoon
by Wallace Carlson.
24 — Subjects on Reel : Animal Studies by
William L. Finley, Oregon Fish and
Game Commissioner, Science and
Invention, War Garden Hints No. 2,
Animated Technical Cartoon by
Dean Parmlee.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON

HOLMES.

Apr. 29 — Our Filipino Fighting Force.
May
6 — The Filipino National Guard.
May 13 — The Klondike To-Day
(Scenic).
May 20 — Oblin : the Switzerland of British Columbia (Scenic).
May
27 — On the Beach at Waiklkl (Scenic),
June 3— The Melting Pot of the Pacific.
June 10 — Today in Samoa (Scenic).
June 17 — Yesterdays in Samoa (Scenic).
June 24 — The Tonga Isles (Scenic).
BENJAMIN

Apr.

CHAPIN'S — PARAMOUNT
SERIES.
"Tlie
Son of Democracy."
Parts).
1 — Down the River (Eighth Release — Two

Apr.

S — The Two
SlaveParts).
Auction

Apr.

Parts).
15 — Under
the Stars

Before

Saturday.

(Ninth

Release —

(Tenth Release — Two
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WORLD

NATIONAL
WAR SAVINGS DAY
JUNE 28th
That's the day we sign up.
That's the day we tell Uncle Sam just how hard we want to win this
war. That's the day our government has officially set for us to purchase War Savings Stamps.
On June 28th every man, woman and child in the United States will
be called upon to pledge his or her full quota of War Savings Stamp
purchases for 1918.
You will be expected to pledge the full amount that you can afford
— no more — but by the same token, no less.
In every state, county, city, town and
village the War Savings Committees are
preparing for this big patriotic rally of
June 28th. Unless you have already
bought War Savings Stamps to the
$1,000 limit, get busy with paper and
pencil and figure out the utmost you can
do.

They pay you 4% interest compounded
quarterly. They can't go below par.
You can get back every dollar you put
into War Savings Stamps any time you
need it. You can turn them in at the
Post Office any time for their full vahie
plus interest.
Uncle Sam is asking hundreds of thousands of men to give their lives to their
country. He is asking you only to lend
your money.

Remember this. You take no chances
when you go the limit on War Savings
Stamps. They are the best and safest investment inthe world.

NATIONAL

WAR

What are you lending?

SAVINGS COMMITTEE

Pioneer Division
5 1

CHAMBERS

STREET

VA» SAVING S STAMPS
ISSUED

BY THE

m UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

In Answering Advertisements.
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List of Current Film Release Dates
ON

UNIVERSAL,

MUTUAL.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
ANIMATED WEEKLY.
June
5— Issue No. 27 (Topical)— 03042.
June 12— No. 28 (Topical)— 03052.
June 19— No. 29 (Topical)— 03061.
June 2G— Issue No. 30 (Topical)— 03071.
CENTURY
May

COMEDY.

29 — Her

Unmarried
Life
(Two
Parts) —
03032.
June 20 — In Dutch
(Two Parts) — 03070.
L-KO.
May

22 — Who's
(Two
Parts — Comedy) —
03022. Zoo
June
5 — Merry
Mermaids
(Two
Parts — Comedy)
—03041.
June 12— A Blind Pig (Two Parts— Comedy) —
03051.
June 19 — Romance and Dynamite (Two Parts —
Comedy)— 03060.
NESTOR.
May

20 — The Bath House Scandal
(Comedy) —
03021.
Who's Your Wife?
(Comedy) — 03031.
"Home,
James"
(Comedy)— 03040.
Butter Again
(Comedy) — 03050.
Passing the Bomb (Comedy) — 03059.
The Borrowed Baby (Comedy)— 03069.

May
June
June
June
June

27—
3—
10 —
17 —
24 —

UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

PRODUCTION.

June
June

1 — No release this week.
8 — The Model's Confession (Six Parts —
Drama)— 03048.
June 15 — No Release This Week.
June 22 — Smashing Through (Five PartsDrama)— 03067.
June 29 — No Release This Week.
UNIVERSAL
June
1 — Issue
June
8— Issue
June 15 — Issue
June 22 — Issue
June 29— Issue

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

UNIVERSAL
June
June
June
June
June
June

73
74
75
76
77

MAGAZINE.

(Educational)— 03034.
(Educational)— 03043.
(Educational)— 03053.
(Educational) — 03062.
(Educational) — 03072.

SPECIAL

FEATURE.

1 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 9, "The
Human Pendulum" — Two Parts —
Drama)— 03037.
8— The Bull's Eye (Episode No. 18 — "The
Runaway" — Two Parts — (Drama) —
03045.
8 — The Lion'6 Claws (Episode No. 10 —
"The Escape Through the Flames"
— Two Parts — Drama) — 03046.
15 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 11 —
"Caught in the Toils" — Two PartsDrama) — 03055.
22 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 12,
"The Spies Cave" — Two Parts —
Drama)— 03065.
29 — The Lion's Claws (Episode No. 13,
"In Disguise" — Two Parts — Drama)
—OoOT:..

UNIVERSAL
June
June
June
June
Juno

SCREEN

1—
8—
15 —
22 —
29 —

Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue

CURRENT
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

EVENTS.

55 (Toplcal)03035.
56 (Topical)— 03044.
57 (Topical)— 03054.
58 (Topical)— 03063.
59 (Topical)— 03073.

STAR COMEDIES.
Lyons-Moran Pictures.
June
1— A Ripping Time— 03039.
June
8 — There Goes the Bride — 03049.
June l.r — Stepping Some — 03057.
June 22— The Knockout— 0306S.
June 29— Berth Control— 03077.
WESTERN

AND

RAILROAD

DRAMAS.

June 15— Play Straight or Fight (Two Parts)03058.
June 22— Quick Triggers (Two Parts) — 03064.
Juno 29 — The 03074.
Midnight
Fiver
(Two
Parte)Producers. — Kindly

GOLDWTN.

METRO

AND

TRIANGLE

PROGRAMS

Metro Pictures

Mutual Film Corp.
STRAND.
Apr. 2 — She

Couldn't
Grow
Up
(Comedy) —
14C-ST-1.
Apr.
9 — For Art's Sake
(Comedy) — 15CST-1.
Apr. 16 — Her
Helping
Hand
(Comedy) — 16-

CST-1.
Apr. 23 — Mary's
Frame^Up (Comedy) — 17-CST-l.
Apr. 30 — Spotted
(Comedy)— 18-CST-l.
May
7 — Over
the Garden
Wall
(Comedy) —
19-C-ST-l
May 14 — Her Terrible Time (Comedy) — 20csT-l.
May
21 — My
Lady
Nicotine
(Comedy) —
21-CST-l
May
28 — Her Rustic Romeo — 22-CST-l.
June
4— What the Wind Did— 23-CST-l.
June 11— By Fowl Means— 24-CST-l.
June 18 — Beware of Blonds — 25-SST-l.
June 2o — Her
Spooney
Affair— 20-CST-l.
MUTUAL

STAR

PRODUCTION.

Apr. 15 — The Primitive Woman (American —
Five Parts — Drama) — 16-F-F-5.
Apr. 22— (Title Not Reported).
Apr. 29 — Hearts or Diamonds (Five PartsDrama) — 18-F-R-5.
May
20 — No release this date.
May 27 — Social Briars (American — Five Parts —
Drama)— 19-FM-5.
June
3— No Release This Date.
21-FF-5.
June 10 — A —Square
Deal (Five Parts) — Drama)
June 15 — No Release This Week.
22-FR-5. Road (Five Parts — Dr.)
June 24 — Up — Romance
MUTUAL.
Telegram
Telegram (Topical )-49-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 20-T-l.
Telegram (Topical) — 21-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 22-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 23-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 24-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 25-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 26-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 27-T-l.
(Topical)— 28-T-l.
Telegram
Telegram (Topical) — 29-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 30-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 31-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 32-T-l.
Telegram (Topical)— 33-T-l.
Telegram ( Topical 1—34-T-l.
(Topical) — 35-T-l.
OUTING-CHESTER
PICTURES.
June 30— Ex-Cannibal
Carnival— l-O-l.

May 5 — Screen
May 8 — Screen
May 12— Screen
May 15 — Screen
May 19 — Screen
May 22 — Screen
May 26 — Screen
May 29 — Screen
June 2 — Screen
June 5 — Screen
June 9 — Screen
June 12 — Screen
June 16 — Screen
June 19 — Screen
June 23 — Screen
June 20 — Screen
June 30 — Screen

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
GOLDWYN
Mar. 24 — The Drama).
Splendid

FEATURES.
Sinner

(Six

Part*

Apr. 7 — The Danger Game (Six Parts — Drama.)
Apr. 21 — The Face in the Dark
(Six Parts—
Drama 1 .
May
5— -Joan of Plattsburgh (Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
May 19 — The Fair Pretender
(Six Parts — Comedy— Drama).
June
2 — All Woman (Six Parts — Drama).
June 16 — The
Venus
Model
(Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
June 30 — The
Service
Star
(Six Parts — Comedy-Drama).
GOLDWYN

SPECIALS.

Heart of the Sunset
(Seven Parts— Drama).
The Manx Man (Seven Parts — Drama).
For Drama).
the Freedom of the World
(Seven Parts —
Blue Blood (Six Parts — Drama).
Honor's Cross (Six Parts — Drama).
Sooial Ambition (Six Parts — Drama).
CAPITOL
COMEDIES.
May
6— "Bill's Baby"
(Two Reels).
May
20 — "Bill's Predicament"
(Two Reels).
June
3 — "Birds of a Feather" (Two Kee>s).
June 17 — "Matching Billy" (Two Reels').
Furnish

Titles and

Dates

of AH

New

Corporation.

METRO PICTURES
CORP.
Drama). of the Sea
Apr. 22 — Treasure
(Five

Parts —

Apr. Drama).
29— Riders

Parts-

of

the

Night

May Drama).
6 — The Trail of Yesterday

(Five
(Five

Parts—

Drama).
May 13 — Cyclone
Higgins,
D.D.
(Five Parts— Drama).
May 20 — The Winning of Beatrice
(Five Parts
May 27 — LendPartsMe— Drama).
Your
Name
May
June
June
June
June

27 —
3—
10 —
17 —
24 —

(Yorke — Fivs

Pay Day
(Five Parts — Drama).
The Only Road (Five Parts — Drama).
Social Quicksands
(Five Parts — Dr.).
The House of Gold (Five Parts — Dr.).
A Man's World (Five Parts — Drama).

SCREEN

CLASSICS,

INC.,

SPECIALS.

Lest We Forget (Eight Parts — Drama).
My Own United States (Frohman Production —
Eight Parts — Drama).
The Million
(Emerald
Production— FiveDollar
Parts).Dollies
Toys of Fate

(Seven Parts — Drama).
METRO

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

COMEDIES.

18 — After Henry
(Drew).
25 — His Generosity tDrew).
4 — Before and After Taking (Drew).
11— His Strength of Mind (Drew).
18 — Special Today (Drew).
25 — When a Man's Married
(Drew).
1 — Gas Logic (Drew).
8 — A Youthful Affair (Drew).

Triangle Film Corporation.
Dates
and
Subject

Titles
of
to Change

Triangle
Without

Release*
Notice.

TRIANGLE
PRODUCTIONS.
Drama).
May 19 — Who Is to Blame? (Five PartsMay 19 — Old Hartwell's Cub (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26 — Old— Loves
Drama).for New (Five Parts — Dr.).
May
26— High Stakes (Five Parts — Drama).
June 2 — The Man Who Woke Up (Five Parts
June

2— A Drama).
Red-Haired

Cupid

(Five Parts-

June
9 — Madam
Sphinx
(Five Parts — Drama).
June
9 — The Last Rebel (Five Parts — Drama).
June 16 — HisDrama).
Enemy, the Law (Five Parts —
June 16 — Station Content
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 23 — YouParts
Can't
Believe Everything (Five
— Drama).
June 23 — Closin' In (Five Parts — Drama).
June 30 — The Painted Lily (Five Parts — Dr.).
June 30 — The Fly God (Five Parts— Drama).
KEYSTONE
COMEDY.
Parts).
Miller's Muddles
Through

May 12— Mr.

(Two

Mav 19 — Newspaper Clippings
(Two Parts).
May
26s-Are Parts).
Wives
Unreasonable?
(Two
June
2— The Poor Fish
June
2 — Flapjack6
(Two
June 16 — Isn't It Warm?
June 16 — Cupid and the
June 30 — Pearls Without

(Two Parts).
Parts).
(Two
Parts).
Cop (Two Parts).
Price (Two Parts).

KEYSTONE
COMEDY REISSUES.
June
9 — The Snow Cure (Ford Sterling).
June 16 — Cinders of Love (Chester Conklin).
June 23 — Ambrose's Cup of Woe (Mack Swain).
June 30 — Bucking Society (Chester Conklin).

Releases

Before

Saturday.

i 111-:
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WORLD

Sure Fire Helps to Success
The CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO., publishers of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD and CINE
MUNDIAL, the leading trade papers devoted to the Motion Picture Industry, are also publishers of the
only library of practical text books dealing with the cinema art adapted to the every-day needs of
those already engaged in the business or about t o engage in it.
These text books, six in number, have been written by men carefully selected for their proven
knowledge of the subjects to be covered, being almost without exception veteran members of the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD'S editorial staff; entirely without exception these men are at present
actively engaged in the motion picture business — they are not dreamers or theorists.
Each text book has been written to provide real help to the individual who reads it — consistent
with the unswerving policy of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD— a genuine "Dedication to Service."

Motion Picture Handbook

Picture Theatre Advertising

for Managers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
Third Bmtten

By RPES WINTHROP

The most complete, exhaustive and instructive work ever
published on the projection of moving pictures. Contains
complete Instruction with detail Illustrations on all leading
makes of American projection machines and practical Information on wiring, lenses, carbon seUlngs, screens, theatre
equipment, etc., etc. 700 pages and over 300 Illustrations,
$4 0#, postage paid.

SARGENT

A real help and business builder for exhibitors, theatre
managers and owners. It tells all about theatre advertising,
type, printing and paper, house programs, lobby displays,
newspaper advertising, posters, heralds, etc., etc. 300 pages.
$2.00, postage paid. P. S. — Mr. Sargent conducts a weekly
department in this same style in the Moving; Picture World,
which contains many up-to-date business-getting ideas.

Motion Picture Electricity Modern Theatre Construction
By J. H. HALLBERG

By EDWARD

An up-to-date work on the electrical equipment of picture
theatres by a practical electrical expert. Contains chapters
on electricity, D.C. and A.C current, resistance and resistance devices, electric service, wiring, lighting, etc. Also eontains practical suggestions and all necessary reference tables
on wire sizes and capacity, weights and measures, heat units,
etc., etc. 260 pages, Illustrated.
92.50, postage paid.

Technique of the Photoplay
By EPES WTNTHROP

SARGENT

Publications

Sent

Promptly

Upon

By LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
V.^?
A comprehensive and thought-provoking treatment
of the subject in a series of chapters, similar to a

516 FIFTH AVENUE,
Schiller Building
Chicago,
111.
Order

WORLD

NEW

YORK

to

/

CITY

A

Wright & Callender Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cat.
from

Nearest

/
S \
s^

rtf

Application

PICTURE

/

university course of lectures, by a successful
/<&"
writer of photoplays.
Also contains a com$&
plete working scenario and sev- r VA?^* 4
eral sample pages of manur <§'4$'*y£?
script.
156
pages;
illus/&'&&<&
&
trated. $2.00, postage paid.
'& <$<>?&
£

Chalmers Publishing Co.
Publishers of the MOVING

/

or the Making of a Photoplay

Complete instruction in photoplay writing, including study
of plots, how to obtain and how to develop; writing the
synopsis; studio requirements; script preparation and marketing; technical terms; examples of actual scripts In facsimile typewriting, etc.
400 pages.
$3.00, postage paid.

of These

KTNSILA

Screencraft

paid.

Third BdlUoa

Any

BERNARD

Our newest book Is one that will fill a long-felt want to
those contemplating the building of a theatre. This is a very
complete and exhaustive work by an architect with many
years of practical experience in theatre and studio construction. Fully illustrated, with considerable data as to requirements, construction cost, building laws, etc. $3.00, postage

/

Office

/
/
/

Address.

*

&

4>\
#

A4

♦•V.V'
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List of Current Film Release Dates
GREATER

Li
June
June
June
june

Feature

FEATURES.
VITAGRAPH
Dr.).
20— The Golden Goal (Five Parts—
(Five Parts
of Kayan
the Son
27— Baree,
.
ma)
— Dra
_
_, .
Dr.).
3— A Game with Fate (Five Parts—Dr.).
Parts—
(Five
Woman
the
10— Find
17— The Soap Girl (Five Parts— Drama).
Girl in His House (Five Parts24— TheDrama).

AMERICAN

STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE CORP.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
Tom Brett Comedies.
The Blackmailers.
Ignorance.
S. O. S.
BLUEBIRD

BIG V COMEDIES.
20 — Love and Lavallieres.
27 — Romans and Rascals.
3— Sneakers and Snoozers.
10— Skids and Scalawags.
17 — Lame Brains and Lunatics,
24; — Boodle and Bandits.

DE

May 12— Peg
Drama).
May 19 — The
May 20 — The
June 2 — Blue
June 9 — Ace
June 16 — We
June 23 — The
June 30— The

FEATURES.
(Five Parts-

Confession (Five Parts — Drama).
Firebrand (Five Parts — Drama).
-Eyed Mary (Five Parts — Drama).
High (Five Parts — Drama).
Should Worry (Five Parts — Dr.).
Scarlet Road (Five Parts — Dr.).
Kid Is Klever (Five Parts — Dr.).

FOX
STANDARD
PICTURES.
7 — The
Blindness
of
Divorce
(Seven
Parts — Drama).
May
5 — True Blue (Seven
Parts — Drama).
June
9 — Under the Yoke (Drama).
June 16 — The Caillaux Case (Six Parts).
June 16— Riders of the Purple Sage (Drama).
Apr.

FOX

SUNSHINE

COMEDIES.

Mar.
8— A Husbands Wife (Two Part*).
Mar. 15— A Self-Made Lady
(Two Parta).
Apr.
7— A Waiter'* Wasted Life (Two Parta).
May
Neighbor's
(Two Lions
Parts). (Two
June 62—— AWild
Women Keyhole
and Tame
Parts).

MUTT
Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
June
June

AND

JEFF ANIMATED
TOONS.

INC.

FILMS

CORP.

May 22 — Following the Course of the Cayuse.
May 29 — The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
2.

SERIAL.

of the Pirates

PICTURES.

EDUCATIONAL

Fox Film Corporation
SPECIAL

LUXE

(The Folloxoing Are One-Reel Scenics)
May
1 — Tidbits of Travel.
May
8 — What the Ice Age Left.
May 15 — The No.Silent
Wonderlands
of the West
1.

"The Woman In the Web."
Crater of Death"
7— "The
May 20— Episode
_Two No.Parts—
Drama).
8, "The Plunge of HorNo.
May '27— Episode
ror"— Two Parts— Drama).
9, "The Fire Trap —Two
3— Episode
June
Parts —No.
Drama).
10— "Out of the Dungeon
No.
June 10— Episode
— Two Parts — Drama).
11— "In the Desert's Grip —
June 17— Episode
(Two Parts — Drama),
12, "Hurled to DestrucNo.
Episode
june 24—
tion" (Two Parts— Drama).

FOX

Guilt

516 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
The Street of Seven Stars (Six Parts — Drama).

DREW
COMEDIES.
13 — Fox-Trot Finesse.
20 — The Mysterious Mr. Davey.
Case.
Rooney's Sad
273 —— Romantic
Reggie.
10— A Case of Eugenics
17— When Two Play a Gams.
24 — When Greek Meets Greek.
VITAGRAPH

PHOTOPLAYS.

of Silence
(Five Parts — Drama) —
03019.
$5,000 Reward (Five Parts — Drama) — 03026.
A Broadway
Scandal
(Five Parts — Drama) —
03038.
Midnight
Madness
(Five
Parts — Drama) —
03047.
Which
Woman
(Five Parts — Drama)— 03056.
The Eagle (Five Parts— Drama) — 03066.
After the War (Five Parts — Drama) — 03076.

VITAGRAPH
COMEDIES.
Feb. 18— Sweets of the Sour.
Feb. 25 — Their Godson.

May
May
May
June
June
June
june

Releases

Apr.
Apr.

The

May
May
June
June
June
june

"

RELEASES

— Drama).
GEORGE
KLEIXE

Greater Vitagraph Inc.

May
May

RIGHT

8TATE

AND

FEATURE

PROGRAM,

VITAGRAPH

CAR-

28— Helping MoAdoo
(Half-Reel).
B — A FlBherless Cartoon (Half-Reel).
12— Occultism (Half-Reel).
19 — Superintendents
(Half-Reel).
26 — Tonsorlal Artists (Half Reel).
2 — The Tale of a Pig.
9 — Hospital Orderlies.
16 — Life-Savers
Producers. — Kindly

Ditmars' "Living Booh of Nature."
April 22— Wild Goats and Sheep
(500 feet).
May
6 — Wild
Babies
(500 feet).
May 20— The Friendly Bee (500 feet).
Cartoons.
May 13 — "His— Last
(500 Will"
feet).
May 20— "Der

Black
Kids) — (500

FIRST

(Katzenjammer
Mitt"
feet).

Kids)

(Katzenjammer

SYSTEM.

1 — The Curse of Iku (Essanay — 8tx Parti
Parts).
8 — Chase
Me
Charlie
(Essanay — Five

Montgomery
Flagg
One-Reel
Comediet,
You Know"
(Made
by Edison).
Mar. 13 — The Man
Eater.
Mar. 27 — The Stenog.
Ettanay.
Apr. 10 — The Art Bug.

"Girl*

Apr.
5 — Broncho Billy, a Friend In Need.
Apr. 12 — Broncho
Billy's Wild Ride.
Apr. 19 — Broncho Billy's First Arrest.
Apr. 26 — Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child.
May
3— Broncho Billy'e Last Deed.
Lincoln-Parker World Travelog**.
Mar. 1 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. L
Mar. 8 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 'Z.
Mar. 15 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. 8.
Mar. 22 — Peru, the Land of Incas, No. i.
Apr. 29 — Puno,
and Scenes Around
Lake
Titlcaca. Bolivia.
SELECT
PICTURES.
May — The Lesson
(Five Parts — Drama).
May — De Luxe Annie (Seven Parts — Drama).
May — The Ordeal of Rosetta
(Five Parts — Dr.).
June 10 — The Claw (Clara K. Young — Drama).
June 15 — Cecilia
the Pink
Roses
(Marion
Daviesof— Drama).
June 20— Good
Night,
Paul
(Constance
Talmadge — Drama ) .
June 30 — The Whirlpool (Alice Brady— Drama).
(Special Releases.)
The Barrier
(Seven Parts — Drama).
The Wild Girl (Five Parts — Drama).
"WORLD
PICTURES.
May
May
June
June
June
June

20 — Vengeance
(Six Parts — Drama).
27 — The Oldest Law
(Five Parts — Dr.).
3— The Interloper
(Five Parts — Drama).
10 — The— Cabaret
Drama). (Five Parts — Drama).
17 — The Man Hunt (Five Parts — Drama).
24 — A Woman of Redemption (Five Parts

WORLD
COMEDY
RELEASES.
May 27 — Main 1-2-3 (Two Parts— Fay Tincher).
June 10 — Fired (Two Parts — Marie Dressier).

State Right Releases

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
CIRCUIT.

Charlie
many.Chaplin in A Dog's Life.
Ambassador Gerard's My Four Years in GerTarzan
of the Apes (Elmo Lincoln & Enid
Markey).

ARROW
FILM
CORPORATION.
Times Building. New York.
The duction).
Struggle
Everlasting
(Harry
Rapf

Pro-

Passing of the Third Floor Back (Sir Johnston
Forbes-Robertson) .
Tempered Steel (Mme. Petrova).
The Life Mask (Mme. Petrova).
The Light Within
(Mme. Petrova).
Daughter of Destiny (Mme. Petrova).
Edgar
Lewis' The Sign Invisible (Mitchell
Lewis).

The duction).
Accidental

Pro-

Herbert Brenon's Empty Pockets.
Herbert
Brenon's Fall of the Romanoffs
Iliodor).

(With

Alimony
(Josephine Whittell).
Pershing's Crusaders.
FIRST

NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS'
EXCHANGE.
509 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
(Distributing
the
following
Chrlatte
Comedies for Greater New York, New York
State and
Northern
New
Jersey.)

Apr. 15 — Red Crossed.
Apr. 22 — Here Comes the Groom.
Apr. 29 — Somebody's Baby.
W.

W.

HODK1NSON
CORP.
(Paralta Play*.)

Apr. 15 — Blindfolded
(Five Parts— Drama).
Apr. 29 — WithDrama).
Hoops
of Steel
(Five
Parta —
May
13 — Rose o' Paradise (Five Parts— Dr.).
May
20 — Shackled
(Five Parts — Drama).
June 10 — Patriotism (Drama).
JEWEL

PRODUCTIONS,

INC

Titles

and

Dates

of All

New

(Harry Rapf

The Million Dollar Mystery
(Six Reels — Dr.).
The Finger of Justice (Drama).
ATLANTIC
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
Times Building, New York City.
Nine-Tenths of the Law
(Six Parts — Drama).
The Devil's Playground
(Seven Reels — Drama).
BEAR
STATE FILM
COMPANY.
220 S. State St., Chicago, 111.
The Vigilantes (Drama).
CENTURY COMEDIES.
1600 Broadway, New York.
Balloonatlcs.
Automanlacs.
Neptune's
Naughty
Her
Bareback
Career.Daughter.
She Did Her Bit.
Oh. Baby!
What's
the Matter with Father?
CHRISTIE
FILM
CORP.
Los Angelea,
Cal.
Never Surprise Your Wife.
In and Out
Betty's Adventure.
By
All Orange
Dressed Aid.
Up.
Red Crossed.
Here Comes the Groom.
Somebody's Baby.
A Regular Patsy.
Love and a Gold Brick.

The Prioi- of a Good Time (Seven Tarts — Dr.).
The Hector :\m\ llio Woman (Seven Tarts— Dr.).
Tin- Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
Furnish

Honeymoon

Releases

COMMONWEALTH
PICTURES
Chicago, 111.
The Frozen Warning (Drama).
Before

Saturday.

CORP.

Till-:
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Producers that Buffer delays and disappointments :it the hands of the DEVELOPER and
PRINTER should Investigate EVANS' SERVICE.
Our reputation for quality, responsibility and promptness deserves your immediate attention.

EVANS FILM MFG. CO., 41«-2 I West 216th St. New York City s, KfrtB v,„,

S.

CINEMA

NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street, W. I. London, England

EXHIBITORS

OFFICIAL

ASSOCIATION OF GREAT

BRITAIN

ONES

ORGAN

( IRELAND

OUTFIT

riucccHrtf ully
<M|iiuled
pr<-\% 11 r prlo

$250.00

CAMERA— TRIPOD— 2-IN.

F3.5

at

the

exceptional

<>f

COMPLETE

B.

&

Chicago

Yearly
Rate— Postpaid.
Weekly.
$7.25
Sample oopy and advertising rates on requctt.
THE CINEMATOGRAPH

Never

L.

TESSAR

LENS

A fully ■quipped Send
M P. torcut descriptive
lit esix-rlallycatalogue.
adapted to topical work.
t.. QENNERT
21 Boat nth Street
new
yohk

n»» the quality cirv-ular.
Ml llrltaln and tho Dominions
All Official NoUcee ind Nun From Hie ASSOCIATION to 1U members sre published exclusively la this Journal.
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7,814 THE

PHOTO

No. 4
of

Lor

Angeles

La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera

LTD

Offltirl Ortan of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLI8HED ON THE 16th AND 30th OF EACH MONTH

The Essential Requirements

Foreijrn Subscription:
Editorial
and
Business
Office*:

FOR

Improved Projection

PERFECTION
LN PROJECTION

ARE

SPEER
Speer

No. 1 Grade.
Try before you buy.

Combinations

EJfpert

AND

Hold-Ark

Gold

Developing,
CAMERA
RAW

Combinations

Screen

Write today for descriptive folders.

Coloring

San Francisco, Cal.

A Dependable Mailing List Service I
=

Place an order now with your Supply House.

H
=
g
=

"The Carbons
with a BYGuarantee'*
MANUFACTURED

Saves you from 30% to 50% in postage, etc. Reaches all or
selected list of theatres in any territory. Includes name of
exhibitor as well as the theatre in address. A list of publiclty mediums desiring motion picture news. Unaffiliated
exchanges looking for features. Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers with address of studios,
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
being or to be built,

MOTION

COMPANY

MARYS,

and

OUTFITS
AND
FILM
SUPPLIED

985 Market Street

Read the unbiased opinions ot operators.

CARBON

Printing

CAMERA
MEN
SENT
ANYWHERE

Produce Incomparable Results

ST.

King

Days'
Trial
75c; No. 2 Grade,
50c. — Stretchers
included.
Sold by all the leading supply dealers throughout the country.
Factory,
ALTUS,
OKLAHOMA

for D. C. Work

SPEER

annum

Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co.

for A. C. Work

Speer

per

10

CARBONS

Alterno

20 francs,

Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

jj

PA.

80W74Fifth

PICTURE
Avenue, New

Addressing

DIRECTORY

York

Multigraphing

COMPANY

Phone — Chelsea 3227

Printing

Typewriting

illllliilflUHIIIIItHHIIIIHIililll

KNOWLEDGE
Messrs.

Exhibitor,

Exchangeman,

Operator,

Everywhere: — The

moving

youngest

of the leading industries

to-day.

but one
Wc

you keeping

may
up?

picture business

BRINGS

and

is one

all about it?

ONE
YEAR
SIX MONTHS

of the

with it. Are
It will yield

SUCCESS

larger returns for an equal amount
know.

contains

more

up-to-date

from all other sources.
mailing
from

of work

Each weekly issue of the MOVING

list. You

information

Subscribe now

will get your

the newsstand

PICTURE

and

than

paper

hours

and it costs $4.80 less.

Foreign
Please Ml In the

name
In Answering Advertisements,

of

your

Tfc

.

* neaire
Cut Out

Please Mention the MOVING

and

PICTURE

Mail
WORLD.

you

who

WORLD
can

get

if not already on our

WORLD

516 Fifth Avenue, New York

to the men

PICTURE

$3.00
$1.50

See title page for rates Canada

MOVING

Men

of the world

well be proud to be connected
Do you know

Film

To-day — Now*

earlier than
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List of Current Film Release Dates
'■'"'

Reclaimed.

'■ rr-

CHESTER BEECROFT.
501 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

COSMOFOTOFILM
COMPANY,
INC.
220 West 42d Street, New York City.
The Hypocrites.
I Believe.
CREST PICTURES
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
The Lust of the Ages.
A Grain of Dust.
SI. S. EPSTEIN,
1495 Broadway, N. Y. C.
The Depths of the Sea (In a Series of Four
Parts — Educational ) .
FOURSQUARE PICTURES.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Eagle's Eye (Episode No. 10— "The InDrama). vasion of Canada" — Two Parts —
The Sin Woman.
A Trip Through China.
The Silent Witness.
The Fringe of Society.
The Bar Sinister.
Her Fighting Chance.
Whither Thou Goest.
The Sin Woman.
Madame Sherry.
The Submarine Eye.
Should She Obey?
The Great White Trail.
One Hour.
The Cast Off.
Men.

S. A

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION.
130 West 46th Street, New York.
Two Men and a Woman.
Human Clay.
Life or Honor.
Conquered Hearts.

STATE

JESSE J. GOLDBURG.
1105 Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
The Chinese Musketeer.
Feet and Defeat.
Cheerful Liars.
Fate and Fortune.
Parson Pepp.
The Ring and the Ringer.
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
When Men Betray
(Drama).
HILLER & WIIiK.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
(The
Following
Are
Keystone-Mack
Bennett
Comedies. )
Dizzy Heights and Darling Hearts.
His Wild Oats.
Walters' Ball.
His First False Step.
Ambrose Cup of Woe.
(The Following Are Frank Keenan Production*.)
The Sins Ye Do.
Bride of Hate.
The Crab.
(The

Following

Are tions.)
Norma
Talmadge ProducThe Devil's Needle.
The Social Secretary.
Fifty Fifty.
(The Following Are Wm. S. Hart Productions.)
The Devil's Double.
Truthful Tulllver.
The Gunflghter.
The Square Deal Man.
The Desert Man.
Wolfe Lowry.
(The Following Are Douglas
Fairbanks Productions.)
The Half Breed.
Manhattan Madness.
American Aristocracy.
The Matrlmanlac.
The Americano.
Producers.— Kindly

KING
BEE
FILMS
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
May
15 — The Handy Man.
June
1 — Bright and Early.
June 15 — Straight and Narrow.

(The Following
Are Cartoon
Comedies,
500 Feet in Length.)
Slick and Tricky.

His

Flatiron
(Drama).

Building,

PHOTO
New

PLAYS,

York.

PIEDMONT
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Daughter Pays.

TRIANGLE
FILM
CORP.,
1457 Broadway, New York City.
The Servant In the House.
The Siren in the House.
U. S. EXHIBITORS'
BOOKING
Times Building, New York.
The Belgian.
Those Who Pay.

PIONEER FILM
CORP.
130 West 46th St., New York City.
The Still Alarm (Selig Production).

WESTERN

ROMAYNE
SUPER
FILM
CO.
221 Marsh-Strong Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Me und Gott ; or the Crimson God (Five Parts
— Depicting
Kaiser's
Attempt
to Enslave
World).

SHERMAN
PRODUCTIONS.
The Light of Western Stars.
ERNEST
SHIPMAN.
17 West 44th Street, N. Y. City.
Josh
Blnney
Comedies
Featuring:
F»any
Fatty Filbert — One Release a Month.
May — Fabulous
Fortune Fumblers
(two reels).
June — Fred's Fictitious
Foundling
(two reels).
July — Freda's Fighting Father
(two reels).
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver (two reels).
Sept. — Fatty's Frivolous Fiancee (two reels).
Dennv from Ireland (First Release of the
Shorty Hamilton Series — Five Parts — Comedy-Drama).

The
Bandit
and the Preacher
(Five ParU—
Drama).
The Hell Hound of Alaska (Five Parti — Dr.).
Folloicing
Are
Two-Reel
Bart
Productions. Released in Order Listed.)
A Knight of the Trail.
A Square Deal.
Horns and Hoofs.
The Bad Man.
The Fugitive.
A Gentleman from Blue Gulck.
The Silent Stranger.
The Marked Deck.
(The
Following
Are
Hack
Sennett-feyskme
Comedies, Each Two Reels in LengtX.)
A Polished Villain.
His Bitter Half.
The Dynamiter.
A Desperate Scoundrel.
Soaked and Scorched.
A Farm Yard Romeo.
The Hula-Hula Dance.
(The

Wm

Parts — Drama).
Sea (Seven Parts — Drama).
of the Shorty Hamilton Series
— Drama).

duotions.)
Are
Bessie

Following

Trooper 4 i (Five
The Tiger of the
The Hanger (One
— Five Parts

New

York.

(The Following Are Multiple Reel W. B. Han
Subjects, Released in Order Listed.)
The Parts
Two-Gun
Man
in
The
Bargalm
(Six
— Drama).

Satan's

of All

C*.

York.

W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West 23d Street, New

Berlin via Parts
America
(Fordart Production — Six
— Drama).
A Nugget
In
the
Rough
(Five Parts— ComedyDrama).

Dates

FILM

(The

RENOWNED
PICTURES
CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York.
The Public Defender.
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.

and

IMPORT

71 West 23d Street, New
(Seven Parts).

Mickey

HARRY
RAVER.
1402 Broadway, New York.
The Hand of the Hun
(Four Parts — Novelty).
The Master Crook.

Title*

CO.

The Zeppelin's Last Raid.
Just
(Steger Production).
Men. a Woman
The Crucible of Life.

PYRAMID COMEDIES.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
In and Out (Two Parts).
Love and Lunch (Two Parts).
Beach Birds (Two Parts).
Beauties and Bombs (Two Parts).

Furnish

Each

Doctor
Bunny's Zoo.
The Old Forty-Niner.
Mr. Coon.
Mose Is Cured.
Zippy's Insura: ce.
Zippy's
Pets.
The
Unknown.

ORO
PICTURES
CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Who Knows?
(Six Parts — Drama).
Loyalty
(Drama).

Zongar

INC.

(Seven Parts — Drama).

The Golden God (Five Parts — Drama).
Peg of the Sea (Drama).

The

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT
CORP.
Times Building, New York.
God's Man.
GAUMONT
CO.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont Graphic — Released every Friday.
GENERAL
ENTERPRISES,
INC.
Longacre Building, New York.
Mother
(Six Parts — Drama — McClure Pictures).
The Warrior (Seven Parts — Drama — MoClure
Picture).
The Liar (Six Parts — Drama — General Enterprise Feature).

DISTRIBUTORS,

Miss Deception (Five Parts — Drama).
The Law That Failed (Five Parts — Drama).
Great Bradley Mystery (Five Parts — Drama).
The Mystic Hour
(Six Parts — Drama).
When Drama).
You
and I Were Young
(Five Parts-

A. KEENEY.

CULTURE
INC.

INC.

STERLING
PICTURES
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

1493 Broadway, New York.
A Romance of the Underworld.
Marriage.

PHYSICAL

RIGHTS

Carmen of the Klondike

JESTER COMEDY CO.
220 West 42d Street, New York.
(Featuring Twede-Dan.)
March — His Golden Romance
(Two Parts).
April — All "Fur" Her (Two Parts).
May — The Wrong Flat (Two Parts).
This Is the Life (Two Parts).

FRANK

S. PHOTOPLAYS.

1476 Broadway, New York.
Redemptiop
(Six Parts — Drama).

Pawn.
M.
A.

Brady

Stolen Orders

Releases

Barriseale

Before

WEISSBERG.
Playhouse, 137 W.
N. Y. City.

48th

(Eight Reels— Drama).
Saturday.
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Service and Quality
Owing to our « entral location, we arc able to him' you Quick service
on all \l\ll. ORDERS. We cnrrj a large stock of all ^.m.,Is for
the Moving Picture Theatre and ran make IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

We guarantee all goods to be as represented
or money refunded.
GIVE US A TRIAL
Write

loiluy

for Catalog

Amusement Supply Company
Ire Daalan to the afovuu Plctun Trade
300-302 Mall.-rs

WE

lll.U
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
5 8. Wabaah
■ \'h. Standard and Simples aforinj Picture M,i<
ta, and Everything for um Tbt
BELL

«>N

nil. INSTALLMENT

avenui

PICTURE

1909

WORLD

BIG ADVANCE
IN
M. P. PHOTOGRAPHY
six great scientific Improvements
make
the I'm
Picture Camera the choice of expert cameramen everywhere. Wonder-value at lesa than ball standard motion picture
camera prices I Von want it.
Motion

UNIVERSAL
Sot' how
it increases
transmission,
focusing,
dissolve
ready.

PLAN

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

*

.»m«««v**«^^

»

jour
speed,
improves
eliminates
static, etc,

ggsSK
MOTION

framing,
film
New
automatic

Hi"

Hurke &

The only screen built to the specifications of the
theatre in which it is to be used.

51°

James, Inc.
240 East
Ontario
Chicago St.

WRITE
FOR
CATALOG

Makers
of
Rexo M. I*. Film

You'd naturally expect the world's largest producers
pf Moving Picture Screens to construct the best screen.
We do!
Write and let ut tell you about Mlnusa tcreem and (end you sample*.

Some sections stiU available
to dealers

UTMOST
SCREENS

Tibial

MINU/A CINE /CPEENCO.j
ffiomont& 7florgan

qJF*/ou/s, 971 o.

Printing, Developing, Toning, Tinting
Silver bullion of a quality
equal to that used by the
United States Mint goes into
the manufacture of

Titles
Domestic

Empire

Foreign

City Film Laboratories,

345 West 40th Street

EASTMAN
FILM

Inc.

New York

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specially

PATENTS
William
PATENT
LOAN

AND

N. Moore

It may be properly inferred
that the demands are rigidly
exacting.

ATTORNEY
TRUST

BUILDING

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

EASTMAN

The first important step is to learn whether you can obtain a patent.
Please send sketch of your invention with $5.08 and I will examine
the patent records and inform you whether you are entitled to a
patent, the cost and manner of procedure.

Personal Attention

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

Established 25 Years
In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

N. Y.

CO.,

THE

1910

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

June 29, 1918

MOTION PICTURE CARBONS
For Perfect Alternating Current Projection
White A. C. Special Carbons have been used in all parts of the country by critical projectionists
and have met the requirements so exactly that they are considered the standard of alternating current carbons. These carbons give a pure white light of high intensity and an absolutely quiet arc.
To get perfect pictures on alternating current requires no change of equipment. Simply take
out the old carbons and insert the White A. C. Specials.

SILVERTIPS
Silvertips

combine

FOR
satisfactorily
Write

NATIONAL

CARBON

DIRECT
the
today

CURRENT

features
for our

of

steady

PROJECTION
arc

and

maximum

brilliancy

circulars.

COMPANY,

INC., Cleveland, Ohio

Even the slightest investigation, will soon convince
the interested observer that

fi-MwifllM,
is the lusty offspring of the

Moving Picture World
The only difference is that Cine-Mundial talks Spanish
and Portuguese. Otherwise it's a case of the same efficiency, the same thoroughness of circulation, the same
genuineness of representation and the same knowledge
of how to serve the cinematographic trade.
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368
New Haven Exhibitors' Banquet
522
Newman,
E. M., Goes Abroad
1144
Newman Hunts Out Remote Spots
1570
New Producing Company in Canada
255
New York Rectifies Delegate List
1826
No Amalgamation,
Says Rembusch
1546
No Reason for Bitterness Over Publicity. . .1151
Normand,
Mabel,
Meets Mrs. Wilson
1600
North Carolina Ignores Boston Session
1606
North. Tom. Wins a Real Job
1154
Northrup, Harry S.. Villain
1149
Northwest
Board Effectively Co-operates. . . 251
Northwest Exhibitors to Meet
525
Northwest Convention. Impressions of
1265
Northwest
Election
Protested
1405
Now for the War Saving Stamps
1S20
O
Ochs Issues Call for National Convention... 074
Ochs Issues Supplementary Call
1404
Ochs Resigns from Trade Review
526
Offers Liberty Bonds for Deposits
364
Ohio Exhibitors' Film Exchange Started
1179
Oklahoma, Notes on Trade Conditions in... SS6
Oklahoma Theaters Praised by McAdoo
1177
Old Trio Retire from Paralta
1297
Ontario Also Increases Film Tax
1274
Ontario, Reviving Exhibitors' Association in 677
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Ontario Taxes Occasional Picture Shows. . . . 227
Ontario's New License Fees Counted Fair.. 1605
Oregon League Elects Officers
1404
Oregon Offers a Good State Right Field
127
Oregon, Small Towns in. Losing Business. . 891
Orpheum Finds That Film Shows Pay
1329
Our Weakest Spot
-.
1116
P.
"P. A." Heads New Rochester Concern
1125
Packed House Pays Money to Render Verdict 309
Pallette, Gene, Waits for Air Call
1418
Panama,
Business
Better Than Usual in.. 1410
Paralta, Change of Ownership in
1120
Paralta Changes Due to Army Demands. . .1416
Paralta Studios, Work on, Progressing
256
Paramount Managers Holding Conference.. .121K3
Passing Along the Torch
1818
Pathe Club Holds Semi-Annual Dinner
551
Pathe Exchange Declares a Bonus
1702
Pathe Plans in Two Broadway Houses
1420
Pathe to Issue Official War Review
185S
Pathe's New President Visits Chicago
554
Patriotic Film Bureau Formed on Coast. . . 126
Patriotic Films Enjoying Extended Runs... 1328
Pearce, Josiah, Dies in Cleveland
835
Pennsylvania, Big Rush for Licenses in
120
Penrose
Discusses
Censorship
with
Film
Men
1126
"Perchers,"
Get After Them
1576
Perfect Reviewer,
The
57
Perret at Work on First Production
155(5
Perret to Make Patriotic Series
1725
"Pershing's
Crusaders"
Screened
in New
York
1120
Petrova Leases New Bacon-Backer Studio.. 404
Petrova
to Make
National
Tour
1003
Petrova to Make Trip for War Stamp Sale. 1016
Petti John Give<= a Luncheon
372
Photoplaywrigbt,
The, Conducted
bv Epes
Winthrop Sargent
240, 389, 536, 692,
S4S, 997, 1130, 1284, 1431, 1563, 1711, 1837
Pickford, Jack, Now a Censor
255
Picture Experts Needed in France
236
Picture Legislation Fares Poorly at Albany. 678
Picture Measures Up in Maryland
221
Picture Stars Shine to Aid War Stamp Sales. 1318
Pictures and the Law, The
1704
Pictures the Big Thing, Says Eugene Levy. 1469
Pittsburgh's
Olympic Again
Brightens
1024
Plans Ready for New Lasky Building
1204
Pleasing Small Town with Picture Shows. . . 734
Portland Censors Arrest on Technicality. ... 132S
Portland, Ore., Operators Ask for Raise... 741
Porto Ricans Protest Against Film Tax
684
Portuguese Notes
1414
Press
Agents,
What's
Wrong
With?
219
Program
Building
1402
Projection Department, Conducted by F. H.
Richardson
So, 241, 390, 537, 693, 849,
998, 1137, 1285, 1432, 1564, 1712. 1S3S
Public Responds
to Players' Appeal
972
Publicity Director Gives and Takes
1275
Publicity, No Reason for Bitterness Over... 1151
R
Ragland Goes to St. Louis for Select
1702
Rambles
'Round
Filmtown
With Walter K
Hill
91, 247, SOS, 55S, 709, 855, 1004,
1157, 1301, 1442, 1587, 1727, 1S61
Randolph Film Reissues "The Million Dollar
Mystery"
SSO
Raw Film Exports Show Increase
1279
Receipts from Graduated Tax Decline
1826
Red Cross Drive Interest Fills Theaters
1610
Red Cross
Cross Film
Drive Free
"Overto the
Top"
1407
Red
Exhibitors
219
Red Cross Film
Founds
Operators'
1144
Religious
Concern
FormedSchool
72
Rembusch Calls a Meeting
74
Requisite of a Long Run, The
HIS
Restaurateurs Want to Show Pictures
41S
Richardson Off
Homeon After
Weeks' Trip . 1270
Richardson
AnotherFiveTrip
S58
Richardson Rambles Around Lake States. . . 977
Richardson Visits Chicago and St. Louis... 1147
Ruppert Plans a Film Clearing House
1S22
Roach, Hal, in New York
1400
Rochester, Motion Picture Engineers Meet in 549
Rock's Severs
(Pop) Active
FortuneConnection
Was
$1.436.677
Rolfe
With Metro. .52(5
699
Ruben and Finkelstein Get Two More Theaters
1467
Rudolph Goes to West Coast
141S
S
Sabbatarians Win Battle in Sherbrooke. . . .1152
Sabbath Shows Killed in Birmingham
HIS
Saenger
Amusement
Company
Under
Charges
1S49
Safety First Relay, A
15S1
St. Helens, Ore., Liberty Theater Opens at. . 279
St. John Exchange Managers Organized. .. .1123
St. Louis Airdomes
to Go a Bit Slow at
Start
1324
St. Louis Snoopers Are Ousted
1268
St. Paul and Minneapolis Form Locals
1693
Salesmen Must Push All Propaganda Films. 1441
San Francisco Exchange Catches Thief
427
San
Francisco,
Co-operative
Booking
Organized in
1752
San Franciscans Give Dinner to Allen
S61
San Francisco's Patrola Brightens
1031
Scenario,
From,
to Screen
1300
Scrantonia Adds to Activity
101
Screen Classics Takes Over Metro Specials. 552
Select to Release Marion Davies Films
15S0
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Stage and Screen l"nite for Charity
1263
Stanley
Company
Under
Charges
1584
State Rights Men Discuss Trade Conditions. 54;!
State Rights Department. Conducted by C. S.
Sewell
HX>. 267, 401, 661, 712, 879,
1010. 1171. 1814, 1466, 159S, 1740, 1874
State Rights Still Strong
1423
Stay Away from Capital Urges Crandall. . . .l."78
Stewart.
Honor
Wright
1866
Stolen Films. Many. Found
In Cleveland. . .1274
Stone.
Fred.
Starts for West Coast
1669
Strand
Benefit Gets 820.000
873
Strand.
Break
Ground
for New
886
Sunday Bill. Live Publicity to Help
222
Bill Passes Assembly.
N'ew York's.
866
Entertainment.
Stop Meddling
with. . 221
Issue. Voters Will TVcide
3G7

Sunday Law. Court Won't Interfere with... 1700
Sunday
Move.
Buffalo Exhibitors Aid
02
Sunday Option Bill. Favorable Outlook for. . 62
Sunday Option Bill Makes Strong Getaway. . 365
Sunday
Option Is Not
Dead
670
Sunday,
Schenectady
Houses
Close on
58

822

Sunday Bbowa, Daniel Caufflal Pleadi for, ills
Bunday
Shows,
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Need
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I'..
1717
Band*] show-, in Quebec Lo I Chance for. 77
Symphony Theater Opening a Buoceai
1848

T
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York

L682

Tally
Pleased
with
First Nation., I
,'!7".
Talmadge, Norma, to Remain with Select. . . 07.".
Now
Brunswick
Proposes
Drastic
.
7.'!:;
teat)
Theaters Must l.,t Patrons Pa
Tennessee League Holds Seaalon
Urdomea win Be Few This Beason..lS20
Texas Amusement Managers Convene
077
Texas, Business Outlook Improved
In
124
Texas.
Easterners May
Ilulld 'Theaters in...
662
Exhibitors Now Aid Red Cross
I 166
Texas
Village
Show:
Walt
on Harvest..
Thanhouser
to Resume
Production
707
Theaters
Are to Aid in Saving Coal
1831
Theater Mad.' a Bower of Flowers for Summer
1828
Theatrical
Folks
Have Aid
OwnSoldier
Red Cross
Think Trade
Should
Film 'Team
Men.

1110
1846

'Thompson. Hugh, Supports Miss Whelan . . 1287
'Three Scenario Writers for World
73
Tlncher, Fay. Becomes World star
557
Toledo Exhibitors Form Association
1266
Toledo Fourth City in Advertising Efficiency. .1828
Too Much of a Good Thing in Stars
381
Toronto Exchangenien
Uncover Queer Situation
77
Toronto
Theater
(New)
Will
Seat
1.000...
679
Toronto Theaters (Two)
Change Hands
421
Toronto's
Tourneur

Allen
Starting
Week
days
Pays Respect to Star

1 100
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14S9
Bhaahan Hippodrome,
Hears Good Why
Reports
Engla
Sheldon Announces Bummer Sohedulei
1287
Sheldon,
Janus
M . in New
Vm .
1163
Sherrlll and Noble to Stage Spectacle
Sherry
Exchanges,
Fourteen,
Arc Open..
1800
Sherry Opens Headquarters In New
fork. ..1418
Sherry
Resigns Paramount
Position
Sherry Berries Acquiring Exchanges
IB80
Sherry to Distribute De Luxe Pictures
IT'.'I
Sherry to Distribute Keener
Pictures
. 1 1 u.">
Shipman Completes Large Plans
Shlpman.
Nell, Australian
Favorite
shipman
to Release
Fifty-Two
Pictures a
■•
1171
Shipping
Film. Limits
Responsibility
in
Short. Florence
7.'?
Short Shift for Meddlesome
Teachers
UKM
Show
Business
and
the Screen
1110
Showmanship
Made
the Anchor
Hold
l^sl
Simmonds
Speaks
About
W. 11. Reissues. . . 101
Sinnott to Open Sherry Exchanges
IT24
Small Towns
Make
and
Unmake
Stars
1848
Smith to Distribute War
Pictures
Soldiers at Camp Sherman Get Good Pictures 628
Soldiers Constitute New
Audience Tvpe
1440
Soldiers. Would
Give Free Admission to
1688
Something
About
Standards
08B
Something
in Reserve
860
South
American
Neighbors.
Our
1640
Spokane Picture Men Disagree
563
Spokane
Studio
Begins
Production
1753
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224
120:!
1581
073
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Exchange
Shifts
Quarters
."07
Trimble Engages Players for New Company .1152
Trimble,
Larry.
Visits
Spokane
82
Trimont
Film
Is New
Boston
Exchange. . . 273
Trouble with Film Columnists, The
701
Truesdell. Frederick
1823
Truth
Pleasantly
Told
668
U
Unearth
Conspiracy
to Steal Films
1150
U. S. Exhibitors Secure First Bacon-Backer
Film
561
T*. S. Exhibitors Secure "Crucible of Life". 712
Universal
Appeals to Newspaper?
1850
Universal Coaching Army Photographers... 073
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Universal Institutes Traveling School
1149
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Washington, i>. c. operators Demand Raise 1821
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Music
878
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1728
Western
Photoplays Open Offices
1585
What Goes Into Making of Picture
707
\\ bartons Make Picture for War Charity. . . .1830
Whartons Make Picture for War Charity. .. 15X0
Whelan. C. C. Kleine Manager
878
Whiteside
to Make
Patriotic
Picture
17oo
Williams Has Animated Filming List
I860
Williams
Roasts "The Grave Diggers"
1416
Wilson, President, Corrects a Title
1831
Winchester Joins Shipping Control Committee
1848
Woman's
Auxiliary to Boost
Exposition....
Women
Refuse to Endorse
Censorship
World Crew Sees "A Dog's Life"
Wrorld Film Insures Its Employees
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World
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World Studio Employees Care for Pals
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Index to Reviews, Comments, and Advertising Aids on the Films
Appended is a list of subjects which have been released during the three months ending June 30, 1918, and upon the
majority of which have been published reviews, comments, or advertising aids. This list is as accurate as it is possible to
make it with the information that we have received from the companies whose productions are included. Should any of
our readers detect errors, we shall be pleased to have our att ention called to them so that we may correct our card index,
The letter before the folio indicates the page where the revi ew, comment, or advertising aids can be found. "R" stands
for review; "C" for comment; and "A" for advertising aids, Where reference letter is omitted it signifies that none was
published.
Of the later releases where any or all reference letters are omitted it may be said that the missing information,
or part of it, will probably be published in the next volume.
N. B. — Comments or reviews of episodes of serials or ser ies are indexed in connection with general title of such serial
or series and not under title of each episode. Date shown f or Pathe subjects indicates the week during which they were
en discontinued.
released.
"S" indicates synopsis, publication of which has be
Accidental Honeymoon, The (5 parts) (Arrow
Film-Harry
Rapf )— A-597 ; R-1035 ; C-1037.
Accusing Toe, The (2 parts) (General FilmJudge Brown) — R-589 ; C-746.
Ace High (5 parts) (Fox Special) — June 9; A1102 ; R-1614 ; C-1616.
Adventurous Ambrose (2 parts) (Universal-LKo)— April 17; C-434.
After the War
(5 parts)
(Bluebird).
Aides of a Nation (No. 1 of Boy Scouts to the
Rescue) (2 parts) (Universal Special) —
April 15; C-590.
All Dressed Up (Christie)— R-743 ; C-746.
All for the Love of a Girl (Vitagraph-Drew Reissue)— April 29.
All Woman (6 parts) (Goldwyn) — June 2; R1470 ; C-1475 ; A-1481.
American Aristocracy (5 parts) (Hiller & WilkFairbanks Reissue).
American Arms and Cartoon Comedy (PatheInternationaD— Feb. 10; C-131.
American Buds (6 parts) (Fox Standard) Apr.
21 ; R-Vol. 35-1701 ; C-Vol. 35-1706 ; A-595.
American Rifles and Riflemen ; War Garden
Hints; Cartoon by Bray Studio (ParamountBray) — May 20.
Americano, The (5 parts) (Hiller & Wilk-Douglas Fairbanks Reissue).

America's
Sleeping
Giants;
Ingenious
Insects*
Cartoon
by Wallace
Carlson
(ParamountBray) — May 6.
An Alien Enemy
(5 parts)
(W. W. HodkinsonParalta)— April 1; R-586 ; C-589 ; A-750.
An
Honest Man
(5 parts)
(Triangle) — May 5 ;
A-809 ; R-1033 ; C-1037.
S-140. Weekly
Animated
No. 14 (Universal) — Mar. 6;
Animated Weekly No. 15 (Universal) — Mar. 13;
C-Vol. 35-1868; S-140.
S-444. Weekly No. 16 (Universal) — Mar. 20;
Animated
S-446. Weekly
Animated

No. 17

Animated
Weekly
No.
C-434 ; S-446.
Animated Weekly No.
C-590; S-600.
Animated Weekly No.
C-747; S-906.
Animated Weekly No.
C-897; S-1043.
Animated
Weekly
No.
C-1037 ' S-1044
Animated
Weekly
No.
S-1106 ' C-1334.
Animated
S-1342. Weekly No.
C-1475. Weekly
Animated

18
19

(Universal)— Mar. 27;
(Universal)— Apr.

3;

(Universal) — Apr. 10;

20

(Universal)— Apr.

21

(Universal) — Apr. 24;

17;

22

(Universal)— May

1;

23

(Universal)— May

8;

24

(Universal)— May

15;

No. 25

(Universal)— May

22;

Animated
C-1768. Weekly
Animated
Weekly
C-1S02.
Animated Weekly

No.
No.

26
27

(Universal) — May 29.
(Universal) — June 5;

No. 28 (Universal)— June

12;

Animated Weekly No. 29 (Universal) — June 19.
Animated Weekly No. 30 (Universal) — June 26.
Animal Studies by William L. Finley, Oregon
Fish and Game Commissioner, Science and
Invention ; War Garden Hints No. 2 ; Animated Technical Cartoon by E. Dean Parmalee (Paramount-Bray) — June 24.
Apostle of Vengeance (5 parts) (Hiller & WllkW. S. Hart Reissue).
C-1758.
Are Crooks Dishonest? (Pathe-Rolin) — June 23 ;
Are

Wives Unreasonable? (2 parts) (TriangleKeystone) — May
26 ; C-1475.
Are Working Girls Safe? (General Film-Ebony).
Art Bug, The (Girls You Know Series) (KleineEdison-FIagg>— Apr. 10: R-433 ; C-590.
of Animal Training; Lumbering for War
Time; Cartoon by Earl Hurd (ParamountBray) — May 13.
At the Mercy of Men (5 parts) (Select) — Apr.;
R-744 ; R-894 ; C-747 ; A-753.
■
Atop the Alps and Wild Animals of Yellowstone
(Finley Nature Studies No. 14) (Universal
Special)— Apr. 20.
Art

1916

THE
B

Bachelor's
Children,
A (5 parts)
(Vltagraph7Biue
16. Ribbon;— Apr. 22; A-590 ; R-742 ; C(Back to the Balkans
(Fox-Mutt and Jeff Cartoon)— Mar. 81.
Bandit
and
the Preacher
(5 parts)
(W. H.
Productions
Reissue)— A-592 ; R-1036 ; C3037.
Baree,
The
Son
of Kayan
(5 parts)
(Vitagraph)— May 27; A-1330; R-1470; C-1475.
Bath House Scandal,
The (Universal-Nestor) —
May 20; C-1892.
Battle Royal
(2 parts) (Paramount-Mack
Sennett)— May 20; C-1188.
Beasts
of the Jungle
(No. 2 of The
Lion's
Claws)
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special) —
" Apr. 13 ; R-430 ; C-434.
Beautiful, The ; Women
in the World of Work ;
Hawaii ; Cartoon
by
Earl
Hurd
(Para-.
mount-Bray) — Apr. 15.
Beautiful
Thoughts
(Vitagraph-Drew
Reissue)
—Apr. 22.
Beauty
to Order;
Scenic
Gems
of America;
Women in the World of Work ; Cartoon by
Wallace
Carlson
(Paramount-Bray)
— June
17.
Believe Me, Xantippe
(5 parts) (Famous Players-Lasky)— May
27 ; R-1332 ; C-1333 ; A\
1337.
Berlin via America (6 parts) (Shipman-Franeis
Ford)— R-896; A-1042.
Berth Control (Universal-Star) — June 29.
Beware
of Blonds
(Mutual-Strand) — June
18;
C-1892.
Betty's Adventure
(Christie)— R-743 ; C-746.
Biggest Show on Earth, The (5 parts) (Famous
Players-Lasky)— May 6; R-896; C-1037.
Billie in Society
(2 parts)
(Highgrade
Film
Enterprises,
Inc.).
Bill's
Baby
(2 parts)
(Goldwyn-Capitol)— R283; C-434.
Bill's itol).
Predicament
(2 parts)
(Goldwyn-CapBilly in Harness (2 parts) (Highgrade Film Enterprises, Inc.).
Birds of a Feather
(2 parts)
(Goldwyn-Cap*
itol).
Bit of Jade, A (5 parts)
(Mutual-Star-American)—Apr. 1; A-136; R-282; C-284.
Black
Sherlock
Holmes,
A (General
Film-Ebony)—R-745; C-896.
Blackmailers,
The
(American
Standard-Tom
Brett).
Blind Pig, A (2 parts) (Universal-L-Ko) — June
12; C-1758.
Blindfolded
(5 parts)
(W. W. Hodkinson) —
Apr. 15 ; R-894 ; C-897 ; A-901.
Blindness
of Divorce,
The
(7 parts)
(Fox) —
Apr. 7 ; R-587 ; C-589 ; A-59G.
Bluebird,
The (6 parts)
(Famous
Players- Artcraft-Paramount)— Mar. 31; A-134 ; R-283 ;
C-433.
Blue Blood
(6 parts)
(Goldwyn-Selexart) — A43G ; R-742 ; C-746.
Blue-Eyed Mary (5 parts) (Fox Special) — June
2; A-1194; R-1471 ; C-1475.
Bondsman, The (Fox Reissue) — R-1756 ; C-1757.
Boodle and Bandits (Vitagraph-Big V) — June 24.
Borrowed
Baby,
The
(Universal-Nestor) — June
24.
Boss of Lazy "Y," The (5 parts) (Triangle) —
Apr. 7 ; A-285 ; R-430 ; C-435.
Boy Scouts to the Rescue
(No. 1, Aides of a
Nation)
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special) —
Apr. 15; C-590.
Boy Scouts to the Rescue (No. 2. On the Trail)
(2 parts) (Universal Special) — Apr. 22; C590.
Boy Scouts to the Rescue
(No. 3, The Great
Mine Disaster)
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special)— Apr. 29.
Boy Scouts to the Rescue
(No. 4. The Spies'
Nest)
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special) — May
10.
Boy

Scouts to the Rescue (No. 5, Treachery at
Sea)
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special) — May
is.
Brave and Bold (5 parts)
(Fox Special)— May
5; A-898; R-1034 ; C-1037.
Bravest
Way,
The
(5 parts)
(Paramount) —
June 10; 11-1015 ; A-1759.
Breakers
Ahead
(5 parts)
(Metro) — Apr.
1;
A-Vol. 35-1809 ; R-284 ; C-434.
Bride of Fear, The (5 parts)
(Fox Special) —
Apr. 7; R-429 ; ('-431; A-435.
Bride of Hate (5 parts)
(Ililler & Wilk-Frank
Keenan Reissue).
Bride's
Awakening,
The
(0 parts)
(Universal
Special)— May 25; R-895 ; C-897; A-3191.
Brief Debut of Tildy (One of the O. Henry Stories) (2 parts)
(General
Film-Broadway
Star).
BrightJune and1. Early
(2 parts)
(King
Bee) —
Britain's Bulwarks (No. 1, Women Mountaineers
ot England)
(Paths)— May 12; C-897.
Britain's
Bulwarks
(No. 2, Mcssines
and Its
Irish Captors)
(Pathe)
-May 19; C-11SS.
Britain's
Bulwarks
(No. 3, Hardships
of the
British
Army
on
Its Way
to Bagdad)
(Patho)— May 20: C-18S4.
Britain's Bulwarks (No. 4, How England Treats
Her Prisoners)
(Pathe) — June 2; C-1474;
R-1558.
Britain's
Bulwarks
(No. 5, With
the Drifters
and Mine
Sweepers
in the Danger
Zone)
(Patho)— June 9 J C-1G1G.
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Britain's Bulwarks
(No. 0, Destroyers' Raid on
Zeebrugge) (Pathe) — June 16; C-17."1Brltain's Bulwarks (No. 7, Fighting the Hun at
St. Quentin
(I'aihe)
Inn. _':; : C-1892.
Britain's Bulwarks (Xo. 8, Destruction Wrought
by the Hun at St. Quentin (Pathe) — June 30.
British Cavalry
on Western
Front
(Pathe) —
May 12; C-897.
Broadway Scandal, A (5 parts) (Bluebird) — A1338; R-1013; C-1616.
Broncho Billy, a Friend in Need (General FilmEssanay) — Apr. 5.
Broncho Billy and the Rustler's Child (General
Film-Essanay) — Apr. 26.
Broncho Billy's First Arrest (General Film-Essanay)— Apr. 19.
Broncho Billy's Indian Romance (General FilmEssanay) — Mar. 29.
Broncho Billy's Last Deed
(General Film-Essanay)— May 3.
Brown
Port Folio (No. 7 of the Eagle's Eye)
(2 parts)
(Foursquare-Wharton) .
Building
the Liberty
Hospitals ; War
Garden
Hints
(Paramount-Bray) — June
3; R-1558.
Bull's Eye, The (No. 9, The Flaming Crisis) (2
parts)
(Universal
Special) — Apr. 0; C-131.
Bull's Eye, The (No. 10, Coyotes of the Desert)
(2
parts)
(Universal
Special) — Apr. 13; C434.
Bull's Eye, The (No. 11, Fired) (2 parts) (Universal Special)— Apr. 20: C-434.
Bull's Eye, The
(No. 12, Burning
Sands)
(2
590.
parts)
(Universal
Special) — Apr. 27;
CBull's Eye, The (No. 13, Sold at Auction)
(2
parts)
(Universal
Special) — May 3; C-747.
Bull's Eye, The (No. 14, The Firing Squad)
(2
parts)
(Universal
Special) — May
11;
C897
Bull's Eye, The (No. 15, The Stained Face)
(2
parts) (Universal Special) — May 18.
Bull's Eye, The
(No. 10, Running
Wild)
(2
parts)
(Universal
Special)— May
25 ; C1037.
Bull's Eye, The (No. 17, In Irons)
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special)— May 27; C-1334.
Bull's Eye, The
(No. 18, The Runaway)
(2
parts)
(Universal
Special) — June
8;
C1475.
Bully, The (General
Film-Ebony)— C-1474.
Bunco Billy (2 parts) (Highgrade Film Enterprises, Inc.).
Burning Sands
(No. 12 of The Bull's Eye)
(2
parts) (Universal Special) — Apr. 27; C-590.
Business of Life, The (5 parts)
(Vitagraph) —
Apr. 8 ; A-289 ; R-431 ; C-434.
Busted Romance
(General Film-Ebony).
Busy Inn, The (5 parts) (Pathe-Russian Art) —
Apr. 14 ; A -438 : R-587 ; C-590.
Butter Again
(Universal-Nestor) — Jurie 10; C1892.

Buyer
from Cactus
City, The
(One of the O.
Henry
Series)
(2 parts)
(General
FilmBroadway Star)— R-1030; C-1188.
By Heck, I'll Save Her (General Film-Clover).
By Fowl
(Mutual-Strand) — June 11; C1616. Means
By Orange Aid

(Christie) — R-743;

C-746.

Cabaret, The (5 parts) (World) — June 10; R1013 ; C-1010 ; A-1017.
Oaillaux Case, The (0 parts) (Fox Standard) —
May 19; A-1330.
Camouflage Kiss, A (5 parts) (Fox Special) —
Mar. 31 ; R-2S2 ; C-284 ; A-286.
Carmen of the Klondike (7 parts) (State Right
Distributors-Selexart)— R-Vol. 35-1137; CVol. 35-1139; A-593.
Case of Bennie, The (2 parts) (General FilmJudge Brown).
June
10.
Case — of
Eugenics,
A (Vitagraph-Drew Reissue)
Caught in the Toils (No. 11 of The Lion's
Claws) (2 parts) (Universal-Special) — June
15; C-1758.
Caught in the Web (No. 1 of The Woman in
R-282.Web) (2 parts) (Vitagraph) — Apr. 8;
—theR-80.
Caviar. The Making of Russian (Educational)
Cecilia of the Pink Roses (6 parts) (SelectA-1620. Davics Film Co)— R-1473 ; C-147o ;
Marion
Character Analysis: The Science of Weather
Prediction ; Cartoon by Earl Hurd (Paramount-Bray)—June 10.
Charting the Sky: Scenic Gems of America;
Cartoon by Wallace Carlson (ParamountBra v) — May 27.
Me. Charlie (0 parts) (Kloino-Ohaplin
Chase
'Reissue)—
i:;:',i
Apr. R ; R-284 : C-434 : A-591.
Cheerful
Liars (Goldberg-Scrantonia).
Chinese
Musketeer
(Goldberg-Scrantonial .
City Slicker. The (Pathe-Rolin)— June 2; C-

Claim. The (."> parts) (Metro)— Mar. IS; A-Vol.
35-1712; R-130: C-2R4.
claw. The (6 parts)
(Select) — R-1756.
■
Cleopatsy ('-' parts) (Pathe-Rolin) — June 2...
Clients of Aaron Green. The (2 parts) (General
Star)— R-1332 : C-1333.
Film-Broadway
Closin' In (5 parts) (Triangle) — June 2.> : A-

1898.

Clutch of Terror. The (No. 4 of The Woman In
(2 parts) (Vitagraph)— Apr. 29.
(he Web)
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Colombia, Part I (Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue)— Feb. 15.
Colombia, Part II (Lincoln-Parker World Travelogue)— Feb. 22.
Coming of Faro Nell, The (2 parts) (General
Film-Broadway Star).
Confession, The (5 parts) (Fox Special)— May
19; R-1186; C-1188 ; A-1194.
Conquered Hearts (5 parts) (Ivan Film Productions)— R-580 ; C-589; A-750.
Counts and No Accounts (Vitagraph-Big V) —
Apr. 15.
Coyotes of the Desert (No. 10 of The Bull's
Eye) (2 parts) (Universal Special) — Apr.
13 ;The
C-434.(5 parts) (Hiller & Wilk-Frank
Crab.
Keenan Reissue).
Crater of Death. The (No. 7 of The Woman in
the Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph) — May 20.
Crimea, The — Strange Animals from Manv
Climes
(Pathe)— Mav 12.
Cruise of the Quickern 'ell, The (Educational
Films Corp.) — Apr. 24.
Cupid
and the Cop (2 parts) (Triangle-Kevstone)
A-133. — June 10.
Curse of Iku, The (0 parts) (Kleine-Essanav)
—Apr. 1 ; R-Vol. 35-1865 ; C-Vol. 35-1867 ;

Cuzco, the City of the Sun (Kleine-Lincoln &
Parker)— R-234.
Cyclone Higgins. D. D. (5 parts) (Metro) —
May 13 ; A-1039 ; R-1332 ; C-1333.
Cynthian (2 parts) (General Film-Broadwav
Star)— R-1332 ; C-1333.
Dagger Woman, The
1038.
Art Films)— May

(5 parts)
(Pathe-Russian
12; R-1034;
C-1037;
A-

Danger Game,
The (5 parts)
(Goldwyn) — Apr.
7 ; A-288 ; R-431 ; C-434.
Danger Within
(5 parts) (Bluebird) — May 11;
R-743; C-740; A-1040.
Daughter of France, A (5 parts) (Fox Special)
—Mar. 24 ; A-Vol. 35-1S09 ; R-12S ; C-130.
Daughter
of the West,
A (5 parts)
(PatheDiando)— Mav 26: R-1331 ; A-1337.
Death
Switch,
The
(No. 17 of The House
of
Hate)
(2 parts) (Pathe-Astra) — June 30.
Deceivers,
The
(Vitagraph-Drew
Reissue) —
Apr.The15. (Fox-Mutt and Jeff Animated CarDecoy,
toon)— Mar. 24.
De Luxe Annie
(7 parts)
(Select Pictures) —
May ; R-1471 ; C-1475 ; A-1478.
Denny from Ireland (No. 1 of the Shorty Hamilton Series) (5 parts)
(E. Shipman-W. H.
Clifford Photoplays
Co.)— R-890;
A-1042.
Depths of the Sea, The (in a series of 4 parts)
(M. S. Epstein).
Der
Black
Mitt
(Educational-Katzenjammer
Kids Cartoon)— Mav 20.
Desert Man, The (5 parts)
(Hiller & Wilk-W.
S. Hart Reissue).
Desert Wooing, A— (5 parts) (Famous PlayersLasky)— June 23: C-1S91; R-1S90 ; A-1895.
Desperate Love, A (Universal-Hy.
Mayer) — C590.
Destiny
(5 parts) (Metro Reissue) — A.-1896.
Destroyers' Raid on Zeebrugge
(No. 0 of Britain's Bulwarks) (Pathe) — June 10: C-17r.v
Devil's Double. The (5 parts)
(Hiller & WilkHart Reissue').
Devil'sW. S.Playground,
The
(7 parts)
(Atlantic
Distributing
— Jan.:
A- 1335 ; C-Vol.
35-530;
R-Vol.Corp.)
35-527).
Dismissal
of Silver Phil
(2 parts)
(General
Film-Broadway Star).
Doctor and the Woman. The (6 parts) (Jewel)
— R-745: A-Vol. 35-S69.
Dodgers. The
Dog. Brown).
vs. Dog

(Universal-Star) — May 18.
(2 parts)
(General
Film-Judge

Dog's Life. A (3 parts) (First National-Charlie
Chaplin)— R-546 : A.-751.
Doing
896. His Bit (Educational Films Corp.) — CDoll's House,
A (5
Laskv)— June 2:
Dollv Does Her Bit
,— Apr. 28; R-743;
Double Crossed (Xo.

parts)
(Famous
PlayersR-1473; A-HSo.
(5 parts)
(Pathe-Diando)
C-747: A-749.
10 of The House of Hate)
12; ofC-897.
parts)
Down (2 the
River(Pathe)—
(Xo. S May
of Son
Democracy.
Cha-Benjamin
(Paramount
parts)
(2
The)
—P in)
Apr.
Apr.1. 1.
Down
the Yukon
(Paramount-Burton
Holmes)
of Terror. The
Dungeon
Claws)
(2
parts)
May 10 : C-S97.
E

(No. 0 of The Lion's
(Universal
Special) —

-)— A-1900.
(Bluebird
parts')(No.
Eagle,
Eagle's TheEve.(."">The
4. Von Rintelen, The
(Foursquare).
(2 parts)
Destroyer)
Eagle's Eye. The (No. 5. .The Strike Breeders)
(2 parts)
(Foursquarel
Eagle's Eve The (No. 0, The Plot Against Or(Foursquare).
ganized Labor) (2 parts)
"parts)"
The (No. 7, Brown Port Folio) (2
Eye.(Foursquare).
Eagle's
The Kaisers Death
Eagle's Eve. The (No. S, (Foursquar
e).
(2 parts)
Messenger)
Munition's CamThe
9.
Eagle's Eve The (No.
paign) (2 parts) (Foursquare).
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rill-:

Ey<
i !" I Mo
i". i bo Invasion
of
Canada i (2 pari > (Foui quart >
Eleventh
Commandment,
The
, , \,i
vanoed M P, Corp I R-1754 ; I i.
Bnohanted
Profile, Tha «
I the «> Henry
•s''' :
Film Broadwai
Star)
R ii.: irts) (General
Bnemy Aliens (No, i I ol i be Hou i ,.i n
(2 parts) (Pal
England
Beautiful
Devon
tbe
Land
manoa
and
I
..,,,. Park
i Finlag Nature Studii
No. 12) (i ai\
Special)
\|m
England,
Picture
Spots in (Pathe)
Apr. 28 i
lend, Picture Spots In and Picturesque
(Pathe i Apr.
28 .
illen
Wal
(IS
i.
igland,
Women
Mountalnei rs ol
i Brits
Bulwarks No, l > i Pathe)
Maj
12
i hrough th<
in ol Tha
Lion a Claw - 1 (2 parts)
^i nlvi olal)
June 8
Ez-Oannlbal
Jill
Carnival
(Mutual Outing Chaster)
F

Fabulous
Fortune
Fumblers
(Shlpman-Florlda
Film Corp.)
R Face in the Dark. The tti parts) (Goldwyn)—
Apr. -i ; A-897.
Fair Pretender, The (6 parts) (Goldwyn)— May
18 . A lis'.' ; R 1615; C 17.VT.
False Signal, The
(No. 10 of The House of
Hate) (2 parts) (Path
rune 16;
Faro

Nell, Lookout
(General Film-Broadway
C-1' (2 parts).
Star)
Fast Company (5 parts) (Bluebird) Apr. 8:
R-128 . C-181 ; A-286
Fate and Fortune (Goldberg-Scran tonla).
Fathers, sons and Chorus Girls (2 parte) (Unlversal-L-Ko)
May 1 . C-74T.
t (Goidtx rg-Scrantonla)
Fighting the Mun at St. Quentln (No. 7 of
Britain's Bulwarks)
(Pathe)— Jun.
Filipino National Guard, Tho (Paramount-Burton Holmes) May ti.
Find the Woman (5 part-) (Vitagraph)— June
10; A-1618;
R-1754.
Finger
Print, The
(3 parts)
(Triangle)— Apr.
Finley Nature Studies No. 11! (A Day at Yellowstone Park and Beautiful Devon— the
Land ol Romance — England) (Universal
Special) — Apr. t;.
Finley Nature Studies No. 18 (Sea Birds and
Animals and The Laud of Long Ago) (I'niversai Special)— Apr. 13; R-234,
Finley Nature Studies No. II (Wild Animals
at Yellowstone and Atop the Alps i Universal Special) — Apr. 20.
Finley Nature Studies No. IB (Wild Bird Pets
and In and Around Key West, Florida)
(Universal
Special) — Apr. 27; R-531.
Fire Trap, The (No. !l of Tho Woman in the
Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph) — Jun.
Firebrand, The (5 parts) (Fox Special) — May
26; A-1040; R-1332; C-i:;;;::.
Fired (No. 11 of The Bull's Eye) (2 parts)
(I'niversal
Special) — Apr. 20; C-4.il.
Fired (2 parts)
(World)— June 10: C-1616.
Firefly of France, The (Paramount) — R-175G ;
A-1894.
Fireman. C-11S8.
Save My Child!
(Pathe-Rolin)— May
Firing Squad, The (No. 14 of The Bulls Eye)
(2 parts) (I'niversal Special)— May 11;
0-887.
First Aid (Triangle-Keystone) — Apr. 14.
Fisherlese Cartoon. A (Fox-Mutt and Jeff) —
May :. : R-1331 : C-1333.
Fisherman's
Luck (Educational Films Corp.) —
C-1474
00
Reward A-1340.
(."> parts)
(Bluebird)— R-l 1 B5 i
C-1188;
Flaming Crisis, The (No. 9 of The Bull's Eye)
(2 parts) (Universal Special)— Apr. 0; C131.
Flapjacks (2 parts) (Triangle-Keystone) — June
Flashes in the Dark (No. 12 of The House of
Hate)
2"t (2 parts) (Pathe-Astra) — Mav 26;
C-1188
Flirts and Fakers
(Vitagraph-Big V) — Apr. 20.
Florida, In and Around Key West, and Wild
Bird Pets i No. 15 of Finley Nature Studies) (I'niversal Special) — Apr. 27.
Fly God. The (."> parts) (Triangle)— June 30.
Follow
the Crowd
(Pathe-Rolin)— Apr. 7; CFollowing the Course of the Cayuse (Educational Films Corp) — May
22.
Following the Stent (Vitagraph-Drew Reissue)
— Apr. 1.
Fool There Was. A (Fox Reissue)— R-1756 ; C1 .."iT,

For 434.
Art's Sake
( Mutual-Strand)— Apr. 9; CFor Sale (."i parts) (Pathe-Astra) — June 9; R1IU4; C-161G; A-1620.
Fox Trot Finesse
( Yitagraph-Prew) — May 13.
France,
St. Flour
and Aurillac.
and Timber
Transportation,
Sweden
(Pathe) — Apr.
7;
R-234 : C-285.
France — Valley of the Dordogne and The Horsa
in
Action — Part
2 — Analysis
of
Motion
(Pathe)— Mar. 31 ; R-80 ; C-131.
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Iblpman Florida Film
Fictitious
Foundllni
(Shlpman-Florlda
Film Corp.)
H
itlon,
l
he
i
Fox
Mini and Jeff)
\
. 16
Friend
Husband
(2 pari I (Paramount
Ssnnetl > \pr tj I 28 1
I'm. adlj
Bei
tbe I Edui atlonal
Film
Corp Dltmar's)
Ma .
i'i Inge
ol
Bocletj
.
The
1
7
pari
quare
Qeorgi
Backer)
\ 10311
C-Vol
34-J 101
i; Vol .".i i 186
cai.ipiii.ii
to nun. rflj
Film
Cloi w anting (6 pari i) | Co
onwealth Pie
• \ .; is
Full Bpeed Ahead (No. 6 or Tha Woman
in the
W« b I (2
Itagraph i (lay 13.
Furniture Movers, The (Pathe Rolln)
June 30;
C 1892.

Hi

With
Fati , A (6 pan i i Vitagraph • Juno :: ; R 1618 . C 1616 . \ l « ; i ; • .
Loi i. (Metro-! iron I Ipr, I.
22 ;
Oaumonl
Graphic No. i (Oaumonl Co I s l".mi
Oaumonl
Graphic
No, 2 (Gaumonl
Co.)
Mai
Gaumonl
Graphic
5; B-764.
Qaumont
Graphic

No

8

(Qaumont

No,

i (Gaumonl

Qaumont
Graphic No, '< (Qaumont
10;
8-904.
Qaumont
Qraphlc No. 6 (Gaumonl
26; B-1046.
Qaumont
Graphic No. 7 (Oaumonl
8; B-1196.
Qaumont
Qraphlc No. 8 (Qaumont
May 1(1; S-1342.
S-2'.ll. News No. 1 (Qaumont Co.)
Qaumont
S -444 News
Qaumont

No.

2

3-598. News
Gaumont
No. .'!
Qaumont
News
No. I
S-904.I
S-7.".
Gaumont
News No. .">
S-1046.News No. 6
Qaumont
Gaumont

(Gaumont
(Gaumont
(Caumimt

Co.) — Apr.
Co.) — Apr.
Co.)— Apr.
Co.)

May

Co.) — May
Mar. 26;

Co.) — Apr.

lluli., I i

Ileal

Co.) — Apr. 9;
Co.) — Apr
16;

No.

7

(Gaumont

Gaumont
S-1342. News

No.

8 (Gaumont

Co.) - Mav
Co.) — May

(i ;
II;

Germ

Menace,
The
i No. 7 of The
House
of
Hate) (2 parts) (Pathe-Astra)
Apr. 21; C434.
Girl and the Graft. The (One of tho O. Henry
Series)
12 parts)
General
Film-Broadway
Star).
Girl in His House. The (5 parts)
(Vitagraph)
—June 24; A-1S97.
Girl Blue
from Ribbon)—
Beyond, Apr.
The 15;
(."> parts)
A-4S6 j (VitagraphR-587 ; CGirl Who Wouldn't Quit, The (5 parts) (UniC-131.
versal)—Mar. 25; A-Voi. 35-1874; R-129;
Girls You Know Series (The Art Bug) (KlelneEdison-Flagg)— Apr. 10; R-433 ; C-590.
Girls You Know (The Spoiled Girl) (KleineEdison-Flagg)— Mar. 13: R-1757 ; C-1758.
Glass.
The
Manufacture
of Window
(James
Ramsey)— R-80.
Golden Goal, The 15 parts) (Vitagraph ) -Blue
Ribbon)— May 20; A-11!m); R-1330 ; C-1333.
GoodC-1892.
Night Paul ( Select)— June 20; R-1891 ;
c.owns and Girls (2 parts) (Universal-L-Ko)—
Apr. 3.
Grand Passion. The (7 parts) ( Bluebird-Dorothy Phillips)— C-Vol. 35-245; R-Vol. 85211 : A-290.
Great Mine Disaster, The (No. 3 of Boy Scouts
to the Rescue) (2 parts) '(Universal Special)—Apr. 29.
Greatest Show on Earth, The (ParamountInce)— May (> ; A-899.
Grizzly Bear Pets ; Uncle Sam's Stamp Factory :
Cartoon by Wallace Carlson (ParamountBray)— Apr. S; R-384.
Guadeloupe
(Pathe-Post
Film Co.)— June 30.
Guilt of Silence. The (.""> parts) (Bluebird) — A1193 : R-1331 ; C-1
Guilty
1892.Egg, The (Universal Star) — Apr. 27; CQunfighter,
The (.". parts) (Hiller a Wilk-W. S.
Hart Reissue).
Hand at the Window, The (5 parts) (Triangle)
—Apr. 21 ; A-593 ; R-74G ; C-747.
Hand of Mystery, The (No. 5 of The Woman
in the Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph)— May 6.
II
15.
Handv Man, The (2 part6) (King Bee) — May
Hardships of the British Army on Its Way to
Bagdad
3 of
Britain's Bulwarks)
(Pathe)— (No.
Mav 26;
C-1334.
Haunts of Evil (No. 11 of The House of Hate)
(2 parts) (Pathe-Astra) — May 19; C-1037.
Hawaii ; Women in the World of Work : The
Beautiful : Cartoon by Earl Hurd (Paramount-Bray)—Apr. 15; R-531,
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Heart of .a Girl (6 parts) (World)
K-ls:u
Heart of the Sunset
h parts) (Goldwvn
Special)— R-432 ; A-43
Hearts -of Hie World
(Griffith)— R-369 ; C-434.
or Diamonds
i ."> parts)
(Mutual-Star) —
Apr. 29 ; R-893 : C-897 ; A-902.
Hill Hound of Alaska
(W. H. Productions Reissue)— A-752 ; R-l is?.
Helping McAdoo (Fox-Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) —
Apr. 28.
Her
Ambitious
Ambition
(General
Film-Diamond).
Her Decision
(6 parts) (Triangle)— May 12; A
1038 ; R-llSli ; C-1188.
Her ers-Lasky)Final Reckoning
June (•">
9; parts)
A- 1622 (Famous
; R-1755 Play1757.
C-590.
Her Helping
Hand
(Mutual-Strand)— Apr. 16:
Her Mistake
(Julius Steger)— R-745.
Her —Movie
Madness
May 8;
C 897. (2 parts) (Universal-L-Ko)
Her
Neckless
and His Hoodoo
Day
(Crystal
Film Co.).
Her One \Mi-take
(5 parts)
-71!' ; R-895
: C-897.(Fos Special) — Apr.
Her

Rustic

Romeo

(Mutual-Strand) — Mas

Her Spooney
Affair (Mutual-Strand) — Jui
Her Screen Idol (2 parts) (Paramount-Senoett)
— R-l MM I.
C-1.
Her C-1S3
Terrible
Time
(Mutual-Strand)— May
14;
1
Her Unmarried
Llfi (2 parts)
(Universal-Century)— May 29.
Here
Conns
the Groom
(Christie) — Apr. 22;
R-1473 : C-1 174
Hey Tiier.' : (Pathe-Rolin)— Apr. 28; C-590
Hickory
Hiram
(Universal-Nestor) — Apr
High

Spots
of
Hawaii
(Paramount-Burton
Holmes)— Apr. 22.
Stakes
(5 parts)
(Triangle)— May
26;
A-1338 : K-HTl ; C-147r>.
C-1
Hillcrest
The 85-1870;
(."> parts) R-129;
(Pathe-Astra)
—Mar. Mystery,
24; A-Vol.
C-130.
His Busy
Day
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Rolin)— Apr.
High

28 ; C-747.
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His Daughter Pays (Piedmont Pictures Corp.).
His Enemy, the Law (5 parts; Triangle) — June
16; A-1703; C-1S92 ; R-1-Hit Fatal
Fate
(General
Film-Diamond)— R1616.
His Last Will (Eduactional Films
Corp.-KaUenjammer Kids; — May 13.
His Majesty,
Bunker Bean
(5 parts)
(Famous
Players-Lasky)— Apr. 8; A-286 ; R-432;
C433.

Ingenious Insects ; America's Sleeping Giants ;
Cartoon by Wallace Carlson (ParamountBray;— May 6; R-1132.
Innocent's Progress (5 parts) (Triangle) — Mar.
31 ; A-Vol. 35-1869 ; R-129 ; C-131.
Interloper, The (5 parts) (World)— June 3; R1471 ; C-1475;
A-H77.
Into the Harem (Xo. 8 of The Lion's Claws) (2
Parts)
(Universal
Special; — May 20; C-

His
Matrimonial
Moans
(General
Film-Diamond;.
His .New Job (2 parts) (General Film-EssanayChaplin Reissue) — C-433.
His Own Home Town
(5 parts) (Famous Players-Lasky)— May
27; R-1333 ; A-1335 ; C1174.

Invasion of Canada, The (Xo. 10 of The Eagle's
Eye; (2 parts; (Foursquare;.
— June 16.
Isn't It Warm?
(2 parts) (Triangle-Keystone)

It's a Cruel
World
(Universal-Xestor) — Apr.
Smothered
Love
(2 parts)
(Paramount29; C-747.
Mack Sennett;— May 6; R-806 ; C-1037.
434.
It's
a
Wild
Life
(Pathe-Rolin)
— Apr. 21 ; CHit-tht-Trail Holliday (5 parts) (Famous Players-Lasky;— June 16 ; R-1756 ; C-1757 ; A1760.
Home Cure, The (Yitagraph-Drew) — Apr. 8.
Janitor, The
(General
Film-Ebony).
"Home,
(Universal-Nestor) — June
3;
C-1S92.James"
*Ierry 8ries Again
i Mutual-Cub) — C-2S4.
Jim's Folks (Vanco Films Co.; — C-1475
Home
Trail, The (5 parts)
(Vitagraph) — Mar.
Joan of Plattsburg
(6 parts) (Goldwyn) — May
2Tj ■ A-Vol. 35-1870 ; R-120 ; C-130.
5; A-9U3; R-1033 ; C-1037.
Honor of His House,
The (5 parts)
(Famous
Journey's
(5 parts)
Players-Lasky-Paramount) — Apr. 1 ; A- 135 ;
1034; End
C-1037;
A-1042. (World) — May 13; RR-430; C-433.
Junkman,
The
(2 parts;
(Pathe-Rolin) — May
26.
Honor's
Cross
(6
parts)
(Goldwyn
Special)
—
A592; R-S93;
CHorse in Action, The — Part 2 — Analysis of MoJust a Woman
(6 parts)
(U. S. Exhibitors'
Booking-Steger) — A-133 ; C-Vol. 35-99 ; Rtion and Valley
of the Dordogne — France
Vol. 35-92.
(Pathe;— Mar. 31; R-80 ; C-131.
Horse
Training
by Experts ; Microscopic
Revelations ; Scientific Rose
Culture ; Cartoon
Kaiser,
The, the Beast of Berlin
(7 parts)
(Paramount-Bray; — Apr. 22 ; R-687.
Hospital Orderlies (Fox-Mutt and Jeff) — June 9;
(Jewel Productions,
Inc.) — R-Vol. 35-1704;
C-1S92; R-1SS9.
C-Vol. 35-1S67; A-43S.
Hot Time in Snakeville, A (General Film-EssaKaiser's
Death
Messenger,
The (Xo. 8 of The
ney Reissue).
ton).
Eagle's
Eye)
(2 parts)
(Foursquare-WharHouse of Gold, The (5 parts) (Metro) — June 17;
A-1764.
Kicked Out (Pathe-Rolin) — May 5; C-747.
House
of Hate, The
(No. 4, The Man
from
Kid Is Klever, The (5 parts) (Fox Special) —
Java)
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — Mar. 31;
June 30 ; A-133.
C-131.
Kid Brown
Politics) .
(2 parts)
(General
.Film-Judge
House of Hate, The (Xo. 5, Spies Within)
(2
parts) (Pathe-Astra) — Apr. 7; C-2S5.
Kidder & Ko (5 parts)
(Pathe) — June 16; RHouse of Hate, The (Xo. 6, A Living Target)
1755; C-175S; A-1760.
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — Apr. 14; R-282.
Kitchen Hero, A (Universal-Xestor) — May 6.
House of Hate, The (Xo. 7, The Germ Menace)
Klondike
Today,
The
(Paramount-Burton
(2 parts) (Pathe-Astra)— Apr. 21; C-434.
Holmes) — May 13.
House of Hate, The (Xo. 8, The Untold Secret)
Knockout,
The
(Universal-Star) — June 22; C1758.
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — Apr. 28; C- 590.
House of Hate, The (Xo. 9, Poisoned Darts)
(2
parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — May 5; C-747.
House of Hate, The (Xo. 10, Double Crossed)
(2
Lady
Detective,
The, and His Wedding
Day
parts) (Pathe-Astra) — May 12; C-897.
(Crystal Film Co.).
House of Hate, The (Xo. 11, Haunts of Evil)
Lame —June
Brains17. and Lunatics
(Vitagraph-Big V)
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra)— May 19; C-1037.
House
of Hate, The
(Xo. 12, Flashes
in the
Land of Long Ago, The, and Sea Birds (Finley
13.
Dark)
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — May
26;
Xature
Studies
Xo. 13)
(Universal) — Apr.
C-11SS.
House of Hate, The (Xo. 13, Enemy Aliens)
(2
Landloper,
The
(5
parts)
(MetroYorke) — Apr.
parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — June 2 ; C-1334.
1 ; A-131 ; R-433 ; C-590.
House
of Hate,
The
(Xo.
14, Under-World
Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (2 parts) (General
Allies)
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — June 9;
Film-Interstate Film Co.). — R-1035 ; C-11SS.
C-1475.
La Tosca
(5 parts) (Famous Players-Lasky) —
House of Hate, The (Xo. 15, The False Signal)
Mar. 25 ; A-Vol. 35-1S69 ; R-130 ; C-130.
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — June 16; C-175S.
Law
of the Great
Northwest,
The
(5 parts)
House of Hate, The (Xo. 16, The Vial of Death)
(Triangle)— Apr. 14; A-436 ; R-5S9 ; C-590.
(2 parts) (Pathe-Astra) — June 23.
Laws
and
Outlaws
(Vitagraph-Big
V)
—
May 6.
House of Hate, The (Xo. 17, The Death Switch)
Leak, The (Fox-Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) — C-130.
(2 parts) (Pathe-Astra) — June 30.
Leap to Fame (5 parts) (World) — Apr. 29; RHouse of Silence, The (5 parts) (Famous Play744 ; C-747 ; A-74S.
ers-Lasky)—Apr. 8; A-287; R-432 ; C-433.
Lend Me Your Xame
(5 parts)
(Metro) — May
House That Jack Built, The (Christie).
27
; A-1335 ; R-1615 : C-1616.
How Could You, Caroline? (5 parts) (Pathe) —
A-14S0.
Lesson,
The
(5
parts)
(Select
Pictures)
— May;
May 5 ; R-894 ; C-S97 ; A-900.
How Could You Jean? (5 parts) (Famous PlayLet's
Get
a
Divorce
(5
parts)
(Famous
Playersers-Lasky)—June 23; C-1S91;
R-18SS ; ALasky)— Apr. 29 ; R-744 ; A-752 ; C-S97.
1899.
Lie, The
(5 parts)
(Famous
Plavers-LaskyHow
England Treats Her Prisoners
(Xo. 4 of
Artcraft)—
Apr. 8; R-2S3 ; A-2SS ; C-433.
Britain's
Bulwarks)
(Pathe) — June 2; CLife Mask,
The (5 parts)
(First Natlonal-Pe1475.
trova)— A-Vol. 35-1S70; R-2S3 ; C-2S4.
Hula
Hula
Dance
(2 parts)
(W. H. ProducLife or Honor
(7 parts)
(Ivan Film Productions-Chaplin Reissue) — R-1187.
tions)— R-129 ; C-130; A-436.
Human
Pendulum,
The
(No. 9 of The Lion's
Life-Savers (Fox — Mutt and Jeff)— June 16.
Claws)
(2 parts) (Universal Special) — May
Lion's Claws, The (No. 1, A Woman's Honor)
27; C-1334.
(2 parts) (Universal
Special) — Apr. 6; CHundrum
Brown
(5 parts) (W. W. Hodklnson131.
Paralta)— Mar. 15; A-134 ; R-432;
C-434.
Lion's Claws, The (No. 2, Beasts of the Jungle)
Hurled to Destruction
(No. 12 of The Woman
(2 parts) (Universal Special) — Apr. 13; Rin the Web)
(2 parts)
(Vitagraph) — June
24.
430; C-434.
Lion's
Claws, The (No. 3. The Net of Terror)
Hypocrites,
The
(Cosmofotofilm
Co., Inc.) — R(2 parts)
(Universal
Special) — Apr.
15;
C-434.
1186; C-1183; A-1617.
I
Lion's Claws, The (No. 4. A Woman's Scream)
(2 parts)
(Universal
Special) — Apr. 27;
C-590
I Love Charles Albert (2 parts) (Triangle-Keystone)— May 5.
Lion's Claws.
The
(No. 5, The Secret DocuI'm a Man (2 parts) (General Film-Judge
ment) (2 parts)
(Universal
Special) —
May 3.
Brown)— R-11S7; C-1188.
Ignorance
(American Standard M. P. Corp.).
Lion's Claws, The (No. 6, The Dungeon of TerIn and Out (Christie Film Corp.).
ror (2 parts)
Universal
Special) — ay
10; C-897.
In Dutch (2 parts) (Universal-Century) — June
26; C-1892.
Lion's Claws, The (No. 7, Quicksand)
(2 parts)
( Universal
Special) — May 17.
In Happy Honolulu (Paramount - Burton
Lion'6 Claws. The (No. 8. Into the Harem)
(2
Holmes) — Apr. 8.
parts)
(Universal
Special) — May
20;
CIn Irons (Xo. 17 of The Bull's Eye) (2 parts)
(Universal Special)— May 27: C-1334.
1334.
Lion's Claws, The (No. 9, The Human
PenduIn the Desert's Grip (No. 11 of The Woman In
the Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph) — June 17.
lum) (2 parts)
(Universal
Special) — May
27 * C-1334.
In the Shadow of the Rockies (2 parte) (General Film-Rancho).
Lion's Claws. The No. 10, The Escape Through
the Flames)
(2 parts) (Universal Special)
In Southernmost Russia (Pathe) — June 2 ; C—June S; C-1475.
1334; R-1426.
His
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Lion's Claws, The (No. 11, Caught In the Tolls)
- ;..arts; (Universal Special; — June 15; C1 I •J ^ .
Lion s Claws, The (No. 12, The Spies' Cave)
(2
parts; (Universal Special; — June 22.
Lion's Claws,
The
(No. 13, In Disguise)
(2
parts; (Universal Special) — June 29.
Little Miss No-Account
(5 parts)
(Vitagraph)
—Apr. 1 ; R-2S3 ; C-2.84 ; A-290.
Little Runaway,
The
(5 parts)
(Vitagraph) —
6; A-000 ; R-1033; C-1037.
LittleMaySister
of Everybody, A (5 parts) (Pathe)
—June 30; R-1891.
Li ■
a t, A r.Vo. 6 of The House of Hate)
2 parts; (Pathe-Astra;— Apr. 14; R-282.
Lonely Woman, The (5 parts; (Triangle; — Apr.
28; A-74H;
R-894;
C-S97.
Last Rebel, The (5 parts; (Triangle)— June 9;
A-1618; R-1757 ; C-175S
Lost — onR-745
Dress
Parade (one of O. Henry Series)
: C-896.
- parts)
'General
Film-Broadway
Star)
Love and a Gold Brick (Christie Film Corp.) —
R-1473; C-1474.
Love and Lavallieres
(Vitagraph-Big V) — May
Love Brokers, The (5 parts) (Triangle) — Mar.
31; R-282: C-285 ; A-285
Love Loops the Loop (2 parts) (ParamountMack Sennett; — June 3 ; C-1474.
LoveBrown;.
of Bob (2 parts; (General Film-Judge
Love's Conquest (5 parts) (Famous PlayersLasky)— June 2 ; A-1478 ; R-1613 ; C-1616.
Love's
LuckyforDay
Ljmbering
War (General
Time; Film-Clover).
The Art of Animal
Training; Cartoon by Earl Hurd (Paramount-Bray;— May
13.
M
Madam
Sphinx
(5 parts) (Triangle) — June 9;
A-1623; R-1756; C-1758
Magic Eye, The (5 parts) (Universal Special)
—Apr. 1 ; A-289 ; R-431 ; C-434.
Main
1-2-3 (2 parts)
(World-Fay
Tincher) —
A-899.
May 27 ; C-1334.
Mile. Paulette
(5 parts)
(Triangle) — May
5;
Man C-131.
from Java, The (No. 4 of The House of
Hate)
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra) — Mar. 31;
Man
from
Nowhere,
The
(2 parts)
(General
Film-Blue Ridge).
Man
Hunt,
The (5 parts)
(World) — June 17;
R-1754 ; C-175S ; A-1759.
Man Who Woke Up. The (5 parts)
(Triangle)
—June 2; A-14^2._
Manhattan
Madness
(5 parts) (Hiller £ WttkA-1898.
Douglas
Fairbanks
Reissue).
Man's World,
A (5 parts)
(Metro) — June 24;
Marriage
Marriage

(W. L. Sherry-Keeney).
Bubble,
The (3 parts), and Unfaithful (2 parts)
(Triangle) — Mar. 31 ; R-Vol.
35-17U2:
C-Vol. 35-1706; A-132.
Marriage
Lie, The
(5 parts)
(Bluebird) — Apr.
27 R-5S7 ; C-5S9 ; A-750.
Marvelous
Maciste,
The
(6 parts)
(Hanover
Film Co.) (A-1041.
C-746.
Marv's
Frame-Up
(Mutual-Strand) — Apr.
23-1
Masks and Faces
(5 parts)
(World) — May 6;
R-S95 ; C-S97 ; A-901.
Matching
Billy (2 parts) (Goldwyn-Capitol) —
June 17.
C-1333.
Mating
of Marcella,
The
(5 parts')
(Famous
Players-Lasky)— May 20; A -1191 ; R-1330;
Matrimanlac,
The
(5 parts)
(Hiller & WilkDouglas
Fairbanks
Reissue).
Und
God ; or the Crimson
God Depicting
Kaiser's
Attempt
to Enslave
World
(5
parts)
(Romayne Super Film Co.).
M'Liss
(5 parts)
(Famous
Players-Lasky-Artcraft)— May 13; R-894 ; C-8i>7 ; A-1043.
Melting
Pot of the Pacific, The
(ParamountBurton Holmes) — June 3.
Men
(6 parts)
(Foursquar«-U.
S. ExhibitorsBacon-Backer)— R-11S7 : C-1334; A-1339.
Ebony).
Mercy,
the Mummy
Mumbled
(General
FilmMe

Merry Mermaids
(2 parts) (Unlversal-L-Ko) —
June 5 ; C-1475.
Messenger,
The
(2 parts)
(King-Bee
Films
Corp.) — Apr. 15.
Messines and Its Irish Captors
(Britain's Bulwarks No. 2) (Pathe)— May 19; C-11SS.
Microscopic Revelations : Horse Training by Experts : Scientific
Rose
Culture;
Cartoon
(Paramount-Bray) — Apr. 22; R-531.
Midnight
Fiver, The
(2 parts)
(Universal) —
June 29.
Midnight
Madness
(5 parts)
(Bluebird)— Juna
S; A-1617: C-1SU ; R-1SS9.
Mile-a-Minute Kendall , - parts) (Famous Players-Laskv)— Mav
13; R-1033;
C-1037;
A1039.
Milk-Fed
Hero, A (General Film-Ebony).
Million Dollar Dollies. The (5 parts)
(Screen
Classics. Inc.-Emerald) — A-1190.
Million Dollar Mystery
(6 parts) (Arrow Film
C-1474; A-lS9o.
Corp.-Randolph)— R-1473:
Players-Lasky) —
(Famous
parts)
(5
Missing
June 2 : R-1474 : A-147S.
Mr. Briggs
Closes the House
(2 parts)
(Triangle-Keystone)— Apr. 7.
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.

THE

Klx-lt (5 parte]
(Famous
Phiyere-LaskyArtcraft)— Apr
83; R-432
Miller's BoonomlM
(2 parta)
(Trls
Millers
Muddles 'Through
■ . V 1 .' (2 parts) (TrlShirk, r (0 parts)
(l'athe-Astra) — Mar.
31 . \ 131 ; R-2?
ill.' ii: parts)
1 1 nil
-Juno S; A.-1483 . R l ,"..'. , c i
ol
Pat*
(Qan.
Pllm-Hanover)— ▲•

Moonshine
(2 parts)
(Paramount-Arbnekle) —
R-1183 . C 1188
I part-)
(Graphic Film Corn.)
Mora n.iTrouble

(S

| \U

\\ ■ b.

Mothi :
Bluebird) — May
t . K Til . C-746;
\
Mountain
Law
(3
parts i (Qan.
Film-Blue
EUdge) ; R-1187 : (.- l l-v
Mum's
the Word
(Mutual-Star)
May
Munition's Campaign, The (No. !) of The Eagle's
Eyi i i '.' parte) (Foursquare).
My C-1475.
Lady
Nicotine
(Mutual-Strand)— May
21 ;
My Own

United States (8 parte)
Krohman)— Jan. ; A-7ls;

(Soman ClasR-Vol

Mysterious
Client,
The ; (."C-1188
parte). \-l
(Paths-Astra)
—May
19 ; R-1183
.Mysterious
Mr. Davey,
The
c vitagraph-Drew ;
ue) — May 20.
N
Nancy Comes Home (5 parts) (Triangle)— Mar.
24; A-Vol. 35-1868;
R-12:> : C-131.
NatlTe State (No. T of The Son of Democracy)
- parts)
( Paramount-Benjamin
Chaoin)
—Mar.
SB : C-433.
Naughty, Naughty
(5 parts) (Famous PlayersLasky)
R-128 ;
C-130. — Mar. 25; A-Vol. 35-1888;
Neighbor's
Keyhole.
A (2 parts)
(Fox
SunIne)— May 5 ; R-1331 : C-1338.
Nemesis and the Candy Man
(One of 0. Henry
Series)
(2 parts)
(Gen.
Film-Broadway
Star)— R-J036 ; C-1188.
Net of Terror, The (No. 3 of The Lion's Claws)
(3 parts)
(Universal-Special) — Apr. 15; C484.
Never
Surprise
Your
Wife
(Christie
Film
Corp-).
Newspaper Clippings
(2 parts)
(Triangle-Keystone)— May 19.
New
York — By Heck
(Universal-Nestor) — May
13.
Night
Out. A (2 parts)
(Gen. Film-EssanayChaplin ; Reissue).
Nine-Tenths
of the Law
(6 parts)
(Atlantic
Distributing Corp)— R-744 ; C-746; A-1041.
Non-Stop Kid, The (Pathe-Rolin)— May 12; C897.
Nugget in the Rough, A (5 parts) (Ernest Sbipman).

Oblin : the
Switzerland
of British
Columbia
(Paramount-Burton
Holmes) — May 20.
Occultism
(Fox-Mutt
and Jeff Cartoon) — May
12; C-1474.
O'Garry
Rides Alone (2 parts) (Gen. Film-Blue
Ridge).
Oh! the Women
(Gen. Film-Clover).
Old Hartwell's Cub (5 parts) (Triangle) — May
19; A-1192; R-1333 ; C-1334.
Old Love for New
(5 parts)
(Triangle) — May
26; A-1338.
ofd Wives for New (5 parts) (Famous PlayersLasky)— May 20 ; A-1191 ; R-1470 ; C-1474.
Oldest Law, The (5 parts) (World)— May 27 ;
R-1331 ; C-1334 ; A-1339.
On a Fox Farm (Gen. Film-Progressive).
On Ice (Fox-Mutt and Jeff) — Apr. 21.
On the Beach
at Waikiki
(Paramount-Burton
Holmes) — May 27.
On the Jump (Pathe-Rolin) — Mar. 31; C-130.
On the Trail (No. 2 of Boy Scouts to the Rescue) (2 parts)
(Universal-Special) — Apr.
22 " C-590.
One
Horse
Show,
The
(Universal-Star) — May
Only Road, The (5 parts) (Metro) — June 3 ;
A-1623;
R-1755;
C-1758.
Open Switch. The (No. 2 of The Woman in the
Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph)— Apr. 15.
Ordeal of Rozetta, The (5 parts) (Select Pictures)— May; A-1479.
Our Egypt of the Southwest (Educational Films
Corp.) — Apr. 17.
Our Fighting Ally— The Tank (Pathe) — May
5; C-897.
Our Filipino Fighting Force (Paramount-Burton Holmes) — Apr. 29.
Out of the Dungeon (No. 10 of The Woman in
the Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph) — June 10.
Over the Garden Wall (Mutual-Strand) — May
7; C-1188.
Over the Top (8 parts) (Vitagraph)— R-430 ;
C-434 ; A-1194.

MOVING

PICTURE

—Apr.
1919

W'oKLl)
Rich Man

Painted

Lily, [°ht (0 parts)
n.ii. Pari i i LI

(Triangle)— Juno
In-Parkar World

Panama Canal,
b, I.
rravi

da-Parker World

Cloi
(Qan. w 1'iimParamount-Bray
Plctograph The(I ued
I Paramount i
i No 113
R .".I ; No
mi; 884.
d Pepp i Goldbi i - Scrantonia I.
g 'hi the
Floor Back
el
,\inB00.
Natlc Third
c LS tin- Bomb
Passing

SI)
' M9;

Metro)
«btR-fi I .'i

May 27 : \ I

parts i

(Triangle)— Apr.

Peru,

the Land of Incas, No. 1 (Lincoln-Parker
World Travelogue) — Mar. 1.
Peru, the Land ol Incas, No, 2 I Lincoln-Parker
World Travelogue)— Mar. 8; R-581.
Peru, the Land of Ineas. No. '.'> (Lincoln-Parker
World Travelogue) — Mar. 15.
Peru, the Land of Incas. No. 4 (Lincoln-Parker
World Travelogue I— Mai
434. Hero, A (Universal-Star) — Apr. 8; CPigskin
Pink Pajamas
(Universal-Nestor) — Apr. 3; C131.
Play Straight or Fight (2 parts) (Universal) —
June 15— C-1802
Pipe 285.
the Whiskers
(Pathe-Rolin) — Apr. 14; CPlaying the Game
(5 parts) (Famous PlayersC1188.kv-Ince)— Apr. 22; A-591 ; R-1186;
Plot Against
Organized
Labor. The (No. 6 of
The
Eagle's Eye)
(2 parts)
(FoursquareWharton).
Plunge of Horror, The (No. 8 of The Woman In
the Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph) — May 27.
Poisoned Darts (2 parts) (No. '.) of The House
of Hate)
(Pathe-Astra) — May 5 ; C-747.
Poor Fish, The (2 parts)
(Triangle-Keystone)
Porters.
(Gen. Film-Ebony) — June 2; C1016. The
(Universal-L-Ko) — May

15;

C-

Primitive Woman. The (5 parts) (Mutual-StarAmerican)— Apr. 15; A -594 : R-743;
C-746.
Prunella
(5 parts)
(Famous
Players-Lasky) —
May 27; A-Vol. 35-1707; R-1472; C-1474.
Puno, and Scenes Around Lake Titicaca, Bolivia
29.
(Lincoln-Parker
World
Travelogue) — Apr.
Purple Dress, The
parts)
(Gen.

(One of O. Henry Series) (2
Film-Broadway
Star) — R-

Purple
The (5 parts)
1757;Lily,C-17.~7.
R-588;
C-590; A-591.

the

(World) — Apr.

22;

Quick Triggers (2 parts) Universal) — June 22.
Quicksand
(No. 7 of The
Lion's
Claws)
(2
parts) (Universal-Special).

Raiders of Sunset Gap, The (2 parts) (Gen.
Film-Blue Ridge)— C-1616.
Ranger, The (One of the Shorty Hamilton
ford).
Series)
(5 parts) (Ernest Shipman-ClifReason Why, The (5 parts) (Select) — Apr.; A751 ; R-893 ; C-897.
Rebellion (2 parts) (Gen. Film-Judge Brown) —
R-589; C-746.
Reclaimed (7 parts) (Chester Beecroft-Harry
McRae Webster)— R-1472 ; C-1475.
Reckless Rover, The (General Film-Ebony).
Reckoning, The (No. 15 of Vengeance and The
Woman) (2 parts) (Gtr. Vitagraph) — Apr.
1 ; C-130.
Red Crossed (Christie)— Apr. 15; R-743; C-746.
Red-Haired Cupid, A (5 parts) (Triangle) —
June 2 : A-1481 ; R-1614 ; C-1616.
Red, Red Heart, The (5 parts) (Bluebird) —
Apr. 1 ; R-281 ; C-284 ; A-285.
Regular Patsy, A (Christie Film Corp.) — R1473; C-1474.
Restitution (10 parts) (Mena Film Co.) — R1472; C-1475.
Resurrection (5 parts) (Famous PlayersLasky)— May 6; A-898;
R-1035 ; C-1037.
Return of Draw Egan, The (5 parts) (Hiller &
Wilk-W. S. Hart: Reissue).
Return of O'Garry. The (2 parts) (Gen. FilmBlue Ridge)— R -433 ; C-433; C-589.
Reuben's Romance Crystal Film Co.).
Rich Man, Poor Man (5 parts) (Famous Players-Lasky)—Apr. 22; A-437.

(bluebird) —

.i Mutual Stur-Froh-

Ringer,

188
(Fox) — June

10'

A-

The

";«idberg-Scran• -JuneIt-745;
1:
i Urn-Clover)—

RIP loin
Hi
G 1883
Road.

The

(6

pari

)

(Universal)— Apr.

and Dynamite 12 parte)
In

(Unlversal-L-

the Underworld, a (8 parts)

(W. L.

■

.lum- 10;

Pearls
Without
stone)
— Juno Price
80. (3 parts) (Triangle-KeyPeerless Pineapples <>f the Pacific (ParainountITton Holme- i Apr. 15.
■ the Pirates (5 parts)
(Fox)— May
12;
\ 898; R-1185; CParshli
(First National
ExhibitCircuit).

Prettv1884.Babies

and

Kol

; -in (W. W. Hodklnaon Corp.)

(5 parts)

29;
irplo Hugo
1 7" ■ l

Romanes

ii

Darling, A

t Girl,Apr.Tl
iii.un
S

Romans
27.
Romantic

Jam

and

Rascals

Heggle

Romeo
and 27.
Juliet
— May

(Vltagraph-lllg

V) — May

(Vltagraph-Drcw ; Reissue) —
(2 parts)

(Crystal Film Co.).
rraph-Draw;
Reissue)

Rose Paralta)—
o' Paradl May
■ (6 2D;
parts) R-1331;
(W. W. C-1333
Hodklnson1838.
; ARougha-i:;::
and ; R-281
Ready . C-284.
(8 parts)
(Fox)— Mar. 21;
Rubalyat of a Bcotch Highball. The (One of 0.
Henry Series) (2 parts) (Gen. Film-Broadway Star)— R-1036; C-1037
RulerR-587
of tho
Road
(."1 parts) (Pathe) — Apr. 21;
; C-590;
A-752.
Rummies
and
Razors
(Vltagrapb-Big
V) —
Apr.
1 175. 8.
Runaway,
The (No. 18 of The Bull's Eye)
(2
parts)
(Universal-Special) — June
8;
CRunning Wild
(No. 10 of The Bull's
parts)
(Universal-Special) — May
1D17.
Rural
Riot, A (2 parts)
Apr. 21 ; C-590.

Eye)
25;

(2
C-

(Unlversal-L-Ko) —

8
S. O. S. (American Standard M. P. Corp.).
St. Croix (Pathe-Post Film Co.)— June 23.
St. C-1016.
Thomas
(Pathe-Post
Film
Co.) — June
16;
Satan's
Pawn
(5 parts)
(W. H. Productions;
Reissue)— R-1187 ; A-1038.
Saucy
Madeline
(2 parts)
(Paramount-Mack
Sennett)— Apr. 22; R-588;
C-746.
Saved
from
a Vamp
(2 parts)
(Universal-LKo)— Apr. 10.
Say ! Young Fellow (5 parts) (Famous PlayersLasky)— June 16: £-1783.
Scarlet Drop, The (5 parts) (Universal) — Apr.
22; R-586; U-C90; A-591.
Scarlet Road,
The
(5 p^:t?W
Fox-Special) —
June 23; A-1478.
Scenic
Gems
of America,
Beauty
• • .0 ler.
Women
ia the World
of Work,
and Cartoon (Paramount-Bray) — June 17.
Scenic Gems
of America;
Charting
the Sky;
Cartoon
by Wallace
Carlson
(ParamountBray)— May 27.
Science
and
Invention.
On
(Paramount-Bray
Pictograph) — June 24.
Scientific
Rose
Culture ; Microscopic
Revelations ; Horse Training by Experts ; Cartoon
(Paramount-Bray) — Apr. 22.
Screen Telegram No. 4 (Mutual) — Mar. 13; CVol. 35-1867 ; S-136.
Screen
136. Telegram No. 5 (Mutual) — Mar. 18; SScreen Telegram No. 6 (Mutual) — Mar. 20.
Screen Telegram No. 7 (Mutual) — Mar. 24; 9136; C-284.
Screen Telegram No. 8 (Mutual) — Mar. 27; C440.
284 ; S-440.
Screen Telegram No. 9 (Mutual) — Mar. 31; 3Screen Telegram
434; Telegram
S-442.
Screen

No.

10 (Mutual) — Apr. S; C-

No.

11

(Mutual) — Apr. 7; C434 ; S-442.
753.
Screen Telegram No. 12 (Mutual) — Apr. 10; 3Screen
Telegram
No.
C-590; S-600.
Screen
Telegram
No.
S-753. No.
ScreenC-746;
Telegram
C-746; S-754.
Screen
Telegram
No.
C-897; S-903.
Screen
Telegram
No.
C-897 ; S-903.
Screen
Telegram
No.
S-1046:
C-1188.
Screen
Telegram
No.
S-1046:
C-1188.
Screen
Telegram
No.
C-1188 ' S-1195
Screen
Telegram
No.
C-1188 " S-1195
Screen
Telegram
No.
C-1334 : S-1341.
S-1341.
Screen
Telegram
No.

13

(Mutual) — Apr.

14;

14

(Mutual) — Apr.

17;

15

(Mutual) — Apr.

21;

16

(Mutual) — Apr.

24;

17

(Mutual) — Apr.

28;

18

(Mutual) — May

1;

19

(Mutual) — May

5;

20

(Mutual) — May

8;

21

(Mutual) — May

12;

22

(Mutual) — May

15;

23

(Mutual)— May

19;

1920
Screen
Telegram
No. 24 (.Mutual) — May
22
0-1 17...
Screen
Telegram
No. 23 i Mutual)— Mav
2G
C-l IT:..
Screen
Telegram
No.
2(1 (Mutual) — May
20
C-1616.
Sen. n Telegram
No.
2T (Mutual) — June
2
C-1616.
Screen Telegram Xo. 28 (Mutual) — June 5.
Screen
Telegram
No. 29
(Mutual)— June
9
C-1758.
Screen
Telegram
No. 30 ( Mutual)— June
12
C-1892.
Screen
Telegram
No. 33 (Mutual) — June
1C
C-1892.
Screen Telegram No. 32 (Mutual) — June 19.
Screen Telegram No. 33 (Mutual)— June 23.
Screen Telegram No. 34 (Mutual) — June 26.
Screen Telegram No. 35 (Mutual) — June 30.
Seal of Silence, The (5 parts)
(Vitagraph) —
Apr. 20; A-750; R-894 ; C-S07.
Secret Document,
The
(No. 5 of The
Lion's
Claws)
(2
parts)
(Universal-Special) —
May 3.
Self Made Lady, A (2 parts) (Pox-Sunshine) —
Mar. 15; R-431 ; C-434.
Selfish
Yates
(5 parts)
(Famous
PlayersLasky-Artcraft)— May 20; R-103G ; C-1188 ;
A-1193.
Service
(C parts)
(Goldwyn) — June
30. Star, The
Scenic
Gems
of America;
Beauty
to Order;
y Women
in the World of Work, Cartoon by
; Wallace
Carlson
(Paramount-Bray) — June
. 17.
Shackled
(5 parts) (W. W. Hodkinson-Paralta)
— May 20 ; A-1477 ; R-1755 ; C-1757.
Shame
(Gen. Film-Duplex Films)— A-1043.
She Couldn't Grow Up (Mutual-Strand)— Apr. 2.
Shifty
Shoplifter,
The
(Universal-Nestor) —
Apr. 15.
Shooting
of Dan
McGrew
(5 parts)
(Metro
Reissue) — A-1894.
Sic 1475.
'em
Towser
(Pathe-Rolin) — June
9;
CSilent Witness, The (Foursquare) — A-1042.
Silent Wonderlands
of the West,
The, No. 1
(Educational Films Corp.) — May 15.
Silent Wonderlands
of the West,
The, No. 2
(Educational Films Corp.) — May 29.
Sin Woman, The (Foursquare).
Sinking of the Lusitania (Windsor McCay) — R1034; C-1188.
Sins Ye Do, The
(5 parts)
(Hiller & WilkFrank Keenan ; Reissue).
Sisters of the Golden
Circle
(One of the O.
Henry Series) (2 parts) (Gen. Film-Broadway Star).
Sisters of the Golden Circle (One of O. Henry
Stories) (2 parts) (General Film-Broadway
Star).
Skids10. and Scalawags
(Vitagraph-Big V) — June
Slave

Auction,
The
(No.
9 of The
Son
of
Democracy)
(2 parts) ,. (P„ramount-Benjamin Chanin) — Apr 8.
Sleuths
Signers
(Vitagraph-Big
V) —

-"-. •■■ -i'

Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent (Gen. FilmEssanay ; Reissue).
Slippery
Slim
and the Fortune
Teller
(Gen.
Film-Essanay ; Reissue) — C-433.
Slippery Slim and His Tombstone
(Gen. FilmEssanay ; Reissue) — C-1037.
Slippery
Slim, Diplomat
(Gen. Film-Essanay ;
Reissue).
Slippery
Slim's Dilemma
(Gen. Film-Essanay;
Reissue).
Slippery

Inheritance
(Gen.
Film-EssanaySlim's
; Reissue).
Slippery
Slim's
Stratagem
(Gen.
Film-Essanay ; Reissue).
Smashing Through (5 parts) (Universal Special)
—June 22 ; R-1755 ; C-1758 ; A-1759.
Snakevillc
Epidemic,
A
(Gen. Film-Essanay;
Reissue).
Snakeville's
New
Sheriff (Gen. Film-Essanay ;
Reissue).
Snakeville's
New
Waitress
(Gen.
Film-Essanay ; Reissue) — C-1474.
Sneakers
and
Snoozers
(Vitagraph-Big
V) —
June 3.
Soap
Girl,
The
(5 parts)
(Vitagraph)— June
17 ; A-622 ; C-1S92 ; R-1888.
Social Ambition
(7 parts)
(Goldwyn-Selexart)
— A-593; R-1036 ; c-1037.
Social
Briars
(5 parts)
(Mutual-American) —
May 27; A-1040 ; R-1331;
C-1334.
Social
Hypocrites
(5 parts)
(Metro) — Apr. 8;
A-2ST ; R-588; C-74G.
Social Quicksands
(5 parts) (Metro) — June 10;
R-1755; C-1758; A-1700.
Society tor Sale (5 parts) (Triangle)— Apr. 4;
A-592; R-748 ; C-747.
Sold at Auction
(No. 13 of The Bull's Eye)
(2
parts)
(Universal-Special)— May
3; C-747.
Somebody's
Baby
(Christie) — Apr. 29; R-1473 ;
C-1474.
Somewhere
in Turkey
(Pathe-Uolin)— June 16;
G 1616.
Son of Democracy.
The (No. i. Nativo State)
(2 parts)
(Paramount-Henjamin
Chapin) —
25 ; C-l.".:1..
Son Mar.
of Democracy. The (No. S. Down the River)
Chapin) —
(Paramount-Benjamin
(2 parts)
Son

of Democracy, The (No. 9, The Slave
Auction) (2 parts) (Paramount-Benjamin
Chapin 1— Apr. 8.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Son

of Democracy,
The
(No. 10, Under
the
Stars)
(2
parts)
(Paramount-Benjamin
Chapin) — Apr. 15.
Song and the Sergeant, The (One of O. Henry
Series)
(2 parts)
(Gen.
Film-Broadway
Star)— R-Vol. 35-18GG ; C-284.
Sophie
Gets
Stung
(Gen.
Film-Essanay;
Reisue).
Reissue).
Sophie's
Birthday

Party

(Gen.

Film-Essanay;

Sophie's Legacy
(Gen. Film-Essanay; Reissue).
Soul for Sale, A (6 parts)
(Jewel Production,
Inc.)— R-1472;
C-14T5 ; A-1618.
Soul A-1039.
of Buddah, The (5 parts) (Fox)— R-1035
Speeding Doom, The (No. 3 of The Woman
in
the Web)
(2 parts) (Vitagraph)— Apr. 22.
Spies and Spills (Vitagraph-Big V) — May 13.
Spies' Cave, The (No. 12 of The Lion's Claws)
(2 parts) — (Universal Special) — June 22.
Spies' Nest, The (No. 4 of The Boy Scouts to
—the MayRescue)
10.
(2 parts)
(Universal-Special)
Spies Within
(No. 5 of The House of Hate)
(2
parts) (Pathe-Astra) — Apr. 7 ; C-285.
Splendid
Sinner,
The
(6 parts)
(Goldwyn) —
Mar. 24 ; A-1.32 ; R-281 ; C-284.
Spoiled
Girl,
The
(Girls
You
Know
Series)
(Kleine-Edison-Flagg)— Mar. 13 ; R-1757 ; C1758.
Spooks
(Gen. Film-Ebony).
Spotted (Mutual-Strand)— Apr. 30; C-897.
Spying the Spy (Gen. Film-Ebony)— C-1037.
Square Deal, A (5 parts)
(Mutual-Star) — June
10; R-1614; C-1G16 ; A-1760.
Square
Deal
Man,
The
(5 parts)
(Hiller &
Wilk-W. S. Hart; Reissue).
Stained Face, The (No. 15 of The Bull's Eye)
(2 parts) (Universal-Special) — May 18.
Station Content (5 parts) (Triangle) — June 16;
A-1763; C-1892; R-1889.
Stenographer, The (One of the Girls You Know
Series)
(Kleine-Edison-Flagg) — Mar. 27.
Stepping
(Universal-Star) — June 15; C1892. Some
Still Alarm, The (Pioneer Film-Selig).
Stolen
Keyhole,
The
(Universal-Nestor) — Apr.
C-1892.
—22;R-1754.
Stolen! Orders
(8 parts)
(M. Weissberg-Brady)
Story

of the Glove, The (Vitagraph-Drew ; Reissue)— May 6.
Straight and Narrow
(2 parts)
(King Bee) —
June 15.
Strange
Animals
from
Many
Climes — The
Crimea
(Pathe) — May 12.
Street of Seven Stars, The (6 parts) (De Luxe
Pictures, Inc.)— R-1472 ; C-1474.
Strength
of the Weak,
The
(Vitagraph-Blue
Ribbon) — May 13; A-103S.
Strike Breeders,
The
(No. 5 of The Eagle's
Eye)
(2 parts)
(Foursquare-Wharton).
Struggle
Everlasting,
The
(Arrow
Film-Harry
Rapf)— A-437;
R-Vol. 35-92; C-Vol. 35-99.
Superintendents
(Fox-Mutt and Jeff Cartoon) —
May 19; C-1474.
Swat the Fly (Cartoon
and Ditmars
Animals)
(Educational Films Corp.) — C-1616.
Sweden,
Timber
Transportation
and St. Flour
and Aurillae, Picturesque France
(Pathe)—
Apr. 7 ; C-285 ; R-234.

Tail C-435.
of a Cat,

The

(Universal-Star) — Apr.

20;

Tail of a Pig, The (Fox-Mutt and Jeff)— June 2.
Tarzan of the Apes
(S parts)
(First National
Film)— R-Vol. 35-1002;
C-Vol. 35-1006;
A504.
Tempered
Steel (7 parts)
(First National
Petrova Pictures Co.) — A-1189.
Their
Breezy
Affair
(Christie
Film
Corp.) —
R-1473 ; C-1474.
Their
Neighbor's
Baby
(2 parts)
(TriangleKeystone) — Apr. 21.
ThereC-1892.
Goes the Bride (Universal-Star) — June 8;
ThreeBrown).
Fives. The (2 parts)
(Gen. Film-Judge
This Is the Life (2 parts) (Jester Comedy Co.).
Tidbits of Travel
(Educational
Films Corp.) —
May 1.
Tiger Man. The (5 parts) (Artcraft)— Apr. 1 :
A-135 : R-5S6 : C-5S0.
Tigerman).
of the Sea. The (7 parts) (Ernest ShipToday

in Samoa

June

ic

(Paramount-Burton

Holmes) —

24.
.
T —,
The (Paramount-Burton Holmes)
TongaJuneIsles,
(Screen Classics, Inc.)
To Hell with the Kaiser
Tonsoi'ial Artists (Fox-Mutt and Jeff Cartoon)
—May 26; C-1892; R-1889.
Tovs of Fate (T parts) (Metro-Screen Classic.
' Inc.)— R-1830 ; C-1333;
A.-1837.
The (5 parts) (Metro) —
TrailMavto :.Yesterday.
: A.-900; R-1187 : C-1188.
Training Women Sharpshooters. Our Bone KeHouse Boat; Carlatlons; A New Use for a (Paramou
nt-Bray)
toon by "Me und Gott"

parts) (World)— Apr. 15: R-420 :
The'' (5
Trap C-435
B.-487.
Treachery at Sea (No. 5 of Boy Scouts to the
(Universal-Special) —
C- parts)
Rescue)
May IS.

June 29, 1918
Treasure
of ^the
Sea (5 parts) f Metro) — Apr.
; R-896.
22 ; A-oOij
Trinidad, British West Indies (Pathe)— Apr
Triumph of the Weak. The (5 parts) (Vita21 ; C-.47; R-843.
v
graph)—May 13; R-1185;
C-11SS
Triumph of Venus, The 1 5 parts) (General Film
\ letory Film Co.;— R-Vol. 35-1556; C-Vol
35-1560 ; A-1041.
Trooper 44 (5 parts) (Ernest Shipman-E I S )
Troubled Waters
(Crystal Film Co )
True Blue (7 parts) (Fox Standard)— Mav 5;
C-1037; A-1102.
R-1034;
Truthful Tulliver (:, parts) (Hiller & Wilk-W
S. Hart; Reissue).
Tucson Jennie's Heart (2 parts) (Gen. Film<-lT:.T
Star-Wolfvillej— R-1T5T
Broadway
Twenty-On
(5 parts; (Pathe)— Apr. 7; R-430;
C-434; e A-593.
Twins,
The (Educational
Films
Corp.)— C-^'O
Two
Gun
Gussie
(Pathe-Rolin) — May
19;
C-

Two-Soul Woman, The (5 parts) (Universal) —
May 11 ; R-894 ; C-897 ; A-1040.
Two Tough Tender Feet (Paramount-Mack Sennett) — June 17.
Tyrant Fear (5 parts) (Famous Players-Laskv)
—Apr.

29 ; R-742 ; C-746 : A-T51."

Unchastened
Woman,
The
(5 parts > (KleineRialto-De Luxe)— R-1891.
Unclaimed
Goods
(5 parts)
(Famous
PlayersLasky)— Apr. 15; A-439 ; R-5SS ; C-5S9.
Uncle Sam's Stamp Factory ; Grizzly Bear Pets :
Cartoon
by Wallace
Karlson
(ParamountBray)— Apr. 8; R-384.
Under the Stars (No 10 of Son of Democracy I
(2 parts)
(Paramount-Benjamin
Chapin)" —
Apr.
15. Allies
Under-World
(No. 14 of The House
of
C-14T5.
Hate)
(2 parts)
(Pathe-Astra)— June
9;
Under1618.the Yoke
(5 parts)
(Fox) — June 0 ; AUnfaithful
(2 parts) and The Marriage Bubble
(3 parts)
(Triangle— Mar. 31; R-Vol.
351702 ; C-Vol. 35-1706 ; A-132.
Universal Current Events No. 45 (Universal) —
Mar. 16: S-142.
Universal Current Events No. 46 (Universal) —
Mar. 23;
S-442. Events No. 47 (Universal) —
Universal
Current
Mar. 30 ; C-434 : S-442.
Universal Current Events No.
Apr. 6 ; C-590 ; S-600.
Universal Current Events No.
Apr. 13; C-747; S-756.
Universal Current Events No.
Apr. 20 : C-897 : S-1044.
Universal Current Events No.
Apr. 27 ; C-1037 ; S-1044.
Universal Current Events No.
May 4 : S-1196 : C-1334.
Universal Current Events No.
May 11 : C-1334.
Universal Current Events No.
May 25 : C-1475.
Universal Current Events No.
June 1 : C-1616.
Universal Current Events No.
June S; C-175S.
Universal Current Events No.
June 15: C-1S92.
Universal
Current Events No.
June 22.
Universal
Current Events No.
June 29.
Universal
—Mar.
Universal
—Mar.
Universal
—Mar.
Universal
—Apr.
Universal
— Apr.

4S

(Universal) —

49

(Universal) —

50

(Universal) —

51

(Universal) —

52

(Universal) —

53

(Universal) —

54

(Universal) —

55

(Universal) —

56

(Universal) —

57

(Universal) —

58

(Universal) —

59

Screen
Magazine No.
15 ; R-Vol. 35-1650 :
Screen Magazine No.
22 : S-142.
Screen
Magazine No.
29; S-142.
Screen Magazine
No.
5; R-80; S-291.
Magazine No.
Screen
12: R-234 : S-598.
niversal Screen Magazine No.
—Apr. 19: R-384; S-59S.
Magazine No.
Screen
Universal
—Apr. 27: R-531 ; S-903.
No.
Magazine
Screen
Universal
—Mav
I : R-687;
S-904.
—Mav
10: S-904.
No.
Magazine
Screen
Universal
IT : S-104
—May Screen
Magazine5.No.
Universal

Universal
—Mav
—May
Universal
—June
Universal

Magazine No.
Screen
21: S-1045.
31 ; S-1340.
Xo.
Magazine
Screen

(Universal) —
62 (Universal >
S-140.
63 (Universal >
64

(Universal)

65

(I niversal'

66

(Universal)

61

(.Universal)

6S

(I niversal)

69

(Universal)

.0

„,
.
(I niversal)

,.
.
„„il ,_
(I niversal)

.2

(1 niversal)

_,■•> ,_
.
,.
(Universal)
8; R-1558. No. _. c4,TT (I.niversal)
.,
Magazine
Screen

Universal Screen Magazine No. <n (Universal) —
Universal Screen Magazine No. 76 (Universal) —
Tune 29
Universal Screen Magazine No. 77 (Universal)—
Untold
Se'cr'et, The
(No. 8 of The House
o
(Pathe-Astra)— Apr. 28.
(2 parts)
Hate)

Up

1474.
in the

Air

(Educational

Films

Corp.)— C-

